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AVING been long employed in the ſtudy and cultivation of the
Engliſh language, I lately publiſhed a di& ionary like thoſe compiled
by the academies of Italy and France, for the uſe of ſuch as aſpire to ex
a & nefs of criticiſm or elegance of ſtyle.
But it has been ſince conſidered, that works of that kind are by no means
neceſſary to the greater number of readers, who, feldom intending to write
or preſuming to judge, turn over books only to amuſe their leiſure, and to
gain degrees of knowledge ſuitable to lower chara & ers, or neceſſary to the
common buſineſs of life : theſe know not any other uſe of a di& ionary than
that of adjuſting orthography, or explaining terms of ſcience or words of
infrequent occurrence , or remote derivation .
For theſe purpoſes many di&tionaries have been written by différent
authors, and with different degrees of ſkill; but none of them have yet
fallen into my hands, by which even the loweft expe & ations could be
fatisfied. Some of their authors wanted induſtry , and others literature:
ſome knew not their own defe & s, and others were too idle to ſupply
them.
For this reaſon a ſmall dictionary appeared yet to be wanting to com
mon readers : and , as I may without arrogance claim to myſelf a longer
acquaintance with the lexicography of our language than any other writer
has had , I ſhall hope to be conſidered as having more experience at leaſt
than moſt of my predeceſſors, and as more likely to accommodate the na
tion with a vocabulary of daily uſe. I therefore offer to the publick an
abitraa or epitome of my former work .

In comparing this with other di & ionaries of the ſame kind, it will be
found to have ſeveral advantages.
I. It contains many words not to be found in any other:
II. Many barbarous terms and phraſes by which other di &tionaries may
vitiate the ſtyle, are rejected from this,
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Ill. The words are more correaly ſpelled, partly by attention to their
etymology, and partly by obſervation of the practice of the beſt authors.
IV. The etymologies and derivations, whether from foreign languages or
from native roots, are more diligently traced , and more diſtinály noted.
V. The ſenſes of each word are more copiouſly enumerated, and more
clearly explained .
VI . Many words occurring in the elder authors, ſuch as Spenſer, Shake
ſpeare, and Milton , which had been hitherto omitted , are here carefully
inſerted ; ſo that this book may ferve as a gloſſary or expoſitory index to the
poetical writers.
VH . To the words, and to the different ſenſes of each word , are ſub
joined from the large di&tionary , the names of thoſe writers by whom they
have been uſed ; ſo that the reader who knows the different periods of the
language, and the time of its authors , may judge of the elegance or pre
valence of any word, or meaning of a word , and without recurring to
other books, may know what are antiquated, what are unuſual, and what
are recommended by the beſt authority.
The words of this dictionary , as oppoſed to others, are more diligently
colle &ted, more accurately ſpelled , more faithfully explained, and more
authentically aſcertained. Of an abftra &t it is not neceſſary to ſay more ;
and I hope, it will not be found that truih requires me to fay leſs.

ܕܥܕܦ
N. B. The Fditors of this Dublin Edition have endeavoured to render
it more worthy of the public attention , by adding at full length, the Au
tbor's curicus preface to the Folio Edition , his Hiſtory of the Engliſh lan
guage , and by inſerting in their proper places , above 500 Words from the
Folio Edition , none of which are contained in the London Oflava : As to
the Paper, Print and Correction, they will be found , on compariſon, much
ſuperior , although the Book is given for near one half of the price of the
London Edition
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T is the fate of thoſe who toil at the lower employments of life, to be ra
ther driven by the fear of evil , than attracted by the proſpect of good ; to
be expoſed to cenſure, without hope of praiſe ; to be diſgraced by miſcar
I riage, or punished for neglect, where fuccefs would have been without
applauſe, and diligence without reward.
Among theſe unhappy mortals is the writer of dictionaries ; whom mankind
have conlidered, not as the pupil , but the flave of ſcience , the pioneer of litera
ture, doomed only to remove rubbiſh and clear obftructions from the paths of
Learning and Genius , who preſs forward to conqueſt and glory, without be
ftowing a ſmile on the humble drudge that facilitates their progreſs. Every
other author may aſpire to praiſe ; the lexicographer can only hope to eſcape re
proach, and even this negative recompenſe has been yet granted to very few .
I have, potwithſtanding this diſcouragement, attempted a dictionary of the
Englifb language, which , while it was employed in the cultivation of every ſpecies
of literature, has itſelf been hitherto neglected, ſuffered to ſpread, under the di
rection of chance, into wild exuberance, reſigned to the tyranny of time and fa
fhion, and expoſed to the corruption of ignorance, and caprices of innovation.
When I took the firſt ſurvey of my undertaking, I found our ſpeech copious
without order, and energetic without rules : wherever I turned my view there
was perplexity to be diſentangled, and confuſion to be regulated ; choice was to
be made out of boundleſs variety, without any establifhed principle of ſelection ;
adulterations were to be detected, without a ſettled teſt of purity ; and modes
of expreſſion to be rejected or received , without the fuffrages of any writers of
clafüical reputation or acknowledged authority.
Having therefore no aſſiſtance but from general grammar, I applied myſelf to
the perutál of our writers ; and noting whatever might be of uſe to aſcertain or
illuftrate any word or phraſe, accumulated in time the materials of a dictionary,
which , by degrees, I reduced to method, eſtabliſhing to myſelf in the progreſs of
the work , fuch rules as experience and analogy fuggeſted to me ; experience ,
which practice and obſervation were continually encreaſing ; and analogy, which ,
though in ſome words obfcure, was evident in others.
In adjuſting the ORTHOGRAPHY, which has been to this time unſettled and
fortuitous, I found it neceſſary to diſtinguiſh thoſe irregularities that are inherent
in our tongue, and perhaps coeval with it, from others which the ignorance or
negligence of later writers has produced. Every language has its anomalies,
which though inconvenient, and in themſelves once unneceſſary, muſt be tole
rated among the imperfections of human things, and which require only to be
regiſtered, that they may not be encreaſed, and aſcertained, that they may not be
confounded : but every language has likewiſe its improprieties and abſurdities,
which it is the duty of the lexicographer to correct or proſcribe.
As language was at its beginning merely oral, all words of neceſſary or com
mon uſe were fpoken before they were written ; and while they were unfixed
by any viſible ſigns, muſt have been ſpoken with great diverſity, as we now ob
ſerve thoſe who cannot read to catch lourds imperfectly, and utter them negli
gently . When this wild and barbarous jargon was first reduced to an alphabet,
every
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every penman endeavoured to expreſs, as he could , the ſounds which he was ac
cuſtomed to pronounce or to receive, and vitiated in writing ſuch words as were
already vitiated in ſpeech . The powers of the letters, when they were applied to
a new language, muſt have been vague and unſettled, and therefore different
hands would exhibit the ſame found by different combinations.
From this uncertain pronunciation ariſe, in a great part, the various dialects of
the ſame country , which will always be obſerved to grow fewer , and leſs dif
ferent, as books are multiplied ; and from this arbitrary repreſentation of ſounds
by letters, proceeds that diverſity of ſpelling obſervable in the Saxon remains,
and I ſuppoſe in the firſt book of every nation, which perplexes or deſtroys ana
logy and produces anomalous formations, which , being once incorporated, can
never be afterward diſmiſſed or reformed.
Of this kind are the derivatives length from long, ſtrength from ſtrong, darling
from dear , breadıb from broad , from dry, drougtb, and from high, beight, which
Milton, in zeal for analogy , writes hight ; Quid te exempla juvat ſpinis de plu
ribus una ; to change all would be too much , and to change one is nothing.
This uncertainty is molt frequent in the vowels , which are fo capriciouſly pro
nounced , and ſo differently modified, by accident or affectation, not only in every
province , but in every mouth , that to them , as is well known to etymologiſts,
little regard is to be thewn in the deduction of one language from another .
Such defects are noterrours in orthography , but ſpots of barbariſm impreſſed
ſo deep in the Engliſh language , that criticiſm can never waſh them away ; theſe,
therefore, muſt be permitted to remain untouched : but many words have like
wife been altered by accident , or depraved by ignorance , as the pronunciation of
the vulgar has been weakly followed ; and ſome ftill continue to be variouſly writ
ten , as authors differ in their care or ſkill : of theſe it was proper to enquire the
true orthography, which I have always conſidered as depending on their deriva
tion, and have therefore referred them to their original languages : thus I write
enchant , enchantment , enchanter, after the French, and incarnation after the
Latin ; thus entire, is choſen rather than intire, becauſe it paſſed to us not from
the Latin integer, but from the French entier.
Of many words it is difficult to lay wbether they were immediately received
from the Latin or the French , ſince at the time when we had dominions in France ,
we had Latin ſervice in our churches. It is , however, my opinion , that the
French generally ſupplied us ; for we have few Latin words, among the terms
of domeitick ule, which are not French ; but many French , which are very re
mote from Latin ,
Even in words of which the derivation is apparent, I have been often obliged
to ſacrifice uniformity to cuſtom ; thus I write, in compliance with a numberleſs
majority, convey and inveigh , deceit and receipt , fancy and phantom ; ſometimes
the derivative varies from the primitive, as explain and explaration, repeat and
repetition ,
Some combinations of lettershaving the fame power are uſed indifferently with
out any diſcoverable reaſon of choice, as in choak, choke ; ſoap, fope ; feruel, fuel,
and many others ; which I have ſometiines inſerted twice , that thoſe who fearch
for them under either form , may not ſearch in vain.
In examining the orthography of any doubtful word , the mode of ſpelling by
which it is inſerted in the ſeries of the dictionary, is to be conſidered as that to
which I give , perhaps not often rafhly, the preference. I have left, in the exam
ples, to every author his own practice unmoleſted, that the reader may balance
luffrages, and judge between us : but this queſtion is not always to be determined
by reputed or by real learning ; ſo :ne men , intent upon greater things, have
thought little on ſounds and derivations ; fome, knowing in the anc'eni tongues
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Lareseglested thoſe in which our words are commonly to be fought. Thus
Besond writes fecibleneſs for feaſibleneſs, becaufe I luppoſe he imagined it de
oved immediately from the Latin ; and ſome words, ſuch as dependant, dependent ;
dependance, dependence, vary their final fyllable, as one or other language is pre
lent to the writer.
la this part of the work, where caprice has long wantoned without controul,
and ranity fought praiſe by petty reformation, I have endeavoured to proceed
with a ſcholar's reverence for antiquity , and a grammarian's regard to the genius
of cur tongue. I have attempted tew alterations, and among thoſe few , perhaps
the greater part is from the modern to the ancient practice ; and I hope I may be
zowed to recommend to thoſe, whoſe thoughts have been , perhaps, employed
100 anxiouily on verbal ſingularities , not to disturb, upon narrow views, or for
Esule propriety , the orthography of their fathers. It has been aſſerted, that for
the law to be known , is of more importance than to be right . Change, ſays
Hester, is not made without inconvenience, even from worle to better There
it is conſtancy and ftability a general and laſing advantage, which will always
ove.balance the flow improvements of gradual correction. Much leſs ought our
mtilen language to comply with the corruptions of oral uiterance, or copy that
wiich every variation of time or place nakes different from itielf, and imitate
hoſe changes, which will again be changed , while imitation is employed in ob
ferving them .
Tois recommendation of ſteadineſs and uniformity does not proceed from an
opinioa, thai particular combinations of letters have much influence on human
Lappines; or that truth may not be ſucceſsfully taught by modes of ſpelling fan
ciul and erroneous : I am not yet ſo loit in lexicogiaphy, as to forget that words
are :be daughters of earth , and that things are the ſons of heaven . Language is
only the inftrument of ſcience, and words are but the ſigns of ideas : I with, how
se , that the initrument might be leſs apt to decay , and that figns might be per
muneti, like the things which they denote.
Is letting the orthography, I have not wholly neglected the pronunciation , which
I bare directed, by printing an accent upon the acute or elevated ſyllable. It
wl fometimes be found, inat the accent is placed by the author quoted, on a
cerent fyllable from that marked in the alphabetical ſeries ; it is then to be un
derstood, that cuſtom has varied, or that the author has, in my opinion, pro
Danced wrong. Short directions are ſometimes given where the ſound of letters
is regular ; and if they are ſometimes omitted , defect in ſuch minute obſerva
toas will be more eaſily excuſed, than luperfluity .
la the inveſtigation both of the orthography and ſignification of words, their
ETYMOLOGY was neceſſarily to be conſidered , and they were therefore to be di
sided into priinitives and derivatives. A primitive word, is that which can be
raced no further to any Engliſh root ; thus circumſpect, circumvent, circumſtance,
dade, concave, and complicate, though compounds in the Latin, are to us pri
tes. Derivatives, are all thoſe that can be referred to any word in Engliſh
c gcater fimplicity.
îne derivatives I have referred to their primitives, with an accuracy fomc
isas needlels ; for who does not ſee that remoteneſs comes from remote, lovely,
from love, concavity from concave, and demonſtrative from demonſtrate ? but this
Fammatical exuberance the ſcheme of my work did not allow me to repreſs.
It is of great importance in examining the general fabrick of a language, to
trace one word from another, by noting the uſual modes of derivation and in
fection ; and uniformity muſt be preſerved in fyftematical works , though ſome
tines at the expence of particular propriety.
Among other derivatives I have been careful to inſert and elucidate the ano
malous
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malous plurals of nouns and preterites of verbs, which in the Teutonick dialects
are very frequent, and though familiar to thoſe who have always uſed them, in
terrupt and embarraſs the learne .3 of our language.
. The two languages from which our primitives have been derived are the Ro
man and Teutonick : under the Roman I comprehend the French and provincial
tongues ; and under the Teutonick range the Saxon , German, and all their kindred
dialects. Moſt of our polyſyllables are Roman , and our words of one fyllable
are very often Teutonick
In alligning the Roman original , it has perhaps ſometimes happened that I
have mentioned only the Latin , when the word was borrowed from the French
and conſidering myſelf as employed only in the illuſtration of my own lan
guage, I have not been very careíul to obſerve whether the Latin word be pure
or barbarous, or the French elegant or obſolete .
For the Teutonick etymologies I am commonly indebted to Junius and Skinner ,
the only names which I have forbo :n to quote when I copied their books ; not
that I might appropriate their labours or ufurp their honours , but that I might
ſpare a perpetual repetition by one general acknowledgment. Of theſe, whom I
ought not to mention but with the reverence due to inſtructers and benefactors,
Junius appears to have excelled in extent of learning, and Skinner in rectitude of
underſtanding. Junius was accurately ſkilled in all the northern languages ,
Skinner probably examined the ancient and remoter dialects only by occaſional
inſpection into dictionaries ; but the learning of Junius is often of no other uſe
than to ſhow him a track by which he may deviate froin his purpoſe, to which
Skinner always preffes forward by the ſhorteſt way Skinner is often ignorant , but
never ridiculous: Junius is alwaysfull of knowledge ; but his variety diſtracts his
judgment, and his learning is very frequently diſgraced by his abſurdities.
The votaries of the northern inuſes will not perhaps eaſily reſtrain their
indignation , when they find the name of Junius thus degraded by a diſadvantage
ous compariſon : but whatever reverence is due to his diligence, or his attain
ments, it can be no criminal degree of cenſoriouſneſs to charge that etymologiſt
with vant of judginient, who can ſeriouſly derive dream from drama, becauſe life
is a drama, and a drama is a dream ; and who declares with a tone of defiance,
that no man can fail to derive moan from mira, monos, who conſiders that grief
naturally loves to be alone

* That I may not appear to have ſpoken too
irreverently of Junius, I have here fubjoined a few
Specimens of his etymological extravagance.
BANI6H , religare, ex barno vel territorio
exigere, io exilium agere, G. bannir. It. burn
dire, bondeggiare. H. bannir. B. bannen Ævi
medii Scriptores bannire dicebant. V. Spelm . in
Banum & in Banleuga. Quoniam verò re
gionum urbiumq; limites arduis plerumq; mon
cibus , altis Auminibus , longis deniq ; fexuofifq;
anguliffimarum viarum amfractibus includeban.
cur, ficri pocelt id genus limites bon dici ab co
quod Banétus & Bewvalpon Torentinis olin, ſicuti
iradit Helychius, vocabantur ai dobar rai rein isuτενίς οδοι , obliquz ac minimè in re & um ten
• dentes viz. " Ac fortaſſe quoque hoc facit
quod Bevás, eodem Heſychio tefte, dicebant
ypa sayyuan, monies arduos.
E : PTY, emrie, vacuus, inoris. A. S. Æmtiz.
Neſcio an ſint ab iuán vel ipsléce. Vomo, evomo,
vomita CTACCO. Videtur iacerio cymologiasa

hanc non obſcure firmare codex Ruſh. Mat . xii .
22. ubi antique ſcriptum invenimus gemorted ,
hit emetit. is Invenit eam vacantem .
Hill , mons, collis. A. S. hyll. Quod videri
poteſt abſciſſum ex xolarim xonavos. Collis, lu
mulus, lacus in plano cditior . Hom . II . b. 811 ,
isi de tiçarpofázoude Óleo estria, xolarr . Ubi
authori breviurn fcholiorum xolawn exp. τοπον εις
üyle animov , geminee i foxń.
NAP , to take a nap. Dormire, condormiſcere ,
Cym. heppian . A. S. horppan . Quod poftremum
videri poteit deſumptum ex xve pas, obfcuritas,
tenebræ : nihil eniin æque folet conciliare ſom :
num , quàm caliginota profunde notis obfcuritas .
STAMMERER , Balbus, blirlus Goch STAMMS .
A. S. stamen , rtamur . D. fam . B. Nameler .
Su. Namma. IN . Naina Sunt a separarsiv vel
copiółnaiv, nimiâ loquacitate alios offendere ;
quod impedire loquentes libentiffimè garrire fo
leant ; vel quod aliis nimii ſeinper videantur,
etiam paucifine loquentes .
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Our knowledge of the northern literature is ſo ſcanty, that of words un
doubtedly Teutonick the original is not always to be found in any ancient language ,
and I have therefore inſerted Dutch or German ſubititutes , which I conſider not
as radical but parallel, not as the parents , but fifters of the Engliſh.
The words which are repreſented as thus related by deſcent or cognation, do
not always agree in ſenſe ; for it is incident to words , as to their authors , to de
generate from their ancestors, and to change their manners when they change
It is ſufficient, in etymological enquiries , if the ſenſes of kindred
words be found ſuch as may eaſily paſs into each other, or ſuch as may both be
Teferred to one general idea.
The etymology, ſo far as it is yet known, was eafily found in the volumes
where it is particularly and profeſſedly delivered ; and , by proper attention to
the rules of derivation , the orthography was ſoon adjuſted.But to collect the
WORDS of our language was a talk of greater difficulty: the deficiency of dicti
onaries was immediately apparent ; and when they were exhauſted, what was yet
wanting must be fought by fortuitous and unguided excurſions into books, and
gleaned as industry ihould find, or chance ſhould offer it , in the boundleſs chaos
of a living ſpeech. Myſearch , however, has been either ſkilful or lucky ; for I
have much augmented the vocabularly .
As my deſign was a dictionary, common or appellative, I have omitted all
words which have relation to proper names ; ſuch as Arian, Socinian , Calviniſt,
Benediâine, Mahometan ; but have retained thoſe of more general nature , as
Heatber , Pagan.
Of the terms of art I have received ſuch as could be found either in books of
ſcience or technical dictionaries ; and have often inſerted, from philoſophical
writers, words which are ſupported perhaps only by a ſingle authority , and which
being not admitted into general uſe , ſtand yet as candidates or probationers , and
muť depend for their adoption on the ſuffrage of futurity.
The words which our authors have introduced by their knowledge of foreign
languages, or ignorance of their own , by vanity or wantonneſs, by compliance
with faihion , or luſt of innovation , I have regiitered as they occurred, though
commonly only to cenſure them , and wårn others againſt the folly of naturalizing
atelets foreigners to the injury of the natives .
I have not rejected any by deſign, merely becauſe they were unneceſſary or
exuberant ; but have received thoſe which by different writers have been diffe
tently formed , as viſcid, and viſcidity , viſcous, and viſcoſity.
Compounded or double words I have ſeldom noted , except when they obtain
a ſignification different from that which the components have in their ſimple ſtate.
Thus bighwayman, woodman, and borſecourſer, require an explication ; but of
ibieflike or coachdriver no notice was needed , becaule the primitives contain the
meaning of the compounds.
Words arbitrarily formed by a conſtant and ſettled analogy, like diminutive
adjectives in ifb , as greeniſb, bluiſh, adverbs in ly, as dully, openly, ſubſtantives
is reſs, as vileneſs, faultineſs, were leſs diligently fought, and many fometimes
bave been omitted , when I had no authority that invited me to inſert them ; not
that they are not genuine and regular offsprings of Engliſb roots , but becauſe their
relation to the primitive being always the ſame, their ſignification cannot be
mittaken .
The verbal nouns in ing, ſuch as the keeping of the caſtle, the leading of the
army, are always neglected, or placed only to illuſtrate the ſenſe of the verb,
except when they fignify things as well as actions, and have therefore a plu:al
number, as dwelling, living ; or have an abſolute and abſtract fignification, as
colourire, painting , learning.
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The participles are likewiſe omitted, unleſs , by ſignifying rather qualities than
action , they take the nature of adjectives: as a thinking man, a man of pru
dence ; a pacing horſe, a horſe that can pace : there I have ventured to call
participial adjectives. But neither are there always inlerted , becauſe they
are commonly to be underitood, without any danger of miſtake, by confulting
the verb.
Obſolete words are admitted, when they are found in authors not obſolete, or
when they have any force or beauty that may de ferve revival.
As con poſition is one of the chief characteristicks of a language, I have endea
voured to make fome reparation for the univerfal negligence of my predeceffors, by
inferting great numbers of compounded words , as may be found under after, foré,
1:09 , nigbe, fair, and many more. Theſe, numerous as they are , inight be
multiplied, but that uſe and curioſity are here latistied , and the frame of our
language and modes of our combination amply diſcovered,
Of lome forms of compoſition, ſuch as that by which re is prefixed to note
repetition, and un to figrity conirariety or pritation , all the examples cannot be
aceumulated, becauſe the uſe of theſe particles, if not wholly arbitrary, is ſo
little limited, that they are hourly affixed io new words 25 occaſion requires, or is
imagined to require them .
There is another kind of con pofition more frequent in our language than per
haps in any other, from which ariſes to foreigneis the greatcit difficulty. We
modify the lignification of many vcibs by a particle luljoined ; as to come off, to
eſcape by a fitch ; to fall on , to attack '; to fall off, to aportatize ; to break off ,
to ttop abruptly ; to bear out , to juítity ; to fall in , to comply ; to give over , 10
ccafe ; to fez off, to embelliılı; to let in, to begin a continual tenour ; to ſetout,
10 begin a courſe or journey ; to take off, to copy ; with innumerable exprellions
of the fame kind , of which ſome appear wildly irregular, being ſo far diſtant
from the fence of the fimple words, thatno ſagacity will be able to trace the ſteps
by which they arrived ai the preſent uſe.
Theſe I have noted with great care ;
and though I cannot Hatter myself that the collection is complete, I believe I
have lo far alliited the iludents of our language, that this kind of phra.cology
will be no longer inluperable ; and the combinations of verbs and particles , by
chance omitted , will be eaſily explained by companion with thoſe that may be
found ,
Many words yet fand ſupported only by the name of Bailey , Ainſworsh ,
Philips, or the contracleu Didl. for Dicionaries Tunjoined : of theſe I am not
always certain that they are read in any book but the works of lexicographers . Of
ſuch 'I have omiited many, becauſe I had never read them ; and many I have
inſerted , becauſe they may perhaps exilt, though they have eſcaped my notice :
They are, however, to be yet conſidered asielting only upon the credit of former
dictionaries. Others, which I conſidered as ureful, or know to be proper ,
though I could not at prefent ſupport them by authorities, I have ſuffered to ſtand
upon my own aticflation, claiming the ſame privilege with my predeceſſors of
Leing ſometimes credited without proot.
The words , thus felected and dispoſed, are grammatically conſidered : they
are referred to the different parts of fpeech ; traced when they are irregularly
infected, through their various tersninations; and illustrated by ovleivations , not
indeed of great or striking importance, ſeparately confidered, but neceſſary to
the elucidation of our language, and hiihiiio neglected or forgotten by Engliſh
grammarians.
The part of my work on which I expect malignity moſt frequently to fafton ,
is the lixplanation ; in which I cannot hope to fatisfy thoie, who are perhaps not
circito be pleaſed, ſince I have not always been able to stisfy myſelf. To
interpret
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interpret a language by itſelf is very difficult ; many words cannot be explained by
iynon;mes, becauſe the idea ſignified by them has not more than one appellation ;
D9 by paraphraſe, becauſe fimple ideas cannot be deſcribed. When the natuie
of things is unknown , or the notion unſettled and indetinite , and various in va
rious ricds, the words by which ſuch notions are conveyed , or ſuch ihings de
noted, will be ambiguous and perplexed
And ſuch is the fate of hapleſs lexico
graphy, that not only darkneſs , but light, impedes and cittre Tes it ; things may
be not only too little , but ioo much known, to be happily illuſtrated . To ex
plain, requires the uſe of terms leſs abſtruſe than that which is to be explaine ,
and ſuch ièrms cannot always be found ; for as nothing can be proyed but by ſup
poſing ſomething intunively known, and evident without proof , 10 noihing can
be defined but by the uſe of words too plain to admit a definition.
Other words there are , of which the ſenſe is too ſubtle and eraneſcent to be
fixed in a paraphraſe ; ſuch are all thoſe which are by the grammarians termed
expletives, and , in dead languages , are fuffered to paſs for er pty ſounds, of no
other vie than to fill a verſe, or to modulate a period, but which are eaſily per
ceived in living tongues to have power and emphaſis, though it be ſometimes ſuch
is no other form of expreſion can convey.
My labour bas likewile been much increaſed by a claſs of rerbs too frequent
in the Engliſh language, of which the fignincation is ſo looſe and general, the
ufe ſo vague and indeterminate, and the ſenſes detorted ſo widely from the
firit idea, that it is hard to trace them through the maze of variation, to catch
them on the brink of utter inanity, to circumſcribe then by any limitations, or
interpret them by any words ofdiſtinct and ſettled meaning: luchare bear, break,
Coel, caf , full, get, give, do, put , fet, go , run , make, take, turn , throw . If of
theſe the whole power is not accurately delivered , it muſt be remembered, that
while our language is yet living , and variable by the caprice of every one that
Ipeaks it , theſe words are hourly ſhifting their relations, and can no nigre be af
certained in a dictionary, than a grove , in the agitation of a ſtorm , can be ac
curately delineated from its picture in the water.
The particles are among all nations applied with ſo great latiivde, that they
are not eaſily reducible under any regular ſcheme of caplication ; this dificulty is
aor leſs, nor perhaps greater, in Engliſh, than in other languages. I have la
boured them with diligence, I hope with ſucceſs ; luch at leaſt as can be ex
pected in a talk , which no man , howcyer learned or fagacious, has yet been able
to perform .
Some words there are which I cannot explain , becauſe I do not underſtand
them ; theſe might have been omitted very often with littie inconvenience, but I
would not ſo far indulge my vanity as ta decline this confeſſion : for when Tully
owns bimſelf ignorant whether leffus, in the twelve tables, means a funeral ſong,
of mourning garment; and Ariſtotle doubts whether cipsus, in the Iliad , ligni
fies a mule, or muleteer, I may freely, without ſhame, leaye fome obſcurities to
happier induſtry, or future information .
The rigour of interpretative lexicography requires that the explanation, andthe
word explained, ſould be always reciprocal; this I have always eadcayoured,
bui could not always attain. Words are ſeldom exactly ſynonimous ; a new term
was not introduced , but becauſe the former was thought inadequate : names,
was
therefore, have often many ideas , but few ideas have many names. It
then neceſſary to uſe the proximate word, for the deficiency of ſingle terms can
very ſeldom be ſupplied by circumlocution ; nor is the inconvenience great of
ſuch mutilated interpretations, becauſe the ſenſe may eaſily be collected entire
frora the examples.
In
[ 1 2 ]
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In every word of extenſive uſe, it was requiſite to mark the progreſs of its
meaning, and ſhow by what gradations of iniermediare lenſe, it has paſſed from
its primitive to its reinote and accidental ſignification ; ſo that every foregoing
explanation ſhould tend to that which follows, and the ſeries be regularly conca
tenated from the firft notion to the laſt.
This is ſpecious, but not always practicable ; kindred ſenſes may be fo inter
woven , that the perplexity cannot be diſentangled, nor any reason be alligned
why one ſhould be ranged before the other. When the radical idea branches
out into parallel ramifications, how can a conſecutive ſeries be formed of ſenles
in their nature collateral ? The ihades of meaning ſometimes paſs imperceptibly
into each other ; ſo that though on one ſide they apparently differ, yet it is im
poſſible to mark the point of contact. Ideas of the ſame race , though not ex
actly alike , are ſometimes ſo little different, that no words can exprels the diffi
militude, though the mind eaſily perceives it , when they are exhibited together ;
and ſometimes there is ſuch a confuſion of acceptations, that diſcernment is
wearied , and diſtinction puzzled, and perſeverance herſelf hurries to an end , by
crouding together what ſhe cannot ſeparate.
Thele complaints of difficulty will , by thoſe that have never conſidered words
beyond their popular uſe, be thought only the jargon of a man willing to mag
nily his labours , and procure veneration to his ſtudies by involution and obſcu .
Tity. But every art is obſcure to thoſe that have not learned it: this uncertainty
of terms, and commixture of ideas , is well known to thoſe who have joined
philoſophy with grammar ; and if I have not expreſſed them very clearly , it
muſt be remembered that I am ſpeaking of that which words are inſufficient to
explain.
The original ſenſe of words is often driven out of uſe by their metaphorica!
acceptations, yetmuſt be inſerted for the ſake of a regular origination. Thus
know not whether ardour is uſed for material beat, or whether flagrant,in Eng
liſh , ever ſignifies the ſame with burning ; yet ſuch are the primitive ideas of
theſe words, which are therefore ſet firit, though without examples, that the
figurative fenfes may be conmodioully deduced ,
Such is the exuberance of ſignification which many words have obtained, that
it was ſcarcely poſſible to collect all their ſenſes ; ſometimes the meaning of deri
vatives muſt be ſought in the mother term , and ſometiines deficient explanations
of the primitive may be ſupplied in the train of derivation. In any caſe of doubt
or difficulty, it will be always proper to examine all the words of the fame race ;
for ſome words are fightly paffed over to avoid repetition , ſome admitted eaſiet
and clearer explanation than others , and all will be better underſtood, as they
are conſidered in a greater variety of ſtructures and relations.
All the interpretations of words are not written with the ſame ſkill, or the ſame
happineſs : things equally eaſy in themſelves , are not all equally eaſy to any
ſingle mind. Every writer of a long work commits errours, when there appears
neither ambiguity to miſlead, nor obſcurity to confound him ; and in a ſearch
like this , many elicities of expreſſion will be caſually overlooked, many conveni
ent parallels will be forgotten , and many particulars will admit improvement from
a mind utterly unequal to the whole performance.
Bui many ſeeming ſaults are to be imputed rather to the nature of the under
taking , than the negligence of the performer, Thus ſome explanations are una
voidably reciprocal or circular , as bird, the female of the flag ; ftag, the male of
the hind: ſometimes eaſier words are changed into harder, asburialinto ſepulture
or interment , drier into defccative, dryneſs into pocityor aridity,fit into paroxyſm ;
for the caſieſt word , whatever it be , can neverbe tranſlaied into one more caſy. But
caſineſs and difficulty are merely relative, and if the preſent prevalence of our lan
guage
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ſhould invite foreigners to this di& ionary, many will be affifted by thoſe
words wbich now ſeem only to encreaſe or produce obſcurity. For this reaſon I
have endeavoured frequently to join Teutonick and Roman interpretation, as to
CHEER to gladden, or exbilaraie, that every learner of Engliſh may be allifted
by his own tongue.
The ſolution of all difficulties, and the ſupply of all defects, muſt be fought
in the examples, fubjoined to the various fenſes of each word, and ranged ac
cording to the time of their authors.
When firit I collected theſe authorities, I was deſirous that every quotation
ſhould be uſeful to ſome other end than the illuſtration of a word ; 'I therefore
extracted from philoſophers principles of ſcience ; from hiſtorians remarkable
facts; from chymifts complete proceſſes ; from divines ſtriking exhortations ;
and from poets beautiful deſcriptions. Such is deſign, while it is yet at a diſ
tance from execution. When the time called upon me to range this accumula
tion of elegance and wiſdom into an alphabetical ſeries, I ſoon diſcovered that
the bulk of my volumes would fright away the ſtudent, and was forced to depart
from my ſcheme of including all that was pleaſing or uſeful in Engliſh literature,
and reduce my tranſcripts very often to cluſters of words , in which ſcarcely any
meaning is retained ; thus to the wearineſs of copying, I was condem
the vexation of expunging. Some paſſages I have yet ſpared , which may relieve
the labour of verbal ſearches, and interiperſe with verdure and flowers the duſty
defarts of barren philoſophy:
The examples , thus mutilated, are no longer to be conſidered as conveying
the fentimenis or doctrine of their authors; the word for the ſake of which they
are inferted, with all its appendant clauſes, has been carefully preſerved ; but it
may fometimes happen, by hafty detruncation , that the general tendency of
the ſentence may be changed: the divine may deſert his tenets, or the philoſo
pher his ſyitem
Some of the examples have been taken from writers who were never men
tioned as maſters of elegance or models of ſtile ; but words muſt be foughtwhere
they are uſed ; and in what pages, eminent for purity , can terms of manufacture
of agriculture be found ? Many quotations ſerve no other purpoſe, than that of
proving the bare exiſtence of words, and are therefore ſelected with leſs ſcrupu
louineſs than thoſe which are to teach their ſtructures and relations ,
My purpoſe was to admit no teſtimony of living authors, that I might not be
miled by partiality, and that none of my contemporaries might have reaſon to
complain ; nor have I departed from this reſolution, but when fome perfor
mance of uncommon excellence excited my veneration, when my memory ſup
plied me, from late books, with an example that was wanting, or when my
heart in the tenderneſs of friendſhip, folicited adıniſſion for a favourite
name,
So far have I been from any care to grace my pages with modern decorations ,
that I have ſtudiouſly endeavoured to collect examples and authorities from the
Writers before the reſtoration, whoſe works I regard as the wells of Englib unde
filed ,as the pure ſources of genvinedi&tion . Our language, for alvoit a cen
tury, has, by the concurrence of many cauſes, been gradually departing from its
original Teutonick character, and deviating towards a Gallick itructure and phraſe
ology, from which it ought to be our endeavour to rccal it, by making our an
cient volumes the ground -work of ſtile, admitting among the additions of later
times, only ſuch as may ſupply real deficiencies , ſuch are readily adopted by the
genius of our tongue, and incorporate eafilywith our nativeidioms.
But as every language has a time of rudeneſs antecedent to perfection, as well
25 of falſe refinement and declenfion, I have been cautious left my zeal for anti
quity
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quity might drive me into times too remote, and croud my book with words now
no longer underſtood, I have fixed Sidney's work for the boundary, beyond
which I make few excurſions. From the authors which roſe in the time of
Elizabeth , a ſpeech might be formed adequate to all the purpoſes of uſe and ele
gance. If the language of thcology were extracted from Hooker and the tranſa
tion of the Bible ; the terms of natural knowledge from Bacon ; the phraſes of
policy, war, and navigation from Raleigh ; the dialect of poetry and fiction from
Spen ;er and Sidney ; and the diction of common life from Shakeſpeare, few ideas
would be loit to mankind, for want of Engliſh words , in which they might be
espreſſed
It is not ſufficient that a word is found, unleſs it be ſo combined as that its
meaning is apparently determined by the tract and tenour of the ſentence ; ſuch
paffages I have therefore choſen , and when it happened that any author gave a
definition of a term , or ſuch an explanation as is equivalent to a definition , I
have placed his authority as a ſupplement to my own, without regard to the
chronological order, thai is otherwiſe obterved .
Son :e words, indeed , ttand unſupported by any authority, but they are com
monly derivative nouns or adverbs, formed from their primitives by regular and
conitant analogy , or names of things feldom occurring in books, or words of
which I have reaſon to doubt their exiſtence,
There is more danger of cenſure from the multiplicity than paucity of ex
amples ; authorities will ſometimes ſeem to have been accumulated without
neceility or uſe, and perhaps fome will be found, which might, without loſs,
have been omitted. But awork of this kind is not haſtily to be charged with
fuperfluities: thoſe quotations which to careleſs or unſkilful peruſers appear only
to repeat the ſame fenfe, will often exhibit, to a more accurate examiner, divers
ſities of fignification, or , at leatt, afford different ſhades of the fame meaning :
one will thew the word applied to perſons, another to things ; one will expreſs
an ill , another a good , and a third a neutral ſenſe ; one will prove the expreſſion
genuine from an ancient author ; another will ſhew it elegant from a madern : a
Houbtful authority is corroborated by another of more credit ; an ambiguous
Intence is aſcertained by a paſſage clear and determinate ; the word, how often
boerer repeated, appears with new aſſociates and in different combinations , and
ir ty quotation contributes ſomething to the Itability or enlargement of the lan
ige,
her words are uſed cquivocally, I receive them in either ſenſe ; when they
arc pretaphorical, I adopt them in their primitive acceptation .
I have fonetimes, though rarely, yielded to the temptation of exhibiting a
zencaiogy of tentiirents, by ſhewing how one author copied the thoughts and
diction of another : ſuch quotations are indeed little more than repetitions, which
might juftly be cenſured," did they not gratify the mind , by affording a kind of
intellectual hiſtory ,
The various tyntactical ſtructures occurring in the examples have been care
fwy noted ; the licence or negligence with which many words have been hi
tietto vied, has made our file capricious and indeterminate; when the different
cubinations of the ſame word are exhibited together , the preference is readily
Diven to propriety, and I have often endeavoured to direct the choice.
Thus i have laboured to ſettle the orthography , cilplay the analogy , regulate
s'e rructure , and aſcertain the figniñcation of Ergliſh words , to perform all
abc parts of a faithful lexicographer : but I have not always executed my own
feeme, or ſatisfied my own expectation. The work , whatever proofs of dili
gence and attention it may exhibit, is yet capable of many improvements : the
Orthography which I reconimend is fil controvertible, the etymology which I
adopt
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adopt is uncertain , and perhaps frequently erroneous ; the explanations are ſome
times too much contracted, and ſometimes too much diffufed, the fignifications
are diſtinguished rather with ſubtilty than ſkill, and the attention is haralled
with unneceſſary minuteneſs.
The examples are too often injudiciouſly truncated , and perhaps ſometimes,
I hope very rarely , alleged in a miſtaken ſenſe ; for in making this collection I
truited more to memory, than , in a ſtate of diſquiet and embarraſſment, meinory
can contain , and purpoſed to ſupply at the review what was left incomplete in
the first tranſcription .
Many terms appropriated to particular occupations, though neceſſary and ſigni
ficani, are undoubtedly omitted ; and of the words moſt ſtudioully confidered and
exemplified, many fenies have eſcaped obſervation .
Yet theſe failures, however frequent, may admit extenuation and apology.
To have attempted much is always laudable, even when the enterprize is above
the ſtrength that undertakes it : To reſt below his own aim is incident to every
one whole fancy is active , and whoſe views are comprehenſive ; nor is any man
latisfied with himſelf becauſe he has done much , but becaule he can conceive
little. When firſt I engaged in this work , I reſolved to leave neither words nor
things unexamined , and pleaſed myſelf with a proſpect of the hours which I
ihould revel away in fearts of literature, the obſcure receſſes of northern learn
ing which I thould enter and ranſack, the treaſures with which I expected every
ſearch into thoſe neglected mines to reward iny labour , and the triumph with which
I should diſplay my acquiſitions to mankind . When I thus enquired into the
original of words, I reſolved to ſhow likewiſe my attention to things ; to pierce
deep into every ſcience, to enquire the nature of every ſubſtance of which I in
ſeried the name, to limit every idea by a definition Itrictly logical , and exhibit
every production of art or nature in an accurate deſcription, that my book might
be in place of all other dictionaries whether appellative or technical. But there
vere the dreams of a poet soomed at laſt to wake a lexicographer. I ſoon found
that it is too late to look for inſtruments , when the work calls for execution , and
that whatever abilities I had brought to my taſk , with thoſe I muſt finally per
form it . To deliberate whenever I doubted, to enquire whenever I was igno
rant, would have protracted the undertaking without end , and , perhaps , with
cut much improvement ; for I did not find by my firſt experiments, that what I
had not of my own was eaſily to be obtained : I ſaw thai one enquiry only gave
occaſion to another, that book referred to book, that to ſearch was not always
to find, and to find was not always to be informed ; and that thus to purſue per
fection, was, like the firſt inhabitants of Arcadia, to chaſe the ſun , which, when
they had reached the hill where he ſeemed to reſt, was ſtill beheld at the ſame
diſtance from them .
I then contracted my deſign, determining to confide in myſelf, and no longer
to folicit auxiliaries, which produced more incumbrance than aſſiſtance : by this
I obtained at leaſt one advantage, that I ſet limits to my work , which would in
time be finished, though not completed.
Deſpondency has never ſo far prevailed as to depreſs me to negligence ; ſome
faults will at leaft appear to be the effects of anxious diligence and perſevering
activity. The nice and ſubtle ramifications of meaning were not eaſily avoided
by a mind intent upon accuracy , and convinced of the neceſſity of diſentangling
combinations, and ſeparating fimilitudes. Many of the diſtinctions which to
common readers appear uſeleſs and idle , will be found real and important by men
verſed in the ſchool philoſophy, without which no dictionary ever ſhall be accu
sately compiled, or ſkilfully examined
Some fenſes however there are , which , though not the fame, are yet ſo nearly
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allied , that they are often confounded . Moſt men think indiſtinctly , and there
fore cannot ſpeak with exactneſs ; and conſequently fome examples might be in
differently put to either ſignification : this uncertainty is not to be imputed to
me , who co not form , but regiſter the language ; who do not teach men how
they fhould think , but relate how they have hitherto expreſſed their thoughts .
The imperfect ſenſe of ſome examples I lamented, but could not remedy, and
hope they will be compenſated by innumerable paſſages fele &ted with propriety,
and preſerved with exactneſs ; ſome ſhining with ſparks of imagination, and ſome
replete with treaſures of wiſdom .
The orthography and etymology, though imperfect, are not imperfect for want
of care , but becauſe care will not always be ſucceſsful, and recollection or infor
mation come too late for uſe.
That many terms of art and manufacture are omitted , muſt be frankly ac
knowledged , but for this defect I may boldly allege that it was unavoidable. I
could not viſit caverns to learn the miner's language , nor take a voyage to per
fect my ſkill in the dialect of navigation , nor viſit the warehouſes of merchants,
and ſhops of artificers, to gain the names of wares, tools, operations, of which
no mention is found in books ; what favourable accident, or enquiry brought
within my reach , has not been neglected ; but it had been a hopeleſs labour to
glean up words, by courting living information, and conteſting with the fullenneſs
of one , and the roughneſs of another.
To furniſh the academicians della Cruſca with words of this kind , a ſeries of co
medies called la Fiera, or the Fair, was profeſſedly written by Buonaroti ; but
I had no ſuch aſliſtant, and therefore was content to want what they muſt have
wanted likewiſe, had they not luckily been ſo ſupplied.
Nor are all words which are not found in the vocabulary, to be lamented as
omiſſions. Of the laborious and nercantile part of the people, the diction is in
a great meaſure caſual and mutable ; many of their terms are formed for ſome
temporary or local convenience , and though current at certain times and places,
are in others utterly unknown.
This fugitive cant, which is always in a ſtate of
increaſe or decay, cannot be regarded as any part of the durable materials of a
language, and therefore muſt be ſuffered to periſh with other things unworthy of
preſervation .
Care will ſometimes betray to the appearance ofnegligence. He that is catch
ing opportunities which ſeldom occur, will ſuffer thole to paſs by unregarded ,
which he expects hourly to return ; he that is ſearching for rare and remote
things , will neglect thoſe that are obvious and familiar : thus many of the moſt
common and curſory words have been inſerted with little illuſtration, becauſe in
gathering the authorities, I forbore to copy thoſe which I thought likely to occur
whenever they were wanted. It is remakable that, in reviewing my collection,
I found the word Sea unexemplified.
Thus it happens, that in things difficult there is danger from ignorance, and
in things ealy from confidence; the mind , afraid of greatneſs, and diſdainful of
littleneſs, haſtily withdraws herſelf from painful ſearches, and paſſes with ſcorn
ſul rapidity over talks not adequate to her powers, ſometimes too ſecure for cau
tion , and again too anxious of vigorous effort ; ſometimes idle in a plain path,
and ſometimes diſtracted in labyrinths, and diffipated by different intentions.
A large work is difficult becauſe it is large , even though all its parts might fing
ly be performed with facility ; where there are many things to be done,each muſt
be allowed its ſhare of time and labour, in the proportion only which it bears to
the whole ; nor can it be expected, that the ſtones which form the dome of a
temple, ſhould be ſquared and poliſhed like the diamond of a ring .
of the event of this work, for which , having laboured it with ſo much appli
cation ,
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Cain, I cannot but have ſome degree of parental fondneſs, it is natural to form
conjectures. Thoſe who have been perſuaded to think well of ny deſign , re
quire that it should fix our language, and put a ſtop to thoſe alterations which
time and chance have hitherto been ſuffered to make in it without oppoſition .
With this conſequence I will confefs that I flattered myſelf for a while ; but
now begin to fear that I have indulged expectation which neither reaſon nor ex
perience can juſtify. When we fee men grow old and die at a certain time one
after another, from century to century , we laugh at the elixir that promiſes to
prolong life to a thouſand years , and with equal juítice may the lexicographer
be derided, who being able to produce no example of a nation that has preſerved
ibeir words and phraies from mutability, thall imagine that his dictionary can
embalın his language , and ſecure it from corruption and decay, that it is in his
power to change fublunary nature , or clear the world at once from folly , vanity,
and affectation .
With this hope , however, academies have been inſtituted, to guard the ave
nues of their languages, to retain fugitives, and repulfe intruders ; but their vigi
larce and activity have hitherto been vain ; ſounds are too volatile and ſubtile for
legalsettraicts ; to enchain ſyllables, and to laſh the wind, are equally the un
deitakings of pride, unwilling to meaſure its deſires by its ſtrength . The Frencl ;
language bas vilibly changed under the inſpection of the academy ; the ſtile of
Amin's tranllation of father Paul is obſerved by Le Courayer to be un peu paſse ;
and no lialian will maintain , that the diction of any modern writer is not per
cepibly diferent from that of Boccace, Machiavel, or Caro.
Total and ſudden transformations of a language feldom happen ; conqueſts
and migrations are now very rare : but there are other cauſes of change, which,
though low in their operation, and inviſible in their progreſs , are perhaps as much
fuperiour to human reſiſtance, as the revolutions of the lky, or intumeſcence
of the tide. Commerce , however neceſſary, however lucrative, as it depraves
the manners, corrupts the language ; they that have frequent intercourſe with
ftrangers, to whom they endeavour to accommodate themſelves, muſt in time
kan a mingled dialect , like the jargon which ſerves the traffickers on the Medi
terranean and Indian coaſts. . This will not always be confined to the exchange ;
the warehouſe, or the port, but will be communicated by degrees to other ranks
of the people, and be at laſt incorporated with the current ſpeech:
There are likewiſe internal caules equally forcible. The language moſt like'y
to continue long without alteration , would be that of a nation raiſed a little,
and but a little , above barbarity, ſecluded from ſtrangers, and totally en ploye.
in procuring the conveniencies of life ; either without books, or , like fome of
the Mahometan countries , with very few : men thus buſied and unlearned, hav
ing only ſuch words as common uſe requires, would perhaps long continue to
expreís the ſame notions by the fame ſigns. But no ſuch conſtancy can be ex
pected in a people poliſhed by arts , and claſſed by ſubordination , where one part
of the community is ſuſtained and accommodated by the labour of the other.
Thoſe who have much leiſure to think , will always be enlarging the ſtock of ideas ,
and every increaſe of knowledge, whether real or fancied , will produce new
words or combination of words. When the mind is unchained froin neceſiity ,
it will range after convenience; when it is left at large in the fields of ſpecula
tion , it will ſhift opinions ; as any cultom is diſuſed, the words that exprefled
it mult periſh with it ; as any opinion grows popular , it will innovate speech in
the ſame proportion as it alters practice .
As by the cultivation of various ſciences, a language is amplified , it will be
more furniſhed with words deflected from their original ſenſe ; the geometrician
will talk of a courtier’s zenith , or the excentrick virtue of a wild hero, and the
plylician
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phyſician of fanguine expectations and phlegmatick delays. Copiouſneſs of
ipeech will give opportunities to capricious choice , by which ſome words will
be preferred and others degraded ; viciffitudes of faſhion will enforce the use
of new , or extend the ſignification of known terms. The tropes of poetry will
make hcurly encroachments, and the metaphorical will become the current ienſe :
pronunciation will be varied by levity or ignorance , and the pen muſt at length
comply with the tongue ; illiterate writers will at one time or other, by publick
infatuation, riſe into renown, who , not knowing the original import of words ,
will uſe them with colloquial licentioufneſs, confound diſtinction , and forget pro
priety. As politeneſs increaſes, fome exprellions will be conſidered as too grofs
and vulgar for the delicate , others as toq formal and ceremonious for the gay
ard aily ; new phraſes are therefore adopted, which muſt for the ſame rea
fons , be in tin : e dilmited, Swift, in his petty treatiſe on the Engliſh language ,
allow's that now word's nuſt ſometimes be introduced, but propoſed that none
should be ſuffered to become obſolete. But what makes a word obſolete noie
than general agreement to forbear it ! and how thall it be continued, when it
conveys an offenſive idea, or recalled again into the mouths of mankind , when
it has once by diſuſe become unfamiliar , and by unfamiliarity unplcaſing.
There is another cauſe of alteration more prevalent than any other, which yet
in the preſent ſtate of the world cannot be obviated. A mixture of two lan
guages will produce a third diſtinct from both , and they will always be mixed,
where the chief part of education , and the moſt conſpicuous accompliſhment, is
liil in ancient or in foreign tongues. He that has long cultivated another lan
guage will find its words and combinations croud upon his memory ; and hafte
and negligence , refinement and affectation, will obtrude borrowed ternis and
exstic expreflicts.
The great peſt of ſpeech is frequency of tranſlation. No book was ever turned
from one language into another, without imparting ſomething of its native
idiom ; this is the moit miſchievous and comprehenſive innovation ; ſingle words
may enter by thouſands , and the fabrick of the tongue continue the tame, but
new phraſeology changes much at once ; it alters not the ſingle ſtones of the
building , but the order of the Columns. If an acadeny ſhould be eſtabliſhed
for the cultivation of our ſtile, which I, who can never wiſh to ſee dependance
multiplied, hope the ſpirit of Engliſh liberty will hinder or deſtroy, let them ,
inttead of compiling grammars and dictionaries, endeavour , with all their influ
ence , to ſtop the licence of tranſlators , whoſe idleneſs and ignorance, if it be
ſuffered to proceed , will reduce us to babble a dialect of France.
It the changes that we fear be thus irreſiſtible , what remains but to acquieſce
with filence , as in the other inſurmountable diſtieffes of humanity ? it remains
that we retard what we cannot repel , that we palliate what we cannot cure. Life
may be lengthened by care , though death cannot be ultimately defeated : tongues,
like governments, have a natural tendency to degeneration we have long pre
ferved our conſtitution, let us make ſome ſtruggles for our language .
In hope of giving longevity to that which its own nature forbids to be immor
tal , I have devoted this book , the labour of years , to the honour of my country ,
that we may no longer yield the palm of philology to the nations of the continent.
The chief glory of every people ariſes from its authors : whether I ſhall add
any thing by my own writing to the reputation of Engliſh literature , muſt be
leti to time : much of my life has been loft under the preſſures of diſeaſe ; much
has been trified away ; and much has always been ſpent in proviſion for the
day that was paſſing over me : but I ſhall not think my employment uſeleſs or
ignoble , if by my alliſtance foreign nations, and diſtant ages, gain acceſs to the
propagators of knowledge , and underſtand the teachers of truth ; if my labours
atford
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afford light to the repofitories of ſcience, and add celebrity to Bacon , to Hooker,
to Milton and to Boyle.
When I am animated by this wilh , I look with pleaſure on my book , however
defe &tive, and deliver it to the world with the ſpirit of a man that has endea
voured well . That it will immediately become popular I have not promiſed to
myſelf : a few wild blunders, and riſible abſurdities, from which no work of
tuch multiplicity was ever free, may for a time furnish folly with laughter, and
harden ignorance into contempt ; but uſeful diligence will at laſt prevail, and
there never can be wanting ſome who diſtinguish deſert ; who will conſider
that no dictionary of a living tongue ever can be perfect, ſince while it is haften
ing to publication, ſome words are budding, and fome falling away ; that a whole
lite cannot be ſpent upon ſyntax and etymology, and that even a whole life
would not be ſufficient that he , whoſe deſign includes whatever language can
expreis, muſt often ſpeak of what he does not underſtand ; that a writer will
ſometimes be hurried by eagerneſs to the end , and ſometimes faint with weari
neſs under a taſk , which Scaliger compares to the labours of the anvil and the
mine ; that what is obvious is not always known , and what is known is not al
ways preſent ; that ſudden fits of inadvertency will ſurprize vigilance , light avo
cations will ſeduce attention , and caſual eclipſes of the mind will darken learn
ing ; and that the writer Thall often in vain trace his memory at the moment of
need , for that which yeſterday he knew with intuitive readineſs , and which will
come uncalled into his thoughts to -morrow .
In this work, when it ſhall be found that much is omitted, let it not be for
gotten that much likewiſe is performed ; and though no book was ever ſpared
out of tenderneſs to the author , and the world is little ſolicitous to know whence
proceeded the faults of that which it condemns ; yet it may gratify curioſity to
inform it, that the Engliſh Dictionary was written with litile aſiſtance of the
learned, and without any patronage of the great ; not in the ſoft obſcurities of
retirement, or under the ſhelter of academick bowers , but amidit inconvenience
and diſtraction , in ſickneſs and in ſorrow : and it may repreſs the triumph of ma
lignant criticiſm to obſerve, that if our language is not here fully diſplayed , I have
only failed in an attempt which no human powers have hitherto completed . If
the lexicons of ancient tongues, now immutably fixed, and compriſed in a few
volumes, be yet, after the toil of ſucceſſive ages, inadequate and deluſive ; if the
aggregated knowledge , and co -operating diligence of the Italian academicians,
did not ſecure them from the cenſure of Beni , ifthe embodied criticks of France ,
when fifty years had been fpent upon their work, were obliged to change its
oeconomy, and give their ſecond edition another form , I may ſurely be con
tented without the praiſe of perfection, which if I could obtain , in this gloom
of ſolitude, what would it avail me ? I have protracted my work till moſt of thoſe
whom I wished to pleaſe, have funk into the grave , and ſucceſs and miſcarriage
are empty founds : I therefore diſmiſs it with frigid tranquillity, hasing little to
fear or hope from cenfure or from praiſe.
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' HOUGH the Britcins or Welſh were
T the firſt pofleflors of this island, whoſe
names are recorded, and are there ore in civil
biſtory always conſidered as the prideceffors of
the preſent inhabitants ; yet the deduction of
the Engliſh language from the earlieſt times of
which we have any knowledge to its preſent
ftate , requires no mention of them . for we
have ſo few words, which can , with any prob: bility be reieried to Britiſh roots, that we juftly
regard the Saxons and Welfb, as nations tocally
diſtinct. It has been conjectured, that when
the Saxons ſeized this country, they luffered the
Brilains to live among them in a state of vaſſalage , employed in the culture of the ground, and
other laborious and ignoble ſervices. But it is
ſcarcely poſible, that a nation, however deprelred , ſhould have been mixed in conſiderable
numbers with the Sax os without ſome communication of their tongue , and therefore it may ,
with great rea on , be immagined, that thoſe, who
were not ſheltered in the mountains , periſhed by
the ſword .
The whole fabrick and ſcheme of the Enlig
language is Gorbick or Teutonick : it is a dialect
of that tongue, which prevails over all the nor
thern countries of Europe, except thoſe where
the Sclavonian is ſpoken. Of theſe languages
Dr. Hickes thus exhibited the genealogy .
GOTHICK .

ANGLO - SAXON,

FRANCICK ,

CIMBRICK ,

Inandick ,
Norwegian ,
Swediſh ,
Daniſh .
of the Gitbick, the only monument remain.
ing is a copy of the gospel ſomewhat mutilated,
which, from the ſilver with which the characters
are adorned, is call . d the folvor book . It is now
prefervet at Upful, and has been twice published.
Whether the delion of this venerable manuſcript
be purely Geikirk, has been doubied ; it feeins
however to exbibe the moſt ancient dizlee now
to be fund of the Tergic race , and the Saxes ,
which is the criginal ui ihe preſent Erg!, was
either derived from it, or both delcended írom
jome common parent.
What was the form of the Saxom language
when, about the year 450 , they first catered
Durch ,
Friſick ,
Englith .

German .

Britain, cannot now be known . They ſeem to
have been a people wiibout learning, and very
probably without an alphabet ; their ſpecch
therefore, having been always curſory and ex
temporaneous, muſt have been artlets and un
connected, without any modes of tranſition or
involution of claules ; which abrupenets and in
connection may be obſerved even in their later
writings. This barbarity may be ſuppoſed to
have cortinued during their wars with the Bri
lains, which for a time left them no leilure for
lo ter ſtudies ; nor is there any reaſon for fup
pring it abated , till the year 570, when fa
guftine came from Rsme to convert them to
Chriſtianity. The Chriſtian religion always im
plies or produces a certain degree of civiliiy and
learning ; they then became by degrres ac
quainted with the Roman language, and ſo gain .
ed , from time to time , ſome knowledge and e
legance, till in three centuries they had formed
a language capable of exprefling all the ſenti
ments of a civililed people, as appears by king
Alfred's paraphrale or imitation of Boeskius, ani
his ſhort preface, which I have ſelected as the
firtt ſpecimen of ancient Engliſh.
CA P.

I.

N
On
pib Romana nice ze pin upahofon. ]mış
heora cýningum . Radgoza and Eallorica pe
non hatne . Romane bunig abræcon , and eall
Itaha pice și is betrux bam muntum 7 Sicilia
dam ealonde in anpaid genehton. ; þa azter
þam poressrecenan cyningum Deconic feng
to barn i can rice pe Deodnic pæf Amulinga .
he pes Eristen . beah he on bim Anni
anistan gedpolan funhpunode . De gehet
Roinanum his freondrcipe. spa p hi mostan
heona ealdrihta pýnde beon. Ac he pa gebat
riide yfele zelæste. y spide prabe zcendode
mid manigum mane. Pipes to eacan obrum
unanimedum ýflum .. Hi he Johannes þone
papan hit ofrlean. Da pæs rum consul . Þ
pe hepetoha batay. Boetius pas haten . se
pes in boc.reftum ; on poruid peapum se
rıhtpiserta. Se $1 ongeat pa manigfealdan
yfel þe se cýning Deodric piphain liniste
nandone y piþ þam Romaniscuni pitum dyde .
le pa zemunde vara epuerra y para eaidrihta
e hi unden Sam Larcpum hærdon heona
caldhlafondum . Đa ongan he smeagan )
Jeannigan ca hun relfun bu ! e $ rice Pam
popihtrisas
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berterisan cýninge aferran mihte. I on
Arte ze caffolra and in ſihtpisna anpald
getpingan. Geride pa digellice ærenz gepritu to
bom Casere to Constantinopolim . Þær is
[neca beah bung J heora cònestol. for bam
re[usere pas herra cynestol. For bam se
Casene pas becna ealdhiaf rd cyones hædon
hise bat be tam to heora Iristendome jro
beora caldribitum gefultumede . Đa pongeat
F• palhcyeoại cyning Đeobuc a he he hine
Kedpungan on cancerse. I par inne belucan .
Da ti da zeiomdp
se arpinda pas on fpa
pacelne rearantsse lecom þa pas he psa
miclespio.n on his Mede getrefed . spa his
Now an spidor to pam yoruld saipum unJefod pas. j be da rarpe frosne be innan
bam carcerae ne genunde . ache gefeoil
npolof duse on pa fior ; bine astrehte
Tribe anot. and crmod hine felfne ongan
pepany pur singende cpab.
CA P. II.
ĐA bod be ic procca geo lustbæplice song.
sceal od beofiende ringan.
mid spiun.
Jeradom porium gesettan. beah ic geo
Eplum Decorice range, ac c nu peperse 3
oscende of geradna porta misfo. me ablerdan pos ungetrcopan peruld sælpa. 7 re pa
forletan spa blindne on bis dimme hol. Da
berar coca akene lustbapresre bu fa ic
hm apre berst trupode, da pendon hi me
brapa bzc eo and me mid calle fromgepitan.
To ploo sceoldan la mise friend regzan þæt
K ter alig mon pare. hu mæg se beon gesalig
se te on Sam gesalbum Gurbpuman de
mot

CA P. III .
ĐA 1c 2a Sir leob cp3ồ Boecour: com
pien'e asungen hafde.
com Gangan in to
me heofencund Bisdom . 1 ¥ man murnende
Mos mid his perdum gegrette . 7 Þus cpxþ.
Du ne eart þu se mon þe on more reole
pare afed y gei' ned . Ac hponon punde hu
mid þorsum puruld sorgum þur rp:be ges
penced , buton ic pat þ þu hætri dana papna
co hnabe ron can be c be an traibe. Đa
clipe de se Bisdom y cpr } [repitap ou apin
gede populd fonga of mines bagenes Mode.
fonbam ge sind þa mæftan sceaban. Litab
hine eft hpconfan to minum larúm . Da eode
se Bisdom nean. ( prb Boetius . minum
breorsierdar Gebohte. 7 hit spa mopolil bopæt
hpeza upar pie. adpizde pa mirenes Mudes
eagan . and hit fran blipum pondum.'hpæþon
hit oncneope his fostermoden. mid dam be
da ti Mod pip bepende. ða gecneop hit spipo
speotele hir agne mudin . tpas se Hisdom
Þe hit lange ær tyde y lærde ac hit ongeat
his lare spipe tot penne i sýipe Tobrocenne
mid dýrigna hondum ; hice pa rran hu ħ
sepunce. Đa arbreynồe re birbom him 3
sače.
his gingnan hardop hine sra toto
renne bar bar hi techhodon * hi hine ealne
halban sceoidon. ac hi gegadeniað moniseald
dyjuz oa þære fortrupunga. I on þam
gripe butan heona hpelc eft to hyne bote
gecirne :.
Thia may perhaps be confidered as a ſpecimen
of the Saxon in its higheſt date of purity, for
here are ſcarcely any words borrowed from The
Roman dialects.

of the following verſion of the goſpels the
age is not certainly known, but it was probabij written between the time of Alfred and that
siche N :rpan conqueſt, and therefore may pro .
perly be inietted here.
Tranſlations ſeldom afford juſt ſpecimens of a
language, and lealt of all those in which a ſcrupelous and verbal interpretation is endeavoured,
becauſe they retain the phraleology and ſtructure
of the original tongue ; yet they have often this

convenience, that the ſame book , being tran
fla : ed in different ages , affords opportunity of
making the gradations of change, and bringing
one age in comparison with another. For this
purpoſe I have placed the Saxın verfion and ibat
of ivickliffe, written about the year 1380, in
oppoſite columns; becauſe the convenience of
eaſy collation feems greater than that of regular
chronology.

LUCAE . CAP. I.
CORÐA
be picodlice pianega þohton
FOR
þara bırga race ge-endebýrdan þe on us
fellede rint.
2 Spa os beruhtun þa Ge hit of fným te
osapoo and here frnace þenas päron .
3 De geputite for føligde From fruma]
tena cc eailum . (mið ) endebyndnesse prutaa
de ba de selusta Theophilus.
4 Dat bu oncnape þana ponda sodfæst.
Desse. of bam de bugtred eart ;.
ludea
. par
rum sacerd on naman.Zacharias.San
tene I his pif pas of Aarones dobtrum .
and tire nama pas Elizabeth
6 Solce hrg paron butu pihtpise beforan
Lode. Jangende on eallum his bebodum ]
pitsispersum butan pronte ;

1. Ch ,

CHAP . I.

the days of Eroude king of judec ther
IN
was a prelt Zacarye by name : of the fort
of Abia , and his wyf 'was of the doughtris of
Aaron ; and hir namewas Elizabxs.
2 An bɔche weren juste bi ore Gori: goynse
all the maundementis and jutifyingis of the
Lord withouten playnt .
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3 And thei hadden no child, for Elizabeth
was bareyn and bothe weren of greet oge in her
dayes.
4 And it bifel that whanoe Zacarye fchould
do the office of preſthod in the ordir of his courſe
to fore God.
5 Aftir the cuſtom of the preſthod, he wente
forth by lot and entride into the temple to en .
cenſen .
6 And at the multitude of the puple was
without forth and preyede in the hour of en
cenlying.
7 And an aungel of the Lord app: eride to
11 Đa Ptypse him Dnhcner en el can
him : and ſtood on the right half of the auter of
deede on Þes peopodes spitran healfe.
encente.
8 And Zacaryeſeynge was afrayed : and drede
13 Đa Peanb Zachanar seenereo + ge
fel upon him .
seonde. I him ege onhreas ::
And the aungel fayde to him, Zacarye drede
3 Đa crvồ re ente ! him to. Ne ondred
þu de Zacharias. fonpam þın ben is gehyped. thou not : for thy preier is herd , and Elizabeth
bin pis Elizabeth be runu cenð . and þu thi wif ſchil bere to thee a fone : and his name
ſchal be clepid Jon.
nemst hýs naman lohannes.
14 y be býð þe to gepean 7 to blissd.
10 And joye and gladyng ſchal be to thee :
maneza on hýr a enrednerse gefagnað :.
and manye ſchulen have joye in his natyvyte .
15 Soðlice he býð mare beforan Đpihtne.
u For he ſchal be great bifore the Lord :
and he ne opircd pin ne bror . y he bidgefylled and he ſchal not drinke wyn ne ſydyr, and he
on eolizum Laste. þoone zýt of his mudor ſchal be fultild with the holy goft yit of his mo
incode
dr wombe.
16 And manez. Isnahela bearna he gecyrð
12 And he ſchal convert mange of the chil
dren of Ifrael to her Lord God.
to Đpihene hýna [ ide .
17 And he get toforan him on gaste y
13 And he ſchal go bifore in the ſpiryte and
Chas mihte $ he fædera heoptan to hyra vertu of Helye : and he ſchaleurne the heartis
bearnum gecypre . J ungeleaffulle to piht. of the fadris to the fonis, and men out of be
pisna gleapscype. Đpuhtne Fulfnemed folcleeve : 10 theprudence of juſt men, to make re
dy to prefer puple to the Lord.
gegeenpian :
18 Da cpat Zachan as to bam engele . Dpa
14 And Zacarye leyde to the aungel : where
num patic þis. se eom nu eald. and min p! f of ſchalY wyle this for Y am old : and my
on hyne daguin fondeode :
wyf hach gon fer in hir dayes.
19 Đa anorPanode htm re ergel. Ic com
15 And the avngel anſwerde and ſeyde to
Labriel . ic be staude beforan tode, and ic bim, for Y am Gabriel that ſtonde nygh before
com asend pig þestrecan. I be bis bodian .
God , and Y am ſent to thce to ſpeke and to e
vangeliſe to thee theſe thingis, and lo chou ſchalt
be dourbe .
20 And nu şu base sup !gende . J þu rrne
16 And thou ſchalt not mowe ſpeke, til into
can ne miht of bone diy be þar biz gepur- the day in which these thingis ſchulen be den.
#ad. For ham bu minum pordum né gelyftest. for thou haſt nou beleved my to wordis, whiche
ſchulen be fulfild in her eyme.
þa beod on hýra timan gefyllede ::
21 And to folc par Rachariam ge -arbidi
17 And the puple was abidynge Zacarye : and
gende. and punor don p be on þani Temple thziwondriden that he laryede in the temple.
lze pæs :
22 Da he ut -eode ne mihte he him to.
18 And he gede out and myghte not ſpeke to
sprecan. 7 higoncheopon he on bam temple hem : and thei knewen that he hadde ſeyn 2
rume geriheda gepeah. I he per bicniende viſioun in the temple, and he bekende co hem :
and he dwellide fille doumbe.
hým . j damb punipunele .
23 Da pas jependen þa his þenunga dagar
19 And it was don whanne the days of his
GCFyllede pænon he gende to his hure :
ofice werea fulhlid : he wente into his hous .
24 Soðlice after dagum Clizabeth his pif
20 And aftir theſe dayes Elizabeth his wif
zeeacncde. and heo bediglude hig fif monjar. Conleyvede and hidde hír fyve monethis and
8
рх
yde.
.
је
fe
2. For ſo the Lorde dide to me in the daye in
25 Bedlice me Drihten geejee bus on pam
Sajam pe be gesexh ininne lopp betpux man whiche he biheld to take away my reprof among
men .
munafynnan .
22 But in the fixte monethe the aungel Ga.
26 08lice on þam ryxran monde pas asend
Labriel re engel fram Pubtne on Lahlca briel was ſent from God : into a cytee of Gali
lee whos game was Nazareth.
Guastre . bere gana pae; Nazareth .
27 To

7 And hig nefdon nan bearn. forpam de
Elizabeth pæs unberende. I hy on hŷná dagum
butu fond- eudun ::
8 Soðlice pæs geponden þa Zacharias hýr
sacendhades breac on his geprixler endebýndnefse beforan Csode.
9 Æften gepunın þer sacerdhades hloter.
he eude he his offnunge sette . Ja he on
Ludes Tempeleede .
10 Eall per d hæs folces per ute gebid
dende on pæne offnunje timan ; •
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23 To a maydun weddid to a man : whos
name was Joſeph of the hous of Dauith , and the
name of the maydun was Marye .
24 And the aungel entride to hir, and ſayde,
heil ful of grace the Lord be with thee : bienlid
be chou amorg wymomen .
25 And whanne ſche hadde herd : fche was
troublid in his word, and thoughte wbat manner
falutacioun this was.
30 De prð se engel . Ne ondrzd þu de
26 And the aungel ſeid to hir, ne drede not
Papua. soðlice bu göre mid Lode gemeitest. thou Marye : for thou haft founden grace agencis
God
31 Sublice au þu un ionode ze eacnast.
27 Lo thou ſchalt conſeyve in wombe, and
ad suou cesst. and hie naman Dzlend ſchale bere a lone : and thou ſchalt clepe his
namne Jhelus,
Teemisest.
32 Se hið mine. I bes behrtın sunu ye
28 This ſhall be gret : and he ſchall be clepid
him
Lot
rýið
his
Dritten
and
the fone of higheſte, and the Lord God ſchal
Deuced.
to him the feete of Davith his fadir.
geve
sader Dauiter setl
29 And he ſchal regne in the hous of Jacob
33 And he nicsað on ecnesse on lacobes
withouten ende, and of his rewme ſchal be
buse. I hos rices eade ce bit :
noon ende .
34 Da cpz8 Papia to pam engle, hugepynt
30 And Marye ſeyde to the aungel, on what
maner ſchal this thing be don ? for Y knowe
br. sunbam ic pere de oncoape :
not man
31 And the aungel anſwerde and ſeyde to
35 Đa and note hyre ze engel Se halga
Last oa be becýind j Þes beahsban muht hir, the holy Gort fchal come fro above into
be oferriead.8. and Fönbam $ halige Þe os thee: and the vertu of the higheſte ſchal ouer
ſchadowe thee : and thei fore that holy thing that
e aceated bið. big Godes sunu genemned.
fchal be borun of thee : fchal be clepide the fone
of God .
36 Add ou. Elizabeth þın mage suou on
32 And to Elizabeth thi coſyn , and fche allo
bine vide gescnode , and bef monað is höre hach conleyved a lone in bir eelde, and this
monethe
is the fixte to hir that is clepid bareya .
Tjiti. Teo is unberende genemned
33 For every word ſchal not be impoilyble
37 Foppam ais aulc pord mid Gode upmı
anentis God.
i Dacpzd Maria . Den is Drihtnes Þinen .
34 And Marye ſeide to the hond maydun of
Jepande me after binum ponde : And se the Lord : be it doon to me aftir chi word ; and
Egel hyre Fram -gepat ::
aungel departide fro hir .
39 60 Jlice on bam dagum aras Maria y
35 And Marye roos up in tho dayes and
gende on muotland mid Ofste. on ludeiscré wente with halte into the mountaynes into a
citee of Judee.
Wartre.
40 7 code into Zacharias huse. J Grette
36 And fche entride into the hous of Za
Eszabeth
carye and grette Elizabeth .
41 Da pas zeponden ba Elizabeth gehörde
37 And it was don as Elizabeth herde the ſa
l'arian gnetinge . da gesagnude palo on lutacioun of Marye the young childe in hir
bire 100oJe. : od pa pearš ēdzabete balijum wombe gladide , and Elizabeth was fulfild with
the holy Goit.
Inste gefylled.
38 And cryede with a gret voice and ſeyde,
beo clypode micelne stefne . and
77. Dueart berpux pişmx gebletsud. and bleflid be chou among wymmen and bleilid be
the fruyt of thy wombe.
gebetsudis pines innodes pesti ,
39 And wherof is this thing to me, that the
13 ) bpanun is me pır. þmines Drihtees
modir of my lord cometo me ?
medor to me come :
44 Sona spa binne gretinge stero on mi
40 For lo as the vois of thy falutacioun was
nem earum geponden pås. þa fahnute (in maad in myn eeris: the yong child glülide in
innobe.
vladare) in a d on minum inn
joye in my wombe.
45 And eadef þa eart bu be gelyfoest. $
41 Aad bleflid be thou that haſt beleeved :
feipnemede sjat pa þing Þe pe fram Druhtne for thike thingis that ben ſeid of the Lord to
gerade sönd :
thee Ichulen be parfylly don.
46 Đi cylồ Pania,
a rarel mớpruồ
42 And Marye ſeyde, my ſoul magnifieth
Dribten .
the Lord .
43 And my ſpiryt hath gladide in God myn
47 ] mic fast geblissude on Gode minum
helthe.
Dzlence.
48 Forbam be bo zeseah his binene ead .
44 For he hath behulden the mekene Te of
D -desse. Sodice hegnum -fond me eadigo his handmayden : for lo this alle generations
regid ealle cneonessa.
ichulen feye chat l aro biu .
49 Fon .
17 To bepcododne femnan anum pere.
bat sama þar losep. of Dauides huse. ]
bere çamnan namapzs Maria,
:: Da cput se engel ingangende. Dal per
bu mud gyfe gefylled Drihten mid be. ðu
eart gebletrud on piſom :.
19 Ma peang beo on his srnece getrefed.
uudpehte bpzt seo zreting pare .
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49 Forbam þe me mýcele þing dyde se de
45 For he that is mighti hath don to me grete
thingis , and his name is holy.
miher's !r . 7 his nama is halig.
46 And his merly is fro kyndrede into kyo
50 i nis mild her rtres of creonerre on
dredis to men that dreden him .
coeorrere hire onen edendum ::
51 se popite magne on his earme . he to
47 He made myght in his arm, he ſcateride
delde þa cres-midan on mode hipa heoptan
proude men with the thoughte of his here .
52 De a jeang ba pican of set.e. and þa
48 He let down myghty men fro feete and
enhaunſide meke men .
ead medan upahof .
49 He hath fulfillid hungry men with goodis,
53 Dingnigend he mid godum gefylte .
and he has left riche men voide.
ofenmode idele forlet .
54 De afeng Irrabel hs cniht . ] gemunde
50 He havynge mynde of his mercy, took up
Ifrael his child .
his mild - tegrtnesre .
55 Spa he rinæc to vrum fædenum . Ab
51 As he hath [ pokun to our fadris, to Abra
nahame and his sade on a peoruid : :
ham , and to his feed into worldis.
56 Sodlice Maria punude mid hype spylce
52 And Marye dwellide with bir as it were
bný mondas. Jgepende þa to hyne huse::
thre monethis and turned again into his hous.
57. Đa pas zerýlled Elizabethe ceaning -tid.
53 But the tyme of beringe child was fulfillid
to Elizabeth , and iche bar a fon .
and heo sunu ceride .
And the neyghbouris and cofyns of bir
54
$
58 7 hyne nehcheburas. I hyre cuðan
gehyndon. ☆ Đrihten his mild-becronesse herden that the Lord hadde magnyfied his mercy
mit hyre marsute ] hig mid hyne blsridon : with hir, and thei thankiden him .
59 Đa on pam cheoỒan da c hr comon
55 And it was doon in the eightithe day thei
fuld ýmtsniðan , and nemdon hine his fæder camen to circumlide the child, and thei clepiden
naman Zachariam ::
him Zacarye by the nameof his fadir.
60 Đa andsypanode hismod r. Ne se sodes .
56 And his modir aniweride and ſeide , nay ;
but he ſhall be clepid Jon .
ac he hið lohannes genemned ::
57 And chei leiden to hir, for no man is in
61 Đa crabon ho co hỏne . Nir nan on Piche
mægðe þýrsum naman genemned :
thei kyndrede that is clepid this name.
6: Đi benobon hi Co hir teen hyst he
58 And chei bikenyden to his fadir, what he
wolde that he were clepid .
pelde hsre genemnedne heon ::
59 And he axinge a poyntel wroot ſeiynge,
63 Ha prat he gebedenum pex- brede.
lohanneris his nama . Dapunonodon his ealle : Jon is his name, and alle men wodriden .
64 Đa peang rona his mud 7 his tunge 60 And anoon his mouth was openyd and
ge -openod . , he sinxe .Đrihten bletrizende . his tunge, and he ſpak and bleſſide God.
65 Đa Peanồ che repongen ren calle hyn
61 And drede was maad on all hir neighbouris,
nehcheburas. ard afen ealle ludea munt- land and all the wordis weren publiichid on alle che
mounteynes of Judee.
paron þar pond gepidma psode .
62 And alle men that herden puttiden in her
66 j calle pa de hit zebyndon. on hýra
heoptan settun y cpadon. Þense du hrat herte, and leiden what manner child ſcal this be ,
býð þer cnapa. pitoolice Erintres hand pas for the hond of the Lord was with him .
mid him :
67 And Zacharias his fader prs mid
63 And Zacarye his fadir was fulfillid with
halegum Laste gefylled. ; he pitegode and the holy Gost , and profeciede and ſeide.
ср 5 .
68 Eclecrub tỷ Đạten Innahela Trob.
64 Bleflid be the Lord God of Iſrael, for he
Forbam be he geneorude.
I his folces has viſitid and maad redempcioun of his puple .
alýrednesse dyde.
65 And he has rered to us an horn of helthe
69 And he us hule horn ap.tnde on
Dauites huse his cnhter.
in the hous of Dauith his child .
72 Spa he rpræc burh hır halegna pitegena
66 As he ſpak by the mouth of hiſe holy pro
muð. þa de of ponides fným de spræcon.
phetis that weren fro the world.
71. ] he alýsde us of urum feondum , and
67 Helth fro oure enemyes , and from the hond
of alle men that hariden us.
of ealna þana handa þe us hatedon .
68 To do merly with oure fadris, and to have
midorum
72 Dild heortnesse to pyrcenne
mynde of his holy teſtament.
faderum y gemunan his halegan cyðnesse .
73 Dýne Þý to rýllenne bone að be he
69 The grete ooth that he ſwoor to Abraham
our fadir.
urum fiden Abrahame spor .
74 Dat pe butan ege . os upe feonda handa
70 To geve himſelf to us. that we without
alysede. him beopian .
drede delyvered fro the hond of oure enemyes
ſerve to him .
71 In holineſle and righewiſneſſe before him ,
75 On halignesse beforan hım eallum unum
in all our dayes.
Saguin:
72 And thou child ſchalt be clepid the pro
76 And þu ccapa bist þ.es tehstan piteza
genemred bufase beperinn:htnes ansyne . fete of the higheſte , for thou ſchalt go before the
bir pegar geangan .
face of the Lord to make redy hile weyes.
73 To
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77 To pyllene his folce hæle gepit oo hýna
Tjianponyfnesse.
18 Dans innoðar unes Lodes mild heo
plaetse on þam be us geneosude of eastdele
prinogende .
79 Onlybzın bam be os börtrom y on
dades sceade sittað. wpe fee to gereccenne
on pbbe reg :
80 boðlce se cnapa peox. 7 pes on garte
tetonacz 8
7 päs on pertenum ofbone
day být ztýpednessum on isnahe! ::
Of tbe Sexs poetry ſome ſpecimen is neceſfary, tboogh our ignorance of the laws of their
pretre and the quantities of their fyllables, which
I would be very difficuls, perhaps impoflible , to
recover, excludes us from that pleaſure which
the old bards undoubtedly gave to their contemporaries.
The frı poetry of the Soxers was without
shume, and conſequently muſt have depended
upon the quantity of their fyllables ; but they
began in time to imitate their neighbours, and
doſe their series with correſpondent founds.
The two paſſages , which I have ſelected,
contain apparently the rudiments of our preſent
Lyrik melures , and the writers may be juſtly
mochidered as the genuine anceſtors of the En .
si poets.

C

Be pa hem rere adneden,
Dat te danne one bidde de mugen ,
l'art erlanged lore.
De it post bit and bote
Aud bet bruoren dome.
Dead con on dis mideland
In dzs defles onde ,
Asd sense and sorge and is pinc ,
On re and on londe .
li at elder Japne ic pes ,
Aretre y ec a Icre .
I ealdi one Jaane ic dede,
pit ochte to bi more.
Se bine selue uonget ,
[ con piue oper uor childe.
Be sal comen on evele stede,
bate z d him ti milde.
Ne hopie Pif to hire pere,
Ne pereto his prue.
Bu son hom selue eurich man ,
Danple bebied aliue.
Eurich man med to be haud,
f's beggen ben riche.
& Seleseyse de mone ,
Dare aiden iliche.
Dewene and ende he ouersied,
Drezden bið fuibruht.
brine y money abie sterren ,
Bu tistre on his litte.
Depothpet denched and hpet dob ,
Alequke pihte
NT to lovend spich is xist,
Ne so king spich is orihte.
Deueste jente j all dat is,
Butaca it on lus hoode,

73 To gève ſcience of heelth to his puple ia
to remiflioun of her ſyones.
74 By the inwardeneſs of the merſy of onre
God, in the which he ſpringyog up fro on high
hath viſited us.
75 To geve light to them that fiten in derk
nefſis, and in ſchadowe of deech, to dreſſe oure
feet in the weye of pees ;
76 And the child wexide, and was confortid
in ſpiryt, and was indeſert placis til to the day
of his ſchewing to Yſrael.
De Deð al ☆ his pille is,
On sea and ec on londe.
De is ord albuten onde,
And ende albuten ende.
De one is eure on eche stede ,
Wende per du pende .
De is bouen us and bine den ,
Bluoren and ec bihind.
Se man Þ godes pille ded,
Die mai bine ashpan uinde.
Eche rune he iherd ,
And pot eche dede.
De Gurh rigd echer Wanç,
Wat hpat sel us so nede.
Se man neure nele don god ,
Ne neure god lif leden.
En ded , dom come to his dure,
De mai hım sore adreden .
Dunger 7 Hurst hete 7 cheld,
Eege and all unhelfe .
Duph deð com on dis mideland ,
And oder unselde
Ne mai non hente hit ibenche,
Ne no tunge telle.
De muchele pinum and hu uele,
Bieg inne helle .
Louie God mid ure hierte .
And mid all ure mihte.
And ure emcristene spo us selfi
Spo us lereð druhte.
Sume fen habbeð lesre mergde,
And sume der habbet more.
Ech efter dan ß he dede,
Efter p be rpanc sore .
Ne sel der bi bred ne pin ,
Ne open kennes este.
God one sel bi eches lif,
And bliste and eche reste.
Ne sal dar bi scete ne rcrud,
Ne porides pele none.
Ac si mergbe fi mes us bihat,
All sall ben god one.
Ne mai no mengbe bi spo muchel,
Spois godes isibče
Dius sob sune and briht,
And dai bute nihte.
Đen • pele buce pape,
And reste buten is pinche.
Set mat and nele Jeder come,
Sore hit seluontenche
Đen is bliste buten trege,
And lif buten deage
Bet cire sullon punue fer ,
[d ]
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diden heom in quarterne bar nadres y
Blixe nu bleb and eade .
soaker , pabes pi- roa inne. j naped heom
Denis geugepe buten elde,
And elde buter unhelpe .
rpa . Sume hidden in crucet hus. Ⓡisin
an ceste $ par scope ) nareu. 7 uo-dep. ]
Nis fer fopgene son non ,
dide scarpe rtuner ben inne. Z brengde be
Ne non uniselle .
man þær inne p hibpæcon alle be liiner. In
Den me rei an : hten sen ,
man of be caseler pænon lof
gni. Þ
Spoase he is midipirre.
pærún sachentages prpa oder pre men had
De one mai and sel al bien ,
Sen onoh to bäron onne Pyar spa maced p ir
Engles and mannes blisce .
fæstned to an beom . į diden an scanpinen a
To Sape blisce us bring god,
buton þa marces brote 7 his hals. P he ne
Det rixe buten ende.
mihte nopiderparder ne sitten ne lien. ne
Danne he une saula unbint.
slepen. oc bæpon al Þ inan . Wanı þuren hi
Of lichainlice bend.
drapen mid hungar. J ne canne. I ne mai
[ nise geue us lede spich lify
tellen alie be bundes. ne alle be pines ©
And habbe spicbne ende ,
hi didten precce men on his land.
$ lastede
cumen,
didin
Det pe moten
Danne pe hennes pende.
þa XIX . pintre pile Stephne par king. ]
zure it par uuense and uuense . Di Jæiden
About the year 1150, the Saxon began to gæildes on be tunes zureu pile. I clepeden
take a form in which the beginning of the pre- it tenserie . þa þe precce men ne hadden
fent Engliſh may be plainly difcovered ,this change nan more to žiuen. þa ræueden hı and
feers not to have been the effect of the Normen brendon alle be tunes.'
pel þa mihter
conquest, for very few French words are found faren all adæis fare sculdest þu neure
to have been introduced in the firit hundred years finden man in tune sittende. ne land tiled.
aiter it ; the language mult theretore have been Đa par corn däre. 7 flec . y cæse. J butene .
altered by caules like thoſe which , notwithſtand- for nan ne pæs o beland. Wrecce men stur
ing the care of writers and ſocieties inſtituted to ven of hunger sume jeden on ælmer þe
obviate them , are even now daily inaking in- paren sum pile rice men. sum flugen ut
novations in every living language. I have ex of lande. Wer næure gæt mare preccehed
hibited a ſpecimen of the language of this age on land. ne næure huden men perse ne diden
from the year 1135 to 1140 of the Saxon chro- þan hi diden. For ouer sidon ne for -haren hi
nicle, of which the latter part was apparently nouden circe. ne cynce -værd. oc nam al þe
written near the tiine to which it relates.
god ß Þan jone par. I brenden rýðen þe
cynce j altegedere. Ne hi ne for - baren
Đis gerefin be king Stephoe ofen se to biscoperi land , ne abbotes. ne preoster. ac
Normar.di. j per pes under farigen. fondi p neueden munecis
clenekes. j auric man
hi penden $ he sculte ben alsuic alse pe eom oder be ouer myhte . Lif tpa men oder
pes. J for he hadde get his trosor ac he to- bre comaanidend to an tun. al be tunscipe
deid it y rcat ned sorlice. Micel hadde Denni flugæn fon heun . penden † hi peron ræuener.
king gidipedzysyiuen and na gid ne dide Đe bircoper
les men heom cunrede
me for his saule pan of D. be king Stephne zure oc pas heom nahe bar of for hi pz
to Engla - land com ha macud he his gauiring ron all for - curræd y for surren i forloren
æt Oxene fond, y ban he nam be biscop Roger War sa me tilede be ende ne bar corn .
of Siper.beni . j Alexander biscop of Lincoln. For pe land pas all fon -don mid suilce dader .
yte Lancelor Rogen hine neuer . Joide allejhi sæden openlice p Enise slep. I his
in frisan. til ho jafen up here castles La be balechen. Suilo į mane þanne pe cunnen
suiker undengeton Þ he milde man þar. ] sain pe þolenden xix pintre for une sinnes.
pofte
god. i na justise ne side. ba diden On al bir yuele time heols Martin abbut
hi alle punder .'Đi haddin him manned maked his abbotrice xx. pinter . I half gan . J VIIT.
and adus rupen . ac hi na treute ne heoidea deis. mid inicel punc. ] fand pe munekes: 7
alle he pipon pot -sporen . J hepe treides te gestis al p hcom beboued. 7 heold mycel
fon lopen. fon music rice nun his castler capited in the hus and bod pedere prohte
makete arid agener hun heolden. and fýlden on be circe 7 sette ben to landes y pentes.
Þe land full of castles. Diruencten suiðe j gored it suýše and læt it refen and brohte
be frecce men of be land mid castle - peon- heom into be nepe mynstre on r : Petres
ces. ba be castler paren naked. pa fylden hi messe dæi mid mucel purtreipe Þ pas anno
inid dcoules and vu le men . Đa namen hi ba ab incarnatione Dom. MCXL . a combustione
men bu er pensen. P ani gud hefden. bade be loci xxın . And he for to Rome , bin per
nites and be dæies. c.pl-men j pimmen , and pel under -sangen fram pe Pape Eugenie. ]
diden heom in prison titan gold and rýluer . Degot thane priuilegies. an of alle be lander
į pined heoin un tullei.Slice pining. For ne or jabbot- pice j an oder of he lander pe lien
pæren neure nan martyr rra pined alse bi to be cirle- pican . j gif he leng muste liuen.
päron. Me henging up bi se yer and smoked alre he mint todon of be honden -pycan. And
beom mid fulsmoke me hengit bu þe þumber. he begat in landes t nie men heyden mid
oder bi þe hered. I hengen brynifes' on her strengpe. of Willelm Walduit pe beold Ro.
fet We dide cnotted strenger abuton here
ginghamn
haues. J uunjJen to p it gede ße hærnes.
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Burham pe castel he pan Loringham 1 he polde uuen heom up Win -cerere. y dice
Eton J F Dugo of Waltoile he pan Dynt- heom cumen þider . Di hı þæp inne perea
hagh.
Stane piz y Lx . rot Of Alde . þa com be kinges cuen ... hire strengte y
pigle zlc gen . And he makede made boset hem . Þ ber pas inne micel hunger .
plantede piniard. I makede Đa hi ne leng're muhten þolen. bi stali hi
munekes .
mane peorkes. I perde be tun betere þan usy slugen I hi punden par piduten 1
it zn pas. and p
god munec j god man. Folecheden heon . and namen Rodent eori
pondt h : luueden Lod and gode men . Nu of Glou cestre and ledden hum to Roue
pe pillen rigen rum del pat belamp on cestne. and d den þare in it sun . and
Stephne kinger time. On bis time je Ju- te emperice pleh into an my stre. De
deur of Non -pic bohton an Inisten cild be- fecrden da pise men bitpix . pe kinger
Foren Estren. and pineden him aile be ilce frcond y te eoples Freond . and sahzlede
pranz ħ une Drihten pas pined , and on lang- sua f me sculte leten ut he king of prisun
Frida him on rode hengen gir ure Cultcer for be rond. y te conl rör pe king. I rua
love. 3 rýden byn :eden him . Werten it diden siden din efter sathléden be king i
sculde ben pon -bolen , oc ure Dritio atypede Randolf conl at dran -fond y ades sponen
$ be fas hali martyr . j to munekes him and treuder fiston f her nouðen roulde
Damen ; betinied him heylice. in de myn. besuiken oder. Jit ne fon -stid nabit. for
stre. 7 miket þur une Printin punderlice be king him siden nam in Damtun . punhe piccı
260 mani- F Talice miracles . I hatte he ped. į dide him in rnisun y es poner he
let bim ut punhe popre peb ? Þ fore.
r Wilelm :
On bis gar com Dauid king of Scotland pande ti he su non handm . y gyrics fand.
mid opzete Find to pis land polde p'onan the alle his cast's reeide uuva up. Sume
bir land. him com togenes Willelm earl of he iaf up and rute ne iaf he noht. and
Albarrar je king adde heteht ' Eucn -pic. 7 Side þanne purse dune he hin seuide. Đa
Doogen zuez men mid fzu meny fuhcen pió pas énzle - land suide to deled . sume helden
hrom , 7 plemden je king at te standard. I midte king . I rume mid bempepice. fin pa
Flogen suide micel of his gebze :
be king pis in prirun . le penden be conlesy
0a bir gun polde he king Stephne tæcen te puce nen $ he abune mare scuice comme
Rodbenz eoni of Lioucestne be kinger sune ut. Igiehtliden pyo pumperce. brouten
Bernes. ac he se mhte for he part it pan. hreinto Oxen ford and iau nh ne be burch ::
Da efter hi be lengten bertepede je sunne .
Da de king pas ute . pa hende Prozen and
te di abutin nontid dejes. þa men eten ţ toc his feonó y besit in be tup ] me
me lihtede candies to a ten bl. ; $ pas xut. lac hine dun on niht of be tupi poper.
kt. April . peron men suite ofpundred. į stilut y rez fleh jizde on F te to Wi
Den eften fono- feorde Willelm Ænce-bis cop 11.3-fond. Þ.en efter sce fepide ofen ræ.
of Lantpar -bynig. te king makede Tevvald 7 hiof Normandi penden alle fra be king
Pince-biscop be pas abbot in þe Bec. Đen to be eori of Angru. rune here banker
efter pex suide miceluuerne betuyx be king j sume here un þanker. Fin he besæt
) Razdolf eop ! of Lastne noht fondi pi heom til hi aiauen up nene bastles . I hi nan
here jag him al $ he cude anex him . alse helpe ne hæszen of be king. Đc Ferde
he dide alle ofre . oc asne be mare iaf heom Eustace be kinger rune to France. j nam
be panse hi paron him . Đe coni heold be kırger ruster of France to piše.
Lincci agznes Þe king. y benam him al ß pende to bigæton Normandi þær þurh cc
he ahte to haven. j te king for þider ; he spedde litel y be gude pihte. For he pas
Side
besatte bim ] his broder Willelm de an yuel man . for pane se he
R ... are in be castel y te eor ! stelut mare juel þanne 78 he neuede pe lander 1
ron, he brohte his pife
Irrte efter Rodbert eoni of Cloucestne . læde imc ..
I brubt hur þiden med micel rend. and to Engle -land dide hipe in be cartie ..
sse
an
es
elma
pimm
soe pes. oc rce hedde
teb. god
-dxi agen
fubten spide on Cand
beore lauend . 7 Gamen him . for his men him litel biisre mid him , and xpise ne golde ø he
Tuykeo ) siugin. and led him to Bristope sculde langa rixan j perd ded and his mo
2012.den bin in sun. ]
teper. D. der beien . j pe eonl of Angeup nd ded. 3
par all Eagle laud stined man þinan pis. his sune Denpi toc to be nice. And te cuea
and all guel pes in 12.de. Der efter com af france to dælde fra pe king I cr com
be kaz s doheer Bunnies be herde ben Ein- to be iunge e nl Dinni. The toc hine to pue.
penic on Alamarse .
nu per cunterse in y al Puitou mid hire. Da fende he mid inice!
Aazzu. 7 com to Lundene. j te Lundenissce find into Engle-land. J pan castles : y te
folc bine poite tecen I see fleh . 7 Forler kig forbe agenes him micel mare fens.
Sar micel : Den efter be biscop of Willa y poto bene futen hi noht. oc finden ju
costre Denpi je kinger brod'n Stephner . Ænce-b resp 7 te pise men betpax heom . J
1pc pd Rodbenzeri ; did hemp rice and makede'p ratite fi te king sculde ben lauerd
I for herm adas p he peupe na mid te kırg 7 king pile he liuede y after his dei pane
his broder poldé halden. 7 currede alle le Benni king. 7 he helde him for Fiden . The
meo Je mid him heoiden . I rade hcom f him for rune. and sıb i sæhte rcuide
Len
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een berpyx heom 7 on al Engle-land. Đir
souren to odne foruuardes ber hi makeden
and te halden be king y te eon !. and te
biscop . y te coples. y nicemen alle. Đa par
Þe eopl undepfangen at Win -cestne and æt
Lundene mid micel purtrcipe. and alle diden
him man - red. and suoren be pais to halden.
and hit pand sone suide god pair sua $ neune
pas here . Đa pas de nz strengere banne
he zuert her pas . y te eori fonde ouer se .
y al folc him luuede. For he dide god justice
7 makede pais :

Nearly about this time, the following pieces
of poetry ſeems to have been written , of which I
have inſerted only ſhort fragments ; the firſt is a
rude attempt at the preſent meaſure of eight
fyllables, and the ſecond is a natural introduction to Robert of Glouceſter, being compoled in
the ſame meaſure, which , however rude and
barbarous it may ſevm , taught the way to the
Alexandrines of the French poetry.
UR in ſee bi weſt ſpaġnge.
F If a lond ihote cokaygne.
Đer il lond under heuenriche.
Ofwel of godnil hit iliche.
Đoy paradiſ be mini and briyt.
Lokajgn iſ of ſaırır ſiýt.
What iſ þer in paradiſ.
Bot graſſe and Aure and grenerif.
Đoj per be joi and gret dute.
Đer niſ met bote frute.
Đer iſ halle bure no bench ,
Bot watır man if þurſto quench.
Beb per no men but two.
Đely and enok alſo .
Elinglich may hi go.
Whar þer wonih men no mo.
In cckaygne iſmet and drink .
Wibute care how and ſwink .
Đemet iſ Trie pe drink ſo clere.
To nore ruffin and topper.
I liggc for cop boute were .
Der niſ lond on erbe if pere,
Under hcuen nił londi wille .
Of co mochil 101 and blide.
Đer if mani fwete fiyte .
Alif daj ni per no nýte.
Der niſ baret no per itif.
Nil ber no dep 4C euer lif.
ter nil lac of met no clob.
Der niſ no man no woman wrop.
Đer nil ferpent wolf no fox .
Dorf no capil , kowe no ox .
Der nil ſchepe no ſwine ne gate ,
No non howyla god it wote,
No ſer hurate nober Tode .
Pe land il ful of oper gore.
Nil þer fiei fie no lowſc.
In clop in toune bed no houre.
Per ni dunnir fete no hawle .
No non vile worme po mawile .
No non itorm rein no wilde .
De nit iran no womaa blinde.
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Ok al if game joi and gle.
Wel iſ him þat þer mai be.
Đer beb riverſ gret and fine.
Of oile melk honi and wine.
Watir ſeruip per to noping.
Bot to ſiýt and to wauſſing.

SANCTA MARGARET TA .
LDE ant younge i preit ou oure folief
OL for to lete.
Đencher on god bat jef ou wit oure ſunneſ to
bete.
Dere mai tellen ou . wid wordeſfeire ant ſwete.
De vie of one meidan . waſ hoten Waregrete .
Dire fader wala patriac al icou tellen may.
In auntioge wiſ echef de falſe laj.
Đeve gudeſ ant doumbe . he ſerved nitt ant
day.
so dedén moný opere . pat ſinged weslawey.
Theodolius waſ if nome , on criſt ne levede
he noutt.
De levede on be falſe goder dat peren wid hoc .
den wroutt.
Đ . þat child ſculde chriſtine ben. ic com him
well in poutt.
E bed wen it were ibore. to de pe it were ib
routt.
De moder waſ an he bene wif þat hire to
wyman bere
Đo bat child ibore waſ nolde ho hit furfare.
Do ſende it into alợe . wid meſſagert ful jare .
To a norice bat hire wiſte . ant fette hire to
lore .
Đe norice þat bıre wiſe. children aheuede
ſeuene.
Đe eittebe waf Maregrete. criſter may of
heuene.
Taler ho ani tolde, ful feire and ful euene.
Wou ho poleden martndom. fem Laurence and
ſeinte Stfeuene.
In theſe fragments, the adulteration of the
Saxon tongue, by a mixture of the Norman , be
comes apparent; yet it is not ſo much changed
by the admixtare of new words, which might be
imputed to commerce with the continent, as by
changes of its owo forms and terminations : for
which no reaton can be given.
Hitherto the language uſed in this iſland,
however different in ſucceflive time, may be
called Saxen i nor can it be expected, from the
nature of things gradually changing, that any
time can be aſſigned when the Saxon may be
faid to ceaſe, and the Engliſh to commence. Ro
bert of Glouceſter however, who is placed by the
criticks in the thirteenth century, ſeems to have
u ed a kind of intermediate diction, neither
Saxon nor Engliſh ; in his work therefore we ſee
the tranlition exhibited, and, as he is the firſt of
our writers in rhyme, of whom any large work
reinains, a more extenſive quotation is extract .
ed . He writes apparently in the fame meaſure
with the foregoing author of St. Margarite,
which polithed into greater exactaels, appeared
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to var anceſtors fo ſuitable to the genius of the And wende agen pỹs Deneys , þat muche we
adde y do .
Eacho language, that it was continued in uſe
almot to the middle of the ſeveateenth cen. Vor mýd tuo hondred ſlīpes, & an alf at Temſe
moub hii come,
tary.
And Londone, and Kanterbury, and oper tounes
nome,
ca
Op het moment
dude pyn londe Denemar , þat hii And ſo vorb in to Sobereje, & flowe & brande
valte,
but worft were of alle opere, we mote abbe an
boode.
þere pe kyog and ys ſom hem mette atte laſte.
Worst bii were vor obere adde ſumwanne ydo, þere was batayle ſtrong ýnou ýſinyte in an prowe.
As Rornejos & Saxons , & wel wufe þat lond be godes kyngtes leje adoun as gras, wan medep
mowe.
berto.
Ac bii ne kepte ýt holde noge, bote robbý, and Heueden , ( þat were yînýte,) & oper Výmes
allo ,
Heade,
And deftrue , & berne , & ne, & ne cou be abbe Flete in blode al fram þe grounde , ar.Þe batayle
non ende.
were ydo.
Asd bote lute ýt nas werp, þeý hii were ouer- ' Wanne þat blod ſtod al abrod, vas ber gret wo
come ylome.
y nou.
Vor mid lõpes and gret poer as preſt effone hii Nýs ýt reabe vorto hure, þat me ſo volc dou ?
come
Ac our ſuete Louerd atte lafte flewede ĵs ſuete
grace.
Kjag Adelwolf of þýs lond köng was tuentý
Ort.
And ſende pe Criſtýne Englýſſe men þe may trye
be Deneys come by hým rýuor pan hii dude er,
in be place.
Vor in be al cur vorft ger of ýs kýnedom
And be hepene men of Denemarch bụnebe were
echoo.
Mød bre & þrýtty flypuol men eer prince hyder
core ,
Nou nas ber gutin Denemarch Criſtendom non ;
And at Soubhampton arjued, an hauene bý be köng her after to holy chyrche ýs herte be
South
more drou ,
Acopher gret oft þulke týme aryuede at Portel And te pegede wel & al ýs lond , as hii agte, wel
mocbe.
ỳ nou
kjag buite weber kepe, at delde ys oſt atuo. Seyn Swythyn at Wýncheſtre býſſop bo was,
And Alciton at Sýrebourne, þat amendede
Jo Denes adde be maýſtre. þo alwas ģdo.
muche býs cas.
And by Extangle & Lyndeleye hii wende vor
atre jaile,
be kỳng was wel be betere man boru her beyre
And fo hamward al by Kent, & flowe & barnde
red ,
valle.
Twenty wynter he was köng, ar he were ded .
sýnter hii wende hem. anoper ger eſt hii At Wýncheſtre he waſ ýbured, as he gue ijÞ
AgenCore.
bere .
And deitrude Kent al out, and Londone nome.
Hỳs tueye fopes he gef ýs lond, as he byget ham
ere.
bas al an ten zer bat lond hii brogue per donne ,
So bat in be tebe ger of be kynge's croune,
Adelbold, the eldore, pe kýnedom of Eflex ,
Al bytoupe hii come alond, and pet folc of So- And luþbe Adelbryst, Kect and Wellex.
mericte
Eygte hondred ger ýt was leuene and fýſtý
boru je bílop Alcfton and bet folc of Dorſete.
al fo .
Hii come & finýte an batayle, & þere, boru
After þat God oner be com , þat þýs dede was
Gode's grace,
ydo.
be Deneys were al býneþe, & be lond folc adde Bobe' hii wuſte by her tøme wel her kỳnedom ,
be place ,
Al bevyfte ger Adelbold out of bys lyue nome.
and more prowelle dude po, bao be kỳng mygte At Sſýrebourne he was ýbured, & ºs broper
Adelbrygt
týnose,
berpure gode londe men ne bep nogt al verlore. Hỳs kynedom adde after hým , as lawe was and
rygt.
Je king was be boldore bo, & agen hem þe
By ys daye be verde com of be hepene men wel
more drou ,
And ys foore godes ſones woxe vaſte y nou ,
prout,
And Hamteſſyre and deſtrade Wyncheſtre al
Edibold and Adelbrygt, Edelred and Alfred.
out .
Þj was a ſtal warde tem , & of gret wiſdom &
red,
And fat lond folc of Hamteſſyre hea red be
Ar kynges were al foure, and defendede wel
nçme
Jy : lond,
And of Barcffyre, and fogte and be firewen ouer.
.
come
A : Deseys dude frame ynou , þat me volwel
vood.
Adelbrygt was köng of Kent geres folle tene ,
Ir fyrtebe gere of þe kenge's kinedom
And of Welliex bcie výue, bo he deyed ych
wene .
Is ekdette fone Adelbold gret oft to hým nome,
A3 y , ader allo god, and opere heye men al
ADELRED
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be kỳng Adelred ſone po ben wey of deb nome ,
DELRED was after hým kỳog ý mad in As ýt vel, þe výſtý ger of ys kýnedom.
A
Ac Wýmbourne he was ýbured, as God gef
be place ,
þat cas,
Lygte hondred & feuene & ſýxtý as in be ger
of grace .
be gode Alfred, js broßer, after hým kỳng was .
Þe vorſte zer of ýs kỳnedom be Deneys böcke
LFRED , þýs noble man , as in þe ger of
com ,
grace he nom
And rubbede and deſtrude, and cytes vaſte A
nome
Eygte hondred & ſýxty & tuelue þe kynedom .
Mayſtres hii adde of her oſt, as ýt were dukes , Artt he adde at Rome ýbe, & , vor ys grete wyr
dom ,
tueye,
Hụnguar and Hubba , þat ffrewen were beye .
be pope Leon hým bleſſede, þo he puder com ,
In Eit Angle hii býleuede , to reft hem as ýt And pe kynge's croune of hys lond, pat in bys
hond gut ys :
were.
And he led hğın to be kỳog , ar he kyng were
Mýl her oft al þe wynter , ofþe vorſt gere.
jwỳs.
Þe ober ger hii dude hem vorú, & ouer Humber
come,
And he was köng of Engelond, of alle þat þer
come,
And flowe to grounde & barnde, & Euerwyk
none,
þat vorſt þut ylad was of pe pope of Rome,
her was batayle trong j nou , vor ylawe was And ſubþe oper after hým of þe erchebyſlopes
echon
pere
Olryć kyng of Homber lond , & monye pat with So þat hyuor hým pore kỳng nas per non.
In be Soub ſøde of Temeſe nyne batayles he
hyn were .
nome
þo Homberlond was bus yſlend , hii wende &
tounes nome.
Agen be Deneys be vorít ger of ys kỳnedom .
So bat alte laste to Eltangle ager hým come.
Nye ger he was þus in þýs lond in batayle & in
wo ,
þer hii barnde & robbede, & þat folc to grounde
flowe,
And ofte ſýße aboue was, and býnepe ofcor mo :
And, as wolues among fep , reulých hem to So longe, þat hým nere by leuede bote pre
Syren in ýs hond.
drowe,
Scýnt Edmond was bo her kyng, & bo he ſey Hamteflyre, and Wýlteſſyre, and Somerſete , of
al ys lond.
bat deluol cas
þat me morþrede fo bat folc, & non amende- A day as he wery was, and aſuoddrynge hým
nome
ment nas,
He che : leuere to deye hýmſulf, þat ſuch forwe And ŷs men were ywend ouyſſeħ, Seyn Carbert
to hým com.
to yley
He dude hýin vorb among ys ſon , nolde ho no “ Ich am ," he ſeyde, “ Cutbert , to be jcham
jwend
ру : Re.
Hii nome hym & ſcourged hým , & ſuppe naked
To bringe po gode týtynges. Fram God
ycham yfend.
hỹin bounde
To a tre , & to hým ſote, & made hým mony a “ Vor þatgeflc'ot bys lond to ſýnne her wölle
on al ue ,
wounde,
þat þe arewe were on hym bo þýcce, þat no “ And gut nelle herto her ſýnnes býleue
“ poru me & oper halewen, bat in þys lond
ſtede nas býleuede.
were ýbore ;
Atte laſte hii martred hým , & ſmöte ofys heued .
þan vor gou býddeb God, wanne we heb hým
þe fyxte ger of be crounement of Aldered be
býuore,
kyng
A nywe oft com into hys lond, gret Þoru alle “ Hour Louerd mýd js ejen of milce on þe
lokep beruore,
þyng,
And anon to Redynge robbede and flowe.
“ And bý poer þe wole zýue agen, þat þou alt
ney verlore.
þe -king and Alfred Ýs broper nome men gnowe,
Mette hem , and a batayle Imýte up Afieldoune. “ And þat þou þer of lop ýſe, pou ſſalt abbe
þer was moný moder chyld, þat ſome lay per
tokynynge.
donne
“ Vor þým men , þat beb ago to day auýſlynge ,
þe batayle ylaſte wort nýgt, and per were “ In lepes & in coufies ſo muche vyſs hii ilolde
allawe
hym brynge.
þat ech man wondrý Tall of ſo gret cacchýnge.
Výf dukes of Denemarch , ar hii wolde wyp
“ And be mor vor þé harde vorite , þat þe was
drawe,
And mony houſend of oper men, & bo gonne
ter yirore hys ,
þat be more azan be kunde of vyſlýng ýt ys.
hii to fe ;
Ac hii adde alle ybe aſtend, zyr þe nýgt nadde j “ or ferue yt wel agen God , and ylet me ys
be .
meliager,
“ And bou ifall by wölle abýde, as ycham jtold
Tueye batayles her a ter be fulf gere
Hii Imyte, and at bobe be hebene maýſtres
“ her."
As þýs kyng herof awoc, and of þýs rögte pogte,
were.
Hys
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Hys výilares come to bým , ſo gret won of fys
høna brojte ,
ja wonder je was, & namelịche vor be weder
was lo colde.
Jo lýuede be god man wel, þat Syo Cutbert
adde stold
la Deuenyiture ber after arġuede of Deneys
$re and caentj tljrool men, all agen pe peys,
þe kynge's breber of Denemarch duc of oft was.
Oare kynge's men of Engelond mette hem by

And ímyte ber in batayle, and her gret duc flowe,
And erzie hondred and fourtý men, & her caTorýcs to drowe.
po kýnz Alfred hurde þys, ýs herte gladede bo,
ht: long toic to hẳn come To Picke lo “t my te

.

Of Somerſete ,of Wylteflyre,of Hamteſſyre perto.
Euere as he wende, and of ýs owe folc al lo .
So þa: be adde poer juou, and atte laſte hii
come,
And a bataýle at Edendone agen pe Deneys
Dome,
And love to grounde, & wonde be maýſtre of
the relde
Þe kyng & ys gret duke bygonne hem to gelde
To te kycg Alfred to j. wylle, and oftages
Icke,
Forro wende out of ýs lond, gyf he ýt wolde
Icke ;
And gut þerto, vor ýs love to auonge Criſtendon .
Kjeg Gormund, Þe hexte köng, vorſt per to
come.
Kjog Alfred is god ader was , & ýbaptýſed ek
ber were.
Dietry of her hexte dukes, and much of bat
folc pere
Kýng Alired hem huld wýþ hým tuelf dawes as
te hoode ,
And lugje he gef hem large gyftes, and let hým
segde.
Hi, þat nolde Criſlyn be , of lande flowe bo,
And byzonde ſee in France dude wel muche wo.
ja te lirewen come ogen , and muche wo here
wrogle .
Ac De kjog Alfred atte lafe to flame hem euere
brogie
Kjog Alred be wyſoft kyng, þat long was
tyoore.
Por bey me regse be lawes bep in worre týme
Burlore ,
Na jr nogt lo hiis daje, vor þeý he in worre
vere ,
LawsFer
be made rögtuollore, and ſtrengore pan er
e,
Cierc he was god yaou, and gut, as me tellej
me
He was more ban ten zer old, ar he coupe ys
abece .
Ac ysg de moder ofte finale giftes hým tok ,
Par to be lewe ober ple, and loký on ýs boke .
& se bý por clergye ys rygı lawes he wonde,
a teuere er nere y mad, to gouerny ys lond.
Aud vur Þe worre was ſo muche ot be luber
Dexy ,

be men of pýs ſulue land were of be worſe
peys.
And robbedeand Nowe obere, beruorhe býuonde,
þat þer were hondredes in eche contreye of ys
lond.
And in ech toune of be hondred a teþynge were
alſo ,
And þat ech man wyþoute get lond in teþynge
were ydo
And þat echman knewe oper þat in teþyne were,
And wuſte ſomdel of her' ftat, gýfme þu vp bem
bere.
So ſtrejt he was, þat þej me ledde amydde
weģes heye
Seluer, þat non man ne dorſte ýt nýme, bey he
ýt feye.
Abbeys he rerde moaj on , and mony Nudes
ywys.
Ac Wyncheſtrye he rerde on. þat njwe munſtre
ýcluped js .
Hỳs lyf eýgie and tuentų ger in ys kỳnedom
ýlaſte.
After ys deß he was ýbured at Wýncheſtre atte
laſte.

Sir John Mandeville wrote , as he himſelf
informs us, in the fourteenth century, and his
work, which compriſing a relation of many dif
ferent particulars, conſequently required the uſe
of many words and phraſes , may be properly
ſpecified in this place. Of the following quota
tions, I have choſen the firſt, becauſe it ſhows,
in ſome meaſure the ſtate of European ſcience
as well as of the Engliſh tongue ; and the le
cond, becaule it'is valuable for the force of
thought and beauty of exprefſion.
N that lond, ne in many othere bezonde
I
tayne , that is clept the ſerre of the ſee, that is
unmevable, and that is toward the Northe, that
we clepen the lode terre. But men ſeen ano
ther ſterre , the contrarie to him , that is toward
the Southe , that is clept Antartyk. And right
as the ſchip men taken here avys here , and go
verne hem be the lode ſterre, right to don ſchip
men bezonde the parties, be the ſterre of the
Southe, the which iterre apperethe not to us.
And this ſterre, that is toward the Northe, that
wee clepen the lode ſterre, ne apperethe not to
hem. For whiche cauſe, men may wel perceyve ,
that the lond and the fee ben of rownde ſcapp
and forme. For the partie of the firmament
ſcheweihe in o contree, that ſchewethe not in
another contree. And men may well preven
be experience and Cotyle compaſſement of wytt,
that zif a man fond pallages be ſchippes, that
wolde go to ſerchen the world, men myghte go
be ſchippe alle aboute the world, and aboven
and benethen. The whiche thing I prove thus,
afire that I have ſeyn. For I have been to
ward the parties of Braban , and beholden the
Aſtrolabre, that the ſterre that is clept the
transmontayne, is 53 degrees highe . And
more forthere in Almayne and Bewne , it
hashe
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hathe 58 degrees . And more forthe toward that aftre that, that I may parceyve and com
the parties feptemtrioneles, it is 62 degrees of prehend the londes of Preſtre John, emperour
heghte, aud certyn mynutes. For I my ſelf of Ynde ben undre us. For in goynge from
have melured it by the Aftrolabre. Now Scotlond or from Englond toward Jeruſalem ,
ſchulle ze knowe, ihat azen the Tranſmon- men gon upward alweys. For our lond is in
tayne, is the to :her ferre, that is clepe Antar- the lowe partie ofthe erthe toward the Weſt :
tyk ; as I have feyd bu'ore. And tho 2 ſterres and the lond of Preſtre John is the lowe partie
ne meeven nevere And he him turnethe alle of the erthe, toward the Et : and they han
the firmament, righte as doche a wheel, that there the day, when we have the nyghte, and
turnethe be his axille tree ; 1o that tho fterres alſo highe to the contrarie, chei han the nyghte,
beren the firrrarent in 2 egalie parties; to that when we han the day. For the erthe and
it bath als mocht abover , as it hathe bene- the ſee ben of round forme and ſchapp, as I
then. Altre this, I have gon toward the par- have ſeyd beforn. And that men gon upward to
ties meridicoales, that is toward the Southe : e coſt, men gon dounward to another coft. Alſo
and I have founden that in Lybye, men ſeen zee have herd me ſeye, thac Jeruſalem is in
first the tterre Andirtyk. And fo ter I have gon the myddes of the world ; and that may men
more in tho conuees, that I have foundethat preven and ſchewen there, be a fpere, that
Iterre more tighe ; ſo that toward the highe is pighte in to the erthe, upon the hour of
Lybye, it is 18 degrees in heighte, and certeyn mydday, when it is equenoxium , that ſchewethe
minutes ( of the whiche, 60 minutes maken a no ſchadwe op no lyde. And that it ſcholde ben
degree) atire govrige be fee and be londe, in the myddes of the world , David wylpellethe
toward this contree, of that I have ſpoke, and it in the Plautre, where he ſeythe, Deus ope
to other yles and londs bezonde that contree, ratus eft falute in medio terre. Thanne thei
I have founden the terre Antartyk of 33 de that parlen fro the parties of the West , for to
grees of heghte, and mo mynutes. And zif go toward Jerufalem , als many iorneys as thei
i hadde had companye and ſchippynge , for to go gon upward for to go thidre , in als many ior
more bezonde , ' I trowe well in certyn , that neys may thei gon fro Jeruſalem , unto other
wee ſcholde have ſeen alle the roundneſle of conſynyes of the ſuperficialitie of the erthe
the firmamene alle about. For as I have ſeyd bezonde. And whan man men gon bezonde the
zou be forn , the half of the firmament is be- iourneyes, towarde Ynde and the foryyn yles,
twene tho 2 ſterres : the whiche halfondelle alle is envyronynge the roundneſle of the erehe
I have feyn And of the tother halfondelle , and of the lee , undre oure contrees on this
I have leyn toward the Northe, undre the half. And therefore hath it befallen many
Tranſmontayne 62 degrees and 10 mynutes ; tymes of o thing , that I have herd cownted,
and toward the partie meridionalle , I have whan I was zong ; how a worthi man de
ſeen undre the Antartyk 33 degrees and 16 parted ſometyme from our contrees, for to
myrutes : and thaone the halfondelle of the go ferche the world. And ſo he panied Ynde ,
firmament in alle, ne holdethe not but 180 and the yles bezonde Ynde, where ben mo
degiees. And of tho 189, I have ſeen 62 on than 5000 yles : and ſo longe he wente be
that o part, and 33 on that other part, that fee and lond , and fo enviround the world be
ben 95 degrees, and nighe the halfondelle of many leyfons, that he fond an yle, where he
a degree ; and ſo there ne faylethe but tbat herde ſpek his owne language , callynge on oxen
I have ſeen alle the firmament, ſaf 84 de- in the plowghe, ſuche wordes as men ſpeken
grees and the halfondelle of a degree ; and to beltes in his own contree : whereof he
that is not the fourth part of the brmament. hadde gret mervayle : for he knew not how
For the 4 partie of the roundneſle of the fir- it myghte be. But I ſeye, that he had gon ſo
mament holt 90 degrees : ſo there faylethe longe, be londe and be ſee, that he had en.
but 5 degrees and an haif, of the fourthe vyround all the erthe, that he was comea
pariie. And alſo I have ſeen the 3 parties azen envyrounynge, that is to ſeye, goynge a
of alle the roundnetle of the frinament , and boute, unto his own marches , zif he wolde
more zit 5 degrees and an half. Be the have paſſed forthe, till he had founden his con
whiche I leye zou certainly , that men may tree and his owne knouleche . But he turned
envirowne alle ihe erthe of all the world, azen from thens, from when he was come
as well undre as aboven, and turnen azen to fro ; and to be loften moche peynefulle labour,
his contree , that hadde company and Ichip as him ſelf ſeyde, a great while afere, the
pynge and conduyt : and alle weyes he ſcholde he was comen hom. For it befelle afere,
tynde men, landes, and yles, als wel as in this that he went in to Norweye ; and there
countree. For zee wyten welle, that thei chat tempeſt of the fee toke him ; and he arryved
bep toward the Antareyk , thei ben Itreghie , teet in an yle ; and when he was in that yle,
azen teet of hem , that dwellen undre the he knew wel, that it was the yle , where he
tranſmontayne ; als wel as wce and thei that had herd ſpeke his own language before , and the
dwellyn under us, ben feet azeolt feet Forcallynge of the oxen at the plowghe : and that
alle the parties of fee and of lond han here was poflible thinge. But how it femeihe to
appofitees, habitables or irepaſſables, and thei of ſymple men unlerned, that men ne mowe not
this bal. and beaund halt. And wytcthe wel , go undre the erthe, and alſo that men fcholde
fails
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file toward the hevene , from undre ! But cownted aboven the erthe ; as it ſchewethe be
cat may not be, upon leite, than wee mowe alle the bokes of aſtronomye . For the fuperfi
alle towarde hevene, fro theerehe, where wee cialiee of the erthe is departed in 7 parties, lor
len. For fro what parie ' ofthe erthe, that the 7 planetes : and tho parties ben clept cly
men duelle, outher aboven or benethen, it mates. And oure parties be not of the 7 cly
kemeshe alweyes to hem that duellen, that mates ; for thei ben deſcendynge toward the
their goa more righre than any other folk. Weft. And alſo theſe yles of Ynde,which beth
And nighte as it lemezhe to us, that thei ben evene azenit us , beth noght reckned in the cli
bedre vs, righte ſo it femethe hem , that wee mates ; for thei ben azenít us, that ben in the
ten undre hem . For zif aman myghte fallelowe contree. And the 7 climates (trecchen hem
totheerthe unto the firmament ; be grettere envyrounynge the world .
revus, the enthe and the ſee , that ben fo grete
and to hevy, ſcholde fallen to the firmament :
II . And I John Maundevylle knyghte above
but cha!may not be : and cherfore ſeithe oure ſeyd, ( alle thoughe I be unworthi ) that depart
Lord God, Non timeas me, qui ſuſpendi terra ed from our contrees and paled the ſee, the
t? Dicholo? And alle be it, that it be poſſible zeer of grace 1322. that have paſſed manye
Links that men may lo envyronne alle the londs and manye yles and contrees, and cerched
Horide, natheles of a 1000 perſonnes, on ne manye fulle ſtraunge places, and have ben in
myghte ao bappen to returnen in to his many a fulle gode honourable companye , and
Caeree For, fro the gretneſle of the erthe and at many a faire dede of armes ( alle be it that
of thewev
fes, men maygo be a 1000 and a 1000 I dide none myſelf, for myn unable inſuffisance )
cebe
r es, that do man cowde redye him now I am comen hom ( mawgree my ſelf) to
perb'ely toward the parties that he cam fro, reſte : for gowtes , artetykes, that my diſt reynen,
fat
the zit it were be aventure and happ, or be tho diffynen the ende of my labour, azenit my
gree of God for the erthe is fulle large will (God knowethe . ) And thus takeynge lo
and julle gret, and hole in roundneſe and a lace in my wrecched reſte, recordynge the tyme
doute envyroun, be aboven and benethen paited, I have fulfilled theile thinges and putte
myles, aſtre the opy nyoun of the olde hem wryten in this boke ; as it wolde come in
woje altronomeres. And here' leyenges I re to my mynde, the zeer of grace 1356 in the
piere coughre. But aftre my litylle wyt , it 34 zeer that I departede from oure contrees.
kmethe
is more me, larynge here reverence, that it Wherfore I preye to alle the rederes and hereres
And for to have bettere under of this boke, zif it pleſe hem, that thei wolde
fiosis age, I leye thus, be ther ymagyned a preyen to God for me: and I ſchalie preye for
feart,that ha'he agret compas ; andabout hem . And alle tho that feyn formea Pater nofter,
thepornt of the gret compas, that is clept the with an Ave Maria,that God forzeve me my
Cette,be made another fiille compas: 'than ſynges, I make hem partneres and graunte hem
atte, be the gret compas deviſed be lines in part of alle the gode pilgrymages and of alle the
mare parties; and that alle the lynes meeten gode dedes, that I have don, zif any be to his

e the grete comças ſchal be departed, in als
ente,Ichalle be departed the lieille, that is
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2
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that evere I ſchalle do unto my lyfes end. And
I beſeeche Almyghty God, fro whom alle gale
nelleandgrace cometh fro, that hevouchclat,
of his excellent mercy and habundant grace, to
fulle fylle hire foules with inſpiratioun of the
Holy Gort, in makyinge telenceof alle hire
go:tly enemyes here in erthe, to hire ſalvacioung
bothe of body and foule ; 20 worlchipe and
thankynge of him, that is three and on, with
outen begynnynge and withouten endyrge ;
that is , with outen qualitee , good, and with
outen quantytee, gret ; that in alle places is
preſent, and alle thinges conteynynge ; the
whiche thatno goodnelle mayamende,ne none
evelle empeyre; that in perfeyte trynytee lya
veche and regnethe God, be alle worldes and be
alle tynmes.Amen,'Amen,Amen.

The firſt of our authors, who can be proper
ly ſaid tohavewritten Engliſh, was Sir John
con
, an
confilion
Ch
, talls
Gower,who
d mayothferaLover
aucer his di,lciniplehis
efore bc
fidered as the father of our poetry .
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TOWE 'or to ſpeke of the commune .
It is to drede of that fortune,
Which hath bealle in fondrye londes ;
But ofte for de aute of bondes
Alllodeinly, er it be wilt ,
A tunne, whan his lie arit
Tobreketh , and renneth all aboute,
Whiche els Thulde noughe gone out.
And cke full ofte a lite l ikare
Vpon a barke , er men be waie,
Lee in the treme, whiche with gret peine,
If any man it shall reſtreine.
Wheie lawe failleen , erreur stoweth .
He is not wife, who that ne troweth
For ie hath proued oft er this.
Anditus the comition clamour is
In every londe , where people dwelleth :
And eche in his complainte telleen,
How that the worlde is milwent ,
And thervpon his argument
Yeueth every man in ſondrie wiſe :
But what man wolde him telt auife
His conſcience, and nought miſule ,
He maie well at the first excule
His god , whiche euer tant in one,
In him there is detaule none
So mult it ſtande upon vs belue ,
Nought only vpon tea ne iwelue ,
But plenarly vpon vs all
For man is caule of that ſhall (all.
The hiſtory of our language is now brought
to the point at which the hiſtory of our poetry is
generally luppoſed to commence, the time of
the illustrious Geoffry Chaucer, who may per
haps , with great juſtice , be it yled the first of our
CII AU CE R.
LAS ! I wepyrg am conſtiained to begin
,
Horithyng ſtudie mu'e delicable ditees. For lo !
rendyingmules of Poetes enditen to me things to
be willen, and drerie teres. Atjalte no drede
ne might overcaine the muſes, that thei ne
werren fellowes, and feloweden my waie, that
is to ſaie , when I was exiled, thei that weren
of my youth whilom welfull and grene , com
forten now forrowfull wierdes of me olde man :
for elde is comen unwarely upon me, halted by
the harmres that I have, and lorowe hach com
ir.aunded his age to be in me. Heres hore aren
Thad overtimeliche upon my bed : and the lacke
ſkinne trembleth of mine empted bodie . Thilke
deth of men is welefull, thai he ne cometh not
in yeres that be ſwete, but cometh co wretches
often icleped : Alas ! alas ! with how defe an ere
deth cruellturneth awaie fro wretches , and naj
eth for to cloſe wepying eyes. While fortune
unfaithfull favoured me with light godes, that
ſorowful houte, that is to ſaie, the deth , had
almoſt drente myne hedde : but now for fortune
cloudie
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verſifyers who wrote poetically. He does not
however appear to have deſerved all the praiſe
which he has received , or all the cenſure that
he has iuffered . Dryden , who miſtakes genius
for learning, and in confidence of his abilities ,
ven uredio write of what he had not examined ,
aſcribes co Chaucer the firſt rehnement of our
numbers, the first production of caly and natural
rhymes , and ihe iniprovement of our language,
by words borrowed from the more poliſhed lan
guages of the continent. Skinner contrarily
blames him in harsh terms for having vitiated
his native ſpeech by whole cartla's of foreign
words Bue he that read the works of Gower ,
will find limooth numbers ard eaſy rhymes, of
which Chancen is ſuppoſed to have been the in
ventor, and the French words , whether good or
bad, of which Chaucer is charged as the im
porter. Some irnovations he mighe probably
make , like others, in the infancy of our poetry ,
which the paucity of books does allow us to dir .
cover with particular exactneſs ; but the works
of Gower and Lydgate ſuficiently evince, that
his diction was in general like that of his con
temporaries : and ſome improvements he un
doubtedly made by the various difpofitions of
bis rhymes, and by the mixture of different
numbers, in which he ſeems to have been
happy and judicious. I have ſele ? ed ſeveral
specimens both of his proſe and verſe ; and a
mong them , part of his tranſlation of Beerius.
to which another verſion , made in the cime of
queen Mary, is oppoſed . It would be improper
to quote very ſparingly an author of lo much re .
putation , or to make very large extracts from a
bouk ſo generally known.

COLVILE.
Tout intyme of proſperite, and Bofyſhing
I ſtudye, made pleaſaunte and delectable di
cies, or verſes : alas now beyng heauy and fad
ouerthrown in aduer filie, am compelled to fele
and taſt heuines and grief.' Beholde the muſes
Poeticall , that is to feye : the pleaſure that is in
poe es verſes, do appoynt me, and compell me
to wric theſe verſes, in meter, and the ſorrowfull
verlesdo wet my wretched face with very waterye
teares, yfſuinge out ofmyeyes for ſorowe. Whiche
muſes no feare without doute could ouercome,
but that they wold folow me in my journey of
exile or baniſhment. Sometyme the joye of
happy and luſty delectable youth dyd comfort
me, and nowe the courſe of ſorowfull olde age
cauſeth me to reioyſe. For haſty old age valoked
for is come vpon mewith al her incommodities and
euyls, and forow hath commaunded and broughte
me into the ſame olde age, that is to ſay : thac
ſorowe cauſeth me to beold,beforemy timecome
of old age . The boer heares do growevntimely
vpon my heade , and my reuiled Ik ynne trembleth
my feth , cleane conſumed and waſted with ſo
rowe
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towe. Mannes death is happy, that cometh not
la forth when a man is luttye, and in pleaſure
enweith : but in time of aduerſitie, when it is
otien deiyred. Alas Alas howe dull and deffe be
the eares of cruel death into men in milery that
probld fasne dye : and yet refufythe to come and
lutte vpthey carefull xepyng eyes , Wbiles
that falle fortune fauorydmewith her tranſitorye
goudes, then the house of death had almoſt
clercom me. That is to ſay de ache was redy to
exprelle me when I was in prosperite. Nowe for
by cauſe that fortune beynge turned, from pro
feritie into aduerfirie ( as the clere day is darkyd
wish cloudes) and hath chaungyd her deceyua'.le
sustenzunce,my wretched life is yet prolonged
and d th continue in dolour. O my frendes why
have you fo often bəíted me , ſayinge that I was
happy when I bad honour, poffeftions riches , and
authori'ie whych be tranſitory thy nges. He that
hab ta leowas in no ftedfait degre.
Nite mene while , that I nill record theſe
thyages withmyſelf, and marked my wepelie
Coraplainte wich office of poinctelli I laugh
toder og aboven the hight of myn hed a woman
of ruilgrete reverence, by ſemblaunt. Her eyen
breaning, and clere, ſeying over the common
might of meone, with a lively colour, and with
facte rigour and trength that it ne might not be
Dempted, all were it ſo, that ſhe were full of ſo
Flele age, that menne woulden not trowen in no
manere, that ſhe were of our elde.
The itature of her was of doutous JudgeFlate, for ſometyme the conſtrained and íronke
ber felven, like to the common meſure ofmenne:
And lometyme ie ſemed, that the touched the
beren with the hight of her hedde . And when
be bore ber hedde higher, ſhe perced the ſelf
heven, ſo that the fighte of menne lokyog was
in ydell: her clothes wer maked of right delie
thredes, and ſubtel craft of perdurable matter.
The whiche clothes ſhe had woven with her
punebandes, as I koewe well after by her ſelf
declaryng, and ſhewyng to me the beautie :
The whiche clothes a darknelle of a forleten and
dipiled elde bad duiked and darked , as it is
Fonte to darke by ſmoked Images.
la the nethereſ hemme and border of theſe
clothes menne redde iwoven therein a Grekiſhe
A. that fignifieth the life a &tive, and above that
letter in the hielt bordure, a Grekiſhe C. that
kenißeth the life contemplatife. And betwee
theie iwo letters there were ſeen degrees nobly
wrought,in manner ofladders,by whiche degree's
mense might climben from the nethereft letter
to theuppereſt: natheleſſe handes of ſome men
badden kerve that clothe, by violence or by
freagth, and the hygherparte wher the letter 1'.
wuwhich is vnderſtand ipeculacion or contemplacioa, Neuertheleſs the handes of ſome vyolente perſones had cut the fayde veſtures and
had taken awaye certayne pecis thereof, ſuch as
flery onecoulde catch. And the her felie dyd
bare in her right hand litel bokes, and in her
Jefte hande a ſcepter, which torelayd phylofophy
(when the law the mules poetycal preſent at my
bed,

G E.
her decevable chere to
chaunged
hath
cloudie
mewarde, myne unpitous lite diaweth along
ungreable dwellynges. ( ) ye my fredes, whai,
or whereto avaunted ye meio ben welfull ? For
he that hath fallin , ftude in no fledfalt degre.

HYLE S that I conſiderydde pryuyive
WH
with my lelſe the thynges before ſayd ,
and deſcrybed my wofull complaynte a ter ine
maner and offy ce of a wrytter, me thought I
ſawe a woman stand ouer my head of a reuerend
countenaunce, bauyng quycke and giyſteryng
clere eyes, abcue the common ſorte of men in
lyuely and delectable coloure , andful of ſtrength ,
although ſhe ler.ed fo olde thai by no meanes
ſhe is thought to be one of this oure tyme, her
Itacure is of doutelul knowledge, for nowe the
lewethe herſelie at the commen length or Natur
ofmen, and other whiles the ſemeth fo high ,
as though ſhe touched heuen with the crown of
her hed . And when the wold ſtretch fourth her
hed hygher, it alſo perced thorough heauen, ſo
that mens lyghte couide not attain to behold het .
Her veſtures or cloths were perfye of the finyſte
thredes, and ſubtyll workenanmyp, and of sub
ftaurce permanent, whych velures the had wo
uen with her own hands as I perceyued a ter by
her owne faiynge. The kynde or betweye of the
whyche veſtures, a certayne darkenes or rather
ignoraunce of oldenes forgotten badde obicuryd
and darkened , as the firoke is wont to darken
Images that ſtand nyghe che linoke. In the lower
parte of the ſaid vetures va ; read the greke let .
ter P. wouen whych lignifyern practiſe or actyffe,
and in the hygher part of the vetlures the greke
letter. T. whych ettandeth for theorica , that
fignifie! h ſpeculacion or contemplation. And be
twene both the fayd letters were rene certayne
degrees, wrought after the miner of ladders
wherein was as it were a pallage or waje in
ftepres or degrees from the lower part wher the
letter. P. was which is vnderitandi rom pracłys
or altyſ, unto everiche manne of ' hem had borne
awaie foche peces, as lie miche geuen. And
forfothe this forefa :ed woman bare inale bokes
in her righte hande, and in her lei hand me
bare a septer. And when the fawe theſe Poeticall
muſes appochyng abut my bed , and endityng
wordes lo mywepynges, ſhe wasa little a :hoved,
and glowed with cruell eyen . Who (98 the )
hath luffered approchen to this fiike ranne
theſe
commes
2 ]
[
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commen ſtrompettes, of which 's the place that
menne callen Theatre, the whiche onely ne
allwagen not his forowes with remedies, but the
wouldleden andooriine hym with lwete venime ?
Forſothe, that ben tho that with thornes, and
prickynges ortalentes of ait : ccions, whiche that
ben nothyng fructuous nor profiiable, diitroien
the Corne, plentuous of fruictes of reſon. For
thei holden hertes of men in uſage, but thei ne
deliver no tolke fro maladie. But if ye mules
had withdrawen tro me with your fetteries any
unconnyng and unprofitable manne, as beii wont
to finde commonly emong the peple, I would woll
fuffre the lalle prevrully. For why, in foche au
unprofitable man myne ententes were nothyng
endamaged. But ye withdrowen frome this man ,
ihat hath ben nouriſhed in my tłudies or ſcoles of
Eleaticis, and of Academicis in Grece. But go
eth now rather awaie ye Mermaidens, whiche
that ben (wete, till it be at the lait, and ſuffreth
this man to be cured and heled by my mutes,
that is to ſay , by my notetull friences. And thus
ihis companie of mues iblamed caften wrothly
the chere dounward to the yerth, and ſhewing by
redneſſe ther ſhame, thei palleden forowfully
the threſholde. And I of whom the fight plounged in teres was darked , fo that I ne might not
know what that woman was , of ſo Imperial
aucthoritie , I woxe all abaſhed and fonied , and
caſt my light doune to the yerth , and began fill
for to abide what the wuld doen alterward.
Then came the nere, and let here doune upon the
uttermolt corner of my bed , and the beholdyng
my chere, that was call to the yerth , hevie and
grevous of wepyng, complained with theſe
wordes (that I Mall faine) ihe perturbacion of
my thought.
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bed , ſpekyng ſorrowful wordes to my wepynges ,
beyng angry fayd ( with terrible or frou nynge
countenaunce ) who ſuffred theſe crafty harlottes
10 com to thys tycke man ? whych can help hym
by no means or hvs griete by any kind of medi
cines, but rather increaſe the ſame with twee
porfon. Thele be they that doo dyſtroye the
fertile and plentious comm dytyesof realon and
the fruytes thereof wyth their prickynge thornes ,
or barren affectes, and accuftore or ſubdue mens
myndes with ſickenes, and heuynes, and do not
delyuer or heale them of the ſame. But yf your
flatterye had conueyed or wythdrawen from me ,
any vnlernyd man as the comen forte of people
are wonte to be, I coulde haue ben betier con
lentyd, for in that my worke nhould not be kurt
or hynderyd. But you have taken and conveyed
from me thys man that hath ben broughte vp
in the ſtudyes of Aullotel and of Plato. But yet
get you hence maremaids ( that feme ſwete un
tyll you have brouonte a man to deathe ) and
ſuffer me to heale thys my man wyth my mules
or fcyences that be bollome and good. And after
that philosophy had ipoken there wordes the fayad
companye o cbe muſys poeticallbeynge rebukyd
and lat, care down their countenaunce to the
grounde, and by bluſlyng contefied their tham
faſtnes, and went out of the dores. But I ( that
had my fight dull and blørd wyth wepyng, ſo
that I knew not what woman this hauying foo
great aucthoritie ) was amafyd or aftonyed , and
lokyng downeward, towarde the grounde, I be
gan pryvylye to look what thșng the would ſave
ferther, than the had ſaid . Then the approach
ing and drawyng nere unto me, fat downe vpon
the vttermost part of my bed , and lok yng upon
my face lad with weping, and declynyd toward
the earth for forow , beway led the trouble of my
minde with theſe layinge , tolowynge.

The concluſions of the ASTROLABIE .
This book ( written to his fon in the year of our
Lord 1391, and in the 14 of King Richard
J1 ) landeth ſo good at this day, elpecially for
the horizon of Oxford , as in the opinion of the
learned it cannot be amended, ſays an Edit. of
Chaucer .
YTEL Lowys my ſonne , I perceve well by
L certaine evidences thyne abylyte to lerne
jcyences, touching nombres and proporcions, and
allo well conlydre I thy belye piavir in etpecyal
to lerne the tretyle ofthe astrolabye. Thanior
as inoche as a philofopher faithe, he wrapeth
hym in his irende, that conditcendeth to the
ryghuruil prayers of his frende : theriore I have
given the a futhicient aitrolabye for our orizont ,
compowned after the ladieude of Oxenforde :
upon the which by mediacion of ihis lycell tre .
tile , I purpoſe io leche che a certain nombre
of conclutions, pertainynge to this faire inttu

ent. I lay a certaine nombre of conclanons for
thre caufes, the first caule is this. Truite wel
that al the concluſions that have be founden , or
ells poſſiblye might be founde in ſo noble an in
Itrument as in the aſtrolabye, ben unknowen
perfitely to anye mortal man in this region, as
I luppoſe. Another caule is this, that lonhely in
any cartes of the aſtrolabye that I have yiene,
ther ben fome concluſions, that wol not in al
thinges pertourmiether beheties : and ſome of hem
ben to harde to thy tender age of ten yere to con
ceve . This trotile divided
in five partes , wil i
Mcwe the wondir light rules and naked wordes
in Englithe , for Latine ne canit thou nai yet but
imale, iny livel tonne. Buy nevertheleſle iefifeth
to the chcie trewe conclutions in Englithe, as
well as fuificeth to theie noble clerkes grekes
thete lame corclulions in greke , and to the Ara
vires in diawike, and to Jews in Hebrewe, and
to the La:in julke in Latyni whicho Layn
folke
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fe'ke had 'hem firſte oute of other divers lanFages, and write 'hem in ther owne tonge,
tuis to faine in Latine.
And God wote that in all theſe languagesand
in manye mo, have theie conclufyons ben fufficicotlye lerned and taught, and yet by divers rules,
stí as divers pathes leden divers folke the
righe waye to Rome.
Now wel ! pray mekely every perſon diſcrete,
that rede ! h bereth or his lityl treatile to have
my rude ententing excuted , and my fuperfluite
of wordes, for two caules. The firſt cauſe is,
Er that curious endityng and hard ſentences is
fal bevy at ones , for ſuch a childe to lerne . And
the ſeconde caule is this, that forhely me ſemeth
better to written unto a child twiſe a gode fentence , than he foriete it ones. And, Lowis, if
it be foetat i fhewethe in my lith I'nglithe, as
trew conclufions touching this mater, and not
ce!; as trewe but as many and ſubtil concluſions
a bea yiñewed in latin, in any comon tretile of
ibe aftrclabye, cunne me the more thanke, and
praye Goj save the kinge , that is lorde of this
faozage, and all that him faith bereth, and
creielt eserich in his degree, the more and the
1. Bat confydreth well , that I ne uſurpe not
to have foundea this werke of my labour or of
Dyde eozin. I name but a leude compilatour
of the laboure of olde aſtrologiens, and have it
tradılaced in myn engliſhe onely for thy doctrine :
200 with this iwerde thal I fene envy.

The firſt party.
The fort partye of this tretiſe ſhall reherce the
Ezare, and the membres of thyne aſtrolabye, by .
cable that thou ſhalte have the greter knowinge
thise owae intrument.
The ſeconde party .

The ſeconde partye ſhal teche the to werken
the very practike of the forefaid concluſions, as
Ferforthe and allo narowe as may be ſhewed in
to fr.ale an inttrument portatife aboute. For
wel wote every aftrologien, tha: ſmalleſt fraco
1900. De wol not be thewed io lo ſmal an inſtru
nest , as in fubtil cables calculated for a cauſe.
The PROLOGUE of the TESTAMENT of LOVE .

ANY men there ben , that with eres
& coafbeite of jeſtes and ot ryme, by queint
kotinge coloures, that of the godeneſe or of
the bad eile of the ſentence take they litel hede
es el bone .
Sorhelye dulle witte and a thoughtfulle ſoule
fore tave mined and graffed in my ſpirites,
that to be crait of enditinge wol nat ben of mine
2092aintaunce . And for rude wordes and boittous
percen the herte of the herer to the coreſt point,
ant planten there the lentence of thinges, lo
dat with beel helpe it is able to spring, this

boke, that nothynge hath of the grete fiode of
Wytte, no of femelyche
is dolventogider
with
rude wordes and boittous colours,
, and to drawe
to maken the catchers cherof hen the more redy
to hene ſenterce.
Some men there ben , that pa'nten with co
lours riche and ſome with wers, as with red
inke, and fome with coles and chalke : and yet is
there gode matter to the lende people of thylke
chalkye purtreyture , as 'hem chinketh for the
time, and a'terward the fyght of the better co
lours yeven to 'hem more joye for the first leude
Deſſe. So fothly this leude clowdy occupacyon
is not to prayſe, but by the leude, for com
omenly
leude leudenefle commendeth. Eke it ſhal
yeve light that other precyous thynges ſhall be
the more in reverence . In Latin and French
hath many foveraine wittes had grete delyte to
endite, and have many noble thinges fulfilde but
certes there ben tome that fpe ken ther poilye
mater in Frenche, of whiche Ipeche the Frenche
men have 25 gode a fantaſye as we have in
heryng of Frenche mens Engliſhe. And many
termes there ben in Englithe , whiche unneth
we Engliſhe men connen declare the know
leginge: howe ſhould than a Frenche man
borne ? foche termes connejumpere in his mat
ter, but as the jay chattereth Engliſhe. Right
ſo truely the underſtandyn of Engliſhmen wol
not tretche to the privie termes in Frenche,
what ſo ever we borten of ſtraun
ge langage.
Let than clerkes enditen in Latin , for they have
the propertie of ſcience , and the knowinge in
that facultie : and lette Frenche men in cheir
Frenche alſo enditen ther queint termes, for it
is kyndely to ther mouthes ; and let us ſhewe
our tapcalies in tuch wordes as we lerneden of
our dame's tonge. And although this boke by
lytel thank woithy for the leucoelie iu travaile,
yet foch writing exiten men to thiike thinges
ihat ben neceflarie : for every man iherby may
as by a perpetual myrrour fene the vices or ver
tues of other, in 'whyche thynge lightly may be
conceved to eſchue perils, and neceílaries to
catch, after as aventures have fallen to other
people or perſons,
Certes the foverainſt thinge of defire and moft
crecure reſonable , have or els Thuld have full
appetite to ther perfeceyon : unreſonable beltes
mowen not , fithe the refon hath in 'hem no work
inge : than relönable that wol noi , is compari
foned to unrelonable, and made lyke 'nem .

of man is in knowynge of a fothe , withouten
any entent decevable , and in love of one very
God , that is inchaungeable, that is to know,
and love his creatour.
Nowe principally the mene to bryngeinknow
leging and lovyngehis creatour, is the confider
acyon of thynges made by the creatour, wher
through by thylke thinges that ben made , under
ſondyoge bere to our wyttes, arne the uniene
pryvilies of God made to us ſyghefull and know :
inge, in our conicmplacion and underſtoodinze.
Tbete
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Theſe thinges than forſothe moche bringen usto
the ful knowleginge ſouhe, and to the parfyte
love ofthe maker of hevenly thynges. Lo! David faith : thou haſte delitedme in makinge, as
who faith , to have delite in the tune how God
hath lent me in coriſideration of thy makinge ,
Wherof Ariſtotle in the boke de Animalitus,
faith to naturell philoſophers : it is a grele lik
ynge in love ofknowinge their cretoure : and alſo
in knowinge of cauſes in kindelye thynges, con.
fidrid forlothe the formes of hindelve thinges and
the ſhap, a gret kyndely love we thulde nave to
the weakınao that 'hem made. The craite o a
werkman is ſhewed in thewerk . Herero , e tru
Jie the philoſophers with a lyvely fludie mane
pobie thirges, righte precious, and world y to
memri ye , wriien , and by a gret ſwet and ira .
vaille to us Ieften of caules the properties in na
tures of thinges, to whiche theriore philofophers
it was more joy, more lykinge,more herly lust
in kindely vertues and matiers of selon the perfeccion by buſy ſtudy to knowe, than to have
had al the treaiour , al the richeſſe , al the vaine
glory, that the paſſed emperours , princer, er
kinges hadden. Therlore the names of 'hem
in the boke of perpetuall rr.emorie in vertue and
pece arne writen ; and in the contrarie , that is
io faine in Styxe the foule pitie of helle arne
chilke prefied that foch godines hated . Avd bjcaule this boke ſhall be of love, and the prime
Caules of ſtering in that doinge with paſiions and
difeles for wantinge of defire, I wil that this
boke be cleped the teliament of love.
But nowe tbou reder, who is chilke that will
not in ſcorne laughe, lo bere a eu arle or els halte
a man , ſay he wil i ende out the fwerde of Hercules handes, and allo te thulde ſet Hercules
Gaics a mile yet further, and over that he had
pouer or ſtrength to pull up the fpere, that A
Jitarder the note night never wagge, and that
palinge al thinge to ben mayfter oi Fraurce by
might, there as the nc bie gracious Edwa de the
thirde for al his grei prowelle in victories ne
might al yet corquire ?
Certes I wote wall , ther Mall be made more
fcorne and jape of me , that I lo unworthely
cloihed altogither in the cloudie cloude of urcon
ning, wil putten me in pries to ſpeak of love,
or els of the causes in that matter, bthen al thé
grettet clerkes kan hiad ynough to don , and as
who faith gathered up clene toforne ' hem , and
with ther ſharp fithes of conning al mowen and
mave cherof grele rekes and noble, ful of al
plenties to jade me ard may an other . Envye
forlotte commendeb rcuibie his relon , that he
bath in hain, be it nevento nofty . And although
she e roble reser ,as gone wistinen ard worthy
ther hier, han aldiaw and lounce up inihe sheves,
and made many fhockes , yet have I erfample to
fader the ſmale crommes, and iuilin ma walet
or tho thae failen from the bourde among the
imalle hourdes, no withſtonding the travaile of
the alorogner, 1..2: haih draw up in the cloth
alche seirillailes, as the richeur , and the releſe
to bere to the aliefie. Vei clic have I leve ut
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the noble huſbande Boece, although I be a
Itraunger of conninge to come after his doctrine ,
and theie grete workmen, and glene røy hand.
fuls of the ihedynge after their handes,and yf me
faile ought of my ful, to encreſe my porcion with
that I thal drawe by privyties out of ſhockes ; a
Alye lervaunte in his owne helpe is often moche
commended , knowynge of trouhe in cauſes of
thynges, was more hardier in the firſte fechers,
and fo layih Ariſtotle, and lighter in us that han
foloved after. For ther pafling ftudy han frelhed
our wiltes, and oure underſtondynge han excit
ed in conſideracion oftrouch by Tharpenes of ther
relons. Uiterly theſe thinges be no dremes ne
japes, to throwe to hogges, it is lyfelych mete for
children of trouth, and as they me beriden whan
I pilgramed out of my kith in wintere, whan
the wether out of meſure was boitous, and the
wyld wynd Boreas, as this kind aikeih, with
drying coldes maked the wawes of the ocean le
fo io apile unkindely over the common bankes
that it was in point to ſpill all the erthe.
The PROLOGUES of the CANTERBURY Tales
of CHAUCER , from the MSS.
CHEN that Aprilis with his thouris ſote,
W
The droughi of March had percid to the
rote,
And bathid every veyn in ſuch licour,
Ofwhich vertue engendrid is the flour.
When Zephyrus eke, with his swete breth
Enipirid hain, in every holt and hech
The tender croppis; and that the yong Sunn
Hath in the Ramın has halve cours yrunn ;
And fr.ale foulis makin melodye,
That Nepin alle nighte with opin eye,
(So prickith them oature in ther corage )
Then longio folk to go co pilgrimage :
And palmers for to ſekin itrange trondes,
To lervin Hallowes couth in fondry londes :
And Ipecially fro every thir'is end
Of England, to Canterbury they wend,
The holy blis : ull martyr for to leke,
That them hach holpin, whan that thee were
ſeke.
Beſell that in that ſelon on a day
In Southwerk at the Tabberd as I layn
Redy to wendin on my pilgrimage
To Canterbury , with devote corage,
At night wer come into that hoftery
Wele nine and twenty in a cumpany
Of fundrie folk , by aventure yfall
In felafhip and pilgrimes wer they all ;
That toward Caniesbury wouldin side.
The chambers and the ſtablis werin wide,
And well we werin eſid at the beſt:
And thortly whan the ſunne was to reſt,
So bad I ſpokin with them everych one,
That I was of cher elaſhip anone :
And made forward erli for to rile,
Toiake our weye , ther as I did deviſe.
But nathlels while that I have time and ſpace
Er hat I farther in this tale pabe,
Methinkith it accordaunt to relong
To tell you alle the condition
of
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Af ech of them , ſo as it ſemid me.
But certainly I n'iſt nevir
Where that it was, but well will i
es which they werin, and of what degree,
It was of Venus redily
And eke ia what array that they wer in :
And at a knight then woll i frit begin.
This temple , fus in purtreiture
I lawe anone right her figure
The KNIGAT .
Nakid yfetyng in a fe,
worthy
man,
that
and
knight
was,
a
ther
A
And allo on her hedde parde
That fro the time that he firſt began
Her rofy garland white and redde,
Te rifin out , he lovid Chevalrie ,
And her combe for lo kenbe her hedde.
Trogib and honour, fredome and curteſy.
Her devis, aud Dan Cupido
Fell wortby vas he in his lord 'is werre ,
Her blinde ſonne, and Vulcano,
That in his face ywas full broune.
And thereto had he riddin nane more ferre
A : sell in Cbriſtendom , as in Hethneſs ;
But as I romid up and dounne ,
erd erys bonoured for his worthineſs.
I founde that on the wall there was
A : Ale.landre' he was whan it was won ;
Thus written on a table ' obras.
Fall oft limis be badibe bord begon
I woll now ſyng, if that I can,
Abovia alle asciouns in Price :
The armis, and all the man,
la Litow bad he riddin , and in Luce,
That firit came through hissleſtine
No Cbritten -man lo oſt of his degree
Fugitiſe fro Troye the countre
be
he
Granada
lege
hat
the
in
;
la
Into Itaile, with ! ull inoche pine,
Of Algezir , and ridd in Belmary :
Unto the lirondis of Lavine ,
A : Lyis was be, and at Sataly,
And tho begin the forie' anone ,
Whaa ihat they wer won ; and in the grete fee. As I ſhall tellin you e hone .
Atmany'a noble army had he be :
Firſt ſawe lihe diftruccion
Al mortal battails had he ben fiftene,
Of Truie, thorough ihe Greke Sinon ,
Aad foughtin for our feith at Tramelene,
With his falle untrue forlwerynges,
La liftis thrys , sod alwey flein his fo .
And with his chere and his lelyngesa
This ilke worthy knight had been alſo
That made a horie, brought into Troye ,
Sometinis with the lord of Palathy ,
By whiche Trojans lofte all ther jaye:
anothir
Ayers
herhin in Tarky ;
And aftir this they graved , alas !
and evirmere he had a fov'rane prize ;
How llions caltill arialied was,
Asdbcugh that he was worthy, hewas wiſe ;
And won , and kyng Priam :s ſain,
Ast of his port as meke as is a maid,
And Polites his tonne certain,
He besir yet no villany ne ſaid
Difpitouſly of Dan Pyrrus.
la all his life unto no manner wight:
And next that lawel how Venus,
He was a very parfit geotil knighc.
When that ſhe ſawe the callill brende,
Bat for to ceilin you of his array ,
Doune from hevin the gan delcende,
His bors wer good ; but hewasnothing gay,
And bade her fonne Eneas ſie,
Oí fuftian be werid a gipon ,
And how he fed, and how that he
Ale betmottrid with his haburgeon .
Eſcapid was from all the pres,
For be was late ycome from his viege ,
And toke his father' old Anchiſes,
And wente for to do his pilgrimage.
And bare hym on his back awaie,
Crying alas and welaware !
The House of FAME.
The whiche Anchiſes in his hande ,
Bare to the goddis of the lande
The firſt Boke.
I mene chilke that unbrendid were .
Tow herkin , as I have you faied,
Then ſawe I next that all in tere
NOW
.
abraied
What that I metle or I
,
How Creuſa; bao neas wic,
Of December the teoich daie ,
Whom that he lovid all his life,
When it was night, to lepe I laie,
And her yong fonne ciepid Julo,
Right as I was wonte ſo to doen,
And eke Aſcanius alſo,
And fill adepe wondirſone ,
Fleddin eke, with full drerie chere,
A: be that was werie forgo
That it was pitie for to here,
Os pilgrimage milis two
And in a foreit as thci went
Toile corps of ſainct Leonarde,
How at a lournyng of a went
To makin lithe tbat erſt was harde .
Creuſa was iloite , alas !
Bet as me ſlept me mette I was
That rede not 1 , how that it is
Witbia a temple imade of glas ,
How he her icught, and hrw her ghore
la wbiche there werein mo images
Bad hym to lie the Grekis hlotie,
Of golde, ftandyng in fondrie ſtages,
And jaied he must into liaise,
Sare in mo riche tabir pacies ,
As was his deftine, ſauns jaile,
pinnacles
And with perre mo
,
Tbat it was pitle for to here,
And no curious portraituris,
When that her fpirite gan arrore ,
Aad queint manir of figuris
The wordis that he to him jaiell,
igalde worke, then I ſaw eyir,
And , for to kepe her ſoncein praie '.
There
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To knowin frende fro fre in thy mirrou ? ,,
There ſawe I gravin eke how he
His fathin eke , and his meine,
So moche hath yet thy tournyng up and doung
I taughtin me to knowin in an hour ,
With his ſhipp's began to faile
But truily no force of thy reddour
Toward the countrey of liaile ,
As ſtreight as ere ihei mighein go.
To hym that ovir hymielf hath maiſtrie,
There ſawel eke the , cruil Juno,
My Tufilaunce yrhal be my ſuccour,
That art Dan Jupiter his wiſe,
For finally fortune I do defie .
O Socrates, thou Nedlaſt champion,
That hait ihatid ali thy life
She
ne might nevir be thy turmentour ,
Mercilets all the Trojan blode,
Thou nevir dreddiſt her oppreflion,
Rennin and crie as thou were wode
Nein her chere foundin cheu do favour,
On Æolus, the god of windes,
Thou knew wele the difceipt of her colour ,
To blowin out of alle kindes
And that her molte worſhip is to lie ,
So loude , that he ſhould ydrenche
I know her eke a falſe diflimulour,
Lorde and ladie, and grome, and wenche
Of all the Trojanis nacion,
For finally fortune I do defie.
Without any of their favacion .
The anſwere of Fortune.
There ſawe I ſoche tempest ariſe,
That every herte mighe agrile
No man is wretchid but hym !elf it wene,
To ſe it painuid on the wall .
He that yhath hymielt hath ſuffilaunce ,
There ſawe I eke gravin withall,
Why laielt thou then I am to the ſo kene,
Venus, how ye, my ladie dere,
That halt thy ſelf out of my govirnaunce ?
Ywepying with full wolul chere
Saie thus grant mercie of thin habuodance,
Yprayid Jupiter on hie,
That thou haſt lent or this, thou ſhall not
To ſave and kepin chat navie
ſtrive,
Of that dere Trojan Æneas,
What wolt thou yet how I the woll avaunce ?
Sithins that he your fonne ywas.
And eke thou haſt thy beſte frende alive .
I have the caught divilion betwene
Gode counſaile of CHAUCER .
Frende of effecte, and frende of countinaunce ,
"LIE frothe preſs and dwell with fothfafteffe, The nedith not the galle of an hine ,
Suffie unto thy gode though it be ſmall,
That curith eyin derke for ther penaunce ,
FE
Now leeft thou clere that wer in ignoraunce,
For horde hath hate , and climbyng tikiloelle,
Yet holt thine anker, and chou maieſt arive
Prece hath envie , and wele it brent oer all ,
There bountie bereth the key of my ſub
Savour no morn then the behovin ſhall,
faunce,
Rede well thyſelf, that other folke caoſt
And eke thou hare thy beſte frende alive.
rede,
And trouthe the hall delivir it 'is no drede. How many have I refuled to luttene,
Sith I have the foftrid in thy plelaunce ?
Paine the not eche crokid lo redreſſe,
Wolt thou then make a ſtatule on thy quene,
To truſt of her that tournith as a balle ,
That I ſhall be aie at thine ordinaunce ?
Grete reft ſtandith in litii buſineſle ,
Thou born art in my reign of variaunce,
Beware allo to fpurn again a nalle,
About the whole with othir muit thou drive
Strive not as doith a crocke with a waile,
My lore is bet, then wicke is thy grevaunce,
Demith thy felt ibat demiſt ochir's dede ,
And trouche thc ſhall delivir it ' is no drede.
And eke thou halt thy beſte tiende alive .
That the is ſent receve in buxomenelle ;
The anſwere to Fortune.
The wraftlying ofthis worlde aſkith a fall ;
Here
no pilgrim
home, ,here
is but
wildirneile,
Foristhe
forthe
o beſt
out of thy Mall , Thy lore I dampne, it is adverſitie,
My frend majit thou not revin blind goddele,
Loke up on high , and thank thy God of all ,
That I thy friendis knowe I thank it the.
Weivich thy luite and let thy ghoſt the
Take 'hem again , let 'hem golie a preſſe ,
leie ,
The nigardis in kepying ther richeſſe
And trouthe the ſhall delivir , it'is no drede.
Pronoſtike is thou wolt cher toure affaile,
Wicke appetite cometh aie before fickneile ,
Balade of the village without paintyng.
In generall this rule ne maie not faile.
' HIS wretchid world'is tranſmutacion
Fortune.
THIAs wele and wo , nowe pore , and now
honour,
mutabilitie,
pinchiſt
Thou
my
at
Without order or due diſcrecion
For I the lent a droppe of my richeſſe ,
Governid is by fortun'is errour,
And now me likith to withdrawin me,
But natheletle the lacke of her favour
Why ſhouldiſt thou my roialtie oppreſſe ?
Ne maie not doe me fyng though that I die,
The ſe maje ebbe and flowin more and leffe ,
J'ay tout perdu, mon temps & labeur
The welkin hath might to ſhine, rain and
For finally fortune I due defie .
haile,
Vet is me left the ſight of my retjua
Right to muſt I kithio my brotilnelſe,
In generall this rule ne maie not faile.
The
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The one was this , who euer lift to lere,
Whereas good wyll gan me conftrayne;
The Plaintiffe.
Bochas taccomplish for to doe my payne,
Lo, the' execution of the majeſtie,
ignoraunce,
menace
with anot
of drede,
That all the purveighich of his rightwiſenelli, Came
Mypenne
procede
to sell I durft
.
That ſaime thyng fortune yclepin ye,
Ye blinde testis full of luteneſs !
Forteſcue was chief justice of the Common
The heven haih prepirtie of likirneſs,
Pleas, in the reign of king Henry VI . He re
This wor de hach evir relleile travaile,
tired in 1471. alter the battle of Tewkeſbury ,
The last daie is the ende ofmyne entrelle,
and probably wrote most of his works in his pri
la general this rule ne mai not faile.
vacy. The following paslage is ſelected froin
his book of the Difference between an abjolute
Th' envoye of Fortune.
and limited Mouarchy.
Princes I praie
probe Reaime
Le nok this man andmethuscrie and plain,
H YT
Ten, peradventure
be is a Lordyp on
And I ſhall quittia you this buſineſſe,
Royal
Prynce
thereoi
iulyth yt by
ly
,
and
the
And if ye lite releve hym of his pain ,
his Law , callid Jus Regale , and another Kyng .
Praie se his beſt frende of his noblenelle ,
That to some bettir ftate he may alain .
dome is a Lordichip, Royall and Politike, and
the Prince theaeof rulyth by a Liwe, callyd fus
Lydgaie was a monk of Bury, who wrote a Politicum & Regale ; fythen thes two Princes
bout the ſame time with Chaucer. Out of his beth of egall Altate.
To this dowte it may be anſweryd in this
prologue to his third Book of the Fall of Princes
i !ew ftanzas are ſelected , which , being com manner ; the firſt loftitution of es ( woo
sared with the Ityle of his iwo contemporaries Rea'mys, upou the Incorporation of them , is
will ſhow that our Language was then not writ- she caule of this diverſyte.
Whin Nembroth by Might , for his own
lea by caprice, but was in a letiled ſtate .
Glorye, made and incorporate the fil Realme ,
IKE a pilgrime which that goeth on foote, and ſubduyd it to hymteli by Tyrannye, he
L 'Ani hath none horle to releue his trauayle, would not have it goverryd by any other Rule
Vnie, drye and wery , and may find no bote
or Lawe, but by his own Will; by which and
Oi wel cold whan thruſt doch hym atlayle,
for th' accomplishment thereof he made it .
And therfor, though he has thus made a Realme,
Vine nor licour, that may to hym auayle,
holy Scripture denyyd to cal hym a Kyag, Quid
Tight ſo fare which in my bulineile,
Rex dicitur a Regendo ; Whych thyrg he wyd
No fuccour fynde my rudenes to redreſe.
I meane as thus , I have no freſh licour
not, but oppreilyu the People by Myght, and
Out of the ccaduites of Calliope ,
therfor he was a Tyrant, and callid Primus Ty
annor 8 18 But holy Writ callith hym Rabufius
Nor through Clio in rhetorike no floure,
l'erator coram Deo. For as the hunter takyth
la my labour for to refreſh me :
the wyld belle for to ſcle and eate hym ; to Nem
Vor of the lufters in coumber thriſe three,
broth ſubduyd to him the people with Might,
Which with Cithera on Parnato dwell,
have their ſervice and their goods, uſing upon
to
Taey deuer gave me drink once of their wel.
them the Lordichip that is callid , Dominium Re
Nor of theyr ſpringes clere and chriſtalline,
gale tantum . Alter him Belus that was callid
That ſprange by touchyng of the Pegale,
Their Favour lacketh my making ten lumine
firſt a Kyng, and after hym his Sonne Nyous,
I fynde theyr bawme of to great icarcitie,
and after hym other Panyms ; They, by Exam
Totame their tunnes with ſomedrop of įlentie ple of Nembroth, made them Realmys, would
not have them rulyd by other Lawys than by
For Poliphemus throw his great blindnes,
their own Wills. Which Liwys been right good
Hath in me derked of Argus the brightnes.
under good Princes ; and their Kyngdoms a thun
Our life here ſhort of wit the great dulaes
The beuy foule troubled with trauayle,
most relembled to the Kingdome of God, which
reynith upon Man, rulyog him by his own Will .
And of memorye the glaſyng brotelbes,
Drede and vacunning haue made a Itrong batail Wherfore many Cryſtyn Princes ufen the ſame
Lawe ; and therfor it is, ihat the Lawys jayen ,
Wich werines my ſpirits to aſſayle.
And with their subtil creping in moſt quient
Quod Principi placuit Legis habet vigorem . And
Hath made my ſprit in makyng for to feint.
thus I ſuppole firſt begane in Realmys, Domi
And overmore, the ferefuil trowardnes
nium tantum Regale. But afterward, when Maa
kynd was more manſuere , and better ditpoiyd
Of my ſtepmoher called obliuion ,
Hab a baityil of foryetfulnes,
to Vertue, Grete Communalties, as was the
Feliſhis , that came into this Lond with Brute ,
To ſtop the paſſage , and ſhadow my reaſon
That I might have no clere direccion,
wyllyng to be unyed and made a Body Poliike
la trasftaling of new to quicke me,
callid a Realme , havying an Heed to governe it ;
Stories to write of olde antiquite .
as after the Saying of the Philofopher, every
Thus was I let and ſtode in double werre
Communalcie unyed o . many parts muſt needs
have an Heed ; than they choſe the fame Brute
is the metyng of feareful wayes eweyne ,
to
( f )
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to be their Heed and Kyng. And they and he
upon this Incorporation and Inſtitution , and on
yng of themſelf into a Realme, ordeynyd the
fame Realine fo to be rulyd and juſtytyd by
ſuch Lawys, as they atwould affent unco ; which
Law therfor is callid Politicum , and bycauſe it
is mynyſtrid by a Kyng, it is callid Regale. Dom
minium Politicum dicitur quaſi Regimen , plurium
Scientia , five Confilio miniftratum . TheKyng
of Scotts reynich upon his People by this Lawe,
videlicet, Regimine Politico Regali. And as
Diodorus Syculus faith , in his Boke de iprifcis
Hiftoriis, The Realme of Egypte is rutid by the
farne Law , ond theríor the Kyng therof chaung .
ith not his Lawes, without the Aflent of bis
People . And in like forme as he faith is rulid
the Kyngdome of Saba , in felici Arabia , and
the Lond of Libie ; And alſo the more parte of
al the Re: Imys in Afrike. Which manner of
Rule and Lordſhip , the fayd Diodorus in that
Boke, prayfih gretely , For it is not only good
for the Prince , that may thereby the more
fewerly do juſtice ,than by his own Arditriment ;
but it'is alſo good for his people that receyve
therby , ſuch juſtice as they deſyer themſelf.
Now as me feymeih, it ys ſhewyd opinly ynought,
why one Kyng rulyth and reynith on his People
Dominig tanium Regali, and that other reynith
Dominio Politico Regali: For chat one Kyng
dome beganne , of and by , the Might of the
Prince , and that other beçanne, by the Delier
and Inſtitution of the People of the fame Prince.

Of the works of Sir Thomas More it was ne
ceſſary to give a larger ſpecimen, both becauſe
our language was then in a great degree formed
and feeled, and becauſe it appears from Ben
Johnson, that his works were conſidered asmo
dels of pure and elegant ſtyle. The tale, which
is placed firſt, becauſe earlieít written , will ſhow
what an attentive reader will, in peruſing our
old writers , often remark , that the familiar and
colloquial part of our language , being diſuſed a
mong thoſe claſſes who had no ambition of re
finement, or affectation of novelty, has luffered
very little change. There is another realon why
the extracts from this author are inore copious :
his works are carefully and correctly printed, and
may therefore le better truſted than any other
edition of the Englip books of that or the pre
ceding ages.
A merry jeſt how a ſergeaunt would learne to
playe the frere . Written by maiſtes Thomas
More in hys youth.

WYSE menalway,
Thatbelt is for a man ,:
Diligently,
For to apply,
The bulines that he cang
And in no wyſe,
To enterpryfe,
An other faculte,
For he that wyll ,
And can no kyll ,
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Is never like to the.
He that hath laſie,
The hoſiers crafte,
And falleth lo making More
The ſmythe that ſhall,
To payntyng fall ,
His thrift is well nigh done.
A blacke draper.
With whyte paper,
To goe to writyng ſcole,
An olde butler,
Becum a cutler,
I wene ſhall proue a fole.
And an olde trot ,
That can I wol ,
Nothyrg but kyſe the cup,
With her phyfick ,
Wil kepe one ticke ,
Tyll ſhe haue ſouſed hym vp .
A man of laue,
That neuer fawe.
The wayes to bye and fell.
Wenyag to ryte,
By marchaundile,
I with to 1pede hym well .
A marchaunt eke ,
That wyll goo ſeke,
By all the mëanes he may,
To fall in lute,
Tyll he diſpute ,
His money cleane away ,
Pletying the lawe,
For every ſtrawe,
Shall prove a thrifty man ,
With bale and strife ,
But by my life,
I cannot tell you whan .
Whan an hatter
Wyll go fmatter,
in philoſophy,
Or a pedlar,
Ware a medlar,
In theology,
All that enſue ,
Such craftes new ,
They diiue fo farre a caſt ,
That euermore ,
They do therfore,
Befhrewe themfelfe at laſt.
This thing was tryed
And verefyed,
Here by a fergeaunt late,
That thriftly was ,
Or he could pas,
Rapped about me pate,
Whyle that he would
See how he could ,
A little play the frere :
Now yf you wyll,
Knowe how it fyll,
Take hede and ye ſhall here.
It happed lo,
Not long ago.
A thrifty man there dyed ,
An hundred pounde,
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Of nobles rounde,
That he bad layd a lide :
His ronne he wolde,
Should have this golde ,
For to begiane with all :
Bat to futile
His chylde, well thriſe ,
Toat money was to imal .
Yet of this day
I have hard ſay,
That many a man certeſe,
Hath with good cafi,
Be ryche at laſt,
That hath begonne with leſle.
Bat this young mane ,
So well beganne,
His money to imploy,
That certainly,
His policy ,
To ſee it was a joy ,
For left lum blaſt ,
Myght over caſt,
His ſhip , or by miſchaunce ,
Men with fum wile ,
Myght hym begyle ,
And miniſh his ſubftaunce ,
For to put out,
All maner dout ,
He made a good puruay ,
For every why ,
By his owne wyt
And coke an other way ;
Firſt fayre and wele,
Therofmuch dele,
He dygged it in a pot,
But then him thought
That way was nought .
And there he left iu net.
So eas he faine,
From thence agayne ,
To put it in a cup ,
And by and by ,
Couetoofly ,
He lupped it fayre up,
In his owne breſt,
He thought it beft ,
His money to encloſe ,
Then wiſt he well ,
What ever fell,
He could it neuer loſe .
He borrowed then ,
Of other men ,
Money and marchaundiſe :
Neuer payd it,
Up he laid it,
In like maner wyſe.
Yet on the gere ,
That he would were ,
He reight not what he ſpent.
So it were ayce ,
As for the price,
Could him not miſcontent.
With lufty ſporte,
And with reſort,
Of ioly company ,
in mirth and play,
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Full many a day,
He lived merely .
And men had ſworne,
Some man is borne ,
To haue a lucky howre ,
Aod ſe was he,
For ſuch degre,
He gat and ſuche honour,
That without dout ,
Whap he went out ,
A ſergeaunt well and fayre,
Was redy Arayte ,
On him to wayte,
As ſone as on the mayre.
But he doubtleite ,
Of his mekenelle,
Hated ſuch pornpe and pride,
And would not go,
Companied to ,
But drewe himſelf a fide,
To St. Katharine,
Streight as a line,
He gate him at a tyde,
For denocion ,
Or promocion,
There would he pedes abyde.
There ſpent he fail,
Till all were paſt,
And to him came there menyo
To aſk iheyr det,
But none could get,
The valour of a peny .
With viſage ſtout,
He bare it out ,
Euen unto the harde hedge,
A mooth or twaine,
Tyll he was faine,
To laye his gowne to pledge.
Then was he there,
In greater feare,
Than ere that he came thither ,
And would as ſayne ,
Depart againe,
But that be wiſt not whithes .
Thaa after this,
To a frende of his,
He went and there abode,
Where as he lay ,
So ſick alway ,
He myght not come abrode.
It happed than ,
A marchaunt man ,
That he ought money to,
Of an Officere ,
Than gan enquere,
What hiin was beſt to do.
And he anſwerde,
Be not aferde,
Take an accion therfore,
I you beheſte,
I ſhall hym reſte,
And than care for no more ,
I feare quod he,
It wyll not be,
Forshe wyll not come out ,
The
( f2 ]
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The ſergeaunt ſaid,
Be not afrayd,
It ſhall be brought about.
In maoy a game,
Lyke to the fame,
Haue I bene well in vre,
And for your fake,
Let me be take,
But yi I do this cure .
Thus part they both ,
And toorth then goth ,
A pace this officere,
And for a day ,
All his array ,
He chaunged with a frere.
So was he dight.
Tha no man might,
Hym for a frere deny ,
He dopped and dooked,
He ſpake and looked ,
So religiouſly.
Yet in a glasſe,
Or he would paffe,
He toted and he peered ,
His harte for pryde,
Lepte in his fyde,
To ſee how well he freercd
Than orth a pace ,
Unto a place,
He goeth withouten ſhame
To do this dede,
✓ But now take hede ,
For here begynneth the game.
He drew hym ny ,
And fuftely ,
Streyghtat the dore he knocked :
And a dam ell ,
That hard hym well ,
There came and it unlocked .
The frere layd,
Good ípede fayre mayd ,
Here lodgeth ſuch a man ,
It is told me :
Well fyr quoth ſhe,
And yf he do what than .
Quoth he mayſtrelle ,
No harm doutleſte i
It longeth for our order,
To hurt no man ;
Lat as we can,
Fuery wight to forder.
With hym truly,
Fayne ſpeake would I.
Sir quod fhe by my fay ,
Ile is to fike,
Ye be not like,
To ſpeake with hym to day.
Cucth he fayre may ,
Yer I you pray ,
This much at my deſire ,
Vcuchla'c to do ,
As go hym to ,
And lay au auſten frere
Would with hyr ſpeke ,
And matters breake,
For bis auayle certayn.
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Quod ſhe I wyll ,
Stonde ye here ftyll,
Till I come downe agayn.
Vp is ſhe go ,
And told hym ro ,
As the was bode to ſay ,
He miſtrullying,
No maner thyng ,
Sayd mayden go thy way ,
And fetch him hyder,
That we tozyder,
May talk . A downe ſhe gothe,
Vp the him brought ,
No harme the thought ,
But it made ſome folke wrothe,
Thid officere,
This fayned frere,
When he was come aloft ,
He dopped than ,
And grete this man ,
Religiouſly and oft ,
And he agayn ,
Ryght glad and faya ,
Toke him there by the hande,
The frere than fayd ,
Ye be diſmayed ,
With trouble I underſtande,
la dede quod he,
It hath with me ,
Bene better than it is.
Syr quod the frere,
Be of good chere,
Yet ſhall it after this.
But I would now ,
Comen with you ,
In counfayle yf you pleaſe,
Or ellys nat
Of matters that
Shall ſet your heart at eaſe.
Downe went the mayd,
The marchaunt ſayd ,
Now ſay on gentle frere,
Of thys tydyng
That ye me bryng ,
I long full ſore to here.
Whan there was none,
But they alone,
The frere with euyil grace
Seyd , I reft the,
Come on with me,
And out he toke his mace :
Thou ſhalt obay,
Come on thy way,
I have the in my clouche .
Thou gocít not hence,
For all the penſe,
The mayre hath in his pouche.
This marchaunt there ,
For wrath and fere,
He waxyng welnygh wood ,
Sayd horſon theſe,
With a mitchefe ,
Who hath taught the thy good,
And with his first ,
Voon the lyri ,
Не
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He gaue him ſuch a blow,
That backward downe,
Almoſt in ſowne ,
The frere is overthrow .
Yet was this man,
Well fearder than,
Left be the frere had nlayne,
Tyll with good rappes,
Aod heauy clappes,
He dawde hym vp agayne .
The frere toke harte,
And rp he farte,
And well he layde about,
And fo there goth,
Betwene them both ,
Many a loity clut .
They rent and tere
Eche others here,
And clave togyder faſt,
Tyll with luggyng ,
Aod with tugkyng ,
They fell down both at laſt .
Than on the grounde,
Togyder rounde,
With many a fadde ſtroke,
They roll and rumble,
They torne and tumble,
As pygges do in a poke.
So long aboue,
They heue and ſhoue ,
Togider that at laſt,
The mayd and wyfe,
To breake the ſtrife,
Hyed them vpward faſt.
And whan they pye,
The captaynes lye
Both waltring on the place,
The freres hood ,
They pulled a good,
Adowne about his face.
Whyle he was blynde,
The wenche behynde,
Lent him leyd on the flore,
Many a joule,
About the noule,
With a great batyldore.
The wyfe came yet,
And with her fete,
She holpe to kepe him downe,
And with her rocke,
Maay a knocke,
She gaue hym on the crowne.
They layd his mace,
About his face,
That he was wood for payne.
The frere frappe,
Gate many a ſwappe,
Tyll he was full oygh Nayae.
Vp they hym lift,
And with yil thrilt,
Hedlyng a long the ſtayre,
Downe they hym threwe,
A fayde adewe,
Commende us to the mayre.
The frere aroſe,
But I fuppoſe,
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Amared was his hed,
He moke his eares ,
And from grete feares,
He thought hym well yfled.
Quod he now loſt,
Is all this coſt,
We be neuer the nere .
Ili mote he be ,
That cauſed me,
To make myſelf a frere.
Now maſters all ,
Here now I ſhall,
Ende there as I began ,
In any wyſe ,
I would auyſe,
And counſayle every man ,
His own crafte uſe ,
All newe reſuſe ,
And lightly let them gone :
Play not the frere ,
Now make good chere,
And welcome euerych one.
A ruful lamentacion ( written by maſter Thomas
More in his youth ) of the dech of quene Eli
ſabeth mother to king Henry the eight , wife
to king Henry the ſeventh , and eldest dough
ter to king Edward the fourth, which quene
Eliſabeth dyed in childbed in February in
the yere of our Lord 1503 , and in the
18 yere of the reigne of king Henry the
ſeuench .

Ye that put your truſt and confidence
O In worldly joy and frayle proſperite,
That lo lyue here as you lhould neuer hence,
Remember death and loke here vppon me.
Enlaumple I thynke there may no better be.
Your ſeife wotre well that in this realm was 1,
Your quene but late, and lo now bere I lye.
Was I not borne of olde worthy linage ?
Was not my mother queenemy father kyng ?
Was I not a kinges fere in marriage ?
Had I not plenty of euery plealaust thyog ?
Mercifull god this is a ſtraunge reckenyng :
Rycheſſe , honour, welth , and aunceltry ?
Hath me forſaken and lo now here I ly .
If worſhip myght have kept me , I had not
gone.
If wyt myght haue me ſaued , I neded not ſere.
Ifmoney myght haue holpe, Uacked none .
But O good God what vayleth all this gere.
When deth is come thy mighty melangere,
Obey we muſt there is no remedy,
Me hath he ſummoned, and lo now here I ly .
Yet was I late promiſed otherwyſe,
This yere co liue in welth and delice.
Lo where to cometh thy biandithyng promyle,
O falle aſtrolagy and deuynatrice,
Of goddes ſecreies makyng thy felt li wyſe.
How true is for this yere thy prophecy.
The yere yet lafteth, and lo nowe here l iy.
O bryteilt weleh , as full of bitternelle.
Thy ſingle pleaſure doubled is with payne .
Accouat my torow frit and my ditieilc,
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in ſondry wyſe, and recken there agayne,
The wordes of Fortune to the people.
The joy that I haue had, and I dare ſayne,
For all my honour, endured yet haue i ,
INE high eſtate power and auctoritie ,
More wo chan welth , and lo now here I ly .
If ye ne know, enſerche and ye ſhail
M
Where are our caſtels, now where are our
Груе,
towers ,
That richeſſe, worſhip, welth, and dignitie,
Goodly Rychmonde ſone art thou gone from Joy , reſt, and peace , and all thyng fynally ,
me,
That any pleaſure or profit may come by,
At Weſtminſter that coſtly worke of yours,
To manner, comfort, ayde, and ſuſtinaunce,
Myne own dere lorde now ſhall I neuer ſee.
le all at my deuyle and ordinaunce.
Without my fauour there is nothyng wonne .
Almighty god voucheſafe to graunt that ye ,
Many a mattes haue I brought at laſt,
For you and your children weil may edefy.
To good concluſion, that fondly was begonne.
My palyce bylded is, and lo now here I lý .
Adew myne owne dere ( poule my worthy And many a purpole , bounden ſure and faſt
lorde,
With wile prouifion , I haue ouercaſt.
Without good happe there may no wit ſuffiſe .
The faithful love that dyd us both combyne,
Better is to be fortunate than wyſe.
In mariage and peaſeable concorde,
And therefore hath there lame men ben or
Into your handes here I cleane reſyne,
To be beſtowed vpon your children and myne .
this,
Erſt wer you father, and now muit ye ſupply,
My deadly foes and written many a boke,
The mothers part allo , for lo now here I ly .
To my dilprayle. And other cauſe there ays,
But forme lift not frendly on them loke.
Farewell my doughter lady Margerete.
God wotte full oft it greued hath my mynde,
Thus like the fox they fare that once forfoke,
That ye ſhould go where we ſhould ſeldome The pleaſaunt grapes, and gan for lo defy them ,
mete.
Becauſe he lept and yet could not come by
them .
Now am I gone , and haue lefte you behynde.
But let them write theyr labour is in vayne .
O mortall folke that we be very blynde .
That we leaſt feare , full oft it is moſt nye,
For well ye wote, myrth, honour and richelle,
from you depart í fyrſt, and lo now here I Much better is than penury and payne
Tye.
The nedy wretch that lingereth in diſtreſſe,
Farewell Madame my lordes worthy mother , Withoutmyne helpe is euer comfortleſe
A wery burden odious and loth ,
Comfort your ſonne, and be ye of good chere .
To all the world, and eke to him felfe both .
Take all a worth, for it will be no nother.
But hethat by my fauour may aſcende,
Farewell my doughter Katherine late the fere.
To mighly power and excellent degree ,
To prince Arthur myne own child ſo dere,
It booteth not for me to wepe or cry,
A common wele to gouerne and defende,
O in how bliſt condicion ftandeth he :
Pray for my ſoule, for lo now here I ly.
Him ſelf in honour and felicite,
Adew lord Henry my louyng ſonne adew,
And ouer, that may forther and increaſe,
Our lorde encreaſe your honovr and eſtate.
A region hole in joyſul reſt and peace.
Adew my doughter Mary bright of hew ,
Now in this poynt there is nomore to fay,
God make you vertuous wyle and fortunate .
Eche man hath of him ſelf the gouernaunce.
Adew (wete hart my little doughter Kate,
Thou shalt Awete babe ſuche is thy deſteny
Let euery wight than folowe his owne way,
Thy mother neuer know, for lo now here I And he that out of pouertee or miſchaunce ,
ly.
Liſt for to to live, and wyll him ſelf enhaunce,
In wealth and richeſſe, come forth and wayle on
Lady Cicyly Anne and Katheryne,
me.
Farewell my welbeloved lifters three ,
Olafty Briget other ſiſter myne,
And he that wyll , be a beggar let hym be.
Lo here the ende of worldly vanitee .
THOMAS MORE lo them that truſt in Fortugc .
Now well are ye that earthly foly fee ,
And heauenly thyrges loue and magnity .
" HOU that are prowde of honour ſhape os
Farewell and pray for me, for lo now here
TH0 kynne,
Ily .
That hepeſt vp this wretched worldes treaſure,
Adew my lordes, adew my ladies all,
Adew my faithfull ieruauntes euerych one ,
Thy fingers ſhrined with gold, thy taway
lkynne,
Adew my commons whom I neuer ihall ,
See in this world wherefore to the alone,
With fresh apparyle garniſhed out of meaſure,
And weneſt to haue fortune at thy pleaſure,
Immortal god verely three and one,
I me commende . Thy infinite mercy ,
Caſt vp thyne aye, and loke how flipper
Shew to thy feruant , for lo now here I ly .
chaunce,
Illudeth her men with chaunge and varyaunce .
Sometyme the loketh as louely fayre and
Certain meters in Engliſh written by maſter
Lrighe,
Thomas More in hys youth for the boke of Asgoodly
Uenus mother of Cupyde .
fortune, and cauſed them to be prinied in the She becketh and ſhe ſmileth on every wight.
begynning of that boke.
Bat
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Bat this chere fayned, may not long abide.
There cometh a cloude, and farewell all our
pryde.
Like any ſerpeat ſhe beginneth to ſwell,
And looketh as fierce as any fury of hell .
Yet for all that we brotle men are fayne ,
( So wretched is our datore and ſo blynde )
As loose as Fortune liſt to laugh agayne,
Wich fayre counten aunce and diſceictull mynde,
To crouche and knele and gape after the
wyode,
Not one or twayne but thouſandes in a rout,
Lyke ſwarmyng bees come fickeryng her a .
boot
Then as a bayte the bryogeth forth her ware,
Silaer , gold, riche perle , and precious ſtone :
On whicbe the maſed people gate and ſtare,
and cape therefore, as dogges do for the bone.
Fortune at them laughech , and in her trone
Anyd ber treaſure and waueryng rycheffe,
Prostly he boueth as lady and empreſſe.
Faſt by her lyde doth wery labour ſtand ,
Pale fere allo, and forow all bewept,
Dildayo and hatred on the other hand,
Eke reftles warche fro Nepe with trauayle kept,
His eyes drowſy and lokyng as he flept.
Bedre ber ftandeth daunger and enuy,
Platery , dyſceyt, miſchiefe and tiranny.
About her commeth all the world to begge.
He akkech lande, and he to pas would bryng,
This toye and that, and all not worth an egge :
He would in love proſper aboue all thyng :
He kaelech downe and would be made a kyng :
He forceth not fo he may money haue,
Though all the world accompt hym for a knaue.
Lo thus ye ſee diuers heddes, diuers wittes.
Portage alone as diuers as they all ,
Vaſtable bere and there among them fittes :
And 24 zuentare downe her giftes fall,
Cauch who fo may ſhe throweth great and ſmall
Netto all men , as commeth lonne or dewe,
But for the moſt part, all among a fewe.
And yet her brotell giftes long may not laſt.
He thathe gave them, loketh prowde and hye.
Sth whirlth aboutand pluckth away as faſt ,
And giveth them to an other by and by.
And thus from man to man continually.
Ske vfech to geue and take, ard Nily toſſe,
Oze man to wynayng of on others loſſe.
And when the robbeth one , down goth his
prede.
He repeth and wayleth and cu ſeth her fullſore.
Bat be that receueth it, on that orber lyde,
I: glad, and blefth her often tymes therefore.
Bat in a whyle when ſhe loueth hym no more ,
She glydeth from bym , and her giftes to,
And he her curſeth , as other fooles do.
Alas the folyth people can not ceaſe,
Ne voyd her trayne, tyll they the harme do fele.
About her alway , belely they preace.
But lord how he doth thynk bym ſelfe full wele,
That may ſet once his hande vppon her whele.
He holdeth faſt : but upward as hefieth,
She whippeth her whele about, and there he
Igerb .

Thus fell Julius from his mighty power.
Thus fell Darius the worthy kyng of Perſe .
Thus fell Alexander the great conquerour .
Thus many mo then I may well reherſe.
Thus double fortune, when ſhe lyſt reuer ſe
Her Nipper favour fro them that in her truſt,
She fleeth her wey and leyech them in the duſt.
She lodeioly enhauncelh them aloft.
And ſodeynly miſcheuerh all the flocke.
The head that late lay eaſily and full ſoft,
In ſtede of pylows lyeth alier on the blocke .
And yet alas the moſt cruell proudemocke :
The deynty mowth that ladyes kiſſed haue,
She bryngeth in the caſe to kyſle a knaue.
In chaunging of her courſe, the chaunge
ſhewth this,
(knight ,
Vp fartih a knaue , and downe there falth a
Tne beggar ryche, and the ryche man pore is;
Hati ed is turned to loue, loue to deſpyght.
This is her ſport, thus proueth ſhe her myght.
Great boſte ſhe maketh yf onebe by her power,
Welthy and wretched both within an howre.
Pouertee that of her giftes wyl nothing cake,
Wyth mery chere, looketh vpon the prece,
And ſeeth how fortunes houſhold goeth to wrake.
Frft by her ſtandech che wyſe Socrates,
Arriſtippus, Pythagoras, and many a leſe,
Of olde philoſophers. And eke agayoft the
Conne
Bekych hym poore Diogenes in his tone.
With her is Byas, whoſe country lackt de
fence ,
And whylom of their foes ſtode ſo in dout,
That eche man haſtely gan to carry thence,
And asked hym why he nought caryed out.
I bere quod be all myne with me about :
Wiſedom he ment, not fortunes brotle fees;
For nought he counted his that he might leele . )
Heraclitus eke, lyft felowſhip to ke pe
With glad pouertee , Demociiius alſo :
Of which the fyrſt can never ceaſe but wepel
To ſee how thick the blinded people go,
With labour great to purchaſe care and wo.
That other laugheth to ſee thee foolyſh apes ,
Howe earneſtly they walk about the yr capes.
Of this poore ſect, it is comen vſage,
Onely to take that nature may luftayne,
Baniſhing cleane all other ſurpluſage,
They be content, and of nothyng complayne,
No nygarde eke is of his good fo fayne.
But they more pleaſure haue a thouſande folde,
The ſecret draughts of nature to beholde.
Set fortunes lervaunies by them and ye wull,
Thacone is free , the other euer thrall ,
That one content , that other neuer full.
That one in ſureyte, that other like to fall.
Who lyft to aduiſe them both , parceyve te
ſhall,
As great difference between them as we ſee,
Betwixte wretchednes and felicite.
Nowe haue I fewed you bothe : theſe wbiche
ye lyft.
Stately fortune, or humble pouertee :
That is to ſay, nowe lyeth it in your fylt,
To take here boodage, or free libertee .
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But in thys poynte and ye do after me,
Draw you to fortune, and labour her to pleaſe,
If that ye thynk your felfe to well at eaſe.
And fyr !t vppon the louely fall The Imile,
And frendly on the caſt her wandering eyes,
Embrace the in her armes , and for a whyle ,
Put the and kepe the in a fooles paradiſe :
And foorth with all what to thou lyft deuile ,
She will the graunt it liberaliy parharpes :
But for all that beware of after clappes .
Recken you neuer of her fauoure lure :
Ye may in clowds as eaſily trace an hare,
Or in dry lande cauſe fiſhes to endure ,
And make the burnyng fyre his heate to ſpare,
And all thys worlde in compace co forfare ,
As her to make by cra i or engine ſtable ,
That of her nature is ever variable.
Serue her day and nyght as reuerently ,
Vppcn thy knees as any feruant may,
And in concluſion, that thou ſhalt winne thereby
Shall not be worth thy fervyce I dare lay.
And looke yet what the geueth the to day,
With labour wenne the final ! happly to morrow,
Pluck it agayne out of thine hand with forrow .
Wherefore ył thou in ſuretye lyn to flande ,
Take pouerties parte and let prowde fortune go,
Receyue nothing that commeib from her hande.
Loue maner and vertue : they be onely tho,
Whiche double fortune may not lake the fro .
Then mayſt thou boldly detye her turnyng
chaunce :
She can the neyther hynder nor aulaunce .
But and thou wylt nedes medle with her trea.
ſure ,
Truſt not therein, and ſpende it liberally .
Beare the not proude, nor cake not out of mea
iure ,
Bylde not thyne houſe on heyth vp in the ſkye.
None fallech farre , but he that clinbeth hye ,
Remember nature ſen: the hyther bare ,
The gyſtes of fortune count them borrowed
ware .

THOMAS More to them that ſeke Fortune.
HO ſo delyteth to prouen and aſſay ,
W
Of waveryng fortune the vncerta yne lot,
li that the auniwere pleaſe you not alway ,
Blame ye not me : for I commaunde you not,
Fortune to truſt , and eke full well ye wot,
I haue of her no brydle in my fitt,
She renneth looſe , and curreth where ſhe lyſt.
The rollyng dyſe in whome your lucke doth
ftaode ,
With whole vnhappy chaunce ye be ſo wroth ,
Ye knowe yourlelie came neuer in myne hande.
Lo in this ponde be fyſhe and frogges both
Cait in your nette : but be you liefe or lothe,
Hold you content as fortune lyft allyne :
For it is your own tilhyng and not myne.
And though in one chaunce fortune you offend ,
Grudge not there at , but beare a merry face .
In many an other the shall it amende.
i here is no manne fo larre out of her grace,
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But he ſometyme hath comfort and ſolace :
Ne none agayne ſo farre foorth in her fauour ,
That is full fatisfyed with her behaviour.
Fortune is ſtately, ſolemne , prowde , and
hye :
And rychelle geueth, to have ſervyce there
fore.
The nedy begger catcheth an halfpeny :
Some manne a thouſande pound, ſome lefle
fome more .
But for all that ſhe kepeth euer in ſtore,
Fiom every manne ſome parcell of his wyll ,
That he may pray therefore and ferue her ityll .
Some manne hath good, but chyldren hath he
none
Some man hath both , but he can get none
health .
Some haih al thre, but vp to honours trone,
Can he not crepe, by no manner of ſtelth .
To ſome ſhe ſendeth, children, ryches, wealthe,
Honour, woorſhyp , and reuerence all hys lyfe :
But yet ſhe pyncheth hym with a ſhrewde wife.
Then for amuch as it is fortunes guyſe,
To graunt no manne all thyng that he wyli axe ,
But as her felie lyft order and deuyſe,
Doch every maone his part diuide and tax ,
I counsayle you eche one truſſe vp your packes,
And take no thyng at all , or be content,
With ſuch rewarde as fortune hath you ſent.
All tkynges in this boke that ye shall rede,
Doe as ye tyst, there ſhall no manne you bynde,
Them to beleue, as ſurely as your crede,
But notwithſtandyng certes in mymynde ,
I durft well ſwere, as true ye ſhall them fynde,
In euery poynt eche anſwere by and by,
As are the iudgementes of aſtronomye.
The Deſcripcion of RICHARD the thirde.

ICHARDE the thirde fonne, of whom we
R nowe entreate, was in witte and courage
egall with either of them , in bodye and pro
wetle farre vnder them bothe, little of ftature ,
ill fetured of limmes, croke backed , his left
Movider much higher than his right , hard fa
voured of vilage , and ſuch as is in lates called
warlye, in other menne or herwiſe, he was ma
licious, wrathfull, enuious, and from afore his
birth , ever froworde. It is for trouth reported,
that the duches his mother had ſo much a doe
in her trauaile, that ſhee coulde not bee de
livered of hym vncutte : and that hee came in
to the world with his feete forwarde, as menne
bee borne outwarde, and as the fame runneth ,
alſo not untoched, whether menne of hatred re
porte aboue the trouthe, or elles that nature
changed her courſe in hys beginninge, whiche
in the courte of his lyfe many things unnatu .
rallye committed. None euill captaine was hee
in the warre, as to whiche his difpofition was
more merely than for peace. Sundrye victories
badde hee, and ſommetime ouerthrowes, but
never in defaulte as for his owne parfone, either
of hardineſle or polytike order , free was hee
called of dyipence , and commewhat aboue hys
power
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power literall, with large giftes hee get him And for as muche as hee well wiſte and holpe
vatedatte freadethippe, for whiche hee was fain to mayntaya, a long continued grudge and hearte
to pilaod ſpoyle in other places, and get him brennynge betwene the quenes kinred and the
Aediaft hatred. Hee was cloſe and ſecrete, a kinges blood cyther pariye enuying others aa
tepe diffimuler, lowlye of counteynaunce, ar- thoritye, he nowe thought that their deuifion
rogant of heart, outwardly coumpinable where ſhoulde bee (as it was in dede) a fortherlye be
beicwardly bated, not letting to kifle whome gynnynge to the purſuite of his intente, and a
bee choughte to kyll : diſpitious and cruell, not ſure ground for the foundacion of al his building
far caill will alway, bat after for ambicion , and yf hemight firſte vnder the pretext of reueng
eiber for the furetie or encreaſe of his eſtate. ynge of olde diſpleaſure, abuſe the anger and
Freade sad foo was muche what indifferent, ygaoraurce of the tone partie, to thedeſtrucción
abere bis adeauntage grew , he ſpared no mans of the cother: and then wynne to his purpoſe
deathe, whoſe life with toode his purpoſe. He as manye as he coulde : and thoſe that coulde
lewe with hisownebandes king Henry the Gxt, not be wonne, myght be lofte ere they looked
being priljaer ioche Tower, as meane conftantly therefore. Por of one thynge was hee certayne,
faye, and that without commaundement or that if his eatente were perceived, he ſhold fó de
kaoweledgeofthe king, wbiche woulde vodouble have made peace beecwere the bothe parties,
edly yf he had catended that thinge, haue ape with his owne bloude.
pointed that boocherly office, to ſomeother chen
Kynge Edwarde in his life, albeit that this
his owce borne brother.
diſcencion beetwene hys frendes ſommewhac
Somite wiſe menne alſo weene, that his drift yoked bym : yet in his good health he fomme
covenly conuayde, lacked not in helping furth what the leſſe regarded it, becauſe hee thought
bis broeber ofClarence to his death : whiche hee whatſoever buſines Moulde falle betwene them
redited openly, howbeit fom what (as meone hymſelſe ſhould alwaye bee hable to rule bothe
deme) more faintly then he that wer hartely the parties.
Dided to his welth. And they that thus deme,
But in his laſt ſickneffe, when he perceiued his
laisk that he long time in king Edwardes life, naturall ſtrengthe foo fore enfebied, that hee
kerethonght to be king in that caſe the king his dyſpayred all recoverye, then hee confyderynge
bescher (whoſe life hee looked that euil dyete the youthe of his chyldren, albeit hee nothynge
fepaide ſhorten ) ſhoulde happen to deceaſe ( as in leſſe miltruſted then that that happened , yet
dense be did )while his children wer yonge. And well forſeynge that manye harmes myghte
te deme, that for thys intente he was gladde growe by theyr debate, whyle the youth of hys
of bis brothers death the duke of Clarence, .childrea Thouldę lacke diſcrecion of themſelf and
whale life muſt nedes haue hindered hym ſo good counſayle, of their frendes, of whiche either
eadynge, whither the ſame duke of Clarence party ſhold counfayle for their owne commodity
hasde kepte bim true to his nephew theyonge and rather by pleaſaunte aduyſe too wydae
hing, or enterpriſed to be kyog himſelfe. But of themlelſe favour , then by profitable aduertiſe.
al this pointe, is there no certaintie, and whoſo mente to do the children good, he called ſome of
duzeth vppon coniectures, maye as wel ſhote them before him that were at variaunce, and in
to fare as to ſhort. How bet ihis haue I by eſpecyall the lordemarquesDorfetce the quenes
credible informacion learned , that the felle fone by her fyrſte houſebande, and Richarde the
Bighte in whiche kynge Edwarde died, one lorde Haftynges, a noble man , than lorde chaum
MyAllebrooke longe ere mornynge, came in berlayne agyae whome che quenė ſpecially
great hatte to the houſe of one Pottyer dwellyng grudged, for the great favoure the kyng bare
in Roldecroſſe ftrete wiihouc Crepulgate : and hym, and allo for that ſee thoughte hyra
when he was with baltye rappyng quickly letten ſecretelye familyer with the kynge in wanton
14, hee thewed vnto Pociyer that kynge Edwarde coumpanye. Her kyared alſo bare hym fore, as
** departed By my troothe manne quod well for that the kynge haddemade hym capo
Poli yerthen wyll my mayfter the duke o Glou- tayae of Calyce (whiche office the lorde Ryuers
ceker bee kynge. What cauſe hee hadde foo to brother to the quene claimed of the kinges
thy oke barde it is to ſaye, whyther hee being sormer promyſe as for diverſe other great giltes
wward him , anye thyoge knewe that hee ſuche whiche hee receyued, that they looked for.
thyagepurpoſed,or otherwyſe had anye inkelyoge Whentheſe lordes with diuerſe ocher ofbởhe
tcreat: for hee was not likelye to ſpeake it of the parties were comme in preſence, the kynge
Doazbte .
Iftinge vppe himſelfe and vnderſette withi pile
Bai nowe to returne to the courſe of this lowes, as it reported on this wyſe fayd vnto
hztsrye, were it that the duke of Glouceſter them , My lordes, my dere kinſmenne and alles,
batte of old foreminded this conclufion, or was in what plighie l ' lye you fee, and I feele. By
moue at erſte thereunto moued, and pulle in whiche ehe leſſe whyle I looke to lyue with ycu,
bspt by the occalion of the tender age of the the more depelye am I moved to care in whac
painge princes, his nephues ( as opporcunitye caſe I leave you, for ſuch as I leave you, ſuche
land lykelyhoode ot prile, pulieth a manne in bee my children lyke to fynde you. Whiche if
Courage of that bee nuwer entended ) certayn is they ſhould (that Godde forbydde) fynde you at
it chai nee contriue-i meyr deſtruccion, with the varyaunce, myghte happe to fall themielie at
varpacion of the regal ' dignitye vpon himſelie. warre ere their diſcrecion would ſerve to fette
( 8 )
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ugou at peace. Ye le their youthe, of whiche I forfene, as I have with my more payne then
recken the onely lurerie io rette in youre con- pleaſure proued, by Godles bleiled Ladie (that
cord. For it iuftilen not tirat al you loue was ever his othe ) I woulde never have won the
them , yf ecbe of you hate other. If they wer coorteſye of mennes knee , with the lutle of roo
menne, your faith -ulneile happelye woulle fut many heades. But fithen thynges paſſed cannot
file. But childhood muſt be maintained by be gaive called, muche oughte we the more be- 4.7
mens authoritye , aru slipper youth vnderpropped ware, by what occafion we haue taken foo greate
with elder coun ayle , which neither they can hurte alore, that we eſteſoones fall not in that
haue, but yo geue it , nor ye geue it, yt ye occa fon agayne. Nowe be thoſe griefes paſſed,
gree not. for wher eche laboureth to breake and all.is (Godde be thanked ) quiete, and likerie
that the other maketh, and for harred of ech of righee wel to proſper in wealthſull peace under
others parlon, impugceth eche others counſayle, your coſeyos iny children, if Godde ſende them
there must it neses bee long ere anye good life and you loue. Of whyche ewoo thinges, the
conclution goe for warde . And alſo while either lefle Jetſe wer they by whome thoughe Godde 3
partye laboureth 10 be chiefe , Aattery Mall diate hys pleaſure, yei Mou'de the realme alway
haué more place then plaine and faith all finde kinges and peradventure as good kinges. bio
aduyſe , of whyche mufle needes enfue the euyll . But yf you among youre ſelfe in a childes reygne
bringing vope of the prynce , whole mynd in fall at debate , many a good man ſhall per the in
tender youth. infeat , thall redily fal to milchief and hapely he to, and ye to, ere thys land finde :
: and sioi, and drawe down with this noble realme peace again. Wherfore in theſe last worries
to ruine, but if grace turn him to wiſdom : that euer I looke to ſpeak with you : 1 excore.com
: which if God fend, then thei that by evill you and require you al, for the love that you 22
menes before pleaſed him beft , ſhal after fall have ener borne to me, for the love that our des
fartheſt out of fauour, fo that ever at lengih Lord beareth to vs all, from this time forwarde, u
euil driftes dreue to nought , and good plain all grieues forgotten , eche of you loue other.
pawayes proſper. Great varia unce hath cher long Whiche I verelye traſte you will , if ye any
bene betwene you, not alway for great caufes. thing earthly regard , either Godde or your king, pero
Sometime a thing right wel intended, our mil- affinicie or kinred, this realme, your owne coun. in
conſtruccion turneth vnio worle or a final dif. trey , or your owne furety. And therewithal
pleaſure done vs, eyther ovr owne affeccion or the king no longer enduring to fitte vr, laidee
euil congues agreuech . But this wote I well ye him down on his right ſide, his face towarden
neuer had to great cauſe of hatred, as ye have them : and none was there preſent that coulde ti
of loue. That we be al men, that we be refrain from weping. But the lordes recomie
chriften men, this all I leaue for preachers forting him with as good wordes as they could,
to tell you (and yet I wote nere whither any and anfuering for the cime as thei thought
preachers wordes ought more to moue you , to ſtand with his plealure , there in his presie
then his that is by and by gooying to the lence ( as by their wordes appered ech forgave
place that thei all preache or. ) But this mal other, and joyned their hands together, whes
I deſire you to remember, that the one parce ( as ifafter appeared by their deves) their hearts
of yow is of my bloode, the other of myne were ſar a fonder. As lone as the king was de
alies, and eche of yow with other, eyther of parted , the noble prince his fonne drew toward
kindred or afinitie, whiche fpirytuall kynred of London, which at ihe time of his deceale, kept
affy nyly , if the facramentes of Chriſtes churche, his houth Id at Ludlow in Wales Which coun
beare that weyghie with vs that woulde Godde trey being far of from the law and recourſe to
thei did , ſhoulde no lefe moue us to charitye, iustice, was begon to be farre out of good wyil
then the respecte of fleshlye conſanguinitye. Oure and waxen wili, robbers and riuters walking at
Lorde forbydde, vhat you loue together the worſe , libertie vncorected. And for this encheaſon the
for the fete cauſe that you ought to loue the prince was in the life of his father ſent thither,
beiter. And yet that happenech, Aud no where to the end that the authorilie of his preſence,
fynde were ſo deadlye debate, as among them , ſhould refraine euill difpoled parſons fro the
whyche hy nature and lawe moſie oughle to boldnes of their formas outerages, to the gouer.
agree together. Suche a petilente ſerpente is naunce and ordering of this yong prince at his
ambicion and deſyre of vaine glorye and foue- lending thyeber, was there appointed Sir Antony
raintye, whiche among ftates where he once Wodule ford Rivers and brother vnco the quene,
entrech crepeth foorih 10 arre, tyll with deuilion a right honourable man , as valiauite of hande
and variauace hee turneih all to mischiete. as politike in countıyle Adjoyned wer there
Firſle longing to be nexie the beſt, a :terwarde vnto him other of the fame partie, and in ef
egall with the belte, and at lalle chiele and fect every one as he was nerelt of kin ynto
aboue the bette. Of which immoderate asperite the quene, lo was pianted next about theprince.
of woorſhip, and thereby of debate and dillercion That drille bythe quere not vnwirely deuiled,
what lofte, what forrowe, what trouble bathe whereby her bloode'mighte of youth be rooted
within theſe fewe yeares growen in this realme, in the princes fauor, ine duke of Glouceſter
I praye Godde as well forgcale as we well turned unto their deſtruccior , and vpon that
remember.
groundc ſet the foundacion of all his unhapry
building.
Whiche thinges yf I coulde as well have
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ta Ing. For whom focuer he perceived , either
3:18 10ce with them , or bearing himielf their
f2037, bte brake vrto them, fome by mouth ,
fon by writing and ſecret metſengers, that it
Deyiber was reaton cor in any wile to be fulfo
fered, that the yong king ibeir maſter and
Liefmange, fould bein the bandes and cuſtodye
bis mothers kinred, lequeitred in maner
from theyr compani and atiendance, of which
taeri aee ought him as aithiul ſeruice as they,
200 maove of them far more honorable part
of kin then bis mothers lide : whole blood
(quad he) lau'ng the kirges pleaſure, was fel
vinetely to be matched with his : whiche
to be as who lay remoued from the
&
kyng, so the lelle Roble to be left aboute
him, is (quod he ) seither honorable to hys ma
gellie, nor valo us, and allo to his grace no
18:ety to haue the mightiest of his frendes from
bam , and unco vs no little ieopardy, to ſuffer
eu selproued euil wilders, to grow in ouer
gret authoritie with the prioce in youth , name.
by which is lighee of belieie and lune perſwaded.
Ye remember I trow king Edward himself, albeit he was a manne of age and of diſcrecion,
sas be in maoy thynges ruled by the
bet de,
ben
more then ſtode either with his honour,
cr car profice , or with the commoditie of any
miane els, excepi onely che immoderate adcascerneat of ttem felle . Which whither
they icrer thirfted after their own weale, or
ter **, it wer hard I wene to guetle. And
time frikes trieodihip had not hokien better
place with the king, then any reſpect of kinRd, thei might peraduenture easily have be
tropped and brought to coníuúon lomme of vs
trechy . Why not as eatily as they haue done
katewe.other alreadye, as nere of his royal bloode
1
But our Lord hath wrough his wil,
and thaokes be to his grace chat peril is paſe.
Hy be it as great is growing, yé, we lutier
tali yonge kyng in our enemyes hande, whiche
bat his w tyng , mighi abuſe the name of
Luis com nu'n lemneni, to ani of ourvndoing,
hthy.g God and good prouiion forbyd.
Obibigin p:ouillon sune of us hath any
ting the file Dede, for the late made ai
bremes : e , in whiche the kinges pleaſure hadde
More place then the parties willes. Nor cope
oss i believe is fo vnwyle , ouerſone to truite
a kwe frende mate of an old fue, or to
tek that an houerdy kindnes, fudainely con
trà in one boore continued , yet icant a forte
Dete, hould be deper letled in their stomackes :
stca a lung accultomed malice many yeres
tooted.
Wah theſe wordes and writynges and ruche
eber, the duke of Glouceſter Jone let a tyre ,
shem that were of themieli eihe lo hicule,
and in ſpeciall ( wayne, Edwarde duke of
Burkyngbam , and Richarde loide haitiages and
chaomberlayo, bothmen of honour and or great
power . The tone by longe fucceflion from his
antitrie , che tocher by his office and the
Leges fapos. There iwo moi bearing eche

to other ſo muche loue, as hatred bothe vnto
the goenes parte : in this poynte accorded 10-*
gether wyth the duke of Glouceſter, that they
wolde vtterlye annone fro the kynges companye ,
all his mothers frendes, vnder the name of
their enemyes. V pon this concluded, the duke
of Glouceſter understandyng , that the lorers
whiche at that tyme were about the kyng,
entended to bryng him vppe to his coronacion .
accoumpanied with fuche power of eheyr frendes,
that it ſhould bee harde for hymn to brynge
his purpoſe to palle, without the gathering and
great aiſemble of people and in maner of
open warre, whereof the end he witte was
doubluous, and in which the kyng being or
their fide, his part ſhould haue che face and
name of a rebellion : he fecretiy therefore by
diuers meanes , cauled the quene to be per
ſwaed 20d brought in the mynd, that it nei-.
ther wer nede, and alio fold be jeopardous,
the kin to come up Itrong . For where as
Rowe every lorde loued other, and none other
thing ſtudyed uppon, but aboute the coronacion
and honoure of the king : if the lordes of her
kindred hold allemble in the kinges Aane
muche people, thei mould geue the lordes
alwixte whome and them hadde bene fomme
tymme debate, to feare and ſuſpecte, leite they
mould gather thys people, not for the kynges
ſaueguarde whom nomanenpugned ,but for theyr
deftruccion, hauying more regarded to their
olde variaunce, then their newe attonement.
For whiche cauſe esei ſhould a :Temble on the
other partie much perple agayne for their de
fence, whole power the wylle wel farre ftreich
ed. And thus ſhould all the realme fall on
a rore And of all the hurte that therof thould
enfue, which was like'y not to be lice , and
the moſt harme there like to fal where the lett
would , all the worlde woulde put her and her
hindred in the wyght , and lay ihat thei had vn
wyfelye a d untrewlye alio, broken the amitie
and peace that the kyng her huſband ſo pruden
belye made betwene liys kinne and hers in his
death bed, and whiche the other party faithfully
obierued.
The quene being in this wiie perſwaded,
suche woorde ſent into her lonne, and valo
her brother being aboute the kyng . ', and ouer
that the duke of Ginucester hynielle and a
ther lordes the chiele o hys bende , wrote
unto the kynge foro reueren ize, and to the
queenes irendes, there too buyngelye, that they
nothyng earthelye myitruitynge, broughte the
kynge vppe in greate haite, not in good ſpecie ,
with a lower companye . Nowe was the king
in his u aye to London guns, from Northampton,
when there dukes of Glouceiter and Buchyng
hem came thither. Where reinained belynd ,
the lord Ryuers the kynges vncle, entenaying
on the morrowe to folow the kynge, and bee
miles
with hym at Stonye Stratford
thence earely or hee departed . So was there
made that byghte much frendely chere be
' wcae thele uukes and the lorde Rivers a
gicale
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greate while. But incontinente after that they nor miftruſtinge as yet. But even by and by la
were oppenlye with greate courteſye departed, his preſence they picked a quarrell to the lorde
sød the lorde Rivera lodged, the dukes fecretelye Richarde Grayé, ihe kynges other brother by his
with a fewe of their molt priuye frendes, lette mother, ſayinge thathee with the lorde marques
them downe in counſayle, wherin they ſpent a his brother and the lori e Riuers his vacle, hadde
great parte of the oyght. And at their rilinge coumpared to rule the kinge and the realme,
in the dawnyog of the day, thei ſent about pri- and to letre variaunce among the fares, and to
uily, to their feruantes in their ianes and lodg. ſubdewe and dell roye the noble blood of the realm .
ynges about, geuinge them commaundemente to Toward the accoumplithinge whereof, they fayde
make them felfe ſhortely readye, for their lordes that the lorde Marques hadde catered into the
wer to horſebackward Vppon whiche meſſages, Tower of London, and thence taken out the
manye of their folke were attendaunt, when kinges treafor, and ſent meone to the ſea All
manye of the lord Riuers ſervantes were va- whiche thinge theſe dukes wiſte well were done
readye. Now hadde theſe dukes taken alſo in- for good purpoſes and neceſſari by the whole
to their cuſtodye che kayes of the inne, that counfaile at London, fauing that ſomewhat thei
none ſhould palte foorth without theyr licence .
muſt fai. Vnto whiche wordes, the king aun.
And ouer this in the hyghe waye towarde fwered, what mybrother Marques hath done !
Stonye Stratforde where the kynge lage, they cannot faia. But in good faith i dare well aun
hadde beeſtowed certayne of theyr folke, that fwere for myne vocle Rivers and my brother here,
ſhoulde ſende backe agayne, and compell to re that thei be innocent of any such matters. Ye
tourne, any manne that were gotten oute of my liege quod the duke of Buckyngham thei
Northampion toward Stony Stratforde, tyll they haue keple theire dealing ia theſe matters farre
ſhould geueother licence. For asmuche as the fro the knowledge of your good grace. And
dukes themſel'e entended for the ſhewe of theire foorth with thei arreſted the lorde Richarde and
dylygence, to be the fyrſte that ſhoulde that Sir Thomas Vaughan, knighte, in the kinges
daye attende vppon the kynges highneſſe oute preſence, and broughte the king and alle backe
ef that towne : thus bare they folke in hande. ynto Northampton, where they tooke againe
But when the lorde Ryuers vnderſtode the gates further counſaile. And there they ſent awrie
cloſed, and the wayes on everye ſide belette, from the kinge whom it pleaſed them , and ſelle
neyther hys ſervantes nor hymlelf ſuffered to newe ſervantes aboute him, ſuche as lyked bet .
go oute , parceiuyng well ſo greate a thyng with
ter them than him . At whiche dealinge tee
out his knowledge not begun for poughie, com
weple and was nothing contente , bue it booted
paryng this maner preſent with this laſt nighies not And at dyner the duke of Glouceſter fence
chere, in ſo few hours ſo gret a chaunge mar a dithe from his owne table to the lord Riuers,
uey louſlye milliked . How be it ſithe hce coulde prayinge him to be of good chere , all ſhould be
not geat awaye, and keepe himlelie cloſe, hee well inough. And he thanked the duke, and
woulde not, lelte he ſhoulde leeme to hyde him. prayed the meſſenger to beare it to his nephewe
felfe for ſome fecret feare of hys owne faulte , the lorde Richard with the ſame meſſage for his
whereof he ſaw no ſuch cauſe in hym felf: he comfort, who he thought had more nede of coum
determined vppon the ſurerie of his own con fort, as one to whom ſuch aduerſitie was ſtraunge,
ſcience, to goe boldelye to them , and inquire But himſelf had been al his days in vre there
what thys matter myghte meane. Whome as wiih, and therefore coulde beare it the better.
foone as they ſawe, they beganne to quarrell But for al this coumfortable courlelye of the
with hym , and laye, that hee intended to ſette duke of Glouceſter, he ſent the ford Riuers and
diſlaunce beetweene the kynge and them , and the lorde Richarde with Sir Thomas Vaughan
to brynge them to confuſion, but it ſhoulde not into the Northe countrey into diuers places 10
lye in hys power. And when hee beganne (as p :iſon, and afterward al to Pomfrait, where
hee was a very well ſpoken maone) in goodly they were in conclufion beheaded .
wife to excuſe himſelf, they taryed not the ende
of his aunſwere, but ſhortely tooke him and A letter written with a cole by Sir THOMAS
pu'te him in warde, ard that done, foorthwyth
MORE to hys doughter maiſtres MARGARIT
weate to horſebacke, and tooke the waye to
ROPER, within a whyle after he was priſoner
Stooye Stratforde. Where they founde the
in the Towre.
kinge with his companie readye to leape on
horſebacke, and depart forwarde, to leaue that
YNE own good doughter, our lorde be
chanked I am in good helche of bodyc,
,
M
bothe companies. And as lone as they came and in good quiet of mind: and of 'vorldly
in his preſence, they lighte adowne with all thynges i no more deſyer then I haue. I be
their companie aboute them . To whome the feche hym make you all merry in the hope of
duke of Buckyngham faide, gce afore geotle. heaven . And ſuch chynges as I ſomewhat luogo
menge and yeomen, kepe youre rowır.es. And ed to talke with you all concerning the woride
thas in goodly arraye, thei came to the kinge, to come, our Lorde pat them into your myndes,
and on their knees in very hurdle wiſe, faluted as I trufte be doche and better to by hys holy
his grace , whiche receyued them in very ioyous ſpirite: who bleile you and preſerue you all.
Rod amiable maner, noihinge earthlye knowing Writtep wyth a sole by your tender loving for
cherg
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her, who in bys pore prayers forgetteth none That clymmeth hyer than he may fotinge have
of you all, nor yo a: babes, nor your nurſes, nor What an he nyde downe, who Mall him laue ?
your good huibiades, nor your good bulbandes
Thus vp and downe my mynde was drawea
and caſt
Greude wyees, nor your fathers ſhrewde wyſe
Diber, nor our other rendes. And thus fare . That I ne wyfte what to do was beſte
So fore enwered that I was at the laſte
je bartely well for lacke of paper.
THOMAS Mort , knight. Enforled to Nepe, and for to take fome reſte
And to lye downe as ſoone as I my drette
Tko ſhort ballettes which Sir THOMAS MORE Ac Harwyche porte ſumbryinge as I laye
made for hys paſtime while he was priſoner lo myne hottes houſe called powers keye.
in the Tower of London .
Of the wits that Aouriſhed in the reign of
Liwss the lont louer.
Henry Vill. none has been more frequently ce
lebraced than the earl of Surry , and this history
Y Aatering forture , loke thou never fo fayre, wouldtherefore have been jinperfectwithout some
E poistening onthe real inkrement to me
ſpecimens of his works, which yet it is not ealy
Asthough thou woul:Itt my ruine all repayre ,
to diſtinguiſh from thole of Sir Thomas Wyat
Dering ,ny lie thou fhalt me noe begile.
and others, with which they are contounilet
Truit thall I God , to entre in a while.
in the evilion that has fallen into my hands.
Hyos based or heauen fure and voiforme.
The three first are, I believe, Surry's; the relt ,
Eec stter by calme, loke I for a ſtorme.
being of the ſame age, are selected, ſome as ex
amples
of different meaſures, and one as the
Davy the dycer.
oldelt compofitiua which I have found in blank
ONG was I lady Lucke yourſeruing man, verle .
Wherelore healthinke on you nowe and than , Deſcription of Spring , wherein eche thing re :
Aad ia my mynde reme:nber this and that ,
newes, ſave only the lover.
Ye may not blame me ihough I belhrew your
cat ,
' HE
fourth bringes,
For lening me now lone layiure to make rymes, Wich grene hath cladde the hyll, and eke the
vale ,
At the ſame cime with Sir Thomas Mori, The Nightingalt with fethers new ſhe finges;
iurile
The
VII
to her male hath told her tale :
Henry
laureale
.
poet
of
Shebis
, the
lived
Sɔmer is come, for every fpray now Springes.
from whole works it ſeems proper to inlere
kwitanzas, though he cannot be faid to have the hart hath hunge hys olde head on the pale,
dained great elegance of language.
The bucke in brake his winter coale he Agnges ;
The hihes flete with newe repayred Icale :
The adeler all her flough away the Aynges,
The prologue to the Bouge of Courte.
The wilt (wallow purluech the flyes finalle,
N A atumpne when the ſoone in vyógyre
The buty bee her honey how ſhe mynges;
By radyaore here ecryped hath oui corae
Winter is worne that was the floures bale.
When Lana full of mulabylyle
And thus I lce among theſe pleaſant thyoges
As Emperes the dy ademehach worne
Eche care decayes, aod yet my furrow (pringer.
of our pole arıyké, imyłynge hale in ſcorne
at oar foly, and our vnkedfitneſſe
Deſcription of the reſtleſs eſtate of a lover .
The time whan Mars to warre hym dyd dres,
I callenge to myade the greae auctorgie
HEN youth had led me half the race ,
WhThat Cupides ſcourge had made me
of poetes olde, whiche full craticly .
runne ;
Vader as couerte termes as coulde be
I looked back to meet the place ,
Caa touche a trouth , and cloke fubtylly
From whence my weary courle bezunne ;
With fresche vttersunce full ſentencynully
And when I ſaw howe my detyre
Dyeerle in Atyle fome Ipared not vyce to wryte
Sume of mortalitie nobly dyd endyce
Mirguiding me had led the waye ,
Whereby I rede, they'r renome and theyr fame Myne eyne to greedy of theyre hyre,
Had made me lole a better prey.
Maye dener dye, buc evermore endure
For when in ſighes I ſpent the day,
I was fore moved to a forfe the ſame
And could not cloake my grief with game ;
Bae ignoraance full ſoone dyde me dyſcure
The boyling ſmoke dyd ſtill bewray,
And thewed that in this arte I was not ſure
The preſent heat of ſecret Aame :
For to illumine we layd I was to dulle
Aduy fynge me my penne awaye to pulle
And when falı teares do bayne my breaſt,
And not to wryte, for he fo wyllatteyne
Where love his pleaſent traynes hath rown,
Excedyog ferther than his conaynge is
Her beauty hathche fruytes opprelt,
His heed may be harde, but feble is brayne
Ere that the buddes were ſpronge and blowne.
Yet bave I knowen luche er this
And when myne eyen dyd till purlue,
Bus of reproche furely be may not sayo
The flying chale of theyre requeſt ;
Theyre
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I
know
in
heate
and
cold the Lover how he
Theyre greedy looks dyd oft renew ,
ſhakes,
The hydden wounde within my brette .
In ſynging how he do:h complayne , in neeping
When every loke theſe cheeks might ſtayme,
how he wakes
Frem dedly pale to glowing red :
To languish without ache , ackelelſe for to con
By outward lignes appeared playne,
ſume,
To her for helpe my hart was filed.
But all to lice Love learneth me,
A thou land thynges for to devyſe, refolvynge of
his fume;
To paynt all kind of Colours new :
To blyrd theyre eyes that elle ſhould ſee
Ant though he lyſte to ſee his Ladyes Grace full
fore
My ſpeckled cheeks with Cupids hew .
Such pleaſures as delyghe hys Eyo', do not his
And now the covere breſt I claime,
healthe reſtore,
Thatworſhipe Cupide ſecretly ;
I know to leke the tracte of my deſyred foe,
And nouriſhed hys lacred flame,
Frain whence nu blairing iparks do Aye.
And iere to fynde that I do ſeek , but chiefly this
I know ,
Deſcripcion of the fickle Affections, Pangs , and That Lovers muſt transfourme into the thy-nge
beloved ,
Sleightes of Love.
UCH wayward wayes hath Love, that moſt And live (alas !who would believe ? ) with ſprite
from Lyfe removed .
part in diſcord
SUCHE
Cur
willes dofant, whereby our haces but ſel- I knowe in barty fighes and laughters of the
ſpletne,
dom do accord :
to chuunge my ſtate, my will , and eke
Decyle is hys delighie, and to begyle and mocke At once
my colour clene.
The ſimple baries which he duch Itrike with
I know how to deceyve my ſelf wythe others
froward divers troke.
,
He caureth th’one to rage with golden burning and helpe
how the Lyon chaſtiſed is, by beatynge of
darte ,
whel ; e .
the
And doch alay with Lesen cold, again the o
In Nandynge nere the fyre , I know how that I
thers harte.
freale ;
Whoſe gleames ofburning fyre and eaſy ſparkes Farre ofI burne, in bothe I waſe , and ſo my
of flame,
Lyfe I lecle .
la balance of unequal weyght be pondereth by i koo
w how Love doth rage upor. a yeylding
ame
mynde,
From eaſye ford where I myghie wade and paſs How Imalle'a nete may take and male a barte
full well,
of gentle kinde :
He me withdrawes and doth me drive, into a
Or elie with leldun (wete to ſeaſon hepes of gall ,
:
hell
dark
depe
And me witholdes where I am calde and offred Revived with a glymple of Grace old forrowes
10 let fall.
place , me that my mortal foe I do beſeke of The hyaden iraynes I know, and ſecret ſnares
And willes
of love
Grace ;
He lettes me to purſue a conquest welnere worne How lione a loke will prynte a thoughte that
never may remove.
To follow where my paynes were lufi, ere that The flyriper
ſtale I know , the ſode in curnes from
my fute begunre.
welche
so by this means I know how ſuon e hart may The doubiful hope , the certaine wooe, and ſure
turne
delpaired hellhe.
From warre to peace, from truce to Nryle, and
1o agayne returne .
A praiſe of his ladie.
I know how to concent my ſelf in others huit,
Oi little ſtuffe unto my felt to weave a webbe
EVE place you ladies and be gone,
of truſt :
G
Boalt
not your
felves at allone,
,
approacheth
And how to hyde my harmes with fule dy fem . For here
at hande
bling chere ,
Whole face will ſtayne you all.
When in my face the painted thoughtes would
The veitue of her lively lookes
outwardly appeare
I know how that the blood foriakes the face for Excels the precious ſtone,
I withe lo have none other books
dred ,
To rede or look upon.
And how by Nameit ſtayces zgay : the Chekes
la eche of her two chriſtall eyes,
with flamyng red :
I know
under the Grene, the Serpen: how he Smylech a naked boy i
It would you all in heart ſuffiſe
luikes :
To ſee that lampe of joye.
The hammer of the reflers forge i wote eke
I think nature hath loft che moulde,
how it workes.
I knowe and con by roate the tale that I woulde Where ſhe her ſhape did lake ;
Or else I double it nature coulde
teli
So fayre a creature make
But oke the woordes come fourth awrye of bim
She may be well comparde
thai lovcih well,
L'uso che Phenix kiude,
Whore
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Whole like was never ſeen nor heard ,
That say man can fynde.
lo lyfe the is Diana chart
Jo croath Penelopey,
lo woord and eke in dede ſtedfaſt ;
What will ye more we ſay :
If all the world were fought lo farre,
Wbo could find ſuche a wight,
Her beauty twinkleth lyke a ſtarre
Wiinia che froſty night.

LANGUAGE .

Oxate preſerves with horſemen on a plumpe
Becore his carr , that none his charge thould give.
Here grunts, here groans, ech where Nrong
youth is ſpent :
Shaking her bloudy hands, Bellone among
The Perles loweth all kinds of cruel death :
With throte yent he coares, he lyet along
h
His entrailes with a launce through gryded quyte ,
Hym (inytes the club, hym woundes iarre ( tryk
ing bowe ,
And him the Ding , and him the Shining ſword ;
The lover refuſed of his love, embraceth vertue. He dyeth , he is all dead, he panies, he reſtes.
Right over itoode in ſnowwhite armour brave ,
Y youcbfull yeres are past,
My joyfull dayes are gone ,
The Memphite Zoroas, a cuonying clarke,
M
To whom the heaven lay open as his booke ;
My lyle it may not lari,
And in celeſtial bodies he could tell
My grave and I am one.
The moving meeting light, alpect, eclips,
My Myrth and joyes are fled ,
Aod I a man in wo ,
And influence, and conitellacions all ;
What earthly chaunces would belyde , what yere,
De furous to be ded ,
My miſeieſe to forgo.
Of plenty Norde, what finge forewarned death ,
How winter gendreth ſnow , what temperature
í burn and am a colde,
I freele amyddes the fyer
In the prime tyde doch ſeaſon well the loyle,
I ſee the doch witholde
Why ſummer burnes, why autumne hath ripe
That is my honeft defyre.
grapes,
Whither the circle quadrate may become,
I ſee my help at hande,
Whit
her our lunes heavens harmony can yelde
I ſee my lyfe ait,
I ſee where the doch ſtande
Ot four begyns among themſelves how great
Proportion is ; what iway the erryng lightes
That is my deadly fo .
Doch jend in courle gayne that tiyitt movyng
I ſee how ſhe doch ſee,
beaven ;
And yet ſhe will be blyade ,
What, grees one from another diſtant be ,
I ſeein helpşng me,
What ſtart doch leu the hurlíull tyre io rage,
She ſekes and will not fynde.
Llee how the docb wrye,
Or him more mylde what oppoſition makes,
When I begynne to mone ,
What fyre doth qualitye Mavorſes tyre ,
I ſee when I come nye,
What houſe cche one doch ſieke, what plaanett
How fayne ſhe would be gone .
raignes
Iiee what wil ye more ,
Within this heaven ſphere, nor that ſmall thynges
I ſpeake, whole heaven he clofeih in his breit.
She will me glaily kill,
This tage then in the ſtarres hach ſpyed the fates
And you ſhall ſee chertore
Threatened him death without delay , and fish ,
That ſhe ſhall have her will.
He ſaw he could not falall order chaunge,
I cannot live with ſtones ,
Foreward he preit in baitayle ,that he might
It is too hard a foode,
Mete with the rulers of the Macedons,
I wil be dead at ones
Of his right hand delirous to be lain ,
To do my Lady good.
The bouldeſt borne , and worthieſt in the f ilde ;
The Death of ZOROAS, an Egiptian aſtrono . And as a wight, now wery of his lyte,
mer, in the firſt light that Alexander had with And leeking deathi, in fyrit front of his rage,
the Perfians.
Comes defperately to Alexanders face,
TOW
and
,
Warre, armes, now raging broyls of With recki
Nºw clatring
recht eilewerde
en de verenigiettother
throws,
And layih, Nestanacks vattard Mametull ſtayae
Gaa paſte the noys of dredful trumpetts clang,
Scrowded with ſbaíts, the heaven with cloude Cowa
rdesrsaino
theethou
lolelt
chy ſtroke
Oi mothe
7 uro
bed,ng,why
to me,
io cales,
of daites ,
Manhood chere be fu much lete in thy heart ,
Covered the agre. Againſt ful) faired bulles,
Come tight with ine , that on iny helmet weare
As forcesh kyndled yre che lyons keene,
laude
niaginesmy
bothprail
for lear
mart
s laure
lliall
ſhiel
, de
Whole greedyguts the gnawing hunger prickes ; Appo
Andllo'
: ketor
e , that
S ; Macedons againſt the Perſiars fare ,
Miner
contei
Sophie
ve anyn,here .
fold
of King,then
even
Now corpfes byde the purpurde foyle with blood ; The
h mor
e mece, Syr
A muc
Large Aauchter on ecte nide, but Perles more ,
amov
cake
princ
nobl
The
ed
s
e
e
our.
wordupon
wiltul wight, and with loftnuth
bers
s
Moy itfields bebled , theyr hearts and
bate ,
,
a yenart,
monithee
Fainted while'ıhey gavebacke,and fall to fighte . I
trouslive,
with
death
quot
not
thy
mannedo
O pray
what
he)
h
lo thou
(
The litening Macedon by twords, by gleaves,
manlineve
By bands and troupes of (normen, with his garde . The
tuule the
onsrmarre
hand ſhall
totalure
This lodge
ipoyle,;
this mules
of Lore,
Speedesco Duy, but bym his mereit kyn ,
Ney
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Ceafe to be fooles, and ay to lue offence,
Followe ye virtue, chief roote of godlynes
For it and wiſedome is ground of clenlynęs.
Wiledome and virtue twothinges are doubiles,
Whiche man endueth with honour ſpeciall,
But ſuch hearies as nepe in fooliſhnes
Knoweth nothing, and will nought know at all ;
But in this lierle barge in principall
All fooliſh mookers l purpoſe to repreve,
Clawe he his backe that feeleth itchte or greve,
Mockers and ſcorners that are harde of beleue,
With a rough combe here will I cławe and grace,
To prove if they will from their vice remeuc,
And leaue their folly, which cauſeth great de
bate :
(ettale,
Suche caytives ſpare neyther poore man nor
And where their lelfe are moſte worthy deriſion ,
Other men to ſcore is all their molt condition ,
Yet are mo fooles of this abufion ,
Whiche of wiſe men deſpiſerb the doctrine,
With mowes, mockes, ſcorne, and colluſion,
Rewarding rebukes for their good diſcipline :
Shewe to ſuche wiſdome, yet ſhall they not
encline.
Unto the ſame, but fet nothing thereby,
But mocke thy doctrine , fill or openly.
So in the worlde it appeareth commonly.
That who that will a foole rebuke or blame,
A mocke or mowe ſhall be haue by and by :
Thus in deriſion baue fooles their ſpeciall game.
Correct a wiſe man that woulde elchue ill name.
And fayne would learne, and his lewde life
amende ,
And to thy wordes he gladly ſhall intende.
If by wistortune a rightwiſe man offende,
He gladly ſuffereth a jutte correction,
And him that him teacheth takech for his frende ,
Him lelfe putting mekely unto ſubiection,
Folowing his preceptes and good direction.
But yf chat one a foole rebuke or blame,
He mall his teacher hate, llaunder and diffame.
Howbeit his wordes oft turne to his owa
thame.
And his owne dartes retourne to him agayne,
And ſo is he forewounded with ihefame,
And in wo endeth , great mitery and payne.
It alſo proued full often is certayne ,
Of Mockers and Scorders , and falle Accuſers.
That they that on mockers alway their mindes
caſt ,
Leaue
off
the
wayes
of
your
enorm
Shall of all other be mocked at the laſt.
ilie,
O
Hethat goeth right, ſtedfalt, ſure , and faſt ,
Enforce you to my preseptes to encline ,
For here thall I mewe you good and veritie :
May him well mocke that goeth balting and
lame
Encline, and ye finde ſhall great proſperitie,
Enſuing the doctrines of our fathers olde,
And he that is white may well his fcornes caſt ,
And godly lawes in valour worth great golde.
Agaynſt a man of Inde : but no man ought to
blame
Whoare
thatinwill followe the graces manyfolde
Which
vertue, thall find avauncement :
Anothers vice, while he vſech the ſame.
Wherfore ye fooles that in your finge are bulde, But who that of finne is cleane in deede and
( nougbe .
Enlue ye wiſdome, and leave your lewde intent,
thought,
May him well ſcorne whoſe living is narke
Wildome is che way of men molt excellent :
Therfore baue done, and ſhortly (pede your pace, The ſcornes of Nabalfull nere ſhould haue been
bought,
. To quaynt yourſelf and company with grace .
Learne what is virtue, therin is great folace, If Abigayl his wife diſcrete and ſage,
Had not by kindneſs right crafty meanes ſought ,
Learne what is truch, ſadnes and prudence,
The wrath of Dauid to temper and alwage.
Let grutche be gone, and grauvitie purchaſe,
Haik .
Forſake your folly and icconuenience,

My ſword ſhall never bruiſe that ſkilfull brayne,
Long gacher'd heapes ofſcience fone to ſpill ;
O how fayre fruites may you to mortall men
From Wildomsgarden give; how many may
By you the wiſer and the better prove :
What error, what mad moode, what frenzy thee
Perſwades to be downe , ſent to depe Averne,
Where no artes flouriſh ,nor no knowledge vailes
For all theſe fawes. When thus the ſovereign
laid,
Alighted Zoroas with ſword upſheathed ,
The careleſs king there ſmoate above the greve,
Aith' opening of his quiſhes wounded him ,
So that ihe blood down trailed on the ground :
The Macedon perceiving hurt , gan gnaſhe,
But yet his mynde he bent in any wiſe
Hym to forbeare, ſeltſpurrs unto his ſtede,
And turnde away , left anger of his linarte
Shoulde cauſe revenger hand deale baleful blowes.
But of the Macedonian chieftaines knights,
One Meleager could not bear this fight,
But ran upon the ſaid Egyptian rode,
And cult him in both knees : he fell to ground,
Wherewith a whole rout came of ſouldiours
And all in pieces hewed the ſely leg,
(ſterne,
But happe ly the ſoule Aed to the Narres,
Where, under him, he hath full light of all ,
Whereat he gazed here with reaching looke.
The Perſians waild ſuch fapience to forgoe,
The very fone the Macedonians wiſhe
He would have lived, king Alexander ſelfe
Demde him a man unmete to dye at all ;
Who wonne like praiſe for conqueſt of his Yre,
As for ſtoute men in field that day ſubdued,
Who princes taught how to diſcerne a man,
That in his head ſo rare a jewel beares,
But over a! l chofe lame Camenes, choſe fame,
Divine Camenes, whoſe honour be procurde,
As tender parentdoth his daughters weale,
Lamented , and for thankes, all that they can,
Do cherith hym deceaſt, and fett him free,
From dark oblivion of devouring death .
Barclay wrote about 1550 ; his chief work is
the Ship of Fosies, of which the following extract
will thew his Ityle.
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Hath of two beares in their fury and rage
blie, that hauing a good tongue, and a comelye
Two and fortie children rest and torne ,
countenaunce , he hal be thought to parte all
For they the prophete Helyſeus did ſcorne.
other chat have not the like vtteraunce : thoughe
So might they curſe che time that they were they have much better learning. The tongue
Lorne ,
geueth a certayne grace to euerye malter, and
beautifieth the caule in like maner, as a ſwete
For their mocking of this prophete diuine :
loundynge lute muche ſetteih forthe a meane
So many other of this ſort often mourne
deuiled ballade . Or as the founde of a good in.
For their lewde mockes, and fall into ruine.
Thus it is foly for wife men lo encline,
Itrumente ſtyrreth thehearers, and moueth muche
To this lewde Hocke of fooles, for ſee thou ſhall delite, ſo a cleare ſoundyng voice comforteth
muche our deintie eares, with much ſweete me
Them mofte ſcorcing that are moſt bad of all.
lojie, and cauſeth vs to allowe the matter rather
for the reporters ſake, then the reporter for the
The Lenuoy of Barclay to the fooles.
or acters fake. Demoſthenes therfore, that famouſe
oratour, beyng aſked what was the chiefeſt point
Ye mocking fooles that in ſcorne fet your ioy,
Proudly despiſing Gods punition :
in al oratorie, gaue the chiefe and onely praiſe
to Pronunciacion ; being demaunded, what was
Take ye example by Cham the ſonne of Noy,
Which laughed his father voto deriſion ,
the ſeconde, and the thirde, he ftill made aun
ſwere, Pronunciation, and would make none
Whick bim after curſed for his tranſgreflon ,
And made him ſeruaunt to all his lyne and other aunſwere, till they leſte aſkyng, declaryng
ftocke.
hereby that arte without viceraunce can doce
nothyng, vtteraunce without arte can dooe right
So fhall ye caytiffs at the concluſion,
Since ye are sought, and others ſcorne and muche. And no double that man is in outwarde
mocke.
appearaunce halfe a good clarke, that hath a
cleane tongue and a comely geſture of his body.
About the year 1553 wrote Dr. Wilſon , a Æſchines lykwyſe beyng banniſhed his countrie
maa celebrated for the politeneſs of his ſtyle, through Demoſthenes, when he had redde to the
and the extent of his knowledge : what was the Rhodians his own oration, and Demoſthenes
ftate of our language in his time, the following aunlwere thereunto, by force whereof he was
banniſhed, and all they marueiled muche at the
may be of uſe to ſhow .
excellencie of the ſame: then ( qd Æ.chines ) you
Ronounciation is an apte ordering botbe of would have marueiled much more if you had
Thus beyng caſt in
bodye , accordyoge to the worthines of ſuche miſerie and bannished for euer, he could not but
wordes and mater as by ſpeache are declared. geue ſuch great reporte of his deadly and mortal
The vſe hereof is ſuche for anye one that liketh ennemy.
to bene prayle for tellynge his tale in open allem

Thus have I deduced the Engliſh language progreſs many be eaſily traced, and the gradations
irom the age of Alfred to that of Elizabeth ; in obſerved, by which ic advanced from its tilt
fase paris imperfectly for want of materials ; rudepeſs to its prelent elegance .
b . I bope , ai leaft, in fuch a manner chat iss
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, which is the art of ufing words
To theſe may be added certain combinations
GBA pera,Comprises four paresy ahogra of
i
fi, n , lb , ſh , ik , ff, 1, ai, fi, fi , ffi, M, and & , or
phy , Etymology , Syntax, and Proſody.
andper fe, and, e, f, A, A ,B, , fk, f ; Dili,
In this diviſion and order of the parts of gram- fi, li, ffi, , G. & , fl, t1, it', á , li, ê , xi ,
mar I follow the common grammarians, without fi, &
enquiring whether a fitter diſtribution might not
Our letters are commonly reckoned twenty
be found. Experience has long ſhownthis method four, becauſe anciently i and j, as well as u and “,
to be lo diftinet as to obviate confuſion , and ſo were expreſſed by the ſame character ; but as
comprehenſive asto prevent any inconvenient thoſe letters, which had always different powers
omiflions. I likewiſe use the terms already re- have now different forms, our alphabet may be
ceived, and already underſtood, though perhaps properly faid to conſiſt of twenty -fix letters.
others more proper might ſometimes
be invented.
None of the ſmall conſonants have a double
Sylburgius, and other innovators, whoſe new form , except l, s ; of which ſ, is uſed in the be
terms have funk their learning into neglect, have ginning and middle , and s at the end.
Vowels are five, a , e, i , o, u .
lele ſufficient warning againit che trilling ambition
Such is the number generally received ; but
of teaching arts in a new language .
for s it is the practice to write y in the end of
ORTHOGRAPHY is the art of combining letters words, as thy, boly ; before i, as from die, dying ;
inte lyllables,and Jy'lables into words. It therefore from beautify, beaurifying in the words ſays,
teaches previously the form and found of letters. days, eyes; and in words derived from the Greek,
and written originally with v, as fyllem , cúsnpeas,
The letters of the Engliſh language are,
[ympathy, συμπαθεια .
For u we olten write w after a vowel , to make
a diphthong ; 18, raw , grew, view, vow , flow
Roman . Italick . Old Engliſh. "Name,
a
А
ing, lewuels.
be
B b
B
The ſound of all the letters are various.
C
Jee
lo creating on the letters, I ſhall not, like
dee
D
D
fome ocher grammarians, enquire into the origi
E
E
t
nal of their foron as an antiquarian ; nor into
F
F
their formation and prolation by the organ of
eff*
G
Ipeech , as a mechanick , anatomilt, or phyſio
H
airch
logiit ; nor into the properties and gradation of
1
i for ja
founds, or the elegance or harſhneſs of particular
; conion
T
combinations, as a writer of univerſal and tran
k ka
K
ſcendental grammar. I conſider the Engliſh al
L
L
phabet only as it is English ; and even in this
M m M
93
narrow view I follow the example of toriner
11
N
N
grammarians, perhaps with more reverence than
judgment, becauſe by writing in Engliſh I luppoſe
P
p pee
my reader already acquainted with the Engliſh
language ; and becaule of ſounds in general it
r
R
may be oblerved, that words are unable to
S
deſcribe them . An account therefore of the
[s
( s els
T t
primitive and fimple letters is uſeleſs almost
u U
u [ Of TC
alike to thoſe who know their ſound, and thole
V V
who know ic not .
y conton.
IV
w
double
r
X
of VOWEL S.
wy
Y у r
2 Z
A.
3 zed, more
A has three ſounds, the ſlender, open, mai
commonly
zard or uzzard , broad .
that is , hard.
bain
cagogo
296049
min@

A GRAMMAR , &C.
It has ſometimes in the end of words a found
Å lender is found in moſt words, as face,
Co* ; and in words ending in ation, as creation, obſcure, and ſcarcely perceptible , as open,ſhopen,
jaltaties , generation.
fbotten, thiftle, participle, metra, lucre.
The ofender is the proper Engliſh a, called
E forms a diphthong with a ; as near , with
very justly by Erpenius, m his Arabick Gram- i, as deign, receive ; and with u , or w, as new,
mar, a Aaghicum cum e miſtum , as having a mid- flew .
cie found between the open a and the e. The
Ea ſounds like e long, as mean ; or like el,
Freoch have a ſimilar found in the word pais , and as dear, clear , near .
atbeir e maſculine.
Er is founded like e long, as ſeize, perceiving.
A open is the a of the Italian, or nearly re
Eu ſounds as u long and fott.
ferbies it ; as fatber, rasher, congratulati,
E, a, u are combined in beauty and its deriva
jesty, glaſs.
tives , but have only the found of u .
may be ſaid to form a diphthong by redupli
Å broad refembles the a of the German ; as
cation, as agree,Beeping.
all, soll, call.
Many words pronounced with a broad were
Eo is found in yeomen, where it is founded ase
kiendly written with ax , as fault, mault ; and ſhort ; and in people, where it is pronounced like
ce
.
seit li lay fault, mauli. This was probably the
Suon bund, for it is yet retained in the northern
1.
dialects, and in the ruſtick pronunciation : as
mais for mos, bound for band.
1 has a ſound, long, as fine ; and ſhort, as
The ſhot a approaches to the a open , as fin
gre's.
That is eminently obſervable in i, which may
The long a , if prolonged by e at the end of be likewiſe remarked in other letters, that the
the word , is always slender, as graze, fame.
Tore ſound is not the long found contracted, but
å forms a diphthong only with i or y, and u a lound wholly different.
The long found in monofyldables is always
4. Ai or ay , as in plain, wain , gay , clay, has
Esdi the found of the long and ſlender a, and marked by ihe e final, as thin, shine .
Iis olien founded before r as a ſhort * ; as
ciers not in the pronunciation from plane,
flirt, firl , ſhirt.
Ti forms a diphthong only with e,asfield , ſhield ,
As or su has the found of the German a, as
which is founded as the double ee ; exceptfriend,
1st , sangh : y .
which
is founded as frånd.
words
not
com
Latin
in
found
fometimes
Ae i
I is joined with eu in feu, and ew in view ;
pletely naturaliled or afſimilated , but is no Eng.
a dip hong ; and is more properly expreſſed which eriphthongs are founded as the open u.
by Eggle e, as Cefar , Eneas.
0.
E.
O is long, as bāne, obedient, corröding ; or
E is the leiter which occurs moſt frequently in ſhort , as blick, knock , öblique, 1.11.
the Engliih language.
Women in pronounced crimen .
E is long, asin joine ; or ſhort, as in céllar,
The Tort o has foinetimes the found of a cloſe
lipsreie, că lebrate, măn, thěv
4 , as for, come.
It is always ſhort beore a double confonant,
O coalefces into a diphthong with a, as mean,
two conſonants, relčni, mě dlar , réprile, ſèr: groan, approach ; oa has the found of o long ,
pezi, să llor , clation , blčljing, fill, filling ,
O is united to e io fome words derived from
Greek, as economy ; but oe being not an Enga
E is always mute at the end of a word, ex liſh diphthong , they are better written as they
o in modolyllables that have no other vowel , are founded, with only e, economy.
Withi, as oil, joil, mail, noifome.
atz ; or proper names as Penelope, Phebe, Dera
This coalition of letters ſeems to unite the
bei being 'cled to modify the foregoing conſo.
e , as fioce, ence , bedge, eblige; or to lengthen ſounds of the two letters as far as two lounds can
receding vowel, as băn, bane; căn, cāne ; be united without being deſtroyed , and there ore
spire ; is, sūne ; rõb, robe ; pp , popri approaches more nearly than any combination in
1 +.jire ; căr, cüre ; tūb, tūbe.
our tongue to the notion of a diphthong.
Annſt all words which now terminate in
With o, as booi, bort, cooler , og has the found
Tiesange enred anciently in e, as year, yeare ; of the Italian w
Sisee's, evildnesſe ; which e probably had the
With x or av , as our, power, puwer ; but in
razorite French e feminine, and conſtituted a fome words bas only the found of o long, as in
le with its allociate contonant ; for, in old soul, bowl, low , grow . Theſe different sounds
2 * ords are fornecimes divided thus,clea-re, are uſed to diltinguin different figottications 45
-* ,ksze ked-ge. Thus e was perhaps for a bow , an inttrument for ſhooting ; bory , a de
122 xal or filene in poetry as convenience re- pretlion of the head : Jow , the ſhe of a boar ;
* 21 ; Jut it hasbeen long wholly mute . Cam- Jow , to ſcatter leed : bowl, an orbicular body ;
atit che fleor e.
bowl, a wooden veſſel.
des pot always lengehen the foregoing
O : is fornecimes pronounced like o ſoft, as
Eeeg as give, 1.9 ., give .
cours ; sometimes like o thont, as cough ; fome
times
[ hz ]
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times like y cloſe , as could ; or u open , as rougl,
Bough ; which uſe only can teach .
Ou is frequently uled in the laſt ſyllable of
words which in Latin end in or, and are made
Engliſh, as koncur, labsur, favour, from benor,
labor , favor.
Some late innovators have ejected the u ,
without conſidering that the laſt fyllable gives
the found neither of or nor ur, buc a ſound between
them , if not compounded of both ; beſides that
they are probably derived to us from the French
nouns in eur, as boneur,faucur,
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loſs, ſince one of its ſounds might be ſupplied by
\, and the other by k, but that it preſerves to the
eye the etymology of words, as face from facies,
captive from captivus.
Ch has a ſound which is analyſed into th , as
church, chin, crutch . It is the ſame found
which the Italians give to the c funple before i
and e, is cilia, cerro.
founded like k in words derived from
C!
the Greek, as chymiſt, ſebeme, cheler. Arcb is
commonly founded ark before a vowel , as arch
angel ; and with che English found of ch before
a conſonant, as archbijbep.
U.
Ch , in ſome French words not yet aflimilated,
U is long in ūſe, confufion ; or ſhort, as us, founds like f , as machine, claije.
C, according to Engliſh orthography, never
concūsion.
It coaleſces with a, e, i, o ; but has rather ends a word ; therefore we write flick, block,
in theſe combinations the force of the w con which were originally ſticke, blocke, in fuch
fonant , as quaff, queft, quit, quire, languiſb ; words. C is now mute.
Sometimes in uithe i loſes its found , as in juice.
It is uſed before ! and , as clock , crefs.
It is ſometimes mure before a, e, i, y , as guard,
guft, guil , buy .
Is uniform in its ſound, as dear , diligen !.
U is followed by e in virtue, but the e has no
It is uſed before r , as draw , drojs ; and ,
found .
Ve is ſometimes muce at the end of a word , as dwell.
in imitation of the French , as prorsgue , Jyxa
F.
gogue, plague, vague, barangue.
F, though having a name beginning with a
numbere
vowel
,
it
is
d
by the grammarians a
Y.
Y is a vowel, which , as Quintilian obſerves , mong the ſemivowels, yet has this quality of a
is one of the Roman letters, we might want mute , that it is commodiouſly founded before a
without inconvenience, but that we have it. It liquid, as fiofi , fly, frevile It has an unvariable
Tupplies the place of i at the end of words, as found, except that of Sometimes ipoken nearly
zby; before an i, as dying ; and is commonly as ov.
G.
retained in derivative words where it was part
G has two founds, one hard, as in gay , g ,
of a diphthong in the primitive ; as defirny , de
ſtroyer; betray, beirayed , betrayer ; praz, gun; the other loft, a : in gom , giani.
At the end of a word it is always hard, ring,
proper ; ſay, ayer; day , days.
ſ being the Saxon vowel ġ, which was com fung, jong, frasi
Beiore e and i the found is uncertain.
monly vled where i is now put , occurs very fre
G be ore e is fofi, as gem, generation, except
quently in all old books.
in giar, geld, geeje, gei, gewrow, and Jeriva
tives from wordsending in g, asjinging, frenger,
GENERAL RULES.
A vowel in the beginning or middle syllable , and generally before er at theend of words, as
before iwo conſonants, is commonly ſhort , as finger ,
Gis mute before a, as gnaſh , hon ,foreiga.
opportunity.
G be ore i is hard, as give, except in giani,
In monofyllables a ſingle vovrel before a ſingle
gigantick, gibbet, gibe, giblets, giles, gill, zilija
conſonant is ſhort, as jiag, freg.
firever, gin, ginger, gingle, giply.
OF CONSONANT S.
Gh in the beginning of a word has the found
of the hard g, as greſily , in the middle, and
B.
fumetime at the end, it is quite filent, as i beugé,
B has one unvaried tound, fuch as it obtains riglt, fought, fpoken ile ', 7112, fcute.
It has often at the end the found of , as
in other languages.
It is mute in debt,deb ?er, fubule, deubt, lamb, laugh; whence laughter retains the fame found
in ihe middle ; cough, troug's, liugl , rough,
limb, dumb, thumb, ciimb, comb, wimb.
enough, llough .
It is uſed before land r , as black , brous,
It is not to be doubted, but that in the origi
nal pronunciation gh had the force of a contonant
C.
C bas before e and i the found of Si as fin- deeply guttural, which is till continued among
cerely, centrick, century, circular, rijlern, city, the Scoich .
G is uied before 1, l, and r.
ficcio : before a, e, and , it founds like k, as
Gezinti, con avity, cepper, intarpirate, curitfity,
H.
6552pilcence.
His a note of aſpiration, and ſhows that the
C might be omitted in the language without
following
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following vowel must be pronounced with a queen, equeſtrian, quilt, enquiry, quire, quotidian.
trong emisſion of the breath, as bai, borſe.
Qu is never followed by u .
ke seldom , perhaps cever, begins any but
Qu is ſometimes founded, in words derived
the firſt tilable, in which it is always founded from the French, like k, as conquer , liquor,
sich a full breath, except in beir, berb, bofler, riſque, chequer.
bruser, bxable, boneft, tumser, and their de
R
rivatives,
R has the ſame rough ſnarling ſound as in o
ther tongues.
J.
The Saxons uſed often to put h before it, as
1 conſonant ſounds aniformly like the ſoft
, and is therefore a letter ulélets, except in before I at the beginning of words.
Rh is uſed in words derived from the Greek ,
ciymology, as ejaculation , jefter , jocund, juice.
as myrrh , myrrhine, catarrbous, rheum , abera
K.
matick , rhyme.
K has the found of bards, and is uſed
Re, at the end of ſome words derived from
betore e andi, where, according to English ana the Latin or French , is pronounced like a weak
logy , would be foft, as kepi, king, kiri, er, as theatre, Jepulchre.
Skeptick, for lo it ſhould be written, not ſcep
rich.
S.
It is uſed before », 25 krell, knet, bet totally
S has a hifting ſound, as fibilation , filler ,
Toles its found
A ſingle steldom ends any word , except the
K is never doubled ; but cis uſed beore it to third perſon of verbs, as loves, grows ; and the
horten the vowel by a double confonant, as plurals of nouns, as trees , buſbes, difirelles; the
Gickle, pickle.
pronours this, bis, curs , yours, us ; the adverb
ihus ; and woris derived from Latin, as rebus.
L..
Jurplus; the clote being always either in le , as
L has in English the fame liquid found as in boule, borſe, or in /s, as grajs, dress, blejs, le,.,
lan
Wher guages.
anciently gralle, drelſe.
The coiton is to double the 1 at the end of
S ſingle, at the end of words, has a groſir
monofyllables, as kill, will, full. I hele words ſound, like that of Z , as trees , eyes, except :bus ,
Here originally written kille, wille, futie ; thus, us, rebus, ſurplus.
and when the e firſt grew filent, and was after.
It ſounds like x before ion , if a vowel goes
muds omitted , the I was retained , to give before, as intrufion ; and likeſ, if it follows a
force, according to the analogy of our language , confonant, as converſion .
It sounds like a before e mute , as refuſe, and
to the foregoing vowel
L is ſometimes mute, as in calf, half, talves, before y final, as roly ; and in thoſe words, bo
calzes, could, woald, Ja'm , ialk, Jalmon, fal- ſom , delire, aidem, prijon , frifoner, prejeni,
preſèni, damſel, caſement.
The Saxons, who delighted in gustural focods,
It is the peculiar quality off, that it may be
formetimes alpirated the l at the beginning of founded betore all contonants, excest x anut 2 ,
words, as hiaf, a leaf, or bread ; htacono, a in which / is compriſed, * being only ks , and
bord ; tut this pronunciation is now diluted.
%, a hard or grors ). This l is therefore term .
Le at the end of words is pronounced like a ed by grammarians Juæ poteftatis litera ; the
weak el, in which the c is almost mute, as reaſon of which the learned Dr Clarke errone
table,butile.
ouſly ſuppoſed to be, that in ſome words it might
M.
be doubled at plealure . Thus we find in leve
Al has alwzys the lame found , as marmur, ral languages:
su gestal.
Les nm ,ſcatter ,ſdegno, ſdrucciolo,/favellare,
N.
piyt, ſgombrare,/ granare, ſhake,flumber /mell,
N has always the ſame ſound, as noble, Prife,Ipace,Splendour, Ipring, Jqueese, ſkrew,
Nep, ſtrength, ſtramen , ſventura, 'well.
Nis fometimes mute afier m , as damn, come
S ' is mute in ifle, iſland, demejne, viſcount.
dns, bur.
P.
T.
Phas always the ſame found, which the Welſh
T has its cuſtomary ſound, as take, tempice
tion .
200 Germans contound with B.
Pis ſometimes muie, as in pſalm , and be
Ti before a vowel has the found of fi, as
txeen mandi, as tempt .
ſabation, except an ſ goes before, as question,
Pb is uſed for fin words derived from the excepting likewile derivatives from y, as mighty,
Greek , a philosophy, pilastropy , Pbilip,
mightier .
Th has two founds; the one ſoft , as thus ,
whether ; the other hard, as thing, think . The
2 , as in other languages, is always follow- found is loſt in theſe words, then, thence, and
ed lay 4 , and has a found which our Saxon an- there, with their derivatives and compounds ,
Witvis well expieiled by cy , ewu , 28 quadrant, that, shere, then , thee, ity, shine, ibeir , they,
vit1 ܕ
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this, theſe, them, though, thus , and in all words lemo pronunciation, though by no means im
between two vowels, as father, wherber ; and mutable and permanent, is yet always leſs re
between r ard a vowel, as burihen
mote from the orthography, and leſs liable to
In other words it is hard, as thick , thunder, capricious innovation . They have however ge
faith, faithful. Where it is foftened at the Derally formed their tables according to the
end of a word, an e filent must be added , as curſory. ſpeech of thoſe with whom they hap
breath, brea :be, clerk , clorhe.
pened to converſe ; and concluding that the
whole nation combines to viciate language in
V.
one manner, have often ellabliſhed the jargon
✓ has a ſound of near affinity to that off, of the loweſt of the people as the model of
ſpeech.
vain, vanily :
I'm fin the Handick alphabet, v is only
For pronunciation the beſt general rule is , to
thule as the moll elegant ſpeakers who
conſider
diftinguithed by a diacritical point.
de viate leaſt from the written words.
W
There have been many fchemes offered for
Of w, which in diph: hongs is often an un the emendation and ſettlement of our ortho
doubled vowel , ſome grammarians bave double graphy , which , like that of other notions, be
ed whether it cver be a contocant , and not ing formed by chance, or according to the fancy
or 04 , as of the earliest writers in rude ages , was at first
rather as it is called a double
water may be reſolved in ouater ; but letters very various and uncertain , and is yet fuffici
of the ſame found are always rickonet con- ently irregular . Of theſe reformers ſome have
fonants in other alphabels : and it may be endeavoured to accommodate orthography bet
ubierved , that w follows a vowel without any ler to the pronunciation, without considering
kriaus or dificulty of utterance , as froſty, win that this is to meaſure by a ſhadow , to take
that for a model or ſtandard which is changing
ler .
B'' has a round accoun : ed peculiar to the while they apply it Others, leis ablurdly in
Engliſh , which the Saxons better expreſied by deed, bui with equal unliklegood of ſucceſs,
hp, law , as what, whence, whiting ; in whore bave endeavoured to proportion the number
oply, and ſome:imesin wholejome , wh is found- of letters to that of sounds , that every sound
may have its own character, and every cha
ed like a ſimple b.
racter a ſingle found. Such would be the or
X.
thography of a new language to be formed by a
begins no I'ngliſh word ; it has the found fynod of grammarians upon principles of ici
ence . But who can hope to prevail on nations
of is, as axle, extraneous.
to change their practice, and make all their old
Y.
books uiclets ? or what advantage would a new
r , when it follows a conſonant, is a vowel ; orthography procure equivalent to the contu
when it precedes either lowel or diphthong, is fion and perplexity of ſuch an alteration ?
Some of chefe fchemes I ſhall however exhi
a conſonant, as ye, young. It is thought by fome
to be in all cales a vowel . But it may be ob- bit, which may be uled according to the diverfs
ferved of y as of w , that it follows a vowel lies of genius, as a guide to reformers, or ter
rour to innovators.
without any bia :us, as roſy youth .
One of the first who propoſed a ſcheme of re
z.
gular orthography, was Sir Thomas Smith , le
Z begins no word originally Engliſk ; it has cretary of state to Queen Elizabeth , a man of
the fouad as its name izzard or ſ hard real learning, and much practifed in gramma
expreſſes, of an / uttered with ciofer comprei- cical dilquiſitions. Had he written the following
fion of the palate by the tongue, as freeze, lines according to his ſcheme, they would have
appeared thus:
frize.
In orthography I have ſuppoſed orikupy, or
jrfi utierance of words, to be included; ortho- At length Eraſmus, that great injur'd name,
graphy being only the art of expreſſing cer- The glory of the prieſt bood , and the ſhame,
tain ſounds by proper characters . I have there. Stemm'd the wild corrent of a barb'rous age,
fore obſerved in what words any of the letters And drove thole holy Vandals off the ſtage.
are mute .
Moſt of the writers of English grammar have Al lengt Eraſmus, Hat grët ingurd nam ,
given long tables of words pronounced other Ae glori o te preithüd, and de zâm ,
wife than they are written , and ſeem not ſur. Svernmd de wild correre of a barli’rous âg,
ficiently to have conīdered, that of English , And diöv Hös höli Vandals öff Se tag
| as of all living tongues , there is a double pro .
After him another mode of writing was of .
nunciation, one curſory and colloquial, the O
ther regular and folemn. The curior: pronun. fered by Dr. Gill, the celebrated inatter of St.
Clation is always vague and uncertain, being Paul's tool in London ; which I cannot re
made diferent in different movihs by negli preiunt exactly for want of types, but will
gence , unikilfulceis, o: affectation. The fo
approach
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the eminent parts with woollen cloth . Firm
cut a piece about an inch and a half broad,
and half a yard long, to reach round by the
temples and forehead, from one ear to the
other ; which being lowed in his place, joia
unto it two ſhort pieces of the fame breadih
Spenſer, book iii . canto 5.
under the eyes, for the balls of the cheeks, and
Tathankful wretch , ſaid he , is this the meed,
then ſet another piece about the breadth of a
With which her fovereign mercy thou doſt filling againſt the top of the nose. At other
quite ?
times, when they are not angcred, a little piece
Thy life ſhe ſaved by her gracious deed ;
halta quarter broad, to cover the eyes and parts
But thou doſt ween with villainous deſpight,
about them , may ierve though it be in the heat
of the day .
To blot her honour, and her heavenly light.
diſlo
than
fo
Die, rather die,
yally ,
Bet penſoever you hav ' occaſion to trubble
Deem of her high de ert, or ſeem to light.
Fair deach it is to ſhun more thame ; thea Geir patienc ' , or to coom among tem beeing
die
trubled, it is better to ſtand upon your gard ,
Gan to truſt to Seir gentlenels. For de fa'
Die, rather die, than ever love diſloyally.
But if to love difoyalty it be,
gard of your fac', piš Jey hav' moſt minu.
Shall I then hate her, that from deathes door
unto, provid ' a purſehood mad' of coorſe boul
Me brought ? ah ! far be ſuch reproach from tering , to bee drawn and knit about your collar,
me.
piy for mor' ſaf'ty is to bee lined againſt %
What can I leſs do , than her love therefore,
eminent parts wit woollen clot. Firſt cut a
Sitb 1 her due reward cannot reſtore ?
peec' about an ino and a half broad , and half a
yard long, to rea? round by He temples and
Die, rather die , and dying do her ſerve,
.
for head,from one ear to Ge oder ; piɔ beeing
Dying her ſerve, and living her adore
lowed in his plac', join unto it iwo sort peeces
Thy life ſhe gave, thy life The doth deferve :
Die, rather die, than ever from her fervice of the ſam breadt under fe eys, for the bals of
fwerve.
de cheeks, and then ſet an oder peec' about de
breadt of a rilling againſt the top of de note .
Atoder tim's pen try ar' not angered , a little
Vnhoakful wrea, faid hj , iz dis de mjd,
Wim dia hur loderaio marli dou duſt qujl ?
piec' half a quarter broad , to cover te eyes and
Dilji rj laded bj her graſiusdjd ;
pares about them , may ſerve Howy it be in de
heat of de day. Butler on the nature and pro
Bet Jou doft wen wh ritenus dilpje,
Tu bloc har honor , and her hevelj lite.
perties of Bees , 1634.
Dj , oder dj, din fo dilleials
In the time of Charles I. there was a very
Din of her hih dezert, or ljm ſo litt .
Fair dei. it iz tu run mur sim ; den dj.
prevalent inclination to change the orthography ;
as appears among other books, in ſuch editions
Dj , rader dj , den er r luv ciſloialj .
of the works of Milton as were publiſhed by
But if iu luv diloialij ie bi,
himſelf. Othele retormers every man had his
Sall So hat ber at from d Vez des
own ſcheme ; but they agreed in one general
Mi brouci > ah ! far bj ty . reprod from mj.
deſign of accommodating the letters to the pro
Wat kan i les du don her luv derlar,
Sit I hur du råvard kanoc reftor ?
nunciation , by ejecting luch as they thought
luperfluous. Some of them would have wriuea
Di, rade dj , and djig du her lier ,
thele lines thus :
Diiz her fird , and livig her adms.
Dilj' rig :v , dj lji rj duh dezervi
-All the erth
Lj , rcdar dj, din eller from ber irtis (werv .
Shall then be paradis, far happier place
Than this of Eden, and far happier daie.
Dr Gill was folloved by Charles Butler, a
tr:an who did not want an underſtanding which
Biſhop Wilkins afterwards, in his great work
might have qualified him for better employ
ment. He ſeems to have been more ſanguine of the philofophical language, propoſed, without
than his predeceſſors , for he printed his book ac . expecting to be followed , a regular orthogra
cording to his own ſcheme ; which the follow- phy : by which the Lord's prayer is to be writ
ten thus :
ing ſpecimen will make eally underſtood .
approach as nearly as I can by means of characters now in uſe ſo as to make it underſtood,
exhibicing two ſtanzas of Spenſer in the reformed artbography.

But whenſoever you have occaſion to trouble
their patience , or to come among them being
tmobied, it is better to ſtand upon your guarsi ,
than to truft to their gentleneſs For the fate
guard of your face , which they have moſt inind
DLO, provide a purſehood, made of coarle boul.
sering, to be drawn and knit about your collar,
**31h for more ſafety is to be lived against

Yør Fádher hoitſh art in héven, halloed bi
dhyi nám , dhyi cingdým cýin , dhyi vill be dya
in erth as it is in héven, & c.
We have ſince had no general reformers ;
but ſome ingenious men have endeavoured to
deſerve well of their country , by writing , he
nor and labor for bonour and labour, and red for
read
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3. Words in which nothing but the mere be
read in the prefent-cenſe , ſais for ſays, repete for
repeat, ex'plane for explain, or declame for de- ing of any thing is implied: This is not beer ,
cluim . Of theſe it may be fait, chat as they bul water ; This is not bra's, butſteel.
have done no good, they have done little harm ;
both because they have innovated little, and be
Of Noons SUBSTANTIVER .
cauſe few have followed them .
The relations of Englih nouns to words going
E TYMOLOGY.
before or following are not expreſſed by caſes, os
of terminarion , but as in moſt of the
TYMOLOGY teaches the deduction of one changes
other European languages by prepoſitions, unleſs
ETword from another, and the various modi
fications by which the lenle of the ſame word is we may be ſaid to have a genitive caſe.
diverſified; as kerja, terjes ; I love, I loved .
Singular.
Of the ARTICLE .
Nom . Magifter ,
a Maſter, the Maſter.
Gen. Magiftri, of a Malter, of the Maſter , or
and
articles
a,
an,
,
The Engliſh have two
Mafters, the Maſters.
the .
Dat. Magiftro, 10 a Mafter, it the Maſter .
Acc. Magiftrum , a Maſter, the Maſter.
AN , A.
Voc. Magiſter,
Maſter, O Matter .
indefi
A has an
nite ſignification, and means Alb. Magiftro, from a Maſter, from the Maſter .
cne with ſome reference to more ; as, This is a
good book, that is, one among the books that are
Plural .
good. Hewaskilled by a ſword, that is, fome
jword. This is a better book for a man than a Nom . Magiftri,
Maſters, the Maſters.
bay, that is, for one of those that are men, ihan Gen. Magiftrorum , of Matters, of the Maſters.
one of thoſe that are boys. An army mighe enter Dat. Magiſris,
to Maſters, to the Masters.
without reſiſtance, that is, any army.
Acc. Magiftros,
Mafters, the Matters.
In the ſenſes in which we uſe a or an in the Voc. Magiftri,
Masters, O Maſters.
ſingular, we freak in the plural without an arti Abl . Magistris, from Maſters, from the Ma
cle ; as, theſe are good books.
Iters.
I have made an the original article, becauſe it
is only the Saxon an, or æn, cne, applied to a
Our nouns are therefore only declined thus :
new uſe , as the German ein, and the French
un ; the n being cut off before a conſonant in the Maſter, Gen , Maſters. Plur. Maſters .
ſpeed of utterance.
Scholar , Gen. Scholars. Plar. Scholars.
Grammarians of the laſt age direct, that an
Should be uled before h ; whence it appears that
Theſe genitives are always written with a
the Englith anciently aſpirated leſs. An is still mark
of eliſion, malier's, ſcholar's, according to
uled before the filent I , as, an kerb, an benest
an opinion long received , that the 's is a COD
man : but otherwiſe a : as,
traction
of bis , as the foldier's valeur, for tbe
& hore, a hoile, my kingdom for a horſe .
Shake/peare. foldier his valour : but this cannot be the true
W'e
's Virgin's
, becauſe
is put to female
delicacynouns,
man's beauty
The has a particular and definite ſignification. original
; Haughty
; the
The fruit
June's unrelenting hate : and collective nouns , as
orthat forbidden tree , whole mortal taſte
Woman's paſſions; the rabble's inſolence ; she mula
Brought death into the world. Milton .
That is, that particular fruit, and this world fitude's fully ; in all theſe cafesit is apparent that
his cannot be underſtood. We ſay likewiſe the
which
wegreen
live. herbs
in
So for
He giveth
the foundation's firength, the diamond's
cartie, and
ihe uje fodder
of manfor
; that
luftre, ibe
ſeverity
caſes hisbeen
mayap
in theſeformerly
be
underſtooi
s, for thoſe beings that are calle, and bis uje winter's
kis having
, be and; but
that is man.
plied to neuters in the place now ſupplied by i:
and its
The is uſed in both numbers.
The learned , the fagacious Wallis , to whom
every Engliſh grammarian owes a tribute of reve
I am as free as Nature firſt made man,
rence , calls this modification of the noun an
Ere the baſe laws of servitude began,
adjeElive padelive; I think with no more pro
priety than he might have applied the fame to
When wild in woods the noble javage ran.
Dryden. } ihe genitive in equitum decus, Trojæ oris, or any
other Latin genitive.
Many words are uſed without articles; as
This termination of the noun ſeems to con
1. Proper names , as Jolin, Alexander, Lorgi
nus, Ariſtarchus, Jerujalem, Aikens, Rome, Lon- ftitute a real genitive indicating poffeffion. It is
don. God is uſed as a proper name.
derived to us from thole who declined smið, a
2. Abſtract names, as blackness, witchcraf:, smith ; Gen. smides, of a mob ; Plur. smider,
virtue, vice, beauty, uglineſs, love, larred , anger, or smiðas , fruiths ; and to in iwo other of their
Teren declenfions.
grdnature, kindness

}

ENGLISH
It is a further confirmation of this opinion ,
that in the old poets both the genitive and plural
were longer bya ſyllable than the original word ;
kaitis, for knight's, in Chaucer ; leavis, for
bases, in Spenler.
When a word ends in s, the genitive may be
the ſame with the nominative, as Venus temple.
The plural is formed by adding s, as table,
tables ; flie, flies ; fifter, fifters ; word, woods ;
or es where i could not otherwiſe be founded , as
after ch , s, fb, * , ; after c founded like s, and
Į likej; the mute e is vocal before s, as lance,
karcus; ostrage , outrages .
The formation of the plural and genitive fingular is the ſame.
A few words yet make the plural in r, as men ,
Semen, exen, iwine, and more abtiently eyes
and bear. This formation is that which generally prevails in the Teutonick dialects.
Words that end in f commonly form their
ploralby ves, as haf, leaves ; calf, calves.
Except a few, maff, muffs ;chief, chiefs. So
tuf, vif, prof, reli f; mifckief, puff, cuff;
cwarf, tandkercbief, grief .
Irregular plurals are teeth from tooth, lice from
lale, sice from meule, geefe from grele, feet from
toei, dice from dic, pence from penny, bretkren
from brother, children from child.
Plurals ending in s have no genitives ; but we
hy, Womens excellencies, and weigh the meos
will againſt the ladies bairs. Pope.
Dr. Wallis thinks the Lords heule may be ſaid
for tbe boule of Lords ; but ſuch phraſes are not
how in oſe ; and ſurely an English ear rebels
against them.
OF ADJECTIVE s.

TONGUE.
and moſt, as benevolent, more benevolent, moſt bee
nevolent .
All adjectives may be compared by more and
moſt, even when they have comparatives and
ſuperlatives regularly formed ; as fair ; fairer ;
or more fair ; faireft, or moſt fair.
In adjectives that admit a regular compariſon ,
the comparative more is oftner uſed than the fus
perlative meft, as more fair is oftener written for
fairer, than moſt fair for fairift.
The compariſon of adjectives is very uncer
tain ; and being much regulated by commodi
ouſaeſs of utterance, or agreeableneſs of fund, is
not eaſily reduced to rules .
Monoſyllables are commonly compared.
Polyſyllables, or words of more than two fyl.
lables, are ſeldom compared otherwiſe than by
more and moſt, as deplorable, more deplorable, meſt
deplorable.
Diffyllables are ſeldom compared if they ter
minate in ſome,as fulſome, soilfome ; in ful, as
careful, ſpleenful, dreadful; in ing, as orifling,
charming ; inous, as porous ; in leds, as care ejs,
harmleſs ; in ed, as wretched ; in id, as candid ;
in al, as mortal; in ent, as recent, fervent ; in
ain, as certain ; in ive, as miſſive; in dy, as
woody ; in fy, as puffy ; in ky, as rocky, except
lucky ; in my, as roomy ; in ny, az ſkinny; in py,
as roty, except happy ; in ry, as loary .
Some comparatives and ſuperlatives are yet
found in good writers formed without regard to
the foregoing rules ; but in a language ſubjected
ſo little and to lately to grammar, ſuch anomalies
must frequently occur.
So joady is compared by Milior .
She in ſbadieft covert hid,
Tun'd her nocturnal note.

Parad . Loft,
Ade&tives in the Engliſh languageare wholly
indeclinable ; baviog neither cate, gender, nor And virtuous.
What ſhe wills to ſay or do,
Aember, and being added to ſubſtantives in all re
facions without any change ; as , a good woman,
Seems wifeft, virtusuliſt, diſcreeteſt, beſt.
good onomer , ef a gred wiman ; a good man, good
Parad . Loſt.
zen, of 3:26 mea .
So trifling, by Ray, who is indeed of no great
authority .
It is not ſo decorous, in reſpect of God, that
The Compariſon of Adjectives.
The comparative degree of adjectives is form- he ſhould immediately do all the meaneſt and
ed by adding er, the ſuperlative by adding eſt, to triflingeſt things himſelf, without making ufe ot
the positive ; as, fair, farer, faireft ; lovely, any interior or ſubordinate miniſter.
lovelier, lovelice; weet, ſweetesti low , lower,
Ray on the Creation,
Famous, by Milton.
1 " } ; bigi, higher, highet.
among
named
the famoufejt
be
ſhall
irregularly
I
compared
; asgood,
Some words are
Owomen, ſung at folemn festivals .
berter, beft; bad, worje, wirft ; liitle, leſs, lealta
zar , nearer, next ; much, more, moll ; many
Milton's Agoniſtes.
(*** ), mire ( or miser ), moft ( for moe /l) ; laic, inventive by Aſcham .
Thoſe have the inventiveft heads for all pur
itter , latefi or lafi.
Some comparatives form a ſuperlative by add
poſes, and roundeſt congues in all matters.
ing as , as nuker, nether majt ; outer, ourmoſt ;
Ajcham's Schoolmaſter.
sedet, ander : 1 ; 17, " pper, uppermoſt ; fore, Mortal, by Baron.
fermer, föremijt.
The morialeft poiſons practiſed by the Weſt
Indians, have ſome mixture of the blood , fat,
M & is fometimes added to a ſubſtantive, as
or
Aeth of man.
feattest
trpezati,
Bacon.
Many adjectives do not admit of compariſon Natural, by Wollen.
by terminations, and are only compared by more
I will now deliver a few of the propereſt and
naturaleſ
( 1 )
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maturaleſ conſiderations that belong to this
Our, yours, bers, theirs , are uſed wben the
ſubſtantive preceding is ſeparated by a verb, as
piece. Wotion's Architecture .
Tbeſe are our books. Theje books are ours. Your
Wretched, by Johnſon.
The wreicheder are the contemners of all children excel ours in flature, but ours ſurpaſs
helps ; ſuch as preſuming on their own na yours in learning
turals, deride diligence, and mock at terms
Ours, yours, bers , theirs, notwithſtanding their 1
when they underſtand not things. B. Johnson, ſeeming plural termination, are applied equally !
to fingular and plural ſubſtantives, as This book 1
Powerful, by Milicn .
is ours. These books are ours.
We have ſuſtain'd one day in doubtful fight,
What heav'n's great King hath pow'rfulleſt to
Mine and thine were formerly uſed before !
a vowel , as mine amiable lady ; which though
ſend
Againſt us from about his throne. Parad. Loft. now diſuſed in proſe, might be fill properly
continued in poetry : they are uſed as ours and
The termination in iſ may be accounted in yeurs,when they are reterred to a ſubſtantive
ſomeſorta degree of compariſon, by which the preceding .
ſignification is diminiſhed below the poſitive , as
black, blackiſo, or sending to blacknels ; fall,
Their and theirs are the poſſeflives likewiſe of
falriß , or having a little taſte of falt : they is, and are therefore applied to things.
therefore admit no compariſon. This termina
Pronouns relative are, who, which, what,
tion is feldom added but to words exprefling whether, whojoever, whatſoever.
ſenſible qualities, nor often to words of above
Singular and Plural.
one fyllable, and is ſcarcely u !ed in the folemn or
Who
Nom .
Sublime ſtyle.
Gen.
Whole
Oiber oblique caſes.
Whom
Of PRONOU N s.
Which
Pronouns, in the Engliſh language, are, I ,
Nom .
Gen.
thou, he, with their plurals , we,ye, they, it, who,
of which, or whoſe
Which
which, what, wbiber, whejcever, whatſoever, Other oblique cafes.
mny, mine, our, curs, ily, ibine, your, pours, his,
Who
her, hers, their, theirs, this , ihai, other, another,
now uſed in relation to perſons, and
the ſame .
which in relation to things ; but they were an
ciently contounded.
The pronouns perſonal are irregularly infected .
Whole is rather the poetical than regular ge
pitive of which :
Plural
The fruit
Singular.
We
I.
Nom .
Of that forbi i'den tree, avhoſe mortal care
Miiten .
Brought death into the world.
Accul, and other ?
Us
Me
oblique caſes. }
Ye
Nom..
Thou
Whetker is only uſed in the nominative and
You
accusative cales i and has no plural, being
Thee
Oblique.
applied only to ime of a number, commonly lo
You is commonly uſed in modern writers for one of iwo, as Whether of theje is left I kn.sv
ye, particularly in the language of ceremony , net. Whether ſhall I chcoje i It is now almost
where the ſecond perſon plural is uſed for the obſolete.
ſecond perſon ſingular, You are my friend.
Whai, whether relative or interrogative, is
wilhoul variation .
Singular. Plural.
Włcfoever, whatſoever , being compounded of
Nom .
He
They ? Applied to mal- who or whai, and joever, follow the rule of their
culines .
Oblique. Him
Them
primitives.
Plural.
Singular.
Nan.
She
They > Applied to femi
This
Thefes
Thole
That
Oblique, Her
Them } nines.
In all caſes,
Nom .
They ? Applied to neuters
It
Others
Other
Oblique. Its
Them } or things.
Whether

Por it, the practice of ancient writers was to
uſe he, and for iis , tis.
The poſſeſſive pronouns , like other adjectives,
are without caſes or change of termination .
The polTefſive of the firſt perſon is my, mine,
our, curs; of the ſecond, ily, ihone, you , yours :
of the third, from be, his, from be, her, and
ters, and in the plural ibeir,i cirs, for both lexes.

The plural oriers is not uſed but when it is
referred to a ſubſtantive preceding, as I lave
jent other borjes. I have not jeni ite jame derjes ,
but others.
Ancober, being only an other, has no pluraj.
Here, there, and where, joined with certain
particles, have a relative and pronominal use .
Hereof ,leren ,dereby, bercafter , beriwiit ,ibere

ENGLISH TONGU E.
Compound Preterite.
,
s, iteretz,rterzapur, therewill,where
E ', cieros, stereby, stereapt, wherewith, S :12. Ihave had, thou hart had, be has had ;
wich Ega.ty , of itisa in :bus, & c. of 1031, ing Plur. We have had, ye havehad, tbey have had.
I ', & c. er circt, is obscé, & c.
Preterpluperfeet.
pretse and steret: re, which are properly Sing. I had had, ibu hadi had, he had had ;
cie ? , and store for , f :s stai, for whick, Plur. We had had, ye had had, they had had .
Furare.
are cu reckoned cooj aactions, aod continued
Die Tee reft ſeem to be pašiag by degrees Sing. I fouill have, itcz ſhall have, he ſhall have;
szle, though proper, uleiul, and analo- Plur. W. Thall have, ye ſhall have, they will have .
Second Future.
** Toey are reserred both to fingular cod
par a91ccedents.
Sing . I will have , ikou will have, be will have ;
There are two more words ofed enly in con- Plur. He will have, yewillhave, tbey will have .
De carith prosCua , sean and ſelf.
esss adjad to potletlves, boih ſingular and By reading theſe future tenſes may be obſerve
pezi, as -y owo tard, cur own boule. It is ed the variations offall and will.
epenica ', and implies a Glent contrariety or
LG, 35, lisce is my ser toale, that is,
Imperative Mood.
e tired izle. This i did with my own
Sng. Have or have thou, let bim have ;
rah that is, eittsa : kely, or sot by prexy.
ye , let them have.
Sa is added to pofTeffives, as myjelf ; your . Plur. Let us have, have or have
ice : asiSarimes to perſonal pronouns, as
2,80 € , terfeises . It thes , like own, .
Conjunctive Mood.
erede erophaſis and oppoſition, as I did ibis
# * , that is , est aratter ; or it forms a re
Preſent.
crual prodos, as weluri curſelves by vain
Sing. I have, tbou have, te have ;
Erf, itſelf, tenſelves, is fuppoſed by Plur. We have, ye have, they have.
* :' - to be poi by corruption, for bis jelf, ii
4 , ties jeices ; ſo that filf is always a ſub
Preterite fimple as in the Indicative.
Basise . This feems juſtly obierved , for we ſay,
Preterite compound.
E tem ésseleit ; Hixelffall do this , where
taxel casco be an accurative.
Sing. Ihave had, they have had, be have had ;
Plur.We have had , je have had, they have had.
Future.
Of ske VERB .
Sing. I ſhall have, as in the Indicative.
Second Future.
Eggi fa veits are adive, as I love; or neeter ,
a ! isagaspb . The peuters are formed like the Sing. I ſhall have had , tiou ſhalt have had, he
ſhall have had ;
Mot verbs fignifying action, may likewiſe Plur. We hall have bad, ye ſhall have had, they
ſhall have had.
iz
raditisz of tabii, and become reuters ;
Bitse, I am in love ; I ſtrike, I am now
Potential.
terus bave only two tenſes inflected in their
The potential form of ſpeaking is expreſſed by
terisations, the prefect, and limple preterite ; mor; can, in the preſent; and mighi, could, or
Labe lesses are compounded of the auxiliary should, in the preterite, joined wiib the Infini
serta tete , jé all, will, let, nay , can, and the tive mood of the verb .
stire or the active or neuter verb
Preſent
The paflive voice is formed by joining the
participle preterite to the fubitab.ive verb, as I sing. I may have, thou may have, be may
bave ;
Plur. We may have, ye may have, they may
have.
Indicative Mood.
Ts Hote,
Preterite.
Preſent Tirſ .
Sing. I might have, thou mighteſt have, he
år , 1qve , itse haft, be hath or has ;
might have.
F :ResBebave,
jeation
have,corrup
itey ted
have.
from test, but Plat. We might have, pe might have, they
is a termin
might have .
sv trore frequently uſed bosh in verſe and
Prezent.
Siapk Preterite.
Sing. I can have, thou canſt have, he can have ;
Srg I had , iłeu badit, te had ;
Pius. We can have, ye can have, obey can
Farwebad, ze bad, itey hai.
have.
Preterire .
[ 12 ]
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Preterite .
verb to be, which muſt therefore be here ex
Sing. I could have , thou could have, he could hibited.
have ;
Plur. Hecould have , ye could have, they could
Indicative . Preſeni.
have .
Sing. I am , thou art, he is ;
Plur. We are or be, ye are or be , they are er
In the like manner pould is united to the
be .
verb .
There is likewiſe a double Preterire.
Sing. I ſhould have had, obou ſhould have had ,
he ſhould have had ;
Plur . We ſhould have had , ye ſhould have bad ,
tbey ſhould have had.

In like manner we uſe, I might have had ; !
could have had, &c .
Infinitive Mood.
Prefent. To have.
Preterite. To have had.
Participle preſent. Having.
Participle freterite. Had.
Verb active. To love.
Indicative. Preſent
Sin . I love, thou loveft, he loveth or loves ;
Plur, We love, ye love, they love.
Preterite ſimile.
Sng. I loved , tbou lovedit, he loved ;
Plur. We loved, ye loved, they loved .
Preter perfet compared . I have loved, &c.
Preterpluperfeet .' I had loved , c.
Future. I ſhall love, &c. I will love, &c.
Imperative.
Sing. Love or love thów , let him love ;
Plur. Let us love, love or love ye, let thent
love,
Conjunctive . Preſent.
Sing. Ilove, ebou love, he love ;
Plur. We love, ye love, they love.
Preterite ſimple, as in the Indicative.
Preterite compound. I have loved, sc.
Future. I ſhall love, &c.
Second Future, I ſhall have loved, &c.
Potencial .
Preſent. I may or can love, &c.
Preterite, I might , could, or ſhould have loved ,
c.

Infinitive.
Preſent. To love.
Preterite. To have loved.
Participle preſent. Loving.
Participle paſt. Loved.

The paflive is formed by the addition of the
participle preterite, to the differenttenſes of the

The plural be is now liule in uſe.
Preterite,
Sing. I was, thou waſt or wert, be was ;
Plur. We were , ye were , they were.
Wert is properly ofthe conjuctive mood, and
ought not to be uſed in the indicative.
Preterise compound. I have been , &c.
Preterpluperfect. I had been, &c .
Future. I Mall or will be , 6c.
Imperative.
Şing. Be thou ; let him be ;
Plur. Let us be ; be ye ; let them be. 1

Conjun & ive. Prefent.
Sing. I be, thou becft, be be ;
Plur. We be, ye be , they be .
Preterite.
Sing. I were, thou wert, he were ;
Plur. We were, ye were, they were.
Preterite compound. I have been, &c.
Future. I ſhall have been, &c.

Potential.
may or can ; would, could, or fhould be
could, would, or ſhould have been, c.
Infinitive.
Preſent. To be.
Preterite. To have been .
Participle prefeni. Being.
Participle preterite. Having been.
Paſſive Voice. Indicative Mood .
I am loved, c. Į was loved, &c. I have
been loved, Sc.
Conjun rive Mood .
If I be loved, &c. If I were loved , &c.
fhall have been loved, &c.

If I

Potential Mood .
I may or can be loved, &c. I might, could , or
Mould be loved, &c. I might, could , er
ſhould have been loved, &c.

Infinitive.
Preſent. To be loved.
Preterite. To have been loved.
There is another form of Engliſh verbs, io
which the infinitive mood is joined to the verb
do in its various infections, which are therefore
to be learned in this place.
To do.
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peſt is saging, furit procella. I am purſuing an
enemy, hoftem infequcr. So the other tenſes, as
We were walking, turkávouer wefimaloiles, !
Indicative.
Prefent.
bave been walking, I had been walking, I ſball
S- , I do, thou doft, he doth ;
or will be walking.
Fus. We do , ye do, they do.
There is another manner of uſing the active
participle , which gives it a paflive lignification ;
Preterite.
as, the grammar is now printing, grammatica
Eng. Idid , tbeu didít, he did ;
jam nunc chartis imprimitur. The braſs is
Flut. We did , ye did, bey did.
forgiog, era excuduntur. This is, in my opi
Preterite, & c. I have done, &c. I had done. nion, a vitious exprefſion , probably corrupted
&c.
froin a phraſe more pure, but now ſomewhat
Falere. I thall or will do, Sc.
obſolete : The book is a printing , The braſs is a
forging ; a being properly at , and printing and
Imperative.
forging verbal nouns ſignitying action according
Geg. Do tbou, let bom do ;
to the analogy of this language.
Har. Let us do, do ye, let obem do.
The indicative and conjunctive moods are by
modern writers frequently confounded, or ra
Prefent.
Conjun& ive.
ther the conjunctive is wholly neglected, when
Sing. I do, bow do, be do ;
Some convenience of verlification does not invite
Pas, We do, ye do , they do .
its revival . It is uſed among the purer wiiters
atter if, though, ere, before, whether, exceft,
The reſt are as in the Indicative.
unleſ , wbaiſcever, whomſoever, and words of
wiſhing ; as, Doubtleſs ihou art our father ,
I :fiuitice. To do ; to have done.
though Abraham be ignorant of us, and Iſrael
Participle. Prejeni. Doing .
acknowledge us not.
Participle preier. Done .
T. D..

I do is ſometimes uſed ſuperfluouſly, as, I do
love, I did love ; fimply for I love or I loved ;
bae this is conſidered asa vitious mode of ſpeech.
It is ſometimes uſed emphatically ; as,
I do iste sbee, and when I love ibee not,
Ctass is come again .
Shakeſp.

It is frequently joined with a negative; as,
Iske ter, òst I do not love ber ; Iwiſhed him
lurefs, bai did not belp him .
The Imperative prohibitory is ſeldom applied
in the secood perſon, at least in profe, without
the word do ; as, Step him, but do not burt him ;
Praiſe beauty, but do not dote on it.
Is chief uſe is in interrogative forms of
Beech, in which ie is uſed through all the per-'
fons, as, Do I live » Doft shouflrike me ? Do
Itcy rebel ? Did I complain » Didlt thou love
ber ? Did fbe die So likewiſe in negative in
terrogations ; Do I not yet grieve s Did fbe
as die ;
Ds is thas only uſed in the ſimple tenſes.
There is another manner of conjugating neu
ter verbs, which , when uſed , may not improperly denominate them neuter paſſives, as
they are infiected according to the paſive form
by the help of the verb lubitancive ia be. They
auwer nearly to the reciprocal verbs in French ;
I da rifen , furrexi, Latin ; Je me ſuis levé .
Freacb.
I was walked cat, exieram . Je m'etois promené.
Is like manner we commonly expreſs the pre
jest tenſe ; as I am going , eo. I am grieving ,
deles, She is dying, illa meritar. The tem

Of IRREGULAR Verbs .
The Engliſh verbs were divided by Ben John
ſon into four conjugations, without any realon
ariſing from the nature of the language, which
bas properly but one conjugation , ſuch as has
been exemplified ; from which all deviations are
to be conſidered as anomalies, which are indeed
in our monoſyllable Saxon verbs and the verbs
derived from them very frequent; but almoſt all
the verbs which have been adopted from other
languages, follow the regular form.
Our verbs are obſerved by Dr. Wallis to be
iregula : only in the formation of the preterite,
and its participle. Indeed, in the ſcantinels of
our conjugations, there is ſcarcely any other
places for irregularity.
The firſt irregularity, is a night deviation from
the regular form , by rapid utterance or poeti
cal contraction : the last fyllable ed is often jois
ed with the former by fupprefſion of e ; as lov'd
for loved ; alter ( , cb, ib, f, k , * , and after
the confonants , ib , when more ſtrongly pro
nounced , and ſometimes atier 17 , a , r, if precio
ded by a ſhort vowel, ris uled in pronunciation ,
but very ſeldom in writing , rather than d, as
place's, Graccb't, fub?!, walk'i, dwei't, Imeli;
for plai'd, jnatch'd , filbydly, walk , dw.la;
Smeld ; or placed, ſnatched, forbed , walked,
dwelled, ſmelled.
Thore words which terminate in ? or ll, or P,
make their preterite in 1, even in folemn lar
guage ; as , crept, felt, dwelt ; ſometimes a'
ter x, ed is changed into : ; as vext : this is
pot conſtant.
A ; long
often wipi
changedcrepi,
into /m.pt
a ſhort;
jiepi,
thus vowel
kepi, is
one
from the verbs, to keep, to liecy , to
freep , to freep.

to
bere
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Where d or i go before, the additional letter cleave, ſtrive, shrive, drive, ſhine, riſe, ariſe
& or 1, in this contracted form , coaleſce into one ſmite, write, bide, abide, ride, chooſe , chule,
letter with the radical d or i ; if I were the ra tread, get , beget, forget, Jeetbe, make in both
dical, they coaleſce inco 1 ; but if d were the preterite and participle icok , forfook, woke, o
radical , then into dori, as the one or the other weke, stod, broke, Joke, bere, bere, ſwore,
lettermay be more eaſily pronounced ; as read ; tort, wire, wove, clove, firove, ibrove, drove,
led, Spread, goed, Jbred , bid, hiu', chid, fed, lbene, ale, aroli, mote, wrote, bode, abode,
bled , bred, Sped, jired, rid ; from the verbs, lo rode, chape, trode, get, begos, forge!, fod. But
read, to lead, co spread, lo fled , to fbread , to we lay likewiſe, thrive, rije, mit, writ, abid,
bid, to hide, to clide, to feed, to bleed, to breed, rid . In the preterite fore are likewiſe formed
to ſpeed, co ſride, to flide, to ride. And thus, by a, as brake, Ipake, bare, jiare,ſware, tari,
call, hurt, cost, burfi, eai, beat, ſweat, fii, qui !, ware, clave, gat, begat, forgar, and perhaps
Smit, writ, bul, bil, mer, Abor ; from the verbs, ſome others , but more rarely . In the participle
to caſt, to burt, to coſt, to burfi, to eat, to beat, paffive are many of them formel by en, as, taken,
to ſweat, to fit, lo quis, cofmise, to write , lo ſbaken , forjaken, breken , ſpoken, born , ſborn ,
bire, to bit, io meet, to ſocor. And in like man- ſworn, porn, worn, woven, cloven, thriven,
ner, lent, ſeni, reni, giri ; from the verbs, to driven, rilex, Smitten, ridden, choſen, trodden,
lend, to fend, to rend, co gird.
gotten, begotten, forgotten, ſodden. And many
The participle, preterite or paſſive is often do likewile relain the analogy in both , as waked,
formed in en , inttead of ed ; as, beer, laken, awaked, feured, weaved, leaved, abided,
gimen , pain, known, from the verbs, lo be, to feetbed .
4. Give, bid, fit, make in the preterite gave,
coke, to give, to ſlay, to know .
Many words have iwo or more participles, as bade, fat ; in the participle paſive, given, bid
not only roritten , bırien , eaten , beaten, hidden , den, litten ; buc in both bid.
5. Draw, know , grow , throw , blow , crew ,
chidden, poorten, ckolen, briken ; but likewiſe
writ, bit, cat,beat , bid, chid , jbool,chofe, broke, like a cock ; fly, ſlay, fee, ly, make their pre
are promiſcuoully uſed in the participle, from the terite drow , knew , grow , ihrew , blew , criu ,
verbs to write, lo bite, lueai, co beat , to bide, few , fea , jato, lay , their participles paffive
lo chide, to ſboci, lo chooſe, to break, and many by ni, drown, known, town, grown, tbrowa,
ſuch like .
blown, flown, jlain ,Jesus , lien, lair, Yet from
In the fame manner fown , pean, heen, fiee is made fied ; from ge, went, from the old
Flown, leaden , laven , as well as low'd, jbew'd , wend, and the participle gone,
bew'd, mow'd, loaiet, laded, from the verbs 10
Of DERIVATION.
jouw , insbewv , lo hew, lo mow, to lead, lo lade.
That the Engliſh language may be more
Concerning theſe double participles it is dif
ficult to give any rule ; but he ſhall ſeldom err eaſily underſtoort, it is neceſſary to enquire how
who remembers, that when a verb has a parti- iis derivative words are deduced from their pri
ciple diftinct irom its preterite ; as write, avrole, mitive , and how the primitives are borrowed
written , that diftinct participle is more proper from other languages. In this enquiry I fall
and elegant, as, The book is written, is berier ſometimes copy Dr. Wallis, and ſometimes en
than Tie book is wroe, though wrote may be deavour to ſupply his defects and rectify his
uſed in poctry :
errors .
There are other anomalies in the preterite.
Nouns are derived from verbs.
1. Win , Spin , begin, javim , lirick, llick, fing,
The thing implied in the verb as done or pro
Sling, fiing, 1175, wring, spring, ſwing, drink, duced, is commonly either the preſent of the
Jink, jbrink,Jink, cemie, run , ford ,bind, grind, verb ; as , to love, love ; to trighi, a fright ; to
wind, both in the preterite imperfect arid par- ftrite, 1 Arick or ſtrook, a ſtroke.
ticiple paflive, give wor, spun, begun, /wum ,
The action is the ſamewith the participle pre
Jiruck, jiwck , fung, ftung , fing , ring, wrungi ſent, as loving, frighring, fighting, Hriking.
Sprung, iwung, drunk,juni, fbrunk , jiunk, come,
The agent, or perſon ading, is denoted by
run, fiund, bound, ground, wound. And most the fyllable or added to the verb, as lever ,
of them are alio foro.ed in ihe preterite by a, as frighier, firiker.
tegan, rang, ſang, jprang, drank, cami, run,
Subſtantives, adjective , and ſometimes other
and fome others ; but moſt of theſe are now ob- parts of ſpeech, are changed into verbs : in
inlete . Some in the participle paflive likewiſe which cale the vowel is often lengehened, or
cake en, as ſtricken , liruchen , drunker , beunden. the conſonant foſtened, as, a houle, 10 louſe ;
2. Fighi, teach, riach, feck , befeeck, caich, braſs, to braze ; glaſ , glaze; gials, to grave ;
buy, bring, think, acork, makefought, icugh!, price, to prize , breath, to breathe ; a hih, to
raugli, jeugti, defiughi, caught, beugli, jijb i oyl, zo oyl; further, io furtber ; forward ,
10 forward ; bioder, to binder.
broughi, ileugli, wrought.
Sometimes the termination en is addedt , eſpe .
But a great many of theſe retain likewiſe
the regulai form , as, teached, reacled, befeech- cially to adjectives ; as,haite, so haften ; lengih ,
ed, corched, worked.
to lengthen i ſtrength, no llengiben ; ſhort, is
3. Take picke, for fake, wake , awake, fland , Stortor ; faft , so aften ; wbie, is atiten ;
black
break , Jpcak, bear, ficar, wear, tur, wiate,
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imports contrariety than privation , Ance it an
ſwers to the Latin prepoſition de. Mis inſinuates
ſome errour, and for the moſt part may be ren .
dered by the Latin words male or perperam .
To like, to diſlike ; honour, diſonour ; co ho
noor, to grace, 10 diſhonour, io di grace ; lo
deign, so diſdeigr ; chance, hap, miſchance, mil
bap ; co take, to mistake: deed, miſdeed ; in
uſe , 10 milule ; to employ , to mijemploy ; to ap
ply, lo miſopply.
Words derived from Lacin written with de or
dis retain the ſame ſigoification , as difinguiſh,
diſinguo; derradt, detraho ; defame, defamo ;
detain , detineo.
The termination ly added to ſubſtantives, and
fometimes to adjectives forms adjectives that im
pore lome kind of ſimilitude or agreement, being
formed by contraction of lick or like.
A giant, giantly, gianılıke : earth , earthly ;
heaven, heavenly ; world, worldly ; God, godly ;
good, goodly.
The ſame termination ly, added to adjectives,
forms adverbs of like fignification ; as beautiful ,
beautifully ; ſweet, ſweetly ; that is, in a beave
noful manner; with some degree of sweetneſs.
The termination iſ added to adjectives, im
ports diminution ; and added to ſubſtantives,
imports fimilitude or tendency to a character
as, green , greeniſ ; while , wbitiſ ; noft, Sof
Bibb; a thief, thievijb ; a wolt, wolvij ; a
child, childi .
We have forms of diminutives in ſubtan
tives, though not frequent; as, a hill , a hillock ;
a cock, a cockril ; a pike, pokrel ; this is a
The original Engliſh privitive is "s ; but German termination : 1 lamb, o lambkin ; a
as we often borrow from the Latin or its de- crick , a chicken ; a man, . manikin ; a pipe,
fendants, words already ſigni'ying privation, a pipkin ; and thus Halkin, whence the pa
is seeficacions, impious, indiſcreet, the infepar- cronimick Hawkins, Wilkin, Tbimfon, and o
able particles us and ins have fallen into con thers.
Yet ſtill there is another form of diminuti.
fahon, from which it is not eaſy to diſentangle
them .
on among the Engliſh , by leſſening the found
Un is prefixed to all words originally Engliſh , itſelf, eſpecially of vowels ; as there is a form
of augmenting them by enlarging, or even
as sarse, entruth, unlaugbr, wabandjome.
U, is prefixed to all particle made priva- lengthening it ; ant that fomelinnes noe lo
tive adjectives, as sufeeling, unaffiling, waaided, much by change of the letters, as oftheir pro
nunciation ; as, fupelip, loop, pop , Jooper ; where,
sadeligbred, unendeared
Vo ought never to be prefixed to a partie betides the extenuation of the vowel, there is
ciple preſent, to mark a forbearance of action, added the French termination et i top, tip ;
as angbagi bul a privation of habil , as yn Tpir, Ipour: babe, baby, booby, forasi great
pronounced long, ef ecially it with a ſtronger
pigiug.
Va is prefixed to moſt fubftantives wh ch have found, greasi little pronounced long , leerles
sa Englith termination ,as undertideneſs, unpero ting, iang, song, imports a luccefſion ofſmaller
fedrels,, which it they have borrowed termina and then greater ſunds ; and to in jingle,
boas, take is or im, as infertilisy,imperfection ; jangle, lingke, iangle, and many other made
words.
miril, incivility, unečive , inactivity.
Ia borrowing adjectives, if we receive them
Much however of this is arbitrary andfan .
already compounded, it is uſual to retain the ciful, depending wholly on oral utterance , and
particle prefixed, as indecency, inelegant, improberefore ſcarcely wority she notice of Wallis.
per ; but if we borrow the adjective, and add
the privative particle, we commonly prefix un,
Of concrete adjectives are made abſtract ſub
ftantives, by adding the termination nefo, and a
is sspolite, ungallari.
The prepotuive particles dis and mis, de few in bood or head, noting character of quali
rived from the des and mes of the French , lige ties ; as, white, whiteneſs ; hard, hardneſs ;
o y almoſt the ſame as unt ; yet dis rather great, greatneſs i ikiliul , Hilfulnels, unſkilfula
gefi i

black, to blocker ; hard, to barder ; ſoft, 10
Jeftor.
From fubftantives are formed adjectives of
plenty , by adding the termination y ; as, a
louſe, buly; wealth,wealiby ; health , bealthy;
might nighty ; worth, wartby ; earth , carthy ;
word, a wood, wedy; air, airy ; a heart,
beerty ; a hand, bandy.
From fubftantives are formed adjectives of
pleoty, by adding the termination ful, denoting abundance ; as, joy , joyful ; fruit, fruis
fal; youth youthful care, careful; uſe, uſefali delight, delightful; plenty, plentiful; help,
telefal.
Sometimes, in almoſt the ſame ſenre , but
with ſome kind of dimination thereof, the ier .
mination fome is added , denoting ſomething ; or
is ſome degree; as, delight, delightfome; game,
givelsme ; irk, irkleme ; burden, burden tome ;
trouble, sroublesome; light, light ome; hand,
basdcsde ; aline, loneſome; toil , tailjome.
Os the contrary, the termination of lefs added
to ſubſtantives, makes adjectives ſignifying want ;
3 , seribles, witleſs, barmleſs, joyleſs, careleſs,
belples. Thus comfort, comforilefs ; ſap,
Japlejs.
Privation or contrariety is very often denot.
ed by the particle ex prefixed to many adjectipes, or is before words derived from the Latin ;
as, pleaſant, ** pleajani, ; wile, wawife; profitable, seprofitabl ; patient, impatient. Thus
sxvisits , sabealthy, unfruitful, unuſeful, and
miey more .
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neſs ; godhead, manhood, maidenhead, widow
hood, knighthood, prieſtbood, likelihood, falfebood .
There are other abſtracts, partly derived
from adjectives, and partly from verbs, which
are formed by the addition of the termination
th, a ſmall change being ſometimes made ; as
long, length ; ſtrong, ſtrength ; bread , wide,
breadth ," width ; deep, depth ; crue, truchi
warm , warmth ; clear , diarib ; now , powibi
merry, mirthi heal, health ; well, weal ,
wealth ; dry, droughth ; young, yourb ; and ſo
moon , minib .
Like theſe are ſome words derived from
verbs ; dy death ; till , tilih ; grow , growth ;
mow , later mowih, after mow'sh ; commonly
ſpoken and written later math, aftermath ;
steal, fiea th ; bear , birth ; rue , ruth ; and
probably earth from to ear or plow ; fly,
flight weigh , weigbe ; fray, frighi; to draw,
draugh:
Theſe Mould rather be written flighth,
frighib, only that cultom prevails, leit b thould
be twice repeated.
The fame form retain faith,ſpight, wreathe,
wrath, broth, freib, breath , jooth, wirik,
lighi, wighi, and the like, whole primitives
are either entirely obſolete, or ſeldom occur.
Perhaps they are derived from fey or foy,
Spry, wry, wreak , brow , mew , fry, bray, ſay,
work.
Some ending in pip, imply an office, em
ployment or condition ; as, kingſhip , ward
Prip, guardianpoip, partnerbip , ftewardſbip,
keadſhip, lordjbip.
Thus, worſhip, that is, worthſip ; whence
worjoipful, to worſhip .
Some few ending in dom , rick; wick, do eſpecially denote dominion, at leaſt ſtate or cordia
tion ; as, kingdom , dukedem , earldom , prince
dom , popedom , chriſtendom , freedom , wiſdom ,
whoredom , bijboprick, bailywick.
Ment and age are plainly French termina
tions, and are of the ſame import with us as
among them , ſcarcely ever occurring, except in
words derived from the French , as commandment,
uſage.
There are in Engliſh often long trains of
words allied by their meaning and derivation ;
as, to beat, a bai, batoon , a basıle, a beetle, a
battle -door, to batter, butter, a kind of glutinous compoſion for food. All the le are of fimilar fignification , and perhaps derived from
the Latin baruo. Thus cate, feuch, sickle, tack,
tackle ; all imply a local conjunction, from the
Latin tango, tetigi, talum.
From iwi , are formed ievain, rwice, twenty,
twelve, twins, twine, twift, swirl swig,
switch, swings, be:ween, betwixt, twilight,
twibil,
The following remarks, extracted from Wallis, are ingenious, but of more fubtlety than
folidity , and ſuch as perhaps might in every
language be enlarged withoui ead.
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Sn uſually implies the noſe, and what relates
to it. From the Latin najus are derived the
French nes and the Engliſh noſe ; and neſle, a
promontory, as projecting like a nole. But as
it from the conſonants ns taken from raſus,
and tranlpoſed that they may the better correl
pond in denotes rafus ; and thence are de
rived many words that relate to the nose, as
faoui, Sneeze, faire, frort, Inear , Juicker,
( net, ſnivel , jnice, sneg,snuffle, Jnafle, Jnarle,
fundge.
There is another ſo , which may perhaps be
derived from the Lacin finuo, as ſnake, ſneak,
fnail, ſnare ; ſo likewiſe frap and fratch,frib,
jnub.
B! implies a blaft ; as blow , blaft, so blaft ,
to blogii, and, metaphorically , io blaſt one's re
putation ; bleat, bleak, a bleak place, to look
bleak or weather-beaten , bleuk, blay , bleact ,
blufer, blurt, blifter, blab, bladder, blet ,blija
ter, blabber -lipt, blubber-cheek't, bleied, blsie
berrings, blaji, blaze, to blow , that is blejom ,
bloom ; and perhaps blood and blub .
In the native words of our tongue is to be
found a great agreement between the letters and
the thing lignified ; and therefore the ſounds of
letters finaller, ſharper, louder, cloſer, loiter,
ſtronger, clearer, more obicare, and more ſtri
dulous, do very often intimate the like effects
in the chings lignified.
Thus words that begin with Ar intimate the
force and effect of the thing rignitied, as if
probably derived from sporvuus, or direnuus ;
as fireng,ftrength, firew ,Artie ,freak, froke,
Joripe, ftrive, Strife, firuggle, ſtrout, ſtruti
ftretch, firais,Jiriet, jíreight, that is, narrow ,
diftrain , ſtreſs, difirejs, jiring, frap, Itream ,
fireamer, ſtrand, lirif, jiray, firuggle,ſtrange,
fride, ſtraddle.
So in like manner implies ſtrength , but in a
leſs degree, lo much only as is ſufficient to pre
Terve what has already been communicated ,
rather than acquire any new degree ; as if it
were derived from the Latin flo : for example ,
fiand, liar, that is to reinain, or to prop : fiaf ,
ftay, thai is, to oppoſe ; ftup, 10 liuff, Bifie, 16
Stay, that is to ſtop ; a ſlay, ihat is an obitacle
stick, fuck, futler, ftanumer, Hagger, ſtickle ,
flick, ſtake, a ſharp pale , and any thing depo
fired at play ; llock, liem , fting, io fing, finh ,
ftitch, fiud, ftcncbien, stub, Stubble, toitub up ,
fump, whence Stumble,fialk,to ſtalk, step, fiamp,
with the feet, whence io fiamp, that is, to make
an impreſſion and a ſtamp, flow , to flow , to be
licev, jteward, or ftoward ,lead, steady, fead .
fall, ſtable, a ſtable, a ftull, to fall, sel, ftali,
Hill, fall, fa lage, jall, Aage, hill, adj. and
A :ll, adv.jtale, jisai, Purdy,Hleed, ficat, jiallier,
nifi fark-dead, 20 Jarve with hunger or cold
ftune, fteel stora, flanck, to fonch blood ,
ftare,fteep , 1 eple.fair,ftandard, a fated mea
Iure ; ftetely. In all theſe, and perhaps ſome o
thers, A denotes fomething firm and fixed .
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Tlr imply a more violent degree of motion, guttules. Thick and shin differ, in that the
ends with an obtule conſonant, and the
35 itruso, it ruft,throng, threb, ibrough, ibresi, former
latter with an acute .
matt, ibrall, brows.
In like manner , in Squeek, Squeak, Squeal,
Vir imply fome ſort of obliquity or diſtortion,
25 er, is wreathe, rotit,' wreſtle, wring, Squall, braul, wraul,youl, Spual, foreek, fbreek ,
ering, ærinch, wrench , wrangle, wrinkle , jbril, jbarp,jbrivel, wrinkle , crack,craſ, clafli,
znajt, plaß , cruß , hub, bille, fute, whill, Loft,
cik, wreck, wrack, eretcb, wrift, wrap .
Swimply a filene agitation, or a ſofter kind of jarr, burl, curl, whirl, buz, buſtle, ſpindle,
lateral m- tion; as,jway, ſwing,toſway,ſwag . dwindle, swine, twff, and in many more, we
ker,werer,ſweet, froep, fwill, ſwim , javing, may obſerve the agreementof ſuch ſort of ſounds
with the things fignified : and this ſo frequently
ftriti , wilt, fwich , einge.
Nor is there much difference of ſm in (mcothe, happens, that ſcarce any language which i know
{ 53, ſail , ſmirk, jmite, which ſignifies the can be compared with ours. So that one mono
ime as to strike, but is a softer word i fmall, ſyllab'e word, of which kind are almoſt all ours,
will mark, Imeiker, fmart, a ſmart blow pro- emphatically expreſſes what in other languages
perly fignifies ſuch a kind of ſtroke as with an can fiarce be explained but by compounds, or
osigir.ally Glent motion implied in fun , proceeds decompounds, or ſometimes a tedious circumlo
10 a quick violence, denoted by ar ſuddenly end- cution .
ed, as is ſhewn by 1.
We have many words borrowed from the Lao
C/ decote a kind of adheſion or tenacity , as in tin ; bat the greateſt part of them were commu
che, clar,cling, climb, e.amber, clammy, clof , nicated by the intervention of the French ; as,
to clap, teslif, të clinct , cleak, clog, claje,to cloſe, grace, face, elegant, elegance, reſemble.
ered, a sle, as a cloi of blood , cloured cream ,
Some verbs which ſeem borrowed from the
Latin, are formed from the prelcat teole , and
e clatier, a clufer.
Sy imply a kind of diffipation or expanſion, fume from the ſupines.
From the present are formed, ſpend, expend ,
eſpecially a quick one, particularly if there be an
F, as if it were trom ipargo or Jeparo: for ex- expendo ; conduce, conduco ; dejpiſe, deſpicio ;
ample , ſpread,/ pring, Iprig, Sproui, ſprinkle, afprove, approbo ; conceive, concipio.
From tbelupines,fupplicate, lupplico ; demon
pht, ploaier, jpill, /pit, (putter, ſparter.
Si denote a kind of Glene fall , or a lefs ob- ftrate, denionſtro ; diſpuſe, diſpono ; exfariato,
Servab'e motion ; as in lime, Nide,rip, llit per, expacior ; Juppreſs, ſupprimo; exemps, eximo.
Nothing is more apparent, than that Wallis
Sj, fugit, fiss, flow ,llack , light, fling, Nap.
And ſo likewiſe all, in craſb, rajh, gaſ, fif , goes too far in queſt of originals. Many of thele
cich, lajt,fiajh ,plab, oraſ , indicates tömething which ſeem ſelected as inmediate deſcendents
ading more cimbly and ſharply . But aft, in from the Latin, are apparently French , as core
Crash , ra/b, gul , fiujo , bluſh, bruſ , ruth , pul, ceive, approve, expoje, exempt.
imply ſomething as acting more obtuſely and
Some words purely French, not derived from
deliv . Yerin both there is indicated a ſwift and the Latin ,wehave transferred into our laoguage ;
fluiden motion, not instantanec us, but gradual, as, garden, garter, buckler, to advance, torry, in
by the continued ſound ſb .
plad, fromthe French jardin, jartier, bouclier ,
Thus in fine ,lung , dins, ſwing, clinę fing, avancer, cryer, plaider ; though indeed, even of
579, ap, the fineling of the termination ng , thele, pare is of Latin original .
2ad the ſharpneſs of the vowel , imply the con
As to many words which we have in common
cuation of a very ſender motion or tremor, at with the Germans, it is doubtful whether the
length indeed vaniſhing, but not ſuddenly inter- old Teutons borrowed them from the Latins, or
moped. But in itink, wink , link, clink, chink, the Latins from the Teutons, or both had them
hat, cha: end in a mute confonant, there is alſo trom some common original ; as, wine, vinum ;
indicated a ſudden ending .
wind, ventus ; wont, veni; way, via ; wall,
If there be an I, as in jingle, tingle, rinkle, vallum ; walle, volvo ; wool, velius ; will, volo ;
**R!, jfriends , owwinkle, inere is implied a fre werm , vermis ; woril , virtus ; walp, veſpa ;
curacy, or iteration of ſmall acts. And the ſame day, dies ; draw , traho ; tame, domo, sapavi
Sreekucy of aet , bai leis lubide by realon of the yoke, jugum, Sezzo ; cver, upper, ſuper, imep :
dearer vowel o , is indicated in joogle, tangle, am , lum , sus; break, frango ; fly, volo ; blow,
panglé, sungle, wrangli, brangle, dangle
; as flo . I make no doubt but the Teutonick is more
ato ia sumbk, grumble, jumble,iumble ,llumiie, ancient than the Latin : and it is no lets cer
Footle, crumbii, fumblé . Bol al she same time tain, that the Latin, which borrowed a great
tte close a implies ſomething obſcure or obeund- number of words, not only from the Greek ,
ed, zod a congeries of contenants mbl, denures a eſpecially the Æslic,buttrom other neighbouring
Soaded kind of rolling or turnbling , asioram- languages, as the Oſcan and others, which have
# jambe,jiramble, scamble, ambie ; as in long becomeobsolete, received not a few from
seethere is Comechiog acule.
the Teutonick It is certain, that the English ,
loomil , the acutenek of the vowel denotes German , and other Teutonick languages, retain
Celering . In tarile, ji denotes dilipation , ar ed lome derived from the Greek ,which the Lain
ad aise crackling, käſudden interrupsion, la has not ; as part , ofod, ax, aids, 111,ford,ploaie
frequest iteration , and in likemanner initronikls, dauntiir, bookiin , muchie, mingle, mousta liar,
(
g'aria
Leksis tay imply the initility nithe listinateu
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grave, grafi i grave, ?? fcrape, whole, leal, dame ; as the French homme, femme, xomi, from
from wita ,afir , sc, op36: 3 ,Miyer , puw, bomine, fæmina, nomine. Thus pagina, para;
pečen, čipás zoa da , iG , sam . Since they re- moinçov, por ; XUmeda , cup ; cantharus, can ;
ceived theſe immediately from the Greeks with- tentorium , tent ; precor, pray ; præda, prey ;
out the intervention of the Latin language, why ſpecio, ſpeculor,Spy ; plico, ply ; implico, imply;
may not other words be derived immediately replico, reply; complico, comply; fedes epiſcopa
from the ſame fountain, though they be likewiſe lis, jee.
found among the Latins ?
A vowel is alſo cut off in the middle, that the
Our anceſtors were ſtudious to form borrowed number of the ſyllables may be lefſened ; as,
words, however long, into monoſyllables; and amita, aunt ; fpiritus, ſprighr ; debitum, debt ;
not only cut off the formative terminations, but dubito, doubt ; comes, comitis, count ; clericus,
cropped the firſt ſyllable, eſpecially in words be- clerk ; quietus, quii, quite ; acquieto, 10 acquiri
ginning with a vowel ; and rejected not only ſeparo ,to ſpare ; Itabilis, fiable ;Itabulum , fiable;
vowels in the middle, but likewiſe conſonants pallacium , palace, place ; rabula, rail, rawl,
of a weaker found, retaining the ſtronger, which wrawl, brawl, rable, brable ; quæfitio ,queft.
As alſo a conſonant, or at leaſt one of a foſter
teem the bones of words, or changing them for
others of the ſame organ, in order that the found, or even a whole ſyllable, rotundus,round;
found might become the lofter ; but eſpecially fragilis ; frail ; ſecurus, Jure ; regula, rule ;
tranſporing their order, that they might the more tegula, sile ; ſubtilis, Jubile'; nomen, nun ;de
readily be pronounced without the intermediate caous,dean ;computo,count; ſubitaneus,(uddais,
vowels. For ex : ple, in expendo, ſpend ; ex- foon ; ſuperate, is foar ; periculum , peril;mira
emplum, Jample ; excipio, ſcape; extraneus, bile, marvel; as, magnus , main ; dignor, deigm ;
Jirange ; extractuin ,fretebid ;excrucio,loscrew ; tingo, ſtain ; tinctum , taint ; pingo, paint ;
exfcorio, io ſcour ; excorio, 14 [courge; excortico, prædari, reach .
The contractions may ſeem harder, where are
to firatch ; and others beginning with ex : as
allo, cmeodo, to menil; epilcopus, biſkop ; in many of them meet , as xo sand , kyrk church ;
Danish , Bilp ; epiftola, piſile ; holpicale, Spiral ; preſbyter, pricft ; facriſtanus, Jexion ; frango,
fregi,break, breach ; fagus, propa, beech ,f chang.
Hiſpania, Spain ; hiftoria, ſtory.
Many of thele etymologies are doubtful , and ed into t, and g into it, which are letters near
1 - kin ; frigeſco, freeze ; frigefco, frefb i fs into
fume evidently miſtaken.
The following are fomewhat harder, Alexan , jo, as above in bijbop , fipb , ſo in ſcapha ,Milf,skip,
der, Sander ; Eliſabetha , Betty; apis, bee; aper, and refrigefco, refrefb; but vireſco, frejb ; phle
bar ; p pafling into b , as in biſhop i and by cut botamus, fleam ; bovina, beef ; virulina, veal ;
ting off a from the beginning, which is reſtored ſcutifer, 1quare ; pænite atia , perance ; ſanctua.
me
in the middle ; but for the old bar or bare, we rium , fonctuary, Jentry ; quæfilio , cbale ; per
now lay bear ; as for lang, long ; for bair, bani ; quifitio, purczaje; anguilla, eel; inſula, ipe,
for ſtane, ſtone; aprugna, brawn,p being chang- ile, ijland, iland ; inſuletta, iſlet, ilet; cyght and
ed into b, and a tranſpoſud, as in aper, and g more contractedly ey, whence Owney, Rules,
changed into W , as in pignus, pawn ; lege, law ; Ely ; examinare, 10 ſcan ; namely, by rejecting
anom , fox, cutting off the beginning, and from the beginning and end e and oaccording
changing pinto f, as in pellis, a fell; pullus, a to the ulual manner, the remainder xamin, which
foal ; pater, father ; pavor, fear ; polio, file ; the Saxons , who did not uſe x, writ ofamen, or
pleo, impleo, fill, full; piſcis, fojb; and tranf- cjamer is contracted into ſcan ; as from domi.
poſing o into the middle, which was taken from pus, don ; nomine, noun ; abomino, bon ; and
the beginning ; apex, a piece ; peak , pike ; zo- indeed, apud examen they turned into fciame
phorus, freeze ; multum , Itum ; defenfio, fence; for whico we ſay / warmé, by inſerting ºr to de
diſpenſator,ſpencer ; aſculto, eſcouter, Fr. ſcout ; note the murmuring ; theſaurus, fiere ; fedile,
exicalpo, farope, reſtoring I inſtead of r, and licob ; veris, wet ; ludo /weal ; gaudium , gay ;
hence ſerap, jcrabble , ſcrawl; exculpo , lcccp ; jocus, joy ; fuccus , juice ; catena, chain; calige,
exterritus, Siari ; extonitus, attonitus , flound ; calga ; chaule, chauffe, Fr. lole ; extingun,
ftomachus, maw ; offendo , fined ; obitipo , llop i fianchi, ļquench ,quench , jtint ; foras, ferip ; ſpe
audere , dare; cavere, ware, whence a.ware, cies, ſpice ; recito, read; adjuvo, a:d ; siet
beware, wary, warn , warning ; for the Latin v avum, ay, age, ever ; fioccus, look ; excerpo,
conſonant formerly founded like our cu, and the firape , Jurabble, firowt; extravagus , lizacją
modern found of the v conſonant was formerly fraggle ; collectum , clot, cluich; colligo, cil;
that of the letter f, that is, the Æslick digamma, recolligo, recoil ; levéro , / wear ; liridulus,fbruil;
which had the ſound of¢, and the modern found procurator, proay ; puilo, te pufb ; calamus, a
of the letter f was that of the Greek o or ph ; quill; impetere, ie impeach ; augeo, auxi , avat :
ulcus, ulcereqaler, fore,and hence forry, forrow , and venelco, vanui, wone fyllabare, to jęc!l ;
Jorrowful; ingeniun, engine, gin ; icaienus, puteus, pit i granum , corn ; comprimo, crumba
leaning, unleſs you would ratherderive it from cruin?, crumple, crinkle.
xhiro , whence inclino ; infundibulum , funnel ;
Some may ſeem bisher , yet may not be re
gagales , jett ; projectum , to jent foroba jeity ; jected , for it at le . It appears, that fome of them
cucullus , a cowl.
are derived from proper names, and there are a .
There are fyncopes ſomewhat harder ; from thers whole etymology is sekaowledged by every
bod;
tempore, tine ; froin nomine, name ; domina ,
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baly;as, Alexander, Elick, Scander, Sander, count of the ſharper and clearer vowel
Loody, Sanny; Elizabetha, Ehzabesh, Eliſabeth, intimates a more diſtinct noile, in which it
Besty,Befs; Margareta, Margaret , Margei, chiefly differs from Sputter. From the fame ,
Hites, Pes ; Maria, Mory, Mal, Pal, Malkin, Sp, and the termination ark, comes ſpark, figni
lickis, Mowker; Matthzus, Martha, Mar- fying a single emiſion of fire with a noile ;
y: Copter :bee; Martha,Matt, Pat; Gulielmus , Wilhel namely, ſpihe emiſion , ar the more acute noile ;
HAT,Gorolamo, Guillaume, William , Will, Bill, and k, the mute confonant , intimates its being
Wilkis, Wickes, Wicks, Weeks.
ſuddenly te:minalid ; but adding ", is made the
Thus cariophyllus, Hos; gerofilo, Ital . giriflee, frequentative Spark's. The ſame p , by adding
piloter, Pr.guifirwer, which the vulgar call , that is jpr, implies a more lively impetus of
jelyhener, as it derived from themonth July ; diffuſing or expanding itself; to which adding
perifelinum ,parſley, portulaca, parflair; cy- the termination ing, it becomes fring; its vi
datum, quince; cydoniatum , quiddeny ; per- gour lpr imports, its Charpneſs the termination
kcam, peacb; erucá, eruke, which they corrupe ing, and laitly is acute and tremulous, ends in
to ear-wig, as if it took its name from the ear ; the mute conlónant g, denotes the ſuddea erd
aanullus geminus, a gimmal, or gimbal ring
ing of any motion , that it is ineant in its primary
and thusthe wordgimbaland jumbalistransferred ſignificati-n, of a ſingle , not a complicated ex
toetterthings thusinterwoven; quelques choſes, ilition. Hence we call ſpring whatever has ao
bitje aps. Since the origin oftheſe, and many elaitick force; as allo a fountain of water, and
siber:, however forced, is evident , it ought to thence the origin of any thing ; and co / pring,
appear no wonder to any one if the ancients have to germicate ; and ſpring , one of the four ſea
1 Lasd'shigured many, eſpecially as they ſo much fons. From le ſame for and cut, is formed
affectedmonofyllables ;and,tomalee them found sprout, and with the termination ig, ſprig ; of
the loter,took this liberty of maiming, taking which the following , for the moſt part, is the
**ty, changing, tranſpoling, and ſoftening them . difference : jprout, of a groter round, imports
fatter or croſſer bud ;ſprig, of a ſlenderer isund,
anBut while we derive thele from the Latin, i denotes
a Imaller moot . In like manner, from
to ſay, that many of them did not
iman19tmean
edis ely come to us from the Saxon,
Daniſh, fts of the veib jirive, and out, comesfront and
Durch, and Teutonick languages, and otherdia- prut. From the ſame ſtr,and the termination
ents and fome taken more lately from the uggle, is made ſtruggle , and this g! imports,
Preach of Italians , or Spaniards .
but without any great poiie , by reaſon of the
The fame word according to its different lig- obſcure found of the vowel . In like manner , .
bcations, often has a different origin ; as, in from throw and rollis made frull ; and almoſt in
here burden, from fero; buttobear, 'whence the ſame ieneis trundie,from throw or tbruſt,
birth, bera,bra, comes from pario; and a and rundle. Thus graff or grough is compounded
bear, atlealtif itbe of Latin original, from fere. of grave and rough ; andiruulge from ireed or
Thos fereb, a fiſh, from percă ; but perch , a trot and drudge.
In theſe oblervations it is eaſy to diſcover great.
merfare, from pertica, and likewiſe to perch.
Tofpel!is from ſyllaba ; but ſpell, an inchant- fagacity and great extravaganie , an ability to do
Bess, by which it is believed that the boundaries much defeated by the deire of doing more than
die fo fixed in lands that none can paſs them a- enough. It may be remarked,
gruntthemaſter'swill, from expello ; and ſpell,
1. That Wallii's derivations are olten ſo made,
mellenger,from epiftola; whence goſpel,goods that by the fame licence any language may be
pel, or god-Spel. Thus freeſe, or freeze, from deduced fromanyother.
bo but freeze, an architectonic word
2. That he makes no diſtinction between words
barem z.spberus;butfreeſe, for cloth,from Frifia, immediately derived byus from theLatin, and
teperhapsfrom frigefco, as being more fit than thoſe which being copied from other languages,
ityaber fer keeping outthe cold .
and therefore afford no example of the genius of
There are many words among us, even mo the Engliſh language, or its laws of derivation .'
nofyllables, compounded of two or more words,
3. That he derives from the Latin , often with
great harſhneſs and violence, words apparemly
a leat lerving inſtead of compounds, and com
práing the fignification of morewords than one ; Teutonick ; and therefore, according to his own
s from ſcrip and roll comes fcroll ; from declaration, probably older than the toogue to
rand and dance, prance ;fron 1 ofthe verb whichhe refers them .
4. That ſome of his derivations are apparent
Ne, or ftandand start, is made fout ;from
Roz and bardy, fardy; from ſp ofſpit or ſpew , ly erroneous.
SYN TA X.
sad ost, comes spou?; from thefaine ſ with
the termination in , is spin; and adding out,
The eſtabliſhed practice of grammarians re
pia sas ; andfrom the TameJp, with is , is quires that I ſhould here treat of the Syntax ;
to thewhich only differs from fout inthat it butour language hasſo little inflection,orvarie
1 knaller, and with leſs noile and force ; but ty of terminations, thatits conſtruction neither
poter is, becauſe of the obſcure »,ſomething requires nor admits many rules. Wallis there
between ſpir and Spous ; andby reaſonofadd forehas totally omitted ; and Johnſon, whole
Br, it intimates a frequent iteration and noiſe, deſire of iollowing the writers upon the learned
bs! chícu:ely coptuſed: whereas Sparler , of ac languages made him think a lyotax iodifpen
[ k2 )
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Vably neceſſary, has publiſhed ſuch petty obler
lations as were beter omitted.
The verb, as in other languages , agrees with
the nominative in number and perfon ; as, Thou
Mieſt from good; He runs so deain.
Our adjectives and pronouns are invariable.
Of two lubitantives the noun poiletlive is the
genitive ; as, His father's glory : The sun's heat,
Verbs tranſitive require an oblique caſe ; as,
He loves me; You fear him.
All propoſitions require an oblique caſe : He
gave this to me; He took this from me ; He ſays
shis of me ; He come with me.
PROSODY.

OF

THE

7 Diityllable nouns having a diphthong in the
lacier ſyllable, have commonly their accent on
the latter ſyllable, as applaúje ; except words in
ain, cérrain, mountain .
8. Tristy liables formed by adding a termina .
tion, or prehxing a fyllable , recain the accent of
the radical word asIvelineſs tenderneſs, contém
ner, waggonrer, pbjfcal,beſpárter, commenting ,
commending, afſürance,
9. Triffyllables ending in ous, as gráciu ,
árduous ; in al, as cápiiul; pin son, as mention ,
accent the firn.
10. Triffyllables ending in re, ent, and are,
accent the orit Tyllable , as countenance , costia
rence, armament , ' immineni , elegant, promagale ,
It is common for thoſe that deliver the gram. except they be derived from words having the
mar of molern languages, to omit their Prolody accent on the laſt, as connivance, acquaintance ;
So that of the Italians is neglected by Buomarici ; or the middle ſyllable bath a vowel before two
that of the French by Deimarais ; and that of contonants, as promulgate.
11. Triſtyllables ending in y, asentity, ſpécify ,
the Engliſh by Wallis, Couper, and even by
Johnſon though a poet. But as the laws of metre liberty, vitory, ſübfidy, commonly accent the
are included in the idea of a grammar, I have first fyllable.
thoughe it proper to inſert chem.
12. Triffyllables in re or le accent the 6 : ſt
Prolody compriſes orthoepy, or the rules of ſyllable, as 'légible, théate, except diſciple, and
pronunciation ; and orihemetry, or the laws of ſome words which have a poſition, as exémple,
verſification .
fifile
13. Trillyllables in ude commonly accent the
PRONUNCIATION is juſt, when every letter
has its proper Lund, and when every fyllable has firſt tyllable, asplénitude.
14. Triſyllables ending in ator or aiser, as
its proper accent , or, which in English verlifica
tion is the ſame , its proper quantity,
créatour, or having in the middle ſyllable a diph .
The ſounds of the letters have been already thong, as erdeavour ; or a vowe ! before two con
explained ; and rules for the accent or quantity ſonants , as dome/tock, accent the middle fyilable
15. Triſyllables thac hare their accent on
are not eaſily to be given, being ſubject to in
Dumerable exceptions. Such however as I have the laſt ſyllable are commonly French , as Gc
quiéfce, repariée, magazine, or words formed
read or formed, I ſhall here propoſe .
! . Of distyllables formed by affixing a termi- by prefixing one or two lyllables to an acute fyl
nation, the former fyllable is commonly accented, lable, as immature, overcharge.
as, childiſ , kingdom , áteſt, átted, toilſome,
16. Polyfyllables, or words ofmore than three
lover, fcoffer, fáirer, foremoſt, zealous, fulneſs, fyllables, follow the accene of the words from
gédly, meekly, úrlift
which they are derived, as árrogating ,continenry,
2. Diliyllables formed by prefixing a ſyllable incontinenily, commendable, communicableneſs.
to the radical word, have commonly the accent
17. Words in ion have the accent upon the
on the latter ; as, to begét, to beléem , to beſtów . antepenult, asſalvation ,perturbation, corcoaties ;
3. Of diſfyllables, which are at once nouns words in arour , or aior qa the penult, as dedi
and verbs , the verb has commonly the accent on cáter .
18. Words ending in le commonly have the
the latter, and the noun on the former ſyllable ,
as, eo decánt, a defiant ; so cemént, a cément i accent on the firſt fyllable, as ámicable , unleſs
19 contráa, a contra &t.
the ſecond ſyllable have a vowel before two con
This rule has many exceptions. Though verbs fonants, as combuſtible.
ſeldom have their accent on the former, yet
19. Words ending in ous have the accent og
nouns often have it on the latter fyllable ; as, de- the antepenult , as wxorious, voluptuous.
ligbı, perfume.
20. Words ending in ly have their accent on
4. All dilyllables ending in y, as cranny ; in the ante penult, as pufillanimity, adiviry.
Thele rules are not advanced as complete or
our, as labour, favour ; in ow , as willow , wala
low , except, aliów ; inle, as bátrle, bible ; in infallible, but propoſed as uſeful. Almoſt every
iſ , as bánoſbo; in ck, as cámbrick, cuffock ; in rule of every language has its exceptions; and
ier, as io báster ; in age, as courage ; in en , in Engliſh, as in other tongues, much muſt be
as fáften ; in ei, as quiei, accent the former learned by example and authority. Perhapsmore
and better rules may be given that have eicaped
fyllable.
5. Diſfyllable nouns in or, as cánker, búrter, my obſervations
have the accent on the former fyllable.
VERSIFICATION is the arrangementof a cer
6. DilTyliable verbs terminating in a con'onant tain number of ſyllables according to certain laws.
The feet of our verſes are either iambick , es
and e final, as compriſe, eſcape ; or having a
diphthong in the latt lyllable, as appeale, reveal; alofi, creáte ; or Crochaick, as bily, lufty.
Our iambick ineaſure compriſes verſes
or ending in two conionants, as aliénd ; have
Of four fyllables.
the accent un the latter fyllable.
Mont
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Most good, moſt fais,
Or things as rare
To call you's loft ;
For all the coft
Words can beitow ,
So poorly thow
Upon your praiſe ,
That all the ways
Senle bath , comes short.
Drayton.
With ravith'd ears
Drydes.
The monarch hears,
Of fis ,
This while we are abroad,
Shall we got touch our lyre ?
Shall we not fing an ode ?
Shail that holy fire ,
la as that ſtrongly glow'd,
Is this cold air expire ?
Though in the utmoſt Peak
A while we do remain ,
Amongst the mountains bleak ,
Expos'd to fleet and rain,
No iport our hours ſhall break ,
To exerciſe our vein.
Who though bright Phoebus' beams
Refreſh the ſouthern ground ,
And though the princelyThames
With beauteous nymphs abouod,
And by old Camber's ſtreams
Be many wonders found ;
Yetmaoy rivers clear
Here glide in filver (wathes ,
And what of all moſt dear,
Burton's delicious baths.
Strong ale aod noble chear,
T'altwage breem winter's ſcathes .
In places far or near,
Or famous, or obſcure ,
Where wholelom is the air,
Or where the moſt impure ,
All times, and every where,
Drayton.
The muſe is fillin ure .
Of eight which is the uſual meaſure for ſhort
poems.
And may at laſt my weary age
Find out the peaceful hermitage,
The hairy gown, and moſty cell,
Where I'may lit, and nighily ſpell
Of ev'ry far the ſky does ſhew ,
And ev'ry herb that lips the dew . Milox.
Often , wbich is the common meaſure of heroick
aod tragick poetry :
Fall in the midit of this created ſpace,
Bewixt bear'a, earth , aod kies, there ſtands a
place
Coañaing on all three ; with triple bound ;
W bence all things , though remote, are view'd
around,
Asi tbiiber bring their undulating found
The palace of loud Fame, her ſeat of pow's ;
Piad on the ſummit of a lofty Cowes ;
A thouſand winding entries long and wide
Receive of freſh reports a flowing uide.
A thouſand crannies in the walls are made ;
Nos gue por bar: exclude the buly trade.

TONGUE .
' Tis built of braſs, the better to diffuſe
The ſpreading ſounds, and multiply the news j
Where echo's in repeated echo's play :
A mart for ever full ; and open night and day.
Nor filence is within , Aur voice expreſs,
But a deaf noiſe of ſounds that never ceaſe ;
Confus'd and chiding, like the hollow rore
Of tides, receding from th' inſulted lore ;
Or like the broken thunder, heard from far
When Jove to diſtance drives the rolling war.
The courts are fill'd with a tumultuous din
Of croads, or iſſuing forth , or entring in :
A thorough-fare of news ; where fome deviſe
Things never heard , ſome mingle truth with
lies ;
The troubled air with empty ſounds they beat,
Dryden .
Intent to hear, and eager to repeat .
In all theſe mealures the accents are to be
placed on even ſyllables ; and every line confi
dered by itſelf is more harmonious, as this rule
is more ttrictly obſerved .
Our trochaick meaſures are
Of three ſyllables,
Here we may
Think and pray
Before death
Scops our breath :
Otbe joys
Are but toys.
Of five ,
In the days of old,
Stories plainly told ,
Lovers felt annoy .
Of ſeven ,
Faireſt piece of well-form'd earth,
Urge not chus your haughty birth,

In theſe meaſures the accent is to be placed
on the odd ſyllables.
Theſe are the meaſures which are now in uſe,
and above the reſt thoſe of ſeven , eight, and ten
poets wrote verſes fome
ſyllables. Our ancient
times of twelve ſyllables, as Drayton's Polyol
bion .
Of all the Cambrian fires their heads that bear
ſo high,
[eye,
And farth't ſurvey their foils with an ambitious
Mervinia for her hills, as for their matchleis
crouds ,
(clouds,
The neareſt that are ſaid to kiſs the wand'ring
Eſpecial audience craves, offended with the
chrong ,
That ſhe of all the reſt neglected was ſo long ;
Alleging for herſelf, when through the Saxons
pride ,
The goulike race of Brute to Severa's ſetting ſide
Were cruelly infcrc'd, her mountains did relieve
Tbole whomi devouring war elle every where
did grieve.
( might, )
And evben all Wales beſide (by fortune or by
Unco her ancient foe religo'd her ancient right,
A conflani maijen fill the only did remain,
The last her genuine laws which ſtoully did re
lain .
And
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And as each one is prais'd for her peculiar things; with or without rhy.ne, as in the heroick mea
So only ſhe is rich, in mountains, meres, and ſure.
frrings,
' Tis heav'n itſelf that points out an hereafter ,
( waſte,
And intimates eternity to man.
And holds herſelf as great in her ſuperfluous
As others by their towns, and fruitful tillage So in that of eight ſyllables,
They neither added nor confounded,
grac'd.
And of fourteen, as Chapman's Homer.
They neither wanted nor abounded .
And as the mind of ſuch a man, that hath a long In that of ſeven,
For reſiſtance I could fear none,
way gone,
( let alone
And either knoweth not his way , or elſe would
But with twenty ſhips had done,
His propos'd journey is diſtract.
What, thou brave and happy Vernon ,
Haft aichiev'd with fix alone .
The verſe of twelve ſyllables, called an Alex
andrine, is now only ufcd to diverlify heroick In that of lix ,
lines .
'Twas when the ſeas were roaring,
With hollow blaſts of wind,
Waller was ſmooth, but Dryden taught to join
A damſel lay deploring ,
The varying verſe the full reſounding line,
All on a rock reclin'd .
The long majeſtick march , and energy divine .
'The paule in the Alexandrine
must be at the In the anapeflick,
/
fixth fyllable.
When cerrible tempeſts aſTail us,
The verſe of fourteen fyllables is now broken
And mountainous billows affright,
inco a foft lyrisk meature of verſes, conſiſting al
Nor power nor wealth can avail us,
ternately of eight fyllables and fix.
But ſkilfal induſtry ſleers right.
She lo receive thy radiant name ,
To theſe meaſures, and their laws, may be
Selects a whiter ſpace.
reduced every lpecies of Engliſh verſe.
When all ſhall praile, and ev'ry lay
Our vertification admits of few licences , ex
Devote a wreath to thee ,
cept a Synolæpha , or elyſion of e in the before a
Thatday, for come it will , that day
vowel, as in' cternal ; and more rarely of e in
Shall I lament to ſee.
as s'accept
; and ainto
ſynærefis,
by which
two,
Coaleſce
queflion
We have another meaſure very quick and 1o,
ſhortvowels
onefyllable,as
lively, and therefore much uled in longs,which special; or a word is contracted by the expul
may be cailed the anapiltick , in which the ac
fion of a ſhort vowel before a liquid, as av'rice,
cent reſts upon every third ſyllable .
iemp'rance .
May I govern my pálſions with abſolute fway,
Thus have I collected rules and examples, by
And grow wiſer and bélter as lire wears away.
In this meaſure a ſyllable is olten retrenched which the Engliſh language may be learned , if
the reader be already acquainted with gramma
froin the first foot, as
tical terms, or taught by a matter to thoſe that
Diógenes fúrly and proud .
are more ignorant. To have written a gram
I think not of I'ris nor I'ris of mé.
mar for ſuch as are not yet initiated in the
Theſe mealures are varied by many combina; ſchools, would have been tedious, and perhaps
tions, and ſometimes by double endings, either at laſt ineffectual.
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ABA

Has, in the English language, three, TO ABANDON OVER . v. a. To give up ; to
different ſounds. The broad ſound,
reſign. Dryd.
as, all, well. A open, fatker, ra- ABANDONED. part. ad . Given up . Shakeſ.
A , ber . A fender or cloſe , is the pe
2. Forfaken . Corrupted in the higheft de
colare of the Engliſh language. Of this ſound
we have examples in place,face,wafle . 2. A , ABANDONING . Deſertion, forſaking.
an article fer before nouas of the ſingular num- ABA'NDONMENT . S. fabandonnement, Fr.)
The act of abandoning.
ber; a man , a tree. Before a word begin
ming with a vowel, it is written ar, as, ax ox . ABANNI'TION . ). [ Lat.abarnitio.] Baniſhment
for manſlaughter.
3. A is ſometimes a noun ; as great 1. 4. A,
isplaced before a participle, or participial noun. A'BARCY . . Inſatiableneſs.
Abuntiag. Prier. Abegging. Dryd. 5. A has TO ABARE. v. a. (abarian, Sax .) To make
bare, uncover, or diſcloſe.
a signification, denoting proportion . The land
lord hash a hundred a year . Addiſon. 6. A is ABARTICULA'TION . S. [ from ab, from , and
wied in burleſque poetry, to lengthen out a articulus, a joint, Lat. ] That ſpecies of articu
lation that has manifeſt motion.
fyllable.
For cloves and nutmegs to the line- e. Dryd. TO ABA'SE . v. a. ( Fr, abaiſſer.] To caſt down,
to depreſs, to bring low. Sidney.
7. A is ſometimes put for be. S. A, in compo
kunn , feems the French &, and ſometimes at, ABA'SED. a. [with heralds. ] is a term uſed of
the wings of eagles, when the top looks down
25 , afide, afispe,aware, -weary, a -trip. Shakeſ.
så is fometimes redundant; as, arije, arouje, wards towards the point ofthe ſhield ; or when
stake, Dryd. 10. A, in abbreviations, ſtands the wings are ſhut. Bailey. Chambers.
10x artists , or arts .
A BASEMENT. S. The ſtate of being brought
ABA CKE .do.abfolete . Backwards. Spens.
low ; depreſſion. Ecclefiafticus.
AB ACTOR.S. (Latraba& or.) Thoſe who drive TO ABA'SH . v . a. (See BASHFUL.] To make
away or ſteal caule inherds, in diſtinction from
aſhamed . Milton .
thoſe that ſteal only a ſheep or two. Blount. To ABA'TE. v. a. ( from the French abbairc.]
IBACUS. /. ( Lat. abacus.) 1. A counting-table. 1. To lellen , to diminiſh . Davies. 2. To de
ject, to depreſs. Dryd. 3. To let down the
2. The uppermoſt member of a column.
price in ſelling.
ABAFT.ado. of abaftan , Sax.] From the fore
part of the ſhip , towardsthe ſtern.
TO ABATE . w . n. To grow leſs. Dryd .
ABAISANCE. L. ( from the French abaifer.] To ABATE. ( in common law.] To abate a writ ,
1 is, by ſome exception, to defeat or overthrow it.
An act of reverence, a bow .
TO ABA’LIENATE. 9. a. (írom abalieno, Lat .) Cowel.
To make that anothers which was our own To ABATĘ. (in horſemanſhip.] A horſe is ſaid
tekure .
Calv. Lex. Jur.
to abate or take down his curvets; when work
ABALIENA'TION . . [ Lat. abalienatio.) A giving upon cervers , he puts his two hind-legs
ing op one's right to another perſon, by fale, or
to the ground both at once, and obſerves the
cuc courſe of law .
ſame exactneſs in all the times.
TO ABAND . 6. a. from ABANDON .
ABA'TEMENT. S ( abatement, Fr.] 1. The act
TO ABANDON . v. c. [Fs. abandonner.] 1. To
of abating. Locke. 2. The ſtate of being abated.
give up, reſign, or quit. Dryd . 2. To deſert.. Arbutk . 3. The ſum or quantity taken away
B
by
örday, stakes. 3. To forſake. Spens.
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by the act of abating. Swift . 4. The cauſe of ( TO ABDU'CE . v. a. (Lat. abduce .] To draw to
a different part; to withdraw one part from &
abating; extenuation. Atterbury.
ABATEMENT. [ in law . ] The act of the aba
nother. Brown.
tor; as, the abatement of the heir into the land ABDU'CENT . a. Muſcles abducent ſerve to
open or pull back divers parts of the body.
before he hath agreed with the lord. Cowel.
ABATEMENT . (with heralds.) is an accidental ABDUCTION. S. [abductio, Lat . ] 1. The act
mark, which being added to a coat of arms, the
of withdrawing one part from another. 2. A
dignity of it is abaſed, by reaſon of ſome stain particular form of argument.
ABDU'CTOR.S. [abductor, Lat.] The mufcles,
or diſhonourable quality of the bearer.
ABA'TER . S. The agent or cauſe by which an
which draw back the ſeveral members. Arbuik.
ABECEDARIAN . S. [ from the names ofa ,b, c. ]
abatement is procured . Arbuthnot.
ABA'TOR . f.[a law term .] One who intrudes in
A teacher of the alphabet, or firſt rudiments of
literature.
to houſes or land, void by the death of the former
poffeffour, as yet not entered upon by his heir. A'BECEDARY. c. Belonging to the alphabet.
A'BATUDE . L. (old records . ] Any thing dimi- ABE D. ad . (from a, for al. See ( A , ) and Bed .)
In bed. Sidrey.
niſhed . Bailey
A'BATURE. 1 [ a hunting term . ] Thoſe ſprigs of ABERRANCÉ . S. A deviation from the right
graſs thrown down by a Itag in his paffing by.
way ; an errour. Glanville.
ABB . J. The yarn on a weaver's warp , among ABE'RRANCY.
The ſame with ABERRANCE .]
Brown .
clothiers. Chambers.
ABB'A.S. (Heb. 27.) A Syriac word , which lig- ABERRANT. 6. [ from aberrans , Lat. ) Wan
nifies father.
dering from the right or known way.
A'BBACY. L. (Lat. abbatia . ] The rights or pri- ABERRA'TION. /. [ from aberratio , Lat . ) The
vileges of an abbot.
act ofdeviating from the common track. Glanv.
A'BBESS. S. [Lat. abbatiſſa, abeſſe in Fr.] The ABEʻRRING.
part. [aberro, Lat.] Going attray.
Bro
wn .
ſuperiour of a nunnery .Dryden .
A'BBEY, or ABBY . !. ( Lat . abbatia. ] A mona. To ABLRUNCATE. v.a. Caberunce, Lat. ) To
ſtery ofreligious perſons, whether men or wo
pull up by the roots.
TO ABET. v . a. (from betan , Sax .] To puſh
men . Skakel.
A'BBEY -LUBBER.S. A ſlothful loiterer in a reli
forward another, to ſupport him in his deſigns
gious houſe, under pretence ofretirement.Dry.
by connivance, encouragement, or help. Fa. D.
A'BBOT . A. [ in the lower Latin abbas. ] The ABÉTMENT. ſ. The act of abetting.
chief of a convent .
ABE'TTER , or ABE'TTOR . J. He that abets ;
A'BBOTSHIP. J. The ſtate or privilege of an
the ſupporter or encourager of another. Dryd .
abbot.
ABEY'ANCE . S. The right of fee -ſimple lieth in
TO ABBREVIATE. 9. a. (Lat. abbreviare.]
abeyance, whenit is allonly in the remembrarice,
1. To ſhorten by contraction of parts without
interdment, and confideration of the law . Cowel.
loſs of themain ſubſtance. Bacen. 2. To ſhorten , ABGREGA'TION. S. [abgregatio, Lat. ) a ſe
to cut ſhort. Brown.
paration from the Hock .
ABBREVIATION. . 1. The act of abbrevia- TO ABHO'R.0,a . [abhorreo, Lat. ) To hate with
ting. 2. The means uſed to abbreviate, as cha
acrimony ; to loaih . Mikon .
racters ſignifying whole words . Swift.
ABHORRENCE. J. [from abhor . ] The act of
ABBREVIATOR . L. One who abridges.
abhorring, deteſtation. Souih .
ABBREVIATURE./ ( abbreviatura , Lat. ] 1.A ABHOʻRRENCY. f. The ſame with ABHOR
mark uſed for the ſake of ſhortening. 2. A
RENCE . Locke.
ABHORRENT. a. ( from abhor.) 1. Struck with
compendium or abridgment. T'aylor.
ABBREUYOʻIR. (in French, a watering-place.]
abhorrence. 2. Contrary to, foreign, inconſil
tent with. Dryden .
Among maſons, the joint , or juncture of two
nones .
ABHORRER. 1. [ from abhor.) A hater, de
teſter. Swift.
A, B, C. 1. The alphabet. 2. The little book by
ABHORRING. Theobjectofabhorrence. Ifaiah .
which the elemenis of reading are taught.
To A'BDICATE . v. 2. (Lat. abdico.] To give To ABI'DE. v. n. I abode or abid. [ from au
bidian , Sax . ] 1. To dwell in a place, not re
up right ; in reſign. Addiſon.
ABDICA'TION . ſ. [ abdicatio, Lat.] The act of
move. Gen , 2. To dweil. Shakeſ. 3. To re
abdicating ; reſignation.
main , not ceaſe or fail . Pfalm . 4. To continue
ABDICATIVE.a. That which cauſesor implies
in the fame ſtate. Stillingfl. 5. To wait for, ex
an abdication.
pect, attend, await. Fairy Q. 6. To hear or
ABDITIVE. a. (from abdo.] That which has
Support the confequences of a thing. Milton .
the power or quality of hiding.
7. To bear or ſupport, without being conquer d.
ABDOMEN. !. (Lat, from abdo, to bide .) A ca
Woodward. 8. To bear without averfion Sidn.
9. To bear or ſuffer, Pope. 10. It is uled with
:
or
belly
venter
lower
commonly
the
called
vity
the participle with before a perſon, and at or in
It contains the ftomach , guts, liver , (pleer ,
before a place.
bladder, and is within lined with a membrane
called the peritoneurn .
ABI’DER.S: [from abide.] The perſon that abides
or dwells in a place.
ABDOMINOUS.} a. Relating to the abdomen.
ABIDING ,
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ABIDING.S. [from abide .] Continuance.Raleigh. ABLOCATION . S. [from ablocate .] A letting
A'BJECT.
(abjectus, Lat. ) 1. Mean , or
out to hire.
worthleſs. Addifon. 2. Contemptible, or of no TO ABLU'DE. w. n. [abludo, Lat.) To be un
like.
value. Milt. 3. Without hope or regard. Mili.
4. Deftitute, mean and deſpicable.Dryd. Pope. A'BLUENT. a. [abluens, Lat.] That which has
ABJECT.Ş. A man without hope. Pfalm.
the power of cleanſing.
To ABJE'CT. v. n . ( abjicio, Lat.] To throw ABLU"TION . S. [ ablaiio, Lat . ] 1. The act of
away
cleanling. 2. The rinſing of chemical prepa
ABJECTEDNESS. S. [ from abje &t.] The ſtate
rations in water . 3. The cup given, without
conſecration, to the laity in the popiſh churches.
of an abject. Boyle.
ABJECTION. S. [trom abjeet.) Meanneſs of To A'BNEGATE . v. a .[ from abnege, Lat.) To
mind ; ſervility ; baſeneſs. Hocker.
deny .
A'BJECTLY . .. [ from abject .) lo an abject ABNEGA'TION . S (abregatis, Lat.] Denial,
renunciation. Hammond.
manner , meanly :
A'BJECTNESS. ſ. [ from abject.) Servility , ABNODATION . ſ. (abrodatio, Lat.] The act
meanners. Grew.
of cutting away knots from trees.
ABILITY. F. (Habilité, Fr.] 1. The power to ABNORMOUS. a. (abnormis , Lat. ] Irregular,
milhapen.
do any thing, whether depending upon fill, or
riches , or ſtrength . Sidney. 2. Capacity . Dan . A BOARD . a. (from the French à bord , as,al
3. When it has the plural number, abilities, it
ler à bord, envoyer à bord.] In a ſhip. Raleigh.
frequently ſignifies the faculties or powers of A BO'DE. J. [from abide. ] 1. Habitation , dwel
the mind. Rogers.
ling, place of retidence. Waller. 2. Stay, con
tinuance in a place. Shakeſp. 3. To make a
ABINTESTATE. a. ( of ab , from , and intefta
**s , Lat . ) A term of law, implying him that
bode; to dwell, t reſide, to inhabit. Dryd.
inherits from a man, who though he had the TO A BO'DE. v.a. [See Bode . ] To foretoken
or foreſhew ; to be a prognoſtic, to be ominous.
power to make a will , yet did not make it.
Shakes.
To A'BJUGATE. 7. a. [abjugo, Lat.) To un
A BO'DEMENT. S. [ from to abode.) A ſecret an
yoke, to uncouple .
TO ABJURE . v . a. (abjuro, Lat.] 1. To ſwear ticipation of ſomething future. Shakeſp.
not to do ſomething. Hale. 2. To retract, or To A BO'LISH . v.a. [from aboleos Lat.] 1. To
annul. Hooker. 2. To put an end to ; to de
recant , or abnegate a poſition upon oath.
ABJURATION . L. (from abjure.] The act of ſtroy. Hayu .
abjuring. The oath taken for that end.
ABOʻLISHABLE. e. [ from abolij .] That which
TO ABLACTATE . v.a. ( ablacio, Lat.) To
may be aboliſhed.
wean irom the breaſt.
ABO LISHER . f. [ from aboliſ .] He that abo
liihes.
ABLACTATION . /. One of the methods of
grating
ABOʻLISHMENT . . [from aboliſh .] The act
ABLAQUEATION. [ ablaqueatio, Lat.) The
of aboliſhing . Hosker .
practice of opening the ground about the roots A BO'LITION .S. (from abolijo.] The act of aa
bölishing. Grew ,
of trees. Evelyn,
ABLATION . Í [ ab'alio, Lac .] The act of cak- ABOMINABLE . G. [abominabilis, Lat.] 1 .
ing away .
Hateful , deteſtable . Swifi. 2. Unclean . Levin
A'BLATIVE . (cblativus, Lat.]
That which
ticus. 3. In low and ludicrous language, it is a
takes away . 2. The ſixth care of the Latin
word of looſe and indeterminate ceníure .
nouns .
Shakeſp.
ABLE , a . (kabile, Fr. habilis, Lat.] 1. Having ABOMINABLENESS. f. [from abominable.]
ftrong faculties, or greatftrength or knowledge,
The quality ofbeing abominable; hatefulneſs,
odiouineis. 'Bentley
riches, or any other power of mind, body ,
or fortune. Bacon. 2. Having power fufficient. ABOMINABLY. a. [from abominable.] Excel
Souib.
fively, extremely , excecdingly ; in the ill
TO A BLE. ». Q. To make able ; to enable.
fenfe . Arburbrot.
Shakeſp .
To ABOMINATE. v. 2. ( abominor, Lat .] To
ABLE-BODIED . a. Strong of body.
abhor, deteft, hate utterly . Southern.
TO A'BLEGATE. v. a. [ablego, Lata] To ſend ABOMINATION . l. 1. Hatred, deteftation.
abroad upon ſome employment.
Swifi. 2. The object of hatred. Genefis. 3.
ABLEGATION . L. ( trom ablegate.) A ſending
Pollution, defilement. Sbakefp. 4. The cauſe
abroad
of pollution . 2 Kings.
A'BLENESS. S. (from able .) Ability of body, vi- ABORIGINES. J.Lat. The earlieſt inhabitants
gour, force . Sidney.
of a country ; thoſe of whom no originalcan be
ABLEPSY. S. L'Acetía, Gr.) Want of fight.
traced ; as , the Welſh in Britain.
To A BLIGATE. v. 4. (ablego, Lat.] To bind To A BOʻRT. v . n. [aborto, Lat.] To bring
forth before the time, to miſcarry.
or tye up from .
A'BLIGURITION. S. [abliguritio, Lat. ) A pro- A BO'RTION . !. [abortio, Lat . ] 1. The a &t of
bringing forth untimely. 2. The produce of an
digal ſpending on meat or drink.
To A'BLOCATE. v. a, (abloco, Lat.) To let
unuimely birth. Arbuihnet.
ABOʻRTIVE .
B2
out to hire, Calvin.
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ABOʻRTIVE. S. That which is born before the | TO ABRIDGE.v.a.(abreger,Fr.abbrevio, Lat.)
due time. Peacham .
1. To make ſhorter in words, keeping ſtill the
ſame ſubſtance . 2 Macc. 2. To contract , to
ABOʻRTIVE. a. [abortivus, Lat.] 1. Brought
forth before the due time of birth. Shakeſp. diminiſh , to cut ſhort. Locke. 3. To deprive
2. Figuratively, that which falls for want of of. Shakeſp.
time. Souih. 3. That which brings forth no- ABRIDGED OF.D. Deprived of, departed from .
thing. Milten .
An ABRI'DGER.F. [ from abridge .) 1. He that
ABOʻRTIVELY.ad. [from abortive.] Born with
abridges ; a ſhortner. 2. A writer of com
pendiums or abridgments.
out the due time ; immaturely, untimely.
ABOʻRTIVENESS. f. [from abortive.]The ſtate ABRIDGMENT. J. [ abregement, French.) 1 .
of abortion .
The contraction of a larger work into a ſmall
ABOʻRTMENT .S.[ from aborte, Lat.) Thething
compats. Hooker. 2. A diminution in general .
brought forth out of time ; an untimely birth . Donne. 3. Reſtraint, or abridgment of liber
Bacon.
ty. Locke.
ABOVE. prep. (from a, and bufan, Saxon.) boo- ABRO'ACH. ad. ( See To BROACH .] 1. In a
poſture to run out. Swift. 2. In a ſtate of be
en , Dutch . ] 1. Higherin place.Dryden . 2. More
ing diffuſed or advanced. Skakeſp .
in quantity or number. Exod . 3. Higher in rank,
power or excellence. Pſalm . 4. Superiour to ; ABROAD. ad . ( compounded of a and broad. }
1. Without confinement; widely ; at large.
unattainable by. Seift. 5. Beyond;more than.
Milton . 2. Out of the houſe. Shakeſp . 3. Im
Locke. 6. Too proud for ; too high for. Pope.
another country. Hooker. 4. In alldirections,
ABOʻVE. ad. I. Over -head. Bacon. 2. In the
regions of heaven. Pope. 3. Before . Dryden.
this way and that. Dryden. 5. Without, not
FROM ABOVE . 1. From an higher place. Dryd.
within . Hosker .
To A'BROGATE. v. a. [abroga, Lat.) To take
2. From heaven. James.
ABOVE ALL . In the firſt place ; chiefly. Dryd . away from a law its force ; to repeal, to annul.
Hooker,
ABOVE-BOARD. In open light; witbout arti
ABROGATION. F. ( abrogatio, Lat.] The act
fice or trick . L'Eſtronge.
ABOVE -CITED . Cited before. Addifon.
of abrogating; the repeal of a taw. Clarendon.
ABOVE-CROUND. An expreſſion uſed to lig- TO ABROOK . v. a . Io brook , to bear, to en
dure . Shakeſp
nify , that a man is alive, not in the grave.
ABOVE -MENTIONED . See ABOVE -CITED. ABRUPT. a . (abruptus, Lat.] 1. Broken , crage
To ABOUND . v. n . [abundo, Lat. abonder ,
gy. Thomfor . 2. Divided, without any thing
intervening. Miltor . 3. Sudden , without the
French.) 1. To have in great plenty. 2. To
be in great plenty.
cuſtomary or proper preparatives. Shakeſp. 4.
Unconnected. B. Johnſ.
ABO’UT. prep. Cabutan, or abuton, Sax.) 1 .
Round , ſurrounding, encircling. Dryden. 2. ABRUPTED. a. (abrupias, Lat .] Broken off
Near to. B. Febnf. 3. Concerning , with re
ſuddenly. Brown.
gard to , relating to. Locke. 4. Engaged in, ABRUPTION. S. ( abruptio, Lat.) Violent and
employed upon. Taylor. 5. Appendant to the
ſudden ſeparation. Woodward.
perſon, as cloaths, & c. Milton. 6. Relating to ABRU‘PTLY.ad. (See ABRUPT.] Haftily,with
out the due forms of preparation. Sidney. Add.
the perſon, as a ſervant. Sidney.
ABOʻUT. ad. ( Shakeſ.] 1. Circularly. Skakefp . ABRU'PTNESS.S: [from abrupt.] 1. An abrupe
2. In circuit. Shakeſ. 3. Nearly. Bocsa. 4 .
manner , haſte , ſuddenneſs. 2. Unconnected .
Here and there ; every way. Fa. & 5 With neſs , roughneſs, craggineſs. Woodward.
to before a verb ; as, about to fly; upon the point, A'BSCESS. (abſcellus, Lat.) A morbid cavity in
within a ſmail time of. 6. The longeſt way ,
the body. Arbuthnot.
in opposition to the thort ſtraight way. Shakel. To ABSCIND. 0. a. To cut off .
7. To bring about ; to bring to the point or ſtate ABSCISSA. (Lat.] Part of the diameter of a
conic fection, intercepted between the vertex
defired ; as, be bas brought about hispurpoſes.
8. To come about ; to come to ſome certain
and a ſemi- ordinate.
ſtate or point. 9. To go about a thing ; to pre- ABSCISSION . !! [abfciffe ,Lat .] 1. The act of
pare to do it. Someof theſe phraſes ſeem to de
cutting off. Wiſeman . 2. The ſtate of being
rive their original from the French à bout ; ve
cut off . Brown.
nir à bout d'une choſe; venir à bout de quelqu'un. To ABSCOND. v.n. (abfcondo, Lat.) To hide
one's felf.
A. Bp. for Archbiſhop.
ABRACADA'BRA . A ſuperſtitious charm a- | ABSCO'NDER . f. [ from abfcond .] The perfon
that abſconds.
gainſt agues.
TO ABRA'DE . r. a. (Lat. abrado.) To rub off ; A'BSENCE. S. (See ABSENT.] 1. The ſtate of
to wear away from the other parts. Hole,
being abſent, oppoſed to preſence. Shakeſp. 2 .
ABRAHAM'S BALM. An herb.
Want of appearance, in the legal ſenſe. Addia
ABRA'SION (See ABRADE .] 1. The act of Jen. 3. Inattention, heedleſſneſs, neglect of
abrading ; a rubbing off. 2. The matter worn
che preſent object. Addifor.
off by the attrition of bodies.
A'BSENT. a. (abfens, Lat.] 1. Not preſent;
uſedwith the particle from . Pope. 2. Abfent
ABRE'AST. ad. (See BREAST.) Side by ſide;
in mind, inattentive. Addiſon .
in ſuch a polition that the breaſts may bear a
gainſt the ſameline, Shakeſp.
То
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TO ABSENT. v. a. To withdraw , to forbear to ABSTERSIVE. 9. (from abfterge.) That has the
quality of abſterging or cleanling. Bacon,
comeinto preſence. Shakeſp.
ABSENTANEOUS. a . Relating to abſence ; A'BSTINENCE.M.( abſtinentia ,Lat .) 1.Forbear
abſent.
ance of any ching. Locke. 2. Fafting, or fora
bearance of neceſſary food. Shakeſp.
ABSENTE'E . S. A word aſed commonly with
regard to Iriſhmen living out of their country. ABSTINENCY. S. The fame with abſtinence.
Hammond .
Davies.
ABSI'NTHIATED. p. ( from abfouthium , Lat.) A'ESTINENT.a . ( abftinensysLat.] Thatufes ab
ntinence .
Impregnated with wormwood .
ToABSI'ST . V. r. ( abfifto, Lat.) To ftand off, ABSTORTED. a . (abftortus, Lat.) Forced a
to leave off.
way, wrung from another by violence .
TO ABSOLVE.V. a. (abſolvo, Lat.) 1. Toclear, To ABSTRACT.v.8.[abftrahe,Lat.] 1.Totake
to acquit of a crime in a judicial fenfe. Shakes.
one thing from another. Decay. 2. To ſeparate
ideas. Locke. 3. Toreduce to an epitome. Watts.
2. To ſet free from an engagementor promiſe.
Weller . 3. To pronounce a fin remitted, in the A'BSTRACT . a. ( abftraétus, Lat.) Separated
ecclefiaftical ſenſe. Pepe. 4. To finiſh , to com
from ſomething elle, generally uſed with rela
plere . Hale.
tion to mental perceptions; as, abſtract ma
thematics. Wilkins.
ABSOLUTE. a. (abfolutus, Lat. ) 1. Complete ;
applied as well to perſons as things. Hooker. 2. ABSTRACT. S. ( from the verb.) 1. A ſmaller
quantity, containing the virtue or power of a
Unconditional; as, an abſolute promiſe.South.
3. Not relative ; as, abſolute ſpace. Stilling f . greater. Shakeſp. 2. An epitome made by tak
ing out the principal parts. Watts. 3. The
4 Not limited ;as, abſolute power. Dryd.
A’BSOLUTELY. ad. (from abſolute.] 1. Com
ſtate of being abitracted. W'otton .
pletely, without reſtriction .Sidney. 2. Without ABSTRACTED. p. a. ( from abftraal.] 1. Se
relation. Hooker . 3. Without limits or depen
parated. Milion. 2. Rcfined, abftrufe . Denne.
3. Abſent of mind.
daoce. Dryd. 4. Withoutcondition. Hocker.
ABSTRACTEDLY . ad. With abſtraction , fim
5. Peremptorily, poltively. Milox .
ply , ſeparately from all contingent circum
ABSOLUTENESS. S. (from abſolute.) 1. Com
pleatneſs. 2. Freedom from dependance, or li
itances. Dryd,
mits. Clarendon. 3. Deſpotiſm . Bacon.
ABSTRACTION. S. [ abftractio, Lat. ] 1. The
ABSOLUTION.Š. (abſolutie,Lat.) 1. Acquittal.
act of abftracting. Watts. 2. The ſtate of be
ing abſtracted. 3. Abfence of mind, inatten
2. The remiffion of fins, or penance. South .
ABSOLUTORY. a. ( abſolutorius, Lat.] That
tion. 4. Difregard of worldly objects.
ABSTRACTIVE . a. ( from abſtract.] Having
which abſolves.
A'BSONANT. a. Contrary to reafon.
the power or quality of abftracting.
BSONOUS
A
. a. [ ablonus, Lat.) Abſurd, con- ABSTRACTLY. ad.( from abfirači.) In an ab
trary to reaſon.
ſtract manner, abſolutely. Bentley.
TO ABSORB. 9. a. ( abſorbeo, Lat. præter. ab- ABSTRI'CTED.p.o. (abftri&tus,Lat.) unbound .
forbed ; part. pret. abforbed, or abforpt. 1. To To ABSTRI'NCE. v. a . (abſtringo, Lat.] To
unbind.
fwallow ep. Phillips . 2. To fuck up. Harvey.
ABSORBENT. L. (abſorbens, Lat.)A medicine TO ABSTRU'DE. v. a. ( abftruda, Lat.) To
thruſt off, or pull away .
that, by the ſoftneſs or poroſity of its parts, ei
ther caſes the aſperities of pungent humours, ABSTRU'SE . a. (abftrufus, Lat. thruſt out of
or draws away fuperfluous moiſture in the bo
fight.] 1. Hidden. 2. Difficult, remote from
dy. Quincy.
conception or apprehenfion.
ABSOʻRP1.p. ( from abſorb.)Swallowed ap. Pepe. ABSTRU'SELY. ad. Obicurely, not plainly , or
ABSORPTION .
[ from abforb.] The act of obviouily .
ABSTRU'SENESS. S. [ from abftrufe.] Difficul
fwallowing up. Burnet.
To ABSTAIN . v.7. (abftines, Lat.) To forbear,
ty , obfcurity .Boyle.
to detry one's felf any gratification.
ABSTRU SITY. j . 1. Abitruſeneís. 2. That
ABSTEMIOUS . a. ( obſtemius, Lat.) Tempe
which is abftrufe. Brown.
rate, fober, abftinent.
To ABSU'ME. v. a. ( abfumo, Lat.) To bring to
an end by a gradualwaite . Hale.
ABSTEMIOUSLY.od. (from abſtemious.] Tem
perately , ſoberly, withcut indulgence.
ABSURD. a. Iabfurdus, Lat.) 1. Unreaſonable ;
AÈSTEMIOUSNESS. S. (See ABSTEMIOUS.]
without judgmeat. Bacir . 2. Inconsiſtent;
contrary to reaion. South .
The quality of being abſtemious.
ON.S
. [ from abftineo, Lat.] The act ARSU'RDITY. I. (trom abfurd. ) 1. The qua
ABSTENTI
lity of being abſurd . Locke. 2. That which
of holding off.
TO ABSTERGE. v. a. (abftergo, Lat. ) To
is abſurd. Addifin.
cleanie by wiping.
ABSURDLY. cl. ( from abſurd..] Improje.ly ,
unreaſonably. Swift.
A'BSTERGENT. 2.Cleanſing; having a cleanſ
ABSU'RDNESS.l. The quality of being abſurd;
ing quality.
To ABSTERGE. (See ABSTERO 1.) Tocleanſe ,
injudiciouiners, impropriety .
to purify. Brown.
ABÚ NDANCE: S. (absidance, Fr.) 1. Plenty.
ABSTERTION. F. ( abſterfo, Lat .] The act of
Cremam . 2. Creat numbers, riddijon. 3.A
rest
clerolieg. Barin.
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great quantity. Raleigh. 4. Exuberance, more
bly or ſociety of men, uniting for the promo
than enough. Spenſer.
tion of ſome art . Shakeſp. 2. The place where
ABUNDANT.a, abundans, Lat.] 1. Plentiful.
ſciences are taught . Dryd. 3. An univerſity .
Par. Lolt. 2. Exuberant. Arbuth. 3. Fully
4. A place of education, in contradiſtinction to
Itored. Burnet.
the univerlities or publick ſchools .
ABU'NDANTLY. ad. ( from abundani .) 1. In 1CA'NTHUS./. (Lai.] Theherbbearsfoot.Milt.
plenty . Gen. 2. Amply , liberally , more than ACATALECTIC . L. (axatanńxTix0s, Cr.) A
fufficiently. Rogers.
verſe which has the compleat number of ſylla
TO ABUSE . v.a. (abutor, Lat. In abuſe, the
bles.
verb, ſ has the ſound of x ; in the noun, the TO ACCE'DE. v . n . (accede, Lat . ) To be added
common found .] 1. To make an ill uſe of.
to , to come to,
i Cor. 2. To deceive, to impoſe upon. Bacon . To ACCE'LERATE . v.a. ( accelero, Lat .) 1 .
3. To treat with rudeneſs. Shakeſp .
To make quick, to haften , to quicken motion .
ABUʻSE. f. [ from the verb abuje.] 1. The ill
Bacon .
uſe of any thing. Hooker. 2. A corrupt prac -ACCELERATION. F. [acceleratio, Lat . ) 1 .
tice, bad cuſtom . Swift. 3. Seducement. Sid
The act of quickening motion. 2. The state of
the body accelerated . Hale.
ney. 4. Unjutt cenfure, rude reproach. Milton .
ABU'SER . 1. ( pronounced obuzer.] 1. He that TO ACCÉND . v.a. ( accendo, Lat.) To kindle ,
to ſet on fire. Decay.
makes an ill uſe. 2. He that deceives. 3. He
that reproaches with rudeneſs. 4. A ravilher, ACCE'NSION. F. (accenfo, Lat.) The act of
a violater.
kindling, or the ſtate of being kindled . Mosdw .
ABUʻSIVE. c. ( from abuſe.) 1. Practiſing abuſe. ACCENT. S. [accentus , Lat.) 1. The manner
Pepe. 2. Containing abuſe; as , an abufve lam
of ſpeaking or pronouncing. Shakeſp. 2. The
poon. Roſcommen. 3. Deceitful. Bacon .
marks made upon fyllables to regulate their
ABUSIVELY. ad. ( from abuſe.) 1. Improper
pronunciation. Hilder. 3. A modification of
ly, by a wrong ule. Boyle. 2. Reproachfully.
the voice, expreſſive of the paflions or ſenti
Herbert.
ments. Prior.
ABU SIVENESS. S. [ from abufe.) Foulneſs of TO ACCENT. v.a.[from accentus, Lat . ] 1. To
language. Herbert,
pronounce, lo speak words with particular re
TO ABU'T. v. r . obſolete . Cabeutir , to touch at
gard to the grammatical marks orrules. Locke.
the end, Fr.) To end at, to border upon ; to
2. In poetry, to pronounce or utter in general .
Wetton . 3. To write or note the accents.
meei, or approach to.
ABU'TTAL. ). [from abus.] The butting or To ACCENTUATE . v. a . (accentuer, Fr. )
boundaries of land,
To place the proper accents over the vowels .
ABUTMENT. L. ( from abut .] That which a- ACCENTUATION . ). (from accentuale.) The
buts , or borders upon another.
act of placing the accent in pronunciation.
ABY'SM . S. [abyJme, old Fr.) A gulf ; the ſame To ACCE'PT. v . a . (accipio , Lat . accepter, Fr. ]
with abyſs. Shakeſp .
1. To take with pleaſure; to receive kindly .
ABY SS. 1. (abylus, La'. " ABurgos, bottomleſs,
Dryd. 2. In the language of the bible, to ac
Gr. ) 1. A depth without bottom. Milton . 2.
cepi perſons, is to act with perſonal and partial
regard . Job.
A great depth, a gulph. Dryd. 3. That in
which any thiog is lost. Locke. 4. The body of ACCEPTABILITY. f . The quality of being
acceptable. Taylor .
Waters at the centre of the earth . Burrel, 5 .
ACCE PTABLE. a . (acceptable, Fr.) 1. Grate
In the language of divines, heil. Rofc.
ful; 2. Pleaſing .
AC , AK , or AKE . In the names of places, as
ACCE'PTABLENESS.S. [from acceptable.]The
Aelor , ap oak , from the Saxon ac, an oak.
quality of being acceptable. Greco.
ACACIA, J. (Lat.] 1. A drug brought from E
bypt , which being ſuppoleti the intpitlated juice ACCEPTABLY. ad. ( trom acceptable .) In an
acceptable manner. Taylor.
of a tree , is initated by the juice of floes. Sav.
ACCEPTANCE . /. [acceptance, Fr. ] Reception
2. A tree commonly ſo called here .
ACADEMIAL . a . (trom academy.) Relating to
with approbation . Spen ).
ACCE’PTANCE . ( in law .] The receiving of
an academy.
ACADEMIAN . S. [ ' rom academy ) A ſcholar
rent . Cowel.
ACCEPTATION.S . (from accepr.) 1. Recep
of an academy or univerſity. Wed.
ACADEMICAL. a. ( academicus, Lat.] Belong
tion, whether good or bad . 2. Good reception ,
ing to an univerſity. Wotton.
acceptance. 3. The ſtate of being acceptable,
ACADEMICK. I. (from academy.] A ſtudent
regard. 4. Acceptance in the juridical Cente :
of an univerfity . W'aits.
5. The meaning of a word .
ACADEMICK . a .(academicus, Lat. ] Relating An ACCEPTER . /. [ from accept.] The perſon
that accepts.
to an univerſity. Dunciad .
ACADEMICIAN. J. (academicien , Fr.] The ACCEPTILA'TION.S. [acceptilatio, Lat. ] The
member of an academy .
remiffion of a debt by an acquittance from the
creditor, lettilying the receipt of money which
ACA DEMIST. J. [from academy.) The mem
has never been paid .
ber of an academy . Ray.
ACADEMY. /. ( acaderia, Lat .) 1. An attem- ACCEPTION. ( acception, Fr, from accepiit,
Lat . )
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to keep a coil about, to buſtle, to be in a hur
ry. Fairy Q :
ACCE SS. . (arcelas, Lat. erces , Fr.] 1. The ACCOLENT. ). [ eccslens, Lat. ) A borderer.
U or wtsch any thing may be approached. ACCOMMODABLE . a. (accommodabilis, Lac.]
That which may be fitted. Watts.
Esand. 2. The messs, or liberty, of apo
either to things or raen. Miles. 3. TO ACCOMMODATE.0.6. (accommodo, Lat. )
Laue, enlargement, addition. Bacar. 4 .
To fupply with conveniencies of any kind.
The returns or its of a diftemper .
Stakelp.
. e. ( from ccceffary .) The ACCO MMODATE . a. (accommodatus, Lat . )
ACCESSARINESS
tre st being acceffary :
Suitable, fit.
ACCESSARY. J. He that not being the chief ACCOMMODATELY. ad. [ from accomme
est in a crime, contributes to it. Clarendor .
date ) Suitably , feiy .
ACCESSIBLE... (accerabils,Lat.acceſibile ,Fr. ) ACCOMMODATION [ {from accomme
dere. ] 1. Proviſion of conveniencies. 2. In the
The voicemay be approached .
ACCESSION / access, Lat. acceſſzor, Fr.) 1 .
plural, conveniencies , things requiſite to eaſeer
Lacreate or ſometbics added , enlargement,
refreſhment. Clarend. 3. Adaptation, fitness.
EL . 2. The a & t of coming to, or
Hale. 4. Compoútion of a difference, reconci
liation, adjuſtment.
freisg one's felf to ; as, acceffior to a confede
ta ? 3. Theact of arriving at; as, the king ': ACCOMPANABLE... ( from accompany.) So
een the throne .
ciable.
ACCESSORILY. cd. (from acceffery .) la the ACCOMPANIER. (from accompany.)The per
acceflory
er of is
.
ſon that makes partofthe company ; companion .
ACCESSORY.2.. Joined to another ching, ſo as TO ACCOMPANY. w.a. accompagnir, Fr. )
Descere it; additional.
1. To be with another as a companion. 2. To
ACCESSORY.I laceffarias,Lat.ccceſſoire,Fr.)
join with . Swifi.
1. A me that is guilty of a felonious offence, ACCOMPLICE.S. [ complice, Fr. from complex ,
Et sacpals, but by participation. 2. That
Lat.) 1. An aſſociate, a partaker, uſually in an
ill leole. Swift. 2. A partner, or co -operator .
des accede uato come principal fact or
Addifar.
ACCIDENCE. I. [ a corruption of accidents, TO ACCOMPLISH . v . 2. ( accsmplir, Fr. from
neredensia, Lat. ) The little book con
comples, Lat . ) 1. To complete , to execute ful
tesg the firſt rudiments of grammar, and ex
ly ; as, to accomplijo a deſign. Ezekiel. 2. To
the properties of the eight parts of complete a period oftime . Dan. 3. To fulfil;
as, a prophecy. Aldiſon. 4. To gain, to obtain.
ACCIDENT. S ( accideas, Lat.) 1. The proper
Skakelp . 5: To adorn ,or furniih, either mind
It or que of any being, which may be te
or body. Štakılp.
Imed Tom i , at leaſt in thought. Davies. 2. ACCOMPLISHED. p. a. 1. Complete in ſome
pirma , the property of a word. Hilder.
qualification. Locke. 2 Elegant, finiſhed in re
3 Thatwhich happens unforeſeen ; caſualty ,
ſpect of embelliſhments. Milton.
cer Hoster .
ACCOMPLISHER . L. ( from accompliſh.) The
ACCIDENTAL.S ( cccidezial, Fr.)A property
perion that accomplishes.
ACCOMPLISHMENT /- ( accompliſſement,Fr.]
ACCIDENTAL . 2. (from accident. ) .. Having
1. Completion, full performance , perfection.
* Re::tv of an accident, ponellential. 2
2. Completion ; as , o: 2 prophecy . Alter . 3.
Gran forturous, happening by chance .
Embelliſhment, elezance , ornament of mind
ACCIDENTALLY. ed. from accidenta ! ) 1 .
or body . Addi -n. 4. The act of obtaining any
thing . S :stb .
Noore ally . 2. Cafually , fortuitouſly .
ACCIDENTALNESS ) . (from accidental.]The ACCOMPT. I compie, Fr.] An account, a
reckoning . Haker .
to being accidental.
CIPIENT. (accipiens, Lat.) A receiver. ACCOMPTANT . S. [accexpiani, Fr. ) A rec
korer , cort puter.
TRACCITE... (acciis, Lat.) To call , to
anas. Sakelp
ACCOMPTING-DAY. The day on which the
NCAM
S. (acelsms, Lat.) A ſhout of
reckoning is to be fetiled. Sir ). Denbam .
steke ; scclination.
TO ACCORD 4.a. (derived, by fome, from
ACCLAMATION. S.( acclamatis, Lat .) Shouts
chorda the ſtring of a musical inſtrument, by
movie
To inake agree ;
others, from corda heart »
to acjuit one thing to another. Pope.
AUVITY /. (from acckzis,Lat.) The ſteep
ser or dope of a kine inclining to thehorizon, To ACCORD. 0.8 . To agree , to ſuit one with
another. Tiller.
need aptads ; as, the aſcent of an hill is
224052915, the deſcent is the declivity. Roy. ACCORD ] [ accord, Fr. ) 1. A compact; an
agreement. Dryd. 2. Concurrence, union of
ACEIVOLS. C. ( acclives, Lat . ) Riling with a
mind . Sponjer. 3. Harmony ,tymmetry. Dryd.
TO ACCLO Y..... ( See Cloy .) 1. To fill up,
4. Mutical note . Bacon . 5. Voluntary motion .
Sperler.
sa u fenje ; so croud ; to fluff full. Fairy
1. To ill to fatiety . Ray.
ACCORDANCE. f. [ from accord ) 1. Agree
mcat
To ACCOIL. 9. .. (See COIL .) To croud ;

l The received ſenſe of a word ; the mess
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ment with a perfon. Pairfax. 2. Conformity
produced , ar ariſe; as, profits. Add for .
ACCUBA'TION. S. (from accabo, to lye dowa
to ſomething. Hammond.
ACCOʻRDANT. a. ( accordant, Fr.] Willing ; to , Lat.) The anticat polture of leaning at
meals. Brown.
in a good humour. Shakeſp.
ACCO'RDING . p. ( from accord.) 1. In a man - To ACCUMB. v. a. [accumbo, Lat.) To lyo at
per ſuitable to , agreeably to . 2. In proportion .
the table, according to the ancient manner.
Di &t.
Hosker . 3. With regard to. Holder .
ACCORDINGLY. ad. (from accord .) Agreea- TO ACCU'MULATE.V.a .[from accumula, Lat. )
To pile up, to heap together. Shakeſp.
bly, fuitably, conformably. Shakesp.
TO ACCO'ST.v. a . (accoſter, Fr.) To ſpeak to ACCUMULATION. I: ( from accumulare.) 1 .
The act of accumulating . 2. The ſtate of be
firft ; to addreſs ; to falute. Milt.
ACCO'STABLE . a. (from accoft.) Eaſy of ac
ing accumulated. Arbuih.
ceſs ; familiar. Wettor .
ACCU'MULATIVE. o . ( from accumulate.) ! .
ACCOUNT. F. ( from the old French accompt.) That which accumulates. 2. That which is
1. A computation of debts or expences . Sbakel.
accumulated . Gov. of Tongue.
2. The ſtate or reſult of a computation. 3. ACCUMULATOR . f. [from accumulate.) He
Value or eftimation . 2 Mar. 4. Diſtinction, chat accumulates ; a gatherer or heaper toge
dignity, raok . Pope. 5. Regard, confideration,
ther . Decay of Piety.
lake. Locke. 6. A narrative, relation . 7. Ex - A'CCURACY. F. ( accuratio, Lat.) Exactneſs,
amination of an affair taken by authority
nicety. Delany, Arbath.
Maid. 8. The relation and reaſons of a tranf- ACCURATE. a. (accaratus, Lat.] 1. Exact, as
negligence or ignorance. 2. Exact,
action given to a perſon in authority. Shakeſp.
without defect or failure. Colfon.
9. Explanation ; afſignment of cauſes. Locke.
10. An opinion concerning things previouſly ACCURATELY. ad. ( from accurate.) Exact
eſtabliſhed. Bacon . ! 1 . The reaſons of any
ly, without error, nicely. Newe.
thing collected. Addifon. 12. ( In law . ) A writ A'CCURATENESS. S. [from accurate.) Exact
or ačtion brought againſt a man. Cowell.
neſs, nicety. Newt.
TO ACCOUNT. v.a. ( See ACCOUNT .) 1. To To ACCURSE. v . a . (See CURSE . ) To doom
eſteem , to think, to hold in opinion . Deut. 2 .
to miſery. Hooker .
To reckon, to compate.Holder. 3. To give an ACCU'RSÉD. part. ad. 1. That which is curſed
account, to aflign the cauſes. Swift. 4. To
or doomed to miſery . Derham . 2. Execrable ;
hateful; deteſtable. Shakeſp.
make up the reckoning ; to anfwer for prac
lices. Dryden. 5. To affign to . Clarendo . 6. ACCU'SABLE. a. ( from the verb accuſe .] That
To hold in eſteem . Chron .
which may be cenſured ; blameable ; culpa
ACCOUNTABLE . a . [from accoun :. ] Ofwhom
ble . Brown.
an account may be required; who muſt an- ACCUSA'THON.S. [from acouſe.] 1. The act of
Iwer for. Oldham .
accuſing . Milton. 2. The charge brought againſt
any one. Shakefp.
ACCOUNTANT. « (from account.] Account
able to ; reſponſible for. Shakeſp.
ACCUSATIVE. 2. [accuſativus, Lat.) A term
ACCOUNTANT. / ( See ACCOMPTANT ] A
ofgrammar, ſignifying the relation of thenoun ,
computer ; a man ſkilled or employed in ac
on which the action implied in the verb ter
minates .
counte . Brown.
ACCO UNT -BOOK . . A book containing ac- ACCU'SATORY. c. ( from accuſe.] Thatwhich
counts. Swife.
produceth or containeth an accuſation. Ayliffe.
ACCOUNTING . S. [ from account.) The act of To ACCU'SE. v. a . (accuſo, Lat.) 1. To charge
reckoning, or making up accounts . South.
with a crime. Dryden. 2. To blame or cen
TO ACCOUPLE. v.a.(accoupler, Fr. ] To join, ſure. Romans.
to link together. Bacon .
ACCU'SER . S. [from accuſe.) He that brings a
TO ACCOʻURAGE. v . a . (obſolete. See Cou
charge againſt another. Ayliffe .
RAGE . ] To aniinale . Fairy 2.
TO ACCU'STOM. v . a. (accoutumer, Fr.) T.
To ACCO URT.0.0. To entertain with court
habituate , to enure. Milion .
ACCU'STOMABLE . a . (from accuſtom .) OF
ſhip, or courteſy . Fairy Q :
TO ACCOʻUTRE. v . 6. Coccoulrer, Fr.) To
long cuſtom or habit. Hale.
ACCU'STOMABLY. ad. According to cuſtom .
dreſs, to equip . Dryd.
ACCO'UTREMENT . ſ. (accoutrement, Fr.] Bacon .
Dreſs, equipage, trappings , ornaments. Shak . ACCU'STOMANCE. F. ( accoutumance, Fr. )
Cuſtom , habit, uſe . Boyle.
ACCRE TION . J. Laccretio, Lat . ) The act of
growing to another, so as to encreaſe it . Bacon . ACCU'STOMARILY. ad. In a cuſtomary man
ACCRE'TIVE . a . (from accretion . Growing ; ner.
thatwhich by growih is added. Glanv.
ACCU'STOMARY. a. ( from accuſtom .) Uſual,
TO ACCROACH . v . a . ( accrocher, Fr.] To
practiſed.
draw to one as with a hook.
ACCUSTOMED . [from accuftom .) According
TO ACCRUE . 09. (from the participle accrú, to cuſtom ; frequent; uſual. Shakeſp.
Fr. } 1. To ace de to , to be added to. Hooker . ACE . S, [as , Lat.) Arbuthnot. 1. An unit; a
2. To be added, as an advantage or improve
ſingle point on cards or dice. Soutb, 2. A ſmall
melt. South . 3. In a commercial ſenſe, to be
quantity. Go. of ibe Tongue.
ACE'PHALOUS.
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ÀCEPHALOUS. a. [ áxépanos, Gr.} With
corn, corn.] The ſeed of fruit borne by the
out a head . Diet .
oak . Dryden.
ACE'RBITY. S. Cacerbitas, Lat .) 1. A rough ACOʻUSTICKS.S. ( 'Axeğixà, of exóo , G.)
four taſte . 2. Applied to men, ſharpneſs of
1. The doctrine oriheory ofſounds. 2 Medi
temper. Pepe.
cines to help the hearing. Quincy .
TOACE'RVATE . v.a. (acervo, Lat.) To heap To ACQUA'INT. v. a . ( accointer , Fr. ). To
up. Dia ,
make familiar with . Davies. 2. To ipts
Shakeſp.
ACERVA’TION. S. (from acervate.] Heaping
together.
ACQUAINTANCE. S. [ accointance, Fr.) 1.
ACE'SCENT. a. (acefcens. Lat.) That which
The ſtate of being acquainted with ; familia
has a tendency to fourneſsoracidity. Arbuthn,
rity, knowledge . Dryd. Atterb. 2. Familiar
ACE TOSE . a . Thatwhich has in it acids. Diet.
knowledge. South. 3. A Night or initial know
ACETOʻSITY. S. [ from acciofe.] The ſtate of
ledge ſhort of friendſhip. Swift. 4. The per
being acetoſe. Dizt.
ſon with whom we are acquainted, without
ACE TOUS. a. ( from acetum , vinegar, Lat.)
the intimacy of friendſhip . Fairy Q
Sour, Boyle.
ACQUAINTED. Familiar, wellknown. Sbak .
ACHE. f. [ace, Saxon; axos, Greek.) A ACQU'EST. 5. (acqueſt, Fr.] Acquiſition ; the
continued pain . Shakeſp .
thing gained. Woodward .
TO ACHE . 0.1. ( See ACHE.) To be in pain. TO ACQUIE'SCE.v.n . (acquieſcer ,Fr.ecquief
Glaro.
cere. Lat.) Toreſt in, or remain ſatisfied. South.
TO ACHIEVE . v.a. ( achever, Fr.) 1. Toper- AQUIEʻSCENCE. S. [from acquieſce .) 1.Aſie
form , to finiſh . Dryd. 2. To gain , to obtain.
lent appearance of content. Clarend. 2. Sacil
Milsa
faction, reſt, content, Addiſon. 3. Submiffion .
South .
An ACHIEVER . J. He that performs what he
endeavours. Shakeſ.
ACQUIRABLE. a . (from acquire.)Attainable .
An ACHIEVEMENT.S. (achevement, Fr.) 1 .
Bentley.
The performance of an action. Fairy Q4 ., 2. TO ACQUIRE. v. a . ſaquerir, Fr. acquiro,
Lat.) Togain byone's labour or power. Shakeſ.
The eſcutcheon, or enlignsarmorial. Dryden .
& CHOR. S. Cachor, Lat. axwe, Gr.] A fpecies ACQU'IRED.particip.a. [ from acquire.]Gain
of the herpes.
ed by one's ſelf. Locke.
A'CID. a. (acidus, Lat. acide, Fr. ] Sour, ſharp. An ACQUIRER.S. ( from acquire.] The per
ſon that acquires ; a gainer.
Bacon , Quincy:
ACIDITY.S. ( from acid.) Sharpneſs ; ſoura An ACQUIREMENT.S.[from ecquire.) That
Deſs. Arburb .Ray.
which is acquired ; gain; attainment. Hayw .
ACIDNESS. S.[ from acid .) The quality of be- ACQUISITION.S (acquifitio,Lat.) 1 .The ad
of acquiring. South. 2. The thing gained ; ac
ing acid .
ACIDULÆ . S. (that is, aquæ acidule.] Medi quirement. Denbam .
cinal ſprings impregnated with ſharp particles, ACQU'ISITIVE. a. (acquiftivus, Lat. ] That
which is acquired. Wotton .
asall the nitrous, chalybeate, and alum -ſprings
ACQU'IST.S. (See AcQuest .) Acquirement ;
are. Quincy.
TO ACIDULATE. v.a. (aciduler , Fr.) To
attainment. Milton .
tinge with acids in a flight degree.Arbuibnet. TO ACQUIT . v.a. ( acquiter, Fr.] 1. To ſet
ACKNO'WLEDGE.
T.
v . Q. 1. To own the
free, Spenſer. 2. To clear from a charge of
knowledge of; to own any thing or perſon in
guilt ; to abſolve. Dryden. 3. To clear from
a particular character. Davies. 2. To confeſs ;
any obligation, Dryden. 4. The man hath ac
as, a faul . Pfalm . 3. To own ; as, a benefit.
quitted himſelfwell; he diſcharged his duty.
Milton .
ACQUITMENT.) [ from acquit .] The ſtateof
ACKNOWLEDGING.a. (from acknowledge. ] being acquitted ; or act of acquiuting. South .
Grateful. Dryden .
ACQUITTAL. f. Is a deliverance from an of
ACKNOWLEDGMENT. F. (from acknowo
fence. Cowell.
kdge . ) ! . Conceſſion of any character in ano- TO ACQUITTANCE . v.a. To procure an ac
ther. Hale. 2. Conceſſion of the truth of any
quittance ; to acquit. Shakeſp .
pofuion. Hocker. 3. Confeffion of a fault. 4. ) ACQUITTANCE : S. (from acquit.] 1. The act
Confeffion of a benefit received . s . Act of
of diſcharging from a debt . Milton . 2. A wri
atteſtation to acy conceflion ; ſuch as homage.
Ling teſtifying the receipt of a debt. Shake
Spenſer.
Spear.
ACME. f. [ăxpes, Cr .) The height of any ACRE.S.(Acre, Sax .)A quantity ofland con
taining in length forty perches, and four in
thing ; more especially uſed to denote the
breadth , or four thouſand eight hundred and
height of a diſtemper. Quincy.
ACOʻLOTHIST. . (azonotiw, Gr .] One of
forty ſquare yards . Diet,
the loweſt order in the Romith church . Ayliffe. A'CRID . a. (acer, Lat .] Of a hot biting taſte.
A'CONITE. S.{acriteri, Lat . ) The herb wolls
drbuthnot .
bane . lo poetical language, poiſon in general . ACRIMONIOUS. a. Abounding with Acrimo
ny ; ſharp ; corroſive. Harvey.
Dryden.

corrufiveneis,
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corroſiveneſs. Bacon. 2. Sharpneſs oftemper,
perſon that hath it. Cowell. 7. In France, the
ſame as ſtocks in England.
ſeverity, South
A'CRITUDE. S. ( from acrid. ) An acrid taſte ; A'CTIONABLE. a. ( from adtior .] That which
admits an action inlaw ; puniſhable. Howel.
abiting heat on the palate. Grew.
ACROAMA'TICAL .' a. (exgoàopas, Gr.) of ACTIONARY, or A'CTIONIST. S. [ from ac
tion .) One that has a ſhare in actions or ſtocks.
or pertaining to deep learning.
ACROATICKS. f. ' l'Arcoalixà, Gr.] Arif- ACTION -TAKING . a. Litigious. Shakeſp.
totle's lectures on the more nice and principal ACITA'TION. . [ from a &tio, Lat.) Adion
parts of philofophy.
quick and frequent.
ACRO'NÝCAL. a. ( from axz @ , ſummus, and To A'CTIVATE.v.o. ( from active.] Tomake
viç, nox ;) importing the beginning of night.
active. Bacon,
A term applied to the ſtars, ofwhich the riſing A'CTIVE.a. [activus, Lat.) 1. Thatwhich has
and ſetting is called acronycal, when they ei
the power or quality of acting. Newton. 2 .
ther appear above or link below the horizon at
That which acts, oppoſed to paſive. Donne. 3 .
ſun - ſet.
Buſy, engaged in action; oppoſed to idle or ſe
ACRONYCALLY. adv. ( from acronycal.] At
deniary. Denham. 4. Practical; not merely
theoretical. Hooker. 5. Nimble ; agile ; quick.
the acronycal time. Dryder.
A'CROSPIRE. F. ( from ängre and attīga ,
Dryden. 6. In grammar, a verb active is that
which ſignifies action, as, I teach. Clarke.
Gr.) A ſhoot or ( prout from the end of feeds.
Mortimer.
A'CTIVELY.adv. (trom active. ]Buſily;nimbly .
A'CROSPIRED. part.a. Having ſprouts.Mori. A'CTIVENESS. S.( from oftive.] Quickneſs;
ACROʻSS. adv. Athwart, laid over ſomething ſo
nimbleneſs. Wilkins.
as to croſs it. Bacon.
ACTIVITY . S. (from active.) The quality of
An ACRO'STICK . S. ( from änçou and size ,
being active . Bacon,
Gr.) A poem in which the firſt letter of A'CTOR. S. (actor , Lat.) 1. He that acts, or
every line being taken, makes up the name
performs any thing. Bacon. 2. He that perſo
of the perſon or thing on which the poem is
nates a character; a ſtage player.Ben. Jobas.
written .
ACTRESS. f. ( africe, Fr.] 1. She that per
forms any thing. Addiſon . 2. A woman that
A'CROTERS, or ACROTERIA.S. (In architec
plays on the ſtage. Dryden.
ture ; from ängor, Gr.) Little pedeſtals with
out baſes, placed at the middle and the two ACTUAL. 6. (a & uel, fr.] 1. That which
compriſes action. Shakeſp . 2. Really in act ;
extremes of pediments.
TO ACT. v. a. ( ago, actum , Lat. ] 1. To be in
not merely potential. Milton. 3. lo act ; not
action, not to reſt. Pope. 2. To perform the purely in ſpeculation. Dryd.
proper functions. South. 3. To practiſe the arts ACTUA’LITY.S: [ from actual.] The ſtate of
being actual. Cheyne.
or duties of life ; to condučt one's ſelf. Dryd.
TO ACT. v.a. 1. To bear a borrowed character, A'CTUALLY. adv. ( from a &tual ] In act ; in
as, a ſtage - player. Pope. 2. To counterfeit , effect ; really. Soutb.
to feign by action. Dryden. 3. To produce ef- A'CTUALNEŠS. S. (from a & ual.] The quality
of being actual.
fects in ſome paſſive ſubject. Arbuthnot. 4 .
To actuate ; to put in motion ; to regulace A'CTUARY.S. ( actuaries, Lat.) The rogiſter
the movements. South.
who compiles the minutes of the proceedings
ACT . S. ( actum , Lat.) 1. Something done ; a
of the court. Ayliffe.
deed ; an exploit, whether goodorill. Shakeſp. ACTUATE..[from the verb.] Put into action ;
2. Agency ; the power of producing an effect.
brought into effect, South.
Shakeſp: 3. Action; the performance of ex- TO ACTUATE.v.a. ( from ago, aclum , Lat.)
ploits . Dryden, 4. The doing of ſome particu
To putinto action. Addiſon .
lar thing ; a ſtep taken ; a meaſure executed. ACTUOʻSE. a. ( from o &t.] That which hath
Shokelp. 5. A itate of action. Hooker . 6. A
ſtrong powers. Di&t.
part of a play, during which the action pro- TO ACUATE. v.a. (acve, Lat.) To ſharpen.
ceeds without interruption. Ref. 7. A decree ACU'LEATE. a. (aculeatus, Lat.) Prickly ; that
which terminates in a ſharp point.
of a courtof juſtice. Shakeſp.
A'CTION . S. (action, Pr. actio, Lat.) 1. The ACU MEN . S.(Lat.) A ſharp point; figurative
quality orſtaieof acting, oppoſite to reft. Shak.
ly , quickneſs of intellects. Pope.
2. An actor thing done; a deed.Shakeſ. 3. A- ACƯMINATED. part . a. Ending in a point ;
gency, operation. Bentley. 4. The ſeries of e
ſharp pointed. Wiſeman,
vents repreſented in a fable. Addiſon. 5. Gel- ACUTĖ. a . (acutus, Lat.) 1. Sharp, oppoſed to
ticulation ; the accordance of the motions of
blunt. Locke. 2. Ingenious, oppoſed to ſtupid .
Locke. 3. Vigorous; powerful in operation .
the body with the words ſpoken. Addiſon. 6.
A &tion perſonal belongs to a man againſt an
Locke. 4. Acute diſeaſe. Any diſeaſe , which is
other, Action realis given to anyman againſt
attended with an increaſed velocity of blood ,
another , that poſteſſes the thing required or
and terminates in a few days. Quinc. 5. A
fued for in his own name, and no other man's.
cute accept ; that which railes or tharpens the
A& iod mixe is that which lies as well againſt
voice.
ACU'TELY.
or for the tbing which we feeli, as againſt the
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ACUTELY . ada. ( from acute.) After an acute
more numbers of the like kind together, into one
manner ; ſharply .Locke.
ſum or total. Cock. 4. In law. A title given to
ACUTENESS . ). (from acute.] 1. Sharpneſs.
a man over and above his chriſtian name and
2. Force of intellects. Locke. 3. Violence and ſurname. Cowell. Shakeſp. Clarendon.
ſpeedy crifis of a malady. Brown. 4. Sharpneſs ADDITIONAL . a. (from addition.] That
of found. Boyle.
which is added. Addiſon .
ADA'CTED . part.a. Cada &tus, Lat.] Driven by A'DDITORY. a. (from add.] That which has
force. Diet.
the power of adding. Arbuthnot.
A'DAGE . f. [adagium , Lat.) A maxim ; a pro- A’DDLE. a. ( from adel, a diſeaſe, Sax .) Origi
verb . Glazville .
nally applied to eggs, and ſignifying ſuch as
produce nothing ; thence transferredto brains
ADAGIO . J. ( Italian.) A term uſed by muſic
ciaos , to mark a flow time.
that produce nothing. Burton.
ADAMANT. S. ( adamas, Lat.) 1. A fone of TO A'DDLE. v. a. (from addle.) To make ad
dle ; to make barren, Brown.
impenetrablehardreſs.Shakeſ. 2. The diamond.
Ray. 3. The loadſtone. Bacon.
A'DDLE-PATED. a. Having barren brains.
ADAMANTE'AN . 0. [from adamant.) Hard as Dryden.
adamant, Miltan.
TO ADDRE'SS. v.a. (addreſſer, Fr. ) 1. To pre
ADAMANTYNE. . ( adamantiass, Lat.) 1 .
pare one's ſelf to enter upon any action ,
Made of adamant. Dryd. 2. Having the qua
Shakeſp. 2. To get ready. 3. To apply to an
lities of adamant ; as, hardneſs, indifolubili
other by words.
ty . Davis.
ADDRE'SS. S. [addreſſe, Fr.) 1. Verbal appli
ADAM'S-APPLE.S. ( in anatomy.) A promi
cation to any one. Prior, 2. Courtſhip. Addiſon.
sent part of the throat.
3. Manner of addreſſing another; a man of a
TO ADA PT. 9.c .(adaplo, Lat.) To fit ; to fuit ; pleaſing addreſs. 4. Skill, dexterity. Swift.
to proportion. Swift.
S. Manner of directing a letter.
ADA PTA'TION . / ( from adapt.) The act of ADDRESSER. S. ( from addreſs.] The perſon
that addreſſes.
fitting one thing to another ; the ficaels of one
ibing to another . Boyle.
ADDUCENT. a. (adducens, Lac.] A word ap
plied to thoſe muſcles that draw together the
ADAPTION. S. ( from adapt.) The act of fit
ting. Cbeyne.
parts of the body. Quincy.
ADCORPORATE. v. a. ( from ad and corpus, TO ADDU'LCE.0.c.addoucir, Fr. dulcis, Lat.)
To ſweeten .
Lat.) To unite one body with another.
TO ADD. .e. [addo, Lat.) 1. To join ſome- ADEMPTION . S. ( edemptum , Lat.) Privation.
thing to that which was before. Dryd. 2. TO ADENOʻGRAPHY. ſ. (from adinvor and ràow,
perform the mental operation of adding one
Gr.) A treatiſe of the glands.
ADE'PT. f. ( adeptus, Lat. ) He that is com
Dunber or conception to another. Locke.
ADDABLE. 0. That which may be added.
pletely ſkilled in all the ſecrets of his art. Pope.
Cocker .
ADE’PT. a . Skilful; thoroughly verſed. Boyle.
TO ADDE CIMATE. v.a. {addecimo, Lat. ) To A'DEQUATE. 2. (adequabus, Lat.) Equal co;
take or aſcertain tithes. Dia.
proportionate. Souih.
TO ADDE'EM..0.6. (from deem .) To eſteem ; A'DEQUATELY. adv. (from adequate.) In an
to account, Daniel.
adequate manner ; with exactneſs of propore
tion. South.
ADDER . \. [Ætter, Sax, po ſon.) A ſerpent,
a viper, a poiſonousreptile. Taylor.
A'DEQUATENESS. S. [ from adequate.) The
A'DDER'S-GRASS. F. A plant .
ſtate of being adequate ; exacnels of propor
tion.
ADDER'S -TONGUE. S. An herb. Miller.
ADDER'S -WORT. S. An berb.
ADESPO'TICK . e. Not abfolate ; not delpo
ADDIBLE. a. ( fran add.) Pollible to be added.
tick ,
Locke.
TO ADHERE.w.o. (adhereo, Lat. ) 1. To ſtick
ADDIBILITY. f. [ from addibie.] The poflibi
to. 2. To be conſistent ; to hold together.
lity of being added. Locke.
Shakilp. 3. To remain firmly fixed to a party ,
ADVICE. J. [ corruptly ads, adese, Şax.) A
or opinion. Shakeſp. Boyle.
kind of axe. Moxer .
ADHERENCE. L. (trum adhere.) 1 . The qua
TO ADDICT.v.a . (addico,Lale) s. To devole ,
lity of adhering, tenacity: 2 Fixedneſs of
Lo dedicate . Cor. 2. It is cominonly taken in a
mind ; attachment ; Readineſs. Swift.
bad lenſe ; as, beaddieted kimſelf io vice,
ADHERENCY. S. [The fame with adherence .)
ADDICTEDNESS. S. ( trom addicted .] The
Decay of Piety.
ftate of being addicted. Bayde.
ADHERENT.4. [ from adhere.] 1. Sticking to.
ADDICTION . F. ( addict :), Lat.) 1. The act of Pope. 2. United with Walis.
devoting. 2. The ſtate of being devoted . Shak . ADHERENT. S. (from adhere.) A follower ;
A’DDITAMENT. J. ( Additamentum , Lat . ] A« .
a partiſan , Raligb.
dition , things added . Hale.
ADHERER. S. [ fion adhere.) He that adheres.
Swifi.
ADDITION . L. ( from add.] 1. The act of add
irg one thing to another. Bentley. 2. Aduita- ADHÉSION. S. [adhefia, Lat.] The act or ſtate
nicat, or the thing added . Ham . 3. la aritha
of ſticking to lomething. Boyle.
C2
metick , Additick is the reduction of two or
ADHESIVI
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ADHE'SIVE. . ( from adhefion.] Sticking ; tena
an oath upon another , prekcribing the form
Milton .
cious. Thomſen .
TO ADHIBIT. v.a. [ adbibeo, Lat.) To apply ; TO ADJU'ST. v.o. [adjuſter, Fr.) 1. To re
to make uſe of.
gulate ; to put in order. Swift. 2. To make
ADHIBI'TION.S. [from adhibit .) Application ;
accurate. Locke. 3. To make conformable .
uſe . Die.
Addiſon.
ADJACENCY.S . ( from adjaceo. Lat.] 1. The ADJUSTMENT . F. ( adjuſtement, Fr.) 1. Re.
ſtate of lying cloſe to another thing. 2. That
gulation ; the act ofputting in method . Wood
which is adjacent. Brown.
ward. 2. The ſtate of being put in method .
Watts.
ADJACENT. a. (adjacens, Lat .) Lying cloſe ;
bordering upon ſomething. Bacon.
A'DJUTANT. S. A petty officer,whoſe duty is
ADJACENT. S. That which lies next another.
to alift the major, by diſtributing pay , and
Locke.
overſeeing puniſhment.
ADIA'PHOROUS. a. Cadaqoz @ , Gr.) Neutral. TO ADJU'TE. v.c. (adjuve, adjutum , Lat.) To
Boyle.
help ; to concur. Johnson
ADIA'PHORY.S. [adiadogía , Gr.) Neutrality ; ADJUẤTOR . f. (adjutor, Lat.) A helper.
indifference .
ADJUẤTORY. a. That which helps.
TO ADJECT.v , . (adjicio, adjeélum , Lat.) TO ADJU'TRIX. S. (Lat.) She who helps.
add to ; to put to .
A’DJUVANT. a. (adjuvans, Lat .] Helpful ;
ADJECTION . S. [adjectio, Lat.) 1. The act of uſeful.
adjecting, or adding.2. The thing adjected , or TOA'DJUVATE. v . a. [ adjuvo, Lat.) To help ;
added. Brown .
to further.
ADJECTITIOUS. a. ( from adjection .] Added ; ADME'ASUREMENT. S. [See MEASURE .]
thrown in .
The act or practice of meaſuring according to
A'DJECTIVE. F. ( adje&tivum , Lat.) A word
rule. Bacon.
added to a noun , to ſignify the addition or fe- ADMENSURATION.S.Padand menfura, Lat.]
paration ofſomequality, circumſtance ,or man
The act of meaſuring to each his part,
ner of being ; as, good, bad. Clarke.
ADMINICLE. S. {adminiculum , Lat.) Help ;
ſupport.
A'DJECTIVELY. adv. [from adjective.] After
ADMINICULAR. a . (from adminiculum , Lat.]
themanner of an adjective,
That which gives help.
ADIEU'. adev. ( from à Dieu .] Farewel. Prior.
TO ADJOIN .v.a. { adjoindre, Fr. adjungo, Lat.) TO ADMINISTER .V.0. [adminiftro,Lat. ] s .
To join to; to unite to ; to put to . Waits.
To give ; to afford; to ſupply. Philips. 2. To
TO ADJOIN. v. *. To be contiguous to. Dryd. act as the minister or agent in any employ:
To AD JOʻURN . v.a. (adjourner, Fr.) Toputoff
ment or office. Pope. 3. To adminifterjuſtice.
to another day , naming the time. Bacon .
4. To adminiſter the ſacraments. Hooker. s .
ADJOʻURNMENT. . {adjournment, Fr.) A
To adminifter an oath. Shakeſp. 6. To admi.
putting off till another day. L'Efrange.
niſter phyſick . 7. To contribute ; to bring ſup
ADIPOUS. a. (adipoſus, Lat.) Fat. Diet.
plies. 8. To perform the office of an admini,
A'DIT. S. [aditus, Lat.) A paſſage underground.
Itrator.
Ray.
TO ADMINISTRATE . « .0 . [adminiſtro, Lat. ]
ADITION . S. { aditum , Lat.] The act of going To give as phyſick. Woodward.
to another.
ADMINISTRATION . J. (adminiſtratio, Lat.)
' TO ADJU'DGE. v.l, ſadjudico, Lat.) 1. To
1. The act of adminiſtering or conducting any
controverted
give the thing
employment. Shokejp. 2. The active or exe
to one of the par
ties. Locke. 2. To ſentence to a puniſhment.
cutive part of government. Swift. 3. Thoſe
Shakeſpear. 3. Simply, to judge; to decree.
to whom the care of public affairs is com :
Knolles.
mitted . 4 Diſtribution ; exhibition ; diſpen .
TO ADJUDICA’TE. [adjudico, Lat.) To ad
ſation . Hooker.
judge.
ADMINISTRATIVE. a . ( from adminiftrate .]
ADJUDICATION.S. {adjudicatio, Lat.) The That which adminiſters.
ADMINISTRA’TOR . S. (adminiſtrator, Lat.)
act of granting ſomething to a litigant,
1. He that has the goods of a man dying inteſ:
To A'DJUCATE . v . o. (adjugo, Lat . ) To yoke
to.
tate, commiited to his charge , and is account
A'DJUMENT. S. [ adjumentum , Lat.) Help.
able for the fame. Cowell. Bacon 2. He that
A'DJUNCT. F. (adjunctum , Lat. ) Something
officiates in divine rites . Watts. 3. He that
adherent or united to another. Swift.
conducts the government. Swift.
ADJUNCT.a. Immediately conſequent . Shak . ADMI'NISTRATRIX . S. [ Lat . She who ade
ADJUNCTION.S. {adjunc?io, Lat.) 1. The act
miniſters in conſequence of a will .
oi adjoining. 2. The thing joined.
ADMINISTRA’TORSHIP.S. ( from adminiftra
ADJUNCTIVE. a. (adjun &tivus, Lat.] 1. He
for. ] The office of adminiſtrator.
that joins. 2. That which is joined.
A'DMIRABLE . a. (admirabilis, Lat.) To be
ADJURATION :/. { adjuratio, Lat.) 1. The
admired ;of power to excite wonder. Sidney :
act of propoling an oaih to another. 2. The ADMIRABLÈNESS. ). ( fromadmirable.) The
quality of being admirable .
form of oath propoſed to another. Addiſon.
TO ADJU'RE . v. 2. [ adjuro, Lat.] To impoſe
ADMIRABILITY
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ADMIRABILITY.S. [ admirabilis, Lat.) The TO ADMO’VE. v.o. ( admevco, Lat. ) To bring
one thing to another . Brown .
quality or ſtate of being admirable.
A'DMIRABLY. adv. [from admirable.] In an AD'O.S. (from the verb to do, with a before it ,
as the French.] 1. Trouble , difficulty. Sidney.
admirable manner. Addiſon .
ADMIRAL. f. [amiral, Fr.] 1. An officer or
2. Buſtle ; tumult ; buſineſs. Locke. 3. More
tumult and ſhow of buſineſs, than the affair is
magiſtrate that has the government of the
worth . L'Eſtrange .
king's savy . Cowell. 2. The chief commander
di feet. Kaelles. 3. The ſhip which carries ADOLE'SCENCE. f. [adoleſcentia, Lat.] The
the admiral. Kaolles.
age ſucceeding childhood, and succeeded by
ADMIR ALSHIP . F. ( from admiral.] The of
puberty . Bentley
ADOLESCENCY. S. The ſame with adolef
fee of admiral.
ADMIRALTY . f. [amiralté, Fr. ] The pow
cence. Brown,
er, or officers , appointed for the adminiſtration TO ADOʻPT. v.a. ( adepse, Lat.] 1. Totake a
of naval affairs .
ſon by choice , to make him a ſon, who was
ADMIRATION. S. [ admiratio, Lat .) Wonder;
not so by birth . 2. To place any perſon or
the act of admiring or wondering. Milton.
thing in a nearer relation , to ſomething elſe.
Locke.
TO ADMIRE. 9. a. (admiror , Lat. ) 1. To re
gard with wonder. 2. To regard with loye.
ADOP'TEDLY . adv . ( from adopted .] After the
TO ADMIRE . v. n . To wonder.
manner ofſomething adopted. Shakeſp.
AS ADMIRER . S. [ from admire.] 1. Theper- ADOPTER . S. (from adopt.) He that gives
fog that wonders, or regards with admiration. ſome one by choice the rights of a ſon .
ADO'PTION. S. (adoptio, Lat.] 1. The act of
2. A lover.
ADMI RINGLY. adv . ( from admire.) With ad
adopting. Shakeſp. 2. The fate of being a
dopted. Rogers .
miration . Sbakefp .
ADMISSIBLE. 2. [ admitto, admillum , Lat.) ADOPTIVE. a. ( adoptivus, Lat.) 1. Hethatis
That which may be admitted. Hale.
adopted by another. Bacon, 2. He that adopts
ADMI'SSION. ). [ admiffo, Lat.) 1. The ad or another. Ayliffe.
practice of admitting. Bacon. 2. The ſtate of ADORABLE. ai Cadorable, Fr.] That which
being admitted. Dryden. 3. Admittance ; the
ought to be adored. Cheyne.
power of entering . Woodward. 4. The al ADORABLENESS. f. Ifrom adorable.) Wor
thineſs of divine honours.
lowince of an argument.
TO ADMIT . v. a. ( admitto, Lat .] 1. To ſuffer A DOʻRABLY. adv .( from adorable.] In a man
to enter . Pepe. 2. To ſuffer to enter upon an per worthy of adoration .
office. Clarenden. 3. To allow an argument or ADORATION . S. [adoratio, Lat.) 1. The ex
ternal homage paid to the Divinity. Hooker.
pofition. Fairfax. 4. To allow or grant in ge
berai.
2. Homage paid to perſons in high place or
ADMITTANCE . S. [ from admit.] Which may
eſteem . Sbakeſp.
be admitted. Ayliffe.
TO ADORE. v. a. ( adoro, Lat.) To worſhip
ADMI'TTABLE. 2. ( from admis ) 1. The act
with external homage. Dryden .
of admiting; permiffion to enter. 2. The ADOʻREMENT.J . Adoration ; worſhip. Brown,
power or right of entering. 3. Cuſtom . 4. ADORER, S. ( from adire .] He that adores ; a
Concefiion of a poſition. Brown.
worſhipper. Prior.
TO ADMIX . v.a. (admifces, Lat.) Tomingle To ADO'RN. v.a. [adorno, Lat.] 1. To dre's;
with ſomething elſe.
to deck the perſon with ornaments. Cowley. 2 .
ADMIXTION . L. ( from admix .] The union of To ſet out any place or thing with decorations.
cne body with another. Bacen.
Cowley. 3. To embellish with oratory. Sprai.
ADMIXTURE. / . [from admix .] The body ADO'RNMENT. f. [ from adern . ] Ornament;
mingled with another . Woodward.
embelliſhment. Raleigh.
TO ADMO'NISH . v.a. (admeneo, Lat. ) TO ADOWN. adv. (from a and dewr.[ Down; on
the ground . Fairy Q :
warn of a fault; te reprove gently . Decay of
Pieiy . Dryd.
ADOWN. prep . Down towards the ground.
ADMONISHER. S. (from admoniſ .) The per
Dryd.
fon that pots another in mind of his faults or ADRE'AD . adv. ( from a and dread.] In a ſtate
of fear. Sidney.
duty. Dryden.
ADMONISHMENT. L. (from admoniſ .) Ad- ADRIFT. adó. [ from a and drift .] Floating at
monition ; notice offaults or duties.
randam .

ADMONITION . ) . [admenitio, Lat.] The hint ADROIT. a. ( French.] Dextrous ; active ; ſkil
of a fault or duty ; counſel; gentle reproof. ful. Jervas .
Hecker .
ADROITNESS. S. ( from adroit .] Dexterity ;
ADMONITIONER. f . ( from admesition . ) A
readineſs ; activity.
general adviſer. A ludicrous term . Hosker.
ADRY' adv. (from a and dry .) Athirſt ; thirſly .
ADMO NITORY. a . ( admonitorius, Lat . ] That
Speel.
which admoniſhes. Hesker.
ADSCITITIOUS. a. ſadfcilitius, La.. ] That
ADMURMURATION . S. [ admurmsro, Lat.)
which is taken in to complete ſo nething
elſe.
The act of mourruring io another.
ADS TRICTION .
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ADSTRICTION. S. (adftri &tio, Lar.] The act | ADVENTURE.S: (French ) s. An accident; 2
chance ; a hazard . Hayward. 2. An enterpriſe
of binding together .
TO ADVANCE. v . a. (avoscer, Fr.) 1. To
in which ſomething muſt be left to hazard .
Dryder .
bring forward, in the local ſenſe. Paradiſe
Loft. 2. To raiſe to preferment; to aggrandize. TO ADVENTURE . v. n. ( adventurer, Fr.] la
To try the chance ; to dare. Shakeſp. 2. In 29
Edber. 3. To improve. Tillotſon. 4. To heigh
active ſenſe, to put into the power of chance.
ten ; to grace ; to give luftre to. Souib . 5 . To
forward ; to accelerate. Bacou. 6. To propoſe ; ADVENTURER . / [adventurier, Fr.) He that
ſecks occaſions of hazard ; he that puts himſelf
to offer to the publick. Dryden.
into the hands of chance. Fairy Queer.
TO ADVANCE. v . n . 1. To come forward.
Parnel. 2. To make improvement Locke.
ADVENTUROUS. a. (adventureux, Fr.) 1.He
ADVANCE . /. ( from 10 advance.) 1. The act
that is inclined to adventures; daring, courage
ous. Dryd. 2. Full of hazard ; dangerous.
of coming forward . Clarendox. 2. A tendency
Addifon .
to come forward to meet a lover. Walſh. 3.
Progreffion ; ride from one point to another. ADVENTUROUSLY.ado.(from odvexturous.]
Boldly , daringly. Shakeſp .
Alierlury. 4. Improvement ; progreſs to
ADVE'NTURESOME. 2. ( from adventure.]
wards perfection. Hale.
ADVANCEMENT. I. (avancement, Fr.) ... The ſame with adventurous.
The act of coming forward. Swift. 2. The ADVENTURESOMENESS.S-(from adventure
ftate of being advanced ; preferment. Shakejp. Some.) The quality of being adventureſome.
ADVERB. Š. (adverbium , Lat .) A word joined
4. Improvement. Brorun.
ADVANCER.S [ from advance.) A promoter ;
to a verb or adjective, and ſolely applied to the
forwarder. Bacon.
uſeof qualifying and reſtraining the latitude of
ADVANTAGE . S. [avantage, Fr. ) 1. Supe
their ſignification. Clarke.
riority . Sprot. 2. Superiority gained by ſtra- ADVERBIAL ... {adverbialis,Lat.] Thatwhich
tagem., Spenfer. 3. Opportunity ; conveni
has the quality or ſtructure of an adverb .
ence. Shakeſp. 4. Favourable circumſtances. ADVERBIALLY.ado . (adverbialiter, Lat .] Le
Waller . 5 . Gain ; profit. Job. 6. Overplus ; the manner of an adverb. Addiſ.
Something more than the mere lawful gain. ADVE'RSABLE.a. (from adperje .) Contrary to.
Shakeſp. 7. Preponderation on ope lide of the ADVERSARIAS: (Lat. ) A common -place. Bull.
compariſon. Tillotson .
A'DVERSARY S.(adverſaire, Fr.odverſarius,
TO ADVANTACÉ. v. a. (from the noun .) 1. Lat.) An opponent ; antagonist ; enemy .
Shakeſp.
To benefit. Locke. 2. To promote ; to bring
forward. Glanville.
A'DVERSATIVE . o. (adverſatious, Lat.) A
ADVANTAGED. a . [ from toadvantage.]Por
word which makes ſome oppoſition or variety.
ſeſſed of advantage. Glanville
A'DVERSE . a . (adverfus, Lat.) 1. Acting with
ADVANTAGE GROUND. S.Ground that gives contrary direction. Millon. 2. Calamitous ;
ſuperiority, and opportunities of annoyance or
afflictive ; pernicious. Oppoſed to prosperous.
reliſtance. Clarendon.
Refcommon. 3. Perſonally opponent, Sidney.
ADVANTAGEOUS. a. ( advantageaux , Fr.) ADVERSITY. A: (adverſité, Fr. ) 1. Apliction ;
calamity . 2. The cauſe of our forrow ; mir
Profitable ; uſeful; opportune. Hammond.
fortune. Shakeſp: 3. The ſtate of unhappi
ADVANTAGEOUSLY. adv. ( from advan
lageous.) Conveniently; opportunely ; profit
neſs ; miſery. Skakeſp.
ably . Arbaib .
A'DVERSLY. adv. ( from adverſe.) Oppoſitely ;
ADVANTAGEOUSNESS.S. (from advantage
unfortunately. Shakeſp:
ous. ) Profitableneſs ; uſefulneſs ; convenience. To ADVERT. v. 8. ( adverto, Lat . ) To attend
Boyle.
to ; to regard , lo obſerve. Ray.
TO ADVENE. V. n. (advenio, Lat.) To accede ADVERTENCE. f. [ from adverk.) Attention
to ſomething ; to be ſuperadded. Ayliffe.
to ; to regard to ;Decay of Piety. ]
ADVEÄNIENT. a . (advenicbs, Lat.) Advening ; ADVE'RTENCY.S. (trom advera.? The ſame
with advertence. Swifi.
fuperadded. Glanville.
ADVENT.S ( from adventus.) The name of one To ADVERTISE . v . a . (advertir, Fr.) 1. To
of the holy ſeaſons, fignifying the coming ;
inform another ; to give intelligence. 2. To
this is, the coming of our Saviour ; which is give notice of any thing, in the publick prints .
made the ſubject of our devotion during the ADVERTISEMENT. ) (ada ertiſſemeni,Fr.) 1 .
Instruction ; admonition . 2. Intelligence ; in
four weeks before Chriſtmas.
ADVE'NTINE. a. ( from advenio, adventum .
formation. 3. Notice of any thing published in
Adventitious ; thal which is extrinfically ad
a paper of intelligence.
ded. Bacon ,
ADVERTISER.ſ. (advertiſeur ,Fr.] 1. He that
gives intelligence or informatioa. 2. The par
ADVENTITIOUS. a. (adventitius Lat.) That
which advenes; accidental ; ſupervenient ; per in which advertiſements are publiſhed.
extrinſically added. Boyle, Dryden .
ADVERTISING .pari.a. ( from advertije . ) Aç
ADVENTIVE.S. (from advenio,Lat.) Thething
tive in giving intelligence; monitory. Šiakelp.
TO ADVE'SPERATE. v. n . i adveſpero, Lai) .
or perſon that comes from without. Bacon .
To draw towards evening .
AL VENTUAL, a. (from adveni.) Relating to
ADVICE
the seaſon of advent. Bijbep Saunderfon.
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ADVICE. F. (avis, advis, Fr.] 1. Counſel ; [ TO ADUMBRATE. v. 2. ( adumbro, Lat.] To
inſtruction. 2. Reflection ; prudent conſider
ſhadow out ; to give a light likeneſs ; to exhi
ation. 3. Confultation ; deliberation. 4. In
bit a faint reſemblance. Decay of Piety .
telligence.
ADUMBRATION.S . (from cdumörete.) ! The
ADVICE - Boat. f. A veſſel employed to bring
act of giving a night and imperfect repreſenta
intelligence .
tion . Bacon. 2. A faint ſketch .
ADVISABLE. a . (from advice.) Prudent; fit ADU'NATION . !. (from ad and unus, Lat . )
The ſtate of being united ; union . Boyle.
to be adviſed. South.
ADVISABLENESS. S: [ from adviſable.) The ADU'NCITY. f.{ aduncitas, Lata ] Crooked
quality of being adviſable ; fitneſs ; propriety.
nels ; hookedneſs. Arburb .
TO ADVI SE . v . c. {adviſer, Fr.] 1. To counſel. ADU'NQUE ... (aduncusyLat.]Crooked. Bacom .
Shakeſp. 2. To inform ; to make acquainted . A DVOCACY. ). ( from advocate.) Vindication ;
defence ; apology. Brown .
TO ADVI'SE . V. n . 1. To conſult ; as , be ad
siſed with his companions. 2. To conſider ; A'DVOCATE . L. (advocatus, Lat.] 1. He that
to deliberate. Milton .
pleads the caule of another in a court of judi
ADVISED. part. a . ( from adviſe. ) 1. Acting
cature. Ayl. Dryd. 2. He that pleads any
with deliberation and deſign ; prudent ; wiſe .
cauſe, in whatever manner, as a controvertitt
Bacon. 2. Performed with deliberation ; act
or vindicator. Shakeſp. 3. In the ſacred ſenie,
ed with deſign. Hooker.
one of the offices of our Redeemer . Milton.
ADVI'SEDLY.adv .(from adviſed.]Deliberately; ADVOCATION. S. (from advocate.) The of
purpoſely ; by deſign ; prudently . Suckling .
fice of pleading; plea ; apology. Shakeſp.
ADVI'SEDNESS. S. [from adviſed .] Deliberati- ADVOLA'TION .. ( advole, advolatum , Lat.)
The
on ; cool andprudent procedure. Saunderſon .
act of Aying to ſomething.
ADVISEMENT. S. [ adviſement, Fr.) 1. Coun- ADVOLUTION S. ( advoutis, Lat .) The act of
rolling to ſomething.
lei ; information. Spenſer. 2. Prudence ; cir
cumſpection
ADVOʻUTRY.F. (avoutrie, Fr.) Adultery.Bac.
ADVISER . f. [ from adviſe.) The perſon that ADVOWE.S. He that has the right of advowlon.
ADVOWSON.S. A right to preſent to a bene
adviſes, a counſellor. Waller.
ADULA'TION.S: (adulation, Fr.adulatio,Lat.]
fice. Cowell.
TO ADU'RE .v . n. (aduro, Lat . ] To burn up.
Flattery ; high compliment. Claren.
Bacon.
ADULA'TOR S. (adulator, Lat. ) A flatterer.
A'DULATOR Y.a.(adulatorius,Lat.) Flattering ADU ST . a. (aduftus, Lat . ) 1. Burnt up ſcorch
ed . Bacon . 2. It is generally now applied, lo
ADULT . a. (adultus, Lat.) Growa up ; paſt the
the humours of the body. Pope.
age of infancy. Blackmore.
ADULT. S. A perſon above the age of infancy, ADU'STED. 2.(See Adust .)'Burnt; dried with
fire . Paradiſe Loſt.
of grown to ſome degree of ſtrength. Sharp.
ADULTNESS. S. [from adult.) The ſtate of be- ADU'STIBLÉ. . (from aduft.) That which may
ing adult .
be aduſted , or burnt up:
TO ADULTER . v. a. ( adulterer, Fr.] To com- ADU'STION . S. [from aduft.) The act of burn
mit adultery with another. Johnſon .
ing up, or drying. Harvey.
ADU’LTERÁNT. ſ. (adulterans, Lat.] The ADŽ . ). See ADDICE .
perſon or thing which adulterates.
AE , or Æ . A diphthong of the Latin language,
which ſeems noi properly to have any place ia
TO ADULTERATE . v. a. ( adulteror , Fr.) 1 .
the Engliſh
To commit adultery. Shakeſp. 2. To corrupt
ÆCLOGUE. S. (written inſtead of eclogue.) A
by ſome foreign admixture. Boyle.
Paſtoral. Spenſer.
ADULTERATE. a . (from 10 adulterate.) 1 .
Tainted with the guilt of adultery.Shakeſp.2. Æ'CILOPS J. ( aiyohout, Gr. ) A tumour or
Corrupted with ſome foreign mixture . Swift.
ſwelling in the great corner of the eye , by the
root of the noſe. Quincy.
ADULTERATENESS. S. ( from adulteraie.]
The quality or ſtate of being adulterate.
ÆGYPTI'ACUM . S. An ointmentconſiſting on
ADULTERA TION. F. ( from adulterate.) 1 . ly of honey , verdigreaſe and vinegar. Quincy .
The act of corrupting by foreign mixture. ÆL, or EAL, or AL . In compound names, all,
Bacsa. 2. The ftate of being coataminated.
or altogether. So : Aldred altogether reve
Feltom
rend : Alfred altogether peaceful.Gib.
ADULTERER . L. ( adulter, Lat. ) The perſon ÆLF, Implies affiítance. So ifwin is victoria
guilty of adultery. Dryd.
ous. Gibſon.
ADULTERESS. /: ( from adulterer. ) A woman ÆNIGMÁ. See ENIGMA .
that commits adultery :
AERIAL. a . (qërins , Lat. ) 1. Belonging to
the air, as conliſting of it. Prior. Newton. 2 .
ADULTERINE. S.( adulterine, Fr. ) A child
born of 20 aduliereſs.
Produced by the air. Dryd. 3. Inhabiting the
ADULTEROUS . a. ( adulter , Lat.) Guilty of
air . Milton. 4. Placed in the air . Pope. 5.
adaltery. Tayler.
High ; elevated in ſituation. Philips.
ADULTERY.L. ( adulterium , Lat.) The act of A'ERIE.S. (airie, Fr. ) A neſt of haviks and
violating the bed of amarried perſon . Dryd.
other birds of prey. Cowell.
ADUMBRANT. a. (from adumbrale .) That AERO LOGY.J. (ang and dóz @ , Gr.) The
A'EROMANCY .
doctriac of theair,
ubic gives a flight reſemblance.
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AEROMANCY . S. [ aling and pávlus, Gr. ] The
art of divining by the air.
AERO -METRY. T. [ ang and feszéx .] The art
of meaſuring the air.
AEROʻSCOPY. ſ. (ang and cxéniw, Gr.] The
obfervation of the air.
ÆTHIOPS-MINERAL . f. A medicine ſo called,
from its dark colour, prepared of quickſilver
and fulphur, ground together in a marble mor
tar .
ÆTITES. ſ. [2810, an eagle . ) Eagle ſtone.
Quincy .
APAR . adv. ( from a for at, and far . ) !. At a
great diſtance.Bacon . 2. To a great diſtance.
Dryd . 3. From afar ; from a diſtant place.
Addiſon . 4. Afar off ; remotely diftant. Hayward.
AFE'ARD. participial a. ( from to fear, for to
fright, with a redundant. ) Frighted ; terrified ; afraid. Fairy Queen. B. Johnſon.
AFER. S. (Lat .] The loathweſt wind. Milten .
AFFA'BILITY . [ affabilité, Fr. affabilitas,
Lat. ) Ealineſs of manners ; courteouſneſs ;
civility ; condeſcenſion. Clarend.
AFF'ABLE. a . Caffable, Fr. affabilis, Lat.) 1.
Eaſy ofmanners ; accoſtable ; courteous;complaiſant. Bacon. 2. Applied to the external
appearances ; benign ; mild .
AFFABLENESS. S. (from affable.) Courteſy ;
affability.
.
.[
]
civilly .
A'FFABROUS . a . ( affabre, Pr.] Skilfully made;
complete.
AFFABULA'TION. F. ( affabulatio, Lat .] The
moral of a fable,
AFFAI'R . S. ( affaire, Fr.) BuGineſs ; ſomething
to be managed or tranſacted . Pope.
AFFE'AR. v. n . (from affier, Fr.) To confirm ;
to eſtabliſh . Shakeſp.
AFFECT. S. [from the verb affe &t .] 1. Affection ; pafion ; lenſation. Bacon, 2. Quality ;
circumſtance. Wilem .
TO AFFECT.v.a .(affecter,Fr. afficio, affeflum ,
Lat . ] 1. To act upon ; to produce effects in
any other thirg. Milica . 2. To move the
paflions . Addiſon. 3. To aim at ; to endeavour aſter. Dryd. 4. To tend to ; 10 endea
vour after. Newt. 4. To be fond of; to be
pleaſed with ; to love . Hooker. 6. To ſtudy
the appearance of any thing ; with ſome degree of hypocriſy . Prior. 7. To imitate in an
unnatural and conſtrained manner. Ben . Jokal.
AFFECTATION.J. (affectatio, Lat.) The act
of making an artificial appearance. Spectator.
AFFEʻCTED . participial a . [from affec7.) 1 .
Moved ; touched with affection. Claren . 2 .
Studied with over-much care. Shokejp. 3. In
a perſonal ſenfe , full of affectation ; as , an
af sied lady
AFFECTEULY. ailə. [ from afi & ed.) In an
affected manner ; hypocritically. Brown.
AFFE CTEDNESS. /[ liom affected .] The qua
lity of being affected .
AFFECTION . S. [ affiflion, Fr. affectio, Lat.)
1. The ſtate of being affected by any caule, or

agent. Shakeſp. 2. Paffion of any kind. sid .
ney. 3. Love ; kindneſs ; good -will to fome
perſon . Pope. 4. Zeal. Becor. 5. State of
the mind, in general . Shakeſp. 6. Quality ;
property, Holder. 7. State of the body. Wife
in an . 8. Lively repreſentation in painting.
Wotton .
AFFECTIONATE. a. (affectionné, Fr. from af
fection .) 1. Full of affection ; warm ; zealous .
Sprat. 2. Fond ; tender. Sidney. 3. Bene
volent. Rogers.
AFFE'CTIONATELY.adv. [ from affectionate.]
Fondly ; tenderly ; benevolently.
AFFECTIONATENESS. S. (from affectionate. )
Fondneſs ; tenderneſs ; good-will.
AFFECTIONED. a . (from affection .] 1. Af
fected ; conceited. Shakeſp . 2. Inclined ;
mentally diſpoſed. Rom.
AFFE'CTIOUSLY. ado. [ from affe &t.] In an af
fecting manaer.
AFFECTIVE. a. ( from affe al. ] That which af
fects; which ſtrongly touches. Rogers.
AFFE'CTUOSITY. ). [from affe&tuous.) Paſſion
ateneſs. Diet.
AFFE'CTUOUS. o. [ from affect.] Fullof paflion .
To AFFE'RE. v.a.[ offier, Fr. ] A law term ,
ſignifying to confirm .
AFFI'ANCE.S. [ affiance, from affier, Fr.] 1. A
marriage contract. Fairy Queen. 2. Truſt in
general ; confidence. Shakeſp. 3. Truſt in the
divine promiſes and protection.
TO AFFİ’ANCE. v. a. ( from the noun affiance. ]
1. To betroth ; to bind any one by ' omiſe to
marriage. Fairy Queen . 2. To give confi
dence . Pope.
AFFI'ANCER.S. ( from affiance.) He that makes
a contract of marriage between two parties.
AFFIDA'TION . 35. (from affido, Lat. See af .
A'FFIDATURE.Siled.] Mutual contract ;
mutual oath of fidelity .
AFFIDA'VIT . F. [affidavit fignifies, in the lan
guage of the common law , be made oath.) A
declaration upon oath.
AFFI'ED. pariicip. a . [ from the verb affy, de
rived from affido.] joined by contract ; affi
anced. Shakeſp.
AFFILIA'TION . S. [ from ad and filius, Lat. ]
Adoption . Chambers.
A'FFINAGE . S. [ affinage, Fr.] The act of re
fining metals by thecupel. Diet.
AFFINED . a. ( from affinis, Lat.) Related to
another. Shakeſp
AFFI'NITY. /. affinité, Fr. from affinis. Lat.)
1. Relation by marriage. 2. Relacion to ;
connexion with.
TO AFFIRM. V.n. ( affirmo, Lat.) To declare ;
to tell confidently : oppoſed to the word deny.
To AFFIRM . v. a. To ratify or approve a for
mer law, or judgment.
AFFIRMABLE. a. [ from affirm .] That whicka
may be affirmed .
AFFIRMANCE . . [ from affirm .] Confirma
tion; oppoſed to repeal. Bacon .
AFFIRMANT. 8. (from affirm .] The perſoa
tha affirms.
AFFIRMATION.
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AFFIRMA'TION. S. (offirmatio, Lar.] 1. The TO AFFRI'GHT. v. 2. (See F2108T.) Te
act of affirming or declaring ; oppoſed to mega
affect with fear ; to terrify. Waller.
tist. Sickejf .2. The position affirmed. Ham -AFFRIGHT. F. (from the verb.] 1. Térrour ;
merd. 3. Confirmation : oppoſed to repeal.
feat . Dryden. 2. The cauſe offear; a tkrio
Masker ,
ble object . Ben Jobmfn.
AFFIRMATIVE. .. ( from affirm .) i . That APFRIGHTFUL ...Fullof afright or terrour;
which affirms, oppoſed to negative. 2. That terrible . Decay of Piety :
which can or may be affirmed. Newton . 3. AFFRIGHTMENT.J. (from afrigbr.) .. The
Pofitive ; dogmatical. Taylor.
impréfion of fear; ferrour. Locke. 2. The
ſtate of fearfulneſs. Hammond,
AFFIRMATIVELY. ödv. (from affirmative.]
On the poſitive ſide ; not negatively. Brown . TO AFFRONT. 0.2. [offronter, fr.] 1. To
AFFIRMER . S. [ from afirm .] The perſon that meet face to face ; to encounter, Sbakefp. 2.
afirms. Woits.
To meet ; in a hoſtile manner, front to front.
Milor. 3. To offer an open ipfult ; to offend
TCAFFIX v. t. (cfrigo, affixum , Lat.) To unite
avowedly . Dryden.
to the end ; to fubjoin. Rogers.
AFFIX . I. Caffixum , Lat.) À particle united to AFFRONT. S. ( from the verb affroxi.] 7. Yaſule
the end of a word . Clarke.
offered to the face. Dryden. 2. Outrage ; act of
contempt. Milion. 3. Open oppoſition , encona
AFFIXION . L. (from affix .] 1. The act of af
fixing. 2. The ftate of being affixed.
ter, Milton . 4. Diſgrace ; ſhame. Arbuthnor.
AFFLA'TIONS. [from affle,affarum ,Lac.] The AFFRONTER. F. (from affront.] The perfon
act of breathing upon any thing .
that affronts.
AFFLATUS. ]. (Lat.) Communication of the AFFRO'NTING . part. a . ( from affront.] That
power of prophecy.
which has the quality of affroating. Wat.
TO AFFLICT. v.a. [ cffii &to, affli& um , Lat.) To AFFU'SE. v.a. (effundo, affufum, Låt.) To
pourone thing upon another. Boyk.
To put to pain ; to grieve ; to torment. Hooker.
AFFLICTEDNESS. S. ( from affli & rd .] Sorrow . | AFFUSION . S.[cffufio,Loc.) The stof affuling .
Grew ..
fuloefs ; grief .
AFFLICTER.F. (from affim .] The perſon that To AFFY' v ... [affier.Fr.) Tobetroth in order
affia :
to marriage. Shakesp.
AFFLI'CTION. S. ( affiEtie,Lat.) 1. The cauſe To AFFY. v.m. To puc considence in; to put
of pain or forrow ; calamity. Hooker. 2. The trúlt in. Shakeſp.
AFIELD. adv. (from a and field.)to the field.
ſtate of ſorrowfulneſs; miſery. Addiſon .
AFFLICTIVE . a. ( from offic .] Painful; tor
Gay.
menting. Souib.
AFLA'T. adv. ( from a and far.) Level with the
AFFLUENCE . L. ( afluence, Fr. affluentia. Lat. )
ground. Bacon.
1.The act of howing to any place; concourſe. AFLOAT.adv.(froin a andAsar. ]Floating.Addiy.
Wettek. 2. Exuberance of riches ; plenty . AFOOT. adv. ( from o and four.). .On foot; noc
Rogers.
on horſeback . Shakeſp . 2. In action ; as, to de
Sign is afoot. Shakeſp. 3. In motion . Shaktjo.
AFFLUENCY.S. The ſame with affluence.
AFFLUENT. . ( offluens, Lat .) 1. Flowing to AFORE. prep. ( from a and fore.). 1. Before
any part. Harvey. 2. Abundant; exuberant ;
rearer in place to any thing. 2. Sooner in
rime . Shakeſp
Wealthy. Prier .
AFO
AFFLUENTNESS. S. (from afterni.] The
'RE . adv . 1.Ia time foregone or paft. Shak.
qazlity of being affluent .
2. Firſt in the way. Skakejp. 3. la front; in
AFFLUX S. [ Hluxus, Lat.] 1. Theact of flow
thefore-part. Spenſer.
ing to fome place ; afflueace. 2. That which AFOʻRECOING. pari ... (From aforeand going.I
Going before.
Hows to any place. Harvey.
AFFLUXION . J. (afluxio, Lac.] 1. The aa AFOREHAND. adv . (from afore and hand.] 1 .
By a previous providon. Gov. of Tongue. 2 .
of Howing to a particular place. 2. Thatwhich
Provided ; prepared ; previoudyfitted.Bacon.
Hows from oneplace to another. Brown.
TO AFFORD. v.a. (affourter, affourrager,Fr.) AFOREMENTIONED.
( from afore and
1. To yield or ptoduce. 2. To grant, or confer mentioned .) Mentioned before. Addifot.
asy thing., Fairy Queen. 3. To be able to AFOʻRENAMED... ( from afore and saved.]
fell. Addifer. 4. To be able to bear expences.
Named before. Pearbam .
AFORESAID . a. ( from afore and faid.) Said
Swift.
To AFFOʻREST. v... (2f :reftore, Lat.) To before. Bacon.
AFORETIME. adv . ( from afore and time.] in
art ground into foreft. Davies.
TO AFFRANCHISE . w . a. ( affrancher, Fr.] time past. Sufanna.
To make free.
ÅFRA'ID. particip. a. [from she verb offrny )
TO AFFRAY.v.a. [ effrayer .] To frightſ to
Struck with fear ; terrified ; fearful. Pfalms,
territ
Duoden.
AFFRAY. A dubultüous ladle of ódé of thote AFRESH . adv. ( from é and freß.j Andw ;
again . Waris .
perſons upoo others.
AFFRICTION. S. Caffrigio; Lat.) Tbé ad of AFRONT. adv. (from a and front.j la front;
rabbing one thisz upot anothét, Bryl .
in dire &t oppoſition. Shakeſp.
AFTER .
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A'FTER . prep:[æster, Sax.) 1. Following in AGA'PE. adz . {a and gape ) Staring with eager
place . Shakeſp. 2. In purſuit of. Samuel. 3. nefs. Spettarır .
Behind. Newton. 4. Posterior in time. Dry - A'GARICK . S. (agaricum, Lat.) A drug ofuſe
in pł.; ſick, and the dying trade. It is divided
den. 5. According to. Barin . 6. In imita
into male and female ; the male is uſed only
Hon of. Addiſor.
A'FTER . adv. 1. In ſucceeding time. Bacon . in dying, the female ia medicine : the male
grows oa oaks , the female on larches.
2. Following aitother. Skakelp.
AGA ST.a. [rromagaze.]Milion See AGHÀ ST .
AFTER is compounded with many words.
AFTERAGES. T. ( from after and ages .] Suc - ACATE. I. (agate, Fr. achares, Lat.) A pres
cious ſtone of the loweſt claſs. Woodward."
ceflive times ; pofterity. Raleigh.
AFTER ALL. Ac latt ; in fine , in concluſion. A'GATY. # ( from agáte.) l'artaking ofthe na
ture of agate. Woodward.
Atterbury
AFTERBIRTH.S [from after and birib. ] The To AGAZE. v.a. (from a and gaze. ) To ſtrike
fecundire. Wiſeman .
with amazement . Fairy Queen
APTERCLAP. F.(from after and clap.] An un- AGE . /. [age, Fr.) 1. Any period of time at
tributed to ſomething as the whole, or part , of
expected event, happening after an affair is
Tuppoſed to be at an end. Spenser.
its duration . Skakelp. 2. 'A ſucceſſion or ge
AFTERCOST. S. The expence incurred after
neration of men . Rof. 3. The time in which
the original plan is executed. Miri.
any particular man , or race ofmen , lived; as ,
AFTERCROP. S. Second harvelt. Mert
the age of heroes. 4. The ſpace of a hun
dred years. şi The latter part of life ; old age.
TOAPTEREYE. v . d. To follow in view.
Shakeſp,
Prior. 6. Maturity ; ripenieſs ; full ftreng b
A'FTERGAME. f. Meihods taken after the of life. Dryden. 7. In law . In a man , the
firſt turn of affairs. Wottom.
age of fourteen years is the age of diſcretion ;
AFTERMATH.F . (efter andmath , from me.. ]
and at twenty -one years is the full age. A wo
man at twenty -one is able to alienate her lands.
Second grop of graſs mown in autumn.
Cowell.
AFTERNOON . Y. The time from the mieridian
A'CED. a. (from age.] 1. Old ; ſtricken in
to the evening. Dryden.
years. Prior. 2. old; applied to inanimate
AFTERPAINS. . Pains after birth.
things. S :: l!.
A'FTERPART. I. The latter part. Locke.
AFTERPROOF. J. Evidence poſterior to the A'GEDLY. odv. ( from aged.] After the mana
ner of an aged perſon.
thing in queſtion. Wetten.
A'FTERTASTE . S. Taſte remaining upon the AG’EN . adv . [agen , Sax.) Again ; in return .
Drydex .
longue after the draught,
AFTERTHOUGHT. y . Reflections after the A'CENCY . S. ( from agent.] 1. The quality of
acting the itate of being in action . Woodw .
act ; expedients formed too late. Dryd.
AʼFTERTIMES. S. Succeeding times. Dryden . 2. Bulinels performed by an agent. Sævifi.
A'PTERTOSSINC . . The motion of the fea A'GENT . a. ( agens, Lai . ] That which acts.
Bacon .
afier a ftorm . Addijon,
A'FTERWARD.ado. In ſucceedingtime.Hooker. A'GENT . S. 1. A ſubitieute ; a depwy ; a fac
AFTERWIT . ſ. Contrivance ofexpedients after
tor. Dryd. 2. That which has the power of
operating Temple.
the occaſion of oſing them is part. L'Eſrange.
AFTER-WRATH. I. Anger when the provoca- ACGENERATION . F. ( from ad and generatio,
tion ſeems paſt. Skakeſp.
Lat . ) The ſtate of growing to another body.
Brian .
A'GA. /. The title of a Turkiſh military officer
A'CGERATE . v. a. ( from aggero, Lat.) To
To
:
time
A
ſeco
1.
Sax.]
A'GAIN . adv. (agen.
nd
oncé mi te. Bacon. * 2. On the other hand. heap up. Diet.
Bacon. 3. On another part, Dryden. 4. ID AGGEROSE . adj. fall of heaps.
return. Bacon . si Back ; in reftitution, stake. To AGGLOMERATE. v.o. (agglomero, Lat.)
6. In recompeace. Prov . 7. In order of rank
To gather up in a ball , as thread.
or ſucceflion. Bacon. 8. Beſides ; in any other AGGLU TINANTS./.(trom agglutinate.) Thoſe
time or place. Bacon. 9. Twice as much ; medicines which have the power of uniting
marking the ſame quantity once repeated . parts together,
Pope. 10. Again and again ,with frequent To AGGLUTINATE. v . a. [from ad and glu
repetition. Locke. 11. In oppofition. Romans. ten, Lat.) To unite one part to another.
12. Back. Dent.
Harvey .
AGA'INST . prep. ( ængcon, Sax. ) 1. In oppofi- AGGLUTINATION . ſ. ( from agglutinate .)
cion to any perſon . Genefis. 2. Contrary ; op
Union ; coheſion , Wiſeman .
poſite, in general. Dryden . 3. In contra- ACOLUTINATIVE . . ( from agglutinate.]
di tion' to any opinion. Swife. 4. With con
That which has the power of procuring aga
trary motion or tendency ; uſed of material glucidation. Wiſeman .
action. Shakeſp. 5. Contrary to rule. Dryd. TO A'GGRANDIZE. v. a. ( aggrandifer, Fr.]
6. Oppofice to, in place. Dryden. 7. To the
To make great ; to enlarge ; to exalt.Waits.
hurt of another. Davies. s. la expectation A'GGRANDIZEMENT. T.' (oggrandiſſement,
Clarendon
of.
Fr.) The ſtate of being aggrapdizode
A'GGRAN
À
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examination . L'Eſtrange, 4. Perturbation :
AGGRANDIZER . S. Círom a grandize .) The
perſon that makes great another.
diſturbance of the thoughts. Tatler. s. De
TO AGGRA'TE. 9. 0. [asgratare, Ital.] To liberation ; the ſtate of being conſulted upon.
Swift.
pleaſe, to treat with civilities. Fairy Queen.
TO A'GGRAVATE . v. 6. aggrav!, Lat.) 1. AGITA'TOR , F. (from agitate] He who ma
es affairs.
nag
To make heavy ; in a metaphorical ſenſe ; as
t9 eggravate an accuſation. Aliltix 2. To A'GLET.L . [cigulette, Fr.) 1. A tag ofa point
make any thing worſe . Bacsi .
curved into ſome repreſentation of an animal.
AGGRAVA'TION. |. ( from aggravate .) 1 .
Hoytv. Shakeſp . 2. The pendants at the ends
The ait of aggravating 2. The extrinſica ! of the chieves of fiowers.
circemitances, which encreaſe guilt, or cala- AGMINAL. 4. ( from agmen , Lac.] Belonging
mity. Hammond
to a troop. Dicl.
AGGREGATE . a. (aggregatus , Lat. ) Framed A'GNAIL : S. ( from anze, grieved, and nagle.
by the collection of particular parts into one nail . ) A whitlow.
maſs. Ray.
AGNA'TION S. [from agratus, Lat.) Deſcent
AGGREGATE . f. The reſult of the conjunc
from the fame father, in a direct male line.
tion of many particulars. Glanville
AGNI'TION. S. ( from agnitio. Lat.) Acknow?
ledgment.
TO A'GGREGATE. v. a. (aggrego, Lat.) To
coileet together ; to heap many particulars in- To AGNIZE. v . a . ( from agnoſco. Lat.) To
to one maſs. Milion ,
acknowledge ; to own . Shakeſp.
AGGREGA'TION. S. ( from a : gregate.] 1. The AGNOMINATIONS. ſagnominatie, Lat.] Al
act of collecting many particulars into one
lusion of one word to another. Camden ,
whole. Weedward. 2. The whole compoſed AG NUS CASTUS. [. [Lat .] The chaſte tree.
by tbe coacervation of many particulars. 3 ,
Dryden.
AGO ado . (agan, Sax .) Pat ; as, long ago ; thay
State of being collected. Brown.
TOAGGRESS.w.a.(aggrediar ,aggreſjum ,Lat.} is, long time has paſt ſince. Addiſon .
AGOG . adv. Ta a ftate of deſire, South .
Tommit the first act of violence. Prior.
AGGRESSION.S. (eggreffio, Lat. ) Commence- AGOING . a . (a . and going ;) In a zion. Tatler.
m.mt of a quarrel by Tome act of iniquiry . AGONE . adv. [agan. Sax.) Ago ; paſt. Ber .
L'Efrange
Jobafon .
AGGRESSOR.S. ( from aggreſs.; The aſſaulter A'CONISM S. [ iyoulouos, Gr .) Contention for
or invader, oppoſed to the defendant. Pope.
a prize. Die
AGGRIEVANCE . S. Injury ; wrong .
AGONI'STES, S. (aywvigni, Gr.) A prize
highter; one that contends at a publick ſolem
T. AGGRIEVE. v . a . (from gravis , Lat.) 1 .
To give furrow ; to vex . Spexjer. 3. Toim;
nity for a prize . Milion.
poſe ; to hurt in one's righe. Granville.
To A GONIZE. v ... [agoniſer, Fr.) To be in
TO ACGROUP. v . a. (aggropare, Ital .] To exceſſive pain . Pepe.
A'GONY. |. (aya, Gr. agonie, Fr.] 1. The
bring together into one figure, Dryden.
ACHA'SŤ. 6. ( from a and gast, a ghoſt .] pangs of death . Roſcommon. 2. Any violent
Struck with horror, as atthe fight of a ſpectre.
pain of body or mind. Milt. 3. li is parti
Addifcs .
cularly uſed in devotions for our Redeemer's
A'CILE. 6. (agilis, Lat.) Nimble ; ready ; ac
conflict in the garden . Hooker.
zire. Prier .
AGO'OD.adv. (c andgood .) In earneſt. Shakeſp .
AGILENESS. f. [from agik .] Nimbleneſs; AGOʻUTY. S. An animal of the Antilles of
the bigneſs of a rabbit ; when chaſed, he flies
quickneſs; activity.
AGILITY . I. agilitas, Lac.) Nimbleneſs ; to a hollow tree, whence he is expelled by '
ſmoke.
Trevoux.
quickneſs ; a & ivity . Wolts .
AĞIO.J. ( Italian.) A mercantile term , uſed To AGRA'CE v . a . (from a and grace.] To
chiefly in Holland and Venice, for the differ
grant tavours to. Fairy Queen .
ence between the value of bank potes, and AĞRAMMATIST. f . [a, priv . and ypávaco,
the current money, Chambers.
Gr. ) An illiterate man .
To A'GIST . 0.0. Isiſle, Pr. a bed.) To take AGRARIAN, a . (agrarius, Lat .] Relating to
fields or grounds .
ia and feedthe cattle of trangers in the king's
To AGRE ASE . a . ( from a and greaſe.) To
foreſt, and to gather the money. Blount.
daub ; to greale . Fairy Queen.
AGI STMENT. f. A medus or compoſition , or
TO AGREE. v . 1. (agreer. Fr. ] 1. To be in
mean rate.
AGISTOR .f. An officer of the king's foreſt.
concord. Pope. 2. To yield to. Burnet. 3 .
A'GITABLE. S- [cgitabilis, Laz.) That which
To letile terms by ftipulation. Matt. 4. To
ſettle a price between buyer and ſeller. Mail.
may be put in motion.
5. To be of the ſame mind or opinion. Cla
put
To
1.
)
Lat
TO AGITATE. v. a, (agito,
in motion . 2. To actuale ; to move, Backa readşn. 6. To be cooliſtent. hlark. 7. To
mire. 3. To affect with perturbation. 4. To ſuit with . Locke. 8. To caule no diſturbance
in the body. Arbuthnot .
bandy ; to diſcuſs ; to controvert. Boyk .
AGITATION. J. Jagitatis, Lat. ] 1. The act To A'GREÉ. v. a . 1. To put an end to a va
of moving any thing. Locón. 2. The face of riance. Spenſer. 2. To reconciie. Rojcoveir.29..
AGREE
D 3
bciag moved. 3. Difcuffion ; controverſial
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AGREEABLE . a .( agreable, Fr.) !. Suitable fall f. [ from the verb.) A diſeaſe. Pope.
to ; confitent with. Templé. 2. Pleaſing. Ad- AILMENT. F. (from oil.]Pain; diſeaſe. Gran.
difon .
AILING. particip. a . Sickly.
AGREEABLENESS L. ( from agreabl .) 1.TO AIM . v. a . (eſmer, Fr. ) .. To endeavourto
Itrike with a millive weapon. Pope. 2. To
Conſiſtency with ; ſuitablenes to . Locke. 2 .
point the view, or dired the ſteps, towards
The quality of pleaſing. Cellier . 3 Relem
blance ; likeneſs . Grew .
any thing ; to endeavour to reach or oblain .
AGRE'EABLY. adv . ( from agreeable.] Conſiit
Tillot!. 3. Tegueſi.
ently with ; ' ina manger ſuitable (o. Swifi. Am . ) [ from the verb .) 1. The direction of a
AGREED . partic. a . Seteled by conſent. Locke.
miſlile weapon . Dryd. 2. The point to which
AGREEINGNESS. S. (from agree.) Conſill
the thing thrown is directed. Sbakelp. 3. An
Cânce ; ſuitableneſs.
intention ; a detign. Pope. 4. The object of a
AGRE'EMENT.S. (agrement. Fr. ) 1. Concord .
deſign. Locke. 5. Conjecture; gueſs. Shukela .
Ecclus. 2. Reſemblance of one ibing to ano- AIR . I. (air, Fr.aër. Lat .) 1. The element en
ther. Locke. 3. Compact ; bargain . Arbuth .
compafling the terraqueous globe. Walis. 2 .
ACRE'STICK . or AGRESTICAL , s . (from
The date of the air with regard to health .
agreftis. Lac .) Rude ; ruſtick.
Bacon . 3. A ſmall gentle wind.Milton , 4. Any
thing light oruncertain. Stokelp. s . The opça
AGRICULTURE. J. [agricultura. Lat.) Til
weather. Dryd. 6. Vent ; emiſion into the air.
lage; huſbandry. Pope.
ACŘIMONY. / [agrimonia. Lat.) The name
Dryd. 7. Publication ; expolure to the pub
of 2 plant. Millar :
lic. Pope. 8. Poetry ; a loog. Milion. 9. Ma
AGROʻUND. adv. [ from a and ground .) 1.
lick , whether light or ſerious, Pope. 10. The
Stranded; hindered by the ground from par
mien, ormanner of the perſon. Addiſon. 11 .
ſing farther. Roligh. 2. Hindered in the
An affected or laboured manner of geſture.
progreſs of affairs.
Swife.' 12. Appearance. Pope.
ACUE . J. [aigu, Fr.) An intermitting fever, TO AIR . v . 4. (trom che nguo.) 1. To expoſe
with cold fits lucceeded by hor . Des .
to the air. Dryd. 2. To takethe air. Addis.
AGUED . a , [from ague.) Struck with an a 3. To open to the air, Hooker.
AIRBLADDER. S. (from air and bladder.) 1 .
gue ; ſivering. Skakelp.
AGUE -FIT. / . ( from ague and fit.] The pa
Any cuticle filled with air. Arbuthnol. 2. The
bladder in fithes, by the contraction and dilata
roxyſm of the ague. Skakelp.
A'CUE - TREE. Š. (from ague and tree .) Sala
tion of which, they riſe or fall, Cudworth.
fras. Dici.
AIRBUILT: a . ( from air and build .) Built in
AGUISH . a . (from ague.) Having the qualities the air. Pope.
of an ague . Granolle.
AIR -DRAWN. a. Painted in air. Shakeſp.
A'CUISHNESS, S. ( irom agriſh .] The quality A'IRER , F. ( from To air .) He that exposes to
the air.
of reſembling an ague.
AH . interjection . 1. A word noring ſomețime A'TRHOLE. S. (from air and bele.) A hole to
admit air.
dinlike and cenſure . Ifaiat. 2. Sometimes con
tempt and exultation. Pfalms. 3. Moit fre- APIRINESS. S. ( from airy.) 1. Expoſure to the
quently , companion and complaint . Prior.
air . 2. Lightnets ; gaiety ; levity . Feltor .
AHA', AHA ! interjed. A word intimating A'IRING. /. from air.) A ſhort journey. Add.
triumph and contempt . Pfalms.
A'IRLESS. a . (from air. ) Without communi
AHE'AD . ada . (trom a and heart.} 1. Further cation with the free air. Shakeſp.
onward than another. Dryden. .. Headlong ; AIRLING . ! . [from air. ) A young gay perſon .
precipitant.
Ben. Johnson .
AHE'IGHT. adv. (from a and beizh..) Alori; A'IRPUMP.1. ( from air and pump.) A ma
.
chie by whole means the air is exhauſted out
on high skakelp
AHOUAI. S. The name of a plant. Miliar.
of proper vetſels. Chambers.
TO AID. v. a. aider. Fr.] To help ; to fup- AIRSHAFT. ). [from air and ſafe.] A pas
port ; to ſuccour. Waller.
lage for the air into mines. Ray.
AID . L. ( from To aid. } 1. Help ; fupport. Pope. A'IRY. a . ( from air ; sëreus, Lat.) 1. Com
poſed of air. Bacon . 2. Relaciog to the air .
2. The perſon that gives help; a helper. Tobit .
3. Inlaw . A ſublidy. Cowell.
Boyle. 3. High in air . Addiſon. 4. Light as air ;
AIDANCE.S. (from aid.) Help ; ſupport. Shak .
uniubitantial. Shakelp. 5. Without reality ;
A IDANT, a . (a.dani, Fr. ) Heiping ; helpful .
vain ; trifling. Temple. 6. Fiuuering ; loole ;
Skakelp.
full of levity. Dryd. 7. Gay ; sprightly ; full
AIDER : J. ( from oil.! A heper ; an ally , Bac. oi mirth ; lively ; light of heart. Tayler.
AIDLESS
AISLE, O AILE ./. Thewalkinachurch .Addis.
Hilton. ,s . (irom sid.;Helpleſs; unſupport- AIT
. ). A imallitland in a river.
AIGUL ! T . L. (aigulet, Fr. ) A point with tags. To AKE. V.n. ( from arou. Gr.) To feel a last
Fuiry
ing pain . Locke ,
TO ALL . v . a . (plan , Sax .) 1. To pain ; to AKIN. 2. (trom c and kin ) i . Related to ;
loubeisn give pun. Gerojis. 2. To effe
allied to by blood. Sidney . 2. Allied to by
many manner, Drid.
nature. L'Illrange.
ALABASTER .

A LC
* LABASTER. S. Catáßasem . ) A kind of ſoft | A'LCOHOL. S. A high retified dephlegmated
marble , eaſier to cut, and less durable , than
ſpirit of wine . Boyle.
the other kinds ; the whise is most com- FALCOHOLIZATION.S. [from alcoholize.)The
act of alcoholizing or rectifying ſpirits.
moa. Stakelo.
LABASTER . a Made of alabaſter. Addison. To ALCOHOLIZE. 3. a. (from alcohol.)
ALACK . interjed . Alas; an expreſſion of for
To rectity fpirits till they are wholly de
phlegmated.
Tow . Shakelp .
ALA'CKADAY . interject. word noring for- A’LCORAN.S. (al and koran , Arab. ) The book
of the Mahometan precepts, and credenda '
and melancholy .
Sanderſon .
ALA CRIOUSLY . ada. Cheerfully ; without
ALCOVE.
J. [olceho, Span.) A receſs, or part
ejection . Geo . of ibe Tongue .
of a chamber, feparated by an eſtrade, in
ALÁ CRITY . f (alacritas, Lat.]Cheerfulneſs ;
iprightlineſs ; gayety. Dryden .
which is placed a bed of taie. Treu.
ALAMIRE. (. The loweſt pole but one in AʼLDER.. [ alnus, Lat .) A tree baving leaves
Guido Aretine's ſcale of muſick.
reſembling thoſe of a hazel. The wood will
ALAMOʻDE.adou. Ca la mode, Fr.] According to
endure long under ground, or in water. Pope.
ALDERLI'EVEST. a. Moſt beloved. Sbakejp.
Ebe fathios .
ALAND . ada. ( from a for ai, and land.) AC A'LDERMAN.S. (from ald, old, and man,] The
fame as ſenator : a governour or magiſtrate.
land , landed. Dryden,
ALARM , S. ( from the Fr. à l'arme,to arms.)
Pepe.
1. A cry by which mea are ſummoned to their A'LDERMANLY . ado. [ from olderman .) Like
arms. Pipe, 2. Notice of any danger approach
an alderman. Swife.
A'LDERN . .(from alder.) Made of alder. May.
ing . 3. Any tumult of difturbaoce, Pope.
T, ALARM . 1.4. 1. To call to arms. Addison. ALE./. [eale ,Sax .) 1. A liquor made by infuling
2. To ſurpriſe with the apprehenſion of any
malc in hot water, and then fermenting tho li
danger. Tickell. 3. To diſturb. Dryder.
quor. Shakeſp. 2. A merry meting uſed in
ALARMBELL. f . [ from alarm and bell.] The country places. Ben . Jahajon .
bell that is ruog at the appsoach of an enemy. A'LEBERRY.S: [from ale and berry.) A beve
Dryder.
rage made by boiling ale with ſpice and ſugar ,
ALARMING. particip.o. ( from alarm .) Ter
and lops of bread.
rifying ; awakening ; ſurpriſing.
A’LEBREWER . J. [ from ale and brewer .) Qnc
that profeues to brew ale. Mortimer .
ALARMPOST. 6. ( from alarm and per .) The
peit appointed to each body of men to appear A'LECONNER. /. [from ale and con ) An of
ficer in the city of London, whoſe buſineſs is
ALA RUM . . See ALARM . Prior.
ta inſpect the meaſures of publick houſes.
TO ALABUM . 7. a . See ALARM . Shakeſp
AʼLECOST. [. The name of an herb. Diel.
ALA'S, izterject. ( helas, Fr. ) 1. A word expref- ALE'CTRYOMANCY, or ALE'CTORO
MANCY. S. Divination by a cock .
fine lamentation, Pope. 2. A wordof pily . Shak.
ALAS THE DAY. interject . Ah, unhappy day ! A'LEGAR. f . [ from ek and eager , four.) Sour
ale
.
Sbskeja.
ALAS THE WHILE. interject. Ah, unhappy A'LEGER. adj. (allegre, Pr.alacris, Lat.) Gayi
time ! Sperler.
chearful; ſprightiy. Bace.
AʼLEHOOF. J. (from ale and hoofd , head .]
ALA TE . ada . (from 6 and late.) Lately .
Groundivy. Temple.
ALB. L. (albuz , Lau ) A furplice.
ALBE IT.cda . Aleboughs notwithlanding .South. A'LEHOUSE.S . ( trom ak and houſe.) A tip
ling houle, South.
ALBUGINEOUS.a. ( albugo, Las.] Relembling
A'LEHOUSEKEEPER. S. (from alehouſe and
an albugo.
ALBUGO. . [Lat .) A diſeaſe in the eye, by
keeper. He that keeps ale publickly to ſell.
AʼLEKNIGHT. . (from ole and knighs.) A
which the cornea contracts a whiteneſs .
poc-companion ; a tippler. Camden .
ALCAHEST . ſ. An univerſal diffolvens.
ALCA'ID . L. 1. The governour of a caſtle. ALEMBICK . S. A veifel uſed in diſtilling, con
Dryder . 2. In Spain, the judge of a city.
filling of a veſſel placed over a fire, in which is
Dx Cangt .
contained the fubitance to be distilled , and a
ALCANNA. f. An Egyptian plant uſed in dy
concave cloſely titted on, into which the fumes
ing. Beras
ariſe by the heat ; this' cover has a beak or
ALCHYMICAL. 4. ( from alchymy.} Relating
(pout, joto which the vapours riſe, and by
to alchymy. Camden !
which they paſs into a ferpentine pipe, which
ALCHY MICALLY.adv. [from alchymical.] In
is kept cool by making many convolucions in a
the manner of an alchymilt. Camden.
tub of water ; here the vapours are condenſed,
and what entered the pipe in runes, comes
A’LCHYMIST. J : [from alebymy.) One who
purſues or proceffes the ſcience of alchymy.
out in drops, Boyle.
Greu .
ALENGTH . adv. ( from a for at, and length .]
ALCHYMY.S. ( of al. Arab. and xnya.) 1 .
at full length.
The more fublime chymiſtcy, which propoſes ALERT. a. (alerte, Fr.) 1. Watchful; vigilant.
the trani pusasion ofmetals. ' Den. 2. A kind
2. Brilk ; ܪperk ; petulant . Addijen .
ALERTNESS.
of pired metal uſed forſpoons. Bacon . Millor.
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Hale. 2. To eſtrange ; to turn the mind or
ALERTNESS. S. ( from alert.] The quality of
affection. Clarendon .
being alert ; pertoeſs. Addifer.
ALE- TASTER . S. An officer in every court- A’LIENABLE. a . ( from To alienale.] That of
leet, ſworn to look to the aflize and goodneſs
which the property may be transferred. Dennis.
of bread ard ale. Cowell.
TO AʼLIENATE . v. a . ( alienor , Fr.alieno, Lat. }
1. To transfer the property of any thing to ari
AŁEVAT. J. The tub in which the alę is fer
other. Bacon. 2. To withdraw the heart or
mented .
affections. Tilis:for.
A'LEWASHED . a . ( from ale and waf .] Soaked
A'LIENATE. a. ( alienatus, Lat.) Withdrawn
in ale . Shakeſpeare.
from ; ſtranger to. Swift,
AʼLEWIFE . /. (from ole and wife.] A woman
ALIENA'TION . S. {alienatio, Lat.] 1. The act
that keeps an alehouſe. Savift.
of transferring property. Atterb. 2. The ſtate
ALEXANDERS. / [ Szeyrnium ,Lar.] Thename
of being alienated . 3. Change of affection .
of a plant . Millar
AʼLEXANDER'S FOOT. . The name of an
4. Diſorder of the faculties. Hooker.
ALIFEROUS. o. ( from ale and fero, Lat.) Hav
herb.
ing wings
ALEXA'NDRINE.S. A kind of verſe borrowed
from the French, firſt uſed in a poem called | ALIGEROUS. ą. [ aliger, Lat.) Having wings;
winged.
A'exander. This verſe çonints of twelve ſyl
TO ALIGCE. 9. a. ( from & and lig .) to fay ;
lables . Pope.
ALEXIPHARMICK .
( from aročiw and
to aitay ; to throw down; to fubdue. Spenſer
qaçuaxov.] Thatwhich drives away poiſon ; TO ALIGHT. .r. [althtan, Sax. ] 1. To çome
down . Dryden . 2. To fall upon . Dryder .
antidotal. Brown .
ALEXITE RICAL. or ALEXITERICK . a . ALIKE. adv. [ from a and like.] with relem
blance ; in the ſamemanner. Pope.
That which drives away poiſon .
A'LGATES. adv. Call and gate.] On any terms. A'LIMENT. S [ climentum , Lat.] Nouriſhment,
nutriment; food . Arbuthnot.
Fairfax.
A'LGEBRA.F. ( An Aravick word .)A peculiar ALIMENTAL. 2. ( from aliment ] Thatwhick
has the quality of aliment ; that which nou
kind of arithinelick , which takes the quantity
riſhes. Brown
loughi , whether it be a number or a line , as
if it were granted , and by means of one or ALIMENTARINESS. f. [ from alimentary. }
The quality of being alimentary. Die.
more quantities given, proceeds by conſe
quence , till the quantiey at firA only ſuppoſed ALIMENTÁRY. a. (from aliment.] 1. That
belongs to aliment. Arburb . 2. That
which
is
to be known, or at leaſt ſome powerthereof,
which has the power of nouriſhing. Arbuske
found to be equal to ſome quantity or quanti
ries which are known , and conſequently itfelf not.
ALIMENTATION . f. [ from olimeni.] The
is known.
quality of nouriſhing. Bacom.
ALGEBRAICAL . ?
ALIMONIOUS
algebra
Relating
a.
.
to
. a. (from alimeny.) That which
ALGEBRAICK .
ALGEBRA IST. S. (from olgebra .) A perſon
nouriſhes. Harvey ,
that underliands or practiſes the ſcience of al- A'LIMONY.S . (alimonia, Lat .) Legal proportion
of the hufoana'sędate , which , by the ſentence
gebra . Graunt.
A'LGID . G. ( algides, Lat .) Cold ; chill . Die ,
of the eccleſiaſtical court, is allowed to the
ALGI'DITY. J. Chilneſs ; cold . Diel.
wife , upon theaccount of ſeparation. Hudibras.
ALGIFIC. a. ( from alger, Lat.) That which A'LIQUANT. a. ( aliquantas, Lat.) Parts of a
produces cold .Dist.
number, which , however repeated, will gever
ALGOR.F. ( Lat .) Extreme cold ; chilnefs. Diet.
make up the number exactly ; as, 3 is an ali
A'LGORISM . 3 f. Arabick words uſed to im
quant of 10 , thrice 3 being 9, four times 3
ALGORITHM . S ply the ſcience ofnumbers. making 12 .
Dist.
A'LIQUOT. a . (aliquot, Lat.) Aliquot parts of
ALGOʻSE. c. (from aizor, Ląc.) Extremely cold;
any number or quantity , ſuch as will exactly
chill .
meaſure it without any remainder : as, 3 is an
ALIAS. adw . A Lacin word ,ſignifying otherwiſe;
aliquot part of 12 .
as , Mallet alios Mailoch ; ibat is, oberwile A'LISH.a . (from ale .] Reſembling ale.Mortimer .
Malloch ,
A’LITURE. F. Calitura, Lat.) Nouriſhment.
A'LIBLÈ. a . (alibi is, La..] Nutritive ; nouriſh - A'LIVE. a. ( from a and live.) 1. la the ſtate of
ing . Dici.
life ; not dead . Dryden . 2. Unextinguiſhed ;
A'LIEN .J. [clienus, Lat.] 1. Foreign, or not of
undeſtroyed ; active. Heoker . 3. Cheerful ;
1prightly . Clarilla. 4. It is uſed to add an
the ſame family or land. Dryden , 2. Efran
; the bejl man aliae. Clarendon.
emphaſis
sed from ; not allied to . Roger's.
ALIEN . 1. { alsenos, Lat.) 1. Aforeigner ; not a ALKAHEST.S. An univerſal diſſolvent, a liquor.
denison ; a stranger . Davies, Addijer. 2. In ALKALE'SCONT.a. from alkali.] Thatwhich
has a tendency to the properties of an alkali.
low. An allen is one Dorn in a Itrange coun
Arbuthner.
ery , and never eniranchised. Corvell.
TO ALIEN. v.a. I alterer , Frisbeno, Lat .) 1.A'LKALI. S. [The word ałkali comes from an
To make any thing the property of another.
herb, called by the Egyplians kali; by usglais,
wost.)
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Hort ) Any ſubſtance, which , when mingled TO ALLA'Y. V. d. (from alloyer, Fr.] 1. TE
mix one metal with another, to make it fitter
with acid , produces fermentation.
ALKALINE. c. ( from alkali.) 'That which has
for coinage. In this fenle, most authors write
the qualities of alkali. Arbuibnet .
alley. See ALLOY . 2. To join any thing to
another, ſo as to abate its qualities. South. 3 .
To ALKALIZATE. v. a. (from alkali.] To
make bodies alkaline .
To quiet ; to pacity ; to repreis. Stokelp.
ALKALIZATE . c. ( from alkali.] That which ALLA'Y. S ( alley, Fr. ] 1. The metal of a bafer
kind mixed in coins, to harden them , that they
ba : the qualities of alkali . Newton.
ALKALIZATION . 1. ( from alkali .) The act of may wear lefu. Hudibras. 2. Any thing which ;
being added , abates the predominant qualities
alkalizating.
A'LKANET. f ( Aachula, Lat. ) The nameof a
of that with which it is mingled. Newion.
piant . Miller,
ALLA'YER.S . ( from allay .] The perſon orthings
which has the power or quality of allaying.
ALKE KE'NGI.S.A medicinal fruitor berry, pro
Harvey.
duced by a plant of the same denomination ;
popularly allo calledwinter-cherry . Chambers. ALLAYMENT. S. ( from ollay .) That which
ALKERMES. j. A confection, whereof the has the power of allaying. Shakeſp.
ALLEGATION. J. (from allege.] 1. Affirma
ker ses berries are the baſis . Chambers.
ALL . ch. (See all, adj.) 1. Quite; complete- tion ; declaration. 2. The thing alleged or
affirmed . Shekelp. 3. An excuſe ; a plea . Pope.
ly , Locke. 2. Altogether ; wholly. Dryden,
ALL a. (All, Sax. ] 1. The whole number ; TO ALLEGE. v .a . (allego, Lat. ] 1. To affirm ;
every one. Tihor. 2. The whole quantity ; to declara ; to maintain. 2. To plead as an
every part. Lacke,
excuſe ; argument. Locke.
ALL
1. The whole. Prist , 2. Every thing . ALLECEABLE. a. (from allege.] That whickt
Stakeſpeare.
may be alleged. Brown.
ALLE'GEMENT. S. (from Alege.] 'The famë
Al is much uſed in composition .
ALL - BEARING . a. (trom all and bear .] Om
with allegation .
riparous. Pepe.
ALLEGER . f. [from allege .) He that alleges .
ALL -CHEERING. a. ( from all and cheer. ]
Boyle.
That which gives gayety to all . Shakeſpeare. ALLEGIANCE. . [ Negeante, Fr. ] The duty
ALL -CONQUERINC, á . That which lubdues of ſubjects to the government. Charendor.
ALLEGIANT. a . ( from allege .) Loyal; con
Every thing. Milton.
ALL-DEVOURING . d. ( from all and devour.) formable to the duty of allegiance. Shakeſp:
ALLEGORICK . c. (from allegory .] Not real ;
That which eats up every thing. Pope.
not literal . Milton .
ALL-FOURS./ ( from alland four.) A low game
ALLEGORICAL. 4. ( from allegory.) In the
aards, played by two.
form of an allegory ; not literal. Pepe.
ALL -HAIL . ; ( from all and bail, for health .]
All health . Walh .
ALLEGORICALLY.adv.(from allegory.) Al
ALL -HALLOWN. f. [from all and hallow .]
ter an allegorical manner . Pope.
The time about Alllaints day . Shakeſpeare. TO ALLEGORIZE. v. a. ( from allegory.) TO
ALL -HALLOWTIDE. . ( See ALL -HAL
turn into allegory , to form an allegory. Locke.
lows ) The term near Alliaints, or the firft A’LLEGORY. I. (aaangogia.) A figurative disa
of November. Bacon,
courſe, in which ſomething other isintendedz
ALL -HEAL. f. [ Penax, Lat .) A ſpecies ofiron
than is contained in the words fiterally takens
Ben . Johnſon
ALL - JUDGING . . ( from all and judge.) That ALLEGRO.S. A word denoting a ſprightly mo:
which leas the lovereign right of judgment.
tion. It originally meaos gay, as in Milton.
Rowe.
ALLELUJAH . L. A word of ſpiritual exulta
ALL - KNOWING: 0. ( from all and know.] Om
tion ; Praiſe God: Gov.of Tongue.
cifcient; all wiſe. Atterbury.
ALLEMANDE.S. [lcul.) A grave kind ofmuſick .
ALL SAINTS- DAY.S. The dayon which there To ALLEVIATE. v. a. (alteva,Lat.) To make
light ; to eaſe ; to ſoften . Beniley.
is a general celebration of the ſaints. The
first of November.
ALLEVIATION. S. (from alleviare.) 1. The
act of making light. South. 2. That by which
ALL - SEER.J. ( from alland ſee.] He whoſe view
any pain is eated , or fault extenuated . Locke.
compreheads all things. Shakeſp.
ALL-SEEING. a . ( from all and jee.] That be- A’LLEY. S. [allée, Fr.) 1. A walk in a garden .
holds every thing. Dryden ,
Dryden. 2. A paſſage in towns narrower than
ALL - SOULS DAY. S. The day on which ſup
aſtreet. Shakeſp
plications are made for all fouls by the church ALLIANCE . /. ( alliance, Fr.] 1. The fate of
connection with another by confederacy ; a
of Rome; the ſecond of November . Shokeje.
ALL -SUFFICIENT.a. [ from all and fufficient.) league. 2. Relation by marriage. Dryden.
Sufficient to every thing. Hooker, Norris.
3. Relation by any form of kindred. Shokelp:
ALL- WISE. a. (from all and wife.) Poffeft of 4. The perſons allied to each other, Addiſon :
ALLICIENCY.
S. ( allicio, Lat. ] The power of
infinite wiſdom . Prior.
ALLANTOʻ18.S.The tunick placed between the attracting. Glanvilk.
amnion and chorion, Quincy.

ALL
TO A'LLICATE. v. a. (allige, Lat.) To lie one
thing to another .
ALLIGATION . S. [ from alligare.) 1. The aa
of vying together. 2. The arithmetical rule
that teaches to adjust the price of compounds,
formed of ſeveral ingredients of different value.
ALLIGATOR . f. The crocodile. This name
is chiefly uſed for the crocodile of America.
Gartb.
A'LLIGATURE.S . { from alligare.) The link ,
or ligature, by which two things are joined to
gerher.
ALLISION. F. (allido, alli fum , Lat . ) The act of
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| TO ALLU'RE v
. . a. [ leurrer, Fr.) To entice to
any thing. Milion .
E.S
ALLUR
. (from the verb) Something ſet up
to entice birds. Hayward.
ALLUREMENT. T. (from allure.) Entice
ment ; temptation . Dryden .
ALLURER./.(from allure.] Enticer ; inveigler.
ALLURINGLY. adv. ( from allure.] In an al
luring manner ; encicingly .
ALLURINGNESS. S. (from alluring ) Entice
ment , temptation by propoſing pleaſure.
ALLUSION , . (allufio, Lat.) A hint ; an im
plication. Búrner. o
unt
d
ting
Resu , alluf , Lat.) Hin
ALLOCATION. J. (alloco, Lat.) 1. The act of at ſomething Rogers .
putting one thing to another. 2. The admil- ALLU'SIVELY. adv. ( from ollufove.) In an al
luſive manner. Hammond,
fion of an article in reckoning, and addition of
it to the account.
ALLU'SIVENESS. S. ( from allufwe.] The qua
ALLOCU'TION.S . (allocutio, Lat.) The act of lity of being allusive .
ALLU'VION.S. ( alluvio, Lat.) 1. The carrying
fpeaking to another
ALLODIAL a. (from allodium .] Not feudal;
of any thing to ſomething elſe by the motion
independent .
of the water. 2. The thing carried by water.
ALLODIUM . f. A poſſeffion held in abſolute in- TO ALLY'. 0.2 . (allier, Fr.) 1. To unite by
dependence, without any acknowledgment ofa
kindred, friendſhip, or confederacy. Pope. 2.
lord paramouat. There are no allodial lands
To make a relation between two things. Dryd.
in England.
ALLY. S. [ allie, Fr.) One united by ſome means
of connexion. Temple.
ALLO'NGE. F. (allonge, Fr.) A paſs or thruſt
ALMACA'NTAR . j. A circle drawn parallel to
with a rapier .
the horizon.
TO ALLO'O . v. a. To ſet on ; to incite. Philips.
A'LLOQUY. !. ( allequium , Lar. ) The act of ALMACANTAR'S -STAFF.ſ. An inſtrument
uſed to take obſervations of the fun about the
ſpeaking to mother. Diel .
TO ALLO'T. v.a. ( from ler.] 1. To diſtribute
time of its riſing and ſetting. Chambers.
by lot. 2. To grant. Dryden . 3. To diftri - A'LMANACK . . (from al, Arabick, and phy, a
bute ; to give each his ſhare. Tailer.
monen .) A calendar. Dryden .
ALLO'TMÉNT.S . ( from allot .) The part ; the A'LMANDINE.S .(Fr.almandina,Ital.) A ruby ,
coarfer and lighter than the oriental. Diet .
Thare , Rogers.
ALLO'TTERY. S. [from alla..] That which is ALMIGHTINESS.S. ( from almighty.] Omnipo
granted to any in a diftribution . Shakejp .
tence ; one of the attributes of God. Taylor.
TO ALLO'W . r. a . (ollower, Fr. ] 1. To ad- ALMIGHTY. a. (from all and mighty.) Of unli
mit ; not to contradict. Locke. 24 To grant ; mited power ; omnipotent. Genehs. Shakeſp.
to yield. Locke, 3. To permit. Skokelp. 4. A'LMOND. S. {amand, Fr.] The nuc of the ai.
mond tree. Locke.
To authorize. Shakeſp . 5. To give to ; to
pay to. H'allor. 6. To make abatement, or A'LMOND TREE . J. It has leaves and flowers
proviſion. Addiſon ,
very like thoſe of the peach tree . Dryden.
ALLOWABLE. a . (from alkw .] 1. Thatwhich A'LMONDS of the brea , or Tonsils, called
may be admitted without contradiction .Brown,
improperly Almends of the cars ; are two round
2. Lawful; not forbidden . Arterbury.
glands placed on the ſides of the baſis of the
ALLOWABLENI.SS. S. {from allowable.] Law.
longue, under the common membrane of the
futreſs; exemption from prohibition. Souih.
fauces. Wifomart.
ALLOWANCE.S . (from allew .) 1. Admifiion , A’LMOND FURNACE. S. A peculiar kind of
furnace uſed in refining. Chambers.
without contradiction. Lerke. 2. Saaction ,
liccace. Hocker . 3. Permiffion . lecke. 4 ALMONER . J. [ cleemeljnarius; Lat.] The officer of a prince, employed in the diſtribution of
An appointinent for any uſe . Bacon .
Abatetorent from the ſtrict rigour. Sevij? 6 .
charity. Duyden .
A'LMONRY . 1. ( from almenet .] The place
Eſtabliſhed character. Shukelp .
ALLOY.J. (See ALLAY . } 1. Baier serat mix
where alms are diftributed.
ed in coinage. Locke. 2 Abacement ; dimi- ALMOST. adv. ( from all and theft.) Nearly ;
well righ . Beniley.
nutioa . Aierbury:
ALLUBESCENCY. f. (alubefcrutin,Lat ]Wii- A'LMS. ) [eleemolyna, Lat.] What is given in re
lief of the poor . Swift.
lingnets ; content.
TO ALLUDE , 9. , { ailudo, L.1 .) To have ſome A'LMSBASKET.S. (from a lots and baſker.] The
baſket in which provilons are put to be given
reference to a thing, without the direct men
tion . Axrser,
away. L'Eſtrange.
ALL'UMINOR . S. ( allumer, Fr. to light. ] One AʼLMÁDEED. (from alms and deed .) A cha
ritable giít. Shakeſpiaré.
vivo colours or paints upon paper or parch
ment. Coquetes
AʼLMSGIVER,
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ALMSGIVER . §. [from almsand giver.) He ALTARAGE. !: (altaragium, Lat. ) An emo
lument from oblations. Ayliffe.
that ſupports others by his charity .Bacon .
A'LMSHOUSE. . [ from alms and houſe.] An A'LTAR - CLOTH . S. (from "aliar and cloth . )
The cloth thrown over the altar in churches.
hospital for the poor. Pope.
Peachain .
A'LMSMAN , S. (from alms and man .) A man
TO A’LTER . 7. a . (olterer, Fr.] 1. Tochange ;
who lives upon alms. Shakeſp.
ALMUG - Tree. f. A tree mentioned in ſcripture.
to make otherwiſe than it is . Stilling fileer. 2 .
To take off from a perſuaſion or ſect. Dryden.
ALNAGAR. L. A meaſure by the ell ; a ſworn
officer, whoſe buſineſs formerly was to inſpect To A'LTER . v . 1. To become otherwiſe than it
was.
the affize of woollen cloth . Diet.
ALNAGE . f. [from eulnoge, Fr. ) Ell-meaſure . A'LTERABLE. 0. [ from alter ; alterable, Fr.]
Dia .
That which may be altered or changed. Swift.
ALNIGHT. S. Alnight is a great cake of wax , ALTERABLENESS /. [from alterable.) The
with the wick in the midſt. Becos .
quality of being alterable.
ALOES. S. (2778.] 1. A precious wood uſed A’LTERABLY. adv. ( from alterable .] In ſuch a
in the East for perfumes, of which the beſt manner as may be altered.
Sort is of higher price than gold. Savary . 2. ALTERANT, a . ( alterant, Fr.) That which
has the power of producing changes. Bacon.
A tree which grows in hot countries, Miller .
3. A medicinal juice extracted not from the ALTERATION . ). Piromalter ; alteratie , Fr.)
1. The act of altering or changing. Hsoker.
odoriferous, but the common alses tree, by
2. The change made. Hooker .
Cascing the leaves, and expoſing the juice that
drops from them to the ſun.
A’LTERATIVE. a . [from alter .) Medicines
ALOE'TICAL . .( from aloes.] Conſiſting chiefly
called alterative, are ſuch as have no immedi
of aloes. Wileman .
ate ſenſible operation, but gradually gain upon
the conftitution. Gov.of the Tongue.
ALOETICK . S. ( from aloes.) Any medicine is ſo
alled, which chiefly confits of aloes. Quincy. ALTERCATION. /: {altercation , Fr.) Debate ;
ALO FT.ado. [ leffier, to lift up,Dan .) Onhigh ; controverſy. Hakewell.
in the air. Suckling.
ALTERN. a . ( alternus, Lat.) Acting by torns.
Milton.
ALOFT . prep . Above. Milion .
A'LOGY. I. (22076.] Unreaſonableneſs ; ab- ALTERNACY. J. [ from alternate.] Action
lordity. Dict.
performed by turns.
ALONE. a . ( alleen, Dutch .) .. Without an- ALTERNATE. a. ( alternus, Lat.) Being by
other ; ſingle. Bentley. 2. Without company; turns; reciprocal. South.
folitary . Sidney, Dryden.
ALTERNATE. J. [from alternale, a. ] Vicifſt
ALO NÉ. odo . To let alone ; to forbear; to leave
tude . Prior .
TO ALTERNATE , v. a. ( ellerne, Lat.] 1 .
aatiniſhed. Addiſon .
ALO'NG . adv . (cu lorgue, Fr.) 1. At length,
To perform alternately . Millon. 2. Tochange
Drydes. 2. Through any ſpace meaſured
one thing for another reciprocally. Grew .
lengthwiſe . Bacon. 3. Forward ; onward . Pope. ALTERNATELY, adv. ( from allernate.) In
ALONGST . cdo . Through the length. Knolles . reciprocal laccefion. Nowion.
ALOOF . ade. [all off , that is, quite eff.] Ala ALTERNATENESS. S. (from alternate.] The
quality of being alternate. Dict .
diſtance. Dryder.
ALO UD . odv . ( from a and loud .) Loudly ; with ALTERNATION . 1.Circon alternate .) The re
a great noile. Woller .
ciprocal fucceflion of things. Brown.
ALOW . adv . (from a and low . ) In a low place ; ALTERNATIVE. I. (alternatif, Fr.] The
not aloft . Dryden.
choice given of two things ; ſo that if one be
ALPHA . . The firf letter in the Greek alpha
rejected , the other muſt be taken. Young.
bet, anſwering to our A ; therefore used to lig- ALTERNATIVELY. adv. [from alternative.]
di v the first. Revelat,
by turns ; reciprocally. Ayliffe.
ALPHABET . !. ( frinn 27.09, alpha, and Bita , ALTERNATIVENESS. ) . (trom al:ernative.]
The quality or ſtate of being alternative. Dist.
bera, the firſt two letters of the Greeks.) The
ALTERNITY. ). ( from altern .) Reciprocal
letters , or elements of ſpeech. Dryden .
fucceflion ; viciffitude. Brown
ALPHA BETICAL . a . (from alpłaber.) Ac
ALTHOUGH. conj. [ from all and though. ]
carding io the ſeries of letters. Swifi .
Notwithſtanding ; however. Swift.
ALPHA BETICALLY.a.lv .[from alphabetical.]
According to the order or the letters. Holder . ALTIGRADE . a. (from altus and gradior,
ALREADY. adv . ( from all and ready.j Althis
Lat.) Riſing on high.
preſent sime . Popes
ALTILOQUENCE , S. (olius and loquor, Lat.)
ALS adv. (als, Durch .) Alſo. Spoaſer.
Pompous language.
ALSO . ed . (from alland [.. ] Inine farne min- ALTIMETRY. J. [ altimetria, Lat.) The art
Der ; likewite. Burner .
of taking or meaſuring altitudes or heighes.
ALTAR !. lal'are, Lat.) . The place where ALTISONANT. 6. ( alijonus , Lat.] High
otfering to heaven are laid . Dryden . 2. The
foundirg ; pompous in found. Di&t.
table in chriſtian charches where the commu- ALTITUDE. /. (altitudo, Lat ] 1. Height of
uni . acaricitered. Sonicle
place ; ſpace mcafured upward. Dryden . 2 .
Tlue
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The elevation of any of the heavenly bodies
ment ; confufion , either of fear or wonder,
above the horizon. Brown . 3 , Situation with
Milton, Dryden.
regard to lower things. Ray. 4. Height of ex- AMAʼZEDLY. adv . (from amazed.] Confuſed
cellence. Swift. 5. Higheſt point. Shakeſp.
ly ; with amazement. Macberb .
ALTIVOLANT.o. (altivolans, Lat. from altus AMAZEDNESS. S. ( from amazed.) The ſtate
of being amazed ; wonder ; confuſion. Shakeſp .
and volo .) High flying.
A'LTOGETHER . adv. [ from a !l and together. ) AMA'ZEMENT. S. ( from amaze.] 1. Con
fuſed apprehenſion; extreme fear; horrour.
Completely ; without reſtriction ; without ex
Shakeſp . 2. Extreme dejection. Milion. 3 :
ception. Swife.
Height of admiration. Waller. 4. Wonder
A'LUDEL. ſ. [from a and lutum .) Aludels are
ſubliming pots uſed in chemiſtry , fitted into at an unexpected event. Aes.
AMAZING. particip. a . ( from amaze.) Won
one another without luting. Quincy.
derful; aſtoniſhing. Addiſon.
AʼLUM . . ( alumen , Lat.) A kind of mineral
ſalt, of an acid taſte, leaving in the mouth a AMA'ZINGLY.adw . ( from amazing.) To a des
ſenſe of ſweetneſs, accompanied with a conli
gree that may excite aſtoniſhment. Watis.
derable degree of aſtringency. Boyle.
AMAZON . F. ( and náz .] The Amazons
A'LUM - STONE . S. A ſtone or calx uſed in
were a race of women famous for valour ; lo
called from their cutting off deir breaſts. A
ſurgery. Wiſeman.
ALUMINOUS. 9. ( from alum .] Relating to
virago. Shakeſp
alum , or conſiſting of alum . Wiſeman.
AMBÅGES. . (Lat.) A circuit of words ; 4
A'LWAYS. adv. (ealle pæja, Sax .) 1. Perpe
multiplicity of words. Locke.
tually ; throughout all time. Pope. 2. Con- AMBASSA'DE . Embaſſy ; not in uſe. Shakeſp .
AMBA'SSADOUR . S. [ambaſſadeur, Fr.] A per
Itantly ; without variation. Dryden.
A. M. artium magiſter, or maſter of arts .
ſon ſent in a publickmanner from one love.
AM . The firſt perſon of the verb to be. See To
reign power to another . The perſon of an
ambaffadour is inviolable . Dryden.
BE, Prior .
AMABILITY. S. ( from amabilis, Lat. ] Love- AMBASSADRESS. l. lambaſſadrice, Fr.) 1 .
The lady of an amballadour. 2. A woman
linels. Taylor
ſent on a meſſage. Rowe.
AMADETTO . f. A ſort of pear.
AMADOT. . A ſort of pear.
A'MBASSAGE. Y [ from ambaladur .) An em
AMA'IN . adv. ( from maine, or maigne, old Fr.] baſſy. Bacon.
A'MBER. 5. (from ambar, Arab . ) A yellow
With vehemence ; with vigour. Dryden.
tranſparent ſubſtance of a gummous or bitumia
AMA'LGAM . ? %. The mixture ofmetals pro
AMALGAMA. S cured amalgamation.Boyle. nous conſiſtence, but a reſinous taſte, and a
To AMA'LGAMATE. v. a . (from amalgam .) ſmell like oil of turpentine; chiefly found in
the Baltick fea. Addifon.
To unite metals with quicklilver .
AMANDA'TION . P. [ from amando, Lat .) The AMBER . a. Conſiſting of amber. Shakeſp.
AMBER-DRI'NK . ſ. Drink of the colour of
act of fending on a metage.
AMANUENSIS. S. (Lat.] A perſon who writes amber. Bacon.
AMBERGRIS. f. [ from amber and gris, or
what another dictates.
AMARANTH./.(amaranthus,Lat.) ı. Thename grey . ) A fragrant drug that melts almost like
of a plant. 2. In poetry, an imaginary flower.
wax , commonly ofa greyith or ath colour, uſed
both as a perfume and a cordial. It is found
Milion.
AMARA'NTHINE . a. [amaranthinus, Lat.) on the ſea coaſts of ſeveral warm countries, and
on the wellern coaſts of Ireland , Waller,
Conſiſting of amaranths . 'Pope.
AMARITUDE.L.lumaritudi, Lat. ) Bitterneſro AMBER -SEED , reſembles millet. Chambers.
Harvey.
AMBER TREE. f. A thrub, whoſe beauty is in
AMA'SMENT. . ( from amaſs.) A heap ; an
iis ſmall evergreen leaves. Miller .
accumulation . Glamville.
AMBIDEXTER. F. ( 13.) 1. A man who has
TO AMA'SS . V. . [ amaffer, Fr.) 1. To collect equally the uſe of both his hands . Brown. 2 .
together into one heap or maſs. Atterbury. 2 .
A man who is equally ready to act on either
ſide, in party diſputes.
To add one thing to another. F'ope.
TO AMA’TE .v.n. ( from o and mate.) To ter- AMBIDEXTERITY.S . [ from ambidexter .) 1 .
The quality of being able equally to uſe both
rify ; to ſtrike with horrour.
AMATORY. 2. (amatorius , Lat .) Relating to
hands. 2. Double dealing.
love. Bramhal.
AMBIDEXTROUS. a . (trom ambidexter,Lat.)
A
of
dimneſs
.)
1. Having, with equal iacility, the uſe of ei
(Suzuçów
1.
4MAURO'SIS.
fight, not from any viable defect in the eye ,
ther havd. Vulgar Erreurs. 2. Double deals
but from íome diſtemperature of the inner ing ; pra Hiſing on both ſides. L'Eſtrange.
parts, occaſioning the repreſentations of dies AMBIDE'XTROUSNESS. f. [ from ambidex
Ircus.] The quality of being ambidextrous.
and duſt foaling beiort the eyes. Quincy.
TO AMAZE. v.a. líroma and waze, perplex- AMBIENT. a ( ambiens, Lat. ) Surrounding :
ity. ] 1. To confuſe with terrour. Ezekbed. 2 . encompatling. Newton.
To putinto confuſion with wonder. Smith. 3. A MBIGU.L. ( French.) An entertainment , con
lifting of a medley of diſhes.
To put into perplexity. Shakeſp.
AMBIGUITY ,
AMAZE. L. jfiorn the verb anawc. ) Aftoriil
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AMBIGUITY . S.(from ambiguous.] Doubtful
2. The act of ſurpriſing another, by lying in
sets of meaning , uncertainty of Tignification.
wait. Milion. 3. The ſtate of lying in wait.
Sostb.
Hayward. 4. The perſons placed in private
AMBIGUOUS. a. Cambiguus, Lat.) 1. Doubt ftations . Shakeſp.
ful; having two meanings. Clarendon . 2. A'MBUSHED. a. [ from ambupb .] Placed in
Uling doubtful expreſſions. Dryden.
ambuſh. Vryder .
AMBIGUOUSLY . adr. (from ambiguous.) In AMBU'SHMENT. S. [ from ambuß .] Ambulh ;
ambiguo
doubtful
manner
un
us
;
ly.
ſurprize. Spenſer.
AMBIGUOUSNESS. S. [ from ambiguous.] Un- AMBU'STION . S. Cambuſtio, Lat.) A burn ; 2
ſcald .
certainty of meaning ; duplicity of ſignifica
tion .
A'MEL . S. [ email, Fr.) The matter with which
AMBI'LOGY. J. [ambo, Lat. and 107 @ ..] Talk
the variegated works are overlaid, which we
of ambiguous ſignification.
call enamelled . Boyle.
AMBI’LOQUOUS. a. ( from ambo, and loquor, AMEN. adv. ( Hebrew. ) A term uſed in devo
Lat. ) Uling ambiguousexpreſſions.
tions, by which , at the end of a prayer, we
AMBIT . f. [ ambitus, Lat.] The compaſs or mean , ſo be it, at the end of a creed, ſo it is,
circuit of any thing. Grew .
Shakelp.
AMBITION . F. Cambitio, Lat. ) 1. The deſire AMENABLE. a. (amefnable, Fr.) Reſponſible;
of preferment or honour. Sidney.2. The deſire
ſubject ſo as to be liable to account. Davies.
of any thing great orexcellent. Davies.
A'MENANCE . F. [from amener, Fr.] Conduct ;
AMBITIOUS. a. (ambitioſus, Lat.] Seized or
behaviour . Spenſer.
touched with ambition ; deſirous of advance To AME'ND . v . a . ( amender, Fr.) 1. To cor
ment ; aſpiring. Arbuthnet en Coins.
rect ; to change any thing that is wrong. 2 .
AMBITIOUSLY. adv. ( from ambitious.] .With
To reform the life. Jeremiah. 3. To reſtore
eagerneſs of advancementor preference . Dryd.
paſſages in writers which the copiers are ſup
AMBITIOUSNESS. ſ. The quality of being
poſed to have depraved.
ambitious.
TO AME'ND . v.n. To grow better . Sidney.
AMBITUDE.S. [ambic,Lat.) Compaſs ; circuit. AMENDE. f. [French.) A fine, by which re
To A'MBLE . v. n . ( ambler , Fr. ambulo, Lat .) compence is ſuppoſed to be made for the fault.
1. To move upon an amble; to pace. Dryd! AME'NDMENT S: ( amendement , Fr. ] 1. A
2. To move eaſily. Shakeſp. 3. To move
change from bad for the better. Ray. 2. Re
with fubmiffion . Rowe. 4. To walk daintily.
formation of life, Hocker. 3. Recovery of
Sbakefp .
health . Shakeſp. 4. In law, the correction of
AMBLË . f. [ from 10 amble.) A pace ormove
an errour committed in a proceſs.
ment in which the horſe removes both his legs AME'NDER . . [from amend.) The perſon that
amends any thing .
on one ſide.
AMBLER . S. [ from to amble.] A pacer.
AME'NDS.S. (amende, Fr.] Recompenſe ;
AMBLINGLY. adv . ( from ambling.) With an
compenſation . Raleigh .
ambling movement.
AME'NITY. S (amenité, Fr. amanitas, Lat.]
AMBRO'SIA. L. lapaçosla .] 1. The imagi Agreeableneſs of ſituation . Brown,
Dary food of the gods. 2. The name of a To AMERCE. v. a. ( amercier, Fr.) To puniſh
plant.
with a fine or penalty. Milton.
AMBROSIAL. a. (from ambroſa.) Partaking AME'RCER. Š. (from amerce.) He that ſets a
of the nature or qualities of ambroſia ; deli
fine upon any miſdemeanour.
cious. Pope .
AMERCEMENT. S. (trom amerce.] The pe
AMBRY.S. ( Corrupted from almonry.) 1. The cuniary puniſhment of an offender. Spenſer.
place where alms are diſtributed 2. The AMES-ACE . J. (ambs ace ) Two aces on two
dice . Dryden.
piace where plate, and usenfils for houſekeep
ing, are kept.
A'MESS. ſ. (corrupted from amice . ) A prieſt's
AMES-ACE . S. {from ambo, Lat . add ace . ) A
veftment.
double ace . Bramb.
AMETHOʻDICAL. a . (from a and method. ]
Out of method ; irregular.
AMBULATION . S.(ambulatio, Lat. ) The act
of walking. Brown.
A'METHYST. ſ. [quojus ) A precious
AMBULATORY . a . (ambule, Lat .) ; That
ſtone of a violéc colour, bordering on purple.
which has the power or faculty of walking.
The oriental amethyſt is the inoit valuable.
Savory
Wilkins. 2. That which happers during a
patīage or walk . Worten. 3. Moveable .
AʼMETHYSTINE. a. ( from amethyst.) Re
AMBURY.S. A bloody wart on a horſe's body
ſembling an amcthyſt.
AMBUSCA DE . f. [ embuſcade, Fr.) A private A'MIABLE . a. [aimable, Fr.] 1. Lovely ,
ſtation in which men lie to ſurpriſe othe : s.
pleaſing. Hooker . 2. Pretending love ; ſhew
Addifen.
ing love. Skakelp.
AMBUSCA'DO.S. [emboſcada, Span.) A private A MÍABLENESS. f. [ from emisble.) Loveli
pott, in order to furprite. Sharejp.
neis ; power of railing love. Addiſon.
AMEUSH . f . [embujcke, Fr. ) " 1. The poſt A'MIABLY. adv . (from amiabl. ] Such a man
ner as to excite love .
where ſoldiers or at fins are placed, in order
AMICABLE.
E 2
to fall unex peatedly upon an enemy . Dryden.
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AʼMICABLE. a . [amicabitis, Lat . ) Friendly ; | A MORT. adv. [à la mori, Fr.] Depreſied , ſpi
ritleſs. Shakeſp.
kind. Pope .
A'MICABLENESS. S. [ from cmicable.] Friend- AMORTIZATION. ? S. [amortiſſement.] The
linds ; goodwill.
AMORTIZEMENT. S right or act of trans
AMICABLY. adv. [ from amicable.) In a
ferring lands to mortmain. Ayliffe.
friendly way. Prior .
To AMORTIZE. v.c. ( amoriir, Fr. ) To alien
AMICE. [amiet , Fr. ) The firſt or undermost
lands or tenements to any corporation. Blount.
part of a prieit's habit , over which he wears To A MOVE . v. a . [ amoveo, Lat.] 1. To re
move from a poſt or ſtation . 2. To remove ;
the alb. Paradiſe Reg.
AMI'D . 3 prep. [ from a and mid ) 1 . In
to move ; to alter. Fairy Queen .
AMI'DST .
themidſt , middle. Paradiſe Lost. To AMOUNT. v . n . [monter, Fr.] To riſe to
2. Mingled with ; ſurrounded by . Dryden. in the accumulative quantity. Burnet.
AMOʻUNT . J. The ſum total. Thomſon .
3. Amongat. Addifen.
AMI'SS. adv. a and miſs .] 1. Faultily; crimi- AMOUR . S. Lamour, Fr.] An affair ofgallantry;
an intrigue . Souib.
nally . Addifon. 2. In an ill ſenſe. Fairfax.
3. Wrong ; notaccording to the perfection of AMPHIBIOUS. a. [ipoo and Efc .) That
which can live in two elements. Arbuthnot.
the thing. Dryden. 4. Impaired in health.
AMPHIBIOUSNESS . ſ. ( from amphibious.]
AMISSION . S. Lamifio, Lat.) Lois.
TO AMI'T. v . c.amitio, Lat.) To loſe. Brown.
The quality of being able to live in different
A'MITY. / [ amilie, Fr.) Friendship. Denh.
elements ,
AMMONIAC . a.
AMPHIBOLO'GICAL. a. (from amphibology .]
Doubtful.
GUM AMMONIAC is brought from the Eaſt
Indies, and is ſuppoſed to ouze from an um- AMPHIBOLO'GICALLY. adv. [ from amphibe
belliferous plant.
logical.] Doubtfully .
SAL AMMONIAC is a volatile ſale oftwokinds. AMPHIBOLOGY . J. [apepo@odogía.] Diſcourſe
of uncertain meaning . Glanville.
The ancient was a native falt , generated in
inns where pilgrims, coming from the temple AMPHIBOLOUS. a . (ape and Baldw. ) Tof
ſed from one to another. Howell.
of Jupiter Ammon, uſed to lodge; who, tra
velling upon camels , urining in the stables, AMPHISBÆNA. J. [a’upraBrown.) A ſerpent
ſuppoſed to have two heads. Milton.
out of this urine, arofe a kind of falt, deno
minated Ammoniac. The modern fal ammo- AMPHI SCII.S. [auticxios) People dwelling
in climates , wherein the ſhadows, at different
niac is entirely factitious, and made in Egypt ;
with foot , a little ſea ſalt , and the urine of times of the year fall contrary ways.
cattle . Our chymilts imitate the Egyptian AMPHITHE'ATRE. S. (of a'uposatzw.) A
building in a circular or oval form , having its
ſal ammoniac, by adding one part of common
area encompaſſed with rows of ſeats one above
falt to five of urine ; with which ſome mix
Dryden .
another.
that quantity of foot.
AMMONIACAL. a . ( from ammoniac .] Having AʼMPLE a. f amplus, Lat.] 1. Large ; wide ;
the properties of ammoniac lalt.
extended. Thomſon. 2. Great in bulk. Shak.
AMMUNITION . [. [munirio, Lat .] Military
3. Unlimited; without reſtriction. Dryden. 4.
itores, Clarendo
Liberal; large ; without parfimony. Hooker.
AMMUNITION BREAD . S. Bread for the fup
5. Large; fplendid. Clarendor. 6. Diffuſive ;
not contracted.
ply of the armies.
AMNESTY . S. [cipuins tia .) An act of obli- AMPLENESS. f. [ from ample.] Largeneſs ;
vion . Swift .
fplendour. Sovih.
AMNICOLIST. ſ. [omnicola, Lat .] Inhabiting To A'MPLIATE . v. a. To enlarge, to extend.
Brown.
near a river.
AMNIGENOUS . S. [amnigenus, Lat.] Born of AMPLIATION . F. [from ampliate. ] 1. En
a river.
largement; exaggeration. Ayliffe. 2.Diffufive
neis. Iekler .
AMNION . I (Lat.) The innermoſt membrane
AMNIOS. 3 with which the fætus in the TO AMPLIFICATE. v.a. (amplifico, Lat . ) To
womb is iremediately covered .
calarge ; to ainplity ,
AMO MUM . /. (Lat.) A fort of fruit.
AMPLIFICATION. L. (amplification, Fr.} 1 .
T
AMONG
ONGS . } prep: Lamang,saxon.] 1. Min .
AM
Enlargement; extention . 2. Exaggerated re
preſentation , Pope.
gled with . Paradiſe Loſt. 2 .
Conjoined with others, ſo as to make part of A MPLIFIER . I. ( from To amplify.) One that
the number. Addison.
exaggerates. Sidney'.
AMORIST. L. (from amour. ) An inamorato ; To AMPLIFY.v. a . (amplifier , Fr.] 1. To en
large . Bacen . 2. To exagerate any thing. Da.
a gallant. Boyle, Sidney.
AMOROUS . a. 1. Enamoured. Shakeſp. 2 .
vies. 3. To improve by new additions, Watts.
Naturally inclined to love ; fond . Frier. 3. To A'MPLIFY. 0.9. 1. To lay one's felf out
in diffuſion. Wurts, 2. To form pompous
Eelonging to love . Waller.
reprefentations. Pope.
AMOROUSLY. adv. ( from amorous. ] Fondly ;
lovingly. Denne.
A'MPLITUDE. S. ( amplitude, Fr.) 1. Extent.
A'MOROUSNESS. S. [from amerous.) Fondneſs ;
Glanville. 2. Largeneſs; greatneſs. Bacon,
lovingncis. Boyle.
3. Capacity.
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as this, of W , 1,1,1, 1, a, m, n ,o, y , attorney ,
3. Capacity. Paradiſe Regained. 4. Splen
general to Charles I. a very laborious man, I
dour; grandeur. Bacon. 5. Copiownels; a
moyl in law . Howel.
tuodance . Watts. 6. Amplitude, in aſtro
Domy, an arch of the horizon, intercepted | ANAGRA'MMATISM.S. (fromanagram .] The
act or practice of making anagrams. Camden.
berween the true eaſt and weſt point thereof,
and the centre of the fun or ſtar at its riſing ANAGRAMMATIST. L.( from anagram .) A
maker of anagrams .
or ſetting.
AMPLY . adv .ample, Lat.) 1. Largely ; libe To ANAGRAMMATIZE . v. r. (anagram
matiſer, Fr.) To make anagrains.
rally. Atterbury . 2. At large ; without re
ferve. Par. Loft. 3. Copiouly ; with a diffu- ANALEP'TICK .a. [cranioline .] Comforting ;
corroborating. Quincy:
five detail. Dryden.
TO AMPUTATE . v. a . (amputo, Lat . ) To cut ANALOGICAL . 2. (irom analogy . ) Uled by
way of analogy. Warts.
off a limb. Wiſeman .
AMPUTA’TION . J. [amputatio, Lat. ) The ANALO'GICALLY. adv. (from analogical.] In
operation of cutting off a limb, or other part
an analogical manner ; in an analogous man
of the body. Brown.
ner. Cheyne.
AMULET. ). [ amulette, Fr.) An appended ANALO'GICALNESS. S. ( from analogical.)
semedy ; a thing hung about the neck , for
The quality of being analogical.
ANAʼLOGISM.J. ( avaloribus.) An argument
preventing or curing. Brown,
AMURCOŠITY./. [amurca, Lat.) The quality
from the cauſe to the effect.
TO ANAʼLOGISE . w.a. (from analogy. ) To
of lees or mother of any thing.
explain by way of anal gy. Cheyne.
TO AMU'SE . v.a. Camafer,Fr.) 1. To entertain
with tranquillity .Walp . 2. To draw on from ANA’LOGOUS. a. ( ava and 10; 0 .) Having
time to time.
analogy;having ſomething parallel Arbuthnot.
AMUSEMENT. . [amuſemeni, Fr.) That ANALOGY. /. ( avadoyu...) 1. Releniblance
between things with regard to ſome circum
which amules ; entertainment. Rogers.
ſtances or effects. South . 2. By grammarians
AMUSER . S. Camufeur, Fr.) He that amuſes.
AMUSIVE. a. [from amufe.] That which has
it is uſed to ſignify the agreement of ſeveral
words in one common mode ; as, love, loved ,
the power of amuſing. Íbomfor .
AMYGDALATE . a. (amygdala, Lat.) Made
bate, bated.
ANALYSIS . S. Caváduers.) 1. A ſeparation of
of almonds.
AMYGDALINE. a. ( amygdala, Lac .] Relem
a compound body into the ſeveral parts. Ar
buthnot. 2. A conſideration of any thing in
bling almonds.
parts. Newion . 3. A folution of any thing,
AN . crtick . ( ane, Saxon. ) 1 , One, but with
whether corporeal or inental , to its tirit ele
lefs emphalis . Locke. 2. Any, or lume. Locke.
ments. Glanville.
ANA.adv . (avá . ) A word uſed in the preſcrip
tions of phyfick, importing the like quantity ANALYTICAL . a . (from analyſis.] 1. That
which refolves any thing into its firft princi
Cowley.
ples. Boyle. 2. That which proceeds by ana
ANA . ) Books fo called from the laſt ſyllables
lyfis. Glanville.
of their titles ; as, Scaligeriana.
ANACA’MPTIC . a. (avaná univ .) Reflecting ANALYTICALLY.ade . (from analytical.) In
or reflected .
ſuch a manner as ſeparates compounds into
ANACA MPTICKS. S. The doctrine of reflec
ſimples. The manner of relolving compouois
intoche ſimple conſtituent or component parts
ted light , or catoptricks.
Hudibras.
ANACATHARTICK . S. Any medicine that
ANALYTICK . a. (asanuhir @ .) The manner
works upwards.
AN ACEPHALÆOSIS.S. Cavaxepadáivo.s.]Re
of reſolving compounds into the ſimple coniti
capitulation ,orfummary ofthe principal heads
tuent or component parts, applied chiefly to
of a diſcourſe.
mental operations. Hudibras.
ANA'CHORETE . ] [ava xwzórns.) A monk, TO ANALYZE. v . a. ( avanva. ] To reſolve a
compound into its first principles. Boyle.
ANA'CHORITE. Ś who leavesthe conveni
ANALYZER . f. ( irom To analyse.] That
for a more folitary life.
which has the power of analyzing . Boyle.
ANA'CHRONISM . L. ( from airá and xgóig .)
ANAMORPHOSIS. S. {2,4 and piogoca .] De
An errour in computing time . Dryden.
ANACLA'TICKS . 5. (avá and kex. ] The formation; peripective projection, ſo that at
doctrine of rerracted light; dioptricks.
one point of view , it shall appear deformed ,
ANADIPLOʻSIS. J. (arad.what ...) Reduplica
in another, an exait repreſentacion.
tion ; 2 figure in rhetorick .
ANANAS. 7. T'he pine apple. Thomſon.
ANACOGE TICAL. a. ( avajúyn.) That which ANANAS wild. The ſame with penguin.
ANA PPORA./ [a;20931. ) A figure , when ſe
contributes or relates to fpiritual elevation.
veral clauſes of a legtence are begun with the
ANAGOʻGICAL . a. (anagogique, Fr. ) Myſte
ſame word.
rious ; elevated ; religioully exalted.
ANAGOGICALLY. adv. (from anagogical.) ANAPLERO'TICK . a. [_v2wt mców .] That
Myſterioully ; with religious elevaciun.
which fills up any vacuity; uled of applica
ANAGRAM . [ ará and years.] A conceit tions which promote fieih ,
AXARCU
arifing from the letters of a name tranſpored ;
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A'NARCH. S. An author of confuſion. Milton. | ANCHORET . 1S.[contracted fromanachoret,
ANA'RCHIAL. 6. [from anarchy.) Confuſed ; ANCHORITE.S'ava xwghons. ) A reclute ; a
hermit. Sprat.
without rule. Cheyne.
A'NARCHY : S. [a.mexía .) Want of govern- ANCHO'VY.S. (from ancheva.) A little ſea- fith ,
ment; a ſtate withouemagiſtracy. Swift.
much uſed by way of ſauce,orſeaſoning. Floyer.
ANASA RCA. S. [ from 'ava and cast.) A ſort A'NCIENT. a. (ancien, Fr.) 1. Old ; not mo
of dropſy, where the whole ſubſtance isſuffed
dern . 2. Old ; thathas been of long duration .
Raleigh. 3. Paſt ; former. Shakeſp.
with pituitous humours. Quincy.
ANASTOMO'SIS. S. ( from ziz and sópez.] The A'NCIENTS. S. Thofe that lived in old times,
inoſculation of veſſels.
oppoſed to the moderos.
ANASTROPHE. [=sarcopi.) A figure whereby ANCIENT. : The flag or ſtreamer of a ſhip .
A‘NCIENT
. 5. The bearer of a flag, as was
words which ſhould have been precedent are
Ancient Piſtol. Shakeſt:
poſtponed.
ANA THEMA. ſ. [arca enz.) A curſe fro- A'NCIENTLY. adv. (from ancient. ) lo old
times. Sidney.
nounced by eccleſiaſtical authority. South.
ANATHEMA'TICAL . a. ( from anathema.) ANCIENTNESS. S. ( from ancieni . ) Antiqui
That which has the properties of an anathema.
ty. Dryden.
ANATHEMATICALLY. adv .[from analbe- A’NCIENTRY. S. [ from ancient.) The honoar
matical.) In an anathematical manner.
of ancient lineage. Shakeſp.
To ANATHEMATIZE. v. a . ( from anathe- ANCLE. See ANKLE .
ma.) To pronounce accurfed by eccleſiaſtical A'NCONY. S. A bloom wrought into the figure
of a flat iron bar. Chambers.
authority. Hammond,
ANATIFEROUS. o. [ from anas and fero,Lat.) AND. conjunction. The particle by which ſen
tences or terms are joined.
Producing ducks. Brown.
ANATOCISM.J.(anatociſmus,Lat.valcaiouis.] A'NDIRON . Irons at the end of a fire-grate, in
which the ſpit turns. Bacon.
The accumulation of intereft upon intereft.
ANATOMICAL.a.(from anatomy.) 1.Relating ANDRO'GYNAL. a. ( from 'aming and gúm .]
ing
.Waris.
g
Hermaphroditical.
2.Proceed
or belongin to anatomy
ANDROʻGYNALLY.adv . [ from androgynal.]
upon principles taught in anatomy. Swift.
With two ſexes.
ANATÓMICALLY.adv. [from anatomical.] In
ANDRO GYNUS.S. (See ANDROGYNAL .) An
an anatomical manner. Brown ,
ANA'TOMIST. S. ['aralouds.) He that ſtudies
hermaphrodite.
the ſtructure of animal bodies, by means of ANDRO'TOMY.S. (from ame and lépevw .] The
practice of cu'ting human bodies.
dilection. Prior.
To ANATOMIZE. v. a . [lvelépre.] 1. To ANECDOTE.S. l'avéxdalov.) Something yetan
publiſhed ; ſecret hiſtory . Prior .
dilect an animal. Hooker . 2. To lay any thing,
open diſtinctly, and by minute parts. Shakcjp. ANEMO'GRAPHY. S. Carepos and vzáma .]
The deſcription of the winds.
ANA'TOMY. S. [fare?.mía .) 1. The art of dif
ſecting the body. Pope. 2. The doctrine of the ANEMOMETER. S. Cavequos and pézgov.] An
inſtrument contrived to meafure the wind.
Itructure of the body . Dryden. 3. The act of
dividing any thing. Bacon. 4. A ſkeleton. ANEMONE. S. l'aveuam .] The wind Aower .
Miller.
Shakes. 5. A thin meagre perſon. Shakeſp.
A’NCESTOR .$.{anceſire, Fr.) One from whom A’NEMOSCOPE . S. Cavepeo and oxbmcr.) A
machine invented to foretelthe changes of the
a perſon delcends
ANCESTREL.
a.. Dryden.
(from anceſtar .} Claimed
wind. Chambers.
from anceſtors. Hale.
A'NCESTRY.S. (from anceſtor.) 1. Lineage ; a
ſeries of anceſtors. Pape. 2. The honour of
delcent ; birth. Addiſon.
ANCHENTRY. (from ancieni.) Antiquity of a
Shakeſp.
family.R.
A'NCHO
f. (anchera, Lat. ) A beavy iron,
to hold the ſhip, by being fixed to the ground.
Dryden, 2. Anything which confers ſtability .
Hebrews.
TO ANCHOR. v. r. (from anber.) 1. Tocaſt
anchor ; to lie at anchor. Pope. 2. To ſtop at ;
to relt on. Shakeſp.
ANCHOR . Anchorei, an abftemious recluſe.

Shakese.
R-HOLD. F. ( from archer and held .]
ANCHÖ
1. The hold or lartners ofthe anchor. Wotton .
2. The let of anchors belonging to a ſhip.
Shaklg.
ANCHORED
.part.a. [ from Toancher.) Held
by the anchor , Waller.

ANE'NT. prep. Scotch. 1. Concerning; about.
2. Over againft; oppoſite to. Dict.
A’NES. S. The ſpires or beards of corn. Diet.
A'NEURISM . ſ. (aveucivo .) A diſeaſe of the
arteries , in which they become exceflively
dilated. Sharp
ANEW. adv. ( from a andnenu )1. Over again;
another time. Prior. 2. Newly ; in a new
manner . Rogers .
ANFRACTUOUSNESS. S. ( from anfractx
cus.] Fulneſs of windings and turnings.
A'NGEL. S: ["Aylixo. ) 1. Originally a meſſen
ger. A fpirit employed by God in human
affairs. Locke. 2. Angelis ſometimes uſed in a
bad ſenſe; as, angels of darkneſs. Revelations.
3. Angel, in ſcripture, ſometimes means mar
of God. 4. In the ſtile of love , a beautiful
perſon. Shakeſp. 5. A piece ofmoneyanciently
coined and impreſſed with an angel; rated at
ten Thillings. Bacon ,
ANGEL .
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ANGʻUST . a . [ anguftus, Lat.) Narrow ; ſtrait.
ANGEL . 4. Reſembling angels. Pope.
Dist .
ANGELSHOT.S. ( from angeland fer.] Chain
ANGUSTA'TION.S. ( from angufius.] The act
hot, Dia .
ANGELICA . S. (Lat . ab angelica virtute)
of making narrow ; the ſtate of being nar.
rowed. Wiſeman .
The name of a plant. Miller .
( ongelicus, Lat.) 1. Reſem- ANHELATION . S. ( ambelo, Lat .) The act of
ANGEʼLICAL.
panting
bling angels. Raleigh. 2. Partaking of the
22 0re of angels. Milton. 3. Belonging to ANHELO'SE. a . ( anhelus, Lac .) Out ofbreath .
Die
angels. Wilkins.
ANGELICALNESS. S. [from angelical ) Ex- A'NIENTED. a . (anneantir, Fr.) Fruſtrated.
ANIGHTS. adv. (from a for at, and night.]
cellence more than human. Pope.
In the night time. Shakesp.
ANGELICK . a . (angelicus, Lai . ) Angelical ;
ANIL . f. The Mrub from whoſe leaves and
above human . Pope.
A'NGELOT. S. Á muſical inſtrument, ſome
ſtalks indigo is prepared .
ANI'LENESS . 7. Canilitas, Lat .) The old age
what reſembling a late. Diel.
s of women.
ANGER. ſ . ( anger, Saxon. ) 1. Anger is un- ANI'LITY.
calineſs upon receipt of any injury . Locke. 2. ANIMABLE. a . (from animate.] That which
may be put into life. Diet.
Smart of a fore. Temple,
TO ANGER . 2.6. [from the noun .) To pro- | ANIMADVERSION.S. (animadverfic, Lat.] 1 .
yoke ; to enrage. Clarendon .
Reproof; ſevere cenſure. Clarenden . 2. Pu
niſhment. Swift.
ANGERLY. ado. In an angry manaer. Shakes;
ANGIOGRAPHY.S ( from 'a yleis and yçapu.) ANIMADVERSIVE . 2: ( from animadvert.)
A deſcription of veſſels in the human body .
That hasthe power of judging. Glanville.
ANGIOMONOSPE'RMOUS. a. ( from 'ayitov, TO ANIMADVERT. v * . (animadverto,Lat.)
1. To pals cenſures upon . Dryden. 2. To in
uéres, and optiqua .) Such plants as have but
fict puniſhments. Grew .
one sogle feed in the ſeed -pod.
A'NGLE. F. (engle, Fr.) The Ipace intercept- | ANIMADVE’RTER.S. ( from animadverr.]He
ed between two lines interſecting each other. that paſſes cenſures, or inflicts puniſhments.
South .
Stone.
ANGLE. S. [ angel, German .) An inſtrument A’NIMAL . S. [ animal, Lat.] 1. A living crea
ture corporeal. Ray. 2. By way of contempt,
to take filh , conſiſting of a rod , a line, and a
we ſay a ſtupid man is a ſtupid animal.
book . Pope.
TO A'NGLE. 0. n . (from the noun.) 1. To fith A'NIMAL. a. (aximalis , Lat.)1. That which
with a rod and hook. Waller. 2. To try to
belongsor relates to animals. Watts. 2. Anje
mal is uſed in oppoſition to Spiritual.
gain by ſome inſinuating artifices. Shakeſp.
ANGLÉ-ROD. L. ( angel roede, Durch . ) The ANIMA'LCULE : / [animalculum , Lat.) A ſmall
fick to which the line and hook are hung , animal. Ray.
ANIMA'LITY. S. ( from animal.] The ſtate of
AJ2ifos.
ANGLER . L. [ from angle .] He chat fishes with
animal exiſtence. Walls.
TO ANIMATE . v. a. ( animo, Lat.] 1. To
an angle. Dryden.
quicken ; to make alive. 2. To give powers
ANGLICISM . S. (from anglus, Lac.) An En
g !ith idiom .
10. Dryden. 3. To encourage ; to incite .
Knelles .
ANGOBER . S. A kind of pear.
A NGRILY. ado: (from angry.) In an angry
manner. Shakeſp .
ANGRY. .. ( from arger.) ! . Touched with
anger . Genehs. 2. Having the appearance of
anger. Prov. 3. Painful;inflamed. Wiſeman
A'NGUISH. !. ( angoiſſe, Fr.) Exceſive pain
either of mind of body. Dorne .
ANGUISHED.
(from anguiſb.) Exceſſively
pained . Donge.
ANGULAR. a . ( from angle.) Haying anglesor
corners, Newton.
ANGULARITY.S. (from angular .) The quality of being angular.
ANGULARLY . adv . ( from angular.) With
angles. Boyle.
ANGULARNESS. S. ( from ongular.] The quality of being angular.
ANZULATED. a . (from angle.) Formed with
argles. Weedward.
ANGULO -SITY. ſ. [ from angulows.] Angula
tity . Die
ANGULOUS. o. ( from angle.) Hooked ; an
guias, Glanville ,

A'NIMATE . a .(from Togrimate.] Alive ; pof
fefling animal life. Bentley.
ANIMATED.pari.a. (from animate. ] Lively s
vigorous Pope .
ANIMATION . S. [ from animate.] 1. The act
of animating or enlivening. Bacon . 2. The
ſtate of being enlivened.
ANIMA'TIVE. 4. ( from animare.) That has
the power of giving life .
ANIMA TOR . F. [from animate.] That which
gives life. Brown.
ANIMOʻSE, a. (animofus, Lat.) Full of ſpirit ;
hot. Dia.
ANIMO'SITY.S. (animofitas, Lat . ) Vehemence
of hatred ; paſſionate malignity. Swifi.
A’NISE . S. ( anifum , Lat.) A ſpecies ofapium or
parſley , with large ſweet ſcented feeds, Miller,
A'NKER.S. [ancker, Dutch .) A liquid meaſure
the fourth part of the awm , and contains two
tekans ; each ſtekan conſiſts of ſixteenmen
gles ; the mengle being equal to two of our
wine quarts. Chambers.
ANKLE
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ANKLE. S. Cancleop, Saxon .) The joint which A'NNUALLY. adv. (from annual.] Yearly ;
every year. Brown,
joins the foor to the leg. Prior.
ANKLE -BONE. S. [from ankle and bone.) The ANNU'ITANT.S. ( from annuity .) He that por
ſeſſes or receives an annuity.
bone of the ankle . Peacham .
A’NNALIST . L. (from canals.] A writer of ANNUITY.S. (annuité, Fr. ) 1. A yearly rent
to be paid for term of life or years, Cowell. 2 .
annals. Atterbury .
A'NNALS. S. Corrales, Lar.] Hiſtories digeſted
A yearly allowance . Clarendon .
in the exact order of time. Rogers.
TO ANNU'L. v. a . ( from nullus.] 1. To make
A'NNATS.S. ( annates, Lat.) Firſt fruits. Cowel. void ; to nullify. Rogers. 2. To reduce to
To ANNE'AL. v.a. (ælan, Şaxon . ] 1. To heat
nothing. Milion.
glaſs, that the colours laid on it may pierce A'NNULAR. a . (from annulus, Lat.) Having
the
form of a ring . Cheyne.
through . Dryden. 82. To heat any thing in
A'NNULARY . a . (from annulus, Lat.] Having
ſuch a manner as to give it the true temper.
the form of rings. Ray.
TO ANNE'X . v.a. Conneclo, annexum , Lat. ), 1 .
To unite to at the end . 2. To unite a finaller A'NNULET. S. (from annulus, Lat.) 1. A little
thing to a greater. Raleigh.
ring . 2. [ In architecture .] The ſmall ſquare
ANNEX. . ( from To annex.
members, in the Dorick capital , under the
x .] The thing an
quarter round, are called annuleis.
nexed . Brown .
ANNEXATION.S: [ from annex .) 1. Conjunc. To ANNU'MERATE . v. a (annumero, Lat . )
tion ; addition. Hammond. 2. Union ; coali
To add to a former number,
tion ; conjunction. Aylife.
ANNUMERATION f. (annumeratio, Lat.)
Addition to a former number.
ANNEXION . F. ( trom annex .) The act of an
nexing. Rogero,
TO ANNU'NCIATE. v . a. (annuncio, Lat.)
ANNE'XMENT. S. ( from annex .] The act of To bring ridings.
ANNUNCIATION -DAY.S.[fromannunciate }
annexing. 2. The thing annexed . Srakeſ).
ANNIHILABLE. a. (from annihilate .) That The day celebrated by the church, in memory
of the angel's ſalutation of the bleſſed virgin ;
which may be put out of exiſtence.
TO ANNIHILATE.v.6 .{ad and nibilun ,Lat.) ſolemoized on the twenty- fifth of March. Tayl.
1. To reduce to nothing. Bacon . 2. Tode- A'NODYNE, O. ( from'è and ódion.] That
which has the power of mitigating paia .
Stroy. Rakıgh 3. To annul. H: oker .
ANNIHILATION . L. ( from annihilate.] The
Dryden .
act of reducing to nothing; the ſtate of being To A NO'INT.v. a . ( oindre, ensindre; part.cini,
seduced to nothing. Dryder .
eneint, Fr.] 1. To rub over with unctuous
ANNIVERSARY. S.[ anniverſarius, Lat .) 1 .
matter. Shakeſp . 2 . To be rubbed upon.
A day celebrated as it returns in the courſe of Dryden. 3. Toconfecrate by unction. Shakeſp.
the year. Sulling fleet. 2. The act of celebra- ANOINTER . S. ( from anoini . ] The perſon that
anoints
tion ofthe anniverſary. Dryden .
ANNIVERSARY.c.anniverJurius,Lat.) Re- ANO'MALISM . S. [ from anomaly .) Anomaly ;
burning with the revolution of the year ; an
irregularity . Diet .
nual. Ray
ANOMALISTICAL. a. ( from anomaly.) Irre
ANNO DOMINI. (Latin.) In the year of our
gular.
Lord ; as, anns domini, or A.D. 1967 ; that is ANOMALOUS. a . [t priv. and ipse 10 ..] Ir
in the ſeventeen hund; ed and ſixty ſeventh year
regular ; deviating from the general method
from the birth of cur Saviour.
or analogy of things. Locke.
AANOLIS. J. An American animal , like a ANOMALOUSLY . adv. ( from anomalous.] Ir
lizard.
regularly.
ANNOTA’TION. S. (annetatis, La:) Expli- ANOMALY. S. [ anomalie, Fr.) Irregularity ;
catian ; note . Beyle.
deviation from rule . Sourh .
ANNOTATOR. ). [Latin.) A writer of nctes; A'NOMY . l. lå prio and vókos .] Breach of
law. Bramhal.
a commentator. Felion .
TO ANNOʻUNCE . v . a . (annoncer, Fr.] 1. TO ANON. adv. 1. Quickly ; ſoon. Waller . 2 .
publin ; to proclaim . Milion. 2. To declare
Now and then. Milion .
ANONYMOUS. a . [ prio . and iropea .]
by a judicialtenter.ce. Prist .
Wanting a name . Ray .
TO ANNO Y. v.o. (annoyer, Fr. ) To incom
ANONYMOUSLY. adv. [ irom anonymous.]
mode ; to vex. Sidney.
ܪ
Without
a name. Swifi.
ANNOY. 1. (from the verb.] Injury ; molefta
tion . Dryder .
ANORE XY./. (avoznčue, ) Inappetency. Quincy.
ANNOYANCE.S (from annoy.) :. That which ANOTHER . .. (from an and orber .) 1. Not
annoys. Shokejp . 2. The act of annoying.
the fame. Lecke, 2. One more . Shakeſp. 3 .
South.
Any other. Samuel. 4. Not one's leli. Souib.
ANNO YER . f. [ from To annoy.) The perſon
5. Widely different. Sowth.
100 : zi.Dinya.
ANOTHERGAINES. a. Of another kind.
Sidney.
ANTAL . 6. (2092 !!, Fr. ) 1 That which
Curres carly. Pope . 2. That which is rekon- ANOTHERGUESS. 4. Of a different kind.
Arbuibor.
ed by ine year. Stoke,p. 3. That which
ANSTATED .
sond; a jaar . Ray.
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ANSATED . a.( esfetes, Lat .) Having bundes. ANTA'RCTIGK , 2. [a’uli and äexłoç .] Relating
TO ANSWER . v. 1. (andsperian, Saxon .) 1 .
to the ſouthern pole . Waller.
To ſpeak in return to a queſtion. Dryden . 2. ANTARTHRI'TICK. a . [a s7: and ap potis.]
Good againſt the gout.
To freak in appoíitian. Matthew , Beyl . 3 .
To be accountable for. Brown. 4. To vindi- ANTASTHMATICK . a. [ z’tli and årena . )
Good againſt the afthma.
Cate ; to give a juſtificatory account of. Swift.
5. To give an account . Temple. 6. Tocorrel- ANTE. A Latin particle ſignifying before, which
pood to ; to ſuit with. Prov. 7. To be equi
is frequently ufed in compolitions ; as, ante
diluvian, before the flood.
valent to. Ecclefafticus. 8. To ſatisfy any
claim or petition .Raleigb.9.To act reciprocally ANTEACT . S. [ from arte and ac7.] A former
epoa Dryder. 10. To ſtand as oppoſiteor cor
a t.
relative to ſomething elſe. Taylor. 11. To bear |ANTEAMBULA'TION.S. ( from anle and am
proportion to . Swift. 12. To perform what is bulatio , Lat . ) A walking before. Dicl ..
endeavoured or intended by the agent. Atter . TO ANTECEDE. V. n . (from ante, before , and
tary, 13. To comply with . Shakeſp. 14. To
rede, to go .) To precede ; to go before. Hale.
fucceed , to produce the wiſhed event . Bacon. ( ANTECE'DENCE. a . antecede. ) The act or
15. To appear to any call, or authoritative
ſtate of going before. Hale.
fan.mons. Shakeſp. 16. To be over- againſt ANTECEDENT. a . ſantecedens, Lat .] . Coing
any thing. Skakelp.
before ; preceding. South .
ANSWER . f. (from To an freer.] 1. That ANTECEDENT . ). ( antecedens, Lat.) 1 . That
which goes before. South. 2. In grammar, the
which is ſaid in return to a queſtion, or poli
noun to which the relative is ſubjoined. 3. IN
tion. deterbury. 2. A confutation of a charge.
logick , the firſt propofition of an enthymeme.
Walis.
ANSWER -JOBBER . S. He that makes a trade
ANTECEDENTLY. adv. (from antecedent.)
of writing answers. Swift.
ANSWERABLE. 6. [ frorn anſwer.) 1. That Previouſly. South.
to which a reply may be made. 2. Obliged to ANTECE'SSOR.S. (Lat .) One who goes before
give an account. Swift. 3. Correſpondent. or leads another. Diet .
äidery, 4. Proportionate. Milton . 5. Suitable; ANTECHAMBER. . [ from ante, before, and
chamber .] The chamber that leads to the
ſuited . Milien. 6. Equal . Raleigh. 7. Rela
tive ; correlative. Hooker .
chief apartment. Addifan .
ANSWERABLY . adv. ( from anſwerable.) in ANTECURSOR.S. (Latin .] One who runs be
due proportion ; with proper correſpondence ; fore.
TO ANTEDATE . v. a. ( from ante and do,
faitably. Brcrewed.
ANSWER ABLENESS. S. [ from anſwerable.]
datum , Lat.] 1. To date earlier than the real
The quality of being anſwerable. Dia.
time . Donne. 2. To take ſomething before .
ANSWERER . L. ( from anſwer.) 1. He that
the proper time. Pope.
anſwers . 2. He that manages the controverly ANTEDILU'VIAN . a. ( from ante before, and
againſt one that has written firft. Swift.
diluvium , a deluge .) 1. Exiſting before the
ANT. . ( zmett, Saxon .) An emmet; a pif
deluge . Woodward . 2. Relating to thing's
mire . Pope.
exiſting before the deluge . Brown .
ANT- BEÁR . L. ( from ant and bear .) An ani- A'NTELOPE.S. A goat with curled or wreath
ed horns. Spenfor .
mal that feeds on ants . Ray.
ANTHILL. f. [from ant and bill.] The ſmall ANTEMERIDIAN . a . ( arte and meridian .]
Being before noon .
protuberance of earth , in which ants make
ANTEMETICK . a. (a ) and huév .) That
their netts. Addiſon .
ANT . A contraction for andit, or and if it.
has the power of preventing or ſtopping vo

w to contends with another ; an opponent. ANTEMU'NDANE. S. Canteand mundus. ] That
Milor , 2. Contrary . Addiſon. 3. In anatomy,
which was before the world .
the antagoniſt is that muſcle which counteracts ANTENUMBER. J. [from ante and number .]
fome others. Arbuthnot :
The number that precedes another. Bacon.
TO ANTA'GONIZE. v. n . [ u'll and a'ywvítw .] ANTEPAST.S. [anie and paſtum .) A foretaſte,
To coatend against another . Di& t.
Decay of Piety.
ANTALGICK. e . (from aill, againſt, and A'NTEPENULT.S.(antepenultima, Lat .) The
laſt fyllable but two .
age , pain . ) That which ſoftens pain.
ANT'ANACLA'SIS. S. (from a:lavanhecis.] 1. ANTEPILEPTICK . a . [ a'rli and étiamtos.) A
A figure in rhetorick , when the ſame word
medicine againt convulſions. Brows .
is repeated in a different manner, if not in a TO ANTEPONE. v . a. ( antepone, Lat.) To .
contrary fignification. 2. It is alſo a returning prefer. Dist.
to the matter at the end of a long parenthelis. ANTEPREĐICAMENT.S. ( orteprædicamena
Smitb .
tum, Lat.) Something previous to che doctrine
ANTAPHRODI'TICK . a . (from a’viand a’oco
of the predicaments .
& 17.] Efficacious againſt the venereal diſeaſe. ANTERIO'RITY.S. [from anteriour.) Priori
ANTAPOPLE'CTIČK . a. ( from ayli and e'tc
ty ; che ilace of being before .
ANTERIOUR .
$ 250 .] Good agaioſt an apoplexy.
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ANTERIOUR . 2.(anterior, Lat .) Going be- | A'NTICK . S. 1. He that playsanticks, or uſes
fore. Brown .
odd gefticulation ; a buffoon. Shakeſp. 2. Odd
A'NTES.S. ( Latin . ) Pillars of large dimenfions
appearance, Spenſer.
TO ANTICK . v. c. [ from antick.) To make
that ſupport the front of a building.
ANTESTOMACH . /. [ from anle and ſomach . ]
anticks. Shakeſp
A'NTICKLY. adv . (from antick .) With odd
A cavity that leads into the ſtomach. Ray.
ANTHELMINTHICK . a . (a’sli and inperitos. ) poftures. Skakelp:
ANTICLIMAX. ). (from a’sli and zbuat .) A
That which kills worms. Arbuthnot,
A'NTHEM . S. ( Superos, Gr .) A holy fong.
fentence in which the laſt part is lower than
the firſt. Addilor .
Adilifon.
ANTHOʻLOGY.S . [ a's Sonogia , Cr . ) 1. A col- ANTICONVU'LSIVE. a . ( from e’li and C68
vullive.) Good againſt convulſions, Flayer.
lection of Aowers. 2. A colleation of devoti
ANTICOR , J. ( a'vi and cor . ) A preternatural
ons. 3. A collection of poems.
ſweiling in a hore's brealt, oppoſite to his
ANTHONY'S FIRE . L. A kind of eryſipelas
heart. Farrier's Diel .
ANTHRAX. J. Castrat, Gr.) A ſcab or blotch
ANTICOURTIER . S: [ from a’sli and ceurtier.]
which burns the ſkin. Quincy.
ANTHROPOLOGY. Γ. ( ανρωπος and λέγω.]
One that oppoſes the court .
The doctrine of anatomy .
ANTIDOTAL. a . ( from antidote.) Thatwhich
ANTHROPO'PATHY. f. [an. « T06, and
hasthe quality of counteracting poiſon. Browa.
watos.} T'he ſenſibility of man ; the paſſions A'NTIDOTE . S. [a’vid 705, Gr.) A medicine
man
of
.
given to expe! poifon.Dryden.
ANTHROPO'PHAGI. S. Corypares and sága .) ANTIDYSENTE'RICK . a. (from a'ril and dy
Man-eaters ; cannibals. Shakejp.
Jenteria . ) Good againſt the bloody Aux .
ANTHROPOPHAGI'NIAN . ). A ludicrous ANTIFEBRILE . c . [a'sii and febris. Good
againſt fevers, Flyer.
word , formed by Shakeſpeare from anthrope
ANTILO'GARITHM . S. [from ahi, againſt,
phagi. Shakeſp.
ANTHROPO'PHAGY.S. (a fewoand ça'y .]
and logarithm .] The complement of the logas
rithm of a fine, tangent, or ſecant; or the
The quality of eating human fleſh . Brown.
difference
of that logarithmfrom the logarithm
copia.]
and
OPHY.S
(20.3fwntos
.
ANTHROPOʻS
of ninety degrees. Chambers, i
· The knowledge of the nature of man.
ANTHYPNOTICK ... [ 'ævli and iarrac.] That ANTI’LOGY. S. (evlemom . ] A contradi & ioa
which has the power of preventing ſleep .
between any words and paſſages in an au
thor.
ANTI. l'avi. ) A particle much uſed in compo
fition with wordsderived from the Greek; it ANTI'LOQUIST . S. [from a'vli and loquor.j A
contradictor.
signiſies contrary.to; as, antimonarchical, op
ANTIMONA'RCHICAL. 6. [urli and urine
polite to monarchy.
ANTIACID . a . (from a'ni, and acidus , four.)
zba. Againſt government by a ſingle perſon.
Addiſon .
Alkali . Arbuthnot .
ANTICHACHE'CTICK . a. ( from a's1. and xà- ANTIMONA'RCHICALNESS. S. [ from antis
XE « .) Things adapted to the cure of a bad
monarchical . ). The quality of being an enemy
to regal power.
conftitution .
ANTICHAMBER . . Çorruptly written for ANTIMONIAL. a. ( from artimony .) Made of
antechamber .
antimony. Blackmore.
ANTICHRISTIAN. a . ( from a'ili and X8156 - A'NTIMONY. S. Antimony is a mineral ſub
ſtance of a metalline nature . · Mines of all
a95.) Oppofite to christianity. Seuth.
metals afford it . Its texture is full of little
ANTICHRISTIANISM . 1. ( from antichriftia
on .] Oppoſition or contrariety to chriſtianity.
Bioing veins or threads, like needles ; brittle
Decay of fiety.
as glais . It deſtroys and diffipates all metais
ANTICHRISTIANITY.S. ( from antichriſti
fuſed with it , except gold. Chambers.
ANTINEPHRITICK . a . [ a'rli and repairie
cm . ] Contrariety to chriſtianity.
xo5. ) Good againſt diſeaſes of the reins and
ANTICHRONISM./ . [ zºsłu and yzó:05 ) Devia
kidneys .
tion from the right order or account of time .
TO ANTICIPATE. v. a . (anticipe, Lal.) 1. ANTINOMY. f. [a ": and sóces.] A contra
To take ſomething tooner than another, ſo as
diction between two laws .
to prevent him , žiammond, 2. To take up ANTIPARALY TICK . a. ( a's]i and wapa'du
before the time . Dryden. 3. To foretalle, or
015. ) Eficacious again't the pally.
take an impreſſion or ſomething, which is noc) ANTIPATHE TICAL. o . lirom artipartr.)
Having a natural contrariety to any thing
yet , as it it really was . Denham, 4. To pre
Havel ,
clude Shakeld
ANTICIPATION.S from anticipate.) 1. The ANTIPATHY. L. (from asli ard ardon ; one
ripathie, Fr.j A natural contrariety to any
act of taking up tonicthing before its time.
China's ſo as to run it involuntarily : opposed
lieluer. 2. Foretatte. L'Eitrunge :3 .Opinion
to /ymfaily. Loike.
implanted before the realjas or that opinion
ANUPÉRIST ASIS. 1. ( retli and micror .)
can be knowo . , Derlam .
ANTICK . o . ( antiquus , ancient .] Odd ; ridi
The opposition oi a contrary quality, by which
the
culourly wild . Dryden .
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be quality it.oppoſes becomes heightened or |A'NTLER. ( andouillier, Fr.) A branch of a
Nag's horns. Prior.
intended. Cowley.
.] Thoſe in
ANTIPESTILENTIAL. 2. [e'di and peftilen- ANTOECI. S.[ from 'asli and ouxíw
habitants of the earth who live under the ſame
Harvey.
tal) Efficacious againſt the plague.
diſtance
the equa
from
ANTI PHRASIS .S. [='vi and precis ) The ule meridian, at the ſame
tor ; the one toward the north , and the other
of words in a ſenſe oppoſite to their proper
to the fouth . Chambers.
meaning. Scarb.
ANTIPODAL. 2. (from antipodes .] Relating ANTONOMASIA ,S. (from 'ali and broua, a
to the antipodes. Brown.
name.] A form of ſpeech , in which , for a
ANTI PODÈS.S. [ a’sli and wódes.] Thoſe people
proper name, is put the name of ſome dignity.
who, living on theother ſide of the globe, have
We lay the orator for Cicero. Smith.
their feet directly oppoſite to ours. Waller.
A'NTRÉ. (antre,Fr.]A cavern ; a den. Shakeſp.
A'NTIPOPE. S. ( from a'ri and pope .) He that A'NVIL I. (ænfille, Saxon.] 1. The iron block
on which the ſmith lays his metal to be forg
ufurpsthe popedoma. Addiſon.
ANTIPTO'SIS.T. ( a’ylizTwois.] A figure in gram
ed. Dryden . 2. Any thing on which blows
are laid. Shakeſp .
mur, by which one caſe is put for another.
ANTIQUARY.S. (antiquarius, Lat . ) A man ANXIETY. L. (anxietas, Lat.) 1. Trouble of
mind about ſome future event ; folicitude .
ftudions of antiquity. Pope.
A'NTIQUARY . a. Old ; antique. Shakeſp.
Tillotfon. 2. Depreffion ; lowneſs of ſpirits.
TO ANTIQUATE. v . a. [antique, Lat. ) To Arburbrot.
make oblolete. Addiſon.
A'NXIOUS a . (anxius, Lat .) 1. Diſturbed a
ANTIQUATEDNESS. f. [ from antiquated .]
bout ſome uncertain event. Pope. 2. Careful ;
fuil of inquietude. Dryden.
The ſtate of being oblolete .
ANTIQUE . e . ( antique, Fr. ) 1. Ancient; not ANXIOUSLY. adv. (trom anxious,) Solicia
modern. Sbakeſp. 2. Of genuine antiquity . toully ; unquietly . South.
Prist. 3. Of old faſhion. Smith. 4. Odd ; wild ; ANXIOUSNESS. F. [ from anxious .] The qua
antick . Denne.
lity of being anxious.
ANTIQUE. S. ( from antique, a.) An anciqui- A'NÝ. a. (2013 , eniy , Saxon.) 1 . Every ; who
ever ; whacever . Pope. 2. It is uſed in oppo
ty ; a remain of ancient times. Swift .
fition to none. Deut.
ANTIQUENESS.S. ( from antiquo.) The qua
A'ORIST. S. [ aózıços.] Indefinite.
licy of being antique. Addiſon .
[ coll.] The great artery which
ANTIQUITY. F. ' (antiquitás, Lat.) 1. Old AO'RTA
riſes immediately out of the left ventricle of
times. Addiſoa. 2. The ancients. Raleigh.
Qui
hear
the
ncy.
t
.
3. Remains of old times. Bacon . 4. Old
APACE. adv . ( from a and pace.] 1. Quick ;
3ge. Skakelp.
ANTISCII. [ a’licriz.] The people who have ſpeedily. Tilletfer. 2. Haftily. Atterbury.
their ſhadows projected oppolice ways. The APAGOGICAL. a . ( from 'anayaye.) Such as
people of the north are Antifcii to thoſe of the
does not prove the thing directly, but ſhews
South; one projecting thadows at noon toward
the abſurdity, which ariſes from denying it.
the north, the other toward the ſouth . Cham
Chambers.
bers.
APART. 'adv. (apart, Fr.) 1. Separate from
ANTISCORBU'TICAL. a. (a’li and ſcorbu
the reſt in place: Clarendon. 2. In a ſtate of
tox.) Good againſt the ſcurvy . Arbuibnit.
diſtinction. Dryden. 3. At a diſtance; retired
from the other company. Shakeſp.
ANTISPASIS. J. [ a’licwaw .] The revulſion of
APARTMENT ) (opartement, Fr. ] A room ;
say bumour.
a ſet of rooms. Addifox.
ANTISPASMO'DICK.
[a'licuacuos.)
That which has the power of relieving the A'PATHY.S. [a and '96 .) Exemption froņi :
paflion. Souib.
Crimp.
ANTISPASTICK.C.Ca'rlicansmos.] Medicines APE.S. (ape, Icelandiſh .) 1. A kind ofmonkey.
which cauſe a revuliion.
Granville. 2. An imitator. Sbakeſp.
ANTISPLENE'TICK. 2. (a't and ſplenetick.) To APE. v . a. ( from ape ) To imitate, as an
Eficacious in diſeaſes of the ſpleen. Floyer.
ape imitates human actions. Addiſor.
ANTIS TROPHE.S. ( a’sl.ssapn.) In an ode ſung APĖ'AK. adv. (à pique .) In a poiture co pierce
in parts, the ſecond ſtanza of every three.
the ground.
ANTISTRUMA'TICK. 2. [ a’sli and fruma.) A'PEPSY. S. [ a’metua .] A loſs of natural con
coction Quincy.
Good againſt the king's evil. Wiſeman.
ANTITHESIS .J. lo the plural antitheſes. Carrie A'PER . S. (trom ape.) A ridiculous imicator or
miinick .
Exsis.) Oppolition ; contraſt. Pope.
ANTITYPE.S . [ a'vl.Tunes.] Thac which is re- APERIENT. 2. ( aperis, Lat.) Gently purga
tive. Arburbnor.
lembled or ſhadowed out by the type. A term
of tbeology . Burnet.
APERITIVE. a. (from aperio, Lat.) That
ANTITYPICAL. a . ( from antitype.] That
which has the quality of opening. Harvey .
which explaias the type.
APERT. a. ( opertus, Lat. ) Open.
APE'RTION.
%. (from aperias, Lat. ] 1. An
venereal]
ANTIVENEREAL. 2. ( a’sli and
opening ;
Cood againſt the venereal diſeaſe, Wiſeman.
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opening; a paſſage; a gap. Wotton. 2. The FA POʻCRYPHALLY. adv. (from apocrypbal }
Uncertainly.
act of opening. Wiſeman.
APOCRYPHALNESS. S. [ from apocryphal ]
APERTLY . adv . ( apertè, Lat.) Openly.
Uncertainty.
APERTNESS. S. (from apert.] Openneſs.
Halder.
APODI'CTICAL. a. ( from 'awódigis .] Demon
Itrative. Brown .
A'PERTURE.S: [from apertus,open.] 1.The act
of opening.Holder.2.Anopen place. Glanville . APODI XIS. S. (izwodrigis.] Demonstration .
Dist .
APEʻTALOUS. a. (of a and witaher, a leaf.]
Without flower -leaves.
APOGÆON . ) I ( arógn.I A point in the
APEX.S. apices, plur . ( Lat.) The tip or point. A POGEE .
heavens, in which the fun
Woodward.
or a planet , is at the greateſt
APHÆRESIS.S. ['apairaois.) A figure in gram
diſtance poflible from the earth in its whole
revolution . Fairfax.
mar that takes away a letier or fyllable from
APOLOGE'TICAL. ? * . That which is ſaid in
the beginning of a word.
APHELION . |. aphelia , plur. ( from 'a and APOLOGETICK. F detence of any thing.
Boyle.
wnio . ) That part of the orbit of a planet ,
in which it is at the point remoteſt from the APOLOGE'TICALLY. adv. (from apologeti
fun. Cheyne.
cal. ) In the way of defence or excuſe.
APHE'TÅ. /. [with aſtrologers.) The name of AFO'LOGIST. /. He that makes an apology ;
the plant which is imagined to be the giver or
a pleader in favour of another..
To APOʻLOGIZE . v. n . ( from apology.] To
diſpofer of life in a nativity.
APHILA'NTHROPY.S-['eminar gwiria.] Want
plead in favour. Pope.
A'POLOGUE.S. ['amocho, . ] Fable ; Rory con
of love to mankind .
A'PHONY. f. [le and quon.) A loſs of ſpeech.
trived to teach fome moral truth . Locke.
Quincy.
APOʻLOGY.I. (apologia, Lat. 'anónoyla .) De
A'PHORISM . ſ. ('n oplomdr.! A maxim ; an
fence ; excuse . Tillotson,
APOMECOMETRY . ]. ['enò, from urinos ,
unconnected poſition. Rogers.
APHORI'STICAL, a. (from aphoriſm .]Written
and peelpes ] The art of meaſuring things at a
distance.
in ſeparate unconnected ſentences.

APHORISTICALLY. adv. ( írom aphoriſtical.) APO NEUROʻSIS .S. ( from 'antò and veïgor.) An
In the form of an aphoriſm . Harvey.
expanſion of a nerveinto a membrane. Sharpe.
APHRODISI'ACAL
.[' 908?n.] Relating to APO PHASYS./. ( L.at. ' unitaris.) A figure by
APHRODISIACK . 3 the venereal diſeaſe.
which the orator ſeems to wave what he would
A'PIARY.S. (from opis, l.at, a bee.) The place plainly infinunte. Smith.
APOPHLEGMATICK, a l'arò and paigua .]
where bees are kepi. Swift.
APICES of a flower: Little knobs that grow on
Drawing away phlegm.
the top of ihe ſtamina, in the middle of a APOPHLEGMATISM . S. [ 'arrò and paigua .]
flower. Quincy
A medicine to draw phlegm. Bacen.
API'ECE. adv . ſo and piece.) 'To the part or APOPHLEGMA'TIZANT. S. ['cmò and orége
ſhare of each . Hooker , Swifi.
me .] Any remedy which cauſes an evacua
A'PISH. a. (from ape.) i. Having the qualities tion of ierous or mucous humour by the
of an ape ; imitative. Shakeſp. 2. Foppiſh ;
nofrils, as particular kinds of fternacatories.
affected. Shokejp. 3. Silly ; triling. Glanville.
Quincy.
A'POPHTHEGM . S. ['27 .69 eypa.} A remark
4. Wanton ;pltyful. Prior .
A'PISHLY. adr. ( from apip .] In an apith man
able laying. Prior.
ner .
APO'PHYGE. ). ["amo ign , flight.] That part of
A'PISHNESS.P.[from apib.]Mimickry;foppery. a column , where it begins to ſpring outof its
API'TPAT. adv. ( a word formed from themo
bale ; the spring of a column. Chambers.
APOʻPHYSIS. / ['æmlouvis.]The prominent parts
tion .) With quick palpitation. Congreve.
APLU STRE. ). [Lat .) The enlign in fea . of ſome bones ; the ſame asproceſs. Wileman.
APOPLE'CTICAL. a . (from apoplexy.] Relac
veſſels. Addiſon.
APO'CALYPSE . S. ( from 'a woradúolo .] Re
ing to an apoplexy. Derbas .
velation , a word uted only of the ſacred APOPLE'CTICK . a .( from apoplexy.) Relat
writings . Milion .
ing to an apoplexy. Wifemas.
APOCALYPTICAL. 4. (from apocalypſe.) A'POPLEXY. l. ['artów anišis.) A ſudden de
privation of all ſenſation. Locke.
Containing revelation. Buinet.
APO'COPE. Y. ('{ pronoun .) A figure, when the APOʻRIA. S. [ 'cwoziz .) A figure by which the
1peaker doubts where to begin. Smith.
laſt letter or fyllable is taken away.
APOCRU'STIČK . a. ('atroupesina.) Repelling APORRHO'EA.S: ['awopósn.] Emuvium ; ema
nation . Glanville.
and aſtriogent. Chambers,
APOCRYPHA. S: [ from 'aproxpúzla .) Books APOSIOPE'SIS, S. ( iWoor 515.) A form of
appended to the facred writings, of doubtful ſpeech, by which the ſpeaker , through ſome
authors. Hooker.
affection or vehemency , breaks off hisſpeech .
APOCRYPHAL. a. [from apocrypha.] 1. Not Smith.
canonical; of uncertain authority. Hooker, 2. APOSTACY.J. ('4w66nc .) Departure from
what
Contained in the apocrypha. Addifon.
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dubitable. Hooker. 2. Seemirg ; not real .
what a man has profeſſed ; it is generally ap
Hale. 3. Vifible. Atterbury. 4. Open ; dif
plied to religion Sprar.
APOSTATE. L. ( apertura, Lat. amosárrs.] One
coverable. Shakeff. 5. Certain ; not preſump
that has forſaken his religion. Rogers.
tive . Shakeſp :
APO STATICAL . c. (from apoftate .) After the APPARENTLY. ada. ( from apparens.) Evi
manner of an apoftate.
dently ; openly. Tıllo: for .
To APO STATIŻE. 9. * . ( from opeftate .) TO APPARITION.S : (from apparco, Lat .) 1. Ap
forſake one's religion. Bentley.
pearance ; viſibility. Milion. 2. A viable ob .
ject. Tatler. 3. A ſpectre ; a walking ipirit .
TO APO'STEMATE . v . n . (from apofteme.] To
Locke. 4. Something only apparent, not real .
ſuell and corrupt into matter. Wileman.
APOSTEMATION. J. [from apoſtemate.) The
Denbam. 5. The vifibility of ſome luminary .
Βι
οτοπ .
gathering of a hollow purulent tumour.
Gret .
APPARITOR . S. [from appareo,Lat.) The low
A POSTEME. I S. [ 'exécupa .) A hollow ſwel.
eſt officer of the ecclefiaftical court. Ayliffe
APOSTUME . } ling; an abſceſs. Wiſeman: TO APPA'Y. v. a. (appayer, old Fr.) To la
APOSTLE.S . ( epeſtches, Lat. 'ató,oa.s.) A per
tis'y ; wellappayed , is pleaſed ; ill appayed, is
for ſent with mandates; particularly applied unealy . Milton.
to them whom our Saviour deputed to preach To APPEACH. v. Q. 1. To accuſe. Bacon. 2 .
To cenſure ; to reproach. Dryder.
the golpel. Lecke.
APO STLESHIP. S. { from apoftle.] The office APPEACHMENT. . ( from appeach.) A charge
exhibited
againſt any man. Wotton.
or dignity of an apostle. Locke.
APOSTOLICAL, s. (from apoftolick.) Deliver- TO APPE'AL. V.n. ( appello, Lat.] 1. To tranſ
fer a cauſe from one to another. Stepney. 2 .
ed by the apoſtles. Hooker.
APOSTOʻLICALLY.adv. (from apoſtolical ] In
To call another as witnets. Locke. 3. To
charge with a crime. Shakeſp.
the manner of the apoſtles.
APOSTOʻLICK . a. (from apofk .) Taught by APPEAL. S. ( from the verb.) . A provocati
the apostles. Dryden.
on from an inferiourto a ſuperiour judge Dry
den . 2. In the common law , an accuſation .
APO STROPHE.S. ('27oços pr.) 1. Io rhetorick ,
Cowel
l. 3 . A ſummons to anſwer a charge.
a diverſion of ſpeech to another perfon , than
Dryder. 4. A call upon any as witneſs.
the ſpeech appointed did intend or require.
Bac
on
.
Seatt. 2. In grammar, the contraction of
a word by the uſe of a comma ; as, sho' for APPE ALANT . S. [ from appeal.] He that ap
Ibragh Swift.
peals. Shakeſp .
To APO'STROPHIZE .v. a. (frorn apoſtrophe.) To APPEAR . v. r. (appareo, Lat. ] 1. To
in ſight ; to be viſible. Prior. 2. To become
To addreſs by an apoſtrophe. Pope.
A POSTUME. S. A hollow tumour filled with
viſible as a ſpirit . Aits. 3. To ſtand in the
preſence
of ſome ſuperiour. Pfalm . 4. To
purulest matter. Harvey.
APOTHECARY./.Capotbeca ,Lat.a repoſitory .)
be the object of obſervation. Pjalm . 5. To
A man whore employment it is to keep
exhibit one's felf before the court Shakeſp. 6.
medicines for tale . Serib .
To be made clear by evidence. Spenſer. 7. To
APOTHEGM . S.( properly apopbrhegm .) A re
ſeem ; in oppoſition to reality. Sidney. 8. To
markable faving. Watfon .
be plain beyond diſpute. Arbuthnot.
APOTHE OSIS. T. (from 'avè and Soos. Deifi- APPEARANCE.S. (from To appear.) 1. The
cation . Garib.
act of coming into light. 2. The thing ſeen.
3. Phenomenon ; any thing viſible. Glan
APOTOME. S. (from 'atoríur, to cut off.]
The remainder or difference of two incom
ville. 4. Semblance ; not reality . Dryden. 5 .
Outſide ſhow . Rogers . 6. Entry into a
menſurable quantities. Chambers,
A'POZEM . f. ['apò, from , and tw, to boil.)
place or company. Addiſon . 7. Apparition ;
A decoction. Wiſeman.
lupernatural vigbility. Addifon. 8. Exhibi
tion of the perſon to a court. Shakeſp. 9. Open
To APPA'L . v. a . ( eppelir, Fr.) To fright ;
to depreſs, Clarendon .
circumſtance of a caſe. Swift. 10. Preſence ;
APPA'LEMENT.S. (from oppal.] Depreſſion ;
mien. Addiſon. 11. Probability ; likelihood .
Bacon .
impreffion of fear, Bacon.
APPANAGE. Si Coppanagium, Law Latin.) |APPE'ARER.S. ( from To appear .] The perſon
Lands ſet apart for the maintenance of young
that appears. Brown.
er children . Swift.
APPE'ASABLE. a. (from appeaſe .] Reconcile
APPAR ATUS.S. '(Latin .) Tools ; furniture ,
able .
equipage; ſhow . Pope.
APPE'ASABLENESS. f. [ from appeaſe.] Ren
APPAREL . f. [appareil, Fr.) 1. Dreſs ; vef
concileableneſs.
ture. Shakeſpeare. 2. External habiliments. TO APPE'ASE . v . a. [appaiſer, Fr.) 1. To
Tarkr.
quiet ; to put in a ſtate of peace. Davies. 2.
TO APPAREL . v. a .[from apparel, the noun .) To pacify ; to reconcile. Milton.
1. To dreſs ; to cloath. Samuel 2. To cover | APPEASÉMENT. S. [ from appeafe.] A ſtate
or deck . Beatley.
of peace. Hayward,
APPE'ASER
APPARENT... (apparent, Fr.) 1. Plain ; in
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APPE'ASER S. ( from appeaſe .) He ihiat paci- | APPLAUSE , J. Capplaulus, Lat .) Approbation
fies ; he that quiets diſturbances.
loudly expreſſed. Dryder .
APPELLANT. !. ( appello, Lat. to call.] ! APPLÉ. L. ( zppel, Saxon.) 1. The fruit of
challenger.
Shakeſp. 2. One that appeals
A
the apple tree. Pope. 2. The pupil of the
from a lower to a higher power. Ayliffe.
eye. Diut ,
APPELLATE.S. (appellatus, Lat.] The perſon A'PPLEWOMAN . !. ( from apple and woman.)
appealed againſt. dyliffe .
A woman that ſells apples. Arbuthnot.
APPELLATION.
. Cappellatio, Lat . ] Name. APPLIABLE. a. (from apply .) That which
Brown.
may be applied. South.
APPELLATIVE.S.Doppellativum ,Lat.) Names APPLIANCE. S: [from apply.) The act of ap
for a whole rank of beings, are called appel plving ; the thing applied . Shakeſp.
latives. Watts .
APPLICABILITY. ) [ from applicable.] The
APPELLATIVELY . adv. (from appellative.) quality of being fit to be applied. Digby.
According to the manner of nouns appellative. APPLICABLE . G. (from apply .) That which
APPE'LLATORY. a. (from appool.] That
may be applied. Dryden.
A'PPLICABLENESS. S.(from applicable.) Fit
which contains an appeal.
APPELLEE. S. One who is accuſed. Diel.
neſs to be applied . Boyle.
TO APPEND . v .a. [appende, Lat.] 1. To hang | A'PPLICABLY. adv. (from applicable.) In ſuck
manner as that it may be properly applied .
any thing upon another. 2. To add to fome
A'PPLICATE. f. ( from apply.) A right line
thing as an acceſſory.
drawn acroſs a curve, ſo as to biſect the dia
APPE'NDAGE. /. [French .) Something added
to another thing , without being neceſſary to
meter. Chambers.
its ellence. Taylor.
APPLICATION.S. ( from apply.] 1. The act
APPE'NDANT, a. (French.] 1. Hanging to
of applying any thing to another. 2. The
thing applied. 3. The act of applying to any
Something elſe. 2. Annexed ; concomitant .
Rogers. 3. la law , any thing belonging to
perſon as a petitioner. Swift. 4. The em
another, ab accefferium principali. Cowell.
ployment of any means for a certain ead .
Locke. 5. Intenleneſs ofthought ; cloſe Audy .
APPE'NDANT . ). An accidental or adventili
Lecke. 6. Attention to ſome particular affair.
ous part. Grew.
Addiſon
TO APPE’NDICATE. V. a. (appendo, Lat.] To
.
A‘PPLICATIVE. r. ( from apply .) That whichi
add to another thing. Hale.
APPENDICAPTION.S. (from appendicate.]An
applies. Brambal.
A'PPLICATORY./.That which applies. Taylor :
nexion . Hole.
APPE'NDIX . ſ. ( appendices, plur. Lat. ] 1. TO A'PPLY. v.a. (applico, Lat.] 1. To put
Something appended or added. Stillingf. 2 .
one thing to another. Dryden . 2. To lay mne
dicaments upon a wound. Addiſon. 3. To
An adjunctor concomitant . Warts.
make uſe of as relative or ſuitable. Dryden.
TO APPERTA’IN . v . n . (appartenir, Fr. ) 1 .
To belong to as of right. Raleigh. 2. To be
4. To put to a certain ule. Clarendon . 5 .
To uſe as means to an end . Rogers. 6. To
long to by nature . Bacon.
APPERTAINMENT. S. (from appertain .) fix the mind upon ; to ſtudy. Locke. 7. To
have recourie to, as a petitioner. Swift. 8.
That which belongs to any rank or dignity .
To endeavour to work upon. Rogers. 9. To
Shakeſp.
APPE’RTENANCE . f. [appartenance, Fr.
ply ; to keep at work. sidney.
That which belongs to another thing. Brown. TO APPOʻINT. v . a. (appointer, Fr.) 1. To
fix
any thing. Gelarians. 2 . To leule any
APPE’RTINENT . a . ( from To appertain .)
Belonging ; relating. Skakelp.
thing by compact. Judges. 3. To eſtabliń
APPETENCE. 21. ( apperentia ,Lat.) Carnal ] any thing by decree . Manaſeh's Prayer. 4.
A'PPETE'NCY . S deſire. Milton.
Tófurr.d in all points; to equip. Hayward,
f. ( from appoini.] He that fel
APPETIBILITY.S. ( from afpetible.] The qua- APPOINTER.
tles or fixes.
lity of being deſirable . Bramhal .
APPETIBLĒ. a. (appetibilis, Lat. ) Deſirable. APPOʻINTMENT. S. Cappointement, Fr.) 1 .
Brambal.
Stipulation . Yob. 2. Decree ; establishment ,
Hooker. 3. Direction ; order. Shakejp. 4 .
A‘PPETITE. S. Cappetitus, Lat.) 1. The na
Equipmeni ; furniture . Shakeſp. 5. An als
tural deſire of good. Hooker. 2. The deſire
lowance paid to any man.
of ſenſual plealure Dryden. 3. Violent long
ing. Clarendon . 4. Keendels of ſtomach ; TO APPOʻRTION . v.o. (from portio , Lat. ) To
hunger. Bacon.
ſet out in juſt proportions. Collier .
APPETITION. S. [ appetitio, Lat .] Deſire APPORTIONMENT. . [from apportion.) A
Hammond.
dividing into portions.
APPETITIVE. a. That which deſires. Hale. TO APPOSE . v . a. [appens, Lat. ) To put quer
tions
to . Bacon .
TO APPLA'UD. v . a. (applaudo, Lat. ] 1. To
praiſe by clapping the hand. 2. To praiſe in A'PPOSITE. a. ( appofitus, Lat .) Proper ; fit ;
well adapted . Wotton, Atterbury.
general . Pope.
APPLA'UDER. f. [from applaud .) He that A'PPOSITELY.ada .(from appofire.]Properly ;
fitly ; (sitably, Sh .
praiſes or commends. Glanville.
APPOSITENESS.
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A'PPOSITENESS. S. [from appoſite .) Fitneſs ; To APPRO'PERATE. v . a. ( appropere, Lat. )
To haften ; to ſet forward .
propriety ; ſuitableners. Hale.
APPOSI'TION.S. (oppofitio, Lat .) 1. The addi- TO APPROPINQUE.V. n . (appropinquó, Lat.)
tion of new matter. Arbuthnot. 2. In gram
To draw hear to . Kudibras.
mar, che putting of two nouns in the ſame APPROʻPRIABLE.a. from appropriate ) That
cale.
which may be appropriated. Brown,
TO APPRAISE. s.a. ( apprecier , Fr.) To ſet TO APPROPRIATE.V .a. (approprier , Fr.) 1 .
To conſign to fome particular uſe or perſon.
a price upon any thing.
Roſcommons.
To claim or exerciſe an ex
APPRAISER . F. (from appraiſe.] A perſon ap
pointed to ſet a price upon things to be fold .
cluſive right. Milton. 3. To make peculiar ;
TO APPREHEND. v.8 (apprebendi, Lat.) 1 .
to annex . Locke. 4 . lo law, to alienate a
benefice. Ayliffe.
To lay hold on . Taylor . 2. To ſeize, in or
der for trial or puniſhment. Clarendon. 3. TO APPROPRIATE. a . ( from the verb .) Peculiar ;
conceive by the mind. Stilling fleet. 4. To
conſigned to fome particular. Srilling fleet.
APPROPRIATION.ſ. ( from appropriate.) ..
think on with terrour ; to fear. Temple.
APPREHENDER. J. ( from apprehend.) Con
The application of ſomething to a particular
ceiver ; tbinker. Glanville.
purpoie. Locke. 2. The claim of any thing
APPREHENSIBLE. a . (from apprehend. That
as peculiar. Shakeſp. 3. The fixing a particu
which may be apprehended, or conceived . lar ſignification to a word. Locke. 4. In law, a
Brow :.
levering of a benefice ecclefiaftical to the pro
APPREHENSION.S (apprehenfio, Lat.) 1. The per and perpetual uſe of ſome religious houſe,
mere contemplation of things. Wanis. 2. O
or dean, and chapter, biſhoprick, or college .
pinion ; ſentiment; conception. South . 3. The Cowell.
faculty by which we conceive new ideas.Mol. APPROPRIA’TOR. S. ( from appropriate.) He
19. 4. Fear. Addiſon . 5. Sufpicion of ſome
that is potleſſed of an appropriated benefice.
thing. Shakeſp. 6. Seizure. Shakeſp.
Ayliffe .
APPREHENSIVE. a. (from apprehend. ) 1. APPROVABLE. That which merits approba
tion . Brown
Quick .to underſtand. Sourb . 2. Fearful
Tilta.
APPROVAL. S. [ from approve.) A pprubation.
APPRÉHENSIVELY.adv.( fromapprehenfive.)
Temple
APPROVANCE. F. ( from approve ) Approba
la an apprehenſivemanner.
tion. Thomson.
APPREHENSIVENESS.S. (fromapprehenſive.]
The quality ofbeing apprehenſive. Holder.
TO APPROVE. v.a. (approuver, Fr.] 1. To
APPRENTICE.ſ . ( apprentif, Fr.) One that is
like ; to be pleaſed with. Hooker , Davies. 2.
bound by covenant, to ſerve another man of To expreſs liking. Locke. 3. To prove; to
ſhow . Tillotjon . 4. To experience. Shakeſi.
trade, upon condition that the tradeſman thall,
in the mean time , endeavour to instruct him 5. To make worthy ofapprobation. Rogers.
APPRO
VEMENT. Y. (from opprove.] Appro
in his art . Dryden.
TO APPRE’NTICE.0.6. (from the noun.) To
bation ; liking. Hayward.
putout to a maſter as an apprentice. Pope. APPROVER . J. (from approve.] 1. He that
APPRENTICEHOOD . S. ( from apprentice.) approves. 2. He that makes trial . .Shakejp.
The years of an apprentice's ſervitude. Shak.
3 : In law, one that confefling felony of him
APPRENTICESHIP.J . [from apprentice.] The
felf, accuſe th another. Cowell.
fears which an apprentice is to paſs under a APPROXIMATE. a . ( from ad and proximus,
Lat.) Near to. Brown.
after. Digby.
TO APPRIZE. «... ( appris, Fr.] To inform . APPROXIMATION: S: (from anproximate.)
' 1. Approach to any thing. Brown. 2. Con
• Cbegne.
TO APPRO'ACH . v. a. (approcher , Fr.] 1. To tinual approach nearer ſtill, and nearer to the
draw near locally. Shakelp. 2. To draw near,
quantity ſought.
3 time. Gay. 3. To make a progreſs towards , To APPRICATE. v. r. Capricor,Lat.) To baſk
in the fun .
mentally. Locke.
TOAPPROACH.V.o. To bring near to. Dryd. APPU LSE.S. (27falfus, Lat.)The act ofſtrik
APPROACH . f. [ from the verb. ) 1. The act ing againſt any thing. Holder.
of drawing near. Dentam. 2. Acceſs. Bacon . APPU'RTENANCE . See APPERTENANCE .
3. Hoftile advance. Shakeſp. 4. Means of APRICITY./. [apricitos, Lat. ) Warmth of the
Tun ; ſunſhine .
2dancing . Dryden
APPRO ACHER . S. ( from approach.) The per- APRICOT,or A'PRICOCK . A kindofwallfruit .
fon that approaches. Shakeſp.
A'PRIL . 1. ( Aprilis, Lat. Avril, Fr. ] The
fourth month of the year, January counted
APPROACHMENT.F. ( from approach.] The
firſt. Peacham .
act of coming near . Brown.
APPROBA TION . S. ( approbatio, Lat ) 1. The A'PRON . S. A cloth hung before, to keep the
other dreis clean . Addijon .
act of approving , or exprefing himieli plealed .
Stake ?. 2. The liking of any thing. Souib . A'PRON . /. A piece of lead which covers the
touch -hole of a great gun.
Atteitation ; fupport. Shakeſp.
APPROOF.J. (from approsejCommerdation . A PRON of ope. The fac skia which covers
Abakep.
the belly.
APRON
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A'PRON-MAN. S. [ from apron and man .) A ARAIGNEE.S. A term in fortification,abranch ,
workman ; an artificer. Skakelp .
return, or gallery of a mine.
A'PRONED . a. ( from apren] Wearing an a- ARANEOUS. a. (from aranea, Lat. a cobweb.]
Reſembling a cobweb. Derham.
pron. Pope.
APSIS. ſ. apſides, plural. [ntis.] The higher ARATION.S.Taratio, Lat.] The act or practice
affis is denominated aphelion, or apogee ; the of plowing . Cowley.
A'RATORY.a . (from aro, Lat. to plow .] That
lower, perihelion , or perigee .
which contributes to tillage.
APT.a. ( aplus, Lat.) 1. Fit. Hecher. 2. Having
a tendency to. Hooker. 3. Inclined to ; led to . A'RBALIST . F. (arcus , and baliſta.) A croſs
Beniley. 4. Ready ; quick ; as, an apt wit .
bow. Camden .
A'RBITER . . (Lat.) 1. A judge appointed by
Shakeſp. 5. Qualified for. 2 Kings.
TOAPT. v.a. ( apie, Lat .) 1. Toluit ; to adapt .
the parties, to whoſe determination they vo
luntarily ſubunit. Bacon. 2. A judge . Temple.
Ber: "Johnjon . 2. To fit; to qualify . Denham.
TO APTATE. v . a. ( aplatin , Lat.) To make A'RBITRABLE. a. from arbitror , Lat.) Arbi
fit.
trary , depending upon the will . Spelman.
APTITUDE.F- ( French.) 1. Fitneſs. Decay of ARBITRAMENT.'/. [ from arbitror, Lat.)
Will ; determination ; choice. Milton.
Piety. 2. Tendency . Decay of Piery. 3. Dif
ARBITRARILY.adv.[from arbitrary.) With
pofition. Locke.
APTLY. ado. (from apr.) 1. Properly ; fitly. no other rule than the will ; defpotically ; ab
Solutely. Dryden.
Blackmore. 2. Juftly ; pertinently. Addiſon . 3.
Readily ; acutely ; as, he learned his buſineſs ARBITRA'RIOUS. a. ( from arbitrarius, Lat.)
y
ver apoly.
Arbitrary ; depending on the will. Norris.
APTNESS.S. [from apr.) 1. Fitneſs; ſaitable- ARBITRARIOUSLY.adv.(fromarbitrarious.]
nels. Norris. 2. Diſpoſition to any thing.
According to mere will and pleaſure.Glanville.
Shakeſp. 3. Quickneſs of apprehenſion . Bacon. A'RBITRARY.a.(arbitrarius, Lac ) s. Deſpo
tick ; abſolute. Prior. 2. Depending on no
4. Tendency. Addiſon .
A'PTOTE. S. (of a and olécus.) A noun which
rule ; capricious. Brown.
is not declined with caſes.
To A'RBITRATE. v. a . ( arbitror, Lat.) 1.
To decide ; to determine. Shakeſp. 2. To
AQUA S. ( Latin ) Water.
AQUA FORTIS. (Latin .) A corrofive liqnor
judge of. Milton .
made by diftilling purified niere with calcined To ARBITRATE . 9, n. To give judgment.
Smith .
vitriol , or re &tified oil of vitriol in a ſtrong
heat , the liquor, which riſes in fumes red as A'RBITRARINESS. S. [ from arbitrary.] De
ſporicalneſs. Temple.
blood , being collected, is the ſpirit of nitre
ARBITRA'TION . /. [from arbitror ,Lat .) The
or aqua fornis.
determination of a cauſe by a judge mutually
AQUA MARINA. This ſone ſeems to me to
agreed on by the parties.
be the beryllus of Pliny . Woodward.
AQUA MIRABILIS. (Lat .] The wonderful ARBITRATOR. ) . [ from arbitrare.) 1. Anex
wer . It is a good and agreeable cordial.
traordinary judge between party and party ,
AQUA REGIA , or AQUA REGALIS. ( Lat. )
choſen by their mutual conſent. Cowel. 2. A
An acid corroſive ſpirit or water, ſo called, be
governour ; a preſident. Par. Loft. 3. He that
cauſe it ferves as a menſtruum to diffolve gold.
has the power of acting by his own choice.
AQUAVITÆ. (Latin ) Brandy,
Addiſon . 4. The determiner. Shakeſp.
AQUATICK.c .(aquaticus, Lat.] 1. Thatwhich ARBITREMENT. f. [from arbitror , Lat. ) 1 .
Deciſion ; determination. Hayward. 2. Com
inhabits the water. Ray. 2. That which grows
in the water. Meriincr.
promiſe. Bacon.
AQUÍ TILE , a. (aquaiilis , Lat . ) That which ARBORARY. e. Of or belonging to a tree.
inbibits the water.
Dryder .
AQUEDUCT.J. ( aquæduse7ws Lat , ! A convey- A'R BORET. S. Carbor, Lat, a tree.) A ſmall
ance mr.ade for carrying water. Addiſor,
tree or ſhrub . Milton.
A'QULOUS. a . ( from aqua, water , Lat .] Wa- ARBOʻREOUS. a. (orbereus , Lat. ) Belonging
to
trees. Brown.
fory . Ray.
A QULOUSNESS. . ( aqwafiras, Lat .) Wa- A'RBORIST. S. ( arberiſe, Fr. ) A naturaliſ
terinnery.
who makes trees his ſtudy. Howel.
a. ( from arbor, Lat.] Belonging
Reſembling
a . januilinus,
AQUILINE.
to a tree. Milion.
hooked. | A'RBOROUS.
the noſe,
applied to Lat.)
antale ; when
Doyaca .
A'RBOUR.S. ( from arbor , Lat.a trec.) A bower.
Dryder.
AQUOSE. e. frem aqua, Lac ) Watery.
AQUOSITY. ). (from aqueje. ) Weterineſs . A'RBOURVINE. A ſpecies of bind weed ;
which ſee.
Alcune regni , that is , in the year of thereign.
ARABLE , a . ( from ara , Lal} Fit for village . A'RBUSCLES.[arbufcula,Lat.}Anylittle thrub.
I , pilen ,
A'RBUTE.F. (arbaius , Lat . ) Strawberry tree.
May
PRACHNOIDES.S. Tirom dir , 3 ſpider, and
sofos, foim .) One of the tunicks of the eye, fo ARCI Carrus , Lat .) . A ſegment; a part of a
circit . Nesvion, 2. An arch . Pope.
called from its relembiance to a conweb.
L'urtal.
ARCADE ,
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ARCADE . S [French .) A continued arch.Pope.
top is raiſed of ſtone pillars, built arch -wiſe.
Cowell,
ARCANUM . ). in the pluralarcana. (Lacin . ) A
fecret.
A'RCHETYPE.S. [archetypum ,Lat.) The origi
ARCH . S. ( ercus, Lat.] 1. Part of a circle, not
nal of whichany reſemblance is made. Warts,
more than the half. Locke. 2. A building in ARCHE'TYPAL. a . (archetypus, Lat.) Origi
form of a ſegment of a circle, uſed for bridges. nal . Norris.
Dryden . 3. Vault of heaven. Shakeſp. 4. A ARCHEUS. L. ( from afxus.] A power that pre
ſides over the animal economy.
chief. Shakeſp.
TO ARCH . v.a.[arcu ,Lat.) 1. To build arches . ARCHIDIACONAL . a. ( from archidiaconus.]
Pope. 2. To cover with arches, Howel.
Belonging to an archdeacon,
ARCH . 6. ( from åpxo , chief.] 1. Chief ; of ARCHIEPISCOPAL. a. ( from archiepiſcopus,
Lat.)Belonging to an archbiſhop.
the firft claſs. Shakeſp. 2. Waggiſh ; mirthful.
Swift.
ARCHITECT. ). ( architeclus, Lat.) 1. A pro
feſſor of the art of building . Wotton. 2. A
ARCH, in compoſition , chief, ofthe firſt claſs,as,
builder . Milton. 3. The contriver of any
ARCHANCEL . f. [ archangelus, Lat.) One of
thing. Shakeſp .
the higheft order of angels. Norris.
ARCHITECTIVE. a. ( from archite& .) That
ARCHÅ'NGEL . S. A plant. Dead nettle .
performs the work of architecture. Derbam .
ARCHANGEʻLIČK . a. [ from archangel.] Be
ARCHITECTOʻNICK . a. ( from asxos, chief,
longing to arch -angels. Miltor.
and TÉXTWY .] That which has the power or
ARCHBE'ACON.S.(from arch and beacon .] The
ſkill of an architect. Boyle.
chief place of proſpect, or of ſignal. Carew .
ARCHBI'SHOP.S. (arch and biſoop.) A biſhop ARCHITECTURE.F. (archite& ura, Lat.) 1.
of the firſt claſs, who ſuperintends the conduct # The art or ſcience of building. Blackm . 2.
The effect or performance of the ſcience of
of other biſhops his fuffragans. Clarendon .
ARCHBISHOPRICK.S.(from archbiſhop.]The building. Burnet.
ſtate orjuriſdiction of an archbiſop.Clorendor. A'RCHITRAVE . f. ( from ' afzi, chief, and
ARCHCHA'NTER. S. ( from arch and chanter.) trabs, Lat.] That partof a column,which lies
The chief chanter,
immediately upon the capital, and is the low
ARCHDE'ACON.S. (archidiaconus, Lat.) One eſtmember ofthe entablature. Wotton .
that ſupplies the biſhop's place and office . A'RCHIVES. S. without a fingular. [archion,
Lat.] The places where records or ancient
ARCHDE'ACONRY.S. [archidiaconatus,Lat.) $ writings are kept. Woodward.
The office or juriſdiction of an archdeacon. A'RCHWISE. a , (arch and wiſs .) lo the form
Carrw .
of an arch . Ayliffe.
ARCHDE'ACONSHIP . S. ( from archdeacon.] ARCI'TENENT. . [ arcitenens, Lat.) Bowe
bearing.
The office of an archdeacon .
ARCHDUʼKE. S (arcbidux , Lat.)A title given ARCTATION.S. (from ar & c.] Confinement,
to princes, of Auſtria and Tuſcany. Carexo . A'RCTICK.S. ( from 'agulas .) Northern. Philips.
ARCHDU'CHESS. f. [ from arch and duchefs.] ARCUATE. 2. ( arcuotus, Lat.) Bent in the
The lifter or daughter of the archduke of form of an arch. Bacon.
A'RCUATILE. e. (from arcuate .) Bent ; 'in
Auſtria .
ARCHPHILOSOPHER.S. (from arch and phi
flected.
ARCUATION . S. [ from arcuate.] 1. The act
Ljepber .) Chief philoſopher. Hook.
ARCHPRELATE.S. ( from ereb and prelete.)
of bending any thing; incurvation. 2. The
Chief prelates Hocker .
ſtate of being bent; curvity, or crooked cſs.
ARCHPRESBYTER . L. (arch and preſbyter .]
3. ( In gardening. ] The method of raiſing by
Chief prefbyter. Ayliffe.
layers ſuch treesas caonot be raiſed from feed,
ARCHAIOLOGY. ( fxuia and aózos .) A
bending down to the ground the branches
diſcourſe on antiquity .
which ſpring from the offsets.
ARCHAIOLO'GICK .a.[from archaielogy.]Re- A'RCUATURE. S.[arcuctura, low Lat.) The
lating to a diſcourſe on antiquity.
bending or curvature of an arch .
ARCHAISM . ('25 alejais.] An ancient phraſe. ARCUBA LISTER . F. (from arcus, a bow , and
Warts.
balijta .) A croſs-bowman. Camden.
ARCHED . parti. a. (Toarch.) Bent in the form ARD. Signifies natural diſpoſition ; as, Goddard
is a divine. Camden .
of an arch . Shakeſp .
ARCHER.S.(crcber ,Fr.from arcus,Lat,a bow .) | A'RDENCY.S. (from ordent.) Ardour; eager
He that ſhoots with a bow . Prior.
nels. Boyle.
A'RCHERY.S. (from arcber.)1. The uſe ofthe A'RDENT. a . ( ardens, Lat. burning.) 1. Hoya
bov . Camden. 2. The act ofſhooting with the
burniog ; fiery. Newton . 2. Fierce; vebement.
bow. Shakeſp . 3. The art ofan archer.Craſbaw .
Dryden. 3. Paſſionate; affectionate. Prior .
ARCHES-COURT. S. [ from arcbes and court. ) |A'RDENTLY.adm. (from ardent.] Eagerly ; af
fectionately. Sprot.
The chief and moſt ancient conſiſtory that be
longs to the archbilhop of Canterbury, for the A'RDOUR. J. [ arder. Lat. heat. ) 1. Heat. 2 .
Heat of affection , as love, delire, copragë.
debating ſpiritaal cauſes, ſo called from Bow
South 3. The perſon ardeat or bright. Milica.
charcb in London , where it is kept, whoſe
ARDU'ITY .
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ARDU'ITY. S. ( from arduous.) Height ; diffi
Conſiſting of argument ; containing argument.
Atterbury
culty . Diez.
ARDÚOUS. a. Carduus, Lat.) 1 . Lofty ; hard A'RGUTĚ. a. (arguto, Ital. orgutus, Lat .] 1 .
to climb. Pope. 2. Difficult. South.
Subtle ; witty ; ſharp. 2. Shrill.
A'RDUOUSNESS . S. (from arduous.) Height ; A'RIA . S. ( Ital.) An air, ſong, or tune.
A'RID.
a. ( aridus, Lat. dry.) Dry ; parched up.
· difficulty.
ARE . The plural of the preſent tenſe of the
Arbuthnot.
ARI'DITY.S. ( from arid .) 1. Dryneſs ; ſiccity .
verb to be.
AREA. . ( Latin.] 1. The ſurface contained
Arbuthnot. 2. A kind of inſengibility in devo
between any lines or boundaries . Wants. 2.
tion. Norris.
Any open ſurface. Wotton.
ARIES. S. (Lat.) The ram ; one of the twelve
TO ARE'AD. To adviſe ; to direct. Par. Loft.
Ligns of the zodiack . Thomſon.
AREFA'CTION.S. (arefacio, Lat.to dry . ) The To ARIETATE. v . n . (arieto, Lat.) To butt
like a ram. To ſtrike in imitation of the
ſtate of growing dry ; the act of drying. Bacon .
blows which rams give with their heads.
TO AʻREFY . v. a . (arefacio, Lat. to dry .) To
ARIETA'TION . S. (from arietate. ) 1. The act
dry. Bacon .
ARÉNA'CEOUS. e. Carena, Lat. ſand .) Sandy .
of butting like a ram . 2. The act of batter
Woodward.
ing with an engine called a ram . Bacon. 3 .
The act of ſtriking, or conflicting in general.
ARENA'TION.J. [arena, Lat.) Is uſed by ſome
Glanville.
phyſicians for a ſort of dry bath , when the pa
ARIETTA, S. (Ital. in muſick .) A ſhort air,
cient fits with his feet upon hot ſand.
ſong, or tune.
ARENO'SE . e . ( from areno, Lat.) Sandy.
ARE'NULOUS. a. ( from arenula, Lat. land.) ARI'CHT. adv. [ from a andrighr.) 1. Rightly ;
Full of ſmall ſand ; gravelly:
without errour. Dryden . 2. Řightly ; without
AREO'TICK . 6. ['agalotina .] Such medicines
crime. Pfalm . 3. Řightly ; without failing of
the end deſigned . Dryden.
as open the pores .
ARETOʻLOGY. f. [from 'ageti , and négw.) ARIOLATION . S. Chariolus,Lat.)Soothſaying.
Brown.
That part of moral philoſophy which treats of
· virtue, its nature , and the means of arriving ARIO'SO . F. ( Ital.] The movement of com .
at it .
mon air, ſong, or tune.
A'RGENT. 0. ( from argentum , Lat. ſilver.) 1.To ARI'SE. v. x.pret, aroſe, parti.orifer. s.To
Having the white colour uſed in the coats of mount upward as the ſun. Dryden. 2. To get
up as from deep, or from reft. Proverbs. 3.
gentlemen. 2. Silver ; bright like ſilver.
Tocome into view , as from obſcurity. Matth .
ARGENTA'TION. S. ( argentum , Lat.) An
overlaying with Glver.
4. To revive from death . Iſaiah. 5. To pro
ARGENTINE. a. ( argentin, Fr.) Sounding
ceed, or have its original. Dryden . 6. To en
like ſilver.
ter upon a new ſtation. Cowley. 7. To com
A'RGIL . S. Cargilla, Lat.) Potters clay.
mence hoſtility. 1 Samuel.
ARGILLACEOUS. a. (from argil.) Člayey; ARISTOCRACY. F. (agosos rezaliw.) That
conſiſting of argil, or potters clay.
form of government which places the ſupreme
ARGILLOUS. a. ( from argil.] Conſiſting of
power in the nobles. Swifi.
clay ; clayiſh , Brown.
ARISTOCRA'TICAL. 6. ( from ariſtocracy.)
A'RGOSY . ( from Argo, the name of Jaſon's
Relating to ariſtocracy. Ayliffe.
Thip .] A large veſſel for merchandiſe ; a car. ARISTOCRA'TICALNESS.M.(from arifccra
tical.) An ariſtocratical ſtate .
rack. Shakeſp.
TO A'RGUE. v . n. (arguo,Lat.) 1. To reaſon ; ARITHMANCY. S. ['agiqueos, and parleiz .]
A foretelling future events by numbers.
to offer reaſons. Locke. 2. To perſuade by ar
ARITHMETICAL. a. ( from arithmetick.) Ac.
gument. Congreve. 3. To diſpute. Locke.
cording to the rules or method of arithmetick.
To prove any thing by
TO ARGUE . v. a.
Newion .
argument. Donne. 2. To debate any queſtion .
3. To prove as an argument. Par. L.) , New- ARITHME'TICALLY. adv. ( from orithmetia
ion. 4. To charge with , as a crime. Dryden.
cal. ) In an arithmetical manner. Arbuthnot.
A'RGUER . L. (from argue.) A reaſoner; a dir- ARITHMETICIAN.S. ( from arithmetick .) A
puter . Decay of Piety.
maſter of the art of numbers. Addiſon,
ARGUMENT. L. (argumentum , Lat.) 1. A ARI'THMETICK . f. [dzegues and publçew .)
realon alledged for oragainſt any thing. Locke.
The ſcience of numbers ; the art of computa
2. The ſubject of any diſcourie or writing.
tion . Taylor.
Milton , Sprat. 3. The contents of any work ARK . S. (arca, Lat. a chelt.] 1. A veſſel to
ſummed up by way of at ſtract. Dryden. 4 . ſwim upon the water, uſually applied to that
Controverfy. Looke.
in which Noah was preſerved from the univer
ARGUMENTAL.o . [ from argumcxl .) Belong
ſal deluge . Milton. 2. The repoſitory of the
ing to argument . Pepe.
covenant of God with the Jews.
ARCUMENTATION. S. [ from argument.) ARM . S. (earm, eorm , Sax.) 1. The limb
which reaches from the hand to the thoulder .
Reaſoning ; the act of reaſoning.
'ARGUME'NTATIVE . a. [from argument .)
Dryden. 2. The large bough of a tree. Sidney.
3. Aa
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3. An inlet of water from the ſea. Norris.ARMONI'ACK. f. [ erroneouſly ſo written for
4 Power ; might. As the ſecular arm , ammoniac.)
A'RMORER. S. [ armorier, Fr. ) 1. He that
Sbokefp.
makes armour, or weapons . Pope. 2. He that
ARM'S END. A due diſtance. A phraſe taken
dreſſes another in armour. Shakeſp.
from boxing. Sidney.
TO ARM . v . a. ( armo, Lat.) 1. To furnith ARMORIAL. a. (armorial, Fr. ) Belonging to
with armour of defence , or weapons of of the arms or eſcutcheon of a family.
fence. Pepe. 2. To plate with any thing that A'RMORIST. f. [from arudur.] A perſon ikil.
may add Itrength. Shakeſp. 3. To furnith ;
led in heraldry.
to fit up. Walten.
A'RMORY. S. (from armour.
kr.) 1. The place in
which arms are repoſited for uſe. South.
TO ARM . 0. n. 1. To take arms. Shakeſp. 2 .
To provide againſt. Spenſer,
Armour; arms of defence. Par. Lol . 3. En
ARMADA.S. (Span. a fleet ofwar.] An arma
ſigns armorial. Fairy Queer .
ment for ſea. Fairfax.
A'RMOUR.S. (armatúra, Lal.] Defenfave arms.
ARMADILLO.S. (Spaniſh .) A four-footed ani
South .
mal of Braſil, as big as a cat, with a ſnout A'RMOUR BEARER f. [ from armour and
like a hog, a tail like a lizard, and feet like a
bear.) He that carries the armour of another,
bedge-hog. He is armed all over with hard Dryden.
fcales like armour.
A'RMPIT . S. ( froin arız and pic.) The hollow
ARMAMENT.S. [ormamentum , Lat.) A naval place under the ſhoulder. Swift.
force .
ARMS. . without the fingukur number. [ arma,
ARMAMENTARY.S. [armamentarium , Lat.]
Lat.) 1. Weapons of offence , or armour of
An arinorys a magazine or arſenal of war
de ence .Pope. 2. A ſtate of hoftility. Shakeſp.
like implemeals.
3. War in general. Dryden. 4. Action ; the
ARMAN ſ. A confection fo : reſtoring loſt ap
act of taking arms. Milion . 5 . The enligna
armorial of a family :
netitt in horſes.
ARMATURE . S. (armatura, Lat ] Armour.| A'RMY.S. ( armée,Fr.) 1. A collection ofarmed
Ray.
men , obliged to obey one man . Locke. 2. A
ARMED . a . ( in heraldry.) Is uſed in reſpect of great number. Shakesp.
beats and birds of prey, when their teeth , AROMATICAL. a. ( from aromatick .) Spicy ;
boros, feet, beak, talons, or cuſks, are of a fragrant. Bacon .
ditferent colour from the rut; as he bears a AROMATICK.c. ( from aroma , Lat. ſpice.) 1.
cock or a falcon armed, or.
Spicy. Dryder. 2. Fragranı; ſtrong ſcented,
Pope.
ARMED Chair. f. [from srmed and chair.) An
AROMA'TICKS. S. Spices. Raleigh.
elbow chair.
ARMENIAN Bele. S. A fatty medicinąl kind AROMATIZA'TIÓN . .( from aromatize.] The
of earth .
mingling of aromatick ſpices.
ARMENIAN Stone.ſ. A mineral ſtoneorearth To AROMATIZE . v. a. ( from aroma, Lat.
of a blue colour, ſpotted with green, black and
ſpice .] 1. To ſcent with ſpices; to impreg
yellow .
nate with ſpices. Bacon , 2. To ſcent; to per
AŘMENTAL. / Belonging to a drove or herd
fume. Brown .
ARMENTINE . S of cattle.
AROʻSE. The preterite of the verb ariſe.
ARMENTOʻSE. a. (armeniofus, Lat.) Abound- ARO’UND. adv. ( from a and round.] 1. In a
ing with cattle .
circle. Dryden . 2. On every ſide.
ARMGAUNT . a. (from arn and gouni.) Slen- AROUND. prep. About. Dryden,
der as the arm . Shakeſp.
TO AROUSE . v.a. [ from a and rouſe .) 1. To
ARM -HOLE . S. [ from arm and hele.) The ca
wake from fleep. 2. To raiſe up; to excite.
vity under the ſhoulder. Bacon.
Themfon.
ARMIGEROUS.c. ( from armiger,Lat.) Bear- AROW.ado. ( from a and row.] In a row. Sid.
ing arms.
sey , Dryden.
XRMILLARY. 2. [ from armilla .] Reſembling ARÓ YNT. Be gone;away. Shake'p.
: bracelet .
A'RQUEBUSE . L. A hand gun . Bacon .
A'RMILLATED.a. (ar millatus, Lat.]Wearing A'RQUEBUSIER.S. ( from arquebuſe.] A foldier
bracelets, Diel .
armed with an arquebuſe. Kucllés.
ARMINGS. S. [ in a ſhip .) The ſame with ARRA'CK . A ſpirii procured by dillillation from
waltecloches.
a vegetable juice called toddy, which flows by
incision out of the cocoa -nut tree,
ARMI'POTENCE. (arma, potentia.] Power in
war.
A'RRACK. One of the quickeſt plants both in
ARMI'POTENT . 6. (armipotens.] Mighty in
coming up and running to ſeed . Mortimer.
war. Drydex .
TO ARRAIGN . v.o. ( arranger, Fr. to ſet in
ARMISONOUS. a. (ormifonus, Lat .) Ruſtling
order.] 1. To ſet a thing in order, in its place,
with armour.
A priſoner is ſaid to be arrai ned , when he is
ARMISTICE./.[armiſtisium ,Lat.)A ſhort truce.
brought forth to his trial . Cowel. 2. To accute;
A'RMLET.J. (fromarm .) 1. A Little arm .2.
to charge with faults in general , a ; in contro
A piece of armour for the arın . 3. A bracelet
verſy , or in ſatire. Soush.
G2
ARRAIGN
for the arm . Dorse.
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ARRAIGNMENT .) [ from arraign.) The act
place by travelling. Sidney. 3. To reach any
of arraigning; a charge. Drydex .
point. Locke. 4. To gain any thing. Addifon.
5. To happen. Woller.
TO ARRANGE.V. a . (arranger , Fr.) To put
in the proper order for any purpoſe. Fairy TO ARRODE . v. a. (arrodo, Lat.) To gnaw or
nibble.
Diel .
Queen .
ARRA'NGEMENT.S. ( from arrange.] Theact A'RROGANCE. / [arrogantia, Lat.) The
pfe preting in proper order; thefateof being | A'RROGANCE: } li arrogantia,Lat.) The
much upon one's ſelf. Dryder.
ARRANT. . (from errant .) Bad in a high de- ARROGANT, a. (arrogans, Lat.] Haughty ;
gree. Dryden .
proud . Temple.
A'RRANTLY. adv. (from arrant.] Corruptly ; A'RROGANTLY. adv. ( from arrogant.) In an
ſhamefully. L'Efrange.
arrogant manner. Dryden.
A'RRAS.S.(from Arras, a town in Artois.] Ta- A’RROGANTNESS.T. [ fromarrogant.) Arra
peſtry. Derham .
gance,
ARRA'UGHT. Seized by violence.Fairy Queen. To A'RROGATE.V.Q.Carrogo,Lat.)Toclaim
ARRA'Y.S: [ erroy, Fr.) 1. Dreſs. Dryden. 2. vainly ; to exhibit unjuſt claims. Raleigh.
Order of batele. 3. In taw .' The ranking or ARROGA'TION.S. [ from arrogate.) A claim
ing in a proud manner.
ſetting. Cowell.
TO ARRA Y. v . a . ( arroyer, old & r.] 1. To put ARRO'SIÓN.S.(from arrofus,Lat.)A Cnawing .
ARROW. J. Carepe, Sax .] The pointedweapon
in order. 2. To deck ;to dreſs.' Dryden.
which is thot from a bow . Hayward.
ARRAYERS.S. (from array.) Officerswho an
ciently had the care of ſeeing the ſoldiers duly A'RROWHEAD . S. [ from arrow and bead.) A
appointed in their armour .
water plant.
ARRE'AR, a . (arriere, Fr, behind .) Behind. A'RROWY . a. ( from arrow .] Conlifting of ar .
ARRE'AR. f. That which remains behind un
rows. Par. Loft.
paid, though due. Locke.
ARSE. S. [earse, Sax.) The buttocks.
ARRÉ'ARAGE. The remainder of an account. To bangan ARSE. Tobe tardy; Nuggiſh.
Howel,
ARSE FOOT. S. A kind of water fowl.
ARREʻARANCE. S. The ſame with arrear. ARSE SMART. L. A plant.
ARRENTATIONS. [from arrendar, Span . to A'RSENAL.S: (arfenale, Ital.) A repoſitory of
farm .] The licenting an owner of lands in
things requiſite for war; a'magazine. Addiſon.
ARSENICAL, a . ( from ar fenick.) Containing
the foreſt, to incloſe .
ARREPTITIOUS. a . (arreptus,Lat.] ..Snatch
arſenick . Woodward.
ARSENICK. ſ. [azpénixov.) A ponderousmi
ed away . 2. Crept in privily.
neral ſubſtance, volatile and uninflammable,
ARRE'ST. S. [trom arreſter, Fr. to ſtop .) 1. In
which gives a whiteneſs to metals in fuſion, and
law. A ftop or ſtay. An arreſt is a reſtraint of
á man's perſon . Cowel. 2.Any caption . Taylor . proves a violent corroſive poiſon. Woodward.
TO ARREST. v. a. (arreſter, Fr. ] 1. To leize ART.S. [arte, Fr. ars, Lat.) 1. The power of
by a mandate from a court. Shakeſp . 2. To
doing ſomething not taught by nature and ina
ſtinct. Pope. 2. A ſcience ; as, the liberal
leize any thing by law . Shakeſp. 3. To ſeize ;
aris. Ben. Johnſon. 3. A trade.Beyle. 4. Art
to lay hands on. South . 4. To wich -hold ; to
fulneſs; kill; dexterity, Shakejp. 5. Cua
hinder. Davies. 5. To ſtop motion. Boyle.
ARRE'ST. A mangey humour between the ham ning. 6. Speculation. Shakejp
and the paſtern of the hinder legs of a horfe. ARTERIAL. 6. ( from artery.) That which re
Diet.
lates to the artery; that which is contained in
TO ARRIDE. v . a. (arrideo, Lat.] 1. To laugh the artery . Blackmore.
at. 2. To ſmile; to look pleaſantly upon one. ARTERIOʻTOMY.S: [from agingia and télye ,
ARRIERE . J. (French .] The laſt body of an
to cut.] The operation of leuing blood from
the artery,
army. Hayward.
ARRIERE BAN . S. [ from arriere and bon. ) ARTERY S. (orteria , Lat.) An artery is a co
A proclamation , by which the king of France
nical canal, conveying ihe blood from the heart
ſummons to war all that hold of him , both
to all parts of the body. Quincy.
his own vaſſals or the noblefle, and the vallals A'RTFUL. 4. ( from ari and full.) 1. Performed
of his vaſſals.
with art. Dryden . 2. Artificial; not natural.
ARRI'ERE FEE, or a FIEF . Is a fee dependant 3. Cunning ; ſkilful; dexterous. Pope.
A'RTFULLY.
adv. ( from ariful ] With art ;
on a ſuperiour one.
ARRIERE VASSAL. The vaſſal of a vaſſal.
kilfully. Rogers.
Trevonx .
A'RTFULNESS. f. [ from ariful.) 1. Skill.
ARRI'SION.S. ( arrifio, Lat.) A ſmiling upon. Cheyne. 2. Cunning.
.
ing to any place ;the attainmentof anypur- ARTHRITICAL ,} - ( from arthritis .]
poſe. Waller.
1. Gouty ; relating to the gout. Arbuih . 2 .
Relating to joints. Brown.
AKRI'VANCE.S [from arrive.)Company com
ARTHRITIS. J. Casspítos. ] The gout.
ing. Shakeſp
TO ARRIVE. v . n. (arriver, Fr.) To come ARTICHOKE.S. ( artickault,Fr.) This plant is
ery
to any place by water. 2. To reach any
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sery like the thiftle, but bath large ſcalyheads
an art. Now ton . 2. A kilful man ; not a
novice. Locke.
Laped like thecone of the pine apple. Miller.
ARTICHOKE .f Jewfalen . See Sun -Flow- ARTLESSLY.qda. ( from artleſs .)In anardleſs
11, of which it is a ſpecies.
manner ; naturally ; fincerely. Pope.
ARTICK. 4. [l ſhould be written er flick.) A'RTLESS. a. (from art and lej's.] 1. Vatkilful.
Northern . Dryder .
Dryden . 2. Without fraud ; as, an orileſs
ARTICLE. . ( articulus, Lat.) 1. A part of maid . 3. Coatrived without ſkill; as an art
Speech , as ibe, 48. 2. A ſingle clauſe of an ac
lefs tale.
count ; a particular part of anycomplex thing. To ARTUATE. v. (ar tus, Lat . ) To tear
limb from limb.
Tullesſes. 3. Terms; ſtipulation. Shakeſp. 4 .
ARUNDINACEOUS. a [arundinaceus, Lat.)
Pois of time; exact time. Clorendez.
TO ARTICLE. 9. 8. [ from the noun article.)
Of or like reeds .
ARUNDI'NEOUS. a. (arundineus, Lat.) A
To ftipulate ; to make terms. Donne.
TO ARTICLE. 0. g. To draw up in particular
bounding wich reeds .
axles. Taylor.
AS. conjun &t. ( als, Teut.] 1. In the ſame
ARTICULAR.. (articularis,Lat.)Belonging
manner with ſomething elſe .. Shakeſp. 2. In
the manner that. Dryden . 3. That ; in a
to che joints.
conſequential ſenſe. Wotton. 4. In the ſtate
ARTICULATE. 4. ( from articulus, Lat .) 1 .
Distinct . Milcx . 2. Branchedour into articles . of another. A. Philips. 5. Under a particular
Beces .
conſideration. Gay . 6. Like ; of the ſame
kind with . Watts . 7 . In the ſame degree
TO ARTICULATE. v . a. ( from article.) 1 .
with . Blackmore. 8 . As if; in the ſame
To form words ; to ſpeak as a man . Glanville.
manner. Dryden. 9. According to what. 1 .
1. To draw up in articles. Shakeſp. 3. To
Cor. 10. As it were ; in loine fort. Bacon . II .
make terms. Sbokefp.
While ; at the fame time that. Addiſon. 12 .
ARTICULATELY. adv. (from articulate.]
la 2a articulate voice . Decay of Piety.
Becauſe. Taylor. 13. As being. Bacon. 14 .
ARTICULATENESS.S.(from articulare.] The
Equally . Dryden. 15. How ; in what manner.
quality of being articulate .
Beyle. 16. With ; anſwering to like or fame.
Shakeſp. 17. In a reciprocal ſenſe, anſwering
ARTICULA'TION. S. ( from articulate.) 1
The juncture , or joint ofbones. Ray. 2. The
to as. Bentley. 18. Coing before as , in a com
20 of forming words. Holder. 3. (In botany.}
parative fente ; the first es being ſometimes
underſtood. Bright as the ſun. Granville. 19.
The joinis in plants.
Anſwering to fuch . Tillotfon. 20. Having foto
ARTIFICE . F. (artificium , Lat .) 1 .. Trick ;
fraad ; ſtratagem . Soutb. 2. Art; trade.
antwer it ; in the conditional lenſe. Locke, 21 .
ARTIFICER . S. (artifex, Lat.) 1. An artiſt ;
Antwering to lo conditionally. Dryden. 22. lo
a manafacturer . Sidacy.2. A forger; a con
a ſenſe of compariſon, followed by Jo. Pope.
triver . Par . Loft. 3. A dexterous or artful
23. As For ; with reſpect to. Dryden. 24.
fellon. Bes . Jebafon.
As to ; with reſpect to. Swift. 25. As WELL
ARTIFICIAL.a.
a. (artificiel, Fr. ] 1. Made by
As; equally with. Lecke, 26. AS THOUGH ;
art ; bot natural. Wilkins. 2. Fi&titious; not as if. Sharp
genaine. Stakejp. 3. Artful; contrived with A SAFOETIDAS. A gum or reſin broughtfrom
Xill. Tempk .
the Eaſt Indies, of a Tharp tafe, and a ſtrong
offenſive imell.
ARTIFICIAL Arguments. [In rhetorick .) Are
proofs on conſiderations which ariſe from the ASARABACCA. Ş. (afarum , Lat.) The name
geaias, induſtry, or invention of the orator. of a plant. Miller .
ARTIFICIAL Lines, on a ſector or ſcale, are ASBE STINE.a. (from afbeftos .) Something in
combuſtible.
lines to contrived as to repreſent the logarith
mick lines and langents ; which , by the help ASBE'STOS. S. Cuoper .) A ſort of native
foflile ſtone , which may be ſplit into threads
of the line of numbers, ſolve, with tolerable
and filaments, from one inch to ten inches in
tract nefs, queſtions in trigonometry, naviga
c. Chambers.
tion ,
length , very fine, brittle, yet ſomewhat trac
table. It is endued with the wonderful pro
ARTIFICIAL Numbers, are the ſame with
perty of remaining unconſumed in the fire,
logarithms.
ARTIFICIALLY . adv. ( from artificial ] 1 . which only whitens it.
Artolly ; with ſkill; with good contrivance. ASCA RIDES, J. (arxagodes,, from coragi ?a, to
Reg . 2. By art ; not naturally . Addijon.
leap.) Little wormsin the rectum . Quincy.
ARTIFICIALNESS. S. (from artificial.) Art- TO ASCE'ND . v. n . (afcendo, Lat.] 1. To
fulneſs.
mount upwards . Milton. 2. To proceed from
ARTILLERY. J. It has no plural. [artillerie,
one degree of knowledge to another. Waits.
F:) 1. Weapons of war. Bible. 2. Cannon ; 3. To hand higher in genealogy . Broome.
great ordance. Denham.
TO ASCEND. v . a. To climb up any thing.
AKTISA N.S. ( Fr. ) 1. Artiſt ; profeſſor of an
Delaney.
art. W orica . 2. Manufaclurer; low tradeſman. ASCENDABLE, a. ( from afcend.] That may
be aſcended .
Alijon
ARTIST. S. Corrijte, Fr.] 1. The profeſſor of ASCENDANT.S . ( from afcend.] 1. The part
of
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of the ecliptick at any particular time above | A'SHES. S. wants the fingular. [asca ,Sax.J r .
The remains of any thing burnt. Digby. 2 .
the horizon, which is ſuppofed by aſtrologers
The remains of the body . Pope.
to have great influence. 2. Height; elevation .
Temple. 3.Superiority ; influence. Clarendor. ASHWEDNESDAY. S. The firſt day of Lent,
4. One of the degrees of kindred reckoned
ſo called from the ancient cuſtom of ſprinkling
aſhes on the head .
upwards. Ayliffe.
ASCE'NDANT. 6.1.Superiour; predominant; A'SHLAR S. [with maſons ) Free ſtones as
overpowering. South. 2. In an aſtrological they come out of the quarry:
ſenſe , above the horizon . Brown.
A'SHLERING . S: [with builders.) Quartering
in garrets. Builder.
ASCE'NDENCY. f. [from afcend.) Influence ;
ASHORE. adv. ( from a and foore .] J. On
power . Waths ,
Thore ; on the land. Raleigh. 2. To the ſhore ;
ASCENSION . S. ( afcenfo, Lat.] 1. The act
to the land . Milton.
of aſcending or riſing. 2. The viſible elevation
of our Saviour to heaven. 3. The thing riſing, A'SHWEED.S. [from aſ and weed.) An herb .
A'SHY. a. (trom aß .) Ath coloured ; pale ;
or mounting. Brown.
ASCE'NSION DAY. The day on which the inclining to a whitiſh grey. Shakeſp.
aſcenfion of our Saviour is commemorated, ASI'DE. adv. ( from a and fide.] 1. To one ſide .
commonly called Holy Thurſday; the Thurs
Dryden. 2. To another part. Bacon . 3. From
thecompany. Mark.
day but one before Whitſuntide .
ASCE'NSIVE . a. ( from afcexd.) In a ſtate of A'SINARY, 2. (afinarius, Lat.) Belonging to
an aſs.
aſcent. Brown.
ASCE'NT.S: [afcenfus ,Lat .] 1. Riſe; the act A'SININE. a, ( from clinus, Lat.) Belonging to
of riſing. Milion. 2. The way by which one
an aſs. Milion,
aſcends. Bocor. 3. An eminence, or high place .
Addiſon .
TO ASCERTA’IN. v . a . (acertener, Fr.) 1. To
make certain ; to fix ; to eſtabliſh . Locke. 2 .
To make confident. Hammond.
ASCERTAINER . S. ( from aſcertain.] The
perſon that proves or eſtabliſhes.
ASCERTA'INMENT. F.( from aſcertain .) A
ſettled rule. Swift.
ASCE'TICK . o . Cácanonis.] Employed wholly
in exerciſes of devotion and mortification.
Sourb.
ASCE'TICK . S. He that retires to devotion ; a
hermit. Norris.
ASCII, It has no fingular. [ a and oxià .] Thoſe
people who, ac certain times of the year, have
no ſhadow at noon ; ſuch are the inhabitants
of the torrid zone .
ASCITES. S. [ from acros, a bladder.) A parti
cular ſpecies ofdropſy ; a ſwelling of the lower
belly and depending parts, from an extravaſa .
tion of water ,
ASCI'TICAL. 1 6. ( from afcites.] Dropſical;
ASCI'TICK
hydropical.
ASCITITIOUS. a. ( afcititius, Lat.) Supple
mental ; addicional. Pope.
ASCRI'BABLE. a. ( from afcribe.] That which
may be aſcribed. Beyle.
TO ASCRIBE. v.o. (afcribo, Lat.) 1. To attribute to a cauſe. Dryden. 2. To attribute to
ASCRIPTION. I. Cafcriptio,Lat.) The act of
aſcribing . Dia
ASCRIPTI'TIOUS ... (oferipritius, Lat.] That
which is aſcribed .
ASH . F; ( fraxinus, Lat . æsc, Saxon .) A tree .
Dryden .
ASH COLOURED . e. ( from aſh and celour.)
Coloured between brown and grey.Weedward.
ASHA'MED . a . (from foame. ] Touched with
Mame. Taylor.
A'SHEN . a . ( from aß .] Made of aſh wood .
Drydex.

To ASK. v. a . (ascian, Saxon.] 1. To petition ;
to beg . Swift. 2 . To demand ; to claim.
Dryden . 3. To enquire ; to queſtion. Jeremi
eh . 4. Torequire. Addiſon .
ASKA'NCE . 3 adv. Sideways; obliquely .
ASKA'UNCE. S Milion .
ASKA’UNT. adv. Obliquely ; on one ſide.
Dryden.
A'SKER . S. (from aſk.) 1. Petitioner. South . 2 .
Enquirer. Digby.
A'SKER. S. A water newt.
ASKEW . adv. [from o and freeo .) Alide; with
contempt ; coatemptuouſly . Prior.
TO ASLAKE. v. a. ( from a and Nake, or
Pack.) To remit; to Nacken. Spenſer .
ASLANT.adv. (from a and ſani.]'Obliquely ;
on one ſide . Dryden .
ASLEʻEP. adv. (from a and ſleep.) . Sleeping ;
at reſt . Dryder. 2. To Reep. Milton .
ASLOPE. adv. (from a and hope.) With de
clivity ; obliquely. Hudibras.
ASOʻMATOUS. a. ( from a and owpa.] locor
porcal, or without a body.
ASP, or ASPICK. S. A kind of ſerpent, whoſe
poiſon is ſo dangerous and quick in its operati
on, that it kills without a poflibility of applying
ang remedy. Thoſe that are bitten by it, die
by Neep and lethargy. Milton.
ASP.J. A tree.
ASPA'LATHUS. S._ 1. A plant called the roſe
of Jeruſalem . 2. The wood of a prickly tree ,
heavy , oleaginous, ſomewhat ſharp and bitter
to the taſte, and anciently in much repute as
an aftringent, but now ličtle uſed .
ASPA'RAGUS. S. The name of a plant.
A'SPECT. S. ( a pectus, Lat.) 1. Look ; air ;
appearance. Burnet. 2. Countenance ; look.
Pope. 3. Glance ; view ;" act of beholding.
Miltox . 4. Direction towards any point; po
ſition. Swift. 5. Diſpoſition of any thing to
ſomething elſe ; relation. Locke. 6. Diſpoſi
Lion of a planct to other plagels, Bentley
Το
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in a hoſtile manner ; to aſſault; to fall upon .
To ASPECT.v. a. ( afpicie, Lat.) To behold .
Temple
Spenſer. 2 . To attack with argument , os
ASPECTABLE . 2. ( ofpe & abilis, Lat.) Viſible . cenſure. Pope .
Ray.
ASSAI'ILABLE. a . (from allail.] That which
ASPÉCTION. S. (from afpe &t.) Beholding ; maybe attacked. Shakeſp.
view . Bacon.
ASSA ILANT. s. (oflaillant, Fr.) He that
ASPEN. F. (epse, Sax.] The leaves of this
attacks. Hayward.
ASSAI'LANT. 4. Attacking; invading. Milton,
tree always
tremble. Spenſer.
A'SPEN . e. [ from aſp or afpen .] 1. Belonging ASSA'ILER. F: ( from affail .) One who attacks
another . Sidney.
to the aſp tree. Gay. 2. Made of alpen wood.
ASSAPA'NICK . S. The flying ſquirrel.
ASPER. &. (Lat.) Rough ; rugged . Bacon .
TO A SPERATE.9. a. (ofpero, Lat.) To make ASSA'RT.S: [ effari, Fr. ) An offence commite
rough. Beyle.
ted in the foreſt, by plucking up woods by the
ASPERATION . S. ( from afperate.) A making
roots, Cowell.
rough.
Amurder
ASPERIFOLIOUS. a.(olper and folium,Lat.) ASSA'SSINATE.} : [ Tallin,F.1
er ; one that kills by ſud
den violence . Pope.
Plants ſo called from the roughneſs of their
leaves.
ASSA'SSINATE.S. (from afaffin.] The crime
ASPERITY. S. (afperitas, Lat.] 1. Uneven
of an aſſaflin ; murder. Pope.
ceſs; roughneſs of ſurface. Boyle. 2. Rough- TO ASSA'SSINATE . v. a : [ from effafin .) 1 .
beſs of found. 3. Roughneſs, or ruggedneſs of To murder by violence . Dryden. 2. To wag
temper. Rogers.
lay ; to take by creachery. Milton.
ASPERNATION . §. [ofpernatio, Lat.) Ne. ASSASSINATOR . S.(from afaffinate .) The act
glect; diſregard. Diä.
of aſſaſſinating. Clarendon .
A'SPEROUS. o. (afper, Lat.) Rough ; uneven. ASSASSINA'TOR. f. [ from aſſaſſinate .) A
Boyle.
Murderer ; mankiller.
TO ASPERSE. v. a . ( afpergo, Lat.) To be- ASSA'TION. S. [offatus, roaſted, Lat.) Roaft .
işatter with cenſure or calumny. Swifi.
ing. Brown .
ASPERSION. S. (afperfio, Lat.) 1. A ſprink- ASSAULT.F. [afault, Pr.) 1. Storm ; oppoſed
ling. Sbokefp . 2. Calumny; ceaſure.Dryden . to fap orpege.Bacon, 2. Violence. Spenfer. 3.
ASPHALTICK . a. ( from oſphaltos.] Gummy;
Invaſion; hoftility; attack. Clarendor . 4. In
bituminous. Milton .
law. A violent kind of injury offered to a
ASPHALTOS.S. [eopaatós, bitumen .) A ſolid,
man's perſon. Cowell.
brittle, black , bituminous, inflammable ſub- To ASSAULT. v. a . ( from the noun .) To
attack ; to invade. Dryden.
ftance, reſembling pitch, and chiefly found
ſwimming on the ſurface of the Lacus Afphal- ASSA'ULTER.S. (from afault.] One who vio
lenty aſſaults another. Sidney.
titer, or Dead Sea, where anciently ſtood the
cities of Sodorn and Gomorrah .
ASSA'Y . S. Cellay,Fr.) 1. Examination . Shakeſp .
ASPHALTUM .(Lat .) Abituminous ſtone found
2. In law . The examination of meaſures and
bear the ancient Babylon,
weights uſed by the clerk of the market.
ASPHODEL. S. [ aſphodelus, Lat .) Day lily.
Cowell. 3. The firſt entrance upon any thing .
Pipe.
Spenſer.4. Attack ; trouble.Spenſer:
A'SPICK. S. (See As?.] The name of a ſer- T. ASSA Y. v . a. (eſlayer, Fr.] 1. To make
pent. Addiſon .
trial of. Hayward . é. To apply to, as the
TO ASPIRATE. v. e. (aſpiro, Lat .) To pro touchitone in alaging metals. Milton . 3. To
hoga
borſe
try ; to endeavour. Samuel.
breath
,
fell
as,
;
nounce with
To A'SPIRATE . v.m. (aſpiro,Lat.)To be pro- ASSA'YER. S: [ from alay.) An officer of the
nounced with full breath . Dryden .
mint , for the due trial of silver. Cowell,
Woodward.
A'SPIRATE. a. ( afpiratus, Lat .) Pronounced
with full breath. Helder.
ASSECTA'TION .S.Cafe&tatio, Lat .) Attende,
ASPIRATION.S. (afpiratio, Lat.)i . A breath
ance. Dia .
ing after ; an ardent wiſk. Watts. 2. The act ASSECUTION.S. (from alequor, affecutum , to
of aſpiring ,or deſiring ſomething high. Shakes.
obtain.) Acquirement. Ayliffe .
3. The pronunciation of a vowel with full ASSE‘MBLAGE.ſ . ( aſſemblage, Fr.] A collec
breath . Helder .
tion ; a number of individuals brought toge
TO ASPIRE . 0. %.. ( aſpire, Lat.) 1. To deſire
ther. Locke.
with eagerneſs ;topant after ſomething higher. TO ASSEMBLE. 0.a. ( aſſembler, Fr.] To bring
together into one place . Shakeſp.
Sidacy , Davies, 2. To riſe higher. Waller.
ASPORTATION .S. ( afportatio,Lat.) A carry- TO ASSEMBLE. V. s. To meet together.
ing away. Dix .
Daniel.
ASQU'INT. adv. ( from a and Squiri.) Ob- ASSE MBLY.S. [ ollembléc, Fr.) A company met
liquely; not in the ſtrait line of viſion. Swift.
together. Shakeſp.
ASS : (afinus, Lat.) 1. Ananimal of burden. ASSENT . S. laffenfus, Lat. ) 1. The act of 3
Sbokeje
greeingto any thing. Locke. 2. Correot ; agree
2. A ſtupid, heavy, dull fellow ; a
dole. Shakeſp.
ment. Hooker,
TO ASSA'IL : 9.6.[ efailler, Fr.) 1. To attack
To
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TO ASSE'NT. v.4 . fafTentire, Lat .) To con- ASSIGNER. T. (from allign.) He thatappoints.
Decay of Piety
cede ; to yield to . Aas.
ASSENTATION. S. [ alfentario, Lat.) Com- ASSIGNMENT.S. (fromaſign .) Appointment
pliance with the opinion of another out of of one thing with regard to another thing or
perſon. Locke.
fattery . Diez .
ASSENTMENT . S. ( from aſſent.] Conſent. ASSIMILABLE.
a . (from aſimilate.] That
which may be converted
Brown .
to the ſame nature
TO ASSERT.0.2. [aſſero, Lat.] i. To main
ſomething
with
elſe. Brown.
tain ; to defend either by words or actions. To ASSIMILATE. v . a . (alfimilo, Lat.) 1. To
Dryden. . To affirm . 3. To claim ; to vindi
convert to the fame nature with another thing.
cate a title to . Dryden .
Newton . To bring to a likeneſs, or reſer
blance . Swift.
ASSERTION. f. [ from affert.] The act of al
ferling. Brown.
ASSIMILATENESS.S- [ from afſimilare.) Like
ASSE’RTIVE . a . ( from affert.) Poſitive ; dog
neſs. Dis.
matical. Glanville,
ASSIMILA'TION . S. [from allomilate.] 1. The
ASSERTOR . . [ from allere.] Maintainer ;
aet of converting any thing to the nature or
The ſtate
ſubſtance of another. Bacon .
vindicator ; affirmer. Prior.
TO ASSE'RVE . v. a. (afervio, Lati] To ſerve, of being aflimilated, Brown . 3. The act of
help, or ſecond. Diet .
growing like ſome other being. Decay of
Piety.
To ASSEʻSS. v . a . (from alleſtare, Ital ] To
To A ŠSIMULATE.v. a. [ affimule, Lat. ) To
charge with any certain fum . Bacon.
ASSESSION. F. (alleffio, Lat. ) A fitting down
feign; to counterfeit.
by one. Diet.
ASSIMULATION.S. (affimulatio, Lat.) A dif
fembling ; a counterfeiting.
ASSESSMENT. S.[ from to aleſs.] 1. The ſum
levied on certain property. 2. The act of af- TO ASSIST. v. a. ( afifter, Fr. affifte, Lat.)
ſelling. Howel.
To help. Romans.
ASSESSOR.S .[ alelſer, Lac.] 1. The perſon that ASSISTANCE. S. [ affiftance, Fr.) Help ; fur
therance. Stilling fleet.
fits by the judge. Dryden . 2. He that lies by
another as next in dignity. Millow . 3. He ASSISTANT. a. (from afp .] Helping ; lende
ing aid. Hale.
that lays taxes, from alleis,
A'SSETS. S. without the fingular.[ alſex, Fr. ) ASSISTANT.S. [ from air .) A perſon engage
Goods fufficient to diſcharge chat burden,
ed in an affair not as principal, but as auxiliary
which is call upon the executor or heir.
or miniſterial. Bacon .
Cowell.
ASSIZE.S . (aflize, a ſitting, Fr.) 1. An aſſem
TO ASSE'VER .
20.a. To affirm with
bly of knights and other ſubſtantial men , with
TO ASSE'VERATE. } great folemnity , as the bailiff or juſtice, in a certain place, and ac
upon oath .
a certain time. 2. A jury. 3. An ordinance or
ASSEVERATION . S.[from alleverate.] Solemn
Natute. 4. The court where the writs are
affirmation , as upon oath. Hooker .
taken. Cowell. 5. Any court of juſtice. Dryd.
A'SSHEAD . ſ . (from aſs and head.) A block
6. Alize of bread, meaſure or quantity. 7 .
head. Shakeſp.
Meaſure ; rate. Spenſer.
ASSIDUʻITY . f. ( affiduité, Fr. ) Diligence . To ASSIZE. v . a .( from the noun.) To fix the
rate of any thing.
Roger's.
(trom aſſize.) An officer that has
ASSIDUOUS. o . ( afiduus, Lat.) Conſtant in ASSI'ZER .
application. Prior .
the care of weights and meaſures. Chambers.
ASSIDUOUSLY. ada. (from ofiduous.] Dili- ASSOCIABLE. V. a. ( aſſociabilis, Lat . ) That
gently continually. Beniley .
which may be joined to another.
TO ASSIEGE. v. a. [afieger , Fr.) To beſiege. To ASSOʻCIATE. v. a . (affocier, Fr. ) 1. To
ASSIENTO. J. [ ln Spaniſh , a contract or bar
unite with another as a confederate. Shakeſp.
gain . ) A contract or convention between the
2. To adopt as a friend upon equal terms.
king of Spain and other powers, for furniſhing
Dryden. 3. To accompany. Shakeſp:
the Spaniih dominions in America with Naves. ASSOCIATE. a. (from ihe verb.] Con:ederate.
Milton .
TO ASSIGN. v . a. (alſigner, Fr. ) 1. To mark
cut ; to appoint. Addion. 2. Tofix with regard ASSOCIATE . S. ( from the verb .) 1. A partner.
Sidney. 2. A confederate. Hooker . 3. A com
to quantity or value. Lecke. 3. In law . To
panion. W'ctton.
appoint a ceputy, or make over a right to
another . Cowell.
ASSOCIA’TION . S. [from aſociate.) 1. Union ;
ASSIGNAELE. a . ( from allign.) That which
conjunction; fociety . Hooker. 2. Confederacy.
may be marked out , or fixed . Sou :t .
Hocker . 3. Partnerſhip. Boyle. 4. Connec
ASSIGNATION. 1. {alignaiio, Lat.] 1. An
tion. Waris. 5. Appolition ; union of matter.
Newton .
appoirtme : to meet ; uled generally of love
appointments. Swifi. 2 . A making over a ASSONANCE.S. [cfenance, Pr.) Reference of
thing to another.
one found to another relemtling it. Dia .
ASSIGNEE.S . ( cligné, Fr.) Hethatis appointed A'SSONANT . o . (aljenant, Fr.) Refembling
or deputed by another, to do any act , perform
another found. Dict.
To
aoy butineſs, or enjoy any commucity, Cowell
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TO ASSO'RT.o. a. ( affertir, Fr. ) Tð range in ASSURER . S. (from afure.] 1. He that gives
claffes.
aſſurance . 2. He that gives ſecurity to make
TO ASSOʻT . 0.a. (from for ; affeter, Fr.] To
goodany loſs.
infatuate . Spenſer .
ASTERIŚK. S. A mark in printing ; as,
Grew .
TO ASSU'AGE: 9. . (spås, Saxon .) 1. To
mitigate ; to ſoften. Äddifor. 2. To appeaſe ; ASTERISM. S. ( aleriſmus, Lat.) A conſtella
to pacify . Clarenden. 3. To eaſe.
tion. Beniley:
A'STHMA. 5. årspa. A frequent difficult
TO ASSU'A'GE. v. n. To abate. Genefis .
ASSUA'GEMENT. S. [ from aſſuage.) What
and ſhort reſpiration , joined wich a hifling
mitigates or ſoftens. Spenſer.
ſound and a cough. Fleyer.
ASSUA'CER.S. ( from affuage.) One who pa- ASTHMATICAL . ? . ( from aſthma.) Trou
ASTHMA'TICK . S bied with an aſthma.
cifes or appeaſes.
Floyer.
ASSUA'SIVE. a . ( from afuage.) Softening ;
mitigating. Pope.
ASTEʻRN. adv. ( from a andfern .) lo che hin
ASSUBJUGAT
E. v. a. crübjugo, Lat.) T.
TO
der part of the thip; behind the ſhip. Dryden .
to .. Sbobelp.
ſubjea to
TO ASTERT. v.a. To terrify ; to ſtartle ; to
ASSUEFA'CTION. S. (afuefacie, Lat.) The fright, Spenſer.
Itate of being accuſtomed. Brown.
ASTONIED. part. a. A word uſed for aftoniſo
ASSUETUDE.S. (alſuetudo, Lat.) Accuſtom ed. Ifaiah .
ance ; cuſtom . Bacon .
TO ASTONISH . v. a. ( eftonner , Fr.] To con
found with fear or wonder ; to amaze. Addiſon.
TO ASSUME. v. a. ( aflumo, Lat.] 1. To take.
Pope. 2. To take upon one's felf. Dryden. ASTOʻNISHINGNESS. S. [ from aſtoniſh .] The
3. To arrogate ; to claim or ſeize unjuſtly. quality to excite aſtoniſhment.
Colber , 4. To fuppoſe ſomething without ASTONISH
MENT. ſ. [ efionnement, Fr.] A
proof. Boyle. 5. To appropriate. Clarendon.
mazement ; confuſion of mind. South.
ASSUMER. ſ ( from affume.] An arrogant To ASTO’UND . v . a. ( effonner, Pr.) To aſto
Dan . 3outh .
nifh ; tò confound withfear or wonder. Milton .
ASSUMING. particip.. ( from allume.) Arro- ASTRA'DDLE. adv. (from a and ſtraddle.]
gant ; haughty. Dryden .
With one's legs acroſs any thing. Dict.
ASSU MPSIT. I. ( allume, Lat.) A voluntary A'STRAGAL. F. (aspájalo . ] A little round
member, in the form of a ring, at the tops
promiſe made by word , whereby a man taketh
and bottoms of columns. Spect.
upon him to perform or pay any thing to ano
ther. Cswell.
A'STRAL. a. (from aftrum , Lat.] Starry ; re
Jaring to the ſtars. Dryden.
ASSUMPTION . S. (affumptio, Lat.] 1. The
act of taking any thing to one's felf. Hammond. ASTRA'Y. adv. ( from a and ſtray.) Out of the
2. The ſuppoſition of any thing without far
right way. Milton.
ther proof. Norris. 3. The thing ſuppoſed ; TOASTRICT.v.a . (aftringo,Lat.) To contract
a portulate. Dryden. 4.. The taking up any
by applications. Arbuthnot.
ASTRIC’TION.S . Caftriétio, Lat.) The act or
perfon into heaven. Stilling fleet.
power ofcontractingthe parts of thebody.Becer .
ASSUMPTIVE . a. (affumprivus, Lac.] That
ASTRI'CTIVE. a. [ from aftriat.] Sciprick ;
may be aſſumed .
binding.
ASSÚRANCE. S. [ aflurance, Fr.] 1. Certain
expe & ation, Tilloifon. 2. Secure confidence ; ASTRICTORY.C.Caftrietorius ,Lat.}A ſtringer
treft. Spealer. 3. Freedom from doubt ; cer- ASTRI'DE . adv. (from a and ſtride.) With cho
legs open. Boyle.
lain knowledge. Sowth . 4. Firmneſs ; un
doubting ſteadineſs. Rogers. 5. Confidence; ASTRIFEROUS. o. (aftrifer, Lat.) Bearing,
or having ſtars. Di& .
want of modeſty. Sidney.6. Ground of con
fidence ; ſecurity given . Davies. 7. Spirit ; ASTRIGEROUS. a. ( oſtriger, Lat.) Adorned
with ſtars.
intrepidity. Dryden. 8. Sanguinity ; readi
sels to hope. Hammend. 9. Teſtimony of TO ASTRINGE. v.a. (aftringo, Lat.) To preſs
credit. Tillerſon. 10. Conviction. Tillerſon . by contraction ; to make the parts draw toge
ther. Bacon.
11. Inſurance.
TO ASSURE. v. c. [ affurer, Fr. ) 1. To give ASTRI'NGENCY. S. [ from aftringe ) The
power of contracting the parts of the body.
confidence by a firm promiſe. Maccabees. 2.
Bacon.
To kcure another. Rogers. 3. To make con
fident ; to exempt from doubc or fear. Milton. ASTRI'NGENT. 6. ( aftringens, Lat.) Binding ;
contracting. Bacon .
4. Tomake ſecure. Spenſer. 5. To affiance;
ASTROGRAPHY. S. [ from asger and 7 paw.]
to betroth . Shakeſp.
ASSURED. particip. a. ( from afure,) 1. Cer
The ſcience
of defcribing the ſtars.
taio ; indubitable . Bacon . 2. Certain ; not A'STROLABE. I. [asporaßior, of acne and
doubting. Sbakefp. 3. Immodeft ; viciously
AzBoiv, to take.) An inſtrument chiefly uſed
confident.
for taking the altitude of the pole , the ſun or
ASSUREDLY. adv. ( from affured.] Certainly ;
ſtars , at lea.
indebitably. South .
ASTROʻLOGER . S. [ aſtrologus, Lat.] One that
ASSUREDNESS. S. ( frona affured.] The ſtate fuppoſing the infinace of the ſtars to have a
caſual
H
of being alla.ed ; certainty .
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caſual power, profeſſes to foretėl or diſcover
At ſometimes imports the manner of an action.
events. Swift.
Dryden. 16. A : means ſometimes application
ASTROLOʻCIAN.S. (from aſtrology.) An Afiro
to. 17.At all. In any manner. Pope.
loger. Hudibras.
ATABAL . J. A kind of tabour uſed by the
Moorr. Dryder ,
ASTROLOGICAL. 1 o . (from afirelogy.) Re
ASTROLO'GICK , s lating to aſtrology ; pro- ATARAXIA. I S. Exemption from vexation ;
A'TARAXY. S tranquillity. Glanville.
ſefling aſtrology.Wotton.
ASTROLOʻGICALLY. odv. ( from affrology.) ATE. The preterite of eal. Soush.
ATHANOR
. f. A digeſting furnace to keep heat
la an aſtrological manner.
for ſome tinie .
TO ASTROLOGIZE. v. n. (from aſtrology.] To
A'THEISM . S. [ írom etheift.) The diſbelief of
practiſe aſtrology
a God. Tillotjor.
ASTROLOGY .]. ( aſtrologia, Lat.) The prac
tice of foretelling things by the knowledge of A'THEIST. S. [IPE s.) One that denies the
the ſtars Swift.
exiſtence of a God. Bentley
ASTRONOMÉR. P. [ from acçov and vipe D.) ATHEIST ... Atheiſtical; deuying God .Milion .
He that ſtudies the celeſtial motions. Locke. A'THEISTICAL . a. ( trom arheift.] Given to
ASTRONOMICA ? a. long
adv . (from otheiſtical. )
to aſtron
from
HEISTI
.) omy
Be. ATatheiſm
; impious:
ingaſtronomy
CALLY .Sonih.
.
Brown .
manner. South.
ASTRONOMICALLY. adv. (from aftroremi. ATHEISTICALNESS. ſ. ( from atheiſtical.)
cal.] In an artronomical manner.
The quality of being atheiſtical. Hammond.
ASTRO NOMY. S. [ isçcropusa.) A mixed ma- ATHEISTICK . a. ( trom arbeifl.) Given to a
thematical ſcience, teaching the knowledge of theim . Ray .
the celeſtial bodies , their magnitudes , mo- A'THEOUS . a . ( Dr.) Atheiſtick ; godleſs
Milton.
tions, diſtan ,es, periods , eclipſes , and order.
Cowley.
ATHERO'MA.S. ( d'Sagopa.) A ſpecies of wen .
Sharp
ASTRO-THEOLOGY . S. [ affrum and tbeoloa
gia. ] Divinity sounded on the obſervation of ATHEROMATOUS.a ( from atheroma.) Har.
the celeſtial bodies . Derkam.
ing the qualities of an atheroma, or curdy
ASUNDER . adv. (asundran , Sax .) Apart ; ſe
wen . Wiſeman .
A'THIRST, adv . ( from a and thirſ .] Thirſty :
parately ; not together. Davies.
ASY'LUM. A: [noudw .) A ſanctuary ; a re
in want of drink. Dryden .
ATHLE'TICK . a. (from athleta .) s . Belong .
fuge. Ayliffe.
ASY MMÉTRY . S. { from coupleác.) Con
ing to reitling . 2. Strong of body; vigorous ;
luſty ; robuſt. Dryden.
trariety to ſymmetry ; dilproportion. Grew .
S
A'SYMPTOTE. . [irom zouintio.jA[ympsotes. ATHWART. prep. ( from a and ebwort.) 1 .
Acroſs ; tranſverſe to any thing. Bacon . 2.
are righe lines, which approach nearer and
Through. Addifon.
nearer to ſome curve ; but which would ne
ver meet. Greu.
ATHWART. adv. 1. In a manner vexatious
ASY NDETON . S. [ccirdilo.) A figure in ard perplexing. Shakeſp. 2. Wrong . Shakeſp.
grammar, when a conjunction copulative is; ATIL.T. adv. ( from a and tik.) 1. With he
omitted.
action of a man's making a thruſt. Hudibras.
AT. prep .(ær , Sax .] 1. At before a place, notes 2. In the poſture of a barrel raiſed or liked
behind. Spectator.
the nearners or the place; as , a man is at the
houſe before heis in it. Stilling fleet 2. Al be- A'TLAS . S. 1. A collection of maps. 2. A
fore a word lgni ying time, notes the coexiſt
large Square folio. 3. Sometimes the ſupporter
ence of the time with the event, Swift. 3.
of a building . 4. A rich kind of silk .
At be:ore a caiual word, ſignifies nearly the A'TMOSPHERE.S. Carreko and -paigz .) The
ſame as with . Dryden. 4. Ai beiore a luperla
air that encompaſſes the folid earth on all
tive adjective implies in ite flaie , as ai moft,
ſides. Locke.
in the state ofmoit perfection , &c. South. 5. ATMOSPHERICAL.c . (from atmoſphere .) Be
longing to the atmosphere. Boyle.
Ar ſignifies the particularcondition of the per.
fon ; as, at peace. Swift. 6. Ai fumetiines A'TOM . I. [aromus , Lat.] 1 . Such a ſmall
particle as cannot be phyſically divided. Ray.
marks employment or attention . Pope. ? . At
ſometimes the came with furniſhed wick , at
2. Any thing extremely finall. Shakeſp.
terthe French a ; as, amanat arms.Shakejp. ATOMICAL. a . (from atom .) 1. Contiiting of
8. ni ſometimes notes the place where any a : oms. Brown . 2. Relating to atoms. Beniky.
thing is. Pope. 9: At sometimes lignifies in A TOMIST. A {from atom .J One that holds the
atomical philofophy. Locke.
conequence of. Hal . 10 Al marks lome
tiinesihe effed proceeding from an act. Dryd A'TOMY . . Anatom . Shakeſp.
11. At ſometimes is nearly the ſame as in, ro ATO NE. v r. ( 10 be at one ) 1. To agree ;
noting ſituation Swifi. 12. Ai fumetimes
to accord. Shake p. 2. To Itaad as an equi.
marks the occaſion , like on . Dryden . 13. All valert or ſomething Locke.
sometimes ſeems to lignity in the power oi, 1 TOATOʻNE, v.a. To expiate . Pope.
obedient tó : Dryden. 14. Ai ſometimes notes ATO NEMENT. S. ( from alone.] 1. Agree .
mca ;
therelationof aman to an action . Coilier , 15 .
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ment; concord. Shakeſp. 2. Expiation ; ex- | TO ATTEMPER . v. a. (attempere, Lat .) ;;
pistory equivalent. Swift.
To mingle ; to weaken by ihe mixcure of
ſomething elſe. Bacon. 2. To regulate ; 10
ATOʻP . adv . ( from o and top.] On the top ; at
the top. Milien,
ſoften. Bacon . 3. To mix in juſt proportions,
ATRABILARIAN . a. (from atra bilis.] Me
Spenſer. 4. To fit to ſomething elie. Pepe,
lancholy . Arbuthnot.
TO ATTEMPERATE. v. a. attempero,Lat.)
ATRABÍLA'RIOUS, a, Melancholick .
To proportion to ſomething. Hammond.
ATRABILARIOUSNESS. S. ( from atrabila- TOATTE'MPT
. v.a. [orrenter, Fr.] 1. To at
tack ; to venture upon. Milton . 2. To try ;
risus.) The ſtate of being melancholy.
ATRAME'NTAL. a. [from atramentum , ink,
to endeavour. Maccabees.
Lat.) laky ; black. Brown.
ATTEMPT. S. ( from the verb.) s . An at
ATRAMENTOUS. a. (from atramentum , ink,
tack . Bacon . 2 . An eſſay ; an endeavour..
Lat .) loky ; black . Brown.
Dryden.
ATROCIOUS. a. (atrox , Lat .] Wicked in a ATTEMPTABLE. a. (from artempo.) Liable
high degree; enormous. Ayliffe.
to attemptsor attacks. Sbakelp.
ATRO CIOUSLY .odv. (from atrocious.] In an ATTEMPTER . f. [from attempt.) 1. The
atrocious manner.
pesſon that attempts. Milton. 2. An endea
ATROCIOUSNESS. S. ( from atrocious.] The
vourer Glanville,
TO ATTE'ND . v . a. [attendre, Fr ] 1. To re
quality of being enormoudly criminal.
gard ; to fix the mind upon. Shakeſp. 2.
ATROCITY. j. ( atrocitas, Lat.) Horrible
wickedneſs.
To wait on. Shakejp 3. To accompany as
A TROPHY.S. [dtpepia .] Want of nouriſhment ;
an enemy. Clarendor. 4. To be preſent
a diſeaſe . Milton .
with, upon a ſummons. Clarendor. § . 'To
TO ATTACH . v . a. [ attacher , Fr.) 1. To ar
be appendant to. Arbuthnot. 6. To wait on,
ref ; to take or apprehend. Cowell. 2. To
as on a charge. Spenſer. 7. To be conſe
ſeize. Sbakeſ. 3. To lay hold on. Shakeſp.
quent to. Clarendon . 8. To remain to ; to
4. To wia ; to gain over , to enamour. Milton.
await . Lecke. 9. To wait for inſidiouſly .
5. To fix to one's intereſt . Rogers.
Shakeſp. 10. To be bent upon any object.
Dryder. 11. To ſtay for. Dryden.
ATTACHMENT. S. [ attachement, Fr.) Ad
TO ATTE'ND . v. 3. 1. To yield attention,
herence ; regard. Addifox.
TO ATTACK . 9.2 . ſairaquer, Fr.) . To ar Taylor, 2. To ſtay; to delay. Davies,
faalt an enemy. Philips. 2. To impugn in ATTENDANCE.ſ. (attendance, Fr.] 1. The
way manner.
act of waiting on another. Shakeſp. 2. Ser.
ATTACK . S- (from the verb .) An aſſault. Pope.
vice. Shakeſp. 3. The perſonswaiting ; 1
ATTA'CKER . S. (from attack . ) The perſon
train, Milion. 4. Attention ; regard. Timo.
that attacks.
thy. 5. Expectation. Hooker.
ATTENDANT.a.
TO ATTAIN. v. a. atteindre, Fr.] 1. TO
[attendant, Fr.) Accompa
gain ; to procure. Tillotſon . 2. To overtake. nying as ſubordinate. Milton .
Bacer. 3. To come to. Miltos . 4. To reach ; ATTENDANT. S. 1. One that attends. Shake.
2 . One that belongs to the train. Dryden .
to equal. Bacon.
TO ATTAIN . v. n. 1. To come to a certain
3. One that waits as a ſuitor or agent. Buri
net . 4. One that is preſent at any thing.
ftate . Arburbrot. 2. To arrive at.
Swift.. 5. A concomitant ; a conſequent.
ATTAIN . f. [ from the verb.) The thing al
Watts.
tained , Glanville.
ATTAINABLE . a . (from attain .) That which ATTENDER . S. [ from attend.] Companions
aſſociate . Ben Jobufen.
may be attained ; pracurable. Tillotſon .
ATTAINABLENESS./.(fromettainable .] The ATTENT. a. ( attentus, Lat.) Intent; atten .
tive. Cbronicles, Taylor.
quality of being attainable. Cheyne.
ATTA’INDER . ). ( from to attaini.] 1. The act ATTENTATES.S. (attentata , Lat.) Proceed
of attainting in law . Bacon . 2. Taint. Shakeſp.
ings in a court after an inhibition is decreed .
ATTA'INMENT. S. (from attain.] 1. That Ayliffi.
which is attained; acquiſition. Grew . 2.The ATTENTION. J. (attention, fr.] The act of
act or power of actaining. Hooker .
attending or heeding. Locke.
TO ATTA'INT. v . a. ( from attainter, Fr. ) 1. ATTENTIVE. a. (trom artenr.) Heedful; re
To attaine is particularly uſed for ſuch as are
gardful. Hooker.
found guilty of ſome crime or offence. A man ATTENTIVELY. adv. (froma attentive.]
Heedrully , carefully. Bacen.
is aitaisted two ways, by appearance , or by
proceſs. Spenfer . 2 . To caiat ; to corrupt ATTENTIVENESS.S: ( from attentive.]Heed
Shakeſp.
fulneſs; aiteation. Shakeſp.
ATTA INT.S. (from the verb.) 1. Any thing ATTE'NUANT.a . (attenuans, Lat.) What has
injorious, as illaeſs, wearinels. Shakeſp. 2 . the power of making chin or dlender. Newtor .
ATTENUATE. a. ( from the verb .) Made thin
Stain ; ſpot ; taint. Shakeſp .
ATTA'INTURE. S. [ from attaint.] Reproach ; or ſlender. Bacon
imputation. Sbakelp.
ATTENUA’TION ./.(from attenuate.) The aa
TO ATTA'MINATE . 4. a. (alfaming, Lac.) of making any thingshin or leader.Bacon.
A'TTER .
To corrupt.
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ATTRIBU'TABLE. a. ( attribue, Lat. ) That
A'TTER. f. ( ater , Sax .) Corrupt. Skinn.
To
TO ATTE'ST. 9. a . ( arieſtor, Lat.)
which may be aſcribed or attributed. Hele.
bear witneſs of; to witneſs. Addiſon. 2. TO TO ATTRIBUTE. v. a . ( attribuo, Lar.] .
call to witneſs. Dryder.
To aſcribe; to yield. Tillotfon. 2. To im
pule as to a cauſe. Newton .
ATTE'ST.S. ( from the verb.] Teſtimony ; at
teſtation. Milon.
A'TTRIBUTE. f. [from to attribute.) 1. The
thing attributed to another. Raleigh. 2. Qua
ATTESTA'TION.S : [ from atteft.) Teſtimony ;
evidence. Woodward.
lity ; adherent. Bacon. 3. A thing belonging
ATTIGUOUS. a. (attiguus, Lat .) Hard by .
to another; an appendapt. Addiſom. 4. Rom
To ATTINGE. v. a . (atlinge, Lat. ) To touch
putation ; honour. Shakeſp.
lightly.
ATTRIBU'TION. F. (from to attribute.) Com
mendation . Shakeſp:
TO ATTIRE. v. a. (attirer, Fr.) To dreſs; to
habit ; to array . Spenſer.
ATTRI'TE . a . ( attrisus, Lat. ) Ground ; worn
ATTIRE S. (from the verb .) 1. Clothes ;
by rubbing . Milton .
dreſs. Davies. 2. In hunting. The horns of a ATTRI'TENESS . S. [ from attrite.] The being
moch worn .
buck or Itag . 3. In botany. The power of a
plant is divided into three parts , the em- ATTRI'TION . S. (artritia, Lat.) 1. The act
palement, foliation , and the attire.
of wearing things by rubbing. Woodward. 2.
A'TTIÖRER.S. (from arsire. ] One that attires
Grief för ſin, ariſing only fromthe fear of pu.
another ; a dreſler.
niſhment; the loweſt degree of repentance.
ATTITU'DE. f. [ attitude, Fr.) The poſture or TO ATTUNE . v . a . ( from tune.] 1. To make
action in which a ſtatue or painted figure is
any thing muſical. Milton, 2. To tune one
thing to another.
placed . Prior.
ATTO'LLENT . a. @tsollens, Lac.] That which ATWE'EN . adv . or prep. Betwixt; between,
Spenſer.
raiſesor lifts up . Derban.
ATTORNEY.]. (attornatus, low Lat.) 1. Such ATWIXT.prep. In the middle of two things.
Spenſer.
a perſon as by confent, commandment, or re
queſt, takes heed, ſees, and takes upon him To AVA'IL. v. a. ( from valoir, Fr.] 1. To
profit; to turn to profit. Dryden. 2. To pro
the charge of other men's buſineſs in their ab
ſence. 2. Attorneys in common law, are near
mote ; to proſper ; to affit. Pope.
ly the ſame with proctors in the civillaw , AVAIL . S: (from to avail.] Profit; advantage ;
benefit. Locke.
and ſolicitors incourts of equity. Shakesp . 3.
It was anciently uſed for thole who did any AVAILABLE. a . (from to avail.) 1. Profitable ;
buſineſs for another. Shakeſp.
advantageous. Hooker. 2. Powerful; having
force . Atterbury
TO ATTORNEY. v. a. ( from the noun .) 1 .
To perform by proxy. Shakeſp. 2. To em- AVAILABLENESS. S. (from acoil.) Power of
promoting the end for which it is uſed. Hale .
ploy as a proxy.Shakeſp.
ATTORNEYSHIP.S. (from attorney .) The of- AVAILABLY. ada . ( from available.) Power
fully ; profitably .
fice of an attorney . S.5ckelp.
ATTOURNMENT. L. (altournement, Fr. ) a AVAILMENT. T. ( from avail .) Uſefulneſs ;
yielding of the tenant to a new lord . Corvell. -- advantage.
'TO ATTRACT. v.a.(attrabo,atıractum , Lat . ) TO AVA'LE. v.o. ( avaler, To let fink.] To
1. To draw to ſomething. Brown. 2. To
let fall, to deprefs. Wotton.
To AVA'LE , vin To fink. Spenfer.
allure ; to invite . Milton .
ATTRACT. S. (from to attra &t.] Attraction ; AVANT-Guard ,f.Cavanigarde, Ér.] The van .
the power of drawing. Hudibras.
"Hayward.
ATTRACTATION .) [attrattatio,Lat.)Fre? A VARICE.S. ( avarice, Fr.] Covelouſneſs ; in
Sariable deſire . Dryden .
quent handling. Diti.
ATTRACTICAL. o. ( from a ! tra87.) Having AVARICIOUS. a. (avaricieux, Fr.] Covetous .
Broome.
the power to draw . Ray.
ATTRA'CTION /. [from altra& t . ] 1. The AVARICIOUSLY. adv.(from avaricious.] Co
veloung:
power of drawing any thing . Bacon , Newsex .
2. The power of alluring or enticing . Shakejp. AVARICIOUSNESS.S. [ from avaricious.]The
ATTRACTIVE. a . ( from citracl .) 1. Having quality of being avaricious
the power to draw any thing. Blackmore. 2. AVA'SŤ.ads. [fromBafta, Ital. ] Enough ; ceaſe.
AVA'UNT. interjeet .(from avant, Fr.] A word
Inviting; alluring ; encicing. Milton.
ATTRACTIVE.). (from citra &t.] Thatwhich of abhorrence, by which any one is driven a
way . Dunciad,
draws or incites. South .
ATTRACTIVELY. odv. [ from at :rative.] A'UBURNE: 9. (from aubour , Fr.) Brown ; of
a tan colour. Philips.
With the power of attracting .
ATTRACTIVENESS. J. ( trom attractive .] A'UCTION. I. [cuciio, Lat .) 1. A manner of
ſale, in which one perſon bids after another .
The quality of being attractive.
A'TTRACTOR . f. [from aiifact.) The agent
2. The things ſold by auction . Pope.
chat attracts. Brown.
To A'UCTION . v . a . [ from an Etion .) To ſell
ATTRAHENT./. {ai!rabens,Lat.] Thatwhich
by auction
draws. Glanville
AUCTIONARY,
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Par. Loft. 2. Revenger; taker of vengeance.
AUCTIONARY. a. (from auflion.) Belonging
Dryden.
to an auction, Drydex.
AUCTIONIER . F. (from auétion .) The perfon A'VENS . J. Herb beonet.
AVENTURE. (eventure, Fr.) A miſchance,
that manages an auction.
cauſing a man's death , without felony. Cowell.
AUCTIVE. a. ( from arclws, Lat.) of an in
A'VENUE. S. (avenue, Fr.) 1. A way by which
creaſing quality.
AUCUPATION
. S. (aucupatio, Lat.) Fowling ; any place may be entered . Clarendón, 2. An
alley, or walk of trees before a houſe.
bird -catching
AUDA'CIOUS. e. ( audacieux, Fr.) Bold; im- TO AVE'R . v. a. (averer, Fr.] To declare po
ſitively.
Prior.
padent. Dryden.
AUDACIOUSLY. adv. (from endacious.] Bold- AVERAGE. S. (averagium , Lat.j 1. That
duty or ſervice which the tenant is to pay to
ly ; impudently , Shakeſp.
AUDACIOUSNESS. S. (from audacious.] Im
theking. Chambers. 2. A medium ; a mesa
proportion .
pdence,
AUDACITY. L. ( from audax, Lat .) Spirit ; AVERMENT. S. [from aver .) Eſtabliſhment of
any thing by evidence. Bacon.
boldneſs. Toiler .
AUDIBLE. . ( audibilis, Lat.] 1. That which AVE'RNAT. A ſort ofgrape.
may be perceived by hearing. Grew . 2. Loud To AVERRUNCATE. v.o.(averrunco, Lat.)
To root up . Hudibras.
enough to be heard . Bacon.
A’UDIBLENESS. S. (from audible ) Capable- AVERSA'TION . S. ( from averfor, Lat.) Ha
tred ; abhorrence. South.
dels of being heard.
AUDIBLY. adv. [ from audible .) In ſuch a AVEʻRSE . a. (averſus, Lat.) 1. Malign ; not
manner as to be heard. Milton .
favourable. Dryder. 2. Not pleaſed with ; un
AUDIENCE.S. ( audience, Fr.) 1. The act of willing to. Prior.
hearing. Milton. 2. The liberty of ſpeaking AVERSELY. adv. (from averfe.] 1. Unwil .
granted ; a hearing. Hooker. 3. An auditory ;
lingly. 2. Backwardly. Brown.
perſoas collected to hear, Atterbury. 4. The AVERSENESS. S. ( from averſe.] Unwillinge
neſs ; backwardneſs. Atterbury.
reception of any man who delivers a folemn
metlage. Dryden.
AVERSION.S. (averfion , Fr.) 1. Hatred ; dif
AUDIENCE Court. A court belonging to the
like; deteftation. Milton. 2. The cauſe of
averſion . Pope.
archbiſhop of Canterbury , of equal authority
with the arches cours.
TO AVERT. v . a. (averio, Lat.) 1. To turn
A'UDIT. S. ( from audit, he hears, Lat.) A final
aſide ; to turn off. Shakeſp. Dryden. 2. To
put by. Sprat.
account. Shakefp.
(of alf, Dutch .) A fool, or Gilly fellow .
TO AUDIT. v. a . ( from audit.] To take an AUF.
See OAF.
account finally. Arbuthnet.
AUDI TION . J. [ orditio, Lat .) Hearing.
A’UCER . f . [egger, Dutch .) A carpenter's tool
AUDITOR . ). (auditor, Lat.)
A hearer. to bore boles with . Moxon .
8.drey. 2. A perſon employed to take an AUGHT. pronour.(auht,apht, Sax .] Anything
account ultimately. Shakeſp. 3. A king's of
Addiſon.
ficer, who, yearly examining the accounts of TO AUGME'NT v.a. ( augmenter, fr.) To
all under officers accountable, makes up a encreaſe; to make bigger, or more. Fairfax.
TÓ AUGME'NT. v. n . To encreaſe ; to grow
general book . Cowell.
A'UDITORY. . (auditorius, Lat.] That which bigger . Dryden.
has the power of hearing . Newron.
A'UGMENT.S. (augmentum , Lat.) 1.Encreaſe.
AUDITORY.S. [auditorium , Lat.) 1. An au
Walter. 2. State of encreaſe. Wijemar.
dience ; a collection of perſons allembled to AUGMENTA’TION.J:[from augment.) .. The
hear. Atterbury. 2. A place where lectures are
act of encreaſing or making bigger. Addifen .2 .
to be heard.
The ſtate of being made bigger. Bentley. 3.
The thing added , by which another ismade
AUDITRESS. f. [ from auditor .] The woman
that hears, Milton .
bigger. Heoker.
TOBrown
AVE .L. 9.0 . ( avello, Lat. ) To pull away . A'UCUR. {angur, Lat.) One who pretends to
prediat by the fight of birds. Prior.
AVEMARY. S. A form of worſhip repeated To AUGUR. V. n . ( from augur.) To gueſs ; to
by the Romaniſts in honour of the Virgin
conjecture by ſigns. Dryden.
TO AUGURATĚ. v. n. ( auguror, Lat .) To
Mary. Shakeſp.
AVENAGE.] . (of aveno, oats, Lat.) A cer
jurige by augury .
AUGURA'TION. S. ( from augur.] Thepractice
tain quantity of oats paid to a landlord.
TO AVENGE. v. a, ( avenger, Pr.] 1. To of augury. Brown,
Tevenge. Ijaiah. 2. To punih. Dryden,
AUGURER.S . ( from augsry.) Theſamewith
AVENGEANCE. f. [from avengej Punith
Gugur . Skakelp.
ment. Pbilips.
A'UĞURIAL. 6. ( from augury.) Relating to
AVE NGEMENT. F. ( from atenge .) Venge augury. Brown .
AUGURY. S. (augurium , Lat.) 1. The act of
ane : revenge . Sprender .
prognoſticacing by omens . Seviji. 2. The rules
AVENGER ). (froin avenge.] 1. A funifher.
ob
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obſerved by angurs. L'Efrange. 3. An omen | TO AVOW . . a. (avoxer, Fr.) To jaſtify; not
to diffemble . Swift.
or prediction .Dryden.
AUGU'ST. a. [auguftus, Lat.) Great; grand ; AVO'WABLE. a . ( from avow .] That which
may be openly declared.
royal ;magnificent. Dryden .
A'UGUST . ) ( auguftus, Lat.) The nameof the AVO'WAL.S. (from avow .) A juſtificatory de
eighth month from January incluſive. Peacbam .
claration.
AUĞU'STNESS.S. ( from anguft.) Elevation of , AVO WEDLY. adv . (from avew .) In an avow
ed manner. Clarendon
look; dignity.
AVIARY. T. (from avis, Lat .) A place incloſed AVOWEE. . ( avoué, Fr. ) He to whom the
to keep birds in . Evelyx .
right of advowſon of any church belongs.
AVI'DITY.J. (avidisé, Fr.) Greedineſs; cager- A VOWER .S. (from ousw .) He that avows or
neſs.
juſtifies. Dryder.
AVI'TOUS . a. (avites, Lat.) Leſt by a man's AVOWRY . L. (from avow . ) Where one lakes
anceſtors
a diſtreſs, the taker ſhalljuſtify, for what cauſe
he took it ; which is called his avowry.
TO A VIZE . v. 6. (oviſer , Pr.] 1. To coanſel.
Spenfer . 2. To bethink himſelf. Spenfer. 3. AVOWSAL. S: [from ausw .) A confeflion.
To conſider. Spenſer .
AVO WTRYS. ( Sec ADVOWTRY .) Adultery .
A‘URATE S. A ſort of pear.
AULD. a. (old, Sax . ) Old . Shakeſp.
AULETICK . ( axleticus, Lat.) Belonging to AURE’LIA . S. (Lat.) A term uſed for the firſt
pipes.
apparent change ofthe cruca, or maggot of
A'ULICK . a. ( axlices, Lat.) Belonging to the anyſpecies ofinſects. Ray.
caart.
A'UŘICLE . S- auricula ,Lai.) ! . The external
AULN. S. Caulne, Fr. ) A French meaſure of
car. 2. Two appendages of the heart ; being
length ; an ell.
two muſcular caps,covering the two ventricles
there
of. Ray.
TO AUMA'IL. v. a. ( from maille, Fr. ) To
variegate. Fairy Queer.
AURICULA. ſ. Bears ear ; a flower.
AUNT. J. (tante, Fr.) A father or mother's AURICULAR . a . ( from auricula, Lat.) ! .
lifter. Pope.
Within the ſenſe or reach of hearing. Shokofp .
AVOCADO. S. A plant.
2. Secret ; cold in the ear.
To A VOCATE. v . a . (avoco, Lat.) To call AURICULARLY. adv. In a ſecret manner .
away. Boyle.
Decay of Piety.
AVOCA’TION. J. [from avocete.) 1. The act AURIFEROUS. a . (aurifer, Lat.] Thatwhich
produces gold. Thomſor.
of calling aſide. Dryden. 2. The buſineſs that
calls . Hole.
AURIGATION . S. Cauriga, Lat.) The act of
TO AVOID . v. a. ( wuider, Fr.) 1. To thun ; to driving carriages.
elcape. Tillotſon. 2. To endeavour to ſhun. AUROʻŘA.S. (Lat.) 1. A ſpecies of crowfoot R.
The goddeſs that opens the gates of day ; poe
Sbakelp. 3. To evacuate ; to quit. Bacer. 4.
tically , the morning .
To oppo'e ; to hinder effect. Bacon.
TO AVOID. 0. n . 1. To retire . 1 Sam . 2. TO AUROR A Borealis. See STREAMERS.
A'URUM fulminans. ( Latin.) A preparation
become void or vacant. Aylife.
AVOIDABLE. a. ( from avoid .] That which
made by diſſolving goldin aqua regia, and pre
may be avoided , or eſcaped. Locke.
cipitating it with ſalt of tartar; whence it be
AVOI'DANCE. F. ( from avoid.) 1. The act of comes capable of giving a report like that of a
avoiding. Watts. 2. The courſe by which aay
piſtol. Garth.
thing is carried off. Bacon .
AUSCULTA’TION.S. ( from auſculto, Lat.) A
AVOʻIDER.S. ( from avoid.] 1. The perſon that
hearkening or liſtening to .
ſhuns any thing. 2. The perſon that carries A'USPICE.I. ( aufpicium , Lat.) 1. The omens
any thing away. 3. The veſel in which things
of any future undertaking drawn from birds. 2.
are carried away.
Protection ; favour ſhewn. Ben Jobufon. 3.
AVO’IDLESS...(írom avoid.]Inevitable.Dennis. Influence ; good derived to others from the
AVOIRDUPOʻIS ( avoir du poids, Fr. ) A kind piety of their patron. Dryden.
of weight, of which a pound contains ſixteen AUSPICIAL. a. (from auſpice.] Relaing to
ounces, and is in proportion to a pound Troy, prognoſticks.
AUSPICIOUS. a. ( from auſpice.) . 1. With
as ſeventeen to tourteen. Arburbuot.
omens of ſucceſs. 2. Proſperous ; fortunate.
AVOLA'TION.F. (from avolo, Lat.) A flying
away . Brown.
Dryden. 3. Favourable ; kind; propitious.
TO AVOʻUCH . v. a . lavener, Fr. ] 1. To af
Shakeſp. 4. Lucky ; happy; applied to things.
firm ; to maintain. Hooker . 2. To produce in Roſcommon.
favour of another. Spenfer. 3. To vindicare ; AUSPICIOUSLY. adv . ( from aufpicioas.) Hapo
pily ; prosperouſly:
to juſtify. Sbakelp.
AVOʻUCH. S: (from the verb.) Deciarations AUSPICIOUSNESS. S.[from auſpicious.] Pro
evidence. Shakeſp.
ſperity ; happineſs.
AVO’UCHABLE. u . ( from auocb .) That may AUSTERE. 2. ( aufterus, Lat.) 1. Severe;
be avouched .
harſh ; rigid, Rogersama Sous of caſte ; harſh .
AVOʻUCHER . S. [ íromn avonch .) He that a.
Blackmore.
vouches,
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AUSTERELY. ade.(from eaſtere .] Severely ; (AUTOʻMATOUS..(from automaton .) Maving
rigidly . Poradiſe Lolt.
in itſelt the power of motion. Brown's Vulgar
Errears.
ALSTE RENESS. S.[ from auftere ) 1. Seve.
rity ; ſtrictneſs ; rigour. Shakeſp. 2.Roughoeſs AUTONOMY. S. Carlovouła.) The living ac
in talte.
cording to one's mind and preſcription.
AUSTERITY.S. ( from auftere.] 1. Severity : A'UTOPSY.S.[autofra.]Ocular demonftration
mortified life ; ftrictaeſs. Ber Jobnfon. 2 . Ray .
AUTO'PTICAL. a . ( from axlopſy.) Perceived
Cruelty ; harſh diſcipline. Roſcommon.
AUSTRAL. . lauftralis.) Southera.
by one's own eyes. Brown.
To A USTRALIZE. v. n. (from cufter.) TO AUTO'PTICALLY. e ( from extoptical ] By
means of one's own eyes. Brows.
tead towards the ſouth . Brown.
ATSTRINE.6.(from auſtrinus, Lat , Southern. AUTOTHE’IST . S. (from acròs and @ cós.] One
AUTHENTICAL. 4. Authentick . Hale.
who believes God's ſelf-ſubfiftence.
AUTHE’NTICALLY.adv. (trom authentical.) A'UTUMN. (autumnws, Lat. ) The ſeaſon of
the year between ſummer and winter. Philips.
Wit circunſtances requiſite to procure au
AUTÚ'MNAL. a . ( from autumn .) Belonging
thority. South .
AUTHÉNTICALNESS.S. (from authentical.)
to autumn. Denne.
The quality of being authentic ; genuineneſs! AVULSION . S. (evelio, Lat.] The act of
Aldi :» .
pulling one thing from another. Pbilips.
AUTHENTICITY.S. (from authentick .) Au- AUXE ŠIS.S (Lat.) Exornation,araplification.
AUXI'LIAR.IS (from auxilium ,Lat.) Help
thority ; genuineneſs.
AUTHENTICK. e. ( euthenticus, Lat.) That AUXILIARY. S'er; alliftant. Soxtb .
which has every thing requiſte to give it au- AUXILIAR . 3 6. (from auxilium , Lat.)Afil
AUXILIARY. } tant; helping. Milion , Dryd .
thority. Cowley.
AUTHÉ NTICKLY. ada . ( from authentick.] AUXILIARY Verb. A verb that helps to con
A ter an authentick manner.
jugate other verbs. Watts.
AUTHENTICKNESS. S. ( from authentick.) AUXILIATION. S. ( from auxiliatus, Lac.]
Authenticity :
Help ; ad.
AUTHOR ). (autber, Lat.) 1. The firſt begin- TO AWAI'T. v. a. ( from a and wair.] 1. To
ser or mover of any thing. Hooker. 2. The
expect ; to wait for . Fairfax, 2. To attend ;
efficient; he that effects or produces any thing.
to be in ſtore for. Rogers.
Dryder. 3. The first writer of any thing. AWAIT.S. ( from the verb .) Ambuſh . Spenſer.
Dryder . 4. A writer in general. Shakeſp.
TO AWAKE. v . e. (peccian, Sax .) .. To rouſe
AUTHORITATIVE . a. (from authority ! .
out of neep. Shakeſp. 2. To raiſe from any
Having due authority. 2. Having an air of
ſtate reſembling Deep. Dryden. 3. To put into
new action . Pepe.
zuthority . Swifi.
AUTHORITATIVELY. adv. [ from authori- TO AWA'KE. v.m. To break from deep ; to
ceaſe to Neep. Shakeſp.
tatiae.) 1. In an authoritative manner ; with
a fhow of authority. 2. With due authority. AWAKE. e . (from the verb.) Without deep ;
Hale .
not ſleeping. Dryden .
AUTHORITATIVENESS. S. (from authori- TO AWAKEN. See AWAKE.
talive.) Authoritative appearance .
To AWARD. v. a. ( peandig, Sax.] 1. To
AUTHORITY.S. (auctoriias, Lat. ) 1. Legal
adjudge ; to give any ching by a judicial
power. Sbakefp. 2. Influence ; credit. Locke.
ſentence. Collier. 2. To judge ; to determine.
Pope.
3. Power ; rule. 1 Tim . 4. Support; counte
mance. Ben Jobafer . s . Teſtimony, Sidney. AWARD . S. ( from the verb.) Judgment ; ſen teace ; determination Addiſon.
6. Credibility Hecker .
AUTHORIZATION.S. (from autborize.]Efta- AWARE. adv. (geparso, Sax .] Vigilant; a .
tentive. Atterbury
blishment by authority. Hac.
TO AUTHORIZE.v ... autoriſer, Fr. ) 1. TO TO AWA'RE. v ... To beware ; to be caution &
Por. Loft .
give authority to any perſon. Dryden. 2. To
make any tbing legal Dryden 3. To eſtabliſh AWAY. adv . lapeg, Saxon .) 1. Abſent. Ber
207 thing by authority . Hooker. 4. To jufti.y ; Jobnjon. 2.From any place or perſon S. hakeſp.
to prove a thing to be right.Locke. 5 . to give
3. Let us go. Shakeſp. 4. Begone. Smisb . s .
Out of one's own hand. Tillorfun .
credit to any perſon or thing. Sextb .
AUTO CRACY. (arrionale a.] Independent AWE S. [ege, Saxon.) Reverential fear ; re
Vereace, South
power .
AUTOGRA'PHICAL.c .( from cutography ] OfTO AWE.0.2 . (from thenoun ) To ftrike with
one's own wiltag .
reverence , or tear. Bacox .
AUTOCRAʼPHY.J. [włog pep...) A particular A WEBAND .S. A check.
perlon's own writing ; the original.
A'WFUL , a. (from awe and full.] 1. That
AUTUA ATICAL . a. liruin automaten .) Have which ſtrikes with awe, or fills with reve .
rence. Milton. 2. Worſhip ul;inveſted with
ing the power oi moving it.eli.
AUTOMATUN . ſ. (avenadoo . ) A machine dignicy. Shakeſp. 3. Struck with awe ; tino
rous. Waris,
wat hath the power of motion within itſeli.
A'WFULI.Y .
Wilkins.
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AWFULLY. adv. ( from awful ] In a reveren
with oblique viſion. Denham. 3. Not level ;
tial manner. Sourk.
unevenly. Brerewood. 4. Not equally between
AWFULNESS. S. ( from awful.) 1. The qua
two points. Pope. 5. Not in a right ſtate ;
lity of ſtriking with awe ; folemnity. Addison. perverſely. Sidney.
2. The ſtate ofbeing truck with awe. Tayler. AXE . S. Ceax , Sax.) an inſtrument conſiſting of
ametalhead, with a ſharp edge. Dryden.
TO AWHA PE. v. a . To ſtrike ; to confound.
Hobberd's Tale .
AXILLA. S. (axilla, Lac.] The cavity under
AWHI'LE . adv . Some time . Milion .
the upper part of the arm , called the arm -pit.
Quincy.
AWK . a. lawkward .) Odd. L'Eſtrange.
A'WKWARD.c .(æpand , Saxon.) i . Inelegant; AXILIAR . ? a. (from axilla , Lat.) Belong
unpolite; untaught. Shakejp. 2. Unready ; AX'ILLARY. ) ing to the armpit. Brown.
unhandy; clumſy. Dryden . 3. Perverſe ; un- A'XIOM . L. (axioma, Lat.) A propoſition evi
dent at first light. Hooker .
toward . Hudibras.
AWKWARDLY. adv . [ from awkward.] A'XIS. . ( axis, Lat.) The line real or ima
Clumſily ; unreadily ; inelegantly. Sidney, ginary that paſſesthrough any thing, on which
it may revolve . Beniley.
Prior, Waris .
15. [ axis, Lat.) The pin which
A'WKWARDNESS. ſ. { from awkward .) In- A'XLE.
elegance ; want of gentility. Watts.
AXLE - TREE .
paſſes through the midſt of
AWL. S. ( æle, ale, Sax . ) A pointed inſtrument
the wheel , on which the circumvolutions of
the wheçl are performed. Shakeſp. Milton.
to bore boles. Mortimer .
AWLESS. a. [ from awe, and the negative lefs.) A Y. adv. [perhapsfrom aie, Lat.) Yes. Shakeſp.
adv. (apa , Saxon.) Always ; to eternity ;
AYE.
Without
Dryden.
2.
1. Without reverence.
for ever. Philips.
the power of cauſing reverence. Shakeſp.
AWME. A Dutch meaſure anſwering to what in A'YGREEN . L. The ſame with houſeleek.
England is called a tierce , or one ſeventh of A'YRY.S. (See Alry.]
AZIMUTH.S. (Arab.] 1. The azimuth of the
an Engliſh ton. Arbusbnot.
AWNING. Š. A cover ſpread over a boat or ſun, or of a ſtar, is an arch between the meri
veſſel, to keep off the weather. Robinſon Cruſo.
dian of the place and any given vertical line. 2 .
Magneticalazimush , isan arch of the horizon
AWOKE. The preterite from awake.
A'WORK . adv. (from a and werk.) Onwork ; contained between the ſun's azimuth circle
and the magnetical meridian. 3. Azimuth
into a ſtate of labour. Hammond .
A'WORKING. a. ( from awerk.) In the ſtate Compals, is an inſtrument uſed al ſea for find
ing
the ſun's magnetical aximuth.
of working. Hubberd's Tale .
AWRY'. adv. ( from a and wry .) 1. Not in a AZURE. a . (azur, Fr.] Blue ; faint blue.
Newton ,
ſtrait direction ; obliquely .Milton. 2. Alquint;
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Is pronounced by preſſing thewbole length , child, which girls play with. Stilling fleet.
B,
.
with
pearls; having many berries.
open with a ſtrong breath.
BAA.S. ( See the verb.) The cry of a ſheep. BACCHANA'LIAN.Š. (from becchenalie ,Lat.)
To BAA.V.n . (balo, Lac .] To cry like a theep.
A drunkard,
BA'CCHANALS. S. ( bacchanalia, Lat.) The
Sidney.
drunken feaſts of Bacchus. Pope.
To BA BBLE. V. n. (babbelen, Germ .) 1. To
prattle like a child . Prior. 2. To talk idly. Ar- BACCHUS BOLE. . A flower pot tall, but
bulkner, Prior. 3. To tell secrets. L'Estrange.
very full and broad -leaved.
4. To talk much. Prior.
BACĆI'FEROUS, a. Berry -bearing . Rag:
BA'BBLE. J. [babil, Fr.) Idle talk , ſenſeleſs BACCIVOROUS. a. A devourer of berries.
BACHELOR. S. ( baccalaureus.] 1. A man un
prattle. Shakeſp.
BA'BBLEMENT. . (from babble.] Seaſeleſs married. Dryden. 2. A man who takes his firſt
degrees. Ajchem . 3. A knight of the loweſt
prate. Milion .
BABBLER. f. [ from babble.] 1. An idle talker. order.
Rogers. 2. A teller of ſecrets. Fairy Queen . BACHELORS Buston. Campion ; an herb.
BABE. . ( baban, Welch .) An infant. Dryden. BACHELORSHIP . f. [from bachelor.) The
BA'BERY. F. (from babe.] Finery to pleale a
condition of a bachelor. Shokeje.
BACK . S. ( bac, bæc, Sax. ) 1. The hinder part
babe or child . Sidney.
BA'BISH . a . ( from babe.) Childiſh. Ajcham
of the body. Bacon . 2. The outer part
BABOON. [babouin, Fr.] A monkey of the
of the hand when it is fhut. Dorne. 3. Part
of the body, which requires cloaths. Locke.
largeſt kind. Addiſon
BABY. S. (See BABE . ) 1. A child ; an infant. 4. The rear. Clarender , 5. The place behind .
Dryder .
Locke. 2. A ſmall image ia imitation of a
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BAC
BAI
Dredex . 6. The part of any thing out of | dilatory. Watts. 4. Dull ; not quick or ap
sight. Bacon. 7. The thick part of any tool.
prehenſive. Sourh.
Årbstbaut.
BACKWARD. 'The things paft. Shakeſp;
BACK. adv . (from the noun .] 1. To the place BACKWARDLY. adv. ( from backward.) 1 .
Unwillingly ; averfely . Sidney. 2. Pervertely .
wbence one came. Raleigh. 2. Backward
Shakejp.
from the preſent ſtation. Addiſon. 3. Behind ;
not coming forward. Blackmere. 4. Toward BACKWARDNESS .S.[ from backward .] Dul
nels; ſluggiſhneſs. Atterbury .
things palt. Burnet. 5. Again ; in return .
Stakelp. 6. Agaio ; a ſecond time. Dryden. BAʼCON . ). The fleſh of a hog ſalted and dried.
Dryden
Shakeſp.
horſe.
To
mount
.
0.3.
BACK
TE
i.
a
.
2. To break a horſe. Roſcommen . 3. To place BACULOMETRY. S. The art of meaſuring
diſtances by one or more ſtaves.
upon the back . Shakeff. 4. To maintain ;
to ſtrengthen. South. 5. To juſtify ; to ſup- BAD. (buoad, Dutch . ] 1. Il; not good. Pope.
port . Boyle. 6. To ſecond. Dryden.
2. Vitious; corrupt. Prior. 3. Unfortunate ;
unhappy . Dryden. 4. Hurtſul; unwholſome.
TO BACKBITE . v . e. ( from back and bite.] To
Addiſon. 5. Šick.
centure or reproach the abfent. Skakejp .
BACKBITER.S. (from backbite. ) A privy ca- BAD.
BADE. } The preterite of bid.
lumniator ; cenſurer of the abfent, South.
BACKCARRY . Having on the back . Cowell. BADGE.f . 1. A mark or cognizance worn. At.
BACKDOOR . f.[from back and door .] The door
terbury. 2. A token by which one is known .
behind the houſe. Atterbury .
Fairfax.3. The mark of any thing . Dryden .
B.A'CKED . G. [ from back . ) Having a back . To BADGE. v.a. To mark. Shakejp.
BA'DGER . f. A brock. Brown.
Dryder .
BACKFRIEND.J [from back and friend.) An BA'DGER.ſ. One that buys corn and victuals
enemy in ſecret. South.
inone place, and carries it into another. Cowell.
BACK GANMON . S. [ from bach gammon , BADGER LECGED . c . Having legsof an un
equal length, asthe badgerisſuppoled to have.
Welch , a little battle .) A play or game with
BADLY . adv . Not well.
dice and tables. Swift .
BACKHOUSE. f. [from back and houſe.) The BA'DNESS . S.Want of good qualities. Addison.
buildings behind the chief part of the houſe . To BAFFLE. v. a. (beffler, Fr.] 1. To elude.
Carew
South . 2. To .confound. Dryden. 3. To
BA CKPIECE. f. [ from back and piece.] The
cruſh . Addiſon .
piece of armour which covers the back. BAFFLE.S. (from the verb .) A defeat. South .
Camden.
BAFFLER . J. (from baffie .) He that puts to
confufion. Goo. of the Tongue.
BACKROOM . A room behind. Moxon.
BACKSIDE. [. ( from back and fade.] 1. The BAG . . (belge, Sax . ) 1. A fack , or.pouck .
South . 2 . That part
binder part of any thing. Newion . 2. The
of animals in which
binder part of an animal.Addiſon. 3. The yard
fome particular juices are contained , as the
or ground behind a houſe. Morriner.
poiſon of vipers . Dryden . 3 . An ornamental
TO BACKSLI DE. v... ( from back and ſlide.) purie of blk lied to men's hair. Addifon . 4 .
Toad off. Jeremiab.
A term uted to lignity quantities ; as a bag
BACKSLIDER. f. [ from backſlide.] An apo
of pepper .
ftate, Prov .
To BAG . v . a . ( from the noun. ] 1. To put
into a bag . Dryden. 2. To load with a bag .
BACKSTAFF . f. ( írom back and ſtaff; be
Dryden .
cauſe, in taking an obſervation, the obierver's
back is turned towards the fan.) an inſtru- To BAG . v . n . To ſwell like a full bag. Dryd.
neat uleiul in taking the ſun's altitude at BAGATELLE . S. [ bagatelle, Fr.] A wife.
lea.
Prior.
BACKSTAIRS . ſ. The private ſtairs in the BAGGAGE.F. [ baggage, Fr.) 1. The furni
boule . Bacon ,
ture of an army . Bacon. 2. A worthleſs wo
BACKSTAYS. f. [ from back and ſtay. ) Ropes
man. Sidney
bich keep the maſts from pirching forward. BAGNIO . ! [bagno, Ital .) A houſe for bathing,
BACKSWORD .). ( from back and word .) A
and fwearing. Arbu ibuoi.
word with one ſharp edge.
BAGPIPE. f. { bag and pipe.) A muſical inſtru .
BACKWARD. Z a. (back and peand, Sax .) 1 . ment, conțifting of a leathern bag, and pipes.
BACKWARDS .
With the back forwards. Addiſon .
Gis . ix, 2. Towards the back. Bacon. 3. BAGPIPER . S. (from bagpipe ] One that plays
On the back. Dryden. 4. From the preſent, on a bagpipe. Shakesp .
Aution to the place behind. Shakeſp: š . Re- BAGUETTE. f. (Fr. a term of architecture.]
greflively ., Newiin. 6. Towards ſomething, A little round moulding, leſs than an aſtra
1211. Scaib. 7. Out of the progreffive ſtate.
gal ; fometimes carved and enriched.
Davies . 8. From a better to a worfe ftate. BAIL. ſ. Bail is the freeing or ſetting at liberty
Dryden . 9. Paſt; in time paſt. Lecke. 10 . one arreſted or impriſoned upon action iether
Perverſely. Sbake, p.
civil or criminal, under ſecurity cakra for his
BACKWARD . a. 1. Unwilling ; averſe . At
appearance ,
1
T.
Ierbury. 2. Helitating. Shakeſp. 3. Sluggish ;
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hair. 2. The loſs of hair. Swift. ' 3. Mean .
TO BAIL. v. a . [ from the noun.] 1. To give
neſs of writing .
bail for another. 2. To admit to bail. Claren
dan .
BAʼLDRICK . 1. 1. A girdle. Pope. 2. The
BA'ILABLE . a. ( from bail.] That may be ſet
zodiack . Sper ſer.
at liberty by bail.
BALE.S. ( balle, Fr.) A bundle of goods. Wood
ward .
BAILIFF. S. (baillie, Fr. ) 1. A ſubordinate
officer. Addiſon. 2. An officer whoſe buſineſs BALE. S. [bæl , Sax .] Miſery. F. Queen.
it is to execute arreſts. Bacon. 3. An under- TO BALE. v . n. To make up into a bale .
ſteward of a manor.
BAʼLEFUL. a. ( from bale. ] 1. Sorrowful; fad.
BA'ILIWICK. S. (baillie, and pic, Sax. ) The
Par. Loft. 2. Fullof miſchief .F. Queen. Dryd.
BALEFULLY. adv. ( from balefull] Sorrowful
place of the juriſdiction of a bailiff. Hale.
To BAIT . v.o. (batan, Sax.) 1. To put meat
ly ; miſchievouſly .
to tempt animals. Ray. 2. To givemeat to BALK. I: [ balk, Dut.) A great beam .
one's ſelf, or horſes, on the road. Fairy & BALK . S. A ridge of land left unploughed .
To BAIT. v. a . ( from battre, Fr.] To let dogs To BALK . v.a. (See the noun .] 1. To diſap
point ; to fruſtrate. Prior. 2. To miſs any
upon . Shakeſp .
ching . Drayton. 3. To omit. Shakeſp.
To BAIT. v.n. 1. To ſtop at any place for re
freſhment. Par. Loft. 2. To clap the wings . BALKERS .T. Men who give a ſign which way
the Thole of herrings is. Carew .
Shakesp.
BAIT .). 1. Meat ſet to allure animals to a ſnare. BALL.S. ( bol, Dan .) 1. Any thing made in a
round form . Howel. 2. A round thing to play
Shakeſp. 2. A temptation ; an enticement.
with. Sidney. 3. A globe. Granville. 4. A
Addiſon. 3. A refreihment on a journey.
cloth
open
coarſe
.
kind
of
BAIZ. F. A
globe borne as an enlign of ſovereignty. Bacon.
5. Any part of the body that approaches to
TO BAKE. v. a. (bacan, Sax .) 1. To heat
roundneſs. Peacham ,
any thing in a cloſe place. IJaiah. 2. To har
den in the fire. Bacon. 3. To harden with BALL. l. (bal, Fr.) An entertainment of dan
heat. Dryden.
cing. Swift.
To BAKE. v.n. 1. To do the work of baking. BA'LLAD.S. ( balade, Fr.) A ſong. Watts.
Shakeſp. 2. To be baked . Shakeſp.
TO BAʼLLAD. v. p. To make or fing ballads .
Shakeſp .
BA'KEHOUSE. J. A place for baking bread ,
BAKER.S. ( from so bake.] He whoſe trade is to BAʼLLAD -SINGER.S. One whoſe employment
bake. South .
it is to ſing ballads in the ſtreets. Gay.
BA'LANCE.S. [balance ,Fr.] 1. A pair of ſcales. BAʼLLAST.S. ( ballaſte, Dutch .) Something put
at the bottom of the ſhip to keep it ſteady.
2. The act of comparing two things. Aster
Wilkins.
bury. 3. The overplus of weight. Bacon. 4 .
That which is wanting to make two parts of To BA'LLAST . v. a . To put weight at the
bottom of a ſhip. Wilkins.' 2. To keep ang
an account even . 5. Equipoiſe. Pope. 6. The
thing ſteady. Donne.
beating part of a watch. Locke. 7. In aſtro
nomy. One of the ſigns, Libra.
BALLETTE . J. (hallette, Fr. ) A dance.
To BAʼLANCE. v . a. (balancer , Fr.] 1. TO BALLIARS. ſ. Billiards. Spenſer.
weigh in a balance. L'Efrange. 2. To coun- BALLO'N is. [ballon, Fr. ] 1. A large round
terpoiſe. Newton. 3. To regulate an account . BALLO'on . ) Tort-necked vertel uſed in chy
Locke. 4.' To pay that which is wanting. miſtry. 2. A ball placed on a pillar. 3. A ball
Prior.
of paſeboard, ſtuffed with combuſtible matter,
which mounts in the air, and then burſts.
TO BALANCE.V. . To heſitate ; to fluctuate.
Locke,
BAʼLLOT.S. (ballotte, Fr. ) 1. A little ball or
ticket uſed in giving votes . 2. The act of
BAʼLANCER . f. [ from balance.] The perſon
that weighs .
voting by ballot.
BA'LASS Ruby. S. ( balas, Fr.) A kind of ruby. To BA'LLOT . v.m. ( ballozer, Fr. ) To chooſe by
To BALBU'CINATE . v. n . ( balbutio, Lat.] To ballot. Wotton , Swift.
ſtammer in ſpeaking.
BALLOTA’TION . /: [from ballet.] The act of
BALCONY . ) (balcan, Fr.] A frame ofwood ,or voting by ballot . Worlon.
Aone , before the window ofa room . Herbert. BALM.S. ( baume, Fr. ] 1. The fap or juice of
a ſhrub, remarkably odoriferous. Dryden . 2 .
BALD. 6. (bal, Welch .] 1. Without hair. Ad.
difox. 2. Without natural covering. Shakejp.
Any valuable or fragrant ointment . Shakeſp .
3. Unadorned ; inelegant . Dryder. 4. Strip
3. Any thing that looths or mitigates pain .
ped ; without dignity. Shakeſp.
Sbakeje:
BALDACHIN.f. Ibaldachino, Ital. ) A piece of BALM .
Architecture in form ofa canopy.
BALM Min . }5. The nameof aplant. Miller,
BA'LDERDASH . /. Rude mixture.
BALM of Gilead. 1. The juice drawn from the
BALDERDASH
balſam tree. 2. A plant remarkable for the
TO
. 2. a To adulterate li
quor.
ſtrong balſamick ſcent,
BA'LDLY. adv. [ from bald.) Nakedly; meanly; To BALM . v. a . [from balm .) 1. To anoino
ineleçantly
with balm . Shakeſp. 2. To footh ; to miti .
BALOMONY. J. Gentian ; a plant.
BA'LDNESS: J. ( from bald,) i . The want of gale . Si akejp.
BALMit.

B AN
BAN
BALMY. a.
.. [ from balm .] 1. Having the qua . To BA'NDY . v. n . To contend. Hudibras.
lities of balm . Milton. 2. Producing balm . BANDYLEG . S.(from bander, Fr.) A crooked
3. Soothing ; ſoft . Dryden. 4. Fragrant ; o
leg. Swift.
doriferous. Dryden. 5. Mitigating ; aſſua- BANDYLEGGED. a. ( from bandyleg .] Having
crooked legs.
five, Shakeſp.
BA'LNEARY.S. (balnearium , Latin .) A bath- BANE. f. [ bana, Saxon .) 1. Poiſon. Addiſon.
ing - room . Brown,
2. Miſchief; ruin. Hooker .
BALNEATION.J: ( from balneum , Lat .] The To BANE. v.a. To poiſon . Shakeſp.
BAN
EFUL. a. 1. Poiſonous. Pope. 2. De
act of bathing. Brown.
ſtructive . Ben . Johnſon .
BALNEATORY . a. ( balncatorius, Latin.) Be
longing to a bach .
BANEFULNESS. S. [ from baneful.] Poiſon
BAʼLŠAM . f. ( balfamum , Lat.] Ointment ; ouſneſs; deſtructiveneſs.
unguent. Derbam .
BANEWORT. J. Deadly nightſhade.
To BANG . v. a. (vengolen , Dutch .) 1. To
BA'LSAM Apple. An Indian plant,
BALSAMICAL. 2 a. Unctuous; mitigating.
beat ; to thump. Howell. 2. To handle
BALSAMICK. 3 Hale.
roughly. Shakejp.
BALUSTRADE S. Rows of little turned pil- BANG . ). ( froin the verb.) A blow ; a thump.
Hudibra ,
lars , called baluſters.
BAMBOO.S. An Indian plant of the reed kind . TO BANĪJH . 7. c. [banir, Fr.] 1. To con
To BAMBOOZLE v . 1. To deceive ; to im
demn to leave his own country. Shakeſp. 2 .
pole upon. Arbuthnot.
To drive away. Tillotfon.
BAMBOOZLER. . A cheat. Arbuthnot.
BA'NISHER . ſ. [ fiom liniſh .) He that forces
another from his owncountry. Shakeſp.
BAN . S. [ban, Teutonick .] 1. Publick notice
given of any thing. Cowell. 2. A curſe ; ex- BA'NISHMENT.S. 1. The act of baniſhing
another. 2. The ſtate of being baniſhed ;
communication. Raleigh. 3. Interdiction. Mil
exile. Dryden.
199. 4. Ban of the empire ; a publick cenſure
by which the privilegesof any German prince BANK. . banc, Saxon . ) 1. The earth riſing
are ſuſpended. Howel.
on each ſide of a water . Craſaw . 2. Any
To BAN.0.0. [bannen , Dutch.) To curſe ; to
heap of earth piled up. Samuel. 3. A bench
execrate . Krolles.
of rowers. Waller. 4. A place where money
BANANA Tree. Plantain .
is laid up to be called for occaſionally . Souib .
BAND. S. (bende, Dutch .) 1. A tye; a ban
5. The company of perſons concerned in ma
dage. Shakeſp. 2. A chain by which any
naging a bank .
animal is kept in reſtraint . Dryden. 3. Any To BAŇK . v . a . (from the noun.] 1. To lay
usion or connexion. Shakeſp. 4. Any thing up money in a bank . 2 . To incloſe with
bound round another . Bacon.
A company
banks . Thomſon .
of perſons joined together Taller. 6. In BANK - BILL . T. ( from bank and bill.) A note
for money laid up in a bank , at the light of
architecture. Any flat low moulding, faſcia,
face , or plinth .
which the money is paid. Swift.
TO BAND. v.a. ( from band .] 1. To unite te- BANKER . S. (from bank . ] One that trafficks in
gether into one body or troop. Milion. 2. To money. Dryden .
bind over with a band. Dryden.
BANKRUPCY. S.( from bankrupr.] 1. The
BA'NDAGE . f. [bandage, Fr.) 1. Something
Nate of a man broken, or bankrupt. 2. The
bound over another. Addiſon . 2. The filletor act of declaring one's ſelf bankrupt,
BANKRUPT. a. (banqueroute, Pr.] la debt
roller wrapped over a wounded member .
beyond the power of payment,
BANDBOX . S. [band and box .] A light box
oſed for bands and other things of ſmall
ht . To BANKRUPT. v . a . To break ; to dilo
able one from fatisfying his creditors. Ham
Addifez .
mond.
BANDELET.S. [ bandeles, Pr . ) Any flatmould
ing or fillet.
BANNER. S. [banniere, Fr,] 1. A fag; a
BANDIT.
3 f. in the plural banditti. Itandard . Milton . 2. A dreamer borge at the
BANDITTO . } [ banditro, Italian. ) A man
end of a lance.
outlawed. Shakeſp. Pope .
BANNERET.S. [ from banner.) A knight raade
BANDOG.J. [band and deg.) Amaſtiff.Shakeſp . in the field . Čamden .
E'ANDOLÉERS. S. [bandoliers, Fr. ) Small BA'NNEROL . S. (from banderole, Fr.) A little
wooden caſes, covered with leather , each of
Aag or ſtreamer. Camder.
thern containing powder chat is a ſufficient BANNIAN . S. A man's undreſs or a morning
charge for a mulket.
gown .
BA 'NDROL. S. ( banderol, Fr. ) A little flag or BA'NNOCK, ſ. A kind of oaten or peaſe meal
cake,
ſtreamer.
BANDY.S. ( from bander, Fr.) A club turned BA'NQUET. S. (banquet, Fr.) A feaſt. Jeb.
round at bottom for ſtriking a ball.
To BA'NQUET. v. a. To treat any one with
TO BANDY. 9. c . 1. To beat to and fro, or
feaſts. Hayward.
from one to another. Blackmore. 2. To give To BANQUET.v. a. To fealt; to fare dainti
and take reciprocally. Shakeſp. 3. To agitate ; ly . Soweb .
BAN
I 2
io tols about. Legke.
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BA’NQUETER . S. [from banquet.] 1. A feaſter; TO BARB.v. a. [from the noun.] 1. To ſave;
one that lives deliciouſly. 2. He that makes
to dreſs out the beard . Shakeſp. 2. To furnich
feaſts.
horſes with armour. Dryden . 3. To jag ar
BANQUET. E .}2
NG-HOUS
TIHOUSE
[banquet and rows witla hooks. Philips.
BANQUE
boule. ] A house BARBACAN.S . ( barbacane, Fr.] 1. A fortifi
cation placed before the walls of a town .
where banquets are kept . Dryden .
BANQUETTE. S. A fmall bank at the foot of Spenſer. 2. An opening in the wall through
the parapet .
which the guos are levelled.
BA'NSTICLE . L. A ſmall filh ; a ſtickle -back . BARBAʼDOES Cherry . [malphigia, Latin .] A 1
pleaſant tart fruit in the Weſt Indies.
TO BA’NTER . v. a . {badiner, Pr . ] To play
BARBA’DOES Tar . A bituminous ſubſtance ,
upon ; to rally . L'Estrange.
BA'NTER . f. [ from the verb .) Ridicule ; rail
differing little from petroleum . Woodward.
BARBARIAN . f. i . A man uncivilized ; a.
lery . L'Eſtrange.
favage. Stilling fleet. 2. A foreigner. Shakeſp.
BANTERER. f. ( from banter.] One that ban
3. A man without pity . Philips.
ters. L'Edrange.
BANTLING. ). [ bairnling.] A little child. BARBARIAN. 2. Savage. Pope.
Prior.
BARBARICK . a . (barbaricus, Lat.) Foreign ;
BAPTISM . S. [ baptifmus, Lat. Bzalogues.] 1. far - fetched . Milion.
A
Baptiſm is given by water, and that preſcript BARBARISM . S. (barbariſmus, Lat.] 1.lan
form of ſpeech contrary to the purity of
form of words which the church of Chriſt
guage. Dryder. 2. Ignorance of arts; want
doth uſe . Heeker. 2. Baptiſm is often taken
in Scripture for ſufferings. Locke.
of learning. Dryden . 3. Brutality ; ſavage
BAPTI'SMAL. a. (from baptiſm .] Of or per
neſs ofmanners ; incivility .Davies. 4. Cruel
ty ; hardneſs of heart. Shakeſp.
taining to baptiſm . Hammonii.
BA'PTIST. S. [baptifte, Fr. Batl.505.] He that BARBARITY. f.[ from barbarous.) 1. Savage
nefs; incivility. 2. Cruelty ; inhumanity.
administers baptiſm . Milton .
BAPTISTERY S. ( baprifterium , Lat.) The Chirendor . 3. Impurity of ſpeech. Swift.
place wherethe facramentof baptiſm is adıni- BARBAROUS. a . (barbare, Pr.) 1. Stranger
to civility ; ſavage ; uncivilized. Davies. 2 .
niſtered. Addiſon .
TO BAPTIZE . v. a. (baptiſer, Fr. from Bate Unacquainted with arts. Dryden. 3. Cruel ;
inhuman . Clarendon .
103w.] To chriſten ; io adminiſter the facra
BA’RBAROUSLY. adv. ( from barbarous ) 1 .
ment of baptiſm . Milton, Rogers .
Without knowledge or arts. 2. In a manner
BAPTIZER. S. [ from to baptize.) One that
contrary to the rules of ſpeech . Stepney. 3.
chriſtens; one ebai adminiſters baptiſm .
Cruelly ; inhumanly . Speciaior.
BAR. L. [barre, Fr. ) 1. A piece of wood laid
croſs a paſſage tohinder entrance . Exodus. 2. BARBAROUSNESS. T.'(from barbarous.] 1 .
Incivility of manners . Temple. 2. Impu
A bolt. Nehemiah. 3. Any obſtacle. Daniel.
rity of language. Brerewood . 3. Cruelty.
4. A rock or bank at the entrance of a har
Hale.
bour. 5. Any thing aled for prevention .
Hooker .' 6. The place where cauſes of law To BAʼRBECUE . m . a. A term for dreſing a
hog whole . Pope.
are tried. Dryden . 7. An incloſed place in
a tavern , where thehouſekeeper lits. Addiſon. BARBECUE . j. A hog dreſt whole.
8. In law. A peremptory exception against a BARBED. particip. e. (from ro barb.] 1. Fur
demand or plea. Ciweli. 9. Any thing by
niſhed with armour. Shakeſp. 2. Bearded ;
which the ſtructure is held together. Jonah. jagged with hooks. Milion .
10. Bars, in mufick, are ſtrokes drawn per- BARBEL . S. ( from barb .) A kind of fiſh found
pendicularly acroſs the lines of a piece of in rivers , Walton .
mufick ; used to regulate the beating or mea- BARBER . ). (from to barb. ) A man who ſhaves
the beard. Wotton .
ſure of muſical time.
BAR SHOT. ſ. Two half bullets joined toge- To BARBER . v . a . ( from the noun .) To dreſs
out ; to powder. Shakeſp.
ther by an iron bar.
To BAR. v . a . ( from the noun .] 1. To faſten BA’RBER -CHIRURGEON. . A man who
or ſhut any thing with a bolt, or bar , Swift.
joins the practice of ſurgery to the barber's
trade . Wiſeman.
2. To hinder; to obitruct. Shakeſp. 3. To
prevent. Sidney. 4. To Mut out from . Dryden. BARBER -MONCER.S. A fop decked out by
his barber. Sbakefp.
5. To exclude from a claim . Houker . 6. To
prohibit. Addiſon. 7 : To except. Shakeſp. BARBERRY. J. (berberis, Lat.] Pipperidge
buſh . Mertimer .
8. To hinder a fuit. Dryden.
BARB. Š. (barba, a beard, Lat ] 1. Any thing BARD . S. [bardd, Welch .) A poet. Spenſer.
that grows in the place of the beard . Walten. BARE . a. (bare, Saxon .) 1. Naked ; with
2. The points that ſtand backward in an
out covering. Addifen. 2 . Uncovered in
arrow . Pope. 3. The armour for horſes.
reſpect. Clarendon. 3. Unadorned ; plain ;
Hayward
ſimple. Spenſer. 4. Detected; without con
BARB. f. ( contracted from Barbary .) A Bar
cealment. Milton . s . Poor ; without plenty .
Hooker . 6. Mere. South . 7. Threadbare ,
bary horſe.
mucha
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much wora.
8. Not united with any thing elſe. BARN. F. (bearn, Saxon.) A place or houſe
Hesker
.
for laying up any ſort of grain, hay , or ſtraw .
To BARE . v... [ from the adjective .) To ftrip.
Addison
Bacon .
BA'RNACLE. S. (bearn, a child , and aac, an
oak .) A bird like a goofe, fabulouſly ſuppoſed
BARE . preterite of to bear.
BAREBONE. f. [ from bare and bone.) Lean .
to grow on trees. Bentley.
BAREFACED . 2. 1. With the face naked ; BAROMETER. S. (trom Bépe , and pézpev. ]
not marked. Shakeſp. 2. Shameleſs ; unre
A machine for meaſuring the weight of the
ferved. Clarendon ,
atmoſphere, and the variations in it, in order
BAREFA'CEDLY. adr . [from barefaced.) 0.
chiefly to determine the changes of the wea
penly ; Thameleſly ; without diſguiſe. Lecke.
ther.
BAREFACEDNESS. S. ( from barefaced .) Ef- BAROME'TRICAL. a . ( from barometer .) Re
lating to the barometer . Derkam .
frontery ; aſſurance ; audaciouſneſs.
BAREFOOT. e. [ from bare and fool .) With- BARON. S. [ Baro, Lar . ) 1. A degree of nobi
lity next to a viſcount. 2. Baron is an officer ,
out ſhoes. Addifon.
BAREFOOTED . a . Without ſhoes. Sidrey.
as barcus of the exchequer. 3. There are allo
BA'REGNAWN. a . ( from bare and grawn.]
barons of the cinque ports, that have places in
Eaten bare. Shakeſp .
the lower bouſe oi parliament. 4. Baron is uſid
BA'REHEADED . 2. (from bare and bead. ]
for the huſband in relation to his wife. Cowell.
Uncovered in reſpect. Dryden.
5. A baron of beef is when the two firloins
BARELY . odv . ( from bare.] 1. Nakedly. 2 .
are not cut alunder. Diet.
Merely ; only. Hooker .
BARONAGE. f. [ from baron.) The dignity of
a baron.
BARENESS. S. [from bare.) 1. Nakedneſs.
Sbakefp. 2. Leanneſs. Shakeſp. 3. Poverty. BARONESS. S. ( baronesſa, Ital . ] A baron's
lady.
Sexib. 4. Meannels of clothes.
BARGAIN . S. (bar gaigne, Fr.) 1. A contract BAPRONET. §. [of baron and et, diminutive
termination .) The loweſt degree of honour
or agreement concerning ſale. Bacca . 2. The
that is hereditary ; it is below a baron, and
thing bought or ſold. L'Eſtrange. 3. Stipula
above a knight.
tion . Becon . 4. An unexpected reply , tending
to obſcenity. Dryden. 5. An event; an upſhot. BAʼRONY. F. (baronnie, Fr.) That honour or
Arbeibret
lordſħip that gives title to a baron , Cowell.
TO BARGAIN . 0. . To make a contract for BA'ROSCOPE. S. [Bcpc and snow :0 .) An in
fale . Addifen,
ſtrument to ſew the weight of the atmof
BARGAINEE' . S. [ from bargain .) He or ſhe
phere. Arbuthnot .
BARRACAN . F. (bouracan , Fr.) A ſtrong thick
that acceptsa bargain.
kind of camelot.
BA'RGAINER. S. ( from bargain .) The perſon
BA'RRACK.S . (barraca, Span .) A building to
who proffers or makes a bargain.
BARGE. f. ( bargie, Durch .) 1. A boat for
lodge ſoldiers.
pleaſure. Raleigh. 2. A boat for burden.
BA'RRATOR . S. Cold Fr. barateur, a cheat. ) A
BARGER . S. (from barge.] The manager of a
wrangler, and encourager oflaw ſuits. Arbuik.
barge. Carew .
BARRATRY.S. [from barrator .) Foul practice
BARK . S. (barck, Daniſh.] 1. The rind or
in law Hudibras,
covering of a tree . Becom . 2. A ſmall ſhip. BA'RREL. f. ( baril, Welch . ) 1. A round
wooden veſſel to be ſtopped cloſe . Dryden. 2. A
(berca , low Lat.) Granv.
barrel of wine is thirty one gallons and a half ;
TO BARK . v . n . ( beorcan, Saxon.] 1. To
make the noiſe which a dog makes . Cowley. 2 .
of ale , thirty iwo gallons ; of beer , thirty lix
clamour
To
at. Shakeſp.
gallons , and ofbeer vinegar, thirty four gallons ,
To BARK . v . a. (from the noun.) To ſtrip trees
5. Any thing hollow , as the barrel of a gun .
of their bark . Temple.
Digby. 4. A cylinder. Moxcn .
EARK BARED. 2. Stripped of the bark . To BARREL. v . 4. To put any thing in a
barrel . Spenjer.
Mortimer .
BARKER . f. [ from bark .) 1. One that barks BARREL -BELLIED . c . Having a large belly,
Dryden.
or clamours. B. Jobnf. 2. One employed in
BARREN. a (bare , Sax .) Not prolifick. Slake.
Atripping trees.
BARKY . 4. ( from bark .) Coplifting of bark.
2. Unfruitful ; nol fertile ; iterile. Pope. 3 .
Shakeſp.
Not copious ; ſcanty. Swif:. 4. Unmcaning ;
BARLEY. S. A grain.
uninventive; dull Slakjp;
BARLEYBRAKE. f. A kind of ruralplay . Sid. BA'RRI'NLY. adv . (from barren ) Unfruit
BARLEY BROTH. $. (barley and broth.]
fully.
BARRENNESS. S. ( from barren .) 1. Want of
Strong beer. Shakeſp .
BARLEYCORN . / (from barley and corn . ) A
the power of procreation . Miitor. 2. Untruita
fulneis, fterility . Bacon , 3. Want of invention .
grain of barley. Tickell.
Dryden. 4. Want of matter . Hocker. 5. In
BARM . S. (burn, Welch . ) Yeaſt ; the ferment
put into drink to make it work. Shakesp.
theology, want of fenfibility. Tailer.
BARMY. 6. ( from barm ) Containing barm . BARREN WORT . ſ. A plant.
BARR
Dryden.
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BARRFUL. 6. [bar and full.] Full of obſtruc-| BA'SHFUL. a. ( verbavſen, Dutch.) 1. Modeli
Thamefaced. Shakeſp. 2. Vitiouſly modeſt.
tions . Shakeſp.
Sidney.
BARRICA'DE. S. ( barricade, Fr.) 1. A forti
fication made to keep off an attack, 2. Any BA'SHFULLY. 'ado. ( from baſhful.) Timo
ſtop ; bar ; obſtruction. Derham.
rouſly ; modeſtly.
TO BARRICA'DE v . a. ( barricader, Fr.) T. BAʼSHFULNESS. ſ. [from beſöful ) 1. Mo
deſty. Dryden. 2. Vitious or ruſtick ſhame.
ſtop up a paſſage. Gay .
BARRICA'DO . F. [ barricada, Span.) A fortifi
Dryden .
BA'SIL
cation ; a bar. Bacon.
. S. The name of a plant.
TO BARRICA'DO, v . a. To fortify ; to bar. BA'SIL . I. The angle to which the edge of a
Clarendon .
joiner's tool is ground away .
BA'RRIER . S. (barriere; Fr.] 1. A barricade ; BA'SIL. S. The ſkin of a ſheep tanned.
an entrenchmeat. Pope. 2. A fortification, or To BAʼSIL . v. a. To grind the edge lof a tool
Itrong place.Swift. 3. A ſtop ; an obſtruction.
to an angle. Mexen .
Walls . 4. A bar to mark the limits of any BASILICA. S. (Bagihaxn.] The middle vein of
the arm. Quincy.
place . Bacon . 5. A boundary: Pope.
BARRISTER . T. ( from bar. ) A perſon quali- BASILICAL . 1 8. (from bafilica .] The baſilick
fied to plead the cauſes of clients in the courts BASI’LICK . } vein . Sharp.
of juſtice. Blount.
BASI'LICK. S. ( baſilique, Fr. Basihan.) A large
hall, a magnificent church.
BA'RROW . ). [benepe, Sax.) Any carriage
moved by the hand, as a hand-barrow . Gay. BASI'LICON . S. [Baoshoxov .) An ointment called
alſo tetrapharmacon. Wiſeman.
BARROW . f. [beng, Sax. ) A hog.
To BARTEŘ . v . n. (barraiter, Fr.) To traf- BA'SILISK . S. (baſili ſous, Lat.) A kind of
ſerpent; a cockatrice ; ſaid to kill by looking.
fick by exchanging one commodity for another.
Collier.
Brown. 2. A ſpecies of cannon. Brown.
To BA'RTER . v. a. To give any thing in ex. BAʼSIN. (baſin , Fr.] 1. A ſmall veſſel to hold
change. Prior.
water for waſhing, or other uſes. Brown . 2 .
BARTER . S. ( from the verb . ) The act or
A ſmall pond. Spectator. 3. A part of the ſea
incloſed in rocks . Pope. 4. Any hollow place
practice of trafficking by exchange. Feltex .
capacious of liquids. Blackmore. 5. A dock for
BA'RTERER.S. [from barter .] He that trafficks
repairing and building Mips . 6. Bajons of a
by exchange.
BA'RTERY. F. ( from barter.] Exchange of balance ; the ſame with the ſcales.
commodities. Camden .
BAʼSIS. S. (bafis, Lat.) 1. The foundation of
BARTRAM . f. A plant; pellitory.
any thing. Dryden. 2. The loweſt of the three
principal parts of a column. Addiſon. 3. That
BASE . a. (bas, French .) 1.Mean ; vile ; worth
on which any thing is raiſed. Denham . 4.
leſs. Peachem. 2. Dilingenuous; illiberal; un
The pedeſtal. Shakeſp. s . The ground- work .
generous . Atterbury: 3. Of low ſtation ; of
Shakeſp.
mean account. Dryden . 4. Baſeborn ; born
out of wedlock . Camden. 5. ( Applied to me- | TO BASK. v . a . [backeren, Dutch.) To warm
by laying out in the heat . Milton .
tals ; ) without value. Watis . 6. ( Applied to
TO BASK . v . n. To lie in the warmth. Dryden .
ſounds ;) deep, grave. Bacon.
BASE -BORN . a .Born out of wedlock . Gay.
BASKET . . [ baſged, Welch .) A vefſel made
of twigs, ruſhes, or ſplinters. Dryden.
BASE - COURT . S. Lower court.
BASKET-HILT. S. Å hilt of a weapon ſo
BASE -MINDED. a . Mean ſpirited . Camden .
BASE-VIOL . S. An inſtrument uſed in concerts
made as to contain the whole hand. Hudibras.
BASKET -WOMAN.S. A woman that plies at
for the baſe found. Addifon.
markets with a baſket .
BASE . . ( bas , Freoch .] 1. The bottom of any
thing. Prier. 2. The pedestal of a ſtatue . BASS. a. ( In muſick .) Grave ; deep.
Broome. 3. Hoistings. Sidney. 4. The bottom BASS -VIOL. See BASE- VIOL .
of a cone. 5. Sinckings . Hudibras. 6. The BASS. : [ by Junius derived from ſome Britiſa
place from which racers orLillers run . Dryden .
word fignitying a ruf ; perhaps properly bels,
7. The ſtring that gives a baſe found. Dryden.
from the French bede.) A mat uſed in churches,
Mortime
r.
8. An old ruitick play . Shakeſp.
To BASE. v . a. (baſier, Fr. ) To embaſe ; to BASS -RELIEF. S. [bas and relief ] Sculpture ,
the figures of which do not ſtand out from the
make leſs valuable. Bacon.
BASELY. adv. (from bale .) 1. Meanly ; dif
ground in their full proportion.
honourably. Clarendon. 2. In baſtardy. Knolles. BASSET . /.(ballet, Fr.] A gaineat cards. Dennis,
BAʼSENESS. J: [from baſe.) 1. Meannels ; BASSON . 37. [ballon , Fr. ) A muſical inſtru .
vileneſs. Souih. 2. Vilencis of metal. Swife. BASSOON . $ ment of the wind kind , blown
with a reed.
3. Baſtardy. Shakeſp. 4. Deepneſs of Sound.
BASSOCK . /. Baſs.
Bacon,
To BASH . v. m. ( probably from bafe .] To be BASTARD. S. (bafiardd, Welch.) 1. A perſon
alhamed . Spenſer.
born of a woman out of wedlock. 2. Any thing
BASHA'W.j. Among the Turks, the viceroy of
ſpurious. Shakeſp.
a province, Bacon .
BASTARD. a. i . Begotten out of wedlock.
Shakeſp .
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Shakeſp. 2. Spurious; ſuppoſitious ; adulte- BA'TING. prep: [ from bate . ) Except. Rowe.
BA'TLET. L. ( from bat. ) A ſquare piece of
rate . Temple.
wood ufed in beating linen . Shakeſp.
T. BASTARD . Y. e. To convie of being a
baſtard . Bacon .
BATO'ON .S. [baton , Fr. formerly ſpelt befton .]
TO BAʼSTARDIZE. W. a. ( from baſtard .) 1 .
J. A ſtaff or club . Bacon. 2. A truncheon or
To convict of being a baſtard. 2. To beget a
marſhal's ſtaff.
BA'TTAILLOUS. ( from battaille, Fr. )War
baſtard . Shakefp.
like ; with military appearance. Fairfax.
BA'STARDLY. adv. [ from baſtard.) In the
manner of a baſtard. Donxe.
BATTA'LIA . ( battaglia, Ital.] The order of
TO BASTE . v.a. (baftonner , Fr. ) 1. To beat
battle. Clarendon .
with a ſtick . Hudibras. 2. To drip butter upon BATTA’LION.S. (bataillon, Fr. ) 1. A diviſion
meat on the ſpit. Shakeſ. 3. To ſew fightly .
of an army ; a troop ; a body of forces. Pope.
( bajter , Fr. ]
2. An army . Shakeſp.
BASTINA'DÉ . ? S. ( baftonrode, Fr. ] 1. The To BATTEN . v.2.1 . To fatten , or make fat.
Miltos. 2. To fertilize. Philips.
BASTINA'DO . } act of beating with a cud
gel. Sidney. 2. A Turkiſh puniſhment of To BA'TTEN . v. n . To grow fat. Garth.
beating an offender on his feet.
BA'TTEN . S. A batten is a ſcantling of wooden
TO BASTINA'DE . ? v. Q. (from the noun ;
Ituff. Moxon.
TO BASTINA'DO .
baftonner, Fr.) To beat. TO BATTER. v.a. (battre, to beat , Fr. ) 1. To
beat ; to beat down.Waller. 2. To wear with
Arburbnor.
BA'STION.S.[baſtion Fr.) a huge maſs of earth , beating. Swift. 3. To wear out with ſervice.
Southern .
uſually faced with fods, ſtanding out from a
rampart ; a bulwark . Harris.
BA'TTER . F. ( from to batter. ) A mixture of
ſeveral ingredients beaten together. King.
BAT. ). (bat, Şax .) A heavy Rick. Hakewell.
BAT . S. An animal having the body of a mouſe BA'TTERER . J. [ from batter.) Hethat batters.
and the wings of a bird ; not with feathers, BA'TTERY. Š. (batterie, Fr.] 1. The act of
but with a ſort of ſkin which is extended. It
battering . Locke. 2. The inſtruments with
brings forth its young alive, and ſuckles them.
which a town is battered. South. 3. The frame
Davis.
upon which cannons are mounted . 4. In law,
BAT-FOWLING. S. [ from bat and fowl.] Bird
a violent ſtriking of any man . Shakeſp.
catching in the night time. They light BATTLE . F. (battaile, Fr.) 1. A fight; an
torches , then beatthe buſhes ; upon which the
encounter between oppoſite armies. Ecclefiak ,
birds flying to the flames, are caught . Peacham .
2. A body of forces. Bacon. 3. The main body.
BATABLE. a . ( from base.) Diſputable. Ba
Hayward.
table ground ſeems to be the ground hereto- To BATTLE. V. n. [batailler, Fr.) To contend
fore in queſtion, whether it belonged to Eng
in fight. Prior .
land or Scotland.
BATTLE -ARRAY.S. Array, or order of battle.
BATCH . T. ( from bake.) 1. The quantity of Addifon .
bread baked at a cime. Mortimer. 2. Any BATTLE -AXE . S. A weapon; a bill. Carew .
quantity made at once. Ben. Jobnfon.
BA'TTLE -DOOR. f. [ door and battle. ) An in
BATCHELOR . See BACHELOR .
Arument with a round handle and a flac blade.
BATE . /. ( from debate.) Strife ; contention.
Locke.
TO BATE.V. a. ( contracted from abate.] 1. TO BATTLEMENT. S. [ from battle.) A wall with
interſtices, Norris.
leffen any thing; to retrench . Shakeſp . 2. To
link the price. Locke. 3.' Toleſſen a demand . BA'TTY. a . ( from bar .) Belonging to a bat.
Stakeſp. 4. To cut off. Dryden.
Shakeſp.
To BATE.V. n . 1. To grow leſs. Shakeſp; 2. BAVAROY. L. A kind of cloke. Gay.
To remit . Dryden.
BAUBEE . S. In Scotland, a halfpenny. Bramſt.
BATE. once the preterite of bite. Spenſer.
BA'VIN . /. A ſtick like thoſe bound up in
BATEFUL. a. (from bate and full.] Contenti - l faggots. Mortimer.
To BAULK . See Balk .
ous, Sidney
BA'WBLE. S. [ baubellum , barbarous Latin .] A
BA'TEMENT . f. Diminution. Moxon .
gew -gaw ; a trilling piece of finery. Privr.
BATH . S. (báð. Sax . ) 1. A barb is either hot or
cold, either of art or nature . Aldiſon . 2. BAWBLING. a . ( from bawble .) Trifling ; con
Outward heat, applied to the body. Stakeſp.
temptible. Shakeſp.
3. A veſſel of hot water, in which another is BA'WCOCK . 8. A fine fellow . Shakeſp.
placed that requires a ſofter heat than the BAWD. I. [baude, old Fr. ) A procurer or pro
curefs . Dryden .
naket fire. Quincy. 4. A fort of Hebrew
meaſure, containing ſeven gallons and four To BAWD. V.n . ( from the noun .) To procure .
pints . Calmer,
Swife.
TO BATHE . v.a. {badian, Sax.] 1. To waſh BA'WDILY adv. (from bawdy ) Obſcenely .
in a bath. South . 2. To ſupple or ſoften by the BAWDINESS. F. (from bawdy.) Obſceneneſs.
outward application of warm liquors.Dryden. BA'WDRICK . J. (See BALDRICK . ) A belt .
Chapman.
3. To wath with anything . Dryder.
TO BATHE.v. n. To be in thewater. Waller . BA'WDRY.5.1 . A wicked practice of procuring
and
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and bringing whores and rogues together . BE’ADSMAN. S. [ from bead and man.) A man
employed in praying for another.Spenſer.
4 ; liffe. 2. Oblienity . Ben . Joknjin.
BAWDY. a . (trum buwd. ] Obliene ; unchalie. BE'AGLE. ſ . (bigle, fr.) A ſmall hound with
which hares are hunted . Dryden .
BAWDY -HOUSE . [. A houſe where traffick is BEAK . F. [bec, Fr.) 1. The bill or horny mouth
made by wickedneſs and debauchery . Dennis .
of a bird. Milton . 2. A piece of braſs like a
To BAWL . v.m.( balo, Lat .) 1. To hoot ; to cry
beak , fixed at the head of the ancient gallies.
out with great vehemcace. Smith on Philips,
Dryden. 3. Any thing ending in a point like a
beak . Cariw .
2. To cry as a froward child. L'Eſtrange.
beak .
To BAWL. v . a . To proclaim as a crier. Swift.BE'AKED, a. (from beak . ] Having
Milion.
BAUREL . P. A kind of hawk . Di &t .
BE'AKER . f. [ from beak.) A cup with a ſpout
BAWSIN . f. A badger. Di &t.
BAY. a . ( badius , Lai ) A bay horſe is inclining
in the form of a bird's beak . Pope.
to a chelnut . All boy hories thave black BEAL.S. (bella, Ital.] A whelk or pimple.
To BEAL . v. n. ( from the noun .) To ripen ;
manes. Dryden .
BAY. S. [baye, Dutch . ) An opening into the
to gather matter.
Bacon
land .
.
BEAM . [. (beam, Saxon ; a tree .] 1. The
BAY . J. The fate of any thing ſurrounded by main piece of timber that ſupports the houſe .
enemics, Swift , Thomſen .
Dryden . 2. Any large and long piece of
BAY. f. In architecture, a term uſed to ſignify
timber. Dryden . 3. That part of a balance,
the magnitude of a building . Bays are from
at the ends of which the ſcales are ſuſpended.
Wilkins. 4. The horn of a ftag . Deniam . 5 .
fourteen to twenty feet long. Shakeſp.
BAY.1. A tree .
The pole of a chariot , 6. A cylindrical piece
of wood belonging to the looin , on which the
BAY. !. An honorary crown or garland. Pope.
To BAY, Q. n . 1. To bark as a dog at a ibicf. web is gradually rolled as it is wove. Chroni
cles. 7. The ray of light emitted from ſome lu
Sperler. 2. To put in . Shakelp.
To BAY . v.a. To follow with barking. Shakeſp . minous body . Pope.
BAY Salı. Salt made of ſea water, which receives To BEAM. v. n . (from the noun .] To emit rays
or beams . Pope.
its conſiſtence from the heat of the ſun , and
is ſo called from its brown colour. Bacon .
BEAM Tree . Wildſervice.
BAY Wir.dow . A window jutting outward. BE’AMY. a. (from beam .) 1. Radiant; ſhining ;
emitting beams, Smith , 2. Having horns or
Shakeſp
antlers. Dryder ,
BAYARD . S.[from bay.) A bay horſe.
BAYONET. F. ( bayonette, Fr. ] A ſhort ſword BEAN. J. [faba, Lat.] The camrron garden
murket.
a
of
end
bean. The horie bean .
fixed at the
BDE LLIUNI. S. [ BDE2160 .) An aromatick gum BEAN Caper. ( fabago.) A plant,
brought from the Levant. Raleigh .
To BEAR . v. 6. pret. I bore, or bare. {beoran ,
To BE. v.1 . 1. To have ſome certain ftate .
Sax . ! 1. To carry as a burden. Ijaiak . 2. To
condition, quality; as , the man is wife . Slanel.
convoy or carry. Dryder. 3. To carry as a
2. It is the auxiliary verb by which the verb
mark of authority . Shakeſp. 4. To carry as a
pastive is formed . Slakep. 3. To exil ; to
maik of diſtinction. Hale , 5 . To carry as in
fhow . Skahtjp . 6. To carry asin truit . Jcbs .
hare exiſtence . Dryvien . 4. To have ſome
7. To lupport; to keep from falling . Hooker.
thing by appointment or rule. Lecke.
8. To keep afloat. Genelis. 9. To ſupport
BEACH . /. The thore ; the ſtrand. Milion .
PE'ACHED . a . ( from beach.) Expoſed to the with proportionate ſtrength. Arburknot. 10.
To carry in the mind , as love , hate . Daniel,
waves. Shakeſp
IHACHY. a. (trom beach .) Having beaches. 11. To egúvre , as pain, without ſinking .
Siukelp
Pfalm . 12. To luftcr ; to undergo. Jub. 13 .
To permit. Dryden. 14. To be capable of ;
PCACON. F. (beacon, S:xon .] 1. Something
raiſed on an eminence, to be fired on the
to admit. Hocker. 15. To produce, as fruit.
approach of an coemy. Gay. 2. Marks erected
Pope. 16. To bring forth , as a child. Genefis.
to direct navigators.
17. To poſters, as power or honour. Addiſon.
PEAD . / [ beade, prayer, Sax .) 1. Small globes 18. To gain ; to win. Shakeſp . 19. To
maintain ; to keep up . Locle. 20. To ſupport
or balls (trung upon a thread, and uſed by the
Romanists to count their prayers. Pope. 2 . any thing good or bad. Bacon 21. To exhibit,
Lietle balls worn about the neck for ornament,
Dryden. 22. To be anſwerable for. Dryden .
Srakepp. 3. Any globular bodies. Beyle.
23. To fupply . Dryden. 24. To be the object
ELAD Tree. ( AZEDARACH .] The nut is, by
of. Shakeſp. 25. To behave. Skakelp: 26.
To impel; to urge; to puſh . Hayward. 27 .
religious pertons, bored through , and ſtrung as
beads ; whence it takes its namne . Miller .
To prets. Ben . Johnſos. 28. To incite ; io
EF'ADLE . . [by del , Saxon ; a melTenger ] 1 .
animate . Milion . 29. To bear in kard. To
amule with falle pretences; to deceive. Shak.
A meſicnger or ſervitor belonging to a court.
30. To bear of To carry away by force.
Cowell. 2. A peuty officer in pariſhes. Prior .
Creeth. 31. To bear oui, To ſupport ; to
DE ADROLL . ; [ irom bead and roll.] A cata
maintain . Spush.
icgue of chofe who are to be mentioned at
prayers. Baron.
Το
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TO BEAR v.3. 1. To ſuffer pain. Pepe. 2.1 Johnſor : 2. Having the nature or form of
To be pacient. Dryden . 3. To be fruitful or
beaſts. Prior,
prolifick. Bacen . 4. To tako effect ; to ſucceed. To BEAT. v. c . preter. beat, part. paſi. beat,
Guardian . 5. To tend ; to be directed to
or beaten. (bo !!re, French . ] 1. To ſtrike ; to
knock. Dryden. 2. To puniſh with ſtripes.
any point . Boyle. 6. To act as an impellent.
Wilkins. j . To act upon. Hayward . 8. To
Locke. 3. Toitrike an intrument of muſick .
Skakelp. 4. To osmsr.inute by blows . 37come.
be ſituated with reſpect to other places . 9. To
bearxp. To ſtand firm without falling. Broome .
5. To ſtrike ground , to rouze game . Prior.
10. To bear wish . To endure an unplealing
6. To threth corn . Ruth . 7. To irix things by
thing. Milton .
long and frequent agitation. Boyle. 8. To batter
with engines of war judges. 9. To caſh, as
BEAR.S. (bera, Sax.) 1. A rough favage animal.
Shakeſp. 2. The name of two conttellations ,
water , or bruſh , as wind. Pome. 10. To tread
called the greater and lejjer bear ; in the tail
a path Blackmore. 11. To make a path by
treading it. Locke. 12. To conquer ; to ſub
of the lefjer bear, is the pole ſtar. Creech .
due ; to vanquiſh. Arbuthnot . 13. To ha
BEAR BIND. S. A ſpecies of bindweet.
BEAR -FLY . ]. An infect. Bacon .
raſe ; to over-labour. Hakewell. 14. To lay,
BEAR-GARDEN . S. ( from bear and garden .) or preſs. Skakelp. 15. To depreſs. Addijon.
16. To drive by violence. Dryden. !7 . To
sport,
kept
bears
for
are
1. A place in which
move with flutie: ing agitation . Dryden. 18.
Spectair. 2. Any place of tumult or mifruje
To beat down. To leilin the price demand
BEAR'S -BREECH . S. ( Acanibus.] The name
of a plant.
ed. Dryden. 19. To beat up. To attack fud
denly. 20. To bear the best. To walk ; to go
BEAR'S- EAR, or Auricula . The name of a
on toct .
plant.
BEAR'S -POOT. F. A ſpecies of hellebore .
TO BEAT .v.7. To move in a pulſatory manner.
Collier . 2. To dish as a flood or ſtorin . Bacon .
BEAR'S- WORT. S. An herb.
BEARD . S. (beard, Sax .) 1. The hair that
3. To knock at a door. Judges. 4. To throb ;
to be in agitation . Shakep. 5. To fluctuate ;
grows on the lips and chin. Prior. 2. Beard is
to be in motion . Shokelp. 6. To try different
uſed for the face. Hudibras. 3. He has a long
ways ; to ſearch . Pope. 1. To act upon with
beard, he is old . Locke. 4. Sharp prickles
violence. Jonai. 8. To enforce by repetition.
growing upon the ears of corn . L'Eſtrange. 5 .
Hooker .
A barb on an arrow . 6. The beard of a horſe ,
BEAT.
S. [ from the verb.] 1. Stroke. 2. Man
bridle.
the
is that part which bears the curb of
Farrier's Diet.
ner of Atriking. Grew .
To BEARD. v. a. (from beard.] 1. To take or BEATEN . Particip. [from beat.
pluck by the beard. Shakeſp. 2. To oppoſe to BEATER . f. [from bear. ] 1. An inſtrument
ihe face . Swift .
with which any thing is comminuted or
BEARDED . 6. ( from beard .) 1. Having a
mingled. Moxon. 2. A perfon much given to
blows . Afcham .
prickles,
as
beard . Dryden . 2. Having Marp
BEATIFICAL. a . (beatificus, low Lat .) Bliſs
corn . Milton. 3. Barbed or jagged. Dryden.
BEARDLESS. a. ( from beard.j 1. Without a BEATIFICK . S ful. It is uſed only of
beard . Camden. 2. Youthful . Dryden.
heavenly fruition after death, South.
BE'ARER . L. ( from to bear. ) 1. A carrier of BEATIFICALLY. adv . [ from beatifical.) la
ſuch amanner as to compleat happinefs. Hake.
any thing. Swif:. 2. One employed in carry
ing burthens. Chronicles. 3. One who wears BEATIFICATION . J. Beatification is an ac
knowledgment made by the pope, that the
any thing. Shakeſp. 4. One who carries the
perſon beatified is in heaven, and therefore
body to the grave. 5. A tree that yields its
produce. Beyle. 6. In architecture. A post or
may be reverenced as bleiled ,
brick wall raiſed up between the ends of a To BEATIFY. v.a. (bestifico, Lat.) To bleſs
piece of timber.
with the completion of celestial enjoyment.
Hammond.
BE ARHERD / ( from bear and lerd .) A man
that tends bears. Shakejp .
BE ATING.S. [from beat . ] Correction by blows.
BEARING . f. [ from bear.] 1. The file or
Ben . Johnson
place of any thing with reſpect to fimething BEATITUDE. Ç. [bcatitude, Lat.) 1. Blelled
Ceſture
behaviour.
elſe . Pope. 2.
; mien ;
nel:; felicity ; happineſs. Taylor. 2. A decla
mation of blefiedneis made by our Saviour to
Shakejp.
BE'ARWARD . S. (from bear and ward.] A
particular virtues.
BEAU . S. ( bear , Fr. ) A man of dreſs. Dryden.
keeper of the bear. Stokelp.
BEAST. lbefie. Fr.) 1.An animal dininguiſhed BE'AVÉR ) . (bicvrc, Fr.) 1. An animal, other
wile named the caſcr , amphibious, and re
from birds, inſects, fiſhes, and man . Slokelp .
markable for his art in building his habitacion .
2. An irrational animal, opposed to man .
Hakewell. 2. A hat of the beſt kind . Audijon.
Dryden. 3. A brutal ſavage man.
PEASTINCS . See BEESTINGS.
3. The part of a helmet that covers the face.
BE'ASTLINESS. . [from becftly .] Brutality .
Ibavire, Fr.) Bacon .
BE'AVERED . a . ( from beaver.) Covcred with
BEASTLY . a . ( from real. ) 1. Brutal ; con
a beaver . Pepe.
BEAUISH
K
trary to the nature and dignity of man. Ber .
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BEAU'ISH . a. (from beau .] Befitting a beau ; garden. Bacer. 5. The channel of a river, or
foppiſh.
any hollow. Addiſon. 6. The place where any
BEAUTEOUS . a. ( from beauty.] Fair ; elegant
thing is generated. Addifen. 7. A layer ; a
in form . Pricr .
fratum . Burnet. 8. To bring 10 BED. To
BEAU’TEOUSLY. alv. (from beateous .) In a
deliver of a child. 9. To make the BED. TO
beauteous manner. Taylor.
put the bed in order after it has been uſed.
BEAUTEOUSNESS. / (trom beauteous .) The To BED . v. a. ( from the noun .) 1. To go to
Nate of being beauteous. Donne,
bed with . Skakelp. 2. To be placed in bed.
BEAUTIFUL Fair . Raleigh .
Bacon. 3. To be made partaker of the bed.
EEAU'TIFULLY. adv. ( trom beautiful.) lo a
Bacon . 4. To low or plane in earth . Mortimer .
b autiful manner . Prier.
5. To lay in a place of reft . Denne. 6. To lay
BEAUTIFULNESS. 1. ( from beautiful ] The
in order ; in ſtrata . Shakeſp.
q - lity of being beautiful .
To BED . v . n . To cohabit. Wiſeman .
To BEAUTIFY . v. a . (from beauty.) To a- To BEDABBLE . v . a . (from datble .) To wet ;
dorn ; to embelliſh . Blackmore.
to beſprinkle . Shakeſp.
TO BEAUTIFY. v. n . To grow beautiful. TO BEDA'GGLE. v. a. ( from daggle.) To be
mire.
Addiſon .
BEAU'TY.S. (becuté, Fr.) i . That aſſemblage To BEDA'SH . v. c. (from dafo.) To beſpatter.
Shakeſp.
of graces, which pleaſes the eye. Ray. 2. A
particular grace.Dryden . 3. A beautiful per- TO BEDAWB.v.a. (from dawb.) To beſmear.
fon . Par. Loft.
Shakesp.
To BEA'UTY . v. a . ( from the noun .) To a- To BEDAZZLE. To make the light dim by
dorn ; to beautify . Sbakelp.
too much luſtre. Shakeſp.
BEAUTY-SPOT. ). (from beauty and ſpot. ) A BEDCHAMBER. The chamber appropriated
froe placed to heighien ſome beauty. Grew.
to reft . Clarendon .
BECAFI'CO. / . [ becafigo, Span.) A bird like a BEDCLO'ATHS. S. Coverlets ſpread over a
bed. Shakesp .
nightingale; a fig -pecker. Pope.
( from bed .] The nether
To BECA'LM . v . a . ( from calm .] 1. To ftill BEDDER .
.
.} - Home of an oi Thien.
from mocion. Locke. -3 . To quiet the mind. BE'DDING . ). (from bed. ) The materials of a
bed. Dryden .
Philips
To BEDECK . v. a . ( from deck.) To deck ; to
BECAME. The preterite of become.
BECAUSE . conjunét. ( trom by and cauſe.) For
adorn. Norris.
this reaſon that; on this account that . Hamm. BE’DEHOUSE. S. [ from bede, Sax . a prayer,
To BECHANCE . v . n. (from be and chance.]
and houſe.) An hoſpital or almhouſe.
To befal; to happen to . Shakeſp.
To BEDEW. v . a . [ from dew . ) to moiſten
BE'CHICKS. S. ( Bayona.) Medicines proper for gently , as with the fall of dew. Stakeſp:
relieving coughs .
BE'DFELLOW . f. (trom bed and fellow .)
To BECK. v. a . ( beacn , Sax . ) To make a lign
One that lies in the ſame bed . Skakeſp.
with the head. Shakeſp .
To BE'DIGHT. v.a. ( from digbı.] To adors ;
to dreſs. Gay.
BECK . S. ( trom the verb.) 1. Align with the
head ; a nod. Milton . 2. A nod of command , To BEDIM.v.m . (from dim .) To obſcure ; to
cloud ; to darken. Shakejp .
Pope.
To BECKON . v. r . To make a lign. Aldiſor.To BEDI'ZEN . v.a. (from dizen. )To dreſs out .
To BECLIP. v . a. (of be clyppan, Sax . ) To BEDLAM . S. (corrupted from Berblehem , the
embrace .
name of a religious houle in London, convert
To BECOME. v. c. pret I became; comp. pret ,
ed afterwards into an hoſpital for themad.) 1 .
A madhouſe. 2. A madman Shakeſp.
I have become. 1. To enter into ſome itate or
condition.Gen. ii . 7. 2. To become of. To be BE DLAM . a. Belonging to a madhouie. Stakes.
BE'DLAMITE. J. [from Bedlam .) A madman .
tbe fate of ; to be the end of. Raleigh .
Lewis .
To BECOME . v. a . (from be or by, and
Cpemen , Sax .) 1. To appear in a manner BE'DMAKER.S. ( from bed and make .) A perfon
ſuitable to fomething . Dryden . 2. To be
in the universities , whole office it is to make
the beds. Speciaior.
ſuitable to the perion ; to betil. Shakeſp . Stilo
line fleet.
BEDMATE . S (from bed and maie. ] A bed
BSCU MING . part. 6. [ from become.] That fellow . Shakejp.
which pleates by an elegant propriety ; grace- BE’DMOULDING.
BEDDING MOULDING , } [from bed and
ful. Suckling
mould.} A para
BI COMING. Š. ( from become.) Behaviour . ticular moulding. Builder's Dict .
Shaketp.
S. [ from bed and pujt.] The post ac
BECOMINGLY.adv.After a becomingmanner. BE'DPOST.
the corner of the bed, which ſupports the
DI COMINGNESS . S. [from becoming.) Elegale canopy. Wiſeman.
congruity ; propriety . Grew .
BE'DPRESSER .J. A heavy lazy fellow . Stakes.
BED .). ved. Sax .] 1. Something made to ſleep To BEDRA GOLE, v . a. To joil the cloaths .
Lodging
Bacon.
on .
2.
. Shakejp. 3. Marriage .
Swifi .
TO
Clarendon. 4. A bans of tartha railed in a
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TO BEDRE NCH. 9. 2. (be and drench .) To BEEVES.S. ( The pheralof Beef.} Black cattle ;
oxen. Milion , Pope.
Cress ; to loak . Sickeſp .
BEDRID. e. (trom bed and ride.) Confined to To BEFA’LL. 9. n. (it hef :!!, it lat tefallen .)
1. To happen to . Additon. 2. T. come to
the besty age or ficknefs. Stakeſp.
pafs. Milica. 3. To befall of. To become of.
BE DRITE. ſ. The privilege of the marriage
Stately.
bed Söcke
To BEDROP. 2. c. ( from be and drop.) TO TO BEFIT. 9. 6. To fuit; to be fuiralle :).
Milion,
be.priskie; to mark win drops. Pupe.
Bt DSTLAD. J. (irom bed and flead.) The To BEFOOL. v. c .[ from be and fool.] To in
trade on which the bed is placed. Swift.
fatuate ; to fool. South .
BEDSTRAW .* \. The ſtraw laid under a bed BEFORE. prep. [bifon, Sax.! 1. Farther on
to make it hit Bacsa.
ward in place. Dryden. 2. In the front of ;
BEDSWE'RVER /. One that is fille to the not behind. Par. Loft. 3. In the preſence of.
bez. Seitp.
Dryden. 4. In fighi of Shakeſp. s . Under the
B! DTIME. 1. (itom bed and time ] The hour
cognizance of. Aylitje. 6. In the power of.
of seit. M.
Dryden. 7. By the impulie of fomething be
TO BEDCNG . s.a. To cover with dizę.
hind. Sbakelp. 8. Preceding in time. Dryden .
BEDUST
TO
.
2. ( from be and duj? ) To
9. In preference to. Hooker . 10. Priorió. 11 .
duit.
taske
Superiour to.
30 DWARD. ods. [ from bed and ward.) To- BEFORE. ado. 1. Sooner than ; earlier in time.
Par. Lojt. 2. In time pait . Dryden . 3. la
+2: bed. Si skep.
T : BEDWARF. 4.6. To make little ; to ſtunt.
ſome timelately patt . Hale. 4. Pieviouſly to.
Dansz.
Swifi. 5 . To this time ; hither:o . Dryden. 6 .
Already. Dryden. 7. Farther onward in place.
BE DWORK . /. [ from bed and work. Work
Shakelp.
perturbed shoot coil of the hands. Sbakelo.
BI E.1. beo, Sax.) 1. The animal that makes BEFOREHAND. adv. 1. In a fate of antici
tzv . Lauke. 2. An induſtrious and careful
pation, or preoccupation. Addiſon . 2. Previ
person
ouily ; by way of preparation . Hooker . 3. In a
TEE-EATER.S. (from bee and est.) A birdenat state of accumulation ; or ſo as that more has
been received than expended. Bacon. 4. At
ce: upon bets.
BEL-FLOWER S. ( from bee and foower .) A
firtt ; beiore any thing is done . L Fitrange.
BEFORETIME. ade . Formerly. 1 Sam .
mio colitoats. Miller .
BE :-WARDEN. !. A piace to fet hives of To BEFO'R TUNE. v.a. To beride. Stahes.
ness in Marmer.
To BEFO UL . W.m. To make toul ; to foil .
ELE -HIVE, ſ. The cale, or box , in which bees To BEFRIEND. v. 4. To favour; 19 be kind
20
.
10. Pipe.
! -MASTER.J.One that keeps bees. Mert. To BEFRINGE. v. a. To decorate, as with
fringes. Pape.
K2CH ). abece, or boc , Sax.j A tree. Dryden.
LEUCHEN. 2. (oucene , Sax.] Conífting of the TO BLG . V. n. ( begerren , Germ . ) To live upon
alms. Luke.
me te beech. Dryder.
ELLF.: (bzaf, Fr.) 1.1 he fleſh of black cattle To BEG . v. c. 1. To ak ; to ſeek by petition.
Faredior food . Swift. 2. An ox, buil, or
Matth. 2. To take any thing for granted.
493 : It
the plural beeves. Raleigh.
Burnet.
B2LF... Coafuig of the Aeth of black cattle. To BEGʻET. o. a . I begot ; or begat; I have
begotten . ( begetan, Sax . ) 1. To generate ; to
procreate. Ijciab. 2. To produce, as effects.
BLF-LATIR . A yeoman of the guard.
EELN ( non, sax .) The participle prelerile Shakeſp . 3. To produce, as accidents. Denh .
TO BL.
BEGETTER . F. (from beget.) He that procre
ate , or begets. Locke.
BLER. J. Thir, Welch ] Liquor made of malt
*** g Barse
BEGGAR . f. [ from beg.) 1. One who lives
ELLSTINGS.) See BIESTISGS .
upon aims. Brcome. 2. A petitioner. Dryden.
2-37
heia, Lat.) The name of a plant.
3. One who aſſumes what he does not prove .
LETLF . 1.; titel, Sax.) 1. An inſect diriia
Tilerſen.
Ez eu by maria ; hard caies or theaths, under To BE GGAR . v . a. (from the noun .) 1. To
state cd his wifizs. Siakeſp. 2. A heavy
reduce to beggary ; to inpoveriſh . Grant. 2 .
paks: hingfieet.
To deprive. Stan.jp: 3. To exhauſt . Sbakelp .
TE. ITLE . E .. To już out. Stakeſp.
BEGGARLINESS. 1. rom bez zarly .! The
LLID VED .
fate of being, beggarly .
Having psominert
BE GGARLY a . ( ronibeggar.) Mean ; poor ;
ind gent . Ssuib.
ELLTEHEATED . Lazberheaded , having a
BEGGARLY. alv. from beggar. ) Meanly ;
- 1 Sickejp.
Edit:TOCK . ). The handle of a tecile .
deipicabiy Hocker .
| BEGGARY..trombocgar ., Indigerce . Swift.
ETXATE .
TO BEGIN . O... I began , or beyun : I have
Beet.
EZIKALISH.}
berun. (beginn . ), Sax . ] 1. To enter u ; a
K 2
fomens
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ſomething new . Cowley ., 3. To commence TO BEHICHT. v. 4.pret ,bebet, part. bebight.
any action or ſtate. Ezekiel, Prior. 3. TO
[ from hatan.] 1. To promiſe. Sper fer. 2. To
entruſt ; to commit . Spenſer.
enter upon existence. 4. To have its original.
Pope. 5. To take rile. Dryden . 6. To come BEHIND. prep. (hidan, Sax.] 1. At the back
into act. Dryden.
of another. Knolles. 2. On the back part.
TO BEGIN . v. 4. 1. To do the firſt act of any
Mark. 3. Towards the back. Judges. 4. Fol
thing Pope. 2. To trace from any thing as
lowing another. 2 Sam . 5. Remaioing after
the tuit ground Locke. 3. To begin with. To
the departure of ſomething elſe. Shakeſp. 6 .
enter upon. Geoernment of the Tongue.
Remaining atter the death of thoſe to whom it
BEGINNER. J. ( from bigin } 1. He that
belonged. Pope. 7. At a diſtance from ſome
gives the firſt caule, or original, to any thing.
thing going before. Dryden. * 8. Inferiour to
Hooker . 2. An unexperienced attempter.
anctaer. Hioker . 9. On the other ſide of
Hocker .
ſomething. Dryden ,
BEGINNING . f . [from begin .) 1. The first BEHIND . adw . Out ofſight. Locke.
original or cauſe . Swift. 2. The entrance into BEHINDHAND. adv. ( trom behind and band.]
ach, or being . Deniais . 3. The ſtate in which
1. In a ſate in which rents or profits are anti
any thing fint is. Dryden . 4. The rudiments,
cipated. Locke, 2. Not upon equal terms , with
regard to forwardneſs. Spectator.
or first grounds. Locke. 5. The firſt part of
To BEHOʻLD. v. a . pret. I beheld , I have be.
any thing. Pope.
held , or behelden. (behealdan, Sax . ] To view ;
TO BEGIRD, v. a. I begiri, or begirded ; I
to fee ; Dryden.
have girt. 1. To bind with a girdle. Milten .
2. To furround; to encircle . Prior. 3. To ſhyt BEHOLD. interje &t. See ; lo. Genefis, Milten .
BEHOIDEN . parti. a . (gebouden , Dutch . )
ir wiin a fiege ; to beleaguer , Clarendon .
BEGLERBEG . Š. ( Turkish | The chiei gover Bound in gratitude . Shakelp :
BEHOLDER. f. [ from beheld. ) Spectator.
nour of a province amongst the Turks .
To BEGNA'W. v.a. (irom be and graw . ] To Atterbury .
BEHOLDING . G. Beholden .
bite ; to eat away . Sčakeip.
BE'GONE . in :erject. Go away ; hence ; away. BEHOLDING S. Obligation. Carew .
Addison .
BEHOLDINGNESS. S. [from bebolding, mil
BEGOT
taken for bebeldex .] The ſtate of being obliged .
The purii.pafive of the verb
BEGOTTEN.S
Donne
beget.
TO BEGRE'ASE . . a. To foil or dawb with BEHOOF. F. (from behoeve .] Profit ; advantage .
fat matter .
Locke.
TO BEGRIME. v. a . To ſoil with dirt deep im- To BEHOOVE . v . 2. [behofar , Saxon .) To
be fit ; to be meet. Hooker.
preiled. Shakeſp.
TO BEGUILE . V. a .(from be and guile.] 1. TO BEHOOVEFUL. a . (from behoof.] Uſeful; pro
fitable. Claronden,
impoſe upon ; to delude. Milton , South . 2. To
deceive; to evade. Shakeſp . 3 : To deceive PEHO'OVEFULLY. adv. [ from behoocefal ]
Profitably ; uſually. Spenſer.
pleatingly ; to annuſe. Davies.
BEGU'N . The participle paſſive of begin.
To BEHO'WL. v.a. To howlat. Shakeſp.
BEHALF. S. (trom behoof, profit.) 1. Favour; BEʻING. Š. ( from be. ] 1. Exiſtence ; oppoſed
cau e. Clarendon . 2. Vindication ; ſupport.
to nonentity. Davies . 2. A particular ftate
Addiſon
or condition. Pope. 3. The perſon exiſting.
Dryden .
TO BEHA'VE . v . n . To carry ; to conduct. £ .
Theſſalonians , Atterburg.
BEING. conjunct. ( from be .] Since.
TO BEHA'VE. v. m. To act ; to conduct one's BE IT SO . A phraſe ,juppoſe ir be ſo. Stakeſp:
feif.
To BELA'BOUR . V. c . ( from be and labeur .)
BEHAVIOUR . f. [ from behave . ) 2. Manner
To beat ; to thump. Swifi.
of be having one's felf, whether good or bad . | BE’LAMIE . S. (bel amie, Fr. ) A friend ; an
intimate . Spenſer.
Suney. 2. External appearance. 1 Sam . xxi .
3., Geſture ; manner of action, Hooker . 4 . BE'LAMOR . ; [belamour, Fr. ) A Gallant ;
confort. Spenſer:
Elegance of maoners ; gracefulneſs. Sidney.
5. Conduct ; general practice; courle of life. BELA'TED. a . ( from be and late. ]'Penighted.
Milton .
Locke. 6. To beupon one's behaviour . A familiar
phraii, noting luch a ſtate as requires great To BELA'Y. V. n. i . To block up ; to stop
curion . L'Eſirange.
the paſſage, Dryden. 2. To place in arbuih .
TO BEHE AD.v. a. (from be and head. ] To kill
Spenſer.
by cutting off the head. Clarendon .
To BELCH .v . n. (bealcan, Saxon .] 1. To eject
ELHELD . particip. paljive, from behold.
the wind from the ſtomach . Arbuitnor. 2. To
BE ENOTH . /. The hippopotamus, or river
iſſue out by eructation. Dryden.
hole . fab.
To BELCH . v.a. To throw out from the fto
EE HEN
mach. Pope.
Valerian root.
BEN .
BELCH .J.( from the verb .) 1. The act of eruc
tation . Dryden . 2. A cant term for male ii
LFIE'ST S. (has. Sax. ] Command ; precept .
quor . Dennis
BILDAM .

BEL
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CELDAY I. 1. As old woman . Mi!! ez . 2. PELLIGERANT. L. from bellas and gets,
Lat.) War waging
Crosre.
A
T - ELLE AGLER .9.2. ( beleggeren , Datch.) BELLIGIROUS... (beliger , Lat .? Warlike.
To bejege ; to block op a place. Drydes .
BELLIPOTENT . Ibellipeicns,Lat.]Puitlane;
BELI AGE CRER. F. ( irom beleegzer .) One
mighty in war.
TO BELLOW . o .. ( beilan , Saxon.] 1. TO
beezer s place .
EELEYNITES. 1. ( from Bus , d2.t.) Ar
make a role as a ball. Drgdes. 2. To make
bezd , or forgerfose.
any violentoutcry .Skakejp 3. To vociferate ;
BEFLO VER
plast.
io clamour. Tailer. 4. To roar as the ſea,
ESCUNDER ! [ rom bell and frusd ] He
or the wind . Dryden.
#xeneti: zo found or caft bests. Batea . BE LLOWS. / . [biliz, Saxon. ) The inſtrument
uſed to blow the fire. Sidney .
EE LFKY.. Bertrsy, in French , is a tower.]
Tze pace where the bells are hung. Gey.
BELLUINE. a. (belinimas,Lat.) Beaſtly ; brutal.
Atterbury
ED_CARD .S.belle egerd, Pr .) A fost glance.
BE'LLY . ). ( balz, Dutch . ) 1. That part of the
Ti
humac Lody w ich reaches trom the breaft :0
E s.c. [ from be and se ) : . To coun
1 ; to figa , 10 rizick. Dogdes. 2. TO
the thighs, containing the bowels. Starejp.
Pre le to , so charge with falichood. Dry
2. The womb. Cinyrere. 3. That part Gta
6 : 3 . Toa.emniaze . Stokelp. 4 To give a
man which requires tood. Huytard. 4. That
eenrecte : 0; my thing. Dryden.
part of any thing that twells out into a larger
2 ! ES S. [ rabokre) 1. Credit given to
capacity. Becom . 5. Any place in which isme
thing is inclosed. Jonab.
ich we know not of ourſelves.
2.2. Tte theolog cal virtue of faith, TO BE'LLY. 0 ... To hang out ; to bulge out.
Creech .
or : conhede of the truths of religion .
H. 227. 3. Reza1: the bodyoftenets bele. BELLYACHE. S. (from belly and ccte.] The
choli.k .
& Perica D ; op.nico. Terple. 5 .
E
med og teljesec, B3813. 6. Creed ; atom BELLYBOUND. a. Coſtive.
BELLY -FRETTING . | (with farriers. ] The
*235e articles of faith .
chating ci a borfe's belly with the foregirth.
55 EVALE . 2. ( trum benese ) Credille.
1.5ELIEVE . -. -. ( gelyçao, Sax) 1. To cre- BELLYFUL. I. ( from belly and full.) Asmuch
food as fils the belly .
sa crezu.berry gianathes. L'e::s... To
se sence in cererecity ofar.y one Ex : d | BELLYCOD. S. (from belly and god.) A glut
125_- ! IVE . c . S. 1. To
have a firm perilafi
ton . Hadewell.
sis . Gerefis. 2. To crescut the BELLY-RCLL . S. (from belly and roll.] A roll
fo caited, as it ſeems, from entering into the
- Tisue ? :2.th. Staket.
bolluws . Mortimer.
PETIT . I.trcm bilietel 1. He that be
E.Org. e. credit. Hinkst. 2. A profcfio: BE'LLY- TIMBER. f. Food. Prior.
cair . Kesker .
BELLMIN . . (from bell and max . ) He whoſe
buia ftit i to proclaim any thing in towns,
20 ! ESISGLY. ods . [ froin io behere.j Aſtei
taoner .
and to g - in alication by ringing his beli.
DESSE.eks . lirum Eke, as by lle!iteed.) 1. Seift .
Pri likely ; perhaps. Raleigh. 2 . BEʻLMETAL. f. [ from bell and metal. ] The
metal of which bells are made ; being a mix
Sarze zes ja a lecit of irony. Hizker.
ELTE ada . (balve ,Sax. ) Speedily ; quickly .
ture of five parts copper with one of pew
ter. Now !6m .
SELL be !, Sax.) 1. A veſſel, or hollow body To BELOCK. v.a. To faftea. Shakeſp.
sa resa !, formed to make a nolie by the To BELOXG . v. n. ( belangen , Durch.j 1. To
iskromnes ſtriking againſt it , Hol
i
be the property of. Ruib . 2. To be the prco
vince or busineſs of. Stakejp. Bszle. 3 . Το
& 7 . 1. It is set for any thing in ihe form of a
ate cups of flowers. Stakelp. 3. A ſmall
adhere , or be appendent to. Läke. 4 TO
Took ofmetal perforated,and contain
have relation co. 1 Sam . 5. To be the qua
ge : a tu ball which , when it is ihaken , liiy or atribute of. Cheyne . 6. To be referred
tu beeség 22 at the fides, gives a found. to . I Cor .
$ 22 .
1. dear : te bell. To be the first. BELOVED. part. e. Lored ; dear. Miloo..
TECC... from the noun .) To grow in BELOW. frip. [ from be and low .) 1. Under
Anal Moriimet .
in place ; cot to high. Stokelp. 2. Inferiour
FASHIONED . 2. [from bell andfaſtiex . ] ind:g!!!* . Addijen. 3. Inferiour in excel
leace . Bilira . 4. Cavuitty oi; ucbeatting.
Hteorno a beil. Martiner.
1. tesa, belle, Fr. ) A young lady .
Drzuets.
BELOW . adv. 1. In the lower place . Dryden.
HELE LETTBES.S. ( Fr.) Polite literature,
2. Occarth ; in oppolition to heaven. Smith.
T:
3. In teil; in the regions of the dea ..
Tickell.
BONE. (
bosse, Pr .) A woman
TO
CO-3 bb bag and goodnes.Speajer.

B EN
BEN
received . Ray. 4. The form of inſtitating an
TO BELO'WT . w.a. ( from be and lowe.] TO
abbot. Ayliffe.
treat with approbrious language . Camden.
BELSWAGGER.S. A whorematter. Dryden. BENEFACTION.S: [from benefacia, Lat.] 1 .
BELT.. [beit , Saxon .) A girdle ; a cincture . The act of conferring a benefit. 2. The be
Such
nefit conferred. Atterbury:
BELWE'THER. S. ( from bell and wether.) A BENEFACTOR . S. [from benefacio, Lat.) He
that confers a benefit. Milton .
heep which leads the flock with a bell on his
neck . Howel.
BENEFACTRESS. 8. (from benefactor .) A
woman who confers a benefit.
To HEMA'D . v . a . To make mad . Shakeſp .
TO BEMIRE . v.a. [ from be and mire.] TO BENEFICE.J. ( from beneficium , Lat.) Advan
drag, or incumber in the mire Swift.
tage conferred on another. This word is ge
To BEMO'AN . N. G. ( from to moan. ) To la
nerally taken for all eccleſiaſtical livings.
Dryden.
ment ; to bewail . Addifon.
BEMO'ANER . f. ( from the verb.) A lamenter . BENEFICED. a. (from benefice ,] Poffelled of a
benefice , Ayliffe .
TO BEMO'IL .v.a. (be and moil, from mouiiler ,
Fr. ) To bedabble , to bemire . Shakejp .
BENEFICENCE. S. [ from beneficeni.) Active
To BEMONSTER . v. a. To make monſtrous.
goodneſs. Dryder.
Shakelo.
BENE'FICENT. S. [from beneficus.) Kind ; do
BEMUSED. a. Overcome with muſing. Pope.
ing good . Hale.
BENCH.S . ( benc, Saxon.) 1. A ſeat. Dryden .BENEFICIAL, a. ( from beneficium , Lat.] 1.
Advantageous; conferring benefits ; profil
2. A ſeat of juſtice. Shakeſp. 3. The per
fons fitting on a bench . Dryden,
able . Tillotſon. 2. Helpiul ; medicinal. Ar
buthnot.
To BENCH . v . a. (from the noun.] 1. To
furnish with benches. Dryden. 2. To ſeat BENEFICIALLY. adv. ( from benefcial ] Ad
upon a bench. Shakeſp .
vantageouſly ; helplully .
BENCHER.S. ( from bench .) Thoſe gentlemen BENEFICIALNESS. /. [from beneficial.] Uſe
of the inns of court are called benchers , who
fulneſs ; profit. Hole .
have been readers. Blount.
BENEFICIARY. a. (from benefice.) Holding
TO BEND. v.a. pret. bended, or bent. (bendan ,
ſomething in ſubordination to another. Bacon.
Saxon. ) 1 . To make crooked ; to crook . BENEFICIARY .J. He that is in polleflion of a
benefice. Ayliffe.
Dryden . 2. To direct to a certain point.
Fairfax. 3. To apply. Hooker. 4. To put BE'NEFIT. ). ( beneficium , Lat .) 1. A kind
any thing in order for ule . L'Eftrange. 5. To
neſs ; a favour conterred. Milton . 2. Advan
ineline . Fope. 6. To fubdue ; to make ſub
tage; profit; uſe. Wijdom . 3. In law. Bene
nitive. 1. To bend ibe brow . To knit the fit of clergy is, that a man being found guilty
brow . Canden ,
of ſuch felony as this benefit is granted for, is
burnt in the hand and ſet free, iſ the ordinary's
TO BEND . 0.1. 1. To be incurvated. 2. To
commiſſioner Nanding by , do ſay, Legit ut
lean or jut over. Shakeſp . 3: To relolve ; to
clericus. Cowell.
determine. Adiifir. 4. To be ſubmitlive ; to
bow. Iſaiah.
TO BENEFIT . v. a . ( from the noun.] To do
BEND . ( from to bend ) 1. Flexure ; incur
good to. Arbuthnot.
vation. Shakejp . 2 . The crooked timbers To BENEFIT. V.
To gain advantage.
Miltou .
which make the ribs or files of a ſhip.
BENDABLE. a. ( trem bend.) That may be BENEMPT ... Appointed; marked out.Spenſer .
incurvaied.
TO BENE'T. v. . ( from ner . ] To enſnare.
Shakelp
BL'NDER . f. [ from to bend .) 1. The perſon
who bends. 2. The inſtrument with which BENEVOLENCE. f. [ benevolentia, Lat.) s .
any thing is bent. Wilkins.
Diſpoſition to do good; kindneſs. P'ope. 2 .
BENDWITH . [. An herb.
The good done ; the charity given. 3. A kind
BENE'APED . c . [ from neap. ) A mip is faid to
of tax . Bacon.
be bercaped, when the water does not fiow BENE VOLENT . a . ( benevelens , Lat . ) Kind ;
high enough to bring her off the ground.
having good will . Pode.
BENE'ATH. prep . (beneo , Saxon .] 1. Un- BENEʻVOLENTNESS. S. The ſame with be
nevelence.
der; lower in place . Prior. 2. Under. Dryden.
3. Lower in rank , excellence, or dignity. 4. BENGA'L . S. A fort of thin night ſtuff.
Unworthy of. Atterbury.
BE'NJAMIN . S. [ Benzoin . ] The name of a
tree.
BENE'ATH . adv. 1. In a lower place ; un
der. Ames. 2. Below, as oppoſed to heaven . To BENICHT. v.a. [from night. ] 1. To fur
Exodus.
priſe with the coming on of night, Sidney,
BENEDICT. a. (benediétus , Lat .) Having mild
2. To involve in darknes; to embariats by
want of light, ; le .
and falubrious qualities , Bacin .
BENEDICTION . f. [bcredia.is, Lat .) 1. Bler- BENIGN. a . ( oinignus , Lat.] 1. Kind ; ge
nerous ; liberal. Milior . 2. Whvieſome; noc
ling ; a decretory pronunciation of happiness,
malignant. Arbuthnos.
Milion, 2. The advantage conierred by blel
BENIGN ,
ting. Bacon. 3. Acknowledgments for bleflings

BEL

BEL

BELDA'M . S. 1. An old woman . Milten. 2. BELLIGERANT. . (rom be! l :11 and gere,
Lat.) War waging
A hag. Dryden.
TO BELEAGUER .v. a. (beleggeren, Dutch. ) PELLIGEROUS.. (belliger, Lat. ) Warlike.
To beſiege; to block up a place. Dryden.
BELLI'POTENT... [bellipotens, Lat.) Puitant ;
BELE'AGUERER . f. ( from beleaguer .] One
mighty in war.
TO BE LLOW . v . n . fbeilan , Saxon.] 1. To
that beſieges a place.
BELEMNITES. ſ. [ from Rs1 @ , a dart .] Ar
make a noiſe as a bull . Dryden . 2. To make
rowhead, or fingerſtone.
any violentoutcry. Shakeſp. 3. To vociferate ;
BELFLOWER. J. A plant,
lamour. Tatler. 4. To roar as the ſea,
BELFOUNDERS. [from bell and found. He
or the wird . Dryden.
whole trade it isto found or caſt bells. Bacen . BE'LLOWS. S. [biliz, Saxon . ] The inſtrument
uſed to blow the fire. Sidney ,
BE'LFRY.J. ( Belfrey, in French, is a tower.]
The place where the bells are hung . Gay. BELLUINE. a. (belluinus,Lac.]Beaſtly ; brutal.
Atterbury
BELGARD. S. [ belle egard, Pr.] A lofi glance.
BEʻLLY.J. Ibalg, Dutch . ) 1. That part ofthe
Spenſer.
human body which reaches from the breaſt co
TO BELIE . 9. a. ( from be and le.] 1. To coun
the thighs, containing the bowels. Shakejp.
terteil ; to feign ; to mimick. Dryden. 2. To
2. The womb. Congreve. 3. That part of a
give the lie to; to charge with falichood. Dry
man which requires food . Hayward. 4. That
der. 3. To calumniate . Shakeſp. 4. Togive a
falle repreſentation of any tliing. Dryden.
part of any thing that twells out into a larger
BELIEF. S. [ from believe.) 1. Čredie given to
capacity . Bacer. 5. Any place in which fome
ſomething which we know not of ourſelves. thing is inclofed. Jonab.,
Wetten . 2. The theological virtue of faith , TO BE'LLY. v.9 . To hang out ; to bulge out.
Creech .
or firm confidence of the truths of religion.
S. [from belly and ache.] The
Hoker. 3. Religion ; the body of tenets held. BELLYACHE.
cholick .
Heaker. 4. Perſuaſion ; opinion. Temple. 5 .
The thing believed. Bacen: 6. Creed ; a form BELLYBOUND. a. Coſtive.
BELLY -FRETTING . . (with farriers.] The
containing the articles of faith .
BELIEVABLE . a. ( from believe.] Credibile.
chating of a horſe's belly with the foregirth .
TO BELI'EVE. v . a .(gelyfan, Sax.] 1. To cre-| BELLYFUL. S. [ from belly and full.) Asmuch
food as fills the belly.
dit upon the authority of another. Watts , 2. To
put confidence in the veracity of any one.Exod.BE'LLYCOD .S. ( from belly and god.) A glut
TO BELIEVE. v. n . 1. To have a firm perfuafi
ton . Hakewell.
on of any thing. Geneſis. 2. To exerciſe the BELLY-KOLL.S : ( from belly and roll.] A roll
theological virtue of faith. Shakeſp.
fo called, as it ſeems, froni entering into the
hollows. Mortimer.
BELI'EVER . f. [ from believe.] 1. He that be
lieves, or gives credit. Hooker. 2. A profeſor BEʻLLY- TIMBER . S. Food. Prior.
BELLMAN . S. [ from bell and man . ) He whoſe
of chriſtianity . Hesker.
BELIEVINGLY . adv. (froin to believe.) Aſter
bunacfs it is to proclaim any thing in towns,
a believing manner.
and to gain aliention by ringing his bell ,
BELIKE. adv . ( from like, as by likelihood .] 1. Swift.
BEʻLMETAL.
S. [from bell and metal. ] The
2
.
Probably ; likely ; perhaps. Raleigh.
metal of which bells are made ; being a mnix
Sometimes in a ſenſe of irony. Hooker.
BELIVE. adv. (bilive, Sax.) Speedily ; quickly .
ture of five parts copper with one of pow
Spealer.
ter. Newron.
BELL.S. (bel , Sax .) 1. A veſſel, or hollow body To BELOCK . v.a. To faſten. Shakeſp.
of caſt metal, formed to ma a noiſe by the To BELONG . 0. n. ( belangen, Dutch.j : . To
be the property of. Ruth . 2. To be the pro
act ofſome inſtrument ſtriking againſt it. Hol
der. 2. It is uſed for any thing in the form of a
vince or bulineſs of. Sbakeſp. Boyle. 3. To
bell, as the cups of flowers. Shakeſp. 3. A ſmall
adhere , or be appendent to. Luke . 4. To
hollow globe ofmetal perforated , and contain
have relation to. 1 Sam . 5. To be the qua
ing in it a ſolid ball ; which, when it is ſhaken ,
lity or attribute of. Cheyne. 6. To be referred
by bounding again't the fides , gives a found.
to . I Cor .
Shakeſp.
T. bear the bell. Tobe the firſt. BELOVED. part. a. Loved; dear. Milton .
TO BELL . .n. (from the noun.) To grow in BELOW. frep. (from be and low .] 1. Under
form of a bell . Mortimer ,
in p !2cc ; not fo high . Shakeſp. 2. Inferiour
BELL -FASHIONED. a . ( from bell and fafbien .)
in dignity. riddijen. 3. Inferiour in excel
lence. bulesa . 4. Unworthy oi; unbeſitting.
Having the form of a bell. Mortimer.
BELLE S. (bear , belli, Fr.] A young lady .
Dryder.
Pupe.
BELOW . adv. 1. In the lower place . Dry.len .
2. On earth ; in opposition to heaven. Smith.
BELLE LETTRES. S. (Fr.) Polite literature .
Tarler ,
3. In hell; in the regions of the dead.
BELLIBONE . ( beile & benne, Fr.) A woman
Ticke !!.
То
excelling bosh in beauty and goodneſs, Speajer .

BET
BE T
2. To have recourſe to. Hooker. g. To move ;
BESPE'AKER . S. [ from beſpeak.) He that be
ſpeaks any thing. Wotton .
to remove, Milton .
TO BESPECKLE.V.a . [from ſpeckle.] Tomark To BETEEM.v. a.(from teem .] To bring forth ;
with ſpeckles or ſpots.
to beſtow . Shakeſp.
TO BESPEʻW . v. a. ( from ſpew .) To dawb To BETHINK . v. a . I berhoughr. (from think .)
with ſpew or vomit.
To recal to reflection , Raleigh.
TO BESPICE. V. a. ( from ſpice.] To ſeaſon To BETHRA’L . v. a . (from thrall.] To en
with ſpices. Shakeſp
flave ; to conquer. Skakelp.
To BESPIT. v. a . (from ſpit.] To dawb with | TO BETHU'MP. v. a. (from thump.) To beat.
(pittle.
Shakeſp.
TO BESPO'T . v. a. ( from ſpat.) To mark with To BETI'DE . v . n. pret. It betided, or betid ;
ſpots. Mortimer .
part. paſt. betid . ( from tid, Saxon . ] 1. To
happen to ; to befal. Milton. 2. To come to
TO BESPRE'AD . v, 6. ( from Spread.) To
ſpread over. Derham ,
paſs; to fall out ; to happen. Shakeſp. 3. To
become. Shakeſp.
To BESPRINKLE. v. a . (from Sprinkle.] To
BETIME.
adv. ( from by and time. ) 1. Sea
ſprinkle over. Brown.
TO BESPU'TTER . v. a . [from ſputter.) TO BETIMES. ) fonably ; early. Milen . 2.Soon ;
before long time has paſſed. Tillotfon. 3. Ear
ſputter over fomething ; io dawb any ching
by ſputtering:
ly in the day. Shakejp .
BEST. a. thefuperlative of good . (betsz, beſt.) BETEL. j . An Indian plant, called water
1. Moitacou? Hoekers is.Erhebert The u - BETRE:} pepper.
moſt power; the ſtrongelt endeavour. Bacon To BETOKEN. v . 0. [ from roken .] 1. To
ſignify; tomark ;to repreſent. Hooker. 2. To
3. To make the beſt. To carry to its greateſt
perfection ; to improve to the utmoſt. Bacon . foreſhew ; to preſigniſy . Tboinfon .
BEST . adv .( from well.) In the kigheſt degree BETONY. !: ( beronica, Lat.) A plant,
BETO'OK. ( irreg. prei. from beteke.]
of goodneſs . Deuteronomy.
To BESTA'IN. v . a. (from fiain. ) To mark | To BETO'SS. v . a. ( from refs.] To diſturb ; to
agitate. Shakeſp.
with ſtains; to ſpot. Shakeſp.
TO BESTE'AD . v . a. ( from ſlead.] 1 . To To BETRAY.... ( trahir, Fr.) 1. To give
into the hands of enemies . Knolles. 2. To
profit. Milion . 2. To treat ; to accommo
diſcover that which has been entruſted to ſee
date. Ifoiah.
crecy . 3. To make liable to ſomething in
BE'STIAL. a. ( from beaſt.] 1. Belonging to a
convenient. King Charles. 4. To ſhow ; to
beaſt. Dryden. 2. Brutal; carnal. Shakeſp.
diſcover. Addijen .
BESTIALITY. J. ( from beftial.] The quality
of beaſts. Arbuthnot.
BETRA’YER. S. ( from betray.) He that be
BESTIALLY. adv. (from beſlial.) Brutally.
trays ; a traitor. Hooker.
To BESTICK v . a . preter. I beſluck, Ihave To BETRIM .v. a . ( from trim.] To deck ; to
drels ; to grace. Skakejp.
beſtuck. ( from flick .] To ſtick over with any
thing. Milion .
To' BETRO'TH v. a. I from trol.) 1. To
contract to any one ; to affiance. Cowley. 2 .
TO BESTI'R. v. c. ( from fiir .] To put into vj
To nominate to a bioprick. Mylifte.
gorous action. Ray.
To BESTOW . v.a. (beſteden, Dutch . )1. To To BETRU'ST. v. a. [ from iruß .] To entruſt ;
to put into the power of another. Waris.
give ; to confer upon. Clarenden. 2. To give
as charity. Hooker. 3. To give in marriage. BETTER . a. thecomparative of good. (betera,
Saxon.) Having good qualities in a greaterde
Shakeſp . 4. To give as a preſent. Dryden.
gree than ſomething elſe. Shokejp .
5. To apply. Swife. 6. To lay out upon .
Deuteronom . 7 . To lay up ; to ſtow ; 10 The BETTER . 1. The ſuperiority ; the ad
place. Kings.
vantage. Prior. 2. Improvement . Dryden.
BESTOWER . S. [ from beſtow .) A giver ; dir- BETTER .adv .Well,in a greater degree.Dryd.
BE'TTER. v. a . ( from the noun. ) 1. TO
To
fleet.
Stilling
poſer.
BESTRA'UGHT . particip. Diſtracted ; mad . improve ; to meliorate . Hocker, 2. To ſur
Sbokep .
raſs; to exceed . Shakejp. 3. To advance .
Bacon ..
To BESTRE'W . v. a. particip. paly, befirezved,
BETTER . S. Superior in goodneſs. Hoeker.
or beſtrown. To ſprinkle over. Milton.
To BESTRIDE. v. a . I belirid ; I have beſtrid, BE'TTOR. ). [ from 1. bet . ] One that lays bets
or befridden . 1. To fride over any thing;
or wagers, Addiſon,
to have any thing between ope's legs . W'aller . BETTY./. Anini rumeni io break open doors.
2. To lep over. Shakeſp.
Arbuthnot.
TO BESTU D. v . a. (from iud.] To adorn with BETWE'EN . prep . (betpeoran, Saxon .) 1. In
ftuds. Mikon .
the intermediate ſpace. Pepe, 2. From one to
BET. L. ( from betan, to encreaſe .] A wager.
another. Bacen . 3. Rclonging ! o two in part .
Prior .
nerſhip. Locke . 4. Bearing relation to iwe,
TO BET. v. a . ( from the noun.] To wager;
South .5. In ſeparation of one from the o
Locke,
ther.
to take at a wager. Ben . Fobnjen.
To BETA'KE . v . c. preier. I berook ; part.BETWI'XT. prep. [etpyx , Saxon. ] Between
ſati. betaken , 1. To take ; to ſeize, Spenſer .
BE’VIL

BIB

BIF
volume in which are contained the revelations
BE'VEL . S. lo maſonry and joinery, a kind of
BEVIL. S ſquare ; it is moveable on a point or
of God . Tillotſon, Watts.
centre , and may be fet to any angle.
BIBLIOGRAPHER . ) ( from Bicròs and yeaos .]
A tranſcriber.
To BEVEL. -. a. ( from the noun. ] To cut to
BIBLIOTHECAL. a. ( from bibliotheca , Lat.]
a bevel angle. Moxen ,
Belonging to a library .
BEVERAGE L. ( from bevere, to drink, Ital.]
BI'BULOUS . 2. (bibulus, Lat. ) That which has
Drink ; liquor to be drank . Dryden.
BEVY. f. { beva, Italian.) 1. A flock of birds . the quality of drinking moiſture. Thousſen.
BICAPSULAR. a. ( bicapſularis, Lat. ) A plant
2. A company ; an aſſembly . Pope.
To BEWAIL . y. a . (from weil.) To bemoan ;
whoſe feed pouch is divided into two parts.
to lament. Denkam .
BIÇE . . A colour uſed in painting . Peacham .
T. BEWARE. v. r. ( from be and ware.) To BICI'PITAL . ? a. ( bicipitis, Lat .) 1. Have
regard with caution ; to be ſuſpicious of dan- BICIPITOUS . ) ing two heads . Brown . 2 .
ger from . Pope.
It is applied to one of the muſcles of the arm.
TO BEWEEP. v. a. ( from werp .] To weep
Brown .
over or upon. Shakeſp.
To BICKER . v. n. ( bicre , Welch .) 1. To
To BEW'ET.o.o. To wet ; to moiſten. Shake.
ſkirmifh ; to fight off and on. Sidney. 2 .
TO BEWILDER . v. a. ( from wild.) To loſe in
To quiver ; to play backward and forward.
Milton .
patbleſs places ; to puzzle . Blackmore.
TO BEWITCH. v.a. i. To injure by witch- PICKERER . f. [ from the verb.) A ſkirmiſher.
craft. Dryder. 2. To charm ; to pleaſe! Sidney. BICKERN . F. (apparently corrupted from beak
BEWITCHERY. J. (from bewisch .) Faſcina
irca .) An iron ending in a point. Moxon .
tian ; charm . Sourb .
BEWITCHMENT. 1. ( from bewitch.]Fafci- BICORNOUS } cubicornis, Lat.) Having
BICO'RPORAL , a . ( bicor por , Lat. ) Having two
nation . Shakeſp.
bodies.
To BEWRAY. v . a. (bepregan , Saxon .) 1 .
To betray ; to diſcover perfidiouſly.Spenſer. 2. TO BID. v.a. pret . I bid, bad, bade, I have bid .
To thew ; to make viſible. Sidney:
or bidden. (biddan, Saxon.] 1. To deſire ; to
BEWRAYER . L. ( from bewray ] Betrayer ; ak. Shakeſp.2. To command; to order. Waris.
diſcoverer. Addiſon.
3. To offer; to propoſe. Decay of Piety. 4. To
proclaim ; to offer. Gay. 5. To pronounce ; to
BEYOND. prep.[ begeond, Saxon.) 1. Before ;
Bacon. 6. To deaounce . Waller . 7.
declare.
diſtance
reached.
Pope.
at a
2. On the
not
further ſide of. Deuteronomy. 3. Farther onward To pray. Jokr.
than. Herbert. 4. Part ; out of the reach of. BIDALE . ). ( from bid and ale .) An invitation
of friends to drink. Dista
Beatley. 5. Above ; exceeding to a greater
degree chan . Locke. 6. Above in excellence. ( BI'DDEN port. pal. ( from to bid .) 1. lavited ;
Dryder. 7. Remote from ; not within the Bacon . 2. Commanded . Pepe.
ſphere of. Dryden. 8. To go beyond, is to de- BIDDER. S. (from to bid. ) One who offers or
ceive. Theſſalon.
propoſes a price. Addiſon .
BEZEL. 3 1. That part of a ring in which the BIDDING. ). ( from bid.j Command ; order.
Milion
.
BEZIL . S ſtone is fixed.
BEʻZOAR . f. A medicinal ſtone, formerly in To BIDE. v . a. [ bidan , Saxon.) To endure ; to
ſuffer. Dryden.
high esteem as an antidote , brought from the
To BIDE. v . n. 1. To dwell ; to live ; to
East Indies.
inhabit. Milton, 1. To remain in a place.
BEZOARDICK . a . ( from bezoar.) Compound
ed with bezear. Fleyer.
Shakeſp.
BIANGULATED. a. [from binus and ange. BIDENTAL. a. ( bidens, Lat. ) Having two
teeth. Swift.
BIANGULOUS. Ślus, Lat.] Having two
BIDING. S. (from bide ) Reſidence ; habitacion.
corners or angles.
Rowe.
BIAS. S. (bisis , Fr.) 1. The weight lodged on
one ſide of a bowl, which turns it from the BIENNIAL. 2. (biennis, Lat.) of the con
ftrait line. Shakeſp. 2. Any thing which turns tinuance of two years. Ray.
a man to a particular courſe. Dryden. 3. Pro- BI’ER . f. [from to bear. ) A carriage on which
the dead are carried co the grave. Milton ,
penſion ; inclination. Dryden.
TO BI AS...(from the noun.) To incline to BI’ESTINGS . F. (býsting, Sax.) The firſt milk
Come Gde. Watts.
given by a cow after calving. Dryden.
BIAS, adv . Wrong. Shakesp.
BIFARIOUS. a . ( bifarius , Lat.) Twofold.
BIB . I. A ſmall piece of linaen put upon the BI FEROUS . a. (baterens , Lat .] bearing fruit
twice a year.
breaths of children, over their cloaths. Addifon.
a . [ bifidus, Lat.) Opening
TO BIB , v . r . (bibo, Lat.) To tipple; to tip. BIFID :
Camden .
BIFIDATED . } 'with a cleit.
BIBACIOUS. c. (bibax, Lat.) Much addicted BIFO'LD. a. (from binus, Lat . and fold .] Two
to drinking. Die.
fold ; double. Shakes .
BIBBER . f. [from to bib.) A tipper.
BIFOʻRMED . a . ( biformis, Lat .] Compounded
BIBLE. ). (from Riinser, a book ; called, by of two forms.
L
BIFUR
way of excellence, The Book . ] The ſacred

BIL
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BIFURCATED. . [binus and furca.)Shooting To BILL. v. . To careſs, as doves by joining
bills. Ber. Jobaron.
out into two heads. Woodsvard.
BIFURCA'TION . S. [ binus and furca.)Diviſion ToBILL.v. 3. To publiſh by an advertiſement.
L'Eſtrange.
into two .
BIG. a. s. Great in bulk ; large. Thomfor. 2. BI’LLET. S. (billet, Fr.) . A ſmall paper ;
note . Clarendon. 2. Billet doux, or a ſoft biller ;
Teeming ; pregnant. Waller. 3. Full of ſome
thing. Addiſon. 4. Diftended ; ſwoln . Shakeſp. I love letter. Pope. 3. A ſmall log of wood
for the chimney . Digby.
5. Great in air and mien ; proud. Aſcham . 6.
To BIÄLLET. v. a. ( from the noun .] 1. To
Great in ſpirit ; brave. Skakelp:
BIGAMIST. S. (bigamius, low Lat.) One that direct a ſoldier by a ticket where he is to lodge.
has committed bigamy .
Shakeſp. 2. To quarter Soldiers. Clarendon .
BI'GAMY. S. [bigamia, low Lat.) The crime BILLIARDS. S. without a fingular. (billard,
Fr.) A kind of play. Boyle.
of having iwowives atonce. Arbuthnot.
BIGBE LLIED . a. ( from big and belly .) Preg- BI'LLOW
Denham.. S. [bilge, German .) A wave ſwoln .
nant. Shakeſp.
BIGGIN. (beguir, Fr.) A child's cap. Shakesp. To BI'LLOW . v. n. ( from the noun .) To ſwell,
BIGLY. adv. (from big.) Tumidly ; haughtily. or roll. Prior.
Dryden.
BILLOWY. a . Swelling ; turgid. Tbenfor .
BI GNESS. S. ( from big.) 1. Greatneſs of quan- BIN. F. (binne, Sax.) A place where bread or
tity. Ray. 2. Size ; whether greaterorſmaller. wine is repoſited. Swift.
Newton .
BINARY. a . ( from binxs, Lat.) Two; double.
BIGOT. S. A man devoted to a certain party. To BIND. y. a.,pret. I bound; particip. part.
Watts .
bound, or bounden. (cından, Sax.) . To confine
BIGOTED . c. ( from bigor.] Blindly prepoſſeſ
with bonds; to enchain. Jab. 2. To gird ;
fed in favour of ſomething. Garib .
to enwrap. Proverbs. 3. To faſten to any
BIGOTRY. f. [ from biger.] 1. Blind zeal; thing. Jojoua. 4. To faſten together. Mari.
prejudice. Watts. 2. The practice ofa bigot.
Pope.
firieman.6. Tocompel ; to contrain. Hale.
BIGSWOLN . 0. ( from big and ſwoln .) Turgid. 7. To oblige by ftipulation. Pope . 8. To
Addiſon .
confine ; to hinder. SkakelA 9. To make
coſtive. Bacon , 10. To reſtrain . Felton , 11. TO
BI'LANDER. S. (belondre, Fr.) A ſmall veſel
uſed forthe carriage of goods. Dryden .
bind to. To oblige to ſerve ſome one. Dryden.
BI’LBERRY.S. (bilij ,Sax.a bladder, and berry.) 12. To bind over. To oblige to make appear .
Whortleberry .
ance . Addiſon .
BILBO.S. [from Bilbes.) A rapier ; a ſword . TO BIND . 0.n. 1. To contract ; to grow ftif .
Mortimer . 2. To be obligatory. Locke.
Shakeſe.
BILBOES. S. A fort of ſtocks. Shakeſp.
BIND. S. A ſpecies of hops. Mortimer.
BILE. S. ( bilis, Lat.) A thick yellow bitter BI'NDÉR. S. (from so bind.) 1. A man whoſe
liquor, ſeparated in the liver , collected in the
trade it is to bind books. 2. A man that binds
gall bladder, and diſcharged by the common
fheaves. Chapman. 3. A fillet; a ſhred cut lo
duct . Quincy.
bind with. Wiſeman .
BILE, S. ( bile , Saxon .) A Sore angry ſwelling. BINDING. S: (from bind.) A bandage. Tatler.
Shakeſp .
BI'NDWEED.J. [ convolvulus, Lat.) The name
of a plant.
To BILCE, v. n. ( from the noun .) To ſpring
a leak .
BINOCLE. . A teleſcope fitted ſo with two
·BILIARY. a. ( from bilis, Lat.) Belonging to
tubes, as that a diſtant object may be ſeen with
both eyes.
the bile. Arbuthnot.
BILI'NGSGATE. S. Ribaldry ; foul language. BINOCULAR. a. (from binus and oculus, Lat.]
Pope.
Having two eyes. Derbam .
BILINGUOUS. a . (bilinguis, Lac.] Having two BINOMINOUŚ. . (from binns and nomer. Lat.]
tongues.
Having two names.
BILIOUS. a . ( from bilis, Lat.) Conlifting of BIOʻGRAPHER. , ( Bio, and yeapw .] A writer
bile. Garib.
of lives, Addiſon .
TO BILK. v. a . ( bilaican , Gothick.) To cheat ; BIO'GRAPHY. J. [ Bic and jeaqw .) Writing
to defraud . Dryden .
the lives of men is called biography. Warts,
BILL. f. ( bille , Sax.] The beak of a fowl. BIOVAC.
f. ( Fr. from wey wach, a double
Carew .
BI'HOVAC. guard, Germ .) A guard at night
BILL. S. (bille, Sax.) A kind of a hatchet with BI VOUAC.} performed by the whole army.
a booked point. Temple.
Harri .
BILL . S. (billes , Fr.) 1. A written paper of any BI'PAROUS. a. (from binus and paric.) Bring,
ing forth two at a birth.
kind . Shakeſp. 2. An account ofmoney .Bacon.
3. A law preſented to the parliament. Bacon . BIPARTITE. a. ( binus and partier.) Having
two correſpondentparts.
4. An act of parliament. Atterbury. 5. A phy
bcian's preſcription. Dryden. 6. Ao advertiſe- BIPARTITION. / ( from bipartite.) The act
ment. Dryder.
of dividing into two.
BI'PED

BIS
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BIPED . S. [ bipes, Lat.) An animal with two BI'SHOP. ). [ biscop, Saxon.) One of the head
feet . Brown.
order of the clergy. South.
BIPEDAL. a. ( bipedalis, Lal.] Two feet in BISHOP.S . A cant word for a mixture of wine,
length .
oranges, and ſugar. Swift.
BIPENNATED. a. (from binus and peana.) To BISHOP. v. c . To confirm ; to admit ſo
Having two wings. Derbam .
lemnly into the church. Denne.
BIPETALOUS. a. ( of bis and @tahov.]Conlir- BISHOPRICK. ſ. [biscoprice, Saxon.) The
ing of two flower leaves.
dioceſe of a biſhop . Bacon .
BI'QUADRATE. 28. The fourth power a- BISHOPSWEED . J. A plant.
BIQUADRA TICK .3 riſing from the multi- BISK . Su (biſque, Fr.) Soup; broth. King.
BI'SKET. See BISCUIT .
plication of a ſquare by itſelf. Harris.
BIRCH Tree. S. (birrc, Saxon .) A tree.
BISMUTH . S. Marcaſite ; a hard, white, brittle ,
BIRCHEN . &. ( from bircb.] Made of birch .
mineral ſubſtance , of a metalline nature , found
in Miſnia.
His beaver'd brow a birchen garland bears.
Pope.
BISSEXTILE. S. (bis and fextilis.] Leap year.
BIRD. S. ( bird, or brud, Saxon.) A general Brown .
term for the feathered kind ; a fowl. Locke. BISSON . a. Blind . Shakeſp.
To BIRD. v . r. To catch birds. Shakeſp.
BISTRE. S. (French.) A colourmade of chime
BIRDBOLT. f. A ſmall hot or arrow . ney foot boiled, and then diluted with water.
BI'STORT. S. A plant called ſnakeweed .
Sb.kelp .
BIRDCATCHER. S. One that makes it bis BI'STOURY. S. (biftouri, Fr. ) A ſurgeon's in,
employment to take birds. L'Efrange.
ſtrument uſed in making inciſions.
BIRDER. S. (from bird.) A birdcatcher.
BISU'LCOUS. a . (biſulcus, Lat.) Clovenfooted .
BIRDINGPIÈCE.S. A gun to ſhoot birds with . Brown.
Sbakefp .
BIT. S. [bitol, Sax.] A bridle ; the bit-mouth .
Addiſon.
BIRDLIME. S. ( from bird and lime.) A glu
tinous ſubſtance ſpread upon twigs, by which BIT. j. i . As much meat as is put into the
the birds that light upon them are entangled.
mouth at once. Arbuthnot. 2. A ſmall piece of
any thing. Swife. 3. A Spaniſh Weſt Indian
Dryden .
BIRDMAN . S. A birdcatcher. L'Efrange.
ſilver coin, valued at ſevenpeace halfpenny. 4 .
BIRDSEYE . S. The name of a plant.
A bit the better or worſe. In the ſmalleſt de
BIRDSFOOT. J. A plant.
gree. Arbushner.
BIRDSNET . J. An herb.
To BIT. w . a. To put the bridle upon a
BI RDSTONGUE . J. An herb .
horſe.
BIRGANDER. S. A fowl of the gooſe kind.
BITCH . S. ( birge, Saxon.] 1. The female of
BIRT. S. a fiſh ; the turbol.
the canine kind. Spenſer . 2. A name of re
BIRTH . / [beong, Saxon .) 1. The act of proach for a woman. Arbuthnot.
coming into life. Dryden . 2. Extra& ion ; TO BITE. v . a. pret. I bir; part. paff. I have
lineage. Denbam . 3. Rank which is inherit
bit, or bitten . (bitan, Saxon ) 1. To cruſh ,
ed by deſcent. Dryden. 4. The condition in
or pierce with the teeth. Arbuthnot. 2. To
which aoy man is born . Dryden. 5. Thing
give pain by cold. Rowe. 3. To hurt or pain
bora. Ben. Jobafer. 6. The act of bringing
with reproach . Rofcommon . 4. To cut ; to
forth . Milton.
wound . Sbakeſp . 5. To make the mouth
BIRTHDAY.S. (from birth and day.) The day
fmart with an acrid cafte. Bacon . 6. To cheat ;
to trick . Pope.
on which any one is boro.
BIRTHDOM . S. Privilege of birth . Shakeſp:
BITE.S. ( from the verb .] 1. The ſeizure of any
BIRTHNIGHT. S. ( from birth and night.)
thing by the ceeth . Dryden. 2. The act of a
The night in which any one is born . Milton .
filh chat takes the bait. Walton . 3. A cheat ; a
BIRTHPLACE . S.Place where any one is bora . trick . Swift. 4. A ſharper,
Swift.
BITER.S. (from bite.] 1. Herbat bites. Camden.
2. A fiſh ape to take the bait. Walton . 3. A
BIRTHRIGHT. S.[ from birth and right.] The
rights and privileges to which a man is born ;
tricker ; a deceiver. Spectator .
the right of the firſt born. Addifon .
BI'TTACLE. /. A frame of timber in the
BIRTHŠTRA'NGLED . 2. Strangled in being
ſteerage, where the compaſs is placed. Diet.
born . Sbakeſp.
BITTER . a, (biter , Sax .) 1. Having a hot ,
BIRTHWORT . S. The name of a plant.
acrid, biting latte, like wormwood. Locke. 2.
BI'SCOTIN . S. A confection .
Sharp ; cruel ; fevere. Sprat. 3. Calamitous ;
milerable . Dryden. 4. Sharp ; reproachful;
BISCUIT . S. (bis and cust.) 1. A kind of hard
dry bread, made to be carried to ſea. Knolles.
ſatirical. Shakeſp. 5. Unplealing or hurtful.
2.
compoſition of fine flour, almonds, and
Watts .
BITTERGOURD . S. A plant.
ſugar.
TO BISE'CT. . . (binus and ſecon) To divide BITTERLY. ador. (from birter.) 1. With a
into two parts .
bilter Cafte . 2. In a bitcer manner ; forrow
BISE CTION . S. (from the verb ) A geometri
fully ; calamitouſly. Shakeſp. 3. Sharply i
cal term , ſignifying the diviſion of any quan
ſeverely. Sprat.
BI'T
݂܀ ܝܬ
çiry into two equal parts.
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BITTERN. L.[ butour, Fr.) A bird with long | BLACKBERRY. S. The fruit. Gay.
BLACKBIRD. S. The name ofa bird. Carew .
légs, which feeds upon fiſh . Wotton .
BITTERN. S: (from bitter.) A very bitter li- To BLACKEN. v . a. (from black.) 1. To
make of a black colour. Prior . 2. To darken .
quor which drains off in making lale.
BITTERNESS. S. (from bitter.] 1. A bitter
Soutb. 3. To defame. South.
talte. Locke.2. Malice ; grudge; hatred ; im- To BLA'CKEN . v .* . To grow black. Dryden.
placability . Clarenden. 3. Sharpneſs; ſeverity BLACKISH . a. ( from black.) Somewhat black .
Boyle.
of temper. Clarendon. 4. Satire ; piquancy ;
keenneſs of reproach, Bacon . s. Sorrow ; BL.A'CKMOOR. f. [ from black and Moor .) A
negro . Miltos.
vexation ; ami&tion. Wake.
BITTERSWEET. /. An apple which has a BLACKNESS. F. (from black.) 1. Black colour.
compounded taſte. Sourh.
Locke. 2. Darknels. Shakeſp.
BITTOUR . S. The bittern. Dryden.
BLACKSMITH. J. A ſmith that works in
iron ; ſo called from being very ſmutty.
BITUMEN . J. [Latin . ) A fat unétuous matter
dug out of the carth , or ſcummed off lakes.
Spectator.
Woodward.
BLACKTAIL . S. ( from black and tail.] A fith ,
BITUMINOUS. a. Compounded of bitumen . called a ruff or pope.
Bacon .
BLACKTHORN . J. The noe .
BIVALVE. a. (binus and value.) Having two BLADDER. S. [bladore, Saxon .) 1. That vefte !
valves or ſhutters ; uſed of thoſe fiſh that have
in the body which contains the urine . Ray. 2 .
A bliſter ; a puſtule .
two thells , as oyſters. Woodward.
BIVALVULAR.a. (froin bivalve. ) Having two BLA'DDER- NUT . S. [ Staphylodendron, Lat.) A
valves .
plant.
B'IXWORT . S. An herb.
BLADDER SENA . Ş. A plant.
BIZANTINE. L. ( trom Byzantium .) A great BLADE . S. ( blæd, Saxon.) The ſpire of graſs ;
piece of gold valued at fiiteen pounds, which the green ſhoots of corn . Bacon .
the king offereth upon high feſtival days . BLADE. £. [blatte, German.) . The ſharp
Camden
.
or Itriking part of a weapon or inſtrument.
Pope. 2. A briſk man, either fierce or gay .
TO BLAB. v. a. ( blabberen, Dutch.) To tell
L'Eſtrange:
what ought to be kept ſecret . Savift.
2
Shakeſp
[BLADE BONE .
bone. Pope,
BLAB . /. { from the verb .) A tellale . Milton. To BLADE . v . a. ( from the noun .) To fit with
a
blade.
BLA'BBER. S. [from blab .) A tatiler ; a tel
tale.
BLA'DED . a. [from blade .) Having blades or
To BLA'BBER . v . n. To whillle to a horſe. ſpires. Shakeſp.
Skinner.
BLAIN . f. [Llegene, Saxon.) A puſtule ; a
BLACK . a. (blac , Saxon.] 1. Of the colour bliſter. Milton .
of nighe. Proverbs. 2. Dark . Kings. 3.Cloudy BLAMABLE . a. [from blame.] Culpable ;
of countenance ; fullen. Skakelp. 4. Horri faulty . Dryden .
ble ; wicked. Dryden. 5. Diſmal; mournful. BLA'MABLENESS. S. [from blamable.) Fault.
Shakeſp .
BLAMABLY, adv . (from blameble.] Culpa
BLACK -BROWED . a. [ from black and brow . ) bly .
Having black eye-brows; gloomy ; diſmal To BLAME . v . a. ( blamer, Fr ] To cenſure ;
threatening .
to charge with a fault. Dryden.
BLACK -BRYONY.S . The name of a plant.
BLAME. J. 1. Imputation of a fault. Hayward
BLACK -CATTLE . J. Oxen ; buils ; and cows. 2. Crime. Hooker. 3. Hurt. Spenſer .
BLACK-CUARD. S. A dirty fellow. Swift. BLAMEFUL. a . (from blame and full.] Cri
BLACK- LEAD . S. A mineral found in the lead
minal ; guilty. Shakeſp :
mines, much uſed for pencils.
BLA'MELESS. a. (trom blame.) Guiltleſs ; in
nocent. Locke,
BLACK -PUDDING.S. A kind of food made
of blood and grain .
BLA MELESLY. adv. ( from blameleſs.) Inno
BLACK -ROD. S. [ irom black and rod. ) The cently. Hammond,
uſher belonging to the order of the garter ; 10 BLAMELESNESS.
S. [ from blameleſs.] Inno
cence. Hammond.
called from the black rod he carries in his
BLAMER . (from blame.] A cenſurer. Donne .
hand . He is uſher of the parliament,
BLACK . Si ſirom the adjective .] 1. A black BLAMEWORTHY. a. Culpable ; blamable .
Hooker.
colour . Newion . 2. Mourning. Dryden. 3. A
blackamoor. 4. That part of the eye which is To BLANCH .v. a. (blancher, Fr.] 1. To whiten.
black. Digby.
Dryden. 2. To ſtrip or peel iuch things as have
TO BLACK , v , a. (from the noun.] To make
huiks. Wileman. 3. To obliterate ; to paſs over.
Bacon..
black ; to blacken . Boyle.
To BLANCH . V. . To evade ; to ſhift. Bacon ,
BLACKAMOOR. F. A negro.
BLANCHER . J. [ from blanch .) A whitener.
BLACKBERRIED Heath . f. A plant.
BLAND.
BLACKBERRY Bujb.4. A speciesof bramble.
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BLAND. a. (blandas, Lat.) Soft; mild ; gentle. BLAZE . S. (blase, a torch, Saxon . ) 1 . Aflames
Milion ,
the light of the flame. Dryden. 2. Publication.
Alilton . 3 A white mark upon a horſe.
TO BLA'NDISH. v. a . ( blandior, Lat .) To
Farrier's Diet.
ſmooth ; to ſoften . Milton .
BLANDISHMENT. L. ( from blondifo ; blan- To BLAZE . v . n . 1. To flame. Pope, 2. To
ditie , Lat .] 1. An act of fondneſs ; expreſſion
be conſpicuous.
of tenderneſs by geſture. Milton. 2 . Soft To BLAZE . V. 8. 1. To publish ; to make
known. Mark. 2. To blazon. Peacham . 3 .
words; kind ſpeeches. Bacon . 3. Kind treat
Toioflame; to fire . Shakeſp.
ment ; careſs. Swift.
BLANK. a. (blanc, Fr. ) 1. White. Par. Loft BLAZER. L. ( from blaze,j'One that ſpreads
reports . Spenſer.
2. Unwritten. Addiſon. 3. Confuſed; cruth
TO BLA'ZON .' v.a. (bla forner , Fr. ) 1. To
ed . Pepe. 4. Without shime. Shakesp.
explain , in proper terms, the figures on en
BLANK L. ( from the adjective.] 1. A void
ſigns armorial. Addifon. 2. To deck ; to em
ſpace. Swift. 2. A lot, "by which nothing is
belliſh. Garth. 3. To diſplay ; to ſet to
gained. Dryder. 3. A paper unwritten. Par.
Left 4 The point to which an arrow is di
ſhow . Shakeſp. 4. To celebrate ; to ſet out .
Shakej P: 5. To blaze about; to make puo
rected. Shakeſp. 5. Aim , ſhot. Shakeſp.
lick. Shakeſp :
6. Object to which any thing is directed.
BLA'ZON. L. ( from the verb .) 1. The art of
Sbakery
To BLANK . v. a. (from blank.] 1. To damp ;
drawing or explaining coats of arms . Peacham .
to con :uſe ; to diſpirit. Tillotson. 2. To e:
3. Show ; divulgation ; publication. Shakejf.
3. Celebration . Collier.
face ; to annul. Spenſer.
BLANKET.S. ( blanchetti, Fr. ) 1. A woollen BLA'ZONRY . . [from blazon .] The art of
cover , foft, and looſely woven. Temple. 2. A
blazoning. Peacham .
kind of pear .
To BLEACH. v. a. ( bieechen , Germ .) To
To BLANKET. v. a . ( from the noun .] 1. whiten . Dryden .
To cover with a blankei . Shakeſp. 2. Toto's | TO BLEACH . v .» . To grow white . Thomſon.
BLEAK, a . (blac , blæc, Saxon .] 1. Pule . 2 .
in a blaoket. Pope
BLA'NKLY.adv. ( from blank .) In a blank man
Cold ; chill . Addison.
A ſmall river frih . Walton .
BLEAK.S.
.
contufon
with
ner ; with whitenets ;
TO BLARE. v . a . ( blaren , Dutch . ) To bellow : BLE'AKNESS. f. [ from bleak .) Coldneſs ; chil
Lo roar. Skinner ,
neſs. Addiſon.
TO BLASPHE'ME . 6. n. (blafphemo, low Lat.) BLE'AKY . a. ( from bleak.) Bleak ; cold ;
1. To ſpeak in ierins of impious irreverence chill. Dryden .
of God 2. To fpeak evil of. Shakesp .
BLEAR . a . ( blear, a bliſter, Dutch . ) 1. Din
with rheum or water. Drydex. 2. Dim ; ob
TO BLASPHEME. v. . To ſpeak blaiphemy.
ſcure in general. Milten,
Shakeſp.
BLASPHEMER.S ( from blafpheme.) A wretch To BLEAR . v. a . ( from the adjective.] To
make the eyes watry. Dryden.
that ſpeaks of God in impious and irreverent
BLE'AREDNESS.J . (from bleared.] The fate
terms. 1 Tim . i . 13 .
BLASPHEMOUS. a . [ fiom blaſpheme.) Im
of being dimmed with rheum . Wiſeman.
pious ; irreverend with regard to God. TO BLEAT. v.n. (blætan, Saxon . ) To cry as
a ſheep. Dryden .
Sidney , Tillotjon.
BLA'SPHEMOUSLY.adv .(fromblafpheme.)Im- BLEAT, S. (!rom the verb.] The cry of a ſheep
or lamb. Chapman.
Swifi.
piocfly ; with wicked irreverence.
BLASPHEMY. l. (from blaſpbeme.) Blaf- BLEB.S. (blaen, to ſwell, Germ .) A bliſter.
piemy, is an offering of ſome indigmty unto TO BLEED. U. . pret . I bled ; I have bled ;
Gru himſelf. Hammond.
bledan, Saxon . ) i . To lole blood ; to run
BLAST . L. (from blæst , Saxon .] 1. A gut ,
with blood . Bacon, 2. To die a violent death,
Pope . 3. To drop, as blood. Pope.
or puff of wind. Sbakelp. 2 . The found
made by any inftrument of wind mulick . To BLLED . v.a. To let blood. Pope.
BLEIT.
Milton . 3. The ttroke of a malignant pla- BL
ATE . } a. Baſhful .
net. Job .
To To BLEMISH . v. a. (from blame, Junius.] 1 .
TO BLÁST. o. a . ( from the noun .]
To mark with any deformily. Sidney. 2. To
frike with ſome ſudden plague . Addiſon. 2 .
defame ; to tarnish , with reſpect to reputati
To make to wither. Shakejp. 3. To injure ;
on . Dryden.
to invalidate. Stillingfleet.4. To contound ;
BLE'MISH . f. [from the verb.) 1. A mark of
to ſtrike with terrour . Shakeſp.
BLASTMENT. ] ( from blefl ) A fudden ſtroke
deformity ; a ſcar . Wiſemon . 2. Reproach ;
diſgrace. Hocker.
of infection. Shakeſp.
BLATANT . a . [ b.attant, Fr.] Bellowing as a To BLENCH . O. n. To Shrink ; to ſtart back .
Shakeſp.
calf. Dryden .
TO BLATTER . 2. m . ( from blatero, Lat.) To To BLENCH . v. . To hinder ; to obtruct .
Carew ,
roar. Spenfer.
То
BLAY . 4. A ſmall whitiſh river filh ; a bleak.
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TO BLEND . v . a . preter. I blended;anciently , BLISSFUL... (bliſs full.] Happy in the higheſt
blent. (blendan, Sax .) 1. To mingle together degree. Spenler.
Boyle. 2. To confound. Hooker . 3. To pol- BLISSFULLY. ado . [from bliſsful.)Happily.
BLISSFULNESS.S. (from bliſsful ] Happineſs.
lule ; to ſpoil. Spen fer.
BLE'NT. The obſolete participle of blend.
To BLI'SSOM . v. n. To caterwaul. Did .
To BLESS . v. « . [blessian, Sax .) 1. To make BLI'STER. S. ( blayſter, Dutch.] 1. A puſtule
formed by raiſing the cuticle from the cutis.
happy ; to proſper. Dryden . 2. To with
happineſs to another. Dent. 3. To praiſe ; Temple. 2. Any ſwelling made by the ſepa
ration of a film or skin from the other parts.
to glorify for benefits received. Davies. 4.
Bacon ,
Towave ; lo brandiſh . Spenſer.
BLESSED. particip.a. (from to blefs.) Happy ; To BLI'STER. v . n. ( from the noun .) To riſe
in bliſters. Dryden.
enjoying heavenly felicity.
BLE'SSEĎ Thiſtle. A plant.
To BLISTER , W. e. To raiſe bliſters by ſome
BLESSEDLY.ado . Happily. Sidney.
hurt. Shakeſp :
BLESSEDNESS. S: [from bleſſed .] 1. Happi- BLITHE. a. (blide, Sax.) Gay ; airy . Hooker ,
neis ; felicity. Sidney. 2. Sanctity. Sbakeſp . Pope.
3. Heavenly felicity. South . 4. Divine fa- BLI'THLY.
manner . adv . [ from bliebe.] In a bliche
vour .
BLESSER. S. ( from blefs.] He that bleſſes. BLI'THNESS.
S. ( from blithe.) The
BLI'THSOMENESS . quality ofbeing blithe.
Taylor.
BLESSING . S. [ from blefs.] 1. Benediction . BLI'THSOME. a . (from blithe ) Gay ; cheer
ful. Pbilips.
2. The means of happineſs. Denham. 3. Di.
vine favour. Shakeſp.
To BLOAT.v . a. ( probably from blow .] To
ſwell. Addifon .
BLEST. parti, a . ( from bleſs.) Happy. Pipe.
BLEW . The preterite from blow . Knolles.
To BLOAT. 0.n. To grow turgid. Arbuthnot.
BLIGHT.S. 1. Mildew . Temple. 2. Any thing BLO'ATEDNESS. S. ( from blooi.] Turgidneſs;
ſwelling. Arbuthnot.
nipping or blaſting . L'Ekrange.
To BLICHT. v.a.(from the noun .) To blaſt ; BLO‘BBER.S. (from blob.) A bubble. Careu .
BLO'BBERLIP. S. ( blobber, and lip.] A thick
to hinder from fertility . Locke.
lip. Dryden.
BLIND. e .(blind, Sax .) 1. Without light;
dark. Digby. 2. Intellectually dark . Dryden. BLOBBERLIPPED .) a . Having ſwelled or
thick lips. Grew.
3. Unſeen ; private. Hooker. 4. Dark ; ob- BLO'BLIPPED .
BLOCK . S. ( block, Dutch .) 1. A heavy piece
ſcure. Milten .
matter. Addiſon. 3.
maſs
of
To BLIND. v. a. 1. To make blind . South . of timber. 2. A
2. To darken ; toobſcure to the eye. Dryden.
A maffy body. Swift. 4. The wood on which
hats are formed. Sbokefp. 5. The wood on
3. To obſcure to the underſtanding. Stillinger
which criminals are beheaded. Dryden. 6.
BLIND. S. s . Something to hinder the ſigbt.
obſtruction ; a ſtop. Decay of Piety. 7.
An
L'Efrange. 2. Something to miſlead. Decay
A fea cerm for a pully. 8. A blockhead .
ofPiety .
Shakeſp .
To BLINDFOLD . 0. a. ( from blind and fold .}
To hinder from ſeeing, by blinding the eyes. To BLOCK. v.a. ( bloquer, Fr.) To ſhut up ;
to incloſe. Clarenden.
Luke,
BLINDFOLD. a . (from the verb.] Having the BLOCK -HOUSE. F. (from block and bouſc.) A
fortreſs built to obſtruct or block up a paſs.
eyes covered. Spenſer, Dryden.
BLINDLY . adv. ( from blind.) 1. Without
Raleigh.
fight. 2. Implicitely; without examination BLOCK -TIN.S: ( from block and tin.]T'ia pure
Locke. 3. Without judgment or direction . or unmixed. Boyle.
BLOCKADE.S . ( from block.) A liege carried
Dryden.
BLINDMAN'S BUFF. S. A play in which ſome
on by ſhutting up the place. Tatler .
one is to have his eyes covered, and hune oul To BLOCKADE. v . a. ( from the noun.) To
ſhut up. Pope.
the reſt ofthe company Hudibras.
BLINDNESS. l. ( from blind .) 1 . Want of BLOCKHEAD . f. [ from black and head.) A
ftupid fellow ; a dolt ; a man without parts.
light. Denham. 2. Ignorance ; intellectual
darkneſs. Spenfor.
Pepe.
BLOCKHEADED . a . ( from bleckbead .) Suu.
BLINDSIDE. j. Weakneſs ; foible. Swift.
BLINDWORM . S. A ſmall venomous viper. pid ; vull. L'Eſtrange .
BLOCKISH . (tromblack .) Scupid ; dull .
Grew .
To BLINK.V.o. (blincken , Daniſh .] 1.To wink .
Shakeſp.
Hudibras. 2. To ſee obſcurely . Pepe .
BLOʻCKISHLY. adv. ( from blockiſb .) In a ſtu
BLI'NKARD.S: ( from blink.] 1. That has bad
pid manner .
BLOCKISHNESS . S. S'upidity.
eyes. 2. Something twinkling . Hakewell.
BLISS. S. (blisse, Sax.) 1. The higheſt de- BLOʻMARY. %. The firſt forge in the iron mills.
Di &t.
gree ofhappineſs ; the happineſs of bleſed
fouls Heoker, Milton . 2. Felicity in gene- BLO'NKET. S. [for blanket.) Spenſer.
ral. Pepe
BLOOD.S. (blos, Sax .] 1. The red liquor that
circulates
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circulates in the body of animals. Genefis. 2. BLOT. S. ( from the verb.) ! . An obliteration
Child ; progeny. Shakeſp. 3. Family ; kin
of ſomething written. Dryden ., 2. A blur ; a
dred. Waller. 4. Defcent; lineage. Dryden. ſpot. 3. Aſpot in reputation.
5. Birth; high extraction. Shakeſp. 6. Mur- BLOTCH.S. (from blor. ] A ſpot or puſtule up
on the ſkin. Harvey .
death. Shakeſp. 7. Life. 2 Sam .
dervioleat
;
8. The carnal part of man. Matthew . 9. TOſmoke
BLOTE. v. a. To ſmoke, or dry by the
.
Temper of mind; ſtate of the paſſions. Hu
dibres. 10. A hot Spark ; man of fire . Bacon .BLOW . S. (blowe, Dutch .] 1. A ſtroke. Clo
rendon. 2. The fatal ſtroke. Dryden. 3. A
11. The juice of any thing. Genehs.
ſingle action ; a ſudden event. Dryden. 4.
To ſtain with blood .
TO BLOOD, v, a.
The act of a Ay , by which the lodges eggs
Becer. 2. To enure to blood, as a hound.
in fleſh. Chapman.
Spenſer. 3. To heat ; to exaſperate. Bacom .
BLO'OD -BOLTERED..(fromblood and belier.] To BLOW . •. * pret. blew ; particip . pall.
blown. (blapan, Sax .] 1. To move with a
Blood ſprinkled. Shakeſp.
BLOODFLOWER. S. ( hemanthus, Lat.) A
current of air. Pope. 2. This word is uſed
ſometimes imperſonally with it. Dryden. 3.
plınt.
BLO'ODGUILTINESS.S. Marder. Spenſer.
To pant; to puff. Pope. 4. To breathe. 5.
To found by being blown. Milton. 6 . To
BLOODHOUND. S. A hound that follows by
the ſcent. Soutberne.
play muſically by wind. Numb. 7 . T. bloon
BLOODILY.a. ( from bloody.) Cruelly. Dryd. over . To paſs away without effect. Glanville,
BLOODINESS. S. ( from bloody.) The ſtate of
8. To blow up. To Ay into the air by the
force of gunpowder. Tarler.
being bloody. Sharp.
BLO'ODLESS. a. ( from blood .] 1. Without To BLOW . v. 6. 1. To drive by the force of
blood ; dead. Dryden. 2. Without daughter. the wind. South. 2. To inflame with wind.
Waller.
Iſaiah . 3. To ſwell ; to puff into fize. Shakeſp.
4. To ſound an inſtrument of wind marick .
To BLO'OD -LET. v.e. To bleed , to open a
Milton . 5 . To warm with the breach. Shakeſp.
vein medicinally .
BLOOD -LETTÉR.S. (from blood -ks.) A phle
6. To ſpread by report. Dryder. 7 : To in.
botomiſt. Wiſemax.
feat with the eggs of Aies. Shakeſp . 8. To
BLOODSHED. S. ( from blood and foed.) 1 .
blow out. To extinguiſh by wind. Dryden.
The crime of blood, or murder. Seush . 2 .
9. To blow up. To raiſe or ſwell with breath.
Slaughter. Dryden .
Boyle. 1o. To blow up. To deſtroy with gus
powder. Woodward. 11. To blosu upen. To
BLO'ODSHEDDER . f. Murderer. Ecclus,
.
.
and bet.] make
a . (from
BLOODSHOTTEN. } pulledwith blood Garfu? To BŁow.co.4
difopan
.
, Sax.]To bloom ; to
bloſſom
Waller,
.
ing from its proper veſſels. Garth.
BLOOD-STONE S. The blood-flone is green, BLOWPOINT. ſ. A child's play. Denne.
ſpotted with a bright blood -red. Woodward. | BLOWTH.S. ( from bloow .) Bloom , or bloſſom .
BLOODSUCKER . S. [ from blood and fuck.) 1. Raleigh.
A leech ; a fly ; aoy thing that ſucks blood. BLOWŽE. S. A ruddy fat -faced wench.
BLO'WZY. a. ( from blowze.) Sun-burnt ; higla
2. A murderer. Hayward.
coloured .
BLOOD - THIRSTY . a . Deſirous to ſhed blood .
BLUBBER.S. ( See BLOB BER.) The part of a
Raleigh.
BLOOD-VESSEL.S. ( from blood and veffel.) A
whale that contains the oil .
velel appropriated by nature to the convey- | To BLU'BBER. v. n. To weep in ſuch a man
ner as to ſwell the cheeks. Swift.
ance of theblood. Addifon.
BLO'ODY. 6. (from blood.) 1. Stained with To BLUBBER. v. a. To ſwell the checks with
weeping. Sidney.
blood. 2. Cruel; murderous. Pope.
BLOOM.S. ( blum , Germ .] 1. A bloſſom . 2. BLU'DGEON. j. A Mort Rick , with one ead
loaded .
The ſtate of immaturity. Dryden.
TO BLOOM .v.n. 1. To bring or yield bloſſoms. BLUE. 6. (blæp, Sax . bles, Fr.).One of the
Bacir. 2. To produce, as bloſſoms. Hooker , feven original colours. Newton.
BLUEBOʻTTLE. S, ( from blue and borik .)
3. To be in a ſtate of youth. Pope.
A flower of the bell ſhape . Ray. 2. Afy
BLOOMY. a . ( from bloom .) Full of blooms;
with a large blue belly . Prior.
flowery . Fope.
BLORE :S: [ from blow .] AA of blowing ; blaſt. BLU'ELY. adv. ( from blue.) With a blue co
lour. Swifi.
Chapmen .
BLOʻSSOM . S. ( blosme, Sax.) The flower that BLU'ENESS. S.(from blue.] The quality of be
ing blue. Boyk .
growson any plant. Dryden .
TO BLOSSOM . v, n. To put forth bloſſoms. BLUFF. a . Big; furly ; bluſtering. Dryden .
Habbakkuk.
To BLUNDER. v. 8. ( blunderen, Dutch.) ! .
TO BLOT, «. 4. (from blottir, Fr.) 1. To obli
Tomiſtake groſsly ; to err very widely . Soweb .
terate ; to make writing inviſible. Pope. 2 . 2. To founder ; io flumble. Pope.
To efface ; to eraſe . Dryden. 3. To blur. To BLU'NDER .v.a. To mix fooliſhly or blinde
Afobam . 4. To diſgrace; to disfigure. Rewe.
ly. Stillingfieer.
BLU'NDER
S: To darken. Cowley.
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BLU'NDER . J. [ from the verb. ) A groſs or To BOAST. v. a. 1. To brag of. Anterbury.
Mameful miſtake . Addiſon.
2. To magnify ; to exalt . Pfalm .
BLU'NDERBUSS. ſ. [ from blunder .] A gun BOAST. L. 1. A proud ſpeech. Spe & ator. 2 .
Cauſe of boaſting. Pope.
that is diſcharged with many bullets . Dryden.
BLU'NDERER. L. (from blunder .) A block- BOASTER.. (from bsaft.) A bragger. Boyle.
head. Watts.
BOʻASTFUL . a. ( from bsaft and full.] Often
BLUNDERHEAD.S. A ſtupid fellow . L'Efir . tatious . Pope.
BLUNT. a. 1. Dull on the edge or point; not BOASTINGLY. adv. ( from booſting.) Often
Maarp. Sidney. 2. Dullin underſtanding ; not tatiouſly, Decay ofPiety.
quick . Bacon. 3. Rough ; not delicate. W01- BOAT. S. (bat, Sax.) A veſſel to paſs the wa
ton . 4. Abrupt; not elegant Bacon .
ter in. Raleigh.
To BLUNT. v. a. ( from the noun . ] 1 . TO BOA'TION . ). (boare, Lat .] Roar ; noiſe.
Derbam .
dull the edge or point. Dryden . 2. To re
BOʻATMAN. 28. [ from boat and man .) He
prefs or weaken any appetite. Shakeſp .
BLU'NTLY. adv. [from blunt.) 1 . Without BOATSMAN . S that manages a bort . Prior.
Tharpneſs. 2. Coarſely; plainly. Dryden.
BOʻATSWAIN . S. ( from boat and ſwain .) An
BLU NTNESS. S. [ from blunt. ſ 1. Want of officer on board a fhip , who has charge of all
edge or point. Suckling. 2. Coarſeneſs ; rough
her rigging, ropes, cables, anchors. Howel.
neſs of manners. Dryder.
T , BOB. v.a. i . To beat ; to drub.Shakeſp.
BLU'NTWITTED . a. ( from blunt and wir.] 2. To cheat ; to gain by fraud. Shakejp.
Dull; ſtupid. Shakeſp .
To BOB. v.n. To play backward and forward.
BLUR . S. ( borra, Span. ablot. )A blot ; a ſtain . Dryden.
South
BOB. I. (from the verb neuter.) 1 . Something
that hangs ſo as to play looſely. Dryden. 2 .
TO BLUR . V. & . ( from the noun .] 1. To blot;
to enace. Locke. 2. To ſtain . Hudibras.
The words repeated at the end of a ftanza.
TO BLURT. v . a. To let fly without think
L'Egirange. 3. A blow . Afckam .
ing. Hakewell.
BOBBIN . ] (bobine, Fr.) A ſmall pin of wood,
with a notch . Tailer.
To BLUSH . v. n. (blofen , Dutch . ) .. To be
tray ſhame or confuſion, by a red colour in BOʻBCHERRY. J: ( from bob and cherry .) A
the cheek . Smitb . 2. To carry a red colour.
play among children, in which the cherry is
Shakeſp.
hung to as to bob againſt the mouth . Arbuthn.
BLUSH . F. (from the verb . ] 1. The colour in BOʻBTAIL . Cut tail. Shakeſp .
the cheeks. P.ope. 2. A red or purple colour. BOʻBTAILED... Having a tail cut.L'Efrange.
BO'BWIG . Š. A ſhort wig . Spectater.
Craſbaw . 3. Sudden appearance. Locke.
BLUSHY. A. Having the colour
a blush . To BODE. w.a. [bodian, Sax.] To portend ;
Bacon.
to be the omen of. Shakeſp.
To BLU'STER . v. 8. [ ſuppoſed from blaft.) 1 . To BODE . V. * . To be an omen ; to foreſhow .
To roar as a ſtorm . Spenjer. 2. To bully ;
Dryden.
BODEMENT . S. ( from bode.) Portent ; omen.
to puſf. Government of the longue.
BLUSTER . S. (trom the verb.)
Shakep
Roar ;
najle ; cumule. Swife. 2. Boatt; boiſterous- To BODGE. v . n . To boggle. Shakeſp.
neſs . Shakep.
BO'DICE.S. ( from bodies.] Stays; a waiſtcoat
PLUSTERER.S. A ſwaggerer ; a bully.
quilted with whalebone. Prior.
DLUSTROUS. a . (from blufter.) Tumultuous ; BODILESS. a. (from body.) Ir.corporeal; with
out a body. Davies.
noily. Hudibras.
BO. interj. A word of terrour. Temple.
BOʻDILY. 6. (from body. ] 1. Corporeal ; con
BOAR ... ( bar , Sax . ) The male ſwine. Dryden
taining body. South . 2. Relating to the body,
BOARD . / (brzd , Sax . ) 1. A piece of wood
not the mind. Hocker . 3. Real ; actual.
Shakelp .
of more length and breadth than thickneſs.
Temple. 2. À table. Hakewell. 3. A table BODILY. adv. Corporeally . Watts.
at which a council or court is held ,Clarendon . BODKIN.S. ( beddiker , or ſmallbody.) Skinner .
An inſtrument with a ſmall blade and
4. A count of jurisdiction. Bacon. 5 . The
Tarp point. Sidney . 2 . An inſtrument to
deck or floor ofa ſhip. Addifer.
To BOARD. 0.0 . 1. To enter a hip by force. draw a thread or ribbond through a loop.
Pepe. 3 . An instrument to dreſs che hair.
Denkam. 2. To attack , or make the firſt
Pope.
attempt. Shakefp. 3. To lay or pave with
toards. Moxon .
BO’DY. f. [bodig, Sax .) 1. The material ſub
TO BOARD . V. n. To live in a houſe, where
Nance of an animal. Mattbew , vi . 25. 2 .
Matter ; opposed to { pirit. 3. A perſon ; a
1 certain rate is paid for eating . Herbert.
BOARD -WAGES / Wases allowed to ſervants human being. Hooker. 4. Reality ; oppoſed
to keep then leives in vićtuals. Dryden .
to repreſentation. Colof. 5. A collective maſs.
Clarenden. 6. The main army ; the battle .
BO'ARDER . J. ( from beard .) A tavler,
KOARISH . &. (trom bsor. ] Swiniih ; bru :al;
Clarendon . 7. A corporation. Swift. 8. The
cruel. Shokep.
outward condition. i Cor. V. 3. 9. The main
To BOAST. v.n. To diſplay one's owo worth ,
part, Addiſon. 10. A pandee ; a general col
lection .
or actioas, 2 Cari
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lection. 11. Strength ; as, wine of a good | BOLL. S. A round (talk or ſtem .
To BOLL. V. n . ( from the noun .) To rife in a
body.
Italk . Exodus.
BODY-CLOATHS. F.Cloathing for horſes that
. S. {bolstre, Sax .) 1 Something
BO'LSTER
are dieted. Addifox.
laid in the bed to ſupport the head. Gay. 2.
To BODY. v. a. To produce in ſome forn.
A pad, or quilt. Swift. 3. Compreſs for a
Sbakefe
wound. Wiſeman .
( bog, ſoft, Iriſh .] A marſh ; a fen ; a
BOG .
To BOʻLSTER . v. a. (from the noun .] 1. To
moriss . South.
ſupport the head with a bolſter . 2. To afa
BOG - TROTTER . ( from bog and trot.] One
that lives in a boggy country;
ford a bed to. Shakeſp. 3. To hold wounds
T. BO'GGLE . v . 1. ( from bogil, Dutch .) 1 .
together with a compreſs. Sharp. 4. To lup
To ſtart ; to fly back . Dryden . 2. To heſi
port ; to maintain . Seuth ,
tate . Locke.
BOLT . S. (boule, Dutch ; Bódis.) 1. An arrow ;
BOGGLER. F. ( from boggle.) A doubter ; a ti
a dart. Dryden. 2. Lightning ; a thunder
bole. Dryden. 3. To bolt upright; that is, up
morous man . Shakefp.
BOʻGGY. a. (from bog.) Marſhy ; ſwampy.
right as an arrow . Addiſon. 4. The bar of a
Arbasbgat.
door. Shakeſp. 5. An iron to faften the legs.
Shakeſp. 6. A ſpot or ſtain. Shakeſp.
BOʻGHOUSE . . A houſe of office.
BOHE A.J. (An Indian word.] A ſpecies of tea. To BOLT. v , a. ( from the noun.] 1. To ſut
or faſten with a boit. Dryden . 2. To blurt
Pope.
To BOIL . y. n. ( bouiller , Fr.] 1. To be agi-. out.Milter . 3. To fetter ; to ſhackle. Shakeſp.
cated by heat. Bentley. 2. To be hot ; to be
4. To lift ; or ſeparate with a ſieve. Dryden.
fervent. Dryden. 3. To move like boiling
5. To examine ; to try out. Hale. 6. To pu
water. Gay. 4. To be in hot liquor. Shakeſp.
rity ; to purge. Skakep.
5. To cook by boiling. Swift.
To BOLT. v .n, To ſpring out with ſpeed and
ſuddenneſs. Dryden.
TO BOIL , S. 6. To feeth . Bacom.
BOʻILER . f. ( from beil.] 1. The perſon that BOʻLTER S. [from the verb.) A fieve to ſepa
in
vefſel
The
2.
rate meal from bran . Bacin.
boils any thing . Boyle.
which any thing is boiled. W codward.
BOʻLTHEAD. $. A long ſtrait necked glaſs
BOʻISTEROUS. c . ( byſter , furious, Dutch .) 1 .
veſſel, a matraſs, or receiver. Beyle.
Violent ; loud ; roaring ; ſtormy. Weller. 2. BOLTING -HOUSE . /. The place where meal
Turbulent; furious. Addifen . 3. Unwieldy .
is ſifted . Dennis.
Spesler,
BOLT-ROPE. /. ( from bolt and rope.) The
BO'ISTEROUSLY. adv. ( from boiſterous.) Vio
rope on which the fail of a ſhip is ſewed and
fastened. Sea Diet.
lently ; tumultuouſly. Swift.
BO ISTEROUSNESS. S. ( from boiſterous .] Tu- BOʻLTSPRIT, or BowseBIT . S. A maſt run
· multuouſneſs ; turbulence.
ning out at the head of a thip, not ſtanding up
EOLARY. 4. ( from bok.) Partaking of the na: right, but allope. Sea Diet .
ture of bole. Brown,
BOLUS. S. [Boão..) A medicine, made up into
BOLD . 2. (bald, Saxon .) 1. Daring ; brave ; a foii maſs, larger than pills. Swift.
Itout. Temple. 2. Executed with ipirit Rof BOMB. J. ( bombus, Lat.) 1. A loud noiſe .
Com mer . 3. Confident ; not ferupulous. Locke.
Bacon . 2. A hollow iron ball, or Mell, filled
4. Impudent; rude. Ecc'uſ. vi. 11 . 5 . Li
with gunpowder, and furnished with a vent
centious. Waller. 6. Standing out to the
for a fulee, or wooden tube , filled with com
view . Dryden. 7. To make bold. To take buſtible matter ; to be thrown out from a
mortar . Rowe.
freedoms. Tillerſon .
TO BOLDEN. 9. a. ( from bold .] To make bold. To BOMB. v . 0. To attack with bombs,Prier.
địcha .
BOMB-CHEST. f. ( from bomb and cheft.) A
BOLDFACE. S. [from beld and face.} Impu
kind of cheſt filled with bombs, placed under
dence ; faucinels. L'Ffirange.
ground, lo blow up in the air.
BO'LDFACED. 2. ( from bold and face.) Impu- BOMB-KETCH . ? ). A kind of ſhip ſtrongly
dent. Bramhall.
BOMBVESSEL:} ' built, no bearrihe hook op
BOʻLDLY. adv. ( írom bold.) In a bold manner.
a mortar . Addiſon.
Hocker .
BOMBARD. S. (bombardus, Lat .) A great gun.
Knojies.
BOLDNESS. f. [ from beld.) s . Courage ; bra
very. Sidney. 2. Exemption from caution . To BOMBARD . v. 6. ( from the noun .] To at
Dryden. 3. Freedom ; liberty 2 Cor . vii. 4 . tack with bombs, Addiſon.
4. Confident truſt in God. Heaker. 5. AL- BOMBARDIER . L. fírom bombard .] The en.
gineer whoſe employment it is to ſhoot bombs.
furance . Bacom. 6. Impudence. Hooker .
Tarler.
BOLE. J. 1. The bedy or trunk of a tree.
Chapmar . 2. A kind of earth. Woodward. DOMI ARD'MENT . S. (from bombard.) An at
3. A meaſure of corn , containing fix buihels. tack m ide by throwing bomis. Aildilon.
Alrimer .
BO MBASIN . . [bambalin, I'r . ) A flighi alke
Ituft.
BOLIS.A . (Lat. ) Bslis is a great fiery ball,(witi
ly hurried through the air, and generally draw- BOMCAST.f. Fuſias ; big words. Derne.
BOMBIST
ing a tali after it .
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BO'MBAST. 6. High ſounding. Shakeſp.
BOʻNNY-CLABBER. S.Sour buttermilk.Swifi,
BOMBULA'TION. f. [ from bombus, Lat.] BO'NUN MAGNUM . S. A great plum .
Sound ; noiſe. Brown.
BO'NY. a. ( from bone. ) 1. ConGfting of bones.
BOMBYCINOUS. adj. ( bembycinus, Lat .] Silk
Ray. 2. Full of bones.
en, made of filk .
BO'OBY.S. A dull, heavy, ſtupid fellow . Prior.
BONAROBA.S. ( Ital.) A whore. Shakeſp.
BOOK . . (boc. Sax.) 1. A volume in which
we read or write . Bacon. 2. A particular part
BONA'SUS. / (Lat. ) A kind of buffalo.
BONCHRETIEN. ſ. (French .] A ſpecies of of a work. Burnet. 3. The regiſter in which
pear, ſo called , probably, from the name of a trader keeps an account. Shakeſp . 4. le
books. In kind remembrance . Addiſon. 5 .
a gardener.
Without beok. By memory . Heoker .
BOND. S. (bond , Sax .) 1. Cords , or chains,
with which any one is bound. Shakeſp. 2. A TO BOOK . v . e. To regiſter in a book. Davies.
ligament that holds any thing together. Locke. BOOK -KEEPING . ). [from book and keep :)
The art of keeping accounts. Harris.
3. Union ; connexion. Aforlimer . 4. Impri
Tonment ; captivity. Aals. 5. Cement of BOOKBINDER. [. A man whoſe profeſſion it
is to bind books,
union ; cauſe of union. Shakeſp. 6. A wri
ting of obligation. Dryden. 7. Law by which BOOKFUL. a. (from book and full.] Crouded
with undigeſted knowledge. Pope.
any man is obliged. Locke.
BOND. 2. (gebonden, Sax .] Captive ; in a ſer- BO'OKISH . a. ( from book ] Given to books.
vile ſtate. 1. Cor.
Spectator.
BONDAGE. [ from bond.) Captivity ; impri- BOOKISHNESS. S.(from bookipo .) Over - ſtudi
ouſneſs.
ſonment. Sidney, Pope.
BONDMAID. ). (from bond.) A woman ſlave. BOOKLEARNED. S.[ from book and learned .]
Verſed in books. Swift.
Shakeſp .
BOʻNDMAN.S.[from band.]A man lave.Dryd. BOOKLE’ARNING .).(from book and leorning.)
Skill in literature acquaintance with books.
BONDSERVANT. S. A nave. Leviticus,
Sidney.
BONDSERVICE. . Slavery. 1 Kings.
BO'OKMAN . S. ( from book and man .) A man
BO'NDSLAVE. S. A man in ſlavery . Davies.
BOʻNDSMAN. Y. (from bond and man. ) One whoſe profeſionis the ſtudy of books. Shakeſ.
BOʻOKMATE. f. Schoolfellow . Shakeſp.
bound for another. Derbam.
BONDWOMAN . A woman lave. Ben. Johnſon . BOOKSELLER. S. He whoſe profeffion it is to
fell books. Walton.
BONE. S. [ ban, Sax .) i . The ſolid parts ofthe
body of an animal. 2. A fragment of meat ; BO'OKWORM. S. ( from book and worm.) 1 .
a bone with as much flesh as adheres to it.
A mite that eats holes in books. Guardian .
Dryden. 3. To be upon the bones. To attack .
2. A ſtudent too cloſely fixed upon books. Pope.
L'Efrange. 4. To make no bones. To make BOOM . S. (from boom , a tree, Dutch .) 1. ( in
ſea-language.] A long pole uſed to ſpread out
no ſcruple. 5. Dice . Dryden .
the clue of the ſtudding rail. 2. A pole with
To BONĖ. v. a. ( from the noun.) To take out
the bones from the fieth .
buſhes or baſkets, ſet up as a mark to fhew
BOʻNELACE. . (the bobbins with which lace
the ſailors how to ſteer. 3: A bar of wood
laid croſs a harbour. Dryden .
is woven being frequently made of bones.)
To BOOM. v. To ruſh with violence. Pepe.
Flaxen lace. Spectator.
BO'NELESS. 6. ( from bore.] Without bones. BOON. ). (from bene, Sax ) A gift, a grant.
Addiſon .
Skakelp :
To BOʻNESET. v. n . (from bone and ſer.] TO BOON. a. (bon , Fr.) Gay ; merry. Milton.
reſtore a bone out of joint ; or join a bone BOOR. S. (beer, Dutch .] A lout ; a clown.
Temple .
broken. Wileman .
BOʻNESETTER . S: ( from bonefer.) A chirur- BOʻORISH . 6. (from boor.) Clowniſh ; ruſtick .
geon . Derbam.
Shakeſp .
BONFIRE. S. {bor, good , Fr. and fire.] A fire BOORISHLY. adv .After a clowniſh manner.
BO'ORISHNESS. T. ( from booriſb .) Coarſeneſs
made for triumph. South.
of manners.
BO'NGRACES. I bonne grace, Fr.] A Covering
BOOSE. J. [borg, Sax .) A tall for a cow.
for the forehead. Hakewell.
BONNET. !! [bonet,Fr.) A hat ; a cap. Addil. To BOOT . v . a . (bot, Sax.) 1. To profit ; to
BO'NNET. ( In fortification.) A kind of little
advantage. Hooker, Pope. 2. To enrich ; to
benefit Shielp.
ravelin .
BONNETS. ( In the ſea language .) Small fails BOOT . f. (from the verb . ) 1. Profit ; gain ;
let on the courſes on the mizen, mainſail, adyantage. Sbakelp. 2. To boot. With ad
vantage ; over and above. Herbert . 3. Booty
and foreſail.
or plunder. Shakesp.
BOʻNNILY . adv. (from bonny.) Cayly ; hand
BOOT. I ( borte, French . ) A covering for the
ſomely.
leg, uled by horſemen . Milton .
BONNÍNESS. S. ( from bonny .) Gayety ; hand
BOOT of a coach . The ſpace between the coach
romeners.
man and the coach .
BONNY. adv. ( from bon , bonne, Fr. ) 1. Hand
ſome; beautisul. Shakejp. 2. Gay; merry . To BOOT. v. 2. To put on boots. Shakelp:
BOOT
Shakej

!
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BOOT -HOSE. S. (from boot and beſt .) Stockings To BO'RROW. v. a. 1. To take ſomething
to ſerve for boots.Shakeſp.
from another upon credit. Nehemiah. 2. Tº
aſk of another the uſe of ſomething for a time
BOOT- TREE. S. Wood ſhaped like a leg, to be
driven into boots for ſtretching them .
Dryden. 3. To take ſomething of another:
BOOTCATCHER. f. ( from boet and catch.}
Walis. 4. To uſe as one's own, though not
belonging to one . Dryden.
The perſon whoſe buſineſs at an inn is to pu !!
off the boots of paſſengers. Swift.
BOʻRROW . S. ( from the verb.] The thing bor
rowed. Shakeſp .
BOʻOTED . o . [ from boot .) In boois. Dryden.
BOOTH . F. (boed, Dutch.) A houſe built of BO'RROWER S. (from borroto.) 1. He that
borrows. Milton. 2. He that takes what is
boards or boughs. Swift.
BO'OTLESS . a. (from boor.) 1. Uſeleſs; una
another's . Pope.
vailing. Shakeſp. 2.Without ſucceſs. Shakeſp. BOʻSCAGE . I. (beſcage, Fr. ] Wood, or wood
BOOTY. S. (buyr, Durch. ) 2. Plunder ; pil
lands. Wotton .
lage. Dryden. 2. Thing gotten by robbery. BO'SKY . a. (boſque, Fr.} Woody. Milton.
Shakeſp . 3. To play booty . To loſe by de- BOʻSOM.S. [bosome, Sax .) 1. The breaſt; the
ſign. Dryden .
heart. Shakeſp. 2. An incloſure . Hooker. 3 .
BOPE'EP . J. To play BOPEEP , is to look out,
The folds of the dreſs that covers the breaſt.
and draw back , as if frighted. Dryder .
Exodus. 4. The tender affections. Milton .
BORACHIO . f. [ borracho, Spanith .) A drun
5. Inclinacion ; defire. Shakeip.
kard . Congreve.
BOʻSOM , in compoſition, implies intimacy ;
BORABLE . a . ( from bore.) That may be bored. confidence ; fondneſs. Ben . Johnson .
BOʻRAGE . f. ( from boragº, Lat.) A plant.
To BOʻSOM . v. a. ( from the noun.] 1. To
BORAMEŽ. ). The vegetable lamb, generally
incloſe in the boſom . Milien. 2. To conceal
known by thename ofAgnus Scythicus. Brown.
in privacy . Pope.
BORAX. X. ( borex , low Latin .) An artificial BOʻSON . ) (corrupted from boatſwain .) Dryd.
talt, prepared from ſal armoniac, nitre, cal- BOSS. S. (bole, Fr.) 1. A ſtud. Pope. 2. The
cised tartar, ſea ſalt, and alum, diſſolved in
part riſing in the midſt of any thing. Job. 3.
wine. Quincy.
A thick body of any kind. Moxen .
BORDEL : S. (bordeel, Teut.) A brothel; a BOSSAGE. S.( In architecture.) Any ſtone that
has a projecture.
bawdyhouſe. Soutb.
BOʻRDER . f. [bord, German.) 1. The outer BOʻSVEL . J. A ſpecies of crowfoot.
part or edge of any thing. Dryden. 2. The BOTANICAL. ( a. (Pótám , an herb.) Re
edge of a country. Spenſer. 3. The outer BOTA’NICK . Slating to herbs ; killed in
herbs. Addifon .
part of a garment adorned with needle work.
4. A bank raiſed round a garden, and ſet BO'TANIST. S. ( from botany .) One ſkilled in
with flowers. Waller .
herbs. Woodward,
To BOʻRDER. v. n. (from the noun.) 1. TO BOTANOʻLOGY . f. (gótaronoyin ..] A diſ
upon plants.
courſe
confine upon. Krolles. 2. To approach nearly
to. Tillotſon.
BOTCH . ). (boxea, Italian .) 1. A ſwelling ,
To BOʻRDER . v . a. 1. To adorn with a bor
or eruptive diſcoloration of the ſkin . Denne.
der. 2. To reach ; to touch. Raleigh.
2. A part in any work ill finiſhed. Shakeſp: 3 .
BORDERER.S. ( from bor der.) He that dwells
An adventitious part clumſily added. Dryden.
To BOTCH. v. a . ( Irom the noun.] 1. To
on the borders. Pbilips.
To " BORDRAGE. v. A. (from border.] To
mend or patch cloachs clumſily. Dryder. 2 .
To put together unſuitably, or unſkilfully.
plurder the borders. Spenſer.
TO BORE . v. G. (bonian, Sax. ) To pierce in Dryden. 3. To mark with botches. Garib .
a bole. Digby.
BOTCHER. S. ( from botch.) A mender of old
cloaths. Shakesp
TO BORE. * . *. 1. To make a hole. Wilkins,
2. To puſh forward towards a certain point . BOʻTCHY. a. (from borch .) Marked with
botches . Shakeſp .
Dryden.
BORE. S. (from the verb .) 1. The hole made BOTH. a . (batpa, Sax.) The two. Hooker.
by boring . Milton. 2. The inſtrument with BOTH , conj. As well . Dryden .
which a hole is bored. Moxon. 3. The lize BO'TRYOID , a. (Bolzloeidns .] Having the form
of any hole . Bacon.
of a bunch of grapes. W.odward.
BORE. The preterire of bear. Dryder.
BOTS. J. Small worms in the entrails of horſes.
BOREAL. . (borealis, Lat. ) Northern. Pope.
Shake/ p.
BOʻREAS. S. (Lat.) The north wind . Milion.
BOTTLE. S. (bouteille, Fr.) 1. A ſmall veſſel
BOREE : I. A kind of dance. Swifi.
of glals, or other matter. King. 2. A quan.
BORER.S. (from bore. ) A pierces . Moxon .
city ofwine uſually put into a bottle ; a quart,
BORNE. The participle pallive of bear. Swift.
Spectator. 3. A quantity of hay or graſs
To be BORN . v. ni pall. To come into life. bundled up. Donne.
To BOTTLE. v. a. (from the noun .) To ia .
Lacke.
cloſe in bottles. Swifi.
BOʻROUGH. S. ( borhoe, Sax . ) A town with a
corporation.
BOTTLEFLOWER: S. A plast.
BO'TTLE.
M2
BORREL.f. A mean fellow . Spenſer.
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BO'TTLE -SCREW.S. ( from beetle and ſcrew .) BOUNDING -STONE. } . A ſtone
to play
BO'UND -STONE,
} with. Dryden.
A ſcrew to pull out the cork. Swifr.
BOʻTTOM . ſ. (botm , Sax . ) 1. The loweſt BOʻUNDLESNESS .S.[ from boundleſs.] Exemp
part of any thing . 2. The ground under the tion from limits. Soutb .
water. Dryden. 3. The foundation ; the BOUNDLESS. a . [ from bound.] Unlimited ;
ground -work. Atterbury. 4. A dale ; a val
unconfined. Sourh .
ley. Bentley. 3. The deepeſt part. Locke. BOʻUNTEOUS. Q. (from bounty.) Liberal ;
6. Bound ; limit . Shakelp . 7. The utmoſt kind ; generous. Dryden.
of any man's capacity. Shakelp. 8. The laſt BOʻUNTEOUSLY.adv . (from bounteons .) Libe
refort. Addiſon . 9. A veſſel for navigation.
rally ; generouſly. Dryden.
Norris. 10. A chance ; or fecurity. Claren . BO'UNTEOUSNESS. ſ. [from bourteous.] Mu
don. 11. A ball of thread wound up together .
nificence ; liberality. Pfalms.
Mortimer .
BOUNTIFUL . a . ( from bounty and full. ] Libe
To BOTTOM . v . a. [ from the noun .] 1 . ral ; generous ; munificent. Taylor.
To build upon ; to fix upon as a ſupport. BO'UNTIFULLY. adv . (from bountifal.] Libe
Atterbury
2. To wind upon ſomething . rally . Donne.
BOʻUNTIFULNESS. S. ( from bountiful.] The
Shakeſp .
To BOTTOM . v . n. To reft upon as its fup
quality of being bountiful; generoſity. Cse
rinthians.
port. Locke.
BOTTOMED. a. Having a bottom.
BOʻUNDTIHEAD. ) f. Goodneſs ; virtue.
Spenfer.
BO'TTOMLESS. a . (from bottom. ) Without a BO'UNDTIHOOD. }
bottom ; fathomleſs. Milton .
BO'UNTY . f. [bonté, Fr.) Generoſity ; libera
BO'TTOMRY.S. in navigation and commerce .]
lity ; munificence. Hooker.
The act of borrowing money on a ſhip’s bol- TO BO URGEON. v. n . (bourgeenner, Fr. ) To
tom .
(prouts to ſhoot into branches. Howel.
BOUCHET. . ( French . ) A ſort of pear .
BOURN . J. ( borne, Fr. ] 1. A bound ; a limit .
BOUD. ſ. An infect which breeds in malt.
Shakeſp. 2. A brook ; a torrent, Spenſer.
To BOUGE. V. n . ( bouge, Fr. ) To twell out. To BOUSE. v. n . (buyſen, Dutch. ) To drink
BOUGH . J. (boy, Sax .] An arm or large ſhoot laviſhly . Spenſer .
of a tree , Sidney.
BOʻUSY: a ( from beuſe.) Drunken. King.
BOUGHT. preter. of to buy.
BOUT . S. (botia, Italian.) A turn ; as much
BOUGHT. ). [ írom to bow . ! 1. A twilt; a
of an action as is performed at one time .
Sidney.
link ; a knot. Milton, 2. A Aexure . Brown.
BOU ILLON. S. ( French . ) Broth ; ſoup.
BOUTEFEU. F. (French.) An incendiary. King
Charles.
BOULDER Walls. (in architecture .] Walls
built of round flints or pebbles , laid in a ſtrong | BOʻUTISALE . S. A fale at a cheap rate . Hay
mortar .
ward.
To BOUNCE . V n. 1. To fall or fly against BOUTS RIMEZ. ( French . ) The laſt words or
ai y thing with great force. Swift. 2. To
rhimes of a number of verſes given to be filled
make a ſudden leap Addiſon. 3. To boalt ; up.
to bully . 4. To be bold, or Itrong Stakcjp.
To BOW . v .a . [bugen , Sax . ) 1. To bend , or
BOUNCE. /. (frem the verb.) A ttronz lud
inflect. Locke, 2. To bend the body in token
den blow . Dryden . 2. A ſudden crack or noite. of relpect or ſubmiflion. Iſaiah. 3. To bend ,
Gay. 3. A boalt ; a threat,
or incline, in condeſcenfion. Ecclus. 4. To
BOUNCER . J. ( irom bounce ) A boaſter ; a
depreſs ; to cruſh . l'ope.
bully; an empty threatner.
To BOW . v . n . 1. To bend ; to ſuffer flexure .
BOUND. J. (trum bind .) 1. A limit ; a boun
2. To make a reverence. Decay of Piety . 3 .
dary . Pope. 2. A limit by which any excur
To ſtoop. Judges. 4. To link under prellure .
son is reitrained . Locke. 3. A leap ; a
Ijaiab.
jump : a spring. Aidejen . 4. A rebound. BOW . / (from the verb. It is pronounced, like
Decay of Piery.
the verb, as now , how .) An act of reverence
To BOUND. W. 4. ( from the noun . ] 1. Toli
or ſubmiſſion . Swifi.
mit ; to terminate. Dryden. 2. To reſtrain ; BOW . S. pronounced bo. 1. An inſtrument of
contine
Starej
to
?:
.
3.
war. Alleyne, 2. A rainbow . Genefis.
The inftrument with which ſtring-intruments
To BOUND . v . n . bordir, Fr.] 1. To jump ;
are ſtruck . Dryden, 4. The doubling of a
lo fpring. Pipe. 2. To rebound ; to fly back .
Shakesp.
Itring in a lip knot. Wiſeman. 5. A yoke.
Shakeſp.
Bow of a ſvip. That part of her
BOUND.
to
bound.
Shakejp.
To
v. a . To make
which begins, at the loof, and compafling
BOUND. participle paljive of bind. Knolles.
BOUND.'a . [a word of doubtful etymology .]
ends of the ſtern, and ends at the iteromott
Deſtined ; intending to come to any place .
parts of the forecaſtle.
Temple .
BOW -BENT. a . (trum bow and bens.) Crooked .
BOUNDARY ./. ( from beund. ) Limit ; bound.
Milton,
Rogers .
BOW -HAND. f. [ from bow and head. ) The
BOUNDEN participle palline of bind. Rogers.
hand that draws the bow . Sponfer.
BOW
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BOW -LEGGED.aa. [ from bow and leg.] Having | To BOY. 6. n. (from the noun .] To act apiſhly ,
crooked legs.
or like a boy . Shakeſp.
To BO'WEL.v . . ( from the noun.) To pierce BOʻYHOOD. S. [from boy.) The ſtate of a boy.
the bowels. Tbomſon.
Swift.
BO WELS.L. [boyaux , Fr.) 1. lateſtines; the BOʻYISH. a . (from boy .) 1. Belonging to a boy.
Shakeſp. 2. Childiſh ; trifling. Dryden .
veſſels and organs within the body. Samuel. 2 .
The inner parts of anything.Shakeſp. 3. Ten- BO'YISHLY. adv. [from boyiſh .] Childiſhly ;
trilingly .
derneſs; compaffion. Clarendon.
BOWER.S. (from beugb.] 1. An arbour. Pepe. BOʻYISHNESS. f. [ from beyifb.) Childiſhneſs ;
2. It ſeems to ſignify, in Spenſer, a blow ; a trillingneſs.
ſtroke; bourrer , Fr. to fall upon. Spenſer.
BO'YISM . f. [ from boy .) Puerility ; childishneſs.
BO WER . L. ( from the bow of a ſhip.) The Dryden.
BP . An abbreviation of biſhop.
2schor, lo called.
To BO'WER. V. a. ( from the noun.) To em- BRA'BBLE . S.( brabbelen, Dutch .) A clamorous
conteft. Shakeſp .
bower. Sbokefp .
BOWERY. o . ( from bower .] Full of bowers. To BRABBLE .0.n. ( from the noun .] To con
Tickell.
teft noilily.
BOWL. . (buelin, Welch.) 1. A veſſel to BR A'BBLER . S. A clamorous noiſy fellow .
bold liquids. Felton . 2. The hollow part of To BRACE. v. a . (embraſſer, Fr.ji. Tobind ;
any thing. Swift. 3. A baſin, or fountain . to tie cloſe with bandages. Locke. 2. To in
Bocor,
tend ; to ſtrain up. Holder.
BOWL. S. (boule, Fr.) A round maſs rolled along BRACE. f. [from the verb .) 1. Cincture ;
bandage . 2 . That which holds any thing
the ground . Herbert.
To BOWL. v.0. (from the noun.] 1. To play
tight. Der ham . 3. BRACES of a coach .
at bowls. 2. To throw bowls at any thing. Thick ſtraps of leather on which it hangs.
Sbakeſp .
4. BRACE. (in printing .) A crooked line in
BO'WLDER STONES. S. Lumps or fragments cloſing a paſſage; as in a triplet . 5. Warlike
of ſtonesa marble, rounded by being tumbled
preparation. Shakeſp. 6. Tenfion ; tightneſs.
Holder.
to and again by the action of the water.
Woodward,
BRACE . f. A pair ; a couple . Dryden.
BOWLER. S. [ from bowl.] He that plays at BRACELET./- (bracelet, Fr.) Anoraament for
bowls .
the arms. Boyle.
BOWLINE. L. A rupe faſtened to the middle BRACER, S. [from brace.) A cincture ; a
part of the outſide of a ſail.
bandage . Wijeman.
BOWLING -GREEN.S.(from bowl and green.) BRACH. J. [ braque, fr.] A bitch hound.
A level piece of ground, kept finooch for Shakeſp .
bowlers . Bentlay.
BRACHIAL. a . ( from brachium , Lat.) Be
longing to the arm.
BOWMAN.ſ. An archer. Jeremiah.
BOʻWSPRIT. S. Boltſprit; which ſee.
BRACHYGRAPHY. J. [Beaxus and ypapa .]
To BO WSSEN . v. a. To drench ; to ſoak. The art or practice of writing in a ſhort con
Carew .
paſs. Glanville.
BO WSTRING.S. The ſtring by which the bow BRACK.J . A breach. Digby.
is kept bent.
BRAÖCKET. S. A piece of wood fixed for the
BO'WYER. f. ( from bew .) 1 . An archer .
ſupport ofſomething. Mortimer.
Dryden . 2 . One whole trade is to make BRACKISH . e . [ brack, Dutch. ] Salt ; fome
what falt. Herbert.
bows.
BOX.S. (box , Saxon.) A tree.
BRA'CKISHNESS.S. [ from brackiſe.] Saltneſs.
BOX . ). (box, Saxon .) 1. A caſe made of wood
Cheyne.
or other matter to hold any thing. Pope. 2. The BRAD.f. A ſort of nail co floor rooms with.
Moxon.
cale of the mariners compaſs. 3. The cheſ
into which money given is put. Spenſer. 4. A To BRAG . v. n . ( braggeren, Dutch.) To boalt ;
ſeat in the playhouſe. Pope.
to diſplay oftentatioully. Sanderſen.
To BOX . v. a. ( from the noun ) To incloſe in BRAG : J. [ from the verb.) 1 . A boaſt ; a
proud exprefſion. Bacon . 2. The shing boatted.
a box, Swifi.
Milton,
BOX. f. [ beck, a cheek, Welch .) A blow on the
O.S. A puffing, boalling fellow .
BRAGGADOCI
Bromball.
hand.
the
with
head given
Dryden.
To BOX,0 , n. ( from the noun.) To fight with
the fift. Spectator.
BRAGGART.a. (from brag.) Boaftful; vainly
BOʻXEN . a. ( from box.] 1. Made ofbox . Gay.
oftentacious. Donne.
2. Reſembling box. Dryder.
BRAGGART. ſ. ( from brag.) A boaſter.
BOXER. S- ( trom box .) A man who fights with Shakeſp.
his fin .
BRAGGER.S . ( from brag ] A boaſter. South.
BOY.S. 1. A male child ; oot a girl. 2. One in ERA'Cless.'a . ( from brag.) Without a boait .
the ſtate of adoleſcence ; older than an infant. Skakelp .
Dryden. 3. A word of contempt for young BRA'CLY.adv . (from brag ! Finely . Spenſer.
taen . Locke,
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TÒ BRAID. ~. 2. ( brædan, Sax .] To weave | BRA'NCHY.a. ( from branch .) Full ofbranches
lügecher. Milton ,
spreading. Waits.
BRAID. F. ( from the verb . ) A texture ; a knot. BRAND . ) ( brand, Saxon ) !. A fick lighted,
Prior.
or fit to be lighted. Dryden. 2. A ſword.
BRAID . 4. Deceitful. Stakelp.
Milton . 3. A thunderbolt. Granville. 4. A
BRAILS. ſ. ( Ica térm . ] Small ropes rceved
mark made by burning with a hot iron. Bacon,
Dryden.
through blocks.
BRAIN . I ( brzgen , Saxon.) .. That collec. To BRAND. v . a .(branden, Dutch .) To mark
cion of veſels and organs in the head , from
with a note of infamy. Atterbury .
which ſenle and mosion ariſe. Shakeſp . 2. BRANDGOOSE. Š. A kind of wild fowl.
The underſtanding. Hormend. 3. The affec - TO BRA’NDISH .v. a. ( from brand, a ſword.) 1 .
tions . Shakeſp .
To wave or ſhake. Smith. 2. To play with ;
To BRAIN . 2.2 . To kill by beating out the to flouriſh . Lecke.
brains . Pope.
BRA'NDLING . J. A particular worm. Waltor .
BRAINISH. a . ( from brain .) Hotheaded ; furi- BRANDY. S. A ſtrong liquor diſtilled from
wine . Swift.
ous. Shakesp
BRAINLESS. . ( from brain . ) Silly . Hooker. BRANGLE . S. Squabble ; wrangle . Swift.
BRA'INPAN . . [from brain and pan. ) The To BRA'NGLE. V. n. To wrangle ; to ſquab
ble .
ſkull containing the brains. Dryden.
BRAINSICK . a . (from brair and ſick.) Ad- BRANK . / Buckwheat. Morrimer.
BRANNY. a. ( from bran .) Having the appear.
dleheaded ; giddy . Knolles.
ance of bran, Wiſeman.
BRA INSICKLY.adv. ( from brainfick .]Weak
BRASIER . J. (from brafs.] 1. A manufacturer
ly ; headily. Shekelp.
that works in braſs. Moxon. 2. A pan to hold
BRA'INSICKNESS . . ( from broinfick.) Indiſ
coals. Arbuthnet.
cretion ; giddiners.
BRAIT. S. A term uſed by jewellers for a rough BRASI’L, or BRAZIL . S. An American wood,
diamond .
commonly fuppoſed to have been thus deno
BRAKE. The preterite of break. Knolles.
minated, becaule firſt brought from Bralil.
BRAKE. f. Fern ; brambles. Dryden .
BRASS. (bras, Saxon .) 1. A yellow metal,
BRAKE . ). 1. An inſtrument for dreſſing hemp
made by mixing copper with lapis calaminaris.
flax.
2.
The
handle
ſhip's
pump.
Bacon . 2. Impudence.
or
of a
3. A
BRASSI
NESS.J. (from brally .) An appearance
baker's kneading trough,
BRAKY . e. (from brake.) Thorny ; prickly ; like brals.
rough. Ben . Joknſon.
BRASSY . a. ( from braſs.) 1. Partaking of
BRAMBLE. / Ibremlas, Saxon, rubus, Lat.)
brals. Woodward. 2. Hard as brals. Shakeſp.
! . A blackberry buth ; dewberry buſh ; ralp
3. Impudent.
berry buſh. Miliar. 2. Any rough prickly PRAST.particip.a.(from burft.]Burſt ; broken .
Thrub. Gay .
Spenſer .
PRAMBLING . S. A bird,called alſo a mountain BRAT. f. 1. A child, ſo called in contempt.
chaifioch . Dixi.
Roſcommon. 2. The progeny ; the offspring .
South .
BRAN . S. (brenna, Ital . ] The huſks of corn
BRA'VADO.S. A boaſt ; a brag .
ground . Worton .
ERANCH . / [branche, Fr. ) 1. The ſhoot of a BRAVE . a ( brave, Fr.) 1 . Courageous ;
daring ; bold. Bacon. 2. Gallanı ; having
tree from one of the main boughs . Shakeſp . 2 .
Any diftinct article . Rogers . 3. Any part that a roble mien. Shakeſp . 3. . Magnificent ;
grand. Denbam . 4. Excellent; noble. Sidney ,
Thoots out from the rest. Raleigh. 4. A imaller
river running into a larger. Raleigh. 5. Any Digby.
part of a family descending in a collateral BRAVE . F. (brave, Fr.) 1. A bector; a mar
daring beyond prudence or fitneis. Dryder. 2 .
line . Carew . 6. The oftep ing ; the delcen
A boalt ; a challenge . Shakeſp.
Cant. Crafbaw . 7. The antlers or ſhools of a
lag's born
To BRAVE. v.a. (from the noun .] 1. To defy ;
to challenge. Dryden. 2. To carry a boatting
To BRANCH . v. n . ( from the noun. ] 1. To
Ipread in branches. Milion . 2. To ſpread Appearance. Bacon.
into ſeparate parts. Locke. 3. To speak diffu- BRA VELY. adv ( from brave.) 1. In a brave
lively . Spelaior . 4. To have horns ſhooting
manner ;courageouſly; gallantly. Dryden.
out . Milton.
BRAVERY. ). (from brave.) :. Courage ; mag
BRANCH
To
. v. a. 1. To divide as into
nagimnity. Add Jen .2. Splendour; magnifi
branches. Bacon , 2. To adorn with needle.
cence. Spenjer. 3. Show ; oftentation.Bacon ,
work. Spenſer.
4. Bravado; boalt. Sidney.
ERANCHER. f. One that ſhoots out into BRAVO.J. (bravo, Ical. ) A man who murders
for hire. Government of the Toxgwe.
branches . Weiton. 2. In falconry , a young
TO BRAWL. v . n . (brouiller, Fr. ] 1. To quarrel
hawk . ( branchier, French. )
BRANCHINESS. /.[from branchy.) Fulneſs of
noiſily and indecently. Shokejp. Wairs. 2. To
branches,
ſpeak loud and indecently. Shakejp. 3. T.
make a noiſe. Shakeſp.
BRANCHLESS, a ,( from branch .) .. Without
BRAWL .
Thoots or boughs, 2. Naked. Shakeſp.

*
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BRAWL. f. [ from the verb.) Quarrel; noile ; 6; To batter; to make breaches or gaps in.
Shakeſp. 7. To cruſh or deſtroy the ſtrength
ſcurrility. Hooker.
BRAWLER. S. ( from brawl) A wrangler . of the body. Tillotfor . 8. To link or appal
Aybfs.
the ſpirit. Philips. 9. To ſubdue. Addison.
IO . To cruth ; to diſable ; to incapacitate.
BRAWN.S. (of uncertain etymology .] 1. The
fleſhy or muſculous part of the body. Peacham.
Clarendon. 11. To weaken the mind. Felros.
2. The arm , ſo called from its being muſcu
12. To tame ; to train to obedience. May's
lous. Shakeſp. 3. Bulk ; muſcular ſtrength.
Virgil. 13. To make bankrupt. Davies. 14.
Dryden. 4. The deſh of a boar. Mortimer . 5 .
To crack or open the ſkin . Dryden. 15. To
A boar.
violate a contract or promiſe. Shakeſp . 16 .
To iníringe a law. Dryden. 17. To inter
BRAWNER . S.[ from brawn.) A boar killed
for the table . King,
cept; to hinder the effect of. Dryder. 18.
BRAWNINESS. S. (from brawny .) Strength ;
To interrupt. Dryden. 19. Toſeparate com
hardneſs. Locke.
pany. Atterbury : 20. Todiſſolve any union.
Collier.
21. Tó reform . Grew . 22. To open
BRAWNY. a . ( from brawn.] Muſculous ;
ſomething new. Bacon . 23. To break ibe
Aeſhy ; bulky. Dryden.
back. To diſable one's fortune. Shakesp. 24.
TO BRAY. v.a. (bracan, Saxon.) To pound ;
To break a deer. To cut it up at table. 25 .
or grind ſmall. Chapman.
TO BRAY. V. n. (brore, Fr.] 1. To make a To break faft. To eat the fift time in the
day. 26. To break ground. To open trenches .
Doiſe as an aſs. Dryden. 2. To make an
offenſive noiſe. Congreve.
27. To break the beart. To deſtroy with
BRAY. S. ( from the verb .] Noiſe ; ſound . grief. Dryden. 28. To break the neck . To
Stakeſp .
lux, or put outthe neck joints. Shakeſp. 29
BRAYËR . S. ( from bray.] 1. One that brays. To break off. To put a ludden ſtop. 30 . To
like an als. Pope. 2. With printers, an inſtru . break off . To preclude by fome obſtacle.
ment to temper the ink.
Addifon. 31. To break up. To diſolve. Ar
burknot. 32. To break up. To open ; to lay
TO BRAZE. v. a. (from brafs.] 1. To ſolder
impudence.
barden
open. Woodward. 33. To break up. To fe
to
with brals. Moxon .2.To
Sbakefp .
parate or diſband . Knolles. 34. To break spor
BRAZÉN. 6. (from braſs.) 1. Made of braſs.
the wheel. To punish by ſtretching a criminal
Peacbam . 2. Proceeding from braſs. Shakeſp.
upon the wheel, and breaking his bones with
bats . 35 . To break wind. To give vent to wind
3. Impudent.
in the body.
TO BRAZEN. v.a. To be impudent ; to bully.
TO BREAK . V. n. 1. To part in two. Shakeſp .
Arburbser .
BRAʼZENFACE. S. [ from brazen and face.) 2. To burſt. Dryden . 3. To burſt by daſhing,
as waves on a rock, Pope. 4. To open and
An impudent wretch . Shakeſp.
diſcharge matter. Harvey. 5. To open as
BRA'ZENFACED. a. ( from brazenface.] Im
themorning. Donne. 6. To burſt forth ; 10
pudent; ſhameleſs. Shakeſp.
BRAZENNESS. S. ( from brazen .) 1. Appear
exclaim . Shakeſp. 7. To becomebankrupt.
ing like brals. 2. Impudence.
Pope. 8. To decline in health and ſtrength .
BRAZIER . S. See BRASIER . Swife.
Swift. 9. To iſſue out with vehemence.
BREACH.J. (from break, breche, Fr.] 1. The Pepe. 16. To make way with ſome kind of
ſuddennels. Hocker, Samwel. 11. To come to
act of breaking any thing. Shakeſp. 2. The
ftute of being broken . Shakeſp. 3. A gap
an explanation. Ben. Johnfon. 12. To fall
in a fortification made by a battery. Knolles. out ; io be friends no longer. Ben . Johnson,
4 The violation of a law or contract. South.
Prior. 13. To diſcard. Swift. 14. To break
5. An opening in a coaſt. Spenſer. 6. Diffe
from . To feparate from with ſome vehe
ence ; quarrel. Clarendon. 7. Infraction ; in
mence . Rofcommon. 15. To break in . То
jury . Clarendon .
enter unexpectedly. Addiſon. 16. To break
looje. To eſcape froin captivity. Milton. 17 .
BREAD . S. (breod, Saxon .) 1. Food made of
ground corn . Arbuthnot. 2. Food in general. To break off. To defift fuddeniy. Taylor 18 .
Philips. 3. Support of life at large. Pope.
To break off from .To part from with violence .
BREAD -CHIPPER. S. ( from 'bread and chip.)
Shakeſp. 19. To break out. To diſcover ilielf
ſudden effects. South . 20. To break oui.
in
A baker's ſervant. Shakeſp.
BREAD -CORN.S. ( from bread and corn .}Corn
To have eruprions from the body. 21. To
break out . To become diſſolute. Dryden. 22 .
of which bread is made. Hayward.
To break up. To ceale ; to intermit. Bacon .
BREADTH. / (trom brad, Saxon .) The mea:
23. To briak up. To diſſolve itſelf. Waits,
fure of any plain fuperficies from ſide to lide.
Addijon.
24. To break up. To begin holidays. Shakeſp.
TO BREAK . •. a. pret. I broke ; or brake ;
25. To break with. To part friendſhip with
part. paff. broke, or broken . (breccan , Sax . ] any . South .
i . To part by violence. Mark . 2. To burst BREAK . S. ( from the verb.] 1. State of being
broken ; opening . Knolles . 2. A paule ; an in
or open by foice. Burnet. 3. To pierce ; 10
divide. Dryden. 4. To deſtroy by violence . terruption. 3. A line drawn, noting that the
nel
Ber
. 5 To overcome ; to iurmount . Gay. ſenſe is ſuipended. Swift.
BRE'AKER.
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BRE'AKER . / (from break.] 1. He that breaks BREATHING .). [from breathe .] 1. Aſpirations
ſecret prayer. Prior. 2. Breathing place ;
any thing. South. 2. A wave broken by rocks
or fandbanks.
vent . Dryden.
TO BRE’AKFAST. v. n . (from break and fall.] BRE'ATHLESSS. 2. (from breath.] 1. Out of
breath ; ſpent with labour. Spenſer. 2. Dead .
To eat the firſt meal in the day. Prior .
Prier .
BREAKFAST.S . ( from the verb .) ; . The first
meal in the day. Wottor. 2. The thing caten BRED. particip.pall. (from to breed.) Wiſdom .
at the firſt meal. Becor . 3. A mealin general. BREDE. S. See Braid . Addiſen .
BREECH . S. [ſuppoſed from bræcan , Sax.) 1 .
Dryden.
The lower part of the body. Hayward. 2 .
BREAKNECK . S. A ſteep place endangering
Breeches. Shakeſp. 3. The hinder part of a
the neck . Shakeſp.
piece of ordnance.
BRE'AKPROMISE.S. One thatmakes a prac
TO BREECH. v. a . ( from the noun. ) 1. To put
tice of breaking hisproraiſe. Shakeſp.
into breeches. 2. To fit any thing with a
BREAM . S.(brame, Fr. ) The name of a fiſh.
breech ; as, to breech a gun.
BREAST. f. (breost, Sax .) 1. The middle part
of the human body, between the neck and the BREECHES. S. [bræc, Saxon.) 1. The gar
belly . 2. The dugs or teats ofwomen which
ment worn by men over the lower part of the
contaia the milk . Job. 3. The part of a beaſt body . Shakeſp . 2. To wear the breecbes, is,
that is under the neck , between the forelegs.
in a wife, to uſurp the authority of the hur
band . L'Eſtrange.
4. The heart; che conſcience. Dryden. 5. The
TO BREED. v . a. preter. I bred , I have bred .
pations. Cowley.
TO BREAST. v. a . ( from the noun . ] To meet ( brädan, Sax . ] 1. Toprocreate ; to generate.
Roſcommon. 2. To occaſion ; to cauſe; to pro
in front. Shakeſp .
BRE'ASTBONE. |. [ from breaſt and bone.) duce. Ajcbam . 3. To contrive ; to hatch ; to
plot, Shakejp. 4. To produce from one's felf.
"The bone of the breaſt ; the ſternum . Peach
Locke. 5 To give birth to. Heaker . 6. To
BRE ASTHICH . a . (from breaſt and high .) Up educate ; to qualify by education. Dryder. 7 .
To bring up ; to take care of. Dryden.
to the breaſt. Sidney
BRE'ASTHOOKS. f. [from breaſt and heak . ] To BREED.0. n . 1. To bring young. SpeRetor .
With ſhipwrights, the compaſſing timbers be
2. To enereaſe by new production. Raleigh.3 .
fore, that help to ſtrengthen the item , and all
To be produced ; to have birth . Bentley. 4. To
raile a breed , Mortimer.
the forepart of the fhip. Harris.
BRE'ASTKNOT . /. ( from breaſt and knot .) A BREED.S . (from the verb .) 1. A caft ; a kind ; a
knot or bunch of ribbands worn by women on
ſubdivilion of ſpecies. Refcommon . 2. Progeny ;
the bralt. Addiſor .
offspring. Shakeſp. 3. A number produced at
once ; a hatch . Grew.
BRE'ASTPLATE . S. ( from breaſt and plate .)
BREEDBATE. J. (from breed and bate] One
Armour for the breaſt. Cowley
that breeds quarrels. Shakeſp .
BREASTPLOUGH.ſ. A plough uſed for paring
BREEDER.S. (from breed ) i . That which pro
turf, driven by the breaſt. Mortimer.
duces any thing. Shakejp. 2. The perſon which
BRE'ASTWORK . ſ. ( from breaji and work . )
Works thrown up ashigh as the breaſt of the
brings up another. Ajcham . 3. A female that
defendants . Clarendon .
is prolifick. Shakeſp. 4. One that takes cart to
raile a breed. Temple.
BREATH.S. (brade, Sax .) 1. The air drawn
in and ejected out of the body. Sbakefp. 2. BRE'EDING . f. [from breed. ) 1. Education ;
inſtruction; qualifications. Sbakelp. 2. Man.
Life. Dryden . 3. The ſtate or power ofbreath
ners ; knowledge of ceremony.Sevift. 3. Nur
ing freely. Dryden. 4. Reſpiration. Milton. 5 .
ture.
Milton .
Reſpite ; pauſe ; relaxation.Shakeſp .6.Brecze ;
moving air. Addijen . 7. A ſingle act ; an in- BREESE. J. (bruosa, Saxon ) A ſtinging fly.
ſtant. Dryden.
Dryden.
To BREATHE.V. n . ( from breath.] 1. To draw BREEZE.S. ( breeza, Ital ) A gentle gale.Dryd.
in and throw out the air by the lungs . Pepe.2. BREEZY. adv. (trom breeze.] Fanned with
gales . Pope.
To live. Shakelp. 3. To reſt. Rul commer . 4.
BREME. a. Cruel ; fharp ; ſevere . Spenſer.
To paſsby breaching . Shakeſp.
TO BREATHË. v. a . 1. To inſpire into one's BRENT. a . Burnt . Spenſer.
own body , and expireout of it. Dryden. 2. TO BRET. j. A filh of theturbut kind.
inject by breathing . Decay of Prety . 3. TO BRETHREN / [The plural of bratber.) Swift.
eject ty breathing. Spectator. 4. To exercile. BREVE.S. [la muſick .) A noce or character of
Sbadelp. 5 . To move or actuate by breath . lime, equivalent to cwo meaſures or minims
Harris.
Priox . 6. To utter privately. Shakeſp. 7. To
BREVIARY. l. ( breviaire, Fr.) 1 . Ana
give air or vent to . Dryder.
BRE'ATHER . f. [froin breathe.) 1. One that
bridgement; an epitome. Ayliffe. 2. The book
containing the daily ſervice of the church of
breathes, or lives. Shakelp. 2. One that
Rime.
utlers any thing. Sbakejp. 3. Inſpirer;
one that animales or infules by inſpiration BREVIAT.1. [ from brevis . ) A ſhort compea
dłum. Decay of Piety.
Norris.
BREVIATURE

BRI
BRI
BREVIATURE . f. [from brevio, Lat.) An BRIDEMEN .
2 f. The attendants on
abbreviation.
BRI'DEMAIDS . S the bride ard bride
BR EVIER . f. A particular ſize of ſmall letter
groom .
uſed in printing .
BRIDESTAKE. f. [ from bride and flake.]
BRE VITY.
(brevitas, Lat.) Conciſeneſs ; A post it in the ground to dance round.
ſhortness. Dryden .
Bex. fchnlon
TO BREW . v . c. ( brouwen , Dutch . ] 1. TO BRI'DEWELL . F. A houſe of correction.
make liquors bymixing ſeveral ingredients. Spectator.
Milion . 2. To prepare by mixing things lo - BRIDGE. /. [hnic , Sax . ) 1. A building raiſed
şeiher . Pepe.
3. To contrive ; to put. over water for the convenience of paffage.
150 .
W
Dryden 2. The upper part of the aole . Ba
con . 3. The fupporter of the ſtrings in ſtring
TO BREW . 0.1. To perform the office of a
brewer . Shakeſp.
ed instruments of muſick.
BREW . ſ. [from the verb.) Manner of brew- To BRIDGE . v . a. (froin the noun .) To raiſe
ing Bacca.
a bridge. over
any place.
ERE'WAGE. L. ( from brew.j Mixture of va- BRIDLE
J. [bride,
Fr.) Milton
1. The .headſtall and
rious things. Shake p .
reins by which a horſe is reſtrained and
BREWER . A man whoſe profeſſion it is to
Verned . Dryden. 2. A reſtraint ; a curb ; a
make beer. Tillotſon.
check . Clarendon.
BRE WHOUSE . / . ( from brew and boufe.) A To BRIDLE , v . a . ( from the noun.] 1. To
guide by a bridle. Addifon . 2. To reſtrain ;
houſe appropriated to brewing. Bacon .
BRS WING .
(trom brew .) The quantity of
to govern . Waller .
liquor brewed.
To BRIDLE . V. n . To hold up thehead.
BREWIS. ſ. A piece of bread ſoaked in boiling BRIDLEHAND. S. ( from bridle and hand.)
The : and which holds the bridle in riding.
fat portage , made of alted mcat.
BRIBE .
( Bribe, in French ) A reward given BRIEF . a. ( brevis, Lat.) 1. Short ; conciſe.
Collier. 2. Contracted; narrow . Shakejp:
to pervert the judgment. Walier.
To BRIBE .
.. (from the noun .] To gain by BRIEF. F. ( brief, Dutch .) 1. A writing of any
bribes,
kind. Shakesp. 2. A ſhort extract, or epitome.
BRIBER . f. ( from bribe. One that pays foi
Bocor . 3. The writing given the pleaders ,
corrupi practices.
containing the cale. Swifi . 4. Letters pa
BRIBERY . S. The crime of taking rewards for
lent , giving licence to a charitable collection.
bad practices . Bacon.
5. [ In muſick .) A meaſure of quantity,
BRICK . ! ( brick , Dutch . ) 1. A maſs of which contains two tickes dowa in beating
burnt clay . Addijon. 2. A loaf Thaped like time, and asmany up . Harris.
a brick .
BRIEFLY. adv . (from brief ] Conciſely ; in
TO BRICK . v. a. ( from the noun . ] To lay
tew words.
with bricks . Swift.
BRIEFNESS. f. [from brief ] Conciſegels ;
BRICKBAT . L. (from brick and bar.) A piece
thortneſs. Camder .
or bick Bacon.
PRIER . 9. A plant. Dryden .
BRICKCLAY. f. [ fiom brick and clay .) Clay BRIERY. a. (trom brier.) Rough ; full of
briers.
oled for making bricks. Woodward .
BRI'CKDUST. 7. {from brick and duft.) Dul BRIGADE . f. [ brigade, Pr . ) A diviſion of
made by pounding brick . Spectator.
forces; a body of men. Philips.
BRICKEARTH . I. [from brick and earth .) BRIGADIER ' General. An officer gext in
Earth uſed in making bricks.
order below a major general .
BRICK- KILN . S. (from brick and kiln .] A BRIGAND. /. [brigand, Fr.) A robber. Bram
kila ; a place to burn bricks in. Decay of
bal.
Piery.
BRIGANDINE . I . [ from brigand ) 1. A
BRICKLAYER. f. [ from brick and lay.) A BRIGANTINE. } lighi vellel ; luch as has been
brick - mafon . Donne.
formerly uſed by coriairs or pirates. Otway.
2. A coat of mail . Milion .
PRICKMAKER.J : [ from brickand make ) Ore
BRIGHT. a . (becnt , Saxon .] 1. Shining i
whoſe trade is to make bricks. Woodward.
BRIDAL. 6. ( from bride. ] Belonging to a
glittering ; fulloilight.Dryden. 2. Clear ;
wedding ; nuptial. Walſh, Pope.
erident. Watts. 3. Illuilrious ; as, a bright
BRIDAL . I. The nuptial teſtival. Herbert.
4. Willy .; acute
bright
genius .1. To
BRIGHTEN
BRIDE. F. lbfyd, Sax. ) A woman new married . TOreign
bright.]
v . a . ;1 afrom
Smith
make bright ; to make to thine. Dryden. 2 .
BRI'DEBED . S. ( from bride and bed.] Mar
To make luminous by light from without.
riage bed . Prior .
Philips. 3. To make gay, or alert. Miloon .
BRIDECAKE. ſ. ( from bride and cake. ) A
4. To make illuſtrious. Swift. 5: To make
cake distributed to the gueſts at the wedding.
acute .
Ben . Ja bajon .
TO BRIGHTEN . v. n . To grow bright ; to
clear up .
BRIDEG ROOM . S. ( from bride and groom.) A
ney married man. Dryden.
BRIGHTLY
N

BRI

BRO

BRIGHTLY: adv. ( from brighr.] Splendidly; BRINGER. F: (from bring.) The perſon that
with. luſtre. Pope.
brings any thing. Shakeſp .
BRIGHTNESS. . (from bright.) 1. Luſtre ; BRINCER UP.An inſtructer;educator. Aſcham .
fplendour. 2. Acuteneſs. Prior .
BRI NISH «. [ from brine.] Having the taſte of
BRILLIANCY. S. ( from brilliant.] Luſtre ; brine ſalt.Shakeſp .
BRI NISHNESS . 7. [ from briniſ .) Saltneſs.
ſplendour. South.
BRILLIANT. a. (brilliant, Fr.) Shining ; BRINK. S. [brink, Daniſh .] The edge of any
ſparkling . Dorſet.
place, as of a precipice, or a river. Atterbury.
BRI'LLIANT. ). A diamond of the fineſt cut . BRINY. a . (from brine.] Salt. Addiſon.
BRISK . a . (bruſque, Fr.) 1. Lively ; vivacious;
Dryden.
gay : Denham . 2. Powerful; ſpirituous. Pbilips.
BRILLIANTNESS./. [ from brilliant.) Splen
dour ; luſtre .
3. Vivid ; bright, Newton .
BRILLS. S. The hair on the eyelids of a horſe. To BRISK UP. 9.n . To come up briſkly.
Diel .
BRI'SKET. . (brichet, Fr.) The breast of an
BRIM . S. (brim, Icelandiſh . ] 1. The edge of animal Mortimer.
any thing . Bacon . 2. The upper edge of any BRISKLY. adv. ( from briſk .) Adively ; vi
vefſel. Craſbaw . 3. The top of any liquor. gorouſly. Boyle, Ray.
Joſhua. 4. The bank of a fountain. Drayton. BRISKNESS S. (from briſk.) 1. Livelineſs; vi
TO BRIM . v . a. (from the noun . ) To fill to the gour ; quickneis. South . 2. Gayety. Dryden.
BRISTLE. F. (bristl, Sax .] The ſtiff hair of
top . Dryden.
TO BRIM . o.a. To be full to thebrim . Philips. ſwine. Grew.
BR’IMFUL. a. (from brim and full.] Full to To BRISTLE. V. . [ from the noun.) To erect
in briſtles. Sbokejp.
the top. Addiſon17 .
BRI'MFULNESS. S. [ from brimful.) Fulneſs to To BRISTLE. v. %. To ſtand erect as briſtles.
Dryden.
the top. Shakeſp.
BRI'MMER . /. (from brim .) A bowl full to BRISTLY . a. (from briſtle.) Thick ſet with
briſtle
s. Bentley
the top. Dryden.
BRISTOL STONE. A kind of ſoft diamond ,
BRIMSTONE. S. Sulphur. Shakeſp:
BRI MSTONY.'a . (from brimſtone.) Full of found in a rock near the city of Briſtol.
Woodward.
brimſtone.
BRI'NDED. a. (brin , Fr. a branch) Streaked ; BRIT. S. The name of a fiſh . Carew .
BRITTLE. a. (brittan, Sax .] Fragile ; apt to
tabby . Milton
break. Bacon .
BRINDLE. S. 1 from brind.) The ſtate ofbeing
BRITTLENESS. S. ( from brille.) Aptneſs to
brinded . Clariſſa .
BRI'NDLED . a . ( from brindle.] Brinded ; break. Böyle.
ſtreaked. Addiſon .
BRIZE. J. The gadily. Spenſer.
BRINE. ſ. 1. Water impregnated with ſalt. BROACH . S. I breche, Fr. ) á fpit. Dryden.
Bacon . 2. The ſea. Milion . 3. Tears . T. BROACH . v . a . ( from the noun ) 1. To
Shakeſp.
Split ; to pierce as with a ſpit. Hakewell. 2.
BRINEPIT .: [from brine and pit .] A pit of To pierce a veſſel in order to draw the liquor.
ſalt water . Shakeſp .
3. To open any ſtore . Knolles. 4. To give
To BRING . v. a (bringan, Sax . preter. I
out , or utter any thing. Swift. 5. To let out
brougho; part. paff. broug bei broht, Saxon . ) any thing . Hudibras.
1. To teich from another place . Temple. 2. BRO’ACHER. f. ( from broach. ) 1. A ſpit.
To convey in one's own hand ; not to fend.
Dryden . 2. An opener, or ulterer of any
Dryd. 3.To produce ; to procure.Bacon. 4.To thing. Decay of Piety.
caule to come . Stilling flees. 5. To introduce. BROAD . a. (brad, Sax . ) 1. Wide ; extended
Tatler. 6. To reduce ; to recal. Spectator.
in breadth. Temple .2.Large. Locke. 3. Clear ;
7. To attract ; to draw along. Newlon . 8.
open. Decay of Piety. 4. Groſs ; coarle.
To put into any particular ſtate. Swift. 9. To
Dryden. 5. Obſcene'; fullom . Dryden. 6.
conduct, Locke. 10. To recal ; to lummons. Bold ; not delicate ; notreſerved. Shakeſp.
Dryden. 11. To induce ; to prevail upon . BROAD as long. Equal upon the whole.
L'Eſtrange.
Locke. 12. To bring about. To bring to paſs ;
to effect. Addijon. 13. To bring forth .. To BROAD CLOTH . S (from broad and clash .] A
14
TO
fine kind of cloth. Swifi.
give birth to ; to produce . Miltor .
bring in. To reduce. Spenſer . 15. To bring To BRO ADEN . v . r . (trom broad. ) To grow
broad . Thomjon ,
17. To afford again. Suuin . 16. To bring of
To cicar; to procure to be acquitsed. Tisleijon. BRO ADLY. 'adv. (from brood .] In a broad
manner.
17. To oring on. To engage in action. Bacon.
18. To bring over: To draw to a new party . BROADNESS. S. ( from broad.] .. Breadth ;
Swifi . 19 To bring out. To exhihit ; to
extent from side to ſide. 2. Coarlenels ; ful
fornnels. Dryder.
hew. Shakejp. 20. To bring under. To lub
due ; lo repre s. Bacon . 21. 1o bring up. TO BROADSIDE S. (from broad and fide.) 1 .
educate ; to intruct . Sidney. 22. To bring up
The Gide of a ſhip. Waller. 2. The volley of
To bring into practice. Spectator.
ſhot fired at once from the Ude of a ſhip.
BROʻAD

BRO
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BRO'ADSWORD. S. A cutting ſword, with a
broad blade. Wiſeman.
BROʻADWISE . adv. ( from brood and wife.] Ac
cording to the dire &tion of the breadth. Böyle.
BROCA
DE. S. (brocado, Span .) A filken ituff,
variegated. Pope.
BROCADED. 6. ( from brocade.) 1. Dreft in
brocade. 2. Woven in the manner of a bro
cade . Gay.
BROCAGE . F. ( from broke.] 1. The gain
gotten by promoting bargaios. Spenſer . 2.
The hire given for any unlawful office. Bacon.
3: The trade of dealing in old things. Ben .
Jibafor .
BŘO'CCOLI. f. A ſpecies of cabbage. Pope.
BROCK . S. (broc, Sax.) A badger.
BROCKET. J. A red deer, two years old.
BROGUE. Š. (brog, Irish .) 1. A kind of ſhoe.
Swift. 2. A corrupt dialect.
TO BROIDER . a . a . ( brodir, Fr.) To adorn
with figures of needle -work . Exodus,
EROʻIDERY.
(from broider .) Embroidery ;
hower -work . Tickell.
BROIL . S. ( brexiller, Fr.) A tumult ; a quarrel .
Wake.
TO BROIL. v. 2. ( bruler, Fr. ) To dreſs or cook
by laying on the coals. Dryden.
in theactheat.
be tranſ
eſs for 0 TO
BROKE. .v .0.n.n To
buſinShakeſp.
. To
TO BROIL
thery, Bacon
BROKEN . (parti, pell of break.) Hooker.
BROKENHEARTED . a . (from broken and
beart. Having the ſpirits cruſhed by grief or
fear . Ifaiab.
BROKENLY. adv. ( from broken.] Without any
regular ſesies. Hakewell.
BROKER . f. [from to broke.] 1. A factor;
one that does buſineſs for another. Temple. 2 .
One who deals in old houſhold goods. 3. A
pimp ; a match -maker. Shakeſp .
BROKERAGE. S. [from broker.) The pay or
reward of a broker.
BRONCHOCELE . S. (Beóxornan.) A tumour
of that part of the aſpera arteria, called the
bronchus.
BRONCHIAL. ? a . (Bgázno..] Belonging to
BRONCHICK . ) the throat, Arbuthnot.
BRONCHOʻTOMY. S. (Bpézno and teuers .)
That operation which opens the windpipe by
incifion, to prevent fuffocation. Sharp.
BROND . J. See BRAND. Spenſer.
BRONTOʻLOGY. . [Beorts and noyla.) A
diſſertation upon thunder. Diet .
BRONZE . . bronze, Fr. ) 1. Brals. Pope. 2.
A medal. Prior.
BROOCH . J ( broke, Dutch.) A jewel ; an or.
Dameni of jewels. Shakejp.
TO BROOCH O. a. ( from the noun . ) To adora
with jewels. Shakeſp.
To BROOD. 0. * (brädan, Sax . ] 1. To fic on
eggs ; to hatch chem. Milton. 2. To cover
chickens under the wing . Dryden. 3. To
watch , or conſider any thing anxiuully. Dryden.
4. To nature any thing by care . Lacin .
To BROOD. v.a. To cherith by care , to harsh .
Drydro .

BRO
BROOD. S. ( from the verb.) 1. Offspfmg ;
progeny . Fairfax. 2. Generation. Addiſon.
3. A hatch ; the number hatched at once.
Speelator. 4. Something brought forth ; a
production.Shakeſp . 5. The act of covering
the eggs. Shakeſp .
BROODY. a. (from brood .) In a ſtate of ſitting
on the eggs. Ray.
BROOK. L. (broc, Sax .) A running water ; a
rivulet Locke.
To BROOK . v. 0. (brucan, Sax .) To bear ;
to endure. South .
TO BROOK . v. n. To endure ; to be content .
Sidney
BRO'OKLIME. S. [ becabunfa, Lat .) A ſort of
water-ſpeedwell.
BROOM . S. (brom, Sax.] A ſhrub ; a beſom
ſo called from the matter of which it is made.
Arbuthnot.
BROOMLAND. S. (broom and land.) Land
that bears broom . Mortimer .
BROOMSTAFF.
broom is bound. ſ. The ſtaff to which the

BRO'OMY. a . (from broom.) Full of broom .
Mortimer .
BROTH. S. [ brog , Sax .) Liquor in which fleſh
is boiled. Southerne.
BRO'THEL.
BROʻTHELHOUSE. 1. Lbordel, Fr. ) A baw .
. Rigers.
BROʻTHER . S. (broden , Sax .) Plural, brothers,
or brethren. 1. One born of the ſame fa
ther or mother, Daniel. 2. Any one reſemº
bling another in manner, form , or profeflion.
Proverbs. 3. Brother is uſed, in theological
longuage, for man in general.
BROTHERHOOD.S. (from brother and hood .]
1. The ſtate or quality of being a brother.
Shakeſp. 2. An aſſociation of men for any
purpote ; a fraternity. Davies. 3. A claſs of
men of the ſame kind. Addiſon.
BROTHERLY. _ . (from brother. ) Natural to
brothers ; ſuch as becomes or beſeems a bro
ther. Denham .
BRO'THERLY. adv. After the manner of a
brother . Shakeſp .
BROUCHT. (parti. paljive of bring.) Knolles.
BROW. S. (bropa , Sax .) 1. The arch of hair
over the eye. Dryden . 2. The forehead .
Waller. 3. The general air of the counte
nance. Shakeſp. 4. The edge of aay high
place. Wollon ,
TO BROW. v. a . To be at the edge of.
To BROW.BEAT. o.a. (from brow and bear .)
'To depreſs with ſtern looks. South .
BRO'WBOUND . a. Crowded. Shakeſp.
BROWSICK . a. Dejected. Suckling
BROWN. a. (brun , Sax .) The name of a co
lou.. Peacham .
BROWNBILL . S. The ancient weapon of the
Englith toot. Hudibras.
BROWNNESS. f. [from brown .) A brown co
lour . Sidney.
BRO'WNSTUDY. S. ( from brown and fludy.)
Cloomy medications. Norris,
To
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TO BROWSE. v . n . ( brouſer, Fr.) To eat|BUB. S. ( A cant word . ) Strong malt liqdor.
Prior.
branches, cr ſhrubs. Spenſer.
To BROWSE . V.R. Tó feed. Shakeſp. Black - BU'BBLE . S. ( bobble, Dutch.) 1. A ſmall blad
der of water. Newton. 2. Apy thing which
more.
EROWSE. S. Branches, fit for the food of goats. wants ſolidity and firmneſs. Bacon . 3. A
cheat ; a falſe ſhow . Swift. 4. The perſon
Philips.
To BRUISE . v. a . ( briſer, Fr. ) To cruſh or
cheated. Prior .
To BUBBLE.v.n . ( from the noun. ) To riſe in
mangle with a heavy blow. Milton.
BRUISE. L. A hurt with ſomething blunt and
bubbles. To run with a gentle noile. Dryder.
heavy. Dryiler.
To BUBBLE . v. a. To cheat. Addiſon .
BRUISEWORT . ſ. Comfrey.
BUBBLER . S. [from bubble.) A cheat . Digby.
BRUIT
(bruit, Fr. ) Rumour ; noiſe ; re- BU'BBY. J.A woman's breaſt. Arbuthnet .
BU BO . ). [ exciv.) The groin from the bend
port. Sidney .
ing of the thigh to the ſcrotum : all tumours
TO BRU'IT.w . a. ( from the noun.) To report;
to noiſe abroad. Raleigh.
in that part are called buboes. Wiſeman.
BRUMAL a . (brumalis, Lat .) Belonging to BUBONOCELE. f. [Brown, and xman.) A
the winter. Brown .
particular kind of rupture, when the intel
lines break down into the groin . Skarp.
BRU'NETT . I. (brunette, Fr.) A woman with
BUCANI'ERS.J. A cant word for the privateers,
a brown complexion. Addison.
or pirates of America.
ERUNT . L. (brunſt, Dutch .] 1. Shock ; vio
lence. Sourb. 2. Blow ; Itroke . Hu dibras. BUCK . S. ſbauche, Germ . ſuds.] 1. The li
BRUSH . ). ( brolle, Fr. from brufcus, Lal .) 1 .
quor in which cloaths are waſhed . Shakeſp. 2.
The cloaths waſhed in the liquor. Shakejp .
An inftrument for rubbing. Soiling fleet. 2. A
rude allault ; a fhock. Clarendon.
BUCK . . (bweh , Welch . ) The male of the
To BRUSH v . a . from the noun .) 1. To
fallow deer ; the male of rabbits, and other
ſweep or rub with a bruſh . Shakeſp . 2. To
animals . Peackam .
ſtrike wi h quickneis. Spenſer, Pope. 3. To To BUCK . v . a. ( from the noun.) To walla
cloaths . Shakeſp .
paint with a bruth . Pope .
TO BRUSH . V.1.1 . To movewith hafte.Prior . TO BUCK . v. . To copulate as bucks and
2. To fly over ; to ſkim lightly. Dryden.
does. Mortimer.
BRU SHER . f. [ from brujb.] He that uſes a BUÄCKBASKET . S.The baſket in which cloaths
bruſh . Bacon .
are carried to the waſh . Shakeſp.
BRU'SHWOOD . S. (from brufb and wood.) BU'CKBEAN . S. A plant ; a ſort of trefoil.
Floyer.
Rough, ſhrubby thickets . Dryden.
BRU'SHY. a . (from bruſk.) Rough or ſhaggy, BUCKET . S. ( baquet, Fr.) 1. The veſſel in
like a bruſh . Boyle.
which water is drawn out of a well. Shakeſp.
To BRUSTLE. V. n . (brasthan, Saxon . ) To
2. The veſſels in which water is carried, par
crackle , Skinner.
ticularly to quench a fire. Dryden.
BRUTAL. a . Ibruisl , Fr. from brule.] 1. BU'CKLÉ. ſ (bwoel, Welch.) 1. A link of
That which belongs to a brute. L'Eſtrange. metal , with a tongue or catch made to faſten
one thing to another . Pope. 2. The ſtate of
2. Savage ; cruel; inhuman . Dryden.
BRUTALITY. S. (bruialité, Fr.) Savageneſs ; the hair criped and curled . Spectator.
To BUCKLE . v . a. 1. To faften with a
churliſhneſs. Locke.
buckle. Philips. 2. To prepare to do any
To BRUTALIZE. v . n . ( brutalizer, Fr.) To
grow brutal or favage. Addijon.
thing. Spenſer. 3. Tojoin in bacıle . Hayward.
4. To confine. Shakeſp.
To BRUTALIZE . v . 9. To make brutal or
ſavage.
TO BU'CKLE . v . n . (bucken, Germ ] 1. To
BRUTALLY. ada (from brutal.] Churliſly ;
bend ; to bow. Shakeſp . ,2. To buckle to . To
inhumanly . Arbuthnet.
apply to. Locke. 3. To buckle with. To en
gage with . Dryden.
BRUTE , a. (brutus, Lat .) 1. Senſeleſs ; un
conſcious . Bensley. 2. Savage ; irrational. BU'CKLER. F. (bwecled , Welch .) A hield .
Holder. 3. Rough ; ferocious Pope.
Addiſon.
BRUTE . S. A creature without reaſon. Milion. To BUÖCKLER . v. 0.[from the noun . ) To ſup
BRUTENESS.J. [from brute.] Brutality Spenſ.
port ; to defend. Shakeſp.
TO BRUTIFY. v.a. To make a man á bruté . BUCKLER-THORN. 7. Chriſt's-therr .
Congreve.
BUÄCKMAST. J. The fruit or mait of the
beech tree
BRU'TISH . a . ( from brute . ] 1. Beſtial ; re
ſembling a beaſt 2. Rough ; lavage; fero- | BU'CKRAM .S. [bougran , Fr.) A ſort ofſtrong
cious. Grew . 3. Groſs ; carnal . South . 4. linen cloth , itiffened with gum. Shakeſp.
BUCKSHORN PLANTAIN . S. a plant.
Ignorant ; untaught . Hooker .
BRUTISHLY. adv. ( trom bruiiſ .] In the ROCKTHORN . S. A tree .
manner of a brute . K. Charles.
BUCOLICK . a . Paftoral .
BRU'TISHNESS. S. [ irom brutiſ .) Brutality ; BUD. S. ( bouton , Fr.) The firſt ſhoot of a plant ;
1ivagesels . Sprar.
a gem . Prior .
To
BRYONY, S. bryonia , Lat . ) A plant .
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TO BUD. 0. r. (from the noun.) 1. , To put ( BU'LBOUS. a. ( from bulb .) Containing bulbs.
forth young ſhoots, or gems. Clarendon. 2. To
Evelyn .
TO BULGE . v. n . 1. To take in water ; to
be in the bloom . Shakeſp.
TO BUD . v. a. To inoculate . Temple.
founder. Dryden. 2. To jut out. Moxon .
TO BUDGE . v.n.( bouger, Fr.) Toſir.Shakeſp . BU’LIMY . !. An enormous appetite .
BUDGE . 6. Stiff ; formal Milton.
BULK . S. ( bulke, Dutch ) 1. Magnitude; ſize ;
BUDGE.ſ. The drefled ſkin or fur of lambs.
quantity, Raleigh. 2. The grofs ; the majority.
Swift. 3. Main fabrick. Shakeſp.
BU'DGER . S. [from the verb.) One that moves
or ftirs.
BULK . 1. A part of a building jutting out. Ar
buthnot.
BUDGET. . [ bogette, Fr.) 1. A bag ſuch as
may be ealily carried . Bacon . 2. A More, or BU'LKHEAD.S. A partition made acroſs a hip
with boards. Harris.
ftock . L'Eſrange .
BUFF. S. (from bufalo.] 1. Leather prepared BULKINESS / [ rom bulky. ] Greatneſs of
from the ſkin or the buffalo ; uſed for wail
ſtature , or fize. Locke .
bells, pouches, &c. Dryden. 2. A military BU’LKY. . ( from bulk .] Orgreat ſize or ſtature.
Dryden .
coat. Shakeſp .
TO BUFF.v.a. ( buffe, Fr.) To ſtrike . Jobalom BULL .. [balle, Dutch .) 1. The male ofblack
cattle. May . 2 . In the friptural ſenſe , an
BU FFALO . S. ( ltal.) A kind of wild ox .
Dryden.
enemy powerful , and violent. Pfalms. 3. One
of the welie forns of the zodiack. Thomjon. 4.
BU'FFET. F. (buffetto, Ital. ] A blow with the
A letter publiſhed by the pope . Atterbury. 5 .
fift. Dryden,
A blunder . Pupe.
BUFFE'T.S. A kiod of cupboard . Pope.
To BUFFE'T. v. 1. To box ; to beat. Otway BULL In competition, generally notes large ſize.
TO BUFFET . v. . To play a boxing - maich . BULL -BAITING. ſi frem bull and bait . ) The
Stakeſp .
ſport of baiting buils with dogs.
BUFFETER. S : [from buffel.) A boxer .
BULL -BEGGAR. f. Something terrible.Aylife.
BUʻFFLE . (beuffle, Fr.) The ſame with buffalo. BULL -DOG.S. A dog of particular form, re
To BUFFLE. V. n . (from the coun. ) To puzzle. markable for his courage. Aldiſon.
Swifi.
BULL -HEAD . S. (from bull and bead.) 1. A
BUFFLEHEADED . a. Dull ; ſtupid.
ſtupid tellow . 2. The name of a fiſh. Walton .
BUFFO ON . F. ( buffon, Fr.] 1. A man whoſe BULL -WEED . ). Knapweed.
profeflion is to make ſport, by low jers BULL -WORT. S. Bilbops- weed.
and antick poſtures; a jackpudding. Warts . BU'LLACE . A wild iour plum . Bacon .
2. A man that practiſes indecent raillery . BULLET.J. (boulet, Fr.) A round ballofmetal.
Knolles.
Garth .
BUFFOONERY . S. [from befcon .] 1. The BULLION.S . (billon, Fr.] Gold or ſilver in the
pra& ice of a buffoon. Lecke. 2. Low jefts ; lump or unwrought. Locke.
currile mirth. Dryden .
BULLITION . F. ( from bullie, Lat. ) The act or
BUG . J.A ſtinking iniect bred in old houſhold ſtate ofboiling Bacon .
ſtuff. Pepe.
BULLOCK . ſ. [ from bull.) A young bull .
BUG
. EAR , } bu Welcb.]A frightful oject ;
CB
Temple.
BU
.
} a talle
BULLY . L. A noiſy, bluſtering, quarrelling
BUGGINESS . F. ( from buggy.) The ſtate of fellow . Addiſon.
being infected with bugs.
TO BULLY. v . a . ( from the noun.) To overbear
BUCCY. a. ( from bug .) Abounding with bugs. with noiſe or menaces, King.
BUCLE
.
BU GLEHORN
Ji (from bugen , Sax. ) A BU'LRUSH . F. (from bull and ruſ .) A large
.
ruſh . Dryden .
BU CLE : . A ſhining bead of black glaſs. BULWARK. S. ( belwercke, Dutch.] 1. A for
tification ; a citadel. Adililon. 2. A ſecurity.
Sbokefp .
BUGLE. L. A plant.
Shakelp.
BUGLOSS. The herb ox-tongue .
To BULWARK . v.a. To fortify. Alliſon.
To BUILD. v . o , preter. I built, I have built. BUM . S. 1bomme, Dutch.) 1. The part on which
[bilden , Dutch .) i . To make a fabrick , or an
we út . Shakesp. 2. It is uſed , in competition ,
edifice . Hooker . 2. To raiſe any thing on a
for any thing mean or low, as bumbailit:
ſupport or foundation . Boyle.
BUMBAILIFF. 1. ( from bum and bailiff.) A
To BUILD. 9. * . To depend on ; to reſt on . bailiff of the meaneſt kind ; one that is em
Hesker .
ployed in arrelis. Shakesp.
BUILDER.S. ( from build .] He that builds ; an BUMBARD . /: {bombard.)
archilect. Denbam .
BUMBAST . ). (boinbaji,}
BUILDING . ) . [from build.] A fabrick ; an BUMP ). A ſwelling ; a protuberance. Dryden .
alifice . Prior .
TO BUMP. v . a . ( from bbus, Lat.) To make
BUILT . J. The form ; the ſtructure. Temple.
a loud noiſe. Dryden.
BULB. I. (bulbus , Lat .) A roued body or root. BU'MPER . S. A cupied. I ryden.
Evelyn.
BUMPKIN . J. no au wish heavy ruſtick .
L'Ijirange.
BULBACEOUS. a. ( bulbaceus, Lat . ] The ſame
LUMPKINLY .
with bubous.
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BU'MKINLY . a. (from bumpkin .) Having the BURGAMOT. S. (bergamotte, Fr.) A ſpecies
of pear.
manner or appearance of a clown. Clariſſa.
BUNCH.S.(buncker, Dutch .) 1. A hard lump ; BU'RGANET,orBURGONET. (from burginete,
Fr.) A kind of helmet. Shakeſp.
a knob . Boyle. 2. A cluſter. Shakeſp . 3. A
number of things tied together. Skakelp. 4. BURGEO'IS. !. [ bourgeois, fr.j'ı . A citizen ;
Any thing bound into a knot . Spenſer.
a burgeſs, Addiſon. 2. A type of a particular
ſize.
TO BUNCH.V.n. To grow out in protuberances.
Woodward.
BURGESS . S. {bourgeois, Fr.) 1. A citizen ; a
freeman of a city. 2 . A repreſentative of a
BUNCHBACKED . a . Having bunches on the
back .
town corporate . Worten.
BUNCHY. 6. Growing into bunches . Greu .
BURGH., A corporate town or borough .Graunt.
BU'NDLE. S. (býodle, Sax ] 1. A number of BURGHER . S: [ from burgb.) One who has a
right to certain privileges in this or that place.
things bound together. Hale. 2. Any thing
Knolles, Locke.
rolled up cylindrically. Spectator.
To BU'NDLE. v . a. To lie in a bundle. Locke. BU'RGHERSHIP. S. (from burgher .) The pri
vilege of a burgher.
BUNG.S. (bing, Welch .] A ſtopple for a barrel.
Mortimer .
BURGLARY J. Robbing a houſe by night, or
TO BUNG . v.a. To ſtop.
breaking it with an intent to rob. Cowell.
BU'NGHOLE.S. The hole at which the barrel BU'RGOMASTER.S. (irom burg and maſter .]
is filled. Shakeſp.
One employed in the government of a city .
Addiſon
To BU NGLE . D. . To perform clumſily.
BU’RIAL. f. [ from bury.] 1. The act of
Dryden.
TO BUNGLE . v . a . To botch ; to manage
burying ; ſepulture ; interment. Dryder. 2.
clumſily. Shakeſp .
The act of placing any thing under earth .
BU'NGLE. f. [ from the verb. ) ' A bolch ; an
Bacon. 3. The church ſervice for funerals .
awkwardneſs. Ray.
Ayliffe.
BU’NGLER . S. [ bwngler, Welch.) A bad work- BURILR. S. (from bury.) He that buries.
man. Peacham .
Shakeſp.
BU'NGLINGLY. adv. Clumſily ; awkwardly . BU'RINE S (French .) A graving tool. Gorers
ment of the Tongue.
Bentley.
BU'RLACE.S . [ for burdelais.) A fort of grape.
BUNNY. A kind of ſweet bread . Gay.
TO BURL. v.a. To dreſs cloth as fullers do .
BUNT . ). An increaſing cavity. Corow .
To BUNT . To ſwell out .
BURLE’SQUE. a . ( burlare, Ital. to jeſt.) Jo
BU'NTER. S. Any low vulgar woman.
cular ; tending to raiſe laughter. Addifer .
BUNTING.S. The name of a bird. Shakeſp. BURLESQUE. J. Ludicrouslanguage.Addifer .
BUOY.S. ( bonë, or beye, Fr.) A piece of cork To BURLESQUE.v. a. To turn to ridicule.
Brocme.
or wood floating, tied to a weight. Pope.
TO BUOY. v.a. To keep afvat. K. Charles.
BURLINESS. S. Bulk ; bluſter.
To BUOY. 0. n . To float . P'ope.
BU'RLY a . Great of ftature. Cowley.
BUOʻYANCY . , ( from buoyane .] The quality To BURN . v.2 . (bernan, Saxon.] 1. To con
of floating. Dérham .
ſume with fire . Sharp. 2. To wound with
BUOʻYANT. &. Which will not link . Dryden.
fire. Exodus.
BUR.L.
(
bourre,
Fr.)
A
rough
head
of
a
plant.
To
EURN . v. n . 1. To be on fire. Rowe. 2. To
Woiton .
be inflamed with paſſion. Shakeſp. 3. To act
BU'RBOT.F. A fiſh full of prickles.
as fire. Shakeſp.
BURDELAIS.l. A fort of grape.
BURN. S. A hurt cauſed by fire. Boyle.
BURDEN. /. íbýnden, Saxon .) 1 . A load . BURNER . S. [from burn .) A perſon that burss
Bacon . 2. Something grievous. Locke . 3. A
any thing
birth . Shakejp. 4. The verie repeated in a BURNET. S. The name of a plant .
ſong. Dryden.
BU'RNING S. State of inflammation . Sezik.
TO BU'RDEN . v . a. To load ; to incumber . BURNING -GLASS. S. A glaſs which colleas
Cor . viii .
the rays of the ſun into a narrow compa.s, and
BURDENER . S. ( from burden ) A loader ; an
lo incieales their force . Suckling.
oppreilor.
TO BURNISH . v . a. (burnir, Fr.) To poliſh .
BURDENOUS. a. (from burilen .) 1. Grievous ;
Dryden.
oppreflive. Sidney . 2. Uſeleis. Millan ,
To LURNISH . v, n . To grow bright or gloſty.
E
BURDENSOM . a. Grievous ; troubleſome .
Swifi.
Milton .
RURNISHER.S. (from burniſh .) 1. The perſon
BURDENSOMENESS.S. Weight ; uneaſineſs.
that burnishes or poliſhes. 2. The tool with
BURLOCK./. See Dock.
which bookbinders give a glors to the leaves
o
: books; it is commonly a dog's tooth ſet ia
of
drawers.
BUREAU '. j. (bureau , Fr. ] A cheſt
a fick .
Swifi.
EURĆ . S. See Burrow .
BURNT. !particip.pafl. ofburn .)
EU'RGAGE. L. ( trom burg . ) A tenure proper BURR . S. The lobe or lap of the ear.
to cities and towns. Hale.
BURREL

i

BUS
B U T
BURREL. S. A ſort of pear.
half boot ; a thoe which comes to the midleg.
Sidney. 2. A kind of high ſhoe wore by che
BU'RREL Fly. Oxfy; gadbee ; breeze.
BU'RREL Stot. Small bullets, nails, ſtones, diſ ancient actors of tragedy. Smith .
SKINED. a . Dreiled in bulkins. Milton .
BU
charged out of ordnance. Harris.
BU'RROW.F. (burg, Saxon. ] 1. A corporate BU'SK Y.a . Woody. Shakeſp.
town, that is not a city, but ſuch as fends | BUSS. S. (bus, the mouth, inith.] 1. A kils ; a
ſalute with the lips . Pope. 2. A boat for fiſhing.
bargelſes to the parliament. A place fenced or
(buffe, Germ ] Temple.
fortified. Temple. 2. The holes made in the
BUSS. v . a . Tokiis. Shakeſp.
TO
ground by conies. Shakeſp.
TO BURROW . v. n. To mine, as conies or BUST. L. {bufto, Ital. ) A ftatue repreſenting a
rabbits, Mortimer .
man to his breaſt. Addison .
BU'RSAR . S. (burſarius, Lat. ) The treaſurer of BUSTARD. S. [biſtarde, Fr. ) A wild turkey.
Hakewell.
1 college.
BURSE . 7. [bourſe, Fr.) An exchange where To BUSTLE . v. n. To be buſy ; to flir.
Clarendon.
merchants meet. Philips
TO BURST. v . n . I burst; I have burjl, or BU'STLE . f. [from the verb . ) A tumult ; a
barftes. (burstan, Sax.] 1. To break or fly
hurry. South .
open. Proverbs. 2. To fly afunder. Shakejp. 3. BU'STLER
. (from buſtle.] An active ftirring
To break away ; to ſpring. Pope. 4. Tocome man.
fuddenly. Shakeſp. s . To begin an action vio- BUSY. e.(býrigan, Saxon .) 1. Employed with
earneftaeis . Knolls. 2. Buſling ; active ;
lently. Arbutbuer.
TO BURST.o. a. To break ſuddenly; to make meddling. Davies.
To BU SY.v.a. To employ ; to engage . Decay
a quick and violent difruption. Burnet.
of Piety.
BURST. . A ſudden diſruption. Milton.
3 particip. &. Diſeaſed with a BU’SYBODY.F. A vain, meddling, fantaſtical
BURSTEN ,} heroin or rupture.
perſon. Taylor.
BURSTNESS.f. A rupture .
BUT. conjunét. (bute, butan , Sax. ) 1. Except.
Bacon. 2. Yet ; nevertheleſs. Bacon . 3 .
BURSTWORT. [. An herb good againſt rup
tures.
The particle which introduces the minor of
BURT . S. A flat fiſh of the turbot kind.
a fyllogi m ; now. Bramhall. 4. Only ; no
BURTHEN. S. See BURDEN .
thing more than . Ben. Jobufon. s . Than.
BURY.S. [from burg, Sax .) A dwelling -place. Guardian. 6. But that . Dryden. 7. Other
wiſe than that. Hooker. 8. Not otherwiſe
Pbilips.
TO BOʻRY. v.a. ( býrigean, Sax.) 1. To inter ;
than. Dryeten. 9. By any other means than.
to put into a grave. Shakeſp . 2. To inter with
Shakesp . 10 If it were not for this. Sbskejp.
rites and ceremonies. Waller. 3. To conceal ;
11. However ; howbeit. Dryden. 12. Other
to hide . Shakesp :
wife than. Shakeſp. 13. Even ; not longer
ago than . Locke. 14. Yet it may be objecten .
BUSH S. (beis , Fr. ) 1. A thick ſhrub . Spenſer.
2. A bough of a tree fixed up at a door, to
Bentley. 15. But for ; had not this been.
Waller .
ſhew that liquors are ſold there. Sbakelp.
TO BUSH . v . n . ( from the noun. ) To grow BUT.J. (tout, Fr.) A boundary. Holder.
BUT. S. ( in ſea language . ) The end of any
thick . Milion .
plank which joins to another. Harris.
BUSHEL. S. [ baifeau, Fr.} 1. A meaſure con
taining eight galloas ; a ſtrike.Sh.kilp. 2. ABUT.END. J. ' The blunt end of any thing.
Carenden
large quantity. Dryden.
BU SHINESS. . ( from bubby.) The quality of BU'TCHER. S. [boucher, Fr. ) 1. One that kills
animals to ſell their feſh . 2. One that is de
being buſhy
BUʻSHMENTS[from baſo.) A thicket. Raleigh.
lighted with blood. Locke.
BU'SHY . a . (irom bab.] 1. Thick ; full of To BU’TCHER . v. 4. To kill ; to murder.
Shakesp.
Imall branches. Bacon . 2. Full of buſhes
Dryden.
BU’TCHER'S-ROOM , or KNEEHOLLY.
BU SILESS. a ( from buſy.) Atleiſure .Shakeſp. BU TCHERLINESS. J. [irom butcherly .) A
BU'SILY . adv. (from budy.) With hurry ; ac
butcherly manner.
tively . Dryden.
BU TCHERLY. a. ( from butcher.] Crueli
BUSINESS . ). (from buſy ) 1. Employment ;
bloody ; barbarous. Afcham .
n uitiplicity of affairs. Donne. 2. An affair. BUTCHERY.). 1. The tradeof a butcher. Pope.
Stakejp. 3. The fabject of action . Locke. 4
2. Murder ; cruelty . Shakelp. 3. The place
where blood is ſhed. Shatejp.
Aawn. L'Eſtrange. 6. A matter of queſtion.
Barte , 7 . To do one's bupneſs. To kill, destroy , BU TLER.S. (bouteiller , Fr.J A fervant employe
or ruin him.
ed in furniſhing the table . Swift.
BUSK 1. (buſque, Fr.) A piece of ſteel or BU TLERAGE . S. The duty upon wines im
whalebose , worn by women to ttrengthen
ported, claimed by the king's butler. Bacer .
their ſtays. Donne
BU'TMENT.S. (aboutement, Fr. ] That part of
EU SKIN . J. [ brofokus, Dutch .] 1. A kind of the arch which joins it to the upright piet.
Wor101.
LUTT.

BU Y
BY S
.
1
BUTT.S. [ but, Fr. )
The place on which/ To BUY. V. n . To treat about a purchaſe Sharel.
the mark to be thot at is placed. Dryden. 2. BUYER . J. He that buys ; a purchaler. W'otton .
The point at which the endeavour is directed . To RUZZ.v.n. (bizzen , Teut ) 1. To hum ; to
Sbaktjp. 3. A inan upon whom the company
make a noiſe like bees. Suckling. 2. To whil
break their jells. Spectator. 4. A ſtroke given
per ; to prate. Shakeſp .
in fencing. Prior.
Tobuzz.v. a . To ſpread ſecretly. Bentley.
BUTT./. A veſſel ; a barrel containing one hun- BUZZ.S. A hum ; whiſper; a alk. Addijon.
dred and twenty- ſix gallons of wine. Shakeſp. BUZZARD.S. (bufard, Fr ] 1. A degenera e or
TO BUTT.v.a. To ſtrike with the head . W otron .
mean ſpecies of hawk . Dryden. 2. A block
BUTTER . S. (buttere , Sax .] An unctuous head ; a dunce . Afcham .
ſubftance made by agitating the crean of milk , BUZZER . J. [ from buzz. ) A ſecret whiſperer .
Shake
till the oil ſeparates from the whey.
TO BUÄTTER . v.a. ( from the noun.] 1. TO BY . prop. [bı , biz, Sax . ) 1. It notes the agent.
Locke
. 2. It notes the inſtrument. Dryden.
ſmear, or oil with butter. Shakeſp. 2. To en
3. It notes the cauſe . Addi'sn. 4. It notes
creale the ſtakes every throw . Addison.
the means by which any thing is performed.
BUTTERBUMP.J. A fowl; the bittern .
Shakelp. 5 . It thews the ma, ner o an astion ,
BUTTERBUR . S. A plant.
BU'TTERFLOWERS. A yellow flower of Dryden 6. It has a fignification , noting the
method in which any fücceffive action is per
May . Gay.
formed . Hacker, Knches. 7. It notesthe quan
BUTTERFLY.ſ. (butterflege , Sax .) A beau
ciful infect. Spenjer:
tity had at one time . Locke. 8. Al , or in ;
BU'TTERIS .
An inſtrument of ſteel uſed in
noting place . Bacon . 9. According to . Bacn.
paring the foot of a horſe .
10. According to ; noting proof. Bentley. 11 .
BUTTERMILK . 8. The whey that isſeparated
After; noting imitation or conformity.Tillotjon.
from the cream when butter is made. Harvey . 12. From ; noting judgment or token. Waller.
BUTTERPRINT.N. A piece of carved wood,
13. It notes the lum of the difference between
uled to mark butter. Locke.
two things compared. Locke. 14. Not later
than ; noling tiine. Spenjar. 15 . Beſides ,
BU’TTER TOOTH.ſ. The great broad fore
tooth .
noting pallage . Addijan . 16. Beſide ; near
BUTTERWOMAN . S. A woman that ſells to ; in preſence ; noting proximity . Shakelp
butter,
17. Before bimſelf, ie notes the abſence of all
others. Alcham. 18. It is the solemn form of
BUTTERWORT.S. A plant ; fenicle.
ſwearing. Dryden . 19. At hand . Boyle. 20.
BUTTERY . a . Having the appearance or qua
lities of butter. Floyer.
le is uſed in forms of obterling. Smith . 21. By
BU'TTERY.S. [from butter , ] The room where proxy ot; noting ſubstitutinn. Broome. 22. la
the fame direction with . Grew ,
proviſions are laidup. Bramſton.
BU'TTOCK. S. The rump ; the part near the BY. adv. 1. Near; at a Imall diſtance. Dryden .
tail . Knolles.
2. Belide ; patling. Shakejp. 3. In preſence.
Sidney
BUTTON . ſ. [bottwn , Welch .] 1. Any knob
or ball. Biyle. 2. The butota plant.Shakeſp. BY AND BY. adv. In a short tiine. Sidney.
EUTTON . /. The lea - urchin. Ainſworth.
BY. /. [ from the prepoſition .) Something not
TO BU TTON . v a. (from the noun .] 1. To the direct and immediate object of regard.
dreſs ; to cloach . W 110 % . 2. To falten with Bacon, Boyle, Dryden.
butions.
BY. Indircompofition
, implies ſomething out of
the ect way
BUTTONHOLE . F. The loop in which the
bution of the cloaths is caught. Brampton.
BY- CONCERNMENT . S. An affair which is
B.UÄTTRESS / (from aboutir, Fr. ) 1. A prop ;
not the main buſineſs.
a wall built to ſupport another. Bacon. 2. A BY -DEPENDENCE . S. An appendage ; fome
thing accidentally depending on another.
pros; a lupt. Sourb .
Shaselp.
TO BUT TRESS . v.a. To prop .
BY-END.S. Private intereſt ; ſecret advantage.
BUTWINK.f. The name of a bin .
L'Efir ange.
BUTYRACEOUS. a. [ butyrum , Lat. butter. )
BY -GONE , a . (a Sco'ch word ) Part. Shakeſp.
Having the qualitiesof butter.
BUTYROUS, a . Having the properties ofbut- BY -LAW . 1. By-laws are orders made for the
good of those that make thero , farther than
ter. Floyer.
BUXOM . a. 1. Obedient ; obſequious. Milton . the publick law binds. Cowell.
2. Gay; lively ; briik. Craſbaw . 3. Wanton ; BY-NAME.S. A nickname. Camden.
BY-PATH. . A private or obicure path.
jolly Dryden .
BU'XOMLY.adv. (from buxom .) Wantonneſs ; Shakelp.
amorouſly.
BY -RESPECT.J. Private enior view . Dryden.
BUXOMNESS. S. (from buxom . ] Wantonneſs; BY -ROOM . . A private room within. Shakesp.
amoroulners.
BY- SPEECH. S. An incidental or caluai ipeech .
Hooker.
TO BUY.v. a preter, I bought ; I have bought
[biguan, Sax . ) 1. To purchaſe ; to acquire by BY -STANDER. S. A looker on ; one uncon :
cerned, Lacke.
paying a price. Addijen. 2. To manage by
BY- STREET.
noney . South ,

BY W
BY Z
BY -STREET. L. An obfcure ftreet. Gay.
BY -WEST: Weſtward ; to the weſt of.
BY-VIEW. S. Private ſelf-intereſted purpoſe.
Davies .
Arterbery.
BY -WORD. . A ſaying ; a proverb. At
terbury.
BY- WALK . . A private wadk ; not the main
road. Breme,
BYE. ſ A dwelling. Gibſca,
BY -WAY. ). A private and obſcure way. Sper BYZANTINE. See BiżASTINE.
Jer, Herbert,

C.
CAB

CAD

Has two ſounds ; one like k, as, call, great rope of a thip to which the anchor is
faſtened. Raleigh.
C ,clock ; the other as s, as cellation, cinder.
It founds like & before a, e , # , ora confonant; CA'BURNS. f. Small ropes uſed in ſhips.
and likes , before e, i, and y .
CACHECTICAL. / a. (trom cachexy.j Having
CAB. S. A Hebrew meaſure, containing about CACHE'CTICK . } an illhabit ofboiy.Floyer.
CACHE’XY. S. ( xözegbz .) Such a diſtempera
three pints Engliſh
ture of the humours, as hinders nutrition ,
CABAL J. (rebale, Fr. Then , tradition.)
1. The ſecret ſcience of the Hebrew rabbins. and weakens the vital and animal function ,
Arbuthnos .
2. A body of men united in ſomecloſe deſign.
Addison. 3. Intrigue. Dryden.
CACHINNA'TION. S. [ cachinnatio, Lat.] A
loud laughter.
TO CABAL.o.n [cabaler, Fr.) To form cloſe
intrigucs. Dryden.
CA'CKEREL . S. A fiſh .
CABALIST . ]. One killed in the traditions of To CACKLE . V. R. (kaeckelen, Dutch.] 1. To
the Hebrews. Swift.
make a noiſe as a goole. Pope. 2. Sometimes
CABALLISTICAL. 2 d. Something that has it is uſed for the noiſe of a hen . 3. To laugh ;
CABALLI'STICK . } an oceult meaning. to giggle. Arburbrot.
Spe &tator.
CA'CKLE . S. [ from the verb.) The voice of a
CABALLER.S. ( from cabal.) He that engages
goole or fowl. Dryder.
CA'CKLER. f. (from cackle.] 1. A fowl that
in cloſe deſigns; an intriguer. Dryden.
CABALLINE. 6. ( caballinus, Lat.) Belonging cackles . 2. A tellale ; a tatler.
to a horſe .
CACOCHYMICAL.
a, [trom cacachtay.]
CABARET. J. (French .) A tavern. Bramhall. CACOCHY MICK . } “Having the humours
CABBAGE.' S. ( cabur, Fr. braffica, Lat.) A
corrupted. Floyer.
CACOCHY'MÝ. (xaróyuuia .] A depravation
plant.
TO CA'BBAGE. v. a. To ſteal in cutting
or the humours from a found ſtate. Årburbnet.
clothes . Arbuthnot.
CACOʻPHONY |. (naxoquine ] A bad found
CABBAGE TREE . . A ſpecies of palm -tree.
of words.
CABBAGE WORM . f. Ao infect.
To CACUMINATE.V.c. cacumino, Lat.] To
ſharp or pyramidal.
make
cut
a
,
Welch
Fri
chabin
,
,
F.1cabane
CABIN .
tige .] 1. A ſmall room . Spenſer. 2.. A CADA VEROUS. a [cadater , Lat . ] Having
ſmall chamber in a fhip Raleigh. 3. A cot
the appearance of a dead carcaſs.
tige , or ſmall houſe. Sidney. 4. A tent. CA'DDIS. S. A kind of tape or ribbon. Skokifp.
Fairfax.
2. A kind of worin or grub. Walton .
TO CABIN . v . 1. (irom the noun.) To live in CADE. a . ( cadeler, Fr.] Tame, ſoft; as a cade
lams.
a cabin . Shakeſp.
TO CABIN . 0. 6. To confine in a cabin. Shakeſp . To CADE.. a . [fronti the noun .) To breed up
in ſoftneſs,
CA BINED . a. [ from cabin . ] Belonging to a
cabis . Milion .
CADE. f. [cadus, lat.) A barrel. Philips.
CABINET. f. (cabinet, Fr.} 1. A fet of boxes CADENCE. ( 1. (cadence, Fr.] 1. Fall; ftate
or drawers for curiofities. Ben.Jahrfen, Swift. CADENCY . } of finking ; decline. Milton,
2. Any place in which things of value are nata
2. The fall of the voice . Craſbaw . 3. The
den. Taylor. 3. A private room in which con
flow of verlès, or periods. Dryden. 4. The
fultations are held. Dryden. 4. A hut, or
tone or ſound. Swift. 5. In horſemanſhip ,
toote. Spenſer .
cedence is an equal meaſure or proportion ,
which a horie obferves in all his motions.
CA BINET- COUNCIL . S. A council held in a
Farrier's Diet.
pritate manner. Bacon .
CABINET MAKER. f. [from cabinet and CA'DENT . a . ( ccdens, Lat.) Falling down.
make.) One that makes imall nice work in CADET.S [coder,"Fr.) i . The younger bro
wood . Mortimer ,
ther . 2. The youngeſt brother. Brown. 3 .
A voluntier
ÇABLE . F. ( cabl, Velck ; cabul, Duteb .) The

CAL

CAL

A volontier in the army, who ſerves in ex- CALCI'NATORY. S. ( from calcinate.) A ver
ſel uſed in calcination.
pectation of a commiſſion.
CADEW . S. A ſtraw worm.
To CALCI'NE. v. a . (calciner , Fr. from calx ,
Lat .)
To burn in the fire to a calx , or
CADGER . S. A fuckſter.
friable ſubſtance. Bacon. 2 . To burn up .
CADI. S. A magiſtrate among the Turks.
Denham.
CADILLACK . J. A fort of pear.
CÆCIAS. J. (Lacin.) A wind from the north. To CALCI'NE . v. r. To become a calx by heat.
Newton .
Milion.
CÆSU'RA. F. ( Lat.) A figure in poetry , by To CALCULATE . v. a. (calculor, Fr.) 1 .
To compute ; to reckon. 2. To compute the
which a ſort ſyllable after a complete foot is
made long
ſituation of the planets at any certain time.
Bentley. 3. To adjuſt ; to project for any cer
CAFT'AN . S. ( Perlick .) A Perſian veſt or gar
tain end. Tillotſon.
ment.
CAG . S. A barrel or wooden veſſel, containing CALCULA'TION . F. (from calculate.] 1. A
four or five gallons.
practice, or manner of reckoning ; the art of
CAGE. S. [ rage, Fr.) 1. An incloſure of twigs numbering. Holder. 2. The reſult of arith
or wire, in which birds are kept. Sidney, metical operation . Hooker .
Swift. 2. A place for wild beaſts. 3. A pri- CALCULATOR . S. (from calculate.] A com
puter.
ſon for petty malefactors.
To CAGE. 2. 2. (from the noun.) To incloſe CA'LCULATORY. a. ( from calculate.] Belong
in a cage. Denne
ing to calculation .
CAIMAN. S. The American name of a cro - CA'LCULE. f. [ calculus, Lat.) Reckoning ;
compute . Howel.
codile.
To CA JOʻLE . v.a. (cageoler , Fr. ) To flatter ; CALCULOSE : a.gritty
Sbarp
Brown,Lat.
.
from: calculus,
]Stony;
CALCULOUS .
to fooch . Hudibras.
CA JO'LER .S. [from cajole.) A Aalterer ; a CALCULUS. 5. ( Latin .] The ſtone in the
bladder.
wheedler.
CA'LDRON.S . ( chaxldron, Fr.) A pot ;boiler ;
CAJOʻLERY. S: ( cajolerie, Fr.) Flattery.
CAISSON . S. (French .) A cheſt of bombs or a kettle . Spenſer, Addiſon.
CALEFACTION . S. (trom calefacio, Lat.) 1 .
powder.
CAITIFF. f. ſcarrivo, Ital. a Nave.) A mean
The act of heating any thing. 2. The ſtate
villain ; adeſpicable koave . Spenſer, Hudibras. of being heated.
CAKE. f. (cuch , Teutonick.) 1. A kind of de- CALEFACTIVE. a. [ from calefacio, Lat.)
licate brcad . Dryden. 2. Any thing of a form
That which makes any thing hot; heating.
rather flat than high . Bacon , Dryder.
CALEFA'CTORY. a. ' [from calefacio, Lat. )
That which heats .
To CAKE. 0.n. ( trom the noun.) To harden ,
To CAʼLEFY. v, n. (calefie, Lat.) To grow hot;
as dough in the oven. Addifon.
CALABA'SH Tree. A tree of which the Mells
to be heated. Brown.
are uſed by the negroes for cups, as alſo for CA'LENDAR . S. [ calendarium , Lat.) A regi
instruments of muſick . Miller.
Iter of the year, in which the months, and
CALAMANCO.S. ( calamarcus, Lat.) A kind
faced cimes, are marked, as feſtivals and ho
of woollen ſtuff. Tatler .
lidays. Shakeſp. Dryden .
CAʼLAMINE, or Lapis Calaminaris..S. A kind To CA'LENDER , v. a. ( calendrer, Fr.] To
dreſs cloch.
of foſſile, bituminous earth , which, being mix
ed with copper, changes it into brals. Locke. CAʼLENDER. S. ( from the verb.) A hot preſs;
CA'LAMINT. 5. (calamintha, Lat.) The name
a preſs in which clothiers ſmooth their cloth.
of a plant.
CAʼLENDRER. f. [ from calender .] The perſon
who calenders.
CALAMITOUS. a . ( calamitofus, Lat.] Miſe
rable ; involved in ditrefs ; unhappy; wretch - CA'LENDS. S. (calenda , Lat.) The firſt day of
every month among the Romans .
ed, Milien, Souih.
CALA'MITOUSNESS. f. [ from calamitous .) CAʼLENTURE. S. [ from caleo, Lat.) A diſtem
Miſery; diſtreſs.
per in hot climates ; whereia they imagine the
CALAMITY.S. (calamitas, Lat.) Misfortune; ſea to be green fields. Swifi.
cauſe ofmifery . Bacon ,
CALF. S. calves in the plural . [cealf, Sax.) 1 .
CALAMUS. . (Lat.) A fort of reed or ſweet
The young of a cow. Wilkins. 2. Calues of
ſcented wood, mentioned in ſcripture. Exodus.
the lips, mentioned by Hoſea, ſignify ſacrifices
CALASH. S. [colecke, Fr. ) A ſmall carriage of
of praiſe and prayers. Hefea. 3. The thick ,
pleaſure. King
plump, bulbous part of the leg . Suckling.
CALCEATED . a. (calceatus, Lat.] Shod ; fit-|CA'LIBER . S: (calibre, Fr.) The bore, the di
ted with ſhoes.
ameter of the barrel of a gun.
CALCEDO'NIUS. S: [Lat.) A kind of precious CA'LICE. F. ( calix , Lat.) A cup ; a chalice.
itone. W redward.
CA'LICO. S. [from Colecur in India.] An Indiza
CALCINA'TION . F. ( from calcine; calination,
ſtuff made of cotton. Addiſon.
Fr.) Such a mamgement of bodies by fire , as CA'LID. a. ( calidus, Lat. ) Hot; burning,
tenders them reducible to powder ; chymicalſ CALIDITY. /. [from calid .] Heat. Brown.
CA'LIF.
pulverization. Boyle.
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not ſtormy; not tempeſtuous. Spenſer. 2 .
CA'LIF. 3.8. khalifa, Arab .) A title aſſum
Undiſturbed; unruffled. Atterbury:
CA’LIPH. Sed by the ſucceſſors of Mahomet
among the Saracens.
CALM. . 1. Serenity ; ſtillneſs. Raleigh. 2 .
Freedom from diſturbance ; quiet ; repoſe.
CALIGATION . S. ( from caligo, Lat. ) Dark
South .
nels ; cloudineſs. Brown.
CALIGINOUS. a . ( caliginofus, Lat .) Obſcure ; To CALM . v. a. 1. To ftill; to quiet. Dryden .
dim.
2. To pacity ; to appeaſe. Arierbury.
CALIGINOUSNESS. f. [ from caliginous.) CA'LMER.S: ( from calm .) The perſon or thing
Darkneſs.
which has the power of giving quiet. Walton.
CALIGRAPHY, ſ. (xahsyçapía .] Beautiful CA'LMLY. adv. ſírom calm .] 1 . Without
ſtorms, or violence. 2 . Without pafſions ;
writing. Prideaux .
quietly. Prior.
CA'LIVER . J. (from caliber .) A handgun ; a
harquebuſe; an old muſket. Shakeſp.
CA'LMNESS . S. ( from calm .] 1. Tranquillity ;
CALIX . S. (Latin. ) A cup.
ſerenity. Denham . 2. Mildneſs ; freedom
To CALK . v. a . ( from calage, Fr.] To ſtop the from paflion. Shakfp.
CA'LMY. a . (from colon .] Calm ; peaceful.
leaks of a ſhip. Raleigh , Dryden .
CALKER . L.( from colk.) The workman that Spenſer.
CA LOMEL . S. (calomelas.] Mercury fix times
Itops the leaks of a ſhip. Ezekiel .
ſublimed . Wiſeman ,
To CALL. v. a . ( calo, Lac.] 1. To name ; to
denominate. Geneſis. 2. To ſummon or in- CALORIFICK ..(calorificus, Lac.] That which
vite. Knelles. 3. To convoke; to ſummon has the quality of producing heat. Grew .
together, Clarenden. 4. To ſummon judici-I CALOTTE . !.(French.) A cap or coif.
ally. Watts. ş . To ſummon by command. CALOYERS. F. (xar @ .) Monks of the Greek
church.
Jjcich. 6. In the theological tenie, to inſpire
with ardours of piety. Romans. 7. To invoke ; CA'LTROPS. S: { coltreppe, Sax .) 1. An in
to appeal to. Clarendon. 8. To proclaim ; to ſtrument made with four ſpikes, ſo that which
publiſh. Gay: 9. To make a short viſit.' B. way ſoever it falls to the ground, one of them
Fobaſon, Addifon. 10. To excite ; to put in
points upright. Dr.Addiſon. 2. A plaat men
action ; to bring into view . Cowley. 11. To tioned in Virgil's Georgicks, under the name
ſtigmatize with ſome opprobrious denomina
of tribulus. Miller .
tion. Swift. 12. To call back. To revoke. To CALVE .v. r. ( from calf .) To bring a calf;
Ifa :ab. 13. To call in. To reſume money at ſpoken of a cow . Dryden.
intereſt. Addiſon, 14. To coll over . To read CALVI'LLE. J. (French .) A fort of apple.
aloud a liſt or muſter-roll 15. To call out. To CALUMNIATE. v . n. ( calumnior, Lat.]
To challenge.
To accuſe falſely. Drydex .
CALL. S. (from the verb.) 1. A vocal addreſs. To CALUMNIATE . v. a . To Nander. Sprai.
Pepe. 2. Requiſition . Hooker. 3. Divine vo- CALUMNIA TION. ſ . (from calumniate .) A
cation; ſummons to true religion. Locke. 4 . malicious and falſe repreſentation of words or
actions. Ayliffe.
An impulſe. Roſcommos. 5. Authority ; com
mand. Denham . 6 . A demand ; a claim . CALUMNIA TOR . f. [ from calumniate .) A
Addifen . 7. An inſtrument to call birds. forger of accuſation ; a Nanderer. Addiſor .
Wilkins . 8. Calling ; vocation ; employment. CALUMNIOUS. a . ( from calumny.) Slander
Dryden. 9. A nomination. Bacon.
ous; falſely reproachful. Shakeſp:
CALUMNY. S. (calumnia , Lal.] Slander ;
CALLET: } 5. A trull . Shakeſp.
falſe charge . Temple.
CALLING.S. ( from call.] 1. Vocation ; pro- CALX.S. (Latin.) Any thing rendered reducible
to powder by burning. Digby.
feffion ; trade. Rogers, 2. Proper Itation , or
employment. Swifi. 3. Claſs of perſons CA'LYCLE. %. (calyculus, Lat. ) A ſmall bud
of
a plant.
united by the ſame employment or proteflion.
Hammond. 4. Divine vocation ; invitation to CAMAIEU.S . A ſtone with various figures and
the true religion. Hakewell.
reprelentations of landſkips, formed by nature .
CALLIPERS. S. Compaſes with bowed ſhanks CA‘MBER. f. A piece of timber cut arching.
Moxok.
Moxes .
CALLO'SITY. S. [ callefité, Fr.) A kind of fuel- CAMBRICK . S. ( from Cambray.) A kind of
fine linen . Shake p .
ing without pain. Quincy, Arbuthnot.
CALLOUS. & . [collus, Lat.] 1. Indurated ; CAME. The preterite of to come. Addiſon.
hardned. Wiſeman, 2. Hardned; inſenſible. CAMEL. S. ( camelus, Lat. ) An animal very
Dryden .
common in Arabia, Judea, and the neighbour
ing countries. One fort is large, fit to carry
CALLOUSNESS.f. [from collows.] 1. Induration
burdens of a thouſand pounds, having one
of the fibres. Cheyne. 2. Inſenlibility. Beniley.
wanting
buoch upon its back . Another have two
CALLOW. a. Unfledged ; naked ;
fcathers. Miton .
bunches upon their backs, fit for men to ride
on . A third kind is ſmaller, called dromeda
CALLUS. J. (Lacin.) 1. An induration of the
fibres, 2. The hard ſubſtance by which broken
ries , becauſe of their ſwiftneſs. Camels will
bopes are united.
continue ten days without drinking. Calmet.
CAME
ÇALM. a. ( rolne, Dutch.) .. Quiet ; ſerene ;
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CAME'LOPARD. F. (from camelus and pardus, ' TO CANARY . v. a. To frolick. Shakeſp .
Lat.) An animal taller than an elephant , but CANARY BIRD . An excellent finging bird .
not to thick .
Carew .
1. To
croſs aNCFiling
writing . 2:
2. Scorelace
To efface ; toto obliterale
CAMELOT. } li ma gamelade begindoir ture Torcho
of filk and camels hair ; it is now made with
in general . Rojcommon, Soutberne.
wool and Gilk . Brown .
CANCELLA TED . a . (from cancel.] Croſsbar
CAMERA OBSCURA. (Latin.) An optical ma
red . Grew ,
chine uſed in a darkened chamber , ſo that the CANCELLATION . S. ( from cancel. ] An ex
light coming only through a double convex
punging or wiping out of an inſtrument.Aylife.
glais, objects oppoſite are reprelented invert- CANCER . I. cancer, Lat. ) 1. A crabfith . 2 .
est . Martin.
The ſign of the fummer ſolſtice. Thomjon. 3 .
CAMERADE.S ( from camera , Lat . ) A boſom
A virulent (welling, or ſore, not to be cured .
Wijeman,
companion . Rymer.
CAMERATED . a . ( cameratus, Lat.) Arched . To CA'NCERATE . v.5. [ from cancer .] To
become a cancer. L'Efirange .
CAMERATION . a . ( cameratie , Lat . ) A vault
CANCERA TION. J. A growing cancerous .
ing or arching
CAMISA DO Y {camiſa, a ſhirt, Ital.] An at- CANCEROUS. L. ( from cancer.] Having the
virulence of a cancer. Wiſeman.
tack made in the dark ; on which occation
they put their ſhirts outward. Haywarid.
CANCEROUSNESS. S. The itace ofbeing can
cerous .
CAMISATED.a.Dreſſed with the ſhirt outward .
CA'MLET. See CAMELOT.
CA'NCRINE. a. [from cancer.] Having the
ÇA'MMOCK . X. fcammoc , Sax.) An herb ;
qualities of a crab.
petty whin , or reſharrow .
CA'NDENT. a. [ randens, Lat . ] Hot. Brown .
CAMO'YS. a. (camus, Fr.) Flat of the noſe. CA'NDICANT. a. (candicans, Lat. ) Growing
white. Dicl.
Brown .
CAMP.S. ( camp, Fr.) The order of tents, placed | CANDID . a. ( candidus, Lat . ) 1. White. Dry
den . 2. Fair ; open ; ingenuous. Locke.
by armies when they keep the field.
To CAMP . v. 2. (from ihe noun. ) To lodge in CANDIDATE. I. fcandidatus, Lat. ) A com
tents . Shakeſp.
petitor ; one that ſolicites advancement. Addiſ.
CAMP-FIGHT.f . An old word ſor combat. CANDIDLY.adv./frem candid .) Fairly ;with
Hakewell.
out trick ; ingenuouſly. Swifi.
CAMPAIGNS. ( campaigne, Fr.) 1. A large, CA'NDIDNESS. S. ( trom candid.} Ingenuity ;
opennefs of temper. South.
open , level tract of ground. Temple. 2." The
time for which any army keeps the field. To CA'NDIFY . v.a. [randifico, Lat . ) Tomake
Clarendon .
white. Diet.
ÇAMPA NIFORM . a. (of campana and forma. ) CANDLE.J. {candela, Lat .) 1. A light made
A term uſed of flowers, which are in the ſhape
of wax or tallow , ſurrounding a wick offaxor
of a bell Harris,
cotton. Reg. 2.. A light , or luminary. Shakeſp.
CAMPANULATE. a. Campaniform .
CANDLEBERRY - TREE. Sweet-willow .
CAMPEÄSTRAL. a. (campeſtris, Lat. ) Crow - CANDLEHOLDER.S. (from candle and bold .]
ing in fields. Mortimer.
1. He that holds the candle . Swift. 2. He that
CAMPHIRE TREE.S. (camphora,Lat.)There
remotely affifts. Shakejp .
are two ſorts of this tree; one of Borneo, from CANDLELIGHT. L. lirom candle and ligbe. ]
which the beſt camphire is taken, which is a
i . The light of a candle . Szif!. 2. The ne
natural exludation from the tree , where the ceflary candles for uſe. Melineaux .
baik has been wounded . The other fort is a CA'NDLEMAS. S. (from candle and maſs.) The
native of Japan.
feaſt of the purification of the Bleſſed Virgin,
CAMPHORATE. a. ( from campbera, Lat . ]
which was formerly celebrated with many
Impregnated with camophire. Boyle.
lights in churches. Brown , Gay.
CAMPION . F. ( lyctnis, Lat . ) A plant .
CANDLESTICK.L. (trom candle and flick. ]
The inſtrument that holds candles. Addijon.
CAMUS. J. A thin dreſs. Sjenfer.
CANS . [canne, Sax.j A cup. Shakeſp. Dryden . CANDLESTUFF , L. (from candle and ſtuf )
Greaſe ; tallow. Bacen.
CAN . vti (konnen , Dutch ] 1. To be able ;
to have power. Locke. 2. k expreſſes the po- CANDLEWA'STER / [from candle and waffe.]
tential moud ; as, I can do it. Dryden.
A spendthriit. Shakejp
CAVAILLE. I. (French .] The lowott people. CANDOCK. L. A kérd that grows in rivers.
Walion.
CANA’L. ]. [ canalis, Lat. ) ' 1. A baion of wa
ter in a garden , Pope. 2. Any courſe of wa- CA'NDOUR . . ( cander, Lat .) Sweetneſs of
ter made by art. 3. A palíage through which
temper ; purity of mind ; ingenuity. Watts.
any of the Juices of the body flow .
To CANDY. v . a . 1. To conserve with ſugar.
Bacon . 2. To form into congelations. Skakelp.
CANAL -COAL.L. A fine kind of coal.Woodw .
CANALI
CULATED. a . (canaliculatus, Lai.] To CANDY. V.n. To grow congcaled .
5
Made like a pipe or gutter.
CA'NDY Lyon's feet. (catanance, Lat.) A plant.
CANARY.J. ( trom the Canary illards.) Wine
Miller .
brought irom the Canaries ; lack. Shakeſp.
CANE.
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CANE. f. [ canna, Lat.) 1. A kind of frong fiaftical laws. Taylor . 4. Spiritual ; eccleſiam,
seed. Harvey. 2. The plant which yields Itical. Ayliffe .
the fugar. · Other reeds have their ikin hard ; CANONICALLY. adv. (from canonical ) la
a manner agreeable to the canon . Government
but the ſkin of the fugar cane is loft, and the
of the Tongue.
pith very juicy . It uſually grows four or five
feet high, and about half an inch in diameter. CANONICALNESS . f. The quality of being
canonical,
The item is divided by knots a foot and a
balf apart. They uſually plant them in pieces CANONIST. . [from canon .] A profeſſor of
the canon law. Camden , Pope.
cut a foot and a half below the top of the
flower, and they are ordinarily ripe in ten CANONIZATION . 1. (from canonize .] The
aci of declaring a faint. Addijon,
months. Blackmere. 3. A laace. Dryder. 4 .
To CA'NONIZE, v . a . (trom canon .] To de
A reed . Martimer .
To CANE . v . a. ( from the noun . ) To beat.
clare ary man a ſaint . Bacon .
CANICULAR. 2. ( canicularis, Lal.) Beloeg- CANONKY .
4. / [from canon . ) An ecclefi
CANONSHIP } aliical benefice in ſome ca
ing to the dog -ſtar. Brown .
CANINE . a . (caninus, Lat.] Having the pro
thedral or collegiate church. Ayliffe.
perties of a dog, sadiſs .
CANOPIED. ( rom ca : opy .) Čovered with a
CANISTER . F. caniftrum . Lat .) 1 A ſmall
canopy .
baiket. Dryden. 2. A ſmall veſel in which CA'NOPY. L. [caneperm , low Lat .) A covering
ſpread over the head. Fairfax .
any thing is laid up .
CANKER . S. cercer, Lat ] 1. A worm that To CANOPY.v . a. (from the coun . ) To cover
with a canopy. Dryde
preys upon , and deſtroys fruits. Spenfer. 2 .
A dy that preys upon fruits.Walich 3 Any CANOROUS.a . ( canorus, Lat.] Muſical; tune
ul. Brown.
thing that corrupts or conſumes. Bacon.
A kind of wild worthleſs roſe. Peacbam . S CANT. !. { rantus , Lat.] 1. A corrupt dialect
uſed by beggars and vagabonds. 2. A form of
An eating or corroding humour. Sbakefp. 6 .
ſpeaking peculiar to ſome certain claſs or body
Corrosion ; virulence. Shakeſp. 7. A diſeaſe in
trees.
ofmen. Dryden . 3. A whining pretention to
goodneſs. Dryden . 4. Barbarous jargon. Swifi.
TO CANKER . v, n. ( from the noun.) To grow
5. Auction . Swift.
corrupt. Spealer . Prior.
TOCANKER. o.a. 1. To corrupt ; to corrode. To CANT. v. n.To talk in the jargon of par
Herbert. 2. To infect ; to pollute. Addiſon .
ticular profeffions, Glanville.
CA'NKERBIT. part. a. ( from canker and bit. ] CANTÀ TA. : (Italian) A fong:
CANTATION . /. [ from canto, Lat.) The act
bitten with an envenomed tooth. Shakeſp.
CANNABINE . a. (cannabinus. Lat.) Hempen.
of ſinging
CANNIBAL . S. An anthropophagite ; a man- CANTER. F. (from cant.) Hypocrite.
CANTERBURY BELLS. Belfower.
cater . Davies, Bentley.
CANNIBALLY. adv. In the manner of a can- CANTERBURY GALLOP . The gallop of an
nibal. Stokeſp .
ambling horſe, commonly called a canter.
CANNIPERS. ſ. Callipers.
CANTHARIDES. / ( Latin . ] Spaniſh flies ; uſed
to
raiſe bliſters. Bacon.
CANNON.ſ. canner, Fr. ) A gun larger than
CANTHUS, S. (Latin .] The corner ofthe eye.
can be managed by the hand.
CANNON -BALL I f. The balls which are Wiſeman .
CANNON -SHOT. S ſhot from great guns.
CANTICLE. S. [canto, Lat ] 1. A ſong. 2 .
TOCANNONA'DE. v. a. (from cannon . ] To
The ſong of Solomon . Bacon .
CANTILİVERS. S. Pieces of wood framed into
play the great guns.
CANNONIER / ( from cannon .) The engineer
the front or other ſides of an houte , to luftain
the eaves over it. Moxon .
that manages the cannon. Hayward.
CA'NNOT. Of car and net. Locke.
CA'NTLE . L. ( kani , Duech . ] A piece with
CANO’A . I. A boat made by cutting the
corners . Shakejp.
CANOE . ) trunk of a tree into a hollow To CA'NTLE . v . a. ( from the noun .) To cut in
pieces . Dryden.
veflei. Raleigh.
CA'NON . J. ( x2924.) 1. A rule ; a law. Hooker. CANTLET ! (from eantle.] A piece ; a frag
1. Law made by eccleſiaſtical councils. Stil ment. Dryden .
ling fleet. 3. The books of holy kripture; or CANTO.Š. ( lial . ) A book , or ſection of a
poem . Shakesp.
the great rule. Aylife. 4. A dignitary in ca
ebedral churches. Bacon. 5. A large sort of CANTON . L. 1. A fmall parcel or diviſion of
r.
ing
print lette
land. 2. Almall community, or clan. Bacon .
CA NON BIT . $. That part of the bit let into To CA'NTON . v . a . To divide inic little parts.
Locke.
the horſe's mouth, Spender.
CA NONESS: J. ( caxinile, low Lat.) In popiſh To CANTONIZE. v. a . To parcel out into
countries, women living after the example o:
finall diviſions. Howel.
CANTRED . L. An hundred . Cowell.
lecular canons. Aylife.
CANO NICAL, C.(canonicus, low Lat. ) 1. Ac- CANVASS. I. ( canevas. Fr.) A kind of cloth
woven for several uſes. Sidney, H'aller,
cordiog to the canon . 2.Coollituting the canon .
TO
Ruleigh. 3. Regular; fated : fixed by eccle
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Small threads or hairs which grow up in the
TO CA'NVASS. 0. a. ( cannabaffer, Fr.) .. TO
middle of a flower. Quincy .
liſt ; to examine . Woodward. 2. To debate ;
to controvert. L'Eſtrange.
CAPILLARY . a . (from capillus, Lat.] Reſem
To CA'NVASS. v . n . To ſolicite. Ayliffe.
bling hairs ; ſmall; minute ; Brown.
CA'NY. a. ( from cane ) 1. Full of canes. 2. CAPILLA'TION. S. [ capillus, Latin.) A ſmall
ramification of veſſels. Brown.
Conſiſting of canes. Milton.
CANZONET. S. [canzonetta , Italian .) A little CA'PITAL. a. (caprolis, Lat . ) 1. Relating to
the head. Milton . 2. Criminal in the higheſt
ſong. Peacham .
CAP. J. ( cap, Welch.) 1. The garment that degree. Swift. 3. That which affects life .
covers the head . Swift. 2. The enſign of the
Bacon. 4. Chief; principal. Hooker ,Atterbury.
cardinalate. Shakejp. 3. The topmoſt ; ܪthe
5. Chief ; metropolitan . Milton. 6. Applied to
higheſt. Shakeſp. 4. A reverence made by un
letiers ; large ; ſuch as are written at the be
covering the head .
ginnings or heads of books. Tayler, Grew. 7 .
To CAP. v . a. ( from the noun.] 1. To cover
Capital Stock. The principal or original ſtock
of a trading company.
on the top. Derbam . 2. To ſnatch off the
cap. Spenſer . 3. To cap verſes. To name al CAPITAL. S: 1. The upper part of a pillar.
ternately verſes beginning with a particular Addiſon. 2. The chief city of a nation.
letter.
CAPITALLY. adv. (from capiraljlo a capital
manner.
CAP à på. 2 From head to foot. Shakeſp
CAP à piè.
CAPITA’TION
. S. ( from caput, Latin.) Nu
Swife.
CAP-PAPER. A ſort of coarſe browniſh paper .
meration by heads. Brown.
Boyle.
CA'PITE.S. ( from caput, capitis, Lat. ) A tenure
CAPABILITY. . [from capable.) Capacity :
which holdeth immediately of the king, as of
CAPABLE . c. (capablc, Fr. ) 1. Erdued with
his crown , be it by knight's ſervice or ſocage ,
powers equal to any particular thing. Watts.
and not as of any honour, caſtle, or manour.
2.- Intelligent; able to underſtand. Shakeſp: 3.
Coquell.
Capacious; able to receive . Digby. 4. Sul- CAPI'TULAR.S. ( from capitulum , Lat.]1. The
ceprible. Prior. 5. Qualified for . Tillerson. 6 . body of the ſtatutes of a chapter. Taylor, 2. A
Hollow. Shakeſp.
member of a chapter. Ayliffe.
CAPABLENESS. S.[from capable.) The qua- To CAPITULATE. v. n . (from capitulum ,
lity or ſtate of being capable,
Lat.] 1. To draw up any thing in headsor ar
CAPACIOUS. a . (capax Lat.) 1. Wide ; large ; ticles. Shakeſp. 2. To yield, or ſurrender on
ftipulations. Hayward.
certain
able to hold much. Thomjon. 2. Extenſive ;
CAPITULATION. J. Stipulation ; terms ;
equal to great deſign. W'atis.
CAPACIOUSNESS. S. ( from capacious.] The conditions. Hale.
power of holding ; largeneſs. Helder.
CAPIVI TREE. S. [copaiba, Lat.) This tree
TỐ CAPACITATE. v . 3. ( from capacity.) To
Tows near a village called Ayapel , in the
enable ; to qualify. Dryden.
province of Antiochi, in the Spanish Wet
CAPACITY: J. Icapacité, Fr.) 1. The power Indies. Some of them do not yield any of the
of containing . Davies . 2. The force or power
balſam ; thoſe that do are diſtinguiſhed by a
of the mind. South . 3. Power ; ability . Black
ridge. One of theſe trees will yield five or
hx gallons of ballam . Miller.
more 4. Room ; ſpace. Boyle . 5. Siale ; con
dition ; character. South .
CAPON . S. [ capo, Latin .) A caſtrated cock .
CAPARISON. / {cafarazen, Span.) A ſort of Gay .
cover for a horie . Aliltex .
CAFONNIERE.S. (Fr. a term in fortification .)
TOCAPARISON.v.c.(from the noun .] 1. To
A covered lodgment of about four or five
drefs in capariſons. Dryden. 2. To dreſs pom
feet broad, encompaſied with a little parapet.
Harris
,
only. Skakelp .
CAPE. f. [rope, Fr.) 1. A headland ; promon- CAPOT.S: (Fr. ) Is when one party wins all the
tory. Arbuthnet. 2. The neck-piece of a cloke. tricks of cards at the game of picquet.
Baion.
CAPOʻUCH ſ. [capuce, Fr. ) A monk's hood.
CAPIR. S. [ from caper , Lat . a goat.) A leap ; CA'PPER
ſells caps.. Š . ( from cap.) One who makes or
2 Jump. Swift.
Latin.
pickle.
) An acid
CAPRE’OLATE. a. ( from capreolus, Lat.)Such
CA PER . P. [ capparis,
Fleyer.
plants as turn, and creep by means of their
CAFER BUSH . S. Crapparis. Lat. ) This plane
tendrils, are capreclate. Harris.
grows in the South of France ; the buds are CAPRICE , 3 J {caprice, Fr.) Freak; fancy ;
CAPRICHIO
whim . Glanville, Bentley.
.
pickled for ealing.
To CAPER. q. m . ( from the noun .] 1. TO CAPRICIOUS. a. ( capricieux, Fr.) Whimfi
darce frolicklonely. Starejp. 2. To ſkip for cal; fanciful.
merriment . Craujaw . 3. To dance. Rowe. CAPRICIOUSLY. adv. ( from capricious.]
CAPFRER. J. [from raper.) A cance . Dryden . Whimſically.
CAPIAS. J. [lat. A wrie ofexecution.Cowell. CAPRICIOUSNESS . S. [from capricious.) Hu
CAPILLA CECUS. a. The ſame with capillary : mour, whimſicalneſs . Swifi.
CA'PILLAMENT. L. [capillamentum , Lai.) CA'PRICORN . ). [ capricornus, Lat.] One of
the
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the ſigns of the zodiack ; the winter Solſtice. CARABINI'ER. S. ( from carabine .) A ſort of
light horle -man .. Chambers.
Creech .
CAPRIOLE. S. ( French.] Caprieles are leaps, CARACK . S. (caraca, Spaniſh.) A large thip
ofburden ;a galleon. Raleigh,Waller.
fuch as a horſe makes in one and the ſame
place, without advancing forwards. Farrier's CARACOLE . J. (caracole, Fr.] An oblique
tread, traced out in femi- rounds. Farrier.
Diel.
CAPSTAN.S . (cabeftan. Fr. ) A cylinder, with To CARACOLE. v. r . To move in caracoles.
levers to wind up any greatweight. Raleigh . CA'RAT . L: (carat, Fr.) 1. A weight of
CAPSULAR.
a. (capſula. Lat.) Hollow CARACT. S four grains. 2. A manner of ex
prefſing the fineneſs of gold . Cocker.
CAPSULARY. } like a cheſt. Brown.
CAPSULATE. 20. [capſula, Lat.) Incloſed, CA'RAVAN. S. (caravanne, Fr.) A troop,or
body of merchants or pilgrims.Milton,Taylor.
CAPSULATED . ) or in a box, Derbam .
CAPTAIN . P. [ capitain, Fr.) 1. A chief cona- CARAVA'NSARY. L. A houſe buile for the
reception of travellers , Spectator.
mander. Shakeſp. 2. The commander of a

A light
Scaravla-fesorioned
old faſhioned ſhip
. 4. Captain CARVEL . } Siround,
commander of a ſhip. Arburbrot ?
Generel. The general or commander in chief CA'R AWAY. S. [ carui, Lat .) A plant.
of an army,
CARBONA'DO. J. [carbonnade, Fr.) Meat cut
acroſs, to be broiled. Shakeſp.
CAPTAINRY. S. (from caplain.) The power
over a certain diſtrict ; the chieftainſhip. To CARBONA'DO. v. a . (from the noun .] To
Spenſer.
cut or hack. Shakeſp.
CAPTAINSHIP. S. (from captain.) 1. The rank CA'RBUNCLE. 1. ( carbunculus, Lat .) 1. A
or poſt of a captain . Wotton. 2. The condition
jewel ſhining in thedark. Milton . 2. A red
of poft of a chief commander. Shakeſp. 3. The
ſpot or pimple. Dryden.
CARBU
NCLED . a. 1. Set with carbuncles.
chieftainſhip of a clan. Davies.
CAPTATION.S. ( from capto , Lat.) The prac- CARBỮ
carbuncl
R . 6.
e.
Red like awith
Shakeſp.NCULA
2. Spotted
; deformed
pimples,
tice of catching favour. King Charles.
CAPTION. S.( capio. Lat.) The act oftaking CARBUNCULATION.S: (carbunculatio, Lat.)
any perſon .
The blaſting of young buds by heat or cold.
Harris.
CAPTIOUS. e . [ captieux , Fr.) 1. Given to
Cavils ; eager to object. Locke. 2. Inſidious; CARCANET.S. ( carcan , Fr.] A chain or col
lar of jewels. Shakeſp. Hakewell.
enſnaring . Bacen.
CAPTIOUSLY . adv. ( from captious .] With an CA'RCÁSS. J. [carqualſe, Fr.) 1. A dead body
inclination to object. Locke.
of any animal.Taylor, 2. The decayed parts
CAPTIOUSNESS. S. ( from captious.] Inclina
of any thing. Shakeſp. 3. The main parts,
without completion or ornament. Hale. 4.
cion to object ; peevithneſs. Locke.
To CAPTIVATE . v.0. ( capriver, Fr.) 1. To
( Ingunnery.j a kind ofbomb uſually oblong ,
take priſoner; to bring into bondage. King
conſiſting of a thell or caſe, with holes, filled
Cbarks. 2. To charm ; to ſubdue. Addiſor.
with combuſtibles. Harris .
CAPTIVA'TION. S. The act of taking one CA'RCELAGE.S: (from carcer.) Priſon fees.
caprive.
CARCINOMAT: (from napiro , a crab.] A
CA'PTIVE. f. [ captif, Fr.) 1. One taken in
cancer. Quincy.
war . Rogers. 2. One charmed by beauty. CARCINOMA TOUS. a . (from carcinoma .]
Cancerous.
Sbakelp .
CAPTIVE. a. ( captivus, Lac.] Made priſoner CARD. F: (carie, Fr.charia , Lat.) 1. A paper
in war. Dryder .
painted with figures, uſed in games. Pope. 2.
To CAPTIVE. v . e. To take priſoner. Spenſer.
The paper on which the winds are marked.
CAPTIVITY. S.[captiæité, fr.] 1. Subjection
Spenſer , Pope. 3. The inſtrument with which
by the fate of war ; bondage. Dryden. 2 .
wool is combed.
To CARD v. a. ( from the noun .] To comb
Slavery ; ſervitude. Addiſon .
wool. May
CAPTOR. F. (from capio.] He that takes a
To CARD . V. n . To game.
priſoner, or a prize .
CA'PTURE. F: ( capture, Fr.) 1. The act or CARDAMOMUM . (Lat.)A medicinal feed.
Chambers.
practice of taking any thing. Derham . 2. A
CA'RDER. f. [ from card .) 1. One that cards
prize.
wool. Skakelp. 2. One that plays much ac
CAPU'CHED. a. ( from capuce. Fr.] Covered
cards.
over as with a hood . Brown.
CAPUCHIN. f. A female garment, conſiſting CARDIACAL. 4. ( from xapdia, the heart.)
of 1 cloak and hood, made in imitation of the CARDIACK . } Cordial ; having the quality
of invigorating
dreſs of capuchia monks.
CAR. L. ( cor, Welch .) 1. A ſmall carriage of | CA'RDIALGY. S. ( from xaçoiz , the heart, and
burden. Swift. 2. A chariot of war. Milton .
akys , pain.) 'The heart- burn. Quincy
3. The Charles's wain. Dryden.
CA'RDINAL. a { cardinalis, Lat.) Principal ;
CARABINE. or CARBINE T. (carabine, Fr.]
chief. Brown, Clarendon.
CAR
A Imall ſort of fire - arms.
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CARDINAL. f . One of the chief governours of CA'RLINE THISTLE . [carlina, Lat.) A plant.
CAʼRLINGS. S. [ In a ſhip.) Timbers lying fore
the Romiſh church. Shakeſp.
CARDINALATE. ? S Pfrom cardinal ] The
and aft, Harris.
CARDINALSHIPS office and rank of a car- CA'RMAN . /. A man whoſe employment it is
to drive cars . Gay.
dinal . L'Eſtrange.
CARDMATCH . L. A match made by dipping CARMELITE. ). [ carmelite, Fr.) A fort of
pear.
.
Addiſon
pieces of a card in mel:ed ſulphur,
CARMINATIVE . a. Carminatives are ſuch
CARDUUS See THISTLE .
CARE . !. ( care , Saxon . )
Solicitude ; anx
things as dilute and relax at the ſame time,
iety; concern. Dryden . 2. Caution . Tillerson.
Whatever promotes inſenſible perſpiration, ia
3. Regard , charge; heed in order to preler
carminative. Arbuthnot, Swifi.
vation. Dryden. 4. The object of care , or of CARMINE. f. A bright or crimſon colour.
Chambers.
love . Dryden.
To CARE. v . n. ( from the noun . ] 1. To be CARNAGE . f. [ carnage, Fr.] 1. Slaughter ;
havock. Hayward. 2. Heaps of flesh . Pupe.
anxious or folicitous, Knolles. 2. To be inclin
ed ; to bediſpoſed. I aller. 3. To be affected CARNAL. a. [carnal, Fr. ] 1. Fleſhly ; not
{piritual. K. Charles, Atterbury. 2. Luftful;
with. Temple.
lecherous. Shakel.
CA'RECRAZED . a . ( from care and craze.]
CA'RNALITY . /.[from carnal.) 1. Fleshly loft.
Broken with care and folicitude . Shakeſp.
South. 2. Crotíneſs of mind. Tillor/ex .
TO CAREEN. v . a. (cariner , Fr. ] To calk ,
CARNALLY . adv . (from cornal.) Accordiog
or Rinp up lakes.
CAREER , S. ( carriere, Fr.] 1. The ground on
to the fielh ; not ſpiritually. Hooker, Taylor.
which a race is run . Sidney. 2. A courſe ; a CAR'NALNESS. /. Carnality.
race. Skakeſp. 3. Full ſpeed ; ſwift motion . CARNATION. / [ carnis, Lat .) The name of
the natural feth colour ; from whence per
Prior . 4. Courſe of action. Shakeſp.
To CAREER . v , * . To run with ſwift motion .
haps the flower is named .
CARNE’LION.f. A precious ſtone.Woodward.
Milton .
CAREFUL. a. ( from care and full.] 1. Anxious; CARNE'OUS. a .(carneus, Lat . ) Fleſhy ; Ray.
ſolicitous ; full of concern . Luke x. 41. Den - To CARNI'FY. v. 7. (carnis , Lat.) To breed
ham. 2. Provident , diligea: ; cautious.
fleſh . Hale.
CA'RNIVAL. f. The feaſt held in popiſh coun
Dryden. 3. Watchfut. Ray.
CAREFULLY. adv. (from careful.] 1. In a
tries before Lent. Decay of Pity.
manner that ſhews care. Collier . 2.Heedfully ; CARNIVOROUS. a. ( from cernis and vero. )
Fleſh -eating. Rey:
watchfally. Atterbury
:
CAREF
ULNESS . S. Vigilance ; heedfulneſs ; CARNOʻSITY. I. carnofité, Fr.) Fleftry ex
creſcence
. Wiſeman .
caution . Knolles.
CARELESLY. adv. [ from careleſs.] Negli- CARNOUS. a. ( trom caro , carnis, Lat.) Fleſhy.
Brown, Ray.
gently ; heedleſly. Waller.
CARELESNESS. J. Heedleſnefs , inattention. CA'ROB. A plant.
CAROCHE. J. [ from caroſe, Pr.) A coach .
Shakeſp, Tayler.
CARELESS. a. [ from care.] 1. Without care ; CA'ROL. S. [carola, Ital. ] 1. A fong of joy and
exultation. Bacon , Dryden . 2. A long of devo
without folicitude ; unconcerned ; negligent ;
tion. Milton.
heediefs ; unmindiul. Locke. 2. Cheerful; un
diſturbed. Pope. 3. Unmoved by ; unconcerned | To CAROL.v. n . To fing ; to warble. Spenſer,
Prior.
at . Glanville.
To CARESS. v. a. [ rarelſer, Fr.) To endear ; | To CA'ROL. v. a. To praiſe ; to celebrate .
Milton .
to fondle . South .
CARES:. f. An act of endearment. Miltom.
CAROTID . a . ( carotides, Lat .) Two arteries
CARET. J. A note which thews were ſome
which ariſe out of the aſcending trunk of the
aorta . Kay.
thing interlined ſhould be read ; as, A.
CARGASON. S. [rargacon , Spanish .] A cargo. CARO'USAL. f. [ from carouſe.) A feftival.
Dryden .
Howel.
CARGO.S. [charge, Fr.) The lading of a ſhin . T. CAKO'USE. v . n. (carow jer ,Fr.)To drink ;
to
quaft. Suckling
Burner.
CARICOUS Tumcur. [carica, a fig.) A fwelling To CARO USE . v . a .To drink . Denban .
CAROUSE . F. ( from the verb. ] 1. A drink
in the form of a fig .
ing match . Pope. 2. A hearty dose of liquor.
CÀRIES. /.Rottennels. Wiſeman .
CARIOʻSITY. f. [from cariees .] Rottennels. Davies.
CAROUSER.S. A drinker ; a topes. Granville.
Wiſeman .
CARIOUS.
a, (carious, Lat.] Rotten. Wiſem. CARP. | (carpe, Fr.) A pond tıb. Hak .
CARK. / (cearc, Sax.) Care ; anxiety. Sidney To CAKP. 2. n . (carpe, Lat.) To centure ; to
To CARK.w.n. (cearcan, Sax . ) To be careful;
cavil. Herbers.
CARPENTER . ). [char pertier , Pr.) An arti
to be anxious. Sidney, Decay of Piery.
ficer in wood. Fairfax.
CARLE . (cearl , Sax .) A rude , brutal man ; a
CAR
churl. Spenjer, Beailey .
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CARPENTRY.S.( from carpenter. ] The tolde CARRY-TALE. %. A talebearer. Skakelp .
CART . . [crat, crat, Saxon. ) 1. A carriage
of a carpenter. Mexen.
CARPER : J. A caviller, Shakeſp.
in general. Temple. 2. A wheel-carriage, ured
CARPET.J. ( karpet, Durch.) 1. A covering of
commonly for luggage. Dryden. 3. The vehicle
various colours. Bacon. 2. Ground variegated
in which criminals are carried to execution .
Prior .
with flowers. Dryden. 3. A ſtate of eaſe and
luxury. Shakeſp. 4. To be on the carpet, is TO CART. v. a. To expoſe in a cart . Prior .
CART. v. . To ule carts for carriage.
To
the ſubject of confideration.
Mortimer .
To CA'R PET. 0. a. ( from the noun. ) To
CART-HORSE. S. A coarſe unwieldly horſe .
ſpread with carpets. Bacon.
Knollos.
CA'RPING . parti, a. Caprious ; cenſorious.
Warts ,
CART-JADE. S. A vile horſe. Sidney.
CARPINGLY. odv. Capriouſly ; cenſoriouſly. CART-LOAD . T. 1. A quantity of any thing
Conden .
piled on a cart. Boyle. 2. A quantity ſufficient
to load a cart.
CARPMEALS. S. A kind of coarſe cloth made
in the north ofEngland. Philips.
CART-WAY. L. A way through which a care
CARPUS. /. (Lat.] The writt. Wiſeman.
riage may conveniently travel. Mortimer.
CARRIAGE. S. ſcariage, Fr.) i. The act of CARTE BLANCHE. (French ) A blank paper ;
carrying or tranſporting.Wilkins. 2. Conqueft ;
a paper to be filled up with ſuch conditions as
the perſon to whom it is fent thinks proper .
acquiſition. Knolles. 3. A Vehicle . Waits. 4.
The frame upon which cannon is carried. CARTEL. S. frertel ; Fr. ) A writing contain
Kselles . 5. Behaviour ;
ing ftipulacions. Addifon .
rfonal manners.
Becor , Dryden. 6. Conduct; meatures ; prac- CARTER.S. (from cart.] The man who drives
tices. Clarendon. 7. Management ; manner of
a cart. Dryden.
CARTILAGE. S. (cartilago, Lat. ) A ſmooth
tranſacting. Bacon.
and ſolid body, ſofter than a bone , but harder
CARRIER.S. [from to carry.) One who carries
ſomething . Bacon. 2. One whoſe trade is to
than a ligament. Arbuthnot.
carry goods. Swift. 3. A mellenger. Dryden. CARTILAGI'NEOUS. f ( from cartilage.]
CARTILAGINOUS. Ś Confiſting of carti
4. A lpecies of pigeons. Walton .
CARRION.S. (cbaronge, Fr. ) 1. The carcaſs of lages. Hooker.
ſomething not proper for food. Spenſer, Temple. CARTOON. L. [ cartone, Ital.) A painting or
2. A name of reproach for a worthleſs woman . drawing upon large paper. W'arrs,
Stokelp. 3. Any fleſh lo corrupted as not to CARTOUCH. J. (thick
rarlouche,
Fr.) A caſe of
at the bottom , holding
wood three inches
be 6c for food, Dryden .
balls.
fired
out
It
is
hobit
ſmall mortará
of
a
or
CARRION. a. (from the ſubſt.) Relating to
carcatles . Shakeſp.
Harris.
CARROT. ſ. carote, Fr. ) Garden roots. CA'RTRAGE. Sf. [ cartouche, Fr.) A cale
Mortimer .
CA'RTRIDGE . 2 of paper or parchment filled
with gunpowder, uſed for thegreater expedi
CARROTINESS . S. [ from corrory.) Redneſs of
tion in charging guns. Dryden .
hair .
CARROTY. 2. ( from carrot. ) Spoken of red CARTRUT. Y [irom cort and route .) The track
hair.
made by a cart wheel.
TO CARRY. c . fobarier, Fr. ] 1. To convey CARTULARY. S. (from charta .) A place
where papers are kept.
fron a place . Dryden . 2. To tranſport. Bacon.
3. To bear ; to have about one . Wiſeman. 4. CA'RTWRIGHT. f. (from cart and wrigbe .]
A maker of carts . Camden ,
To ccavey by torce . Shakeſp . 5. To effect any
thing. Ben. Jotajon. 6. To gain in competition To CARVE. v. n . (ceonfan,Saxon.) 1. To cuc
wood, or ſtone. Wiſdom . 2. To cut meal at
Stakeſp. 7. To gain after refiftance. Shakeip.
the table. 3. To make any thing by cutting.
8. To manage ; to tranſact. Addiſon. 9. To
behave ; to conduct . Clarendon. 1o . To bring
4. To engrave. Shakeſp. s. To chuſe one's
forward. Locke. 11. To urge ; to bear . Ham
own part. Suth .
moud. 12. To have ; to obtain. Hel . 13. TO TO CARVE. v . n . 1. To exerciſe the trade ofa
ſculptor. 2. To perform at table the office of
ditplay on the outſide. Addiyor . 14. To imply;
ſupplying the company. Prier .
to import. Locke. 15. To have annexed.
Souib . 16. To move any thing . Addiſon . 17. CARVEL. f. A ſmall ſhip . Raleigh.
To puſh on ideas in a train. Hake.18. TO CARVER. L. ( trom carve. ] 1. A ſculptor.
Dryden. 2. He that cuts up the meat at the
receive ; to endure . Bacon. 19. To ſupport ;
to ſuſtain . Bacon . 20. To bear, as trees.
table. Dryden. 3. He that chutes for himſuit.
L'Ejirange.
Bacon, 21. Totetch and bring, as dogs.d /cham
22. To carry off. To kill. Temple. 23. T. CARVING : $. Sculpture figures carved.
Temple.
carry on To promote ; to help forward .
risurfer. 24.
carry obrough. To keep from CARUNCLE. J. (caruncula ,Lat.) A linall prox
falliag. Hammond.
cuberance of tiein . Wijenan,
TO CARRY.9.2 . A horſe is ſaid to carry well, CARYA'TES.
. (from Coryd, a city . )
} .colum erampilan tersiya?
der
head bigb.
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der the figures of women , dreſſed in long | CA'SSIDONY, or Stickadore. A plant.
robes. Chambers.
CA'SSIOWARY.S. A large bird of prey. Locke.
CASCA'DE. I. ( caſcade, Fr.) A cataract ; a CA'SSOCK. ( caſaque, Fr.) A clole garment,
water - fall. Prior .
Shakeſp .
CASE . . (caiſſe, Fr. a box. ] 1. A covering ; a CASSWEED. S. Shepherd's pouch.
box ; a ſheath. Ray, Broome. 2. The outer part To CAST. v. a . caft; parr. caft. [kafter,
of a horſe. Addiſon. 3. A building unfurnith
Daniſh .] 1. To throw with thehand. Raleigh.
ed. Wotton .
2. To throw away, as uſeleſs or noxious.
Shakeſp. 3. To throw dice, or " lots. Jofbue.
CASE -KNIFE. f. A large kitchen knife .
4. To throw from a high place. Shakeſp. 5 .
Addiſon
To throw in wreſtling. Shakeſp. 6. To throw
CASE-SHOT. S. Bullets incloſed in a caſe.
Clarendon.
a net or ſnare. I Cor. 7. To drop ; to les
CASE . S. ( caſus, Lat. ) 1. Condition with regard
fall. Afls. 8. To expoſe. Pope. 9. To drive
to outward circumstances. Atterbury. 2. State
by violence of weather. Dryden. 10. To build
of things.Bacon. 3. In phyſick ; ſtate of the
by throwing up earth . Spenler, Knolles. 11 .
body . Arbuthnot . 4. Condition with regard to
To put into any certain itate. P /alm lxxvi. 6.
leanneſs or health. Swift . 5. Contingence .
12. To condemn in a trial . Donne. 13. To
Tillotſon. 6. Question relating to particular
condemn in a law -fait. Decay of Piety: 14 .
perfons or things . Sidney, Tillotſon. 7.Repre
To defeat. Hudibras. 15. To caſhier.Shakeſp.
tentation of any queſtion. Bacon 8. The va
16. To leave behind in race. Dryden. 17 .
riation of nouns. Clark . 9 . In cale. If it
To led ; to let fall ; to mouit. Fairfax. 18 .
To lay aſide, as fit to be worn no longer .
ſhould happen . Hooker.
TO CASE . v . a. (from the noun .] 1. To put
Addiſon. 19. To have abortions . Genefis. 20 .
in a cale or cover. Shakeſp. 2. To cover as
To overweigh ; to make to preponderate ; to
a cale. Shakejp. 3. To ſtrip off the covering .
decide by overballancing. South, Prior . 21 .
Shakeſp.
To compute ; to reckon; to calculate. Bacon,
Addiſon. 22. To contrive; to plan out. Temple.
To CASE.o. ». To put caſes. L'Eſtrange.
23. To judge ; to contider . Milton. 24. To
TO CASEHA'RDEN . v . 4. To harden on the
outſide. Moxon .
fix the parts in a play . Addifon. 25. To direct
CA'SEMATE . J. ( caſmata, Span .) A kind of che eye. Pepe. 26. To form a mould. Boyle,
vault or arch of ſtone work .
Waller. 27. To model ; to form . Watts.
CA'SEMENT. L. ( caſamento, Ital .] A window
28. To communicate by reflection or ema
nation. Dryden. 29. To yield , or give up.
opening upon hinges. South.
CA'SEOUS. e. [cajous,Lat.)Reſembling cheeſe : South. 30. To inflict. Locke. 31. To caft
cheeſy . Flayer.
away. To hipwreck. Raleigh, Knolles. 32.
CA'SEŘN . . [ caſerne, Fr. ) A little room or
To caft away. To waſte in profuſion. Ben,
Jaknjon. 33. To caft away. To ruin. Hesker.
lodgement erected between the rampart and
the houſes. Harris.
34. To call down. To deject ; to depreſs the
CASEWORM . J. A grub that makes itſelf a
mind. Addiſon. 35. To caſt off. To diſcard.
Floyer
caſe .
.
Milton. 36. To caji off. To diſburden one's
CASH . J. ( caille. Fr. a cheft .) Money ; at hand.
felf of. Tilletfon. 37. To caſt off. To leave
Milton, Pepe .
behind . L'Eſtrange. 38. To caſt out. To turn
out of doors. Shakeſp. 39. To caft cut. To
CASH-KEEPER . L. A man entruſted with the
moncy. Arburbnet.
vent ; to ipeak. Addijon. 40. To caſt up. To
CASHEWNUT. J. A tree . Miller..
Compute ; to calculate. Temple. 41. To caft up .
To vomit. Dryden .
CASHIER . S. (from caß .] He that has charge
To CAST. v . n. 1. To contrive ; to turn the
of the money . Scutk .
TO CASHIER. v . a. ( caſſer, Fr.) To diſcard ; thoughts. Spenſer, Pepe. 2. To admit of a
to diſmils from a poſt. Bacen, Swifi.
form , by caſting or melting . Woodward. 3.
CASK.F. ( calque, Fr. ) A barrel. Harvey.
To warp ; to grow out of form . Moxon .
CASK .
57 (caſque, Fr.) A helmet; armour CAST . j. (from the verb ) 1. The act of
CASQUE . S for the head. Addiſon .
caſting or throwing ; a throw . Waller . 2 .
State of any thing caſt or thrown. Bramhall.
CA'SKET . L. (calli, colette.] A ſmall box or
cheft for jewels. Davies , Pope.
3. The space through which any thing is
To CASKET .v.a. To put in a caſket. Shakeſp. thrown. Luke. 4. A ſtroke ; a touch . South ,
CASSAMUNA'IR . S. An aromatick vegetable,
Swift. 5. Motion of the eye. Digby. 6. The
bei : a fpecies of galangal. Quincy.
throw of dice. 7. Chance from the cait of
To CA'SSATE. v . a. ( cajjer , Fr.) To vacate ; dice . South . 8. A mould ; a torm . Prior . 9 A
to invalidate . Ray.
Thade ; or tendency to any colour. Woodward.
CASSA'TION.j . ( cafatie, Lat.) A making null
10. Exterior appearance. Denham. 11. Man
or void .
ner ; air ; mien. Pope. 12. A fight of hawks,
.
?
Sidney.
CASSAVA; } An American plant .
CA'STANET.F. [ caſtaneta, Span .) Small thells
CASSIA . J. A Sweet Spice mentioned by Mofes,
of ivory, or hard wood, which dancers rattle
Èxod . xxx .
in their hands. Congreve,
CASTA

CAT
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CA'STAWAY. S. [ from caft and away .) A per- | CAT. f. A ſort of thip.
ſon lost, or abandoned by providence. Hooker. CAT in the pan . Turning of the cat in the pan,
CASTAWAY. s. Uſeleſs. Raleigh.
is, when that which a man ſaysto another, he
CASTÉLLAIN . S. [caſtellano, Špan .) A Con
ſays it as if another had ſaid it to him . Bacon.
ftable of a caſle .
CAT o nine tails. A whip with nine laſhes.
CASTELLANY. S. [ from cafile.) The manor
Vanbrugh.
CATACHRE SIS .f. [ ra ]áxpress.] The abuſe of
or lordthip belonging to a caſtle. Philips.
CASTELLATED . a . ( from calde.) Incloſed
a trope , when the words are too far wreſted
.
within a building .
from their native fignification ; a voice beau
CASTER.S. (from to caft.) 1. À thrower ; he
tiiul 10 the ear.
that cafts. Pope. 2. A calculator ; a man that CATACHREÄSTICAL , a. ( from catachrefis .]
Forced ; far fetched , Broron.
calculates fortunes. Addifon.
To CASTIGATE . w . a. (caſtigo, Lat.) To CATACLYSM . F: (walaudio @ .) A deluge ;
chaftife ; to chaſten ; to punith . Shakeſp.
an inundation. Hale.
CASTIGA'TION , S. ( from to caftigate.) 1. Pe- CATACOMBS. S : [ from xalá and soul , a
sance ; diſcipline. Shakeſp: 2. Puniſhment ; hollow or cavity .) Subterraneous cavities for
correction. Hale. 3. Emendation. Boyle.
the burial of the dead.
CASTIGATORY. 6. ( from caftigaie .) Puni- CATAGMA'TICK . a . [xálagua, a fracture.]
uve . Branball.
That which has the quality of conſolidating
CASTING NET. J. Å net to be thrown into
the parts. Wiſeman.
the water. May.
CATALEʻPSIS. F. [x2]áantes.] A diſeaſe,
wherein the patient is without ſenſe, and re
CA'STLE. S: ( caſtellum , Lat.) 1. A houſe for
mains in the ſame poſture in which the diſeaſe
tified Sbokejp. 2. CASTLEsin the air. Pro
ſeizeth him.
jeets without reality. Raleigh.
CASTLE SOAP. J.' (Caftilºſoop.] A kind of CA'TALOGUE ſ. [ nalá2076 .] An enumera
foap. Addifen .
tion of particulars ; a liſt.
CASTLED .' a . ( from caftle .) Furniſhed with CATAMOUNTAIN . f. [from cat and moun
lain.) A fierce animal, reſembling a cat.
caſtles. Dryden.
Arbuthnot.
CASTLING.S.( from caſt.]An abortive.Brown.
CA'TAPHRACT. ſ. ( cataphrafla, Lat.) A
CASTOR. J. ( caftar , Lat.) A beaver .
horſeman in complete armour. Milton.
CASTOR and POLLÚX. (in meteorology.) A
fiery meteor, which at lea ſeems ſometimes CATAPLASM . J. [ralatshaoua. A poultice.
Aticking to a part of the ſhip, in form of balls.
Shakeſp , Arbwohnor.
Cbombers.
CA'TAPULT. . (catapulta, Lat.) An engine
CASTOREUM . f. [from caftor.) In pharmacy
uled anciently to throw ſtones. Camden .
A liquid matter incloſed in bags or purſes, CATARACT S. ( xalaparln .) A fall of water
Dear the anus of the caſtor, fallely taken for
from on high ; a caſcade. Shakeſp .Blackmore.
his tefticles. Chambers,
CA'TARACT. An inſpillation of the cryſtaline
CAŠTRAMETA’TION . S. [ cafirametor .) The
humour of the eye ; 1ometimes a pellicte chat
art or practice of encamping.
hinders the fight ; the diſeaſe cured by the
needle . Bacon .
TO CASTRATE . v. a. ( caſtro, Lat . ) 1. To
geld, 2. To take away the obſcene parts of a CATARRH . L. ( 2.27.appéx.) A defluxion of a
writing
ſharp ſerum from the glands about the head
CASTRATION. S. (from caftrare .] The ad of and ihroat. Milton , Souib.
CATA'RRHAL . 1 a. ( from catarrh.) Rela
gelding. Sharp .
CASTERIL. & F. A mean or degenerate kind CATARRHOUS. ) ting to the catarth ; pro
ceeding from a catarrh . Floyer.
CA'STREL . } of hawk.
CASTRENSIAN. a . (caftrenfis, Lat.) Belong- CATASTROPHE . f. (xalco tpop .) 1. The
camp
ing to a
.
change or revolution , which produces the
CASUAL. a . (caſuel, Fr.) Accidental; ariſing concluſion or final event of a dramatick piece .
Dennis . 2. A final event ; generally unhappy.
from chance. Davies, Clarendon .
CA'SUALLY. adv. (from caſual.) Accidental
Woodward,
ly ; without deſign. Bacon .
CATCAL. f. [ from cat and call.] A ſqueaking
CASUALNESS./ (from caſual.]Accidentalneſs.
inſtrument, uſed in the playhoute to condemn
CASUALTY. . [ from caſual.] 1. Accident ; a
plays. Pope.
thing happening by chance . South. 2. Chance To CATCH . v. a .preter. I catched, or caught ;
I have catched or caugit. (ketler , Dutch 1 .
that produces unnatural death. Graunt.
CASUIST. S. [ cajuijte, Fr. from caſus, Lat.)
To lay hold on with the hand. 1 Sam . 2. To
One that itudies and feuiles caſes of conici
ſtop any thing flying. Addiſon. 3. To ſeize
ence . Souib .
any thing by purſuit. Skakelp. 4. To ſtop ;
to interrupt talling. Speétaror. 5. To enſnare ;
CASUI'STICAL. c. [ from cafuif .) Relating to
caſes of conſcience. South.
to intangle in a ſnare. Locke. 6. To receive
CA'SUISTRY . S. ( from cafuiff.] The ſcience
ſuddenly. Dryden. 7. To alten ſuddenly
of a cafuift. Pope.
upon ; to leize. Decay of Piety. 8. Tó
CAT. (keiz, Teuton. chat, fr.] A domeſtick
pleaſe ; to feize the affections ; to charm .
P 2
Dryden .
animal that catches mice. Sbakefp.

CAT
CA T
Dryden. 9. To receive any contagion or dil- CA’TERESS. f. [ from cater.) A woman em .
eaſe. Shakeſp. Pope.
ployed in provide vi&tuals. Milton .
TO CATCH.V. r . To be contagious ; to ſpread CATERPILLAR . L. A worm, ſuſtained by
infection . Addiſon .
leaves and fruits. Bacon.
CATCH. L. ( from the verb. ) 1. Seizure ; the CATERPILLAR . S. A plant
CATERWA'UL. v. n . (from cal ] 1. To
taking
The
Sidney
ſeizing.
To
act of
. 2.
act of
quickly. Bacon . 3. A ſong ſung in fucceffion. make a noile as cats in rutting time. 2. To
Dryden, Prior. 4. Watch ; the poſture of make any offenſive or odious noiſe. Hudibras.
ſeizing. Aldijon. 5. An advantage taken ; CATES. L. Viands ; food ; dith of meat . Ben,
hold laid on. Dryden . 6. The thing caught ;
Johnſon.
profit. Shakeſp. 7. A ſhort interval of action. CA'TFISH . S. A Sea- fiſh in the Weſt Indies,
Locke. 8. A caint; a night contagion Glanville .
Philips.
9. Any thing that catches, as a hook. 10. A CA'THARPINGS. J. Small ropes in a hip.
imali lwire failing tip .
Harris.
CATCHER . J. (from cach .] 1. He that CATHARTICAL . 7 a . [nc taptiuès.) Purging.
catches. 2. That in which any thing is caught. CATHA'RTICK. S Boyle.
Grew.
CATHA'RTICA
CATCHFLY.F.Ifrom catch and fly. ] A plant ; Purging qualityLNESS. ). [ from cathartical )
a ſpecies of campion .
CA'THEAD . J. A kind of foffil. Woodward.
CA'TCHPOLE.
(catch pole. ] A ferjeant ; a CA'THEAD . 1. [ In a ſhip .] A piece of limber
bumbailiff. Bacon . F ilips.
with iwo ſhivers at one end, having a rope
CATCHWORD. J. The word at the corner of and a block. Sea Diel.
the page under the laſt line, which is repeated CATHEDRAL , a . (from cathedra, Lat.) 1 .
at the top of the next page .
Epiſcopal ; containing the ſee of a biſhop.
CATECHETICAL. a . ( irom nalnyło .] Con
Shakeſp. 2. Belonging to an epiſcopal church.
Locke. 3. Antique ; venerable. Pope.
firing of queſtions and anſwers. Addison.
CATECHETICALLY. adv . In the way of CATHEDRAL ). The head church of a dio
queſtion and anſwer.
cele. Addijen
To CA'TECHISE , v. a. ( nalnyće. ] 1. TO CA'THERINE PEAR . See Pear . Suckling.
inſtruct by alking queſtions. Shakeſp 2. TO CATHETER.F. A hollow and ſomewhat crook
queſtion ; io interrogate ; to examine. Skakel. ed inſtrument, to thruſt into the blabber, to
Swift.
affiit in bringing away the urine, when the
CATECHISER . S. (from ro catechiſe. ]One who
patrage is ſtopped. Wileman.
catechires .
CA'THOLES, J. ( In a tip. ) Two little holes
CATECHISM . f. ( from yinyito , A form
aftern above the gun-room ports. Sea Dicl.
inſtruction by means of queſtioos and aniwers, CATHOLICISM . L.( trom catbolick.] Adhe
concerning religion. Hooker, South .
rence to the catholick church.
CA’TECHIST.J. [ .2nxisus.]One whoſe charge CATHOLICK . a . (catholique, Fr. xaSb.xos .)
Univerſal or general. Glanville, Ray.
is to queſtion the uninſtructed concerning re
ligion . Hammond,
. !. ( catholick.) An univerſal
CATECHUMEN . S. [wolnyópena .) One who CATHOLICON
medicine. Government of the Tongue.
is yet in the filt rudiments of chriſtianity CA'TKINS. F. (kettekens, Dutch .) Imperfect
Stilling fieet.
Mowers hanging from trees, in manner of
CATECHUMENICAL , 0. Belonging to the
rope or cat's tail. Chambers,
catechumens .
LING . L. 1. A diſmembring knife uſed
CATEGOʻRICAL . a . ( from category.] Abſo CA'I
by furgeons. Harris. 2. Catgut ; fiddle firings.
lute ; adequate ; poſitive. Clarendon.
Shakeſp.
CATEGO'RICALLY. adu . Potitively ; ex- CATMINT. (catarie, Lat.) The name of a
prefly. Child
plant.
CATEGORY. S (xalny opin. ) A claſs; a rank ; CÀTOPTRICA
L. a. ( from cateptricks .] Re
an order of ideas ; predicament. Cheyne.
lating to catoptricks, or viſion by reflection,
CATENARIAN.a. Relating to a chain .Cheyne.
Arbuthnot,
TO CA'TENATE. v . a . ( from catena , Lat.] TO CATOʻPTRICKS. J. ( vátca150 .] That part of
chain.
opticks which treats ofL'Efrange.
viſion by reflection.
CATENA’TION.S.Tírom catena, Lat.) Link ; CAT
PIPE.S. Carcal.
regular connexion . Brown.
CAT'S EYE. A tone, Woodward,
TO CA’TER. V. n . (from cales . ] To provide CAT'S -FOOT. J. An herb ; alebeef, groves
food ; to buy in vietuals. Shakeſp .
ivy.
CATER. L. from the verb.] Provider. Career CAT'S -HEAD.S. A kind of apple. Mortimer.
CATER . ) [ quaire, Fr.] The four ofcards and CATSILVER . ) A kind of follile . Woodward.
dice .
CAT'S - TAIL . . 1. A long round ſubſtance,
CATER COUSIN . . A petty favourite ; one
that grows upon nut -trees. 2. A kicd of reco,
related by blood or mind. Rymer.
Philips
CATERER.L. (from cater.) The providore or CATSUP. J. A kind of pickle . Sevift.
purveyor . Benjolajon , South.
CATTLE.

CAU

CA U

cloſe their hair ; the hinder part of a woman's
CATTLE. S. Beaſts of paſture; not wild nor
domeſtick . Shakeſp.
cap. Dryden. 2. Any kind of ſmall net.
CAVALCA'DE . S. ( from cavello, Ital.) A pro
Grew . 3 The integument in which the guts
ceffion on horſeback .
are inclofed. Ray.
CAVALI'ER . !. ( cavalier, Fr.] 1. A horſe- CAULIFEROUS. a. (from caulis, a ſtalk , and
man ; a knight. 2. A gay ſprightly military
fero. ) A term for ſuch plan s as have a true
Italk .
man . Stekelp. 3. The appellation of the
perty of king Charles the firſt. Swift.
CAPULIFLOWER. S. [ caulis, Lat .) A ſpecies
CAVALI'ER , G. (trom the ſublt.) 1. Gay ;
of cabbage. Evelyn.
ſprightly ; warlike. 2. Generous ; brave . To CAU'PONATĚ . v. n. ( caupeno, Lat.) To
fell wine or victuals.
Seckling. 3. Dildainful; haughty.
CAVALIERLY. adv. [from cavalier.] Haugh- CAUSABLE . a. (from cauſe, low Lat.) That
tily ; arrogantly ; diſdainfully .
which may be cauſed. Brown.
CAVALRY, J. (covalerie, Fr.) Horſe - troops. CAU'SAL. a . (cauſalis, low Lat.) Relating to
caufes. Glanville.
Bacis , Addiſon
ToCAVATE.V.0. [cove, Lat .) To hollow . CAUSALITY . J. ( cauſalitas, low Lat.) The
CAVATION.ſ. ( from cavo , Lar. ) The hollow
agency of a cauſe ; the quality of cauling.
Brown,
ing of the earth for cellarage. Philips.
CAUDLE. J: (chaudean, Fr.) A mixture of CAUSALLY. adv. ( from coufal.) According to
the order of caules. Brown.
wine and other ingredients, given to women
in childbed . Shakeſp.
CAUSA'TION.S. (from cauſo, low Lat.) The
CA'UDLE
TO
. v. e . To make caudle. Shakeſp.
act or power of cauſing. Brown .
CAVE. [. [core, Fr.) 1. A cavern ; a den. CAUSATIVE. 4. That exprelles a cauſe or
W'otten, Dryden . 2. A bollow ; any hollow
reaſon.
place. Becom .
CAUSA'TOR. S. (from caufo .) A cauſer ; an
TO CAVE . v . n . ( from the noun.) To dwellin
author. Brown.
a cave. Stokelp.
CAUSE . J. ( roula, Lat.] 1. That which pro
ÇAVE'AT. S. A caveat is an intimation given
duces or effects any thing ; the efficient.
to ſome ordinary or eccleſiaſtical judge , notify
Hooker, Locke. 2. The reaſon ; motive to
ing to them , that he ought to beware how he
any thing. South, Rowe. 3. Subject of liti
acts. Aylife, Trumball.
gation. Shakeſp. 4. Side ; party . Tickell.
CAVERN . F. ( caverna, Lat.) A hollow place To CAUSE. w.a. (from the noun .) To effect
in the ground. Shakeſp.
as an agent. Locke.
CAVERNED. a . (from coverr .) 1. Full of | CAU'SELESLY . adv. (from caufeleſs .]Without
cauſe ; without reaſon. Taylor.
caverns; hollow ; excavated . Pepe. 2. Inha
biting a cavern . Pipe.
CAUSELESS. 2. (from cause.) 1. Original to
CAVERNOUS . c. ( from cavern .) Full of ca
itſelf. Blackmore. 2. Without juſt ground or
veras. W cedward.
motive.
CAVESSON. S. [Fr. in horſemanſhip.) A fort | CA'USER. S. [from cauſe.) He that cauſes the a
of soſeband, put on the noſe of a horie. Far
gent by which an effect is produced. Shakejp.
rier's Dia.
CAUSEY . Schallee , Fr. ) A way raiſ
CAUF.S. A cheſt with holes, to keep fiſh alive CAUSEWAY.
ed and paved, above the
water. Philips.
reſt of the ground. 1 Chron . Pope.
CA’USTICAL. 2 Q. (xausixòs.) Belonging to
CAUGHT. parti. pell [ from to catch )
} medicaments which , by their
CAVIARE
Grow . : S. The eggs of a ſturgeon ſalted. CA'USTICK.
violent activity and heat , deſtroy the texture
To CA VIL . 9.n. ( caviller.) To raiſe captious
of the part to which they are applied , and
and frivolous objections. Pope.
burn it into an eſchar. Wiſeman, Arbuthnot.
ToCAVIL . 2. 2. To receive or treat with ob - CA'USTICK . ). A cauſtick or burning applica
cion. Temple.
jections . Milten .
CA VIL . J. Falle or frivolous objections. Hooker. CA'UTEL / [cautela, Lat.) Caution ; ſoruple.
CAVILLA'TION. S. The diſpofition to make
Shakeſp.
captious objection . Hucker.
CA'UTELOUS. e. fcauteleux , Fr.] 1. Can
CAVILLER. L. (cavillator, Lat . ). An unfair
tious ; wary. Wot101. 2. Wily ; cunning.
adverſary ; a captious diſputant. Addijon, As
Spenſer, Shakeſp.
terbury .
CAUTEOUSLY . adv. Cunningly ; Bily ; cau
CAVILLINGLY. adv . ( from cavilling.) In a
tiouſy ; warily . Brown, Bacon.
cavilling manner.
CAUTERIZA'TION.J.
( from couterize ] The
CAVILLOUS . C. ( from cavil.] Full of objec
act of burning fiefh with hot irons . Wijeman,
tions. Ayliffe.
To CAUTERIZE. r . a. ( cauterijer, Fr. ) To
EAVINI. ( Freoch . ) A naturalhollow . Dia.
burn with the cautery. Sharp.
CAVITY.T. (raviras, Lat.] Hollowneſs; an CA'UTERY. S. (raix, : 70 .) Cautery is either
hollow . Beriky .
actual or potential; the first is burning by a
CAUK . J. A coarſe talky ſpar. Weedroard,
hot iron, and the latter with cautrick inedi
CALL . I 1 . The ner in which women in
cines . Ififemaa
CAUTION.

CEN
CEL
CA'UTION. S. [ caution, Fr.] 1. Prudence, CELE'STIAL... [coeleftis,Lat. ] 1. Heavenly ;
relating to the ſuperior regions . Shakeſp . 2 .
foreſight; provident care; warineſs. 2. Se
Heavenly ; relating to thebleſſed Nate.Shakeſp .
curity. Sidney. 3. Proviſiona y precept. Ar
buthnet . 4. Warning .
3. Heavenly, with reſpectto excellence. Dryd.
Aninhabitant ofheaven. Pope.
CELE'STIAL.S.
To CAUTION. v.a.[from thenoun .] To warn ; CELES
TIALLY. adv. In a heavenly manner .
to give notice of a danger. Swife.
ĆA'UTIONARY .. [ from caution . ] Given as TO CELE'STIFY.o. a. (from cæleſtis, Lat.] To
give ſomething of heavenly nature to any
a pledge , or in ſecurity. Southerne.
thing. Brown .
CAUTIOUS. e. [from cauius, Lac .] Wary ; CE’LIACK.
a. (xo.xía, the belly .) Relating to
watch ul . Swift.
CA'UTIOUSLY . adv. In a wary manner.Dryd . the lower belly . Arbuthnot.
CAUTIOUSNESS. S. (from cautious . Watch- , CELIBACY./ (from.colets,Lat.)Single life.Arr .
fulneſs; vigilance ; circumſpection . K. Cbar. CELIBATE. J. [ cælibatus, Lat.) Single life.
Graunt .
Addiſon .
TO CAW , W. n. To cry as the rook , or crow . CELL. J. (cella, Lat. ] 1. A ſmall cavity ór
hollow place. Prior 2. The cave or liule
Addifon .
habitation of a religious perſon. Denham. 3. A
CAYMAN.S.An
American alligator orcrocodile
ſmall and cloſe apartment in a priſon. 4. Any
To CÉASE. v . n . [ relſer, Fr. cetto, Lat.), 1 .
To leave off; to ſtop; to give over. Dryden. ſmall place of reſidence. Mil10n.
2. To fail; to be extinct. Kale . 3. To be CEʻLLAR.S. ( cella,Lat.)A place underground,
where ſtores are repoſited. Peacham .
at an end. Dryden .
TO CEASE . v.'a. To put a flop to. Stakeſp. CELLERACE. L. (trom cellar.] The part of
the building which makes the cellar. Shakeſp.
11 :10n .
CE'LLARIST. J. { cellarius, Lat. ) The butler
CEASE. S. Extinction ; failure. Shakeſp.
in a religious houle.
CE'ASELESS. a. Inceliant, perpetual; conti
CELLULAR . 6. ( cellula, Lat ] Consiſting of
rual . Fairfax .
little cells or cavities. Sharp.
CECITY .] . [ recitas, Lat . ) Blindneſs ; priva
CELSITUDE.J . (celforudo, Lat.) Height.
tion of light. Brown.
CECUTIFNCY.J. [cæcutie , Lac.] Cloudineſs CEMENT. !: [camentum , Lat. ] 1. The mat
ter with which two bodies are made to cohere .
of light, Brown.
CEDAR . $. ( cedrus, Lat.) A tree. It is ever
Baton. 2. Bond of union in friendſhip. South .
green ; the leaves are much narrower than To CEMENT. v a. (from the noun.] To unice
pro
the
of
m
by means of fomething interpoſed. Burnet,
thoſe of the pine-tree, and many
duced out of one tubercle ; it hath male - To CEME'NT. v ... To come into conjunction;
to cohere . Sharp.
flowers. The ſeeds are produced in large
cones , fquamcfe and turbinated. The extenſion CEMENTATION . f. [ from cement.] The act
of cementing.
of the brarches is very regular in cedar trees.
CEDRINE.C . (cedrings, Lat. ) Of or belonging CEM : TERY. F. (roque stigaov.]A place where
to the cedar tree.
the dead are repoficed. Addiſon .
TO CEIL . v.6 .( calo, Lat.) Tooverlay, or cover CENATORY... [ cuno , Lat.j Relating to ſup
the inner roof of a building . Decay of Piety . per. Brown .
CEILING . L. ( from ceilij The inner roof. CENOBITICAL .2.(xoīvos and Bics .) Living in
Bacon , Milter,
community. Stilling fleet.
CE NOTAPH. A. (uesos and Tapos. ) A mony
CELANDINE .) . A plant .
CEʼLATURE. I. (cælatura, Lat.) The art of ment for one elſewhere. Dryden .
CENSE. S. [cenfus , Lat.) Publick rates. Bacon .
engraving
To CELLËRATE. v. a . ( celebro, Lat.] 1. TO TOCENSE . v . 2. ( encenſer, Fr. ) To perfume
with odours. Dryden .
praile ; to commend. Addison. 2. To diſtin
guiſh by folemorites. 2 Maccab. 3.To men- CENSER. ! ( encenloir, Fr.) The pan in which
tion in a ſet or ſolemn manner. Dryden.
incenſe is burned. Peacbam.
CELEBRA’TION . L. ( from celebrore.] 1, So- CENSOR . f. [ cenfer, Lat.) 1. An officer of
Rome , who had the power of correcting man
lemn performance ; folemn remembrance.
Sidney, Teylor . 2. Praile ; renown ; memo
ners . 2. One who is given to cenſure. Rofcom .
CENSO'RIAN. a. ( from cexfor.) Relating to
rial . Clarendon.
CELEBRIOUS. e. [ celeber, Lat.) Famous ; re
the cenſor. Bacon .
nowned. Grew .
CENSO'RIOUS. a. (from cenſor.) Addicted to
cenſure ; leyere. Sprat.
CELEBRIOUSLY. adv. ( from celebrious.) In a
famous manner .
CENSOʻRIOUSLY. adv. In a ſevere reflecting
manner.
CELEBRIOUSNESS. S. ( from celebrious.] Re
CENSO'RIOUSNESS. S. Diſpoſition to re
nown ; fame.
ČELĖ'BRITY. S. ( celebritas, Lat.) Celebra
proach. Tillotfon.
tion ; fame. Bacon .
CENSORSHIP.S. (from cen for ] The office of
CELERIACK . S. Turnep-rooted celery ,
à cenfor Brown.
CELERITY. f. [ relerijas, Lac.] Swiftneſs ; CE'NSURABLE. a. ( from cenſure.] Worthy
ſpeed ; velocity. Hecker , Digby .
of cenſure ; calpable. Locke.
CENSURA .
ÇE'LERY. %. Afpecies of parſley.
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CENSURABLENESS. S. Blamableneſs.
ICERATED. a. (ceratus , Lat. ) Waxed.
CENSURE . S. cenfura, Lat. ) 1. Blame ; re- , To CERE.V.a. ( from cera , Lat . wax .) To wax.
Wiſeman .
primand ; reproach . Pope. 2. Judgment; .
pinion. Sbakelp. 3. Judicial ſentence. Shakeſp . CEREBEL. f . ( cerebellum , Lat.) Part of the
brain
. Derham .
4. Spiritual puoiſhment. Hammond,
To CENSURĖ . v.a. ( cenſurer, Fr.] 1. TO CERECLOTH . S. (from cere and cloth .] Cloth
blame ; to brand publickly. Sanderſom. 2. To
Imeared over with glutinous matter '.
conderno .
CE'REMENT. F. ( from cera , Lat. wax.]
CE NSURER . f. He that blames . Addifon .
Cloaths dipped in melted wax , with which
CENT . F. (rentum , Lat.) A hundred ; as, five
dead bodies were infolded . Shakeſp.
per cest, that is , five in the hundred .
CERE'MONIAL 6. (from ceremony.) 1. Re
CÉʻNTAUR . F. ( centaurus, Lat.] 1. A poeti
lating to ceremony, or outward rite. Stillingf .
aal being, ſuppoſed to be compounded of a
2. Formal ; obſervint of old forms . Donne.
man and a horse. Themfor. 2. The archer in CEREMOʻNIAL. f. [from ceremony.) 1. Out
the zodiack . Thomſon .
ward form ; external rite . Swift. 2. The or
CENTAURY.S. A plant.
der for rites and forms in the Romiſh church .
CE'NTENARY.S. ( centenarius.] The oumber CEREMONIALNESS. f.The quality of being
of a hundred. Hakewell.
ceremonial .
CENTESIMAL. f. [ centefimus, Lac .] Hun- CEREMONIOUS. 6. (from ceremony.) 1. Con
dredih . Arbuthnot.
fiſting of outward rites. South. 2. Full of ce
CENTIFOʻLIOUS. a . ( from centum and folium ,
remony ; awful . Shakeſp. 3. Attentive to the
Lat.) An hundred leaves.
outward rites of religion . Shakeſp. 4. Civil;
CENTIPEDE.f. (centum and pes.] A poiſonous
according to the ſtrict rules of civility. Addis,
iele &t .
5. Civil and formal to a fault. Sidney.
CENTO.S [cente, Lat.) A compoſition formed CEREMONIOUSLY. adv . In a ceremonious
by joining ſcraps from other authors, Camden .
manner ; formally. Shakeſp.
CENTRAL. 2. (from centre.) Relating to the CEREMONIOUSNESS. S. Fondneſs of cere
centre. Woodward.
mony .
CENTRALLY. adv. With regard to the centre. CE’REMONY . S. [ceremonia , Lat. ) 1. Out
Drydra .
ward rite ; external form in religion. Spenſer.
2. Forms of civili'y . Bacor . 3. Outward
CENTRE.S. (centrum ,Lat.)The middle . Digby.
forms of ſtate. Dryden.
T. CENTRE . v . 4. (from the noun .) To place
on a centre ; to fix as on a centre . South.
CE'ROTE.f . The fame with cerare. Wiſemar.
TO CENTRE . v.n. 1. To reſt on ; to repore CERTAIN . a. ( certus, Lat.) 1 Sure ; indu
bitable ; unqueſtionable. Tillotſon. 2. Reſolv
be
on. Decay of Piety, Atterbury. 2. To
ed ; determined. Milton . 3. In an indefinite
placed in the midnt or centre. Milten.
CE'NTRICK . Q.
a . (trom centre. ] Placed in the
ſenſe, fome ; as, a certain man told me this.
centre . Denne.
Wilkins. 4. Undoubting ; put paſt doubt.
CENTRI'FUGAL . . ( centrum and fugio,Lat.) Dryden.
Having tbe quality acquired by bodies in mo- CERTAINLY. adv. (from certain.) 1. Indu
tion , of receding from the centre.
bitably; without queſtion. Locke. 2. With
CENTRIPETAL . . Having a tendency to the
out ail.
centre. Cbeyne.
CERTAINTY.S . (from certain .] 1. Exemp
tion from doubt. Locke. 2. That which is
CENTRY. See SENTINEL. Gay.
CENTUPLE. a . ( centuplex , La: .j Anhundred
real and fixed . Shakeſp.
fold .
CERTES.ado. [certes, Fr.) Certainly ; in truth .
TOCENTUPLICATE.V.c. (centum and plico,
Hudibras.
Lat.) To make a hundred fold.
CERTIFICATE.S. ( certificat, low Lat.] 1. A
E
made in any court, to give notice to
writing
CENTURIAT
To
Lat.)
. v. a . (centuria,
TO
another court of any thing done therein .
divide into hundreds.
CENTURIA TOR.S. ( from century ) A name
Cowell. 2. Any teſtimony. Addiſon.
given to hiſtorians, who diſtinguiſh times by To CERTIFY.'v.a. (certifier, Fr.) To give
certain information of Hammond.
centuries. Ayliffe.
CENTURION./.[centuris,Lat.)A military offi- CERTIORARI.S. [ Latin.) A writ iſſuing out of
cer , who commanded an hundredmen.Shakeſp . the chancery, to call up the records of a cauſe
CENTURY . f. (centuria , Lat. ) A hundred ;
therein depending. Cowell.
uſually employed to ſpecify time; as, the fe- CERTITUDE.S. (certitudo, Lat.] Certainty ;
freedom from doubt. Dryden.
cond century. Boyle .
CEPHALALGY. J. (nepalanyia .] The head- CERVICAL. a . ( cervicalis, Lat.] Belonging to
ach .
the neck. Cheyne.
CEPHALICK . a . (x492.n.] That which is me- CERU'LEAN .
a . [ cæruleus, Lat.) Blue ;
CERU’LEOUS. } y -coloured. Boyle.
dicinal to the head . Arburbuer.
IFICK . a. ( from cæruleus.)Having the
CERASIES. a . ( négasis.] A ſerpent having CERUL
power to produce a blue colour. Grew .
horas. Milton .
the car.
CERATE . J. ( cera, Lat, wax .] A medicine CERU MEN.S. ( Latin .] The wax of
CERUSE
made of wax. Quincy.
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CERUSE.S. (ceruſſa, Lat.) White lead.Quincy. CHAFFWEED . S. Cudweed.
CESARIAN. a . ( from Cæfar .) The Cejarian CHAPFY. a . Like chaff; fullof chaff. Browr.
ſection, is cutting a child out of the womb. CHAFINGDISH. S. (from cbafe and dift.) A
veſſel to make any thing hot in ; a portable
Quincy.
CESS. Y. ( from cenfe.) 1 . A levy made upon
grale for coals. Bacon.
the inhabitants of a place, rated according to CHAGRIN . L. (chagrine, Fr.] Ill humour ;
vexation. Pope.
their property . Spenler. 2. The act of laying
rates. 3. Bounds or limits. Shakeſp.
T. CHAGRI'N . v . a. (chagriner, Fr. ) To vex ;
TOCESS v.a. To rate ; to lay charge on.Spenſer. to put out of temper.
CESSA'TION . !. [ ceffatio, Lat.) 1. A llop; 2 CHAIN. S. (chaine, Fr.] 1. A ſeries of links
faſtened one within another. Genefis. 2. A
reſt; a vacation . Hayward. 2. A pauſe of
bond ; a manacle ; a fetter. Pepe. 3. A line
hoftility, without peace. K. Charles.
of links with which land is meaſured. Locke.
CESSA VIT. S. (Latin.) A wrie that lies upon
4. A ſeries linked together. Hammond.
this general ground, that the perſon , againſt
whom it is brought, hath , for two years, .- T . CHAIN . v. 0. (from the noun .] 1. To
mitted to perform ſuch ſervice as he is obliged faiten or link with a chain Knolles. 2. To
bring into llavery. Pope. 3. To put on a chain.
by his tenure. Cowell.
Knolles. 4. To unite. Shakeſp .
CESSIBILITY . ]. The quality ofreceding , or
CHA'INPUMP
. S. ( from chain and pump.) A
giving way. Digby.
pump uſed in large Engliſh vedels, which is
CE'SSIBLE. a . (ceflum , Lat.] Eaſy to give way .
double, ſo that one riſes as the other falls.
Digby
Chambers.
CESSION.S. [reſſion , Fr.] 1. Retreat; the act
of giving way . Bacon . 2. Reſignation . Temple CHA INSHOT. S. ( from chain and for. ) Two
bullets or half bullets faſtened together by a
CE'SSIONARY. a . ( from ceflion.) Implying a
chain , which , when they fly open, cut away
reſignation.
whatever is before them. ' Wiſeman,
CE'SSMENT. S. [ from cefs.] An aſſeſſment or
tax.
CHAINWORK . S. Work with open ſpaces.
Kings.
CE'SSOR. S. [ from cello, Lat. ) He that ceaſeth
or neglectech ſo long to perform a duty be- CHAIR . S. [chair, Fr.) 1. A moveable ſeat.
longing to him , as that he incurreth the danger Warts. 2. A feat of juſtice, or of authority .
of law. Cowell,
Clarendon . 3. A vehicle borne by men , 2
ſedan . Pope.
CESTUS. S. ( Lat.] The girdle of Venus.Addis.
CETACEOUS. a . ( from cete, Lat.] Of the CHAIRMAN . S. ( from chair and man .) 1 .
whale kind. Brown, Ray.
The preſident of an aſſembly. Wants. 2. One
whoſe trade it is to carry a chair . Dryden .
CHAD.S. A fort of fiſh. Carcw .
To CHAFE . v. a. ( echauffer, Fr.) 1. To warm CHAISE . . [chaiſe, Fr. ) A carriage of pleaſure
drawn by one horſe. Addiſon .
with rubbing. Sidney. 2. "To heat. Shakeſp.
3. To perfume. Suckling. 4. To make angry. CHALCOGRAPHER. S. [ Xanxcyçã ¢ er, of
wahus , braſs .) An engraver in brals.
Hayward, Knolles.
TO CHAFE . v. n. 1. To rage ; to fret; to CHALCO'GRAPHY. ; [ xadxorçapı .] En
fume. Pope. 2. To fret againſt any thing . graving in braís.
Shakeſp.
CHA'LDER., 1 $. A dry Engliſh meaſure of
CHAFÉ. f. [ from the verb. ) A heat ; a rage ; CHALDRON .
coals, consiſting of thirty
CHA'UDRON .
ſıx buſhels hcaped up. The
a fury. Hudibras.
chaudron hould weigh two thouſand pounds.
CHAFE - WAX. ). An officer belonging to the
lord high chancellor, who fits the wax for the
Chambers.
CHA'LICE S. (calic, Sax .) 1. A cup ; a bowl.
ſealing of writs, Harris.
CHAFER. ". (ceafor , Saxon . ] An inſect ; a
Shakeſp. 2. It is generally uſed for a cup uſed
ſort of yellow bectle.
in acts of worſhip. Stilling fleet.
CHA'FERY.J. A forge in an iron mill . Philips. CHALICED. a. ( from caix, Lat. ) Having a
CHAFF. f. ceaf, Sax.) 1. The buſks of corn cell or cup. Shakeſp.
that are ſeparated by chraſhing and winnowing CHALK . / (cealc,Sax .) Chair is a white foffile ,
Dryden. 2. It is uſed for any thing worthleis.
ulually reckoned a ſtone, but by fome ranked
TO CHAFFER. V. n . [kaufen , Germ . to buy . )
among the boles.
To CHALK v.a. ( from the noun ) 1. To
To taggle ; to bargain. Swift.
rub with chalk . 2 . To manure with chalk .
TO CHAFFER . V.C. 1. To buy. Spenſer. 2 .
Moriimer . 3. To mark or trace out as with
To exchange . Spenſer.
chalk . Woodward.
CHA’FFERER . ). (from chaffer.] A buyer ;
bargainer .
CHALK - CUTTER.J. A man that digs chalk .
Woodcvard.
CHAFFERN . S. [from eſcrauffir, Fr. to heat . ]
CHALKY 4. (from chalk ) 1. Confiſting of
A veſſel for heating water .
chalk ; white with chalk . Rowe, 2 Impreg .
CHAFFERY.S. (trom chaffer.) Traf.ck.Spens
nated with chalk. Bacon .
CHAFFINCH.S. (from chaff and finch .) A biid
ſu called, becauſe it delights in chat Philips. To CHA’LLENGE . v . a ( challenger , Fr. ) 1 .
CHA FFLESS. a. ( from ibaf ) Without chai . To call another to anſwer for an offence by
combat
Skakele
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combat. Sbokeff 2. To call to a conteſt. | CHAMLET. 8. See CAMELOT . Peachan .
Lecke . 3. To accuſe. Shakeſp: 4. ( In law .] CHAMOIS. 1. [chamois , Fr.) An animal of the
Toobjed to the impartialityof anyone, Hale. goat kind. Deuteronomy.
3. To claim as due. Hooker, Addiſon. 6. To CHAMOMILE. J. (rauawp12 .] The name
of an odoriferous plant. Spemer.
call any one to the performance of conditions.
Peackam .
To CHAMP. v. e . (champaver, Fr. ] 1. Tobite
CHALLENGE. f. (from the verb. ) 1. A fum
with a frequent action of the teeth . Bacon. 2 .
mons to combat. Stakelp. 2. A demand of to devour . Spectator .
ſomething as due. Collier. 3. ( In law . ) An To CHAMP . V. n. To perform frequently the
exception taken either againit perſons or
action of biting. Sidney , Wiſeman .
things ; perſons, as in affice to the jurors, or CHAMPAIGN.F. ( campagne, Fr. ) A flat open
any one or more of them , by the priſoner at country. Spenſer , Milion,
the bar. Cowell.
CHAMPERTORS. J. [irror champerty .] Such
as move ſuits at their proper colts , to have
CHALLENGER. f. [from challenge.) 1. One
that defies or ſummons anocher to combat.
part of the gains.
Dryden. 2. One that claims ſuperiority. Shake . CHA MPERTY. J. (champar:, Fr. ) A main
3. A claimant. Hicker.
tenance of any man in his luit to have part of
the thing recovered .
CHALY BEATE. 2. ( from chalybs, Lat.) Im
CHAMIGNON , S. (champignon , Fr. ] A kind
pregrated with iron or ſteel. Arburbrot.
of muſhroom. Woodward.
CHAMA DE . ſ. ( French . The beat of the
CHAMPION.ſ. (cbampion , Fr. ] 1. A man who
drum which declares a ſurrender. Addiſon .
undertakes a caule in ſingle combat. Dryden .
CHAMBER F. ( chambre , Fr. ) 1. An apart.
ment in a houle ; generally uſed for thoſe
2. A hero ; a ſtout warriour. Boyle.
appropriated to lodging. Shakeſp. 2. Any To CHAMPION. v. a . To challenge . Shakeſp.
retired room . Prior . 3. Anycavity or hollow. CHANCE . S. (chance, Fr.) 1. Fortune ; the
Starp. 4. A coust of juſtice. Ayliffe. 5. The
cauſe of tortuitous events . Bentley. 2. The act
hollow part of a gun where the charge is
of fortune. Bacon 3. Accident; caſual occur
lodged 6. The cavity where the powder is rence ; fortuitous event. Sourb, Pope. 4. Event ;
lodged in a mine.
ſucceſs ; luck . Shakeſp. 5. Misfortune ; un
To CHAMBER. v . * . ( from the noun.) 1. To
lucky accident. Shakeſp. 6. Poſſibility of any
be wanton ; to intrigue. Romans. 2. To relide occurrence . Milton .
To CHANCE . v . n . ( from the noun. ) To hap
as in a chamber. Shakeſp.
CHAMBERER . J. ( iron chamber .) A man of pen ; to fall out, Knolles.
CHANCE -MEDLEY. ( trom chance and med.
intrigue . Skakejp.
CHAMBERFELLOW . . ( from chamber ano ley .) In law, the caſual Naughter of a man , not
fellow } One that lies in the ſame chamber .
altogether without the fault of the flayer.
Cowell, South .
Speciaisr.
CHA MBERLAIN . f. [from shamber.) 1. Lord . CHANCEABLE. a. ( from chance.] Accidental .
great chamberlain of England is the ſixth of
Sidney.
ficer of the crown . 2. Lord chamberlain of the CHANCEL. F. ( from cancelli, Lat.) The eaſt
houſhold has the overſight of all officers belong
ern part of the church , in which the altar is
ing to the king's chambers, except the precinci placed . Hooker. Addiſon.
of the bed-chamber. Chambers, Clarendon. 3- CHANCELLOR . J. ( cancellarius, Lat. chara
A fervant who has the care of the chambers.! celier , Fr. ) 1. The chancellor hath power to
moderate and temper the written law , and
Stakejp. Dryden.
CHA MÉERLAINSHIP . ſ. [ from chamber
ſubjectech himſelf only to the law of nature
lais . ] The office of a chamberlain .
and conſcience. Cowell, Swift. 2. CHANCEL
LOR in the Ecclefiaftical Court. A bithop's
.]
CHAMBERMAID.S. ( trom chamber and maid
A maid whole buſineſs is to dreis a lady. Bena lawyer, to direct the biſhops in matters of
judgment . Ayliffe. 3. CHANCELLOR of a
TOCHA MBLET . v.a. To vary ; to variegate . Ca :bedral. A dignitary , whole office it is to
Bacon .
fuperintend the regular exerciſe of devotion.
4.CHANCELLOR of the Ex chequer . An officer
CHA MBREL of a korſe. The joint or bending
who fits in that court, and in the exchequer
of the upper part of the hinder leg.
CHAMELEON.J. Grzuconsav.) The chameleon
chamber, and , with the reit of the court, or
has four feet, and on each foot three claws.
derech things to the king's beit benefit . Corvell.
Its tail is fiat, its nole long, its back is Tharp,
5. CHANCELLOR of
Univerfity. The
ita kin paited. Some have allerted, that in principai magistrate.
live ' only upon air ; but it has been obſerved |CHANCELLORSHIP. S. The office of chan
lo ted on fier. This animalis faid to allure
ceilor. Camden ,
the colour of thoſe things to which it is appli- CHA NCERY. F. ( probably chencellery ; then
ſhortened .] The court or equity and confci
ei Baica, Dryden.
TO CHAMFEK . v. . (chambrer, Fr.) To
ence . Cowell.
CHA'NCRE.J . ( cbancre, Fr.) An ulcer uſually
channel.
CHA MFER . 3 f. A ſmall ſurrow or gutter ariſing from venereal maladies, Wiſeman .
CHA'NCROUS .
a
.}
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CHANCROUS. a. ( from chancre.] Ulcerous .
ed by the creator into its proper claſſes and
elements, Bentley 2. Confuſion ; irregular
Wifeman .
mixture. King Charles. 3. Any thing where
CHANDELI ER . f. [chandelier, Fr.] A branch
for candles.
the parts are undiſtinguiſhed. Pope.
CHA'NDLER. S. (chandelier, Fr.) An artiſan CHAOTICK ...[from chaos.]Reſembling chaos;
whole trade it is to make candles. Gay.
confuſed, Derbam .
CHANTRIN . J. Cold French ). The forepart of To CHAP. v. n . ( kappen, Dutch .) To break
the head of a horſe. Farrier's Dict .
into bialus , or gapings . Blackmore .
To CHANGE . v. a. (cbanger , Fr. ] 1. To put CHAP.S. A cleft: a gaping ; a chink . Burnet,
one thing in the place of another. Bacon. 2. CHAP. 8. The upper or under part of a beaft's
To reſign any thing for the ſake of another.
mouth. Grew .
Swift, Dryden. 3. To diſcount a large piece of CHAPE.S. Erhape, Fr.)The catch of any thing
mnoncy into leveral Imaller . Swift. 4. To give
by which it is held in its place. Shakesp .
and take reciprocally. Taylor . 5. To alter. 6. CHAPEL. /. [capella, Lai . ) A chapel is either
To mend the diſposition or mind, Shakejp.
adjoining a church , as a parcel of the fame ,
TO CHANGE , v . n . To undergo change ; to
or ſeparate, called a chapel of eale. Cowell,
luffer alteration . Shakeſp.
Sidney, Ayliffe.
CHANGE. . [ from the verb.) 1. An altera- CHAPELESS a. Without a chape . Shakeſp.
tion of the faie of any thing. Shakejp. 2. A CHAPELLANY. f. A chapellany is founded
fucceſſion of one thing in the place of another.
within some other church . Ayliffe.
Prior. 3. The time of the moon in which it CHAPE’LRY. S. (from chapel . The juriſdic
4.
begins a new monthly revolution. Bacon .
tion or bounds of a chapel .
Novelty . Dryden. 5. An alteration oftheorder CHA PERON . £. A kind of hood worn by the
in which a let of bells is founded, Norris. 6 . knights of the garter. Camden .
That which makes a variety . Judges. 7. Small CHAPFALN a. (from chap and faln .) Having
themouth ſhrunk. Addijon.
money. Swift.
CHANGEABLE. a. ( from change ) 1. Subject CHAPITER . S: (chapiteau , Fr.) The capital of
to change ; fickle ; inconftant. Dryden. 2. Pof a pillar. Exodus.
lible to be changed. Arbuthnet. 3. Having the CHA'PLAIN. S. [ capellanus, Lat .) He that at
quality of exhibiting different appearances.
tends the king, or other perſon, for the inſtruc
Skakelp
tion of him and his family. Cowel', Shokejp.
CHANGEABLENESS. ſ. [ from changeable .] CHAPLAINSHIP.J. (from chaplain ) 1. The
1. Suſceptibility of change. Hooker. 2. Incon
office or buſineſs of a chaplain, 2. The pos
Ilancy ; tickleneſs, Sidney.
fellion or revenue of a chapel.
CHANGEABLY. adv. Inconſtantly .
CHA'PLESS. . (from chap .] Without any flera
CHA'NGEFUL . a. Inconſtant ; uncertain ; ma
about the mouth . Shakeſp .
cable . Pope.
CHAPLET. L. ( chapelei, Fr.) 1. A garland or
CHANGELING.S ( from change ) 1. A child . wreath to be worn about the head . Suckling. 2 .
A ftring of beads uted in the Romith church .
left or laken in the place of another. Spenger.
3. ( In architecture.) A little moulding carved
2. An ideol ; a natural . Dryden. 3. One apt
to change , a waverer . Hudibras.
into round beads.
CHANGER.ſ. One that is employed in chang- CHAPMAN . S. (ceapman , Sax . ) A cheapner ;
ing or diſcounting money ,
one that offers as a purchaſer. Shakeſp . Bez ,
Johnfon , Dryden.
CHANNEL . f. [ canal , Fr. ) 1. The hollow bed
of running waters. Spenler, Bentley. 2. Any CHAPS. L. ( from cbap.) The mouth of a beaſt
cavily drawn longways.Dryden. 3. A ſtrait or of prey . Dryden.
narrow lea. 4. A gutter or furrow of a pillar. CHAPT.
part. pal. [froin to chap ]
TO CHANNEL . v . 0. To cut any thing in CHA'PPED .
Cracked ; cleft. Ben . Ishnien.
channels . W01tsn , Blackmore.
CHAPTER. S. ( chapitre, Fr.) 1. A diviſion of
T. CHANT . v . a. ( chanter , fr. ] 1. To fing, a book. South . 2. Chapter, from capitulusn , an
Spenler 2. To celebrate by fong. Dramhall.
aſſembly of the clergy of a cathedral. Cowell .
3. To ſing in the cathedral ſervice.
3. The place in which aiſemblies of the clergy
TO CHANT. v. n. To fing . Amos .
are held . Ayliffe.
CHANT. ſ. Song ; melody . Milion.
CHA PTREL . ). The capitals of pillars, or pi
CHANTER . J. A finger ; a longiter. W cztor , laſters, which ſupport arches. Mexon .
Psp .
CHAR . . A fiſh found only in Winandes meer
CHANTICLEER. S. [ from chanter and clair,
in Lancaſhire .
Fr.] The cock, from his crow. Ben. Johnson, To CHAR . 9. 6. To burn wood to a black
Dryden.
cinder. Woodavard,
CHANTRESS. f. [ from chant. ) A woman | CHAR . f. (cynne, work, Saxon .] Work done
finger. Milton.
by the day. Dryden.
GHA'NTRY. T. ( srom chanz.) Chariry is a TOCHAR . v. * . To work at others houſes by
church endowed with revenue for prieits , to
the day.
ſing mals for the ſouls of the donors. Shakeſp. CHAR - WOMAN. S. A woman hired acciden
cally for odd work . Swift.
CHAOS. S. (chaos , Lac.] 1. The maſs of matter
Suppolod to be in contulion before it was divid
CHARACTER

CHA
CHA
CHARACTER I. (sterazer, Lat! 1. A | CHARGEABLY. odv . ( from chargeable.) Ex
pensively Afcbam.
21. tamp; 1 repreſentation. Miltsa . 2.
A etc.e in writing or printing. Holder. 3. CHARGER . T. ( from charge.] 1. A large din
Dextom . 2. A horſe trained for war. Dryder,
The 2 x masser of writing. Skakelp. 4
Arrenca o ary man as to his perſonal CHARILY. adv. ( from cbary.) Wa.ily fru
gally .
Ao account of any
2.4 . Dezice.
gori cr bad. Allir. 6. The perion CHARINESS. S.[ from cbary.)Caution ; nicely.
*
nie semblage of qualities. Dryden. 7. Shekelp.
Perisal qualities, particular conſtitution of CHARIOT. S. [carorbed, Welch . ) 1. A car
te cad Pope. 8. Adventitious qualities im
riage of pleaſure , or ftate . Dryden. 2. A car
in which men of arms were anciently placed.
reted by a pot: or office . Atterbury.
T. CHARACTER. 5. 6. To inſcribe, to en- TO CHARIOT . 9. c. ( from the noun .) To
rite Séckelt.
convey in a chariot. Milier ,
CHARACTERÍSTICAL. c. (from ebarafte- CHARIOTE ER . S. [irom obarice.) He that
CHARACTERISTICK . } rice.) That which
drives the chariot Prior.
cottates the character. W sadzard .
CHARIOT RACE . F. A ipərt where chariots
CHARACTERISTICALNESS. J. ( from cba. were driven for the prize. Addiſon.
Isacr: tel . The quality of being peculiar to CHARITABLE. a . (cbaritable, Fr.) 1. Kind
in giving alms. Taylor. 2. Kind in judging
CHARACTERISTICK . ſ . That which confti
of others . Baits
sa ibe character. Pope.
CHARITABLY. ada. (from ctarity .) 1. Kind
TO CHARACTERIZE.9.c. (from charakter.)
ly ; liberally: 2. Benevolently ; without ma
lignity . Taylor
1 To give a character or 10 account of the
perca çaus dies of any man . Swife. 2. TO CHARITY. f. ( starité, Fr ] 1. Tenderneſs ;
kindneſs ; love . Milion. 2. Goodwill; be
pare, o imprint. Hak 3. To mark with
nevolence. Dryden. 3. The theological virtue
oçarxlar tanp or token Arbzibrot.
CHARACTERLESS... (from cbarealer.) of univerfal love. Hooker , Atterbury. 4. Libe
Wora a character. Sbakesp.
rality to the poor. Dryden. 5. Alms; relier
CHARACTERY.J.( from chara & er.) Impreſ
given to the poor, L'Estrenge.
Stakelp
-uk
In :
.
.
TO CHARK v.a. To burn to a black cinder.
Grew .
CHARCOAL. S- (irom is chark, to burn.) Coal
e burning wood under turf. Hadibras. CHARLATAN. F. ( charlatar, Fr.) A quack ;
a mountebank . Brown.
CHARD. I. ctarse, Fr.) 1. Cherds of arti
Crei ze the leaves of fair artichoke plants, CHA'RLATANICAL . 6. ( from charlaian .)
Quackiſh ; ignorant Cowky.
tes sad wrapped up all over but the top, in
ta Cesaters. 2. Cbards ofbeet ,are plaats CHARLATANRY.S. ( from charlatan.)Wheed
MsTize
ling
; deceit.
.
te veel tranſplanted.
TO CHARGE. 9. c.ctarget, Fr. ) 1. To en- CHARLES'S-WAIN . S.Theaorthern conſtella
s , a comitiva for a certain purpoſe . tion, called the Great Bear . Brown .
Labela 2. To itpuse as a debe Lecke. 3. CHARLOCK . S. A weed growing among the
i cere Patr, Werts. 4. To impofe asa corn wih a yellow flower.
Tim . To accuſe ; to cenſure.Wake. CHARM . S. ( cherme, Fr. carmen , Lat .) 1 .
Teacle 4-6. 7. To challenge. Skake p. Words or philtres, imagined to have ſome
8. To wiad. Dryder . 9. To fail upon ; occult power. Skakejp . Swift. 2. Something
Praia Grant .
10. To burden ; to load.
of power to gain the affections. W'alier .
fr ... 11. To fil. Addifr. 12. To load a To CHARM . 9. a. (from the noun ) 1. To
fortity with charms againſt evil. Shakeſp. 2 .
HAROT. ! From be verb ) 1. Care ; truſt;
To make powerful by charms. Sidney. 3. To
1024 K. 2. Precept; mandate ; com
fubdue by iome secret power. Shakeſp. 4. To
confer
truft
Coromit
ſubdue by pleaſure. Waller .
Tam Hitor 3
ion ;
so e Pipe 4. Accciation ; imputacion . CHARMER .f . [ from obarm ]One that has the
Toerbing
ruited
er
to care or ma power of charms, or enchantments. Dryder .
mense. 6 Experce; cot. Spenſer , CHARMING . particip ...(trom starm .) Plez
On ; attack . Bacss. 8. The ſing in the higheſt degree. Sprel.
11. apsa enemies. Dryder. 2. The CHARMINGLY. adv. [from sharming.) In
Typonderand buil put into a gun. 10.
ſuch a ma ner as to pleaſeexceedingly.Addiſon .
22 : 3,0 a brio ointment, applied to CHARMINGNESS. ). (from charming . ) The
ki- plais and praias o: horles. Far . power of pleaſing .
@za la berakirs i The charge isthai CHARNEL . a. (charnel, Fr.) containing fleſh
or carca :Tes. Milion .
22 cpos ibe colour. Peacbam .
TEATTE' - (irum ctarge.) 1. Expen- CHARNEL HOUSE . S. (charnier, Fr.] The
esents ::::2.2 Impulable , as a debu place where the bones of the dead are repo
7.3891b. 3. Subject to charge ; accuſa ficed. Taylor
CHART. . [cbaria, Lat . ) A delineation of
CARMEABLEXESS. . from chargeable.] coaſts, Ärbuibact.
Leze ; cot; soft ineſs . Beyke,
CHARTER
Q2

CH A
CHE
CHARTER. S. (charta, Lat .) 1. A charter
Sidney,
Dryden . 2. To make a noiſe by
bird.
is a written evidence . Cowell. 2. Any writing
colliſion of the teeth . Prior. 3. To talk idly
beſtowing privileges or rights. Raleigh , South . or careleſly. Waits.
3. Privilege ; imníunity ; exemption . Shakesp: CHA'TTER . S. [from the verb.) 1. Noiſe like
CHA’RTER - PARTY.I. (cbarire partie , Fr.]
that of a pie or monkey . Swifi. 2. Idle prate.
A paper relating to a contract, of which each | CHA'TTERER . J. (from chatter. ) An idle
talker.
party has a copy. Hale.
CHARTERED. a . (irom charter.) Privileged . CHA'TWOOD. S. Little Ricks; ſuel.
Shakeſp.
CHAVENDER . L. (chevefne, Fr.] The chub ;
CHA'RY . a. ( from care.) Careful ; cautious.
a hilo . Walton .
Carew .
CHAUMONTE LLE. L. (Fr.) A ſort of pear.
TO CHASE . v . a. [challer, Fr. ) 1. To hunt . 2. T. CHAW . v . a . (kawen , Cerman .) To mal
ticate ; to chew . Denne, Bayle.
To purſue as an enemy . Judges. 3. To drive .
Knolles
.
CHAWI
: [from the verb.] The chap. Ezekiek
CHASE . /. ( from the verb.] 1 . Hunting ; pur- CHAWDRON.
S. Entrails. Sbakelp .
luit of any thing as game. Burnet . 2. Fiinets CHEAP. a. ( ceapan, Sazon .) 1. To be had at
to be hunted . Dryden. 3. Purſuit of an enemy .
a low rake. Licie . 2. Eaſy to be had ; not
Knolles. 4. Purſuit of ſomething as deſirable .
reſpected . Bacon , Dryden.
Dryden. 5. Hunting match. Skakelp. 6. The CHEAP. J. Market ; purchaſe ; bargain. Sidney ,
game hunted. Sidney, Granville. 7 : Open
Decay of Piety
ground ſtored with ſuch beaſts as are hunted . To CHEAPEN . v . a .( ceapan, Saxon , to buy.]
Shaks p. 8. The Chase of a gun, is the whole
1. To attempt to purchaſe ; to bid for any
bore or length of a piece. Chambers .
thing. Prisr . 2. To lelien value. Dryden .
CHASE -GUN. L. I trom ckafe and gun . ) Guns CHE'APLY. adv. [ from cheap.] At a ſmall
priceį at a low raie. Dryden.
in the forepart of the ſhip , fired upon thoſe
that are purſued. Dryden .
f. [ from cheap.] Lowneſs of
CHASER | (from chaſe.) An Hunter ; púr CHE'APNESS.
price. Temple.
fuer ; driver. Denham .
TO CHAT. v . a . To defraud ; to impoſe upon ;
CHASM. S. (xaoua.] 1. A cleft ; a gape ; an
to trick. Tillotſon .
opening . Locks 2. A place unfilled ; a vacuity. CHEAT. J. 1. Ä fraud ; a trick ; an importure ,
Dryden
Temple. 2. A perfon guilty of fraud. South.
CHEATER.S. (trom cheat,j One that practifes
CHÀ $ SELAS.f. ( French. ) A ſort of grape .
fraud. Taylor .
CHASTE . a . [ chafie, Fr. cafius, Lat.) 1. Pure
from all commerce of ſexes; as a challe virgin . To CHECK . v . a. 1. To repreſs ; to curb.
2. Pure; uncorrupt ; not mixed with barbarous Bacon . Milton, Soutb . 2. To reprove ; to
phraſes. 3. Without obſcenity .Warts. 4. True
chide. Shakejp. 3. To controul by a counter
to the marriage bed. Titus.
reckoning.
CHASTE- TREE. $. ( vilex , Lat.) A tree. To CHECK . v . n. 1. To ſtop ; to make a ſtop.
Miller.
Locke, 2. To claſh ; to interiere. Bacon .
TO CHASTEN . v . a . ( chaftier , Fr.] To cor. CHECK . |. (from the verb . ) 1. Repreſſure ;
rect; to puniſh . Proverbs, Rowe .
ſop ; iebuff. Tillotson, Rogers . 2. Reſtraint ;
To CHASTIZE. v . a. (cafiigo, Lat.) 1. To
cuib ; governnient. Clarendon . 3. A reproot ; a
night. Skakelp. 4. A dinike , a ſudden dilguft .
puniſh ; to correct by puniſhment. Boyle, Grew .
2. To reduce to order , or obedience. Shakejp. Dryden . 5 In alconry, when a hawk foriakes
her propergameto tollow other birds. Suckling,
CHASTISEMENT. S. Correction ; puoith
ment. Raleigh, Beniley .
6. The cauſe of restraint ; a llop. Clarenden .
CHASTITY.M. (caftitas, Lat .) 1. Purity of the
7. Clerk of the CHECK , has the check and
body. Taylor, Pope. 2. Freedom from obſcenity.
controulment of the yeoinen of the guard.
Siakelp . 3. Freedom from bad mixture of any
Chambers.
kind .
To CHECKER . ? v . a. (from cchers , chels ,
CHA'STISER. J. (from challife.) A puniſher ; TO CHEQUER . ) Fr. ) To variegate or di
a corrector.
verſity, in the manner of a cheſs-board, with
CHA'STLY. adv. ( from chaſte.) Without in
alternate colours . Drayton,
continence ; purely ; without contamination . CHECKER .
2 Work varied alternate
Wotton , Dryden .
CHECKER -WORK . Siy. Kings.
CHASTNESS.J. from chalte ] Chaſtity; purity . CHECKMATE . ! lecbec eli mat, Fr.] The
TOCHAT . v. x (from coquetor , Fr.) To prate ;
moverncnt on the cheſs -board, that kills the
to talk idly ; lo pranile. Spealer , Miltu , Dryd. opposite men. Sperler.
CHAT. S. lfrom the verb.] Idle talk ; prale. CHEEK . J. ( ceai , Sax.) 1. The ſide of the
Srakeſp. Pope.
vace below the eye . Donne. 2. A general
CHAT. /. The keys of trees are called chats.
naine among mechanicks for almost all thoſe
CHATELLANY" }: {thútetenie, Fr.) The di
pieces of their machines that are double .
ítrict under the dominion of a caſtle. Dryden .
Chainbert
CHA TTEL ſ. Any moveable pofiefiion. Hudio . CHEEF . TCOTH.S. The hinder tooth or tuk .
TO CHATTER. D. .. [cagueter, Fr.) 1. To
Jobs
CHEER .
trakc a noite as a pie , or other unha nonicos 1

CHE

CHI

CHEIR ). (ebere, fr .] 1. Entertainment, CHE'RVIL . S:[ cheropbillum , Lat. ) An umbel
. Luck . 2. lavitation to gaiety.
liierous plant. Millar.
4.9 3. Cziery ; jullity . Shake;p. 4. TO CHERUP. 0. . (from cheer up.] Tochirp ;
vie a cheeriul voice. Spenſer.
to
Air a the countenaace . Dessel. . Temper
Om 481.
CHE SLIP . L. A fmall vermin. Skinner .
T & CHEER 4. c. ( from the noun .] 1. To in- CHESS.f. lecbec, Fr. ) A game, in which two
Ole; to encourage ; to inlpirit. Kalles. 2 .
fets of men are moved in oppoſition. Denkan.
To cratcr:; to cooſole. Dryden. 3. TO CHL'SS -APPLE.J. Wild fervice.
szka Pipe
CHE’SS- BOARD. S. ( from chefs and board.)
The board or table on which the game of
I CHEERS. E. To grow gay or gladfume.
P.
1 chefs is played. Prier.
CHE ERER . I. from ts ebeer. ) A gladnar ; giver CHE SS -MAN. S. A puppet forcheſs . Locke.
zales, W :::::, Walton .
CHE SSOM F. Mellow earth. Bacon.
CHEERFUL. e. [troon beer and fall.] .. Gay , CHEST. ”. (cist, Sax.) A box of wood or
Wine, full ofmirth . Spenſer. 2. Having
other materials . Dryden.
sasearacce ofga.ay. Proverbs.
To CHEST.0.a. lirom the noun .) To repoſite
CELIRIULLY.ada. (irom cheerful.) With
in a cheft.
CHEST -FOUNDERING.S. A difeaſe in horſes .
- defection; with gaiety. Sauté.
A pleu:ily , or peripneumony. Farrier's Dia .
CHE ERFULNESS. j.(Trom cheerful.) 1. Free
CCC TU.D deje ?? ica; alacriev. Tillifon. 2 .; CHE STED . 2. Having a cheſt.
CHE'STNUT .
S. A tree . 1. The
Firebon trom gloomise's. Sidary.
}
fruit of the cheſtnut
CHE ERLESS. a.(trost.cbeet .) without gaiety, CHE STNUT TREE.
tree. Peactam . 2. The name of a browa
C., orgadaeis. Dryder.
colour. Cowell.
CHOIRLY. From beir . ) 1. Gay ; cheer
CHE SIONS. A kind of plum .
Ray. 2. Not glomy.
CHEERLY. cér. (from cbeer. ] Cheerfully. CHEVALIER.S. A knight. Shakeſp .
CHEVAUX de Friſe. Ş. A piece of timber tra
CHTERY... rom cher.) Gay ; [prightly .Gay.
veried with wooden ipikes, pointed with iroa,
CHLESE . J. Cyre, Sar A kind of food made
five or fix feet long, uſed in detending • pal.
press the curd ofmilk . Shakesp.
ſage ; a turnpike, or tourniquet. Chcombers.
CHEESECAKE / (from cbeeſe and cake.) A CHÈVEN . S.(chevefne,Fr.] A river tiſh ; the
aremade of loft cards , ſugar and butter . Prior.
fame with chub.
CHE ESE MONGER S- (fromcbeeje andmenger.) CHEVERIL . L. [cheverou, Fr.) A kid ; kid
leather. Shakejp.
One to deals in cheele . Ber . Jenson ,
CHE ESEVAT.S. ( from cheeſe and oa?. ) The CHE VISANCE .J.[cheviſance,Fr. ]Enterprize ;
Fan case in which the cards are preſſed in atchievement. Spenſer:
to see. Glasoitk .
CHE’V RON.S.(French.) One of the honourable
CHEESY. e . Hasing the nature or form of ordinaries in heraldry . li repreſents two rat
crede, årbait sot.
ters of a houſe, fet up as they ought to ſtand .
Harris
CHLY.L. (stela, Lat.) The claw of a ſhell
TO CHEW . v.a. ( ceopýan, Sax.) ! . To grind
T: CHORISH
9.2 . [cberir , Fr. ) To ſupport ;
with the teeth ; to mafticare. Dryden , Arbuth .
l; to purſe up Tillerſon.
2. To meditate ; or ruminate in the thoughtı.
CHL RISHER . f. ( trorn oberiß .) An encou
Prior . 3. To talte without ſwallowing. Bacon .
fapporter
Sprat
12?; a
.
.
TO CHEW. v. n. To champ upon ; lo rumi
CHERISHMENT / ( from chenſ .] Encourage
nate. Pope.
comfort. Spenjer.
CHICA'NE. S. (chicane, Fr.) 1. The art of
( HIDR; Yapport ;
F.
crafu
Fr.
(cerife,
protrading a conteft by artifice . Locke.
s,
COURRY - TREE .
Artifice in general. Priw .
} Lal.) A tree and fruit.
TOCHICANE.0 . n .(cbicaper , Fr.) To prolong
CAPRY. a. Reſembling i therry in colour. a conteſt by tricks.
CHICA NEÁ . 1. [ chicanear, Fr.) A petry fo
CHERYDAY . Laurel.
phifter; wrangler. Locke.
CHERYCHEEKED . a. ( from cberry and CHICANERY. f. (obicanerie, Fr. ) Sophiftry ;
wrangle. Arbutbist ,
to Maig ruddycheeks. Congreve.
CHERRYPIT.J. A child's play , in which they CHICK.
31. ( cicen, Sax . kiecken , Dutch .)
w cherry tones into a imall hole, Stakejp. CHICKENS 1. The young of a bird , par
CHARSISE SE S. ( yöskursos.) A péninſula.
ticularly of a hen , or ſmallbird. Davies, Hale,
CHERT. I.(from quaria, German .) a kind of Squifi. 2. A word of tenderneſs. ShokejP: 3 .
z. W dward
A term for a young girl. Swift.
CREDES
SOJA ceterial ſpirit , which , CHICKENHEARTED .2.Cowardly ; fearful.
192bit archy, is placed next in order to the Spenſer.
em Calma , Prir .
CHICKENPOX . ſ. An exanthenatous
CHERCEICK . c.[From oberxb. ) Angelick ; The
diftemper
16.21.17 1o the cherubim . M.115 *.
CHICKLING / ( from chick .) A finall chicken .
CHERCEIM... from berub.]Angelical. Stck,
CHICK

CHI
CHI
CHICKPEAS.J. (from chick and pea.) An herb. CHI'LDLIKE. c. [ child and like .) Becoming or
beſeeming a child. Hooker .
CHICKWEED .) . A plant. Wijeman .
To CHIDE . v . a. preter . ched or chode, part. CHILIAD . f. [ from xonias.] A thouſand.
Holder.
chid or chidden , [ cidan, Sax . ) 1. To re
prove. Waller . 2. To drive away with re- CHILIA'EDRON.S . ( from Xina.) A figure of
a thouſand ſides. Locke.
proof. Shakeſp. 3. To blame ; to reproach .
Prior .
CHILL. a. (cele, Sax . ) 1. Cold ; that which is
To CHIDE . v. n. 1. To clamour ; to ſcold.
cold to the touch . Milton. 2. Having the fen
Swift. 2. To quarrel with . Shakeſp. 3. To
ſation of cold . Rowe 3. Depreſſed ; deject
ed ; diſcouraged.
make a noiſe. Shakeſp .
CHIDER . F. ( from chide.) A rebuker ; a re- CHILL. S. ( from the adjective.] Chilneſs ;
cold. Derbam.
prover. Shakeſp.
CHIEF . a. (chef, the head , Fr. ) 1. Principal ; To CHILL . v . a. (from the adjective.] 1. T.
make cold. Dryden, Creech . 2. To depreſs ;
moſt eminent Kings. 2. Eminent ; extra
to deject. Rogers. 3. To blaſt with cold .
ordinary. Prooerbs. 3. Capital ; of the firſt
Blackmor
e,
order, Locke.
CHIEF. S. [ from the adjective.) A commander ; CHILLINESS L. ( from chilly.) A ſenſation of
ſhivering cold . Arbuthner.
a leader. Milton , Pope.
CHI'LLY. a. Somewhat cold . Philips.
CHI'EFLESS . a . Without a head. Pope.
CHI'EFLY. adv . ( from chief.) Principally; e- CHILNESS./.Coldneſs; wantofwarmth.Bacer,
minently ; more than common. Dryden.
CHIMB. f. [kime, Dutch .) The end of a bar
CHI'EFRÍE . . (from chief ] A ſmall rent paid
rel or tub.
CHIME.ſ. (chirme, an old word.] 1. The con
to the lord paramount. Spenſer.
ſonant or harmonick ſound of many corre
CHI’EFTAN I. ( from chief.) 1. A leader ; a
fpondent inſtruments. Ben . Jobafon. 2. The
commander. Spenſer. 2. The head of a clan.
Davies.
correſpondence of ſound. Dryden. 3. The
CHIE'VANCE . . Traffick in which money is ſound of bells ftruck with hammers. Shakeſp.
4. The correſpondence of proportion or re
extorted ; as diſcount. Bacon.
CHILBLAČIN . S. ( from chill, cold, and blair.)
lation. Grew ,
TO CHIME . v . m. (from the noun.] 1. To
Sores made by froſt. Temple.
ſound in harmony. Prior. 2. To correſpond
CHILD. S. in the plural CHILDREN . ( cild ,
in relation or proportion. Locke. 3. To agree ;
Sax.) 1. An infant, or very young perſon.
to fall in with. Arbuthnol. 4. To ſuit with ;
Dexbam, Wake. 2. One in the line of filia
to agree. Locke. 5. To jingle ; to clatter .
tion, oppoſed to the parent. Addiſon. 3. A
Smi:b.
4. Any thing, the pro
Shakeſp.
girl child.
duct
or effect
of anothe
r. Shakeſp. 5. To be To CHIME . v.a. 1. To make to move, or
with Child. To be pregnant .
frike, or ſound harmonically. Dryden. 2. To
To CHILD. v . n . ( from the noun.) To bring
Atrike a bell with a haminer .
CHIME'RA.
I. ( chimera, Lat. ) A vain and
children. Shakeſp. Arbuthnet .
wild fancy. Dryden.
CHILDBEARING. Particip. The act of bear
CHIME'RICAL. a. ( from cbimæra .] Imagina
ing children . Miltox .
CHILDBED . S. The ſtate of a woman bringing
ry ; fantaſtick . Spectator .
CHIME’RICALLY. adv. ( from chimerical.)
a child . Arburbner.
CHI'LDBIRTH. /: [from child and birib.] Tra
Vainly ; wildly.
CHI'MINAGE .' S. ( from chemin .] A toll for
veil ; labour. Sidney, Dryden.
pariage through a forest. Cowell.
CHILDED. a. Furniſhed with a child . Shakeſp.
CHILDERMAS DAY. ( from child and maſs.] CHIMNEY. ). (cheminée, Fr.] 1. The pal
The day on which the feaſt of the holy In
ſage through which the ſmoke aſcends from
the fire in the houſe. Swift. 2. The turret
nocents is ſolemnized. Carew .
raiſed above the roof of the houſe, for convey.
CHILDHOOD. /. ( from child.] 1. The ſtate
of infants ; the time in which we are child
ance of the ſmoke. Shakeſp. 3. The fire- place.
Raleigh.
ren. Rogers. 2. The time of life between
infancy and puberty . Arbuthnot . 3. The CHIMNEY-CORNER . S. The fire- fide ; the
place of idlers. Denham .
properties of a child. Dryden.
CHI'LDISH. a. ( from child .] 1. Trifiing , CHIMNEYPIECE.S. (irom obimney and piece.)
ignorant ; fimple. Bacon . 2. Becoming only
The ornamental piece round the fire -place.
children ; trivial ; puerile. Sidney, Milton,
Swift.
CHIMNEYSWEEPER . f. [from chimney and
Rajcommon.
CHILDISHLY. ado. [ from cbildib.) lo a
jweeper .) One whole trade it is to clean foul
chimnies of foot. Shakeſp.
childiſh triling way . Hooker, Hayward.
CHILDISHNESS. j. [ from childib . ] 1. Pue - CHIN. 1. (cinne, Sax.] The part of the face
rility ; triflingaeis. Locke. 2. Harmletineſs.
beneath the under lip . Sidney, Dryden.
CHINA.S . ( from Chira .) China ware ; porce
Sharejp.
CHILDLESS. a . [ from shiu .] Without child
lain ; a ipeciesof veſſels made in China, dim.
ly transparent. Pope.
red. Bacon, Milton,
CHINA

CHI

CHO

The fuseet orange. CHITCHAT.S.(frorasbar.)Prattle; idle prate.
Spectator .
CHINA-ROOT.ſ.A pedicinal root, brought CHITTERLINGS.S.[from ſcbyterlingh,Dut.)
The guts .
10 China
CHINCULGH 1 (kiscica , to pact, Dut. and CHITTY. 2.(from chir.) Childiſh ; like a baby .
A rioles asd convulave cough. Floger. CHIVALROUS. C. ( from sbivalry.) Relating
CHINE I. stix, Pr .) 1. Tibe part of the to chivalry ; koightly ; warlike. Sperler .
tack , is sich be back bone is found. Sidney. CHIVALRY . S. ( coeuclerie, Fr.) i . Knight
: A veces the back of an ani.dal. Stekelp.
bood ; a military dignity. Bacen. 2 . The
T: CHINE. 5... To cat into chises. Drydes .
qualifications of a knight; as valour. Shakeſp.
CHINK ICs, to gape , Sax ) A ſmall aper
3. The general lyitem of knighthood. Dryden.
ta:2 : 33 . Bacıs, Swift,Sestb.
4 An adventure; an exploit. Sidney. 5. The
body or order of knights. Shakeſp. 6. ( In law.)
T» CHINÄ 9. e . To take to as to make a
buat Pope
A tenure of land by knight's ſervice. Cowell.
T. CHINX 9. 2. To found by ſtriking each CHIVES. S: [cite, Pr . ) 1. The threadsor fila
ments rifing in flowers, with ſeeds at the end.
CHI NKY.
on cbisk .) Full of holes ; Ray. 2. Aſpecies of ſmall onion . Skinner .
CHLORO'SIS. f. [from Xtip3 , green.) The
CHINTS. ſ. Cloth of cotton made in India. green -lickneſs.
To CHOAK . See CHOKE.
CETOPPINE L. A high ſhoe, formerly worn CHOCOLATE. ſ. (chocolate, Span.) 1. The
by her. Cossig.
nut of the cocoa -tree. 2. The mais made by
CHIP, CE1A , ĆErPSG , in the names of grinding the kernel of the cocoa-nut, to be
ditTolved in hot water. 3. The liquor made
paces, saply amasket. Gibjos.
To CHIP & 6. ( from chop.) To cut into ſmall by a ſolution of chocolate . Arburbasi, Pepe.
CHOCOLATE-HOUSE.S.(cbocolateand bouſe.)
CHIP Fron the verb .) A ſmall piece taken
A houſe where company is entertained with
chocolate . Tatler.
Enaceag istrament. Tayler .
CHATTING. 1. A fragment cut off. Mortimer. CHODE. The old preterite from chide. Geneles.
CEIRA CRICAL. c. Istiregra , Lat.) Having CHOICE.S.(cbeix,Fr.) 1. The a& of chooſing;
tepasste band . Brex.
election. Dryden. 2. The power of chooſing ;
CHPGRAPHER. f. [yo , she hand, yzámo , election. Hooker, Grew . 3. Care in chooſing ;
curiolity of diſtinction . Bacon . 4. The thing
20ore ) He that exerciſes writing. Baces,
CHIEU GRAPHIST .ſ. Chirographer.
choſen. Milton , Prior. 5. The beſt part of
CHIKUGRAPHY. J. The art of writing:
any thing, Hesker. 6. Several things propoſed
CHI KCMANCER.J. Ope that foretels future
as objects of election. Stakeſp ..
CHOICE. c . [cbeifi, Fr.) 1. Šeleat; of extra
te bespeciag the hand. Dryder .
CEROMANCY .j. Ires,the hant, and wastes,
ordinary value. Guardian. 2. Chary; frugal;
ei Tbe artof toretelling the events careful. Taylor.
CHOICELESS. e. ( from choice.) Without the
specting the band. Brown.
TOCHRE S... Transbaer sp .) To make a power of chooſing. Hammond.
serisc.ie, as birds. S.drez .
CHOICELY.ede . ( from cbeice.] 1. Curiouſy ;
with exact choice. Shakeſp. 2. Valuably ;
T.CHIR ? ...(cbuer ap.) To make cheer
excellently. Walton.
Thevoice of birds or inſects. Spe atur. CHOʻICENESS . S.(from cbeice.) Nicety ; par
(
cicular value. Exelya.
CERPER J. From ebapp .) One that chirps.
T.CHIRE .... (ceoruan, Sax .) To cooe as CHOIR . Š. (cberus, Lat.) 1. An aſſembly or
band of Gingers. Waller. 2. The fingers in
CHE RGÉONS Primo ]Opethat cures divine worſhip. Shakeſp. 3. The part of the
inzeroalmedici
113m , sa ba
nes, but out
church where the lingers are placed. Shakeſp.
31.25ccions . A largeon. Souib.
To CHOKE. 9. e. ( aceocan, Sax .) 1. To ſuf
CHIRURGERY, J. (from chirurgeon.)The art focate. Waller. 2. To ſtop up ; to block up
a paſſage. Chopnan . 3. To hinder by ob
trise
re by czternal applications. Sidrey,
fruction. Shakeſp. Davies. 4. To ſuppreſs.
EXPPGICAL / 4. 1. Having qualities uſe- Stakejp. 5. To overpower. Luke, Dryden.
CERCRGICK $ fol in outward applica- CHOKË. ). The filamentous or capillary part
Linge assuts . Mertiser . 2. Manual in ge
of an artichoke.
CHOKE -PEAR. S. [ from cbske and peer. ) 1 .
CONSEL / cuts, Fr.) As inſtrument with
A rough harth unpalatable pear. 2. Any far
Credo it.be is pased away. Wotton . eaſm that ſtops the mouth. Clarifa.
TowCruise
idtL.hs. c. from thenoun.) To cut A CHƠKER. T. ( from cboke. ) 1. One that
chokes . 2. One that puts another lo bience.
CHIT , ist :cs, little, Spanim .) 1. A child ;! 3. Any thing that cannot beanſwered.
i. The fhock of corn from the end of CÁOʻKÝ. a. ( from cboke.] That which has the
1
Dena Martinit . 3. A freckle.
power of ſuffocation
i : Chils. a. To iproct. Mortiser .
CHO
CHIX4-ORANGE
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CHOʻLAGOGUES. S. [xóa, bile.) Medicines / CHORION . S. [xwşeir, to contain . The onto
ward membrane that enwraps the fætus.
whichhave the power of purging bile.
CHOʻLER . S. (cbolera, Lat . from xoan.] 1 CHORISTER . £. [from chorus.) 1. A finger
in the cathedrals; a ſinging boy. 2. A finger
The bile. Wotton. 2. The humour, ſuppoſed
to produce irafcibility. Shakejp. 3. Anger ; in a concert. Spenſer, Ray.
GRAPHER .' . xms , and reá or .)
CHORO
rage. Shakeſp. Prior.
CHO'LERICK. a. ( cholericus, Lat.)
A
He that deſcribes particular regions or coun
bounding with choler. Dryden. 2. Angry :
tries.
irafcible. Arbeibnot. 3. Offenſive. Sidney, CHOROGRAʼPHICAL. a. Deſcriptive of par
ticular regions . Raleigh.
Raleigh.
CHOʻLERICKNESS .S.( from cholerick .] An- CHOROGRAPHICALLY. adv. In a choro
graphical manner.
ger ; iraivibility ; peevilhneis.
TO CHOOSE . v. a . I choſe, I have choſen or CHORO'GRAPHY. f. The art of deſcribing
To
particular regions,
chole . [ choifir, Fr. ceosan, Sax . ) 1 .
take by way of preference of ſeveral things CHORUS. ſ. (chorus, Lat.) 1. A number of
offered. Stakejp. 2. To take ; not to refule.
Singers; a concert. Dryden , Pepe. 2. The
Sauib. 3. To ſelect ; to pick oun of a oum
perſons who are ſuppoſed to behold what
ber. Samael. 4. To elect for eternal happi
paſſes in the acts of a tragedy . Shakeſp. 3
The long between the acts of a tragedy. 4.
nels ; a term of theologians.
Verſes
CHOOSE
,
To
the
have
.
.
power
of
. v
of a ſong in which the company join
TO
the finger.
choice . Hicoder , Tillatfor .
CHOOSER . !. ( froin chofe .) He that has the CHOSE . The preter tenſe, from To chooſe.Dryd.
pawer of ckooling; elector.Drayton,Hammond, CHOSEN. The participle paflive, from Ta
chooſe. Shakeſp.
To CHOP. v. & . (kapper, Duich ; couper ; Fr. )
1. To cut with a quick blow. Shakeſp. 2. CHOUGH.S. (ceo, Sax.) A bird which frequents
To devour eagerly . Dryden. 3. To mince ; the rocks by the ſea. Bacon .
lo cut into ſmall pieces. Micah. 4. To break CHOULE. /. The crop of a bird. Brown.
into chinks. Shakeſp .
To CHOUSE ..v . a . To cheat ; to trick. Swifi.
To CHOP. v. 3. 1. To do any thing with a A CHOUSE.S . 1. A bubble ; a tool. Hudibras,
quick motion . Bacon. 2. To light or happen
2. A trick or ſham .
CHRISM./ [ xeichra, an ointment.) Unguent ;
upon any thing.
or unction. Hammond,
TO CHOP. v . a . [ceapan, Sax .) 1. To pur
chale; generally by way oftruck. Bacon , 2. CHRI'SOM . /. (See Chrism .] A child that
dies within a month after its birth . Grount.
To pat any thing in the place of another. Hu
TO CHRISTEN . a . ( christnian, Sax.] 1. To
dibras. 3. To bandy; to altercate. Bacen .
baptize ; to initiate into chriſtianity by water.
CHOP. . (from the verb.) 1. A piece chop
ped off. Baron. 2. A ſmall piece of meat.
2. To name ; to denominate . Burnei.
CHRI'STENDOM . f. (from Chriſt and dan .)
King. 3. A crack or cleft. Baccr.
CHOP-HOUSE. J. { crop and bouje.) A mean The collective body of chriſtianity.Hacker.
CHRISTENING . L. ( from the verb .] The ce
houle of entertainmeni. Spectator .
CHOPIN , S. ( Fr.] 1. A French liquid mea
remony of the firſt initiation into chriſtianity.
Bacon.
ſure, coctaining nearly a pint of Winchelter.
2. A term uled in Scotland for a quart of CHRISTIAN . S. (Chriſtianus,Lat. )A profeſſor
wine meaſure.
of the religion of Chriſt. Tilleilan.
CHOPPINC . particip . a. An epithet frequent- CHRISTIAN. a . Profefſing the religion of
Chriſt . Shakeſp.
ly applied to infants, by way of commenda
CHRISTIAN -NAME. f. The name given at
tinn . Fenton .
CHOPPING -KNIFE. S. ( chop and knife.) Al the font, diftin & t from the gentilicious game,
or ſurname
knite with which cooks mince their meat.
CHRI'STIANISM . S. [ chriſtianifmus, Lat ) 1 .
Siuney.
CHOʻPPY . a. (from chep .] Full of holes or , The cbriftian religion. 2. The nations pro
felling christianity.
cracks. Shakeſp .
CHOPS. L. (from chaps.] i The mouth of a CHRISTIANITY.S . [chretien :è, Fr.] The re
beaft. L'Flirange. 2. The mouth of any ligion of chriſtians. Addiſon .
thing in a familiar language.
To CHRISTIA'NIZE. v.a. (from cbriftian .)
CHORAL. 9. (from chorus, Lat.) 1. Belonging
To make chriſtian. Dryden.
to a choir. Milton. 2. Singing in a choir. CHRISTIANLY . adv . (from chrißian .) Like
Amburſi
a chriltian.
CHORD . S. [ cbarda, Lat ) 1. The ſtring of a CHRISTMAS. S. [from Chriſt and mals.) The
day on which the nativity of our bleilied Sa
muſical instrument. Milton. 2. A right line ,
viour is celebrated.
which joing the two ends of any, arch of a
circle.
A CHRISTMAS BOX . ſ. A box in which little
To CHORD.v.a. To furniſh with ſtrings. Dryd.
preſents are collected at Chriſtmas. Gay.
CHORDE E./. tromn charda, Lit. ) A contrac- CHRIST'S THORN. F. A plant.
CHROMATICK . a . Exkwua, colour.] 1. Re
ciun of the irzoum of the yard.
lating
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lating to colour. Dryden. 2. Relating to a , CHU'FFILY. adv.Stomachfully. Clariſs.
CHUFFINESS S. [from chuffy. Clownishneſs.
certain ſpecies of ancient mufic. Arburbnot.
CHRONICAL. a. (from xpéro-, time .) A CHU'FFY. a. ( from chuff.) Surly ; fat.
CHRONICK. } chronical diſtemper is of CHUM . S.[ cbem , Armorick.) A chamber fellow .
length . Brouin.
CHUMP. . A thick heavy piece of wood .
Moxon.
CHRONICLE . S. [chronique, Fr.) 1. A regifter
or account of events in order of time. Shakesp. CHURCH F. (cince , Saxan , xupiaxn.] 1. The
collective body of chriſtians. Hoeker . 2. The
2. A hiſtory . Spenfer, Dryden.
TO CHRONICLE.0.0.[from thenoun.] 1. To
body of chriſtians adhering to one particular
form of worſhip. Watts. 3. The place which
record in chronicle, or hiſtory. Spenſer. 2. To
chriſtians conſecrate to the worſhip of God .
regitter ;to record . Shakeſp.
A
1.
Hocker , Shakeſp.
CHRONICLER . f. [from chronicle .)
writer of chronicles. Donne. 2. A hiſtorian. To CHURCH .v. 2. To perform with any one
Rokigh .
the office of returning thanks, after any lignal
CHRONOGRAM. S. [ révos, and ypápu.) An
deliverance, as childbirch .
inſcription including the date of any action. CHURCH -ALE. f. [ from church and ale.) A
CHRONOGRAMMA'TICAL . a. Belonging to
wake , or feat, commemoratory of the dedi
cation of the church . Carew .
a chronogram .
CHRONOGRAMMATIST. S. A writer of CHURCH -ATTIRE . S. The babit in which
chronograms .
men officiate at divine ſervice. Hooker .
CHRONOLOGER . f. ( apéro;, and accos, doc- CHURCH -AUTHORITY.S.Ecclefiaftical pow
tripe .) He that ſtudies or explains the ſcience
er ; fpiritual juriſdiction. Atterbury.
CHURCHMAN . . ( church and man .) 1. An
of computing paſt time . Helder.
CHRONOLOGICAL.. a . ( from chronology.] Re
eccleſiaſtic ; a clergyman. Clarendox. 2. An
adherent to the church of England .
lating to the doctrine of time. Hale.
CHRONOLO'GICALLY. adv . ( from chronolo- |CHURCH -WARDERS. S. Oficers yearly cho
gical ] In a chronological manner ; according
ſen, to look to the church , churchyard , and
to the exaa ſeries of time.
ſuch things as belong to both ; and to obſerve
CHRONOLOGIST. S. One that ſtudies or ex
the behaviour of the pariſhioners. Cowell,
Spenſer.
plains time. Locke.
CHRONO LOCY. S. [ xpóvos, time, and hópos, CHURCHYARD. S. The ground adjoining to
doctrine.) The ſcience of computing and ad
the church, in which the dead are buried ;
jufting the periods of time. Prier.
cemetery . Bacon , Pope.
A'CHRONOMETER. f. [ xzóros and pérgov.] CHURL.) [ ceopl, Saxon .) 1. A ruſtick ; a coun
An inſtrument for the exact menſuration of tryman. Dryden. 2. A rude , ſurly , ill-bred
man. Sidney. 3. A miſer ; a niggard. Shakeſp.
time . Derbam .
CHRY'SALIS . S. (from xputos, gold.) Aurelia, CHURLISH. 6. ( from churl.) 1. Rude; brutal;
or the firit apparent change of the maggot of harſh ; auftere ; uncivil. Waller. 2. Selfiſh ;
ang fpecies of inſects. Chambers.
avaricious. 1 Sam . 3. Uopliant ; croſſgrained ;
CHRY SOLITE.l. lepósos, and 1.905.] A
unmanageable. Bacon, Mortimer. 4. Iatracta
precious ſtone o : a duſky green, with a caſt of
ble ; vexatious. Crafbaw .
yellow. Woedevard.
CHURLISHLY. ada. (from churlij ..] Rudely ;
CHRYSO PRASUS . . (xpuros, and prafus,
brutally . Howel.
green ) A precious itone of a yellow colour, CHU'RLISHNESS. S. [ from churliſb .) Bruta
lity ; ruggedneſs of manner . Ecclus.
approaching to green, Rev. xxi. 20 .
CHUB. f . [ from cop, a great head.) A river fiſh . CHÚRME.S. A confuſed found ; a noiſe . Bacon .
The chevin . Walton .
A CHURN . S. The veſſel in which the batter is,
CHUBBED . a. ( from chub.) Big-headed like a
by agitation, coagulated. Gay.
chub .
To CHURN . v.a. (kernen , Dutch.] 1. To de
TO CHUCK. w... To make a noiſe like a hen . gitate or ſhake any thing by a violent motion .
TO CHUCK. V.8 . 1. To call as a hen calls her
Dryden. 2. To make butter by agitating the
milk. Proverbs, Bacon.
Foung. Dryden. 2. To give a gentle bicw un
der the chin . Congreve.
CHU'RRWORM. S. ( :rom cynn, Saxon .) An
CHUCK . L. 1. The voice of a hen . Temple. 2 .
infect that turns about nimbly ; alled alſo a
fancricket, Skinner ,
A word of endearment. Shakeſp.
CHUCK FARTHING.ſ. A play, at which the CHYLACEOUS...'(from cbyle .] Belonging to
chyle Floyer .
money falls with a chuck inco the hole beneath .
Arbulhnet.
CHYLE. . xuros.) The white juice formed
in the ſtomach by digestion of che aliment.
T. CHUCKLE. v... (ſcheecken, Dutch .) To
Arbuthnor.
laagh vehemen :ly. Prior.
TO CHO'CKLE V. a . ( from chuck . ) 1. TO CHYLIFA'CTION . S. ( from Chyle.) The act
Call as a hen . Dryden. 2. To cocker ; to foodle.
or proceſs of making cbyle in the body.
Arbuthnot,
Dryden.
CHYLIFACTIVE. «. Having the power of
CHUET . S Forced meat. Bacon.
making chyle.
CHUPF . ;. Ablunt clown. L'Efirange.
R
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CHYLOPOETICK. 6. (xúxos , and motiv .) Hav- CINERATION. S. [from cineres, Lat.) The
reduction of any thing by fire to aſhes.
ing the power, of forming chyle. Arbuthnot.
CHY'LOUS . a . (from chyle.] Conſiſting of chyle. CINERITIOUS . a. (cinéricius, Lat.) Having
Arbuthnoi.
the form or ſtate of aſhes. Cheyne.
CHY'MICAL ? a. ( chymicus, Lat.) 1. Made CINE'RULENT. a. Full of aſhes.
CHYMICK
by chymiſtry. Dryden. 2. Re- CINGLE. J. [ cingulum , Lat.) A girth for a
horfe.
lating to chymiſtry. Pcpe.
CHYMICALLY. adv. [from chymical.] In a CINNABAR. S. [cinnabaris, Lat. ] Cinnabar is
native or tactitious ; the factitious cinnabar is
chymical manner.
cles of mercury
CHYMIST. S. (See CHYMISTRY.] A profeſſor called vermillion. The
of chymistry ; a philosopher by fire. Pope.
uniting with the particles of ſulphur, by ſub
CHY'MISTRY. J. Philoſophy by fire. Arbuthnot. limation, compole cinnabar. ' Woodward,
New10n.
CIBA'RIOUS. a . ( cibarius, Lat.] Relating to
food.
CINNABAR of Antimony, is made of mercury ,
CIBOL. f. [ ciboule, Fr.) A ſmall ſort of onion .
ſulphur, and crude antimony .
Mortimer.
CINNAMON . F. [ cinnamomuin, Lat.) The fra
CICATRICE.or CICATRIX.S.[cicatrix ,Lat.) grant bark of a low tree in the iſland of Cey
1. The ſcar remaining after a wound.Shakeſp. lon. Chambers.
CINQUE. 1. ( French .) A five.
2. A mark ; an impreffure . Shakeſp .
CICATRISANT. ). (from cicatrice.] An ap- CINQUE-FOIL . 1. (cinque feuille ,Fr.) A kind
of five leaved clover.
plication that induces a cicatrice .
CICATRI'SIVE . 0. [from cicatrice.] Having CINQUE-PACE . S: (cinque pas, Fr.) A kind of
grave dance. Shakeſp.
the qualities proper to induce a cicatrice .
CICATRIZATION.S. (from cicatrice.] 1.The CINQUE-PORTS.M.(cinque ports, Fr.) Thoſe
havens that lie towards France. The cinque
act of healing the wound. Harvey. 2. The
ports are Dover, Sandwich , Rye, Haſtings,
ſtate of being healed , or kinned over.
To CICATRIZE . v . a . ( trom cicatrix .] To Winchelſea, Rumney , and Hithe; ſome of
which , as the number exceeds five, muft have
apply ſuch medicines to wounds, or ulcers , as
been added to the firſt inſtitution. Cowell.
ſkin them . Quincy .
CINQUE
-SPOTTED . a . Having five ſpots.
.CICELY. J. A ſort of herb.
Shakeſp:
CICHORACEOUS. a . [cichorium ,Lat.) Having
CION . J. ( fron , or ſcion, Pr.] 1. A ſprout ; a
the qualities of fuccory. Fleyer.
Shoot from a plant. Shakeſp . Howel. 2. The
To CICURATE, v. á. To came ; to reclaim
from wildneſs, Brown,
Toot engrafted on a ſtock . Bacon.
CICURATION. S. The act of taming or re- CIPHER.S. (chifre, Fr. cifra, low Lat.) 1. An
arithmetical character, by which ſome number
claiming from wildneſs. Ray.
CI'DER . (cidre, Fr. fidera , Ital.) 1. Liquor
is noted ; a tigure. 2. An arithmetical mark,
made of the juice of fruits preſſed. Bacon . 2 .
which , ſtanding for nothing itſelf, increaſes
The juice of apples expreſſed and fermented.
the value of the other figures. Souib. 3. Ao
intertexture of letters. Pope. 4. A character
Philips.
in general . Raleigh. 5. A ſecret or occult
CI'DERIST. S. A maker of cider. Mortimer.
CIDERKIN , S. ( from cider.] The liquor made manner of writing, or the key to it. Dorre.
of the groſs matter of apples, after the cider To CIPHER . V. n . ( from the noun.) To prac
tiſe arithmetick. Arbuthnot.
is preſſed out . Mortimer.
CIERGE. S. (French.) A candle carried in pro- To CI PHER. v.a. To write in occult charac
ceflions.
ters. Hayward.
CILIARY. a. ( cilium , Lat.) Belonging to the To CI'RCINATE. v. a . ( circino, Lat.) To
make a circle. Baily .
eyelids . Ray.
CILICIOUS.a .( from cilicium , hair-cloth, Lat .) CIRCINATION. 1. An orbicular motion .
CIRCLE. S. ( circulus, Lat .) . 1. A line con
Made of hair. Brown.
tinued till it ends where it begun. Locke. 2 .
CIME’LIARCH. . [ from resundcapxms.) The
chief keeper of things of value belonging to a
The ſpace included in a circular line. 3. A
church . Diet.
round body ; an orb . Iſaiah. 4. Compaſs ; in
CIMETER. f. [cimitarra , Span . ). A fort of cloſure. Shakeſp. 5. An aſſembly ſurrounding
the principal perfon . Pepe. 6. A company .
ſword ; ſhort and recurvated. Dryden.
CINCTURE. S. [ cinctura, Lat.) 1. Something Addiſon . 7. Any feries ending as it begins.
worn round the body. Pope. 2. An incloſure. Bacon, Dryden. ' 8. An inconcluſive form of
argument, in which the foregoing propofition
Bacon. 3. A ring or lift at the top or bottom
of the ſhaft of a column. Chambers,
is proved by the following, and the following
CI'NDER . C. [ cendre, Fr.) 1. A maſs ignited
interred from the foregoing. Watts. 9. Cir
and quenched. Waller. 2. A hoc coal that has
cumlocution ; indirect torn of words. Fletcher ,
ceaſed to flame. Swift..
10. Circles of the German Empire. Such
1
provinces and principalities as have a right to
CI'NDER -WENCH . SA woman whole trade
be prelent at diets.
: is to take in heaps of alhes, Arbuibner,
To CIRCLE. v. a. [ from the noun.) To more
round
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rounding any thing. Newton . 2. The ſpace
round any thing. Bacon. 2. To incloſe ; to
incloſed in a circle, Milion . 3. The eternal
ſurround. Prior. 3. To confiné; to keep to
gecher . Digby.
part of an orbicular body . Newton. 4. An orb ;
TO CIRCLE .v . n. To move circularly . Pope.
a circle . Milton .
CIRCLED . a. Having the form of a circle ; To CIRCUMFERENCE v.a. To include in a
round . Shakeſp.
circular space, Brown.
CIRCLET. S. ( from circle.) A circle ; an orb . CIRCUMFERENTOR . S. ( from circumfero .]
Pepe.
An inſtrument uſed in ſurveying, for meaſur
CIRCLING. parti. a. Circular; round. Millo
ing angles . Chambers.
CIRCUIT . . ( circuit , Fr. circuitus, Lat.) 1. CIRCUMFLEX. S. {circumflexus, Lat. ) A11
The act of moving round any thing . Davies. accent uſed to regulate the pronunciation of
2. The ſpace incloſed in a circle. Milion. 3. ſyllables, including or participating of the a
Space ; extent ; meaſured by travelling round. cute and grave. Holder .
Heeker. 4. A ring; a diadem. Shakeſp. s . The CIRCUMFLUENCE.ſ. Anincloſure ofwaters.
CIRCUMFLUENT . 0. (circumfluens, Lat. )
viſitation of the judges for holding affizes.
Flowing round any thing. Pope.
To CIRCUIT.v . . To move circularly.Philips.
CIRCUITEʻER. S. One that travels a circuit . CIRCUMFLUOUS. a. (ctrcumfluus, Lat.) En
Pepe.
vironing with waters. Milion , Pepe.
CIRCUITION . S. ( circuitio, Lát.] 1. The aq CIRCUMFORANEOUS. a. ( circumforaneus,
round
going
of
any thing. 2. Compaſs ; maze
Lat . ) Wandering from houſe to houſe ,
of argument; comprehenſion.Hooker.
To CIRCUMFUSE . v. a. ( circumfufus, Lat.]
CIRCULAR . G. ( circularis, Lat. ) 1. Round,
To pour round. Bacon.
like a circle ; circumſcribed by a circle CIRCUMFU'SILE. a. ( circum and fuflis, Lat.)
Spenſer, Addiſon. 2.Succefſive to itſelf; always
That which may be poured round any thing.
returning. Rofcommer. 3. Vulgar ; mean ; cir
Pope.
cumforaneous. Dennis. 4. Circular Letter. CIRCUMFU'SION. S. The act of ſpreading
round .
A letter directed to ſeveral perſons, who have
the ſame intereſt in ſome common affair. 5. To CIRCUMGYRATE. v. a. ( circum and
CIRCULAR Sailing, is that performed on the gyrus, Lat.) To roll round. Ray.
CIRCUMGYRA'TION ./ (from circumgyrale.)
arch of a great circle.
CIRCULAR'ITY.S. (from circular .) A circular The act of running round.
form . Browor.
CIRCUMJACENT. a. [ circumjacens, Lat.]
CIRCULA'RLY. adv. ( from circular.] 1. In
Lying round any thing.
form of a circle. Burnet. 2. With a circular CIRCUMITION. J. ( circumeo, Lat.] The act
mocion , Dryden.
of going round.
To CI'RCULATE. v. r . ( from circulus.) TO CIRCUMLIGATION.S. [circumligo, Lat.) 1 .
move in a circle . Denbam .
The act of binding round. 2. The bond with
To CI'RCULATE . v . e. To put about.
which any thing is encompaſſed.
CIRCULATION .). ( from circulare.] 1. Motion CIRCUMLOCUTION.S. (circumlocutio,Lat.)
ja a circle. Burnet. 2. A ſeries in which the
! A circuit or compaſs ofwords ; periphraſis.
L'Eſtrange.
fame order is always obſerved, and things al
ways return to the ſame ſtate. Swift. 3. A CIRCUMMU'RED . a. ( circum .] Walled round .
Shakeſp.
reciprocal interchange ofmeaning . Hecker.
CIRCULATORY.S.(from circulate.) A chymi. CIRCUMNAVIGABLE. a. That which may
be failed round. Ray.
cal vellel, in which that which riſes from the
vellel on the fire, is collected and cooled in To CIRCUMNAVIGATE. v. a. ( circum and
another fixed upon it , and falls down again .
navigo.) To fail round.
CIRCUMAMBIENCY S. (from circumambi- CIRCUMNAVIGATION . S.The act of ſailing
round . Arbuthnot.
€76. ] The act of encompaſſing. Brown.
CIRCUMAMBIENT. a: ( circum and ambio, CIRCUMPLICATION. S. [circumplico, Lat .)
Lat. ) Surrounding ; encompafling. Wilkins.
1. The act of enwrappiog on every ſide. 2.
The ſtate of being enwrapped.
TO CIRCUMAMBULATE . V. n . (circum and
CIRCUMPOLAR . a . [from circum and polar .]
ambulo, Lat . ) To walk round about. Diet.
Round the pole.
To CIRCUMCI'SE.v.a . ( circumcido, Lat.) To
cut the prepuce, according to the law given CIRCUMPOSITION.S. ( from circum and poſi
to the Jews. Swife.
tion .) The act of placing any thing circularly.
Evelyn.
CIRCUMCISION . S. ( from circumciſe.) The
rite or act of cutting off the foreſkin. Milton. CIRCUMRAʼSION . S. [circumrafo, Lat.) The
TO CIRCUMDUCT. v . a. (circumduco, Lat .]
aft ot thaving or pairing round .
CIRCUMROTATION . S. [ circum and roro,
To contravene ; to nullify . Aylife.
CIRCUMDUCTION . / ( trom circumdu8?.] 1. Lat . ) The act of whirling round like a wheel ,
Nullification ; cancellation. Aylife.2. A lead- TO CIRCUMSCRIBE .v.a. (circum and ſsriba,
Lat . ) i . To incloſe in certain lines or boun
ing about.
CIRCU'MPERENCE.S. [ circumferentia , Lat.) daries. 2. To bound ; to limit ; to confine.
1. The periphery ; the line including and fur
Southern.
CIR
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CIRCUMSCRIPTION./.{circumfcriptio,Lat.) CIRCUMVOLUTION.S.{circumvolutus,Lai. ]
1. The act of rolling round . 2. The thing
1. Determination of particular form or mag
nitude. Ray. 2. Limitation ; confinement
rolled rouad another. Wilkins.
Shakeſp.
CIRCUS.
f. ( circus, Lat. ) An open ſpace
CIRCUMSCRIPTIVE. a .(from circumſcribe.] CIRQUE . } or area for ſports. Sidney, Srilling
Incloſing the ſuperficies. Grew .
feet .
CIRCUMSPECT. a. ( circumfpeélus, Lat. ) CIST . ( cfta, Lat.) A caſe; a tegument ; com
Cautious ; attentive ; watchful. Boyle.
monly the incloſure of a turnour.
CIRCUMSPECTION. S. [irom circumfpe& .) CISTED. a. ( from ciſ .] Incloſed in a cift, or
Watchfulneſs on every lide ; caution ; general
bag .
attention. Clarendon .
CISTERN . S. ( ciſterna, Lat.) 1. A receptacle
CIRCUMSPECTIVE . a. ( circumfpe &tus, Lat.)
of water for domeſtick uſes. Sourb. 2. a reler
Attentive ; vigilant ; cautious . Pope.
voir ; an incloſed fountain. Blackmore. 3. Any
CIRCUMSPECTIVELY . adv. ( irom circum
watry receptacle. Shakeſp.
Jpective.) Cautiouſly ; vigilanıly.
CISTUS. . (Lat. Rockrole .
CIRCUMSPECTLY.av. (from circumspect .) CIT. S. ( contracted from citizen .) An inhabitant
Watchfully ; vigilantly. Ray.
of a city . A pert low towniman. Johajax.
CIRCUMSPE CTNESS. S. [from circumfpeal .) CITADEL. J ( citadelle, Fr.) A fortreſs; a
Caution ; vigilance . Wotton .
calle. Dryden .
CIRCUMSTANCE .S. ( circumftantia, Lat.)
CITAL. ! (from cite.) 1 . Reproof; impeach
Something appendant or relative to fact. Soutb.
ment. Shakeſp. 2. Summopsi citation.
2. Accident ; fomething adventitious . Davies. CITA'TION ). [ria : io, Lat.) 1. Tbe calling
3. Incident ; event. Clarendor. 4. Condition ;
a perfor before the judge. Ayliffe. 2. Quota
ſtate of affairs. Bentley
tion , froin apother author. 3. Thepasſage or
-To CIRCUMSTANCE . v. a. To place in
words quote . I'aits. 4. Enumeration ; men
particular ſituation , or relation to the chings. tion. Harvey.
Donne,
CITATORY. a . [ from To cist ) Having the
CIRCUMSTANT. a. ( circumſans, Lat .) Sur
power or form of citation. ay.iffe.
rounding . Digby.
To CITE. v. a . ( c.16 , Lat.] 1. To ſummon to
CIRCUMSTANTIAL.C .( circumſtantialis, low
anſwer in a court . Milena . 2. To enjuin ; to
Lat. ) 1. Accidental; noi efeotial. South . 2 . call upon another authoritatively. Prior. 3.To
Incidental ; caſual. Donne. 3. Full of imall quote . Hocker .
events ; detailed. Prior .
L. (from cse. ) .. One who cites into
CIRCUMSTANTIA’LITY.S. The appendage CITER.
a court , 2. One who quolfs ; a quoter.
of circumſtances.
Arterbury
CIRCUMSTANTIALLY. adu. ( from circun- CITESS. j ( from cit.) A city woman . Dryden,
flantial.) 1. According to circumttance ; nol | CITHERN. ). [cithara, Lat.) A kind of harp.
eflentially . Glanville. 2. Minutely ; exactly .
Mac.
Broome .
l: . [ritoyen,
Fr.) A ; freeman
of a
To CIRCUMSTANTIATE . v. a. ( from cir CITIZEN.
ciiy . Raleigh
2. A townſman
not a gentle
cumſtance .) 1. To place in particular circuin
man . Shakejp . 3. An inhabitant . Dryder.
ſtances . Bramhall. 2. To place in a particular CITIZEN . 4. Having the qualities of a citizen. 3
condition . Swift.
Shakejp
To CIRCUMVALLATE. v. a. ( circumvallo, CITRINE. a . ( citrinus , Lat. ) Lemon - coloured.
Grow , Flayer.
Lat. ) To inclofe round with trenches or forti
ficacions,
T. (from citrinus, Lat.) ſpecies
CIRCUMVA’LLATION . S. ( from circumval CITRINE
of cyttal of an extremely pure , clear,A and
fine
late, Lat .) 1. The art or act of cafting up
texture, generally free trom flaws and ble
fortifications roand a place. Watts. 2. The
mishes. Our jewellers cut tiones for rings out
fortification chrown up found a place beficged.
of it, which are generaily mistaken for topazes,
Howel.
Hill.
CIRCUMVE'CTION.S. {circumve&tio , Lal } . CITRON TREE. f. [from citrus, Lat.] One
The act of carying round . 2. The state oj
fort, with a pointed truit , is in great eleem .
being carried round .
Millar , Addifer .
To CIRCUMVENT. ~ .2. { circumuenio, Lat .) CITRON -WATER.. Aqua vitæ ,diſtilled with
To deceive ; to cheat . Kn lles.
the rind of citrons. Pore.
CIRCUMVE'NTION . I from circumvent.] 1. CITRUL. I. Pompion .
Fraud; Impofture; cheat ; delusion. South ; CITY.ſ. (cité, Fr ] 1. A large collection of
Collier . 2. Prevention ; pre - occupation. Shakes:
houſes and inhabicants. Temple. 2. In the
TO CIRCUMVEST . w.a. ( circumvejico, Lal.]
Engliſh law. A town corporate , that hath a
Lithop. Cowell . 3. The inhabitants of a certain
To cover round with a garment. Wotten .
CIRCUMVOLA'TION . / loircumvolo, Lat.]
city. Skakelp.
flying
round.
The act of
CITY. a. Relating to the city. Shakeſp .
To CIRCUMVOLVE.9.0.[cirouuvelve,Lat.)] CIVET. /. (civette, Fr. ) A perfume from the
2'o roll round. Glasili
CIVCL ( 2t The cinct, or crct cat , is a little
animal,
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animal, not unlike our cat, excepting that his To CLAMOUR. v . m . To make outeries; to
exclaim ; to vociferate. Shakeſp.
Inout is more pointed, his claws leſs dangerous,
CLAMP. ſ. ( clamp, Fr.) 1. A piece of wood
and his cry differeat. Treveux, Bacon.
joined to another. 2. A quantity of bricks.
CIVICK . a . ( civicus, Lat.) Relating to civil
Mortimer.
hogours; not military. Pope.
CIVIL . a . ( civilis, Lat.) 1. Relating to the com- To CLAMP . v. a. ( from the noun ). Ends of
munity ; political. Hooker, Sprat > 2. Not in tables are commonly clamped. Moxon .
anarchy ; not wild. Refcommer. 3. Not for- CLAN. L. ( klaar , in the Highlands, fignifies
ciga ; ioreftine. Bacon . 4. Not eccleſiaſtical.
children. 1 1. A family ; a race . Milion. 2 .
5. Not natural. 6. Not military. 7. Not A body or ſect of perſons . Swift.
criminal. 8. Civilized ; not barbarous. Spen- CLANCULAR. a . (clancularius, Lat . ) Clan
Jer . 9. Complaiſant ; civilized ; gentle ; well deſtine ; recret. Decay of Piery .
bred. Dryder . 10. Grave ; ſober. Milton. 11. CLANDE'STINE. a. Irlandeſiirus, Lat.) Se
Relating to the ancient conſular or imperial cret ; hidden. Blackmore.
government ; as, civil law .
CLANDE STINELY. adv . (from clandeftir.e.]
CIVI LLAN . S ( cieilis, Lat.) One tbat profeſſes Secretly ; privately . Swift.
the knowledge of the old Roman law . Bacon . CLANG.S. (clangor , Lat.) A ſharp thrill noiſe.
CIVILITY.. (from civil.] 1. Freedom from
Milton , Dryden.
barbarity.Davies.2.Politeneſs;complaiſance ; To CLANG . v. r. ( clango, Lat.) To clatter ;
elegance of behaviour. Clarendon. 3. Rule of to make a loud thrill noiſe. Prior .
CLA'NGOUR . S. ( clangor , Lat. ) A loud Thrill
decency ; practice of politenels.Dryden.
found. Dryden .
To CIVILIŻE.0. a. (from civil ) To reclaim
from ſavageneſs and brutality . Denham .
CLANGOUS. a. ( from clang.] Making a clang.
CIVILIZER ./ (from civilize. Hechatreclaims Brown .
others from a wild and ſavage life. Philips. CLANK . S. ( from clang.) A loud thrill ſharp
noiſe. Spectator .
CI VILLY . adv. ( from civil. ) 1. In a manner
relating to government. Hooker, 2. Politely ; To CLAP. v.a. (clappan, Sax.) 1. To ſtrike
complaiſantly; without rudeneſs. Collier . 3
together with a quick motion. Job. 2. To
add one thing to another. Taylor. 3. To do
Withoutgay or gaudy colours. Bacor.
any thing with a ſudden harty motion . Prior.
CIZE . f. [from incija, Lac.] The quantity of any
thing, with regard to its external form . Grew
4. To celebrate or praiſe by clapping thehands ;
CLACK . S. (klaicher, Germ. to rattle.) 1. Any
to applaud. Dryden. 5. To infect with a ve
nereal poiſon. Wiſeman. 6. To Clap up.
thing that makesa lafting andimportunate
To complete ſuddenly. Howel
noile. Prior. 2. The Clack of a Mill. A
bell that rings when more corn is required to To CLAP. v . R. 1. To move nimbly with a
be put in . Besterior.
noile. Dryden. 2. To enter with alacrity and
TO CLACK . 0.1. ( from the noun.] 1. To make
briſknels upon any thing . Shakeſp. 3. To
a chinking noiſe. 2. To let the tongue run .
Itrike the hands together in applaule. Epiloguc
CLAD. part. pret. Clothed ; inveſted ; garbed .
to Hen . VII .
CLAP.S. (from the verb.) 2. A loud noiſe made
i Kings. Swift.
TO CLAIM . v.a. ( clamer , Fr.) To demand of by fudklen colliſian. Swift. 2. A ſudden of un
rigbt; to require authoritatively. Locke.
expected act ormotion. Swifi. 3. Anexploſion
CLAIM. S. ( from the verb. ) 1. A demand of of thunder. Hakewell. 4. An act of applauſe.
any thing, as due . Dryden. 2. A cicle to any
Addiſon. 5. A venereal infection. Pope. 6 .
privilege or pofleflion in the hands of another.
The netherpart of the beak of a hawk.
Locke. 3. in law . A demand of any thing CLAPPER.S. ( from clap .] 1. One who claps
that is in the pofleflion of another. Cowell.
with his hands. 2. The longue of a bell. Addiſ.
CLAIMABLE. e, That which may be demand-To CLAPPERCLAW.v.a. (from clapper and
ed as due .
claw .] To congue -beat; to ſcold. Shakeſp .
CLAIMANT. f. (from claim. ) He that de- CLARENCEUX, or Cla'RENCIEUX. % The
mands any thing as unjuſtly detained by ano
ſecond king at arms : ſo named from the
ther.
durchy of Clarence.
A CLAIMER . f. ( from claim .] He that makes CLARÉ -OBSCURE.ſ . ( from clarus, bright, and
a demand
obfcurus,Lat. ]Lightand hade in painting. Prior
TO CLAMBER .v. . To climb with difficulty. CLA'RET. !. (clairet, Fr.) French wine.
Starejp. Ray
CLARICORD./ ( trom clarus and chordo,Lat ?
TO CLAMM . v.o. ( clæmian, Sax .) To clog
A muſical intrument in form of a ipinette.
Chambers.
with any glutinous matter.
CL AMMÍNESS. J. ( from clanny.] Viſcolity ; CLARIFICATION. S. [ from clarify.) The act
vilcidity. Maxon.
oimaking any thing clear from impurities.Bac.
CLAMMY a . (trom ro clamm .] Viſcous; gluti- TO CLARIFY. v.a. (clarifier , Fr.) 1 , To pu
rify or clear. Bacon. 2. To brighten ; lo id
nous. Bacon , Addiſon
CLA MOROUS. a . from clamour. ]Vociferous ;
luiniaate. Souch .
boily . Hocker, Swift.
CLARION . F. (clarin, Span.) A trumpet
CLAMOUR. f. ( clamar , Lat.) Outcry ; noiſe ;
Spendu , Pope
CLARITY
exclaggatica ; vociferation. K. Clarks, Addil .
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CLARITY. F. [clarté, Fr. ) Brightneſs; ſplen- A CLAW . S. [clapan , Sax .] 1. The foot of a
beaſt or bird , armed with ſharp nails. Spenſer,
dour. Raleigh.
Garth . 2. A hand, in contempt .
CLA'RY.C. An herb . Bacon ,
To CLASH . v ... klerfen, Dutch ! 1. To make To CLAW . v. a. (clapan, Sax.] 1. To tear
with nails or claws . Shakeſp. 2. To tear or
a noiſe by mutual colliſion. Derhem , Benileg.
ſcratch in general . Hudibras . 3. To tickle .
2. To act with oppofite power, or contrary di
Shakeſp.4. T. Claw off. Toſcold .L'Eſtrange.
rection South , 3. To contradict ; oppoſe.Spect.
TO CLASH . v. &. To ſtrike one thing against CLA'WBACK. S. A flatierer; a wheedler.
another
CLAWED . a. (from claw .] Furniſhed or armed
with claws. Grew .
CLASH . f. 1. A noiſy colliſion of two bodies.
Derb . 2. Oppoſition; contradiction . Atterb . CLAY.S. (clai, Welch. ) Unctuous, and tena
cious earth . Waits.
A CLASP. J. ( obelpe, Dutch ) 1 . A hook to
hold any thing cloſe. Addiſon . 2. Anem. To CLAY. v.a. To cover with clay . Mortimer.
CLAY -COLD. a . Cold as the unanimated earth.
brace . Shakeſp.
Rowe.
To CLASP 0.a. [ from the noun . ] 1. To ſhut
with a claſp. Hooker. 2. To catch and hold CLAY -PIT . A pit where clay is dug. Woodw .
by twining Milton . 3. To incloſe between CLAYEY. Conlisting of clay. Derbam .
the hands . Bacon . 4. To embrace . Smith . CLAYMARL [clay and marl.] A chalky clay.
Mortimer.
5. To incloſe. Shakejp.
CLASPER .
[ from clafp .) The tendrels or CLEAN. a . ( clæne, Sax .) 1. Free from dirt or
filth . Spenſer. 2. Chaſte ; innocent ; guiltleſs.
threads of creeping planıs . Ray.
CLA'SPKNIFE. /. A knife which folds into the
3. Elegant; neat ; not unwieldy ; Inot in
handle.
cumbred. Waller. 4. Not leprous. Leviticus.
CLASS. f. [ from claflis, Lat .) 1 . A rank or CLEAN. adv. Quite ; perfectly ; fully ; com
order of perſons. Dryden . 2 . A number of pletely. Hooker .
boys learning the ſame leſſon. Watis. 3. A TO CLEAN .« . a . To free from dirt. Thomſor.
CLEANLILY. adv. In a cleanly manner.
fet of beings or things. Addifir.
TO CLASS. v.a. To range according to ſome CLEANLINESS. S. ( from cleanly.) 1. Free
faced method ofdiſtribution. Arbuthnot.
dom from dirt or filth. Addifon. 2. Neatneſs
CLASSICAL,or Classick.a. (clafficus,Lat.) of dreſs ; purity. Sidney.
1. Relating to antique authors.Addison ,Felton . CLEANLY. a. ( from clean. ) 1. Free from
2. Of the firſt order or rank . Arbuthnot.
dirtinels ; pure in the perſon . Dryden. 2 .
CLASSICK . S. An author of the first rank .
That which makes cleanlineſs. Prior. 3 .
CLASSIS. !. (Lat.) Order; ſort ; body. Clarend.
Pure ; immaculate. Glanville. 4. Nice ;
artful. L'Ejirange .
TO CLA'TTER . v. 1. ( clatrunze, a rattle,
Sax . ) 1. To make a noiſe by knocking ewo ſo- CLEANLY . adv. (from clear .) Elegantly ;
neatly .
norohis bodies frequently together . Dryden. 2
To utter a noiſe by being ſtruck together. CLE'ANNESS. S. ( from clean .) 1. Neatneſs ;
Knolles. 3. Totalk faſt and idly. Decay of Piety.
freedom from filth . 2. Eaſy exactneſs ; juſt
TO CLATTER. v . a. 1. To ſtrike any thing neſs; natural, unlaboured correctneſs. Dryd.
ſo as to make it ſound. Milton . 2. To dila
3. Purity ; innocence. Pope.
pure, jar, or clamour. Martin.
To CLE'ANSE . v . 0. (clænsian , Sax .) 1. To
A CLATTER . S. ( from the verb .) 1. A rat
free from filth or dirt . Prior. 2. To purify
tling noiſe made by frequent colliſion of fono
from guilt. Proverbs. 3. To free from noxi
rous bodies. Swift. 2. Any tumultuous and
ous humours . Arbuthnos . 4. To free from le
confuſed noiſe. B. Johnſon.
proſy. Mark. 5. To ſcour. Addifon .
CLAVATED . a . ( clavarus, Lat.) Knobbed . A CLEANSER . L. ( clænsere, Sax . ] That
Woodward.
which has the quality of evacuating. Arbuih.
CLA’UDENT. 2. [ elaudens, Lat.) Shutting ; CLEAR . a. (clair, Fr. clarus, Lat.]1. Bright ;
incloſing
tranſpicuous; pellucid; tranſparent; not opa
TOCLAUDICATE.v.n.(claudico, Lat.] Tohalt. cous. Denham . 2. Free from clouds; ſerene ;
CLAUDICATION./. The habitothalting.Die . as a clear day. 3. Without mixture , pure ;
CLAVE . ( The preterite of cleave.)
unmingled . 4. Perſpicuous ; not obſcure ;
CLAVELLATED.a.(clavellatus,lowLat]Made not ambiguous. Temple. 5. Indiſputable ; e
with burot tartar. A chymical term . Arbuthn.
vident ; undeniable. Milton. 6. Apparent ;
manifeſt ; not hid. Hooker. 7. Unipotted ;
CLAVER.S. (clæfr, Sax .] Clover.
CLAVICLE . I. ( clavicula, Lat .) The collar
guiltleſs ; irreproachable. Shakeſp. Pepe. 8 .
bone. Browe, Wiſeman .
Unprepoſſeſſed; impartial . Sidney. 9. Free
CLAUSE. L. (elcujula, Lat .) 1. A fentence ;
from diftreſs, proſecution, or imputed guilt.
a ſingle part of diſcourſe ; a ſubdiviſion of a
Gay. 10. Free from deductions or incumbrance .
larger ſentence . Hooker . 2. An article, or
Collier. 11. Vacant; unobſtructed. Shake/ p .
particular ftipulation.
Pope. 12. Out of debt. 13. Unintangled ;
CLAUSTRAL . a. (from clauftrum , Lat.) Re
at a ſafe diſtance from danger. Shakeſp. 14 .
lating to a cloyſter. Alyliffe.
Canorous; founding diſtinctly. Addijon. 15 .
CLA'USURE.S. (claufura, Lat.] Confinement.
Free ; guiltleſs. Sufan.
Geddes .
CLEAR.

CLE
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CLEAR.cdo. Clean ; quite ; completely . L'Efr. men ſet apart by due ordination for the ſervice
of God. Shakeſp :
TO CLEAR . v. a . i . To make bright ; to
brighren. Dryden. 2. To free from obſcurity. CLERGYMAN.S. A man in holy orders ; not
Boyle. 3. To purge from the imputation of a laick . Swifi.
guilt ; to juſtify. Hayward. 4. To cleaple. CLERICAL. a. [ clericks, Lat.) Relating to the
Shakeſp. 5. To diſcharge; to remove any
clergy. Bacon
incumbrance. Wilkins, Addiſon. 6. To free A CLERK . J. ( cleric , Sax .] 1. A clergyman.
Ayliffe. 2. A ſcholar ; a man of letters. South .
from any thing offenſive. Löcke. 7: To cla
3 : A man employed under another as a writer.
rify ; as to clear liquors. 8. To gain without
deduction . Addifon .
Shakejp. 4. A petty writer in publick offices.
Granville, 5 . The layman who reads the
TO CLEAR. 9. *. 1. To grow bright ; to re
cover tranſparency. Shakeſp. Nerris. 2. To be reſponſes to che congregation in the church,
to direct the reſt.
diſengaged from incumbrances, or entangle
ments. Bacon,
CLE'RKSHIP.S. ( from clerk.) 1. Scholarſhip.
2. The office of a clerk of any kind . Swift.
CLEARANCE.S. A certificate that a ſhip has
CLEVE. At the beginning or end of the proper
been cleared at the cuſtom -houſe .
CLE'ARER . ſ.Brightener ; purifier; enlighten- CLIF .
name of a place, denotes it to be
CLIVE .
ſituated on a rock or hill .
er. Addifex.
CLE'ARLY. odv. (from clear .] 1. Brightly ; CLEVER . a. 1. Dextrous ; ſkiltul. Addifer .
luminoudy. Hesker. 2. Plaialy ; evidently. 2. Just; fit ; proper ; commodious Pope. 3.
Rogers. 3. With diſcernment ; acutely . Ben .
Well-Thaped ; handſome Arburbnet.
Jabalos. 4. Without entanglernent. Bacon. CLEVERLY. adv. (from clever.] Dextrouſly ;
5. Without by -ends ; honestly. Tillotson. 6 . filly ; handſomely. Hudibras.
Without deduction or colt. 7. Wiçhout re- CLEVERNESS. j. [ from clever.] Dexterity ;
skill.
ſerve ; without ſubterfuge. Davies.
CLE'ARNESS . S. (from clear.] 1. Tranſpa- CLEW . L. (clype, Sax.] 1. Thread wound
rency ; brightoeſs. Bacon. 2. Splendour; luſtre.
upon a boiiom . Roſcommon. 2. A guide ; a
Sidney. 3. Diſtinctneſs; perſpicuity. Addiſ.
direction. Smith .
CLEARSICHTED. a . (clear and fight.) Dir- To CLEW. v . a . To clew the Sails, is to raiſe
them , in order to be furled. Harris .
cerning ; judicious. Denham .
TO CLE ARSTARCH.v. a. (clear and farcb. ) To CLICK . v.r . (clicken , Dutch.) To make a
To fliffen with ſtarch. Addifon.
ſharp, ſucceſſive noiſe.Gay.
TO CLEAVE. v. 7. pret. I clave, part. clover. CLICKER.S. [from click.] A low word for the
[ cleoran, Sax. ] 1. To adhere ; io ſtick ; to
ſervant of a ſaleſman .
hold to. Job. 2. To unite apily ; ܪto fit. Shakes. CLICKET.S. The knocker of a door. Skinner.
3. To unite in concord . Hooker, Knelles. CLI'ENT. S. [cliens, Lat.) 1. One who applies
4. To be concomitant, Hocker .
to an advocate for counſel and defence. Taylor.
TO CLEAVE. v.a. preterite, I clove, I clave, I 2. A dependant. Ben . Johnſon.
clea; part. paft. claven , or cleft. (cleoſao , CLIENTED. parti, a . Supplied with clients.
Carew .
Sax .) 1. To divide with violence ; to ſplit.
Milton, Blackmore. 2. Todivide. Deuteronom . CLIENTE'LE.S. [ clientela , Lat.) The conditi
TO CLEAVE. w n. 1. To part aſunder. Shake. on or office of a client . Ben . Johnſon.
Pepe. 2. To ſuffer diviſion. Newton .
CLI'ENTSHIP.S. (from client.] The condition
A CLE'AVER S. ( from cleave.) A butcher's of a client. Dryden.
inftrument to cut animals into joints. Arburh . CLIFF. S. [clivas, Lat. clif, Sax .) A ſteep rock ;
CLEES. S. The two parts of the foot of beaſts
a rock . Bacon,
which are cloven - footed.
CLIF’T. S. The ſame with Cliff . Spenſer.
CLEF . S. ( from clef, key , Fr.) A mark at the CLIMACTER . S. (xaquax? nç.) A certain pro
beginning of the lines of a long, which News
greffion of years, ſuppoſed to end in a dange
the tone or key ia which the piece is to begin .
rous time . Brown .
Chambers.
CLIMACTEʻRICK. 3 a . (from climacter.]
CLEFT.part.pall.[from cleave.] Divided.Milion. CLIMACTERICAL. S Containing a certain
CLEFT. . [from cleave .] 1. A ſpace made by
number of years, at the end of which ſome
the ſeparation of parts ;a crack. Woodward.
great change is ſuppoſed to befal the body .
2. In farriery. Clefts appear on the bought of Brown , Pope.
the paſterns, and are cauſed by a sharp and CLIMATE. S. [ xhipea .] 1. A ſpace upon the
malignant humour . Farr. Diet. Ben .Johnſon.
ſurface of the earth , meaſured from the equa
tor to the polar circles ; in each of which
TO CLE'FTGRAFT. v . a . ( cleft and grafo .)
To engraft by cleaving the lock of a tree . ſpaces the longeſt day is half an hour longer
Mortimer .
than that nearer to the equator. From the
CLE MENCY.S. ( clemence, Fr. clementia, Lat.) polar circlesto the poles, climates are meaſured
by the increaſe of a month. 2. A region, or
Mercy ; remiffion of ſeverity . Addiſon.
tract of land. Dryden.
CLEMENT. a. ( clemons, Lat.] Mild; gentle ;
merciful,
To CLI'MATE. v. » . To inhabit. Shakeſp.
ToCLEPE ,v.e.(clýpian, Sax.] To call.Shakeſp. CLI'MATURE. S. The ſame with climate.
CLIMAX
CLE'RGY. f. [ clerg?, Ér. xAmpos .] The body of Shakeſp.
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CLIMAX. S. [ rriuat.) Cradation ; aſcent; a
clay. Ben. Johnſon. 2. A turf; the ground.
South. 3. Any thing vile, baſe, and earthy.
figure in thecorick , by which the ſentence
Milt
on. 4. A dull fellow ; a dole. Dryden .
riſes gradually . Dryder.
TO CLIMB. v .n . pret. clomb or climbed ; part. TOCLOD . v . n. (from the noun .)To gather
clomb or climbed. ( climan, Sax .) To aſcend up
into concretions ; to coagulate. Milton .
To CLOD . v. a. To pelt with clods.
any place. Sam .
CLO'DDY. a . (from clod .) 1. Conſiſting of
TO CLIMB. v .a To aſcend . Prior .
CLIMBER.S. ( from climb.) 1. One thatmounts earth or clods; earthy. Shakeſp. 2. Full of
clods unbroken . Mortimer .
or ſcales any place; a mounter; a riſer. Cu
rew . 2. A plant that creeps upon other lup - CLO'DPATE. F. (cled and pate .] A ſtupid tel
ports. Mortimer. 3. The name of a particu
low ; a dolt ; a chickſcull.
lar herb. Millar.
CLO'DPATED . a. ( from clodpate .) Doltiſh ;
CLIME . f. [from climate.] Climate; region ; thoughtleſs. Arbuthnot.
tract of earth . Milton, Atterbury.
CLO'DPOLL . f. A thickſcull; a dolt. Shake/p.
To CLINCH . v .a . (clýniga , Sax. ) 1. To hold To CLOG . v.a. [ frore clog.) 1. To load with
in hand with the fingers bent. Dryden. 2 .
ſomething that may hinder motion. Digby. 2 .
To contract or double the fingers. Swift.
To hinder ; to obitruct. Raleigh. 3. To
3. To bend the point of a najl in the other
load ; to burthen . Shakeſp. Addiſon.
Tide. 4. To confirm ; to fix ; as, to clinch on To CLOG .V. n . 1. To coaleſce; to adhere. Eve
lyn. 2. To be encumbered or impeded. Sharp.
argument .
CLINCH . I: [ from the verb.) A pun ; an am - CLOG. S: ( from the verb. ) 1. Any incum
brance hung to hinder motion. Milron. 2. A
biguity. Boyle, Dryden .
CLINCHER: J. ( from clinch .) A cramp ; a
hindrance ; an obſtruction. Hooker , Donne. 3 .
holdfart. Pope.
A kind of additional ſhoe worn by women , to
keep them from wet. 4. A wooden fhoe.
TO CLING . v . n. pret. I clung ; part. I bove
Harvey
clung. ( Klynger, Daniſh .) 1. To hang upon
by twining round . Ben. Johnson , 2. To dry CLOʻGGINESS . S. ( from cloggy .) The ſtate of
being clogged.
up; to conſume. Shakeſp.
CLINGY. c.[from cling1 Clinging ; adheſive. CLO'GGY. 2. (from clog.) That which has the
CLINICAL. E a . [xixw, to lie down.) One power ofclogging up . Boyle.
CLINICK . } that keeps the bed. Taylor. CLO'ISTER.S. (clauster ,Sax.clauftrum ,Lat.)
To CLINK . V. m. To veter a ſmall, interrupted
1. A religious retirement. Davies. 2. A pe
noiſe. Prior .
riſtyle ; a piazza.
CLINK . S. (from the verb . ] A ſharp fucceffive To CLO'ISTER . v.a. (from the noun.) Tolhut
noiſe. Shakeſp.
up in a religious houſe ; to immure from the
world. Bacon , Rymer.
CLI'NQUANÍ.S. ((Fr.) Embroidery;; ſpangles.
Shakelp.
CLOʻISTERAL a . Solitary ; retired. Woltes.
To CLIP. v. a. (clippan, Sax .) 1. To embrace, CLO'ISTERED . part.a . ( from cloiſter. ) , So
by throwing the arms found. Sidney, Ray. 2.
litary ; inhabiting cloilters. Shakesp . 2. Built
To cut with theers. Suckling, Beniley. 3. It
with periſtyles or piazzas Worten .
is particularly ufed of thoſe who diminiſhcoin . CLOISTRESS / (from cloiſter.) A nuo.Shakeſp.
Lecke. 4. To curtail ; to cut ſhort. Addison. CLOMB . ( pret. of ro climb.) Miiron.
TO CLOOM . v . 0. ( clxman , Sax . ) To fut
5. To confine; to hold . Shakeſp.
CLIPPER . S. One that debaſes coin by cutting. with viſcous matter. Mortimer .
TO CLOSE . v. a . ( clos, Fr. ( kaufus, Lat.)
Aldiſon.
CLIPPING.S. Thepartcutor clipped off. Locke.
To thut ; to lay together . Prior. 2. Tocon .
clude ; to end ; to finish. Wake. 3 Toia
CLI'VER.J . An herb. Miltar.
close ; to confine. Shakeſp. 4. To join ; to
A CLOAK. S. ( lach, Sax . ) 1. The outer gar
unite fractures. Addifon.
ment. Pope. 2. A concealment . Peter.
To CLOAK , 0.a. 1. To cover with a cloak . TO CLOSE. v. m. 1. To coaleſce ; to join its
2. To hide ; to conceal. Spenfer.
own parts together. Numbers, Bacon. 2. T
CLOSE upon. To agree upon . Temple. 3. T.
'CLO'AKBAG.S. ( from cloak and bag.) A port
manteau; a bag in which cioaths are carried. Close witb, er in with. To come to an agree
Shakeje .
ment with ; to unite with . Shakeſp. Soaib,
Newton .
CLOCK , S. ( cloce, Welſh .) 1. The inſtrument
which tells the hour Bacon. 2. It is an atual | CLOSE ſ ( from the verb .) 1. Any thing fhut ;
expreffion to fay, What is it of the clock, for
without outlet, Bacon . 2. A ſmall field in
W bat lour is it ? Or ten o'click, for the tenih
cloſed. Coretu . 3. The manner of ſurting .
hear . 3 The clock of a ſtocking; the flowers
Chapman 4. The timeof thutting up Dryder .
or inverted work about the ankle. Swift. 4 . 5. A grapple in wreſtling . Bacom , Chapunan.
A ſort of bectle,
6. A pauſe or cellation. Dryden. 7. A con
cluſion or end. Milton.
CLOʻCKMAKER.S . An artificer whoſe profei
fion is to make clocks . Darbam ,
CLOSE . c . { from the verb ) : . Shut faſt
:
CLOCKWORK. J. Movements by weights or kind . 2. Without vent ; without inlet; prio
Iprings Prior.
vate. Dryden. 3. Confined ; ftagnant. Bocsa .
CLOD, L. ( clud, Sax.) 1. A lump of etrth or
4. Com
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6. Compet ; ſolid . Burnet. 5. Vilegus ; glú- |CLO'THING. S. (from to clothe.] Dreſs; veri
tinous. Wilkins. 6. Conciſe ; brief. Dryden. ture; garments. Fairfax , Swift.
7. Immediate ; without any intervening dir- CLOTHSHE'ARER J.Onewho trimsthe cloth .
Hakewell.
taoce or ſpace. Ben . Jobnfon, Pope. 8. Join
ed one to anotber. Shakeſp. 2. Narrow ; as CLO'TPOLL . S. ( from clor and poll] 1. Thick
kull ; blockhead. Shakeſp. 2. Head, in fcorn .
a claſe alley . 10. Admitting ſmall diſtance.
Shakeſp .
Dryder. i . Undiſcovered . Shakeſp. 12. Hid
den ; ſecret ; not revealed. Boyl. 13. Having To CLO'TTER . v. 9. (klotteren, Dutch .] Ta
the quality of ſecrecy; truſty . Shakeſp . 14. concrete ; to coagulate. Dryden,
Cloudy ; ay . Shakeſp. 15. Without wander- CLOTTY. a. ( from clos.] Full of clots ; con
ing ; attentive. Locke . 16. Full to the point; creted. Harvey, Mortimer.
home. Dryden. 17. Retired ; folitary. 18 Se - A CLOUD. J. 1. The dark collection of van
cluded from communication. 19. Dark, cloudy ,
pours in the air, Grew, Refremmen. 2. The
not clear.
veins, or ſtains in ſtones, or other bodies. 3 .
CLOSE BODIED . a. Made to fit the body ex
Any ſtate of obſcurity or darkneſs. Wallor .
actly. Ayliffe.
4. Any thing that ſpreads wide ; as a multi
CLOSEHANDED. a . Covetous Arbutknot.
tude. Atterbury.
CLOSE - PENT . a. Shat cloſe ; without vent. To CLOUD . v.a. (from the noun.) I. To
CLOSELY edw . ( from cloſe.) 1. Without inlet
darken with cloucs. Pope. 2. To obſcure ; to
make leſs evident. Decay of Piety. 3. Ta
or outlet. Boyle. 2. Without much ſpace inter
variegate with dark veins. Pope.
vening; nearly. Shakeſp. 3. Secretly; Nily .
o CLOUD. v . n. To grow cloudy .
Careze. 4. Without deviation. Dryden.
CLOSENESS. S. (from cloſe.] 1. The ſtate of CLOʻUDBERRY.S. [from cliud and berry .) A
being ſhut. Bacon . 2. Narrowneſs; Itraitneſs
plant , called allo knorberry .
3. Want of air, or ventilation. Swift. 4. CLO'UDCAPT.a. Topped with clouds. Shakel.
Compactoefs; folidity. Bensley. 5. Recluſe. CLOUDCOMPE'LLING . 2. An epithet of Jú
nefs ; folitude ; retirement. Shakeſp. 6. Se
piter, by whom clouds were ſuppoſed to be
crecy ; privacy. Collier. 7. Covetoulneſs; fly
collected. Waller.
avarice. Addijin. $. Connection ; dependance. CLOUDILY. adv. ( from cloudy.) 1. Withi
clouds ; darkly. 2. Obfeurely ; not perſpicu
South
oully. Spenſer.
CLOSER.F.(from cloſe.] A finiſher ; a concluder.
CLO'SESTOOL, S. A chamber implement . CLOUDINESS. S. [from cloudy.) 1. The ftate
of being covered with clouds; darkneſs. Har .
Garth.
CLO'SET.S. [from cloſe. ] 1. A ſmall room of
vey. 2. Want of brightnets. Boyle.
privacy and retirement.Worron. 2. A private CLO UDLESS. a. (frum claud. Clear ; un
clouded ; luminous, Pope.
repoſitory of curioſities. Dryden.
TO CLOSET. v. a. ( from the poun .] 1. TO CLOUDY. a. (from cleud. ) 1. Obfcured with
clouds . Exodus. 2. Dark ; oblcure ; not intele
Maut up, or conceal in a cloſet. Herbert , 2
To take into a cloret for a ſecret interview
ligible . Watis . 3. Gloomy of look ; not open ,
Seifi.
nor cheerful. Spinler. 4. Marked with Ipots
or veins.
CLOSH.S . A diſtemper in the feet ofcattle .
CLOSURE . J. [from cloſe.] 1. The act oj ſhut- CLOVE . F. (the preterite of cleave.)
A valuable ſpice
ling up. Böyle.2. That by which any thing is CLOVE. J. [clou, Fr.)
closed or ſhut. Pope. 3. The parts inclofing; in
brought from Ternate, the fruit or leed of 2
clorure. Shakeſp. 4. Concluſion ; end. Shakeſp.
very large tree. Brown. 2. Some of the parts
CL01. f. Concretion ; grume. Bacon .
into which garlick feparates. Tate .
TO CLOT.V. n . 1. To form clots ; to hang to - CLOVE -GILLYFLOWER . f. [ from its ſmell .
like cloves.]
ling
gether. Philips. 2. To concrete ; to coagu
CLOVEN. part. pret. (from cleave.) Waller .
late. Philips.
CLOTH . S. pluralclotls or clothes. (clad, Sax .) CLOVEN -FOOTED .
[ cloven and foot, or
1. Any thing woven for dreſs or covering CLOVEN -HOOFED . ) hoof) Having thefoot
Swifi. 2. The piece of linen ſpread upon a divided into two parts Dryden, Ray.
table . Pope. 3. The canvals on which pictures |CLOVER . : (clæfer , Saxon. ) 1. A ſpecies of
are delineated. Dryden. 4 . In the plural. trefil. Shakeſp. Mortimer . 2. To live in
Drets, habit ; garrent ; vel ure. Pronounced CLOVER, is to live luxuriously. Ogle.
ck's . Shakeſp. Temple. 5. The covering of a CLOVERED. a. (from cloverſ Covered with
bed. Prier.
clover . Tbomſon .
TO CLOTHE . V. . pret. I c'ethed ; part, I have CLOUGH. S: (clough, Saxon.) A cliff .
cerbed , or clad. (irom cloth .] 1. To invent CLOUGH . T. ( in commerce .) An allowance of
with garments ; to cover with dreſs. Addiſon.
two foun's in every hundred weight for the
2. To adorn with drefs Ray 3. To inveſt; as
turn or the ſcale, chat che commodity may
with clothes. Drycken , Watis. 4. To furniſh or
hold out weight when told by retail .
provide with clothes.
A CLOUT.S . (clut, Saxon .) 1. A cloth for any
CLOTHIER. Š.( from cleth .] A maker of cloth .
mean uſe. Swift. 2 . A patch on a ſhoe or
coat. 3. Anciently, the mark of white cloth
Grount,
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at which archers ſhot. Shakeſp. 4. An iron
or joined together. Bacon, Denham, Nowter .
plate to an axle-tree.
2. A number of animals gathered together.
TO CLOUT. v. a . [ from the noun.) 1. To
Milton. 3. A body of people collected. Addiſon.
patch; to mend coarsely. Milton. 2. To cover TOCLU'STER. v. n . Togrow in bunches.Dryd.
with a cloth. Spenſer. 3. To join awkwardly To CLU'STER, v. a. To collect any thing into
bodies .
together. Afcham
CLOUTED.particip .a, Congealed ; coagulat- CLU'STER GRAPE.ſ. The ſmallblack grape,
called the currant. Mortimer.
ed . Gay
CLOʻUTERLY.a. Clumſy ; awkward .Mortim . CLUSTERY. e. Growing in cluſters .
CLOWN./. ( lopn, Sax .) i . ruflick ; a churl. To CLUTCH. v . a. 1. To hold in the hand ;
Sidney. 2. A coarſe ill bred man. Spectator.
to grise ; to graſp. Herbert. 2. To contract ,
CLOWNERY. S. [ from clown.] Ill-breeding , to double the hand. Shakeſp.
churlishneſs. L'Eſtrange.
CLUTCH ſ. ( from the verb .] 1. The gripe ;
CLOWNISH. a. (from clown.] 1: Conſiſting of gralp ; ſeizure. 2. The paws , the talons.
ruſticks or clowas. Dryden 2. Coarſe ; rough ;
L'Eſtrange. 3. Hands. Stilling fleet.
rugged. Spenſer. 3. Uncivil; ill-bred. Shakeſp. A CLU'TTER.S. A noiſe ; a buſtle; a hurry.
King
4. Clumſy ; ungainly. Prior.
CLOWNISHLY . adv. Coarſely ; rudely .
To CLUTTER. ~. r . (from the noun.) T.
make a noiſe or buſtle .
CLO'WNISHNESS. S- (from clowniſb.) 1. Ruſ
Licity ; coarſeneſs. Locke. 2. Incivility; bru- A CLYSTER. L. (xausne.) An injection into
the anus. Arbuthnot.
tality
To COACE’RVATE. v. a . ( coacervo, Lat .) TP
CLOWN'S MUSTARD. S. An herb .
heap up together. Bacon,
To CLOY. v. a. [enclouer , Fr.] 1. To ſatiate ; to
ſate ; to ſurfeit. Sidney. 2. To ſtrike the beak COACERVATION . F. [ from coacervale .) The
together. Shakeſp. 3. To nail up guns, by
act of heaping. Bacon .
COACH . S.coche, Fr. ) A carriage of pleaſure ,
ſtriking a ſpike inco the touch hole .
CLO'YLESS. a. ( from cloy.) That which can
or ſtate. Sidney, Pope.
To COACH . v . a. ( from the noun .) To carry
not cauſe ſatiety . Sbakepp:
in a coach . Pope.
CLO'YMENT . I. ( from cloy.) Satiety ; reple
tion. Shakeſp .
COACH -BOX.J. The ſeat on which the driver
CLUB. Š. (clwppa, Welch.) 1. A heavy ſtick.
of the coach ſits. Arbwibnot.
Spenſer. 4. The name of one of the ſuits of COACH -HIRE. S. Money , paid for the uſe of a
hired coach. Spectator .
cards. Pope. 3. The ſhot or dividend . L'E
Jirange. 4 . A allembly of good fellows. COACH -MAN. 8. The driver of a coach. Seuib.
Dryden. §. Concurrence; contribution ; joint To COACT. v.n. To set together in concert.
charge. Hudibras.
Shakeſp.
TO CLUB. v . n. ( from the noun .) 1. To con- COACTION. S. [ coactus, Lat.) Compulſion ;
force. South ,
tribute to a common expence. 2. To join to
COA'CTIVE . a. ( from coa & .) 1. Having the
one effect. Dryden , King.
force of reftraining or impelling ; compulſory.
TO CLUB. v. a . To pay to a common reckoning.
Pipe.
Raleigh, 2. Acting in concurrence. Shakeſp .
CLUB- HE'ADED. a. ( club and bead.] Having COADJU'MENT.J. Mutualaffiſtance.
1 thick head. Derbam .
COADJUTANT./ Helping; co- operating. Phil
CLUBLAW. S. [club and law .) The law of COADJU'TOR . ). 1. A fellow -helper ; an af
fiftant ; an affociate. Gorth . 2. In the canon
arms . Addijen.
CLUBROOM . F. ( club and room ) The room in
law , one who is empowered to perform the
duties of another . Ayliffe.
which a club or company aſſembles. Addijon.
COADJU'VANCY.
J. Help ; concurrent help.
call
.
)
To
CLUCK
(cloccan,
Saxon
.
w.n.
T.
Brown.
chickens ; as a hen. Ray
CLUMP. Š. (from lump.) A Napeleſs piece of COADUNITION . S. The conjunction of dif
ferent ſubſtances into one mars. Ha e.
wood.
CLUMPS. S. A numſcull. Skinner .
To COAGME'NT. v.a. To congregate.Glary .
CLUMSILY. adv. ( from cium /y.) Awkwardly. COAGMENTA'TION . ( from coagment. ) Co
acervation into one mais v; nion. Ben. J.bnfer .
Ray.
CLU MSINESS.S.(from clumſy. ] Awkwardneſs; COACULABLE . a. (from coagulate.) That
which is capable of concretion. Boyle.
uogainlineſs; want of dexterity. Collier.
CLU MSY . 6. ( lompjob , Dutch , ſtupid. ) Awk- To COAGULATE. v . a . (ccagulo, Lat .) To
ward ; beavy; areleſs ; unhandy. Ray, Dryden.
force into concretions. Bacon, Woodward.
CLUNG. The preverite and participle of cling . To COAGULATE. v. n. To run into concre
tions . Beyle.
To CLUNG. v . a. (clingan, Saxon.) To dry
as wood does
COAGULA'TION.S. [from coagulate.) 1. Con
cretion ; congelacion, 2. The body formed by
CLUNG. 4. (clungu, Saxon .) Waſted with
leanneſs.
coagulation. Arbuthnot.
CLUSTER . S. [clyster , Saxon .) 1. A bunch ; COA'GULATIVE. a. ( from coagulare.) That
which hasthe power of cauſing concretion.Boyle
a number of things of the ſame kind growing
COACULA TOR.

COA
сос
office. Howel. 4. The covering of any animal.
COAGULA'TOR. S. [ from coagulote.] That
Milien, Mortimer. 5. Any tegument.Derkam .
which cauſes coagulation. Arbuthnot.
COAL. S. { col, Saxon, kol, Cerm .) 1. The
6. That on which the enligns armorial are
portrayed
. Dryder .
common foffil fewel. Denham, 2. The cinder
of burnt wood , charcoal. Bacon. 3. Any thing To COAT. v. a . To cover ; to inveſt.
TO COAX. v. a. To wheedle ; to flatter.
inflamed or ignited. Dryden .
L'Estrange, Farquhar.
TO COAL. v. n. ( from the noun.) 1. To burn
wood to charcoal. Carew . 2. To delineate COAXER.S
flatterer. . ( from the verb.] A wheedler ; a
with a coal . Camden .
COAL - BLACK . a. ( coal and black .) Black in COB. S. The head or top.
COB.T. A fort of ſea fowl. Philips.
che higheſt degree. Dryden.
COAL-MINE. Ý ( coal and mine.) A mine in COBALTS. A marcaſite plentifully impregnat
ed with arſenick . Woodward.
which coals are Jug. Mortimer .
COAL- PIT . S. ( from coal and pie .) A pit for To COʻBBLE . v . a . (kobler , Daniſh .] 1. To
digging coals. Woodward.
mend any thing coarſely. Shakeſp. 2. To do
ormake any thing clumſily. Bentley.
COAL -STONE.ſ. A ſort of cannelcoal.Woodw .
COAL-WORK . I. A coalery ; a place where COBBLER./ (from cobble.) 1. A menderof old
coals are found. Felton .
ſhoes. Addiſon. 2. A clumſy workman in gene
ral. Shakeſp. 3. Any mean perſon. Dryder.
COALERY. S. A place where coals are dug.
COʻB
IRONS. J. Irons with a knob at the upper
Woodward .
To COALESCE. v . n. ( coaleſco, Lat.] 1. To
end. Bacon .
unite in malles. Newton. 2 Togrow together; COBISHOP.S. A coadjutant biſhop. Ayliffe.
CO'BNUT.A. (cob annut.) A boy's game.
to join.
COALESCENCE. S. (from coaleſce.) Concre- COBSWAŃ ,J. (cob, head, and ſwar.] The
tion ; union.
head or leading lwan. Ber. Johnjon .
COALITION. S. [coalitum , Lat.) Unionin one| COBWEB.S. [kopweb, Dutch.] 1. The web or
maſs or body. Hale, Bentley.
net of a ſpider. Spenſer , L'Eſtrange. 2. Any
ſnare or trap. Swift.
COʻALY.a. Containing coal. Milton.
COAPTA’TION.S. ( cen andapro,Lat.)The ad- COCCI'FEROUS. a. ( xoxxòs and fero.] Plants
are ſo called that have berries . Quincy.
juftment of parts to each other. Boyle, Broome.
TO COA'RCT. v.a. [ coarcto, Lat.) 1 . TO COCHINEAL . / . ( cochinilla , Span.) An inſect
gathered upon the opuntia, from which a red
ſtraighten ; to confine. 2. To contract power.
colour is extracted. Hill.
Ayliffe.
. (frora cochlea, Lat. a ſcrew .]
COʻCHLEARY.
Con) 3.
COARCTA'TION. F. [from coarel
Screwform
. Brown.
.
.2
Becon
place.
narrow
a
to
reſtraint
finement;
Contraction ofany ſpace. Ray. 3. Reſtraint COCHLEATED. a. ( from cocblea, Lat.) of a
of liberty. Bramhall.
ſcrewed or turbinated form . Woodward .
COARSE . a. 1. Not refined. Shakeſp. 2. Not COCK . . ( cocc, Saxon ) 1. The male to the
ſoft or fine. 3. Rude ; uncivil. 4. Croſs; noi
hen. Dryden. 2. The male of any ſmall birds .
delicate. Thomfor. 5. Inelegant; unpoliſhed.
Arbuthnot. 3. The weathercock , chat ſhews
Dryden. 6. Unaccompliſhed by education. the direction ofthe wind. Shakeſp. 4. A ſpout
Arbutbast. 7. Mean ; not nice ; vile. Rofcom
to let out water at will . Pope. 5. The notch of
an arrow . 6. The part of the lock of a gun
368, Otway.
COARSELY. adv. ( from coarſe.] 1. Without that ſtrikes with the fint . Grew . 7. A con
fineneſs. 2. Meanly; not elegantly. Brown. 3.
queror; a leader. Swift. 8. Cockcrowing.
Rudely ; not civilly. Dryden. 4. Inelegantly . Shakeſp .9. A cockboat; a ſmall boat. Shakeje.
10. A ſmall heap of hay. (Properly cop ]
Dryden.
Mortimer . 11. The form of a hat. Addiſon.
COʻARSENESS. S. [from coarſe.] 1. Impurity ;
ogrefined ſtate . Bacon , 2. Roughneſs ; want 12. The ſtyle of a dial. Chambers. 13. 1'he
of fineneſs. 3. Croſſneſs; want of delicacy . needle of a balance . 14. Cock on the hoop.
L'Estrange. 4. Roughneſs; rudeneſs ofman
Triumphant ; exulting. Camden, Hudibras.
ners. Garth. 5. Meanneſs; want of nicety. To COCK. v . e. (from the noun .) 1. To ſet
Addiſon
erect ; to hold bolt upright. Swift. 2. To ſet
COAST. S. ( sofie, Fr.) 1. The edge or margin
up the hat with an air of petulance. Prior . 3 .
of the land next the lea ; the ſhore. Dryden . 2.
To mould the form of the hat. 4 To fix the
Side. Newfox. 3. The Coast is clear. The
cock of a gun for a diſcharge. Dryden. 5. To
raiſe hay in ſmall heaps . Spenſer .
danger is over. Sidney , Dryden.
To COAST. v. *. To fail cloſe by the coast. To COCK . V r. 1. To ftrui; to hold up the
Arbuthnot.
head. Addifon . 2. To train or uſe fighting
To COAST. v. n. To fail by. Addiſon.
cocks . Ben Johnjon.
COASTER . S. He that fails cimoroudy near the COCKA’DE. ). (from cock. ) A ribband worn in
the hat.
ſhore. Dryden.
COAT. S. (coste, Fr.) 1. The upper garment . A COCKA'TRICE. S. [cock aod atter , Saxon ,
Samuel. 2. A petticoat; che habit of a boy in
A ſerpent . ) A ſerpent luppoſed to riſe from a
his ipfancy ; the lower part of a woman's drels .
cock's egg. Bacon
S2
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COCKBOAT. S. [ cock and boat.) A ſmall boat COD.
CO'DFISH. } s. A ſea fiſh .
belonging to a ſhip. Stilling fleet.
COCKBROTH. J. Broth made by boiling a COD . F. ( codde, Saxon.] Any caſe or hulk in
cock. Harvey.
which ſeeds are lodged. Mortimer.
COCKCROWING . S. [cock and crow .] The To COD. v . a. ( from the noun.) To incloſe in
time at which cocks crow . Mark.
a cod. Mortimer.
TO COCKER . v. a.(coqueliner, Fr.) To cade; CODDERS. [ from cod .) Gatherers of peale.
to'fondle . Locke , Swift.
Dict .
COCKER . f.One who followsthe ſport of cock - CODE. S. [rodex, Lat . ) ! . A book . 2. A book
fighting.
of the civil law . Arbuthnot.
COCKEREL. f. [from cock . ) A young cock. CO‘DICIL. S. [ cşdicillus, Lat.) An appendage
Dryden.
to a will , Prior .
LE . S. [ codille, Fr.) A term at ombre.
the king's CODI'L
COʻCKET. S. A feal belonging to parchment
Pope.
cuſtom houle : likewiſe a Icroll of
v. 0. ( coelula, Lat ) To parboil .
CODLE.
To
to
delivered by the officers of the cuſtom houſe
merchants, as a warrant that their merchao- CO'DLING . L. (from to codle .) An apple gene
dize is entered . Cowell, Davies,
rally codled. King
COC'KFIGHT . /. A match of cocks. Baron .
COEFFICACY.S. I con and efficacia, Lat.) The
COCKHORSE .( cock and korje.) On horſeback ;
power ofſeveral thingsacting together.Brown.
triumphant. Prior.
COEFFICIENCY. F. [ con and efficie, Lat.) Co
COCKLE.S. [ coquille, Fr. ) A ſmall teftaceous
operation ; the ſtate of acting together to ſome
fin . Locke
ſingle end. Glanville.
COCKLE -STAIRS S. Winding or ſpiral ſtairs. COEFFICIENT. J. [con and efficiens, Lat.)
Chambers,
That which unites its action with the action
of another .
CO’CKLE. f . ( coccel , Saxon .) A weed that
grows in corn ; corn-rofe . Denne.
CO'ELIACK Paſion . A diarrhæa or Aux , that
To COʻCKLE . v.a. (from cockle .] To contract
ariſes from indigeſtion, whereby the aliment
into wrinkles . Gay .
comes away liule allered Quincy.
COʻCKLED. a . (from cockle .] Shelled, or tur- COEMPTION . j. [ coemptio, Lai.) The act of
binated . Shakeſp.
buying up the whole quantity of any thing .
COCKLOFT . / [cock and left.]The room over
Bacon
the garret . Dryden.
COE QUAL. a . ( from con and, æqualis, Lat.)
Equal. Shakeſp .
COCKMASTER . S. One that breeds game
cocks. L'E ;trange.
COEQUA’LITY . F. ( from coequal.] The fate
COCKMATCH . Y. A cockfight for a prize.
of being equal
Addifor.
To COERCE . v.a. (coerceo, Lat.) To reſtrain ;
COʻCKNEY.S. 1. A native of London . Dorfer. to keep in order by force. Ayliffe.
2. Any effeminate, low citizen . Shakeſp.
COERCIBLE. a. (from coerce.] 1. Thatmay
COCKPIT. S. (cock and pit.] 1. The area where
be reſtrained. 2. That ought to be reſtrained.
cocks fight. Howel. 2. A place on the lower |COE'RCION. . (from coerce.) Penal reſtraint ;
deck of a man of war. Harris.
check . Hale, South.
COCK'SCOMB.S : A plant ; loblewort.
COERCIVE. a. ( from foerce. ] 1. That which
has the power of laying reſtraint. Blackmore.
COCK'SHEAD . Y. A plant ; fainfoin.
COʻCKSHUT . J. The clore of the evening.
2. That which has theauthority of reſtraining
Shakeſp
by puniſhment. Hooker .
COCKSPUR. S. Virginian hawthorn. A ſpecies COESSE'NTIAL. a . [ccn and eflantia, La . )
of medlar.
Participating of the ſame ellence. Hesker.
COCKSURE . [from cock and ſure.]Confidently COESSENTIA’LITY./.[from coefjential.] Para
certain . Shanelp: Pepe.
ticipation of the ſame eflence.
COCKSWAIN . T. ( coggspaine, Saxon .) The COETANEOUS. a. (con and etas, Lat .) Of
the ſame age with another. Brown, Gov. of
officer who has the command of the eockboat.
The Tongue, Bentley .
Corruptly Coxon .
COCKWEED . ). A plant , dittander or pepper- COETE'ŘNAL. a .( cor and æternus, Lat.) E
wort.
qually eternal with another. Milion .
ÇOCOA. S. ( cacastal, Spaniſh .) A ſpecies of COLTÉRNALLY. adv. ( from coeternal.] In a
palm -tree. The bark of the nut is made into Itate of equal eternity with another . Hooker .
cordage, and the hell into drinking bowls . COETE'RNITY. f. (from coeternal.] Having
The kerneloithe nui affordsa wholetome lood ,
exiſtence from cternity equal with another
and the milk contained in the ſhell a cogling
elernalbeing. Hammond.
liquor. The leaves of the trces are uſed for COE'VAL. a . [Coevus, Lat.) of the ſame age.
Prior, Bentley
thatching houſes. This tree flowers ewice or
three times in the year, and ripens as many COE VAL . I. (from the adjective.) A contem
ſeries of fruits, Millar , Hill.
porary . Pope.
COCTILE . a . (ežiilis, Lat .) Made by baking COE VOUS. a .[reavus , Lat.) of the ſameage.
COʻCTIONS. ( cocks, Lül ] The act o: boiling .
Soutb .
Το
Arbustonen
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To COEXIST. v. n. ( con and exifto, Lat.) To
the power of thought. Bentley. 2. Given to
To meditation. Waston.
exift at the ſame time. Hale.
COEXISTENCE . S: [from coexifl.) Exiſtence COGNATION . S. [ cognatio, Lat.) 1. Kindred.
at the ſame time with another. Grow .
South. 2. Relation ; participation of the fame
nature . Brown .
COEXISTENT. . ( trom coexifl.) Having ex
ittence at the fame time with another. Bram- COGNISE'E. S. [ In law .) He to whom a fine in
bel, Bentley
lands or tenements is acknowledged. Cowell.
To COEXTE'ND.v. c .{con and extende, Lat .) COʻGNISOUR. S. [ In law . ) Is be that paſſeth
To extend to the ſame ipace or duration with
or acknowledgeth a fine. Cowell.
another. Grew . ,
COGNITION.S. [cognitio, Lat .] Knowledge ;
COEXTENSION. S. ( from coextend.) The ſtate
complete convi& ion. Brown,
of extending to the ſame ſpace with another. COGNITIVE. a. (trom cognitus, Lat.) Having
Hoke .
the power of knowing. South
COFFEE.S . ( Arabick.) They have in Turkey COGNIZABLE. 0. [ cogniſable, F1 . ] 1. 'That
a drink called coffee, made of a berry of the
falls under judicial notice. 2. Proper to be
fame game, as black as foot, and of a frong
tried, judged, or examined. Ayliffe.
fcent, which they take, beaten into powder, COGNIZANCE. ) . (councijance, Fr. ] 1. Judicial
notice ; trial. Sou ! ) . 2. A badge, by which
in waer, hat. Bacon, Pope.
any one is known. Brown .
COʻFFEEHOUSE. /.(coffee and houſe:] A houſe
where coffee is fold: Prior.
COGNOMINAL , a . [ cognomen , Lat. ) . Having
COFFEEMAN./.One that keeps a coffeehouſe.
the ſame name. Brown .
Addifer.
COGNOMINA "TION. §. [ cognomen , Lat.) A
COFFEEPOT. [ coffee and per. ] The covered
turname ; the name of a family. 2. A name
pot in which coffee is boiled.
added trom any accident or quality. Brown.
COFFER . [. ( cofre, Sax .) 1. A cheſt gene- COGNOʻSCENCE . [cognofco,LatſKnowledge.
rally for keeping money. Spenſer, L'Eſtrange. COGNOSCIBLE. c . lcografer, Lal.] That may
2. Treaſure. Bacen. 3. (in fortification. ) A
be known. Hale.
hollow lodgment acroſs a dry moat. Chambers. To COHA BIT . v. n . ( cohabits, Lau.) 1. To
TO COFFER . v . 4. To trealure up io cheſts,
dwell with another in the ſame place. South .
Bacs ,
2. To live together as huſband andwile.Foddes.
COʻFFERER of the King's Houfold. S. A prin- COHABITANT. ſ. An inhabitant of the laine
cipal officer of his maje ?ły's court, next under
place. Decay of Piery.
COHABITA'I ION . j [ from csłabir.] 1. The
the comptroller. Cowell.
COFFIN . I. ( cspin , Fr.) 4. The cheſt in which
state of inhabiting the faine piace with ano
dead bodies are put into the ground. Sidney,
cher. 2. The Itate of living together as mare
ried perſons. Tailer.
Swifi. 2. A mould of paſte for a pye. 3.
Corrix of a borje, is the whole hoof of the COHEIR . f. [cobares , Lat .) One of ſeveral a
foot above the coronet, including the coffin
mong whom an inheritance is divided . Taylor.
bone. Farrier's Dial .
COHEIRESS. S. A woman who has an equal
To CO'FPIN.v.a.Toincloſe in a coffin .Donne.
ſhare of an inheritance .
TO COG . 0. . 1. To Aatter ; to wheedle.Shake. To COHERE v . » . {cobærez, Lat.) 1. To ſtick
logether. Woodward. 2. To be well connect
2. To obtrude by fallehood . Tilloifon , Dennis .
ed. 3. To ſuit ; to fit. Shakelp. 4. To agree.
3. T. Cog 4 dic. To ſecure it, to as to direct
its fall. Swift.
COHERENCE. ? !. [coherentia, Lat.) 1. That
T. COG. 0. * . To lye ; to wheedle . Shakeſp.
}
COG.f. The tooth ofa wheel, by which it acts
their parts are joined together, to that they re
upon another wheel.
lift divulſion and ſeparation Quincy, Bentley.
To COG . 4.6, To fix cogs in a wheel .
2. Connection ; dependency ; the relation of
COGENCY.S . (from cogent.) Force ; frength.
parts or things one to another . Hooker. 3
Locke.
The texture of a diſcourse. 4. Contiſtency in
COGENT.a. (cogens,Lat.) Forcible, relifleſs ;
realoning, or relating . Locke .
convincing. Bentley .
COHE'RENT. a. ( ccbærens, Lat . ) 1. Sticking
CO'GENTLY. adv . ( from cogen..) With a re
together . Arbuthnot. 2. Suitable to something
fitlels force ; forcibly. Locke.
elle ; regularly adapted . Sbakejp . 3. Contist
COGGER . S. [from io cog .) A Aatierer ; 1 ent ; not contradictory . Watts.
wherdler .
COHESION . S. ( from cobere. ] 1. The act of
COGGLESTONE . S. [cuogele, kal.) A liqle
licking together. Newron . 2. The flace of
Itone . Skinner.
union , Blackmore, 3. Connection ; depen
COCITABLE. 4. ( from cogite, La .) What dence , Locke,
may be the ſubject of thought.
COHESIVE. a. (from cohere. ] That has the
To COGITATE. V. r . (cogiro, Lat.),To think. power of ſticking to another.
COGITATION . S-[cogitatia,Lat.) i. Thought; COHE'SIVENESS. S.(trom cokefive.] The qua
the act of thinking. Hagker , Bensley . 2. Pur
lity of being cohelive.
pole ; reflection previous to actroo, Bacon. 3. To COHI BIŤ . v. a . [cohibeo, Lat. ] To reſtrain ;
to hinder,
Meditation. Milion .
To
COʻGITATIVE.G. (from cogito ,Lat.] 1. Having
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TO COHOBATE . v. a. To pour the diſtilled COʻLCOTHAR.S.A term in chymiſtry . The dry
ſubſtance which remains after diſtillation . Quin .
liquor upon the remaining matter, and diſtil
it again. Arbuthnot.
COLD . 6. ( cold, Sax. ) 1. Not hot ; not warm .
Arbuth. 2. Chill; having ſenſe ofcold.Shokeſ.
COHOBA'TION . S. ( from cohobare.] A return
ing any diſtilled liquor again upon what it was
3. Having cold qualities ; not volatile . Bacon.
drawn from .Quincy, Grow .
4. Unaffected; frigid ; without paflion .Afcham ,
CO'HORT. L. Icohors, Lat .) 1. A troop of Rowe. 5. Unaffecting ; unable to move the
ſoldiers, containing about five hundred foot. paflions. Addiſon. 6. Reſerved ; coy ; not af.
Camden. 2. A body of warriours. Milron.
fectionate ; not cordial. Clarendon. 7 Chafte.
COHORTATION . S. (cohortario, Lat. ) Incite
Shakeſp. 8. Not welcome. Shakeſp. 9. Not
ment.
haſty ; not violent. 10. Not affecting the
Coif . f . [coeffe, Fr.) The head -dreſs; a cap. ſcent ſtrongly. Shakeſp . 11. Not having the
Bacon .
ſceni ſtrongly affected . Shakeſp.
COLD. F: (from the adje & ive .). 1. The cauſe
CO’IFED . a .( from coif.) Wearing a coif.
of the ſenſation of cold ; the privation of heat.
COIFFURE. ). (coeffire, Fr.) Headdreſs.Addiſ.
Bacon. 2. The ſenſation of cold ; chilnels.
COʻIGNE. F. ( Fr.) A corner.
To COIL. v. a. ( cueiller, Fr. ) To gather into a
Dryden. 3. A diſeaſe cauſed by cold ; the ob
narrow compaſs. Boyle.
ſtruction of perſpiration. Shakeſp. Roſcommer,
COIL . S. ( kolleren, German.] 1. Tumale ; tur- COL'DLY. adv. ( from cold ) 1. Withoutheat.
moil ; buſtle. Shakeſp. 2. A rope wound in
2. Without concern ; indifferently ; negligent
to a ring
ly. Swift.
COIN. I. (csigre, Fr.) A corner ; called often COLDNESS. S. (from cold .) 1. Want of beat.
Boyle. 2. Unconcern ; frigidity of temper.
quoin. Shakeſp.
Hooker, Arbush. 3. Coyneſs ; want of kind
COIN . L. {cuneus.] 1. Money ftamped with a
legal impreſſion. Sidney, Pope. 2. Payment
nels. Addifon, Prior. 4. Chaſtity. Pepe
of any kind. Hammond .
COLE. S. [capl, Sax .) Cabbage. Dryden .
To COIN. v. a. [ from the noun.] 1. To miot COʻLEWORT. . (caplpynt, Sax .) Cabbage.
or ſtamp metals for money. Bentley. 2. To
Dryden.
forge any thing in an ill ſenſe. Atterbury .
COʻLICK. F. (colicus, Lat.) It ſtrictly is a diſor
COINAGE. Š . (from coin.) 1. The act or
der of the colon ; but looſely, any diſorder of
the ſtomach or bowels that is attended with
practice of coining money. Arbushaot. 2.Coin ;
pain. Quincy, Arburbrot.
money . Brown. 3. The charges of coining
COʻLICK . a. Affecting the bowels. Milton.
money. 4.Forgery ; invention. Shakeſp .
To COINCIDE . v. n . ( coincido, Lat.] 1. TOTO COLLAPSE . v . n . (collapſus, Lat.) To cloſe
fall upon the ſame point. Cheyne. 2. To con
So as one ſide touches the other. Arburhaol.
cur. Watts.
COLLAPSION . S. (from collapſe.] 1. The ſtate
COINCIDENCE . /. [from coincide.] 1. The
of veſſels cloſed. 2. The act ofcloſing or col
Hate of ſeveral bodies or lines, falling upon
lapſing.
the ſame point. Bentley. 2. Concurrence ; COʻLLAR . S. [collare, Lat.) 1. A ring ofmetal
tendency of things to the ſame end . Hale.
put round the neck . Dryden. 2. Tbc harneſs
CO'INCIDENT.a. ( from coincide.) 1. Falling faſtened about the horle's neck . Shokejo. 3 .
part of the dreſs that ſurrounds the neck .
The
.
2.
Concur
upon the ſame point. Neaion
rent ; conGftent ; equivalent . South, Bentley.
4. To flip the COLLAR . To diſentangle him
COINDICA'TION .Strom cor and indico, Lat.)
ſelffrom any engagement or difficulty.Hubberd,
Many ſymptoms betokening the fame cauſe.
5. A COLLAR of Brown , is the quantity
COINER . J. [ from coin.] 1. A maker ofmo
bound up in one parcel.
ney ; a minter. Swift. 2. A counterfeiter of COʻLLAR BONE T. ( from collar and bone.) The
clavicle ; the bones on each lide of the neck .
che king's famp. 3. An inventor. Camden.
Wiſeman
To COʻJOIN . v. n. (conjungo, Lat.) To join
with another. Shakeſp .
To COLLAR. v . a, (from the noun.) 1. To
COʻISTRIL . f. A coward hawk. Shakeſp.
ſeize by the collar ; to take by the throat . 2 .
COIT . S. [lete, a die , Dutch. ) A zhing thrown
To Collar beef, or other meat ; to roll it ap.
at a certain mark. Carew .
and bind it hard and cloſe with a ſtring or collar.
COITION . . (coitio, Lat.) 1. Copulation ; To COLLA TE. v . a. ( collatum , Lat .) 1. To
the act of generation . Grero. 2. The act by
compare one thing of the ſame kind with ano
which two bodies come together. Brown .
ther. South. 2. To cullate books ; lo examine
COKE . I. (coquo.) Fewel made by burning pit
if nothing be wanting. 3. To place in an ec
clefiaftical benefice , Atterbury,
coal under earth , and quenching the cinders.
COʻLANDER. . [sclo, io ſtrain , Lat.) A lieve COLLA'TERAL. 4. (con and lates, Lat . ) 1 .
through which a mixture is poured , and which
Side to ſide. Milrox. 2. Running parallel . 3
retains the thicker parts. May, Dryden .
Diffured on either ſide. 4. Thoſe that ftand
COLA'TION. S. The art of filiering orſtraining.
in equal relation to ſome anceſtor, Aylijft.
CO’LATURE.ſ . (from colo, Lat . ) 1. The art
5. Not direct ; not immediate. Skakelp. 6 .
Concurrent. Atterbury.
of ſtraining ; filtration. 2. Thematter ft : ained.
COLBERTINE.L. A kind of lace wore by COLLATERALLY. adv. ( from colla:cal ) : .
Side
vomen. Congrove
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Side by ſide. Wilkins. 2. Indirectly. Dryden.
from the cathedral, wherein a number of pref
byters lived together. Ayliffe.
3. In collateral relation.
COLLA'TION. ( cellatio, Lat.) 1. The act of COLLEGIATE. L. ( from college.) A member
conferring or beſtowing; gift. Ray. 2. Com of a college ;an univerſity man. Rymer.
pariſon of one thing of the ſame kind, with COLLET. S. ( Fr. from collum , Lat, the neck.)
another. Greew. 2. In law. Collation is the
1. Something that went about the neck.
beltowing of a benefice. Cowell. 4. A repaſt.
2. That part of a ring in which the ſtone is
COLLATITIOUS. a. ( collatitius, Lat.) Done
ſet.
To COLLI'DE . v. 0. ( collido, Lat.) To beat,
by the contribution of many.
COLLATOR . S. [from collote .) One that com
to daſh , to knock together. Brown.
pares copies , or manuſcripts. Addiſon. 2. COLLIER . f. [ from coal.) 1. A digger of
One who preſents to 10 eccleſiaſtical benefice.
coals . 2. A dealer in coals. Bacox. 3. A ſhip
that carries coals.
Ayliffi.
TO COLLA'UD. v. 0. ( collaude, Lat.) To join COʻLLIERY. S. (from collier.] 1. The place
where coals are dug. 2. The coal trade.
in prailing. Dia .
COLLEAGUE. S. [ collega, Lat .) A partoer in COLLIFLOWER . T. (from capl, Sax. and
office or employment. Milton, Swift.
flower.) Cauliflower.
TO COLLE'AGUE. v.0 . To unite with . Shakes. COLLICATION . S.[ colligotio, Lat.) A binding
COLLE'CT
collectum
TO
. v. a . (
, Lat .) 1. To
together. Brown.
gather together . Waits. 2. To draw many COLLIMATION
F. (from collimo, Lat.) Aim,
Diet .
units into one fum . Locke. 3. To gain from
obſervation. Shakeſp. 4. To infer from pre- COLLINEA'TION. ( colingo, Lat.) The act
of aiming
miſes. Decay of Piety. 5. T. COLLECT
biaſelf. To recover from ſurpriſe. Shakesp. COLLI'QUABLE. 6.[ from colliquato.) Eaſily
diſſolved. Harvey .
Hayward
COLLECT. ſ. [colleda, low Lat.) A ſhort' COLLI'QUAMENT. S. ( frore colliquate.] The
comprehensive prayer, uſed at theſacrament ; ſubſtance to which any thing is reduced by be
ing melted.
any Thort prayer. Taylor.
COLLECTA'NEOUS. e. (colle Elaneus, Lat.), COʻLLIQUANT. a . (from colliquate.] That
1 which has the power of melting.
Gathered up together.
COLLECTIBLE . a. ( frarn colleal .] That which To COʻLLIQUATE. v. a . ( colliquo, Lat.] To
may be gathered from the premiſes. Brown.
melt ; to diſſolve. Boyle, Hervey.
COLLECTION. S. (from collea .] 1. The act COLLIQUA'TION. I. (colliquatio, Lat.) The
melting of any thing whatſoever ; ſuch a tem
of gathering cogether. 2. The things gather
ed. Addiſor. 3. The act of deducing confe . perament or diſpoſition of the animal fluids as
quences. Hesker. 4. A confectary deduced
proceeds from a lax compages, and wherein
from premiſes. Hooker, Davies.
they low off through the ſecretory glands.
Bacon.
COLLECTITIOUS. e. ( collectitius, Lat ) Ca
thered up
COLLIQUA'TIVE. a. ( from colliquote.) Melt
COLLECTIVE. a. [ collectif, Fr.) 1. Gathered
ing ; diſſolvent. Harvey.
into one mnafs; accumulative. Hooker, Watts ., COL.LIQUEFA'CTION. S. [ colliquefacio, Lat.]
2. Employed in deducing conſequences.Brown.
The act of melting together. Bacon,
3. A colle & ive noun expreſtes a multitude. COLLI'SION. S. (collifio, Lat.) 1. The act of
though itſelf be Angular; as a company.
ſtriking (we bodies together. Milton . 2 ..
COLLÈ'CTIVELY. odv.( from collective.) la
The Itate of being truck together ; a claſh .
Denham .
a general maſs ; in a body; aot lingly. Hale.
COLLECTOR. F. (collector , Lat.) 1. A ga- To COʻLLOCATE . v. a. ( colloco, Lat .) To
tberer. Addifon. 2. A tax -gatherer. Temple. place, to ſtation . Bacon .
COLLEGATARY. S. ( from con and legatum , COLLOCATION. S. (collocatio, Lat.) 1. The
a legacy , Lat .) A perſon to whom is left a
act of placing . 2. The ſtate of being placed.
legacy in common with one or more . Chambers.
Bacon .
COʻLLÉGE. S. ( collegium , Lac.] 1. A com- COLLOCUTION. S. [ collocutio, Lat.) Conſe
munity. Dryden. 2. A ſociety of men ſet rence ; converſation.
apart for learning or religion. Bacon. 3. The To COLLOʻGUE. v. n. To wheedle ; to Aatter.
bouſe in which the collegians reſide.2 Kings. COʻLLOP.S. ( from coal and op, a rather broiled
4. A college in foreign universities is a lecture
upon the coals.] 1. A ſmall flice of meat.
read in publick .
King's Cookery, 2. A piece of any anitaal.
COLLEGIAN . S. (from college.) Relating to a
L'Eſtrange. 3.A child. Shakeſp .
COLLOQÚY.. [ colloquium , Lat. Conference ;
college.
; talk. Milion, Taylor .
inhabitant
converſation
COLLÉGIAN. S. [ from college .) An
CO'LLOW .S. Black grime of coals.Woodward.
of a college .
COLLEGIATE. a. (collegiatus, low Lat.) 1. COLLU'TANCY. ſ . [ collu & tor, Lat.) Oppoſi
Containing a college ; inftituted after theman
tion of pature.
Der of a college. Hooker, 2. A collegiate COLLUCTA'TION.S. ( collu &tatio, Lat .) Con
cburch, was fuch as was built at a diſtance
teft ; contrariety ; oppolicion. Woodward.
T.
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TO COLLU'DE . 9. n. ( collude, Lat.) To con
To palliate ; to excuſe. Rolighe 3. To
make plauſible. Addijon.
Ipire in a fraud.
COLLU SION. S. [cellu fio, Lat.) A deceitful To COʻLOUR o... To bluſh.
agreement or compact between two or more . COLOURABLE. (from colsur ) Specious ;
Cowell, Seifi.
plauſible. Spenſer , Hocker, Broer
COLLU SIVE. 2. (from collude.] Fraudulently COLOURABLÝ. odv. (from celourable.) Spe
concerted ,
ciouſly : plaufibly. Bacor .
COLLUÍSIVELY. ado ( from collufive.) In a COLOURĖD pori. e. Streaked ; diverſified
with hues. Bacon .
manner iraudulently concerted.
COLLU SORY. a . [colludo, Lat . ) Carrying on COLOURING.S. The part of the painter's art
a fraud br ſecret concert .
that teaches to lay on his colours. Prior.
COLLY . j . [from coal.] The ſmut of coal . COʻLOURIST.S . (from colour.) A painter who
Burton .
excels in giving the proper colours to his
deligns. Dryden .
To COʻLLV w.a. To grime with coal. Shakeſp.
COLLYRIUM .(Lat.]An ointment for the eyes. COLOURLESS, a . ( from celour.] Without co
lour; tranſparent. Newton, Bentley.
COLMAR.S. ( Fr. ) A fort of PLAR..
COLOGN. Earth. l. A deep brown, very light COLT . [colt, Sax ) 1. A young horſe .
bastard ochre. Hill.
Taylor. 2. A young foolith fellow . Shakeſp.
COʻLON . (nwlos.) 1. A point (:) uſed to To COLT. « . « To friſs ; to frolick . Spenjer.
mark a paufe greater than that of a comma, T. COLT. v.a. To befool. Shakeſp.
and leſs than that of a period. 2. The great-| COLTS-FOOT. S.(from colt and foor.) A plant.
eft and wideſt of all the inteſtines, about eight;COLTS -TOOTH. %. 1. An imperfect tooth
or nine hands breadth long. Quincy, Swifi, in young horſes. 2. A love of youthful plea
fare . Shakeſp.
Floyer.
COLONEL. S. The chief commander of a re- COLTER .} ( cultor , Sax . ] The farp irok of
giment. Generally founded correl. Milton ,
a plough .
CƠLONELSHIP . 1 ( from èstenel.] The office COLTISH , a ( from coli.) Wanton .
COLU'BRINE. 6. ( Colubrinus, Lat ) . Relating
or character of colonel. Swift.
to a lerpent. 2 Cunding ; craity .
To COLONISE. v . a . (from colony.) To plant
COLU'MBARY. l-{columbarinn , Lat ] A dove .
with inhabitants. Howel.
COLONNA'DE S. (from colonna, Ital.) 1. A oot ; a pigeonhoule Brown.
periſtyle of a circular figure, or a ſeries of co- COʻLUMBINE. S. [ columbina, Lat ) A plant
with leaves like the meadow - rpe. Millar.
lumos, diſpoſed in a circle. Addiſon. 2. Any
COʻLUMBINE I ( columbinus, Lat.) A kind of
ſeries or range of pillars. Pope.
body of violet colour. Dixt.
COLONY. I. ( cclonia, Lat. ) 1 .
people drawn from the mother-country to in- COʻLUMN. F. (columna ,] 1. A round pillar.
Peachan . 2. Any body pretling vertically
kabit fome diftant place. Davies. 2. The
country planted ; a plantation. Dryden.
upon its baſe . Bentley. 3. The long file os
row of troops 4. Halt a page when divided
CO LOFHONY.S. (trom Colophen, a city whence
into two equal parts by a line paffing through
it came .) Rolin. Boyle, Floyer.
COLOQUIKTIDA . T. [ colocynthis, Lat .) The
the middle.
fruit oi a plant of the ſame name, called bil- COʻLUMNAR.
7a ( from column.) Formed
ter apple it is a violent purgative. Chambers. COLUMNARIAN. } in columns. Woodward.
COLORATE. a. [eclsraius, Lat.) Coloured ; COLU'RES. f . [coluri, Latin ; kódoupos.] Two
died . Ray.
great circles ſupposed to paſs through the poles
COLORATION | ( colero, Lat ) 1. The art of the world : one through the equinoctial
or practice of colouring. 2. The ſtate of be
points Aries and Libra ; the other through the
ing coloured. Bacon .
Tolltitial points, Cancer and Capricorn . They
COLOR FICK. a. [ colorificus, Lat .] That has
divide the ecliptick into four parts. Harris ,
Milion ,
the power of producing colours. Newton.
CO'LÓSSE . 38. [ coleljus, Lal ) A ftatue of COMA. S. [xãua] A morbid diſpoſition to ſleep.
COLOSSUS. } enormousmagnitude. Temple. COMATE . f. [con and mare ] Companion.
Shakeſp.
COLOSSE'AN . a. I colofjeus, Lat ] Giantlike.
COLOUR . L. [coler, Tal . ) 1. The appearance COMAT OSE a .(from coma.]Lethargick.Grew .
of bodies to the eye ; hue ; die . Newton. 2. COMB in the end, and Comp in the beginning
The appearance of blood in the face. Dryden . of names, leem to be derived from the Britiſh
3. The tint of the painter. Pope. 4. The
Kum , a low ſituation . Gibſon
expreſſion of any thing ſuperficially examin- COMB. 5. ( camb. Sax.) 1. An inſtrument to ſe
ed Swift. 5. Concealment ; palliation . X. parate and adjuſt the hair. Newton. 2. The top
Cbarles. 6. Appearance; falſe thew . Kno.les.
or creft of a cock . Dryden. 3. The cavities
7. Kind ; ſpecies ; character . Shakejp. 8 .
in which the bees lodge their honey . Dryden.
In the
COMB. v . a . ( from the noun. ) 1. To
les.plural, a ſtandard ; an enlign of war . Todivide,
Knol
and adjuſt the hair. Shakeſp. Swifi. 2 .
To COʻLOUR. v. a. (coloro, Lat.] 1. To
Tolay any thing conliſting of blamcats ſmooth ;
mark with some hue or die. Newlane
wool.
comb
ab , to
COMB
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COMB BRUSH . S. [ comb and bruf .) A bruſh
Johnſen. 18. T. Come again. To retards
Judges. 19. To Come ci. To reach ; 10
to clean combs.
COME-MAKER . f.One whoſe trade is to make
obrain ; to gain . Suckling. 20. To Come by.
combs, Mortimer.
To obtain ;to gain ; to acquire.Hooker , Stilling
TO COMBAT .v. n. (combattre, Fr. ) To light. fleet. 21. To Čous in . To enter. Löcke. 22.
To COME in. To comply ; to yield. 23. To
Stakep.
T , CO MBAT. o.a. To oppoſe. Granville.
Come in . To become modiſh. Refcommon. 24.
COMBAT. . Conteſt ; batele ; duel Dryden.
To Come in . To be an ingredient ; to make
COMBATANT. L. (combattant, Fr.) 1. He
part of a compoſition. Atterbury . 25. T.
COME in for . To be early enough to obtain,
that fights with another ; an antagoniſt Milton.
Collier. 26. T. COME in 10. To join with ; to
2. A champion. Locke .
bring help. Bacon . 27. To COME in to. To
CO'MBER . f . ( from comb.] He whole trade
is to dileotangle wool , and lay it ſmooth or
comply with ; to agree to. Atterbury. 28. T.
the ſpinner.
COME near. To approach in excellence. Ben .
Joonlon . 29. To Come of. To proceed ; as a
COMBINATE.a ( from combine ) Betrothed ,
deſcendant
from anceſtors. Dryden 30. To
prooniſed. Sbakelp .
Come of. To proceed ; as effects from their
COMBINATION./. [from combine ) 1. Union
for iome certain purpoſe ; afſ.ciation ; league .
cauſes. Locke. 31. TO COME off. To deviate ;
Stakeſp. 2. Union of bodies ; commixture;
to depart from a rule. Bocon. 32. To Come off.
conjunction. Boyle , Souib . 3. Copulation of
To eſcape. Milton , South. 33. T. COME off.
ideas . Locke,
COMBINATION is uſed in
To end an affair. Hudibras. 34. To Come off
mathematicks, to denote the variation or from . To leave; to forbear. Felton. 35. T.
alteration of any number of quantities, let
COME on . To advance ; to make progreſs.
Lers, founds, or the like, in all the different
Bacon, Knolles. 36. To Come on . Toadvance
to combat. Knolles. 37: To COME on . To
manners poilible.
TO COMBINE. 9. a. (combiner, Fr.) 1. To
thrive ; to grow big. Bacon. 38. To Come
over
. To repeat an act. Skakefp.39. To
join together . Milton . 2. To link in union .
Stakejp. 3. To agree ; to accurd . Shakesp.
COME over. To revolt. Addiſon.40. TO COME
ouer
. To raiſe in diſtillation. Boyle. 41. TO
4. To join together; oppoſed to analyſe.
Come out. To be made publick. Stilling fleet .
TO COMBINE . 0. 11. 1. To coaleſce ; to unite
each with other . Shakeſp. 2. To unite in
42. To Come out. To appear upon trial ; to
friendihip or deſiga. Dryden.
be diſcovered. Arbuthnot. 43. To COME out
wirl Togive a vent to. Böyle. 44. To COME
COMBLESS. a . (from comb.) Wanting a comb
81. To content or yield. Swift. 45. TO COME
or creſt. Sakelp.
COMBU'ST. a. ( combuftum , Lat.) A planet not
10. To amount to. Knolles, Locke. 46. To COME
above eight degrees and a half frora che ſun ,
to kimſelf. To recover his fenles. Temple. 47 .
is laid to be combuft.
T. COME to paſs. Tobe effected ; to fallout.
Hooker, Bayle. 48. To Come up. To grow
COMBU'STIBLE . 4.[ combuftum , Lat . ] Sufcep
out of che ground. Bacon, Timple. 49. To
tible of fire. Souch .
COME up. To make appearance. Bacen. 50.
COMBUSTIBLENESS S. Anneſi to take fire.
To come up. To come into uſe. 51. To COME
COMBUSTION . S 1. Confiagration ; burning :
up to. To amount to . Woodward . 52. To
conſumption by fire. Burnet. 2. Tumuit:
Come up to. To riſe to. Wake. 53. To Come
hurry ; hubbub . Hesker, Raleigh, Addiſon
up with. To overtake. 54. To Come upori.
TO COME . 0. % . pret. I came. particip. cenae.
(coman, Sax . keinen, Duc.) i. To remove
To invade ; lo attack. Soush .
from a diſtant to a nearer place. Oppoſed to COME. Be quick ; make no delay . Genefis.
36. Koolks. 2. To draw near ; to advance COME . A particle of reconciliation .
towards. Shakeſp. 3: To move in any man
Come, come, at all I laugh he laughs no doubt.
per towards another, Locke. 4. To proceed
Pipe.
to ilue. 2 Sam . 5. To advance from one | TO COME. In futurity ; not preſent. Bacon ,Locke.
ftage to another. Knolles, Dryden. 6. TO COME. /. [ from the verb .) A ſprout: a cant
terin Mortimer .
change condition either for better or worſe
Seifl. 7. To attain any condition. Ben COME'DIANS. [ from comedy.) 1. A player or
7 -tnfor. 8. To become. Shakeſp. 9. To actor of comick parts . 2. A player in general ;
arrive at fome act or habit. Locke. 10 .
an actreſs or actor. Camden. 3. A writer of
comedies. Peacham .
To chaoge from one ftate into another
dafired. Bacon, Hudibras. 11. To become COMEDY.ſ. (comedia,Lat. A dramatick repre
fentation of the lighter iaulis ofmankind Pope.
preſent, and no longer future. Dryden. 12
To become preſent ; no longerabſent. Pepe COMELINESS. I (trom comely.] Grace ;
beauty ; dignity. 3idrey, Ray, Prior.
13. To happen ; to fall out. Shakeſp. i4
To follow as a conſequence. Shakeſp. 15 CO'MELY.. [from become.j 1. Graceful; de
cent . Soutb . 2. Decent ; according to pro
To ceaſe very lately from fome act of ſtate
priety . Shakeſp.
1 Sam . 16. " To comi obowi. To come to
paſs ; to fall out . Shakeſp. 17. T. Coma COMÉLY. adv. [from the adjective.) Handa
ebent. To change ; to come round, Ben .
Tomely ; grace ully: Ajshem .
COMER.
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COMER. S. [from come.) Óne that comes. T• COMMA’ND. v. * . to have the ſupreme
Bacon, Löcke
authority. South .
COMET. ) [ cometa, Lát. a hairy far.) A COMMAND. S. ( from the verb . ) 1. The
heavenly body in the planetary region appear
right of commanding ; power ; fupreme 20
ing ſuddenly , and again diſappearing. Comets ,
thority. Waller. 2. Cogent authority ; def
popularly called blazing ſtars, are diſtinguilh
potiſm . Locke. 3. The act of commanding i
ed from other ſtars by a long train or tail of order. Taylor. 4. The power of overlooking .
Dryden .
light , always oppoſite to the ſun. Craſbaw .
COMETARY Y a . [ from comer . ) Relating to COMMA'NDER.S.(from command.) 1. He that
COMETICK . ) a comet. Cheyne .
has the ſupreme authority ; a chief.Clarendoz .
COMFIT. ( from confect .] Á dry ſweatmeat. 2. A paving beetle , or a very great wooden
Hudibras.
mallet. Moxon .
10 COMFIT. Ù. a. To preſerve dry with lugar. COMMANDERY. T. (from command.) A body
Cowley.
of the knights of Malta, belonging to the
ſame nation .
COMFITURE. f. [ from comfit.) Sweetmeat .
Donne.
COMMA'NDMENT. S. [ commandement, Fr.)
To COMFORT.v.a. [ comforto, Lat.) !. To
1. Mandate ; command ; order ; precept. Rc
ſtrengthen ; to 'enliven ; to invigorate. Bacon .
leigh. 2. Authority ; coactive power. Shakeſp.
2. To conſole ; to ſtrengthen the mind under
3. By way of eminence, the precepts of the
calamity. Job.
decalogue by God to Moſes. Exodus.
COMFORT. f. ( from the verb . ) 1. Support ; COMMA'NDRESS . L. A woman veſted with
amilance ; countenance. Bacon. 2. Confolation ; fupreme authority . Hooker, Fairfax.
ſupport under calamity. Tillotſon. 3. That COMMATERIAL. a .[ from cor and materia ]
which gives conſolation or ſupport. Stakeſp.
Conſiſting of the fame matter with another
COMFORTABLE , a . (from comfort. ] 1. Re
thing . Bacon .
ceiving comfort; ſuſceptible of comiort . Soweb.COMMATERIALITY. S. Reſemblance to
2. Diſpenſing comfort. Dryden .
ſomething in its matter.
COMFORTABLY . adv . [from comfortable ] COMMELINE. f. [commelina, Lat.) A plant.
With comfort ; without deſpair. Hammond. COMMEMORABLE. 8. (from comemorate. )
COMFORTER.S. (from comforr.] 1. One that
Deſerving to be mentioned with honour.
adminiſters conſolation inmisfortunes.Skakelp . TO COMME'MORATE. v.a. con and memer,
2. The title of the Third Perſon of the Holy
Lat.).Topreſerve the memory by ſome pablick
act. Fiddes.
Trinity ; the Paraclete.
COMFORTLESS . a. [ from comfort.) Without COMMEMORA’TION . !-(from commemerate.)
comfort. Sidney, Swift.
An act oi publick celebracion. Taylor.
COʻMFREY.S. (comfrie, Fr.) A plant. Miller. COMMEMORATIVE. a. [ from commemerate.)
COMICAL, a . (comicus , Lat .) 1. Raiſing mirth ;
Tending to preſerve memory of any thing .
merry ; diverting . Addifon. 2. Relating to
Anterbury.
comedy ; befiting comedy. Hayward,
To COMMENCE . v . m . [commencer, Fr.) 1 .
COMICALLY. adv. ( from comical. ) 1. In ſuch
To begin ; to take beginning . Rogers. 2. To
take a new character . Pope.
a manner as raiſes mirth . 2. In a manner be
fitting comedy
To COMME'NCE . v. 0. To begin ; to make
COMICALNESS. T. (from comical.] The qua
a beginning of ; asto commence a fuir.
COMMENCEMENT. S. ( from commerce. ) Be
lity of being comical.
COʻMICK . a . ( cemicus, Lat. comique, Fr.) .. ginning ; date . Woodward,
Relating to comedy. Rojcomm n. 2. Raiſing To COMME'ND . 3. a . [ commende, Lav . ) 1 .
mirth . Skakepp :
To repreſont as worthy of notice ; to recom
COMING. S. (from To come.) l. The act of mend. Knolles. 2. To deliver up with confi
coming ; approach. Milion. 2. State of being
dence . Luke . 3. To mention with approbation .
come , arrival. Locke.
Cowley: 4. To recoinmend to remembrance .
COMING -IN . F. Revenue ; income. Shakeſp.
Shakelp.
COMING . parti . a. [ from come.) 1. Pond ; COMME ND . J. Commendation . Shakeſp .
forward ; ready to come. Shakeſp. Pepe. 2. COMMENDABLE a . ( from commend' Lau
Future ; to come. Roſcommon.
dable ; worthy of praiſe.Bacon .
COMITIAL. a. (comitia, Lat. ] Relating to the COMMENDABLY. adv . ( from commendable 1
allemblies of the people.
Laudably ; in a manner worthy of commen
COʻMITY.S. (comitas, Lat. ]Courteſy ; civility .
dation Carew .
COMMA. I. [ rojalea .] The point which notes COMME NDAM.'T { commenda, low Lat.] Care
the diſtinction of clauſes, marked thus ( , )
mendam is a benefice , which being void , is
Pepe.
commended to the charge of ſome fufficiens
To COMMAND. v. a . [ commander, Fr.) 1 .
clerk to be ſupplied. Cowell, Clarendon .
To govern ; to give orders to . Decay of Piety. COMMENDATORY. S. lirom commendum . )
2. To order ; to direct to be done. Shakeſp . One who holds a living in commendam .
3. To have in power. Gay. 4. To overlook ; COMMENDATION. 1. ( from commend ,]
.
to have ſo fubject as that it may be ſeen or
Recommendation ; favourable reprefentarion ;
Bacon .
annoyed. Midton
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Becor. 2. Praiſe ; declaration of eſteem . TO COMMIŅGLE.D . a . [commiſcev, Lat . ). To
mix into onemaſs; to mix ; to blend . şbakeſp.
Dryden . 3. Meſſage of love . Shakeſp.
COMMENDATORY. a . [from commend.) To COMMINGLE .V. 5. To unite with another
Favourably repreſentative ; containing praiſe.
thing. Bacon ,
COMMINUIBLE. a . ( from comminute.) Fran,
Pepe.
gible; reducible to powder. Browne.
COMMENDER . S. [ from commend.) Praiſer.
W91108 .
To COMMINUTE . v . a . [ comminuo , Lat.) To
COMMENSA'LITY.S.[from cemmenſolis,Lat.) grind ; to pulveriſe. Bacon
COMMINU TION . f. [ from comminute.) The
Fellowſhip of table. Brown .
COMMENSUR ABILITY. f. [ from commenfu
act of grinding into ſmall parts ; pulveriſation.
Bentley.
rable .) Capacity of being compared with ano
ther as to ibe meaſure ; or of being meaſured COMMISERABLE. a. [ from commiſerate .]
by another. Brown.
Worthy of compaſſion ; pitiable . Bacon .
COMMENSURABLE. . [con aud menſura ,) To COMMISERATE . v . a . [con and miſereor,
Reducible
Lat.)
to ſome common meaſure ; as
Lat.) To pily ; to compaffionate. Denbam .
COMMISERATION . ). ( from commiſerate.]
a yard and a foot are meaſured by an inch .
COMMENSURABLENESS.S . ( from commen
Pity ; compaſſion ; tenderneſs. Hocker, Sprat.
Jerable.) Commenſurability ; proportion . Hale. COMMISSARY.S. {commiſſarius, low Lai. ) i .
An officer made occaſionally; a delegate ;
TO COMMENSURATE. v . a . (cor and men
deputy. 2. Such as exerciſe ſpiritual juriſdiction
fura, Lat .) To reduce to ſome common mea
Ture. Brown.
in places of the diocele, far diſtant from the
COMMENSURATE. a . [ from the verb .] 1. chief city . Cowell. 3. An officer who draws up
Reducible to ſome common meaſure. Govern
lifts of an army, and regulates the procuration
meni of the Tongue. 2. Equal; proportionable of prevision . Prior.
COMMISSARISHIP. f. The office of a com
to each other. Glanville, 'Bentley.
COMME'NSURATELY.adov. ( from commexſu
miflary . Ayliffe.
rate.) With the capacity of meaſuring , or be- COMMISSION . L [ commiſſio, low Lat .] 1. The
ing meaſured by ſome other thing. Holder.
act of entruſting any thing. 2. A truſt ; a
COMMENSURA’TION . ſ. [ from commenſu
warrant by which any truſt is held . Cowell,
rate.) Reduction of ſome things to ſome Skakelp. 3. A warrant by which a military
officer is conſtituted. Knelles, l'ope. 4. Charge;
common meaſure. Bacon, South .
TO COMMENT. v. n. [commentor, Lat.) mandate ; office. Milton . 5. Act of commit
To annotale ; to write notes ; to expound. ting a crime . Sins of commiffion are diſtinguiſh
ed from lins of omillion. South . 6. A number
Herbert.
COMMENT. S. Annotations on an author ;
of people joined in a truſt or office. 7. The
Itate of that which is intrufted to a number
notes ; expoſition. Hammond.
COMMENTARY. F. [ commertarius, Lat.) .. ofjointofficers ; as the broad ſeal was put into
Commiſſion. 8. The order by which a factor
• An expoſition ; an annotation ; remark. King
trades for another perſon .
Charles. 2. Narrative in a familiar manner.
To COMMISSION . v. 0. To empower ; to
Addiſes .
COMMENTA'TOR S. (from -comment.] Expo
appoint . Dryden .
To COMMISSIONATE. v. 0. To empower .
Gtor ; annotator. Dryden.
COMMENTER. S. ( from comment.] An ex
Decay of Piety.
COMMISSIONER . Ş. One included in a war
plainer ; an annotator. Donne.
COMMENTITIOUS. 4. [commentitius, Lat.) rant of authority. Clarendon.
COMMISSURE . F. ( commiffura, Lat .) Joint ;
lavented ; imagioary. Glanville.
COMMERCE.S. (commercium , Lat.] Exchange
a place where one part is joined to another.
W 01108.
of one thing for anocher ; trade ; traffick .
To COMMI'T . v . a. [committo, Lat.] 1. To
Hooker , Tillerſos .
TO COMMERCE. v. . To hold intercourſe. intruſt; to give in truſt. Shakeſp. 2. To put
Milan .
in any place to be kept ſafe. Dryder. 3. To
COMMERCIAL. 6 ( from commerce.] Relating
ſend io prilon ; to impriſon. Clarendon. 4. To
perpetrale ; to do a fault . Clarendon.
to commerce or traffick.
COMMITMENT.F. (from commit ) 1 . An act
CO'MMERE.ſ. A common mother. Shakeſp.
of ſending to priſon. Clarendon. 2. An order
TO COMMIGRATE . v. n. [con and migro,
Lat .) To remove by conſent, from one country
for ſending to priſon.
to another.
COMMITTEE. ſ. [from commit .] Thoſe to
whom the confideration or ordering of any
COMMIGRA'TION. S. (from commigrate .) A
macter is referred, either by ſome court to
removal of a people from one country to ana
other, Woodward.
whom it belongs, or by conſent of parties.
Cowell, Clarendon, Walton.
COMMINA’TION . S. [comminatio, Lat.) 1. A
threat; a denunciation of punihment. Decay COMMITTER.J. [ from commit ] Perpetrator ;
of Picty. 2. The recital of God's threatenings
he that commits. South.
COMMITTIBLE. adv . ( from commit . ] Liable
on ſtated days.
COMMI'NATORY. a. (from commination.) to be committed. Brown.
T2
Το
Denunciatory ; threatening.
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T. COMMI'X . v . e . [ commiſceo, Lat .) To
the houſe of commons. 4. One who has a joint
mingle ; to blend. Newton.
right in common ground. Bacon , 5. A ſtudent
COMMIXION . L. ( from commix .] Mixeure ;
of the ſecond rank at the univerſity of Oxford.
incorporacion. Brown.
6. A proſtitute . Sbakeſp .
COMMI'XTURE. S [ from commix. ) 1. The act COMMONITION./ [commonitis, Lat.) Advice ;
ofmingling ; the ſtate of being mingled . Bacon
warning.
2. The maſs formed by mingling different COMMONLY.adv.(from commor.JFrequently ;
things ; compound. Bacon , Wotton .
uſually. Temple
COMMO’DE. ) [ Fr. ] The head-dreſs of women . COMMONNESS. S. [ froin commer.} 1. Equal
Granville.
participation among inany . Government of the
Tongue . 2. Frequent occurrence ; frequency.
COMMODIOUS. a . (commedus , Lat.) 1. Con
venient; ſuitable; accommodate ; Raleigh. 2 .
Swift.
Uſeful; funted to wares or neceflities. Raleigh. To COMMON - PLACE . . a. To reduce to
COMMO'DIOUSLY. adv. (' rom commodicus.)
general heads . Felton .
1. Conveniently . Cowley. 2. Without diftiets. COMMON -PLACE -BOOKS. A book in which
Milton, 3. Suitably to a cerçain purpoſe Hooser .
things to be remembered are ranged under
COMMO‘DIOUSNESS. S. (from commodicus.)
general beads. Yarler .
Convenience ; advantage . T'emple.
COMMONS . . 1. The vulgar ; the low people.
COMMODITY. L. [commoditas, Lat.] 1. In
Dryden. 2. The lower houſe of parliament ,
by which the people are repretented King
terett ; advantage ; profit . Hooker . 2. Cuo
Charles . 3. Food ; fare ; diet. Swife.
venience of time or place. Ben . Jokinjon. 3 .
Wares ; merchandiſe. Locke.
COMMODORE .S.(corrupted írom the Spanih (COMMONWEALTH } putem comments and
comendador .) The captain who commands a
A policy ; an eſtabliſhed form of civil life.
ſquadron of ſhips.
lísoker, Davies, Locke. 2. The publick ; the
COʻMMON. a. [communis , Lat ) 1. Belonging
general body of the people. Shakelp. 3. A
government in which the ſapreme power is
equally to more than one . Hale. 2. Having
Jodged in the people ; a republick . Bes.
no poffeffor or owner . Locke. 3. Vulgar ;
Juknism, Temple .
mean ; ea'y to be had ; not ſcarce. Davies .
4. Publick '; general . Wolton, Addiſon. 5. COMMORANCE . f. [from commorant.)
Mean ; without birth or deſcent. W'aller. 6. COMMORANCY. } Dwelling, habitation ;
reſidence. Haie.
Frequent ; uſual; ordinary. Eccles. Clarendon .
7. Prostitute. Spettatcr. 8. Such verbs as ſig- COMMOʻRANT. a. ( rommorans, Lat.] Re .
dent ; dwelling. Ayliffe.
niły both action and paſſion are called commen ;
as aſpernor, I deſpiſe, or am defpiled ; and COMMOTION. . ( commotio, Lat .) 1. To
fuch nouns as are both maſculine and feminine,
mul ; difturbance ; combuſtion ; Luke,Broome.
as parens.
2. Perturbation ; diſorder of mind ; agitation.
COMMON . S. An open ground equally uſed by
Clarendor. 3. Diſturbance ; reſtleiineis. W oce
many perſons. Souib.
ward.
COMMON. adv. (from the adjective.) Com- COMMOTIONER. S. ( from commetion .) A
difturber of the peace. Hayward.
monly ; ordinarily. Shukejp .
In COMMON . 1. Équally to be participated by To COMMOVE v. a. ( commeveo, Lat .) To
a certain number. Locke. 2. Equally with ano
diſtuib ; to unlercle. Thomlon,
ther ; indiſcrimirately . Arburknot.
To COMMUNE. V. r . {communico, Lat.) To
To COMMON . v. n . ' ( from the noun .) To
converfe ; to impart ſentiments mutually .
have a joint right with others in ſome common
Spenjer, Locke.
ground
COMMUNICABILITY. f. [ from communica
COMMON LAW . Cuſtoms which have by long
ble.) The quality of being cominunicated.
preſcription obtained the force of laws ; dil- COMMUNICAELE . a . (from communicate.) .
That which may become the common potlet
linguiſhed from the facute law , which owes
fion of more than one, Hocker. 2. That which
its authority to acts of parliament.
COMMON PLEAS. The king's court now held may be imparted, or recounted. Mitros .
in Weſtminſter -hall ; but anciently novcable. COMMUNICANT. . [ from comeHICH
scale . ]
All civil caules , both real and perſonal, are' ,
One who is preferi, as a worſhipper, 21 the
and were formerly, trieu in this cours, accord
celebra jon of the Lord's Supper ; one who
ing to the strict laws of the realm Coarell.
paricipates of the bleiled ſacrament. Hoeker ,
Anterbury
COMMONABLE. « ( trom common .) What is
held in common . Bacon ,
TO COMMUNICATE.v. a. ( communice , Lat. )
COMMONAGE . 1. ( from commor..] The righe
1. To impart to others what is in our own
of feeding on a common .
power. Bacon, Taylor. 2. 'To reveal ; to im
COMMONALTY. ]. [communauté, Fr.] 1. The
part knowledge. Clarendon ,
common people . Miltsa . 2. The bulk of TO COMMUNICATE . V. 1. 1. To partake of
Dankird Hookur .
the bleted facrament. Taylor. 2. To have
COMMONER . ). [ rom common .) 1. One ofthe
funeching in common with another ; as, the
common people ; a inan ot low rank, ciddifun.
bonje: 68 * 1926dir. árosiomst.
COM
A man nos coble. Prior . 3. A member or
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COMMUNICATION. S. [from communicate.) , COMPA'NION. S. [ compagnon, Fr. ) 1. One
with whom a man frequently converſes. Prior.
1. The act ofimparting benefits or knowledge.
2. A partner; an aſſociate. Philippians. 3 .
Hilder. 2. Common boundary or inlet. Ar
A familiar term of contempt ; a fellow .
barbrot. 3. Interchange of knowledge. Swift.
Raleigh.
4. Conference ; converſation. Samuel.
COMMUNICATIVE . c . ( from communicate.] COMPANIONABLE . a . [from companion.] Fit
Inclined to make advantages common ; libe
for good fellowſhip ; ſocial. Clarendon.
COMPANIONABLY. adv. ( from companion .
ral ofknowledge ; not ſelfiſh. Evelyn.
able.) In a companionable manner.
COMMUNICATIVENESS. S. [ from communi
cative.] The quality of being communicative . COMPA'NIONSHIP . J. ( from companion.) 1 .
Norris.
Company ; train. Shakeſp . 2. Fellowſhip ;
aſſociation. Shakeſp.
COMMU'NION. S. (communio, Lat .) 1. Inter
courſe ; fellowship ; common poffeffion. Ra- COʻMPANY. ſ. (compagnie, Fr.] 1. Perſons
aſſembled together. Shakejp. 2 An affembly
leigh, Fiddes. 2. The common or publick
celebration oftheLord's Supper. Clarendon. 3 .
of pleaſure. Bacon . 3. Perions conſidered as
capable of converſation Temple. 4. Conver
A common or publick act. Raleigh. 4. U
ſation ; fellowſhip. Sielney, Guardian . 5 . A
nion in the common worſhip of any church .
number of perions united for the execution of
Stilbag fleet .
any thing ; a band . Dennis . 6. Perlons unit.
COMMUNITY. S. [communitas, Lat.? 1. The
commonwealth ; the body politick . Hammond.
ed in a joint trade or partnerſhip . 7. A body
2. Common pofTeflion. Locke. 3. Frequency ;
corporate ; a corporation . Arbuthnot. 8. A
commonnels. Shakeſp.
ſubdiviſion of a regiment of foot. Knowles.
COMMUTABILITY. S. (from commutable .]
9. To bear COMPANY. To asſociate with ;
The quality of being capable of exchange.
To keep COMPANY . S to be a companion
COMMU'TÁBLE.c.ſfrom commute.] Thatmay
to. Shakeſp. rope. 10. To keep COMPANY.
be exchanged for ſomething elſe.
To frequent houles of entertainment . Shakeſp.
COMMUTATION. f. [from commute. ] 1. To COʻMPANY . v. 4. ( from the noun.) To
accompany ; to be aſſociated with . Shakeſp.
Change ; alteration, South . 2. Exchange ;
Prior .
the act of giving one thing for another. Ray.
3. Ranſom ; the act of exchanging a corporal To COʻMPANY. v. r. To aſſociate one's ſelf
with . Corinthians.
for apecuniary puniſhment. Brown.
COMMUTATIVE. a. (from commute. ) Rela- COMPARABLE. a. (from to compare.]Wortliy
tive to exchange .
to be compared ; of equal regard. Knolles.
COMPARABLY. adv. ( from comparable ) In a
To COMMUTE v. a. (commut?, Lat . )
To exchange ; to put one thing in the place
manner worthy to be compared. Wolton.
of another . Decay of Piety. 2. To buy off, or COMPARATES. J. [ from compare ] In logick ,
ranſom ope obligation by another. L'Efrange.
the iwo things compared to one another.
TO COMMU'TE. v . n . To atone ; to bargain COMPARATIVE. a. ( comparatives, Lat.} » ,
for exemption . South.
Eftimated by comparison ; not abloluce. Bacon ,
COMMUTUAL. a . [ con and mutual.) Mu
Bentley. 2. Having the power of comparing .
Glanville. 3. (In grammar ) The compara
toal ; reciprocal. Pepe.
COMPACT S. [ pastuin, I.at.) A contract ; an
tive degree expreſſes more of any quantity in
accord ; an agreement. Sourh .
one thing than in another ; as, iberigit kond
TO COMPACT. v . a . [ compingo, compactum , is the ſtronger .
Lat.) 1. To join together with firmneis ; 10 COMPARATIVELY.cdv.(from comparative.]
conſolidate . Ro;commen. 2. To make out of
In a ſtate of compariſon ; accordingio eſtimate
fomething. Stakeſp. 3. To league with . made by compariſon. Rogers.
Shakeſp. 4. To join together ; to bring into TO COMPARE. v . a. ( comparo, Lat .] 1. To
a liftem . Hösker .
make one thing the mealure of another ; 10
COMPACT, a. ( compactus, Lat.) 1. Firm ;
eſtimate the relative goodneſs or badness . Til
folid ; cloſe ; denie. Newton , Bentley. 2.
lotſer. 2. To get ; to procure ; to obtaia .
Spenjer.
Brief; as a compact diſcourſe.
COMPACTEDNESS . I, (from compacled .) COMPA'RE. f. [ from the verb. ) 1. Compa.
Firmneſs ; denſity. Digby.
rative eſtimate ; compariſon. Seckling. 2.
COMPA'CTLY.ados .(from comp... ) .. Cloſe
Simile ; fimilitude. Srakelp.
COMPARISON . I. ( ccmfarijon, Fr.! 1. The
ly ; den'ely . 2. With neat joining .
COMPACTNESS. 1. ( from compact.) Firm
act of comparing. Grew. 2. The fate of
nefs ; clofenels. Woodward.
being compared . Locke. 3. A comparative
eftimate. Tiilotjon. 4. A limile in writing or
COMPA'CTURE .
(from compacl.] Struc
ſpeaking. Srukelp . 5. ( In grammar . ) The
tore ; compaginaion. Spenſer.
COMPAGES. 1. (Lat.) A ſubſtance of many
formation of an adjective through its various
parts united Pay
degrees of lignification , as frong, frenger,
COMPAGINA TIUN . S. ( compago, Lat. ) U. Jirongell.
gion ; fructure. Brosun.
To COMPA'RT.w.a. ( 17., ariir, Fr. ) To di
COMPANABLENESS . S.[ from company.]The
vide. Worten ,
COM
quality of being a good companion. Sidney.
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COMPARTIMENT.S. [ compartimeni, Fr. ) A COMPEʻI.LER.S. ( frem compol.) He that forces
another.
diviſion of a pi&ture, or deſign Pope.
COMPARTITION . T. (from compart.] 1. The COMPEND.S. [compendium ,Lat.)Abridgment;
act of comparting or dividing. 2. The parts ſurnmary; epitome. Walls.
marked oui , or ſeparated; a ſeparate part. COMPENDIA'R IOUS.a.(comperdiarius, Lat .)
Wotton .
Short ; contracted
COMPARTMENT.S. [ compartiment, Fr. ] Di- COMPENDIOʻS
ITY . F. [from compendious.]
Shortneſs
viſion. Peacham
To COʻMPASS. v.a. ( compaſſer, Fr.] 1. TO COMPENDIOUS.a .[from comperdium .] Short ;
encircle ; to environ ; to furround. Job. 2 . ſummary ; abridged; comprehensive. W 3.dw.
To walk round any thing. Dryden 3. TO COMPENDIOUSLY. adv. (from compendioxs.]
beleaguer ; to beliege. Luke. 4. To graſpi Shortly ; ſummarily. Hooker.
to inclofe in the arme. 5. To obtain; to pro- COMPENDIOUSNESS. S [from comperdieus.)
cure ; to attain . Hooker, Clarendon , Pope. 6 . Shortneſs; brevity. Bentley.
To take meaſures preparatory to any thing ; COMPENDIUM .).( Latin.) Abridgment ;ſum
mary ; breviate . Watts.
as, to compaſs the death of the king.
COMPASS. ſ. [ from the verb.) j . Circle ; COMPENSABLE .a . (from compenſare.) That
sound . Shakejp. 2. Excent ; reach ; graſp. which may be recompenled.
South. 3. Space; room ; limits. Atterbury. To COMPENSATI . v.a. [ compenſo, Lat. ) T.
recompenſe ; to counterbalance ; to counter
4. Encloſure; circumference. Milton. 5. A
vail . Bacon , Prior .
departure from the right line ; an indirect
advance. 6. Moderate space ; moderation ; COMPENSATION . S. [ from compenſate.) Re
compenſe ; Something equivalent. Drydes.
due limits. Davies , 7. "The power of the
voice to expreſs the noies of muſick . Skakejp COMPENSATIVE ...(compenſare.]That which
compenfates .
Dryden. 8. The inſtrument with which cir
cles are drawn. Donne. 9 The inftrument To COMPENSE. v. e. [compenſo, Lat . ) To
compenſate ; to counterbalance ; to recom
compoſed of a needle and card, whereby ma
penſe. Bacon .
riners Ateer. King Charles, Rowe.
COMPASSION . [ compaſſion , Fr.) Pity ; com TO COMPERE'NDINATE.v.a .[comperendira,
Lat.) To delay.
miſeration ; paintul tympathy. Hebrews.
TO COMPASSION. v . a. ( from the noun. ] COMPERENDINATION.S.(fromcomperendia
ngie .) Delay .
To pity . Shakeſp.
COMPA'SSIONATE . 2. [ irom csempaſſion .) In- COʻMPETENCE . f. [ from competent.] 1 .
COMPETENC
Y. S Such a quadrity of any
clined to pics ; merciful ; tender. Souih .
thing as is ſufficient. Government of theTeague.
To COMPASSIONATE . v.a.(tromehe noun.]
2. A fortune equal to the necefilies of life.
To pity ; to commiſerate. Raleigb.
COMPASSIONATELY. adv . (trom compafio
Shakeſp Pope. 3. The power or capacity of a
judge or court .
nare.] Mercilully ; tenderly . Clarendon.
COMPATERNITY . f. [con and paternitas, COMPETENT. a , ( competens, Lat.) 1. Suit
Lae.) Goffipred , or compaternity , by the ca
able ; fit ; adequate; proportionate. Davies,
non law, is a ſpiritual afinity . Davies.
2. Without defect or ſuperfluiry. Hosker. 3
COMPATIBILITY S. ( trom comparible.) Con
Reaſonable ; moderate . Atterbury. 4. Qua
liſtency ; the power of co -exiſting with ſome
lified ; fit. Gevern. of the Tongue. 5. Con
Antent with . Lecke.
thing elſe.
COMPA'TIBLE. a . 1. Suitable to ; fit for ; | COMPETENTLY adv. ( from competent. ) 1 .
Reaſonably ; moderately. Wotton . 2. Ade
conſiſtent with . Hale. 2. Confiftent ; agree
able Broeme.
quately ; properly. Bentley .
COMPA'T ABLENESS . f. (from compatible.) COMPETIBLE. a. (cimpeic,Lat . ) Suitable wo ;
conſiſtent with . Hammond, Glanville.
Confiftency.
COMPA'TIBLY. adv. [from comporible.] Fit- COMPETIBLENESS. S. (from competible . ]
Suitableneſs ; fitneſs.
ly ; fuitably.
COMPATIENT.a . (from con and patior ,Lat . ) COMPETI'TION.S . (con and peritia, Lat.] 1 .
Suffering together.
Rivalry ; conteft. Rogers. 2. Claim of more
COMPATRIOT. ). One of the ſame country.
than one to one ching. Bacon.
COMPEER . /. [compar , Lat.) Equal; compa- COMPE"TITOR . S. [con and perisor, l.ac. ] a .
nion ; colleague . Pbilips.
rival. Rogers. 2. An opponent. Shake p .
To COMPEER . 8. 2. To be.equal.with ; to COMPILATION . J. ( from compile, Lat.) s .
A collection from various authors. 2. Anar
mate . Shakefp.
To COMPE'L. v. a . ( compeilo, Lat.] 1. To
ſemblage; a coacervation . Woodward.
force to ſome act ; to oblige; to contrain . To COMPILE . v . a. (cam pilo, Lat .) 1 . To
Clarendon. 2. 'To take by force or violence . draw up from various authors. 2. To write ;
Shukelp
to compoſe. Tempke. 3. To contain ; to com
COMPELLABLE . e. [ from compen ] That may prile. Spalis
be loreed.
COMPILEMENT. S. [ from compile. ] Coacer
COMPELLA TION . : [from compelle, Lat.) vation ; the act of heaping up. Hoix .
COM
The flyle of addreſs.Duppa.
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COMPILER ! (free coils ! A collector ; | COMPLEXIONAL ...(from compkxion.] De.
ose estes i composis from various
pencing co the complexion or temperament of
the brdy. Fiddes .
COMPLACENCE . [ asreplacentis,low Lat. COMPLEXIONALLY ado.(from complexicz.]
COMP . 4 CENCY. i. Pleasure ; fatis ac
By complexion. Brown.
cos ; porézusa Miles. Ssa : b. 2. THE COMPLEXLY. edo ( from compkx .] In a
corries manner ; not simply.
aze s nezare ; 19. Miltes . 3. Civility ,
Prasce Cerdis.
COMPLE'XNESS. f. from complex .) The ſtate
COMPLACENT... isse placets, Lat.] Civil ;
6 being complex .
COMPLEXCRE r. ( rom complex .] The invo
lution of ose thing with others.
T : COMPLAIN = 1. (teisrodre, Fr. ) 1 .
11.12a . Baraet's COMPLIANCE .L. from comply.) 1. The act
Tor :
To see
Teen . To istorm açoist . Stakesp.
of yielding ; accord ; ſobmition. Rogers. 2.
T : COMPLAIX . s. e . To lament ; to bewail. A di pofrion to yield to others. Clarinden .
COMPLIANT... from comply.} 1. Yielding ;
COULAINANT. ſ. ( from complain .) One
bending Milton . 2 Civil ; complai ant.
TO COMPLICATE.v G. ( complico, Lat.) 1 .
* Eges for agrict another. Colber .
To ertangie one with another ; to join .Tillsil.
COMPLAINER , Ose wb complains ; 1 la
2. To unite bv involu : ion of parts. Boyk. 3 .
Gerseest of the Tsegar
COM ? 4 INT / complainte, Fr .: 1. Repre
To form in complicativo ; to form by the union
Seasor injeries.
:b. 2. The
of ſeveral parts into one integral. Locke.
aiz oradea of cosplaior. Swift. 3.
COMPLICATE . 2.Compounded of amultipli
22:21 ale Arbeibnet. Remonitriace
city of parts. Wa:15.
nå öneres.
COMPLICATENESS S-(from complicate.) The
Itate of being coraplicated ; intricacy. Hale.
COMPL 1154 NCEL. (complaſame, Pr. Civi
*** ; tire of pleahag; ad of adalation .COMPLICATION. F. ( from complcare.) 1 .
The act of involving one thing in another. 2 .
COMPLAISANT G ( complaisi, Fr.) Cisil ; The face of being involved one in another .
Wilkins 3. The integral conblting of many
COMPLAISINTLY.edo from complaiſant
things involved . Watis.
Cy ; sc seire to please ; ceremonieady COMPLICE. 1. ( Fr. from complex , Lat.) One
who is united with others in an ill delign ; a
COMPLAISANTNESS.S [from complaiſant.) confederate . Clarendor .
COMPLI'ER . f. [from comply .) A man of an
eaſy temper.
T. CUMPLASATE . 5.c (from plemas,lat
T - COMPLANE .
$ To level ; to reduce COMPLIMENT. S. ( complimeni, Fr.) An act or
. :: esce. Dobar.
exprefſion of civility, ulually underltood to
COY ? EMENT ! (rstaplementem , Lat. ) !
mein leſs than it declares Sidney, Rogers.
Precice ; faisels ; comple:ion Hesker. 2. TO COMPLIMENT.9.c. (from iht noun.) To
Csere let ; complete proviſion ; the full footh with expreflions of respect ; io filater .
Prior .
9:29
Prass. 3. Adiciutiou « circumſtances ;
COMPLIMENTAL.O (from compliment.) Ex
Baadres Haker, Stakels
CATE . c. (completas, Lr ) 1. Perfect ; prettive of respect or civiliiy. W 1168 .
Fr ,
box say de:ects. Collans, Swift COMPLIMENTALLY. odv. ( from compli
2
, esded ; coocluded. Prisr .
mental. In the nature of a compliment ;
TC TVPLE TE . ... from the poun.) To civilly. Broen
sem , ta fokh Walise .
COMPLIMENTER.S. (from complimen ..]One
COMPLETELY.sh . (from complete.) Fully , given to corr.pliments ; a flatterer.
1. Bars ?, Swift.
COMPLINE.) . ( compiine, Fr. completinum ,low
CVLETEMENT./ ( completezini, Fr.) The Lat.) Thelait at of worship at night. Huoberd.
TO COMPLORE. -. *. cmploro, Laz .) To
2. coepel.3. Dryden.
COMPLETENESS. S ( xrom complete ., Periec
make lamentation together.
€ Log Ct arken
COMPLOT.J. (French .) A confederacy in ſome
Ac
COMPLE TION . L. (from complete.) 1 .
ſecrel crime; a plot. Hubberd, Stakejp.
ce sest ; act of fulfilling. Sowib. 2. Ut- TO COMPLOT. 9. a. ( from the noua . To
form a ploe ; to confpire. Pepe.
xebrebe ; perted Hate. Pope.
Curiet ( compiers, Lai ) Compofite ; | COMPLOTTER . J. ( from complet ) A confpi
20 arts ; sot fornple . Locke.
rator ; one joined in a plo!. Dryder.
CVE EX / Complication ; colle & ion. South. To COMPLÝ. W. r . (complier.j Toyield io ;
to be obſequious to Tilistjon.
CÓVILEXEDNESS. J. ( from complex .) Com
ne ; involution of many particular parts COMPONENT...(componens,Lat. ) Thatwhich
2 sterzi. Locke.
conftitates the core poand body. Nesoien.
CVE XION.S rsppkrio, Lel .) 1. loro To COMPORT. 4. th. fermporter , Fr. ) T.
se
ose thing in corcher. Watss. 2. The agree ; Dorne .
2:
the Eternal parts of any brdy Davie.ro COMPORT. v . 2. T. bear ; to endure .
Danil
COMPORT.
3 Telemperature of the body. Dryden .
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COMPO'RT. .. [ from the verb.) Behaviour ;
rious parts. Craſaqr. 4. Frame ; make. Shakeſ.
conduct . Taylor.
5. Relative adjustment. Worron. 6. Compo
COMPORTABLE. a . (from compori.) Confiſ
ſition ; framed diſcourle . Atterbury. 7. Sedate
ent . Worten.
nefs; calmneſs ; tranquilliey . Milton . 8.Agree
COMPO'RTANCE . f. [ from compori.) Beha
ment; compofition ; lettlement of differences.
Milton .
viour . Spenſer.
COMPO'RTMENT. F. ( from comport.) Beha- COMPOTA'TION.P.{rompetatio, Lat.) The act
viour. Addiſon.
of drinking together. Philips.
TO COMPOSE . v.o. (compoſer, Fr.] 1. To To COMPOU'ND. v. a .(compons, Lat.) 1. To
mingle many ingredients together 2. To
form a mais by joining different things toge
ther. Sprat. 2. To place any thing in its form by uniting various parts . Exodus , Boyle.
3. To mingle in different poſitions ; to com
proper form and method . Dryden. 3. To dir
pole ; to put in the proper tale. Clarendon . bine. Addiſon. 4. To form one word from two
3. To put together a diſcourſe or ſentence . or more words. Raleigh. 5. To compoſe by
being united. Shakeſp. 6. To adjuſt a differ
Hooker . 5. To conftilute by being parts of a
ence by receſſion from the rigour of claims.
whole . Mlilton , Watts, 6. To calın ; to quiet.
Shakeſp. Bacon, 7. To diſcharge a debt by
Clarendor . 7. To adjuſt the mind io any bu
finels. Duppa. 8. To adjutt; to letele ; as, paying only part. Gay.
10 coinoole a difference. 9. [With printers.) To COMPOUND . v . n . 1. To cometo terms
of agreement by abating ſomething . Clarenden .
To arrange the letters. 10. (In mufick .) To
form a cune from the different muſical notes .
2. To bargain in the lump. Shakeſp. 3:. To
COMPOSED. particip a. Calm ; ſerious; come to terms.Carew.4 . To determine Shake.
COMPOUND. a. ( from the verb ) 1. Formed
even ; ſedate . Addison.
COMPOSEDLY.adv .(from cimpoſed.) Calınly ; out of many ingredients ; not fingle. Becor .
feriouſly. Clarendon.
2. Compoſed oftwo or more words. Pope.
COMPOʻSEDNESS. S. Sedateneſs ; calmneſs. COʻMPOUND. S. The mais formed by the uni
Norris.
on of many ingredients. Souih .
COMPO'SER . F. ( from compoſe.] 1. An author ; COMPOʻUNDABLE.a .Capable ofbeing com
pounded.
a writer. Miltor. 2. He that adapts the mu
COMPOʻUNDER . S. [from so compound .) 1 .
ſic to words. Peacham .
COMPOʻSITE. a . ( compofitus, Lat . ) The com
One who endeavours to bring parties to terms
poſite order in architecture is the laſt ofthe five
of agreement. Swift. 2. A mingler ; one
orders ; ſo named becauſe its capital is com
who mixes bodies .
poſedout ofthote of the other orders ; it is al- To COMPREHEND. v.a. (comprebendo, Lat .)
To called the Roman ant Italick order. Harris.
1. To compriſe ; to include. Romans . 2. To
COMPOSITION.S. ( compofitio, Lat. ) 1. The contain in the mind ; lo conceive . Waller.
act of forming an integral of various diffimilar COMPREHENSIBLE. a . ( comprehenſible, Fr. )
parts. Bacon , Temple. 2. The act of bring
Intelligible ; conceiveable. Locke .
ing simple ideas into complication , oppoſed to COMPREHENSIBLY. adv. ( from compreber
analyſis . Newton . 3. A mais formedby ming. fible.) With great power of ſignification or un
ling different ingredients. Swift. 4. The state derſtanding. Tillotſon .
of being compounded; union ; conjunction . COMPREHENSION . L. (comprehenfio,Lat.) 1 .
Watis . 5. The arrangement of various fi
The act or quality of compriſing or contain
gures in a picture. Dryden . 6. Written work
ing ; incluſion. Hooker . 2. Summary ; epi
Adilifon. 2. Adjustment; regulation. Ben . tome ; compendium . Rogers . 3. Knowledge ;
Febnjon. 8. Compact ; agreement. Hooker, capacity ; power of the mind to admit ideas.
Waller . 9. The act of ditcharging a debt by
Dryden.
payingpart. 10. Conſiſtency ;congruity.Shakeſ. COMPREHENSIVE. a. ( from comprebend.)
11.11n grammar. ) The joining two words to
1. Having the power to comprehend or under
gether. 12 . A certain method of demonstra
Aand. Pope 2. Having the quality of com
tion in mathematicks , which is the reverſe of priſing much . Sprai.
the analytical method, or of refo!ution Harris . COMPREHE'NSIVELY. adv. In a compre
henfive maaner.
COMPOSITIVE. a. Compounted ; or having
COMPREHE NSIVENESS. f. ( from compre
the power of compounding. Dict.
benjive.) The quality of including much in a
COMPOSITOR ) (trom compoſe.) He thai
arranges and adjuſts the types in printing.
few words or narrow compats . Addifon.
TO COMPRE'SS.UG. ( compreffus, Lat. ] 1. To
COMPOST. /. [ fr. compofitum , Lat.) Manure
force into a narrower compals. 2. To em
Evelyn.
brace. Fope.
To COMPOST. v.a. To madure. Bacon .
COMPOʻSTURE.S. (from compo ?.] Soil ; ma COMPRESS. f. [ from the verb . ) Rollters of
linen razs. Quincy .
nure . Shakeſp.
COMPOSU'RE.S. ( from compoſe.), 1. The act COMPRESSIBILITY. !. ( from compreffib.e.)
of compoſing or inditing. King Charles 2. Ar
The quality of admiting to be brought by
force into a narrower compa s.
rangement; combination ; order. Hulder . 3
The form ariſing irom the diſpoſition of the va COMPRESSIBLE . a . ( from comprefs.) Yield
ing
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practice of justifyieg any man's veracity by
ing to preſſure, ſo as that one part is brought
nearer to another. Cheyne,
the teſtimony of another.
COMPRE'SSIBLENESS . S. ( from compreſſible .) COMPURGATOR.S. (Lat.] One who bears his
Capability of being preſſed cloſe.
teſtimonyto the credibility of another.Woodww .
COMPRESSION.S. (comprelfio, Lat.) The actCOMPUTABLE. a. (from compute.) Capable
of being numbered. Hale.
to
near
more
body
of
any
of bringing the parts
COMPUTA'TION . S. ( from compare.) 1. The
each other by violence . Bacon , Newton .
act of reckoning ; calculation . 2. The ſur
COMPRESSURE. / ( from compreſs.) The act
collected or feitled by calculation . Addifon .
or force ofa body preſſing againſt another.Boyle.
To COMPRI'NT.v.7 . Iscmprimere, Lat. ) To To COMPU'TE . v. á [ computo, Lat.) To
reckon ; to calculate ; to count. Holder , Pope.
print another's copy to the prejudice of the
COMPUTE.S. ( computus, Lat . ] Computation ;
rightful proprietor. Philips.
calculation.
To COMPRISE . v . a. (compris, Fr. ) To con
COMPUẤTER . S. ( from compute .) Reckoner ;
tain ; to include . Heoker , Roſcommon .
COMPROBA'TION.ſ. (comprobo, Lat.) Proof ;
accountant. Swifi.
COMPUTIST.F. ( computiſte ,Fr. ) Calculator ;
atteſtation. Brown.
one Skilled in computation. Wotion ,
COMPROMI'SE . S. [ compromiſſum, Lat ) 1. A
mutual promiſe ofparties at difference , to re- COMRADE.S . (camerade, Fr.] 1. One who
fer their controverſies to arbitrators. Cowell, 2.
dwells in the ſame houſe or chamber. Shakeſp
A compact or bargain, in which coaceflions
2. A companion ; a partner . Milton .
are made. Shake p .
CON . A Latin inſeparable propoſition, which , 20
TO COMPROMISÉ. ~ a . ( from the noun.) 1 .
the beginning of words , signifies union ; as
concourſe, a running together.
To adjuſt a compact by aiutual conceflions. 2 .
CON.One who is on the negative ſideof a queſtion,
to accord ; to agree . Shakeſp.
COMPROMISSO'RIAL . a. (stom compromiſe.] To CON. v. a . ( connan, Sax .] 1. To know.
Relating to a compromiſe .
Spenſer . 2. To ſtudy. Shakeſp. Holder , Prior .
COMPROV'INCIAL . f. [can and provincial.]
3. To Con thanks. To thank. Shakeſp .
To CONCA'MERATE . v.a. [ concamero, Lat. ]
Belonging to the ſame province. Ayliffe.
To arch over ; to vault. Grew .
COMT. F. (cempie, Fr.) Account; computati
To CONCA'TENATE.v.c. ( from catena, Lat. ]
on ; reckoning . Shakeſp.
To link together.
T. COMPT . v . a. (compler , Fr.) To compute ;
CONCATENA'TION . S. [ from concatenate. ]
to number. We now use To COUNT.
COMPTIBLE.a. Accountable; ready to give
A ſeries of links . South.
CONCAVATION.S. [from concave .] The act
account Shakeſp.
To COMPTROL . N. a. To control ; to over
of making concave .
rule ; to oppoſe.
CONCAVE. a. (concauus , Lat. ] Hollow ; op
COMPTROLLER.S . [ from comptrol.) A direc
poſed to convex. Burnet.
CONCA'VENESS.S. [ from concave.] Hollow
tor ; ſuperviſor. Tomple.
COMPTROLLERSHIP . S. [from compiroller.]
nefs. Dict.
Superintendence. Carew .
CONCAVITY.S. [ from concave.) Internal ſure
COMPULSATIVELY. adv. By conſtraint.
face of a hollow ſpherical or ſpberoidical body.
Woodward.
Clariffa.
COMPU'LSATORY. f. [from compulſor, Lat. ] CONCA'VO -CONCAVE. a.Concave or hollow
Having the force of compelling. Shakeſp.
on both ſides.
COMPULSION.S. ( compüllo , Lat.] 1. The act CONCA'VO -CONVEX . a. (from concove and
of compelling to ſomething ; force. Milton. 2 .
convex.) Concave one way, and convex the
other. Newton .
The ſtate of being compelled. Hak.
COMPU'LSIVE. a. (from compuljer, Fr.) Ha- CONCA'VOUS . a. (concavus, Lat.) Concave.
ving the power to compel; forcible. Philips. CONCA'VOUSLY.adv. [from concavons,
s . ] With
COMPUʻLSIVELY. adv. ( from compulfve.] By
hollowneſs. Brown .
To CONCE'AL. v . a . [ concelo, Lat.) To hide ;
force ; by violence.
COMPULSIVENESS. f. [ from compulfive.) to keep ſecret ; not to divulge. Broome.
Force ; compulſion.
CONCE'ALEABLE.c . (from conceal.] Capable
of being concealed. Brown ,
COMPULSORILY.adv. ( from compulſory .) In
a compulſory or forcible manner; by violence. CONCEALEDNESS. L. ( from cenceal.] Pria
Bacon.
vacy ; obfcurity. Dici.
COMPULSORY. c. [ compulſoire, Fr.] Having CONCE'ALER . ). ( from conceal.] He that con
ceals any tbing.
the power ofcompelling. Bramhail .
COMPU NCTION.S. (componction , Fr.] 1.The CONCE'ALMENT. S. ( from conceal.] 1. The
power of pricking ; ſimulation. Brown. 2 .
act of hiding; ſecrely. Glanville. 2 The
Rcpeotance ; contrition. Clarendon .
state of being hid ; privacy . Addifon, 3. Hiding
COMPUNCTIOUS. 6. ( from compunction .] place ; retreat. Rogers ,
Repentant;tender. Skakeſp.
To CONCE’DE. v.a. ( concede, Lat .) To ad
COMPUNCTIVE. a. (from compunction .]
mit ; to grant , Bentley.
Cauſing remorſe.
CONCEPIT.J . [ concept, Fr.] 1 , Conception ;
,
thoughs;
COMPURÇA'TION.S. (rompurgatio,Lat ] The
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thought; idea. Sidney. 2. Underſtanding; 1 TO CONCE'RN . v. a. (concerner, fr.] 1. To
readineſs of apprehention. Wiſdom . 3. Fancy ,
relate to ; to belong to. Locke. 2. To affect
fantaſtical notion . Shakeſp. Locke. 4. Opinion
with ſome paflion. Shakeſp. Rogers. 3. To in
in a neutral ſenſe. Shakeſp. 5. A pleaſant
tereſt; to engage by intereſt. Boyle. 4. To
fancy. Shakeſp. 6. Sentiment. Pope. 7. Fond
difturb ; to make uneaſy . Derham.
nels; favourable opinion. Bentley. 6. Out of |CONCERN . F. 1. Buſineſs; affair. Rogers. 2 .
CONCEIT with. No longer fond of. Tillotson.
lotereſt ; engagement. Burnet. 3. Impor
To CONCE'IT. v.a. To imagine ; to believe.
tance ; moment. Roſcommon, 4. Paffion ; af
South .
fection ; regard. Addiſon.
CONCE'ITED. particip . a .( from conceit.] 1. CONCE'RNING. prep: Relating to ; with re
Endowed with fancy . Knolles . 2. Proud ; fond
lation to . Bacon, Tillotſon.
CONCERNMENT. S. [ from concern .] 1. The
of himlelf ; opinionative . Felton .
CONCEITEDLY. adv . [ from conceited ] Fan
thing in which we are concerned or intereſted ;
cifully ; whimſically. Donne,
buſineſs ; intereſt. Tillotſon. 2. Relation : in
Auence. Derham. 3. Intercourſe ; bugneſs.
CONCE'ITEDNESS .S. { from conceited.] Pride ;
Locke. 4. Importance ; moment. Bayle. 5 .
fondneſs of himſelf. Collier.
Interpofition ; regard ; meddling. Clarendon.
CONCEITLESS . a . (trom conceit ) Stupid ;
without thought . Shakejp.
6. Paffion ; emotion of mind . Dryden.
CONCE'IVABLE. a . ( from conceive )1. That To CONCE'RT. v. a. (concerter, Fr.] 1. To
ſettle any thing in private. 2. To ſettle ; to
may be imagined or thought . Wilkins. 2 .
contrive ; toadjuſt. Roque.
That may be underſtood or believed. Atterb,
CONCEIVABLENESS./ ( from conceivable .) | CONCERT.S : [from the verb .] 1. Communi
cation of deſigns. Swift. 2. A ſymphony ;
The quality of being conceivable.
CONCEIVABLY. adv. (from conceivable . ) In many performers playing to the ſame tune.
CONCERTA’TION . ( concertatio, Lat.] Strife ;
a conceivable manner.
contention .
TO CONCEIVE . v. a. [ concevoir, Fr.] 1. To
admit into the womb. Pjalm . 2. To form in CONCE'RTATIVE. a. ( concertativus, Lat . )
themind . Jeremiah. 3. To comprehend ; to
Contentious . Diet,
underitand. Shakeſp. 4. To think ; to be of CONCESSION . S.[conceffio, Lat.) 1. The act
opinion . Swift.
of granting or yielding. Hale. 3. A grant ;
TO CONCEIVE . v. . 1. To think ; to have
the thing yielded . King Charles.
an idea of. Watis. 2. To become pregnant . CONCE'SSIONARY. a. Given by indulgence,
CONCESSIVELY. adv . ( from conceſſion.] By
Geneſis.
way of conceflion. Brown .
CONCEIVER. S. ( from conceive.) One that
underſtands or apprehends. Brown.
CONCH . S. [concha, Lat . ) A ſhell; a ſea - lhell.
CONCE'NT . /. [ concentus, Lat. ) 1. Concert of Dryden .
voices ; harmony. Bacon . 2. Conſiſtency. Atter. CO'ŃCHOID . S. The name of a curve.
To CONCENTRATE. V a . (concentrer, Fr.] To CONCILIATE. v. a. ( concilio, Lat.) To
To drive into a narrow compaſs. Arbuthnot.
gain . Brown .
CONCENTRATION. ſ. [ from concentrate . ) CONCILIATION.S. [ from conciliate.] Theact
Collection into a narrow ipace round the cen
of guining or reconciling.
tre. Peacham .
CONCILIA'TOR.S. ( from conciliate.) One that
To CONCE'NTRE.0.5. [ concentre, Fr.) To
makes peace between others.
tend to one common centre Hale.
CONCILIATORY. a. (trom conciliate.] Relat
TO CONCENTRE . v . a. To emit towards one
ing to reconciliation . Dix .
centre . Decay of Picty.
CONCINNITY.S. ( from concinnitas, Lat.]De
CONCE'NTRICAL
a. ( concentricus, Lat.) cency ; fitness ,
CONCENTRICK S Having one common CONCI'NNOUS.a .[concinnus, Lat:] Becoming ;
centre. Donne, Bentley.
I pleaſant .
CONCEʻPTACLE.J.(conceptaculum , Lat.] That CONCISE. a . [ concifus, Lær . ] Brief ; ſhort.
Ben. Johnson.
in which any thing is contained ; a veſſel.
Woodward.
CONCISELY. adv. ( from conciſe ] Briefly ;
CONCE'PTIBLE. a . (from concipio, conceptum ,
Morily . Broome.
Lat.) Intelligible ; capable to be underitood . CONCISENESS. f. [ from conciſe .] Brevity ;
Hale.
ſhortpels . Dryden.
CONCEPTION . I conceptio, Lat.] 1. The CONCISIONS. [conciſum , Lat.) Cutting off ;
act of conceiving, or quickening with presa
exciſion
nancy . Milton . 2. The ſtate of being con- CONCITATION.F. [concitatio, Lat.) The ad
ceived . Shakeſp. 3. Notion ; idea . Sourb . 4 .
of Itirring up. Brown.
Sentiment; purpole. Skakepp. 5. Apprehen- CONCLAMATION. [. An outcry . Diel.
fion ; knowledge. Davies 6. Conceit ; leo. CONCLAVE ). [ conelave, Lat . ] 1. A private
apartment ,
The room in which the are
timent ; pointed thought. Drgden.
CONCEPTIOUS a. (conceptum , Lat .) Apt to
dinals meet ; or the aſſembly of the cardinals,
conceive ; pregnant. Shakeſp .
Shakup. Soutb . 3. A clofe allembly. Garib.
CONCEPTIVE. a. [ conceptum , Lat.) Capable To CONCLU DE. v. a . ( corchudo, Lat.] 1. To
to conceive. Brown.
ſhut.
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thut. Hooker. 2. To collect by ratiocination. To CONCOʻRPORATE.v.o.(con and corpus.)
To unite in one maſs or ſubſtance . Taylor.
Tillotſon. 3. To decide; to determine. Addiſ.
4. To end; to finiſh. Bacon, Dryden. 5. TO CONCORPORA’TION. S. [from concorperate.]
oblige, as by the final determinacion. Hal , Ait. Union in one maſs Diet.
To CONCLU'DE. V. n. 1. To perform the laſt COʻNCOURSE. F. ( concurſus, Lat.] 1. The
confluence of many perſons or things. Ben .
act of ratiocination ; to determine . Davies ,
Johnson. 2. The perſons allembled . Dryden .
Beyle. 2. To ſettle opinion. Atterbury: 3. Fi
nally to determine. Shakeſp. 4. To end. Dryd.
3 . The point of junction or interſection of
CONCLU DENCY . S. (from concludent.} Con
two bodies. Newton .
CONCREMA’T
ION.S. [from concrema, Lat.)
ſequence ; regular proof. Hale.
The act of burning together. Diet .
CONCLU'DENT. a. (from conclude.] Deciſive.
Hak .
CONCREMENT.J. ( trom concrefco,Lat.]The
CONCLU'SIBLE. a . (from conclude.) Determi
mals formed by concretion Hale.
nable . Hammond.
CONCRE'SCENCE.S. [from concreſce, Lat. )
CONCLUSION . S. [from conclude.) : Deter
The act or quality of growing by the union of
mination ; final deciſion . Hoekor. 2. Collec
ſeparate particles. Raleigh.
tion from propofitions premiſed ; conſequence. To CONCRE TE. v. n. ( concreſco, Las.] To
Davies, Tilloifon. 3. The cloſe. Eccles. 4.
coal . ( ce into one maſs. Nowion ,
The event of experiments . Shakeſp. 5. The To CONCRE-TE .v. a. To form by concretion.
end ; the upſhot. 6. Silence ; confinement
Hale.
COʻNCRETE. c . (from the verb. ) 1. Formed
of the thoughts. Shakeſp.
CONCLUSIVE. a. ( from conclude.] 1. Deci
by concrétion . Burnet . 2. In logick. Not
live , giving the laſt determinativn. Bramhall, abſtract; applied to a ſubject. Hooker .
Rigers. 2. Regularly confequential. Locke. CONCRETE . ). A maſs formed by concretion.
Bentley.
CONCLU'SIVELY . adv . (from conclufive.]
CONCRETELY. adv. ( from concrete. ) In a
Deciſively. Bacon
CONCLUSIVENESS.S.(fromconclufve.]Power manner including the ſubject with the predi
Cale . Norris.
of determining the opinion. Hule.
To CONCOAĞULATE .v.a. To congeal one CONCRETENESS./ (from concrete.]Coagula
tion ; collection of fiuids into a ſolid mais , Dict.
thing with another. Buyle.
CONCOAGULA TION L.(from concoagulate. ] CONCRETION. f. [from concrete.] 1. The
A coagu'ation, by which different bodies are
act of concreting ; coalit on . 2. The maſs
joined in one mars.
formed by a coalition of lepasate particles.
Bacon .
To CONCO'CT. v . a. [concoquo , Lat.) 1. To
digeft by the ſtomach . Hayward . 2. To pu- CONCRETIVE. a . (from concrete.] Coagula
tive . Brown .
rity by heut. Thomſon .
Digeſtion in CONCRE'TUR
CONCÓCTION.A. (irom concoct.)
E.S. A maſs formed by coagu
lation .
the ftomach ; maturation by heat . Donne.
CONCOʻLOUR .. [concolor , Lat . ] Ot one co- CONCUBINAGE.S. [concubinage, Fr. ]Theact
loor. Brown .
of living with a woman not married. Broome.
CONCOMITANCE. } frenconcowitor,Lat.),CONCUBINE.S: [ concubina, Lat.) A woman
CONCOMITANCY . ) Subfiftente together
kept in fornication ; a whore. Bacon .
170 CUNCU'LCATE . v.a. [ conculco, Lat.) To
with another thing. Brown, Glünville .
tread or trample under foot.
CONCOMITANT.a. (concomitans,Lat.] Con
CONCULCATION / [conculcatio, Lat.] Tram
joined with ; concurrent with . Locke.
CONCOMITANT.f . Companion ; perſon con
pling with the feet.
nected Soutb.
CONČU PISCENCE S. (concupiſcentia, Lat.]
CONCOMITANTLY.adv. (from concomitant.] Irregular delire ; libidinous with. Bentley.
In conpany with others.
CONCUPISCENT.a. [concupifcens , Lat. Libi
TO CONCOMITATE.v.a. [concomitatus, Lat. ] } dinous ; lecherous . Shakejp .
To be connected with any thing. Harvey.
CONCUPISCENTIAL. a . (from concupifcent.]
CONCORD . (concordsa , Lat.] 1. Agreement
Relating to concupiſcedce .
betwten perſons or things; peace ; union. CONCUPISCIBLE . a. , ( concupiſcibilis, Lat ]
Har.
Impre tingdeſire. South .
Shekejp. 2. A compact. Davies. 3 .
mony; conſent of ſounds. Shakeſp. 4. Prin- To CONCỦR . V. r. (concurro, Lat.) i. To
cipal grammatical relation of one word to an
inect in one point. Temple. 2. To agree ; to
other. Locke.
join in one action. Swifi. 3. To be united
with ; to be conjoined. Tillot for. 4. To con
CONCOʻRDANCE. S. [ concordantia , Lat.) 1 .
tribute to one common event. Collier
Agreement. 2. A book which thews in how
many texts of ſcripture any word occurs.Swife. CONCURRENCE. I S.[ rom concur.)!.Union ;
CONCORDANT.. concordans, Lat. ) Agree- CONCURRENCY. S aliociation ;conjunction.
Clarendon . 2. Combination of many agents
able ; agreeing . Brown
CONCO'RDATE. /. [ concordar, Fr. ) A com
or circumſtances. Craſbaw 3. Affiftance ;
help . Rogers. 4. Joint right ; common claim.
pact; a convention. Swifi.
CONCORPORAL . a. (from concerporo, Lat.) wylife.
U 2
CONCU'RRENT
Of the ſame body. Dich.
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CONCU'RRENT. a. ( from concur.) 1. Ading CONDI'GNLY. adv. (from condign.) Deſere
in conjunction ; concomitant in agency, Hale.
vedly ; according to merit,
2. Conjoined ; aſſociate ; concomitant. Bacon. CONDIMENT./. [ condimentum , Lat .) Seaſon
CONCU'RRENT./. That which concurs.Decay
ing ; ſauce. Bacon.
of Piety.
CONDISCIPLE. S. [ condiſcipulus, Lat.) A
ſchoolfellow .
CONCỦÄSSION.S. ( conculia, Lat. ) The act of
TO COʻNDITE . m . a. fcondio, Lat.j To pickle ;
Taking ; cremefaction. Bacon .
CONCU
SSIVE. a . [ concuffus. Lat.) Having the to preſerve by falts . Taylar.
CONDITEMÉNT. S. [ from condite ] A compo
power or quality of making.
TO CONDE‘MN.v.a. [ condemno, Lat.] 1. To
ſition of conſerves. Di & .
find guilty ; to doom to puniſhment . Fiddes. CONDITIONS. [ condition , Fr.) 1. Quality ;
contrary
cenſure
approve
blame
2. To
to
; to
;
.
that by which any thing is denominated good
Locke. 3 . To fine. Chronicles.
or bad. Shakeſp . 2. Attribute ; accident ; pro
CONDEMNABLE. a. ( from condemn .) Blame
perty . Nowion. 3. Natural quality of the
able ; culpable . Brown .
mind ; temper ; temperament . Shakeſp. 4.
CONDEMNATION./{condemnatio,Lat.] The
Moral quality ; virtue or vice . Raleigh, South.
ſentence by which any one is doomed to pu
5. State ; circumſtances. Wake. 6. Rank.
njthment. Romans.
Shakeſp. Clarendon. 7. Stipulation ; terms of
CONDEMNATORY . a. (from condemn .) Par
compact . B. Johnson , Clarendon . 8. The writ
ſing a ſentence of condemnation. Give of the ing of agreement ; compact. Shakeſp.
Tongue.
To CONDITION . v . * . [ from the noun
un.) To
CONDEMNERS. [from condemn .) A blamer ;
make terms ; to ſtipulate. Donne.
cenſurer.
Taylor
a
.
CONDITIONAL, a . (from condicion) By way
CONDE NSABLE . a . (from condenſate ] That
of nipulation ; not abſolute. South .
which is capable of condenſation. Digby .
CONDITIONAL. ). [from the adjective .) A
TO CONDENSATE . v. a. (condenſo, Lat.) To limitation . Becom .
make thicker.
CONDITIONA’LIZ Y.S. [from conditional ] Li
TO CONDENSATE . v . 9. To grow thicker
mitation by certain terms. Decay cay Ficty.
CONDENSATE. a. ( condenlarus, Lat. ) Made CONDITIONALLY. adv. ( from caditional.]
With certain limitations ; ܪon particular terms.
thick ; compreſſed into leſs Ipace . Peacham .
CONDENSATION.S. ( from condenſate.) The
South.
act ofthickening any body. Oppoſite to rare- CONDITIONARY. a . ( from condition .] Stipu
faction . Raleigh, Bentley,
lated . Norris.
ToCONDE'NSE.V.a . (condenſo,Lat.)To make TOCONDITIONATE.
v . a. To regulate to
anybody more thick , clole and weighty.Wood.
certain conditions. Brown .
To CONDE'NSE . v. 1. To grow cloſe and CONDITIONATE. a . Eſtabliſhed on certain
terms. Hammond.
weighty. Newton.
CONDE'NSE . a. ( from the verb.] Thick ; CONDITIONED . a. (from condition .) Having
denſe . Bentley
qualities or properties good or bad. Shakeſp.
CONDENSER . S. A veſſel wherein to crowd To CONDO’LE . v. n . ( condoleo, Lat . ) To la
Quincy
the air .
.
mentwith thoſe that are in misfortune . Temple.
CONDE'NSITY . S: [ from condenſe.) The State To CONDOʻLE . v. a. To bewail with another.
of being condenſed.
Dryden.
CONDERS. S. [conduire,Fr ]Such as ſtand up- CONDOʻLEMENT. S. [ from condole.) Grief ;
on high places near the ſea -coaſt, at the time
ſorrow . Shakeſp.
ofherring
, to make lignspaſſech.
to the fiſhers | CONDOʻLENCE . S. [ condelance, Fr. ) Grief for
which way-fiſhing
the ſhoalofherrings
Cowell.
the ſorrows of another. Arbutbact.
TO CONDÉSCE’ND. v n. [condeſcendre, Frj A CONDOʻLER . Ç. (from condole.) One that
1. To depart from the privileges of ſuperiority
compliments another upon his misfortunes.
Watts, 2. To conſent to do more than mere CONDONA'TION . S. [condenario, Lat. ) A pare
juſtice can require. Tilletſon. 3. To ſtoop ;
doning ; a forgiving.
to bend ; to yield. Milton .
TO CONDUCE . v.n. ( condeco, Lat .) To pro
CONDESCENDENCE. /.{ condeſcendence,Fr.)
mote an end ; to contribuce . Tiloilor, Newt6r.
Voluntary fubmiffion .
To CONDU'CE. v. a . Te conduct. W'citor .
CONDESCENDINGLY.adv .( from condeſcend. CONDU CIBLE . a . [ conducibilis, Lat. ) Having
ing .) By way of voluntary humiliation ; by
the power of conducing. Bcniley
way of kind conceflion.
CONDUCIBLENESS.S. (from conducible.] The
CONDESCE'NSION . S. ( from condeſcend.) Vo.
quality of contributing to any end.
luntary humiliation ; deſcent from ſuperio- CONDUCIVE. a . (from conduce ] That which
rity .
may contribute to any end. Rogers.
CONDESCE'NSIVE a.[from condeſcend.]Cour- CONDUCIVENESS. / (from conducive.) The
teous .
quality ofconducing
CONDI'GN, a . [ condignus, Lat .) Suitable ; de- CONDUCT.S. [conduit, Fr.) 1. Management ;
terved ; merited Arbuthnot.
@conomy . Boccu . 2. The act of leading
CONDIGNESS . ſ. (from condign ] Suitable
troops. W'aller. 3. Convoy ; cicort ; guard .
nefs ; agreeable to dtierts.
1. E dres.
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1. Efdras. 4. A warrant by which a convoy is TO CONFE'SS. v . c . { confeſſer, Fr.] 1. To ac
knowledge a crime. Shakelp . 2. To diſcloſe
appointed. 5. Behaviour ; regular life. Swift.
the ſtate of the conſcience to the prieſt. Wake.
TO CONDUCT. 9. n . ( conduire, Fr. ) 1. To
lead ; to direct ; to accompany in order to thew
3. To hear the confeſſion of a penitent, as a
the way. Milton. 2. To aitend in civiliey . priest . 4. To own ; to avow ; not to deny.
Stokelp. 3. To manage ; as, to conduct an
Mart. 5 . To grant ; not to diſpute . Loeke. 6.
To thew ; to prove ; to atret . Pope.
cfair . 4. To head an army,
CONDUCTITIOUS. a . [ condu Elitius, Lat . ) To CONFESS. v. * . To make confeſſion ; as,
Hired . Ayliffe.
he is gone to theprieftro confeſs.
CONDUCTOR . f. [ from conduez .) 1. A leader ; CONFESSEDLY. ada . (from confcfed .) Avow
one who thews another the way by accompany: ediy ; indiſputably. South.
ing him . Dryder . 2 A chief' ; a general. CONFEʻSSION ) [from confeſs ] ! . The ac
knowledgment of a crime. Temple. 2. The
3. A manager ; a director. 4. An inſtrument
to direet the knife in cutting. Quincy.
act of diſburdening the contcience to a prieſt.
CONDUCTRESS . S. ( from conduct.) A woman
Wake. 3. Profeſion ; arowal. 1 Tim .
that directs.
A formulary in which the articles of faith are
CONDUIT . S. [ conduit, Fr. ) 1. A canal of comprized .
pipes for the conveyance of waters. Davies. CONFESSIONAL. S. (Fr. ) The ſeat in which
the confeflor fits. Addilen .
2. The pipe or cock at which water is drawn.
Skatep.
CONFESSIONARY.S. { confeffionaire,Fr.] The
CONDUPLICATION . S. [ conduplicatio, Lat.)
ſeat where the prieſt fits to hear confefſions.
CONFE'SSOR.S. conffeur, Pr.) 1 . One who
A doubling .
CONE. I (* 19 .) A ſolid body, of which the
makes profeffion of his faith in the face of
baſe is a circle, and which ends in a point .
danger. Stilling fleet. 2. He that hears con
To CONFABULATE. v. n. [ confabule, Lat.]
feßions, and preferibes penitence. Tayler. 3.
He who confeſſes his crimes.
To talk eaſily together ; to chat
a. Open ; known ; not concealed.
CONFABULATION . J. [ confabulatio, Lat .] CONFEST.
Rose .
Eaſy conrerfa :ion.
CONFABULATORY. 6. [from confabulate.] CONFESTLY . adr. Indiſputably ; evidently.
Belonging to talk.
Decay of Piety.
CONFARREATION. Ş. (confarreatis, Lat. ) CONFIČIENT. 2. That cauſes or procures.
Dict .
The folemnization of marriage by eating
bread together. Ayliffe.
CONFIDANT.S. [confident, Fr.] A perſon truſt
TO CONFECT.v.a. ( confectus, Lat. ] Tomake
ed with private affairs. Arbuthnoi.
up into ſweetmeats .
To CONFIDE. v. n. [ confido, Lat . ) To truſt
CONFECT . F. ( from the verb. ) A ſweetmeat.
in ; to put truſt in. Congrege.
CONFECTION. S. [confectis, Lat . ) 1. A pre- CONFIDENCE . S. [confidentia, Lat.) 1. Firm
paration of fruit with lugar ; a tweetmeat.
belief of another. South . 2. Truſt in his own
Ad11/ #. 2. A compoſition ; a mixture.Shakeſ.
abilities or fortune. Clarenden . 3. Vitious
CONFE'CTIONARY. ]-[from confe&tion .]One boldneſs . Oppoſed to modeſty. Heoker. 4.Ho
whoſe trade is to make iweetmeats. Shakeſp.
neft boldnels ; firmnels ; integrity. 2. Efdras.
CONFECTIONER . S. ( from confection ] One
Millen . 5. Trust in the goodneſs of another .
Jo. 6. That which gives or cauſes confi
wboſe trade is to make iweatmeats. Beyle.
dence .
CONFE DERACY. f. [confederaton , Fr. ]
CONFIDENT. a . (from confide .) 1. Aſſured
League ; union ; engagement. Shakeſp.
beyond doubt . Hammond. 2. Politive ; affir
TO CONFEDERATE. v . a . ( confederer, Fr.]
To join in a league ; to unite ; to ally . Knelles.
mative ; dogmatical. 3. Secure of ſucceſs.
TOCONFE DERATE. v. n . To league ; to
Sidney, Souib. 4. Without ſuspicion ; truſting
unite in league. South.
without limits. Stakejp. 5. Bold to a vice ;
CONFE DERATE. a. (from the verb . ) United
impudent.
in a league. Pſalms.
CONFIDENT. f. (from confrde.] One truſted
CONFEDERATE. S. (from the verb .] One who
with lecitis. Sourk .
engages to ſupport another ; anally. Dryden. CONFIDENTLY. adv. ( from confident.] 1 .
CONFEDERATION . S. [confederation , Fr )
Without doubt ; without fear. Atterbury. 2 .
League ; alliance. Bacon .
With firm cruft. Dryden. 3. Without ap
pearance ofdoube ; poitively ; dogmaticalls.
TO CONFER. v. n . [confere, Lat.) Todiſcourſe
Ben. Jeknion .
with another upon a ſtated ſubject. Clarendon .
TO CONFER. W.6. 1. To compare. Raleigh, CONFIDENTNESS. f. [ from confident.) Al
Boyle, 2 To give ; to beſtow.Clarendon , Tillers. ſurance .
3. To contribute ; to conduce. Glanville,
CONFIGURATION. S. [ configuration , Fr.) 1 .
CONFERENCE.S . { conference, Fr. ) 1. Formal The forms of the various parts , adapted to
diſcourſe ; oral di'cufion of any queſtion.
each other. W'codword. 2. The face of the
horoſcope.
Sidrey. 2. An appointedmeeting for discuſing
fome point. 3. Comparilon. Ajchom .
To CONFIGURE . v . a. ( from figura, Lat . )
CONFERER . f. (from confer.] 1. He that
To dispode into any form . Bontley
CO'NFINE
converſes. 2. He that beftows.
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CO’NFINE.S.Iconfinis, Lat.)Common boundary;
act of blowing many inſtruments together.
border : ft. Locke.
Bacom 2. A caſting or melting of metal.
CONTINE a ! confinis, Lat.) Bordering upor CONFLEXU'RE.S. [confiexura, Lat .) A bend
TO CONFINI. v . n . To border upon ; to touch,
ing
on different territories. Milion .
To CONFLICT. v . n.[ confligo,Leat ] To ſtrive ;
to conteft ; 10 fight ; to ftruggle. Tillotſon.
To CONFINE.v.a (confiner , Fr.] 1. To bound ;
to limit. 2. 70 Thue up; to impriſon ; to A CONFLICT . ]. [ conflictus, Lat.) 1. A violent
colliſion ,or oppoſition . Boyle. 2. A combat ; a
immure. Skakel 3. To reſtrain , to tie up :
Dryden .
fight between two. Shakeſp. 3. Con elt ; ſtrife ;
CONFINELESS. a . [ from confine.) Boundleti ,
contention .Shakeſp . 4. Struggle ; agony ; paog .
unlimited, Shekelp .
Rogers.
CONFINIMENT ! (from confine.) Impriſon .| CONFLUENCE. S. [confius, Lat) . The junc
rion or union o-Teverai itreams.Raleigh,Brere
ment ; reftraint o liberty. Add:jon.
CONFINER . S. '' som confine 1 1. A borderer;
wood. 2. T'he act of crowdog to a place.
Baiin . 3. A concourle ; a multitude . Temple.
one chat lives upon coafines. Daniel. 2. A near
neighbour. Wotton . 3. One which touches CONFLUENT. a. [confluens, Lat . ) Running
upon two different regions. Bacon.
one into another ; meeting. Blackmore.
CONFINITY. S. [ confinitas, Lat .] Nearneſs CONFLUX. ſ. [confluxio, Lat.] 1. The anion of
Diel .
ſeveral currents . Clarendon. 2. Crowd ; mul
TO CONFIRM v. a ( confirmo, Lat.) 1. To
titude collected. Milior .
put palt icubi by new evidence. Addiſon 2 CONFORM . a. [conformis , Lat .) Aſuming the
ſarnıc form ; reſembling. Bacon.
To ſettle ; to eſtabliſh i Mac. Shakelp. 3. To
fix ; to radicate. Wifeman. 4. To complete ; To CONFORM .v.a ( conformo, Lat.) To re
to perfect. Shakelp 5. To ſtrengthen by new
duce to the like appearance with ſomething
ſolemnities or ties. Swift 6. To adınit to the
elſe. Hooker.
full privileges of a Chriſtian, by impoſition of To CONFO'RM . v. n. To comply with.Dryden .
habos Hammond.
CONFORMABLE. a. (from conform .] 1.Hav
ing the ſame form ; ſimilar. Hooker . 2. A
'CONFIRMABLE. a. [ .10m confirm .] That
greeable ; ſuitable ; not oppoſite . Addiſon. 3 .
which is capable of inconteſtible evidence.
Brown
Compliant ; ready to follow directions ; obfe
quious Sprat.
CONFIRMATION.S . ( from confirm . ) 1. The
act of eſtabliſhing any thing or perton; ſettle- CONFORMABLY. adv. ( from conformable.)
ment. Shakeſp. 2. Evidence ; additional proof.
With contormily ; ſuitably. Lecke.
Knelles. 3. Proof; convincing teſtiinony South. CONFORMATION , S. (French ; conformatis,
4. An ecclefiaftical rite . Hammond,
Latj ..The form ofthings as relating to each
CONFIRMA TOR . S. Anatteſter ; he that puts
other. Helder . 2. The act of produciog ſuita
a matier pall doubt. Brown .
bleneſs, or conformity. Watis.
CONTIRMA'TORY. a. (from confirm .] Giving CONFORMIST. S. ( from conform .] One that
additional it ſtimony .
complies with the worſhip of the church of
England.
CONFIRMEDNESS . S.[from confirmed .] Con.
firmed late. Decay of Piety .
CONI OʻRMITY.S. (from conferm .) 1. Simili
CONFIRMER . S (from confirm. JOne that con
tude ; relemblance. Hooker, Addiſon, 2. Con
firms ; an atteſter ; an eſtabliſher. Shakeſp .
fiftency. Arbuthnot.
CONFISCABLE. 1. (from confiſcate .]Liable to CONFORTATION . S. [ from conferis, Lat .)
forfeiture.
Collation of ſtrength . Bacon.
TO CONFISCATE .v . a. [confiſquer, Fr.1 70 To CONFOUND . v . a. ( confondre, Fr.) 1. To
transfer private property to the publick , by
mingle things. Genefis. 2. To perplex ; to
mention without due diſtinction.Locke. 3. To
way of penalty . Bacon .
CONFISCATE a. (from the verb . ] Transfer
diſturb the apprehenſion by indiſtinct words.
Locke. 4. To throw into consternation ; to
red to the publick as forfeit. S beſp.
CONI ISCATION.S. ( from corffcate.] The act
perplex ; to aſtoniſh ; to ſtupify . Milton . 5.
of transferring the forfeited guods of criminals To deſtroy. Daniel.
to publick uſe. Bucon .
CONFO UNDED . part. a . ( from confound .}
Hateful; deteſtable. Grew .
CONFITENT . ). ( confitens, Lat.) One confef
CONFO UNDEDLY. adv. ( from confounded .]
ling . Decay of l'iety .
CONFITURL.J. ( Fr.) A ſweetmeat ; a con
Hatefully ; ſhamefully . Addifra
tection . Bacon .
CONFO UNDER.S . (from confound .) He who
dilturbs, perplexes, or dettroys.
TO CONFIX . v . a. ( confixum , Lat. ) To fix
down. Shakeſp.
CONFRATERNITY. J.( from cox and frater.
CONFLAGRANT. a. [ comflagrans, Lat . ] In
nitas, Lat . ) A body of men united for ſome
volved in a general file. Milivu .
religious purpoſe. Stilling fleet.
CONFL, URATION . Fillorflagratis, Lat ) 1. CONFRICA TION.S. (from con and frics,Lat.)
A
ieral four kettley. 2. It is taken for the
The act of rubbing againſt any thing. Bocor.
fire which ihali conlume this world at the con- To CONFRONT.V. a. [confronter , Fr.]
umni
To ſtand againit another in full view ; to
face .
CONFLATION , S. ( conflatum , Lat . ] 1. The
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face. Dryden. 2. To ſtand face to face, in op- CO'NGER. S. [congrus, Latin.] The ſea - eel:
Walton .
pobtion to another . Sidney. 3. To oppoſe one
evidence to another in open court. 4. TO CONGERIES. J. ( Latin. ) A maſs of ſmall bo
dies heaped up together. Boyle
compare oneching with another. Addiſon.
CONFRONTATION.S: (French ) The act of | TO CONGEST. v. e. [ congejtum, Lat . ) To
heap up .
bringing two evidences face to face.
To CONFUSE . v . a. [confulus, Lat.] 1. TO CONGESTIBLE. a . ( from congeft.] That may
be heaped up
diſorder ; to diſperſe irregularly . 2 To mix ;
Dot to ſeparate. 3. To perplex , pot diſtin- CONGESTION. S. [ congeſtio, Lat.) A collec
guiſh ; to obſcure . Watts. 4. To hurry the
tion oi' matter, as in abſceiles . Quincy.
mind. Pope.
CO'NGIARY . J. ( congiariun , Lat.) A gift die '
ſtributed to the Roman people or foldiery.
CONFUSEDLY. adv. (from confuſed ] 1. In a
Addiſon .
mixed maſs ; without ſeparation . Raleigh. 2 .
Indiftinctly ; one mingled with anothe: New - To CONGLACIATE.4.r . [conglaciatus,Lat.),
To turn to ice . Brown .
te * 3. Not clearly ; not plainly. Clarendon . 4 .
CONGLACIA "TION . F. ( from conglaciate . ].
Tumultuouſly; hastily. Dryden.
The act of changing into ice. Brown.
CONFUSEDNESS. ſ. (from confuſed ) Want
To CONGLOBATE. v . a. [ conglobatus, Lat. )
o : diftinétaefs ; want of clearners . Norris.
CONFU'SION . f. [from canfule.) 1. Irregular
To gather into a hard firm ball. Grew .
mixture ; tumultuous medly .Davies. 2. Tu CONGLOBATE . a. Moulded into a firm ball.
Cheyne
mult . Hooker. 3. Indiſtinct combination. Locke.
4. Overthrow ; deſtruction. Shakeſp. 5. Alto CONGLOBATELY. adv . In a ſpherical form .
CONGLORA TION . S. [ from conglobare .] A
Dishment; diſtraction of mind . Spectator,
CONFU'TABLE . a. ( from confuie.] Pofſible to
round body. Brown .
be dilproved. Brown.
To CONGLOBE . v . a. [ conglobo, Lat.] To
CONFUTATION./.(coafutatio , Lat . ) The act
gather into a round maſs. Pope.
To CONGLOBE , v. . To coaleſce into a
of contuting ; diſproof.
round maſs. Milton .
TO CONFUTE. v . a. [ confuto, Lat.) To con
vict of errour ; to diſprove. Hudibras.
To CONGLOMERATE . v . a . ( conglomero,
CONGE . ſ. [congé, Fr ] 1. Act of reverence ;
Lat.) To gather into a ball, like a ball of
bow ; courteſy . Swifi. 2. Leave ; farewel.
thread . Grew .
CONGLOMERATE . a. ( from the verb.) 1 .
Spenſer
TO CONGE . V.n. To take leave. Shakeſp.
Gathered into a round ball , ſo as that the fibres
CONGE DELIRE . S. The king's permiſſion
are diſtinct. Cheyne, 2. Collected ; twiſted
together.
royal to a dean or chapter, in tim : of vaca
CONGLOMERA'TION.S.( from conglomerate.)
tion, to chooſe a biſhop. Spectator.
CONGE. S. ( In architecture .) A moulding
1. Collection of matter into a looſe ball. 2 .
Intertexture ; mixture. Bacon .
in form of a quarter round, or a cavetto .
Chambers.
To CONGLU'TINATE. v. a [ conglutino, Lat.]
T. CONGE'AL.w.a. [ congela, Lat.) 1. To turn, To cement ; to reunite.
by froſt, fron a fluid to a folid Nate. Spenſer To CONGLU'TINATE.V. n . To coaleſce.
CONGLUTINA’TION.S . ( from conglutinate. )
2. To bind or fix , as by cold. Shakeſp.
To CONGE'AL V, n . To concrete, by cold .
The act of uniting wounded bodies Arbuthnot.
Burs:1 .
CONGLU'TINATIVE. a. ( from conglutinate.)
CONGE'ALABLE. a. (from congeal. ) Suſcep
Having the power of uniting wounds.Woodw .
CONGLUTINA'TOR 1. (from conglutinate.]
tible of congelation. Bacon.
CONGE'ALMENT. S [ irom congeal.] The clot
That which has the power of uniting wounds .
Woodward.
firmed by congelation. Shakeſp.
CONGELA'TION . S. ( froin congeal) State of CONGRATULANT, a . ( from congratulate.]
Rejoicing in participation. Milton .
being congealed, or made ſolid. Arbuthnot,
Brixum .
To CONGRATULATE. v . a. ( gratuler,Lat.)
CONGENER. Š. ( Latin.] Of the ſame kind or
To compliment upon any happy event. Sprat.
batore, Milkr.
To CONGRA'TULATE. v r . To rejoice in
CONGENEROUS a. ſcorgener, Lat.) of the participation. Swift.
Carme kind. Brown , Arbuthnot.
CONGRATULA'TION.S.[from congratulate.)
CONGE'NEROUSNESS ./.( from congenerous.]
1. The act of profeffing joy for the happineis
The quality of being from the fame original.
or ſucceis of another. 2. The form in which
CONGĖ NIAL. a . ( con ard genius , Lat.) Par
joy is pro eiled.
taking of the faiae genjus; cognate . Wotton, CONGRA’TULATORY . a [from congratu
Pope.
late .) Expreſſing joy for the good of another.
CONGENIALITY. S. [ from congenial. ) Cog. To CONGRE E.V.r. To agree ; to join. Shake.
nation or mind.
TO CONGREET. v. a . [irom con and greer.]
CONGENI. LNESS. S. ( from congenial.] Cog
To falute reciprocally. Shakeſp.
sation of mind ,
TO CONGREGATE'w.a. (congrego,Lat.) To
CONG : NITE . a . congenitus, Lat .) of the
collect ; to allemble ; to bring into one place.
То
Raleigh, Neauton .
fame birth ; connate. Hale.
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To CONGREGATE. v. 1. To aſſemble ; to CONIFEROUS. a [conus and fers, Lat ] Such
meet. Denbam.
trees are coniferous as bear a fruit of a woody
CONGREGATE . a . ( from the verb . ) Collect
ſubſtance, and a figure approaching to that of
a cone . Of this kind are tir, pine. Quincy.
ed ; compact. Bacon
CONGREGA'TION / [ from congregate.) LA TO CONJOBBLE.v.a . To concert.L'Eſtrange.
collection; a maſs brought together Shakeſp. To CONJOIN . v . a. (conjoindre, Fr.) 1. To
unite ; to confolidate into one. Dryden. 2. To
2. An aſſembly met to worſhip God in publick .
Hooker , Swift.
unite in marriage. Shakeſp. 3. To allociate ; to
connect. Tayior.
CONGREGATIONAL.a. (from congregation . )
Publick ; pertaining to a congregation.
TO CONJOIN . v. r. To league ; to unite.
Shakel.p .
CONGRESS.S. [ congrellus, Lat.) 1. A meeting;
a ſhock ; a conflict Dryslen. 2. An appointed CONJOINT. a . [conjoint, Fr.) United ; con
pected.
meeting for ſettlement of affairs between dif
ferent nations.
CONJOINTLY.adv . (from conjoint.) lo union ;
CONGRESSIVE. c. [ from congreſs.] Meeting : together. Brown.
encountering. Brown.
COʻNJUGAL . a . ( conjugalis, Lat .) Matrimo
nial; belonging to marriage . Swifi.
To CONGRU’E . v . *. (from @engruo, Lat.)
To agree ; to be conliltent with ; to fuit CONJUGALLY. adv. (from conjugal.] Matri
monially ; connubially .
Shakeſp.
CONGRUENCE.S.[congruentia, Lat .) Agree- To CONJUGATE.v. a. [conjugo, Lat.) .To
join ; to join in marriage; to unite. Wollen .
ment ; ſuitableneſs of one thing to another.
CO'NGRUENT . 0. [ congruens, Lat. ) Agree
2. To infect verbs.
ing ; corre'pond :nt. Cheyne.
CONJUGATE. S. ( conjugalus, Lat.) Agreeing
CONGRUTTY./ ( from congrue.) 1. Suitable
in a derivation with another word. Brambail.
nefs ; agreeableneſs. Glanville. 2. Fitneis ; CONJUGA'TION . P. [ conjugatio, Lat 1. A
pertinence. 3. Conſequence of argument ;
couple ; a pair. Brown. 2. The act of uniting
reaſon ; confitency . Hesker.
or compiling things together Bentley. 3. The
CONGRUMENT.T. (from congrue.] Fitneſs;
form of inflecting verbs. Locke. 4. Union ;
adaptation . B Jonjon .
aſſemblage. Taylor.
CO'NGRUOUS. a . [congruws, Lat .) 1 Agree. CONJUNCT...[conjun&tus,Lat.] Conjoined ;
able to ; contittent with . Locke. 2. Suitable ; concurrent ; united. Shakeſp .
10 ; accommodated to . Creyne. 3. Rational; CONJUNCTION. (: [conjunctio, Lac . ] 1. U
tit. Atterbury
nion ; alſociation ; league . Bacon . 2. The
CORGRUOUSLY. adv. { from congruens.) congreſs of two planets in the ſame degree of
Suitable ; pertinently. Boyle.
the zodiack . Rymer. 3. A word made uſe
CONICIL . a. ( conicus , Lat.) Having the
of to conne & the clauſes of a period together.
Clarke.
CONICK. } form of a cone. Prior.
CONICALLY.adv. ( from comical.) In form of CONJUNCTIVE a .( conjunctivas, Lat .] 1.
Ciclely united Shakelp. 2. ( In grammar .)
a cone . Boyle.
The mood of a verb .
CO‘NICALNESS. S. ( from conical. ] The ſtate
CONJUNCTIVELY. ado . [from conjunctive,
or quality of being conical.
In union. Brown ,
CONICK Sertion . ). A curve lice ariſing from
the ſection of a cone by a plane .
CONJU'NCTIVENESS. S. [ from conjunctire.)
The quality of joining or uniting:
CONICK Sections. I f. That part of geometry
which conſiders the cone, CONJUNCTLY . adv. ( from conjun &t.) Joint
CO'NICKS.
and the curves ariſing from its lections.
ly ; together .
To CONJECT. 01. Cronjectum , Lat .] TO CONJUNCTURE.f.[conjoncture ,Fr.) 1.Com
gues ; lo conjecture. Shakeſp.
bination of many circumſtances. K. Charles, 2.
Occaſion ; critical time. Clarenden . 3. Made
CONJECTOR. . ( from conjen . ) A gueſer ;
of union ; connexion . Holder. 4. Conſiſtency.
a conjecturer. Szifi.
CONJECTURABLE. a . ( from conjecture ) K. Charles .
Pollible to be guetled .
CONJURA"TION. L. {from conjure. ] 1. The
CONJECTURAL, a . ( from conje Jure.] De
form or act of ſummoning another in ſome
ſacred name . Shakelp. 2. An incantation ; an
pending on conjecture. Broome.
CONILCTURALITY.S. 1 from conjo Exral.] enchantment. Sidacy. 3. A plot ; a con
ſpiracy
That which depends upon gweis. Brown .
CONJE'CTURALLY.adv. (trom conjectural.) To CONJURE. v. c. ( conjura, Lat.) 1. To
fummon in a ſacred name . Clarendon . 2. To
By gueſs; bv conjecture. Hioker .
CONJE CTURE ./.[conjectura, Lac.] 1. Gueſs;
ca nipire Milion .
imperfect knowledge. Sowth. 2. Idea ; cotion ; TO CONJURE. v . . To practiſe charms or
enchanıments. Shakeſp.
conception. Skakelp .
'To CONJECTURE. V. a. (from thenoun.j To CONJURER. L. [ from conjure. ] 1. An es
chanter . Donne. 2. An impoſtor who pretends
kueis ; to judge by guess. Souil .
A CONJICTURER . ;. [ trao conjecture ) A
to ſecret arts ; a cunning man . Prior. 3. A
Euchcr. Aldijan.
man of threwd conjecture. Addiſon,
CON

CON
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CONJUREMENT. S. [ from conjure .) Serious mount ; to overcome ; as, be conquered bis
injunction. Milton
relmelance.
CONNA SCENCE . (con and naſcor, Lat .) 1 To CO'NQUER. - * . To get the victory ; to
overcome. Decay of Piety.
Common birth ; community of birth.
The act of uniting or growing together . CONQUERABLE. a . ( from conquer .) Poftible
to be overcome. Sourb .
Wilimas .
CONNA TE.a. ( from con andnatus, Lat.) Born CONQUEROR . S. (from conquer ) 1. A maa
with another. Soutb .
that has obtained a victory ; a victor. Shakeſp.
CONNATURAL . a. ( con and natural ) 1 , 2 . One that ſubdues and ruins countries .
Milton ,
Suitable to nature . Milton. 2. United with
the being ; connected by sature. Davies. 3. CONQUEST. S. [ conquefle, Pr. ] 1. The act
Participation of the ſame nature , Hale.
of conqueſt ; ſubjection. Davies. -2. Acqui
CONNATURA'LITY. S. ( from connatural.) ſition by victory ; thing gained . Milion . 3.
Victory ; ſucceſs in arms . Addiſon.
Participation of the fame nature. Hale.
CONNATURALLY.adv . ( from connatural. ) CONSANGUI'NEOUS a . (com fanguineus,Lat .)
Near of kin ; related by birth ; not affined
By the act or nature ; originally. Hale.
CONNATURALNESS.) . ( from connatural.) Shakeſp.
Participation of the ſame nature ; natural|CONSANCUINITY. S. {confanguinitas, Lat.]
Relation by blood South.
anion. Pearſon .
TO CONNECT. v . a . [ connecto, Lat.) 1. TO CONSARCINA'TION. S. ( from conſarcino,
Lat . ) The act of patching together.
join ; to link ; to unite. Boyle. 2. To unite,
as a cement. Locke. 3. To join in a juſt re.CO'NSCIENCE. S. [confcientia, Lac. ] 1. The
knowledge or faculty by which we judge of
ries of thought ; as, the auiber connects his
the goodneſs or wickedaeſs of ourſelves. Spens.
reaſse well.
TO CONNECT. v. n. To cohere ; to have juſt
2. Juftice ; the eſtimate of conſcience. Knolles,
Swife. 3. Conſciouſneſs; knowledge of our
relation to things precedent and ſubſequent.
CONNECTIVELY. adv. ( from conneet .) lo
own thoughts or actions. Hoeker. 4. Real
ſentiment ; veracity ; private thoughts. Cla
conjunction ; in union .
rendon. 5. Scruple; difficulty. Taylor. 6.
TO CONNEX . v . c.[connexum , Lat .) To join
Reaſon ; reaſonableneſs . Swifi ,
or link together. Hale, Philips.
CONNEXION.J: [from connex. ) 1. Union ; CONSCIENTIOUS a .(from conſcience.] Scra .
junaion. Atterbury. 2. Juſt relation to ſome pulous ; exactly juſt. L'Ekrange.
CONSCIENTIOUSLY.adv [from conſcientious)
thing precedentor iubſequent. Blackmore.
CONNEXIVE . & . (from connex .] Having the According to the direction of conſcience.L'Enri
CONSCIENTIOUSNESS. S. [from confcienti
force of connexion , Watts.
CONNICTA'TION.S . ( from connieto, Lac .] 1 .
ous .) Exactnels of juſtice . Locke.
A winking . Diet. 2. The act of winking. 3. CONSCIONABLE. 1. (from conſcience.] Rea
ſonable ; juft . Shakeſp .
Voluntary blindoeſs ; pretended ignorance
forbearance. Suih.
CONSCIONABLENESS.S.[from conſcionable.]
TO CONNIVE. 9. n. (conniveo, Lat.) 1. To
Equity ; reaſonableneſs.
wink. Spectator. 2. To pretend blindneſs or CONSCIONABLY. adv . (from conſcionable .]
Reaſonably ; juftly. Taylor,
ignorance. Rogers.
CONNOISSEUR. J. (Fr.) A judge ; a critick . CO NSCIOUS. o.[ conſcius, Lat.) 1. Endowed
with the power of knowing one's own thoughts
Skift.
TO CONNOTATE . v . a. [con and nota, Lat.) and actions. Bentley. 2. Knowing from me
mory. Dryden. 3. Admitted to the know
To deſignate ſomething belides itſelf. Ham
mend.
ledge of any thing . Beniley . 4. Bearing wita
nets by conſcience to any ihing. Clarendon .
CONNOTATION.S . ( from connotare.] Impli
Y . adv . (trom conſcious.] With
CONSCIOUSL
cation of ſomething belides itſelf. Hale.
TO CONNOTE. v . 0. ( con and neta , Lat ) To knowledge of one's own actions. Locke.
CONSCIOUSNESS.S . ( from conſcious.) 1. The
imply ; to betoken ; to include . South.
perception of what paties in a man's own
CONNU BIAL. a . ( connubialis, Lat.) Matrimo
mind . Locke, 2. Internal ſenſe of guilt, or
nial ; nuptial ; pertaining to marriage; con
innocence. Gov. of the Tongue.
jugal. Pope.
CONOID . |:( uwvoć.&nc.) A figure partaking of| CONSCRIPT. a . A term uſed in ſpeaking of
a cone . Holder.
the Roman ſenators , who were called Patres
CONOIDICAL . a. ( from consid. ) Approaching
confcripii.
CONSCRIPTION. S. ( confcriptio, Lat.) Asa
Lo a conick form .
earolling. Diet
TO CONQUASSATE. v. a. [ conquallo, Lat . }
TO CONSECRATE. v. 2. [ conſecro, Lat.) 1 .
To ihake ; to agitate. Harvey.
To make facred ; to appropriate to facred uſes.
CONQUASSA'TION . S. (from conquaſjate.]
Hebrews. 2. To dedicate inviolably to ſome
Agitation ; concu vion .
particular purpoſe. Numbers. 3. To canonize.
TO CONQUER .v . a. (conquerir , Fr. ] 1. To
gain by conqueft ; to win . i Mac. 2. T. CONSECRATE ...Conſecrated ; facrcd.Drayt.
overcome; to ſubdue. Smith . 3. To fur- CONSECRATER. F. (from confecraton) One
shes

CON
CON
that performs the rites by which any thing is
South. 3. In a regular ſeries. Addison .
devoted to ſacred purpoſes. Atterbury .
CONSEQUENTIALNESS.S. (from confeques
CONSECRA'TION. S. (from confecrate.) 1. A
tial.) Regular conſecution of diſcourſe.
rite of dedicating tothe ſervice of God. Hooker. CO'NSEQUENTLY.adv. ( from confequens.) 1 .
2. The act of declaring one holy. Hale.
By conſequence ; neceſſarily ; inevitably .
CONSECTARY. a. (from conſectarius, Lat.)
Woodw . 2. In conſequence ; purſuantly. Souib.
CONSEQUENTNESS S. [ from conſequent. ]
Conſequent ; confequential. Brown.
Regular connexion. Digby.
CONSECTARY. S. Deduction from premiſes ;
CONSERVABLE. a . (from conſervo, Lat.) Ca
corollary . Wodward.
pable of being kept.
CONSECUTION.S- {conſecutio, Lat . ) 1. Train
of conſequences ; chain of deductions. Hale. CONSE'RVANCY. S. Courts held by the Lord
2. SuccefTion. Newton. 3. ( In aſtronomy.!
Mayor of London for the prefervation of the
The month of conſecutiox , isthe ſpace between
fiſhery,
one conjunction of the moon with the fun un CONSERVATION. S. [ conſervatio, Lat.) 1 .
The act of preſerving ; continuance ; pro
to another. Brown.
tection . Woodward. 2. Preſervation from
CONSECUTIVE.
a
.
conſecutif,
Fr.)
1.
Fol
lowing in train Arbuthnot. 2. Conſequen
corruption . Bacon .
CONSERVATIVE. adv. ( from conſervo, Lat. ]
tial; regularly ſucceeding. Lecke.
TO CONSEMINATE. v . a . [ conſemins, Lat.)
Having the power of oppoſing diminution or
injury. Peacham .
To low different ſeeds together.
CONSENSION.S . [ confenfio, Lat .]Agreement; CONSERVATORS.(Lat.] Preſerver . Clarend.
CONSERVATORY. I. [ froin conſervo, Lat .) A
accord . Bentley
place where any thing is kept . Woodward.
CONSE'NT. F. ( confenfus, Lat.) 1. The act of
yielding or conſenting. King Charles. 2. Con- CONSERVATORY. a. Having a preſervative
cord ; agreement ; accord. Cowley. 3. Cohe
quality .
rence with ; correſpondence . Milton , 4. Ten To CONSERVE . v . a. (confervo, Lat ) 1. To
deacy to one point. Pope. 5. The perception
preſerve without loſs or detriment Newton . 2 .
one part has of another , by means of ſome fibres
To candy or pickle fruit.
and nerves common to them both. Quincy.
CONSERVE.F. ( from the verb .) 1. A ſweet
To CONSE'NT . v . n. [ confentio, Lat.) 1.To be
meat made of the infpiflated juices of fruit.
Dennis . 2. A conſervatory. Evelyn.
of the fame mind ; to agree. 2. To co -ope
rate to the fameend . 3. To yield ; to allow ; CONSERVER.S . (from conferve. ) 1. A layer
up ; repofiter. Hayward. 2 . A preparer
to admit. Geneſis.
CONSENTANEOUS.
a. [ comfentaneus, Lat.)
or conſerves.
Agreeable to ; conſiſtent with. Hammond, CONSEÄSSION. S. [ conſ«fi , Lat .) A Grting to
gether.
CONSENTANEOUSLY. adv . (from conſenta
neous.]Agreeably; conſiſtently ; ſuitably Boyle. CONSE'SSOR.S. (Lat.]One thatfits with others.
CONSENTANEOUSNESS. f. (from confenta- TO CONSIDER.v. a. [confidero, Lat. ] 1. To
nieous.) Agreement ; confitence. Diel.
think upon with care ; to pouder; to examine.
CONSE'NTIENT.a .[conſentiens, Lat.) Agree
Spectator. 2. To take into the view ; not to
omit in the examination. Temple. 3. Το
ing ; united in opinica. Oxford Reaſons againſt
have regard to ; to repect . Hebrews. 4. To
the Covenant.
CONSEQUENCE . S. [ confequentia , Lat .) 1 .
requite; to reward one for his trouble. Shakeſ.
That which follows from any caufe or princi- TO CONSIDER . v. n. 1. To think maturely .
ple. 2. Event ; effect of a cauſe. Milion. 3 .
Ifaiah. 2. To deliberate ; to work in the mind.
Swift. 3. To doubt ; to heſitate. Shakeſp .
Deduction ; concluſion. Decay of Piety. 4 .
The laſt propoſition of a fyllogilin introduced CONSIDERABLE. a . ( from confider.) 1. Wor
by therefore ; as, what is commanded by our
thy of confideration ; worthy of regard and at
Saviour is our duty : prayer is commanded ;
tention. Tillotfox. 2. Reſpectable ; above ne
glect. Sprat. 3. Important; valuable. Decay
5 : Conca
duty..Prior.
thereforeofprayer
our effet
tenation
cauſesis and
Seuih. 6 In
of Piety. 4. More than a little ; a middle
fluence ; tendency . Hammond. 7. Importance;
fenſe between liccle and great. Clarendon .
CONSIDERABLENESS / [ from confiderable .]
moment. Swift.
CONSEQUENT.e. [ confequens, Lat.] 1. Fol
Importance ; dignity ; moment ; value ; de
fert; a claim to notice Boyle.
lowing by ra ional deduction. 2. Following as
CONSIDERABLY. adv. (from conſiderable )
the effect of a caule . Locke.
1. In a degree deſerving notice. Roſcommon.
CONSEQUENT. /. 1. Conſequence ; that
which follows from previous propoſitions.
2. With importance; importantly, Pope.
Hooker . 2. Effect ; that which follows an CONSIDERANCE. L. (from confider.) Condi
acting cauſe . Davies.
deration; reflection . Shakeſp .
CONSEQUE'NTIAL. a. ( from conſequent.) 1. CONSIDERATE.a. [confideratus, Lat .) 1. Se
rious; prudent ; not rath . Tilletfon . 2. Hav.
Produced by the neceſſary concatenation of ef
ing reſpect to ; regardful. Decay of Piety. 3.
fects to caules. Prior . 2. Concluſive. Hale.
Moderate ; not rigorous.
CONSEQUENTIALLY.adv. (from conſequen .
tial.) 1. With juſt deduction of conſequences. CONSIDERATELY . adv. ( from conſiderate.)
CON
Addiſon, h . By conlequence i eventually. Çalmly ; coolly . Bacon.
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CONSIDERATENESS. S. (from confiderate.) | CONSOʻLABLE
. a. (from coxſele.] That which
admits comfort.
Prudence
CONSIDERA'TION . F. (from confider.] 1. TO CONSOLATE. v . a. ( confolur, Lat. ] To
comfort ; to conſole . Brown .
The act of conſidering ; regard ; notice. Locke.
2. Mature thought ; prudence. Sidney. 3. Con- CONSOLATION. f. [ conjolatie, Lat .] Com
templation ; meditation. Sidney. 4. Impor
fort ; alleviation ofmiſery . Bacon , Rogers.
tance ; claim to notice ; worthineſs of regard . CONSOLA'TOR.S . ( Lat .) A comforter.
Addiſen. 5. Equivalent ; compenſation. Ray. CONSOʻLATORY. ) (from confolate.] A ſpeech
6. Motive of action ; influence. Clarendon . 7 .
or writing containing topicks of comtort Milt.
Reaſon ; ground of concluding. Hoeker . 8. CONSOʻLATORY.a. [from confolate.) Tend
[ In law . ) Confideration is the material cauſe ing to give comfort.
of a contract, without which no contract To CONSOʻLE . v.a. To comfort ; to cheer.
bindesh . Cowell.
Pope.
CONSI DERER.S. A man of reflection . Gov. CONSOʻLE . S. (Fr.) In architecture, a part or
member projecting in manner of a bracket .
of ibe Tongee.
Chambers
TO CONSIĞN . v . a. (configro, Lat.) 1. To
give to another any thing. South. 2 To appro- CONSO LER.F. ( from conſole.] One that gives
priate ; to quit for a certain purpoſe. Addijon . comfort . Warburton.
CONSO'LIDANT.a . [ from conſolidate ] Thas
3. To commit ; to entruſt. Addiſon.
TO CONSIGN . v . n. 1. To yield; to ſubmit ; which has the quality of uniting wounds .
to religa . Shakeſp. 2. To ugn ; to conſent to. To CONSOLIDATE.v.a. ( conſolider, Fr. ] ı .
To form into a compa and ſolid body ; to
Sbakep.
CONSIGNATION L. ( from conlign .) 1. The
harden . Burnet, Arbuthnot. 2. To combine
act of conligning . Tayler. 2. The act of fign
two parliamentary bills into one .
TO CONSOLIDATE.V.n . To grow firm ,hard ,
ing . Taylor.
or folid. Bacon , Woodward.
CONSIGNMENT . S. (from cenfign .] 1. The
ad of configning. 2. The writing by which CONSOLIDATION . [. ( from conſolidate.] 1 .
any thing is conſigned.
The act of uni ing into a ſolid maſs. Woodw .
CONSI MİLAR . 2. (from conſimilis, Lat .) Hav
2. The annexing of one bill in parliament to
ing one common reſemblance.
another. 3. The combining two benefices in
TO CONSIST. v. n. ( confifto, Lat.) 1. To fub
one . Cowell.
lift ; not to periſh. Colofians. 2. To continue CONSOLIDATIVE . ( from confolidate.) That
fixed ; without diflipation. Brerewood. 3. To which hasthe quality of healing wounds. Diet .
be compriſed ; to be contained . Walſh. 4. COʻNSONANCE . I. [ confonance, Fr.) 1. Ac
To be compoſed. Burnet. s . To agree ; not CONSONANCY.
cord of found, Wotton .
to oppoſe. Clarendon.
2. Conſiſtency; congruence. Ilammond. 3 .
CONSISTENCE. f. [ confiftentia, low Lat.)
Agreement ; concord ; friendſhip . Shakeſp .
CONSISTENCY . } 1. State with reſpect to CONSONANT.a .[comforans, Lat.]Agreeable ;
material exiſtence. Bacob . 2. Degree of denſe
according ; confiftent . Hooker.
Dels or rarity. Arbuthnot. 3. Subſtance ; form ; CONSONANT. S. [confonans, Lat.) A letter
make. South. 4. Agreement with itſelt, or
wh ch cannot be founded by itſelf. Helder.
with any other thing. Addiſon. 5. A ſtate CONSONANTLY.adv . (frora conſonani.) Con
ia which things continue for ſome time at a
fiftently ; agreeably. Hooker, Tilletfon .
CONSONANTNESS. . [ from confonant.) A
ſtand . Chambers.
CONSISTENT. e. [confiftens, Lat.) 1. Not
greeableneſs ; conſiſtency.
contradi& ory ; not oppoſed. South. 2. Firm ; CONSONOUS. a. [ con fonus , Lat.) Agreeing in
not fluid . Woodward.
found; ſymphonious.
CONSISTENTLY.ado .[from confiftent.] With- CONSOPÍA'TION . S. (from conſopio, Lat . ] The
act of laying to ſleep. Digby.
out contradi &tion ; agreeably . Broome.
CONSISTORIAL...(from confiftory.)Relatiog COʻNSORT / [ conſors , Lat.) 1. Companion ;
to the ecclefiaftical court. Ayliffe.
partner. Denham . 2. An aſſembly ; a divan ;
CONSISTORY. J. [ confiftorium , Lat.) . The
a conſultation . Spenſer. 3. A number of in
ftruments playing together. Ecclus. 4. Con
place of juſtice in the court Chriſtian. Hesker,
Sozib. 2. I he aſſembly of cardinals. Atterb. currence ; union . Atterbury.
3. Any folemn allembly. Milton . 4. Place of To CONSO'RT. v. m . (from the noun . ) To af
ſociate with . Dryden .
refidence. Skakelp :
CONSOCIATE.M. ( from confocia, Lat.) An ac- To CONSOʻRT. v . 0. 1. To join ; to mix ; to
complice ; a confederate ; a partner. Hayw .
marry . He with his conforted Eve. Milton ,
Locki. 2. To accompany. Shakeſp.
To CONSOʻCIATE. v. a . [ confocio , Lal. ] 1 .
To unite ; to join. Wotton . 2. To cement ; CONSO'RTABLE . a. (trom conjort.) To be
compared with ; ſuitable. Werion .
to hold together. Burnet.
TOCONSOCIATE.v.n. Tocoaleſce ; to unite. CONSORTION L. (confortio, Lat.] Partnere
Bentley
Thip ; fociety .
CONSOCIA'TION.S: [ from conſociate.) 1. Al- CONSPECTABLE.a. (from conſpectus, Lat. ]
liance . Ben . Jobufon . 2. Union ; intimacy ; Eaſy to be ſeen.
X 2
CONSPECTU'ITY.
companionship. Wolten .
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CONSPECTU'ITY . S. [ confpe &tus, Lati] Senſe To CONSTELLA'TE . v. . ( conſtellatus, Lat. )
To ſhine with one general light . Boyle.
of ſeeing. Shakeſp.
CONSPERSION .). [ confperfio, Lat. ) A ſpriok. To CONSTELLATE . v. a. To unite ſeveral
ling about
ſhining bodies in one ſplendour. Glanville.
CONSPICU'ITY. S.[from conſpicuous.) Bright- CONSTELLATION . J. (from conſtellate .) 1 .
neſs ; favourableneſs to the right. Glanville,
A cluſter of fixed ſtars. Ijaiah. 2. An affem
CONSPICUOUS. a . ( conſpicuus, Lat.) 1. Obvi
blage of ſplendours, or excellencies. Hammond .
ous to the light ; ſeen at a dinance. Milien. 2. CONSTERNATION. S. [ from confterns, Lat ]
Eminent ; famous ; distinguiſhed. Addison.
Aſtoniſhment ; amazement ; wonder. Soutb .
CONSPICUOUSLY. adv. (from conspicuous.) To CONSTIPATE . v. a. [ from conſtipa, Lat .)
1. To croud together into a narrow room .
Emi
2.
.
1. Obviouſly to the view . Watts.
nently ; jamouſly ; remarkably .
Bentley. 2. To ſop by filling up the paſſages.
CONSPICUOUSNESS. f. [from conſpicuous.] Arbuthnot. 3. To bind the belly .
1. Expo ure to the view . Boyle. 2. Emi- |CONSTIPATION . S. [ from conſtipare.] 1. The
nence ; fame; celebrity. Beyle.
act of crouding anything into leis room .Bentley.
CONSPI'RACY.S.[conjpiratio, Lat .) 1. A plot; 2. Stoppage ; obſtruction by plenitude. Arbuih.
a concerted treaſon . Dryden . 2. An agree- CONSTITUENT. a . [conftituens, Lat. ) Ele
ment of men to do any thing ; always taken in
mental ; eſſential ; that of which any thing
conliſts. Dryden, Bentley.
the evil part. Cowell. 3. Tendency of many
CONSTITUÉNT. L. 1 The perſon or thing
cauſesto one event, Sidney.
CONSPI'RANT a.[conſpirans,Lat.]Conſpiriog ; which conſtitutes or ſeules any thing . Hale. 2.
engaged in a conſpiracy; plouing. Shakeſp .
That which is neceſſary to the ſubiſtence of
CONSPIRATION.S: [conſpiratio, Lat .) A plot.
any thing. Arbuth. 3. He that deputes another .
CONSPIRATOR. T. (Irom confpiro, Lat.) A TO CONSTITUTE. v . a . ( conftitua, Lat.) 1 .
man engaged in a plot ; a plotter.Samuel,South . To give formal exiſtence ; to produce . Decay
of Piery. 2. To erect ; to establiſh. Taylor.
TO CONSPIRE. 0. *. [conſpiro, Lat.) 1. To
concert a crime ; to ploi. Shakeſp. Rofcommon.
3. To depute .
2. To agree together; as , all ibings conſpire CONSTITUTER. 5 (from conftirute.] He that
conftitutes or appoints.
to make him boppy.
CONSPI'RER.S . (trom conſpire .] A conſpirator : CONSTITUTION.S . [ from conſtitute.) 1. The
act of conſtituting ; enacting ; establiſhing. 2 .
a plotter . Shakeſp .
CONSPIRING Powers. ( In mechanicks . ) All
State of being ; natural qualities. Beniley,
ſuch as act in direction not oppoſite to one an
Nervion. 3. Corporeal frame, Arbuthnot. 4.
other. Harris.
Temper of body, with reſpect to health. Temp.
5. Temper of mindt . Sidney, Clarendon. 6 .
CONSPURCATION. S. ( from conſpurco, Lat )
Eſtabliſhed form of government; ſyſtem of
Deflement ; pollution.
CO'NSTABLE./.[comes ftabuli,as it is ſuppoſed.]
laws and cuſtoms. Daniel. 7. Particular law ;
eſtabliſhment ; inftitution. Hooker .
1. Lord high conſtable is an ancient officer of
the crown, long diſuſed in England. The CONSTITUTIONAL . a . (from conflitution .]
1. Bred in the conftitution ; radical. Sharp.
function of the conſtable of England conſiſted in
2. Confistent with the conſtitution ; legal .
the care of the common peace of the land in
E.a . [ from conftitute.] 1. Ele
CONSTITUTIV
deeds of arms , and in matters of war. TO
mental; eſſencial ; productive. Decay of Piety .
the court of the confiable and marſhal belonged
the cognizance of contracts, deeds of arms 2. Having the power to enact or eſtabliſh .
without the realm , and combats and blaſonry To CONSTRAIN . v. a [conſtraindre, Fr.) 1 .
To compel ; to force to ſomeaction. Shakesp.
of arms within it. From thele are derived
petty confiables, inferior officers whole office is
2. To hinder by force. Dryden. 3. To necef
to take care that the peace be kept in their diſ
fitate.Pope. 4. To violate ; to raviſh. Shakeſp.
tricts, and arreſt and carry offenders to priſon,
5. To confine ; to preſs. Gay.
& c. Cowell, Clarendon. 2. To over-run ibe CONSTRAINABLÈ.a.[from conftrain.) Liable
CONSTABLE To ſpend more than what a
to conſtraint. Hosker .
man knows himſelf to be worth .
CONSTRA’INER. S. ( from confitrair .) He that
conſtrains.
CONSTABLESHIP . . ( from conſtable.) The
office of a conſtable . Carew .
CONSTRA’INT . S. [ contrainte, Fr.] Compul.
CONSTANCY.S . [ conftantia, Lat. ) 1. Immu
fion ; violence ; confinement. Locke.
tability ; perpetuity; unalterable continuance. To CONSTRICT.v . a. ( confirietui , Lat.) 1 .
Hooker . 2. Consiſtency ; unvaried Itate. Ray. To bind ; to cramp. 2. To contract ; to
3. Refolution ; Readineſs. Prier. 4. Lafting
cauſe to fhrink . Arburb not.
affection . South. 5. Certainty ; veracity. Shake. CONSTRICTION.S .(from confirial.] Contrac
tion ; compreſion . Ray.
CONSTANT. a. Iconfians, Lat.) 1. Firm ; not
Auid . Beyle. 2. Unvaried ; unchanged ; im- CONSTRICTOR. S. [ comfirietor, Lat.) That
which compreſſes or contracts. Arbuthnot.
mutable ; durable . 3. Firm ; refolute ; deter.
mined , Shakejp. 4. Free from change of af. To CONSTRINGE . v. a. [ conftringe, Lat .) To
fection. Sidney. 5. Certain ; not various. Addi.
compreſs ; to contract ; to bind. Skakelp .
CONSTANTY.adv. (from confiant.) Unvari- CONSTRINGENT.a .[ cenjiringens, Lac.]Hav
ing
bly ; perpetually ; certainly ; ſteadily. Tiller,
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ing thequality ofbinding or compreffing.Bacon. CONSUMABLE . a . (from confume.] Saſceptible
TO CONSTRUCT.v.. [ conſtrutius, Lat.) To of destruction . Wilkins.
TO CONSU'ME v.a.iconlumo, Lat.) To waſte ;
build ; to form ; Boyle.
CONSTRUCTION . S. [conſtructio, Lat.) 1
to ſpend ; to destroy. Deuteronomy.
The a& ofbuilding. 2. The form of building: To CONSU'ME. v. n . To waſte away ; to be
exhauſted Shakeſp .
ſtructure. Arbutbust. 3. The putting of words
logether in ſuch a manner as to convey a com- CONSUMER . S. ( from comfure.] One that
plete fenſe . Clarke, Locke. 4. The act of ſpends, waſtes, or deſtroys ang ihing. Lecke.
arranging terms in the proper order ; the act To CONSU'MMATE. v. a, (conſommer, Fr.)
To complete : 10 perfect. Shakeſp.
of interpreting ; explanation. Shakeſp. 5. The
ſenſe ; the meaning. Collier. 6. Judgment ; CONSUMMATE . a . (from the verb ] Com
plete ; perfect. Addiler .
mental repreſentation. Brown. 7. The manner
CONSUMMATION . F. ( from confummate.] 1 .
of deſcribing a figure in geometry :
Completion ; perfection ; end. Addiſon . 2 .
CONSTRUCTURE.S . (from conſtru &t.) Pil :;
The end of the prefent fynem of things.
edifice ; fabrick, Blackmore.
To CONSTRUE . v. 0. [ conſtruo, Lat.] 1. To Hooker. 3. Death ; end of life . Shakeſp.
range words in their natural order. Spenſer. 2. CONSUMPTION . S. [ conſumpris, Lac.] 1. The
To interpret ; to explain . Hosker , Addison .
act of conſuming ; watte ; deſtruction. Locke.
TO CONST U'PRATE. v . c. (conflupro, Lat. )
2. The ſtate of waſting or periſhing. 3. A
To violate ; to debauch ; to defile .
waſte of muſcular Aeth , attended with a bec
CONSTUPRA TION.S. ( from conftuprate.] Vi tick fever. Quincy, Shakesp.
CONSUMPTIVE a . (from conſume )1. De
olacion ; defilement.
CONSUBSTANTIAL. a. [ confubftantialis, ſtructive ; waſting ; exhauſting. Addiſon. 2 .
Lat.) 1. Having the ſame eſſence or Tubſtance. Diteated with a conſumption . Harvey.
Hooker, 2. Being of the ſame kind or nature. CONSUMPTIVENESS. S.(from conjumprive.)
Brerewood.
A tendency to a conſumption.
CONSUBSTANTIALITY.S.(from conſubfian- CONSU TILE. 2. icongurilis, Lat .) That is
tial.) Exiſtence of more than one in the ſame lewed or ſtitched tagether.
fubftance. Hammond ,
TO CONTABULATE. v. a. [ contabulo, Lat.)
To CONSUBSTANTIATE . v. a. [con and
To floor with boards .
fubftanti , Lat.) To ucite in one common CONTABULATION.S. [contabulatio,Lat.) A
fubftance or nature .
joining of boards together.
CONSUBSTANTIA'TION.S.(from conſulfian. CÓNTACT. /. [contactus, Lat. ) Touch ; cloſe
fiate.) The union of the body of our bletted union. Neuron.
Saviour with the facramental element , accord- CONTACTION . S. [ contactws, Lat . ) The act
ding to the Lutherans. Atterbury.
of touching. Brown.
CONSUL. f. [ conlul, Lat.) 1. The chief ma- CONTAGION. P. ( contagia, Lat .] 1. The emiſ
giſtrate in the Roman republick. Dryden. 2 . fion from body to body by which diſeaſes are
An officer commiffioned in foreign parts to
communicated . Bacon. 2. Ia'ection ; propa
judge between the merchants of his nation .
gation of miſchief. King Charles. 3. Peiti
CONSULAR. G. (confularis, Lat.) 1. Relating lence ; venomous emanations. Shakeſp.
to the co ſul. Spectator. 2. CONSULAR Man. CONTAGIOUS. a . ( from contagio, Lat.] In
One who had been conſul. Ben . Johnson .
fectious; caught by approach. Prior.
CONSULATE. S. [confulatus, Lat.) The office CONTAGIOUSNESS. S. (trom contagious.]
of conſul. Addiſon .
The quality of being contagious .
COʻNSULSHIP. I. ( from conful.] The office of To CONTAIN. v. a. [contineo, Lat ] 1. To
conſul. Ben. Jobnfor .
hold as a veſſel . 2. To compriſe; as a writing.
To CONSULT. v.% ( conſulto, Lat.) To take
John. 3. To reſtrain ; to with-hold. Spenſer.
TO CONTAIN . v. n. To live in continence .
counſel togecher. Clarendor.
TO CONSULT. v. a. 1. To ak advice of; as , Arbatb * 57.
be conſulted his friends. 2. To regard ; to act CONTAINABLE. a. (from contais .) Portible
with view or reſpect to. L'Eſtrange. 3. To
to be contained . Boyle.
plan ; to contrive. Hebrews, Clarendon . 4.To To CONTAMINATE. 7. c . [contamino,Lat.)
ſearch into ; to examine ; as, to conſult an
To defile; to corrupt by bale mixture . Shakeſ.
autber.
CONTAMINATE . a .(from the verb . ] Pollui
CONSULT.S. (from the verb .) 1. The act of ed ; defiled. Siakeſp.
conſulting. Dryden. 2. The effect of confult- CONTAMINATION. S. (from contaminate.]
ing ; determination. Dryden . 3. A council ; Pollution ; defilement.
a cumber of perſons ailembled in deliberation. CONTEMÉRATED. a. [contemeratus, Lat .]
Violated ; polluted.
Swift.
CONSULTATION. S. ( from confult.) 1. The To CONTEMN. v. a . [ contemns, Lac.) To de
act of conſulting ; ſecret deliberation. Mark. ſpiſe; to ſcorn ; to slight; lo neglect. Dryder.
2. A number of perſons conſulted together. CONTEMNER , S. ( from contenir.] One that
Wiſeman .
contemns ; a defpiter, South .
CONSU'LTER.S. ( from conſult.) One that con- To CONTEMPER. v. a. [contempere, Lal.)
CONTEM
To moderate. Ray.
Fults or aks council. Deuteronomy.
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To ſatisfy ſo as to Top complaint. Sidney
CONTEMPERAMENT. L. (from contemperi,
Lat .) The degree or any quality. Derlam .
Tillerſon. 2. To pleaſe ; to gralily . Shakeſp.
To CONTEMPERATE.D. a ( ircm contem - CONTENT. L. (irom the verb .) i. Moderate
happineſs . Shakeſp. 2. Acrane cence ; ſatisſac
pero . ) To moderate ; to temper. Wiſeman .
CONTEMPERA'TIONS('rom contemporale.) tion in a thing unexamined. Pipe. 3. That
1. The act ofmoderating or tempering. Brown. which is contained, or io iud in any thing .
Woodward. 4 The power of containing ;
2. Proportionate mixture ; proportion. Hale.
To CONTEMPLATE.V.ni(contemplar , Lat.]
extent ; capacity. Graunt. 5. That which is
compriſed in a writing. Grew , Addison.
To ſtudy ; to meditate . Waits.
To CONTEMPLATE. v .
To muſe ; to CONTENTATION ſ. [from content.) Satif
faction ; content, Sidney .
think ſtudiouſly with long attention . Peacham .
CONTEMPLATION ... (from contemplare ) 1. CONTENTED. part. a (from content.] Satiſ
Meditation ; ftudious thought on any ſubject. fied ; at quiet ; not scpining Knolles.
Shakeſp. 2. Holy meditation ; a holy exerciſe CONTENTION. F. [ contentio , Lat. ) 1. Strife ;
of the ſoul, employed in attention to facred
debate; content . Decayof Piety. 2. Emulation ;
things. Skakelp . 3. Study ; oppoſed to action
endeavour to excel. Shakeſp . 3. Eagerneſs ;
zeal ; ardour. Rogers .
South .
CONTEMPLATIVE. a. ( from contemplate .] CONTENTIOUS, a ( from contend.] Quarrel
; given to debate; perverſe Decay of Piety.
fome
1. Given to thought ; ſtudious ; thougheful.
Denkom . 2. Employed in ſtudy; dedicated to CONTENTIOUS Juriſdiction. [ In law.) A
court which has a power to judge and deter
ſtudy. Grew . 3. Having the power of thought .
mine dificur beiween contending parties.
Ray.
Chambers.
CONTE'MPLATIVELY. adv. [ from contem
CONTENTIOUSLY. adv. [ from contentious .]
plative.) Thoughtfully ; attentively.
CONTEMPLA'TOR . Š. (Lat.] One employed Perverſely ; quarrelſomely. Brown.
CONTENTIOUSNESS ) . (from contentious.]
in tudy. Raleigh.
CONTEMPORARY.c [ contemporain , French.) Pronenels to conteſt ; perverſeneſs ; turbu
lence Bentley
1. Living in the ſame age. Dryden. 2. Born
at the ſame time.Cowley. 3. Exiſting at the CONTENTLESS. a. ( from content.) Diſcon
tented ; diſſatisfied ; uneaſy. Shakeſp.
ſame point of linie . Locke.
CONTEMPORARY. J. One who lives at the CONTENTMENT.S. ( from content, theverb . )
1. Acquieſcence without plenary ſatisfaction .
ſame time with another. Dryden .
TO CONTEMPORISE . v ... [con and tempus, Hooker, Grew . 2. Gratification. Wotton.
CONTERMINOUS. a. [ conterminus, Lat.)
Lat. ) To make contemporary . Brown .
CONTE'MPT. ſ (contemptus, Lat .] 1. The act Bordering upon . Hale.
of deſpiſing others; ſcorn. Efter, South. 2. CONTERRANEOUS. a . [ conterraneous, Lat.)
Of the fame country.
The fate ofbeing deſpited; vile nefs. Maccab.
CONTE'MPTIBLE . a. (from contempl.) 1.To CONTE'ST . v. a . [ contefier, Fr.) To diſ
pute ; to controvert ; to litigate. Dryden.
Worthy of contempt ; delerving ſcorn. Taylor.
2. Deſpiſed ; ſcorned ; neglected. Locke. 3. To CONTEʻST. v. *. 1. To trive; to contend.
Burnet. 2. To vie ; to emulate. Pope.
Scornful; apt to deſpiſe. Skakeſp .
CONTEMPTIBLENESS. S. (trom contempo- CONTEST. L. (from the verb.] Diſpute ; dif
ible.) The ſtate of being contemptible ; vile ference ; debate. Denham.
CONTESTABLE ... (from conteft.] Diſputable ;
ncís; cheapneſs. Decay of Piery.
CONTEMPTIBLY. adv. [from contemptible .)
controvertible.
t,
Meanly ; in a manner deſerving contemp CONTESTA'BLENESS. S. [ from conteſtable .)
Posibility of conteſt.
Millon .
CONTE'MPTUOUS. &. ( from contempt.] Scorn- CONTESTA'TION. S. [ from conteft.) The act
of conteſting ; debate ; Itrife. Clarenden ,
ful ; apt to deſpiſe. Raleigh, Atterbury.
CONTEMPTUOUSLY.adv. ( from contemptu. To CONTEX . v. a. [ contexo, Lat .) To weave
045.) With ſcorn ; with deſpite. Taylor, Tillor.
together. Boyle .
CONTEMPTUOUSNESS. /. ( from contempiu- CONTEXT. T. [ contextus, Lat .] The general
ſeries of a diſcourſe. Hammond,
043. ) Diſpoſition to contempt.
TO CONTEND. 9.n. ( contendo, Lat.] 1. TO CONTEXT. a. (from contex.) Knit together ;
firm . Derbam .
ſtrive ; to ſtruggle in oppoſition. Deuteronomy.
CONTEXTURE . S [ from contex .) The diſpoſi
2. To vie ; to act in emulation.
TO.CONTEND . v . a. To diſpute any thing ; to tion of parts one among another ; the ſystem ;
the conſtitution. Wotton , Blackmore ,
conteft . Dryden.
CONTENDENT.S [from contend.] Antagoniſt; CONTIGNATION.S. [contignario , Lat .) 1. A
frame of beams or boards joined together.Wor.
opponent . L'Efirange.
CONTENDER.S. ( trom contend.) Combatant; 2. The act of framing or joining a iabrick.
. S. (trom contiguous.) Actual
CONTIGUITY
champion . Locke.
contact ; ficuation . Brown , Hale.
CONTENT m. [contenius , Lat.) 1. Satisfied lo
as not to repine; eaty . Looke. 2. Satisfied 10 CONTIGUOUS. Q.[contiguus, Lat.) Meeting
ſo as to touch. Nowion.
as not to oppole. Sichefp.
CONTIGUOUSLY.
*I CONTENT v.a. ſirom the adjective.) 1
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CONTIGUOUSLY. adv. [from contiguous.] CONTINUER. L. ( from continue.) Having the
power of perſeverance. Shakeſp.
Without any intervening ſpaces. Dryden.
CONTIGUOUSNESS. 9. (from contiguous.] CONTINUITY.S . [ continuitas, Lat.) 1. Cor
Cloſe connection.
nexion uninterrupted ; coheſion. Bacon .
COʻNTINENCE . I f. [continentia, Lat.) 1 .
The texture or coheſion of the parts of an
CONTINENCY } Reſtraint; command of animal body . Quincy , Arbuthnot.
one's felf. Dryden. 2. Chaſtity in general . CONTINUOUS. 4. [ continuus, Lat.) Joined
together without the intervention of any ipace.
Shokejp. 3. Forbearance of lawful pleaſure.
Grew , 4. Moderation in lawful pleaſures. Now ?cn .
Tayler. 5. Continuity ; uninterrupted courſe. To CONTO'RT. V. a. (contortus, Lat . ) To
Ayliffe.
twilt ; to writhe. Ray.
CONTINENT, a. (continens, Lat.) !. Chaſte ; CONTORTION.S.(from contort. ]Twiſt; wry
motion ; fexure . Ray.
abſterious in liwful pleaſures . Shakeſp. 2 .
Reſtrained ; moderate ; temperate. Shakesp. CONTOUR /. [French.) The outline ; the line
3. Continuous ; connected. Brereword.
by which any figure is defined or terminated.
CONTINENT./. [continens, Lat . ] 1. Land not CONTRA. A Latin propoſition uſed in compo
disjointed by the ſea from other lands. Bentley. ſition , which ſignifies against.
2. That which contains any thing. Shakeſp . CONTRABAND). . [ contrabando, Ital. ] Pro
T. CONTI NGE. v. * . [conting ' , Lat .) To
hibited ; illegal ; unlawful. Dryden.
TO CONTRABAND. v. a. (from the adjec
touch ; to reach.
CONTINGENCE.
[from contingent.) The
tive . ) To import goods prohibited.
CONTI'NGENCY. ? quality of being fortui- To CONTRACT.7. a. ( contractus, Lat. ) 1 .
tous ; accidental poſibility. Brown , South .
To draw together ; to ſhorten. Denne. 2. To
CONTINGENT...
a . [ contingens, Lat . ) Falling
bring two parties together; to make a bargain.
Dryden. 3. To betroth ; to affiance. Tatler.
out by chance ; accidental. South.
CONTINGENT S. 1. A thing in the hands of 4. To procure ; to bring ; to incur ; to draw ;
chance. Grew. 2. A proportion that falls to
to get. K.Charles. 5. To ſhorten ; to abridge ;
to epitomile.
any perſon upon a diviſion
CONTINCENTLY. ada . (from contingent.]TO CONTRACT. ?'. . 1. To ſhrink up ; to
Accidentally ; without any ſettled rule.
grow ſhort. Arbuttiret. 2. To bargain ; as, to
Wc:dward.
contract for a quantiry of proviſions.
CONTINGENTNESS. S. [ from contingent ) CONTRACT. part. a. ( from the verb. ) Affi
Accidentalneſs.
anced ; contracted. Shakeſp.
CONTINUAL. a.[continuus, Lat.]ı.Inceſſant; CONTRA’CT. S. 1. A bargain ; a compact.
proceeding without interruption. Pipe. 2. ( In
Temple. 2. An act whereby a man and woman
fax.) A continual claim is made from time to
are betrothed to one another. Shakeſp. 3. A
time, within every year and day. Cowell.
writing in which the terms of a bargain are
CONTINUALLY'adv. [ from continual ) 1 .
included ,
Without paule ; without interruption.Bacon CONTRACTEDNESS. S. ( from contracted .]
2. Withou: cealing . Bentley.
The ſtate of being contracted.
CONTINUANCE.S. (from continue.] 1. Suc- CONTRACTIBILITY / (from contractible.]
ceton uninterrupted Addiſon. 2. Permanence Poflibility of being contracted. Arburknot .
in one ftate. Sidney, South. 3. Abode in a CONTRACTIBLE. a.(from contract .] Capable
place. 4. Duration ; laſtingnels. Harward.
of contraction . Arbuthnot .
5. Perſeverance. Romans. 6. Progreiſion of CONTRACTIBLENESS S.[fromcontractible.)
time . Pſalms.
The quality of ſuffering contraction.
CONTI'NDATE. G. [continuatus,Lat.] 1. Im- CONTRACTILE. 2. (from conira £t.) Having
mediately united. Hooker. 2. Uninterrupted ;
the power of ſhortening itſelf. Arbuthnot.
ucbroken. Skakelp .
CONTRA'CTION.S. {contractio, Lat .) 1. The
CONTINUA’TION.S. ( from continuare.) Pro
act ofcontracting or ſhortening Pope.2. The act
tra&tion , or ſuccefſion uninterrupted. Ray.
of thrinking or ſhriveling. Arbuth. 3. The ſtate
CONTINUATIVES, ( from continuate.) An ex
of being contracted; drawn into a narrow com
preifion noting permanence or duration Warts. pafs, Newton . 4. [In grammar . ) The reduction
CONTINUATOR . S. ( from continuare. ) He
of two vowels or fyllables to one. 5. Abbre
viation ; as , the writing is full of contractions.
a continues or keeps up the ſeries or fuc
on . Brown.
CONTRACTOR. . (from contract. One of
CONTINUE . v . » . [continuer, Fr ) 1. To
the parties to a contract or bargain. Taylor.
Itzain in the ſame ftate . Matthew . 2. To To CONTRADICT. v . 6. [ contradico, Lat.)
Samuel
durable
perſevere.
kal, to be
.
3. To
1. To oppole verbally. Dryden. 2. To be
contrary to ; to repugn. Hooker.
R.S . [ from contradi& .) One
CONTINUE.
protract
CONTRADICTE
v. a. 1. To
TO
or rethat contradicts ; an oppoſer. Swift.
pa without interruption. Pjalms. 2 Τ.
sale xithout a chalm , or intervening lub . CONTRADICTION
[iiom contradi& .) 1.
t 190e Milton
Verbaleppofition; controversial affertion Milt.
COXTI NUEDLY.adə (fron continued ]With
2. Opposition. Hebrews. 3. Inconfitency ; in
#lacerruption ; without ceaſing Norris.
congruity .
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CONTEMPERAMENT. S [ from contemperi, To ſatisfy ſo as to ſop complaint . Sidney
Tillotson. 2. To pleaſe ; to gratily. Shakeſp.
Lat.) The degree or any quality. Derlam
TO CONTEMPERATE. v . a ( srem contem - CONTENT. S. (irom the virb.] 1. Moderate
happineſs. Shakeſp. 2. Acrie cence ;ſatisface
pero . ] To moderate ; lo temper. Wiſeman
CONTEMPERA’TION ./.('rom contemporale.?
tion in a thing unexamined. Pope. 3. That
1. The act ofmoderating or tempering. Brown. which is contained , or io iud in any thing .
Wordeward. 4. The power of containing ;
2. Proportionate mixture ; proportion. Hale.
extent ; capacity . Graunt. 5. That which is
TO CONTEMPLATE.V.. [ contemplor, Lat.)
compriſed in a writing. Grew , Addiſon.
To ſtudy ; to meditate . Walis.
To CONTEMPLATE . V. G To mufe ; to CONTENTATION Ý. (from content.) Satif
think ſodiouſly with long attention. Peacham . faction ; coniunt. Sidney
CONTEMPLATION.S. (írom cintemplare ) .. CONTENTED. part. a . (from content.] Satiſ
Meditation ; ſtudious thought on any ſubject.
fied ; at quiet; not sepining Knolles.
Shakeſp . 2 . Holy meditation ; a holy exercite CONTENTION. !.{conteniio, Lat.)1. Strife ;
debate ; conteft . Decayof Piety . 2. Emulation ;
of the ſoul, employed in attention to facred
things. Shakeſp. 3. Study ; oppoſed to action . endeavour to excel. Shakeſp . 3. Eagerneſs ;
South.
zeal ; ardour. Rogers .
CONTEMPLATIVE. a . ( from contemplate.] CONTENTIOUS. a [ from contend .] Quarrel
1. Given to thought ; ſudious ; thoughifui. fome ; given to debate: perverle.Decay of Piety .
Denbom. 2. Employed in ſudy; dedicated to CONTENTIOUS Jurijdielion. ( In law .) A
ftudy. Grow . 3. Having the power of thought. court which has a power to judge and deter
mine disi Car between contending parties.
Ray.
Chambers .
CONTEMPLATIVELY. adv. [ from contem
CONTENTIOUSLY. adv. ( from contentious .]
plative.) Thoughtfully ; attentively .
CONTEMPLA'TOR. Š. (Lat.] One employed
Perverſely ; quarrellomely. Brown .
CONTENTIOUSNESS ) . ( from contentious.]
in ſtudy. Raleigh .
CONTEMPORARY.c [ contemporain , Frerch.] Pronenets to conteſt ; perverſeneſs ; turbu
lence Bentley
1. Living in the ſame age. Dryden . 2. Born
at the same time.Cowley. 3. Exiſting at the CONTENTLESS. a. (from content.) Diſcon
ſame point of time. Locke.
tented ; diſſatisfied ; uneaſy. Shakeſp.
CONTEMPORARY. J. One who lives at the CONTENTMENT.S . (from content, the verb .)
ſame time with another. Dryden.
1. Acquieſcence without plenary ſatisfaction.
Hooker , Grew . 2. Gratification. Wotton .
TO CONTEMPORISE . v. a . [con and tempus,
CONTERMINO
US. a. [conterminus, Lat .)
contemporary
make
Brown
Lat.) To
.
,
CONTE'MPT. I contemptus, Lat.] 1. The act Bordering upon. Hale.
of deſpiſing others ; fcorn . Efter , Souih. 2. CONTERRA'NEOUS. a. [conterraneous, Lat. )
Of the lame country .
The Rate of being deſpited ; vile nets. Maccab.
CONTEMPTIBLE. a. (from contempl .) 1. TO CONTEST . v. a . [contefier , Fr.) To diſ
Worthy of contempt ; delerving ſcorn. Taylor.
pute ; to controvert ; to litigate. Dryden .
2. Deipiſed; ſcorned ; neglected. Locke. 3. TO CONTEST. v. n. 1. To trive ;to contend.
Burnet. 2. To vie ; to emulate. Pepe.
Scornful; ape to deſpite. Shakeſp.
CONTEMPTIBLENESS. S. (trom contempo- CONTEST. L. (from the verb.) Diſpute ; dif
ible.) The ſtate of being contemptible ; vile
ference ; debate. Denham.
CONTESTABLE ... [from conteft.) Diſputable;
ncis; cheapneſs. Decay of Piery.
CONTEMPTIBLY. adv. (from contemprible .)
controvertible .
Meanly ; in a manner deſerving contempt, CONTEST A'BLENESS. S. [ from conteſtable.)
Milion .
Posibility of conteſt .
CONTEMPTUOUS.a .(from contemp:.] Scorn- CONTEST AʼTION.S. [ from conteft.) The act
of conteſting ; debate ; ſtrife. Clarendor ,
ful;apt to deſpiſe. Raleigh, Arrerbury.
CONTEMPTUOUSLY.adv. (from contemptu. To CONTEX . v . a. [contexo, Lat . ) To weave
645.) With ſcorn ; with deſpite. Taylor, Tillor. together. Beyle.
CONTEMPTUOUSNESS. [from contemptu- CONTEXT. L. [ contextus , Lat.] The general
ſeries of a diſcourſe. Hammond.
64.) Difpoficion to contempt.
TO CONTEND. 0.n. (contendo, Lat.) 1. TO CONTEXT. a . (frem contex.] Knit together ;
ſtrive ; to ſtruggle in oppoſition. Deuteronomy. firm . Derbam .
2. To vie ; to act in emulation.
CONTEXTURE. S [ from consex .] The diſpoſi
TO.CONTEND . v . a . To dilpute any thing ; to
tion of parts one among another ; the ſyſtem ;
conteſt. Dryden .
the conititution. Wotton, Blackmore .
CONTENDENT.S [from contend .] Antagoniſ ; CONTIGNATION.S. [ consignatie , Lat.) .. A
frame of beams or boards joined together.Wor,
opponent. L'Efirange.
CONTENDERS. (irom contend.) Combatant; 2. The act of framing or joining a abrick.
CONTIGUITY. S. (trom antiguous .] Actual
champion . Locke.
contact ; lituation . Brown , Hale.
CONTENT a. { contenius, Lat.) 1. Satisfied Co
as not to repine ; eaty. Locke. 2. Satisfied fo CONTIGUOUS. o. [contiguus, Lat.) Meeting
to as to touch. Nowion .
as nor to oppose. Sick? p.
CONTIGUOUSLY .
10 CONTENT v.a. ſirom the adjective.) 1.
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CONTI'GUOUSLY. adv. [ from contiguous.] CONTINUER : J. (from continue.) Having the
Without any intervening ſpaces. Dryden.
power of perſeverance. Shakeſp.
CONTIGUOUSNESS. ). [from contiguous.] CONTINUITY.S.[continuitas, Lat.) 1. Cor
Cloſe connection.
nexion uninterrupted ; coheſion. Bacer .
COʻNTINENCE . 1 f. [continentia , Lat.) 1. The texture or coheſion of the parts of an
CONTINENCY . } .Reftraint; command of animalbody. Quincy , Arbuthnot.
one's felf. Dryden. 2. Chaſtity in general . CONTINUOUS . a . [ continuus, Lat.) Joined
Stakejp. 3. Forbearance of lawful pleaſure.
together without the intervention of any pace.
Nowion .
Grea , 4. Moderation in lawful pleaſures.
Tayler. s. Continuity ; uninterrupted courſe. To CONTO'RT. v . 0. (contorius, Lat . ) To
Ayliffe.
twilt ; to writhe. Ray.
CONTINENT. a. (continens, Lat.] 1. Chaſte ; CONTORTION .S.(from contort. ] Twiſt ; wry
abſterious in liwful pleaſures. Shakeſp . 2 .
mocion ; fexure . Ray.
Reſtrained ; moderate ; temperate. Shakeſp . CONTOUR S. ( French .) The outline ; the line
by
which any figure is defined or terminated.
3. Continuous; connected. Brereword.
CONTINENT. !. [continens , Lat.] 1. Land not CONTRA. A Latin propoſition uſed in compo
disjointed by the ſea from other lands. Bentley.
ſition, which @gnifies againſt.
2. "That which contains any thing. Shakesp. CONTRABAND. a. (contrabando, Ital. ] Price
TO CONTI NGE. v. n . [ conting ', Lat.] To hibited ; illegal ; unlawful. Dryden.
To CONTRABAND. v.a. (from the adjec
touch ; to reach.
CONTI NGENCE . [ rom contingent.) The tive . ) To import goods prohibited.
CONTI’NGENCY } quality of being fortui- TO CONTRACT.v. a. ( contractus, Lat.) 1.
tous; accidental poflibility. Brown , South.
To draw together ; to ſhorten. Denne. 2. To
CONTINGENT...[ contingens, Lat . ] Falling
bring two parties together; to make a bargain.
out by chance ; accidental. South .
Dryden . 3. To betroth ; to affiance. Tailer.
CONTINGENT ſ. 1. A thing in the hands of 4. To procure ; to bring ; to incur ; to draw ;
chance. Grow. 2. A proportion that falls to
to get. K.Charles. 5. To ſhorten ; to abridge ;
to epitomile.
any perſon upon a diviſion
CONTINCENTLY . adv. (from contingent.] TO CONTRACT. q . n . 1. To ſhrink up ; to
grow ſhort Arbutharet. 2. To bargain ; as, to
Accidentally ; without any ſettled rule .
Wedward.
contract for a quantity of proviſions.
CONTINGENTNESS. S. [from contingent .] CONTRACT. part. a. ( from the verb.) Affi
Accidentalnefs.
anced ; contracted. Shakeſp.
CONTINUAL . a . [continuus , Lat.) . Inceſant; CONTRACT. L. 1. A bargain ; a compact.
proceeding without interruption. Pupe. 2. [In
Temple. 2. Anact whereby a man and woman
law.) A continual claim is made from time to
are betrothed to one another. Shakeſp. 3. A
time, within every year and day. Cowell.
writing in which the terms of a bargain are
CONTINUALLY adu. [ from continual ) 1 .
included .
Without paule ; without interruption. Bacon CONTRACTEDNESS. S. [from contracted .]
2. Without ceaſing . Bentley.
The ſtate of being contracted.
CONTINUANCE.S. (from continue. ] s . Suc- CONTRACTIBILITY S [from contraclible.]
cetion uninterrupted . Addison . 2. Permanence Polibility of being contracted. Arbuthnot.
in one ftate. Sidney, South. 3. Abode in a CONTRACTIBLE. a. ( from contract .]Capable
place . 4. Duration ; laſtingrets. Harward.
of contraction . Arbuthnot .
5. Perſeverance. Romans . 6. Progreſſion of CONTRACTIBLENESS / (fromcontractible.)
time . Pſalms.
The quality ofſuffering contraction.
CONTINUATE. 2. [continuatus , Lat.) 1 Im- CONTRACTILE. a ( from contraat.) Having
mediately united. Hooker. 2. Uninterrupted ;
the power of ſhortening itſelf. Arbuthnot.
anbroken . Shakeſp.
CONTRACTION.S. {contraétio, Lat.) 1. The
CONTINUATION . F. ( from continuate.) Pro
act of contracting or ſhortening Pope. 2. The act
traction , or ſuccefſion uninterrupted. Ray.
of thrinking or ſhriveling. Arbuch. 3. The late
CONTINUATIVE.S.( from continuate.) An ex
of being contracted ; drawn into a narrow com
preifion poting permanence or durationWaris. pals.Newton , 4. [ In grammar . ] The reduction
CONTINUATOR . S. ( from continuate. ) He
of twd vowels or lyllables to one . 5. Abbre
that continues or keeps up the ſeries or ſuc
viation ; as , the writing is full of contractions.
cedron. Brown.
CONTRACTOR, F. (from contract .) One of
TO CONTINUE. V. n . [continuer, Fr ) 1. To
che parties to a contract or bargain . Taylor.
semain in the fame fate. Matthew . 2. To To CONTRADICT. v . 0. [contradico, Lat.)
bait ; to be durable . Samuel 3. To perſevere
1. To oppole verbally. Dryden. 2. To be
contrary to ; to repugn Hooker.
TÁ CONTINUE. v. 0. 1. To protract or re- CONTRADICTER . S. ( from contradia .] One
pat without interruption . Pjalms. 2 T
that contradicts ; an oppoler. Swift.
ez.le without a chalm , or interveping fub . CONTRADICTION
Cliom contradia .) 1 .
fance Milton .
Verbal oppoſition ; c introverſial affertion Milt.
CONTINUEDLY.ade (fron continued ]With
2. Opposition. biebrews. 3. Inconſistency ; in
te interruption ; withoutceaſing Norris .
congruity .
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congruity . Seuth. 4. Contrariety, in thought CONTRARY... [contrarius,Lat. }ı.Oppoſite;
contradictory ; noc fimply different. Davies.
or effect. Sidney
2. Incontittent; diſagreeing. Tillerson . 3. Ad
CONTRADICTIOUS. a . (from contradi&t .]
verſe ; in an oppoſite direction. Matthew .
1. Filled with contradictions ; inconſiſtent.
CONTRARY.
). (from the adjective. ) 1. A
to
contradict.
2.
Inclined
Collier.
thing of opposite qualities. Cowley, Souiberne.
CONTRADICTIOUSNESS.S. ( from contra
2. A propofition contrary to ſome other. Locke.
dictious ) Inconſiſtency. Norris
3. On the CONTRARY. In oppolition ; on the
CONTRADICTORILY. adv. ( from contra
diEtory.) Incoiiftently with himſelf; oppo
other ſide . Swift. 4. Tothe CONTRARY . To
a contrary purpoſe . Stilling fleet.
fitely to others. Brown.
CONTRADICTORINESS. ſ. ( from contra- To CONTRARY. v . a . [ contrarier , Fr. ) To
oppoſe ; to thwart. Latimer.
difiery.) Oppoſition in the highett degree.
Diet .
CONTRAST. S ( contraſie, Fr.]Oppoſition and
CONTRADICTORY.. [contradictorius,Lac ] diffimilitude of figures, by which one contri
butes to the viſibility or effect of another.
Oppoſite to ; inconſiſtent with . South. 2.
( In logick. ) That which is in the fulleſt op : TO CONTRAST.v. a. ( from the noun . ] ı . To
place in oppoſition . 2. To thew another figure
poſition.
CONTRADICTORY. 8. A propoſition which
to advantage . Dryden.
oppoſes another in all its terms ; inconſiſtency. ( CONTRAVALLA'TION. [. [from contra and
vallo, Lat.) The fortification thrown up, to
Bramhall.
CONTRADISTINCTION . ſ. Diſtinction by
hinder the fallies of the garriſon. Waits.
TO CONTRAVE'NE. v . a. (contra and venis,
oppoſite qualiti" s. Glanville
Lat.) To oppoſe ; to obtrudi ; lo baffle.
To CONTRADISTINGUISH . v . a. (contra
and diſtinguiſh.) To diſtinguiſh by oppofice CONTRAVENER.S . ( from contravene.] He
who oppoſes another.
qualities. Locke,
CONTRAFISSURE./ ( from contra and failure.] CONTRAVENTIONS.(Fr. )Oppoſition.Swif.
A crack of the ſcull, where the blow was CONTRAYE'RVA . J. A lpecies of birthwort.
Miller.
inflicted, is called fiſſure ; but on the contra
CONTRECTATION.S. [ contrectatio, Lat.] A
Ty part, conirafiſſure.Wiſeman.
touching .
TO CONTRAINDICATE . v . a. (contra and
indico, Lat. ) To point out ſome peculiar CONTRIBUTARY. a . ( from con and tribu
fymptom , contrary to the general tenour of
tary.) Paying tribute to the fame fovereign.
Glanville,
the malady. Harvey.
CONTRAINDICA’TION.S. (from contraindi- | TO CONTRIBUTE. v . a .(ceniribwo, Lat . ] T.
cate.) An indication or ſymptom , which forbids
give to fome common ſtock . Addifen.
that to be done which the main ſcope of a To CONTRIBUTE. v . * . To bear a part ; to
have a ſhare in any act or effect. Pipe.
diſeaſe points out at first. Quincy .
CONTRAMURE. J. [contrimur, Fr. ) An out- CONTRIBUTION . ). [from contribute.]ı.The
wall built about the main wall of a city .
act of promoting fome deſign in conjunction
with other perfons. 2. That which is given
Chambers.
CONTRANITENCY. S. ( from contra and ni
by ſeveral perſons for ſome common purpoſe.
Graunt 3 . That which is paid for the Tupport
tens, Lat . ) Re-acion ; i refiftance againſt
preſſure. Dist.
of an army lying in a country . Shakeſp.
CONTRAPOSITION.S. ( from contra and po- CONTRIBUTIVE. a . (from contribute ] That
which has the power or quality of promoting
Jorior .) A placing over- againſt.
any purpoſe in concurrence with other motives.
CONTRAREGULARITY.J.( from contra and
Decay of Piety.
regularity.) Contrariety to rule . Norris.
CONTRA RIANT.a .[ contrariant,contrarier , CONTRIBUTOR . S. [ from contribute ] One
Fr.) Inconfiftent ; contradictory. Ayliffe.
that bears a pare in fore common de lign.Shak.
COʻNTRARIES. f. [ from contrary.) In ingick , CONTRIBUTORY. a . (from contribute.) Pro
propofitionswhich deſtroy each other. Waits.
moting the time end ; bringing afritance to
CONTRARIETY.S. (from contrarietas, Lat.)
fome joiae definn.
1. Repugnaoce ; oppoſition Wotton. 2. In- TO CONTRISTATE . v . a .[contriſto, Lat ] T.
conſistency ; quality orpoſition deftruative of
adden ; to make forrosiul. Bacon .
CONTRÍSTATION . S drum ccniriflate .] The
its oppoſite. Sidney:
CONTRARILY. adv. (from contrary.) 1. In a
act of making fad ; the date of being made
manner contrary . Ray. 2. Different ways ; in
Cad . Bacon ,
CONTRITE . a. ( courritus, Lat.] 1. Bruiſed ;
different directions. Locke.
CONTRARINESS. S. ( from contrary .) Con
much worn. 2. Worn with forrow ; haraſſed
with the ſenſe of guilt ; peniteni. Contrite is
trariety ; oppofition .
forrowful for fin , from the love of God and
CONTRARIOUS. a. (from contrary ] Oppo
defire ofpleating him ; and attrite is forrowful
litc ; repugnant. Milton
for fin, from the fear ofpuniſhment. Rogers.
CONTRA’RIOUSLY. adr. (from contrarious .]
CONTRITENESS / [ from contrite . ] Contri
Oppoſitely. Shakeſp.
tion ; repentance.
CONTRARIWISE ,adv. 1. Converſely . Barce .
CONTRITION
2. On the contrary. Davies, Raleigh,
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CONTRITION . S. [ from contrite.] 1. The act Government of the Tongue. 3. Productive of
reproach ; Thameful Decay of Piety.
of grinding ; or rubbing to powder. Newton .
2. Penitence ; forrow for lin . Sprat.
CONTUME'LIOUSLY. adv. [from contumeli.
CONTRIVABLE. a. ( from contrive.) Poſſible eus.] Reproachful; contemptuouſly ; rudely.
Hooker .
to be planned by the mind. Wilkins.
CONTRIVANČE.S. ( from centrive.), 1. The CONTUME'LIOUSNESS.S. [ from contumeli
ous . ] Rudeneſs ; reproach .
act of contriving ; excogitation. Blackmore. 2 .
Scheme; plan . Glanville. 3. A conceit ; a CONTUMELY.S.{contumelia ,Lat.)Radeneſs ;
plot ; an artifice. Anerbury .
contemptuouſneſs ; bitterneſs of language ;
reproach . Hooker, Tillotſon .
TO CONTRI'VE. . e . [conirouver, fr.] 1. To
plan out; to excogitate. Tillotſon. 2. To wear To CONTU'SE. w.a. [contulus, Lat.) r. To
beat together ; to bruile. Bacon. 2. To bruiſe
away. Spenſer.
the fleſh without a breach of the continuity.
TO CONTRI'VE . 0. . To form or deſign ; to
Wiſeman .
plan. Shakeſp.
CONTRI'VEMENT. /. [ from contrive.] Inven- CONTUSION.S (from contufio.] 1. The act of
beating or bruiſing. 2. The ſtate of being
tion .
CONTRIVER . F. ( from contrive.) Aninventer.
beaten or bruiſed . Boyle. 3. A bruiſe. Bacon.
CONVALEʻSCENCE . ? Y. (from convaleſco,
Denkam .
CONTROʻL . S. [control , Fr.) 1. A regiſter or CONVALESCENCY. S Lat.) Renewal of
account kept by another officer, that each may health ; recovery from a diſeaſe. Clarendon .
be examined by the other. 2. Check ; re- CONVALESCENT. a . [ convalefcens, Lat.]Rea
covering
ſtraine. Waller. 3. Power ; authority ; fu
CONVENABLE. e . [ convenable, Fr.] Conſilta
perintendence. Shakeſp.
TO CONTROL. v . a. (from the noun.] 1. To ent with ; agreeable to ; accordant to. Spenſer .
keep under check by a counter reckoning. 2. CONVENE . V. n. ( convenio, Lat .) Tó come
together ; to aſſemble. Boyle.
To govern ; to reſtrain ; to fubject, Prior.
To CONVE'NE . v.a. 1. To call together ; to
To overpower ; to confute. Bacon .
allemble ; to convoke. Clarendon.
CONTRO'LLABLE. a. (from control.) Subject
Το
to control ; ſubject to be over-ruled. Sourb.
ſummon judiciaily . Ayliffe.
CONTROLLER.S . ( from control.] One thathas CONVENIENCE. } } [convenientia , Lat.) 1 .
the power of governing or reſtraining.Dryden. CONVENIENCY . S Fitneſs : propriety.Hook .
CONTROLLERSHIP.S. ( from controller.] The 2. Commodioufnels ; eale. Calamy. 3. Caule
of eaſe ; accommodation. Dryden. 4. Fitneſs of
office of a controller.
CONTROʻLMENT.S. ( from control.) 1. The
time or place. Shakesp.
power or act of fuperintending or reſtraining ; CONVENIENT. a. (conveniens, Lat .) Fit ;
seſtraint. Dovies. 2. Oppofuion ; retiſtance ; ſuitable ; proper ; well adapted. Tillstjen .
CONVENIENTLY.adv . ( from convenient.) 1 .
confutation. Hacker .
CONTROVERSIAL. a . ( from controverſy.] Commodiouſly ; without difficulty . Shakeſp .
Relating to diſputes ; diſputatious. Locke .
2. Fitly. Wilkins.
CONTROVERSY. L. (controverſia, Lat. ) : CONVENT.S. [conventus, Lat .) 1. An aſſem
bly of religious perſons. Shakeſp. 2. A relia
Difpute ; debate ; agitation of contrary opi
gious houle ; a monaſtery ; a nunnery. Addiſ.
nions. Denbam . 2. A ſuit in law. Deuteron.
3. A quarrel. Jeremiah. 4. Oppoſition ; en- TO CONVENT.v.a. [ convenis, Lat.) To call
before a judge or judicature. Shakejp . Bacon.
mity . Shakeſp .
TO CONTROVERT.9.a. ( controverts, Lat.] CONVENTICLE.S [conventiculum , Lat.) 1. Aa
aſſembly ; a meeting . Ayliffe. 2. An aſſembly
To debate ; to diſpute any thing in writing.
for worſhip.Hooker .3. A ſecretafſembly. Shaké.
Ebeyae.
CONTROVERTIBLE. a . (from controvert. ] CONVENT'ICLER.T . ( from conventicle.) One
Diſputable. Brown.
that ſupports or frequents private and unlawa
CONTROVERTIST. S. [from controvert. ] Dil
fal aſſemblies . Dryden .
CONVENTION.J. (conventio, Lat .] 1. The act
putant . Tillotſoa.
CONTUMACIOUS. a. (contumax, Lat .] Ob
of coming together ; union ; coalition. Böyle.
2. An allembly. Swift. 3. A contract ; an
ftinate ; perverſe ; ſtubborn . Hammond.
agreement for a time.
CONTUMACIOUSLY. adv. ( from contumaci
CONVENTIONAL. c. ( from convention .) Sti
cus.) Obftinately ; inflexibly ; perverſely .
pulated ; agreed on by compact . Hale.
CONTUMACIOUSNESS. J. (from contumaci
CONVENTIONARY . a. (from convention .]
cus.) Obſtinacy ; perverſeneſs. Wiſeman .
CONTUMACY.S. (trom contumacia, Lat.) 1.
Acting upon contract ; ſettled by ftipulations.
Csrecu .
Obftinacy ; perverſeneſs ; ſtubbornneſs ; in
flexibility . Mitton . 2. (in law .) A wilful CONVENTUAL a . [conventuel , Fr. ) Belongo
ing to a conven ; monaſt . Ayliffe .
contempt and diſobedience to any lawful ſum
CONVENTUALt.S. ( fromick
convent.] A monk ,
mons or judicial order. Ayliffe.
CONTUMELIOUS. a .[ contumeliofus, Lat.) 1 . a nun ; one that lives in a convent. Addiſon.
Reproachful; rude ; ſarcaſtick. Shakeſp . 2. TO CONVERGE.V .». [convergo , Lat.) To tend
to one point from different places, Newton.
Ipelined to utter reproach ; brutal ; rude.
CONVERCENT,
Y
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CONVERGENT. 1 . ( from converge.) Tend- CONVEX. adv . [convexus , Lat.) Riſing in *
CONVERGING .
ing to one point from dif
circular form ; oppoſite to concave. Dryden.
ferent places .
COʻNVEX , ſ. A convex body. Tickell.
CONVE'RSABLE G. ( from converſe.] Quali- CONVE'XED.parti.o. (from convex.) Protu
fied for converſation ; fit for company . Guardi.
berant in a circular form . Brown.
CONVERSABLENESS. P. (from converſable.) CONV'EXEDLY. adv. ( from convexed .) In a
The quality of being a pleaſing companion.
convex form . Brown ,
CONVÈ'RSABLY. adv. (from converjable .) In CONVEXITY.S. ( from convex .) Protuberance
1 converſable manner .
in a circular form . Newton.
CONVERSANT ... [ converſant, Fr. ) 1. AC- CONVEXLY.adv. ( from convex .] lo a convex
quainted with ; familiar. Hocker. 2. Having
form . Grew .
intercourſe with any ; acquainted. Jubua. CONVEXNESSS. ( from convex .] Spheroidical
protuberance ; convexity .
3. Relating to ; having for its object ; con
cerning . Hacker , Addiſon .
CONVEXO -CONCAVE . a. Having the hollow
CONVERSA’TION.S. (converſatio,Lat.) 1.Fa
on the inſide, corrresponding to the external
miliar diſcourſe ; chai ; eaſy talk . Swift. 2 .
protuberance. Newton .
A particular act ofdiſcourling upon any ſubject. To CONVEʻY . v . a ( conveko, Lat . ] 1. To
3. Commerce ; intercourſe ; familiarity .Dryd.
carry ; to tranſport from one place to another.
4. Behaviour; manner of acting in common
1 Kings. 2 . To hand from one to another.
life. Peter ,
Locke, 3. To move ſecretly. Shakeſp . 4 :
To bring ; to tranſmit. Locke. 5. To trant
CONVE'RSATIVE . a. ( from converſe.] Relat
ing to publick life ; not contemplative. Wett.
fer ; to deliver to another . Locke. 6. Toim.
TO CONVERSE .v . n . [ converſer, Fr. ] 1. To
part . Locke. 7. To introduce. Locke. 8. To
cohabit with ; to hold intercourſe with . Locke. manage with privacy. Shakeſp.
2. To be acquainted with . Shakeſp. 3. TO CONVEYANCE. S. (from convey.) 1. The act
convey the thoughts reciprocally intalk . Mill.
of removing any thing . Sbakelp . 2. Way for
4. To diſcourſe familiarly apon any ſubject.
carriage or tranſportation. Raleigb. 3. The
method of removing ſecretly. Shakeſp. 4. The
Dryden. 5. To have commerce with a diffe
rent lex. Guardian .
meansby which any thing is conveyed. Shakeſp .
5. Delivery from one to another. Locke. 6 .
CONVERSE. ). (from the verb.) 1. Manner
of diſcourſing in familiar life. Pope. 2. Ac
Act of transferring property . Spenſer. 7. Write
ing by which property is transterred. Clarend.
quaintance; cohabitation; familiarity. Glanv.
8. Secret management; juggling artifice .
CONVERSEI.Y. adv. ( from converſe.) With
Hooker , Hadibras.
change of order ; reciprocally.
CONVE'RSION . S. [converfió, Lat.) 1. Change CONVE'YANCER. J. [from conveyance.) A
lawyer who draws writings by which property
from one late into another ; tranſmutation.
drbuthnot. 2. Change from reprobation to
is transferred .
grace. 3. Change from one religion to ano- CONVEYER . S. (from convey.) One who care
ther. Ačs. 4. The interchange of terms in
ries or tranſmits any thing . Brerewood.
an argument ; as, no virtue is vice ; no vice is To CONVICT. v. a . ( convince, Lat . ] 1. To
virtue, Chambers,
prove guilty ; to detect in guilt. Bacon. 2. To
CONVERSIVE . a. ( from converfe.) Converſ
confute ; to diſcover to be falſe. Brown,
CONVICT. a. Convicted ; detected in guilt.
able ; fociable .
Pope.
To CONVE'RT. v.a. [converto, Lat .) 1. To
change into another ſubstance; to tranſnute. COʻNVICT. S. [ from the verb.) A perſon caſt
at the bar. Ayliffe.
Burnet. 2. To change from one religion to
another. 3. To turn from a bad to a good CONVI'CTION.S. (from conviel.) 1. Detection
life. James. 4. To turn towards any point.
of guilt. Cowell. 2. The act of convincing ;
confutation . Swift.
Brown. 5. To apply to any uſe ; to appropri
CONVICTIVE
. a. (from conviel .] Having the
ate . Ifaiah.
power of convincing.
TO CONVERT. v. n . To undergo a change ;
CONVINCE.
v . 0. [convinco, Lat .] 1. To
To
to be tranſmuted . Shakeſp .
force another to acknowledge a conteſted po
COʻNVERT. L. A perſon converted from one
fition. Tillotson. 2. To convict ; to prove
opinion to another. Srillingfleet.
guilty of. Raleigh. 3. To evince ; to prove.
CONVERTER. F. ( from convert.) One that
makes converts .
Shakeſp. 4. To overpower ; to ſurmount.
Shakelp :
CONVERTIBILITY.S. ( from convertible.]The
quality of being poflible to be converted.
CONVINCEMENT. S. ( from convince.) Coo
CONVERTIBLE , a . ( from convert. ) ! Suf
viction. Decay of Piety.
ceptible of change ; tranimutable. Arbuthnet. CONVINCIBLE. a. (trom convince. ) 1. Ca
2. So much alike as that one may be uſed for
pable of conviction. 2. Capable of being evi
the other. Swift.
dently diſproved. Brown.
CONVERTIBLY.adv. [from convertible ] Re- CONVINCINGLY , adv . ( from convince. ) In
ſuch a manner as to leave no room for doubt.
ciprocally. Sourb .
CONVERTITE.S. ( converti, Fr.) A convert.
Clarendon .
Dinne.
CONVINCING
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CONVINCINGNESS.S. ( from convincing . ] The COOKERY . S. [ from cook . ] The art of dreſling
victuals . Davies.
power of convincing.
TO CONVIVE. v. 0. (convive, Lat.) To enter- COOL, a. (koelen , Dutch .) 1. Something cold ;
taio ; to feaft. Shakeſp.
approaching to cold. Temple. 2. Not zealous ;
CONVI'VAL. 3 a. [ convivalis, Lat .) Relating not ardent ; not fond .
CONVIVIAL . ) to an entertainment ; feftal ; COOL . S. Freedom from heat. Addiſon.
ſocial. Denban .
To COOL . v. a . ( kselen, Dutch . ) i . To make
CONU'NDRUMS.A low jeſt; a quibble. Philips. cool ; to allay heat. Arbuthnot. 2. To quiet
pafſion ; to calm anger . Swift.
TO CONVOCATE. v. 4. (convoco, Lat. ) To
To COOL. ». 9 . 1. To grow leſs hat. 2. To
call together .
CONVOCATION. F. [convocatis, Lac.] 1. The
grow leſs warm with regard to paſſion. Dryden.
act of calling to an aſſembly. Sidney. 2. An COOLER . f. ( from coul ] 1. That which has
aſſembly. Leviticus. 3. An aſſembly of the
the power of cooling the body. Harvey. 2. A
clergy for conſultation upon matters eccleſiaſti
veſſel in which any thing is made cool. Morti.
cal ; as the parliament conliſts of two diftinct COʻOLLY . adv. (from cool ] 1. Without heat ,
houſes, lo dies this ; the archbiſhops and bi
or ſharp cold. Themifon. 2. Without paflion.
Atterbury.
ſhops fit leverally ; the reſt of the clergy are
repreſented by their deputies. Stilling fleet. COOLNESS. ſ. ( from cool.) 1. Gentle cold ; a
TO CONVOKE . v. a. (convoco, Lat.) To call
ſoft or mild degree of cold . Bacon. 2. Want
together; to ſummon to an aſſembly . Locke.
of affection ; diſinclinacion. Clarend. 3 . Free
dom
from padion.
TO CONVOLVE.v a . [convclvo, Lat . ) To roll
together ; to roll one part upon another. Milion. COOM . f. {ecume, Fr.) 1. Soot that gathers
CONVOLU TED.
over an oven's mouth . Philips. 2. That matter
par Twiſted ; rolled upon
itſelf. Woodward. t.
that works out of the wheels of carriages.Bail.
CONVOLU'TION.S. [ convolutio, Lat.) 1. The COOMB. S. A meaſare of corn containing four
buſhels . Bailey.
act of rolling any thing upon itſelf. Grew. 2 .
The ſtate of rolling together in company . COOP. S. (kuype, Dutch.) 1. A barrel ; a veſ
Thomſon .
ſel for the preſervation of liquids. 2. A cage ;
a pean for animals ; as poultry or ſheep.Brown.
To CON VỚY. v . a . [convoyer, Fr. ) To accom
pany by land or fea, for the ſake of defence . To COOP. v. a. (from the noun. ) To ſhut up
in a narrow compaſs; lo cage. Dryden .
CONVOY. f. (from the verb. ) 1. Attendance
on the road by way of defence. Shakeſp. 2. COOPE'E . . ( coupe, Fr. ) A motion in dancing .
The act of attending as a defence.
A COʻOPER . S. (from coop .] One that makes
CO’NUSANCE.S. (comoifarce,Fr.) Cogniſance ;
coops or barrels. Child.
notice.
COOPERACE.S. ( from cooper.] The price paid
CONVU'
TO
LSE . u. a . [ conuulfus, Lat .) To for cooper's work.
give an irregular and involuntary motion to the To COOPERATE. v. n . [con and opera, Lat.)
parts of any body. Thomſon.
1. To labour jointly with another to the ſame
CONVULSION . S. ( convulfio, Lat .) 1. A con
end. Bacon , Boyle. 2. To concur in producing
the ſame effect . Rogers
Pelhor is an involuntary contraction of the fi
bres and muſcles. Quincy. 2. An irregular | COOPERATION . (from cooperate.] The act
and violent motion ; commotion. Temple.
of contributing or concurring to the ſame end .
Bacox.
CONVU'LSIVE. < ( convulfif, Fr. ] That which
COOPERATIVE. a. [ from cooperare.] Pro
gives twitches or ſpaſms. Hale.
moting the ſame end jointly .
CONY.F. ( cennil, Fr.cuniculus, Lat.) A rabbit ;
an animal that boroughs in the ground . Ben . COOPERA'TOR. f. [from cooperate.) He that,
Jabulon .
by joint endeavours, promotes the ſame end
CONY -BOROUGH. S. A place where rabbits with others.
make their holes in the ground.
COOPTATION . L. ( ceopta, Lat ] Adoption ;
aſſumption.
TO COʻNYCATCH. v. n . To cheat ; to trick.
COOʻR
DINATE. a. [con and ordinatus, Lat.]
Sbakefp.
CONYCATCHER . S. A thief ; a cheat.
Holding the ſame rank. Watts.
To COO . v. r . (from the ſound.) To cry as a COORDINATELY. adv. (from coordinate .) In
the ſame rank.
dove orpigeon . I bomjon .
COOK. F. ( cequus, Lat. ) One whoſe profeſſion COORDINATENESS. S. [from coordinate .)
is to drels and prepare victuals for thetable.
The ſtate of being coordinate.
COORDINA'TION . S. [ from coordinate .) The
Shakeſp.
COOK-MAID. F. (cook and maid.) A maid that
ſtate of holding the ſame rank ; collateralneſs.
Howel.
drelles proviſions. Addifon .
COOK -ROOM . S. (cook and room .) A room in Coot f. [corre, Fr.] A finall black water
which proviſions are prepared for the ſhip's fowl. Dryden .
crew.
COP. § [ kop, Dutch.) The head ; the top of
To COOK. o. a. (coque, Lat. ) 1. To prepare any thing Ben . Johnſon.
vi &tuals for the table. Decay of Piety. 2. To COʻPAL. J. The Mexican term for a gum .
Y 2
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prepare for any purpoſe. Shakeſp.
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COPA'RCENARY.S . (from coparcener .) Joint |COPPER -WORK.S. (copper and work.) A place
where copper is manufactured. Woodward.
ſucceſſion to any inheritance. Hale.
COPARCENER. J. ( from con and per: iceps, COʻPPERAS. S. (koppervoje,Dutch.] A name
Lat . ) Ceparceners are ſuch as have equal por
given to three ſorts of vitriol ; the green, the
tion in the inheritance of the anceſtor. Cowell,
bluiſh green, and the white . What is com
Davies,
monly fold for copperas, is an artificial vitriol,
made of a kind of itones found on the ſea ſhore
COPARCENY. F.( See COPARCENER . ) An
in Effex .
equal ſhare of coparceners.
COPA'RTNER . 1. [ co and partner.) One that COPPERSMITH. . [ copper and Smitb .) One
has a ſhare in ſome common ſtock or affair.
that manufactures copper . Swift.
Milton .
COPPERWORM . S. 1. A little worm in ſhips.
COPA'RTNERSHIP. S. [from copartner .) The
2. A worm breeding in one'shand. Ainſworib .
ſtate o; bearing an equal part, or poflefling an COʻPPERY. a . (from copper.) Containing cop
equal thare. Hale.
per. Woodward .
COPATAIN a. (from cepe.) High raiſed : COPPICE./. [coupeaux , Fr.) Low woods cut at
pointed. Hanmer .
ſtated times for fuel. Sidney, Mortimer.
COPAYVA . F. A gum which diſtills from a COPPLE DUST . ( or cupel-duft.) Powder uſed
tree in Bragi.
in purifying metals. Bacon.
COPE. f. [Sec Cop .) 1. Any thing with which |COʻPPLED . a . ( from cop.) Riſing in a conick
form . Woodward.
the head is covered. 2. A facerdotal cloak ,
worn in facred miniſtration . 3. Any thing COPSE. . Short wood. Waller.
which is ſpread over the head . Dryden .
To COPSE . v. a . ( from the noun.) To preſerve
TO COPE. v . 0. (Irom the noun. ] 1. To cover,
underwoods. Swift.
as with a cope: Addiſon. 2. To reward ; to COʻPULA.S. [Lat.) The word which unites the
give in return. Shakeſp. 3. To contend with ;
ſubject and predicate of a propolition ; as ,
books are dear. Waris.
to oppoſe. Shakejp .
TO COPE. v. 1. 1. To contend ; to ſtruggle To COʻPULATE. v.a. ( copulo, Lat.) To uaite ;
to conjoin . Bacon .
to ſtrive. Philips. 2. To interchange kindnels
To COPULATE. v. . To cometogether as
or fe neiments. Shakeſp.
COPESMATE.f. Companion; friend.Hubberd. different ſexes. Wileman.
COPIER. J. [from copy.j 1. One that copies ; a COPULATION. [ from copulate.] The con
greſs or embrace of the two lexes. Hooker .
tranfcriber. Addiſon . 2. A plagiary ; an imi
tator. Tickets
COʻPULATIVE ... ( copularivus, Lac.) A term
COPING . f. [ from cope ] The upper tire of of grammar. Copulative propofitions are thoſe
maſonry which covers the wall . 1. Kings.
which have more ſubjects; as, riches and ho
COPIOUS. a . (copia , Lat. ] 1. Plentiful; a
nours are temptations . Watts.
bundant; exuberant ; in great quantities. 2. COʻPY.J. (czpie, Fr. ) 1. A tranſcript from the
Abounding in words or images ; not barren ;
archetype or original . Denkam. 2. An indi
not concile.
vidual book ; as, a good or fair copy . Hoker.
CO PIOUSLY. adv. [ from copious.] 1. Plenti
3. The autograph ; the original ; the arche
type. Holder . 4. An inſtrument by which
fully ; abundantly; in great quantities.2. At
any conveyance is made in law . Shakeſp. s .
large; without brevity or conciſeneſs ; dif
A picture drawn from another picture.
fulely Addison.
ÇO'TOUSNESS. f. [ from copious. ] 1. Plenty ; COPY-BOOK ]. ( copy and book.) A book in
abundance ; exuberance. 2. Diffufion ; exu
which copies are written for learners to imitate .
berance of ſtyle . Dryden,
COPY -HOLD. f. ( copy and bold.) A tenure,
for which the tenant bath nothing to thew but
CO PIST. ſ. I trom copy.) A copyer ; an imitator.
the copy of the rolls made by the steward of
COPLAND.ſ. A piece of ground which termi
his
lord's court. This is called a baſe tenure ,
nates with an acute angle. Diet .
becaule it holds at the will of the lord ; yet
COPPED . a . (from cop.] Riſing to a top orhead .
Wiſeman.
not ſimply, but according to the cuſtom of the
COPPEL. S. An inſtrument uſed in chymiſtry. manor ; ſo that if a copy -holder break not the
lis uli is to try and purify gold and ſilver.
cuſtom of the manor, and thereby forfeit his
CU PER . koper , Dutch. One of the fix pri
tenure, he cannot be turned out at the lord's
11. ve metais. Copper is the moſt ductile and
pleaſure. Cowell.
malleable metal, after gold and lilver. O |COPY-HOLDER. S. One that is poſſeſſed of
copper and lapis calaminaris, is formed braſs ;
land in copy hold .
oi copper and tin, bell - metal ; copper and brais, To COPY . v . a . 1. To tranſcribe ; to write af .
what the French call bronze, uled for figures
ter an original . Pope. 2. To imitate ; to pro
and Italues. Chambers.
poſe to imitation . Swift.
COPPER , . A boiler larger than a moveable To CO'PY . v. 1. To do any thing in imitation
pot , Bacon ,
ot ſomething elſe. Dryden .
COPPER-NOSE . f. [copper and noſe.] A red To COQUET. v.a. (from the noun . ) To treat
noſe . Wiſeman.
with an appearance of amorous tenderneti .
COPPER-PLATE.S . A plate on which pictures Swift.
are cograven ,
CO'QUETRY
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COʻQUETRY. S. [ coqueterie, Fr.) Affectation CORE. S. [ccur, Fr.] 1. The heart. Shakeſp.
2. The inner part of any thing . Raleigh. 3.
of amorous advances. Addiſon.
COQUETTE.S. [coquette, Fr.) A gay, airy girl, The inner part of a fruit which contains the
kernels, Bacon . 4. The matter contained in
who endeavours to attract notice. Hope.
a boil or fore. Dryden .
CORACLE . .(cwrwgle, Welch . ) A boat uſed
in Wales by fiſhers ; made by drawing leather CORIA'CEOUS . a . (coriaceus, Lat.) 1. Con
or oiled cloth upon a frame of wicker work.
lifting of leather. 2. Of a ſubſtance refembling
CORAL. f. [corallium , Lat.) 1. Red coral is a
leacher. Arbuthnot .
plaat of great hardneſs and ſtony nature while CORIANDER. J. A plant.
growing in the water, as it has after long ex- CORINTH . L. A ſmall fruit commonly called
currant. Broome.
poſure to the air. Hill. 2. The piece of coral
which children have about their necks. Pepe. CORINTHIAN Order, is generally reckoned
CORALLINE.e.Confifting ofcoral.Woodward. the fourth , of the five orders of architecture .
The capital is adorned with two rowsof leaves,
CORALLINE. f.Coralline is a ſea - plant uſed
between which little ſtalks ariſe, ofwhich the
in medicine ; but much inferiour to the coral
fixteen volutes are formed, which ſupport the
in hardneſs. Hilt.
CORALLOID, or CORALLOIDAL . adv . [nopaa
abacus. Harris.
CORK . J. (cortex , Lat . ) 1. A glandiferous tree,
Àséidrs.) Reſembling coral.
COʻRANT./. [courant, Fr.) A nimble, ſprightly
in all reſpects like the ilex , excepting the bark .
Miller . 2. The bark of the coik tree uſed
diace . Wallb.
COʻRBAN. A 112
An alms baſket ; a gift ; for ſtopples. 3. The ftopple of a bottle. King.
CORKING- PIN.J . A pin of the largeſt lize.
an alms. King Charles.
Swift.
CORBE. a. (courbe, Fr.) Crooked. Sper fer.
CORBEILS. S. Litile baſkets uſed in fortifica- CORKY. a. [ from cork.] Conſiſting of cork .
Shakeſp.
tion, filled with earth.
CORBEL. S. ( In architecture.) The repreſenta- CORMORANT. L. (cormoran, Fr.] 1. A bird
that preys upon fith . 2. A glutton .
tion of a baſket.
COʻRBEL, or CORBIL . S. A ſhort piece of tim - CORN . ). (conn, Sax .] 1. The ſeeds which
ber ſtickingout fix or eight inches from a wall .
grow
ears, not in pods. John xii. 25 .
CORD. ſ. ( cort, Welſh ; chorda , Lat .) 1. A
Grain yet unreaped . Knolles . 3. Grain in the
rope ; a ſtring. Blackmore. 2. A quantity of ear, yet unthreſhed. feb. 4. An excreſcence
on the feet, hard and painful. Wiſeman.
wood for fuel; a pile eight feet long, four
T. CORN . v . r . ( from the noun. ] 1. To ſalt ;
high , and four broad.
CORD -MAKER.S. ( cord andmake.]One whoſe
to ſprinkle with falt . 2. To granulate.
CORN-FIELD . %. A field where corn is grow
trade is to make ropes ; a ropemaker,
CORD- WOOD . S. [cord and wood.] Wond piled ing. Shakeſp.
CORN -FLAG.S. (corn and flag.) A plant : the
up for fuel.
To CORD. 9.a. (from the noun.) To bind with
leaves are like thoſe of the fleur - de - lys.
CORN -FLOOR. f. The floor where corn is
ropes.
CO'RDAGE.S. ( from cord .) A quantity of cords.
ſtored . Hof.ix.
CORN -FLOWER. S. [from corx and flower .]
Raleigh.
CORDED. a. (from cord .] Made ofropes. Shak.
The blue-bouile. Bacon .
CORDELI'ER.S. A Franciſcan friar ; so named CORN -LAND. J. (corn and land.) Land appro
from the cord which ſerves him for a cincture. priated to the production of grain. Mortimer.
CORN -MASTER. . ( corn and maſter.] One
Prior.
COʻRDIAL.
S. [ from cor , the heart, Lat.) 1. A
ihat cultivates corn for ſale . Bacon .
medicine that increaſes the force of the heart, CORN-MILL . S. [corn and mill.] A mill to
or quickens the circulation. 2. Any medicine
grind corn into meal, Mortimer.
that increaſes ftrength . Arbutbrei. 3. Any CORN - PIPE. S. A pipe made by fitting the
thing that comforts, gladdens, and exhilarates. joint of a green ſtalk of corn . Tickel.
CORN-SALAD. f. Corn -falad is an herb , whoſe
Dryden .
top-leaves are a fallet of themſelves.Mortimer,
a. 1. Reviving ; invigorating ; re
CORDIAL.

ftorzive. Slokejp. 2. Sincere ; hearty i pro- COʻRNAGE . . (from corne, Fr.) A tenure
which obliges the landholder to give notice of
ceeding from the heart . Hammond .
CORDIA'LITY.S. ( from cordial.) 1. Relation ! an invaſion by blowing a horn.
to the heart. Brown. 2. Sincerity ; freedom , CORNCHANDLER . J. [corn and chandler.)
One that retails corn.
from hypocrity.
CORDIALLY ado . [ from cordial.] Sincerely ; CORNCUTTER . S. [from corn and cur.) A
man whole profefion is to extirpate corns
heartily. Seuth .
CORDINER.J. ( cordonnier, Fr.) A Phoemaker. from the foot. Wiſeman.
CORDON.Ş.
(Fr.)
A
row
ſtones.
of
CORNEL
Chambers.
.
CORNELIAN
TREE3. [cornus, Lat. ) The
Cowell.
Cornel- orce beareth
CORDWAIN . l. (Cordovan leather.) Spaniſh
the fruit commonly called the cornel or corne
lian cherry . Mortimer.
leather. Spenſer.
CO'RNEMUSE .f. [fr.] A kiad of ruſtick Aute .
CORDYA'INER . j. A ſhoemaker,
CORNEOUS.
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CO'RNEOUS. a. ( corneus, Lat .) Horny ; of a
the body ; belonging to the body. Atterbury.
2. Material ; not ſpiritual Shakeſp.
ſubſtance reſembling horn . Brown.
COʻRNER. J. [cornel, Wellh . ) 1. An angle. CORPORAʼLITY . /. [from corporal.]The qua
lity of being embodied. Raleigh.
2. A ſecret or remote place . Proverbs, Davies
3. The extremities ; the utmoſt limii. Dryden. CORPORALLY. adv. ( from corporal.) Bodily .
Brown ,
CORNER -STONE.ſ. The ſtonethat unites the
two walls at the corner. Howel.
CORPORATE. a . ( from corpus , Lat.) United
CORNER-TEETH of a Horje, are the four
in a body or community . Swift.
teeth which are placed between the middling CORPORATENESS. ] ( from corporate.) A
teeth and the tulhes. Farrier's Diet.
community .
CO'RNERWISE. adv. [ corner and wiſe.) Dia- CORPORATION I. [from corpus, Lat.) A
body politick, authoriſed to have a common
gonally
feal, one head officer or more, able by their
CORNET. S. [cornette, Fr.] 1 . A muſical
inftrument blown with the mouth . Bacon . 2 .
common conſent, to grant or receive in law,
A company or troop o : horſe. Clarendon . 3 .
anything within the compaſs of their charter ,
The officer that bears the ſtandard of a troop .
oven as one man . Cowell, Davies
4. Cornet of a Horſe, is the loweſt part of CORPORATURE.S. (from corpus, Lat.) The
his pafternthat runs round the coffin . Farrier's
ſtate of being embodied.
Dia . 5. A ſcart antiently worn by doctors. CORPOREAL. a. (corporeus, Lat.] Having a
CO'RNETTER . S. [from cornet . ) A blower of body ; not immaterial. Tillailsm .
the corner, Hakewill.
CORPORE'ITY . /. [from corporeus, Lat.] Ma
CO'RNICE. J. ( corniche, Fr. ] The higheſt pro
teriality ; bodilineis . Stilling ficet.
CORPORIFICATION . 1. (from corporify.)
jection of a wall or column . Dryden.
The act or giving body or palpability.
CORNICLE.S. [ irom cornu , Lat j A little horn .
CORNIFICK. a. ( from cornu and facio, Lat.) To CORPOʻRIFY. v. n . ( from corpus, Lat .)
To embody. Boyle.
Productive of horns ; making horos. Diet .
CORNIGEROUS. a. (corniger,Lat ) Horned ; CORPS.M ( corps, Fr.) 1. A body. Dryden.
CORPSE .
2. A carcaſe ; a dead body ; a
having horns. Brown .
CORNUCOPIÆ.S. ( Lat ) The horn of plenty . corſe. Addifen. 3. A body of forces.
TO CORNU'TE.v . a. (cornutus, Lat . ) To be- CORPULENCE. !. [corpulentia, Lat.) 1 .
ftow horns ; to cuckold .
CORPULENCY. ) Bulkineſs of body , fileſhi
CORNU TED. a . (cornutus, Lat .) Grafted with
neſs. Dinne. 2. Spiffitude; groſſneſs of mat
horns ; cuckolded.
ter. Ray.
CORNUTO .} [ from cornutus, Lat.] A man CORPULENT . a. [corpulentus, Lat.) Fleſhy ;
bulky. Ben jehnen .
horned ; a cuckold, Shakeſp.
CO'RNY. a . (from cornu , horn , Lat.) 1. Strong CORPUSCLE.S. ( corpufculum, Lat .) A ſmall
or hard like horn ; horny . Milton. 2. (from
body ; an atom . Newton .
CORPUSCULAR .
corn .] Producing grain or corn. Prior,
,
c.- CORPUSCULARIAN.}“ License to ne mora
rolla.) 1. The concluſion. Gov. of the Tongue. bodies; compriſing bodies. Boyle, Bentley .
To CORRA'DE . v . a. ( corrado, Lat.] To rub
2. Surplus. Shakeſp.
CORO'NA.S. (Lat. ) The crown of an order.
off ; to ſcrape together.
CORO'NAL.. [ corona, Lat. ) A crown ; a gar: CORRADIA TION. J. ( con and radius, Lat. )
land. Spenſer .
A conjunction of rays in one point. Bacon,
COʻRONAL. 6. Belonging to the top of the To CORRECT. r . o. ( correctum , Lat ) 1. To
head . Wiſeman.
puniſh ; to cbaftiſe ; to diſcipline. Taylor. 2 .
CORONARY . a. (coronarius, Lat.) 1. Re.
To amend ; to take away faults . Rogers. 3 .
lating to a crown. Brown. 2. It is applied in
To obviate the qualities of one ingredient by
anatomy to arteries, fancied to encompaſs the
another. Prier. 4. To remark faults.
heart in the manner of a garland. Bentley.
CORRE'CT. a. ( correciws, Lat.] Reviſed or fi
niſhed with exactneſs, Felton ,
CORONA'TION . / ( from corona,Lat.] 1. The
act or folemnity of crowning a king . Sidney. CORRE'CTION . S. [from correct .] 1. Puniſh
2. The pomp or aſſembly preſent at a corona
ment ; diſcipline; chaſtitement. Shakeſp. 2 .
tion. Pope.
Act of taking away faults ; amendment.Dryd.
CORONER. S. (from corona. ) An officer whoſe
3. That which is ſubſtituted in the place of
duty is to enquire , how any violent death was
any thing wrong. Watts. 4. Reprehenſion ;
animadverfion Brown. 5. Abatement of
occafioned. Shakeſp.
noxious qualities, by the addition of ſomething
CORONET . S. (coronetta, Ital.) An inferiour
crown worn by the nobility. Sidney, Shakeſp. contrary. Donne .
COʻRPORAL . ). ( corrupted from caperal, fr.j CORRECTIONER..S. ( from correction .) A
The loweſt officer the infantry. Gay.
jayl bird Shakeſp.
CORPORAL of a Ship. An officer that hath CORRECTIVE . a. ( from corre &t.) Having the
the charge of letting ihe watches and ſentries.
power to alter or obviate any bad qualities.
Harris,
Arbuthnot.
CO'RPORAL. 2. (corporel, Fr.) 1. Relating to CORRECTIVE, S. 1. That which has the
power
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power of altering or obviating any thing amifs , CORRO'DIBLE. a. [from correde.] Poſſible to
be conſumed . Brown
South. 2. Limitacion ; reſtriction . Hale.
CORRECTLY. adv . Accurately ; appoſitely ; CORRODY. L. ( corrode, Lat ) A defalcation
exactly . Locke.
from an allowance. Ayliffe.
CORRECTNESS / (from correl.) Accuracy : CORROSIBI’LITY /. [from corroſible.] Poſſi
exactnefs . Swif!.
bility to be consumed by a menftruum .
CORRECTOR. S. (from correct.] 1. He that CORROʻSIBLE a. ( from corrode ] Poſſible to
amends, or alters, by puniſhment Spral. 2 .
be conſumed by a menftruum .
He that reviſes any thing to free it from faults. CORROSIBLENESS. S [from corroſible.) Sula
Swift. 3. Such an ingredient in a componi
ceptibility of corroſion.
tion, a: cuards againſt or abates the force of CORROSION ! corrodo, Lat .] The power of
another. Quincy .
eating or wearing away by degrees. Woodco .
To CORRELATE . W. r. (from con and rela- CORROSIVE . a. ( corredo, Lat.) 1. Having
tus, Lat.) To have a reciprocal relation, as
the power of wearing away. Grew . 2. Hava
father and ſon.
ing the quality to tret or vex . Hosker .
CORRELATE ſ. One who ſtands in the oppo- CORROʻSİVE . S. 1. That which has the qua
fite relation . Ssuih .
lity of waſting any thing away. Spenſer. 2.That
CORRELATIVE , a.com and relativus, Lat . ] which has the power of giving pain. Hooker.
CORROʻSIVELY. adv. (from corrofive.) 1 .
Having a reciprocal relation . South.
CORRELATIVENESS . (from correlative.
Like a corroſive. Boyle. 2. With the power
of corroſion.
The ſtate of being correlative.
CORREPTION . S. [correptum , Lat ) objurga- CORROSIVENESS . S. [from corroſive.) The
tion ; chiding ; reprchention ; reproof Gov.
gality of corroding or eating away ;acrimony.
of the Tongue.
To CORRESPO'ND . 0.1. (con and reſpondes, CO'RRUGANT. a. (from corrugate.) Having
Lat.) i . To fuit ; to anſwer ; to fit. Locke . the power of contracting into wrinkles.
2. To keep up commerce with another by al- To CORRUGATE . v . a . (corruga, Lat. ) To
ternate letters .
wrinkle or purle up. Bacon.
CORRESPONDENCE. I /. ( from correſpond.] CORRUGATION . T. ( from corrugate.) Con
CORRESPONDENCY . } 1. Relation ; reci
traction into wrinkles. Floyer.
procal adaptation of one thing to another. 2. To CORRUPT . v. a. (corruptus, Lat .] 1. To
gence.K.Charles.
turn from a ſound to a putreſcent ſtate ; to in
Intercourſe; reciprocalintelli
fect. 2. To deprave ; to deſtroy integrity ; to
Denban, 3 Friendship ; interchange of of
fices or civilities. Bacen .
vitiate. 2 Cor . Locke, Pope.
CORRESPONDENT. a. (from correſpond.) To CORRUPT. 0. n. To become putrid ; to
Suitable ; adapted ; agreeable ; anſwerable.
grow rotten. Bacon .
Hesker.
CORRUPT. a . ( from corrupr.] Vitious ; taint
CORRESPONDENT. S. One with whom in
ed with wickedneſs.Eph.iv. 29 Shakeſp.South.
telligence or commerce is kept up by mutual CORRUPTER. L. [irom corrup..) He that
mellages or letters. Denham.
taints or vitiates . Addiſsx .
CORRESPONSIVE. a ( irom correſpond .)AD- CORRUPTIBILITY.S. ( from corrupsible.)
Poſſibility to be corrupted.
fwerable ; adapted to any thing . Shakeſp.
CORRIDOR. S. (French ) 1. The covert way CORRUPTIBLE. a. Ifrom corrup.) 1. Suf
Tying round the fortifications. 2. A gallery
ceprible of destruction. Hooker , Tillotſon. 2 .
Poſſible to be vitiated.
or long ille round about a building. Ilarris.
CORRIGIBLE. a . (from corrigo, Lat.]i. Tha CORRUPTIBLENESS. ſ. [ from corruptible.)
Pu
2.
Suſceptibility of corruption .
which may be altered or amended.
nithable. Howel. 3. Corrective ; having the CORRUPTIBLY.adv . ( from corruptible.) la
ſuch a manner as to be corrupted. Shakeſp.
power to correct. Shakeſp.
CORRIVALS. [ con and rival.] Rival ; com - CORRUPTION.S ( corruprie, Lat .] 1. The
petitor.Spenſer.
principle by which bodies tend to the ſepara
CORRIVALRY.S.( fromcorrival.}Competition.
tion of their parts. 2. Wickedneſs; perver
CORROBORANT . a (from corroborale. ]Hav
fion of principles. Addiſon. 3. Putreſcence.
Blackmore. 4. Matter or pus in a fore. 5 .
ing the power to give itrength. Bacon.
Means by which any thing is vitiated ; depra
TO CORRO BORATE. v. a. [con and roboro ,
vation. Raleigh.
Lat. ) 1. To confirm ; to eltabliſh. Bacon
CORRUPTIVE . a. ( from corrupt.) Having the
2. To ſtrengthen ; to make Itrong. Wotton .
CORROBOR A'TION . J. ( from corroborate. )
quality of tainting or vitiating. Ray.
The act of frengthening or confirming . Bacon CORRUPTLESS. a. ( from corrupi.] loſuſcep
CORROBORATIVE. a . [ from corroborate ) tible ofcorruption; undecaying.
Having the power ofincreaſing ſtrength.Wifem CORRUPTLY adv. ( from corrupt.) 1. With
TOCORRODE . v.a. corrodo, Lat. To eat away
corruption ; with taint. Shakeſp. 2.Vitiouly ;
contrary to purity . Camden.
by degrees ; to wear away gradually. Boyle.
CORRODENT. 0. ( from corrode.] Having the CORRUPTNESS. S. ( trom corrupt .] The qua
lity of corruption ; putreſcence ; vice.
power of corroding or waſting.
CORSAIR .
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COʻRSAIR . S. (French .) A pirate.
TO COST . V. n. pret.coft ;particip.coft.[ceuſteko
CORSE.S. ( corps, French.) 1. A body . Spenſer.
French .) To be bought for ; to be had at a
price. Dryden .
2. A dead body ; a carcale. Addifom.
CORSELET. ). ( corſelet, Fr.) A lightarmour CO'STAL. a. ( cofía, Lat. a rib.] Belonging to
for the forepart of the body. Fairfax , Prior . the ribs. Brown .
COʻRTICAL. a. (cortex, bárk, Lat. ) Barky ; COSTARD. S. [ from coſter, a head.) 1. A head.
Shakeſp 2. An apple round and bulky like
belonging to the rind. Cheyne.
the head, Burton.
CO'RTICATED , a . (from corticatus, Lat.]
Reſembling the bark of a tree. Brown .
CO'STIVE. a. [ comflipé, Fr.) 1. Bound in the
CORTICOʻSE. a. (from corticoſus, Lat.) Full
body. Prior . 2. Ciole ; unpermeable. Mort.
of bark .
COSTIVENESS. S. ( from coftiae.) The ſtate of
CORVETTO.S . The curvet. Peacham.
the body in which excretion is obſtructed. Locke,
CORU'SCANT. a. (corufco, Lat.) Glittering by COSTLINESS. F.(from coftly. ]Sumptuouſneſs ;
expenſiveneſs. Glanville.
Aaſhes ; flashing.
CORUSCATION.S. [ corufcatio, Lat.) Flaſh ; COSTLY. a . (from coft.] Sumptuous ; expen
five. Dryden.
quick vibration of light. Garth.
CORYMBIATED. a. (corymbus, Lat .) Gar- COSTMARY. S {coſlus, Lat.) An herb.
nished with branches of berries .
CO'STREL . S. A bottle. Skinner.
CORYMBI’FEROUS. a. ( corymbus and fero, Cot
At the end of the names of places
from the Saxon cot, a couage .
Lat .) Bearing fruit or berries in bunches.
COTE.
Gibſen .
CORY'MBUS.T. (Lat .) Ainongſt ancient beta- COAT.
nifts cluſters of berries : amongſt modern bo- COT. S. (cot, Sax . ) A ſmall houſe ; a hut ; a
taniſts a compounded diſcous flower ; ſuch are
meao habitation. Fenton .
the flowers of daiſies, and common mary- COT.S. An abridgment of cotquean .
gold. Quincy.
COTA’NGENT. ( In geometry.) The tangent
COSCI'NOMANCY. f. [ rórnivor, a ſieve , and
of an arch which is thecomplement of another
partésc , divination. ) The art of divination by
to ninety degrees .
means of a fieve.
To COTE . v. . To leave behind. Chapman ,
COSE'CANT.S : (In geometry.) The ſecant of COTE MPORARY. a. { con and tempus, Lat. }
an arch , which is the complement of another
Living at the ſame time ; coetaneous. Locke.
COTLAND. ſ. ( cot and land.] Land appen
to ninety degrees . Harris.
COSIER'S . (from couler, old French, to ſew .] dant to a cottage.
A botcher . Shakeſp .
CO'TQUEAN . Y. A man who buſies himſelf
COʻSINE . F. !!n geometry . ) The righe fine of ) with women's affairs. Shakeſp. Addiſon.
an arch , which is the cimplement of another CO’TTAGE : [from col ) A hut ; a mean ha
bitation . Zeph. ii. 6. Taylor , Pope.
to ninety degrees. Harris.
COSMETICK . a . [ xccperzinás.] Beautifying. COTTAGER. S. [from cottage.j 1. One who
Pope.
lives in a hut or cottage . Swifi. 2. One who
CO'SMICAL. 4. [xécueos.] 1. Relating to the lives in the common without paying rent.Boces.
world , 2. Riſing or fet:ing with the ſun. CO'TTIERS . [ from cor.) One who inhabits a
Brown
cot .
CO'SMICALLY. adv. ( from coſmical ] With COʻTTON . S. The down of the cotton - tree .
Wijeman.
the fun ; not acr nycally. Brown.
COSMOGONY. S. jibouos and zom .] The riſe COTTON. S. A plant.
COTTON . F. Cloth or ſtuffmade of cotton .
or birth of the world ; the crearion .
COSMOGRAPHER. 1. (rizuo; and yeà pw .] To COTTON. V 11. 1. To rife with a nap.
One who writes a deſcription of the world.
2. To cement ; to unite with. Swifi.
Broren .
To COUCH. v. *. [coucher , Fr.) 1. To lie
COSMOGRAPHICAL a. ( from coſmography.] down on a place of repoſe . Dryden. 2. Tolie
down on the knees, as a beat to reft. Dryden .
Relating to the general delcription orthe world .
COSMOGRAPHICALLY. adv . troncojmo
3. To lie down in ambuſh . Hayward . 4 To
graphical.) In a manner relating to the ſtruc
lie in a ſtratum . Deuteronomy. 5: To ſtoop
ture of the world . Brown.
or bend down, in fear, in pain . Genefis.
COSMOGRAPHY. S. (2004 »; and gedo » .] The TO COUCH. v. 0. ! : To repoſe ; to lay on a
ſcience of the general ſyſtem or affections of place of repoſe Shakeſp . 2. To lay down any
the world . Soutb .
thing in a ſtratum . Mortimer. 3. To bed ;
COSMOPOLITAN.ly/ [ κόσμος and πολίτης.)
to hide in another body . Bacon . 4. To in
COSMOPOLITE . $ A citizen ofthe world ;
volve ; to include ; to comprile. Atterbury. 5.
One who is at home in every place .
To include ſecretly ; to hide . South . 6. To
lay clote to another. Spenſer . 7. To fix the
COSSET. S. A lamb brought up without the
dam . Spenfer.
(pear in the reſt. Dryden. 8. To depreſs the
film that overſpreads the pupil of the eye.
COST. ſ. [kest, Dutch . ) 1. The price of any
thing. 2. Sumptuouſnels ; luxury . W'aller . 3.
Dennis,
Charge ; expence Crafbaw . 4. Loſs ; fine ; COUCH . S. ( from the verb. ) 1. A ſeat of re
detriment. Knolles,
pole , on which it is common to lie down drel
fed.
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fed . Dryden . 2. A bed ; a place of repoſe.
defence ; not expoſure. Woodward. 2. In
Addiſon. 3. A layer, or ſtratum . Mortimer.
law. The eſtate and condition of a married
COUCHANT. 2.(couchant , Fr.) Lying down ;
woman . Cowell, Davies.
ſquatting. Milton.
To COVET . v. c. [convoiter, Fr.) 1. To de
COUCHEĚ. S. (French ) Bedtime ; the time of
fire inordinately ; to deſire beyond due bounds.
vifiting late at night. Dryden.
Shakeſp . 2. To deſire earneſtly. 1 Cor.
COʻUCHER. S. [ from coucb.] He that couches To COVET.v. n. To havea Atrong deſire. 1 Tim .
COV
ETABLE . a .
or de preſſes catara &ts.
( from cover.) To be wished
COUCHFELLOW . S. (couch and fellow .) A
for .
COʻVETISE. S. ( convoitiſe, Fr ] Avarice ; co
bediellow ; companion . Shakeſp.
vetouſneſs. Sper fer.
COUCHGRASS . 5. A weed. Mortimer .
COVE . . 1. Small creek or bay. 2. A fheiter ; COʻVETOUS.. [couvoiteux , Fr.) 1. Inordinate
1 cover.
ly deſirous. Dryden. 2. Inordinately eager of
COVENANT. S. ( covenant, Fr.] 1. A con
money ; avaricious. 2. Pet. 3. Deſirous; eager :
in a good ſenſe . Taylor.
tract ; a ftipulation. Waller. 2. An agree
ment on ceriain terms; a compact. Hammond.CO’VETOUSLY. adv. ( from covetous.) Avari
ciouſly ; eagerly . Shakeſp.
3. A writing containing the terms of agree
COʻVETOUSNESS.S. (from covetous.] Avarice ;
ment. Shakeſp.
TO COVENANT. o. * . ( from the noun . ] To
eagerneſs of gain. Tillotſor.
COʻVEY. S. [couvee, Fr. ) 1. A hatch ; an old
bargain ; to ftipulate. South .
bird with her young ones. 2. A number of
COVENANTE'E S. ( from covenant.) A party to
birds together. Addiſon.
a covenant ; a ſtipulator ; a bargainer.Ayliffe.
COVENA'NTER : S (from covenant.] One who COUGH . F. [ kuch, Däich.) A convulſion of the
takes a covenant . A word introduced in the civil
lungs . Smith.
wars. Oxford Reaſons againſt the Covenant. To COUGH. v.x. (kucher, Dutch. ) To have the
COʻVENOUS. a. ( from covin.) Fraudulent ;
lungs convulſed ; to make a noiſe in endea
colluſive ; trickiſh . Bacon .
vouring to evacuate the peccant matter from
To COVER .v . 2. (couvrir , Fr.] :: To over
the lungs. Shakeſp. Pepe.
ſpread any thing with ſomething elſe. Shakeſp. To COUGH.v . a . To eject by a cough. Wiſem .
{from cough.' One that coughs.
2. To conceal under ſomething laid over. Dry. COUGHER
3. To hide by ſuperficial appearances. 4. TO COVIN. 35. A deceitfül agreement between
overwhelm ; to bury. Watts. 5. To ſhelter , COʻVINE. S two or more to the hurt of another.
to conceal from harm . 6. To incubate ; to COVINC. S. ( from cove. ) A term in building,
uſed of houſes that project over the ground
brood on . Addifon. 7. To copulate with a fe
male. 8. To wear the hat. Dryden.
plot. Harris.
COVER. S. ( from the verb.) 1. Any thing that COULD . (the imperfect preterite of can.)Dryd.
is laid over another. Ray. 2. A concealment ; COULTER. S: (culter, Lat.] The ſharpiron of
the plow which cuts the earth . Hammond,
a ſcreen ; a veil. Collier. 3. Shelter ; de
fence. Clarendon.
COʻUNCIL . S. [ concilium , Lat.] 1. An aſſem
bly of perſons met together in conſultation .
COVER SHAME . S. [ cover and ſame. ) Some
Matthew . 2. An aſſembly of divines to deli
appearance to conceal infamy. Dryden.
COVERING.S. ( from cover.) Diels; veſture .
berate upon religion. Watts. 3. Perſons calle
Sssib .
ed together to be conſulted . Bacon . 4. The
COVERLET.S. [ couvrelit, Fr.) The outermoſt
body of privy counſellors. Shakeſp.
of the bedcloaths; that under which all the COUNCIL -BOARD. !. [ council and board .]
Council -table ; table where matters of ſtate
reſt are concealed . Spenſer:
COVERT . S. (coaveri, F.) 1. A ſhelter ; a
are deliberated. Clarendon.
defence. Ifaiah. 2. A thicket, or hiding CO’UNSEL. /. [ confilium , Lat.) 1. Advice ; di.
rection. Clarendon. 2. Deliberation. Hooker.
place. Addifox.
COVERT... [ couvert, Fr.) 1. Sheltered ; not
3. Prudence ; art ; machination. Proverbs. 4 .
open ; not expoſed. Mortimer . 2. Secret ;
Secrecy ; the ſecrets intruſted in conſulting.
hidden ; private ; inſidious. Milton.
Shakeſp . 5. Scheme ; purpoſe ; deſign. 1. Cor.
6. Thoſe that plead a cauſe ; the counſellors.
COVERT. a .( couvert, Fr.] The ſtate of a wo
man ſheltered by marriage under her huſband.
Pope.
Dryden .
To COUNSEL . v. a. [ confilior, Lat.] 1. To
COVERT-WAY. F. ( from covert and way.) A
give advice or counſel to any perſon. B. Johnſ.
ſpace of ground level with the field, three or
2. To adviſe any thing. Dryden.
four fathom broad, rangiog quite round the COʻUNSELLABLE. a . (from counſel.] Willing
half moon , or other works toward the coun
to receive and follow advice, Clarendon.
try. Harris.
COʻUNSELLOR. S.( from counſel.) 1. One that
COVERTLY . odo. [ from covert.] Secretly ;
gives advice. Wild. viii. 9. 2. Confidant ;
cloſely. Dryden.
boſom friend. Waller . 3. One whoſe province
COʻVERTNÉSS . S. ( from covert .] Secrecy ;
is to deliberate and adviſe upon publick af.
privacy .
fairs. Bacon , 4. One that is conſulted in a
COVERTURE. S. ( from covert.) 3. Shelter
caſe of law.
Z
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COUNSELLORSHIP.S. [ from counſellor .] The TO COUNTER'CHE'CK . v. a . [counter and
check. ] To oppoſe.
office or poſt of privy counſellor . Bacon.
'To COUNT. v . 0. ( compter, Fr.) 1. To num-COUNTERCHECK./- (from the verb . ) Stop ;
rebuke . Shakeſp.
ber ; to tell , South. 2. To preſerve a reckon
ing. Locke. 3. To reckon ; to place to an To COUNTERDRA'W.v a. (from counter and
account. Locke. 4. To eſteem ; to account ;
draw ) To copy a deſign by means of an oiled
to conſider as having a certain character. Hook. paper, whereon the ſtrokes appearing through
5. To impute to ; to charge to. Rowe.
are traced with a pencil . Chambers.
TO COUNT. v . n. To found an account or COUNTERE'VIDENCE. f. [counter and evi
ſcheme. Swift.
dence.] Teſtimony by which the depoſition of
COUNT. S. [ compl, P.) 1. Number. Spenſer.
ſome former witneſs is oppoſed Burnet.
2. Reckoning. Shakeſp:
To COʻUNTERFEIT. v. 8. [contrefaire, Fr. )
COUNT. . ( comte, Fr. ) A title of foreign no
1. To copy with an intent to pais the copy for
an original. Waller . 2. To imitale ; to co
bility ; an earl .
COʻUNTABLE . e. [ from count. ] That which py ; to reſemble. Tillotson.
COUNTERFEIT. a. ( from the verb. ) 1. That
may be numbered. Spenſer.
COʻUNTENANCE. j. [countenance, Fr.) 1. which is made in imitation of another ; forged;
The form of the face ; the ſyſtem of the fea fictitious. Locke. 2. Deceitful ; hypocritical.
tures. Milion . 2. Air ; look. Shakeſp. 3. COUNTERFEIT. L. ( from the verb ) 1. One
Calmneſs of look ; compoſure of face . Swife. who perſonates another; aa impoſtor. Bacon,
4. Confidence of mien ; aſpect of aſſurance . 2. Something made in imitacion of another ;
Clarend. Sprat. 5. Affection or ill will, as it a forgery. Tilloifon.
appears upon the face. Spenſer. 6. Patronage : COUNTERFEITER . S.( from coûnterfeit.] A
appearance of ſavour ; ſupport. Davies. 7 .
forger. Camden.
CO’UNTERFEITLY. odv. ( from counterfeit.]
Superficial appearance . Ajcham.
TO COUNTEN'ANCE.v . a , ( from the noun ) Falſely; with forgery .Shakeſp.
1. To ſupport ; to patroniſe; to vindicate COUNTERFE'RMENT. F. ( counter and fer
Brown. 2. To make a ſhew of Spenſer. 3 .
ment ] Ferment oppoſed to ferment. Addiſor ,
To act ſuitably to any thing. Shakesp : 4. TO COUNTERFE'SANCE. /.(contrefaiſance, Fr. )
encourage ; to appear in defence. Worron.
The act of counterfeiting ; forgery. Spenfer.
COUNTENANCER. f. [ from countenance.j | COʻUNTERFORT . S ( from counter and fort. ]
One that countenances or ſupports another.
Counter forts, are pillars ſerving to ſupport
COUNTER . S. ( from count ] 1. A falle piece o
walls, ſubject to buige . Chambers.
money uſed as a means of reckoning. Swift COUNTERGAGE / ( from counter and gage ]
2. The form on which goods are viewed and
A method uſed to meaſure the joints by trans
money told in a ſhop Dryden. 3. COUNTER
ferring the breadeb of a mortiſe to the place
of a borje, is that partof a horſe's forehand
where the tenon is to be . Chambers .
that lies between the ſhoulder and under the COUNTERGUA'RD . l: [from counter and
neck i arrier's Dift .
guard ) A ſmall rampart" with parapet and
COUNTER . odv. contre, Fr. ) 1. Contrary ditch. Military Diet
to ; in oppoſition to South. 2. The wrung COUNTERLIGHT / [from counter and light.]
way. Shakesp 3. Contrary ways. Locke.
A window or light oppoſite to any thing .
Chambers.
To COUNTER'ACT. v . n. [ counter and aft!
To hinder any thing from its effect by con- TO COUNTERMA'ND . v. a. ( contremander ,
trary agency . South .
Fr ] 1. To order the contrary to what was
To COUNTERBAʼLANCE . T'. a. (counter and
ordered before. South. 2. To contradict the
balance.) To act againſt with an oppoſite
orders of another. Holder .
weight. Boyle.
COUNTERMA’ND / ( contremand, Fr.) Re
COUNTERBALANCE.S .[ from the verb .] Op
peal of a former order . Sbakelp.
poſite weight. Locke.
TO COUNTERMARCH . o . n . (counter and
To COUNTERBUFF. v.a. (from counter and
march.) To march backward.
buff.) To impel ; to ſtrike back. Dryden.
COUNTERMARCH. J. ( from the verb.) 1 .
COUNTERBUFF./ [counter and bug ] A ſtroke Retroceſion ; march backward. Collier. 2 .
Change of meaſures ; alteration of conduct .
that producesa recoil. Sidney, Benjohnjon.
COUNTERCASTER. f. [ counter and caſier. )
Burnet.
A book -keeper ; a caſter of accounts ; a rec- COUNTERMARKS (from counter sad mark ]
koner. Shakeſp .
1. A ſecond or thirdmark put on a bale of goods.
COUNTERCHANGE S.[counter and change. ] 2. The mark of the goldimiths company. 3 .
Exchange ; reciprocation. Shakelp .
An artificial cavity made in the teeth of horſes.
TO COʻUNTERCHANGE. v . a . To give and
4. A mark added to a medal a long time after
receiva
it is ftruck, by which the curious know the
COUNTERCHARM S. [ counter and charm . ]
ſeveral changes in value. Chambers.
That bywhich a charm is diffolved. Pepe.
TO COUNTERMARK . v. a. A horſe is laid
To COUNTERCHARM . v.a. ( trom counter
to be countermarked when his corner teeth are
end charm ) 'To dettroy the effect or an en
artificially made bollow. Farrier's Die
chauen.ent . Deray oj irery.
COUNTERMINE.
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COUNTERMINE. S. (courier and mize.] ı. A
in quality of ſecretary, to render the thing
more authentick. Chambers.
well or hole funk into the ground, from which
a gallery or branch runs out under ground, to COUNTERTE'NOR. S. (from counter and tea
nor. ) One of the mean or middle parts ofmu
ſeek out the enemy's mine. Military Diet. 2
fick ; ſo called, as it were , oppolite to the tea
Means of oppoſition. Sidney. 3. A ſtratagem by
which any contrivance is defeated. L'Eſtrange.
nor. Harris.
To COUNTERMINE . v. a. (from the noun.) COUNTERTIDE . S. [ counter and ride.) Con
1. To delve a paſſage into an enemy's mine .
trary tide. Dryder.
2. To counterwork ; to defeat by ſecret mea- COUNTERTIME. I. (contretemps, Fr.) De
fures. Decay of Piety.
fence ; oppoſition. Dryden.
COUNTERMOʻTION . S. [counter and motion .] COUNTERTU'RN . ( counter and turn.) The
Contrary motion . Digby.
height and full growth of the play, wemay
COUNTERMU'Re.f. Icontremure,Fr. ]A wall
call properly the counterturn , which deſtroys
baile up behind another wall . Knolles.
expectation. Dryden .
COUNTERNATURAL. a . I counter and na . To COUNTERVAIL. v . a . contra aad valeo,
Lat. ) To be equivalent to ; to have equal
tural.) Contrary to nature. Harvey.
COUNTERNOʻISE.S. ( counter and noiſe.) A
force or value ; to act againſt with equal power.
Hooker , Wilkins.
ſound by which any other noile is over
COUNTERVA'IL.L ( from the verb. ] 1. Equal
powered . Calomy.
COUNTEROPENING. S. (counter and open
weight. 2. That which has equal weight or
value . South.
ing ) An aperture on the contraryſide. Sharp
COUNTERPA'CE.S: [ counter and pace.) Con COUNTERVIEW. S. [counter and view .) 1 .
trary meaſure. Swift.
Oppoſition ; a poſture in which two perſons
front cach other. Milton . 2. Contraſt. Swift.
COUNTERPA’NE. S. [ contrepoint, Pr.) A co
verlet for a bed, or any thing elſe woven in To COUNTERWOʻRK.v.a. [counter and work.]
ſquares. Sbakelp .
To counteract ; to hinder by contrary opera
tions. Pope.
COUNTERPART . S. (counter and part.)The
correſpondent part. L'Eſtrange.
COUNTEŚs. S. [ comitiſſa, comtele, Fs.] The
COUNTERPLĖ'A . S. (from counter and plea .)
Tady of an earl or count. Dryden .
COUNTING- HOUSE . S. [count and heufe.]
In law , a replication. Cowell.
TO COUNTERPLOT. v. a. ( counter and plot.) The room appropriated by traders to their
books and accounts . Locke .
To oppoſe one machination by another .
COUNTERPLOT. S. (from the verb.) An ar. COʻUNTLESS a . ( from count . ) Innumerable ;
without number. Donne.
tifice oppoſed to an artifice. L'Eſtrange.
( contrée, Fr.] 1. A tract of
COUNTERPOINT. ſ. A cover let woven in COʻUNTRY.
ſquares.
land ; a region Sprat. 2. Rural parts . Spect.
TO COUNTERPOʻISE . v.a (counter and poiſe .] 3. The place which any man inhabits. 4. The
place of one's birih ; the native foil. 5. The
1. To counterbalance ; lo be equiponderant to.
inhabitants of any region. Shakeſp.
Digby. 2. To produce a contrary action by
an equal weight.Wilkins. 3. To act with e- COUNTRY. a. 1. Ruſtick ; rural ; villatick.
Norris. 2. Remote from cities or courts Locke.
qual power againſt any perſon or cauſe.Spenſer.
COUNTERPOISE.S. (from counter and posje.)
3. Peculiar to a region or people. Maccabees,
1. Equiponderanice ; equivalence of weight.
4 Rude ; ignorant; uptaughi Dryden.
Boyle. 2. The ſtate of being placed in the COUNTRYMAN. / (from country and man . )
oppoſite ſcale of the balance. Milton. 3. Equi
1. One born in the fame country . Locke . 2 .
pollence ; equivalence of power. Swift.
A ruſtick ; oce that inbabits the rural parts.
COUNTERPO ISON. S. [counter and poiſon .]
Grouni . 3 A farmer ; a huſbandman .L'Eſtra .
Antidote. Arbuthnot.
COUNTY.S. ( comté, Fr. ) 1. A fire ; that is,
COUNTERPRESSURE S. [counter and pref
a circuit or portion ofthe realm ,into which the
fure.) Oppoſite force. Blackmore.
whole land is divided. Cowell, Addiſon. 2. An
COUNTERPROJECTS.[counter andproject.] earldom . 3. A count ; a lord. Davies.
COUPE E.j. (Fr.) A motion in dancing. Chamb.
Correſpondent part of a ſcheme. Swifi.
To COUNTERPRO VE . v . a . ( from counter CO'UPLES [ couple, Fr.) 1. A chain or tye chas
holds dogs cogecher. Shakeſp. 2.Two ; a brace,
and prove.) To take off a deſign in black
lead , by paffing it through the rolling-preſs
Sidney, Locke. 3. Amale and his female Shak .
with another piece of paper, both being moil- To COUPLE. v. a . (copulo, Lat.) i . To chain
cened with a ſponge. Chambers,
together. Shakeſp. 2; To join one to another .
TO COUNTERROL. v.a. [counter and roll.]
South . 3. To marry ; to wed. Sidney.
To preſerve the power of detecting frauds by To COUPLE.7. v . To join in embraces.Bacon,
Hale
a counter account.
COUNTERROLMENT. S. ( from counterrol. ] COUPLE - BEGGAR. f. [ couple and beggar .]
A counter account, Bacon .
One who makes it his buſineſs to marry bega
COUNTERSCA'RP . S.That ſide of the disch garsto each other. Swift.
COUPLETS: (Fr. ) 1. Two verſes ; a pair of
which is next the camp. Harris.
rbimes, Swifi. 2. A pair ; as of doves. Shakes,
TO COUNTERSIGN . v . a. ( from counter and
COʻURAGE ,
2 2
figr . ] To liga ap order or patent of a fuperiour,
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COURAGE..S. [ courage, Fr.] Bravery ; active COURT-DAY. S. [ court and day.) Day on
fortitude. Addifon.
which juſtice is ſolemnly adminiſtered. Arbuih .
COURAGEOUS. a. [ from courage.) Brave ; COURT-DRESSER.S. A fiatcerer. Locke.
daring ; bold. Amos.
COURT-FAVOUR . . Favours or benefits be
COURAGEOUSLY . adv . [ from courageous.]
ſtowed by princes. L'Eſtrange.
Bravely ; ſtoutly ; boldly: Bacon.
COURT- HAND . S. [court and hand.! The
COURAGEOUSNESS . ſ. [from courageous.] hand or manner of writing uſed in records and
Bravery ; boldneſs ; ſpirit ; courage. Maccab. judicial proceedings. Shakeſp.
COURANT . 1S. (courante, Fr. ]SeeCORANT. COURT-LADY. ). [ court and lady.) A lady
COURANTO .
1. A nimble dance. Shakeſp . converſant in court. Locke,
2. Any thing that ſpreads quick, as a paper of COʻURTEOUS, a. ( courtois, Fr.) Elegant of
news .
manners ; well-bred . South.
To COURB.v. n . (courber, Fr.) To bend ; to COʻURTEOUSLY. adv . (from courteous.] Re
bow. Shakeſp.
ſpectfully ; civilly ; complaiſantly. Calamy.
COʻURIER.ſ. ( courier, Fr.) A meſſenger fent COURTEOUSNESS. S. ( from couricoxs.) Ci
in haſte . Shakeſp. Knolles.
vility ; complaiſance .
COURSE.
[courſe,from
Fr. )place
1. Race
; career. COʻURTEZAN:
COʻURTESAN. }? " (cortiſana, low Lat.) A
Ecoleta S.
2. Paffage
to place.Denb.
the lifts. Sidney
proſtitute ; a ſtrumpet. Wotton , Addiſon.
4. Ground in which a race is run. 5. Track COʻURTESY.S: ( courtoife, Fr.) 1. Elegance of
manners ; civility ; complaiſance. Clarendon .
or line in which a fhip fails. 6. Sail ; means
2. An act of civility or reſpect. Bacor . 3.
by which the courſe is performed. Raleigh.
The reverence made by women. Dryden. 4.
7. Progreſs from one gradation to another.
A tenure, not of right, but by the favour of
Shakeſp. 8. Order of ſucceſſion , Corinthians .
others. 5. Courtesy of England. A tenure
9. Stated and orderly method. Shakeſp. 10 .
Series of ſucceſſive and methodical procedure.
by which , if a man marry an inheritreſs, that
is, a woman ſeiſed of land, and getteth a child
Wiſeman. 11. The elements of an art exhi
bited and explained , in a methodical ſeries.
of her that comes alive into the world, though
Chambers . 12. Conduct ; manner of proceed
both thechild and his wife die forthwith ; yet
ing. Knolles. 13. Method of life ; train of Thall he keep the land during his life . Cowell.
actions. Prior. 14.Natural bent ; uncontrolled To COʻURTESY. v . n . ( from the noun.]
will . Temple. 15. Catamenia. Harvey. 16 .
To perform an act of reverence. Shakeſp. 2 .
Orderly ſtructure. James. 17. [In architec
To make a reverence in the manner of ladies,
Prior .
ture.) A continued range of Nones. 18. Series
of conſequences . Gorih. 19.Number of diſhes COʻURTIER . S.(from court.) s . One that fre
ſet on at once upon the table. Sevift, Pope. 20 .
quents or attends the courts of princes. Dryd.
Regularity ; feitled rule. Swift. 21. Empty
2. One that courts or folicits the favour of an
other. Suckling.
form . L'Eſtrange.
To COURSE . v . a. (from the noun.] 1. To COʻURTLIKE . a. ( court and like ) Elegaat ;
hunt ; to purſue. Shakeſp. 2. To purſue with
polité . Camden.
dogs that hunt in view. Bacon. 3. To put to COURTLINESS. F: [ from courtly.) Elegance
ſpeed ; to force to run. May's Virgil. ;
ofmanners ; complaiſance; civility.
TO COURSE . v.n. To run ; to rove about. Shak. COʻURTLY. a. (from court.) Relating or re
COʻURSER . S.[courfer , Fr.) 1. A ſwift horſe ;
taining to the court ; elegant ; ſoft ; flattering.
a war horſe. Pope. 2. One who purſues the
Pope.
COʻURTLY . ady . In the manner of courts ;
ſport of courſing hares. Hanmer .
COURT. f. [ cour, Fr.) 1. The place where
elegantly. Dryden .
the prince relides; the palace. Pope, 2. The COURTSHIP . T. [from court.) 1. The act of
hall or chamber where juſtice is adminiſtered .
ſoliciting favour. Swift. 2. The ſolicitation of
Atterbury. 3. Open ſpace before a houſe. a woman to marriage . Addiſon. 3. Civility ;
Dryden. 4. A ſmall opening incloſed with
elegance of manners. Dorne.
houtes and paved with broad ſtones. 5. Per- COʻUSIN . S. [coufin, Fr.) 1. Anyone collaterally
fons who compoſe the retinue of a prince.
related more remotely than a brother or ſiſter.
Temple. 6. Peiſons who are aſſembled for
Shakeſp. 2. A title given by the king to a
the adminiſtration of juſtice. 7. Any juriſ
nobleman, particularly to thole of the council.
diction, military, civil, or ecclefiaftical. Spec - COW.ſ. ( In the plural, antiently kine, or keer ,
tator. 8. The art of pleaſing ; the art of in
now commonly cows ; cu , Saxon .) The female
finuation. Locke.
of the bull . Bacon .
To COURT. v . a. (from the noun.] 1. To To cow . v . a. ( from coward.] To depreſs
with fear. Howel .
Woo ; to folicit a woman . Ben . Johnson. 2. To
folicit; to ſeek . Lacke 3. To facier ; to en- COW- HERD . J. [cow and hynd, Sax.a keeper.]
deavour to pleaſe.
One whole occupation is to tend cows.
COURT -CHAPLAIN. S. [court and chaplain .] COW- HOUSE. F. ( cow and houſe.] The houſe
One who attends the king to celebrate the
in which kine are kept, Mortimer .
COW .
holy offices.
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COW -LEECH . S. [ cow and leech.) One whoj moroſe perfon . 4. A wooden engine witla
three claws for launching of ſhips. Philips. s .
profeſſes to cure diſtempered cows.
TO COW- LEECH. v. R. To profeſs to cure
A ſign in the zodiack. Creech.
Cows . Mertimer.
CRAB. a . Sour or degenerale fruit ; as a crab
COW -WEED.S. (cow and weed .] A ſpecies of cherry.
chervil.
CRABBED . 2. ( from crab .] 1. Peevith ; mo
COW-WHEAT. ſ. [ from cow and wheat.) A
roſe ; cynical; four. Spenſer. 2. Harth ;
plant.
unpleaſing. Dryden. 3. Difficult ; perplexing.
COWARD. S. [coward , Pr.] 1 .
poltron ; Prior .
a wretch whoſe predominant paffion is fear. CRA'BBEDLY adv. (from crabbed .)Peeviſhly .
Sidney, Souib. 2. It is ſometimes uſed in the CRABBEDNESS .J.[ irom crabbed.) 1. Sour
neſs of taſte. 2. Sourneſs of countenance ;
manner of an adjective. Prior .
COWARDICE. ). (from coward.) Fear ; tabi
afperity of manners . 3. Difficulty.
cual timidity ; want ofcourage.Spenſer ,Rogers. CRABER . ſ The water- rat. Walion.
COWARDLINESS. S. ( from cowardly.) Ti- CRABS-EYES. S. Whitiſh bodies rounded on
midity ; cowardice.
one ſide and deprelled on the other, not the
CO'WARDLY . a . ( from coward.) 1. Fearful; eyes ofany creature, nor do they belong to
the crab ; but are produced by the common
timorous ; pufilanimous. Bacon. 2. Mean ;
crawfiſh . Hill.
befitting a coward. Shakeſp.
COʻWARDLY.adv.In the manner of a coward; CRACK . S. (kraeck , Dutch .) 1 . A ſudden
meanly. Knolles.
diſruption. 2. The chink ; fiſſure ; 1 narrow
To COWER. v. n . ( cwrrian , Welſh.) To fink
breach . Newron . 3. The ſound of any body
by bending the knees ; to ſtoop ; to thrink . burſting or falling. Dryden. 4. Any ſudden and
Milton, Dryden.
quick found. Addiſon . 5. Any breach, injury,
CƠWISH. 6. ( from cow.) Timorous ; fearful. or diminution ; a flaw . Shakeſp. 6. Crazineſs
Sbakelp.
of intellect. 9. A man crazed. Addifon. 8.
COW -KEEPER.S.[cow and keeper .JOne whoſe
A whore. 9. Å boaſt. Spenſer. 10. A boaſter.
To CRACK . v 2. (kraecken , Dutch .) 1. To
bafinels is to keep cows. Broome.
COWL.S. ( cugle, Saxon. ) 1. A monk's -hood.
break into chinks . Mortimer . 2. To break ;
Ceaden. 2. A veſſel in which water is carried
to ſplit. Denne. 3. To do any thing with
on a pole between two.
quickneſs or ſmartneſs. Pope. 4. To break or
COWL-STAFF . ( cowl and ſtaff ) The ſtaff on
deſtroy any thing. Shakeſp. 5. To craze ; to
weaken the intellect. Roſcommon.
which a veſſel is ſupported between two men.
CRACK. V. B. 1. To burſt ; to open in
To
Suckling
COWSLIP. S. [ cuslippe , Saxon . ) Cow flip is chinks. Boyle. 2. To fall to ruin. Dryden .
alſo called pagil, and is a ſpecies of primroſe.
3. To utter a loud and ſudden found. Shakeſp.
Miller , Sidney, Shakeſp.
4. To boalt : with of. Shakeſp.
COWS-LUNGWORT. S. Mullen. Miler .
CRACK -BRAINED. c . Crazy ; without right
COʻXCOMB. Š. (from cock's comb. ) 1. The top reaſon. Arbuthnot.
of the head. Shakeſp: 2. The comb reſembling CRACK -HEMP.S. A wretch fated to the gal
that of a cock , which licenſed fools wore for
lows . Shakeſp.
merly in their caps . Shakeſp. 2. A fup ; a CRACK -ROÞE . S. A fellow that deſerves
hanging.
ſuperficial pretender . Pope.
COXCOMICAL . 2. (from coxcomb . ) Foppiſh ; CRACKER. S. (from crack.) A noiſy boaſt
conceited. Dennis.
ing fellow . Shakeſp. 2. A quantity of gun
COY.a. [coi, Fr. ) 1. Modeſt ; decent. Chaucer . powder contined to as to burſt with great
noiſe. Boyle.
2. Reſerved ; not acceffible. Waller .
To COY.o. n (from the adjective .) 1. To be- To CRAČKLE . V. n. ( from crack.) To make
have with reſerve ; to reject familiarity.Rowe. Nightcracks ; to decrepitate. Donne.
2. Not to condeſcend willingly . Shakeſp.
CRACKNEL. S. ( from crack . ) A hard brittle
COYLY. adv . (from coy.) With referve.Chapm . cake. Spenfer
COʻYNESS. S. (from coy .)Reſerve; unwilling . CRADLE.J. (cradel, Saxon .) 1. A moveable
neſs to become familiar . Walton .
bed, on which children or lick perſons are agi
COYSTREL. f. A ſpecies of degenerate hawk.
taced with a ſmooth motion. Pope. 2. Infancy,
Dryden .
or the first part of life. Clarendor. 3. (With
COZ. S. A cant or familiar word, contracted
ſurgeons .] A caſe for a broken bone . 4. (With
from Coufix . Shakeſp.
hipwrights.) A frame of timber railed along
To CO ZEN. v.a. To cheat; to trick ; to de
theoutſide of a ſhip. Harris.
To CRADLE.v.a. Tolayin a cradle.Arbuthnot.
fraud. Clarendon, Locke.
COʻZENAGE. S. (from cozer.) Fraud ; deceit ; CRADLE -CLOATHS. 1. (from cradle and
trick ; cheat. Ben . Johnſon .
cleatbs.] Bed-cloaths belonging to a cradle .
Shakesp.
COZENER . S. ( from cozen.) A cheater ; a de
frauder. Sbakefp.
CRAFT. S. [craft, Saxon .) 1. Manual art ;
CRAB. . (crabba, Saxon .) 1 . cruſtaceous
trade. Wotion. 2. Fraud , cunning . Shakesp.
bih . Bacon . 2. A wild apple ; the tree that
3. Small failing verlels.
Το
bears a wild apple. Tayler. 3. A peevitt
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TO CRAFT. v. n. (from the noun .) To play To CRANKLE. v. a. To break into unequal
Turíaces. Philips.
tricks. Shakelp :
CRAFTILY, adv. [ from crafty .) Cunningly ; CRA'NKLES. (from the verb .) Inequalities.
artfully . Knolles.
CRANKNESS. ſ . ( from crank . ) 1. Health ;
CRA'FTINESS . f. [ from crafty.) Cunning ;
vigour. 2. Diſpoſition to overſet.
ftratagem . Job.
CRA'NNIED.c. (from cranny.) Full of chinks.
CRAFTSMAN. S. (craft and man.) An arti
Brown ,
ficer; a manufacturer. Decay of Piety,
CRA'NNY. f. [cren, Fr. crena , Lat .) A chink ;
CRAFTSMASTER . S: ( craft and maſter.) A
a cleft . Burnet.
man ſkilled in his trade . Collier .
CRAPE.S ( crepa,low Lat.) A thin ſtuff looſely
CRAFTY . a . ( from craft.) Cunning ; artful. woven. Swife.
Davies.
CRA'PULENCE. S. ſcrapula, a ſurfeit, Lat. ]
Drunkenneſs ; fickneſs by intemperance .
CRAG./. 1. A rough ſleep rock. 2. The rugged
protuberances of rocks. Fairfax. 3. The neck . CRA PULOUS . a . ( crapulojus, Lat.) Drunken ;
fick with intemperance .
Spenſer.
CRA'GGED . 2. ( from crag ) Full of inequali- To CRASH . v . n. To make a loud complicated
cies and prominences. Crafoow .
noiſe, as of many things talling. Zephaniab ,
CRAÄGGEDNESS. /. (from cragged .) Fulneſs
Smith ,
To CRASH . Y. a. To break or bruiſe. Shakeſp.
of crags or prominent rocks. Brerewood.
CRAGGINESS. S. (from craggy.) The ttate of CRASH /. (from the verb .) A loud mixed ſound.
being craggy
Shakeſp . Pepe.
CRAGGY. a. (from crag.) Rugged ; full of CRA'SIS. S. [nparis.] Temperature ; conſtitutio
on. Souib .
prominences; rough. Raleigh.
TOCRAM .v.a. ( cnamman, Sax .) 1. To ſtuff ; CRASS. a (cralus, Lat ) Groſs ; coarſe ; not
to fill with more than can conveniently be
thin ; not lübile . Woodward.
held . Shakeſp. 2 . To fill with food beyond CRASSITUDE. /. [ craffitudo, Lat. ) Groſſneſs ;
ſatiety . King. 3. Tothruſt in by force. Dryden .
coarſeneſs . Bacon .
TO CRAM. v.v. To eat beyond ſatiety. Pope. CRASTINATION. S. (from craftinus, Lat .)
CRA'MBO . S. A play , at which one gives a
Delay.
word, to which another finds a rhyme. Swifi. CRATCH.S. (creche, Fr. ] The palliſaded frame
CRAMP. L. ( krampe, Dutch .) 1. A ſpaſm or
in which hay is put for cattle. Hakewill.
contraction of the limbs. Bacon . 2 . A re- CRAVAT 7. A neckcloach . Hudibras.
triction ; a continement; ſhackle. L'Eſrange To CRAVE. v. a. ( crefian, Saxon.) 1. To
3. A piece of iron bert at each end, by which
ak with earneſtneſs ; to ask with fubmiffion.
two bodies are held together . Wilkins.
Hooker, Knoiles. 2 To aſk inlatiably . Derbam ,
CRAMP. a. Difficuli ; knocty : a low term.
3. To long ; to with voreaſonably. Sousb .
To CRAMP. v. a (from the noun . ] 1. To pain 4. To call for importunately Shakeſp.
with crampor switches. Dryden. 2. Tore- CRAVEN. S. 1. A cock conquered and dir
Itrain ; to confine ; to obtruct . Glanville,
pirited. Shakeſp. 2. A coward ; a recreant.
Burnet. 3. To bind with crampirons.
Fairfax.
CRAMP-FISH.S. The corpedo, which benumbs To CRAVEN . v . a. ( from the noun.) To make
the hands of thoſe that touch it.
recreant or cowardly . Shakeſp.
CRAMPIRON.ſ. See CRAMP , ſenſe 3 .
To CRAUNCH. v.a. To cruſh in the mouth.
CRANAGE.ſ. ( oranagiair, low Lat . ) A liberty
Swift.
to uſe a crane for drawing up wares from the CRAW . f. ( kroe, Daniſh .] The crop or firſt
veiTels. Cowell.
ſtomach or birds. Ray.
CRANE. . ( gran, Saxop .) 1 . A bird with a CRAWFISH.J. Almall cruſtaceous fiſh found
long beak . Ifaiab. 2. An inſtrument made
in brooks. Bacon.
with ropes, pullies, and hooks , by which great To CRAWL. v. . Skrielen , Dutch .) 1 . To
weights are rajled . Thomſon . 3. A crooked
creep ; to move with a low motion ; to move
pipe for drawing liquors out of a calk.
without riſing from the ground, as a worm.
Dryden , Grow . 2. To move weakly , and
CRANES-BILLS [ irom crane and bill. ] 1. An
herb . Miller . 2. A pair of pincers terminating
lowly . Kaciles. 3. To move about baied and
detpiled.
in a point , uſed by lurgeons.
CRAWLER . S. [ from crawl ) A creeper ; any
CRANIUM.S. (Lat.) The ſkull. Wiſeman,
thing that creeps .
CRANK . S. [ a contraction of cranereck . ) 1. A
crank is the end of an iren axis turned ſquare CRAYFISH . S. ( See CRAWFISA .] The river
lobſter. Fleyer .
down, and again turned ſquare to the firſt
turning down. Moxon . 2. Any bending or CRAYON . /. (crayon , Fr.) 1. A kind ofpeacil ;
a rull of paite to draw lines with. Dryden . 2 .
winding paſſage. Shakeſp .3. Any conceitorm .
Drawing done with a crayon .
ed by iwilling or changing a word. Milton .
CRANK . a. 1.Healthy prightly . Spenſer. 2. TOCRAZE.v.a . (ecrafer, Fr.) 1. To break ;
to cruſh ; to weaken. Milton. 2. To powder .
Among ſailors, a ſhip is laid to be crank when
loaded near to be overlet.
Carew . 3. To crack the brain ; to impair the
intellect . Tillotſon.
TO CRA'NKLE.v.r . (from crank. ) To run in
and out. Skakele
CRAZED.
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CRA'ZEDNESS. S. ( from crazed .] Decrepi- , CREDENTIAL S. ( from credens, Lat.) That
which gives a title to credit . Addiſon .
tude ; brokenneſs. Hooker.
CRAZÍNESS. S. [from crazy.) State of being CREDIBILITY. S. (from credible.) Claim to
credit ; pofiibility of ob:aining relief ; proba
crazy ; imbecility ; weakneſs. Howel.
CRAZY. a. ( ecraré, Fr.) 1. Broken ; decrepit. bility. Tillotſon.
Sbakeſp. 2. Broken-witted ; ſhattered in the CREDIBLE. a. ( credibilis, Lat . ) Wor hy of
intellect. Hudobras. 3. Weak ; feeble ; fhal
credit ; having a juſt claim to belief. Tillotfon.
CREDIBLENESS F. ( from credible .) Credibi
tered . Dryden, Woke.
CREAGHT.S. (an Iriſh word. ) Herds of cattle.
lity; worthineſs ofbelief; juſt claim to belief.
Dapies .
Boyle.
adv . (from credible .] lo a manner
To CREAK. 0. n . ( corrupted from crack . ) To CREDIBLY.belief
that claims
. Bacon .
make a harſh ooile. Dryden.
CREAM . S. (cremor, Lat.] The unctuous or CRE’DIT.S. [ credit, Fr. ] 1. Belief. Addiſon.
2. Honour; reputation. Pope. 3. Eſteem ;
oily part of milk. King.
To CREAM . . r. ( from the noun .) To gather good opinion. Bacon . 4. Faith ; teflimony.
Hooker. 5. Truſt repoſed. Locke. 6. Promiſe
cream . Shakeſp.
To CREAM . v.2. ( from the noun . ] 1. To ſkim
given . 7. Influence ; power not compullive.
off the cream . 2. To take the flower and ! Clarendon .
quinteſſence of any thing.
TO CREDIT . v . a. ( credo, Lat.] 1. To believe .
Shakeſp. 2. To procure credit or honour to
CREAM- FACED . a . (cream and faced .) Pale ;
any thing. Waller. 3. To trust ; to conſide
coward- looking. Shakeſp .
CREAMY. e. ( from cream .] Full of cream .
in. 4. To admit as a debtor.
CREANCE. S. (French ) A fine ſmall line, CREDITABLE. a. (from credit.] 1.Reputable ;
faſtened to a bawk's leaſh .
above contempt. Arbushrof. 2. Honourable ;
eſtimable. Tilbifon .
CREASE . F. A mark made by doubling any
CREDITABLENESS.S. ( from creditable .) Re
thing. Swift.
putation ; eſtination. Decay of Piety.
To CREASE. v. . ( from the noun.) To mark
any thing by doubling it, ſo as to leave tbe , CREDITABLY. adv . (from creditable.) Re
impreffion.
putably ; without diſgrace. Sourb .
To CREA'TE. 9.2. [cres, Lat.) 1. To form CREDITOR .-. ( credior, Lat.) He to whom a
out of nothing ; to cauſe to exiſt. Genefis. 2. debt is owed ; he that gives credit : correlacive
to debtor. Swift.
To produce ; to cauſe ; to be the occafiun. K
Charles, Roſcommon . 3. To beget. Shakeſp. 4. CREDULITY. S. ( credulité, Fr. ) Ealineſs of
belief. Sidney.
To inveſt with any new character. Shakeſp.
CREATION . S. [ from create .) 1. The act of CREDULOUS . a. ( credulus, Lat. ) Apt to be
creating or conferring exiftence. Tayler. 2 . lieve ; unſuſpecting; ܪcaſily deceived. Shakeſp.
The act of inveſting with a new character, 3. CREDULOUSNESS. S. (trom credulous.) Apt
The things created ; the univerſe. Parnel. 4. neſs to believe ; credulity.
CREEDS. ( from credo . ) 1. A form ofwordsin
Any thing produced, or cauled.
CREA'TIVE . c. (trom create ] 1. Having the
which the articles of faith are comprehended .
Fiddes. 2. Any ſolemn profeſſion of principles
power to create. 2. Exerting the act of crea
tion. South .
or opinion. Shakeſp.
CRE A’TOR.S. (creator, Lat.) The being that To CREEK. v.a. Tomake a harſh noiſe. Shakes.
CREEK . (crecca , Sax , kreke, Dutch . ] 1. A
beſtows exiſtence. Taylor.
prominence orjut in a winding coaſt . Davies.
CRE'ATURE . F. ( creatura, low Lat.) 1. A
being created. Stilling fleet. 2 . An animal
2. A ſmall port; a bay ; a cove. Davies. 3.
Dot human . Shakeſp. 3. A general term for Any turn or alley . Shakeſp.
man . Spenſer. 4. A word of contempt for a CREEKY. a. Pull of creeks; unequal ; wind
human being Prior. 5. A word of petty ten
ing . Spenfer.
derneſs. Dryden. 6. A perſon who owes his To CREEP. v.s. (preter. crept; crypan, Sax .)
riſe or his fortune to another. Clarender .
1. To move with the belly to the ground
CREATURELY a. ( from creature .) Having
without legs. Milton . 2. To grow along the
ground, or on other ſupports. Dryden. 3. To
the qualities of a creature. Cheyne.
CRE'BRITUDE / ( from creber ,irequent, Lat. ] move forward without bounds or leaps ; as in
ſects. 4. To move ſlowly and feebly. Shakeſp.
Frequentneſs. "Dia .
CREBROUS . a . ( from creber, Lat . ) Frequent. 5. To move ſecretly and clandeſtinely. Pſalms.
Dict
6. To move timorouſly without ſoaring, or
CREDENCE.S . (from crede, Lat.) 1. Belief;
venturing. Addiſon. 7. To comeunexpected.
Sidney, Temple. 8. To behave with ſervility ;
credit. Sperler. 2 That which gives a claim
to credit or belief. Hayward.
to tawn ; to bend. Shakeſp.
CREDE NDA . (Latin ) Things to be believed; CREEPER. S. (from creep.) 1. A plant that
articles of faith. Souib .
ſupports itſelf by means of ſome ſtronger body.
CRE DENT. 6. ( credens, Lat. ) 1. Believing ; ) Bocon. 2. An iron uſed to ſlide along the
caſy of belief. Shakeſp. 2. Having credit ;
grates in kitchens. 3. A kind of palten or
clog worn by women .
BoC to be queſtioned. Shakeſp.
CREEP

CRI

CRI

CREE'PHOLE. S. ſcreep and hole.) 1. A hole CRIBBLE. F. [ cribrum , Lat .) A corn -fieve
Diet .
into which any animal may creep to eſcape
CRIBRA’TION . S. ( cribro, Lat. ) The act of
danger. 2. A fubterfuge ; an excuſe .
CREEPINGLY. adv. (from creeping.) Slowly;
Lifting
after the manner of a reptile Sidney.
CRICK . S. ( from cricco, Italian ] 1. The noiſe
CREMATION.S.(crematio, Laz.) A burning
of a door. 2. ( from cryce, Saxon, a ſtake.)
A painful fiffneſs in the neck .
folt
CRE MOR.S. (Lat. ) A milky ſubſtance ;
liquor reſembling cream . Ray.
CRICKET. S. 1. An inſect that ſqueaks or
CRENATED . a. ( from crena , Lat.) Notched ;
chirps about ovens or fire -places. Milton . 2 .
indented. Woodward.
A ſport, at which the contenders drive a ball
CRE'PANE.S. [with farriers .) An ulcer ſeated
with ſticks. Pope. 3. A low ſeat or ſtool.
.S.[ from cry.) The officer whoſe buſi
CRI'ER
Far
in the midſt of the forepart of the foot.
rier's Dia .
neſs is to cry or make proclamation. Ecclus,
Brerewood.
To CREʻPITATE . v. n. ( crepito, Lat.) To
make a ſma !l crackling noiſe.
CRIME. f. [crimen, Lat. crime, Fr.) An adt
CREPITA'TION. S. [from crepitate.) A ſmall
contrary to right ; an offence ; a great fault.
crackling noiſe.
Pope.
CRIMEFUL. a. (from crime and full.]Wicked ;
CREPT . particip . (from creep.] Pepe.
criminal . Shakeſp .
CREPUSCLE.T. (crepuſculum ,Lat.) Twilight,
CREPU'SCULOUS. a . (crepuſculum , Latin. ) CRIMELESS. a.( from crime.) lonocent ; with
Glimmering ; in a ſtate between light and out crime . Shakeſp.
darkneſs. Brown.
CRI'MINAL. a. ( from crime.] 1. Faulty ; con
CRE'SCENT.a. (from creſco, Lat.) Increaſing ;
trary to right ; contrary to duty . Spenſer. 2 .
growing. Shakeſp. Milton.
Guilty ; tainted with crime ; not innocent.
CRE'SCENT. S. (creſcens, Lat.] The moon in
Rogers. 3.Notcivil; as a criminal proſecution.
her ſtate of increaſe ;any ſimilitude of the CRIMINAL. S. ( from crime.) 1. A man ac
moon increaſing. Dryden .
cu.ed. Drydex, 2. A man guilty of a crime .
Bacon.
CRE'SCIVE a . ( from crefce, Lat.] Increaſing ;
growing. Shakeſp.
CRIMINALLY. adv. (from criminal.] Not in
CRESS. P. An herb . Pope.
nocently ; wickedly ; guikily . Rogers,
CRE’SSET. S. { croiffete, Fr. ) A great light ſet CRI'MINALNESS.ſ. [ from criminal] Guil.
upon a beacon , light-houſe, or watch -tower. tineſs ; want of innocence.
Milton .
CRIMINATION.S. ( criminatio, Lat.] The act
of accuſing; accuſation ; arraignment; charge.
CREST . S. [ crifia, Lat.) 1. The plume of fea
thers on the top of the ancient helmet.Milion . CRIMINATORY. a. ( from crimina, Lat.) Re
2. The ornament of the helmet in heraldry . lating to accuſation ; accuſing.
Camden. 3. Any tuft or ornament on the head. CRIMINOUS. a. ( criminoſus, Lac.] Wicked ;
Shakeſp. 4. Pride ; fpirit; fire. Shakeſp .
iniquitous.; enormouſly guilty . Hammond.
CRESTED. a. (from creſt; criſtarus, Lat.) .CRIMINOUSLY. adv. (from criminous. ) Enor.
Adorned with a plume or creſt . Milton . 2 . mouſly; very wickedly. Harmond.
CRIMINOUSNESS. M. [ from criminous. ]
Wearing a comb. Dryden
CREST -FALLEN . a . Dejected ; ſunk ; heart
Wickedneſs; guilt ; crime. King Charles.
Jeſs ; ſpiritleſs. Howel.
CRIMOSIN . a . I crimoſino , Italian .) a ſpecies
CRESTLESS. a. ( from crefl.) Not dignified
of red colour. Spenſer.
with coat- armour. Shakejp.
CRIMP . a. ( froin crumble, or crimble.) 1. Pria
CRETA'CEOUS . a. (creta, chalk , Lat.) A
ble ; brittle ; eaſily crumbled. Philips. 2. Not
conſiſtent ; not forcible ; a low cant word.
bounding with chalk ; chalky . Pbilips.
Arbuthnet.
CRE'TATED. a. (cretatus , Lat.] Rubbed with
chalk . Diet.
TO CRIMPLE. v.a. To contract ; to corrugate .
CREVICE.S. ( from crever, fr.j ' A crack ; a Wiſeman.
cleft. Addiſon.
CRIMSON . S. ( crimopro, Ital.) 1. Red, fome
what darkened with blue. Boyle. 2. Red in
CREW.F. ( probably from crud, Saxon.] 1. A
company of people aſſociated for any purpoſe
general. Shakeſp. Prior.
Spenſer. 2. A company of a ſhip. 3. It is To CRIMSON. v. a . (from the noun.) To dye
now generally uſed in a bad ſenſe. Addiſon.
with crimſon. Shakeſp.
CRI'NCUM S. (a cant word.] A cramp ; whim
CREW . ( the preterite of crow .)
CREWEL. ſ. (klewel, Dutch .) Yarn twiſted
ſey. Hudibras.
CRINGE . S. [ from the verb.) Bow ; fervile ci
and wound on a knot or ball. W alto ,
CRIB . f. (cnýbbe, Saxon. ] 1. The rack orman
vility. Philips.
ger of a ttable. Shakeſp .2.The ſtall or cabbin To CRINGE. v. a. To draw together ; to con
of an ox. 3. A ſmall habitation ; a cottage .
tract. Shakeſp.
Shakeſp.
To CRINGE . v . . To bow ; to pay court ; to
TOCRIB. w. a . [ from the noun .) To ſhut up fawn ; to flatter. Arbuthnot.
CRINIGEROUS. a . ( criniger, Lat.) Hairy ;
in a narrow habitacion ; 10 cage. Shakeſp.
CRIBBAGE . I. A game at cards.
overgrown with hair,
To
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TOCRINKLE, 0 , R.(from krinckelen,Dutch.] CRO'CEOUS
a . (croceus, Lat.).Conſiſting of
Caffron ; like. ſaffron.
To go in and out ; co run into Rexures. King.
TOCRINKLE .v.a. Tomould into inequalities. CROCITATION . S. (crocitatio, Lat.) The
croaking of frogs or ravens .
CRINKLE.S. [ from the verb ) A wrinkle ; a
CROCK . Y. ( kruick, Dulch .) A cup ; any veſſel
finuoſity.
made of earth .
CRINOŠE . . ( from crinis, Lat.) Hairy .
CROCKERY.S. Earthen ware .
CRINO SITY. ). ( from crinoje.) Hairyneſs.
CRIPPLE.J. ( crypel, Saxon . It is written by CROCODILE. Ş: [from spóro , faffron , and
desar, fearing ) 1. An amphibious voracious
Doszę er eeple, asfrom creep.) A lame man.
Dryden , Bentley.
animal, in ſhape reſembling a lizard, and
TO CRIPPLE.a. o . [from the noun .) To lame;
found in Egypt and the Indies. It is covered
with very hard ſcales, which cannot be pierced ;
to make lame . Addifon.
except under the belly . It runs with great
CRIPPLENESS. / [írom cripple.) Lameneſs
ſwitneſs; but does not eaſily turn itſelf. Gran.
CRISIS. [upicos.] 1. The point in which the
dite ale kills , or changes for the better.Dryden , ville. 2. Crecodile is alſo a little animal, other
wile called finx , very much like the lizard, or
2. The point of timeatwhich any affair comes
ſmall crocodile . It always remains little, and
to the height, Addiſon,
CRISP. a .(criſpus, Lat.) 1. Curled . Bacon . 2.
is found in Egypt near the Red ſea . Treveux.
lodeated; winding. Shakeſp. 3. Brittle ; fri CROCODILINE.
crocodile . Dig . a. (crocodilinus, Lat.] Like a
able. Bacon
T. CRISP.9.2. ( criſpo, Lat.) . To curl; to CROCUS S: An early flower.
contract into knots. Ben.Jobnson. 2. Totwilt, CROFT. F: (croft, Saxon ) A little cloſe joine
ing to a houſe , that is uſed for corn or palture .
Milor . 3. To indent; to run in and out.
Milton .
Milor.
CROISA'D . !! [ croiſade, Fr. ) A holy war.
CRISPATION .S.(from criſp.] 1. The act of
curling. 2. The ſtate of being curled. Bacon . CROISADOE. } Bacon .
S: 1. Pilgrims who carry a croſs. 2.
CROISES.
CRISPING -PIN. T. (from crijp ) A curlingSoldiers who fight againſt infidels.
iron Iſaiah.
CRONE.ſ . (crone , Saxon. ) 1. An old ewe. 2.
CRISPNESS / ( from criſp .) Curledneſs.
CRISPY.C. ( from criſp.I Curled. Shakesp:
In contempt, an old woman. Dryden.
CRITERION. . {zębinpoor.) A mark by which CRONET. ). The hair which grows over the
top of an horſe's hoof.
any thing is judged of, with regard to its good
CRONY. . (a cant word. ) An old acquain
Dels or badnils South .
tance . Swift.
CRI'TICK ). [rpionos . ) : . A man ſkilled in the
cen . CROOK . J. (croc, Fr.) 1. An crooked or bent
art of judging ofliterature Lecke . 2 .
inftrument. 2. A ſheephook. Prior. 3. Any
ſurer i a man apt to find fault. Swift.
thing bent. Sidney.
CRITICK . Critical ; relating to criticiſm .Pone
CRITICK . f. 1. A critical examination ; criti- To CROOK. 0. a. (crecher, Fr ] 1. To bend ;
cal remarks. Dryden. 2. Science of criticiſm
lo turn into a hook . Arburknot. 2. To per
vert from rectitude. Bacon.
Locke.
To CRITICK . v. r . (from the noun ) To play CROOKBACK . !: (crook and back .) A man
that has gibbous ſhoulders. Shakeſp.
the critick ; to criticiſe. Temple.
CRITICAL.C. ( from critick.) 1. Exact ; nicely CROOKBACKED. a. Having bent ſhoulders.
Dryden.
judicious; accurate. Holder, Srillingfleet. 2.
Pelating to criticiſm . 3. Captious ; inclined CROOKED. a . (crecher, Fr.) 1. Bent ; not
ſtrait ; curve. Newton . 2. Windicg ; oblique ;
to find faule. Shakejp. 4 Compriſing the
antractuous. Locke. 3. Perverſe ; untoward ;
time at which a great event is determined.
without rectitude of mind Shakeſp.
Brown.
CRITICALLY . ado ( from critical.) In a criti- CROOKEDLY . adv. ( from crooked.) 1. Not in
cal manner ; exactly ; curiouſly Woodward .
a ſtrait line . 2. Untowardly ; not compliant
CRITICALNESS . ſ . [ from critical. ) Exad
ly . Taylor.
CROOKEDNES
S . F. (from crooked.) 1. Devia
neſs, accuracy
ation from ſtraitpels ; curvity. Hocker. 2. De
T. CRITICISÉ . v . n . ( from critick.) 1. To
play the critick ; to judge. Dryden. 2. To
formity of a gibbous body.
CROP ). (crop, Saxon.) The craw of a bird .
2nimadvert upon as faulty. Locke.
Ray.
T. CRITICISË . v . a . (from critick . ]To cen
CRO PFULL . O. ( crop andfull.] Satiated ; withi
ſure ; to paſs judgment upon. Addiſon.
a full belly . Milion.
CRITICISM.1. (from critick ] Criticiſm is
a ſtandard of judging well , Dryden. 2. Re- CRO PSICK. a . (crop and fick.) Sick with ex
mark ; animadverſion ; critical obſervations.
ceſs and debauchery . Tate .
CROP . ]. ( croppa, Saxon.) 1. The higheſt part
Addiſon .
T. CROAK . v . n. (gracezzan , Saxon ) 1. To
or end of any thing. 2. The harveſt ; the corn
gathered off a field, Rojcommon. 3. Any thing
make a hearle low noiſe, like a frog. May, 2.
cut off, Dryden.
Tocaw or cry as a raven or crow. Shakejp.
CROAK.S. ( from the verb. ) The cry or voice To CROP. v. a . ( from the noun.) To eut
off
of a frog « a raven . Lee,

CRO
vexatious. Prior .
troubleſome;
;
Perverſe
2.
off the ends of any thing ; to mow ; to reap.
CROSSLY. adv.'(from croſs.) 1. Athwart; fo
Creech.
TO CROP. V. K. To yield harveſt. Shakefp.
as to interſect ſomething elſe. 2. Oppoſitely ;
adverſely ; in oppoſition to . Tillotſon. 3. Un
CROʻPPER . S. ( from crop.) A kind of pigeon
fortunately.
with a large crop. Walton.
CROSIER . Y. (croiſer, Fr. ] The paſtoral Itam CRO'SSNESS. S. ( from crofs.] 1. Tranſverſe
neſs ; interſection. 2. Perverſeneſs ; peeviſb
of a biſhop. Bacon.
CROʻSLET. F. ( croiſelet, Fr.) A ſmall croſs. neſs . Collier .
CROʻSSROW. S. [ croſs and row .) Alphabet; ſo
Spenſer .
named , becauſe a croſs is placed at the begia
CROSS. S. ( croix , Fr.) 1. One ſtrait body laid
at right angles over another . Taylor. 2. The
ning, to ſhew that the end of learning is piety .
Shakeſp.
enlign of the chriſtian religion . Rowe. 3. A
monument with a croſs upon it to excite de- CROSSWIND. S.[croſs and wind.) Wind blow
ing
from the right or left. Beyle.
votion ; ſuch as were anciently ſet in market.
places. Shakeſp. 4. A line drawn through an - CRO'SSWAY. ) [croſs and way.) A ſmall ob
ſcure pach interſecting the chief road. Shakeſp.
other. 5. Any thing thatthwarts or obſtructs ;
misfortune; hindrance ; vexation ; oppoſition ; CROSSWORT. . [from croſs and wort.) A
miſadventure ; trial of patience. Ben. John
plant. Miller,
Jon , Taylor. 6. Money ſo called , becauſe CROTCH . F. (croc, Fr. ) A hook . Bacon .
marked with a croſs. Howel. 7. Croſs and CROʻTCHET. S.(crotchet, Fr. ) 1. [In muſick .)
One of the notes or characters of time, equal
Pile, a play with money. Swift.
Davies. 2. A
CROSS. a. (from the ſubſtantive. ] 1. Trans to half a minim . Chambers,
piece of wood fitted into another to ſupport 2
verſe ; falling athwart ſomething elſe. Newton.
2. Oblique ; lateral . Shakeſp . 3. Adverſe ; building. Dryden. 3. (In printing .) Hooks
in which words are included ( thus) . 4. A
oppoſite. Atterbury . 4. Perverle; untracta
ble. South. 5. Peeviſh ; fretful; ill-humoured . perverſe conceit ; an odd fancy. Howel.
Tillotſon . 6. Contrary ; contradictory. South. TO CROUCH . v.n. ( crochu, crooked, Fr.] 1 .
To ſtoop low ; to lie cloſe to the ground. 2.
7. Contrary to with ; unfortunate . Sourb. 8 .
To fawn; to bend ſervilely. Dryder.
Interchanged. Bacon.
CROSS prep . 1. Athwart ; ſo as to interfect CROUP. f. ( crouppe, Fr.] 1. The rump of a
any thing. Knolles. 2. Over ; from ſide to ſide. fowl. 2. The buttocks of a horſe .
CROUPA'DES. ſ. [ from croup.] Are higher
L'Eſtrange.
TO CROSS. v.a. [ from the noun.] 1. To lay leaps than thoſe of corvets. Farrier's Dict,
one body, or draw one line athwart another. CROW . ). ( crape, Saxon.) 1. A large black
Hudibras. 2. To ſign with the croſs. 3. To
bird that feeds upon the carcaſſes of beaſts.
mark out ; to cancel; as , to croſs an article. Dryden. 2. To pluck a Crow, to be conten
tious about that which is of no value. L'Efire,
. 5. Spenſer.
Temple
To move6. late
paſs over . or
4. To
rally
, obliquely,
athwart.
To
3. A piece of iron uſed as a lever, Southerx .
thwart ; to interpoſe obſtruction. Daniel, Cla
4. The voice of a cock, or the noiſe which he
makes in his gaiety.
rendon . 7. To counteract. Locke. 8. To con
travene ; to hinder by authority . Shakeſp. 9 . CRO'WFOOT. S. (from crow and fear.) A
flower .
To contradict. Bacon. 10. To debar ; to pre
CROWFOOT.ſ . A caltrop. Military Diel.
clude. Shakeſp.
To CROSS . v. * . 1. To lie athwart another To CROW. v. n. preterit. I crew, or crowed ; I
have crowed . ( crapan, Saxon . ) 1. To make
thing. 2. To beinconſiſtent. Sidney.
CROSS -LAR -SHOT.ſ. A round ſhot, or great the noiſe which a cock makes. Hakewill. 2 .
To boaſt ; to bully ; to vapour.
bullet,with a bar of iron put through it. Harris.
To CROSS-EXAMINE . v. a. (croſs and exa- CROWD . F. (crud , Saxon.] 1. A multitude
mine . ) To try the faith of evidenceby captious
confuledly preſled together. 2. A promiſcue
queſtions ofthe contrary party. Decay of Piety . ous medley. Elay on Homer. 3. The vulgar ;
CROSS -STAFF. S. ( from croſs and ſtaff ) An
the populace. Dryden. 4. ( from crwrb,
Welſh . ) A fiddle . Hudibras.
inftrument commonly called the fore-ſtaff,uied
by ſeamen to take the meridian altitude of the To CROWD. v. a . (from the noun.] 1. To fil!
with confuſed multitudes. Warts. 2. To preſs
run or ſtars. Harris.
A CROʻSSBITE . S. (croſs and bite.) A decep cloſe together. Burnet. 3. To incuinber by
multitudes. Granville. 4. T. CROWD fail.
tion ; a cheat . L'Efrange.
TO CRO'SSBITE . v . a. ( from the noun.] To
( A fea - phraſe .) Tolpread wide the ſails upon
the yards.
contraveneby deception. Collier.
CROSSBOW . L. (croſs and bow. ) A miffive To CROWD . v. * . 1. To ſwarm ; to be nu
weapon formed by placing a bow athwart a
merous and confuſed . Dryden. 2. To thruſt
among a multitude. Cowley.
ſtock. Shakeſp .
CROSSBOWÊR.S. A ſhooter with a croſs-bow . CROWDER .). (from crowd.) A fiddler. Sidney.
Raleigh .
CROWKEEPER.S. (crow and keep .] A ſcare
CROSSGRAINED . a. {croſs and grain) 1 . crow . Shakeſp.
Having the fibres tranſverſe or irregular. Mox . CROWN.S. [ couronne, Fr. ] 1. The ornament
CRO

CRU

CRU

of the headwhich denotes imperial and regal , CRU'DELY.adv. (from crude.]Unripely ; with
dignity. Shakeſp. 2. A garland . Ecclus . 3 .
out due preparation. Dryden.
Reward ; honorary diſtinction. I Cor. 4. Re- CRU'DENESS. S. [from crude.) Unripeneſs ;
indigeſtion.
gal power ; royalty. Locke. 5. The top ofthe
head. Pepe. 6. The top ofany thing ; as, of CRUDITY. S. ( from crude.] Indigeſtion ; is
a mountain. Shakeſp. . Part of the hat that
connection ; uoripeneſs ; want of maturity.
Arbuthnot.
covers the head. Sharp. 8. A piece of mo
ney . Suckling. 2. Honour ; ornament ; de- To CRU'DLE. v.a. To coagulate ; to congeal .
coration. Ecclus. xxv. 6. 10. Completion ; ac Dryder.
CRUDY. a . ( from crud ) 1. Concreted ; c01
compliſhment.
CROWN- IMPERIAL. f. [corona imperialis,
gulated. Spenſer. 2. ( from crude.] Raw ; chill .
Lat. ) A plant.
Shakeſp.
TO CROWN. v. a. [ from the noun.] 1. To in- CRU'EL. 2. [cruel, Fr.] 1. Pleaſed with hurting
veſt with the crown or regal ornament. Dryd. others ; inhuman ; hard- hearted ; barbarous.
Dryden. 2. (Of things.) Bloody ; miſchieve
2. To cover, as with a crown. Dryden . 3 .
To dignify ; to adorn ; to make illuſtrious. ous; deſtructive. Pſalms.
Pſalms. 4. To reward; to recompenſe. Rol CRU'ELLY. adv. (from cruel. ) In a cruel man
commss . 5. To complete ; to perfect. South . ner ; inhumanly; barbarouſly. South.
CRU'ELNESS. f. [ from cruel.) Inhumanity ;
6. To terminate ; to finiſh . Dryden .
cruelty. Spenſer.
CROWNGLASS . ſ. The fineſt ſort of window
glaſs.
CRUELTY.S. (cruauté, Fr.) Inhumanity ; ſa
CROWNPOST. S. A poſt, which, in ſome vageneſs; barbarity. Shakeſp.
buildings , ſtands upright in the middle, be- CRU'ENTATE. a. ( cruentolus, Lat .) Smeared
with blood. Glanville.
tween two principal rafters.
CROWNSCAB. S. A ſtinking filthy ſcab, round CRU'ET. S. [ kruicke, Dutch .) A vial for vine
gar or oil. Swift.
a horſe's hoof. Farrier's Diet.
CROWNWHEEL . S. The upper wheel of a CRUISE.S. ( kruicke, Dutch. ) A ſmall cup. I
watch .
Kings:
CROWNWORKS . S. [ In fortification.) Bul- A CRUISE . S. [croiſe, Fr.] A voyage in ſearch
of plunder.
warks advanced towards the field , to gain ſome
To CRUISE. v. a. ( from the noun .) To rove
hill or riſing ground. Harris.
CROWNET. ). ( from crown .] 1. The ſame over the ſea in ſearch of plunder.
with coronet.2. Chief end ; laſt purpoſe. Shak. CRUISER.S. (from cruiſe ] One that roves up
CRO YLSTONE.S. Cryſtallized cauk. Woodw . on the ſea in ſearch of plunder. Wiſeman.
1. The ſoft
CRUCIAL... [crux crucis,Lat.) Tranfverfe , CRUMB . } !. [ cruma, Saxon.) {part ofbread ;
CRUMB.
interſecting one another. Sharp.
TO CRUCIATE . v.6. (crucio, Lat.) To tor
not the cruſt. Bacon . 2. A ſmall particle or
ture ; to torment ; excruciate .
fragment of bread. Thomſon.
CRUCIBLE.S. (cracibulum , low Lat.) A chy- To CRUMBLE.v. a . ( from crumb.) To break
into ſmall pieces ; to comminute. Herbert.
miſt's melting pot made of earth. Peachan .
CRUCIFEROUS. a . (crux and fero, Lat. ) To CRUMBLE.v. n. To fall into ſmall pieces.
Bearing the croſs.
Pope.
CRUCIFIER . S. [from crucify .) He that in- CRÚME'NAL. S.[ from crumena, Lat.] A purſe.
Spenſer .
fiets the puniſhment of crucifixion. Ham .
CRUCIFIX.S. [ crucifixus, Lat.) A repreſenta- CRUMMY.a . (from crum . ] Soft.
tion in picture or fatuary of our Lord's paflion . CRUMP. a . ( crump, Saxon. ) Crooked in the
back . L'Eſtrange.
Addiſon.
CRUCIFIXION.S. (from crucifixus, Lat.) ThelTo CRUMPLE. V. a . ( from rumple.] To draw
puniſhment of nailing to a croſs. Addifan.
into wrinkles . Addiſon.
CRUCIFORM.c. (crux and forma, Lat.) Hav- CRU'MPLING.S. A ſmall degenerate apple.
? v . n. To cry like a crane .
TO CRUNK.
ing the form of a croſs.
TO CRUCIFY.v.a . (crucifigo, Lat. )To put to To CRU'NKLE . ) Dict.
death by nailing the handsand feet to a croſs CRUʻPPER. S. (from croupe, Pr.] That part of
the horſeman's furniture that reaches from the
ſet upright. Milton.
CRUCIGEROUS. a. ( cruciger, Lat. ) Bearing
faddle to the tail . Sidney.
the croſs.
CRU'KAL.a.(from crus cruris,Lat.) Belonging
CRUD . S. [commonly written curd .) A concre
to the leg. Arbuthnot.
CRUSA'DE . } . See CROISADE . S 1. Anex
tion ; coagulation.
2 pedition
CRUDE . a . (credus, Lat .] 1. Raw ; not ſub - CRUSA'DO . S
dued by fire. 2. Not changed by any proceſs
againſt the infidels. 2. A coin ſtamped with
or preparation. Boyle. 3. Harſh ; unripe.Bacon. a croſs. Shakeſp.
4. Unconnected , not well digeſted. Bacon. CRUSE . See CRUISE.
5 Not broughtto perfection ;immature. Mil - CRU'SET. S. A goldſmith's melting -pot.
ten, 6. Having indigeſted notions. Milton. 7. TO CRUSH . v.a. { ecrafer , Fr.] 1. To preſs
Indigeſted; not fully concoctedin the intellect.
between two oppofite bodies; to ſqueeze. Milt.
Ban.vn/va,
2. To
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2. To preſs with violence. Waller. 3. TO CRY'PTICAL . a . [rpúrilo.) Hidden ; ſecret ;
overwhelm ; to beat down. Dryden. 4. TO CRYPTICK . } occult. Glanville.
CRY'PTICALLY. adv. ( from cryptical.} Oc
lubdue ; to depreſs; to diſpirit . Miltor.
cultly ; ſecretly. Boyle.
To CRUSH . v.n. To be condenſed. Thomſon .
CRUSH.S: ( from the verb.) A colliſion. Addiſon. CRYPTO'GRAPHY. . {x- úhlo and ypápas.) 1 .
CRUST.F. [ crufta, Lat ] 1. Any ſhell, or exter
The act of writing ſecret characters. 2. Secret
characters ; cyphers.
dal coat. Dryden. 2. An incruſtation ; col
lection of matter into a hard body . Addiſon. CRYPTOʻLOGY. l. [xpúzłw and hózos.} Ænig
matical language .
3. The caſe of a pye made of meal, and baked.
Addiſon. 4. The outer hard part of bread CRYSTAL. /. [nzúrad 203.] 1. Cryſtals are hard ,
Dryden. 5. A waſte piece of bread. Dryden. pellucid , and naturally colourleſs bodies , of re
To ČRUST. v. a. (from the noun.) 1. To en
gularly angular figures. Hill. 2. Ipand cryſtal
is a genuine ſpar , of an extremely pure ,clear,
velop ; to cover with a hard caſe. Dryden. 2 .
concretions
. Swift.
To foul with
and tine texture , feldom either blemiſhed wib
flaws or ſpots, or ſtained with any other colour.
TO CRUST. v. n . To gather or contract a cruſt .
Temple
It is always an oblique parallelopiped of lix
CRUSTACEOUS.a ( from crufta, Lat.) Shelly ,
planes. Hill. 3. Cryſtal is alſo uſed for a fac
with joints ; not ieſtaceous. Wood.
titious body call in the glaſs-houles, called allo
CRUSTACEOUSNESS . S. ( from cruſtacesus.)
cryſtal glaſs, which is carried to a degree of
The quality of having jointed ſhells.
per ection beyond the common glaſs. Chan
bers . 4. Cryiials ( in chymittry , expreſs falts
CRU'STILY. adv. ( froin cruſty.) Peeviſhly ;
ſnappiſhly
or other matters ſhut or congealed in manner
CRUTSTÍNESS . S. [ from cruſiy:) 1. The qua
of cryflal. Bacon .
lity of a cruſt. 2. Peeviſhneſs; moroſeneſs. CRYSTAL. 2. 1. Conſiſting of cryſtal.Shakeſp.
CRUSTY. a. ( from crufl.) 1. Covered with a
2. Bright; clear ; transparent ; lucid ; pellu.
cid . Dryden .
cruft Derham . 2. Sturdy; moroſe ; ſnappiſh.
CRUTCH . S. (croccia, Ital.) A ſupport uled by CHRYSTALLINE. o. (cryſtallinus, Lat .) 1 .
cripples. Smith.
Conſiſting of cryſtal. Boyle. 2. Bright; clear ;
To CRUTCH . v . a. (from crutch . ) To ſupport pell s ' ; tranſparent. Bacon.
on crutches as a cripple . Dryden.
CRY'S ALLINE Humour. f. The ſecond hu
TO CRY. v . n. [crier, Fr. ) i. To ſpeak with
mour of the eye, that lies immediately next to
the aqueous, behind the uvea Ray.
vehemence and loudneſs. Shakeſp. 2. To call
importunately. Jeo. ii. 2. 3. To talk eager- CRYSTALLIZATION. F. (from cryſtallize. )
ly or inceſſantly . Exodus. 4. To proclaim ; Congelation into cryſtals ; thered by
to make publick . Jeremiah . 5. To exclaim . -congelation or concretion . Woodwait .
Herbert. 6. To utter lamentations. Tiliorfen. To CRYSTALLIZE v.a. (from cryftal ) To
cauſe to congeal or concrete in cryiłals. Boyle.
7. To ſquall , as an infant. Waller . 8. To
weep ; to ſhed tears. Dinne. 9. To utter an To CRYSTALLIZE. V. H. To coagulate ; con
inarticulate voice , as an animal . Pfalm . 10 . geal ; concrete ; or ſhoot into cryfals. Arbuib.
CUB. / [of uncertain etymology ) 1. The young
To yelp, as a hound on a ſcent. Shakelp.
To CRY.v. a. To proclaim publickly ſomething of a beaſt; generally of a bear or fox. Shakeſp.
loft or found , Crajbaw .
2. The young of a whale. Waller. 3. In re
proach , young boy or girl. Shakeſp.
TO CRY doton, v. a . 1. To blame ; to depre
ciate ; to decry. Tillerſen . 2. To prohibit. To CUB. v. a. ( from the noun.) To bring forth .
Bacon. 3. To overbear . Shakeſp.
Dryden.
TO CRY out. w . n. 1. To exclaim ; to ſcream ; CUBATION . S. [cubatio,Lat .)The act of lying
clamour.
to
Job . 2. To complain loudly. At
down . Diet.
terbury., 3. To blame ; to cenſure. Shakeſp .CUBATORY. a. ( from cubo, Lat .) Recum
Stilling fleet. 4. To declare loud. 5. To be bent.
in labour . Shakesp.
CUBATURE. S. ( from cube.) The finding ex
To CRY up. v. a. 1.To applaud ; to exalt ; to
actly the ſolid content of any propoled body .
Harris.
praiſe. Bacon. 2. To raile the price by pro
clamation. Temple.
CUBE. . ( from xu@os, a die ] 1. A regular ſolid
CRY. P. [cri , fr.] 1. Lamentation ; ſhriek ;
body, conſisting of lix ſquare and equal faces
or lides, and the angles all right , and there
ſcream . Exodus, 2. Weeping ; mourning . 3 .
Clamour, outcry . Addiſon. 4. Exclamation fore equal . Chambers.
f. The origin of a cubick
of triumph or wonder. Swift. 5. Proclama- CUBE Root
tion. 6. The hawkers proclamation of wares ; CUBICK Rooi. } ' number.
as, the crics of London . 7. Acclamation ; po- CU'BEB. S. A ſmall dried fruit reſembling pep
pular favour. Shakeſp . 8. Voice ; utterance ;
per, but ſomewhat longer, of a greyith - brown
manner of vocal expreſſion. Locke. 9. Impor
colour on the ſurface, and compoſed of a cor
tunate call . Jeremiak. 10. Yelping of dogs.
rugated or wrinkled external baik , covering a
Waller. 1. Yeli ; inarticulate noiſe. Ziph.
lingle and thin friable ſhell or capsule, contain
i . 10. 12. A pack of dogs. Milton , dinſworth.
ing a ſingle leed of a roundiſh figure, blackith
on the ſurface, and white within . Hill,
CRY'AL . J. The heron .
CU BICAL ,
Floyer.
CRYER.J. The falcon gentle. Ainſworth.
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CUBICAL.20. [ from Cabe .] 1. Having the
Atrike with. Locke. 2. To croſs the CUDGELS,
is to yield . L'Ejirange.
CU BICK . S form or properties of a cube .
Bentley. 2. It is applied io numbers The To CU DGEL . V. a . (Irom the noun ) To beat
with a ſtick . South .
number of fourmultiplied intoittelt, produceth
the ſquare number of fixteen ; and ihat again CUDGEL -PROOF, a . Able to reſilt a ſtick.
Hudibros .
multiplied by four produceth the cubick oum
CUDWEED. S. ( from oud and weed. ) A plant.
ber of lixty four. Hale.
Miller,
CUBICALNESS. P. ( from cubical. ) The ſtate
CUE . J. [ queue, a cail , Fr.) 1. The tail or end
or quality of being cubical .
ofany thing. 2. The last word of a speech .
CUBICULARY . a. ( cubiculum , Lat .] Fitted
for the potture of lying down. Brown .
Shakeſp. 3. A hint ; an intimation ; a ſhort
CUBIFORM . a . ( from cube and form .] Of the
direction. Swift. 4. The part that any man
ſhape of a cube.
is to play in his turn. Rymer. 5. Humour ;
CUBIT . S. (trom cubirus, Lat . ) A meaſure in temper of mind .
uſe among the ancients; which was originally CUERPO. F. [Spaniſh .) To be in cuerpo, is to
the diſtance from the elbow , bending inwards, be without the upper coat . Hadibras.
to the extremity of the middle finger. Helder? CUFF./. [zuffa , a battle, Italian . ) A blow with
the filt ; a box ; a ſtroke . Shakeſp.
CUBITAL.G.
6. ( cubitalis, Lat.] Containing only
To CUFF. v. n . (from the noun. ) To fight ; to
the length of a cubit. Brown.
ſcu: Ale. Dryden.
CUCKINGSTOOL. S. An engine invented for
the puniſhment of ſcolds and unquiet women . To CUFF. v. a . 1. To ſtrike with the fit .
Cowell, Hadibras .
Shakeſp. 2.To ſtrike with talons . Otway.
CUCKOLD. S. ( cocu, Fr. ) One that is married CUFF . ). (coeffe, Fr ) Part of the feeve. drbuth.
CUIRASS. J. ( cuiralles Pr. ) A breastplate.
to an adultreſs. Shakeſp.
Dryden .
TO CUCKOLD . v . a . 1. To rob a man of his
wife's fidelity. Shakeſp. 2. To wrong a hul- CUIRA'SSIER . S. ( from cuiraſs ] A man at
arms; a ſoldier in armour. Milion .
band by unchaſtity . Dryden
CUCKOLDLY..[from cuckold.] Having the CUISH.J. ( cuille, Fr. ] The armour that covers
the thighs. Dryden .
qualities of a cuckold ; poor ; mean. Spenſer,
CUCKOLDMAKER.ſ. ( cuckold and 'make.) CU'LDEES / [celidei, Lat.) Monksin Scotland.
One that makes a practice of corrupting CULERAGE. 7. Arſe -imart.
wives. Dryden.
CU'LINARY. &.( culina, Lat . ) Relating to the
kitchen. Newton.
CUCKOLDOM . S. ( from cuckeld.] 1. The act
ofedulian Dryden . 2. The ſtate of a cuc- ToCULL. v . a. (cueillir , Fr.] To ſelect from
others. Hooker , Pope.
rusunot.
R . S. [ from cull.] One who picks or
CUCKOO. . (cerccer , Welth .] 1. A bird / CULLE
chooſes.
which appears in the ſpring ; and is ſaid to
ſuck the eggs of other birds, and lay her ownCU'LLION . S. [ cogliene, a fool, Ital. ) A ſcoun
drel . Shakeſp.
to be hatched in their place. Sidney , Thomſon.
CU'LLIONLY. a . ( from cullion .) Having the
2. A name of contempt. Shakeſp .
qualities of a cullion ,mean ; baſe. Shakeſp.
cuckoo flower.} ' lower. Shakespe. CU'LLY. S. ( coglione, Ital. a fool.) A man de
CUCKOO - SPITTLE. J. Woodfeare, that ipu
ceived or impoſed upon. Arbuthnot.
mous dew or exudation, found upon plants , To CUʻLLY. v. a. ( from the noun.) To befool;
to cheat ; to impoſe upon .
about the latter end of May . Brown.
CUCULLATE . 3 a. (cucullatus, hooded , CULMIFEROUS. a. (culmus and fero, Lat.)
CUCULLATED.Ş Lat .) 1. Hooded ; covered
Culmiferous plants are ſuch as have a ſmooth
jointed ſtalk, and their feeds are contained in
as with a hood or cowl. 2. Having the re
chaffy hulks. Quincy.
ſemblance or ſhape of a hood. Brown.
CUCUMBER. S. (cucumis, Lat.) The name of To CU'LMINATE. V. n. (culmen , Lat.) To be
a plant, and fruit of that plant. Miller.
vertical ; to be in the meridian . Milton .
CUCURBITACEOUS. a .(from cucurbita, Lat . CULMINATION. S. ( from culminate ] The
agoard.] Cucurbitaceous plants are thoſe which tranfit of a planet through the meridian.
relemble a gourd ; ſuch as the pumpion and CULPABI’LITY. S. [ from culpable.) Blamea
bleneſs.
melon . Cbombers.
CUCURBITE. S. [cucurbita, Lat.) A chymical CUʻLPABLE. 0. {culpabilis, Lat. ) 1. Criminal.
Shakeſp . 2. Blameable ; blame worthy Hooker.
veſſel, commonly called a bedy. Boyle.
CUD. / [ cud, Saxon ) That food which is re- CU'LPABLENESS . S. ( from culpable.ſ Blame ;
guilt.
pofited in the first ſtomach, in order to rumi .
nation. Sidney:
CULPABLY.adv. ( from culpable ] Blameably ;
CUDDEN . ? 1. A clown ; a ſtupid low dolt. criminally. Taylor.
CU'DDY.
Dryden .
CU'LPRIT. S. À man arraigned before his
TO CUDDLE. v . n . To lie cloſe ; to ſquat. judge. Prior.
Prior .
CULTER . f. [ culier, Lat .) The iron of the
CUʻDGEL. S. ( kudfe, Durch .) 1. A ſtick to
plow perpendicular to the ſhear. Shakeſp.
Το
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TO CULTIVATE .v. a . ( cultiver, Fr.] 1. TO CUNNING. S. [ cunninge, Sax .] 1. Artifice i
deceit; ſyneſs ; Neight; fraudulent dexterity .
forward or improve the product of the earth ,
Bacon . 2. Art ; ikill ; knowledge .
by manual ioduftry. Felien , 2. To improve ;
CUNNINGLY.
adv. [from cunning. ) Artfully ;
to meliorate . Woller.
CULTIVATION . /. [ from cultivate. ] 1. The flyly ; craftily. Swift.
art or practice of improving foils, and forward- CU'NNINGMAN . / (canningand man.) A man
who pretends to tell fortunes, or teach how to
ing or meliorating vegetables. 2. Improve.
recover ſtolen goods. Hudibras.
ment in general ; melioration South .
CULTIVATOR S. (from cultivate.] One who CU'NNINGNESS.S. (from cunning.)Deceitful
nels ; ſyneſs.
improves, promotes, or meliorates Boyle.
CU'LTURE.7 [cultura, Lar.] 1. The act of CUP . I (cup, Sax .) 1. A ſmall veſſel to drink
cultivation. Woodward 2. Art of improve
in . Geneſis. 2. The liquor contained in the
cup ; the draught. Waller. 3. Social enter
ment and melioration . Tatler ,
To CU’LTURE.V.a (from the noun.) To cul
tainment ; merry bout . Knolles, Ben . Johnjor.
tivate ; to till. Themſen.
4. Any thing hollow like a cup ; as, the huik
CU'LVER.J. (culfre, Sax.) A pigeon. Spenſer . of an acorn. Woodward. 5. Cup and Can .
CU'LVERIN . 5. ( coleuvrine, Fr.) A fpecies of Familiar companions. Swift.
ordnance. W'aller.
TO CUP. v. a . ( from the noun.] 1. To ſupply
CU'LVERKEY. J. A ſpecies of Power . W'alton,
with cups. Shakeſp. 2. To fix a glaſs-bell or
TOCUMBER.v.a. (komberen,todiſturb,Dutch .) cucurbice upon the ſkin, to draw the blood in
-ſcarific
ation. Pope.
1. To embarraſs ; to entangle ; to obſtruct.
Locke. 2. To crowd or load with ſomething CUPBE'ARER. J. 1. An officer of the king's
houſhold. Wotion. 2. An attendant to give
uſeleſs. Locke. 3. To involve in difficulties
and dangers , to diſtreſs.Shakeſp. 4. To buſy : wine to a feaſt. Notes on the Odyley.
to diſtract with multiplicity of care. Luke. CUPBOARD. S: ( cup and bord, Sax.) A caſe
5. To be troubleſome in any place . Grew .
with thelves, in which victuals or earthen
CUMBER. f. I kember , Dutch . ] Vexation ; em
ware are placed. Bacon .
barraſſment. Raleigh .
To CUPBOARD . v . a . ( from the noun.) T.
CUMBERSOME. a . ( from cumber .) 1. Trou
treaſure ; to hoard up. Shakeſp.
bleſome ; vexatious . Sidney. 2. Burthenſome : CUPIDITY.S. [ cupiditas, Lat .]'Concupiſcence ;
unlawful longing:
embarraſſing. Arbuthnot. 3. Unweildy ; un
manageable. Newton .
CU POLA.S. ( ital.] A dome; the hemiſpheri
CUMBERSOMELY. adv. [from cumberſome.] cal ſummit of a building. Addiſon .
CU'PPEL . See COPPEL.
In a troubleſome manner .
CUMBERSOMENESS. J. [ from cumberſome.) CUPPER ſ. [ from cup.] One who applies cup
Encumbrance ; hindrance ; obſtruction.
ping -glaſſes ; a ſcarifier.
CUMBRANCE. S. (from cumber .) Burthen; CUPPING -GLASS. S.(from cup and glaſs.) A
glaſs uſed by ſcarifiers to draw out the blood
hindrance ; impediment. Milton.
by rarefying the air. Wifemax .
CUMBROUS, a ( from cumber . ) 1. Trouble
ſome ; vexatious; diſturbing. Spenſer. 2. Op- CU'PREOUS. a. (cupreus, Lat.) Coppery ; con
preſſive ; burthenſome. Swift. 3. Jumbled ; ) ſiſting of copper. Boyle.
obftructing each other. Milton.
CUR . ). [ korre, Dutch. ) 1. A worthleſs dege
CU'MEREY.L. A medicinal plant.
nerate dog. Shakeſp . 2. A term of reproach
for a man. Shakejp.
CUMIN S. [cuminum , Lat.) A plant.
T. CUMULATE.v.a. [cumulo,Lat.)To heap CU'RABLE . (from cure .] That admits a re
together . Woodward.
medy . Dryden.
CUMULA'TION.ſ. Theact of heaping together. CURABLENESS . S. [ from curable .] Poflibility
CUNCTATION . S. ( cun &tatio, Lat. ) Delay ;
to be healed .
procraſtination ; dilatorineſs. Hayward.
CURACY. f. [ from curate ] Employment of a
CUNCTATOR . ). (Lat ) One given to delay
curate ; employment which a hired clergyman
a lingerer. Hammond.
holds under the beneficiary. Swift.
T. CUND. v. . [kennen, Dutch. ) To give no- CURATE . S. [curator, Lat .) A clergyman
tice . Carew .
hired to perform the duties of another. A pa
CU'NEAL. 4. (cuneus , Lat ) Relating to a rih prieſt. Dryden , Cellier.
CU'RATESHIP . G. ( from curate .) The fame
wedge ; having the form of a wedge.
with curacy
CU'NĚATED. a. (cuneus, Lat .) Made in form
of a wedge.
CU'RATIVÉ. a. ( from cxre.] Relating to the
CUNEIFORM . a. ( from cuneus and forma,Lat.) cure of diſeaſes; not preſervative. Brows.
CURATOR.S . ( Lat.] One that has the care and
Having the form of a wedge .
CU'NNER.F. A kind of fith leſs than an oyſter,
ſuperintendence of any thing . Swift.
that ſticks cloſeto the rocks. Ainsworib.
CURB. ]. [courber, Fr.) 1. A curb is an iron
CU'NNING. ( from connan, Sax .] 1. Skilful ;
chain, made faſt to the upper part of the
branches of the bridle, running over the beard
knowing ; learned . Shakeſp. Prior. 2. Per
horſe . Shakeſp . 2. Reſtraist ; inhibi.
ofthe
Are
3.
Spenfer.
artful.
ſkill;
with
formed
tion ; opposition. Atterbury.
fully deceitful ; trickiſh ; fubile; crafty ; ſub
To
dolous, South . 4. Acted with ſubuilty . Sidney.
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TO CURB. 0. a. ( from the noun ) s . To guide | CURMU'DGEONLY . Q. (from curmudgeon .]
Avaricious ; covetous į churliſh ; niggardly .
a horſe with a curb . Millon . 2. To reſtrain ;
L'Eſtrange.
to inhibit ; to check . Spenſer, Roſcommon .
CURRANT.S . 1. The tree . 2. A ſmall dried
CURD S. The coagulation of milk Pope.
grape, properly written corinth . King.
TO CURD . v. a . (from the noun. To turn to
CURRENCY.ſ ( from currenr. ) 1. Circula
curds ; to cauſe to coagulate. Shakeſp.
tion ; power of pafling from hand to hand.
TO CURDLE . . « . (from curd .]To coagulate ;
Swift. 2. General reception. 3. Fluency ;
to concrete . Bacon.
TO CU'RDLE. v. a. To caufe to coagulate. readineſs of utterance. 4. Continuance ; con
ſtant flow . Ayliffe 5. General eſteem ;the rate
Smith , Flayer.
CUʻRDY.
6 (from curd.) Coagulated ; concret
at which any thing is vulgarly valued. Bacon.
6. The papers ftamped in the Engliſh colonies
ed ; full of curds ; curdled. Arbuthnot.
CURE.S. [ cura, Lát.] 1. Remedy ; reſtorative. by authority , and paſſing for money.
Glasville. 2. Ad ofhealing. Luke. 3. The CURRENT. a . ( currens, Lat . ) Circulatory ;
pafling from hand to hand. Genefis. 2. Gene
benefice or employment of a curate or clergy
rally received ; uncontradicted ; authoritative.
man . CsHier .
To CURE . v.a. [ curi, Lat.) 1. To heal ; to
Hooker. 3. Common ; general . Watis. 4. Po
pular ; ſuch as is established by vulgar eſtima
reſtore to health; to remedy . Waller. 2. To
cion . Grew. 5. Faſhionable ; popular . Pope. 6.
preſerved
be
as
to
ſo
manner
prepare in any
Parable ; ſuch as may be allowed oradmitted.
from corruption. Temple.
Shakeſp. 7. What is now palling ; as, Ibe
CU'RELESS, a . [cure and leſs.] Without cure ;
current war
without remedy. Shakeſp .
CURER . f. [ from cure.] A healer ; a phyſician. CURRENT. S. 1. A running ſtream . Boyle. 2 .
Currents are certain progreſſive motions of
. feu , Pr.) 1. An evening
Shakeſp Harv
CURFEW..
[ ey
csuvre
the water of the ſea in ſeveral places. Harris.
peal,by which Wm . the conquerorwilled ,that CURRENTLY. adv. ( from current ) 1. In
every man ſhould rake up his fire, and put
a conſtant motion. 2. Without oppoſition.
out his light Cowell, Milton. 2. A cover for a
Hooker. 3. Popularly ; faſhionably ; generally.
4. Without ceating:
fire ; a fireplate. Bacon .
CURIA’LITY. S. [ curialıs, Lat.] The privilege CU'RRENTNESS. S. [ from current.) . Cir
culation . 2. General reception. 3. Eaſineſs of
or retinue of a court. Bacon.
pronunciation. Camden .
CURIOʻSITY. f. [ from curious .) 1. Inquiſitive
Deſs; inclination to enquiry . 2. Nicely ; deli - CU'RRIER . ! (csriarus, Lat.) One who dreſſes
cacy. Shakeſp. 3. Accuracy ; exactneſs. Ray. and pares leather for thoſe who make ſhoes,
or other things L'Eſtrange.
4. An exact curioſity ; nice experiment. Bacon.
5. An object of curioſity ; rarity . Addiſon.
CURRISH. a. (From cur . ) Having the qualities
of a degenerate dog ; brutal ; ſour ; quarrel.
CURIOUS. a (curiofus, Lat. ) i . Inquiſitive ;
fome.Fairfax.
deſirous of information . Davies . 2. Attentive
to ; diligent about. Woodward. 3. Accurate ; To CURRY.v.a . [corium, leather.) 1. To dreſs
leather. 2. To beat ; to drub ; to threſh ; to
careful not to miſtake. Hooker . 4. Difficult to
chaſtiſe. Addifor. 3. To rub a horſe with a
pleaſe ; folicitous of perfection. Taylor. 5 .
ſcratching inſtrument, ſo as to ſmooth his coat,
Exact ; nice ; fubtle. Hilder. 6. Ariful; not
Bacon. 4. To ſcratch in kindneſs. Shakeſp. 5 .
neglectful ; not fortuitous. Fairfax. 7. Ele
gant ; Deat ; laboured ; finiſhed. Exodus, 8.
To CURRY Favour. To become a favourite
by petty officiouſneſs, Night kindnelles, or
Rigid ; ſevere ; rigorous. Shakeſp.
CURIOUSLY. adv. ( from curious. ) 1. Inquiſi
flattery . Hooker.
tively ; attentively ; ftudiouſly. Newton . 2 . CURRÝCOMB. Š. ( from curry and comb .) An
iron inſtrument uſed for currying horſes.Locke.
Elegantly ; neatly. South . 3. Artfully ; exactly .
To CURSE. v. a . ( currian , Sax . ) 1. To with
4. Captiouſly
CURL: T. ( from. the verb ) 1. A ringlet ofhair. evil to ; to execrate ; to devote. Knolles. 2 .
; to amict ; to torment. Pope .
Sidney. 2. Undulation ; wave ; Gnuoſity ; To miſchief
To CURSE. v.n. To imprecate. Judges.
flexure. Newton .
To CURL.W a . ( krollen, Ducch.) 1. To turn CURSE . S. ( from the verb.) . Malediction ;
wiſh of evil to another. Dryden. 2. AMiction ;
the hair in ringlets. Shakeſp . 2. To writhe ; to
twiſt. 3. To dreſs with curls. Shakeſp. 4. To torment ; vexation . Addifon .
raiſe in waves,undulations,orfinuofities.Dryd. CU'RSED . part. a . (from curſe.] 1. Under a
TO CURL. v. n. 1. To ſhrink into ringlets.
curſe ; hateful; deteſtable. Shakeſp. 2. Un
holy ; unfanctified. Milton . 3. Vexatious ;
Boyle. 2. To riſe in undulations. Dryden. 3.
troubleſome. Prior.
.
To twiſt itſelf. Drydex
CU'RLEW.ſ. (courlieu, Fr. ) 1. A kind of a CURSEDLY. adv. (from curſed.] Miſerably ;
water- fowl. 2. A bird larger than a partridge ,
ſhamefully. Pope.
with longer legs. It frequents the corn fields CU'RSEDNESS.S ( from curſed.] The ſtate of
being
under a curſe.
in Spain. Trevoxx.
CURMU'DGEON . S. [caur mechant, Fr. ) An CURSHIP . S. [ from cur.) Doghip ; meanneſs.
avaricious churlith fellow ; a miſer ; a niggard ; Hudibrasa
CH RSITOR,
a griper,

CUS
CUT
CURSITORS: (Lat ) An ofñcer or clerk be- CUSP. S. [cuſpis, Lat. ) A term uſed to exprefs
longing to the Chancery, that makes out
the points or horns of the moon, or other
original writs , Cowell,
luminary, Harris.
CURSORARY a . [from curſus,Lat.]Curſory ; CU'SPATED. 1a.[ from cufpis, Lat. ) When
CU'SPIDATED . ) the leaves of a flower end
haſty ; careleſs. Shakeſp.
CURSORILY. cdv. ( trom curſory, Lat.) Ha
in a point. Quincy
Nily ; without care . Atterbury.
CUSTARD. F. rowſtard, Welſh.) A kind of
ſweetineat made by boiling eggs with milk
CURSORINESS. ſ. (from curſory .] Slight at
tention .
and ſugar. It is a food much uted in the city
feasts . Pape.
CURSOR Y. a . ( from curſorius, Lat.) Halty ;
quick ; inattentive ; careleſs. Addifon .
CUSTODY. f. ( cuflodia, Lat ) 1. Impriſon
CURST . 6. Frovard ; peevith : malignant ;
ment ; reſtraint of liberty . Milion. 2. Care ;
malicious ; ſnarling. Aſcham , Craſhaw .
prelervation ; ſecurity. Bacin .
CURSTNESS. J. ( from curjt. ) Peeviſhneſs ; CUSTOM . f. [ couſtume, Fr. ) 1. - Habit ; ha
frezarinels ; malignity . Dryden.
bitual practice. 2. Faſhion ; common way of
CURT 7. ( trom curtus, Lat. ) Short .
acting. 3. Eſtabliſhed manner. I Sam . 4.
L
Practice of buying or certain perfons, Addiſon.
TO CURTAI . V.a (curto, Lat. ) To cut off :
5. Application from buyers ; as, this trader
tori hore to ſhorten Hudibras.
has good cuſtom. 6. ( in law . ) A law or
.C ! RTIL Dog. 1. A dog whoſe tail is cut off.
right , not written, wh ch , being eſtabliſhed by
CURTAINS, [ cortina , Lat ) 1. A cloth con
long uſe, and the conſent of our anceſtors ,
tracted or expanded at pleaſure.Arbuthnot. 2 .
has been, and is, daily practil d . Cowell. 7 .
To d : co the ( ' USTAIN . To cloſe it fo as to
Tribute ; tax paid for goods imported, or ex
ſhutout the lighe . Pope. 3. To open it to as ported Temple.
to dili ern the object. Shakeſp . Craſbaw . 4. CU'STOMHOUSE. S. The houſe where the
[ In fortification.) That part of the wall or
taxes upon goods imported or exported, are
collected . Swift .
ran part that lies between iwo baſtions Knolles
CURTAIN -LECTURE.S. ( from curtain and CUSTOMABLE.a. ( from cuſtom .) Common ;
habitual ; frequent.
leEture.) A reproof given by a wile to her
huſband in bed . Addiſon
CUSTOMABLENESS. S. ' from cuſtomable.) ..
To CURTAIN . v . a . [ from the noun ) To Frequency ; habit. 2. Conformity to cuſtom .
CU'STOMÁBLY. odv . ( from cuſtomable.) Ac
incloſe with curtains. Pope.
CURTATE Diſtance. f. [ In aſtronomy.) The
cording to cuſtom. Hayward
diſtance of a planet's place from ihe ſun, CUSTOMARILY.adv_(from cuſtomary.) Ha
reduced to the ecliptick .
bieually ; commonly. Ray.
CURTA TION / Tirom curto , toNorten , Lat.? CUSTOMARINESS S. (irom cuſtomary.]Fre
The interval bei ween a planet's diſtance from
quency ; commonnels ; frequent occurrence.
Gov.of the Tongue.
the ſun and the curtate diſtance.
CURTELASSE
CUSTOMARY . a . [from cuftsm .) 1. Con
formable to establiſhed cuſtom ; according to.
CU'RTELAX . } See CUTLASS.
CU'RTSY See COURTESY .
preſcription. Glanville 2. Habitual. Tillerſon.
CU'RVATED . a . (curvatus, Lat.) Bent.
3. Uſual ; wonted . Skakelp
CURVA'TION . . (curve, Lat.] The act of CUSTOMED . a. (from cujiom .] Uſual ; come
bending or crooking.
mon . Shakeſp.
CURVATURE. S. (from curve.) Crookedneſs; CUSTOMER.S. (from cufiom .) One who fre
Inflexion ; manner ofbending. Holder.
quents any place of ſale for the ſake of
CURVE . a . (curvus, Lat. ) Crooked ; bent ; purchafing. Rofcommen .
inflected. Beniley.
CUSTREL.S. 1. A buckler-bearer, 2. A veſſel
CURVE. S. Any thing bent ; a flexure or crook
for holding wine. Aindworth .
edneſs. Thomion.
TO CUT, pret. cut ; part. paši. cur . ( from the
To CURVE . v. a. ( curvo, Lat.) To bend ; to
French couteau , a knife .] 1. To penetrate
Crook ; to inflect. Helder ,
with an edged inſtrument. Dryder. 2. To
To CURVET. 0.n. ( corvettare, Ital.] 1. To
hew . 2 Chron. 3. To carve ; to make by
leap ; to bound. Drayton. 2. To friſk ; to
ſculpture. 4. To form any thing by cutting.
he licentious.
Pepe. 5 . To pierce with an unealy jenſation .
CU'RVET . 1. ( from the verb .) 1. A leap ; a
6 To divide packs of cards. Glasville. 7. To
bound . 2. A frolick ; a prark.
interfect ; to crois ; as one line cuis another.
CURVILINEAR. O. ( curvus and linea , Lat )
8. To cut down. To feli ; to hew down .
Knolles. 9 To Cut down. To excel ; to over
1. Confiling of a crooked line. Cheyne. 2 .
Compoſed of crooked lines.
power, Addiſon. ! 0 . T. Cut Off To feparate
from the other parts. Judges. in . To Cut of
CURVITYS (from curve.]Crookedneſs. Helder.
To dettroy , to extirpate ; to put to death u
CU'SHION. ). ( couffin, Fr. ) A pillow for the
leat ; a loft pad placed upon a chair. Shakeſp.
timely . Howel. 12. ' To Cut off. Torelci
Sw ft.
Smalridge. 13. To Cut off To intercept
CUSHIONED a. ( from cuſion .] Seated ca a
hinder trora union Clarenden . 14. Tor
cuſhion.

CU T

1

CYP

of. To putan end to ; to obviace. Clarendon . CUT - THROAT. a . Cruel ; inhuman ; barba
rous . Carew .
15. ToCUToff. Totake away ; to with-hold.
Rogers. 16. T. Cutoff. To preclude. Addijon, CUTTING . S. [ from cur . ] A piece cut off; a
Prist. 17. T. CUT of To interrupt ; to chop. Bacon
silence . Bacon . 18. To Cut off. To apoſtro - CUTTLE. L. A fiſh , which , when he is pur
phize ; to abbreviate. Dryden . 19. To Cut sued by a fiſh of prey , throws out a black li
ext. To ſhape ; lo form . řemple. 20. T. Cut quor. Ray.
** i. To ſcheme; to coatrive. Howel. 21. T. CUTTLE. r. (from cutile.) A foul mouthed
fellow . Hanmer, Stakejp.
Cut out . To adapt. Rymer. 22. T. Cutout.
To debar. Pepe 23. 1. Cutout. To excell ; CYCLE. S. ( ryclus, Lat. xixa .) 1. A circle.
2. A round of time ; a ſpace in which the
to outdo. 24. To Cutbort. To binder trom
ſame revolution begins again ; a periodical
proceeding by Tudden interruption . Dryden.
ܪ
ſpace of lime. Holdir . 3. A method, or ac
25 To Cutſbort. To avridge ; as, the fol
count of a method continued till the ſame
diers were cut fort of their pay. 26. To
Cutup. To divide an animal into convenient courſe begins again . Evelyn . 4. Imaginary
orbs ; a circle in the heavens. Milion,
pieces . L'Ejirange. 27. T.Cutup. To era
CYCLOID.S. (from xuanoidns . ) A geometrical
cicate . Job.
To CUT.0.n. 1. To make its way by dividing curve, of which the geneſis may be conceived
obftructions. Arbuthnot. 2. To perform the
by imagining a nail in the circumference of a
operation of lithotomy.Pope. 3. To interiere;
wheel ; the line which the nail deſcribes in
as , a horle that cuis .
the air , while the wheel revolves in a right
line, is the cycloid
CET. part. c . Prepared for uſe. Swift
CUT .) . ( from the nour. ) 1. The action of a CYCLOIDAL . a . ( from cycloid.) Relating to a
tharp or edged inſtrument. 2. The impreſſion cycloid.
of leparation of continuity , made by an edge . CYCLOPÆDIA . S. {rúsn@ and hadde.c.) A
3. A wound made by cutting . Wijeman . 4. circle of knowledge ; a courſe of the ſciences.
A channel made by art. Knolles. 5. A part CYGNET. . ( from cycnus , Lat.) A young
cut off from the reſt. Mortimer . 6. A imall/ fwan . Mortimer.
particle ; a thred . Hooker. 7. A lot cut off a CYLINDER / . (rúmardecy.) A body having two
ſtick. Locke. 8. A near paſſage , by which
flat ſurfaces and one circular. Wilkins.
fome angle is cut off. Hale. 9. À picture cut CYLINDRICAL . ? a ( from cylinder.) Par
or carved upon a ſtamp of wood or copper, and CYLINDRICK . } taking or the nature of a
impretled irom it. Brown. 10. The act or
cylinder ; having the form of a cylinder,
Woodward.
practice of dividing a pack ofcards. Swifi . 11 .
Faſhion ; form ; ſhape ; manner ofcutting in- CYMAR. S. ( properly writtenfimar.) A Night
to thape. Stillingfieci, Addiſon . 12. A fool or
covering ; a ſcarf. Dryden .
cally. Sba kejp.13 Cut and long Tail. Men CY'MATHIUM / (Lat.from xvpétroy. ) A mem
of all kinds. Ben . Johnſen.
ber of architecture , whereof one hali is con
CUTANEOUS a . (irom cutis , Lat . ) Relating vex , and the other concave. Harris , Spectator,
to the ſkin . Floyer.
CYMBAL . f. ( cymbalum , Lat.) A muſical in
Itrument. Dryden .
CUTICLE.S. ( cuticula, Lat ) 1. The firſt and
outermost covering ofthe body , commonly cal- CYNA'NTHROPY. S. (núar xuvòs, ávy potros.]
led the Icart ikin . This is that loft ikin which
A fpecies of madneis in which men have the
ries in a bliſter upon any burning, or the ap
qualities of dogs.
plication of a blitlering -plailler. It ſticks cluie CYNEGETICKS. S. (xuviglix .] The art of
hunting .
to the ſurface of the true ikin. Quincy. 2. A
thin ik in formed on the furiace of any liquor. CY'NICAL. 1 a. (ur.xos.) Having the qualities
Newton .
CYNICK , S of a dog ; currilh ; brutal ;
CUTICULAR . 2. Eirom cutis , Lat . ) Belonging farling ; fatirical . Wilkins.
to the tkin .
CYNICK 1. (xuvinės,] A philofopher of the
foarling or currith fort ; a follower of Dioge
CUTH . Knowledge o kill . Camden.
nes ; a Inarler ; a milanthrope. Shakeſp.
CU'TLASS / [ ceutilas, Fr.) A broad cutting
CY NOSURE . /. [ from xuríscura. ) The Itar near
fwerd. Sbarelp.
CUTLER . S. lcomtelier, Fr.) One who makes the north pole, by which ſailors ſteer. Milton .
ÇYON See Cion ,
or tells knives. Clarendon .
CUTPURSE / [cut and purje.)One w o ſteals CYPRESS - TREC.S. ( cupreljus, Lat.) 1. A tall
by the method of cutting puctes ; a thiet ; a
Itrait tree . Its fruit is of no uſe ; its leaves are
bilter, and the very linell and ſhade of it are
sohber. Bentley
dangerous. Hence the Romans looked upon
CUTTER . S. (trom cus ) 1. An agent or inſtru
ment that cuts any thing. 2 . A nimble boat
it to be a fatal tree , and made ule of it at tu.
that cuts the water. 3. The teeth inat cut
nerals, and in mournful ceremonies. The
the meal . Ray . 4. An officer in the exche
wood of the cypreſs-tree is always green, very
quer that provides wood for the Callies, and
heavy, of a good imell, and never either rois
or is worm eaten. Calmet, Shakeſp. I aiah 2 .
cuis the luin paid upoa them . Cowell.
It is the emblem of mourning. Shakelp.
CUT - THROAT. / ( cui and ibrout ) A ruhan ;
CYPRUS.
Bb
i murdertr ; an
sin . Arslies .

CZA

CYS

CYPRUS . S. A thin tranſparent black fot . CYSTO TOMY.I. [xúsı; and timeww .} The act
Shakeſp .
or practice of opening incytted tumours.
CYST I f. [uusis.) A bag containing fome CZAR. J. ( writien more properly tzar. ] The
morbid matter .
CY'STIS
title of the emperour of Ruſſia.
CY'STICK . a. {from cy/t, a bag . ] Contained in CZARI'NA. S. [ irom czar. ) The empreſs of
Ruflia .
a bag. Arbuchnet.

D.
D A G

D A M

D Is a confonant nearly approaching in ſound DA'GGLEDTAIL S. (daggle and toil.) Be
ato T. The found or D in Englijó is uni
mired ; belpattered Swifi.
form , and it is never niute .
DAILY. a . (Daglie , Sax .] Happening every day ;
DA CAPO.Iltalian .) A term in muſick , which
quotidian. Prior .
means that the first part of the tune thould be | DAILY. adv. Every day; very often. Spenſer.
repeated at the conclufion .
DAINTILY. adv . Iirom dainty.) 1. Elegante
To DAB. v . a. Idauber, Fr.) To ftrike gently
ly ; delicately. Bacon. 2. Deliciouſly ; plea
lanıly. Howel.
with fumething fofi or moilt. Sharp .
A DAB . 1. ( from the verb. 1. A ſmaillump of DA'INTINESS. S. (from dainty.) 1. Delicacy ;
ſoftneſs.B.Jobnjem . 2. Elegance ; nicety. W ::
any thing. 2. A blow with fomething moist or
tok. 3. Squeamiſhneſs ; faſtidiouſneſs. W91107 ,
loft. 3. Something moiſt or ſlimythrown upon
one . 4. ( In low language.] An artist. 5. A DAINTY. a . (dain , old Fr.) 1. Pleaſing to the
kind of ſmall flat fish . Carew .
palate ; of exquisite taſte. Bacon, 2. Delicate ;
DAB -CHICK . ). A chicken newly hatched .Pepe. of acute ſenſibility ; nice ; ſqueamiſh. . Davies.
3. Scrupulous ; ceremonious . Shakelp 4. Ele
To DABBLE . V. a . (dabbelen , Dutch ) To
gant ; tenderly; languiſhingly beautiful. Mil
finear ; to daub ; to wet. Swift.
ton. 5. Nice ; affectedly fine. Prier,
TO DA'BBLE . v. . 1. To play in water ; to
move in water or mud. Swift. 2. To do any DAINTY. S. 1. Something nice or delicate ;
thing in a flight manner ; lo tamper. Pope.
a delicacy. Proverbs. 2. A word of fondnets
DA'BBLER ). ( from dabble ) 1. One that plays
formerly in uſe . Ben. Johnson ,
in water. 2. One that meadles without mal- DAIRY.J. (from dey, an old word for milk ]
1. The occupation or art of making various
tery; a ſuperficial meddler. Swifi.
DACE . f. A imall river tilh , reſenabling a roach .
kinds of food from milk 2. The place where
Walton .
milk is manuiatured . 3. Paſturage ; milk
DACTYLE .S. ( dáxtudos, a finger.) A poetica!
farm . Bacon .
foot conſiſting ofore long tyllable and wo ſhort . DATRY-MAID . ).[dlairy and maid.) The wo
DAD .
2 / The child's way of exprefling man fervant whole buſineſs is to manage the
milk. Dryden .
DADDY. ) father . Shakelp.
DÆDAL . a.[Dadulus, Lac.] Various ; varie- DAISY /.[Degescage .) A Spring-flower.Shakeſp .
DALE. /. [dalei, Gothick . ) A vale ; a valley .
gated
Tickell.
/. This plane hath a
DAFFODIL .
DAFFODI LLY .
lilytower, contint- DALLIANCE . S. [ from dally ) 1. Interchange
DAFFODOWNDILLY .
ing of one leat,
of carefles ; acts of fondnets. Milton . 2. Con
which isbellihaped . Spenfer, Milisa, Dryden . jugai conversation . Milisu. 3. Delay ; pro
crartioation.
Shakeſp.
To DAFT. v . a . ( from do afi.) To tofalide ;
DA LLIER .J. [irom dolly ) A trifler; a fondler.
to throw away flightiy . Shakejp.
DAG. J. (dague, Fr.] 1. A dagger. 2. A hand
Ajibam .
gun ; a pillol.
DALLOP.J. A curf or clump. Tuſſer.
To DAG . v.a. [ from daggle.) To daggle ; to TO DALLř.v . a . (dollen , Dutch , to trifle. ) 1 .
bemire.
To tritie ; to play the fool. Shakeſp. Calamy,
DAGGER.S. (dague, Fr.] 1. A Mort ſword ;
2 To exchange carelles ;to fondle. Shakejp .
a poniard . Addijon . 2. A blune blade of iron
3. To iport ; to play ; to frolick . Shakeſp . 4 .
To delay Wijdom .
with a baiket hili, ulad for defence. 3. The
TO DAʼLLY. v . a . To put off ; to delay ; to
obelus ; as ( t ) .
DAGGERSDRAWING.S. [dagger and draw .]
amule. Knolles .
The act ofdrawing daggers; approach to open DAM.S. (from dame.) The mother.
violence. Hadibras.
DAM . [dum , Dutch .) A mole or bank to
TO DA CCLE . v.a. [ from dag, dew.) To dip
confine water . Dryden , Mortimer.
negligently in mire or water.
To DAM . 6. a. Idemman , Saxon .) To con
fine ,
To DA GGLE ,v . * , To be in the mire. Paper

DAM

DAN

fine, or ſhut up water by moles or dams. Ot
chill. Atterbury. 3. To weaken ; to abandona.
Milton,
way .
DAMAGE. . (damage, Fr. ) 1. Miſchief ; DAMPISHNESS. S. ( from damp.) Tendency
hurt ; detriment. Davies. 2. Loſs ; miſchief to wetneſs ; fogginels; moiſture. Bacon .
ſuffered. Miller. 3. The value of miſchief DAMPNESS. S. ( from damp.] Moiſture ; fog
done. Clarendon . 4. Reparation of damage ; ginels. Dryden .
retribution . Bacon . 5. ( In law. ) Any hurt or DA MPY. 2. (from damp.] Dejected ; gloomy ;
ſorrowful. Heyward.
hindrance ibit a mao taketh in his eſtate.com .
To DAMAGE. v a. To milchief; to injure ; DA MSEL .S. (damoiſelle, Fr.) 1. A young gen
tlewoman . Prior. 2. An attendant of the
to impair. Addiſon.
TO DAMAGE . 4, *. To take damage.
better rank . Dryden . 3. A wench ; a country
lais . Day.
DAMAGEABLE , a. ( from damage ) 1. Sur
ceptible of hurt ; as, damageable goods. 2 DAMSON . F. (corruptly from damaſcene.) A
Mischievous ; pernicious. Gov. of the Tongue. ſmall black plum . Skakejy .
DAMASCENE. /. [ from Damaſcus.) A (mali DAN.S: [from dominus.] The old term of ho
black plum ; a damſon. Batin.
nour for men Prior .
DAMASK . | (demaſquin, Fr.) Linen or Glk To DANCE. v.m. (danſer, Fr. ) To move in
woven in a manner invented at Damaſcus, by meaſure . Shakejs
which partriſes above the reſt in flowers.Swift. TO DANCE Arendance. v . a. To wait with
TO DAMASK . V. 4. (from the noun. ] 1. To fuppleneſs and oblequiouineis. Raleigh.
fouin flowers upon ſtuffs. 2. To variegate ; 10 TO DANCE. v . a . To make to dance; to put
diverſity . Fenton.
into a lively motion . Bacon.
DANCE.L. (from the verb .] A motion of one
DAMASK- ROSE: 1. A red roſe. Bacon .
DAMASKENING'S. [ from damalquiner , Fr.] or many in concert , Bacon.
The art or act of adorning iron or ſteel, by DANCER. 1. ( from dance.] One that practiles
making inciſions, and filling them up with gold , the art of dancing. Donne.
or filver wire. Chambers.
DANCINGMASTER . ). [dance and maſter.]
DAME. F. (dame, Fr. dama, Span .) 1. A lady ; One who teaches the art of dancing. Locke.
the title of honour to women . Milion . 2. DANCINGSCHOOL. |. ( dancing and ſchool.]
Miftrets of a low family. L'Ejtrange. 3. Wo The Rhool where the art of dancing is taught.
men in general. Shakeſp .
L'Eitrange.
DANDELION . F. (dentde lior , Fr.] The name
DAMES- VIOLET.J. Queen's gillyflower.
of a plant. Aliller.
T. DAMN . w.a. (damno, Lat ) i . To doom
to eternal tormenis in a future ſtate. Bacen . DANDIPRAT. ſ. [ dandir , fr.] A little fel
2. To procure or cauſe to be eternally con low ; an urchin .
demned . South. 3. To condemn. Dryden. 4 . TO DANDLE . v . a . (dandelen , Dutch . ) 1. To
To hoot or hiſs any publick performance ; to make a child on the knee. Donne, Temple. 2.
explode. Pope.
To fondle ; to treat like a child . Addijon . 3 .
DAMNABLE. 2. ( froın damn .) Deſerving dam
To delay ; to procraſtinate. Spenſer.
nation . Hacker.
DANDLLR 1. He that candles or fondles chil
DAMNABLY. adv. ( frem damnable .) In ſuch
dren .
a manner as to incur eternal punithment. Soutr., DANDRUFF. S: (ran, tlic itch, and drof, for
DAMN A'TIONS. (from dame, excluſion from did .) Scabs in the head.
divine mercy ; condemnation to eternal pu- DA NEWORT. j . A fpecies of cider ; called
niſhment. Taylor .
alio dwars-elder, or wailworl.
DAMNATORY.o. ( from damnatorius.] Con- DANGER . F. (danger, Fr. ] Rifque ; hazard ;
taining a ſentence of condemnation.
peril. 475
DAMNED . part. a. ( from damn .] Hateful ; To DANGER .V a . To put in hazard ; to en
deteſtable , Shakeſp. Rowe.
danger, Stakepp
DAMNIFIC 0. ( from damnify .) Procuring loſs; DANGERLESS. 4. (from darger.) Without
miſch evous .
hazard ; without riſque. Sidney
TO DAMNIFY.v .a . (from damnifico, Lat.) 1. DANGEROUS. . ( trom danger .] Hazardous ;
To endarnage; to injure. Locke. 2. To hurt ; perilous. Dryden .
DANGEROUSLY.adv. ( from dangerous.) Ha
to impair , Spenſer.
DAMNINGNESS. f. [ from damning.) Ten
zardouily ; peribully ; with danger. Hamm.
DANGEROUSNESS./ ( fron dangerous. ]Dan
dency to procure damnation. Hammond.
DAMP . . [ dompe, Dutch . ) 1.Moiſt; inclining ger ; hazard ; peril. Boyk .
19 wet . Dryden. 2. Dejected ; ſunk ; deprei- TODANGLE.S . . [ srom bang, according to
led, Milsa,
Skirisier.) 1 . To hang loole and quivering.
A DAMP. . 1. Pog ; moiſt air; moiſture. Smith . 2. To hang upon any one ; to be an
humble to lower. Swifi.
Dryden, 2. A noxiuus vapour exhaled from
the earth . Woodward . 3. Dej.ction ; de- DANGLER . ). (from dangle.) A man that
prefſion or ſpirit. Rojcomm ! % .
hangs about women . Ralph.
TO DAMP. v. a. (trom the roun .] 1. To wet ; DANK.O. (trom tunekin , Gerin . ) Danp ; hu .
nid; mcilt ; Het . Milton, Grisv .
10 moilten . 2. To deprels 1o deje ? ; to
Bb 2
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DA'NKISH . a. Somewhat dank. Shakeſp.
IDA'R NEL. S. A weed growing in the fields.
To DAP.y.n. ( corrupted from dip.) To let fall
Shakeſp.
DARRAIN . v . 4. 1. To range troops for
TO
gently into the water. Waltex .
DAPATICAL. a . Sumptuous in cheer. Bailey.
battle. Carem . 2. To apply to the fight. Spenl .
DAPPER . Q. dapper, Dutch .] Litile and active ; DART. ! . (dard, Fr.) A miffile weapon thrown
lively without bulk . Milion .
by the hand. Peacham .
DAPPERLING. S. (from dapper.) A dwarf. TO DART. v. a. ( from the noun . 1. To throw
Ainsworth.
offenſively. Pope. 2. To throw ; to emit.
DAⓇPPLE. 1. Marked with various colours ; To DART. v . n. To fly as a dart. Shakeſp.
variegated. Locke.
To DASH . a . a . 1. To throw any thing ſud
TO DA'PPLE. v. a . To ſtreak ; to vary . Spenſ. denly againſt ſomething. Tillorſ. 2. To break
Bacon .
by colliſion . Shakeſp 3. To throw water in
DAR
Aalhes Mortimer. 4. To beſpatter ; to beDART . } s.A fin found in the Severn.
ſprinkle . Shakeſp. 5. To agitate any liquid .
To DARE . v . 11. pret . I durft ; part . I have
Dryden. 6. Tomingle ; to change by ſome
ſmall admixture. Hadibras. 7. To form or
dared. (deannan. Sax .) To have courage
print in halte. Pope. 8. To obliterate ; to
for any purpoſe ; not to be afraid ; to be ad
blot ; lo croſs out. Pope. 9. To confound ; to
venturous. Shakejp. Dryden.
To DARE . v. a. Tochallenge; to defy. Knolles,
make aſhamed ſuddenly. Dryden, South, Pope.
Refcommon .
TO DASH . « . » . 1. Tn fly off the ſurface.
TO DARE Larks. To catch them by means of Cheyne. 2. To fiy in flashes with a loud noile.
a looking glaſs. Carew .
Thomſon. 3. Tó ruſh through water ſo as to
make it Ay . Dryden .
DARE. !. ( from the verb . ) Defiance ; chal
lenge. Shakeſp
A DASH . ſ. [ from the verb.) 1. Colliſion .
DA'REFUL, a . (dare and full.) Full of defi
Thomſon. 2. Infuſion. Addifor. 3. A mark
ance. Shakeſp.
in writing ; a line- . Brown. 4. Stroke ;
blow. Shakeſp.
DA'RING . . (from dare .) Bold ; adventurous ;
fearleis. Prior.
DASH . adv. An expreſſion of the found of wa
ter daſhed. Dryden .
DA'RINGLY. ada . ( from daring] Boldly i
courageoufly . Halifax.
DASTARD. S. Cadastriga, Sax .) A coward ;
DA'RINGNESS. ſ . [ tron daring:) Boldneſs. a poltron . Locke .
DARK . a. (deonc, Sax .) 1. Notlight; with . TO DA STARD . v. a. To terrily ; to intimi
date. Dryder .
out light . Walker. 2. Not of a ſhowy or vi
vid colour. Leviticus, Boyle. 3. Blind ; with- To DA'STARDISE , W. a . ( from daftard .] To
intimidate ; to deject with cowardice. Dryden.
out the enjoyment of light. Dryden. 4. O.
pake ; not tranfparent. 5. Obicure ; not per- DA'STARDLY. a. ( from daftard.] Cowardly ;
fpicuous. Hocker. 6. Not enlightened by
mean ; timorous . L'Eſtrange.
knowledge ; ܪignorant . Denkam . 2. Gloomy : DASTARDY.S: (from daſtard ) Cowardlineſs.
not chearſul. Addifon .
DA'TARY . f. [ from date .) An officer of the
DARK. ſ. 1. Darkneſs ; ob curity ; want of chancery of Rome. Diet.
light. Shakeſp. Milton . 2. Obicurity ; condi- DATE. 1. ( daite, Fr. ] 1. The time at which
tion of one unknown. Atterbury. 3. Want of 1 letter is written , marked at the end or the
knowledge. Locke.
beginning. 2. The time at which any event
TO DARK . V. a . ( trom the noun . ) To darken ;
happened. 3. The time ftipulated when any
to obſcure. Spenſer.
thing ſhall be done . Shakeſp. 4. End ; con
clution . Pope. 5. Duracion ; continuance .
TO DARKEN . v . a . 1. To make dark . Addiſ.
Denhamn. 0. (from distiylus.] The fruit or
2. To cloud ; to perplex . Bacon . 3. To coul ;
the date - tree. Shakeſp .
to fully. Tillorjan.
To DARKEN. v . n. To grow dark .
DATE - TREE. L. A fpecies of palm .
DARKLING. pari. Being in the dark.Shakeſp. TO DATE. v . 2. (from the noun . To note with
Dryden.
the time at wiich any thing is written or
dore . Bentley
DARKLY . adv. (from dark.) In a ſituation
DA'TELESS. a . [from date] Without any
void of light ; obſcurely : blindly . Dryden.
DARKNESS. S. (from dark .] 1. Abſence of fixed term. Skakein.
light . Geneſis. 2. Opakeneſs . 3. Obfcurity. DATIVE. a . (datizus, Lat.) In grammar , the
4. Inferral gloom ; wickednels. Shakejp. 5 .
cale that ſignifies the perſon to whom any
thing is given.
The empire of Satan . Collians.
DARKSOME. a. (from därk . ) Gloomy ; 06- To DAUB.V. a . [ d'abben, Dutch.) 1. To ſmear
with
ſomething adhetive. Exidus. 2. To
ſcure ; not luminous . Spenſer, Pepe.
DARLING . a. Ideonling, Sax.] Favourite ; paint coarſely. Orway. 3. To cover with fome
dear ; heloved. L Ejlrange .
thing ſpecious or ftrong. Shakejp. 4. To lay
DARLING.S. A favourite ; one much beloved .
on any thing gandily or oftentauouſly. Bacon .
Halifax .
5 To flatter groſsly. Sourk.
To DÁRN . v.a. See Dearn . To mend holes To DAUB. v . n. To play the hypocrite.
Shak
eſp.
by imitating the texture of the fluif. Gay.
A DAUDER .

DAZ
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A DAUBER . Ş: ( from doub.] A coarſe, low | To DAZZLE. V. 7. To be overpowered with
light . Bacon .
painter. Swifi.
DA'UBY. a . I rom daub .) Viſcous; glutinous ; DE'ACON. L. (diaconus, Lat .) 1. One of the
Jowett order of the clergy . Sanderſon. 2. ( In
adheſive. Dryden .
DAUGHTER. ). [dohter , Sax. dotter, Ru
Scotland.) An overſeer of the poor . 3. And
alſo the maſter of an incorporated company .
nick. ] 1. The female offspring of a man or
woman. Shakeſp. 2. A woman. Genefis. 3. DE'ACONESS. / . [ from deacon ) A female of
( la poetry.) Any deſcendant. 4. The peni
ficer in the ancient church .
DE ACONRY.
( from deacon .] The office
tent of a confeſſor. Shakeſp.
To DAUNT. v.a. (demter, Fr.) To diſcourage ; DEACONSHIP. S or dignity of a deacon .
to fright. Glanville.
DEAD. a. ( dead, Sax . ) 1. Deprived of life ;
exanimated . Hale. 2. Without liie ; ir.animate.
DA UNTLESS. a. ( from daunt.) Fearleſs ; not
dejected. Pepe.
Pope. 3. Imitating death ; fenteleſs ; motion
DA UNTLESSNESS . S. [ from dauntleſs.) Fear
lets. Pſalms. 4. Unactive ; motionleis. Lee.
leſſneſs.
5. Empty ; vacant. Dryden. 6. Uteleſs ; un
DAW.ſ. The name of a bird . Davies.
profitable. Addijon . 7. Dull; gloomy; unem
DAWK / A hollow or incifion in tuff. Moxon .
ployed. Knolles. 8. Suill ; obſcure. Hayward.
To DAWK. V. Q. To mark with an inciſion.
9. Having no reſemblance of life. Dryden . 10.
Mixon .
Obtufe ; dull ; not ſprightly. Boyle. in . Dull ;
TO DAWN . . . 1. To grow luminous ; to
frigid ; not animated. Addison . 12. Tattelels ;
vapid ; fpiritleſs. 13. Uninhabited. Arbuthnot.
begin to grow light. Pope. 2. To glimmer ob
14. Without the power of vegetation . 15.
ſcurely. Locke. 3. To begin , yet faintly ; to
( In theology. ) Lying under the power of ſin .
give ſome promiles of luftre . Pope.
DAWN. L. (from the verb.) 1. The time be- The DEAD. /. Dead men. Smith.
tween the firſt appearance of light and the DEAD . / . Time in which there is remarkable
ſun's rife. Dryden, 2. Beginning ; firſt riſe.Pope. Tillneſs or gloom ; as at midwinter, and mid
DAY. |. (dzy, Sax . ) . The time between night. South, Dryden.
the riling and fetting of the ſun, called the TO DEAD. v . n . (from the noun. ) To loſe
artificial day. Mattbew . 2. The time from
force , of whatever kind. Bacon.
noon to noon, called the natural day. Shakeſp ./ To DEAD.
20. a. 1. To deprive of any
3. Light ; ſunſhine. Romans . 4. o chocolates To DE ADEN .}
contelt ; the conteſt; the battle. Rojcommon . Bacon. 2. To make vapid, or spiritleſs. Bacon,
5. An appointed or fixed time . Dryden. 6. DEAD - DOING . part. 6. (dead and do. ) De
A day appointed for ſome commemoration.
ſtructive ; killing ; miſchievous. Hudibras.
Sbakeſp. 7. From day to day ; without cer- DEAD -LIFT. I. Idead and lif :.) Hopeleis eri
tainty or continuance. Bacen.
gence . Hudibras,
TO-DAY. On this day . Fenton.
DE'ADLY. a . (from dead ] 1. Deftructive ;
DAYBED . ſ. ( day and bed.) A bed uſed for
mortal; murtherous. Shakeſp. 2. Mortal ; im
idleneſs. Stakesp.
placable. Knolles.
DAYBOOK. S: (irom day and book . ) A tradel- DEADLY. adv. 1. In a manner reſembling the
man's journal .
dead . Dryden. 2. Morlaily. Ezekiel. 3. Ime
DA YBREAK S. [ day and break . ) The dawn ; placably ; irreconcileably;
the first appearance of light. Dryden .
DE ADNESS. f. ( trom dead. ] 1. Frigidity ;
DAYLABOUR. P. 1 day and labour.) Labour
want of warmth ; want ot' ardour. Rogers. 2 ,
Weakneſs of the vital powers ; languor ;
by the day. Milton.
DAYLA'BOURER S. ( from daylabour.) One fainineſs. Dryden , Lee. 3. Vapidness of lis
quors ; loſs oi fpirit. Mortimer .
thatworks by the day . Milton .
DAYLIGHT, S. (day and light.) The light of DE ADNETTLE. J. A weed ; the ſame with
archangel .
the day , zs oppored to that of the moon , or a
taper. Knolles, Newton .
DEAD -RECKONING . J. (a ſea- term ] That
DAY-LILY.L. The ſame with aſphodel.
estimation or conjecture which the ieanca
DAYSMAN . S. (day and man .) An old word
make of the place where a mip is , by keeping
for umpire. Spenſer.
an account of her way by the log .
DA YSPRING.S. (day and ſpring. ) The riſe of OLAF. a. (def, Dutch ) i Waning the ſenſe
the day ; the dawn .
of hearing. Helder, Swift. 2. Deprived of
DA YSTAR. J. (day and ſtar.) The morning
the power of hearing. Dryden. 3. Obicurely
heard . Dryden.
Itar. Ben . Jobaton
DA YTIME ) . [day and time.) The time in To DEAF. v. a. To deprive of the power of
which there is light, oppoled to night . Baion .
hearing . Denne
DA'YWORK . §. 1day and work.j Work im- To DEAFEN. v . a. ( from deaf.) To deprive
poled by the day ; day labour. Fairfax .
of the power of hearing. Addison.
TO DAZE . O. a. [dpæs, Sax . ] To overpower DE AFLY. adv . [from deaf.) 1. Without ſenſe
with light. Fairfax, Dryden.
of lounds. 2. Obicurely to the ear.
DA ZIED . a . Beſprinkled with daiſies. Shakeſp DE'AFNESS. S. [from deaf.) 1. Want of the
TO DAZZLE . v. a . To overpower with light.
power
Davies .
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power of hearing ; want of ſenſe of ſounds. To DEARTICULATE . S. [ de and articulus,
Holder. 2. Unwillingneſs to hear . K. Charles,
Lat . ) To disjoint ; to diſmember. Diet.
DEAL. f. [ deel, Dutch . ) 1. Part. Hooker. 2. DEATH . f. [ deat, Sax ) 1. The extinction
Quantity ; degree ofmore or leſs. Ben. John .
of life. Hebrews. 2. Mortality ; deſtruction.
fon, Fairfax . 3. The art or practice of deal
Shakeſp. 3. The ſtate of the dead. Sbakelp.
ing cards. Swift. 4.(deyl, Dutch .) Firwood ;
4. The manner of dying. Ezekiel. 5. The
the wood of pines. Boyde.
image of mortality repreſented by a ſkeleton.
To DEAL . v. a . (deelen, Dutch .] 1. To diſtria Shakeſp. 6. Murder ; the act of deſtroying life
bute; to diſpose to different perſons. Tickell. unlawfully. Bacon . 7. Caule of death . Kirgs.
2. To ſcalier ; to throw about . Dryden. 3 .
8. Deftroyer. Pope . 9. (lo poetry.) The in
To give gradually , or one after another. Gay.
Atrument ofdeath .Dryden, Pope. 10. ( In theo.
To DEAL. V. m . 1. To traffick ; to tranſact
logy . ) Damnation ; eternal torments. Church
Catechism .
buſineſs ; to trade . Decay of Piety. 2. To act
between two perſons ; to intervene. Bacon. DEATH -BED. F. ( death and bed ] The bed to
3. To behave well or ill in any tranſaction . which a man is confined by inortal ſickneſs.
Tillotſon. 4. To act in any manner. Shakeſp . Collier .
5 T. DEAL by . To treat well or ill . Locke. DE'ATHFUL , a. (death and full.] Full of
flaughter ; defruclive ; murderous. Raleigh .
6 To DEALIN . To have to do with ; to be
engaged in ; to practile. Auerbury. 7. T. DE'ATHLESS. a . ( trom death .) Immortal ;
never -dying. Boyk.
DEAL with. Toireat in any manner ; to ule
well orill . South, Tilietfon. 8.T. Deal with. DE'ATHLIKE . a death and like.] Reſembling
death ; fill . Craflaw .
To contend with. Sidney, Dryden .
TO DEA'LBATE . v. a. [ dealbo, Lat . ) TO DEATH'S DOOR. (death and door.) A near
whiten ; to bleach .
approach to death. Taylor.
DE ALBA'TION . . (dealbatio, Lat.) The act DE ATHSMAN , ſ. (death and mar.) Execu
lioner ; hangman ; headiman Sbakelp .
ni bleaching. Brown .
DE'ALER . Ř. ( from deal.] 1. One that has to DE'ATHWATCH. Į ( death and waich ) An
infect chat makes a cinkling noiſe , fuperftiti
do with any thing. Swifi. 2. A trader or traf
ficker. Swift. 3. A perſon who deals the cards.
ouſly imagined to progoofticate death. Wa:: .
DE'ALING ./ (iron deal ) 1. Practice ; action. To DE APURATE . v. a . ( deaure , Lat.j To gild,
or cover over with gold.
Raleigh . 2. Intercourſe. Addifon. 3 . Meaſure
of treatment. Hammond, 2. Traffick ; buliners. DEAUR A'TION . / . [ from deaurate .) The aa
of gilding
Swift.
DEAMBULA’TION.S.[deambulatio, Lat . ] The DEBACCHA'TION. F. ( debacchario, Lat . ) A
raging
; a madneſs.
act of walking abroad.
DEAMBULATORY. a. [deambulo, Lac.] Re- To DEBARB. v . a. { from de and barba, Lat .)
lating to the practice of walking abroad .
To deprive of his beard .
DEAN./. (decanus, Lat. doyen , Fr. ) Theſecond To DEBARK . v. a . [debarquer, Fr.) To dif
embark .
dignitary of a dioceſe.
DE'ANERY. L. ( from dear .] 1. The office of To DEBA'R . v . a . ( from bar. ) To exclude ;
a dean Clarendon. 2. The revenue of a deas .
to preclude. Raleigh.
Swifi. 3. The houſe of a dean. Stakeſp .
TO DEBA'SE . v . a . (irom baſe.) 1. To reduce
DE ANSHIP. L. ( trom dean .] The ofice and from a higher to a lower late. Locke. 2. To
rank o! a dean .
make mean ; to ſink into meannels. Hecker. 3 .
DLAR ... (deen , Sax . ) 1. Beloved ; favourite ;
To fiok ; to vitiate with meannels . Addijos.
raising. Addijon. 2. Valuable ; of a high
4. To adulterate ; lo letlen in value by bale
price ; coitly. Pope 3. Scarce ; not plenutul ; admixeures . Hale.
as, a dear year. 4. Sad ; hatelul ; grievous. DEBA'SEMENT. L. ( from debale . ) The a & t of
Slakejp.
debafing or degrading Gov. of ika league.
DEAR . A word of endearment. Dryden .
DEBA SER.S. (irom debale ) He that debales ;
DEARBOUCHT. a. [ d'ear and bougbe . ] Pur
he tha : adulterates ; be that degrades another.
chated at an high price . Rofismmsk .
DERA'TABLE . a . ( from debate.) Dilputable ;
DE'ARLING . ). (now written darling. ) Favou
fubjed to controverſy.
rice . Spenjir
A DEBATE . / (debat, Fr. ) 1 A perſonal dit
DEARLY. adv. [from dear.] 1. With great
pute ; a controverly. Locke. 2 A quarrel ; a
conteſt . Dryden .
fondnels. Ito: ! en . 2. At an high price. Bacon.
TO DEARN. v . a . (djanan, Sax ) To mend To DEBATE . V. a . ( debatre, Fr.) To contro
clorbes
vert ; lo difpuie ; to conteft . Clarendon .
DE'ARNESS. S. 'rom dear ) 1. Fondneſs ; To DEBATI. v . n . To deliberate . Skakes.
kindneſs ; love . Soub. 2. Scarcity ; high
2 To ditpule. Tailer.
DEBA’TEFUL a ( irom debate ) 1. Or pero
price. Stvifo.
Secretly
fons.)
Quarrelſome ; contentious, 2. Coo
pri
ARNLY.
;
Sax
.)
arb . (deorn,
DE
vately ; unleei . Spenſer,
tefted ; occafioning quarrels .
DEARTH . /. [from dear .] 1. Scarcily which DEBATEMENT. 7. Liron debate ) Cooleſt ;
controverty. Siskop
mihes fcori dear Bacon . 2. Want ; need ; fa .
DELATIR.
Tisc. Shakesp 3. Barrenneſs; fterility.Dryden.
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DEBATER.S. (from debate.) A diſputant; a ) DECA'NTER.S. ( from decant.] A glafs veſſel
controvertiſt.
made for pouring off liquor clear.
To DEBA'UCH . v . a . [deſboucher, Fr.) 1. To To DECA'PITATE. v . a . [decapito, Lat . ) To
behead .
corrupt ; to vitiate . Dryden . 2. To corrupi
with lewdneſs. Shakeſp. 3. To corrupt by To DECA'Y . v . n . ( decheoir, Fr. ] To loſe
intemperance. Tillerſon.
excellence ; to decline. Clarendon ,
DEBA UCH . L. A fit ofiatemperance ; luxury ; DECA'Y. I. (from the verb.) ! Decline from
exceſs ; lewdneſs. Calamy.
the Itate of perfection , Ben. Johnſon. 2. The
DEBAUCHE'E.S . (deſbauchee, Fr.) A lecher ; effects of diminution ; the marks of decay.
a drunkard. South.
Locke. 3. Declenſion froin proſperity. Levit .
DEBAUCHERS. (from debarch.) One who DECAYER . f. ( from decay .] That which
ſeduces others to intemperance or lewdneſs.
cauſes decay. Shakeſp .
DEBA UCHERY.S. (from debauch .) The prac - DECE'ASE. [decellás, Lat.] Death ; departure
from life. Hojker .
tice of excels ; lewdneſs. Sprai.
DEBA'UCHMENT. S. [from debauch .)The act To DECEASE . V. » (decedo, Lat . ) To die ;
of debauching or vitiating ; corruption.Taylor.
to depart from liſe . Chapman .
To DEBEL .
Tv.a. ( debella, Lat ] TO DECE IT./ (deceptio , Lát ] 1. Fraud ; a cheat ;
To DEBEʻLLATE. ) conquer ; to overcome in a fallacy Job. 2. Stratagem ; artifice. Shakeſp.
war . Bacon
DECEITFUL. a . (deceit and full.] Fraudu
lent ; full ofdeceit.Shakeſp .
DEBELLA'TION . L. [ from debeliatio, Lat .)
DECEʻITFULLY. adv. (from deceitful ] Frau
The act of conquering in war.
DEBENTURE. . [debentur, Lat. from debeo.]
dulently. W otten
A writ or note, by which a debt is claimed DECEITFULNESS. S. ( from deceitful.] Ten
Seift.
dency to deceive. Marthew .
DE BILE. a. ( debilis, Lat . ] Weak ; feeble ; DECEIVABLE. a . ( from deceive.) 1. Subject
languid ; faint. Shakeſp.
to fraud ; expoſed to impoſture . Milion . 2 .
To DEBILITATE v . a. ( debilito, Lat ] To Subject to produce errour ; deceitful. Bacon.
weaken ; tomakefaint ; to enfeeble . Brown .. DECEIVABLENESS.S. (from deceivable.)li
DEBILITATION . f. [from debilitatio, Lat .)
ableneſs to be deceived. Gov. of the Tongue.
To DECE'IVE . v . a . (decipio, Lat . ) 1. To
The act of weakening .
DEBILITY . ). [ debilitas, Lat. ) Weakneſs ;
cauſe to miſtake ; to bring into errour. Locke.
ſeeblereis ; languor ; fainineis. Sidney .
2. To deiude by Atratagem . 3. To cut off
DEBONAIR . a. ( debonnaire, Fr. ) Elegant;
from expectation. Knolles. 4. To mock ; to
Dryden.
fail.
civil ; well-bred . Milton , Dryden .
DEBONAIRLY. adv. ( from deberair. ) Ele. DECEIVER. S. (from deceive. One that leads
another into eriour. South .
gantly .
DEBT.S. ( debitum , Lat .] 1. That which one DECEMBER. /. (december, Lat. ) The laſt
man owes to another. Duppa. 2. That which month of the year. Shakeſp.
DECEʻMPEDAL. a . (from decempeda, Lat. ]
any one is obliged to do or ſuffer. Shakeſp.
DE BTED . part. [from debe.) Indebted ; obligo
Having ten feet in length .
DECEMVIRATE.S . (decemviratus, Lac ] The
ed to . Shakesp:
DEBTOR.L. ( debitor, Lat . ) 1. He that owes dignity and of ceofthe ten governours of Roine .
ſomething to another . Swifi. 2. One that DE'CENCE.
(decence, Fr ] 1. Propriety of
owes money. Philips. 3. One ſide of an ac- DECENCY. S form ; proper formaliiy ; be
count- book . Addijon.
coming ceremony. Sprei 2. Suitableneſs to
character ; propriety. Soutb. 3. Mojelty ; not
DEBULLITION . 7. [debullitia, Lat . ) A bub
bling or feething over. Diet.
ribaldry ; nor obicenity. Refcommon ,
DECACU MINATED a .( decacuminatus,Lat.] DECE'NNIAL. a (froni decennium , Lat.]Whac
continues for the fpace of ten years.
Having the top culoff. Diet.
DECADE . [ dixi, Gr. decas, Lat .] The ſum DECENNOVAL.. } a. [decem and nozem ,
often . Holder .
DECENNO VARY. ) Lat.) Relating to the
DECA'DENCY. f. [ decadence, Fr ) Decay ;
number nineteen. Helder
fall. D : 9 .
DECENT. a . [docens, Lat. ) Becoming ; fit ;
ſuitable. Dryder .
DECAGON , F. ( from dira, ten, and 7282, a
DECENTLY. adv. [from decent.] 1. In a
corner . ) A plain figure in geometry.
DECALOGUE. S. (Jincher , Grj The ten proper manner ; with ſuitable behaviour ,
Brown. 2. Without immodeſty. Dryder.
commandments given by God to Mofes. Ham
TO DECAMP. v . % . (decamper, Fr ) To thift DECEPTIBILITY.S. (from deceit.j Liableneſs
to be deceived. Glanville,
the camp ; to move off.
DECA MPMENT. S. [ from decamp.] The act DECEPTIBLE . a . ( from deceit.] Liable to be
deceived. Brown.
of Thitting the camp,
To DECANT. v. a . (decanter, Fr. ) To pour DECEPTION . S.(deceptio, Lat.] 1. The act
off gently by inclination. Boyle.
or means of deceiving , cheat ; traud Sauih.
DECANTA’TION . S. decanía.19%, F .. ] The
2. The ſtate of being deceived . 2.Iilion ,
DECE'P
ae of decanting
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DECEʻPTIOUS. a. (from deceit.] Deceitlul . I DECKER.S:{ from deck.) A dreſſer; a coverer .
To DECLAIM. v. n. (declamo, Lat.) To ha
Shakelp .
DECEPTIVE . a . ( from deceir.) Having the
rangue; to rhetoricate ; to ſpeak ſet orations.
Ben jobufon .
power of deceiving .
DÈCE PTORY. a . ( from deceit.] Containing DECLAIMER. . (from declaim .) One who
means of deceit.
makes (preches with intent to move the paſ
DECERPT. 6. decerptus , Lat.) Diminiſhed ; fions. Audifan .
taken off.
DECLAMATION. f. (declamatio, Lat.) A
DECERPTIBLE . a. (decerpo, Lat.) That may
diſcourſe addreiled to the paſions ; an ha
be taken off.
rangue. Taylor
DECERPTION.S . (from decerp ..] The act of DECLAMATOR . f. [Latin.) A declaimer ;
an orator. Taller.
leftening, or taking off.
DECEKTA’TION . Y. (decertatio, Lat .) A con- DECLAMATORY. a . (declamatorius, Lat .) ,
Relating to the practice ofdeclaiming W61150.
tertion ; a ſtriving ; a diſpute .
DECE SSION./ (deceljio, Lal.) A departure
2. Appealing to the pailions . Dryden.
'To DECHARM . v. a . ( decharmer, Fr.) TO DECLARABLE. 6. (from declare.j Capable of
counteract a charm ; to dilenchant. Harvey.
proot. Brown
To DECIDE. v . a . ( decide, Lat.) 1. To fix DECLARA'TION. J. [ from declare. ) 1. A pro
clamation or affirmation ; publication. Hecker .
the event of ; to determine. Dryden. 2. To
determine a queſtion or difpute. Granville
Tilletfon. 2. An explanation of ſomething
DECIDENCE / ( deciile, Lat.] 1. The quality
doubiful. 3. [ in law .]Declaration is the ſhow
ing forth of an activo perſonal in any fuit, cho'
of being ſhed, or of falling off. 2. The act
it is vlevi fomeriines for real actions. Cowell.
of talling away . Brown.
DECIDER . f. (from decide.} 1 . One who DECLARATIVE . a (trom declare.] 1.Making
declaration ; explanatory. Growu. 2. Making
determines cauſes. Wais. 2. One who de
proclamation. Swifi.
termines quarrels.
DECIDUOUS. a . (deciduus, Lat . ) Falling ; not DECLARATORILY. adv .(from declaratery ]
In the form of a declaration ; not promillively.
perennial Quincy .
Brown.
DECIDUOUSNESS. S. [from deciduus ] Apt
DECLARATORY. a . [from declare .] Affir
neſs to tall.
DECIMAL. a. (decimus, Lat .) Numbered by
mative ; expreſſive Tillation.
ten . Locke.
To DECLARE. v.a. [diclaro, Lat . ] 1. To
To DE'CIMATE . Q a . (decimus , Lat ] To clear ; to free from obicurity . Boyle. 2. To
cithe ; to take the tenth .
make known ; to tell evidently and openly.
DECIMATION.S. (from decimate.] 1. A tith
Dryden. 3. To publith ; to proclaim . Ckronicles .
felec
4. To ſhow in open view. Addiſon ,
A
2.
ing ; a felection of every tenth .
tion by lot of every tenth foldier for puniſh- TO DECLARE.S. n . To make a declaration .
Tayicr .
ment. Dryden .
To DECIPHER. v . a . ( dechiffrer, Fr.) 1 DECLAREMENT. ſ. ( from declare.] Diſco
To explain that which is written in ciphers
very ; declaration ; teſtimony . Brown.
Sidney! 2. To vrite out ; to mark down in DECLARER L. (trom declare . } One that
characters. Such . 3. To Itamp ; to charac
makes any thing known.
tenile ; to mark . Shokejp. 4. To untoid ; 10 DECLENSION . Y. (declinatie, Lat.) 1. Ten
unravel.
dancy from a greater to a leis degree of
DECI PHERER.S. ( from deipber.] One who
excellence. South . 2 Declination ; defcent.
Burnet. 3. Inflexion ; manner of changing
explains writings in cipher.
nouns . Clarke,
DECISION.J. (trom decide.] .. Determination
ofa difference Woodward. 2. Letermination DECLINABLE . a ( from decline .) Haring va
riety of terminations.
of an event. Shakeſp .
DECISIVE. a . ( from decide ) 1. Having the DECLINATION.J . [ declinatis, Lat ) 1. De
icent ; change tiom a better to a worle tale ;
.
Rogers
difference.
any
power of determining
decay . Waller . 2. The act of bending down .
2. Having the power oi selling any event.
Philips
3. Variation from reclitude ; oblique mction ;
DECISIVELY adv. ( from decifice.) In a con
cb ! iquity. Bentley. 4. Variation irrm a fixed
clutive manner .
point. I codward . 5. [ ln navigation . ) 'The
DECISIVENESS. S.{írem decilive. ]The power variation oj she needle from the true meridian
ofitimizating any difference, or ieitling an
of any place to the eart or wett. 6. ( in atio
romy.) 'I be declinaison of a star we call its
DECISORY. a . ( decide.) Able to determine
Descent distance from the equator. Broers.7 .
or de chie .
( in grammar.) The declenhion or inflection or
To DLCK.V.a. ( decker , Dutch .] 1. To cover ; a noun through its various terminations.
10 overſpread aboston. 2. To dies ; to array. DECLINATOR 2 1. ( irom decline.) An
Stakej. 3. To adorn ; w ebeilim . Prior. DECLINATOKY.S initument in dialling :
Chambers.
DECh . j . fiom the verb. ) 1. The floor of a
thir. Beni Jobatur . 2. Pack of cards piled To DECLINE, 5. n . ( decline, Lat.) 1. To lean
dowawaru .
regularly on each aler. Crown
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of growing leſs; vecay. Prior . 2. The wane
downward, Shakeſp . 2. To deviate ; to run
of the moon. Bacon
into obliquities. Ex :dus. 3. To thun ; to avoid
to do any thing . 4. To link ; to be impaired ; To DECRE'E v . n (d'cretum, Lat ) To make
to decay. Denbam.
an edict ; to appoint by ediet . Milton.
To DECLINE 5. 2. 1. To bend downward ; to TO DECRE'E v. a. To doom or afſign by a
decree . Job .
bring down Spenſer. 2. To ſhun ; 10 avoid ;
to refule ; to be cautious o . Clarendon. 3. DECRE’E . I. (decretum , Lat . ) 1. An ediet ; a
To modify a word by various terminations.
law . Shakesp. 2. An eitabliſhed rule . Jib.
Watts .
A determination of a ſuit,
DECREMENT
. S. [ decremenium , Lat.] De
the
DECLI'NE. f. The ſtate of tendency to
creafe ; the ſtate of growing leſs ; the quan
worſe ; diminution ; decay . Prior.
DECLIVITY. f. (declivis, Lat.) Inclination or
tiey loſt by decieaſing. Brown.
obliquity reckoned downwards; gradual de - DECREʻPIT. a. (decrepitus, Lat.)Waſted and
ſcent ; the contrary to acclivity . Gulliver.
worn out with age . Raleigh, Addiſon.
DECLIVOUS. a . ( declivis, Lat.] Gradually T. DECREPITATE.v.8. decrepe, Lat ] To
calcine falt till it has ceaſed to crackle in the
deſcending ; not precipitous .
fire Brown ,
To DECO CT.v.2. (decoque , deco 87 um ,Lat.) 1 .
To prepare by boiling for any uſe ; to digert DECREPITATION. ſ. [from decrepitare ]
in bot water. 2. To digeit by the heat of ine
The crackling noite which falt makes over the
fire . Quincy
ftomach . Davies. 3. To boil in water. Bacon
DECRE PITNESS. L. ( from decrepit ] The
4. To boil up to a conſiſtence. Shakejp .
DECOʻCTIBLE . a . ( irom decret.) That which DECREPITUDE. S Tari Itage of decay ; the
laſt effects of old age. Bentley
may be boiled , or prepared by boiling .
DECOʻCTION . S. L'decoétum , Lat.) 1. The act (DECRESCENT. a . (trom decrefcens, Lat.]
Growing leſs.
ofboiling any thing . Bacon . 2. A preparation
DECRETAL , a. (decretum , Lat. ) Appertaining
made by boiling in water. Ben . Johnſon.
DECOCTURE . L. ( from decocl .] A ſubſtance to a decree ; containing a decree . dylife.
DECRE'TAL. S. (from the adjective.] 1. A
drawn by decoction ..
book of decrees or ediêts . Addifon. 2. The
DECOLLA TION . S. [ decollatie, Lat. ] The act
collection of the Pope's decrees . Howel.
of beheading. Brown.
DECOMPOSITE.a. (decompofitus, Lat. ) Com- DECRETIS ?'. S. (from decree.) One that fa
pounded a ſecond time. Bacon .
dies the decreial. Ayliffe.
DECOMPOSITION.S . (decompefrus, Lat.) The DECRETORY. a. (trom decree.) 1. Judicial;
definitive, South . 2. Critical ; definitive.
aćt of compounding things already compound
Brown.
ed. Boyle.
To DECOMPOʻUND . , a. decomporo, Lat.) DECRIAL. S.(from decry.) Clamorous cenſure ;
To compoſe of things already compounded . haſty or noiſy condemnation.
To DÉCRY ' . V.Q. [decrier, Fr. ] To cenfure ;
Boyle, Newton.
DECOMPOUND.c.(from theverb .) Compoſed
to blame clamorouſly ; to clamour againit .
Dryden.
of things or words already compounded. Boyle
DECORAMENT. S. ( from decorate.] Orna- DECUMBENCE. ? F. (decumbo, Lat.) The act
ment .
DECU'MBENCY. } of lying down ; the pure
ture of lying down. Brown.
TO DECORATE . v. a. (decoro, Lat . ) To a
DECUMBITURE. f. [ from decumba, Lat.) 1 .
dorn ; to embelliſh ; lo beautify.
DECORATION .). ( from decorate.) Ornament;
The time at which a man iakes to his bed in
added beauty . Dryden.
a diſeale. 2. [ In aſtrology.) A ſcheme of the
DECORATOR S. (from decorate .) An adorner .
heavens erected for that time, by which the
DECO ROUS. e . [decorus, Lae ) Decent ; ſuii
prognoſticksof recovery or death are diſcover
able to a character. Ray.
ed. Dryden .
TO DECORTICATE : v.a. ( decortico, Lat.] TO DE CUPLE . a . (decupulus, Lat.) Tenfold . Ray.
DE CURION.S. (decurio, Lat . ) A commander
diveſt of the bark or huik , Arbuthnoi.
DECORTICATION . 1. (from decorticate.) over ten. Temple.
DECU'RSION : I. (decurſus, Lat.] The act of
the act ofſtripping ihe bark or huik .
DECO RUM . . (Latin ) Decency ; behaviour running down. Hal .
contrary to licentiouineis; feemlineſs. Wotton DECURSATION. . [ decurtaria, Lat . ] The
TO DECOY. v . a . [ from koey , Dutch, a cage ]
act of cutting ſhort.
To lure into a cage ; to inti ap. L'Eſtrange.
To DECUSSATE . v . a . (decufe, Lat. ) To in
DECO Y. S. Allarement to miſchiei. Berkley.
terfect at acute angles. Ray.
DECOYDUCK . ſ. A duck that luses others . DECUSS A'TION . Į [from decuffate.) The act
Mortimer .
of crorling ; ítate of being cronicd at unequal
angles . Ray.
TO DECREʻASE . v . n. (decrefco, Lat .) To grow
leis ; to be diminiſhed . Ecclus.
To DEDECORATE. v... [ Jedecoro, Lat.) To
diſgrace ; to bring a reproach upon .
TO DECREASE . v . a. To make leſs ; to di
minith , Daniel, Newton.
DEDECORATION . /:[ from dedecorate ] The
act of diſgracing.
DECREASE , S. ( from the verb ) 1. The face
DEDE CO
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DEDE'COROUS. e. [ dedecus, Lat.) Diſgrace- DEEP. S: (from the adjective .] 1. The fea ;
che main. Waller . 2. The moſt folemn or
ful ; reproachful .
Atill part. Shakeſp.
DEDENTITION. S. (de and dentitio, Lat.)
To DEEPEN. v . a .(from deep.] 1. To make
Loſs or thedding of the tecth. Brown .
deep ; lo fok far below the ſurface. Addifon .
To DEDICATE . v . a . (dedico, Lat.] 1. To de
2. To darken ; to cloud ; to make dark , Peacb .
vote to fome divine power. Numbers. 2. To
te
3. To make ſad or gloomy. Pope.
purpoſe.
or
perſon
any
to
ſolemnly
appropria
Clarendon. 3. To infcribe to a patron . Peach . DEEP-MOUTHED. a . (deep and mouth.] Have
DE’DICATE . a . (from the verb.) Confecrate ; ing a hoarſe and loud voice. Gay.
DEEP-MUSING . a. ( deep and mufe.] Contem
devote ; dedicated. Spelman.
DE'DICA’TION.S . [dedicatie, Lat.] 1. The act
plative ; loſt in thought. Pape.
of dedicating to any being or purpoſe; conte- DE EʻPLY . adv. (from deep .] 1. To a great
cration . Hooker . 2. A ſervile address to a pa
depth ; far below the ſurface. Tillotſon . 2 .
With great ſtudy or fagacity. 3. Sorrowfully ;
tron. Pope .
DEDICA'TOR. S. [from dedicate.) One who ſolemnly. Mark , Denne. 4. With a tendency
to darknels of colour. Boyle. 5. lo a high de
inſcribes his work to a patron with compliment
gree . Bacon .
Pope.
and ſervility.
RY
te
TÓ
poica
DEEPNESS. L. ( from deep.) Entrance far be
.] Com
.' a. ( from ded
DE DICA
low the furface; profundity ; depth . Knoiles.
ſing a dedication ; adulatory . Pope.
DEDITION . S. [deditio, Lat.] The act of yield- DEER . !: [ deon , Saxon. ) That clals of animals
which is hunted for veniſon. Waller .
ing up any thing. Hale.
To DEDUCE. v. a. ( deduco, Lat.] 1. To draw To DEFACE . v. a . [defaire, Fr.) To deſtroy ;
in a regular connected ſeries. Pope. 2. To
to raze; to disfigure . Shakeſp. Prior .
form a regular chain of conſequential propofi- DEFA'CEMENT. L. ( from deface ] Violation ;
tions. Locke. 3. To lay down in regular or
injury. Bacon .
DEFACER. / (from deface.] Deſtroyer ; abo
der. Themfon .
liſher ; violator . Skakelp:
DEDUCEMENT. S. ( from deduce.) The thing
deduced ; confequential propoſition . Dryden . DEFA'ILANCE. S. [defailonce, Fr.) Failure.
DEDUCIBLE . 2. ( from deduce.) Collectible by
Glanville.
To DEFA LCATE. v . a . (defalquer, Fr.] To
reaſon . Brown, South .
DEDU'CIVE . a. (from deduce.) Performing the
cut off ; to lop ; to take away part.
DEFALCA'TION. J. ( from defalcate.) Dimi
act of deduction.
Addiſon
nution.
To DEDU'CT. v. a. [deduco, Lat.] 1. To ſub
tract ; to take away ; to defalcate. Norris. DEFAMA'TION.S. [from defame.)The act of
defaming or bringing infamy upon another ;
2 To ſeparate ; to diſpart. Spenſer.
calumny ; reproach ; cenſure ; detraction .
DEDUCTION. |. [deductio, Lat.) 1. Conſe
quential connection; conlequence. Duppa. 2 . Aylife.
DEFA MATORY.a. ( from defame.) Calumpi .
That which is deducted . Pope.
DEDUCTIVE. e. ( from deduct.)Deducible.
ous; unjuſtly cenſorious ; libellous. Gov. of
the Tongue.
DEDUCTIVELY.adw. (from deductive.) Con.
ſequentially ; by regular deduction .
TO DEFA'ME . v. a . (de and fama, Lat.) To
DEED . F. (dad, Saxon .] 1. Action , whether make in amous ; lo cenſure tallely in publick ;
good or bad . Smallridge. 2. Exploit ; perior
to deprive of honour ; to dishonour by reports.
Decay of Piery.
mance. Dryden. 3. Power of action ; agency .
Milton. 4. AA declaratory ofan opinion Hook. DEFAME. F. (from the verb. ) Diſgrace ; dir
honour. Spenſer,
5. Written evidence of any legal act . Bacon .
6. Fact ; reality ; the contrary to fiction . Lee. DEFA'MER . ). [ from defame.) One that in
DLE DLESS. a . (from deed .] Unactive. Pope.
jures the reputation of another . Gov. of the
To DEEM . v . r . part. demps, or deemed. [de. Tongue .
man, Saxon.) To judge ; to conclude upon To DEFA TIGATE. v. a. (defatigo, Lat . ) To
coulderation . Spenſer, Hooker , Dryden.
DEEM . J.( from the verb.)Judgment ; furmiſe ; DEFATIGATION. j. (defasigatie, Lat.
Wearineis .
opinion. Shakeſp.
DEL MSTER.J . ( from deem ) A judge.
DEFAULT.S. ( defaut, Fr.) 1. Omiſſion of that
DEEP.a. (deep, Saxon ) 1. Having length down
which we ought to do ; neglect. 2. Crime ;
failure ; fault. Haywood. 3. Defect; want.
wards. Bacon. 2. Low in licuation ; no high .
Davies. 4. ( In law .) Non -appearance in court
3. Meaſured from the ſurface downward New
fon . 4. Entering far ; piercing a great way; at a day aligned. Cowell.
Clarendon . 5. Far from ihe outer part. Dryd. DEFE ASANCE. . (defaiſance, Fr.) 1. The
6. Not ſuperficial; not obvious. Lecke.
Sa
act of annulling or abrogating any contract.
gacious ; penetrating . Locke. 8. Full of con
2. Defealance is a condition annexed to ad
trivance ; politick ; inlidious. Shahelp. 9 .
act ; which performed by the obligee, the act
Grave ; -folemn. Shakejp. 10. Dark coloured.
is diſabled . Cowell. 3. The writing in which
Dryden. u .Having a great degree of Itillneſs, a defeafance is contained. 4. A defeat ; con
or gloom , Genejis. 12. Bals ; grave in found.
queſt. Spenfor,
DEFE'A
Bacon.
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DEFE'ASIBLE. a . (from defaire.] That which DEFE'NDER . L. (from defend.) 1. One that
may be annulled. Davies.
defends ; a champion. Shakeſp. 2. An aſſer
DEFEA'T. S. ( from defaire, Fr. ) 1. The over
tor ; a vindicator. South . 3. ( in law .) An ad
vocate
.
throw of an army. Addiſon. 2. Act of deſtruc
DEFE'NSATIVE. S- [from defence.) 1. Guard ;
tion ; deprivation . Shakeſp.
TO DEFEAT. v . a . 1. To overthrow. Bacon . defence. Brown. 2. ( In ſurgery .] A bandage,
2. To frustrate. Milton. 3. To aboliſh .
plaiſter, or the like .
DEFE’ATURE. 1. (irom de and feature.) DEFENSIBLE.
defence.] That may be
Juſtifiable
detended. Bacon.2. (2.from
Change of feature ; alteration of countenance .
; right ; capa
ble of vindication. Collier.
Skakelp.
To DE'FECATE v. a. (defeco , Lat.) 1. TO DEFENSIVE. a. (defent:f, Fr.] 1. That ſerves
purge ; to purify ; to cleanſe. Boyle. 2. To
to defend ; proper for defence. Sidney. 2. In a
Nate or poſture of defence. Milton .
purity from any extraneousor noxious mixture.
DEFE'NSIVE . S. (from the adjective | 1. Safe
Glartille.
DE FECATE . a. (from the verb .) Purged
guard . Bacon. 2. State of defence. Clarendon.
DEFE'NSIVELY. adv. ( from defenfioue.) in a
from lees or foulneis. Boyle.
defen
ſive manner.
DEFECA TION . J. [ defecatio, Lat.] Purifica
cion. Harvey .
DEFE'NST.pari paß. ( from defence.] Defended .
Fairfax,
DEFECT. f . (defectus, Lat .) 1. Want; ab
ſence of ſomething neceſſary. Davics. 2. Fail- To DEFER . v. n . (from differo, Lat.) 1. To
ing ; want. Shakeſp. 3. Å fault ; miſtake ; put off ; to delay to act. Milton. 2. To pay
dererence or regard to another's opinion.
error . Hocker . 4. A blerniſh ; a failure. Locke.
TO DEFECT.7.n. To be deficient. Brown.
To DEPE'R . v . a . To with -hold ; to delay .
DEFECTIBILITY . J. ( from defectible .) The
Pupe. 2. To refer to ; to leave to another's
juugment. Bacon .
ftate of failing ; imperfection. Hale.
DEFECTIBLE. a . (from defe & l.) 1. Imperfect; DEFERENCE. /. [deference, Fr.) 1. Regard ;
deficient, Hale.
relpect. Swift. 2. Complailance; condelcen
DEFE'CTIONS . [defe &tio, Lat.] 1.Want; fai
fion. Locke. 3. Submition . Addiſon
Jure. 2. A falling away'; apoſtacy. Ra'eigb, DEFERENT./.[fiom deterens,of defero, Lat.)
Watts. 3. An abandoning of a king, or ſtate ;
That carries up and down. Bacon.
revolt , Davies.
DEFERENT. ). (from the adjective.] That
DEFE'CTIVE . a . [ from defectious, Lat .) 1. which carries; that which conveys . Bacon .
Full of detects ; imperfect ; not fufficient. DEFI'ANCE. F. (from deffi, Fr.j 1. A challenge;
Locke, Arbuthnol, Addiſon, 2. Fauley ; vitious;
an invitation to fight.Dryden. 2. A chailenge
blameable . Addijon .
to make any impeachment good . 3. Exprer
DEFECTIVE or deficient Nouns.( In grammar.]
fion of abhorrence or contempt . Decay of Piery.
Indeclinable nouns, or ſuch as want a number, DEFICIENCE. ? ! (from deficio, Lat.) 1. De
DEFICIENCY. Sfect; failing ; imperfection.
or ſome particular caſe.
Brown, Sprat.2. Want ; fomething leſs than
DEFECTİVE Verb. ( In grammar'] A verb
is necesſary. Arbuthnos .
which wants ſome of its tentes.
a. [deficiens . ] Failing ; wanting ;
DEFECTIVENESS. S.( from defective.] Want ; DEFICIENT.
detective . Wotton .
faultineſs. Addiſon .
DEFENCE. F. (defenfio, Lat.) 1.Guard ; pro- DEFTER. f. [from deffi, Fr.] A challenger : a
contemner. Tilloifon.
tection ; ſecurity. Eccluſ. 2. Vindication ; jul
lificacion; apology. Axts. 3. Prohibition. Tem- To DEFILE. v. 6 (afılan , Sax.) 1. To make
ple. 4. Relittance. 5. ( In law . ) The delen
foul or impure ; to dirty . Shakeſp. 2. To pol
lute ; make legally or ritually impure . Lev .
dant's reply after declaration produced. 6. ( In
3. to corrupt chaſtity ; to violate . ' Prior . 4.
fortification .) The part thai Aanks another
work .
To taint ; to corrupt ; to vitiate . Stillingfleet,
DEFENCELESS . a . ( from defersce.) 1. Naked ; Wake
onarmed ; unguarded . Milion . 2. Impotent . To DEFILE . v . n . (defiler , Fr.) To go off file
by file.
Addifon.
To DEFEND.v .a . ( defende, Lat .] 1. To ſand | DEFI LE . F. (defpile, Fr. a line of ſoldiers .) A
in defence of ; to protect; to ſuppori. Shakeſp
narrow pallage. Addiſon .
2. To vindicate ; to uphold ; to alert ; 10 DEFILEMENT. S. ( from defile.) The ſtate of
maintain. Swift. 3. 'i'o fortify ; to ſecure.
being defiled ; pollution ; corruption. Milton .
Dryden. 4. To prohibit ; to forbid . Milton , DEFILER . J. (from defile.] One ihat defiles ; a
Temple. 5. To maintain a place, or caule.
Corrupter. Addison
DEFE NDABLE. a . [irom defend. That may DEFINABLE. a, (from define) ! . Capable of
be defended.
detinition . Dryden . 2. That which may be
aicertained. Burget .
DEFENDANT. a. ( from defendo, Lat .) Deſen
To DEFINE . v.a. (definis, Lat.) 1. To give
kve ; ft for defence. Share !p .
DEFENDANT . ). ( from the adjective. ) . He
the definition ; to explain a thing by its qua
that defends againit aſſailants . Wilkins. 2. (in
liries. Sidney . 2. To circumſcribe ; to marks
law . ] The person accuſed or ſued. Hudibras. the limit. Newton .
To
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TO DEFINE. v . 1. To determine ; to decide . DEFORMEDLY. adv . ( from deform .) la an
Bacon ,
ugly manner.
DEFINER . S. (from define.) One that deſcribes DEFORMEDNESS. S. [ from deformed .) Ugli
neſs .
a thing by its qualities. Prior.
DEFINIE ai ( rom definitus, Lat . ) 1. Cer- DEFORMITY. S. [deformitas, Lat.) . Ugli
tain ; limited ; bounded. Sidney. 2. Exact ;
neſs ; ill-favouredneſs. Sbakeſp. 2. Ridicu
louſneſs. Dryden. 3. Irregularity; inordinate
precile. Shakeſp
DEFINITE . J. (from the adjective .] Thing ex
Deſs. King Cbarles. 4. Diſhonour ; diſgrace.
DEFOʻRSOR. S. ( from forceur, Fr. ) One that
plained or defined. Ayliffe.
overcomes and caſteth out by force. Blount.
DE'FINITENESS. S. [ from definite.) Certain
To DEFRAU'D . v . a . (defraude, Lat .) To rob
ly ; limitedneſs.
or deprive by a wile or trick. Pope.
DE FINITION . . (definitio, Lat .) 1. A More
deſcription of a thing by its properties. Dryden. DEFRAUDER. S. [ from defraud.) A deceiver .
Blackmore .
2. Deciſion ; deterinination. 3. (In logick ]
The explication of the eilence of a thing by its To DEFRAY. v . a. ( defrayer, Fr. ) To bear
the charges of. 2 Mac .
kind and difference . Bentley.
DEFINITIVE. a . ( definitivus, Lat ] Determi- DEFRA YER . L. ( from defray.) One that dil
charges expences.
nate ; poſitive ; expiets. Wotton
DEFINITIVELY. adv . ( from definitive ) Poſi- DEFRA YMENT . L. [ from defray.) The pay
ment of expences.
tively ; deciſively ; expreſsly . Shakelp. Hall.
DEFINITIVENESS. ſ. [irom definitive.] De- DEFT. a . Idaft, Sax .] Obſolete. 1. Neat ;
cilivenols.
handſome ; ſpruce. 2. Proper; fitting. Sbakeſ.
DEFLAGRABI'LITY.S . (from deflagro, Lat. ) 3. Ready ; dexterous. Dryden .
Combustibility . Boyle.
DEFTLY. adv. ( from deft. ) Oblolete. 1. Neat
DEFLAGRABLE . a . [ from deflagro, Lat. ) ly ; dexterouſly . 2. In a ſkilful manner. Shak.
Having the quality of waſting away wholly in DEFU‘NCT. a. [defunctus, Lat.) Dead ; de
ceaſed. Hudibras.
fire . Boyle.
DEFLAGRA’TION . S [deflagratio, Lat. ) Set- DEFU'NCT. S. ( from the adjective.] One that
ting fire to ſeveral things in their preparation .
is deceaſed ; a dead man, or woman . Grasst.
To DEFLECT. v . n . ( defie£ to, Lat.) To turn DEFU'NCTION. f. [ from defun &t.] Death.
Shakesp.
aſide ; to deviate from a true courſe. Blackin.
DEFLECTION. F. (from defiesto, Lat.] 1. De- To DEFY'. v. a. (deffier , Fr.] 1. To call to
viation ; che act of turning aſide. Brown . 2 .
combat ; to challenge. Dryden. 2. To treat
A turning aſide, or out of theway. 3. ( In na
with contempt ; to light. Sh-keſp.
vigation . The departure of a ſlip from its DEFY '. S. ( from the verb.) A challenger ; an in
true courſe .
vitation to fight. Dryden.
DEFLEXURE. L. (from defleEto, Lat.) A bend - DEFYER . J. (from defy ] A challenge ; one
ing down ; a lurning atide, or out of the way ,
that invites to fight. South.
D: 07.
DEGENERACY. L. ( trem degeneratie, Lac. ]
DEFLORATION . S. [ defloration , Fr. ) 1. The
1. A departing from the virtue of our ance
tors. 2. A forlaking of that which is good .
act of defouring. 2. A ſelection of that which
is moſt valuable. Hale.
Tillotſon . 3. Meannels. Addiſon .
To DEFLOUR. v. a. [deflorer, Fr.) 1. ToTo DEGENERATE. v. * . (degenerer , Fr.)
1. To fall from the virtue of our apceſtors. 2 .
raviſh ; to take away a woman's virginity.
To fall from a more noble to a bale ſtate .
Eccluj. xx . 4. 2 . To take away the beauty
and grace of any thing. Taylor.
Tillotſon. 3. To fall from its kind ; to grow
DEFLOʻURER . J. (from deflowr.) A raviſher.
wild or baſe. Bacon.
Addifon.
DEG'ENERATE. adv. ( from the verb. )
DEFLUOUS. a. ( defluus, Lat.) 1. That flows Unlike his anceſtors. Swift. 2. Unworthy ;
down . 2. That falls off.
baſe Milton.
DEFLUXION. f. (defluxio, Lat. ) A Aowing DECENERATENESS. J. [ from degeneraie !
Degeneracy ; Itate of being growa wild ; or
down of humours. Bacen.
out of kind . Diel.
DEFLY . ado. (from defo ] Dexterouſly ; fil
DEGENERA'TION . S. (from degenerate. } I.
fully : Pioperly defily. Spanjer.
DEFOEDA TION.). ( irom difoedus , Lat.) The
A deviation from the virtue of one's ancettors.
act of making filthy pollution. Bersley,
2. A falling from a more excellent ſtate to one
DEFORCEMENT. ). (from force.) A with
of leſs worih . 3. The thing changed from its
holding of lands and renemcuts by force.
primitive ſtate . Brown .
TODEFU KM.Ç.a. (deforms, Lat.] 1. To dil DEGʻENEROUS. a. ( trom degener , Lat . ) 1 .
figure ; to make ugly . Shakesp. 2. To dit
Degenerated ; fallen from virtue. 2. Vilei
honour ; to make ungraceful.
bale ; in :amous; unworthy . Souih.
DEFORM . a. (deformes, Lac .) Ugly ; disfi- DEGENEROUSLY . adv. (from degenerses .)
gured. Sy enfer, Niilton.
In a degenera.e manner ; balcly meanly.
DEFORMATIONS. [deformatia, Lat.) A de
Decay of Piety.
DEGLU
facing
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DEGLUTITION.S. [deglutitios, fr.] The act | DEICNING . S. ( from deigr .] A vouchſafing;
a thinking worthy.
or power of ſwallowing . Arbuthnot.
DEGRADATION . ' [degradation , Pr.) 1. A DEINTEGRATE. v. a . (from de and integro,
deprivation ofan office or dignity. Ayliffe, 2 .
Lat.) T. diminish.
DEIPAROUS . a. ( deiparus, Lat .) That brings
Degeneracy ; baſeneſs. South .
To DEGRA’DE. v. a. ( degrader, Fr.) 1. To
forth a god ; che epithet applied to the vlefied
Virgin.
put one from bis degree. Shakeſp. 2 . Το
DE'ISM . S. [ deiſme, Fr.] The opinion of thoſe
letlen ; to diminiſh the value of. Milton.
DEGRAVA'TION.S. ( from degravate, ofde
that only acknowledge one God, without the
grave, Lat. ) The act ofmaking heavy. Dial. reception of any revealed religion. Dryden.
DEGREE. F. (degré, Pr.) 1. Quality; rank ; DEʻIST.F. ( deifte, Pr.) A man who follows no
ſtation. Pfalms, Heoker. 2 . The ſtate and
particular religion ,but only acknowledges the
exiſtence of God . Burnet.
condition in which a thing is. Bacon . 3. A
ſtep or preparation to any thing. Sidney. 4. DE ISTICAL. a. (from deift.) Belonging to the
Order of lineage ; deſcent of family . Dryden . hereſy of the deiits. Waris.
s. The orders or claſſes of theangels. Locke. DE'ITY.S. (dessé, Fr.) 1. Divinity ; the nature
and eſence of God. Hooker. 2. A fabulous
6. Meaſure; proportion. Dryden. 7. (In geo
metry . ) The three hundredth and ſixtieth part
god. Shakeſp. 3 The ſuppoſed divinity of a
of the circumference of a circle. Dryden. 8.( lo
heathen god. Spenſer.
arithmetick.) A degree consiſts of threefigures, DELACERATION.S. (from delacero, Lat. ) A
or three places comprehending units, lens and tearing in pieces .
hundreds Cocker . 9. (lomuſick.) Theinter- DELACRYMA'TION . L.(from delacrymario,
Lat. ) The wateriſhneſs of the eyes.
vals of ſounds. Di& . 10. The vehemence or
Slackneſs of the hot or cold quality of a plant, DELACTATION.S. (delaftatio,Lat.)A wean
ing from the breaſt. Diet .
mineral , or other mixed body. South .
By DEGRE’ES. adv. Gradually; by little and DEL A'PSED. a. (delapfus.] Bearing or falling
liecle. Newton ,
down. Diet.
DEGUSTA'TION. S.[deguftatio, Lat.) A taſt- To DELATE . v. a. ( from delatus, Lat.) To
ing.
carry ; to convey. Bacon .
TO DEHOʻRT. v. a. ( deborter, Lat.) To dif- DELATION.S. delaric, Lat.) 1. Acarrying ;
conveyance. Bacon. 2. An accuſation ; an
fuade . Ward.
impeachment.
DEHORTATION . F. ( from debortor , Lat.)
Diſſuaſion; a counſelling to the contrary Ward. DELA'TOR. S. (delator , Lat.) An accuſer; an
DEHOʻRTATORY . a . ( from debortor, Lat .) informer . Gov. of the Tongue.
To DELAY.v. a . (from delayer , Fr.] 1. To
Belonging to diſſuaſion.
DEHƠŘTER. . (from debort.) A diſfuader ;
defer; to put off. Exodus. 2. To hinder ; to
an adviſer to the contrary.
fruſtrate. Dryden.
DEICIDE. ( from deus and cedo, Lat .) Death of To DELA'Y. V. n. To ſtop ; to ceaſe from ac
tion. Locke.
our bleſſed Saviour . Prior,
To DEJE'CT, w.a. ( dejicie, Lac. ] 1. To cart DELA'Y. S. ( from the verb.] 1. A deferring ;
down ; to afflict; to grieve. Sbakeſp. 2. To
procraſtination. Shakeſp. 2 . Stay i ftop.
make to look ſad. Dryden.
Dryden.
DEJECT . 2. (deje&tus, Lat.] Calt down ; af- DELA’YER.S. (from delay.)One that defers.
Aided ; low ſpirited.
DELE'CTABLE . a. (delo stabilis, Lat. ) Pleaf
DEJE'CTEDLY. ado . ( from deje &t .] In a de
ing ; delightful.
DELECTABLENESS. S ( from delectable. ]De
jected manner;affiliatedly. Bacon.
DEJE'CTEDNESS. J. Lowneſs of ſpirits.
lightfulneſs ; plealanunefs.
DEJECTION . S. (dejeélion, Fr. from dejectis, DELECTABLY.adv. Delightfully; pleaſantly.
Lat.] 1. A lowneſs of ſpirits ; melancholy DELECTA’TION . S. ( delee!atio, Lat.) Plea
Rogers. 2. Weakneſs; inability. Arbushner. ſure ; delight.
TO DEʻLEGATE. v . a. [ delege, Lat .) 1 . To
3. A ſtool. Ray.
DEJECTURE. T. (from dejeel.} The expre
ſend away. 2. To ſend upon an embaſſy. 3 .
meats. Arburbnor.
To intruſt; to commit to another. Taylor. 4.
DEJERATION.S: [ from dejero, Lat .) A tak
To appoint judges to a particular caule .
ing of a folemn oach.
DE'LEGATE. !.[delegatus, Lat.) 1. A depu.
DEIFICATION./. [deification , Fr.) The act of
ty ; a commiffioner; a vicar. Taylor. 2. ( la
dei: ying, or making a god.
law . ) Delegates are perſons delegated or ap
DE'IFORM . a. ( from deus and forma, Lat.) of
pointed by the king's commiffion to fit, upon
a godlike form .
an appeal to him, in the court of Chancery.
To DEIFY. v . a. (deifier, Fr. ) . 1. To make a
Blount.
god of; to adore as god. Sowib. 2. To praiſe DELEGATE. 4. [ delegarus, Lat.) Deputed.
exceffively. Bacon
Taylor.
TO DEIGN.v.9. ( from daigner ,Fr.) To vouch - DELEGATES. [ Court of .] A court wherein all
ſafe ; to think worthy. Milton .
cauſes of appeal , by way of devolution from ei
TODEIGN . v.a. To grant ; lo permit. Shakeſp. ther of the archibiſhops, are decided.
DELEGA'TION.
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DELEGA'TION.S. [ delegatio, Lat.) 1. A DELICIOUSLY.adv .( fromdelicious.) Sweetly ;
ſending away . 2. A putting in commiffion. 3 . pleaſantly ; delightfully. Revelations.
DELICIOUSNESS. S ( from delicious.]Delight;
The aſſignment of a debt to another .
DELENIFICAL . a . [delenificus, Lat.) Having
pleaſure; joy. Taylor.
DĖLIGATION. S. (deligatio, Lat .) A binding
virtue to afſwage, or eaſe pain.
Wiſeman.
up.
Lat.
To
blot
)
deleo,
from
[
.
a
v.
To DELETE.
out. Dist.
DELIGHT. S. [delice, Fr.) 1. Joy ; content ;
ſatisfaction Samuel. 2. That which gives
DELETE'RIOUS. a. ( deleterius, Lat.) Deadly;
delight. Shakeſp.
deſtructive. Brown .
DELETERY.. Deſtructive ; deadly.Hudibras . To DELIGHT. v.a.[dele lor,Lat.) To pleaſe ;
DELEʼTION. /. [ deletio, Lat.) 1. The act of
to content; to ſatisfy. Pſalms, Locke.
raſing or blouring out . 2. A deſtruction. Hale. TO DELIGHT. v. n . To have delight or plea
ſure in. Pſalms.
DELF . 2 ( from delwan, Sax . to dig.) 1. A
DELFE. } mine ; a quarry. Ray. 2. Earthen DELIGHTFUL . a. ( from delighe and full.]
Pleaſant; charming. Sidney.
ware ; counterfeit China ware. Smart.
DELIBA'TION. S. ( delibario, Lat.] An eſſay ; DELIGHTFULLY. adv. Pleaſantly ; charm
1 latte.
ingly ; with delight . Milton.
To DELIBERATE. v. r . ( delibero, Lat.) TO DELIGHTFULNESS.S. [from delight.) Plea
fure ; comfort ; ſatisfaction . Tillotjon .
think , in order to choice; to heſitate. Addifon.
DELIBERATE . a. (deliberatus, Lat.] 1. Čir- DELI'GHTSOME. a. (from delight.) Pleaſant;
delightful. Grew .
cumſpect ; wary ; adviſed ; diſcreet. 2. Slow ;
DELIGHTSOMELY. adv. (from delightfome.]
tedious ; not ſódden . Hooker.
DELIBERATELY.adv . (from deliberate ] Cir
Pleaſantly ; in a delightfulmanner.
DELIGHTSOMENESS.S. ( from delightfome.]
cumſpectly ; adviſedly ; warily. Dryden.
Pleaſanineſs ; delightfulneſs .
DELI BERATENESS .I. [from deliberate.) Cir.
cumſpection ; warineſs; coolneſs ; caution. K. TO DELINJATE . v . a . (delines, Lat.) 1. To
Charles .
draw the first draught of a thing ; to deſign. 2 .
DELIBERATION.S. (deliberatio, Lat.) The
To paint in colours ; to repreſent a true like .
neſs. Brown , 3. To deſcribe. Raleigh.
act of deliberating; thought in order to choice.
Hammond.
DELINEA'TION . J. [delineatio, Lat.) The firſt
DELIBERATIVE. 0 [deliberativus, Lat.) draught of a thing Mertimer.
Pertaining to deliberation ; apt to conlider . DELINI'MENT.Š. (delinimenium , Lat .) A mi
tigating or allwaging.
DELIBERATIVE./- ( from the adjective .) The
diſcourse in which a queſtion is deliberated . DELINQUENCY . ). [ delinquentia, Lat .) A
Bacon .
fault ; failure in duty. Sandys.
DE’LICACY.S. ( delicateſſe, Fr.) 1. Daintineſs ; DELINQUENT.S:(from delinquens, Lat .] An
fineneſs in eating. Milton. 2. Any thing highly offender. Ben. Sobalon.
pleaſing to the ſenſes. Milton. 3. Softnels ; To DE'LIQUATE. . r . ( deliqueo, Lat.) To
feminine beauty. Sidney. 4. Nicety ; minute melt ; to be diſſolv
ed . Cudwortb.
accuracy. Dryden. 5. Neatneſs; elegance of DELIQUA’TION. J. [ deliquatio, Lat .) A melt
dreſs. 6. Politeneſs; gentleneſs of manners. ing ; a diffolving.
7. Indulgence ; gentle treatment, Temple. 8. DELI QUIUM .J. Lat. (a chymical term .) A
Tenderneſs; fcrupulouſneſs; mercifulneſs . 9. diſtillation by the force of fire.
Weakneſs of conſtitution .
DÉLIRAMENT. S. (deliramentum , Lat . ) A
DEʼLICATE. 2. (delicat, Fr.) 1. Fine ; not doting or fooliſh iúle ſtory. Die .
coarſe ; conſiſting of ſmall parts . Arbuthnot., TO DELI'RATE.
v. n . (deliro, Lat .) To dote ;
to rive .
2. Beautiful; pleaſing to the eye. 3. Nice;
pleaſing to the taſte ; of an agreeable flavour. DELIRATION. S. (delirario, Lat .) Dotage ;
Tayler. 4. Dainty ; deſirous of curiousmeats ; folly.
5. Choice ; ſelect ; excellent. 6 . Polite ; DELIRIOUS. a. ( deliriews, Lat.)Lightheaded ;
raving ; deting. Swifi
gentle of manners. 7. Soft; effeminate ;
unable to bear hardſhips. Shakeſp. 8. Pure ; DELI'RIUM . I. (Lai.j Alienation of mind ;
dotage. Arbustnoi.
clear . Sharejp.
DE LICATELY. adv. ( from delicare.) 1. Beau- DELITIGATION . S. [ from delirigo, Lat .) A
tifully. Pepe. 2. Finely ; not coarſely. 3 . ſtriving ; a chiding ; a contending . Dici.
Daintily. Taylor. 4. Choicely. 5. Policely. To DELI VER . v. 2. (dilivrer, Fr.) 1. To
give ; to yield ; to offer . Dryden. 2. To cart
6. Effeminately ,
away ; to throw off. Pope. 3. To ſurrender ;
DELICATENESS S. ( from delicate .] The atate
of being delicate ; tenderneſs; ſoftneſs; etfe
to pue into one's hands. Samuel. 4. To lave ;
minacy. Deuteronomy.
10 relcue . Shakeſp . 5. To ſpeak ; to tell ; 10
DE'LICATES. f. (from delicate.) Niceties ;
rt ale ; 10 utier. Sewift. 6. To diſburden a
rarities ; that which is choice and dainty.
w man of a child. Peacbam .
TOT ELIVER over . v. a. 1. To put into a
King
DE'LICES . S. pl.delicia , Lat.) Pleaſures .Spers. nther's hands. Shakeſp. 2. To give from
hard to hand. Dryden .
DELICIOUS, 6. [delicieux, Fr. ) Sweet ; de
Το
licate ; that affords delighe ; agreeable. Pope.
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TO DELIVER up. v.a. To ſurrender ; to give
may be demanded ; requeſted ; aſked for.
Bacon.
up . Shakeſp.
DELI'VERANCE.S. (delivrance, Fr.] 1. The DEMA'NDANT. S. [ from demand .) He who is
act of delivering a thing to another. 2. The
actor or plaintiff in a real action. Spectator.
act of freeing from captivity, llavery, or any DEMANDER. Š. (demandeur, Fr. ) 1. One
opprefſion ; refcue. Dryden. 3. The act of that requires a thing with authority. 2. One
ſpeaking ; utterance. Shokefp. 4. The act of
that aſks for a thing in order to purchaſe it.
Carew . 3. A dunner.
bringing children . Shakeſp .
DELIVERER , S. ( from deliver.) 1. A faver ; DEME'AN. F. ( from demener, Fr. ) A mien ;
2 reſcuer; a preſerver. Bacon . 2. A relater ;
preſence; carriage. Spenſer.
one that communicates ſomething. Boyle.
TO DEME'AN . v. a . (from demener , Fr.] 1. To
behave; to carry one's ſelf. Tillot/on. 2. To
DELIVERY.S. ( from the verb.) 1. The act
of delivering, or giving. 2. Releaſe ; reſcue; leſſen ; to debaſe ; to undervalue. Shakeſp.
ſaying. Shakeſp. 3. A ſurrender ; giving up. DEMEANOUR. . ( demener, Fr.] Carriage ;
Clarendon. 4. Utterance ; pronunciation ;
behaviour. Clarendon .
ſpeech, Hooker. 5 Uſe of the limbs ; a& ivity . DEME'ANS. S. pl. An eſtate in goods or lands.
Wetten. 6. Childbirth . Ifaiah.
To DEME'NTATE . v. x. ( demento, Lat. ) To
DELL.S. (from dal, Durch.) A pit ; a valley. grow mad .
Spenjer , Tickell.
DEMENTATIONS.(dementatio,Lat.] State of
DELPH.J. A fine fort of earthen ware. Swife.
being mad, or frantick .
DELU DABLE . a . (from delude.) Liable to be DEME'RIT. S. [demérise, Fr.] The oppoſite to
deceived. Brown.
merit ; ill-deſerving. Spenſer .
To DELU'DE. v. a. ( deludo, Lat.) ! To To DEMERIT. v. a. To deſerve blame or
beguile; to cheat ; lo deceive. Dryden. 2 . puniſhment.
DEMERSED . a. ( from demerſus.) Plunged.
To diſappoint; to fruſtrate.
DELU'DËR. S. (from delude.) A beguiler ; a DEME'RSION.J. (demerko, Lat. ) A drowning.
DE'MI . inſeparable particle. ( demi, Fr.) Half;
deceiver; ao impoſtor. Glanville.
TO DELVE. v . 6. (delfan , Sax.] 1. To dig ; as, demigod , that is, halt human, half divine.
: to open the ground with a ſpade. Philips. 2. DEMI-CANNON.S. (demi and cannon . ]
DEMI-CANNON Loweft. A great gun that
To fathom ; to dilt. Shakeſp.
carries a ball thirty pounds weight.
DELVE . S: (from the verb. ) A ditch ; a pitfal;
DEMI-CANNON Ordinary. A great gun. It
a den. Ben. Johnfor .
DE'LVER . S. (from delve.) A digger. Shakeſp. carries a ſhot thirty -two pounds weight.
DELUGE . I [ deluge, Fr.) 1. A general in- DEMI-CANNON of the greateſt Size. A gun.
undation. Burnet. 2. An overflowing of the It carries a ball thirty -lix pounds weight.Wilk.
natural bounds of a river. Denham. 3. Any DEMI -CULVERIN of the loweſi Size. A gun .
It carries nine pounds weight .
ſudden and reliftleſs calamity.
TO DE LUGE. v. a. (from the noun .] 1. TO DEMI-CULVERIN Ordinary. A gun. It cara
ries a ball ten pounds eleven ounces weight.
drown; to lay totally under water. Blackmore.
DEMI-CULVERIN , elder Sort . A gun. It car
2. To overwhelm ; to cauſe to link . Pope.
DELU SION . f. [delufio, Lac.] 1. A cheat ; ries a ball twelve pounds eleven ounces weight.
Clarendon .
guile ; deceit; treachery.2. A falſe repreſen
DEMI-DEVIL S. Half a devil. Stckeſp .
tation ; illuſion ; errour. Prior.
DELUSIVE. 4. ( from delujws, Lat.) Apt to DEMI-GOD . S. ( demiand ged. ) Partaking of
divine nature ; half a god .
deceive . Prisr .
DELU'SORY. a. ( from delufus, Lat. ) Apt to DE'MI- LANCE . S. (demi and lance.)
light
lance ; a ſpear. Dryden.
deceive . Glanville,
DE MAGOGUE . S. ( smuaywyos.) A ring leader DEMI -MAN . S. Half a man . Kuelles.
of the rabble . South.
DEMI - WOLF. f. [demi and welf.) Half a
wolf. Shakejp.
(domain ,Fr.] That land which
DEMAYIN
a man holds originally of him. DEMISE.S . (from demetre, demis , Fr.) Death ;
DEME'AN
ſelf. It is ſometimes uſed allo
DEMESNE .
deceale. Swift.
for a diſtinction between thoſe lands that the To DEMISE. v . e. (demis, Fr.) To grant at
Jord of the manor has in his own hands, or in
one's death ; to bequeath . Swift
the hands of his leflee, and ſuch other lands DEMISSION.S. (demifio, Lat . ) Degradation ;
appertaining to the ſaid manor as belong to
diminution of dignity. L'Eſtrange .
free or copyholders. Philips, Swife.
To DEMIT. v.a. (demisro, Lat .) To depreſs.
Brown.
DEMAND . . ( demande, És.] 1. A claim ; a
challenging. Locke. 2. A queſtion ; an inter- DEMOCRACY. S. (demcoreziiz.] One of the
rogation. 3. The calling for a thing in order
three forms of government ; that in which the
to purchaſe it. Addifon . 4. [ In law .] The
ſovereign power is lodged in the body of the
alking of what is due. Blowns.
people . Temple.
To DEMA'ND.v. a. ( demander, Fr.) To claim ; DEMOCRATICAL. 9. (from democrary.] Per.
taining to a popular goverament ; popular .
to aſkfor with authority. Peacbam,
Brown.
DEMA'NDABLE . a . ( from demand.] That
TO
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TO DEMO'LISH . v. a . (demolir , Fr.] Tothrow | DEMU'RŘAGE.S. ( from demir. ]An allowance
down buildings; to raze ; to deſtroy. Tillotſon.
made by merchants to maſters of thips, for
DEMOʻLISHER . f. [ from demoliſb.) One chat
their ſay in a port beyond the time appointed.
throws down buildings.
DEMU'RRER . . ( demeurer, Fr. ) A kind of
pauſe upon a point of difficulty in an action.
DEMOLITION . !. ( trom demolifb.) The act of Cowel
l.
overthrowing buildings. Swift.
DEMON . ! (Jemon , Lat . ) A lpirit; generally DEN.S. (den, Sax .) 1. A cavern or hollow run
an evil Ipirit. Prior.
ning horizontally. Hooker. 2. The cave of a
DEMONIACAL. a . {from demon ] 1. Belong
wild beaſt. Dryden. 3. Denmay fignify either
DEMONI'ACK .
ing to thedevil ; deviliſh. a valley or a woody place. Giblon.
DENA'Y. J Denial; refuſal. Shakeſp.
2. Influenced by the devil. Milton.
DEMONIACK . J. ( from the adjective.] One DENDROʻLOGY. F. ( dardov and abz .] The
natural hiſtory of trees.
poilerled by the devil . Bentley.
DEMONIAN a. Deviliſh . Milton .
DENIABLE . a ( from deny.) That which may
be denied . Brown.
DEMONOʻCRACY.S. ( dajuar and upałów .] The
power of the devil.
DENIAL. /. (from deny.) 1. Negation ; The
DUMONO LATRY . . (dabaw and malesice.) contrary to confeffion. Sidney. 2. Refuſal;
The worship of the devil .
the contrary to grant. Shakeſp. 3. Abjurati
DEMONOʻLOGY. J. (Taipear and aé70 .] Dif
on ; contrary to acknowledgment ofadherence .
South.
courſe of the nature of devils,
DEMONSTRABLE . a. (dlemonftrabilis, Lat . ) DENIER . S.' from deny .) 1. A contradictor ; an
opponent. Watis . 2. One that does not own
That which may be proved beyond doubt or
contradiction. Glanvile.
or acknowledge. South. 3. A refuſer ; one
DEMONSTRABLY.adv. (from demonſtrable.)
that rerules . King Charles.
In ſuch a manner as admits of certain proot. DENIER . /. [from denarius.) Lat .) A ſmall de
Clarendon .
nomination of French money. Shakelp.
TO DEMONSTRATE v . a . ( demonfre, Lat.) To DE NIGRATE . v.a. (denigrö, Lat.) To
blacken . Brown, Boyle.
To prove with the higheſt degree of certainty .
Tillotſon.
DENIGRATION. . (denigratio, Lat .) A
DEMONSTRA'TION.S. (demonftratio, Lat.) 1 . blackening, or making black . Beyle.
The highest degree of deducible or argumental DENIZATION . S. ( from denizen ) The act of
evidence . Hooker. 2. Indubitable evidence of infranchiſing. Davies.
the ſenſes or reaſon. Tillotjon .
DE NIZEN.S S. [irom dinaſadya, a man of
DEMONSTRATIVE.a. (demonſtrativus, Lat.] DE'NISON. S the city . ) A freeman ; one in
1. Having the power of demonſtration ; in
franchiſed . Davies,
vincibly concluſive. Hooker. 2. Having the To DE'NIZEN . v.a. To infranchiſe ; to make
free
, Donne.
power of exprefling clearly. Dryden.
DEMONSTRATIVELY. adv. ( from demon. To DENOMINATE . v. a. ( denomino, Lat . )
ftrative. ) 1. With evidence not to be oppoſed
To name ; to give a name to. Hammond .
or doubted. Soutb. 2. Clearly ; plainly ; with DENOMINATION.S. ( denominatio, Lat . ) A
certain knowledge . Brown.
name given to a thing. Rogers.
DEMONSTRA'TOR. L. ( from demonfirate.) DENOMINATIVE. a. (from denominate. ) 1 .
One that proves ; one that teaches .
That which gives a name ; that which confers
DEMONSTRATORY. a . ( irom demonftratc.) a diſtinct appellation. 2. That which obtains
a dillinet appellation. Cocker .
Having the tendency to demonftrate.
DEMULCENT.a. (demulcens, Lat.) Softening ; DENOMINA'TOR . S. [ from denominate .) The
giver of a name. Brown.
molliiying ; aſſuaſive. Arbuthnot.
To DEMU'R . v . n. ( demeurer, Fr. ) 1. To de- DENOMINATOR of a fraction, is the number
Joy a proceſs in law by doubts and objections.
below the line , ſewing the nature and quality
Walion , 2. To paufe in uncertainty ; to fur
or the parts which any integer is ſupposed to
pend determination. Hayward. 3. To doubı ;
be divided into . Harris.
to have fcruples. Beniley .
DENOTATION.S. (denotaria, Lat.) The act
To DEMUR . Q.a. To doubt of. Milton ,
of denoting.
DEMUR . ). [from the verb .) Doubt ; helitation . To DENOTE.v.a . (densio, Lat.) To mark ;
South .
to be a liga ot ; to betoken .
DEMU'RE . a . ( des meurs, Fr. ) 1. Sober ; de To DENOUNCE.V.a. (denoncio,Lat.denoncer ,
Fr. ] 1. To threaten by proclamation . Deuter
cent . Spenleri 2. Grave ; affectedly modeit.
Bacon, Szili .
0110my , Decay of Picty. 2. To give intormation
To DEMU'RE . V. n . ( from the noun . ) To look
agaisit . Aylite.
DENOUNCEMENT.S. ( from denounce .) The
with an affected modetty. Shakesp .
DEMU'KELY . adv. ( from demure.] 1. With act of proclaiming any menace. Brown,
attected modelty ; ſolemnly . Bacon. 2. So- DENOUNCER. L. (from denounce.] One that
declares fome menace. Dryden.
lemnly . Shakejt.
DEMU RENESS. /.( from demure ] 1. Modeſty; DENSE . a . (denlus, Lat.) Clofe '; compact ; ap
Sobernets ; gravity of alq ed . 2. Affected mo
proaching to fólidity , Locke,
DENSITY
delly.
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DE'NSITY.S: [denfilas, Lat.) Cloſeneſs ; com- | DEPA'RT . S. [depart, fr.] 1. The act of
pactneſs ; clole adheſion. Newton.
going away. Shakeſp. 2. Death. Shakeſp. 3.
DE'NTAL. a . (dentalis, Lat.) 1. Belonging or
( With chymiſts.) An operation fo nained, be
cauſe the particles of tilver are departed or di
relating to the teeth . 2. ( In grammar. ) Pro
vided from gold .
nounced principally by the agency of the teeth .
Helder .
DEPARTER . S. (from depart.] One that re
fines metals by ſeparation.
DENTAL. S. A finall ſhell-6 /h. Woodward.
DENTELLÍ. f. ( Italian )Modillons.Speclator. DEPARTER.'S. [departement, fr. ] Sepa
DENTICULATION./ (denticulatus,Lat.)The
rate allotment; buſineſs aſſigned to a particu
Atate of being ſet with ſmall teeth . Grew .
lar perſon. Arbuthnot.
DENTI'CULATED.. ( donticulatus, Lat.) Se DEPÀ'RTMENT. S. [ from depare.] 1. A go
with ſmall teeth .
ing away . Shakeſp. 2. Death ; deceaſe ; the
DENTIFRICE . F. (dens and frico, Lat.) A
act of leaving the preſent ſtate of exiſtence.
powder made to ſcour the teeth. Ben . Johnſon.
Sidney, Addiſon. 3. A forſaking ; an aban
DENTITION . S. Identitie, Lat.) 1. The act
doning Tillotſon.
of breeding the teeth . 2. The time at which DEPA'SCENT. a. (depafcens, Lat. ) Feeding
childrens teeth are bred.
greedily.
To DENU'DATE . v . a. (denudo, Lat.) To di- To DEPA'STURE. v.a. (from depafcom, Lat.) To
veft ; to ſtrip. Decay of Piety.
eat up ; to conſume by feeding upon it, Spenſer ,
DENUDATION . S. (from denudate .] The act To DEPA'UPERATE. ~ . 2. (depaupero, Lat.)
To make poor. Arbuthnot.
of Atripping
To DENU'DE. o . a .(denudo, Lat.) To ſtrip ; DEPE'CTIBLE. a . ( from deperto, Lat. )Tough ;
clammy. Bacon .
to make naked . Clarendon .
DENUNCIATION.S. (denunciatio, Lat.) The To DEPE INCT. v .0. [depeindre ,Fr.] To paint ;
act of denouncing ; a publick menace . Ward.
to deſcribe in colours . Sperſer.
DENUNCIA'TOŘ. S. (from denuncio, Lat.) 1. TO DEPEND . v . n . (dependeo, Lat ) 1. To
He that proclaims any threat. 2. Hethat lays hang from . Dryden. 2. To be in a ſtate of
an information againít another. Ayliffe.
ſervitude or expectation. Bacon. 3.To be in
To DENY' . v. a . (denier , Fr.)
To contra
ſuſpenſe. Bacon. 4. To DEPEND uporn Το
dict an accuſation ; not to conteſs. Geneſis. 2 .
rely on ; to truſt to. Clarendon . s . To be ia
To refuſe ; not to grant. Dryden. 3. To ab
a ſtate of dependance . Shakejp. 6. To reſt
negace ; lo diſown. Jofbua. 4. To renounce ; upon any thing as its cauſe. Rogers .
to diſregard ; to treat as foreign or not belong- DEPENDANCE . ! 1. (from depend ) 1. The
ing to one. Sprat.
DEPE'NDANCY. S ſtate of hanging down
To DEOBSTRUCT. v. a. (deobftruo, Lat.] To
from a ſupporter. 2. Something hanging up
on another. Dryden. 3. Concatenation ; con
clear from impediments. More.
DEO'BSTRUENT.S.Ideobftruens, Lat.) A me
nexion ; relation of one thing to another.Locko .
dicine that has the power to reſolve vilcidities.
4. State of being at the diipoial of another.
Arburbrot.
Tillerſon. 5. The things or perions of which
DE'ODAND. S. [ deo dandum , Lat.) A thing
any man has the dominion. Bacon . 6. Re
given or forfeited to God for the pacifying his
liance ; truſt ; confidence. Hooker.
wrath , in caſe of any misfortune, bywhich any DEPE'NDANT... ( from depend.] In the power
Chriſtian comes to a violent end, without the
of another. Hooker.
fault of any reaſonable creature. Cowell.
DEPE'NDANT. /. [ from depend .) One who
To DEOʻPPÍLATE . v . r. (de and oppilo, Lat . )
lives in ſubjection, or at the discretion of an
other. Clarendon .
To deobſtruct ; to clear a paiſage.
DEOPPILATION. S. (from deoppilate.) The DEPE'NDENCE. I f. [from depend , Lat.) 1.
act of clearing obſtructions. Brown .
DEPENDENCY. ) A thing or perſon atthe
DEOPPILATIVE. a . (deoppilate.) Deobſtru
diſpoſal or diſcretion of another . Coilier. 2 .
Hervey.
ent .
State of being ſubordinate , or ſubject. Bacon.
DEOSCULATION . S. (deofculerio, Lat.) The
3. That which is not principal ; that which is
Tubordinate.
Burnet . 4. Concatenation ; con
act of kiſling. Stilling fleei.
TO DEPAINT. v.a. depeint, Fr. ) 1. To pic
nexion . Shakeſp. 5. Relation of any thing to
ture ; to deſcribe by colours. Spenſer. 2. To
another. Burnet . 6. Trult ; reliance ; con
deſcribe. Gay.
tidence. Stilling fleet.
To DEPA'RT, V. n . (depart, Fr.) 1. To go DEPENDENT. a. (dependens, Lat.) Hanging
down . Peacham .
away from a place. Sufanna. 2. To delitt
from a practice. Kings . 3 To be loft ; to DEPE'NDENT. I. (from dependens, Lat .) One
ſubordinate . Rogers.
perith. Efdras. 4. To defert; to revolt ; to
iali away; co apoitatile. Iſaiah. 5. To derin DEPENDER . I. [irom depend.) A dependant ;
6.
one that repoles on the kindneſs of another.
To
.
Clarendor
or
opinion.
reſolution
a
from
dye ; to deceaſe ; to leave the world . Gen.
Shakesp.
To DEPA'RT.v. a. To quit ; to leave ; to re- DEPERDITION. S. [from deperditus, Lat . )
Lofs ; reftruction . Brown.
tire from . Ben. Jobmfon .
TO DEPA'RT. v . a. (partir, Fr.) To divide ; DEPHLEGMATION.S. ( from dephlegm .] An
Dd
operation
.60 ſeparate.
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operation which takes away from the phlegm
To degrade from a throne . Dryden. 3. To
any ſpirituous Auid by repeated diſtillation. take away ; to diveſt. Shakeſp. 4. To give
Quincy, Boyle.
teftimony; to atteft. Shakeſp. Bacor . 5. To
To DEPHLEGM .
dephlegma,low
on his oath . Shakeſp.
1. DE PHLEGMATE . } 1.admobleme slom To DEPOSE ,S. L. Do beas write hero Sidney
.
plegm ,tageousinſipid matter. Bople.
DEPOʻSITARY.S. (depofitarius, Lat.)Onewith
DEPHLEGONESS.
( trom dephlegm .)
whom any thing is lodged in truſt. Shakeſp .
The quality og freed from phlegm . Boyle. To DEPOʻSITE . v . a. (depoftum , Lat . ] 1. To
TO DEPICT.
Hepinge, depilum , Lat.) To
lay up; to lodge in any place. Garth , Bentley.
paint; to portra,
aylor. 2. To deicribe to
2. To lay up as a pledge, or ſecurity . 3. To
the mind, Fenten .
place at intereſt. Sprai. 4. To lay aſide .
DEPILATORY.S. (de and pilasyLat.) An ap
Decay of Piety.
plication uſed to take away hair .
DEPOSITE . } [depofitum , Lat.) 1. Any thing
DE PILOUS, a. (de and pilus, Lat .) Without committed to the truſt and care of another. 2 .
hair. Brown.
A pledge ; a pawn ; a thing given as a ſecu
DEPLANTA'TION.S [ deplanto, Lat .) The act
rity. 3. The ſtate of a thing pawned or
pledged.
Bacon.
of taking plants upfrom the bed.
DEPLE'TION.S. (depleo, depletus, Lat .] The DEPOSITION. S. 1. The act of giving publick
act of emptying. Arbuthnot.
teſtimony. 2. The act of degrading a prince
DEPLORABLE . a. ( from deploro, Lat. ) 1. La
from ſovereignty ,
mentable ; ſad ; calamitous ; miſerable; hope- DEPOʻSITORY . S. [from depofite.) The place
leis. Clarendon. 2. Contemptible ; delpicable ; where any thing is lodged. Addiſor .
DEPRAVATION.S. (depravatio, Lat.) 1. The
as, deplorable nonſenſe.
DEPLORABLENESS.S. (from deplorable.)The act of making any thing bad. Swift. 2. De
ftate of being deplorable .
generacy ; depravity. Soutb . 3. Defamation.
Shakeſp.
DEPLORABLY. adv. ( from deplorable .) La
To DEPRA'VE. v. a. (depravo, Lat.) To vitiate ;
mentably ; miferably . Seuth.
to
corrupt . Hooker.
DEPLORATE. a . ( deploratus, Lat.) Lamenta
DEPRAVEDNESS. ſ. [from deprave.) Core
ble ; hopeleſs. L'Eſtrange.
DEPLORA’TION . S. [ from deplore.] The act ruption ; taint ; vitiated ſtate. Hammond.
of deploring .
DEPRAVEMENT. f. [ from deprave.) A vi
To DEPLORE. v. a. (deploro, Lat.) To la
tiated Itate. Brown.
DEPRA’VER . S. ( from deprave.) A corrupter.
ment; to bewail ; to bemoan. Dryden.
DEPLORER.
DEPRA'VITY.S. (from deprave.) Corruption.
a mourner . J. [ from deplere.) A lamenter ; To
DEʻPRECATE. v. n . ( deprecor, Lac.] 1 .
DEPLUMA'TION. S. (deplumario, Lat .) 1.
To pray earneſtly. 2. To aik pardon for .
Plucking off the feathers. 2. ( In ſurgery .) A TO DEPRECATE .v.a.1. To implore mercy
ſwelling of the eyelids, accompanied with the of. Prior, 2. To beg off ; to pray deliverance
fall of the hairs. Pbilips.
from . Smalridge.
To DEPLUME. v . a. (de and pluma, Lat.) To DEPRECA'TION . S. [deprecatio, Lat.) Prayer
ftrip of its feathers.
againſt evil . Brown,
To DE PONE. v. a. (deporo, Lat.) 1. To lay DEPRECATIVE . 3 4. ( from deprecate.) That
down as a pledge or ſecurity . 2. To riſque DEPRECATORY. } ferves to deprecate. Bacer.
upon the ſucceſs of an adventure . Hudibras. DEPRECA'TOR . S. [deprecator , Lat.) An ex•
DEPOʻNENT. ſ. ( from depone, Lat.) !. One cuſer.
that depoſes his teſtimony in a court of juſtice . To DEPRECIATE.w. a. ( depresiare, Lat . ) 1 .
To bring a thing down to a lower price .
2. ( In grammar .) Such verbs as have no ac
tive voice are called deponents. Clarke.
To undervalue. Addifon.
To DEPOʻPULATE. v.a. (depopulor, Lat.) To To DEPREDATE . v. 0. [depredari, Lat.) 1 .
unpeople ; to lay walle . Bacon.
Torob ; to pillage.2 . To ſpoil; to devour. Baces .
DEPOPULATION. S. ( from depopulate.) The DEPREDATION. F. (deprædatio, Lat.) 1 .
act of unpeopling ; havock ; watte. Philips.
A robbing ; a ſpoiling. Hayward. 2. Vora.
DEPOPULATOR.S. (from depopulate.] A dir
city ; walte. Bacon .
peopler ;; a deſtroyer of inankind.
DEPREDATOR. S. (depradator, Lat.) A rob
To DEPOʻRT. v. 0. (deporier , Fr.) To carry ;
ber ; a devourer. Bacon .
to demean. Pope.
To DEPREHEND .v. a . (deprehende,Lat. ) 1 .
DEPO'RT. ſ. (trom the verb.) Demeanouri To catch one ; to take unawares. Heoker . 2 .
behaviour. Milion .
To diſcover ; to find out a thing. Bacon ,
DEPORTA’TION . . [deportatio, Lat. ) 1. DEPREHENSIBLE . a. [ from depreberd .) 1 .
Tranſportation ; exile into a remote part of That may be caught. 2. That may be under
the dominion. 2. Exile in general. Ayliffe.
Ntood .
DEPO'RTMENT.S. [deportemist,Fr. ) 1. Con- DEPREHE'NSIBLENESS. f. 1. Capableneſs
duct ; management.Watten . 2. Demeanour ; of being caught. 2. Intelligibleneſs.
behaviour. Swift.
DEPREHE'NSION . S. [ deprehenfio, Lat ) 1. A
TO DEPOSE . v. a. (depono, Lat.) 1. To lay cacching or taking unawares. 2. A diſcovery.
To
down ; to lodge ; to let tall. Woodward. 2.
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To DEPRE'SS. v. . ( from depreſus, Lat.] 1. TO DERA'CINATE.W.O . [deraciner, Pr.] To
To preſs or thruſt down. 2. To let fall ; to pluck or tear up by the roots. Shakeſp.
let down.Newtor. 3. To humble ; to deject ; To DERA'IGN . 110. a. To prove ; to juſtify ,
to fink . Addifor .
To DERAÄIN . 3 Blount.
DEPRESSIOŃ. S. [ depreffio, Lat.) 1. The act DERA'Y.S: ( from defrayer, Fr. Tumult;
of preſſing down . 2. The fioking or falling in order ; noiſe.
of a ſurface. Boyle. 3. The act of humbling ; TO DERE . v . a . [danian, San
Shurt . Ob
abaſement. Bacen .
ſolete . Spenſer .
Lat.) An utter
DEPREʻSSION of an Equation (in algebra.) 18 DERELICTION. S. (derd
the bringing it into lower and more fimple
forſaking or leaving . H
.
DER
ELI
CTS. ſ. pl .
terms by diviſion.
aw . ) Such good
DEPREʻSSOR.S. ( deprefſor , Lat.]He that keeps
are wilfully thrown away. Dia .
DERID1
To
or preſſes down.
.v.a . ( derides, Lat.),
caugh
DEPRIVATION .S.(from de and privatio,Lat.) at ; to mock ; to turn to ridicule,
lon.
The act of depriving, or taking away from . DERI'DER . S. [ from the verb.) A socker ; a
ſcoffer. Hooker .
Bentley
DEPRIVA'TION . S. [in law.] Is when a clergy- DERISION. S. [ derifio, Lat. ] 1. The act of de
riding or laughing at. 2 : Contempt ; ſcorn ;
man, as a biſhop, parſon , vicar or prebend, is
depoſed from his preferment. Pbilips.
a laughing ſtock Jeremjab, Milion .
To DEPRIVE. v.a. ( from de and privo, Lat.) DERISIVE. a . (from deride .] Mocking ; ſcof
1. To bereave one of a thing. Clarendor . 2 . fing. Pope.
To hinder ; to debar from .Dryden. 3. To re- DERISOR Y. a . ( deriforius, Lat .) Mocking ;
leaſe ; to free from . Spenſer. 4. To put out of ridiculing
an office. Bacon.
DERI'VABLE. c . [ from derive. ) Attainable by
DEPTH. f. [from deep, or diep, Dutch .]
right of deſcent or derivation . South.
Deepneſs ; the meaſure of any thing from the DERIVATION. [. ( derivatio, Lat .) 1. A
ſurface downwards. Bacon . 2. A deep place ; draining of water. Burnet. 2. The tracing of
a word from its original.Locke. 3. The tracing
not a ſhoal. Dryden. 3. The abyſs a
; fulph
of any thing from its fource. Hale. 4. [ In me
of infinite profundity. Proverbs. 4. Themid
dicine. ] The drawing of a humour from one
dle or height of a ſeaſon. Clarendon. 5. Ab
Atruleneſs ; obſcurity. Addiſon .
part of the body to another. Wileman.
TO DE PTHEN. v . a. (diepen, Dutch . } TO DERIVATIVE._ . (derivativus, Lat.) Derived
or taken from another. Hale.
deepen . Dia .
To DEPU'CELATE. v. a. ( depuceler , Fr.) To DERIVATIVE.S. ( from the adjective.] The
deflour. Diel.
thing or word derived or taken from another.
DEPULSION . S. ( depulfio, Lat .) A beating or Sourh .
thruſting away.
DERIVATIVELY. adv. [ from derivative.] In
a derivative manner.
DEPULSORY. a. (from depulfus,Lat. ) Putting
away .
To DERI'VE. v . 0. (deriver, Fr. from derive,
Lat .) 1. To turn the courſe of any thing .
TO DE PURATE. v . a. (depurer, Fr. ) To pu
South . 2. Todeduce from its original. Boyle.
rify ; to cleanſe . Boyle.
DE PURATE. a. (from the verb.) 1. Cleanſed ;
3. To communicate to another, as from the
free from dregs. 2. Pure ; not concami
origin and ſource. South. 4. To communicate
nated. Glanville.
to by deicent of blood. Feltes . 5. To ſpread
DEPURA'TION.S. [ depuratio, Lat .) The act of from one place to another. Davies. 6. ( la
ſeparating the pure from the impure part of grammar. ſ To trace a word from its origin.
To DERIVE . v . n . 1. To come from ; to owe
any thing . Boyle.
TO DEPURE. v. a. [ dépurer, Pr.) 1. To free
its origin to. Prior. 2. To defcend from . Shak.
from iirpurities. 2. To purge . Raleigh.
DERIVER.S. ( from derive ) Ore that draws
DEPUTATION. S. (deputation, Fr. ] 1. The or feiches from the original. South .
act ofdeputing ,or ſending with a ſpecial com- DERN . a. Idearn, Sax.) 1. Sad ; folitary. 2 .
Barbarous ; cruel.
million. 2. Vicegerency . Suerh .
TO DEPUʻTE. 9.8.[deputer, Fr. ) To ſend with DERNIER. 2.Laft. Ayliffe.
a ſpecial commiffion ; to impower one to tranf - To DEROGATE. v. a (derogo, Lat.) 1. To do
act inſtead of another. Rofcommon.
an act contrary to a preceding law or cultom .
Hale. 2. To leſſen the worth of any perſon
DEPUTY./ [ deputé, Fr. trom deputatus, Lat ]
1. A lieutenant ; a viceroy. Hale . 2. Any one
or thing ; to diſparage.
that tranſacts buſineſs for another. Hooker ,
TO DEROGATE. V. . To detract .
To DEQUANTITATE. v.a. [from de and DEROGATE . a . (trom the verb. ) Leſſened in
value. Shakeſp .
quantitas, Lar.) To diminiſh the quantity of.
Brown .
DEROGATION . S. (derogatio, Lat.] 1. The
PER . In the beginning of names of places, is de ait of breaking and making void a former la : v .
rived from deon , a wild beart, unleis the
South . 2. A diſparaging i lutlening or taking
place stands upon a river ; then from the Bri
away the worth of any perion or thing.
Hooter.
lih dur , i. e. water. Gibſon,
Dd2
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DEROGATIVE . a . (derogativus, Lat . ) Dero- |DESCRIBER . S. [from defcribe .] He that de
fcribes. Brown.
gating ; leſſening the value. Brown.
DEROGATORILY. ado. [from derogatory.) DESCRIER. L. ( from deſcry .) A diſcoverer ;
In a detracting manner .
a detecter. Craſbaw .
DERO GATOŘINESS. S. [ from derogatory.) DESCRIPTION . S. [ deſcriptio, Lat .) 1. The
The act of derogating .
act of deſcribing or making out any perſon or
DEROGATORY. a . I derogatorius, Lat .] That
thing by pereeptil le properties. 2. The fen
Teilens the value of. Brown ,
tence or pallace in which any thing is deſcrib
DERVIS. ſ. [dervis, Fr.) A Turkiſh prielt. ed .Dryden. 3. A lax definition. Worts. 4.
Sandys.
The qualities exprefTed in a deſcription. Shak.
DE'SCANT. S: [ deſcants, Italian.) 1. A fong or To DESCRY'. v.a. [deſcrier, Fr.] 1. To give
tune compoſed in parts. Milisa . 2. A dira notice of any thing ſuddenly diſcovered. 2. To
courſe ; a disputation : a diſquiſition branched ſpy out ; lo examine at a diſtance. Judges.
oue into ſeveral diviſions or heads. Gov. of the 3. To detect ; to find out any thing conceal
Tongue.
ed. Wotton . 4. To diſcover ; to perceive by
To DESCE'ND. v. m . [difcendo, Lat.) 1. To
the eye ; to ſee a'iy thing diſtant or abſent.
come from a high place to a lower. Matth . Raleigh, Digby, Prier.
2. To come down. Samuel. 3. To come ſud- DESCRY.S.Ifrom the verb.) Diſcovery ; thing
denly ; to fall upon as an enemy. Pope. 4 . diſcovered. Shakeſp .
To make an invaſion . Dryden . 5. To proceed To DESECRATE. v.o.( de fecre, Lat.) To di
from an original. Cillier. 6. To fall in order
vert from the purpole to which any thing is
of inhabitance to a ſucceſſor. Locke. 7. To
conſecrated.
extend a diſcourſe from general to particular DESECRATION. F. [from deſecrate.) The a :
conſider tions. Decay of Piety.
bolition of confecration .
To DESCE'ND. v. a. To walk downward up- DESERT. ſ. (dejertum , Lat .) A wilderneſs ;
on any place. Milion .
folitude ; waſte country ; uninhabited place ;
DESCE'NDANT. S. (deſcendant, Fr.) The off Shakeſp.
ſpring of an anceiur. Bacon
DESERT, a. (defertus, Lat.) Wild ; waſte ;
DESCE'NDENT... (defcendens, La .) 1. Fall
clicary . Deuteronomy.
ing ; foking ; coming down. Ray . 2. Pro- To DESERT.va. (deſerter ,Fr. deſero, Lat .] ı .
To forſake ; lo fall away from ; to quit mean
ceeding from another as an original or ancel
cor . Pope,
ly or treacherouſly. Dryden . 2. To leave ; to
abandon. Beniley . 3. To quit the army , or
DESCENDIBLE .. ( from defcend .) 1. Such
as no : y be defcended. 2. Trani.nilible by
regiment, in which one is enliſted.
inheritance . Hale.
DESERT.7. [from the adjective. ] 1. Qualities
DESCE'NSION . ). [defcenfio, Lat.] 1. The act
or conduct contidered with reſpect to rewants
of falling or finking ; deicent. 2. A decien
or puniſhments; degree ofmerit or demerit.
Hooker. ? . Proportional merit ; claim to re
fion ; a degradation . Shakejp. 3. ( In altro
ward. South . 3. Excellence; right to reward ;
nomy.) Right defcenſion is the arch of the e
virtue.
quator, which deſcends with the ſign or ſtar
below the horizon of a direct ſphere. Oblique DESERTER. S. [ from defert.) 1. He that has
forſaken his caule or his polt. Dryden. 2. He
defcenfion is the arch of the equator, which de
that leaves the army in which he is enliſted.
ſcends with ihe ſign below the horizon of an
oblique sphere. Ozenan .
Decay
of Piety. 3. He that forlakes another.
DESCENSIONAL. a . (trom defcenfion .) Relat
Pope .
ing to deſcent.
DESERTION . S. [ from defert.] 1. The act of
DESCENT. J. [defcenfus, Lat. ) 1. The act o
fortaking or abandoning a cauſe or poit. Rogers.
paffing from a higher place. Blackmore. 2
2. [ in theology.) Spiritual deſpondency ; a
Progrefs downwards Locke. 3. Obliquity ; Tenie of the dereliction of God ; an opinion
inclination . Woodw . 4. Loweſt place. Shake ;
that grace is withdrawn. South .
5. Invaſion ; hoftile entrance into a kingdom . DESERTLEŞS. a. (trom defert .) Without me
W 01100 , Clarend. 6. Tranſmiſſion of any thing rit. Dryden.
by fuccesiion and inheritance. Locke. 3. The To DESERVE. v.a. (deſervir, Fr.] 1. To be
fate of proceeding from an original orproge.
worthy of either good or ill . Hooker, Orquay .
nitor. Atterbury . 8. Birth ; extraction ; pro
2. To be worthy of reward. South.
cefs of lineage. Shakesp: 9. Offspring ; jahe- DESERVEDLY . adv. ( froni deſerve.] Worthi
ricors . Milton . 10. A lingle step in the ſcale ly ; according to detert. Milion.
of genealogy. Hooker. 11. A rank in the ſcale DESERVER . / ( trom dejerwe .) A man who
or order of being. Milter .
merits reward. Worten.
TO DESCRIBE . V. a ( defcribo, Lat ) 1. TO DESICCANTS. ). ( from deficcare .] Applica
mark out any thing by the mention of its pro
tions that dry up the flow of fores; drieis
Wijeman.
perties . Waits. 2. To delineate ; to mark
out ; as a torch waved about the head deſcribes To DESICCATE . ». c . ( deficco, Lat.) To dry
a circle . " 3. To diſtribute into proper heads up. Hale .
ör diviſions. Joua. 4. To define in a lax DESICCA’TION.S . ( from deficcate ] The set of
hanner .
DESIC
making dry . Bacon.
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DESI'CCATIVE. a . (from defccate.) That DESOLATE. a. [deſolatus, Lat . ) : . Without
which has the power of drying:
inhabitants ; uninhabited. Broome. 2. Depriva
TO DESIDERATE . v.a. ( defidera, Lat. ) To ed of inhabitants ; laid waſte. Jeremiah , 3 .
Solitary ; without fociety .
want ; to miſs. Cheyne.
DESI'DIOSE. a. (defidiofus, Lat.) Idle ; lazy ; To DE’SOLATE. v .
( defols, Lat . ) To de
heavy. Diet.
prive of inhabitants. Thomjon.
To DESIGN . v . a. (defigne, Lat. definer, Fr. ) DESOLATELY. adv. (from defolate .) la a de
folate manner.
1. To purpoſe ; to intend any thing. 2. To
form or order with a particular purpoſe . Stil DESOLATION | [from deſolate .) 1. Deſtruc
ling fleet. 3. To devote intentionally. Claren
tion of inhabitants . Spenjer. 2. Gloominels ;
don . 4. To plan ; to project . Wotion. 5 .
ſadneſs ; melancholy. Sidney. 3. A place wall
To mark out. Locke .
ed and forſaken. Jeremiah.
DESIGN.S. (from the verb.) 1. An intention ; DESPA'IR . / . (dejejpoir, Fr. ) 1. Hopeleſſneſs;
deſpondence. Corinth . 2. That which caules
Tila
a purpoſe. 2. A Scheme; a plan of action.
lotfon 3. A ſcheme formed to the detriment deſpair ; that ofwhich there is no hope. Shak.
3. ( la theology . ) Lois of confidence in the
of another. Locke. 4. The idea which an artiſt
mercy of God. Sprat.
endeavours to execute or exprels. Addiſon.
DESICNABLE . G. [defigno, Lat.) Diſtinguiſh- To DESPAI'R . v. n . (deſpero, Lat. ) To be with
able; capable to be particularly marked out . out hope ; lo defpond. Wake.
Dizby .
DESPA'İRER. L. (from deſpair .] One with
DESIGNATION. S. (defignatio, Lat. ) 1. The
out hope, Dryden.
act of pointing or marking out . Swife. 2. Ap- DESPAIRFUL...(deſpair and full.] Hopeleſs.
Oblolete . Sidney
pointment; direction. Bacon . 3. Import ; in
tention. Locke.
DESPAIRINGLY. adv. [ from deſpairing .) la
a manner betokening hopelesſneſs Boyle.
DESIGNEDLY. adv. (from deſign .) Purpoſe
ly ; intentionally; not inadvertently ; noi for- To DISPA'TCH v.a. Idepefcher, Fr.) . 1. To
tuitouſly . Ray.
ſend away hastily. Temple . 2. To lead out of
DESIGNER . Ý ( from defign .) A plotter ; a
the world ; to put to death. Shakeſp. 3. To
contriver. Decay of Piery . 2. One that forms
perform a butinels quickly. Macabees, Locke.
the idea of any thing in painting or sculpture .
4.To conclude an attair with another. Shakeſp.
Addiſon
DESPATCH . S. 1 from the verb . ] 1. Hafty ex
ecution. Granville, 2. Condud ; management.
DESIGNING . part. a. [from defign.) Infidi
Shakeſp. 3. An expreſs ; hally mellenger or
ous ; treacherous ; deceitful. Southern.
mellage.
DESIGNLESS. a . ( from deſign .) Unknowing ;
inadvertent.
DESPATCHFUL. a. ( from deſpatch ] Bent on
haite Pope,
DESIGNLESSLY.adv. ( frapor deſignleſs ]With
out intention ; ignorant inadvertently.Boyle DE SPERATE . a. (deſperatus, Lat.] 1. With
ou hope. Shakeſp . 2. Without care of ſafety ;
DESIGNMENT J. om deſign .] 1. A icheine
of hoftility. Shak . 2. A plot ; a maliciou
raſh . Hammond
3. Irretrievable ; uniuiintention. Haygo 3. The idea or sketch of a
mountable ; irrecoverable. Locke. 4 Mad ;
Spenſer.
furious.
brainedl
;
hoe
work . Dryden
DESIRABLE. 2. [ from defire.) 1. Pleaſing ; DE SPERATELY . add. (trom deſperate .) 1.
delightful. Addiſon. 2. That which is to be
Furiouily , madly . Brown. 2. la a greatde
gree : this ſenſe is ludicrous.
withed with earneftneſs. Rogers.
DESIRE. A [ defir, Pr. defiderium, Lat .) With ; DESPERATENESS .S. [ trom defperete.) Mad
eagerneſs to obtain or enjoy. Locke.
nets ; fury ; precipitance. Hammond.
To DESIRE.42. a. (defirer, Fr.) 1. To wiſh ; DESPERATION . 1. ( from desperate .] Hope
to long for.Deuteronomy.2.To expreſs wiſhes;
lellneſs; deſpair ; deſpondency: Hammond .
to appear to long. Dryden. 3. To aik ; to in- DESPICABLE. a. I deſpicabilis, Lat.) Con
feat. Shakeſp.
temptible ; vile ; mean ; fordid ; worthleis.
Hooker .
DESIRER . .( from defire.).One that is eager
DE SPICABLENESS. f. [ from deſpicable .]
of any thing. Shakeſp.
DESIROUS. a . (trom défire.] Full of deſire ; Meanneſs ; vilereis. Decay of Piety:
eager ; longing a ie.. Hucker.
DE SPICABLY. adv. [from dejpouble.) Mean
DESIROUSNESS. J. ( from deſirous ] Fulneſs ly ; lordediy. Addison .
of delire.
DESPISABLE.a. ( trom deſpiſe.]Contemptible ;
despicable ; regarded with contempe. Arbuih .
DESIROUSLY.adv . (from defirous.) Eagerly ;
To DESPI'SE . V.Q. (dejpijer , old Fr. ] 1. To
with defire.
To DESI ST . v . n. (dello, Lat. ) To ceaſe from
fiorn ; to contemn. Jeremiah. 2. To abhor .
any thing : in ftop isbotten .
Shakejp.
DESISTANCE . j . (trom defiit .) The act of de- DESPISER. 1. ( from deſpiſe .] Contemner ;
ſcorner. Swift.
Gilting ; cellation. Boyle.
DESITIVE a. ( defirus, Lat . ) Ending ; con- DESPI'TE . j. Upijt, Dutch , dépii, Fr. ) 1 .
cluded. W'arts .
Malice ; anger ; malignity . Sprai. 2. De
fiance . Blackmore. 3. Act of malice, Milion ,
DESK . . (defch, a tahle , Dutch ) An inclining
table forihe ule of writers or reader.. H'alion ,
Το
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TO DESPITE. v . a .(from the noun .) To vex , DESTROYER . J. (from deſtroy.) The perſon .
to affront. Raleigh.
that deſtroys. Raleigh.
DESPI'TEFUL. a. (deſpite and full.) Malici- DESTRUCTIBLE. 8. (from deftrus, Lac.] Li
able to deſtruction .
ous ; full of ſpleen . King Charles.
DESPITEFULLY. adv. (from deſpiteful.]Ma- JDESTRUCTIBILITY. S. (from deſtructible .)
Liableneſs to deſtruction.
liciouſly ; malignantly. Matthew .
DESPITEFULNESS, T. ( from deſpiteful ] Ma- DESTRUCTION.S . ( deſtructio, Lat.] 1. The
lice ; hate ; malignity . Wiſdom .
act ofdeſtroying ; waſte. 2. Murder ; maſſa
DESPI'TEOUS . a . (from deſpite.) Malicious ;
cre . Waller . 3. The ſtate of being deſtroyed.
furious. Spenſer.
4. A deſtroyer; a depopulacor. Pſalms. 3 .
To DESPOʻIL. v . a . ( defpolio, Lat.) To rob ; to
[ In theology | Eternal death. Matib .
deprive. Spenſer.
DESTRUCTIVE. a. ( deftru & ious, low Lat.)
That which deſtroys ; waſteful ; cauſing ruin
DISPOLIA'TION.S. ( from deſpolio, Lat.) The
and devaſtation. Dryden.
act of deſpoiling or tripping .,
To DESPO'ND. v.9, (dejpondeo, Lat.) 2. TO DESTRUCTIVELY.odo. [ from deſtructive.)
Ruinouſly ; miſchievouſly. Decay of Piety .
deſpair ; to loſe hope. Dryden. 2. ( In theo
logy.) To lote hope of the divine mercy.Watts. DESTRUCTIVENESS. I. [from deſtructive.)
DESPONDENCY.S. ( from defpondent.) De
The quality of deſtroying or ruining. Decay
ſpair ; hopeleſsneſs.
of Piery.
DESPONDENT.a. [ deſpondens, Lat.]Deſpair- |DESTRUCTOR . S.[from deffroy.JA deſtroyer ;
conſumer. Boyle .
ing ; hopeleſs. Bentley .
TO DESPO'NSATE . v. a. [ deſponſo, Lat. ) TO DESUDA'TION. S. [ deſudatio, Lat. ) A profufe
betroth ; to affiance.
and inordinate iweating
DESPONSA'TION. L. (from defponfate.] The DESU'ETUDE. S. ( dejuetude, Lat.) Ceſſation
from being accuſtomed. Hale .
betrothing perſons to each other .
DE SPOT. T. (desmolm ..] An abſolute prince ; DESUʻLTORY .
1 a. ( defultorius,Lac. ]Rov
as, the deſpot of Servia.
DESULTORIOUS. S ing from thing to thing;
unſettled ; immethodical . Norris.
DESPO'TICAL . a. ( from deſpor.) Abſolute
DESPOʻTICK , S in power ; unlimited in To DESUME. v . a. [ defumo, Lat.) To take
authority. South.
from any thing. Hale.
DESPO’TICALNESS.Jr.( from deſpotical.] Ab- TO DETACH . o . a . I detacher, Fr. ] 1. To le
parate ; to dilengage. Woodward. 2. To ſend
folute authority :
DE SPOTISM . ſ.[deſpotiſme, Fr. from deſpat.]
out part of a greater body of men on an
Abſolute power.
expedition. Addiſon
To DESPUMATE. s. r . (deſpumo, Lat .) TO DETA'CHMENT. L. ( from detach .) A body of
troops ſent out from the main army . Blackm .
throw off parts in foam.
DESPUMA'TION. J. [ from deſpumate.] The To DETA'IL. v . 0. ( detailer, Fr.j To relate
ad of throwing off excrementious parts in particularly ;to particulariſe. Cheyne.
fuum or foam .
DETA'IL. ). [detail, Fr.) A minute and par
ticular account. Woodward.
DESQUAMA’TION . §. (from Squama, Lat . ]
To DETAIN . v . a . (derines, Lac .] 1. To keep
The act of kaling foul bones .
that which belongs to another. Tayler.
DESSERT. (deſſerte, Fr. ) The laſt courſe at
To withhold ; to keep back. Broome. 3. To
an entertainment. King .
To DESTINATE . v . n . ( deſtino, Lai . ) To de
reſtrain from departure. Judges. 4. To hold
in cuſtody.
ſign for any particular end . Ray.
DESTINATION.S .(from deſtinate.) The pur. DETA'INDER . S. (from detcin.) The name of
poſe for which any thing is appointed . Hale .
a writ for holding one in cuſtody.
To DESTINE. % . a . (destino, Lat.] 1. TO DETA’INERI. ( from detain ) He that holds
doom ; to appoint unaltcrably to any llate. back any one's right; he that detains . Tals .
Milton. 2. To appoint to any uſe or purpoſe. To DETECT. v. a. (de:e&tus, Lat . ) To diſco
érburknet. 3. To devote ; to doom to pu
ver ; to find out any crime or artifice. Miltex.
nithment or miſery. Prior. 4. To fix unal . DETECTER. L. (trom derest.) A diſcoverer ;
terably. Prior.
one that finds out what another delires to hide.
DESTINY.. (deſtinée, Fr. ) 1. The power that
Decay of Piery.
{pins the life, anddeterminesthe fate. Shakejp.DETECTION !: from detefl.) 1. Diſcovery
2. Fate ; invincible neceility. Denbam . 3.
of guilt or fraud Sprat. 2. Dilcovery of any
Doom ; condition in future time Shakeſp.
thing bidden . Wieodward.
DE'STITUTE. a . (deftitutus, Lat.) 1.Forlaken ; DETENTION . / (trom detain .) 1. The act of
keeping what belongs to another . Shakesp . 2 .
abandoned. Hooker , In want » . Dryden .
Condiment; rellraint. Bacon .
DESTITUTION./.[from deftitute. )Want; the
Itale in which ſomething is wanted . Hooker .
TO DETER . 1. (leterreo, Lat.) To diſcoy .
To DESTROY. v . a . [ deſtrus, Lat.] 1. To o . rage from any thing. Tillifor .
verturn a city ; to raze a building. Geneſis. 2. DETERMENT. /. Pirom de:-r.) Cauſe of dis
To lay waite ; to make defolate. Kroiles. 3 .
couragerent. Bork .
To kiil . Deuter. ii . 21. Hale. 4. To put an To DETERGE. v. a . (Jererg , Lal } То
DETER
cleanſe a lore. Wilman ,
end ! 0 ; to bring to nought. Bentley.
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DETERGENT. . ( from deterge .).That which | DETONA’TION . S. (detono, Lat.) Somewbat
cleanſes. Arbuthnot.
more forcible than the ordinary crzekling of
DETERIORATION . S. [from deterior, Lat.) ſalts in calcination ; as in the going off of the
pulvis or aurum fulminans, or the like.Quincy.
The act of making any thing worſe.
DETERMINABLE. a.'(from determine.) That To DE'TONIZE . v . a. (from det.no, Lat .) To
calcine with detonation. Arbubnot.
which may be certainly decided. Boyle.
TO DETEʻRMINATE. v. a. (determiner, Fr. ) TODETO'RT.v.a.(detortus, of detorqueo, Lat . )
To wreſt from the original import. Dryden
To limit ; to fix . Shakeſp.
DETEʻRMINATE . a. Idéterminatus, Lat .] 1. To DETRACT. v . a . [detractum , Lat .) To
Limited ; determined . Bentley. 2. Eſtabliſhed ; derogate ; to take away by envy and calumay.
Bacon.
ſettled by rule. Hoeker . 3. Deciſive ; conclu
live. Shakeſp. 4. Fixed ; reſolute. Sidney. 5. DETRA'CTER . f. [ from detra &t.) One that
Reſolved. Shakeſp.
takes away another's reputation. Swift.
DETERMINATELY. adv. [ from determi- DETRACTION .S.(detractio, Lat. ] deiraclion,
nate.) Reſolutely ; with fixed reſolve. Sidney,
Fr.) Detraction , in the native importance of
the word, ſignifies the withdrawing or taking
Tillotſon .
DETERMINA'TION . ſ. [ from determinate.] off from a thing ; and , as it is applied to the
1. Abſolute direction to a certain end. Locke .
reputation, il denotes the impairing a man in
2. The reſult of deliberation. Hal , Calamy. point of fame. Ayliffe.
DETRACTORY. ſ. ( from detra &t.] Defama
3. Judicial deciſion. Gulliver.
DETÉ'RMINATIVE. c. ( from determinate.) 1.
tory bydenial of deſert; derogatory. Brown.
Thatwhich uncontroulably directs to a certain DETRACTRESS. S. [ from detraci.) A cento
end. Bromhall. 2. That which makes a limi
rious woman. Addiſon.
DETRIMENT. ſ. (detrimentum , Lat.) Lofs ;
tation . Watts.
damage ; miſchief. Hooker, Evelyn.
DETERMINATOR . S. ( from determine.) One
DETRIMENTAL. 2. (from detriment.] Mil
who determines. Brown.
chievous ; harmful ; cauſing loſs. Addiſon .
TO DETERMINE. v . a . [ determiner, Fr. ) 1 .
To fix ; to ſettle. Shakeſp. 2. To conclude ; DETRITION. S. [ detero, detritus, Lat.) The
act
of wearing away .
to fix ultimately. Soutb. 3. To bound ; to
confine . Atterbury . 4. To adjuſt ; to limit. TO DETRU DE.V... ( derrudo, Lat.)To thru
Locke. 5. To direct to any certain point. 6. To
down ; to force into a lower place . Davies.
influence the choice. Locke. 7. To reſolve ToDETRUNCATE .v.a. (deirurco, Lat.j To
1 Sam. 8. To decide . Locke. 9. To put an
lop ; to cut ; to ſhorten .
DETRUNC A'TION S. [ from detruncate.] The
end to ; to deſtroy. Shakeſp.
act of lopping.
TO DETERMINE . V. n . To conclude ; to form
a final conclufion . Milton . 2. To end ; to DETRUSION L. ( detrufo, Lat.) The act of
come to an end . Hayward. 3. To come to a
thruſting down. Keil.
deciſion. Sb kejp. 4. To end conſequentially . DETURBATION . S. (deturbo, Lat .) The act
Tempk . 5. To reſolve concerning anything, of throwing down ; degradation.
Sbakelp .
DEVASTA TION . S. (devaſto, Lat ] Waſte ;
havock . Garib.
DETERRATION . L. (de and rerra, Lat . ) Dif
deux, Fr. ) Two. Shakels.
covery of any thing by removal of the earth . DEUCE .
Woodward .
To DEVELOP. v . a. (developer, 1r. ) To dif
DETERSION.S: (from detergo, Lat.) The act
engagefrom ſomething that enioids and con
ceals. Dunciad,
of cleanſing a ſore . Wiſeman.
DETE'RSIVE. a. (irom deterge .) Having the DEVERGENCE. S. ( devergentia, Lat . ) Decli
vity ; declination.
power to cleanſe.
DETE RSIVE . S. An application that has the TO DEVEÄST. v . a. ( devefter, Fr. ) 1. To ſtrip ;
to deprive of cloaths. Denbam . 2. To take
power of cleanſing wounds . Wiſeman.
away any thing . Bacon. 3. To free from
TO DETEST, s . 8. [dereſlor , Lat.) To hate
any thing bad. Prior.
to abhor . South .
DETE STABLE. a. ( from deteft .] Hatefui, | DEVEX. a. (devexus, Lat .) Bending down ;
declivous .
abhorred . Hayward .
DETE'STABLY. adv . (from deteftable .] Hate DEVEXITY. f. [ from devex.) Incurvation
downwards .
fully ; abominably . South.
DETÉSTATION . F. ( from deteft .) Hatred ; To DEVIATE. v . 1.. ( de via decedere, Lat.]
1. To wander from the right or common
abhorrence ; abomination.
DETESTER. S. ( from dereft.) One that hates.
way . Pope. 2. To go aftray; to err to fin.
T. DETHRONE. w . a. (desbroner, Fr.) To DEVÍA’TION. S. [from deviate.] 1. The act
diveſt of regality ; to throw down from the of quitting the right way ; errour. Cheyne, 2 .
throne.
Variation from ettabliſhed rule Holder. 3 .
DETINUE S. (derènue, Fr. ) A writ that lies Ofence ; obliquity of conduct. Clarija.
againſt him , who, having goods or chatiels DEVICE. [deciſe, Fr. ) 1. A contrivance; a
delivered him to keep , refuſes to deliver
ſtratagem . Atterbury .2. A deſign ; a ſcheme
them again. Gowell
formed ; project ; ſpeculation. 3. The em
blere
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blem on a field . Prior. 4. Invention ; ge- DEVOTIONALIST.S.(from devotion.]A man
zealous without knowledge.
nius. Shakeſp.
DE VIL. S. dioful, Sax .) 1. A fallen angel ; To DEVOU'R . v. a . (devero, Lat.] 1. To eat
up ravenouſly. Shakeſp. 2. To deſtroy or
the tempter and ſpiritual enemy of mankind .
conſume with rapidity and violence. Joel ii . 3.
Shakeſp. 2. A wicked man or woman Shakeſp.
3. To ſwallow up ; to annihilate. Sourb.
3. A ludicrous term for miſchief. Granville.
DEVILISH . a . (from devil.) 1. Partaking of DEVOU'RER. f. [ from devour ) A conſumer ;
he that devours. Decay of Piety.
the qualities of the devil . Sidney. 2. An
epithet of abhorrence or contempt. Shakeſp. DEVO'UT. a . (devotus, Lat. ) 1. Pious; re
DE VILISHLY . adv. ( from deviliſb:] In a
ligious ; devoted to holy duties. Rogers . 2 .
manner ſuiting the devil . Sourh.
Filled with pious thoughts. Dryder . 3. Ex.
preffive ofdevotion or piety. Miltor.
DEVIOUS. a . (devius, Lat. ) 1. Out of the
common tract . Holder. 2. Wandering ; rov- DEVOʻUTLY. adv. (from devout.] Piouſly :
with ardentdevotion ;religiouſly.Donne Addiſ.
ing ; rambling . Thomſon. 3. Erring ; going
DEUSE . |. ( more properly than deuce, Junius ,
attray from rectitude. Clariſa .
To DEVI'SE. v. a. ( deviſer, Fr.) To conuive ;
from Dufous, the name of a certain ſpecies of
to form by art ; to invent . Peacham .
evil ſpirits.] The devil. Congreve .
T. DEVI'SE . v. *. To confider ; to contrive. DEUTERO'GAMY. S. [ douleco, and yáſos.) A
ſecond marriage .
Spenſer.
DEVISE. S. [deviſe, a will .) 1. The act of DEUTERO'NOMY. S. [ Devlepos and voucos.) The
fecond book of the law , being the fifth book
giving or bequeathing by will. Cowell. 2 .
of Mofes.
Contrivance, Hooker.
To DEVI'SE . v . a. ( from the noun. ) To grant DEUTERO'SCOPY. S. [déveços and auctía .]
The ſecond intention. Brown .
by will .
DEVI'SER . S. [ from deviſe.) A contriver ; an DEW . !: ( deap, Sax .) The moiſture upon the
ground . Pepe.
inventor. Grow .
DE’VITABLE . 8. (devitabilis, Lat.) Pofſible to To DEW. v. a. ( from the noun. ) To wet as
with dew ; to moiſten . Spenſer.
be avoided .
DEVITATION. S. ( devitatio, Lat.} The aa DEWBERRY.S.[from dea and berry.) A Raſp
berry . Hanmer , Shakeſp .
of eſcaping.
DEVOID . a. ( vuide, Fr. ) 1. Empty ; vacant ; DEWBESPRENT. pari. (dew and beſprent.)
void. Spenſer. 2. Without any thing , whether
Sprinkled with dew. Milton .
DE'WDROP.S. ( dew and drop. ] A drop of
good or evil . Dryden .
DEVO’IR . J. (devoir, Fr. ) 1. Service . Knolles. dew which ſparkles at ſun -riſe. Tickell,
DE'WLAP. 1. (from lapping or licking the
2. Act of civility or obſequiouſneſs. Pope.
To DEVOʻLVE . v . 0. [devolvo, Lat.) 1. To
dew .] 1. The Aeth that hangs down from
roll down . Woodward. 2. To move from one
the throat of oxen . Addiſon. 2. A lip flaccid
with age. Shakeſp.
hand to another Addiſon .
To DEVO’LVE . v. n . To fall in ſucceſſion into DEWLAPT . a . ( from dewlap ) Furniſhed with
dewlaps. Shekelp .
new hands. Decay of Piery.
DEVOLU'TION . T. [devolutio, Lat .) 1. The DE'WWORM . 1. [ from dew and worm .) A
worm found in dew. Walton,
act of rolling down. Woodward. 2. Removal
from hand to hand. Hale.
DE'WY. a . ( from dew ] 1. Reſembling dew ;
DEVORATION . f. [from devoro, Lat.) The
partaking of dew . Milton. 2. Moiſt with dew ;
roſeid . M :leon.
act of devouring.
To DEVOTE. v. a . [devotus, Lat.) 1. TO DE XTER. a . ( Lat. ) The right ; not the left.
Shakeſp.
dedicate ; to conſecrate . Shakeſp. 2. To ad
dict ; to give up to ill . Grew ." 3. To curie ; DEXTERITY. S. (dexteritas, Lat. ) 1. Readi
neſs of limbs ; activity ; readinels to attain
to exečrate . Dryden .
DEVOTEDNESS. S. ( from devote.) The ſtate
ſkill. 2. Readineſs of contrivance . Barr ..
of being devoted or dedicated . Boyle.
DE'XTEROUS. a . ( dexter, Lat . ] 1. Expert
DEVOTE E. S. ( devot , Fr. ) One erroneouſly or
at any manual employment; ative ; ready .
fuperftitiouſly religious ; a bigot.
2. Expert in management ; ſubtle ; tull of
DEVOTION ." F. ( devotion, Fr.) ». The ſtate of expedients , Locke.
being confecrated or dedicated. 2. Piety ; aets DE'XTEROUSLY. adv. (from dexterous.) Ex
of religion . Dryden. 3. An act of external pertly ; ſkil : ully ; arifully. South .
worship. Hooker. 4. Prayer ; expreffion of DE'XTRAL . a . (dexter, Lac .) The right ; not
devotion . Spenſer, Sprat. 5. The itate of the
the left . Brown.
miod under a ſtrong senſe of dependance upon DEXTRALITY. S: [ from dextral.] The ſtate
God. Law on Chriji's Perfection. 6. An act
of being on the right lide. Brown.
of reverence, reſpect, or ceremony. Shakelp. DIABETES. f. [dia Casins.) A morbid copioul
7. Strong affection ; ardent love. Clarendon.
neſs of urine . Derbam .
8. Dispotal , power. Clarendon .
DIABOLICAL. ? a . ( from diabolus, Lat.) De
DEVOTIONAL ... [from devotion.] Pertaining DIABOʻLICK . S vilih ; partaking of the qua
lives of the devil. Ray.
to devotion. King Charles.
DIACO DIUM .

DIA

DIC

DIACODIUM.S. ( Latin .] The ſyrup of poppies.fDI'AMOND. S: ( diamant, Fr. adamas, Lat .)
DIACOUSTICS. L. (daxagor.) The doctrine
The diamond, the moſt valuable and hardeſt
of ſounds.
of all the gems, is , when pure , perfectly clear
DIADEM . f . [ diadema, Lat ) 1. A tiara ; an
and pellucid as the pureſt water. The largeſt
ever known is that in the potention of the great
enſign of royalty bound about the head of caf
Mogul, which weighs iwo hundred and ſeven
tern monarchs, Spenſer. 2. The mark of roy
ty-nine carats, and is computed to be worth
alty worn on the head , the crown . Denham ,
Roſcommon .
ſeven hundred and leventy- nine thouſand two
hundred and forty -four pounds. Hill.
DIADE'MED . a. ( from diadem .] Adorned with
a diadem . Pope.
DI APASE. S.Baitacar.] A chord including all
tones.
Spender.
which
in
time
The
DI ADROM./ (nad ouém.)
DIAPA'SON . 1. (namaker.] The ſame with
any motion is performed. Locke.
DIÆRESIS. S. (Dzápncis.] The ſeparation or
DLAPAS £ . Craſbaco .
disjanction of ſyllables; as a " er .
DIAPER . / . (diapre, Fr.) 1. Linen cloth woven
DIAGNOʻSTICK . S. 18.27.bous. ) A ſymptom
in Powers, and oiher figures. Spexſer. 2. A
capkin. Shakelp
by which a diſeaſe is diſtinguiſhed from others .
Collier,
TO DI'APER . v.a. ( from the noun.] 1. To
DIAGONAL , a. (5.azáv.os.] Reaching from
variegate ; to diverſity Hewel. 2. To draw
one angle to another . Brown.
fcwers upon cloaths . Peacha .
DIAGONAL. S. [from the adjective.] A line DIAPHANE'ITY.).(from oa paveia .] Tranſpa
drawn from angle to angle. Locke.
rency ; pellucidneſs. Ray.
DIAGONALLY. adv. ( from diagonal.) In a DIAPHA'NICK . a . ( fiá and carros.] Tranſpa
diagonal direction . Brown.
rent ; pellucid . Raleigh.
DIAGRAM . S. ( diezgauera.) A delineation of DIA PHANOUS. a. (duz and páirw.] Tranſpa
rent ; clear. Raleigh.
ſcheme.
geometrical figures; a mathematical
Bentley.
DIAPHORE'TICK. a. [ Sua popel.x.is.) Sudori
fick ; promoting a perſpiration. Arbuthnot.
DIAGRYDIATES. S. [ from diagridium , Lat .)
Strong purgatives made with diagrydium. DIAPHRAGM . : [dappayua.) . The midriff
Fleyer .
which divides the upper cavity of the body
from the lower. 2 . Any diviſion or partition
DĽAL . . (diale, Skinner.) A plate marked
with lines, where a hand or hadow lows the
which divides a hollow body. Woodward.
hour. Glanville .
DIARRHOE A. S. Cooppo n. ) A flux of the
belly . Quincy:
DIAL- PLATE . . ( dial and plate.) That on
DIARRHOETICK . a. (from diarrhea .) Pro
which hours or lines are marked. Addiſon
moting the flux of the beily ; ſolutive ; purgs
D'ALECT. ſ. (dládexlos .] 1. The ſubdiviſion
ve Arbuthnet.
of a language. 2. Style ; manner of expreſ
DIARY.S. [ diarium , Lat] An account of every
fion. Hooker. 3. Language; ſpeech . South .
DIALECTICAL. a. (from diale&tick. ] Logical ; day ; a journal. Tatler.
argumental . Boyle.
DIA STOLE.. (giacoin. ] 1. A figure in rheto
DIALE'CTICK , J. (8.c Exi.xn.) Logick ; the
rick , by which a Mort fyllable is made long .
reaſoning
act of
2. The dilation of the heart. Ray.
DI ALLING . S. [from dial] The ſciatherick DIA'STYLE !. losà and súdos a pillar.} A fort
ſcience , the knowledge of ſhadows.
of edifice where the pillars it and at iuch a dir
DI ALIST . S. ( irom dial.) A conſtructer of tance from one another, that three diameters
dials. Motor
or their thickneis are allowed for intercolum
DIA LOGIST. . [ from dialsque ) A (peaker in
niation . Harris .
a diajogue or con: erence.
DIATE SSERONS (of dà andréstepa, four.)An
DIALOGUE. F. danoyos.] A conference ; a
interval in muſick , composed of one greater
converſation between two or more. 8 akejp.
tone , one leffcr,and one greater lemi- tone Hur .
TO DIALOGUE. v . n . ( from the noun.) To DIBLE./ (from dipfel, Dutch . [ A ſmall ſpade.
DICACITY. l. lüicacitas, Lat. ) Pertneſs ;
diſcoure with . Shake!!
DIALYSIS. P. (8.cduzis.] The figure in rheto
faucinul Dt .
rick by which i;llabies or words are divided . DIESTONE.J. A little ſtone which children
DIAMETER . ). ( 8.x and mercor. ) The line
throw at another tone. Locke.
whicb paffir.g through the centre of a circle , or DICE. /.The plural of die. See Die . Ben:ley.
other cu.vilinear ligure, divides it into equal To DICE. v . 3. (from the noun. ) To game
parts. Raleigé.
with dice . Shakeſp.
DIA METRAL,E. ( from diameter.) Deſcribing DICE -BOX . . [úrre and box. ) The box from
th • diaineler
whence the dice are thrown Ad.10/ 9n .
DIAMETRIALLY.adv. (from diametral.) AC- DICER . J. [ iroin dice.) A pla ;er at dice ; a
cord ng to the direction of a diameter. Harum . gammetter. Stakelp.
DIAME TRICAL. a [irom diameter.) 1. De- DICH adv. This word ſeems corrupted from
dis for doit . Sbaktp.
turising; a diameter . 2. Obierving the direc
tion o : a diameter. Gom.of tbe Tongule.
DICHOTOMY. I. szolguéix.) Diſtribution of
DIA METRICALLY. adv . ( from diametrical.)
ideas by pairs.
DICHER
De
In a giamcrical direction . Clarendor ,
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DI'CHER of Leather.f. [ dicra, low Lat .) TenDI ET ! (diala, low Latin ; diaze.) 1. Food ;
proviſions for the mouth ; victuals. Raleigh.
hides. Dict
2. Food regulated by the rules of medicine.
To DICTATE . v . a. [.11670, Lat .) To deliver
Temple .
to another with authority. Pope.
DICTATE. S. [ diEtatum , Lat.) Rule or maxim To DI'ET . v . a . (from the noun . ) 1. To give
food to. Shakeſp. 2. To board ; to ſupply
delivered with authority. Prior .
with diet.
DICTA TION ſ. ( from diétaie.] The act or
To DIET. v. n. 1. To eat by rules of phyſick .
practice of dictaling .
DICTATOR . I ( Latin . ] 1 . A magiſtrate of 2. To eat ; to feed . Milion.
Romemade in times of exigence , and inveft- | DIET -DRINK.S. (diet and drink .) Medicated
ed with abſolute authority. Milton . 2. One liquors. Locke?
invested with abfolute authority. Milton
DIET.S. (German . ) An aſſembly of princes or
ett utes. Raleigh .
One who'e credit or authority enables bim to
direct the conduct or opinion ofothers. Locke DIETARY. a . [from diet .) Pertaining to the
rules or diet.
DICTATORIAL . a . ( trom diftarer .) Autho
DIETER |. [from diet. ) One who preſcribes
ritative ; confident; dogmatical. Watts.
DICTA'TORSHIP . F. (trom diktator.] 1. The rules for eating . Shakelp.
office of a dictator. Wotion. 2. Authority ; DIETETICAL. /.( draulevik». ] Relating to diet ;
infolent confidence . Dryden.
DIETE'TICK. S belonging to the medicinal
DICTA'TURE . /. [diftatura , Lat.) The office
cautions about the uſe of food. Arbuthnor.
of a dictator .
To DIFFER v. * . ( differo, Lat. ] 1. To be diſ
DICTION
(diation , Fr. ) Style ; language ;
tinguished from ; to have properties and qua
lities not the ſame with thofe of another . Addi .
exprefion . Dryden .
DICTIONARY. ). (diftienarium , Lat .) A book
2. To contend ; to be at variance . Rowe. 3 .
containing the words of any language ; a voca
To be of a contrary opinion. Burnet.
DIFFERENCE. /.( differentia, Lat.) 1. State
bulary ; a word - book. Watts .
DID. of do. (did, Saxon ) 1. The preterite of ofbeing diſtinct from jomething Hooker .
do. Shakeſp. 2. The ſign of the preter-imper:
The quality by which one differs from another.
fect tenſe. Dryden. 3. It is ſometimes uſed
Raleigh. 3. The ditproportion between one
emphatically ; as, I did really love him.
thing and another . Hayward 4. Dilpute ;
DIDACTICÁL . a. ( 0.5axl.xos.) Preceptive ; debate ; quarrel . Sandy's. 5. Diſtinction. Tila
DIDACTICK . } giving precepts ; as a di
lottom. 6. Point in queſtion ; ground of con
troverſy. Skakelp. 7. A logical diſtinction.
daEtick poem , is a poem that gives rules for
ſome art . Ward,
Bacon . 8. Evidences of diſtinction ; differential
DIDAPPER. f. [from dip .) A bird that dives
marks. Davies.
into the water .
To DI FFERENCE . v. 4. To caule a differ
ence . Hilder .
DIDASCALICK . G. (8.8.cuados.) Preceptive ,
ick
didact . Prior .
DIFFERENT. a . [ from differ .) 1. Diſtinct ;
To DIDDER . v.a. [ diddern, Teut. zittern ,
not the ſame. Addiſon. 2. Of many contrary
Germ .) To quake wish cold ; to ſhiver. A
qualities Philips. 3. Unlike ; diflimilar,
DIFFERENTIAL Merbod , conlills in deſcend
provincial word. Skinner .
ing from whole quantities to their infinitely
DIDST. The ſecond parton of the preter tenſe
of do. See Did. Dryden.
ſmall differences,and comparing together thele
infinitely ſmall differences, of what kied to .
To DIE. v. a . (deag , Sax ) To tinge ; to co
lour, Milton .
ever they be. Harris.
DIE S. (from the verb .) Colour ; tincture ; DIFFERENTLY. adv. ( from different.) lo a
different manner. Boyle.
Nain ; hue acqui ei . Paran .
To DIE . v. n . (deadan , Saxon .) 1 . To lore DIFFICIL . a . ( difficilis, Lat .) 1. Difficult ;
life ; to expire ; to paſs into another ſtate of
hard , not eaſy. Hrabras. 2 Scrupulous. Bacee ,
exiſtence. Sidney. 2. To periſh by violence or DIFFICILNESS . [from dificil.j D.tficulty to
diſeaſe . Dryden . 3 . To be puniſhed with
be perſuaded . Baciu,
death. Hammond . 4. To be luft; to periſh ; DIFFICULT. 2. (difficilis,Lat.) 1. Hard ; net
to come to nothing. Specialor. 5: To fink;
ealy ; not facil. Ti is úsfficult in the eyes or
to faint. 1 Sam . 6. (in theology.) To perith
this people Zachar. 2. Troubielome ; ves
everlaſtingly. Makeovell. 7. To languith with
atious. 3. Hard cojiente , reevith .
pleature or lindernefs. Pepe. 8. To vaniſh .DIFFICULTY. adv. (trom dificuit.] Haruly ;
with difficulty. Rogers .
Addijon 9 ( in tbe ſtyle of lovers.) To lan
guiſh with aflection . Tatler. 10. To wither as DIFFICULTY. J. (from difficultè, Fr ]
a vegetable.bn.11. To grow vapid , as liquor.
Hardus ; contrariety to eatinets. Rizers. 2 .
That which is hard to accompliſh. Sub. 3 .
DIE . /. pl . die. [ dé, Fr ] 1. A imali cube,
Diltrels ; orpotition . Drydex . 4. Perplexity
naked on its laces with numbers from one to
in afairs. Addijon. 5. Objection ; cavil . Ste ::.
fix, which gamcitur's throw in play . South . 2 .
Hazard; chance. Spinjer. 3. Any cubick body. To DIFFIDE. * . (dstido,Lat.) To dilzuii
DIE.J.plu.does. Thestamp uſed in coinage . Swifi.
to have no confidence in . Dryden.
DIER : (from die . ) One who followsthe trade DIFFIDENCE./ ( from diffide.) Difroſt ; want
DI FFi
of dying. Walier .
of confidence, Lacke.
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DIFFIDENT. a. (from diffide.) Not confident ;
as in a boiler : a chemical term . 4. To range
not certain. King Charles, Clariſſa.
methodically in the mind. Thomſon. 5. To
To DIFFIND . v . 0. (diffindo, Lat.) To cleave
reduce to any plan, ſeheme, or me: hod. Shak.
ia two .
6. To receive without loathing ; not to reject.
DIFFI'SSION. S. [ diffeffio, Lat.) The act of Peacham . 7. To receive and enjoy .Shakeſp.
cleaving
8. ( In chirurgery.) To dilpoſe a wound ; to
DIFFLATION. S. ( difflare, Lat ) The act of generate pus in order to a core.
To DIGE ST. v. 1. To generate matter as a
ſcattering with a blaſt of wind .
wound.
DIFFLUENCE. 1 1. ( from diffluo, Lat.) The
DIFFLUENCY. S quality of Talling away on DIGE STER . f. [ from digel ) 1. He that di
geſts or concocts his food . Arbuthnot. 2. A
all Gdes. Brown .
Itrong vetel , wherein to boil, with a very
DIFFLUENT. a. ( diffluens, Lat .) Flowing e
very way ; nol fixed .
Trong heat , any bony lubſtances, ſo as to re
DIFFORM . a . ( trom forma, I.at. ) Contrary to
duce them into a fiuio ftate. 3. That which
caules or ftrengthens the concoctive power.
uniform ; having parts of difterent ſtructure ;
Temple
as e difform flower, of which the leaves
are unlike each other. Newton .
DICEʻSTIBLE . a . ( from digefi.] 1 . Capable of
DIFFORMITY. /. (from differm . Diverſity of being digeſted. Bacon .
form ; irregularity ; diffimilitude. Brown .
DIGESTION. F. (trom digefl.] 1. The act of
DIFFRANCHISEMENT. L. ( franchiſe, Fr. )
concocting food. Temple. 2. The preparation
The act of taking away the prileges of a
of matter by a chemical heat. Blackmore. 3 .
Reduction to a plan . Temple. 4 . he act of
city .
diſpoſing a wound to generate matter.
To DIFFUSE.v. a . ( diffuſus, Lat . ) 1. To pour
out upon a plane. Burnet. 2. To ſpread ; to DIGESTIVE. a. (from digell.] 1. Having the
ſcatter. Milton .
power to cauſe digeſtion. Brown. 2. Capable
DIFFUSE . a. ( diffufus, Lat ) 1. Scattered ; by heat to foſten and ſubdue. Hale. 3. Con
ſiderating ; methodilir:g; Dryden.
conciſe.
not
widely ſpread. 2. Copious ;
DIFFUSED.pari . a . Wild, uncouth , irregular. DIGESTIVE. F. (irom digeft.) An application
Sbokep
which diſpoſes a wound to generate matter,
Wiſeman.
DIFFUSEDLY.adv. ( from diffuſed.] Widely ;
diſperſedly .
DIGGER . S. [ from dig .] One that opens the
DIFFUSEDNESS.S (from difuſed.] The Rate
ground with a Ipade. Boyle.
To DIGHT . v . a . ( dihtan , to prepare, Saxon.)
of being diffuſed ; diſperſion.
DIFFUSELY . adv. ( trom diffuſe.] 1. Widely , To drets ; lo deck ; to adorn. Milton .
extenſively. 2. Copiouſly ; not conciſely.
DIGIT. L. [digitus, Lat .] 1. The meaſure of
DIPFU SION . f. ( trom diffuſe .) 1. Dilperſion ;
length containing three fourths of an inch .
the ftate of being ſcattered every way . Boyle.
Boyle. 2. The iwelith part of the diameter of
the fun or moon. 3. Any of the numbers ex
2. Copiouſnets ; exuberance of ſtyle.
DIFFUSIVE. a. (from diffuſe.} 1. Having the preſſed by ſingle figures. Brorun .
quality of ſcattering anything every way.Dryd. DIGITATED . a . [from digitus,Lat.]Branched
2. Scattered ; diſperſed. South . 3. Extended ; out into diviſions like fingers. Brown.
DIGLADIA'TION . J. (digladiario , Lat. ) A
in full extenſion. Tillotfon.
DIFPU SIVELY. adv. ( from diffufove.) Widely ;
combat with ſwords; any quarrel . Glanville.
DIGNIFIED . a. [ from digrify.) loveſted with
extenſively.
DIFFU SIVENESS. ſ. ( from diffufove.] 1. Ex
fome dignity. Ayliffe.
tenfion ; diſperſion . 2. Want of conciſeneſs. DIGNIFICATION. /. [ from dignify .] Exalta
tion . Walton ,
Addifox .
To DiĞ .v. a. preter. dug, or digged ; part. part. To DIGNIFY. r . a . ( from dignus and facio,
dug, or digged . (dyger, Daniſh ] 1. To pierce
Lai . ] 1. To advance ; to prefer; to exalt . 2 .
with a ſpade. Ezekiel. 2. To torm by digging . To honour ; to adorn . Ben . Johnson.
Whitgift. 3. To cultivate the ground by DIGNITARY.S. ( trom dignus, Lat.) A clergy
turning it with a {pade. Temple 4. To pierce
man advanced to fomedignity ; to fome rank
above that of a parochial prieit. Swift.
with a ſharp point. Dryden. 5. To gain by
digging. Woodward.
DIGNITY . I. 1 digniras , Lat . ) 1. Kank of ele
vation . Hooker. 2. Grandeur ofmien.Clarij.
To DIG . v.a. Towork with a ſpade Jeb .
3. Advancement ; preterment ; high place,
To DIG up. v.a. To throw up that which is co
vered with earth. Shakeſp.
Skakelp. 4. [ Among ecclesiaſticks. ] That
DI'GERENT. a. (degerens, Lat .) That which
promotion or preterment to which any juri:
distion
is annexed. Aylitje. 5. Maxims ; ge
has the power of digeſting,
neral principles. Brown. 6. ( in aſtrology .)
DIGEST./. [digeſia , Lat.] The pandect of the
The plangt is in dignity when it is in any
civil law. Bacon .
fign.
To DIGEST. v.a. [digero, digeftum , Lat.) 1 .
To diſtribute into variousclaties or repofito- DIGNO TION .S. [ from dignofco, Lat . ] Diftinc
ries ; to range methodically. 2. To concoct
tion Brown.
in the ſtomach. Prior. 3. To foften by heat, To DIGRESS . v . n . ( digreffus, Lat.] 1. To
Ec2
turn
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which thins other matter. Arburbrot.
turn out of the road. 2. To depart from the
main deſign , Locke. 3. To wander ; lo ex- T . DILUTE. v. a. ( dilue, Lat. ) » . To make
thin. Locke . 2. To make weak . Newtor.
patiate . Brerewood . 4. To tranſgreſs ; to de
viate . Shakeſp.
DILU'TER.S. (from dilute.) That which makes
DIGRESSION. S. (digreffio, Lal .) 1. A paſ
any thing elſe thin . Arbuitnet.
lage deviating from the main cenour. Denb . DILUTION. ). [dilutio, Lat.) The act of mak
2. Deviation . Brown.
ing any thing thin or weak . Arbutbrot.
DIJUDICA TION .S. [ dijudicatio, Lat .) Judi- DILUVIAN 2. ( from diluvium , Lat.) Relat
cial diftinction.
ing to the deluge. Burnet .
DIKE . S dc, Saxon.) 1. A channel to receive DIM. a . ( timine, Saxon .) 1. Not having •
water. Pope. 2. A mound to hinder inunda
quick light. Davies. 2. Dull of apprehenſion .
tions. Cowley .
Rogers . 3. Not clearly ſeen ; obicure. Locke.
4. Obftructing the act of viſion ; not luminous.
TO DILACERATE . v. a (dilacero, Lat.] To
tear ; to rend Brown .
Spenſer.
DILACERATION. S. ( from dilaceratie, Lat.) To DIM . v. a . (from the adjective.] 1. To
cloud ; to darken. Locke. 2. To make leis
The act of rending in iwo. Ar burkaci.
To DILA'NIATE . v.a. (dilanio, Lat .) To tear ; bright ; to obfcure Spenſer.
to rend in pieces .
DIME NSION . . (dimenſio, Lat .) Space con
To DILA PIDATE. v. a . ( dilapido, Lat. ) To
tained in any thing ; bulk ; extent ; capacity .
ruin ; to throw down.
Dryden.
DILAPIDA'TION.S . [ dilapidatio, Lat . ) The DIMENSIONLESS. a. ( from dimenfier ] With
incumbent's ſuffering anyedifices of his eccle
out any definite bulk . Milton .
fiaftical living, to go to ruin or decay. Aylife. DIME'NSIVE. .. (dimenjus, Lat ] That which
DILATABILITY . ) . ( from dilatable.) The marks the boundaries or outlines. Davies .
DIMICATION.S. (dimicatio, Lat. ) A battle ;
quality of admiring extention. Ray .
DILA TABLE a . lirom dilare.) Capable of the act of fighting. Dict.
extenſion. Arburbrot .
DIMIDIATION . T. (dimidiatio, Lat.) The act
DILATATION. 1. ( from dilatatio, Lat.) The of halving. Diet.
act of extending into greater ſpace. Helder. 2.To DIMI'NISH . v . a . (diminuo, Lat. ) 1. To
The ſtate of being exienced. Newton .
make lels by abſciſſion or deſtruction of any
To DILATE. v. a . (dilaro, Lat.] 1. To ex
part . Locke. 2. To impair ; to leſſen ; to de
tend ; to ſpread out . Weller. 2. To relate
grade. Milton . 3. To take any thing from
al large;to tell diffutely and copiouſly. Shake.
that to which it belongs ; the contrary to add .
Deut .
To DILATE. v. 11. 1. To widen ; to grow wide.
Addiſon. 2. To ſpeak largely and copiouſly . To DIMINISH. v. n . To grow leſs; to be im
Clarendon .
paired. Dryden , Pope.
DILA'TOR . f. ( from dilate.] That which wi- DIMINISHINGLY. adv. [ from diminifb.) In
dens or extends. Arburbuot.
a manner tending to vility. Locke.
DILATOR INESS. J. ( trom dilatery ) Slow - DIMINUTION. I. [dirinutio, Lat.) 1. The
act of making leſs. Hooker. 2. The ſtate of
neſs ; fuggiſnefs.
DI'LATORY. a. (dılarcire, Fr.) Tardy ; Now,
growing leſs . Newion . 3. Difcredit ; loſs of
fuggiſh . Haywood, Otway.
dignity . Philips. 4. Deprivation of dignity ;
DILECTIO : $. (dileélio, Lat. ) The act of injury of reputation. K. Charles . 5. ( In archi
lecture . ] The contraction of a diameter of a
loving Boyle.
column, as it afiends.
DILE MMA: F. (dinapua .] 1. An argument
equally conclufive by contrary luppohtiens . DIMINUTIVE. a. (diminutivus, Lac. ] Small;
little . Sourk.
Cowley. 2. A difficult or doubtful choice. Pope.
DILIGENCE. ) . [diligentia, Lat . ) Industry ; DIMINUTIVE. S. [ from the adjective.] 1. A
affiduity ; the contrary to idleneis. 2. Pet.
word formed to expreſs litelenels ; as manikir ,
DILIGENT. a. (diligens, Lat.) 1. Conſtant in
in English a little mar . Collon . 2. A finall
thing. Saep:
application ; perfevering in endeavour ; afli
duous; not lazy. Prov . 2. Constantly appli- DIMI INUTIVELY. adv. (from diminutive .] la
a diminutive manner.
ed ; profecuted with activity, Deuteronomy.
DILIGENTLY. adv . (from diligens.) With af- DIMINUTIVENESS . f. [ from diminutive .]
Smallneſs ; lietlenels ; pellynels.
fiduity ; with heed and perſeverance. Dryden.
DIMISH . a. from dimejSomewhat dim. Swift.
DILL . ]. dile, Saxon . )
DILUCID . a . (dilucidus, Lat . ] 1. Clear ; plain ; DI MISSORY. a . [ dimiferias, Lat.) That by
not opaque. 2. Clear ; plain ; not obfcure.
which a man is ditmilied to another juriſdic
To DILUCIDATE v.a. (from dilucidere,Lar.] tion . Ayliile.
To make chiar or plain ; to explain. Brown . DIMITT ). l. A fine kind of ſuſtian , or cloth
of collon . Wileman .
DILUCIDATION . 1. [ from dijucidario, Lat . )
DIMLY . a . ( trom dim .) 1. Not with . quick
The act of making clear.
lighi ; not with a clear perception. Builton . 2 .
DI LUENT . 0. (diluens, Lat.) Having the
Nut brightly  ;زnoi luminouſly. Bejke.
power to thin other matter.
DILUENT. ). (from the adjective.] That DI'MNESS. j. [from dim.) 1. Dulaeis of fight.
2. Want
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2. Want of apprehenſion ; ſtupidity. Decay of |DI'PCHICK . S. (from dip and chick.] The name
of a bird. Carew .
Piety.
DIMPLE.Ş. [ dint, a hole ; dinile, a little hole . DIFE'TALOUS. a. (ds and wétanov .] Having
Skisser.) Cavity or deprefſion in the cheek or
two flower -leaves.
chin . Grow .
DIPPER. S. ( from dip.] One that dips in the
water .
To DI'MPLE . W. *. (from the novo .) To fink
DIPPING Needle. f. A device which ſhews a
in ſmall cavities. Dryden,
DIMPLED.a. ( from dimple.] Set with dimples. particular property of the magnetick needle.
Philips.
Sbakelp .
DIMPLY. a. (from dimple .) Full of dimples . DI PHÍ HONG . L. [Ep.gory @ .) A coalition of
Wharton.
(WO vowels to form one found ; as, vain , leaf,
DIN . S. [dýn, a noiſe, Sax .) A loud noiſe ; a Cefar. Helder.
violent and continued found . Smith ,
DI PLOE ſ. The inner plate or lamina of the
To DIN , 9. a . ( from the noun . ] 1. To ſtun skull.
with noiſe. Orway. 1. To impreſs with violent DIPLOMA. S. (8wma .] A letter or writing
and continued poiſe. Swift.
conferring ſome privilege.
To DINE . 9. n . (dner, Fr.) To eat the chief DIPSAS. / (from law.] A ferpent whoſe bite
meal about the middle of the day . Clarendon .
produces unquenchable thirſt.Milton.
To DINE.v. a. To give a dinner to ; to feed . DIPTOTE . S. [d71a1.c .) A noun conliſting of
two caſes only. Clark .
Dryden.
DINETICAL . a. (Solsxós.] Whirling round ; DIPTYCH . /. [diptycha, Lat. ) A regiſter of
vertiginous. Ray.
biſhops and martyrs. Srilling fleet.
To DING. v . a . pret. dung. (dringen, Dutch .) DIRE ... (dirus , Lat.) Dreadful ; diſmal ; mourn
1. To daſh with violence. 2. To impreſs with
ful ; horrible Milton ,
force .
DIRECT. a. (direclus, Lat .] 1. Strait, not
crooked
To DING . 0. % . To bluſter ; to bounce ; to
. 2. Not oblique. Beniley. 3. ( In
hoff. Arbuthnot.
aſtronomy .) Appearing to an eye on earth to
DING -DONG. S. A word by which the ſound
move progreflively through the zodiack , not
of bells is imitated. Shakeſp.
retrograde. Dryden. 4. Not collateral . 5. Ap
DINGLE . L. (from den, a hollow. ) A hollow
parently tending to ſome end. Sidney, Locke.
between hills. Milton.
6. Open ; not ambiguous. Bacon. 7. Plain ;
DINING- ROOM . J. [dine and room .) The expreſs.
principal apartment of the houſe. Taylor.
To DIRECT. v. a . (directum , Lat.) 1. To
DINNER . ). [dıner, Fr.] The chief ineal; the aim in a ſtrait line . Pope. 2. To point againſt
meal eaten about the middle of the day. Taylor . as a mark . Dryden. 3. To regulate ; to ad
DINNER - TIME . ſ. (dinner and time. The juft. Ecclus. 4. To preſcribe certain meafure ;
time of dining. Pepe.
to mark out a certain courſe. Job. 5. To
DINT . S. foýnt, Sax . ) 1. A blow ; a ſtroke. order ; to command .
Milton. 2. The mark made by a blow .Dryden. DIRECTER . S. ( director, Lat . ) 1. One that
3. Violence ; force ; power . Addifon.
directs . 2. An inſtrument that ſerves to guide
To DINT . v. a . (from the noun ) To mark any manual operation.
DIRECTION . T. (dire &tio, Lat.) 1. Aim at a
with a cavity by a blow. Donne.
DINUMERATION.S [dinumerario, Lat . ] The certain point. Smalridge. 2. Motion impreſled
by a certain impulie. Locke. 3. Order ; com
act of numbering out tingly ,
DIOCESAN . J. ( trom diocefs.) A biſhop as he mand ; preſcription . Hocker.
ſtands related to his own clergy or flock .Tatler. DIRECTIVE. a. ( from dire&l ) 1. Having the
DIOCESS. f. [ diæcefis.] The circuit of every
power of direction Bramhall. 2. In orming ;
Thewing the way . Thomjon.
bishop's jurifdiction. Cowell, W kirgifi.
DIOPTRICAL. 1. (dietolopas.) Affording a DIRECTLY. adv . ( from direc .] 1. In a ſtrait
DIOPTRICK . } medium for the light ; af
line ; rectilineally . Dryden . 2. Immediately ;
fitting the light in the view of distant objects. apparently ; without circumlocution. Hoskin.
Mere,
DIRECTNESS. ſ. [ from direct .) Straitnels ;
DIO PTRICKS . . A part of opticks, treating tendency to any point; the neareit way.Bentley.
of the different refractionsof the light . Harris. DIRE'CTOR. j. (director, Lat .] 1. One that
DIORTHRO SIS. J. (Copiapwris .) An operation
has authority over others ; a ſuperintendent.
by which crooked members are made even . Swift. 2. A rule ; an ordinance. Swift . 3. An
Harris,
instructer. Hooker. 4. One who is conſulied in
To DIP. v. 2. particip. dipped, or dipt. (dippan,
Cales of conſcience. Dryden. 5. An instrument
Sax . docpen , Dutch .) 1. To immerge ; to put
in ſurgery, by which ihe hand is guided in its
into any liquor. Ayliffe. 2. Tomoilten ; to
operation. Starp
wet. Milton. 3. To be engaged in any affair. DIRECTORY. }. [ from dire ?ur. ) The book
Dryden. 4. To engage as a pledge. Dryden .
which the factious preachers published in the
TO DIP . v . n . 1.To link ; to inmerge. L'Eſtrax . rebellion for the direction of their feet in acts
2. To enter ; to pierce . Granville. 3. To enter
ofworſhip.Oxford Reaſons againſt theCovenant.
fightly into any thing. Pepe. 4. To drop by DI'REFUL . , Dire ; dreadful. Pipe.
DI RENESS.
chance into any mals ; to chooſe by chance .
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DIRENESS./ (from dire.] Diſmalneſs; horror ; DISADVANTA'GEOUSLY. odo.[ from diſade
hideouſneſs. Shakelp.
vantageous .) In a manner contrary to intereſt
DIRE'PTION L. ( direptio, Lat .] The act of or profit . Government of the Tongue.
DISADVANTAGEOUSNESS. S. Contrariety
plundering
to profit; inconvenience.
DIRGE.J. A mournful ditty ; a ſong of lamen
DISADVE'NTUROUS. a. Unhappy ; unpror
tation . Sandlys
DIRK . ſ. ( an Erſe word. ) A kind of dagger. perous. Spenſer.
Tickell
To DISAFFECT. v. a . To fill with diſcontent ;
To DIRKE v. a. To ſpoil ; to ruin . Spenſer.
to di content. Clarendon .
DIRT. 1. dyrt , Dutch 1. Mud ; filih ; mire . DISAFFECTED. part.a . Not diſpoſed to zeal
Wake. 2. Meannels ; fordidneſs.
or affection. Stiling fleet.
To DIRT. v.a. (from the noun.) To foul; 10 DISAFFECTEDLY. adv. After a diſaffected
manner .
benire . Swift
DI'RTPIE . /.dirt and pie.) Forms moulded DISAFFE'CTEDNESS . [ [from difaffected .]
by children , of clay. Suckling .
The quality of being diſaffected.
DIRTILY adv. ( from dirty. ] 1. Nalily ; DISAFFECTION. ). Want of zeal for the
reigning prince . Swift."
foully ; filthily. 2.Meanly ; fordidly ; Thame
fully . Donne.
DISAFFIRMANCE.ſ. Confutation ;negation .
DIRTINESS. S. { from dirty .) 1 Naftinels : Hale.
filthineſs ; fouineis. 2. Meanneis ; baſeneis ; To DISAFFOREST. v. a. [ dis and foreft.) To
fordidnes.
throw open to common purposes, from the
privilege of a loreft. Bacon .
DIRTY . a. (from dirt ) 1. Foul : nafty ; filthy.
Shakeſp. 2. Sullied ; not elegant . Locke. 3. TO DISAGREČE . V. 7. ( dis and agree.] 1. To
Mean ; baſe ; delpicable . Taylor.
differ ; not to be the ſame. Locke . 2. To differ ;
To DI'RTY . va. ( from the noun . ) . 1. To
not to be of the ſame opinion. Dryden. 3 .
fcul ; to foil. Arbuthnot. 2. To ditgrace ; to To be in 3 ſlate of oppoſition . Brown.
fcandalize.
DISAGREʻEABLE. a ( from diſagree .! 1. Con
DIRUPTION.S. (diruptio, Lat . ] The act or
trary ; unſuitable. Pope. 2. Unpleaſing ; of
fentive. Locke.
ftate of burſting , or breaking .
Dis. An inteparable particle, implying common- DISAGREE’ABLENESS./ [from diſagreeable .]
ly a privative or negative fignification ; as to
! . Unſuitableneſs; contrariety. 2. Unplea
fantners ; offenſiveneſs. Souib .
arm , to diſarm .
ENT. ſ. [from diſagree.) 1 .
DISAGRE'EM
of
Want
1.
diſable.)
from
[
DISABILITY. f.
Difference ; diffimilitude ; diverſity ; not
power to do any thing ; weakneſs . Raleigh. 2 .
Want ofproper qualifications for anypurpole ; identity . Woodward. 2. Difference of opinion.
Hooker .
legal impediment. Swifi.
To DISALLE.w.a . ldis and able .) 1. To de- To DISALLOW ...a . ( dis and allow . ) 1. To
prive of natural force. Davies, Taylor. 2. To
deny authority to any . Dryden. 2. To con
impair ; to diminiſh. Shakeſp. 3. To make ſider as anlawful . Horker . 3. To cenſure by
unactive. Temple . 4. To deprive of uſefulneſs fome poſteriour act. Swift. 4. Not to juſtify.
South .
or efficacy . Dryden. 5. To exclude as wanting
To DISALLO'W . v . n . To refuſe permiffion ;
priper qualifications. Wotion.
To DISABU SE . v.a. dis and abuſe.) To ſet not to grant . Hooker .
free from a miltake ; to jet right; to unde- DISALLOWABLE. a . ( from diſallow .) Not
allowable .
cerde. Glanville, Waller.
DIJ ACCOMMODATION. S. [dis and accem- DISALLOWANCE . S. Prohibition. South,
modation. The ſtate of being unfit or unpre- To DISANCHOR . v. a . ( from dis and anchor.]
paied. Hale.
To drive a ſhip from its anchor.
To DISACCU'STOM . v. a. (dis and accuſlom .] T. DISA NIMATE . v. a . [ dis and animate .]
To deſtroy the force at habit by dilule or con
1. To deprive of life. 2. To diſcourage ; to
dejest. Boyle.
trary practice.
DISACQUAINTANCE .S. [dis and acquaint- DISANIMA’TION . F. ( from diſanimate.) Pri
vation of lite . Brown .
ance. ) Dilute of familiarity Sonth .
DISADVANTAGE.T. 1. Lors ; injury to inte- To DISANNUL. v.a. To annul; to deprive
of authority ; to vacate . Herbert.
rett ; as , he told to dijadvantage. 2. Dimi
nution of any thing desirable ,as credit ; fame; DISANNULMENT. ). ( from diſannul.) The
honour. Shakelp. 3. A itate not prepared for act of making void .
defcrce . Spenjer.
TO DISAPPEAR . V. n. (diſparoitre, Fr. ) To
be lost to VIEW , to vanith out of sight.
To DISADVANTAGE. V a . To injure in
Milica
interest of any kind. Decay of Piery.
DISADVANTAGEABLE, 6. (froin diſadvan- To DISAPPOINT. w. a . [dis and appen .)
tage ) Contrary to profit ; producing lois .
To deieal of expectation ; to balk . Tillerjor.
Вассл .
DISAPPOINTMENT. 1. (from diſappoini.)
DISADVANTAGEOUS . a . ( from diſadvan
Dereat of hope.; milcarriage of expectations.
tage. ] Contrary to intereſt ; contrary to con
Sposlator.
DISAPPRO
venience. Addiler.
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DISAPPROBA'TION. [dis and approbation.) | DISCA'LCEATED. a. [ diſcalceatus, Lat.)
Stripped of Ihoes,
Cenſure ; condemnation. Pope.
To DISAPPRO’VE . v. a . [diſapprover, Fr. ] DISCALCEATION.J.(from difcalceated.]The
act of pulling off the ſhoes. Brown.
To diſlike ; to cenſure. Pope.
DISARD.S. (dirig, Sax .) A pratiler ; a boaſt- To DISCANDY. v . r. (from dis and candy .)
To diſſolve ; to melt. Shakeſp .
ing talker.
TO DISARM . v. a. (difarmer, Fr.] To ſpoil To DISC A'RD. v . a . ( dis and card. ) 1. To
throw out of the hand ſuch cards as are
or diveſt of arms. Dryden.
uſeleſs. 2. To diſcharge or eject from ſervice
T. DISARRAPY . v. a. (dis and array.] To
undreſs any one. Spenſer.
or employment. Swift.
DISARRAY.ſ. (from the verb. ) 1. Diſorder ; DISCA'RNATE. a. (dis and caro, fleſh ; ſcar
confufion . Hayward. 2. Undreſs.
nato , Itai . ] Stripped of fleſh . Granville.
DISASTER . F. ( deſaſtre, Fr. ) 1. The blaſt or To DISCA'SE v.a. To ſtrip ; to undreſs. Shakeſ.
Itroke of an unfavourable planet. Shakeſp. 2. TO DISCERN . v . a. (diſcerno, Lat.) 1. To de
Misfortune ; grief ; miſhap ; miſery. Pope.
ſory ; to ſee. Proverbs . 2. To judge ; to have
TO DISASTER . v.a. ( from the noun. ] 1. To
knowledge of. Sidney. 3.To diſtinguiſh. Boyle.
4. To make the difference between. B.Johnjon .
biaſt by an unfavourable ſtar. Sidney . 2. To
TO DISCE'RN . v . n. To make distinction. Hay.
afilict ; to miſchief. Shakesp :
DISASTROUS. a. ( from diſaſter.)1. Unlucky ; DISCERNER./.[from diſcern.]ı.Adilcoverer;
not fortunate.Hayward. 2.Unhappy ; calami
he that deſcries. Shakelp . 2. A judge; one
tous ; milerable. Denham . 3. Gloomy ; threat
that has the power of diſtinguiſhing Clarendon .
DISCE'RNIBLE . a. ( from diſcern.) Diſcovera
ning misfortune . Milion .
ble ; perceptible ; diftinguithable ; apparent.
DISA STROUSLY. adv. ( from diſaſtrous.] In
South .
a dilmal manner.
DISA'STROUSNESS . S. [ from diſaſtrous .) Un- DISCE'
RNIBLENESS.S.[from diſcernible. ]Vi
ſibleneſs.
luckineis ; unfortunateneſs .
To DISAVO UCH. v. a. 'To retract profeſſion ; DISCEʻRNIBLY. adv. (from diſcernible ) Per
to dilown. Daniel,
ceptibly ; apparently. Hammond.
To DISAVO'W . v. a . To diſown ; to deny DISCERNINC. part. a. [from diſcern .] Ju
dicious ; knowing . Atterbury.
knowledge of. Hayword.
DISAVO'WAL. S. [from diſavow .) Denial . DISCERNINGLY.adv.Judiciouſly ; rationally.
acutely
. Garth.
Clariffa.
DISAVO'WMENT. S. ( from diſavow .] Denial . DISCE'RNMENT./.{from diſcern.) Judgment;
W 61107 .
power of diftinguiſhing. Freeholder .
TO DISAUTHORISE . V.a. (dis and authoriſe.) To DISCERP. v.a. (difcerpo, Lat .) To tear
in pieces.
To deprive of credit or authority, Wotton .
TO DISBAND . U a. (dis and band.] 1. TO DISCERPTIBLE.a .[from difcerp .) Frangible ;
dilmiſs from military ſervice. Knolles . 2. To
ſeparable. More.
DISCERPTIBI’LITY.S. ( from difcerptible.]Li
ſpread abroad ; to ſcatter. Woodward.
TO DISBAND . v.n. To retire from military
ableneſs to be deſtroyed by diſunion of parts.
DISCERPTION.S. [from difcerp .] The act of
ſervice . Clarendon , Tillerſon .
To DISBARK . v . 6. ( debarquer, Fr.) To land
pulling to pieces.
To DISCHARGE. v . a . [diſcharger, Fr. ) 1 .
from a ſhip. Fairfax.
To diſburden ; to exonerate. Dryden. 2. To
DISBELIEF . ſ. ( irom dißelieve .] Pefuſal of
unload ; to diſembark . Kings. 3. To give vert
credit ; denial of belief. Tillotſon.
to any thing ; ܪlo let fly. Dryden . 4. To let off
To DISBELIEVE. v. a. [dis and believe. ) Not
to credit ; not to hold true. Hammond.
a gun. Knolles. 5. To clear a debt by pay
ment. Locke. 6. To ſet free from obligation.
DISBELIEVER. J. One who retules belief.
Warts .
L'Ejlrange 7. To clear from an accufation
TO DISBE'NCH . º. . To drive from a feat.
or crime ; lo abfolve . Locke. 8. To perform ;
Shakejp.
to execute. Dryden 9. To put away ; to
obliterate ; to deſtroy . Bacon . 10. To divert
To DISBRANCH . v. a. ( dis and brancb . ] To
of any office or employment. 11. To dilmils ;
ſeparate or break off. Evelyn.
To DISBU'D . v. a . (With gardeners.) To lake
to relcate. Bacon .
away the ſprigs newly put forth . Dift.
To DISCHARGE. v. 1. To diſmiſs itſelf ; to
TO DISBURDEN . v.4. [ dis and burden .)
break up . Bacon.
To ease of a burden ; to unload . Milion. 2. DISCHARGE.S. ( from the verb.) 1. Vent ; ex
To dilencumber, diſcharge, or clear. Hale. 3 .
plofion ; emiflion. Weedward. 2. Mauter vent
To throw off a burden . Addiſon .
ed. Sharp . 3. Dirruption ; evaneſcence. Bacon .
4. Dilmillion from an office. 5. Releaſe from
To DISBURDEN v.n. To eale che mind .
an obligation or penalty . Milton. 6. Ablolution
To DISBURSE . v. a. [debourſer, Fr.) To
from a crime. Souch . 7. Rantom ; price of
ſpend or lay out money. Spenjer.
ranſom . Milion. 8. Performance ; execution .
DISBURSEMELT. ). (deburjiment, Fr.) A
diſburſing or laying out. Spenſer.
L'Ejrange. 9. An acquitrance from a debt.
DISBU'RSER. 1. ( from diſburgo.] One that
10. Exemption ; privile, e. Ecclus.
diſburles.
DISCHARGER .
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DISCHARGER . f. [ from diſcharge.) 1. He DISCOMFORTABLE. a. (from diſcomfort.] i.
that diſcharges in any manner. 2. He that
One that is melancholy and refuſes comfort.
fires a gun . Brown.
Shakeſp. 2. That cauſes ſadneſs. Sidney.
DISCINCT a . (diſcinctus, Lat . ] Ungirded ; TO DISCOMMEND. v. a . To blame ; to cen
ſure. Den ham.
loolely dreiled. Diet .
TO DISCI'ND . V. a. ( diſcindo, Lat.)To divide ; DISCOMMENDABLE.a. Blameable ; cenfu
rable . Ayliffe.
to cut in pieces. Boyle.
DISCIPLE, S. (difcipulus. Lat. ) A ſcholar. DISC
OMMENDABcenſure
.Blameableneſs;
liableneſ
Hammond.
s to LENESS.J
.
TO DISCIPLE. v.a. To puniſh ; to diſcipline. DISCOMMENDA’TION . S. Blame ; reproach ;
cenſure. Ayliffe.
Spenſer.
DIŚCIPLESHIP.S. (from diſciple .) The ſtate DISCOMMENDER . S.One that diſcommends.
To DISCOMMOʻDE . u. a. To put to incon
or function of a diſciple . Hammond.
venience ; to moleſt.
DI'SCIPLINABLE . a. ( diſciplinabilis, Lat.)
DISCOMMODIOUS. a. Inconvenient ; trou
Capable of inſtruction.
bleſome. Spenſer .
DISCIPLINABLENESS.S.[ fromdiſciplinable.]
DISCOMMO'DITY. S. Inconvenience ; diſad
Capacity of inſtruction . Hale.
DISCIPLÍNARIAN . a. ( from difcipline. ) Per
vantage ; hurt . Bacon.
To DISCOMPOʻSE . v . a. [deſcompoſer, Fr. ) 1 .
taining to diſcipline. Glanville.
To diſorder ; to unſettle . Clarendon . 2. To
DISCIPLINARIAN. S. 1. One who rules or
teaches with great ſtrictneſs. 2. A follower
ruffle ; to diſorder. Swift. 3. To diſturb the
of the preſbyterian ſect, ſo called from their
temper. Dryden. 4. To offend ; to fret ; to
clamoor about diſcipline. Saunderfon.
vex.Swift. 5. To diſplace ; to diſcard . Bacer ,
DISCIPLINARY. a difiiplina, Lat.] Pertain- DISCOMPOʻSURE. ). (from diſcompoſe.) Dif
ing to diſipline. Milion.
order ; perturbation. Clarendon .
DISCIPLINE. !.(diſciplina,Lat.) 1.Education; To DISCONCERT. ~ 0. dis and concert.]
inſtruction; the act of cultivating the mind . To unſettle the mind ; to diſcompoſe . Collier.
Bacon . 2. Rule of government; order.Hooker. DISCONFORMITY.
). Want of agreement.
Hakewell
3. Military regulation . Shakeſp. 4. A late of
ſubjection .Rogers. 5. Any thing taught ; art ; DISCONCRUITY. S. Diſagreement ; incon
ſcience . Wilkins. 6. Punishment ; chaſtile
liſtency. Hale
DISCONSOLATE.a. Withoutcomfort; hope.
ment; correction. Addiſon .
Jeſs ; forrowiul. Milton .
To DI'SCIPLINE. v. 2. 1. To educate ; to in
ſtruct ; to bring up. Addiſor. 2. To regulate ; DISCOʻNSOLATELY. adv. In a diſconfolate
to keep in order . Derhan. 3. To puniſh ; to
manner ; comfortleſs.
correct; to chaſtiſe. 4. To reform ; to redrets. DISCONSOLATENESS. S. The ſtate of being
diſconſolate.
Milion.
To DISCLAIM . v.a. [ dis and claim. ) To dil- DISCONTENT. S. Want of content ; uneafi
neſs at the preſent ſtate. Pepe.
own ; to deny any knowledge of. Shakeſ. Rog.
DISCLAIMER . ) [from diſclaim .] One that DISCONTENT. 4. Uneaſy at the preſent
diſclaims, dilowns, or renounces .
ftate ; diſasisfied. Hayward .
10 DISCLOSE . v . c. 1. To uncover ; to pro- To DISCONTENT. 0 a. [ from the noun . ]
To diſatisfy ; to make uneaſy. Dryder.
duce from a ſtate of latitancy to open view .
Woodward. 2. To hatch ; to open. Bacor. 3. DISCONTENTED .particip.a .Uneafy ; chear
lefs ; malevolent. Tillotjen .
To reveal ; to tell. Addiſon,
DISCLOʻSER. S. ( from dijeloſe.) One that re- DISCONTENTEDNESS. S. Uneaſineſs ; want
veals or diſcovers.
of eale Addiſon .
. S. (from diſcontent.)
DISCLOSURE. S. [from diſcloſe.] 1. Diſcovery ; DISCONTE'N
TMENT
diſcontented . Bacon .
ſtate of being
The
production into wew . Bacon . 2. Act of reveal
DISCONTINUANCE.S. ( from difcontinue. ]ı.
ing any ſecret . Bacon.
Want of coheſion or parts ; diſruption. Bacer .
DISCOLORA'TION. F. (from diſcolour.) 1 .
The act of changing the colour ; the act oi 2. Ceffation ; intermilion ; Atterbury.
Aalung 2. Change of colour ; ſtain ; die DISCONTINUA’TION. S. [from diſcontinue . ]
Arbuthnot.
Diſruption of continuity; diſruption ; ſepara
tion. Newton .
TO DISCOʻLOUR . V. a . (decolors, Lat .) T.
change from one natural hue; to ſtain. Temple To DISCONTINUE . v.a.[diſcontinuer ,Fr.Ji.
TO DISCOMFIT . v . a. ( defconfire, Fr.) To
To lore the coheſion of parts .Bacon, 2.To lole
decat; lo conquer , to vanquiſh. Philips.
an eſtablint d orpreſcriptive cuſtom . Jeremiah.
DISCOMFIT . ) . (from the verb .] Defeat ; To DISCONTINUE. 0. a. 1. To leave off ;
rout ; overthrow , Milion .
lo ceale any practice or habit. Bacon. 2. To
DISCOMFITURE. /. [ from diſcomfıı .] Defeat;
break off ; to interrupt. Holller.
DISCONTINUITY . ]. Dilunity of parts , want
Infs or battle ; rou! ; overthrow . Aster bury,
DISCOMFORT. F. ( dis and comfort . , Uneafi
of cohclion. Newion .
neſs ; melancholy , forrow i gloom . Shakep. DISCONVENIENCE S. Incongruity; diſagree
DISCOMFORT.0.6
TO
. To grieve ; to ladden ; ment. Bramhall.
DI'SCORD.
to deject. Sidney.
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DI'SCORD . S. [ diſcordia, Lat.) 1. Diſagree
in a ſolemn or ſet manner. Locke. 3. To rea
ment ; oppoſition ; mutual anger. Shakeſp.
fon ; to paſs from premiſes to conſequences.
2. Difference , or contrariety of qualities. Davies .
Dryden. 3. ( In muſick .] Sounds not of To DISCOU'RSE . v. a. ( from the noun .] To
treat of. Shakesp:
chemſelves pleaſing, but necefTary to be mix
ed with others. Peacbam .
DISCOU'RSER . ). [ from diſcourſe.] 1. A
To DI'SCORD . v r. (diſcorde, Lat.) To dif
ſpeaker ; an haranguer. Shakeſp. 2. A writer
agree ; not to ſuit with . Bacon.
on any ſubject. Brown.
DISCORDANCE. / . ( from diſcord .) Difa- DISCOURSIVE. a. (from diſcourſe.) 1. Pat
DISCORDANCY.S greement ; oppoſition ;
by intermediate ſteps from premiſes to con
inconfiftency.
ſequences. Milton. 2. Containing dialogue ;
interlocutory. Dryiler .
DISCOʻRDANT. a. (difcordans, Lat.) 1. Incon
litent ; at variance with itſelf. Dryden. 2. DISCOURTEOUS 2. Uncivil ; uncomplaiſant.
Metteux .
Oppofite ; contrarious.Cheyne. 3. Incongruous ;
not conformable . Hale.
DISCOU'RTESY J. Incivility ; rudeneſs.Sidney,
DISCORDANTLY.ado . (from diſcordant.] 1 .
Herbert
loconſiſtently ; in diſagreement with itself. 2. DISCOURTEOUSLY.adv.(from diſcourteous.)
Urcivilly ; rudely.
In ditagreement with another. Boyle. 3. Pee
viſhly ; in a contradictious manner.
DISCOUS. a . [ iroin difcus, Lat .] Broad ; Aat ;
vide. Quincy .
TO DISCO VER . v , a. (defcouvrer, Fr.) . To
thew ; to diſcloſe ; to bring to light. Shakeſp. DISCREDIT . S. (decrediter, Fr ] Ignominy i
reproach ; dilgrace. Rogers.
2. To make known. Ifaiab. 3. To find out ;
to elpy. Pope.
To DISCREDIT . " a . (decrediter , Fr.) 1. To
DISCOVERABLE a. (from diſcover .) 1. Thac
deprive of credibility ; to make not truſted.
which may be found out. Watts. 2. Appa- Shakejp. 2. To diſgrace; to bring reproach
upon ; to Mame. Donne,
rent ; expoſed to view. Beatly.
DISCOʻVERER . !.(from diſcover .] 1. One that DISCREET. a (difcret, Fr.] 1. Prudent ;
finds any thing notknown before. Arbuthnot. circumfpect ; cautious ;fober. Whitgift. 2.
Modett; not forward. Thomson.
2. A ſcout ; one who is put to defcry the e
DISCREETLY.adv. (from diſcreet.] Prudent
nemy. Shakesp:
DISCOVERY.S. [from difcover.) 1. The act of ly; cautiouily . Haller.
finding any thing hidden. Dryden. 2. The act DISCREETNESS. / ( from diſcreet.] The qua
of revealing or difcloſing any tecret. South.
lity of being diſcreet.
TO DISCOUNSEL. ~ . 2.{dis and counſel.) To DISCREPANCE .). (diſcrepantia, Lat. ) Dif
diffuade ; to give contrary advice. Spenler.
ference ; contrariety.
DISCOUNT. Ý The fum refunded in abar- DISCREPANT.a.[diſcrepans,Lat.] Different ;
dilagreeing.
gain . Swift.
TO DISCOỨNT. v.a. To count back ; to pay DISCRETE, a. (diſcretus, Lat .) 1. Diſtinct;
back again. Sevift.
disjoined; notcontinuous. Hale. 2. Disjunc
TO DISCOUNTENANCE . v, a . 1. To dir
tive. 3. Dijcrete proportion is when the ratio
courage by cold treatment. Clarendox. 2. To
between two pairs of numbers or quantities is
the ſame ; but there is not the ſame proporti
abalh ; lo sul to Thame . Milan ,
DISCOUNTENANCE .J. Cold treatment ; un
on between all the tour : thus , 6 : 8 :: 3 : 4.
Harris.
friendly regard . Clarendon .
DISCOUNTENANCER . f. One that diſcou- 'DISCRETION . S. ( from difcretio, Lat.) 1.Pru
rages by cold treatment. Baca.
dence ; knowledge to govern or direct one's
TO DISCOURAGE. v. a. Idecourager, Fr. ] feif ; wiſe management. Tillerson. 2. Liberty
1. To depreis ; to deprive of confidence. K. of acting at pleafure ; uncontrolled , and un
conditional power.
Charles. 2. To deter ; to fright from any at
tempt. Numbers.
DISCRETIONARY. a . ( from diſcretion .) Left
DISCOURAGER . f. { from difccurage. One
at large ; unlimited ; unreſtrained. Tatler.
that impreſies diffidence and terrour. Pope. DISCRETIVE.a .(diſcretus,Lat.) 1. [ In logick. )
DISCOURAGEMENT . ). ( from diſcourage.] ı.
Diſcretive propoſitions are ſuch wherein vari
The act of deterring, or depreffing hope. 2 . ous, and ſeemingly oppoſite judgments are
made; as, travellers may change their climate,
Determent ; that which deters. Wilkin's. 3
The caule of depresſion or fear. Locke .
but not their temper . Watis. 2. ( In grammar. ]
DISCOURSE.S. ( diſcours , Fr. ) 1. The act of Diſcretive conjunctions are ſuch asimply op
the understanding, by which it pailes from
polition ; as , not a mar but a beaſt.
premiſes to coniequences. Hooker . 2. Con- DISCRIMINABLE a . (from diſcriminate. )Dir
vertation ; mutual intercourle of language ; linguishable by outward marks or tokens.
talk, Herbert. 3. Effufion oflanguage ; ipeech. To DISCRIMINATE. v . a. (difirimino, Lat )
Locke. 4. A treaule ; 2 dillestation either
1. To mark with notes of difference .Boyle. 2.
written or ultered . Pepe.
To ſelect or ſeparate from cihers. Boyle
TO DISCOCʻRSE , 9.n. 1. To converfe ; to DISCRIMINATENESS / [irom difcriminate .)
Lalk ; to relate. Shakeſp. 2. To treat upon
Distinctneſs.
DISCRI.
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DISCRIMINATION. S. (from diſcriminatis, | To DISEMBA'RK . v. h. To carry to land
Sbakelp.
Lat. ] 1. The ſtate of being diſtinguished from
other perſons or things. Stillingfizet . 2. The To DISEMBA'RK . v. n. To land ; to go on
land . Pope.
act of diftinguiſhing one from another ; diſ
tinction . Addiſon. 3. The marks of diſtinction . TO DISEMBI’TTER.S . a . (dis and embitter .)
Holder .
To tweeten ; to free from bitterneſs. Addiſon.
DISCRIMINATIVE. a. ( from diſcriminate.) DISEMBODIED. a . Diveſted of their bodies.
1. That which makes themark of diſtinction ; To DISEMBOGUE. v . a, diſemboucher , old
characteriſtical. Woodward. 2. That which
Fr.) To pour out at the mouth of a river.
Addiſon .
oblerves diſtinction . More.
DISCRIMINOUS. & . ( from diſcrimen , Lat . ) TO DISEMBOGUE. v. n. To gain a vent ; to
flow . Cheyne.
Dangerous ; hazardous. Harvey.
DISCUBITORY. a . (diſcubitorius, Lat. ] Fitted DISEMBO’WELLED. part . a . (dis and em
bowel ) Taken from out the bowels Philips.
to the poſture of leaning . Brown.
DISCUMBENCY . ]. [diſcumbens, Lat . ) The To DISEMBRO'IL . v . 0.[deſbrouiller, Fr. ) To
diſentangle ; to free from perplexity Dryden .
act of leaning at mcat . Brown,
TO DISCUMPER . v . a. [dis and cumber.) To To DISENABLE. v.a. To deprive of power.
dilengage from any troubleſome weight or Dryden .
buik Pipe.
To DISENCHANT. v . a. To free from the
TO DISCU'RE. v.a. To diſcover. Spenſer.
force of an enchantment. Sidney, Denham ,
DISCU'RSIVE. a . (dicurfij, Fr. ) 1. Moving To DISENCUMBER. v.a. [dis and encumber.]
here and there ; roving. Bacon . 2. Proceeding
1. To diſcharge from incumbrances ; to dif
by regular gradation from premiſes to conte
burthen ; lo exonerate . Sprat. 2. To free from
quences . Mire .
obſtruction of any kind. Addiſor.
DISCURSIVELY. adv. By due gradation of DISENCU'MBRANCE. S. ( from the verb .)
argument. Hale.
Freedom from incumbrance. Spectator.
DISCURSORY. a . (diſcurſor, Lat. ) Argumen- To DISENGAGE . v . a . (dis and engage ) 1 .
tal ; rational.
To ſeparate from any thing with which it is in
union. Burnet . 2. To withdraw the affection ;
DISCUS.P. (Latin .) A quoit. Pope.
To DISCUSS . v.a. (dijculjum , Lat.) 1. To
to wean ; to abſtract the mind . Allerbury. 3 .
examine; to ventilate. 2. To dilperſe any
To diſentangle ; to clear from impediments or
difficulties. Waller. 4. To free from any thing
humour or ſwelling.
DISCU'SSER . f. [ from diſcuſs.] He that dif that powerfully ſeizes the attention. Denban.
To DISENGAGE. v.n. To ſet one's ſelf free
cuffes.
from . Collier.
DISCUSSIONS [ from diſcuſs .] 1. Difquifi
tion ; examination ; ventilation of a quellion DISENGAGED. part . a. Vacant ; at leiſure.
Prier. 2. [ In ſurgery . ) Dijoujion is breathing DISENGAGEDNESS. S. The quality of being
out the humours by inſenſible tranſpiration. diſengaged ; vacuity of attention.
Wiſeman
DISENGAGEMENT.J. (from diſengage.] 1 .
DISCUSSIVE . a . [ from diſcuſs.) Having the Releaſe from any engagement , or obligation.
power to diſcuſs.
2. Freedom of attention ; vacancy.
DISCU TIENT. I. (diſcutiens, Lat.) A medi- To DISENTANGLE . v . a . 1. To ſet free from
impediments ; to diſembroil ; to clear from
cine that has power to repel. Quincy .
To DISDAIN . v. a. ( dedaigner, Fr.) Toſcorn , perplexity or difficulty. Clarendon . 2. To un
to conſider as unworthy of one's character
told the parts of any thing interwoven . Boyle.
Addison
3. To dilengage ; to ſeparate. Stillingfleei.
DISDAIN . S [ fdegno, Ital . Contempt ; ſcorn ; TO DISENTE RRE.v . a. To unbury. Brown.
To DISENTHRAL . v . a. To ſet free ; to re
contemptuous anger . E.clus.
DISDAINFUL . a. Idejdain and full.? Con
ſtore to liberty ; to reſcue from Navery.Sardys.
temptuous ; haughtily ; ſcornful ; indignant. To DISENTHRONE. v . a . To depoſe from
Hooker
ſovereignty . Milton .
DISDAINFULI.Y.adow (from diſdainful ]Con- To DISENTRANCE.V. n. To awaken from a
temptuouſly ; with haughty fcoin. Scuth.
trance or deep ſleep. Hudibras.
DISDA INFULNESS. j. ( fr»m diſdainful.) To DISESPO'USE. v . a. To ſeparate after faith
Contempt; haughty ſcorn . Afcham .
plighted. Milton
DISEASE . F. [dis and eaſe.) Diltemper; ma- DISESTE’EM / ( dis and eſteem .) Slight regard.
Locke.
lady ; ficknefs. Swifi .
To DISEA'SE . V. a. ( from the noun.] 1. ToTo DISESTE’EM. v.a. ( from the noun .) To
afflict with difta e ; to torment with ſickneſs. regard Nightly. Chapman.
Shakeſp. 2 . To put to pain ; to pain ; to DISESTIMATION.J. (dis and eſtimatio, Lat.)
make une ly. Locke.
Ditrespect ; diſeiteem.
DISKA SIDNESS. J. (from difeaſed.] Sickneſs; DISFAVOUR. f. [dis and favour ) 1. Diſcoun
morbidneis, burner.
tenance ; unpropitious regard. Bacon . 2. A
late of ungraciouſneſs or unacceptablenets
DISEDGED . a . ( dis and edgc. ) Blunted ; ob
tunded ; dulled . Shakeſp.
Spelman. 3. Want of beauty .
Тә
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TO DISFAVOUR . v. a ( from the noun .) To
To ſtrike with diflike ; to offend. Warts. 3.
diſcountenance ; to withhold, or withdraw
To produce averfion . Swift.
DISGUSTFUL. a . Naufeous. Swift.
kindneſs. Swift.
DISFIGURA’TION.S. [ from disfgure.) 1. The DISH . M. (disc, Saxon; diſcus, Lat.) A broad
wide veſel, in which folid food is ſerved up at
act of distiguring. 2. The ſtate of being dif
figured. 3. Deformity.
the table . Dryden. 2. A deep hollow veſſel for
TO DISFIGURE . v. a . ( dis and figure.) To
liquid food. Milton . 3. The meat ſerved in a
change any thing to a worle form ; to deform ; dish ; any particular kind of food . Shakeſp.
to mangle. Locke .
To DISH.V. . To ſerve in a diſh. Shakeſp.
DISFIGUREMENT. S. [from disfigure.) De- DISH - CLOUT. S. (diſo and clout.) The cloth
with which the maids rub their diſhes. Swift.
facement of beauty ; change of a better form
to a worfe . Suckling.
DISH -WASHER . J. The name of a bird .
To DISFO REST . v . a. To reduce land from DISHABI’LLE . a [deſtabiilé, Fr.) Undreſſed ;
lootely or negligently dreſſed . Dryden .
the privileges of a foreſt to the Itale of com
mon land .
DISHABILLE. ).Undreſs ; loofedreſs Clariſſa.
TO DISFRANCHISE . v. 6. To deprive of pri- To DISHABIT . v.a. To throw out of place.
Shakep.
vikges or immunities.
DISFRANCHISEMENT. S. The act of de- DISHARMONY. S. Contrariety to harmony.
To DISHEARTEN . v . a. (dis and hearten .]
priving of privileges.
To diſcourage ; to deject ; to territy. Milion ,
TO DISFURNISH . v. a . To deprive ; to un
Srillingfieet, Tillotfon.
furniin ; to ſtrip. Knolles.
TO DISGA'RNISH . v.a. ( dis and garniſh .) 1. DISH
. %. The act of debarring from
ERIS
inheri
tance.ON
To trip of ornaments. 2. To take guns from
a fortreſs .
TO DISHE'RIT . v . a. ( dis and inherit. ] To cut
TO DISGLORIFY . v. a . To deprive of glory ;
off from hereditary fucceffion. Spenſer.
To DISHE'VEL . v . a. (decheveler , Fr.] To
to treat with indignity . Milton .
To DISGO'RGE . v . a. 1. To diſcharge by the
ſpread the hair diſorderly . Knolles, Smith.
mouth . Dryden. 2. To pour out with violence. DI SHING . a . Concave : Mortimer .
Derbam .
DISHO NEST. a . [dis and honeft.] 1. Void of
probity ; void of faith ; faithleis . South . 2 .
DISGRACE.S. (diſgrace, Fr.) 1. Shame ; ig
nominy ; diſhonour. Shakejp. 2. State of Diſgraced ; diſhonoured. Dryden. 3. Diſgrace
diſhonour. Sidney. 3. State of being out of ful ; ignominious. Pope,
favour .
DISHONESTLY. adv. ( from diſhoneſt.) 1 .
Without faith ;without probity ; faithletly.Ska.
To DISGRACE . v . a . (from the soun . ] 1. To
bring a reproach upon ; to diſhonour. Hooker.
2. Lewdly ; wantonly ; unchartely . Ecclus.
2. To put out of favour .
DISHO'NESTY. / Ifrom difoanell.] 1. Want
of probity ; faithleiſneſs. Swift. 2. Wochal
DISGRACEFUL.a (diſgrace and full.) Shame
tity ; incontinence. Shakelp .
ful ; ignominious. Taylor.
DISGRACEFULLY. adv. Io diſgrace ; with DISHONOUR. S. [ dis andhonour.) 1 . Re
indignity ; ignominiouſly. Ben. Johnson.
proach ; diſgrace ; ignominy . Bəyle. 2. Re
DISGRACEFULNESS . ſ. ( from diſgraceful.] proach uttered ; cenſure . Shakejp.
Ignominy.
TO DISHONOUR . v.a. (dis and honour. )
DISGRACER. f. (from diſgrace ) One that
To diſgrace ; to bring thame upon ; to blaſt
expoſes to ſhame.Swift.
with infamy . Ecclus, 2. To violate challity.
3. To treat with indignity. Dryden.
DISGRACIOUS. 6. [ dis and gracious ) Un
DISHONOURABLE. a . (from dijbenour.] 1 .
kind ; favourable. Shakeſp.
To
DISGUISE
1.
To
. v . a. [deguiſer , Fr ]
Shameful; reproachful; ignominious. Daniel.
conceal by an unuſualdreſs. Shakejp. 2. To
2. In a ſtate of neglect or dieteem . Ecclus.
hide by a counterfeit appearance 3. To dif- DISHOʻNOURER. J. (from diſhonour.) 1. One
figure ; to change the form Dryden. 4. To
that treats another with indignity. Milton. :2 .
A viel tor or chaſtity .
de form by liquor. Spectator
DISGUISE / ( from the verb ) 1. A dreſs con- To DISHO'RN . v.a. [ dis and horn . ) To ſtrip
trived to conceal the perion that wears il.
of horns . Shakesp.
Addiſon. 2. A counterteil ſhow . Dryden . DISHU'MOUR. ). Peevithneſs ; ill-humour,
DISGUISEMENT / (from diſguiſe.j Dreſs of
SpeEtaisr.
DISIMPROVEMENT. '. [dis and improve
concealment. Sidney
ment ) Reduction from a better to a worſe
DISGUISER S. ( trom diſguiſe .] 1 One that
Itate. Norris
puts on a diſguiſe. Swifi. 2 One that con
ceals anotherby a diiguue ; one that distigures. To DISINCARCERATE. v. a. To ſet at li
Sbakejp.
berty . Harvey
DISGUSTS (degout, Fs. ] 1. Averſion of the DISINCLINATION . S. Want of affection ;
palate from any thing . 2. Ill humour; male
Night dilike . Arbuthnot.
volence ; offeoce cor.ceived. Lacke .
To DISINCLI'NE . v. a . (dis and incline. To
produce dillike to ; to make dilaffected ; to
T. DISGU'ST.v.a (degouier , Fr ] 1. To
Talie avestiun in the Iturnach , to diſtalte.
alicnate affection from . Clarendon .
DISINGE .
Ff2

DIS
DIS
and kindneſs.] 1. Want
(dis
DISKI'NDNESS.
/
diſingenuous.)
DISINGENU'ITY. f. [from
Meanneſs of artifice ; unfairneſs. Clarendon .
of kindneſs ; want of affection . 2. III turn ;
DISINGE'NUOUS. a. [dis and ingenuous.) Un
injury ; detriment. Woodward.
fair ; meanly artful ; viciouſly ſubtle ; illibe- DISLIKE. ſ. 1. Diſinclination ; abſence of af
fection. Spenſer, Hammond. 2. Diſcord ; dit
ral . Stilling fleet.
DISINGENUOUSLY.adv . In a difiugenuous ſenſion ; dilagreement. Fairfax.
manner .
To DISLIKE. v. a . ( dis and like.] To diſap
prove ; to regard without affection. Temple.
DISINGE'NUOUSNESS . f. Mean ſubtilty ;
DISLIKEFUL. a. (diſlike and full.] Diſaffect .
low craft . Gov. of the Tongue.
DISINHERISON , J. 1. The act of cutting off
ed ; malign . Spenſer:
from any hereditary fucceßion, Clarendon. 2. To DISLIKEN . a. ( dis and like.] To make
unlike . Shakeſp .
The ftate of being cut off from an hereditary
DISLIKENESS. f. [dis and likeneſs.] Diffimi
right. Taylor.
litude ; unlikenels Locke.
To DISINHERIT . v . a . To cut off from an
hereditary right . Davies.
DISLIKER. S. A diſapprover ; one that is not
To DISINTER . v . a. To unbury ; to take out
pleaſed. Swift.
To DISLIMB. v. a. [ dis and limb .) To dila
of the grave . Addifon.
DISINTERE'SSED. J. [dis and intereſſe, Fr. ]
niate ; to tear limb from limb.
Without regard to private advantage ; im- To DISLIMN. v . a. (dis and limn.) To un
paint ; to ſtrike out of a picture. Shakeſp .
partial. Dryden.
DISINTERE'SSMENT. S. [dis and interelle. To DI'SLOCATE. v. a. (dis and locus, Lat.)
ment , Fr. ) Dilregard to private advantage ; diſ
1. To put out of the proper place . Woodw .
2. To put out of joint. Shakeſp.
intereſt ; didntereſtedneſs. Prior.
DISI'NTEREST . / [dis and intereſt.) 1. What DISLOCATION . T. (from diſlocate.] 1. The
is contrary to one's wiſh or proſperity. Glanv. act of ſhifting the places of things . 2. The
ſtate of being placed. Burnet. 3. A luxa
2. Indifference to profit.
DISI'NTERESTED . a. [ from diſintereſt.) 1 .
tion ; a joint put out. Grew .
Superior to regard of private advantage ; not To DISLODGE. v.a. [dis and lodge.] 1. To
influenced by private profit. Swift. 2. With
remove from a place. Wosdward . 2. To re
move from an habitation. Dryden. 3. To
out any concern in an affair.
DISINTERESTEDLY . adv. In a diſintereſt
drive an enemy from a ſtation . Dryden . 4. To
ed manner .
remove an army to other quarters . Shakeſp.
DISINTERE'STEDNESS . S. (from difintereſt- | TO DISLO'DGE. v .n . Togo away to another
ed.) Contempt of private intereft. Brown .
place . Milton .
To DISI'NTRICATE. via .[dis and intricate .) DISLOʻYAL. a . ( difoyal, Fr.) 1. Not true to
allegiance ; faithleſs ; falſe to a ſovereign.
To diſentangle .
To DISINVITE . v. a. (dis and invite. ] To
Milton. 2. Diſhoneſt; perfidious. Stakelp.
3. Not true to the marriage -bed. Shakeſp. 4.
retract an invitation.
Falfe in love ; not conſtant .
To DISJO IN . v. a.[dejoindre, Fr.) To fepa
rate ; to part from each other ;to lander.M.H . DISLOʻYALLY.adv .( from difeyal .]Noc faith
To DISJOINT. v. a. (dis and joini.] 1. To fully ; diſobediently .
put out of joint. Sandys. 2. To break at DISLOYALTY./ ( from difoyal.) 1. Want of
fidelity to the ſovereign. K Čbarles. 2. Want
junctures ; to ſeparate at the part where there
of fidelity in love. Shakeſp.
is a cement . Irene. 2. To break in pieces.
Blackmore. 4. Tocarve a fowl . 5. To make DISMAL a . (dies malus, Lat. an evil day . }
Sorr
owful ; dire ; horrid ; uncomfortable , une
ipcoherent. Sidney.
happy. Decay of Piety.
To DISJO'INT. 0. .To fallin pieces.Shakeſp.
DISJOINT. particip. [from the verb .) sera. DISMALLY. adv.Horribly ; forrowfully.
DISMALNESS. /.(from dijmal.]Horrow ; for
raied ; divided . Shakeſp.
Tow
DISJONCT, a . ( disjunctus, Lat.) Disjoined ;
To DISMANTLE . v . a . [ dis and manik ] .To
feparare.
throw off a dreſs; to ſtrip. Sowth . 2. To looſe ;
DISJU'NCTION. !.(from disjanci :e, Lat.) Dif
to unfold ; to throw open. Sia'p. 3. To
union ; ſeparation ; partirig .Sorih.
Atrip a town of its outworks. Hakewell. 4. To
DISJUNCTIVE. 6. disjunctivas, L.24.) 1. In
capable of union . Grew 2. That which marks
break down any thing external . Dryder.
ſeparation or oppoſition ; as, I love bim , or To DISMA SK v.a. ( dis and mafk. ) To diveft
frar bim . W'atis. 3. [ In logick .] A junctive
of a maſk . Wetter.
propotition is when the parts are opposed ; as , To DISMAY. ~ a. [ defayar, Span .) To ter
It is either day or night . Watis.
rify ; to affright. Raleigh, Deut .
DISJUNCTIVELY. dv. Diſtinctly; ſeparate- DISMAY.S. 1 de mays, Span.) Fall of courage ;
terrour telt ; defertion o: mind . Miltos.
Iv. Dacay of Piety.
DISK . ) . [dijous, Lat . ) . The face of the fun DISMA YEDNESS. 1. (from diſmay ] Dejec.
tion of courage ; diſpiritedneſs. Sóney .
or planet, as it appears to the eye. Newten . 2
A broad piece of iron thrown in the ancient DI'SME.S. ( French .) A tenth ; the tenth part ;
tythe. Skakelp.
{ ports ; a quoit. Grow ,
TO
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To DISMEMBER . v . c. ( dis and member.) To
tumultuous. Addiſon. 3. Lawleſs; contrary to
divide member from member ; to cue in pieces .
law ; inordinate : vicious. Bacon .
Swift.
DISO'RDERLY.adv.[from diſorder.) 1. With
To
1.
out rule ; without method ; irregularly ; con
TO DISMISS. v. a. (dimilius, Lat.)
fuſedly. Raleigh. 2. Withouc law ; inordi
ſend away . AEs . 2. To give leave of de
parture. 3. To diſcard.
rarely. Thefjalnians.
DISMISSION . L. (from demiffis, Lat.) 1. Dif- DISO'RDINATE. 2. ( dis and ordinare.) Not
patch ; act of fending away . Dryden . 2. An
living by the rules of virtue, Milion .
honourable diſcharge from any office. Milton. DISORDINATELY. adv . Inordinately ; vi
ciouſly .
3. Deprivation ; obligation to leave any poſt or
DISORIENTATED. a . [llis and oriens.) Turn
place. Sbakelp.
TO DISMORTGAGE. o. .[dis and mortgage.) ed from the eall ; turned from the right di
rection Harris.
To redeem from mortgage. Howel.
TO DISMO’UNT. o. a . Idemonter , Fr.] 1. ToTo DISO WN . v . a . (dis and own. ] 1. To
throw off an horſe. Shakeſp. 2. To throw from
deny ; not to allow. Dryden. 2. To abrogate ;
any elevation. 3. To throw cannon from its to renounce . Swifi.
carriage. Knolles .
To DISPAND. v. a . [ di pands, Lat.) To dil
TO DISMO'UNT. v.m. 1. To alight from an play ; to ſpread abroad .
horfe. Addiſon. 2. To deſcend from any DISPANSION . !. [ irom diſpanſus, Lat ] The
elevation.
act of diſplaying ; diffuſion ; dilatation .
To DISNATURALISE .v. 2. [dis and natura- To DISPA RAGE. v. a (trom diſpar, Lat.] 1 .
liſe.) To alienate ; to make alien .
To match unequally ; to injure by union with
DISNA'TURED . a. (dis and nature. ) Unnatu
ſomething interioar in excellence. 2. To in
by a compariſon with ſomething of leſs
jure
ral ; wanting natural tendernes. Shakeſp.
value. 3. To treat with contempt ; to mock ;
DISOBEDIENCE. S. ( dis and obedience.] 1 .
Violation of lawful commands or prohibition ; to flout. Milton. 4. To bring reproach upon ;
breach of duty due to ſuperiours. Stilling fleet. to be the cause of diſgrace. 5. To marry any
one to another of inferiour condition.
2. In compliance. Blackmore .
DISOBEDIENT. 0. (dis and obedient .]Not ob- DISPARAGEMENT.S. ( from difparage.) 1 .
ſervant of lawful authority . Kings.
Injurious union or compariſon with ſomething
To DISOBE'Y. v. a. ( dis and obey .) To break
of inferiour excellence. L'Eſtrange. . 2. ( lo
law. ] Matching an heir in marriage under his
commands or tranſgreſs prohibitions. Denham.
DISOBLIGATIONS (dis and obligation , jOf
or her degree, or againit decency , Suney. 3.
Reproach ; diſgrace; indignity . Wotton.
fence ; cauſe of diſguſt Clarendon .
To DISOBLIGE. v.a. (dis and oblige.) To of- DISPARAGER . f. One that citgraces.
fend ; to difguft ; to give offence lo. Clarendon. DISPARATES .). [ di parata, Lat. ) Things ſo
Clarilla.
unlike that they cannot be compared with each
DISOBLIGING . partic'p. a . (from diſoblige ) other.
Diſguſting ; unpleaſing ; offenlive. Gov. of the DISPARITY. . [ from difpar, Lat.] 1. Ine
Teague.
quality ; difference in degree either of rank or
DISOBLI'GINGLY . adv .( from difebliging.)in
excellence . Rogers . 2. Difimilitude ; un
likeneſs.
a diſguſting or offenſive manner ; without at:
tention to pleaſe.
To DISPARK . u. a . [dis and park.] 1. To
DISOBLIGINGNESS.S. [ from dijebliging ]Of
throw open a park . Shakelp . 2 . To ſet at
large without incloture. Waler .
tenliveneſs ; readineſs to diſguſt .
DISOʻRBED. a . [ dis and crb .] Thrown out of TO DISPART. v . a . [dis and part; diſpersior ,
Lat.) To divide in iwo ; lo leparate ; to
the proper orbit. Shakelp.
break . Dyer,
DISORDER.S. (difordre, Fr.) 1. Want of re
gular diſpoſition ;irregularity; confufiou Spect . DISPASSION . F. (dis and pasſion .] Freedom
2. Tumult ; diſturbance ; buſtle. W'aller. 3 .
from mental perturbation. Temple
Neglect of rule ; irregularity, Pope. 4. Breach DISPASSIONATE.a.[irom dis and paffionate.]
of laws ; violation of standing initicution.Wild. Cool ; calm ; moderate ; temperate Clarend.
5. Breach of that regularity in the animal To DISPE LL . v . a . [dijpelio, Lat.) To drive by
economy which cautes healih ; ficknets ; dis
ſcattering ; to diffipate. Locke.
temper . Locke . 6. Difcopołure of pind. DISPENCE . L.[ deffence, Fr. ) Expence ; coſt ;
To DISORDER . v . a . (dis and erder .] 1. To charge. Sponfer.
throw into confuſion ; to confound ; to diſturb To DISPEND.W.G. ( diſpendo, Lat ] Toſpend ;
to conſume. Spender:
to rutlle . Milton , 2. To make fick . 3. To
diſcompoſe ; to difturb the mind .
DISPENSARY: 1. from difperle.] The place
DISORDERED . 2 (trom diſorder. ]Diſorderly ; where measuns a:e diſpenled. Garik.
irregular ; vicious ; loofe , debauched. Shakej. DISPENSATION / (froin diſpenjati ,Lat }ı .
DISORDEREDNESS. I. Irregularity ; want of Distribution ; tbe act of dealing outanything.
Woodward. 2. The dealing of God with his
order ; confuſion . Knolles,
DISORDERLY. a. ( from d.forder] 1. Con
creatures ; macihod of providence. Teylor. 3 .
fufed ; immethodical. Hak . 2. Irregular ; An exemption iron fome law . Ward.
DISPENSATOR .

DIS
DIS
DISPENSA'TOR . S. ( Lat.] One employed in , DISPLE'ASINGNESS. S. [from diſpleafing .]
Offenſiveneſs ; quality of offending : Locke.
dealing out any thing ; a diſtributer. Bacon.
DISPEʻNSATORY. ). (from diſpense.) A book DISPLEASURE : S. (from diſpleaſe.) 1. Un
eaſineſs ; pain received. Locke . 2. Offence ;
in which the compoſition of medicines is de
ſcribed and directed ; a pharmacopoeia.Hamm.
pain given . Judges. 3 Anger; indignation.
TO DISPENSE . v . a . diſpenſer, Fr.] 1. To Knolles. 4. State of diſgrace. Peacbam .
deal out ; to diſtribute. Decay of Piety. 2. ToTo DISPLE'ASURE. v. a. To diſpleaſe ; not to
make up a medicine. 3 To DISPENSE with
gain favour. Bacon .
To excule ; to grant diſpenſation for. Raleigh . To DISPLO'DE. v . 2. ( diſpledo, Lat.) To diſ
DISPENSE . S. (from the verb. ] Diſpenſation ;
perſe with a loud noile ; to vent with violence.
Milion.
exemption. Milion.
DISPENSER . F : (from diſpenſe.)One that dif- DISPLOSION . S.{ from diſplofus, Lat.] The act
penſes ; a diſtributer. Sprait.
of diſploding ; a ſudden burſt with noiſe.
TO DISPEOPLE . v. a. dis and people.] To de DISPORT. L. (dis and ſport.] Play ; ſport ;
populate ; to empty of people. Pope.
paltime. Hayward.
DISPE OPLER . [. (trom diſpeople.] A depopu- To DISPOʻRT. v . a . (from the noun.) To di
Tator. Gay.
vert. Shakeſp.
To DISPERGE. v . a . (diſpergi, Lat.] To To DISPOʻRT. v. n. To play ; to toy ; to wan
ton . Pope ,
Sprinkle. Shakesp.
To DISPEʻRSE. v. a. (diſperſus, Lat. ) 1. TO DISPOʻSAL. f. [ from diſpoſe.) 1. The act of
ſcatter ; to drive to different parts. Ezekiel
diſpoſing or regulating any thing ; regulation ;
2 To diffipate . Milton .
diftribution . Milton. 2. The power of diſtri
DISPERSEDLY. adv. ( from diſperſed .] In a bution ; the right of beſtowing. Atterbury. 3 .
ditperfed manner . Hooker,
Government ; conduct . Locke.
DISPE'RSEDNESS. ! . (from diſperſe.) The To DISPOSE . v. a. ( difpofer. Fr. ] 1. To em.
ftate of being diſperſed.
ploy to various purpoles; to diffule . Prior. 2 .
DISPERSENESS. /. [ irom differſe. Thinneſs ; To give ; to place ; to beſtow . Sprat. 3. To
ſcatteredneſs. Brerewood.
turn to any particular end or conſequence.
DISPE'RSERS [from diſperſe .] A ſcatterer ; a Dryden. 4. To adapt ; to form for any pur
ſpreader. Spectator.
pote. Spenſer. 5. To frame the mind . Claren.
DISPERSION.S . (from difperfio, Lat.] 1. The Smalridge. 6. To regulate ; to adjuſt. Dryd.
act of ſcattering or ſpreading. 2. The ſtate of 7. T. Dispose of. To apply to any purpole ;
being ſcattered. Raleigh.
io transfer to any perſon. Swift. 8. To puc
into the hands of another . Tatler. 9. To give
To DISPI'RIT. v. a . (dis and ſpirit.] 1. To
away. W'aller. 10. To
ploy to any end.
diſcourage; to deject ; to depreſs ; to damp.
Clarenden. 2. Tó oppreſs the conſtitution o ! Bacon . 11. To place in any condition . Dryd .
the body. Collier.
12. To put away by any means . Burnel .
DISPIRITEDNESS.S. ( from diſpirit.] Want of To DISPOSE. v. n. To bargain ; to make terms.
Shake p.
vigour.
To DISPLACE . v . a . (dis and place .) 1. TO DISPO'SE . S ( from the verb .) 1. Power ; ma
put out of place. 3. To put out of any ftate,
nagement ; dilpoſal. Shakeſp. 2. Diltribution ;
condition, or dignity. Baion . 3. To diſorder
act of government. Milton. 3. Difpofition ;
Shakesp .
caſt of behaviour. Shakeſp. 4. Caft of mind ;
inclination . Shakejp.
DISPLACENCY.S. [ diſplacentia, Lat.] 1. In
civility ; diſobligation . 2. Diſguſt ; any thing DISPOʻSERS. [ from diſpoſe.] 1. A diſtributer ;
giver ; beſtower.Grauni. 2.A Governour ; re
unpleaſing. Decay of Piety.
To DISPLANT. v. 0. (dis and plant . ] 1. To gulator . Boyle. 3. One who gives to whom
remove a plant. 2. To drive a people from
pleaſes Prior
DISPOSI'TION . S. [from d fpofitio, Lal ) 1 .
the place in which they have fixed Bacon.
Order
ION
; method ; diſtribution Dryden. 2 .
of
a
removal
J.
1.
The
.
DISPLANTAT
Natural fitneſs ; quality. Newton. 3. Ten
plant. 2. The ejection of a people. Raleigh.
To DISPLAY . v . a . [diſplayer , Fr. ) 1. To dency to any act or laté . Bacon . 4. Temper
Spread wide ; to exhibit to The light or mind ,
of mind. Shakeſp. 5. Affection of kindneſs
Locke. 3. To carve ; to cut up. Spoldato . or illwill . Swifi. 6. Predominant inclina
4. To talk without reſtraint. Shakap. 5. To tion Locke .
DISPOSITIVE.G That which implies diſpoſal.
fet out oftentaljoully to view . Shakesp .
DISPLAY.S. (irom the verb .) An exhibition of of any property ; decretive. Ayliile
DISPOʻSITIVELY.adv. {from djp fitive.] Di
any thing to view . Shakelp .
DISPLEASANCE . ). (irom difpleaſe.) Anger, Itributively Brown .
DISPOʻSITOR S.The lord ofthat ſign in which
di content . Spenfer.
DISPLEASANT. 6. Unplcaſing ; offenſive. the planet is .
Glanville
To DISPOSSE'SS. v . a . (dis and pollefs.] To
To DISPLEASE.S . a . (dis and pleaſe.) 1. To put out of poffeffion ; to deprive ; to diffeize.
Fairfax, Knolles, Tilletfor .
offerd ; tomake angry. i Chron Temple. 2
DISPOSURE. L. (from difpofe.) 1. Diſpoſal ;
To dilguit , to ra .e averfion. Locke.
soverament ;
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government ; power ; management. Sandys. DISPU'TE.S.Conteſt ; controverſy. Locke, Bene.
DISPU'TELESS. . Undiſputed ; uncontrover
2. State ; poſture. Wotton.
tible.
DISPRA'ISE . S. Blame ; cenfure. Addifon .
To DISPRAISE . «. a. 'To blame ; to cenſure. DISPU'TER . !. A controvertiſt ; one given to
Stakelp:
argument. Stilling fleet.
DISQUALIFICATION.S. That which diſqua
DISPRA ISER . S. A cenſurer.
lifies. Speétator.
DISPRAISIBLE. a. [from difpraiſe.) Unworthy
To DISQUALIFY . v . a. [ dis and qualify.) 1 .
of commendation .
To make unfit ; to diſable by ſome natural or
DISPRAISINGLY.adv . With blame . Shakeſp.
legal impediment. Swift. 2. To deprive of
To DISPRE'AD. v. a. (dis and Spread.) To
ſpread different ways . Pope.
a right or claim by ſome poſitive reſtriction.
Swifi.
DISPROFIT . J.Loſs ; damage,
DISPROOF . ). [dis and proep.) Confutation ; To DISQUA’NTITY.V.a . To leſſen .
conviction of errour or falthood . Atterbury. DISQUI'ET. . Uneaſineſs; reſtlesſneſs ; vexa
tion; anxiety . Tillotson.
To DISPROPERTY. v . 2. To diſpoſſeſs.
DISPROPORTION.S . Unſuitableneſs in quan- DISQUIET... Unquiet ;uneaſy; reſtleſs.Skak.
tity of one thing to another ; want of ſymme- To DISQUI'ET. v . a .To diſturb; to make un
try. Denham .
eaſy ; to vex ; to fret Duppa, Roſcommon.
To DISPROPORTION. v. a . To miſmatch ; DISQUI'ETER.S. A diſturber'; a haraſſer.
DISQUI
'ETLY . adv. Without reſt ; anxiouſly .
to join things unſuitable . Suckling.
DISPROPORTIONABLE . a. Unfuitable in
Shakej
DISQUIETNESS. ſ. Uneaſineſs ; reſtleſſneſs ;
quantity . Suckling, Smal.
DISPROPORTIONABLENESS . S. Unſuit anxiety . Hooker .
ableneſs to ſomething ele.
DISQUIETUDE . S. Uneaſineſs; anxiety . Aildi.
DISPROPOʻRTIONABLY. adv . Unſuitably; DISQUISI TION . F. [diſquifitio,Lat) Exami
not ſymmetrically
nation; ditputative enquiry. Arbuthnet.
DISPROPORTIONAL. a. Diſproportionable ; To DISRA'N K. ~. 2. To degrade from his rank.
DISREGARD . /. Slight notice ; neglect.
unſymmetrical.
DISPROPORTIONALLY. adv . Unſuitably To DISREGA'RD . v.c. To fight ; to contemn.
with reſpect to quantity or value .
Sprai, Smalridge.
DISPROPOʻRTIONATE . a . Unſymmetrical; DISREGA'RDFUL. a. Negligent ; contemp
tuous.
unſuitable to ſomething elle . Ray, Locke .
DISPROPORTIONATELY.ado.Unſuitably : DISREGA'RDFULLY. adv. Contemptuouſly.
un'ymmetrically .
DISRELISH . S. [dis and reliß. ) 1. Bad taſte ;
DISPROPORTIONATENESS. S. Unſuitable
nauſeouſnets . Milton . 2. Dillike; ſqueamiſh
neſs. Locke.
neſs in bulk or value .
To DISPROVE . v . a. (dis and prove.] 1. To To DISRE'LISH . v. a. [ from the noun . ) 1. To
con ute an affertion ; to convict of errour or
infect with an unpleaſant caſte. Rogers . 2 .
falihood. Hooker . 2. To convict of a practice of To want a taſte of. Pope.
DISREPUTA’TION ). [dis and reputation .]
errour. Hecker.
Dilgrace ; difhonour . Bacon , Taylor.
DISPRO VER. S. ( from difprove.) One that
confutes
DISREPU'TE . ).[dis and repute. ) ill character ;
DISPU NISHABLE . e . Without penalreſtraint. diſhonour ; want of reputation . South.
DISRESPECT. S. [llis and reſpect.] Incivility ;
Swift.
want of reverence ; rudeneis . Clarendon.
DISPU'RSE . a. (dis and purſe.] To pay ; to diſ
DISRESPECTFUL . a. Irreverent ; uncivil
burle. Shakelp .
DISPUTABLE.a. (from diſpute.] 1. Liable to DISRESPECTFULLY.adv. Irreverenely . Addi.
conteft ; controvertible. South. 2. Lawful to To DISROBE . v. 4. To undrels ; to uncover .
Wotton .
be conteſted. Swift.
DISPUTANT.S.[from diſpute ; diſputans,Lat ] DISRU'PTION. S ( dirupris, Lat. ] The act of
A controvertit; an arguer ; a realoner. Spec .
breaking alunder ;a breach ; rent Ray ,Blackm .
DISPUTANT. 6. Diſputing ; engaged in con- DISSATISFACTION.S. ( dis and ſatisfact:on.]
The state of being ditiatisfied ; discontent. Rog:
troverſy . Milter .
DISPUT'A’TION . S. [ from difputatio, Lat.) 1 DISSATISFA CTORINESS L. ( trom dilarija
The skill of controverſy ;argumentation.Locke factory ) Inability to give content .
2. Controverſy : argumental conteſt . Sidney. DISSATISFACTORY. a . (from diſſatisfy .]
DISPUTATIOUS. a . (f.om diſpute.] Inclined
Unable to give content.
To DISSA'TISFY. v. a . ( dis and ſatisfy.) To
to
diſpute;
cavilling.
Addiſon
.
DISPUTATIVE . a .(from diſpute.] Diſpoſed to
diſcontent ; to diſpleaſe. Collier.
debate. Waits.
To DISSECT v . c . ( diſleco, Lat.] 1. To cut in
TO DISPU TE . "...(diſputo, Lat .) Tocontend
pieces. Roſcommon . 2. To divide and examine
minutely. Atterbury .
by argument ; lo debate ; to controvert. Tiligt .
TO DISPUTE . v. a. 1. To contend for. Hooker, DISSE CTION. S. [dile&tio, Lat.) The act of
Taller. 2. To oppoſe ; to question. Dryden
feparating the parts of animal bodies ; ana
tomy. Granville.
3. To diſcuſs ; to think on . Shakeſp.
Το
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To DISSE'IZE . V.a . (diſfaifir, Fr.) To diſpor- DISSIMI’LITUDE. S; Unlikeneſs; want of re
ſemblance. Stilling fleet, Pope.
fels ; to deprive Locke
DISSE ISINS.('rom diſſaifir, Fr.) An unlawful DISSIMULA'TION. S. [diffimulatio, Lat.] The
dipoffefing a man ot his land Cowell.
act of dillembling ; hypocriſy . South.
DISSEIZOP.S. [ from diſſeize.) He that diſpor- DI’SSIPABLE. a . (from dißipate .) Eaſily ſcat
tered . Bacon .
ſelles another .
To DISSEMBLE. v . a . ( diſſimulo, Lat.) 1. To To DISSIPATE . v . a . (difipatus, Lat.] 1. To
hide under falſe appearance ; to pretend that ſcatter every way ; to diſperte. Woodward. 2 .
not to be which really is . Hayward. 2. To
To ſcatter the attention. Savage's Life. 3. To
ſpend a fortune. London .
pretend that to be which is not. Prior.
TO DISSE'MBLE .v . .. To play the hypocrite. DISSIPATION. S: (digipatio, Lat.) 1. The act
Rowe.
of difperfion. Hale . 2. The ſtate of being dit
DISSEMBLER . S. [ from diſſemble ) An hypo
perſed . Milion . 3. Scattered attention. Swift.
crite ; a man who conceals his true diſpolition.To DISSOCIATE. v.a. (di/ocio, Lat.) To le
Raleigh .
parate ; to dilunite ; to part Boyle..
DISSEMBLINGLY. adv. With diffimulation ; DISSOLVABLE. a . (from diſolve.) Capable of
diffolution . Newton.
hypocritically. Knolles .
To DISSEMINATE. v . a . (diſſemino, Lat .) TO DISSOLUBLE. .. [ diff-lubilis, Lat . ] Capable of
ſcarteras
as feed ; to spread every way.Hammond , feparation of one part from another. W podw .
DISSOLUBILITY.S. (from diffoluble.) Liable
Atterbury.
DISSEMINATION. S. [diſſeminatio, Lat . ) The nets to ſuffer a dilunion of parts . Hale.
To DISSOLVE. v.a. [diffolvo, Lat.) 1. To de
act of ſcattering like feed . Brown.
DISSEMINATOR. L. (diſſeminator, Lat ) He
froy the form of any thing by difuniting the
parts . Woodward. 2. To break ; to difunite
that icatter ; a fpreader. Decay of Piety.
DISSENSION. / [difienfo, Lat ] Dilagreement ; in any manner . 2. Pet. 3. To loole ; to break
ftrite ; contention ; breach of union . Kirolles.
the ties of any thing. Milton . 4. To leparate
DISSE'NSIOUS . 0. Diſpoſed to dilcord ; con
perfons united . Shake' p . 5. To break up af
femblies . Bacon . 6. To ſolve ; to clear . Daniel.
tentious. Micham.
To DISSENT. v. n [diffentio, Lat.] 1. To dif
7. To break an enchantment . Milton . 1. To
be relaxed by pleature. Dryden.
agree in opinion. Addifon. 2. To differ ; to
To DISSOʻLVE V. n . 1. To be melted Addiſ.
be of a contrary nature, Hooker ,
DISSENT. L. ( trom the verb ) Diſagreement ; 2. To fall to nothing. Shakeſp. 3. To melt
away in plealures .
difference of opinion ;declaration ordifference
DISSOLVENT. a [from diffolve.! Having the
of opinion . Bentley.
power of diſolving or melting. Ray.
DISSENTANEOUS a. ( from diflent.) Diſa
DISSOʻLVENT. S. The power of diluniting the
greeable ; inconfiflent ; contrary.
parts of any thing. Arburbimce.
that
One
.)
1.
diflens
(
from
DISSENTER.
diſagrees, ordeclares bis dilagreement from an DISSOLVER . J. That which has the power of
opinion. Locke 2. One who, for whatever
difiolving. Arbutkner.
se afons, refutes the communion of the English DISSOʻLVIBLE. a. (from dillve .) Liable to
church .
perith by diffolution . Hale.
DISSERTATION . S. [ diſertatio, Lat . ) A dir- DISSOLUTE . a . (dilſolutus , Lat. ] Looſe; wan
courte . Page.
ton ; unreſtrained ; luxurious ; debauched .
To DISSERVE . v. a . [dis and ſerve.) To do
Hayward, Rogers .
injury 10 ; to mite iet; to harm. Clar Rogers. DISSOLUTELY. adv. (from d.loluee ) Looſe
DISSERVICE . f . [dis and ſervice. ] Injury ;
ly ; in debauchery. Wildon.
' . mitchiet Cellier .
DISSOLUTENLSS. L. ( trom difl.la:2.) Looſe
DISSE RVICEABLE ..Injurious;miſchievous. nefs ; laxity of manners ; debauchery. Liche.
DISSE RVICEABLENESS. /. Injury ; harm ; DISSOLU TION. ) . [ diffolusio, Lat.] 1. The
huit, Norris .
act of liquefying by heat or moiſture. 2. The
To L'ISSETTLE . q . a . To unſettle .
ftate of being liqueties. 3. The ſtate of mele
To DISSE VER . v a (dis and Jezer. ) To part
ing away. Skakelp. 4 Deſtruction of any
thing by the deparation of its parts. South . 5 .
in iwo ; to break ; to divide ; to leparate ; to
The lubitance formed by diffolving any body.
dilunite. Sidney, Raleigh, Słakelp.
Bacon . 6. Deach ; the reſolution of the body
DISSIDENCE . J. 1diffideo, Lat . ) Diſcord ; dis
into its conſtituent elements. Raligh. 7. De
agreement .
DISSILIENCE, ſ. ( d: filio, Lat . ] The act of Itruction . Hooker . 8 Breach ot any thing
tarting alunder :
consacted Sourb. 9. The act of breaking up an
DISSILIENT a . [diffiliens, Lat .] Starting alun
atlembly. 10. Lookenets of manners. Atter.
DISSONANCE. /. [d tenance. Fr.) A mixture
der ; buriling in two.
DISSILITION. I. [ diffilia, Lat.) The act of of harſh , unha munious founds . Milt:n .
buriting in two. Boyle
DISSONANT. « ( diliinans, Lat ) 1. Harh ;
DISSIMILAR. a. (dis and fimilar.] Unlike ; unharmonious. Tkonta % . 2 Incongruous ;
heterogeneous Boyli, Newien , Bentley .
dilagreeing . Hakeweil.
DISSIMILARITY. 1. ( from diffimilar ) Un- To DISSUADE. v . a . (ciljusdro, Lat .) 1. T ,
detort :
likenels ; ditimilitude. Cheyne,
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dehort ; to divert by reaſon or importnity ( To DISTE'MPER. V. a . [dis and temper.) 1 .
from any thing. Shakeſp. 2. To repreſent any
To diſeaſe. Shakeſp. 2. To diſorder. Boyke.
thing as unfit . Milton .
3. To diſturb ; to ruffle . Dryden . 4. To de
DISSUADER . S. (from difuade.) He that dif
Itroy temper or moderation Addiſon. 5. To
fuades.
make dilatiected. Shakeſp.
DISSUAʼSION.S. (diffuafio, Lat . ) Urgency of DISTEMPERATE a . (dis andtemperate . ) Im
moderate Raleigh
reaſon or importunity againt any thing i de
hortation. Beyle.
DISTEMPERATURE.S. [from diſtemperate.]
DISSU ASIVE a. (from difuade.] Dehortatory ;
1. Tatemperateneſs ; exce s or heat or cold . Ab
tending to deter.
bot 2. Violent cumultuouſnes; outrageouſ
neſs. 3. Perturbation of the mind. Shakeſp. 4.
DISSU ASIVE f. Dehortation ; argument to turn
Confution ; commixture of extremes . Shakelp .
the mind off from anypurpoſe. Gov.of the Tong .
DISSU NDER . O. (dis and funder. } See Disse - To DISTEND. v . 2 ( diſtendo, Lat.) To ſtretch
out in breadth . Thomſon .
VER . ! To lunder ; to leparate. Chapman.
DISSY LLABLE. S. [dsand cudnakn.) A word DISTENT.): [ from dijiend.] The ſpace through
which any thing is ſpread Wolton .
of two fyllables. Dryden .
DISTAFF. J. [distzf, Sax . ) 1. The ſtafi | DISTENTION . S. [diſtentio, Lat.) 1. The act
of ſtretch in breadth . Arbuthnet . 2. Breadth ;
from which the fax is drawn in Ipinning
ſpace occupied. 3. The act of ſeparating one
Fairfax. 2. le is uied as an emblem of the
female ſex . Howel.
part from another. Wotton .
To DISTRHONTZE.v.v. (dis and throne . ) To
DISTAFF - THISTLE . A thiſtle .
dethrone. Spenjer.
TO DISTA'IN . v. a . (dis and flain ) 1.1 To
ftain ; to tinge. Pope. 2. To blot ; to fully DISTICH S. ( diflichor, Lat.) A couplet ; a
with iniamy . Spenſer.
couple of lines ; an epigram consiſting only of
two verſes. Camden .
DISTANCE . / ( diſtance, Fr diftantia , Lat.)
1. Dillance isſpace conlidered beiween any two To DISTI'L . v . n. (diffills, Lat.) 1. To drop ;
beings. Locke, 2. Remoteneſs in place. Prior .
to fall by drops. Pope. 2. To flow gently and
3. The ſpace kepe between two antagoniſts in
ſilently. Raleigh. 3. To uſe a Itill . Shakeſp .
tencing. Shakeſp. 4. Contrariety ; oppofition To DISTIL .v.a. 1. To let fall in drops. Job,
Sbakelp. 5. A ſpace marked on the courſe
Drayton . 2. To force by fire through the ver
where horſes run . L'Eſtrange. 6 Space of
fels of diftillation. Shakejp. 3. To draw by
diftillation . Boyle.
time. Prior . 7. Remotencis in time . Smalr.
8. Ideal disjunction. Locke. 9. Reſpect ; di- DISTILLATION.S. [ diffiliatio, Lat . ) 1. The
flant behaviour. Dryden. 13. Retraction of act of dropping, or falling in drops. 2. The
kindneſs ; relrve. Milion
at of pouring out in drops . 3. That which
falls in drops . 4. The act of diftilling by fire .
TO DISTANCE . v . a . (from the noun .] 1. To
Newton . 5 The ſubſtance drawn by the
place remotely ; to throw off iron, the view .
fill . Shakeſp.
Dryd. 2. To leave behind at a race the length
DISTILLATORY a (irom diſlil .] Belonging
of a diſtance. Gay.
DISTANT. a . (dilians, Lat.) 1. Remote in
to distillation . Boyle
place ; nut near. Pope. 2. Remote in time DISTILLER . S.[trom diftil.) 1.One who prac
either pait or future. 3. Remote to a certain
tiles the trade of diſtilling . Beyle. 2. One who
makes pernicious inflammatory ipirits.
degree; as, ten miles diſtant. 4. Releived ,
ſly. 5. Not primary ; not obvious. Addijon . DISTILMENT.S. ( from diftilj That which is
DISTA STE ; (dis and taſte ] 1. Averſion of
drawn by diſtillation Shakesp .
the palate ; diſguſt Bacon . 2. Diſlike ; un DISTINCT.a. [ diftinclus, Lat } 1. Different ;
caſineis. Bacon. 3. Anger ; alienation of a not the Tame . Stillingfici. 2. Apart ; not
fection. Bacon .
conjunt . Clarendon, Tillotſon. 3. Clear ; un
conrufed.
Milion . 4. Spotted ; variegated.
DISTA'STE.
To
v . a. ( from the noun ) 1. To
fill the mouth with nauſeoulnels. Shakeſp. 2 .
Milcm 3 Marked out ; specified . Milton .
To ulike ; to loath . Shakejp . 3 Tootiend ; DISTINCTION ) . [d:}tinctio, Lat.) Nole of
ditterence . 2. Honourable note of ſuperiority .
to disguſt . Davies . 4. To vex ; to exaſper
3 That by which one differs from another.
ate . P'ope.
Locke. 4. Preference or neglect in compariſon
DISTASTEFUL .. (diſaſie and full.] 1. Nau
Seous to the palate ; disgusting. Glanville. 2 .
with fomething elie. Dryden. 5. Separation
Offenſive ; diſplealing. Davies. 3. Malignant ;
of coinplex notions . Shakeſp. 6. Division into
malevolent . Brown.
different parts. Dryden. 7. Notation of diffe
rence between things ſeemingly the ſame.
DISTE'MPER 1.1 dis and temper.) 1. A diſpro .
Norris. 8. Dilcernment; judginent .
portionate inixiure of parts 2. A dileale ; a
malady. Suokling. 3. ' Want of due tempera- DISTINCTIVE . a . (.rom diſtincz ] 1. That
ture . Raleigh. 4. Bad constitution oi the mind, which makes distinction or difference. Pope.
2. Having the power to diltinguiſh ; judicous.
Shahelp. 5. Want of due ballance between
Briwn.
contraries. Bacon , 6. Depravily of i.clina
tion. K. Charles. 7. Tanulcuous ditörder. DISTINCTIVELY, ado . In right order ; nut
contulid y . Sbare ?.
Iulir. 8 Unealine s. Si akilp.
DISTI ! ILY
GE
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DISTINCTLY . adv. (from diftin ?.) 1. Not
making a legal ſeizure. 2. A compulſion , by
which a man is aſſured to appear in court,or to
confuſedly. Newiin . 2. Plainly :clearly.Dryd.
DISTINCTNESS S ( from diflinel.) 1. Nice
pay a debt. Cowell. 3. The thing ſeized by law.
oblervation of the difference between things .
4. Calamity ; miſery ; misfortune. Shakeſp.
Ray. 2. Such feparation of things as makes To DISTRESS. v . a . (from the noun ) 1. To
them eaſy to he obſerved.
proſecute by law to a ſeizure. 2. To harafs ;
TO DISTINGUISH . v . a [ diftingas, Lat.) 1 . to make miſerable. Deuteronomy,
To note the diverſity of things . Hucker. 2. DISTRESSFUL.a . diſtreſs and full.]Miſerable ;
full of trouble ; full of miſery. Pope.
To ſeparate from others by ſome mark of ho
nour . Prior. 3. To divide by proper notes of TO DISTRIBUTE. v. a.(diftribus, Lat.)To di
vide amongſt more than two ; 10 deal ont ,
diverſity. Burnet. 4. To know one from an
Spenſer , Woodward.
other by any mark Waits . 5. To diſcern cri
tically ; to judge. Shakesp. 6. To conſtitute DISTRIBUTER.S. ( from diſtribute.J One who
difference ; to ipecificate. Lacke. 7. To make deals out any thing ; a beſtower. Addiſ. Wood .
known or eminent.
DISTRIBU'TION . F. ( diftributio, Lat.] 1. The
To DISTINGUISH . v . n . To make diſtinction ; act of diſtribution or dealing out to others.
to find or ſhew the difference . Child.
Swift. 2. The act ofgiving in charity .Arterb.
DISTINGUISHABLE.a . (from diſtinguiß .) 1. DISTRIBUTIVE. o. (from diſtributive.) That
Capable of being diſtinguiſhed. Boyle, Hale.
which is employed in afligning to others their
2. Worthy of ncte ; worthy of regard. Swift.
portion , as, diſtributive juſtice. Dryden.
DISTINGUISHED . part. a. Eminent; extra- DISTRIBUTIVELY.adv.(fromdiſtributive ] ı .
ordinary. Rogers.
By diſtribution 2.Singly : particularly. Heek.
DISTINGUISHER. ſ. [ from diftinguiß ) 1. DISTRICT. ). ( diftriétus, Lat. ) 1. The circuit
within which a man may be compelled to ap
A judicious obierver; one that accurately diſ
cerns one thing from another. 2. He that ſe
pearance. 2. Circuit of authority ; province,
Addiſ. 3.Region ; country ; territory.Blackm .
parates one thing from another by proper
To DISTRUST . 0.a. (dis and truſt.) To re
marks of diverſity . Brown .
DISTINGUISHINGLY. adv. With diſtinc
gard with diffidence ; not to truſt. Wiſdom .
tion. Pope.
DISTRUST. J. ( from the verb.) 1. Lols of
DISTINGUISHMENT.ſ. Diſtinction ; obſer
credit ; lots of confidence. Milton. 1. Sufpi
vation of difference. Graxni.
cion. Dryden .
TO DISTORT. v. a . (difterius, Lat. ) 1. TO DISTRU'STFUL, a . (diſtruſt and full ] 1. Apt
writhe ; to twit ; to deform by irregular mo
to diſtruſt ; ſulpicious. Boyle. 2. Not confi
tions. Smith. 2. To put out of the true di
dent ; diffident. Gov.of the Tongue. 3. Diffi
rection or poſture. Tillotjon. 3. To wreſt from
dent of himſelf: timorous. Pope.
the truemeaning. Peacham .
DISTRU'STFULLY, adv . loadiftruſtful man
ner.
DISTORTION./ [diſtortis,Lat. ) Irregularmo
tion, by which the face is writhed or the parts DISTRUSTFULNESS./. Theſtate ofbeing diſ
difordered . Prier.
truſtful ; want of confidence.
To DISTRACT. v.a, pari. pall. diſtracted ; To DISTURB. v. a . ( diſturbo, low Lat.) 1. To
anciently diflraught. (diſtračius, Lat.] 1. To
perplex ; to difquiet. Collier. 2. To confound ;
pull different ways at once . 2 To feparate ;
to put into irregular motions. 3. To inter
to divide. Shakeſp. 3. To turn from a ſingle
rupt; to hinder. 4. To turn off from any di
direction towards various points. Souib . 4. To
rection. Milton .
fill the mind with contrary conliderations ; to DISTURBANCE. S. [ from diſturb.) 1, Per
perplex. Pfalms, Milton , Lacke. 5. To make
plexity; interruption of tranquillity . Locke. 2 .
inad. Locke.
Confuſion ; diſorder. Waits. 3. Tumult ; vi
olation of peace. Milion.
DISTRACTEDLY.adv . (from diſtract.) Mad
DISTURBER . S. ( from diſturb.) 1. A violator
ly ; frantickly. Shakeſp .
of peace ; he that caulescumules. Granville, 2 .
DISTRACTEDNESS | [ from diſtract .] The
Hate ofbeing diſtracted ; matineis.
He that cauſes perturbation of mind. Shakeſp.
DISTRACTION.S. (diſtractio, Lat.] 1. Ten - To DISTURN. v.a. (dis and turn .) To turn
dency to differentparts ; feparation. Shakeſp.
off. Daniel.
2. Confuſion ; ſtate in which the attention is DISVALUATION.S . ( dis and valuation.) Dif
called different ways. Dryden. 3. Perturba
grace ; diminution of reputation. Becor.
tion of mind. Tatir. 4. Madnels ; frantick- To DISVAʼLUE. v . a. (dis and value.) To un
nefs , lots of the wits Atterb. 5. Diſturbance ; dervalue. Grv.of ibe Tongue.
To DISVEʼLOP. v. a. ( developer, Fr.) To un
tumult ; difference of ſentiments. Clarend.
To DISTRAIN.v. a. (trom diſtringo, Lat. ) To cover.
leize. Shakeſp .
DISU NION.S. (dis and unier .) 1. Separation ;
To DISTRA'INY n . To make leizure.Marvel. disjunction Glanville. 2. Breach of concord.
DISTRAINER S. ( from diſirain .)Hethat feizes . To DISU'NITE. v . a. ( dis and unite. ) 1 . To
DISTRAINT. ): Jirom diſirain .) Seizure.
feparate ; to divide. Pope. 2. To part friends.
DISTRAUGHT. pari.a . (from dijiratt ) Dil To DISU’NITE. v. n . ( dis and unite.] To fall
traded . Camden .
alunder; to become ſeparate. Sousb.
DISUNITY .
DISTRESS, a . ( deſirelle, Fr. ] 1. The act of
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from another. Daniel. 2. Different from it
DISU'NITY: S. (dis and uniry.) A ſtate of ac
tual feparation. More .
ſelf ; multiform . Ben Johnſon. 3. In differ
DISU'SAGE. [dis and wſage.) Thegradual cel
ent directions. P.pe.
DIVERSIFICATION . S. '(from diverſify.) ! .
ſation of uſe or cuſtom . Hooker.
DISU'SE . S.[dis and uſe.) 1. Cellation of uſe ; The act ofchanging forms or qualities. Beyle.
want of practice. Addiſon. 2. Cellation of 2. Variation ; variegation . 3. Variety of
cuſtom . Arburbnet.
forms ; multiſormity. 4 Change ; alteration.
To DISU'SE. v.a. (dis and uſe ] 1. To ceaſe Hale .
to make uſe of. Dryden . 2. To diaccuftom . To DIVERSIFY . v. a. ( diverſifier, Fr.) 1. To
Dryden .
make different from another ; to diſtinguiſh .
To DISVOʻUCH . v . a. (dis and vouch .) To de
Addiſon. 2. To make different from itſelf ;
ſtroy the credit of ; to contradict. Shakeſp.
to variegate. Sidney.
DISWITTED. a . ( dis and wit .) Deprived of DIVERSION .L. (from divers.] 1. The act of
turning any thing off from its courſe . Bacon .
the wits ; mad ; diſtracted. Draytın.
2. The cauſe by which any thing is turned
DIT.S. ( diche, Dutch ) A ditty ; a poem . Spenſ.
from its proper courſe or tendency. Denkam .
DITCH. A. (dic, Sax . ) 1. A trench cut in the
ground uſually between fields. Arbuthnot. 2 .
3. Sport ; ſomething that unbends the mind.
Waller. 4. ( In war.) The act or purpoſe of
Any long narrow receptacle of water. Bacon .
3.The moat with which a town is ſurrounded.
drawing the enemy off from ſome deſign, by
Kaolles. 4. Ditch is uſed , in compoſition, of threatening or attacking a diſtant part .
any thing worthleſs. Skakelp .
DIVERSITY.S. (diverſitó, Fr. from diverſi
To DITCH . v . a. To make a ditch . Swift.
tas, Lat.) 1. Difference ; diffimilitude ; un
DITCH -DELIVERED. a . Brought forth in a
likenels. Hooker . 2. Variety . Arbuthnot . 3 .
ditch. Shakesp.
Diſtinction of being ; not identity. Rogers. 4 .
DI'TCHER .
( from dirch .) One who digs Variegation. Pope.
ditches, Swift.
DIVERSLY adv . ( from diverſe.) 1. In differ
DITHYRA MBICK . S. [dithyrambus, Lac.]
ent ways ; differently ; variouſly. Wotton. 2 .
In different directions.
A ſong in honour of Bachus . 2. Any poem
written with wildneſs. Cowley.
To DIVERT. v.a. fdiverto, Lat ) 1. To turn
DITTA'NDER . S. Pepperwort.
off from any direction or courſe. Locke. 2 .
DITTANY. S. (dictamnus, Lat.) An herb .
To draw forces to a different part . Davies. 3 .
More.
To withdraw the mind. Philips. 4. To pleaſe ;
DITTIED. a. ( from ditty .) Sung ; adapted to to exhilarate. Swift. 5. To ſubrert ; to de .
muſick . Milton.
ſtroy. Shakeſp:
DITTY.S. [dicht, Dutch.) A poem to be ſung ; DIVERTER.'S. ( from the verb.) Any thing
a ſong. Hocker.
that diverts or alleviates. Walton .
DIVA'N . ( An Arabick word . ) 1. The coun- To DIVERTISE . v. a . (divertiſer, Fr. ) To
pleaſe ; to exhilarate ; to divert. Dryden .
al
council
2.
Any
princes.
cil of the oriental
ſembled . Pepe.
DIVERTISEMENT.S.(diver :ilſement, Fr. ]Di
To DIVARICATE . v n. (divaricatus, Lat.)
verſion ;delighe; pleaſure.Gov.of theTongue.
To be parted into iwo. Woodward.
DIVERTIVE . a . ( from divert.) Recreative ;
TODIVARICATE . v. a. To divide into two .
amulive . Rogers .
Grew .
TO DIVE'ST. v . a . (deveſtir, Fr. ) To frip ; to
DIVARICATION. S. (divaricatio, Lat.) ! .
make naked. Denham .
Partition into two. Ray. 2. Diviſion of opi- DIVE'STURE . S. [from divefl .) The act of
nions. Brown.
putting off. Boyle.
To DIVE . v . « (dippan , Sax.) 1. To ſink vo- DIVIDABLE. a . ( from divide.] Separate ; dif,
ferent ; parted. Shakeſp .
luntarily under water. Dryden . 2. To go un
der water in ſearch of any thing . Raleigh . 3. DI VIDANT. a. ( from divide.) Different ; ſe
To go deep into any queſtion, or ſcience. Das
parate. Skakelp.
vies, Blackmore. 4. To immerge into any To DIVI'DE. v.a. (divido, Lat.] 1. To part
buſineſs or condition . Shakeſp.
one whole into different pieces. i Kings,Locke.
To DIVE. v. a. To explore by diving. Denham.
2. To leparate ; tokeep apart ; to ſtand as a
DIVER . / (from dive.) 1. One that finks vo
partition between, Dryden . 3. To ditunite hy
diſcord. Luke . 4. To deal out ; to give in
luntarily under water . Pope. 2. One that
ſhares. Locke.
goes under water in ſearch or creaſure Woodw.
3. He that enters deep into knowledge or To DIVIDE. V. * . To part ; to ſunder ; to
Itudy . Worten .
break friendihip. Shakeſp.
TO DIVERGE. V. n . ( divergo, Lat.) To tend DIVIDEND . ). (from divide.] 1. A Mare ; the
part allotted in diviſion. Decay of Piery 2. Di
various ways from one point. Newton .
vidend is the number givea to be parted or
DIVERGENT. a ( from divergens,Lat.) Terd
divided. Cocker.
ing to various parts from one point.
DIVERS. a. (diverſus,Lat .]Several; ſundry ; DIVIDER. I. [ from divide.) 1. That which
more than one. iÝhirgifi.
parts any thing into pieces. Digby. 2. A di
DIVERSE. 4. ( diverjus, Lat. ] 1. Different Itributer ; he who deals out to each his ſhare .
Luis
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Luke. 3. A difuniter. Swife. 4. A parti
ſentence by which a marriage is diſolved . 4 .
cular kind of compafies .
The cauſe of any penal ſeparation. Shakeſp .
DIVIDUAL. a.[clividuus, Lat )Divided ; Shared To DIVORCE. v .a. ( from the noun. ] 1. To
ſeparate a huſband or wife from the cther. 2 .
or participated in common with others.Milton .
To force aſunder ; to ſeparate by violence.
DIVINATION.S [ divinatio, Lat.) Prediction,
or Coretelling of future things, Hacker.
Hooker. 3. To ſeparate from another. Hooker .
DIVINE. a . [divinus, Lat.) 1. Partaking of 4. To take away . Shakeſp.
the nature of God . Dryden . 2. Proceeding DIVORCEMENT.S. (from divorce.) Divorce ;
ſeparation of marriage. Deuteronomy.
from God ; not natural; not human . Hooker .
3. Excellent in a lupreme degree. Davies. 4. DIVORCER.S. ( from divorce. ] The perſon or
Prolageful; divining ; prefcient. Miltus .
caule which produces divorce or ſeparation .
Drummond,
DIVINE . f. 1. A miniſter of the goſpel: a
prieſt ; a clergyman. Bacon .2. A man kil . DIURETICK. a. (depolcrós.] Having the power
to provoke urine. Arbuthnot.
led in divinity ; a theologian. Denham .
To DIVI'NE . 2.a. ( divino , Lat.) To foretel; DIURNAL. a. (diurnus, Lat.) 1. Relating to
to foreknow . Shakesp
the day . Brown. 2. Conſtituting the day .
Prior. ' 3 Performed in a day ; daily ; quoti
To DIVINE.v.m. 1. To utter prognonication
Shake
2. To feel preſages. Shakejp. 3 .
dian . Milton .
To conjecture ; to geels. Dryden .
DIU'RNAL . / [diurnal,Fr. ] A journal ; a day
bock
.
DIVINELY.adv. ( from divine.] 1. By the a
gency or influence of God. Bensley . 2. Excel DIURNA
. adv. (from diurnal.] Daily ;
lently ; in the ſupreme degree . Hacker ,Milton. every dayLLY
. Taller.
3. In a manner noring a deity. Addifon.
DIUTURNITY.S. ( diuturnitas, Lat . ) Length
DIVINENESS.S. ( from divine ) 1. Divinity ; of duration . Brown.
participation of the divine nature. Grew . 2.To DIVULGE. v. a. [divulgo, Lat .) 1. To
Excellence in the ſupreme degree . Shakeſp.l publiſh ; to make publick . Hooker . 2. To
DIVINER . N. ( from To divine ) 1. One that proclaim. Milten.
profelles divination, or the art of revealing oc- DIVULGER. f. [ from divulge .] A publiſher.
cult things by ſupernatural means. Brown . 2 . K. Charles.
A conjecturer; guefler. Locke.
DIVU'LSION . S. [divulfio, Lat .) The act of
DIVINERESS. / (trom diviner.) A propheteſs. plucking away. Brown.
Dryden.
TODIZEN . v. a . ( from dight.) To dreſs ; to
DIVINITY. f. [divinité, Fr. divinitas, Lat.] deck Swift.
1. Participation of the nature and excellence DIZZARD . S. [from dizzy.) A blockhead ; a
of God ; deity ; godhead . Stilling fleet. 2. The fool.
Deity ; the Supreme Being ; the Cauſe of DIZZINESS. S.{from dizzy.) Giddineſs Glanv.
cauſes. 3. Falie god. Prior. 4 Celettial be- DIZZY. a . ( dirig, Sax.) . Giddy; vertiginous.
Milion . 2. Cauſing giddineſs. Shakejp. 3 .
ing. Cheyne. 5. The ſcience of divine things ;
theology. Shakeſp. 6. Something ſupernatu
Giddy ; thoughtleſs. Milicn .
To
DIZZY . v. Q. To whirl round ; to make
ral. Shakeſp.
DIVISIBLE. a. (divifibilis, Lat.) Capable of
giddy. Shakelp.
being divided into parts; feparable. Bentley
To DO. v. a. precer. did; part.paſt. done. [don ,
Sav . doen, Dutch .) 1 To practiſe or act any
DIVISIBILITY. S divifibilité, Fr.) The qua
lity of admircing divisi n. Glanville.
thing good or bad. Pfalms. 2. To perform ;
DIVISIBLENESS. ]. [ from divifibile ) Diviſibi
10 atch eve. Collier . 3. To execute ; to dif
charge. Shakelp. 4. Tocauſe. Spenſer. 5 .
lity . Boyle.
DIVISION .S: ( divifio, Lat ] 1. The act of di
To tranſact, Aéts. 6. To produce any effect to
viding any ihing into parts. 2 Ejdras . 2. The
another. Shakejp. 7. To have recourſe to ; to
ſtate ofbeing kivided . 3. That by which any
practile as the last effort. Jeremiah. 8. To
thing is kept apart ; partition. 4. The pari
perform for the benefit of another. Samuel. 9 .
which is separated from the reſt by dividing .
To exert ; to put forth . 2 Tim . 10. Toma
Addiſon. 5 Difunion ; dilio : d ; dinteience. nage by way of intercourſe or dealing. Boyle,
Decay of Piety. 6. Parts into which a dir
Rowe. 11. To gain a point ; to effect by in
fluence. Shakelp 12. To make any thing
courie is diſtributed. Locke . 7. Space be
what it is not. Shakelp. 13. To finish ; to
tween the notes of muſick ; juit time. Shakeſ.
end. Duppa. ' 4. To conclude ; to ſettle .
8. Distinction Exodus. 9 ( lo arithmetick . ]
Tillotſon ." 15. This phrale, what to do with ,
The ſeparation or paiting of any number or
Tignifieshow to beltow ; what uſe to make of ;
quantity g ven, into any parts affigned. Cocker.
what courſe to take ; how to employ ; which
io. Subdivision ; dittinction of the general in
way to get rid of. Tillotſon,
to fpecies. Shakeſp.
1. To act or behave in any man
DIVISOR. l. [divilor , Lat.) The number giv . To DO . v.
en, by which the dividend is divided .
ner well or ill. Temple. 2. To make an end ;
DIVORCE.S. (divorte, Fr. ] 1. The ligal ſe
to conclude . Speel. 3. To ceale to be concern
paration of huſband and wire. Dryden . 2 .
ed with ; to ceaſe to care about. Stillingf!. 4 .
Si parution ; Jauniun. King Charles, 3. The
To fare ; to be with regard to acknels or
health .
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health. Shakeſp. 5. To ſucceed ; to fulfil a
firſt ſhoots from the feed it has little roots ,
purpoſe. Collier. 6. T. DO is uſed for any
which pierce the earth near the roots of other
I
verb to ſave the repetition of the word ; as,
plants , but the capillaments of which it is
formed, ſoon after clinging about theſe plants,
ſball come, but if I donot, go away ; that is,
if I come not. Arbuthnote 7. Do is a word
the roots wither away . From this time ie pro
of vehement command, orearneſt requeft; as,
pagates itſelf along the Italks of the plants,
entangling itlelf about them in a very compli
belp me, do ; make baſie, do . Taylor. 8. To
Do is put before the verbs ſometimesexpletive.
cated manner . It has no leaves .
ly ; as, I do love, or, I love ; I did lovi, or , 1 DODDERED a. [from dodder.) Overgrown
with dodder. Dryder .
loved Bacon . 9. Sometimes emphatically , as,
I do bate kim , but will not wrong him . Shakes: DODECAGON. . [ délena and yoría ) A figure
of twelve fies
10. Sometimes by way of oppofition ; as, 1
did love bim , but fcern him now .
DODECATEMO'RION . S. (swdexainuóp.ov .]
TO DOAT . v. n. See To Dota .
The twelith part. Creech.
DO CIBLE . a . (decilis, Lat . ]Tractable ; docile ; To DODGE. v . n . ( from dog.) 1.To uſe craft ;
eaſy to be taught . Milion .
to deal with tergiverſation. Hall. 2. To thift
DO CIBLENESS. f. [ from decible.) Teachable
place as another approaches. Milton . 3. To
nefs ; docility. Walton .
play faſt and looſe ; to raiſe expectations and
DOCILE . a. (docilis, Lat . ) 1. Teachable ; ea
ditappoint them. Swifi.
fily instructed ; tractable . Ellis, 2. With 10 ; DO DKIN . !. [ duyrken, Dutch ) A doitkin or
little doit ; a low coin. Lilly.
2$, docile, to ill , &c .
DOCILITY. ſ. (decilite, Fr. from docilitas, DODMAN. J The name of a fiſh . Bacon .
Lat .) Aptneli to be taught ; readineſs to DOE. /. [da, Sax . ) A the -deer ; the female of
a buck Bacon .
learn. Grew .
DOCK.J. [docca, Sax .) An herb. Swift.
DOE.S. [from To do.) A feat ; what one has to
do . Hudibras .
DOCK ). The ſtumpof the tail , which remains
alter docking. Grow .
DO'ER . f. (from To do . ) 1. One that does any
DOCK . S. ( As fome imagine, of soysicy .) A
thing good or bad . South . 2. Actor ; agent.
place where water is let in or out at pleaſure,
Hooker. 3. An active, or buſy , or valiant per
ſon . Knolles. 4. One that habitually performs
where ſhips are built or laid up. Adilijon.
TO DOCK.0, a. ( from dock , a tail . ] 1. To cut or practies. Hooker .
off a tail . 2. To cut any thing ſhort. Swift DOES, Thethird perſon from do, for deth.Locke.
3. To cut off a reckoning. 4. To lay the thip TO DOFF.v. a . (from do off) 1. To put off
in a dock .
drets. Milton , Dryden , Rowe. 2. To trip.
DOCKET.S . A direction tied upon goods ; a
Craſbaw . 3. To put away ; to get rid of.
ſummary of a larger writing .
Shakeſp: 4. To delay ; to refer to another
time . Shakeſp.
DOCTOR . Ş. (doctor, Lat. ] 1. One that has
taken the higheſt degree in the faculties ofdi- DOG.S. ( dogghe, Dutch . ) 1. A domeſtick ani
vinity , law , or phyfick . In time univerfities
mal remarkably various in his ſpecies. Locke's
they have doctors of muſick . Shakeſp. 2. A
2. A conſtellation called Sirius , or Canicula,
man ſkilled in any profefion. Denkami. 3. A
riſing and letcing with the ſun during the doy
plivlician ; one who undertakes the cure of days. Brown . 3. A reproach'ul came for a
dileales. Shakeſp. 4. Any able or learned
man. Shakilp. 4. To give or ſend to the Dogs ;
man. Digby.
to throw away. To go to the Dogs ; to be
To DO'CTOR.W . a . [ from the noun .] To phy, ruiret, deſtroyed, or devouret. Pope. 5. It is
uſed as the male of leveral ſpecies ; as, the
fick ; to cure .
DO CTORAL , a . (doclorails, Lat.) Relating to
dog fox , the dog atter.
the degree of a doctor.
To DOG . v.a. To hunt as a dog, inſidiouſly
DOCTORALLY. adv . ( from dostarul.) In
ard indefatigably. Herberi,
manner of a doctor. Hakewill.
DOG - TEETH . The teeth in the human
DOCTORSHIP.ſ. ( from declar. ) The rank of
head next to the grinders ; the eye-teeth.
a doctor. Clarenden .
Arbuthnot.
DOCTRINAL . a (doctrina, Lat ] 1. Contain- DOG - TRICK . I. ( dez and trick .) Anill turn ;
furly or brutaltreatment. Dryden.
ing doctrine. Souib . 2. Pertaining to the act
or means of teaching Hooker.
DO GBANE.S. ( dog aga tane. ) An herb.
DOCTRINALLY. adv (from doctrine ] In the DO GBERRY-TREE. Cornelian cherry.
torm of doctrine ; poſitively. Ray .
DOGBRIAR. J. [ dog and briar.] The briar
that bears the hip .
DOCTRINE. S ( doétrina, Lat . ) i . The prin
ciples or pollions ofany lect or maſter. Atser DO'GCHEAP. a . [dog and cleap.) Cheap as
2. The act of teaching Mark.
dogs meat . Dryden.
DOCUMENT.A. (documentum , Lat.) 1. Pre - DOʻGDAYS. S. (dog and days.) The days in
which the dogítar riſes and lets with the ſun.
cert ; initruction ; direction. Walis . 2. Pre
Clarendon .
cepe in an ill jenit ; a prccepl magilterially
DOGE.J. (doge, Ital . ] The title of the chief
dogenatical . Gov. of the league.
DO DDER. L. ( routeren, to ſhoot up, Dutch.
magittate of Venice and Genoa. Addiſon.
DO'GFISH .
Skinner .) Didier is a singular plant : when it
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DO'GFISH . f. [from dog and fib.] A Mark . TO DOLE. v. a .[ from the noun.) To deal ; to
Woodward.
diſtribute . Dia.
DO'GFLY . S. A voracious biting fly. Chapman. DOʻLEFUL. 2. ( dole and full.] 1. Sorrowful ;
DO'GGED . a. ( from dog .) Sullen ; four ; mo
diſmal ; expreſſing grief. Seuil, Dryden . 2 .
Melancholy ; afflicted ; feeling grief. Sidney .
role ; ill-humoured ; gloomy. Hudibras.
DO'GGEDLY. adv. [irom dogged.) Sullenly ; 3. Diſmal; imprefling forrow . Hooker.
DO'LEFULLY. adv. (from doleful.] In a dole
gloomily .
DO'GGEDNESS . S. ( from dogged ] Gloom of ful manner.
mind ; ſullennels .
DOLEFULNESS. S. ( from doleful.) 1. Sor
DOʻGGER . S. A ſmall fhip with one mat .
row ; melancholy. 2. Querulouſneſs. 3. Dif
malneſs.
DOGGEREL . a. Vile ; deſpicable ;mean . Dryd.
DO'GGEREL . S. Mean, deſpicable , worthleſs DOʻLESOME. a. [ from dole .] Melancholy ;
verles . Savift.
gloomy ; diſmal. Pope.
DOLESOME’LY. adv. [ from deleſome.) In a
DOGGISH . a. [ from dog.) Curriſh ; brutal.
DOGHEARTED. a. ( dog and beart. ) Cruel ; doleſome manner.
DO'LESOMENESS. S.{from do leſome.]Gloom ;
pitilefs ; malicious . Shakeſp.
melancholy .
DOGHOLE.S. ( dog and hole ] A vile hole.Pope.
DOGKENNEL. | [dog and kenncl. ] A little DOLL. S. A little girl's puppet or baby.
hutor houſe for dogs.Tailer .
DOLLAR . f. [daler, Dutch . ) A Dutch and
German coin of differentvalue, from about two
DOGʻLOUSE . / . [ dog and loufe.) An inſeå
that harbours on dogs.
Thillings and fixpence to four and ſixpence.
DOGMA. S. ( Latin . ) Eſtabliſhed principle ; DOLORIFICK.8. (dolorificus,Lac.] Thatwhich
fettled notion. Dryden .
caules grief or pain. Ray:
DOGMATICAL . a. [ from dogma.) Autho- DOʻLOROUS. a. ( from dolor, Lat.) 1. Sorrow
DOGMA'TICK . } ritative ;,magifterial ; po
ful ; doleful; diſmal. Milton . 2. Painful. Mere.
ſitive. Boyle.
DO'LOUR . f. [ dolor, Lat.) 1. Grief ; forrow .
DOGMATICALLY. adv. (from dogmatical.) Shakeſp. 2. Lamentation ; complaint. 3 .
Magiſterially ; pofitively. South.
Pain ; pang . Bacon .
DOGMA'TICALNESS . J. ( trom dogmatical.) DO'LPHIN . F. ( delphin, Lat.) The name of a
filh . Peachai .
Magiſterialnefs ; mock authority .
DOGMATIST. ). [ dogmatiſte, Fr.) A magif- DOLT. ). [dol, Teutonick .) A heavy ſtupid fel
low ; a thickſcul. Sbakelp .
terial teacher; a bold advancerof principles.
Waris.
DOʻLTISH. a . (from delt.] Stupid ; mean ;
TO DOGMATIZE . v. % . ( from dogma. ) To aí. blockiſh . Sidney
ſert poſitively ; to teach magiſterially Blackm . DOMABLE . a. ( domabilis, Lat.) Tameable.
DOGMATIZER. . [from dogmatize ) An af DOMAIN . S. [domaine, Fr.) 1.Dominion ; ema
ſerter ; a magiſterial teacher, Hammond.
pire. Milion . 2. Poffeffion ; eſtate. Dryder .
DOGRO'SE. ). [ dog and role .] The flower of DOME. S. [ dome, Fr. ) 1. A building ; a houſe ;
the hip. Derham .
a fabrick . Prior. 2. An hemiſpherical arch ;
DO'G'SLEEP. S. [ dog and ſleep .) Pretended cupola.
Icep . Addison
DOMES TICAL. 7 4. [domeſticus, Lat.) 1. Be
DOGSMEAT. S. [ dog and mear. ) Refuſe ; vile DOMESTICK: 3 longing to the houſe ; not
relating to things publick. Hooker . 2. Private ;
ſurf. Dryden.
DO'GSTAR . S. [dog and far.)The ſtar which
not open. Hooker. 3. Inhabiting the houſe ;
not wild. Addiſon, 4. Not foreign ; inteſtine .
gives name to the cogdays. Addiſon.
Shakelp
DO'GSTOOTH . /. A plant. Miller.
DOGTROT. J. A gentle trot like that of a To DOMESTICATE . v. a. ( from domeſtick .)
dog. Hudibrar,
To make domeſtick ; to withdraw from the
DOGWEAR Y. a . Tired as a dog . Shakeſp.
publick . Clarilla.
TO DOMIFY. v.a. To tame .
DO'GWOOD . Sce CORNELIAN CHERRY.
DOILY . ). A species ofwoollen ſtuff, ſo called, DOMINANT. a. ( demincni, Pr.) Predomi.
I suppote, from the name of the first maker. nant; preliding ; aſcendant.
Congreve.
To DOMINATE. v . c . (dominatus, Lat.) Ta
LOINGS. ſ. [ from To do.) 1. Things done ;
pred minate ; to prevail over the reſt . Dryd,
events ; trzniactions. Shakeſp . 2. Feats ; ac- DOMINA TION . ). [ dominatio, Lat . ) 1. Pow
tions : good or bad Sidney. 3. Behaviour ;
er ; dominion . Shakelp. 2. Tyranny ; into
conduct. Sidney. 4. Stir ; buſtle ; tumult.
lent authority. Arbuthnot. 3. One highly exalt
Heoker. 5 Festivity ; merriment .
ed in power ; uſed of angelick beings. Miltos,
DOIT . I dwyi, Duich . ) A ſmall piece ofmo- DOMINATIVE. a . ( trom dominate j Imperi
ous ; inſolent.
ney. Shakeſp.
LOLE. ). [from deal; dælan , Sax .) ! . The act DOMIN'ATUR.S. (Latin. ] The preſiding pow
of distribution or dealing. Cleveland. 2. Any
er. Camden.
thing dealt out or diſtributed. Hxdibras. ' 3: To DOMINEER . v. r . (deminer, Lac.) To
Provisions or money diſtributed in charity. rule with intoleace ; to ſwell; to act without
Dryden . 4. Blows dealt out . Milton . 5. (from
control. Prior.
DOMINI:
deviij Guet ; fonow ; milery. Skokop.
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DOMINICAL , a. ( dominicalis, Lat.] That
Congreve. 2. In a leeping poſture . Grew ,
which notes the Lord's day , or Sunday . Helder, 3. Private ; not publick. Bacon. 4. Conceal
ed ; not divulged. Swift. 5. Leaning ; not
DOMI'NION.S. ( dominium , Lat ) 1 Sovereign
authority ; unlimited power. Tickell. 2. Right perpendicular. Cleveland.
of pofTefſion or uſe,withoutbeing accountable. DORMITORY. ! ( dormitorium , Lat .) 1. A
place to fleep in ; a room with many beds.
Lecke. 3. Territory ; region ; diſtrict. Davies.
Mortimer. 2. A burial place . Ayliffe.
4. Predominance; aſcendant. Dryden. 5. An
DO'RMOUSE . /. [dormio and mouled A ſmall
order of angels. Colodians.
DON . S [dominus, Lat.) The Spaniſh title for a
animal , which paſſes a great part of the winter
in Neep . Ben . Johnſon .
gentleman ; as, Don Quixote
TO DON . 0. 6. (To do on.) To put on. Fairfax. DORN. T. (from dorn , German , a thorn. ) The
DONARY . L. (denarium , Lat.) A thing given
name of a fiſh . Carew .
to ſacred ules.
DOʻRNICK . S. [ of Desrnick in Flanders.) A
DONATION . S. [ donatio, Lat.) 1. The act of
ſpecies of linen cloth uſed in Scotland for the
table .
giving any thing. South. 2. The grant by
which any thing is given. Raleigh.
To DORR . v . a . (lor, ſtupid, Teutonick .) To
DO'NATIVE { [donatif, Fr.) 1. A gift ; a deafen or ſtupify with noiſe. Skinner .
largeſs; a preſent. Hooker. 2.[In law . ) A be- DORR. S. A kind of flying inſect ; the hedge
chafer. Grew .
Retice merely given and collated by the pa
tron to a man, without the ordinary . Cowell.
DO'RSEL . f. [from dorfum , the back .) A
DONE . part. pall of the verb, To do. Spenſer. DORSER. S pannier ; a basket or bag, one of
DONE . interject. The word by which a wager
which hangs on either ſide a beaſt of burthen.
is concluded ; when a wager is offered , he that DORSI FEROUS. !!! (dorfum and fero, or pa
DORSIPAROUS. S rio , Lat . ) Having the pro
accepts it ſays done. Cleveland.
DONJON . S. (now dungeon .) The higheſt and
perty of bearing or bringing forth on ihe back :
ſtrongeſt tower of a caitle, in which priloners uled of plants that have the feeds on the back
were kept. Chaucer.
of their leavee, as fern .
DONOR ). A giver ; a beſtower. Atterbury.
DO'RTURE . F. (from dormiture ; dortoir, Fr.)
DOODLE.S. A trifler ; an idler.
A dormitory ; a place to ſleep in . Bacen.
To DOOM . v.a.(deman, Saxon . ) 1. To judge. DOSE . . ( scris. ) i. So much of any medicine
Milton. 2. To condemn to any puniſhment; as is taken at one time . Quincy. 2. Asmuch
to ſentence. Smith. To pronounce condem
of any thing as falls to a man's lot. Hudibras.
nation upon any . Dryden . 4. To command
3. The utmoſt quantity of Itrong liquor that a
judicially or authoritatively. Shakeſp. 5. To
man can lwallow.
deftine ; to command by uncontrolable autho- To DOSE . v.a. To proportion a medicine pro
perly to the patient or oileale.
rity.Dryden.
DOOM . 1. (dom , Saxon. ] 1. Judicial ſentence : DOSSIL.S . (from derfel.] A pledget ; a nodule
judgment. Milton. 2. The great and final or lump oflint. Wiſeman,
judgment. Sbakeſp. 3. Condemnation . Shakes. DOST. ( the ſecond perſon of do . ) Addiſon .
4. Determinacion declared . Shakesp. 5. The DOT . F. ( from jor, a point.) A ſmall point or
Itate to which one is deſtined. Dryder. 6 . ſpot inade to mark any place in a writing.
Ruin ; destruction. Pope.
To DOT . v. n. ( from the noun. ) To make dots
DOOMSDAY. / . [doom and day ) 1. The day
or ſpots.
of fipal and univerial judgment ; the laſt , the DOTAGE. f. [ from dote.) 1. Loſs of under
great day . Brown. 2. The day of lenience
ſtanding ; imbecility of mind . Davies , Suckl.
2. Exceſive fondneſs. Dryden.
or condemnation. Shareſp.
DOOMSDAY -BOOK. K. ( doomſday and book.) DOʻTAL. a . [dotalis, Lat ] Relating to the
A book made by order of William the Con
portion of a woman ; conftituting her portion.
queror, in which the etates of the kingdom
Garih .
were regiſtered. Camden .
DOʻTARD. S. ( from dote ] A man whoſe age
DOOR Å ( dor , Sax . ) 1. The gate ofa houſe , has impaired his intellects ; a nwichild .Spenſ.
that which opens to yield entrance. Denkam . DOTA’TION . F. (doratio , Lat . ) The act orgive
ing a dowry.
2. In familiar language a houſe. Arbuthnot. 3
Entrance ; portal. Dryden . 4. Paliage ; ave- To DOTE . V... [doten , Durch . ) 1. To have
nue ; means of approach. Hammand. 5. Out of
the intellect impaired by age or paſion. ferem.
Doors. No more to be found ; fairly lent a 2. To be in love to extremity. Sidney. To
way . Locks. 6. ti ike Door of any one. Impu
DOTE 4pın . To regard with excellive fonda
table ; chargeable upon him . Dryden. 7 Nexi
ner . Duruer.
Door to. Approaching to ; near to . L'Ijirange. DO TER S. (irom dre ) 1. One whole unier
itanding is unpaired by years ; a dotard .Bxrtor .
DOORGASE: I. (door and cale. The irame in
which the door is incloſed. 01.xin .
2. a man tondly, weskily, and excellively in
DO'ORKEEPERS. [dsor and keeper.} Porter ;
love. Bryle.
one that keeps the entrance ofa houle. Tay's . DOTINGLY ado (from dating.) Fondly.Dryd .
DO'QUET. ). A paper containing a warrant.DOTTARD . L. A inte kepi low by cutting ,
Baan .
Bacos,
DOTTE
DO'RMANT. a. ( dormant, Fr. ] 1. Sleeping
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DO'TTEREL . S. The name of a bird. Bacon.
Dariel. 5. To heſitate ; to be in fuſpenſe
Dryden.
DOUBLE . C. [ double, Fr. ) 1. Two of a ſort ;
one correſponding to the other. Ecclus. 2. TO DOUBT.0.8. 1. To hold queſtionable ; to
Twice as much : containing the ſame quantity
think uncertain . Milton. 2. To fear ; to ſur
repeated. Ben. Johnſon. 3. Having more than
pect. Bacon. 3. To diſtruſt. Shakelp.
one in the ſame order or parallel. Bacon , 4. DOUBT. /. [ from the verb .] 1. Uncertainty of
Twofold ; of two kinds . Dryden . 5. Two io
mind ; ſuſpenſe. South. 2. Queſtion ; point
unlettled . Pepe 3. Scruple ; perplexity; ir
number. Davies . 6. Having twice the effect
reſolution. Shakeſp. 4. Uncertainty of condi
or influence. Sbakeſp. 7. Deceitful ; acting
two parts Shekelp .
tion. Deuter. 5 Suſpicion ; apprehenſion of ill .
DOUBLE -PLEA. |. That in which the defen
Galatians. 6. Difficulty objected. Blackmore.
dant alleges for himſelf two leveral matters, DOUBTER. f. [from doubt .] One who enter
whereof either is fufficient to effect his deſire
tains ſcruples .
in debarring the plaintiff.
DOUBTFUL. a (doubt and full .] 1. Dubious ;
DOUBLE -BITING. a. Biting or cutting on
not ſettled in opinion. Shakeſp. 2. Ambigu
either ſide. Dryden .
ous
; not clear in its meaning 3. That about
DOUBLE -BUTTONED. a . [ double and but
which there is doubt ; queſtionable ; uncer
toned.) Having two rows ofbuttons. Gay.
lain. Bacon , South , Dryden. 4. Not ſecure ;
DO’UBLE -DEALERS. A deceitful, ſubtle, in
not without ſuſpicion. Hooker . 5. Not conh
fidious fellow ; one who ſays one thing and
dent; not without fear, Milten .
thinks another. L'Eſtrange .
DOUBTFULLY. adv. (from doubtful.) 1. Du
DOUBLE -DEALING . J. Artifice ; diffimula . biouſly ; irrefolutely. 2. Ambiguouſly ; with
tion ; low or wicked cunning. Pope.
uncertainty ofmeaning . Spenſer,
To DOUBLE -DIE . v . a. To die twice over. DOUBTFULNESS. /.( from doubtful] 1. Do
biouſneſs ; ſuſpenſe ; inftability of opinion.
Dryden .
DOʻUBLE -HEADED . 6. Having the flowers Walis. 2. Ambiguity ; uncertainty of mean
Mortimer.
another.
to
one
growing
ing . Lecke.
To DC UBLE-LOCK . v . c . [double and lock.) DOUBTINGLY. adv. ( from deube . ] In a
To ſhoot the lock twice . Taikr.
doubting manner ; dubiouſly. Bacon.
DOUBLE -MINDED. a .Deceitful ; inſidious. DOUBTLESS. a . ( from doubt . ] Without fear ;
DO’UBLE - SHINING . a. Shining with double without apprehenſion of danger. Shakeſp.
Tuttre . Sidney
DO UBTLEESS. adv . Without doubt ; unquer
DO'UBLE - TONGUED . 2. Deceitful ; giving tionably .
contrary accounts of the fame thing. Dryden . DOUCET.S. [ doucet, Fr.) A cuſtard. Skinner.
To DOUBLE v. 2. 1. To enlarge any quan- DOUCKER . y. A bird that dips in the water.
Ray.
tity by addicion of the ſame quantity. Shakelp
2. To contain ewice the quantity . Dryden. DOTE.S. [ duvo, old Teut. darb, German .) 1 .
3. To repeat ; to add. Dryden. 4. To add
A wild pigeon. 2. A pigeon .
one to another in the fameorder or parallel | DOVECOT. f. [ dove and cor. ) A ſmall build
Exodus.
To fold. Prior . 6. To pais round
ing in which pigeons are bred and kept. Shak .
a headland. Knolles.
DOVEHOUSE
(dove and kouſe.] A houſe
To DOUBLE . v. n . 1. To increaſe to twice the for pigeons . Dryden.
quantiry . Burnet. 2. To enlarge the itake to DO'VETAIL T. (dove and tail. ) A form of
twice the lum in play . Dryder . 3. To wind joining two bodies together, where that which
in running. Baren . 4. To play tricks ; 10 is inferted has the form of a wedge reverſed.
ule lleights . Dryden .
DOUGH . / . (dah , Sax . ) 1. The paſte of bread
DOUBLE. L. 1. Twice the quantity or num
or pies, yet unbaked. Dryden . 2. My cake is
ber. Graunt. 2 . ong beer of ewice the com
Dough. My affair has miſcarried. Shakeſp.
mon Nrength. Shekelp. 3. A trick ; a Nhift ; DOUGHBA'KED. a . ( dough and baked .) Unfi
an artifice .
niſhed ; not hardened to periection ; loft.Donne.
DU'UBLENESS. Silfrom double ) The ſtate o DOUGHTY.a. (dohtig, Sax.] Brave ; noble ;
illustrious ; eminent. Spenſer .
being double . Shakeſp .
DOUBLER . S. [from double.] He that double : DO UGHY. a. (trom dough.) Unfound ; foft ;
ar.y thing.
unhardened. Sbokep
DO ÚPLET. N. (from double.] 1. The inner To DOUSE, v. a. To put over head ſuddenly
garment of a man ; the waittcoat . Hubras, in the water .
To DOUSE . v. 0. To fall ſuddenly into the
1 Two ; a pair Grew .
water . H :1dibras.
DOUB LON. J. [French ] A Spaniſh coin con
DO WAGER.J. (douairiere, Fr ] 1. A widow
taining the value of iwo piſtols
DOUBLY. ade . ( : rom dvirhle ) In twice the
with a jointure. Shakejp. The title given
quantity ; to twice the degre. Dryden.
to ladie who ſurvive their bubands . Stakelp.
To DOUBT. v . % . [duildir, Ir .] 1. To que! DOWDY.S. An aukward, ill -draſled, inelegant
tion ; to be in uncertainty. T :11.10m 2. To woman . Shakejp
queſtion any evenit, fearing tl.c wo: ft. Shakej DO'WER . ? (douaire, Fr.) . That which
arolles. 3. To lear'; to be apprehenſive .0120. DOWERY. S the wife bringeth to her huſbind
Bakar . 4. To tuſpect ; lo base fuipicion
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in marriage. Pope. 2. That which the widow | DOWNWARD. c. 1. Moving on a declivity .
Dryder. 2. Declivous; bending . Dryden. 3
pofleffes. Bacon . 3. The gifts of a huſo and for
i wife. Genefis. 4. Endowment; gift. Davies. Depreffed ; dejected . Sidney.
DOWERED . 2.Portioned ; ſupplied with a por- DOWNY. 6. (trom down.] 1. Covered with
tion . Stakeſp.
down or nap. Stake p. 2. Made of down or
DOWERLESS. a. ( from dower.) Without a Soft feathers. Dryder. 3. Soſt ; tender ; ſooth
ing. Craſbaw .
fortune. Stokeſp .
DOWLAS.S. A coarſe kind of linen . Shakeſp. DOVRES 1. [douaire, Fr. ) 1. A portion
DOWN. . [dour, Daniſh .} 1. Soft feathers. DO'WRY. } given with a wife. Sidney. 2. A
Wotron . 2. Any thing that ſooths or mollifies.
reward paid for a wife. Coqulay.
Southern . 3. Soft wool, or tender hair. Prior DOXOʻLOGY: S. [ & ža and 1.- 3 .) A form of
4. The fott fibres of plants which wing the
giving glory to God. Stilling fleet.
ſeeris. Bacon .
DOʻXY. ). A whore ; a looſe wench . Shakeſp.
DOWN. S. [dun, Sax.) A large open plain or To DOZE.o.n . (dprs, Sax . ) To fumber ; lo
valley . Sidney, Sandys.
be half aſleep . L Fitrange, Pope.
DOWN. prep. ( aduna , Sax ] 1. Along a de To DOZE. v a. To ſupiy; to dull Clarendon.
fcent; from a higherplace to a lower.Slakeſp. DOʻZEN . Įi (douzaine, Fr. ) The number of
2. Towards the mouth of a river . Knelles.
twelve . Raleigbe.
DOWN . adv. 1. On the ground ; from the DOʻZINESS. F.(from dozy.) Sleepineſs ; drou
fineſs. Locke
height to a lower ſituation.Milion . 2. Tend
ing towards the ground . 3. Out of light ; DOʻZY . a . Sleepy ; drouſy; fuggiſh. Dryden.
below the horizon . Shakeſp. 4. To a total DRAB. Š. (drabbe, Saxon, lees .) A whóre ; a
maceration. Arbuthnoi. 5. Into diſgrace ; into ftrumpet Pope.
declining reputation. South. 6. ( Anſwering DRACHM . S. (drachma, Lat.) 1. An old Ro
to up. ) Here and there . Pſalms.
man coin . Shake p . 2. The eighth part of an
ounce.
DOWN. interjedt. An exhortation to deſtruction
NCULUS.f. [ Latin .) A worm bred in
DRACU
or demolition Skakels.
the hor countries, which grows to many yards
DOWN . ( Togo ) To be digeſted ; to be re
ceived. Locke.
length between the fkin and Heſh .
TO DOWN . v.a. (from the particle .) To knock ; DRAD . a .Terrible ; dreaded Spenſer.
fa'due
conquer,
Sidney.
to
; to
DRAFF. S. lorof, Saxon.) Any thing thrown
DOWNCAST.a (down and caſ . ) Bent down ;
away . Ben . Joknjon .
directed to the ground. Addiſon.
DRAFFY.a. ( from draft ) Worthleſs ; dregsy .
DOWNFAL. S. [ down and fall.] 1. Ruin ; DRAFT. o .corrupted for draugt:.] Sbakelp
fall from ſtate. South. 2. A body of things To DRAG . v. a . ( dragan , Saxon .) 1. To pull
falling. Dryden. 3. Deſtruction of fabricks.
along the ground by main force. Denham . 2 .
Dryden .
To draw any thing burthenfome. Smith . 3 .
DOWNFALLEN.participal.a Ruined ; fallen.
To draw contemponully : long . S:illing flees.
Carew .
4.
To
pull about with violence and ignominy .
Cla
rendon.
5 . To pull roughly and forcibly .
DOWNGYRED . c. [down and gyred ) Let
Dryden.
down in circular wrinkles . Shakeſp.
DOWNHIL . J. [down and hull Declivity : TO DRAG . v.n. To hang ſo low as to trail or
deſcent Dryden .
grate upon the ground. Moxon .
DRAG . ) . ( from the verb ) 1. A net drawn a
DOWNHIL . a . Declivous ; defcending ,
long the bottom of the water. Rogers. 2. An
DOWNLOOKED . a . ( down and look.) Having
inftrument with hooks to ca ch hold of things
a dejected countenance ; ſullen ; melancholy.
under water . W'alien. 3. A kind of car drawn
Dryden .
DOWNLYING . a . ' {d :wn and lie.) About to
by the hand. 110x91 .
be in travail of childbirth .
DRAGNET. drag and net ) A net which
DOWNRIGHT. adv . I deqon and right.) 1 .
is drawn along the bottom of the water . May.
Strait or right down. Iudibras. 2. In plain TO DRAGGLE. v . r. ( from drag.) To make
terms ShakeP: 3. Completely ; without itop
droy by dragging on the ground Gay,
TO DRAGGLE. V. n. To grow dirty by being
sing frort . Arballnot.
DO WNRIGHT. a . Plain ; open ; apparent ; drawn along the ground . Iluse rias.
undiguited . Rog :rs. 2. Directly tending to DRACON. Idrace, Lat.) 1. A kind of wing
the point. Ben. Jchrlin . 3. Uncereinonious ;
ed lerpent . Rswe. 2. A fierce violent man
bonatly furly. ddojan. 4. Plain ; without
or woman. 3. A copitellation near the North
partition . Brseen .
pole
DOWASITTING.. [ drawn and fit.] Reit ; DRAGON . L. [dracunculus, Latin.) A plant.
M1 ;.der
report . Ilms.
DOKYWARD. 2 ada. [Junepeard, Saxon .] DRA ? ONTT.S. A little dra on Spenſer.
DOWNWARDS.S 1. Towards the centre DRAGONFLY.ſ. A fierce it ning fly. Bucon ,
Newton . 2. From a higher ſituation to a DRAGONISH a. (from dragin .] Having the
lower. M1: 11 * . 3. 19 a courſe of ſuccedive
form ofa dragon. Sbakelp .
IDRAGONLIKE.a. Furious ; fiery Shanelpo.
or lineal decent. Skakel.
Hh
DRAGONS
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DRAGONSBLOOD.S. (dragon and blood.) A
act ofdiſturbing the main deſign.Spenſer. 13 .
Forces drawn off from the main army ; a
reſin moderately heavy, friable , and duſky
detachment. Addiſon. 14. A link ; a drain .
red ; but of a bright ſcarlet, when powdered:
Martheay. 15. The depth which a veſel
It has little ſmell, and is of a retinous and af
tringent taſte . Hill.
draws, or links into the water. Dryden. 16.
DRAGONSHEAD.S . A plant . Miller.
(In the plural, draughes.] A kind of play re
DRAGONTREE. J. Palmtree . Miller.
ſembling cheſs .
DRAGO ON . S. ( from dragen , German ) A DRAUCHTHOUSE. S. ( draught and houſe .]
kind of ſoldier that ſerves indiffereatly either A houſe in which filth is depoſited. Kings.
TO DRAW.v.a. pret drew ; part. part. drawn .
on foot or horſeback . Taller.
TO DRAGOON , W. a . To perſecute by aban
[ dragan, Saxon. ) 1. To pull along ; not to
carry . Sumuel. 2. To pull torcibly ; to pluck.
doning a place to the rage of ſoldiers. Prior.
Atterbury. 3. To bring by violence ; to
To DRAIN v . a (druiner, Fr. ) 1. To draw
off gradually . Bacon. 2. To empty by draw
drag. James. 4. To raiſe out of a deep place.
ing graduaily away what it contains. Rojcom . Jeremiah 5. To luck . Ecclus. 6. To altract ;
call towards itſelf. Bacon , Suckling. 7. To
to
3. To make quite dry . Swift.
DRAIN . S. (from the verb .) The channel thro ' inhale. Addiſon . 8. To cake from any thing
which liquids are gradually drawn Mortimer.
containing Chronicles. 9 . To take from a caík .
DRAKE. ). (of uncertain etymology:) !: The
Shakeſp. 1o. To pull a ſword from the ſheath.
male of the duck . Mortimer. 2. A ſmall piece
Shakeſp. Dryden .' 11. To let out any liquid.
Wiſeman. 12. To take bread out of the oven.
of artillery. Clarendon.
DRAM . S. ( from drachm , drachma, Lat.) 1. In
Mortim . 13. To uncloſe or lide back curtains .
weightthe eighth part of an ounce. Bacon. 2 .
Dryden. 14. To cloſe or ſpread curtains. Sidn.
A ſmall quantity . Dryden. 3. Such a quantity
15. To extract. Cheyne. 16. To procure as
of diſtilled ſpirits as is uſually draok at once.
an agent caule. Locke. 17. To produce as
Swift 4. Spirits ; diſtilled liquors . Pope.
an efficient caule . Tillosfon. 18. To convey
TO DRAM . vir . To drink difilled ſpirits.
ſecretly. Raleigh. 19. To protract ; to lengthen.
Felton . 20. To utter lingeringly . Dryden . 21 .
DRAMA . S. (spāpa. ]' A poent accommodated
to action ; a poem in which the action is not
To repreſent by picture. Weller . 22. To
related , butrepreſented ; and in wbich there
form a repreſentation . Dryden. 23. To de
fore ſuch rules are to be obſerved as make the
rive from ſome original. Temple. 24. To
deduce as from poſtulates. Temple. 2 ;: To
repreſentacion probable. Dryden .
imply.Locke. 26. To allure ; to entice. Pſalmi.
DRAMATICAL. 2. (from drama.) Repre
DRAMA'TICK . 3 ſented by action. Bentley:
27. To lead as a motive . Dryden . 28. To
perſuade to follow . Shakeſp. 29. To induce.
DRAMATICALLY. adou. I trom dramatick .)
Repreſentatively; by repreſentation. Dryden. Davies. 30. To win ; to gain Shakeſp. 31.
DRAMATIST. ſ. [from drama.] The author To receive; to take up. Shakeſp. 32. To
extort ; to force. Addiſon. 33. To wreſt; to
of dramatick compofitions. Burnei.
DRANK ( the preierite of drink .)
diſtort. Whitgifte. 34. To compoſe ; to form
TO DRAPE . V . !. [drop, Fr. ) To make cloth . in writing. Pope. 35. To withdraw from ju
Bacon.
dicial notice. Shakeſp . 36. To cvicerate ; to
DRAPER. f. [ from drape.) One who ſells embowel. King: 37. To Drawin. To apply
cloth. Beyle, Howel.
to any purpoſe by diſtortion. Locke. 38. To
DRAPERÝ. j. ( drapperie, Fr. ) 1. Clothwork ;
contract ; to pull back . Gay. 39. To invei
the trade of making cloth . Bacon. 2. Cloth ; gle ; to intice. South. 40. To Draw off. To
ſtuffs of wool. Arbuthnol. 3. The drels of a extract ; by distillation. Aldiſon. 41. To
picture, or ſtatue. Prior .
withdraw ; io abttract . 42. To Draw on . To
occaſion ; to invite Hayward. 43. Tocauie; to
DRAPET. f. [ from ape. ) Cloth ; coverlet.
bring on by degrees . Boyle. 44. To Draw
Spenler.
DRASTICK . a . (spesinós. ]Powerful; vigorou:: over . To rasle in a still . Boyle. 45. To perſuade
DRAVE . (the preterite of drive.) Cowley.
to revolt. Addijen. 46. To Draw oui. To
protract; to lengthen. Shakeſp . 47. To pump
DRAUGH . J. (corruptly written fordrif) Re
out by inſinuation. Sidney. 48. To call to
fule ; twill . Skakelj .
DRAUGHT. J. [iroin drow .) 1. The act of action ; to detach for ſervice. Dryden. 49. To
drinking . Dryder. 2. A quantity of liquor
range in battle . ' Colier. 50. To Draw up .
drank at once. Boyle. 3. Liquor drank for
To form in order of battle. Clarendor . 51 .
pleaſure. Milton. 4. The act of drawing or To form in writing. Swife.
pulling caruiages . Temple. 5. The quality of TO DRAW . v . n. 1. To perform the office of
a beaſt of draught. Douter nomy . 2. To act
being diawn. Mortimer. 6. Repreſentation
as a weight . eiddifor. 3. To contract ; 10
by picture. Dryden . 7 Delineation ; ketch .
hrink. Bacon. A to advance : , move.
South. 8. A picture drawn. Souib. 9. The
act of ſweeping with a net. Hale. 10. The Milton. 5. To draw a fword . Shakeſp. 6 .
To practite the art of delineation . Locke. 7 .
quantity of fiſhes taken by once drawing the
Toiake a card out of ihe pack ; to take a lot.
net. L'Éjirange. 11. Theact of ſhooting with
Dryden. 8. To make a fore run by attraction .
the bow , Comden. 12. DiverGon in war ; the
9. To
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fleep; the thoughts of a neeping man. Dryder.
9. To retire ; to retreat a little. Clarendon .
2. Amidle fancy . Shakeſp .
10. To Draw off. To retire ; to retreat.
Collier . 11. To Draw on . To advance ; to TO DREAM . o.ø. 1. To have the repreſenta
approach. Dryden. 12. To Draw up. To tion of ſomething in ſleep. Tatler 2. Tothink ;
form troops into regular order.
to imagine. Burnet. 3. To think idly . Snitb.
DRAW. f. [ from the verb .) 1. The act of 4. To be fluggiſh ; to idle. Dryden.
drawing. 2. The lot or chance drawn.
TO DREAM. v. a To ſee in a dream . Dryden.
DRAWBACK . L. (draw and back . ) Money DREAMER. . ( from dream ) . One who
has dreams . Locke 2. An idle fancitul man.
paid back for ready payment. Swift.
DRAWBRIDGE. Š. (draw and bridge.) A
Shakeſp. 3. A mope ; a man loft in wild ima
gination. Prior. 4. A ſuggard ; an idler.
bridge made to be liſted up, to hinder or ad
DREAMLESS. a . Without dreams. Camden .
mic communication at pleaſure. Carew .
DRAWER . ). (from draw ) 1. One employed DREAR. e. (Oreoriy, Sax. jMournful; diſmal.
Milton
in procaring waterfrom the well . Deuteronomy.
2. One whoſe buſineſs is to draw liquors from DRE'ARIHEAD S Horrour ; diſmalneſs.
the caſk . Ben. Johnſon. 3. That which has DRE'ARIMENT L. (from dreary .) 1. Sorrow ;
the power of attraction. Swift. 4. A box in
diſmalneſs; melancholy. Spenfor. 2. Horrour ;
a caie, out of which it is drawn at pleaſure.
dread ; terrour . Spenſer .
Lecke . 5. ( lo the plural.] The lower part of DREARY. . (dreoriž, Sax.) 1. Sorrowful;
a man's dreſs. Locke.
diſtreſsful.Spenjer.2.Gloomy ; diſmal ; horrid.
Prior .
DRAWING.S. (fr m draw . ] Delineation ; re
DREDGE.S.
A kind of net. Carew .
preſentation Pope
DREDGE. v. e. To gather with a dredge.
DRAWINGROOM. S. (draw and room ] 1. TOCarew
,
The room in which company aſſemble at court.
DRE'DGER . S. ( from dredge.) One who fiſhes
Pepe. 2. The company afſembled there.
DRAWN . (participle trom draw.) 1. Equal ; with a dredge.
where each partytakes his own (take.Addiſon DRE'GGINESS. f. [ from dreggy .) Fulneſs of
2. With a ſword drawn. Shakeſp . 3. Open ; dregs or lees ; feculence.
put aside, or uncloled. Dryden. 4. Eviſcerated. DREGGISH . a. ( from dregs.) Foul with lees ;
feculent.
Shakeſp . 5. Ioduced as from ſome motive.
DRE'GGY. a. ( from dregs.] Containing dregs ;
Spenſer.
DRAWWELL. S (draw and well.) A deep conſiſting of dregs ; feculent. Boyle.
well ; a well outof which water is drawn by DREGS. ). [dresten , Sax . ) 1. The ſediment of
a long cord. Grew .
liquors ; thelees ;the grounds.Davies, Sandyse
To DRAWL . v. n. (from draw .) To utter
2. Any thing by which purity is corrupted .
any thing in a low way . Pope.
Bacon. 3. Drols; ſweepings; refuſe. Rogers.
L. (onay, Sax .) The car on To DREIN. v . n . To empty . Southern.
DRAYCART,} which beer is carried . Gay. To DRENCH. v . a. (opencan, Sax.] 1. To
DRA'YHORSE.S. A horſe which draws a dray. waſh ; to ſoak ; to ſteep. Milion. 2. To late
Tatler,
rate with drink or moiſture. Philips. 3. To
on . ] One that al
DRA'YMAN . S. ( dray and man
phyfick by violence. Mortimer,
tends a dray. Sousb.
DRENCH.S. (from the verb ) 1. A draught ;
DRAZEL . ). (from drofejle, Fr. ). A low , lwill. Milton. 2. Phyſick for a brure. Shakeſp .
mean, worthlels wretch . Hudibras .
3. Phyſick that muſt be given by violence,
DREAD . J. Idrad , Sax . ) 1. Fear ; terrour ; King Charles. 4. A channel of water.
affright. Tiltotjon. 2. Habitual fear ; awe. DRENCHER. J. ( from drench )] 1. One that
Genefis. 3. The perſon or thing feared . Prior.
dips or ſteeps any thing. 2. One that gives
DREAD . a. Idræd, Sax ) 1. Terrible ; fright
playſıck by force.
ful . Milton . 2 Awful; venerable in the DRENT. participle. Drowned. Spenſer.
To DRESS. v. a. (dreſler , Fr. ) 1. To clothe ;
higheſt degree . Milton.
TO DREAD . v. a. To fear in an exceflive de
to inveſt with clothes. Dryden. 2. To clotbe
gree. Wake.
pompoutly or elegantly . Taylor. 3. To adorn ;
TO DREAD . v. n . To be in fear. Deuteronomy.
10 deck ; to embellish . Clarendor. 4. To
DRE’ADER %. One that lives in fear. Swif:.
cover a wound with medicaments. Wifemax.
DREADFUL . a . (dread and full ) Terrible ; 5. To curry ; to rub. Taylor. 6. To rectity ;
fright:ul. Glanville.
io adjust . Milton. 7. To prepare for any pur
DREADFULNESS. ſ. Terribleneſs ; frightful
pore. Mortimer. 8. To trim ; to fit any thing
neſs. Hakewill.
for ready uſe. Mortimer ., 9. To prepare
DRE'ADFULLY. adv. (from dreadful ) Ter
victuals ior the table. Dryden .
ribly ; frightfully . Dryden.
DRESS. S. (trom the verb .) 1.Clothes; garment
DREʻADLESNESS. S. Ifrom dreadleſs ] Fear
habit. Go of ike Torgue. 2. Splendid clothes ;
lelneſs ; intrepidity. Sidney.
habit of ceremony. Clarilla. 3. The ikill of
DREADLESS . a . Fearleis ; unaſfrighted ; in
adjuſting dreſs . Pope.
trepid, Spenſer.
DRESSER.S. ( from dress.] 1. One employed
CREAM : (dreom , Dutch .) 1. A shantaſin of in putting on the clothes of another. Dryden.
2. One
Hh 2
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2. Ope employed in regulating, or adjuſting | DRIP . S. Thatwhich falls in drops. Mortimer.
any thing . Luke. 3. The bench in a kitchen DRIPPING. S. The fat which houſewives ga
ther from roaſt meat. Swift.
on which meat isdreſt. Swift.
DRESSING.f . The application made to a fore. DRIPPINGPAN . S. The pan ia which the fat
Wiſeman.
of roaſt meat is caught. Swift:
DRE SSING -ROOM . L.The room in which To DRIVE. v . a . preterite drove, anciently
clothes are put on. Swifi.
drare ; part. paff. driven , or drove. (orapan,
DREST. pari. ( from drejs.]
Sax .] 1. To produce motion in any thing by
TO DRID . v.a. To crop; to cut off. Dryden.
violence. 2. To force along by impetuous
TO DRIBBLE., ; ". ( drypp, Danith :) .. To
preſſure. 3. To expel by force from any place .
fall in drops. Woodward. 2. To fall weakly
4. To force or urge in any direction. 5 . Το
and flowly. Shakejp. 3. To Naver as a child
guide and regulate a carriage. 6. To make
or ideot.
animals march along under guidance.Addifon.
TO DRI'BBLE . v . a. To throw down in drops. 7. To clear any place by forcing away what is
Swift.
in it . Dryden. 8. To force ; to compel. King
DRIBLET. S. [ from dribble ) A ſmall ſum ;
Charles . 9. To diſtreſs; to ſtraiten . Spenſer .
10. To urge by violence , not kindneſs. Dryd.
odd money in a lum . Dryden.
DRI'ER. F. (from dry.) That which has the
11. To impel by influence of paflion. Clarend.
12. To urge ; to preſs to a conclufion. Digty.
quality of abforbing moiſture ; a deficcative.
Bacon.
13. To carry on. Bacon . 14. To purify by
DRIFT. S. [ from drive ) 1. Force impellent: motion. L'Eſtrange. 15. T. DRIVE eui. To
expel.
Krolles.
.
Spenſer
courſe.
;
impulle. South. 2. Violence
3. Any thing driven at random . Dryden . 4. TO DRIVE . 0. 1. 1. To go as impelled by any
Anything driven or bornealong in a body, Pepe. external agent. Brown . 2. To ruſh with vio
5. A form ; a ſhower. Shakeſp. 6. A heap or
lence . Dryden. 3. To paſs in a carriage .
Itratum of any matter thrown together by the
Milton . 4. To tend to ; to conſider as the
wind. 7. Tendency , or aim of action . Daniel.
Icope and ultimate design. Locke. 5. To aim ;
to itrike at with fury . Dryden.
8. Scope of a diſcourſe. Tillotson, Swift.
TO DRIFT. v . a . (from the noun ) 1. To To DRIVEL v . r . (from drip. ) 1. To llaver ;
to let the ſpittle fall in drops. Grew . 2. To be
drive ; to urge along. Ellis. 2. To throw
weak or fooliſh ; to dote. Shakeſp.
together on heaps. Thomson.
TO DRILL. v.a. (drillen , Dutch .] 1. To pierce DRIVEL. §. ( from the verb. ] 1. Slaver ;
moiſture ſhed from the mouth . Dryden. 2. A
any thing with a drill.Aloxor , 2. To perforate ;
to bore ; to pierce . Blackmore. 3. To make a fool ; an ideot ; a driveller. Sidney .
hole .Moxon. 4. Todelay; to put off.Addiſon. DRI'VELLER . F. ( from drivel.] A fool ; an
5. To draw from ſtep to ſtep. South . 6. To ideot. Scife.
drain ; to draw Nowly. Thomjon. 7. To range DRI'VEN . Participle of drive.
troops . Hudibras
DRIVER . 1. (from drive ) 1. The perſon or
DRILLS . (from the verb. ) 1. An inftrument inſtrument who gives any motion by violence .
with which holes are bored Boyle. 2. An ape ;
2. One who drives beasts. Sandys. 3. Oce
who drives a carriage. Dryden.
a baboon. Locke. 3. A imall dribbling brook .
Sandys.
To DRIZZLE. w.a. (drilelen , German. ) To
To DRINK . v . 1. preter. drank, or drunk ;
fed in Imall flow drops. Shakeſp.
part. pall. drunk, or drunken. [ orincan ) 1 . To DRIZZLE. V. . To fall in lbort flow drops.
Addiſon .
To lwallow liquors; lo quench ihirit Taylor.
2. To be entertained with liquors. Shakejp. DRIZZLY. a. (from drizzle ) Shedding ſmall
rain . Dryden.
3. To be an habitual drunkard. 4. TO DRINK
DROIL.J . A droné ; a ſluggard .
to. To falute in drinking. Shakeſp.
TO DRINK. v . a. 1. To iwallow ; applied to To DROIL.v. n. To work iluggithly and ſlowly .
Gov.of iko Tongue .
Liquids. South 2. To fuck up ; to abforb.
Gay. 3. To take in by any inlet ; to hear DROLL F. (dróler, Fr.) 1. One whoſe buſineſs
is to raise mirth by petty tricks ; a jeiler ;
to see . Pepe. 4. To act upon drinking. South.
5. To make drunk . Kings.
buffoon Prior. 2. A farce ; something exhi
DRINK , J. [irom the verb . ) 1. Liquor to be
bited to raiſe mirth . Swift.
twallowed ; oppoſed to meat.Milton . 2. Liquor To DROLL . v. n . ( drole, Fr.) To jeft ; to play
the buffoon Glanville.
of any particular kind. Philips.
DRINKMONEY J. Money given to buy liquor. ROLLERY./ (trom drell.] Idle jokes ; baf
dibubnet
toonery Gov. of the Teague.
DROMÉDARY. |. [dromedaire, Italian .) A
DRINKABLE . 2. (from drink . ) Potable
DRINKER.S. [from drink ). One that drinks fort of camel 1o called from its (witinels , be
10 exceis ; a drunkard , Soutb .
cauſe it is said to travel a hundred miles a
TO DRIP vs. (drippen , Dutch ) 1. To fall
cay , and ſome afirm ene hundred and tiity .
Calmei , Kings
it.
in drops. 2. To have drops iallen from
Prior .
DRONE. /. Jonoen, Sax . ) 1. The bee which
TO DRIP. wa 1 , T , let fall in drops. Swift. makes no honey. Dryden . 2. A luggard ; su
idier ,
2. To drop fat in roaſting. Waiten .
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idler. Addiſon. 3. The hum , or inſtrument of ther ; want of rain Bacon , Sandys. 2. Thirſt ;
want of drink . Milion.
humming .
To DRONE. v... To live in idleneſs. Dryden. DROUGHTINESS. S. [ from droughty .) The
DRO'NISH . 6. (from drone .) Idle ; Nuggich ;
ftate of wanting rain .
DROUGHTY. a . ( from drought.] 1. Wanting
Dryder.
To DROOP.O. R. ( dreef, ſorrow ,Dutch ) 1.To
rain; ſultry. Ray. 2. Thirlly ; dry with thirit.
langaiſh with ſorrow . Sandys. 2. To faint ; to
Philips.
To DROWN . v.a. [oruncnian, Sax . ) 1. To
grow weak . Roſcommon , Pope.
fuffocate in water. K. Charles. 2. To over
DROP. f. [opoppa, Sax . ] A globule of moiſture ;
as inuch liquor as falls at once, when there is Whelm in water. Knolles. 3. To overflow ; to
not a continual ſtream . Bayle. 2. A diamond
bury in an inundation. Dryden. 4. To im
hanging in the ear . Pepe.
merge. Davies . 5. To loſe in ſomething that
overpowers or covers. Wotton .
DROP SERENE . f. (guita ſerena, Lat.) A
diſeaſe of the eye, proceeding from an in - To DROWN . v. n. To be ſuffocated in waters.
{ piſation of the humour. Milton .
Afcham .
TO DROP. v. a. (droppan , Sax . ) 1. To pour To DROWSE. v . a .(drooſen , Dutch] To make
in drops or ſingle globules Deuteronomy.2.To
heavy with ſleep. Milton .
let fall. Dryden . 3. To let go ; to diſmiſs To DROWSE. .n. 1. To flumber ; to grow
from the hand, or the poſſeſſion. Watts . 4 . heavy with neep. Milian. 2. To louk heavy ;
To utter Nightly or caſually. Amos. 5.Toinſert not cheerful . Shakesp.
indirectly, or by way of digreflion . Locke. 6. DROʻWSILY.adv . (from drowſy .] . Sleepily ;
To intermit ; to ceale. Collier. 7. To quit a
heavily. Dryden . 2. Sluggiſhly ; idly ; Both
maſter. L'Eſtrange. 8. To let go a dependant,
fully ; lazily. Raleigh.
or companion Addiſon. 9. To ſuffer to vanith , DROWSINESS. J. (from drowſy .) 1. Sleepi
or come to nothing. Swift. 10. To bedrop ;
neſs ; heavineſs with ſleep. Craſbaw . 2. Idic
to ſpeckle , to variegate. Milton.
neſs; indolence ; inactivity. Bacon.
To DROP. O. n. 1. To fall in drops, or ſingle DROWSY. 2. (from drowſe.) 1. Sleepy ;
globules.Shakeſp . 2 To let drops fall. Pjalms.
heavy with ſleep ; lethargick . Cleaveland. 2 .
3. To fall ; to come from a higher place.Cheyne.
Heavy ; lulling ; cauſing neep. Addiſon. 3.
4. To fall fpontaneouſly. Milton . 5. To fall in Stupid; dull. Atterbury..
death ; to die fuddenly . Shakeſp. 6. To die. DROʻWSYHED. J. Sleepineſs ; inclination to
Digby. 7. To link into filence ; to vaniſh ; 10
Neep. Spenſer.
come to nothing Addiſon, Pope. 8. To come To DRUB. v . a . [druber, to kill, Daniſh .) To
threſh ; to beat ; to bang. Hudibras.
unexpectedly . Spectator .
DROPPING . F. (from drop.) 1. That which DRUB. ). ( from the verb . ) A thump ; a knock ;
falls in drops. Donne. 2. That which drops
a blow . Addiſon.
when the continuous ſtream ceaſes. Pepe.
To DRUDGE. v . ...[draghen , to carry, Dutch . )
DROPLET . A liule drop. Shakeſp.
To labour in mean offices ; to toil without
honour or dignity . Otway.
DROPSTONE. S. Spar formed into the ſhape
of drops . Woodward.
DRUDGE. J. (trom the verb.] One employed
DRO'PWORT . J. A plant.
in mean labour. Shakeſp.
. L. [ from drudge.] 1. A mean
DRO PSICAL . a .( from dreply.] Diſeaſed with DRU'DGER
labour
er . 2. The box out of which flour is
a droply. Arbuthnot.
thrown on roaſt meat.
DRO PSIED. a. ( from droply.] Diſeaſed with a
dropſy . Stakeſp.
DRU'DGERY. f. Mean labour ; ignoble toil.
DROPSY , ſ. ( bydrops, Lat. ) A collection of Southern
water in the body. Quincy.
DRU'DGING BOX ſ. Thebox out ofwhich flour
DROSS. S. (oros , Sax.] 1. The recrement or
is iprinkled upon roaſt meat. King's Cookery.
deſpumation of metals. Hooker. 2. Rult ; in- DRU DGINGLY.adv. Laboriouily ; toilfomely.
caitation upon metal . Addiſon. 3. Retule ;
Ray.
leavings; ſweepings ; feculence ; corruption ( DRUGS (drogue, Fr.] 1. An ingredient uſed
Tilletjon.
in phyfick ; a medicinal ſimple. Smith . 2 .
Any thing without worth or value ; any thing
DROSSINESS. S. (from drolly .) Foulneſs ; fe
colence ; ruit. Boyle.
of which no purchaler can be found. Dryden.
DROSSY . a . (from drofs.] 1. Full of ſcorious or
3. A drudge. Shakeſp.
recrementitious parts. Davies. 2. Worthleis ; To DRUG . ~ . a . ( trom the noun . ] 1. To ſeaſon
foul; feculent, Donne.
with medicinal ingredients. Shakeſp 2. To
DROʻTCHEL . J. An idle wench ; a ſluggard.
tincture with ſomething offenſive. Alilton .
DROVE. J. ( rom drive.] 1. A body or cumber DRUGGET. J. A light kind o: woollen Ituff.
of cattle. Hayward. 2. A number of theep Swifi.
driven. South. 3. Any collection of animals. DRUGGIST. S. [ from drug ) One who ſells
Milton . 4. A crowd; a tumuit . Dryden .
phytical drugs , Boyle.
DROVEN. part. e. from drize.) Sbokep.
DRUGSTER : S. (irom drug.) One who fella
DROVER . ). (from drove.) One that sats oxen
physical fimples. Alterbury.
for ſale, and drives them to market. Dryden . DRUID.S.iderio, cak ..] The prieſts and phile
DROUCHT. F. ( srugode, Sax ] 1. Dry wea
lyphers of the artier: Bri: ons .
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treading above the ſhoes in the water. Sidney.
DRUM . P. [ trome, Dapith.) 1. An inltrument
of military muſick.Philips. 2. The tympanum DU'AL. a. (dualis, Lat.) Exprefling the number
of the ear
two Clarke,
To DRUM. v. n . 1. To beat a drum ; to beat To DUB . v. a. ( dubban, Sax.) 1. To make a
man a knight. Camden . 2. To confer any
a tune on a drum. 2. To beat with a pulſatory
motion. Dryden.
kind of dignity .Cleaveland.
TO DRU'MBLE .V. n.To drone ; to be ſluggiſh . DUB . L: ( from the verb . ) A blow ; a knock .
Hudibras.
Shekelp .
DRUMFISH.S . The name of a fiſh . Woodward. DUBIOSITY.S. ( from dubious. )A thing doubt
DRU'MMAJOR . S [drum and major.)The chief
ful. Brown ,
DU'BIOUS . a. ( dubius, Lat. ) 1. Deceitful; not
drummer of a regiment. Cleaveland.
DRUMMAKER . J. He who deals in drums. ſettled in an opinion. 2. Uncertain ; that of
Mortimer .
which the truth is not fully known . Denham .
DRUMMER . f. He whoſe office is to beat the 3. Not plain ; not clear. Milton .
DUBIOUSLY. adv. ( from dubious.) Uncertain
drum . Gay
DRUMSTICK . f. [drum and ſtick.] The ſtick
ly ; withoutany determination. Swift.
with which a drum is beaten .
DUBIOUSNESS. S. Uncertainty ; doubtfulneſs.
DRUNK . a. ( from drink . ] 1. Intoxicated with DU BITABLE . a . (dubito, Lat. JDoubtful ; un
Itrong liquor ; inebriated. Dryden. 2. Drench
certain ; what may be doubled.
ed or lacurated with moisture. Deuteronomy DUBITA'TION. S. (dubitatio, Lac. ] The act of
DRU’NKARD ſ. [ from drunk .) One given to doubting ; doubt. Grew .
exceflive vie of Itrong liquors. Souib .
DU'CAL. 6. Pertaining to a duke.
DRU'NKEN. a . (from dunk.] 1. Intoxicated DU'CAT. S. ( from duke.) A coin ſtruck by
with liquor ; inebriated. Bacen. 2 Given to
dukes : In ſilver valued at about four ſhillings
habitual ebriety. 3 Saturated with moiſture. and ſixpence : in gold, at nine ſhillings and
Bacon.
fixpence.
incbrialion
.
.Swifi
Shaks. 4. Done in a fate of
DRUNKENLY. adv (from drunken.) In a DUCK . S.[ducken, to dip, Dutch) 1. A water
drunken manner . Shakeſp .
fowl, both wild and tame. Dryden. 2. A word
DRUNKENNESS L. Itrom drunken .) 1. 10
of endearment, or fondneſs. Shakeſp. 3. A
declination of the head. Milton . 4. A ſtone
toxication with Itrong liquor . Taylor. 2. Ha
bitual ebriety . Watis. 3. Intoxication , or
thrown obliquely on the waters. Arbuthnot.
inebriation of any kind ; diſorder of the fa- To DUCK . vir. (from the noun .] 1. To dive
culties . Spenſer
ander water as a duck . Spenſer. 2. To drop
DRY. a . (drig, Sax .) 1. Arid ; without wet ;
down the head as a duck , Swifi. 3. To bow
without moisture ; notwet; not moiſt. Bacon
low ; to cringe. Shakesp.
2. Withoutrain. Addiſon. 3. Not ſucculent ; DUCKER. S.( from duck.) 1. A diver. 2. A
cringer.
not juicy. Shakeſp. 4.Without tears. Dryden.
5. Thirtly ; athirit . Shakeſp. 6. Jejune ; bar- To DUCK .v . a. To put under water.
ren ; plain ; uneinbellished. Ben . Johnson . 7. DUCKINGSTOOL :) . A chair in which ſcolds
Hard ; levere. Hudibras,
are tied , and put under water. Dorſet,
To DRY. v. a . 1. To free from moiſture ; to DUCKLEGGED . o. (duck and leg.] Short
legged. Dryden.
arely : to exficcate. Bacon , 2. To exhale moi
Ature . Woodward. 3 . To wipe away moiſture. DUCKLING. S. A young duck. Ray.
Denbum. 4. To ſcorch with thisít.Ijaiah. 5. DUCKMEAT'S. A common plant growing in
ſtanding waters.
To drain ; to exhauſt. Philips.
TO DRY. v. . To grow dry ; to loſe moiſture. DUCKOʻY . S. Anymeans of enticing and en
DRYER . [from dry.) That which has the ſnaring. Decay of Piety .
To DUCKOʻY. v.a. (miſtaken for decey ) To
quality of abforbing moiſture. Temple.
entice to a fnare . Grew .
DRYEYED . a . (dry and eye.) Without tears ;
DUCKSFOOT . S. Black ſnake root, or may
without weeping. Milton.
apple. Miller.
DRYLY . adv. ( trom dry.) 1. Without moi
Aure. 2. Coldly ; frigidly ; without affection DUCKWEED . S. Duckmeat. Bacon
Dryden. 3. Jujunely ; bairenly. l'ope.
DUCT.S. ( ductus, Lat . ] 1. Guidance ; direc
DRY NESS. 1. 1 trom dry ) 1. Wani of mci .
tion . Hammond. 2. A paffage through which
any thing is conducted . Arburbrot.
fure ; ficcity. Bentley 2. Want of ſucculence .
Sbake p. 3. Want of embellishment ; wadi DUCTILE. G. (duelilis, Lat.) 1. Flexible ;
pliable. Dryden. 2. Eaſy to be drawn out into
of pathos. Ben . Johnson. 4. Want of ieptibility
in die votion ; acidity . Taylor.
a length. Dryden. 3. Tractable ; oblequious ;
DRY NURSE /. [ ary and nurſe ) 1. A woman complying Philips.
who brings up and jeed, a cuid without the DUCTILENESS. S. ( from dufiile.) Flexibility ;
ductility. Donne:
b call . 2. One who ishu wie of another.
DUCTILITY . ). (from du file. 1. Quality of
Slakej?
luffering extenſion ; flexibilivy.Watts. 2. Ob
TO DRY NURSE . v . a . To ped without the
fequioulneſs ; compliance.
breast , Hudibras.
ERY SHCD , . Without we feet; without DULCEON.S. (dilsh, German.) .. A ſmall
dagger.
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dagger. Shakeſp. 2. Malice ; ſullenneſs ; ill
Shakeſp. 8. Not exhilarating ; not deligheru !.
will. Hudibros, L'Eſtrange.
9. Noe brighe. Shakeſp. 10. Drowly ; deepy,
DUE . a. Participle paſſive of owe, ( dá. Fr.) .. TO DULL. v. a . ( from the adjective } 1. To
Owed ; that which any one has a rightto de
Itupify ; to infatuate. Ajcban . 2. To blune ;
mand . Smalridge. 2. Proper; fit ; appro
to obtund. Bacon . 3. To ſadden ; to make
melancholy. 4. To hebetate ; to weaken.
priate. Atterbury 3. Exact ; without devi
ation. Milton .
Spenjer. 5. To damp ; to clog . Hooker. 6.
To make weary or Now of motion. 7. To
DUE . ada . ( from the adjective .) Exactly ; di
fully brightnets. Bacon .
rectly ; duly. Shakeſp.
DUE ſ. ( from the adjective.) 1. That which DULLARD. S. [from dull. ) A blockhead ; 1
dole ; a ſtupid fellow . Shakeſp .
belongs to one ; that which may be juſtly
claimed Swift. 2. Right juſt title. Milton, DULLY. adv. ( from dull.] 1. Stupidly ; dolt
3. Whatever cuſtom or law requires to be
iſhly. Dryden. 2. Slowly ; fuggithly. Bacon.
3. Not vigorously ; not gaily ; nou brightiy i
done . Dryden. 4. Cuſtom ; tribute. Addiſon .
not keenly ,
TO DUE V. *. To pay as due. Shakeſp
DU'EL . S. duelam , Lat.) A combat between DULNESS: F. (from du /l.) 1. Stupidity ; weak
two ; a ſingle tight. Woller.
nefs of intellect ; indocility . South. 2. Want
of quick perception. Bacon . 3. Drowſineſs ;
TO DUEL . 9. m . from the noun. ) To fight a
inclination to feep. Shakeſp. 4. Sluggiſhoels ;
ſurgle combat . Locke.
ofmotion . 5 Dimoefs ; want of luftre .
TO DU EL. v . a . To attack or fight with ſingly.
Milon .
DU LY. adv. ( from due.] 1. Properly ; fitly.
DU'ELLER . F. ( from duel ) A ſingle combat
Spenſer, Rogers. 2. Regularly ; exadly. Pope.
DUMB. a . ( 017 , dumbe, Sax . ) 1. Mute ;
ant. Decay of Piet;
DUEL . '51 T. ( trom duel.) 1. A ſingle com
incapable of speech. Hocker. 2. Deprived of
batar . Seling. 2. One who procelles to
speech . Dryden. 3. Mute ; not uſing words.
live oi puies of honour. Ber. Johnjon.
Rojcom . 4. Silent ; reruling to speak . Dryden .
Ilahian. ) The duel ; the rule of DUMBLY. odv. ( from dämb ] Mutely '; qi
DUE LID
darda satup
lently .
DUE
... . ( Spanith ! An old woman kept DU MKNESS L. (from dumb.] 1. Incapacity
docu.ru a vounger. Arburkno , P.pe.
to ſpeak. 2. Omiſſion of ſpeech ; mutenels.
D'G . fotoga, to give fuck , lilandick. ) A
Shakeſp. 3. Refuſal to 1peak ; filence. Dryden.
Di anirol ; a teat . Crec h.
To DUMBFOUND . v . a. ( from dumb. ) To
Dne and part.p :// ntdig. Addiſon.
confute ; to Itrike dumb . Spectutor.
List
deints dua , i at jOneOchehigheſt DUMP. L. (trom dem , ſtupid , Dutch .) 1. Sor
row ; melancholy ; ladneſs. Hudobras. 2. Ab
order ofr blity in London Daniel
lence of mind ; reverie . Locke.
IUKIUO.. ii itrom dute 1. The feignio
riyorphet ons of a duke. Siakejp. 2. The DUMPISH. a. (from dump.] Sad ; melancholy ;
forrowful. Herbert.
qisnity cis ciuki.
Detailedó indull and brain.) Stupid ; DUMPLING.S. (from dump,heavineſs.) A ſort
; :91th top.
of pudding. Dryden.
DUTCIT O Lutadens, Lat.) 1 Sweet to the DUN . a. (dun, Sax.) 1. A colour partaking of
bile : Lessons Miia n . 2. Sweet to the ear ;
br wn and black . Newton . 2. Dark ; gloomy.
Milion .
Siap
ham .
IILIATION . rom dubify ] The ac? To DUN. v . n . (dunan , Sax . to clamour.) To
claim a debt with vehemence and importunity.
xelist;; the act of freeing from acidity ,
Lord, acrimony. Boyle.
Swift:
TO DULCIFY V soul.fi.r, Fr ) To ſweeten ; DUN . J. [from the verb ) A clamorous, impor
tunale, troubleſome creditor . Philps.
to ful! ree fron acidiey Wilemar.
DULCIMLR . S. [dokimelle, Skinner.) A mus . DUNCE !. A dullard ; a dolt ; a thick ſkull.
Srilling fleet.
cal inftrument played by itriking the braſs
wiies with little tricks. Daniel .
DUNG . /. diney, Sax .) The excrement of ani
mals uiid to facien ground. Denne,
To DULCORATE.U.a . ir m dulcis, Lat.) To
Tweelen ; to make leis acrimonious. Bacon .
TO DUNG . v.a. To jatten with dung. Dryden.
DUI.CORATION . ). The act of iwettering DUNGEON. /. ( irom donjen.) A cicie prilon ;
Bacon ,.
generally spoke of a priloa lubrerraneous. Ad.
dije.
DULHEAD. S. dull and lead.) A blockhead ,
a wretch foolish and Itupid. Ajchain .
DUNGFORK. S. [dlung and fork.) A fork to
DULIA . I lovasku.] Au ioleriour kind of ado
tofs our dung from Itables . Mortimer.
DU'NGHIL . I. [dung and bill.] 1. An heap or
ration . Shilling ficet ,
accumulation of duog. South. 2. Any mean or
DULL . a . Idqi, Welih. ) 1. Stupid ; dolith
blockish ; unapprehenlive. Bacon . 2. Blunt;
vile abode Dryden. 3. Any lituation of mean
obrule. Herbert. 3. Unready ; aukward. Sidn
nels . Sandlys. 4. A term of reproach for a man
4 Hebelated ; aut quick . Matthew. 5 : Sad ; meanly born. Shakeſp.
melancho : y . 6. Sluggish ; heavy ; llow of DU'NGHIL. a. Sprung from the dunghil ;
motion. Spenſer. 7. Grols ; cloggy ; vile. mean ; lor . Spenjer.
DUNGY .
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DU'NGY. a. Full of dung ; mean ; vile ; baſe. ¡ To DUSK . v. a. ( from the noun .) To make
dulkifh .
Shakeſp.
DU'NGYARD. S (dung and yard.] The place To DUSK .v... To grow dark ; to begin to loſe
light.
of the dunghil . Mortimer .
. ( from daſky .] With a tendency
petty DUtoSKILY.
foliciting
in
.
1.One
employe
DU'NNER
d
darkneſs.adv
debts. Speciator.
DUO'DECUPLE . a. (duo and decuplus, Lat .) DUSKISH . a. ( from duſk ] 1. Inclining to
darkneſs ; tending to obſcurity. Spenſer. 2 .
Conafting of twelves. Arbuthnet.
DUPE . I. (dupe, French . ) A credulous man ; a Tending to blackneſs. Wotton .
DU'SKISHLY . adv. Cloudily ; darkly. Bocon .
man eaſily tricked. Dunciad.
DU'SKY. a . ( from duſk.) 1. Tending to dark
To DUPE . V. a . To trick ; to cheat . Pope.
DU'PLE . a . [daplus,Lat.) Double ; one repeated .
nefs ; obſcure. Prisr. 2. Tending to black
nel: ; dark coloured . Newtes. 3. Gloomy ;
To DUPLICATE. v . a . (duplico, Lat.] 1. To
double ; to enlarge by the repetition of the firſt
ſad ; intellectually clouded . Benılıy.
number or quantity.Glanville. 2. To told to- DUST. ) (dust , dax . ) 1. Earth orother matter
gether
reduced to ſmall particles . Bacon . 2. The
DU'PLICATE.S. Arother correlpondent to the
grave ; the fate of diſſolution. Milion . 3.
Mean
and dejected ſtate. 1. Sam .
firſt ; the ſecond thing of the ſame kind, 25 a
D ! ST v. a . To free from deft ; to ſprinkle
To
iranſcript of a paper . Woodward
with cuſt .
DUPLICA'TION 1. (from duplicate ,] 1. The
act of doubling Ha'e 2. The act of folding DU'STNAN . f. One whoſe employment is to
together. 3. A fold ; a doubling . Wileman.
carry away the durt . Gay.
DUPLICATURE S. [from duplicate .] A fold ; DU STY. a . (from duft ] 1. Filled with doſt ;
cluuded with duſt. Dryden. 2. Covered or
any thing doubled. Roy .
ſcattered with duit. Tbemfon.
DUPLICITY. S. (duplicis, Lat.) 1. Double
neſs ; the number onewo. Watis. 2. Deceit ; DUTCHESS F (duchelle , Fr. ] 1. The lady of
doubleneſs of heart .
a duke. Swift. 2. A lady who has the love
burabi'lITY J.(durabilis, Lar.} The power
reignt , oi a dukedom .
DU TCHY /. [duché, fr.1 A territory which
of lafting ; endurance. Hooker, Raleigh
DU'RABLE. a. (durabilis, Lat ) 1. Laſting ; gives title to a duke Addiſon .
having the quality of long continuance.Raleigh. DU TCHYCOURT. f. A court wherein all
Milton. 2. Having ſucceflive exiſtence. Milion.
matters appe : taining to the duichy of Lancaſter
DURABLENESS. S. Power of laſting. Woodw .
are decided. Cowell.
DURABLY ndu. [from durable.) In a laſting DU TEOUS. a . (trom dury. ) 1. Obedient ; ov
fequious. Prior . 2 Obedient to good or bad
manner. Sidney.
DURANCE . J. [from durelle, law French ) 1 .
purpoſes. Shakeſ: 3. Enjoined by duty . Shakes.
Impriſonment ; the custody or power of a DUTIFUL a. (duty and full . ] ' . Obedieni;
ſubmiflive to naiu al or legal fuperiours, Seife.
goaler. Congreve. 2. Endurance ; continuance ;
duration . Dryden .
2. Expreſſive of respect ; giving ecken or re
DURATION I (duratie, Lat.] 1. A ſort of verence ; reverential. Sidney.
diſtance or lengin, the idea whereof we get DUTIFULLY. adv . (from dutiful.] 1. Obedi
from the fleeting perpetually perihing parts of ently ; fubmiſlively. 2. Reverently ; reſpecte
lucection Locke . 2. Powr of continuance.
fully . Sidney
Rogers. 3. Length of continuance Addison. DUTIFULNESS. S. ( from dutiful.] 1. Obedi
TO DURE. V. n . (duro, Lat.) To laſt ; to con
ence ; fubmiflion to juít authority. Drydea .
2. Reverence , reſpect . Taylor
linue. Raleigh
DUREFUL. a [ from endure and full ! Laſting ; DUTY. S ( from dne. ] 1. That to which a man
of long continuance. Spenſer .
is by any natural or legal obligation bound .
Luke. 2. Acts or for bearances required by
DURELESS. a . ( from dure. ) Without continu
ance ; fading . Raligh.
religion or morality . Taylor . 3. Obedience or
submiſion due to parents, governours, or fu
DU RESSE. J. (French ) 1. Impriſonment; con
ſtraint. 2. (lo law .) A plea uſed by way of
peri urs. Deiay of Piety. 4. A &t of reverence
exception , by him who being caſt into priſon at
or respect . Spenſer. 5. The buſineſs of a fol
dier on guard. Clarendon. 6. Tax ; impoft ;
a man's fuit, or otherwiſe by threats, hardly
uſed, ſeals any bond to him during his reſtraini.
cuſtom ; toll . Arbuthnot.
DURING . prip. For the time of the continu- DWARF. F. (Opeong, Sax.) 1. A man below
ance . Lecke.
the common lice or men. Browon , Milton. 2 .
DURITY.S. (dureri , Fr. ) Hardneſs ; firmneſs
Any animal or plant below its natural bulk .
Wetten
L'Egrange. 3. An attendant on a lady or
knight in romances . Spenler. 4. le is uſed
DURST. The preterite of dare. Stilling fleet.
often in compofition ; as, dwarf elder, dwarf
DUSK F. !Duyler, Dutch .) 1. Tending to dark
honeyſuckle.
vels. 2. Tending to blackneſs ; dark coloured
Milon .
To DWARF . v a. To hinder from growing ta
DUSK ſ. (from the adjective.)
Tendency
the natural bulk. Addijen,
DWARFISH .
to darkneſs ; incipient otkurity. Spectator.
arkness
I
of colour. Dryden.

DWI
DYS
Shrink ; to loſe bulk ; to grow little. Addiſoria
DWARFISH . o. Below the natural bulk ; low ;
2. To degenerate ; to fink . Norris, Benileyi
ſmall; little. Bentley ..
Swift. 3. To wear away ; to loſe health ;
DWARFISHLY . adv. ( from dwarfiſ .) Like
to grow feeble Gay. 4. To fall away ; to
a dwarf.
DWARFISHNESS . . ( from dwarfiſ .) Mi moulder away. Clarendon .
DY'ING . The participle of die. 1. Expiring i
outerels of ſtature ; litileneſs. Glanville,
giving up the ghoſt. 2. Tinging ; giving a
TO DWELL. 9. ». preterite dwelt, or develled,
(duelia, Iſlandick .) 1. To inhabit ; to live in
new colour
à place ; to reſide ; to have an habitation . DYNASTY.S. ( duraçaíz .) Government ; fovea
Leviticus, Peacbam . 2. To live in any form reignty. Hale.
of habitation . Hebrews. 3. To be in any ſtate DYSCRASY. S. Covençasía .) An unequal mix
ture ofelements in the blood or nervous juice ;
or condition . Shakeſp. 4. To be ſuſpended
with attention. Smith. 5. To fix the mind
a diſtemperature . Floyer.
upon. Pope. 6. To continue long ſpeaking. DYSE'NTERY. / [GUJEVTepíc .] A looſeneſs
Srift.
wherein very ill humours flow off by ſtool, and
TO DWELL. V. a. To inhabit. Milton.
are alſo ſometimes attended with blood. Arbut.
DWELLER. f. [from dwell.) An inhabitant. DYSPE'PSY. /. [Juotretia.] A difficulty of di
geſtion.
Bacon .
DWE'LLING . F. (from dwell.] 1. Habitation ; DY'SPHONY. J. ( duodavía .] A difficulty in
abode. Dryden . 2. Scate of life ; mode of ſpeaking
living. Daniel.
DYSPNOEA. . ( DUCTYO.C .) A difficulty of
DWE'LLINGHOUSE . S. The houſe at which breathing
DYSURY. S. [ 8.vcupia .] A difficulty in making
one lives. Ayliffe.
uripe. Harvey.
To DWI'NDLE. v. . (dpinan, Sax.) 1. To
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EAR

Has two ſounds ; long, as ſcéne, and fort,
in a cavity within it, a ſmall looſe ſtone,
which rattles when it is ſhaken ; and every
as men . E is the moſt frequent vowel in
E
foffil, with a nucleus in it, has obtained the
the Engliſh language ; for it has the peculiar
quality of lengthening the foregoing vowel , as name. Camlet, Hill.
EAGLET. S. ( from eagle .) A young eagle.
căn , tủ sở.
Davies.
Ec has the found of e long.
EACH pron . ( elc , Sax . ) 1. Either of two. EA'GRES (@ger, in Runick, is the ocean.) A
tide ſwelling above another tide. Dryden .
Dryden. 2. Every one of any number. Milton .
EA'LDERMAN . S. Cealderman , Sax. ) Alder
T. EACH the correſpondent word is other.
man .
EAD. and eading, denotes happinels ; Eadgar.
happy power. Camden
EAME. F.( eam , Sax .) Uncle. Fairfax .
EAGER. 6. ( eagon , Sax.) 1. Struck with de- EAR. !. Ceape, Sax .) 1. The whole organ of
fire ; ardently wishing. Dryden. 2. Hot of audition or hearing . Derham. 2. That part
of the ear that ſtands prominent . Shakeſp. 3 .
difpofition ; vehement ; ardent .Hooker ,Spratt.
Power of judging of harmony . 4. The head ;
3. Quick ; buſy . Addiſon. 4. Sharp ; Tour ;
acid. Skakelp . 5. Keen ; ſevere ; biting . Bacon .
or the perſon. Knelles. 5. The higheſt part
6. Brittle ; inflexible. Locke .
of a man ; the top. L'Eſtrange. 6. The
privilege of being readily and kindly heard ;
EAGERLY adv. ( from eager.) 1.With arduur
favour. Ben . Johnſon. 7. Any prominences
o deſire. Stepney. 2.Ardently ; hotly . Shakeſ.
3. Keenly : Tharply Knolles.
from a larger body, railed for the ſake of
EA CERNESS L. (from eager . ) 1. Ardour of
holding it. Taylor, Congreve. 8. The ſpike
inclination Rogers. 2. Impetuoſity ; vehe
of corn ; that part which contains the feeds.
Bacon , Mortimer. 9. To fall togeeber by the
mence , violence Dryden.
EARS . To fight; to ſcuflie. More. 10. To
EAGLE. L. (aigle, Fr.) 1. A bird of prey , ſaid
Jet by the Ears. To make ſtrife ; to make to
to be extremely ſharp righted. Shakeſp . 2 .
The flandard of the ancient Remans. Pope.
quarrel. Addiſon
EAGLE -EYED. a. ( irom easte and eye.]Sharp- EARLESS. a. ( from ear.) without any ears.
Pope
Ighted as an eagle. Howel .
EAGLESPEED. F. ( eagle and ſpeed.) Swift- EARRING. S. [ear and ring .) Jewels ſet in a
neſs like that of an eagle. Pope.
ring and worn at the ears. Sandys.
EA CLESTONE.ſ. A ſtone ſaid to be found at EARSHOT.ſ. Reach of the ear. Dryden.
the entrance of the holes in which the eagles EA RWAX . ).The cerumen or exudation which
ſmears she inſide of the ear, Ray.
make their aelts. The cagle- ftene contains
EARWIG ,
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EA'RWIG . L.[eareand pigga, Sax .) 1.A ſheath - EARTHBOUND . a . (earth and bound ) Fala
winged infeat. Drayton 2. A whiſperer.
tened by the preſſure of the earth . Shakeſp.
EA'RWITNESS. S. Cear and witness.] One EARTHEN . a. [ rom earth . ) Made of earth ;
made of clay . Wilkins.
who atteſts, or can atteſt any thing as heard
by himſelf. Hooker.
EARTHFLAX.S. earth andfax. ) A kind of
TO EAR. v.a. (aro, Lat.) To plow ; to till.
fibrous foffil. Woodward.
Shakeſp. Geneſis.
EARTHINESS S. The quality of containing
earth ; groſſneſs.
To EAR. 0.n. ( from ear .) To ſhoot into ears.
E A'RED . a . (from ear. ) i . Having ears or EARTHLING . S. (from earth.) An inhabitant
organs of hearing . 2. Having ears, or ripe
ofthe earth ; a poor frail creature . Drummond.
EARTHLY . a .(from earth. ] 1. Not heavenly ;
corn . Pope.
EARL S. (eon !, Sax .) A title of nobility ; an
vile ; mean ; ſordid. Milton . 2. Belonging
ciently the higheſt of this nation, now the
only to our preſent ſtate ; not fpiritual,Hocker.
third . Shakeſp.
3. Corporeal ; not mental. Pope.
EARL -MARSHAL. S. [earl and marſal.) He EARTHNUT. S. (earth and nut. ) A pignut ; a
root in ſhape and ſize like a not. Ray.
that has the chief care of military aſſemblies .
Dryden.
EARTHQUAKE. S. (earth and quake. ) Tre
EARLDOM . f. [ from earl.] The ſeigniory of mor or convulſion ofthe earth . Addifon .
EARTHSHAKING . 0. [earth and fbake.}
an earl . Spenſer.
EA'RLINESS , S. ( from early.]Quickneſs of any
Having power to ſhake the earth , or to raiſe
action with reſpect to fomething elſe . Sidney . earthquakes. Milton.
EARLY. a. (ær, Sax. before. ] Soon, with EA'RTHWORM . S. (earth and worm.) 1. A
reſpect to ſomething elſe . Smith .
worm bred under ground. Bacon . 2. A mean
EARLY. adv. (from the adjective.] Soon ;
fordid wretch. Norris.
betimes. Waller.
EARTHY a . (from eartb . ) 1. Conſiſting of
TO EARN. v. a . {earnian, Sax .] 1. To gain
earth . Wilkins. 2. Compoſed or partaking of
as the reward or wages of labour. Swift. 2 .
earth ; terrene . Milton . 3. Inhabiting the
earth ; terreſtrial Dryden. 4. Relating to
To gain ; to obtain . Shakeſp .
earth. Dryden. 5. Not mental ; groſs ; not
EA'RNEST, a. (eornest, Sax . ) 1. Ardent in
refined. Shakeſp.
any affection ; warm ; zealous. Hooker. 2 ,
Intent ; fixed ; eager . Duppa.
EASE.S. (aiſe, Fr. ) 1. Quiet; reft ; undiſturbe
ed tranquillity. Davies. 2. Freedom from
EARNEST. . ( from the adjective.) 1. Seri
pain. Templs. 3. Reſt after labour ; inter
ouſneſs ; a ſerious event , not a jeſt . Shakeſp.
million of labour. Swift 4. Facility ; not
2. Ternitz penge, Daniſh ] Pledge ; handiei ;
difficulty. Dryden. 5. Unconſtraint ; freedom
firſt fruits. Smalridge. 4. The money which
is given in token that a bargain is ratified . from harſhneſs, forced behaviour or conceits,
Pepe.
Decay of Piety.
EARNESTLY. adv . [from earneft.] 1. Warm- TO EASE. u. a . ( from the noun.] 1. To free
ly ; affectionately ; zealouſy ; importunately ,
from pain. Locke. 2. To relieve ; to aflaage ;
Smalridge. 2. Eagerly ; deſirouſly. Shakeſp. to mitigate. Dryd. 3. To relieve from labour.
EA'RNEŠTNESS. S. (from earnejl.) 1. Eager- | Dryden. 4.To ſet free from any thing that
nels ; warmth ; vehemence . Addiſon. 2. So
offends. Locke.
Jemnity ; zeal. Atterbury.3. Solicitude ; care ; CA'SEFUL. a. ( eaſe and full.] Quiet ; peace
intenſeneſs. Dryden.
able. Shakeſp
EARSH , S. (from car, to plow.] A plowed field . EA'SEMENT. S. ( from eaſe.) Aliſtance ; fup
port, Swift.
May's Virgil.
EARTH . S. (eorð, Saxon.) 1. The element EA'SILY. adv. ( from eaſy.) 1. Without diffi .
diſtinct from air , fire, or water . Thomſon. 2 .
culty . Prior . 2. Without pain ; without diſtur
The terraqueous globe ; the world . Locke. 3 .
bance . Temple. 3. Readily ; without reluc
lance . Dryden,
Different modification of terrene matter . The
five genera of earths are , 1. Boles. 2. Clays . EAʼSINESS L. (from eaſy.) 1. Freedom frorn
3. Marls . 4. Ochres. 5. Tripelas. 4. This difficulty. Tillotson. 2. Flexibility ; compli
ance ; readineſs. Hooker , Locke. 3. Freedom
world oppoſed to other ſcenes of exiſtence.
from conſtraint; not effort. Rofcommer .
Shakeſp. 5. The inhabitants of the earth.
Reft ; tranquillity Ray.
Geneſis. 6. Turning up the ground in tillage .
Tull.
EAST . S. (eost, Sax ) i. The quarter where
To EARTH . v . a . [from the noun . ] 1. To
the ſun iles . Abbot. 2. The regions in the
hide in earth. Dryden. 2. To cover with
eaſtern parts of the world Shakejp
earth. Evelyn.
EAʼSTER. Į (eastre, Saxon . ) The day on
TO EARTH.Vn.To retire under ground.Tickel. which the christian church commemorate sour
EARTHBOARD . S. ( earth and board ] The
Saviou , ' s refurrection . Decay of Piety.
board of the plough chat ſhakes off the earth . , EA STERLY . a . tiom eaſt.] 1. Coming from
Mortimer .
the parts towards the Eaſt. Raleigh. 2 Lying
I ARTHBORN . a. (earth and born. ] 1. Born
towards the Eaſt. Grauni. 3. Looking to
wards the Eaſt, Arbuthnot.
of the earth ; terrigenous. Prior. 2. Meanly ;
EASTERN .
kora. Smith ,
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EASTERN . a. (from caff.) 1. Dwelling or ECCHYMOSIS. S.[ exyuxwooş.) Livid ſpots or
blotches in the ſkin . Wiſeman.
found in the Eaſt; oriental. Thomſon . 2.
Lying or being towards the Eaſt. Addiſon . 3. ECCLESIASTICAL. 1 a . [ eccleſiaſticus, Lat.)
Going towardsthe Eaſt. Addiſon. 4. Looking ECCLESIASTICK. S Relating lochechurcb;
towards the Eaſt .
not civil . Hooker, Swift.
EA'STWARD . adv. [eaſt and toward.) TO- ECCLESIA’STICK.L. A perſon dedicated to
wards the eaſt. Brown ,
theminiſtries ofreligion. Burnet.
EASY.o.
2. ( from eaſe .] 1. Not difficult. Hooker. ECCOPROTICKS. (fx and xómpC. ] Such
2. Quiet ; at reft ; not haraſſed . Smalridge. medicines as gently furge the belly. Harvey.
3.Complying ; unreſiſting ; credulous.Dryden. E'CHINATE . 1 a . (from echinus, Lat.) Britt
4. Free from pain. Milten. 5. Ready ; nou ECHINATED. ) led like a hedge hog ; ſet
unwilling. Dryden. 6. Without want of more. with prickles . Woodward.
Swift. 7. Without conſtraint ; without for- ECHINUS. S. (Latin.) 1. A hedge-hog. 2. A
hell hinh ſet with prickles. 3. ( With botaniſts.)
mality. Pope.
TO EAT. v. a . preterite, ate, or eat ; part. eat,
The prickly head of any plant. 4. [ In archi
tecture.) A member or ornament taking its
or eales. (etan, Sax .) 1. To devour with the
mouth . Exodus. 2. To conſume ; to corrode. name from the roughneſs ofthe carving.Harris.
Tillotſon. 3. To ſwallow back ; to retract.Hake. E'CHOS [ ixo .) 1. Echo was luppoſed to have
TO EAT . 0,11. 1. To go to meals ; to take been once a nymph , who pined into a ſound .
meals ; to feed . Marrhew . 2. To take food.
Sidney 2. The return or repercuſſion of any
Locke. 3.To be maintained in food . Proverbs,
found. Bacon. 3. The ſound returned . Shakeſp.
Shakeſp. 4. To make way by corroſion. South. To E'CHO.0.n. 1. To reſound; to give the
EA'TABLE . S. [ from ear.] Any thing that may
repercuſſion of a voice . Shakeſp. 2. To be
founded back . Blackmore,
be eaten. King
EATER . :, [from eat.] 1. One that eats any TO ECHO . v. a . To ſend back a voice. Decay
thing. Abbot. 2. A corrofive.
of Piety
EATH. C. , ( ear, Sax.)Eaſy ; not difficult Fairf. ECLAIRCISSEMENT. !. ( Fr.) Explanation ;
EATH . adv.(from the adjective.) Eaſily.Spexfer.
the act of clearing up an affair.
EATINGHOUSE . F. ( eat and heuje.) A houſe ECLAT. S [Fr. ) Splendour ; ſhow ; luſtre.Pope.
where proviſions are fuld ready dreſſed. L'Efir . ECLECTICK . a .( Exnexłoxos ) Selecting; chu
EAVES. F. ( efese, Sax . ) The edges of the roof ſing at will . Waits.
which overhang the houſe. Woodward.
ECLEGMA. f. [ ix and neixeux.] A form of
TO EA'VESDROP. v. a . ( eaves and drop .) To
medicine made by the incorporation of oils
with ſyrups.
catch what comes from the eaves ; to liften
ECLI'PSE : S. [Euhartos.] 1. An obſcuration of
under windows . Shakeſp.
EAVESDROPPER . f. A liſtener under win
the luminaries of heaven . Waller , 2. Dark
dows . Shakeſp.
nels , obſcuration. Raleigh.
EBB.S. (ebba, Sax . ] 1. The reflux of the tide To ECLI'PSE . v.a. [ from the noun.) 1. To
darken a luminary . Creech. 2. To extinguiſh ;
towards the ſea. Addiſon. 2. Decline ; decay ;
walte . Rofcommon.
to put out. Shakejp. 3. To cloud ; to obſcure.
Calanıy. 4. To diſgrace. Clarendon.
To EBB . v. ». [from the noun.] 1. To flow back
towards the ſea. Shakeſp. 2. To decline ; to ECLIPTICK . S. (inasi TinOS.) A great circle of
the ſphere, ſuppoſed to be drawn through the
decay ; to waſte. Halifax.
E BEN.
middle of the Zodiack , and making an angle
S.
ebenam
Latin.]
(
,
A
hard,
heavy,
E'BON .
with the equinoctial, in the points of Aries
black , valuable wood . Moxox .
E'BONY. }
and Libra , of 23 ° , 30°, which is the ſun's
EBRIETY. S. [ ebrietas, Lat.) Drunkennels ; greateſt declination . Harris.
ECLOGUE
intoxication by ſtrong liquors . Brown .
. S. [ixnozn. A paſtoral poem ſo
EBRIOSITY. S. [ebriofitas, Lat.) Habitual called,becauſe Virgilcalled his paſtorals eclo
drunkenneſs. Brown.
gues Pope.
EBULLITION . S ſebullio , Lat ) 1. The aa ECONOMY. S. [bsxovouiz .] 1. The manage
of boiling up with heat. 2. Any inteſtine
ment of a family. Taylor . 2. Frugality ; dif
motion. 3. That ſtruggling or efferveſcence
cretion of expence. 3. Diſpoſition of things ;
regulation . Hammond. 4. The diſpoſition or
which ariſes from the mingling together any
alkalizate and acid liquor ; any inteſtine vio
arrangement of any work . Ben . Johnson. 5
Syſtem of inotions ; diſtribution of everything
lent motion of the parts of a fluid. Nervion.
ECCENTRICAL . a [ eccentricus, Lat .) 1 . to its proper place . Blackmore.
ECCENTRICK . Ś Deviating from the cen- ECONOMIC . 10. [from economy ) 1. Per
ter. 2. Not having the ſame center with ano- ECONOMICAL . S taining to the regulation of
ther circle . Newton. 3. Not terminating in
an houſhold. Davies. 2. Frugal . Wotton .
the ſame point. Bacon. 4. Irregular ; ano- ECPHRACTICKS. S. Ex and opaltw .)Such me
malous. K. Charles.
dicines as render tough humours thin . Harvey.
ECCENTRICITY.S.(from eccentrick .) 1. De- E'CSTACY. J. (ězsac-65.] 1. Any paflion by
viation from a center. 2. The ſtate of having
which the thoughts are abſorbed, and in which
a different center from another circle. Holder .
the mind is for a time loft. Suckling , 2. Ex.
li 2
cetlive
3. Excursion from the proper orb. Wotton.
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eeffive joy ; rapture. Prior. 3. Enthuſiaſm ; ( TO E'DIFY. v.a. [edifico, Lat.] 1. To build .
exceflive elevation of the mind. Milton . 4.
Chapman. 2. To inſtruct; to improve.Hocker .
Exceflive grief or anxiety. Shakeſp. 5. Mad
3. To teach ; to perſuade. Bacon.
neſs ; diſtraction.
E'DILE. J. (ædilis, Lat.) The title of a magi
frate in old Rome . Shakeſp.
E'CSTASIED.2.(from ecſtacy. JRaviſhed.Norris.
ECSTA’TICAL: 20 . [sxsatinis.] 1. Raviſhed ; EDITION . S. [editio, Lat.] 1. Publication of
ECSTATICK . } rapturous ; elevated to cc
any thing, particularly of a book. Burnei. 2 .
ſtacy. Stilling fleet. 2. In the higheſt degree Republication, with revilal . Baker.
of joy . Pope
E'DITOR . F. ( editor, Lat.) Publisher ; he that
E'CTYPE . J. ( EXTUTOS.) A copy . Locke.
reviſes or prepares any work for publication.
Addiſon.
E CURIE . j. (Fr. ) A place for the houſing of
horſes.
TO EDUCATE. v a . ( educo, Lat.) To breed ;
EDACIOUS. a. [edacis, Lat.] Eating ; vora
to bring up . Swift.
cious ; ravenous ; greedy ,
EDUCATION.J. (from educate .) Formation of
EDACITY. S. (edacitas, Lat .] Voracity ; ra manners in youth. Swife.
venouſneſs. Bacon .
To EDUCE.v a . ( educo, Lat ) To bring out ;
to extract. Glanville
To EʻDDER. 0.6 . To bind a fence . Mortimer.
E'DDER . S. Such fencewood as is commonly EDUCTION S: (from educe.] The act of
bringing any thing into view.
put upon the top of fences. Tuſjer.
E'DDY.S. [ ed, backward, again ,and ea , water , To EDU’LCORATE . v. a. [ from dulcis, Lat . ]
ſweeten .
To
Sax ] 1. The water that by ſome repercuſſion,
or oppoſite wind , runs contrary to the main EDULCORATION . S. [ from edulcorare .] The
act of ſweetening.
ſtream . Dryden. 2. Whirlpool ; circular mo
tion , Dryden.
To EEK . v.a. (eacan , Sax ) See EkE . 1. To
E'DDY. a .Whirling ; moving circularly . Dryd.
make bigger by the addition of another piece.
EDEMATO'SE . a . lódnyc.j Swelling ; full of 2. To ſupply any deficiency. Spenſer.
humours. Arbuthnot.
EEL.L. ( æl , Sax J A ſerpentine llimy fiſh , that
Turks in mud. Shakeſp .
EDE'NTATED . a. ſedentatus, Lat. ) Deprived
of teeth . Die .
E’EN . adv. Contracted from even . L'Efrange.
EDGE . L. [ecze, Sax.) 1: The thin or cutting EFFABLE. a. (effabilis, Lal.] Expreſſive ; ut
terable.
part of a blade. Shakeſp . 2. A narrow parı
riſing from a broader. Mortimer. 3. Keer- To EFFACE v . a . [ effacer, Fr. ) 1. To deſtroy
neſs; acrimony. Shakeſp. 4. To jet teeth en
any form painted , or carved. 2. To make no
EDGE . To cauſe a tingling pain in the teeth .
more legible or viſible ; to blot out. Locke. 3.
Bacon,
To destroy ; to wear away. Dryden.
To EDGE.v. a. (from thenoun.) 1.To ſharpen ; EFFECT. I. [ effectus, Lat. ] 1. That which is
to enable to cut. Dryden. 2. To furniſh with
produced by an operating cauſe, Addiſon. 2 .
an edge. Dryden. 3. To border with any
Confequence ; event. Addiſon. 3. Purpoſe ;
thing ; to fringe. Pope. 4. To exaſperate ;
intention ; general intent . Chronicles. 4. Con
to embitter. Hayward. 5. To put forward
ſequence intended ; ſucceſs ; advantage. Clar .
5. Completion ; perfection. Prior. 6. Reality ;
beyond a line. Locke.
To ÉDCE. v. n. To move againſt any power.
not mere appearance. Hooker. 7. [In the
Dryden .
plural .) Goods ; moveables . Shakeſp .
E'DGED . part.a. [ from edge.] Sharp ; notblunt. To EFFECT. v.a.. lefficio, Lat ) 1. To bring to
Digby.
pals ; to attempt with ſucceis ; to achieve.
E'DGELESS . a. ( from edge.] Blunt ; obtuſe ; Ben. Johnson.2. To produce as a cauſe.Boyle.
unable to cut. L'Eſtrange.
EFFECTIBLE. a . ( from effect .) Performable ;
E'DGETOOL. S. ( edge and tool.) A tool made
practicable. Brown.
Tharp to cut Dorſet.
EFFECTIVE. a . (from effe&t. ) 1. Having the
E'DGEWISE. adv. ( edge and wiſe.] With the
power to produce effects. Taylor . 2. Opera,
edge put into any particular direction. Ray.
tive; active. Brown. 3. Producing effects ;
E'DGING . S. [from edge.) 1. What is added to
efficient. Taylor. 4. Having the power of ope
any thing by way of ornament. Dryden. 2. A
ration ; uſetul.
narrow lace.
EFFECTIVELY . adv. (from effective.) Powere
E'DIBLE . a. [from edo, Lat. ) Fit to be eaten . fully; with real operation. Taylor;
More.
EFFECTLESS. a. (from effe&t.) Withouteffect ;
E'DICT. S. [ edi&tum , Lat. ) A proclamation of impotent ; uſeleſs. Shakeſp .
command or prohibition. Addiſon.
EFFECTOR. J. (effector, Lat . ) ' . He that pro
EDIFICATION. F. (ædificatio, Lat.) 1. The
duces any effect. 2. A Maker ; Creator. Dorh.
act of building up man in the faith ; improve- EFFECTUAL. a . [effectuél, Fr.) 1. Productive
ment in holineſs . Taylor. ?. Improvement ;
of effects ; powerful to a degree adequate to
instruction. Addiſon
the occaſion ; efficacious. Hooker, Philemon. 2 .
EDIFICE . f. ( æddificium , Lat. ) A fabrick ; a
Veracious ; expreflive of facts. Shakejp.
building. Beniley.
EFFECTUALLY. adv. ( from effe ciual.] In a
manner
E'DIFIER . f. [ from edify .) One that iimproves
or inſtructs another,
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manner productive of the conſequence intend- EFFLUXION. S. [effiuxunt, Lat.] 1. The act
of flowing out. Brown 2. That which nows
ed ; efficaciouſly. South.
TO EFFECTUATE « .a. Feffectuer , Fr.) To out ; effluvium ; emanation . Bacon.
To EFFORCE . v . a . jefforcer, Fr. ) 1. To
bring to paſs; to ful6l. Sidney.
EFFEMINACY. S. ( from effeminare.) 1. Ad
force ; to break through by violence . Spenſer.
miffion of the qualities of a woman ; faſtneſs ;
2. To force ; to ravith Spinſer .
uomanly delicacy. Milton. 2. Laſcivioulneſs; To EFFORM , 0,a .( efforma, Lat .) To ſhape ;
to faſhion . Taylor.
looſe pleaſure. Taylor.
EFFEMINATE. a. ( offeminatus, Lat.) Having EFFORMATION . F. (from efform .) The et
of faſhioning or giving formio Riiy.
be qualities of a woman ; womanith ; volup
tuous ; tender. Milton.
EFFORT . F. (effort, Fr.) Struggle ; laborious
To EFFEMINATE . O c. ( effemino, Lat .) To endeavour . Addiſon
make womaniſh ; to emalculate ; to unman . EFFOSSION. J. ( effolum , Lat. ] The act of
Locke.
digging up trom the ground ; deterration.
To EFFE'MINATE . v. n . To ſoften ; to melt
Arbuthnot.
into weakneſs. Pepe.
EFFRA'IABLE . o. [ effroyable, Fr.) Dreadiul ;
EFFEMINATION . J. ( from effeminare.) The frightful. Harvey .
Race of one grown womaniſh ; the ſtate of one EFFRONTERY L. [ effronterie, Ps.] Impu
dence ; Mameleitners. K. Charles.
emaiculated or unmanned. Brown.
To EFFERVESCE. V. n . ( effervefco, Lat.) TO EFFULGENCE. J. [effulgeo, Lat.) Luſtre ;
brightnels; clarity ; ſplendour. Milton.
generate heat by intelline motion . Mead.
EFFERVESCENCE. S [ from efferres, Lat.) EFFU LGENT. 6. ( cffulgen , Lai .) Shining ;
The act of growing hot ; production of heat bright; luminous. Blackmore.
EFFUMABILITY.S. ( fumus, Lat.) The qua
by inteſtine motion . Grew.
EPFETE. a . ( effatus, Lat . ) 1. Barren ; diſabled
lity of fiying away in fumes. Boyle.
from generation . Bentley. 2. Worn out with To EFFU'SE . v. o . [ effufus, Lat ) To pour out ;
age. South
to ſpill. Milton
EFFICACIOUS. a . Tefficax, Lat ] Produtive EFFU'SE L. (from the verb.) Wafte ; effuſion .
Shakeſp
of effects ; powerful to produce the conſe
EFFU SION. S. ( fufio, Lat.) 1. The act of
Philips.
quenc intend
EFFICAe'CIOUSed
LY.adv. ( from eficacious.) Ef.
pouring out. Tayor. 2. Waite , the act of
feétually. Digby.
1pilling or ſhedding . Hooker. 3. The act of
E’FFICACY ). Produclion of the conſequence
pouring out words. Hooker . 4. Bounteous do
intended . Tillofax.
nation . Hammond . 5. The thing poured out.
EFFICI
ENCE
CY:. } from efficio,Lat.]The act
King Charles.
FICIEN
EF
of producing effects; agency . EFFUSIVE, a . ( from effuſe .) Pouring out ; diſ
South .
perſing. Thomjon .
EFFICIENT. S. [ efficiens, Lat.] 1. The cauſe EFT: ! (efeta, Sax .) A newt; an evet. Mort.
Nichols .
which inakes cffects. Hooker . 2. He that
makes ; the effector. Hale.
EFT. odv. (eft, Sax.) Soon ; quickly ; ſpeedily.
EFPICIENT. a. Cauſing effects. Collier .
Fairfax .
To EFFIGIATE. v . a . ( effigio, Lat.) To form EʻFTSOONS. adv. [eft and soon .) Soon after
wards . Knolles.
in femblance ; to image.
EFFIGIA’TION.S: [from effigiate.) The act of E. G. ( exempli gratia.) For the ſake of an in
ſtance or example.
imaging things or perſons. Diet.
EFFIGIES . 7 1. ( effigies, Lat.) Reſemblance ; E'GER . S. An impetuous and irregular flood or
E'FPICY. } image in painting or ſculpture.
tide , Brown Sce EAGRE.
Dryden.
To EGE'ST. v. a. (egero, Lat.) To throw out
EFFLOR E’SCENCE . f. effloreſco, Lat. ) 1. food at the natural vents. Bacon.
EFFLORESCENCY. S Production of Aowers. EGE'STION . ]. [egeftus, Lat.) The act of
Bacon . 2. Excreſcences in the form of Howers. throwing out the digeſted food. Hale.
Woodward. 3. [ In phyſick .) The breaking out EGG . S. (@g, Sax.) 1. That which is laid by
of ſome humours in the skin. Wiſeman .
feathered animals, from which their young is
EFFLORESCENT. a. (effloreſco, Lat. ] Shoot
produced. Bacon 2. The ſpawnor ſperm of
creatures . Blackmore. 3. Any thing faſhioned
ing out in form of Howers. Woodward.
E'FFLUENCE . /. ( ifluo, Lat. ) That which iſ
in the ſhape of an egg. Boyle.
ſues from ſomeother principle. Prior.
To EGG. v. 0. leggia, Itlandick .] To incite ;
EFFLU'VIA . 2. (trom effiuo, Lat. ] Thoſe to inſtigate. Der ham .
EFFLU VIUM . S Imall particles which are con- E'GLANTINE. /: [ e glantine, Fr.) A ſpecies of
tinually Aying off from bodies. Blackmore.
role. Shakeſp :
EFFLUX . S. effluxus, Lat . ) 1. The act of E'GOTISM ). (from ego, Lat.j The fault com .
Aowing out. Harvey. 2. Effufion. Hammond . mitted in wriuing by the frequent repetition
3. That which flows from ſomething elſe ;) of the word ego,or 1 ; too frequent mention of
emanation. Thomson.
a man's felf. Spectator,
TO EFFLUX. v . r . ( effluo, Lat .) To run out. E'GOTIST. S. (from ego.] One that is always
Boyle.
repeating

ELD
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repeating the word egº , l ; a talker of him
mentation ; moan ; wailing . Gov. of the Tong,
EKE . adv. ( eac , Sax . ] Allo ; likewiſe ; beſide.
ſelf. Spectator .
To E GOTIZE . v. n . (from ego .] To talk much
Spenſer, Prior. See EEK .
To EKE. v. a . (eacan , Sax ) 1. To increaſe.
of one's ſelf.
Spenſer. 2. To ſupply ; to fill up deficiencies .
EGREGIOUS. a. (egregius, Lat . ) 1. Eminont ;
remarkable ; extraordinary. More. 2. Emi
Pepe. 3. To protract ; to lengthen . Shakeſp.
nertly bad ; remarkably vicious. Hooker .
4. To ſpin oui by uſeleſs additions. Pope.
EGREGIOUSLY. adv . (from egregious . ) Emi- To ELABORATE. v . a . ( elabert, Lat.] 1. To
produce with labour. Young. 2. To heighten
pently ; ſhamefully. Arbuthnoi.
E'GRESS. f. {egreffus, Lat.) The act of going and improve by ſucceſſive operations. Arbuih.
ELABORATE . a. (elaboraius, Lat.) Finiſhed
out of any place ; departure. Woodward .
EGRESSION. S. ſegreffio, Lat.] The act of go with great diligence . Waller.
ELABORATELY. adv. ( from elaborate . ) La
ing out. Pope .
boriouſly ; diligently; with great ſtudy.Newi.
EGRET L. A fowl of the heron kind .
EGRIOT. I. (cigret, Fr. ) A ſpecies of cherry. ELABORA'TION ſ. ( from elaborate.) Im
Bacon .
provement by ſucceflive operations. Ray.
To EJACULATE. v. a . ( ejaculor, Lat.) To To ELA'NCE. v. a. [ elancer, Fr. ) To throw
out
; to dart . Prior.
throw ; to ſhoot out . Grew .
EJACULATION . 1. ( from ejaculate.) .1 . A To ELAPSE . v. n. ( elapſus, Lat.) To paſs
Thort prayerdarted out occaſiocally. Taylor. 2 . away ; to glide away .Clariſſa.
ELASTICAL. a. (from tnax .) Having the
The act of darting or throwing out Bacon,
EJACULATORY . a . ( from ejacudate.) Sud- ELASTICK. S power of returning to the form
denly darted out ; ludden ; haſtily. Dippa .
from which it is diſtorted ; [pringy. Newter.
To EJECT. v. a . (ejicio , ejectum , Lat.] 1. To ELASTICITY . l. ( from elaſtick.) Force in
throw out ; to caſt forth i to void . Sandys . 2 .
bodies, by which they endeavour to reſtore
themſelves. Pope.
Tothrow out or expel from an office or poffef
fion. Dryden . 3. To expel ; to drive away. ELA'TE.4. (elatus,Lat.] Fluſhed with ſucceſs ;
lofty ; haughty . Pope.
Shakeſp . 4. To caft away ; to reject. Hooker.
EJECTION. S. [ ejectio, " Lat . ] 1 The act of To ELATE. v. a . ( from the noun .] 1. To
catting out;expulſion. Broome, 2. ( In phyſick .}
puff up with proſperity. 2. To exalt ; to
The diſcharge ofany thing by any emunctory. heighten . Thomſon
ELATERIUM.j [ Latin .] An inſpiſſated juice,
Quincy.
EJECTMENT. L. ( from ejeel.) A legal writ
procured from the fruit of the wild cucumber :
by which any inhabitant of a houſe, or tenant a very violent and rough purge. Hill.
ELA'TION.
F. (from elate.) Haughtineſs pro
of an eſtate, is commanded to depart .
EIGH . interject.An expreſfion of ſudden delight. ceeding from ſucceſs. Atterbury.
EIGHT. a.( eahta, Sax. ] Twice four. A word E'LBOW.S . (elboga, Sax . ] 1. The next joint
or curvature of the arm below the ſhoulder.
of number. Sandys.
Pope. 2. Any Rexure, or angle . Bacon. 3 .
EIGHTH . a. [from eight.] Next in order to
To be at the Elbow. To be near. Shakeſp .
the ſeventh . Pepe.
[ elbow and chair ) A chair
E'IGHTEEN . a. (eight and ten . ) Twice nine . ELBOWCHA’IR
with arms. Gay.
Taylor.
E'IGHTEENTH . a. ( from eighteen ) The next |E'LBOWROOM S. [ elbow and room.) Room
to ſtretch out the elbows ; freedom from con
in order to the ſeventeenth . Kings.
finement. South .
EIGHTFOLD. a. (eight and fold.] Eight times
To EʼLBOW . v . a. (from the noun. ] 1. To puſh
the number or quanuty .
with the elbow . Dryden 2. To puſh; to
EIGHTHLY. adv. (from eigbth .) In the eighth
drive to a diſtance . Dryden.
place. Bacon.
EIGHTIETH . a. ( from eighty.) The next in To E’LBOW . v. n . To put out in angles.
order to the ſeventy ninth ; eighth , tenth . ELD. £. {eald, Sax .) 1. Old age ; decrepitude .
Spenjer. 2. Old people ; perſons worn out
Wilkins.
E'IGHTSCORE. a . (eight and ſcore. ) Eight
with years . Milion.
E’LDER.
a. (The comparative of eld .] Surpar
times twenty. Shakeſp .
EIGHTY. a . ( eight and sen .) Eight times ten.
ling another in years. Temple.
EIGNE. c . [ ai/ne, Fr. ) The eldest or firſt born . E'LDERS. S. ( trom elder.) 1. Perſons whoſe age
gives them reverence. Raleigh. 2. Anceſtors.
Bacon.
P.pe. 3. Thoſe who are older than others .
EISEL . f. [ eosıl, Sax .) Vinegar ; verjuice.
Hooker. 4. ( Ameng the Jews.) Rulers of the
EI'THER. pron . (ægðen, Sax.j 1. Which foever
of thetwo; whether one or the other.Drayton .
people. 5. ( In the New Teſtament.] Eccle
ſaiticks. 6. (Among preſbyterians.) Laymen
2. Each ; both . Hale.
EITHER . adv. ( from the noun ) A diftribu
introduced into the kirk -polity. Cleaveland ,
tive adverb, aniwered by or ; either the cne ELDER . f. fellasa, Sax.j The name of a tree.
Shakejp.
or. Daniel.
EULATION . | (culatio, Lat .) Outcry ; la- ELDERLY. ..( from elder.) No longer young .
Swifi.
E'LDER
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E'LDERSHIP . S. (from elder .) 1. Seniority ; elegies. 2. Mournful ; forrowful. Gay.
primogeniture. Rowe,2. Preſbytery ; ecclef- E’LEGY. S.[ elegia, Lat.) 1. A mournful ſong.
aſtical ſenate. Hooker.
Shakeſp. 2. A funeral fong. Dryden. 3. A
EʻLDEST. a. (the ſuperlative of eld.) 1. The
Thort poem , without points or turns .
oldeſt ; that has the right of primogeniture. E'LEMENT. S. ( elementum , Lat.] 1. The firſt
Shakeſp. 2. That has lived molt years. Locke
or conftituent principle of any thing Hooker.
ELECAMPANE.S. A plant named alſo ſtar
2. The four elements, uſually ſo called , are
wort. Miller,
earth , fire, air, water, of which our world is
TO ELE'CT. v. a. (ele &tus, Lat.] 1. To chooſe
compoſed. Bacon . 3. The proper habitation or
for any office or ufe. Daniel. 2. ( In theology.)
(phere of any thing. Baker. 4. An ingredient ;
To ſelect as an object of eternal mercy.Milten.
a conſtituent part Shakeſp. 5. The letters of
ELE'CT. a . ( from the verb. ) 1. Choſen ; taken
any language . 6. The loweſt or firſt rudiments
by preference from among others. Shakeſp. 2 . of literature or ſcience , Hooker.
Choſen to an office,not yet in poſſeſſion.Ayliffe. To EʼLEMENT. v. a ( from the noun.) 1. To
3. Choſen asan object ofeternal mercy Hamm .
compound of elements. Boyle 2. To conſti
ELECTION.S.(electio,Lat ] The act of chooſing
tute ; to make as a firſt principle. Donne.
one or more from a greater number. Whirm . ELEME'NTAL. a . ( from elemeni.) 1 Produced
2. The power of choice. Davies . 3. Voluntary
by one of the four elemer is. Dryden. 2. Ariſing
preference . Rogers . 4. The determination of from firſt principles. Brown.
God, by which any were ſelected for eternal ELEMENTARITY. L. ( from elementary ]
Simplicity
life. Atterbury. 5. The ceremony of a pub
Browh.. of nature ; abfens of compofition.
lick choice. Addiſon .
ELECTIVE a .[from clear.] Exerting the power ELEMENTARY a . ( from element.) Uncom
of choice. Grew .
pounded; having only one principle. Arbuthnos.
ELECTIVELY. adv. By choice ; with prefe. ELEMI.F. This drug is improperly called gum
rence of one to another . Grew .
elemi, being a relin . The genuine elemi is
ELECTOR. S. [from elect.] 1. He that has a
brought from Æthiopia. The American elemi,
almost the only kind known , proceeds from a
vote in the choice of any officer. Waller. 2 .
A prince who has a voice in the choice of the
tall tree . Hill
German emperour .
ELENCH .J. ( elenchus, Lat .) An argument ; a
ELECTORAL. a. ( from elector.] Having the fophilim . Brown .
ELEOTS. J. Apples in requeſt in the cider
dignity of an elector.
ELECTORATE. /. (from elector.) The terri
countries. Mortimer .
ELEPHANT. S. (elephas, Lat. ] 1. The largeſt
tory of an elector. Addiſon.
ELECTRE. S. (eleêtrum , Lat. ] 1. Amber ;
of all quadrupeds, of whole fagacity, faithful
neſs, prudence , and even underſtanding, many
which , having the quality , when warmed by
friction, of attracting bodies, gave to one ſpe
ſurpriſing relations are given . This animal
attraction
electricity
feeds
cies of
the name of
. 2.
on hay , herbs, and all ſorts of pulſe.
A mixed metal . Bacon.
He is naturally very gentle . He is ſupplied
ELECTRICAL . Z a. ( from ele Etrum .] 1. At
with a trunk , or long hollow cartilage, which
ELECTRICK . S tractive without magnetiſm;
ſerves him for hands . His teeth are the ivory
by a peculiar property, ſuppoled once to be
ſo well known in Europe. Camlet. 2. Ivory ;
the teeth of elephants. Dryden .
long chiefly to amber. Nervion. 2. Produced
ELEPHANTIASIS. S. [elephantiaſis, Lat .) A
by an electrick body. Brown.
ſpecies of leproſy , ſo called from incruſtations
ELÉCTRICITY.S.(from electrick.) A property
like thoſe on the hide of an elephant.
in bodies, whereby, when rubbed, they draw
ſubſtances, emit fame, and may be fitted with ELEPHANTINE. c. elephantinus, Lat.] Pere
ſuch a quantity of electrical vapour, as, if taining to the elephant.
diſcharged at once upon a human body, would To EʼLEVATE. v . . (elevo, Lat.] 1. To raiſe
up aloft. Woodward . 2. To exalt ; to digni
endanger life .
ELE'CTUARY. S. ( electarium , Lat. ) A form of fy. 3. To raiſe the mind with great concepti
medicine made of conſerves and powders, in
ons. Milton, Savage. 4. To elate the mind
the coniſtence of honey . Quincy
with vicious pride . 5. To lefſen by detraction .
Hooker .
ELEEMOʻSYNARY . a (idenussum .) 1.Living
E'LE
.
.Glanvi
charit
upon
VATE . part. a. Exalted ; raiſed aloft.
upon alms , depending
lle
y
Milion .
2. Given in charity.
E'LEGANCE. 51. ( elegantia, Lat . ) Beauty 1 ELEVATION . S. (elevatio,Lat.) 1. The act
E'LEGANCY . Sart ; beauty without grandeur. of raiſing aloit " Woodward. 2. Exaltation ;
Raleigh.
dignity . Locke. 3. Exaltation of the mind by
E'LEGANT. a. (elegans, Lat.) .. Plea:ing with
noble conceptions. Norris. 4. Attention to
minuter beauties. Pope. 2. Nice ; no coarle ;
objets above us. Hooker . 5. The height of
any
heavenly body with reſpect to the horizon .
not groſs. Pope.
Bro
wn .
E'LEGANTLY. adv. ( from ele cant.) In ſuch a
manner as to pleaſe without elevation . Pepe. ELEVATOR . f. [ from setare .) A raiſer or
li ter up .
ELEGIACK , a. Lelegiacas, Lat.] 1. Vied in
ELEVEN,

E L O

E M A

ELEVEN . a . ( ændleſen , Sax . ] Ten and one.
act of ſtretching or lengthening itſelf. Arbuzón,
Shakelp.
2. The face of being ſtretched . 3. (In me
dicine .) An imperfect luxation . Quincy ,
ELEVENTH 6. (from eleven .) The next in
Wiſeman. 4. Diſtance ; ſpace at which one
order to the tenth. Raleigh .
thing is diſtant from another. Glanville. 5 .
ELF. S. plural elves. (eilf, Welſh , Baxter.) 1
A wandering ſpirit suppoſed to be ſeen in wild
Departure ; removal . Brown .
To ELOPE . v. a. (loopen, co run , Dutch ) To
places. Dryden. 2. A devil.
To ELF . v . a . To entangle hair in ſo intricate a
run away ; to break looſe : to eſcape. Addiſon.
manner, that itis not to beunravelled.Sbakefp ELOPEMENT. ): [from elepe.) Departure from
just reſtraint . Ayliffe.
E'LFLOCK , ſ ( elf and lack .) Knots of hair
twiſted by elves. Shakeſp.
ELOPS. / (51204.] A fiſh ; reckoned by Milton
ELICITE.
TO
v . a. ſelicio, Lat.) To ſtrike
ainong the lerpents, Milton
ELOʻQUENCE: [ { eloquentia, Lat ) 1. The
out ; to fetch out by labour . Hale.
ELICIT. a. ( elicitus, Lat. ) Brought into act
power of ſpeaking with fluency and elegance.
Hammond
Shakejp. 2. Elegant language uttered with
funcy. Pope.
ELICITATION.F. ( from elicis, Lat ] Is a de
ducing of the power ofthe will into act. Bram E’LOQUENT. a. (eloquens, Lat . ) Having the
To ELIDE. v. a . ( elido, Lat . ) To break in power of oratory . Ijaiab, Pope.
pieces . Hocker ,
ELSE. pronoun ( elles, Sax.) 'Other ; one be
ſides Denbam .
ELIGIBILITY. f. [ from eligible ] Worthineſs
ELSE . adv. 1. Otherwiſe. Tillorfen. 2. Beſide ;
to be cholen. Fiddes,
E’LICIBLE. a [cligibilis,Lat.) Fitto be choſen ; except. Dryden.
E'LSEWHERE. adv. [ elfe and wbere.] 1. In
pre erable.
I'LIGIBLENESS. /.[from eligible .] Worthineſs
any other place . Abber 2. In other places ;
in ſome other place. Tillotſon.
to be choſen ; preferableneſs.
ELIMINATION.S. (elimino, Lat.) The act of TOELUCIDATE . v. a . Celucide, Lac. ] To ex
plain ; to clear. Boyle.
baniſhing ; rejection .
ELISION./ [ eltse, Lat. ) 1. The act of cut- ELUCIDATION 1 (from elucidate .) Expla
ting off. Swift. 2. Diviſion ; feparation of nation; expolition. Boyle.
parts. Bacon
ELUCIDATOR./ (from elucidate.]Explainer;
ELIXA'TION . L. ( elixus, Lat.) The act of
expoſitor ; commentator . Abbot.
To ELUDE. v . a. (eludo, Lat.) 1. To eſcape by
bojling. Brown
ELIXIR. I ( Arabick .) 1. A medicine made by
ſtratagem; to avoid by artifice. Rogers. 2.
frong inufion , where the ingredients are al. To mock by an unexpected eſcape. Pope.
moſt diffolved in the menftruum . Quincy. 2. ELUDIBLE.
teated. Swijat..(trom clude.) Pullible to be de
The liquor with which chymiſts traninute
metals. Denne. 3. The extract or quinteſſence E'LVES. The plural of elf. Pepe.
ofany thing. South. 4. Any cordial . Milion . ELVELOCK .) Knots in the hair . Brown.
ELK . ). (ælc , Sax.) The elk is a large and itate- ELVISH . a . (from elves.] Relating to elves or
wandering ſpirits. Drayton .
ly animal of the ſtag kind. Hill.
MEATED. a. ( clumbis, Lat .) Weakened
ELL . F. ( eln , Sax.1 A meaſure containing a yard ELU
in the loins.
and a quarter. Herbert.
ELLIPSIS.M. ( dertis.] 1. A figure ofrhetorick , ELUSION. S. [clufio, Lat.) An eſcape from en,
by which ſomething is left out. 2. ( In geome
quiry or examination ; an artifice.Woodward.
try . ) Anoval figure generated from the ſection ELU'SIVE. a. ( trom elede.) Practifog eluſion ;
uſing arts to eſcape. Pspe .
of a cone, by a plane cutting both Gides of the
cone, butnot parallel to the baſe , and meeting ELU'SORY. a . (from elude.) Tending to elude ;
tending to deceive ; fraudulent. Brown.
with the bale when produced. Harris.
ELU TE. q. a. ( eluo, Lat.) To waſh off.
ELLIPTICAL . a. (trom ellipfis ,. )Having the TOArbuthno
t.
ELLI PTICK . } form of an ellipſis. Cheyne.
ELM . S. [ulmus, Lat. elm, Sax.] The name of To ELU’TRIATE. v. 0.Celutric, Lat ) To de
a tree .
cant ; or ( train out . Arbuthnot.
ELOCUTION.S. [ elocutio, Lat. ] 1. The power ELYSIAN. a . (clyfius, Lat ) Deliciouſly ſoft
of Nuent ipeech. Wotton. 2. Eloquence ; flow
and loothing; exceedingly delightful. Milion .
of language . Milton . 3. The power of ex- ELYSIUM . . (Latin .) The place asſigned by
prefſion or diction . Dryden.
the heathens to harry louls ; any place exqui
ELOGY. J. ( eloge, Fr. ) Praiſe ; panegyrick . ſitely pleaſant. Shakeſp.
W01t0n .
' EM. A contraction of them. Hedibras.
TO ELOIGNE. v. a. ( eloigner, Fr. ) To put at To EMA'CIATE . v. a . (emacis, Lat. ) To
a distance . Donne.
waſte ; to deprive of Reſh . Graunt.
To ELONGATE. v.« [from longas, Lat . ) To TOBrown
EMA'CIATE . « . % . To lole fleſh ; to pine.
.
lengthen ; to draw out.
TO ELO'NGATE. v. . To go off to a diſtance EMACIA’TION.S. [emaciatus, Lat .) 1. The act
from any thing . Brown .
of making lean. 2. The fate of one growa
ELONGA'TION . L. (from elongate.) i . The
lcan, Grauni.
EMACU.

!
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EMACULA’TION.S . [ emacule, Lat.) The act 2. [from bay.) To incloſe in a bay ; to land
lock . Shakeſp.
of freeing any thing from ſpots or foulneſs.
E'MANANT. c.
6 . [emanans, Lat. ) Iſuing from To EMBE’LLISH . v. a. ( embellir, Fr.] To'
ſomething elſe. Hale.
adorn ; to beautify . Locke.
EMANATION. S. [emanaria, Lat .) 1. The EMBE’LLISHMENT. S. (from embelliß .) Ora
nament ; adveatitious beauty ; decoration .
act of iſſuing or proceeding from any other
Addiſon
fubſtance . South . . 2. That which iſſues from
another ſubſtance . Taylor.
E‘MBERING . S. The ember days. Tuler.
EMA’NATIVE . 2. [ from emaro, Lat.) Illuing E’MBERS. /. without a ſingular. emynia ,Sax.]
from another .
Hot cinders ; aſhes not yet extinguiſhed.Bacon .
TO EMANCIPATE. v . a . ( emancipo, Lat.) EMBER-WEEK. S. A week in which an em
To ſet free from ſervitude. Arbuthnot.
ber day falls. The ember days at the four
EMANCIPAʼTION.S. (from emancipate.) The
ſeaſons are the Wedneſday, Friday, and Sa
turday after the firn Sunday in Lent, the feaſt
act of letting free ; deliverance from (lavery.
Glanville,
of Pentecoſt, September 14, December 13.
TO EMARGINATE . v. a . (margº, Lat. ) To
Common Prayer.
take away the margin or edge of any thing.
To EMBE'ZZLE . v. a. 1. To appropriate by .
TO EMA'SCULATE. v . a. ( emaſculo, Lat. ) 1 .
breach oftruſt. Hayward. 2. To waſte ; to
To caſtrate ; to deprive of virility . Grdunt, ſwallow up in riot Dryden.
2. To effeminate ; to vitiate by unmanly | EMBEZZLEMENT. ſ. (from embezel . ) .
ſoftneſs, Collier .
The act of appropriating to himſelf that which
EMASCULATION S. (from emaſculare.) 1 .
is received in truit for another. 2. The thing
Caſtration . 2. Effeminacy i womaniſh qua
appropriated.
lities .
To EMBLAZE. v . 2. (blafonner, Fr.) 1. To
adorn with glittering embelliſhments. Pope. 2.
To EMBAʼLE . v . a. ( embeller, Fr ) 1. To
make up into a bundle. 2. To build up ; to
To blafon ; to paint with enligns armorial.
Milion.
incloſe. Spenſer.
To EMBALM v. a . (embaumer, Fr. ) To im- To EMBLA ZON .v. a . (blafonner, Fr.) 1. To
pregnate a body with aromaticks, that it may
adorn with figures of heraldry. 2. To deck
in glaring colours. Hakewill.
reſiit putrefaction.Donne.
EMBA LMER. S. [from embalm .) One that E'MBLEM . S.( @Anpa.) 1. Inlay ; enamel. 2 .
An occult repreſentation ; an alluſive picture.
practiſes the art of embalming and preſerving
bodies. Bacon .
Peacham , Addiſon.
TO EMBA’R . V a. ( from bar.) 1. To ſhut; to To E'MBLEM . v.a. To repreſent in an occult
encloſe. Fairfax. 2. To ſtop ; to hinder by
or alluſive manner. Glanville.
prohibition ; to block up. Bacon, Donne.
EMBLEMATICAL. Z a. (trom emblem .) 1 .
EMBARCATION J. (from embark. ) ! . The EMBLEMATICK . } Compriſing an emblem ;
.
2
alluſive ; occulely repreſentative Prior. 2 .
act of putting on thipboard. Clarendon .
The act of going on ſhipboard.
Dealing in emblems; uſing emblems. Prior.
EMBARGO. T. [embargar, Spaniſh.) A prohi- EMBLEMA'TICALLY. adv. ( trom emblematia
bition to paſs ; a ſtop put to trade. Wotton.
cal.) In the manner of emblems ; alluſively .
TO EMBARK . v. a : [embarquer, fr . ] 1. To
Swif :.
put on ſhipboard. Clarendon . 2. To engage EMBLEMATIST. S. ( from emblem .) A writer
or invertor of emblems. Brown .
another in any affair.
TO EMBARK 0.n. 1. To go on Thipboard. EMBOLISM , ( Euconomò .) 1. Intercalation ;
inſertion ofdays or years to produce regularity
Philips. 2. To engage in any affair.
To EMBARRASS. ♡ a . [embaraſſer, Fr.) To and equation of time . Hilder. 2. The time
inlerted ; intercalary time.
perplex ; to diſtreſs ; lo entangle . Spectator.
EMBARRASSMENT. ſ. [ from embarraſs.] E'MBOLUS. f. [fubomos.) Any thing inſerted
and acting upon another, as the ſucker in a
Perplexity ; entanglement. Watts.
puimp. Arbuihnut.
TO EMBASE . v. a. (from baſe. ) 1. To vitiate ;
te
TO
EM BOʻSS. v. a ( from bele, a protuberance ,
to depaupera ; to impair. Wotton. 2. TO
Fr. ] 1. To forin with protuberances . Milion .
degrade ; to vility. Spenſer.
EMBASSADOR . J. One ſent on a publick meſ.
2. To engrave with relief, or riſing work ,
fage. Denham .
Dryden. 3. To incloſe ; to include ; to coveró
EMBASSADRESS S. A woman ſent on a Spenler. 4. To incloſe in a chicket, Milton ,
5. To hunt hard . Shakeſp.
publick mellage. Garth.
EMBASSAGE.IS 1. A publick meſſage. EMBOʻSSMENT. J. (from emboſs.). 1. Any
EMBASSY .
Dryden. 2. Any ſolemn
thing Itanding out from the reft ; jut ; emi
nence. Bacon .2. Relief ; riling work.Addifon .
meſſage Taylor. 3. An errand in an ironical
To EMBOTTLE . V a. (bouteille, Fr. ] To
ſenſe . Sidney .
TO EMBATTLE . v . a . ( from battle.) To
include in bottles ; to bottle . Philps.
TO EMBOWEL . v . a. I from bowel.) To evilo
range in order or array of battle . Prior.
cerate ; to deprive of the entrails ; to exena
To EMBA Y. v. a. ( from baigner, to bathe ,
Fr.] 1. To bathe ; to wet ; to walk. Spenſer, terate . Milline
KI
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TO EMBRA'CE . v.0. [ embreffer, Fr.) 1. Tol Boyle. 2. To iſſue ; to proceed. Newton. 3:
hold fondly in the arms; to Tque ze in kind
To riſe ; to mount from a ſtate of depreffioa
neſs. Dryden. 2. To ſeize ardently or eagerly ;
or obſcurity. Pope.
to lay hold on ; to welcome. Davies, Tillotſon. EMERGENCE. I S. (from emerge.) 1. The
3. To comprehend ; to take in ; to encircle. EMERGENCY . } act of riſing out of any Avid
4. To compriſe ; to incloſe ; to contain. Denb.
bywhich it is covered. Brown. 2. Theact of
5. To admit; to receive. Shakeſp. 6. To find ;
riſing into view. Newton. 3. Any ſuddea
to take. Shakeſp. 7. To ſqueeze in a hoſtile
occalion ; unexpected caſualty. Glonville . 4 .
manner .
Prefling neceffity. A ſenſe not proper. Addifon .
TO EMBRA'CE .V.n. To join in an embrace. EMERGENT. a. ( from emerge.) i . Riſing out
of that which overwhelms or obſcures it. Ben.
Shakeſp .
EMBRACE . S. [ from the verb.)':. Claſp ; fond
Johnſon. 2. Riſinginto view, or notice. Milton .
preſſure in thearms ; hug. Denham . 2. An
3. Proceeding or iſſuing from any thing. Soutb.
hoſtile ſqueeze ; cruſh.
4. Sudden ; unexpectedly caſual. Clarendor.
EMBRACEMENT. . ( from embroce.) 1. EMERODS. 2 ( from bemorrhoids.) Painful
Claſp in the arms; hug ; embrace. Sidney. E MEROIDS. Sº ſwelling in the hemorrhoidal
2. Comprehenſion. Davies. 3. State of being
veins ; piles. Samuel.
contained ; incloſure. Bacon . 4. Conjugal en EME'RSION.S.[from emerge.) The time when
dearment. Shakeſp.
a ſtar, having been obſcured by its too near
approach to the ſun, appears again. Brown.
EMBRACER . S. ( from embrace.] The perſon
E'MERY.S. ( eſmeril, Fr.) Emery is an iron ore.
embracing Howel.
EMBRA'SURE.S. [embraſure, Fr.) An aper
It is prepared by grinding in mills. It is uſed
ture in the wall; battlement .
ia cleaning and poliſhing of feel . Hill.

EME'TICK
of provoking vomits. Hale.
corate ; to embelliſh ; to deck . Spenſer.
T. E'MBROCATE.v.a. [eveçéxw.]To rub any EMEʼTICALLY. adv. (from emetical.)lo ſuch
to vomit. Boyle.
asto
provoke
a
manger
liquors.Wiſeman.
part diſeaſed with medicinal
EMBROCATION. S. [ from embrocate.)' . The EMICA'TION. ). [emicario, Lat.] Sparkling ;
Aying off in ſmall particles. Brown .
act of rubbing any partdiſeaſed with medici
nal liquors. 2. The lotion with which any EMICTION F (from emi&tum , Lat.) Urine.
Harvey
diſeafed part is waſhed. Wiſeman .
TO EMBROIDER . v. a. (broider, Fr.) To To E’MIGRATE. v. n. ( emigro, Lat.) To re
border with ornaments ; to decorate with fi
move from one place to another.
EMIGRATION.J. ( from emigrete.]Change of
gured work . Waller .
EMBRO'IDERER. f. [from embroider.) One habitation . Hale.
that adorns clothes with needle-work. Ecclus. E'MINENCE . S. (emirentia, Lat.) 1. Lofti
EMBROIDERY.S (from embroider .)1.Figures EMINENCY .Snels ; height : 2. Summie ;
raiſed upon a ground ; variegated needlework . higheſt part. Ray. 3. A part riſing above the
Bacen.. 2. Variegation ; diverſity of colours. reft. Dryden. 4. A place where one is expoſed
Speclator ,
to general notice.Addiſon . 5. Exaltation ; con
ſpicuouſneſs; reputation; celebrity. Stillingfl.
To EMBROIL . v. a . ( brouiller , Fr.] To dir
turb ; to confuſe ; to diſtract. King Charles,
6. Supreme degree. Miltex. 7. Notice ; dif
TO EMBRO'THEL. v. a . (broibel, brodel.] To tinction. Shakeſp. 8. A title given to cardinals.
incloſe in a brothel , Donne.
E'MINENT. a. (cminens, Lat.) 1. High ; lofty ;
Esekiel. 2. Dignified ; exaked. Dryden. 3.
E'MBRYO. 11. (ču Evar.] 1. The offspring
EMBRYON . S yet unfinished in the womb. Conſpicuous : remarkable, Milton .
Brown, Burnet. 2. The ſtate of any thing not EMINENTLY. adv. (from eminent .) 1. Con
yet fit for productio yet unfinished. Swift. ſpicuouſly ; in a manner that attracts obſerva
tion. Milton. 2. In a high degree. Swift.
EME.S (eame, Sax . ] Unkle. Spenſer.
EMENDABLE . a . (emendo, Lat.] Capable of EMISSARY.S. (emiſſarius, Lat.) 1. One ſent
emendation ; corrigible.
out on private meſſages; a ſpy ; a ſecret
EMENDATION.S. (emendo,Lat.) 1. Correc. agent. Swift. 2. One that emits or ſends out.
Arbuthnot.
tion ; alteration of any thing from worſe to
better , Grew. 2. An alteration made in the EMISSION.S [ emiffio, Lat.]The act of ſending
text by verbal criticiſin .
out ; vent. Evelyn.
EMENDA'TOR.S. ( emendo, Lat.) A corrector; To EMIT. v. a. (emitto, Lat.] » . To ſend
forth ; to let go. Woodward. 2. To let Aly ;
an improver.
E'MERALD. S-Cémeraude,Fr. Smaragdus,Lat.}| to dart. Prior. 3. To iſſue out juridically.
Ayliffe.
A green precious ſtone. The emerald is, in
itsmolt perfect ſtate, perhaps the moſt beau- EMMENAGOGUES. S. Cērpávia and dyw.}
Medicinesthat promote the courſes. Quincy.
tiful ofallthe gems. It is of all the various
Thades of green, from the deepeſt to the paleit . E'MMET.F. (æmette, Sax .) An ant ; a pil
Woodward.
mire. Sidney.
TO EMERGE. 9. n. ( emergo, Lat.] 1. ToTo EMME'W . v. a . [from mow .) Tomew or
riſe out of any thing in which it is covered, coop up. Shakeſp.
Ta
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TO EMMOVE . v. a .[ emmouvoir, Fr.) To ex- | EMPIRICAL. ? a. (from the noun . ] 1. Verſed
cite ; to rouſe. Sper fer .
EMPIRICK . 5 in experiments. Milton , 2 .
EMOʻLLIENT. a . (emolliens, Lat.) Softening ;
Known only by experience ; practiſed only by
fuppling. Arburbuot.
rote. Shakeſp .
EMOLLIENTS. ſ. Such things as ſheath and EMPIRICALLY. adv. ( from empirical .) 1 .
Experimentally ; according to experience.
foften the aſperities of the humours, and relax
Brown. 2. Without rational grounds ; chare
and fupple the ſolids. Quincy.
lata
nically.
EMOLLI'TION .S. ( emollitio , Lat . ) The act of
EMPIRICÍSM.S. ( from empirick .] Dependence
ſoftening. Bacon.
on experience without knowledge or art ;
EMOʻLUMENT . S. ! emolumentum , Lat.] Profit;
quackery.
advantage. Seuth.
EMO'NGŠT. prep. [ fo written by Spenſer.] EMPLA'STER.S. [ğumdaspor.] An application
Among. Spenſer.
to a fore of an oleaginous or viſcous ſubſtance
[ emotion , Fr. ) Diſturbance of ſpread upon cloth. Wiſeman.
EMOʻTION.
mind ; vehemence of paflion. Dryden .
TO EMPLA'STER . v. a. To cover with a plaf
To EMPA'LE . v.a.( empaler, Fr.) 1. To fence
ter, Mortimer .
with a pale . Donne , 2. To fortify. Raleigh. 3. EMPLA'STICK . a. Ciuhasinè ;.] Viſcous ;
glutinous. Wiſeman .
To incloſe ; ſhut in . Cleaveland. 4. To put
to death by ſpitting on a fake fixed upright. To EMPLE'AD . v. a . To indi& ; to prefer a
Saurbera .
charge againſt. Hayward.
EMPANNEL.S. ( from panne,Fr.) The writing To EMPLOY.v. a. Lemploier, Fr. ] 1. Tobury ;
or entering the namesofa jury into a ſchedule,
to keep at work ; to exerciſe. Temple. 2. To
uſe as an inſtrument. Gay. 3. To uſe as
by the ſheriff, which he has ſummoned to ap
pear. Cowell.
means. Dryden. 4. To uſe as materials. Locke.
5. To commiſſion ; to intruſt with the ma
TO EMPANNEL. V. 8. ( from the noun .) To
ſummon to ſerve on a jury. Gov. of the Ting.
nagement of any affairs. Watts. 6. To fill up
EMPA'RLANCE. F. ( from parler, Fr. ] lt lig
with butineſs. Dryden. 7. To país or ſpend in
buſinels. Prior.
nifieth a deſire or petition in court of a day to
pauſe what is beſt to do. Cowell.
EMPLOY. S. [ from the verb. ) 1. Buſineſs ;
EMPA'SM . S. [eueWestw .) A power to correct
object of induſtry. Pope. 2. Publick office .
the bad ſcent of the body.
Addifon.
TO EMPA'SSION. v. 6 ( from paffion } TO EMPLO'YABLE. a. ( from employ .) Capable to
move with paſſion ; to affect ſtrongly. Milton . be uſed ; proper for uſe. Boyle.
TO EMPEOPLE. v. a. [from people . To form EMPLOYER.J . [from employ.) One that uſes
or cauſes to be uſed. Child .
into a people or community . Spenſer.
EMPERESS. S. (from empereur.Í 1. A woman EMPLOYMENT. A: ( from employ .) 1. Buſ
inveſted with imperial power. Davics. 2. The neſs ; object of induſtry ; object of labour.
2. Buſineſs ; the ſtate of being employed. 3.
queen of an emperour. Shakeſp.
Office ; poſt ofbuſineſs. Atterbury. 4. Buſineſs
EMPEROUR . F.( empereur, Fr.) A monarch of
intruſted. Shakeſp.
title and dignity ſuperiour to a king .Shakeſp.
EMPERY. ] [empire, Fr. ) Empire ; ſovereign To EMPOISON . 0.a.[empoiſonner, Fr. ] 1. To
deſtroy by poiſon ; to deſtroy by venomous
command. A word out of uſe. Shakeſp .
food or drugs. Sidney. 2. To laint with poiſon ;
E-MPHASIS. f. [ëm pasis. ) A remarkable ſtreſs
to envenom .
laid upon a word or ſentence, Holder.
EMPHA’TICAL. ? a. Céu pásuw .) 1. Forcible ; )EMPOʻISONER S: [empoiſonneur, Fr. ] One who
EMPHA'TICK . S ſtrong ; ſtriking. Garih . deſtroys another by poiſon. Bacon .
2. Striking the fight. Boyle. 3. Appearing ; EMPOʻISONMENT. T. [empoiſonnement, Fr. )
ſeeming not real .
The practice of deſtroying by poiſon. Bacon.
EMPHATICALLY. adv. [ from emphatical) EMPORETICK. a. ( je w oprlouds.) That which
is uſed at markets, or in merchandize.
1. Strongly ; forcibly ; in a ſtriking manner.
Sextb . 2. According to appearance . Brown . EMPO'RIUM . S. lépe tòpsov.) A place of mer .
EMPHYSE'MATOUS. a . [ from éppúonpa.)
chandiſe ; a mart; a commercial city. Dryden.
To EMPOʻVERISH . v . e. ( pauvre, Fr.] 1. To
Bloated ; puffed up ; ſwollen. Sharp.
TO EMPIE'RCE . v. a . ( from pierce. ) To pierce
make poor ; to depauperate; to reduce to in
into ; to enter into by violentappulle .Spenſer.
digence. South . 2. To leſſen fertility .
EMPIGHT. part. Sét ; pitched ; put in a pol- EMPO VERISHER.F. ( from empoveriſh.) 1:
One that makes others poor. 2. That which
ture . Spenſer.
EMPIRE.S. [empire, Fr.] 1. Imperial power ;
impairs fertility. Mortimer,
fupreme dominion, Rowe. 2. The region over EMPOVERISHMENT.ſ. ( from empoveriſh.]
which dominion is extended . Temple. 3. Com
Diminution ; cauſe of poverty ; waſte. Swift.
TO EMPOʻWER , W. a . ( trom power.] 1. To
mand over any thing.
authoriſe ; to commiflion. Dryden. 2. To give
EMPIRICK . S. (eu creipixòs. ) A trier or experi
menter ; ſuch perſons as have no true know
natural force ; to enable . Baker .
ledge of phyſical practice, but venture upon E'MPRESS. S.( from emperejs .] 1. The queen
obſervation only . Hooker.
of an emperous. Ben. Johnſon. 2. A female
Kk 2
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inveſted with imperial dignity ; a female ſo
which ariſe, the former from the deſcending
vereign. Milion .
trunk of the aorta ; the latter from the vera
EMPRISE.S [empriſe, Fr.)Attempt of danger ; vaca . Brown ,
undertaking of hazard ; enterpriſe. Fairfax, EMULOUS. a .(æmulus,Lat.) 1. Rivalling ; en
Pope.
gaged in competition. B. Johnſen. 2. Defirous
EMPTIER.S . (from empty.) One thatempties ; of luperiority; delirous to riſe above another ;
one that makes any place void. Nahum .
deſirous ofany excellence poflefled by another.
E'MPTINESS S. (from empty.] 1.Abſence of Prior . 3. Factious ; contentious. Shakeſp.
plenitude ; inanity. Philips. 2. The ſtate of EMULOUSLY. adv. ( from emulous.) With de
being empty. Shakeſp. 3. A void ſpace ; va
Lire of excelling or outdoing another. Granville,
cuity ; vacuum . Dryden , Bentley. 4. Want of EMULSION . / [emulſoo, Lat . ) A form of medi
ſubſtance or ſolidity: Dryder. 5. Unſatisfacto
cine by bruiſing oily iceds and kernels . Quincy.
rineſs ; inability to fill up the deſires. Atterbu . EMUNCTORIES.P. [emun&torium ,Lat. ) Thule
parts of the body where any thing excremen
6. Va « uity of head ; want of knowledge. Pope.
citious is ſeparated and collected. More .
EMPTION.S. [ emprio, Lat. ] The act of pur
chaſing. Arbuthnot,
TO ENABLÈ.v.a . ( from able ) Tomakeable ;
E'MPTY. a. ( æmtiy, Sax .] 1. Void ; having
to confer power. Spenſer, Rogeri.
nothing in it; not full. Burnet. 2. Devoid , To ENACT. v. a . (from all .] 1. To act ; to
unfurnished. Newton, 3. Unſatis actory ; perform ; in effect. Spenſer. 2. To eſtabliſh ;
unable to fill the mind or deſires . 4. Without
to decree. Temple. 3. To repreſent by action .
Shakejp.
any thing to carry; unburthened. Dryden . 5 .
Vacant of head ; ignoranı; unſkilful Rá- ENACT. S. [from the verb .) Purpoſe ; deter
mination.
leigh 6. Without ſubſtance ; without folidi
ty ; vain . Dryden.
ENACTOR . S. [ from enaet.) 1. One that forms
TO EMPTY. v a. ( from the adjective.) To
decrees, or eſtablishes laws Atterbury . 2. One
who practiſes or performs any thing. Shakeſp.
evacuate ; to exhauſt. Shakeſp. Arbuthnot.
TO EMPURPLE. V a. (from purple ) To make ENALLAGE. S. Chiom the Greek évadhaza.] A
of a purple colour. Milion.
figure in granımar, whereby there is a change
To EMPUZZLE.w.a. (trom puzzle.! To per
either of a pronoun, as when a pofleflive is put
plex ; to put to a ſtand. Brown.
for a relative , or when one mood or tenſe of a
EMPYEMA. J. Γέμτούημα. ] Α collection of
verb is put for another.
purulent matter in any part whatſoever ; ge- To ENAMBUSH . v . c . [from ambuſo. )To hide
ambuſh ; to hide with hoſtile intention.Chap.
in
the
of
cavity
the
in
that
ſignify
to
uſed
nerally
To ENAMEL . v . a. ( from amel. ] .. To inlay ;
brealt only . Ar burbnet.
IMPY REAL. a. (ou wupes. ) Formed of the ele
to variegate with colours. Donne. 2 To lay
ment of fire ; refined beyond ærial . Milton .
upon another body, ſo as to vary it. Milior .
EMPYRE'ANS [éu a upos .] The higheſt heaven To ENA'MEL. v. n . To practiſe the uſe of
enamel . Boyle.
where the pure element of fire is fuppoſed to
fubfift. Milion .
ENAMEL Í [ from the verb ) 1. Any thing
enamelled, or variegated with colours inlaid.
E'MPYREUM. 31. lépe azúzeura.] The burn
Fairfax. 2. The ſubitance inlaid in ocher
EMPYREUMA sing to of any matter in
boiling or diſtillation. Harvey, Decay of Piety . things .
EMPYREUMATICAL. a. (trom empyreuma .] ENAMELLER. f. [ from enamel.] One that
Having the ſmell or taſte of burnt ſubſtances.
practiſes the art of enamelling
Boyle
TO ENAMOUR.v.a. [amour, Fr.] Toinflame
EMPYROSIS. S. (épessyupćw .] Conflagration ;
with love ; to make fond. Dryder.
general fire. Hale.
ENARRATION . ). [enarro,Lat.) Explanation.
TO EMULATE. v.a. ſæmulor, Lat ) 1. T. ENARTHRO'SIS. F. (év and a ypcy.) The inter
rival ; to propoſe as one to be equalled or ex
tion of one bone into another to form a joint.
Wiſeman .
celled. 2. To imitate with hope of equality ,
or ſuperiour excellence. Ben . Johnſon. 3. TO ENATATION . S. (enato, Lat ] The act of
be equal to ; to raiſe to equality with Pope. 4. ſwimming out .
To imitate ; to copy ; to reſemble. Arbuibnsl. ENA'UNTER . adv. An obſolete word explain
EMULA'TION . ): (emulatio, Lat . ] 1. Rivalry ;
ed by Sporfer himſelf to mean left that.
defire of ſuperiority. Shakejp. Sprat. 2. Envy ; To ENCA'GE . v . a . [from cage.] To thut up as
deſire of depreffing another ; conteſt; conten
in a cage; to coop up ; to confine. Denne.
tion. Shakeſp.
TO ENCAMP. v . n . To pitch tents ; to ſit
E'MULATIVE , a. ( from emulate.) Inclined to
down for a time in a march. Bater .
emulation ; rivalling ; diipoted to competition. To ENCAMP. v.ö. To torm an army into a
regular camp
EMULA'TOR. . ( from emulare.] A rival ; a
competitor. Bacon.
ENCA MPMENT. S. [from encamp ) 1. The
act of encamping , or pitching tents. 2. A
To EMUʻLGE. v. a. ( emulgeo, Lat. ) To milk
out .
cainp ; tents pitched in order. Grew ,
EMULGENT. a. (emulgens, Lat.] 1. Milking, To ENCAVE. % . a . (from cave.) To hide as in
a cave, Shakeſp.
or draining out. 2. Emulgent vefſels ( in ana
ENCE'INTE :
tony.) are the two large arteries and veins
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ENCE INTE. S- [ Fr ) Incloſure ; ground inclof- ENCO'R E. adv.(Fr.) Again ; oncemore.Pope.
ENCOʻUNTER . P. (encontre, Fr. ) 1. Duel ;
ed with a fortification .
fingle fight; conflict. Dryden . 2. Baule , fight
To ENCHAFE . v. a. (eſchauffer, Fr. ) To en.
rage ; to irritate ; to provoke. Shakeſp.
in which enemies ruſh againſt each other.
Milton . 3.Eager and warm converſation, either
TO ENCHA'IN . v.a. lenchainer, Fr. ) To faften
with a chain ; to hold in chains ; to bind.Dryd. of love or anger. Shakeſp 4. Accidental con
greſs ; ludden meeting Pope. 5. Accoſting.
TO ENCHANT. v. al enchanter, Fr. ] 1. To
Shakeſp. 6. Caſual incident ; occaſion. Pepe.
give efficacy to any thing by fongs of ſorcery.
Granville. 2. To ſubdue by charms or fpells. To ENCOUNTER . v.a. (from the noun.) 1 .
Sidney 3. To delight in a high degree. Pipe.
To meet face to face . Shakeſp. 2. To meet
ENCHA'NTER.J. (enchanteur , Fr. ) A magi
in a hostile manner ; lo ruſh againſt in confiit .
cian ; a forcerer. Decay of liety.
Knolles. 3. To meet with reciprocal kindneſs.
ENCHANTINGLY.adv. (hom enchant.]With
Shakeſp . 4.To alack ; to meet in the front.
the force of enchantment. Shakelp.
Tilloijer. 5. To oppoſe ; to oppuga . Hale. 6.
ENCHANTMENT. /. (enchantment, Fr. ! 1.
To meet by accident . Shakeſp.
Magical charms; ſpeils ; incantation . Knolles. To ENCOʻUNTER. v . n . 1. To ruſh together
2. Irreſistible influence; overpowering delight.
in a hoſtile manner ; to conflict . Sbakelp . 2 .
Pote.
To engage ; to fight Knolles. 3. To meet face
ENCHANTRESS. S. [enchantereſs, Fr. ) 1. A
to face. 4. To come together by chance .
forcereſs; a woman verled in magical arts. ENCO’UNTERER / ( trom encounter.] 1. Op.
Tailer . 2. A woman whore beauty or excel
ponent; antagoniſt ; enemy More. 2. One
lencies give irrefitible influence. Thomfor.
chat loves to accoſt others. Shakeſp.
TO ENCHA SE . 3. a . (ench aller, Fr.) 1. ToTO ENCOʻURAGE . v . a . (encourager, Fr. ) 1 .
infix ; lo enclole in any other body ſo as to be To animate ; to incite to any thing. IJalms.
held fast, but not concealed. Felten. 2. To
2. To give courage to ; to ſupport the lpirits ;
to embolden. King Charles. 3. To raile con
adora by being fixed upon it. Dryden .
fidence ; to make confident. Locke.
ENCHE ASON. . [enchejon, old law, Fr.]
ENCO URAGEMENT./ (from encourag: ] ı .
Cauſe ; occaſion . Spenſer.
Incitement to any action or practice ; incen
TO ENCIRCLE. v a. (from circle.] To ſur
tive . Philips. 2. Favour ; countenance ; lupe
round ; to environ ; to incluſe in a ring or
circle . Pope.
port. Otway.
ENCIRCLET.S, ( from circle. ] A circle ; a ring . ENCO'URAGER.S. (from encourage ]One that
ſupplies incitements to any thing ; a favourer.
Sidney.
Dryden.
ENCLITICKS. S. (@ yaaltıxa .) Particles which
throw back the accent upon the foregoing To ENCROACH . v. x . ( accrocher, from croc ,
a hook , Fr. ] 1. To make invaſions upon the
fyllable.
TO ENCLO'SE. v. a . ( enclos, Fr.] 1. To part right of another ; to put a hook into another
man's pofſeflions to draw them away. Spenſer.
from things or grounds common by a fence.
Hayward. 2. To environ ; to encircle ; to
2. To advance gradually and by Nealth upon
ſurround. Pope.
that to which one has no right . Herbert.
ENCLOSER " ). ( from encloſe.) 1. One that ENCRO'ACHER.S. ( from encroach .) 1. One
encloses , or ſeparates common fields in ſevera !
who ſeizes the poſſeſſion of another by gradu
diſtinct properties. Herbert. 2. Any thing in
al and ſilent means. Swift. 2. One who
which another is encloſed.
makes now and gradual advances beyond his
ENCLOSURE.S . ( from encloſe.] 1. The act of rights. Clariſſa.
enclofing or environing any thing. Wilkins. 2. ENCRO ACHMENT.S. [ from excréach. ) 1 .
The ſeparation of common grounds into diſtinct
An unlawful gathering in upon another man.
pofleffions. Hayward. 3. The appropriation of Cowell, Milton. 2. Advance into the territories
things common. Taylor. 4. State ofbeing ſhut
or rights of another. Addiſon .
up in any place . Burnet . 5. The ſpace enclof- TO ENCUMBER. v . a. (encombrer, Fr. ] 1.To
ed . Addison. 6. Ground encloſed ; ground
clog ; to load ; to impede. 2. To entangle ; to
ſeparated South.
embarrals ; to obitruct. 3. To load with debts.
ENCOMIAST. S. ( 6yxwpesasis.) A panegyrilt ; ENCUMBRANCE. F. (from ercumber.) 1.
a proclaimer of praiſe ; a prailer. Locke.
Clog ; load ; impediment. Temple. 2. Excreſ
ENCOMIA'STICAL . La légxularınòs.) Pa
cence ; uſeleſs' addition. Thomfor. 3. Burthen
ENCOMIA STICK . } negyrical ; laudatory ; upon an eſtate. Ayliffe.
ENCY'CLICAL allyxvxhixòs.) Circular ; fent
containing praiſe; beſtowing praiſe .
ENCOMIUM . S-liyanu.or.] Panegyrick ; praiſe ; round through a large region. Stilling fleet .
elogy . Gov. of the Tongue.
TO ENCOʻMPASS . v . a. (from compa
1. ENCYCLOPEDYA } licircle of ſciences ; the
To incloſe; to encircle. Shakeſp .2. To ſut round of learning. Arburbrot.
in ; to ſurround ; lo environ. Shokeſp. 3. TO ENCY STED . a . (musis .) Encloſed in a veſicle
go round any place.
or bag. Sharp.
ENCOMPASSMENT.F. (from encompaſs.]Cir- END .
(end, Sax . ) 1. The extremity of any
cumlocution ; remote tendency of talk . Shakeſ.
thing materially extended . Locke. 2. The last
particle
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Inceſant ; continual. Pope.
particle of any afſignable duration . Denne. 3 .
The concluſion or ceſſation of any action. E'NDLESSLY. adv . (from endleſs.] 1. Incer
Geneſis. 4. The conclufion or laſt part of any
ſantly ; perpetually. Decay of Piety. 2. With
out termination of length .
thing; as the end of a chapter. 5. Ultimate
ftate ; final doom . 6. The point beyond which E’NDLESSNESS. S. (from endleſs.] 1. Perpe
no progreffion can be made. Pſalms. 7 Final tuity ; endleſs duration . 2. The quality of
being round without an end. Donne.
determination ; concluſion of debate or deli
beration. Shakeſp. 8. Death ; fate ; deceale . E'NDLONG . adv. (end and long.) In a ſtrait
Wotton, Roſcommon. 9. Abolition ; total loſs. line. Dryden.
Locke. io. Cauſe of death ; deſtroyer . Shakes. E'NDMOST . a. (end and mofl .) Remoteft ;
11. Conſequence ; event . Shakeſp. 12. Frag. furtheft ; at the further end.
ment ; broken piece. Shakeſp. 13. Purpoſe ; To ENDORSE . v . a. ( endeler , Fr. ) 1. To
regiſter on the back of a writing ; to ſuper
intention . Clarender . 14. Thing extended ;
final deſign. Suckling. 15. An END. Erect :
ſcribe. Howel. 2. To cover on the back .Miiter .
as his hair hands an end. 16. Most an End . ENDORSEMENT. f. [from endorſe.) 1. Su
perſcription ; writing on the back . 2. Ratifica
Commonly. Skakeſp .
tion . Herbert.
T. END . v . a . [ from the noun ) 1. To termi
nate ; to conclude; to finish . Knolles. Smalrid.To ENDOW . v. a . [ indotare, Lat.) 1. To
2. To deſtroy; to put to death . Shakeſp.
enrich with a portion Exodus. 2. To ſupply
TO END . v. n . 1. To come to an end ; to be
with any external goods. Addiſon. 3.To enrich
finiſhed . Fairfax. 2. To terminate ; to con
with any excellence . Swift. 4. To be the
clude ; to ceale ; to fail. Taylor .
fortune of any one. Shakeſp .
To ENDAMAGE . v . a. ( from damage.] TO ENDO'WMENT. S. [from endow . ) 1. Wealth
miſchief ; to prejudice ; to harm . South .
beſtowed to any perſon or uſe. 2. The beſtow
TO ENDA'NGER . v . a . (from danger.) 1. To
ing or afturing a dower ; the ſetting forth or
put into hazard ; to bring into peril. Tillotſon. ſevering a ſufficient portion for perpetual main
2 To incur the danger of; to hazard Bacon.
tenance. Dryden. 3. Gifts of nature. Addiſsa.
TO ENDE'AR . v. a. ( from dear . ) To make To ENDUE . v. a. Cindro, Lat . ) To ſupply
with mental excellencies , Common Prayer .
dear ; to make beloved . Wake.
ENDE'ARMENT. S. ( from endear ] 1. The ENDURANCE.S. [ from endure.) 1. Contiau .
cauſe of love ; means by which any thing is ance ; laſtingneſs. Temple. 2. Delay ; pro
endeared. Thomſon . 2. The ſtate of being en
crastination . Shakeſp.
deared , che ſtate of being loved . South.
TO ENDU'RE . v. c. ( endurer, Fr.) To bear ;
ENDE'AVOUR | [devoir, Fr. endevoir.) La
to undergo ; to ſuſtain ; to ſupport. Temple.
bour directed to ſome certain end . Tillotion.
TO ENDURE. v. *. 1. To laſt ; to remain ; to
TO ENDEAVOUR , V. n . To labour to a cer
continue . Locke. 2. To brook ; to bear ; to
admit. Davies.
tain purpoſe.Pope.
TO ENDEAVOUR .v. a. To attempt ; to try . ENDURER.S [ from endure .] 1. One that can
Milton .
bear or endure; ſuſtainer ; ſufferer. Spenſer.
ENDEAVOURER. F. ( from endeavour.] One 2. Continuer ; laſter.
E'NDWISE. adv. (end and wiſe.] Erectly ; up
who labours to a certain end. Rymer.
rightly ; on end. Ray.
ENDE'CAGON. F. ( evdexagov.] A plain figure
of eleven ſides and angles.
To ENECATE. v. a. ( eneco, Lat.) To kill ;
ENDEMIAL.
a . ( ivonpos.] Peculiar to a to deſtroy. Harvey.
ENDEMICAL . country; uſed of any diſeaſe E'NEMY. S. [exnemi, Fr.) 1. A publick foe.
Davies, 2. A privateopponent; an antagonist.
ENDEMICK } that affects ſeveral people
3. Any one who regards another with male
together in the ſame country, proceeding from
ſome cauſe peculiar to the country where it volence; not a friend. Shakeſp. 4.One that
diflikes. Prior. 5. ( In theology .) The fiend ;
reigns. Quincy.
TO ENDEʻNIZE. v. a. ( from denizen .) To the devil. Common Prayer.
ENERGETICK.
make free ; to enfranchiſe. Camden .
a. ( ivegyTIX05.] 1. Forcible ;
TO ENDI'CT. 0. a. (enditer , Fr. ) 1. To active ; vigorous ; efficacious. 2. Operative ;
To ENDITE . } charge any man by a written
active ; working ; not at reſt. Grea.
accuſation before a court of juſtice: as, he was ENERGY. S. ( iveggela .] 1. Power not exerted
endited for felony. 2. To draw up ; to com
in action. Bacon 2. Force ; vigour ; efficacy ;
poſe ; to write . Waller.
influence. Smalridge. 3. Faculty , operation.
ENDICTMENT . ? S. (from endite.) A bill or Bentley. 4. Strength of expreffion ; force of
ENDITEMENT. declaration made in form
ſignihcation. Rofcommer ,
of law , for the benefit of the commonwealth . To ENERVATE . v. a. (enerve, Lat. ) To
Hooker.
weaken ; to deprive of force. Bacon.
E’NDIVE . S. [endive, Fr. intybum , Lat .} Endive ENERVATION.S. ( from enerve.] 1. The aa
or ſuccory. Mortimer.
of weakening ; emaiculation . 2. The ſtate
E'NDLESS. e . ftrom end. ] 1. Without end ;
of being weakened ; effeminacy,
without concluſion or termination.Pope. 2. To ENE’RVE. v . a . (enervo, Lat.) To weaken ;
Infinite in longitudinal extent. Tillotfon. 3. to break the force of ; to cruſh. Digby.
To
Infinite in duration ; perpetual . Hooker, 4 .
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Clarendor . 2. To embark in any buſineſs ; to
TO ENFAMISH . v . . (from famiſb.]To ſtarve ;
to farmih .
enlift in any party Dryden .
To ENFE'EBLE. v . a (from feeble.] To weak . ENGAGEMENT | (from engagement,Fr. ) .
en ; to enervate. Tayler.
The act of engaging, impawning , or making
TO ENFE'OFF.9.a. i feeffamentum , low Lat.)
liable to debt 2. Obligation by contract .
inveſt
To
with any digaities or poſſeflions. A
Atterbury. 3. Adherence to a party or cauſe ;
law term . Hele.
partiality. Swift. 4. Employment of the ac
ENFE OFFMENT. S. ( from enfeof ) 1. The
tention. Rogers. 5. Fight; conflict ; battle.
22 of enfeofioz . 2. The inſtrument or deed
Dryden. 6. Obligation ; motive. Hammond.
TO ENGA'OL. v. a (from gasl.) To impriſon ;
by which one is inveſted with poſſeſions.
to confine. Shakeſp.
TO ENFETTER. v. 2. To bind in fetters ; to
TO ENGA'RRISON . v . a. To protect by a
enchain. Shakeſp.
garriſon. Howel.
ENFILA DE . }.(Fr.) A ftrait paſſage.
To ENFILADE. . c. (from the noun. ] TO TO ENGENDER.0, 4. ( engendrer, Fr.] 1. To
pierce in a right line.
beget between different ſexes. Sidney. 2. To
produce ; to form. Shakeſp. Davies. 3. To
TO ENFIRE. 9. a. (from fire.) To fire ; to
To
excite ; to cauſe ; to produce. Addiſon.
fet on fire ; to kindle. Spenſer.
T. ENFORCE . v. a. (enfuroir, Fr.) 1. To
bring forth. Prior.
give ſtrength to ; to ſtrengthen ;to invigorate. To ENGENDER. v. . To be cauſed ; to be
produced. Drydex.
2. To make or gain by force. Spenſer. 3. To
put in aa by violence. Shakeſp. 4. To inſti- ENGINE. F. (engin , Fr. ) 1. Any mechanical
complication, in which various movements and
gite ; to provoke ; to urge on. Spenſer. 5. To
arge with energy. Clarenden. 6. To compeli palts concur to one effect. 2. A militaryma
to conſtrain . Davies. 7. To preſs with a charge.
chine. Fairfax. 3. Any inſtrument. Raleigh.
Liule oled. Sbakefp .
4. Any inſtrument to throw water upon
TO ENFORCE . * . *. To prove ; to evince. burning houies. Dryden. 5. Any means uſed
Hister.
to bring to paſs Dup. 6. An agent for another.
Daniel.
ENFORCE . S. (from force.) Power; ſtrength.
ENGINEER . S. (ingenieur, Fr.) One who
ENFORCEDLY.odo. ( from enforce.) By vio
manages engines ; one who directs the artil.
lesce ; pot voluntarily ; not ſpontaneoully . lery of an aniny . Shakeſp.
ENGINERY . ſ. ( from engine.) 1. The act of
Stakes.
ENFORCEMENT. S. ( from enforce.) 1. An managing art llery, Milton. 2. Engines ofwar ;
act of violence ; compulfion ; force offered . artillery . Milion .
Religt . 2. Sanction ; that which gives force To ENGIRD. V. a. ( from gird.) To encircle ;
to a law . Lacke. 3. Mocive of conviction ;
to ſurround. Shakeſp.
urgent evidence. Hammond. 4. Prefling exi- E'NGLE . S. A gull ; a pat ; a bubble. Hanmer,
Shakeſp .
Gesce. Stakeſp.
ENFORCER . T. ( from enforce.) Compeller ; E'NGLISH . a. ( engles , Sax .) Belonging to
England . Shakeſp.
sce who effeás by violence. Hammond.
ENFO ULDRED . a . (from foudre, French . ) To E'NGLISH . V.2. To tranſlate into Engliſh.
Brown .
Mied with lightning. Spenſer.
TO ENFRA NCHISE . v . 6 (from franchiſe ) To ENGLUT . y. 2. ( engloutir , Pr.] 1. To
1. To admit to the privileges of a freeman . ſwallow up. Shakeſp. 2. To glut ; to pamper .
Dscies. 2. To let free from ſlavery. Temple. Aſcham .
3.To free or releaſe from cuftody. Shakejp. To ENGORE. v. a. ( from gore.) To pierce ;
4. To denilea ; to endenileo . Waits.
to prick. Spenſer.
EXFRANCHI SEMENT.S. ( from enfranchiſe.) TO ENGOʻRGÉ. v. a. (from gorge, Fr.) To
ſwallow ; to devour ; to gorge. Spenſer.
1. Igreititure of the privileges of a denilen.
Corell 2. Releaſe from priſon or from 1 avery. To ENGORGE . v. . To devour; to feed with
ENFROZEN . part. (from frozen .) Congealed
eagerneſs and voracity . Miltor .
To ENGRAIL. v . a . (from grele, Fr.] Tois
on coid . Spesfer.
T. ENGAGÉ. 9. 2. (engager, Fr. ] 1. To
dent in curve lines. Chapman.
mike liable for a debt to a creditor. Sbakefp. To ENGRAIN . v. a . (from grain.) To die
2. To impawn ; to take . Hudibras. 3. To
deep; to die in grain. Spenſer.
est ; to bring into a party. Tilliſon. 4. TO TO ENGRA'PPLE. v. n. (from grapple. ] TO
enbark ia aa affair ; to enter on an undertak
cloſe with ; to contend with ; hold on each o.
ing Digby. 5. To unite , to attach ; to make
ther. Daniel.
zázerenc. Aldise. 6. To induce ; to win by To ENGRASP. 0. a. ( from graſp .) To leize ;
plealing means : to gain. Wallet. 7. To bind
to hold faſt in the hand. Spenſer.
b azy appointment or contract. Arierbury. 8. TO ENGRAVE. v . a. preter . engraved ; part.
Taze by the attention 9. To employ ; to
paſl. engraved or engraven, (From engraver ,
tot boligers. Dryden. 10. To encounter ; Fr. ) 1.To picture by inciſions in any matter.
Pope, 2. To mark wood or ſtone. Exidus. 3 .
to 5gbt Pope.
Το
T. EXCAGE, 9. , i . To conflict ; to fight.
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To impreſs deeply ; to imprint. Locke. 4. TO ENLARGE. v. r. To expatiate ; to ſpeak
[ from grave . ) To bury ; to inter. Spenſer .
in many words. Clarendon.
ENGRAVER : S. ( from engrave.) A cutter in ENLARGEMENT. 1. (from enlarge) 1. En
None or other matter . Hale .
creale : augmentation; farther extenſion. Hay.
To ENGRIEVE v.a. To pain : to vex Spenſer .
2. Releaſe from confinement or fervitude Sha.
TO ENGRO'SS. v.a. ( groſir, Fr. ] 1. To thick
3. Magnifying repreſentation. Pope. 4 Expa
en ; to make thick. Spenſer. 2. To encreaſe in tiating ipecch ; copious diſcourſe. Clarenden .
bulk. Wotton . 3. To fatten ; to plump up ENLA’RGER
. L. ( trom erlarge.) Amplifier.
Brown .
Shakeſp. 4. To ſeize in the groſs. Shakesp. 5
To purchaſe the whole of any commodity for To ENLIGHT. v.a. [ from light ) To illumi
nate ; to ſupply with light . P per
the ſake of ſelling at a high price. 6. To copy
To ENLIGHTEN . v.a. from light. ] 1. To
in a large hand . Pepe.
; to ſupply with lylit. Hocker. 2.
ENGROSSER.S. ( from engrofs.] He that pur illuminale
To inftrud : to furniſh with encreaſe of know
chaſes large quantities of any commodity, in
ledge. Rogers . 3. To cheer ; to exhilarate ;
order to fall it at a high price . Locke,
ENGROSSMENT . S. [from engrofs.) Arpro
to gladden . 4. To furriy with fight. Dryden.
priation of things in the grois ; exorbitant ENLIGHTENERS. (from enlighten ) 1. lllu
minator ; one that gives light. Milton. 2.
acquiſition . Swif!.
Instructor
TO ENGUARD. v . a. ( from guard. ] To pro
To ENLINK v.a. ( from link.) To chain to ;
tect ; to defend. Shakeſp.
TO ENHA'NCE . v a . ( enhauſſer, Fr. ] 1. To lift
to bind. Shakeſp.
up ; to raiſe on high Spenjer. 2. To raite ; to TO ENLIVEN. v .a. ( from life, live . ] 1. To
advance in price . Locke 3. To raiſe in eſteem .
make quick ; to make alive ; to animale . 2 .
Atterbury. 4. To aggravate. Hammond.
To make vigorous or active. Swift. 3. To
ENHANCEMENT. ). ( from enhance. ) 1. Aug
make ſprightly or vivacious. 4. To make gay
or cheerful in appearance.
mentation of value. Bacon. 2. Aggiavation
ENLI'VENER . . That which animates ; that
of ill . Gov. of the Tongue.
ENIGMA. 1. (arigma , Lat. ) A riddle ; an ob
which invigorates. Dryden .
ſcure quellion ; a poſition expreſted in remote TO ENLU MINE . v. á. ( enluminer , fr.) To
illonice ; to illuminate . Spenjer.
and ambiguous terms. Pepe.
ENIGMATICAL. a. ( from ænigma.) 1. Ob - To ENMA’RBLF. v a . ( from marble.] To
turn to marble. Spenſer.
ſcure; ambiguouſly or darkly expreſſed.Brown.
2. Cloudy ; obfcurely conceived or apprehend- TO EN ME'SH v. a. ( from meſ .] To net ; to
d.
intangle. Skakelp.
ed. Hammon
ENIGʻMA'TICALLY.adv . from enigma.) In E'N MITY. I. ( trom enemy . ) 1. Unfriendly diſ
a fenle different from that which the words in
pofition ; malevolence ; averfion. Locke. 2 .
their familiar acceptation imply . Brown .
Contrariety of intereſts or inclinations. Milton .
ENIGMATIST. S. (from ænigma.) One who
3 State of oppoſition. James . 4. Malice ;
deals in obſcure and ambiguousmatters.Addil. miſchievous attempts. Atterbury:
To EN JOʻIN . v. a. ( enjoindre, Fr. ] To direct ; ENNE AGON. J. ( enca and twria.) A figure of
nine angles .
to order ; to preſcribe. Tillotſon.
ENJO INER . L. One who gives injunctions.
ENNEA'TICAL , a. ( ivia .) Enneaticaldays, are
ENJOINMENT. S. (from enjoin .) Direction ; every ninth day of a lickneſs ; and eancasical
years, every ninth year of one's life .
command. Broome.
To ENJOʻY. v . 0. [ jcuir, enjouir , Fr. ) 1. To To ENNOBLE.v.a . ennoblir, Fr. ] 1. To raiſe
feel or perceive with pleaſure. Addiſon. 2. To
from commonalty to nobility. Skakeip. 2. To
dignify ; to aggrandiſe ; to exalt : to raile . South.
obtain poſſeſſion or fruition of. Milton . 3. To
pleaſe ; to gladden ; to exhilarate . More .
3. To elevate ; to magnify . Waller . 4. To
TO ENJO'Y . v . n . To live in happineſs .Milton . make famous or illustrious. Bacon .
ENJOYER . . One that has fruition.
ENNO'BLEMENT . L. ( from enneble.) 1. The
ENJOYMENT. . Happineſs ; fruition . Tillotſ. act of railing to the rank of nobilis Bacon.
TO ENKINDLE . v a. (from kindle ) 1. To 2. Exaltation ; elevation : dignity . Glanville .
ſet on fire ; to inflame. Shakeſp. 2. To roule ENODATION. f ( cnodatio, Lat 1. Theact
of untying a knot. 2. Solution of a difficulty.
pafſions. Shakeſp. 3. To incite to any act or
ENORMITY.S. (from enormous.) 1. Deviation
hope. Shaker
TO ENLARGE. v. a . (elargir , Fr. ) 1. To from rule ; irregularity . 2. Deviation froin
right ; depravity ; corruption . Hesker. 3. Atro
make greater in quantity or appearance. Pope
cious crimes; flagitious villanies. Smift.
2. To encreaſe any thing in magnitude. Locke.
3. To encreaſe by reprefentation. 4. To ENORMOUS a . (enormis , Lat.) 1. Irregular ;
out of rule. Newton , 2. Diſordered ; confuſed.
dilate ; to expand . 2 Cor. 5 To ſet free
Shakefp. 3. Wicked beyond the common mea
from limitation. Shakeſp. 6. To extend to
ſure. 4. Exceeding in bulk the common mea
more purposes or uſes. Hooker . 7. To am
fures. Pope.
plity ; to aggrandiſe. Locke. 8. To releaſe
from confinement. Sbakefp . 9. To diffuſe ENORMOUSLY. adv. ( from enormous . ) Be
yond meaſure. W odward.
ia eloqucncc , Clarendon .
LVO'RMOUSNESS,
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ENORMOUSNESS . S. Immeafurable wicked- TO ENSANGUINE . v. a . I fanguis, Lat .) TO
mear with gore ; to ſuffufe with blood. Milion .
neſs. Decay of Piety.
ENOUGH . a. ( Jenoh, Sax .) Being in a ſuffi. TO ENSCHEDULE. v . a . To inſert in a ſche
dule or writing. Shakeſp.
cient meaſure ; ſuch as may ſatisfy. Locke.
ENOUGH I. 1. Something fufficient in great- TO ENSCONCE. v.a. To cover as with a fort.
Shakeip
neſs or excellence. Tempie. 2. Something
equal to a man's powers or faculties. Bacon . TO ENSE'AM . v.a. [from ſeam .] To ſow up ;
ENOUGH . adv. i . In a ſufficient degree : in
to incloſe by a ſeam . Camden .
a degree that gives fatisfaction. 2. It notes To ENSE AR v a . (from fear. ) To cauteriſe ;
a light augmentation of the poſitive degree ; to ſtanch or ſtop with fire. Shakeſp .
as , I am ready enough to quarrel ; that is , I TO ENSHI'ELD . v. a . [from fbield.] To cover.
am rather quarrelſome than peaceable Addiſon.
Shakeſp.
3. An exclamation noting fulneſs or ſatiety. TO ENSHRI’NE. v. a .To incloſe in a cheſt or
Shakesp.
cabinet ; to preſerve as a thing ſacred. Tate.
ENOW . The plural of enough. A ſufficient ENSIFORM . a. ( enfiformis, Lat.] Having the
number. Hooker.
Thare of a ſword .
E'NSIGN. ). [ enſeigne, Fr.) 1. The fing or
EN PASSANT. adv . ( Fr. ) By the way .
ſtandard of a regiment. Shakelp. 2. Ary ſignal
To ENRAGE. v.a. ſenrager , Fr. ) To irritate ;
to aſſemble. Ifaiah. 3. Badge ; or mark of
to provoke ; to make furious. Walfo
TOENRANGE . V a . ( from range. To place
diſtinctirn . Waller. 4. The officer of foot who
carries the flag.
regularly ; to put into order. Spenſer.
TO ENRANK. v. a. I from rank .) Tº place in ENSIGNBEARER . S. He that carries the flag.
Sidney.
orderly ranks . Shakeſp.
TO ENRA PT. v a. from rapt.) To throw into T. ENSLAVE. v. a. (from lave.] 1. Toreduce
an ecstaſy ; to tranſport with enthusalim . Shak
to ſervitude ; to deprive of liberty. Milton . 2.
TO ENRA'PTURE . v . a , ( from rapture. ) To
To make over to another as his ſlave Locke.
tranſport with plealure.
ENSLAVEMENT. S. [ from enfave.] The ſtate
of ſervitude ; Navery. South .
To ENRAVISH v.a. [from raviß. ) To throw
ENSLA VER S. ( from enſlave.) He that ree
into echaly , Spenſer.
ENRAVISHMENT. S. [ rom enraviſb.) Ec
duces others to a ſtate of ſervitude. Swift.
Italy of delight. Glanvile.
TO ENSU'E. v.a. ( enfuivre, Fr. ] To follow ;
to purſue. Common Prayer, Davies.
To ENRICH.vn (enricher, Fr.] 1. To make
wealthy ; to make opulent. 1. Sam. 2. ToTo ENSU'E. V. m . 1. To follow as a conſe
fertilile ; to make fruitful Blackmore. 3. To
quence to premiſes. Hoker. 2. To ſucceed in
fiore ; to lopply with augmentation of any
a train of events, or courſe of time . Shakeſp.
ENSURANCE.fi (from enſure.) 1. Exemption
thing deſireable . Raleigh .
ENRICHMENT. L. (trom enrich.] 1. Aug.
from bazard , obiained by the payment of a
certain ſum . 2. The ſuin paid for ſecurity .
mentation of wealth . 2. Amplification ; in
ENSURANCER.S. ( from enſurance. ) He who
provement by addition . Bacon .
TO ENRIDGE . v . a. To form with longitudinal
undertakes to exempt from hazard.Dryden.
TO ENSURE v . a . ( from ſure.) : To aſcer
protuberances or ridges. Shakeſp.
To ENRING . v . a. (from ring . ) To bind
tain ; to make certain ; to fecure . Swift. 2.
round ; to encircle . Shakeſp.
To exempt any thing from hazard by paying
To ENRIPEN. v . 0. To ripen ; to mature.
a certain fum , on condition of being reimburſe
Donne.
ed for miſcarriage . 3. To promile reimburſe
TO ENROBE . v. a. ( from robe ) To dreſs ; to
ment of any miſcarriage for a certain reward
cloath . Shakijp .
ftipulated L Eftrange
To ENROʻL . 2.2. ( enroller, Fr.) 1. To infert ENSURER: S. (trom enſure.] One who makes
in a roll or regiſter. Sprat. 2. To record ; to
contracts of enſurance.
leave in writing. Milton . 3. To involve ; to ENTABLATURE . I L. (from table.) [ In ara
ENTABLEMENT. S chitecture.] The archia
inwrap. Spenjer .
trave , friſe, and cornice of a pillar.
ENROLLER , J. He that enrols ; he that re
gilters.
ENTAL 1. ( from the French entaille, cut .]
ENROLMENT. f. [ from enrol.) Regiſter ;
1. The eltate entailed or lettled, with regard
writing in which any thing is recorded Davies, to the rule of its defcent . 2. The rule of
defient ſettled for any eſtate. 3. Engraver's
TO ENROOT v.a. To fix by the root Shakelp
work ; inlay , Spenſer.
To ENROUND . V. a . ( from round.) To en
TO ENTAIL . v. 0. (tailler, to cut ; Fr ] 1 .
viron ; to furround ; to inclofe Shakeſp.
EN3.
( Lat.) 1. Any being or exiſtence 2
To fetele the deſcent of any eilale ſo that it
( In chemiſtry ) Some things that are pretended
cannot be, by any ſubſequent poffeffor, be
to coniain all the qualities of the ingredients queathed at pleaſure. Dryder . 2. To fix un
in a little room .
alienably upon any perſon or thing. Tillerjon .
ENSAMPLE. F. (effempio, Ital.] Example ; 3. To cut. Spenjer.
pattern ; ſubject ofimitation. Sanderſon.
TO ENTAME.V. a . [ from tame.) To tame ; to
TO ENSA MPLE . v. a. ( from the noun .] To
ſubjugate. Shakeſp
exemplify ; to give as a copy . Spenfor.
To
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TO ENTANGLE . v . a. 1. To inwrap or in
Converſation. 2. Treatment at the table ;
convivial proviſion . Waller. 3. Hoſpitable re
ſnare with ſomething noteaſily extricable. 2 .
To loſe in multiplied involutions. 3. To
ception. 4. Reception ; admiſſion . Tilletfon.
twift, or confuie . 4. To involve in difficul.
ş . The ſtate of being in pay as ſoldiers or
ties ; to perplex. Clarendor. 5 . To puzzle ;
ſervants. Shakeſp. 6. Payment of ſoldiers or.
ſervants. Davies: 7. Amuſement; diverſion.
to bewilder Hayward. 6. To enſnare by
captious queſtions or artful talk . Matthew.7
Temple. 8. Dramatick performance ; the lower
To diſtract with variety of cares. 2 Tim . 8. comedy . Gay
To multiply the intricacies or dificulties of a ENTERTISSUED. a. ( entre and tiſſue.) In
work . Shakelp
terwoven or intermixed with variouscoloursor
INTANGLEMENT. S. [ from entangle.) 1 .
fubitances. Shakeſp.
Involution of any thing intricate or adheſive. To ENTHROʻNE. v. a. ( from throne.) : . To
place on a regal ſeat. Shakeſp . 2. To inveſt
Glanville. 2. Perplexity ; puzzle. More.
ENTANGLER . f. ( from entangle .) One that with Sovereigo authority. Ayliffe.
entangles .
ENTHUSIASM. S. (ivSovorasuis.) 1. A vain
TO ENTER . v. a . (entrer, Fr.) 1. To go or belief of private revelation ; a vain confidence
come into any place. Atterbury . 2. To initiate
of divine favour. Locke. 2. Heat of imagina
in a buſineſs,method, or ſociety. Locke. 3. To
tion ; violence of paffion. 3. Elevation of
introduce or admit into any counſel. Shakeſp.
fancy ; exaltation of ideas. Dryden.
4. To ſet down in a writing. Grauni.
ENTHUSIAST. f. [lvsview .) 1. One who
TO ENTER . V. n . 1. To come in ; to go in .
vainly imagines a private revelation ; one who
Judges. 2. To penetrate mentally ; to make
has a vain confidence of his intercourſe with
intellectual entrance . Addiſon . 3. To engage
God. Locke. 2. One of a hoc imagination
in . Tatler. 4. To be initiated in Addiſon .
or violent paffioas. Pope . 3. One of elevated
ENTERDEAL. | Centre and deal ) Reciprocal
fancy, or exalted ideas. Dryden .
tranſactions. Hubbard's Tale.
ENTHUSIA'STICAL. Z a. ( év9xTla sinòs.) 1 .
ENTERING ſ. Entrance ; paſſage into a place . ENTHUSIA'STICK. Ś Perſuaded of ſome
Iſaiah.
communication with the Deity . Calamy. 2.
Vehemently hot in any cauſc. 3. Elevated in
TO ENTERLA'CE. v. a. ( entreloffer , Fr.] To
intermix Sidney.
fancy ; exalted in ideas. Burnet.
ENTEROCELE F (enterocele, Lat.) A rup ENTHYMEME. S. (iv Juunua.) An argument
conliſting only of an antecedent and conſe
cure from the bowels preſſing through the
quential propoſition. Brown.
peritonæum , ſo as to fall down into the groin.
Shakeſp.
To ENTICE: v . a. To allure ; to attract ; to
ENTEROʻLOGY. S. ( 8y7spor and hóyos.] The draw by blandiſhments or hopes. Afiham.
anatomical account of the bowels and internal ENTI'CEMENT. S. ( from entice.) 1. The act
or practice of alluring to ill . Hooker . 2. The
parts.
ENTEROMPHALOS . S. ( ivlepov and õpepanos.) means by which one is allured to ill ; allure
rupture
umbilical
navel
or
An
ment . Taylor.
ENTERPA'RLANCE. S. (entre and parler, ENTICER. f. [from entice .) One that allures
French.; Parley ; mutual talk ; conference .
to ill.
Hayward
ENTICINGLY. adv. (from extice.) Charm
ENTERPLE'ADER . F. ( entre and plead.) The
ingly ; in a winning manner. Addifon.
diſcufling of a poini incidentally falling out, E'NTIERTY. S. [entieriè, Fr.) The whole.
before the principal cauſe can take end.Cowell.
Bacon .
E'NTERPRISE. F. ( enterpriſe, Fr. ) An under - ENTI'RE. a . (entier, Fr.) 1. Whole ; undivid
taking of hazard ; an arduous attempt.Dryden .
ed . Bacon . 2. Unbroken ; complete in its parts.
TO ENTERPRISE . v . a ( from the noun. ) 1 .
Addiſon , Newton , 3. Full ; complete ; com
priſing all requiſites in itſelf. Hooker , Spectator .
To undertake ; to attempt ; to eſlay. Temple.
2. To receive ; to entertain. Spenſer .
4. Sincere ; hearty. Bacon . 5. Firm ; fure ;
ſolid ; fixed. Prior. 6. Unmingled ; unallayed.
ENTERPRISER.S . (from enterpriſe.) A man
ofenterpriſe ; one who undertakes great things.
Milton 7. Honelt ; firmly adherent ; faithfuk
Hayward.
Clarendon 8. In full ſtrength ; with vigour
unabated. Spenſer.
To ENTERTAIN . v. a . (entretenir, Fr. ) 1 .
To converſe with ; to talk with. Locke . 2. ENTIRELY. adv. ( from entire.) 1. In the
To treat at the table Addifon. 3. To receive
whole ; without diviſion . Rolegb. 2. Com
hoſpitably. Hebreros,Shakeſp 4. To keep in
pletely; fully. Milton . 3. With firm adhe.
one's ſervice. Shakeſp. 5. To reſerve in the
rence ; faithfully. Spenſer.
mind Decay of Piety. 6. To pleaſe ; co ENTIRENESS. J. (from entire.] 1. Totality ;
amuſe ; to divert Addiſor. 7. To admit with
completeneſs ; fulnels. Bayle. 2. Honeſty ;
ſatisfaction . Locke.
integrity.
ENTERTA’INER . S (from entertain. ] 1. He To ENTITLE. v . a . [ entituler, Fr.] 1. To
that keeps others in his ſervice. Bacon. 2. He
grace or dignify with a title or honourable
that treats ochers at his table. Smalridge. 3 .
appellation . 2. To give a title or diſcrimina
tive appellation, Hookor, 3. To ſuperſcribe
He that pleaſes, diverts, or amuſes.
or
ENTERTAINMENT . . ( from entertain .] 1.
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or prefix as a title. Locke. 4. To give a claim
tinge with poiſon ; to poiſon. Milton . 2. To
to any thing. Regers. 5. To grant any thing make odious. Shakeſp. 3. To enrage. Dryden.
as claimed by a citle. Locke.
E'NVIABLE. c . (from envy.) Deſerving envy .
Carew .
ENTITY. S. [ entilas, low Latin .) 1. Some
thing which really is ; a real being. Craſbaw . E'NVIER . S. (from envy ) One that envies
2. A particular ſpecies of being. Bacon .
another ; a maligner. Člarendon.
T. ENTOʻIL. v. a . (from teil.) To ensnare; to ENVIOUS. a. ( írom envy .) Infected with envy.
intangle ; to bring into toils or nets . Bacon.
Proverbs.
TO ENTOʻMB. v . a . ( from tomb.) To put into E'NVIOUSLY. adv. ( from envious.) With envy;
a tomb. Denbam .
with malignity ; with ill will . Duppa.
ENTRAILS. S. without a ſingular. ( entrailles, To ENVIRON. v. a. (environner, Fr.) 1. To
Fr.) 1. The inteſtines ; the bowels ; the guts.
ſurround ; to encompaſs ; to encircle. Knelles.
Ben. Johnſon, 2. The internalparts ; recels ; 2. To involve ; to envelope. Donne, 3. To
ſurround in a hoſtile manner ; to beſiege ; to
caverns. Locke.
hem in. Shakeſp. 4. To incloſe ; to inveſt.
T. ENTRAIL. » .4 . To mingle ; to inter
Cleveland .
weave . Spenſer.
ENTRANCE. S. (entrant, Fr.) .. The power ENVI’RONS. S.( environs, Fr. ) The neighbour
of entering into a place . Shakeſp. 2. The hood or neighbouring places round about the
country
act of entering. Shokejp. 3. The paſſage by
which a piace is entered ; avenue. Wotton . 4. To ENUMERATE. w . a . ( enumeri, Lat ) To
Initiation ; commencement. Locke. 5. In
seckon up Imgly ; to count over dillinally.
tellectual ingrels ; knowledge. Bacon . 6 . Wake .
The act of taking poſſeſſion of an office or ENUMERATION . S. [enumeratio, Lat.) The
dignity. Hayward. 7. The beginning of any
act of numbering or counting over. Sprat.
thing . Hakéwill.
To ENUNCIATE . v. a. (enuncio, Lat. ) To
To ENTRANCE . v. a. ( from trance.] 1.
declare ; to proclaim ,
To put into a trance ; to withdraw the ſoul ENUNCIATION.F. (enunciatio, Lat.) 1. De
wholly to other regions. 2. To put into an claration ; publick atteſtation. Taybr. 2. In
telligence ; information, Hale .
ecſtaſy. Milton.
TO ENTRAP. v. a . (from trap.] 1. T. ENUNCIATIVE. o. ( from enunciate. ] Decla
caloare ; to catch in a trap. Spenſer. 2. To
rative ; expreffive. Aylife.
involve unexpectedly in difficulties. Shakeſp. ENU'NCIATIVELY. odv.( from enunciative.]
Declaratively ;
3. To take advantage of. Ecclef.
TO ENTRE'AT. v. a . (traiter, Fr.] 1. To ENVOY.S . [envoye, Fr.) 1. A publick miniſter
petition ; to ſolicit ; to importune . Genefis. ſent from one power to another. Denham 2 .
2. To prevail upon by ſolicitation. Rogers. 3. A publick meſſenger , in dignity betow an am
To treat or uſe well or ill . Prior. 4. To balador. 3. A meſſenger. Blackmore.
entertain ; to amuſe. Shakeſp. 5. To enter- To E'N.VY. v.a. Convier, Fr.] 1. To hate
uin ; to receive. Spenfer.
another for exceHence, or fuccefs. Collier. 2 .
TO ENTRE'AT. 0.n. 1. To offer a treaty or
To grieve at any qualities of excellence in
compact. i Mar. 2. To treat ; to diſcourie. another Swift. 3. To grudge ; to impart
Hokewill. 3. To make a petition. Shakeſp .
unwillingly . Dryden.
ENTRE'ATANCE . S.Petition ; entreaty ; fo- To E'NVY. v .n . 'To feel envy ; to feel pain at
licitation. Fairfax .
the ſight of excellence or felicity. Taylor.
ENTRE'ATY.S. [from entreal.) Petition ; ENVY. S. (from the verb . ) 1. Pain Tele and
prayer ; ſolicitation. Shakeſp.
maligoity conceived at the light of excellence
ENTREMETS. . (French./ Small plates ſet
or happineſs. Pore. 2. Rivalry ; competition .
between the main diſhes. Mortimer .
Dryden. 3. Malice ; malignity. Shakeſp. 4 .
E'NTRY . S. (entree. Fr.) s. The paſſage by
Publick odium ; ill resute . Bacon .
which any one enters a houſe. Bacor. 2. The T. ENWHE'EL v. a. (from wheel. ) To en
act of entrance ; ingreſs. Addijon. 3. The com paſs ; lo encircle. Shakeſp.
act of taking pofleffion o: an eſtate. 4. The To ENWOʻMB. v . a. (from womb.] 1. To
make pregnant. Spenſer. 2. To bury ; to
act of regiſtering or letting down in writing.
hide . Donne .
Becer. 5. The act of entering publickly into
any city. Bacon .
EOʻLIPILE . F. [ from Æolus and pila.) A hollow
To ÉNU'BILATE . v.o. [t and nubilo, Lat. )
ball of metal with a long pipe : which ball,
To clear from clouds.
filled with water , and expoſed to the rire , lends
TO ENUCLEATE. v. a. fenucleo, Lat. ) To
out, as the water heats, at intervals, blants of
ſolve ; to clear.
cold wind through the pipe . Burnet.
To ENVEʼLOPE . v.a (enveloper, Fr.) 3. To EPACT. S. ( in ixin.) A number, whereby we
inwrap ; to cover. 2. To hide ; to ſurround.
note the exceſs of the commun fular yar
Philips. 3. To line ; to cover on the intide. above the lunar, and thereby may find ou :
the age of the moon every year. Toinutle
Spanjer.
epact, having the prime or golden oumsci
ENVELOʻPE.S. ( French ] A wrapper ; an out
given, you have this rule :
ward cale . Swifi.
Divin
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TO ENVENO . v, a. ( from venem.) 1 To

EPI
EPI
Divide by three ; for each one left add ten ; ble to epigrams; belonging to epigrams.Addis.
Thirty reject : the prime makes epeat then . EPIGRAMMATIST. ). (from epigram ] One
Harris,
who writes or deals in epigrams. Pope.
EPA'ULMENT.S. ( Fr.from epaule, a ſhoulder.) EPIGRAPHE. J. ( éneypaon.) An inſcription.
[ In fortification, A ſidework made either of EPILEPSY. L. ( inlantis.) Any convullion, or
earth thrown up, of bags of earth , gabions, or
convulfive motion of the whole body , or of
of faicines and earth . Harris
| ſome o' its parts , with a lots of ſenfe. Flayer .
EPENTHESIS 1.1¢ ***E75.) The addition of EPILE PTICK . a. (from epileply.) Convulied.
a vowel or conſonant in the middle of a word .
Arbuthnor .
Hirris.
E'PILOGUE . F. ( epilegus, Lat.] The poem or
ſpeech at the end of a play. Dryden .
E PHA L. ( Hybrew . ) A meaſure among the
Jews, containing fiiteen ſolid inches. Ezekiel. EPINYCTIS .ſ réfinxiis.) A ſore at the corner
EPHE MERA. / [ sonilepn. ] 1. A fever that
of the eye. Wileman.
termina:esin one day. 2. An inſect that lives EPIPHANY. I. [szaszveía ) A church feſtival,
only one day
celebrated on the twelfth day after Christmas,
in commerroration of our Savicur's being
EPHEMERAL. I f. [lphus ces ) Diurnal ;
maoitted to the world , by the appearance of
EPHEMERICK . S beginning and ending in a
day. Wc1967 .
a miraculous blazing ftar .
EPHE MERE ! [ primeres ] 1. A journal ; an EPIPHONEMA L. I Fapámpa.] An exclama
account of daily tranſactions. 2. An account
tion ; a concluíve fentence not clolely con
of the daily motions and ſituations of the nected with the words foregoing. Switi.
planets. Diden.
EPIPHORA | (lripope. ] An inflammation of
EPHEMERIST. S. (from ephenieris.) One who any part , Harris.
conlu the planets ; one who itudies aſtrolo- EPIPHYLLOSPERMOUS. a. ( from évi, ¢ ul..
ky Houel.
dov and snipua . ] Is applied to plants that bear
EPHEM . RON -WORM . S. A fort of worm
their feed on the back part of their leaves,
that lives o a fiy. Derbam .
being the ſame with capillaries.
E'PHO..1.198R . A fort of ornament word EPIPHY SIS. ]. [ rifesi :) Accretion ; the part
by the Hetrew prieſts. Calmet, Sandys.
added by accretion, H’ijeman.
EPIC . a epicus, Lat . ËTos . ) Narrative ; com. EPI PLOCE ./.( Émitidoun.] A figure of rhetorick ,
by which one aggravation , or Itriking circum
priſing narrations, not acted, but rehearted
Itance , is added in due gradation to another.
"ris ulually tpposed to be heroic. Dryden.
EPICE'DIUM . I. (Enunndoos,j An elegy ; a EPISCOPACY. S. (epiſcopatus, Lat . ) The
poem upon a funeral. Sandys.
government of biſhops ; eftabliſhed by the
EPICURE. J. epicureus, Lat .) A man given
apostles. Clarendon .
wo lly to laxury Lacke .
EPISCOPAL 0. (from epifcopus, Lat . ) 1. Be
EPI UKEAN ]. One who holds the phyſio
longing to a biſhop. Rogers . 2. Veſted in a
I gical principles of Epicurus. Locke.
bithop. Heeker .
EPIC UREAN. a Luxurious ; contributing to EPISCOPATE . / [epiſcopatus, Lat.) A biſhop
rick .
luxury .
E PICURISM. S. ( from epicure .] Luxury ; ſen- EPISODE. S. [ inica ) m.} An incidental narra
tive, or progreflion in a poem, leparable from
tual enjoyment ;groſs pleasure. Calamy.
the main ſubject. Addison .
EPICYCLE. J. [ eté and xixio.) A little
circle whoſe centre is in the circumference of EPISODICAL. ? a. (from epiſode.) Contained
a greater ; or a ſmall orb, which, being fixed EPISODICK ) in an epiſode. Dryden.
in the de erent of a planet, is carried along EPISPA'STICK , J. (izi and staw . j 1. Draw
with its motion , and yet , with its own pe ing. 2. Blittering. Arbuthnot.
culiar motion, carries the body of the planet EPI'STLE . S. ( 6750n ) A letter. Dryden.
fastened to it round about its proper center . EPISTOLARY. a . [from epiftle. ) . Relating
Harris. Milion .
to letters ; ſuitable to letters. 2. Tranſacted by
letters . Addifon.
EPICYCLOID . f. [émiuuxhozims.) A curve
generated by the revolution of the periphery EPISTLER . ).(from epillle.) A fuiblerofletters .
of a circle along the convex or concave part E PITAPH . ſ. ( trilágos .) An inſcriprion upon
a tomb. Smith .
of another circle.
EPIDE MICAL. I fémri and Snpec.] 1. That EPITHALA MIUM . ! ( ST12d)20.05.) A nuptial
long ; a compliment upon marriage. Sardys .
EPIDEMICK } which falls at once upon
great numbers of people, as a plague. Gratin!. EPITHEM . J. Linhanje .. ] A liquid medicament
externally applied. Brown.
2. Generally prevailing ; affecting greatnum
bers . South 3. General; universal. Cleavel. EPITHET, I. (étiseloº.) An adjective denoting
EPIDERMIS . J. [etodamis.] The ſcart- skin of any quality good or bad. Swifi .
a nan's body.
EPITOME. /. [ émítjun.] Abridgment; abbre
viature. W otron .
E'PIGRAM ) [epigramma , Latin ) A ſhort
TO EPITOMISE . v . a. ( from epitome.] 1. To
terminating in a point. Peacham.
poem
EP
IGRA
MMATICAL 1}
.Dealing in abſtract ; to contract into a narrow ſpace.
Dinne. 2. To diminish ; to curtait. Addiſon.
EPIGRAMMA'TICK .
EPI TO
epigrams; writing epigrams. Camden. 2.Suita.
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EPITOMISER. f. ( from epitomiſe .) An 2-1 ing to the equtor. Cheyne .
EQUE'STRIAN . 6. ( equeftris, Lat .) 1. Ap.
EPITOMIST.
bridger ; an abſtracter
E POCH. ? / ( eroyen.) The tinie at which a
pearing on horſeback. SpeEtater . 2. Skilled
EPOCHA . ) new computation is begun ; the
in horſemanſhip. 3. Belonging to the ſecond
time from which dates are numbered South .
rank in Rome.
EPO DE . S. figrids.) The ſtanza tollowing the LQUERRY.S . ecurie, Dutch .) Maſter of the
hirre.
ſtrophe and anuitrophe.
EPOPE E C. (étromoz.) An epick or heroick EQUICRURAL. 6. (equus and crus, Lat.}
LQUICRURE. } 1. Having the legs of an
poem . Dryden
EPULATION F. Cepulatio, Lai. } Banquet ; equal length. 2. Having the legs of an equal
feaſt. Brown.
length, anu longer than the baſe Digby .
EPCLO TICK L. (tehátizo;.) A cicatriſing EQUIDISTANT G. (@quus and diſtans, Lat .)
medicament . Vijeman.
At the ſame diſtance. Ray.
EQUABILITY 1. trom equable.) Equality to EQUIDISTANTLY.ado . ( from equidiſtant.)
At the ſame diſtance . Brown .
ilieli ; evenaels ; uniformity . Ray.
E QUABLE a. (equabilis, Lat.) Equal to itſelf; EQUIFO'RMITY | ( @quus and forma , Lat . )
Unitorm equality . Brown.
even ; uniorm . Bentley.
E'QUABLY. adv . [ rom equable.) Uniformly ; EQUILATERAL. a . (@quus and latus, Lat.)
Having all fides equal Bacan .
evenly į equally to itſelf. Cbeyne
EQUAL a . (@qualis, Lat.) 1. Like another in TO EQUILIBRATË . q . ( from equilibrium )
buik , or any quality that adınits comparilon .
To balance equally . Boyle.
Hala 2. Adequate any pu.pole. Clarendon EQUILIBRATION L. ( trom equilibrate.) E
3. Even ; uniform . Smith. 4 In juſt proportion. quipoiſe Derham .
Dryden. 5. Impartial; neutral, Dryden. 6. In : EQUILIBRIUM S. ( Latin .) 1. Equipoiſe; e
different. Cheyne. 7. Fquitable ; acivantageous
qualiey of weight . 2. Equality of evidence,
alike to both parties. Nlaccabees . 8. Upon the motives, or powers. South.
Came terms . Maccabees.
EQUINECESSARY. a ( equus and neceſarius,
EQUAL. ſ (from the adje& ive.) 1. One not
Lat.) Neediul in the ſame degree. Hudibras.
in eriour or ſuperiour to another. Shakeſp. 2. EQUINOCTIAL.S . {æquus and nox , Lat.) The
One of the fame age . Galatians.
Tine that encompaſes the world at an cqual
TO E QUAL. . a { from the noun . ] 1. To diſtance from either pole , to which circle when
make one thing or perſon equal to another. 2 .
the fun comes , he makes equal days and
nights all over the globe.
To riſe to the fame ſtate with another perſon.
Trumbull. 3. To be equal to. Shakeſp. 4. TO EQUINO CTIAL. a . [ from equinox .) 1. Pere
recompenfe fully . Dryden.
taining to the equinox. Milton. 2. Happen
TO E QUÁLISE . v. a. ( from equal. ] 1. To
ing about the time of the equinoxes. 3. Being
make even. Broche. 2. To be equal to . Digby. near the equinoctial line. Philips.
EQUA’LITY.S (from equal ) 1. Likene's with EQUINO CTIALLY. ada . (from equinielial]
regird to any quantities compared. Shakeſp.2. In the direction of the equinoctial. Breton.
The famedegree of dignity. Milton. 3. Éven- E'QUINOX.S. [ & quus and nox, Lat. ) ! . Equi
noxes are the preciſe times in which the ſun
neſs; uniformity ; equability. Brown.
E'QUALLY . ado (from equal.} 1. In the ſame
enters into the firſt point of Aries and Libra ;
degree with another. Rogers. 2. Evenly ; e . for then, moving exa&tly under the equinoctial,
quably ; uniformly. Locke. 3. Impartially .
he makes our days and nights equal. Harris,
Stakejp
Brown. 2. Equality ; even ineature. Stakeſp .
EQUANGULAR. a. ( from equus and angulus, 3. Equinoctial wind. Dryden.
Lat.) Confitting of equal angles.
EQUINUMERANT. a . (@qaus and numerus,
EQUANIMITY.S. ( @yuanimitas, Lat ) Even
Lat . ) Having the ſame number. Arbutlmol.
neſs of mind, neither elated nor depreſſed.
To E'QUIP . v.a. [ equipper, Fr. ] 1. To furniſh
EQUANIMOUS . a. (æquanimis , Lät . ] Even ; for a horſeman . 2. To furniſh ; to accoutre ;
to dreſs out. Aldifon .
not dejected.
EQUATION. S. (@quare, Lat.) The inveſti- E'QUIPAGE . F. (equipage, Fr. ) 1. Furniture
for a horſeman. 2. Carriage of ttae; vehicle.
gation of a mean proportion collected from the
Milton. 3. Attendance ; retinue. Pope. 4 .
extremities of exceſs and defect. Holder.
EQUA’TION . (in algebra. ) An exprefſion ofthe Accoutrements ; furniture . Spenſer.
fame quantity in two diflimilar terins, but of E'QUIPAGED . 6. [ from equipage ] Accoutres ;
equal value.
attended . Spenſer.
EQUA’TION. (in aſtronomy.) The difference EQUIPENDENCY.F. [equus and pendoo,Lat.)
between the time marked by the ſun's appa
The act of hanging in equipoiſe, South.
rent motion, and that meaſured by its motion. EQUIPMENT. ) [ from equip.) 1. The act of
EQUATOR.J. ( @quator, Lat .) A greatcircle, equipping or accoutering. 2. Accoutrement ;
whoſe poles are the poles of the world. ht equipage.
divides the globe into two equal parts, the E'QUIPOISE . S. [equus, Lat. and poids, Fr.)
northern and ſouthern hemiſpheres. Harris.
Equality ofweight; equilibration. Glanville.
EQUATORIAL, a. ( from equator.) Pertain- 'EQUIPOʻLLENCE.S.Equalityofforce orpower.
EQUIPO LLENT.
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To exſcind ; to rub out. Peacham .
EQUIPO'LLENT...[equipollens, Lat.) Having
ERASEMENT.S . (from eraſe.] 1. Deſtruction ;
equal power or force. Bacon .
EQUIPÒ'NDERANCE . ? !.{æquus and pondus, devaſtation. 2. Expunction ; abolition .
EQUIPO'NDERANCY. S Lai ] Equality of ERE. adv. (ær, Sax .] Before ; ſooner than . Dar .
ERELO'NG . adv . ( from ere and long ) Before
weight.
EQUIPO'NDERANT... [equus and ponderans,
a long time had elapſed. Spenſer.
Lat.) Being of the ſame weight. Ray.
ERENO'W . adv ( from ere and now . ) Before
To EQUIPO NDERATE . v . x . (equus and
this time. Dryden.
pondere, Lat.) To weigh equal to soy thing ERE WHI'LE.
adv. [ from ere and white.)
EREWHI'LES
. S Some time ago ; before a
Wilkins.
little while. Shakeſp.
EQUIPOʻNDIOUS. a. [equus and pondus, Lat.)
Equilibrated ; equal on either part. Glanville. To ERE'CT. v.a. ere& us, Lat.) 1. To place
E'QUITABLE. a . (equitable, Pr. ) 1. Juſt ; due
perpendicularly to the horizon. 2. To raiſe ;
to juſtice. Boyle. 2. Loving juſtice ; candid ;
to build. Addiſon. 3. To eſtabliſh anew ; to
ſettle Roleigh. 4. To elevate ; to exalt .
Dryden . 5. To raiſe conſequences from pre
.(
]
miles. Locke. 6. To animate ; not to depreſs ;
impartially:
to encourage. Denham .
E'QUITY. ) [equité, Fr. ] 1. Juſtice; right ;
honeſty. Tillitjon. 2. Impartiality . Hooker. 3. To ERE'CT. v.n. To riſe upright. Bacer.
(In law .] The rules of deciſion oblerved by ERECT. a. ( erectus, Lat. ) 1. Upright ; not
the court of Chancery:
leaning ; not prone. Brown. 2. Directed up
FQUIVALENCE. ? 1. Cæquos and valeo,Lat.) wards. Philips. 3. Bold ; confident ; unſhaken.
EQUIVALENCY. } ' Equality of power or Granville. 4. Vigorous; not depreſſed. Hooker .
worth . Smalridge.
ERE'CTION. S. ( from ereal.] 1. The act of
TO EQUIVALENCE. v. a. ( from the noun.] raiſing, or ſtate of being raiſed upward . Brere.
To equiponderace ; to be equal to. Brown.
2. The act ofbuilding or raiſing edióces.Raleig.
EQUIVALENT. 0. lequus and valens, Lat.]
3. Elabliſhment; ſettlement, South . 4. Ele
1. Equal in value. Prior . 2. Equal in any vation , exaltation of ſentiments. Sidney.
excellence . Miltor. 3. Equal in force or ERE'CTNESS.S.Uprightneſs of pollure.Browse.
power. Miloon. 4. Of the lime cogency or E'REMITE. S. ( eremita, Lac. žgnum .] One who
weight. Hocker. 5. Of the ſame import or lives in a wilderneſs; an hermit. Raleigh.
EREMITICAL . ( from eremite.) Religioudy
meaning. South .
EQUIVALENT. S. A thing ofthe ſame weight, ſolitary. Stillingfleer.
EREPTA’TION.S. ( erepro, Lat.) A creeping
dignity, or value. Rogers.
EQUI'VOCAL. a. ( æquivocus , Lat.) Ofdoubtful forth .
ſignification ; meaning different things.Siilling- EREPTION . S. [ereptis, Lat.) A ſnatching or
taking away by force.
fiver. 2. Uncertain ; doublful. Ray.
EQUIVOCAL.f. Ambiguity. Dennis.
E'RGOT. ). A ſort of ſtub, like a piece of ſoft
EQUIVOCALLY . adv . ( from equivocal.) 1. horn, placed behind and below the paſtern
Ambiguouſly ; in a doubtful or double ſenſe.joint. Farrier's Dia .
Souib . 2. By uncertain or irregular birth ; by ERINGO.S. Sea-holly, a plant.
generation out ofthe ſtated order. Bewiley. ERISTICAL. e. (izos.) Controverfal; relating
EQUI VOCALNESS. S. (from equivocal.] Am
to diſpute .
biguity ; double meaning. Norris.
ERKE. F. (eang, Sax .) Idle ; lazy ; Nothful.
TO EQUIVOCATE. v. * . (equivocatio, Lat.] Chaucer .
To uſe words of double meaning ; to uſe am- ERMELIN.F. ( diminutive, ofermir .) An ere
mine. Sidney .
biguous expreffions. Smith .
EQUIVOCATION.F. (equivocatic, Lat.) Am - E'RMINE. 1. [bermine, Fr.] An animal that is
found in cold countries, and which very nearly
biguity ofſpeech ; double meaning. Hooker.
EQUIVOCATOR . F. ( from equivocate.) One reſembles a weaſel in ſhape ; having a white
pile, and the tip of the tail black, and furniſh
who uſes ambiguous language. Shakeſp.
ing a choice and valuable fur.Irevonx,Dryden,
EʻRA.S. (era , Lat.] The account of time from
any particular date or esoch . Prics.
E'RMINED. a. ( from er mine.] Cloathed with
ERADIATION . !. [e and radius , Lat.] Emil ermine. Pope.
ſion of radiance . King Charles.
E'RNE. ? S. (from the Saxon enn.) A coto
TO ERADICATE.0 ° c. [ eradico, Lac.] 1. To E'RON . S tage.
pull up by the roor. Brown. 2. To completely To ERO'DE. v .2. ( erode, Lat.) To canker, or
eat away. Bacon
deſtroy ; to end. Swifi.
ERADICATION. S. ( from eradicate.] 1. The EROGA'TION . J. [ erogerio, Lat.) The act of
act of tearing up by the root ; deſtruction ; giving or beſtowing.
exciſion. 2. The ſtate of being torn up by the EROSION . S. [ croſo, Lat.) !. The act of eat.
roots . Brown.
ing away. 2. The rate of being eaten away.
TRADICATIVE. a. ( from eradicare .] That Arbuonnor,
which curcs radically.
To ERR . v. m . [ orro, Lat.) 1. To wander ;
TO ERASE , "' , a frafer, Fr ] To deſtroy ; to ramble. Dryden. 2. To miſs mhe right way ;
ta
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to ſtray. Common Prayer. 3. To deviate from | ERUPTIVE. . [ erwprus, Lat ] Burſting forth ,
any purpoſe. Pope. 4. To commit errours ; Tbomfor.
ERYSI PELAS. S. [ igusímenes.) An eryſpelas is
to miſtake. Taylor.
ERRAND . S. (ærend, Saxon ) A meſage ;
generated by a hot ferum in the blood , and
affects the ſuperficies of the kin with a ſhin
fomething to be told or done by a meſſenger .
Hooker .
ing pale red , ſpreading from one place to s•
nother. Wileman.
ERRABLE. G. ( from err .) Liable to err .
ERRABLENESS.S. [from errable.] Liableneſs ESCALADE.I: [ Fr.) The act of ſcaling the
walls. Addifon.
to errour. Decayof Piety.
ERRANT. 2. (errans, Lat.] 1. Wandering ; E'SCALOP. 1. A hellfiſh , whoſe thell is regu
roving ; rambling. Brown. 2. Vile ; abandon
Jarly indenied, Wesdward.
TO ESCAPE . v. a. ( echaper , Fr. ) 1. To ob
ed; completely bad. Ben Johnſon .
tain exemption from ; to obtain fecurity from ;
E'RRANTRY.S. (from errant.) 1. An errant
fate ; the condition of a wanderer. Addifen.
to fiy ; to avoid . Wake. 2. To paſs unob
ſerved
. Denham.
2. The employment of a knight errant.
ERRA'TA . ). (Latin ) The faults of the printer TOChronicle
ESCAPE
s. .«. . To fly ; to get out of danger.
or author inſerted in the beginning or end of
ESCAPE . [. ( from the verb . ) 1. Flight ; the ac
the book . Boyle.
of getting out of danger. Pfalms, Hayward. 2.
ERRA'TICK.G.(erroticus, Lat.)1.Wandering ;
Excurſion ; (ally. Denbam. 3. { In law .] Violens
uncertain ; keeping no certain order. Blackm .
2. Irregular ; changeable. Harvey.
or privy evaſion out of lawiulrestraint.Cowell.
ERRA'TICALLY . adv .(from erratical, or er
4. Excule ; lubterfuge ; evafion. Raleigh. 5 .
ratick. ]Without rule ; without method.Brow .
Sally ; flight ; irregularity . Milion. 6. Over
E'RRHINE. a. (épp.a. Souffed up the noſe ; fight ; miſtake. Brorowood.
ESCARGATOIRE (Fr. ) A nurſery of ſnails.
occafioning ſneezing. Bacon.
ERRO NEOUS. a. ( trom erro, Lat .) 1. War
Addiſon.
dering ; unſettled. Newtor .2. Irregular ; wan- ESCHALOʻT. ( Fr.) Pronounced ballet. A
dering from the right road.Arbushnet. 3 . Mif
plant.
taking ; milled by errour. South. 4. Mittaken; E SCHAR . L. ( toxáça.) A hard cruſt or ſcar
not conformable to truth. Newton.
made by hot applications. Sharp.
ERRONEOUSLY . adv. (from erroresus.) By ESCHARO TICK . a . (from eſchar.) Cauſtick ;
miſtake ; not rightly . Hosker.
having the power to lcar or burn the fleſh.Fley.
JAny
ERRONEOUSNESS. S. ( from erroneous.JPhy- ESCHEAT. ] ( from the French efcbevir.within
local falſehood ; inconformity to truth. Boyle. lands or other profits, that fall to a lord
his manor by forfeiture, or the death of his
E'RROUR. f. (error, Lat.) 1. Miſtake ; invo
tenant, dying without heir general or eſpecial.
luntary deviation from truth . Shakeſp . 2. A
Cowell.
blunder ; a miſtake committed. Dryden. 3.
Roving excurlion ; irregular courſe. Dryden. To ESCHE'AT . v. a. (from the noun.) To fall
4. ( In theology.) Sin. Hebrews. 5. ( In law .) to the lord of the manor by forfeiture.Clarend.
An errour in pleading, or in the proceſs.Cowell.| ESCHE'ATOR. S.(from echear.]An officer that
obſerves the elcheats of the king in the county
ERST adv. (erfi, German.) 1. Firſt. Spenſer,
whereof he is elcheator. Cowell, Camden .
2.Acfirſt ; in the beginning. Milten. 3. Once ;
when time was . Prigr. 4. Formerly ; long To ESCHEW . v.a.[ efcheoir, old Fr.) To Ay ;
ago. 5. Before ; till then , till now . Milton ,
to avoid ; to fhun. Sandys.
ESCU‘TCHEON.S. The ſhield of the family ;
Knolles.
ERUBESCENCE . ? ! {erubefcentia,Lat ) The the picture of the enſigns armorial. Peachom .
ERUBESCENCY. } ' act of growing red ; red - ESCORT. (efcori, Fr.] Convoy ; guard from
neſs.
place to place.
ERUBEʻSCENT . a. ( erubeſcens, Lat.]Reddiſh ; To ESCORT. v. a. ( eſcorter, Fr. ] To convoy ;
ſomewhat red.
to guard froin place to place .
TO ERUCT.o.o [ eru &to, Lat ] To belch ; 10 ESCOT. S. ( Fr )
tax paid in boroughs and
break wind from the ſtomach.
corporations towards the ſupport of the com
ERUCTATION . S. ( from cruel .) 1. The act
munity .
of belching. 2. Belch ; the matter veated To ESCO'T. v . a. (from the noun.) To pay a
man's reckoning; to ſupport Shakeſp.
from the ſtomach. Arbuthnot. 3. Any ſudden
ESCOUT. S. ( ej router, Fr. ) Litteners or ſpies.
barſt of wind or matter. Woodward.
ERUDITIONS [erudirie, Latin .) Learning ;
Hayward .
knowledge . Swife.
ESCRITOIR . S. (Fr.) A box with all the im
ERUGINOUS, (eruginoſus, Lat.) Partaking plements neceſſary for writing.
of the ſubſtanceand nature of copper. Browa. ESCU'ACE / (from efcw, Fr. a hield.JEScxager
ERUPTION. / [ eruptio, Lat.) 1. The act of that is, ſervice of the thield , is either uncertain
breaking or burīting forth. Bacon. 2. Burſt ;
or certain Elouage uncertain is, where the
umiffion . Addiſon. 3. Sudden excurſion of an
Tenant by his tenure is bound to follow his lord.
The other kind of this jouage uncertain , is
hostile kind. Milior. 4. Violeat exclamation.
South . 5. Efloreſcence ; pultules. Arburbnor.
called cattleward, where the ledan: by his
land
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land is bound to defend a castle. Eſcuage TO E'SSENCÉ. V a. (from effence.] To per
certain is , where the tenant is let at a certain
fume ; lo ſcent. Addifon .
fum of money, to be paid in lieu of ſuch un- ESSENTIAL. a . ( effentialis, Lat.) 1. Neceffary
certain ſervices, Corvell.
to the constitution or existence of any thing.
ESCULENT . a. ( cfculentus, Lat .) Good for
Spra: 2. Important in the higheſt degree ;
food ; eatable. Bacon .
principal. Denham. 3.Pure ; highly rectified ;
E'SCULENT. !.Something fit for food Bacon . lubuilly elaborated. Arbushuis!
LSPALIER . Š. Trees planted and cut ſo as to ESSENTIAL, 1. 1. Exiſtence ; being . Milton .
join . Evelyn .
2. Nature ; firſtor conſtituent principles South .
3. The chief point.
ESPA'RECT.ſ. A kind of faint-foin . Moreimer .
ESPECIAL a . Upecialis, Lat . ) Principal ; ESSENTIALLY. adv. [ effentialiter, Lat . ) By
the conflicucion ofnature . South
chief. Daniel
ESPECIALLY adv. [ from eſpecial) Principal- ESSOINE./ (ofthe French effoino.) 1. He that
has his preſence forbern or excuſed upon any
Ty ; chiefly : in an uncommon degree. Hacker.
ESPERANCE.1. ( Fr.) Hope Shakeſp .
juſt caule ; as fickneſs . 2. Allegement of
ESPIAL . I ( trom eſpier.) A fpy ; a lout Shak
an excuſe for him that is ſummoned or fought
ESPLANADE. [. ' (Fr.) The empty inace be
for, to appear. Cowell. 3. Excuſe ; exemption .
tween the glacis of a citadel and the first
Spenſer
To ESTABLISH , v a. ( etablir, Fr. ) 1. To
houſes of the town . Harris .
ESPOʻUSALS. S. without a ſingular. [elpsus,
letile firmly , to fix unalterably. Genelis.
Fr. ) The act of contracting or affiancing a
To ſettle in any privilege or poſſeflion ; to
man and woman to each other .
confirm . Swift. 3. To make firm ; to ratify.
ESPO USAL , a. Uſed in the act of eſpouſing or
Numbers. 4 To fix or fecile in an opinion.
betrothing. Bacon
Asts. 5. To form or model. Clarendor . 6. To
TO ESPO’USE . v . a. (efpoufer, Fr. ] 1. To found ; to build firmly ; to fix immoveably,
Pſalms. 7. To make a leulement of any in
contract or becroth to another . Bacon . 2. To
heritance . Shakeſp .
marry ; to wed . Milian . 3. To adopt ; to
lake to himſelf. Bacon . 4. To maintain ; 10 ESTABLISHMENT. . [ from eſtabliß .) 1 .
de end. Dryden .
Settlement ; fixed Nate . Spenſer. 2. Confir
TO E'SPY. 0.a. [ efpier, Fr. ) 1. To ſee a thing mation of ſomething already done ; ratifica
tion . Baron . 3. Settled regulation ; form ;
at a distance. 2. To diſcover a thing intended
to be hid. Sidney. 3. To fee unexpectedly . model. Spenſer . 4. Foundation; fundamental
Genelis. 4. Todiſcover as a lfy. Yue .
principle Alteróury. 5. Allowance ; income ;
falary . Swifi.
To ESPY. v. . To watch ; to look about.
Jeremiah.
ESTATE . 1. [ efiat, Fr. ] 1. The general in .
ESQUIRE. S. [ efouer, Fr. ) 1. The armour
tercil ; the publick . Bacon , 2. Condition of
life. Dryden. 3. Circumſtances in general.
bearer or attendant on a knight. 2. A litlo!
Locke. 4 Fortune ; poffefſion in land. Sidney
dignity , and next in degree below a knight .
5 : Raok ; quality. Sidney. 6. A perſon of
Thole to whom this title is now of right due ,
are all the younger fons of noblemen, and their high rank . Mark.
heirs male for ever ; the four eſquires of the To LSTATE. v. a . ( from the noun.] To ſettle
as a fortune. Shakeſp .
king's body ; the eldeſt fons of allbaronets ; of
knights of the Bath , and knighis bachelors, TO ESTEEM . v . c . [ timer, Pr ) 1. To ſet
a value whether high or low upon any thing .
and their heirs male in the right line . A
Wildem . 2. To compare ; to eſtimate by pro
juſtice of the peace has it during the time he
is in commiffion, and no longer. Bizuri,
portion. Davies 3. To prize ; to rate high .
To ESSA'Y. v. a . ( ellayer , Fr. ] 1. To attempt ;
Dryder . 4. To hold in opinion ; to think ; to
imagine . Romans.
to try ; to endeavour: Blackmore. 2. Tomake
experiment of . 3. To try the value and purity ESTEEM. [. [from the verb.) High value ; re
oi metals . Locke ,
verential regard. Pope.
LSSA'Y . L. ( from the verb.) 1. Attempt ; en- ESTE'EMER.S. [ from efleem .) One that highly
values ; one that lets an high rate upon any
deavour. Smith. 2. A looſe ſally of the mind ;
en irregular indigefted piece . Bacor . 3. A
thing. Lorke.
trial; an experiment. Locke. 4. Firſt talte ESTIMABLE a . (Fr.) 1. Valuable ; worth a
large price . Shakesp. 2. Worthy of eſteem ;
of any thing . Dryden.
E'SSENCE. ) [eljentia, Lat. ] 1. Eſſence is the
worthy of honour . Temple.
very nature ofany being, whether it be actu- ESTIMABLENESS. ſ. (from eſtimable.) The
ally exiſting or no.Waits, 2 Formal exiſtence .
quality of deſerving regard.
Hicker. 3. Exiſtence; the quality of being. To E’STIMATE. v. a. (oeſtimo, Lat .) 1 .
Sidney. 4. Being ; exiſtent perſon. Milton . To rate ; to adjuſt the value of ; to judge
5. Species of exiitent being. Bacon. 6. Con
of any thing by its proportion to fome
Atituent fubftance. Milton. 7. The cauſe o! thing elſe. Locke. 2. To calculate ; to com
exiſtence. Shakeſp. 8. [ In inedicine.) The
pute .
chief properties or virtues of any fimple, or E'STIMATE. L. (from the verb.) . Compu .
compoſition collected in a narrow compaſs. 9 .
tation : calculation ; Woodward. 2. Value.
Periume; odour ; fcent. Pope.
Shakeſp
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Shakeſp. 3 Valuation ; affignment of propor initting. Dryden. 5. Unchangeable . Dryder.
ETERNAL | [eternel, Fr. ] One of the apa
tional value. L'Eſtronge.
ESTIMATION . J. (from eſtimate ] 1. The
pellations of the Godhead. Hooker.
act of adjuſting proportional value . Leviticus ETERNALIST. L. ( æternus, Lat.] One that
2 Calculation ; computation 3. Opinion ;
holds the paſt exiſtence of the world infinite.
Burnet.
judgment . Bacon . 4 Etteem ; regard ; honour.
Hooker.
To ETERNALISE . v. c. ( from eternal.] To
make eternal .
ESTIMATIVE. a . ( from eftimate.) Having the
power of comparing and adjuſting the prefe- ETERNALLY. adv. ( from eternal.] 1. With
rence. Hale.
out beginning or end. 2. Unchangeably ;
ESTIMATOR S. (from eſtimate .) A ſetter of invariably. South 3. Perpetually ; without
interminion Addiſon.
rates.
ESTIVAL a . (æftiuus, Lat . ) . Pertaining to ETERNE. a. (æternæs , Lat.) Eternal ; perpe
cual . Shakeſp.
the ſummer . 2. Continuing for the fummer
ESTIVATION . / ( from æftivetio, Lal , The ETERNITY. F. (æternitas, Lat.) 1. Duration
without beginning or end. Cowley. 2. Duration
act of paſſing the ſummer . Bacon .
without end . Milton .
ESTRADE /. (Fr.) An even or level ſpace.
To_ESTRA'NGE . v . a. ( eftranger, Fr ] 1. To ETE RNIZE . v. r. (æterno, Lat .] 1. To
make endleſs ; to perpetuate. Milton. 2. To
To keep at a diſtance ; to withdraw. Dryden.
make for ever famous; to immortalize. Sidney ,
2. To alienate ; to divert from its original
Creech.
uſe or poſſeſſor. Jeremiah. 3. To alienate
from affection . Milton . 4. To withdraw or E'THER . S. Cæther , Lat, änInp.) 1. An element
more fine and ſubtle than air; air refined or
withhold . Glanville .
fublimed . Newton . 2 The matter of the
ESTRANGEMENT. | [ from eſtrange .] Ali
higheſt regions above. Dryden.
enation ; diſtance ; removal. South.
ESTRAPADE. F. ( Fr.) The defence of a horſe ETHEREAL. a. (from eiter.) 1. Formed of
that will not obey, who riſes before, and yerks ether. Dryden. 2. Celeſtial ; heavenly . Milt.
ETHE'REOUS. a. [ from ether. ) Formed of
furiouſly with his hind legs.
ether ; heavenly. Milton .
ESTRE ATE. !. {extractum , Lat.) The true
E'THICAL. a . ( 1.9ins.] Moral ; treating on
copy of an original writing. Cowell.
morality .
"ESTRE'PEMENT. f. Spoil made by the tenant
for term of life upon any lands or woods.Cowe!!. E'THICALLY. adv. (from ethical] According
ESTRICH . F: (commonly written oftricb .) The
to the doctrines of morality. Gov. of the Tong.
E THICK . a. (19ixos.] Moral ; delivering pre
largest of birds. Sandys.
ESTUARY. J. [cftuarium , Lat.) An arm of cepts of morality.
the fea ; the mouth ofa lake of river in which E THICKS. l. without the fingular. [ban.)
The doctrine of morality ; a lyttem of mo
the tide reciprocates.
To ESTUATE. v, a . (@f?uo, Lat. ) To ſwell! rality. Donne, Bentley.
E'THNICK a. (s0uMOS.] Heathen ; Pagan ; not
and fall reciprocally ; to boil .
ESTUATION. /.[tromalw0,Lat.] The ſtate of ! Jewith ; not Christian. Grew .
boiling ; reciprocation or riſe and fall. Norris. ETHNICKS. J.Heathens. Releigh .
E'STCRE | ( @jtus, Lat.) Violence ; commo- ETIOLO'GICAL 0 [n33 . and 10.] Treate
ing of morality
tion. Chapman.
ESURIENT. a. [efuriens, Lat. ] Hungry ; vo- ETIOLOGY. / [eitiokozbe . ) An account of the
raciou .
cauſes of any thing, generally of a diſtemper .
Arbuthnot.
E'SURINE a . ( efurio, Lat .) Corroding ; eating.
Wijeman .
ETYMOLOGICAL. a . ( from etymology ) Rec
ETC. A contraction of the two Latin words ef
lating to etymology . Locke.
ETYMOLOGIST. L. ( from etymology.) One
celera , which ſignifies and so on.
To ETCH . v . 4. (etizer, German ] Away
who ſearches out the original of words.
uſed in making of prints, by drawing with a ETYMOLOGY. 1. (etymologia, Lat štupe
proper needle upon a copper-plate , covered
and 2.76. ] 1. The delcent or derivation of a
over with a ground of wax , &c and well
word from its original ; the deduction of for
blacked with the ſmoke of a link , in order to
mations from the radicalword Collier , 2. The
take off the figure of the drawing ; which
partofgrammar which deliver's the inflections
having its back ſide tinctured with white lead ,
of nouns and verbs.
will, by running over the ſtrucken out lines E'TYMON . £. (stupeov. ] Origin ; primitive
with a ſtift, impreſs the exact figure on the
word. Peachom .
black or red ground ; and then there is poured To EVA CATE. v . 0. [vcci, Lat . ) To empty
on well tempered aqua fortis,which eats into
at ; to throw ovt. Harvey.
the figure of the priot or drawing on the cop- To EVACUATE . v.a. (cvacua, Lat. ] 1. To
perplate. Harris .
make empty ; to clear. Hooker . 2. To throw
ETERNAL. a. (æternus, Lat . ) 1. Without out as noxious, or offenſive. 3 : To void by
beginning or end. Deuteronomy. 2. Without
any of the excretory paſſages. Arbuthnet. 4 .
beginning. Locke. 3. Without end ; endleſs.
To mala void ; to nullify ; to annul. South.
Min
5. Ta
Bhakeſp . 4. Perpetual ; conſtant; vnioter
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5. To quit ; to withdraw from out of a place .
2 thankful remembrance ; the facrament of
the Lord's ſupper. Hooker , Taylor .
Swife.
EVACUANT. S. [ evacuans, Lat.) Medicine EUCHARISTICAL . a. [ from cuchariß .] r .
Containing acts of thankſgiving. Ray. 2 .
that procures evacuation by any paſſage.
Relating to the ſacrament of the ſupper of the
EVACUA'TION . /. (from evacuate ) 1. Such e
Lord .
miflions as leave a vacancy ; diſcharge. Hale.
2. Abolition ; nullification . Hooker . 3. The EUCHOʻLOGY.S . [ iugesaózcov.] A formulary of
practice of emptying the body by phyſick . prayers.
body by any EU CRASY.S.(tuupacía.)An agreeable well pro
Temple. 4. Diſcharges of
vent natural or artificial,
portioned mixture, whereby a body is in health .
TOtoEVA'DE
a . (evado,
Lat.) 1.Brozchode:
To elude ; EVEN.
EVE . } ; [afen,Sax.] 1. The cloſe of the
eſcapeby. v.
artifice
orſtratagern.
$ day. May. 2. The vigil or faſt to
be obſerved before an holiday. Duppa.
To avoid ; to decline by ſubterruge. Dryden 3 .
To eſcape or elude by ſophiſtry. Stilling fleet.E'VEN. c . (efen , Sax . ) 1. Level ; not rugged ;
not unequal Newton. 2. Uniform ; equal to
4. To eſcape as imperceptible , or unconquer
itſelf; ſmooth. Prior. 3. Level with ; parallel
able. South.
. Exodus. 4. Without inclination any way .
to
To EVA'DE. V. n. 1. To eſcape ; to ſlip away .
Bacon. 2. To practiſe fophiftry or evaſions.
Shakeſp. 5. Without any part higher or lower
than the other. Davies . 6. Equal on both ſides.
South .
EVAGA'TION . S. ( evagor , Lat . ) The act of Soutb. 7. Without any thing owed . Shakeſp. & .
wandering i excurſion ; ramble ; deviation .
Calm ; not ſubject to elevation or depreſſion .
Poje 9 Capable to be divided intoequalparts .
Ray.
EVANESCENT. a. (evaneſcens, Lat.) Vanith
Taylor .
To E'VEN . v . a. (from the noan .) 1. To make
ing ; imperceptible. Wollaſton.
even 2. To make out of debt. Shakeſp. 3.
EVANGELICAL . a . (evangelique, Fr. ) 1. A
To level ; to make level . Raleigh.
greeable to goſpel ; conſonant to the Chriſtian
law revealed in the holy go!pel. Atterbury. 2. To E VEN , v. n . To equal to. Carew .
E VEN . adv. (oſten contracted to ev'r .) 1. A
Contained in the goſpel. Hooker.
EVANGELISM . . (from evangely.) The pro word of ſtrong aſſertion ; verily. Spenſer. 2.
Notwithſtanding. Dryden. 3 Not only to, bus
mulgation of the bleſſed goſpel. Bacon.
EVANGELIST. ſ. (évayye.os.) 1. A writer of
allo . Atterbury . 4. So much as. Swift.
the hiſtory ofour Lord Jeſus.Addiſon. 2.A pro- EVENHANDED. a. ( even and hand.j Impar
mulgator of the Chriſtian laws. Decay of Prety . tial ; equitable . Shakeſp.
To EVANGELIZE. v . a. (evangelizo, Lat EVENING. (. ( æfen , Sax .) The cloſe of the
day ; the beginning of night. Roligp , Watts.
évaygehisw .) To inſtruct in the goſpel, or law
E'VENLY. a . (from even .) 1. Equally ; uni
of Jelus. Milton.
EVA NGELY. . [ivazénov, lhat is , good ti
formly.
2. Levelly ;without afperities .
Wotton. Bentley.
3 Without inclination to either ſide ;
dings.] The meſſage of pardon and ſalvation ;
the holy golpel ; the golpel of Jeſus. Spenjer.
horizontally. Brerewood. 4. Impartially ; with
EVA'NID . a . (evanidus, Lat. ) Faint ; weak ;
out favour or enmity . Bacon .
E’VENNESS.
S. [ from even ) 1. State of being
evaneſcent. Brown .
even . 2. Uniformity ; ܪregularity. Grew . 3.
To EVANISH . v.n. ( evaneſco,Lat.)To vaniſh ;
Equality of ſurface ; levelneſs. 4. Freedom
to eſcape from notice.
from inclination to either lide. Hooker . 5. Im
EVAPORABLE. a . ( from evaporale ) Eaſily
partiality ; equal reſpect , or calmneſs ; freedom
diflipated in fumes or vapours. Grew .
To EVA‘PORATE . v . ni ( evapero, Lat.) To from perturbation. Atterbury.
fly away in vapours or fumes . Boyle.
E'VENSONG . S. ( even and long.) 1. The form
To EVA'PORATE. v . a. 1. To drive away in
of worſhip uſed in the evening.Taylor, 2. The
fumes. Bentley. 2. To give vent to ; to let evening ; the cloſe of the day. Dryden.
out in ebullition or fallies. Wotton .
EVENTI'DE ſ. (even and tide.] The time of
EVAPORATION.S. [ from evaporate.] 1. The
evening . Spenſer.
act of flying away in lumes or vapours. Howel. EVENT. I. (evenius, Lat . ) 1. An incident ;
2. The act of attenuating matter , ſo as to
any thing that happens Shakeſp. 2. The con
make it fume away . Raleigh. 3. ( In pharma
ſequence of an action. Dryder.
cy. ) An operation by which liquidsare ipent or TO EVENTERATE . v.a. Teventero, Lat.) TO
driven away in tteams, to as to leave ſome part . rip op ; to open the belly. Brown.
EYE'NTFUL, a . (event and full.] Full of inci
stronger than before. Quincy.
EVA'SION . F. (evajum , Lat. ) Excuſe ; ſubter dents . Shakeſp .
TO EVENTILATE . v . a. ( eventilo, Lat. ) 1. To
fuge ; ſophiftry; artifice. Milton.
winnow ; to liit out . 2. To examine ; lo dilcuſs .
EVASIVE. S. (from evade.] 1. Practiſing eva
fion ; eluſive. Pope. 2. Containing an eva- EVENTUAL. a. ( from eveni . ) Happening in
conſequence of any thing ; coniequential.
fion ; ſophiſtical
EUCHARIST. L. (tuxapıçía .) The act of giv- EVE'NTUALLY . adcu. [from eventual. In the
ing thanks ; the facramental act in which the
event ; in the latt result. Boyle.
death of our Redeemer is commemorated with EVER, adv. (æfne, Sax.] 1. At any time
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ſerable ; calamitous. Proverbs.4.Miſchievous;
Tillatfor. 2. At all times ; always ; without
deſtructive ; ravenous. Geneſis.
end . Hooker, Temple. 3. For ever ; eternally .
Philips. 4. At one time , as, ever and anon . 5. EVIL.L. (generally contracted to ill.) 1. Wick
In any degree . Hall. 6. A word of enforce
edneſs ; a crime.Shakeſp. 2. Injury ; miſchief.
ment . As soon as ever he had done it. Sbakelp . Proverbs 3. Malignily : corruption. Eccefal.
7. EVER A. Any . Shokejp. 8. It is often con
4. Misfortune : calamity. Job. 5. Malady ;
difeale Shakeſp.
iracted into c'er. 9. le is much uſed in com
polition in the ſenſe of always : as evergreen , EVIL . adv. ( commonly contracted to ill.] 1 .
well in whateverreſpect.Shakeſp 2. Noc
green throughout the year ; everduring, en .
well ; not virtuouſly. Joka 3. Not well ; not
during without end .
EVERBU'BBLING . a . Boiling up with perpe
happily. Deuteronomy. 4. Injuriouſly ; not
tual murmurs . Craſbow .
kindly . Deuteronomy. 5. li is often uſed in
EVERBU'RNING . a. (ever and burning.) Un
compoſition to give a bad meaning to a word .
EVILAFFECTED. a . (evil and afected.) Not
extinguiſhed. Milton.
EVERDURING. a . (ever and during ) Eternal, kind; not diſpoſed to kindneſs. Afts.
EVILDO'ER . ). (evil and doer.) A malefactor.
enduring without end . Raleigh.
Peter.
EVERGREEN . a . (ever and green .) Verdant
EVILFA'VOURED a . ( evil and favour.) 111
throughout the year. Milton .
E'VERGREEN . ). A plant that retains its ver
countenanced Bacon .
EVILFAVOUREDNESS . (from evil-favour
dure through all the ſeaſons. Evelyn
EVERHONOURED . 4. ( ever and boncured. )
ed ] Deformity. Deuteronomy.
E’VILLY . adv . (from evil.) Nut well. Shakeſp.
Always held in honour. Pope.
EVERLASTING . a . ( ever and laſting.) Laſting EVILMINDED. a . (eviland minded.) Malici
ar enduring without end ; perpetual ; immor
ous ; miſchievous. Dryden .
EVILNESS. J. ( from evil. ] Contrariety to good
tal. Hammond.
neſs ; badneſs ofwhatever kind. Hale.
EVERLASTING./ Eternity . Pſalms.
EVERLASTINGLY. adv. Eternally ; without EVILSPE’AKING . S. (eviland ſpeaking.) Slan
der ; defamation ; calumny . Peter,
end . Shakeſp.
EVERLASTINGNESS. S. ( from everlaſting .) FVILWISHING . 6. ( sviland wiſh.] Withing
evil to ; having no goud will . Sidney
Eternity; perpetuity . Donne.
EVERLIVING . a . (ever and living.) Living EVILWORKER.S. ( evil and work. / One who
does ill . Philippians.
without end . Newton.
EVERMORE adv. (ever and more. ] Always ; To EVINCE . v.a. (evinco, Lat.) To prove ; to
Thow . Atterbury
eternally Tillotſon .
TO EVERSE . v . a. (everſus, Lat.) To over- EVI'NCIBLE. - (from evince.) Capable of
throw ; to ſubvert ; to destroy. Glanville,
proof ; demonftrable. Hale.
TO EVE'RT.v .a. ( everro, Lat.) To deſtroy.Ayl. EVINCIBLY. adv . ( trom evincible.) In ſuch a
EVERY. a. (afen ealc, Sax . ) Each, one of all.
manner as to torce convi&tion .
Hammond
To EVIRATE . v . a . (eviratus, Lat.) To de
E'VESDROPPER . S. (eves and dropper .) Some
prive of manhood. Diet .
mean fellow that mulks about a houſe in the TO EVI'SCERATE. v . a . (eviſcera, Lat.) To
night. Dryden.
embowel; to draw ; to deprive of the entrails .
TO EVESTIGATE .v. a. (eveſtigo, Lat.) TO EVITABLE. 2. (evitabilis, Lat.) Avoidable ;
ſearch out, Diet.
that may be eſcaped or ſhunned. Hooker.
EUGH.S. A tree . Dryden .
To E VITATE . v.a. ( evito, Lat. ] To avoid ;
to ſhun . Shakeſp.
To EVICT.v.2 ( evinco, Lat . ) 1. To diſpoſſeſs
of by a judicial courſe. Davies . 2. To take EVITATION . 4. (from evitare . ] The act of
away by a ſentence of law. King James. 3. avoiding . Dict.
To prove ; to evince. Cheyne.
EVITERNAL. a. (æviternus, Lat.) Eternal in
EVI'CTION. S. ( from eviét) 1. Diſpoſſeſſion
a limited ſenſe ; of duration not infinitely, buc
indefinitely long.
or deprivation by a definitive ſentence of a
coure ofjudicature. Bacon . 2. Proof; evidence. EVITERNITY. f. (eviternitas , low Lat.) Du
L'Eſtrange
ration not infinitely, but indefinicely long.
EVIDENCE, S. ( Fr.) 1. The ſtate of being) EU'LOGY. f . [su and Acyos.) Praise ; encomium .
evident; clearneſs ; notoriety. 2. Teſtimony ;
Spenſer.
proof. Tillotſon. 3. Witneſs ; one that gives EUNUCH.S. (purexos.] One that is callrated .
Fenton .
evidence. Bentley.
TO EVIDENCE . v.a. ( from the noun .) 1. ToTo EU'NUCHATE .v . a . To make an eunuch
prove ; to evince. Tillotfon. 2. To Mow ; to
Brown ..
EVOCA'TION . S. Çevacatio, Lat. ) The act of
make diſcovery of. Milton .
E'VIDENT. a. ( Fr. ) Plain ; apparent ; notori
calling out. Broome.
ous. Brown.
EVOLA TIONS. ( evels, Lat.) The act of Ay
E'VIDENTLY.adv. Apparently ; certainly.Pri. ing away .
E VIL . a. (jpel, Sax ) 1. Having bad qualities To EVOLVE. v . a. (evolvo, Lit. ) To unfold ;
of any kind ; not good. Pſalms. 2. Wicked ; to dilentangle. Hale.
Το
M m 2
bad ; corrupt. Matthew . 3. Unhappy ; mi
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require authoritatively. Taylor. 2. To demand
TO EVOʻLVE. v . 1. To open itſell; to diſcloſe
itſelf Prior,
of right Smalridge. 3. To ſummon ; to en
EVOLU'TION . S. ( evolutus, Lat.) 1. The act join . Denkami.
of unrolling or unfolding. 2. The ſeries of To EXACT.v.n . To practiſe extortion.Pſalms.
things unrolled or unfolded. More. 3. (Inge- EXACTER . F. (from exa &l.) 1. An extorti
ometry . ) The equable evolution of the pe
oner ; one who claims more than his due .
Bacon . 2. He that demands by authority.
riphery of a circle , or any other curve , is ſuch
Bacor . 3. One that is levere in bis injunctions
a gradual approach of the circumference to
rectitude, as that all its parts do meet together,
or his demands. Tillotjon.
and equally evolve or unbend . Harris. 4. ( In EXACTION , L. (from exa &t.] 1. The act of
making an authoritative demand, or levying
tactick : ,: The motion made by a body of men
by force Shakejp . 2. Excortion ; unjust de
in changing their poſture, or form of drawing
up. Harris
mand. Davies. 3. A toll ; a tribute leverely
levied Addijos.
EVOMITION.S. [euomo, Lat . ) The act of ve
miting out.
EXACTLY. adv. [from exac7.) Accuralely i
EUPHONICAL . 6. (from eupheny . ) Sounding nicely ; thoroughly. Atterbury.
agreeably . Die
EXACTNESS.f. ( from exafl.) 1. Accuracy ;
nicety ; ſtrict conformity to rule or ſymmetry.
EU PHONY./ . tubería ) An agreeable ſound ;
Woodward. 2. Regularity of conduct ; Itrict .
the contrary to haríb neis .
EUPHORBIUM / . 1. A plant. 2 . A gum ,
nels of manners. Rigers .
brought to us always in drops or grains, of a To EXAGGERATE W. G. (exaggero, Lat .)
bright yellow , between a ſtraw and a geld To heighten by repreſentation. Clarendon.
colour, anda ſmooth gloſſy furface. It has no EXAGGERATION.F. (from exaggerate . ! .
The act of heaping toge her; an heap. Hale.
great ſmell, but its taſte is violently acrid and
nauſeous. Hill
2. Hyperbolicai amplification. Swift,
EU'PHRASY. | [euphrafia, Lat. ) The herb To EXAGITATE . v . a . ( exagito, Lat ] 1. To
eyebright. Milton.
Thake ; to put in motion . Arbushust. 2. To
EURO'CLYDON.S. [iurexníez .) A wind which
reproach ; to purſue with invectives, Hooker.
blows between the Eaſt and North , very dan EXAGITATION.S. (from exagitai.. ]The act
gerous in the Mediterranean . Als
of Making.
EUROPEAN . a . ( Europeus , Lat . ) Belonging ] To EXA’LT . v . a . [rxalter, Pr . ] 1. To raile
Europ
Philip
to
e.
s
on high . Matthew . 2. To elevate to power,
EU'RUS . J. (Lat.) The ealt wind . Peachan ,
wealih , or diggity . Ezekiel. 3. To elevate to
E'URYTHMY. f. pliqu3f4cs.] Harmony ; re
joy or confidence. Clarendox. 4. To praile ; to
gular and ſymmetrical meaſure.
extol ; to magnity. P/alms . 5 To raiſe up in
FÙIHANASIA .2. (en cavesía .) An eaſy oppoſition
; a icripiural phraſe. Kings 6. To
EUTHA'NASY . S death . Arburhnet.
iniend ; to enforce. Prior . 7. To heighten ;
EVUʻLSION. / [evulfio,Lat. )The act of pluck
to improve ; to refine by fire. Arbuthart. 8 .
ing out. Brown.
To elevate in diction or ſentiment. Rojc 11 : .
EVULGATION . S. [ evulgo, Lat.) The act of EXALTATION.S [from exalt.) 1. The act of
divulging .
raiſing on high. 2. Elevation to power, or dig .
EWE . ). ( eope, Sax.j The ſhe- ſheep. Dryden .
nity. Hooker. 3. Most elevated flare; ftate of
EWER . L. (from eau , perhaps anciently eu
greatneſs or dignity . Tillatfex.4 (In pharmacy. ]
water.) A veſſel in which water is brought
Railing a medicine to a higher degree of vir
for waſhing the hands. Pope.
tue. Quincy. 5. Dignity of a planet in which
EWRY./. (from ewer.) An office in the king's its powers are increaled . Dryder.
houſhold , where they take care of the linen for EXAMEN.Š. ( Lat ] Examination ; difquifition.
Brown .
the king's table.
EX . A Latin prepoſition often prefixed to com- EXAMINATE. S. [ examinatus,Lat.) The per
pounded words ; ſometimes meaning out , as
fon examined . Bacon,
exłauli, co draw out.
EXAMINATION . f. [examinatio, Lat ] The
To EXACERBATE . v. a. [exacerbo, Lat. ) To act of examining by queſtions, or experiment .
imbitter ; to exalperate .
Locke
EXACERBA'TION. §. ( from exacerbate.] ! EXAMINA'TOR . f. [Lat.] An examiner ; an
Encreaſe of malignity ; augmented force or enquirer. Brown.
ſeverity.
2. Height of a dileale ; paroxylm . To EXA'MINE .V.x. (examiri ,Lat ) 1. To try
Bacon
a perſon accuſed or luipected by interrogato
EXACERVATION . S. [acervus,Lat.]The act
ries. Church Catechifm , 2. To interrogare a
of heaping up.
wineſs. Acts. 3. To try the truth or talíhool
EXACT. a . ( exaétus, Lar . ) 1. Nice ; without
of any propoſition. 4. To try by experiment ;
failure . Pope, 2. Methodical ; not negligently
narrowly litt ; ſcan. 5. To make enquiry into ;
performed Arburbact. 3. Accurate ; not neg
to ſearch into ; to ſcrutinile. Lecke.
Ligent. Spectator. 4. Honeſt ; Itrict ; punctual. EXAMINER . ) [from examine.] One who in
Ecclus.
terrogates a criminal or evidence. Hale. 2. One
who learches or tries any thing. Newtos .
TO EXACT . v. a. (exig', exa &tus, Lat.) .. To
EXAMPLARY .
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act of cutting into hollows . 2. The hollow
EXAMPLARY.. ( from example.]Serving for
formed ; the cavity . Wotton .
example or pattern. Hooker.
EXAMPLE ). (exemple, Fr. ) 1. Copy or pat- To EXCE'ED . v . a. ( excedo, Lat . ) 1. To go
beyond : to outgo. Woodward. 2. To excel ;
cern ; that which is propoſed to be reſembled.
to ſurpaſs. 1 Kings.
Raleigh , 2. Precedent ; former inſtance of the
to pass
like. Shakeſp. 3. Precedent of good . Milton . To EXCEED . W.*. 1. To go too far;
the
bounds of fitneſs. 2. To go beyond any
4. A perſon fit to be propoſed as a pattern .
i Tim. 5. One punished for the admonition of
limits. Deuteronomy. 3. To bear the greater
others . Jude. 6. Innuence wbiin diſpoſes to proportion. Dryden.
imitation , Wiſdom , Rogers . 7. loftance ; illu. EXCE'EDING. part. a. ( from exceed ) Great
ftration of a general polition by lome particular
in quantity, extent or duration. Raleigh.
ſpecification. Dryden . 8 Instance in which a EXCEEDING , adv. In a very great degree.
rule is illustrated by an application . Dryden .
Raleigh , Addiſon
To EXAMPLE. v. a. (from the noun.] TO EXCEEDINGLY . ada. ( from exceeding .] To
a great degree . Davies, Newton.
give an inſtance of. Spenser .
EXANGUIOUS. a. ( exanguis, Lat ] Having To EXCEL . v. a. ( excello, Lat . ) To oulgo in
no blood . Brown.
good qualities ; to furpats . Prior .
EXA NIMATE . a . (exanimatus , Lat.) . Lite- To EXCEL. 0. * .To have good qualities in a
leſs; dead. 2.Spiritleſs; deprefied. Thomjon. great degree. Temple.
EXANIMA TION.J. (from exanimale.] Depri- EXCEL
EXCELLE NCE.
F. [excellence, Fr. excela
LENCY S lentia , Lat . )
The
vation of life.
EXANIMOUS. 4. ( exanimis, Lat. ) Lifeleſs ; 1tate of abounding in any good quality: 2.
Digoity ; bigh rank in existence. Dryden . 3 .
dead ; killed
The ſtate of excelling in any thing. Locke. 4.
EXANTHEMATA. S (mutipala.] Effioreſcen
That in which one excels. Addiſon . 5. Pu
cies ; eruptions ; breaking out ; puttules.
EXANTHE MATOUS. a . lirom exar :temata .) rity ; goodneſs. Shakeſp 6. A title of honour.
Uſually applied to amballadors, and gover
Puſtulous ; effloreiceat ; eruptive.
noars . Shakeſp .
TO EXANTLA'TE . N. [exanile, Lat . ) 1. To
draw out . 2. To exhauit ; to waite away . EʻXCELLENT: a. (excellens, Lat .) 1. Ofgreat
Beyle.
virtue ; of great worth ; of great dignity.
EXANTLATION . J. [ from exantlate.] The
Taylor, 2. Eminent in any good quality . Jsb .
EXCELLENTLY. adv. ( from excellent.] 1 .
act of drawing out.
Well ; in a high degree. Brown. 2. To an
EXARATION . L. [exaro, Lat .) The manual
eminent degree. Dryden .
act of writing .
EXARTICULATION. S. (ex and articulus, To EXCE'PT . v. a. (excipie, Lat.) To leave
out and ipecify as left out ofa general precept,
Lat . ) The diſlocation of a joint.
To EXASPERATE . v. a. ( exaſpero, Lar.) 1 . or poſition. 1 Cor .
To provoke ; to enrage ; to irritate. Addifon . To EXCEPT. v . n. To object ; to make ob
2. To heighien a difference ; to aggravate ; . jections Locke.
to erbitter. Bacon . 3. To exacerbate ; to EXCEPT . prepfit. ( from the verb.) . Exclue
lively of ; without incluſion of. Milien . 2.
heighten malignity . Bacou .
Unleis. Tillotjen ,
EXASPERATER . L. (from exaſperate.) He
EXCEPTING: prepoſit. Without incluſion of;
that exalperates, or provokes.
EXASPERA'TION . j (from exaſperate. ]1.Ag
with exception of. Dryden .
gravation ; malignant repreſentation K.Char- EXCEPTION . J. ( from except; exceptis, Lat )
tes . 2. Provocation ; irritation. Woodward .
Ti Excluſion from the things comprehended
TO EXAUCTORATE. v. a. (ex cu cloro, Lat.]
in a precept, or pofition. South. 2. Thing
1. To diſmiſs from ſervice. 2. To deprive of excepted or ſpecified in exception. Swift. 3 .
a benefice. Ayliffe.
Objection ; cavil. Hooker. Beniley. 4. Peevith
EXAUCTORATION S. ( from exauctorate.)
diflike ; offence taken. Bacon .
1. Dilipillion from ſervice. 2. Deprivation ; EXCEʻPTIONABLE. a. (from exception.) Lia
ble to objection. Addifon.
degradation. Ayliffe.

of froward. South
; the ſtate
1. Heat modely
EXCANDE'SCENCY;, } li
EXCANDESCENCE
aceto?
Sa. (from exceps ) Peevith ;
growing hot. 2. Anger ; the Itate of growing EXCEPTIVE. a. (from except.] Including an
exception. Warts .
angry .
EXCANTA'TION. F. (excasts, Lat . ) Diſen- EXCEPTLESS. a. (from except.} Omitting or
neglecting all exceptions. Shakeſp .
chantment by a counter-charm .
TO EXC A'RNATE. v . c. ( ex and carnis, Lat. ) EXCE PTOR.S. (from excepi.]Otjecter.Burr.
To clear from Aeth , Grew .
To EXCERN . v.a. [excerno, Lat.) To ſtrain
EXCARNIFICATION /. ( excarnifice, Lat.] out ; to feparate or emit by trainers. Bacon.
EXCEPTION
. f. [ exceptio, Lat.] 1. The act
The act of taking away the Hesh .
To E XCAVATE. v. 4. (excava, Lat.) To of gleaning ; ſelecting. 2. The thing gleaned
hollow ; to cut into hollows. Blackmore.
or ſelected Raleigh .
EXCAVA'TION . J, ( from excavate .] 1. The EXCE'SS. ſ. (exceffus, Lat.] 1. More than
enough ;
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enough ; fuperAuity . Hoeker. 2. Exuberance ; , rance. Sidney. 3. A note by which a pathe.
tical ſentence is marked thus ( ! )
act of exceeding . Newton. 3. Intemperance;
unrea'onable indulgence. Duppa. 4. Violence EXCLAMER . S. [ from exclaim .) One that
of paſſion. 5. Tranſgreſſion of due limits. makes vehement outcries. Atterbury.
Denham .
EXCLAMATORY . a. ( from exclaim .) 1 .
EXCESSIVE . e . [excellif, Fr. 1. Beyond the Practiſing exclamation . 2. Containing excla
common proportion ofquantity or bulk .Bacon . mation .
2. Vehement beyond meaſure in kindneſs or To EXCLU'DE . v, a . [excludo, Lat.) 1. To ſhut
dilike. Hayward.
out ; to hinder from entrance or admiflion .
EXCEʻSSIVELY. adv . (fron exceffive.] Ex
Dryden. 2. To debar ; to hinder from parti
cipation ; to prohibit. Dryden 3. To except
ceedingly ; eminently . Addiſon.
To EXCHANGE. v.a. [exchanger, Fr.) 1 . in any pofition. 4. Not to comprehend in any
To give or quit one thing for the ſake of grant or privilege. Hooker.
gaining another. Locke . 2. To give and take EXCLUSION. ). [ from exclude.) 1. The act
reciprocally. Shakeſp. Rowe.
of Mutting out ordenying admiffion. Bacon . 2.
EXCHANGE. L. (trom the verb.) 1. The act
Rejection; not reception . Addiſon. 3. The act
of giving and receiving reciprocally. Waller. of debarring from any privilege. 4. Exception
2. Traffick by permutation. Sowth . 3. The
Bacon. 5. The diſmiflion of the young from
form or act of transferring. Shakeſp. 4. The
the egg or womb. Ray.
balance of the money of different nations. EXCLUSIVE. a. ( from exclude.] 1. Having the
Hayward. 5. The thing given in return for power of excluding or denying admiflion .Milt.
ſomething received. Locke. 6. The thing re
2. Debarring from participation. Locke. 3. Not
ceived in return for ſomething given. Dryden .
taking into any account or number . Seift. 4 .
7. The place where the merchants meet to
Excepting.
negociate their affairs. Locke.
EXCLUSIVELY. adv. (from exclufive.) 1.
EXCHANGER S. ( from exchange.j One who
Without admiflion of another to participation.
practiſes exchange. Locke.
Boyle. 2. Without comprehenſion in any ac
EXCHEAT. S. See EsCHEAT . Spenſer.
count or number. Ayliffe.
EXCHE'ATOR. S. See ESCHE A TOR .
To EXCO'CT. v.a. ( excoclus, Lat. ) To boil
EXCHE'QUER. I. ( efchequeir, Norman Fr.) up. Bacon .
The court 10 which are brought all the reve . To EXCOGITATE . v. a. (excogito, Lat. ) To
nues belonging to the crown . It is a court of invent ; to ſtrike out by thinking. More.
record ,wherein allcaules touching the revenues To EXCOMMUNICATE. v.a. (excommunics,
low Lat.) To eject from the communion of
of the crown are handied. Harris, Denham .
the viſible church by an eccleſiaſtical cenſure .
EXCISE. L. [accijs, Dutch ; exciſum , Lat . ) A
hateful tax levied upon commodities, and Hammond.
adjudged not by the common judges of pro- EXCOMMUNICATION.S. ( from excommuni
perty . Marvel.
cate.) An eccleſiaſtical interdict ; excluſion
To EXCISE . v.a. (from the noun .) To levy
from the fellowſhip of the church . Hocker.
exciſe upon a perſon or thing. Pope.
TO EXCO'RIATE. v . a. To lay ; to ſtrip off
EXCISEMAN , F. (exciſe and man . ) An officer the skin. Wiſeman .
who inſpects commodities.
EXCORIA’TION. S. [from excoriate.)1. Lok
EXCISION. F. (exciſio, Lat.) Extirpation ; de
of ſkin ; privation of ſkin ; the act of Alaying .
Arbuthnot. 2. Plunder ; ſpoil. Hoevel.
ſtruction ; ruin. Decay of Piety.
EXCITATION . S. ( from exciro, Lat.] 1. The EXCORTICA'TION. F. (from cortex and ex ,
act of exciting, or putting into motion. Bacon .
Lat. ) Pulling the bark off any thing.
2. The act of rouſing or awakening . Watts. To E XCREATE. v. 2. ( excres, Lat) To eject
To EXCI'TE . v . a. (excito, Lat . ] 1. To rouſe ; at the mouth by hawking.
to animate ; to ſtir up; to encourage. Spenſer. EXCREMENT: J. (excrementum , Lat? That
2. To putinto motion ; to awaken ; to raiſe . which is thrown out as uſeleſs, from the ns
EXCITEMENT.J. ( from excite ) The motive
tural paſſages of the body. Raleigh.
EXCREMENTAL. a . ( from excrement.] That
by which one is ſtirred up. Shakeſp.
EXCITER. S. [ from excite. ] 1. One that ftirs which is voided as excrement. Raleigh.
crened! )
up others, or puts them in motion. K. Charles EXCREMENTITIOUS. e. ( from excre
2. The cauſe by which any thing is railed or
Containing excrements ; conliſting of matter
put in motion . Decay of Piety.
excreted from the body. Bacon,
TO EXCLAIM . v . n . 1exclamo, Lat.) 1. TO EXCRESCENCE . ). [ excrefco, Lat. ) Some
cry out with vehemence ; to make an outcry ; EXCRE'SCENCY. } what growing out of an
Decay of Piety. 2. To declare with loud
other without uie , and contrary to the com
vociferation. Shakeſp.
mon order of production. Beniley .
EXCLAIM L. ( trom the verb. ) Clamour ; out- EXCRESCENT. a . (excrefcens, Lat.) That
cry. Shakejp.
which growsout ofanotherwith preternatural
EXCLAMATION . S. [ exclomitio, Lat ) 1 . fuperfluity . Pope.
Vehement outcry; clamour ; outrageous vo- EXCRETION . T. ( excretio, Lat.) Separation
citeration. Huber 2. An imphatical uite
of animal ſubſtance. Quincy.
EXCRE'TIVE
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to do what is planned. Locke. 3. To put to
EXCRE'TIVE. a . (excretus, Lat. ) Having che
death, according to form of juſtice. Davies. 4.
power of ſeparating and ejecting excrements.
To put to death ; to kill. Shakeſp :
Harvey.
EXCRETORY.C. [from excretion .) Having the EXECUTION. F. (from execute.) 1. Perfor
mance ; practice. Bacon. 2. The laſt act of the
quality of ſeparating and ejecting ſuperfluous
law in civil cauſes, by which poſſeſſion is given
parts. Cheyne.
of body or goods. Clarendon . 3. Capital puniſh
EXCRUCIABLE . a. ( from excrucicte .) Liable
to torment. Dia.
ment; death inflicted by forms of law.Creech.
;
TO EXCRU'CIATE . v. a. (excrucio, Lat.) To 4. Deſtruction ſlaught
er. Hayward .
EXECUTIONER . ). ( from execution .) 1. He
torcore ; to torment. Chapman.
that puts in act , or executes. Shakeſp. 2. He
EXCUBA'TION . S. (excubatio, Lat. ] The act
that inflicts capital puniſhment. Woodwdrd .
of watching all night.
TO EXCULPATE. v .a. (ex and culpo, Lat . ) To
3 He that kills ; hethat murthers. Shakeſp .
4. The inſtrument by which any thing is per
clear from the imputation of a fault. Clarifa.
EXCURSIONS [excurſion, Fr.) 1. The act of formed. Craſhaw .
deviating from the ftated or ſettled path. Pope. EXECUTIVE . c .( from execute.] 1. Having the
quality of exerciſing or performing. Hale. 2 .
2. An expedition into ſome diſtant part . Lecke .
Active ; not deliberative ; not legiſlative ;
3. Progreflion beyond 6xed limits . Ar buthnot .
4. Digrellion ; ramble from a ſubject. Boyle. having the power to put in aâ the laws. Swifi.
EXCURSIVE . a (from excurro, Lat.] Ram- E'XECUTER.S . (from execute.] 1. He that per
forms or executes any thing.Dennis . 2.Hethat
bling ;; wandering ; deviating . Thomſon .
is entruſted to perform the will of a teftator.
EXCU SABLE. a. ( from excuſe.) Pardonable .
Shakejp. 3. An executioner ; one who puts
Raleigh, Tillotſon .
other
s to death . Shakesp.
EXCU SABLENESS. S. [ from excuſable.) Par
donableneſs ; capability to be excuſed . Boyle. EXE'CUTERSHIP. . (from executer . ) The
EXCUSA'TION ' . [ from excufe.] Excuſe ; office of him that is appointed to perform the
will of the defunét. Bacon .
plea ; apology. Bacon .
EXCUSATOR Y. a . ( from excuſe.] Pleading EXECUTRIX. J: [from execute.) A woman
intruited to perform the will of the teftator ,
excuſe ; apologetical.
Bacon .
TO EXCUSE ." v. 2. (excuſo, Lat. ) 1. To
extenuate by apology. Ben. Johnson. 2. To EXE
EXEG
. !. Comem
An explan
ESIS
ation .
GET
égnyil.xos
ICALS. (os...)
diſengage from an obligation. Clarendon . 3 .
.) Explanatory ;
To remit ; not to exact. 4. To weaken or expoſitory. Walker
mollify obligation to any thing . South, 5. To EXEMPLAR.S . (exemplar, Lat.) A pattern ;
pardon by allowing an apology. Addiſon . 6 . an example to be imitated . Raleigh.
throw off imputation by a reigned a pology. EXEMPLARILY
adv.
( fromimitation
exemplary.
) 1.
2ToCor.
deſerves
. Howel.
In luch a manner. as
EXCU'Se. . 1. Plea offered in extenuation ;
2. In ſuch a manner as may warn others.
Clarendon .
apology . Sidney. 2. The act of excuſing or
apologizing.Rolcommon
Shakeſp. 3. Cauſe for which one EXEMPLARINESS. S.( from exemplary.]State
excuſed.
is
,
of ſtanding as a pattern to be copied. Tillerfor.
EXCU'SELESS. a ( from excuſe ] That for EXE'MPLARY. a . (from exemplar.) 1. Such
as may deſerve to be propoſed to imitation .
which no excuſe or apology can be given.
Bacon. 2. Such as may give warning to others.
Piety.
EXCUSER
.
King Charles. 3. Such as may attract notice
and imitation . Rogers.
pleads for another. Swift. 2.One who forgives
EXEMPLIFICATION . S. [from exemplify.) A
another.
To EXCU SS v.a. [excullus, Lat .) To ſeize and
copy ; a tranſcript. Hayward.
To EXEMPLIFY . v. 2. ( from exemplar.] 1.
detain by law , Ayliffe .
To illuftrale by example. Hooker. 2. To
EXCU SSION. L. [excufio, Lat .) Seizure by
tranicribe ; to copy .
law . Aliffe.
E'XECRABLE. a . (execrabilis , Lat . ] Hateful ; To EXEMPT. v. a. (exemptus, Lat.) To pri
deteſtable ; accurfed. Hooker .
vilege; to grant immunity from . Knolles.
EXECRABLY. adv. (from execrable.] Curſed. EXEMPT. 2. ( from the verb. ] 1. Free by
privilege. Ayliffe. 2. Not ſubject ; not liable
Ty i abominably. Dryden
To E'XECRATE. v. a. (execrar , Lat.] To
to. Ben . Johnson 3. Clear ; not included. Lee.
curſe ; to imprecate ill upon. Temple.
4 Cut off from . Diſuſed . Shakeſp .
EXECRATION . S. ( from execrate ) Curſe ; EXEMPTION . S. (trom exempiij Immunity ;
privilege ; freedom irom impofts . Bacon.
imprecation of evil . Stilling fleet.
To EXECT. v. a . ( execa , Lat . ] To cut out ; EXEMPTITIOUS. a .( trom exemptus, Lat . ]
Separable ; that which may be taken from 4
to cut away. Harvey.
EXECTION.J. (from exeat.] The act of cat
nother. More
To EXE'NTERATE. v . n . [exentero, Lat.)
ting out
TO EXECUTE . v . a. lexiquor, Lat.] 1. To
To embowel. Brown .
perform ; to practiſe. South. 2. To put in act ; EXENTERATION.S: [exexteratio, Lat.] The
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act of taking out the bowels ; embowelling. Bacon. 2. To draw outtotally ; to draw till
Brown .
nothing is left. Locke.
EXE QUIAL .. a . ( from exequie , Lat . ] Relating EXHAUSTION . S.(from exhauft.) The act of
to funerals.
drawing
EXE'QUIES. S. Without a ſingular. ( exequie , EXHAUSTLESS. a . [from exhaul. ) Not to
Lat. ) Funeral rites ; the ceremony of burial. be emptied ; inexhauſtible. Blackmore.
Dryden
TO EXHIBIT. v . a. (ex hibeon Lal .] 1. To offer
EXERCENT. a, ( exercers, Lac.] Practiſing ;
to view or uſe ; to offer or propofe. Clarendon .
2. To ſhow ; to diſplay. Pope.
following any calling. Ayliffe.
S. f from exbibir.)Hethat offers
EXHIBITER.
1.
Labour
E’XERCISE. [exercitium, Lat.]
of the body Bacon . 2. Something done for any ihing Shakel ?
amulement. Bacon . 3. Habitual action by EXHIBITION . T: ( rom exlibil . ) ı . The act of
which the body is formed to gracefulneis .
exhibiting ; display : ſetting forth. Grew. 2
Sidney. 4. Preparatory practice in order to
Allowance ; lalaiy ; pention, Swift.
skill. 5.Vle; ac!val application to any thing EXHIBITIVE . 6. ( from exhibitij Reprefenta
Hooker. 6. Practice ; outward performance
. live; diſplaying. Norris.
ddddiſon. 7. Employment Locke. 8. Talk EXHILARATE. v . a (exhilaro, Lat .) To
that which one is appointed to perform Mili
make cheerful ; to cheer ; 10 fill with mireh .
Philips.
9. Act of divine worship whether publick or
EXHILARA'T
ION. S. ( from exhilarate.)
private. Shakejp.
To EXERCISE . v . a (exerceo , Lat . ) 1 . To The act of giving gaiety. 2. The ſtate of
employ ; to engage in employment. Locke. 2 .
being enlivened. Bacon.
To train by uſe to any act Locke, 3. To To EXHOʻRT . v.a. ( exhortor, Lat.) To incite
make ſkilful or dexterous by practice. Heb. 4
by words to any good action. Common Prayer .
To buly ; to keep buſy. Atterbury 5. To EXHORTA’TION.S [from exhort. ] ı . The act
talk ; to keep employed as a penal injunction
of exhorting; iocitement to good . Atterbury.
Milten . 6. To practiſe ; to perform Bacon 7
2. The form of words by which one is ex
horted. Shakeſp .
To exert ; to put in uſe. Locke. 8 To practite
EXHORTATORY.a. [ from exhort.) Tending
or uſe in order 10 habitual ſkill. Addison .
To E'XERCISE . v . n . To ule exerciſe ; 10 la
to exhort,
bour for health . Broome.
EXHORTER S. (from exheri. ) One who ex
EXERCISER.ſ. (trcm exerciſe.) He that di
horts.
reas or uſes exerciſe.
To LXICCATE . v , a [ exfucco. Lat .) To dry.
EXERCITATION. L. (c.vercitatio , Lat.) i EXICCA TION.S. ( from exiccate. )Arefaction ;
Exerciſe. Brown . 2. Practice ; ule . Felton.
act of drying up ; ſtate of being dried up.
TO EXERT. v . e . (exers, Lat.] 1. To uſe
Bentley
with an effort. Rowe. 2. To pue forth ; to EXTCCATIVE . a . (from exiccate ) Drying in
perform . South. 3. To enſorce; to puſh to an
quality .
effort. Dryden .
E XIGENCE. I S. 1. Demand; want ; need .
EXERTION. S.[from exeri.] The act of ex . EXIGENCY S Atterbury: 2. Prefling neceſ
erting ; effort.
fily, dillrefs ; ſudden occalion , Pope .
EXE SION.S. (exeſus , Lat . ] The act of eating EXIGENT. !. [exigens, Lai .) 1. Preling buſi
through. Brown
neis ; occaſion that requires immediate help.
EXESTUATION . / [ excliui, Lat . ] The ſtate Waller. 2. ( A lawr term .! A writ iſſued when
the dererdant is not to be found . 3 End. Sbake.
of boiling ; efferveſcence ; ebullition Boyle.
TO EXFOLIATE. v. * [ex and felium , Lat.] EXIGUITY. J. [ex guitas, Lat.] Smallneſs ;
diminutiveneſs . B.vyle.
To ſhell off ; as a corrupe bone from the found
man .
EXIGUOUS. a. ( cxiguus , Lat .] Small ; dimin
part.Wiſma
nutive ; litele. Harvey .
EXFOLIA TION.S. ( from exfoliate.) The pro
ceſs by which the corrupted part of the bone E XILE .S. ( exilium , Lat.) 1 , Baniſhment ; ſtate
ſeparates from the found. Wijeman.
of being banished . Shakeſp. 2. The perſon
baniſhed . Dryden .
EXFOLIATIVE. 4. ( from exfoliate ] That
which has power of procuring exfoliation . EXILE. a. [ exilis, Lat.) Small ; ſlender ; not
full . Bacon
Wifeman .
EXHA LABLE. a ( from exhale .] That which To EXILE.V. a . (from the noun . ) To banish ;
may be evaporated. Boyle.
to drive from a country, Sickelp .
EXHALATIONS: [exhalatio,Lat.} ı.The aa (EXILEMENT.
! . [ from exile. ſ Baniſhment.
W otom .
of exhaling or ſending out in vapours. 2. The
Nate of evaporating or fiying out in vapours EXILI'TION . S. [ exilitia, Lat.) Slenderoels ;
3. That which riles in vapours. Milton .
ſmallnefs. Grew
TO EXHA'L.E . v . a. ( exbalo , Lat.) 1. To ſend (EXILITY.S. (exilis, Lat.) Slenderneſs ; fmali
or draw out vapours or fumes. Temple. 2. To
ncís ; diminution . Bacon .
draw out . Shakesp .
EXIMIOUS. a. (eximius , Lat ] Famous ; emi
nent .
EXHA'LEMENT.S. [froin exhale.] Matter ex
haled ; vapour. Brown .
LEXINANITION . f. [ 2xinonitio, Lat. ) Prisa
tion ; lofs. Decay of Piety,
To
To EXHAUST. v.a, 1. To drain ; to diminish .
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T. EXIST. v . n. [ exiſto, Lat.) To be ; to have EXOʻSSATED.
bone . Dist. a. ( exe[Jatus, Lat.) Deprived of
a being , South ,
2
EXISTENCY S of being ; actual poffeffion of bone ; benc !efs. Brown ,
EXOSTO SIS. ſ. [ ix and içeov.] Any protube
Dryden.
being .
EXISTENT. a. (from exift.) In being ; in por rance or a bone that is not natural . Quincy.
EXOTICK . a. lisalues. ] Foreign ; noi pro
fefſion of being Dryden,
duced in our own country. Evelyn,
EXISTIMATION . § [exiftimatio, Lat . ) 1. 0
FXOTICK.L. A foreign plant. Addifor.
pinion. 2. Efteem .
EXIT. L. ( exit, Lat. ) 1. The term ſet in the To EXPAND. V. a. (expando, Lat.] 1. To
pread; to lay open as a net or Meet . 2. To
margin of plays to mark the time at which the
dilate ; to ipread out every way. Arbuthnot.
player goes off. 2. Receſs: departure ; acl
or quitting the theatre of life . Shakejp. 3 EXPANSE . J. {expanfum , Lat.) A body widely
extended without inequalities . Savage.
Paflage out of any place. Glanville. 4. Way
EXPANSIBILITY.S . ( trom expanfibie.] Capa
by which there is a paſſage out . Woodward,
EXITIAL : 2 a . Destructive ; fatal ; mortal .
city of extenfion ; poſſibility to be expanded ,
Grew.
EXITIOUS.} liaroves
EXODUST [dbodom .] Departure ; journey EXPANSIBLE . a. [from expanſus, Lat.] Ća
pable to be extended . Grero
EXODY . S from a place : the ſecond book of
Moles is ſo called , becauſe it defcribes the EXPANSION. F. [ from expand. ] 1. The ſtate
journey of the liraelites from Egypt . Hale.
of being expanded into a wider furface.Bentley .
EXOLETE a . (exoletus , Lat . ] Obſolete ; out
2. The act of fpreading out. Grew . 3. Ex
of uſe. Diet.
tent; ſpace to which any thing is extended.
Locke. 4. Pure Space, as diſtinct from folid
To EXOʻLVE . v.a. (exclvo, Lat } To looſe ;
matter. Locke.
to pay
EXOMPHALOS . S. [ l[ and črepa10 ..] A navel EXPA'NSIVE. a . ( from expand ] Having the
rupture .
power to 1pread into a wider ſurfacc. Ray.
To EXONERATE. v. a . (exonero, Lat.) To To EXPATIATE. v. » . [expatiir, Lat.] 1 .
unload ; to diffurthen . Ray.
To range at large. Addiſon. 2. To enlarge
EXONERATION S.[ from exonerate.] The act
upon in language. Brocine. 3. To let looſe ;
to allow to range . Dryden.
of diibarthening. Grew
EXOPTABLE, a .ſexoptabilis , Lat.) Deſirable ; TO EXPE'CT. v . a. (expecto, Lat.) 1 . To
to be fought with eagerneſs or desire.
have a previous apprehenſion of either good
E XORABLE . a. ( exorabilis,Lat.] To be moved
or evil. 2. To wait ior; to attend the coming.
Dryden.
by intreaty .
EXORBITANCE. f . [ from exorbiiant ) 1 To EXPE'CT. v.n. To wait ; to ſtay. Job.
EXORBITANCY } The act of going out o EXPECTABLE. a. [from ea pecl.) To be exi
pected. Brown
the track preſcribed. Gov. of the Tongue. 2 .
14. [from expeel .] 1. The
Enormity; groſs deviation from rule or right. EXTECTANCE.
1 : XPECTANCY. S act or ſtate of expecting.
Dryden. 3. Boundleis depravity . Gar:b .
Ben Johajan. 2. Something expected. Shakeſ.
EXORBITANT a. (ex and crbito, Lat ) i
Deviating from the courſe appointed or rule 3. Hopi, Shuke'p.
eſtablished Weedward 2. Anomalous; nut EXPECTANT. a . (French.) Waiting in ex
comprehended in a fituled rule or method
pectation. Swife.
Hooker 3. Enormous ; beyond uue proportion ; EXPECTA T ſ [ from expeEl.) One who
exceffive Addison .
wajisin expecta icn of any thing. Pope.
To EXORBITATE. v . n . [ex and orbito , Lat .) EXPECTATIONS ( expéciatio, Lat.] The act
of expecting. Slakep 2: The fate of expec
To deviate ; to go out of the track. Bentley.
ting either with hope or fear. Rogers. 3. Proſ
TO E XORCISE . v. a . (isopx .(6.) 1. To adjure
by ſome holy oame. 2 . To drive away by
pect of any thing good to come. Pjalns. 4 .
certain forms or adjuration 3 To puriiy from
The object of happy expectation ; the Meftah
the influence of malignantIpirits.Dryden.
expected. Milien . 5. A ſtate in which fome
EXORCISER . ſ. ( from exorcije . ) One who
thing excellent is expected from us. Osway.
EXPECTER . L. ( trcm expect . ] 1. One who
practiles to drive away evil ffirits.
EXORCISM . S (Ecoprie peò;.] The form of adju
has hopes of ſomething. Swifi. 2.One who
waits for another. Shakeſp.
ration,orreligious ceremony , by which evil and
malignant ſpirits are driven away Harvey.
TO EXPECTORATE . v . 4. (ex and pestus,
E XORCIST J.
;2,575 , 1. One who by
Lat.) To eject from the breaſt. Arbuibnet.
adjurations, prayers, or religious acts, drives EXPECTORATION. 1. (from expectorate.)
away malignant ſpirits. ricts. 2. An enchan
1. The act of diſcharging from the breaſt. 2 .
The diſcharge which is made by coughing .
ter ; conjurer. Improperly. Shakejp.
Arbuthnot,
EXORDIUM . S. (Latin ) A formal preſace
EXPECTORATIVÉ. a . ( from expeElorate.I
the proemial part of a compofition. May.
Having the quality of promoting expectorati
EXORNATION. §. [exernatio , Lat . ) Orna
on . Harvey
ment ; decoration ; embellidhment, Hookeri.
Na
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EXPE'DIENCE. } f. [from expedient.) 1. Fit- EXPERIMENTAL. 2. 1. Pertaining to expe
EXPEDIENCY . S neſs ; propriety ; ſuitable
riment. 2. Built upon experiment . Browni.
3. Known by experiment or trial. Newton .
neſs to an end. South. 2. Expedition ; adven
ture . Shakeſp . 3.Hafte ; diſpatch. Shakeſp. EXPERIMENTALLY. adv. (from experimen
EXPEDIENT. a . [expedit, Lat.) 1. Proper ;
tal.) By experience ; by trial. Evelyn.
fit ; convenient ;ſuitable. Tillotfon. 2. Quick ; EXPERIME'NTER.S. (from experiment.]One
who makes experiments. Digby.
expeditious. Shakeſp .
EXPE’DIENT. S.[from the adjective.] 1. That EXPERT . a. (expertus, Lat.) 5. Skilful; ad
which helps forward ; as means to an end
dreſsful; intelligent in buſineſs. Prior. 2 .
Decay of Piety. 2. A ſhift; means to an end
Ready ; dexterous. Dryden. 3. Skilful by
contrived in an exigence . Woodward .
practice or experience. Bacon.
EXPE’DIENTLY. adv . ( from expedient.) .. EXPE'RTLY. adv. ( from expert.) In a ſkilful
ready manner.
Fitly ; ſuitably ; conveniently . 2. Haſily ;
EXPERTNESS S. [ from expert.] Skill ; readi
quickly. Shakeſp.
nels. Knolles.
TO EXPE’DITE. 0. 4. ( expedio, Lat .] 1. To
facilitate; to free from impediment. Milton. EXPIABLE . a . Capable to teexpiated.
2. To haſten ; to quicken . Swift. 3. To dil . To E'XPLATE.v. a. ( expio, Lat.j
To annut
patch ; to iſſue from a publick office. Bacon .
the guilt of a crime by ſubſequent acts of piety ;
EXPEDITE, a. ( expeditus, Lat .) 1. Quick ; to alone for. Bacon. 2. To avert the threats
haſty ; ſoon performed. Sandys. 2. Eary ; dif
of prodigies .
encumbered ; clear. Hooker. 3. Nimble; ac- EXPIATION.S. ( from expiate.] 1. The act of
tive; agile. Tillotſon. 4. Light armed. Bacon . expiating or atoning for any crime. 2. The
E'XPEDITELY. adv. ( from expedire.) With
means by which we atone for crimes ; atone
quickneſs, readineſs, haſte. Grew .
ment. Dryden . 3. Practices by which ominous
EXPEDITIONS. (from expedite.] ) . Halle ;
prodigieswere averted. Hayward.
1peed ; activity. Hooker. 2. A march or voyage E'XPIATORY.'a . (from expiare.) Having the
power of expiation . Ayokér.
with martial intentions. Shakeſp.
TO EXPE'L. v. a. (expelle, Lat.] 1. To drive EXPILA'TION.S. (expilatio, Lat.) Robbery.
out; to force away. Burnet. 2. To eject ; EXPIRATION (from expire.] 1. That act
to throw out. Bacon. 3. To baniſh ; to drive
of reſpiration
which thruſts the air out of the
lungs. Arbutonet. 2. The laſt emiflion of
from the place of retidence. Dryden.
EXPE'LLER . f. [ from expel.] One that expels breath ; death. Rambler. 3. Evaporation ; act
or drives away .
of fuming out. 4. Vapour; matter expired.
Bacon. 5 . The ceffation of any thing to which
To EXPEND . v. a . (expendo, Lat. ) To lay
out; to ſpend. Hayward.
life is figuratively aſcribed. Böyle. 6. The con
EXPENSE / [expenſum , Lat.) Coſt ; charges ;
cluſion of any limited time. Clarendon.
TOEXPIRE. v . a . ( expiro, Lat.] 1. To breathe
money expended. Ben . Johnſon.
EXPE'ŃSEFUL . a. ( expenſe and full.] Coſtly ; out . Spenſer. 2. To exhale ; to ſend out in ex
halations. Woodward. 3. To cloſe ; to bring
chargeable. Wotton.
EXPENSELESS. o. [from expenſe.) Wiihout to an end . Hubberd's Tale.
TO EXPIRE. v. . 1. To make an emiffion
coſt. Milton .
of the breach. Walion, 2. To die ; to breathe
EXPENSIVE . a. (from expenſe.) 1.Given to
expenie ; extravagant ; luxurious. Temple. 2 .
the latt . Pope. 3. To periſh ; to fall; to be
Coftly ; requiring expenſe. 3. Liberal; ge
deſtroyed. Spenſer. 4. To fly out with a blaſt.
nerous ; diſtributive. Spratt.
Dryden. 5. To conclude; to come to an end .
EXPENSIVELY . adv . With great expenſe.
Shakeſp.
Swift
TO EXPLA'IN. v. a. [ explanı, Lat.) To ex
EXPENSIVENESS. £. [ from expenfiwe.) 1 . pound ; to illuſtrate ; to clear. Gay.
Addition to expenſe ; extravagance. 2. CoNT EXPLANABLE. a . (from explain .) Capable of
neis . Arburbnot.
being explained . Brown.
EXPERIENCE . S: [ experientia, Lat.) 1. Prac- EXPLAINER . S. ( from explain.] Expoſitor ;
tice ; frequent trial. Raleigh. 2. Knowledge interpreter ; commentator.
EXPLANATION. [. (froin explain.) 1. The
gained by trialand practice. Shakesp.
TO EXPERIENCE va . 1. To try ; to prac
act of explaining or interpreting. 2. The
tiſe. 2. To know by practice.
fenſe given by an explainer or interpreter.
EXPE'RIENCED . pariicipiala. 1. Made ſkilful Swifi.
by experience. Locke. 2. Wiſe by long practice. EXPLANATORY. 6. (from explain.] Con
Pope.
taining explanation. Swife.
EXPERIENCER.S. One who makestrials ; a EXPLETIVE S. [expletivum , Lat.) Something
uſed only to cake up room . Swift.
practiler of experiments. Digby.
EXPERIMENT. S. [experimentum , Lat.) Trial E'XPLICABLE. a. (from explicate.) Explaina
of any thing ; ſomething done in order to dif
ble ; poflible to be explained. Hale, Boyle.
cover an uncertain or unknown effect. Bacon . To EXPLICATE. v. a. ( explico, Lat . ] 1. To
TO EXPE'RIMENT . v . a . ( from the noun .]
unfold , to expand. Blackmore. 2. To ex
plain ; to clear. Taylor.
To try ; to ſearch out by trial. Ray.
EXPLI.
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EXPLICATION. S. [ from explicate .) 1. The
put in danger. Clarendon. 7. To caſt out to
chance . Prior. 8. To cenſure ; to treat with
act of opening ; unfolding or expanding. 2 .
The act of explaining ; interpretation ; ex difpraiſe . Addifín.
planation . Hooker. 3. The ſenſe given by an EXPOSITION . F. ( from expeſe.] 1. The ſitua
explainer. Burnet.
tion in which any thing is placed with reſpect
to the ſun or air. Arburbust. 2. Explanation ;
E'XPLICATIVE . a . ( from explicate .] Having a
tendency to explain. Wants.
interpretation. Dryden .
EXPLICATOR. S. (from explicate.) Expoun- EXPOSITOR S. (expofitor, Lat.] Explainer ;
der : interpreter ; explainer.
expounder ; interpreter. South .
EXPLI'CIT. a. ( explicitus, Lat.) Unfolded ; TO EXPOSTULATE. v . * . (expoſiulo, Lat. )
plain ; clear; not merely implied. Burnet .
To canvaſs with another ; to altercate ; to
EXPLICITY. adv. ( from explicit.) Plainly ; debate . Cotton .
direaly ; not merely by inference. Gov.of ile EXPOSTULATION . S. (from expofiulate.) 1 .
Tongue.
Debate ; altercation ; diſmiſlion of an affair.
To EXPLO‘DE. v . a . [explode, Lat .] 1. To Spectator, 2. Charge ; accufation . Wallir.
drive out diſgracefully with some noiſe of EXPOSTULA'TOR.S. (from expoſiulate ] One
that debates with another without open rup
contempt. Roſcommon.' 2. To drive out with
ture .
coiſe and violence. Blackmore.
EXPLODER. S. ( from explode.) An hiſſer ; one EXPOSTULATORY. a. (from expoftulate .]
who drives out with open contempt.
Containing expoftulation. L'Eftrange.
EXPLOIT. S. (expletum, Lat.) A deſign ac- EXPOSURE. ). ( from expole. 1. The act of
compliſhed ; an alchievement ; a ſucceſsful
expoſing or ſelling out to obſervation. 2. The
attempt. Denbam.
date of being open to oblervation. Shakeſp.
TO EXPLOIT. v.a. [irom the noun. ] To per
3. The ſtate of being expoſed to any thing.
form ; to atchieve. Camden.
Chakelp. 4. The ſtate of being in danger .
Shakeſp. 5 Expofition ; ficuation. Evelyn
TO EXPLORATE . v . a . ( exploro, Lat.] To
ſearch out . Brown .
To EXPO’UND. v . a . (exponi, Lat.) ! . To
EXPLORA’TION.S. ( from explorate.] Search ;
explain ; to clear ; to interpret. Raleigh. 2 .
examination . Boyle.
To examine ; to lay open . Hudibras.
EXPLORA'TOR. / ( from explorate.) One who EXPOUNDER L: ( from expound ) Explainer ;
ſearches ; an examiner.
interpreter. Hvoker.
EXPLORATORY. v. a. (explorate.) Search- TO EXPRESS. v. 0. [expreſus, Lat.) : . To
ing ; examining.
copy ; to reſemble ; to represent. Dryden. 2 .
TO EXPLORE . v. a. (exploro, Lat.) Totry ;
To repreſent by any of the imitative parts, as
to ſearch into ; to examine by trial. Boyle.
poetry , ſculpture, painting. Smirb. 3 . To re
EXPLOʻREMENT.J. (irom explore.) Search ; prelent in words ; to exhibit by language ; to
trial . Brown.
utter ; to declare Milton. 4. To ſhow or
EXPLOʻSION . S. ( from explode.] The act of make kuown in any manner. Prior. 5. To
driving out any thing with noiſe and violence. denote : to deſignate Number's 6. To ſqueeze
Woodward, Newton.
out ; to force out by compreſſion. Bacon . 7 .
To extort by violence. Ben . Johnfor.
EXPLOSIVE. a. ( from explode.) Driving out
EXPRESS 6. (from the verb ) 1. Copied ; re
withpoiſe and violence . Woodward.
EXPONENT. S. [ from expono , Lat. ) Exponent ſembling ; exactly like . Milton 2. Plains ap
of the ratio, or proportion between any two
parent ; in direct terms. Hooker, Ben Johnſon,
numbers or quantities, is the exponent ariſing
3. Clear; noi dubious. Stillingfleet 4. On
when the antecedent is divided by the conte
purpoſe; for a particular end. Atterbury.
quent : thus fix is the exponent of the ratio EXPRESS. S: (from the adjective.) 1. A mer
funger featon purpoſe Clarendor. 2 A meſ
which thirty hach to five . Harris.
EXPONENTIAL. a. [from exponent.) Expo
lage ſent. King Charles. 3. A declaration in
pential curves are ſuch as partake both of ibe
plain terms, Norris.
nature of algebraick and tranſcendental ones EXPRESSIBLE. & . ( from expreſs ] 1. That
Harris.
may be uttered or declared. Woodward. 2 .
That may be drawn by ſqueezing or expreſ
To EXPOʻRT. v. a . [exporro, Lac.] To carry
fion .
out of a country. Addiſon .
E'XPORT.S. ( from the verb ) Commodity car- EXPRESSION . f. [ from expreſs.] 1. The act
ried out in traffick.
or power of repreſenting any thing. Holder .
2. The form or caſt of language in which
EXPORTA’TION . L. ( from expert.] Theact
any thoughts are uttered . Buckingham. 3. A
or practice of carrying out commodities into
other countries. Swifi.
phraſe ; a mode of ſpeech. 4. The act of
To EXPOʻSE. v. a. (expofitum , Lat.) 1. To
ſqueezing or forcing out any thing by a preſs.
2.
To
Arbuthnot.
Jay open ; to make liable to. Prior.
put in the power of any thing. Dryden. 3. EXPRESSIVE. a. ( from exprefs.) Having the
To lay open ; to make bare. Dryden. 4. To
powerof utterance orrepreſentation. Pope,Rog.
kay open to cenſure or ridicule, Dryder. 5. EXPRESSIVELY. adv. ( from expreffive.] in
To lay opea to examination. Lecké. 6. To
a clear and repreſeptative way .
EXPRE'SSIVENESS .
Na a
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EXPRE'SSIVENESS.S [ from expreſſive.) The
roule up ; to ſtir up.
power of expreffion , or representation by E XTANCY . I. [from extant . ) Parts riſing up
above the reſt. Boyle.
words. Addifon.
EXPRE’SSLY. adv. (from expreſs.] In direct EXTANT. a. (extans, Lat.) 1 Standing out to
terms ; plainly;not by implication.Stilling fleet. view ; ſtanding above the reſt. Ray. 2. Pub
EXPRESSURE . F. ( from expre's.] 1. Expreſ
Tick ; not ſuppreſſed. Graunt.
fion ; utterance. Shakeſp. 2 The form , the EXTA'TICAL. 1 a . ( fusalın .. ] 1. Tending
likeneſs repreſented. Shakeſp. 3. The mark ; EXTATICK. S to ſomething external.B.yk.
the impreffion . Shakeſp.
2. Rapturous. Pope.
TO EXPROBATE v.a. ( exprobro, Lat ) To EXTEMPORAL, a. [extemporalis, Lat .) 1 .
charge upon with reproach ; to impute openly Uttered without preinedication ; quick ; ready ;
ſudden . Wotion , 2. Speaking without pre
with blame ; to upbraid. Brown.
EXPROBRA’TION / (fromexprobare .] Scorn meditation . Ben . Johnlen.
ful charge ; reproachául acculation . Hoker. EXTEMPORALLY. adv. ( from extemporal.]
To EXPROPRIATE.V. a. ( ex and proprius, Quickly; withoutpremeditation . Skakejp.
EXTEMPORANEOUS , a . [ extemporancus ,
Lac ) To make no longer our own. Boyle .
TO EXPUGN . v . a . (expugno, Lat.] To con
Lat.] Without premeditation ; ſudden.
EXTEMPORARY. a. (extemporarius, Lat . )
quer ; to take by afTault,
EXPUGNA TIONS
Uttered or performed without premeditation ;
. [from expugn .) Conqueſt
the ad of taking by alTault. Sandys.
fudden ; quick . More.
TO EXPULSE. V. 6. [expulſus, Lat .) To drive CXTEMPORE. adv. (extempore, Lat.) With
out premeditation ; ſuddenly ; readily. Souih.
out ; to force away . Bacon, Broome.
EXPULSION. L. (from expulle. ) . The act of EXTEMPORINESS./.(from extempore ] The
faculty of speaking or acting without preme
expelling or driving out Milton 2. The ſtate
ditation
of being driven out. Raligh, Stilling fleet.
EXPULSIVE. a. [ from expulje.] Having the To EXTE'MPORIZE.v . n . (from extempore.]
power of expulfion.
To ſpeak extempore , or without premedita
EXPU NCTION./ (from expunge. ) Abolition. tion . South
TO EXPUNGE. v. a . (ex -ungo, Lat.] 1. To TO EXTEND. v . a. [ extende, Lat. ] 1. To
ſtretch out towards any part Pape. 2. To
blot out ; to rub out. Swift. 2. To efface ;
to annihilate . Sardys,
ſpread abroad ; to diffute ; to expand Locke.
EXPURGA'TION 1 [expurgatio, Lat .] 1. The
3. To widen to a large comprehenſion Locke.
act of purging or cleanling .Wiſeman. 2. Pu
4. To Itretch into afignable dimenſions ; to
rification from bad mixture, as of errour or
make local ; to magnily ſo as to fill fome af
falfhood. Brown,
ſignable Ipace. Prior. 5. To enlarge ; to con
EXPURGATORY. a. ( expurgatorius, Lat . )
tinue. Pope. 6. To encreaſe in force or du
Employed in purging away what is noxious. ration . Shakelp. 7 To enlarge the compre
Brown
hention of any pofition . Hooker. 8. To im
EXQUISITE. a. ( exquifitus, Lat.) 1. Far
part ; to communicate. Pjaims. 9. To ſeize by
fought; excellent ; conſummate ; complete
a courſe of law . Hudibras .
Raleigh. 2. Conſummately bad. K. Charles. EXTE'NDERS. [ from extend.] The perſon or
EXQUISITELY. adv . Periedly ; completely. inſtrument by which any thing is extended .
Wiſeman
Wotton , Addilon .
EXQUISITENESS.S. [from exquiſite .) Nicety ; EXTENDIBLE . a . ( from extend.) Capable of
extenfion. Arbuthnot.
perlection . Boyle.
EXSCRIPT. I. [ exfcriptum , Lat ) A copy ; a EXTENDLESNESS S. [ from extend. ] Unli
mited extenſion , Hale.
writing copiád from another.
EXICCANT. a. ( from exficcate.) Drying ; EXTENSIBILITY. / [from extenſible.) The
having the power to dry up: Wileman.
quality of being extenlible. Grew
To EXSICCATE. v. a. (exfuco, Lat . ) To EXTENSIBLE . a. (extenfio, Lat ) 1. Capable of
dry . Brown.
being ſtretched into length or breadth . Hilder.
EXSICCATION.S. [from exficcate. ] The act
2. Capable of being extended to a larger com
prehention . Glanville.
of drying Brown
EXSICCATIVE. a . [ from exficcate.] Having EXTEʻNSIBLENESS. S. (from extenſible .) Ca
pacity of being extended.
the power of drying.
EXSPUITION. [expuo, Lat . ) A diſcharge by EXTENSION . Y. (fiom extenfio, Lat ) : The
{pitting .
act of extending. 2. The late of being ex
EXSUCTION . J. [exuga , Lat . ) The act of tended. Burnet.
ſucking out , Boyle
EXTENSIVE. a. [extenſivus, Lat . ) Wide ;
EXSUDATION / [ írom erudo , Lat .) A ſweat
large. Watts .
ing ; an extillari ja. Derbam .
EXTENSIVELY. adv. ( from extenſive ) Wide
To EXSUFFOLATE. V. 6. To whiſper; to
ly ; largely . I ! " arts.
buzz in the car Shakelp .
EXTENSIVENESS / [ from extenſive.) 1 .
Largenels ; diffufivencis ; wideneis . Gov. of
EXSUFFLA TION . § ( ex and fuffio, Lat .) A
blast working underneach . Bacon.
the Tongue. 2. Poflibility to be extended . Ray.
EXTENSOR .
TO EXSUSCITATE . v . a. (exfuj cibo, Lat . ] To
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EXTE'NSOR . S.The muſcle by which any limb ¡EXTINGUISH . f. [ from extinguiſh ) A
hollow cone put upon a candle to quench it.
is extended
EXTENT . participle. [ from extend.JExtended. Collier
EXTINGUISHMENT. f. [from extinguiſh. ]
Ssenler.
1.Extinction ; luppreſſion ; act of quenching.
EXTENT. S. [extentus, Lat.) 1. Space or,de
Davies . 2. Abolition ; nullification .Hacker. 3.
gree to which any thing is extended . Mi11n.
Termination of a family or fucceflion .Davies .
2. Communication ; distribucion . Shakejp. 3 .
To EXTIRP. v . a . (extirpo, Lat. ) To eradi.
Execution ; ſeizure . Shakelp.
To EXTENUATE . v . a. ( extenuo, Lat .) 1 . cate ; to root out, Skakejp.
To lefſen ; to make ſmall. Grew . 2. TEXTIRPATION.S. (Irom extirpate.]Theact
of rootingout ; eradication ; exciſion.Ti.dot/on .
leffen ; to diminiſh in any quality Dryden. 3 .
To lellen ; to degrade i to diminiſh honour LXTIRPA'TOR. f. ( from extirpate.) The act
of routing out ; eradication ; excifion.Tilltfen.
Milton. 4. To leden ; to palliate. Milton 5
EXTIRPATOR . /. ſ rom extirpate.] One who
To make lean.
roots out ; a deſtroyer.
EXTENUATION . S. [from extenuate.} ı.The
act of repreſenting things letsill than they are ; EXTISPICIOUS. a . (extiſpicium , Lat . ) Augu .
palliation. 2. Mirigation ; alleviation of pu
rial ; relating to the inſpection of entrails.
Brown.
Dihment. Aiterbury. 3. A general decay in
the muicular fleſh of the whole body. Quincy. To EXTOʻL . v. a. [extolle, Lat ) To praiſe ;
EXTERIOR . &. (exterior, Lat.] Outward i
to magnity ; to laud , to celebrate Dryden.
EXTOLLER. 5. from extol.] A prailer ; a
external ; not intrintick . Böyle.
magnifier.
EXTERIORLY . adv. ( from exterior.] Out
EXTO RSIVE . a. [ from extort .] Having the
wardly ; externally . Shakeſp.
quality of drawing by violent means.
TO EXTERMINATE . v. a. (extermino, Lat.]
Toroot out ; to tear up ; to drive away.Bentley EXTORSIVELY. adv. (from extorfive.] In an
manner ; by violence .
EXTERMINATION /.Deſtruction ; excition . Toextorſive
LXTORT. v . a. (extorqueo, extortus , Lat.]
Bacon .
1. To draw by force ; to force away ; to wreſt ;
EXTERMINATOR . S. (exterminator, Lat . )
to wring from on « . Rowe. 2. To gain by
The perſon or inftrument by which any thing
violence or oppreſſion. Spenſer.
is deſtroyed .
TO EXTERMINE. v .a , (extermino, Lat . ) To To EXTORT. v . n . To practiſe oppreſſion and
violence.
Davies .
exterminate . Shakeſp .
EXTERN . 6. [externus, Lat.] 1. External; EXTO'RTER. ). [ from extort.]One who prac
outward ; viſible . Skakelp. 2. Without itſelf ; tiles oppreffion. Camden .
EXTORTION . J. [ from exteri.] 1. The act
not inherent ; not intrinsick . Digby.
or practice of gaining by violence or rapacity .
EXTERNAL. a. (externus , Lat .) 1. Out
Davies. 2. Force by which any thing is un
ward ; not proceeding from itſelf ; oppoſite to
internal . Tillotion . 2. Having the outward juftly taken away . King Charles.
EXTO'RTIONER . f. [from extortion.] One
appearance . Stillingfieet.
EXTEʻRNALLY. adv. (from external.) Out
who practiſes extortion. Camden .
To EXTRACT. v. a. (extractam , Lat.) . To
wardly . Taylor.
draw out of ſomething . Bacon. 2. To draw by
To EXTIL. 7. n . [ex andſtillo, Lat . ) To drop
chemical operation . Philips, 3. To cake from
or diſtil from .
EXTILLA'TION. S. [from ex and ſtillo, Lat. ]
ſomething. Milion . 4. To draw out of any
containing body. Burnet. 5. To ſelect and
The act of falling in drops. Derbam .
TO EXTIMULATE. v a. ( extimulo, Lat.] To abítract from a larger treatiſe. Swift.
prick ; to incite by ſtimulation . Brown .
EXTRACT. ſ. [from the verb. ) 1. The ſub
EXTIMULATION./ ( from extimulario,Lat.)
Itance extracted ; the chief parts drawn from
any thing. Boyle. 2. The chiefs heads drawn
y
Pungenc i power of exciting motion or len
from a book . Camden .
fation. Bacon .
EXTINCT. a . (extinctus, Lat.) 1. Extinguiſh- EXTRACTION. S. ( extractio. Lat ) 1. The
ed ; quenched; put out. Pope. 2. Ata dtop ;
act of drawing one part out of a compound.
Bacon. 2. Derivation from an original ; line
without progreſiive ſucceflion. Dryden. 3 .
age
; deſcent . Clarendon.
Abolithed ; out offorce. Ayliffe.
EXTINCTION . | [extinétio, Lat. ) 1. The EXTRACTOR S. (Latin.] The perſon or in
act of quenching or extinguiſhing. Brown . 2 .
Itrument by which any thing is extracted .
The ftate of being quenched . Harvey. 3. De- EXTRADICTIONARY. a.(extra and diétio,
Atruction ; excition . Rogers. 4. Suppreſſion.
Lat .) Not conſulting in words but realities.
Brown .
Thomix .
To EXTINGUISH.v.a . (extinguo,Lat.]ı.To EXTRAJUDICIAL. 6. [extra and judicium ,
Lat.] Out of the regular courſe of legal pro
put out; to quench . Dryden . 2. To ſuppreſs ;
cedure .
to dettroy . Hayward . 3. Tocloud ; to oblcure .
EXTRAJUDICIALLY. adv. In a manner dif
Shakeſp.
EXTINGUISHABLE, a. ( from extinguiſb .) ' ferent from the ordinary courſe of legal pro
cedure, Ayliffe,
That may be queached, or deſtroyed,
EXTRA
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EXTRAMISSION . S. [ extra, and mirro, Lat ] I. degree. Heoker.
EXTREME.S . [rom the adježive.) 1. Uemort
The act of emitting outwards. Brown .
EXTRAMUNDANE. 6. (extra and mundus,
point ; higheſt degree of any thing. Milton. 2.
Points at the greateſt diſtance from each other ;
Lat.) Beyond the verge of the material world.
Glanville,
extremity. Locke.
EXTRANEOUS. a. (extranews, Lat.) Not be. EXTRE'MELY. adv. [from extreme.) 1. In
Jonging to any thing ; foreign. Woodward.
the utmoſt degree. Sidney. 2. Very much ;
EXTRAORDINARILY. adv. ( from extraor
greatly. Swifi.
dinary.) 1. In a manner out of the common EXTREMITÝ. S. [ extremitas, Lat.) 1. The
utmoſt point ; the higheſt degree. Hooker. 2 .
method and order. Hooker. 2. Uncommonly ;
The utmoſt parts ; the parts moſt remote from
particularly ; eminently . Howel.
the middle. Brown. 3. The points in the
EXTRAORDINARINESS. P. [ from extraor
dinary.] Uncommonneſs; eminence; remark
utmoſt degree of oppoſition. Denham . 4. Re
ableneſs. Gov. of the Tongue.
moteſt parts; parts at the greateſt diſtance.
EXTRAORDINARY. a. [extraordinarius,
Arbuthnot. 5. Violence of paflion. Spenſer. 6 .
Theutmoſtviolence, rigour,ordiſtreſs.Claren.
Lat . ) 1. Different from common order and
method ; sot ordinary . Davies. 2. Different To E'XTRICATE . v.a. ( extrico, Lat.) To
from the common courſe of law . Clarendon . diſembarraſs ; to ſet fiee any one in a ſtate
3. Eminent ; remarkable ; more than common . of perplexity. Addifon.
EXTRICA'TION . S. ( from extricate.] The act
Sidney, Stillingfleer.
of diſentangling. Boyle.
EXTRAORDINARY. adv. Extraordinarily .
EXTRINSICAL. 2. (extrinſecus, Lat.) Exter
Addiſon.
nal ; outward ; not intimately belonging ; not
EXTRAPARO'CHIAL a . [extra and parochia ,
intrinſick . Digby .
Lat.) Not comprehended within any pariſh .
EXTRAPROVINCIAL.a . [extra and provin- EXTRINSICALLY. adv. [ from extrinfical.]
cia, Lat .] Not within the ſame province. Ayl. From without. Glanville.
EXTRAREGULAR. a . (extra, and regula, EXTRI'NSICK.0.[extrinfecus, Lat.]Outward ;
external . Gov. of theTongue.
Lat .) Not comprehended within a role .Taylor.
EXTRAVAGANCE. 1S.[extravagans,Lat.) To EXTRU'CT. v. a . (extructum , Lat.) To
build ; to raiſe ; to form .
EXTRAVAGANCY. S 1. Excurſion or ſally
beyond preſcribed limits. Hammond .2 Irregu- EXTRUCTOR . f. ( from extru &t .) A builder ;
a fabricator.
Jarity ; wildneſs . 3. Outrage ; violence ; out
rageous vehemence . Tillotſon. 4. Unnatural To EXTRU'DE. v... [extrudo, Lat.) To thruf
off. Woodward.
tumour ; bombart. Dryden. 5. Waſte; vain
EXTRUSION S. [ extrufus, Lat.] The act of
and ſuperfluous expence. Arbuthnot.
EXTRAVAGANT.a. [ extravagans, Lat.) 1. thruſting or driving qut. Burnel.
Wandering out of his bounds . Shakeſp. 2. EXTUBERANCE. S. [ ex and tuber, Lat.]
Roving beyond juſt limits or preſcribed me. Knobs , or parts protuberant . Moxer.
thods. Dryden. 3. Not comprehended in any EXU'BERANCE. 5. [exubera:io, Lat.) Over
growth ; ſuperfluous ſhoots; luxuriance. Garth.
thing. Ayliffe. 4. Irregular ; wild. Milton . 5
Waſteful; prodigal; vainly expenſive. Addiſon. EXUBERANT.a. (exuberans, Lat.) ! . Grow
ing with ſuperfluous ſhoots ; overabundant ;
EXTRA'VAGANT. S. One who is confined in
po general uſe or definition. L'Eſtrange.
ſuperfluouſly plenteous. Pope, 2. Abounding
in the utmoſt degree.
EXTRAVAGANTLY. adv . ( from extrava
gani.) 1. In an extravagant manner ; wildly. EXUBERANTLY. adv. (from exuberant.) A
Dryden . 2. In an unreaſonable degree. Pope .
bundantly. Woodward.
To EXUBERATE. 0.n. [exubero , Lat.] To
3. Expenſively ; luxuriouſly ; waſtefully.
EXTRAVAGANTNESS . ). ( from extrava.
abound in the higheſt degree . Boyle.
gant.) Exceſs ; excurſion beyond limits.
EXUCCOUS.C. [exfuccus, Lat.]Without juice;
TO EXTRAVAGATE.V. » . (eatra and vagor, dry. Brown.
Lat. ) To wander out of limits.
EXUDATION.S. (from exudo, Lat.) 1. The
act of emitting in ſweat. 2. The matter illu
EXTRAVASATED . a. (extra and vafa ,Lat.)
Forced out of the properly containing veſſels. ing out by ſweat from any body . Bacon.
To EXUDATE. ? v. r . [exudo, Lat. ] To ſweat
Arbuthnot.
EXTRAVASA'TION. S. [ from extravaſated .] TO EXUDE.
out; to iſſue by iweat. Arbut.
The act of forcing , or itate of being forced out To EXU'LCERATE.V. a , ( 4.81': 151 at ] f .
2. To
of the proper containing veſſels. Arbuthnot.
To make fore with an ula
EXTRAVENATE . a. ( extra and vena, Lat. )
afflict ; to corrode ; to my
EXULCERA'TION . / [t:
Let out of the veins. Glarville.
14.) 1 .
! an ulcer.
EXTRAVE'RSION.S. [ extra and verfie, Lat. )
The beginning eroſion
The act of throwing out . Boyle.
Quincy . 2. Exacerta
in Hooker
cxulcerat:
EXTRA'UGHT. part. Extracted. Shakeſp. EXU LČERATORY
EXTREME. a . (extremus , Lat. ] 1. Greateſt ;
Having a tendes
1 ) To
of the higheſt degree. Hooker . 2. Ucmoft. To EXU'LT.
Hooke
above me
Shakeſp . 3. Lant; that beyood which there
EXU
is nothing. Dryden . 4. Preſting in the utmoſt
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EXULTANCE . L. (from exult.) Tranſport ; EY’EBALL. F: [eye and ball.] The apple of the
eye. Shakeſp.
joy ; triumph.Gov. of the Tongue .
EXULTATION.S. [exultatio, Lat . ) Joy ; tri- EY'EBRIGHT. S. (exphraha, Lac . ) An herb.
EYEBROW.F . [ eye and brow.) The hairy arch
umph ; rapturous delight . Hooker .
To EXU'NDATE . v. c. [ exundo, Lat.) To over the eye. Dryden .
overflow . Die.
EY'EDROP S. (eye and drop .) Tear. Shakeſp .
EXUNDATION. ( from exundate.) Overflow ; EY'EGLANCE.J. ( eye and glance.) Quick no
abundance . Ray.
tice of the eye Spenjer.
EXU PERABLE . a. [exuporabilis, Lat .) Con- EYEGLASS
( eye and glaſs.) Spectacles ;
querable ; ſuperable ; vincible.
glaſs to anilt the ſight. Nowion .
EXU'PERANCE. S. [exuperentia, Lat.] Over- EY ELESS. a . ( from eye. ) Without light, light
balance ; greater proportion .Brown.
leſs ; deprived of light. Milton , Garth.
To EXUSCITATE.v. a. (cxſuſciso, Lat.) To EYELET! ). (ailet, Fr. ) A hole through which
ftir up ; to rouſe.
light may enter ; any ſmall perforation Wijem .
EXUSTION . S. lexuftio, Lac.] The act of burn- EYELID . (eye and lid .) The membrane that
ing up : conſumption by fire.
ſhuts over the eye. Bacon.
EXU'VIÆ.S. (Lacin .) Calt kins ; çaſt ſhells ; EYESERVANTS. ' eye and ſervant.) A ſcrvant
whatever is thed by animals. Woodward
that works only while watched,
EY . EA . EE May either come from 13, an iſland, EY'ESERVICE: /. (eye and ſervice . ) Service
or from the Saxon ea, which fignifies a water
performed only under inſpection.Coolians.
EYESHOT S. ( eye and foot.) Sight ; glance ;
Gibſon
view . Spectator
EY'AS. S. [niais, Fr.) A young hawk juſt taken
EYESIGHT. ſ. (eye and right.) Sight of the
from the neſt.Shakeſp.
EY ASMUSKET.S. A young unfedged male eye Samuel.
hawk. Harmer .
EY'ESORE . S. [ eye and fore.) Something offen
EY'E . S. plural eyne, now eyes. ( eag, Sax .) 1 .
ſive to the light. Clarendon .
The organ of viſion.Dryden. 2. Sight: ocular EY'ESPOTTED. a . ( eye and {par.] Marked
knowledge. Galatians. 3. Look ; countenance.
with ſpots like eyes. Spenſer.
Shakeſp. 4. Front; face. Shakeſp. 5. A poſture EYESTRINGS ( eye and ſtring.) The fring
of direct oppoſition . Dryden . 6. Aſpect ; re
of the eye . Shakeſp.
gard. Bacon. 7. Notice ; attention ; obſer- EY'ETOOTH.S. Teye and 100th.] The tooth on
vation. Sidney. 8. Opinion formed by obſer
the upper jaw next on each ſide to the grind
vation . Denham. 9. Sight; view . Shakeſp. ers ; the fang . Ray .
10. Any thing formed like an eye . Newton. EY'EWINK . ). (eye and wirk .) A wink, as a
11. Any Imall perforation. Shakeſp. South . hint or token. Shakeſp.
12. A ſmall catch into which a hook goes . EYEWITNESS. S.Ceye and witneſs.]An ocular
Boyle. 13. Bud of a plant. Evelyn. 14. A imall
evidence ; one who gives teftimony to facts
Thade of colour. Boyle. 15. Power of percep
ſeen with his own eyes. Peter.
tion . Deuteronomy.
EYRE. S. ( cyre, Fr.) The court of juſtices
itinerants. Cowell.
To EYE v. a . ( from the noun.) To watch ; to
keep in view , More.
EYRY.S. ( from ey, an egg . ] The place where
TO EYE. v. ». To appear ; to ſhow ; to bear
birds of prey build their neits and hatch .
Milton,
an appearance. Shakeſp.
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compreſſion
lips
and a Tickell.. 2.[from fable.)Celebrated in fables,
F , Hycompre
li nan in the whole
bolestie
.CarmedFABLED
forcible breath .
FA'BLER.S. (frora fable.) A dealer in fi &tion.
FABACEOUS. a . ( Fabaceus, Lat.) Having the To FABRICATE v.a. i fabricor, Lat .) .. To
nature of a bean .
build ; to conſtruct. 2. To forge ; to deviſe
FA'BLE.S. ( fable, Fr. ) 1. A feigned ſtory in
fallely
tended to enforce ſome moral precept. Addi. FABRICATION . S. ( from fabricate.) The act
fon. 2. A fiction in general Dryden. 3.
of building . Hale.
The ſeries or contexture of events which con- FABRICKS: [ fabrica , Lat.) 1. A building ;
ftituie a poem . Dryden. 4. A:; c.
an edifice. W otron . 2. Any ſyſtem or com
pages of matter Prior.
TO FA'BLE. v . n . (from the noun ) 1. To
feign ; to write not truth but fiction. Prior. To FABRICK v. a . (from the noun.] To
2. To tell falchoods . Shakeſp.
build ; to form ; to conſtruct. Philips.
TO FA'BLE. v . a. To feign ; 10 tell of falſely. FABULIST.S. [ fabulijle, Fr.] A writer of ſa
FABULO
Milton,
bles, Croxal.
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FABULO'SITY . S. [ fabulofiras, Lat ) Lying- | FA'CTIOUS. a . [ faftieux, Fr. ) 1. Given to
faction ; loud and violent in a party. Shakeſp.2 .
i ; fulneſs of ſtories. Abbot.
Proceeding from publick diſtenſion K Charles.
I RULOUS. a . [ fabulofus, Lat . ) Feigned ;
FACTIOUSLY. adv . ( from fattious.) In a
of fable Addiſon.
TIBULO , Y. odv . ( from fabulous. ] In fic
manner criminally diffenficus. K Charles.
FACTIOUSNESS. /. ( from fafticus.) Inclina
ion .
FACE
tion to puhlick distenfion .
f. - Fr. from facies, Lat.] 1. The
2. Countenance ; caſt of the FACTITIOUS a ( faclitius,Lat.]Made by art,
fe
in oppoſition to what is made by nature.Bəyle .
Pupe 3 The fur ace of anything
The ? ont or ferepart of any thing: FACTOR . 1: [ fotteur, Fr.) An agent for
G
another ; a ful ficute. South
5. Sate m ! affairs. 1911ton. 6. An
I
pea nee ; jelenelunce. Ben . fibulen. 9. FACTORY ). (from factar.] 1. A houſe or
diſtrict inhabited by traders in a diftant cour
Prefence ; ſight . Dryden. 8. Contidence ;
try . 2. The traders embodied in one place .
boldrejs. Skakelp. Tillation. 9. Diſtortion o !
Shakesp
The face .
.
FACTOʻTUM f. [ far 101umi, Lat.) A fervant
FACE TO FACE i. When both parties are pre
employed alike in all kinds of bulinels; as
Scrub in the Stratagem .
fint . Afs 2. Without the interpoſition of
other bodies. Corinthians.
FACTURE. /. [French .) The act or manner of
making any thing.
TO FACE.V. # : 1. To carry a falſe appearance.
Spenter. 2 To turn the face ; to come in FACULTY.S. ( faculte, Fr. faculias, Lat.) 1 .
front. Dryden .
The power of doing any thing ; ability.Hooker.
TO FACE w a. 1. To mect in front ; to oppoſe
2. Powers of the mind , imagination , realon,
memory
with confidence . Dryder. 2 To oppoſe with
. Swifi. 3. ( In phyfick .) A power or
ability to peform any action natural, vital , and
impudence. Hudibras. 3. To ſtand oppoſite
animal. Quincy. 4. A knack ; habitual excel
to. Pepe. 4. To cover with an additional
lence ; dexterity. Clarendon. 5. Quality; difpo
fuperficies Addiſon.
fition or habit of good or ill . Škak 6. Power ;
FACELESS. a . [ from face .) Without a face .
authority . Shakeſp. 7. Privilege ; right to do
FACIPAINTER | [ face and painter.) A
drawer of portraits.
any thing . Hooker. 8. Facuity , in an univer
FACEPAINTING S. ( face and painting. ]The
fity, denotes the matters and profesors of the
ſeveral ſciences.
art of drawi: s portraits. Dryden
FACET : facette, Fr.)A Imall ſurface.Baron. PACUND . a. ( facundus, Lat.] Eloquent.
FACETIOUS. a. facerieux, Fr.) Gay ; cheer- TO
FADE . U. V.
To FADDLE.
#. 7. To trifie i to toy ; to play.
tul ; lively . Gev. of tbe Tongue.
Į fade, Fr. ]
1. To tend
FACETIOUSLY. adv. (from facetious į Gay
from greater to leſs vigour ; to grow weak . 2 .
ly ; cheer uliy .
To tend from a brighter to a weaker colour.
Boyle. 3. To wither, as a vegetable. If aicó.
FACETIOUSNESS S. (from facetious Cheer
ful wit . mirth .
4. To die away , gradually ; io vanith. Addis.
5. To benaturally not durable ; to be tran
FACILE. a. I facile,Fr ] 1. Fåfy; not dificult
fient . Locke
per.ormable with a litle labour role. Evelyn.
2. Eaſily furmountable; 21?; sunquerable. To FADE 2.0 , To wear away ; to reduce to
languor. Dryden
Milion 3. Eaſy of accesconverſe ; not
Tupercilious. Ben. Jchuloa . . Pliant; flexible ; TO FADGE.V. r. (gefeg.in, Sax .] 1. To fuit ;
to fit ; to have one partcontistent with another.
eaſily perſuaded. Calamy .
To FACILITATF.v. á. ( faciliter , Fr.) To
Slak |p. 2. To agree ; not lo quarrel. Hxdib .
make ialy ; to see from difficult.Clarendon
3 To exceed ; to hit. L'Ejirange.
FACILITY. S. i facilité, Fr.) 1. Eafinefs to be FÆCES./.( Lat.} Excrements ; ingredients and
ſettling. Quincy :
performed ; freedom from difficulty Raleigḥ
2. Readineſs .. períorming ; dexterity. Dryd To FAG v.a. ( farigo , Lat.) To grow weary ;
3. Vitious ductility ; eaſineſs to be perfuaded . to faint with wearineſs. Alackenzie .
Bacon . 4. Eafineis of acceſs ; aitability . South. FAGEND.S: [ from fag and end ) 1. The end
FACINERIOUS. a. Wicked ; tacinorous.Shak
of a web of cloth . 2. The refule or meaner
part ofany thing. Farliazy.
FA'CING. J. [ To face ] An ornamental cover .
ing. Wonen
FAGOT. 1. [ faged, Welch ; faget, Fr.] 1. A
bundle of ſticks bound together for the fire .
FACINOROUS. a . facinera, Lat . ) Wicked ,
Watts. 2. A ſoldier numbered in the master
atrocious ; deteflably bad.
FACI NOROUSNESS. f . ( from facinorous.]
roll , but not really exiſting .
Wickedneſs in a high degree .
To FÁ COT. 9. c . (from the noun . ] To tie upi
to bundle . Dryden.
FACT ... ( factum , Lat ) 1. A thing done ; an
effect produced . Hooker. 2. Reality ; not ſup- To FAIL . V. n. I failler , Fr.) 1. To be defi
pofition . Smalridge. 3. Action ; deed . Dryden
cient ; to ceale from former plenty ; to fall
FACTION . S. 1 faction , Fr. ] 1. A party in a
ſhort. Locke. 2. To be extinct ; to ceaie ( a
be produced . Plalms. 3. To ceaſe ; to perish ;
ftate. Shakeſp . 2. Tumult ; difcord ; diflenfion.
Clarendon
to be loſt. Addifon. 4. To die ; to lole lite.
FA'CTIONARYS ( faglionaire, Fr.] A party
Shakelp : s. To ünk ; to be torn down Ifaigh.
6. To
maa . Skakelp.

FAI
FAT
6. To decay ; to decide ; to languiſh . Milton. FAIR .a. [ fæger, Sax . ) 1. Beautiful ; elegant
7. To mifs; sot to produce its effeat. Bacon.
of feature ; handſome. Sbakefp. 2. Not black ;
& To mits ; Dot to acceed in a defign . Addif. not brown ; white in the complexion . Hale.
9. To be debcient in daty. Wake's Prepara
3. Pleaning to the eye. Skakejp . 4 Clear ;
1198 for Dearb.
pure. Boyle. 5. Not cloudy ; not foul; not
tempeſtuous
. Clarendor . 6. Favourable ; prof.
TO FAIL 5. 6. 1. To deſert ; out to continue
ts affift or ſupply. Sidney, Luke. 2. Not to
perous. Prier. 7 Likely to ſucceed. Shakeſp .
8. Equal ; juft. Clarendon. 9. Not effected by
afft , to neglect ; to omit to help. Davies.
any infidious or unlawtol methods. Temple.
3. To ornit; pot to perform . Dryden . 4. To
be wanting to. i Kings.
10. Not practiſing any fraudulent or inúdi
FAIL . ( from the verb .), Miſcarriage; miſs ; ousarts.Pipe. 11. Open; direa . Dryden, 12 .
un'eccei fulneſs. 2. Omiffion ; non perform
Gentle ; mild; ootcompulſory. Spenfor . 13 .
acce Stakes. 3. Deficience ; want. 4
Mild ; not ſevere . Milten . 14. Plealing ; civil.
Dearb ; extinction. Stakeld
Shakeſp. 15. Equitable ; not injurious.Milton .
16. Commodious; ealy. Shakeſp.
FAILING f. [from fail ] Deficiency ; imper
Section ; lape Rogers ,
FAIR. adv . ( from the adjective.) 1. Gently ;
decently ; without violence. Locke. 2. Civilly ;
FAILCRE. from fail ] 1. Deficience ; cef
risa Wodecard 2. Omiflion ; non -perfor
complaisantly. Stakelp. 3. Happily ; fuccelle
fully. Sbakelp. 4. On good terms. Collier.
mase ; fip. Seib . 3. A lapſe ; a flight fault.
FAIN. 6 ( feaga, Sax . } 1. Glad i merry : FAIR.F.1. A beauty ;elliptically, a fair woman.
Ceariol, food. Spanjer. 2. Forced ; obliged ; Dryden . 2. Honeſty; juit dealing Arburbrot.
FAIRS ( foire, Fr.) An annual or ſtated meet
co ripeiied Hooker,
FAIX . ada . (from the adjective.) Gladly ; very
ing of buyers and ſellers. Arbuthnot.
dessousy .
FAIRING. Š. (from fair.) A preſent given at
fair. Ben . Johnson
a
TO FAIN 7. s. ( from the noun .) To wiſh ; to
FAIRLY . adv . ( fiem fair ) 1. Beautifully. 2.
Qesre endly. Spealer.
Commodiouſly ; conveniently . Dryden. 3. Ho
TOFAINT. 9...
0... ( faner, Fr.) 1. To decay ;
to wear or waſte away quickly . Pope. 2. To
neſtly ; juftly ; without fhitt. 4. Ingenuouſly ;
loše ibe anirnal functions ; to book motionleſs. plainly ; openly. Pope. 5. Candidly ; without
Gaardes. 3. To grow feeble. Eccluſ. 4. To
finiftrous interpretacions. Dryder. 6. Without
violence to right reaſon . Dryden. 7. Without
fisk iato dejection . Milton ,
blots. Shakejp. 8. Completely ; without any
T. FAINT . 9. 2. To deject ; to depreſs ; to
deficience . Spenſer.
esteetle. Sretejp.
FAINT .
( fase, fr . ] 1. Languid ; weak ; FAIRNESS. ſ. (from fair .) 1. Beauty ; ele
frose. Terpk. 2. Not brigbt; not vivid ; not gance of form .Sidney. 2. Honeſty ; candour ;
ingenuity . Atterbury.
Erkag. Newiss, 3 No: loud ; not piercing.
Espie. 4. Feeble of body . Rambler. 5. Cow. FA IR SPOKEN . a. (from fair and ſpeak. )
3:07 : timorous; not vigorous. Camden. 6 .
Bland and civilin language and address Hooker.
Le teed , depretled. Hebrews. 7. Not vigo- FATRY. J. ( ferhð, Sax . ) 1. A kind of fabled
gar , got a @ ive. Dadies.
beings ſuppoſed to appear in a diminutive hu
FAIXTHEARTED. e . faint and beart.)
man form , and to dance in the meadows, and
reward cleanlineſs in boules ; an elf ; a fay .
C * 27011 ; liTorous. I aiah .
FAINTEE ARTEDLY . adv . ( from faint
Locke. 2. An enchantreſs. Shekelp .
Pearsed ] Timorouſly.
FAIRY . a . 1. Given by fairies. Dryden. 2.
Belonging to fairies. Shakeſp.
FAINTHEARTEDNESS L. (from faintbeart
FAIRYSTONE.ſ. A ſtone found in gravel-pits .
& Cozardice ; timoroulaeſs.
FAINTING.S. (from faini.) Deliquium ; tfm- FAITH ſ. ( fri, Fr.) 1. Belief of the revealed
truthsof religion.Hosker, James, Hammond. 2..
62 cs of animalmotion Wileman .
The ſyſtem of revealed truchs held by the
FAINTISHNESS. S. (from faini.) Weakneſs in
Chriſtian church. Ads, Common Prayer. 3 .
at zor degree ; incipient debuity . Arbuthnet .
FANTLING . a. [srom faisi.) Timorous; Trult in God.Swife. 4. Tenet held. Shakelp .
ferty isded . Arbattust .
5. Trust in the honeſty or veracity of another.
TA INTLY ede . ( from faint ) , Feebly ; lan
6. Fidelity ; unſhaken adherence. Milton . 7 .
Honour ; locial conhdence . Dryden. 8. Since
Ltr. Web 2. Noiin bright colours. Pipe.
3 Bicozi icrce of repreientation. Stakelp . rity ; honeſty; veracity . Shakejp. 9. Promile
W tzcui ftrengtb of body. Dryden. 5.
given. Shakeſp.
sizropty; not actively. Sbakejp. 6. T. FAITHBREACH S. [faith and breach ]Breach
pori will dejection; without spirit. ot fidelity ; perfidy. Skakejp.
FAITHED. a . (trom fastb .) Honeft; Incere.
FAINTSESS. F. (from faini.) 1. Langoor ;
Stakelp.
bet * ; wast of ſtrength. Hooker. 2. In- FAITHFUL. a. I fa tb and full.) 1. Firm in
I
Want of vigour. Spenjer. 3. Timo
a herence to the iruth of religion . Ephefians.
2. Of true fidelity ; loyal ; true to allegiance.
rese ; ce ecion . Skake pe
citrom jan : .j Weak ; feetle il Milton. 3. Hopeit ; upright; vithout traud .
Nomb.
*25521 . Dgdes.
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Numb. 4. Obſervant of compact or promiſe.
cline from violence to calmneſs. Dryden. 20.
To enter into any new ſtate of the body or
Dryden.
mind. Knolles. 21. To fiok into an air of
1.
With
faithful.)
FAITHFULLY. adv. (from
firm belief in religion. 2. With full confidence diſcontent or dejection . Bacon. 21. To fink
in God 3 . With ftrict adherence to duty.
below ſomething in compariſon. Waller. 23.
Shakelp. 4. Withouc failure of performance.
To happen ; to befal. Donne . 24. To come
Dryden . 5. Sincerely ; with trong promiſes. by chance; to light on. Shakeſp. 25. To
Bacon. 6. Honeſtly; without fraud Souib . come in a ſtated method . Holder. 26. To
7 Confidently : ſteadily . Shakesp.
come unexpectedly. Boyle. 27. To begin any
FAITHFULNESS. S. (trom faithful ) 1. Ho
thing with ardour and vehemence . Hale. 28.
To handle or treat directly. Aldiſon. 29.
neſty ; veracity . Pſalms, 2. Adherence to
To come vindictively ; as a punishment. 2
duty ; loyalıy . Dryden .
FAITHLESS. a. (from faith .] 1. Without be
Chronicles. 30. To comeby any miſchance to
lief in the revealed truths of religion ; uncon.
any new poileſfor. Knelles. 3i. To drop or
verled . Hooker. 2. Pertidious; diſloyal; not
pais, by careleſſneſs or imprudence. Swift. 32.
To come forcibly and irreſiſtibly. Acts. 33.
true to dury. Shakeſp.
FAITHLESSNESS. ]. [from faithlefs ) 1. To become the property of any one by lot,
chance, inheritance . Denham. 34. To lan
Treachery ; perfidy. 2. Unbelief as to reveal
ed religion .
guiſh ; to grow faint. Addiſon. 35. Tobeborn ;
FAITOUR . S. [ foitard, Fr. ) A ſcoundrel; a
to be yeaned. Mortimer. 36. T. Falls
way To grow lean. Arbuthnet. 37. To re
raical; a mean fellow. Spenſer.
volt; to change allegiance. 2 Kings. 38. To
FAKE.ſ. A coil of rope . Harris.
a portaliſe. Ecclef. 39. To periſh ; to be loſt.
FALCADE.S. (trom falx , falcis, Lat.) A horſe
is said tomake falcades, when he throws hiin
Dryden. 40. To decline gradually ; to fade.
felf upon his haunches two or three times , as
Addiſon. 41. To Fall back. To fail of a
in very quick curvets .
promile or purpoſe . Taylor. 42. To recede ;
FA’LCATED . o. (falcatus, Lat. ) Hooked ; to give way: 43. To fall down. To pro
bent like a ſcythe. Harris.
Itrate himſelf in adoration . Pjalms. 44. To
Gink ; not to ſtand. Dryden. 45. To bend as a
FALCATION . J.Crookedneſs Brown .
ſuppliant. Ijaiah. 46. TO FALL from . To re
FALCHION. S. [ fauchen ,Fr.) A ſhort crooked
volt ; to depart from adherence. Hayward.
fword ; a cymeter. Dryden.
FALCON . / ( faulcon , Fr.) 1 A hawk trained 47. T. Fall in. To concur ; to coincide.
for ſport, Walton 2. A ſort of cannon . Harris.
Atterbury. 48. To comply ; to yield to.
FALCONER. f. [ faulconnier, lat.] One who
Swift. 49. TO FALL off. To feparate ; to be
breeds and trainshawks. Temple.
broken . Shakeſp. 50. To periſh ; to die away.
FA’LCONET. /. I falconette, Fr.) A ſort of ord
Felton. 51. To apoſtaciſe. Milts . 52. To
nance . Knolos.
Fall on . To begin eagerly to do any thing.
Dryden . 53. To make an aſſault. Shakejp.
FA'LDAGE P. I faldagium , barbarous Lat . ) A
privilege reſerved of ſetting up tolds for theep.
54. T. Fall over. To revolt ; to detert froin
Harris .
one ſide to the other. Shakejp. 55. TO FALL
FA'LDING : P. A kind of coarſe cloth . Dist.
out. To quarrel; to jar . Sidney 56. To hap
FALDSTOOL . ſ. ( fald or fold and flool. } A
pen ; to befal. Hooker. 57. To Fall 10. To
kind of rool placed at the ſouth - ſide of the
begin eagerly to eat Dryden. 58. To apply
altar, at which the kings of England kneel at himnielf to . Clarendon. 59. T. FAIL ander .
their coronation ,
To be ſubject to. Taylor. 60. To be ranged
To FALL . v . . pret. I fell: compound pret .
with . Addiſon. 61. To Fall upon . To ale
I have fallen , or faln i feallan , Sax ) 1. To
lack ; to invade . Knolles. 62: To attempt.
2.
To
Holder. 63. To ruſh againſt. Addifer .
drop from a higher place . Shokep
drop from an erect to a prone pofture. Judges. To FALL. V. n. 1. To drop; to let fall, Shakeſp.
2. To ink ; to de preſs Bacon . 3. To dimi
3. To dr« p ; to be bed no longer. Atts . 4.
To move down any defcent. Burnet. 5. To niſh in value ; to let link in price Locke, 4.
To yean ; to bring forth . Shakeſp.
drop ripe from the tree . Ilaiah. 6. To paſs
at the outlet ; 26 a river. Arburknob. 7. TO FALL.I. ( from the verb.) 1. The act of drop
ping from on high . Dryden . 2. The act of
be determined to come particular direction.
tumbling from an erect poſture. Shake p . 3 .
Cheyne. 8. To apittatile ; to depart from faith
or goodneſs. Milter. 9. To die by violence. The violence ſuffered in dropping from on
high . Lacke . 4. Death ; overthrow ; deftruc
Miilion . 10. Tocome to a ſudden end . Davies
tion incurred . Shakejp. 5. Ruin ; disſolution .
1. To be degraded from an high Itation .
Deubam . 6. Downtal ; lots of greatneis ; de
Shakeſp. 12. To decline from power or em
clention from eminence; degradation. Dasie
fire. Addifon . 13. To enter into any Itale
worie than the former. Dryden. 14. To de
7. Declenſion of greatneſs, power, or domi
creaſe ; to be diminished. 15. To ebb ; to nion. Hooker. 8. Diminution ; decreare of
e Child 9. Declination or diminution of
pric
grow ſhallow . 16. To decreale in value ; 10
lound ; cloſe to mulick . Milton . 10. Declivity i
bear lels price. Carew. 17. To tink ; not to
fteep descent . Bacon . 11. Cataract ; calcade.
amount to the full . Bacos. 18. To be re
Fope.
jested , to become null . Lode. 19. To de
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Pope. 12. The outlet of a current into any FA’LSER. !. (from falſe.) A deceiver. Spenſer.
other water. Addiſon. 13. Autumn ; the fall FALSIFIABLE .a . (from fallify.) Liable to be
of the leaf. Dryden . 14. Any thing that falls counterfeited.
in great quantities. L'Efirange. is . The act FALSIFICATION. f. [ falſification, Fr.) 1 .
of telling or cutting down .
The act of counterfeiting any thing ſo as to
FALLACIOUS. a . ( fallacieux, Fr. ) 1 Produ . make it appear what it is not. Bacon . 2. Con
cing miſtake ; ſophiſtical. South. 2. Deceitful;
futation . Broome.
mocking expectation. Milton.
FA’LSIFIR
( from fallify ] 1. One that
FALLACIOUSLY. adv. ( from fallacious.) So
counterfeits ; one that makes any thing to
phiſtically , with purpose to deceive. Brown .
leem what it is not . Bizle. 2. A liar . L'Eſra.
FALLACIOUSNESS. f. [from fallacious.] To FA'LSIFY v.a !I falfhr, Fr ) 4. To coun
terfeit ; to forge. Hiker. 2. To confute ; to
Tendency to deceive .
FA'LLACY . S. ( fallacia, Lat.) A ſophiſm ; prove falſe. Addiſon . 3. To violate ; to break
by falſehood . Knolles.
logical artifice ; deceitful argument. Sidney.
FALLIBILITY. S. [ from fallible.) Liableners To FALSIFY.V. » .To tell lies South .
to be deceived. Waits.
FA LSITY . !. [ falfitas, Lat.) 1. Falſehood ;
FALLIBLE . s. ( falle, Lat. ) Liable to errour.
contrariety to truth Sandys. 2. A lje ; an
errour. Glanville,
Taylor.
FALLING. L. (from fall.] Indentings oppote To FALTER. V. « (vaular, Ifandick .) ! . To
heltate in the utterance of words . Smith, 2 .
to prominence . Addifon .
FA’LLINGSICKNESS | ( fall and fickness.is To fail in any act of the body . Shakeſp . 3 .
The epilepſy ; a dileaſe in which the patient To falin any act ofthe undertanding. Locke.
is, without any warning, deprived at once of To FA’LTER. « . a . To cleante
FALTERINGLY. adu . [ riom falter ) With
his lenles , and falls down. Shakeſp.
FA’LLOW . a . ( Falepe , Sax . ) 1. Pale red, or hefitation ; with difficulıy .
pale yellow . Clarendon . 2. Unfowed ; lett To FA'MBLE. v.a. famler 1 To hefitate.Sku.
to relt after the years of village. Hayward. 3. FAME . 1. toma, Lat.j. Celebrity; renown.
Plowed, but not lowed . Howel. 4. Unplow
Addison. 2. Report ; rumour. Fol. ix . 9.
ed ; uncultivated . Shakejp. 5. Unoccupied ; FAMED. 4. (from fame.) Renowned i cele
neglected . Hudibras.
brated ; much talked of. Dryden .
FALLOW . L. ( from the adjective.) 1. Ground FAMELESS. a. Hihout fame. My.
plowed in order to be plowed again. Mortimer. FAMILIAR. a . ( familiaris, Latj1. Domce
tick ; relating to a family. Pope. 2. Affable ;
2. Ground lying at reſt . Rowe.
TO FALLOW . v . n. To plow in order to a
not formal; ealy in converſation. Shakelp. 3 .
ſecond plowing. Mortimer.
Unceremonious ; free . Sidney 4. Wellknown.
FA’LLOWNESS. S. (from falloro .) Barrenneis: Watts. 5. Well acquainted with ; accuſtomed.
an exemption from bearing fruit. Donne.
Locke. 6. Common; frequent. Locke. 7.Faly ;
FALSE . a. ( falfus, Lac ) 1. Notmorally true ; unconltrained. Addifon. 8. Too nearly ac
ex preſling thatwhich is not thought . Shakeſp
quainted. Camden.
2. Not phyſically true ; conceiving that which FAMILIAR . J. An intimate ; one lung ac
does not exist. Davies. 3. Suppofieitious; luc
quainted. Rogers.
cedaneous. Bacon. 4. Deceiving expectation. FAMILIARITY. L. ( familiarité, Fr.] 1. Ea
L'Efirange. 5. Not agreeable to rule , on lineſs of converſation ; omiſſion of ceremony .
propriety. Shakeſp. 6.Not honelt ; not just.
2. Acquaintance ; habitude . Aiterbury. 3 .
Donne. 7. Treacherous ; pertidious; traitor
Eaſy intercourle . Pepe.
ous. Bacon. 8. Counterfeit ; hypocritical ; noi To FAMILIARIZE. v.6. ( familiariſer, Fr. ]
real . Dryden .
1. To make eaſy by habitude . 2. To bring.
To FALSE, v . a . (from the noun ) 1. To
down from a ſtate or diftant ſuperiority. Addi .
violate by failure of veracity . Spenſer . 2 . FAMILIARLY. adv . (trom familiar. j 1. Un
To deceive. Spenjer. 3. To de cai; to balk ; ceremoniouſly ; with freedom . Bacon . 2. Com
monly ; frequently. Raleigh. 3. Ealily , with
10 ſhiit ; to evade. Spenjer .
out formality . Pope.
FALSEHE ARTED a . ( jalle and bear : ] Trea
cherous : perfidious ; deceitful ; hollow . Bacon . FAMILLE. en famille, Fr. In a family way.
FA’LSEHOOD . J. ( irom jaile. 1. Want on Swifi.
truth ; want of veracity. Seuih. 2. Want 01 FAMILY. I. [familia , Lac . ) » . Thoſe who live
honcity ; treachery. 3. A lie ; a talle aller
in the fame houle ; houthold. Swifi. 2. Thole
tion .
thai defcend from one common progeoitor; a
FALSELY . adv. [from falle. ] 1. Contrarily race ; a generation. 3 A claſs ; a tribe ; a
10 truth ; not truly . Gov.of the Tongue. 2 . ſpecies. Bacon .
' Erroneouly; by miſtake. Smalridge . 3. Per- FAMINE,
J; [ famine, Fr. ] Scarcity of food i
deaith . Hale.
ti houſly ; treacherouſly.
FALSLNESS. J. (from falfo ] 1. Contrariety to To FAMISH . v . 2. ( from fames, Lat ) 1. To
truth . 2. Want of veracity ; violation of pro
kill with hunger ; to itarve. Shakijp. 2. To
10. Iilicijen . 3. Duplicity , deceit Hammond.
kill by deprivation of anything necetlary. Mi't.
4. Treachery ; perfidy ;traitorouinels. Rogers. To FA'MISH . v. n . Todie oi hunger. Shakejp.
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FAMISHMENT. S. (from famiß .] Want of | FANG . f. [ from the verb.) 1. The long tuks
food . Hakewill.
of a boar or other animal. Shakeſp. 2. The
FAMOʻSITY.S. Renown . Diet .
nails ; the lalons. 3. Any ſhoot or other thing
FAMOUS. a . (fameux, Fr. ] Renowned ; ce
by which hold is taken. Evelyn.
FAN
GED .
lebrated. Peacham , Milton.
( from fang.) Furniſhed with
FA'MOUSLY . adv . ( from famous.) With great fangs or long teeth ; furniſhed with any inſtru
renown ; with great celebration. Shakeſ. Grew . ments, in imitation of fangs. Philips.
FAMOUSNESS. J. [from famous.] Celebrity ; FA'NGLE . I: (from Fengan, Sax .) A lilly at
great fame.
tempt ; triling ſcheme.
FAN.S: (vannus, Lat .) 1. An inſtrument uſed PA'NGLED. a [from fangle.) It is ſcarcely uſed
by ladies to move the air and cool themſelves.
but in new fangled ; vainly fond of novelty.
Atterbury. 2. Any thing ſpread out like a
Quick wits be in delire new fangled.Afcham .
woman's fan . L'Eſtrange 3. The inſtrument PA'NGLESS. a. (from fang.) Toothleſs ; with
out teeth. Shakeſp.
by which the chaff is blown away . Shakeſp. 4 .
Any thing by which the air is moved. Dryden . FANGOT. L. A quantity of wares.
FA'NNEL. I. (fanon , Fr.) A ſort of ornament
5. An inſtrument to raise the fire. Hooker .
To FAN . v . a . 1. To cool or recreate with a
like a ſcarf, worn about the left arm of amaſs
prieſt
fan. Spectator. 2. To ventilate ; to affect by
air putin motion. Miller . 3. To ſeparate, as FA'NNER.S. [ from fan.) One that plays a fan .
Jeremiah
by winnowing. Bacon .
FANATICISM . f.[from fanatick .]Enthufialin ; FANTASIED. a. (from fantaſy .) Filled with
fancies. Shakejp.
religious frenzy . Rogers.
FANA TICK .6. [ fanaticus , Lat . ) Enthuſial- FANTA'SM . | (See PHANTASM .)
FANTASTIČAL . ? 6. ( fantaſtique, Fr.) ! .
tick ; ſuperſtitious. Milion .
FANATICK. F. (from the adjective . ) An en- FANTA'STICK . } Irra'ional ; bred only in
thufiaft; a man mad with wild notions . Decay the imagination. South . 2. Subſiſting only in
of Piety .
the fancy ; imaginary . Sbakeſp. 3. Capricious ;
FA'NCIFUL . a. ( fancy and full ) !. Imagi
humourous ; vofleady . Prior. 4. Whimſical ;
fancitul. Sidney, Aldiſon. .
Dative ; rather guided by imagination than
reaſon . Woodward. 2. Directed by the ima. FANTASTICALLY. 'adv. (from fantaſtical )
gination , not the reaſon . Hayward.
1. By the power of imagination. 2. Caprici
FANCIFULLY. ada. (from fanciful.) Accord
oully ; humouroully. Shakeſp. 3. Whimſically.
Grew.
ing to the wildneſs of imagination.
FANCIFULNESS./ (from fanciful.]Addiction FANTASTICALNESS. 1S. (from fantaſtical.]
FANTASTICKNESS. $ 1. Humourouſneſs ;
to the pleaſures of imagination Hale.
FANCY. f. ( phaniaha, Lat.) 1. Imagination ; mere compliance with fancy. 2. Whingcal
the power by which the mind forms to itself neſs; unreatonablene is. Tillotſon. 3. Caprice ;
uniteadinels.
images and repreſentations. Granville. 2. An
opinion bred rather by the imagination than FANTASY. S. [fantaſie, Fr ) 1. Fancy ; ima
gination ; the power of imagining . Davies,
the reaſon . Clarendon. 3. Taſte ; idea ; con
Newien . 2. Idea ; image of the mind. Spenſer.
ception of things Addiſon. 4. Image ; con
3. Humour; inclinat on Whitgift.
ception ; ' thought. Shakeſp. 5. Ioclination ;
liking ; fondnels. Collier. 6. Caprice ; humour , FAP. a. Fuddled ; drunk . Shakeſp.
whim . Dryden . 7. Frolick ; idle ſcheme ; FAR. adv. ( feon , Sax . ] 1. To great extent in
vagary. L'Estrange. 8. Something that pleales
length . Prior . 2. To a great extent every
or entertains. Bacon .
way. Prier. 3. To a great diſtance progrei
To FANCY. v . n . (from the noun ) To ima
fively. Slakelp. 4. Remotely ; at a great
gine ; to believe without being able to prove.
dillance. Bacon, Knolles. 5. To a diſtance.
Sprat
Roligh. 6. In a great part. Judges. 7 : In a
To FANCY.v . a . 1. To pourtray in the mind;
great proportion ; by many degrees. Waller. S.
to impagine. Drydin. 2. Tolike ; to be pleaf
To a great heighi ; inagnificently. Shakejp.
ed with . Raleigh
9 To a certain point; to a certain degree.
FANCYMONGER. ſ. One who deals in tricks llammond, Tillotion 10. It is old oiten in
or imagination Stakels.
compoti ien ; as farſhooting,farlezing.
FANCYSICK . a . [ faury and fick )One whore FAR I'ETCH / Ifar and jetrbij A deep
difemper is in his own mind. L'Ellrange,
Itratagem . Hudibras.
FANE J. \ jane, Fr. ) A temple confecrated to TAR -FETCHED. 4. [ far and ferch .) 1 .
! religion. Philips
Brought from places remote. Milioni 2. Stu
FANFARON . ). [ Fr. ) 1. A bully ; a hector.
dioully lought ; elaborately trained . Smith .
2. A blurterer ; a boatter of more than he can FAR -PIERCING a. far and pierce. ) Striking,
perform . Dryden.
or penetrating a great way. Pope.
FANFARONADE. S [from fanfaron , Fr ] A FAR SHOOTING. a . Shooting to a great dif
tance .
blutter ; a tumour of fictitious dignity. Swifi.
To FANG. v . a . ( ringan , Sax . ) To leize ; 10 FAR. 1. Diſtant ; remote. Dryden . 2. Dom
gripe ; to clatch . Shakeſp .
Far . From a remote place. Dosieronomy.
FAR
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FAR.L. ( contracted from farrow .) Young pigs. (FA'RTHERANCE.S. (more properly further .
Tuller .
ance . ) Encouragement ; promotion . Ajcbam .
To FARCE. v. e. ( farcio, Lat. ) 1. To ſtuff ; PA'RTHERMORE, adv . more properly yure
to fill with mingled ingredients. Carew .
thermore,) Belides ; over and above ;likewile.
Raleigh .
To extend ; to twell out. Shakeſp .
FARCE.S. ( farcer, Fr. to mock. j A dramatick To FARTHER.V a. (more proper To further.]
repreſentation written without regularity .Dry.
To promote ; to facilitate ; lo advance Drid.
FARCICAL a . ( from force. ) Belonging to a FA'RTHEST. a:. (more properly furthej? ]
farce . Gay
1. At the greatest distance , 2. To the greata
FARCY.S. (farcin , Fr.] The leproſy of horſes. eſt distance .
FARDEL . . ( fardello, Ital. ) A bunule; a lit- FARTHEST.a. Moitdiſtant ;remoteſt. Husker.
FARTHINC. Ji ( feondling, Sax . ) 1. The
ile pack. Shakeſp.
fourth of a penny Cocker : 2 Copper money .
To FARE . v . n . (faran , Sax.) 1. To go ; to
paſs ; to travel . Fairfax. 2. To be in any
Gay. 3. It is uied iometimes in a fenle by
ſtate good or bad. Waller. 3. To proceed in
perbolical :: as , it is not worth a farthing ; or
any train of conſequences good or bad. Milton
proverbial.
4. To happen to any one well or ill. South. 5. PA'RTHINGALE. . A hoof, uſed to ſpread
the petticoat. Swift .
To feed ; to eat ; to be entertained. Brown .
FARE. S- (from the verb .} 1. Price of pailage in FARTHINGSWORTH .S. As much as is fold
a vehicle by land or by water . Dryden.2. Food
for a farthing Arburbnot.
prepared for the table ; proviſions. Aldisn. FASCES. / Lat.) Kods anciently carried be
fore the confuls. Dryden .
FAREWE'LL adv. 1. The parting compliment,
adieu . Shakeſp . 2. It is ſometimes uled only FASCIA.S. (Lat.) A fillet; a bandage.
as an expreffiin of separation without kind- FASCIATED. a . (irom fafcia ) Bound with
fillets.
neſs. Waller.
FAREWELL. S. Leave,act of departare. Mill. FASCIATION.S. (from fafcia.Bandage.Wije.
FARINACEOUS. a. (from farina , Lat.) Mea- To FASCINATE . V 4., 1fafcino, Lat.) To
ly ; taſting like meal . Arbuthnot.
bewitch ; to enchant ; to influence in some
wicked and ſecret manner . Decay of Prety.
FARM . I. ferme, Fr.) 1. Ground let to a
tenant ; ground cultivated by another man FASCINATION. ).(trom falcinale.j The pow
upon condition of paying part of the profit.
er or act of bewitching ; enchantment. Bacon.
Hayward. 2. The itate of lands let out to FASCINE. F. ( Fr. ) A faggot. Addiſon ,
the culture of tenants. Spenſer.
FA'SÇINOUS. a tajcinum , Lat. ) Cauſed or
To FARM . v . a . ( from the noun] 1. To
acting by witchcraft. Harvey.
let out to tenants at a certain rent. Shakeſp. PA'SHION.S. ( façon, Fr.) 1. Form ; make ;
ftate of any thing with regard to appearance.
2. To take at a certain rate. Camden. 3.
Luke, 2. The make or cut of cloachs, Shake.
To cultivate land.
FARMER . f. ( fermier, Fr. ] 1. One who
3. Manger ; lort ; way . Hayward. 4. Cuſtom
operating upon dreis. or any domeſtick orna
cultivates hired ground. Shake'p. 2. One who
cultivates ground, Mortimer.
ments. Shakeſp. 5. Cuſtom ; general practice.
PA'RMOST . ). (ſuperlative of far ) Mof dif
Sidney, Tilleijon. 6. Manner iinitaied icom
tane. Dryden .
another ; way eſtabliſhed by precedent.Shuke.
FARNESS. S. (from far.) Diſtance ; remote
7. General approbation ; mode. Pope. 8. Rank ;
nefs. Carew.
condition of the vulgar . Raleigh. 9. Any
FARRAGINOUS 4. (from farrago, Lat.) thing worn. Shakeſp. 10. The rarcy ; a dit
Formed of different materials. Brown,
temper in horles ; thehories leproly . Shakeſp .
FARRAGO. L. ( Lat.) A mais formed confu- To FASHION. v. a . ( façonner, I'r.] 1. To
ſedly of ſeveral ingredients ; a medley.
mould ; 10 bgure. Raleigh. 2. To tit ; to
FA'RRIER.J. ( ferrier, French.) 1. A fhoer
adapt ; to accommodate. Spenſer. 3. To caſt
of horſes. Digby. 2. One who profelles the
into external appearance . Shakeſp. 4. To
medicine of hories, Swift.
make according to the rule preſcribed by cui
. Locke,
tom
prac
noun.)To
the
(from
.
n
TOFARRIER . V.
tife phyfiek or chirurgery on hortes Mortimer. FAʼSHIONABLE . 2.(from faſhion.) 1.Approv
FARROW. f. [ fearh, Sax.) A little pig Stake.
ed by cuítom i establiſhed by cuttom. Rogers,
TO PARROW v.a. To bring pigs Iuffer
2. Made according to the mode. Dryden. 3 .
FART. J. ( Fert , Sax . ) Wind from behind
Obiervant of the mode. Shakeſp. 4. Having
rank above the vulgar, and below nobility.
Suckling
TO PART.v.a. To break wind behind. Swift. FASHIONABLENESS. J: [from faſhionable.)
FARTHER . adv . ( We oughtto write fuorider
Modiſ elegance. Locke.
and furibejt, fonton , Funder , Sax . ]' Aca FASHIONABLY.adv. [from fafbionable.) In
a manner conformable to cuſtom ; with mo
greater distance ; to a greater diliance ; more
remotely . Lacke .
dith elegance. Souib .
FARTHÉR. a . (Tuppoſed from far, more pro- FASHIONIST. ſ. (from fafvion.) A follower
bably from forth . ) 1. More re more.Dryden .2 .
of the mode ; a coxcomb..
Longer ; tending to greater distance . Dryden. To FAST . v, . (foſtan, Goihick .] 1. To
abſtain
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abftain from food. Bacon . 2. To mortify the
tains that all things happen by invincible ne
body by religious abstinence , Matthew
ceffity. Watts.
FAST . 1 ( from the verb ) 1. Abſtinence from FATA’LITY . S. [ fatalité, Fr.) 1. Predeſtina
food. Taylor. 2. Religious mortification by
tion ; predetermined order or ſeries of things
and events. South . 2. Decree of fate. King
abſtinence; religious humiliation . Atterbury.
Charles. 3. Tendency to danger. Broome.
FAST. a . ( fest , Sax.) 1. Firm ; immoveable.
Milton. 2. Strong ; impregnable. Spenſer. 3. FA "TALLY . adv . [from fatal.) 1. Mortally ;
Fixed . Temple. 4. Deep : found . Shakeſp 5 .
deſtructively ; even to death. Denbam . 2. By
the decree of fate. Bentley.
Firm in adherence. Aſcham . 6. [ from ffej ,
Welſh ) Speedy ; quick ; twiſt. Davies. 7. FATALNESS.S.( from fatal.] Invincible ne
ceflity.
Fast and locfe. Uncertain ; variable ; incon
llant. Sidney
FATE.S: ( fatum , Lat . ] , Deſtiny ; an eternal
ſeries of fuccefive cauſes. Milton. 2. Event
FAST . adv . 1. Firmly ; immoveably. Shakeſp.
2. Ciclely ; nearly . Knolles. 3. Swiftly ; nim
predetermined. Shakeſp. 3. Death ; deſtruc
bly. Daniel. 4 Frequently. Hammind .
tion . Dryden. 4. Cauſe of death . Dryden.
To FASTEN . v . a . (trom faſt.] 1. To make FA'TED . a . (from fasc . ) 1. Decreed by fate.
Dryden. 2. Determined in any manner by
faſt ; to make firm . Dryden . 2. To hold
together; to cement ; to link. Denne. 3. To
fate. Dryden . 3. Endued with any quality by
fate, Prior.
affix ; to conjoin . Swift. 4. To ſtamp ; to
impreſs. Shakeſp. 5. To ſettle ; to conform FA'THER . . ( Fader, Sax.] 1. He by whom
the ſon or daughter is begotten. Bacen . 2 .
Decay of l'iety. 6. To lay on with ſtrength .
The first anceltor . Romans . 3 The appellation
Dryden.
TO FASTEN . .n . To fix himſelf. Brown.
of an old man. Camden. 4. The title of any
FA'STENER.S. (from fallen .] One that makes
man reverend for age. Shakeſp.5.Onewho has
faſt or firin .
given original to anything good orbad. Genef.
FA'STER . S. (from fall.) He who abſtains from
6. The ecclefiaftical writers of the firſt centu.
food .
ries . Srilling fleet. 7.One who acts with patera
nal care and tenderneſs. Yob. 8. The title of
FA'STHANDED, a . [ faſt and hand.] Avari
cious ; cloſehanded ; covetous . Bacon .
a popith conteſſor. Addiſon . 9. The title of a
FASTIDIOʻSITY. . ( from faftidious.] Dif
ſenator of old Rome. Dryden . 10. The ap
daintulneſs. Swift.
pellation of the first perſon of the adorable
FASTIDIOUS. a. ( faftidiofus, Lat.) Diſdain.
Trinity. Tayler. 11. The compellation of Ced
ful ; fqueamilh ; delicate to a vice. B.Johrlos,
as creator . Common Prayer.
Souib.
FA'THER - IN -LAW . 1. (from father.] The
father of one's huſband or wife. Addijon.
FASTIDIOUSLY. adv. ( from faftidious. ] Dir
dainfully ; ſqueamithly.Gov.of the Tongue. To FA'THER . v . c . 1. To lake ; to adopt as a
FASTIGIATED. a.Ifaftigiarus, Lat .) Roofed. ſon or daughter. Shakeſp. 2. To ſupply with
FASTINGDAY. . faſt and day .) Day of a father. Shakeſp: 3. To adopt a compofition.
mortification by abftinence. Taylor.
Swift . 4. To aſcribe to any one as his off
FA'STNESS F ( from fall.) 1. Firmneſs ; firm
ſpring, or production. Hosker.
adherence. Bacon. 2. Strength ; fecurity. FA’THERHOOD. L. from farter.] The cha:
Davies, 3. A ſtrong place ; a place not eaſily
racter of a father. Hall.
forced Warts. 4. Čloſeneſs; concileneſs ; not FATHERLESS. a . (from farter .) Without a
father. Sandys.
diffusion. Alcban .
FASTUOUS. a. ( faftuofus, Lat.) Proud ; FATHERLINE
SS . a. (from father.) The ten
derneſs of a father.
haughey.
. (from farber.]Paternal; likę
a
FA'THERLY.
fleſhy.
;
plump
;
FAT. (ræt, Sax . ) 1. Fullfed
Arbuthnot : 2. Coarſe ; groís ; dull. Dryden . a father . Shakeſp.
FATHERLY. adv. To the manner of a father,
3 Wealthy ; rich. Milion.
Milton .
FAT . L. An oily and fulphureous part of the
bloed, depoſited in the cells of themembrana FATHOM . L. ( redm , Sax .) 1. A meaſure of
adipola , from the innumerable lietle veliels length containing fix feet . Helder . 2. Reach ;
which are ſpread amongſt them. Bacon..
penetration ; depth of contrivance . Stakejp.
FAT. F. ( rät , Sax . ) A vefſel in which any To FA THOM . v . a. (from the noun.] 1. To
thing is put to ferment or be foaked. Jeel.
encompaſs with the armsextended or encir
To FAT . v. a. ( from the noun.) To make fat ;
cling . 2. To reach ; lo maller. Dryden . 3 .
to fatten .' Abbor.
To lound ; to try with respect to the depth.
Felion
. 4. To peperate into ; to find the
To FAT. v . a. To grow fat ; to grow full fleſh
boicom : as, I cannot fathom his cehen.
ed . L'Ellrange.
FA’TAL. a . ( fatalis, Lat .) 1. Deadly ; mor- FATHOMLESS . (trom jattom .] 1. That of
tal; deſtructive ; cauſing deſtruction. Dry
which no bottom can be found. 2. That of
den 2. Proceeding by deſtiny ; inevitable ; which the circumference cannot be embraced.
neceſſary . Tillotſon. 3. Appoinied by deſtiny: 1. Shakeſp.
Bacs .
FATIDICAL. a. [ fatidicus, Lat.) Propherick ;
FATALIST. S. (from fare.] One who main
baving the power to foferei. ficavel.
FATIFEROUS.

1
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roneous. Hooker. 3. Detective ; bad in any
FATIFEROUS . a. ( fatifer, Lat.] Deadly ;
mortal . Diet.
reſpect. Bacon .
FATIGABLE . 0. [farigo, Lat . ) Eaſily wearied. TO FAVOUR . v . a . ( favor, Lat ) 1. To
To FA'TIGATE . v. a . ( fatigº, Lat . ) To
ſupport; to regard with kindneſs. Bacon, 2 .
To aflift with advantages or conveniencies.
weary ; to fatigue. Shakeſp.
Addiſon. 3. To reſemble in feature.Spectator .
FATIGUE , f. ( fatigue, Fr.] 1. Wearineſs ;
laffitude. 2. The cauſe of wearineſs ; labour ;
4. To conduce to ; to contribute .
FAVOUR
.S . ( favor , Lat.) 1. Countenance ;
toil . Dryden .
kindneſs
; kind regard. Shakeſp. 2. Support ;
To FATIGUE. v. a. ( fatiguer, Fr. ) To tire ;
defence ; vindication . Rogers. 3. Kindneſs
to weary. Prier .
granted . Sidney. 4. Lenity ; mildneſs; miti
FATKIDNEYED. a. ( fot and kidney .) Fat .
gation of punishment. Swift. 5. Leave; good
Shakeſp.
FA'TLING . S. ( from far.)
young animal will ; pardon. Pſalms. 6. Object of favour ;
fed fat for the Naughter . Ifaiah.
perſon or thing favoured. Milton. 7. Some
FA'TNER . I. ( from far. ] That which gives thing given by a lady to be worn .Spectator . 8.
fatneſs. Arburbror.
Any thing worn openly as a token. Shakeſp.
FA'TNESS. S. ( from far ) 1. The quality of 9. Feature ; countenance. Sonib.
being fat, plump. 2. 'Fat; greaſe ; fulneſs of FAVOURABLE. a. [favorable, Fr. ) 1. Kind ;
Aeſh . Spenſer. 3. Un& uous or greaſy matter
propitious ; affectionate. Shakeſp. 2. Pallia
Bacon. 4. Oleaginouſneſs ;Dimineſs. Arbuthn.
tive ; tender ; averſe from cenſure. Dryden . 3.
Conducive to ; contributing to. Temple. 4 .
5. Fertility ; fruitfulneſs. Geneſis. 6. That
which cauſes fertility. Philips, Bentley.
Accommodate ; convenient. Clarendon. 5 .
Beautiful ; well favoured. Spenſer .
TO FA'TTEN . v. a: [from far.] 1. To feed
up; to make Aeſhy. Arbuthnet. 2. Tomake FAVOURABLE
.J. (from favourable.]
Kindneſs ; beniNESS
gnity.
fruitful. Dryden . 3. To feed grolly ; to in
FAVOURABLY. adv. ( from favourable ]
creaſe. Dryden.
Kindly ; with favour Rogers .
To FA'TTEN . v. n. (from far.) To grow fat ;
to be pampered. Otway.
FAVOURED . particip. a . 1. Regarded with
FA'TUOUS. a. ( fatuus, Lat.) 1. Stupid ;
kindneſs. Pope. 2. Featured. With well or
ill. Spenſer .
fooliſh ; feeble of mind. Glanville. 2. Impo
FA'VOUREDLY. odv. With wellor ill, in a
tent ; without force . Denham .
fair or foul way;
FATU'ITY. S. ( fatuité, Fr. ) Foolihneſs ;
FAVOURER . . (from favour.) One who
weakneſs of mind . King Charles.
FA'TWITTED . a. ( fat and wit.] Heavy ; dull.
favours ; one who regards with kindneſs or
tenderneſs. Daniel.
Sbakelp.
FA'TTY. . (from far ) Uncuous ; oleaginous . FAVOURITE. S: ( favori, favorite, Fr ] 1. A
greaſy. Bacon.
perſon or thing beloved ; one regarded with
favour . Pope. 2. One choſen as a companion
FAUCET.L. ( fauſſet, Fr. ] The pipe inſerted
by his ſuperiour. Clarendon.
into a vellel to give vent to the liquor, and
FA'VOURLESS. a . ( from favour.) 1. Unfa
ſtoppedup by a peg orſpigot. Swife.
crooked
voured ; not regarded with kindneſs. 2. Uo
FAÄUCHLON . F. (See Falchion .) A
ſword. Dryden .
favouring ; unpropitious. Spenſer,
FAUFEL. Í (Fr.) The fruit of a ſpecies of the FAUSEN.S. A fort of large eel. Chapman.
FAUSSEBRAYE. L. A ſmall mount of earth ,
palmtree.
FAVILLOUS. a. [ favilla, Lat.) Conóſting of four fathom wide, erected on the level round
aſhes. Brown
the foot of the rampart . Harris,
FAOLCON . See FALCON.
FA'UTOR. J. ( Lat fauteur, Fr.) A favourer ;
FAULT . S. ( faute, Fr. ] 1. Offence ; Night countenancer. Ben . Johnfon,
oman that
crime ; ſomewhat liable to ceaſure. Hooker . 2. FAUTRESS. S. (fauirice, Fr. ) A woma
favours , or ſhows countenance. Chapman .
Defect ; want ; abſence . Shakeſp . 3. Puzzle ;
difficulty.
FAWN. S (faon , Fr. ) A young deer . Bacon .
To FAULT. v . n. ( from the noun .) To be To FAWN. v.ns.To court by friſking before
wrong ; to fail. Spenſer.
one ; as a dog. Sidney. 2. To court by any
To FAULT. v . a . To charge with a fault ; to means. Souib . 3. To court ſervilely. Milioni.
accuſe.
FAWNER . F. ( from fawn.) One that fawns ;
FA'ULTER.S. (from fault. ) An offender.Fairf.
one that paya ſervile courtſhip. Spectator .
FAULTFINDERSfault and find.] A centurer. FAWNINGLY. adv. ( from fawn.] In a cring
ing ſervile way .
FA'ULTILY . adv. (from faulty .] Not rightly ;
FAXED . a . (from fæx , Sax . ) Hairy . Camdee.
improperly .
FA'ULTINESS.S . (from faulty ) 1. Badneſs ; FAY./: [ fré, Fr. ) i, A fairy ; an elf. Miloon.
2. Faith . Spenſer.
vitiouſneſs ; evil. Sidney. 2. Delinquency ;
FE'ABERRY. %. A gooſeberry.
actual offences. Hooker .
FAULTLESS. a. (from fault.) without faule ; To FEAGUE.C . a ( fogen ,German ,to ſweep .)
perfect. Fairfax.
To whip ; to chaſtite.
FAULTY. a. faurif, Fr.) .. Guilty of a fault; FE'ALTY.'S. I feaulie, Fr. ] Duty due to a ſu
periour lord . Mitter .
FEAR .
blameable ; criminal. Milton. 2. Wrong ; er.
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FEAR.F. [ fearan, Sax . ) 1. Dread ; horroor ; FE'ATHERBED. S. ( feather and bed ] A bed
apprehenſion of danger . Locke, 2. Awe ; de
Ituffed with feathers, Donne.
jection of mind. Genefis. 3. Anxiety : folici- FE'ATHERDRIVER . T. (feather and drive.]
rude. Maccabees. 4. That which cauſes tear .
One who cleanſes feathers. Derbam.
Shakeſp . 5 Something hung up to ſcare deer . FEATHERED . a . (from featber ] 1. Cloathed
with feathers. Dryden. 2.Fitted with feachers ;
I aiah.
FEAR.L. ( fuera, Sax . ) A companion. Obſolete . carrying feathers . L'Efrange.
To FEAR . v. a.(pearan, Sax.11. To dread : to FEATHEREDGE. ſ. Boards or planks that
conſider with apprehensions of terrour . Dryden.
have one edge thinner than another, are called
feaiberedge ſtuff. 11.xon .
2. To fright; to terriy ; to make afraid Donne
To FEAR 0.K. 1. To live in horrour ; to be FEATHEREDGED. a . (feather and edge.]
afraid . Shakejp. 2. To be anxious Dryden.
Belonging to a fear her edge. Mortimer .
FEARFUL. 4. 1. Timorous; eaſily made FEATHERFEW.ſ . A plant Moruimer.
afraid . Shakeſp. 2. Afraid . Davies, 3. Awful; FEATHERLESS. a . (from feather .) Without
to be reverenced. Exodus, 4. Terrible ; dread
feathers. Howel.
ful. Tillselon
FEATHERSELLER. S. ( feather and ſeller.]
One who ſells feathers.
FEARFULLY. adv.{from fearful ) 1. Timo
roully ; in fear. Shakeſp. 2. Terribly ; dread- FEATHERY. o from featber. ) Cloathed
with feathers . Milion .
fullv. Skakelp.
FL'ARFULNESS. S. [from fearful.] 1. Timo- TEATLY. adv. (tron feat. Neatly ; nimbly.
rouineis : habitual timidity 2. State of be
Tickel
ing afaid ; awe : dread , South.
FE’ATNESS.S { from fear.]Neatneſs ; dexterity.
FE'ARLESLY. adv. (írom fearleſs.] Without FEATURE.T.I failure , old fr.j1 . The caſt or
terrour. Decay of Piety.
make of the face. Shakeſp. 2. Any lineament
FE'ARLESNESS.Strom fearleſs.]Exemption
or ſingle part of the face . Spenſer.
from fear. Clarendon ,
To FEATURE. v. a. To refernble in counte
nance . Shakelp
FEARLESS. a. (from fear .) Free from fear ;
To FEAZE.v. a . To untwill the end of a rope .
intrepid. Temple.
FEASIBILITY. f. [ from feaſible .) A thing To FEBRICITATE . v . n . ( febricitor , Lat .)
To be in a fever.
practicable. Brown.
FE'ASIBLE. a. ( faiſible, Fr.jPracticable ; that FEBRIFU CE. f. ( febris, and fugo, Lat.) Any
medicine ſerviceable in a fever. Floyer.
may be effected. Glanville.
FEASIBLY. adv. [from feaſible.) Practicably. FEBRIFUGE, a. Having the power to cure fe
FEAST.A . I fefte, Fr. ) 1. An entertainment of vers. Arbuthnet.
the table; a lumptuoustreat of great numbers. FEBRILE. O, ( febrilis, Lat.] Conſtituting a
fever . Harvey.
Genefis. 2. Ananniverfary day of rejoicing
Skakelp. 3. Something delicious to the palate . FEBRUARY S. [ februarius, Lat.) The name
Locke.
of the ſecond month in the year. Shakesp
To FEAST. v. n. To eat ſumptuouſly. Gay .
FE'CES . 1. ( fries, Lat.) 1. Dregs ; lees ;
To FEAST. V. 6. 1. To entertain lumptuoully.
ſedimeni ; ſubiidence . Dryden. 2. Excrement .
Arburbuot.
Harward. 2. To delight ; to pamper. Dryden.
FE'ASTER . L. (from feat.] 1. One that iares FE’CULENCE. !!! [ fæculentia, Lat .] 1 . Mud
deliciouſly. Taylor . 2. One that entertains FECULENCY. S dineis ; quality of abounding
magnificently .
with lees or lediment. 2. Lees ; fæces ; fedi.
FE'ASTFUL . a. ( feaſt and full.) 1. Festive ; ment; dregs. Boyle.
joylul. Milton . 2.Luxurious ; riotous. Pope. FECULENT. a . ( fæculentus, Lat.) Foul ;
FE'ASTRITE . J. ( feaſt and rite. ) A cultom
dregey ; excrementitious. Glanville
obſerved in entertainments. Pbilips.
FECUND. a. (fecundus, Lat . ) Fruitful ; pro
FEAT. ). ( fait, Fr. ) 1. Act; deed : action.
lifick . Grauni.
Spenſer. 2. A trick ; a ludicrous performance. TECUNDA TIONS. (fæcundo, Lat.) The act
Bacon .
of making prolifick . Brown.
FEAT.a. ( fait, Fr.) 1. Ready ; kilful; in- TO FECUNDIFY.w.a. To make fruitful.
genious. Skakelp 2. Nice ; neat. Shakeſp : FECUNDITY. / [ tecerdité, Fr. ]Fruitfulneſs ;
FEATEOUS. O Neat ; dexterous.
quality of producing or bringing forth.Woodw .
FEATEOUSLY. adv . Neatly ; dexterouſly. FED.Preterite and particip.pail. of To feed Pope:
Spenſer.
FE’DARY. /. A pariner i ora dependant. Sbakel.
FEATHER . f.[reder, Sax .] 1. The plume of FEDERAL . a . ( from feedus, Lat.) Relating io
birds Newton . 2. An ornament ; an empty
a league or contract. 7ammond.
title. 3. Upon a horſe.) A fort of natural FEDERARY Į (tror faáus, Lat.) A confe
frizzling o hair , Farrier's Di& .
derate ; an accomplice . Stakeſp.
To FEATHER. v . a. ( from the noun . ) 1. To FE DERATE . A. ( fæderaius, Lat.] Leagued.
dreli in feathers. 2. To fit with teachers, 3. FEE.
(rech , Sax . ) 1. All lands and iene
To tread as a cock Dryden. 4. To en ich ;
menis that are held by any acknowledgment of
to adorn . Bacon . 5. Tó FEATHER ere's nefi. luperiority to a higher lord . Cowell. 2. Proper
ty ; peculiarity . Slukelp. 3.Reward ; gratifica .
To get riches together.
lion ;
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tion ; recompenſe. Hubbard's Tale. 4. Pay
pretence. Pope. 4. To diſſemble ; to conceal .
Spenſer.
ments occaſionally claimed by perſons in of
fice. Shakeſp 5. Reward paid to phyſicians or To FEIGN.o. To relate falſely ; to image
from the invention. Shakeſp .
lawyers. Addiſon .
FE’EFARM. ). ( fee and farm .) Tenure by FE’IGNEDLY . adv . (from feigr .] In fi &tion ;
which lands are held from a ſuperiour lord
not truly. Bacon.
Davies.
FEIGNER . S. [from feign.) Inventor ; contri
ver of fation Ben Johnſon .
To FEE . v. a. ( from the noun .] 1. To reward ;
to pay Soutb . 2.To bribe. Shakeſp. 3. TO FEINT. participial a . ( or feigned ; or feini,
Fr ) Falle.
keep in hire. Shakeſp.
FE'EBLE. 2. ( foible, Fr.) Weak ; debilitated : PEINT. S. ( feini, Fr.) ! A falſe appearance.
fickly. Smith.
Spectator 2. A mock aſſault Prior.
TO FE'EBLE.v a. ( from the noun.) To weak- FELANDERS. %. Wormsin hawks Ainſworsh.
en ; to enfeeble ; to deprive of Irength or To FELICITATE . v.a. feliciter, Fr.) 1. To
power. Shakeſp
make happy . Watts. 2. To congratulate.
Brown .
FEEBLEMI'NDED . a. ( feeble and mind. )
Weak of mind . Theſſalonians.
FELICITA’TION. f. [from felicitate.) Con
gratulation.
FE'EBLENESS. ſ. (trom feeble.) Weakneſs ;
FELICITOUS . a ( felix, Lat.) Happy.
imbecility ; infirmity. South.
FE'EBLY . adv . (from feeble . Weakly ; with - FE’LICITY. S. ( feuctos, Lat.) Happineſs ;
prosperity ; bliſsfulneſs. Atterbury.
oue ſtrength . Dryden .
To FEED. v . 0. l fodan , Goth. fedan, Sax. ) FELINE.a. i felinus, Lat. ) Like a cat ; per
1. To ſupply with food. Arbuthnot. 2. To taining to a cat . Grew .
ſupply ; to furniſh .Addiſon. 3. To graze ; to FELL. a . (felle, Sax .) 1. Cıuel; barbarous ;
conlume by cattle . Mortimer. 4. To nouriſh ; inhuman . Fairfax, 2. Savage ; ravenous ;
bloody Pope.
to cheriſh Prior. 5 . To keep in hope or ex
pectation. Knolles. 6. To delight ; to enter- FELL . ) ( felle , Sax .) The ſkin ; thehide.Shak.
tain. Bacon
To FELL . v . a . ( fellen, Germ. ) 1. To knock
down ; to bring to the ground . Raleigh. 2 .
To FEED . v. n . 1. To take food. Shakeſp. 2 .
To prey ; to live by eating . Temple.. 3. To
To hew down ; 10 cut down Dryden .
paſture ; to place cattle to feed. Exodus. 4. FELL . The preterite of To fall. Milton.
FE'LLER. F. (trom fell.) One that hews down .
To grow fat or plump .
Ijaiah
FEED . ). ( from the verb. ) 1. Food ; that which
is eaten . Sidney 2. Paſture. Shakeſp .
FELLI'FLUOUS a . ( fell and flo, Lat. ) Flow
FEEDER. I (from feed ] 1. One that gives
ing with gall . Diet
food. Denham . 2. Anexciter; an encourager FE LLMONGER S: [from fell.] A dealer in hides.
Shakeſp. 3. One that eats. Brown. 4. One FELLNESS. S. [ from fell ) Cruelty ; lavage
that eals nicely. Shakeſp.
neſs ; fury. Spenſer.
TO FEEL. v . n . pret. felt ; part pafl. felt. (fe. FE'LLOE . [ felge, Daniſh .] The circumfe
perception
things
lan, Sax.) . To have
of
rence of a wheel. Shakejp.
by
the touch. Addiſon. 2. 'To ſearch by feeling. FE'LLOW. /. 1. A companion ; one with whom
3. To have a quick ſenſibility of good or evil .
we confort. Aſcham . 2. An aſſociate ; one
united in the ſame affair. Dryden. 3. One of
Pope. 4. To appear to the touch . Sharp .
To FEEL. v. . 1. To perceive by the touch.
the ſame kind. Waller . 4. An equal ; peer.
Judges. 2. To try ; to found. Shakelp: 3. To
Fairfax. 5. One thing ſuited to another ; one
o
haveſenſe of pain or pleaſure. Creech 4. T
of a pair. Addiſon 6 One like another ;as,this
be affected by. Shakeſp. 5. To know ; to be
knave hath not his fellow . 7. A familiar apo
pellation uſed ſometimes with fondneſs ; fome
acquainted with. Shakeſp .
FEEL.S. ( from the verb. The ſenſe of ſeeling ; times with contempt. Bacon . 8. Mean wretch ;
the touch . Sharp.
furry raſcal. Swift. 9. A member of a college
that ſhares its revenues .
FEELER . S. (trom fuel.) 1. One that feels. Shak .
2. The horos or antennæ of infects. Derham To FE'LLOW. v . a. To ſuit with ; to pair
FEELING . particip a. (from feed.) 1. Expreſ
wich . Shakesp
live of great fenfibility. Sidney. 2. Sentibly FELLOW - COMMONER . S. 1. One who has
felt. Southerne
the ſame right of common . 2. A commoner
FEELING . J. ( from feel.) 1. The ſenſe of at Cambridge of the higher order, who dines
touch. Milion. 2. Senlibility ; tenderneſs. with the fellows.
FELLOW- CREATURE . S. s . One who has
Bacon. 3. Perception Watts.
the lame Creator. Warts .
FEELINGLY. adv ( from feeling .) 1. With
expreſſion of great ſenſibility. Sidney. 2. So FELLOW -HEIR . S. Coheir. Ephefans.
as to be ſenſibiy telt . Raleigh .
FELLOW -HE’LPER . S. Coadjutor. John.
FELLOW -LABOURER. J. One who labours
FEET. S. The plural of foot. Pope.
FEE'TLESS. o . [from foet.] Without feet.Com ,
in the fame deſign. Dryden .
To FEIGN.v . a. I feindre, Frj 1. To invenc. FELLOW -SERVANT . f. One that has the
Ber . Johnjor. 2. To make a ſhow of. Spenjer. lame maſter. Milton ,
FELLOW
3 : To make a show of ; to do upon ſome 13 !le
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FELLOW - SO'LDIER. S. One who fights under | FE'MORAL. 2. ( femoralis, Lat.) Belonging to
the ſame commander . Shakeſp.
the thigh . Sharp.
FELLOW- STU’DENT. . One who ſtudies in FEN.S. (Fenn , Sax . ) A maríh ; low flat and
company with another. Watts.
moiſt ground ; a moor ; a bog. Abbot.
FELLOW -SU'FFERER. S. One who ſhares in FE NBERRY. I ( fen and berry ] A kind of
the ſame evils. Addiſon.
blackberry, Skinner.
FELLOWFEEʻLING. S. ( fellow and feeling ) FENCE.S ( from defence ) 1. Guard ; ſecurity ;
!. Sympathy. L'Efirange. 2. Combination ; outwork ; defence. Decay of Piety. 2.locio
ſure ; mound ; hedge. Dryden . 3. The art
joint intereſt Arbuthnos.
FELLOW -LIKE . ? . ( fellow and like. Like a of fencing : detence. Shakeſp. 4. Skill in de
FE'LLOWLY.
fence. Shakeſp.
S companion on equal terms.
Carew .
To FENCE . • . . 1. To incloſe ; to ſecure
FELLOWSHIP . S. [from fellow .) 1. Compa
by an incloſure or hedge. Fairfax. 2. To
nionſhip; confort; fociety. Calamy. 2. A frcia
guard. Milton .
tion ; confederacy ; combination. Knolles. 3: To FENCE. v . n. 1. To practiſe the arts of
Equality. 4. Parenerſhip; joint intereſt Dryd. manual defence . Locke, 2 To guard againſt ;
5. Company ; ſtate ofbeing together. Shakejp . to act on the defenſive. Locke. 3. To fight
6. Frequency of intercourſe ; ſocial pleaſure. according to art. Dryden.
Bacon 7. Fitneſs and fondneſs for feltal en FE'NCELESS. a. ( from fence .) Without in
tertainments. Clarendon . 8. An eſtabliſhment cloſure ; open Rowe.
in the college with ſhare in its revenue.Swift FE’NCER . ). [ from fence.) One who teaches
9. ( In arithmetick .) That rule of plural pro
or practiles the uſe of weapons. Herbert.
portion whereby we ballance accompts, de FENCIBLE. a . ( from fence.) Capable of de
fence .
pending between divers perſons, having put
FENCING -MASTER. F. ( fence and maſter .]
together a general flock. Cocker.
FE’LLY.adv [ from fell.] Cruelly ; inhumanly ; One who teaches the ule of weapons.
ſavagely. Spenſer
FENCING -SCHOOL.S. ( fence and ſchool.) A
FELO -DE -SE . Y. ( In law.) He that committeth
place in which the ule of weapons is taught.
Locke.
felonyby murdering himſelf.
FELON . S. [ felon, Fr. ) 1. One who has com To FEND v. a . ( from defend.) To keep off ;
mitted a capitalcrime . Dryden. 2. A whitlow ;
to ſhut out . Dryden.
a tumour formed between the bone and its To FEND. v . n . To diſpute ; to ſhift off a
charge . Locke.
inveſting membrane. Wiſeman.
FEʼLON. a . Cruel ; traitorous; inhuman. Pope. FENDER. S. ( from fend ) 1. An iron plate
Jaid before the fire to hinder coals that fall
FE’LONIOUS . a. (from felon .) Wicked ; trai
from rolling forward to the floor. 2. Any
torous ; villainous; malignant.Worten .
thing laid or hung at the lide of a ſhip to keep
FELONIOUSLY. adv . ( from feloxious.] In a
felonious way.
off violence
FE'LONOUS.. ( from felon .] Wicked ; felo - FENERA'TION . S. [ fæneratio, Lat.) Uſury ;
nious . Spenſer .
the gain of intereſt . Brown.
FE’LONY . }. I felonie, Fr.)A crime denounced FENUGREEK . f. [ fænum Grecum , Lat.) A
plant . Miller.
capital by the law . Shakeſp.
FELT. The preterite of feel.
FENNEL. S. ( fæniculum , Lat.) A plant of
FELT . ]. [ relt, Sax . ) 1. Cloth made of wool
Nrong ſcent. Miller.
united without weaving. Shakeſp. 2. A hide FENNELFLOWER. S. A plant.
or ſkin. Mortimer .
FENNELGIANT. S. A plant.
To FELT. v . a. ( from the noun.) To unite FE'NNY. G. (trom fem .) !. Marſhy; boggy ;
without weaving Hale.
mooriſh. Prior. 2. Inhabiting the marth Sta
To FE'LTPE. v . a. (from felt.) To clot to- FE'NNYSTONES. S. A plant.
gether like felt. Fairfax.
FENSUCKED. , i fer and fuck.) Sucked out
of marſhes. Shakejp.
FELUCCA.S. [ feleu , Fr.) A ſmall open boat
with ſix oars.
FE'OD . J. ( feodum ,lowL :t ) Fee ; tenure. Digt.
FEMALE. S. [ femelle, Fr.) A Me ; one of the FEODAL. a. ( focdal, Fr. from feod .] Held
from another.
ſex which brings young. Shakeſp .
FEMALE. a. Noi maſculine ; belonging to a FEODARY!!. [ from feodum, Lat.) One who
Dryden
the.
holds his eitate under the tenure of ſu.t and
.
FEME Covert./.(Fr.) A married woman.Blcunt. ſervice to a luperiour lord . Hans .
FEME Sole. 1. (Fr. ) A lingle woman .
To FEOFF . o.a. [ feeffare, low Lat. ) To put
FEMINA'LITY. ). ( from foemina, Lat.) Fe
in pofſeflion ; to inveſt with righe .
male nature. Brown.
FEOFFE'E . S. ( fecffatus, Lat . pete, Fr. ) One
FEMININE. a . ( fæ mininus, Lat ) 1. Of the put inpofleflion. Spenjer.
ſex that brings young ; iemaie . Cleveland. 2. FE OFFER . A. ( tejpalot, low Lat . ) One who
Soft ; lerder ; delicate. Milion . 3. Effemi
gives poiieifion ofany thing.
FE OFFMENT.j . ( teti amertum , Lat.) The
nate ; emaſculaced. Raleigh.
FEMININE. J. A he ; one of the ſex that act of granting potefion. Cowell.
brings young. Milion,
FERA'CITY,
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FERA'CITY.S. ( feracitas, Lat.) Fruitfulneſs ; (FE’RTILE. a. ( fertile, Fr.) Fruitful; abunº
dant ; plenteous. Dryden .
fertility. Di &t.
FEʻRAL.a. ( feralis,Lat . ) Funereal; mournful. FERTILENESS. S. (from fertile .) Fruitful
neſs ; fecundity.
FERIA’TION. J. (feriatio, Lat.] The act of
To FERTILITATE . v. a . (from fertil .) To
keeping holiday . Brown .
PERINE.a.
fecundate ; to fertilize. Brown.
a . ( ferinus, Lat .) Wild ; ſavage. Hal
FERINENESS. L. (from ferine.) Barbarity ; FERTILITY. S. [ fertilitas, Lat.) Fecundity ;
ſavageneſs Hale.
abundance ; fruit ulneſs. Raleigh.
FERITY.S. feritas, Lac ) Barbarity ; cruelty ; To FE'RTILIZE. v. a ( fertiliſer, fr ) To
wildneſs . Woodward.
make fruitful ; to make plenteous ; to make
To FERMENT v.a. ( fermenio, Lai ] To ex
productive ; to fecundate . Woodward
alt or rarify by inteſtinemotion of parts. Pepe. FERTILELY. adv . (from ferrile.) Fruitfully ;
TO FERMENT. 0. % . To have the parts put plenteouſly.
into inteſtine motion.
FE'RVENCY S. ( ferveus, Lat.) 1. Heat of
FE'RMENT. F. ( ferment, Fr. formentum , Lat.) mind ; ardour ; eagerneſs. Sbakeſp. 2. Pious
ardour ; fame of devotion ; zeal. Hooker.
1. That which cauſes inteſtine motion Floyer.
2. The inteſtine motion ; tumult.
FE'RVENT. a . ( fervens, Lat. ) 1. Hot ; boil
FERME'NTABLE. c . (from fermeni.)Capable
ing. Wotton . 2. Hot in temper ; vehement.
of fermentation.
Hooker. 3. Ardent in piety ; warm in zeal.
FERMENTAL . a (from ferment. ) Having the
Afts.
FE'RVENTLY. adv. [from fervent.) 1. Ea
power to caule fermentation Brown .
FERMENTATION. ). ( fermentatio, Lat.) A
gerly ; vehemently. Spenſer. 2. With pious
flow motion of the inteſtine particles of a mixt ardour. Colefians.
body, ariſing uſually from the operation of FEʻRVID . a . I fervidus, Lat.) 1. Hot ; burning ;
boiling 2. Vehement ; eager ; zealous .
ſomeactive acid matter, which rarifies, exalts,
and ſubtilizes the ſoft and fulphureous parti- FERVIDITY. S. (from fervid.) 1. Heat. 2.
cles : as when leaven or yelt rarifies, lightens,
Zeal ; paffion ; ardour . Diet.
and ferments bread or wort. Harris, Boyle.
FERVIDNESS. f. ( from fer .] Ardour of
FERMENTATIVE. a. (from ferment.)Caul
mind ; zeal. Bentley.
ing termentation. Arbuthnot.
FE'RULA.S. ( ferule, Fr. ) An inſtrument with
FERN . F. ( fearn, Sax ) A plant .
which young Icholars are beaten on the hand,
Show .
FE'RNY. a, (from fern .] Overgrown with fern .
To FE'RULE. v. a. Tochaſtiſe with the ferula .
Dryden.
FEROCIOUS.a. [ ferox , Lat feroce, Fr.) 1.Sa- FE'RVOUR . S. ( fervor, Lat. ferveur, Fr.) ..
vage ; fierce . 2. Ravenous; rapacious. Brown.
Heat ; warmih . Waller. 2. Heat of mind ;
FEROCITY.S . ( ferocitas, Lat . feracité, Fr.)
zeal. Hooker .
Savageneſs ; wildneſs ; fierceneſs. Addiſon.
FE’SCUE. S. ( feſtu , Fr. ) A ſmall wire bywhich
FERREOUS a . ( ferreus, Lat . ) Irony ; of iron . thoſe who teach to read point out the letters.
Holder
Brown.
FERRET. S. ( fured, Welch ; ferret, Dutch. ) FESELS . S. A kind of baſe grain. May.
1. A kind of rat with a red eyes and long FESSE.S. ( in heraldry .) The Jeffe is ſo called
Inout, uſed to catch rabbits. Sidney. 2. A of the Latin word aſcio, a band or girdle,
kind of narrow ribband.
poſſeſſing the third part of the eſcutcheon over
the middle . Peacham .
To FERRET. v.a. (from the noun .) To drive
FESTER . V. n . Torankle ; to corrupt ; to
To
out of lurkingplaces. Heylin,
FERRETER . [from ferre .) One that hunts grow virulent, Sidney.
another in his privacies.
FESTINATE.a. Jejtinatus, Lat.) Haſty ; hur
ried. Skakelp.
FE'RRIAGE . F. (from ferry.) The fare paid at
2 ferry .
FESTINATELY.adv (from feftinate JHaftily ;
FERRUGINOUS. a. ( ferrugineus, Lat.) Par
ſpeedily . Shakeſp .
taking of the particlesand qualitiesofiron.Ray. FESTINATIONS. ( feftinatio, Lat.) Harte ;
hurry .
FERRULE. ). (from forrum , iron , Lat ) An
iron ring put round any thing to keep it from FESTIVAL. o . [ feftivus, Lat.) Pertaining to
cracking . Ray.
feaſts ; joyous. Atterbury
To FE'RRY..a. [ faran , to paſs, Sax . ) T. FESTIVAL . ). Time of feaſt ;anniverſary-day
of civil or religious joy . Sandys.
carry over in a boat. Spenſer.
To FERRY.v. n . To pais over water in a ver- FESTIVE. a . i fejlious, Latį Joyous ; gay.
Thomson .
fel of carriage. Milion.
FERRY. J. (Irom the verb . ] 1. A veſſel of cas. FESTIVITY.S . ( fetivitas, Lat.) 1. Feſtival;
riage . Skakelp . 2. The inilage over which
time of rejoicing . Souib . 2. Gaiety ; joyful
neſs. Taylor .
the ferryboat partes.
FERRYMAN . j . ( ferry and man . ) One who FESTOON . f. fellon , Fr.) lo architecture,
keeps a terry : one who for hire traniports an ornament of carved work in the jorm of a
wreath or garland of Howers, or leaves ewill
goods and passengers. Rcfcommon .
FERTH , or Forth . Common terminations, " ed together. llarris.
FESTU'CINE .
Pp 2
the same as in English an army. Gibjen.
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diſorder of the feveriſh kind.
FESTU'CINE. a. I fefluca ,Lai.] Straw -colour.
Brown .
FEVEROUS. a. I fievreux- ſe,Fr.) 1. Troubled
FESTUCOUS. a. ( feſtuca , Lat.) Formed of with a fever or ague . Shakeſp . 2. Having the
Atraw . Brown .
nature of a fever Milton . 3. Having a ten
To FET. v . a. To fetch . Jeremiak.
dency to produce fevers Bacen.
FET. ſ. A piece. Dr iyten.
FE'VERY . a (from fever.) Diſeaſed with a fe
ToFETCH.V a . preter. fetched [ feccan, Sax . ] ver. Ben Johnſon
1. To go and bring. Waller. 2 To derive; FEUILLAGE ſ ( French .) A bunch or row of
leaves . Jervas
to draw . Shakeſp . 3. To ſtrike at a diſtance .
Bacon 4. To bring to any ſtate by ſome pow- FEUILLEMORT. S. (French ) The colour of
erſul operation. Addiſon 5. To draw within a faded lea', corrupted commonly to philemoi.
any confinement or prohibition . Saunderſon . 6. PEUTERER.S. A dogkeeper .
To produce by fome kind offorce.Addiſon 7. FEW . (feo, Sax.) 1. Notmany ; not in a
To perform any excurfion . Knolles. 8. To per
great number . Berkley 2. Not many words .
Hooker .
form with ſuddenneſs or violence. Addiſon . 9.
To reach ; to arrive at ; to come to. Chapman. FE'WEL. f. [ feu, Fr. ) Combuſtiblemuter ; as
firewood, coal. Bentley.
10. To obtain as its price. Locke.
9. a . (from the noun.) To feed
To FETCH. v. n. To move with a quick re- To FEWEL. Cowle
with fewel
y
turn . Skakelp.
FETCH . | ( from the verb ) A ſtratagem by FE'WNESS . S (from few .) 1. Paucity ; ſmall
which any thing is indirectly performed ; a
neſs of number. Dryden. 2. Paucity of words.
Shakep.
trick ; an artifice. Huditras.
FETCHER . F. (from fetch.)One that fetches.' To FEY.v. 2. To cleanſe a ditch. Tuffer.
FETID . a . Færidus, Lat.) Stink ng ; rancid ; FIB ”. A lye; a falſehood. Pope.
having a ſmellftrong and offensive.Arbusboot. To FIB_v.n. To lye ; to tell yes. Arbuthnot.
FE'TIDNESS. S. (from ferid.) The quality of FIBBER !. [from fit.) A teller of fibs.
rinking
FIBRE. ). ( fibre, Fr. fibra, Lat.) A ſmall
thread or ſtring. Pope.
FE'TLOCK . f. I feet and lock.) A tot of hair
that growsbehind the paſtern-joint Dryden. ; FIBRIC.S. ( fibrille, Fr.) A ſmall fibre or ſtring.
FE’TOR. f. ( fætor, Lat.) A tink ; a ſtench.! Cheyne
Arbuthnot.
FI'BROUS a. [ fibreux, Fr.) Compoſed of fibres
or ſtamina. Bacon.
FETTER . S. It is commonly uſed in the plural ,
fetters. Chains for the feet. Raleigh.
FIBULA.S. ( Latin.) The outer and leſſer bone
To FETTER. v. a. ( from the noun .) To bind ; of the leg, much ſmaller than the tibia . Quincy.
FICKLE. a .( ficol, Sax . ) 1. Changeable; un
to enchain ; to ſhackle ; to lie. Bramball.
conſtant ; irreſolute ; wavering i unſteady.
To FETTLE. v . . To do trifling buſineſs.
Swift.
Milion, 2. Not fixed ; ſubject to viciffitude.
Milton .
FE'TUS. ſ. (fætus, Lae.) Any animal in em
PICKLENESS . S. (from fickle.) Inconſtancy ;
brio ; any thing yet in the womb. Boyle.
FEUD. L. ( feahd, Sax } Quarrel; contention. uncertainty,; unſteadineis. Sidney, Addiſon.
Addiſon
FICKLY . odv. {from fickle.) Without certainty
FE'UDAL. a. (feudalis, low Lat .) Pertaining to or ſtability . Southern
fees, or tenures by which lands are held of a FICO. L. (Italian .) An act of contempt done
with the fingers. Carew .
ſuperiour lord.
FE’UDAL . J. A dependance ; ſomething held FICTILE. o . ( fetilis, Lat ] Manufactured by
by tenure. Hale.
the potter. Bacon.
FEU'DATORY. S. [ from feudal] One who FICTION. S ( fictio, Lat.] 1. The act of feign
holds not in chief, but by ſome conditional ing or inventing. Stillingfleet. 2. The thing
tenure. Bacon.
feigned or invented. Raleigh. 3. A falſehood ;
FEVER F. (febris , Lat.) A diſeaſe in which ! a lye .
the body is violently heated, and the pulſe FICTIOUS. . Fictitious ; imaginary . Prior .
quickened, or in which heat and cold prevail FICTITIOUS. a ( fiaitus, Lat ) 1. Counter
by turns. It is ſometimes continual, fome
feit; falle ; not genuine. Dryden . 2. Feign
times intermittent . Locke.
ed ; imaginary. Pope. 3. Not real ; not true.
Addiſon
To FE’VER . W a. (from the noun .) To put into
FICTITIOUSLY adv. (from fielitious. ] Falſe
a rever. Shakefp .
FEVERET . | Ttrom fever.) A fight fever ;
ly ; counterfeitly. Brown,
febricula Ayliffe.
FID... [ fiita, Itai . ] A pointed iron . Skinner .
PE VERFEW . 1. ( febris and fuge, Lat.) An FIDDLE
(Fidele, Sax . ) A fringed ioſtru
herb.
ment of muſick ; a violin. Stilling fleet.
FEVERISH. a . [from fever.] 1. Troubled with To FIDDLE. v . n . (from the noun.] 1. To
a fever. Creech. 2. Tending to a fever. Swift. play upon a fidle. Bacon. 2 . To trifle ; to
3. Uacertain ; inconftant ; now hot, now cold. mitt the hands orten , and do nothing. Arbrib.
Dryden . 4. Hot ; burning Dryden,
FI'DDLEFADDLE.S. ( A cant word. ) Trifles.
FE'VERISHNESS. f. [trom fouerifb.) A night
Spectator.
PIDDLE
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PI'DDLEFADDLE. a. Trifling ; giving trou
fury: Sidney. 3. Quickneſs to attack ; keen
ble. Arbuthnor.
neſs in anger. Shakeſp. 4. Violence ; outra
FIDDLER . S. (from fiddle.) A muſician ; one geous pafſion. Dryden.
FIERIFA'CIAS. ( In law.] A judicial writ , for
that plays upon the fiddle. Ben. Johnfor.
FIDDLESTICK.S. ( fiddle and ſtick. ] The bow
bim that has recovered in an action of debt or
damages, to the ſeriff, to command him to
and hair which a fiddler draws over the ſtrings
of a fiddle . Arbuthnot.
levy the debt,or the damages. Cowell.
FI'DDLESTRING. ). ( fiddle and ſtring.) The FI'ERINESS. S. ( from fiery.) 1. Hot qualities ;
string of a fiddle. Årburhnot.
heat ; acrimony Beyle. 2. Heat of temper ;
intellectual ardour. Addiſon .
FIDF'LITY. I. ( fidelitas, Lat.) 1. Honeſty ;
veracity. Hooker . 2.Faithfuladherence.Clarke. FI'ERY. a . (from fire.) 1. Conſiſting of fire.
To FIDGE.
v. . ( A cant word. ) To
Spenſer. 2. Hot like fire. Shakeſp. 3. Vehe
To FIDGET. 3 move nimbly and irregularly .
ment ; ardent ; active. Shakeſp. 4. Paſſionate ;
Swift.
outrageous ; eaſily provoked. Shakeſp. 5. Un
FIDUCIAL. a. ( fiducia , Lat.) Confident :
reſtrained ; fierce. Dryden. 6. Heated by fire.
Hooker , Pope.
Undoubting. Hammond.
FIDUCIARY . S. ( fiduciarius, Lat.) 1. One FIFE. !. ( fifre , Fr.) A pipe blown to the drum .
Shakesp .
who holds any thing in truſt. 2. One who
depends on faith without works. Hammond. FIFTEEN. a. (fyftyne , Sax .) Five and ten.
FIDUCIARY . a. 1. Confident ; ſteady ; un- FIFTEENTH.
6 ( Fifteoða, Sax . ) The ordi
doubting.Wake. 2. Not to be doubted. Howoel.
nal of fiiteen ; the fifth after the tenth.
FIEF. L. ( hef, fr.]A fee ; a manor ; a pofleflion FIFTH. a. ( fifta, Sax.] 1. The ordinal of
held by ſome tenure of a ſuperiour. Arbuthnot.
five ; the next to the fourth . 2. All the or
FIELD . F. ( feld, Sax.) 1. Ground not inha
dinals are taken for the part which they ex
bited ; not built on. Raleigh. 2. Ground not
preſs : a fifob , a fifth part ; a lbird, a'third
encloſed . Mortimer. 3. A cultivated tract of part. Swift.
ground. Pope . 4. The open country : oppoſed FIFTHLY. adv .(from fifth .) In the fifth place.
to quarters. Shakeſp. s . The ground of battle . FIFTIETH. a. ( fifteogopa, Sax . ) The ordinal
Milion. 6. A battle ; a campaign ; the action of fifty. Newton.
of an army while it keeps the field. Shakeſp: FIFTY. a. (Fiftig, Sax .) Five tens. Locke.
7. A wide expanſe. Dryden. 8. Space ; com- FIG.S. ( ficus, Lat. figue, Fr.11.A tree that bears
paſs ; extent. Smalridge. 9. The ground or
figs Pope. 2. The fruit of the fig tree. Arbuth.
blank ſpace on which figures are drawn . To FIG . v.0. 1. To inſult with fico's or con
Dryden. 10. (In heraldry .) The ſurface of a
temptuous motions of thefingers. Shakeſp. 2.
To put ſomething uſeleſs into one's head.
Thield ,
FIELDED. a. (from field. ) Being in a field of L'Eſtrange.
battle. Shakeſp .
FIGAPPLE. S. A fruit. Mortimer .
FIELD-BASIL: S. ( field and bafil.) A plant . FIGMARIGOLD. J. A plant . M lier.
Miller.
To FIGHT v . n . preter. fought ; part. paſt.
FI'ELDBED . f. [ field and bed. ] A bed con
fought. (feohtan , Sax . ) 1. To contend in
trived to be ſet up eaſily in a field. Shakeſp.
battle ; to war ; to make war ; to battle ; to
FI'ELDFARE.J. (feld' and Faran.) A bird.
contend in arms. Swift. 2. To combat ; to
Bacon.
duel ; to contend in lingle fight. Ejdras. 3 .
FIELDMARSHAL. F. field and marſhal.)
To act as a ſoldier in any cale . Addifon. 4 .
Commander ofan army in the field.
To contend. Sandys.
FIELDMOUSE . S. 1 field and mouſe .) A mouſe To FIGHT. v. a. To war againſt ; to combat
that burrows in banks. Dryden .
againlt. Dryden.
FIELDOFFICER . f. ( field and officer.] An FIGHT.S. (from the verb.) 1. Battle . 2. Com
officer whoſe command in the field extends to
bat ; duel. Dryden. 3. Something to screen
a whole regiment ; as the colonel, lieutenant
the combatants in thips. Diet.
FIGHTER . f. [from fight.)Warriour; duellift.
colonel, and major .
FI'ELDPIECE.J. ( field and piece.) Small can
Shakeſp .
non uſed in battles, but not in lieges. Knolles. FIGHTING. participial. a . (from fighr.) 1 .
FIEND . S. [riend, Sax.) 1. Ao enemy ; the
Qualified for war ; fit for battle.Chronscies. 2 .
Occupied by war. Pope.
Shakejp. 2 .
great enemy of mankind Satan.
;
FIGMENT.FIfigmentum ,Lat.]An invention ;
Any internalbeing . Ben. Johnſon .'
FIERCE . c. I fier , Fr., 1. Savage ; ravenous ; a fiction ; the idea feigned. Brown.
eaſily enraged. Job. 2. Vehement in rage ; FIGPECKER. L. ( fig and peck.) A bird .
eager of miſchiei.Pope. 3. Violent ; outra. FIGULATE ... [tion figulus, Lat ] Made of
geous. Genefis. 4. Paſſionate ; angry ; furious.
potters clay .
FIGURABLE . a . (from figuro, Lat .) Capable
Shakeſp. s . Strong ; forcible. James.
FI'ERCELÝ. adv . ( from fierce.) Violently ;
of being brought to certain form , and retained
furiouſly. Knolles.
in it. Thus lead is figurable , but not water.
Bac
on .
FI'ERCENESS. S. ( from fierce.) 1. Ferocity ;
ſavageoeſs. Swift. 2. Eagerneſs for blood ; FICURABILITY . f. [from figurable.) The
quality
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quality of being capable of a certain and ſtable | To FILCH. v. e . To Real ; to take by theft ;
form .
lo pilfer. It is uſually ſpoken of petty thefts.
FIGURAL . 0. ( from figure.) Repreſented by
Spenler, Burton .
delineation. Brown.
FI'LCHER.S . ( from filch . A thief ; a petty
robber.
FIGURATE . a. ( figuratus, Lat. ) 1. Of a cer
tain and determinate form . Bacon . 2. Relem- FILE.S. file, Fr ) 1. A thread. Wotton. 2. A
bling any thing of a determinate form , as ,
line on which papers are ftrung to keep them
figurative ſtones retaining the formsof thells
in order. Bacon . 3. A catalogue ; roll ; ſeries.
which
in
they were formed by the deluge.
Shakeſp. 4. A line of ſoldiers ranged one
FIGURATION S. ( figuratus, Lat.) 1. De
behind another. Milton . 5 ( Feol, Sax.) An
termination to a certain form . Bacon. 2 . inſtrument to rub down prominences. Moxon ,
FILECUTTER.S. ( file and custer .) A maker
The act of giving a certain form . Bacon .
of files. Moxon .
FIGURATIVE. a . ( figura :if, Fr. ) 1. Repre
ſenting ſomething elſe ; typical ; repreſenta- To FILE. v.a. (from filum , a thread .) 1. To
tive. Hooker. 2. Not literal . Stilling fleet. 3.
Iring upon a thread or wire. Arbuthnet. 2 .
To cut with a hle. Ray. 3. To foul ; to fully ;
Full of figures ; full ofrhetoricalexornations.
Dryden.
lo pollute. Skakelp.
FIGURATIVELY. adv. ( from figurative .) By To FILE . v . n . To march in a file, not abreaſt ,
a figure ; in a ſenſe different from that which
but one behind another. Blackmore.
FILEMOT.J. A brown or yellow -brown colour.
words originally in ply . Hammond.
FIGURE . Î ( figura, Lat . ] 1. The form of Swife.
any thing as terminated by the outline Boyle . FILER . S.( from file.) One who files ; one who
ules the file in cutting metals.
2. Shape ; form ; femblance . Shakeſp. 3 .
Perſon ; externalform ; appearance mean or FILIAL. a. ( filial, Fr. filius, Lat.) 1. Pertain
grand, Clariſa. 4. Diſtinguiſhed a ppearance ;
ing to a fon ; befitting a fon . Dryden. 2. Bear
eminence ; remarkable character . Addiſon . 5 . ing the character or relation of a ſon. Milton.
A ftatue ; an image ; ſomething formed in FILIATION.J.(froin filius, Lat.) The relation
reſemblance of ſomewhat elle Addiſon. 6 .
of a lon to a father : correlative to paternity.
Hale .
Repreſentations in painting. Dryden . 2. Ar
rangement ; diſpuriion ; modification. Watts. FILINGS S. [from file.) Fragments rubbed off
8. A character denoting a number. Skakeſp
by the file. Felton .
South . 9 . The horoſcope ; the diagram ofthe To PILL . v. a . (Fyllan , Sax . ) 1. To ſore ' till
aſpects of the aſtrological houſes. Shakeſp. 10.
no more can be adınitted . Samuel. 2. To ſtore
( In theology .) Type repreſentative. Romans
abundantly . Genefis. 3. To ſatisfy ; to content.
Cheyne. 4 . To glút ; to ſurfeit. Shakeſp. 5. To
11. [ In rhetorick .) Any mode of ſpeaking in
which words are detorted from their literal and
Fill out . To pour oui liquor for drink. 6. To
primitive ſenſe . In Itrict acceptation, the
extend by ſomething contained. Dryden. 7. To
change of a word is a trope, and any affection
Fill up. To make full. Pope. 8. To ſupply.
of a ſentence a higure ; but they are generally
Addiſon. 9. To occupy by bulk. Burnei. 10.
confounded by the exacteſt writers. Stillingfl.
To engage ; to employ. Shakeſp.
12. ( In grammar. ) Any deviation from the TO FILL. V. n. 1. To give to drink. Shakeſp .
rules ofanalogy or ſyntax.
2 To grow full 3. To glue ; to ſatiate. Bacon .
To FIGURE. v. a . I figuro, Lat.) 1. To form 4. To Fill up . To grow full. Woodward.
into any determinate ſhape. Bacon . 2. TO FILL. f. [from the verb. 1. As much as may
Show by a corporeal reſemblance Sperler. 3 .
produce complete ſatisfaction. Fairfax. 2.
To cover or adorn with figures. Shakeſp. 4. To
The place between the ſhafis of a carriage.
Mor
timer .
diverfity ; to variegate with adventitious forms.
Shakeſp. 5. To repreſent by a typical or figu. FILLER.S. (from fill.]ı . Any thing that fills up
rative reſemblance . Hooker , Donne. 6 Το
rooom without ule.Dryden. 2. One whoſe em
image in the mind Temple. 7. To prefigure ; ployment is to fill veſſels of carriage . Mortin .
to forelhow . Shakeſp . 8.To form figuratively, FILLET. S. ( folet, Fr.) 1. A band tied round
to ule in a ſenſe not literal . Locke.
the head or other part. Dryden. 2. The fiethy
FIGURE -FLINGER.S. I figure and fling.) A
part of the thigh : applied commonly to veal.
pretender to aſtrology. Collier .
Dryden 3 Meat rolled together, and tied
FIGWORT.S.l fig and wort. ] A plant Miller
round . Skakelp. 4. (lo architecture.) A lit
FILA'CEOUS . a . (Irom folum ,Lat . ) Contilting
tle member which appears in the ornaments
of Ihreads. Bacon.
and mouldings, and is otherwile called lifel .
FI'LACER . T. ( filazarius, low Lat ) An offi
Harris
cer in the Common Pleas, ſo called becauſe To FILLET . v.a. [ from the noun ) 1. To
he files thole writs whereon he makes proceis
bind with a bandage or fillet. 2. To adora
Harris.
with an attragal. Exodus.
FILAMENT. S. [ filament, Fr filamentum ,Lat.) To FILLIP . W. a. To ſtrike with the nail of
A fleider thiend ; a body ilender and long the finger by a ſudden ſpring . Bacon.
like a thread Brcome.
FILIP . /. [ from the verb .) A jerk of the
FILBERT.J. A tine hazel out wih a thin fhell .
hoger let go from the thumb.
Darjet .
FILLY

!
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FI'LLY.S. ( filey, Welſh .] 1. A young horſe or
deat. Cowley. 8. To gain by any mental
endeavour. Cowley . 9. To remark ; to ob
mare. Suckling. 2. A young mare, oppoſed to
ſerve. Cowley. 10. To detect ; to deprehend ;
a colt or young horfe . Shakeſp
to catch. Locke. 11. To reach ; to attain.
FILM. S. (Fylmepa, Sax.) A thin pellicle or
skin . Graunt.
Cowley. 12. To meet. Cowley . 13. To ſettle ;
To FILM. v. a. ( from the noun .] To cover
to fix any thing in one's own opinion . Cowley.
with a pellicle or thin ſkin . Shakeſp.
14. To determine by judicial verdict. Shakeſp.
FI'LMY. a. ( from film .] Compoſed of thin pel
15. To ſupply ; to furniſh : as, he finds me
money. 16. ( In law . ] To approve : as,
in
licles. Pope.
To FILTER . v. a. ( filtro, low Lat.) 1. To
to find a bill. 17. To Find himſelf . To be ;
to fare with regard to eaſe or pain. L'Efrange.
defecate by drawing off liquor by depending
18. To Find out. To unriddle ; to ſolve .
threads. 2. To ſtrain ; to percolare. Grew
FI'LTER.S. ( filtrum , Lat .] 1. A twiſt of thread Ecclefiafticus. 19. To diſcover ſomething hid
den Newien . 20. To obtain the knowledge
of which one end is dipped in the liquor to be
defecated, and the other hangs below the bot of. Dryden. 21. To invent ; to excogitate.
Cbronicles
tom of the veſſel, ſo that the liquordrips from
FINDER. S. (from find.) ! . One that meets or
it. 2. A ſtrainer ; a ſearce. Ray.
FILTH. f. (pld , Saxon. ) 1. Dirt ; oaſtineſs.
falls upon any thing. Shakeſp. 2. One that
Sandys. 2. Corruption ; groſſneſs ; pollution. picks up any thing lun Craſbow .
FINDFAULT. /. I find and fault.) A cenſurer ;
Tillotſon .
FILTHILY. adv. (from fileby.) Naſily ; foully ;
a caviller Shakejp.
FINY. a. ( gyndiz , Sax .) Plump ; weighey ;
groſsly. L'Eſrange.
firm ; folid Junius.
FILTHINESS . f. (from filthy. ) 1. Naſtineſs ;
foulneſs ; dirtineſs. Sidney. 2. Corruption ; FINE . d ( finne, Fr. ) 1. Not coarſe. Spenſer.
2 , Refined ; pure ; free from droís . Esra,
pollution . South .
3. Subile ; thin ; tenuous : as, the fine fpirits
FILTHY. c . [from filth.) 1.Naſty ; foul; dirty ;
Shakeſp . 2 Groſs; polluted. Dryden.
evaporale. 4. Refined ; lubtilely excogitated.
To FILTRATE v. a . (from filter.) To (train ; Temple. 5. Keen ; thin ; ſmoothly Marp.
Bacin. 6. Clear; pellucid ; transparent : as,
to percolare. Arbuthnot.
the wine is fine. 7. Nice : exquiſite ; deli
FILTRATION. S. ( from filtrate.) A method
cate. Davies. 8 Artiul ; dexterous. Bacon . 9 .
by which liquors are procured fine and clear .
Boyle.
Fraudulent ; ſy ; kaaviſhly ſubtle. Hubberd's
FIMBLE Hemp.S. (corrupted from female.] The Tale 10. Elegant with elevation. Dryden.
light ſummer hemp, that bears no feed , is 1. Beautiful with dignity. 12. Accompliſh
ed ; elegant of manners. Felien . 13. Showy ;
called fimble bemp. Mortimer.
FIN . L. ( fin , Sax.) The wing of a fiſh ; the ſ lenúid. Swift
limb by which he balances his body, and FINE.S. ( ffin, Cimbr.) 1. A mula ; a pecuni
moves in the water. Addifon.
ary puniſhment. Davies. 2. Penalty . Shakejp.
FIN FOOʻTED.o . ( fir and foot.)Palmipedous ; 3. Forleit ; mony paid for any exemprion or
having feet with membranes between the toes . liberty. Pope. 4. The end ; conclufion. Sidney.
Brown .
TO FINE . v. c. ( trom fore, the adjective. ] 1.
FINABLE . a. (from fine.) That admits a fine.
To retine ; to purity . Job. 2. To embelliſh ;
Hayward
to decorate. Shakesp. 3. To make lets coarſe .
Mortimer.
4. To make traniparent. Mortimer .
Ultimate
; laſt.
FINAL . a. I final, Fr.) 1.
Milton . 2. Concluſive ; deciſive. Davies. 3.
5. To puniſh with pecuniary penalty. Locke.
Mortal; deſtructive. Spenser. 4. Reſpecting To FINE. v. a. To pay a fine. Oldham .
the end or motive. Coller .
To FINEDRA'W. v . a. I fine and draw ) To
FI'NALLY . adv. (from final.) 1. Ultimately ;
ſow up a rent with ſo much nicety that it is
lally ; in concluſion. Milion. 2. Completely ;
not perceived.
FINEDRAWER. f. [ from foredraw .) One
without recovery . Such.
whole buſiness is to low up rents.
FINANCE. J. ( Fr. ] Revenue ; income ; profit,
Bacon .
FINEFINGERED . a. I fine and finger. ) Nice ;
FINANCIER . S. ( Fr.) One who collects or
artiul ; exquifite . Spenfer .
FINELY. car. (from fine.) 1. Beautilully ;
farms the publick revenue,
FINARY.
( trom To fine.) The ſecond forge elegantly . ciddiy-n. 2. Keenly ; ſharply ; with
a thin edge or point. Peacbam . 3. Not
at the iron milis.
coarſely ; not meanly ; gaily. Bacon . 4. la
FINCH . / ( fine, Sax . ) A ſmall bird of which
finall parts ; ſubtilely ; pot groſsly. Boyle. 5 .
we have three kinds, the goldfinch, chaftioch ,
Wretchedly.
and bulfinch .
TO FIND . v . a. ( frodan , Sax .) .. To obtain FI'NENESS. F. (from fine.) 1. Elegance ; beau
by ſearching or ſeeking. Matibews. 2. To
ly ; delicacy . Sidney. 2. Show ; ſplendour ;
obtain fomething loſt. Sbarejp. 3. To meei
gaiety of appearance. Decay of Piery. 3 .
Subtility ; artiulneſs ; ingenuity . Shekejp. 4 .
with ; to fall upon. Cowley. 4 To know by
experience. Cowley. 5. To diſcover by liudy.
Purity , freedom from drols or baſe mixtures .
Bacon .
Cowley. 6. To dricover what is hidden . Cowley.
FINERY
7. Țo hic on by chance ; to perceive by acci
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FI’NERY.S. [from fine.) 1. Show ; ſplendour of Anthony's fire. 12. To ſet Fixe on, or fer or
appearance. Southern.
FIRE . To kindle ; to infiame. Taylor.
FINE'SSE. ſ . ( French .) Artifice ; ſtratagem . FIREARMS S. [ fore and arms . ) Arms which
Hayward.
owe their efficacy to fire ; guns. Clarendon.
FINER . J. { from fire.) One who purifies me- FIREBALL.S. ( fore and ball.) A grenado ; a
tais. Proverbs.
ball filled with combuſtibles, and burſting
FINGER . S. ( finger, Sax.) 1. The Alexible
where it is thrown. Soutb .
member of the hand by which men catch and FIREBRUSH . S. 1 fire and bruß .) The bruſh
hold . Keil. 2. A imall meature of extenſion . which hangs by the fire to ſweep the hearth.
Wilkins. 3. The hand ; the inſtrument of
Swift .
work . W'aller.
FIREDRAKE . . ( fire and drake.) A fiery
To FI’NGER v. a. ( from the noun ) 1. To ſerpent. Drayton.
touch lightly ; to toy with. Grew . 2. TO FIRER.S. (froin fire.) An incendiary . Carew .
touch unſeaſonably or chieviſhly. South . 3. TO FIRESIDE . J. ( fire and ſide.) The hearth ; the
tsuch an instrument of muſick . Shakeſp. 4 . chimney. Prior.
To perforin any work exquiſitely with the FIRESTICK. S. ( fire and flick .)A lighted ſtick
fingers. Spenſer.
or brand. Digby,
FINGLEFANGLE. f. [from fangle.) A trifle. FIREWORK , J. ( fore and work.) Shows of
Hudibras .
fire ; pyrotechnical periormances. Brown.
FINICAL.. a. (from fire ) Nice ; foppiſh. Shake. To FIRE. v a. ( trom the noun . ] 1. To let on
fire ; to kindle. Hayward. 2. To infiame
FI'NICALLY . adv . ( from finical.) Foppishly
che paffions; to animate. Dryden. 3. To
FINICALLNESS . ſ. (from firical.) Superflu
fire. Shakeſp.
drive
ous nicety .
To FINISH . v . a . ( finir, Fr ] 1. To bring to To FIRE. v. n . 1. To take fire to be kindled.
the end purposed ; to complete Luke. 2. To
2. To be inflamed with paflion. 3. To dilo
perfect ; 10 poliſh to the excellency intended. charge any fire -arms.
Blackmore.
FIREBRA'ND.S. ( fire and brand. ) 1. A piece
FINISHER . S. [from fonijb.) 1. Performer ; of wood kindled . L'Ejirange 2. An incen
accompliſher. Shakeſp. 2. One that puts an
diary ; one who inflames actions. Bacon.
end. Hooker. 3. One that completes or per- FIRECROSS ſ. ( fire and cross . ) A token in
fects. Hebrews,
Scotland for the nation to take arms. Haywood.
FINITE.
S. ( fire and lock ) A foldier's gun ;
Brown . a . ( fonilus, Lat. ) Limited ; bounded . FIRELOCK.
a gun di charged by Itriking Reel with fint .
FINI CELESS. a. [ from fruite. ) Without Gay.
bounds ; unlimited . Brorun .
FI'REMAN. S. ( fire and man.) 1. One who is
FINITELY. adv. (from finite.) Within certain
employed to extinguiſh burning houſes. Gay.
limies ; to a certain degree. Stilling fleet.
2. A man of violent pafſions. Tailer.
FINITENESS.S. (from finite.) Limitation; con- FIRENEW. a. (fire and new. ) New from the
finement within certain boundaries. Norris.
forge ; new fr m the melting -houle . Shakesp.
FI'NITUDE. S. (trom finite.) Limitation ; con- FIREPAN S. [ fore and pan.j !. A pan tor
finement within certain boundaries. Cheyne.
holding fire. 2. { In a gun .] The receptacle
FINLESS. a . ( from fin. ) Without fins. Shakej
for the priming powder.
FINLIKE . alfin and like ) formed in imita. FIRESHIP .
( fire and foip.) A ſhip filled
with combuſtible matter to fire the vertels of
tion of fins. Dryden.
Wiſeman
.
FI'NNED. a. (trom fin ) Having broad edges the enemy
FIRESHOVEL. S. ( fire and ſoovel.] The in ,
ſpread out on either lide. Mortimer.
FINNY. a. ( from fin .) Furniſhed with fins ; frument with which the hot coals are thrown .
tormed for the element of water . Blackmore.
Brown .
FINTOʻED . a . [fon and tee ) Palmipedous , FIRESTONE.S. ( fire and ſtone.) The fireſtone,
having a membrane between the toes. Ray .
or pyrites, is a compound metallick toffil,
FINOCHIO / Fennel.
compoled of vitriol , lulphur, and an unme
tallick earth, but in very different proportions
FIPPLE./ (trom fibula ,Lat .) A ſtopper. Bacon
FIR 1. Diri, Wilih. } The tree of which deal in the ſeveral mailes. It has its name of
pyrites, or firefione, from its giving file on
bwards are made. Pipe.
FIRE. / Gyr , Sax ) i. The igneous element. being truck againſt a feel much more treely
than a flint will do . Hill.
2. Any thing burning . Cowley. 3. A copfla
gration of lowos or countries. Granville. 4. FIREWOOD . L. ( fire and wood. ] Wood to
Flame; light ; lustre . Shakeſp. 5. Torture burn ; fewel
by burning Prior. 6. The puniſhment ofthe FIRING.S. ( from fire ) Fewel Mortimer.
damned. Ifaiah. 7. Any thing that inflames To FIRK'v.e. tion ferie , Lat.) To whip ;
to beat. Hudibras.
the paflions. Shakeſp. 8. Ardour of temper
Interbury 9. Livelineſs of imagination ; vi- FIRKIN . 1. [ irom fempen , Sux . ) 1. A reite !
gour of any : fpirit of Antiment. Cowley
containing nine gailoas , airbuthnot. 2. A linall
10. The partion of love. Dryden, Sbadwell. vefſel Dirbam ,
FIRM .
11. Eruption or impulhumations : as, St.
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FIRM. o . ( firmus, Lat . ) 1. Strong ; not eaſily To FISHIFY. v. 0. [from fiſb .) To turn to
pierced or ſhaken ; hard, oppoſed to ſoft.Cleav. fill. Shakeſp .
2. Conſtant ; ſteady ; refolute ; fixed; un- FISHING . (from fijb .) Commodity of taking
ſhaken . Tillotfon, Walp .
filh . Spenſer.
To FIRM. v. a. ' ( formo, Lat . ) 1. To ſettle ; { FI'SHKETTLE . S. [ fiſh and kettle.] A caldrón
made long for the fiſh to be boiled without
to confirm ; to establiſh ; to fix. Knolles. 2.
To fix without wandering. Spenſer.
bending. Grew .
FIRMAMENT . S. [ firmamentum , Lat. ) The FISHMEAL. f. ( till and meal.) Diet of fifh .
Sharp
ky ; the heavens. Raleigh
FIRMAMENTAL. a. (from firmament.] Ce- FISHMONGER . S. [ from fjb ) A dealer in
filh
. Carew .
leftial; ofthe upper regions. Dryden .
FIRMLY. adv. ( from firm .) 1.Strongly ; im- ( FISHY. a. (from fijb.] 1. Conſiſting of fiſh.
penetrably ; immoveably. Newton. 2. Steadi Pope. 2. Having the qualities of fiſh. Browst.
FI'SSILE. a. ( fdrlis, Lat.) Having the grain in
ly ; constantly. Addiyon,
FIRMNESS. ). [from firm .] 1. Stability ; a certain direction , ſo as to be cleft. Vewton.
hardneſs; compactneſs ; ſolidity.Burnet. 2. FISSILITY. f. [from filile.] The quality of
admitting to be cloven.
Durability. Hayward. 3. Certainty ; ſound
neſs. South. 4. Steadineſs ; conftancy ; refo- |FI'SSURE.S. ( flura, Lat. fiffure,Fr. ) A cleft;
a narrow chalm where a breach has been
letion. Roſcommon.
made. Woodward.
FIRST. a. (first, Sax .] 1. The ordinal of one .
Shakelp. "2. Earlieſt in time . Heb. Prior. 3. To FISSURE. v . a . ( from the noun . ] To
cleave ; to make a fiſſure. Wijeman .
Higheft in dignity. Daniel. 4. Great ; excel
lent Shakejp .
FIST. S. ( fisa, Sax. ) The hand clenched with
FIRST. adv. 1. Before any thing elſe ; earlieſt.
the fingers doubled down . Dennen,
Dryden. 2. Beſore any other confideration . To F19T.P. !. To ſtrike with the fift. Dryd.
Bacon. 3. At the beginning ; at firſt. Bentley. 2. To gripe with the fift. Shakeſp.
FIRST- GOT.
28. Lirom firſt and be- FISTINUT L. A piſtachio nue.
FIRST -BEGOTTEN . S got ] The eldeſt of FISTICUFFS. S. ( fiſt and cuf.) A battle with
the fift. More.
children . Milton
FIRST-FRUITS. S. [ firſt and fruits.] 1. What FISTULA. !. [ fiſtule, Fr. ] 1. A finuous ulcer
callous within . Wiſeman. 2. FISTULA La
the ſeaſon firſt produces or matures of any kind.
chrimalis. A diforder of the canals leading
Prier. 2. The firſt profits of any thing. Bacon.
from the eye to the noſe, whici obſtructs the
3. The earlieſt effect of any thing. Milton.
natural progreſs of the tears, and makes them
FIRSTLING.S. (from firft. ) That which is firſt
trickle down the cheeks. Sharp .
produced or brought torth . Druteronomy.
FIRSTLING . S. [from forf .) 1. The firſt pro- FISTULAR. & . ( from fiftula .] Hollow like a
pipe.
duce or offspring. Milton. 2. The thing firſt
FISTULOUS. a. ( filuleux , Fr.) Having the
thought or done. Shakeſp .
nature of a fiſtula . Wilemar.
FISCAL.S. (from fifcus. ) Exchequer ; revenue.
FIT. S. 1. A paroxyſm or exacerbation of any
Bacon .
FISH. . ( risc, Sax .) An animal that inbabits intermittent diſtemper. Sharp. 2. Any ſhort
return after intermiffion ; interval. Rogers. 3.
the water. Shakeſp. Creech.
Any violent affection of mind or boxy Spenſer.
To FISH . v. n . To be employed in catching
4. Diſorder ; diſtemperature. Shakeſp. 5. The
fſhes. 2. To endeavour at any thing by arti
hyſterical diſorders of women , and the convula
fice Shakeſp.
of children .
fions
To FISH . v. a. To ſearch water in queft of fiſh .
FIT. 2. I Qualified ; proper. Cowley. 2. Con
Swift.
venient ; meet ; proper : right . Boyle.
FISH -HOOK .S. ( fiſh and hook. ) A book baited.
Grew
To FIT. v. a. (vitter, Fjemith . 1. To ac
commodate to any thing ; to ſuit one thing
FISH- POND. ſ. ( fiſh and pond.) A ſmall pool
to another . Denham. 2. To accommodate a
for fiſh . Mortimer .
FI'SHER. S. ( from figh .) One who is employed
perſon with any thing. Wijeman. 3. To be
adapted to ; to ſuit any tbing. Shakeſp. 4 .
in catching fiſh . Sandys.
FI'SHER -BOAT. S. ( fiber and beor. ) A boat
To Fit out. To furniſh ; to equip . Dryden ,
5. To fit up. To furnish ; to make proper
employed in catching fith .
for uſe. Pope.
FISHERMAN . S.Ifiber and man.) One whoſe
employment and livelihood is co catch fiſh . FITCH
To FIT : " . ". To be proper ; to be fit.Pofe.
.F. A fr.alkaof wild pea, Tuber.
Waller .
little
FISHERTOWN.S . [ fiber and focun . ) A town FITCHAT. } ! ( flau, Fr. ) A ftiaking
FI'TCHEW
. S beant, that robs the henroult and
inhabited by fiſhermen. Clarendon .
warren ; a pole cat.
FISHERS-COAT. L. ( fiber and coat. ) A coat
FITFUL.
( fit and full.] Varied by parox
worn by a fiſher. Job.
ylms. Shakeſp.
FISHERY S. ( fsom fiber .) The buſineſs of
PI'TLY . adv . (from fit.] 1 : Properly ; juſtly ;
catching híh Addiſon.
FISHFUL . a. (from fjb. ) Abounding with silh . reatonably. Tillot. 2. Commodioully ; meetly.
Donne,
Camden .
F1
Qa.
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FITNESS. f. [from fit.] 1. Propriety ; meet
land forces. Temple. 3. A ſpecies of ſtore
neſs ; juſtneſs; realonableneſs. Hooker . 2
uſed forſmooth pavements.Woodword.
Convenience ; commodity ; the ſtate of being FLAG -BROOM . S. [ from flag and broom.) A
broom for ſweeping Aags or pavements.
fit. Shakejp
FITMENT. P. from fit.) Something adapted FLAG -OPFICER . S. ( flag and officer.) A com
mander of a ſquadron Addiſon.
to a particular purpole. Shakelp.
FI'TTER . / (from fit.] 1. The perſon or thing FLAG -SHIP. ). [ flag and ſhip.) The ſhip in
that confers fitneſs for any thing. Mortimer. which the commander of a fleet is.
FLAG -WORM . S. Pflag and worm.) A grub
2. A ſmall piece .
FITZ.S: (Norman ) A lon ; as, Firxberbert, the
bred in watry places among flags or ſedge .
Walton.
fon of Herbert; Fitzroy , the ſon of the king .
It is commonly uſed of illegitimate children. PLACELET. S. [ flageolet, Fr.) A ſmall Aute .
Mere.
FIVE a. (Fif, Sax .) Four and one ; half of ten.
FLAGELLA'TION.S . The uſe of the ſcourge.
Dryden
Garib ,
FIVÉLE'AVED Grafs. S.Cinquefoil; a ſpecies
FLAGGINESS. S. [from flaggy.) Laxity ; lim
of clover .
berneſs.
FIVES . S. 1. A kind of play with a bowl. 2. A
FLAGGY. a. ( from flag.) 1. Weak ; lax ;
diſeaſe ofhorſes.Shakeſp.
limber ; not ſtiff ; not tenſe. Dryden. 2.
To FIX. v. a. ( fixer , Fr.) 1. To make faſt,
Weak in taſte ; infipid. Bacox .
firm , or ſtable . Milton . 2. To ſettle ; to eſta
blith invariably: Temple. 3. To direct without |FLAGITIOUS. 6. (from flagitium , Lat. ]Wick
cd ; villainous ; atrocious, Roſcommon .
variation. Dryden. 4. To deprive of volatility
Locke. 5 . To pierce ; to transfix. Sandys. 6. FLAGI'TIOUSNESS. S. [ from flagitious. ]
Wickedneſs ; villainy.
To withhold from motion .
To FIX . v. n. 1. To determine the reſolution. (FLACON . S. ( flacon, Fr.) A veſſel of drink
with a narrow mouth . Roſcommon .
Waller.
Locke. 2. To reft ; to ceaſe to wander.
3. To loſe volatility, ſo as to be malleable. FLAGRANCY.S . ( flagrantia, Lat.) Burning
heat ; fire. Bacon .
Bacon .
FIXATION . S. ( Fr.) 1. Stability ; firmneſs ; FLAGRANT. a. ( flagrans, Lat.) 1. Ardent ;
burning; eager. Hocker. 2. Glowing ; fuſhed.
leadineſs. K. Charles. 2. Reſidence in a cer
Pope. 3. Red ; imprinted red. Prior. 4. No
tain place. Raleigh. 3. Confinement ; forbear
ance of excurſion . Watts. 4. Want of volati torious ; Aaming . Smith .
lity ; deftruction of volatility. Bacon. 5. Re- FLAGRATION. S. ( flagro, Lat.) Burning.
FLAGSTAFF. S. ( Hag and ſtaf.) The ſtaff
duction from fluidity to firmneſs. Glanville.
on which the flag is fixed. Dryden.
FIXEDLY. adv. (from fixed .) Certainly , firm
ly Locke
FLAIL . S. ( flagellum , Lat.] The inſtrument
FIXEDNESS. f. [ frem fixed .) 1. Stability ; with which grain is beaten out of she ear.
firmnels. 2. Want or lots of volatility. Locke. Dryden.
3. Solidity ; coherence of parts. Beniley. 4 : FLAKE. F. ( Aoccus, Lat.) 1. Any thing that
appears looſely held together. Grew. 2. A
Steadineſs ; feitled opinion or reſolution. K.
Charles,
ftratum ; layer; lamina. Sandys,
FIXIDITY ſ. Coherence of parts. Boyle.
FLA KY. a . (from flake ) 1. Looſely hanging
FI'XITY . I. ( fixiti, Fr.) Coherence of parts .
together. Blackmore. 2. Lying in layers on
ſtrata ; broken into laminæ .
Newton .
FIXURE, S. ( from fix ) 1. Poſition. Shakeſp FLAM . S. A falfhood ; a lye ; an illuſory pre
text. South
2. Stable preſſure. Shake!p. 3. Firmneſs; Ita
To FLAM. V G. [from the noun .) To deceive
ble ſtate . Shakep
FI'ZGIG . j. A kind of dart or harpoon with with a lye. South.
which leamen frike fiſh .
FLAMBÉ AV .S. [ French.] A lighted torch .
Dryden.
FLABBY. a. (faccidus, Lat .) Soft ; not firm .
FLAME. r. ( Aamma, Lat.) 1. Light emitted
Arbuthnor.
from fire. Cowley. 2. Fire. Cowley . 3. Ardour
FLABILE. «. ( fiabilis, Lar .] Subject to be
blown.
of temper or imagination ; brightneſs offancy.
FLACCID. a ( flaccidus, Lat.) Weak ; limber ; Waller . 4. Ardour of inclination. Pope. s .
not tiff ; lax ; not tente. Holder.
Pafion of love. Cowley.
FLACCIDITY. J. I from flaccid ] Laxity ; lim. To FLAME. v. n. 1. To ſhine as fire ; to
with emillion of light. Milion. 2. To
burn
berneis ; want of tenſion . Wiſeman,
thiae like fame. Prior. 3. To break out in
To FLAG. v. * Haggeren , Dutch .] 1. To
hang looſe without ſtiffneſsor tenſion.Boyle. 2 .
violence of paffion .
To grow ipiritlets or dejected . Swift. 3. TO FLAMECOʻLOURED. a . ( fame and colour .)
grow feeble ; to lole vigour. Ben. Johajon.
Of a bright yellow colour. Pracham.
To FLAG . v. 4 , 1. To let fall ; lo ſuffer to FLAMEŇ .
( Latin . ) A prieſt ; one that offi .
droop. Prior, 2. To lay with broad itone.Sand. ciates in folema offices. Pope.
FLAG . f. [from the verb.] 1. A water plan FLAMMATION.S. [ Hammario, Lat. The act
with a broad bladed leaf and yellow Power. of letting on flame. Brown.
FLAM
Sandys. 2. The colours or enlign of a thip or
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FLAMMABI’LITY. f. (fiamma, Lat.) The FLA'SHY. e . [ from fiaß .) 1. Empty ; not
ſolid ; Mowy without ſubſtance . Digby? 2. In
quality ofadmitting to be ſet on fire. Brown .
FLA'MMEOUS. a . flommeus, Lat. ) Confiſting lipid ; withoutforce or fpirit. Bacon .
of fame. Brown,
FLASK . f. [ flaſque, Fr. ) i . A tortle ; a veſſel.
FLAMMIFEROUS. a . [ fiammifer, Lat.]Bring. King . 2. A powder-horn . Shakeſp.
ing fame . Diet .
PLASKET. ). [from fial ) A veſſel in which
FLAMMIVOMOUS. a . ( fiamma , and vomo, viands are ſerved . Pope.
FLAT. a . ( plat, Fr ) 1. Horizontally level,
Lat.) Vomiting out fame.
FLAMY. a. (from flame. ) 1. Inflamed ; burn
without inclination . Aldiſon . 2. Sinooth ;
ing; Aaming. Sidney. 2. Having the nature
without protuberances. Bacon , 3. Withont
n
of Aame Baco .
elevation. Milton. 4. Level with the ground.
FLANC . S. fflanc, Fr.) 1. That part of the South . 5. Lying horizontally proftrace ; lying
fide of a quadruped near the hinder thigh . along. Daniel. 6. ( In painting. Without re
Pacbam. 2. (In men. ) The lateral part of lief ; without prominence of the figures. 7.
Taſteleſs ; infipid ; dead . Philips. 8. Dull ;
the lower belly. Pope. 3. The Gide of any army
unanimated ; frigid. Bacon . 9 Depreſſed :
or fleet. Hayward. 4. ( In fortification ] That
fpiritleſs ; dejected . Milton . 10. Unpleaſing ;
part of the baſtion which reaches from the
curtain to the face. Harris.
taiteleſs ; Atterbury. 11. Peremptory ; ab
To FLANK . va. 1. To attack the ſide of a
folute ; downright Spenſer, Herbert: 12.
battalion or fleet. 2. To be pofted to as to
Not Thrill ; not acute ; not ſharp in ſound .
Bacon .
overlook or command any paſs on the side ;
to be on the lide. Dryden.
FLAT.S. 1. A level ; an extended pline Wor..
2. Even ground ; not mountainous. Miltom . 3.
FLANKER. J. (from flank. ) A fortification
jutting out to as to command the lide of a
A ſmooth low ground expoſed to inundations.
body marching to the affault. Knolles,
Shakelp. 4. Shallow ; Itrand ; place in the ſea
TO FLANKER . v. a. flanquer, Fr. ] To where the water is not deep . Raleigh. s . The
defend by lateral fortifications
broad fide of a blade. Dryden. 6. Deprefſion
FLA’NNEL . f. ( gwlaner, Wellh ) A ſoft nappy
of thought orlanguage. Dryden. 7. A lurface
ſtuff of wool. Shakeſp.
without relief, or prominences. Beniley.
FLAP.S. ( læppe, Sax.) 1. Any thing that hangs To FLAT. v.o. ( from the noun.] 1. To level ;
broad and looſe. Sharp. 2. The motion of any
to deprets ; to make broad and ſmooth . Creech.
thing
and loole . 3. A diſeale in hortes. 2. To make vapid . Bacon ,
broad
Farrier's
Dict
.
TO FLAT. v . n. š . To grow flat ; oppoſed to
ſwell. Temple . 2. To sender unanimated or
TO FLAP. v. a. ( from the noun ) 1. To beat
with a flap, as flies are beaten. L'Eſtrange. 2 . vapid. King Charles.
Tomove with a Aap or noiſe. Dryden, Tickel. | FLA'TLONG. adv. Ifiai and ling ) with the
To FIAP
1. To ply the wings with
Alat downwards ; not edgewife. whakeſp.
noiſe. L'Eſrange. 2. To jall with flaps or FLA TLY . adv. [from flat.] 1. Horizontally ;
without inclination. 2. Without prominence or
broad para siepending Gay:
FLAPDRAGON . J. 1. A play in which they
elevation . 3. Without fpirit ; dully ; trigidly.
catch raiſins out of burning brandy. 2. The 4. Peremptorily ; downright. Daniel.
things eaten at Mapdragon. Shakeſp .
FLA'TNESS. f. (from flat ) . Evennels ; level
To FLA PDRAGON . v. a. ( from the noun.]To extenſion. 2. Want of relief or prominence,
ſwallow ; to devour. Shakeſp .
Addiſon. 3. Deadneſs; intipidisy , vapidnels.
FLAPEARED . a. [ flap and ear. ] Having
Morismer . 4. Dejection of itate ; Shakelp . 5.
loofe and broad ears. Shakeſp .
Dejection ofmind ; want of life. 6. Duloeis;
To FLARE. v. n. (from flederen , to flutter.
infipidity ; frigidity . Collier. 7. The contrary to
Dutch . ) 1. To flutter with a ſplendid ſhow . Thuillnels or acuteneis of fouad, Bacox.
Shakeſp. 2. Toglitter with a tranſient lustre . To FLATTEN . v .a . (trom flat.] ı. To make
Herbert. 3. To glitter offenſively . Milton.4. even or level , without prominence or elevation .
To be in too much light . Prior.
2. To beat down to the ground. Mortimer. 3 .
FLASH .S (prot,Minjbew .) 1. A ſudden , quick ,
To make vapid. 4. To deject ; to depreſs ;
to dilpirit.
tranitory blaze. Rajama men . 2. Sudden burft
of wit or merriment. Rogers 3. A ſhort tran- To FLATTEN . v.9. 1 . To grow even or level.
hient ſtate. Bacon . 4. A body of water driven 2. To grow dull and intipid. L'Eſtrange.
by violence.
FLA'TTER . J. I from fiai.] The workman or
TO FLASH v.n. 1. To glitter with a quick
inſtrument by which bodies are flattened.
and tranlieni fame . Boyle.2. To burst out into To FLATTER. v.a. (Marcr, Fr.j 1. Fo cooth
any kind of violence . Shakeſp: 3. To break out with prailes ; to pleaie with blandiihments.
Shake| p. 2. To Daile talia ly, I cag: 3. To
into wit , merriment, or brightthought Felton.
To FLASH v a . To Itrike up large bodies of pleale ; to looth . Dryden. 4. To raise ialle
water. Carew .
hopes. Muren.
FLASHER . J. [from flab .) A man of more FLAITERER . f. [from fialter ) One who
flatters ; a fawner, a wheedler, Swift.
appearance of wit than reality.
FLASHİLY. adv . (trom fiajoy.) With empty
FLAT
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FLATTERY. F. (faterie, Fr.) Falſe praiſe ; FLE'ABANE. S. 1 files and bane.) A plant.
FLE'ABITE.
I r. ( flea and bite.) 1. Bed
artful obſequiouſneſs. Young:
FL'ATTISH. a. (from flar. Somewhat flat ; FLE'ABITING. S marks cauſed by fleas.Wiſe.
approaching to flatneſs . Woodward.
2. A ſmall burt or pain like that cauſed by
FLATULENCY. ). (from flatulene.) 1. Windi. the ſting of a Alea . Harvey.
neſs; fulneſs of wind. Arbutbnor. 2. Empti- FLE'ABITTEN. a. ( flea and bite.) 1. Stung
by fleas. 2. Mean ; worthleſs. Cleaveland .
neſs ; vanity ; levity ; airineſs. Glanville.
FLA'TULENT. a. ( flatulentus,) Lat. 1. Tur- FLEAK. S. [from floccus, Lat. ) A ſmall lock ,
gid with air ; windy . Arbuthnot. 2. Empty ; thread, or twiſt. More.
vain ; big withoutſubſtance or reality ; puffy. FLEAM. S. An ioſtrument uſed to bleed cattle,
Dryden.
which is placed on the vein, and then driven
FLATUOSITY.S. (fatuafité, Fr.) Windineſs ; by a blow .
fulneſs of air. Bacon .
FLE AWORT. L. ( flea and wort.] A plant
FLATUOUS. a. ( from fatus, Lat .) Windy ; Miller .
full of wind. Bacon .
To FLECK . v.a. ( fleck, German , a ſpot.] To
FLATOS. 7. ( Latin .) Wind gathered in any
ſpot ; to freak ; to ſtripe ; to dapple. Sandys.
cavities of the body. Quincy.
To FLECKER . v. a. (from fleck .) To ſpot ; to
FLA'TWISE. adv . With the Alat downwards;
mark with ſtrokes or touches. Shakelp
not the edge. Woodward ,
FLED. The preterite and participle of flee.Prior.
FLAUNT
To
. V. 11 i . To make a Auttering FLEDGE. a. (Aederen , to Ay , Dutch .] Full
Thow in apparel . Boyle. 2. To be hung with
feathered ; able to Ay. Herbert.
1omething looſe and Aying. Pope.
To FLEDGE. v.a. ( from the adjective .) To
FLAUNT. S. Any thing loole and airy. Shakeſp . furniſh with wings ; to ſupply with feathers.
FLAVOUR . L. 1. Power of pleaſing the calle.
Pope.
Addiſon. 2. Sweetneſs to the ſmell; odour ; To FLEE. v . n. pret. fled .To run from danger ;
fragrance. Dryden.
to have recourſe to ſhelter. Geneſis, Tillotjon .
FLA'VOUROUS. e. (from flavour.) 1. De- FLEECE . S. ( Flyr, fles, Sax ) Asmuch wool
lightful to the palace. Dryden. 2. Fragrant; as is ſhorn from one Meep. Shakeſp.
odorous.
To FLEECE. v. a . (from the noun.] 1. To
FLAW. S. 1. A crack or breach in any thing . clip the fleece off a theep. 2. To Itrip ; to
Boyle. 2. A fault ; defect. Dryden, 3. A
pull ; to plunder, as a ſheep is robbed of his
wool . Addifon .
ſudden gult ; a violent blaſt. Coapman. 4. A
tumult ; a tempeſtuous uproar. Dryder. 5. A FLE’ECED. . (from fleece .) Having fleeces of
wool. Spenſer .
ſudden commotion of mind . Shakeſp.
ECY . .. (from fleece.] Woolly ; covered
To FLAW . v. a. (from the noun.] 1. To break ; FLE’
with
wool . Prior .
to crack ; to damage with fiſſure . Boyle. 2. To
break ; to violate. Shakesp :
To FLEER . v.m. ( fleardian, to trifle, Sax . )
FLAWLESS. a. (from flaw ) Without cracks ;
1. To mock ; to gibe ; to jeſt with inſolence
without detects . Boyle.
and contempt. Swift. 2. To leer ; to grin
FLAWN L. (flena, Sax.) ſort of cuſtard ; a
with an air of civility . Bacon .
pie baked in a dith .
FLEER . S. [ from the verb. ) 1. Mockery ex
TO FLAWTER . v . a. To ſcrape or pare a ſkin . preſſed either in words or looks. Shakeſp. 2 .
Ainſworth.
A deceitful grin of civility. South .
FLAWY. a. ( from flow. ) Full of flaws.
FLE’ERER . j . (trom Heer.) A mocker ; a
FLAX. f. [ fleax , Flex , Sax.] 1. The fibrous fawner.
plant of which the finest thread is made FLEET . Flrot . PLOT , Are all derived from
the Saxon fleot; wbich ligoifies a bayor gulph .
Miller . 2. The fibres of flax cleanied and
combed for the ſpinner. Dryden.
Gibson's Camden.
FLA’XCOMB 1. (Mix and comb . ) The inſtru. FLEET. S [flota, Sax . ) A company of ſhips ; *
ment with which the fibres of flax are cleanſ navy . Prior .
ed troin the brittle pants .
FLEET. S. (kleot, Sax . ) A creek ; an inlet of
FLA XDRESSUR . L. ( flax and dreſs.} He that water . Mirtimer .
prepares flax for the ſpinner.
FLEET. Q. 1. Swift of pace ; quick ; nimble ;
FLAXEN a. (from pax ) i . Made of fiax.
active. Shakeſp. Clarendon . 2. ( In the hur
Sharp 2. Fair, long and flowing. Addijon.
bardry of ſome provinces.] Light ; ſuperfici
FLAXWEED . . A plant.
ally fruitfal Moriimer. 3. Skimming the
To FLAY . v. a . ( vlaen , Dutch . ) 1. To ftrip ſuriace . Mortimer.
of the ſkin . Raleigh. 2. To take off the ſkin , To FLEET. vn. [ flotan, Sax .) 1. To fly
or lor'ac : of any thing. Swift.
ſwiftly ; to vanith . Shakejp . 2. To be in a
FLAYER. S. liom fiay ) He that ſtrips of the tranſient ſtate. Digby,Waller.
skin of any this
To FLEET.v.a. 1. To ſkin the water. Sperſer.
FLLA I Ixlea, Sax . ) A ſmall black infe &t re
2. To live merrily, or palstimeaway lightly.
markable for its a ziliey in Icaping. Bacon
Shakeſp. 3. 11o the country .) To ikim milk.
To. FLEA. v. 2. (from the noun ) to clean FLEETINGDISH. 8. (trom fleet and diſh .} A
froin fieas.
Skimming bowi .
FLE ETLY.
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PLEETLY. adv. (from fleet. ] Swiftly ; nim
quality of admitting to be bent ; pliancy.
Newton. 2. Eaſinels to be perſuaded ; com
bly ; with ſwift pace.
FLEETNESS. l. ( from fleet.] Swiftneſs of pliance ; facility. Hammond.
FLEXIBLE. a . (flexibilis, Lat.) 1. Poſible to
courie ; nimbleneſs; celerity.
FLESH.S. ( fiæc, Sax . ) s. The body diftin
be bent; not brittle ; pliant ; not ftiff. Bacon .
2. Not rigid ; not inexorable ; complying i
guiſhed from the ſoul. Davies. 2. The muf
obſequio
us. Bacon . 3. Ductile ; manageable .
cles diſtinguiſhed from the ſkin, bones, ten
Locke. 4. That may be accommodated to va .
dons. New Teftament. 3 Animal food dif
rious forms and purpoſes. Rogers:
tinguiſhed from vegetable. Locke. 4. The
body of beaſts or birds uſed in food, diſtinct FLEXIBLENESS / (from flexible.] 1. Por
from fiſhes. Brown. 5. Animal nature. Gen. ability to be bent; not brittleneſs; eaſineſs to
be bent. King Charles. 2. Facility ; obſequi
6 Carnality ; corporeal appetites. Smalridge.
compliance. 3. Ductility; manage
7. A carnalftate ; worldly diípoſition, Romans. oulneſs;
ableneſs. Locke.
8. Near relation Genefis. 9. The outward
or literal ſenſe . The Orientals termed the FLEXILE. 2. ( flexilis, Lat.) Pliant ; easily
bent ; obſequious to any power or impulle.
immediate or literal ſignification of any pre.
cept or type the field , and the remote or typi Thomſon.
cal meaning ibeſpirit. This is frequentin FLEXION.S: ( flexio, Lat .) 1 . The act of bend
ing. 2. A double ; a bending . Bacon . 3. A
St Paul. Joba.
TO FLESH . v. 4. 1. To initiate. Gov. of the turn towards any part or quarter. Bacon .
Tongue. 2. To harden ; to eſtabliſh in any FLE XOR.S. ( Lat.j The general name of the
muſcles which act in contracting the joints.
practice. Sidney. 3. To glut ; to ſatiate.
Arbuthnot
Shakeſp.
FLESHBROTH. S. i Aleſh and broth.) Broth PLEXUOUS . a. (fexuoſus, Lat.) 1. Winding ;
tortuous. Digby. 2. Variable ; not ſteady.
made by decocting Aeth . Wiſeman.
Bacon .
FLE'SHCOLOUR . S. ( Alepo and colour.] The
colour of fleſh . Locke.
FLEXURE . S. ( fiexura, Lat.) 1. The form or
FLE SHFLY.S. (Hejb and fly.) A Ay that feeds direction in wbich any thing is bent. Ray. 2 .
The act of bending. Shakeſp. 3. The part
upon fleſh, and depoſites her eggs in it. Ray.
bent; the joint. Sandys. 4. Obſequious or
FLE'SHHOOK . S. IMefo and book . ) A hook to
ſervile cr nge. Shakeſp .
draw fleſh from the caldron. Samuel.
To FLICKER . v. a. ( Higheren, Dutch .) To
FLE'SHLESS a . (from fief .} Without fleſh.
FLESHLINESS. S. (from freſhly.) Carnal paſ Autter ; to play the wings. Dryden.
FL'IER . S. (trom fly .) 1. One that runs away ;
fions or appetites. Afcham.
FLESHLY. a. (from flejo.) 1. Corporeal . Denb .
a fugitive ; a runaway. Shakeſp. 2. That
part of a machine which , by being put into a
2. Caroal ; laſcivious. Milton. 3. Animal ;
more rapid motion than the other parts, equa
not vegetable. Dryden. 4. Human ; not ce
lizes and regulatesche motion ofthe reſt.Swifi.
leftial; not ſpiritual. Milton.
FLESHMEAT. S. [ fleſ and meat . ) Animal FLIGHT.J. (trom Tofy.) 1. The act of flying
or running from danger. Denham. 2. Re
food; the fleſh of animals prepared for tood .
moval to another place. Dryden. 3. The act
Fleyer.
Remo
FLE SHMENT.S- [from fießb.) Eagerneſs gain of uang wings ; volation . Spenſer.
val
from place to place by means of wings.
ed by a locceſsfulinitiation . Shakejp.
Ejdras. 5. A flock of birds flying together,
FLESHMONGER . f. [from fleß .]One who
deals in Aeth ; a pimp. Sbakejp.
Bacon. 6. The birds produced in the same
ſeaſon ; as, the harvelt flight of pigeons. 7.
FLE SHPOT. . I tieſ and pat į A vefſel in
which fleſh is cooked; thence plenty of flesh .
A volley ; a ſhower. Chevy Chaje. 8. The
Taylor.
ſpace paired by flying. 9. Heat of imagination ;
FLE SHQUAKE. f. ( field and quake. ) A tre
lally of the foul. Denham. 10. Excurſioni.
Tillotſox. 11. The power ofAying. Stakelp.
mour of the body . Ben . Jobnjon.
FLE'SHY. 6. ( from flejh .) 1 . Plump; full of FLIGHTY. a. (trom fight . ] 1. Fleeting ;
ſwift. Shakejp .2. Wild ; full of imagination.
fleſh ; fat ; muſculous. Ben Johnson. 2. Pul
pous ; plump ; with regard to fruits. Bacon . FLIMSY. a. 1. Weak ; teeble. 2. Mean ;
ſpiritleſs, without force. Pope.
FLETCHER I (from fleche, an arrow , Fr.) A
manufacturer ofbows and arrows Mortimer. To FLINCH . v. n (corrupted from fling.}Skinn.
1. To ſhriok from any ſuffering or undertaking.
FLET. participle paljive of To fieet. Skimmed .
South . 2. In Shakeſpeare it fignifies to fail.
Mortimer .
FLINCHER.S . (from the verb. ] He who ſhrinks
FLEW . The preterite op fiy. Pope.
or fails in any matter.
FLEW. f . The large chaps of a deep-mouthed
hound . Hanmer .
To FLING. preter. ftung; part. fwng or flong.
FLEWED . 2. [irom flew . ) Chapped ; mouthed
( from fligo, Lat. Skinner .] 1. To caſt from
the hand ; to throw . Dryden. 2 To dart ;
Sbakejp.
FLEXA NIMOUS . a ( flexonimus,Lat.) Having
to caſt with violence. Denham. 3. To fcat
ter. Pope. 4. To drive by violence. Buonct .
power to change the disposition of the mind.
FLEXIBILITY. J. [ fiexibilité, Fr. ] 1. The
5. To move forcibly. Addiſon. 6. To eject ;
to
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to diſmiſs. Shakeſp. 7. To eaſt reproach . FLOATY... Buoyantand ſwimming atop. Ral,
diddion. 8. To force into another condition. FLOCK.S. ( floce , Sax .) 1. A company ; uſu
Spenſer. 9. TO FLING down. To demolith ; ally a company of birds or bealts. Shakeſp. 2.
to ruin, Woodward. 10. To FLING off. To
A companyof ſheep, diſtinguiſhed from berds,
baffe in the chale. Addifon .
which are of oxen. Addilon. 3. A body of
men Maccabees. 4. A lock of wool . Dryd.
TO FLING . v.n. 1. To Aounce ; to wince ; to
fiy into violent motions. Tiliotlon .2. To FLING TO FLOCK . V.n. To gather in crowds or large
numbers. Knolles, Suckling .
eul. To grow unruly or outrageous. Shakeſp.
FLING. L. from the verb.) 1. A throw ," aj To FLOG . v . a . (from flagrum , Lat.) To laſh ;
caft. 2. A gibe ; a ſneer ; a contempluous re to whip. Stift.
mark . Addison .
FLONG : participle paffive, from To fiing, uſed
FLINGER . Y. (from the verb.) s . He who by Sfenjer
throws. 2. He who jeers.
FLOOD . ). ( flod, Sax ) 1. A body of water ;
FLINT. L. (flint, Sax ) 1. A ſemi-pellucid
the lea ; a river. Milton . 2. A deluge ; an
inundation. Shakejp. 3. Flow ; flux ; not ebb.
ſtone, composed of cryſtal debafed, of a black .
iſh grey , of no ſimilar and equal ſubſtance, Davies . 4. Catamenia. Harvey .
free froin veins, and naturally inveſted with To FLOOD . v a . ( from ihe noun ) To deluge ;
to cover with waters . Mortimer .
a whitiſh cruſt. Hill, Ckaveland. 2. Any
thing eminently or proverbially hard. Spenfer. | FLOODGATE: 1. ( flood and gate.) Cate or
FLI'NI Y. a . ( irom flint.} ! . Made of Hint ;
ſhutter by which the watercourle is closed or
ſtrong. Dryden. 2 : Full of ſtones. Bacon . 3 . opered at plealure. Sidney.
Hard of heart ; cruel ; ſavage ; inexorable. PLOOK
. Jifug, a plough , German.) The
broad part
of the anchor wbich takes hold of
Skakelp.
the ground.
FLIP ! ]. (a cant wo : d .) A liquor much uſed
in ſhips, made by mixing beer with ipirits and FLOOR / glor , flore , Sax.) 1. The pave
lugar Dennis .
fricat. Sidney. 2. Aitory ; a fight of rooms.
FLIFPANT, a . 1. Nimble ; moveahle. It is
B. Johnson
uit cnly of the act of ſpeech . Addijon . 2. To FLOOR . v. a . ( from the noun.) To cover
the bottom with a floor. Chronicles.
Part , iskalive. Thomſın .
FilPPANTLY adv. ( from the adjective. ) In FLOORING. L. (from jloor .) Bottom ; floor.
flowing
piating
way.
a
Addiſor.
To FLIRT. v.a. s. To throw any thing with To FLOP. v .a . [from flap.) To clap the wings
with noiſe . L'Eſtrange .
a quick elaltick motion . Swifi. 2. To move
with quickneſs. Dorjet.
FLORAL . a . (floralis, Lat.) Relating to Flora ,
To FLIRT. v. *. 1. To jeer ; to gibe one. 2 . or to flowers . Prior.
To run about perpetually ; to be uniteady and FLORENCE. J. (from the city Florence.] A
kind of cloth .
fustering
FLIRT. y. [from the verb. ) 1. A quick elaſtick FLOREN.S. A gold coin of Edward III , in v2.
motion. Addiſon, 2. A ſudden trick. Ben .
lue fix Thillings .
Ja haſon . 3. A pert hulley.
FLORET. S. ( fleuretic, Fr.) A ſmall imperfect
FLIRTATION . %. A quick Addiſon.
(prightly motion . flower .
Pope.
FLORID. a ( floridus, Lat . ) 1. Productive of
To ! LIT. v . n. I flirter, Danih .] 1. To fly a
flowers ; covered with flowers. 2. Bright in
way. Spenfer. 2 . To remove ; to migrate .
colour í fluſhed with red. Taylor . 3. Embel.
Humer . 3. To Aucter ; to rove on the wing . liſhed ; ſplendid Dryden .
Dryden. 4. To be flux or unſtable. Dryden. FLORIDITY. ) . ( from fiorid. ) Freſhneſs ofco
FLIT. a . (irom fleet.] Swift; nimble ; quick .
lour. Fleyer .
Spenjer.
FLORIDÁESS. . (from florid.) 1. Freſhneſs
FLİTCH L. (flicce , Sax.] The ſide of a hog
of colour. 2 , Embelliſhment ; ambitious ele
falced and cured . Swift.
gance. Boyle.
FLITTER MOUSE . J.The bat.
FLORIFEROUS. a. ( fisrifer, Lat . ) Produc
FLITTlivG . L. ( flit , Sax ) An offence ; a
tive of flowers.
fault. Pjaim
FLORIN . F 1Fr. ) A coin firſt made by the Flo
FLIX /. corrupted from flax .) Down ; fur; renuines. That of Germany is in vajut 28. 44.
6.c hair. Deyden .
that of Spain 45. 40 halıpenny; that ot Pa ermo
TO FLOAT. 6. n . 1potter , Fr.] 1. To ſwim on and Sicily 26. od.thal oi Hulland 25. A 49e.
the surface of the water.Thriips. 2. To roove FLORIST, J. ( Hoursjie, Fr. ] A cultivater of
flowers. Pope.
without labour in a fluid. Pope. 3. To paſs
FLORULENT. a. 5 foris, Lat .) Flowery ;
with a light irregular courſe.Locke.
TO FLOAT.v.a. To cover with water.Addiſon . bloiloming
FLOAT. S. ( Trom the verb.) 1. The act o : FLO SCULOUS. a . rofeulss, Lat.) Corr.poled
fowing ; the flux. Hooker. 2. Any body fo
of Aowers, Brown.
contrived or formed as to ſwim upon the water. To FLOTE.V .:. ( See Te freer.) Toikim . Tatier.
L'Esrange. 3. The cork or quill by which FLOʻTSON. /. (irom prste.) Goons that in
che angler dilcovers the bite, I clien , 4. A
without an owner on the sea. Skinner,
FLO'TTEN
cant word for a level. Mortimer .
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FLOʻTTEN . part. ( from flore.) Skimmed.
|FLOWER deluce.S. A bulbous iris. Peacham ,
To FLOUNCE. v.n. ( plohſer, Dutch ) 1. To To FLOWER.V . n.( fleurir, Fr.] 1. To be in
move with violence in the water or mire . Add . flower ; to be in bloſſom . Pope . 2. To be in
2. To move with weight and cumult . Prior .
the prime ; to flouriſh . Spenjer. 3. To froth ;
3. To move with paflionate agitation. Swife.
to ferment ; to mantle. Bacon. 4. To come
TO FLOUNCE. v . a . To deck witb flounce3.
as cream from the ſurface. Milton.
Addiſon.
To FLOWER . v. a. ( from the noun .]To adorn
with fictitious or imitated flowers.
FLOUNCE.S [from the verb . ) Any thing ſew
ed to the garment, and hanging looſe, 1o as to FLOWERAGE. S. ( from flower .) Store of
flowers.
ſwell and ſhake. Pope.
FLOUNDER . ; [Aynckr , Daniſh .) The name FLOWERET . S. ( fleuret, Fr.) A Power ;
of a ſmall fat 6th , Camden .
a ſmall Rower. Dryden.
TO FLO'UNDER. ♡. . (from flounce.)To ftrug. FLOWERGARDEN.S. [ Aower and garden )
gle with violent and irregular motion. Dryd.
A garden in which flowers are principally cul
To FLOURISH . v.n. ( flores, Lat.) 1. To be
tivated . Mortimer .
in vigour ; not to fade. Pope. 2 To be in a FLOWERINESS . S. ( from flowery.) .. The
proſperous ſtate. Dryden. 3. To uſe Aorid
ſtate of abounding in flowers. 2. Floridneſs
of ſpeech .
language. Baker. 4. To deſcribe various fi
gures by interſecting lines.Pope. 5. To boaſt ; FLOWERINGBUSH . S. A plant. Miller .
to brag: 6. ( lo muſick .) To play ſome pre- FLOWERY. a. (from flower.)Full of Powers ;
lude
adorned with flowers real or fictitious.Mil!on .
TO FLOURISH. v . a. 1. To adorn with vege- PLO WINGLY .adv. ( from flow .) With voluş
table beauty. Fenton . 2. To adorn with fi bility ; with abundance.
gures of needle -work. 3. To work with a FLOWK. J. A founder. Carew .
needle inte figures . Bacon. 4. To move any FLO'WKWORT. /. The name of a plant .
ching in quick circles or vibrations. Crapow . FLOWN . Participle oi Ay or flee. 1. Gone
s . To adorn with embelliſhments of language. away. 2. Puffed ; inflated ; elate, Milton .
Bacon. 6 To adorn ; to embelliſh . Shakejp . FLUCTUANT. a. I fuftuans, Lat. ) Waver
FLOURISH S ( from the verb .) 1. Bravery ; ing ; uncertain, L'Eſtrange.
beauty Craſbow. 2. An oftentatious embel- To FLUCTUATE.º .». ( fiuetuo, Lat.) 1. To
liſhment; ambitious copiouſneſs. Bacon ,More. roll to and again as water in agitation.Blackm .
3. Figures formed by lines curiouſy or wan
2. To Hoat backward and forward. 3. To
tonly drawn. Boyle.
move with uncertain and haſty motion.Milton .
FLOʻÚRISHER. T. (from flouriſh .) One that is
4. To be in an uncertain ſate. Addiſon. 5. To
be irrefolute.
in prime or in proſperity . Chapman
To FLOUT . v.a. (fuysen, Dutch ) To mock; FLUCTUATION S: [ AuEluatio, Lat.) 1. The
to inſult ; to treat with mockery and con
alternate motion of the water . Brown, 2 .
tempt. Walton .
Uncertainty ; indetermination. Boyle.
TO FLOUT. ». « . To practiſe mockery ; to be- FLUE . L. 1. A ſmall pipe or chimney to con
have with contempt. Swift.
vey air. 2. Soit down or fur.
FLOUT. ſ. ( from the verb. ) A mock ; an in- FLUE’LLIN.S. The herb ſpeedwell.
ſult. Calamy.
FLU'ENCY. ) [from fluent.] 1. The quality of
flowing ; linoothnels; freedom from harshness
FLOUTER.ſ. (from fout.] One who jeers.
or aſperity. Garth . 2. Readinets ; cop ou or
To FLOW.V. n . ( flopan, Sax . ) 1. To run
nels ; volubility. King Charles. 3 . Affluence ;
ſpread as water. Swift 2. To run : oppoſed
to ſtanding waters . Dryden . 3. To rile; not abundance. Sandys.
to ebb. Shakelp. 4. To melt. Iſaiah . 5. To , FLU'ENT. a. [fuens, Lat.) 1. Liquid. Bacer .
proceed to iſſue. Souih. 6 To glide ſmooth
2. Flowing ; in motion ; in flux. Rar. 3 .
ly without afperity : as, a flowing period . Ready ; copious ; voluble. Bacon .
Hakewill. 7. To write ſmoothly ; to ipeak PLU'ENT. ). A ſtream ; running water. Philips.
volubly . Prior. 8. To abound ; to be crowd- FLUID . a. (Auidus , Lat. Auide, Fr.! Having
ed. Clopman. 9. To be copious ; to be full. parts eaſily ſeparable ; not folid. Newien.
Pope. 10. To hang looſe and waving . Spect. FLUID . L. ( la phyſick .) Any animal juice.
To FLOW.v. a. To overflow ; to deluge.Mori. Arbuchnet .
FLOW.S. ( from the verb.] 1. The riſe of wa- FLUIDITY S. (Auidité , Fr. from fluid ) The
ter ; not the ebb , Brown. 2. A ſudden quality in bodies oppofale to folidity . Newton,
plenty or abundance . Pope. 3. A ſtream of FLUIDNESS.S. (from Auid.) Thai quality in
diction. South.
bodies oppolice to Itability. Boyle.
FLOWER . S. I fleur, Fr.] 1. The part of a FLUMMERY.S. A kind of food made by co
plant which contains the feeds. Cowley. 2 . agulation ofwheatflower or oatmeal . Locke.
An ornament ; an embelliſhment. Hakewill. FLUNG . participle and preterite of fling.dddiſ.
3. The prime ; the flouriſhing part. Pepe. 4. FLUOR ). ( Lai.] 1. Á Auid ftate. Newson .
The edible part of corn ; the meal. Spenſer.
2. Catamenia .
s . The most excellent or valuable part of any FLURRY.S. 1. A guſt or ſtorm of wind; a
ching Addiſon. 6. That which is molt di
bafty blant Swife. 2. Hurry.
To
ftinguiſhed for any ibing valuable. Shakeſp.
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To FLUSH.C . 8. ( Auyſen, Dutch .) 1. To flow
with violence. Mortimer . 2. To come in
hatte. Ben. Jobulen. 3. To glow in the ſkin .
Collier . 4. To ſhine. Spenſer.
To FLUSH . v . a. 1. To colour ; to redden .
Addiron . 2. To elate ; to elevate. Atterbury:
FLUSH . a . 1. Freſh ; full of vigour. Cleaveland .
2. AfHuent ; abounding. Arbuthnot.
FLUSH.S . 1. Aiðux ; ſudden impulſe ; violent
Aow . Rogers . 2. Cards all of a ſort .
TO FLU'STER. v. a. (from To flub.] To make
hot and roly with drinking. Shakesp.
FLUTE .S. ( fate, Fr.) 1. A muſical pipe ; a
pipe with ſtops for the fingers. Dryder. 2 .
A channel or furrow in a pillar.
TO FLUTE . v.a. To cut columns into hollows.
To FLUTTER . v . R. ( floteran, Sax .] 1. TO
cake ſhort Aights with great agitation of the
wings. Deuteronomy. 2. To move about with
great ſhow and buſtle . Grew . 3. To be
moved with quick vibrations or undulations.
Pope. 4. 'To move irregularly . Howel.
TO FLU'TTER . v.a. 1. To drive in diſorder ,
like a flock of birds ſuddenly rouſed. Shakeſp .
2. To hurry the mind. 3. To diſorder the
poſition of any thing.
FLUTTER.S. ( from the verb.] 1. Vibration;
undulation. Addiſon . 2. Hurry ; tumult ; diforder of mind . 3. Confuſion ; irregular pofi
tion.
FLUVIA'TICK . a. ( fluviaticus, Lat. ) Belong.
ing to rivers.
FLUX . S. [ Auxus, Lat . ) 1. The act of flowing ;
paſſage. Digby. 2. The ſtate of pafling a way and giving place to others. Brown . 3 .
Any filow or iſſue of matter. Arbuthnot. 4.
Dyſentery ; a diſeaſe in which the bowels are
excoriated and bleed ; a bloody flux Hallifax.
5; Excrement; that which falls from bodies.
Shakeſp . 6. Concourſe ; confluence.Shakelp:
7. The ſtate of being meited. 8. That which
mingled with a body makesit melt.
FLUX . a. (Auxus, Lat.) Unconftant; not du
rable ; maintained by a conſtant ſuecefſion of
parts .
To FLUX . v . a . 1. To melt. 2. To ſalivate ;
to evacuate by ſpitting. South .
FLUXILITY. . ( Auxus, Lat. ) Eaſineſs of ſe
paration of parts. Boyle.
FLU'XION . ) [ Auxio, Lat.) 1. The act of
flowing. 2. The matter that flows. 3. flo
mathematicks.] The arithmetick or analyſis
of infinitely ſmall variable quantities . Harris,
TO FLY .v. n . pret. flea or fled ; part. fed or
flown. 1. To move through the air with wings.
Shakeſp. 2. To paſs through the air , Job. 3.
To país away . Prior. 4. To pals ſwiftly .
Dryden. 5. To ſpring with violence ; to fall
on ſuddenly .Shakeſp. 6. To move with ra
pidity . Waller. 7. To burſt aſunder with a
ludden exploſion. Swifi. 8. To break ; to
Thiver. 9. To run away ; to attempt eſcape.
Dryden. 10. To Fly in the face . To insult.
Swifi. 11. To act in defiance. Dryden. 12.
To Fly off To revolt . Addiſon. 13. To Fly
out. To burit into paflion. Ben. Johnson. 14.
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To break out into licence. Drydex. 15. To
ſtart violently from any direction. Bensley.
16. To let Fly . To diſcharge. Glanville.
To FLY. 3. a. 1. To ſhun ; to avoid ; to de
cline. Shakeſp. 2. To refuſe aſſociation with,
Dryden. 3. To quit by Aight. Dryden . 4.
To attack by a bird of prey. Bacon.
FLY.F. (Fleoge, Sax .) i . Á ſmall winged in
fe & . Lecke. 2. That part of a machine which ,
being putinto a quick motion, regulates the
reſt. Wilkins. 3. Fly, in a compaſs. That
part which points how the wind blows.
ToFLYBLOW .v. a. Ify and blow .) To taint
with Bies ; to fill with maggots. Stillingfleet.
FLY'BOAT. S. Ify and bear.) A kind of vef
ſel nimble and light for failing.
FLYCATCHER . [ Ay and catch :] One that
hunts fies. Dryden .
FLYER.S. (from fly.) 1. One that flies or runs
away . Sandys. 2. One that uſes wings. 3 .
The fly of a jack .
TO FLYFISH . v. n. ( Ay and Sb.) To angle
with a hook baited with a fly. Walten.
FOAL./ (fola, Sax.) The offspring of a mare ,
or other beaſt of burthen . The cuſtom now
is to uſe colt for a young horſe , and foalfor 2
young mare. Spenſer.
TO FOAL. v. a. (from the noun.) To bring
forth a foal. May .
FOʻALBIT.S. A plant.
FOAM.S. ( pam , Sax.) The white ſubſtance
which agitation or fermentation gathers on the
top of liquors ; froth ; (pume. Hoſea.
To FOAM. v. 1. [from the noun. ] 1. To froth ;
to gather foam . Shakeſp . 2. To be io rage ;
to be violently agitated. Mark.
FO'AMY. a. (from foam .) Covered with foam ;
frothy. Sidney.
FOB
. ; [ fuppe, German .) A ſmall pocket.
Hudi
bras .
To FOB.v.a. fuppen , German .) 1. To cheat ;
to trick ; ' to defraud . Shakelp. 2. To Foe
off. To ſhiſt off ; to put aſide with an are
cifice . Addifon.
FOCAL. a. ( from focus.] Belonging to the fo
cus. Derbam .
FOCIL . S. ( facile, Fr.] The greater or leſs
bone between the knee and ankle, or elbow
and wriſt. Wijemax .
FOCILLA'TION. S. ( focillo, Lau.] Comfort ;
funport. Dict.

FOCUS.S. ( Lat .) 1. [ In opticks .) The focus of
a glaſs is the point of convergence or concourſe ,
where the rays meet and croſs the axis after
their refraction by the glaſs. Harris, Newter.
2. Focus of a Parabela. A point in the axis
within the figure, and diſtant from the vertex
by a fourth part of the parameter, or lates
rectum . Harris. 3 : Focus of an ellipfis. A
point towards cach end of the longer axis ;
froon whence two right lines being drawn to
any point in the circumference , thall be to
gether equal to that longer axis . Hirris.
FODDER . J. ( FvIne, Sax. ) Dry food itored ap
for cattle against winter. Knollesa
To
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TO FODDER . v.o. ( from the noun .) To feed; To FOʻLIATE. v . c. ( feliatus, Lat.) To best
into laminas or leaves. Newton,
with dry food. Evelyn.
FODDERER.S. ( from fodder .] He who fod- FOLIA’TION . S. [ foliatio, Lar.] 1. The act of
ders cattle.
beating into thin leaves. 2. Foliation is one of
the parts oftheflower of a plant , the collection
FOE. [ (fah , Sax .) 1. An enemy in war.
Spenſer. 2. A perfecutor ; an enemy in com
ofthoſe fugacious coloured leaves called peta
mon life. Pepe. 3. An opponent; an illwiſh
la, which conſtitute the compaſs of the flower.
Waits
er
.
Quincy.
FO'EMAN . S. (from foe and mar . ) Enemy in FOLIATURE. f. The ſtate of being hammered
into leaves.
war. Spenjer .
FO ETUŚ. Í (Latin.) The child in the womb FOLIO. / ( in folio, Lat . ) A farge book , of
which he pages are formed by a ſheet of paper
after it is perfectly formed. Quincy, Locke.
once doubled Watt:.
FOG . | ( rög, Daniſh , a ſtorm .) A chick miſt,
a moiſt denle vapour near the ſurface of the FOʻLIOMORT .. A dark yellow ; the colour
of a leaf faded : vulgarly called philomoi.
land or water. Roleigh.
FOG . [ fogagium , low Lat.) Aftergrafs
Woodward .
FO'GGILY adv. (from foggy.) Miſtily ; dark- FOLK. 1. ( Folc, Sax, ) 1. People, in familiar
language. Sidney. 2. Nations ; mankind Pfal.
ly ; cloudily.
FOCGINESŚ. . [from fogey.) The ſtate of 3. Any kind of people as difcriminated from
others. Shakeſp :
being dark or miſty ; cioudineſs; miitineſs
FOGGY . a . (from foz ) 1. Milty ; cloudy ; FOʻLKMOTE . 7. A meeting of folk . Sper ſer .
dank . Evelyn. 2. Cloudy in underſtanding ; FOʻLLICLE. /. I folliculus, Lat. ] 1. A cavity in
dull
any body with itrong coats . Brown. 2. Follicle,
is a term in botany fignifying the ſeed-vetleks ,
FOH , interjedt. An interjetion of ebhorrence.
caplula ſeminalis, or café , which fome fruits
Shakelp
FOIBLÉ. S. ( Prench .) A weak fide ; a blind and feeds have over them . Quincy.
fide. Friend.
To FOLLOW . v.a. (Folgian, Sax.) 1. To go
TO POIL . v . a. ( affiler, old Fr.] To put to the
after ; not before or fide by ſide. Shakeſp. 2 .
worſt ; lo defeat. Milion .
To purſue as an enemy. Irene. 3 . To attend
FOIL . f. [ rom the verb. ) 1. A defeat ; a mil
as a dependant. Samxel. 4. To purlue. Dryd.
carriage. Sowsherr. 2. Leaf í gilding. Milten
$ Tolucceed in order of time. 6. To be con
fequential, as effe & s. 7. To imitate; to copy.
3. Something of another colour pear which
Hooker. 8. To obey ; co obſerve. Tillation 9 .
jewels are ſet to raiſe their luttre. Sidney. 4.
A blunt ſword uſed in fencing. Shakeſp .
To confirm by new endeavours. Spenſer. 10 .
FOILER , F. ( from foil.] One who has gained. To attend to ; to be bufied with . Eccleſiaſtes.
TO FOLLOW . v. n . 1. To comº after another.
advantage over another.
TO FOIN . v.n . (poindre, Fr. Skinker.] To puſh
B. Johnſon. 2. To be posteriour in time. 3 .
in tercing Dryden.
To be confequential, as efiet to caule . Locke.
FOIN .
A thruſt ; a puſh .
4. 'To be coniequential , as interence to pre
FOISON. J ( Foison , Sax ) Plenty ; abundance. miſes. Temple. 5. To continue endeavours.
Hopea
Shakeſp .
TO FOIST. v.a. [ faufer, Fr.) To inſert by FOLLOWER. S. [ from folloru ] 1. One who
comes
after another ; not hetore him, or fide
forgery. Carew .
by ſide. Shakejp 2. A dependant . 3. An
FO ISTINESS./{from feiſly .)Fuſineſs ; moul
dinels. Tufer.
attendant. Pope. 4. A aliociate ; a compa
FOISTY . 2. Mouldy ; fuity.
nion, Shakejp 5. One under the command of
FOLD.S. (fald, Sax. ] 1. The ground in which
another. Spenſer. 6. A ſcholar ; an imitator ;
Theep are confined. Milton . 2. The place a copyer Sprat.
where ſheep are houſed .Raleigh. 3. The flock FOLLY . ). ( folie, Fr ] 1. Want of underſtand
of ſheep. Dryden. 4. A limit: a boundary.
ing ; weakneſs of intcllect . 2. Criminal weak
Creech . 5. A double ; a complication ; one
neis ; depravity of mind. Shakejp. 3 Act of
part added to another. Arburbnot. 6. From
negligence or paflion unbecoinilig wildom .
the foregoing fignification is derived the uſe
Pope .
of fold in compolitiun. Fold ſignifies the To FOMENT. v e. (fomentor, Lat .) : . To
ſame quantity a idud ; as, twenty fold , wen
cheriſh with heat. Milton . 2. To bathe with
ty times repeated wiartbea .
warın lotions. Arbuthnot. 3 To encourage ;
TO FOLD . v.o. (from the noun . ] 1. To thue to fupport ; to cherish . Worcom .
Sheep in the told Milton. 2. Todouble ; to FOMENTATION.S. [ fomentation , Fr.) 1. A
fomentation is partial bathing , calledallo ſtup
complicate. Collier. 3. To incloſe ; to include ;
to ſhut. Shakejp.
ing, which is applying hot fannels to any
To FOLD . v . To cloſe over another of the
part , dipped in medicated decoctions . Bacou.
ſame kind . Kings,
2. The locion prepared to foment the parts.
drbuthuat.
FOLIACEOUS , a . I foliaceus, Lat.)Conſiſting
o: laminx or leaves. Woodward.
FOMENTER . [ { from foment.] An encoura
FO’LIAGE . S. I foliuar, Lat.) Leaves ; tufts of ger ; a supporter. Howel.
Rr.
FON.
Leares. Addijon.

FOO
madly adventurous.Howel.
judgment;
without
FON. L. A fool ; an ideot. Spenſer .
feel and trap.) A lnare to
FOND. a. 1. Foolish ; Glly ; indiſcreet ; im- FOO'LTRAP.
prudent ; injudicious. Ajcham . 2 Trilling ;
ca :ch fools in. Dryden.
valued by folly. Skakelp 3. Fooliſhly tender; FOOLISH . a. ( from fool.) 1. Void of under .
injudiciouſly indulgent. Addiſon. 4. Pleaſed
Atanding ; weak of intellect. Shakeſp. 2. Im
in too great a degree ; toolithly delighted.
prudent ; indifcreet. Shakeſp. 3. Ridiculous ,
contemptible
. Maccabees. 4. ( In Scripture . ]
Prior.
To FOND.
To treat with great Wicked ; linful .
T. FONDLE . } indulgence,et cartelos eas FOOLKSHLY W): (from foclip.) Weakly ;
without underſtanding. In Scripture, wick
cocker . Dryden .
To FOND . v . n . To be fond of ; to dote on.
edly . Swift
FOOʻLISHNESS. S. [from fooliſb.) 1. Folly ;
Shakeſp.
FOʻNDLER. L. [from fond ] One who fondles .
want or understanding. 2. Foolith practice ;
actual deviation from the right. Prior .
FONDLING . ). (froin forule.) A perſon or
thing much fondled or carefied ; something FOD LSTONES.S. A plant. Miller ,
regarded with great affection Swift.
FOOT. 5. plural feet. (fot, Sax . ] 1. The part
upon which we Itand. Clarendon. 2. That by
FONDLY . adv . (Irom fond.} 1. Fooliſhly ;
which any thing is ſupported. 3. The lower
weakly ; impruilently. Pope. 2. With great
; the bale. Hakewill. 4. The end ; the
part
or extreme tenderneſs. Savage
Jower part . Dryden . 5. The aêt of walking.
FONDNESS. 1. (from fond ] 1. Fooliſhneſs ;
Maccabees. 6. On foot. Walking ; without
weaknels ; want of leple . Spenler. 2. Foolith
tenderneis Addison. 3. Tender pallion, Swifi. carriage . Exodus. 7. In a posture of action.
Shakejp. 8. Iotantry ; footmen in arms.Claren .
4. Unrealnpable liking. Hammond,
9. State ; character ; condition. Addijon .10 .
FONT . 1. ( fons , Lat . ) A ſtone vellel in which
the water for holy baptilm is contained in the
Schenie : plan ; feulement Swift. 11. A ſtate
or incipient exiſtence. Tillotſon , 12. A cer
church . Hocker .
taip number of Tyllables conſtreuting a diſtinct
FONTANEL. / [ fontanelle, Fr.) An iſſue ; a
part of a verle. Ajckam. 1 ;. A meature
diſcharge opened in the body . W jeman.
containing twelve inches. Bacon , 14. Step.
FONIANGE. " A knot of ribbands on the top
L'Ellrange.
of the head dreis. Addifon
FOOD . L. ( fedan , Sax.) 1. Vicłuals ; proviſion To FOOT.v. . ( from the noun .) . To dance ;
for the mouih . Waller . 2. Any thing that to tread wantonly ; to trip. Dryden. 2. To
walk ; not ride. South .
nouriſhes. Shakesp.
FOODFUL. a . ( food and full ] Fruitiul; full To FOOT . v a. 1. Tolpurn ; to kick .Shakeſp .
2. To ſertle ; lo begin to tix . Shakejp . 3. To
of food . Dryden.
FOO'DY . a . ( trom food .] Earable ; fit for food.
tread Tickell
FOOTBALL
A. ( foot and ball.] A ball com
Chapman,
FOOL.
1. ( f), Welth . ) 1. One to whom na
monly made of a blown blad ier cated with
ture has denied realon ; a natural ; an ideo :.
leather, driven by the toot . W'alier.
Pope. 2. [ In Scripture ) A wicked man FOOTBOY. J. ( foot and bey . ) A low menial;
Plalms. 3 A term ofindignity and reproach.
an aliendani in iivery . Bole.
Dryden . 4. One who counterieits lolly ; a FOOTBRIDGE. I loot and bridge.) A bridge
buffoon; a jefter . Denham . 5. To play the
on which pallengers walis. Sidney,
FOOL. To play pranks like a hired jetter . FOOTCLOTH . ). [foot and cloth .) A fumpter
Sidney. 6. To act like one void of common
cloth ,
undertanding. Sbakelp. 7. To diſappoint ; to FOOTED. a . ( from food ) Shaped in the foot.
Grow ,
defeat. Shakeſp .
To FOOL. v . n. (from the noun . ) To trifle FOO'TFIGHT. S. [ foot and fight.] A fight
made on ſoi , in oppoſition to that on horte
to toy ; to play Herbert.
back. Sidney .
To FOOL. v.a. 1. To treat with contempt
to diſappoint ; to frutirate. Der . Johnjon. 2. FOO'THOLD . ! [ fost and hold.] Space to hold
To istatuare. Calaony. 3. To cheat, as, to
the toot . L'Etrange.
FOOTING . ). (trom foor.) 1. Ground for the
fool one of his money ,
foot . Shakejp 2. Foundation ; balis ; lupport ;
FOOLBORN. a . ( fool and born.) Fooliſh from
root . Locke. 3. Place, Dryden . 4. Tread ;
the birth. Shakejp
walk . Shakeſp. 5. Dance. Shakeſp. 6. Steps ;
FOOLERY. I. rom fool ] 1. Habitual folly
road ; track . Bacon . 7 . Entrance ; beginning ;
Skakelp. 2 An act o : lolly ; trifting practice .
elablithment. Clarendin. 8. State ; condition ;
latis. 3. Osject of folly. Raleigh .
FOOLHAPPY. a . [ food and happy ) Lucky
ietilement. Arbuihrer.
without contrivance or judgment Spenser
FOO'TLICKER , ļ [ fociandlick.] A ſlave ; an
humble fawner. Sbakelp .
FOOLHARDINESS. S. [ rom foolhurdy.) Mad
FOOTMAN ] ( foot and man .) 1. A ſoldier
ralhrers . Souik.
E
marches and fights on foot . Raleigh. 2 .
that
without
FOOLHARDIS . L. Adventurouſneis
A low menial fervant in livery. Bacon . 3 One
jurement, Spejer
who piactiſcs to walk or jun.
FUOLHARDY.a. [ fool and bardy . ) Da.ing
FOO'TMAN
FOO

FOR
intention
Tillotſon. 32. Becoming i
With
of.
FOOʻTMANSHIP . S. [from foorman.] The art
belonging to. Cowley. 33. Notwithitanding.
or faculty of a runner. Hayward.
Bentley. 34. For all. Notwithttanding . South .
FOOTPACE.S. [ foor and pace . ) 1. Part of a
35 To the uſe of ; to be uſed in . Spenfer. 36 .
pair of ſtairs, whereon, a'ter four or five ſteps
you arrive to a broad place . Moxon , 2. A pace
In conſequence of. Dryden. 37. Io recompen'e
no faſter than a now walk .
of. Dryden. 38. In proportion to Shakejp. 39.
FOO’TPAD. /. ( foot and pad.) A highwayman
By means of; by interpofition of. Hale . 40. la
that robs on foot.
regard of. Addison.
FOO'TPATH . S. ( foot and path.) A narrow FOR . conj . 1. The word by which the reaſon is
given ot tomething advanced before. Cowley.
way which will not admit horſes. Shake p.
2. Becauſe ; on this account that. Spenſer. 3 .
POO'TPOST . S. [ foot and poſt ) A poſt or meſ.
For as much . Io regard that ; in conſideration
ſenger that travels on foot. Carew .
FOO’TSTALL.S. ( foot and foreill.] A woman's
of. Hooker. 4. For why. Becauſe ; for this
reafon that . Knolles .
ftirrup .
FOOTSTEP F. ( foot and Azp ] 1. Trace ; To FORAGE. v. n. ( from foris, abroad, Lai .)
track ; impreſſion left by the foot. Denham
1. To wander far ; to rove at a diſtance. Shak.
2. Token ; mark ; notice given. Bentley, 3
2. To wander in ſearch of proviſions. Denbom.
3. To ravage ; to feed on ipoil. Shakeſp.
Example
FOOTSTOOL. f. [ foot and stool ) Stool on To FORAGE. v.a. To plunder; to ſtrip.Spens.
which he that fits places his feet. Roſcommon FORAGE: S. ( fourage; German and French ,
from foris, Lal ) 1. Search of proviſions ; the
FOP. | A fimpleton ; a coxeomb ; a man of
act of feeding abroad Milion . 2. Proviſions
finall understanding and much oftentation.
ſought abroad . Dryden . 3. Proviſions in ge
Rolcomm ?” .
neral. Dryden
FOPDOODLE.S. I fop and doodle.) A fool; an
FORA MINOUS. a [ from foremen, Lat.) Full
insignificant wretch. Hædibras.
of holes. Bacon .
FOPPERY.S. (from fop ) 1. Folly ; imperti
nence. Shakeſp. 2. Affectation of how or To FORBE'AR .v . n . pret I forbore, anciently
importance ; ſhowy folly. 3. Foolery ; vain or forbare; part. forbarn. (Forbæran, Sax . ) . 1.
To ceaſe from any thing to intermit. Denha .
Stilling fleet.
idle practice.
2. To paule ; to delay. Shakejp. 3. To omit
Fooliſh ; idle ;
FOʻPPISH. a. (from top.)
voluntarily ; to abitain. Cheyne. 4. To restrain
vain. Shakejp. 2. Vain in ſhow ; vain ol
any violence of temper ;to be patient.Proverbs .
dreſs . Garth ,
FO PPISHLY . adv. [from foppiß .] Vainly ; To FOʻRBEAR . v.a 1. To decline ; to omit
voluntarily . Waller, Clarendon . 2. To ipare ;
oftentaciouſly.
to treat with clemency Epheſians. 3. To
FOPPISHNESS. f. [ from foppiſh .] Vanity ;
withhold
. Chronicles .
Thowy vanity
FOPPLING . S. ( from fop.] A pelty fop. FORBE ARANCE ! (from forbear ) 1. The
Tickell.
care of avoiding or thunning any thing. Suih.
FOR .prep. (fon , Sax .) 1. Becauſe of. Hooker ,
2. Intermifſion of ſomething. 3. Command of
temper. Shakeſp. 4. Lenity; delay oi punish
.
to
regard
with
:
to
reſpect
Suckling 2. With
ment; mildnets. Rogers.
Stillingfleet. 3. In the character of. Locke. 4 .
With reſemblance of Shakeſp. Dryden 5 FORBE'ARER . ). (from forbear .) An intermite
ter ; interceptor of any thing. Tuller.
Congdered as ; in the place of Clarendon. 6
For the fake of Cowley. 7. Conducive to ; To FORBID . v. a. pret. I forbade; part. for
bidden or forbid. iforbeodan, Sax ) 1. To
beneficial to. Tillotson . s ' With intention of
prohibit ; to interdict any thing. Davies . 2 .
going to a certain place. Hayward. 9. In
To command to forbear anything. Sidney . 3 .
comparative respect. Dryden. 1o la proportion
To oppoſe ; to hinder. Bacon , Dryden. 4. To
10. Tillation. li . With appropriation to Shakel.
accurle ; to blaſt. Shakejp .
I 2. Aftor O an expression of delire . Shakelp.
13. In account of ; in ſolution of. Burner TO FORBID . v. n . To utter a prohibition.
Shakelp .
14. Inducing to as a motive. Tillotſon, 15
In expectation of. Locke . 16. Noring power or FORBIDDANCE. f. [from forbid. ] Prohibi
pofiibility . Taylor. 17. Nouing dependence. cion . Viiltoa .
Boyle. 18. To prevention of. Bacon. 19. In FORBIDDENLY. adv. (írom furbid.) In an
remedy of. Garretfon . 20. In exchange íor.
uniawiul manner. Sbokep.
4. from forbid.) One chat pro
Dryden . 21 . In the place of ; intiead of. FORBIDDER
hibits . Brown
Cowley: 22. In fupply oi; to lerve in the place
of. Dryden. 23. Through a certaia duration. FORBIDDING particip.a. (from forbid ] Raiſ
ing abhorrence. Marca Hill.
ROL CEM!0n, Löcke. 24. In fearch of; in queſt
ot . Tillst101 . 25. According tu . B'ye. 2.6 .No- FORCE.S . I force, Fr. } 1. S rength ; vigour ;
might. Donne. 2. Violence . Dryden . 3. Virtue ;
uing a state of fitnefs or readinets. Dryden . 27 .
etficacy . Locke. 4. Validneis; power of law .
In hope of'; for the lake of. Skakep. 28. Or
Denham . 5. Armiment ; warlike prepara :
tendency to ; towards. Kralles . 29 in favour
tion. Wallr. 6. Deitiny ; necetlity ; letal
of ; on ihe part of ; on the ſide of. Cówley.
compulfion.
30. Noring accommodation or adaptation. 31 .
Το
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FOR

FOR

FOR

TO FORCE. v.o.(from the noun.] 1. To com- | To FORECA'ST. v. a . ( fore and call .] 1. To
pel; to conſtrain. Swift. 2. To overpower
ſcheme ; to plan before execution. Danid . 2 .
by ſtrength. Milien . 3. To impel ; to preſs. To adjuſt; to contrive . Dryden. 3. To foreſce ;
Deuteronomy. 4. To draw or puth by main to provide againſt. L'Eſtrange.
Atrength. Dryden. 5. To enforce ; to urge. To FORECAST. v. *. To form ſchemes ; to
Dryden 6. To drive by violence or power. contrive beforehand. Spenfer.
Decay of Piety . 7 . To gain by violence or FORECA'ST . S. [ from the verb.] Contrivance
beforehand ; antecedent policy. Pope.
power. Dryden 8. To Itoim ; lo lake or enter
L. ( from forecaſt.] One who
by violence Waller. 9. To raviſh ; to violate FORECA'STER.
beforehand.
contrives
by force.Dryden 10. To conſtrain; to diſtort.
Addiſon. 11. To man :co ſtrengthen by fol- FOʻRECASTLE. f. [fore and caſtle.) In aſhip,
that part where the foremaft ſtands. Harris,
diers; to garriſon . Raleigh. 12. To Force out.
Raleigh.
To extort. Atterbury.
To FORCE. v. n . Tolay ſtreſs upon. Camden. FORECHO'SEN. part. [ fore and chofen ] Pre
FOʻRCEDLY . ada . ( from force.] Violently ; elected .
FORECITED. pari. [ fore and cite.) Quoted
conſtrainedly. Burnet.
FOʻRCEFUL . a. ( force and fall.) Violent ; before . Arbuthnot.
Arong ; impetuous. Pepe.
To FORECLO'SE . v. a. ( fore and cloſe.] 1 .
FORCEFULLY. adv. (trom forceful.) Violent
To fhut up ; to preclude ; to prevent. Carew .
ly ; impetuouſly ,
2. To FORECLOSE a Mortgage, is to cut off
the power of redemption .
FOʻRCELESS . a. (from force.] Without force ;
weak ; feeble.
FOREDECK.F . ( fore and desk.) The anteri
FORCEPS. J. (Latin ] Forceps properly ſignifies
our part ofthe ſhip. Chapman.
a pair oftongs; but is uſed for an inſtrumentin To FOREDESIGN . v . a. ( fore and defgr .)
To plan beforehand. Cheyne.
chirurgery , to extract any thing out of wounds .
Quincy .
To FOREDOʻ . v. a. (from for and do.) 1. To
FORCER.S. (from force.] 1. That which forces, ruin ; to deſtroy. Shakeſp . 2. To overdo ; to
drives , or conſtrains. 2. The embolus of a weary ; to harraſs. Shakeſp.
To FOREDO'OM . v. e. ( fore and doom .) To
pomp working by pulfion. Wilkins.
FORCIBLE . a. ( from force.] 1. Strong ; predeftinate ; to determine beforehand. Pope.
mighty ; oppoſed to weak Hooker. 2. Vio- FOREEND. L. ( fore and end.) The anteriour
lent ; impetuous. 3. Efficacious; active ; part. Bacon
powerful. Bacon. 4. Prevalent ; of great in- FOREFATHER . S. ( fore and father .) An
Huence . Raleigh . 5. Done by force. Szifr . ceſtor ; one who in any degree of aſcending
6. Valid ; binding ; obligatory .
genealogy precedes another. Raleigh.
FORCIBLENESS. S. ( trom forcible.) Force ; To FOREFEND. v . a . ( fore and fend.) 1. To
violence .
prohibit ; to avert. Dryden. 2. To provide for ;
FORCIBLY . adv . (from forcible.] 1. Strongly ;
to ſecure. Shakeſp.
powerfully. Tillotſon. 2. Impetuouſly. 3. By FOREFINGER . ) [ fore and finger. ] The fire
ger next to the thumb ; the index . Brown .
violence ; by force . Spenſer, Hammond.
FORCIPATED .a.{ from forceps.) Formed like FOʻREFOOT. S. plural,forefeet. [fore and foor.]
The anteriour foot of a quadruped. Peacham .
a pair ofpincers to open and incloſe. Derham .
FORD.F. (fond, Sax . ] 1. A Shallow part of a To FOREGO'. v. a. ( fore and go ] 1. To
river. Fairfax. 2. The ſtream , the carrent.
quit ; to give up ; to reſign. Locke. 2. To go
Milton .
before; to be paſt. Raleigh, Boyle. 3. To loſe.
To FORD . v. a. To paſs without fwimming. Shakeſp .
Raleigh.
FOREGOER. S: [from forego.) Anceſtor ; pro
FORDABLE. a. (from ford.) Paſlable without genitor. Shakeſp.
{ vimm ng. Raleigh .
FOREGROUND. S. [ fore and ground.] The
FORE. a. (Fone, Sax . ) Anteriour ; that which
part of the field or expanſe of a picture which
ſeems to lie before the figures. Dryden .
comes firit in a progreſſive motion . Cheyne
FORE. adv. 1. Anterioarly . Raleigh. 2. Fore FOREHAND. S. [ fore and hand. ) 1. The part
of a horſe which is before the rider. 2. The
is a word much uled in compofition to mark
pr ority of time.
chief part. Shakeſp.
To FOREA'RM . v.a. ( fire and arm .) To pro- FOREHAND. a . A thing done too ſoon.Shakel.
vide for attack or relittance before the time FOREHANDED ... [irom foreand hand.] i .
of need . Sourb .
Early ; timely. Taylor. 2. Formed in the
To FORSBODE . v. n . ( fore and bode.] 1. To foreparts. Dryden .
prognofticate ; to foretel . Dryden. 2. TO FOREHEAD. ). ( fore and head.] 1. Thal part
of the lace which reaches from the eyes up
foreknow ; to be preicient of. Pope .
FOREBO’DER . f. 1 from forebode.j 1. A prog
wards to the hair. Dryden. 1. Impudeace ;
notticator ; a loothſayer. L'Eſtrange. 2. A
confidence ; aſſurance. Collier .
foreknower.
FOREHOLDING . ) . ( fore and hold .] Predic
tions ; ominous accounts. L'Eſtrange.
FOREBY': prep . ( foreand by .] Near ; hard by ;
FOREIGN.a. ( forain, Fr. forare, Span .) 1 .
faſt by . Spenſer.
Not

FOR

FOR

Notofthiscountry ; not domeſtick . Atterbury. FORERU'NNER. S. ( from forerur ] 1. AA
2. Alien ; remote ; not allied ; not belonging .
harbinger ; a meſſenger ſent before to give
Swift. 3. Excluded ; not admitted ; held at a notice of the approach of thoſe that follow .
diſtance. Shakeſp . 4. ( In law. ] A foreign plea ,
Stilling fleet, Dryder. 2. A prognoſtick ; a liga
foreſhowing any thing. Sewib.
planium forinfecum ; as being a plea out of the
proper court of juſtice. 5. Extraneous ; ad- TO FORESA'Y.' v. a ( fore and ſay.) To pre
ventitious in general. Philips.
dict ; to prophely. Sbake p .
FOREIGNER . S. (from foreign.) A man that TO FORESE'Ė . v.2. (fore and ſee.) To ſee be
forehand ; to ſee what has not yet happened.
comes from another country; not a native ; a
ſtranger. Addiſon.
Taylor.
FOREIGNNESS. S. { from foreign .) Remote- TO FORESHA ME. v . a. ( fore and pame.) To
nels ; want of relation to ſomething. Locke.
thame ; to bring reproach upon S. hakeſp.
TO FOREIMAGINE.V.a.i fore and imagine.) FOʻRESHIP. S. 1 fore and ship.] The anteriour
To conceive or fancy before proof. Camd.
part of the ſhip . 18s.
TO FOREJUDGE. v.o. ( fore and judge.) To TO FORESHOʻRTEN .v. a . [ fore and ſberten.)
judge beforehand ; to be prepoſſeſſed
To ſhorten figures for the ſake of ſhowing
To FÖREKNO'W . v. a. ('fore and know .) ' To thoſe behind. Dryden.
TO FORESHO'W. v. a. ( fore and foow .] 1 .
have preſcience of ; to foreſee. Raleigh.
FOREKNO'WABLE. a. ( from foreknow .) Por
To diſcover before it happens ; to predict ; 10
fible to be known before they happen. More.
prognoſticate. Derbam . 2. To repreſent be
FOREKNO WLEDGE.S ( fore and knowledge.] fore it comes. Hooker,
Preſcience ; knowledge of that which has not FOʻRESIGHT. I. ( are and fight.) 1. Preſci
yet happened. Milten .
ence ; prognoſtication; foreknowledge. Milton.
FORELAND . . [ fore and land ) A promon
2. Provident care of futurity. Spenjer.
tory ; headland ; high land jutting into the FORESIGHTFUL a. foreſighi and full.j Pre
ſcient ; provident. Sidney.
ſea ; a cape. Milton .
TO FORELA'Y. V. a. ( fore and lay.) To lay To FORESIGNIFY. v . a. ( fore and fignify. ]
wait for; to intrap by ambuih . Dryden.
To betoken beforehand ; to forelhow ; to
To FORELI'FT. v . a. I fore and liji.) To raiſe typify. Hooker .
FOʻRESKIN . S. [ fore and ſkin.] The prepuce.
aloft any anteriour part. Spenſer:
FORELOCK. ſ. [ fore and lock.) The hair
Cowley .
that grows from the forepart of the head. FOʻREŠKIRT.S. ( fore and fkirl.] The pendu ,
Milten .
lous or looſe part of the coat before. Shakeſp.
FOREMAN. . [ fore and man.] The firſt or To FORESLA'CK. o . a . ( fore and ſlack.] To
chief perſon. Addifon.
neglect by idleneſs. Spenjer,
FOREME'NTIONED . O
9. a. ( fore and mentioned.) To FORESLO'W.p.a. ( fore and ſcq . ] 1. To
Mentioned or recited before Addifon.
delay ; co hinder; to impede. Fairfax, Dryd.
FOREMOST . a. ( from fore. ] 1. Firſt in place .
2. To neglect ; to omit. P. Fletch .
To FORESLO‘W . v. n . To be dilatory ; to
Dryden. 2. Firſt in dignity. Sidney .
FORENAMED . a. I fore and name ) Nomi
loiter. Shakeſp.
To FORESPE AK . v. n. ( fore and ſpeak.) 1 .
Dated before. Ben. Johnſon .
FORENOON. S. ( fore and noon .) The time of To predict ; to forelay. Camden. 2. To forbid.
day reckoned from the middle point , between Shakeſp
the dawn and the meridian, to themeridian. FORESPE'NT. a. 1. Warted ; tired ; ſpent.
Arburbnet.
Shakeſp. 2 : Forepaſſed ; paft. Spenjer. 3. Be
FORENO'TICE.S. ( fore and notice. ) Informa
ſtowed before. Shakeſp .
FORESPU'RRER . A. ifore and ſpur.) One
tion of an eventbefore it happens. Rymer.
FORENSICK , a. ( forenfis, Lat . ) Belonging to that rides before. Shakeſp.
FOREST. . [ foreji, Fr.] 1. A wild unculti
courts ofjudicature. Locke.
To FOREORDAIN . v. a. ( fore and ordein .) valed tract of ground, with wood . Skakejp . 2 .
To predeſtinate ; to predetermine ; to preor
[ In law .) A certain territory ofwoody grounds
din . Hooker .
and fruitful paſtures, privileged for wild bearts,
FOREPART . S. [ fore and pari.] The anteri
and fowls of foreſt , chale, and warren , co rest
and abide in , in the ſafe protection of the
our part Raleigh
FOREPA'ST, a . ( fore and paſt .] Paſt before a king , for his pleaſure Cowell,
certain cime. Hammond.
To FORESTAL. v . a . ( forestallan, Sax.) 1 .
FOREPOSSE'SSED . 0. ( foro and pullefs.) Pre
To anticipate ; to take up beforehand. Herbert.
i
prepofTefied;
p
:e
-engaged
Sanderſ
.
2. To hinder by preoccupation or prevention.
occupied ;
FORERANK . % ( fore and rank .; Firſt rank ; Milion . To leize or gain poffeffive of before
another. Spenfer.
front. Shakejp
FORERECITED . a . ( fore and recite.) Men- FORESTALLER . S [from foreſtal.] One that
anticipates the market ; one that purchales be
tioned or enumerated before. Shakeſp.
fore others to raiſe the price. Locke.
T. FORERU'N. v . a. I fore and run .] 1 .
To cume before as an earneſt of ſomething FORESTBORN. a . ( fereji and born.) Born in
following. Dryden. 2. To precede ; to have
a wild. Skaksip
the start of. Graunt.
FORESTER

FOR

FOR
1

FO'R ESTER. S. [ foreſtier , Fr. ) 1. An officer | ToHan
FORÉFEND . v.a. To prevent ; to forbid .
mer .
of the forest. Shakesp. 2. An inhabitant of a
wild country
PORGAVE. The preterite of forgive.
FORESWAT. 7. a. (from fore and fwat, PORGE . F. ( forge, Fr.] 1. The place where
FORESWART. S from ſweat . ] Spent with
iron is beaten into form . Pope. 2. Any place
heat . Sidney.
where any thing is made or Maped . Hooker.
To FORETÁ'STE . v. a . ( fore and taſte. ) 1. TO FORGE. v . a [ forger, old Fr. ) 1. To
To have antepaſt of ; to have preſcience of. 2.
form by the hammer. Chapman. 2. To make
Totate before another . 11.lton.
by any means. Shakeſp. 3. To counterfeit ;
ti altiiy . Shakeſp.
FORETASTE. /. Anticipation of. South.
To FORETE'L . V. a. [fore and te!!.] 1. TO FORGER . S. (from forge. ] 1. One who makes
or forms. 2. One who counterfeits any thing .
predict ; to propheſy. Dryden . 2. To fore
We
token ; to foreſhow .
TO FORETE'L .v. n. To utter prophecy. Afts. FORGERY. S. [ from forge.] 1. The crime of
FORETE’LLER . L. ( from foretel.] Predicter ; fallification. Stephens. 2. Smith's work ; the
forelhower . Boyle.
act of the forge. Ålilton .
TO FORETHINK. v. a . ( foro and think . ] To To FORGET. v . a . preter. forgot; part. for.
anticipate in the mind ; to have preſcience of
fetten , or forgos ( fonzytan , Sax . ] 1. To loſe
memory oi , to let
from the reinembrance.
Raleigh.
To FORETHINK . v. n. To contrive befre
Atterbury. 2. Noi to attend ; to neglect.
Ifaiah.
hand. Smith.
FORETHOUGHT.S. [from foretkink . ] 1. Pre- FORGETFUL. a . ( from forget.) 1. Not re
luence ; anticipation. L'Firange. 2. Provident taining the memory of. 2. Cauſing oblivion ;
care .
oblivious. Dryden . 3. Inattentive ; negligent ;
To FORETOKEN . v . 0. ( fore and token ) To
neglectiul ; careleſs . Hebrews, Prior.
NESS. S. (from forgetful.) 1 .
FORGETFUL
foreſhow ; to prognoſticate as a ſign. Daniel.
Oblivion ; cellation to remember ; lofs ofme
FORETOKEN. / [irom the verb.) Prevenient
mory . Shakeſp. 2. Negligence ; neglect; in
ſign ; prognostick . Sidney .
attention Hooker.
FORETOOTH / ( fore and tooth . ) The tooth
in the anteriour part of the mouth ; the inci- FORGETTER. L. ( from forget.) 5. One that
torpets 2. A careleſs perſon .
for. Ray
FOʻRETÓP . S. [ fore and top .] That part of a TO FORGIVE. 9. a . pret. forgave , p.p for
woman's headdieſs that is forward, or the top
given. ( fongipan, Saxon.) 1. To pardon a
of a periwig. Dryden .
perion ; not to puniſh. Prior . 2. To pardon
FOREVOU'CHED. part. ( fore and vouch . ) a crime. Iſaiah. 3. To remit ; noi lo exact
Affirmed before , formerly told.Shakesp.
debt or penzlıy . Matthew .
FOREWARD.S [ fore and ward .] tkie van ; FORGIVENESS. Į (forgifenisse, Sax.) 1 .
the front . 1. Mac .
The act of iorgiving. Daniel. 2. Pardon of
TO FOREWARN . v. a . [ fore and warn.) 1.
an offender. Pri of Manalleh , 3. Pardon of an
orience. South. 4. Tendernels ; willingneſs
To admonish beforehand, Luke. 2. To in
form previouſly of any future event. Milion . to pardon. Sprat. 5. Remifiion of a fine or
per :a.ty .
3. To caution againit any thing beforehanu.
Nilion .
FORGIVER . S. [from forgive.) One who par
dons
TO FOREWASTE .v. a (fore and wafie.] To FOR
GOT.
} part. paſl. of forgor. Not
defolate ; to deſtroy. Out or uſe . Spenjer .
To FORE'WISH . part. ( fore and wijb.] TO POR GO'TTEN .S remembered. Prior.
TO FORHAI'L . v. 6. To harraſs ; tear ; tor
defire beforehand Knolles .
ment Spenjer.
FOREWORN. part . ( fore and worl , from
wear.] Worn out ; waited by time or uie FORK . j. ( fourche, Fr. ) 1. An inſtrument
divided at the end into two or more points or
Sidney.
FORFEIT. F. [ forfei., Fr.) 1. Soincthing loft
prongs . Dryden. 2. It is ſometimes uled for
the point of an arrow . Skakejp. 3. A point
by the commiſſion of a crime ; a fine ; a
of a fork . Addiſon
mulet. Wailer. 2. A perſon obnoxious to
To FORK . v . n . (trom the noun .] To ſhoot into
punishment. Skakelp .
To FORFEIT...(from the noun . ) To lote blades , as corn does out of the ground. Morri.
by fome breach of condition ; to lote by fome FOKKED . L. (trom fork.] Opening into two
offence. Davies, Boyk .
ormore parts. Shakeſp.
FORFEIT. a. (from the verb.) Liable to penal FORKEDLY.cdo. (trom forked.] In forked
form .
ſeizure ; alicnated by a crime . Pipe.
FORFEITABLE a. ( from forfeit.} Poftefied FOTKEDNESS . S. [ſrom forked.] The quality
on conditions, by the breach of which any
of opening into two parts.
thiny may too lotta
FORKHEA !). J. ( jörk and beat ) Point of aa
arrow . Spenler.
FORFEITURE.S. [ forfaituri, Fr ] 1. The act
of foreiging. 2. Tacing iorteiled ; a muidt ; FORKY. a . (from fork.] Forked ; furcated ;
a fine. Yaylor.
cpening into two parts. Pope.
FORLO'RE .

FOR

FOR

FORLORE. Deſerted ; forſook ; forſaken Fairf.| FOʻRMER . f. [ from form . ) He that forms ;
FORLO'RN . 0.1 . Deſerted ; deftitute ; fortá
maker ; contriver ; planner. Ray.
ken ; wretched ; helpleſs, Knolles, Fenton. 2. FORMER, a . (from forma, Sax ] 1 Before
Loft; deſperate. Spenſer. 3. Small ; deſpicable .
another time. Shakejp. 2. Mentioned before
Sbakelp
another . Pope. 3. Paſt : as , this was thecuſtom
in former lives.
FORLORN . S. A loft, ſolitary, forſaken man.
FORLORN Hope. The ſoldiers who are ſent firſt FORMERLY. adv . ( from former. ] In times
to the attack , and are therefore doomed to pe
paít . Addiſon
FORMIDABLE . a . ( formidabilis, Lat.) Ter
riſh . Shakeſp. Dryden .
FORLO'RNNESS. S. Miſery ; folitude. Boyle. rible ; dreadful ; tremendous; terrifick. Dryd.
To FORLY'E. v. x (from for and lye.) To lye FORMIDABLENESS / (from formidable.jo .
acrof . Spenfer.
The quality of exciting terrour or dread. 2 .
FORM.S. forma, Lat .) 1. The external ap
The thing cauſing dread. Decay of Piery:
pearance of any thing ; repreſentation ; thape. FORMIDABLY. adv . ( from formidašle.] In
Grew. 2. Being, as modified by a particular
a terrible manner . Dryden,
ſhape. Dryden. 3. Particular model ; modi- FOʻRMLESS. a . (from form.] Shapeleſs ; with
fication . 4. Beauty ; elegance of appearance.
out regularity of form . Shakejp.
Addit. Iſaiah .5. Regularity ; method; order. FORMULARY . a . ( formulaire, Fr.) A book
Shakeſp. 6. External appearance without the
containing tated and preſcribed models .
eſſential qualities; empty ſhow . Swift. 7. Ce- FORMULE. S. [ formulé, Fr. formula, Lat.) A
remony ; external rites. Clarendon. 3. Stated
ſet or preſcribed model.
method ; eſtabliſhed practice. Hooker. 9. A TO FOʻRNICATE . v.a. (from fornix , Lal )
long leat. Walls, 10. A claſs ; a rank of
To commit lewune's Brown.
students. Dryden. 1. The ſeat or bed of a FORNICATION. f. [fornication, Fr. ) Con
hare. Prior. 12. Form is the effential, fpe
cubinage or commerce with an unmarried
citical modification of the matter , fo as to give
woman Graunt. 2. In Saturopafometimes
itſuch a peculiar manner of exiſtence . Hicker. idolatry . Ezekiel.
To FORM . v. a. [ forma, Lat . ] 1. To make FORNICATOR. f. [ fornicatour, Fr.JOne that
out of materials. Pope. 2. To model to a
has commerce with unmarried women Taylor .
particular ſhape. 3. To modify ; to icheme ; FORNICA’TRESS. J. A woman who without
marriage cohabits with a man. Shakeſp.
to plan. Dryden . 4. To arrange ; to combine
in a particular manner. 5. To adjuſt: to ſettle. TO FORSAKE. v.a. preter, forfook. part. paſt.
Decay of Piety. 6. To contrive ; la coin.
for look, or forſaken. (verjacken , Duich.] 1. To
Rowe. 7. To model by education or inſtitu
leave in relentment, or difike. Cowley. 2. To
Dryden
tion .
.
leave ; to go away from . Dryden . 3. To de
FORMAL. a . ( formel, Fr. formalis, Lat ] 1. ſert ; to fail. Rowe.
Ceremonious ; llemn ; precile ; exact to at- FORSA KER.S. (from forſake.) Deſerter ; one
fectation . Bacon. 2. Not ludden ; not extem
that forfakes. Apocrypha.
poraneous. Hosker. 3. Regular ; methodical.| PORSOOTH . adv. ( Forrode , Sax . ) 1. In
Waller. 4. External having the appearance
tru: h ; certainly ; very well. Hayward . 2. A
but not the eſſence. Dryder . 5. Depending word of honour in addreis to women. Guard.
upon eſtabliſhment or cuſtom . Pope. 6. Have To FORSWEAR. q . a . pret. forſwore ; part .
ing the power of making any thing what it is .
for worn.( forspæpian , Sax.) 1. To renounce
Hilder, Stilling fleet. 7. Retaining its proper
upon oath . Shakeſp. 2. To deny upon oath.
Shakelp. 3 With the reciprocal pronoun : as ,
and etlencial characteriſtick. Shakesp.
FORMALIST. $. ( formaljle, Fr.; One who to for wear himjelf; to be perjured ; to lwear
fallely . Smith
prefers appearacce to reality. Souik .
FORMALITY.F. ( formalité, Fr. ) 1. Ceremo- To FORSWE'AR, V.n. To ſwear falſely ; to
ny ; eſtabliſhed mode of behaviour Atterbury . commit perjury . Shakeſp .
2. Solemn order, habit, or dreſs. Swifi. 3. FORSWEARER.S. [ from forfwear ]One who
is perjuret.
The quality by which any thing is what it is.
Suilling fleet.
FORT. / [ fort, Fr.) A fortified houſe ; a caſtle.
To FORMALIZE. v.a. ( formaliſer , Fr.) 1. Denham
To model ; lo modiły. Hizker. 2. 1o atleet : FORTED. a . (froin fort. ] Furniſhed or guard
formality .
ed by forts . Shakeſp.
FO'RMALLY. adv. from formal ) 1. Accord FORTH . adv. (fond,Sax . whence further and
ing to eſtabliſhe irules Shakejp. 2. Ceremo
furshefl.) 1.Forward ; onward in time. Spenſer.
niouſly ; titly ; preciſely Culier. 3. ln open 2. Forward in place or order. Wbitgift. 3 .
Abroad ; out of doors. Shakeſp. 4. Out away ;
appearance. Hvorer. 4. Eilentially ; charac
beyond the boundary of any place . Spenler. 5 .
tesilticaily . Smalridze.
FORMATION.filformetien, Fr.) 1. The a ? Out into publick view Waller. 6 Throughly ;
from beginning to end . Shakeſp. 7. To a
of forming or generating. Il'atts . 2. The
manner in which a thing is formed . Drwm.
certain degree. Hammand. 8. On to the end .
Memoir in Strype.
FORMATIVE . a . (trom forma, Lal ] Having
the power oi giving form ; plallick. Bentley. FORTH . prep. Out of.Donne.
FORTHCOMING .

FOS
FOR
FORTHCO'MING . a. ( forth and coming. ) | To FORTUNETELL . v. n . [ fortune and tell.]
Ready to appear ; not abſconding. Shakelp.
1. To pretend to the power of revealing fulu
FORTHISSUING . o ( forth and iſſue. ) Com
rity.Walton .2. To reveal futurity. Cleveland.
ing out ; coming forward from a covert. Pope. FORTUNETELLER . S. [ fortune and teller . ]
FORTHRIGHT . adv. I forth and right. ) One who cheats common people by pretend
ing to the knowledge of futurity. Duppa.
Serait forward ; without Aexions. Dryden.
FOR THWITH . adv . ( forth and with.) Im- FOʻRTY. ( feopertiz, Sax . ) Four times ten .
mediately ; without delay ; at once ; ſtrait. FOʻRUM . ). (Lat.) Any publick place. Watts.
To FORWA'NDER . V. a ( for and wander . ]
Davies.
To wander wildly Spenſer .
FOʻRTIETH . a. [ from forty .) The fourth
FO'RWARD.adv. (forpeand, Sax . ) Towards ;
tenth . Donne.
to a part or place before; onward ; progreſo
FOʻRTIFIABLE . a. (from fortify. )What may
fively. Hooker,
be fortified.
FORTIFICATION.S. ( fortification , Fr. ) 1. FORWARD . a . ( from the verb.] 1. Warm ;
earneſt. Gal.ii. jo. 2. Ardent ; eager ; hot ;
The ſcience of military architecture. Broome.
violent. Prior. 3. Ready ; confident ; pre
2. A place built for ſtrength , Sidney.
FOʻRTIFIER.S . ( from fortify ] 1. One who
ſumptuous. Dryden. 4. Not reſerved ; not
erects works for defence Carew . 2. One who
overmodeft. Shakeſp: 5. Premature ; early
ripe . Shakeſp. 6. Quick ; ready ; haſty Locke.
ſupports or ſecures. Sidney
TO FORTIFY. v . a. ( fortifier, Fr.j 1. To 17. Antecedent ; anteriour : oppoſed to poſteri
ſtrengthen againſt attacks by walls or works. our. Shakeſp. 8. Not behindhand ; not inferi
our. Shakeſp
Shakelp. 2. To confirm ; to encourage Sidney
To FO'R WÄRD. v.a. ( from the adverb.) 1 .
3. To fix ; to eſtablish in reſolution . Locke.
To haften ; to quicken ; to accelerate. Swift.
PORTILACE. S. ( from fore.) A little fort.
2. To patroniſe ; to advance.
Spenſer:
FOʻRT IN .S. (French.) A little fort. Shakeſp.
FORWARDER I (trom forward.] He who
FORTITÚDE.S. I fortitudo, Lat.) 1. Cou promotes any thing:
rage ; bravery . Milton. 2. Strength ; force. FORWARDLY ade. (from the adjective .]
Eagerly ; haftily. Atterbury
Shakeſp.
FORTLET.S. (from fore.) A little fort.
FORWARDNESS. S. (from forward .) 1. Ea
FOʻRTNIGHT.F. ( centracted from fourteen
gernefs ; ardour ; readineſs to act. Hooker . 2 .
nights, feopretýne nigt , Sax.) The ſpace of
Quickneis ; readineſs . Worten . 3. Earlineſs ;
two weeks. Bacon.
early ripenels. 4. Contidence ; aſſurance ; want
FORTRESS. S. [ fortereſſe, Fr.) A ſtrong hold;
of modelty Addiſon,
FORWARDS adv. Straight before ; pro
2 foreified place . Locke.
FORTU ITOUS.a . [ fortuit, Fr. fortuitus,Lat.) greffively. Arbuthnot.
FOSSE F
. eja, Lat.) A ditci ; a moat.
Accidental ; caſual. Ray.
FORTUITOUSLY. adv. ( from fortuitous. ] FOSSEWAY ). ( folle and way ) One of the
great Roman roads through England, ſo called
Accidentally ; caſually ; by chance. Rogers.
from the diiches on each lide.
FORTU'ITOUSNESS. P. ( from fortuitous .)
FOʻSSIL. a. ( tebilis, Lat.) That which is dug
Accident ; chance.
FOʻRTUNATE. a. ( fortunatus, Lat . ) Lucky ;
out of the earth . Woodward.
FOSSIL.J. Many bodies, becauſe we diſcover
happy ; ſucceſsful. Dryden.
them by digging into the bowels of the earth ,
FORTUNATELY.adv.(from fortunate.]Hap
are called foffils. Locke.
pily : ſucceſsfully. Prior.
FORTUNATENESS.S. (from fortunate.)Hap-To FOʻSTER. v . a. ( Fostrian, Sax .) 1. To
nuile ; lo leed ; to ſupport . Cleaveland, 2. To
pineſs; good luck ; ſucceſs. Sidney .
FORTUNE. | ( fortuna, Lat.] 1. The power
pamper ; to encourage. Sidney. 3. To cheriſh ;
ſuppoſed to diſtribute the lots of life according
io forward.Thomſon.
to her own humour Shakeſp. 2. The good | FOʻSTERAGE. J. [from foſter.) The charge of
or ill that belals man . Bentley 3. The
nurſing Rale gh .
chance of life ; means of living. Swife. 4. FOSTERBROTHER . S. ( foster broder ,
Eſtat
e
;
Sax . ) One bred at the ſame pap.
Event ; ſucceſs good or bad . Temple 5
poffeffions.Shakeſp. 6. The poition of a man FOʻSTERCHILD. L. (foster cild , Sax .) À
child nurſed by a woman not the mother, or
or woman. Oiway. 7 Futurity ; future events .
bred by a man not the father. Dav es .
Cowley.
To FORTUNE. v . m . [ from the noun .] TO FOSTERDAM . f . [ foſter and dam . ) A nurſe ;
beiall ; to all out ; to happen ; to come ca
one that performs the office of a mother Dryil.
FOSTEREARTH . ! ( fofler and earth . ) Earth
ſually to país. Knelles.
FORTUNED . 0. Supplied by fortune. Shakeſp. by which the plant is nousiſhed , though it did
not grow fult in it . Philips.
FO'RIUNIBOOK . ). I fortune and book .) A
book conſulted io know fortune. Craſbaw .
FOʻSTERER . ). (from foſter .) A nurſe : rpe
FORTUNEHUNTER . I. I feriune and bunr.]
who gives tood in the place or a paren
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FOSTERMO‘THER . S. [ foſter and mother.] A
that he is unable to ſet it to the ground :
nurſe.
Shakeſp. Derjet.
FOʻSTERSON. S. [ fofler and ſon.) One fed and To FOUNDER..n. 1. To ſink to the bottom .
educated , thoughnot the ſon by nature. Drgd. Raleigh. 2. To fail; to miſcarry. Shakeſp.
FOUGA'DE. J. ( French ) In the art of war, a FOʻUNDRY. ). A place where figures are form
fort of little mine in the manner of a well dug
ed of melted metal ; a caſting houſe .
under ſome work of fortification. Diet .
FO’UNDLING. S. ( from found of find.) A child
FOUGHT . The preterite and participle of fight. expoſed to chance ; a child found without any
FO’UGHTEN . The paſſive participle of fight. parent or owner. Sidney.
Milton .
FO’UNDRESS. S. [from founder .) 1. A woman
POUL . 0. (ful, Sax.) 1. Not clean ; filihy ;
that founds, builds, eſtabliſhes, or begins any
thing 2 A woman that eſtabliſhes any chari
dirty ; miry . Till . 2. Impure ; polluted ; full
table revenue
of filth. Tillotſon. 3. Wicked , dereftable ;
abominable. Hale. 4. Not lawful. Shakeſp. FOUNT.
f . [ fons, Lat. fontaine, Fr.}
5. Hateful; ugly ; loathſome. Bacon . 6. FOUNTAIN } 1. A well ; a ſpring. Milion .
Diſgraceful ; Mameful. Milton. 7. Coarſe ;
2. A imall talin of ſpringing water. Toy'or.
grofs. Felton. 8 Full of groſs humours ;
3 A jet ; a ſpout of water. Bacon . 4. The
wanting purgation. Shakeſp. 9. Not bright ;
head or firſt pring of a river. Dryden. 5.
not ferene. Dryden. 10. With rough torce ;
Original ; firſt principle ; firſt cauſe. Common
with unreaſonable violence . Clarendon. 11 .
Prayer.
(Among ſeamen.) Entangled : as, a rope is PO’UNTAINLESS. a . ( from fountain .) With
foul of the anchor.
out a fountain .
TO FOUL. v. a. (fulan, Sax .) To daub ; to be- FO'UNTFUL. a. I fount and full.] full of
mire ; to make filthy. Evelyn .
ſprings. Chapman ,
FOʻULFACED . a . ( foul and faced.) Having To FOUPE . v . 0. To drive with ſudden impe
an ugly or hateful viſage. Shakelp.
tuofiey. Camden.
POULLY. adv. (from joul.) Filthily ; naftily : FOUR. (feoper, Sax. ) Twice two.
odiouſly . Hayward .
/. (Fr. ) A cheat ; a tricking fellow .
FOULMOU'THED . a. ( fouland mouth . ) Scur FOURBE
Denham .
FOUR
oppro
FOʻL
uſe
habitu
of
rilous ;
brious
D . 0. ( four and fold.] Four times
ated to the
toli. 2. Sam
terms. Addifon .
FOʻULNESS. S. (from foul.] 1. The quality of FOURFOOTED . 2. [ four and foor ) Quadru
being foul ; filthineſs ; naftinels. Wilkins. 2 . ped Dryden .
Pollution ; impurity. Bacon. 3.Harefulneſs ; FOURSCORE a. ( four and ſcore ) 1. Four
atrociouſneſs. Sidney, Ben .Johnson . 4. Ugli
times twenty ; eighty. Sandys. 2. It is uſed
neſs ; deformity. Dryden . 5. Diſhoneſty ; elliptically for four core years. Temple.
want of candour. Hammond.
FOURSQUARE. a. I four and ſquare ) Qua
FOUND. The preterite and participle paflive of . drangular.Roleigh.
find. Ifaiab.
FOURTE’EN . a. ( Feopertyn, Sax .) Four and
ten .
TO FOUND. v. a. ( fundare, Lat ) 1. To lay
the baſis of any building. Matthew . 2. TO FOURTEENTH . a. ( from fourteen .] The or
build ; to raiſe. Davies. 3. To eſtablish ;
dinal of tourteen ; the fourth after che tenth.
to erect. Milton . 4. To give birth or original FOURTH . o. (from four.) The ordinal of four ;
to ; as, he founded an art. 5. To raiſe upon,
the firſt after the third.
as on a principle or ground. Decay of Piety. FOURTHLY. adv. (from fourth .)In the fourth
6. To fix firm . Shakesp.
place. Bacon.
TO FOUND . v.o. [ fundere, Lat.) To form by FOURWHEELED a . ( four and wheel.) Run.
Felting and pouring into moulds; to caſt.
ning upon twice iwo wheels. Pope.
FOUNDATION . S. [ fondorion, Fr.) 1. The FOUTRA.). [irom foutre, Fr. ] A fig ; a ſcoff.
Shakejp.
baſis or lower parts of an edifice. Hooker. 2 .
The act of fixing the baſis. Tickel. 3 The FOWL. F. ( Fugel, Sax . ) A winged animal ; a
bird. Bacon .
principles or ground on which any notion is
raiſed. Tillotjon. 4. Original ; rile. Hooker . To FOWL. v . %. To kill birds for food or game,
5. A revenue ſettled and establiſhed for any FOWLER . | ( from fowl) A ſportſman who
purpoſe, particularly charity Swife 6. Etta
pur : ues birds. Philips, Pepe.
bliſhment ; leltiement .
FOWLINGPIECE . / . I fowland piece. ) A gun
FOUNDER , J. ( from found ) 1. A builder;
for birds, Morlimer.
one who railes an edifice Waller. 2. One FOX : J. ( fox, Sax ] 1. A wild animal of the
who effabliſhes a revenue for any purpoſe.
canine kind , with tharp ears and a buſhy iail,
Bentley. 3. One from whom any thing has its
remarkable for his cunning, living in holes,
original or beginning. Rofcommer. 4. A caf
and preying upon fowls or ſmall animals.
ter ; one who forms figures by cafting melted
Shakelp . 2. A knave or cunning fellow .
matter into moulds Grew .
FOXCASC. f. [ fox and cafe.) A fox's ſkin.
L'Ejirange .
To FOUNDER . v . a. I fondre, Fr. ) To cauſe
fucb a foreneſs and tenderceſs in a horſe's toot ,
FOX
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FO'XCHASE . S. (fox and chaſe.] The purſuit
any rule or method. Granville. 6. To con
trive ; to plan. 7. To ſettle ; to ſcheme out .
of the fox with hounds. Pope.
Shakeſp. 8. To invent ; to fabricate. Bacon .
FOXEVII , L. (fox and evil.) A kind of diſeaſe
FRAME.
S. [ from the verb .) 1. A fabrick ;
in which the hair ſheds.
any thing conſtructed of various parts or mem
FOXGLOVES. S. Aplant. Miller.
bers. Dryden, Tillotson. 2. Any thing made
FOXHUNTER ). (fox and hunter. ) A man
whole chiefambition is to ſhow his bravery in
ſo as to incloſe or admie ſomething elſe. Newt.
3. Order ; regularity ; adjuſted ſeries or diſa
hunting foxes. Spectator.
FO'XSHIP. ſ. ( from fox.) The character or
poſition. Swift. 4. Scheme ; order. Claren .
5. Contrivance ; projection. Shakeſp. 6. Me
qualities of a fox ; running.
chanical conſtruction. 7. Shape ; form ; pro
FOXTRAP. I. [fix and trap. ] A gin or ſnare
portion. Hudibras.
to catch foxes. Taller.
FOY. S. [ foi,Fr. ) Faith ; allegiance Spenſer. FRA'MER . S.( trom frame; fremman, Sax.]
To FRACT. v. a. ( fractus, Lat.) To break ; Maker ; former ; contriver ; ſchemer.Hamm .
FRAMPOLD. . Peeviſh ; boiſterous ; rugged.
to violate ; to infringe. Shakeſp.
FRACTION . S. [ frection , Fr. ) 1. The act of Hacket.
breaking ; the ſtate of being broken. Burnet. FRANCHISE. S. ( franchiſe, Fr.) 1. Exemp
tion from any onerous duty. 2. Privilege ;
2. A broken part of an integral . Brown.
FRACTIONAL, a . ( from fraction .) Belonga immunity ; right granted. Davies . 3. Di
ing to a broken number. Cocker .
atrict ; extent of juriſdiction. Spenſer.
FRACTURE. /. ( fra £iura, Lat.) 1. Breach ; To FRANCHISE. v. a. ( from the noun.) To
2.
The
enfranch
iſe; to make free. Shakeſp .
ſeparation of continuous parts. Hale.
ſeparation of the continuity of a bone in living FRA'NGIBLE. a . (frango , Lat .) Fragile ; brit
bodies. Herbert.
tle ; eaſily broken. Boyle .
To FRACTURE. v. a. (from the noun.) To FRA’NION. J. A paramour ; a boon companion.
Spenſer.
break a bone . Wiſeman .
FRAGILE. a . ( fragilis, Lat .) 1. Brittle ; ea- FRANK. a. (franc, Fr.) 1. Liberal ; gene
rous ; not niggardly . Spral. 2. Open ; inge
lily ſnapped or broken . Denham. 2. Weak ;
nuous ; ſincere ; not reſerved . 3. Without
uncertain ; eaſily deſtroyed . Milion.
conditions ; without payment. Hubbere's Tale .
FRAGILITY. j. ( from fragile.) 1. Brittle
4. Not reſtrained ; licentivus. Spenſer,
neſs ; eaſineſs io be broken. Bacon . 2. Weak
nefs í uncertainty. Knelles. 3. Frailty ; lia- FRANK.S. ( from the adjective) i . A place to
bleneſs to fault. Wciron .
feed hogs in ; a ſty. Shakeſp. 2. A letter
which pays no poſtage. Pope . 3. A French
FRA’GMENT. -S. ( fragmentum , Lat ) A part
coin
.
broken from the whole ; an imperfect piece.
Newton .
To FRANK . v . c. ( from the noun .] 1. To ſhut
FRAGMENTARY. a . (from fragment.) Com
up in a frank or ſty. Shakeſp. 2. To feed
high ; to fat ; to cram . Ainſworth. 3. (From
poſed of fragments. Donne.
FRA GOR . S. [Lat.) A noiſe ; a crack ; a craſh ,
the adjective.] To exempt letters from poſt
age. Swift.
Sandys.
FRA'GRANCE. 1. ( fragantia, Lat.] Sweet- FRANKINCENSE . L. ( frank and incenſe.)
FRAGRANCE; } She
an intell ; pleating
Frankincenſe is a dry reſinous ſubſtance in
ſcent. Garih.
pieces or drops, of a pale yellowiſh white co
Jour ; a ſtrong linell, but not disagreeable, and
FRAGRANT. a. I fragrans, Lat.] Odorous ;
a bitter, acrid, and reſinous taſte . It is very
ſweet of imell . Prior.
inflammable. Brerewood.
FRAGRANTLY. adv . (from fragrant.] With
FRANKLIN . S. ( from frank .) A ſteward ; a
ſweet ſcent. Mortimer .
A
2.
bailiff of land Spenſer.
FRAIL . S. 1. A baiket made of ruſhes.
FRANKLY . adv. (from frank.) 1. Liberally ;
ruſh for weaving baſkets.
freely ; kindly ; readily. Bacon 2. Without
FRAIL . a. ( fragilis , Lat.) 1. Weak ; eaſily
conſtraint ; without reſerve. Clarendon.
decaying ; lubject to calualties. Rogers. 2 .
Weak of refolution ; liable to errour or ſe- FRANKNESS. S. ( from frank.] 1. Plainnels
duction . Taylor.
of ſpeech ; openneſs ; ingenuouſneſs. Clarend .
FRA'ILNESS . S. (from frail ] Weakneſs ; in
2. Liberality ; bounteouſneſs. 3 . Freedom
1 ability Norris.
from referve . Sidney:
FRAILTY. J. [from frail. ) 1. Weakneſs of FRANKPLE'DGE 1. ( franciplegium , Lat. ) A
refolution ; instability of mind . Milton . 2 . pledge or ſurety for freemen . Cowell.
Fault proceeding from weakneſs ; ſins of in- FRANTICK . a. (978:voxos.) 1. Mad ; deprived
of underſtanding by violent madneſs ; outrage
firmity . Dryden .
FRA SICHEUR / (Fr.)Freſhneſs ; coolneſs Dry.
ouſly and turbulently mad . Spenſer. 2. Tran
FRAISE. ). ( Fr. ) A pancake with bacon in it .
ſported by violence of paſſion. Hooker.
To FRAME. v .a. 1. To form or fabricate by FRANTICKLY. adv. (trom frantick.) Madly ;
orderly conſtruction and union of various parts. outrageouſly . Shakeſp.
Spenter. 2. To fit one to another. Abbot. 3. FRA'NTICKNESS. / [from frantick .) Mad
neſs ; fury of paſſion.
To make ; to compore . Shakeſp . 4. To re
FRATERNAL .
gulate ; to adjuſt. Tiltifon. 5. To form to
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FRATERNAL. a . fraternel, Fr.) Brotherly i el. Temple. 6. Open ; ingenuous . O : way . 7 .
pertaining to brothers; tecoming brothers.
Acquainted ; converling without reſerve Hickéo
Hammond
will. 8. Liberal ; not partimonious. Pope. 9.
FRATERNALLY . adv. (from fraternal ] In
Frank ; not gained by imporlunity ; not pur
chaled. Bacon . 10. Clear from diflrels. Shake.
brotherl
y manner
a
FRATE'RNITY. ( fraternité, Fr.) 1. The
11. Guilles; innocent. Shakeip . 12. Ex
Itate or quality of a brother. 2. Body of men
empt. Denham . 13. Invefied with franchiſes ;
united , corporation; ſociety . L'Ejirange. 3
pofloling any thing without vatſalage. Dryder.
14. Withoui expence ; as a freeſchool.
the fairie claſs or character. Such .
Men
To
FREE . v . c . 1. To ſet at liberty ; to ref
murThe
)
Fr.
fratricide,
(
F.
FRA’TRICIDE.
der of a brocher .
cue from ſlavery ; to manumit ; to looſe. Pipe.
FRAUD . ). [fraus, Lac , Deceit ; cheat ; trick ; 2. To rid from ; to clear from any thing ill .
Clarendon , 3 . To clear from impediments or
artifice . Dryden .
obſtructions. Dryden. 4. To banilh ; o ſend
FRAUDFUL. a. I fraud and full.] Treache
rous ; artful; trickiſh Shakejp.
away ; to rid. Shakeſp. 5. To exempt . Ro
FRA UDFULLY. adv. (irom fraudful. ] De
mans. 6. To unlock ; to open. Dryden.
FREERO OTER.S. ( free and boory. ) A robber;
ceitfully ; artíully.
FRA UDULENCÉ. If I fraudulentia, Lat.) a plunderer. Clarendon.
FRAUDULENCY }
Deceitruloeis; trick- FRELBOO TING . S.Robbery ; plunder. Spens.
ishneſs . proneneis to artifice Hooker.
FREE PORN . J. Inheriting liberiy. Dryelen
FRAUDULENT.a Ifrauduleux, Fr fraudu - FREECHAPEL. J. (free and chapel.j Such
lentus, La:.] 1 Full of artifice ; trickim ;
chapels as are of the king's foundation, and by
ſubtle ; deceitful . Miltan . 2. Performed by
him exempted trom the jurisdiction of the oi
dinary. The king may alſo licerce a ſubject
artifice ; deceitful ; treacherous . Milion
FRAUDULENTLY. adv. (trom frauduleni ) to found ſuch a chapel . Cowell.
By fraud ; by deceit; by artifice ; deceitfully FREECOST
, J. [ free and cost.) Without ex
pence. Sourb .
Taylor
FRAUGHT. particip.pal (from fraight, now FREEDMAN . S. A N 2vemanumitted. Dryden.
written freight.js Laven ; charged Shakeſp. FREEDOM . ). [ rom free.) 1. Liberty ; ex
2. Filled; ſtered ,throngel. Spenj Guardian
emption from fervitud ; independence. Dry.
FRAUGHT / A freight ; a cargo. Shak . Dry
2. Privileges ; franchiſes; immunities. Shake.
To FRAUCHT . v . a . To load ; to crowd
3. Exemption from jate, necefiey , or prede
termination. South . 4 Unrestraint. Maccab.
Skakelp :
5. The ſtate of being without any particular
FRA UCHTAGE. S. [from fraught ) Lading ;
cargo. Skakelp
inconvenience. 6. Lale or facility in doing
TRA'Y . S. Ceffi ayer , to fright, Fr. ) 1. A broil ; or thowing any thing,
a baitle ; a fight. Fairfax. 2. A duel ; a com- FREEFOOTED. G. ( free and foot.] Notre
bol. Denkan
Itrained in the march . Shakeja.
To FRAY v. c (effrayer, Fr. ] 1. To fright ;} FREEHEARTED. a . ( free and heart . ) Libe
ral ; unrestrained Davies.
to turri y. Bacin 2 Torub .
FREAK . I. (Free, Sax . ) 1 . A ſudden and FREEHOLD.ſ. ( free and holl. ] That land or
tenement which a man holdethin fee, fee- tail,
caureleſs change of place . 2 . A ſudden fan
cy ; a humour ; a whim ; a capricious prank . or for term of life . Freehold in deed is the
real poffeffion of lands or tenements in fee,
Swift.
FREAK .v
TOSpellutor,
a . To variegate. Themſen.
fee -tail, or for life. Freebold is ſometimes
FREAKISH , a (trom freak .) Capricious; hu
taken in oppoſition to villenage . Coweli, Swift.
mourſome L'Eſtrange.
FREEHOʻLDER . [from freehoid ] One who
FREAKISHLY . adv. (froin freakiſh ] Capri- has a freehold. Davies,
FREL'LY . adv. (from free.) 1 . Al liberty ;
ciouſly ; humourtümely.
FRE'AKISHNESS. 1. (from freakiß .] Capri
without valtalage ; without flavery. 2. With
ciouſneſs ; humouriomenel: ; whimſicaineis .
out reſtraint; laviſhly. Shakeſp. 3 Without
To FREAM . v . n . 1 fremere, Lat .) To growl .
fcruple ; without relérve. lope. 4. Without
impediment. Afcham . 5. Without neceffity ;
Baile;
FRECKLE. S. 1 A ſpot raiſed in the ſkin by
without prede: ermination. Rogers , 6. Franke
the fun . Dryden. 2. Any ſmall ſpot or diſco
ly ; liberally . South. 7. Spontaneouſly ; of its
own accord,
loration . Evelyn .
FRECKLED . a . (from freckle .] Sported ; ma- PREEMAN.S. (free and man ) 1. One not a
Alave ; not a valial. Lecke. 2. One partaking of
culared . Drayton
FRL CALY . . ( trom freckle.] Full offreckles. righes, privileges , or immunities. Dryden .
FRED . The ſame with peace . So Frederick is FREEMINDED . a í free and mind.] Uncon
trained ; without load of care . Bacon.
poweriul, or wealthy in peace . Gibjon.
FREE. a . ( freah, Sax.) 1. Atliberty; not a FREENESS. Į (from free.] 1. The ſtate or
vafla!; not endlaved. Prior. 2. Uncompelled , quality of being free .2. Openneſs ; apreſer
unrellraincd. South . 3. No: bound by fale ; veuncis ; ingenuouſneſs ; candour. Dryden, 3.
not neceflicated. Milton . 4. Permiliedi ; al
Generoſity ; liberality. Sprat.
FREESCHOOL
Siz
luwe Slike:p. 5. Licencious ; unreitain
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FOXCHASE . S. (fox and cho
of the fox with hounds. PC,
FOʻXEVIL . S. ( fox and evil.
in which the hair ſheds.
FOXGLOVES. ſ. A plant.
FOXHUNTER : S. ( fex "
whole chief ambition is !
hunting foxes. Sredlater
FOʻXSHIP. L. ( from f:
qualities of a fox ; cur
FOXTRAP . 1. (fx a3
to catch foxes. Tailer
FOY. f. [ foi, Fr.) Fai
TO FRACT. v.a. [ 1
to violate ; to infri.
FRACTION . S.fi
breaking ; the stag
2. A broken part
FRACTIONAL . G
ing to a broken s
FRACTURE. .
ſeparation of co
ſeparation of the
bodies. Herber
TO FRACTU ?
break a bone
FRAGILE . a .
lily ſnapped
uncertain
FRAGILIT
neſs ; eafir
neſs ; un
bleneſse
FRAGMI
broken
Newton
FRAGN
poled
FRAG
Sand
FRA '
FRA
fce
FRA
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FRI'ARLIKE. a. [from frier. ] Monaſtick ; (FRIGEFA'CTION. S. [ frigus and facio, Lat.)
unſkilled in the world. Knolles.
The act of making cold.
FRI'ARLY. adv . ! friar and like.] Like a fri- To FRIGHT. v. a . ( frightan, Sax . ] To ter
ar, a man untaught in life. Bacon.
rify ; to diſturb with fear. Dryden.
FRI'ARSCOWL. . ( friar and cowlij A plant . FRIGHT. /. (from the verb .) A ſudden terrour.
FRI'ARY.S. [ from friar.) A monastery or con
Dryden.
vent of friars.
To FRIGHTEN. v.a. To terrily ; to ſhock
with dread. Prior .
FRIARY. a. Like a friar. Camden .
FRICHTFUL. a . ( from fright ) Terrible ;
To FRIBBLE . v . n. To trifle. Hudibras.
dreadrul ; fuil of terrour. Shakelp:
FRIBBLER. S. ( from the verb .) A trifler .
FRIGHTFULLY.adv. (trom frigbiful.]Dread
Spectator.
FRICASSE E. S. (French.) A diſa made by cut fully ; horribly. Burnet.
ting chickens or other ſmall chings in pieces, FRI'CHTFULNESS . I. (from frightful.) The
and dreſling them with ſtrong ſauce. King.
power of impreſſing terrour.
FRICA'TION . S. ( fricano, Lat. ) The act of FRICID. . (frigidus , Lat ] 1. Cold ; with
out warmth. Cheyne. 2. Without warmth of
rubbing one thing againſt another. Bacon .
FRICTION. S. ( frictio, Lac. ] 1. The act of affection 3. Impotent ; without warmth of
rubbing iwo bodies together. Newton. 2. The body. 4. Duil ; without fire of fancy . Swift.
reliftance in medicines cauſed by the motion of FRIGIDITY. f. ( frigouiras, Lat. ) i , Cold
one body upon another. 3. Medical rubbing
neſs ; want of warmth. 2 Dulneſs ; want of
with the fleſhbruſh or cloths. Bacon .
intellectual fire. Brown . 3. Want of corpo
FRIDAY . S. ( frige dag, Sax .) The fixth day
real warmth . Glanville. 4. Coldneſs of ai
fection .
of the week, ſo named of Freya, a Saxon dei
FRIGIDLY. adv. (from frigid ] Coldly ; du
ty . Shakesp .
FRIEND. I. ( vriend, Dut . freond, Sax .) :. ly ; without affection.
One joined to another in mutual benevolence FRIGIDNESS. . ( from frigid.] Coldnels ;
and intimacy : oppoled to toe or enemy. Dry. duintis ; want of affection.
2. One without hostile intentions. Shakejp FRIGORIFICK. a . ( frigorificus, frigus and
3. One reconciled lo another. Shakeſp . 4. An facio, Lat.) Cauſing cold. Quincy .
attendant or companion. Dryden . 5. Favour- TO FRILL. v . n. ( frilleux, Fr.) To quake or
Thiver with cold . Uted of a hawk ; as, the
er ; one propitious. Peacbam 6. A familiar
hawk frills. Diet .
compellation. Matthew .
TO FRIEND. v. a. To favour ; to beiriend . FRINGE. !: { frange, Fr,] Ornamental appen
Shokelp :
dages added to dreis or furniture.Wotton . Dry.
Newton .
FRIENDLESS. e. ( from friend .) 1. Wanting
friends ; wanting lupport ; deftitute ; forlorn . To FRINGE. v . a. ( from the noun . ) To a
South . 2. FRIENDLESS Man . An outlaw .
dora with fringes ; to decorate with ornamen
FRI’ENDLINESS . . (trom friendly .) 1. A
tal appendages. Fairfax.
diſpoſition to friendihip. Sidney. 2. Exertion FRI‘PPERER.S. ( from fripperie, Fr.) One who
deals in old things vamped up.
or benevolence. Taylor.
FRIENDLY. a. ( from friend.] 1. Having the FRIPPERY. J. [ fripperie, Fr.) 1. The place
where old clothes are told . Howel. 2. Old
temper and difpofition of a friend ; kind ; fa
clothes ; call dreiles; tattered rags. Ben .Johns.
vourable. Milion. 2. Diſpoſed to union . Pope.
To FRISK . v. 1. | friztare Italian . ) i . To
3. Salutary ; homogeneal. Milton .
leap i to ſkip. 2. To dance in frolick or guie
FRIENDLY. adv. in the manner of friends.
Shakeſp.
ty . L'Eſtrange.
FRIENDSHIP F. (vriendſchap, Dutch .] 1. The FRISK . ). ( from the verb ) A frolick ; a fit of
wanton gaiety .
ſtate of minds united by mutual benevolence.
Clarendon. 2. Higheſt degree of intimacy: FRISKER.D- [from friſk.) A wanton ; oce not
Swift. 3. Favour; perfonal kindneſs. Spen .
conſtant or leiled, Comden .
4. Aminance ; help.' Shakeſp. 5. Conſorin :- FRISKINESS. . [froin frisk ] Gaiety ; liveli
ne.s.
ty ; ailinity , correſpondence. Dryden.
FRIEZE. J. ( drap defriece, Fr. ) A coartewarm FRISKY. a , ( friſque, Fr, from friſk.]Gay; airy.
cloth ,made perhaps firſt in Frieland. Milton FRIT . !. (Among chymifts.) Aſhes or ialt.
FRIEZE.
/ ( in architecture. j A large flat FRITH. . ( fretum , Lat . ] 1. A Itrait in the
FRIZE ;
fea where the water being confined is rough.
member which ſeparates the archi
Dryden. 2. A kind of nei. Carew .
trave from the cornice ; of which there are as
many kinds as there are orders of columns. FRITILLARY. ( fritillaire, French .) A plant.
Miller.
Harris,
FRIEZED. a. (from frize.) Shagged or nap- FRITINANCY. S. [from fritinnio, Lat.) The
ped with frieze.
Icream
Brown of an infect, as the cricket or cicada.
FRIEZELIKE . a . ( frieze and like.) Reſem
FRITTER . S. [ frisure, Fr.] 1. A ſmall piece
bling a frieze Addiſon.
cut to be fried. Tuſſer. 2. A fragment; a
FRIGAT . L. ( frigúti, Fr.) 1. A ſmall ſhip.
Raleigh. 2. Any finall velici on the water. ſmall piece . 3. A cheeſecake ; a wigg.
To
Spenjer.
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TO FRITTER , J.Q. ( from the noun . ] 1. To
verbs : as, from above, from the parts above.
cut meat into tinall pieces to be fried. 2. To
Hooker. 22. From ofar. 23. From behind .
break into linall particles or fragments. Dinc. 24. l'rom bigh.
FRI'VOLOUS. a . i frivolus,Lat. Slight ; tri- FRO'MWARD. prep. ( Fram peand, Sax. ) A
way from ; the contrary to theword towards.
fling ; of no moment. Rojcommon
FRIVOLOUSNESS / (trom frivolous ) Want
Sidney
of importance ; triilingnels .
FRONDIFEROUS. a . ( frendifer, Lac ) Beare
FRIVOLOUSLY. ado [from frivolous.) Tri
ing leaves. Die
FRONT. S. ( frens, Lal ] 1. The face. Creech .
Hlin, lv ; without weight.
TO FRIZLE . v.a. ( friſer, Fr.) To curl in
2. The lace as oppoſed to an enemy. Daniel .
huit curls like nap ot trieze. Hakewill.
3. The part or place oppoſed to the face. Bar .
FRIZLER . J. [ trom prizle. ) One that makes 4. The van ofan army. Milton. 5. The fore
thort curls.
part of any thing, as of building. Brows .
IRO . adv . (of fra, Sax . ) 1. Backward ; re
6 The moſt conipicuous part or particular.
greflively . Pupi . 2. It is a contation of from . To FRONT. v . a. ( trom the noun ) ! . To
Ben Yckaloni
oppole dire &tly, or face to face . Dryder . 2 .
FROCK. /. ( froc, Fr. ) 1. A diefs; a coat. To ſtand oppoſed or overagainſt any place or
Mileon . 2. A kind of clofe coat ior men . Dry.
thing. Addison.
FROG. S. (rrugia, Sax . ) 1. A linall animal To FRONT. vn. To ſtand foremon Stebeſp.
with four feet, living both by land and water. FRONTAL. S. [ frontale, Lat ) Any external
and placed by naturalists among mixed ani
form of medicine to be applied to the fore
mals, as partaking of beaſt and fiſh . There head . Quincy, Brown.
is likewiſe a Imall green frog that perches on FRONTATED. a . ( from frens , Lat } The
trees, ſaid to be venemous. Peachum . 2. The frontated leaf of a flower grows broader and
hollow part of the horte's hoof.
broader, and at laſt perhaps terminates in a
FROGBIT.S. ( frog and bio.) An herb.
right line : uſed in oppoſition to cuſpated.
Quincy .
FRO'GFISH . ) ( frog and fijb .) A kind of fiſh .
FROGGRASS. I. Ifrog and grafs.] A kind of FRONTBOX . S. [ front and bar.) The box in
the playhouſe from which there is a direct
herb ,
view to the ſtage. Pope.
FROGLETTUCE. S. ( frog and lettuce.) A
plant.
FRONTED. a. (from front.) Formed with a
FROISE. S. [ from the French froiſſer.) A kind
front. Miton.
of food made by trying bacon incloed in a FROʻNTIER . S. 1 frontier, Pr.) The marches ;
the limit ; the utmoſt verge of any territory.
pan - cake.
FROʻLICK . a. (vrolijck, Dutch . ] Gay ; full Milton .
Waller.
levity.
of
FRONTIER . a. Bordering Addifon,
FROLICK . A wild prank ; a flight of whim . FRONTISPIECE.S.{ frontificizm .) that part
Recommon
of any building or other body that directly
TO FROLICK.V.n. To play wild pranks.Rowe. meets the eye. Milton
FROLICKLY . adv. [from frolick . ] Gaily ; FRONTLESS .
( from front ] Without
wildly.
bluſhes ; without ſhame. Dryden.
TROLIGKSOME. 2. ( from frolick.) Full of FRONTLET. L. (trom frin .) A bandage wora
wiid gaiety .
upon the forehead. Wileman.
TKOLICKSOMENESS. S. (from frolickſome.) FRONTROOM . f. ( front and room .) An a
Wiidncis of gaiety : pianks.
partiment in the forepart of the houie . Jezik.
IROLICKSUMELY udv. (from frolickſemie.) FRORE . c. Frozen. Miitos.
With wild gaiety.
FRORNE. a . Frozen ; congealed with cold.
THOM . prep . [Fnam , Sax.] 1. Away ; noting Sperler.
privation . Dryder. 2. Noting reception. Pope. FROST. S. ( rnost , Sax ) 1. The latte fra
3. Noting preconion, deſcent or birth. Blackm .
of cold ; the power or act of congelatien 6.25 .
4. Noting tranimiflion. Skakelp . 5. Noring
2. The appearance of plants and trees ipark
abſtraction ; vacation from . Shakejp. 6. Not
ling with congelation of dew . Pepe.
ing fuccedion. Burnet. 7. Out ot ; noting FRO'STBITTEN. a. Nipped or withered by
imillion . Milton . 8. Noting progreisirom pre
tietroit. Mortimer .
milles to interences. South . 9. Noting the place FRO'STED. a. ( from frelt ) 1.2id on ia ine
qualities like thoſe of the hoar troft upua
or perton from whom a mellage is brought.
Stakelp.10. Out of ; noting extraction. Addil. plants . Gay.
! 1. Becauſe of. Tillotjon . 12. Out of. No- FROSTIL . adv . (from froſty.) 1. With frosti
ing the ground or caule of any thing. Dryden.
with exceilive cold . 2. Without wacanthus
affection. Ben. Johnſon.
13. Not near 10. Shakeſp. 14. Noling lepa
Intion. Dryden . 15. Noting exemption orde- FROSTINESS . ). (from frelty .) Cold ; freeze
liverance " Prior .16. At a diſtance. Shakeſp
ing cold
17. Noling derivation . Dryden. 18. Since. FRO'ST NAIL . S. [ froſt and wail. ) A nail with
Raleigh yillərſen. 19. Contrary to . Donne. a prominent head driven into the horle's thocs.
20 voting iemoval. Dryden. 21. From is ve
that it may pierce the ice. Grew .
FROST .
thequcally juined by an ellipiis with ad
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FRO'STWORK . S. ( froſt and work .] Work in
taken for food. Davies. 3. Production.Ezekiel.
which the ſubſtance is laid on with inequalities,
4. The offspring of the womb. Sandys. 5 .
Advantage gained by any enterpriſe or con
like the dew congealed upon thsubs. ' Blackm .
FROSTY . a. (from frelt.] 1. Having the power
duct. Swift. 6. The effect or conſequence of
of congelation ; exceflive cold. L'Efirange. 2 .
any action. Proverbs.
Chill in affection. Shakeſp: 3. Hoary ; gray- FRU'ITAGE: 1. (fruitage, Fr.) Fruit collec
tively ; varisus fruits. More.
haired ; reſembling froſt Shakeſp.
FROTH. f. (free, Daniſh and Scottiſh . ) 1 . FRU'ITBEARER . S. [ fruit and bearer.] That
produces fruit. Mortimer.
which
in
liquors
cauſed
bubbles
;
the
;
foam
Spume
by agitation. Bacon .2. Any empty or fenfeleſs FRUITBEARING. a. ! fruit and bear.) Hav
ing the quality of producing fruit . Mortimer.
ſhow of wit or eloquence 3. Any thing not
FRUITERER S. i fruitier, Fr ] One who
hard, folid , or ſubſtantial. Tull. Hufvandry.
trades in fruit. Shakelp:
TO FROTH. O. n. ( from the noun .j To foam ;
to throw out ſpume. Dryden.
FRU'ITERY. l. ( fruiterie, Fr. ) 1. Fruit
FROʻTHILY. adv. ( from frothy.) 1. With
collectively taken. Philips. 2. A fruit- loit ;
foam ; with fpume. 2. In an empty trifling a repoſitory for fruit.
manner .
FRUITFUL . a. fruit and full.I 1. Fertile ; a
FRO'THY. a. (from froth.] 1. Full of foam ,
bundantly productive ; liberal of product. Sidn.
froth , or ſpume. Bacon. 2. Soft ; not ſolid ;
2. Actually bearing fruit Shakesp : 3. Proli
fick ; childbearing ; not barren . Shakejp : 4 .
waſting. Bacon. 3. Vain ; empty ; trifling.
L'Eſtrange.
Plenteous ; abounding in any thing: Addiſon .
FROUNCE. S. A diſtemper, in which white FRUITFULLY. adv . [from fruitful ] 1. la
ſpittle gathers about the hawk's bill. Skinner.
ſuch a manner as to be prolifick. Roſcommon .
TO FROUNCE , v . a. To frizle or curlthe hair.
2. Plenteouſly ; abundantly. Shakeſp.
FRUITFULNESS. /. (from fruitful.] 1. Ferti
Aſcham .
lity ; fecundity ; plentiful production. Raleigb .
FROUZY. a. (a cant word.) Dim ; fætid ;
2. The quality of being prolifick. Dryden . 3.
muſty. Swift.
Exuberant abundance. Ben. Johnſon .
FRO'WARD. a . ( frampeand , Sax.) Peevith ;
FRUITGROVESS. [ fruit and groves.]Shades,
ungovernable ; angry. Temple.
FRO'WARDLY. adv. (from froward.) Pee
or cloſe plantations of fruit trees. Pope.
FRUI'TION.S . ( fruor, Lat . ) Enjoyment; pof
viſhly : perverſely. Ifaiah.
ſeffion ; pleaſure given by pofſeflion or uſe.
FROWARDNESS. Š. (from froward. ) Pee
Rogers .
viſhneſs ; perverleners. South .
FRUITIVE
. a . ( from the noun.) Enjoying ;
FROWER .). A cleaving tool . Tul. Huß .
poſſeſſing ; having the power of enjoyment.
To FROWN. v. a. ( frogner, old French .) To
Boyle.
expreſs diſpleaſure by contracting the face to
FRUITLESS. a . ( from fruit.) 1. Barren of
wrinkles. Pope.
fruit ; not bearing fruit . Raleigh. 2. Vain ;
FROWN. L. A wrinkled look ; a look of dif
productive of no advantage; idle :unprofitable.
pleaſure. Shakesp.
FROWNINGLY . ado (from frown.) Sternly ;
Milton. 3. Without offspring. Shakeſp.
FRUITLESSLY. adv. (trom fruitlefs ] Vainly;
with a look of diſpleaſure. Shakeſp.
idly ; unprofitably Dryden .
FROWY.a. Multy ,moſty.Spenſer.
FRUIT - TIME.S. (fruit and time. ) The au •
FROʻZEN . part.pal. ot freeze. Sidnes.
tumn.
F. R. S. Fellow of the Royal Society.
FRUCTIFEROUS . a. [ fructifer, Lat.) Bear- FRUIT -TREE . !: ( fruit and tree. ) A tree of
that kind whoſe principal value ariſes frumn
ing fruit.
To FRUCTIFY. v. a . ( fructifier, Fr.) To the fruit produced by ii. Waller,
FRUMENTACIOUŚ. a . (from frumentum ,
make fruitful; to fertilile. Granville.
Lat.) Made of grain .
TO FRUCTIFY v.n. To bear fruit. Hooker .
FRUCTIFICATION.S. ( from fruétify.) The FRUMENTY. ). ( frumentum , corn, Lat. )
act of cauſing or of bearing fruit ; fecunda
Food made of wheat boiled in milk .
TO FRUMP. v . Q. To mock ; to brow-beat.
tion ; fertility. Brown .
Skinner .
FRUCTUOUS. a. ( fructueux, Fr.) Fruitful ;
FRUSH . v. a. ( froiſſer , Fr.) To break ,
To
.
.
Phil
fertile , impregnating with fertility
ips
bruiſe, or cruſh . Shakeſp .
FRUGAL. a. ( frugalis, Lat.] Thrily ;ſparing i
FRUSH.F. ( from the verb . ) A ſort of tender
parfimonicus. Dryden.
FRUGALLY. adv . (from frugal) Parfimoni
horn that grows in the middle of the ſole .
Farrier's Dict
ouſly ; Iparingly. Dryden .
FRUGALITY. T. I frugalité, Fr.) Thrift ; FRUSTRANEOUS. a. ( fruſtra, Lat . ) Vain ;
uſeleſs ; unprohtable ; without advantage.
parfimony; good huſbandry . Bacon.
FRUGIFEROUS. a. ( frugifer, Lat . ) Bearing More.
To FRUSTRATE v. n . fruſinor, Lat.) 1.To
fruit. Ainſworth .
defeat ; to dilappoint ; to balk .Hooker. 2. To
FRUIT. ). (fruit, Fr.) 1. The product of a
make null ; to nullify .Spenſer.
tree or plant in which the ſeeds are contained .
Sbakelp. 2. That part of a plant which is FRUSTRATE. part. a. ( from the verb . ) 1 .
Vain ;
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Vain ; ineffectual; uſeleſs ;unprofitable.Ra'ei. conſiſts of ſo many ; repeating the ſame, or
2. Null : void . Hooker .
ſuch like notes, ſo that the ſeveral parts fol
low , or come in one after another in the ſame
FRUSTRATION. S. [ fruflratio, Lat.) Diſap
pointment ; defeat. Souh
manner, the leading parts ſtill flying before
FRU'STRATIVE . a . (from fruftrare.) Falla
thoſe that follow . Harris.
cious. Ainſwer :b.
FU'LCIMENT.S.( fuliimentum , Lat .] That on
FRU'STRATORY. a . [from frufrate. That which a body rells. Wilkins.
which makes any procedure void. Ayliffe.
To FULFIL . v . c. ( full and fill.) 1. To fill till
FRU STUM.I. ( Latin.) A piece cut off from
there is no room for more Shakeſp. 2. To
a regular figure. A term of ſcience.
anſwer any prophecy or promiſe by perfor
FRY. ). [from froe, foam , Daniſh . Skimmer.) 1 .
mance. Als. 3. To anſwer any purpoſe or
The ſwarm of lille fiſhes juſt produced from
deſign. Milton . 4. To anſwer any defire by
the ſpawn. Donne. 2. Any Twarm of animals ;
compliance or gratification. Dryden. 5. To
or young people in contempt . Oldbam .
aniwer any law by obedience. Milton .
FULFRA'UHT
. á full and fraught.) Fully
FRY.S. A kind of love. Mortimer .
Pored. Skakelp:
TOFRY. v. a . (frigo, Lat . ) To dreſs food by
FULGENCY. ( fulgens, Lat .) Splendour.
roaſting it in a pan on the fire .
D: 67 .
To FRY.V.n. i To be roaſted in a pan on the
fire. 2. To fuffer the action of fire. Dryden. FU'LGENT. ( fulgens, Lat .) Shining ; daz
zling. Milton
3. To melt with heat. Waller. 4. To be agi
tated like liquor in the pan on the fire. Bacon . FULGID. a. ( fulgidus, Lat . ) Shining ; glit
tering.
FRY.S. ( from ihe verb ) A diſh of things fried.
FRYINGPAN . S. [ fry and pan .) The veſſel in FULGUDITY P. [from fulgid ) Splendour .
FULGOUR. P. 1 fulgor , Lat.) Splendour ; daz
which meat is roaſted on the fire. Howel.
ling brightpels . More.
To FUB.v . To put off. Shakesp:
FULGURA'TION.S. ( fulguratio, Lat.) The
FUB . A plump chubby boy. Ainſworth.
FUCATED . a I fucatus, Lat.) 1. Painted ;
act of lightening.
diſguiſed with paint. 2. Diſguiſed with falle FU'LHAM.ſ. A cant word for falſe dice . Hanm .
ſhow .
Shakeſp.
FU CUS. S. ( Lat.) Paint for the face. B.Johnſon. FULIGINOUS. a . ( fuliginofus, Lat. ) Sooty ·
To FUDDLE. v.a. To make drunk . Thomſen . ſmoky. Howel .
T , FU'DDLE . v. n .To drink to exceſs. L'ÈMr. FU’LIMART. S. A kind of ſtinking ferret.
FUEL. f. [ from feu , fire, Fr.) The matter or Walton
aliment of fire. Prier
FULL . a . (fulle, Sax .) 1. Replete ; without
To FU'EL V.Q. ( from the noun .] 1. To feed
vacuity ; without any ſpace void . Ecclefafticus,
fire with combuſtible matter Donne. 2. To
2. Abounding in any quality good or bad.
More with firing. Wotton .
Sidney, Tillotſon. 3. Stored with any thing ;
FUE’ILLEMORTE . !French ] Corruptly pro
well ſupplied with anything. Tickell. 4.
Plump ; laginated; fat. Wiſeman. 5. Satura
nounced and written philomet. Drowo , like a
ted ; lated . Bacon. 6 Crouded in the imagi
dry leaf. Locke.
FUGACIOUSNESS. (fugax, Lat . ) Valati
nation or memory . Locke. 7. That which
lity ; the quality of Aying away .
fills or makes full. Arbuthnot. 8. Complete ;
FUGACITY.S. Ifugax, Lat ) . Volatility : ſuch as that nothing further is wanted. Hamm .
9. Complete , without abatement . Swift. 10 .
quality of flying away. 2. Uncertainty ; in
1tability
Containing the whole matter ; exprefling
FUGH. interject. An expreſſion of abhorrence.
much . Denkam . 11. Strong ; not faint; not
attenuated . Bacon. 1 2. Mature ; perfect.Bacon .
Dryden.
13. ( Applied to the moon. ) Complete in its
FUGITIVE. a. ( fugitivus, Lat .) 1. Not tena.
oib. Wijeman. 14. Noring the concluſion of
ble ; not to be held or detained. Prior . 2 .
any matter. Sidney. 15. Spread to view in
Unſteady ; unſtable ; not durable. 3. Vola
all dimenſions. Addifon .
tile ; api to Ay away . Woodward. 4. Flying ;
running from danger. Milien . 5. Flying from FULL.S. (from the adjective.) 1. Complete ;
duty ; falling off. Clarila. 6. Wandering ; meaſure; freedom from deficiency. Clarendon.
runagate ; vagabond. Wotton.
2. The higheſt ſtate or degree. Shakeſp. 3 .
The whole ; the total . Shakejp 4. The ſtate
FUGITIVE . Š. ( from the adjective.) 1. One
of being full. Jeremiah. 5. ( Applied to the
who runs from his ſtation or duty. Denham.
moon . ] The time in which the moon makes
2. One who takes thelter under another pow
a perfect orb. Bacon .
er from puniſhment. Dryden.
FUGITIVENESS . S. (from fugitive.) 1. Vo - FULL . adr. 1. Without abatement. Dryden. 2 .
With the whole effect. Dryden. 3. Exactly.
latility ; lugacity . Boyle. 2. Ioftability; un
certainty ,
Adeifon. 4. Directly . Spenjer.
FUGUE. ). [French , from fuga, Lat. ) In mu- FULL - BLOWN. a. Ifall and blown. )
fick , lome part comilling of four , f.v. , 11x ,
Spread to the utmoſt extent. Denham. 2 .
or any other number of notes begun by ſome Stretched by the wind to the utmoſt extent .
one ſingle part, and then ſeconded by a third,
Dryden,
FULL
fourth , fitch and fixth part, if the con pofition
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FULL -BO'TTOMED , a . ( full and bottom .] oninets. 2. Rank ſmell. 3. Obſcenity. Dryden.
Having a large boltom. Guardian.
FUMADO , S. [ fumus, Lat.] A ſmoaked fish ,
Carew .
FULL - E APRED . ( full and ear.] Having the
FUMAGE./ (from fumus,Lat.] Hearth -money.
heads full of grain. Denbam.
FULL - E Y'ED . ( full and eye.) Having large FUMATORY. } [ fumaria, Lai . fumaterré,
prominent eyes.
Fr. ) An herb . Shakefp.
FULL -FED. ( full and fed.] Sated ; fat ; fagi To FUMBLE.Ç. n. ( tommelen, Dutch .) 1. To
nated . Pope.
attempt any thing aukwardly or ungainly.
FULL -LADEN ( full and laden .) Laden till
Cudwerth. 2. To puzzle ; to train in pe:plexi
there can be no more. Tillerson.
ty : Dryden. 3.To play childiſhly. Starejp:
FULL - SPREAD. ( full and ſpread.] Spread to | To FUMBLE. v.a. To manage aukwardly.
Dryden
the utmoſt extent. Dryden .
FULL- SUMMED. ( full and ſummed .] Com- FU‘MBLER. f. [froin fumble.] One who acts
aukwardiy.
plete in all its parts. Howel.
TO FULL. v. a . (Julli , Lat.) To cleanſe cloth F.U‘MBLINGLY. adv . [ from fumble.] In an
aukwarti manner.
from its oil or greale.
FULLAGE. 5. [ from full ] The money paid FUME. 1. [ fumée, Fr.) 1. Smoke. Dryden. 2 .
for fulling or cleanling cloth.
Vapour ; any volatile parts flying away. Bacon .
FU'LLERY. ( fullo, Lat.) One whoſe trade is
3. Exhalation from the ſtomach . Dryden. 4.
Rage ; heat ofmind ; paflion. South . 5. Any
to cleanfi cloth . Shakelp.
thing unſubſtantiat. Skakelp . 6. Idle conceit ;
FU'LLERS Earth . f. Fullers earth is a marl of
vain imagination. Bacon.
a cloſe texture, extremely loſt and un tuousto
the touch : when dry it is of a greyith brown To FUME. V. n . [ fumer, Fr.] 1. To fmoke.
2. To vapour ; to yield exhalations. Shakeſp .
colour, in all degrees , from very pale to almost
3. To paſs away in vapours. Ben. Jobufon. 4 .
black, and generally has something of a green
To be in a rage . Dryden .
ith caſt in it. The fineſt fullers earth is dug in
our own inland. Hill.
To FUME . v. a. 1. To ſmoke ; to dry in the
ſmoke. Carew . 2. To perfume with odours in
FU'LLERY.). (from fuller .] The place where
the trade of a fuller is exerciſed .
the fire. Dryden . 3. To diſperſe in vapours .
Mortimer .
FU'LLINGMILL. I. ( full and mill .) A mill
where hammers beat the cloth till it be FUMETTE. S. [French . ] The ſtink of meat.
cleanſed. Mortimer .
Swift.
FULLY. adv. (from full.) 1.Without vacuity.FUMID . a . [ fumidus, Lat. ) Smoky ; vapo
rous . Brown .
2. Completely ; withoue lack. Hooker.
!. [from fumid.) Smokineſs ; ten
Fr. fulminans, FUMIDITY.
FULMINANT. a. fulminant,
dency to fioke.
Lat. ] Thundering ; making a noile like thun
der.
FU'MIGATE.
v. n . ( from fumus, Lat. fue
To
miger , Fr. ] 1. To ſmoke ; to perfume by
To FULMINATE . v . n . ( fulmnino, Lat .) 1 ,
To thunder. 2. To make a loud noile or
finoke or vapour . Dryden. 2. To medicate
crack . Boyle. 3. To iſſue out ecclefiaftical
or heal by vapours.
cenſures.
FUMIGA’TION.S. ( fumigation , Fr.) 1. Scents
To FULMINATE . v . a . To throw out as an
raiſed by fire. Arbuthnot . 2. The application
of medicines to the body in (umes.
objest of terrour. Ayliffe
FULMINATION. Á T fulminatio, Lat.) 1.FUMINGLY. adv. (frem fume į Angrily ; in
The act of thundering. 2. Denunciations of a cage . Hooker .
centure. Aylite.
FU'MITER . ). See FUMATORY. Shakeſp.
FULMINATORY.a. ( fulmineus, Lat.) Thun FUMOUS. S . ( funeux, Fr. ] Producing
FUMY
3 fumes. Dryden .
dering ; Atriking horrour.
FULNESS. S. (from full.] 1. The ſtate of being FUN . S. Sport ; high merniment More.
filled to as to have no part vacant. K. Charles. FUNCTION.I. i funtlic , Lat .) 1. Diſcharge ;
2. The flate of abounding in any quality good . periormance. Swift: 2. Employment ; office.
or bad . 3. Completenels , fuch as leaves
IV hitgifte 3. Single act ofany ofñice.Stillinge
nothing to be deſired. Sourb. 4. Completeneto fieet. 4. Trade ; occupation. Shakeſp. 5 .
from the coalition of many parts. L'acon . 5 . Office of any particular part of the body .
Repletion ; liciety. Taylor. 6. Plenty ; wealeh . Bentley: 6. Power ; faculty. F'ope.
Skakelp. 7. Struggling perturbation ;lwelling FUND. 1. ( fond, Fr.] 1. Stock ; capital ; that
in the mind Bacon. 8. Largeneſs ; exierit.
by which any expence is ſupported. Dryder.
Dryden. 9. Force of ſound , iuch as hills the
2. Stock or bank or morey . Addifon.
ear ; vigour. Pope.
PUNDAMENT. } . fundamentum , Lat ] The
FULSOME. a . (from fulle, Sax. foul.]
back part of the body:
Nauſeous ; offenſive. Shakalp. Otavay. 2. O FUNDAMENTAL, a. ( fundomentalis, Lat.
a rank odious ſinell.Bacon. 3. Tending to ob
from fundament.) Serving for the foundation ;
that upon which the rest is built ; ellential ;
ſcenity . Dryden.
FULSOMELY. adv. ( from fulſome ] Nauſeoul
not merely accidental. Raleigh.
FUNDAMENTAL. S. A leading propoſition ,
ly ; rankly ; obſcenely.
TE
FUNDAME N.
South.
FU'LSOMENESS. 5. ( from fulfome.) 1. Nauſe
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FUNDAMENTALLY. adv. (from fundamen - To PURL. . a. (freſler, Fr.) To draw up co
contract. Creech .
tal.) Eſſentially : originally. Grew .
FUNERAL. S. 'T tunerailles, Fr. ) 1. The ſo- FU'RLONG. S. (Farlang, Sax.) A meaſure of
lemnization of a burial ; the payment of the length ; the eighth part of a mile.Addifen.
laſt honours to the dead ; oblequies. Sandys. FU'R LOUGH . Y. ( vertoef, Dutch .) A tempo
2. The pomp or proceſſion with which the rary dilmillion from military ſervice. Drydes .
dead are carried. Swift. 3 Burial ; interment FU'RMENTY. S. Food made by boiling wheat
Denham .
in milk. Tuffer.
FUNERAL . a. Uſed at the ceremony of in- FURNACE . ( furnæs, Lat.) An inclofed fire
place. Abbot.
terring the dead. Denham .
FUNEREAL. a. [ funereus, Lat.) Suiting a To FURNACE . v. a. To throw out as Sparks
funeral ; dark ; dilmal . Pope.
from a furnace. Shakesp.
FUNGOʻSITY. f. (from fungus.] Unfolid ex- TO FU'RNISH . v . a. ( fournir, Fr.) i . To
creſcence
ſupply with what is neceſſary. Knelles. 2. To
FUNGOUS. a. ( from fungus.) Excreſcent ; give things for uſe. Addifer. 3. To fit up ;
ſpongy. Sharp
to fit with appendages. Bacon ) 4. To equip ;
FU'NGUS. S. ( Latin) Seriály amuſhroom : a
to fit out for any undertaking. Watts. 5. To
word uſed to expreſs ſuch excrefcences of fleſh
decorate ; to adorn. Halifax.
as grow out upon the lips of wounds , or any FURNISHER . f. I fourniſſeur, Fr.] One who
other excreſcence from trees or plants not na
ſupplies or tits out.
turally belonging to them . Quincy.
FURNITURE. f ( fourniture, Fr. ) 1. Move
FUNICLE L. (funiculus, Lat ) A ſmall cord.
ables ; goods put in a houſe for uſe or orna
FUNICULAR. ( funiculaire, Fr.} Conliſting of ment South. 2. Appendages. Tilkifo . 3:
a linall cord or fibre .
Equipage ; embellifhment; decorations. Sperf.
FUNK F. A link .
PU'RRIER. S. (trom fur.) A dealer in furs.
FUNNEL. F: [infundibulum , Lat .) 1. An in- PURROW.T. (furh, Sax . ) 1 A fmall trench
verted hollow cone with a pipe deſcending made by the plough for the reception of feed .
from it, through which liquorsare poured into Dryden. 2. Any long trench or hollow . Dryd.
veiſels. Ben. Johnſon . 2. A pipe or paſſage FU'RROW.WEED. L. A weed that grows in
furrowed land Shakeſp.
of communication. Addiſon
FUR . S. [ fourrure, Fr.) 1. Skin with ſoft hair To PU'RROW.0.a. ( from the noun ; fýrian,
with which garments are lined for warmıh
Sax ) 1 To cut in furrows. Milton. 2. To
Swift. 2. Soft hair of beaſts found in cold
divide in long hollows. Suskling 3 To make
countries ; hair in general . Ray. 3 Any
by cutiing . Wotton.
moiſture exhaled to ſuch a degree as that the FURRY. « [from fur .) 1. Covered with for ;
remainder ſticks on the part. Dryden .
drefled in far. Feltes . 2. Consiſting of fur .
TO FUR. v . a ( from the noun ) : To line Dryden .
or cover with fins that have fort hair. Sidney. FU'R THER. 3. ( from forth ; ferib, further,
furtbefl.) 1. At a great diſtaoce. 2. Beyond
2. To cover with ioft matter Philips.
FUR -WROUGHT . 4. [ fur and wrought. ) this. Matthew .
Made of fur. Gay.
FURTHER adv. ( from forib .) To a greater
FURACIOUS a . ( furax , Lat .) Thieviſh.
diſtance . Numbers
FURA'CITY.S. (from farax, Lat. ] Diſpoſition To FURTHER v. a (Fondrian , Sax ) To
to cheſt.
pot onward ; to forward. Heaker, Dryder.
FURBELOW . F. (fur and below .) Fur fewed FURTHERER. I from furiber.) Promoter ;
advancer. Ajcban .
Pope.
on the lower partof the garment.
To FURBELOW. v.a. (from the noun ) TO FURTHERMORE ( furiber and mere.] More
adorn with ornamental appendages. Prior .
over; belides Shakejp
To FURBISH. v.a. [ fourbir, Fr.j To burniſh ; FUʻRTIVE. a [ furtive, Pr . ) Stolea ; gotten
by theit. Prior
to polish. South.
FURBISHER. ( fourbiſſeur, Fr. from furbiſh.) FURUNCLE .). ( furunculus, Lat .) A boil ; a
One who polithes any thing.
angry puftule. Wijemar.
FURCATION. f. [ furca, Lat .) Forkineſs; FU'RY. ). Ifuror , lal ) 1 Madneſs. 2. Rage ;
the fate ofShooting two ways like the blades
paffion of anger , lumult of mind approaching
of a fork . Brown.
1 lo madneſs . 3. Enthuſiaſm ; exaltation of tas
су 4. A ſtormy, turbulent , raging woman .
FU'RFUR. S. (Latin ) Hulk or chaff, ſcurff or
dandriff. Quirry
Shaleſp.
FURFURA ČEOUS . a. ( furfuraceus, Lat. ) FURZE S. (firs, Sax.) Gorſe ; goſs. Miller,
Huky ; branny : ſcaly.
| Dryden .
FURIOUS. a. ( furieux , Fr ] 1. Mad ; phre-' FURZY.a . (from furze.) Overgrown with
netick . Hooker . 2. Raging , violent ; trant
furze ; full of gorſe Gay.
ported by pallion beyond reaſon . Shakeſp
FUSCATION. J. i fufcus, Lat.) The aa of
FÜRIOUSLY. adv. ( from furious.) Madly ;
darkening
violently ; vehemently. Spenfer.
To FUSE . v. a. ( fufum , Lat.) To mek ; to
put into fucion.
FU'RIOUSNESS. S. (from furious ] Frenzy ;
Te
nadneſs ; tranſport of paſſion.
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To FUSE.o. n. To be melted.
FU'STIAN . a. ( from the noun.) 1. Made of
FUSE'E . F. ( fufeau, Fr.) 1. The cone round fuftian . 2. Swelling ; unnaturally pompous ;
ridiculouſly tumid. Dryden
which is wound the chord or chain of a clock
or watch. Hale. 2. A firelock ; a ſmall neat FU'STIC . L. A ſort of wood brought from the
muſket. 3. FUSEE of a bomb or granado
Welt- Indies.
fhell, is that which makes the whole powder To FUSTIGATE . v.a. ( fufligo, Lat .) To
or compoſition in the ſhell take fire , to do the
beat with a stick .
deſigned execution. ' Tis uſually a wooder FUSTILA'RIAN . ſ. A low ſellow ; a fiokard .
Shakelp.
pipe or tap filled with wildfire.
FUSTINESS . S. { from fully .) Mouldineſs ;
FUSE'e . Track of a buck. Ainſworth .
link .
FU'SIBLE . e . (from fuſe.) Capable of being
FU'STY.o. (from fuf .) 1 !l-ſmelling ; mouldy.
melted. Bayle.
FUSIBI'LITY.S. ( from fuſible .) Capacity of Shakeſp.
being melted ; quality of growing liquid by FU TILE. « ( forile, Fr. ] 1. Talkative ; In
heat Wotton .
quacious. Bacon. 2. Tiling ; worthleſs.
FUSIL .-e. (fufle, Fr. ) 1. Capable of being FUTILITY.FI futilisé, Fr.) i. Talkativeneſs ;
melted ; liquifiable by beat Milton, 2. Ron
loquacity . L'Eſtrange. 2. Trillingneſs ; want
of weight ; want of folidity. Bentley.
ning by the force of heat. Philips.
FU'SIL.T. ( fufil, Fr ] 1. A firelock : a ſmall FUTTOCKS.S. I from foot hooks , Skinner.]The
lower timbers that hold the ſhip together.
neat muſquet. 2 (lo heraldry ) Something
FUTURE. a . ( futurus, Lat . ] That which will
like a ſpindle Peachan .
be hereafter ; to come : as, the future Nate .
FUSILIER. L. ( from fufil.) A foldier armed
Milton .
with a fugl.
FUSION.FIfufia, Lat.) 1. The act of melt- FUTURE. F. Time to come; ſomewhat to
happen herea ter. Locke.
ing. 2. The ſtate of being melted, Newton.
FUSS. S ( a low cant word . ) A tumult ; a buſtle. FUTURELY.adv . In time to come. Raleigh.
Swift.
FUTURI'TION . %. The date of being to be.
FUST . S. ( fufte, Fr.) 1. The trunk or body Soutb .
of a column. 2. A ſtrong ſmell, as that of FUTURITY. S. [ from future.) 1 . Time to
a mouldy barrel.
come ; events.co come. Swift: 2. The ſtate
T. FUST.0... To grow mouldy ; to ſmell ill .
of being to be ; futuricion. Glanville.
FUSTIAN S. ( fulaine, Fr ] 1. A kind of To FUZZ .D. x . To fly out in ſmall particles.
cloth made of linen and cotton. Shakeſp. 2.'FUZZBALL. S.A kind of fungus, which, when
A high ſwelling kind of writing made up of
preſſed, bucts and ſcatters dust in theeyes.
heterogenous parts ; bombaſt. Hudibras, FY. interject. Ify, Fr. piv, Greek ) A word of
blame. Spenſer.
Smith .

G.
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Has two ſounds, one called that of the

intrenchment. Knolles .

G
.) The doping roof
fomewhat hard of the forepart of the tongue of a building. Mortimer .
againſt the upper gum . This ſound G retains CAD. I. (gad,Sax .) 1. A wedge or ingot of
before a, 0, 4, 1, r . The other ſound, called
steel. Mexon. 2. A file or graver Shakelp:
that of the ſoft G, reſembles that of j, and is ToGAD . v. m . ( gadow , Welih, to foriake.]
commonly founded before e , i, as, gen ,gibber.
To ramble about without any ſettled purpoſe.
CA'BARDINE. f. (govordina , lial.) A coarſe Eccluf. Herbere.
GADDER . S. ( from gal. ] A rambler ; one that
frock . Shakeſp.
To GA'BBLE . v .r. (gabbare, ltal.) 1.To make
runs much abroad without buſineſs. Eccluj.
an ioarticulate noiſe. Dryden. 2. To prate GADDINGLY. adv. (trom ged.) In a ram
bling manner .
loudly without meaning . Hudsbras.
GA'BBLE.S. (from the verb. ) 1. Inarticulate GA'DĚLY. f. (ged and fy.) A Ay that when
heftings the calıle makes them gad or run
noiſe like that of brute animals. Shakeſp. 2.
madly about ; the breeſe , Bacom.
Loud talk without meaning Mi ton .
GA'BBLER. S. [ from gabble .) A prater ; a chac. GAFF.J. A harpoon or large hook.
tering fellow .
GAFFER . f. (gefene, companion, Sax.) A
GABEL. f. ( gabelle, Fr.) An exciſe ; a tax. word of reſpect, now obſolete. Gay.
Addifon .
CAFFLES.J. (gafelucas, fpears, Sax .) 1. Ar.
GABION S: ( French.) A wicker baſket which
tificial ſpurs upon cocks. 2. Afcel contriv
is filled with earth to make a fortification or ance to bead croſs -bows.
To
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TOGAG. v. n . ( from gaghel, Dutch.) To ſtop
ing. Clarender.
the mouth . Pope.
GALAGE.J. A ſhepherd's clog . Spenſer.
GAG.S. [from the verb.) Something put into GALANGAL. S. Igalange, Fr. ] A medicinal
the mouth co hinder ſpeech or eating Dryden . root, of which there are two ſpecies. The lefler
GAGE . f. ( gage, Fr. ) A pledge ; a pawn ; 2
galangal . 'I he larger galangal . They are both
caution . Soubern.
brought from the East Indies; the ſmall kind
TO GAGE. v . a. (gager , Fr. ] 1. To wager ;
from China, and the larger from the iſland of
Java . Hill.
to depone as a wager ; to impawn. Knolles.
2. To meaſure ; to take the contents of any GALAXY./.Iyahatbz,] The milky way.Cowley .
GALBA NUM . J. Galbanum is fot, like wax,
veſſel of liquids. Skakelp .
TOGAGGLE.V. (gagen , Dutch . ) To make
and ductile between the fingers ; of a yellow
a noite like a goole . King.
ish or reddish colour : its liell is ſtrong and
GAIETY. See GAYETY .
diigreeable ; its taſte acrid , nauſeous and bit
terith . It is of a middle nature between a
CAILY.aile . from gay.] 1. Airily ; cheer
guni and relin Hill.
fully. 2. Splendidly ;pompoully. Pope.
GAIN . F. [ gain, Fr ) i . Profie; advantage. GAL !!. !. (gabling, haſty , Germ . ) A wind not
tempeſtuous, yet ſtronger than a breeze Milt.
Raleigh. 2. Intereſt ; lucrative views. Shak.
3. Unlawful advantage. 2 Cor . 4. Overplus |GALEAS./ galealle, Fr. ) A heavy low- build
veliel , with bith tails and oars. Addijos.
in a comparative computation.
TO GAIN . v . a . (gagner, Fr ] 1. To obtain as GALEATED. a (galeatus, Lat.) ! Covered
as with a helmet.Woodward. 2. ( In botany .]
profit or advantage. Ezekiel. 2. To have the
Such plants as bear a flower reſembling an
overplus in comparative computation. Burnei .
helmei, as the monkſhood .
3. To obtain ; lo procure . T llitjen. 4. To
obtain increaſe of any thing allored. Daniel. GALERICULATE. a. [ from galerus, Lac . ]
Covered as with a hat .
5. To obtain whatever good or bad . Alts. 6 .
Towin 7. To draw into any interest or party . GAʼLIOT. . galiotte, Fr. ) A little galley or
fort of brişintime, built very night and fit for
4. Philips. 8. To reach ; to attain . Waller.
chale . Kuolles.
9. TO GAIN over . To draw into another party
or interest . Swifi.
GALL . ). (geala , Cax .}: 1. The bile ; an animal
juice , remarkable for its fuppofed bitterneſs .
To GAIN . v . n . 1. To encroach ; to come for
Arbuthnet. 2. The part which contains the
ward by degrees . Dryden. 2. To getground ;
bile. Brown . 3. Any suing extremely bitter.
to prevail againſt . Addiſon. 3. To obtain in
fuence with . Gulliver's Travels.
Shakeſp. 4. Rancour; mvignity. Sperler. 5 .
To GAIN. v. n . 1. To grow rich ; to have ad
A flight hurt by fretting of the ſkin . Gov. of
vantage.
the Tongue. 6. Anger ; bilternets of mind.
GAIN . a (an old word. ) Handy ; ready .
Prior 7. (from galla .) Galls or galnuts are a
kind of preternatural and accidental cumours ,
GAINER . /. lirom gain . ) One why receives
produced on various trees ; but thoſe or the
profit or advantage. Denbam .
oak only are uſed in medicine . The ginerel
GAINFUL. a . ( gain and full.] 1. Advantage
ous ; profiable. Sourb. 2. Lucrative ; pro
history of galis is this : an inſect of the fly
ductive ofmoney. Dryden .
kind , for the ſafety of her young, woundsthe
GAINFULLY. odo (from gainful ]Profitably ; branches of the trees , and in the hole depoſites
advantageoully .
her egg : the lacerated vetlels of the tree dir
GAINFULNESS. / Lucrativeneſs.
charging their contents, form a cumuur or
GAINGIVING ſ l'gainſt and give ] The ſame
woody cale about the hole, where the egg is
thus defended from all injuries. This tumour
as milgiving ; a giving againit . Shakeſp:
alſo ſerves for the food of the tender maggot,
GAINLESS, a . (from gain ) Unprofitable.
GAINLESSNESS. J. ( from goinlejs.] Unpro
produced from the egg of the fly, which , as
fitablenets. Decay of Prety.
foon as it is perfect , and in its wirged fiate ,
gnaws its way out, asappear's from the hole
GAINLY. adv. (trom gdin .) Handily ; readily.
found in the gall ; and where no hole is teen
T. GAINSAY. V. a .l'gainil and Jay.) To con
tradict ; to oppoſe ; to controvert with .Hoeker . on its ſurface, the margot, or its remains , are
GAINSAYER./ ( from gair ) y ] Opponent ;
fure to be found within it, on breaking it . Hill,
Pay.
adverſary . Hesker
To GALL . Q. a. ( galer, Fr. ] 1. To hurt by
'GAINST prep. ( ſorog inf }
TO GAINSTAND . v. a. f'gairl and fland )
freeting the skin . Denham . 2. To impair ; lo
To withiland Sidney.
wear away. Raz. 3. ' To teaze ; co fret ; to
GAIRISH a . 17cannian , to dreſs fine, Sax .]
lex. 7 :161/97 . 4.To harrals ; to miſchief.
Sidney
1. Gaudy ; fhowy ; fplendid ; fine . Milten . 2 .
TO CALL . V. . Tofret. Shakeſp.
Extravagantly gay ; flighy. South.
GATRISHNESS . ). (trom gairib?.] 1. Finery : GALLANT. a .Igorian!, Fr. ) 1. Gays wel!
Hauiting faustinez. 2. Flighty or extravagane druled ; fhowy. Ijaieb 2. Biave ; high fpirit .
jy. Vyr.
ed ; daring ; magnanimous, Digly. 3. line ;
GAIT. ). guil, Duth.] 1. A way : 2 , geng
noble ; ipecious. Clarenden. 4. Tachined to
courtſhip. 17omfir.
.
Hubo
walk
;
2.
March
Skakelp.
your gait.
DAELANT.
bard's Tale. 3. The manner and air of walk
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GALLA'NT . S.( from the adjective) 5. A gay,, GA’LLOWGLASSES . S. Soldiers among the
ancient Iriſh . It is worn then likewiſe of foot
ſprightly, airy , ſplendid man. Knolles. 2. A
men under their ſhirts of mail, the which foot
whoremaſter , who careſſes women to debauch
men they call gallowglaſſes : the which name
them . Addison. 3. A wooer ; one who courts
doth diſcover them alſo to be ancient Engliſh ;
a woman for marriage.
GALLANTRY. adv. (from gallant ] 1 . Gaily ;
for gallegla ſignifies an Engliſh fervitor or
ſplendidly. 2. Bravely ; nobly ; generouſly.
yeoman . Spenser:
GALLOW.3 ( gealga, Sax ) 1. A beam laid
Svift.
GALLANTRY. S. ( gallarterie, Fr ] 1. Splen- GALLOWS. S overtwo poſts, on which male
factors are hanged. Hayward. 2. A wretch
dour of appearance ; fhow ; magnificence
Waller. 2. Bravery ; nobleneſs ; generofity . that deſerves the gallows. Shakeſp.
Glanville. 3 . A number of gallants. Shakeſp.4. JALLOWSFREE a. (gallows and free ] Ex
Courthip ; refined addreis to women Granvi
empe by destiny from being hanged. Dryden.
5. Vicious love ; lewdneſs ;debauchery Swift. JA’LLOWSTRÉE. f. ( gallows and tree.] The
GALLERY. I. galerie, Fr.) . A kind of
tree of terrour ; the tree of execution . Cleavel.
walk along the floor of a houle , into which the GAMBA'DE. f. ( gamba, Ital . a leg . ) Spat
doors of the apartments open. Sidney. 2. The GAMBADO . terdaſhes. Dennis.
ſeals in the playhouſe above the pit , in which GAMBLER.S. A knave whole practice it is to
invite the unwary to game and cheat them .
the meaner people ſit. Pope.
GAʼLLEY . J. (galea, Ital ] 1. A veſſel driven GAMBODGE . . A concreted vegetable juice,
with oars, much in uſe in the Mediterranean ,
partly of a gurmy, partly of a reſinous nature.
but found unable to endure the agitation of the
It is heavy, of a bright yellow colour, and,
fcarce any ſmell. Hill.
main ocean . Fairfax 2. It is proverbially
conſidered as a place of toilfome milery, be- To GA'MBOL v . r. ( gambiller, Fr.) 1. To
dance ; to ſkip ; to frisk . Milior. 2. To leap ;
caule criminals are condemned to row in
to ſtart. Shakeſp.
them. Sou :b.
GALLEY -SLAVE . f. (galley and have ] AGAMBOL. S. ( from the verb.) 1. A kip ; a
man condemned for ſome crime to row in the
hop ; a leap for joy. L'Eſtrange. 2. A frolick ;
gallies. Brawball.
a wild prank . Hudibras.
f. ( gaillard, Fr.] 1. A gay, GA'MBREL. f. [ from gamba.] The leg of a
GA’LLIARD.
briſk , lively man ; a fine fellow . Cleaveland.
horſe. Grew .
2. An active, nimble, fpritely dance. Bacon . GAME. /. ( gaman , a jeſt, INandick .] 1. Sport
GALLIARDISE . J. (French .]Merriment ; ex
of any kind. Shakejp. 2. Jeſt, oppoſed to
uberant gayety . Brown .
earnest. Spenſer. 3. Infolent merriment ;
ſportive inſult . Milion . 4. A ſingle match at
GALLICISM . ] [ galliciſme, Fr. from gallicus,
Lat. ] A mode of ipeech peculiar to the French
play . 5. Advantage in play. Dryden. 6.
Scheme purſued ; meaſures planned. Temple.
language: fuch as, he figured in controverly.
Felton .
7. Field ſports: as , the chale. Waller. 8.
GAʼLLIGASKINS.S. [Calige,Gallo-Vaſconum , Animals purſued in the field . Prior 9 . So
lemn conteſts exhibited as ſpectacles to the
Skinner:) Large open hoſe Phillips.
GALLIMATIĂ.
people. Denbam.
[galimathias, fr.] Non
To GAME. 0.n. (zaman , Sax .] 1. To play
ſenle ; talk without meaning.
GALLIMAU FRY. I. ( galimafree, Fr.] 1. A
at any ſport. 2. To play wantonly and ex
hoch - poch, or hain of ſeveral forts of broken
travagantly for money . Locke.
meat ; a medley. Spenjer. 2. Any inconfiftent|CAMECOCK f. ( game and cock.) A cock
or ridiculous medley. Dryder. 3. It is uſed by
bred to fight. Locke.
GAMEEGG . f. (game and egg. ) An egg from
Shakeſpeare ladicroufly ofa woman
GALLIPOT. S. [glye, Dutch, ſhining earth.]
which fighting cocks are bred . Garih.
GA'MEKEEPER . J. ( game and keep .) A per
A pot painted and glazed Bacon, Fenton.
ſon who looks after the game, and fees it is not
CALLON.S. ( ge!, low Lat.) A liquid ineaſure
deſtroyed.
ofiour quarts. Wijeman.
GALLU'ON . L. (galon, Fr. ) A kind of cloſe GAMESOME. a . ( from game.] Frolickfome;
lace, made of gold or ſilver, or of tilk alone.
gay; ſportive. Sidney.
To GALLOP. v . n . (galoper , Fr.) .. To move GAMESOMENESS. ) [ from gameſome.] Spor
tiveneſs ; merriment.
forward by leans, ſo that all the feetare off the
ground at once. Donne, 2. To ride at the GA'MESOMELY. adv. ( from gameſome.) Mer
rily.
pace which is performed by leaps. Sidney. 3.
GA'MESTER. f. ( from game.] 1. One who
To move very taft. Siakeſp .
GALLOP. L. The motion of a horfe when he
is vitiouſly addicted to play. Bacon . 2. One
A merry
runs at full ſpeed.
who is engaged at play. Bacon.
GALLOPER ſ. [from gallop ] 1. A horſe that
frolick (ome perſon. Shakeſp. 4. A proſtitute.
gallops, Mortimer. 2. A man thac rides faſt.
Shakeſp.
GALLOWAY . 8. A horſe not more than four- GAMMER . . The compellation of a woman
correſponding to gaffer.
teen hands high , much ofed in the north .
TO GALLOW.w.a. (agælpan , To fright, Sax.) GAMMON.ſ. (gambone, Ital.] 1. The buttock
of
To terrify ; to fright. Shakeſp .

GAR
GAP
8. To ſtare with hope or expectation.Hudibros.
of an hog falted and dried. Dryden. 2. A kind
9. To ſtare with wonder. Dryden. io. To
of play with dice. Thomſon
ſtare irreverently job.
GAMUT. I. [gama, Ital .] The ſcale of muſical
notes. Donne.
GA'PER. F. ( from gape.) 1. One who opens
his mouth. 2. One who ftares fooliſhly. Car .
'GAN , for begun , from ' gin for begin . Spenſer.
3. One who longs or craves. Carow .
To GANCH v.a. ( ganciare, Ital.) To drop
from a high place upon hooka by way of CAR , in Saxon, fignifies a weapon : ſo Eadgar
is a happy weapon. Gibſon .
puniſhment : a practice in Turkey .
GA'NDER. S. (gandra , Sax.) The male of the To CAR . v. a. Igirra, iNandick .) To cauſe ;
to make. Spenſer.
gooſe Mortimer.
TO GANG . v. m. (ganger , Dutch .) To go ; to GARB.J. ( garbe, Fr.] 1. Dreſs ; cloaths ; habit.
Milton . 2. Faſhion of dreſs. Denham. 3. Ex
waik ; an old word not now uſed , except
teriour appearance . Shakeſp.
ludicrouſly Spenſer , Arbuthnot .
GANG . F. (troni tắe verb.j A number herding GARBAGE.S. ( garbear, Span.) The bowels ;
the offal. Roſcommon.
together; a troop : a companyia tribe.Prior.
GANG HON . ( Fr.) A kind of flower. Ainſwor. GARBEL .f. A plank next the keel of a ſhip.
Bailey.
GANGLIONS [zasyado ...) A tumour in the
tendinous and nervous parts Harris.
CARBIDGE.S.Corrupted from garbage.Mort.
GANGRENE. | (gangrene, Fr. gangræna, GA'RBISH . S. Corrupted from garbage.Mortim .
Lat . ) A mortification i a ſtoppage of circula- To GARBLE. v.a. garbellare, Ital.) To
tion followed by putreiaction.Wiſeman .
lift
to part ; to ſeparate the good from the
bad.; Locke
To GA'NGRENE. v . a . (gangrener, Fr.) To
GARBLERS. ( from gorble.) Hewho ſeparates
corrupt to mortification. Dryden .
CANGRENOUS. a [ from gangrene.) More
one part from another. Swift.
tified ; producing or betokening mortification. GA'RBOIL.f. ( garbouille, Fr.] Diſorder ; tv
Arbuthnot .
mul ; uproar. Shakeſp .
GA'NGWAY. S In a ſhip , the ſeveral ways or GARD . S. ( garde, Fr.J' Wardſhip ; care , care
F :ſſages from one part of it to the other.
tody.
GANGWEEK .). (gung and week .) Rogation. GARDEN.S : (gardd, Wellh ; jardin, Fr.) 1 .
week
A piece of ground incloſed and cultivated ,
GANTELOPE.S
. ( gantelope,Dutch .)A mili
planted with herbs or fruits Bacon. 2. A
GANTLET .
place particularly fruitſulor delightful. Shakeſ,
tary puniſhment,in which the
criminal running between the ranks receives 3. GARDEN is often uſed in compofition , be
longing to a garden .
a laſh from each man. Dryden .
-WÄRE. f. The produce of gardens.
GA'NZA.S. ( ganja, Spaniſh, a gooſe ) A kind GARDEN
Mortimer .
of wild goole. Hudibras.
GAOL. S. Igeol, Welſh. ) A priſon ; a place of To GARDEN . v. n . (from the noun.) To cul
confinement. Shakelp .
tivate a garden. Ben. Jobnfon.
GA OLLELIVERY. J. [goal and deliver .) The GA'RDENER . S. (from garden ) He that at
judicial proceſs, which by condemoation or
tends or cultivates gardens. Howel, Evelyn.
acquittal ofperſons confined evacuates the GARDENING. I. ( from garden .] The act of
priſon. Davies.
cultivating or planning gardens.
GA'OLER. F. (from gaol.] A keeper of a priſon : GARE. S. Coarfe wool on the legs of ſheep
he to whole care the priſoners are committed. GARGARISM . S. ( yapyapospeos ) A liquid form
Dryden.
of medicine to waſh the mouth with . Bacon .
GAP. J. ( from gape ] 1. An opening in a To GARGA'RIZE. u. a . (yapyapítw ; gargari
broken fence. Tufer . 2 A breach. Knolles
fer, Fr. ) To waſh the mouch with medicated
3. Any paſſage. Dryden. 4 An avenue ; an
liquors. Holder .
open way Spenjer 5 A hole ; a deficiency. GA'RGET.S. A diſtemper in cattle. Mortimer ,
More. 6. Any interfice; a vacuity. Swift: To GA'RGLE. v.a. (gargouiller, Fr.) 1. To
An opening o: the mouth in ſpeech during
waſh the throat with ſome liquor not ſuffered
the pronunciation of two fucceffive vowels.
immediately to deſcend . Harvey. 2. To war
Pope. 8. To fiop a GAP , is to eſcape by ſome
ble ; toplay in the throat. Waller.
mcan ſhifts : alluding to hedges mended with CARGLE. ). (from the verb .) A liquor with
dead buthes . Swift.
which the throat is waſhed. Wiſeman.
GAP - TOOTHEĎ. a ſgap and 8001b.] Having GARGLION.S. An exfudation of nervous juice
interſtices between the tecth . Deyden .
from a bruiſe. Quincy.
TO GAPE. v. n. (gcapan , Sax. ) 1. To open GARGOL. S. A diſtemper in hogs. Mortimer .
the mouth wide ; to yawn . Arburbnet 2. TO GARLAND. S. Igarlande, Fs.) A wreath of
branches or flowers. Sidney.
open the mouth for food, as a young bird .
Dryden. 3. To deſire earncilly'; to crave. GARLICK.S. (84p, Sax. Á lance, and leck .]
Denham . 4. To open in fillures or holes.
A plant .
3hakeſp. 5. To open with a breach . Dryden. GARLICKEA'TER. L. [ garlick and ear.) A
6. To open ; to have an hiatus . Dryder. 7 . mean fellow . Sbakelp.
CARMENT.
Tomake a noiſe with open throat. Roſcommon.
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GARMENTS'guarniment,oldFr.) Anything IGA'SKINS. S.Wide hoſe , wide breeches.Shake.
by which the body is covered. Raleigb.
To GASP. 0 n . ( from gape, Skinner | _1 . To
CA'RNER.S. (grenier, Fr.) A place in which
open the mouth wide to catch breath. Dryden .
2. To emit breath by opening the mouth con
threſhed grain is ſtored op Dryden.
vulſively. Dryden. 3. To long for. Spectator.
To GA'RNER . 0.2. (from the noun ) To ſtore
GASP.S
Shakeſp.
as in garners.
. ( from the verb } 1. The act of open
GA'RNET.S (garnato, Ital .] The garnet is a
ing the mouth to catch breath . 2. The ſhort
catch of breath in the laſt agonies. Addiſon.
gem of a middle degree of hardneſs, between
the ſapphire and the common cryſtal. It is To GAST. v.a. (from gast, Sax.) To make
aghaft ; to fright; to ſhock. Shakeſp.
found of various ſizes. Ils colour is ever of
GASTRICK . a . ( from yasing .) Belonging to
a ſtrong red, Hill.
the belly
To GARNISH . v. a. (garnir, Fr. ) 1. To de
corate with ornamental appendages . Sidney: CASTRO'RAPHY.S: (yassię andgáw7m .] Sew .
ing up any wound of the belly .
2. To embelliſh a diſh with ſomething laid
GASTROTOMY S. (gasie and tétoja.) The
round it Dryden. 3. To fit with fetters.
act of cutting open the belly .
GA'RNISH
(from the verb .| 1. Oroament ;
decoration ; embelliſhment. Prior 2. Things CAT . The preterite of ger.Exodus.
ſtrewed round a dim . 3. ( In gaols. ) Fetters. ¡CATE.P. (geat, Sax .] 1. The door of a city ,
GA'RNISHMENT . S. ( from garniſo.) Orna
a cantle, palace, or large building. Shakeſp.
2. A frame of timber upon hinges to give a
ment; embelliſhment Wotton .
GARNITURE. S ( from garnij ) Furniture ;
paſſage inco incloſed grounds. Shakeſp. 3.
ornament. Granville.
An avenue; an opening . Knolles.
GAROUS. a. (from garum .) Reſembling pic- GA'TEVEIN. S. The vena porte . Bacon,
kle made of fiſh Brown.
GATEWAY.ſ. (gate and way.) A way through
CARRAN.S. (Erſe .) A ſmall horſe ; a hobby.
gates of incloſed grounds. Mortimer.
To GA'THER . v. a. Igaderan , Sax . ) 1. To
Temple
collect ; to bring into one place. Leviticus. 2 .
CARRET. f. ( garite, the tower of a citadel,
To pick up ; to glean ; to pluck . Wotton .
Pr . ] 1. A room on the higheſt Aoor of the
3. To crop. Dryden. 4. To aſſemble. Bacon.
houſe. Swift 2. Rotten wood . Bacon.
5. To heap up ; to accumulate . Proverbs. 6.
GARETE ER. S. (trom gorrer.] An inhabitant
of a garret.
To ſelect and take. Pſalms. 7. To ſweep to
GA'RRISON. S. ( garniſon , Fr.) 1. Soldiers
gether. Matthew . 8. To collect charitable
contributions . 9. To bring into one body or
placed in a fortified town or caſtle to defend it .
intereſt . Ifaiah. 10. To draw together from
Sidney. 2. Fortified place ſtored with ſoldiers.
Waller 3. The ſtate of being placed in a for
a Itate of diffuſion ; to compreſs ; to contract .
tification for its defence . Spenſer.
Pope. 11. To gain. Dryden . 12. To pucker
To GA RRISON. Y. a. To ſecure by forces. needlework. 13. To collect logically . Hooker .
14. To GATHER breath . To have reſpice
Dryden .
GARRU’LITY. S. (gerrulitas, Lat.) 1. Lo- ! from any calamity. Spenſer.
quacity; incontinence of tongue Milton. 2. To GATHER. v.'n. 1. To be condenſed ; to
chicken. Dryden. 2. To grow larger by the
The quality of talking too much ; talkative
accretion of ſimilar matter . Bacon. 3. To afa
neſs Ray .
GA'RRULOUS. a . (garrulus, Lat .) Prattling ;
ſemble. Eccluſ. 4. To generate pus or matter .
Decay of Piety.
talkative. Thomſon.
GARTER.S . (gardws, Welſh .) 1. A ſtring or GATHER . S. from the verb ) Pucker ; cloth
ribband by which the ſtocking is held upon! drawn together in wrinkles.Hudibras.
the leg. Ray. 2. The mark of the order of GATHERER.S ( from gather .] 1. One that
the garter, the higheſt order of Engliſh knight
gathers ; a collector. Wotton . 2. One that
hood. Shakeſp. 3. The principal king at
gets in a crop of any kind. Amos .
arms.
GATHERING . J. ( from garber.) A collection :
To GARTER . v . a . (from the noun.) To bind
of charitable contributions. I Cor .
GATTEN
- TREE. SeeCORNELIAN -CHERRY.
with a garter. Wiſeman.
GARTH.S. The bulk of the body meaſured by GAUDE . S. i gaude, Fr. a yellow flower.) An
the girdle.
ornament ; a fine thing. Shakejp
GAS. ). A ſpirit not capable of being coagulated. To GAUDE v . r . igaudeo,Lat.) To exult ;
Harris.
to rejoice at any thing Shakejp.
CASCONA'DE . S. ( Fr.) A boaſt ; a bravado. GAUDERY. J. [from gaude.) Finery ; oftea
tatious luxury of dreſs. Suurh.
Swift.
GAUDILY. adv (from gaudy.) Showily.
To GASCONA'DE . 9. 9. ( from the noun. ) To GA'UDI
NESS . Showineis , tinlel appearance,
boalt ; to brag.
ToCASH.v. a . (from bacher,Fr.co cut. ) To cut GAUDY. a. ( from gaude.) Showy ; fplendid ;
deep ſo as to make a gaping wound. Tillotſon.
pompous , oſtentatioully tine. Milion.
GASH .S. (from the verb., 1. A deep and wide GA UDY ). ( gaudium , Lat. ) A fealt ; a feſti
val. Cheyne.
wound. Spenfer. 2. The mark of a wound.
Arbuibner,
GAVE. The preterite of give. Denne.
CAVEL .

G E A
GEN
GEAT . F. [corrupted from jett .) The hole
GAVEL. f. A provincial word for ground.
GA'VELKIND.S. [in law. ) A cuſtom wherely
through which the metal runs into the mold.
Moxon .
the lands of the father are equally divided at
his death among all his fons. Cowell, Davies. CECK . S. [geac, Sax a cuckow . ) A bubble ea
TO GAUGE . v. a . (gauge, meaſuring rod , Fr. !
Gily impuied upon Shakeſp.
1. To meaſure with reſpect to the contents of To CECK . v . a To cheat.
a veſſel 2. To meaſure with regard to any i GEE. A term uſed by waggoners to their horſes
when they would have them go faſter .
proportion . Pope.
GAUGE S. (from the verb.) A meaſure ; a GEESE. The plural of gooſe.
ſtandard . Moxon .
GELABLE. a . from gelu , Lat ) Whatmay be
GAU'GER . S. (from gauge. ) One whoſe bug
congealed .
neſs is to meaſure veiſels or quantities Carew.GE'LATINE . ? a . (gelarus, Lat .) Formed
CAUNT. a . (as if gewant.] Thin ; Nender ; GELA TINOUS Š into a gelly Woodward.
TO GELD . v.a. preter . gelded or gelt ; part.
lean ; meagre. Shakeſp.
GAUNTLY. adv. (from gaunt.) Leaply ; ſen
paſt gelded or gelt. ( gelien, Germ .) i. To
castrate; to deprive of the power of genera
derly ; meagerly.
GAUNTLET. S.Igauntelet, Fr.) Aniron glove
tion. Shakesp 2. To deprive of any eiſential
uſed for defence, and thrown down in chal
part. Shakeſp: 3. To deprive of any thing
lenges. Clenveland.
immodeſt , or liable to objection. Dryden.
GAVOT. ſ. (gavotte, Fr.) A kind of dance. GE'LDER . S. ( from geld . One that performs
Arbuthner,
the act of caſtration. Hudibras.
CAUZE. S. A kind ofthin tranſparent filk . Arb. GELDER -ROSE . S. ( brought from Guelder
land .) A plant.
GAWK . | (geac, Sax . ) 1. A cuckow . 2. A
fooliſh fellow .
GELDING . L. ( from geld.) Any animal caſo
GAWN.S. (corrupted for gallon.) A ſmall tub . trated, particularly a horſe . Grannt.
GAWNTREE. ! (Scottish .) A wooden frame GELID. a. ( gelidus, Lat ) Extremely cold.
Thom /on.
on which beer caſks are ſet when tunned.
CAY.a. gay, Fr. ) 1. Airy ; chearful; mer- GELIDITY.S. ( from gelid.) Extremecold.
-ry ; frolick . Pepe. 2. Fipe ; ſhowy. Bar. vi . GELIDNESS. S. [from gelid.) Extreme cold.
9
GE'LLY. f. ( gelarus, Lai.) Any viſcous body ;
GAY. F. ( from the adjective . ) An ornament ;
vilcidity : glue ; gluey ſubſtance. Dryden.
an embellishment. L'Eſtrange.
GELT. / (from geld .) A caitrated animal ; gel
GA YETY.ſ. ( gayeté, Fr. ) 1. Cheerfuloeſs;
ding. Mortimer.
Ririncfo : merriment. 2. Aas of juvenile GELT. . Tinſel; gilt ſurface. Spenſer,
pleaſure. Denbam. 3. Finery ; thow . Shakeſp. GELT. part. part. of geld . Mori.
GAYLY, adv Merrily ; chearfully ; ſhowily. CEM . J. (gemma , Lat.) 1. A jewel; a preci
GA'YNESS. f ( from gay. ) Gayety ; finery,
ous ſtone of whatever kind. Shakeſp. 2. The
To GAZE..0.n. (ayalo- a:] To look intently
firſt bud. Dennam.
and earneſtly ; to look with eagerneis. Fuirf To GEM . v . a. (gemma, Lat.) To adorn as
GAZE. J. (from the verb ] 1. Intent regard ;
with jewels or buds.
look ofeagerne's or wonder ; fixed look . Speal. To GEM .v . r . ( gemms, Lat.) To put forth the
first buds. Miitor .
2. The object gazed on. Milton.
GAZER. f. [from gaze.] He that gazes ; one GEMELLIPAROUS a. Learing twins .
ebat looks intently with eageroels or admira- TO GEMINATE . v. a, gemino, Lat. ) To
double .
tion . Spenſer.
GAZEFUL. a. (gaze and full.] Looking intent- GEMINATION. F. [ from geminale.] Repeti
ly. Spenſer.
cion ; reduplication Boyle.
GAZEHOUND . ! (gaze and heurd.] A hound GEMINY. ). Twins ; a pair ; a brace. Stakeſp .
that purlues not by the ſcent , but by the eye . GEMINOUS. a . (gemines,Lat. ]Double Brown.
Tickell.
GE'MMARY . a . ( from gem . ) Pertaining to
GAZETTE . f. (gazetta is a Venetian half
gems or jewels. Drown,
a . (gemmens , Lat .) 1. Tend
GEMMEOUS.
of
A
paper
penny, the price ofa news paper.)
news ; a paper of publick intelligence. Lecke.
ing to gems . Woodeverd.' 2. Relembling
GAZETTEER . S. ( from gazette .] A writer of
gems .
Dews.
GEMOTE S. The court of the hundred.
A kind : 1
GAZINGSTOCK . S. ( gaze and ſack .) A per- GENDER . ". (genus, Lat.]
fort. Sbakép. 2. A lex . 3. ( In grammar. )
ſon gazed at with ſcorn or abhorrence. Ray.
A denomination given to pours , from their
GAZON.J. ( Fr. ) In fortification , pieces offreſh
earth covered with graſs, cut in form of a
being joined wish an adjective in this or that
termination . Clarke,
wedge. Harris.
GEAR.J. (zynian , Sax.to clothe.] 1. Furniture ; To GENDER . v . a. ( engendrer, Fr.) 1. To
beget. 2. To produce ; to caulc . 2 Tim.
accoutrements ; dreſs ; habit ; ornaments .
Fairfax. 2. The traces bywhich horſes or To GEÄNDER .V. * . To copulate ; to breed .
Slakej
oxen draw. Skakelp. 3. Stuff, Shakeſp.
CE'ASON . a. Wonderful .
GENEALO .

GEN
G EN
CENEALOGICAL. a . ( from genealogy.) Pero
mean birth ; of good extraction. 2. Noble
taining to defcents or families.
of mind ; magnanimous ; open of heart. Pope.
CENEA LOGIST. S. (yevɛanozie ; genealogiſte,
3. Liberal ; muoihcent. 4. Strong ; vigorous.
Boyle.
Fr. ! He who traces deſcents.
CENEALOGY. S. [yeved and aó. @ .] Hiſtory GENEROUSLY. adv. ( from generous .) 1. Not
of the ſucceſſion of families. Burnet .
meanly with regard to birth. 2. Magnani
moully ; nobly. Dryden . 3. Liberally ; mu
GENE'RABLE a . [ from genero, Lat.] That
nificently.
may be produced or begotten .
GENERAL, a . (general, Fr.) 1. Compre- CENEROUSNESS. S. ( from generous.] The
quality o : being generous. Collier.
hending many ſpecies or individuals ; not ſpe
cial . Broome. . 2 . Lax in ſignification ; not GENESIS. J. 17evet geneſe, Fr. ) Generation ;
the first book of Mojes, which treats of the
reſtrained to any ſpecial or particular import.
Watts. 3. Not reſtrained by narrow or diſ
production of the world.
tinctive limitations. Locke.4. Relating to a GENET .! . ( Fr. ) A ſmall well proportioned
whole claſs or body of men. Wbiigifte. 5.
Spaniſh horſe. Rry.
Publick ; compriſing the whole . Milton. 6. GENETHLI'ACAL.C. [7sve3ab2405.]Pertaining
to nativities as calculated by aſtronomers. How .
Not directed to any ſingle object. Sprat. 7 .
Extenſive, though not univerſal. 8. Com . GENETHLIACKS. S. (from yere3.n.] The
ſcience of calculating nativities, or predicting
mon ; uſual.Shakeſp:
the future events of life from the ſtars predo
GENERAL S. i . The whole ; the totality .
Norris. 2. The publick ; the intereſt of the
minant at che virth .
whole. Shakeſp. 3. The vulgar. Shakeſp. 4. GENETHLIA TICK. S. [ 7e1 :92.n .] He who cal
( General, Fr. ) One that has the command
colates nacivities. Drummond.
GENEVA. J. (genevre, Fr. a juniper berry .]
over an army. Shakeſp.
GENERALISSIMO.. [ generaliſſime,Fr.) The
A diftilled fpirituouswater, made with no beto
ter an ingredient than oil of turpentine, puc
ſupreme commander Clarendon .
the fill, with a little common lalt, and
into
GENERA'LITY.S. ( generalité, Fr.] 1. The
the coarſeſt ſpirit they have, which is drawn
Rate of being general. Hooker. 2. The main
off much below proof ſtrength . Hill.
body ; the bulk. Tillotſon.
GENERALLY. adv. Ifrom general.) 1 . In GENIAL, a . ( genialis, Lat.) 1. That which
general; without ſpecification or exception . conuibutes to propagation . Dryden. 2. That
Bacor. 2. Extenſively, though not univerlally . gives chearfulneſs or ſupports life. Milton. 3.
Natural , native. Brown.
3. Commonly ; frequently . 4. In the main ;
GE NIALLY . adv. ( from genial.] 1. By ge
without minute detail. Swift.
GENERALNESS. S. ! from general. ] Wide ex
nius ; naturally. Glanville. 2. Gayly ; cheera
fully .
tent , though ſhort of univerſalicy ; frequency ;
GENICULATED. a . ( geniculatus, Lat.] Knota
commonnels. Sidney.
GENERALTY.S. (trom general ) The whole ; ted ; jointed . W codward.
GENICULA'TION . S. (geniculctio,Lat.]K note
the totaliiy . Hale
tineſs.
GENERANT. S. (generans, Lat.) The beget
GE NIO . F. A man of a particular turo ofminda
ting or productive power Glanville .
Tatler .
To GENERATE . v.o. (genero, Lat. ) 1. To
beget ; to propagate. Bacon . 2. To cauſe GENITALS. S. ( genitalis, Lat.] Parts belong
to produce Milion.
ing to generation . Brown.
GENERATION . S. (generation , Fr.) 1. The GENITING.J. ( a corruption of Janeton , Fr.]
2.
A
An early apple gathered in June. Bacon.
act of begetting or producing. Bacon.
family ; a race. Shakeſp. 3. Progeny ; off- GENITIVE. a 'genitivus, Lat.) In grammar,
ſpring Shakejp. 4. A lingle fucceffion . Ral.
the name of a caſe, which , among other relao
5. An age. Hooker.
tions , fignifies one begotten, as, the father of
GENERATIVE a . (generatif, Fr.) 1. Hav
a fon ; or one begetting, as fon of a father.
ing the power of propagation Browne 2. Pro- GENIUS. . (Lat. genie, Fr.) 1. The pros
Jifick ; having the power of production ; fruit
tecting or ruling power of men , places, or
ful. Bentley
things. Milion . 2 . A man endowed with ſu
GENERATOR . S. ( from genero, Lat) The
periour : acul:ies. Addiſon. 3. Meatal power
or aculties. Waller. 4. Diſpoſition of na
powerwhich begets,caules,or produces.Brown.
GENERICAL
a. ( generique, Fr. ) That
ture by which any one is qualified for ſome
GENERICK . } which comprehends the ge
peculiar employment. Burner. 5. Nature ;
nusor diftinguiihes from another genus,Watts. diſpoution . Burner.
GENERICALLY. adv. ( trom generick.) With GENT . a. Igent, old fr.) Elegant ; ſoft ; gen
tle ; polite. A word now diluſed. Fairfax.
regard to the geous, though not the ſpecies.
Woodward ,
GENTEEL. a. Igentil, Fr. ) 1. Polite ; ele
GENEROSITY.S. ( generofité, Fr. ! The qua
gant in behaviour; civil. Addiſon, 2. Grace
lity of being 'generous; magnanimity ; Ibe
rul in mein.
GENTE'ELY . odv. ( from genieel.) 1 . Ele
rality. Locke,
gaatlys
CENEROUS. a. ( generofus, Lat.) 1. Not of
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gantly ; politely . South . 2. Gracefully; hand-, act of bending the knee; adoration expreſſed
by bending the knee. Stilling fleet.
ſomely
GENTÉ'ELNESS . S. (from genteel.) 1. Ele GENUINE . a. (genuinus, Lat.) Not ſpurious
gance ; gracefulneſs ; politeneſs. Dryden. 2 . Tillotfon .
CENUINELY. adv. ( from genuine.] Without
Qualities befilling a man of rank .
CENTIAN.S : ( gentiane, Fr.) Felwort or bald
adulteration ; without foreign admixtures ;
naturally . Boyle.
money. Wiſeman .
GENTIANE'LLA.S. A kind of blue colour. GENUINENESS.S. ( from genuine.) Freedom
GENTILE . f. ( gentilis, Lat.) One of an unco
from any thing counterfeit ; freedom from a
dulteration . Boyle.
venanted nation ; one who knows not the true
God. Bacon ,
GENUS S. (Lat. ) In ſcience, a claſs ofbeing
GENTILESSE. Į ( Fr.) Complaiſance ; civi
comprehending under it many ſpecies : as
lity. Hudibras.
quadruped is a genuscomprehending under it,
GENTILISM . S [gentiliſme, Fr. ] Heatheniſm ; almost all terreſtrial beaſts. Watts.
GEOCENTRICK. a . (qñ and xeropoy .) Appli
paganiſm . Stilling fleet.
ed to a planet or orb having the earch for its
GENTILITIOUS a. [ gentilitius, Lat .) 1. En
demial ; peculiar to a nation . Brown. 2. He
centre, or the ſame centre with the earth.
GEODÆSIA.S. (yewdaicía .) That part of geoo.
reditary ; entailed on a family. Arbuthnot.
GENTILITY.S. [ gentilisé, Ér. ) 1. Good ex
metry which contains the doctrine or part of
meaſuring ſurfaces, and finding the contents
traction ; dignity of birth . 2. Elegance of
behaviour ; gracefulneſs of mein ; nicety o: of all plane figures. Harris.
taſte. 3. Gentry; the clais of perſons well GEODÈTICAL. a. ( from geodafia .) Relating
born. Davies. 4. Paganiſm ; heathenilm .
to the art of meaſuring ſurfaces.
Hosker .
GEOGRAPHER.S . ( and 7páow .) One who
deſcribes
the earth accordingto the poſition of
GENTILE. a. ( gentilis, Lat.) 1. Well born i
its different parts. Brown.
well deſcended; ancient, though not noble.
Sidney. 2. Soft; bland ; mild ; tame; meek ; GEOGRA‘PHICAL.a.[geographique,
Fr.] Re
lating to geography.
peaceable. Fairfax. 3. Soothing ; pacifick.
man of birth . GEOGRAPHICALLY.adv. In a geographical
GENTLE.S . 1. A gentleman ;. aWalton
manner. Broome.
.
2. A particular kind of worm
J. [yñ and yzápa .) Knowledge
ToGENTLE.V. a. To make gentle. Shakeſp. GEOGRAPHY.
the earth
of
GE’NTLEFOLK. S. ( gentle and folk.) Perſons
diftinguiſhed by their birth from the vulgar . GEOLOGY. S. [ [xã and aózoz.] The doctrine of
GENTLEMAN S. [gentilhomme,Fr.) 1. A man the earth .
of birth ; a man of extraction, though not GEOMANCER.S. [yñ and partis.) A fortune
noble. Sidney . 2 . A man raiſed above the teller ; a caſter of figures. Brown .
vulgar byhis character or poſt. Shakeſp. 3. CEO'MANCY. L. ( vñ and partia.] The act of
A term of complailance. Addiſon. 4. The foretelling by figures. Ayliffe.
ſervant that waits about the perion of a man GEOMANTICK. a. (from geomancy.) Pertain
of rank, Camden . 5. It is uſed of any man
ing to the art ofcaſting figures. Dryden.
GEOMETER. S. ( realitpns; geometre, Fr.)
however high . Shokep.
GENTLEMANLIKE.
a . [gentleman and One ſkilled in geometry;a geometrician.W'atis
CE'NTLEMANLY . } like .) Becoming a GEOMETRAL. a . ( geomeiral, Fr.] Pertaining
to geometry :
man of birth . Swift.
GENTLENESS. J. ( from genile.] 1. Dignity GEOMETRICAL. a. [yewresponès.) 1. Pes
of birth ; goodneſs of extraction .2. Softneſs GEOMEʻTRICK. Š taining to geometry.
More. 2. Preſcribed or laid down by geome
of manners; ſweetneſs of diſpoſition ; meek.
neſs. Milton. 3. Kindneſs ; benevolence. Ob.
try. Stilling fleet. 3. Diſpoſed according to
folete Shakeſp
geometry. Grea .
CENTLESHIP . S. Carriage of a gentleman GEOMETRICALLY . adv . (from geometrical.]
Aſcham .
According to the laws of geometry. Wilkins.
CENTLEWOMAN.S. 1. A woman of birth GEOMETRICIAN . S. [rewhétpns. One ſkilled
above the vulgar ; a woman well deſcended.
in geometry. Brown.
Bacom. 2. A woman who waits about the per- To GEOMETRIZE. v. n. (rexpéipéar.) To act
according to the lawsof geometry. Boyle.
ſon of one of high rank. Shakeſp. 3. A word
of civility or irony. Dryden.
GEOMETRY. S. (yawuiipíc.) The ſcience of
GENTLY.adv.(from gentle.) 1. Softly ; meek
quantity , extenſion,ormagnitude abſtractedly
conlidered . Ray.
ly ; tenderly; inoffenſively ; kindly. Locke. 2 .
Softly ; without violence. Grew .
GEOPOʻNICAL.. [yñ and kóros.] Relating to
GENTRY. . [ genilery , gentry , from genile .] agriculture Brown.
1. Birth ; condition. Shakeſp. 2 . Claſs
GEOPOʻNICKS. S. [añ and móvos.] The ſcience
people above the vulgar. Sidney. 3. A term
of cultivating the ground; the doctrine of a.
of civility real or ironical. Prior. 4. Civility ;
griculture.
complaiſance. Shakeſp.
GEORGE.S . [Georgius, Lat .] 1. A figure of
St
GENUFLE'CTION . / [genuflexion , Fr.] The
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St. George on horſeback worn by the knightsy poſture by degrees with ſomekind of labour ,
of the garter. Shakeſp. 2.A brown loaf. Dryd.
effort, or difficulty. Sidney. 2. To fall ; to
CEORGICK. S. (Exprexèv ; georgiques , Fr. ]
come by accident . Tatler. 3. To find the
Some part of the ſcience of huſbandry put into
way. Boyle. 4. To move ; to reinove. Knolles.
a pleating dreſs, and ſet off with all ihe beau
5. To have recourſe to . Knolles 6. To go ;
ties and embelliſhments of poetry . Addiſor.
to repair. Knolles. 7. To put one's felf in any
GEORGICK . a. Relation to the doctrine of
Itale. Clarendon. 8. To become by any act
agriculture. Gay.
what one was not before. Dryden. 9. To be
gainer ; to receive advantage . Waller. 10.
CEO'TICK . a . Belonging to the earth .
GERENT. a (gerens, Lat.) Carrying ; bearing.
To Get off. To eſcape. Bacon. 11. To Get
GEʻRFALCON . J. A bird of prey, in ſize be
cver. To conquer ; to ſuppreſs; to paſs with
tween a vulture and a hawk . Bailey.
out being ſtopped . Swift. 12. To Get up.
GERMAN./. germain, Fr. ) Brother ; one ap
To riſe from repoſe. Bacon . 13. To riſe
proaching to a brother in proximity of blood. from a ſeat. Numbers.
GEÖTTER S. (from ger .] 1. One who pro
Sidney
cures or obtains. 2. One who begets on a fe •
CE'RMAN. a . (germanus , Lat .] Related.Shake.
male. Shakeſp :
CE'RMANDER. S. [germandrée, Fr.] A planı
Miller.
GETTING . ] . (from get.] 1. Act of getting ;
GERME. S. [germen, Lat.) A ſprout or ſhoot.
acquiſition. Proverbs. 2. Gain ; profit. Bacon.
Brown.
GEWGAW.F. (gegaf, Sax . ) A ſhowy trifle ; a
GERMIN . S. (germen, Lat . ) A ſhooting or
toy ; a bauble. Abbot.
GEWGAW . a . Splendidly trifling ; ſhowy
ſprouting feed . Shakejp.
without value. Law .
TO GERMINATE.w.n . (germino, Lat.] To
ſprout ; toſoot ; to bud ; to put forth.W codw..GKASTFUL. 2. [gast and pulle, Saxon ]
Dreary ; diſmal ; melancholy ; fit for walking
CERMINATION. S. germination, Fr.) The
Ipirits. Spenſer.
act ofſprouting or ſhooting ; growth. Wotten
CHA STLINESS. )..[from ghaſtly. ] Horrour of
Bentley
GE'RUND . S. (gerundium , Lat.) In the Latin
countenance ; relembiance of a ghoſt ; pale.
grammar, a kind of verbal noun , which go
neſs.
GHA'STLY. a. ( sast, or gheft , and like.) 1 .
verns caſes like a verb .
CEST. . (geftum, Lat. ) 1. À deed ; an ac
Like a ghoſt ; having horrour in the counte
nance. Knolles. 2. Horrible ; ſhocking ; dread
tion ; an atchievement. Spenſer. 2. Show ;
ful. Mit ...
repreſentation. 3. The roll or journal of the
ſeveral days, and ſtages prefixed, in the pro- GHA'STNESS. J. (from gast, Sax.] Ghalli
nuls; horrour of look . Shakeſp.
greſſes of kings. Brown.
GESTATION. / (geftatio, Lat. ) The act of CHERKINS A pickled cucumber. Skinner .
bearing theyoung in the womb. Brown , Ray: - To GUESS.-v. n. To conjecture.
ToCESTICULATE.0.0.1geſticulor , Lat. gef- 1GHOST. S. (gast, Sax .) i . The ſoul of maŋ.
ticuler, Fr.) To play antick tricks; to thew
Sandys. 2. A ſpirit appearing after death.
poſtures.
Dryden. 3. To give up ihe Ghost. To die ;
GESTICULATION. S. (geſticulatio, Lat.) An
to yield up the ſpirit into the hands of God.
tick tricks ; various poſtures,
Shakeſp. 4. The third perſon in the adora
GESTURE . S. [geſtum, Lat.) 1. Action or ble Trinity, called the Holy Ghoſt.
poſture expreflive of ſentiment. Sidney. 2. To GHOST. v. x . (from the noun.) To yield
Movement of the body. Addifon.
up the Ghost. Sidney.
To GESTURE . v . 0. ( trom the noun .) To ac. To GHOST. v. n. To haunt with apparitions
company with action or poſture. Hooker.
of departed men. Shakeſp.
TOGET.' v.a. pret, I got, anciently gat ; part. GHOSTLINÉSS. f ( from ghoſtly .) Spiritual
pall. got, or gotten , (zetan, gettan, Sax. )
tendency : quality ofhaving reterence chiefly
1. To procure ; to obtain . Beyle. 2. To to the ſoul.
force ; to ſeize. Daniel. 3. To win Knolles. GHO'STLY. a. ( from ghost.) 1. Spiritual ; rela
4. To have poffeffion of ; to hold.Herbert. 5 .
ting to the ſoul; notcarnal,not ſecular. 2. Have
To beget upon a female. Waller. 6. To gain ing a character from religion ; ſpiritual. Shok.
as profit. Locke. 7. To gain a ſuperiority or GIA LALINA . S [ ltal . ] Earth oi a bright gold
advantage. Shakejp. 8. To earn ; to gain by, colour. Woodward.
labour. Abbot. 9. To receive as a price or GIAMBEUX . j . jambes, Fr. legs.] Armour
reward Locke. 1o. To learn. Walls. 1 .
for legs ; greaves. Spanjer.
To procure to be. South. 12. To putinto any GIANT. f. Igeant, Fr.) A man of ſize above
ſtate. Guardian. 13. To prevail on ; to in
the ordinary rate ofmen ; a man unnaturally
duce. Spectator. 14. To draw ; to hook .
Jarge. Raleigh.
Addiſon. 15. To betake ; to remove. Knolles. GIANTESS / ( fromgiant,) Aſhe -giant Howel.
16. To remove by force or art. Boyle. 17. GIANTLIKE . a. (trom giant and like. ) Gia
To put. Shakeſp. 18. To Get off. To ſell or GIANTLY. $ gantick ; vait. South.
diſpoſe of by ſome expedient. Swift.
GIANTSHIP.J. (from giant.) Quality or cha.
To GET, v. 16. 1. To arrive at any ſtate or
racter of a giant. Milton.
GIBBE ,
U # 2
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CIBBE. S. Any old worn out animal. Shakeſp. GI'ER- EAGLE . S. An eagle of a particular
To GI'BBER. v. n . ( from jabber . ) To ſpeak
kind. Leviticus .
iparticulately . Skakelp.
GIFT. . ( from give. ) 1. A thing given or be
GIBBERISH ſ . (Derived by Skinner from go
ſtowed . Matthew . 2. The act of giving.Surb .
ber, French , to cheat Bu : as it was anciently
3. Oblation ; offering. Tob. xiii . 4. A bribe.
written gebriſ , it i probably derived from
Deuteronomy. 5. Power ; faculty. Skakelp.
the chymical cant, an : originally implied tht GIFTED. 1. ( trom gift.) '. Given ; leitow
jargan of Geber and his tribe i Cant ; the
ed. Millon . 2. Endowed with extraordinary
private language 0 ogues and giplies ; words
powers. Dryden.
without meanin Swifi .
GIG . F. 1. Any thing that is whirled round
Gl’BBET. ſ. gibt, Fr. ) 1. A gallows ; the
in play. Locke. 2. (Gigia, Ilandick .) A
poll on which maletactors are hanged, or on
fiddle.
which their carcaſes are expoſed. Cleaveland. CIGANTIGK. a. ( gigantes, Lat. ) Suitable to
2. Any tranverte beams
a giant; big ; bulky; enormous. Miltos.
To GIBBET . an. Ifron the noun.
un . ] 1. To To GIGGLE . V n igichgelen, Datch. ) To
hang or expoſe on a gibbt Oldham . 2. To
laugh idly ; to tilter.
hangonany thing going tranſverle. Shakeſp. GIGGLER . f. [from giggle.) A laugher ; 1
GIBBIER | ( French ) Game ; wild fowl.Add
tillerer. Herbert.
GIBBO SITY.S. (gibbspiré, Fr from gibbeus.} GIGLET. . (geagl, Saz .] A wanton ; a laſ
Convexity ; prominence ; protuberanci . Ray
civious
Shakeſp .
GIBBOUS
a . ígibbus, Lati i Convex ; pro GIGOT.J.girl.
( French . ) The hip joint.
tuberant; ſwelling into inequalities. Dryden . To GILD . v.a. pret . gilded, or gilt. Igilden,
2. Crookbacked Brown.
Sax . ) 1. To wath over with gold. Spenler , z.
GIBEOUSNESS / (from gibbous.] Convexity ;
To cover over with any yellow matter. Sbake.
prominence. Bentley.
3. To adorn with luſtre. Pope. 4. To brigh
GIBCAT A. (gib and cat ] An old worn -out
ten ; to illuminate . Sowth. 5. To recommend
cat Shakejp.
by advent cious ornaments. Shakeſp.
TO GIBE.o. n (gaber, old French ] To ſneer ; GILDER . J. [ from gild ] 1. One who lays
gold on the ſurface of any other body. Bacos.
to join cenſoriouſneſs with contempt . Swifi.
To GIBE. v.a. To reproach by contemptuous 2. A coin , from one ſhilling and ſixpence, lo
hints ; to flout ; to ſcoff ; to ridicule ; lo creat
two Mhillings. Shakeſp .
GILDING.Y. (from gild.) Gold laid on any
with ſcorn ; to ſneer ; to taunt. Swift.
ſurface by way of ornament. Bacon.
GIBE.A. (trom the verb ) Sneer ; hint of con
tempt by word or look ; ſcoff. Spectator.
GILL.S. Lagulla, Spaniſh ; gula , Lat.) 1. The
GIBER . 5. ( trom gite.) A ſneerer ; a ſcoffer ;
apertures at each lide of a filh's head. W'alten .
a tauntir. Shakeſp. Ber. Johnfor.
2.
The flaps that hang below the beak of a
GIBINGLY . ada. ( from gibe.] Scornfully ;
fowl. Bacon . 3. The fleth under the chin.
contemptuouſly. Shakejp.
Bacon. 4. (Gilla, barbarous Latin .) A mea.
GI'BLETS . ſ. The parts of a gooſe which are
ſure of liquids containing the fourth part of a
cut off before it is roaſteck Dryden.
pint. Swifi. 5. The appellation of a woman
GIDDILY. adv. (from giddy ) 1. With the in
ludicrous language. Ber. Jobnjer . 6 The
head ſeeming to turn round. 2. Inconſtantly ; name of a plant ; ground- ivy . 7. Mal li
uofteadily. Donne. 3. Careleſly ; heedlelly ; quormedicated with ground -ivy.
negligently. Shakeſp .
GI'LLHOUSE ) . ( gill and bouje.) A houſe
GI'DDINESS. S. (from giddy. ) 1. The ſtate of where gill is ſold.
Pope.
being giddy or vertiginous. Bacon. 2. Incon- GI’LLYFLOWER. f. corrupted from Julyfisa
ftancy ; unſteadineſs ; mutability . Bacon . 3 . er. Mortimer.
Quick rotation ; inability to keep its place. 4. GILT. S. (from gill.] Golden ſhow ; gold Izid
Frolick ; wantonneſs of life. Donne.
on the ſurface of any matter. Sbakelp.
CI'DDY. 6. (gidig, Sax . ) 1. Vertiginous ; hav- GILT. The participle ofGild , which fee. Pape.
ing in the head a whirl, or ſenſation of circu- GILTHEAD.J: ( gilt and bead ) A teafith.
lar motion. Tate. 2. Rotatory; whirling . Pope. GILT- TAIL . A (gile and tail ] A worm to
3. Inconſtant; mutable ; unſteady ; change
called from his yellow tail .
ful. Shakeſp . 4.That which cauſesgiddinets. CIM . C. ( An old word.) Neat ; ſpruce.
Prior . 5. Heedleſs; thoughtleſs ; uncautious; GI'MCRACK. /. ( Suppoſed by Skinner to be
wild. Riwe. 6. Tottering ; unfixed . Shakeſp .
ludicroully formed from gin, derived from ex
7. Intoxicated ; elated to thoughtlelneis ; 0
gine.) A ſlight or trivialmechaniim . I'rier.
vercome by any overpowering inticement. GIMLET. I. ( gibelet, guimbelei, Fr.] A borer
Shakelp :
with a ſcrew atits point. Moxos.
GIDDYBRAINED. a. ( giddy and brain . ] GIMMAL. J. [ gimellus, Lat . ) Some little
Careleſs ; thoughtleſs.
quaint devices of pieces of machinery . Marl.
GIDDYHEADED). 2[ giddy and head.] With- GIMP. J A kind of lilk twiſt or lace.
out tteadineſs or conftaney, Brown.
GIN . . (from engine ) 1. A trap ; : { aare.
GI'DDYPACED . a. Igiddy and pace.] Move
Sidney, Ben. Jebafox. 2. Any thing moved
ing without regularity, Shakesp.
with Icrews; as, engine of torture. Spesjer .
3. A
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3. A pump worked by rotatory fails. Woodes , CIRDLE. P. ( zyndel, Sax. ) s. Any thing drawn
4. Coctraded Tom GEXEva, which lee. )
round the waitt , and tied or buckled . 2. En
The fpirit drawn by diftillation from juniper cloture ; circumference. Sbakels. 3. The e
berries.
quator ; the corrid zcne. Bacon.
GINGER . S. ( zirziber, Lat gingero, Italian To GIRDLE . v . a . ( from the noun.) 1. To
The root o ginger is
gird ; to bind as with a girdle. Shakelp. 2 .
the tuberous kind ,
To incloſe ; to ſhut io ; to environ . Shakeſp.
kootty , crooked and irregular ; of a hot, acrin
and pungeat ta ” , thouzh aromatick , and o GIRDLEBELT . . ( girdle and beli . ! The belt
incircles the waiſt Dryden .
that
a very agreeable in eil. Hill.
GINGERBREAD. !! [ ginger and bread.) A GIRDLER. S. ( from girdle. ) A maker of
kind of farinacious ſweetmea' made oi cough ,
girdles.
like that of bread or biſcuit, ſweetened v.in CIRTL lgprus, Lat.) A circle deſcribed by
treacle, anc favoured with ginger and fome
any thing in motiop .
GIRL. ). (Indick , karlinna , a womeo
other aromatick feeds. King's Cookery
020. ) A
GINGERLY.ado . Cautiouſly; nicely. Skake. young woman, or child. Skakelp
GÜRLISH, a . ( from girl. ] Suiling a girl ;
GINGERNESS. J.Niceneis ; tenderness.
youth - ul, Carew .
GINGIVAL . e. ( gingica, Lat . ) Belonging to
GIRLISHLY . adv . ( from girliß .] In a girliſh
the gums Holder
To GINGLE . 4. *. 1. To utter a ſharp clat- | manner .
teriog noiſe. Pope. 2. To make an affected To GIRN . v. n. Seems to be a corruption of
fouad in periods or cadence.
grin. Applied to a crabbed, captious, or pee
vith perion .
TO CINGLE. 9. a. To ſhake ſo that a ſharp
Grill clattering noiſe ſhould be made. Pope.
GIRROCK . Ş. A kind of filh.
CINGLE . F. (from the verb. ) ... A thrill re-SGIRT. P.Pat (from To gird. See GIRD .
foedding avile. 2. Affectation in the ſound of To GIRT. 3. a. (irom gid ] To gird ; to en
periods
compals; to encircle . Ibemjon .
GINGLYMOID . 6. (78 upeos and indos.) Re- GIRT ( from the verb.) ! A band by which
ſembling a giaglymus; approaching to a gin
the ſaddle or burtben is fixed up in the horte.
Milton . 2. A circular bandage Wileman.
glymus.
GINGLYMUS. f. ( ginglime, Fr. ) A mutual GIRTH / [ from gird . : . A band by which
the ſaddle is f.xrd upon the horſe. B. fohrlon.
indepling ( ftwo bones into each otner's cavity ,
of woich the elbow is an inſtance .
2. The compaſs meaſured by the girolc. Addi.
GINNET. f. 1yrs.) A nag ; ?mule ; a de- To GIRTH . v. a To bind with a girth.
To GISE Ground. o . a . Is when the owner of
geserated breed
it does not feed it with his own ſtock , but
CINSENG . I. il ſuppoſe Chineſe. A root
takes other caule to graze , Bailey.
trooghe lately into Europe. It is of a very
agreeable aromatick imeli, though not very GISLE. Among the English Saxons, ſignifies a
frong. Its taite is acrid and aromatick , and pledge : thus, Fredgifle is a pledge of peace.
Gibjon.
bas fomew bat bitter in it. We have it from
Chisa ; and there is of it in the ſame latitudes GITH . S. An herb called Guiney pepper.
in Aberica
To GIVE.V. 2. preter gave ; part . pall, given
(3310, Sax . ] 1. To beſtow ; to confer with
TO GIP.9.c. To take out the guts of herrings
GIPSY. J. ( Corrupted from Egyprian.) 1. A
out any price or reward Hocker. 2. To
Vagabond who pretends to foretel futurity , tranímic from hin.leit to another by hand,
commonly by palmetry or phyfiognomy. 2.
ſpeech , or writing ; to deliver ; to impart ; to
communicate . Burnet. 3. To put into one's
A reproach :ul name for a dark complexion.
poíTeflion ; to confign. Temple. 4. To pay
Stakej p. 3. A name of Night reproach to a
vonas . L'Efir asze .
as a priceor reward, of in exchange. Stakejp.
GIRASOLE S. ( giraſol, Fr.] 1. The herb
5. To yield ; not to withhoid. Bacon . 6. To
tarzió ! 2. The opal ſtone.
quit ; to yield as due . Ecom . 7. To confer ;
T. GIRD. .
pret girded, or girt. ( sýndan,
to impart, Brambail. 8. To expote. Dryden .
9. To grant ; to allow. Atterbury. 10. To
Sax ) .. To bind round. 2 Mac. 2. To put
og bo as to surround or bind. Gulliver. 3. To yield ; not to deny. Rswe. 11. To yield
fates by binding Milton. 4. To invelt. Sbak. without reſiſtance. 12. To permit , to com
miflion , Pope. 13. To enable ; to allow .
5. To dress ; to habit ; to clothe . Ezekiel. 6.
Hooker . 14. To pay . Shakeſp. 15. To utter ;
To cover rouod as with a garment Milion. 7 .
To reproach ; le gibe. Sbokep. 8. To furniſh ;
to vent ý to pronounce. Sbake! p. 16. To
to equip. Multax . 9. To inclose ; to incircle. exhibit ; to expreſs. Hale. 17. To exhibit as
the product of a calculation Arbuobust. 18 .
T. GIRD 9. 2. To break a ſcornful jeft ; to
To do any act of which the conſequence
gibe ; to ineer.Skakelp.
reaches others Burnet. 19. To exhibit ; to
GIRD . /. (from the verb.) A twitch ; a pang .
ſend forth as odours from any body Bacoo .
Tiikasjes, Gandmar.
20. To addia ; to apply. Sidney, Temple. 21 .
GIRDER. ). (from gird.) In archite &ture, the To religo ; to yield up. Herbert. 22. To con
largest piece of timber in a floor, Harris,
clude ; to ſuppole. Garth. 23. T. Give away .
TO
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To alienate from one's ſelf. Sidriey, Taylor. GLA’DNESS. . [from glad.) Cheerfulneſs ;
joy ; exultation . Dryden .
24. T. Give back. To return ; to reſtore.
Atterbury. 25. T. Give forth .To publish ; to GLADSOME . a . (from glad.) 1. Pleaſed ; gay ;
delighted. Spenſer . 2. Cauling joy ; having
tell. Hayward. 26. To Give the hand. To
yield pre- emninence , as being ſubordinate or
an appearance ofgaiety . Prior .
inferior. Hooker. 27 ToGive over. To leave ; GLADSOMELY. adv. ( from gladſome.) With
gaiety and delight.
to quit ; to ceale. Hooker . 28. To addict ; to
attach to. Sidney, Grew . 29. To concludeloft. GLAD'SOMENESS. S- [from gladfeme.]Gaiety ;
Arbuthnot . 30.To abandon. Hudibras. 31. To
ſhowineſs; delight.
Cive out. To proclaim ; to pabliſh ; to utter. GLAIRE. S. (glær, Sax. amber ; glar , Daniſh ,
Knolles. 32. To ſhow in falſe appearance. Sha.
glais. ] 1. The white of an egg. Peacham . 2.
Sidney. 34. To abandon. SrillingAcet. 35. To
A kind of halbert.
deliver. Swift.
To GLAIRE. v . a. ( glairer , Fr. from the
TO GIVE . v . n. 1. To ruſh ; to fall on ; to give
noun ) To ſmear with the white of an egg.
the aſſault. Hooker. 2. To relent ; to grow
This word is ſtill uſed by the bookbinders.
moitt ; to melt or ſoften ; to thaw . Bacon. 3. GLANCE. f. ( glantz , German .) 1. A ſuddea
To move . A French phrale. Daniel. 4. To
ſhoot of light or ſplendou Milton . 2. nA
.
ſtroke or dart of the beam r.of light. Dryde
Give in . To go back ; to give way . Hayward
5. To Give into. To adopt ; to embrace.
3. A ſnatch of ſight ; a quick view. Walls .
Addiſon, 6. T. Give off. To ceaſe ; to forbear. To GLANCE . v. a. ( from the noun. ] 1. To
Locke. 7. T. GIVE over . To ceaſe ; to act no
ſhoot a ludden ray of ſplendour. 2. To fy off
more. Hooker . 8. To Give out. To publiſh ;
in an oblique direction. Shakeſp. 3. To ſtrike
in an oblique direction. Pope. 4. To view
to proelaim Alts, 9. To ceafe ; to yield .
Herbert. 10. To Give way. To yield ; not
with a quick caſt of the eye . Suckling. 5. To
to reſiſt ; to make room for. Collier .
cenſure by oblique hints . Shakeſp.
GIVER . Š. (from give.] One that gives ; donor ; To GLANCE . v. a. To move nimbly; to ſhoot
obliquely Shakeſp .
b . tower; diſtributer ; granter . Milton .
GIZZARD. S. ( gepier, Fr. gigeria , Lat. It is GLANCINGLY. adv. ( from glance.) In an
Sometimes gizzers !!. The ſtrong muſculous oblique open manner ; tranſiently. Hakewill.
ftomach of a fowl. More. 2. He frets bis GLAND. ). ( glans, Lat. gland, Pr.] All the
glands of a human budy are reduced to two
gizzard, he harraſſes his imagination. Hudib.
ſorts, viz . conglobate and conglomerate . A
GLA BRITY. S. ( from glaber, Lat.) Smooth
neſs ; baldneſs.
conglobate gland is a little ſmooth body, wrapt
GLACIAL.2. [ glacial,Fr. glacialis, Lat.) Icy ;
up in a fine ſkin, by which it is ſeparated from
made of ice ; frozen .
all other parts , only admitting an artery
To GLACIATE. v. m. ( glacies, Lat . glacer,
and serve to paſs in , and giving way to a vein
Fr.) To turn into ice.
and excretory canal to comeout. A congio
GLACIATION. S. ( from glaciate .] The act of
merate gland is compoſed of many licle con
turning into ice ; ice formed. Brown .
globate glands,all tied together. Wiſeman .
GLA CIŠ.S. [ French. ) In fortification, a noping GLANDERS. /. [ from gland .) In a horſe, is
bank Harris.
the running of corrupt matter from the noſe.
GLAD. a. (glæd, Sax , glad, Danish ] 1. Cheer- GLANDIFEROUS. a. ( glans and fero, Lat . )
ful; gay ; in a ſtate of hilarity. 1 Kings. 2 .
Bearing malt ; bearing acorns. Mortimer.
Wearing a gay appearance ; fertile ; bright ; GLANDULE. ]. ( glandula, Lat.) A ſmall gland
ſhowy. Iſaiah. 3. Plealed ; elevated with joy. ſerving to the ſecretion of humours. Ray.
Proverbs. 4. Pleasing; exhilarating. Sidney. GLANDULOSITY. S. ( from glandulous.] A
collection of glands Brown.
5. Expreſſing gladneſs. Pope.
To GLAD . v . a ( from the adjective ) To make GLA’NDULOUS. 6 . [ glandukojus, Lat.) Pero
glad ; to cheer ; to exhilarate ,
taining to the glands ; ſubſiſting in the glands,
Brown .
To GLA'DDEN . v. a. ( from glad. ) To cheer :
GLARE . v. m. ( glaeren, Dutch. ) 1. To
exhilarate
To
. Add.
to delight ; to make glad ; to
GLA'DDER. f. [ from glad. ] One thatmakes ſhine ſo as to dazzle che eyes. Fairfax. 2 .
To look with fierce piercing eyes. Shakeſp. 3.
glad ; one that gladdens; one that exhilarates,
Dryden.
To ihine oſtentatiouſly. Felter.
GLADE. S.[from glopan , Sax . hence the Danish To GLARE. v , a . To ſhoot ſuch fplendour as
glod .) A lawn or opening in a wood. Pepe.
the eye cannot bear. Milton .
GLADEN. 71. (from gladius, Lat. ſword .) GLARE . J. (from the verb. ] 1. Overpowering
GLA’DER . 3 Swordgrals : a general name of luſtre ; ſplendour, ſuch as dazzles the eye.
plants that riſe with a broad blade like fedge.
Pepe. 2. A fierce piercing look . Milton.
GLADFULNESS. J. ( glad and fulness.) Joy ; GLAREOUS. a . ( glairent , Fr. glareolus, Lat.
gladneſs. Spenfer.
from glaire.) Conliſting of viſcous tranſparent
GLADIATOR S. (Latin ; gladiateur, Fr.) A
matter, like the whiteof an egg.
GLA'RING
. 0. Applied to any thing very
fwordplayer ; a prizefighter.Denham.
GLA'DLY . adv. [from glad.) Joyfully ; with hocking: as, a gloring crime.
gaiciy ; with merrimeas. Siek. Bluns 18 Pope. GLASS. %. 131rr, bax, s. Ad artificial futs
fance
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flance made by fuling ſalts and Aint or land (CLEAN.S. ( from the verb.) A colle &tion made
laboriouſly by now degrees. Dryder .
together with a vehement fire. Peacham , 2 .
A glaſs vellel of any kind. Shakeſp. 3. A GLE'ANER. ſ. [from glean .ſ 1. One who
gathers after the reapers. Thomſon. 2. One
looking - glafs ; a mirrour. Dryden . 4. An Hour
GLASS. A glaſs uſed in meaſuring time by
who gathers any thing flowly and laboriouſly .
the flux of land. Shakeſp. 5 . A cup of glais Locke.
uſed to drink in. Philips. 6. The quantity of GLEANING. . ( from glean.) 1. The act of
wine uſually contained in a glaſs. Taylor. 7 . gleaning, or thing gleaned. Atterbury,
GLEBE. f. ( gleba, Latin .) 1. Turf ; ſoil ;
A perſpective glaſs. Dryden .
ground Dryden. 2. The land poſſeſſed as
CLASS. a . Vitreous ; made of glaſs. Shakeſp.
Martimer .
part of the revenue of an eccleliaftical bene
fice. Spelman .
TO GLASS. o. 6. 1. To ſee as in a glaſs ; to
repreſent as in a glaſs or mirrour. Sidney. 2. GLE BOUS.a . (from glebe .) Turfy .
To caſe in glaſs. Shakeſp. 3. To cover with GLE'BY . [from glebe.] Turfy. Prior.
glaſs; to glaze. Beyle
GLEDE.. Iglidaghde, Sax . ) Á kite.Deuteron .
CLASSFURNACE.S. ( glaſs and furnace .) A CLEE. !. [ gligge, Sax. ) Joy ; merriment ;
Gaiety. Gay.
furnace in which glaſs ismade by liquefaction
Locke .
GLEED.F. ( from glopan, Sax . lo glow . ) A hot
GLA'SSGAZING . a. ( glaſs and goxing.) Fi- ! glowing coal.
nical ; often contemplating himſelf in a mir- GLE'EFUL. .. [ glee and full.] Gay ; merry ;
rour. A whorſon, glaſgazing, ſuperſervicecheerful. Shakeſp.
able, finical rogue . Shakeſp.
GLEEK.S. [ 3l3ge, Sax .) Mufick ; ormuſician .
Shakeſp.
GLA SSGRINDER . S. [ glaſs and grinder . )
One whoſe trade is to polith and grind glaſs. To GLEEK . v. a. (gligman, in Sax .) To ſneer;
Boyle.
to gibe ; to droll upon. Shakeſp .
GLASSHOUSE.S. ( glaſs and houſe.) A houſe To GLEEN . v. n . To line with heat or poliſh .
Prior.
where glaſs is manufactured. Addiſon.
GLASSMAN . f. (glaſs and mann ] One who GLEET . S. (glidan , Sax . ) A ſanious ooze ; a
ſells glaſs. Sw.ft.
thin ichor running from a ſore. Wiſeman .
GLASSMETAL.f. ( glaſs and metal ) Claſs in To GLEET. v.n. ( from the noun .] 1. To drip
fuſion . Bacon
or ooze with a thin fanious liquor. Wiſeman.
2. To run lowly . Cheyne.
GLASSWORK . S. glaſs and work.) Manu
factory of glaſs. Bacon.
GLE'ETY. C. [from gleer.] Ichory ; thinly
ſanious. Wiſeman.
CLASSWORT.S. A plant. Miller.
GLASSY, a . (from glaſs.) 1. Made of glaſs , GLEN . f. (gleann, Erſe.) A valley ; a dale .
vitreous. Bdcon . 2. Reſembling glaſs,as in
Spenſer .
fmoothneſs or luſtre, or brittleneſs Sandys . GLEW . f. ( gluten, Lat.) A viſcous cement
GLASTONBURY Tborn. f. A ſpecies of made by diſſolving the ſkins of animals in
MEDLAR ,
boiling water, and drying the gelly.
GLAUCOMA. S. (ydavkemuda ; glaucome, Fr ? GLIB. 8. [from arío , Skinner.] 1. Smooth ;
flippery ; ſo formed as to be eaſily moved.
A fault in the eye, which changes the cryſtal
line humour into a greyiſh colour . Quincy .
Burnet 2. Smooth ; voluble. Shakeſp.
GLAVE . F. (glaive, Fr. ] A broad iword ; a GLIB . 5. A thick curled buſh of hair hanging
falchion . Fairfax .
down over the eyes . Spenſer.
To GLAVER . V. r . ( glave, Welſh , fattery ] To GLIB. v . a. (from the adjective.) To cal
To flatter; to wheedle. L'Eſtrange.
trate. Shakeſp.
To GLAZE . v. a.( To glaſs, only accidentally GLIBLY. adv.(from olib .] Smoothly ; volubly.
varied .) 1. To furniſh with windows of glais. Gov. of the Tongue.
Bacon. 2. To cover with glaſs, as potters do GLI’BNESS. f. (from glib.) Smoothneſs ; ſipe
their earthen ware . 3. To overlay with
perineſs. Chapman .
To GLIDE. v.n. (glidan, Sax .) 1. To flow
ſomething ſhining and pellucid. Grew .
GLAZIER . L. ( corrupted from glaſier.} One gently and filentiy. Fairfax . 2. To paſs
gently and withoui tumult. Dryden . 3. To
whole trade is to make glaſs windows. Gay.
move ſwiitly and ſmoothly along. Milton.
GLEAD.S. A buzzard- hawk ; a kite.
CLEAM . S. [gelioma , Sax.) A ſudden ſoot of GLIDE. S. (from the verb . ) Lapſe ; act or
manner of paſſing ſmoothly. Shakeſp.
light ; luſtre ; brightneſs. Spenſer, Milten.
To GLEAM .*'. % . (from the noun. ] 1. TO CLIDER. ). (from glide. One chat glides.
Thine with fudden coruſcation. Thomſon. 2 . Spenſer .
To ſhine. Thomſen.
GLIKE. S. (glig , Sax , See Gleer .] A ſneer ;
GLE'AMY. a. (from gleam) Flaſhing ; dart. a ſcoff,Shakejp.
ing ſudden coruſcations of light. Pope.
ToGLIMMER . v.n. ( glimmer, Danih .) 1 .
TO CLEAN . v . a. ( glaner, Fr.) 1. To gather
To fine faintly. Shakeſp .2 . To be perceived
what the reapers of the harveit leave behind .
imperectly ; to appear faintly. Wotton.
Dryden., 2. To gather any thing thinly ſcat-I CLIMMER . J. [from the verb. ) ! Faint
tered, Sbakelp.
ſplendeur ;
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fect of light. Milton. 2. Cloudineſs of aſpect ;
fplendour ; weak light. 2. A kind of foffil
Woodword.
heavineſs of mind ; fullenneſs.
GLIMPSE . P. (glimmen , Datch .) 1. Weal faint To GLOOM.v.n .[from the noun.] 1. To ſhine
obſcurely , as the twilight. Spenſer. 2. To be
light. Locke , 2. A quick Aathing light . Milton.
cloudv; to be dark. 3. To be melancholy ;
3. Tranfitory laſtre. Dryden. 4. Short Meet
ing enjoyincot. Prior. 5. A ſhort transitory
to be fullen .
view . Flakewill. 6. The exhibition.o a faint GLOOMILY. adv. [ from gloomy.) 1. Obſcure
reſembi :nce. Shakeſp :
ly : dimly ; without perfect light ; diſmally.
TO GLISTEN 9. r. (glitran , German .] To
2. Sullenly ; with cloudy aſpect ; with dark
intentions ; not cheerfully. Dryden.
Mine ; to ſparkle with light. Thomfora.
To GLISTER . 0. 1. ! terer, Dutch .] TO GLOO MINESS. S. [ from gloomy 1. Want of
Thine ; to be bright , perier,
light ; oblcurity; imperfect light ; diſmalneſs.
2. Want of cheerfulneſs ; cloudineſs of look.
GLISTER. /.Sce CLYSTER .
TO GLITTER . v. n (zlitinian , Sax ) 1. To
Collier .
fhine ; to exhibit luſtre; to glean Granville. 2. GLOOMY. a . (from gloom .) 1 . Obſcure ; im.
To be ſpecious; to be ſtriking. Decay of Piety . perfectly illuminated ; almoft dark Dryden,
Pope. 2. Dark of complexion. Milton. 3.
GLITTÉR . S. ( from the verb.) Luftre; bright
ſhow . Collier ,
Sullen ; melancholy ; cloudy of look ; heavy
of heart.
GLITTERAND . a . Shining ; ſparkling,
CLITTERINGLY . adv. (from glitter.) With GLO'RIED. a. ( from glory.) Illuſtrious ; ho
nourable, Milton.
ſhining luſtre.
To GLOAR . V. a. ( gloren, Dutch .) To ſquint: GLORIFICATION.S: [ glorification, Fr. from
to look aſkew Skinner .
glorify.) The act of giving glory. Taylor.
To GLOAT.a. n . Tocaft ſide glances as a ti- To GLORIFY. v . a. ( glorifier, Fr.) 1. To
morous lover. Rowe.
procure honour or praiſe to one. Daniel. 2 .
GLOBARD.S . ( from glsw .) A glow -worm.
To pay honour or praife in worſhip. Heeker .
GLOBATED ... (from gobe.] Formed in ſhape
3. To praiſe ; to honour ; to extol. Spenjer.
of a globe ; fpherical , fpheroidical.
4. To exali to glory or dignity. Rom.
CLOBE . f. (glube, Fr. globus, Lat . ) 1 A ſphere; GLORIOUS. a. Iglorioſus, Lat.) 1. Boaftful ;
a ball ; a round body ; a body of which every
proud ; haughty ; oftentatious. Bacon. 2. No:
part of the ſurface is at the ſame diſtance from
ble ; illustrious ; excellent.
the centre. 2. The terraqueous ball.Stepney. CLO'RIOUSLY. adv. (from glorious.) Nobly ;
3. A ſphere in which the various regiops of fplendidly ; illuſtriouſly. Pepe.
the earth are geographically depicted, or in GLORY.T. ( gloria, Lat.) 1. Praiſe paid in ado
ration.Luke. 2. The felicity of heaven prepared
which the conltellations are laid down accord
ing to their places in the ſky. Creech. 4. A
for thoſe that pleaſe God Pſalms. 3. Honour ;
body of foldiers drawn into a cicle. Milion.
praile ; fame ; renown ; celebrity. Sidney 4.
GLOBE Amaranth , or everlaſting flower.f.
Splendour ; magnificence. Matth. 5 : Luſtre ;
brightneſs . Pope. 6. A circle of rays which
GLOBE Daily.f. A kind of flower.
ſurround; the headsof ſaints in pi&ture. South.
GLOBE Fijf. A kind of orbicular fith .
GLOBE Thistle.f. A plant. Miller.
7. Pride; toaffulneſs; arrogance. Wiſdom ,
GLOBOʻSE.S. (globefus,Lat.]Spherical; round.
6. Generous pride. Sidney
Milion .
TO GLORY.w.n. ( glurior, Lat . ) To boaſt in ;
GLOBOʻSITY . ” (from globeſe .) Sphericity ;
to be proud of. Sidney.
To GLOSE . V. o . To Hatter : to collogue.
ſphericalnets. Ray.
GLOBOUS a . ( globojus,Lat.]Spherical; round . GLOSS. S. Crucsa ; sloje, Fr. ) 1. A icholium ;
Milton .
a comment Davies. 2. An interpretation
GLOBULAR . G. (gbbulus, Lat . ] In form of
ſpecious reprefentation.
artfully ſpecious ;
ſmall ſphere ; round ; ſpherical . Grow .
Hooker. 3. Superficial luſtre. Bacon , Chapman.
GLOBULARIA.S. ( Lat. globularia, Fr. ) A TO GLOSS. v. n. ( gloſer, Fr.) 1. To com
Boſculous flower, congfting of many forets.
ment . Dryden. 2. To make tly remarks.
Prior .
Miller.
LOBULE . f. (globule ,Fr. globulus, Lat.]Such To GLOSS. v. c. 1. To explain by comment.
a ſmall particle of matter as is of a globular
Donne. 2. To palliate by ſpecious expoſition or
or ſpherical figure , as tho red particle of the
repreſentation. Hooker. 3. To embelliſh with
blood, Newton.
ſuperficial luſtre. Dryden .
GLOBULOUS. a. (from glebule.] In form oí a GLOSSARY.S.( gloſſarium , Lat.) A dictionary
of obſcure or antiquated words. Stilling fleet.
ſmall ſphere ; round. Boyle.
To GLOMERATE . v.a. ( glomero, Lat.) 1. GLOSSA'TOR . I. [ globareur, Fr. ] A writer of
To gather into a ball or ſphere. 2. A body glofles ; a commentator. Ayliffe.
GLO'SSER S. (gloſarius, Lat.) 1. A ſcholiaft ;
formed into a ball . Bacon .
a commentator . 2. A polither.
CLO'MEROUS. a .(glomerofus, Lat.) Gathered
into a ball or ſphere.
GLO'SSINESS. S.( from glolly ) Smooth poliſh ;
GLOOM . f. (glomang, Sax. twilight. ) 1. Im
ſuperficial luſtre. Beyle.
GLO'SSO
perfect darkneſs ; diſmalneſs ; obſcurity ; de
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GLOSSOGRAPHER . S. [ orácoa and ypáto ] | To GLU'TTONISE. v.a. (from glutton .] To
A ſcholiaſt ; a commentator.
glutton.
play
the NOU
GL'OSSOGRAPHY. S. (yhácsa and zpáow .] GLU
TTO
S. 2. Given to exceflive feed
The writing of commentaries.
ing . Raleigh.
GLOʻSSY. 2. (from gloſs.] Shining ; ſmoothly GLUTTONOUSLY. adv. With the voracity
poliſhed.
of a glutton.
GLOVE. S. ( glofe, Sax .) Cover ofthe hands. GLUTTONY. S. [ glutronie, Fr.) Exceſs of
Drayton.
eatin
the table.
y ofglue.)
. ous ;
tenaci
ViſcoArbur
To CLOVE. v. a. ( from the noun .) To cover LU'Y
us ; brot
.g ;a luxur
. ( from
as with a glove. Cleaveland.
glutinous.
GLOVER.ſ. ( from glove.) One whoſe trade GLYNN
. S. ( Iriſh .) A hollow between two
is to make or ſell gloves. Shakeſp .
mountains. Spenſer.
To GLOUT. v. R. To pout; 10 look ſullen. To GNAR. } v. n. ( gnýrran, Saxon .) To
Chapman.
GNAR
growl ; to murmur ; to ſnarl.
To GLOW.o. n. (glopan, Sax. ] 1. To beheat ToSpenſer . L. S
ed ſo as to line without Aame. Hakewill. 2. CNA'RLED . a Knotty. Shakeſp.
To burn with vehement heat. Smith . 3. Tol ToGNASH . v.n. ( knaſchen, Dulch .) To ſtrike
together ; to claſh . Dryden .
feel heat of body. Addiſon. 4. To exhibit a
ſtrong bright colour. Milton.s. To feel paſſion To GNASH. v. n. 1. To grind or collide the
teeth . Mac. 2. To rage even to colliſion of
of mind, or activity of fancy.Prior. 6. To
rage or buro as a paflion. Shadwell.
the teeth. Milton .
TO GLOW.v.a. To make hot ſo as to ſhine. GNAT. S. [gnæt, Sax.) 1. A ſmall winged
Shakeſp
ſtinging infect. Shakeſ
Any thing pro
GLOW . S. ( from the verb. ) 1. Shining heat. verbially ſmall. Mat. p. 2.
CNA'
TFLOWER. S. Ignat and flower .] The
2. Vehemence of paſſion. 3. Brightneſs or
vividneſs of colour . Shakeſp :
beeflower,
GŁOW- WORM . S. Iglow and worm ] A ſmall GNA'TSNAPPER . S. Ignat and ſnap .) A bird
creeping inſect with a luminous tail. Waller .
ſo called . Halewill.
To GLOZE . v. r . ( glesan , Saxon. ) 1. To To GNAW . v. a. (Gnagan , Sax . ) : . To eat by
flatter ; to wheedle ; to intinuate ; to fawn. degrees ; to devour by now corroſion. Dryden.
South, 2. To comment . Shakeſp .
2. To bite in agony or rage. Shakeſp. 3. To
CLOZE. | ( from the verb. ) 1. Flattery; in
wear away by biting. Sandys. 4. To fret ;
finuation. Shakeſp. 2. Specious ſhow ; gloſs.
to walte ; to corrode. 5. To pick with the
Sidney.
teeth Dryden.
GLUE : S. ( glu , Fr.) A viſcous body commonly To GNAW.V.n. To exerciſe the teeth . Shake.
made by boiling the ſkins of animals to a CNA'WER. Si (from gnaw .] One chat gnaws.
gelly ; a ceinent. Blackmore.
GNOMON . S. [ yrópsr.] The hand or pin of
To GLUE. v . a. ( from the noun .) 1. To join
a dial . Harris, Brown.
with a viſcous cement. Eccluſ 2. To hold GNOMONICKS . S. [ yopovixń. ) A ſcience
together. Newton. 3. To join ; to unite ; to
which teaches to find the juſt proportion of
invilcate . Tillotson
Shadows for the conſtruction of all kinds of
GLU'EBOILER. . ( glue and boil. ] One whoſe fun and moon
dials.
trade is to make glue .
GO.
pret.
To
v.
I went ; I have gone . (gan ,
n.
GLU'ER. f. [ from glue.) One who cements
Sax . ) 1. To walk ; to move
ſtep by ſtep .
with glue.
Shake
move
ſtand
Matth
ſp.
2.
To
not
;
GLUM . 2. ( A low cant word . ) Sullen ; ftub.
walk.
3. To walk ſolemnly. Hocker. till.
4. To
bornly grave. Guardian.
leiſurely, not run. Shakeſp._5. To travel ;
to journey a - foot. Milion. 6. To proceed ; to
To GLUT. 6. 2. (engloutir, Prench ; glutio,
make a progreſs .Dryden , 7. To remove frona
Lat. ). 1. To ſwallow ; to devour. Milton. 2.
To cloy ; to fill beyond ſufficiency. Bacon. place to place. Shakeſp . 8. To depart from
3. To feaſt or delight even to ſatiety . 4. To à place ; to move from a place . Cowley. 9 .
overfill; to load. Arbutbrot. 5. To faturate . To move or paſs in any manner , or to any
Boyk .
end. Herbert. 10. To paſs in company with
GLUT. S. ( from the verb ) 1. That which is others. Temple. 11. To proceed
any courſe
ſwal
gorged or
lowed . Milton. 2. Plenty even
of life good or bad. Ezekiel.
procee
to loathing and latiety . Milton . 3 . More than
in mental operations. Digby 12.13.ToTo
taked
enough ; overmuch. Ben. Johnſon. 4. Any
any road Deuteronomy. 14. To march in a
hoitile or warlike manner. Shakeſp 75. To
thing that fills up a paſſage. Woodward.
GLU’TINOUS.a ( glutineux , Fr.) Gluey ; vifo change ſtate or opinion for better .or worſe .
cous ; tenacious. Bacon .
Knalles. 16. To apply one's ſelf Bentley. 17.
GLUTINOUSNESS. J. [ from glutinous ) Vil
To have recourſe to. i Cor . 18. To be about
coſity ; tenacity . Cheyne.
to
19. To thift ; to paſs life not quite
GLUTTON . 1. ( glouton, Fr. ) 1. One who well.do.Lock
e. 20. To decline ; to tend to
indulges himſelf too much in eating. Prior . wards death or ruin. Shakeſp. 21. To be in
party or deſign. Dryden. 22 To eſcape. 2.
2. One eager of any thing to exceſs. Cowley
Xx
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Mar. 23. To tend to any act. Shakeſp. 24. GOAR. I. [ goror, Welſh .} Any edging fewed
To be uttered. Addiſon. 25. To be talked upon cloth .
of ; to be known . Addifon. 26. To paſs ; to GOAT. S. [gat, Sax .) A ruminant animal that
ſeems a middle ſpecies between a deer and
be received. Sidney . 27. To move by me
chaniſm . Otway. 28. To be in motion from
Theep. Peacham .
whatever cauſe. Skakeſp. 29. To move in GOATBEARD. S. [ goat and beard .) A plant.
Miller.
any direction. Shakeſp . 30. To flow ; to paſs ;
to have a courſe. Dryden . 31. To have any COATCHAFFER S.A kind of beetle .
tendency . Dryden. 32. To be in a Hate of GOATHERD. S. (gat and hynd, Sax ] Onc
whole employment is to tend goats. Spenſer.
compact or partnerſhip. L’Eſirange. 33. To
be regulated by any method ; to proceed upon COA'TMARJORAM . S. See GOATSBEARD .
principles. Sprart.-34. To be pregnant.Shak. GOATS Rue J. A plant.
35: To paſs ; not to remain. Judges. 36. TO GOATS - THORN.8. A plant. Miller .
paſs ; not to be retained. Shakeſp. 37. TO COA'TISH . a. (from goal. ) Reſembling a goat
in rankneſs ; luftful. More.
be expended. Felron. 38. To be in order of
time or place . Warts . 39. To reach or be GOB. S.[gobe,Fr.) A ſmall quantity. L'Efrange.
extended to any degree. Locke. 40. To ex . GOBBET. S. [gobe, Fr. ) A mouthful. Saadys's
Travels.
tend to conſequences. L'Eſtrange. 41. To
reach by effects. Wilkins. 42. To extend in To GO'BBET. v. a. To ſwallow at a mouthful.
L'Eſtrange.
meaning. Dryden. 43. To ſpread ; to be
ditperfed ; to reach further. Tate, 44. To To GO'BBLE . v. a . (geber , fr ) To ſwallow
have influence ; to be ofweight. Temple. 45 .
haſtily with cumuli and noiſe. Prior.
To be rated one with another ; to be confi- GO'BBLER . S. ( from gobble .] One that devours
dered with regard to greater or leſs worth .
in halte .
Arbuthnot 46. To contribute ; to conduce ; GO -BETWEEN . S. ( go and between .) One
to concur. Collier. 47. To fall out, or lermi .
that tranſacts buſineſs by running between
nate ; to ſucceed . Bacon . 48. To be in any
two parties. Shakeſp .
ftate. I Cor . 49. To proceed in train or GOBLET. S. [ gobeles, Fr.) A bowl or cup.
Denbam.
conſequence. Shakeſp. 50. To Go about To
attempt ; to endeavour. Shakeſp. 51. To Go GOBLIN S: [ Fr. gobelins.) 1. An evil ſpirit ;
aſide. To err ; to deviate from the right. a wa king ſpirit ; a frightful phantom . Locke.
2. A fairy ; an elf. Shakeſp.
Numbers. 52. To Go betweer . To interpoſe;
to moderate between two . Shakeſp. 53. To GOD . f. ( god, Saxon , which likewite ſignifies
good.] 1. The Supreme Being. Joka 2. A
Go by. To paſs away unnoticed. Shakeſp. 54.
falle god ; an idol. Shakeſp . 3. Any perſon or
To find or get the concluſion. Milton. 55 .
To obſerve as a rule . Sharp. 56. T. Cho
thing deified or too much honoured. Stakeip.
down. To be ſwallowed : to be received ; To GOD . v. . ( from the noun.) To deity ;
to exalt to divine honours. Shakeſp.
not rejected. Dryden. 57 To Go in and out .
To do the busineſs of life. Pſalms. 58 TO GO'DCHILD. . ( god and child ) A term of
be at liberty. J br . 59. To Go of. To die ; ſpiritual relation ; one for whom one became
to go out of life ; to deceaſe . Taller . 60
Sponſor at baptism , and promiſed to lee edu .
cated as a Chriftian.
To depart from a poſt. Shakeſp . 61. To Go
on . To make attack . Ben . Johnson. 62. TO GO'D -DAUGHTER S. [ god anddaughter. ) A
girl for whom one became ſponſor in baptifm .
proceed . Sidney. 63. To Go over. To revolt ;
to betake himſelf to another party . Swif ?. GODDESS, L. (from good.] A female divinity.
Dryden .
64. To Go out. To go upon any expedition.
Shakeſp: 65. To be extinguished Bacon . 66. GODDESS-LIKE . 6. Reſembling a godder
Pope.
To Go through. To perforın thoroughly ; to
execute. Sidney. 67. To luffer ; to undergo.GOD -FATHER. f. ( god and fatber .] The
Arbuthnet.
fpon or at the font. Bacon .
CO TO . interjes7. Come , come , take the right GODHEAD. . (from god.) 1. Godſhip ; deity ;
courſe. A ſcornful exhortation. Spenſer.
divinity ; divine nature. Miltan . 2. A deity ;
CO -BY. J. Delution ; artitice ; circumvention.
in perſon ; a god or goddeſs. Dryder.
Collier .
GODLESS. a . ( from god ] Without ſenſe of
GO -CART. ſ. [go and cari .) A machine in duty to God ; atheiſlical; wicked ; irreligious ;
which children are incloſed to teach them to
impious. Hecker, Dryden,
walk . Pricr.
GODLIKE. a. ( god ' and like.) Divine , re
COAD . ) . (gad, Sax .) A pointed inſtrument ſembling a divinily. Milton,
with which oxen are driven forward. Pope. GODLING . L. ( from god. ) A liule divinity.
To GOAD. v. a. (from thenoun.) 1. To prick
Dryden.
or drive with a goad. 2. To incite ; lo ſtimu- GODLINESS. f. [ from godly.) 1. Piety to
God . 2. General obſervation of all the duties
late ; to initigaie . Dryden .
GOAL. f. ( goule, Fr. ] 1. The landmark lei preſcribed by religion. Hooker.
up to bound a race . Milton . 2 7 he starting GODLY. a. (from god .] 1. Pious towards God.
port. Dryden . 3. The final purpoſe ; the end C. Prayer. 2. Good ; righteous; religious Pje!
GODLY .
to which a deſiga tends. Pepe,
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GODLY. adv. Piouſly ; righteouſly. Hooker. COLDNEY. . A ſort of fith.
COʻDLYHEAD . S. [ from godly.) Goodneſs ; GO'LDPLEASURE. S. An herb.
righteouſneſs . Spenſer.
GOʻLDSIZE. S. A glue of a golden colour .
Peacham .
GOD -MOTHER.S. (god and mother. ) A wo
COʻLDSMITH ſ. (gold and smit , Sax .) 1 .
man who has become ſponſor in baptiſm .
GO'DSHIP.S. (from god.] Therank or character
One who manufactures gold . Shakesp. 2. A
of agod; deity ; divinity. Prior.
banker ; one who keeps money for others in
his hands. Swifi.
GO'DSON. S. (god and lon.] One for whom one
GO'LDYLOCKS.S.[ coma aurea , Lat.) A plant .
has been ſponſor at the font. Shakeſp.
GO'DWARD. o. To Godward is soward God .
Miller.
GO'DWIT. S. [ god, good , and pita. ) A bird of COLL. S.Hands;paws. Sidney.
GOME: S. The black and oily greaſe of a cart
particular delicacy . Cowley .
wheelB. ailey.
GODYELD . 2 adv.corrupted from Godſhield
GO'DYIELDS or protect .]
GO'MPHOSIS. . A particular form of articu
GO'EL. a. ( goler, Sax. ) Yellow. Tuffer.
lation. Wiſeman .
GO'ER . /-(from go ] 1. One that goes ; a run- GONDOLA.S. ( gordele. Fr. ) A boat much
uſed
in Venice ; a ſmall boat , Spenſer.
ner. Shakeſp. 2.A walker ; one that has a gait
or manner of walking good or bad. Wotton . CONDOLIER. J. ( from gondola ,] A boatman .
Shakeſp.
To GOʻGGLE.v . n . To look afquint . Hudibras.
GO'GGLE- EYED. a. ( sceglegen , Saxon . ) GONE. part. preter . [ from go.] 1. Advanced ;
forward in progreſs. Swift. 2. Ruined ; un
Squint- eyed ; not looking Itrait.
done. Shakeſp . 3. Paft. Shakeſp. 4. Loft ; de
GOʻING .. [from go.] 1. The act of walking .
Shakeſp . 2. Pregnancy. Grew. 3. Departure .
paried . Holder . § . Dead ; departed from life .
Oldham .
Milion .
COLA . S.The ſame with CYMATIUM . Speel. GONFALONI S. Isonfanor , Fr.) An enſign;
COLD. I:gold, Saxon ; golud, riches, Weſth .) GONFANONS a ltandard . Milion .
1. Gold is the heavieſt, the moſt denſe, the GONORRHOE'A.S. pórt and 'pew.) A morbid
running of venereal hurts. Woodward,
moſt fimple, the most ductile, and moſt fixed
of all bodies ; not to be injured either by air GOOD . a . comp. better, ſuperl. best. (god ,Sax .)
goed, Dutch.jı Having ſuch phyſical qualities .
or fire, and ſeeming incorruptible. It is ſoluble
as are expected or deſired. Dryden. 2 Proper ;
by means of ſea ſalt ; but is injured by no
frequently
fit ; convenient. Baign. 3. Uncorrupted ;
native,
found
Gold
ſalt.
is
other
undamaged Locke. 4. Wholſome ; ſalubrious .
and very rarely in a late ofore. Native gold
Prior. 5 . Medicinal ; falutary. Bacon . 6 .
is feldom found pure,buthas almoſt conſtantly
Pleaſant to the taſte . Bacon . 7. Complete ;
filver with it. Gold duſt, or native gold, in
ſmall maſſes, is mixed among the land of
full. Addifon . 8. Uſeful , valuable . Colier. 9.
rivers in many parts of the world. Hill, Bacon .
Sound ; not falſe ; not fallacious. Atterbury.
2. Money . Shakesp
10. Legal , valid ; rightly claimed or he : I.
Wotton . 11. Confirmed i allefted ; valid .
GOʻLDBEATERY. (gold and bear . )One whole
occupation is to beat or foliate gold. Bryle.
Smith . 12. Having the qualities defired ; ſuf
GOLDBEATER's ſkin .S. The inteſtinum rec
ficient; ool too little. Clarendon. 13. Well
cum of an ox , which goldbeaters lay between
qualified ; not deficient. Locke. 14. Skilful ;
the leaves of their metal while they beat it ,
ready ; dexterous. South. 15. Happy ; prol
whereby the membrane is reduced thin , and
perous. Pjalms. 16. Honourable . Pope. 17 .
made fit to apply to cuts or Imall freſh wounds.
Cheerful ; gay. Pope to Swifi. 18. Conſidera
ble ; not Imall though not very great. Bacon.
Quincy
GOLDBOUND.a . gold and bound.) Encom.
19 Elegant ; decent ; delicale. With breeding.
paſſed with gold. Shakeſp.
Addison . 20. Real ; ſerious ; earneſt. Shakelp.
21. Having moral qualities, ſuch as are with
GOLDEN . a. ( from gold. ) 1. Made of gold ;
conſiſting of gold.Dryden. 2. Shining ; bright;
ed ; virtuous, Matthew . 22. Kind ; ſoit ;
ſplendid ; reſplendent Crafkaw . 3 Yellow ; benevolent. Sidney. 23. Favourable ; loving.
of the colour of gold Mortimer. 4. Excellent ;
1 Sam . 24. Companionable ; fociable ; merry .
Clarenden . 25. Hearty : earneft ; not dubious.
valuable. Dryden . 5. Happy ; reſembling the
Sidney. 26. In Good time. Not too fan.Celler.
age of gold. Shakeſp.
27. In Good f-cth . Really ; terioully. Shakeſp.
GOLDEN Saxifrage.S. [chryſoplenium .]
GOLDENLY. adv. (from gelden.) Delighe
28. Good . Tomake. ] To keep ; to maintain ;
fully ; ſplendidly . Skakelp .
not to give up ; not to abandon Clarend . 29.
GOLDFINCH . ]. (goldfinc, Sax ) A ſinging
To je form ; 'o confirin .W'aller, Smalridge,
bird, called in Staffordthire a proud taylor.
30. Totupply. L'Efrange.
Carew .
GOOD. ). 1. That which phyſically contributes
to happineſs ; the contrary to evil Shakelp.
GOLDFINDER . f. ( gold and find ] One who
finds gold . A term ludicroudly applied to thoſe
2. Pioſperity ; advancement. Lin. Johnjon .
3. Earoeft ; not jeſt. L'Efirange. 4. Moral
who empty jakes . Swift.
GOLDHAMMER.S. A kind of bird.
qualities, ſuch asare delirable ; virtue ; righ
teouſneſs. Milton , South .
GOLDING . J. A fort of apple.
X x2
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GOOD . adv. 1. Well ; not ill ; Aot amiſs. 2. racious eater .
As Goop. No worſe.
GORSE. f. (gorr, Sax .) Purze ; a thick prick
GOOD ,interjection . Well ; right. Shakeſp.
ly Trub.
D
CONDITIONE
GOOD. 3 Without illqua- GO'R Y. a. [ from gore.] 1. Covered with con
lities or fymptoms. Sharp.
gealed blood. Spenſer. 2. Bloody ; murther
COOD -NOW.interjection. 1. In good time ; a ous; fatal, Shakeſp.
COʻSHAWK.
exclamation
S. ( gor, gooſe, and pafoc,
of
low word. Shakeſp. 2. A foſt
wonder . Dryder .
hawk.) A hawk of a large kind. Foirfax .
COO'DLINESS. S. ( from goodly .) Beauty ; GO'SLING.S . ( from gooſe.] 1. A young gooſe ;
grace ; elegance. Sidney.
a gooſe not yet full grown . Swift. 2. A cat's
GOO'DLY .. [ from good .] 1. Beautiful ; grace
tail on nut- trees and pines.
ful; fine ; ſplendid. Shakeſp. Dryden. 2. GOʻSPEL. I. igoder, spel, or God's or good
Bulky ; ſwelling ; affectedly turgid . Dryden .
tidings ; evangenooy.) 1. God's words ; the
3. Happy ; deſirable ; gay. Spenfir.
holy book of the Chriſtian revelation, Woller .
GOODLY. adv . Excellently. Spenſer.
2. Divinity ; cheology.
GOODMAN. S. [good and man .)' . A night To GOSPEL. v. n. ( from the noun.) To fill
appellation of civility. Shakeſp . 2. A ruſtick
with ſentiments of religion. Shakesp.
COSPELLER. S. (from goſpel.) Followers of
term of compliment; gaffer. Shakeſp.
GOODNESS: S. (from good .] Deſirable quali
Wickliff, who firſt attempted a reformation
ties either moral or phyſical. Hooker .
from popery , given them by the Papilis in
GOODS. ſ. ( from good .] 1. Moveables in a
reproach .
houſe. Shakeſp .2.Wares ; freight; merchan- GOʻSSAMER. f. ( golfipium , low Lat . ) The
diſe . Raleigh.
down of plants. Shakeſp,
GOODY . !. ( corrupted from good wife.) A low GOʻSSIP. ). (from yod and sýb, relation, Sax . )
1. One who anſwers for the child in baptiſm .
term of civility uſed to mean perſons. Swift.
GOOSE. J. plural geeſe, (gos, Sax.) 1. A large Davies . 2. A tippling companion. Sbakelp. 3.
water-fowl, proverbially noted for fooliſhneſs. One who runs about lattling like women at a
Peacbam . 2. A taylor's ſmoothing iron. Slake.
lying.in . Dryden.
COOSEBERRY. 1. Igooſe and berry.) A tree To GOSSIP . ģ. n. ( from the noun. ] 1. To
and fruit.
chat ; lo prale ; to be merry, 2. To be a
GO'OSEFOOT. S. ( chenopodium .] Wild orach.
pot companion. Shakeſp.
Miller.
CO'SSIPRED . S. (8-llipry, from gillip ) Gel
GOOSEGRASS. f.Clivers ; an herb.Mortimer. pred or compaternity , by the canon law , is a
GORBELLY.L. ( from gor, dung, and belly .] ſpiritual affinity. Davies.
A big paunch ; a ſwelling belly .
GOʻSTING. F. An herb.
GORBELLIED. 2. (from gorbelly.) Fat ; big- GOT. pree. (From the verb get. ) Drydes .
bellied . Shakeſp .
GOT. part. pal. of get . Knolles.
GORD . S. An initrument ofgaming Warburton . GOTTEN . part. pol. of get. Temple.
GORE . f. ( gone , Sax ] 1. Blood . Spenſer. 2. GOUD. L. Woad , a plant.
Blood clolled or congealed. Milton, Denham . GOVE .v. n . To mow ; to put in a gove, goff,
To GORE. v. a. (geberian , Sax .)1. To ſtab ; or mow. Iuſſer.
To GOʻVERN.V .a. (gouverner, Fr. ] 1. To rule
to pierce.Shakep 2. To pierce. Dryden.
GORGE. f. ( gorge, Fr.] 1. The throat ; the
as a chief magiſtrate. Spenſer. 2. To regulate ;
ſwallow . Sidney. 2. That which is gorged
to influence ; to direct Atterbury. 3. To ma
or ſwallowed . Spenſer .
nage ; to reſtrain . Shakeſp . 4. (in grammar )
To GORGE . v. n . (gorger, Fr ) :. To fill up To
have force with regard to lyntax : as, as
to thethroat ; to glut ; lo ſatiate . Addifon. 2.
governs the accuſative caſe. 5. To pilat ; to
To ſwallow ; as, the fifb has gorged the book. regulate the motion of a ſhip
GORGEOUS. a . Igorgias, old Fr.) Fine ; glit- To GOVERN . v.r . To keep ſuperiority Dryd
GO’VERNABLE. a. (from govern . ) Submit
tering in various colours; ſhowy. Milton.
GORGEOUSLY. adv . [ from gorgeous .] Splen
five to authority ; ſubject to rule. Lacke .
didly ; magnificently ; finely.Worlon .
GOVER
NANCE . L. ( from govern . ) 1. Go
CORGEOUSNESS. I. ( from gorgeous.) Splen
vernment ; rule ; management . i Mac. is.
dour ; magnificence ; ſhow .
2. Control, as that of a guardian . Sperler . 3.
GORGET . I. ( from gorge . ) The piece of ar
Behaviour ; manners. Obiolete.
COVERNANTE
Stakejp.Knolles,
that
mour
.S: 1 gouvernante, Fr. ] A lady
Hudibras. defends the throat.
who has the care of young girls of quality.
CO'RGON. F. [7097à. ) A monſter with ſnaky GOVERNESS. f. ( gouvernels, old Fr ] 1. A
hairs , of which the light turned beholders to female inveſted with authority. Skakelp . 2. A
rones ; any thing ugly or horrid Dryden.
tutorets ; a woman that has the care of youog
GOʻRMAND . j. I gourmand, fr ] A greedy
ladies. Clarendon . 3. A lutoreis ; an initruc
e2ter.
treſs  ;ܪa directreſs. More,
To GORMANDIZE . v. n. [irom gormand .) GOVERNMENT. J. ( gewversemeni , F:) i .
To ferd ravenouil ;.
Form of community with reſpect to the diſpo
CORMANDIZER .: L. ( from the verb . ) A vo
ſition of the Supreme authority. Tempk . 2 .
Ag

GRA
GRA
An eſtabliment of legal authority . Dryden. by an act of favour. Dryder. 3. To favour.
3. Adminiſtration of publick affairs. Waller. Dryden.
4. Regularity of behaviour. Shakeſp. 5. Ma.GRACED . a. ( froin grace.) 1 . Beautiful ;
nageableneſs; compliance ; obſequiouſneſs. graceful. Sidney. 2.Virtuous; regular; chafte.
Shakeſp .
Skakejp 6. Management of the limbs or bo
dy . Spenſer. 7. (In grammar.) Influence with CRACEFUL. a. (from grace.) Beautiful with
dignity . Pope.
regard to conſtruction .
GOVERNOUR. F. (gouverneur, Fr.) 1. One GRACEFULLY. adv. ( from graceful.] Ele
who has the ſupreme direction. Hooker. 2 .
gantly ; with pleaſing dignity . Swift.
One who is inveſted with fupreme authority GRACEFULNESS. L. (from graceful.) Ele
in a ſtate. South. 3. One who rules any place gancy ofmanner ; dignity with beauty. Dryden,
with delegated and temporary authority.Shak. GRACELESS a . (from grace.)Without grace ;
4. A tutor ; one who has the care of a young wicked ; abandoned. Spenſer .
man. Shakeſp. 5. A pilot ; regulator ; manager. GRACES.S . Good graces for favour is ſeldom
James .
uſed in the fingular. Hudibras.
GOUGE.S. ( French ) A chiſel having a round GRACILE. a .Igracilis, Lat. ) Slender ; ſmall.
GRACILENT. a . ( gracilentus, Lat.] Lean.
edge . Moxon.
GO UJERES.S [from gouje, Fr. a camp trull .] GRACILITY.S.( gracilitas,Lat.]Slenderneſs.
GRACIOUS. a . ( gracieux, Fr. ) i . Merciful ;
The French diſeaſe. Hanmer.
benevolent. Sourb. 2. Favourable ; kind. 3 .
COʻURD . . A plant ; a bottle .
Kings. 4. Acceptable; favoured. Clarenden. s.
GOU'RDINESS. S. (from gourd.) A ſwelling
Virtuous; good. Shakeſp .6. Excellent. Hosker.
in a horſe's leg Farrier's Dict.
7. Gracelul; becoming. Camden .
GOU'RNET.J . A fiſh.
GOUT. S.(goutte, Fr. ) 1. The arthritis; a pe- GRACIOUSLY. adv. (from gracious.) 1.Kind
riodical diſeaſe attended with great pain . Ar
ly ; with kind condeſcenſion . Dryden . 2. In a
burbnet. 2. A drop. (goutte, Fr. Shakeſp.
pleaſing manner.
GOUT.S. ( French .) ' A Calte. Woodward.
GRACIOUSNESS. S. (from gracious.) 1. Kind
GOUTWORT.S. ( gout and wor !. ) An herb.
condefcenfion. Clarendon. 2. Pleaſing manner.
GO'UTY.S . (from gour] 1. Aflicted or dilear- GRADATION . S. (gradation, Fr. ] 1. Regular
progreſs from one degree to another . L'Efra.
ed with the gout.Graunt. 2. Relating to the
2. Regular advance ſtep by Step . Shakeſp: 3.
gout.
GOWN. S. ( gonna, Italian.) 1. A long upper Order ; arrangement. Shakeſp. 4 : Regular
garment. Abbot, 2. A woinan's upper garment proceſs of argument, South.
Pope. 3. The long habit of a man dedicated GRA’DATORY. S. (gradus, Lat .] Steps from
the cloiſter into the church .
to arts of peace, as divinity , medicine, law
Spenſer. 4. The drets of peace. Dryden.
GRADIENT. a. ( gradiens, Latin.) Walking.
GO'WNED. a. (from gowon ) Drelled in a Wilkins..
GRADUAL. a . (graduel, fr.] Proceeding by
gown Dryden .
COWNMAN . S. [gown and man .) A man de. degrees; advancing ſtep by ſtep . Milton,South .
GRADUAL . f. ( gradus, Lat.) An order of
voted to the arts of peace . Rowe.
To GRA'BBLE. V.n. To grope . Arbuthnot .
ſteps. Dryden.
To CRABBLE. v. 0. To lie prostrate on the GRA’DUALITY. S. (from gradual ] Regular
progreflion . Brown .
ground.
ÇRACE.S. (grace, Fr. ) 1. Favour ; kindneſs. GRADUALLY. adv. ( from gradual) By de
Sidney. 2. Favourable influence of God on the grees ; in regular progretion . Newoon .
human mind. Milton , Com . Prayer: 3. Virtue: To GRADUATE.V. a. ( graduer, Fr.). ". To
effect of God's influence . Pope. 4. Pardon. dignify with a degree in the univerſity. Carew .
Milton. 5. Favour conferred. Prior. 6. Privi.
2. To mark with degrees. Derham . 3. To
lege. Dryden. 7. A goddeſs, by the heathens raiſe to a higher place in the ſcale of metals.
ſuppoſed to beſtow beauty.Prior. 8. Behaviour, Boile. 4. To heighien ; to improve. Brown.
conſidered as decent or unbecoming . Temple. GRADUATE.S . I gradue, Fr. ] A man digni
9. Adventitious or artificial beauty. Dryden . fied with an academical degree. Bramſton .
10. Natural excellence. Hooker. 11. Embellish . GRADUATION.S: ( graduation ,Fr. ] 1. Regu
ment ; recommendation ; beauty. Dryden. 12
lar progreſſion by ſucceſſion of degrees. Grew.
Single beauty.Dryden. 13. Ornament; flower
2. The act of conferring academical degrees.
highestperfection. Shakeſp. 14. Virtue ; good - GRAFFS. (See Grave . ] A ditch ; a most.
nels. Shakeſp. 15. Virtue phyſical. Shakeſp. Clarendon .
16. The title of a duke ; formerly of ini GRAFF. ? ! [greffe, Fr.) A finall branch in
king, meaning the ſame as your goodneſs , o GRAFT. } lerted into the ſtock of another tree ,
your clemency. Bacon . 17. A ſhort prayer ſaid
and nourilhed by its fap, but bearing its owa
fruit; a young cyon. Raleigh, Pope.
before and after meat. Swift.
GRACE-CUP. f. ( grace and cup.] The cup or TO GRAFF ? v . a . (greffer, fr.j ! Toin
To GRAFT . S lere a cyon or branch of one
health drank after grace . Prior.
TO CRACE . v. a. 1. To adorn ; to dignify ; tree into the flock of another. Dryden. 2. To
to embelliſh . Hooker . 2. Todgnify or railc
propagate by intertion or inoculation . Tuer .
3 TO
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3. To inſert into a place or body to which i! GRA'NARY.S. i granarium ,Lat.)A ſorehonie
did not originally belong. Romans. 4. To fill for thraihed corn. Addifor .
with an adfcititious branch. Skakeſp. 5. TO GRANATE. J. [ from granum, Lat.) A kind
join one thing ſo as to receive ſupport from a
of marble ſo called, becauſe it is marked with
finall variegations like grains.
nother. Swifi.
GRAFTER J. ( from graff, or graft.) One GRAND. a. ( grand, fr. grandis , Lat. ) 1 .
Creat ; illuſtrious; high in power. Raleigh.
who propagates fruit by grafting. Evelyn .
GRAIL . ). ( from gréle, Fr. ] Small particles of 2. Great ; ſplendid ; magnificent. Young . 3 .
Noble ; ſublime; lofty ; conceived or expreſs
any kind. Spenjer.
" GRÁIN . / [ graine, Fr. granum , Lat. } 1. A
ſed with great dignity. 4. It is used to bgnify
fingle feed of coro . Sbakelp. 2. Corn. Dryden.
aſcent or deſcent ofconfanguinity.
3. The feed of any fruit . 4. Any minute GRA'NDAM . S. ( grand and dam or dene )
particle ; any ſingle body . Shakeſp. 5. The
1. Grandmother , my father's or mother's
finallett weight, of which in phyfick twenty
mother. Shakeſp. 2. An old withered woman.
Dryden .
make a ſcruple, and in Troy weight twenty
four make a penny weight ; a grain ſo named GRANDCHILD.S . ( grand and child ] The fon
or daughter ofmy fon or daughter . Bacsa
becauſe it is Tuppofed of equal weight with a
grain of corn . Holder. 6. Any thing proverbi- GRANDAUGHTER.S.Igrard and dougbter .)
ally fmall. Wiſdom . 7. Grain of Allowance. The daughter of a fon or daughter,
Something indulged or remitted . W'atis. 8. GRANDE E.S. [ grand, Fr.) A man of great
rank , power, or dignity. Wotton.
The direction of the fibres of wood , or other
fibrousmatter. Shakejp. 9. The body of the GRANDE'VITY . Š. (from grandeurs, Lat.)
Great age ; length of life . Die
wood . Dryden. 10. The body conſidered with
refpect to the form or direction of the conſti GRANDE VOUS.a. ( grandetxs, Lat ] Long
tuent particles. Brown . u . Died or ſtained lived, of great age. Diel.
fubftance. Spenſer. 12. Temper ; difpofition , GRANDEUR . f.( French ) 1. State ; ſplendour
inclination, humour. Hudibras . 13.Theheart ; of appearance ; magnificence. Sourb. 2. Ele
the bottom . Hayward. 14. The form of the vation of ſentiment or language.
fur ace with regard to roughnets anu Imooth - GRANDFATHER . S. [ grand and faider.] The
father of my father or mother. Bacon.
nels. Newton .
CRAINED . a. ( from grain . ] Rough ; made leſs GRANDI FICK . a . ( grandis and facie, Lat )
Making great. Diet.
linocth . Shakeſp.
GRAINS !. (without a ſingular ) The buikso GRANDINOUS, a . Igrande, Lat.) Full ofbail.
mait exbaulted in brewing. B. Johnson .
GRANDITY.S. (from grandis, Lal.) Great
GRAINY. G. ( trom grain. ] 1. Full of corn 2 . neſs ; grandeur. Camden.
GRANDMOTHERS ( grand andmotber. ]The
Full of grains or kernels.
GRAMERCY. inierj. (contracted from grant
father's or mother's mother, I Tim .
mle mérıy.) An oblolete expreflion of ſurpriſe GRANDSIRE. f. I grand and fire.) 1. Grand
father . Denbam, Prior . 2. Any anceſtor , poes
Shakila
GRAMÍNEOUS. a graminews, Lat.) Graſſy
lically . Pope.
GRAMINI VOROUS. a . g'amen and vero, GRANDSON.S. ( rand and for.) The Son of
a ton cs daughter. Swift.
Lit ) Gra's eating . Share:
GRAMMAR.S [grammaire, Fr grammatica , GRANGE. ]. I grange, Fr. ) A farm ; generally a
farm with a houſe at a distance from neigh
Lat.] 1. The ſcience of speaking correctly .
bours. Ben. Johofon
the art which teaches the relations. f words to
each other. Locke. 2. Propriety or julloels of GRANITEV granit,Fr. from granus ,Lat.) A
ipeech . Dryden. 3. The brok th tireats oj Itone composed of ſeparate and very large cos .
the various relations of words to ( ne : ocher
cieisns , rudely compactedtogether.The hard
GRAMMAR Schco! 1. A ſchool in which the white granite with black pots, commonly cat
led muor flune, forms a very firm , and though
learned languages are grammatically taught
rude, yet beautifully variegated mais. Hard
Locke.
red granite , variegated with black and white,
GRAMMARIAN . f. ( grammarien, Fr. from
now called oriental granite, is valuable or its
grammar ,] One who teaches grammar ; a
extreme hardners and beauty, and capable of
philologer. Helder .
GRAMMATICAL .a ( grammatical , fr. ] 1 . a molt elegant polith . Hill, Woodward.
Belonging to grammar. Sodney. 2. Taught by GRANIVOROUS. a. ( granuis and Care , Lal)
Eating grain, Arbwihast.
grammar. Dryder.
GRAMMA'TICALLY . adv. (from gramma . GRANNAM . f. [ for grandam ) Crandmother.
Gay.
tica!.] According to the rules or Icience o
To GRANT. v. a . ( from gratia or gratificer.)
grammar. W'atis.
GRAMMATICA STER. F. (Latin ) A mean
1. To admit that which is not yet proved.
verbal petant; a low grammarian Rymer.
Hocker . 2. To beſtow i mething which cannot
be claimed of right . Pope.
GRAMPLE. ) . A crab -filh .
CRAMPUS. J. A large fish of the cetaceous CRANT . ! . (from the verb.] 1. The ad of
grafting or buttowing. 2. The thing granica ;
kind.
a gut ;

GRA
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a gift; a boon. Dryder . 3. (In law. ] A gift | GRASS. S. gnæs, Sax.] The common herbage
in writing of ſuch a thing as cannot aply be
of the held on whichcattle feed. Temple .
paſſed or conveyed by word only . Cowell 4. GRASS of Parnaſus.f. (parnaſſia .Lat.) A plant,
Admillion of ſomething in diſpute. Dryden . To GRASS . v n. To breed graſs. Tuffer.
GRANTABLE . a. ( from grant.] That which GRASS -PLOT. f. (graſs and plot.) A ſmall
level covered with ſhort graſs. Mortimer .
may be granted. Ayliffe.
GRANTEE.S. (from grant.) He to whom any GRASS-POLY.f. A ſpecies ofWILLOW -WORT ,
GRASSINESS. S. (from grally .) The ſtate of
grant is made. Swift.
GRANTOR . S. (from grant. ] He by whom a
abounding in graſs.
grant ismade. Ayliffe.
GRASSY. a. ( from grofs.) Covered with graſs,
GRA’NULARY. a. ( from granule.) Small and Milton. Dryden.
compact ; reſembling a Imall grain or ſeed. GRATE. S. [ crates, Lat.) 1. A partition made
Browr.
with bars placed near to one anaher. Aildijos.
To GRA'NULATE . 0. n . ( granuler, Fr.) To 2. The range of bars within which fires are
made . Spectator.
be formed into ſmall grains. Spratt.
To GRANULATE . v. a. 1. To break into To GRATE . v. a. ( gratter, Fr. ) 1. To rnb
or wear any thing by the attrition of a rough
ſmall maſſes. 2. To raile into ſmall afperities.
Ray.
body. Spenſer. 2. To offend by any thing
GRANULA'TION. f. ( granulation, Fr.) 1 .
harſh or vexatious. Swift. 3. To form a found
The act of pouring melted metal into cold
by colliſion of alperities. Milion.
water, ſo as it may congealinto finall grains. To GRATE. v. n. 1. To rob ſo as to injure op
Gunpowder and ſome ſales are likewiſe laid co
offend. L'Efrange. 2. To make a harſh noile .
Hooker.
be granulated , from their reſemblance to grain.
Quincy. 2. Theact of ſhooting or breaking in GRATEFUL. a. (gratus, Lat.] 1. Having *
due ſenſe of benefits, Milton . 2. Pleaſing ;
ſmall maſſes. Sharp.
GRANULE. f. [ from granum , Lat. ) A ſmall
acceptable ; delightful; delicious. Bacon .
GRATEFULLY .adv. ( from grateful.) 1.With
compact particle. Boyle.
GRANULOUS. a. (from granule.) Full of lit
willingneſs to acknowledge and repay benefits
cle grains.
Dryden . 2. In a pleafing manner. Wa:is.
GRAPE. Į (grappe, Fr. krappe, Dutch ) The GRATEFULNESS. S. ( from grateful.]
Gratitude ; duty to benefactors. Herbert. 22
fruit of the vine , growing in cluſters. Pope .
GRAPHICAL . a. ( rçáqw.] Well delineated
Quality of being acceptable ; pleaſantneſs.
Bacon .
GRATER J. (graier, Fr. ] A kind of coarte
file with which loft bodies are rubbed lo pow
GRA PHICALLY . odv . (from graphical) In
der .
a pictureſque manner ; with good defcription
GRATIFICATION. S. ( gratificatio, Lat.) 1 .
or delineation .
The act of pleaſing . Souib. 2. Pleaſure ,
GRAPNEL.S. (grapin, Fr.) 1. A ſmall anchor
delight . Rogers. 3. Reward ; recompence
belonging to a livele vellei. 2. A grapling
iron with which in fight one thip altens on To GRATIFY.v. a. ( gratificer, Lat .] 1. To
another.
indulge ; to pleaſe by compliance . Dryden. 2 .
To delight ; to pleaſe. Addifon. 3. To requite
To GRAPPLE . 7. n . ( grabbenel, Dutch . )
contend
ſeizing
with a gratification .
To
by
each other. Milion. 2 .
CRA'TINGLY.ab . (from grute.) Harshly
To conteſt in cloſe light. Dryden .
offentively;
To GRAPPLE . v. 6. 1. To falten ; to fix.
GRATIS, adv. (Lat.) For nothing ; without a
Shakelp . 2. To ſeize ; to lay faſt bold of.
GRAPPLE L. ( from the verb .) 1. Conteft, in
recompence. Arburkset.
which the combatants ſeize each other Milton. GRATITUDE. . (gratitude, low Lat . )
Duty to benefactors. Skakelp. 2. Deſire to
2. Clole fight. Shakeſp. 3. An iron inftru
ment by which one thip faſtens on another .
return benefits . South.
Dryden.
GRATUITOUS. a. (gratuitus, Lat ) 1. Volur
GRAPPLEMENT. § (from grapple.] Cloſe
tary i granted without claim or merit. L'Efir,
fight. Spencer.
2. Aferteil without proof. Ray.
GRA'SHOPPER. S ( graſs and bop .) A ſmall GRATUITOUSLY.adv. (from grauitous. ] 1 .
Witho
ut claim or merit . 2. Without procf
inſect thac hops in the ſummer grais. Addifon.
GRASIER . See GRAZIER .
Cheyne
To GRASP . v a . (graſpare, Ital.) 1. To hold GRATU'ITY. f . (gratuité, fr .) A preſent or
acknowledgment. Swife.
in the hand ; to gripe. Sidney . 2. To ſeize ;
to catch at. Clarendon.
To GRATULATE . v. a . (gratulor , Lat.) 1 .
To congratulate ; lo ſalate with declarations
TO GRASP . v . n . 1. To catch ; to endeavour
to ſeize. Swift. 2. To ſtruggle ; lo ſtrive. 3 .
of joy. Shakeſp. 2. To declare joy for . Beta
To gripe ; lo encroach. Dryden.
Jobulon
GRASP.T. ( from the verb . ) 1. The gripe or GRATULATION . S. (from gratulatis, Lat .]
ſeizure of the hand . Milton 2. Poffeffion ; Salutations made by expreſſing joy. Hoker.
hold. Shakeſp. 3. Power of ſeizing. Clarendin. GRATULATORY.'a. (trom gratulate.) Con
GRASPER . ]. [ from gralo .] One chat graſps.
gratulatory ; expresiog congratulation .
GRAVE,
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GRAVE, a final ſyllable in the names of places, GRAY.S. A badger.
is from the Saxon græf, a grove or cave. GRA'YBEARD. S. (gray and beard .) An old
Gibſon,
man. Shakeſp
GRAVE . S. (gref Sax. ) The place in which GRA'YLING . / The umber, a fil . Waltor .
the dead arerepoſited. Milton.
GRA'YNESS. S. [ from gray .] The quality of
being gray :
GRAVE -CLOATHS. f. (grove and clearbs.]
The dreſs of the dead. Spenſer. John.
To GRAZE . v. n . ( from graſs .) 1. To eat
GRAVE -STONE . L. (grave and jione .) The
graſs ; to feed on graſs. Shakeſp. 2. To fupply
ftone that is laid over the grave. Sbakeſp
grals. Bacon . 3. ( from rafer, Fr.] To touch
T. GRAVE. v . a. preter. graved ; part. paſt.
lightly . Skakelp .
graven. 1. To inſçulp ; to carve into any To GRAZE. v. a. 1. To tend grazing cattle.
hard ſubſtance. Prior . 2. To carve or form .
Daniel. 2. To feed upon. Milion.
Hebrews. Dryden. 3. ( from grave.] TO GRAZIER : J. (from graze.) One who feeds
entomb. Shakeſp . 4. To clean , caulk, and
calile . Howel.
of
Theath a ſhip. Ainsworth.
To GRAVE . v . * . To write or delineate on GREASE L. igraiſſe, Fr. ] 1. The ſoft part
the fat. Shakeſp. 2. ( In horſemanſhip.) A twel
hard ſubstances. Exodus.
ling and gourdineſs of the legs, which gene"
GRAVE a . ( grave, Fr ) 1. Solemn ; ſerious ; rally happens to a horſe after his journey.
fober. More. 2. Of weight ; not futile ; cre- To GREASE . v. a . ( from the noun .] 1. To
dible . Grew . 3. Not ſhowy ; not tawdry. 4.
ſmear or anoint with greaſe. 2. To bribe ; to
Not ſharp of found ; nol acute. Holder.
corrupt with preſents. Dryden.
Hard ſand. GRE'ASINESS. S. (from greaſe.] Oilineſs ;
GRAVEL: ļ: ( graveel, Dutch.}
Woodward. 2. (Gravelle, Fr. ) Sandy matter fatneſs. Boyle.
concreted in the kidneys. Arbuthnos.
GREASY. 6. (from greaſe.] 1. Oily ; fat ;
To GRAVEL . v. n . (from the noun ) 1. To
unctuous Shakejp. 2. Smeared with greaſe.
Mortimer. 3. Fat of body ; bulky . Shakeſp .
pave or cover with gravel . Bacon . 2. To ſtick
in the fand . Camden. 3. To puzzle ; to ſtop ; CREAT, a ( great, Sax ) i Large in bulk or
to put to a Itand. Howel. 4. ( In horieman
number. Locke. 2. Having any quality in 2
fhip.) To hurt the foot with gravel confined
high degree . Tillotſox . 3. Conliderable in
by the Moe.
extent or duration. 2 Sam . 4. Important į
weighty. Shakesp. 5. Chief ; principal Shakeſ.
GRAVELESS. a. [ fiom grave.] Without a
tomb ; unburied. Shake /p .
6. Of high rank ; of large power. Pope. 7 :
GRA’VELLY. 0. ( gravelerx , Fr.) Full of Illuſtrious; eminent . Jeremiah 8. Grand of
gravel ; abourding with gravel. Harvey.
aſpect ; of elevated mien. Dryder. 9. Noble ;
GRAVELY. adv . (from grave.] 1. Solemnly : magnanimous . Sidney. 10. Swelling ; proud.
ferioully ; ſoberly without lightneſs. Spectat. Knolles. 11. Familiar ; much acquainted.
Васги, 12 Pregnant ; teeming . May. 13.
2. Without gaudineſs or ſhow .
GRA VENESS. S. liom zrave.) Seriouſneſs ;
It is added in every hep of afcending or del
ſolemnity and fobriety. Dentam .
cending conſanguinity : as freai grandion is
CRA'VEOLENT. a . (graveolens, Lat. ] Strong
the ton of my grandfon. Addifin. 14. Hard ;
fcepted .
difficult ; grievous . Tayler .
CRA'VER . S. ( graveur, Fr.) 1. One whoſe GREAT. / (from the adjective.) The whole ;
bulinels is to inſcribe or carve upon hard ſub
the grols ; the whole in a lump. Raleigh.
ftances ; one who copies pictures upon wood GREAT-BELLIED. a .[greatand belly . Prez
or metal to be imprefied on paper. Dryden. 2 . nant ; teeming . Wilkins.
The ſtile or tool uſed in graving. Boyle.
To GREATEN . v. a. (from great . ) To sge
GRAVIDITY. L. ( from gravidas , Lat.) Preg
grandize ; to enlarge. Raleigh.
nancy. Arbuthnote
GREATHEARTED . a. ( great and heart ]
GRAVING . f. [from grave.] Carved work . High - ſpirited ; undejected. Clarendon .
GREATLY. adv. (from great.) 1. In a great
2 Chron.
To GRA'VITATE . v. 9. (from gravis, Lat ] degree, Milt. . 2 . Nobly ; illuſtrioully.
Dryden. 3. Magnanimoully ; generculty i
To tend to the center ofattraction. Bentley.
GRAVITA’TION . L. (fram gravitate .) The bravely. Addiſon.
GREATNESS 1 ( from great.) 1. Largenefs of
act of tending to the centre. Pope.
GRAVITY . /. (gravitas, Lat. ) 1. Weight ; quantity or number . 2. Comparative quantity .
heavineſs; jiendency to the centre. Brown. 2 . Locke. 3 High degree of any quality . R -771.
Atrociouſneſs ; weight of guilt . Hooker. 3. 4. High place; dignity ; power ; influence.
Seriouſneſs ; folemnity. Bacon.
Dryden, Swift. 5. Swelling pride ; affected
ftate. Pacin . 6. Merit ; magnanimity ; noble
CRAVY. f. The ſerous juice that runs from
neſs of mind. Milton . 7. Grandeur ; Itale ;
feſh not much dried by the fire. Arbutknet.
CRAY. a . (greb, Saxon grau , Danish .] 1 . magnificence . Pope.
White with a mixture of black . Newton . GRLAVE . J. A grove. Spenſer.
2. Wbile or hoary with old age. Walton . GREAVES. Filtrom gréces, Fr ] Armour for
the legs . 1 Sam
3. Dark like the openiog or cloſe of day:
Cander,
GRECISM
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CRECISM . S. [ greciſmus, Lat.) An idiom of TO GREET.v. n . To meet and ſalute. Shakeſ.
the Greek laaguege.
CREE'TER . S. ( from the verb. ) He who greets.
GRE'ETING . J. ( from grees.) Salutation at
GREE . S. Good will; favour. Spenſer.
GREECE. S.. (corrupted from degrees.] a Highe meeting, or compliments at a diſtance. Shakeſ
GREEZĚ. S. A Night of ſteps. Shakeſp:
of iteps. Shakeſp.
CREE’DILY. adv. [from greedy.) Eagerly ; GRE'CAL. a . Igrex, gregis, Lat.] Belonging
to a flock . Di .
ravenoudy ; voraciouſly. Denbam .
GRE'EDINESS. S. (from greedy .) Ravenouſ- GREGA'RIOUS. a . (gregarius, Lat.] Going
in Rocks or herds. Ray.
neſs ; voracity ; bunger ; eagerneſs of appe
tite or defire. Denham.
GREMIAL. a. ( gremium , Lat.) Pertaining to
GREʻEDY. a. (grædig, Sax. ] 1. Ravenous ; the lap. Diet
voracious; hungry. King Charles. 2. Eager ; CRENADE. S. A little hollow globe or ball
about two inches in diameter, which being
vehemently deſirous. Fairfax.
GREEN, a . (grun , German ; groen, Dut.] 1. filled with fine powder, as ſoon as it is kindled ,
Having a colour formed by compounding blue fies into manyſhatters, much to the damage
of all chat ſtand near. Harris.
and yellow . Pope . 2. Pale ; fickly. Shakeſp
3. Flourishing ; freſh ; undecayed. 4. New ; GRE'NADIER, S. (grenadier, Fr. from gre
freſh : as, a green wound, Shakeſp. 5. Not nade.) A tall foot-ſoldier, of whom there is
dry . Hooker . 6. Not roaſted ; half raw . one company in every regiment. Gay.
Wasts: 7. Unripe ; immacure ; young. Shok.GRENADO. F. See GRENADE . Cleoveland,
GREEN.S 1. The green colour. Dryden. 2. GREUT. f. A kind of foffile body . Grew .
A graſſy plain . Milton . 3. Leaves ; branches; GREW. The preterite of grow . Dryden.
wreaths. Dryden .
GREY. a. ( gris, Fr. ) See Gray .
To GREEN. v. 2. ( from the noun ) To make GREYHOUND. S. ConigDund,Sax.) A call
green. Thomjor.
feet dog that chales in fight. Sidney.
CŘEŠENBROOM . S. This ſhruB grows wila | GRICE. ). A little pig. Goxldman. 2. A ſtep
upon barren dry beaths. Miller.
or greeze, Shekelp.
GREE'NCLOTH . /. A board or court of jul- To GRIDE. v. n. ( gridare, Ital.) To cut Milt.
lice held in the counting -houſe of the king's GRI'DELIN. 2. A colour mixed of white and
houſehold, for the taking cognizance of all
red Dryden .
matters of government and juſtice within the GRIDIRON . S. ( grind, Ifaodick, a grate, and
king's court-royal. Diet. Bacon.
iron. ) A portable grate. Spectator.
GREENEYED.'a . (green and eye ) Having GRIEF. S. [from grieve.) 1 Sorrow ; trouble
for ſomething paſt. South. 2. Grievance ;
eyes coloured with green. Shakeſp.
harm . (Grief , Fr. Shakeſp ]
GRE'ENFINCH. S. A kind of bird. Mert.
GRIEVANCE . L. ( from grief.] 1. A ſtate of
GRE'ENFISH . S. A kind of fiſh .
GRE'ENGAGE. F. A ſpecies of Plum .
uneaſineſs. 2. The cauſe of uneaſineſs. Swift.
GREENHOUSE.S. (green and houſe.) A houſe To GRIEVE. v.a. ( grever, Fr.] To afilidt ;
in which tender plants are ſheltered. Evelyn.
to hurt. Pfalms.
GREENISH . a . (from green .) Somewhat To GRIEVE . v . n. To be in pain for ſomething
paſt ; to mourn ; to ſorrow , as for the deach
green. Spenſer .
CRE'ENLY.'a. ( from green ) 1. With a green
of friends Shakeſp: Dryden.
ile colour . 2. Newly ; freſhly: 3. Imma GRIEVINGLY. adv . (from grieve.] In for
turely . 4. Wanly ; timidly . Shakeſp.
row ; ſorrowfully. Shakeſp .
GRE'ENNESS. S. (from green .) 1. The qua- GRIEVOUS. a. Igravis, Lat.) 1. Affli&tive ;
lity of being green ; viridity Ben . Jobafon.
painful ; hard to be borne. Hooker. 2. Such
2. Immaturity ; unripeneſs. Sidney 3. Freſh
as cauſes forrow . Watts. 3. Expreſſing a
great degree of uneaſinels. Clarendon. 4. A.
neſs ; vigouri South. 4. Newnels.
GREENSICKNESS. S. ( green and fickneſs ]
trocious ; heavy. Shakeſp. 5. Sometimes
The diſeaſe of maids, lo called from the pale
uſed adverbially in low language . Shakesp.
GRIE VOUSLY adv. (from grievous. ] 1. Paina
neſs which it produces. Arbuthnet
f. ( green and ſward.) fully ; with pain. Spenſer. 2. With diſcon
GREENSWARD.
lent ; with ill will . Knolles. 3. Calamitouſly ;
GREENSWORD . ) The curf on which g 21s
miſerably. Hooker. 4. Vexatiouſly. Ray.
grows. Shakejp. Swift,
GREENWEED. S. [ green and weed ] Dyers GRIE'VOUSNESS. S. (from grievous.]Sorrow ;
weed .
pain. Ifaiab xxi.
GREENWOOD . S. (green and weed.) A wood GRIFFIN . I . ygüt) A fabled animal, ſaid
conſidered as it appears in the ſpring or fun . GRIFFON . Š to be generated betweeo the
mer . Dryden.
lion and eagle, and to have the head and pawe
To GREET. v.a. ( grator, Lat gnetan , Sax .) of the lion, and the wings of the eagle Peach.
1. To addreſs at meeting. Donne, 2 To ad- GRIG . 1. (kricke, Bavarian, a little duck .) 1. A
dreſs in whatever manner. Shakeſp. 3. To Imail eel . 2. A merry creature. [Supposed
falute in kindneſs os reſpe & . Dryden. 4. To from Greek. ) Swifi.
congratulate. Spenſer. 5. To pay compliments To GRILL . v. n . (grill, a grate, Fr. ) To
broil on a gridiron.
at a diſtance. Snakel 6. To meet, as chofe
Y y
CILLADE .
do who go to pay congratulations. Pope.
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GRI'LLADE . S. (from grill.) Any thing broil.GRIPLE. S. A griping miſer. Spencer.
ed on a gridiron.
GRISAMBER . J. Ured by Miloon for amber
To GRI'LLY. v . a . ( from grill.) To haraſs ;
griſe.
to hurt. Hudibras.
GRISE. ! . A ſtep, or ſcale of Neps. Shakeſp.
GRIM . a . ( gnimma, Sax .) 1. Having a coun - GRISKIN . S. (griſgin, roaſt meat, Iriſh .] The
tenance of terrour ; horrible . Denbam . 2
vertebræ of a hog broiled .
GRISLY. adv. Ignislu , Sax . Dreadful; hor
Ugly ; ill - looking, Shakeſp.
GRIMACE. ſ. (Fr. from grim. ] 1. A diſtor
rible ; hideous. Addifon.
tion of the countenance from habit, affectati. CRIST. f. (grist, Sax . ) 1. Corn to be ground .
on , or intolence. South . 2. Air of affectation. Tuller . 2. Supply ; proviſion. Swifi.
Granville.
GRISTLE. S. (gristle, Sax.) A cartilage. Ray.
GRIMAL'KIN. S. (gris, Fr. and malkin .) An GRI'STLY .' a . (from griftle.) Cartilaginous.
Blackmore.
old cat. Philips .
GRIME. S. [ from grim.] Dirt deeply inlinua. GRIT. J. ( gnýtta, Sax ] 1. The coarſe part
ted. Woodward.
of meal . 2. Oats huſked, or coarſly ground .
To GRIME . c. a . [from the noon .) To dirt ;
Sand ; rough hard particles . Philips. 4.
Grits are foffils found in minute males, form
to fully deeply . Shakeſp.
GRI’MLY. adv. (from grim .] 1. Horribly ; ing together a kind of powder ; the ſeveral
particles of which are of no determinate ſhape,
hideouſly .' Shakeſp. 2. Sourly ; lullenly.
but ſeem the rudely broken fragments of lar
Shakeſp.
ger maſſes ; not to be diſſolved or diſunited by
GRIMNESS . S.[ from grim .) Horrour ; fright
fulneſs of vilage.
water, but retaining their figure, and not co
hering into a maſs. Hill.
To GRIN . v . n. (grennian, Sax.) 1. To ſet
the teeth together and withdraw the lips. GRITTINESS. S. ( from gritty ) Sandineſs ;
Shokejp. 2. To fix the teeth as in anguith . the quality of abounding in grit .Mortimer.
GRI'TTY.a. [from grit. ) Full ofhard parti
Shakepp
cles. Newton .
GRIN . ). (from the verb.] The act of cloſing
GRIZELIN . a. [ More properly gridelis .}
the teeth . Waits .
GRIN . J. (znyn, gyrene, Sax .) A ſnare ; a
Temple.
GRIZZLE . f. [ from gris, gray ; griſaille, Fr.)
trap. Jeb .
A mixture of white and black ;gray. Shakeſ.
To GRIND. v.a. preter. I ground ; part. parl.
ground. (znindan , Sax . ) 1. To reduce an GRIZZLED . 2. [from grizzle.] Interſperſed
thing to powder by friction. Bentley. 2. To
with gray. Dryden.
Charpen or ſmooth . Herbert. 3. To rub one GRIZZLÝ, a (from gris, gray, Fr.) Some
againſt another . Bacon . 4. To horolo , to
what gray . Bacon ,
To GROAN. v. n . (granan, Sax .) To breathe
oppreſs. Addifon.
To GRIND . 2. n. To perform the act ofgrind
with a hoarfe noiſe, as in pain or agony. Pepe.
ing ; to be moved as in gairding. Milion, GROAN . S. [ from the verb .) 1. Breath ex
Rowe.
pired with noiſe and difficulty. Dryden. 2 .
CRI'NDER. 1. ( from grind. ) 1. One that An hoarte dead ſound. Shakeſp .
grinds. 2. The initrument of grinding . Sand . GRO'ANFUL. a. (grcan and full ] Sad ; ago
3. The back tooth . Bacon .
nizing. Spenſer.
GRINDLESTONE. 11. (Irom grind and ſtore. GROAT. ). (groot, Dutch .] 1. A piece valued
The stone on which
GRINDSTONE .
at four pence, 2. A proverbial same for a
edged inſtruments are ſharpened. Hammond
ſmall ſum . Swift. 3. Groats. Oats that
have the hulls taken off. Ainsworth.
GRINNER. f . ( from grin . ] He that grins.
GROCER . f. [ from grols, a large quantity.) A
Addiſon.
GRINNINGLY. adv. ( from grix .] With a
man who buys and leils tea and ſugar, plumbs
grioning laugh . Ainſworth.
and ſpices. Wates.
GRIP . J. A imall ditch .
GROCERY. S. ( from grocer .] Grocers ware.
To GRIPE. v. a. ( greipan, Gothick .] 1. To
Clarendon .
with, the
2. GROCERAM.
S. [gres, grain, Fra]
woot
large Stoff
GROGRAM .
(hold
Gripper
Fr ] fingers
To catchcloſed..
eagerlyDryden.
, to ſeize
and a rough pile . Donne,
Sbakelp . 3. To cloſe ; to clutch. Pope. 4. GROGRAN .
GROIN./ . The part near the thigh . Dryden .
To pinch ; to prets; to squeeze. Dryden .
To GRIPE . v . a. To pinch the belly. Dryden. CROMWELL . . Gromill or graymill, a plant.
Miller.
GRIPE . L. ( from the verb . ) 1. Gralp ; hold ;
seizure of the hand or paw . Dryden. 2 GROOM F. igrom, Dutch .) 1. A boy ; a
Syueeze ; pretſure. Dryden . 3. Oppresionil waiter ; a ferva.at. Spenler , Fairfax. 2. A
ciuining power. Shikojp. 4. Aifliction
young man . Fairfax. 3. A nao newly mar
pinching diftreis. Orqvay. 3. (In the plural ) ried. Dryden .
Beily - ach ; colick . Flover .
GROOVE./. [from grave.) 1. A deep cavern
or hollow . Boyle. 2. A channel or hollow cut
GRIPER.J. ( From gripes Oppre !!or , ufuier
Burion
with a tool. Moxca ,
. To
CRITINGLY.adv . ( fromising .] With paio
in this fuis Bacem.
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TO GROOVE. v. a. ( from the noun.) To cut To GROUND v. a. ( from the noun .] 1. To
hollow. Gulliver.
fix on the ground. Rambler. 2. To found as
upon cauſe or principle. Hooker. 3. To ſettle
TO CROPE. v. n . grapan , Sax.) To feel where
one cannot ſee. Sandys.
in firſt principles or rudiments of knowledge.
Epb.
To GROPE. v. a. To ſearch by feeling in the
GROUN
D.The preterite and part. paſt. ofgrind .
dark . Swift.
GROPER . S. [ from grope.) One that ſearches GROʻUND -ASH . S. A lapling of aſh caken from
in the dark.
the ground. Mortimer .
GROSS. a. (gros, Fr. grillo, Ital.] 1. Thick ; GRO’UND -BAIT. /. ( from ground and bait.]
A bait made of barley or malt boiled, thrown
bulky. Baker. 2. Shameful ; unſeemly .
into the place where you angle. Walion.
Hooker. 3. Intellectually coarſe ; palpable ;
impure ; unrefined. Smalridge. 4. Inelegant ; GROUND -FLOOR.S. Iground and floor.] The
lower ſtory of a houle.
diſproportionate in bulk. Thomſon. 5. Thick ;
not refined ; not pure. Bacon, 6. Stupid ; GROUND -IVY. S. Alehoof,or tornhoof.Temp.
dull . Watts. 7. Coarſe ; rough ; oppoſite to CROUND-OAKS( ground and ook.) A lap
delicate . Wotton . 8. Thick ; tat; bulky .
lin oak . Mortimer .
GROSS. S. [from the adjective.) 1. The main GROUND- PINE. J. A plant. Hill.
body ; the main force. Addifon. 2. The GROʻUND -PLATE. S. ( In architecture .) The
bulk ; the whole not divided into its ſeveral
outermoſt pieces of timber lying in or near
parts . Hooker. 4. The chief part ; the main
the ground, and framed into one another with
maſs. Bacon . 5. The number of twelve
mortiles and tenons . Mortimer .
GROUND -PLOT. f. s . The ground on which
dozen . Locke.
any building is placed . Sidney. 2. The ichno
GROSSLY. adv. ( from grofs.] 1. Bulkily ;
in bulky parts ; coarſely. 2. Without fub graphy of a building.
titity ; without art ; without delicacy Newton. GROUND -RENT.j. Rent paid for the privi
lege of building on another man's ground,
GRO'SSNESS. S. (from groſs ) 1. Coarſeneſs ;
not ſubtility ; thicknels. Milton. 2. Inele
Arbuthnot.
gant fatnets ; unwieldy corpulence. Afcham . GRO’UND -ROOM . | A room on the level
with the ground . Tarler.
3. Want of refinement ; want of delicacy .
GROʻUNDEDLY. adv .(from grounded. ] Upon
Dryden.
firm principles. Glanville.
GROT. S. (grotte, Fr. grotta , Ital.) A cave ; a
GROUNDLESS. a. ( from ground. ]Void of rea
cavern for coolneſs and pleaſure. Prior .
GROTE'SQUE. a. ( groteſque, Fr.) Diſtorted of fon . Freeholder.
GROʻUNDLESSLY. adv. (from groundleſs ]
figure ; unnatural . Pope.
Without reaſon ; without caule. Boyle.
GROTTO. S. [grotte, Fr. ) A cavern or cave
GROUNDLESSNESS .
made for coolneſs. W codward .
{ from groundleſs.)
Want of juſt reaſon . Tillerſon.
GROVE. S. (from grave . ) A walk covered by
GROUNDLING.J. (from ground .] Afiſh which
treesmeeting above. Granville.
To GRO’VEL. v.n. (grufde, 19andick , Alat on
keeps at the bottom of the water : one of the
the face.] 1. To lie prone ; to creep low on vulgar. Skakelp
the ground. Spenſer. 2. To be mean ; to GRO’UNDLY. adv (from ground.) Upon prin
ciples ; ſolidly . Ajcham .
be without dignity . Addifon .
GROUND . S. Torund, Sax.) 1. The earth | GROUNDSEL . S. Igrund and rile, the baſis,
conſidered as folid or as low, Milton , 2 The
Sax . ) The timber next the ground. Moxen .
earth as diſtinguiſhed trom air or water. Dryd. GRO'UNDSEL. I. [lenecie, Lat . ) A plant.
3. Land ; country. Hudibras. 4. Region : GROUNDWORK /. ( ground and work.) 1 .
territory. Milton . 5. Farm ; eſtate ; poffel
The ground , the first ſtratum . Dryden. 2 .
fion. Dryden . 6. The floor or level of the
The first part of an undertaking ; the funda
place. Mait. 7. Dregs ; lees ; fæces. Sharp
mentals . Milton. 3. Firſt principle ; original
8. The firſt ſtratum of paint upon which the
rezlon. Spenſer .
figures are afterwards painted . Hasewill . 9. GROUP. j. ( grouppe, Fr. ) A croud ; a cluſter;
The fundamental ſubſtance ; chat by which
a huddle . Swift.
the additional or accidental parts are lupported. To GROUP . v.a. ( groupper, Fr.]Ta put into a
Pope. 10. The plain ſong ; the tune on which
croud ; to huddle together. Prior.
deicants are railed . Shakejp. 1 !. Firſt hint ; GROUSE . S. A kind of fowl ; a heathcock .
firth traces of an invention . Dryden . 12. The
Swift.
first principles of knowledge. Milton. 13. GROUT. S. (gnut, Sax .) 1. Coarſe meal ;
The fundamental caule. Sidney , Atterbury.
pollard. King. 2. That which purges off.
14 The field or place of action. Daniel. 15.1 Dryden. 3. A kind of wild apple.
The ſpace occupied by an arıny as they fight, To GROW . v . r. pret. grew ; part. paſt. grown.
advance, or relire . Dryolen .. 16. The inter
(grupan,Sax. ) 1. To vegetale ; to have vege
veaing space between ihe Ayer and purſuer.
table motion. Wicom . 2. To be produced by
Addiſon. 17. The ſtate in which one is wich vegetation. Abbat. 3.To ſhoot in any particular
relpect to opponents or competitors.Atterbury
form.Dryden. 4 To increaſe in Itacure 2 Sam .
18. State of progreſs or recedion. Dryden. 19 : 5. To come lo manhood from infancy. Lockre
6. To
У у 2
The foil to let a thing off. Shakeſp .
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6. To iſſue, as plants from a foil. Dryden . 7. GRU'FFNESS.
S. ( from groff.] Ruggedneſs of
mien .
To increaſe in bulk ; to become greater. Bac.
8. To improve ; to make progreis. Pope. 9. GRUM . a .(from grumble ) Sour; ſurly. Arbut.
To advance to any ſtace. Shakeſp . jo. To To GRUMBLE . v.n. (grommelen, Dutch. } 1 .
come by degrees. Rogers . 11. To come for.
To murmur with diſcontent. Prior . 2. To
ward ; to gather ground. Krolles. 12. To be
growl; to goarl. Dryden. 3. To make a
changed from one itate to another. Dryden.
hoarſe rattle. Rowe.
13. To proceed as from a cauſe. Hooker . 14. GRUMBLER . f. [ from grumble.) One that
grumbles ; a murmurer . Swift.
To accrue ; to be forthcoming. Shakeſp. 15 .
To adhere ; to ſtick together. Walton . 16. GRUMBLING . S. (from grumble.) A murmure
ing through diſcontent. Shokejp.
To lwell; a ſea term . Raleigh.
CROWER. S. (from grow .) An increaſer. GRUME. I. (grumeau, Fr. grumus, Lat.) A
thick viſcid conſiſtence of a Auid. Quincy .
Mortimer .
TO GROWL.w. n . (grollen , Flemiſh .) 1. TO GRU'MLY. adv. (from grum .) Sullenly ; mo
ſnarl or murmur like an angry cur. Ellis.
roſely.
GRU'MMEL. f. [ lithoſpermum , Lat.) An herb.
To murmur ; to grumble. Gay.
GROWN . The parciciple paflive of grow .)
Ainſworth.
Advanced in growth . 2. Covered or filled by CRUMOUS. a. (from grume.) Thick ; clotted .
Arbuthnot.
the growth of any thing. Proverbs. 3. Ar
GRUMOUSNESS . S. ( from grumous.] Thick
rived at full growth or ſtature. Locke.
GROWTH . S. ( from grow .] 1. Vegetation ;
neſs of a coagulated liquor. Wiſeman.
vegetable life. Atterbury. 2. Product ; thing GRU'NSEL . ). (uſually groundſel.] The lower
produced. Milton. 3. Increaſe in number,
part ofthe building. Milton.
bulk , or frequency. Temple. 4. Increaſe of To GRUNT.
10. n . (grunnio, Lat.) To
Itature ; advanced to maturity . Arbuthnot. 5 . To GRU'NTLE . ) murmur like a hog. Sæift.
CRUNT. S. (from the verb.] The noiſe of a
Improvernent ; advancement. Hooker.
GROWTHEAD . ) f. ( from grofs, or great
hog. Dryden.
GROWTNOL. S head .) 1. A kind of fiſh . GRUNTER. f. (from grunt.) 1. He that
grunts.
2. A kind of fiſh. Ainſwortb .
Ainſworth. 2. An idle lazy fellow . Tuſſer.
To GRUB.v.a. [graban, preter, grób, to dig, GRU'NTLING .S. [ from grunt.] A young hog.
Gochick .) To dig up ; to deſtroy by digging. To GRUTCH .v.n. To envy ; to repine. Ben.
Johnson
Dryden .
GRUB. 5. ( from grubbing, or mining.). 1 : A CRUTCH . S. from the verb.) Malice ; ill-will .
Hudibras.
ſmall worm that eats holes in bodies. Shakeſp .
2. A ſhort thick man ; a dwart. Carew .
GRY. S. Any thing of little value. Dia .
To GRUBBLE . v. n . ( grubelen , German .) To GUALACUM . 1. A phyſical wood. It is attenu
feel in the dark . Dryden .
ant and aperient, and promotes diſcharge by
ſweat and urine. Hill.
GRU'BSTREET. S. The name of a ſtreet in
London, much inhabited by writers of Imail CUARANTEE.S.Iguarant, French . ) A power
hiſtories, dictionaries, and temporary poems;
who undertakes to ſee ftipulations performed .
whence any mean production is called Grub
South .
fireet. Gay.
To GUARANTY. v . a. (guarantir, Fr.) To
undertake to ſecure the performance of any
TOGRUDGE. y . a. ( Grwgnach, Welth .) 1.
articles.
To envy ; to ſee any advantage ofanother with
diſcontent. Sidney. 2. To give or take on- To GUARD. v. a. ( gorder, Fr.] 1. To watch
by way of defence and ſecurity. 2. To pro
willingly . Addijon.
tect ; to defend. Waller. 3. To preſerve by
To GRUDGE. v. n . 1. To murmur ; to re
pine. Hook . 2. To be unwilling ; to be re
caution . Addiſon. 4. To provide againſt ob
luctant. Raleigh. 3. To be envious. James.
jections.Notes on the Odyſey. 5.To adorn with
4. To with in ſecret. Dryden . 5. To give or
liſts, laces, or ornamental borders. Shakeſp.
have any unealy remains. Dryden .
To GUARD. v. n. To be in a ſtate of caution
GRUDGE. /. [liom the verb .) 1. Old quarrel ; or defence. Collier.
inveterate malevolence. Sidney. 2. Anger ; GUARD. f.( garde, fr. ) 1. A man or body of
ill - will . Swifi. 3. Unwillingneſs to benefit. men, whore buſineſs is to watch. Milton.
4. Envy ; odium ; invidious cenſure. Ben .
A ſtate of caution ; a ſtate of vigilance . Smal.
fchnson. 5. Remorſe of conlcience. 6. Some
3. Limitation ; anticipation of objection. Atter.
liccle commotion , or forerunner of diſeaſe.
4. An ornamental hem , lace, or border. s .
Part of the hilt of a ſword .
Ain /worih .
GRUDGINGLY. adv. (from grudge .) Un- GUA'RDAGE..S. ( from guard) State of ward
willingly ; malignantly. Dryden.
Thip. Shakeſp
CRUEL.S. ( gruelle, Fr.) Food made by boiling GUARDER . .One who guards.
Oatmeal in water. Arbuthnot ,
GUARDIAN. S. (gardien, Pr. ) 1. One that
CRUFF. a . (groff, Dutch .) Sour of aſpect ;
has the care of an orphan. Arbuthnot. 2. One
harih o manneis. Addison .
to whom the care and preſervation of any thing
CRUIFLY. ad . (trom grupp.) Harſhly ; rug
gedly, Cryden.
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is committed. Sbakefp. 3. A repoſitory or GUILE . S. [guille , old French .) Deceitful cun
ſtorehouſe . Not uſed ." Shakeſp .
ning ; inſidious artifice. Milion.
GUARDIAN of the Spiritualities .Heto whom GUI'LEPUL. a. ( guile and full.) Wily; jolidi
ous ; miſchievouſly artful. Hooker, Dryden . 2 .
the ſpiritual juriſdiction of any dioceſe is com
Treacherous; ſecretly miſchievous. Shakeſp .
mitted, during the vacancy of the ſee. Cowell.
GUARDIAN . 8. Performing the office of a kind | GUI'LEFULI.Y . adv. (from guileful.) Infidi
protector or ſuperintendant. Dryden.
ouſly ; treacherouſly. Milton .
GUARDIANSHIP. S. [from guardian.) The GUILEFULNESS. S. (from guileful.] Secret
office of a guardian . L'Ēftronge .
treachery ; tricking cunning.
GUARDLESS. a . ( from guard ] Without de GUILENESS . a. (from guile.) Without deceit;
fence. Waller.
without inſidiouſneſs.
GUA'RDSHIP. F. (from guard.] 1. Care ; pro- GUILER. S. [ from guile.) One that betrays in
tection. Swift. 2. ( Guard and foip . ] A
to danger by inſidious practices. Spenfer.
king's ſhip to guard the coaſt.
GUILT. 1. (gilt, Sax.) .. The ſtate of a maa
GUATAVA.
juftly charged with a crime. Hammond. 2. A
GUAVA . } S. A plant. Miller .
crime ; an offence . Shakeſp .
GUBERNA’TION. S. ( gubernatio, Lat.] Go - GUILTILY. adv. (from guilty.) Without in
vernment ; ſuperintendency . Watts.
nocence.Shakeſp.
GU'DGEON. ). ( goujon , fr.) 1. A ſmall fifh GUILTINESS
." 7. ( from guilty.) The fate of
found in brooks and rivers. Pope. 2. Some
being guilty ; conſciouſneſs of crime. Sidney .
thing to be caught to a man's own diſadvan - GUILTLESS a . ( from guilt.) Innocent ; free
tage. Shakeſp:
from crime. Pope.
GUE'RDON " ). [ suerdon , Fr.) A reward ; a GU'ILTLESSLY. adv. ( from guiltlefs.] With
.
Knolle
.
recompence
s
out guilt ; innocently
To GUESS. v . n. { gbilſon, Dutch .) * . To con- CUI'LTLESSNESS. ſ. ( from guiltleſs ] Inno
jecture ; to judge without any certain prin
cence ; freedom from crime. King Charles.
ciples of judgment. Raleigh. 2. To conjec- GUILTY. 0. (giltig, Sax . ) 1. Juitly chargea
ture rightly. Stilling fleet.
ble with a crime ; not innocent. Shakeſp . 2.
To GUESS. v. a. To hit upon by accident.
Wicked ; corrupt. Thomſon.
Locke.
GUINEA , f. (from Guinea, a country in Afri
GUESS. S. (from the verb.) Conjecture ; judg.
ca abounding with gold.) A gold coin valued
at one and twenty ſhillings. Locke.
ment without any poſitive or certain grounds.
Prior .
GUINEADROPPER. f . One who cheats by
GUE'SSER . S. ( from gueſs .] Conjecturer ;'one dropping guineas . Gay.
who judges without certain knowledge. Swift. GUINEAHEN f. A linall Indian hen.
GUE'SSINGLY . adv. ( from gueſſing ) Conjec- GUINEAPEPPER. f.[ capfcum , Lat. ) A plant
turally ; uncertainly. Shakejp .
Miller.
GUEST. f. (gest, gist, Sax. ) 1. One enter GUI'NEAPIG.'S. A ſmall animal with a pig's
cained in thehoufe of another. Dryden . 2. A
Inout.
ſtranger ; one who comes newly to refide Sid. GUISE. l . (guiſe, Fr ] 1. Manner ; mien ; ha
GUE'STCHAMBER. S.Chamber of entertain
bit. Fairfax , More. 2. Practice ; cuſtom ;
ment. Mark.
property . Ben . Johnfer. 3. External appeara
To GU'GGLE. v. n. ( gorgoliare, Italian.) To ance; dreſs. Temple.
ſound as water running with intermiffions out GUITAR . S. (ghitara, Italian.) A ſtringed in
of a narrow veſTel.
Atrument of muſick . Prior .
GUIDAGE . S. ( from guide.) The reward giv- GULCH . ? f. [from gulo, Lat .) A little
en to a guide .
GU'LCHIN . S glutton. Škinner.
GUIDANCE. F. ( from guide.) Direction ; go- GULES... ( perhaps from geule, the throat . ]
vernment. Rogers.
Red . Shakeſp.
To GUIDE . v. c . ( guider , Fr.) 1. To direct. GULF. S. ( gólfe, Italian .) 1. A bay ; an oper
ing into land. Knolles. 2. An abyis ; an un
South. 2. To govern by counſel; to inftruct.
meaſurable depth . Spenfer. 3. A whirlpooi ;
Pſalms. 3. To regulate ; to ſuperintend.
Decay of Piety.
eddy. Shakeſp . 4. Any thing infa
a ſucking
tiable
GUIDE. f. (guide, Fr.) 1. One who directs an
. Skakelp
.
other in his way. Denham. 2. One who di- GULFY. a. (from gulf.] Full of gulls or whiil.
Pepe.
pools.
Di
Waller
conduct
his
another
3.
.
rects
.
in
rector ; regulator. Hooker .
TO GULL . v. c . ( guiller, to cheat.) To :rick ;
GUIDELESS. a. ( from guide.] Without a
to cheat ; to defraud. Dryden.
guide, Dryden.
GULL
the; averb
. ſ. ; (from
) 1.Skakejp.
A fea -bird
GU ER . J. ( from guide.] Director ; regula
A cheat
trick.
a fraud
3. A,
tor ; guide. South.
ſtupid animal ; one eaſily cheated, Hudibras.
GUI'DÖN . S. (French.) A ſandardbearer ; a GU'LLCATCHER . S. ( gull and carcb. ] À
ftandard.
cheat. Shakeſp.
CUILD . S. [gildscip, Sax ) A ſociety ; a cor- GU'LLER
(from gull ] A cheat ; an im
poration ; a frateroity. Cowell.
poſtor.
CU'LLERS

GUR

G Y B

CU'LLERY. S. [ from gull ] Cheat ; impofture. To GUSH . v. n . ( goſteler , Dutch . ) 1. To for
Ain /wörth.
or ruſh out with violence; not to ſpring in a
GULLET. f. [ goulet, Fr. ) The throat ; the ſmall Itream, but in a large body. Thomfen . 2 .
To emit in a copious eluxion . Pope.
meat- pipe. Denbam .
TO GU'LLY . v . n. To run with noiſe.
GUSH . J. ( from the verb.] An emiſſion of lie
GULLYHOLE. S. The hole where the gutters quor in a large quantity at once. Harvey.
emptythemielves into the ſubterraneouslewer. GU'SSET. I. igoules, Fr.) Any thing fewed on
GULO'SITY. . ( trom gulofus, Lat. ) Greedi-! cloth, in order to ſtrengthen it.
CUST I. goufi, Fr. gulius, Lat.) s . Senſe of
nels ; glucony ; voraciy ,brown .
To GULP.w.a. ( grifen . Durch. ) Ti,ſwallow
taiting Pope. 2. Height of perception. Milt.
tagerly ; to fuck down withoutiterunion
3. Love ; liking. Tillerson . 4. Turn of fan
Guy
cy ; intellectual taſte .Dryden. 5. [ From guj
GULP . L. (from the verb ] As much as can be
tick .] INandick .) A ſudden violent blast of
Swallowed at once more.
wind. Shakeſp. Addiſor .
GUM . I. (gummi , Lat ) 1. A vegetable ſub - GU'STABLET. (auto, Lat. ) 1. To be tarted .
ftance differing from a reſin , in being more
Harvey. 2. Pleaſant to the taſte. Derhan.
villid, and diffolving in aqueous menftruums. GUSTA’TION.F. I guſto, Lat. ] The act of taft
Quincy, Dryden. 2 Igoma, Sax.) The Aethy
ing. Brown.
Govering that contains the teeth. Swifi.
GU'STFUL. a. (guſt and full. ] Taſteful; well
TO GUM. v . C. To cloſe with gum Wiſeman.
taſted. Decay of Piety.
GUMMINESS. L. ( from gummy. ] The itale of GU STO. F. (Italian ) 1. The reliſh of any
thing ; the power by which any thing excites
being gummy . Wiſeman .
GUMMOʻSITY.S. (trom gummows.] The na
ienſacions io che palate. Derbam . 2. Intellec
cual taſte ; liking. Dryden.
ture of gum ; gummineſs. Floyer.
CUMMOUS. a. ( from gum ] of the nature of GUSTY. a . (from guft. ,Scoriny ; tempeſtuous.
gum . Woodward.
Shakesp.
GUMMY. a . (from gum .) 1. Conſiſting of GUT. F. (kutteln, German .] 1. The long pipe
gum ; of the nature of gum. Dryden . 2. Pro
reaching with many convolutions from the ſto
ductive of gum . Milien . 3. Overgrown with
mach to the vent. Arbuthnot. 2. The fto
mach ; the receptacle of food ; proverbially.
gun. Dryden.
GUN ). The general name for fire -arms; the
Hudibras. 3. Gluttony ; love of gormandil
inſtrument from which ſhot is diſcharged by
ing Hakewill.
To GUT. v. a. ( from the noun.] 1. To eviſ
tire. Knolles, Granville.
cerate ; to draw ; to exenterate, Carew . 2.
CUNNEL. (corrupted from gunwale.]
To plunder of contents. Spectator.
GUNNER. F. ( trein gun . ) Cannonier ; he
whole employment is to manage the artillery GUTTATED. a. ( from gutta, Lat. a drop.]
Belprinkled
with drops ; bedropped. Dict .
in a ſhip. Shakesp
GUNNERY. J. (from gunner.) The ſcience o GUTTER. f. [from guitur, a throat, Lat.) A
pasſage for water. Addiſon.
artillery.
GU'N POWDER. S. ! gun and powder.] The To GU'TTER. v. a. ( from the noun. ) To cut
powder put into guns to be fired. Brown.
in ſmall bollows. Sandys.
GU'NSHOT. I. 1gun and let ) The reach or To GUTTLE.D. a . ( from gut. ) To feed luxu•
riouſly ; to gormandiſe . A low word . Dryd.
range of a gun . Dryden.
GUNSHOT, 2. Mide by the Chot of a gun. To GUTTLE. v. a . (from gut.) To fwallow .
L'Eſtrange.
1.Vileman .
GUNSMITH. S. 1 gun and 1925.] A man GUTTUR.S [from gettle.) A greedy eater.
GUTTDLOUS a .(trom guttula , Lat. ] la the
whole trade is to make guis Mortimer.
GUNSTICK , / ( gur and jock .) Therarmer. form of a ſmall drop. Brown .
GUTTURAL, a . ( gulturalis,Lat.) Pronounced
to
wood
Tlc
)
Hock
and
I.
gun
.
GUNSTOCK
in the throat ; belonging to the throat, Helder .
which the buvel of the gun is fixed Mortim
GUNSTONE. 1. gun and ſtone.) The ſhutoi|GUTTURALNESS. T. ( from guttural. ] The
quality of being gurural. Diet .
cannon . Shokep
GUNVALE, OF GUNNEL of a Skip. Tha !! CITWORT. S. [ght and wer:. ) An herb.
picce of timber which reaches on either fic GUYr trom guide. ) A rope uled to lift any
of thethip from the half-Jeck to the foretanki thing into a ſhip .
that is called the gunwale, whether there be To GUZZLE. 2. n . ( frorn gut, or guft .) To
gornandi'e ; to jeed immoderately. Gay.
guns in the ſhip or no. Harris
GERGE. J. Igarges, Lat.) A whipool ; guit To GUZZLE . v. a. To ſwallow with immode
Vil10n .
rate guſt. Dryden.
GU'RGION ſ. The coarſer part of the meal, GUZZLER . S. [from guzzle.) A gormandiſer,
fitted from the bran.
Dryden .
To GU'RGLE.V. 7. (gorgeliare, Italian ] TO GYBE. /. (See G1B2. ) A ſneer ; á taunt ; 2
ſarcaſm . Shakije.
fall or guſh with noite , aswater from a bolile
CIRNARD. 2 1. (gournal, Fr.] A kind of To GYBE, v. n . To fpeer ; to trunt. Spencer,
CYMNAS
GORNET. $ Tea fith . Skakelp.

G
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GYMNA'STICALLY.odo. ( from gymnaſtick.) government ; female power.
Athletically ; fitly for ſtrong exerciſe. Brown. GYRA'TIONS . (gyro, Lat.) The act of turn
ing any thing about. Newion .
GYMNASTICK . adv. (yuprasomoç.) Pertain
GYRE. !. (syrus, Lat .) A circle deſcribed by
ing to athletick exerciſes. Arbuthnor.
GYMNICK . a. (yuuvinəc .] Such as practiſe the any thing going in an orbit. Spenjer, Sandyda
Dryden .
athlecick or gymnaſtick exerciſes.Milton.
GYMNOSPEʻRMOUS. a . ( zúpr@ and omit- GYVES . F. ( gevyn, Welſh .] Fetters ; chains for
the legs. Ben. Johnjor.
ua .) Having the ſeeds naked .
GYNECOCR ASY.S. [ yuvaszospalía.) Pettycoat | To GYVE. v . a . To fetter ; to ſhackle. Shakeſp.

H.

HAB

HAG

H hopeofthe lightcase for other planguages,E |HABITANTOR.S. (Latin.) Dweller ; inhali
emiſſion of the breath, without any conforma- HABITUAL. 2. (habituel, Pr.) Cuſtomary ;
cuſtomed ; inveterate. South .
tion of the organs of ſpeech , and is therefore
by many grammarians accounted no letter. HABITUALLY. adv. ( from habitual.] Cala
the
mute
ever
tomarily ; by habit. Arbuthnot.
ſcarcely
at
The b in Englich is
To HABI'TUATE. v. a. ( habituer , Fr.] To
beginning of a word ; as bouſe.
HA.interje &t. (ha, Lat.) 1. An expreſſion of accuſtom ; 10 uſe one's ſelf by frequent repe
tition . Arburbrot .
wonder, furprize , ſudden queſtion, or ludden
exertion. Shakeſp. 2. An exprefion of laugh- HA'BITUDE.S. (habitudo, Lat.) 1. Relation ;
ter. Dryden.
reſpect. Hale. 2 . Familiarity; converſe; tre
HAAK.I. A 60h . Ainſworth .
quent intercourſe. Dryden. 3. Long cuftorn ;
habit ; inveterale uſe Dryden. 4. The power
HABEAS CORPUS (Lacin .) A writ which a
man, indicted of ſome treſpaws, being laid in
of doing any thing acquired by frequent repe
tition. Dryden.
priſon for the ſame, may have out of the
King's-Bench , thereby to remove himſelf thi . HA'BNAD . adv. (hap ne hap ) At random ; at
ther at his own coſts. Cowell.
the mercy of chance . Hudibras.
HABERDA'SHER . S. One who ſells ſmall To HACK.V a . (Daccan , Sax.] 1. To catitko
wares ; a pedlar. Bacon.
ſmall pieces ; to chop. Sidney. 2. To Speak ur
HA'BERDINE.S. A dried ſalt cod. Ainſworth. readily, or with heſitation . Shakeſp .
HA'BERGEONS. {baubergeon , Fr.) Armour ToHACK .v.n. To turn hackney or proſtitute .
to cover the neck and brealt. Hudibras.
Shakeſp .
HABILIMENT.S. ( habilement, French.]Dreſs ; HACKLE . S. Raw ſilk ; any filmy ſubſtance an
clothes ; garment. Swife.
pun. Waiton .
To HABILITATE. v.n. (labiliter, Fr. ) To To HACKLE . v.a (from hack.) Todreſs filax.
qualify ; lo entitle. Bacon .
HACKNEY. S. [hacrai, Welſh .) !. A pacing
horſe . 2. A hired horſe ; hired horſes being
HABILITA'TION . S. [ from babilitate ] Quali
fication . Bacon .
uſually taught to pace. Bacon . 3.A bireling ;
HABILITY.S. ( habilité, Fr. ] Faculty ; power .
proſtitute. Roſcommon . 4. Any thing let out
for hire. Pope. 5 . Much uled ; common .
HA'BIT.L. ( habitus, Lat.) 1. State of any thing :
Harvey.
as, habit of body. 2. Dreſs ; accoutrement.
Shakeſp. Dryden. 3. Habe is a power or a- To HACKNEY. " . a [ from the noun ) To
bility in man of doing any thing acquired by
practiſe in one thing ; to accuſtom to the road .
Shakelp
frequent doing. Locke. 4. Cuſtom ; invete .
rati ule . Jouib .
HACOUETON ſ. ( haquet, old Fr.) Some
TO HABIT . v.a. [from the noun .) To drefs ; piece of armour. Spenſer
HAD . The preterite and part paſſ of have, Sha.
to accoutre ; to array. Clarendon
. J. [hadet, Fr.) A lea -filh of the
HABITABLE. a . [habitable, Fr ] Capable of | HADDOCK
cod kind Carew .
being dwelt in . Donne.
HABITABLENESS S. [from babitable.) Ca- HAFT. S.(Dejt, Sax.) A handle ; that part
pacity of being dwelt. More.
of an inſtrument that is taken into che baad.
HABIT ANCE.S. (habitatio, Lat.) Dwelling ; Dryden .
abode. Sperfer
TO HAFT. v. a. (from the noun.] To ſet in a
haft .
HA BITANT.S.Thabitant, Fr.] Dweller ; one
that lives in any place. Pope.
H16 . f. (Degerse, a goblin , Sax .) 1. A fu
HABITATIO.. > [babitation, Fr. ) i . The ry ; a me moniter. 2. A witch ; an enchan .
trets. Shakeſp. 3. As old ugly woman . Dryder.
act of dwelling; the itale oi a place receiving
TO
dwellers. 2. Place of abode ; dwelling . Milt .

HAI

HAL

TO HAG . v . a . (from the noun ) To torment ; hair. Shakeſp. 2. Conbfting of hair. Dryden ,
to baraſs with terrour. Hudibras,
HAKE.ſ. A kind of fifh . Carew .
HAGGARD. a . (hagard, Fr. ) 1. Wild ; un- HAKOT. S. [from hoke.) A kind of fiſh. Ainſw .
tamed ; irreclaimable. Spenſer. 2. (Hager, HAL . The Saxon Dealle, . c. a hall. Gibſor.
German .) Lean. L'Efira. 3. (Hage, Wein .) HA’LBERD. S. (balebarde, Fr. ) A battle -axe
fixed to a long pole. Pope.
Ugly ; rugged ; deformed. Smith,
HA'CGARD .S. 1. Any thing wild or irreclaim- HA’LBERDIER.S. (holebardier, Fr.) One who
is armed with a halberd .
able. Shakeſp. 2. A ſpecies of hawk. Sandys.
HAGGARDLY. a . ( from baggard.) Deform- HALCYON.Ç. ( balcyo, Lat.) A bird that breeds
in the ſea : there is always a calm during her
ed ; ugly . Dryden.
incubation. Shakeſp.
HA'GGESS. . ( from beg or hack .) A maſs of
HA'LCYON. a. ( from the noun.) Placid ; quiet ;
meat incloſed in a membrane .
ſtill. Denham .
HAGCISH . a . ( from bag. ) of the nature of a
HALE. 2. Healthy ; found ; hearty. Spenſer .
hag ; deformed ; horrid . Shakelp.
To HA'GGLE. v. a. (corrupted from hackle or To HALE. v . a. (halen, Dutch.) To drag by
back .) To cut ; to chop ; to mangle. Shakesp.
force ; to pull violently . Sanct. Brown.
To HAGGLE.v. n. To be tedious in a bargain ; HALER. ). [from bale .) He who pulls and
hales.
to be long in coming to the price..
HA'GGLER.J: (from haggle.) .One that cuts. HALF. F. [Dealf, Sax ] 1. A moiety ; one
2. One that is tardy in bargaining .
part of two ; an equal part. Ben. Jebafes. 2,
HAGIOGRAPHER J. a
. and ypáow .) A
It ſometimes has a plural fignification when a
number is divided .
holy writer . The Jewsdivide the holy ſcrip
tures of the Old Teſtament into the law , the HALF. adv. la part ; equally. Dryden .
HALF-BLOOD . / . One not born of the fame
prophets, and the hagiographers.
father and mother. Locke.
HAH. interject. An expreſſion of ſudden effort.
HALF -BLOODED. a . (half and blood .) Mean ;
Dryden
HAIL.S. (hagel, Sax .) Drops of rain frozen in degenerace. Shakeſp .
their falling. Locke.
HALF-FACED. 2. (half and faced .] Showing
only part ofthe face. Shakesp.
To HAIL. v.n. To pour down hail . Ifaiah.
HAIL . interj. (hæl,health, Sax.) A term of fa- HALF -HEARD e. Imperfectly heard . Pepe.
Jutation. Milton.
HALF -MOON .. The moon in its appearance
when at half increaſe or decreaſe .
ToHAIL. v. n . (from the noun .) To ſalute ; to
call to. Dryden .
HALF -PENNY.S. plural balf -perce. (half and
HAI'LSHOT. S. (bail and foot.) Small ſhot ſcat penny .) A copper coin, of which two make a
tered like hail. Hayward.
penny. Dryden.
HALLSTONE. f. [hail andſpſtone.) A particle or HALF.PIKE. !. (half andpike .] The ſmall pike
ſingle bail of hail. Shake .
carried by officers. Tarler.
HAILY. a. (from bail.) Conſiſting of hail. Pope. HALF-SEAS over. A proverbial exprefbon for
any one far advanced. It is commonly uſed of
HAIR.J. ( hær, Sax.) 1. One of the common
one hali drunk. Dryder.
teguments of the body. When we examine
hairs with a microicope, we find that they HALF - SPHERE, F: (half and ſphere.) Henni.
have each a round bulbous root which lies ſphere. Ben Johnſon .
pretty deep in the ſkin, and which draws their HALF -STRAINED. a. (half and ftraired.)
nouriſhment from the ſurrounding humours :
Half -bred ; imperfect. Dryden .
that each hair conſilts of five or fix others, HALF -SWORD . ”. Cloſe fight.Shakeſp.
wrapt up in a common tegument . Quincy. 2. HALF -WAY. odv. (baif and way ) lo the
middle . Granville.
A ſingle hair, Shakelp: 3. Any thing prover
bially linall. Shakeſp. 4. Courſe; order ; HALF-WIT. S. (half and wir.) A block - head ;
a fooliſh fellow . Dryden.
grain. Shakesp.
HAIRBRAINED . a. ( rather hare -brained ] HALIBUT. . A ſort of fish . Airfeari .
HALIDOMJ. Our bleſſed lady. Sperjet.
Wild ; irregular. Judges.
HAIRBEL. ] . The cameof a flower ; the hya- HA’LIMASS . Dally and majs } The feaft of
cinth .
All - Souls. Skakep
HAIRBREADTH . S. ( hair and breadth .] A HA'LITUOUS, adv . ( helirus , Lat.) Vaporous ;
fumous. Boyle .
very Imall diſtance . Judges.
HAIRCLOTH./ . [hair and cloth.) Stuff made HALL. f. ( Dal , Sax.} 1. A court of juftice. 1.
of hair, very rough and prickly , wora fome
A manour- houſe to called , becauſe in it were
times in mortification . Grow .
held courts for the tenants. Addifen. 3. The
HAIRLACE. /. Ihair and lace.) The fillet with
publick room of a corporation . Gareb. 4. The
which the women tie up their hair. Harv.
firf large room of a houle . Milor.
 ܀: ܐ:
HAIRLESS. e. (from hair. ) without hair. HALLELUJAH.S. (11177 ) Preiſege
Lord. A long of thankſgiving Milan,
Shakeſp.
HAIRINESS.S. ( from kairy .] The ſtate of be- HA'LLOO.inierj. (Allons , let us go ! ) A verd
ing covered with hair .
of encouragement when digoare let loose va
HATRY. Q. ( troon hair .) 1. Overgrown with
their gaine. Dryden.

}

HAM
HAN
TO HAʼLLOO. v . n. [ baler, Fr. ] To cry as HAMMOCK . S. (Damaca, Sax.] A ſwinging
after the dogs, Sidney.
bed . Temple
TO HALLOG . v . . !. To encourage with HAMPER /. <hanaperium .] A large baſket
carriage. Swift.
for
Shake.
thouts.
with
chale
To
Prist
2.
thouts
.
3. Tocall or thout to. Shakeſp.
To HAMPER.yd . 1. ToMackle ; to entanglo
To HALLOW . v. a. Dalgian , Dalig, Saxori,
in chains. Herbert , 2. To enſnare ; to inveigle,
hoiy .) . To confecrale ; to makehul loker.
Hudibras. 3. To complicate : to entangle.
Black
more. 4. To perplex ; to embarrais by
reverenc
2. To
e as holy , ball.wed we thy
name
many lets and troubles. Hildibras.
HALLUCINATION . P. [ hallucinatis, Lat. ) | HAMSTRING.ſ. (ham and ſtring ] The tea
Eirour ; blunder ; miitake . Addiſon.
don of the ham. Shakejp.
HAM . %. Pealm , Sex Straw ..
To HAMSTRING , v. 6. preter. and part . fall.
T
ridcir
HA'LO .
cle round the fun or moon . hamirung. To lame by cutting the tendon of
Neem
the ham . Dryon .
HALIENING . a. ( hali , German: ] Sounding HA'NAPER . . ( hanaperiur , low Lat. ) A
harthly . Carew .
trealury ; an exchequer. Lacon .
HALJER . f. [from Dils, neck , and seel , a HANCES. J. [ In a Mip. ) Falls of the fife - rails
placed on bannilters on the poop and quarters
rupe ! A rep : lets than a cable . Charman .
ceuk duwn to the gangway. Harris.
TO HALT 0.n. Dealt, Saxon, lame ) 1. T )
Timp ; to blame. Dryden . 2. To flop in PANCES (In architecture.j The ends of ellip
march .
dijon 3. To hetitate ; to ſtand dubi
tical arches Harris, Moxok .
ous, 1 Kings . 4. To rail , to faulter. Skakelp .HAND. /. ( Dand, Bond, Saxon .] 1. The palm
HALT . a. (from the verb. ] Lame ; crippled.
with the fingers. Berkley. 2. Meaſure of
Luke .
four inches . 3. Side , right or left . Exodus.
HALT. L. [ from the verb. ) 1. The act of limp
4: Part ; quarter ; lide. Swift. . 5. Ready
ing ; the manner of limping . 2. ( Alte, Fr.)
piyment . Tillotjor . 6. Rate ; price. Bacon.
A llop in a march . Milton
8. Act ;
7. Terms ; conditions. Taylor.
HILTER . F. ( from hall.] He who limps.
deed ; external action K Charles. 9. La
HA'LTER . F. (Deaistre, Sax.] 1. A rope to
bour , act of the hand. Addiſon. 10. Perfor
hang malefactors. Shakeſp. 2. A cord ; a
mance. Shakeſp. 11. Power of performance.
ſtrong ſtring. Sandys .
Addifon. 12. Attempt ; undertaking. Spenſer.
To HALTER . v. a . ( from the noun. ) To bind
13. Manner of gathering or taking. Bacon .
Atterbury
with a cord.
.
14. Workmanſhip ; power or act of manu
To HALVE . v . a . (from balf, balves.] To di
facturing or making 15. Manner of acting
vide into two parts.
or performing. Dryden 16. Agency ; part
HALVES, interj. (from balf.] An expreffion
in action . South . 17. The act of giving or
prelenting. 2 Samuel. 18. Act of receiving
by which any one laysclaim to an equal thare.
Cleaveland .
any thing ready to one's hand. Locke, 19 .
HAM.J. (Dam, Sax . ) A houſe ; farm , or village.
Care ; neceflity of managing. Pope. 20. Díſ
HAM . T. Ham , Sax. ] 1. The bip ; the hinder charge of duty. Hooker. 21. Reach ; nearnels ;
part of the articulation of the thigh. Wiſeman.
as, at hand, within reach . Boyle. 22. Manual
2. The thigh of a hog falled . Pope.
management . Dryden . 23. State of being
HA'MATED . 2. (hamatus, Lat.j Hooked ; ſet
in preparation. Shakeſp. 24. State of being
with hooks.
in preſent agitation . Shakeſp . 25. Cards held
To HAMBLE . v. a. ( from bam ] To cut the
at a game . Bacon . 26. That which is uſed in
finews ; to hamſtring .
oppoſition to another. Hudibras. 27. Scheme
HAME. L. Dima, Sax.) The collar by which a
of action. Ben. Johnson. 28. Advantage ;
horle draws in a waggon .
gain ; fuperiority. Hayward), 29. Competi
HAMLET. J. (Dam , Sax .) A ſmall village .
tion ; conteſt Shakejp. 30. Tranſmiffion ;
Bacon ,,
conveyance . Collier. 31. Poffeffion ; power .
HAMMER : / (Damen , Sax . ) 1. The inſtru .
Hooker. 32. Pretľure of the bridle. Shakeſp.
33. Method of government; diſcipline ; re
ment conſiſting of a long handle and heavy
head , with which any thing is forced or driven. Itraint. Bacon . 34. Influence ; management.
Brown 2. Any thing deſtructive. Hakewill.
Daniel. 35. That which performs the office of
T. HAMMER . v.a. (:rom the noun .] 1. To
a hard in pointing. Locke. 36. Agent ; perſon
beat with a hammer . Sandys. 2. To forge or
employed , Swift. 37. Giver, and receiver,
form with a hammer. Dryden . 3. To work in
Tillotſon . 38. An actor ; a workman ; %
the mind ; to contrive by intellectual labour. ſoldier. Locke. 39. Catch or reach withour
Shakeſp .
choice . Molton . 40. Form or caſt of writing.
TO HAMMER . v . *. 1. Towork ; to be buſy .
Denham, Felton. 41. HAND over beat. Ne
Shakejp. 2. To be in agitation. Sbakejp .
gligently ; rathly . L'Eſtrange. 42. HAND TO
HAMMERER. . (trom bammer. ) He who
HAND . Cloſe fight. Shakejp . 43. Handig
works with a hammer.
Hand . In union ; conjointly. Swift. 44. Fit ;
HAMMERHARD . S. ( hammer and hard.] pat . Shakeſp . 45. HAND to mouib . As want
Hammerbard is when you harden iron or fteet requires. L'Eſtrange. 46. To boar in Hand
"ZA
with mob hammering on it. Moxon .
TO

Η Α Ν
Η Α Ν
To keep in expectation ; to elude. Shakeſp. HANDS off. A vulgar phraſe for keep of ; for .
bear. L'Eſtrange
47. To be HAND and Glove. To be intimate
HANDSAILS. ſ. Sails managed by the hand.
and familiar.
TO HAND.v.a ( from the noun . ) 1. To give
Temple.
or trantinit with the hand Brown . 2. TO HANDSAW.S. A law manageable by the hand.
Mortimer .
o
T
3.
guide or lead by the hani Denne.
HANDSEL.S. ( hanſel, Dutch .) The firſt act of
leize ; to lay handson. Skakelp. 4 . To5 ma
To
uſing any thing ; the first act of tale . Herbert.
nage ; to move with the hand . Prior .
Iraniinit in ſucceflion ; to deliver down from TO HANDSEL . V. 4. To ule or do any
the first time. Cowley
one to another. Woodward. Hand is much
uſed in compoſition for that which is manage. (HANDSOME.c.bandlaem ,Dutch .) 1. Ready ;
gainly ; convenient. Spenler. 2. Beautiful
able by the hand, as a banillaw ; ou burne in
with digniev: graceful. Addijen . 3 Flegan ;
the hand, as a band - barrw .
HAND - BASKET. % . A portable baſket.Moriin
grace ul. Felten . 4. Ample ; liberal : as, a
HAND -BELL.L. A beli rung by the hand. Bai .
bani'lime fortune. 5. Generous ; noble : as, a
kondome action.
HAND -BREADTH . J. A ſpace equal to the
To HANDSOME. v . a . ( from the adjective .)
breadth of the hand Arburbrot.
HANDED . a. (from band. ) 1. Having the uſe
To render elegant or neat . Donne.
of the hand left or right. Brozºr . 2. With HA'NDSOMELY. adv. ( from bandime.) 1 .
Conveniently :dexterouſly.Spenſer. 2. Beauti,
hands joined. Milton .
fully; g aceiully. 3. Elegantly ; neatly 1tijd.
HANDER F. lirom hand.1 Traoſmitler ; con
4. Liberally ; generoully . Addilon.
veyor in ſucceflion. Dryden.
HANDFAST.S. [handand jaft) Hold ;cuſtody. HANDSOMENESS.S.(from tandjime.) Beau
ty ; grace i elegance. Bayle.
Shakeſp.
HANDFUL S. ( hand and full.] 1. Asmuch HANDVICE. [. [band and vice. ) A vice to
as the hand can gripe or contain Freeholder .
hold imall work in 11.xon .
2. A paim ; a hand's breadth ; four inches. HANDWRITING . S. (hand and writing. ) A
Bacon. 3. A ſmall number or quantity . Ralei.
caft or form of writing peculiar to each hand .
Cockburn .
Clarendon .
HAND GALLOP. F. A flow ealy gallop , in HANDY. a. [ from band ) 1. Executed or per
formed by the hand. Knolles. 2. Realy : dexte .
which the hand preſſes the bridle to hinder in
rous : kilful. Dryden . 3. Convenient Moxon,
create ofſpeed . Dryden .
HAND -GUN . . A gun wielded by the hand HANDYDANDYS. A play in which children
change hands and places. Shake!p .
Camdem .
HANDICRAFT. S. [hand and craft.) Manual TO HANG.v.a.preter and part.part. hanged or
bung, anciently hong. 1. To ſuſpend ; to falten
occupation, Swift.
HANDICRAFTSMAN
. . ( handicraft and
in ſuch a manner as to be ſuſtained not below ,
but above. Seuih . 2. To place without any
man. ) A manufacturer ; one employed in ma
folid lupport. Sandys. 3. To choak or kill by
nual occupation. Șwifi .
HANDILY. (from bandy.) With ikill ; with
ſuſpending by the neck . Sbakejp. 4. To dilo
play ; to ſhow aloft. Aldiſon . 5.To let fall
dexterity .
HANDINESS. S. (from bandy .) Readineſs ;
below the proper ſituation. Eccluf. 6. To fix
in luch a manner as in ome directions to be
dexterity .
moveable . 1 Mac. 7. To adorn by hangisg
HANDIWORK. ſ. (hard, and work .) Work
of the hand ; product of labour ; manufacture. upon Dryden. 8. To furniſh with ornainents
or draperies faſtened to the wall Bacon .
L'Eſtrange
HANDKERCHIEF. f. [hand and kerchief.) TO HANG . v . n. 1. To be ſuspended ; to be
A piece of fik or linen used to wipe the face,
ſupported above , not below . Sperler. 2. To
depend ; to fall looſely on the lower part ; to
or cover the neck . Arbuthnot.
To HANDLE . v . a . [ handeler , Dutch ) 1. To
dangle 2 Mac. Dryden. 3. To bend for
touch ; to feel with the hand. Locke. 2. To
ward. Addiſon. 4. To float; to play . Prior.
manage: to wield. Shakelp. 3. To makefami
5. To be ſupported by ſomething railed above
Jiar to the hand by frequent touching, Temple.
the ground. Addison. 6. To reft upon by em .
4. To treat in diſcourſe. Svakeſp Atterbury 5 .
bracing . Peachan . 7. To hover ; to impend,
To deal with ; to practiſe. Jeremiah. 6. Tº Atterbury. 8. To be looſely joined. Shakeſp. 9 .
treat well or ill. Clarendon.. 7. To practiſe To drag ; to be incommodioully joined. Addig.
10. To be compact or united. Addisom. i .
upon ; to do with. Shakejp.
HANDLE. S. (Dandle, Sax.) 1. That part of To adhere. Addiſon . 12. To reſt Shakeſp. 13.
To be in fuſpente ; to be in a ſtate of uncer
any thing by which it is held in the hand.
Tayler. 2. That of which uſe is made. South .
tainty . Deuteronomy. 14. To be delayed ; to
linger. Milton. 15. To be dependant on . Sba .
HANDLESS a. (hand and lefs .] Without a
16. To be fixed or ſuſpended with attention.
hand . Shakeſp .
Pope . 17. To have a feep declivity . Mortim .
HANDMAID . S. A maid that waits at hand .
18. To be executed by the halter. Pope. 19 .
Fairfax .
HANDMILL. S.[hand and mill.] A mill moved
To decline ; to tend down , Pope.
HANGER .
by the hand. Dryden.
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HA’NGER . L. from tang] That by which HARBOURAGE. F. Therbergage, Fr.]Shelter ;
entertainment. Skakelp.
any thing hançs: as, the pot hangers ,
HA'NGIR / firem hanc, A thore broad ſword. HARBOURER. J. [from barbour.] One that
HANCER -ON . !. [ from hang . ) A dependant. entertains another .
Brown , Swifi.
HARBOURLESS a . (from harbour.) Without
harbour.
HA NGING. ). ( from hang ) Drapery hung or
HARD . a . ( Deand, Sax . hard, Dutch .] 1 .
aftened against the walls of rooms. Prior .
1.
Firm ; reſifting penetration or ſeparation.
HANGING . Participial a [from hang
Foreboding death by the halter . Shakejp. 2 .
Skakelf, 2. Difficult; not eaſy to the intel
Sidney. 3. Difficult of accomplifhment.
leat.
Requiring to be puniſhed by the halier.
Dryden. 4. Painul; diſtreſs ul;laborious.
HANGMAN I hang and man .) The publick
exécutioner . Sidney
Clarendor . 5. Cruel ; oppreſſive ; rigorous ;
Atterbury. 6. Sour; rough ; fevere.Shake;p.
HANK./ ( bank , Irlandick .) A ke'n of thiead .
? Unfavourable ; unkind. Dryden. 8. in
To HANKER . v . *. ( harkeren , Dutch ) To
fenfitie ; urtouched. Dryden. 9. Unhappy ;
long importunately . Hu : ibras, riddian.
vexatious Temple. 10. Vehement; keen ;
HAN'T for bas 191, or have not. Addison.
fevere : 37 , a bard winter . 11. Unrealonable ;
HAP ]. (ankap, in Weim , is misfortune.) ..
unjuit . Swifi. 12. Forerd ; not eaſily granted.
Chance ; fortune. Hooker. 2. That which
Burnet. 13. Powerful. Walls, 14. Avitere ;
happens by cliance or fortune, Sidney . 3. Ac
rough , 1 , liquids . Bacon . 15. Harm ; tiff ;
ciilent; caſual event ; niisfortunc. Fairfax.
HAP- HAZARD.S . Chance ; accident. Locke , conſtrained. Dryden. 16. Not plentitul ; not
proſperous. Dryden. 17. Avaricious ; faulıily
TO HAP . v. ». (from the noun .) To come by
Iparing .
accident ; to fall out i to happen. Baron .
HA PLY . adv . (from hap.) . Perhaps : perad- HARD adv. (bordo, G rman .) 1. Cloſe ;near .
julges. 2. Diligently; laboriouſly ; inceſſarly,
venture ; it maybe. Swift. 2. By chance ;
Atterbury. 3. Uneally ; vexatiouſly. Shakeſp.
by accident . Milton .
HA'PLESS. a. (from bap .) Unhappy , unfortu
4. Vehemently, dillieifully. L'Eſtrange . 5 .
nate ; luckleſs. Smish.
Faſt; nimbly. L'Ajirange. 6. With difficulty .
To HAPPEN . v. n. ( from hap .] 1. To fall
Bacon. 7 Tempeituouſly ; boiſterouſly.Taylor .
out ; to chance ; to come to pais. Titletfon. 2. HARDBOUND. a. (hard and bound .j' Cortive .
Pope
To light; to fallby chance . Grauni.
HAPPILY. adv . (from happy. ) 1. Fortunately; TO HA'RDEN . v . a. (from hard.) 1. To male
hard ; to indurate . W codward . 2 . To con
luckily; ſucceſsfully. Waller. 2. Addreſsfully:
firm in effrontery; to make impudent. 3 .
gracefully ; without labour. Pope. 3. In a late
To confirın in wickednels ; to make obdurare ,
of felicity
HAPPINESS. S. [ from happy:) ! Felicity ; Addison . 4. To make infentible ; 10 ſtupiiy.
Swifi. 5. To make firm ; to endue with con
ftate in which the deſires are ſatisfied. Hooker ,
fancy . Dryden.
2. Good luck ; good fortune. 3 . Fortuitous
HA'RDENER. f. [from harden .] One that
elegance. Denham .
HAPPY. a { from hap.) 1. In a ſtateof felicity.
makes any thing hard.
Sidney, Millan, Addiſin, 2. Lucky ; fucceſs- HARDFAVOURED. 2. (hard and favour .)
Coarſe
of feature.
ful; fortunate. Boyle. 3. Addreſsrul; ready .
HARDHA'NDED. a . (hard and hand .) Coarſe ;
Swift.
HA QUETON.S. A piece of armour. Spenſer.
mechanick. Shakesp.
HARANGUE . F. (harangue, Fr. ) A ſpeech ; HARDHSAD. | ( rard and head .) Claſh of
heads. Drydlene
a popular oracion. Swift .
To HARA'NGUE. v.n. ( haranguer, Fr.) To HARDHEARTED a.(hard and heart.) Crue!;
inexorable
; mercileſs; pitileſs. Arbuthnot.
inake a ſpeech .
HARA'NGUER . S.(from barangue.) Anorator; HARDHE'ARTEDNESS / [from hard-heart.
ed ) Cruelty ; want of tenderneſs. South.
a publick ſpeaker.
To HARASS . v.o.( harafer, Fr. ) To weary ; HARDIHEAD. 11 ( from hardy.) Scoutneſs;
HARDIHOOD. S biavery. Obſolete. Milton .
to saligue. Addifon.
(from the verb.) Wafte ; diſtur. HARDIMENT. S. from kordy.) Courage ;
HARAŠS.
ſtoutneſs ; bravery. Shakeſp. Fairfax .
bance. Milion,
HARBINGER. ! (berberger, Dutch.) A fore- HA'RDINESS. S. 1. Hardſhip ; fatigue. Spenſer .
2. Stoutneſs ; courage ; bravery. Shakeſp. 3.
runner ; a precurſor. Dryden.
HARBOUR : S. (herberge, Fr.) 1. A ludging ; a
Effrontery ; confidence.
place of entertainment. Dryden . 2. A port or HARDLA'BOURED. a. (hard and labour.) E
haven for ſhipping. Shakeſp. 3. An aſylum ; a
laborate ; Itudied. Swift.
HA'RDLY. aus. ( from bard.) 1. With diffi
ſhelter
culty ; not eaſily. South . 2. Scarcely ; fcant ;
To HARBOUR . v . m. ( from the noun ) To re
ceive entertainment; to ſojourn. Philips.
not lightly. Swift. 3. Grudgingly ; as an
TO HA'RBOUR. v. a. 1. To entertain ; to
injury. Shakeſp. 4. Severely ; untavourably.
permit to reſide. Rowe. 2. To Saelier ; to le
Hocker. 5. Rigorouſly ; oppreflively. Swift,
6. UA
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sure. Sidney
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wickedneſs.
Miſchier; detriment ; hust.
Not
2.
6. Unwelcomely ; hanhly. Locke. 7 .
Swift.
ſoftly; not tenderly; not delicately . Dryden
HARDMOUTHED . a . [hard and mouth .) Dir To HARM . v.a. To hurt ; to injure. Waller.
obedient to the rein ; not feptible of the bic. HA'R MFUL . a. ( harm and full.] Hurttul ;
miſchievous. Raleigh.
Dryden
HARDNESS. [ from hard.) 1. Durity HARMFULLY . adv. ( from harmful.) Hure
power of refiitance in bodies. Woolward. 2 .
fully : noxirully . Ajcham .
Difficult tole underſtood. Skakelp . 3. Dif- HARMFULNESS. ſ . ( trum barmful.] Hurt
ficulty to be accompliſhed. Sidney: 4. Scarci .
fulnels ; miſchievouſneſs .
ty ; penury: Swift. 5. Obduracy : proti HA'RMLESS. a . (som barm ) 1. Innocent ;
innoxious; not hurtful. Shakeſp. 2. Unhurt ;
gareneſs, South. 6. Coarſepeis ; ha lhneis of
look . Ray. 7. Keenneſs ; vehemence of undamaged. Raleigh.
weather er ſeaſons. Mertimer. 8. Cruelty of HARMLESSLY. adv. ( from harmless.) Inne
cently ; without hurt; without crime. Decay
temper; favageneſs; harthneſs. Shakeſp . 9.
Stifineſs; harſhneſs . Dryder . 10. Faulty par of Piety.
HARMLESSNESS. S. [from harmleſs .] Ingo
ſimony i lingine (s .
cence ; freedom froin injury or hurt. Denne.
HARDOCK ). I ſuppoſe the ſame with bur
Shakesp
HARMONICAL
. ? a . 15.40* x * ; harmonia
dock.
.
HARDS |. The refuſe or coarſer part of Aax . HARMONICK . } que, Fr.) Adapted to cach
other ; musical. Pepe
HARDSHIP . !! (from hard.] 1. Injury ; op
preſſion. Sevift. 2. Inconvenience ; fatigue HARMONOUS. a .'(harmonieux, fr. from
Sprat.
harmosy ) 1. Adapted to each other ; having
HARDWARE . L. ( bard and ware.) Manu
the paits proportioned to each other. Cowley,
factures of metal .
2 Muïcai. Dryden.
HARDWARLMAN . S. [ bardware and man .) HARMONIOUSLY. adv . ( from bormonicus .)
1. With juſt adaptation and proportion of parts
A maker or teller of metalline manuiactures .
Swift.
to each other. Beniley. 2. Mulically ; with
d of founds. Stilling fker.
concor
HA'RDY. a . (hardi, Fr.) I. Bold ; brave ;
ſout ; daring. Balon. 2. Strong; hard ; firm . HARMONIOUSNESS ). (from barmeniows ]
Sourb .
Proportion ; muſicalneſs.
HARE and Hers, differing in pronunciation To HARMONIZE. v a . (from hermeny ] T.
only, fignify both an army and a loud. Gibjon. a tjult in fit proportion. Dryden .
HARE . I. (hara , Sax .) !. A finall quadruped, HA'RMONY. f . pupuo,our ] 1. The juſt adap
remarkable for timidity , vigilance, and fecun
tation of one part to another. Bacon. 2. Jart
dity . More. 2. A constellation. Creech .
proportion of lound. Watts. 3. Concord; cor
To HARE . v . n . Tharier, Fr. ) To fright. Locke reſpondent lentiment. Milion .
HA'REBELI..f. [hare and bell.} A biuc flower HARNESS. J. [ karnuis, Fr. ) 1. Armoor; de
campaniform . Shakeſp .
fenſive furniture of war . Shakeſp. 2. The
HA'REBRAINED . a. i from here the verb and
traces of draught herleva particularly of cars
brain .) Volatile ; unfertled ; wild. Bacon .
riages of pleature. Dryden.
HAREFOOT./. [hare andfooi.] 1. A bird To HARNESS v . a. ( from the noun ) :: To
An
2.
herb .
dreſs in armour . Rowe. 2. To fix horſes in
HARELIPL. A fiſure in the upper lip will :
their traces Hale.
want o: ſubſtance. Quincy.
HARP.J. (heanp, Sax . ) 1. A lyre ; an inſtru .
HARESEAR : S. (bupleurum , Lat . ) A plant .
ment Ilrung with wire and struck with the
Milier .
finger. Dryden. 2. A constellation. Crecch .
HARIER ſ. ( from hare.] A dog for hunting To HARP. 9. n . (harper , Fr.] 1. To play on
hares. Ain'worth
the harp. Cor . 2 : To louch any patſioo.
Slakejp
To HARK . v . . [contracted from Learkon .)
To liſten . Hudibras .
HARPER . [. [from harp.) A player on the
harp. Tickell.
HARK . interj . ( luis originally the imperative
of the verb bark.) List ! hear ! litten ! Roue. HARPING Iron . [. ( from harpagi, Lal.) A
bearded dart with a line fastened to the han
HARL . I. 1. The filaments of fax . 2. Any fi
lamentous lubstance . Mirtimer .
dlc, with which wiales are truck and caught.
HA'RLEQUIN . J. ( Menage derives it froin a Waller
jarnous comedian that frequented M. Harley's HARPONEER. S. (barponeur, Fr. ) He that
throws the harpoon.
houte , whom his friends called Harliquino,
Little Hailey.) A buffoon who playsericks to HARPOON !. |harpon , Fr.) A harping iron.
divert the populace; a Jack-pudding. Pricr . HA RPSICORD.S. A muncal intrument.
HARLOT. T. ( berloees , with, a girl . ] A HARPY.S.
[larpyia, Lat.) The harpieswere ?
kind of birds which had the faces of women ,
whore ; a trumpet Dryden.
HRLOTRY. }. [sicm larlet.] 1. The trade
and foul long claws, very filthy creatures.
of a harlot ; fornication. Dryden. 2. A name
Raleigh. 2. A ravenous wretch. Shakeſp.
o contempt for a woman. Shakeſp.
HARQUEBUSS. S. [Sec ARQUEBUS.] A
HARM ! Lhearm, Sax ? . Injury; crime ; handgun.
HA'RQUE:
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MA'RQUEPUSSIER . S.(From harquebuſs.JOne To HASP.V.n. (from the coun .) To ſhut with
a harp
armed with a harquebuſs. Knolles.
HARRIDA'N.J . [corrupted from horidelle ,Fr. HASSOCK . S. Chaleck , German . ) A thick mat
a worn- oul worthleis horle. ) A decayed flium
on which men kneel at church . Addi/on .
pet, Swift.
HAST . The ſecond perion fingular of have.
HARROW . S. [charroue, Fr.] A frame of HASTE . !. (ha!łe, Fr. ) 1. Hurry ; ſpeed ; nim
timbers crosſing each other, and it with
bleneſs ; precipitation. Dryden. 2. Pallion i
vehemence.
tceth Mirlimer.
To HARROW . v . a. ( from the noun .] 1. TOTO HASTE . ? v . n . Cheſter, Fr. ) 1. To
break with the harow Shakelp. 2. To tear To HASTEN . ) make halte ; to be in a hur
up ; to ris up. Rowe. 3 To pillage ; to ſtrip ;
ry Jeremiah . 2. To move with ſwiitnels.
Denham
to lay waite . Bacon . 4. (From hengian , Sax ]
To invade ; lo harrats with incurlioos. 5. To To HASTE . ? 7. a . To puſh forward ; to
To HA'STENS urgeon ; to precipitate.Prior ,
diftuib ; to put into commotion .
HARROW . interj . An exclamation of ſudden HASTENER. / [ fiom haſten .) One thathaſtens
difrels.
or hurries,
HARROWER . S. (from Farrow .) 1. He who HASTILY. adr . (from baly ) 1. In a hurry ;
harrows . 2. Å kind of hawk. Ainſworth.
ſpeedily ; nimbly ; quickly.Spenſer. 2. Ranly ;
To HARRY.Y.a. ( harer , Fr.) 1. To teaze ;
precipitately. Swift. 3. Paffionately ; with
to hare : 10 rutile. Shakeſp. 2. In Scotland
vehemence
HASTINESS. S. ( from baſly.) 1. Hafte; ſpeed.
it lignes to rob, plunder, or oppreis .
HAR H. a . I. Auflere; roughly four Denlom
Sidney. 2. Hurry , precipitation . Dryden. 3 .
Angry teftineis ; paſſionate vehemence.
2. Rough to the car. Dryden. 3. Crabbed ;
morole ; peevith . Taylor . 4. Rugged to the HASTINGS. S. [ from hally .) Peas that come
touch . Boyle.5 ; Unpleaſing; rigorous. Dryden. early. Morrimer
HARSHLY. ador. Itiom barjh.] 1. Sourly.; HA'STY. a.hillit, Fr. ) 1. Quick ; (peedy.
auklı rely to the palate. 2. With violence ; in
Shakeſp. 2. Pationate ; vehement. Priverbs.
oppofition to gentieneſs.Milton . 3. Severely i
3. Raih ; precipitate. Eccluf. 4. Early ripe.
moroſely ; crabbediy. Addijon. 4. Ruggedly
ljaiah
HA'STY -PUDDING . . A pudding made of
to the ear. Shakeſp.
HARSHNESS. 1. (from harh.) 1. Sourne's ;
milk and flour, boiled quick together. Dorſet.
auftere taſte . Bacon . 2. Roughneſs to the ear . HAT. / [hæt, Saxon. ) A cover for the head.
Dryalen
Dryden, Pope. 3. Ruggedneſs to the touch .
Bacon . 4. Crabbedoels ; peeviſhnets.
HA'TBAND.S. [ hat and band. ) A Itring tieel
HART. L. (Derne, Sax. ) a he deer of the
round the hat Bacon
HATCASE . S. [ lat and cafe.) A flight box for
large kind ; the male of the roe . Max.
HA'RTSHORN . J Spirit drawn from horn.
a hat . Addison
HA'RTSHORN.1. An herb. dinſworth.
To HATCH.V. a (becken , German.) 1. To
produce young from eper. Miltor . 2. To
HART-ROYAL ſ. A plant.
HARTS - TONGUE. S. A plant.
quicken the egg by incubation. Addiſon . 3 .
H'ARTWORT.1. A plant. Miller.
To produce by precedent action . 4. To form
HA'RVEST . / Thanfest, Sax .) 1. The feafon
by meditation ; 10 contrive. Hayward. 5 .
(From hacker , to cut.) To Thade by lines in
of reaping and gathering the corn . L'Ejirango
2: The corn ripened, gathered and inncd . drawing or graving. Dryrler .
Shakejp . 3. The product of labour.Dryden. To HATCH . v ni 1. To be in the face of
HARVEST-HOME. J. i. The long which the
growing quick . 2. To be in a ſtate of advance
reapers ſing at the feaſt made for having ioned
towards etrect.
the harvelt. Dryden. 2. The time ofgathering HATCH.J. ( from the verb ) 1. A brood ex
cluded
from the ego 2. The act of exclufion
barvett . Dryden. 3. The opportunity of ga
thering treaſure . Shakeſp.
from the egg . 3 1. lofure ; diſcovery .Shake.
HARVEST-LORD. ). The head reaper at the
4. (Heca, Sax .) The half door. Shakesp. 5 .
harveit Tullir.
In the plural | The doors or openings by
HARVESTER . F. ( from barveſt.] One who
which ency deicend from one deck or floor of
work : al the harvest.
a Mhip to another. Dryden. 6. To be under
HATCHES . To be in a ſtate of ignorniny ,
HARVESTMANS. A labourer in harveſt.
poverty, ordepreſſion . Locke.
To HASH . v n . ( bacher, Fr. ) To mince ; to
chop into finall pieces, and miogle. Garth .
To HA'TCHEL . v. a. ( bachelen , German . ) TO
HASK . ). This seems to fignity a cale or habi .
beat fax ſo as to ſeparate the fibroas from the
tationmade of ruthes or flags. Sperſer .
brittle part. Woodward.
HASLET. 38. [a bundle ; bafier, Fr.) The HATCHEL F. (from the verb ; tachel, Germ.)
HARSLET S heart, liver,and lights of a hog ,
The instrument with which flax is beaten .
with the windpipe and part of the throat 10 HATCHELLER. Ji [irom hatibel.) A beater
of fax .
it .
HASP. S. [hærr, Sax .) A clalp folded over a HA'TCHET. S. [liuchutte, Fr.) A ſmall axe.
Crafbato.
Maple, and falleged on with a padlock, Mori.
HATCHET :
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HA'TCHET-FACE.ſ. An vgly face . Dryden . HA'UGHTY. a. (hautaine, Fr.] 1. Proud ;
HA'TCHMENT.ſ. (corrupted from archieve
lofty ; inſolent ; arrogant ; contemptuous. Cla ,
2. Proudly great.Prior. 3. Beld ; adventurous.
ment.] An armorial eſcutcheon placed over a
door at a funeral. Shakeſp.
Spenſer.
HA’TCHWAY.S. {batches and way .) The way HAVING . f. [ from have .) 1. Poſleffion ;
over or through the hatc'es .
eſtate ; fortune. Shakeſ 2 The act or ſtate of
To HATE. v . a . ( hatian , Sax . ) To deteſt ; to
pofíefling. Sidney. 3. Behaviour ; regularity.
Shakelp.
abhor ; to abominate. Shakeſp .
HATE.S. Chate , Sax . ) Malignity ; deteſtation HA'VIOUR ſ [for behaviour.) Conduct ; man
Broome.
ners Spenfer .
HATEFUL. a. ( bate and full.] 1. Thae which To HAUL.V. a . [haler , Fr. to draw .) To pull ;
cauſesabhorrence. Shakeſp. Peacham , Milton.
to draw ; to drag by violence. Dinbam .
2. Abhorrent ; deteiting i malignant ; male- HAUL . f. [from the verb. ] Pull ; violence in
volent. Dryden.
dragging Thomſon.
HATEFULLY odc. ( from hateful.] 1. Odi- HAUM . / [healm , Sax .] Straw . Tuſſer.
ouſly ; abominably . 2. Malignantly ; mali HAUNCH ). [bancke, Dutch; barobe, Fr.anca ,
ciouſly, Chapman .
lial . ] 1. The thigh ; the hind hip . Lacke. 2.
The rear : the hind -part. Shakeſp?
HATEFULNESS. S. ( from bateful.] Odioul
nels.
To HAUNT. v. a . (hanter, Fr.) 1. To fre
HATER.S. (from late. One that hates. Sidney . quent ; to be much about any place or perfon.
HATRED . L. ( from bale ) Hate ; ill-will ; Sidney. 2. It is uled frequently in an ill ſenie
malignity . Suuts.
of one that comes unwelcome. Swift. 3. It
TO HA'TTER v.a. Toharaſs ; to weary.Dryd . is eminently uſed of apparitions.
HATTER. f. ( from bai.lA maker of hais.Swi To HAUNT. 0. » . To be much about ; to
HA'TTOCK . J. Cottock, Erſe. ) A ſhock of corn .
appear frequently . Shakesp.
Di.
HAUNT./. (froni the verb ) 1. Place in which
HA'UBERK . S. [bauberg, old Fr. ] A coat of
one is frequently found. L'Eſtrange, Pepe. 2 .
mail. Spenſer.
Habit of being in a certain place. Arburbro!,
TO HAVE . v. 6. pret , and part . paſt. had HAUNTER . ) [ from baunt j Frequenter ; one
( habban , bax. hebben, Dutch ) 1. Not to be that is often found in any place . Wc1ton .
without. Afts. 2. To carry ; to wear. Sidney. HA VOCK . (bafog, Welth ) Waſte ; wide
3. To make uſe of. Judges. 4. To pollets
and general devaitation. Addiſon.
Exodus . 5. To bear ; io carry ; to be attended HAVOCK . interj . A word of encouragement
with or unitedio, as an accident or concomi
to ſlaughter. Slakeſp .
tant Shakeſp. 6.To obtain ; to enjoy.foha . 7.1 To HA VOCK. v . 2. ( from the noun.] To
To take ; to receive . Dryder. 8. To be in any
waite ; to deſtroy . Milion.
ftate. 1 Sam . 9. To put; to take. Tufler. HA'UTBOY 1.1baut and bais.) A wind inftru .
menc Stakeſp.
10.To procure ; to find. Locke . 11. Not to
neglect ; not to omit. Shakeſp. 12. To hold HA'UTBOY Strawberry. See STRAWBERRY.
lo regard . Pſalms, 13. To maintain ; to hold HAW.F. (haz , Sax ] 1. The berry and ſeed of
opinion. Bacon 14 To contain. Shakejp. 15
the hawthorn. Tuter. 2. An excreſcence in
To require ; to claim Dryden 16. To be a
the eye. 3. ( haga, Sax . ) A ſmall piece of
huſband or wile to another. Shakeſp. 17. To ground adjoining to an houſe . Corew .
be engaged , as in a tak Hooker, Addison . 18. HA WTHORN.M. (hæg Jorn, Sax .) A ſpecies
To buy. Collier, 19. li is most uſed in Engliſh
of inedlar ; the thorn that bears haws. Miller.
as in other European languages as an auxiliary To HAW . v r . To ſpeak Dowly with frequent
verb to inakethe tecfes. Įiave the preterper
intermillion and heſitation. L'Efrange.
fect, and bad the preterpluperfect. 20. HAVE HAWK. ! (hebeg, Wellh .) 1. A bird of prey,
a !, or avib , is an expresion denoting resolu
uſed much antiendly in ſport to catch other
tion to make lime : - spl. Dryden.
birds, Peacham . 2. ( Hoch, Welth .) An effort
HAVEN . J. Boven, Duich . )
. A portį a
to force phlegm up the throat.
harbour ; a ſafe ſtation fr Mips. Denhum. 2.To HAWK. v.n. ( from bawk . ) i . To fly
hawks at fowis.Prior. 2. To fly at ; to attack
A heller ; 30 aſylum . Sinkejp .
HAVENER.I. iiom taven j An overſeer of on the wing. Dryden. 3. ( Hoch, Welſh . ] To
a port Caree
force up phlegm with a noite . IViſeman . 4 .
To tell by proclaiming in the Itreets. Swifi.
HA VER. J. ( from bave.] Poffcrror ; holder.
Sbakip
HAWKED . a. [ from hawk.) Formed like a
bill . Brown .
hawk's
northern
in
the
word
HAVER is a common
counties or oats, Peactan .
HAWKER S. ( from hock, German.] One who
HAUGHT. 2. (lau , Fr. 11. Haughty ;inſolent; fells his wares by proclaiming them in the
Itreet. Pope .
proud. Shakeſp. 2. High ; proucily magoani
mous. Spenſer.
HAWKWEED.S. A plant . Miller.
HA’UCHTILY.ado. ( from þangłty .) Proudly HAWSES. J. [of a thip ) Two round holes
arrogantly. Dryden.
under the ſhip's head or beak, through which
HAUGHTINESS L. (from baughty ) Pride ;
the cables pais, Harris
HAY.
arrogance. Dryair,
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Raleigh. 24. Criſis s pitch. Addiſon.
HAY.S. Chiey, hig, Sax ) Graſs dried to fodder
Power; influence ; force; ſtrength ; dominion .
to cattle in winter. Camden , May.
To dance the Hay. To dance in a ring.
South. 26. Body ; conflux .Bacon. 27. Powers
armed force. Shakeſp. 28. Liberty in running
Drayzen
HAY. |. ( from haie, Fr. ) A net which incloſes
a horſe. Shakeſp. 29. It is very improperly
the haunt of an animal . Pertimer .
applied to roots. Gay. 30. Head and Ears.
HAYMAKER. f. [tay and make.) One em
The whole perſon. Granville. 31. HEAD and
pboullers. By force ; violently . Felton,
ployed in drying grass for hay. Pope.
HAZARD. | (hazard, Fr.} 1. Chance ; ac- TO HEAD . v.a. [from the noun . ] 1. To lead ,
cident ; fortuitous hap . Locke . 2. Danger ;
to influence ; to direct ; to govern . Prier, 2.
chance of danger. Rogers. 3. A game at dice.
To behead ; to kill by taking away the head ,
Shakeſp. 3. To fit any thing with a head, or
Swifi.
To HAZARD. v.o. (hazarder, Fr.) To expoſe
principal part. Spenſer.4.To lop trees. Mort.
HEADACH ſ. Pain in the head . Sidney.
to chance . Hayward.
TU HAZARD . v. 2. 1. To try the chance. HEADBAND. S. [head and band. ) 1. A fillet
for the head ; a topknot. Ifaiah. 2. The
Sbakelp. 2. To adventure . Waller.
band to each end of a book .
HAZARDABLE . a . (trom hazard. ) Venture
HE'ADBOROUGH. S. (bead and borough.) A
fone ; liable to chance. Breuun .
contable ; a ſubordinate conſtable . Comden .
HAZARDER. F. ( from hazard .] He who
HE'ADDRESS. ſ. (head and dreſs.] 1. The
hazards.
covering of a woman's head. Pope. 2. Any
HAZARDRY. f. [ from bazard.] Temerity ;
thing reſembling a headdress . Andifer.
precipitation. Spenſer.
HAZARDOUS.'a . (baxardexx, Fr. from ha- HEADER. J. [from head . ] ı . One thatheads
zard ] Dangerous ; expoſed to chance.Dryden, nails or pins, or the like. 2. The firſt brick
HAZARDOUSLY. adv. (from hazardous.]
in the angle. Moxon .
HE'ADGARGLE. . A diſeaſe in cattle. Morf,
With danger or chance.
HE'ADINESS. f. (from heady. ] Hurry : raſh
HAZE . /. Fog ; mift .
neſs ; ſtubborneſs ; precipitation ; obftinacy.
To HAZE. ~. ~ . To be foggy or miſty.
To HAZE. 7. a . To fright one. Ainjworth.
Spenſer.
HE ADLAND.F. [head and land ) 1. A pro
HAZEL . f. A nai - tree . Miller.
HAZEL ). ( from the noun . ) Light brown ; of montory :cape. Dryden. 2. Ground under
hedges. Tuffer.
the colour of hazel .
HAZELLY.a. Of the colour of hazel ; a light HEADLESS . a. (from bead.) 1. Without ar
brown. Mortimer .
head ; beheaded . Spenſer. 2. Without a chief.
HAZY. a. ( from baze.) Dark ; foggy ; mifty. Raleigh. 3. Obftinate ; inconſiderate ; ignorant
Burner .
Spenſer.
HE. pronoun.gen. him ; plur. they ; gen . them . HEADLONG. a . 1. Raſh ; thoughtleſs. 2.
Sudden ; precipitate. Sidney.
( he , Sax . ) i. The man ihat was named before.
Milton. 2. The man ; the perſon. Daniel. 3. HE'ADLONG . adv. [ head and long.) 1. With
Man or male being. Dryden, 4. Male ; 25, 2
the head foremoſt. Pope. 2. Rafhly; without
thought; precipitately. Dryden. 3. Haftily ;
be bear, a he goat . Bacon .
without delay or reſpite. Dryden . 4 It is very
HEAD . S. (heafod, heafd , Sax. ] 1. The part
of the animal that contains the brain or the negligently uſed by Shakeſpear.
organ of ſenſation or thought. Dryden. 2. HE'ADMOULD -SHOT | (head, mould, and
Perſon as expoſed to any danger or penalty. shot.] This is when the futures of the ſkull,
Milton. 3. Denomination of any animals. generally the coronal, ride ; that is, have their
Arbuthnet. 4.Chief ; principal perion ; one to
edges thut over one another. Quincy.
whom the reſt are ſubordinate. Tillotſon. 5. HE'ADPIECE. f. [ head and piece.] 1. Armour
Place of honour ; the first place . Addijon. 6.
for the head į helmet ; motion. Swift. 2 .
Place of command Addiſon .7.Countenance ;
Underſtanding ; force ofmind. Prideaxx.
preſence. Dryden . 8. Underſtanding ; faculties HEADQUARTERS. /. ( head and quarters.)
of the mind. L'Eſtrange. 9. Face ; front i " The place of general rendez vous, or lodgment
fore part. Dryden. 10. Rcfitance ; hoitile for foldiers. Collier.
oppoſition. South. 11. Spontaneous reſolution. HE'ADSHIP.S.[from head.]Dignity; authority ;
Davies. 12 . State of a deer's horns, by
chief place .
which his age is known. Shakeſp. 13. 10- HEADSMAN. S. [head and man .) An execu
dividual. Grount. 14. The top of any thing
tioner . Dryden
bigger than the reft. Walls. 15. Place of HEADSTALL. f. [head and fall.) Part of the
chief reſort. Clarendon . 16. The fore part of bridle that covers the head. Shakelp .
any thing , as of a ſhip . Raleigh. 17. That HE'ADSTONE . f. ( head and ſtone.j The firſt
which riles on the top . Mort. 18. The blade
or capital ſtone . Pjo'us .
ofan axe. Dexieron. 19. Upper part of a bed . HEADSTRONG . a , ( head and ftrong. ] Unre
Genefis. 20. The brain. Pipe. 21. Dreis of
trained ;violent; ungovernable Hocker ,Philips.
the head. Swift . 22. Principal topicks of HE'ADWORKMAN.J. (bead, work ,ar.d man. )
diſcourſe. Atterbury. 23. Source of a Itream .
The foreman , Swift.
HE'ADY .
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HI'ADY. 2. (from head.) 1. Rah ; precipitate ( HL'ARING. F. ( from hear. 1. The ſenſe by
which founds are perceived. . 2. Audience,
haty ; violent. Ben. Lohnſon. 2. Apt to affect
Shakeſp. 3. Judicial trial . Addifox . 4. Reacha
the head. Boyk.
TO HEAL . v . a . ( h.elan , Sax .) 1. To cure :
of the ear. Iloker.
pertin ; to rettore from hurt or fickneſs.l!"211s To HE'ARKEN . » 1. (hearoman, Sax .) 1 .
To liſen by way o'curiofily Rogers. 2. To
2. To cure a wound or diſtemper. Wileman .
201cadi ; to pay regard . Pope.
3. To perform the act of making a fvre to
cicatrize Wijeman. 4. To reconcile : as, he HE ARKENER 1. (from bearken . ) A liſtener ;
benle all diffenfions.
ope that hearkens.
HEARSAY. [hear and ſay ) Report ; rumour.
TO HEAL . v . % . To grow well . Sharp.
Rakipb.
HE ALER . L. (trom heal ] One who cures or
HEARSE : / ( of unknown etymology . ) 1. A
heals. L'aiah.
carriage in which the dead are conveyed to
HEALING . participial.c . from bra '.) Mild ;
the gravé . 2 A temporary monument fet
moliliying i gentle ; atljalive.
over a grave . Shakejp.
HEALTH . . I from Deel , Sax . ) 1. Freedom
from bodily pain or ſickneſs. Quincy. 2. Wel- HEART. ſ. (heorti Sax .) 1. The muſcle
fare of mind ; purity ; goodnels. Bacon. 3 .
which by its contraction and dilation propels
Salvation spiritual and temporal. Pjaims. 4 .
the blood through the courſe of circulation ,
With of happineisin drinking . Shakejp.
and is thereiore confidered as the ſource of
vital motion . Shakeip 2 The chief part ;
HEALTHFUL , a. ( health and full.) 1. Free
from fickneis. Souik . 2. Well diſpored . Stok
the vital part. Bacon. 3. The inner part of
3 Wholeſome ; falubrious . Bacon . 4. Salu
aly thing. Abbot. 4. Perfon ; character .
Shakeſp: § . Courage; fpirit. Clarendon. 6 .
tary ; productive of ſalvation . Cine Prayer.
Seat or love. Pope. 7. Affection ; inclination .
HEALTHFULLY . adv . (from boaltlful.j !
In healıb. 2. Wh letomely.
Dryden. 8. Memory Sush. 9. Good -wili ;
ardour of zeal. Clarendon. 10. Paffions ; an
HEALTHFULNESS / [trom heal:bf: ?.)State
xiety; concern. Shakelp. 11. Secret thoughts ;
of being well . 2. Wholeſomeneis ; lalubrious
receiies of the mind. Davies. 12. Dispoſition
qualities Addiſon
of mind Siréney. 13. A hard heart is cruelty .
HEALTHILY. adv. ( from healtly.) Without
Rowe. 14. To find in the HEART . To be not
fickneſs.
wholly averſe. Sidney . ! 5 . Secret meaning ;
HEALTHINESS. f. [ from healthy . The ſtate
of health .
hidden intention. Shakesp 16. Conſcience ;
ſenſe of good or ill . Hooker . 19. Strength ;
HE'ALTHLESS. a. ( from health . ) Weak ;
power . Bacen. 18. Utmoſt degree. Shakeſp.
fickly; iohrm Taylor .
HEALTHSOME...(from health .]Wholeſome;
19. It is much uled in compoſition for mind ,
or a fiction .
falutary. Shakeje
HEALTHY. a . from health . ] In health ; free HEART-ACH. S [heart and ach.) Sorrows
from fickneſs. Arbuthnot .
pang ; anguish . Shakeſp.
HEAM . f. In bearts, the ſame as the afterbirth HEART - BREAK . S [heart and break .) Over
in women.
powering ſorrow . Shakeſp.
HEAP.A. [ heap, Sax .) 1. Many lingle things HEART- BREAKER. J. A cant name for a
thrown together; a pile. Dryden. 2. A crow ;
woman's curls . Hudibras.
a throng ; a ,abble.Bacon 3. Cluſter ; number HEART-BREAKING. a.Overpowering with
ſorr
ow . Spenjer:
driven together. Dryden.
To HEAP . v.a. ( froin the noun ) 1. Tothrow HEART- BREAKING . S. Overpowering grief.
Hakewill.
on heaps ; to pile ; to throw together. Ezekiel.
2. To accumulate ; to lay up. Job . 3. TO HEART-BURNED. a. ( heart and burn ]Hav
ing the heart inilamed . Shakeſp.
add to something elle. Shakep
HEAPER. ). (from heap ] One that makes HE’ART-BURNING . P. [heart and burn .) 1 .
Pain at the ſtomach , commonly from an acrid
piles or heaps .
HEAPY. a. (irom beap .) Lying in heaps. Gay.
humour. Voodward. 2. Diſcontent ; ſecret
To HEAR. v . n . hyran , Sax. ] 1. To enjoy
enmity . Swift.
the tenie by which words are diſtinguiſhed. HEART-DEAR. a. Sincerely beloved . Shakeſp .
Holder. 2. " To litten ; to hearken. Denbam. HEART-EASE . /.Quiet; tranquillity. Shakeſp .
HEART -FASING . a Giving quiet. Milieu
3. To be told ; to have an account. Acis.
To HEAR . v . 0. 1. To perceive by the ear . HEART-FELT. a. Felt in the conſcience. Fope.
2. Chro. 2. To give an, audience, orallowance HEART- P .AS. %. A plant. Miller .
to speak. Aits. 3. To attend , to liften to ; to HEART- QUELLING a . Conquering theaffec
obey. Malib.4. To try ; to attend judicially . lion . Spenjer
Ezek . 5. To attend favourabıy. Deuter. 6. TO HEART-RENDING. a . Killing with anguilla .
Waller ,
acknowledge . Prisr.
HEARD . ſignifies a keeper ; as beardbearbt, a HEART -ROBBING.a. Ecſtatick; depriving of
thought . Spenſer.
glorious keeper . Gibjön.
HEARER.J. 1 from hear . ) One who attends to HEART - SICK. a. 1. Pained in mind. Taylor.
*. Moitally
any doctrine or dildousle. Bon. Johnjon.
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thrubs of whatever kind ,
covered
place
with
.
conftitution
the
in
2. Mortally ill ; hurt
Bacon.
Shakeſp.
HEATH -COCK . S. (heath and cock . ) A large
HEARTS-EASE. S. A plant. Mortimer.
HEART -STRING.S. IAring and beart.) The fowl that frequents heaths. Carew .
tendons or nerves ſuppoſed to brace and ſuf- HEATH - PEAS.S. A fpecies of bitter vetch.
HEATH -ROSE .ſ. (heath and roſe.) A plaat.
tain the heart Spenſer, Taylor.
Ainſworth.
HEART-STRUCK. a . 1. Driven to the heart ;
infixed for ever in the mind. Shakeſp. 2. HEATHEN. S.(beyden, Germ .) The gentiles ;
the pagans ; the nations unacquainted with
Shocked with fear or diſmay. Milton .
che covenant of grace. Addiſon .
HEART-SWELLING . a . Rankling in the
HE'ATHEN. 6. Gentile ; pagan. Addiſon,
mind. Spenſer .
HEART-WHOLE . a . 1. With the affections HE'ATHENISH. a. (from heathen ) 1. Be
longing to the gentiles. Hooker. 2. Wild ;
yet unfixed. Shakeſp. 2. With the vitals yet
unimpaired.
ſavaze ; rapacious ; cruel . South .
HEART- WOUNDED. a .filled with paffion of HEATHENISHLY. a. (from heathen .) After
love or grief. Pope.
the manner of heathens.
HE'ARTID. a. It is only uſed in compoſition : HEATHENISM . S.(from bearben ) Gentiliſm ;
as, hard hearted.
paganilm . Hammond.
TO HE’ARTEN v. a. (from heart ) .. To en HEATHY.
Mortimer . a. ( froin bearb.] Full of heath .
courage; to animate ; to ſtir up . Sidney 2
To meliorate with manure. May.
TOHEAVE.8.a. pret. beaved , anciently howe,
part. heaved or boven . 1. To lift ; to raiſe
HEARTH. / The pavement of a room in which
from the ground.Miltor . 2. To carry Shakeſp.
a fire is made . Dryden .
3. To raile ; to lift. Dryden. 4. To cauſe to
HE'ARTILY. adv.(from hearty.) . Sincerely ,
lwell. Thomſon. 5. To force up from the
actively ; diligently ; vigorouſly. Atterbury
breast. Shakeſp. 6. To exalt ; to elevate.
2. From the heart; fully. Prior. 3. Eager:
ly : with deſire. Addion.
Shakeſp. 7. To puff ; to elate. Hayward.
HE'ARTINESS. J. (from hearty.), ; Since To HEAVE,V.n., i. To pant ; to breathe with
rity ; freedom from hypocriſy . Shakeſp. 2 .
pain. Dryden . 2. To labour. Atterbury: 3.
To riſe with pain ; to ſwell and fall. Prior.
Vigour ; diligence ; ſtrength. Taylor.
HE'ARTLESS. a. ( from bears.] Without cou
4. To keck ; to feel a tendency to vomit.
HEAVE. S. ( trom the verb. ) 1. Liſ ; exertion
rage ; ſpiritleſs Cowley
HEARTLESSLY. adv. ( from beartleſs.]With
or effort upwards. Dryden. 2. Riſing of the
rogo
out courage ; faintly ; timidly.
breaft . Shakeſp. 3. Effort to vomit.
HEARTLESSNESS. J. (from heartleſs.]Want
gle to riſe. Hudibras,
of courage or ſpirit ; dejection of mind.
HEAVE Offering. J. An offering among the
Jews. Numbers.
HEARTY. a . ' [ from heart.) 1: Sincere ;
undiſſembled ; warm ; zealous. Clarendon. 2. HEAVEN. S. heofon, Sax .) 1. The regions
above ; the expanſe of the ſky. Raleigh, Dry .
la full health. 3. Vigorous ; frong . Pope. 4.
2. The habitation of God , good angels and
Strong ; hard ; durable. W otron .
HEARTY- HALE . a. (heart and hale.) Good
pure ſouls departed. Milton. 3 The Tupreme
for the heart. Spenſer.
power ; the ſovereign ot heaven. Temple. 4.
The pagan gods; the celeſtials. Shakeſp. s .
The fenfari.
HEAT. S. [heat , hæt , Sax .)
Elevation ; ſublimity. Shakeſp.
on cauſed by the approach or touch of fire. 2
The cauſe of the rentation of burning. Hooker. HE'AVEN- BORN. a . Deſcended from the ce
leſtial
regions. Dryder
3 Het weather. Addifon. 4. State of any
body under the action of the fire. Moxon. 5 HE AVEN- BRED. a. Produced or cultivated in
heaven. Shakeſp .
One violent action unintermitted. Dryden. 6 .
The ſtate of being once hot . Dryden. 7. A HEAVEN -BUILT. a . Built by the agency of
gods. Pope.
courſe at a race . Dryden. 8. Pimples in the
face ;fuh Addiſon . 9. Agitation of ſudden HEAVEN -DIRECTED. a. 1. Raiſed towards
the ſky. Pope. 2. Taught by the powers
or violenc paſſion Sidney . 10. Faction ; con
teft ; party rage. King Charles. 11. Ardour
of heaven. Pope.
HEAVENLY. a. (from heaven .) 1. Rerem
of thought or elocution . Addiſon.
To HEAT.w. a. ( froin the noun .] 1. To make
bling heaven ; ſupremely excellent, Sidney.
hot; to endue with the power of burning .
2. Celeſtial ; inhabiting heaven. Dryden .
Daniel. 2. To cauſe to ferment. Mortimer. HEAVENLY. adv. 1. Io a manner reſembling
3. To make the conſtitution feveriſh. Arbuth .
that of heaven. Pope. 2. By the agency or
4. Towarm with vehemence of paffion or de
influence of heaven Milton.
fire. Dryder. 5. To agitate the blood and HEAVENWARD. adv. [ heaven and peand ,
Sax ) Towards heaven. Prior.
ſpirits with action. Dryden.
HEATER. J. [ trom hear. ) An iron made hot, HE'AVILY. adv. [from heavy. ) 1. With great
and put into a box -iron , to finooth and plait ponderouſneſs. 2. Grievoudly; afflictively,
linen.
Collier. 3. Sorrowfully ; with an air of de
HEATH . S. ( erica , Lat .) 1. A plant. 2. A jection. Clarendin,
Aaa
HE'A
place overgrown with heath. Shakeſp. 3. A
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HE'AVINESS. S. (from heavy.) 1 : Ponderour- HEDGE- BORN . a. (hedge and born.] Of no
known birth ; meanly born . Shakeſp.
neſs ; the quality of being heavy ; weight .
Wilkins. 2. Dejeĉjon of mind; depreſion of HEDGE-FUMITORY.S. A plant. Ainſwer:b .
Spirit. Hooker. 3. Inaptitude to motion or HEDGE - HOG. | | hedge and boge? 1. An ani
thought Arbushnor. 4. Opprention ; cruſh ;
mal ſet with prickles, like thorns in an hedge.
Ray. 2. A term of reproach. Shakeſp. 3. A
affliction. 5. Deepneſs or richneſs of ſoil.
plant. Ainſaverib.
Arbuthnot.
HE'AVY. adv. [heafig, Sax .] 1. Weighty; HEDGE-HYSSOP. S. [ bedge and hytop. ) A
fpecies of willow-wort. Hill.
ponderous ; tending trongly to the centre .
Wilkins. 2. Sorrowful ; deje &ted ; depreſſed. HEDGE-MUSTARD . S. A plant. Milles.
Shakeſp. 3.Grievous ; oppreffive ; affictive.HEDGE-NETTLE. S. A plant. Ainſworth.
Swift. 4. Wanting alacrity ; wanting briſk - HEDGE-NOTE. S: hedge and note ] A word
of contempt.Dryden .
Wanting ſpirit
neſs of appearance. Prior.
or rapidity of ſentiment ; unanimated Swift HEDGE - PIG :, : ( hedge and pig .) A young
þedge -bog. Shakelp
6. Wanting activity ; indolent : lazy Dryden.
7. Drouſy dull; torpid. Luke. 8. Slow : HEDGE -ROW.F (hedge and roer.) The ferien
Nuggiſh. Shakeſp .' 9. Stupid ; foolith . Knolles.
of trees or buſhes planted for incloſures. Milt.
10.Burdenſome;troubleſome ; tedious. Swift. HEDGE-SPARROW.F. ( hedge and sparrow .)
II.Loaded ; incumbered ; burthened. Bacon .
A ſparrow that lives in buſhes. Shakeſp.
12. Not eaſily digeſted . Arbuthn. 13. Rich HEDGING - BILL. S [hedge and bill. A cul
in ſoil ; fertile ; as heavy lands. 14. Deep ; ting hook uſed in making hedges. Sidney.
HE’DGER .
[ from hedge .) One who makes
cumberſome; as heavy roads.
HE'AVY . adv. As an adverb is only uſed in
hedges. Locke,
TO HELD . v. a. [hedan , Sax .) To mind ; to
compoſition ; heavily. Matthew .
HE'BDOMAD.S . (hebdomas, Lat. ) A week ; a regard ; to take notice of ; to attend. Locke
HEED . 1. ( from the verb .] 1. Care ; atien.
ſpace of ſeven days Brown.
cion Addiſon. 2. Caution ; fearful attention ;
HEBDOMADAL 2 ady. [ from bebdomas,
ſuſpicious watch. Shakeſp. 3. Care to avoid.
HEBDOMADARYS Lat .) Weekly , con
Tillotſon. 4. Notice ; obſervation. Bacon . s .
fiſting of leven days . Brown.
Seriouſneſs; ſtaidneſs. Shakeſp. 6. Regard ;
TO HE BETATE . v.a. ( bebeto, Lat.) To dull ;
to blunt ; to Itupify Arbuthnot.
reſpectiul notice L'Eſtrange,
HEBETA'TION'ſ . [ from bebetate .] 1. The (REEDFUL. 4. (from beed. Watchful ; cau.
act of dulling. 2. The ſtate of being dulled,
tious ; ſuſpicious. Shakejp. 2. Attentive ;
careful ; oblerving. Pepe.
HEBETUDE.S.{hebetudo, Lat.) Dulinels ; ob
tuleneſs ; bluntneſs. Harvey.
HE'EDFULLY . adv. (from heedful.) Atten
HEBRAISM ſ. ( hebraiſme, fr . hebraiſmus,
tively ; carefully ; cautiouſly . Watts .
HE'EDFULNESS S. [ from beedful.] Caution ;
Lat.) A Hebrew idiom . Speelotor.
HEBRAIST. S. (bebræus, Lat. ] A man killed
vigilance.
in Hebrew .
HEEDILY. adv.Cautiouſly ; vigilantly. Di&.
HEBRICIAN . f. [ from Hebrew .) One ſkilful HEEDINESS . J. Caucion i vigilance. Diet. !
HEEDLESS . adv. (irom beed .) Negligent; id
in Hebrew. Kaleigh.
HE'CATOMB.S . ( bucatombe, Fr.) A facrifice of atcentive ; careleſs. Locke.
an hundred cattle. Donne.
HEEDLESSLY. adv (from beedlefs .] Care
leſsly ;négligently . Arbuthnot.
HE'CTICAL adu. (hectique, fr ) 1. Ha
HECTICK . } bitual ; conftitutional, Denni (HEEDLESSNESS, L. (trom beedleſs.} Care
leisnels ; negligence ; inattention. Locke.
2. Troubled with a morbid heat. Taylor.
HEEL.S. ( hele, Sax.) . The part of the font
HECTICK S. An hectick fever. Shakespea
that protuberates behind. Denbum. 2. The
HECTOR . L. ( from Hector, the great Homeric
whole foot of animals. Addiſon. 3. The feet ,
warriour .) A bully ; a bluſtering, turbulent,
.
Prior
South,
.
pervicacious, noiſy fellow
as employed in fight . L'Ejirange. 4. To be
TO HE'CTOR . v. a . ( from the noun. ) To
ai the Heels. To purſue clolely ; to follow
threaten ; to treat with infolent terms. Arbuth.
hard. Milton . 5. To lay by the HEELS. To
To HECTOR . v.n. To play the bully . Swife. felter ; to ſhackle ; to putio gyves. En dibras .
HEDERACEOUS. a. (hederaceus , Lat .) Pro
6. The back part of a ſtocking : whence the
ducing ivy. D : 87.
phraſe to be out at heels, to be worn out. Shok.
HEDGE . ) . (hegge, Sax.) A fence made round To HEEL. v. n. ( from the noan.j 1. To dance.
grounds with prickly buſhes. Pepe.
Shakeſp. 2. To lean on one lide : as the ſhip
HUDGE, prefixed to any word, denotes ſome
heels.
thing mean. Swift .
HE ELER . f. [ from beel ) A cock that arikes
TO HEDGE. v . a. (from the noun.) s . 'To
well with his heels.
incloſe with a herge. Bacon . 2. To ob true . HEEL- PIECE.S. heel and piece.) A piece fixed
Hej: 3. To encircle for deſence. Shakejp.
on the hinder part of the ihoe.
* To lut up within an incloſure . Locke. 5. T. HEEL -PIECE. v. a . (beel and piece.) To
To force into a place alıeady full . Dryden .
put a piece of leather on a thoe-heel. Arbuih .
TO HEDGE, v. ti , To fhili ; to hide the head .
HEFT .
Sharep.

HEL
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HEFT. . [ from heave.) 1. Heaving : effort.(HELIOTROPE.S: [mas@ and rénw.) A place
that curns towards the ſun ; butmore particu .
Shakeſp. 2. ( For haft.) Handle. Waller.
larly the turnſol , or fun-flower.Gov . oftbeton ,
HE'GIRA.S. ! Arabick .) A term in chronology ,
fignifying theepocha, or account of time , uled (HELISPHERICAL. a . (helix and ſphere.]The
by the Arabians, who begin from the day that belijpherical lineis the rhomb line in navigation.
Mabemet was forced to eſcape from Mecca, HELIX. . (helice, Fr, énog . ] A ſpiral line.
Wilkins.
July 16 , A.D. 622 .
HÉʻIFER.P.[heahfone,Sax.]A young cow.Pope. HELI, S. (helle, Sax.) 1. The place of the
HEIGH -HO.inserj An expreffion of Night lan
devil and wicked ſouls. Cowley. 2. The place
guoi and uneafines. Shakc/ t.
of leparate ſouls, whether good or bad. Apolo
HEIGHT S. ( from high . ] 1. Elevation above
tles Creed 3. The place at a running play ,
the ground . 2. Altitude ; ſpace meaſured
to which thoſe who are caught are car
upwards. Donine. 3. Degree o : latitude. Abbot.
ried. Sidney. 4. The place into which a tayo
4.Summit ; aſcent ; towering eminence. 5 .
lor throws his ſhreds. Hudibras. 5. The infer
Elevation of rank i Nation of dignity. Daniel
nal powers . Cowley .
6. The utmott degree ; full completion.Bacon. HELL -BLACK. 2. Black as hell. Shakeſp .
7. Ulmoſt exertion. Shakelp. 8. State of ex- HELL -BROTH. F: ( hell and broth .) A compo
lition boiled up for internalpurpoſes. Shakeſp.
cellence ; advance towards perfection.Addiſon
To HEIGHTEN. v. a . ( from beight. ) » TO HELL -DOOMED . a . (hell and doom.] Con
raiſe higher 2. To improve ; to meliorate . 3. figned to hell Milton .
To aggravate. Addijan. 4. To improve by de- HELL-HATED...Abhorred like hell . Shakeſp.
corations. Drycien .
HELL-HOUND.S. ( helle hund, Sax .) 1.A dog
of hell . Dryden . 2. Agent ofhell. Milton.
HEINOUS. odv. (kaineux, Fr.] Atrocious ;
wicked in a high degree.
HELL -KITE. J. Thell and kitc.) A kite of in
fernal breed. Shakeſp.
HEINOUSLY. odv. (trom heinous. ] Atroci
HE LLEBORE, /. ( helleborus, Lat.) Chriſtmas
oully ; wickedly .
HEINOUSNESS. S. [from heinous.) Atrociour
flower. Miller
neſs ; wickedneſs . Roger's.
HE'LLEBORE Wbile. f. [veratrum , Lat.) A
plant.
HEIR. S. [ heire, old Fr.j One that is inheritor
of any thing after the preſent poffeffor. Swif ?. HELLENISM S. (enanvio pos.) Anidiom of the
Greek .
To HEIR . v. a. ( from ine noun.) To inherit .
HE LLISH . a. ( from bell.] 1. Having the quali
Dryden .
HEIRESS. F. ( from beir. ] An inheritrix ; a
ries of hell ; internal ; wicked Souib . 2. Sept
woman that inherits. Waller.
from hell ; belonging to hell. Sidney.
HEIRLESS. a. (from beir.) Without an heir. HE'LLISHLY adv. [ from bellifb.) Infernally ;
Shakeſp
wickedly.
HEIRSHIP. S. ( from beir.] The ſtate, charac- HE'LLISHNESS S.[from belliſh.] Wickedneſs ;
abhorr
ed qualities.
ter, or privileges of an heir. Ayliffe.
HE'IRLOOM ). ( heir and geloma, goods, Sax .) HELLWARD . adv. ( from hell.] Towards hell.
Any furniture or moveable decreed to deſcend
Pape .
by inheritance, and therefore infeparable from HELM denotes deſence : as Eudhelm , happy
the freehold . Swift.
defence , Gibjon .
HELD. The preterite and part. paff. of hold. HELM./. (helm , Sax .) 1. A covering for the
Dryden.
head in war. Dryden . 2. The part of a coat of
HELÍ'ACAL. a. ( beliaque, Fr. from inc .) arms that bears the cret Camden. 3 The
Einerging from the luttre of the ſun, or fal
upper part of the retort. Boyle. 4. (helma,
ling into it . Brown.
Sax.) The ſteerage ; the rudder. Ben. Johnſon ,
5. The Itation of government. Swifi.
HELICAL. adv.;heliie , Fr. from “aks.) Spiral;
TO HELM , v. a (from the noun .) To guide ;
with many circumvolutions. W’ilkins
HELIOCENTRICK. 1. ( heliocentrique, Fr.
to conduct. Shakejp
önce, and X377( 0%. ) The beliocentrick place of HE'LMED . a. (from belm .] Furnithed with a
a planet is ſaid to be ſuch as it would appear
headpiece . Milion .
to us from the ſun, if our eye were fixed in HELMET. J. A helm ; a headpiece. Dryden .
is cemre. Harris .
HELMINTHICK . a. ( from Eng99 . Relae
HE'LIOID Parabola, in Mathematicks, or the uing to worms.
parabolick ſpiral, is a curve which ariſes from TO HELP. v. 0. preter helped, or hop ; part.
ihe ſuppoſition of the axis of the common
helped , orholpen . [helpan , Sax . ) 1. To aililt ;
Apollonian parabola's being benc round inlo
to ſupport; to aid . Fairfax , Stillingfleet. 2 .
the periphery of a circle , and is a line then
To remove , or advance by help . Locke. 3. To
To cure's
pailing through the extremities of the ordi
free from pain or diſeaſe. Locke.
nates, which do now converge towards the
to heal. Shakesp. 5. To remedy to change
centre of the ſaid circle. Harris .
for the better. Dryden, Swife. 6. To forbear ;
HELIOSCOPE. . (heliofcope, fr . tn. , and
to avoid . Pepe. 7. To promote ; to forward ;
oro7 € .) A ſort of cele icope fit!ed ſo as to
Bacin. 8. T. HELP 10. To lupply with ; to
look on the body of the lun, without offepce
furnith with. Pope.
to the eyes.
To
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TO HEL.P. v. 9 . 1. To contribute aſſiſtance. HEMP.S. [hænep, Sax . hampe, Dutch.) A fi
brous plant of which coarſe linen and'ropes are
Dryden. 2. To bring a ſupply. Rymer .
HELP . L. ( from the verb ; hulpe, Dutch . ) 1. made. Mortimer.
Aflitance ; aid ; ſupport; ſuccour. Knolles, HEMP. Agrimony. S. A plant.
Smalridge. 2. That which forwards or pro- HE'MPEN. a .(from hemp.) Made of hemp. Gay.
motes . Bacon. 3. That which gives help. HEN . S. (henne, Sax. and Durch. ) 1. The fe
male of a houſe-cock. 2. The female of any
Wilkins. 4. Remedy. Helder.
land fowl. Addijon.
HELPER.S. ( from belp .) 1. An affiftant ; an
BANE . f. (hyoſcyamus, Lac.] A plant.
auxiliary : 2 Kings 2 One that adminiſters HE'N
Miller.
remedy . More. 3. A ſupernumerary ſervant.
Swift. 4. One that ſupplies with any thing HE'N BIT.F. A plant. Derbam .
HEN -DRIVERS. (hen and driver.) A kind of
wanted. Shakeſp .
hawk. Walion.
HEʻLPFUL . a. [help and full.) 1. Uſeful; that
which gives afillance. Dryden. 2. Whol- HEN -HARM .
kind of kite. Ainfo
2 s.
HEN -HARRIERS worth.
ſome ; falutary. Raleigh.
HE'LPLESS, a. (from help.) 1. Wanting power HEN-HEARTED. a . (her and heart.) Dale
cardly ; cowardly.
to ſuccour one's felf. Rogers. 2. Wanting
ſupport or affiſtance. Pope. 3 Irremediable ; HEN-PECKED. a. (hex and pecked.) Governed
admitting no help. Spenſer. 4. Unſupplied ;
by the wife . Arbuthnot.
void Dryden .
HEN - ROOST. S. ( hen and rooft.) The place
HEʻLPLESSLY. adv. (from helpleſs.) Without where the poultry rest. Addiſon.
ſuccour.
HENS-FEET. J. Á kind of plant . Ainſwortb.
HE'LPLESSNESS. S. [from helpleſs.) Want of HENCE. odv. or interj. (heonan, Sax. bennes,
fuccour.
old Engliſh .] 1. From this place to another.
HELTER - SKELTER . ado . In a hurry ; with
Roſcommon . 2. Away ; to a diſtance. Milton .
ge
L'Eftran
order.
.
out
3. At a diſtance ; in another place. Sbakep.
HELVE.S. (helfe , Sax . ) The handle of an ax .
4. From this time; in the future. Arbuthnet.
Raleigh.
5 : For this reaſon ; in conſequence of this.
Fillejom. 6. From this cauſe ; froin this
TO HELVE . v . a. ( from the noun. ) To fit with
a helve.
ground . Arburbrot. 7. From this ſource ; from
HEM . S (hem , Sax ] 1. The edge of a garment
this original ; from this ſtore. Suckling. 8.
From hence is a vitious expreſſion .
doubled and fewed to keep the threads from
ſpreading. Wilemon. 2. |Hemmen , Durch . ) To HENCE . v. a. (from the adverb .) To ſend
off; to diſpatch to a diſtance. Sidney.
The noiſe uttered by a ſudden and violent
expiration ofthe breath. Addifon. 3. interject. HENCEFORTH.adv (henonfond, Sax.) From
Hem ! ( Lat.)
this time forward . Milion .
TO HEM . v . a. 1. To cloſe the edge of cloth HENCEFORWARD.adv. ( hence and forward .)
From this time to futurity. Dryden.
by a hem or double border ſewed together . 2 .
To border ; to edge . Spenfer. 3. To inclofe ; HE NCHMAN . S. (hync, a lervant, and mor ,
to environ ; to confine ; to ſhut. Fairfax.
Skinner. ) A page; an attendant. Dryden.
To HEM . v. * . [hemmen, Dutch.) To utter a To HEND. v . a. (Dendan, Sax.) _ 1. To leize ;
noiſe by violentexpulſion of the breath.
to lay hold on . Fairfax. 2 . To croud ; 19
HEMICRANY.S . [rimerou, half, and uzávev, the ſurround. Shakeſp .
ſkull.) A pain that affects only one part of the HENDECAGON.S. (ördena and yoría.) A figure
of eleven ſides or angles .
head at a time. Quincy.
HE MICYCLE. f.Imperxun . ) A half round. HEPA’TICAL. 1 a. ( hepaticus,Lat.) Belonging
HEMINA.J. About ten ounces.
HEPATICK . ] to the liver. Arburhnol.
HEMIPLECY.S . lipnou, half, and throw , to HEPS.S. Haw thorn berries , commonly written
kips. Aix /worib.
Atrike.) A paliy, or any nervous affection re
lating there unto, that leizes one ſide at a time. HEPTACAPSULAR . a. (iwla and capſula .]
HEMISPHERE I. impuistãspicy.) The half of Having ſeven cavities or cells.
a globe , when it is fuppoſed to be cutthrough HEPTAGON.S. (iniu and yovíc .) A figure with
feven lides or angles.
its centre in the plane of one of its greatest
circles. Milten .
HEPTA GONAL . a . ( from heptager .) Having
HEMISPHERICAL sa
roundhemiſphere
ſevenTARC
or .angles.
A Ciola and ásxn.) A ſeven
ſidesHY
Ş Halifrom
; contain-) HE'P
HEMISPHERICK
fold government. Camden .
ing half a globe. Boyle.
HEMISTIČK. ſ. (russixsov .) Half a verſe. HER pron. 1. Belonging to a female ; of a ne ;
Dryden
of a woman. Cowley. 2. The oblique caſe of
HEMLOCKS.[hemlock , Sax.) Anherb. Miller . pe. Cowley.
HEMORRHAGE. !. Laivopazon.) A violent HERS. pronoun. This isuſed when it refers to
HEMORRHAGY. S flux of blood. Ray.
a ſubitantive going before : as, ſuch are ber
HE'MORRHOIDS . ſ. (cipoppuodas.] The piles,
charms, ſuch charms are bers, Cowley.
hemorrhoids
the
. Swift.
HERALD.S. ( herault, Fr.) 1. An officerwhore
HEMORRHOIDAL. a. I hemorrhoidol, Pr.) bulueſs it is to regiſter genealogies, adjuſt en ..
IngAS
• . Belonging to the veias in the fundament. Ray.

HER
HER
Gignsarmorial,regulate funerals, and anciently HEREA'T.adv. ( bere and at.) At this. Hooker.
to carry meſſages between princes, and pro- HEREBY'. adv .(kere and by.) By this. Hooker,
claim war and peace. Ben. Johnjon . 2. A pre- HEREDITABLE - ( læres, Lat.] Whatever
curſor ; a forerunner; a harbinger. Shakeſp .
may be occupied asinberitance . Locke,
TO HERALD. v . a. (from the noun.) To in- HE'REDITAMENT . S. ( beredium , Lat.) A
troduce as an herald Shakeſp .
law term denoting inheritance.
HEʻRALDRY.S. ( beraulderie, Fr. ] 1. The art HERE
DITARY. a. ( hereditaire, Fr. ) Polier
ſed or claimed by right of inheritance ; de.
or office of a herald. Peacham . 2. Blazonry.
Cleaveland.
ſcending by inheritance. Dryden.
HERB.S. ( berbe, Fr. herba, Lat .) Herbs are HEREDITARILY. adv. [ from hereditary. By
thoſe plants whoſe ftalks are loft, and have inheritance . Pope.
nothing woody in them ; as graſs and hemlock . HEREIN .odv.(bere and in .) In this. South .
Locke, Cowley.
HERE'INTO . adv. (here and into .] Into this.
Hooker.
HERB Chriſtopher, or Bane-berries.S. A planı.
Miller ,
HEREOF . adv. (bere and of.) From this ; of
HERBACIOUS. a. ( from herba, Lat. ) 1. Be
this . Shakejp .
longing to herbs. Brown. 2. Feeding on ve HEREON. adv. ( bere and ex.) Upon this.
getables. Derbam .
Brown
HERBAGE. ! [ herbage, Fr.) 1. Herbs collec- HEREO'UT . adv. ( here aed out ] Out of this
tively ; grais ; paſture. Woodward. 2. The
plac
e. Spenſ
HER
EMI
TICerAL . a (@pue @ , a deſart ; bere .
tythe and the right of paſture. Ainſworth .
mitique, Fr. ) Solitary ; ſuitable to a hermit.
HERBAL . S. ( from berb.) A book containing
the names and deſcription of plants. Baker.
Pope.
HERBALIST.S [from berbal.) A man killed HE'RESY ļ ( herefie, Fr. herefis, Lat.) An
Brown.
in herbs.
opinion of private men different from that of
HERBARIST. S. (herbacious.] One ſkilled in
the catholick and orthodox church . Bacon, K ,
herbs. Boyle.
Charles.
HERBELÉT.S . ( diminutive of berb.) A ſmall HERESIARCH.S ( berefarque, Pr.) A leader
herb Shakeſp .
in hereſy. Stiling fleei.
HERBESCENT. 0. ( herbefcens,Lat.) Crowing HE'R
ETICK.S. (beretique, Fr.) One who pro
into herbs,
private opinions ia oppoſition to the
pagate
s hischurc
catholick
h Davies,
HERBID. 0. (herbidus, Lat.) Covered with
herbs .
HERE'TICAL a . (from heretick .] Containing
HE'RBOROUGHL. ( berberg,German .) A place
herefy. Decay of Piety.
HERETICALLY . adv . (írom beretical.) With
of temporary reſidence. Ben, Johnſon .
HERBOUS . a. ( herbofus, Lat.) Abounding with herely
herbs.
'. odv . ( here and to.) To this ; add to
HERBULENT.a. ( from herbula .) Containing HER
thisETO
.
herbs. Dict.
HERETOFOʻR E. adv. (hereto and fore ] Por
HERBWOMAN.F. ( berb and woman .) A wo
merly ; ancientiy. Sidney, Soutb.
man that ſells herbs. Arbuthnot.
HEREUNTO '. adv. ( here and unso .) To this,
HE'RBY. a. I from herb.) Having the nature of
Locke .
herbs. Bacon.
HEREWI'TH ado. [ here and with .] With
this. Hayward
HERD . S. ( heond , Sax. ) 1. A number of beafts
cogether . Flocks and herds are fbeepand oxen HERIOT. / [ hepegild, Sax .) A fine paid to the
or kine. Addison. 2 . A compa ofmen, in
ny
lord at the death of a landholder. Dryden .
contempt or detellation. Dryden. 3. It anci. HE'RIT
ABLE . a. ( hæres, Lat.) A perfon that
may imberie whatever may be inheriied. Hale,
eatly lignified a keeper of cattle, a lenle ſtill
HE'RITAGE . I. ( beritage, French. } 1. lohe
retained in compoſition : as goatberd.
ritance ; eſtate devolved by ſucceffion . Rogers.
TO HERD. v . . ( from the noun .) 1. Torunin
2. ( In divinity ] The people of God . Common
herds or companies. Dryden. 2. To affociate.
Walfb .
Prayer. HRODITE. S. from épuis and á.
[
To HERD .v. 2.To throw or put into an herd . HERMAP
Ben , Johnſon
Cleav .
animal uniting two ſexes. berm
oposion
.) AnODIT
APHR
HERDGROOM . S. ( berd and groom .) A keeper HERM
ICAL . a. ( from
a
of herds . Spenjer.
Pariak
pbredi
Brow
both Herme
ſexes.s, or Mere
re.) AL. 1ings. of[ from
n.
HERDMAN . } f. (herd and man .] One em- HERMETIC
HERDSMAN. S ployed in tending herds.Locke . HERMETICK . S cury .) Chymical . Boyle .
HERE . odv. (her , Sax ) 1. In this place. Milton . HERMETICALLY. adv. (from hermetical.]
According to the hermetical or chemick asi.
2. la che prefeat tale. Bacon. 3. It is often op
poſed to there. Spra ! t.
Beri MÍT
HÉREABOUTS. adv. ( here and abour. ) Aboul HE'R
:!ry . I. ( prezion.c .] 1. A folitary ; an an
this place, Addiſon .
chor
retires Addi
focie
oneand
who
con
; on
HEREAFTER.adv. In a future ſtate. Shakeſp
tempet
devot
lati
ion . fromjon. 2.tyAtobeavi
a
HEREA'FTER.S. A fucuse faie . Addijen.
man ; ons bound to pray for another .

HERMITAGE ,
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HE'RMITAGE.S. [ hermitage, Fr.) The cell HETEROCLITE .S.[ beteroclitum, Lat.) 1 .
Such nouns as vary from the common forms
or habitation of a hermit. Addifon.
of declenſion. Waits, 2. Any thing or perſon
HERMITESS.S. ( from bermite.) A woman re
deviating from the common rule.
tired to devotion .
HE'RMITICAL. a. ( from bermit . Suitable to HETEROCLITICAL, a. ( from beteroclite .]
Deviating from the common rule . Brown .
a hermit.
HERMODACTYL. S. ( éppeñs and daxluna .] HETERODOX. a . [ëteple and doča.] Deviat
HermodaElyl is a root, and repreſents the com
ing from the eſtabliſhed opinion ; not ortho
mon figure of a heart cut in two. The dried
dox . Locke.
HETERODOX . S.Anopinion peculiar. Brown,
roots are a gentle purge. Hill.
HETEROGENEAL. 2. (heterogene, Fr. ÊTE
HERN.S. ( Contracted from Heron )
HERNHILL.f. (hern and bill ) An herb.
po . and yaG. ) Not of the ſame nature ; not
kindred. Newton .
HERNIA, S. (Latin.] Any kind of rupture.
HETEROGENEITY. S. [ from heterogeneous.)
Wiſeman .
HERO.S. ( beros, Lat. ) 1. A man eminent for
1. Oppoſition of nature ; contrariety of qua
bravery . Cowley. 2. A man of the highest
lities. 2. Oppoſite or didimilar part. Boyle.
HETEROGENEOUS
a . ( steps and yev.)
claſs in any reſpect.
HEROESS. J. (from bero.) A herojoe ; a fe
Not kindred ; oppoſite or diffimilar in nature.
W codward .
male hero. Chaporan.
HEROICAL . 6. ( from here. ) Befitting an he- HETERO SCIANS.F. (Step and onía .] Thoſe
whoſe ſhadows fall only one way, as the ſha.
ro ; heroick. Dryden.
HEROʻICALLY. adv. [ from heroically ] After
dows of us who live north of the Tropick fall
at noon always to the North.
the way of a hero . Sidney .
HEROICK . a. (from bero .] 1. Productive of To HEW.v.a. part. bewn or bewed. (heapan,
heroes. Shakeſp. 2. Noble ; ſuitable to an
Sax .) 1. To cut with an edged inſtrument ;
hero ; brave ; magnanimous. Waller. 3. Re
to hack. Hayward . 2. To chop ; to cut.
Dryden. 3. To fell, as with an axe. Sandys.
citing the acts of heroes. Cowley.
HEROICKLY . adv . ( trom beroick .] Suitably
4. To form or ſhape with an axe. Addifon.si
To form laboriouſly . Dryden.
to an hero. Milton .
HEROINE. f. [ from hero ; heroine, Fr.] A fe- ( HE'WER . f. [ from bew .) One whoſe employ .
ment is to cut wood or ſtone. Brown .
male hero . Addiſon.
HEROISM ./.[ heroiſme, Fr. ] The qualities or HEXAGON. S. [ and yoría.) A figure of lix
des or angles: the moſt capacious of all the
character of an hero. Brocme.
figures that can be added to each other with .
HERON S. (beron, fr . ] A bird that feeds upon
out any interſtice ; and therefore the cells in
fith Bacon.
HERONRY
2 f. [from heron . ) A place honeycombs are of that form .
HE RONSHAW. ) where herons breed . Derh HEXAGONAL. a [ from hexagon .) Having
fix ſides. Brown.
HERPES . I Ciptos.] A cutaneous inflammation.
HEXA GONY . ). ( from bexagon .) A figure of
Wiſeman.
HE'RRING: S. [kareng, Fr. hæring, Sax.) A
Gix angles . Bramball.
HEXAMETER . S. 18€ and pétpov.) A verſe of
ſmall ſea -fiſh. Swift.
fix feet. Dryden .
HERS. pron. The female pofTeflive: as, this is
her houſe, this houſe is hers. Roſcommon.
HEXA NGULAR. a . [ and angulus, Lat.)
HERSE.S. (herfia, low Lat ) 1. A temporary
Having fix corners. Woodward
monument raiſed over a grave . 2. The car- HEXAPOD.S . ( and wides.) An animal with
riage in which corples are drawn to the grave. ſix feet . Ray.
HEXA STICK . S. [ síxos.) A poem of ſix
Pope.
To HERSE. v. a. ( from the noun.] To put lines .
. interj. ( from high. ) An expreſſion of joy.
into a herſe.
Craſbow
. female perſonal pro HEY
HERSELF
. pronoun
. The
Prior .
noun , in theoblique caſes reciprocal. Dryden. HÉ'YDAY. interj.[ from high day.) An exprel
fion of frolick and exultation. Shakeſp. Hudib.
HE'RSELIKE. a . ( herje and like ) Funereal;
HE YDAY.S. A frolick ; wildneſs. Shakeſp.
ſuitable to funerals. Bacon .
TO HE'RY. v. 2. (herian, Sax.) To guard as HEYDEGIVES J. A wild frolick dance. Spens.
HIA'TION.f. [ from hio, La..] The act of Вар
Spenſer.
HEhuly.
SÍTÁNC
Y.S. ( from heftate.) Dubiouſneſs;
ing . Brown
HIATUS.S. ( biatus, Lat.) 1. An aperture ; a
uncertainty. Atterbury,
TO HEʻSITATE. v. 6. ( bahro, Lat ] To be
breach . Woodward. 2. The opening of the
mouth by the ſucceſſion of an initial of a final
doubtiul; to delay ; to paule. Pope.
Doubt
; vowel . Pepe.
HESITATION / (from befitare.) 1.
uncertainty; difficulty made. Woodward . 2. HIBERNAL ... ( hibernus, Lat . ) Belonging to
the winter. Brown.
Intermiſſion of lpeech ; a want of volubility .
HICCIUS DOCCIUS. S. A cant word for a jug
Szwift.
gler ; one that plays falt and loole . Hudibras.
HEST.) . (hæst, Sax .] Command ; precept ;
HICCO'UGH ,
injunction. Shakeſp .

1
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proviſions from door to door.
HICCO’UGH . S. [hicken, Daniſh .] A convulſi
on of the ſtomach producing lobs. Cleovelard. HIGGLEDY- PIGGLEDY. adv. A cant word ,
corrupted from biggle, which denotes any con
To HICCOUGH. v . n . ( from the noun.) To
fuſed maſs.
ſob with convulſion of the ſtomach .
TO HICKUP. v. n. (corrupted from kiccough ) HIGGLER . L. ( from biggle.] One who ſells
proviſions by retail.
To ſob with a convulled ſtomach . Hxdibras,
HIGH. a. (Deah, Sax .) 1. Long upwards ; riſ
HI'CKWALL.
ing above. Burnet, 2. Elevated in place ;
HICKWAY . } !. A bird.Ainſworth.
raiſed aloft. Locke. 3. Exalted in nature . 4.
HID .
Elevated in rank or condition. Dryden. 5.
HI DDEN ,. } part. pabloof bide.Pepe.
Exalted in ſentiment. Milton. 6. Difficult ;
TO HIDE. ♡ .2. preter. bid ; part . paſt. bid or
abſtruſe. Shakeſp. 7. Boaftful ; oftentatious.
bidden, [hidan , Sax . ) To conceal ; to with
Clarendon . 8. Arrogant ; proud ; lofty. Clar.
hold or withdraw from light or kouwledge .
9. Severe ; oppreſſive. Bacon . 10. Noble ; il
Shakeſp.
TO HIDE . v. n. To lye hid ; to be concealed . luftrious Shakejp. 11. Violent ; tempeftu
ous ; loud . Applied to the wind. Denham . 12.
Pope.
Tumultuous ; iurbulent ; ungovernable . Dry.
HIDE and SEEK . S. A play in which ſome hide
13. Full ; complete . Clarendon. 14. Strong
themſelves, and another ſeeks them, Gulli.
ver's Travels,
tatted ; guſtful. Baker . 15. Advancing in la
titude from the line. Abbot. 16. At the moſt
HIDE. S. (hýde, Saxon ; haude, Dutch ) 1 .
perfect ſtate ; in the meridian. Geneſis. 17 .
The ſkin of any animal, either raw or dreſſed.
Pope. 2. The hunan skin : in contempt. Dry. Far advanced into antiquity. Brown, 18. Dear ;
exorbitant in price. South . 19. Capital ; great ;
3. A certain quantity of land. Wotton.
oppoſed to liiele : as bigh treaſon.
HIDE BOUND a. [hide and bound .) 1. A horſe
is ſaid to be bidebound when his kin ſticks fo HIGH . S. High place ; elevation; ſuperior re
gion Dryden .
hard to his ribs and back, that you cannot
with your hand pull up or looſen the one from On HIGH . Aloft; above ; inco ſuperior regi
ons . Dryden .
the other . Farrier's Dict. 2. ( In trees] Being
in the flate in which the bark will not give HIGH -BLE'ST, a. Supremely happy . Miler .
way to che growth. Swift. 3. Harth ; un- HIGH -BLOWN. 2 Swelled much with wind ;
much inflated . Shakeſp.
tractable . Hadibras.
HIDEOUS . a . (hideux , Fr.) Horrible ; dread- HIGH -BORN. Of noble extraction. Rowe.
HIGH - BUILT. a. I.Of lofty ſtructure. Milior .
ful. Woodward,
HIDEOUSLY. adv. ( from hideous.) Horribly ;
2 Covered with lofty buildings. Creech .
HIGH- COLOURED. Having a deep or glaring
dreadfully . Shakeſp.
colour . Floyer .
HIDEOUSNESS. ( from hideous.) Horrible
HIGH- DLSIGNING. Having great ſchemes .
nels ; dreadfulneſs .
Dryden.
HIDER . S. ( from the verb .) He that hides.
To HIE. 2.n. Chiegan, Sax.] To haſten ; to go HIGH - FLIER . S. One that carries his opinions
to extravagance. Sevift.
in haſte. Dryden .
HIERARCH . S. liepo . and åpxn.] The chiel HIGH -FLOWN. a . (bigb and flown, from fly.]
of a ſacred order Milton .
1. Elevated ; proud. Derbam . 2. Turgid ;
extravagant. L'Cjirange.
HIERARCHICAL. a. (hierarchique, Fr. ) Be
longing to ſacred or ecclefiaftical government. HIGH -PLYING. 2. Extravagant in claims ' or
opinions. Dryden.
HIERARCHY. f. [ from hierarchy.) 1. A ſa
cred governinent; rank or ſubordination of HIGH- HEAPÉD . 2. Covered with high piles,
Pepe
holy beings. Fairfax. 2. Eccleſiaſtical elta
HIGH -ME'TTLED. a. Proud or ardent of ſpi
blithment. South .
HIEROGLY'PH .
( hieroglyphe, Fr.
rit. Garıb .
HIEROGLYPHICK. } lipo,
HIGH MINDED. a.Proud ; arrogant.Stakelp.
to carve . ) 1. An emblem ; a figure by which HIGH -RED. 2.Deeply red. Boyle.
a word was implied Pepe. 2. The art of HIGH-SE'ASONED
. 6. Piquant to the palate.
Lecke.
writing in picture Swift.
HIEROGLYPHICAL. .. [ hieroglyphique , HIGH SPIRITED . 2. Bold ; daring ; inſolent.
HIEROGLYPHICK . Š Fr.) Emblematical ; HIGH -STOMACHED.c . Obſtinate ; lofty.Sha.
expreſſive of ſome meaning beyond what im- HIGH - TASTED. a .Guſtful; piquant. Denham .
HIGH- VICED.a . Enormouſy wicked. Skakelp
mediately appears. Sandys.
HIEROGLYPHICALLY. adv. ( from biero- HIGH -WROUGHT ...Accurately finiſhed.Pope
HIGHLAND. S. ( high and land.] A mountain
glyphical.] Emblematically. Brown .
HIEROʻGRAPHY. S. lirgès and spápw .] Holy ous region. Addiſor.
HIGH -LA'NDER . S. ( from bighland .) As in
writing.
habitant of mountains . Addijen ..
HIE'ROPHANT. S. [ ispopávins. ] One who
HIGHLY, adv. ( from bigh .] 1. With eleva
teaches rules of religion. Hale .
tion as to place and ſituation . 2. In a great
TO HIGGLE. v . n. 1. To chaffer ; to be pe
degree, Atterbury. 3. Proudly ; arrogantly ,
aurious in a bargain. Hall. 2. To go ſelling
amtitioully .
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ambitiouſly. Shakeſp. 4. With eſteem ; wich To HINT. v. 0. [enter , Fr. Skinner.) To bring
eſtimation. Rom .
to mind by a flight mencion or remote alluſi
HIGHMOST. a. Higheſt ; topmoſt. Shakeſp.
on . Pope.
HIGHNESS. S. (from bigb .) 1. Elevation a. To HINT at. To allude to ; to touch ſlightly
bove the ſurface. 2. The title of princes, an. upon. Addiſon.
ciently of kings . Waller. 3. Dignity of na- HINT. F. ( from the verb. ) 1. Faint notice giv
en to the mind ; remote illuſion . 2. Suggeſ
ture ; ſupremacy. Job.
tion ; intimation . Addifor.
HIGHT. i . Was named ; was called. Dryden.
HIP. S. ( hype, Sax . ) 1. Thejoint of the thigh ;
2. Called ; named . Hubbard's Ta
the Aeſhy part of the thigh . Brown. 2. T.
HIGHWA’TER . S. (high and water .] The ot
have on the Hip . ( A low phraſe.) To have an
molt Aow of the ride. Mortimer.
HIGHWAY. J. (bigh and way.) Great road ; advantage over another. Shakeſp .
publick path . Child.
HIP. fi [ from heopa, Sax .) The fruit of the
briar. Bacon .
HIGHWAYMAN . S. ( highway and man.) A
robber that plunders on the publick roads. To HIP v. a. (from hip ) 1. To ſprain or ſhoot
Bentley.
the hip . Shakeſp . 2. HIP -HOP. A cant word
HIGLAPER . S. An herb.
formed by the reduplication of bop.Cong.
HILARITY I. (bilaritas, Lat.) Merriment : HIP.in:erj. An exclamation, or calling to one.
gaiety . Brown.
Ainſworth.
HILDING . S. 1. A forry, palery, cowardly fel- HIP .
. A corruption of hypochor .
low Shakeſp. 2. It is uſed likewiſe for a mean HIPPISH S driack.
HIPPOCENT
AURS [irwoxí:laupa ) A fa
woman. Shakeſp .
bulous mooſter, half horle and half man .
HILL J. (hil, Sax.) An elevation of ground leſs
Dryden
than a mountain Granville.
HILLOCK S. [from bill. ] A little hill. Sidney HIPPOCRASS.S. ( vinum Hippocratis .] A me
dicated wine . King.
HILLY. a . (from bills Full of bills ; unequal
HIPPOCRATES's Sleeve. f. A woollen bag
in the ſurface Howel, Philips.
HILT. P. (hilt, Sax . ) The handle of any thing ,
made by joining the oppoſite angles of a ſquare
particularly of a ſword . Pope.
piece of flannel, uſed to train ſyrups and de
HIM ( hım , Sax.) The oblique caſe of be.Genel.
coctions forclarification . Quincy
HIMSELF. pron. (bim and ſelf.) .. In the no HIPPOGRIFF. S. [iques and yeút .) A winged
horſe . Milton .'
minative, be. Bacon. 2. In ancient authors,
itſelf. Shakeſp. 3. In the oblique caſe it has a HIPPO'POTAMUS. S. [ ietos and órajos.)
The river horfe . An animal found in the Nile.
reciprocal lignification .
HIN . ]. ( ) A meaſure of liquids among HIPSHOT. a. [ hip and fher.) Sprained or dir
located in the hip. L'Eſtrange.
Jews, containing about ten pines . Exodus.
HIND. a. compar. binder ; fuperl. hindmoſt HIP'WORT . / [ hip and worr.) A plant.
(hýndan, Sax.) Backward ; contrary in poli To HIRE. v . 0. (hypan, Sax .) 1. To procure
cion co the face Ray.
any thing for temporary uſe at a certain price.
Dryden. 2. To engage a man to temporary
HIND. S. ( binde, Sax . ) 1. The Me to a Rag .
Spenſer. 2. (hine, Sax .) A ſervant. Shakeſp.
ſervice for wages. Ilaiab. 3. To bribe.Dryd.
3. (hineman, Sax .) A peaſant ; a boor. Dryd
4. To engage himſeli for pay. 1 Sam .
HINDBERRIES.S. The ſame as raſpberries. HIRE. f. ( hyre, Sax . ) 1. Reward or recom
To HINDER . v. a. (hındrian , Sax.) To ob
pence paid tor the uſe of any thing. 2. Wages
paid for ſervice. Spenſer.
ſtruct ; to ſtop ; to impede. Taylor .
HINDER. a. ( from hind .) That which is in a HIRELING./ (from tire ) 1. One who ſerves
for wages. Sandys. 2. A mercenary ; a pror
poſition contrary to that of the face. Addiſon
titute. Pepe.
HINDERANCE. L. ( trom binder .) Impedi
HIRELING , a . Serving for bire ; venal; mer
meat ;let ; ſtop. Atterbury .
HI'NDERER. ). ( trom binder.) He or that cenary ; doing what is done for money. Dryd.
which hinders or obftrucks. May .
HIRER. /. ( from bire.) One who uſes any ching
HINDERLING . F. ( from bird or hinder.] A
paying a recompence ; one who employs o
.
animal
degenerate
worthleſs,
palıry ,
thers, paying wages.
HI'NDERMOST . ' . Hindmolt; latt ; in the HIRSU'TE. 6. ( kirjutus, Lat.) Rough ; rug
ged.
Bacon .
reas. Shakeſp.
HI'NDMOST. a. ( hind and mefl.) The laſt ; the His. pronoun pofleflive. ( hör, Sax .) . . The
lag. Pope.
maſculine polleflive. Belonging to him . Locke.
HINGE: S. 1. Joints upon which a gate or
2. Anciently iss. Bacon .
doors curas. Dryden. 2. The cardinal points To HISS. v . n. [hilſen, Dutch.) To utter a noiſe
of the world . Creech. 3. A governing rule
like that of a ſerpent and fome other animals .
principle. Temple. 4. To be off ibeHINGES . Slakep .
To be in a fate of irregularity or diſorder. To HISS. v. a . (hiscean, Sax .) 1. To condemo
Tillorfen.
by billing ; to explode . More. 2. To pro
To HINGE . v. a. (from the noun . ] 1. To
cure hitles or diſgrace. Shakeſp.
furnin with hinges. 2. To bend as an hinge . HISS. ſ. [ from the verb.] 1. The voice of a
Skakelp.
ſerpens.
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of beer. Addifon . 2. The bees inhabiting a
ferpent. 2. Cenſure ; expreßon of contempt
uſed in theatres . Pepe.
hive. Shakeſp. 3. A company being toge
ther . Swifi.
HIST. interj. An exclamation commanding {i
lence. Milton .
To HIVE . 0. a. (from the Noun ) 1. To put
HISTORIAN . f. ( hiſtorien, Fr. ) A writer of into hives ; to harbour . Pryden . 2. To con
tain in bives. Cleaveland.
facts and events. Pepe.
HISTORICAL. Ihiſtoricus, Lat .) Pertaining To HIVE . 0.* . To takoſhelter together. Pepe.
HIVER S. ( from hive. ) One who puts bees in
HISTORICK . S to hiſtory . Prior.
hives. Mortimer.
HISTORICALLY . adv . (from hiſtorical ) In
the manner of hiſtory ; by way of narration . Ho. } interj. [ ebo ! Lat.) A call ; a fudier
HOA . S exclamation to give notice ofapproach ,
Hooker
or any thing elſe Shokeſp .
TO HISTORIFY. VO [ from hiſtory.) To re
HOAR' .. (har , Sax. ) 1. White. Fairfax . 2.
late ; or record in hiſtory. Brown.
HISTORIOGRAPHERS ( isopia and ypáow . ]
Grey with age. Pope. 3. White with froſt.
HOAR -FROST. S boar and froft.) The con
An hiſtorian ; a writer of hiſtory. Spenſer.
HISTORIOGRAPHY.S . (icopie and 7p19w ]
gelations of dew in froſty mornings on the
The art or employment of an hiſtorian.
graſs. Arbuthnot.
HISTORY. S. (isopia.} 1. A narration of e- HOARD. S. (hond, Sax.) A ſore laid up in
vents and facts delivered with dignity . Pope.
ſecret ; a hidien ſtock ; a treaſure. Shake/ p.
2. Narration ; relation. Wiſeman. i . The To HOARD. V. n. To make hoards ; lo lay up
ſtore. Shakejp.
knowledge of facts and events. Watts .
HISTORY. Piece.S. A picture repreſenting To HOARD . ... To lay in hoards ; to huf
rome inemorable event. Pope.
band privily . Rogers .
2 a. ( from hiftris, Lat .] HOA'RDER. S. (from board ) One that ſtores
up in ſecret. Locke.
HO'ARAOUND.ſ. (marrubium , Lat.) A plaat.
able to a player.
HISTRJO'NICALLY. adv. ( from hiſtrionical.)
Miller.
HO'ARINESS. S. ( from beary ) The ſtate of
Theatrically, in the manner of a buffoon.
being whicish ; the colour of old mens hair.
To HIT . ~ a ( hitte, Daniſh ] 1. To Itrike :
to touch with a blow. South. 2. To touch
Dryden.
the mark ; not to miſs. Sidney: 3. To al. ( HOARSE . a . [has, Sax.) Having the voice
tain, to reach the point Atterbury. _ 4. To
rough , as with a cold ; having a rough ſound.
ftrike a ruling paffiun. Milton . 5 T. Hut HOARSELY. adv. ( from Foarfe.] With a
of To ſtrike out ; to fix or determine lucki .
rough harſh voice Dryder.
ly Temple. 6. To Hit out. To perform by HO ARSENESS /: [ from boarſe.) Roughnefs
of voice. Helder.
good luck. Spenſer.
To Hit vinir To claſh ; to collide . Locke HOARY. a. (har . harung, Sax . ] n White ;
whicith . Addi in 2. Whire or grey with age.
2 To chance luckily ; to ſucceed by accident
Bacon 3 To ſucceed ; not lo miſcarry Bac .
Rewe. 3. White with froit. Sbakeſp. 4 .
Mouldy : mofly ; ruſty. Knolles.
4 To light on. Till tjen.
HIT. ſ. [irom the verb } 1. A ſtroke. Shakes To HO BBLE. v.n. (10 h2p , lo bapple, to hota
ble.] 1. To walk lamely or aukwardly upon
2. A lucky chance. Glansilk .
To HITCH . 9.n. ( hiegan, Sax . or bocher, Fr ]
one leg more than the other . Swifi. 2. To
To catch , or move by jerks. Pope.
move roughly or unevenly . Prior.
To HITCHEL . 0. ( See HatcheLL . ) To (HOBBLE . 1. Atrom the verb. ) An uneven auk
ward gait . Gulicer.
beat or comb flax or hemp
HITCHEL. f. [ heckel, German ] The inſtru- HOBBY. F. ( hobereau , Fr. ) 1. A ſpecies of
ment with which flux is beaten or combed .
hawk. Bacon. 2 ( Hoppe, Gothick ) An Iriſh
HITHE . f. [ hýðe, Sax . ) A ſmall haven to land
or Scottish boile. 3. A ſlick on which boys
wares out of vefſels or boats
get adtride and ride. Prior . 4. A ſtupid fel.
low. Shakeje.
HI THFR , adv (hider , Sax.) 1 To this place
from ſome other Milton 2. Hither and ibi HOBGOBLIN . S. A ſprite ; a fairy. Shakeſp.
iter, to this place and that. 3. To this end , HOBIT . $. A imall mustar .
HOBLINGLY. adv . ( from hobble .) Clumſily ;
to this defigo. Tillerſon.
HI'THER a ſuperl. bithermoſt. Nearer ; to
auk wardly ; with a haling gait.
HOBNAIL J. ( from hobby and rail.) A nail
wards this part. Ha e.
HI'THERMOST . a. (of bisher, adv .) Neareſt
uled in ſhocing a horle Shukej .
on this ſide. Hale.
HOBNAILED . a. (from hobnail. ) Set with
HITHERTO . adv. ( from hither. ) 1. To this hoboails. Dryden.
cime ; yet ; in any iime till nw. Dryden . 2. HOBNOB. This is corrupted from bab rab.
Shaktp:
At every time till now . Dryden
HI THERWARD . 7. a. ( hýðrepeand , Sax.) |HOCK :). ( The ſame with hough ] The joint
HI THERWARDS. This way ; towards this between the knee and fetlock .
place. Milton.
To HOCK v.a. ( from the noun ) To diſable
HIVE. f.[hyfe, Sax .] 1. The habitation or cell
in the hock.
HUCK,
Bbb
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2.5. [ from Hockheim on theç Denham . 10. To fix to any condition. Svak .
HOCK AMORE.} Manome, bold herung Rhes 11. To preſerve ; to keep. Shakeſp. 12. To
confine to a certain ſtate. 2. Eldr. 13. To de
nish . Flyer.
HOʻCKHERB. Š. ( hock and herb.] A plant ; caio . Acts. 14. To recain ; to continue.
Dryden. 15. To folemnize ; to celebrate .
the ſame with mallows.
I Sam , 16. To offer ; to purpoſe. Temple.
To HOÄCKLE. v . a . (trom hock . ) To hamſtring
HOCUS POCUS. ( Junius derives it from becced,
17 . To conſerve ; not to violate. Dryden 18.
Welſh , a cheat , and poke, or pocus , a bag .)
To manage ; to handle intellectually. Bacia .
19. To maintain. 1 Mac, 20. To form ; to
juggle ; a cheat. L'Eſtrange.
HOD . S. A kind of trough in which a labourer
plan . Marthew . 21. To carry on ; to con
cinue . Abbot. 22. To Hold forih. To offer ;
carries mortar to the maſons. Tujjer.
HODMAN.S. ( bod and man . ) A labourer that
to exhibit. Locke. 23. To Hold in . To goo
vern by the bridle. Swift. 24. To reſtrain
carries mortar.
in general. Hooker. 25. TO HOLD off To
HODMANDO'D . . a fiſh . Bacon.
HODGE-PODGE. L. ( hache poche) A medley
keep at a diſtance. Bacon. 26. T. HOLD c ,
To continue ; to protract. Sanderjon . 27. To
of ingredients boiled iogether. Sandys.
Hold out. To extend ; to ſtretch forth. Ejther,
HODIERNAL. a. [hodiernus, Lat .) Oi to-day .
28. To offer ; to purpoſe . Ben. Jchalen 29.
HOE.S. (houe, Fr. ) An inſtrument to cut up
To continue to do or luffer. Stakelp . 30. T.
the earth. Mortimer.
To HOE . v. a. (bouer , Fr.] To cut or dig with a
Hold up . To raiſe aloft. Lacke. 31. To ful
hoe. Mortimer.
tain ; to ſupport. Boyk .
HOG . S. [hwch, Welch ] 1. The general name To HOLD . v . n . 1. To ſtand ; to be right ; to
be without exception. Stillino fleet. 2. To
of ſwine. Pope. 2. A caſtrated brar. 3 , T.
continue unbroken or unſubdued Shakeſp . 3.
bring Hogs to a fair market. To fail of one's
To laſt ; to endure. Bacon . 4. To continue .
deſign. Spectator.
L'Eſtrange. 5 To refrain . Dryden, 6. To
HOGCOTE . J. bog and cote.) A houſe for hogs .
ſtand up for ; to adhere. Hale. 7. To be de
Mortimer .
HOʻGGEREL .S A two years old ewe . Ainſw .
pendent on. Afcham . 8. To derive right.
HOGH.J. (otherwiſe written bo, from bough. ]
Dryder. 9. To Hold forth . To harangue ;
to ſpeak in publick . L'Eſtrange. 10. To
A hill ; riſing ground .
Hold in. To reitrain one's tell. Jer. 11. To
HOGHERD. ). ( hog and hýnd, a keeper.) A
continue in luck . Swift. 12. TO HOLD 64
keeper of hogs. Broome.
HOʻGGISH .
(from bog.) Having the quali
To keep at a diſtance without cloſing with ot
Lies of a hog ; brullh ; felliin. Sidney .
fers. Decay of Piety. 13. To Hold on . To
HOʻGGISHLY . adv. ( from boggijo .] Greedily , continue ; not to be interrupted . Swift. 14.
To proceed. L'Efrange 15. .T. HOLD on !,
felfilhly.
HO'GCISHNESS. S. [ from bogsilb .) Brutality ;
To laſt; to endure. Tillerjen. 16. Not to
yield ; not to be fubdued. Collier. 17. To
greedineſs; ſelfishneſs.
HOGSBEANS.
Hold together. To be joined. Dryden. 18.
To remain in union. Locke. 19. 7. HOLD
HOʻGSBREAD.
S. Plants .
HO'GSMUSHROOMS.}
up. To ſupport himielt. Tillitſen 20. Not to
be foul weather. Hudibras, 21. To continue
HOGSFENNEL J. ( bog and ferrel.] A plant .
HOGSHEAD. S. beg and bead ) 1. A meaſure
the laine Ipeed. Collier.
of liquids containing fixtygallons. Arbutb. 2. HOLD. interj. Forbear ; fop ; be fill. Dryder,
HOLD . I. (irom the verb ) i. The act of leiz .
Any large barrel . Gulliaer,
HOGSTY. J. (kog and ily. ) The place in which
ing ; gripe ; graip ; ſeizure. Spenſer. 2 Some
thing to be held ; ſupport. Bacon . 3. Catch ;
ſwine are Thut to be fed. Swifi.
HOGWASH. S. llog and wolb.) The draught
power of ſeizing or keeping. Swift . 4 Prie
jun ; place of cultudy. "Hooker, Dryden. 5 .
which is given to twine. Arbush.
Power ; influence. Dryden. 6.Cuſtody.Stok,
HOTDEN. ) . (hiedlen , Wellh. ) A. ill - taught
7. Iloid of a ſhip. All that part which lies
aukward country girl .
between
the keelion and the lower deck . Har .
To HOIDEN . v . n . (from the noun.) To romp
8. A lurking place. 9 . A fortified place ; a
indecently . Swif::
furt . Spenjer ;
To HOISE 7 v . a [ hauſer , French .) To raiſe
TO HOIST.S up on high. Chapman .
HOLDER ). [ from bold .) 1. One that holds or
TO HOLD . v.a preter . held ; part . paſt. Held
gripes any thing in his hand. Mortimer . 2 .
or bolden (haidan , Sax .) 1. To graſp in the A tenant , one that holds land under another.
Carew .
hand ; to gripe ; to clutch . Shakeſp . 2. To
keep ; to retain ; to gripe fait. Spenſer. 3. SHOʻLDERFORTH.f . [bold and forel .) An ha.
To maintain as an opinion . Lecke, 4 To
ranguer o
: ne who speaks in publick. Addijers,
conſider as good or bad ; to hold in regard HOLDFAST. /. (bold and jafl.) Any thing
Stakejp . 5. To have any flation. Milton . 6 . which takes hold ; a catch ; a hook . Ray.
To poilets ; to enjoy . hrolles. 7. To poilets HOLDING . !. (from bold ] 1. Tenure; farm .
Carew . 2. It iometimes lignifies the burthea
in ſubordination. Knolles. 8. To fuſpend ; to
retrais. Crojbew . y . To itop ; to reitrain . or chorus of a long . Spakelp.
HOLE
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HOLE . F. Chol, Dutch ; hole, Sax .) 1. A cavi
the aſcenſion of our Saviour is commemori
ty narrow and long , either perpendicular or
ted , ten days before Whitſuntide.
horizontal. Bacon . 2. A perforation ; a fmall HOLY WEEKS. The week before Eaſter .
interftitial vacuity. Boyle. 3. A cave ; a hol- HO'LYDAY . F. (holy and day.) 1. The day
low place. Shakeſp. 4. A cell of an animal.
of ſome ecclefiaftical feſtival . 2. Anniverſary.
feat. Knolles. 3. A day of gaiety and joy;
Addison . 5. A mean habitation. Dryden. 6 .
Some ſubterfuge or ſhift.
Shakelp . 4.A time that comes feldom . Dryd.
HOMAGE ſ. (hommage, Fr. bomagium , low
HOLIDAM.ſ . Bleiſed lady. Hanmer.
HOLILY.adu (from boly ) 1. Piouſly ; with
Lat ) 1. Service paid and fealty proteffed to a
fanctity. Shakeſp. 2. Inviolably ; without
ſovereign or ſuperiour lord . Divies. 2. Obeja
breach. Sidney.
fance ; reſpect paid by external action. Denh,
HOLINESS. /. [from holy.) 1. Sanctity ; piety : To HOMAGE. v. a . (from the noun.) To re
religious goodneſs. Rogers. 2. The ſtate of
verence by external action ; to pay honour to ;
being hallowed ; dedication to rel gion. 3 .
to profeſs fealty
HOMAGER. ). [bommager, Fr. ) One who
The title of the pope. Addifon .
HOʻLLA, interj. (bola, Fr. ) A word uſed in holds by homage of ſome ſuperiour lord. Bar.
HOME | ( ham , Sax .) 1. His own houſe ; the
calling to any one at a diſtance. Milica .
private dwelling.Dryden. 2. His own coun
To HOLLA . v. n . (from the interjection.) To
cry out loudly Shakeſp.
try. Shakeſp. 3. The place of conſtant ref
HOLLAND. . Fine linen made in Holland. dence. Prior. 4. Uplied to a ſubftantive, it
Dryder.
ſignifies domeſtick . Bacon .
HOLLOW . a. ( from hole.) 1. Excavated ; hav- HOME. adv . ( from the noun.] 1. To one's
ing a void ſpace within ; not folid. Dryden.
own habitation. Locke. 2. To one's own
2. Noſy ; like ſound reverberated from a ca
country. 3. Cloſe to one's own breaſt or afa
vity . Dryden. 3. Not faithful ; not found ; fairs. L'Eſtrange, Wake. 4. To the point
deſigned. Sanderſon. 5. United to a ſubitan
not what vne appears. Huilsbras.
HOʻLLOW.S. 1. A cavity ; concavity. Bacon . 2.
tive , it implies torce and efficacy . Stilling fleet.
Cavern ; den ; hole . Prior. 3. Pit . Aldijon . HOMEBO'RN . a . (home and born.) 1. Native ;
natural . Denne. 2. Domeſtick ; not foreiga.
4. Any opening or vacuity . Genejis. 5. Par
Pepe
ſage ; canal. Addiſon.
To HO'LLOW . v. a. ( from the noun . ] TO HOMEBRED. a. [home and bred .) 1. Native ;
make hollow ; to excavate, Spectator.
natural . Hammond. 2. Not poliſhed by tra
To HOLLOW ?. m . To Mout ; to hoot.
vel ,, plain ; rude ; artleſs ; uncultivated.
HOLLOWLY adv. ( from bollow ) 1. With Dryden. 3. Domeſtick ; not foreign. Spenjer .'
cavities. 2. Unfaithfully ; intincerely ; dit- |HOMEFELT. O. (home and felt.] loward ;
honestly. Shakesp.
private. Pepe.
HOLLOWNESS
: (from hellowo ) 1. Cavity : HOMELILÝ. adv. (from bomely.] Rudely ;
inelegantly.
ſtate of being hollow . Hakewill. 2. Deceit ;
HOMELINESS. S. (from homely.) Plainneſs ;
inſincerity ; treachery . South.
rudeneſs.
HOʻLLOWROUT. S. ( hollow and root .) A plant.
HOMELY . a. ( from home. ) Plain ; home-ſpun ;
Ainſworth.
HOʻLLY. (holeyn, Sax .) A tree.
not elegant ; not beautiful ; not fine ; coarſe ,
HOLLYHOCK . ſ. (holihoc, Sax.] Role-mal
Suth.
low . Mortimer .
HOMELY. adv. Plainly ; coarſely ; rudely.
HOʻLLYROSE . F. A plant.
Dryden.
HOLME . . 1. Hilme or how me. (holme, Sax . ) HOMELIN . S. A kind of hfh. Ainſworth.
A river ifland . 2. The ilex ; the evergreen HOMEMA'DE . adv. (bome and made.] Made
at home. Locke.
oak . Tul.
and rais .) A burne HO'MER. J. A meaſure of about three pints.
HO'LOCAUST. S. [on
ſacrifice. Ray.
Leo
HOLP. The old preterite and participle paflive HOMESPUN. 2. (home and Spun.] 1. Spun or
of belp. Skakelp .
wrought at home ; not made by regular ma
HOLPEN. The old participle paſſive of help.
nuiacturers. Swift. 2. Not made in foreign
Bacon .
countries. Addijon 3. Plain ; coarſe ; rude ;
HOʻLSTER. f. (heolster , Sax .) A caſe for a
homely ; inelegant. Sandys.
HOMESPU'N . % . A coarle , inelegant ruſtick .
horleman's piitol . Butler.
HOLT.J. ( holt, Sax . ) A wood . Gibſon.
Skakelp.
HOLY. a . (halig, Sax . ) 1. Good ; pious ; re- HOMESTALL . 25. ( ham and stede, Saxon.)
ligious. Shakejp. 2. Hallowed ; conſecrated HOMESTEAD. } The place of the houle . Dry.
to divine uſe . Dryden . 3. Pure ; immacu- HOMEWARD . ? adv. (ham and pearis ,
late . South . 4. Sacred. Sbakejp
HOMEWARDS . ) Sax .) Towards home i to
HOLY -GHOST. ſ . ( halig and gost , Sax . ]
wards the native place. Sidney
The third perſon in the adorable Trinity. HOMICIDE. . (homicidium , Lat.) 1. Mure
Locke.
der ; manquelling. Hooker. 2. Deftrudion,
HOʻLY- THURSDAY. S. The day on wbich
Bb b 2
Dryden .
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Dryden. 3. ( hunicida, Lat.) A murderer s / HONEY-FLOWER. S. (melanthus, Lat.) A
plant.
a manſayer . Dryden.
HOMIDICAL. a . (from homicide. Murderous ; HONEY-GNAT. S. ( honey and gnar. ) An in
feet
blondy . Pope.
HOMILETICAL. a . ( ousanboxòs.) Social ; con- HOʻNEY-MOON . S. (honey and moon.) The firſt
verſible . Atterbury
month after marriage. Addiſon.
HOMILY. L. (ovira.) A diſcourſe read to a HONEY -SUCKLE A. Woodbine. Shakeſp.
congregation. Hammond,
HO'NEYLESS. a . [irom boney.j Without ho
HOMOGENEAL . ? a . Cómoyevris. ] Having
ney. Shakeſp.
HOMOGENEOUS. Š the ſame nature or prin- HONEY -WORT.S: [cerinthe, Lat.) A plant.
HONORARY. a. ( honorarius, Latj 1. Done
ciples . Newton.
HOMOGENEALNESS. U Participation of
in honour Addiſon .. 2. Conferring bonour
Y
ENEIT
without gain. Addifor .
HOMOG
.
the ſame princi
SNESS
ENEOU
HOMOG
.} ples or nature ; fi- HONOUR . ſ. ! honor, Lat ) 1. Dignity ; high
militude of kind. Cheyne.
rank. 2. Reputation ; fame. Bacon . 3 The
HOMOGENY. S. Cójoyeria. ] Joint nature .
title of a man of tank . Shakeſp. 4. Subject
Bacon .
of praile . Shakeſp. 5. Nobleneſs of mind ;
HOMO'LOGOUS. a. [óvodo/os.) Having the
magnanimity. Rogers. 6. Reverence ; due
ſame manner or proportions.
veneration. Shakeſp. 7. Chaſtity. Shekelp.
HOMONYMOUS a: Coreóvuiços.] Denomina
8. Dignity of mien. Milton. 9. Glory ; boait.
ting different things ; equivocal Watts.
Burnet. 10. Publick mark of reſpect. W'ale.
HOMO'NYMY. f. ( ipo,ipíc .] Equivocation ;
11. Privileges of rank or birth . Shakeſp. 12.
ambiguity .
Civilities paid. Pope. 13. Ornament ; deco
HOMOTONOUS. a. [ordóvos.] Equable : faid
ration. Dryden.
of ſuch diſtempers as keep a conitant tenour To HONOUR . v. a . ( honoro, Lat. ) .. To re
of rile, ſtate, and declenſion . Quincy.
verence ; to regard with veneration. Pope. 2 .
HONE ſ. ( hæn , Sax .) A whetſtone for a raſor.
To dignity ; to raiſe to greatnefs. Ex.
Tuller
HO‘NOURABLE, a. (honorable, Fr. ) 1. Illuſ
To Hone. v . n. (hongan, Sax . ) To pine ; to
trious ; noble. Shakeſp. 2 : Great ; magna
long.
nimous ; generous. Shakeſp. 3. Conferring
HONEST. a . (honeftus, Lat.) 1. Upright ; true;
honour. Dryden. 4. Accompanied with tokens
dincere. Watis. 2. Chatte . Shakejp. 3. Juft ; of honour . Spenſer. 5. Not to be diſgraced.
righteous i giving to every man his due.
Shakelp. 6. Without taint; without reproach.
HONESTLY . adv. ( from bonejl.) 1. Upright
1 Mac. 7. Honest ; without intention of de.
ly ; juſtly. Ben . Johnjon. 2. With chaſtity ; ceit . Hayward. 8. Equitable.
modently .
HOʻNOURABLENESS./ (trom honourable.] ı.
Eminence ; magnificence ; generoſity.
HONESTY. F. ( honeftas, Lat.) Juſtice ; truth ;
HOʻNOURABLY . adv. ( trom bonourable ) 1 .
virtue ; purity . Temple.
HONIED . a . ( from honey.) 1. Covered with
With token of honour . Shakeſp. 2. Magna
honey. Miltor. 2. Sweet ; luſcious. Stokeſp.
nimouſly ; generouſly . Bacon. 3. Reputably ;
Milion.
with exemption from reproach. Dryden .
HONEY. | [huniy, Sax .) 1. A thick , viſcous , HO'NOURER. S. (from bonour.) One thatho.
Auid ſubſtance, or a whitiſh or yellowiſh co
nours ; onethat regards with veneration . Pope.
lour, ſweet to the taſte, foluble in water ; and HOOD , in compozition, is derived from the Saxo
becoming vinous on fermentation , inflamma
on had, in German besi, in Dutch beid. It
ble, liquable by a gentle heat , and of a fra
denotes qualiey ; character : as, knighsheod ;
childhood. Sometimes it is taken collectively :
grant ſmell. Ofhoney, the fineſt is virgin ho
ney : it is the first produce ot the ſwarm . The
as, brotherhood, a confraternity .
Second is thicker than the fift , ofien almost HOOD. f. bod , Sax . ) 1. The upper covering
Blid , procured from the combs by preſſure :
of a woman's head. 2. Any thing drawn up
and the worſt is the common yellow honey.
on the head, and wrapping round it. Wotton.
Hill, Arbuthnol. 2. Sweetnels ; luſciouinels.
3. A covering put over the hawk's eyes . 4.
Shakejp. 3. A name of tenderoeis ; ſweet ;
An ornamental fold that hangs down the back
fwectneſs. Shakelp :
of a graduate .
T , HONEY. o . n . (from the noun.) To talk To HOOD . v. a . ( from the noun . ) 1. To dreſs
fondly. Skakelp:
in a hood Pope. 2. To blind , as with a hood,
HONEY-BAG : I. ( honey and bag.] The boney
Shakejp. 3. To cover Dryden.
bag is the ſtomach Grew .
HOODMAN's Bund. S. A play in which the
HONEY-COMB. /. Thoney and comb.) The cells
perfon hooded is to catch another, and tell the
of wax in which the bee ſtores her honey .
name . Shakesp.
Dryden.
To HOODWINK . v. a. (hood and wink. ) 1 .
HONEY -COMBED . a . ( bovey and comb. )
To blind with ſomething bound over the eyes.
Flawed with little cavities. Wij eman ,
Sidney, Shakeſp. Davies, Ben . Johajon , Licke,
Rowe. 2. To cover ; to hide. Shakeſp. 3. ,
HONEY -DEW.). ( honey and d:w. ] Sweet dew .
Garib ,
To decide ; to impoſe upon. Sidney.
HOOF.

HOP

HOR

HOOF. ſ. (hof , Sax .) The hard horny fub
A place where meaner people dance .
ftance on the feet of graminivorous animals. HOP. J. ( hop, Durch .) A plant.
More.
To HOP. v . 6 ( from the noun. ) To impregnate
HOOF - BOUND . A (hoof and bound.) A horſe with hops. Arbuthnot.
is faid to be hoof beund when he has a pain in HOPE.S. (hopa, Sax . ) 1. Expectation of rome
the forefeet, occaſioned by the dryness and
good ; an expectation indulged with pleature.
contraction or narrowneſs of the horn of the
Job, Locke 2. Confidence in a future event ,
quarters, which ftragtens the quarters of the
or in the future conduct of any body . Shakeſp.
heels, and oftentimes makes the horle lame
3. That which gives hope. Slukejp. 4. The
Farrier's Dict.
object of hope Dryden.
HOOK . ſ. (hoce, Sax. ) 1. Any thing beat fo as HOPE. L. Ariy tloping plain between the ridges
of mountains. Ainsworth.
to catch hold . Knolles. 2. The curvated wire
on which the bait is bung for tilhes, and with To HOPE .v. m . (from the noun ) 1. To live
in expectation of ſome good. Taylor. 2. To
which the fiſh is pierced . Shakeſp. 3. A ſoare ;
place contidence in futurity. Pfalm .
a trap. Shakeſp 4. A fickle to reap corn,
Mortimer. 5. An iron to feize the meat in To HOPE. v . 2. To expect with defire.Dryden .
the caldroo . Spinler . 6. An inftrument 10 HOPEFUL. a. ( hepe and full ] 1. Full of qua
lities which produce hope ; promiſing. Baior.
cut or lop with . Pope. 7. The part of the
2. Full of hope ; full or expectation of ſucceis .
binge fixed to the poſt . Claveland. 8. Hook
Boyle, Fope.
( In huſbandry .) A field ſcwn two years run
HOPEF
ULLY adv . ( from hopeful.] 1. In ſuch
ning. Ainſwortb. 9. Hook or Crook. One way
or other; by any expedient. Hudibras.
manner as to raile bope. Clurendon. 2. Wicha
TO HOOK. v. a . ( from the noun ) 1. To catch
hope ; withoutdelpair. Glanville.
with a hook. Addison. 2. To intrap ; to en. HOPEFULNESS .) . [from h speful ) Promiſe of
good ; likelihood to ſucceed Warton.
ſnare. 3. To draw as with a hook . Shakeſp .
4. To faften as with a hook. 5. To be drawn HOPELESS. a. ( from hope .) Without bope ;
without pleafing expectation. Hooker.2 Giving
by force or artifice. Norris.
HO'OKED. a. (from book . ] Bent ; curvated.
no hope ; pıomiling nothing pleaſing. Shakelp.
Brown .
HOPER . J. ( irom hop ..] One that has plealing
HOOKEDNESS. P. [ from hocked. ) State of be expectations Squifi.
HOPINGLY. ada liroin hoping ) With hope ;
ing bent like a hook .
HOOKNO SED . a . ( hook and noſe.) Having the with expectation of good . Hammond.
HOPPER.ſ. (from hop .? He who hops or jumps
aquiline noſe riſing in the middle. Shakesp.
HOOP.S. ( hosp, Duich .) 1. Any ching circular on one leg
by which fomething elſe is bound , particu- HOPPER , S. ( ſo called, becauſe it is always
larly caiks or barreis. Dryden , Pope. 2. The
bepping ] 1. The box or open frame of wood
whalebone with which women extend their
into which the corn is put to be ground.Grew .
petticoats. Swift. 3. Any thing circular .
2. A balket for carrying lied .
HOʻPPERS . f. (commonly called Scorch hop
Addijon.
To HOOP. o. a. (from the noun ) 1. To bind pers .) A kind of play , in which the actor hops
or encloſe with hoops. Shakeſp: 2. To en on one leg.
HORAL : [from hera, Lat.) Relating to the
circle ; to clalp ; to lurround. Shakeſp.
hour. Prior .
To HOOP. v. n . (from wopyan , Gothick ; or
boupper, Fr.) To thout ; to make an outcry HORARY..(horarius, Lat. ] 1. Relating to
an hour. Hudibras . 2. Continuing for an hour .
by way of call or purſuit.
Brown .
TO HOOP. v. 4. 1. To drive with a ſhout.
HORDE. /. A clan ; migratory crew of people,
Shakeſp. 2. To call by a ſhout .
HOOPER . J. ( from hoop ) A cooper ; one that
Thomſon.
hoops cubs.
HORIZON . ſ. Copi{ 29.) The line that termi
naies the view . The horizon is diftinguithad
HOOPING - COUGH . . (fom houp, to ſhout.)
A convullive cough , io called from its noile .
into ſenlible and real ; the lenſible horizon is
T. HOOT. v. n . ( bwi , Welth . ) 1. To ſhout the circular line which limits the view ; the
real is that which would bouod it, if it could
in contempt. Sidney. 2. To cry as an owl.
Shakeſp.
take in the hemiſphere. Bacon .
To HOOT. v.a. To drive with noiſe and ſhouts. HORIZONTAL : (bor :zintal, Pr .) 1. Near
the horizon.Milton, 2. Parallel to the horizon;
Shakelp:
on a level . Arbuthnot.
HOOT. ]. [buće, Fr. from the verb.) Clamour ;
HORIZO'NTALLY.adv . [from horizontal.jin
thout . Glanville.
To HOP. v . n. (hoppan, Sax . ) 1. To jump ; a duection parallelto the horizon . Bentley.
to ſkip lightly . Dryden. 2. To leap on one HORN . . [ baurn, Gothick ; honn , Sax .) 1 .
The hard po nied bodies which grow on the
leg. Abbor. 3. To walk lamely , or with one
heads of some graminivorous quadrupeds, and
leg leis nimble than the other. Dryden. 4. To
move ; to play . Spanjer.
terve them tor weapons, Bentley. 2. An iostru
HOP.S. ( from the verb. ) 1. A jump : a light ment of wind- inuuck niade of horn . Dryden.
leap. 2. A jump op soe leg . Addijon. 3. 3. The exuicmity of she waxing or waining
moon

HOR

HOR

Ton. Dryden, Thomſon. 4. The feelers ofa
men, or cavalry . Clarendon . 3. Something on
fnail Shakeſp. 5. A drinking cup made ofhorn . which any thing is fupported. 4. A wooden
machine which foldiers ride by way of punish
6. Aniler of a cuckold . Shakeſp 7. HORN
modó Perhaps mad as a cuckold. Shokejp.
ment. 5. Joined to another ſubſtantive, it
BORNBE'AK . ?
fignifies Tomeihing large or coarſe : as, a berjes
T. A kind of fiſh .
HORNFI'SH .
face, a face of which the features are large
and indelicate .
HORNBEAM . j . ( born and boem, Dutch .) A
tree.
To HORSE . v . a. ( from the noun ) 1 . To
HORNBOOK . f. [ Zorn and book .) The firſt mount upon a horſe. Bacon. 2. To carry one
on the back . 3. To ride any thing Shakejp.
book of childien , covered with horn to keep
4. To cover a mare Mortimer.
it unfoiled. Locke, Prior.
HORNED. a (irom born .] Furniſhed with HORSEBACK. S. [ horſe and back.] The ſeat
horns . Denban .
of the rider ; the ſtate of being on a horfe.
Brown .
HO'RNER. I. ( from horn . ) One that works in
born , and fells horns Grew .
HORSEPEA'N . f. I horſe and bean .) A finall
HOʻRNET /. (hörnerte, Sax .]
very large
bean uſually given to horſes. Mortimer .
HO'RSEBLOCK / [horſe and block ] A block
ftrong tinging ty Dertam .
HORNFOOT. J. (born and foce.) Hoofed. on which they climb to a horſe .
Hakewill
HORSEBOAT./. korſe and boar. ) A boai uſed
HORNOWL S. A kind of horned owl . Ainwo.
in ferrying hories .
HORNPIPE .
( born and ripe.) A country HORSEBO Y. S. (horſe and boy ) A boy em
dance, dance commonly to a horn. Raleigh, ployed in dreſling horſes; a ſtable boy . Knolles,
Bin. Johnjen .
HOʻRSEBREAKER. /.(horje and break.] One
HO'RNSTONE.S. A kind of blue ſtone.
whoſe employment is to tamne hories to the
HORNWORK.ſ . A kind of angular fortifica .
faddle. Creech.
tion.
HORSECHESNUT.S. [ horſe and chefrut.] A
HORNY. a. ( from horn .) 1. Made of horn . 2 .
plant . Miler.
Reſembling horn Airbuthnot.3. Hard as horn; HOʻRSECOURSER. S. (berſe and courfer.) 1 .
callous Dryden
One that runs horſes , or keepa hortes for the
HOROGRAPHY.S. [åpe and op'ow ) An ac
race . 2. A dealer in horſes. Wifeman.
count of the hours.
HORSECRAB.S. A kind of tiſh . Ainſworth .
HO'ROLOGY 2 [ horologium, Lat. ) Any in- / HORSECUCUMBER .F. (horſe and cucumber.)
A plant. Mortimer .
strument that tells thehour :
as a clock ; a watch ; an hour-glaſs Brown . HORSEDUNG . ). ( borſe and dang.] The ex
HORO METRY . J. ( ipe and feelpe» .] The art crement of bories, Peacham .
of meaſuring hours . Browon.
HORSEE'MMET.S . [horje and em:met.) An ant
HOROSCOPE. 1. ( ápojmow@. ) The configu
of a large kind .
ration of the planets at the hour of birth. HORSEFLESH, S. (horſe and flejb .] The fleſh
hories. Bacon .
of
Drummond, Dryden.
HORRIBLE. 1. (horribilis, Lat.) Dreadful, HORSEFLY.S- [ horſe and fly .) A fly that ſtings
terrible ; ſhocking ; hideous ;enormous.South . horſes and ſucks their blood .
HORRIBLENESS. !. [from horrible.) Dread- HORSEFOOT. J. An herb. The ſame with
coltsfoot. Ainſworth
fulneſs ; hideouinels ; terriblenels.
HORRIBLY. ad . (from horrible .] 1. Dread- HORSEHAIR . . ( horſe and hair.) The hair of
fully ; hideouſly. Miltur. 2. To a dreadul
horles. Dryden .
HO'RSEHEEL . f. An herb.
diegrec . Lorte.
HORRID. a . ( hirridy , Lat.] 1. Hidenus ; HORSELAUGH.L. horſe and lough ) A loud
dread ul ; fhocking. Shakejp. 2. Shocking ; violent rude laugh . Pspe
offenſive; unplealing. Pope" 3.Rough ; rugged. HO'RSELEECH.L. (bcoſe and lecb .)
A
Dryden .
great leech that bites hories. Skakejp. 2. A
tarrier.
HO'RRIDNESS. f . [ from horrid. ) Hideouſneſs ;
enormity . Haviniend.
HORSELITTER./. herſe and litter.) A car .
riage hung upo poles between two horſes, on
HORRIFICK 6. (borrificus, Lat ) Cauſing
horrour. Thomion .
which the perſon carried lyes along. 2 Mac.
HORRISONOUS a , ( horriſonus, Lal ) Sound- HORSEMAN.S. (horſe and man.) 1.One filled
ing dreadfully Diel.
in riding. Dryden. 2. One i hal lerves in wars
HORROUR. L. horror , Lat.) , Terrourmixed
on horfeback . Hayward. 3. A rider ; a man
with dereltation. Davies, 2. Gloom ; dreari
on horieback . Prior .
nefs . Pope. 3. [ In medicine. Such a ſhud- HORSEMANSHIP . ). (from bor lemar.) The
dering or quivering av precedes an ague fit ; a
art of riding ; the art of managing a horſe .
W otten .
fense of Muridering or ſhrinking . uincy.
HORSE . J. (hons , Sax .) 1. A neighing qua- HOʻRSEMARTEN . S. A kind of longe bee .
druped, utent in war, draught, and carriage. Ainſworth.
Creech . 2. It is uted in the pluralfenie, but HORSEMATCH. F. A bird. dinjorth.
HORSE .
with a lingular termination, io hories, hcrte
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HOS

HOV

HOʻRSEMEAT.S. (borſe and meat.) Provender.
ter in battle. Milton . 3. To roview a body
Bacon.
of men ; to muiter. Spender .
HO'STAGE oltage, Fr. ) One given in pledge
HORSEMINT.S. A large coarſe mint.
for ſecurity of pertormance of condicions,Ais
HORSEMUSCLE S. A large mulcle Bacon .

HORSE.PLAY A Shorldcand play .) Coarſe, HOSTELRY } ' intelel, teficlerie, Fr.J Aa
HORSEPOND . S.' [borſe and pond .) A pond HOSTESS. l. heftelje, Pr.) A female hoft; o
for horſes.
woman that gives entertainment. Dryden.
HORSERACE S- {borſe and race.) A match of HOSTESS -SHIP. I: [from botejs.[ The che
racter of an hosteſs. Shakesp.
horſes in running . Bacon .
HORSERADISH S. (bor je and radijb .) A root HO STILE. a. ( botilis, Lat.) Adverſe; oppo
ſite ; ſuitable to an enemy . Dryden.
acrid and biting ; a ſpecies of ſcurvy graſs. Floy.
HORSESHOE . Y. ( borje and hoe.li. A place of HOSTILITY.S. [hoftilité, Fr.trom kofiile.] The
practices of an open enemy ; open war ; oppb
iron nailed to the feet of horles . Shakeſp. 2 .
lition in war . Hayward.
An herb. Ainsworth.
HOʻRSESTEALER.S. ( herſe and ſteal.) A thiet HOSTLER.S (boieller, from haftel | One who
has the care of hories at an inn penjer.
who takes away horfes. Shakejp .
HORSETAIL. . A plant .
HO'STRY.S. ( corrupted from bftetry.) A place
where the horlesof gueſts are kepi. Dryder.
HO'RSETONGUE . /. An herb . Ainfm .
HORSEWAY . J. [ horje and way ] A broad HOT.a. hat, Sax . ] ... Having the power i
excit
e the lenle of heat ; contrary to cold ;
way by which horſes may travel. Shakeſp .
HORTATION.S. ( hortatio, Lac.] The act of
fiery. Newton. 2. Luit :ul ; lewd. Shakeſp.
exhorting ; advice or encouragement to ſome
3. Strongly affected by lentible qualities Dryd.
4. Violent ; furious ; dangerous. Clarend. 5.
thing.
Ardent ; vehement ; precipitate. Denbam . 6.
HORTATIVE. S. ( from hortor, Lat .) Exhor
Eager ; keen in delire.Locke.7.Piquant ; acrid .
tation ; prece pe by which one incites or ani
HOTBED . J. A bed of earth made hotby the
mates . Bacon
ferinentation of dung Bacon .
HORTATORY . G. ( from horier, Lat.) En
couraging ;animating ; adviſing to any thing. HOTBRAINED. 0. Įhos and brain. ) Violent ;
vehement ; turious
HORTICULTURE. ). (horius and cultura ,
HOTCO'CKLES. . [ hautes coquilles, Fr.) A
Lat.) The art of cultivating gardens .
play in which one covers his eyes, and guelles
HO'RTULAN . a. ( hortulanus, Lac.) Belonging
who ſtrikes him. Arbuthnot.
to a garden. Evely ”.
HOʻSANNA. L. Curava .] An exclamation of HOTHEA DED. a. ( hos and ead.} Vehement ;
praiſe to God. Fiddes.
violent ; paſſionate. Ar buibnot.
HOSE .I plur. bofen. ( hosa, Sax . ) 1. Breeches. HO'THOUSE.F. (bot and Eoufe .] 1. A bagric ;
Shakejp. 2.Stockings ; covering for the legs .
a place to ſweat and cup in. Shakesp . 2. A
brothel. Ben . Johnjon.
Gay.
HOSTER.S. (from hoſe. Onewho ſells ſtockings. HO'TLY. adv. ( irom bor. ] 1. With hext;
Swift.
not coldly. 2. Violently ; vehemently. Sidney.
3. Luſtfully . Dryden.
HOSPITABLE . a . [hefpirabilis , Lat. ) Giving
emertaininent to ſtrangers ; kind to ſtrangers . HOTMOU THEÚ . a. [ her and mouth.) Head
Dryden .
Itrong ; ungovernable. Dryden .
HOSPITABLE. adv. (from hospitable .) With HOTNESS.).(from bot.JHeat ; violence ; fury.
HOʻTCHPOTCH. f. [baché en foche, Fr. ) A
kindneis to ſtrangers . Prior .
mingled hath ; a mixture . Cumden .
HOSPITAL .; [lopital, Fr. Hoſpitalss, Lat.)
1. A place built for the reception of the fick, HOʻTSPUR / ( hor and spur.) 1. A man vion
or fupport of the poor. Addijen. 2. A place
lent , pallionate , precipriate and heedy.Burins ,
2. A kind of pea on ipeedy growih. Mors.
for theller or entertainment. Spenſer.
HOSPITALITY. I.{14}pitalité, Fr.)The prac- HOTSPURRED. c. ( trom beispurij Vehe
tice of entertaining Itrangers. Hooker.
ment ; raih ; heady. l'encham .
HOSPITALLERY [bo pitalarius, low Lat, HOVE . The preterite of leave.
from hofpital] One rebding in an hoſpital in HOVEL.J. (Diminutive ot bufe, houſe, Sax.]
order to receive the poor or tranger. d; lutje.
1. A ſhed open on the rides , and covered
To HOʻSPITATE . V a . [ bopitor, Lat ] to
verhead Tulſer. 2. A mean habitation ; a
relide under the root of another . Grow .
cottage. Ray.
HOST . S. [ lejte, Fr. boppes , tofpitis, Lat.] ! To HO'VEL . v. a. [ from the noun. ] To Shefies
One who gives entertainment to another. Sid . in an hovel . Skakelp .
2. The landlord of an inn. Shakejp. 3. ( From HO VEN . part . pall. ( from beove.] Raiſed ;
illis, Lat.) An army ; numbers afler.bled for ſwelled ; tumetied . Tuller.
wa Shakeſp. 4. Any great number . slakejp To HOVER v. n. (bovio, to hang over,Weith ]
5 (Hojia , Lal. ] The facrifice of the mais in
1. To hang in the air over head. Dryden,
ibe Romnith church .
Prior, Pope. 2. To land in ſuſpence or ex
pectation . Spenjer. 3. To wander about one
To HOST.v. n. (from the noun ) 1. To take
up eotertainment . Siakejp. 2. To encoun .
place, Hodijono
HOUGH.

HOU

HOW

HOUGH./ [hog, Sax .) 1. The lower part of(HOʻUSEHOLDSTUFF.S.( houſehold and ſtuf }
Furniture of any houſe ; utenſis convenient
the thigh . 2. 12. 2. ( Hië, Fr. ) An adz ; an
for a family. L'Efrange.
hoe. Stilling seet.
TO HOUGH . w c. [ rom the noun.). 1. TO HOUSEKELPER./ [houſe and keep ) 1. Houſe
holder ; maiter of a family. Locke. 2. One
hamſtring ; to diſable by calling the linews of
who lives in plenty Wotton. 3. One who
the ham 3. 2. To cut with a hough or
boe.
wornan
lives much at home . Shakeſp. 4.
ſervant that has the care of a family , and fue
HOʻULET.J . The vulgar 1:ame for an owl.
Swift. 5. A houſe
perintends ehe fer
HOULT / [holt, Sax | A finall wood . Fairf.
HOUND . F. hund, Sax. ) A dog uſed in the dng Skakelp.
HOUSEKEEPING . c. [houſe and keep.) Do
chace . Prior .
meſtick ; uferul to a family Carev .
To HOUND. v. 0. ( from the noun .] 1. To
ſet on the chace. Bramhall. 2. To hunt ; to HOUSEKEEPING . J.Hospitality ; liberal and
plentiful table . Prior.
purſue L'Eſtrange.
HO’UNDFISH.J. Å kind of fiſh.
HOUSEL. ). [ husi, Sax . ) The holy euchariſt .
HOUNDSTONGUE. S. (synoglofTum , Lal ) A TO HO USÉL:
. ( from the noun .) To give
plant. 14 :ller.
or receive the eucharist . Both the noun and
verb are obfolete.
HOUNDTREE.J A kind of tree. Ainſworth
HOUP . ). [upupa, Lat . ) The puet . Pinjworth.
. S. [ houſe and leek .) A plant.
HOUSELELK
Miller .
HOUR . J. Cheure, Fr. bora , Lae ) 1. The
twenty - fourth part ofa natural day ; the ſpace HO USELESS. 6.[from houſe.) without abode ;
of fixiy minuces. Sbakejp. 2. A particular wanting habitation. Welt.
cime. 3. The time as marked by the cluck . HO USEMAID . L. ( houſe and maid.) A maid
Shakeſp .
employed to keep the houſe clean. Swift.
HOURGLASS.S. ( hour and glaſs .) 1. A glaſs HOU SEROOM . 1. (houſe and room .] Place in
a houre. Dryden .
filled with fand, which running through a
narrow hole, marks the time. Sidney, Bacon . HOʻUSESNAIL . S. A kind of ſnail.
2. Space of time. Bacon .
HOUSEWARMING.S. ( boule and warm .) A
HOURLY.a. ( from bour .) Happening or done
feaſt or merry -making upon going into a new
houſe .
every hour ; frequent ; often repeated. Dryd.
HOURLY. adv. trom bour . ] Every hour ; HO USEWIFE. S. [houſe and wife. ) 1. The
miſtreſs of a la pily. Pope 2. A female eco
frequently Dryden .
nomist. Spenſer. 3. One ikilled in female bu.
HOURPLATES ( hour and plare.) The dial ;
finals. Addilon
the place on which the hours pointed by the
band of a clock are infcribed . Locke
HOUSEWIFELY . a . ( from boulereife.] Skilled
HOUSP . / . { tius , Sax . ] 1. A place wherein a in the acts belonging to a houſewife.
mac lives ; a place of human abode.Watis. HOUSEWIFELY. adv . ( froin bew ſewife.)
2. Any place of abode. Shakeſp. 3. Places in
With the economy of a houſewife.
which religiousor fludious perlons live in com- HOUSEWIFERY . ). (from houſewife. ] 1. Do.
meſtick or female buſineſs ; management
mua . Artisjon. 4. The manner of living ;
Chapman. 2. Female cwnomy. Taylor.
the cable. Swift . 5. Station of a planet in
che beavens, aitrologically conſidered. Stilling. HO USING . L. (from houſe . ) 6. Quantity of
6. Family or ancestors, deſcendants, and kin
inhabited building Graunt. 2 (From 125
died ; race. Dryden . 7. A body of the par
Jeaux, Fr. ) Cloth originally uſed to keep off
liament ; che lords or commons collectively
dirt , now added to ſaddles as ornamental.
HOUSELING . o .(from houle.;Provided tor en
confidered. King Charles.
HOUSE
To
. ♡ a . (from the noun . ] 1. To
tertainment at firſt entrance into a houle ;
houſe -warming. Spenſer.
harbour ; to admit to reſidence. South . 2
HOUSS.S.ifrom . bouleaux , Fr. )Houſings. Dryd.
To ſhelter ; to keep under a roof. Evelyn.
To HOUSE . V. 17. 1. To take Melter ; to keep HOW . adv. ( hu , Sax .) 1. 1 :1 what inanner ;
abode ; to refide. Shakeſp. 2. To have an al
to what degree. Boyle. 2. In what manner.
trological ſtati ninihe heavens. Dryden.
L'Ejirange. 3. For what reaſon ; from what
HOUSEBREAKER. S. ( bouſe and break . ]
caule. Shakesp. 4. By what means. Bacon .
5 In what fate. Dryden. 6. It is uſed in a
Burglar ; one who makes his way inco houles
to ftcal. L'Eſtrange.
lenſe marking proportion or correſpondence.
TO'USEBREAKING. S. [ houſe and break ] Hayward, Beniley . 7. It is much uled in ex.
clamation. Lam .
Burglary . Swift.
HOUSEDOG . ). [ houſe and dog.) A maſtiff HOWBEIT . ] adv . [heao be it .) Nevereheleſs ;
HO'WBE. S notwithitanding; yet ; however.
kept to guard the houſe. Addison .
HOUSEHOLD. | [ houſe and hold ] 1. A fa
Not now in uſe, Hooker.
mily living together. Shakejp : 2. Family HOWD'YE . ( Contracted from how do ye.) In
life ; domeſtick management Shakeſp . 3. It
what Nate is your health . Pope.
is uſed in the manner of an adjective, to figni- HOWE'VER . adv. (how and ever. ) . In what
ſtevermanner ; in whattoever degree. Shake .
fy domeſtick ; belonging to the family . Åæs.
2. Asall events ; happen what will ; at leit.
HOUSEHOLDER. S. (trom ligulfetiold , Maſter
of a family, Mari.
Titlerjon.

HUG
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HUM

Tillotfon . 3. Nevertheleſs ; notwithſtanding 3 HUG..[from the noun.) Cloſe embrace. Gay.
HUGE. a . (hoogh, high, Dutch. ) 1. Valt ; im
yet. Swift.
TO HOWL v... (luglen, Dutch ; ululo,Lat.) i. menſe. Abbor. 2. Great even to deformity or
terribleneſs.
To cry as a wolf or dog. Shakeſp. 2. To utter
cries in diſtreſs. Shakesp 3. To ſpeak with HU'GELY. adv . ( from buge ) 1. Immenſely ;
enormoudy .Shakeſp . 2. Greatly ; very much. "
a belluine cry or lone. A. Philips. 4. It is
uſed poetically of any noiſe loud and horrid .
Swift.
HOWL. (from the verb ) 1. The cry of a wolf HUGENESS. S: [ from huge ] Enormous bulk ;
greatneſs. Shakeſp.
or dog . Swift. 2. The cry of a human being
HUGGERMUGCER . f. corrupted perhaps
in horrour. Dryden .
HOWSOE'VER . adv. (kow and foever.) 1. In
from bug er morcker, or hug in the dark .
what manner toever . Raleigh. 2. Although . Morcker in Daniſh is darknets, whence mure
Shakeſp.
ky ] Secrecy; bye -place. Hudibras.
To HOX . v.o. ( from hoy , Sax.] To hough ; HUGY. 2. (See Huge ) Valt ; great; huge.
Carew
to hamſtring. Knolles.
HOY.S. [hou , old French .) A large boat fome- HUKE F: (buque, Fr. ) A cloak . Bacon .
HULK I (hulcke, Dutch ; hulc, Sax . ] 1. The
times with one deck . Warts.
body of a ſhip. Shakeſp . 2. Any thing bulky
HU BBUB.S. A cumult ; a riot. Clarendon .
and unweildy. Shakeſp.
HUCKABACK . S. A kind of lioen on which
To HULK . via To exenterare : as, to bulk a
the figures are raiſed.
hare . Ainſworth.
HUCKLEBACKED . a . (hocker, German , a
HULL |. ( hulgan, Gothick , to cover.) 1. The
bunch. ) Crooked in the ſhoulders .
hulk or integument of any thing ; the outer
HUCKLEBONE. S (from hucken .] The hip
bone.
covering. 2. The body of a ſhip ; the hulk.
HUCKSTER
2 / { hock,German, a pedlar.]
Gregu.
HUCKSTERER. S 1. One who sells goods by ToHULL . v. n .( from the noun ) To Aoat ; to
2.
A
drive to and fro upon the water without fails
retail , or in ſmall quantities. South .
trickiſh mean fellow .
or rudder. Sidney
To HUCKSTER. v. n. (from the noun .) To HULLY...[fromkull ) Siliquoſe ; huky Ainſw .
HULVER.M. Holly. Tuller .
deal in petty bargains. Swifi.
TO HUDDLE. v.a. ( probably from hood. ) 1 TO HUM . v.a. (hommelen ,Dutch ) 1. To make
To dreſs up cloſe lo as not to be diſcovered ;
the noile of bees. Dryden. 2. To make an
inarticulate and buzzing found . Shakeſp. 3. To
to mobble . 2. To put on careletly in a hurry .
paute in ſpeaking, and lupply the interval
Swift. 3. To cover up in halte . 4. To perform
with an audible emisſion of breath , Hudibras.
in a hurry .Dryden. 5. To throw together in
4. To ſing low. Glorvilie , Pope. 5. To ap .
confuſion. Locke.
To HU DDLE . v, * . To come in a crowd or
plaud . Approbation was commonly expreſſed
hurry. Milton .
in publick afſemblies by a hum , about a cen
HUDDLE . F. [from the verb ) Crowd ; tumult ;
tury ago .
con'ulion Addi10 .
HUM . ) . ( from the verb.) 1. The noiſe of bees
HUE.: ( hiepe, Sax . ) 1. Colour ; die.Milton .2 .
or intecis. Shakeſp . 2. The noiſe of buſtling
( Huée, Fr.) A clamour ; a legal purſuil.Arbu. crowds . Milton . 3. Any low, dull noiſe. Pope.
HUE'R . S. ( buer, Fr. to cry . ] One whole buli
4. A pauſe with an articulate ſound . Dryden.
5. In Hudibras it ſeems uſed for ham. 6. An
nel is to call out to others . Carew .
HUFF.L. (trom bove, or bouen , ſwelled .) 1 .
expreſion of applauſe . Spectat:r.
Swell of ſudden anger or arrogance . Hudibras. HUM . interj A found implying doubt and de
liberation. Shakeſp.
2. A wretch iwelled with a falie opinion of his
HUMAN , a . ( humanus , Lat.) 1. Having the
own value . South .
To HUFF. v. a. (trom the noun ) 1. To ſwelli
qualities of a man. Swifi. 2. Belonging 10
man Milton.
to puff. Grew . 2. To hector; to treat with
HUMA'ŅE. a ( lumaine, Fr. ) Kind ; civi 3
infolence and arrogance.
benevolent ; good -nalured. Sprost.
To HUFF. v. n . To bluſter ; to ſtorm ; to
HUMANELY. adv. Cirom bumare. ] Kindly ;
bounce. South , Otway , Roſcommon.
HU'FFER .). ( from buff.s A bluiterer ; a bully .
with good nature Shakejp.
HUMANIST . ). (humaniſte,Fr.) A philologer ;
Hudobras.
HUFFISH . a . ( from buff ] Arrogant ; inſolent;
a grammarian.
HUMANITY. S. ( humanitas, Lat.) 1. The
he cloring
nature of man. Sidney. 2. Humankind ; the
HUFFISHLY. adv. (from bufojb .) With arro
collective body of mankind. Glanville. 3. Be
gant petulance .
nevolence ; tenderneſs. Locke. 4. Philology ;
HUFFISHNESS. S. Petulance ; arrogance ;
grammatical ſtudies.
noiſy bluſter.
To HUG . v r. (hegian, Sax .) 1. To preſs cloſe To HUMANIZE. v. a. ( humariſer , Fr. ) To
in an embrace . L'Eſtrange. 2. To fondle ;
ſoften ; to make ſuſceptive of tenderneſs or
to treat with tenderneſs. Mi,10x. 3. To hold
benevolence. Wotton .
HU'MAN
Сcc
fait. Atterbury.

HUM

HUN

HUMANKIND . S. (human and kind. ) The: gratifies his own humour. Spectater. 2 One
who has violent and peculiar paffions. Bacon.
race of man. Pope.
HUMANLY. adv. [ from buman .) 1. After the RU'MOROUS. a. (trom humour.) 1. Full of
groteſque or odd images . Addifon. 2. Capri
notions ofmen Atterbury 2. Kindly ; with
cious ; irregular.Dryden. 3. Pleaſant; jocular.
good na ure. Pope.
HUMBIRD. S. [ from hum and bird.] The hum
Ainſworth
HU'MOROUSL
Y. a. ( from butmorous ) 1. Meso
ming bird . Brown.
HUMBLE. a . {humili, Fr. bumilis , Lat.) 1
rily ; jocofely. Calamy, Swife. 2. With ca
Not proud ; modellt í not arrogant. Szenler,
price ; w.th whim ,
Shakeſp . 2. Low ; not high ; nou great Ciwi HUMOROUSNESS. P.[ rom bumorous.]Fickle
neſs ; capricious levity .
TO HUMBLE. v.
[ frim the adjective. I
To make humble ; to make fubmiffive Rigers . U MORSOME.a. (trom bumour. ) . Peeviſh ;
2. To cruſh ; to break ; to ſubdue Milion 3
petulant . 2. Ojd ; humorous Swift .
To make to condeſcend. Locke. 4. To bring HUMORSOMELY. adv. ( from bumer fome. ]
Peevithly ; petulantly .
down from an height. Hakewil .
HU'MBLEBEE . . [bum and bee.) A buzzing ( AU'MOUR. ) humor , Lat ) 1. Moiſure . Ray
2. The different kinds of moifture in man's
wild bee. Atterbury.
HUMBLEBEE . An herb. Ainſworth.
body ; plegm , blood, choler, and melancholy.
HUMBLEBEE Eater. $. A fy that cats the
Milton . 3. General turn or temper of mind.
Sidney 4. Preſent diſpoſition Dryden. 5 .
humblebee. Ainfwork.
Groteſque imagery ; jocularity ; merriment.
HUMBLENESS. /.(from humble .) Humility ;
6. Dileafed or morbid difpoftion . Temple. 7 .
abſence of pride. Bacen, Herbere.
Petulance ; peevithneſs. South. 8. A tricks
HU'MBLER ) . ( from k umble.) One that bum
a practice . Shakejp. 9. Caprice ; whim ; pre
bies or ſubdues himlelf or others.
HUMBLEMOUTHED.2.( humbie and mouth ) dominant inclination. Bacon.
TO HU MOUR . v. a . ( from the noun . ] 1. To
Mild ; meek. Shakeſp.
gratify ; to footh by compliance. Shakejp. 2.
HUMBLEPLANT. ). A ſpecies of lenſicive
plant . Mortimer.
To fit ; to comply with . Addison .
HUMBLES.S. Entrails of a deer.
HUMP. J. (corrupted perhaps from bump ) A
HUMBLESS. L. ( from bumble ) Humbleocls;
crooked back . Tatler .
humility . Spenſer :
HU MPBACK . S. [lump and back .) Crooked
HUMBLÝ. adv. (from Zumble.) 1. Without
back ; high ſhoulders . ' Taller.
pride ; with humility. Addijon. 2. Without HUMPBACKED. 2. Having a crooked back .
To HUNCH. v . a. ( bulch, German ) 1. To
height; without elevation
HU'MDRUM . a . ( from tum , drone.) Dull ;
Atrike or punch with the tifts. Arbuttxot. 2 .
dronilh ; stupid. Hadibras.
(Hooker , a crocked back , German .) To crook
the back. Dryden.
TO HUMECT.
sva . ( bumes? o,Lat.] To
To HUMECTATE .} wet ; to moiſten .Wile . AUNCHBACKED.a. lunch and back . ) Having
a crooked back . Arbuthnot .
HUMECTATION . ). [humectati -x, Fr ] The
HUNDRED . a. ( hund, hundred, Sax .) The
act of wetting ; moittening Brown.
nuniber confifting of een multiplied by ten.
HUMERAL . a . ( humerus, Lat.) Belonging to
Shakeſp.
the ſhoulder. Sharp .
HUMICUBATION.S. ( lumi and cabo, Lat.] HUNDRED.S. 1. A company or body confiling
The act of lying on the ground. Bramball.
of an hundred. Arbuthnot. 2 A canton or divi
HUMID.a. [humidus,Lat.)Wet; moiſt ; watery .
son of a country , perhaps once containing an
New !0 % .
hundred manors . ( Hundredum , low Lat.) Bac.
HUMIDITY.S. ( froin kumid .]Moiſture, or the HUNDREDTH. a . (hundpenteogopa, Sax.)
The ordinal of an hundred . Horher.
power of wetting other bodies. Ie differs from
preterise and part pel of hange
fluidity, depending altogether on the congruity HUNG,
Dryden The
of the component particles of any liquor to the
pores or ſurfaces of ſuch particular bodies as it HUNGER F. ( hungen , Sax .) 1. Defire of food ;
the pain telt from fasting Arburbnet. 2. Any
is capable of adhering to. Quincy.
HUMILIATION .] [French.j 1. Deſcent from
violent deſire . Decay of Prety.
greatneſs; act of humility. Hooker 2. Moro To HU NGER . or . (trom ihe noun .] 1. To
lification ; external expresſion of an and un
feel the pain of hunger Cowley. 2. To deſire
with great eagerncis Milion .
worthinele. Milton . 3. Abatement of pride.
HUNGERBIT .
so (bunger and bit .]
Swift.
HUMILITY. ſ. ( bumilis ', I'r.) 1 Freedom HU'NCERBITTEN ) Pained or weakened
from pride ; modetty ; not arrogance. Hooker .
with hunger. Milion.
2. Act of lubmifion . Davies.
HU NGERLY. 2. ( from lunger.) Hungry ; in
JIU MMER.S. 1 from bum | An applauder. Ain .
want of nouriſhment. Shakesp .
HUMORAL . 6. ( from bumour ) Proceeding HUʻNGERLY.aitz. With kteirappetite. Shake.
from humours. Harvey.
HU NGERSTARVED.a (hunger and fiarved )
HUMORIST . /.(humorista , Ital } 1. One who
Scarved with hunger ; piached by want of
conducte bingielsby bie owo fancy ; one who
food, Dryden .
HU'NGERED .

HUR
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HUNGERED 6. (from hunger .) Pinched by
to pain by ſome bodity harm . Walton .
waac of food. Bacon .
HURT.S. (from the verb . ] 1. Harm ; miſchie ?
Baker. 2. Wound or bruiſe. Hayward.
HU NGRILY adv. [from hungry ] With keen
HURTER. F. (from hurt . ) One that does harm .
appetite . Dryden .
HUNGRY. a. ( from bunger . ) 1. Feeling pain | HURTFUL . a . ( huri and full.] Miſchievous ;
pernicious. Dryden.
for want of focd. Locke. 2. Not fat ; not
fruit :ul, not prolifick ; more dilpoted to draw (HU'RTFULLY . adv. Tfrom burrful.) Mil
chievouſly ; perniciouſly.
than to impart. Mortimer.
HUNKS. / (hunſkur, fordid, Mandick .) A co- HURTFULNESS. f. [from huriful.) Mil
chievouinets ; perniciouſneſs .
verous iordid wretch ; a miler. Addijon.
TO HUNT. v . a . (huntian, Sax . ] 1. To chale To HURTLE. V.. [ buertir, Fr. ) Tofirmiſh ;
wild aniinals . Addiſon. 2. To purſue ; to
to run againſt any thing ; to joftle. Shuke, p .
follow cloſe. Harvey: 3. To fearch for. Spenſer To HURTLE. v . a . To move with violence or
4. To direct or manage hounds in the chale... impetuoſity. Spenfer.
Addijon
HU'RTLEBERRY. f. [hier! bar, Daniſh .)
To follow the chaſe.
Bilberry .
TO HUNT. 0. A.
Shakejp . 2. To purſue ; or fearch . Locke. HURTLESS. a . ( from burt. ) 1. Jonocent ;
harirleſs ; innoxious; doing no harm. Spenjer .
HUNT. ). (from the verb . 1. A pack of
hounds. Dryder. 2. A chale. Shakeſp. 3. 2. Receiving no hurt.
Purluit . Shakujp.
HU'RTLESSLY.adv. ( from hurtlefs .] Without
harm. Sidney.
HUNTER . ). [irom kuril 1. One who chaſes
animals for partime. Duries . 2. A dog that HURTLESSNESS.S . ( from berikſs .] Freedom
from any pernicious quality .
ſcents game or beaſts o : prey Shakep.
HUNTINGHORN ,J. ( reinting and horn .) A HUSBAND J. [bofsband, maſter, Daniſh ) 1 .
The correlative io a wiſe ; a inan married to
bugle ; a horn uled to cheer che hounds. Prior .
a woman . Locke. 2. The male of animals.
HONTRESS . (from hunter. ) A woman that
follows the chale Broome.
Dryden. 3. An æconomist ; a man thatknows
HUNTSMAN , S. (bunt and mor ) 1. One who
and practiles the methods of frugality and
profic Davies. 4. A ciller ofthe ground ; a
deligtes in she chaie. Waller . 2. The servant
Spenſer.
tarier.
L'Ej.
whole office it is to manage the chale.
To HUSBAND. v .a. (from the noun . ] 1. To
trange ,
HUNTSMANSHIP. F. ( from bunt/max.) The ſupply with an huſband. Skakejp 2. To ma
nage with frugalicy. Skakepp 3. Torill ; 10
qualificacions of a hunter. Donne.
HURDLE. Į (hýndel, Sax . ) A texture of cultivate the ground with proper management.
Bacon
Nicks woven together; a crate . Dryden.
HURDS. f.The refuſe of hemp or fax Ain /W HU’SBANDLESS. a . (from hufard ) Without
To HURL. V a . ( from buorli , to throw down, an hufoand. Sbakejp.
Illandick ) 1. To throw with violence ; LIU SBANDLY. a. ( from hufvand.) Frugal ;
drive impetucully. Ben Johnjon. 2. To utter thrity. Tullir.
with vehemence. [ hurler, Fr. To make an HUSBANDMAN . S. ( bufoand and man . ) One
who works in village. Broome.
howling or hideous noile.) Spenfer. 3. To play
HUSBANDRY. f. [lrum huſband.] 1. Tillage ;
at a kind of game . Carew .
HURL . L. ( from the verb ) Tumult ; riol ; manner of cultivating land. Locke. 2. Thrilts
frugality ; parlimony Swift . 3. Care of die
commotion Knolles.
HURLBAT F. (burland bor i Whirlbat. dini
meliick affairs. Shakeſp.
HURLER. Š. ( from burl. ] Onc that plays al HUSH . interj. (Withoutetymology ] Siience !
be still ! no noile ! Shakeſp .
hurling . Carew .
HURLWIND . ſ. (hurl and wind ) A wbiri- HUSH . a l'rom the interjcclion .) Sillifileat ;
quici . Shakejp.
wind ; a violeat gult Sandys.
11. Tumult ; commotion ; To HUSH w.n. (from the interjection ) To
HURLY.
bcftill ; to be filent Spenjer.
HURLYBURLY S buitle. Shakeſp.
HURRICANE . 11: Churaier, Span . A violent To HUSH . v. a . Tottill, iv til " , to quiet ;
HURRICANO S ſtorm , ſuch as isoften expe
to appeale. Oiway .
To HUSH up. v . a. To ſupp ef sá llence ; to
rienced in the eastern hemiphere. Adelijon
forbid to be mentioned. iope
To HU'RRY. v . a . [hergan, to plunder, Sax .]
To halten ; to pui into prec pitation or con. HUSHMONEY. B. Shein and money .) A bribe
to hinder information . Swift.
fuſion. Pepe
TO HURRY . V. %. To move on with preci- HUSK . /: [lwiefeh , Dutch.j The outmol in
tegument of truits . Bacon .
pitation Dryden.
HURRY. f. ( from the verb .) Tumult ; pre To HUSK . v.
(from the noun .) To prap
off the outwaid iniezuident.
cipitation ; commotion . Addijos
HURST. J. Chynst , Sax . ) A grove or thicket HUSKED . a. (from bux . ] Bearing aa hulk ;
covered with a hulk .
of trees . donjworth.
TO HURT . v.a. preter. I hurt ; part. part. 1 HUSKY. a . ( from buſz 1 Abounting in buks.
Þave burt. [hýnt, wounded , Sax .) ' i . To
Phirps.
HUSST
с с се
mikbier; to harm , Milton , 2. To wound
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HU'SSYS. [ corrupted from kouſewife .) A forry ¡ HYDROMANCY. S: [ wang and pareiz .} Pre
or bad woman . Southern.
diction by water. Ayliffe.
HUSTINGS. S. [husting, Sax . ) A council ; a HY'DROMEL.has (
and pédo.] Honey and
water . Arbui .
court held .
TO HUSTLE . v. a . ( perhaps corrupted from HYDROMETER . L. [ions and peétpor.) An
inſtrument to meaſure the extent of water .
burile.) To ſhake together.
HUSWIFE. S. corrupied from houſewife ) 1. HYDROMETRY. ) [ cling and uitpos ] The
A bad manager ; a lorry woman . Shakeſp. 2 . act of meaſuring the extent of water.
An economiſt ; a thrifty woman . Shakesp
HYDROPHOBIA . S. (iscototán. ] Dread of
To HUSWIFE. v. a . ( from the noun ) To
water. Quincy.
manage with economy and frugality. Dryden. HYDROPICAL. ? a . ( esporings.] Dropſical;
diſeated with extravaſated
HYDROʻPICK
Managt1.
HUSWIFERY. S. [ from buſwife.]
ment good or bad . Toler. 2. Management. water, Asbuibnet.
of rural buſineſs committed to women . Tuljer. HYDROSTATICAL. a . (ifve and çal.x ..)
HUT. S. ( hurte, Sax . bute, Fr.] A poor collage .
Relaring to hydroſtaticks; taught by hydro
ftaticks. Benily
Swifi, Thomion.
HUTCH.S. (hprcca, Sax . buche, Fr. ] A corn - HYDROSTATICALLY. adv. [ from bydrifi.
chelt. Mortimer.
atical. ) According to hydroftaticks. Beatley:
TO HUZZ. 07. To buzz ; to murmur .
HYDROSTATICKS. ). (song and suces: Iya
HUZZA '. interj. A ſhout ; a cry of acclamati .
drojłatique, Fr. ) The ſcience of weighing
fiuids ; weighing bodies in fluids.
on . L'Eſtrange.
To HUZZA' v . n . ( from the interjection.) To HYDROTICK . ( 286.) A purger ofwarır
or phlegm. Arbuibnoi.
utter acclamation. King.
To HUZZA '. v.o. To reccive with acclamati. HY'EN . ? . [byene, Fr. byæna, Lat ] An
00. Addifon.
HY'ENA. S animal like a wolf. Shakelp:
HYACINTHS
. [iáxiv.10.) 1. A plant. 2. HYGROMETER. S. [uzipós and peelpes ) An
The hyacinth is ihe ſame with the lapis lyncu
inftrument to meaſure the degrees of moiſture.
Arburbnor.
ring of the ancients. It is a lels thewy gem
than any of theother red ones , but not with- HYGROSCOPE. S. [trees and exoméx ) An in
out its beauty, though noc gaudy It is leidom
frument to thewihe moiſture and the drynels
ſmaller than a feed or hemp , or larger than a of the air, and to meaſure and eltimate the
nutmeg . Hill
quantity of either extreme. Quincy.
HYACINTHINE. a. [úaxidros .) Made of hy . HYLA'RCHICAL. B. forn and ofzo.) Pre
acinths,
fiding over ma'ler.
. A fpecies of dog. Shakeſp .
HY'ADES. S. [ videc .) A watery conſtellation. HYMY
HYADS 3 Dryden.
HYMEN. J. Cupenu ) 1. The god of marriage
HY'ALINE . a . (uzAmos. ] Glally ; cryftalline .
2. The virginal membrane.
Milton .
HYMENE'AL . 1. ( ipéavos.) A marriage
HYBRIDOUS. a . ( Ufpic; hybrida, Lat ! Be- HYMENEANS fong Pepe.
gotten between animals of different ſpecies. HYMENE'AL ? a. Pertaining to marriage.
Ray.
HYMENE'AN. S Pope.
HYDA'TIDES. S. ( from 28se.) Little traní- HYMN . S. Thymne, Fr. juros ) An eocomiaflick
parent bladders of water in any part ; molt
fong, or ſong of adoration to fome ſuperiour
common in croptical pe:fins. Quincy.
being . Spenſer,
HYDRA.S. A inooster with many heads, Nain To HYMN . v . a . (Ourém. ) To praiſe in fongi
by Hercules Dryden
to worſhip with hymns .
HYDRAGOGUES. J. [org and azt ; bydra- To HYMN. V. n. To ang ſongs of adoration,
Milion .
argue, F:-) Such medicines as occafion ene dil
charge of watry humours, which is generally HY'MNICK . e. Error ] Relating to hymns.
Dorne.
the caſe ofthe stronger catharticks Quincy.
HYDRAULICAL } a. ( trom bydraulicks.) To HYP.V.a. (from hypochondriack.) To make
HYDRAULICK . § Relating to the convey
melancholy ; to difpirit. Speclatsr.
ance ofwater through pipes Derhain.
HY PALLAGE. F. ' [uwahaya..) A figure by
HYDRAULICKS . Į plane, water, and dunes ,
which words change their cakes with each
a pipe. ] The ſcience of conveying water
other,
through pipes or conduits.
HYPER . P. A hypercritick . Prior.
HYDROCELE . [ uscounts; bydrocele, Fr.) A HYPE'RBOLA ). [ Hip and Bahnw. ) A ſection
watery rupture .
of a cone made by a plane, ſo that the axis of
HYDROCEPHALUS. [iowie and unpain ) A
the fection inclines to the oppoſite leg of the
droply in the head . Arbuitnor.
cone, which in the parabola is parallel to it,
HYDROGRAPHER . 1.cdng and ypáow. ] One
and in the eclipſis interſects it. Harris ,
who draws maps of the sea. Boyle.
HYPERBOLE./ (utripoon ] A figure in the
HYDROGRAPHY.S . ( isane and zpípu .] De
torick by which any thing is increaſid of
icription of the watery part of the terraqueous
diminiſhed beyond the exact cruth. He was so
globe.
gantin
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morality or religion. Philips.
gount, the caſe of a flagellet was a morfon
HYPOCKITICAL } a {from hipocrite.] Dif
for bim Stakep
HYPER BO'LICAL ) 6. [ from byperbola ) HYPOCRI TICK . S feinving ; in fincere ;ap
HYPERBOLICK . } 1. Belonging to the pearing differently from the reality . Rogers.
hyperbola. Grew. 2. ( From hyperbole.) Exag- HYPOCRITICALLY. adv. (from ‘bypocrisi
cal. ) with diffimulation ; without fincerity .
gerating or extenuating beyond fact. Boyle.
Go of the Tougue.
HYPERBOLICALLY adv. (from hyperboli
ca !.) 1. In forin of an hyperbnile . 2. With ex- HYPOGASTRICK . a. (ito and fação. Sest
aggeration or extenuation. Broome .
ed in the lower part of the belly Wiſeman.
HYPERBOʻLIFORM a ( hyperbola and forma ) HYPOGEUM./. Tioand yn ] A name which
Having the form , or neðsly the form of the che ancient architects gave to cellars and
vaules. Harris.
hyperbola.
HYPERBOREAN . S ( hiperborews, Lat . ] Nor- HYPOSTASIS. P. [ uwisasis. ] 1. Diftina fub
thero .
tance . 2. Perſonality. A term uſed in be
HYPERCRITICK.F . (57p and refitixos.) A cri doctrine of the Holy Trinity. Hanimind.
tick exact or captious beyond uſe or reaſon. Dr. HYPOSTATICAL . a. (hypflar:que, Fr. from
HYPERCRITICAL, G. ( from byfercritick .)
bipoliafis. j .. Contitutive ; conftituent as dira
Critical beyond uſe. Swift.
tinct ingredients. Boyle. 2. Pertonal ; dita
cinctly perional
HYPERMETER , I. [inip and pérgov.] Any
thing greater than the standard requires Addi. HYPOTENU'SE. J. [irdevesu . ) The line that
HYPERSARCOSIS. l. 1 urspapka 5.5. ) The
lubrends the right angle of a righe-angled tri
angle ; the fubienſe. Locke.
growth offungous or proud Aeth. Wiſeman ,
HÝ PHEN. S. Lugin. ) A note of conjunction : HYPOʻTHESIS. P. (UTOS $75.) A ſuppoſition ;
as, vir que, ever- living.
a fyftem formed upon ſome principle not prov
HYPNO'TICK . ſ. ( 740 ;.] Any medicine that
ed . Suih.
induces leop.
HYPOTHE TICAL a. ( hypothetique, I'r.
HYPOCHONDRES. (ÜToxorpion.) The two HYPOTHETICK .
from bypastefos. Includ .
regions lying on each lide the careiiago eon
ing a fuppoſition ; conditional. Wants
formis, and th le of the ribs, and the tip of HYPOTHE TICALLY. adv . (trom hyporherie
the breaſt , which have in one the liver , and in cal.] ligon ſupporsion ; conditionally Broome.
HYRST ,
the other the ipleen . Quincy.
from the Saxon hynst, a wood.
HYPOCHONDRIACAL ? ( from hypochon- HURST,
Gib; UN .
HYPOCHONDRIACK . ) dres.) 1. Melan- HERST,
choly ; diſordered in the imagination. Decay HYSSOP.S . (by -pus, Lat.) A plant . It halb
of Prety : 2. Producing melancholy Bacis .
been a great dı.pute, whether the hydrop come
HY POCIST. J. ( 17.04.15 .) Hypociſ is an in.
monly known is the fame which is men:ioned
in Scrip! ure . Miler .
fpiffated juice in large flat mailes, coufidera
bly hard and heavy, of a fioe thining black HYSTERICAL ? a . (verpinis.] 1. Troubled
colour, when broken. It is an astringent me- HYSTERICK . ) with tits ; diturdered in the
dicine of confiderable power. Hill.
regions of the wornb. Harvey. 2. Proceeding
HYPOCRISY. I. [ hypocrifie, Fr. iTÓMpx?Is. ) ! from disorders in the womb . Pspe.
Diſſimulation with regard to the moral or re- ; HYSTERICKS. / [058px ; } Fits of women ,
Suppoled to proceed from dilorders in the
Tigious character Dryden, Swift.
wonib.
HYPOCRITE. F. (in supiinis ] A diſſembler in

I.
I

JAC

Is in Engliſh conſidered both as a vowel and
gen. me ; plural we, gen. us 1. The pronoun
I conionant . I vowel has a long ſound, as fine,
of the Grit perfon , nyjelf. Shakeſp. 2. I is
iline, which is ulually marked by an e final ;
more than once in Stakespear, written for dy ,
or
yes
and a Mort found, as fin, thin. Prefixed to e
it makes a diphthong of the fame found with TO JABBER 7 , (gabberen, Durch .) To talk
the bili, or double e , ee : thus field, yield , are
idly, without thinking ; to chatter. Swifi.
Spiken as feeld , yeeld. Subjoined to a ore
JABBERER. L. (tror jabber.j One who la hs
makes them long , as fail, neigh. The found
isarticulately or usintelligibiy. Hudibras.
of , before another i, and at the end of a word, JACENT,
W0110n . a. ( jacens , Lai , Lying at length .
is always expreiled by y.
confonant has in
variably the same found with that of g in giJACINTH (from Hyacinth , as Jeruſaler , for
Hierufalem .) 1. 1 he same with hyacinth 2 .
ani ; a: jade .
A gem of a deep reddith yellow approaching to
I promein perfonal. S. [ik, Gothick ; ic, Sax.] I,
a fiame
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HU'SSYS. [corrupted from houſewife.) A forry | HYDROMANCY. S: [ Sarg and patteiz.] Pre
or bad woman . Southerni.
diction by water. Myliffe.
... [iew and pédo.] Honey and
HU STINGS. S. [husting, Sax . ) A council ; a HY'DROMEL
r . Arburbno :
wate
court held.
To HUSTLE . v. o . [perhaps corrupted from HYDROMETER. L. [ide and pétpor.) An
inſtrument to meaſure the extent of water.
burile .) To Thake together .
HUSWIFE . S. corrupted from houſewife ) . HYDROMETRY. J. [itwe and peetpos.] The
A bad manager ; a lorry woman . Shake}p . 2 . act of meaſuring the extent of water.
Ao ceconomiſt ; a thrifty woman . Sbatejp.
HYDROPHOBIA. S. [ idsomobóz.] Dread of
To HUSWIFE . v. a. ( from the noun ) To water. Quincy
manage with economyand frugality. Dryden. HYDROPICAL. 2 a . (Udporomis .] Dropſical;
HUSWIFERY.S . [from bujwife.) i . Managt- HYDROPICK Ś diſeated with extravaſated
ment good or bad . Tafer. 2. Management.
water. Arbuthnot,
of rural buſineſs committed to women. Tuffer. HYDROSTATICAL. a . ( edwz and salina.)
HUT. S. [hurte, Sax . bure , Fr.) A poor collage.
Relating to hydroſtaticks; taught by hydro
ftaticks. Benily
Swifi, Thomion.
HUTCH.S. (hprcca,Sax . bucke, Fr. ) A corn- HYDROSTA TICALLY. adv. [ from bydreff
cheſt. Morlimer .
atical.) According to hydroſtaticks. Bentley;
TO HUZZ.1. To buzz ; to murmur .
HYDROSTATICKS. } [idwo and satian : by
HUZZA'. interj. A ſhout ; a cry of acclamati
droſtatique, Fr. ) The ſcience of weighing
on . L'Eſtrange.
fiuids ; weighing bodies in fuids.
TO HUZZA' v.n. (from the interjection .) To HYDROTICKÝ resowe.) A purger ofwater
ulter acclamation . King.
or phlegm . Arbuihnoi.
TO HUZZA '. v.a. To receive with acclamati- HY'EN. ? 1. (byene, fr. byæna, Lat ] An
HY'ENA . } animal like a wolf. Shakeſp:
00. Addiſon.
HYACINTH . S. [ iáxiv.G .) 1 . A plant. 2. HYGROMETER. L. ( izpis, and yelpsw.). An
inſtrument to meaſure the degrees of moiſture,
The hyacinth is che ſame with the lapis lyncu
Arbuthnot .
ries of the ancients. It is a leſs lewy gem
than any oftheother red ones , but not with . HYGROSCOPE.S. ( Orços and Exonéw ] An in
out its beauty, though not gaudy It is feidom
ſtrument to ſhew che moiſture and the dryneſs
Smaller than a leed of hemp , or larger than a of the air, and to meaſure and eſtimate the
nutmeg . Hill.
quantity of either extreme. Quincy.
HYACINTHINE. c . [ úaxi3 :05.) Made of hy- HYLARCHICAL. e. (inn and agxo.) Pre
acinths.
ſiding over matter .
HY'ADES.
HYADS } r breytilel
Dryden. A watery conſtellation. HYMN. J.persones af dosethe
The leader
god of marriage
HY'ALINE . a . (uz novos. ] Glally ; cryſtalline.
2. The virginal membrane.
Milton .
HYMENE'AL. ? L. ( ipéavos .] A marria.e
HYBRIDOUS. 2. ( iepus; hybrida, Lat ! Be- HYMENE'AN . S fong Pope.
gotten between animals of different ſpecies. HYMENE'AL ? a. Pertaining to Ta .
Ray.
HYMENE'AN. S Pope.
HYDA'TIDES. f. [from 28rp.] Little tranf- HYMN. S. Thymne, Fr. üreves ) Ani'
parent bladders of water in any part ; moſt
ſong , or ſong of adoration to
cominon in croptical perfins. Quincy.
being . Spenjer,
HYDRA.S: A monſter with many heads, Nain To HYMN. v. a. (onezés:}
by Hercules Dryden.
to worſhip with hymn .
HY DRAGOGUES. S. [ions and 230 ; hydra- To HYMN. V. n. To
39020, F:) Sacă medicines as occalion the dira
Milon .
charge of watry humours, which is generally HY'MNICK O
Donne.
the caſe of the dironger catharticks Quincy:
HYDRAULICAL 7 a. [ from bydraulicks ) T. HIP
HYDRAULICK . § Relating to the convey .
ance of water through pipes Derhain .
HYDRAULICKS.
poing, water, and ázacs. !
a pipe . ) The ſcience of conveying " I's,
through pipes or conduiis .
HYDRÖCELE . [ usccunian ; b ;drocele, Fr ]
watery rupture .
HYDROCEPHALUS. !. [come and xn ; ;
droply in the head . Arbuitnoi.
HYDROGRAPHER . J. Love and p
who draws maps of the lea. Borts
HYDROGRAPHY. S. Ci sono and
********
ſcription of the watery part of the
globe.
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som idrom .) Peculiar
1 tvngue ; phraſeologi

|ss . 3 and 5690 ;.) A pri
rither depends on nor pro
tuinty.
1
PY J | 12: ,có , and xp3333
siper or diſposition not common
Wincy:
SIVTEs] A fool; a natural; a
Los Sandys
fpiffated Esr .
SM . [ dovi.credi ] 1. Peculiarity of,
bly hard at r *
reilicn. Hak . 2. Fully ; natural imbe
colour, stumps
sy of mind.
dicine gérer
HYPOCRIST
LE..o [ydel, Sax .) Lazy ; averſe from
Diffum
labour. Bull. 2. Not buſy ; at leiſure. Skak.jp
3. Unactive ; not employed. Addijex 4. Uſe
ligious oras
HY POCRITE .
leſs; vain ; ineffectual. Dryder. 5. Worth
lets i barren ; nut pro.luctive of good. Shakeſp.
6. Trding ; of no imporçance. Hioker.
***, doc
Co I'DLE . u. n. To lore gjine in lazineſs and in
Diet
activity. Prior.
w]
IDLIHEADED. a. ( idle and bead. ) Fooliſh ;
unrezfogable . Corew .
ice hanging I'DLENESS./.
( from idle.) 1. Lazineſs ; Doth ;
Nuggithneſs ; averſion from labour. South. 2.
state of generat
Absence of employment Solney. 3. Q :million
of bulinels . Sriteip 4. Unimportadce ; trie
e or repreſentation
vialneſs. 5. Inefficacy ; uſcleíineſs. 6 Bar
rennet;; worthlestreſs. 7. Unreafonableneſs;.
-370222516.) A breaker
want of Judgment. Bacom
conologie, Fr. lixiv and 2. IDLER ' Cirom solle.) A lazy perſon ; a luge
ne of picture or repreſenta gard. Raleigh.
I'DLY. adv. (trorn idle ) 1. Lazily ; witbous
employment. Shakelp. 2. Foolihly ; in à
isterus, Lat.) 1. Afflicted
manner. Prior. 3. Carclelly ; without
Floyer. 2. Goad againil' trifling
attention. Prior . 4. laefectually ; yaioly .
Horner
.
ull of ice ; cold ; frore
from paflion, Sharelf IDOL. 1. (idarnor ; idolem , Lat ) 1. An image
wordipped
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JEO
worſhipped as God. 1. Mac. 2. A counter- | danger. 2 Mar.
feit. Zech. 3. An image. Dryder 4. A re- JEOPARDOUS. a. ( from jespardy ) Hazard
ous ; dangerous.
prefeutation . Spencer. 5. One loved or ho
JEOPARDY. f. ( jeu perdu .) Hazard ; dan
noured to adoration. Derbam .
IDOʻLATER. L. ( ideolatra, Lat .) One who ger ; peril. Bacon
a greccan , Sax .) To frike
pays divine honours to images; one who wor- TO JERK.
with a quick ſinart blow ; to laſh ; Swife.
fhips for God ibai which is not God. Bentley.
TO IDOLATRIZE. v . 6 (from idolater .) To To JERK . º .« Toftroke up. Dryden.
JERK . /. ( from the verb. ) 1. A ſmart quick
worſhip idols. Ainſworth.
IDOLATROUS. ä. from idolater.) Tending laſh. Dryden. 2. A ſudden ſpring ; a quick
jolt that ſhocks or ſtarts. Ben Johnſon,
to idolatry ; compriſing idolatry. Peacham .
IDOʻLAT KOUSLY. adv. [from idolsirous.) In JE'RKEN / cyntelkin , Sax . ) A jacket ; a
Thort coat. South
an idolatrous manner . Hocker.
IDOLATRY. J. ido olatria , Lat. ) The wor ! !ERKIN. S. A kind ofhawk. Ainſworib.
JERSEY. I.[ from the iſland of Jerliy, where
Tip of images. Souik .
I'DOLIST. ) . [from idol.) A worſhipper of ima mach yarn is fpun .] Fine yarn orwool.
JESS. f. ( gesle, Pr.) Shore fraps of leather died
gts. Milion .
TO I'DOLIZE . v . a . ( from idal.) To love or about ine legs of a hawk , with which ſhe is
helit on the fint
reverence to adoration . Denham .
IDONEOUS. a. ( rdoneus, Lat . ) Fit ; proper ; | JESSAMINF.f. (See JASMINE . ) A fragrant
flower . Spenſer.
convenient. Boyle.
JERU'SALEM Artichokes. !. Sunflower, of
IDYL. f. [tiêudasov.) A ſmall ſhort poem.
they are a species . Mortimer.
which
I. E. for id eft, or that is. Locke.
JE'ALOUS. a. ( jaloux , fr. ] 1. Suſpicious in TO JEST. v. n . ( gefticular, Lat.) To divert or
love. Dryden . 2. Emulcus; full of compt
make merry by words or actions. Shakeſp.
ution . Dryden . 3. Zealouſly cautiousagainst JEST. L. (from the verb ) .. Any thing ludi
diſhonour. 1. Kings. 4. Suspiciouſly vigilant. crous, or meantonly to raiſe laughter . Till-tſ.
Clarendon. 5 Sulpiciouſly careiul. Bacon .6.
2. The object of jeits ; laughing . Itock . Sbak .
3. Manner of doing or speaking ieigoed, not
Sulpicioul.y carelol. Swife.
Teal . Grew.
JE'A LOUSLY. adv . (from jealous.] Suſpicioul JESTER. f. [ from je i ! ! One giren to mere
ly ; emulouſlyS.. . from jealous.) The ſtate riment and pranks . Słahelp.
JEALOUSNES
2. Ore given
to forcatin . Swift. 3. A bufoon ; jackpuding.
o being jealous. King Charles .
Spenjer.
JElove.
ALOUSY:
J. 2.
( jaloufe,
Fr.)fear.
1. Suſpicion
Suipiciou
Dryden.
Clarend.in
s
n. JET. J. Jager, Saxon ; gagales, Lat.) 1. Je!
is a very beautiful ioflil, o: a firm and very e.
, vigilance,
or ; rivalry.
Sutriciou
to make ven fructure, and of ſmooth ſurface ; touod
to Asut
. To ſcoff;
. v.s ncaution
Tu3.JEER
in mailes, lodged in clay . liis of a finedeep
mock Herberi, Taylor.
TO JEER . v . a. To treat with ſcoffs Howel
black colour, having a giain reſembling that
of wood. Hill Drayion , Sevift. 2. ( Jei , Fr. }
JEER ). ( irom the verb. ] Scofi; taunt ; biling
A ſpout or ſhoot of water Blackmore. 3. A
jeſt; Mout. Swif !,
JEERER . ] (from jeer.) A ſcoffer ; a ſcorner ;
yard. Oblolete . Tujer.
TO JET. v. n. jeiter, Fr. ) 1. To ſhoot for .
a maceker.
ward ; to ſhoot out ; lo protrude ; to jut out.
JEERINGLY. adv. ( ísom jeering.) Scornful
Sbakeip. 2. To ſtrut ; to agirate the body by
ly ; contemptuoully: Dirham . din /worth.
a proud gait. Stake,p . 3. To jolt ; to be
JEGGET.J. A kind of faulage.
thaken . Wileman .
JEHOVAH. A. [ 177] The proper name of JE'TSAM . ) f. ( jetter, Fr. ) Goods which ,
Hebrew language .
God
in
the
JEJUNE. a. jejunus, Lat.) 1. Wanting ; ' JE'TSON.S having been cart over board in a
empty ; vacanı ; Bacon . 2. Huogry ; not lide storm , or a ter thipwreck , we thrown upon
the ſhore . Bailey.
tarak d. Brown .S. (from
3. Dry ;jejune.jn
unaffecting.
Boyle.; JETI Y. . (tron jet.] 1. Maje of jot .
. Penuiy
JFJUNENESS.
poverty. Bacon 2 Drynels ; want ot matter Black as jet . Brown.
JE WEL . j. ( joyaux, Fr. jeweelen , Durch . i .
that can engage the attention .
JE'LLIED a Clutinous, brought to a ſtate of Any ornament of great value, uled common
Ty ofluch as are adorned with precious ſtones.
viſcoſity.Clsaveland.
South 2. A precious ſtone ; a gern. Pope.
JELLY I. gelaunum, Lat.) See Celly . 1 .
3. A name of toodnets . Shakeſp.
glutinouſness
of
Any thing brought to a state
aou vicoliry . Stakejp. 2. Sweetmeat made JEWEL -HOUSE, or Office I. The place where
the regal ornaments are repoſsed Scake .
by boiling lugar.. Pope .
JENNELING.
corrupted trom Jureting ] JEWELLER. J. [ from jetuel.) One who iral
A fpecies of apple fooa ripe. Mortimer .
fick in precious ones. Bogie.
JENNET./.[See Gannit .) A Spawith horſe. JEWS EARS. / ( from its relemblance of the
human ear. Stirner .) A rengus, tough and
Prior .
thin ; and naturally, while growing, of a
TO JE OPARD , 0. e . To bazard ; to put in
rumpled
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Ignorantly made or done. Shakeſp
runpled figure, like a fat and variouſly
hollowed cup ; from an inch to two inches in IGNORANT. S. One uplaught, unlettered ,
uninſtructed. Denbam.
length , and about two thirds of its length in
breadth. The common people cure themelves I'ONORANTLY.adv. (from ignorant.) With
out knowledge ; unſkilfully ; without informa
of fore throats with a decoction of it in milk .
tion . Dryden .
Hill.
JEWS - MALLOW S. (corchorus , Lat.)An herb . To IGNO'R E.v.a. [ ignorer, Fr.) Not to knowi
to be ignorant of. Boyle
JEWS- STONE . F. An extraneous foffil, being
the elevated ſpine of a very large egg-ſhaped IGNOʻSCIBLE. a. [ ignofcibilis, Lat.] Capable
of pardon.
ſea -urchin, petrified by long lying in the earth .
It is of a regular figure , oblong and rounded, JIG . f. ( giga, Italian .) A light careleſs dance,
ſwelling in the middle, and gradually tapering
or iune. Spenſer, Pope.
to each end . Hill,
To JIG . v.n. (from the noun. ) To dance care
leſly ; to dance. Locke.
JEWS-HARP.S. A kind of muſical inſtrumeni
held between the teeth .
JIGMAKER. f. ( jig and make.) One who
IF . conjunction . [71F , Sax . ) 1. Suppoſe that
dances or playsmerrily. Shakelp.
Whether or no . JIGGUMBOB. Š. (a cant word. ) A trinket ; a
allowing that . Hooker.
knick- knack . Hudibras.
Prior. 3. Though I doubt whether ; ſuppoſe
ic be granted that. Boyle.
JILT. S : (perhaps from gillet, or gillot, the di
IGNEOUS. a . [igneus, Lat.) Fiery ; containing
minutive of gill, the ludicrous name for a
woman. ] 1. A woman who gives her lover
fire ; emitting fire. Glanville.
IGNIPOʻTENT. a. [ ignis
hopes , and deceives him . Oiway. 2. A name
potens , Lat. )
otcontempt for a woman. Pope.
Preſiding over fire. Pope.
IGNIS FATUUS S. ( Latin .) Will with the To JILT. v . a . ( from the noun .) To trick a
wilp ; Jack with the lantern.
man by flattering his love with hopes. Locke.
ToIGNITE. v. a. (from ignis , Lat.) To To JI'NGLE. v. n. To cliok ; to found corre
kindle ; to ſet on fire . Grew ,
fpondently. Shakeſp.
IGNITION.S: [ ignition, Fr.) The act of kind JINGLE / ( from the verb ) : . Correſpondent
ſounds. Dryden. 2. Any thing founding ; a
ling , or of ſetting on fire. Boyle.
IGNI'TIBLE . a . ( from ignité.) Inflammable ; rattle ; a bell. Bacon.
capable of being ſet on fire, Brown.
ILE./ ( aiſle, Fr. ) A walk or alley in a church
or publick building. Pope.
IGNI'VOMOUS a. ( igrivomus, Lat.) Vomit
ILE. I. [aille, Fr. ) An ear of corn .
ing fire. Derbam.
IGNOBLE. a. (ignobilis, Lat.) 1 . Mean of ILEUS. J. Latin. ) The twiſting of the guts .
birth ; not noble. Dryden. 2. Worthleſs ; not Arbuthnot.
I LEX./ ( Latin .] The ſcarlet oak .
deſerving honour. Shakejp .
IGNOBLÝ, adv [fromignoble. Ignominiouſly ; ILIAC . a . (iliacus, Lat.) Relating to the lower
bowels. Floyer .
meanly ; diſhonourably. Dryden.
IGNOMINIOUS . a. [ignominieux, Fr. igno- I'LIAC Pallion. S. A kind of nervous cholick ,
whoſe ſeat is the ilium, whereby that gut is
minialus , Lat . ) Mean ; ſhameful ; reproachful.
Milion .
twiſted , or one part enters the cavity of the
IGNOMI’NIOUSLY . adv . (from ignominious ! part immediately below or above.
Meanly :fcandalouſly ; diſgracefully . South. ILK . adv. ( ealc, Sax.) Eke ; allo. It is ſtill
I'GNOMINY. J. [ignominia, Lat .) Diſgrace; retained in Scotland . ilk one of you , every
ore of you . It alſo ſignifies the l'ame; as,
reproach , ſhame. Milton .
IGNORA MUS.S. (Latin .) 1. Ignoramus is a
Macintiß of that ilk , denotes a gentleman
word properly uſed by the grand inqueſt im .
whole ſurname and the title of his eftate are
pannelled in the inquiſition of cauſes criminal the ſame.
and publick ; and written upon the bill.ILL a . (contracted from Eviz. ) 1. Bad in any
whereby any crime is offered to their contide
reſpect ; contrary to good , whether phyfical
ration , when they miliike their evidence a :
or moral; evil . Bacon . 2. Sick ; diſordered ;
defective, or too weak to make good the pre
not in health. Temple.
fentment ;all inquiry upon that party, for that ILL . L. 1. Wickedneſs. Bacon . 2. Misfortune ; ,
fault, is thereby itopped, and 'he delivered
milery. Tale.
Cezwell. 2. A fooliſh fellow ; avain uninttructed Ill adv . 1. Not well ; not rightly in any re
ſpect. Dryilen . 2. Not eatily. Milton.
pretender . Sowth .
IGNORANCE . J.lignorance, Fr.) 1. Want o ILL , ſubſtantive or adverb, is uied in compoſition
to expreſs any bad quality or condition .
knowledge ; unikillulneſs. Borker. 2 Wante
external effects, ir ll, before wordsbegioning with I, fiands for in.
knowicige diſcovered
ILLA CHRYMABLE a Lillachrymabilis,Las ]
this ienie it hasa plural. Com. Prayer.
IGNORANT, a. fignorans , Lat. ) 1 . Wan
Incapable ofweeping. Diel .
ting koowledge ; unlearned ; uninitructed ILLA PSE . S (iliapjus, Lat ) 1. Gradual im
million or entrance of one thing into another.
Shakesp . 2 Unknown ; undiſcovered . Shokep
3 Without knowledge of tome particular, Norris.' ' 2. Sudden attack ; calual cming.
Tams .
Bacon . 4. Unacquainted with. Dryden. 5
Dd
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TO ILLA'QUEATE. v. a. [ illaqueo , Lat.) To'ILLNA’TURE. S. [ill and nature.) Habitual
malevolence. South.
entangle ; to entrap ; to enſnare. More.
ILLA QUEATION . S. (from illaqueate.} 1. ILLNA'TURED . a. ( from illnature.) 1. Habi
The act ofcatching or enſnaring. Brown. 2 .
tually malevolent; wanting kindneſs or good
A ſnare ; any thing to catch.
will ; miſchievous. South . 2. Untractable ;
ILLATION.ſ. (illatio, Lat.) Inference; con
not yielding to culture Philips.
ILLNA'TUREDLY. adv. (from illnatured. ) In
cluſion drawn from premiſes. Locke.
I'LLATIVE.a. ſillatus, Lat .] Relating to illa
a peevith , froward manner.
tion or concluſion . Watis.
ILLNA'TUREDNESS. ſ . ( from illnatured .)
ILLA'UDABLE . a. ( illaudabilis, Lat.] Un
Want of kindly diſpoſition.
worthy of praiſe or commendation. Millon. ILLO'GICAL. 6. (in and logical ) 1. Ignorant
ILLAUDABLY, adv. ( from illaudable.) Un
or negligent of the rules of reaſoning. Walton .
2. Contrary to the rules of reaſon. Decay of
worthily ; without deſerving praiſe. Broome.
ILLEGAL . a. ( in and legalis, Lat .] Contrary
Piety.
to law . Swift.
ILLO'GICALLY. adv. ( from illogical.) In a
ILLEGA'LITY. S. ( from illegal.] Contrariety to manner ceoli ary tothe laws of argument.
law . Clarendon .
To ILLU DE. v . a . (illudo, Lat.) To deceive ;
ILLEGALLY . adv. ( from illegal ) la a manner
to niock . Spenſer.
contrary to law .
To ILLUME. v . a. ( illuminer , Fr.) 1. To en
ILLE'GIBLE . a . (in and legibilis, from lego,
lighten ; to illuminate. Shakeſp. 2. To bright
Lat.) What cannot be read Howel.
en ; to adorn.Thomſon .
ILLEGITIMACY.S. ( from illegitimate .] State To ILLU'MINE. v . a [illuminer. Fr.) 1. To
of baſtardy .
enlighten ; to ſupply with light Milton 2 .
ILLEGI TÍMATE a . (in and legitimus, Lat.) To
decorate ; to adorn Pope.
Unlawfully begotten ; not begotten in wed- To ILLUMINATE . v. a . ( illuminer, Fr.) 1 .
lock . Cleavelard .
To enlighten ; to ſupply with light. Spenfer .
ILLEGITIMATELY adv. (from illegitimate .)
2. To adorn with feltal lamps or bonfires. 3 .
Not in wedlock
enlighten intellectually with knowledge
To
ILLEGITIMATION . S [from illegitimate.) or grace.
Sandys. 4. To adorn with pictures
or initial leuers of various colours. 5. To
The Itate of one not begotten in wedlock.
Bacon .
illuſtrate. Watts .
ILLE VIABLE. adv. [lever, Fr.) What cannot ILLUMINATION.S. (illuminatio,Lat.] 1. The
be levied or exacted . Hale.
act of ſupplying with light. 2. That which
ILLFAVOURED . a . Deformed .
gives light. Rule gh. 3. Feltal lights hung out
ILLFAVOUREDLY. adv. With deformity .
as a token of joy. Dryden. 4. Brightneſs ;
ILLFAVOUREDNESS. S. Deformity.
{plendour. Felton. 5. Infuſion of intellectual
light; know.edge or grace. Hooker.
ILLIBERAL . a. [illiberalis, Lac.) 1. Not noble ;
not ingenuous. King Charles. 2. Not munfi- ILLUMINATIVE < .(illuminatif, Fr. from ills
minate.jHaving the power to give light. Digby.
cent ; not generous; ſparing. Woodward.
ILLIBER A’LITY.S.(trum illiberal.] Parfimo- ILLUMINATOR.J. (from illuminate.) ! . One
ny ; oiggardlineſs. Bacon .
who gives light. 2. One whole buſinets is lo
ILLI BERALLY. adv . (from illiberal.] Diſin
decorate books with pictures at the beginning
genuouſly ; meanly. Decay of Piety .
of chapters. Felton,
ILLICIT. 2. (olicitus, Lat. illicité, Fr. ) Un- ILLUSION . S. (illufio, Lat.) Mockery; falſe
lawful.
ſhow ; counterfeit appearance; errour. Skakelp.
To ILLIGHTEN . v . m . [ in and lighten ] TO ILLUSIVE, a . (from iliwfus, Lat.) Deceiving
enlighien ; to illuminate . Raleigh .
by talle ſhow . Blackmore.
ILLIMITABLE. a. (in and limes, Lat.) That I'LLUSORY. a. ( illujoire, Fr.] Deceiving i
which cannot be bounded or limited . Thomſon. fraudulent. Locke.
ILLIMITABLY. adv.'(from illimitable.]With- To ILLUSTRATE. v. a . (i luftro, Lat. ) 1. To
out lulcepibilicy of bounds
brighten with light. 2. To brighten with ho
jour. Millon. 3. To explain ; to clear ; to
ILLIMITED . ,illimit ,Fr.) Unbounded ; in
tarminibie .
elucidate Brown .
ILLIMITEDNESS L. ( from illimised.) Ex- ILLUSTRATION.S. ( from illustrate.) Expla.
emption 'iem aii bounds. Clarendon .
nation ; elucidation; expolition L'Eſtrange.
ILIITERATE. a. ( illiverotus, Lat. ) Unleto ILLU'STRATIVE. a ( trom jiluſtrate.] Having
lered , untaught; unlearned . Wollon.
į the quality of elucidating or clearing Brown.
ILLI TERATENESS ! (irom illiterate.) Want ILLUSTRATIVELY . adv. (from illuſtrative.)
of learning ignorance of ſcieoce. Boyk.
By way of explanation. Brown.
ILLITERATURE.. ( in: and literature ] Want ILLUSTRIOUS a.(illuftris,Lat.,Conſpicuous ;
of learning A, live
noble ; eminent for excellence, South
I'LLNESS . ): [ from ill.) 1. Badneſs orinconve- ILLUSTRIOUSLY.adv (i romillustrious.)Con
nience of any kind, naturalor moral. Locke. spicuouſly ; nobly ; eminency.Atterbury , Pope.
2. Sickneſs ; nalady ; diſorder of health . ILLUSTRIOUSNESS J. Jirom illuftrsous.] E
Asterbury. 3. Wickedneſs. Shakeſp.
mincace ; aobility ; grandeur.
I'M
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I'M . Contracted from lam.
to confidence ; to encourage. Shakeſp.
IM is uſed commonly, in compoſition, for in be- To IMBOʻSOM . v.a. ( from bojom ) 1. To hold
fore mute letters.
on the bofum ; to cover fondly with the folds
IMAGE. S. [image, Fr. imago, Lat.) 1. Any of one's garment. Milton. 2. To admit to
the heart, orto affection. Sidney.
corporeal repreſentation, generally uſed of Ita
tues ; a ſtatue ; a picture. South. 2. An idol ; TO IMBOʻUND. v. a . (from bound.) To in
cloſe ; to ſhut in. Shakeſp .
a falſe god. 3. A copy ; repreſentation ; like
neſs. Shakeſp. 4. Semblance ; ſhow ; appear. To IMBOW. v. 0. ( from bow .) To arch ; to
vault. Milton ,
ance. Shakeſp. 5. An idea; a repreſentation
IMBOʻWMENT . S. [ irom imbew .) An arch ;
of any thing to the mind . Watts.
vault. Bacon .
To I'MAGE . v. a . ( from the noun .) To copy
To IMBOʻWER. v. a. ( from bswer. ) To cover
by the fancy ; to imagine . Dryden.
IMAGERY: J. ( from image.] 1. Senſible re
with a bower ; to ſhelter with trees. Thomſon .
preſentacion ; pictures; ftatues. Spenſer. 2. TO IMBRANGLE. v. a. To iotangle. A low
Show ; appearance. Prior, Rogers. 3. Copies word . Hudibras.
of the fancy ; falſe ideas ; imaginary phan- IMBRICATED. a. (from imbrex , Lat.) la
taſms. Atterbury. 4. Repreſentations in writ- dented with concavities.
IMBRICATION. §. ( imbrex , Lat.) Concave
ing . Dryden .
indenture. Der bam
IMAGINABLE. o. (imaginable, Fr.) Poffible
To IMBROʻWN. v. a. ( from brown.) To make
to be conceived . Tillotfor.
brown ; to darken ; to obſcure ; to cloud.
IMA GINANT..(imaginant, Fr.) Imagining ;
Milton , Pope.
forming ideas, Bacon .
IMA’GINARY.a. imaginaire ,Fr.]Fancied ; vi- TO IMBRU'É . v. a. ( from in and brue.] 1. To
ſteep; to ſoap ; to wetmuch or long. Clariſa.
fiopary ; exiſting only in the imagination . Ray.
IMAGINATION . ). [ imaginatio, Lal. ]
2. To pour; to emit moiſture. Obſolete Spenſ.
Fancy , the power of forming ideal pictures; To IMBRUʻTE. v. a . ( from brute.) To de
the power of repreſenting ihings 'abſent to
grade to brutality. Milton .
one s ſelf or others. Dennis, Pope 2. Con . To IMBRUTE , 0.n. To link down to bruta
litv . Milion.
ception ; image in the mind ; idea. Sidney. 3 .
Contrivance ; ſcheme. Lam .
To IMBU'E. v. a. [imbus, Lat.) To tincture
IMAGINATIVE . a . [imaginatif,Fr.from ima
deep ; to imbibewith any liquor or die. Digby,
gine.) Fantaſtick ; full of imagination . Bacon ,
Boyle, Woodward.
To IMBURSE . v . a. [ bourſe, Fr.) To ſtock
Taylor .
with money .
TO IMAGINE. v. a. ( imaginer, fr.] 1. To
fancy ; to paint in the mind. Locke. 2. To IMITABILITY. S. imitabilis, Lat.) The qua
ſcheme; to contrive . Pſalms.
licy of being imitable. Norris.
IMAGINER. S. ( from imagine. ] One who I'MITABLE. a. (imitabilis, Lat 1. Worthy
forms ideas. Bacon.
to be imitated. Raleigh. 2. Poffible to be
imitated. Atterbury.
IMBECILE.a. [ imbecillis, Lat.]Weak ; feeble ;
wanting ſtrength of either mind or body.
To IMITATE . v. a. (imitor, Lat .) 1. To
TO IMBECILE. v. a To weaken a ſtock or
copy ; to endeavour to relemble. Cowley. 2.
fortune by clandeſtine expences. Taylor.
To counterfeil. Dryden. 3. To purſue the
IMBECI’LITY. S. Limbecillité,Fr. ) Weakneſs:
courſe of a compoſition, ſo as to uſe parallel
feebleneſs ofmind or body . Hooker, Woodwa. images and examples. Gay.
TO IMBI BE. v. a (imbibo , Lat. ) 1. To driņk in ; IMITATION. S. limitatio, Lat.) 1. The act
to draw in. Swift. 2. To admit into the mind.
of copying ; attempt to reſemble. Dryden. 2 .
That which is offered as a copy . 3. A me
Watts. 3. To drench ; to loak. Newton ,
IMBIBER.S. ( from imbibe. ] That which drinks
thod of tranſlating looſer than paraphraſe, in
or ſucks . Arbuthnot.
which modern examples and illuſtrations are
IMBIBI'TION.S. (imbibition, Fr. from imbibe.]
u'ed for ancient, or domeſtick for foreiga.
Dryden
The act of fucking or drinking in. Bacon ,
Boyle.
IMITATIVE. a. (imitativus, Lac.] Inclined to
To IMBITTER . v.a. ( from bitter .) 1. To copy. Drydex .
make bitter. 2. To Jeprive of pleaſure ; to IMITATOR . S. ( Latin ; imitateur, Fr.) One
make unhappy. Addiſon . 3. To exaſperate.
that copies another ; one that endeavours to
TO IMBO'DÝ. v. a. lirom body ) 1. To con
reſemble another. Dryder.
denſe to a body. 2. To inveſt with matter. IMMACULATE . a . ( immaculatus, Lat.) 1 .
Dryden. 3. To bring together into one maſs or
Spotleſs ; pure ; undefiled. Bacon. 2. Pure ;
company. Shakeſp. 4. To incloſe. Improper.
limpid . Improper. Shakejp .
Wodward.
To IMMA NACLE . V. a (trom manacle .] To
TO IMBODY . a m. To unite into one mals ;
fetier ; to confine. Milton .
IMMANE . a . immanis, Lat .) Valt ; prodigi
10 coaleſce. Milton, Locke.
To IMBO IL . 9, n . (from boil.] Tu exeftuate ;
oudly great
to efferveſce . Spenjer.
I'MMANENT. a. (in and maneo, Lat. ) Intrin
To IMBOʻLDEN. v. 4. ( from bold .] To raiſe
Jack ; inherent ; internal. Sousb.
IMMA'NI
Ddda
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IMMA'NIFEST. a . in and manifeſ .] NOLIMME'MORIAL, a .'[ immemorial, Fr.) Paſt
manifeſt ; not plain . Brown.
time of memory ; ſo ancient that the begin
IMMANITY. J. immanitas, Lat.) Barbarity ;
ning cannot be traced. Hale.
ſavageneſs. Shakeſp.
IMME'NSE . a .(immenſe, Fr. ] Unlimited ; un
IMMARCESSIBLE. a. (in and marceſco, Lat . )
bounded ; infinite. Grew .
IMMENSELY. adv. ( from immerſe.] Infinite
Unfading.
IMMARTIAL a. [in and mortial.] Not war.
ly ; without meaſure. Bentley .
like. Chapinan .
IMME'NSITY. 1. (immenlisé, Fr. ) Unbounded
To IMMA'SK . v.a. [in and moſk.] To cover ;
greatneſs ; inhnity . Blackmore.
IMMENSURA BI’LITY. ). ( from immenfura
to diſguiſe. Shakesp:
IMMATE’RIAL 6 .Timmateriel, Fr. ) 1. In
ble ) Impoflibility to be meaſured.
corporeal; diftinct from matter ; void of mat- IMME'NSURABLE. a . fin and menfurabilis,
ter. Hooker . 2. Unimportant ; withoutweight;
Lat. ) Not to be meaſured .
To IMME'RGE . vi a . (immergo, Lat ] To put
impertinent ; without relation .
under water.
IMMATERIALITY. l. [from immaterial.)
Incorporeity ; diſtinctneſs from body or matter . IMMEʻRIT. £. { immeriso, Lat. ) Want of
Watts .
worth ; want of deſert. Suckling.
IMMATERIA'LLY. adv. (from immaterial) |IMMERSE. I. [ immerfus, Lat.) Buried ; co
In a manner not depending upon matter.
vered ; ſunk deep. Bacon.
Brown.
To IMMERSE . v . a . (immerſus, Lat . ] 1. To
IMMATE’RIALIZED. a .(from in and materia,
put under water. 2. To link or cover deep.
Woodward. 3. To keep in a llate of intel .
Lat.) Diſtinct from matter; incorporeal . Glan.
lectual depreſſion. Atterbury.
IMMATERIALNESS. S. [ from immaterial.)
Diſtinctneſs from matter .
IMME'RSION.S. (immerfio, Lat.] 1. The act of
IMMATERIATE . a. (in and materia , Lat.)
putting any body into a fluid below the ſurface.
Not conſiſting of matter ; incorporeal ; with
Addiſon. 2. The ſtate of fisking below the
out body . Bacon .
ſurface of a tluid . 3. The ſtate of being over
t
No
1.
IMMATU'RE. a . (immaturus, Lat.)
whelmed or lost in any reſpect. Atterbury
ripe. 2. Not perfect; not arrived at fullneſs or IMMETHOʻDICAL. a. in and methodical)
Confuſed ; being without regularity ; being
completion. Dryden. 3. Hafty ; early ; come
without method . Addifon.
to pats before the natural time Taylar.
IMMATU'RELY. adv. ( from immature.) Too IMMETHOʻDICALLY. adv. [ from in metho
ſoon; too early ; before ripeneſs or completion.
dical.) Without method.
IMMATU'RENESS. 1S. 1 from immature.]Un- I'MMINENCE.S. (from imminent . ] Any ill im
IMMATURITY.
S ripeneſs ; incomplete-, pending ;-immediate or near danger. Shakeſp.
neſs; a ſtate ſhort of completion. Glanville. I'MMINENT. 2. [ imminent , Fr. imminens , Lac.]
IMMEABI'LITY . F. ( immeabilis, Lat.] Want
Impending ; at hand ; threatening . Pope.
of power to paſs. Arbuthnet.
TO IMMI'NGLE . v . a. lin and mingk. ) To
IMME'ASURABLE. a . ( in and meaſure.) Im
mingle ; to mix ; to unite.
menſe ; not to be meaſured ; indefinitely ex- IMMINU'TION. F. ( trom imminuo, Lat . ) Di
tenlive. Hooker.
minution ; decreate . Ray .
IMME'ASURABLY. adv. (from immeaſura-IMMISCIBI’LITY. S. [from immifcible.) Inca
pacity of being mingled.
ble.) Immenſely ; beyond allmeaſure. Milion.
IMMECHANICAL . a. (in and mechanical ) IMMI'SCIBLE , a. ( in and miſcible .) Not ca.
Notaccording to the laws of mechanicks. Chey.. pable of being mingled .
INME'DIACY. S. ( from immediate.) Perſonal IMMI’SSION . I. immilio , Lat.] The act of
greatneſs ; power of acting without depen
fending in ; contrary to emiflion.
dance . Shakeſp.
TO IMMI'T. v.nilimmitto, Lat.) To ſend in.
IMMEDIATE.C immediat, Fr. in and medius, To IMMI'X . v . a . lin and mix . ) To mingle.
Milton
Lat . ) 1. Being in ſuch a ſtate with reſpect to
ſomething elſe as that there is nothing be- IMMI'XABLE. a . (in and mix. ] Impoffible to
be mingled. Wilkins.
tween them . Burnet. 2. Not acting by ſecond
cauſes Abbot. 3. Inſtant; preſent with regard IMMOBILITY. ]. [immobilité, Fr.] Unmovea
blenets ; want of motion ; reſiſtance to motion .
to time . Prior .
IMMEDIATELY . adv. ( from immediate.) 1 .
Arbuthnot.
Without the intervention of any other cauſe IMMO DERATE . 0. [immoderatus, Lat.] Ex .
or event. South . 2. Tostantly ; at the time
ceflive ; exceeding the due mean . Ray.
IMMODERATELY. adv . ( trom immoderate.)
prefent; withoutdelay. Shakeſpi
IMMEDIATENESS
In an exceflive degree. Burnet
( from immediate ) 1 .
Prefence with regardio time. 2. Exemption IMMODERA'TION . ſ. [ immoderation , Fr. )
Want of moderation ; exceſs.
fioin ſecond or intervening cauſes.
IMME’DICABLE . a .[immedicabitis, Lat . ) Not IMMODEST . a . (in and modeſt ) 1. Wanting
to be healed i incurable . Milton .
Thame ; wanting delicacy or chaſtity. Sbakelp.
2. Unchaite ; impure. Dryden. 3. Obicene.
IMME'MORIBLE . a . [immemorabilis, Latį
Skak . 4. Unreaſonable ; exorbitant ; arrogant.
fost Wuribirmenbering .
IMMO'DESTY .
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IMMO'DESTY. S. [ immodeſtie, Fr.) Waat of IMPAIRMENT S. ( from impair .] Diminuti
on ; injury. Brown.
modeſty. Pope.
To I'MMOLATE. v. a . ( immola, Lat . ] TO IMPAʼLPABLE. a. [impalpable, fr. in and
ſacrifice ; to kill in facrifice. Boyle.
palpable ) Notto be perceived by touch . Boyle.
IMMOLATION. S. limmolation, Fr. ] 1. The TO IMPARADISE. v . a . (imparadifare, lial.]
act of ſacrificing. Brown. 2. A ſacrifice of
To pue in a ſtate reſembling paradiſe. Donne.
fered. Decay of Piety .
IMPARITY . / ( imparilas, Lat ] 1. Inequality;
IMMOMENT. alin and moment. ) Trilling ;
ditproportion. Bacon . 2. Oddneſs ; indivifibi
of no importance or value. Skakelp.
lily inio equal parts . Brown .
IMMORAL. a. ( in and moral.) Wanting regard To IMPARK . v.a. [ in and park ) To incloſe
to the laws of natural religion ; contrary to
with a park , to fcver from a common .
honeſty ; diſhoneſt,
TO IMPART. v . a . ( impartior, Lat.] 1. To
IMMORA'LITY. L. (from immeral ] Ditho.
grant ; lo give. Dryden . 2. To communicate.
Shakeſp.
nelly ; want of virtue ; contrariety to virtue.
Swift.
IMPARTIAL. a. (impartial, Fr.) Equitable ;
IMMORT AʼL .6 ( immortalis, Lal } . Exempt
free from regard or party ; indifferent ; diſin
tercited ; equal in distribution of juſtice ; juſt.
from death ; never to die . Timothy, Abbut. 2 .
Dryden .
Never ending; perpetual. Shakeſp.
IMMORTA’LITY. I. ( from immortal.) Ex : IMPARTIALITY.S [impartialité, Fr.) Equi
emption from death ; life never to end . Corint .
table eis ; justice. South .
TO IMMORTALIZE . v . a . (immortaliſer, Fr. ) IMPARTIALLY. adv . ( from impartial ) E
To make immortal ; to perpetuate ; lo exempt
quitably ; ܪwith indiflerent and unbiaſed judge
from death . Davies .
meni ; without regard to party or intereſt.
South.
TO IMMORTALIZE . v. n . To become im
mortal. Pope.
IMPARTIBLE . a . ( impartible, Fr. ] Commu
IMMORTALLY. adv. ( from immortal.) With
nicable ; to be conferred or beltowed . Digby. !
exemption from death ; withoutend Bentiey IMPA SSABLE, O. ( in and pallable ) Not to
IMMO VABLE . 6. [in and movable. ) 1. Not
be paria ; not admitting paſſage ; impervious.
Raleigh
to be forced from its place. Brown. 2. Not
liable to be carried away ; real in law . Ayliffe .IMPASSIBILITY. F. (impoſibilité, Fr. ) Ex
3. Unſhaken ; unaffected. D , yder.
empion from ſuffering.
IMMOVABLY. adv . ( from immovable.) In a IMPA SSIBLE. a . (impoſible, Fr, in and paſſio,
Lat .) Incapable of ſuffering ; exempt from the
ftare not to be taken . Atterbury:
IMMUNITY
[ immunité, Fr ] 1. Diſcharge agency of external cauſes. Hammond.
from any obligation Hooker. 2. Privilege ; IMPASSIBLENESS. ſ. (from impaſſible.) Im
patibility ; exemption from pain. Dec. of Piety .
exemption . Sprat. 3. Freedom . Dryden.
To IMMU'RE. v . a . [in and murus, Lal em . IMPASSIONED. a. ( in and paſſion .) Seized
with paffion . Milton .
murer , old French . ) To incloſe within walls ,
IMPASSIVE . « (in and paljive.) Exempt from
to confine ; to ſhut up W 0110n .
IMMU'RE. I. (from ihe verb. ) A wall ; an in
the agency of external caules. Pope.
cloſure. Shakelp .
IMPA'STED. 2. ( in and pajie. ] Covered as
IMMU'SICAL
( in and mufical.) Unmuſical;
with palte . Shakelp .
inharmonious. Brown.
IMPATIENCE. /. ( impatience, Fr. ) 1. Ina
IMMUTABILITY.M. (immutabilitas, Lat.] Ex
bility to faifer pain ; rage under ſuffering.
Shakesp. 2. Vehemence of temper ; heat of
emption from change ; invariableneſs. Hooker
paflion . 3. Inability to Tuffer delay; eageruets.
IMMUTABLE. a . ( 1mmutabilis, Lat . ) Unchan
geable ; invariable ; unalterable. Dryden .
IMPATIENT. . (impatient, Fr.) 1. Not able
IMMUTABLY. adv . (from immutable. Un
to endure ; incapable to bear. Pope. 2. Fu
alterably ; invariably ; unchangeably . Boyle.
rious with pain ; unable to bear pain. Dryden.
IMP. F. ( imp, Welch . ) 1. A fon ; the offspring ;
3. Vehemenıly agitated by ſome paintul par
progeny . Fair fax.2. A fubaltern devil ; a
fion. Taylor. 4. Eager; ardently delivous; not
able
to endure delay . Pope
puny devil. Swift.
TO IMP. v.a. [impio, Welſh . ) To lengthen or IMPATIENTLY . adv. (from impatiens.) 1 .
enlarge with any thing adícilitious. Claveland,
Paflionalely ; ardently . Clarendan . 2. Eagerly ;
Southern .
with great desire
IMPATRONIZE. v . a. ſimpatroniſer, Fr.
to
drive
To
]
Lat
impactus,
(
To IMPACT. v . a.
cloſe or hard Woodward.
in and patronize ) To gain to one's leli the
power o any leigniority. This word is not
To IMPAINT. v.a. (in and paint.) To paint
ulua !. Bacon .
to decorate with colours. Not in uſe. Shakep.
To IMPAIR.v. a [ empirer, Fr. ) To diminish ; TO IMPAWN. v. a. (in and pawn . ) To im .
pignorate ; lo pawn ; to give as a pledge , 10
to injure ; to make worſe. Pope.
pledge. Shakep.
TO IMPAIR . V. n . To be leſened or worn out.
Spenjer.
TULMPLACH .' v. a . ( empecher, Fr ] 1. To
IMPAIR . /. [ from the verb.) Diminution ; de
hinder ; to jinpede. Daviis. 2. To accule by
creale . Bioten.
publick authority. Aldijon .
IMPEACH.
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IMPEACH . S. [ from the verb.] Hindrance 3 IMPERCEPTIBLE.a . [ imperceptible.) Fr.) Not
let ; impediment Shakeſp.
to be diſcovered ; not io be perceived. Woodw .
IMPE'ACHABLE. a. ( from impeach .) Accuſa. IMPERCEPTIBLENESS. ). (from imperceptie
ble ; chargeable. Grew .
ble. ) The quality of eluding obſervation. Hole.
IMPEACHER. S. ( from impeach.)An accuſer ; IMPERCE’PTIBLY. adv. (from imperceptible.]
one who brings an accuſation againſt another. IMPE
In a manner not to be perceived. Addiſon ,
ʻRFECT. a. ( imperfe & us, Lat.) 1. Not
Gov.of the Tongue.
IMPEACHMENT. S. [ from impeach .) 1. Hin
complete ; not abſolutely finiſhed ; defective.
Boyle, Locke 2. Frail ; not completely good.
drance ; let ; impediment ; obtruction. Sperl.
2. Publick acculation , charge preferred. Swift. IMPERFECTION . S. (imperfection, Fr. from
To IMPE'ARL. v. a . [in and pearl.) 1. To imperfeEl.) Deſect ; failure ; fault, whether
form in reſemblance of pearls. Milton . 2. To
phyſical or moral. Addiſon ,
IMPERFECTLY. adv. ( from imperfe& .) Not
decorate as with pearls. Digby.
IMPECCABILITY. S. [ impeccabilite, Fr. ]
completely , not fully ; not without failure.
Exception from fin ; exemption from failure .
Stepney, Locke.
IMPERFORABLE a . (iş and perforo, Lat.)
Pope.
IMPECCABLE . a . ( impeccable, Fr.) Exempt
Not to be bored through .
IMPERFORATE, a ( ix and perforatus, Lat. )
from poffibility of lin . Hammond.
To IMPE DE V o impedio , Lat.) To hinder ;
Not pierced through ; without a hole. Sharp.
IMPERIAL, a . (imperial, Fr.) 1. Royal ; por
to let ; to obtruct. Decay of Piety, Creecb .
IMPEDIMENT.S. [impedimentum, Lat . ) Hin
fefling royalty . Shakeſp . 2.Betokening royalty ;
drance ; let ; impeachment ; obſtruction ; opo
marking lovereignty. Shakelp. 3. Belonging
pofition . Hooker , Taylor.
to an emperour or monarch ; regal ; royal ;
monarchical. Dryden .
TO IMPE'L. v . a. (impello, Lat. ) To drive on
towards a point ; to urge forward ; to preſs an . IMPE'RIALIST. . (from imperial.] One that
Pope.
belongs to an emperour. Knolles.
IMPELLENT. . [ impellens. Lat.) An impul- IMPERIOUS. a. (imperieux, Fr.] 1. Com
live power ; a power that drives forward.
manding ; tyrannical ; authoritative ; haughty ;
Glansville,
arrogant ; afTuming command . Locke. 2. Pow .
erful ; aſcendant ; overbearing . Tillotſon .
TO IMPEND. v. n . ( impendeo, Lat. ) To hang
over ; to be at hand ; to preſs nearly . Smol IMPERIOUSLY. adv . (from imperious.) With
ridge, Pope.
arrogance of command ; with inſolence of
IMPENDENT.a. [ impendens, Lat.) Imminent ; authority. Garth.
IMPERIOUSNESS. f. (from imperious.) 1.
hanging over; preſling cloſely. Hale.
Authority ; air of command. Sidney. 2. Ar•
IMPENDENCE.J. ( from impendent. The ſtate
of hanging over ; near approach . Hale.
rogance of command. Locke,
IMPENETRABI'LITY ).(impenetrabilite, Fr.) IMPE'RISHABLE . a . ( imperiflable, Fr.) Not
to be deſtroyed . Milton.
1. Quality of not being pierceable. Newton . 2.
IMPERSONAL. a . ( imperſonalis, Lat.] Not
Inſusceptibility of intellectual impreſſion.
IMPE NETRABLE. a. (impenetrable, Fr.) 1. varied according to the perſons.
Not to be pierced ; not to be entered by any IMPERSONALLY. adv. [ from imperſonal.]
external force. Dryden. 2. Impervious ; not
According to the manner of an imperſonal
verb.
admitting entrance. Locke. 3. Not to be
taught ; not to be informed . 4. Not to be IMPERSUASIBLE 0.[in and perfuafbilis,Lat.]
Not to be moved by perluaſion. Decay of Piety .
affected ; not to be moved. Taylor.
IMPENETRA'BLY. adv. ( from impenetrable ) IMPERTINENCE / [impertinence, fr.li.
With hardneſs to a degree incapable of im IMPERTINENCY.
That which is of no
prefſion. Pope.
preſent weight ; that which has no relation to
IMPENITENCE. F: (impenitence, Fr.) Ob
the matter in hand . Bacon. 3. Folly ; ram
IMPE NITENCY . S duracy ; want of remorſe
bling thought. Shakeſp. 3. Troublelomeneſs ;
intruſion. Warton. 4. Trife ; thing of no value ,
for crimes ; final difregard of God's threaten
Evelyn.
ings or mercy . Rogers.
IMPENITENT.
impenitent, Fr. ir and pe- IMPERTINENT. 2. (impertinent, Fr. in and
nitent.) Finally negligent of the duty of re
pertineos, Lat.) 1. of no relation to the
matter in hand ; of no weight. Tillotſon. 2 .
pentance ;obdurate. Hooker, Hammond.
IMPENITENTLY. adv . ( from impenitent.) Importunate ; intrulve ; meddling. Pope. 3.
Obdu ately ; without repentance. Hammond. Foolish ; trifting
IMPE NOUS. a . (ix and penne, Lat.) Want- IMPERTINENT. A trifler ; a medler ; an
intruder. L'Eſtrange.
ing w ngs . Brown.
I'MPERATE. 2. (imperatus , Lat.) Done with IMPEʻRTINENTLY. adv. ( from impertinent.)
contciouſneſs; done by direction of the mind. 1. Without relation to the prelent matter. 2.
Sexsh , Hale .
Tr ublelomely ; officiouſly ; intruſively . Suckl.
IMPERATIVE. « imperatif, Fr imperatius, IMPERVIOUS a. (impervins, Lat.) 1. Un
Lat . ) Commanding expreffive of command
paſable ; impenetrable . Boyle . 2. Inacceſible.
Clarke.
Perha, s improperly uſed, Pspe.
IMPER
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IMPERVIOUSNESS. S. [ from impervious.?
entangle ; to embarraſs ; to infold . Boyle.
The ſtate of not admittingany paſſage.
IMPLICATION . S. [ implicatio, Lat. ) 1. Ino
IMPERTRA'NSIBILITY.S. [ in and pertranfec , volution ; entangle
ment Boyle. 2. Inference
Lat. ) Impoſſibility to be paſſed through. Hale.
not expreſſed, but tacitly inculcated Ayliffe.
IMPETICINOUS a. ( from impetigo, Lat. ) IMPLICIT ... (implicitus, Lat.) 1. Entangled ;
Scurvy ; covered with ſmall ſcabs.
infolded ; complicated. Pope. 2. Interred ;
I'MPETRABLE . a. ( impetrabilis, from impetro,
tacitly compriſed ; not expreſſed. Smalridge.
obtained.
Dia.
Lat.) Poflible to be
Reſting upon another ; connected with
3.
To IMPETRATE. v. a. ( impetro, Lat.] To
another over which that which is connected
obtain by intreaty .
to it has no power . Denham.
IMPETRATION ! S. [impetratio, Lat.) The IMPLICITLY . adv. (from imolicie.) ! . By in
act of obtaining by prayer or intreaty . Taylor.
ference compriſed though not expreſſed. Benth.
IMPETUOʻSITY j. [from impetuous .) 1. Vio
2 By connexion with ſomething elſe ; depen
denily ; with unreſerved confidence or obedi
lence ; fury  ;ܪvehemence ; force. Shakeſp.Clar.
MPETUOUS. a. ( impetueux, Fr. from impe
ence . Roscommon , Rogers.
tus, Lat ) 1. Violent í forcible ; fierce. Prior. To IMPLORE. v. a. (imploro, Lat ) 1. To
2. Vehement ; paffionate. Rowe.
call upon in fupplication ; to folicit. Pope. 2 .
IMPETUOUSLY . adv. ( from impetuous .] Vi
To ask ; to beg. Shakeſp .
olently ; vehemently. Addijon.
RE. J. ( from the verb.] The act of
IMPETUOUSNESS'S ( from impetuous .] Vio IMPLO
begging. Spenſer.
lence ; fury. Decay of Piety.
IMPLO'R ER . (Irom implore.) Solicitor Sbak.
IMPETUS. ). ( Lat.] Violent tendency to any IMPLU'MED .' a. (implumis, Lat. ) Without
point ; violent effort. Bentley .
fathers. Diet.
IMPIERCEABLE. a . (in and pierce.] Impe- | To IMPLY' v . a. [ implica, Lat .) 1. To infold ;
netrable ; not to be pierced . Spender .
to Cover ; to entangle. Spenſer. 2. To involve
IMPI ETY. F. ( impietas, Lat.) 1. Irreverence
or compriſe as a coniequence or concomitania
to the Supreme Being ; contempt of the du
Dryden
ties of religion Shakeſp. 2. An act of wick- TO IMPO’ISON . v. a. [empoiſorer , Fr.) 1. To
edneſs; expreſſion of irreligion .
corrupt with poiſon. Shakeſp. 2. To kill wich
To IMPIGNORATE . v. 2. To pawn ; to
poifon. Shakejp
pledge.
IMPOL
ARILÏ. adv . (in and polar.) Not ac
IMPIGNORA'TION . S. The act of pawning
cording to the direction of the poles.
or putting to pledge .
IMPOLI TICAL . a . in and politick.) Im
TO IMPINGE. v . n.(impingo, Lat .) To fall IMPULITICK $ prudent ; indiſcreei ; void
againſt ; to ftrike againit ; to claſh with. Near.
of art or forecaſt. Hesker .
TO IMPI'NGUATE. v.a. [in and pinguis, Lat . ) IMPOLITICALLY. ) adv. (in and polit cal}
To fatten ; to inake fat. Bacon.
IMPOLITICKLY. } Wiihout artor forecalt.
I'MPIOUS. a . [impius, Lat.) Irreligious ; wick- IMPO NDEROUS. a. [in and ponderous.] Void
ed ; profane . Forbes.
of perceptible weight. Brown .
I'MPIOUSLY. adv (from impious.) Profanely ; IMPOROSITY. I. Lix and porous ) Abſence of
wickedly Granville.
interttices ; compatnets ; clofencis. Bacon .
IMPLACABILITY.S . [ from implacable.) In- IMPO ROUS.
a . įse and porous . ] Free from
exorablencís ; irreconcilable enmity ; deler
pores ; free from vacuiliesor interftices.Brown,
mined malice .
To IMPORT.w.a. (importe , Lac.] 1. To carry
IMPLACABLE. a. ( implacabilis, Lat.) Not
into any country from abroad . Pope. 2. To
to be pacified ; inexo :able ; malicious ; con
imply ; to infer. Hooker, Bacon . 3. To produce
Itant in enmity. Addifon.
Shakeſp4.
in
IMPLA'CABLÝ. odv . ( from implacable .) With
Dryder, [Imporier, Fr.)
To confequence.
be ofmoment.
malice not to be pacified ; inexorable. Clarend. IMPORT. I (from the verb .) 1. Importance ;
TO IMPLANT. v . a. (in and plants, Lat.)
moment ; conſequence. Dryden. 2. Ten
dency . Boyle. 3. Any thing imported from
To inhx; to inſert ; to place ; to ingraft.
abro
ad.
Sidney, Ray, Locke.
IMPLANTA’TION.J. ( implantation , Fr. from IMPOʻRTABLE. 6 (in and portable.) Unlupa
implant.) The act of letting or planting.
portable ; not to be endured. Spenler:
IMPLAUSIBLE a [in and plaujible.] Noc fpe- IMPORTANCE. S: ( Fr. ) 1. Thing imported
cious; not likely to ſeduce or periuade. Swift.
or i npliet.Stakejp. 2. Matter , subject. Shak.
IMPLEMENT. ). ( implementum .] 1. Some
3. Conſequence : moment. Shakejp. 4. Im
portunity. Shakeſp.
thing that fills up vacancy , or funplies wants.
Hooker. 2. Tool; instrument of manuiacture. IMPORTANT. 0.jimportani, Fr. ) 1. M men
Breome. 3. Vellels of a birchen.
tous , weighty ; or great copiequence. Woltin ,
IMPLE'TION. ) . ( imples, Lat.) The act of Irene. 2. Moineslous ; forcible ; of great effi
tilling ; the ſtate of being full Brown.
cacy . Spenjer. 3. limportuna :e. Stakeſp .
IMPLE X. a. [implexus, Lau] Intricate ; en - IMPORTATION / . ( trom import ] The act
tangled ; complicated . Spectator.
or practice or importing, or bringing into a
TO IMPLICATE. v. a. Limplico, Lat ] To country from abrvad. Addifox
IMPORTER .
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IMPORTER. S. [ from import.] One that brings
The act of forming an impoſthume; the ſtate
in which an iinpofthume is formed . Bacon.
in from abroad. Swift.
IMPORTLESS. a . (from import. ] Of no mo- IMPOSTHUME. F. a collection of puruleot
matier in a bag or cyſt. Harvey.
ment or conſequence . Shakeſp .
IMPOʻRTUNATE. 2. (importunus, Lat.] Un- IMPOSTOR. L. ( imp-fleur, Fr.) One who
ſeaſonable and inceſſant in folicitacions ; nou
cheats by a fictitious character. South .
IMPOʻSTURE . I- {impoftura,l-at. )Cheat.South.
to be repulted. Smalridge.
IMPORTUNATELY. al . [ from imperiu. IMPOTENCE. T. (impotentia , Lat.) 1.Want
nate ) With inceſſant folicitation , pertinaci- IMPOTENCY. S of power ; inability ; imbe
cility ; weakneſs. Bentley. 2. Ungovernable
ouſly. Duppa
IMPOʻRTUNATENESS ! (from importunate.] nefs of paflion. 3. Incapacity of propagation .
Pape.
Inceſant folicitation . Sidney.
To IMPORTUNE v . a (importunus, Lat . ] IMPOTENT. a. [impotens, Lat.] 1. Weak ;
feeble; wanting force; wanting power. Hooker.
To teize ; to haraſs with Highe vexation per
2 Diſabled by nature or diſeaſe. Shakeſp . 3.
petually recurring ; to moleit. Swift.
IMPORTUNE. a. (importunus, Lat .) 1. Con.
Without power of retiraint. Dryden . 4. With
out power of propagation Tatler .
nantly recurring ; troublefime by frequency:
Bacon. 2. Troublesome; vexatious. Hammond IMPOTENTLY. adv. (from impotent.) With
out power. Pope.
3 . Unieaſonable ; coming , aſking, or happen
To IMPOʻUND. w.a. [in and pound ] 1. To
ing at a wrong time . Milion .
IMPORTU'NELY. adv. ( from importune ] 1
incloſe as in a pound ; to fut in ; to confine.
Bacon . 2. To ſhut up in a pinfold. Dryder.
Troubleſomely; inceſſantly. Spenſer. 2. Un
IMPRACTICABLE. a. (impracticable, Pr.) 1.
feaſonably ; improperly . Sanderſon.
Not to be performed ; unleaſible ; impoflible.
IMPORTUNITY.S. (importunitas, Lat.) In.
Rogers. 2. Untractable ; unmanageable. Rowe.
celiant folicitation Knolles.
To IMPOʻSE. v . a. limpoſer, Fr.) 1. To lay IMPRACTICABLENESS.S. ( from impracli
cable .) Impoffibility. Swift.
on as a buithen or penalty. Shakeſp. 2. To
enjoin as a duty or law. Waller. 3. To fix To I'MPRECATE v . a. (imprecor, Lat. ] T,
on ; to impute to Brown . 4. To obtrude
call for evil upon himſelf or oihers
fallaciouſly Dryden . 5. To IMPOSE on . To IMPRECAPTION. 1. (imprecatro, Lat.) Curſe ;
prayer by which any evil is wiſhed. K.Charles ,
put a cheat on ; to deceive. Locke. 6 .
( Among printers.) To put the pages on the IMPRECATORY. 6. ( from imprecate .] Con
caining wilhes of evil .
Itone , and fit on the chales, in order to carry
To IMPREGN.v. a . [ in and prægro, Lat.] To
the forms to preſs.
IMPO SE . . [ from the verb . ] Command ; in
fill with young ; to fill with any matter or
quality . Milion.
junction. Shakeſp
IMPOʻSEABLE . 2. (from impoſe.] To be laid IMPREGNABLE , a. ( impregnable, Fr.) 1 .
Not to be ſtormed ; not to be taken. Sanilys.
as obligatory on any body . Hammond.
2. Unhaken ; unmoved ; unaffected . South.
IMPOSER. 1 ( from impoje.] One who enjoins
IMPREGNABLY.adv. ( from impregnable.) In
Walton .
Tuch a manner as to defy force or hoftility.San.
IMPOSI'TION.S. [ impofition, Fr.) 1. The act
of laying any thing on another. Hammond. 2. To IMPREGNATE , v. a [in and pregno,
Lat ) 1. To fill with young ;to make proli
The act of giving a note of diſtinction . Boyle.
fick. Dryder . 2. [ Impregner, Fr. ) To fill ;
3. Injunction of any thing as a law or duty .
to facuare. Decay of Piety.
Shakejp. 4. Conſtraint; oppreſſion. Watts.
IMPREGNATION. ).(from impregnate.). 1 .
5. Cheat ; fallacy ; imposture .
IMPOSSIBLE. a. (impoſible, Fr. ) Not to be The act of making prolifick ; fecundation.
Bacon . 2. Thai with which any thing is im
done ; not to be allained ; impracticable.
pregnated . Derham . 3. Saturation. Ainkw .
Walſh.
IMPOSSIBILITY.S. [ impoffibilite, Fr.) 1. Im IMPREJUDICATE . a .lin, pre, and judico,
practicability ; the ſtate of being not feaſible , Lat ) Unprejudiced ; not prepoflefled ; impar
tial . Brown.
W bitgift, Rogers. 2. That which cannot be
IMPREPARATION . S. [ in and preparation .)
done. Cowley.
I'MPOST. S. lipoſ, Fr.) A tax ; a toll ; cuſtom
Unpreparednets; want of preparation .Hooker.
TO IMPRESS v . a. ſimprellum , Lat.] 1. To
paid Bacon
prine by preſſure ; to l'amp Denham . 2. To
IMPOSTS. 1. [ impofte, Fr.] In architecture ,
that part of a pillar, in vaults and arches, on
fix deep. Waits. 3. To force into ſervice ,
Clarendon
which the weight of the whole building lieth .
ſ. [ from the verb ] I. Mark made
IMPRESS
Minyworth.
by prellure. Woodtrard. 2. Effects upon
TO IMPO'STHUMATE. v. n. ( from impof:.
another ſubfance. Glanville. 3 Mack of
bume.) To form an abſceſs ; to gather ; to torm
diftinction ; Hamp. Sourb. 4 Device ; molto.
a cytt or bag containing matter. Arbustnet.
TO IMPOSTUMATE . v . a. To atilict with
NI11:07 5 . Act oi forcing any into service.
Stakejp .
an imposthume. Decay of Piety.
IMPOSTHUMA’TION.J. (Irom impoſikumate.) IMPRESSION.S. [impreffi , Lat.] 1. The act
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of preiling one body upon another. Locke, 2 .
being advanced from a good to a better ſtate.
Grew .
Mark made by preſſure  ;ܪſtamp. Shakeſp. 3 .
Image fixed in the mind . Swift. 4. Opera- IMPRO'VABLENESS . S. [ from improveble.]
Capableneſs of being made better.
tion ; influence Clarendon . 5. Edition ; num
ber printed at once; one courſe of printing. IMPRO'VABLY. adv. (from improvable.) In a
Dryden. 6. Effect of an attack . Wotton.
inanner that admits of melioration .
IMPRESSIBLE. a .( in and preljum ,Lat. ) What TO IMPROVE w.a. ( in and probus. Quafi
may be impreſſed. Bacon .
probum facere ) 1. To advance any thing
IMPRESSURE . ſ. ( from impreſs ] The mark
nearer to perfection ; to raiſe from good to
made by preſſure ; the dent ; the impreſſion.
better. Pope. 2. To diſprove. Whitgifte.
Shakeſp .
TO IMPROVE . v. n. To advance in goodneſs.
Atterbury
To IMPRINT. v . a . (imprimer, Fr ) 1. To
mark upon any ſubſtance by preſſure. South IMPROVEMENT. S. ( from improve.] 1. Me
2. To lamp words upon paper by the uſe of
lioration ; advancement from good to better.
types. 3. To fix on the mind or memory.
Tillo:fon . 2. Act of improving. Addiſon. 3.
Locke.
Progreſs from good to better. Addiſon. 4. la
To: IMPRISON. v. a. (empriſonner, Fr. in and
fruction ; edification. South .5. Effect ofme
prifon .) To ſhut up ; to confine; to keep from
lioration. South.
liberty. Denne.
IMPROVER. S. ( from improve ] 1. One that
IMPRISONMENT. 1. [ empriſonnement, Fr.)
makes himſelf orany thing elſe better. Claren .
Confinement; clauſure ; ſtate of being ſhut in
Pope 2 Any thing that meliorates . Mortim .
priſon. Wails.
IMPROVIDED, a . ( improvifus, Lat .) Unfore
IMPROBABILITY . [from improbable.] Un
ſeen ; unexpected; unprovided againſt. Spenſer.
likelihood ; difficulty to be believed. Hamm. IMPROVIDENCE.S. ( from improvident.]Want
IMPROBABLE ,a . improbable, Fr.jUnlikely ; of forethought; want of caution. Hale .
: incredible. Add:for
IMPROVIDENT a. ( improvidus, Lat. Want
İMPROBABLY'adv . ( from inprobable .) 1 .
ing forecaſt ; wanting care to provide. Clarend.
Without likelihood. 2. In a manner not to IMPRO VIDENTLY. adv (from improvident.)
Without forethought ; without care. Donne,
be approved. Oblolete. Bayle.
TO IMPROBATE. v. a. 1in and probe, Lat ) IMPROVISION | (in and provifion .) Want
Not to approve . Ainſworth .
of forethought. Brown .
IMPROBATION. I. Tiaprobatio, Lat.) A &t of IMPRUDENCE.S [imprudence, Fr. impruden
diſallowing. Ainsworth .
tia, Lat.] Want of prudence ; indiſcretion ;
IMPROBITY ſ. improbitas, Lat. ) Want of negligence ; inattention to intereſt.
IMPRUDENT. . (imprudent, Fr.imprudens,
honeſty i diſhonesty ; bafenels Hooker.
Lat .) Wanting prudence ; injudicious ; in
TO IMPROLIFICATE.v. a. [in and prolifick.)
To impregnate ; to fecundate Brown .
diſcreet ; negligent Tillotſon.
IMPROPER 2. {impropre,Fr. improprius,Lat.) IMPUDENCE.? S. ( impudence, Fr. impuden
1. Not well adapted ; unqualified. Burner. IMPUDENCY. S tia , Lat.) Shameleſſnels ;
2. Unfit; not couducive to the right end
immodeſty. Shakeſp . K. Charles.
Arbuthnot. 3. Not jult ; not accurate. Dryd. I'MPUDENT. o (impudent, Fr imprudens, Lat.)
IMPROPERLY. adv. (from improper.) 1. Not Shameleſs ; wanting modeſty. Dryden
fitly ; incongruouſly . 2. Not juſtly ; not IMPUDENTLY.adv.(from impudenr.)Shame
. accurately Dryden.
leſly ; without modeſty. Sandys.
TO IMPROPRIATE. v . a . (in and proprius , TO IMPU'GN. v. a . [impugner, Fr. impugno,
Lat ) ! To convert to private uſe; to ſeize
Lat . ) To allack ; to asſault. Sou !h .
to himſelf. Bacon. 3. To put the poſſeſſions IMPUGNER. f. [ from impugn .) One that at
of the church into the hands of faicks. Spelm , tacks or invades.
IMPROPRIATION . [. ( from impropriate.) An IMPUISSANCE. [.(Fr.) Impotence ; inability ;
impropriation is properly ſo called when the
weaknels ; feeblene's Bacım .
church land is in the hands of a layman ; and IMPULSE [ {impulus, Lat .) 1. Communi
an appropriation is when it is in the hands of
cated ioice ; the effect of one body acting up
a bithop,college, or religious houſe. Aylife. on another. Sirib. 2. Voluence acting upon
IMPROPRIATOR . f. [from impropriate.) A
the mind motive ; idea . Locke. 3 Hoſtile
imprcfina Procr.
Jayman that has the porteflion of the lands of
the church . Ayliffe
IMPULSION. J. fimpulſion, Fr.) 1. The agen
IMPROPRIETY. S. ( from improprius, Lat .)
cy of budy in mouion upon body . Bacon . 2 .
Unfiones ; unſuitablenels; inaccuracy ; want Influence operating upon the mind Milton .
of juſtnefs. Brown, Swift.
IMPULSIVE. c. fimu !1:1, Fr. ) Having the
IMPROSPEROUS. a . (in and proſperous.) Un
power of impuſe , moving ; impellent Souch .
happy unortunate ; not fuccefsiul. Ham... IMPUNITY. ]. [impunité, Fr.] Freedom from
IMPRO -SPEROUSLY. adv. ( trom improſperi
puniſhment ; exemption from puniſhment.
Davies.
ous . ] Unhappily ; unſucceſsfully ; with ilitor
tune . Boyle.
IMPU'RE. a . ( izpurus, Lat. ] 1. Contrary to
IMPROVABLE.a . ( from improve.;Capable of fanétity ; unballowed ; unholy , Donne. 2 .
Еее
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Unchaſte. Addiſon. 3. Feculent; fout with, INA'DEQUATE. a. [in and adeqüatus, Lat.)
extraneous mixtures ; droſty .
Not equal to the purpoſe ; defe &tive. Lotke.
IMPU'RELY. adv. (from impure.) With im- INADEQUATELY. adv. ( from inadequate.)
purity .
Defectively ; not completely. Boyle.
IMPUʻRENESS. S. impuritas, Lat. from im- INADVERTENCE . ? S. (inadvertence, Fr.]
IMPU'RITY . } pure.] 1. Want ofſanctity ; INADVERTENCY. S 1. Careleſſneſs; nego
want ofholineſs.2. Act of unchaſtity. Atterb.
ligence ; inattention . South . 2. Act or effect
3. Feculent admixture. Arbuthnot.
of negligence . Gov. of the Tongue.
TO IMPURPLE. v.a ( empourprer, Fr. from INADVERTENT. a . (in and advertens, Lat.)
purple.) To make red ; to colour aswith pur
Negligent ; careleſs.
ple . Milton .
INADVERTENTLY.adv.(from inadvertent.]
IMPUTABLE. a . (from impute.] 1. Charge
Careleſly ; negligently . Clariſſa.
able upon any one. Souch. 2. Accuſable ; INA’LIENABLE. a. (in and alienable.] That
cannot be alienated .
chargeable with a fault. Ayliffe.
IMPU'TABLENESS. S. [from imputable. ]The INALIME'NTAL . a. (in and alimental.) Af
fording no nouriſhment, Bacon.
quality of being imputable. Norris.
IMPUTATION . S. [imputation, Fr. from im- INAMISSIBLE. a. Cinamiſíble, fr.] Not to be
pute. ) 1. Attribution of any thing ; gene. loft . Hammond.
rally of ill. Dryden. 2. Sometimes of good. INANE a. (inanis, Lat. ) Empty ; void. Locke.
Shakeſp. 3. Cenſure ; reproach. Addiſon. To INA NIMATE. v. 0. [in and animo, Lat. }
4. Hint; reflection. Shakeſp.
To animate ; to quicken. Denne.
IMPUTATIVE. a. (from impute.) That which INANIMATE.
a linanimatus, Lat.) Void
INA'NIMATED . S of life ; without anima-'
may impute. Ainſworth.
tion. Bacon, Bentley, Pope.
TO IMPU'TE v. a. [ imputer, Fr. imputo, Lat.)
1. To charge upon ; to attribute : generally INANITION. S. (inanition, Fr.).Emptineſs of
ill ; fometimes good . Tomple. 2. To reckon
body ; want of fulneſs in the veſſels of the
animal Arbuthnot.
to one what does not properly belong to him
Atilion .
INANITY. /. [ from inanis, Lat.] Emptineſs ;
IMPU'TER . F. ( from impute.) He that imputes .
void Ipace. Digby.
IN . prep. (in Lat.) 1. Noting the place where INA'PPETENCY. S. [in and appetentia, Lat.)
any thing is preſent Fairfax. 2. Noting the
Want of ſtomach or appetite .
flate preſent at any time Smalridge. 3. Neting INAPPLICABLE. 2. (in and applicable .) Not
the time. Locke. 4. Noting power Spenſer . to be put to a particular uſe .
5. Noing proportion. Swifi. 6. Concerning INAPPLICATION . S. (snapplication , Fr.) In
Locke
. 7. For the lake. A folemn phrale
dolence ; negligence .
Dryden . 8. Noting cauſe . Shakeſp . 9. IN INARABLE. ( in and aro, Lat.] Not capable
of village. Dict.
that. Becauſe. Shakeſp. 10. In as much.
TO INARCH . v . a . (in and arch . ) Inarching is
Since ; ſeeing that . Hooker .
a method of grafting, called gratting by apo
IN, adv. 1. Without ſome place ; not out
South . 2. Engaged to any affair. Daniel. 3 .
proach . This method of graſting is uled when
l'laced in fome Itate. Pope. 4. Noting en
the stock and thetree may be joined : take the
trance. Woodward. 5. Into any place. Coli
branch you'would inarch, and, having fitted
lier. 6. Close ; home. Tatler.
il to that part of the Itock where you intend to
IN has commonly in compofition a negative or
join ii , pare away the rind and wood on one
lide about three inches in length : after the
private lente. in before r is changed into r ;
fame manner cut the ſtock or branch in the
before / into l; and into m before ſome other
coolonaats,
place where the graft is to be united , ſo that
INABILITY.S. [in and ability.) Impuiſſance ; they may join equally together that the fap
impotence ; want of power. Hooker.
inay meet ; then cut a little tongue upwards
INABSTINENCE. / in and abſtinence.) In
in the grait, and make a notch in the stock to
teinperance ; want of powerto ab !tain . Milton .
admit it ; lo thai, when they are joined, the
INACCE SSIELE. a . ( inacceſſible, Fr. in and
tongue will prevent their flipping. In this
acceſſible.) Not to be reached ; not to be ap
manner they are lo remain about four months ,
in which time they will be ſufliciently united .
proached. Ray
INACCURACY. F. ( from inaccura :e.) Want of The operation is always performed in April or
exacłneis.
May , and is commonly practifed upon oranges,
IN ACCURATE . a . ( in and accurate.] Noi
myrtles, jaſmines, walouts, firs, and pines.
Miller ,
exact ; not accurate .
INACTION . !. Lina -risn, Fr. ) Cellation from INARTICULATE . a. (inarticulaté, Pr.in and
articulare.) Not uttered with diſtinctneſs le
labour ; forbearance of labour. Pope.
INACTIVE . a. Not buſy ; poc diligent ; idle ; that of the Iyllables ofhuman 1pcech.Dryden ,
indoient: flugginh .
INARTICOLATELY, adv. (from inartice
INACTIVELY. ada. ( from irablice.) Idly ; laie. Nou diſtinctly .
without labour ; lluggitaly. Locke .
INARTICULATENESS.S.(from inariiuis :)
Gog ,
INACTIVITY. / in and a fi:vi!.] Idleneis ;
reit ; fuggishces. Rogers .
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To impriſon ; to confine. Harvey.
Confufion of ſounds; want of diſtinctnefs in
INCARCERA'TION. S. ( from incarc
pronouncing
arcerate. )
Impriſonment; confinement.
INARTIFICIAL . a . (in and artificial.) Con
INCA'R
TO
N . v . a . (incarno, Lat .) To cover
trary to art. Decay ofPiery .
INARTIFICIALLY, adv . (from inartificial.]
with Aeſh. Wiſeman.
Without art ; in a manner contrary to the TO INCA'RN . v. r . To breed Aeſh. Wiſeman.
To INCA'RNADINE . v . a . Cincarnodino, pale
rules of art. Collier .
INATTE'NTION.S.[inattention ,French .) Dif
red , ltal .) To dye red. This word I find on
ly once. Shakeſp.
regard ; negligence; neglect. Rogers .
INATTE'NTIVE. a. (in and attentive.] Care. To INCA'RNATE . v. a. [incarner , Fr.) To
leſs; negligent ; segardleſs. Watts.
cloath with fleſh ; to embody with Reſh . Milt.
INAUDIBLE. a. ( in and audible .) Not to be INCARNATE. portic. a.' [incarnat, Fr.)
Cloathed with fieth ; embodied
fleſh .
heard ; void of found. Shakeſp.
Sanderſon.
To INAU'GURATE.v.a. inauguro, Lat.) To
confecrate ; to inveſt with a new office by fo- INCARNATION .S.[incarnation, Pr .) 1. The
lemn rites. Worron,
act of aſſuming body . Taylor. 2. The ſtate
of breeding fleſh . Wiſeman.
INAUGURA'TION.S. (inauguration , Fr. inau
guro, Lat. )loveſtiture by folemn rites. Howel. INCA'RNATIVE. . lincarnatif, Fr.) A me
dicine that generates Aeſh Wijeman .
INAURA'TION.S. ( inoure, Lat.) The act of
gilding or covering with gold . Arburbnet.
To INCA'SE . v.a. [in and caje.) To cover ;
to incloſe ; to inwrap . Pope.
INAUSPICIOUS.. [in and auſpicious.] Ill
omened ; unlucky; unfortunate Craſhaw . INCAUTIOUS. a. (in and cauticus.] Unwary ;
INBE'ING . ſ. [in and being. ) Inherence ; in= degligent ; heedleſs. Keil.
INCA U'TIOUSLY. adv. ( from incautious. ]
ſeparableneſs Waris.
Unwarily; heedleſly ; negligently. Arburbnet.
I'NBORN. a. (in and born . ) Innate ; implanted
INCE'NDIARY. F. incendiorius, from ine
by nature. Dryden .
cendo, Lat.] 1. One who ſees houſes or towns
INBRE'ATHED. a . (in and breath . ) Inſpired ;
on fire in malice or for robbery . 2. One who
infuſed by inſpiration. Milton.
intiames factions , or promotes quarrels. King
I'NBRED . a. (in and bred .) Produced within ;
Charles, Bentley
hatched or generated within. Milton .
To INCA GE .v. a. ( in and cage. ] To coop up ; INCENSE.S. [incenſum , Lat. encens, Fr.) Per
jumes exhaled by fire in honour of ſome god
to ſhut up ; to confine in a cage , or any nar
or goddeſs. Prior.
row ſpace. Shakeſp .
INCALE SCENCE. 25. [incaleſco, Lat .) The To INCENSE . v . a . fincenfus, Lat .) To en
kindle torage ; to infiame with anger ;
INCALE'SCENCY. S ſtate of growing warm ;
to enrage ; to provoke ; to exaſperate. Milion,
warmth ; incipient heat. Ray.
Dryden .
INCANTA'TION.S: [incantation, Fr. ) En
INCE'NSEMENT. S. (from incenſe.) Rage ;
chantment . Raleigh.
INCA'NTATORY. o. [from inconto, Lat.) heat ; fury . Shakelp.
Dealing by enchantment ; magical . Brotin . INCE NSION . S. (inicenfio, Lat .) The act of
TO INCA'NTON . v. a. in and canton . ) To kindling; the ſtate of being on fire. Bacon .
unite to a canton or ſeparate community . INCE'NSOR . S. (Latin. ) A kindler of anger ;
an infamer of paſſions. Hayward,
Addiſon.
INCAPABILITY. 3S[from incapable.) In- INCENSORY. I. [from incenſe.) The ver
}
ability natural ; dir
ſel in which incenſe is burnt and offered.
INCAPABLENESS.
Ainſworth
qualification legal . Suckling
INCA'PABLE . 6. incapable, Fr.) 1. Wanting INCENTIVE . f. ( incentivum, Lat.) 1. Thaf
power ; wanting understanding ; unable to
which kindles. King Charles. 2. That which
comprehend, learn , or understand . Shakejp .
provokes ; that whichjencourages; incitement;
2. Not able to receive any thing . Clarenton .
motive; encouragement; (pur. Adilifon.
3. Unable ; not equal to any thing. Skakejp INCENTIVE. a. Inciting ; encouraging. De
cay of Prety.
4. Diſqualified by law . Swift.
ION . S. [ inceprio, Lat.) Beginning.
INCAPACIOUS .' a. (in and capacious.] Nar- INCEPT
Bacon .
row ; of liall content. Bxrner.
INCAPA'CIOUSNESS. S. (from incapacious.) INCE'PTIVE . a. ( inceptivus, Lat.) Noting be
ginning. Locke.
Narrownels ; want of containing fpace.
To INCAPACITATE.v.a. (in and capacitate.) INCEPTOR.L. (Lat.) A beginner ; one who
1. To diſable ; lo weaken. Clarilu. 2. To
is in his rudiments.
diſquali y . Arbuthnot.
INCERATION . S. [incero, Lat . ) The act of
INCAPACITY.S. lincapacité, Fr.) Inability ; covering with wax .
want of nalural power; want or power of |INCERTITUDE. S. ( incertitude, French ;
incertitudo, Latin.) Uncertainty ; doubetul
body ; want of comprehenſiveness of mind .
Arburbnor
Dels.
INCE'SSANT.
Eee 2
TO INCARCERATE. v. a . (incarcere, Lat . )
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Spection.] Want of caution ; want of heed .
INCE'SSANT. a . [in and cellans, Lat.) Un
Brown
ceaſing ; unintermitted; continual; uninter
INCI'SED . a. [inciſus, Lat . ] Cut ; made by
rupted . Pope.
INCE'SSANTLY . adv. (from inceffant.]With
cutting. Wiſeman
INCISION.ſ. (inciſion , Fr.) 1. A cut ; awound
out intermiflion ; continually . Addifon.
I'NCEST. S. [ inceſte, Fr. inceftum , Lat . ) Unna
made with a ſharp inftrument. South . 2. Di
tural and criminalconjunction of perſons with
viſion of viſcoſities by medicines. Bacon .
INCISIVE, a . (inciſif, French ; from inciſus ,
in degrees prohibited. Shakelp.
INCEŠTUOUS. a inceſtueux, Fr] Guilty of Lat . ] Having the quality of cutting or divid
inceſt ; guilty o ' unnaturalcohabitation .South . ing . Boyle.
INCESTUOUSLY. adv. [from incefluous .) INCISOR.S. [ inciſor, Lat.) A cutter ; a tooth
With unnatural love . Dryden ,
in the fore part of the mouth .
INCH.S. (ince, Sax. uncia , Lat ) 1. A mea INCISORY . a. (inciſoire, Fr. ]Having the qua
lity of cutting
fure of length ſuppoſed equal to three grains
of barley laid end to end; the twelfth part of INCI'SURE. ). (inciſura , Lat.) A cut ; an a
a foot. Holder. 2 . A proverbial name for a perture. Denham ,
ſmall quantity. Donne. 3. A nice point of INCITA'TION.S. [incitatio,'Lat.) Incitement ;
time . Shakesp .
incentive ; motive ; impulſe Browr.
TO INCH . v. č ( from the noun.] 1. To drive To INCITE.v.a .( incito, Lat ) To ftir up ; to
by inches. Dryden. 2. To deal out by inches;
puſh forward in a purpoſe ; to animate ; to
Spur ; to urge on Swift .
to give ſparingly. Ainſworth.
To INCH. v . n . To advance or retire a little at INCITEMENT / (from incite . ) Motive ; in
3 time .
centive ; impulſe ; inciting power . Millor .
INCHED. a (with a word of number before INCIVIL , a. (incivil, Fr.) Unpolithed .
it.] Containing inches in length or breadth . INCIVILITY. S. [incivilit , fr.] 1. Want of
Sbakeſp.
courteſy ; rudeneſs. Tillotjon 2. Act of rude
neſs. Taylor.
I’NCHPIN . J. Some of the inſide of a deer ,
Ainsworth .
INCLEMENCY. S. (inclementia, Lat.) Un
I'NCHMEAL.S. [inch and meal.) A piece of
mercifulne si cruelly ; ſeverity; harſhnels ;
an inch long. Shakeſp.
roughoeſs. Dryden .
To I'NCHOATE. v.a. (incheo, Lat ) To be INCLEMENT.'a . ( in and clemens, Lat.] Un
merciiul ; unpitying ; void of tenderneſs ;
gin ; to commence. Raleigh.
INCHOATION ] [inchoatus , Lat. ] Inception ;
harſh Milion .
beginning . Hale
INCLINABLE . a [ inclinabilis, Lat.) 1. Hav
INCHOATIVE . Q. ( inchoarivus, Lat .) Incep
ing a propenſion of will ; favourably dilpoſed ;
tive ; noting inchoation or beginning .
willing. Hooker. 2. Having a tendency.Bentley .
To INCI DE. V. R. ( from incido,to cut, Lat.) INCLINATION. F. (inclination, Fr. inclinatio,
Mevicines incide which confitt of pointed and
Lat. ) 1. Tendency towards any point. Newi.
Marp particles ; by which the particles of o
2. Natural a ptpers . Addiſon. 3. Propenſion
ther bodies are divided. Quincy
of mind ; favourable difpofition . Clarendan . 4 .
I'NCIDENCE. 1. [incido, to fall, Latin ; in
Love ; affection . Dryden. 5. Dispoſition of
INCIDENCY. S cidence, Fr. ) 1. The direc
miod Shakejp . 6. The tendency of the mag
netical needle to the East or Welt. 7. ( In
tion with which one body ſtrikes upon ano
ther ; and the angle made by that line , and
pharmacy .) The act by which a clear liquor
is poured off by only ſtopping the veſſel. Quin.
the plane ſtruck upon , is called the angle of
incidence. Quincy.92. [ Incidens , Lal.j Acci- INCLINATORY. á' ( from incline ] Having 4
quality of inclining to one or other. Brown, dent ; bap ; catualty Shakejp .
INCIDENT . a. incident, French ; incidens, INCLINATORILÏ. adv. ( from iriclinatsry.)
Obliquely ; with inclination to one lide or ihe
Lat.) 1. Caſual ; fortuitous; occational; hap
other. Brown
pening accidentally; Salling in beſide the maio
deſign. Watts. 2. Happening i apt to hap To INCLI'NE . V. » . [inclino, Lat . ) 1. To bend ;
pen . South
to lean ; to tend towards any part . Rowe . 2 .
INCIDE ST. S [ incident, Fr ) Something hap
To be favourably dilpoled io; to feel Jetire
Uginning. Stokop
pen ng beside the maio deſign ; catualty Dry.
INCIDENTAL. a . Jocident; calual ; happen. T'U INCLINE. v d . 1. To give a tendency or
ing by chance, Milton.
direction to any place or ſtate. Milton . 2. To
turn . the defire towards any thing. 3. To
INCIDENTALLY. adv. [from incidental.;
Befde the main design ; occafionally. Sander
bend ; to incurvate. Dryden.
INCIDENTLY. alv. [trom incident.j Occaſi- 1O INCLIP. v . a . ( in and clip .) To graſp ; to
osally ; by the bye ; by the way . Bibcon.
inçiole ; to furround . Shakeſp.
TO INCINERATE . V 6. jan and cineres, Lat ; TO INCLOISTER . V. a. in and cloifier .) To
To burn to alhes . Harvey.
ſhut up in a cloiſter .
INCINERATION . I lincineration , Pr ) The To INCLOUD . v.a. [in and.cloud.) To Jar
acl oi burning anything to athes. Boyle.
ken ; tu obſcure, Shakelp.
INCIRCUMSPE'CTION . F. lin and circum- TUINCLU DE. V.a ( iricludo, Lat ) 1. To in
clele ;
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cioſe ; to ſhut. 2. To compriſe ; to compre
nicable.) The quality of not being impartible.
hend. Bacon .
INCOMMUNICABLE .«.[incommunicable,Fr.)
INCLUSIVE. a . ( incluſif, Fr. ) 1. Incloſing ;
1. Not impartible ; not to be made the com
: incircling Shakeſp. 2. Comprehended in the
mon right , property , or quality of more than
ſom or number. Swift.
one. Stilling fleet. 2. Not to be exprelled ;
INCLUSIVELY. adv. ( from incluſive.) The
not to be cold South .
thing mentioned reckoned into the account INCOMMUNICABLY. adv. ( from incommu.
Holder .
nicable ) in a manner not to be imparted or
INCOAGULABLE. a .[in and coagulable.] In .
communicated Hakewill.
capable of concretion .
INCOMMUNICATING , a . (in and communi.
INCOEXISTENCE. F. lin and coexiſience.)
cating.) Having no intercourſe with each o
ther. Hale.
The quality of not exiſting together. Locke
? a. [in and compacted. ]
INCOG. adv. (corrupted by mucilation from in INCOMP'ACT.
cognito, Lat.j Unknown ; in private . Addifom INCOMPACTED. S Not joined ; noi coher
INCOCITANCY. S. lincogitantia, Lat. ) Want
ing. Boyle.
INCOMPARABLE. a (incomparable,Fr.) Ex
of thought. Beyle.
INCOʻGITATIVE. a . ( in and cogitative. ) cellent above compare ; excellent beyond all
Wanting the power of thought. Locke.
competition. Sidney, Dryden .
INCOGNITO. adv . ( incognitus , Lat . ) In a INCOMPARABLY. adv. [from incomparable. )
ftate of concealment Prior .
1. Be;ond compariton ; without competition.
Hooker . 2. Excellently ; 10 the highest de
fin and coberence.) 1 .
INCOHERENCE. U
Addison
gree,
INCOHERENCY. S Want of connction ; in
congruity ; in consequence ; wan: ot depen2 . INCOMPASSIONATE. & [in and compof
fionate ] Void of pity.
dance of one part upon another . Locke.
Want ofcohesion ; lootenets of material parts INCOMPATIBILITY. f. [ in and compers,
Bayle.
Lat. ) Inconlillency of one thing with another,
Hal.
INCOHERENT. a [in and coherent. ) 1. In
confequential ; inconhdeot Loc e, 2. With INCOMPATIBLE . (in and compete, Lat ) In
out coheſion ; lcole Woodmeard.
conſiſtent with ſomething elie , luch as cannot
INCOHERENTLY. adv . ( from incoherent ] fubfilt or cannot be pleted together with
Inconfitently : inconfequentially. Broome.
fomething elle. Suckl Hummond.
INCOLUMITY. /. [incolumitas, Lat.) Safety INCOMPATIBLY. adv . [icon incompatible )
Liconfittearly,
ſecurity . Hoevel
INCOMBUSTIBILITY . F. ( from incombufti- INCOMPETENCY
incompetence, Fr.) la
ble. The quality of refilting fire. Ray.
ability ; want ofadequate ability or qualifica,
INCOMBUSTIBLE. a. (incembujlible, Fr.) Not
cion
INCOMPETENT. ( in and competent.] Niit
10 be conſumed by fire. W'skins.
ſuitable ; not 2d quate ; Qui proportionate,
INCOMBU'STIBLENESS . / ( from incombusti
Dryden .
ble ] The quality of not being walled by fire .
I'NCOME. 1. (in and come.] Revenue ; pro- INCOMPETENTLY adv (from incompetent .]
Unſuitably ; unduiy .
i duce of any thing . South.
INCOMMENSURABILITY. f. [ from inc : INCOMPLETE a . (in and complete. ) Not per
menſurable.) The ſtate of one thing with re
fet ; not finished Hooker.
ſpect to another, when they cannot be com- INCOMPLETENESS. £. [ from incomplete.)
pared by any common mealure.
Imperfection ; uniinthed ſtate Boyle.
INCOMMEŃSURABLE. (in, con, and men . INCOMPLIANCE. f.lin and compliance.] 1 .
ſurabilis , Lat . ) Not to be reduced to any mea
Untractableneſs ; impracticablendis ; contia
ſure common to both .
dictious temper. Tillion. 2. Resuial of com
pliance
INCOMMENSURATE . a. (in, con , and men .
. Rogers.
Jura, Lat . ) Not admitting one common mea - NCOMPOSED. a. (in and compoſed ] Diliuib .
ed ; diſcompoſed , dilordered. Howel.
Ture. llore, Holder .
TO INCOMMODATE . 2 v. a. ( incommodo, INCOMPOSSIBILITY . / [trum incoin Focle ]
To INCOMMODE . } las to be mincolo
Quality or ceing not poſible but by the me ,do
venient to ; to hinder or eniba,rais without tion or deltruction of fomething. illore.
very great injury. W odward.
INCOMPOSSIBLE. a. [in , con, and pole .]
INCOMMO'DIOCS. a . ( incommodus, Lat ] In
Not poffible together.
convenient
;
vexacious
without
great
mitchief
.
INCOMPREHENSIBILITY.
| (inemprełen
Hoker.
fibilité, Fr. from incomprehenfiole, Unconceive
ableneis ; fuperiority to hun an undertidine.
INCOMMODIOUSLY. adv. ( from incommodi
INCOMPREHE'NSIBLF.C (incomprekerjivic,
sus.) Inconveniently ; not ateale.
INCOMMODIOUSNESS. f. lírom incommsdi.
Fr. ) 1. Nut to be conceivel; nu ! in De uily
underſtood . Hammond. 2. Noi lo be contaia
ons ) Inconvenience Burner.
INCUMMOʻDITY. /. incommodité, r ) Incon
ed. Hooker .
venience ; trouble. Wetron .
INCOMPREHENSIBLENESS / Trom income
INCOMMCNICABILITY.S. [from incommu- preberjibkej Coconcenableneis iz'uils.
ILOTPRE
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ference. Brown.
INCOMPREHENSIBLY. adv. ( írom incom
prehenfible ] In a manner not to be conceived, INCONSIDERABLE. 4. [in and confiderable.]
Locke.
Unworthy of notice ; unimportant. Rogers.
INCOMPRESSIBLE. a. [incomprefſible, Fr.) INCONSIDERABLENESS L. (from inconfi
derable.) Small importance. Tillotfon.
Not capable of being compreiled into leſs
INCONSIDERATE. a. (inconfideratus,Lat.) 1 .
ſpace. Cheyne.
Careleſs ; thoughtlels ; negligent ; inattentive ;
INCOMPRESSIBILITY . S. ( from incompreffi
inadvertent. Donne. 2. Wanting due regard.
ble. ).Incapacity to be ſqueezed into leſs room
INCONCURRING . a. ( in and concur.) Nou
Decay of Piety.
INCONSIDERATELY. adv. ( from inconfide
concurring Brown.
rate .) Negligenely ; thoughtleſsly. Addiſon.
INCONCE'ALABLE . a . (in and conceal.] Not
INCONSIDERATENESS. ſ. ( írom inconfide
to be tid ; not to be kept ſecret. Brown.
rate. ) Careleſſneſs ; thoughtleſſneſs ; negli
INCONCEIVABLE. a . (inconceivabl , Fr. ) In
comprehenſible; not to be conceived by the gence Tillerſon,
INCONSIDER
mind . Newton .
ATION. S [inconfideration. Pr.]
INCONCEIVABLY.adv .(from inconceivable.] Want of thought ; inaitention ; inadvertence.
Tay
lr.
In a manner beyond comprehenſion. South.
INCONCEʻPTIBLE. a ( in and conceptible.) INCONSI'STING . a . [in and config .] Not con
fiftent ; incompacible with . Dryden .
Not !o be conceived ; incomprehenſible ; in
conceivable. Hale.
INCONCLUDENT.a {in and concluders, Lat .) INCONSISTENCE } ; Sorem opperfiftent.
that one propoſition infers the negation of the
Inſeriing no conſequence. Ayliffe.
other ; ſuch ' contrariety that both cannot be
INCONCLUSIVE : a.( in and conclufive ] Not
together. 2. Abſurdity in argument or nar
enforcing any determination of the mind ; not
ration ; argument or narrative where one part
exhibiting cogent evidence.
INCONCLUSIVELY. adv .(from inconclufove.]
deſtroys the other. 3 Incongruity . Swift. 4 .
Uniteadineſs ; changeableners,
Without any fucl evidence as determines the
INCONSISTENT. a. (in and confident.) 1 .
underſtanding
INCONCLUSIVENESS.S. [from inconclufive )
Incompatible ; not ſuitable ; incongruous.
Clarendon. 2. Contrary. Locke. 3. Abſurd.
Want ofrational cogency . Lecke.
INCONCO'CT.
? a . ( in and concoet ) Un- INCONSISTENTLY.adv. (from inconſiſtent.)
INCONCOCTED. S ripened ; immature.Hale. Abſurdly ; incongruoully ; with felf -contradice
INCONCOCTION , f. [ from incercocl.] The
tion.
INCO'NSOLABLE. a. [ inconſolable, Fr. in and
fiate of being indigeſted. Bacon.
INCONDITE, a . (inconditus, Lac.) Irregular ; conſole .) Not to be comforted ; forrowful be
yond luiceptibility of comfort. Fiddes.
rude ; unpolihed . Pbilips.
INCONDITIONAL. a. in and conditional ) INCONSONANCY . S. lix and conſonancy .]
Without exception ; without limitation Brown. Diſagreement with ittelf.
INCONDITIONATE. a . [in and condition . ) INCONSPICUOUS.a. (ir and conſpicuous.) In
diſcernible ; not perceptible by the fight. Beyle.
Noi limited ; not reftrained by any conditions
INCONSTANCY. S. linconſtantia, Lat.] Un
Beyle.
INCONFORMITY.S. (in and conformity. ) In
ſteadineſs ; want of ſteady adherence ; mula
bility . Woodward.
compliance with the practice ofothers.Hook .
INCONFU'SIONS. [in and confufion.] Diftinct INCONSTANT. a . [inconftant, Fr. inconftans,
nels. Bacon
Lal . ] 1. Not firm in relolution , not ſteady in
INCONCRUENCE. S. [in and congruence.] Un
affection . Sidney: 2. Changeable ; mutable ;
fuitablene's ; want of adaptation. Boyle.
variable. Share P.
INCONGRUITY.S (incongruité, fr.) 1. Un- INCONSUMABLE. a . (in and conſume.) Not
luitablereſs of one thing to another. Stilling fl. to be waited. Brown .
.. Inconſiliency ; inconſequence ; abſurdity ; INCONSUMPTIBLE. a . Not to be ſpent; not
impropriety. Dryden. 3. Dilagreement of to be brought to an end. Digby.
INCONTESTABLE. G. Concensefable,Fr.) Not
parts ; want of tymmetry. Denne.
to be diſputed ; not admilling debate ; uucon
INCO NGRUOUS . a . [incongrs, Fr.) 1. Un
ſuitable ; not filing . Stilling fret. 2. Incon
troveruble. Locke.
ſittent ; abiurd .
INCONTESTABLY adv . from inconteſtable.)
INCO NORUOUSLY.adv. (from incongruous . )
Indisputably ; uncontrovertibly.
INCONTIGUOUS. a. (ir and contiguous.) Not
Impropeily ; notily .
touching each other ;notjoined together.Boyle.
INCONNEXEDLY. alv . [ in and connex. )
Without anyconnexion ordependance. Breur. INCONTINENCE } !. Cincontinentia , Lat.)
INCONSCIONABLE a . (in andconfcionable ) INCONTINENCY. S inability to reſtrain the
Vrid of the lente of good and evil . Sperler.
appetites; unchattity. Milien .
INCONSEQENCE . ]. [ incenſequence, Fr. in . INCONTINENT. a.(incontinens, Lat.) 1. Un
Curtearenija , Lat. I inconclusiveneſs ; want of
chaile ; indulging unlawiul pleaſure.) 2 1.9 .
ivit inference. Stilling feet.
2. Shunning delay ; immediate . Shakeſp.
INCONSEQUENT. (in and eonſequens, Lat .] INCONTINENTLY.a . [from incontinent. )
1. U aghaflys
\libou judi coccon '; without regular in
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1. Unchaſtely; without reſtraint of the ap- INCORRIGIBLE. 2. ( incorrigible, fr ) Bad
petites. 2. Immediately ; at once . An ob
beyond correction ; depraved beyond amend
Tolete ſenſe. Spenſer.
ment by any means. More.
INCONTROVERTIBLE . o. [in and contro- INCORRIGIBLENESS.S [from incorrigible.)
vertible. ) Indiſputable ; not to be disputed .
Hopeleſs depravity ; badnel's beyond all means
INCONTROVE'RTIBLY.adv. (from incontra
of amendment. Locke.
vertible.) To a degree beyond controverſy or INCORRIGIBLY. adv. (from incorrigible. }
To a degree of depravity beyond all means of
diſpute. Brown .
INCONVE’NIENCE ? 1. [inconvenient, Fr.]
amendment. Roſcommon .
? a. (in and corruptus, Lat.
INCONVENIENCY. S 1. Unfitneſs ; inexpe- INCORRUPT .
dience. Hocker. 2. Diſadvantage ; cauſe of INCORRUPTED . } incorrumpu, Fr.) 1. Free
uneaſineſs ; difficulty. Tillotſon.
from foulneſs or depravation. Miltor. 2. Pure
INCONVE'NIENT.'a. [inconvenient, Fr.) 1 .
of manners ; honeſt; good.
Incommodious ; diſadvantageous. Smal. 2. INCORRUPTIBILITY. f. [incorruptibilite,
Unfit ; inexpedient.
Fr.) Inſuſceptibility of corruption ; incapacity
INCONVENIENTLY. adv. ( from inconveni
of decay. Hakewill.
enr.) 1. Unfitly; incommodiouſly. 2. Vo- INCORRUPTIBLE ... [incorruptible, Fr.JNot
ſeaſonably. Ainſworth.
capable of corruption ; not admitting decay.
Wake.
INCONVÉRSABLE. a. [in and converſable.]
Incommunicative ; unfocial. More .
INCORRU'PTION . S. ( incorruption , Fr. ] In
INCONVERTIBLE . a. [in and convertible. ] capacity of corruption. 1. Cor.
INCORRUPTNESS. f. [in and corrupt.] 1.
Not tranſniutable , Brown.
Purity of manners ; honeſty ; integrity. Wood.
INCONVINCIBLE. a. in and convincible.]
2. Freedom from decay or degeneration.
Not to be convinced
INCONVINCIBLY.adv. [ſrom inconvincible.] TO INCRA'SSATE ,v.a. (in and craffus, Lat.)
Without admitting conviction. Brown .
thicken ; the contrary to attenuate . Brown ,
To
Newt
on
INCO'NY a . (from in and conn, to know .) 1 .
Unlearned ; artleſs . 2. In Scotland it denotes INCRASSA'TION.S. ( from incraſate.] 1. The
miſchievouſly unlucky. Shakeſp.
act of thickening. 2. The ſtate of growing
thick . Brown.
INCORPORAL. a . (in and corporal.) Imma
terial ; diſtinct from matter i diſtinct from INCRA'SSATIVE . F. (from incraljase.] Having
the quality of thickening. Harvey.
body. Raleigh.
INCORPORALITY.S.[ incorporalité, Fr. ) Im- To INCREASE. v . n. ( in and creſco, Lat.) To
materialneſs.
grow more or greater. Prior.
INCO R PORALLY. adv. (from incorporal. ] TO INCRE'ASE . v. a . To make more or great
Without maiter .
er. Temple.
To INCORPORATE. v. a . Cincorporer, Fr.) INCREASE. F. (from the verb .) 1. Augmen
tation ; the fate of growing more or great
1. To mingle different ingredients to as they
er. Pope. 2. Increment ; that which is added
fhall make one maſs. Bacon . 2 To conjoin
to the original tłock . 3. Produce Denham.
infeparably. Shakeſp. 3. To forrn into a
4. Generation. Shakeſp . 5. Progeny. Pope.
Corporation, or body politick . Carew . 4. To
unite ; to aſſociate. Addiſon. 5. To embody.
6. The ſtate of waxing. Bacon.
INCREASER. L. (from increaſe.] He who
Sidney, Stillingfeet.
increaſes.
TO INCORPORATE. v. n . To unite into one
INCREATED . a . Not created. Cheyne.
maís . Boyle.
INCORPORATE . a . [in and corporate ) Im- INCREDIBILITY.S: [incredibilité, Fr ] The
material ; unbcdied . Raleigh.
quality ofTurpaffing belief. Dryden.
INCORPORATION. S. (incorporation, Fr. ) 1. INCREDIBLE. a. (incredibilis, Lac.)Surpar
Union of divers ingredients in one maf . Bacon
fing belief ; not to be credited . Raleigh.
2. Formation of a body politick. 3. Adopti- INCREDIBLENESS. /. (from incredible.] Qua
on ; union ; aſtuciation. Hooker.
lity of being not credible.
INCORPOREAL . 2. Cincorporalis,Lat incor- INCREDIBLY. adv. (from incredible.) In a
porel, Fr. in and corporeal.j Immaterial ; un
manner not to be believed .
bodied. Bacon , Beniley.
INCREDU’LITY. / (incredulite, Fr. ) Quality
INCORPOREALLY. adv. [ from incorporeal.]
of not believing ; hardneſs of belief. Raleigh.
INCREDULOUS. a . (incredule, Fr.incredulus ,
Immaterially. Bacon .
INCORPORE'ITY.S. ( in and corporeity .] Im
Lat.j Hard of belief ; refuſing credit. Bacon.
INCRE’DULOUSNESS. /. [ from incredulous.)
materiality .
Hardneſs of belief ; incredulity .
TO INCORPSE. v . a . (in and corpe. ) To in
INCREMABLE . a : [ in and cremo, Lat.] Noc
corporate. Shakeſp.
INCORRECT. a . (in and corre? ) Not nicely
contumable by fire. Brown.
finiſhed ; not exact Pope.
I'NCREMENT. ). (incrementum, Lat.] 1. A
INCORRECTLY . adv. ( from incorre ? ] In
of growing greater. Brocon . 2 Increale ; caule
accurately ; not exactly.
of growing more. Woodword. 3. Produce .
ESS
INCORRECTN
. J. [in and corracine's 1
T.
loaccuracy ; waot of exacinet ,
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TO INCREPATE. v . a. [ increps, Lat ) To ' enquiry ; examination. Boyle.
chide ; to reprehend .
INDAGA TOR.S. [ indagator, Lat.) A ſearch
er ; and enquirer ; an examiner. Boyle.
INCREPA'TION. S. [increpatio, Lat.) Repre
TO INDA'RT . v.a. ( in and dart.) To dart in ;
henfion ; chiding. Hammond
TO INCRUST .
20.a. incruſto, Lat.) To
to ſtrike in Shakeſp.
TO INCRUSTATE . cover with an additi. To INDE'BT. v.a. 1. To put into debt.
opal coat. Pepe.
| To oblige to put under obligation.
INCRUSTA’TION. F. sincruſasion , Fr) An INDEBTED. Participial a . (in and debt ) Ob
adierent covering i fomething ſuperinduced . liged by fomething received: bound to reſti
Addison
lution ; having incurred a debt. Hooker,
To I'NCUBATE . V. n . [incubo, Lat.) To fit INDECENCY. L. ( indecence, Fr. ) Any thing
unbecoming ; any thing contrary to good
upon eggs.
manners. Locke.
INCUBATION . S. [incubatier, Fr. incubatio,
Lat.) The act of fuing upon eggs to hatch INDECENT. a. ( indeceni, Fr. ) Unbecoming ;
1 unfit for the eyes or ears. South .
them. Raleigh, Arbuthnot
INCUBUS. S. [Latin ; incube, Fr. ) The night- INDECENTLY. adv. ( from indecent .] With
out dec -ncy ; in a manner contrary to decency .
mare Floyer
To INCULCATE . v. a linculco, Lat ) TO INDECIDUOUS a . (in and deciduous.) Not
impreſs by frequent admonitions. Brcome.
falling ; not ſhed . Brown.
INCULCATION . ſ ( from inculcare. ) The act INDECLINABLE. a .[ indeclinabilis, Lat. ] Not
varied by terminations. Arbuthnet.
of imprefling by frequent admoni ions.
INCULT. a . línealte , Fr. inculius, Lat. ) Un- INDECOʻROUS (indecorus, Lat.)Indecent ;
unbecoming. Norris.
cultivated ; unuilled. Thomjon
INCULPABLE. a . [ in and culpabilis, Lat.) INDECO’RUM . !. (Latin ) Indecency ; ſome
Unblameable. South .
thing urbecoming
INCULPABLY. adv .[in and culpabilis, Lat.) INDEED. adv . (in and deed.) 1. In reality ;
Unblameable, Soul
in truth ; in verity Sidney, Sperler. 2. Above
INCU ABENCY J. ( from incumbens .) . The common rate. Davies . 3. This is to be granto ,
act of lying upon another. 2. The rate of ed that . Wake. 4. It is uſed ſometimes as
a light aftertion or recapieulation in a ſenſe
keeping a benefice. Swifi.
INCUMBENT . a . ( incumbers, Lat.) 1. Reft2 . hardly perceptible or explicable. Dryden 5 .
It is uſed to note concellion in compariſons .
ing upon ; lying upon. Boyle, add for
Bacon
Impoled as a duty. Spralt.
INCUMBENT. / [incumbens,Lat .) Hewho is INDEFATIGABLE a . (indefatigabilis, Lat.)
Unwearied ; not tired ; not exhauſted by
in presentpotention ofa bencfice. Sw fr.
TO INCUMBER . V.G. ( :combrer, Fr. ) To labour. South .
INDEFA'TIGA
embarrafs. Dryden .
BLY.adv.(from indefatigable.]
T. INCUR v.a. [incurre , Lat ] 1. To be ! Without wearinefs . Dryden.
come liable to a punishment or reprehenſion.INDEFECTIBILITY. . ( from indefectible.)
Hayward. 2. To occur ; to preis on the The quality of ſuffering no decay ; of being
fcoles. South.
ſubject to no detect .
INCURABILITY. L. [ incurabile, Fr. fiom INDIFECTIBLE. a . { ix and defectus, Lac. ]
| Un'ading; not liable to de:eft or decay.
incurable.) Impoſibility or cure . Harvey .
INCU'RABLE . a. ( incurable, Fr. ) Not ad- INDEFETSIBLE. a . (indefuifible, Fr ] Not to
mitting remedy ; not to be removed by me
be cut off ; not to be vacated ; irrevocable.
dicine ; irremediable ; hopele s. Swift.
Decay of Piety.
INCURABLENESS /. trom incurable. JState INDEFENSIBLE . a . [ in and defenſum , Lat.)
What cannot be defended or maintained.
of n t admitting any quie .
INCURABLY. adv. (trom incurable .) With Sanderlon.
INDE FINITE . a. ( indefinitus, Lat.) 1. Notdea
out remedy Locke.
INCURIOUS . a . fin and curious ) Negligent ; termined ; not limited ; noclclied Bacon , 2 .
Larpe beyond the comprehention of man ,
inat entive . Derham .
INCURSION ./ [irom incurro,Lat.] 1. Allack ; though not abiolutely without limts Speflator .
miſchievous occurrence. South . 2.; 1: cui fior , INDEFINITELY. adv. ( from init finie i
Fr. } Invaſion without conjucit. Eacea .
Without any ſettled or determined limitation.
INCURVA TION I. piroin incurva, Lat ) 1 . Hooker . 2. To a degree inteliste. Ray.
The act of bending ormaking crooked . Gane . INDEFINITUDE. F. (irom inden te.] Quan
2. Flexion of the body in tuken oi reverence . city not limited by our understanding, though
vet finite. Hak.
Stillingfleet.
TO INCURVATE . w . a . (incurvo, Lat. ) To INDELIBERATE . 1 2. [ in and del berate. )
bend ; to crook . Cbeyze.
INDELIBERATED. } Unpremeditated; done
INCURVITY. ). {:rom incuruus, Lat. ) Crook
without confideration. Brzinball.
edneſs ; the face of bending in wart. Br <
INDE LIBLE a indelibidis, Lat ] 1 Not to
TO INDAGATE . v . a . Ladugo, Latj To be bloated out or effaced. Gay. 2. Not to be
anguiled. Sprali.
Search ; to beat out .
INDEʻLI
INLAGATION ] {from ine'aguter Search ;

!
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INDE’LICACY . S. ſix and delicacy .) Want of of contents to a book. Shakeſp.
delicacy ; want of elegant decency. Addiſon. INDEXTERITY. S. [in and dexterity.) Want
INDELICATE . a. (in and delicate.) Wanting , of dexterity ; want of readineſs. Harvey .
decency ; void of a quick ſenſe ofdecency . I'NDIAN Arrow -root. J. A root ; a medicinal
plant ; it being a ſovereign remedy for curing
INDEMNIFICATION. 1. (from indemnify .)
1. Security againſt loſs or penalty. 2. Reim
ihe bite of walps, and expelling the poiſon of
the manchineel tree. This root the Indians
burſement of lofs or penalty .
TO INDEMNIFY v . a. [ in and damnify.) 1. apply to extract the venom of their arrows.
Miller .
To ſecure againſt loſs or penalty. 2. To main
I'NDIAN Crefs. ſ. ( acriviola, Lat.) A plant.
tain unhurt. Watts .
Miller.
INDEMNITY. S. indemnite, Fr.) Security
from puniſhment , exemption from punish- ! 'NDIAN Fig: S. Copuntia,Lat.) A plant. Miller.
INDIAN Red .'S A kind ofmineralearth . Hill.
ment . King Charles.
TO INDENT. v . a . (in and dens, a tooth, Lat. ) INDICANT. a. ( indicans, Lat.) Showing ;
pointing out ; that which directs what is to be
To mark any thing with inequalities like a
row of teeth. Woodward
done in any diſeaſe.
TO INDE NT.v.r. ( from the method of cutting To INDICATE. v. a. (indico, Lat.) 1. To
ſhow ; to point out. 2. ( In phyGick. ) To point
counterparts of a contract together ) To con
out a remedy .
tract ; to bargain ; to make a compact. Decay
INDICA'TION . S. (indication , Fr.) 1. Mark ;
of Piety.
INDE'NT. ( from the verb.) Inequality ; in
token ; fign ; note ; ſymptom . Addiſon. 2.
cifure ; indentation . Shakeſp.
( In phyſick ? Indication is of four kinds ; vital ,
INDENTA'TION. ſ. [in and dexs, Lat. An
preſervative, curative, and palliative, as it
indenture ; waving in any figure. Woodward. directs what is to be done to continue lile,
INDENTURE.S. ( from indeni. ) A covenant,
cutting off the cauſe of an approaching ditem
ſo named becauſe the counterparts are indent
per, curing it whilft it is actually preſent,
ed or cut one by the other. Ajcham .
or leſſening its effects. Quincy. 3. Diſcovery
INDEPENDENCE . ? J. ( independence, Fr. ) made ; intelligence given. Bentley.
INDEPENDENCY. } Freedoin ; exemption INDICATIVE. a. ( indicativus, Lát ) 1. Shew
ing ; informing ; pointing out. 2 ( lo gram
from reliance or control , ſtate over which
mar. ] A certain modification of a verb, ex
none haspower. Addiſon, Pope.
INDEPENDENT.0 (independant, Fr.) 1. Not preiling affirmation or indication. Clarke.
depending ; not ſupported by any other ; not INDICATIVELY. adv. (from ndicative.] la
relying on another ; not controlled. Soweb. 2.
ſuch a manner as ſhows or betokens. Grew .
Not relating to any thing elle, as to a ſuperiour. To INDICT. See Indite , and its indicatives.
INDICTION. f. [ indi tion, Fr. indico, Lat.)
Bentley
INDEPENDENT . ſ. One who in religious 1. Declaration ; proclamation. Bacon . 2. ( In
congrega
affairs hold that every
tion is a com
chronology .) The indi&tion, initituted by Con
plete church . Sanderfon.
ftantine the great , is properly a cycle of tri
INDEPE'NDENTLY.edv .(from independent.) butes, orderly diſpoſed, for filteen years, and
Without reference to otherthings Dryden.
by it accounts of that kind were kept Af
INDESERT. S. (ie and deſert.) Want of merit. terwards, in memory of the great victory ob
tained by Conſtantine over Mezentius, 8 Cal .
Addiſox.
INDESINENTLY. ado. (indefrenter, Fr.) O & t. 312 , by which an incire freedom was
Without cefTation . Ray.
given to Chriſtianity, the council of Nice, for
INDESTRU'CTIBLE . a . (in and deſtructible.) the honour of Conſtantine, ordained that the
Not to be deſtroyed . Boyle.
accounts of years Thould be no longer kept by
the Olympiade; but that the indiclion mould
INDETE'RMINABLE. Q. [in and determina
ble. ] Not to be fixed ; not to be defined or
be made uſe of, which hath its epocha , A.D.
ſeuled. Brown .
313. Jan. 1 .
INDETERMINATE . a. (indeterminé, Fr. ) INDIFFERENCE .?
(indifference, Fr. ) 1 .
Unfixed ; not defined ; indefinite. Newton. INDIFFERENCY.S Neutrality; ſuſpenſion ;
INDETERMINATELY. adv. Indefinitely ; l equipoiſe or freedom from motives on either
fide. Locke. 2. Impartiality. Whitzift. 3.
not in a ſeccled manner . Brown.
INDETERMINED . a. lix and determined. ] Negligence ; want of affection ; unconcern
Unteceled ; uptixed. Locke.
edneſs. Addiſor. 4. State in which no moral
or phyſical reaſon prepɔnderates. Hooker.
INDETERMINATION.ſ. (in and determina
INDIFFERENT. a. (indifferent, Fr. indiffe
tion ) Want of determination. Bramball.
INDEVOTION . J. [ indevotion, Fr.] Want of rens, Lat. ) 1. Neutral; not determined to
either ſide . Addiſon 2. Unconcerned ; inat
devocion ; irreligious. Decay of Piety .
INDEVOU'T. a. ( indevei, Fr.) Not devout; tentive ; regardleſs. Temple. 3. Not to have
ſuch difference as that the one is for its own
not religious ; irreligious. Decay of Piety.
INDEX.T. ( Latin . ] 1. The diſcoverer; the fake preferable to the other. Davies. 4. Im
pointer out. Arbuthnot. 2. The hand that partial ; diſintereſted. Aſcham , Davies. 5 .
points to any thing. Bentley. 3. The table Palable ; having mediocrity ; of a middling
Fff
fale .
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ftate. Rofcommer . 6. In the ſame ſenſe it (INDISCERPTIBILITY. S. (from indifcerpria
has the force of an adverb. Shakeſp.
ble.) lacapability of diffolution.
INDIFFERENTLY. adv. (indifferenter,Lat.) INDISCOʻVERY. S. [ in and diſcovery .) The
1. Without diſtinction ; without preference. ftate of being hidden Brown.
Newton. 2. In a neutral ſtate ; without with INDISCREET . a . indiſcret, Fr.) Imprudent;
incautious; inconſiderate; injudicious Sperler,
or averſion. Shakeſp. 3. Notwell ; tolerably ;
INDISCREETLY . adv. ( from indijorect. )
paffably ; middlingly. Carew ,
INDIGENCE.
) indigence, Fr. indigentia,
Without prudence.Sandys.
INDIGENCY. S Lac ) Want; penury ; pover. INDISCRETION.Slind ſcretion, Fr.} Impru
ty . Burnet.
dence ; rathneſs ; inconfideration. Hayward.
INDIGENOUS. a . (indigene, Fr. indigena, INDISCRIMINATE.a lindiſcrimn.rctus,Lat.)
Undiſtinguiſhable ; not marked with any note
Lat. ) Native to a country . Arbushnet.
INDIGENT
. a . (indigens, Lat.) 1. Poor ;
of distinction .
needy ; neceflitous. Addiſon. 2. In want INDISCRIMINATELY. adv. ( from indiferi,
hinare
zie. ) Without diſtinction.
wanting. Philips . 3. Void ; empty . Bacon
INDIGE ST.
a . (indigeſte, French ; indi . INDISPENSABLE a . ( Fr. ) Not to be remit:
INDIGE STED }} geftus, Lat ) 1. Not ſepa
ted ; not to be tpared ; neceſſary W codward.
rated into diflinct orders. Raleigh. 2. Not INDISPENSABLENESS. / (from indi çerla
ble .) State of not being to be pared ; neceflity .
formed, or ſhaped. Shakeſp . 3 Not well con
ſidered and methodiſed . Hooker. 4. Not con- INDISPENSABLY. adv. (from indiſpenſable']
Without diſpenſation ; without remiflion ; nes
cocted in the ſtomach . Dryd. 5. Not brought
cellarily . Addison .
to ſuppuration . Wileman.
INDIGE’STIBLE . a . (from in and digeſtible.] TO INDISPOSE. v. a [ind [poſer, Fr.) 1. To
Not conquerable in the ſtomach . Arbuthnot.
make unft. With for. Atterbury. 2. To dif
INDIGESTION.S. ( indigestion , Fr.] The ſtate
incline ; to make averſe. With 10. S:uib . 3 .
To diſorder ; to diſqualify for its proper func
of meats unconcocted. Temple
INDIGITATE
TO
. v.o. (indigito, Lat.) To
tjons . Glanville. 4. To diſorder ſlightly with
point out ; to ſhow . Brown.
regard to health . Waltor. 5. To make ua
INDIGITA’TION . S. (from indigitate.) The
favourable. With towards. C'arendon .
act of pointing out or ſhowing. More.
INDISPOSEDNESS .] ( from indiſpojed ]Stace
INDIGN. a. lindigne, Fr. indignus, Lat.) 1
of uuftnets or diſinclination ; depraved ſtate .
Unworthy; undelerving. Bacon. 2. Bringing
Decay of Piety.
indignity. Shakejp.
INDISPOSITION. S. [indiſpoſition, Fr ] ! .
INDIGNANT. 2. (indigrans, Lat . ) Angry ;
Diſorder of health ; tendency 10 fickneſs,
raging ; infamed at once with anger and dir
Hayward. 2. Dilinclination ; diſlike. Hooker ,
dain . Arbuthnot.
INDISPUTABLE. a . (in and disputable.] Un
INDIGNATION.S.(indignation ,Fr. indignatio,
controvertible ; inconteſtable. Rogers.
Lat.) 1. Anger mingled with contempt or dir- INDISPUTABLENESS.S.[from indiſputable .)
guit. Clarendon . 2. The anger of a fuperiour
The Itate of being indisputable ; certainty:
2 Kings. 3. The effect of anger. Shakeſp. INDISPUTABLY ado! (from indiſputable.)
indignus,
1. Withoutcontroverly; certainly. Brown . 2.
INDIGNITY . f. [indignitas, from
Without oppofition . Howel.
Lat.) Contumely ; contemptuous injury ; vio
lation of right accompanied with intuit. Huske. INDISSOʻLVABLE. 2. (ir and difalvable.) 1 .
Indiffoluble ; not ſeparable as to its parts.
INDIGO . Į lindicum , Lat. ) A plant, by the
Americans called anil, uled in dying, for a
Newton . 2. Not to be broken ; binding for
blue colour . Miller.
ever Aylife.
ÎNDIRECT. a. (indire&tus, Lat.) Not ſtraight; INDISSOLUBILITY. S lindiſſolubilise, Fr.]
Reſistance of a diffolving power ; firmneſs ;
not rectilinear . 2. Not tending otherwiſe
Tableneis. Locke.
than collaterally or confequentially to a point.
Shakeſp. 3. Not fair ; not honeſt. Daniel. INDISSOLUBLE. a. ( indiſſoluble, Fr, indo
lubilis, Lat .) 1. Reſiſting all reparation of
INDIRECTION. S. [in and direction. ) 1. Ob
lique means ; tendency not in a ftraight line. its parts i firm ; Itable . Boyle. 2. Binding
Shakeſp . 2. Dimoneit practice. Skakelp.
for ever ; ſubſiſting for ever . Hooker .
INDIRECTLY. adv. [from indirect.] 1. Not | INDI'SSOLUBLENESS. 1. (from ind poluble. )
Indiſſolubility ; reſiſtance to ſeparation of parts.
in a right line ; obliquely . 2. Not in expreſs
terms.Broome 3. Untairly ; not rightly. Tayl.
Hale.
INDIRECTNESS. 1 (in and directness.] 1. INDI SSOLUBLY. adv. (from ind :[ ouble. 1 .
Obliquity. 2. Unfairneſs.
In a manner refifting all ſeparation Bayle. 2,
For ever obligatorily.
INDISCERNIBLE. . in and diſcernible.)
Not perceptible ; not diicorerable . Derbam . INDISTINCT.4.(indiftinet,Fr.) 1. Not plainly
INDISCERNIBLY. adv. (from indiſcernible.) marked ; confuſed. Dryden. 2. Not exactly
lo a manner not to be perceived.
diſcerning . Shakejp.
INDISCE RPTIBLE, a. (in and difcerprible.] INDISTINCTION . ſ. ( from indiftin &?.! 1 ,
Confufion ; uncertainty. Brown. 2. Omiffion
Not to be leparased ; incapable of being broken
of discrimination. Sprali,
prselroyed by cis Tolution of parts.
INDIS
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INDISTINCTLY. adv. ( from indifline .) 1. INDUBITABLY. adv. [ from indubitable ] Vos
Confuſedly ; uncert ainly . Newton . 2. With
doubtedly ; unqueſtionably. Wotton, Sprat.
out being diſtinguished. Brown
INDU BITATE.' a. (indubitatus, Lat. ) Un
questioned ; certain ; apparent ; evident.W011 .
INDISTINCTNESS. S. ( from indiftin &t.) Con
To INDUCE. v.a. [ induire, Fr. induco, Lat . ]
fuſion ; uncertainty. Newton .
INDISTURBANCÉ.S (in and diſturb.) Calm
1. To perſuade ; to influence to any thing.
Hayward 2. To produce by perſuaſion or
nefs ; freedom from diſturbance. Temple.
INDIVIDUAL. a. (individu, individuel, Fr. )
influence . Bacon . 3. To offer by way of in
1. Separate from others of the ſame ſpecies ; duction, or conſequential reaſoning. Brown.
ſingle; numerically one. Prior, Walis 2
4. To inculcate ; to enforce. 5. To cauſe
Undivided ; not to be parted or disjoined
extrinſically ; to prodace. Bacon. 6. To in
Milton .
troduce ; to bring into view . Brown. 7. To
bring on ;to ſuperinduce. Decay of Piety:
INDIVIDUALITY.S. { from individual.] Se
T. L. (trom induce ) Motive to
INDUCEMEN
parate or diſtinct existence . Arbuthnot .
INDIVIDUALLY . adv. ( from individual.]
any thing ; that which allures or perſuades to
With ſeparate or diſtinct exiſtence ; numeri
any thing. Rogers.
INDUCER. ſ. (from induce.) A perſuader ;
cally. Hasker.
TO INDIVIDUATE. v . a . ( from individuus,'
one that influences.
Lac.1 To distinguish from others of the ſame To INDU'CT. v . a . [induftus, Lat. ) 1. Te
introduce , to bring in. Sandys. 2. To put
ſpecies ; to make ſingle. More.
INDIVIDUATION . . [from individuate .) into actual poffeffion of a benefee. Ayliffe.
INDU'CTION ./ [induction , Fr. inductio, Lat. )
That which makes an individual . Waits .
INDIVIDUITY. S. ( from individuus, Lat.) 1. Introduction ; entance. Shakeſp. 2. Induca
The fate of being an individual ; ſeparate
sion is when , from ſeveral particular propotici
existence .
ons, we infer one general . Walis. 3. The act
INDIVINITY . f. in and divinity .) Want o
or ſtate of taking polletion o : an ecclefiaftical
living
divine power. Brown.
INDIVISIBILITY . ? !. (from indiviſible. |INDUCTIVE. 4. (from indufl.) 1. Leading ;
INDIVI'SIBLENESS. Š State in which no more
perſuaſive. With 10. Milton. 2. Capable 10
diviſion can be made Locke.
infer or produce . Hale.
INDIVISIBLE . a . ( indiviſible, Fr.) What can TO INDU’E . v . a. (indwo, Latin. ) To inveſt .
Milion .
not be bruken into parts ; lo fmall as that it
TO INDUʻLGE. v . a. (indulgeo, Lat.] 1. To
cannot be fmaller . Digby.
fonile ; lo favour ; to gratity with conceflion.
INDIVISIBLY. adv. (irom indiviſible.) So as
it cannot be divided .
Dryden. 2. To grant not of right, but favour.
INDO CIBLE ... [in and docible. ) Unteachable ; Taylor.
TO INDU'LGE. V. n . To be favourable . Gov.
infuſceptible of inftruction
INDOʻCİL. a . ( indocik, Fr. ) Unteachable ; in
of the Tongue.
INDULGENCE . I S. ( indulgence, Fr. ) 1 .
capable of being instructed. Benily.
INDOCILITY. ) ( indocilité, Fr j Unteacha. INDULGENCY. } Fondn is ; fond kindnels.
Milton . 2. Forbearance ; tenderness ; oppolite
blenets ; refusal of inſtruction.
to sigour. Hammond, 3 Favour granted. Roge.
To INDOCTRINATE . v. a. ( endocriner, old
4. Grant of the church of Rome. Atterbury.
French .) To instruit ; to tincture with any
INDULGENT. a (indulgent, Fr. ) 1. Kiad ;
ſcience or opinion. Clarendon.
INDOCTRINA TION . S. ( from indoctrinate.)
gentle. Rogers, 2 Müd , tavourable. Waller.
Inſtruction , information. Brown.
3. Gratifying ; favouring i giving way to.
INDOLENCE.11. in and doleo, Lat ] 1. Free
Dryden ,
INDOLENCY S don from pain. Burnet. 2 INDUʻLGENTLY. adv ( trom indulgen ! )
Lazineſs ; inattention ; littlefineſs . Dryden .
Withuut ſeverity ; withcui centure Hammond.
I'NDOLENT . a . ( French .) 1. Free from pain . INDULT. I fi ( ltal and Fr.) Privilege or
2. Careleſs , lazy ; inattentive ; liftleis Pepe. INDULTO.S exemption.
I'NDOLENTLY. adv. ( from indolent.)
TO INDURATE.V'n, linduro, Lat.) To grow
With freedom from pain. 2. Carelelly , lazily ; hard ; 10 harden, Baion.
TO INDURATE . v. e . 1. To make hard,
inattentively ; littleily . Addijon ,
To INDOW.v.a. (indo !are, Lae ) To portion ; Sharp. 2 To narden the mind.
to enrich with girls. See Endow.
INDUKA TION . I ( trom indurate.) 1. The
Maie oi growing haid , Bacon . 2 The act of
INDRAUGHT. . [ in and draught ) 1 An
hardening 3. Obduracy ; hardneſs of hea t.
opening in the land into which ine fca flows .
Decay of Prety.
Raleigh. 2. Inlet ; partage inwards. Baron .
TOINDRENCH v atrum drench . ) To ibaki INDUSTRIOUS . a. ( induftrius, Lat ] 1. Di
ligent ; laturious. 11ilton , 2. Deſigned ; done
co drown. Shakeſp.
INDUBIOUS. a. in and dubious .) Not doubt
for the perpole. 1Vatts .
INDUSTRIOUSLY. adv. (from indufticus...
ful ; noc fufpecting ; certain . Hörvey.
INDU BITABLE . a . [ indutabilis, Lat .] Ur
Diligently ; laborically ; affiJuouſly : Siakejp.
doubted ; unqueſtionable. Il'arts.
2. Furthefit purpule ; with delign. Bacon .
Fifa
INDUSTRY.
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I'NDUSTRY. / induftria, Lat . ) Diligence : ( INE'RTLY. adv. ( from inert ) Sluggithiy ;
afliduity. Stakeſp . Cowley.
dully. Pepe.
To INEBRIATE. v. a . (inebrie, Lat.) To in- INESCATION . S. [in and eſca, Lat.] The act
of baiting
toxicate ; to make drunk Sandys.
To INE'BRIATE . v. n. To grow drunk ; to INESTIMABLE. c. ( inæftimabilis, Lat.) Too
be intoxicated . Bacon.
valuable to be rated ; tranſcending all price.
INEBRIATION.S. ( from inebriate . ) Drun
Boyle.
kennels ; intoxication Brown .
IN EVIDENT a.( inevident,Fr.in and evident.)
INEFFABILITY.S. {from ineffable ) Unſpeak
Not plain ; obſcure. Brown.
ableneſs.
INEVITABI'LITY.S . [ from inevitable. ) Ime
poflibility to be avoided ; certainty. Bramball.
INE FFARLE.G. [inefable, Pr. ineffabilis, Lat.)
INE'VITABLE. a . ( inevitabilis, Lat . ) Uns
Unſpeakavje. South
voidable ; not to be eſcaped. Dryden .
INEFFABLY odv. ( from ineffable.) In a
INEʻVITABLY . adv . ( frum inevitable.] Withe
manner not to be expreſſed. Milton .
out poflibility of eſcape. Bentley :
INEFFECTIVE. a . ( ineffectif, Fr. ix and ef
feciive. That which can produce no effe & . INEXCU'SABLE. a. (inexcujabilis, Lat.) Net
Taylor .
to be excuſed ; not to be palliated by apology .
INEFFEʻCTUAL . a. [in and effettual] Unable
Swift.
to produce its proper effect ; weak ; without INEXCU'SABLENESS. S. ( from inexcuſable.)
power. Hooker:
Enormity beyond forgiveneſs or palliation.
INEFFE'CTUALLY.ado . ( from ineffe &trol. )
South.
Without effect.
INEXCU SABLY. odov . ( from inexcuſable. ]
INEFFECTUALNESS. S. (from ineffe &tual)
To a degree of guilt or folly beyond excuſe .
Brown .
Inefficacy ; want of power to perform the
proper effect. Wake.
INEXHAʼLABLE. a . [in and exbole .] That
INEFFICACIOUS. a. finefficace, Fr. inefficax, which cannot evaporate. Brown.
Lat.) Unable to produce effects; weak ; feeble. INEXHAUSTED. 'N. ( in and exhauſted.) Ua
emptied ; not poflible to be emptied Dryder.
INEFFICACY .) . (in and efficacia, Lat.) Want
INEXHAUSTIBLE. . Not to be ſpent. Locke.
of power ; want of effect.
INE'LEGANCE.S
. (from inelegant.) Ab- INEXISTENT. a. (in and exiſtent. Not having
INEʻLEGANCY. S ſence of beauty ; want of
being ; not to be found in nature. Boyle.
INEXISTENCE. F. (in and exiftence ] Want
elegance.
INELEGANT . a. ( inelegans, Lat.) 1. Not be
of being ; want of exiſtence. Broome.
coming ; not beautiful; oppoſite to elegan INE'XORABLE . a. Cinexorable.Fr inexorabilis,
Woodward. 2. Mean ; deſpicable ; contemp
Lat.) Not to be intreated , not to be moved by
cible. Broome .
intreaty. Rogers.
INEʼLOQUENT . o. [in and eloquens, Lat ] Not INEX PÉDIENCE.I S. (in and expediency.)
INEXPEDIENCY. Want of fitneſs ; want
perſuaſive ; not oratorical .
or propriety ; unſuitableneſs to time or place.
INE'PT . a. ſinepius, Lat.) Unfit ; uſeleſs ;
triliog ; fooliſh . More.
Sanderſon
INEʻPTLY. adv. (inepré, Lat.) Triflingly : INEXPÉDIENT . a. ( in and expedient .) In
convenient ; unfit ; improper . Smalr .
fooliſhly ; unfitly . Mere.
INE'PTITUDE. j. [ from irepius, Lat. ) Unfit- INEXPERIENCE.ſ . (inexperience, Fr. ) Want
nels. Wilkins.
of experimental knowledge. Milion.
INEQUA'LITY. S. [ from in æqualitas and in INEXPERIENCED . a. (inexpertus, Lat. Not
æqualis, Lat. ) 1. Difference of comparative experienced.
quantity . Ray. 2. Unevenneſs ; interchange INEXPERT. a. ( inexpertus, Lat . in and ex
of higher and lower parts. Newton. 3. Dil
pert.) Unfkilful ; uníkilled. Milton .
proportion to any office or purpoſe ; ſtate of INE XPIABLE . a . (inexpiable, Fr.) 1. Not
not being adequate ; inadequateneſs. Sourb . 4.
to be atoned . 2. Not to be mollified by
atonement . Milion.
Change of nate ; unlikeneſs of a thing to
itſelf. Bacon. 5. Difference of rank or ſtation. INEXPIABLY. adv. (from inexpiable.] To a
Hooker.
degree beyond atonement. Rojcommon .
INERRABI'LITY . S ( from inerrable .) Exemp- INE XPLEABLY. adv . ( in and expeo, Lar. ]
tion from errour. King Charles .
Inſatiably.
INEʻRRABLE . a . [in and orr.) Exempt from INEXPLICABLE. 2. [ix and explics, Lat . ) In
crour. Hammond
capable of being explained. Hooker, Newter.
INE'RRABLENESS. S. (from inerrable.) Ex . INEXPLICABLY . adv. from inexplicable.)
emption from errour . Hammond.
In a manner not to be explained.
INERRABLY, adv. (from inerrable. ) With ſe- INEXPRESSIBLE. a . (in and exprefs.) Not to
told ; not to be uttered ; voulterable. Milt.
be
curity from errour; intallibly.
INE'RRINGLY.adv. (in and erring. ) Without
Stilling fleet.
errour. Glanville.
INEXPRE SSIBLY. ado. ( from inexpreffible.)
To a degree or in a manner not to be ultered .
JNE'RT. a. (oners, Lat ] Dull; ſluggiſh ; moti
Hammond,
onlels. Blackmore.
INEXPU'CE
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INEXPU'GNABLE. a. ( inexpugnabilis, Lat.) , cable. Glanville.
Impregnable; not to be caken by attault; not To INFECT. v. a. ( infeftus, Lat.] 1. To a&
upon by contagion ; to affect with communi
to be ſubdued. Ray.
INEXTINGUISHABLE . a. (in and extinguo,
cated qualities ; to hurt by contagion . Miltor .
2. Totill with ſomething hurifully contagious.
Lat. ) Unquenchable. Grew .
Shakeſp .
INEXTRICABLE. 6. inextricabilis, Lat.)
Not to be difintangled ; not to be cleared . INFECTION . S. linfection , Fr. infeftio, Lat .)
Blackmore.
Contagion ; miſchiet by communication. Sbak .
INE XTRICABLY adv. ( from inextricable .) INFECTIOUS. c . ( from infeft ] Contarius;
influencing by communicated qualities. Temp.
To a degree of perplexity not to be diſin
INFECTIOUSLY.adv [from infecticus. )Cone
tangled. Bentley
To INE'YE. v. m. [in and eye.) To inoculate ;
tagiouſly. Shakeſp .
to propagate trees by the infiion of a bud in- INFECTIOUSNESS Į ( from infectious.] The
quality of being infectious ; contagiousneſs.
to a foreigo Rock Philips.
INFALLIBILITY. 31. [infaliibilité, Fr.) INFECTIVE. . ( from infect } Having the
quality of contagion . Sidney
INFA LLIBLENESS Ş Inerrability ; exemp
INFECÜ’ND a linfæcundus,Lac.) Unfruiclul ;
tion from errour . Tilletfor.
INFA’LLIBLE. a. [infallible, Fr. ) Privileged
infertile . Derbam .
INFECUNDITY, S. ( infæcunditas, Lat.) Want
from errour ;incapable of miltake. Hooker.
of fertility.
INFA LLIBLY. adv. (from infalible.] 1. With
oue danger of deceit; with security from er- INFELICITY.S. (infelicites , Lat.) Unhappi
nels ; miſery ; calamity. Warts.
rour . Smalr . 2. Certainly. Rogers.
TO INFA'ME v . a . (infams, Lat.) To repre- TO INFE'R. v. 6. ( infero, Lal.!!. Tobring on ;
to induce. Harvey. 2. To infer is nothing
ſent to diſadvantage ; to defame ; to centure
but , by virtue of one propoſition laid down as
publickly. Bacon
INFAMOUS. . ( infamis, Latin ) Publickly
true, to draw in another as true. Locke. 3.
To offer; to produce. Shakeſp.
branded with guilt; openly centured. Ben
I'NFERENCE | ( inference, Fr. from infer .]
Jebajon.
1
.
Conclud
un drawn from previous arguments.
I'NFAMOUSLY. adv. (from infamous.]
Waits .
With open reproach ; with publick notoriety
INofreproach.
. L. (from infer.] DeducibleLofrom
2.Shamefully;tcandaloutly ,Dryd .INFERI
FAMOUSNE
SS. 1 Ick reproach Lai
[from . inferioar .] wer
FERIBLE
; notoriety INpremited
grounds.
OR
ITY . f .Brown

Dryder
of bad character. King Charles.
I'NFANCY. J. infantia, Lat.] 1. The firſtpan INFERIOUR 6 , (inferior, Lat .) 1. Lower in
of life . Hooker . 2. Civil intancy. 3. First age place. 2. Lower in ſtation or rank of lie,
Suih. 3 . Lower in value or excellency.
of any thing ; beginning ; original. Arbuthnot.
INFANGTHEF.J. (from in , fang , to catch , Dryden. 4. Subordinate . Walts.
and obef :) It ſignifies a privilege or liberty INFÉRIOUR / . One in a lower rank or ſatioa
than another.
granied unto lords of certain manors to judge
INFEʻRNAL . a [infernal, Fr.) Helliſh ; tare
any thiet taken within their fee . Cowell.
INFANT.S.finfans, Lat .) 1. A child from the ' arean . Dryden
birth to the eud of the ſeventh year. Rofcom . INFE'RNAL Sione. f. The lunar cauſtick , pre
2. ( In law . ) A young perion to the age of one pared from an evaporated folucion of fibver, os
and twenty .
from crystals of tilver. Hill.
INFANIÅ S. ( Spanish .) A princeſs deſcended INFERTILE. 6. (inferiode, Fr.) Unfruitful;
from the royal blood of Spain .
not productive ; infecund. Gov.of theTongue.
INFA’NTICIDE .S. linfanticicke, Fr. infantici- INFERTILITY. . infertilité, fr. from is
dium , Lat.) The daughter of the infants by fertile. ) Unfruitfulnels; want of fertility.
Herod.
TOINFEST. v a. infeſio, Lat.) To haraſs ;
INFANTILE. a . ( infantilis, Lat.) Pertaining
to diſturb ; to plague. Hooker .
to an infant. Derbam .
INFESTIVITY . ). ( in and fillivity.) Moura
INFANTRY.S. [Infanterie, Fr.) The foot ſol
fulnels ; want of cheerfulneſs .
INFESTRED . a. (in and feſter .) Raakling ;
diers of an army. Milion .
inveterate . Spenfer.
INFARCTION . L. [in and forcio, Lat.] Stuf
INFEUDA’TION [ [ in and feudum ,Lat ) The
fing ; conſtipation . Harvey.
TO INFATUATE v.a. lonfaluo, from in and
act of putting one in pouleffion of a fee or
fatuus, Lat.) To itrike with tolly ; lo deprive
eftate. tiale's Con . Law.
INFIDEL . J. Linfidelis, Lat. ) An unbeliever; 2
of underſtanding. Clarendon.
miſcreant; a pagan ; one who rejects Chrifti
( from infatuate.] Theact
INFATUATION
of ſtriking with fully; deprivation of reafun. anity . Hocker
South.
INFIDELITY.S. ( infidelité, Fr.) 1. Want of
INFAUSTING.S. (from infauftus, Lat ] The
faith . Tayler . 2. Diſbelief of Christianity .
ait of making unlucky . Bacon .
Addison . 3. Treachery ; deceit. Spectator.
INFE'ASIBLE, a. (in and feaſible.) Impracti- INFINITE ... [infinitua, Lat.ji. Unbounded;
boundlels ;
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lence. Arburhnet.
boundleſs ; unlimited ; immenſe . Dennis. 2 .
It is hyperbolically uſed for large ; great .
To INFLECT. v . a. linfle &ti, Lat ) 1. To
INFINITELY adv [from infinite.) Without bend ; to turn. Newton . 2. To change or
limits ; without bounds ; immenfely . Bacon .
vary . 3. To vary a noun or verb in its ter .
minations .
I'NFINITENESS 1. ( from infinite.] Immen
INFLECTION S [inflectio, Lat.] 1. The ad
fity ; boundleſſneſs ; infinity. Taylor.
of bending or turning. Hale. 2. Modulation
INFINITE SIMAL. a . (from infinite .) Infinite
ly divided.
of the voice. Hooker. 3. Variation of a noun or
INFINITIVE. o ( infinitif, Fr.infinitivus,Lat.) verb. Brerewood .
In grammar, the infinitive affirms, or inti- INFLECTIVE. a. ( from inflect.] Having the
mates the intention of affirming ; but then it power o : bending Derbam
does not do it ablolutely. Clarke.
[inflexibilite, Frli.
INFINITUDE.
Lurely influences Infinity , INFLEXIBLENESS. } Silhouets quali sonles
immenfity Hale. 2. Boundleſs number. Addil.
lifting flexure. 2. Obftinacy ; temper not to
INFINITÝ.1. [infinite, fr ) 1. Immensity ;
be bent; inexorable pertinacy
boundleſſneſs ; unlimited qualities. Raleigh. INFLEXIBLE a . ( Pr. infiexibilis, Lat ) 1.
2. Endleis number. Arburbnor.
Not to be bent or incurvated . Brown. 2. Not
INFIRM . a. ( infirmus, Lat.) 1. Weak ; feeble ; to be prevailed on ; immovable . Addifon. 3.
diſabled ofbedy. Milton . 2. Weak of mind ;
Not to be changed or altered. Walis.
irrefolute. Skakeſp. 3. Not ſtable ; not folid. INFLEXIBLY. adv. ( from inflexible.) Inexo
Sourb .
rably ; invariably. Locke.
TO INFIRM . v. a ( infirmo, Lat.) To weaken ; To LNFLICT. v.a.( inflige, infli Elus, Lat.) To
to ſhake; to enfeeble. Raleigh.
pui in act or impoſe as a punithment. Temple.
INFIRMARY. S. (infirmerie, Fr. ] Lodgings INFLI'CTER ! (from infiat.)He who punithes.
for the fick . Becon.
Gov.of the Tongue.
INFIRMITY.S. [infirmite, fr.] 1. Weakneſs INFLICTION. ). {from inflia ] 1. The act of
of ſex, age , ortemper. Rogers. 2. Failing i
uſing punishments. South. 2. The puniſhment
impoſed. Rogers.
weaknels; fault . Clarendon, 3. Diſeale ;ma
lady. Hooker.
INFLICTIVE.. infiiative, Fr. from infiel.)
INFIRMNESS. . [ from infirm .) Weakneſs ; That which is laid on as a puniſhment.
feebleneſs. Boyle .
INFLUENCE S (influence, Fr. ] 1. Power of
TO INFIX. v.a. infixus, Lat.) To drive in ; the celeſtial a pects operating upon terreſtrial
bodies and affairs. Prior. 2. Aſcendant power ;
to falten . Spenſer.
To INFLA’ME. v . 0. (inflommo, Lat.) 1. To
power ofdirecting or modifying Sidney ,Taylor ,
Atterbury
kindle ; to let on fire. Sidney, Milton. 2. To
kindle de fire. Milion. 3. To exaggerate ; to To INFLUENCE. v . a . ( from the noun.) To
aggravate . Addiſon. 4. To heat the body
act upon with directive or impulſive power ;
to modity to any purpoſe. Newton.
morbidly wth obſtructed matter. 5 To pro
voke ; to irritate. Decay of Piety. 6. To fire INFLUENT.a. (influens,Lat.) Flowing in.Arb.
with paſſion. Milton .
INFLUENTIAL a . (from influence.) Exering
TO INFLAME . v n. To grow hol , angry , and
influence or power. Glanville.
pain'ul by obſtructed matter . Wileman .
I'NFLUX.ſ (influxus , Lat.) 1. At of flowing
INFLA MER | ( from inflame ) The thing or
into any thing Ray. 2. Infuſion. Hale. 3. In .
perſon that intiames. Addifon .
Huence; power. Bacon.
INFLAMMABILITY, ļ. Tfrom inflammable.) INFLUXIOUS. a. ( from influx.) Influential.
Howel.
The quality of catching fire. Harvey.
INFLAMMABLE. a. (French.) Eaſy to be ſet To INFO’LD. v. a. ( in and foll ! To involve ;
on Alaine. Newton .
to inwrap , to incloſe with involutions. Pope.
INFLA MMABLENESS. S ( from inflammable.) To INFUʻLIATE v.a. ( in and filium , Lat . )
7 he qualıy of eaſily catching fire. Bryle.
To cover with leaves Howel.
INFLAMMATION . T. [inflammatio, Lat ) 1. To INFO'RM . v. a . ( informe, Lat.) 1. To
animate ; to actuate by vital powers. Dryden .
The act of ſetting on fiame . 2. The face of
2. To inſtruct i to ſupply with new knowledge ;
being in fame. Wilkins . 3 In chirurgery . )
to acquaint. Clarendon. 3. To offer ao accu .
Inflammation is when the blood is obftructed
ſo as to crowd in a greater quantity into any ſation to a magiſtrate. Aas.
particular part,which gives ii a greater colour TOINFORM.v.n . Togive intelligence. Shakeſp .
and heat than uſual. Quincy: 4. The act of INFO'RMAL a. (trom inform .) Odering an
in'ormation ; accuſing . Stakejp.
exciting fervour of inipd . Hooker.
INFLAMMATORY. a . (from injlame.]Having INFOʻRMANT.!. (French.) , One who gives
ioformation
or inſtruction . Watts. 2. One
the power ot iotlaming. Pipe.
To INFLATE . v. a. Linflatus, Lat.) 1. To who exhibits an accuſation ,
fwell with wind. Ray . 2. To fill with the INFORMA’TION. L: (informatio, Lat.)
breath . Dryden .
Inielligence given ; intruction. South , Rogers .
INFLA'TIUN.I. infatis, Lat. from inflare.] 2. Charge or accuſation exhibited. 3. The
The ſtate of being iwelled with wind ; fiacu . act of intorming or actuating.
INFORMER .
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INFO'RMER . S. ( from inferm .) 1. One who To INGE’MINATE. v.a. (ingemino, Lat.) To
gives intelligence. Swift. 2. One who dito
double ; to repeat . Clarendon.
covers offenders to the magiſtrate. L'Efirange. INGEMINATION . S. in and geminatio, Lat . )
INFOʻRMIDABLE. a . in and formidabilis,
Repetition ; reduplication .
1.21 ) Not to be feared ; not to be dreaded . INGE’NDERER. ). ( from ingender.) He ihat
Milion,
generales . See ENGENDER .
INFO'RMITY.S. ( from informis, Lat. ) Shape. INGENERABLE. a . (in and generate.) Not to
lellneſs. Brown .
be produced or brought into being . Boyle.
INFO'RMOUS. a. ( informe, Fr. informis, Lat.) | INGENERATE . } a .(ingeneratus, Lat ] 1.
INGENERATED . S Inborn ; ingate ; inbred.
Shapeleſs ; of no regular figure. Brown.
Wonton . 2. Unbegotten. Brown .
INFORTUNATE. v. ( infortunatus, Lat . ] Un
happy . Bacon.
INGENIOUS. a. ( ingeniojus, Lat.) . Willy ;
To INFRACT. v. a. [ infračius, Lat. ) To inventive ; pofletted of genius. Boyle. 2 .
break . Thomson .
Mental; intellectual. Shakejp.
INFRACTION. S. linfraction, Fr.) The act INGE’NIOUSLY. adv. (from ingenious.) Wit
of breaking ; breach ; violation. Waller .
tily ; fubtily Temple.
INFRA'NGIBLE. a . ( in and frangible.) Not to INGENIOUSNESS. S. [ from ingenious .] Wiui
be broken . Cheyne .
neſs ; ſubtily . Boy.e.
INFREQUENCY. S. linfrequentia, Lat .) Un. INGENITE . a. (ingenitus, Lat ) lonate ; in
commor neſs ; rarity . Broome.
born ; native ; ingenerate Svuih .
INFREQUENT . a. (infrequens, Lat. ) Rare ; INGENUITY. (trom ingenuous . ] 1. Open
uncommon .
nets ; fairnels; candour ; treedom from diftiinu
lation Wotron , Donne. 2. ( From ingenious . )
To INFRIGIDATE . v. a. [in and frigidus,
La .) To chill ; to make cold. Boyle.
Wit : invention ; genius ; fubiiliy ; acuteneſs.
Sourh
To INFRINGE, v. a. (infringo, Lat. ) 1. To
violate ; to break laws or contracts. Waler . INGENUOUS a. ( ingenuus, Lat . ) 1. Open ;
2. To deſtroy ; to hinder. Waller .
fair ; candid ; generous ; noble. Locke.
INFRI'NGEMENT./ (from infringe.) Breach ;
Freeborn ; not of fervile extraction. K.Charles .
violation. Clarendon.
INGE NUOUSLY. adv . [from ingerucks ] (
penly ; fairly ; candidly igeneroully. Shakeſp.
INFRINGER. I [from infringe ) A breaker ;
Dryden .
a violator. Ayliffe.
INFU'NDIBULIFORM . S. (infundibulum and INGENUOUSNESS.S.[from ingenuous.]Open
forma, Lat. ) of the shape of a luoncl oi lud
nefs ; fairneſs ; candour.
dish .
I'NGENY. / (ingenium , Lat ) Genius; wit.
INFO RIATE . a. (in and furio, Lat. ) Enraged ;
Not in ule. Eeyle.
To INGE'ST.. a. ( ingeſlus, Lat ) To throw
raging. Milton,
into the ſtomach . Brown .
INFUSCA’TION.F. [infuſcatus, Lat.) The aa
INGESTION . | ( from ingefl.) The act of
of darkening or blackening
TO INFU SE . V. a .(infuler, Fr. infufus, Lat ] throwing into the ltomach . Harvey .
1. To pour in ; to initil. Denhami. 2. TO INGLORIOUS. a. (inglorius, Lai.] Void of
pour into the mind ; to inſpire into . Davies. honour; mean ; without glory. Howel.
3. To ſteep in any liquor with a gentle heat . INGLORIOUSLY. odv. (trom inglorious.]With
Bacon . 4. To tincture ; to faturate with any
ignominy . Pope.
thing in : uſed, Bacon , 5. To inipire with . INGOT. ] [lingt, Pr .) A maſs ofmetal Dryd .
To INGRAFË. v . 7. ( in and graf ) 1 . To
Shakeſp .
INFU'SIBLE. a. ( from infufe.) 1. Pofſible to be propagac trees by inſition 11ay 2. To
infuled . Hammond. 2. Incapable of dillolution ; plant the ſprig of one tree in the ſtock of
not fuſible. Brown
To plant any thing not native.
another.
Milton. 4. To fix deep: to fetele. Hizker.
INFUSION. J. ( infufiom , Fr. infufio, Lat. ) 1 .
The act of pouring in inftillation. Addison. INGRAFTMENT. I from ingrafi. ) 1. The
2. The act of pouring into the mind ; infpira
a t of ingratting 2. The Iprig ingrafted.
tion. Hocker, Clarendon. 3. The act of Reeping INGRATE .
} a . (ingratus, Lat.) 1. Un
any thing in moiſture without beiling. Bacon. INGRATEFUL. S grateiul, urdhank ul.Shak.
4. The liquor made by in.ution. Bacon.
2. Unpleaſing to the lense. Eacon.
INFU SIVE. 0. ( trom infuſe.) Having the power To INGRA TIATE. v . 0 ( in and gratia ,Lat.]
To put in favour ; to recommend io kindneis.
of infution ,or being intuied. Thomfor .
INGATE . | [on and gate ) Entrance ; paſſage INGRATITUDE. / ( ingratitude, Fr. in and
Sperler
in.
.
gratitude.) Retribution of evil for good ; un
INGANNA 'TIONS (ingannare . Ital . ] Cheat;
thankfulneſs. Dryilir.
fraud ; deception ; juggle ; delution ; impos- INGRIS DIENT. 1. ingredient, Fr. ingrediens,
ture . Brown.
Lat. Component part of a body, conditiing of
INGATHERING . S. lin and gathering ] The
different materials Milton .
I'NGRESS. /. (ingres , Fr, ingreſſus, Lat .) En
act of getting in the harveſt . Exodus.
trance ; power oi entrance. Arturhat.
INGE, in the names of places, lignifies a mea
INGRESSION .
dow . Gibon.
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INGRE'SSION. J. (ingrello, Lat .) The ad of{INHIBI'TION.S. (inbibition, Fr. inbibitio,Lat.]
1. Prohibition ; embargo. Gov. of the Tongue
entering Digby .
INGUINAL. & [ inguinal, fr. inguen, Lat. )
2. ( In law .) Inhibition is a writto inhibit or
Belonging to the groin. Arbushnet.
forbid a judge from farther proceeding in the
To INGU'LF . v.a. (in and gulf ] 1. To ſwal.
cauſe depending before him . Cowell.
low up in a vaſt profundity . Milton . 2. To To INHOLD. v . a . [in and bold.) To have
inherent; to contain in itſelf. Raleigh.
cait into a gulf. Hayward
TO INGURGITATE .v. 2. (ingurgiro, Lat.) INHOSPITABLE. a. (in and hoſpitable] Af
fording no kindneſs nor entertainment to ſtran
To ſwallow . Die
INGURGITA'TION. S. [ from ingurgitate.) gers. Dryden .
INHO SPITABLY adv. ( from inkopirable.]
Voracity.
INGU STABLE . a. [in and gufo, Lat.) Not
Unkindly to trangers. Milten .
perceptible by the taſte. Brown.
INHOSPITABLENESS. /.(inhoſpitalité,Fr.)
INSA ÉILE. 6. Limbabilis, Lat. ] Unſkilful ; un INHOSPITALITY.
3 Wantof hoſpitali
ready ; unfit ; unqualified .
ty ; want o caurlefy to ſtrangers.
To INHABIT. v . a . [habiso, Lat.) To dwell |INHUMAN.c.(inhumain , Fr.inbumanus,Lat.)
in ; to hold as a dweiler . Hooker, Ilaiah.
Barbarous; lavage; cruel ; uncompaſſionate.
Atterbury
TO INHABIT . y. n . To dwell ; to live. Milton .
INHABITABLE. 2. ( from inhabir. ] 1. Capable INHUMANITY. (inbumanite, Fr.) Cruelty ;
o: affording habitation . Locke 2. [In habirable. lavageneſs ; barbavity. Sidney, K Charles.
Fr. ) Incapable of inhabiiants ; aut habitable ; | INHUMANLY. adv . (from inkum:an.) Savage
uninhabitable. Sharep.
ly : cruclly ; barbarouſly. Swift.
INHABITANCE . I: Iirom inbabit. ) Reſidence To INHUMATE. v.a. (inbumer, Fr. bums,
TO INHUME.
s Lat. ) To bury ; to inter.
of dwellers Carew .
INHABITANT. S. (from inbabie . ) Dweller ;
one chat lives or reſides in a place. Abbot.
TO INJECT.0. a. (injetus, Lat.] 1. Tothrow
INHABITATION.J. [trom inhabit.] 1. Habi
in ; to dart in. Glanville. 2. To throw up ;
to cart up. Pope.
inhabiting or planting with dwellings, Mare INJECTION , P. (injectio, Lat ) 1. The act of
of being inhabited. Raleigh. 3. Quantity of calling in. Boyle. 2. Any medicine made to
inhabitants . Brown.
be injected by a ſyringe, or any other inftru
ment , into any part of the body . 3. The act of
INHA'BITER . / ( from inhabit. ) One that in
habits ; a dweller. Brown.
filling the veſſels with wax , or any other pro
TO INHAʼLE. v. a . ( inhalo , Lat.) To draw in
per matter, to ſhew their ſhapes and ramifica.
iions. Quincy:
with air ; to inſpire. Arbuthnot, Pope.
INHARMONIOUS. a lin and harmonious.) INI MITABILITY. S. ! from inimitable.) Inca
Unmufical , not ſweet of found, Felton .
pacity to be imitated. Norris.
To INHERE v. n inheres, Lat .) To exin INIMITABLE. a . (inimitabilis, Lat.) Above
in fumething elſe Donne,
imitation ; not to be copied. Milton , Denham .
INHERENT. a sinberent, Fr. inhærens, Lat ] INIMITABLY, adv. (from inimitable.) In a
Exiſting in fomething elle , ſo as to be init pa
manner not to be imitated ; to a degree of
rable from it ; innale ; inborn. Swifi
excellence above imitation. Pope.
TO INHERIT. v . a ( inheriter , vr.) 1. To To INJOʻIN v. a. (enjoindre, Fr.) 1. To com
rective or poſſe :s by inheritance . Addiſon . 2 . mand to enforce by authority. See ENJOIN.
To potlıls ; to obtain pofTeflion of. Shakelp.
M :110n . 2 In Shakejpeare, to join.
INHERITABLE. a. (trom interit . ] Tranimir INI'QUITOUS. o . (inique, Fr. from iniquity .]
fible by inheritance ; obtainable by fucceflion
Unjuft ; wicked.
Catew
INI'Q !! TY S. (iniquitas, Lat .) 1. Injuftice ;
INHERITANCE. L. ( from inherit.] 1. Patri
unreal nableneſs. Smalridge. 2. Wickedneis ;
crime. Hooker.
meny ; hereditary pollefion . Muttin . 2. Io
Soakeſpeare, povelion . 3 The reception of INITIAL a. (initium, Fr. initium , Lat.) 1 .
Placed at the beginning. Pope. 2. Incipient ;
pofleton by hereditary right. Locke.
not coinplete. Harvey .
INHERITOR . J. ( from interit.] An heir ; oni
who receives any thing by iucceffion. Bacon , To INITIATE ~ a fixitier, Fr. initio, Lar .]
INHERITRESS. f. ( tron interstor.} An heir
To enter ; to inſtruct in the rudiments of an
els . Bacon
art. More.
INHERITRIX . F. ( from interiter .) An heireſs | To INITIATE. v. r . To do the firft part ; to
Shokeji.
perform the firſt rite . Pope.
TOINHERSE. O a . {ix and berſe. To incloſe, INITIATE. a. (iritie, Fr.initiatus , Lat.) Un
in a funeral monument. Shakeſp.
practiſed . Shakesp.
INHESION J. (inde):), Lat .) Inherence; the INITIATION . (initiatio, Lat. from initiate. )
Atate of exiſting in fomething elle .
The act of emering of a new comer into any
TO INHIBIT . v.a. inlibeo, Lat inhiber, Fr.
art or 1tate . Hammond.
1. To reſtrain ; io hinder ; to repreis ; 10 INJUCU'NDITY. S. [in and jucundiry .) Un
plealaninele.
check . Beriley . 2. To prohibi; to combi«..
Clarcadon , jotta
INJU'DICABLE .

i
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INJU'DICABLE. a. [in and judice, Lal .} Núc INLET. S. [in and le..! Pallage ; place of in .
cognizable by a judge .
greſs ; entrance. W'orton
INJUDICIAL. a .[ in and judicial.] Not accor- INIY 9. ( from in ) Inter sur ; internal ; ſecret.
ding in form of law.
Skakelp:
INJUDICIOUS. e ( in and judicious? Void or INLY ad Internally ; within : ſecretly ; in
the heart. Milton, Dry.ler .
judgment ; without judgmene. Burret, Tillor
jin ane rate ) Inmates are thoſe
IN JUDICIOUSLY adh . [ from injudsciousjNMATE
that be admitted to dwell for their money
With ill judgment ; nit wiſely . Breeme
INJUNCTION .S [ from injoin ; injunctus, in .
jointly with another man Cowell, Drilen .
junétio, Lat.) Coinmandi order , precepi. INMOST. a . ( from in ' Deepent within ; re.
moteſt from the ſurface Shakeſp.
Shakeſp. 2. ( In law . ) lujun &tion is an inter
Jocutory decree out of the chancery Cowell. INN . T. ( inn, Sax . a chamber . ) 1 A hcuſe of
entertainment for travellers. Sidney, perler .
To INJURE. v . a. ſinjurier, Fr. ] 1. To hort
2. A houſe where ſtudents are boarded and
unjuſtly; to miſchie:undeſervedly : to wrong
taught Shake;p:
Temple. 2 To annoy ; to affect with any in
TOIN
convenience Milton.
I from the noun. ) To take up
. v
I'NJURER.S . ( from injure. ) He that hurts an. temporary lodying. Donne.
TO INN
a . To houſe ; to put under cover.
other unjuſtly. Ben Johnſon.
Shakejp.
INJURIOUS. a. ( injurius, Lat.) 1. Unjuft :
invaſive of another's rights. Dryden 2 Guiley INNA'TE . ? a. inné, Fr. innatus, Lit.) in
of wrong or injury . Milton , 3. Miſchievous; INNA'TED . S born ; ingenerale ; nalu:a!; not
unjuſtly hurtful.' Tillotſon. 4. Detractory ; ſuperadded ; not adſcilitious. H.W !!, Bentley
INNA’TENESS.J. (from inna!c ) The quality
contumelious , reproachful. Swift.
INJURIOUSLY. adv . ( from injurious ]Wrong
o being innale.
fully ; hurt'ully with injuftice Pope.
INNA VIGABLE . (innavigabilis, Lat. ) Not
INJU'RIOUSNESS S. ( from injurisus. Quality
to be paſſed by failing Dryden ,
UNNER 2. (trom in ) Interiour; notoutward .
of being injurious. K. Charles.
Spenſer.
INJURY. S: injuria, Lat. ) 1. Hurt without
juſtice. Hayward. 2. Miſchief; detriment . INNERMOST. a . (from inner.) Remoteſt from
Worts. 3. Annoyance Mortimer 4. Con
the outward part. Newiin ,
tumelious language ; reproach:ul appellation . INNHOLDER.S [inn and hold ) A man who
Bacon ..
keeps an ioo.
INJUSTICE S (injuſtice, Fr. injuftitia , Lat } | INNINGS S. Lands recovered from the ſea.
Ain worib
Iniquity ; wrong. Swifi
INK J. (inchioſtro, Ital.] 1. The black liquor INNKEEPER. f. [inn and keeper ] One who
keeps lo Igings and proviſions for entertainment
with which men write. Ben . Johnlon , Boyle
of travellers Taylor .
2. Ink is uſed for any liquor with which they
write ; as red ink, green ink.
I'NNOCENCE T. (innocentia, Lat.) 1. Pu.
TO INK . v. a. ( from the noun .) To black or INNOCENCY.Srity from injurious action ;
daub with ink .
untainted integriey . Tillotſon . 2. Freedom
INKHO'RN. . link and horn 1 A portable caſe
from guilt impuled, Slakelp . 3. Harmileir
for the inſtruments of writing , commonly
nels ; innoxiouſneſs. Burnei . 4. Simplicity of
made of horn Shakeſp.
heart, perhaps with ſome degrec or weakneſs.
INKLE. S. A kind of narrow fillet; a tape. Gay
Shake;p
I'NKLING . S. Hint ; whilper ; intimation . Clar. INNOCENT.a. ( innocens, Lat.) Pure from
Milton . 2. Free from any particular
milihief.
I'NKMAKER . f. [ink and maker.) He who
makes ink .
guilt. Dryden. 3. Unhurtful ; harinlels in
effects Pope.
I'NKY. a. ( from ink.] 1. Conſiſting of ink
Shakeſp . 2. Reſembling ink. Boyle. 3. Black INNOCENT. L. 1. One free from guilt or
harm . Spenſer. 2 . A natural ; an idiot,
as iok . Shakesp.
Hooker.
I'NLAND. a. ( in and land ) lateriour ; lying
INNOCENTLY , adv . [ from insoceni . ) 1 .
remote from the ſea. Swift.
Without guilt. 2. With fimplicity ; with filli
I'NLAND.ſ. Interiour ormidland parts.Spenſer
I'NLANDER . f. [from inland.] Dweller re
neſs or imprudence. 3. Withoue hurt. Cowley.
mote from the ſea. Brown .
INNOʻCUOUS. a . [innocuus , Lat ] Harmleſs in
effects. Grew
To INLA'PIDATE. v . a (in and lapido, Lat.)
INNOCUOUSLY.adv . (from innocuous ) With
To make ſtoney ; to turn to ſtone. Bacon .
INLAY
To
. v.a. ( in and lay. ) 1. To diverſify
out mischievous effects. Brown.
with different bodies inferied into the ground INNOCUOUSNESS.S. (from innocuous
ous.. ))Harm
Jellneſs. Digby.
or ſubſtratum , Milton , Gay. 2. To make va
riety by being inſerted into bodies; to varie. To I'NNOVATE. v a . ( innsvo, Lac.] 1. To
gate. Milton .
bring in ſomething not known before. Bacsa .
INLAY. S. ( from the verb.) Malter inlaid ; 2. To change by introducing novelties. Suih .
wood formed to inlay . Milton .
INNOVATION . F. (eneration, Fr.) Change
TO INLA'W . v . a . (in and law .] To clear of by the iatroduction of novelty . Swifi.
outlawry or attainder. Bacon .
INNO .
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INNOVA'TOR S. [ innovateur, Fr.) 1. An in. To INO'SCULATE.v... [in and ofculum ,Lat.)
troductor of novelties . Bacen . 2. One that To unite by appoſition or contact. Derbam .
makes changesby introducing novelties. South . INOSCULA'TION ſ. [froin inolculare ) Union
INNOʻXIOUS. a [innoxius, Lat ) 1. Free from
by conjunction of the extremities. Roy
miſchievous effects. Digby . 2. Pure from I'NQUEST. S. ( enquefle, Fr. inquifitio, Lat .)
crimes. L'ope
! . Judicial enquiry or examination. Atterbury .
INNOXIOUSLY.actv .(from innoxious.) Harm
2. (In law. ) The inqueſt of jurors, or by jury ,
lefly. Brown.
is the moſt uſual trial of all caules, both civil
INNOXIOUSNESS S. [from innoxious.]Harm
and criminal, in our realm ; for in civil caules ,
Teilners.
after proof is inade on either ſide , ſo much as
INNUENDO, L. Cinnuendo, from innus, Lat. )
each part thinks good for himſelf, if the doubt
be in the fact, it is referred to the diſcretion
An oblique hint. Swift .
INNUNERABLE .. innumerabilis, Lat . ] Not
of ewelve indifferent men, and as they bring
to be counted for multitude. Milton .
in their verdict, ty judgment paſſes: for the
INNUMERABLY jeu. [from innumeralde ]
judge faith, the jury finds t e fact thus'; then
Without number
is the law thus , and ſo we judge. For the
INNUMEROUS. . finnumerus, Lat. ) Too
inqueft in criminal cauſes, ſee jury . 3. En
many to be counted . Pope.
quiry ; ſearch ; ſtudy . Suih .
TO INOCULATE. v. a. (inoculo,in and oculus , INQUIETUDE. L. inquietude, Fr.] Diſturbed
Lat . ) 1. To propagate any plant by inferring
ſtate;
of quiet; attack on the quiet .
Wollonwant
:
its bud into another ſtock May. 2. To yield
a bud to another ſtock . Cleaveland
To INQUINATE . v . a . (inquino, Lat . ] To
INOCULATION./. (inoculatio , Lat.) 1. Inock
pollute; lo corrupt Brown.
lation is practiſed upon all ſorts of fone- fruit, INQUINATION . ) [inquinatio, Lat.) Corrup
and upon oranges and jalinines. 2. The prac
tion ; pollution. Bacon.
tice of tranſplanting the imall-pox , by infuſion INQUIRABLE. G. ( from inquiro.] That of
which inquiſition or inqueſt may be made .
of the matter from ripened puitules into the
veins of the uninfected, in hopes of procuring To INQUIRE. v . m (inquiro, Lát.] 1. To alk
queſtions; to make ſearch ; to exert curioſity
a milder fort than what frequently comes by
infection . Quincy
on any occaſion. Swift. 2. To make exami
nation. Dryder
INOCULA'TÖR ). (from inoculate.] 1. One
that practiſes the inoculation of trees. 2 One To INQUIRE v.n. 1. To alk about ; to ſeek
out : as , he inquired the way . 2. To call ; to
who propagates the ſmall -pox by inoculation .
name Obſolete. Spenſer .
Friend
INODOROUS a . ſinodorus, Lat. ) Wanting INQUIRER . f. [from inquire.) 1. Searcher ;
examiner ; one curious and inquiſitive. Locke.
Icent; not affecting the note. Arbuthnot.
2. One who interrogates ; one who queſtions.
INOFFENSIVE. 6. lin and offenfinje ) .. Giving
no ſcandal ; giving no provocation. Fleerweed INQUIRY.S. (trom inquire ) 1. Interrogation;
ſearch by queſtion. Acls . 2. Examination ;
2. Giving no pain ; causing no terrour, Locke.
3. Harmleſs ; hurtlets ; innocent Milton . 4 .
ſearch . Locke.
i'nembarıailed , without ſtop or obſtruction. INQUISITION. S. linquifitio, Lat . ) 1. Judicial
Milion
inquiry. Taylor, Souibern. 2. Examination ;
INOFFENSIVELY . adv. [ from inoffenſive.) dicuflion . Ellb . 3. ( In law ) A manner of
proceeding in inatiers criminal , by the office
Without appearance of harm ; without harm .
of the judge. Cowell. 4. The court eftabliſhed
INOFFENSIVENESS. ] . [ from inoffenfive.]
Harmleneis.
in fome countries lutji ar to the pope, for the
INOFFICIOUS. a . [in and officious.) Notcivil ; detection o berely . Corbet.
not a :tentive to the accommodation of others. INQUISITIVE ... ( inquifitivus,Lat.) Curious ;
buly in ſearch ; active to pry into any thing .
INOLINATE.a. (inopinatus , Lat. inopine, Fr.)
biaalls
Nicxpeted.
INOPPORTUNE. a . ( inopportunus, Lat.) Un. INQUISITIVELY. adv. ( from inquiſitive.]
With curiolity ; with narrow ſcrutiny.
ſeasonable ; inconvenient.
INORDINACY. | (trom inordinate. ] Irregu- | INQUISITIVÉNESS /.[from inquifitire Cu
larity ; diſorder. Gov, of the Tongue.
riolity ; diligence to pry into things hidden.
INORDINATE. a . (in and ordinatus, Lat.) Srilmey, South
Irregular ; ditorderly ; deviating from righe INOLVISITOR . F. ( inquiſitor, Lat.) 1. One who
Spenser.
examines judicially. Dryden. 2. An officer
INORDINATELY. adv. [from inordinate.]Ir
in the pop in courts of inquilicion .
regularly ; not rightiy .
To INRAIL , V. a . ( in and rail. ) To inclofe
with rails Hocker , Gay.
INORDINATENESS. L. ( from inordinare )
Want of regularity ; intemperance ofany kind. I'NROAD.S. ( in and road. ) Incurſion ; ſuđden
INORDINATION 1. (irom inordinateſ Irre
and deluliory invaſion. Clarendor.
INSA’NABLÉ. a . [infanabolis, Lat ] Incurable ;
gularity ; deviation from right . South ,
irremediable.
L
organical.]
Void
INORGANICA . a . lin and
si organs or inſtrumental parts. Locks,
INSANE .
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INSANE . a. ( infanus, Lat. ) Mad ; makiog mad.
either mental or corporal. Milion . 4. Void
Shakeſp.
of emocion or affection . Temple, Dryden .
INSA'TIABLE . a. (in ſatiabilis, Lat.) Greedy INSE'NSIBLENESS . ſ. ( from infenfible.) Ab
ſence of perception ; inability to perceive Ray.
beyond meaſure ; greedy ſo as not to be facis
INSE'NSIBLY. adv . ( from infenfible.) 1. Im .
fied.
INSA'TIABLENESS.S.(from infatiable ]Gree
perceptibly ; in ſuch a manner as is not diſ
covered by the ſenſes. Addiſon . 2. By now
dineſs not to be appeaſed. King Charles.
INSA'TIABLY. adv. (from inſatiable.) With
degrees . Swift. 3. Without mental or corporal
ſenſe .
greedineſs not to be appealed. South.
INSATIATE . 0 [ infatiatus, Lat.) Greedy fo INSEPARABILITY . 31.(from inſeparable.j
INSEPARABLENESS. Š The quality o :being
as not to be ſatisfied . Pbilips.
INSATISFACTION . S. lin and ſatisfaction .]
ſuch as cannot be ſevered or dividet Locke.
Want ; unſatisfied ſtate. Bacon.
INSE'PARABLE. a inſeparable, fr.injepara
INSA'TURABLE. a. ( infaturabilis, Lat.] Not bils , Lat. ) Not to be disjoined ; united ſo as
to be glutterl ; not to be filled.
not to be parted . Bacon .
To INSCRIBE. v . a . (infcribo, Lat . ) 1. To INSC'PARABLY. adv . ( from inſeparable. )
With indiſſoluble union Bentley,
write on any thing. It is generally applied to
ſomething written on a monument. Pope. 2. TO INSERT. v . a . (inferter, Fr. infero, inſere
To mark any thing with writing. 3. To afſign tam , Lat.)To placeio or amongſt other things!
to a patron without a formal dedication. Dryd.) . Stilling fleet.
4. To draw a figure within another. Creech.INSE'R TION, S. [inſertion , Fr. ] 1. The act
INSCRIPTION . ). (in)criprion, Fr. ] 1. Some
of placing any thing in or among other matter.
Arbuthnet . 2. The ' ng inſerted Brome.
thing written or engraved.Dryden . 2. Title .
Brown. 3. Conſignmentofa book to a pation To INSEʻRVE. v.a. irjeruio, Lat.) To be of
ule to an end.
without a formal dedication .
ÎNSCRU'TABLE. 6. (inſcrutabilis ,Lat.) Un- INSERVIENT.a.[ inferviens,Lat.]Conducive;
oi ule to an end.
ſearchable; not to be traced out by inquiry or
ſtudy. Bandys.
TO INSHE'LL. 2.0. [in and bell.] To hide in
a fhell Shakeſp .
To INSCU'LP . v. 0. (infculpo, Lat.) To en
TO INSHIP. v. a. (in and splTo thut in
grave ; to cut. Shakeſp .
INSCULPTURE. f. (from in and ſculpture.) Thip; lo ſtow ; to embark . Skakelp
TO INSARINE. v . a . ( in and forin .. To in
Any ibing engraved. Brown .
TO INSE'AM . v. 2. (in and ſeam .) To impreſs cloſe in a ſhrine or precious caſe . Milton .
or mark by a ſeam or cicatrix . Pope .
I'NSIDE. 1. ( in and ſide.) Interior part ; part
within . Addijon.
INSECT . j. (infecta, Lat.) 1. Inſects are ſo
called from a ſeparation in the middle of their INSIDIA'TOŘ.S. ( Lat. ) One who lies in wait.
bodies, whereby they are cut into two parts , INSIDIOUS. a. infidieux , fr.infid.ofus , Lat .)
which are joined together by a finall ligacure,
Sly ; circumvenlive ; diligent lo entrap ;
treacherous, Atterbury .
as we ſee in waſps and common fies Locke.
2. Any thing ſmall or contemptible. Themſon. INSIDIOUSLY. adv . (írom infidious ) In
INSECTA’TOX. f. [ from inſector, Lat.) One lly and treacherous manner ; with malicious
artifice Gov. of the Tongue.
that perfecutes or haralles with purſuit.
INSE'CTILE. 1. [from inject.] Having the INSIGHT. I. l inſicht, Dutch . ) Inſpection ;
nature of inſects. Bacon.
deep view ; knowledge of the interiour parts.
Sidney .
INSECTO'LOGER. S. [inſect and dózg .] One
INSIGNIFICANCE. I S. [ insignificance, Fr. )
who ſtudies or deſcribes inſects. Derbam.
INSECU'RE. a. ( in and ſecure.) 1. Not INSIGNIFICANCY } 1. Want of meaning ;
unmeaning terms. Glanville. 2. Unimpor
ſecure ; not confident of ſafety. Tillotfon . 2 .
Not ſafe.
tance. Addiſon
INSECU'RITY. f. [in and ſecurity .) 1. Un- INSIGNI'FICANT. G. [ in and fignificant. ]
1. Wanting meaning ; void of ſignification .
certainty ; want of reaſonable confidence.
Blackmore. 2 Unimportaot; waoting weight ;
Brown 2. Want of ſafety ; danger ; hazard .
Hammond .
ineffectual. South
INSEMINA'TION . S. Cinſemination , Fr.] The INSIGNIFICANTLY. adv. ( from inſignifi.
cant ) 1. Without meaning. Hale. 2. With
act of ſcattering ſeedon ground .
INSECUTION . T [inſecution , Fr.) Purſuit. Not
out importance or effect.
in uſe. Chapman .
INSINCE'RE. a. linfoncerus, Lat.) 1. Not
INSENSATE. a . [ inſenſato, Ital. ) Stupid;
what he appears ; not hearty ; diffembling ;
wanting thoughe ; wanting ſenſibility. Hammo.
unfaithful. 2. Not found ; corrupted Pope.
INSENSIBILITY. f. (injenfibilité, Fr. ) 1. In INSINCE'RITY. S ( from infincere. Diflimu
ability to perceive. Glanville. 2. Stupidity ; lation ; want oftruth or fidelity . Eroome.
dulneſs of mental perception. 3. Torpor
To INSI'NEW . v . a. (in and finete
To
dulneſs of corporal ſenſe.
ſtrengthen ; to confirm. Shakeſp.
INSE'NSIBLE. 6. (infenfible, Fr. ) 1. Impercep- INSINUANT. a . ( Fr. ) Having the power to
tible ; not diſcoverable by the ſenſes. Newtor .
gain favour. W'orton .
T8
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2. Slowly gradual. Dryden . 3. Void of techirg
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TO INSI'NUATE. v . c. [infinuer, Fr. infinu , ing. Atterbury
Lat.) .. To introduce any thing gently ivood. I'NSOLENTLY. adv. infolenter, Lat.) With
2. To puſh gently into favour or regard : com
contempi of ochers ; haughtily ; rudely . Addif .
munly with ihe reciprocal pronoun. Clarendon. INSOLVABLE. a . (inſolvable, Fr.) 1. Not to
3. To hint ; lo impare indirectly. Swifi. 4
be ſolved , not to be cleared ; inextricable ;
ſuch as admits of no ſolucion , or explication.
Tointil ; to inſule gerily Locke.
Watts . 2. That cannot be paid.
TO INSINUATE v . n . 1. To wheedle ; to
gain on the affection by gentle degrees Shakel. INSOLUBLE. a . [info !uble, Fr.) 1. Not to be
cleared ; not to be reſolved . Hooker. 2. Not
2. To ſteal into imperceptibly ; to be convey .
ed inſenſibly. Harvey: 3. To enfold ; io
to be diffolvet or ſeparated. Arbuthnot.
wreath ; to wind. Milton .
INSOLVENT. a. (in and folvo, Lat.] Unable
INSINUA'TION. . 11 liruatin, Lalin .) The 10 pay. Smart.
power of pleaſing or ficaling upon the affec- INSOLVENCY. S. ( from infolvent.] Inability
tons. Clarendon .
to pay debts .
INSINUATIVE, a. ( from infuate .) Stealing INSOMU'CH. conj. [in so much.) So that ; to
on the affections. Gov. of the Tongue.
ſuch a degree that. Addiſon.
INSINU'ATOR /. [infinuator, Lar .) He that To INSPECT. v.a.(in picio , inſpeelum , Lat . )
iofinuates. Ain /worth .
To look into by way of examination.
INSIPID. a .(infipidus, Lac.] 1. Without tafte ; INSPECTION .S. [injpection,Fr.inſpectio,Lat.)
without power of affecting the organs of guft .
1. Prying examination ; narrow and cloſe
Floyer. 2. Without ſpirit ; without pathos ;
ſurvey South. 2. Superiotendence i preſiding
fat ; dull ; heavy. Drpien .
care . Bensley.
INSIPIDITY
I [ infipidire, Fr. ) 1. Want INSPECTOR . S. Lat ) 1. A prying examiner.
Denbam . 2. A luperintendent. Walis.
INSI PIDNESS S of taſte . 2. Want of lite or
fpirit. Pore.
INSPE'RSION.S. (infperfio, Lat. ) A ſpriokling.
INSIPIDLY. adv . ( from inſipid .) Without
Ainsworth.
talle ; duily . Locke.
TO INSPHE'RE. v. a. [in and Sphere.) To
INS! PIENCE. /. [ infipientia , Lat. ] Folly ; want
place is an orb or ſphere. Miloon .
INSPIRABLE a. (from inſpire ) Which may
of underſtanding .
be drawn in with the breath . Harvey.
To INSI'ST , v. m . [ inifer, Fe. infils, Lat . )
1. To ſtand or reft upon. Ray. 2. Not to INSPIRATION . S. ( from inſpire.] 1. The act
recede from terms or aftertions ; to perfiit in .
of drawing in the breath . Arbuthnot. 2. The
Skakelp . 3. To dwell upon in diſcourse.
act of breathing into any thing . 3. Infuſion
of ideas into the mind by a ſuperiour power.
Decay of Piety.
INSISTENT. a . [ infiftens, Lat.) Reſting upon
Der ham.
TO INSPI'RE. v. n . [inſpiro, Lat.) To draw in
any thing. Wotion,
the breath. Walton ,
INSISTURE. f. [ from inlift.) This word ſeems
in Shakeſpeare to ſignify conſtancy or regula TO INSPIRE v. e. 1. To breathe into ; to
rity
mutule into the mind. Shakeſp : 2. To animale
INSÍTIENCY . S. (in and firio, Lat. ) Exemp
by tupernatural infuſion. Adi jon . 3. To draw
tion from thirst. Grew .
in with the breath . Harvey.
INSITION . S. ( infitio, Lat.) The inſertion or INSPIRER.S ( trom inſpire.) He that inſpires.
Der ham .
ingraffinent of one branch into another. Ray .
TO INSNARE. v . a. ( in and ſnore ) 1. To To INSPI'RIT. v. a . [in and ſpirit.) To ani
intrap; to catch into a trap, gin , or inare ; to
mate ; to actuate ; to fill with life and vigour.
inveigle. Ferton . 2. To intangle in difficulties.
Pepe .
TO INSPISSATE. v . a . ( in and !piſſus, Lat. )
or perplexities. Hoker.
INSNARER 1. ( from infrare.) He that in
To thicken ; to make thick , Arbuthnet.
foaies.
INSPISSATION. F. (from infpiflate.) The act
INSOCIABLE . a. (in fociable, Fi ) 1. Averſe
of making any liquid thick . Arburbnet.
from converſation , Shakeſp . 2. Incapable of INSTABILITY ). (inftabilité, Fr. infabilis,
connexion or union . Wc11ch .
Lat . ) inconſtancy ; ficklenes; mutability of
INSOBRIETY. ). [in and fobriety.) Drunken
opinion or conduct. Addiſon.
want
Decay
Pety
neſs ;
ofſobriety .
of
.
INSTABLE. a. ( injłabilis, Lat.) Inconftant ;
To INSOLATE ~ a. finjola, Lat. ) To dry in
changing
the fun ; to expoſe to the action ofthe ſun.
T INSTA’LL . v.a (inſtaller, Fr. in and fall.]
INSOLATION . P. (infolation , Fr.) Expolition
To advance to any rank or office, by placing
to the ſun. Broeun ,
in the teat or fall proper lo that condition .
INSOLENCE . /. (infolence, Fr. infolentia , Molton .
INSOLENCY. $ Lat Pride exerted in con-INSTALLATION . S. injiall tion, Fr.) The act
of giving vi!ible poſiefion of a rank or office,
temptuous and overbearing treatment of o
by placing in the proper ſeat Ayliffe.
there, petulant contempt . Tillet/on .
To INSOLENCE. v. a. ( from the poun.] TO INSTA'LMENT. ] [trom inſtall.) 1. The act
of inſtalling . Shakelp. 2. The ſeat in which
inſult. King Charles.
' NSOLENT. a. (infoleni, Fr. inſolens, Lat. }
onc is inſtalled, Shakeſp.
I'NSTANCE ,
Contemptuous of ochers ; haughty ; overbear
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fix ; to eſtabliſh ; to appoint ; to enact ; to
INSTANCE. } f. [inſtance, Fr. ) . ! . Impor
I'NSTANCY. S tunity ; urgency ; follicitation.
ferile. Hale. 2. To educate ; to inſtruct ; to
Hooker. 2. Motive ; influence ; preſſing ar
form by inſtruction . Decay of Piety.
gument. Shakeſp . 3. Proſecution or proceſs I'NSTITUTES: [inſtitutum , Lat ) 1. Efabliſh
of a ſuit. Ayliffe. 4. Example ; document.
ed law ; ſettled order. Dryden, 2. Precepe;
Addiſon. 5. State of any thing . Hale. 6 . maxim ; principle Dryden.
Occaſion ; act. Rogers.
INSTITU’TION .S.[inflitutio, Lat. ) 1. Ad of
To I'NSTANCE. v. n. (from the noun. ] To
eſtabliſhing. 2. Entabliſhment ; lerelement.
give or offer an example . Tillotfor .
Swift. 3.Poſitive law. Atterbury. 4. Educa
I'NSTANT a .(inflans,Lat.} ..Preffing ; urgent ;
cion Hammond.
importunate ; earneſt. Luke. 2. Immediate ; INSTITUTIONARY. a . (from infiitution )
Elemental ; containing the firſt doctrines, or
without any time intervening ; prerent.Prior .
principles of doctrice . Brown.
3. Quick ; without delay. Pope.
INSTANT.F. ( inftans, Fr.) 1. Inſtant is ſuch INSTITUTOR . S. [ inſtitutor, Lat .) 1. An
a part of duration wherein we perceive no
eſtabliſher ; one who rectles. Holder. 2. In
ſucceflion. Locke. 2. The preſent or current
fructor ; educator. Walker.
month, Addiſon.
INSTITUTIST. ſ. ( from inſtitute.) Writer of
INSTANTANEOUS. a. ( inftantanews, Lat.) inſtitutes, or elemental inſtructions. Harvey.
Done in an inſtant; acting at once without To INSTOP.v. a. (in and fiop.} To cloſe up ;
any perceptible fucceffion. Burner.
to ſtop. Dryden.
INSTANTANEOUSLY. adv. ( from inftania . To INSTRUCT. v a. ( infirxo, Lat.] 1. To
mieius ) In an indiviſible point of time. Derba.
teach ; to form by precept; to inform autho
INSTANTLY. adv. (injianter, Lat.) 1. Im
ritatively. Miltin . 2. To model ; to form .
mediately ; without any perceptible inter
Ayliffe.
vention of time . Bacon. 2. With urgent INSTRUCTER S. [from inftrual .) A ceacher ;
importunity.
an intti utor. Addifon.
TO INSTAĽTE . 0. n . [in and flare ) 1 . T. INSTRUCTION . j. ( from inftruel ] 1. The
place in a certain raok or condition . Hale. 2 .
ad of teaching ; information. Locke. 2. Pre
To inven . Obſolete . Shakeſp .
cepts conveying knowledge. 1cm *g. 3. Au
thoritative information ; mandate. Shakeſp
INSTAURA'TION.S. (inftauratio, Lat.) Re
INSTRUCTIVE.e. ( trom inftrum.) Convey.
ſtoration , reparation ; renewal.
INSTEAD of. prep. ( of in and ſtead, place )
ing knowledge. Holder.
1. In roorn of ; in place of. Swifi. 2.Equal INSTRUMENT. S. (inſtrumentum , Lat )
to. Tillotfor
A tool uſed for any work or purpoſe.
Blackmore. 2. A frame constructed to as to
T. INSTEEP. v . a. (in and ſleep .) 1 . To
ſoak ; to macerate in moiſture. Shakeſp. 2 . yield harmonious ſounds. Dryden. 3. A
To put under water. Shakeſp.
writing containing any contract or order. Tob .
I'NSTEP. I. [in and ſtep.) The upper part of
4. The agent or mean of any thing. Sidney',
Locke. 5 . One who acts only to serve ine
the foot where it joins to the leg . Arburbrot.
purpoſes of another. Dryden.
TO INSTIGATE . v. a. infigo, Lat .] To urge
INSTRUMENTAL. a. ( inſtrumental, Fr. ) 1 .
to ill ; to provoke or incite to a crime.
Conducive as means to fome end ; organical .
INSTIGATION . [. Finſtigation, Fr. ) locite :
ment to a crime ; encouragement ; impulle
Smalrıdge. 2. Acting to fome end ; contri
lo ill . Sou ! h.
buting to come purpoſe ; helpful . Swifi. 3 .
INSTIGA'TOR. f. [inftigateur, Fr. ) Inciter to
Confiiting not of voices but initruments. Usok.
ill. Decay of Piety.
4. Produced by inſtruments; not vocai . Dryd .
TO INSTIL . w.a. [inftillo, Lat .)
TO INSTRUMENTA’LITY. f. [ from inftrumen
tal.) Subordinate agency ; agency of any
infuſe by drops Milton . 2. To inſinuate any
thing imperceptibly into the mind ; to intule. thing ; as means to an end Hale.
INSTRUMENTALLY. adv. ( from inſtruirea
Colamy.
INSTILLA'TION . / ( inftillatio, Lat . from in . ial.) In the nature of an inftrument ; as
fil ) 1. The act of pouring in by drops. 2 .
means to an end Digby.
The act of in'uling lowly into the mind 3. INSTRUMENTALNESS S. [ from inftrumen .
The thing in uled. Rambler.
ial.]Uſefulneſs; as means to an end .1 mond'.
INSTINCT. 2.juftin &tus, Lat. ) Moved ; ani- INSU'FFERABLE. a. [in and fuperable .) 1 .
mited Milton
Intolerable ; inſupportable ; intente beyond
INSTINCT. / (inflin &tus, Lat.) Defire or a
endurance. Locke. 2. Deteſtable ; contemp
verfion . Prior.
tible Dryder.
INSTINCTED . a. inft netus, Lat.) Impreſſed INSUFFERABLY. ado. ( from infuffirabls.)
as an animating powti Beniley
Co a degree beyond endurance. Suib .
INSTINCTIVE a . from itinel . ) Aling INSUFFICIENCE. 1 / [ injufficiency, F : ) !:
without the application or choice of realun . INSUFFICIENCY. S adeyu.ituneisto any end
Broome.
or purpoſe. Hooker , Atterbury.
INSTINCTIVELY ado. [ rom pinelive. ] INSUFFICIENT a injufficient, Fr. ) inade
By inſtinct , by the call of our
drejp
quate to any need, uk , or purpoſe ; wanting
INSUR
abilities. Rogers.
To INSTITUTE . V. . (injtotis m, Leb.ji. To
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INSUFFICIENTLY. adv. ( from inſufficient.) I’NTELLECTS. ( intelle & us, Lat.) The intelije
With want of proper ability :
gent mind ; the power of underſtanding South .
INSUFFLATION. S. [in and ſuffis, Lat. ) The INTELLECTION. S. [ intelleflio, Lac.] The
act of underſtanding. Bentley.
act of breathing upon.Hammond.
INSULAR . ? a .[infulaire, Fr.) Belonging INTELLECTIVE. a .intellectif, Fr.) Having
I'NSULARY.S to an iſland . Howel.
power to underſtand . Glanville:
I'NSULATED . 0. ( infula , Lat . ) Not contigu- INTELLECTUAL . a. [ intellektuel, Fr.) 1.Re
ous on any ſide.
lating to the underſtanding; belonging to the
INSULSE . a. [ infulfus, Lat . ) Dull ; inſipidi mind ; tranſacted by the underſtanding. Taylor.
heavy . Diet.
2. Mental: compriſing the faculty of uoder
INSU'LT . . (infultus, Lat.) 1. The act of ſtanding. Watts. 3 Ideal ; perceived by the
leaping upon any thing. Dryden , 2. Act o
intellect , not the ſenſes. Cowley. 4. Having
infolence or contempt.Broome.
the power of underſtanding , Milton.
AL. J Intellect ; underſtand
INTELLECTU
treal
1.
To
Lat.)
(infu119,
a.
.
v
TO INSULT .
with infolence or contempt . Pope. 2 . To
ing ; mental powers or faculties Glanville:
INTEʻLLIGENCE. 71. [intelligentia, Lat. ) 1 .
trample upon; to triumph over. Shakeſp .
INSULTER . S: (from inſult.) One who treats INTE'LLIGENCY. S Commerce of informa
another with inſolent triumph. Rowe.
tion ; notice ; mutual communication . Hayw .
INSULTINGLY adv. (from infulting.) With
2. Commerce of acquaintance ; terms on
which men live one with another. Bacon . 3 .
contemptuous triumph. Dryden.
INSUPERABILITY. J. Jirom inſuperable.]
Spirit ; unbodied mind. Cellier. 4. Under
flanding : ſkill. Spenſer.
The quality of being invincible.
INSUPERABLE. a . ( in /uperabilis, Lat.) lo INTELLIGENCER L. [ from intelligence.
vincible ; unſurmountable ; not to be con
One who fends or conveys news ; one who
quered ; not to be overcome. Pope
gives notice of private or diſtant tranſactions.
Howel
INSUPERABLENESS. S. ( from inſuperable.]
Invincibleneſs ; impoflibility to be ſurmounted. INTELLIGENT. a. ( inteliigens, Latin .) 1 .
INSUPERABLY. odv. ( from inſuperable.) In
Knowing ; inſtructed ; fkiliul. Milton.
Giving information . Shakeſp.
vincibly ; inſurmountably . Grew.
INSUPPORTABLE, a . ( inſupportable, Fr. ] INTELLIGENTIAL . a.f from intelligence.) 1 .
Intolerable ; inſuferable ; not to be endured . Conſiſting of unbodied mind. Milion. 2. ln
Bentley.
tellectual ; exerciſing underſtanding. Milter.
INSUPPORTABLENESS. S. ( from in ſuppor-INTELLIGIBILITY.S. (fron intelligible.) 1.
iable. ) Inſufferableneſs ; the ſtate of being
Poflibility to be underlood 2. The power of
underſtanding ; intellection . Glanville.
beyond endurance. Sidney.
INSUPPOʻRTABLY. adr. ( from in ſupporio- INTELLIGIBLE. a. (intelligibilis, Lat.) To
ble.) Beyond endurance . Dryden .
be conceived by the understanding. Watts.
INSURMO’UNTABLE. a. ' [inſurmountable, INTELLIGIBLENESS. L. (trom intelligible.)
Poſſibility to be underſtood; perfpicuity.Locke.
Locke.
unconquerable.
;
Fr.) Infuperable
INSURMO'UNTABLY.adv.(trom inſurmoun- INTELLIGIBLY.cdw (from intelligible.)So as
table.) Invincibly ; unconquerably .
to be underſtood; clearly ; plainly.Woodward.
INSURRECTION . S. [infurgs, Lat.) A fediti- INTEMERATE. a. (intemeratus, Lat.) Un
defiled ; unpolluted
ous riſing ; a rebellious commotion . Arbuthnot
INSUSURRA'TION . S. Linjujurro, Lat . ) The INTE'MPERAMENT. L. [in and tempera
act of whiſpering
ment.) Bad conftitution. Harvey.
INTACTIBLE. &. (in and tactum , Lat . ) No INTEMPERANCE. //. intemperantia , Lat.)
INTEM
PERANCY. I Want of temperance ;
perceptible to the touch.
INTAGL10.S. ( Italian.) Any thing that has want of moderation ; exceſs in meat or drink .
Hakewill
.
figures engraved on it . Addifon.
INTA'STABLE. adv. [in and taſte.) Not rail. INTEMPERATE. . (intemperatus , Lat.) 1 .
Immoderate in appetite ; exceſſive in meat or
ing any ſenſations in the organs oftale . Grew .
INTEGER. S. ( Lat. ] The whole of any thing .
drink . South. 2. Paffionale ; ungovernable ;
without rule . Shakeļp.
Arburb not
I'NTEGRAL. a. ( integral, fr.] 1. Whole ; INTEMPERATELY.ade ( from intemperare.)
applied to a thing conſidered as compriſing all
1. With breach of the laws of temperance.
its conſtituent parts . Bacon . 2. Uninjured ;
Tillot. 2. Immoderately ; exceſively. Sprost,
complete ; noi defective. Helder. 3. NO INTEMPERATENESS.S. (trom intemperate.)
fractional; noc broken into fractions.
1. Want of moderation 2 Unleaſonableneſs
I'NTEGRAL . ]. The whole made up of parts. of weather. Ainſworth .
Watts .
INTEMPERATURE. f. [ from intemperate.)
INTEGRITY. f. [ integritas , Lat.) 1. Honeſty:
Exceſs of ſome quality .
uncorrupt mind ; purity of manners. Rogers . T. INTE'ND . v.a. lintende, Lat.] 1. To
2. Purity ; genuine unadulterate flate. Hale. fretch out. Obſolete.Spenſer. 2. To enforce;
3. Intirenels ; unbroken whole. Breeme.
to make intenſe. Newton. 3. To regard ; to
INTE'CUMENT ./ ( integumentum , Lat.) Any attend ; to take care of. Hooker. 4. To pay
regard
thing that covers or invelops another. Addijon.
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regard or attention to. Bacon . 5. To mean ; Inſertion ofdays out of the ordinary reckon .
ing. Brown.
to deſign. Dryden.
INTE'NDANT.S. French. ] An officer of the To ÎNTERCEDE . v. n. (intercedo, Lat. ) 1 .
higheſt claſs, whooverſees any particular alloc To paſs between. Newton. 2. To mediale ;
ment of the publick buſineſs. Arbushnot .
to act between iwo parties. Calamy.
INTE'NDIMENT . ). Attention ; patient hear- INTERCEDER. F. (trom intercede.) One that
intercedes ; mediator.
ing. Spenſer.
INTENDMENT . S ſentendement, Fr. ) Inten- TO INTERCEPT v.a. (interceptus, Lat ) 1 .
To ſtop and leize in the way . Shakeſp. 2 .
tion ; deſign. L'Eſtronge.
To obitruct ; to cut off ; lo Itop from being
TO INTENERATE. v. a . (in and rener, Lat.]
communicated , Newton.
To make tender ; to follen. Philips.
INTENERATION. S. ( from intenerare .) The INTERCEPTION / ( interceptio, Lat.) Stop
act of ſoftening or making tender . Bacon.
pagein courſe ; hindrance ; obitiuction Watten.
INTE’NIBLE . a. [in and tenible . ) That cannot INTERCESSION .S linteriefjis, Lat. ] Media
tion ; interpofition ; agency between two par
hold. Shakeſp .
INTENSE . a . (intenfus, Lat . ) 1. Raiſed to a ties ; agency in the cauſe of another. Romans .
high degree ; Itrained ; forced ; not fight ; INTERCESSOUR ). (intercellor, Lat . ) Me
not lax . Boyle. 2. Vehement ; ardent. Addifon . diator ; agent between two parties to procare
3. Kept on the ſtretch ; anxiouſly attentive. reconciliation. South.
To INTERCHAIN . v. a. inter and chair.)
Milton.
INTENSELY. adv. ( from intense.] To a great To chain ; to link together. Shakeſp .
TOINTERCHANGE. v .a . (inier and change.)
degree Addiſon.
INTENSENESS. S. ( from intenſe .) The ſtate of 1. To put each into the place of the other.
Stakejp. 2. To ſucceed aliernately . Sidney.
being affected to a high degree ; contrariety
INTERCHANGE. S. ( from the verb.) i.
to laxity or remiflion. Woodward
, Lat.) The act of Commerce ; permutation of commodities.
INTENSION. ] (intenfio
Howel 2. Alternate ſucceſſion . Holder. 3.
forcing or training any thing. Taylor .
INTEN SIVE . 0. ( trom intenje ]1. Stretched Mutual donation and reception . South.
or increaſed with reſpect to itſelf. Hale. 2. INTERCHANGEABLE 2.( from interchange )
1. Giveo and taken mutually . Bacon . 2. Fol
latent ; full of care. Wotton.
INTENSIVELY . adv. To a greater degree . ! lowing each other in alternate fucceflion. Till.
INTERCHANGEABLY . adv. Alternately ;
Bramball.
INTE'NT. a. (intentus , Lat.) Anxiouſly dili
in a manner whereby each gives and receives.
Shakejp.
gent; fixed with cloſe application. Waits.
INTE'NT . S. ( from intend . ) A delign ; a'INTERCHANGEMENT.' [inter andcharge .]
purpoſe ; a drift; a view formed ; meaning. Exchange ; mutual transference. Shakeſp.
Hooker.
INTERCIPIENT. S. insercipiers, Lat. ] An
INTENTION.S: [intentio, Lat .] 1. Eagerneſs intercepting power ; Tomething that cauſes
of delire ; cloſeneſs of attention ; deep a ſtoppage. Wijeman.
thought; vehemence or ardour ofmind.South. INTERCISION! S. [ inter and cedo, Lat.] In
2. Delign ; purpoſe. Arbuthnol. 3. The fate terraption . Brown .
TO INTERCLUDE. v. m . (intercluds, Lat.)
of being intenle or trained. Locke
INTENTIONAL. a. [intentionel, Fr ) Deſign. To ſhut from a place or courſe by ſomething
intervening . Holder.
ed ; done by deſign. Rogers.
INTE'NȚIONALLY. adv. ( from intentional ] ' INTERCLUSION . S. [interclufus, Lat.) Ob
1. By deſign ; with fixed choice . Hale. 2 . ſtruction ; interception .
In will, if not in action Atterbury .
INTERCOLUMNIATION. Si ( rier and co
INTENTIVE. a. ( trom intent. ] Diligently lumna, Lat ) The ſpace between the pillars.
W 01103
applied ; bulily attentive. Brown.
INTENTIVELY. adv. (from intentive.) With To INTERCOMMON . v. n . (inter and com
mon. ) To teed ai the lame table. Bacon .
application ; cloſely .
INTE'NTLY. adv. ( from intent.] With cloſe INTERCOMMUNITY. J. [ inter and come
attention; with cloſe application ; with eager munity.) A matual communication or com
defire . Hammond.
munity .
INTENTNESS. f. [from intent .] The fate of INTERCO'STAL . a .ſinger and colla, Lat . )
Placed between the ribs . More.
being intent ; anxious application . Swift.
ToINTER. v . a . (enterrer, Fr.] To cover un- INTERCOURSE .S. entrecours , Fr.) 1. Com
merce ; exchange. Milton . 2. Communica
der ground ; to bury . Shakeſp.
INTERCALAR. ] a [ intercalaris , Lat. ) tion . Bacon .
ÍNTERCALARYS Inſerted outof the com- INTERCURRENCE .S. from intercurro ,Lat.)
Pariage between . Boyle.
mon order to preſerve the equation of time,
as the twenty-ninth of February in a leap- INTERCURRENT.' a. (intercurrens , Lac.)
between. Boyle.
Running
year is an intercalary day .
TO INTERCALATE . v . 0. [intercala, Lat.) INTERDE'AL J. Cinier and deal.) Traffick ;
intercourſe. Spenjer.
To inſert an extraordinary day.
79
INTERCALA'TION. F. ( intercalatio, Lat. ]
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. v . a. (inter and leave.)
TO
INTERLE'AVE
1
Lat.)
.
.
TO INTERDICT. v a (interdico,
To chequer a book by the inſertion of blank
To forbid ; 10 prohibit. Tickel. 2. To pro
leaves.
hibit from the enjoyment of communion with
lo INTERLINE . v. a . [inter and line) 1 .
Ayliffe.
.
chuich
the
INTERDICT. 7.Ifrom the verb.) 1. Prohi
To write in alternate lines. Locke . 2. To
correct by ſomething written between the
bition ; prohibiting decree. Dryden. 2. A
lines . Dryden.
papal prohibition to the clergy to celebrate
INTERLINEA'TION. S (inter and lineation ]
the holy offices, Worron.
INTERDICTION. [ ( interdi tio, Lat.] 1 .
Correction made by writing between the lines.
Swift.
Prohibicion ; forbidding decree Milion . 2 .
To INTERLINK . v.a. [inter and link.) To
Curfe from the papal interdiet. Shakeſp .
RY.
connect chains one to another ; to join one
6. ( from interdisi.) Be
INTERDICTO
in another.
longing to an interdiction Ainwerth .
TO INTERE'SS. 2 v . n. ( intereller, Fr.) TO INTERLOCUTION.S . ( interloculis, Lat .) 1 .
TO INTEREST ) concern ; to affect ; to give Dialogue , interchange of ſpeech . Hooker. 2 .
Preparatory proceeding in law . Ayliffe.
ſhare in . Dryden.
TO INTEREST. v . n . To affect ; to move. INTERLOCUTOR . [[ inter and liquor, Lat.)
I'NTEREST. S. [ intereſt, Lat. interel, Fr. ) 1
Dialogiſt ; one that talks with another. Boyle.
Concern ; advantage ; good . Hammond, 2 INTERLOCUTORY. 0. ( interlocutoire, Fr.)
JnAuence over others. Clarendon . 3. Share ;
1. Conſiſting of dialogue. Fiddes. 2. Prepa
part in any thing i participation. 4. Regard
ratory to deciſion .
to private profit. Swife. 5 Money paid for To INTERLOPE . v . n. ( inter and looper ,
ule ; uſury. Arbuthnot. 6. Any ſurplus.. oi Dutch .) To run between parties and inter
cept the advantage that one ſhould gain from
advantage. Shakeſp.
the other. Tarler.
TO INTERFERE . V. n. (inter and ferio, Lai.
1. To interpoſe ; to intermeddle. Swift. 2. INTERLO'PER. S. (from interlope ] One who
To claſh ; to oppoſe each other . Smalridde, 3
runs into buſineſs to which he has no right .
A horſe is ſaid to interfere, when the ſide of L'Eſtrange.
one of his ſhoes ſtrikes againſt and hurts one INTERLUCENT . a. ( ixterlucens, Lat.] Shin
ing between .
of his ferlocks, or the hitting cne leg againſt
another, Itriking off the ſkin. Farrier's Dier. INTERLUDE. S. [ inter and ladus, Lat. )
INTERFLUENT. a . ( irterfluens, Lat.) Flow
Something played at the intervals of feftivity ;
a farce. Bacon .
ing between. Boyle.
INTERFULGENT. (inter and fulgens, Lat.INTERLU'ENCY. N. ( interlu ., Lat ) Water
interpoſited ; interpoſition of a flood. Hale.
Shining between
INTERFUSED a . [ inter fuſus, Lat. ) Poured INTERLU'NAR .
a . [inter and luna, Lat.)
INTERLU'NARY.Š Belonging to the time
or ſca'tered between. Milion .
INTERJACENCY.S [ irom interjacens, Lat.) when the moon , about to change, is inviſible.
Milor.
1. The act or ſtate of lying becween . Hale.
INTERMARRIAGE.S . [inter and marriage )
2. The thing lying between . Brown.
Marriage between two families, where each
INTERJACENT a.interjacens, Lat.) Inter
takes one and gives another. Addiſon.
vening ; lying between. Raleigh .
INTERJECTION . S. [ interjectio, Lat ) 1. A To INTERMARRY. V R. (inter and marry.)
part of ſpeech thai discovers the mind to be To marry ſome of each family with the other.
leized or affected with ſome paſſion : Tuch as Swifi.
in Engliſh , 0 ! alas ! ał ! Clarke. 2. Inven- TO INTERME'DDLE . v. m . [ inter and med.
tion ; interpoſition ; ad of ſomething coming
alle.) To interpoſe officiouſly .Hayw . Clarend,
To INTERMEDDLE. v. a . To intermix ; to
between . Barn.
INTERIM . 1. inter :1;, Lat.) Mean time ;
mingle. Spenſer.
INTERMEDİLER . f. [ from intermeddk .)
intervening cime. Tailer.
One that interpoſes officiouſly ; one that
OF INTERIO'IN . a . [inter and join.) To join
thruſts himſelf into buſineſs to which he has
mulually ; to iniermarry. Slakejp .
INTERIOUR O. (interior , Lai. ] Internal ; no right. L'Eſirange.
l.
inger ; not outward ; not fuperficia Burnet . INTERMEDIACY . S. ( from intermediar..]
Interpoſition ; intervention . Derham.
INTERKNOWLEDGE . I linter and know
INTERMEDIAL. 0. Intervening ; lying be
ledge.] Mutual knowledge. Bacon.
TOINTERLACE. v. a . ( entrelaffer, Fr.) To tween ; intervenient. Evelyn.
jacermix ; to put one thing within another INTERMEDIATE . o . (intermediat, Fr.) la
tervering ; interpoſed. Newton.
Hayaward.
INTERLAPSE. J. [inter and lapſe.) The flow INTERMEDIATELY. adv . ( from intermedi
of time beiween any two events. Harvey.
ate ) By way of intervention .
TO INTERLA'RD .' v . a . (entrelarder, Fr.) To INTERMELL . v . a . ( entremeſler, Fr.]
1. To mix meat with bacon, or Sat. 2. To
Tomix ; to mingle . Sperler.
interpole ; to infert between . Careiu. 3. INTERMENT. / [ enterrement, Fr.) Burial ;
fepulchre .
To diverſify by mixture . Hale.
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INTERMIGRATION.S. (intermigration,Fr.) Something added or put into the original
matter. Cromwell.
Act of removing from one place to another,
ſo as that of two parties removing, each takes INTERPOLATOR.S. (Latin.) One that foills
the place of the other. Hale.
in counterfeit paſſages. Swift.
INTE'RMINABLE . a . ( in and termino, Lat.) INTER POʻSAL: S. [from interpoſz ) 1. Inter
poſition ; agency between two perſons. Ssuih .
Immenſe; admitting no boundary . Milton .
2. Intervention. Glanville.
INTERMINATE . a . (interminatus , Lat .) Un
bounded ; unlimited. Chapman.
TO INTERPOʻse. v. a. (interpar ?, Lat.) 1 .
To thruſt in as an obſtruction , interruption ,
INTERMINA'TION.S. (intermino, Lat.) Me
or inconvenience. Swift. 2. To offer as a ſuc
Piery .
; threat . Decay of
Tonace
INTERMI'NGL
0.a.
inter
and
mingle.)
E
cour or relief. Woodward. 2. To place be
To mingle ; to mix ſome things amongft
tween ; to inake intervenient. Bacon.
To INTER POʻSE . v. n. 1. To mediate ; to
others . Hooker .
To INTERMI'NGLE. v . 1. To be mixed or
act between iwo parties. 2. To put in by
incorporated.
way of interruption.Boyle.
INTERMISSION . S. ( intermifion, Fr. inter- INTERPOSER . S. [ from interpoſe.] 1. One
millio, Lat.] 1. Ceſtation for a cime ; pauſe ;
that comes between others. Shakeſp. 2. An
intervenient agent ; a mediator.
intermediate ſtop. Wilkins, 2. Intervenient
time. Shakeſp. 3. State ofbeing intermittel. INTERPOSITIONS (interpofitio, Lat.) 1. In
Ben . Johnson. 4. The ſpace between the tervenient agency . Atterbury :, 2.Mediation ;
paroxylms of a fever. Milion.
agency between parties. Addiſon. 3. Inter
vention ; Itale of being placed between two.
INTERMI'SSIVE. a . ( from intermit . ) Coming
by fits ; not continual . Brown .
Raleigh. 4. Any thing interpoſed . Milton .
TO INTERMIT. v. a. ( intermitto, Lat.) To To INTE'RPRET. v . a. (interpretir, Lat. )
forbear any thing for a time ; to interrupc. To explain : to tranſlate ; to decypher ; to
Rogers .
give a ſolution. Daniel.
TO INTERMI'T. v. n . To grow miid between INTERPRETABLE. a. (from interpret.] Ca
pable of being expoun ied. Collier.
the fits or paroxyfins.
INTERMITTENT . a ( intermittens , Lat .) INTERPRETATION. L. finierpretatio, Lat .]
1. The act of interpretinz; expianation.
Coming by fits. Harvey .
To INTER MI'X . w . c. inter and mix ) To
Shakeſp . 2. The ſente given by an interpre
mingle ; to join ; lo pue fome things among
te. ; ex poſition. Hooker . 3. The power of
explaining Bacon.
others. Haywaril.
To INTERMI'X . v n . To be mingled toge- INTERPRETATIVE . a. ( from interpret. ]
ther.
Collected by interpretation . Harmind .
INTERMIXTURE. J. [ inter and mixtura, INTERPRETATIVELY. adv . ( from inter
pretative.) As may be collected by interpre
Lat .) 1. Mas formed by mingling bodies .
Böyle. 2. Something additionalmingled in a tation. Rey.
mals . Bacon .
INTERPRÉTER. S. [interpres, Lat.) 1. An
INTERMU'NDANE. a. [ inter and mundus, expoſitor ; an expounder. Burnet. 2. A trani.
lacor . Funfaw .
Lat. ) Subliſting between worlds , or between
INTERPUNCTION. S. ( interpung , Lat. ]
orb and crb. Locke .
Pointing between words or ſentences.
INTERMURAL . a . (inter and murus, Lat . )
INTERREGNUM . . (Lacin ) The time in
Lying between wails . Ain ;worth.
INTERMU'TUAL. a . [inter and mutual.] Mu.
which a throne is vacant between the death
of a prince and accefſion of another. Cowley.
tual ; interchanged. Daniel.
INTERN . a. ( internus, Lat.] Inward ; incel- INTERREIGN. / ( interregne, Fr. interrego
tine ; not foreign. Howel.
num , l.ac. ] Vacancy of the throne. Bacon.
INTERNAL a linternus, Lat .) 1. Inward ; TO INTERROGATE v. a. interrogº, Lat.)
To examine ; to queſtion.
not external . Locke 2. Intrinſick ; not de
pending on external accidents ; real . Rogers . To INTERROGATE. v . A. To ak ; to put
IN'TERNALLY . adv. ( trom internal.) 1. In
queflions. Hammond ,
wardly . 2. Mentally ; intellectually. Taylor.INTERROGATION . S. Pinterrogation, Fr.
INTERNECINE, a. ( internecimus, Lat.) En
interrogation Lat.) 1. A queſtion pul ; an
deavouring mutual deſtruction . Hudebras .
enquiry. Gov. of the Tongue. 2. A note that
INTERNE'CION . S. [internecio , Lat.) Mana
marks a queſtion : thus ?
INTERROGATIVE . a . ( interrogativus, Lat ]
cre ; Naughter Hale
INTERNU'NCIO . S. [interruncius , Lat.)Mel
Denoting a queſtion ; expreiled in a queiiio
ſenger between two parties.
rary form of words.
INTERPELLATION . /. [interpellatio, Lat ) INTERROGATIVE. ļ. A pronoun uſed in
A luminons ; a call upon. Ayliffe.
aſking queſtions ; as, wiio ? what ?
TO INTERPOLATE v. a. ( interpola, Lal ) INTERROGATIVELY. adv. lirom in :err:
1. To foift any thing into a place to which it
garite.) In form of a question.
does not belong Pope. 2. To renew ; to begin INTERROGA TORT (:ron interrogeite ) Au
alker of queſtions.
again . Hale.
NTERRO) .
Hhh
INTERPOLATION . S. [ interpolation , Ps 3
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INTERROGATORY.
[interrogatoire, Fr.] tercedent ; interpoſed ; paſing between .Bacon .
INTERVENTION. § ( interventic, Lat. ]
A queſtion ; an enquiry. Shakeſp .
INTERROGATORY. 6. Containing a quef
Agency between perſons. Atterbury. 2. A
ition : expreffing a queftion.
gency between antecedents and conſecutives .
TO INTERRUPT. v. 4. ( interruptus, Lat .]
L'Eſtrange. 3. Interpoſition ; the ſtate of
1. To hinder the proceſs of any thing by being interpoled . Holder.
breaking in upon it . Hale. 2. To hinder one To INTERVE RT . v.a. (interverte, Lat.) To
turn to another courſe. Wotton .
from proceeding by interpoſition . Ecclef. 3 .
To divide ; to ſeparate. Milton
INTERVIEW . f. [ entrevue, Fr. ) Mutual ſight ;
INTERRU'PTEDLY.adv . (trom interrupted.]
fight of each other. Hooker .
Not in continuity ; not without ſtoppage. To INTERVOʻLVE. v . a. (intervelvo, Lat. )
To involve one within another. Milion .
Boyle.
R .S. [ from interrupt.] He who To INTERWE'AVE. v.a. preter, interwove,
INTERRUPTE
interrupts.
part. pall. interwoven , interwove, or inter
INTERRU'PTION. / [interruptio, Lat.? 1 .
weated. ( inter and weave. ) To mix one with
Interpofition ; breach of continuity . Hale. 2 .
another in a regular texture ; to intermingle.
Intervention ; interpoſition . Dryden. 3. Hin
Milton .
To INTERWI'SH . v.o. [inter and wiß.] To
drance ; ſtop ;let ; obitruction. Shakeſp .
INTERSCAPULAR . a. [inter and jcopula , with mutually to each other. Donne .
Lat.] Placed between the houlders.
INTE'STABLE. a . ( inteſtabilis, Lat.] Diſqua
TO INTERSCIND . v . a. (inter and ſoindo,
lified to make a will . Ayliffe.
Lat .) To cut off by interruption.
INTE'STATE . a . (inteftatus, Lat.) Wanting a
TO INTERSCRIBE. v . a . (inier and ſeribo,
will ; dying without will. Dryden.
Lat.) To write between .
INTESTINAL. a. [inteſtinal, Fr. from intel
INTERSE'CANT. 2. [interſecans. Lat. ) Di
tinc.) Belonging to the guis. Arbuthnot.
INTESTINE. a . [inteſtin, Fr. inteſtinus, Lat.)
viding any thing into parts.
1. laternad ; inward ; not external. Duppa. 2 .
To INTERSECT. v.a. [ intereco, Lat.) To
cut;
to divide each other mutually . Brown.
Contained in the body. M.lion . 3. Domeſtick ;
INTERSECT
To
. v. . To meet and cross
not foreign. Pope.
each other . Wileman.
INTESTINE. 1. ( inteftinum , La.. ] The gut ;
the bowel . Arbuthnot.
INTERSECTION . /. inter ſeclic, Lat.) The
point where lines croſs each other. Beniley . To INTHRALL. v . a. (in and thrall.] To
To INTERSERT. v.a. (interfero , Lat.) To
enflave ; to ſhackle ; to reduce to ſervitude.
Prior
put in between other things. Brerewood .
INTERSERTION. . [from interfer : ) Anin INTHRA’LMENT. L. (from inthrall.] Servi
ſertion , or thing interted between any thing tude ; ſlavery. Miltan .
TO INTHRONE . v. a. (in and throne.) To
Hammond.
TO INTERSPERSE 7. a . [ interſperfus, Lat.) raile to royalty ; to ſet on a throne. Thomſon.
To ſcatter here and there among other things INTIMACY. ſ (from intimate.) Cloſe famili
Swift.
arity. Rogers.
INTERSPE'RSION . S. [ from interſperſe.] The INTIMATE. 6. (insimus , Lat .) 1. Inmoſt ;
act of ſcattering here and there . Waris.
inward ; inteſtine. Tillotjon . 2. Near; not
INTERSTELLAR. a . lotervening between
kept at diſtance South. 3. Familiar ; cloſely
the ſtars. Bacon
acquainted . Rofcommon .
INTERSTICE.S. (interffitium , Lat.) 1. Space INTIMATE. P. intimado, Span . ) A familias
between one thing and another. Newton. 2 .
friend ; one who is truſted with our thoughts.
Gov.of the Tongue.
Time between one act and another. Ayitje.
INTERSTITIAL. a (from interftice.) Con - T . INTIMATE. v.a. [intimer, Fr.) Tohint;
taining incerllices. Brown.
to point oui indirectly ,or notvery plainly.Locke,
INTERTEXTURE. F. ( intertexo, Lat.) Di- INTIMATELY. adv. (from intimate. ? ! .
verbtication of things mingled or woven one
Clofely ; with intermixiure of parts. Arbush
among another.
net. 2. Nearly ; inſeparably. Addiſon. 3. Fa
To INTERTWINE.2 0.a. ſister and twine, miliarly ; wiih close friendſhip .
TO INTERTHI'ST' I or twijl. ) To unite by INTIMATION.S. (trom intimate. ] Hint ; ob
cutting ore in another. 11:1107.
ſcure or indirect declaration or direction . South.
I'NTLRVAL. ). ( intervallum , Lat.) ! Space I'NTIME. G. Inward ; being within themaſs ;
internal . Digby .
Letv.een places ; interfice ; vacuity Newson .
2. Iime paling between two atlignable points. TOINTIMIDATE. V a. (intimider, Fr ] To
Stift. 3 Reinition of a delirium or dir.
make fearful ; to dattardize ; to make cow
ardly . Irene
teriper. risierbury.
TO INTERVE N.V. » [interver: 0, Lat .) To INTIRE, [entier, Fr ] Whole ; undiminifl
Cile e lieween things or perfons. Tryke ,
« di broken Heuker.
INTERVENLJ [iiim the verb . ] Oppollion. INTIRENESS. T. ( fron irtire.) Wholene's;
integriry Dinne
INTERVENIENT a linier veniens, Lat.] in- INTO . prop. Lin and 10. ] 1 . Noting entrance
wita
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with regard to place. Wotton. 2. Noting |I’NTRICATELY. adv. (from intricate. ] With
involution of one in another ; with perplexity.
penetration beyond the outſide. Pope.
3.
Swift
Noting a new ſtate to which any thing is
I'NTRICATENESS. S. ( from intricate.) Per
brought by the agency of a cauſe. Boyle.
plexity ; involution ; obſcurity. Sidney.
IN TOʻLERABLE. a. (intolerabilis, Lat. ) 1 .
Ioíufferable ; not to be endured ; not to be INTRIGUE. L. intrigue, fr ] A plot ; a
private tranſaction in which many parties are
borne. Taylor. 2. Bad beyond ſufferance.
engaged. Add:10m 2. Intricacy ; complication.
INTOʻLERABLENESS. ſ. ( from intolerable.)
Hale . 3. The complication or perplexity of a
Quality of a thing not to be endured.
INTOʻLERABLY . adv . [ from intolerable .) To
fable or poem . Popi.
TO INTRIGUE.v. m . [ intriguer, Fr. from the
a degree beyond endurance.
noun ) To form plois ; to carry on private '
INTO'LERANT . a . (intolerant, Fr.) Not en
doligas.
during ; not able to endure. Arbuthnot.
To INTOMB. v. a. (in and tomb.) To inclofe INTRIGUER . L. ( intrigueur, Fr. ) One who
buſies himſelf in private tranſactions ; one
in a funeral monument; to bury . Dryden.
who formos plots ; one who purſues women .
To I'NTONATE. v . a. (intono, Latin.) To
Addifon.
thunder.
INTONA'TION. f. [ intonation, Fr. from into- INTRIGUINGLY. adv ( from intrigue .) With
intrigue ; with ſecret plotting.
nate. ] The act of thundering.
To INTO'NE. V. n. [ from tone.) To make a INTRINSECAL. 2. (intrinfecus,Lat. ) : Inter . '
nal ; folid ; natural; not accidental. Bentley'.
low protracted noile. Pope..
To INTO'RT. v.o. [ intortuo, Lat.] To twitt ; 2. Intimate ; clofely familiar. Wotion ,
INTRINSECA
LLY. adv. (from intrinſecol ]
to wreath ; to wring . Pope.
1. Internally ; naturally; really, wuch .
To INTOXICATE . v. a. [in and toxicum ,
Lat.) To inebriate ; to make drunk , Bacon . Within ; at the inside . Wotton.
INTOXICATION. T: (from intoxicate .) Ine- INTRINSICK. a . (intrinſecus, Lat.) 1. Inward;
briation ; ebriety ; the act of making drunk ; internal ; real ; true Hammond. 2. Not de
the ſtate of being drunk . South .
pending on accident ; fixed in the nature of
INTRACTABLE. a . (intractabilis, Lat.) 1. The thing . Rogers .
Ungovernable ; violent ; ſtubborn ; obſtinate. INTRINSECATE. a. Perplexed. Shakeſps
Rogers. 2. Unmanageable ; furious, Woodw , TO INTRODU CE . v. a . (introduco, Lac .] 1 .
To conduct or usher into a place, or to a
INTRACTABLENESS. S. [from intractable.)
perſon. Locke. 2. To bring fomeching into
Obſtinacy ; perverſeneſs .
notice or practice. Brown . 3. To produce ;
INTRACTABLY. adv. ( from intractable.)
to give occaſion . Locke. 4. To bring into
Unmanageably ; ſtubbornly.
writing or diſcourſe by proper preparatives.
INTRANQUILLITY.S. (in and tranquillity )
INTRODUCER. | ( from intesduce.] 1. One
Unquietneis ; want of reit. Temple.
INTRANSMU'TABLE . a . [ in and tranſuwho conducts another to a place or perſon. 2 .
Any one who brings any thing into practice
.
table.) Unchangeable to any other ſubſtance
or notice Wor! on .
Ray.
TO ENTRE'ASURE. y . a. (in and treafure.) INTRODU’CTION . !. [introductio, Lat. ) s .
The act of conducting or uſhering to any
To lay up as in a treaſury Shakeſp.
TO INTRENCH . v. 11. (in and trancher, Fr. ] place or perfon. 2. The act of bringing any
1. To invade ; to encroach ; to cut off part new thing into notice or practice. Clarenilsa ,
of what belongs to another. Dryden. 2. To
3. The prelace or part of a book containing
previous inatter
break with hollows. Milion. 3. To fortiſy
INTRODUCTIVE. a . (introductif, Fr.) Servo
with a treoch .
INTRENCHANT. a . Not to be divided ; not
ing as the means to fomething elle. South .
INTRODUCTORY.a { from introductus,Lat )
to be wounded ; indiviſible . Shakeſp.
Previous ; ferving as a means to fomething
INTRENCHMENT.S. ( trom intrench ) For
further . Bey !l.
tification with a trench .
INTREPID . a. (intrepide, Fr. intrepidus, Lat.) IN TROGRESSION
[introgo offro, Lat.) En
Fearleſs ; daring; bold ; brave Themícr .
trance ; the act of entering .
INTREPI'DITY. f. (intrepidi. Fr. ) Fear. INTROIT. I. (introis, Fr. ) The beginning of
the malo , the beginning of publick devoti
lellneſs ; courage ; boldneſs. Gulliver.
ons.
INTRE PIDLY. odv. (from intrepid.] Fcar
IN TROMISSION . ! [inerea j}is,Lac . ] The art
lefly ; boldly : daringly. Poge.
I'NTRICACY.P.Ifron intricate State of being of fending in Peach 19 .
entangled ; perplexity ; involution. Addison . TO INTROMIT. v. a . (intromitt!, Lat.) T.
I'NTRICATE.di (intricatus. Lat.) Entangled ;
ferd in ; to let in ; to admit ; to alio ! )
enter . Holder, Norton ,
perplexed ; involved ; complicated ; ubicure.
TO INTRUSPECT. y . a. {ineralpoštws, La' )
addijo .
TO INTRICATE. ( from the adjective.) To To take a view of the intie .
perplex ; to darken. Noc proper, nor in ulio INTROSPECTION . F. (from into uspe 7. ) A
Cariden ,
view of the ingje. Dryden ,
Hhhh
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INTROVENIENT. a . [intro ani venis, Lat.) INVARIABLENESS. f. [ from incariable. )
Immutability ; confiancy.
Entering ; coining in . Brown .
To INTRUDE . v . n. [intrudo, Lat ) 1. TO INVARIABLY. adv . (from invariable.) Un
changeably ; constantly . Atterbury.
come in unwelcome by a kind of violence ; to
enter without invitation or permiſſion . Waris . INVASION . F.linvafia ,Lat.] 1.Hortile entracce
2. To encroach ; to force in uncalled or un
upon the rights or pofleflions of another ;
permitted Col.
hoftile encroachments. 1 Sam . Locke. 2.Attack
'To INTRUDE . v . a. To force without right of an epidemical diſeaſe. Arbuibnet .
INVASIVE a . (trom invadle.) Entering hor.
or welcome. Pepe.
INTRUDER.S. trom intrude .] One who forces tilel : pon other mens poiletlions. Dryden .
himſelf into company or affairs without right. INVE'CTIVE ! [inveclive, Fr.) A centure in
Davies, Aldison
ſpeech or writing. Hoeker.
INTRUSION./. [ intruſio, Lat. ] 1. The act of INVECTIVE. G. ( from the noun ) Satirical ;
abuſive. Dryden .
thruſting or torcing any thing or perſon into
any place or ſtate . Locke. 2. Encroachment INVECTIVELY. adv. Satirically ; abuſively .
Sbakelp.
upon any perſon or place. Iake. 3. Vo
luntary and uncalled undertaking of anything . To INVEIGH . v. a. (invebo, Lat. ) To utter
Wotton .
cenſure or reproach . Arbuthnot.
TO INTRU'ST. v. a . lix and truft.) To treat INVEICHER: L. (from inveigh.) A vehement
railer. Wijeman.
with confidence ; to charge with any ſecret.
INTUITION.S. (intuitus,Lat.) 1. Sight ofany To INVEIGLE . v. a . ( invegliari , Ital.) To
thing ; immediate knowledge Gov. of the perſuade to ſomething tad or hurtful ; to
wheedle ; to allure . Hudibras.
Tongue. 2. Krowledge not obtained by de
duction of reaſon . Glanville
INVEIGLER . 1. ( from inveigle.] Seducer ;
deceiver ; allurer to ill . Sandys.
INTUITIVE . a . intuitivus, Lat .) 1. Seen by
the mind immediately. Lecke . 2. Seeing , not To INVE NT . », a. (interiér, Fr ] 1. To
barely believing. Hooker. 3. Having the power diſcover ; to find out ; to excogitate. Anss ,
of diſcovering truth immediately without ra
Ar buibnot, 2. To forge ; to contrive fallely ;
tiocination , Hocker.
to fabricate. Stilling fieet. 3. To feiga ; to
INTUITIVELY. adv. ( intuitivement, Fr. )
make by the imagination. Airijen. 4. To
Without deduction of reaſon ; by immediate light on ; to meet with . Spenjer .
perception. Hooker.
INVENTER . !. (from inveniear, Fr.) 1. One
INTUMESCENCE. I S. [intumeſcence, Fr.in.
who produces Something new : a devifer of
INTUMESCENCY. S lumejce, Lat ] Swell ;
ſomething not known before. Garib. 2. A
tumour. Brown,
forger.
INTURGESCENCE.P. [ in and turceſco, Lat. INVENTION. /. [ invention, Fr. ) 1. Fi @ jon.
Rofcommon . 2. Diſcovery Ray . 3. Excugira .
Swelling ; the act or Itate of ſwelling Brown
tivn ; act of producing ſomething new.Dryues.
INTUSE . I linanius, Lal ) Bruiſe Sherler,
4. Forgery. Stukelp . 5. The thing invested.
To I'NTWINE, V. n . (an and wine.] 1. To
Mile n .
tvilt, or wreath together. Hioker. 2. To in
INVE'NTIVE. a. finventif, Fr. ] Quick at
compals by circling round it. Dryden .
contrivance ; ready at expedients. A cées ,
TO INVADE . v. c . invada, Lal . ] 1. To attack
a country ; to make an hoſtile entrance. Knolles
Dryden .
2. Tu attack ; in altail ; to affault . Slakep INVENTOR . f. [ inventor, Lat.) 1. A findet
3. To violate with the first act of hoftility ; to
out of ſomething new . Milten. 2. A 000
aleack . Dryden .
triver ; a framer. Shakeſp.
INVADER 5. [from invads, Lat ) 1. One ONVENTORIALLY. adv. In manner of 20
who en:ers with notility into the polietiions
inventory Shakeſp.
of another. Bacon 2 An aſailant. 3 Er- INVENTORY. j. inventarium , Lat .) An ac
croacher ; ipt:ver. Hammond .
count or catalogue of moveables. Spetialer.
INVALE’SCENCES.(invuleſco,Lat.) Strength : TO INVENTORY. 9.6 . (inventorier, fr ) To
health . Die
regiſter ; to place in a catalogue. Goosebe
Tingue.
INVALID , a . ( inaalidus, Lat ] Weak ; of no
weight or cogency. Milton.
INVENTRESS. S. ( izsentrice, Fr. from inses .
TO INVALIDATE . V. a . (trom in zah ...] To
tor .) A female that invents . Burnei.
weaken ; lo deprive of force or eficacy. Boyle, INVERSE, a. ( inverſe, Fr interjus, Lat.) In
Locke
verted; reciprocal : opposed to direct. Garis.
[French . ) One diſabled by lick. INVERSION. / (inverfion, Fr. ireerfa, Lat )
INVALID .
nefs or huics , Prir
1. Change or order of time, fo as that the
INVALIDITY./. [ intalidie , Fr. ] 1. Weak
latt is firit , and first laſt. Drydes. 2. Change
nels ; want of cogency . 2. Want of bodily
of place, to as that each cakes the room of
the other
Itrength . 'i'emple.
INVALUAPLE. a . ( in and valuable ) Preciou To INVERT . y . a . [ imgert?, La:) 1. Totura
above eltimation ; inestimable. Aiserbury.
uprice down ; to place in contrary methot as
INVARIABLE . c . (invariable, Fr. ) Uncbange.
oider to that which was beiore. baile ,
able ; conſtant. Brown .
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Dryden, Watts. 2. To place the laſt firſt. Not to be broken. Heoker . 3. Inſuſceptible
Prior . 3. To divert ; to turn into another
of hurt or wound. Milton .
channel ; to imbezzle. Knolles.
INVIOLABLY. adv . ( from inviolable ) With
out breach ; without failure. Spralt.
INVERTEDLY . adv. (from inverted .) In con
INVIOLATE . a . (inviolatus, Lat.] Unhurt ;
trary or reverſed order. Derham .,
uninjured ; unpro aned ; unpolluted ; unbro
TO INVE'ST. v. c . (inveſtio, Lat. ] 1. To dreſs ;
ken . Dryden .
to clothe ; lo array Milton . 2. To place in
. poffeflion of a rank or office.Hooker ,Clarendon . INVIOUS. a . (invius, Lat. ) Impaſſable ; un
Hudibras.
trodden.
3. To adorn ; to grace. Shakeſp .4. To conſer;
to give. Bacon. 5. To incloſe ; to ſurround 10 INVISIBILITY. . [ from inviſible.) The ſtate
as to intercept ſuccours or proviſions.
of being inviſible ; imperceptibleneſs to light.
INVE'STIENT. 6. (inveſtiens, Lat . ] Covering ; Ray.
INVISIBLE. a. ( invifibilis, Lat. ] Not percep
clothing. Woodward.
INVESTIGABLE. a . ( from inveſtigate.] To
tible by the light ; not to be ſeen. Sidney.
be ſearched out ; diſcoverable by racional dir- INVISIBLY. adv . ( from inviſible.) Impercep
quifition. Hooker.
tibly to the fight. Denham .
TO INVESTIGATE . v. a inveſtiga, Lat.) To INVISCATE . v. a. (in and viſc :us, Lat.)
To ſearch out ; to find out by rational difqui
To lime ; to intangle in glutinous matter ,
Brown .
fition . Cheyne.
INVESTIGATION , f. [inveſtigatio, Lat ) 1. INVITATION.S . [invitatio , Lat.) The act of
The act of the mind by which unknown
inviting, bidding, or calling to any thing with
ceremony and civility. Dryden.
truths are diſcovered Watts. 2.Examination .
INVITATORY. (from invita, Lat ] Uſing ir
Pope.
vitation ; containing invitation .
INVESTITURE.S. ( Fr.) 1. The right of giving
poffeffion of any manor, office, or benefice. To INVITE. v . a . (invito, Lat ) 1. To bid ;
to aſk to any place . Swifi. 2. To allure ; to
Raleigh. 2. The act of giving poffeffion.
perſuade. Bacon.
INVESTMENT. ſ. lin and vejiment.) Dreſs ;
TO INVITE . ^ . x. Sinuiro, Lát. ) To ask or call
cloaths; garment; habit. Sharejp.
INVETERACY.S. (inveteratio, Lat ) 1. Long
to any thing pleaſing. Milton .
continuance of any thing bad. Addifon. 2 INVITER :). (from invite ] He who invites.
Smal
ridge .
( In phyfick .) Long continuance of a diſeaſe.
inveteratus, Lat . ) 1. Old ; INVI'TINGLY . adv. (from inviting .) In ſuch a
INVE'TÉRATE .
long eſtabliſhed. Bacon . 2. Obflinate by long manner as invites or allures Decay of Piety .
continuance . Swift.
TO IN UMBRATE . v. a. (inumbro , Lat .) To
TO INVETERATE . v. a. ( invetero, Lat.) To
fhade ; to cover with ſhades. Diet.
harden or make obſtinate by long continuance. INU'NCTION . S. [inunetus, Lat.] The act of
Bentley .
ſmearing or anointing. Ray.
INVETERATENESS. ſ. ( from inveterate ] INUNDATION . S. [inundatio, Lat. ) 1. The
overflow of waters ; flood ; deluge. Blackmore.
Long continuance of any thing bad ; obftinacy
confirmed by eime. Brown.
2. A confluence of any kind. Spenſer .
INVETERATION.f. linveteratio, Lat.) The To I'NVOCATE, v. a. [ invocó, Latin. j To
invoke ; to implore ; to call upon ; to pray to.
act of hardening or confirming by long conti
nuance .
Milton
INVIDIOUS. a. (invidiofus, Lat . ) 1. Envious : INVOCATION.S : [invocatio, Lat.] 1. The act
malignant Evelyn. 2. Likely to incor or to
of calling upon in prayer. Hooker. 2. The
bring hatred . Swift
torm of calling for the alliance or pre : ence of
INVIDIOUSLY.adv. ( from invidious.] 1. Ma
any being W'aje.
I'NVOI
CE.S. A catalogue of the freight of a
lignantly ; enviouſly . Spratt. 2. In a manner
Thip, or of the articles and price of goods fent
likely to provoke hatred.
INVIDIOUSNESS. /. ( from invidious.] Qua- by a factor.
TO INVO'KE. v. a. (invoco, Lat.) To call mpon ;
lity of provoking envy or hatred .
TO INVIGORATE . v . alin and vigour ] To
to implore ; to pray to. Sidney.
endue wil vigour ; to ftrengthen ; to ani- TOINVOLVE. v.a. involvo, Lat ) 1. To in
mate ; to enforce. Addifon.
; to cover with any thing circumfluent.
INVIGORA’TION . 1. ( from invigorate.) 1. wrap
Dryden 2. To imply ; to compriſe. Tilio
The act of invigorating. 2. The ſtate of be
jon. 3. To entwiſt ; to join . Milton. 4. To
ing invigorated. Norris.
take in ; to catch . Spratt. 5. To iotangle .
INVINCIBLE. a . ( invincibilis, Lat .) Inſuper.
Lecke, 6. To complicate ; to make intricate .
Locke. 7. To blend ; to mingle together con
able ; unconquerable ; not to be fubdued .
Knolles , Beniiry
fuledly. Milion .
INVINCIBLENESS. S. (from invincible .] U.2- INVOLUNTARILY.ado. (from involuntary .]
Conquerablenes ; insuperablenets.
Not by choice ; not ſpontaneouſly.
INVINCIELY adv . itrom invincible ) Inſu . INVOLUNTARY. a . (involontaire, fq.) 1 .
Nor having the power of choice . Pope. 2 .
perably ; unconquerably. 1 :1:04 ,
INVIOLABLE. 8. [ inviolabilis, Lat ) 1. Not
Noechen ; not donewillingly. Locke, r'ope.
to be profaned ; nut to be calarasi Locke 2 .
INVOLU TION .
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INVOLUTION . S. [involutio, Lat.) 1. The JOB's tears. S. An herb.
act of involving or inwrapping. 2. The ſtate JO'BBER . Š. (from job.) 1 . A man who ſells
of being entangled ; complication . Glanville . ſtock in the publick funds. Swift. 2. One
who does chancework .
3. That which is wrapped round any thing .
Brown.
JOBBERNO'WL.A.( jobbe, Flemiſh , dull ; hnol,
To INU'RE . v.a. [in andøre.] 1. To habituate ;
Sax . a head.] A loggerhead ; blockhead. Hudi.
to inake ready or willing by practice and cul- JOCKEY . f. (from Jack .) 1. A fellow that
tom ; to accuſtom . Daniel 2. To bring into
rides horſes in the race. Addiſon. 2 . A man
that deals in horſes. 3. A cheat ; a trickih
uſe : 10 practile again . Spenſer.
INUREMENT.J. (from inure ] Practice ; ha
fellow .
To JO'CKEY. v. a . ( from the noun ) 1. To
bit ; uſe ; cullom ; frequency. Wotton .
TO INURN 9. a . Tointomb ; to bury.Dryden . juſtle by riding againſt one. 2. To cheat ; to
INUSTION.S. [ inuftio, Lat . ) The act of burn
trick .
JOCOʻSE. a . ( jocoſus, Lat ) Merry ; waggiſh ;
ing
INU'TILE a . (inutile, Fr. inutilis, Lat . ] Uſe
given to jeſt. Wants.
JOCOSELY. odv. ( from jocose.) Waggiſhly ; in
lels ; unprofitable. Bacon .
INUTILITY. ) . [inutilitas, Lat .] Uſeleſſneſs ; jeft ; in game . Broome.
JOCO'SENESS . f. ( from jocoſe.) Waggery ;
unprofitableners.
INVULNERABLE. a. (invulnerabilis, Lat ] JOCO'SITY. s merriment. Brown.
Not robe wounded; ſecure from wound. Swift. JOCULAR. a. ( jocularis, Lat.) Uled in jeſt ;
TO INWALL . v. 4. To incloſe with a wall. merry ; jocole ; waggith . Gov. of the Tongue.
JOCULARITY.S. ( trom jocular . ) Merriment ;
Spenſer.
I'NWARD . 7 adv.( inpeand, Sax . ) 1. Towards diſpoſition to jeſt. Brown.
INWARDS
the internal parts ; within . JOCU'ND. a. ( jocundus, Lat .) Merry ; gay ;
Milion . 2. With inflexion or incurvity ; con
airy ; lively Milton.
cavely. Dryden. 3. Into the mind or thoughts. JOCUNDLY. adv. (from jocurd. ] Merrily ;
gaily . South
Hooker .
INWARD. a . 1. Internal ; placed not on the To JOG . v. a . [ſebecker , Dutch.) To puſh ; to
Thake by a ſudden impulſe . Norris .
outſide but within . Milion . 2. Reflecting ;
deeply thinking Prior. 3. Intimate ; domeſ- To JOG .v. n . To move by fuccultation. Mil105.
tick. Job. 4. Seated in the mind . Shakejp.
JOG . ). ( from the verb ) 1 . A puſh ; a figlit
INWARD.H. 1. Any thing within , generally
ſhake; a ſudden interruption by a puſh or
the bowels. Mertimer . 2. Intimate ; near ac thake . Arbutbrot. 2 . A rub ; a Imall Rop.
Glanville,
quaintance . Shakejp.
INWARDLY. adv. (from inward.] 1. In the JOʻGGER S- (from jog. )One who moves heavi
heart ; privately. Skakelp: 2 . In the parts ly and dully. Dryden.
withini internally. Arbuibnet. 3. With in- To JOGGLÉ . v. n . To ſhake. Derlam .
Hexion or concavity;
JOHNAPPLE. /. A ſharp apple. Mortimer.
I'NWARDNESS.S. (from inward .) Intimacy ; To JOIN . v. a. Ijoindre, Fr.) ! To add one
tamiliarity. Shakeſp.
to another in continuity. Ilaiah. 2. To unite
TO INWEAVE . priter. irwove or in weaved , in league or marriage. Dryden. 3. To daſh
part pail. inwove or inwoven. (in and weave.] together ; to collide ; to encounter Knolles. 4 .
i . To mix any thing in weaving ſo that it forms To allociate . Afls. 5. To unite in one adt .
part of the texture. Pope. 2. To intwine ; to Dryden. 6. To unite in concord . Csrinth .
complicate . Milton .
7. To act in concert with. Dryder.
TO INWOOD. v. a. (in and wood .] To hide in To JOIN. v. n . 1. To grow to ; to adhere; to
be continuous. Afts. 4. To clofe ; to claſh .
woods, Sidney.
TO INWRAP . v . a. [ in and wrap. ) 1. To Shakeſp. 3. To unite with in marriage , or
cover by involution ; to involve. Donne. 2 . any other league . Exro. 4. To become con
To perplex ; to puzzle with difficulty or federate. 1 Mac .
obfcurity Baccx . 3. To ravih or tranſport. JOINDER . 1. (from join . ] Conjunction ; join
Viritor.
ing. Shakelp.
INWROCGHT a . [in and wroughs . ) Adorned JOINER . ). ( from join.1 One whoſe trade is to
make utenſils of wood joined. Moxon.
with work . Milton .
TO INWREATHE.v a . [in and wreath. ) To JOINERY. S. (from joiner.) An art whereby
Surround us with a wreath . Milion .
ſeveral pieces of wood are fitted and joined to
JOB./. i . A low mean luciative buſy affair.gether. Moxon .
2. Petty, piduling work ; a piece of chance'JOINT.S. ( jeinture, Fr. ) 1. Articulation of
work. Poje . 3. A judúco ſiab with a fharp in -l limbs; juncture of moveable bones in animal
Strument.
bodies. Temple. 2. Hinge ; junctures which
TO JOB. v. a . 1 . To frike ſudilenly with a admit motion of the parts. Sidney. 3. ( In
Derp intrument. L'Estrange. 2. To drive in joinery . ) Sirait lines, in joiners language, are
a sharp instument Mening
called a joini, that is , two pieces of wood are
T ju
To play the ſtockjibber; to buy ! ſhot. Moxon. 4. A koot or commiffure in a
plant . 5. One of the limbs of an animal cut
a broker. Papa,
קט
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up by the butcher. Swift. 6. Out of JOINT. JOT.P: (iwa.] A point ; a tittle . Spenſer .
Luxated ; Nipped from the ſocket, or correl. JOʻVIAL. a . (jovial, Fr. ) 1. Under the influence
pondent part where it naturally moves . Her.
of Jupiter. Brown . 2. Gay ; airy ; merry .
Bacon.
bert. 7.Out of Joint. Thrown into confuſion
JOVIALLY. adv .(from jovial) Merrily ; gaily.
and diſorder. Shakeſp.
S. [from jovial.j Gaiety ; mer
JOINT. c . 1. Shared among many. Shakeſp . 2. JOVIALNESS.
riment.
United in the ſame poffeffion. Donne. 3. Com
JOʻUISANCE.
f. ( rejouiſſance, Fr. ] Jollity ;
bined ; acting together in confort. Addiſon .
merriment ; festivity. Spenſer.
TO JOINT. v.a. ( from the noun.] 1. To join
together in confederacy. Skakejp. 2. To form JO'URNAL. a . (journale, Fr. gisrnale, Ital . ]
many parts into one. Dryden. 3. To form in Daily ; quotidian. Shakeſp .
articulation. Ray. 4. To divide a joint; to JOURNAL. S. ( journal, Fr.) 1. A diary ; an
account kept of daily tranſactions, Arbuwibavi,
cut or quarter into joints. Dryden.
JOʻINTED . a (from joint.] Futl of joints,knots, 2. Any paper publiſhed daily.
JOURNALIST S. (from journal.] A writer of
or commiſſures. Pbilips.
JOINTER . S. (trom joint. ) A ſort of plane . journals.
Moxon .
JOʻURNEY. S. [ journee, Fr. ) 1. The travel of
a day . Milion 2. Travel by lund ; a voyage
JO’INTLY . adv. (from joint.) 1. Together ;
not ſeparately . Hooker. 2. ln a ſtate of union
or travel by ſea. Rogers. 3. Paſſage from place
to place . Burnet .
or co -operation . Dryden.
JO'INTRESS. S. (from jointure. ) One who holds To JOURNEY. v. r. ( from the noun. ) To
travel ; to paſs from place to place. Numbers.
any thing in jointure .Shakeſp.
JOINTSTOOL. S. [joint and ſtool.JA ſtool made JOURNEYMAN. S. Ljourne', a day's work ,
Fr. and man . ) A hired workman . Árbuthnot .
not merely by inſertion of the feet. Arbuthnot .
JOINTURE.S . (jeinture, Fr. ) Efate fettled JOURNEYWOKK.F. [ journeé, Fr. and work . )
on a wife to be enjoyed after her huſband's Work performed for hire. Ar buibnot .
deceaſe . Pope.
JOUST . S. [ jous , Fr. ] Tilt ; tournament ;
mock fight. It is now written leſs properly
JOIST. S. (trom joindre, Fr.] The ſecondary
jut. Miller.
beam of a floor. Mortimer.
To JOIST. v . a. ( from the noun ) To fit in To JOUST. v . n . ( jousier, Fr.] To run in the
tilt. Milion .
the ſmaller beams of a flooring.
JOKE. S. [jocus , Lat. ) A jelt , ſomething not JOWLER.S.The name of a hunting dog . Dryd.
ſerious. Watts.
JO'WTER. L. A filh -driver. Carew .
To JOKE . v . n. ( jocor, Lat.) To jeſt ; to be JOY. ! ( joye, Fr.) 1. The paflion produced
by any happy accident ; gladneſs. South .
merry in words or actions . Gay.
Caiety  ;ܪmerriment ;feftivity. Dryder. 3
JOKER . f. [ from joke, ) A jeiter ; a merry
fellow . Dennis.
Happineſs ; felicity . Shakeſp. 4. A term of
fondneis. Sbakep.
JOLE. f. ( gueule, Fr. ) 1. The face or cheek .
To JOY, v. n . ( from the noun .) To rejoice ;
Collier, 2. The head of a filh. Pope.
To JOLL. v . a . ( from jole, the head.) To bear to be glad ; to exult. Wotton.
the head againit any thing ; to clash with vi To JOY. v . a. 1. To congratulate ; to entertain
kindly. Prior. 2. To gladden ; to exhilarate ,
olence.
JOLLILY. adv . (from jolly.] In a dispoſition
Sidney. 3. ( Jouir de, Fr. ) To enjoy; to have
happy potteficn . Atilton
to noiſy miren . Dryden .
JOLLIMENT. S. [from jolly.) Mirth ; merri . JOYA'NCE. S. [joiant, olj Fr. ) Caiety , feſti
vily . Spealer.
ment ; gaiety. Spenſer.
JOLLINESS. 1. (from jolly.) 1. Gaiety ; JOYFUL. a . ( joy and full.] 1. Full of joy ;
Sidney.
glad ; exulcing. i Kings. 2. Sometimes it
spirit.
.
2
elevation
of
JOLLITY.
has of before the cauſe ofjoy. Pope.
Merriment; feſtivity. Addijon.
JOLLY. a . (jeli, Fr. ) 1. Gay ; ܪmerry ; airy ; | JOYFULLY adu. [ from joyful.] With joy ;
cheerful; lively. Burton. 2. Plump ; like one gladly . Wake.
JOYFULNESS. S. [ from joyful ] Gladaeſs ;
in high health . South
joy. Deuteren ,
TO JOLT.vn.To thake as a carriage on rough
JOYLESS. a . [ from joy. ] 1. Void of joy ;
groud. Swift.
To JOLT.v.a. To Make one as a carriage docs .
feeling no p eilure. Shakeje . 2. It has fume
JOLT . A. (trom the verb. ) , Shock ; violent a
times of belure the object. 3. Giving no
gitation, Gulliver.
pleature. Slckel.
JOLTHEAD.S. A great head ; a dole ; a block- JOYOUS. a . ( joyeux, Fr. ) 1. Glad ; gay i
head. Grew
merry . Privr . 2. Giving joy. Spenſer. 3. li tiis
of lo nerimes before the cause of joy. Dryden .
JONQUI'LLE. S [ jonquille, Fr. ] A ſpecies o
A./ An indian plaut. Mill.
IPECACUANH
daffodil. Tbomon ,
JORDEN . F. (398, ftercus, and den , recepta- IRASCIBLE .a . Liraſcibilis, low Lat. ir a/ch' ,
Fr. ) Partaking of the nature of anger. Digty.
cu lu m. ) A pot. Pope.
JOSEPH's Flower . j. A plant. Ainſworth.
IRE . /. ( Fr.ira , Lat. ) Arger ; rage ; paſſionate
butieu. Dryden .
To JOʻSTLE. v. a. (jautier , Fr. ) To juftle ; to
IREFUL
Tuih againit.

IRR
IRR
I'REFUL. a. fire and full.) Angry ; raging ; JIRRATIONAL. 2. ( irrationalis, Lat .] 1. Void
furious. Dryden.
of realon ; void of underſtanding. Milton ,
I'REFULLY. adv. ( from ire .] With ire ; in an
Ablurd ; contrary to reaſon. Harvey.
IRRATIONALITY.S. (from irrational.] Want
angry manner.
of reaſon .
IRIS 1 ( Lat.] 1. The rainbow . Brown. 2. Any
appearance of light reſembling the rainbow IRRATIONALLY. adv. ( from irrational.)
Without reaſon ; abſurdly .
New !!! . 3. The circle round the pupil of the
IRRECLAIMABLE . a . ( in and reclaimable . )
eye . 4. The flower -de -luce. Milon.
To IRK . v. a. ( yrk , work , Imantick ) It icks
Not to be reclaimed ; not to be changed to the
better . Addifon.
me ; I am weary of it. Shakeſp .
I'RKSOME. a . (from irk.) Wearifome ; tedious , IRRECONCI'LABLE .a. firreconciliab'e, fr.]
1. Not to be reconciled ; not to be appeaſed.
troublesome. Swiſi.
I'RKSOMELY. adv. ( from irkſome.) Weari .
Dryden. 2 Not to be made conſiſtent. Rogers.
IRRECONCILABLENESS. f. [ from irreconcia
fomeiy ; tediouſly .
lable ) Impolubility to be reconciled .
IRKSOMENESSY. ( from irksome.) Tedious
IRRECONCILABLY. adv . ( trom irreconci.
neſs ; wearitomeneſs.
lable .) In a manner not admitting reconcilia
I'RON , S. ( inen , Sax . ) 1. A metal common to
tion .
all parts of the world, plentiful in moll , and
of a ſmall price. Though the lighteſt of all TRRECONCILED . a. (in and reconciled.) Not
atoned . Shakesp.
metals, except tin , it is conſiderably the hard
eft ; and, when pure, naturally malleable : JIRRECOVERABLE. a. ( in and recoverable. }
when wrought into ſteel, or when in the
1. Not to be regained ; not to be reſtored or
impure fate from its first fufion, in which it is
repaired. Rogers. 2. Not to be remcdied.
Hoker .
called caſt iron , it is ſcarce malleable . Iron
is more capable of ruſt than any other metal , IRRECOVERABLY.adv.( from irrecoverable )
is very foporous, and requires the ſtrongeſt fire
Beyond recovery ; pait repair. Milton .
of all the metals to melt it. The fpecifick IRREDUCIBLE. a. [in and reducible.] Not to
be reduced .
gravity of iron is to water as 7632 is to 1000.
Iron has greatermedicinal virtues than any of IRREFRAGABILITY.S. [ from irrefragable .)
the other metals Hill. 2. Any inſtrument or Strength of argument not to be refuted .
IRREFRA'GABLE . a. ( irrefragabilis, Lat. )
utenfil made of iron. Pope.
IRON , a. 1. Made of iron . Mortimer. 2. Re
Not to be confuted ; ſuperior to argumental
oppoſition. Swife.
ſembling iron in colour. Woudward. 3. Harſh ;
fevere ; rigid ; miſerable. Craſbaw . 4. In: IRREFRAGABLY. adv. (from irrefragable.)
With force above confutation . Atterbury.
diſſoluble ; unbroken.Philips. 5. Hard ; in
IRREFU'TABLE. a . ( irrefutabilis, Lat.] Not
penetrable, Shakejp.
to be overthrown by argument .
TO IRON . v. a. ( trom the noun .] 1. To finooth
IRREGULAR. a . (irregulier, Fr. irregularis,
with an iron 2 To ſhackle with irons ,
Lat.) 1.
1 . Deviating from rule, cultom or nature.
IRONICAL, a . (from irony.) Expreſing one
thing and meaning another . Bronuni, Swift.
Prior. 2. Immethodical ; not confine to any
IRONICALLY. adv . (írom ironical] By the
certain rule or order. Milton, Cowley. 3. Not
being according to the laws of virtue .
uſe of irony Bacin .
IRONMO'NGER. S. (iron and monger ] A IRREGULARITY 1 for regularité, Fr. ) 1 .
Deviation fiom rule. 2. Neglect of method
dealer in iron .
IRONWOOD . S. A kind of wood extremely
and order. Browr. 3. Inordinate practice.
Rogers ,
hard , and to ponderous as to Gnk in water .
IRRIGULARLY. adv. ( from irregular.)
IRONWORT ). A plant. Miller .
Without obfervation of rule oi method . Locke.
I'RONY . a . [from iron .) Made of iron ; par
TOIRESGULATE v.a. to make irregular ;
taking of iron . Hammond.
TRONY.T.
( ironie , fr ] A mode of ſpeech in
to disorder Browr.
which themeaning is contrary to the words IRRELATITE a. I in and relarious, Lat. )
Having no reierence to any thing ; angle ;
Swifi.
unconiechod
IRRADIANCE.
I.S. [ irradiance, Fr.] I.E.
Y
ANC
. ) musion of rays or beams or IRRELIGION ; ( irreligion, Fr. ] Contempt
IRRADI
light upon any object. Brown . 2. Beams of
of religius i ir piety Roger's .
IRRELIGIOUS. a Tirrenigieux, Fr.) 1. Con
light emitted . Milton.
TO IRRADIATE. v . a . (irradio , Lat.) 1. To
temning religion , inpihus. South. 2. Contrary
to religion. Swift .
adorn with lighe emitted upon it ; to brighten
Suh. 2. To enlighten intellectually; to illu- IRRELIGIOUSLY. adv .( from irreligious. ]
With impiety ; with irreligion ,
mine ; to illuminate. Miiton 3. To animate
by heat or lighe. Hale. 4 To decorate with IRREMEABLE . c . ( irremeab:.ss, Lat . ) Admit
Liog no return. Dryden.
Dining ornaments. Pope.
IRRADIATION . J. firradiation , Fr. ] 1. The IRRLME DIABLE . a . ( irremediable, Fr. ) Ad
act of emitting beams of light . Digby. 2. il
mitting no cure ; not to be remedied Bacon .
IRREMEDIABLY,
lumication ; intellectualliylit . llac .
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IRREME'DIABLY ado. [from irremediable.) IRREVEʻRSIBLE. a . Not to be recalled ; not
co be changed . Rogers.
Without cure Taylor.
IRREMISSIBLE. a . (irremiſſible, Fr.) Not to IRREVEʻRSIBLY. adv . ( from irreverſible. ]
be pardoned.
Without change. Hammond.
IRREMISSIBLENESS. S. The quality of being IRREVOCABLE. a. ( irrovecabilis, Lat.) Not
not to be pardoned. Hammond.
to be recalled ; not to be brought back . Bocon.
IRREMOVEABLE . a. [in and remove.) Not IRRE VOCABLY, adv. ( from irrevocable. )
Without recall. Boyle.
to be moved ; not to be changed . Shakeſp.
IRRENOWNED. a. [in and renown.] Void of To I'RRIGATE. v. a. ( irrigo, Lat.) To wet ;
to moiſten ; to water. Ray.
honour. Spenſer.
IRREPARABLE. 8. ( irreparabilis, Lat.) Not IRRIGATION. S. ( from irrigate.] The act of
to be recovered ; not to be repaired. Addiſon. watering or moiſtening. Bacon.
IRRE PARABLY. adv. Without recovery ; IRRIGUOUS. a. (from irrigate.) 1. Watery ;
watered. Milton . 2. Dewy ; moiſt. Phillips.
without amends. Beyle.
IRREPLE'VIABLE. a. [in and replevy.) Not IRR ISION S. (irrifo, Lat.) The act of laugh
to be redeemed, A law term .
ing at another. Woodward.
IRREPREHENSIBLE. a . ( irreprehenfibilis, TO IRRITATE. v. a. (irrito, Lat ) 1. To pro
Lat.) Exempt from blame.
voke; to teaze ; to exaſperate. Clarendox . 2 .
IRREPREHENSIBLY . adv. ( from irrepre
To fret; to put into motion or diſorder by any
benſible.] Without blame.
irregular or unaccuſtomed contact. Bacon . 3.
To heighten ; to agitate ; to enforce. Bacon.
IRREPRÉSENTABLE. a . [in and repreſent.]
Not to befigured byany repreſentation. Stilling. IRRITA'TION.S. (irritatio, Lac. ) 1. Provoca
IRREPROACHABLE. a. ( in and reproache
tion ; exaſperacion. 2. Stimulation ; vellica
ble.) Free from blame ; free from reproach.
tion . Arbuthnot.
Atterbury.
IRRUPTION.S. (irruptio, Lat.) 1.The act of
IRREPROACHABLY.ado. [from irreproach
any thing forcing an entrance. Burnet. 2. Ino ·
able.) Without blame ; withoutreproach .
road ; burſt of invaders into any place . Addiſon.
IRREPRO’VEABLE . a . in and reproveable.] is. ( ir, Sax ) i . The third perſon fingular of
Not to be blamed ; irreproachable.
to be : I am , thou art, he is. Job. 2. It is
ſometimes expreſſed by 's.
IRRESISTIBILITY.S. (from irrefiftsble.) Pow
er or force above oppoſition Hammond
ISCHIADICK . a . ( ickoudixos. ] In anatomy,
IRRESISTIBLE , a.(irreſiſtible,Fr. ) Superiour
an epithet given to the reins of the foot that
terminale in the crural. Harris.
to oppoſition. Hooker.
IRRESISTIBLY. adv. ( from irreſiſtible.) lo a ISCHURY. S. lioxozla ) A ſtoppage of urine.
TSCHURE'TICK . . (ijchuretique, Fr ] Such
manner not to be oppoſed. Rogers.
IRRE SOLUBLE . a . in and reſolubilis, Lat .) medicines as force urine when ſuppreſſed.
Noe to be broken ; not to be diffolved . Boyle.ISH . (isc, Sax .] 1. A termination added to an
IRRESOLUBLENESS. S. ( from irreſoluble.)
adjective to expreſs diminution : as, bluiſ ,
Reſiſtance to ſeparation ofthe parts. Boyle .
tending to blue. 2. It is likewiſe ſometimes
IRRESOLVEDLY. adv. [in and reſolved .]
the termination of a gentile or pofTefTive ad
Without ſettled determination. Boyle.
jective : as, Swediſo, Daniſh . 3. It likewiſe
IRRE'SOLUTE, a. (in and reſolute.) Not con
notes participation of the qualities of the lub
ftant in purpote ; not determined Temple.
Itantives : as, man , maniph.
IRRESOLUTELY. adv . [ from irrejóluse . ) I SICLE . L. ( from ice ) A pendent ſhoot of ice .
Dryden .
Without firmneſs of mind ; without deter
mined purpoſe .
ISINGLASS. S. [from ice, or ife, and glaſs,that
IRRESOLUTION . S: ( irreſolution, Fr.) Want
is , malter congealed into glais illinglais is a
tough , firin , and light ſubſtance, of a whitisha
of firmaels of mind. Addiſon
IRRESPECTIVE.a. [ in and reſpective.) Hav
colour, and in fome degree tranſparent, much
re embling glue, but cleanlier and Iweeter.
ing no regard to any circumſtance. Hammond,
Rogers .
The fiſh froin which Ijinglaſs is prepared
IRRESPECTIVELY adv .( from irreſpective.)
is one of the cartilaginous kind, and a ſpecies
Without regard to circumilances. Hammond . of flurgeon. It is frequent in many of the
IRRETRIEVABLE a . ( in and retrieve. ] Noc large rivers of Europe. From the inteſtines
to be repaired ; irrecoverable; irreparable .
of this fith the ifinglajs is prepared by boiling.
Hill, Floyer .
IRRETRIE VABLY.adv . Irreparably ; irreco
I'SINGLASS Store. S. This is a foffil which is
verably . Woodward .
.
1
one of the pureſt and simpleſt of the natural
IRREVÉRENCE. . (irreverentia, Lat.)
Want of reverence ; want of veneration. Pope.
bodies. It is found in broad maſſes, compoſed
2. State of being diiregarded. Clarendon.
of a multitude of extremely thin places or
IRREVERENT. a .(irreverent,Fr.)Not paying
flakes. The martes are of a brownish or reddiſh
due homage or reverence ; not exprefling or
colour ; but when the plates are ſeparated, they
conceiving dueveneration or reſpect. Raleigh. are perfectly colourleſs, and pellucid. It is
IRRE VERENTLY. adv. (from irreverent.)
found in Muicovy ,Pernia ,Cyprus, the Alpsand
Without due respect or veneration. Gov.of the Apennines, and the mountains of Germany.
The
Tongues
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The ancients made their windows of it, in - I'TEM . adv. (Lat.) Allo. A word vſed when
ſtead of glaſs. Hill
any article is added to the former.
I'SLAND. / [ infula, Lat ] It is pronounced I'TEM . S. 1. A new article. Glanville. 2. A
ilard .) A tract of land ſurrounded by water.
hint ; an innuendo.
ToITERATE. v . a . ( itero, Lat ) 1. To re
Johnson, Thomſon.
peat ; to Utter again ; to inculcate by frequenc
ISLANDER. S. (from ifand .) An inhabitant
of a country lurrounded by water. Addifor.
mention. Hooker. 2. To do over again.
Milton .
ISLE . /. lifle, Fr. pronounce ile. ) 1. An
inland ; a country ſurrounded by water. 2. AI'TERANT . a. (iterans , Latin. ) Repeating.
Bacon.
Jong walk in a church , or publick building
ITERATION , S. (iteratio, Lat.) Repetition ;
Pope.
recital over again. Hammond .
ISOPERIME'TRICAL . S. (ic, Trigo, andpé
Trov.] In geometry, are ſuch figures as have ITINERANT. a . (itinerant, Fr.] Wandering ;
not feteled. Addifon.
equal perimeters or circumferences, of which
the circle is the greateſt .
ITINERARY. S. (irinerarium , Lat.) A book
ISOSCELES. S. That which hath only two ſides
of travels . Addison
equal . Harris.
ITINERARY. a . (itinerarius, Lat ) Travel
ISSUE . S. ( ifve, Fr.) 1. The act of palling out . ling ; done on a journey. Brown.
2. Exit; egreſs ; or paſſage out. Proverbs. 3 ITSELF . pronoun . [it and felf ) The neutral
Event ; conſequence. Fairfax. 4. Termina
reciprocal pronoun applied to things. Locke.
tion ; concluſion. Broome. 5. Sequel deduced JUBILANT, a . ( jubilans, Lat.]Urtering fongs
from premiſes. Shakeſp. 6. A fontanel ; a of triumph . Milton.
vent made in a muſcle for the diſcharge of JUBILA'TION ! ( jubilation , Fr. jubilario,
humours . Wiſeman. 7. Evacuation. Matthew .
Lat.] The act of declaring triumph .
8 Progeny ; offspring. Dryden. 9. ( In law ) | JUBILEE S. ( jubilum , low Lal ) A publick
Iſſue hath divers applications : ſometimes uſed feftivity. Dryden .
for the children begotten between a man and JUCUNDITY.S. [ jucunditas, Lat.) Pleaſant
his wife ; ſometimes for profits growing from
neſs ; agreeablenels. Brown,
ao amercement ; ſometimes for profits of JUDAS Tree. . A plant. Mortimer.
lands or tenements ; ſometimes for that pointio JUDAIZE. v ... [ judaizo, low Lat .) To
conform to the Jews. Sandys.
of matter depending in fuit, whereupon the
parties join and pár their cauſe to the trial of JUDGE.Fil juge, Fr. judex , Lat.) s . One who
the jury. Cowell.
is inveſted with authority to determine any
To I'SSUE. v. n . (uſcire, Ital .) 1. To come cauſe or queſtion , real or perfonal. Dryder.
out ; to paſs out of any place . Pope 2. To
2. One who preſides in a court of judicature .
make an eruption . Dryden. 3. To proceed
Shakeſp. 3. One who has ſkill ſufficient te
as an offspring. 2 Kings. 4. To be produced
decide upon the merit of any thing . Pepe.
by any fund. dyliffe. 5. To run oui in lines . TO JUDGE. v . n. ljuger, Fr.) 1. To país
Bacon .
ſentence. Genefis. 2. To form or give an
To l'SSUE . v.a. 1. To ſend out ; to ſend forth .
opinion. Milion . 3. To diſcern ; to diſtinguiſh .
Addiſon.
Bacon. 2. To ſend oui judicia ly or authorita
tively . Clarendon .
TO JUDGE v.a. 1. To paſs ſentence upon ; 1 .
ISSUELESS . a ( from iſſue. Without offspring ;
examine authoritatirely. Dryden. 2. To país
without deſcendants. Carew
fevere cenſure ; to doom ſeverely. Matthew.
ISTHMUS. S. lifthmus, Lat.) A neck of land JU’DGER. S. (from judge.) One who torms
joining the peninſula to the continent. Sandys. judgment or pailes ſentence. Digby.
IT.pronoun. Thit, Saxo! !. The neutral demon JODČMENT 7. I juegmeni, Fr. ] 1. The
ftrative. Cowley. 2. It is ſometimes expreſſed power of diſcerning the relations between one
by '! Hudibros. 3. It is uſed ludicrouſly after
term or one propolition and another. Locke . 2 .
neutral verbs , to give an emphaſis. Locke. 4.
Doom ; the right or power of patling judgment.
Sometimes applied familiarly, ludicrouſly, or
Skakelp. 3. The act of exerviſing judicature.
Addison.
4. Decermipation ; decilion. Burne:.
rudely to perions Shakeſp
5. The quality of diftinguiſhing propriery
ITCH . J. gicha, Sax . ) 1. A cutaneous diſeaſe
extremely contagious, which overſpreads the
and impropriety. Dennis . 6. Opinion; notion.
Shakel? 7. Sentence againſt a criminal.
body with ſmall puſtules filled with a thin
ſerum , and raiſed , as microſcopes have dif
Milion. 8. Condemnation . Tillotſon. 9. Pu .
covered, by a ſipall animal . li is cured by
niſhment inflicted by Providence . Addifer .
fulphur Hudibras. 2 The ſenation of un
10. Diſtribution of juſtice . Arbuthnot .
eatineſs in the ſkin , which is eaſed by rubbing.
Judiciary laws ; ſtatutes. Deuteronomy. 12 .
3. A conſtantteazing deſire. Pope.
The laſt doom . Shakejp:
To ITCH . 0. . ( frorn the noun . ) 1. To feel JUDICATORY.S . I judico, Lal . ) 1. Dinribu
that uneatisers in the ſkin which is removed
tion of juſtice. Clarendon, 2. Court of juſtice.
Atterbury
by rubbing . Dryden. 2. To long ; to have
JUDICATURE. F. ( judicature, Fr. ) Power
cop'inual deſire. Shakejp.
of diftributing juſtice. Bacon , S :11b.
I'TCHY.a. ( from 166b.) infected with the itch.
JUDICIAL.

1

JUM
JUR
JUDICIAL. a. ( judicium ,Lat.] 1. Praetiſed / 3. To jolt. Nah.iit. 4. To agree ; to tally ;
in the diſtribution of public juſtice. Bentley .
10 join . Hakewill, Hudibr s, Pope.
JUMP. adv . Exactly ; nicely. Shakeſp.
2. loflicted on as a penalty . South.
JUDICIALLY. adv. [from judicial.] In the JUMP.L. ( from the verb.j 1. The act of
forms of legal juſtice . Grew
jumping a leap; a kip . Locke. 2. A lucky
chance. Shakeſp. 3. ( Jupe, Fr.) A waiſtcoat ;
JUDICIARY. a. ( judiciaire, Fr. ) Paffiog
limber ſtays worn by lickly ladies. Cleaveland .
judgment upon any thing . Boyle.
JUDICIOUS. a . ( judicieux, Fr.) Prudent ; JUNCATE . l. ( juncade, Fr.) 1. Cheeſecake ;
a kind of ſweetneat of curds and ſugar. 2 .
wile , kilul, Locke
JUDICIOUSLY . adv. ( from judicious ) Skil
Any delicacy. Milton . 3. A furtive or prio
vate entertainment.
fully ; witely. Dryden .
JUG . S. [ juge, Dan th .] A large drinking vef- JU'NCOUS. a . ( junceus, Lat. ) Full of bul.
ruſhes.
fel with a gibbous or lwelling belly. Swift,
. . ( jonclion,Fr. ] Union ; coali
To JUGGLE. V. m. [ jongler, Fr ]' . To play JUNCTION
tion
. Addifon.
tricks by flight ofhand.Digby . 2. To prac:
tiſe artifice or importure. Shake p .
JU'NCTURE.S. [ junctura, Lat.) 1. The line
JUGGLE. !! ( from the verb ] 1. A trick by
at which two things are joined together. Boyle.
leerdernaio. 2. An impofiuie ; a deception ;
2. joint ; articulation . Hale. 3. Union ;
Til itlom
amity . K. Charles. 4. A critical point or
JOGGLER. f. [from juggle.] 1. One who article of time. Addiſon .
praeiles the flightof hand; one who deceives JUNE. 1. ( Juir , Fr. ] The ſixth month0 from Ja
nuary.
the eye by amire conveyance, Sandys. 2. A
cheat ; a tickih fellow . Donne.
| JUNIOR . a. ( junior, Lat.) One younger than
JUGGLINGLY. adv . ( trom juggle.) In a de
another . Swift:
ceptive manner .
JUNIPER . J. juniperus, Lat.) A plant. The
JUGULAR. a. [ jugulum, Lat . ) Belonging to berries are poweriul attenuants, diureticks,
and carminative. Hill.
126 throat. 1Vijeman.
JORT.1. [ -s, Fr.) : The liquor, ſap, or wa- JUNK . ! (probably an Indian word.) 1. A
ter of planis and fruits. Walis. 2. The fluid
Imall ſhip of China. Bacon. 2. Pieces of old .
cable.
in ari naibodies Ben Johnson
JUICELLSS - ( from juice.) Dry ; without JUNKET. £. ( properly juncate ) 1. A ſweet
muiiture . More
meat. Shakeſp. 2. A ſtolen entertainment.
JUICIN LSS. S. [ from juice.] Plenty of juice ; To JU'NKET. v. r. (from the noun . ] 1. To
fucculence .
frait ſecretly ; to make entertainments by
JUICY. a. ( from juice.) Moiſt ; full of juice . ftealth , Swift. 2. To leaſt . Souib.
Milion .
JUNTO.S . [ lialian . ) A cabal. South .
To JUKE . v . m . ( jucher, Fr.) To perch upon I'VORY. T. (ivoire, I'r .) Ivory is a hard fube
fance, of a white colour ; the elephant car
any thing : as, birds.
JU'JUB.1.1 A plant. The fruit is like a
ries on each ſide of his jaws a tooth or fix of
JUʻJUBES } Imall plum , but it has little Aeſh .
ſeven feet in length , of the chickneſs of a
Miller
man's thigh at the bale, and almost entirely
JU'LAP. F. ( Arabick , julapium , low Lat . ) An
folid ; the iwo fometimes weighing three hun
dred and thirty pounds : thele ivory tuſks are
extemporaneous form ofmedicine made of fim
d
d
hollow from the baſe to a certain height , and
ple and compoun water ſweetene . Quincy.
the cavity is filled with a compact medullary
JU'LUS S. 1. July Flower. 2. Thole long
worm -like tufis or palms, as they are called , fubitance. Hill.
in willows, which at the beginning of the year JUPPON . f. [ juppor , Fr.) A ſhort cloſe coat.
Dryder.
grow out , and hang pendular. Miller.
JULY. S. ( Julius, Lat. ) The month anciently JU'RAT. ſ. ( juratus, Lat. ) A magiſtrate in
called quinti'is, or the fith from March ,
fome corporations.
named July in honour of Julius Cæfar ; the JURATORY. a . ( juratoire, Fr. )Giving oath.
enth month from January. Peacham .
Azlife.
JU MART.F. ( French.) The mixture of a bull JURIDICAL. a. ( juridicus, Lat ) 1. Acting
and a mare. Locke
in the diſtribution ofjuſtice. 2. Uied in courts
TO JU'MBLE.o. . To mix violently and con
of juſtice. Hale.
fuledly together. Locke,
JURÍDICALLY. ade (from juridical.) Willa
TO JUMBLE. v . n . To be agitated together.
legal authority.
JU'RISCONSULT.
( juris confultus, Lat.)
Swift.
JUMBLE . f. [ from the verb ) Confuſed mix
One who gives his opinion in law. Arbushnel.
ture ; violent and coniuted agitation. Swift. JURISDICTION. J. [ juriſdictis, Lat.] 1. Lee
JUMENT, . ( jument, Fr.] Beatt of burthen.
gal authority ; extent of power. Hayward,
Brown.
2. Diſtrict to which any authority extends.
TO JUMP, v. n. (gumper , Durch . ) 1. To leap ; JURISPRUDENCE.F. (juriſprudence, Fr. ju
to ſkip ; to move forward without ſtep or Bida riſprudentia, Lat.) The science of law .
1:12
JURIST.
ing. Gulliver, 2. To leap ſuddeoly. Collier.

JUS
JUS
JURIST. S. ( jurife, Fr.J A civil lawyer ; * fice, and the chief of the reſt ; wherefore he
civilian.
is alſo called capitalis jufticiarius Anglie. His
office eſpecially is to hear and determine all
JU'ROR. S. [ juro, Lat . ) One that ſerves on
pleas of the crown ; that is, ſuch as concern
the jury. Spenſer, Donne .
offences committed againſt the king ; as trea.
JURY.S. ( jurati,Lat. juré, Fr.) Jury, a com
ſons, felonies, mayhems, and ſuch like. 6.
pany of men , as ewenty -four or twelve, ſword
JUSTIce of the Common Pleas. Is a lord by
to deliver a truch opon luch evidence as ſhall
his office, and is called dominus juſticiarias
be delivered them touching the matter io quel
communium placilorum . He with his affiants
tion. Trial by aflife, be the action civil or cri
originally did hear and determine all caufis at
minal , publick or private , perſonal or real , is
the common law ; that is, all civil cauſes be
referred for the fad to a jury, and as they find
tween common perſons, as well perſonal as
it, ſo paſſeth the judgment. This Jury, tho '
real ; for which cauſe it was called the court
law,
n
common
the
of
courts
it appertai to moſt
of common pleas, in oppofition to the pleas of
yet it is moſt notorious in the half year courts
the crown 7. Justices of Alfile. Are fuch
of the juſtices errant , commonly called the
as were wont, by ſpecial commiftion , to be
great aflizes, and in the quarter-feßions, and
ſent into this or that county to lake aliles.
in them it is moſt ordinarily called a jury,
8. JUSTICEs in Eyre. Are lo termed of the
and that in civil caules ; whereas in other
French erre, iter. The uſe in ancient time,
courts it is often termed an inqueſt . The
was to ſend them with commiffion into divers
grand jury conſiſts ordinarily of twenty four
counties , to hear ſuch caules elpecially as were
grave and ſubſtantial gentlemen, or ſome o!
termed the pleas of the crown, for the eale of
them yeomen, cholen indifferently out of the
the lubjects, who muit elſe havə been hurried
whole ſhire by the ſheriff, to conlider of all
bills of indictment preferred to the couri ; to the king's bench 9. JUSTICES of Gol
Delivery. Are ſuch as are tent with commit
which they do either approve by writing up
lion to hear and determine all cauſes appere
on them theſe words, billa vera, or diſallow
taining to ſuch as for any offence are caſt into
by writing ignoramus. Such asthey do approve ,
goal . 10. JU'STICES of Nifi Prius. Are all
are farther referred to another jury to be con
one now -a-days with justices of aſliſe.
lidered of. Thoſe that país upon civil caules
JU'Stices of Peace U jufticiarii od Pacem .]
real , are all , or ſo many as can conveniently
Are they that are appointed by the king's
be had , of the ſame hundred, where the
commifion, with others, to attend the peace
land or cenement in question doch lie , and
four at the leaſt . Cowell,
of the county where they dwell ; of whom
JURYMAN . ). ( jury and man .) One who is
ſome are made of the quorum, becauſe buſi
neis of importance may not be dealt in with
impannelled on a jury . Swifi
JU'RYMAST. J. So the leamen call whatever
out the prelence of one of them . Cowell.
they iet up in the room of a maſ lost in a To JU'STICE. v a. ( trom the noun. ) To ad
minitier justice to any . Hayward. '
fight, or by ſtorm . Harris .
JUST. a . I juſte, Fr. ) 1. Upright ; incorrupt i JUSTICEMENT. S. (from juſtice.] Procedure
in courts.
equitable. Dryden. 2. Honest, without crime
in dealing with others. Tillotson 3.Exact ; pro- JUSTICER . S. ( from To juſtice .) Adminiſtrator
of ju : lice. An old word . Davies.
por ; accurate , Granv . Virtuous ; innocent ;
juſtice , Rank or of
pure. Morilesu . 5. True ; not forged ; no JUS
ESHice.
IP .Swif(from
ficeTIC
ofjust
t
fallely imputed . Ivíslton . 6. Equally retribut.
ed . Romans. 7. Complete without lupe: fiuity JUSTICIABLE. a .i from juſtice.] Proper to be
examined in courts of jullice.
or defect . Bacon . 8. Regular : orderly . Addij .
9. Exactly proportioned. Shakejf . 10. Full ; JUSTIFIABLE. a . (iron juſtify.)Defenſible by
of full dimentions . Knolles , il Exact in re
law or reaion ; contormable to juſtice.Brown.
JUSTIFIABLENESS. ſ. ( fron juſtifiabie .)
tribucion. Vanity of Human Wijbes.
JUST. adv. 1. Exacily ; nicely ; accurately
Recticude ; poffibility of being iairly defend
Horker. 2. Merely ; barely. Dryden . 3
ed . K. Charles .
JUSTIFIABLY ado . ( from juſtifiable.} Right:
Nearly: Temple.
ly ; ſo as to be fupported by right. Lurke.
JUST. L. ( joulte, Fr.] A mock encounter op
horſeback . Dryden.
JUSTIFICATION , L. ( juftification , Fr.1 1 .
Defence ; maintenance ; viodication ; ſup :
TO JUST . v . » jouſter, Fr.) . To engage in
a mock fight; to lili. 2. To push ; lo drive
pore. Swift. 2. Deliverance by pardon from
to juftle .
fins paſt. Clarke.
JUSTICE . F. ( juficz, Fr ] 1. The virtue by JUSTIFICATOR. S. [from juſtify.} One who
which we give to every man what is his duc. Tupports, deienis, vindicates, or juſtifies .
Locke. 2. Vindicative retribution ; puniſh- JUSTIFIER.ſ. [from jullify . One who juſti
ment. Bacon . 3. Right; ailertion or right.
fies ; one who detends or abfolves. Romans.
Shakeſp. 4. ( Juricicrius, Lat . ) One deputed TO JUSTIFY.v. a . ( justifier, Fr.] 1. To clear
by the king
do right by way of judginent.
from imputed guilt ; to abſolve from an accu
Cowell. 5. Justice of the King's Bencb.ljuf
fation. Dryden. 2. To maintain ; to defeat ;
? iciarius di Banguo Řegos.] Is a lord by his of

I V Y
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JUT
nences ; to come out beyond the main bulk .
to vindicate. Denham . 3. To free from paſt
W 0110n , Dryden , Broome .
too by pardon , Aets
To JU'STLE. v r . ( jouſter, Fr ] To encounter ; TO JU TIY. v . d. (from just . ) To ſhoot be
yond. Shakeſp.
.
Lee,
other
each
againſt
to claſh ; to ruih
To JO'STLE , v . a To puh ; to drive ; to JUVENILE . a .(juvenilis, Lat . ] Young ; youth
ful . Bacon.
force by ruſhing againīt it. Brown
JUSTLY. adv. (from just.) 1. Uprightly; ho- JUVENILITY.S. (from juvenile .) Youthful
neſtly ; in a just manner. South . 2. Proper
neſs. Granville .
JUXTAPOSITION. F. 'juxta and pofrio,Lat.)
ly . exactly ; accurately . Dryden.
JUSTNESS L. (trom juft ] 3. Juſtice ; rea
App lition ; the state of being placed by each
ſonableneſs ; equity. Spenler, Sbakelp. 2. Ac
other. Glenville,
curacy ; exactneſs i propriety . Dryden .
IVY.S. (1f13, Sax . ) A plant. Raleigh.
TO JUT.v.m. To push or ihoot into promi
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KE E

A letter borrowed by the Engliſh. It has
beforeallthe vowelsone invariable found ;
.
K Skeen,ken, kill. K is ülent in the preſent
pronunciation before n : as knife, knee, knell.
KALENDAR.A. (now written calendar.) An
account of time. Shakeſp.
KALI. f. [20 Arabick word .) Sea -weed, ofthe
athes of which glaſs was made, whence the
word alkali. Bacon .
KAM . a . Crooked. Shakesp
To KAW.0.x (from the found ] To cry as a
raven , crow, or rook . Locke.
KAW.L. (from the verb. ) The cry of a raven
or crow. Dryden .
KAYLE L. [quille, Fr. ) 1. Ninepins ; kettle
pins. Sidney. 2. Nine -holes.
To KECK .0.n. ( kecken, Dutch.) To heave the
ſtomach ; to reach at vomiting. Bacon .
To KECKLE a cable. To defend a cable round
with repe. Ainſworth.
KECKSY ļ. (commonly kex ; cigue, Fr. cicu
ta, Lat.) le is uſed in Staffordſhire both for
hemlock, and any other hollow jointed plaat.

not blunt. Dryden . 2. Severe ; piercing. Ellis,
3. Eager ; vehement. Tatler . 4. Acrimons
ous ; bilier of mind. Swift.
TO KEEN . v . a . (from the adjective.) To
ſharpen. Thomſon.
KE'ENLY. adv. ( from keen.) ſharply ; vehe
mently
KE ENNESS. S. ( from keen ] 1. Sharpneſs ;
edge. Shakeſp. 2. Rigour ofweather pierc
ing cold . 3. Aſperity ; bitterneſs of mind.
Corendon . 4. Eagerneſs ; vehemeoce .
To KEEP . o. a. (cepan, Saxon ; kepen, old
Duich . ) 1. To retain : not to loſe Temp 2.
To have in cuſtody , Knolles. 3. To prelerve ;
not to let go. 1 Chron . 4. To prelerve in a
ſtate of ſecurity. Add fon. 5. To protect , co
guard Geneſis. 6. To guard from fight. Aas.
7. To detain . Dryden. 8. To hold for 100
cher. Milton .9. To reſerve ; to conceal . Bacon.
10. To tend. Carcw . 1. To prelerve in the
ſame tenour or ſtate. Bacon , Addiſon 12 To
regard ; to attend. Dryden. 13. To nct fuf
To hold in
fer to fail. Pjalm , Milton .
any face . Locke. 15. To retain by fome de.
gree of force in any piace or ftate. Sidney 16.
To continue any itate or action. Knolles. 17 .
To pra ?.ſe ; to uſe habitualiy. Pope. 18. To
copy carerully Dryden . 19. To obſerve any
time. Milion. 20. To obſerve ; not to violale.
Sbakoip. 21. To maintain ; to ſupport with
neceflaries of life, Milton . 22. To have in the
houle . Shukejp. 23. Not to intermit. Eccluj.
24. To maintain ; to hold. Hayward 25 To
remain in ; not to leave a place. Shakeſp.
26. Not to reveal ; not to betray. Tilla1jcn.
27. 10 rattrain , tv with -hold. Shakelp, Boyle.
28. To debar from any place. Milton. 39. To
KEEP back. Torelerve , co with -holu. Jarem .
30. To with -huld ; to reſtrain . Pjaims. 31 .
To Keep company. To frequent any one ; to
accompany. Donne . 32. T. KEEP company
with . To have familiar intercourſe. Brosme,
33. TO KEEP in . To conceal ; not to tell.
Sbak . Addiſ. 34. To reſtrain ; to curb. Locke.
35. To

Shakejp.
KECKY. 4.( from kex .) Reſembling a kex .
Grew .
KE'DGER. f. [ from kedge.) A ſmall anchor
uled in a river ,
KEF , the provincial plural of cow, properly kine.
Gay.
KEDLACK . SA weed that grows among corn ;
charnock. Tutter.
KEEL. f. [cæle , Saxon ; kiel, Dutch .] The
bottom of a thip Swift .
TO KEEL. v. 2 (cælan, Sax . ) To cool. Shakeſp.
KE ELFAT.. ( crelan , Sax . 10 cool ] Cooler ,
tub in which liquor is let to cool.
KEELSON ] . The next piece of timber in a
Ship to her keel . Harris .
TO KEELHALE. v . G. ( keel and bale ) To
puoiih in the leamens way , by diagging the
criminal under water on one ide of the thip
and up again on the other .
KLEN . a. ( cene, Sax. ) 1. Sharp , well edged ;
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35. TO KEEP off. To bear to diſtance. 36. KERF.S. ( ceorfan, Sax. 80 cut.) To lawn - a .
To hinder. Locke. 37. To Keep up. To main
way Ditbetween two pieces of ſtuff is called a
tain without abatement. Addiſon. 38. To
kerf. Moxon .
continue ; to hinder from ceaſing. Taylor. KERMES. S. Kermes is a roundiſh body, of the
39. To Keep under . To opprels ; to ſubdue.
bigneſs of a pea, and of a browniſh red colour,
covered when moſt perfect w.th a purpliſh grey
Atterbury
. It contains amultitude of little diſtinct
duit
labour
ſome
by
remain
To
To KEEP . v. n . 1.
or effort in a certain fiate. Pope 2. To con
granules, ſoft, which when cruſhed yield a
Icarlet juice . It is found adhering to a kind
tinue in any place or ſtate ; to ſtay. Sidney.
3. To remain unburt ; to laſt. Sidney. 4. To
of holm oak . Hill.
dwell ; to live copitaotly. Shakeſp. 5. To ad- KE'RN. Fi [an Iriſh word ] Iriſh foot ſoldiers.
bere ftrialy. Addiyor. 6 T. KEEP on . To
Spenſer.
go forward. Dryden. 7. To Keep up. TO KERN. F. A hand-mill conſiſting of two pieces
of ſtone, by which corn is ground .
continue undiſmayed. Dryden .
KEEP . S. (from the verb.j :. Cuſtody ; guard . To KERN . v. r . 1. To ha den as ripened
Spenſer, Dryder. 2. Guardianſbip ; reltraint
corn . Carew . 2. To take the form of grains ;
Aſcham .
to granulate. Grew.
KE'EPER . S. [ from keep ] 1. One who holds KE'RNELIS ( cýrnel , a gland, Sax.) 1. The
edible fubitance contained in a ſhell. More, 2 .
any thing for the ule of another . Sidney. 2 .
Any thing included in a huik or integument .
One who has priſoners in cuſtody. Dryden. 3 .
Denham. 3. The ſeeds of pulpy fruits. Bac.
One who has the care of parks, or beaſts of
chaſe. Shakeſp. 4. One who has the ſuper
4. Tre central part of any thing upon which
intendence or care of any thing. 2 Kings.
the ambient flrata are concreted. Arburbuar.
5. Koobby concretions in childrens fleſh .
KE'EPER of the great ſeal. Is a lord by hisof
fice, called lord keeper of the great ſeal of En- To KERNÉL. v. n . ( from the noun ) To ripen
gland, & c. and is of the king's p : ivy council,
to kernels. Mortimer.
under whoſe hands paſs all charters , commil. KERNELLY. a. ( from kernel.] Full of ker
fions, and grants of the king , ſtrengthened by
nels ; having the quality or referblance of
kernels.
the great or broad ſeal, without which ſeal 211
ſuch inſtruments by law are of no force. This KERNELWORT. S. An herb. Ainſworib.
lord keeper, by the ſtatute of Eliz. c . 18. KERSEY. S. [karjaye, Dutch.) Coarſe ftuff.
hath the like juridiction , and all other ad
Hale.
vantages, as hath the lord chancellor of En. KEST. The preter tenſe of caft.Fairfax.
gland . Cowell.
KESTREL . S. A little kind of baltard hawk.
KE'EPERSHIP . S. ( from keeper.) Office of a Spenſer.
keeper. Carew .
KE'TCH . S. [from caicchio, Italian , a barrel.)
A heavy ſhip . Shokejp.
KEG.f. {raque, fr ) A ſmall barrel , common
KETTLE. K. [cetl, Sax .) A veſſel in which
ly used for a fiſh - barrel.
liquor is boiled . Dryden.
KELL. S. A fort of potlage. Ainſworth.
KELL. I. The omentum ; that which inwraps KETTLEDRUM . S. ( kettle and drum .) A
drum of which the head is ſpread over a body
the guts. Wiſeman,
of brais. Skakelp.
KELP. L. A falt produced from calcined ſea
weeil . Boyle .
KEY S. (cæg, Sax .) 1. An inſtrument formed
KE LSON. Á (more properly keelfon.] The
with cavities correſpondent with the wards of
wood next the keel . Raleigh.
a lock . l'airfax. 2. An inſtrument by which
TO KEMB. v.a ( comban , Sax.) To ſeparate
ſomething is ſcrewed or turned. Swifi. 3.
or difentangle by an inſtrument. Ben. Johnjon.
An explanation of any thing difficult. Burnei.
To KEN . v. a . (cennan, Sax .) 1. To lee at a
4. The parts of a muſical inltruinent which
diſtance ; to deſcry. Addijos. 2. To know .
are ſtruck with the fingers. Pamels . 5. ( la
Gay.
muſick . ] Is a certain tone whereto every com
polition , whether long or thort, ought to be
ſight.
of
reach
;
KEN . F. ( from the verb. ) View
titied. Hürris. 6. (Kaye, Dutch ; quai, Fr. ]
Shakelp. Locke .
A bank raiſed perpendicular for the eale of
KENNEL. S. ( chenil, Fr ) 1. A cot for dogs.
Sidney, Skakelp . 2. A number of dogs kep:
lading and unlading of thips. Dryden,
in a kennel. Shakeſp: 3. The hole of a tox , KE'YAGE, S. (from key.| Money paid for lying
or other beaſt. 4. Kennel, Dutch.] The wa
at the key. Ainſworih.
ter-courle of a ſtreet. Arbuturot ,
KEYHOʻLE. L. ( key and hole. ) The perfora .
To KENNEL . v. m . (from the noun ) To
tion in the door or lock through which the
key is put . Prior.
Jie ; to dwell ; uſed of bealls, and or man in
contempt. L'Eſtrange.
KEYSTONE. L. ( key and Alone.) The middle
Itone of an arch . Moxon.
KEPT. pret. and part. pail. of keep .
KERCHRIF.S. 1. A head dreſs. Shokefp. 2. KIBE . ). ( from kerb, a cut , German ) An ul
Any clothes uſed in drets. Hayrvard .
cerated chilblain ; a chap in the heel. Wijem .
KERCHE !FED. I o . (from kerchiet.) Dreſled; KIBED. a, [from kibe .] Troubled with kibes.
То
KERCHEIPT. S booded, Minen .
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volent; filled with general good -will. Sostb.
To KICK. v. a. (kauchen, German .) To ſtrike
with the foot. Swift.
2. Favourable ; beneficent. Luke.
TO KICK . 7.a . To beat with the foot in anger KIND.F. (cynoe, Sax .) Race ; generical clafs.
Hooker. 2. Particular nature . Baker . 3. Na
or contempt. Tillotſon.
tural fate . Bacon, Arbuthnot. 4. Nature ;
KICK . Š. (from the verb ) A blow with the foot.
natural determination. Shakeſp . 5. Manner
Dryden.
way. Bacon . 6. Sort. Bacon .
KICKER . S. ( from kick.) One who ſtrikes wih
To KINDLE.v.a. 1. To let on fire ; to light;
his foot.
to make to burn. King Charles. 2 . To in
KICKSHAW . ). A corruption of quelque choſe,
fame the paſſions; to exaſperate ; to animate .
ſomething. i . Something uncommon ; fan
Daniel.
taſtical; ſomething ridiculous. Milton . 2. A
dich fo changed by the cookery that it can To KINDLE. v . 4. (cinux, Wella ; cýndelan,
ſcarcely be known. Fenton .
Sax. ) 1. To catch fie Ijaiah. 2. ( From ces
nan, to bring forth , Saxon.)
KICKSÉY -WICKSEY . S. A made word in ri
KI'NDLER . ſ [ from kindle.) One that lights ;
dicule and diſdain of a wiſe. Shakeſp.
KID.S : [kid, Danith .] 1. The young of a goat.
one who enfiames. Gay .
Spenſer. 2. (From cidwlen, Welth, a faggor.) KINDLY. adv. ( from kind ] Benevolently ; fa
vourable ; with good will. Shakeſp.
A bundle of heath or furze .
TO KID . v. a ( from the noun .) To bring forth KINDLY. . ( trom kind.) 1. Homogeneal ;
kids.
congeneal ; kindred Hammond. 2. Blaod ;
mild ; fotiening Dryden .
KIDDER . f. An ingroſſer of corn to enhance its
KI'NDNESS . ). [ from kind ) Benevolence ; be
price. Ainſwerib .
neficence ; good- will ; favour ; love. Collier.
TO KIDNA'P . v.a. ( from kind, Dutch , a child ,
and nap.) To Neal children ; to ſteal human KINDRED . ). (cynpene, Sax.) . Relation by
beings.
birth, marriage ; cognation ; affinity . Dryden.
2. Relation ; ſort. Shakeſp. 3. Relatives.
KIDNAPPER . S. [from kidnapad One who
Den
ham
ſteals human beings. Spectator
KIDNEY.J. 1. Theſe are two in number , one KINDRED . 2. Congencal ; related ; cognate .
Dryden.
on each ſide : they have the ſame figure as kid
ney-beans: their length is four or five fingers, KINE.J: plur. from coão Ben. Jóbafor .
their breadth three, and their thick nets iwo : KING. F. lcuning, or cyning, l'ent ) i. Mo
narch; ſupreme governour. Pope. 2. It is
the right is under the liver, and the lell under
taken by Bacon in the feminine: as princeato
the spleen. The uſe of the kidneys is to ſepa
fois .
rate the urine from the blood. Quincy : 2 .
3 A card with the picture of a king .
Race; kind : in ludicrous language. L'Efrer .
Pope. 4. King of Arras, or of beralds, a
principal officer at arms, that has the pre - emi
KIDNEYBEAN . J. An herb . Miller.
KIDNEYVETCH .
nence of the fociety ; of whom there are three
KIDNEYWORT . } s Plants. Ainſ.
in number, viz. Garter, Norroy, and Clarege
cieux . Philips.
KI'LDERKIN.S: [ kindekin, a baby , Dutch ) A
To KING . v . a. ( from the noun.) 1. To lupe
ſmall barrel. Dryden.
TO KILL. v. a (cpellaa, Sax . ] 1. To deprive
ply with a king. Shakeſp 2. To make royal ;
to raiſe to royaley . Sbakelp
of life ; to put to death as an agent. 2 Mac
2. To deſtroy animals for food Shakejp. 3. KINGAPPLE.J. A kind of apple .
To deprive of life as a caule or inftrumeni. KINGCRAFT. S. [ king and crafı.] The ass
Bacon . 4 To deprive of vegetative or other
of governing
KINGCUP./ ( king and cap .) A flower. Peach ,
motion , or active qualities. Fleyer.
KILLER . L. (from kill.) One who deprives o ' KINGDOM ſ. (trom kings. The dominion
lie. Sidney, Waller .
of a king ; the territories iubject to a monarch.
Sbakejp. 2. A different cials or order of be
KI’LLOW . 1. An earth of a blackiſh or deep
blue colour. Woodward.
ings. Locke. 3. A region ; a tract. Spokeſp .
KILN. S. (cyln, Sax . ) A ſtove ; a fabrick form KINGFISHER.ſ. A ſpecies ot bird. May.
ed for admitting heal , in order to dry or burn KINGLIKE. )
[ from king. ) 1. Royal ; love.
things. Bacon
KINGLY. S reign; monarchical. Sbakejp .
TO KILNDRY . v. ( kilo and dry .) To dry
2. Belonging to a king. Shakeſp. 3 Noble ;
by means of a kiln. Mortimer .
auguſt . Sidney
KILT . for killed. Spenfer.
KINGLY. adv . With an air of royalty ; with
KIMBO . a . ( a jcbembo, Italian ) Crooked ; ſuperiour dignity. Dunciad.
bent ; arched. rr burhnet.
KINGSEVIL ./ ( king and evil.) A ſcrophulous
KIN . J. (cynne, Sax. ) 1. Relation either of diſtemper, in which the glands are ulcerated ,
conſanguinity or affinity. Bacen . 2.Relatives ; commonly believed to be cured by the couch
those who are of the ſame race. Dryden. 3
of the king. Vijepan .
The KINGSHIP.S. (tron king .] Royalty ; monar
A relation ; one relaied. Davies. 4
fame generical clais . Boyle. 5. A diipinutivet ' chy. King Charles, South.
KINGSPEAR.J. A plant. Miller .
termination from kind, a child , Dutch .
KIND . a . (from cjane, relation , Sax. ) 1. Bene- KINGSTONE.S. A blh. Ainſworth
KINSFOLK ,

KNA

KNI

bard rough knots.
KI'NSFOLK . S. (kir and folk.) Relations ;
KNAP.S. nap, Welth, a protuberance .) A pro .
those who are of the ſame family. Spenſer.
KI'NSMAN I ( kin and man . ) A man of the tuberance; a ſwelling prominence. Bacon .
To KNAP. v .a. (knappen , Dutch .) 1. To bite ;
ſame race or family
KINSWOMAN.S. Ikin and woman .) A female to break ſort. Common Prayer 2. [ Knaap ,
Erle ) To Itrike ſo as to make a ſharp noite
relation. Dennis.
like that of breaking Bacon .
KIRK . | ( cýnce, Sax . ) An old word for a
church, yet retained in Scotland. Cleaveland. TO KNAP.v ... To make a ſharp noiſe Wiſem .
KIRTLE.S. [sýntel, Sax . ) An upper garment ; TO KNAPPLE v . m . ( from knap.1 To break
off with a ſharp quick noile Ainſworth.
a gown. Sbakep
TO KNAPSACK ) [from knappen, to eat ] The
TO KISS v. a . liufan, Wellh ; xów . )
bag which a soldier carries on his back ; a
touch with the lips. Sidney. 2. To treat with
bag of proviſions. King Charles.
fondneſs. Shakeſp: 3. To touch gently . Shakeſ
KISS. J. ( from the verb.) Salute given by join - KNA PWEED. / A plant.Miller.
KNARE . F. ( knor, Germ .) A hard knot . Dryd .
ing lips. Dryden .
KISSER . S ( from kiſs.) One that killes.
KNAVE. S. (cnapa , Sax.) 1. A boy ; a male
KISSINGCRUST / 1 kifing and crut.) Cruft
child . 2. A ſervant . Both there are obfolere .
formed where one loat in the oven touches a Sidney. 3. A petty raſcal; a ſcoundrel Suib .
4 . A card with a ſoldier painted on it. Hy
rother King's Cookery.
dibras .
KIT. J. [ kitie, Dutch .)... A large bottle . Skinn.
2. A finall diminutive fiddle . Grew . 3. A KNAVERY ſ. ( from krave .) 1. Diſhoneſty ;
ſmall wooden vertel
tricks ; petty villainy . Shakeſp . Dryden. 2 .
KITCHEN.J. (kegin, Welſh ; cuiſine, Fr. ) The
Miſchir vous tricks or practices. Shakeſp.
room in a houſe where the proviſions are KNA VISH . a . ( from knave. 1. Diſhoneft ;
cooked. Heeker
wicked ; fraudulent . Pope. 2. Waggith ; mil
KITCHENGARDEN.S. (kitchen and garden ) chievous. Skakelp.
Garden in which eſculent plants are produced. KNA VISHLY. adv . ( from knovilh .) 1. Disa
honefly; fraudulenily. 2. Waggiſhly ; milo
Spectator.
chievouſly .
KITCHENMAID . S. (kitchen and maid.) A
cookmaid .
TO KNEAD . v.a. (cnedan , Sax .) To beat or
mingle any nuff or ſubstance. Denne.
KITCHENSTUFF . F. ( kirchen and ſuf'] The
fat of mea ſcummed off the pot, or gather. KNEADINGTROUGH !! [knead and trough )
ed out of the dripping pan .
A trough in which the patte of bread is work
KITCHENWENCH . J. ( kitchen and wench .)
ed together. Exodus
Scullion ; maid employed to clean the intru- KNEE.J. (cne p , Sax .) 1. The joint of the
leg where the leg is joined to the thigh. Bar.
ments of cookery. Shakesp.
KITCHENWORK . !. (kitchen and work . )
2. A knee is a piece of limber growing crook
ed , and to cut that the trunk and branch make
Cookery ; work done in the kitchen.
KITE. | ( cýta , Sax .) 1. A bird of prey that
an angle, Bacon
infeſts the farms and ſeals the chickens Grem . To KNEE, v . a. [from the noun ) To ſuppli
cate by kneeling Shakeſp.
2. A name of reproach denoting rapacity.
Stakeſp: 3 : A fisitious bird made ofpaper. KNEED. 9; ( from knee. 1. Having knees :
Gov.of the Tongue.
as in kneed. 2. Having joints : as kneed grais.
KNEEDEEP. aknee and deep ) 1. Rising lo
KITESFOOT. ). A plant. Ainſworth .
the knees . 2. Sunk to the knees. Dryden .
KITTEN . F. (katteken , Durch . ) A young cat.
Prior .
KNE'EHOLM . S. An herb.
To KITTEN. v. n . (from the noun .) To bring KNEEPAN, L. (knee and pan.) A little rund
bone about iwo inches broad, pielty thick , a
forth young cats. Shakejp.
liitle convex on both ſides , and covered with
To KLICK . 2. n . (tron clack .] To make a
a lmooth cartilage on its foretde Quincy.
ſmall Narp noiſe .
To KNAB.'v . a . (knappen, Dutch.) To bite. TO KNEEL v...(from knee. ) To perform the
act of acnufiection ; to bend the knee. Taylor .
L'Ejirance.
KNACK . ). [cnec, Wellh ; cnaringe , ſkili, Sax . ) KNEETRIBUTE.ſ. (knee and iribule. ) Genu
1. A little machine ; a petty contrivance ; 2
Hection ; wornip or obeiſance down by kneel.
coy Shakeſp. 2. A readineſs ; an habitual fa
ing . Milton
cility ; a lucky dexterity . Ben . Johnson, Swifi. KNEL./ (onil,Welſh ; cnyllan, Sax.) The fogod
of a bell rung at a funerai , Dorne, Cowley.
5. A pice trick. Pepe .
. The preterite of knew .
To KNACK . v.m. ( from the noun ). To make KNEW
KNIFE . S. plur. knives coif, Sax . ) An intru.
a ſharp quick noiſc, as when a ſtick breaks ,
KNACKER. L. (irom knack .] 1. A maker of meni edged and pointed, wherewith meat is
cut . Wails.
ſmall work , Mortimer. 2 . A ropemaker .
KNIGHT.S (Cnide , Sax . ) 1. A man advance
( reliio , Lat ) bin worth.
KNAG . S (knag, a wart, Danith .) A hard knot
ed to a certain degree of military rank . It
in wood.
was anciently the cullom to knight every
man of rank or fortune. In England knighie
with
ſee
;
KNA GGY... [from knog ) Knotty
hvod
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knocks. 2. The hammer which hangs at th :
hood confers the title of for : as fir Thomas,
door for ſtrangers to frike. Pope.
for Richard When the name was not known,
it was uſual to lay for koight . Daniel. 2 A- To KNOLL . v. 6. [ from knell. To ring the
bell , generally for a funeral. Shakeſp .
mong us the order of gentlemen next to the
nobility , except the baronets. Addison. 3. A TO KNOLL. v. e . To found as a beli. Shakeſp
champion , Draxion .
KNOLL. ). A little hill . Ainſworth.
KNIGHT Errant. A wandering knight. Den- KNOP.
( A corruption of knap.) Any tufty
top . Ainſworth .
ham, Hudibras.
KNIGHT Erroriry . [ from knight errant. ) KNOT. " (cnetta, Sıx.) 1. A complication of
The charater or manners of wandering
a cord or Itring not eaſily to be diicniangled .
Addison , 2. Any tigure of which the lines
knights. Norris.
KNIGHT ofthePoll. A hireling evidence. Sourb. frequently interféct each other. Prior, 3. Any
bond of affociacion or union . Cowley. 4. A
KNIGHT of the Shire. One of the repreſen
tatives of a county in parliament : he former
hard part in a piece of wood cauſed by the
ly was a military knight , but now any man
protuberance of a bough , and conſequently by
having an eftate in land of ſix hundred
à tran:verde direction of the fibres. Wilém.
pounds a year is qualified – This qualifica
5. A conederacy ; an aſſociation ; a ſmall
cion is requiſite in England, but is not re
band. Ben Jibnjon . 6. Difficulty ; intricacy.
quired in Ireland ,
Swath ; An intrigue , or difficult perplexity
To KNIGHT. v . a. [ from the noun.) To
of affairs. Dryden . 8. A cluſter ; a collec
con. Dryden .
create one a koighr. W otton .
KNIGHTLY . 6. ( from knighe.) Befiiting 2 To KNOT . v. a . ( from the noun. ) 3. To
knight ; beleeming a knight . Sidney.
complicate in knots. Selley. 2. Tointangle ;
KNIGHTHOOD . ). ( from knight. ] The cha
to perplex. 3. To unite . Bacon .
racter or dignity of a knight. Ben. Johnſon .
To KNOT. v n. 1. To form buds , knots, or
KNIGHTLESS a. (from knight. ) Unbecoming joints in vegetation . Mortimer, 2. To knit
knots for fringes.
a knight. Obiolete. Spenſer.
TO KNIT. v. n . preter. knit or knitted. (cnit. KNOʻTBERRYBUSY. S. A planit. Ainſworth .
tan , Sax ] 1. To make or unite by texture KNO'TGRASS. . ( knoi anú graſs . ) A plant.
without a loom . Waller . 2. To tye. Skakelp. KNOTTED . a . ( from knot ) Full of knots .
3. To join ; to unite. Shakeſp. 4. To con-|KNOTTINESS. S. (irom knatty ) Fulneſs of
knots ; unevennels : intricacy. Pearkam .
tract. Addifon. 5. To tye up. Aas.
TO KNIT. v. ai . To weave withouta loom . KNOTTY . a. [ from knot ) 1. Full of knots,
Sidney, Dryden. 2. To join ; 1o clole ; to
Shake p 2 Hard ; rugged Rscue. 3. Botnia
cate ; perplexed ; difficult ; embari alleů.
unite. Shakeſp.
рассм .
KNIT. J. (from the verb. ) Texture. Shakeſp..
KNITTER. f . ( from knit .) One who weaves To KNOW v.a preter. I kneer , I have kaoturi ,
( cnapan. Sax .) i . To percrive with certainty ,
or kniis. Shakelp.
KNITTINGNEEDLE S. (knit, and needle.) A
whether intuitive or discurtive Luke. 2. To
t.
be informed of ; to be taugiu. A1 :41. 3. To
wire which women ute in koitting. Arburhas
diſtinguish Locke 4. To recognise. Shakeſp.
KNITTLE : J. ( from knit.) A ſtring that ga.
5. To be no itranger to Shakejf. 6. To
thers a purle round. Ainſworth .
KNOB.I. (knoop, Dutch . ) A protuberance ; any
converle with another iex . Gen. 7. Tolte
with appr barion . Hidea .
part bluntly riſing above the rest . Ray.
KNOBBED . a. (trom knob . ) Set with knobs ; To KNOW . v . n . 1. To have clear and cer
tain perception ; not to be doubeful. Acis . 2 .
having protuberances. Grew
Nou to be ignorant. Dacom 3. To be informed.
KNOBBİNESS. /. ( from knobby ] The quality
Shakeſp. f. T. Kiow for. To have know
of having knobs.
ledge of. Shakejp. 5. To Kiow of. To take
KNOBBY. a. (from knob.] 1. Full of knobs
cognit: ncc ot. Shakuip .
2. Hard ; Itubborn . ll:wel.
TO KNOCK . u . 7. ( enucian, Sax.] 1. TO KNO' WABLE. 0. trom kurze ) Cognofcible ;
or understood .
claſh ; to be driven luddenly cogeint Beniley: poif.ble to be dilcoser
2. To beat as at a door for admicance. Dryd.
Glanville,
3. T. KNOCK under. A common cxpreflion , KNOHER ļ. [ from know ) one who ha.
that denotes when a man yields or fuimits.
kill or knowledge. Glarrilk .
TO KNOCK . v. 8 . 1. To affect or change in KNOWING . a . [ from kroim . ) 1 . Skilul:
any respect by blows. Dryden . 2. To dath
well in : trited ; reino e from ignon.ici Deyis
together ; to strike ; to collisie with a ſharp
2. Conicious ; intelligent . Blackmore ,
noite. Dryden, Rowe. 3. T. KNOCK docun . KNOWING . 1. ( fruit knew ] Knowledge .
To fell by a blow . Addifon . 4. TO KNOCK
Shakep
on the head. To kill by a blow ; to deſtroy . KNOWINGLY . adv. (from kmaui** ) With
ſkill ; with knowledge. Ailerbury.
South
KNOCK, ſ. ( from the verb. ) 1. A ſudden KNOWLEDGH. r. (from knew.j 1. Certaia
Itroke ; a blow. Brown . 2. A loud ſtroke at
perception Locke. 2. Learning ; illuminacion
of the mind . Shakeip. 3. Skill in any
a door for admifion. Dryden .
Kak
KNOCKER . f. ( trom knock, ) 1. He that
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thing. Shakeſp. 4. Acquaintance with any
Baron. 3. The articulation or joint of a plant.
Bacon.
fact or perſon. Sidney. 5. Cogrilance ; no
tice. Ben. Johnſon . 6. Information ; power To KNUCKLE . v. n . (from the noun .) To
ſubmit.
of knowing Sidney.
TO KNOWLEDGE. v . a . ( not in uſe .) To ac KNU'CKLED.. [ from knuckle . ) Jointed,
Bacon.
knowledge ; to avow . Bacon .
To KNUBBLE. v. a . ( knipler, Daniſh .) To KNUFF. S. A lout. An old word. Hayward.
beat, Skinner .
KNUR .
I f. (knor, German.) A knot ; a
KNUCKLE S. (cnucle, Sax ) 1. The joints | KNURLE. S hard ſubſtance. Woodword.
of the fingers protuberant when the fingers KONED for know .Spenſer.
clore . Garth . 2. The knee joint of a calf. I To KYD. v. n. (cuð, Sax ) To know. Spenſer .
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to be done . Hooker. 3. Exerciſe ; motion
with ſome degree of violence. Harvey . 4.
L Attheend ofa monofyllable itis always
Childbirth ; travail. South .
doubled ; as, Jhall, fill; except after a dipho To LABOUR . v . %. ( laboro, Lat.) 1. To toil ;
to act with painful effort. Shakeſp. 2. Todo
thong ; as, fail, feel. In a word of a more lyl
work ; to take pains . Ecc.ws. 3. To move
lables it is written ſingle ; as, channel, canal.
with difficulty. Granville. 4. To be diſeaſed
It is ſometimes put before e, and founded
feeble after it ; as bible, tille .
with . Ben . Jubnſon. 5. To be in diſtreſs to
LA . interject. See; look ; behold. Shakeſp.
be preſſed. Woke. 6. To be in child -birth ;
LA'BDANUM. S. A relin o the fofter kind, of
to be in travail. Dryden .
a ftrong and not unplealant ſmell , and an aro- To LA'BOUR . v. a 1. To work at ; to move
matick, but not agreeable tale. This juice
with diffcully. Clarendor. 2. To beat ; to
belabour. Dryden.
exſudates from a low ſpreading ſhrub , of the
cillus kind in Crete. Hill.
LA'BOURER . T. ( laboureur, Fr.) 1. One who
To LABEFY. v . a. ( labefacio, Lat. ) To
is employed in coarſe and coillome work.
weaken, to impair .
Swifi. 2. One who takes pains in any em
ployment. Granville.
LABEL. f. ( labellum , Lat.) 1. A ſmall flip or
Serip of writing. Sbakeſp. 1. Any thing ap- LA BOURSOME a. ( from labour.) Made with
ſendant to a larger writing. Ayliffe. 3. (in
great labour anddiligence, Shakeſp :
law .) A narrow nip of paper or parchment LABRA . S. (Spaniſh ) A lip . Shakeſp.
affixed 10 a deed or writing , in order to hold LABYRINTH.S [labyrixibus, Lat.) A maze ;
the ap , ending ſeal. Harris.
a place formed wüh inextricable windings.
LA'BENT. a . (labens, Lat .) Sliding ; gliding ;
Donne, Denbam
nipping . Dici.
LAC. /. Lao is of three forts. 1. The ſtick lack .
2 The feed lac. 3. The ſhelllor. Hill.
LABIAL . a (labialis, Lat. ) Uitered by the
lips. Holder.
LACE. ſ. [lo :es, Fr.) 1. A ſtring ; a cord .
LA'BIATED. a. ( labium , Lac.) Formed with
Spenſer. 2. A ſoare ; a gin. Fairfax. 3 .
lips
A platted ftring, with which women faſten
LABI'ODENTAL . a. ( labium and dentalis.)
their clothes. Swift. 4. Ornaments of fine
Formed or pronounced by the co -operation of thread curiouſly woven . Bacon . 5. Textures
the lips and teeth. Helder.
of thread with gold or Glver. Herbert. 67
Sugar . A cant word . Prior
LABORANT . S. ( laborons, Lat . ) A chemiſt
Bey'e.
TO LACE. o. o ( from the noun ) 1. To falten
LA BORATORY. S. ( laboratoire, Fr.) A che
with a tung run throu h eilet holes.Congreve.
mift's workroom. Boyle.
2. To adorn with gold or lilver textures lewed
LABOʻRIOUS. a. ( laborieux, Fr. ) laborioſus,
on. Sbakelp. 3. To embellish with variega.
Lar.] 1. Diligent in work , affiduous Sousb .
cions, Shakilp. 4. To beat . L'Ejirange.
2. Requiring labour ; si elome ; not eaſy. ( LACED Musion . An old word for a whore.
Dryden.
Svakep.
LABORIOUSLY. adv. (from laborious.] With LACEMAN. §. I lace and man. ) One who
labour ; with toil. Decay of Piety.
deals in lace. Addigon.
LABORIOUSNESS. . [ from laborious . ) 1.LACERABLE. a . ( fionilacerare.) Such as may
Toilfomeneſs ; difficulty . Decay of Piety. 2 .
be torn Harvey.
Diligence ; aſſiduity.
TO LACERAT . V. a . ( lacero, Lat.) To lear ;
LA BOUR . | (labeur, Fr. labor , Lac .] 1. The
to rend. Derbam.
act ofdoing what requires a painful exertion LACERATION . L. [from lacerare.) The ac
of
ofArength ; pains; icil. Sbakep. 2. Work
A liquid conſonant, which preſerves al
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of tearing or rending ; the breach made by climbs. Sidney, 3. A gradual riſe. Swift.
tearing. Arbuthnet.
LADE.S. The mouth of a river, from the Saxon
LACERATIVE. a . ( from lacerate.) Tearing ;
dase, which Ggnifies a purging or diſcharging .
Gibſon.
having the power to tear. Harvey.
LACHRYMAL. a. ( lachrymal, Fr ) Genera- TOLADE . v.a. preter. and part paflive, loded
or laden (hladen, Sax.] 1. To load ; to freight;
ting tears. Cheyne.
LA'CHRYMARY. a . ( lachryma, Lat.) Con
to burthen , Bacon , 2. ( hladen , to draw , Sax .)
To heave out ; to throw out. Temple.
taining tears . Addifor.
LACHRYMA’TION. S. ( from lachryma.) The LA'DING . S. (from lade.) Weighi į burthen .
Swifi.
act of weeping, or ſhedding tears .
LA'CHRYMATORY.S. (lachrymatoire, Fr ] LA'DLE. S: (hlædle, Sax .) 1. A large ſpoon ;
A veſel in which tears are gathered to the
a veſſel with a long handle, uſed in throwing
honour of the dead .
out any liquid. Prior. 2. The receptacles of
a mill wheel, into which the waler falling
LACINIATED . a. ( from lacinia , Lat.) Adorn
turns it.
ed with fringes and borders.
To LACK . v . a . ( laecken, to leſſen , Dutch.) LADY. S: [hlæfdig, Sax.) 1. A woman of high
rank : thetitle oflady properly belongs to the
To want ; to need ; to be without. Daniel.
wives of knights, of all degrees above them ,
To LACK . V. n . 1. To be in want. Common
and to the daughters of earls, and all of
Prayer. 2. To be wanting. Geneſis.
higher raoks. King Charles. 2. An illuſtrious
LACK. . ( from the verb) Want ; need ;
failure. Hooker.
or eminent woman. Shakeſp. 3. A word of
LACKBRAIN . S. (lack and brair.) One that
complaiſance uſed of women. Shakeſp.
LA'DY
-BEDSTRAW.J . (Gallium .] A plant.
wants wit Shakeſp
Miller.
LA'CKER . F. A kind of varniſh , which , ſpread
:?
,exhibi
a gold colour
white.ſubſta
a KER
upon
ts noun.)
A ſmall red infect, vagino
LADY.COWD
To do. LADY-BIR
the
LAC
v , a.nce[from
To
.Il.
pennous. Gay,
LA
over with lacker. Pope.
LA'CKEY . S. ( lacquais, Fr.] An attending LADY-DAY. I. ( lady and day.) The day on
which the annunciation of the bleſſed virgin is
ſervant ; a foot.boy. Dryden .
To LA CKEY. v. a. ( from the noun.) To
celebrated.
LADY -LIKE . a . ſlady and like.) Soft ; deli
attend ſervilely . Milton.
TO LACKEY. ' . n . To act as a foot-boy ; to cate ; elegant . Dryden.
LA DY-MANTLE ſ. A plant. Miller .
pay fervile attendance. Sandys.
LACKLINEN. a . (lack and linen .) Wanting LADYSHIP . J: ( from lady.) The title of a
Thirts. Shakeſp .
lady. Ben. Johnson.
LA'CKLUSTRE. a . (lack and buftre.] Wanting LADY's-SLIPPER.ſ. A Rower.Miller.
LADY'S
-SMOCK . J. A flower.
brightneſs. Shakeſp .
LACONICK . a. Lioconicus, Lat.) Short ; brief. LAG . a . (lagg , Swediſh , the end.) 2. Com
ing behind ; ialling ſhort. Carew . 2. Slaggith ;
Pope.
LACONISM . S. (laconiſme,Fr.) A conciſe ſtyk .
flow ; tardy. Shakeſp .Dryden. 3. Laſt ; long
Collier.
delayed Stakelp.
LA CONICALLY adv. ( from laconick.]Briefly, LAG ). 1. The loweſt claſs ; the rump ; the
concilely Camden.
fag end Shakeſp 2. He that comes laſt, of
bangs behind. Pope.
LACTARY. a . ( laitis, Lar . ) Milky . Brown.
LACTARY.S. (lactarium , Lat.) A dairy houſe. To LAG . v. n. 1. To loiter ; to move fowly.
LACTA'TION. /. ( lact., Lat.) The act or
Dryden. 2. To ſtay behind ; not to come in,
Swifi.
time of giving luck .
LACTEAL. a . (from lac, Lat .) Conveying LAGGER. F. (from lag.) A loiterer ; an idler .
chyle. Lecke.
LAICAL. o . Iloique, Fr. laicus, Lat . nás. ]
LA'CTEAL |. The veſſel that conveys chyle
Belonging to the laity , or people as diſtinct
Arbuthnos.
from the clergy . Camden.
LACTEOUS. a. ( lacleus, Lat. ) 1 . Milky LAID . Preterite participle of lay. Swift.
Brown . 2. Lacteal; conveying chyle. Bentley LAIN. Preterite participle of lye. Boyle.
LAC L'E SCENCE.S ( laclejco, Lat. ) Tendency LAIR. L. ( lai, Fr.) The couch of a boar, or
wild beaſt. Milion.
to milk . Boyle.
LACTE SCENT. a . ( loeteſcens, Lat .) Produc- LAIRD. S. (hlafond Sax .] The lord of a m2.
nor in the Scottish dialect. Cleaveland.
ing milk . Arbuthnot.
LAC FI FEROUS a . ( lac and fero ) What con- LAITY. J. (1443.j 1. The people as diftin
veys or brings milk . Ray .
guiſhed from the clergy. Swifi. 2. The ſtate
LAD. / . (leode, Sax . ) 1. A boy ; a ſtripling,
of a layman, Ayliffe
in familiar language Walls. 2. A boy ; in LAKE.J. (lac, Fr. laicus, Lat.) 1. A large
paftoral language. Spenler,
diffuſion of inland water . Dryden. .. Small
LADDER . /. (hlatne, Sax . ) 2. A frame made
plath of water. 3. A middle colour, beiwixt
ultramarine and vermillion Dryden.
with ſteps placed between two upright pieces .
Gulliver, Prior. 2. Any thing by which one LAMB 1. ( lamb, Gothick and Sax.) 1. The
қk k2
young
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young of a ſheep. Pope. 2. Typically, the LAMP. 1. (lampe, French ; lampas, Lat.} ::
A light made with oil and a wick . Böyle. 2 •
Saviour of the world. Common Prayer.
Any kind of light, in poetical language, real
LAMBATIVE. a. ( from tambo, to lick. ]
or metaphorical. Rowe.
Taken by licking. Brown
LAMBATIVE. F. A medicine taken by licking LAMPASS !. (lampas, Fr. ) A lump of Aeſh ,
with the tongue Wijemur.
about the bignels of a nut, in the roof of a
horle's mouth . Farrier's Dict.
LA MBKIN . . ( from lamb ] A
A little lami .
LAMPBLACK.L. ( lamp and black.) It is made
Sperler.
by holding a torch order the bottom of a balon,
LAMBS -WOOL. S. lamb and wool ) Ale mix .
ed with the pulp of roaited apples . Song of the
and as it is furreo Itrike it with a feather into
fome ſhell. Peacham .
King and the Miller
LAMBENT. c . ( lambens, Lat.) Playing about i LAMPING . a. (naueTéléwv.) Shining ; ſpark
ling. Sperifer.
gliding over without harm. Dryden.
LAMDOIDAL. a . [namedr and $ 83 .) Having LAMPOONS. A perſonal ſatire ; abuſe; cene
the form of the letter lambda or A. Sharp.
ſure written not to reform but to vex . Dryden.
LAME . a . Ilaam , lama , Sax ) ! Crippled : To LAMPOON . v . a. ( from the noun.) To
abuſe with perſonal ſatire.
diſabled ja the limbs. Daniel, Arbushnet,
Pope. 2. Hubbling ; not ſmooth : alluding to LAMPOONER . J. (Trom lampoon .) A ſcribe
bler of perſonal latire. Tailer.
the feet of a verle. Dryden. 3. Imperfect ;
unſatisfactory. Bucea .
LAMPREY. L. ( lamproye, Fr. ) A fith much
like the eel .
To LAME. v. 4. ( from the adjective.) To
cripple . Shakelp .
LAMPRON. S. A kind of ſea fiſh . Notes on
LAMELLATED . a . ( lamella, Lat. ] Covered
the OdyDey:
LANCE . “ ( lance, Fr. lancea , Lat .) A long
with films or plates. Dertam .
LAMELY. a (from lame ) 1. Like a cripple ;
ſpear. Sidney.
without natural force or aclivity. Wijeman To LANCE . v . 8. ( from the noun .) 1. To
2. Imperfectly. Dryden ,
pierce ; to cut . Shakeſp. 2. To open chirur.
LA'MENESS. J. ( from lume.) 1. The date of gically ; to cut in order to a cure Dryden.
a cripple ; loſs or inability of limbs. Dryden. LANCÉLY. 4. ( from lance. ) Suitable to a
lance, Sidney.
2. Imperfection ; weakneſs . Dryden.
LAMENT. J. ( lamentum , Lat.) 1. Sorrow LANCEPESADE. J. [ lance ſpezzale , Fr. ]
audibly exp:c led ; lamentation. Dryden. 2
The officer under ihe corporal. Clea:veland.
Expreſſion of forrow . Shakelp .
LANCET. L. ( luncelte, Fr.) A imall pointed
To LAMENT. v . a. To bewail ; to mourn ; chirurgical inſtrument. Wiſeman,
To LANCH . V. G. ( lancer, Fr. This word is
to bemoan ; to forrow for. Dryden .
To LAMENT v. n . ( lomenier , Lat. ) To
too often written launch .) To dart ; to cart as
muurn ; to wail; to grieve ; to exprels for
a lance. Pope.
row. Shakeſp. Milton .
LANCINATION / ( from lancino, Lat.) Tear.
LAMENTABLE. a (lamentabilis, Lat ] 1. To
ing ; laceration .
be lamented ; cauſing forrow . Stakej?. 2. To LANCINATE . v. a . ( larcino, Lat . ) To
Mournful ; fortowful , expreſling forrow . Sid.
tear ; to read .
3. Miſerable, in a ludicrous or low ſenſe ; LAND. S. (land, Gothick ) 1. A country : a
region ; diftinct from other countries.Syemler.
pitiful. Si llingfleet.
LAMENTABLY. adv. ( from lamentable.] 1. 2. Earth ; diitinct from water. Siday, Abbor.
3. Ground ; furiace of the place. Pape. 4 .
With expreflions or tokens of forrow . Sidney
An estate real and immoveable. Knolles. 5 .
2. So as io cauſe forrow . Shakelp . 3. Pititully ;
deſpicably.
Nation ; people. Dryden. 6. Urine. Stakep.
LAMENTATION. L. (lamentario, Lat.) Ex . To LAND . v.a. (trom the noun .) To let on
preffiou of forrow ; audible griei. Shakejp.
Dore.Dryden .
LAMENIER . L. [ from lament . ] He who To LAND . V.R. To come to ſhore. Bacon .
m urns or laments. Speclator.
LANDED. 4. ( from land.) Having a fortune
LA MENTINE . f. A fiſh called a fea - cow o : in lard. Skakelp.
( land and fall ) A ſudden
manatee , which is near twenty feet long, the LA'NDFALL.
tranſlation of property in land by the death of
head reſenabling that of a cow , and two short
man
rich
a
and
ſhallo
the
fuct , with which it creeps on
ws
rocks to get food ; but has no fins. Bailey.
LANDFLOOD.S. (land and fleed.) Inundacion .
LAMINA, S. ( Latin .) Tbio plate ; one coat Clarendon.
laid over another.
LA'ND - FORCES. S. [land and force. ) Warliko
LAMINATED . a ( from lamina .) Plated : uſed
powers not naval ; duldiers that ierse on land.
of ruch bodies whoſe contexture diſcovers ſuch
Temple.
a diipolition as thaс of places lying over one LANDGRAVE. f. [ land and grave, a count,
German .) A German title of dominion.
another . Starp
To LAMM . v . a. To beat foundly with a LANDHOLDER. 1. (land and boider .) One
cuigel. Die
whole toitung is in land. Lorke.
LANDING ,
LAMMAS, 1. The first of Augul . Bacon,
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26 ( from land.) The LA'NGUISHMENT. S (languillement, Fr. ) 2 .
State of pining. Spenſer. 2. Sottoels of mein .
top of ſtairs. Addiſon.
LANDING PLACE .
Dryden
LANDJOBBER. f. [ land and job . ) One who
LANGUOR . S. [ languor, Lat.] Languor and
buys and tells lands for other men. Swifi.
Taflicude signify a tajotneſ , which may arile
LANDLADY.S. (land and lady ) 1. A woman
who has tenants holding from her. 2 . The
from want or decay of ſpirits Quincy,Dunciad.
miſtreſs of an inn. Swift.
LA NGUOROUS. 6. ( languoreux, Fr.) Tedjo
LANDLESS . a. (from land.) Without pro
cus ; melancholy . Spenfer.
To LA'NIATE. v . a (lanio, Lat.) To tear in
perty ; without fortune. Shakeſp.
pieces ; to rend ; to lacerate.
LANDLOCKED . e. (land and lock . ) Shut in ,
LANIFICE.S. ( lanificium , Lat.) Woollen ma
or incloſed with land. Addifon .
LANDLOPER . J. ( land, and lorpen, Dutch .] nu'acture Bacon.
A landman ; a term of reproach uled by tea . LA NGIFEROUS. a . (laniger, Lat.) Bearing
wool .
men ofthoſe who paſs their lives on ſhore.
LANDLORD. /. (land and lord.) , One who LANK . a ſlanke, Dutch ) » . Looſe ; not filled
up ; not fifened out ; not fat. Beyle. 2.
owns land or houles. Spenjer. 2. The matter
Faint ; languid Milion.
of an inn. Aldiſon .
LANDMARK . ). Iland and mark . ) Any thing LANKNESS.J. ( from lank .) Want of plump
nels.
ſet up to preſerve boundaries. Dryden.
LANDSCAPE. S ( landscape, Dutch ) 1 A LANNER.L. (lanier, Fr. lennarius, Lat . ) A
region ; the proſpect of a country. Milton , ſpecies of hawk
Addison. 2. A picture, repreſenting an exten LA'NSQUENET ſ. 1. A common foot ſoldier.
of ſpace, with the various objects in it.Addijon , 2. A game at cards.
LANTERN . I llanterne, Fr.) 1. A tranſpa
Pepe.
rent care for a candle Locke. 2 . A light
LAND - TAX. S. [land and tax. ) Tax laid upon
land and houſes. Locke
houſe ; a light hung out to guide ſhips Hades.
LAND -WAITER . ſ (land and waiter . ) An LANTERN jaws. A thin viſage. Addiſon.
officer of the cuttoms, who is to watch what |LANUGINOUS a. (lanuginoſus,Lat ) Downy ;
covered with totc hair .
goods are landed. Swift.
LA NDWARD . adv. (from land.) Towards the LAP.L. (læppe, Sax . ) 1. The looſe part of a
land . Sandys .
garment, which may be doubled at pleaſure.
LANE. S. llaen, Dutch ) 1. A narrow way be
Swife. 2. The part of the clothes thatis ſpread
tween hedges . Milton , Orway. 2. A narrow
horizontally over the knees. Shakeſp.
freet ; an alley. Spratt. 3. A paſſage between TO LAP. v . a (from the noun ) 1. To wrap or
men ſtanding on each fide. Bacon.
twiſt round any thing . Newton . 2. To invoive
LANERET.J. A little hawk .
in any thing . Swifi .
LANGUAGE. J. ( language, Fr. ) 1. Human TOLAP v . a . To be ſpread or twiſted over any
speech. Helder. 2. The tongue of one nation
thing . Grow .
as distinct from others . Shakeſp. 3. Siyle , To LAP. v . n . ( lappian , Sax . ) To feed by quick
reciprocations atthe congue. Digby .
manner o expreflion . Rojcomm : .
LANGUAGED . a. (from the noun. ) Having To LAP. v . 2. To lick up Chapman .
various languages. Pope
LAPDOG . F. ( lap and dog.) A liule dog food
LANGUAGE-MASTER . f. ( language and
led by ladies in ene lap Dryden .
maſter.) One whole profeſion is to teach lap LAPFUI., J. [lap and full ) As much as can be
contained in the lap . Locke.
guages . Spectator.
LANGUET.S. [ languette, Fr. ) Any thing cul LAPICIDE. J. [ lapicida, Lat. ) A ſtone -cutter,
Dict
in the forın of a tongue.
LA NGUID . c. ( languidus, Lat.) 1. Faint; LAPIDARY.S. ( afilaire, Fr ) One who deals
weak ; feeble . Bentley. 2. Dull ; heartleſs. in ſtones or gems, Woodavard.
Adelijon .
TO LA'PIDATE . v . a . ( lupido, Lat. ) To ſtone ;
LANGUIDLY. adv. [from languid .) Weakly ; to kill by ſtoning.
LAPIDA TION.. [ lapidario, Lat. lapidasion ,
feebly. Boyle
LANGUIDNESS. . [ from languid.] Weak
Fr. ) A tłoning .
LAPI'DEOCS . o. ( lapidexs, Lat. ) Stony ; of
neis , feebleoeis.
the nature of Itone. Ray.
To LA NCUISH . v . n. ( languir, Fr. langues,
Lat. ] 1. To grow feeble ; to pine away ; to LAPIDLÖSCENCE. S. lapideſco, Lat. ) Sony
lale (trength . Dryden. 2. To be no longer
concretion. Brown.
vigorous in motion. Pryder. 3. To fink ofLAPIDESCENT. a. ( lapidefcens, Lat .) Grow
pine under torrow. Shakeſp. 4. To look with
ing or turning to ſtone.
jottaeis or tenderneſs. Dryden ,
LAPIDIFICATIONS. ( lapidification , Fr. ]
LANGUISH L. (trom the verb.) Soft appear
The act of forming ſtones. Bacon .
ance. Pope.
LAPIDI'FICK . a. ( lapidifique, fr . ] Forming
LANGUISHINGLY . adv. (from languiſbing ) Hones. Grew .
1. Weakly ; feebly; with feeble fo! uneis. Pop . LAP!DIST. J. (from lapidis, Lat.) A dealer in
Itones or gems . Ray .
2. Dully ; tediouſly . Sidney.
L'APIS .
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LA'RKSPURS . A plant. Miller.
LA'PIS S [Latin.) A None.
LA PIS Lazuli. Azure ſtone, a copper ore, very LA'RVATED . o ( larvatus, Lat.) Marked.
compact and kard , ſo as to takea high polin , LA'RUM . S. (from alarum , or alarm )Alarm
and is worked into a great variety of toys. noiſe noting danger. Howel.
To it the painters are indebted for their beau- LARYNGOTOMY. . (nápuyệ and Tiurne ;
laryngolomie, Fr. ) An operation where the
tiful alıramarine colour, which is only a cal
forepart of the larynx is divided to aſlift re
cination of lapis lazuli.
fpiration, during long tumours upon the up
LAPPER.ſ. (from lap ) 1. One who wraps up.
Swift. 2. One who laps or licks
per parts; as in a quinſey Quincy.
LA'PÑET.S. ( diminutive of lap.] The parts of LA'RYNX. S. (Tápus £ ] The upper part of the
trachea, which lies below the root of the tongue
a head dreſs that hang looſe. Swifi.
before the pharynx . Der ham .
LAPSE.S . ( lapjus , Lat. ) 1. Flow ; fall ; glide .
Hale. 2. Petty error; ſmall miltake. Rogers. LASCI VIENT. F. ( lafciviens, Lat.) Frolick
fome · wantoning .
3. Tranſlation of right from one to another.
TO LAPSE . v . n . [from the noun ) 1. To glide LASCIVIOUS. a. ( laſcivus, Lat . ) 1. Leud ;
Howly ; to fall by degrees. Shakeſp . 2. To
Juftful. Shakeſp. 2. Wanton ; ſoft ; luxurious.
Shakelp:
hip by inadvertency or mistake. Addiſon. 3 .
To loſe the proper time. Ayliffe. 4. To fall LASCI'VIOUSNESS. S. [from laſcivious.)Wan
tonneſs looſeneis. Dryden .
by the negligence of one proprietor to another.
Ayliffe. 5. To fall from perfectior, truth or LASCI'VIOUSLY. adv . [ irom laſcivious.]Leud
ly ; wantonly ; looſely
faith. Stilling fleet.
LAPWING. ). [ lop and wing ] A clamorous LASH . S ( dchlagen, Dútch .) 1 A ſtroke with
any thing pliant and tough. Pryden. 2. The
bird with long wings . Dryden .
LA PWORK . | (lop and work .) Work in which
thong or point of the whip. Shakesp 3 : A
laih , or itring in which an animal is held.
one part is interchangeably wrapped over the
Tuljer. 4.
other . Grew.
L'Eſtrange. A ftroke of fatyr ; a ſarcalin .
LA RBOARD. S. The leſt hand ſide of a ſhip,
when you ſtand with your face to the head. TO LASH . v.a. [ rom the noun ) 1. To ſtrike
with any thing pliant ; to ſcourge. Garth. 2 .
Harris , Alilton .
LA'RCENY. | ( larcin, Fr. latrocinium , Lat )
To move with a ludden ſpring or jirk . Dryden.
3 : To beat; to ſtrike with a Tharp found.
Petry theft. Spectator.
Prior.
4. To Icourge with latire. Pepe. s .
LARCH.L . | Larix .) A tree.
LARD. S. [ lordum , Lat) 1. The greaſe of To tie any thing dowu to the Gde or mait of a
ſwine. Donne. 2. Bacon ; the fleſh of ſwine.
hip
To LASH. v . n. To ply the whip. Gay.
Dryden.
To L'ARD. v.c. ( larder, Fr.) . : To ſtuff with LASHER. L. (from lajb.] One that whips or
laſhes.
bacon. King. 2. To tatten Shakeſp. 3. To
mix with iemething elie by way of improve LASS. S. A girl ; a maid ; a young womao.
Philips.
ment. Shakelp .
LA'RDER . Š. (lardier, old Fr. ) . The room LA'SSITUDE. S. (laffitudo, Lat . ) Wearinels ;
More
fatigue.
where meat is kept or ſalted. Afcham
LARDERER. L. (from larder.] One who has LASSLORN . Į, (laſs and lern ) Forlaken by
his miſtreſs Shakesp .
the charge of the larder.
LA'RDON.S. ( French ) A bit of bacon .
LAST ). ( latest, Sax .) 1. Lateſt ; thatwhich
LARGE . a [lorge, Fr.) 1. Big ; bulky . Temple.
follows all the rest in time. Pope. 2. Hind
2. Wide ; extensive . Carers. 3. Liberal ; a
molt ; which follows in order of place . 3 .
bundant ; plenti'ul. Thomjen . 4. Copious ;
Beyond which there is no more . Cowley. 4.
diffufe Clarendon. 4. A: LARGE . Without Next before the preſent: as, laſt week. 5 .
Utmoſt. Dryden 6. Ai last. In conclufion ;
reſtraint , Bacon. 6. Diffuſely. Watis.
at the end. Genefis. 7. The Last. The end.
LARGELY. odv. [ from large ) 1. Widely ;
Pope.
extenſively . 2. Copiouſly : diffuſely. Watts . 3 .
Liberally ; bounteouſly. Swifi 4. Abundantly. LAST. adv. 1. The laſt time; the time next
Milton
before the preſent. Shakejp . 2. In conclufion .
Dryden.
LARGENESS . S. ( from large ) 1. Bigneſs ;
bulk . Sprott. 2. Greatneſs ; elevation. Collier. To LAST. v. m. (læstan , Sax . ] To endure ;
3. Extenfion ; amplitude. Hooker. 4 Wide.
to cont oue. Locke.
LAST.S.Ilast, Sax.) 1. Themould on which
nefs. Bentley
LARGESS ) ( largele, Fr.) A preſent; a gift ; Thoes are formed Addiſon. 2. ( Lal , Germ )
A load ; a certain weight or meaſure.
a bounty. Denbam .
LARGITION.S. Ilargitio, Lat.) The act of LA'STERY.1. A red colour Spenjer.
LASTAGE.S.
( leliage, Fr. hlæst , Sax . a load .)
giving . Dia
LARK . ): [ laperce, Sax.) A linall ſinging bird.
1. Cuſtom paid for freightage. 2. The ballait
of a ſhip .
Shakelp. Cowley.
LARKER . f. [ from lork.]
catcher of larks. LA'STING . particip. a. (from lafl.) 1. Con
tipuingi
Dist .
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tinuing ; durable. 2. Of long continuance ; LA'TINIST. S. One ſkilled in Latin.
LATINITY . T. The Latin tongue.
perpetual . Boyle.
LASTINGLY . adv. ( from laſting.)Perpetually To LATINIZE. V. n . (Latiniſer, Fr.) To uſe
LASTINGNESS. ſ. ( Irom lafting ) Durable
words or phraſes borrowed from the Latin.
neſs ; continuance. Sidney, Newion.
Dryden.
LASTLY. avv . ( from lajt ) 1. In the laſt To LATINIZE . v. a. To give names a Latin
place. Bacon . 2. In the concluſion ; at laſt.
termination ; to make them Lacin . Walls.
LATCH.J. [letſe, Dutch ) A catch of a door LATISH . o ( from late. Somewhat late.
moved by a ſtring or a handle . Smart.
LATIRO STROUS , a . ( locus and reftrum , Lat .)
Broad beaked . Brown .
To LATCH. v. a. ( irom the noun .) 1. To
falten with a latch. Locke, 2. To falten ; to LATITANCY. a. ( from latitans, Lat ] Deli
teſcence ; the ſtate of lying bid. Brown .
cloſe. Shakeſp:
LA'TCHES. Í Larches or laſkets, in a ſhip, are LATITANT. a . (latitans, Lat. ) Deliteſce nt ;
concealed
ſmall lines like loops, faſtened by fewing into
; lying hid. Boyle.
the bonnets and drablets of a ſhip, in order to LATITATION.J. (from latiro, Lat.) The
lace the bonners to the courſes Harris.
Nate oflying concealed.
LA’TCHET. S. [ lacet, French .) The Itring that LATITUDE.S. ( lotisude, Fr.) 1. Breadth ;
faltens the ſhoe . Mark.
width ; in bodies of unequal dimenſions the
LATE. c. ( læt, Sax . ) 1. Contrary to early ;
horter axis. Wotton. 2. Room ; fpace ; ex
Now ; tardy ; long delayed. Milion. 2. Laſt
tent Locke. 3. The extent of the earth or
in any place, office, or character. Addifor . heavens, reckoned from the equator . 4. A
particular degree , reckoned from the equator.
3. The deceaſed ; as the works of the late
Mr. Pope. 4. Far in the day or night.
Add:lon. 5. Unreſtrained acceptation. King
Charles,
6. Freedom from festled rules ; laxia
LATE. adv. 1.After long delays ; atter a long
time . Fhilips . 2. In a latter ſeaſon . Bacon .
ty . Taylor. 7. Extent ; diffusion . Brown.
3. Lately ; not long ago. Spenſer.4. Far in LATITUDINARIAN . 6. (latitudinarius, low
Lat ) Not restrained ; not confioed. Collier.
the day or night . Dryden .
J. One who departs
LA'TED . 2. (trom laie.) Belated ; ſurpriſed by LATITUDINARIAN.
from orthodoxy,
the oighi . Shakeſp.
LATELY. adv. ( from late ] Not long ago. AES. LA'TRANT... (latrans, Lat.) Barking . Tick .
LA'TENESS. ( trom late.) Time far ad- LATRIA . L [naliez . ) The highett kind of
vanced . Swift.
worthip. Stillingfleet.
LATENT. ( larens, Lac ) Hidden ; conceal . LA'TTEN. S. lleion, Fr. ) Braſs ; a mixture of
ed ; ſecret. Woodward,
corper and calaminaris Itone . Peacham .
LATERAL . e. ilariral, Fr. ) 1. Growing out LATTER . O. 1. Harpine:s arier fomething
on the ſide ; belonging to the hide. Arbuthnot.
elle . 2. Modern ; lately done or palt. Loche,
2. Placed, or acting in a direction perpendi 3. Mentioned laſt of two. Waits.
LA'TTERLY. adv. I from latter ) of late.
cular to a horizontal line . Milion .
LATERALITY.S . ( from lateral.] The qua LATTICE. S llarris, Fr. ) A reticulated win
dow ; a window made with ſticks or iron. croſ
lity of having diſtinct Gides. Brown.
LATERALLY. adv. (fion lateral ) By the
ſing cach other at ſmall diſtances. Cleareland.
ſide ; fidewife. Haider .
TO LATTICE. V. a . ( trom the noun .) To
LA'TEWARD . adv. [ late and peapd, Saxon.]
decuſTale ; to mark with crois parts like a
latice.
Some what late
LATH. S ( latta, Sax . ) A ſmall long piece of LAVATION. f. ( luvatio, Lat .) The act of
wood uſed to ſupport the tiles or hou es. Dryd.
waſhing Hakewill.
TOLATH . v. 0. latter, Fr. from the noun .] LAVATORY. ) . [irom lavo, Lat. ) A waſh;
To fit up with laths. Mortimer.
something in which parts dile aled are waſhed.
Hurvey
LATH . j. ( læð, Saxon. ) A part of a country
Bacon .
LAUD . Y. (laus, Lat. ) 1. Praiie ; honour pait ;
LATHE S. The tool of a turner, by which he
celebration . Pope. 2. That part of divine
turns about his matter to as to ſhape it by the worship which confitto in praiſe. Bacon .
chizel Ray.
To LAUD . v . a . ( luudz , Lat . ) To praiſe ; to
TO LA'THER . v. m. (læpran , Sax .) To form a
celebrate Bentley.
LA UDABLE a. laudabilis, Lat ) 1. Praile
foam . Bayrard.
TO LA THER . v . 8. To cover with foam of worthy ; commendable. Loche. 2. Healthy ;
water and loap.
falubrious. Arbuthnot.
LA THER. {from the verb. ) A foam or LAUDABLENESS. J. (from laudable.) Praiſe
worthineis
froch made commonly by beating ſoap with
water.
LAUDABLY . adv. ( from laudable. ] lo a
manner deserving priile Dryden.
LA'TIN. a. ( Latinus ) Written or ſpoken in
LAUDANUM . J. ( irom laude, Lat.) A lupo
the language of the old Romans . Ajcban.
rifick cincture.
LA'TINISM . (Latiniſme, Fr. latinimus , low
Lat .) A Latin idiom ; a mode of ſpeech pecu To LAVE U 6. (lavo, Lat.) 1. To waſh ; to
Har to the Latiu. Audifon,
La : he. Dryden. 2. [Lorer, Fr.) To throw
upi
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up ; to lade ; to draw out . Ber. Johnson, LAW . I [ laza, Sax . ) 1. A rule of action .
Dryden. 2. A decree, edi&i, ſtatule, or cuſtom ,
Dryden .
To LAVE. V. n. To waſh himſelf ; to bathe.
pubiickly eſtabliſhed Davies . 3. Judicial
Pope.
process. Shakejp. 4. Contormily to law ; any
thing law ul . Sbale p . 5. An established and
To LAVE'ER . v . m . To change the direction
conitant mode or proceſs . Sharelp
Dryden.
often in a courſe.
LA VENDER. J. One ofthe verticillate plants. ILA WFUL . 2. (law and full ] Agreeable to
Miller
law ; conformable to law . Sharejp.
LAVER. I llavoir, Fr. from lave.) A waſhing LAWFULLY. adv . (from lawful.] Legally ;
veel. Mi!:01.
agreeably to law . South .
TO LAUGH . v. 7. (hlahan , Sax . lschen , Germ ) LA WFULNESS. Į ( from lawful.) Legality ;
allowance of law . Bacon.
1. To make that none which ſudden merri
ment excites. Bacon. 2. ( In poetry . ) To LA'WGIVER J. (law and giver.) Legiſlator ;
one that makes laws Bacon .
appear gay , favourable, pleaſant, or fertile
Shake'n. 3. TO LAUGHI ai. To treat with LAWGIVING. a. (law and giving.) Legiſla
Waller .
tive
contempt ; to ridicule. Shakelp .
TO LAUGH. v. a. To deride ; to fcorn. Shakeſp. LAWLESS. a . (from law .) 1. Unreſtrained
by any law ; not ſubject to law . Raleigh ,
LAUGH . f. (from the verb } The convu fop
Roſcommon . 2 Contrary to law ; illegal . Dryd.
cauſed by merriment ; an inarticulate exprel
LAWLESLY.adv. trom lawlejs.) In amanner
fion of ſudden merriment l'ope.
LA'UGHABLE. a [from largh .) Such as may contrary to law. Shakeſp.
LAWMAKER. S. [law andmaker.) A legiſla
properly excite laughter.
LA'UGHER . L. ( froin laugh .) A man fond of
tor , one who makes laws ; a lawgiver . Psoker .
merriment . Pope.
LAWN ; land, Daniſh ) 1. An open ſpace
LAUGHINGLY. adv. ( from laughing .) In a
between woods. Pope. 2. ( Linon , Fr. ) Fine
linen , remas kabie ior being uled in the Bleeves
meriy way ; merrily.
LAUGHINGSTOCK.S. (laugh and fuck.) A
of buhops Prior.
bott : an object of ridicule. Spenfer.
LAWSUIT. L. law and ſuit.) A proceſs in
LAUGHTER.ſ. ( from laugh . ] Conva Gre
law ; a liligation Swifi.
meniment ; an inarticulate expueſt'n of fud- LAWYER / ( from law ) A profeſſor of law ;
advocate ; pleader. Wbiigifi .
den mariment. Shakelp .
, Lal.) 1. Loole; notconfined ;
LAVISH a. 1. Prodigal; wateful: indiliseedly LAX. a ( laxus
not closely joined. Woodward. 2. Vague , noc
Jiberal. Rwe. 2. Scitered in waite ; protule .
rigilly exact . Baker . 3. Looſe in body , fo as
3 Wild ; unreſtrained. Shake}p.
to go frequently to tool. Quincy. 4 . ack ;
TO LAVISI .v.a. ( from the adjective ) To
not tenie . Hilier.
Scatter with profufion. Addion .
LAVISHER : [ from lavijo ) A prodigal; a LAX 1. A looteneſs ; a diarrhea.
protule min.
LAXA TION./. [ laxatio, Lat .) 1. The act of
Joorening or llackening . 2. The ſtate of being
LA'VISH ! Y adv. ( from laviſh .) Profuſedly ;
looiened or ackened .
prodigally. Shaielp .
LA VISHMENT. f. [ from lacinh ) Proliga . LAXATIVE. a. [ laxatif, Fr.) Having the
LA'VISHNESS Slity : profufion . Spender.
power to eale coftiveneſs . Arburbrot .
TO LAUNCH V, n 1. To force into the fea LAXATIVE j . A medicine fligotly purgative.
Dryden
Locie. 2. To rove at large ; to expaliate .
Davies.
LAXATIVENESS. S. ( laxative.] Power of
ealing colliveneſs.
To LAUNCH. v. a. 1. To puſh 10 ſea. Pope.
LAXITY. Fillaxıtas,'Lat.) 1. Not compreſion ;
2. To dart from the hand Dryden .
LAUND. /. ( lande, Fr. ) A plain extended be .
sot clole cuhelion Bentley 2. Contrariety
tween wonds. Shalep.
to rigorous preciſion. 3. Lootenels . wi coi
tiveness . Broqun . 4. Slack neis ; contrariety
LAUNDRESS. Aflavandiere , Fr. ) A woman
to tenlion. Quincy. 5. Opeonels ; not cloie .
whoſe employment is to waſh clothes . Cami
nels. Dizby
LAUNDRY 5. ( as if lavanderie .) 1. The
room in which the clothes are waſhed Swifi LAXNESS. ſ. Laxity ; not tenſion ; not preci .
lon ; not coltiveness. Helder
2. The act or ſtate of wathing . Baca
LAVOLIA.S. Ila ville, Fr. ) An old dance, in LAY. Preterite oilye. Knolles
which was much turning and much capering To LiY v . a ( lecgao, Sax.) 1. To place -Shake p .
long. Ecclu . 2. To beat town corn or graſs
LA'UREATE. a. ( lauriatus, La ] Decked o. Bicon. 3. To keep from rilingi 10 lerile ;
invented with a laurel . Lunciad ,
to till. Ray . 4. To fix deep. Bacon 5. To
LAUREA'TION . / ( from laureate.) It denotes put ; to place. Shakeje 0. To bury ; to
inierr
. Ats. 7 . Toitation si placa privily .
in the Scoliith univerficies, the ad or dlate o .
having degrees conieried .
Proverbs. 8. To spread on a funtace . Haiis.
LA UREL. 7. ( laurus, Lat ] A tree , called all
9 . To paint ; to enamel. Lucre. 10. To put
100 any Itate of quiet. Bacon . 11. Tocilm ;
the cherry -bay.
LAURELED . '. ( iron laurel.) Crowned or
coltild ; lo quiei ; tu allay . Bon folnion 12 .
To
decorated with iaurel Dryden.
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tinct from the clergy . Dryden.
To prohibit a ſpirit to walk . L'Effrange. 13 .
To let on the cable . Hoj. 14. To propagace LA’YER. Į (from lay. ) 1. A ftratum , or row ;
plants by fixing their twigs in the ground.
a bed ; one budy ſpread over another. Evelyn.
Mortimer. 15. To wager. Dryder. 16. To
? . A ſprig of a plant. Miller. 3. A ten that
repoſit any thing. Fjalms. 17. To exclude
lays eggs. Marlimer.
eegs. Baron . 18. To apply with violence. LA'YMAN | [ lay and man ) 1. One of the
people diſtinct from the clergy Gov. of the
Ezekiel. 19 To apply nearly. L'Ejlrange 20
Tingue. 2. An image Dryden .
To add ; lo conjoin . Iſaiah. 21. To put in
any Atate . Donne. 22. To ſcheme ; to con . LA YSTALL . / An heap of dung . Spenſer.
trive. Chapman. 23. To charge as a pay- LAZAR . / ( from Lazarus in the goſpel.) One
ment Locke 24. To impute ; to charge.
determined and nauſcous with filthy and pe
Imple. 25. To impoſe ; to enjoin . Il'yeheri
ftilential diſtales . Dryden .
26. To exhibit ; to offer. Atterbury 27. TO LAZAR -HOUSE. I f. [lazeretti, Ital . from
throw by violence. Dryden . 28. To place in LAZARETTO. } lazar . ) A koore for the
compariſon. Raleigh. 29. To Las afari. To reception of the diſealed ; an holpital. Miitor ,
; put away. James. 30. 7. LAY LAZARWORT. S. A plant.
rejcet to
afide. To put away ; not to retain. Hebrews, LA ZINESS. /; ( from lazy.) Idly ; fuggiſhly ;
heavily. Locke
Granville. 31. TO LAY away . To put from
one ; ont to keep. Efber . 32. T. Lay before LAZINESS./ ( from lazy ) Idleneſs ; fuggiſk
neſs. Dryden.
To expoſe to view ; to fhew ; to diſplay.
Wake . 33. To Lay by. To referve for LA ZINC , . ( from lazy ? Sluggiſh ; idle. South .
fome future time 1 Cor . 34. To put from LA 2011. 1. The ground of ibis itone is blue.
See LAPIS LAZULI .
one ; to diſmits. Bacon . 35. To Lay down
To dep fit as a pledge, equivalent, or laut LAZY . a. Ilijjer , Danish . ) 1. Idle ; luggiſh ;
faction . John . 36. To quit ; to relign. Dryden,
unwilling to work . Rifcomm.n. 2. Slow ;
tedious. Clarendon .
37. To commit to repole. Dryden. 38. To
advance as a propofition. Stilling freer. 39. LD. is a contraction of lird.
TO LAY for. To attempt by ambuih, or in LEA . !. ( ley , Saxon , a fallow . ) Ground in
lidious practices Knolles. 40 To Lay forth . cloſed , not open. Milton .
To dilfule ; 10 expatiare . L'Eſrange. 41. ToLEAD J. [ læd, Sax.) 1. Lead is the heavieſt
place when dead in a decent posture . Shakeſp
metal excepi gold ; the lofteſt of all the
metals, and very ductile ; it is very little
42. T. LAY hold of. To leize ; to catch.
Lacke 43. T. LAY in. To ſtore ; to trea.
ſubject to ruſt , and the least fonorous of all
fure. Hudibras. 44. T. Lav en To apply
the metals, excepe gok . Lead is found in
LA
ope
T.
Y
n
with violence. Locke. 45 :
various countries , but abounds particularly in
Ergland, in leveral kinds oi foils and tones.
To Thew ; to expole. Shokejp. 46. TO LAY
over To incruſt ; to cover . Hab. 47 TC
Boyle. 2. In the plur& t.) Fiat roof to walk
LAY cut . To expend . Miton , Boyle. 48
on. Slakep. Bacon.
To dilplay ; to diſcover. Atterbury. 49. TO TO LEAD. V a . ( from the noun. ) To fit wieh
difpofe ; to plan. Nores or Odyfiy. 50 With
1- ad in any manner . Bacon .
the reciprocal pronoun , to exeit . Smalridge. TO LEAD. V. a . preer. I led , ledao, Sax . ) 1 .
To guide by the hand. Locke. 2. To conduit
51. T. LAY 10. To charge upon . Sidney. 52
To apply with vigour. Tuljer..53. To harals . to any place. 1 Sam . 3. To conduct as head or
commander. Spenler , South 4. to introduce
lo aliack. Knolles. 54. ToLay together. To
by going firit Num Fur. 5. To guide ; to
Collect; to bring into one view . Aldiyin. 55
Tuw the method of attaining. Walis . 6. To
To Lay under . To ſubject to . Addison. 56 .
LA
TO
Y MP To contine. Temple. 57 . Το
draw ; to entice ; tu allure. Clarendon . 7 .
ſtore i to treafure. Hioker . 58. To Lay upor . To induce ; to prevaid on by pleaüng molives.
Szoft. 8 To país , to lead in any certain
To importune. Knolles.
To LAY. v. 1. 1. To bring eggs. Mortimer.
manner. Atterbury .
2. To contrive. Daniel. 3. TO LAY aboui. To LEAD . V. n . 1 To go first, and how the
To trike on all fries. Spenjer, South . 4 1 .
way . Genlis. 2. To conduct as a commander .
Lay at To ſtrike ; to endeavcur to strike
Temple. 3. To ihew the way , by going filt.
Wonton
Job . 5. T. LA Y in fer. To make overtures et
oblique invitation . Dryden . 6. I: LAY 0% LEAD . . [ from the verb . ) Guidance ; firit
To trike ; to be at. Dryden. 7. To act wiila place
vehemence. Shake,p. 8. TO LAY out. To lake LL'ADEN . a . ( leiden , Sax . ) 1. Made of leat.
Wilkins. 2. Heavy ; unwilling ; motionleis ..
mcatures , Woodward .
LAY. j. ( from the verb ) 1. A row ; a ſtratum .
Shake; p. 3. Heavy ; Cull. Shakelp.
Bacon. 2. A wager. Grount,
LEADER . ). ( from lead ) .. One that leads on
LAY.J. ( ley , leag, Sax. ) Grally ground ; mea.
conducts. 2. Captain ; commaniler. Haytuari.
3. One who goes tirit. Shaiep. 4. One at
diw ; ground unplowed Dryden .
LAY.ſ. ( lay, Fr. ' ley , leot, Sax. ) A long.
The head of any party or faction. Swifi.
Spenfer , Milton, Wolier, Dryden, Dennis. LEADING part. a . Principal. Locke.
LAY.' a .( laicus , Lat. dc .) Not clerical; LEADING -STRINGS. J. ( lead and firing ]
L11
Strings
regarding or belonging to the people as dir

LEA

LEA

Strings by which children, when they learn to l 6. Hazard, or effect of leasing Dryden .
walk, are held trom falling. Dryden .
LEAP FROG . f. [ leap and frog.) A play of
LE'ADMAN . S. ( lead and man . ) One who
children , in which ihey imitate the jump of
frogs. Shokifp.
brgins or leads a dance. Ben . Johnſon
LE'ADWORT. L. ( lead and wort.) A plant. LEAP- YEAR /. (Leap-year or biſſexcile is every
Miller.
fourth year, and to called from its leaping a day
LEAF . ſ. leaves, plural . ( leaf, Sax .] 1. The more that year than in a common year : fo
that the common year hach 365 days, but the
green deciduous parts of plants and Aowers.
leap year 366 ; and then February hath 29
Boyle. 2. A part of a book containing two
days, which in comnion years tiach but 28.
pages. Spenſer. 3. One ſide of a double door .
To find the leap-year you have this rule :
i Kings . 4. Any thing foliated , or thiniy
beaten . Digby.
Divide by 4 ; what's lelt Thall be
To LEAF. v. n . (from the noun. ) To bring
For leap -year o ; for past 1ܕܐ, 2 , 3. Harris.
leaves ; to bear leaves. Brown.
To LEARN . v. a . [ leornian, Sax. ) 1. To
LEAFLI S5 . a. (from leaf ] Naked of leaves . gain the knowledge or ikill of. Krelles. 2 .
To teach. Shakesp .
Gov. of the Tingue.
LE'AFY . a . (from leaf ) Fu'lof leaves. Shakeſ. To LEARN . v. n. To take pattern. Bacer,
LEAGUE . ). lligue, Fr. ] A confederacy ; a LL'ARNED. a . ( from learn. ) 1. Verfed in
ſcience and literature. Swift. 2. Skilled ;
combination . Bacon .
TO LEAGUE . v . r. To unice ; to confederate. skilful ; knowing . Granville. 3. Skilled in
Sub.
ſcholastick knowledge. Locke.
LEAGUE S. (liene, Fr.) A meaſure of length , LEARNEDLY. adv. (from learned ] With
knowledge ; with ſkill. Hooker.
containing threemiles.Addifen .
LEACUED. a. ( from league ) Conſederated. LEARNING S. (from learn.] 1. Literature :
ſkill in languages or ſciences. Prior . 2. Skill
Philips.
in any thing good or bad. Hooker .
LE'AGUER . F. (beleggeren, Dutch .) Siege ; in
LEARNER . I from learn. ) One who is yet
veſtment of a towel. Shakeſp .
LEAK . /. { leck , leke, Durch .) A breach or hole
in his rudiments. Grauni.
which lets in water . Hooker , Wilkins.
LEASE . J. Llaljer, Fr. Spelman .) 1. A contract
LEAK
To
. V. n. ! . To les water in or out .
by which , in conſideration of ſome payment ,
Skakelp. 2. To drop through a breach. Dryd.
a temporary polleffion is granted of houles or
LE AKAGE.P. ( from leak ) Allowance made lands. Denham 2. Any tepure . Milton,
TO LEASE . v. a . ( from the noun . ) To let by
for accidental loſs in liquid meaſures.
LE'AKY. a . (from leak.ji , Bartered or pierced , leaſe. Ayliffe.
lo as to let water in or out. Dryden. 2. Low To LEASE. V. . [ leflen, Dutch .) To glean ; to
gather what the harvelt men leave . Dryden.
quacious ; not cloſe. L'Eſtrange.
To LEAN . v . n . preier. leaned or leant . (hlinan , LE’ASER. J. ( from leaſe.) Glean . Swijt.
Sax ] 1. To incline againſt ; to reſt againſt. LEASH.J. llelle, Fr. laccio, Italian . ] 1. A leather
Peacham . 2. To propend ; lo tend towards. thong, by which a falconer holds his hawk, or
Spenſer. 3. To be in a bending poſture
a courter leads his greyhound . Skakelp. 2. A
Dryden.
tierce ; three. Hudibras. 3. A band where.
LEAN a. ( hlæne , Sax ] 1. Not fat ; meagre ; with to tie any thing in general . Dennis.
wanting fleſh ; bare boned. Milion . 2. Not To LEASH . v . a. ( from the noun ) To bind ;
unctuous ; thin ; hungry . Burnet, 3 : Low ; ! , to hold in a ſtring Shakejp.
poor; in oppoſition to great or rich , Shake;
LE'ASING. !: [lease, Sax. ) Lie ; falfhood .
LEAN . S. That part of fieth which conlills of Hubbard's Tale, Prior .
LEAST.. The ſuperlative of litele. [ læst,
the muſcle without the fat Farquhar.
LEANLY. adv. (from lean .) Meagerly; with Sax.) Little beyond others; Imalieit. Locke.
LEAST, adv In the lowelt degree . rope.
out plumpneſs.
LEANNESS. J. [ from lean .) 1. Extenuation Ar LEAST.
? To lay no more ; at the
o body ; want of fieth ; meagerneis. Ben At LEASTWISE. } lowell degree. Hooker,
Jelujor. 2. Want ofbulk . Shakeſp
| Dryden, Watts.
TO LEAP. v. n. (hl«apan, Sax . ] 1. To jump ; LE ASY. 2. Flimly ; of weak texture. Ajiham .
10 move upwards or progreſſively without LE ATHER S. ( ledep, Sax . ) 1. Dretled hids
change of the feet. Cowley . 2. To ruſh with
of animals. Shakejp. 2. Skin ; ironically .
vehemence. Sandys. 3. Tu bound ; to spring. Swifi.
I. ke. 4. To Hy ; to llart. Shakeſp.
LE'ATHERCOAT. S. [ leather and coal. ) An
TO LEAP. o . a 1. To pals over, or into , by
apple with a tough rind Stakejp.
le.ping. Dryden. 2. To compreſs ; as beants. LEATHERDRESSER. f. [leather and dreſler .)
Dr ; den.
| He who drelles leather l'ope.
LEAP. J. [ from the verb ? 1. Bound ; jump; LEATHER -MOUTHED.'a. ( leather and
act of leaping. 2. Space paſſed by leaping. mouth . ) By a leather -mouthed fiſh , I mean ſuche
L'Ffrange. 3. Sudden transition. L'Eflrange, as have their teeth in their throat. Waitun .
Soup 4. An atault of an animal of prey . LEATHERY, a . (from leaider.] Reſembling
L'Ijtronge. 5. Embrace of animals, Dijden, leather. Philips,
LEATHER

**
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LE'ATHERSELLER . J. [leather and ſeller .) | a teacher by way of lecture ; a preacher in a
He who deals in leather.
church hired by the parish to alliit the rector.
LEAVE . S. ( leafe, Sax . ) 1. Grant of liberty ; Clarendon
permiſſion ; allowance. Pope. 2. Farewel ; LECTURESHIP. S. (from lesure. ] The office
adieu . Shakeſp.
of a lecturer. Swif:.
TO LEAVE. v. a. preter . I left; I have left. LED . part. pret. of lead. Ezekiel.
1. To quit ; to forſake. Ben Johnſon. 2. LEDGE. S Deggen , Dutch. ] 1. A row ; layer ;
ſtratum . Wotton . 2. A ridge riſing above the
To deſert ; to abandon . Eccluf. 3. To have
remaining at death . Ecclul 4. Not to deprive reft. Gulliver. 3. Any prominence, or riang
of. Taylor. 5. To ſuffer to remain . Bacon . part. Dryden.
6. Not to carry away . Judges, Knolles. 7. LEDHORSE.
S. [ led and horſe. ) A fumpter
horſe.
To fix as a token or remembrance. Loche 8 .
To bequeath ; to give as inheritance. Dryden. LEE . S. ( lie, Fr.] 1. Dregs; ſediment ; refuſe.
9 . To give up ; to reſign. Leviticus. 10. To Prior. 2. (Sea term ] It is generally that
ſide which is oppoſite to the wind, as che lee
permit without interpofition. Locke. 11. To
Thore is that the wind blows on To be under
ceale to do ; to delift from . 1 Sam . 12 . T.
LEAVE of To delft from ; to forbear. Addil. the lee of the thore, is to be cloſe under the
weather ſhore. A leeward ſhip is one that is
13. To forlake. Arbuthnot. 14. T. LEAVE
To omit ; to neglect. Ben. Johnson , not rart by a wind, to make her way ſo good as
Blackmore.
The might. Diet.
TO LEAVE . v. n. 1. To ceaſe ; to defitt. LEECH. S. llæc, Sax .] 1. A phyſician ; a pro
Sbakeſp. 2. T. LEAVE off. To delift. Knolles, feſſor of the art of healing . Spenſer . 2. A
kind of ſmall water ferpent, which faſtens on
Roſcommon. 3. To ſtop. Daniel.
animals, and ſucks the blood . Rcfcommır .
TO LEAVE. v . a. ( lever, Fr. ) To levy ; to
raile . Spenſer .
To LEECH . v. a. [ from the noun .) To treat
wich medicaments.
LE'AVED. a . [from leaves, of leaf.) 1. Fur
niſhed with foliage. 2. Made with leaves or LEECHCRAFT. S. [ leech and craft.) The art
folds. Iaiab .
of healing . Davies
LE'AVEN . L. ( levcin, Fr ) 1. Ferment mixed LEEF. a. ( lieve, leve, Dutch .] Kind ; fond.
Spenler
with any body to make it light. Floyer. 2 .
Any mixture which makes a general change LEEK. S. ( leac, Sax . ) A plant.
LEER . J. [hleane, Sax.) 1. An oblique view.
in the maſs. King Charles .
TO LEAVEN . v . a . ( from the noun ) 1. To Milton . 2. A laboured caſt of countenance.
Swift.
ferment by ſomething mixed. Shakeſp . 2. To
To LEER . v. n . ( from the noun.] 1. To look
taint ; to imbue. Prior.
obliquely ; to look archly. Swifi. 2. To look
LL'AVER . f. [ leave.) One who deſerts or for
with a forced countenance. Dryden .
fakes. Shakeſp.
LEES S. [ lie, Fr.) Dregs ; ſediment. B. Johnſon.
LEAVESS. The plural of leaf. Bacon.
LE'AVINGS L. ( from leave.) Remnant ; re- To LEESE. v . a . (leien, Dutch.) To loſe : an
old word . Tufir , Donne.
licks ; oftal. Addiſon
LE'AVY. a. ( from kaf. ] Full of leaves ; cover- LEET. ſ. A law day. The word ſeemeth to
have grown from the Saxon lede , which was
ed with leaves . Sidney.
To LECH . v. a. (lecher, Fr. ) To lick over . a court of jurifdiction above the wapentake
Shakeſp .
or hundred, comprehending three or four of
them Cowell.
LECHER.S. A whoremifter. Pope.
To LECHER . v. n. [ irom the noun.) TO LE’EWARD. a. (lee and peand, Sax.) To
wards the wind . See Lee . Arburbuot,
whore. Shakeſp.
LE'CHEROUS. a. (from lecher ) Lewd; luftful. LEFT. participle preter.of leave. Shakeſp.
Derham
LEFT. a . (lufte, Dutch ; levus, Lat.) Siniitrous;
LECHEROUSLY . adv. [ from lecherous. ] not right . Dryden .
LEFT - HANDED . a. ( left and hand .) Uſing
Lewdly ; luſtfully.
LE'CHEROUSNESS.S. (from lecherous.]Lewd
the left - hand rather than right. Brown .
nets.
LEFT-HANDEDNESS. S. (frorn left handed.]
LECHERY. S. ( from lecher .) Lewdneſs ; luft. Habitual uſe of the left hand. Donne.
Ajcham .
LEG . ſ (leg, Daniſh .] 1. The limb by which
LECTION . S. ( leelie, Lac. ) A reading ; a va . we walk , particularly that part between the
knee and the foot, Addifon. 2. An act of
riety in copies. Waits.
LE'CTURE . J. [ leElure, Fr. ) 1. A diſcourſe obeiſance. Hudibras. 3. To ſtand on his own
legs ; to ſupport himſelt. Collier. 4. That by
pronounced upon any ſubject. Sidney, Taylor.
which any thing is ſupported on the ground :
2. The act or practice of reading ; peruſal.
as,
the leg of a table.
Brown. 3. A magifterial reprimand.
TO LECTURE. v . n . (from the noun .] 1. To LEGACY . S. ( legatum, Lat. ) Legacy is a pare
inſtruct formally. 2. To inſtruct infolently
cicular thing given by laſt will and teftament.
Cowell.
and dogmatically .
LECTURER.S . ( from secture.) An inſtructer ; LEGAL . 4. ( legal, Fr.] 1. Done or conceived
L 12
Bucerding
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according to law . Hal. 2. Lawful ; not con- LEGITIMATELY. adv. (from legitimare.)
trary to law , M: 11: 8 ,
Lawfully ; genuinely. Dryden.
LEGITIMATION . ſ. (legitimation, Fr.) 1 .
LEGALITY. ! egalir', Fr.) Lawfulneſs.
birth . Locke. 2. The act of inveſting
Lawful
To LE'GADZE. W. G. ( legalizer, Fr. from
with the privileges of lawful birth,
legal.) To authorize ; to make lawful. South.
f. [legumen, Lat. ) Seeds not
LEGALLY adv . (from legal) Law.ully ; ac- LEGUME.
cording to law .Taylor.
LEGU MEN }} reaped, but gathered by the
LE'GATARY S. ( legataire, Fr. ) One who has hand ; as , beans : in general, all larger feeds ;
pulle . Boyle .
legacy leſt. Aylife.
LEGATINE. a . (from legate! 1. Made by a LEGC MINOUS. a ( lejumineux, French ; from
legate. Ayliffe. 2. Belonging to a legale of legumen .) Belonging to pulle ; conliſting of
the Roman lee. Shakejp.
pulle. Arbushnor.
LEGATE. f. [ legatus, Lat.) 1. A deputy ; an LE ISURABLE. 2. (from leiſure.) Done at lei
ambaſſador. Dryden. 2. A kind of spiritual fure : not hurried; enjoying leiſure. Brown.
LEISURABLY. adv. ( from le :Surable. ) Ac
amballador from the pope . Atterbury:
leiſure ; without tumuli or hurry , ilucker.
LEGATE'E. (from legaium , Lat.) One who
LEISURE . S. (lifir, Fr ) 1 Freedom from
bas a legacy left him . Swifi.
LEGA'TION. ſ. llegatio, Lat.) Deputasion ;
buſineſs or harry ; vacancy of mind. Temple.
commiflion ; embally . Wotion .
2. Convenience of time . Shakeſp.
LEGA TOR . I. ( trom lego, Lat.) One who LEʻISURELY. 4. (from leijure. ] Not bally ;
make a will , and leaves legacies. Dryden.
deliberate. Shakesp. Addison.
LEGEND. L. ( legenda, Lat ) 1. A chronicle LE ISURELY . adv. ( trom leiſure ] Not in a
or regiſter of the lives of faints. Hooker.
hurry ; ſlowly Addiſon .
Any memorial or relation. Fairfax . 3. An LE'MAN . J. (laimani, Fr ) A ſweet-heart ; •
incredible unauthentick narrative. Blackmore .
gallant . Hanmer.
4. Any infcription ; particularly on medals or LE MMA. J. Lampefta.) A propoſition previouly
allumed .
coins. Addijan.
LEGER. f. ( from legger, Dutch ) Any thing LEMON ſ. ( limon , Fr. ] 1. The fruit of the
that lies in a place : 24 , a leger ambalador ;
lemon tree. Mortimer . 2. The tree that
bears lemons.
a refidente, a leger book , a book that lies in
LEMONADE.S. ( from lemou .) Liquor made of
the compling-house Shakejp.
LE'GERDEMAIN . L. ( legereté de main , Pr.)
water, ſugar , and the juice of li mons A, burb .
Sleight of hard ; juggle; power ofdeceiving To LEND.v. a . ( lænan, Sax .) 1. To afford , on
the eye by nimble motion ; trick, Souik.
condition of repayment. Drydea 2. To fuffer
LEGE RITY. f. [ legereté, Fr. ) Lightneſs
to be uled on condition that it be reſtored .
Dryden. 3. To afford ; to grant in general.
nimbleneſs Skakelp
LE'GGED . a . ( from leg.) Having legs .
Dryden.
LEGIBLE . a . ( legibilis, Lat ) 1. Such asmay LENDER . f. ( from lend ] 1. One who lends
be read . Swift. 2. Apparent ; diſcoverable. any thing. 2. One who makes a trade of
Collier.
putting moneyto intereit . Addijen.
LE'GIBLY. adv. ( from legib.e.) In ſuch a man LENGTH. f . 1 from leng, Sax .) . The extent
ner as may be read.
of any thing material from end to end. Bacon.
LEGION.j . ( legio, Lat.) 1. A body of Roman
2. Horizontal extenſion . Dryder. 3. A ceriais
portion of space er time. Dryden . 4 Extent
ſoldiers, contilling of about five thouland .
Addiſon. 2 . A military force. Philips. 3. of duration Locke. $ . Long duration or pro
traction , riddiyon . 6. Reach or expandin of
Any great number. Shakeſp. Rogers .
LEGIONARY . a . (from legion ) . Relating to
any thing . Waiis. 7 Full extent ; unco.
a legion. 2 Containing a legion . 3. Contain
tracted late. Addifon. 8. Diſtance . Clarends.
ing a great indelinite nunber Broeun,
9. End ; latter part of any affignable tima
LEGISLA TION . ). ( from legiſlator, Lat . ) The Hooker. 10. A: LENGTH . Allait ; in con
act or giving laws. Lindleton .
clufion . Dryden
LEGISLATIVE. a. (from legiſlator.) Givirg TO LE NGTHEN . v. a. ( frem length .] 1. To
draw out ; to make longer ; to elongate.
laws ; lavgiving. Denbam .
LEGISLA TOR . f. [ lezliator, Lat .) A law
Arbuthnet. 2. To protract ; to continue. Daa.
giver ; one who makes laws for any commu
3. To protrac pronunciation. Dryden. 4. T.
LENGTHEN Cu !
To protract ; to extend.
nity . Pipe
Dryden.
LEGISLATURE. F. ( from legilator, Lat.
ToLENGTHEN . v. *. To grow longer ; to
The power that makes laws. Saji.
LEGITIMACY.S . [ from legitimale ) 1. Law
increafe in length . Prior.
fulneſs of birth. Ayltfe. 2. Genuinenels ; LENGTHWISE. adv. ( leng : b and wife ) Ac
not ſpuriouſnets. Woodward.
cording to the lengih .
LEGITIMATE . 2. ( from legitimus, Lat.) Born LE’NIENT. a . Lieniens, Lat.) 1. Afuaſive ;
in marriage ; lawfully begotten Taylor.
ſoftening ; mitigating. Milion . 2. Laxative ;
TO LEGITIMATE. C a llegitime. Fr. ] 1. To cmollient . Arberinot.
procure to any the rights of legitimate birth . LI. NIENT.J . An einollient, or afuasive arpli
Te
my life. 2. To make lowjully. Decay of Piety. cation , I'ijeman.
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TO LE'NIFY . v. a. ( lenifier, old Fr. ) To al
trine. Spenſer.!!!
LE'RRY.LIfrom lere.) A rating ; a lecture.
fuage ; to mitigate. Dryden.
LENITIVE. a (lenitif,Fr. lenio, Lat .) Aftua LESS A negative or privative termination.
( lear, Sax . loos , Durch . ) Joined to a fubitan
Give ; emollient. Arbuthnet.
LENITIVE. J. 1. Any thing applied to eaſe tive it implies the ablence or privation of the
thing
: as, a wi:lefs man.
pain . 2. A palliative. Souib .
LE NITY.P. ( lenitas, Lat . ) Mildneſs ; mercy ; LESS alleas , Sax . j The comparative of liitle ;
tenderneſs. Daniel
oppoled to greater. Lacke.
LENS. L. A glaſs ſpherically convex on both LF 35. ).Nou much ; oppoſed to more. Exod.
LES
, adv. lo a maller degree ; in a lower de
hdes, is uſually called a lens; ſuch as is a
burning- glats, or ſpeciacle glar , or an object
gree Dryien.
LE SSEE . J. The perſon to whom a leais is
glaſs of a teleſcope. Newton
giveo.
LENT part pall. from lend Pope.
LENT . ). ( lentin, che spring, Sax . ] The qua: To LE'SSEN. v . c ( from lefs.] 1. To diminish
in bulk
To dimirith jn degree of any
dragefimal fait , a time of abſtinence Canilin.
qualiey . Denbom . 3. To degrade ; to deprive
LENTEN . a . ( ' rom lent. Such as is uſed in
lent , Iparing Sbakelp .
of power or dignity . Atterbury.
LENTICULAR . a . ( lenriculaire, Fr. ] Doubly TO LE SSEN . v . n . To grow leſs ; to think .
Temsie.
convex ; of the form of a lens. Ray.
LENTIFORM. 2. (lens and forma,Lat.) Hav- LESSER. 2. A barbarous corruption of leſs.
Pope.
ing the form of a lens.
LE'NTIGINOUS. a. (from lentigo.) Scurty : LESSER. odv . Formed by corruption from le's.
fur uraceous .
Sbakelp.
( laiſſeés, Fr. ] The dung of beals
LENTIGO . . ( Latin ) A freckly or fcurfy CESSES. groun
d
left on the
eruption on the skin. Quincy .
LESSON
leçon,
Fr. ) 1. Any thing read or
.J.
LENTIL .I llens, Lat. lentille, Fr ) A plant.
repeated by a teacher Deniam . 2. t'recept ;
LENI ISCK.L. ( lentiſcus, Lat. ) Lentifik wood
is of a pale brown colour, almoſt whitiſh ,
notion inculcated . Spenjer. 3. Portions of
refinous, of a fragrant finell and acr d talle :
ſcripture reat in divine Tervice . Hooker.
it is the wood of the tree which produces the lune picked for an joilrumeot. 5. A rating
lecture. Sidney
mallich Hill
LE’NTITUDE. S- ( from lentus, Lat . ) Sluggith To LESSON . V a . ( from the noun ) To teach ;
to intruct. Shakeſp .
neſs ; nowners.
LESSUR . 1. One who lets any thirg to farm , os
LENTNER . ). A kind of hawk. Walton.
otherwiſe by leale, Denham , Ayliffe.
LE NTOR.J. (Latin ) 1. Tenacity ; viſcoſity.
Вася. 2. Slowneſs ; delay . Arbushnet. 3 . LEST. ronj. ( trom the adjective leaft ) Thac
( in phyſick .) That lizy , vitcit part of the blood not Aidejen .
To LET ».a . [ litan , Sax.) 1. To allow ; to
which ob !truas the vellels. Quincy.
luffer ; lo permit. Bp . Sander for 2 Alga
LENTOUS. a . (lenius, Lat.) Vicous ; tenaci
of the optative mood uſed i efore the first,
ous ; capable to be diawn out . Broeun .
LEOD . ]. The people ; or rather a nation, and imperative before the third perſon. Before
country, & c. Gijon.
the tirit peaton tingular it ſignifies reſolution ;
LE OF 1. Lef denotes love ; lo leofwin, is a fixed purpot, or ardent with . 3. Berore the
first futon plurai, lei implies exhortation.
winner of love. Gibjor.
Mark . 4. Be ore the third pcrfon , fingular
LEONINE « lleoninus, Lat.) 1. Belonging to
a lon ; having the nature of a lion. 2. Leo
or plural, les implies permition or piecept.
nine verfes are those of which ihe end rhymes Dryden 5 Be'ore a thins in the pative
voice , les implies command Dryden. 6. Lee
to the middle , ſo named Irom Leo the inven
tor : as,
his an infiniuve moou alter it without the
Gliria factorum temere conceditar horum .
farticle 10. Dryder. ? . To leave. I Eftrange
LEOPARD . J. [ leo and pardus, Lac.) A ſpoiled
8 . To more than permit. Svake;p. 9. To
put to birc ; to prane tu a tenant Cent,
beaſt of prey . Shakeſp.
LE PER . ). lepra , leprofus, Lat ) One infected
To ſuffer any thing to take a courſe which
with a leproiy. Hakewell
requires no iinpullive violence. Y cua.
LE PEROUS. a . (tormed from leprous.] Caul. To permit to take any flate of ruurte. Sidsen.
12. To but blood, is elliptical for to let sit
ing leproly Sbakelp.
bled Toiree it from contaement ; to luffer
LE PORINE . a . (le porinus, Lac.) Belonging to
ii cullreain oul viibe vein . Slanejp. 13.
a hare ; having the nature o : a hare .
LEPROʻSITY. 7. (trom leprous.) Squamous Lerin , I'll admit Knulles . 14. To procure
diſeaſe. Bacon.
adawilion Locke. 15. T. LTD To di
charse . S20 :11. 16. TO LET cai . Tolzale
LE PROSY . !. { lepra, Lat. lepre, Fr ) A lcath
lume difteinper which covers the body wiih a out ; lo gire to hire or farm . 17. 7. J & T ,
( letren , Sax . ) To hinder ; to obtruct ; to
kind of white ſcales. Wijeman ,
LEPROUS. a . (hipra, lat. lepreux , Fr.] In
oppole Dryden. 18. TOLIT, ubeo ilbribes
fected with a leprosy. Donne .
in përmit or leave , baski in the prelerile and
LERE . J. ( lære, Sex. ] A leilon ; lore ; doc .
part.
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part. paflive; but when it ſignifies to hinder,
direction with a mark ludibras. 4. To make
it has lerred. Introduction to Grammar.
attempts; to aim Shakeſp.
TO LET. v. a. To forbear ; to withhold himſelf. LEVEL. S. (from the adjective.] 1. A plane ; &
Bacon .
ſurface without protuberances or inequalities.
Sandys. 2. Rate ; ſtandard. Sidney 3. A
LET.J. ( from the verb .) Hindrance ; obſtacle ;
obſtruction ; impediment. Horéer. LeT , the State ofequality Atterbury 4. Aninftrument
termination of diminutive words, from lyte, whereby malons adjuſt their work . Moxon . 5 .
Rule : borrowed from the mechanick level.
Sax . litele, ſmall.
LETHA'RGICK . a. ( lethargique, Fr ) Sleepy ,
Prior. 6. The line of direction in which any
beyond the natural power of ſleep. Hammond . miliive weapon is aimed Waller. 7. The
NESS
k.
. / . (from lesbargic ] line in which the light paſſes Pepe,
LETHARGICK
LEVELLER . I 1 from level ) 1 . One who
Sleepineſs ; drowsineſs . Her bert.
LETHARGY.S.jangaggia ] A morbid drowſi. makes any thing even. 2. One who deſtroys
ſuperiority ; one who endeavours to bring all
neſs ; a ſleep from which one cannot be kept
to the ſame ſtate. Collier.
awake. Alilo bury
LETHARGIED . a . ( from the noun. ] Laic LIVELNESS. f. [ from levell) i Evenneſs ;
equalily of ſurface. 2. Equality with ſome
alleep ; entranced Shakeſp.
thing elle . Peacham .
LETHE . ! [amin . ) Oblivion ; a draught of ob
LEVEN . f. [ levain , fr ) 1. Ferment ; that
livion . Skakelp .
LETTER. / ( trom let ) 1. One who lets or
which being mixed in bread makes it riſe and
permits. 2. One who hinders. 3. One who
ferment. 2. Any thing capable of changing
gives vent to any thing : as , a blood letter.
the nature of a greater mals . Wijeman .
LETTER.S. ( lettre, Fr.) 1 . One of the ele . LEVER . ) . [ levier, Fr.) The fecond mechanical
nents of ſyllables. Skakelp. 2. A written
power, uſed to elevate or raiſe a great weight.
Harris.
meſſage ; an epiftle . Abb.i. 3. The literal or
expieiled meaning. Taylor. 4 Letters without |LEVERET. S. ( leivre, Fr. ) A young hare.
Waller.
the lingular ; learning. Jokn. 5. Any thing
to be read . Addijon 6. Type with which LEVET. L. ( from lever , Fr.) A blaſt on the
trumpet Hudibras .
books are printed . Moxon.
To LETTER . v. a. (from letter .] To ftamp LEVEROOK . / . llafene , Sax . ) This word is
retained in Scotland, and denotes the lark .
with letters . Addijon .
LETTERED . a . [ trem letter. Literate ; edu
Waltin .
LEVIABLE . a. ( from levy.) That may be levi
cated to learning Collier .
ed Bacon
LETTUCE. S. Ilafluca , Lat ) A plant.
LEVANT.a. lleran!, Fr ] Eailern. Milton.
LEVIATHAN . F. ( 19077399. ) A water animal
LEVANT . %. The eart, particularly thule coas mentioned in the book of Job ; by ſome ima
gined the crocodile , but in poetry generally
of the Mediterranean ealt of lialy .
LEV A'TOR | (lat .) A chirurgical inſtrument,
taken for the whale. Them /on .
whereby de reiled parts of the skull are liited To LEVIGATE. v.a. (la vigo, Lat.] 1. To
rub or grind . 2 . Te mix lil the liquor be
up . Wifiman .
come Imooth and uniform Arbuthnot.
LEUCOPHLEGMACYS. [ from leucophlegma.
tick . ) Palenéis, with vilcd juices and col LEVIGATION. I from levigate } Levigatier
is the reducing of hard bodies into a ſubtile
Twealings. Arbuthnot .
LEUCOPHLEGMA TICK ( neuxò , and pháy
powder, by grinding upon marble with a mul.
panj Having fuch a conſtitution of body where
jer. Quincy:
the blood is ofa pale colour, vilcid , and cold LE VITE.J. (levira , Lat.) 1. One of the tribe
of Levi; one born to the office oi prieithood ;
Quincy
LEVEE S. ( Fr. ) i . Thetimeof riſing 2. The among the Jews . 2. A prieſt : uled io con
concourſe of thoſe who croud round a man of
tempt
LEVITICAL. o. ffrorn levite.) Belonging to
power in a morning. Dryden.
che levites. Ayliffe.
LEVEL . a . (lefel, Sax . ) ! Even ; not having
one parehigher than another.Beniley 2. Even LEVITY / levitas, Lat ) 1. Lightneſs ; not
with any thing elle ; in the fine line with
heavinels. Bentley . 2. Inconftancy; change ..
ableneſs. Hooker . 3. Unſteadineſs; laxity of
any thing . Tilietfon.
mi.d. Milion . 4. Idle plealure ; vanity .
TO LEVEL. v. a . (from the adjective ) 1. To
make even ; to free from inequalities . 2. To Calamy. 5. Trifling gaiety ; want ofſeriouis
reuue to the fame height with lomething
neis. öhakeſp. Clarendon.
alie. Dryden. 3. To lay Mat. 4. To bring to To LEVY . v. a. (lever , Fr. ) 1. To raiſe ; to
equality ofcondition. 5. To point in taking
bring together men. Davies. 2 . To raiſe
aim ; to aim. Dijden. 6. Tu direct to any
money Clarendon 3 To make war . Milione
LEVY./ ( froin the verb ) 1. The act of raila
end. Swift.
ing money or men. Aldiſon. 2. War railed.
To LEVEL . V.K. 1. To aim at ; to bring the
gun or arrow to the fame direction with the
Slakelp .
mark . Hooker, 2. To conjecture ; co attempy LEND a . [lz pëde Sax ) 1 , Lay , not cleri
sad
to gueſs. · Slake;p. 3. To be in the ſame
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cal. Davies . 2. Wicked; bad ; naughey .,LIBIDINOUS. F. ( libidinojus, Lat ) Lewd ;
Whitgift . 3. Luft'ul ; libidinous. Shakelp .
luſt ul. Beniley.
LE'WDLY. adv. (from lewd.) 1. Wickedly ; LIBIDINOUSLY. adv . ( from libidinous. ]
naughtily . Shakeſp. 2. Libidinoully ; luft'ully . Lewdly ; luftfully .
LITRAL . 2. ( bralis, Lat.) of a pound weight.
Dryden.
Disz
LEWDNESS L. ( from lewd.) Luft'ul licen
tioulneſs. Dryden.
LIERA’RIAN . f. ( librarius, Lat.) One who
L'EWDSTER . ! írom lewd. ) A lecher ; one
has the care of a library . Brown.
LIBRARY .
given to criminal pleaſures. Shakeip .
[libraire Fr. ) A large collec
tion of books. Dryden.
LEW IS DOR . L. ( Fr. ) A golden French coin,
in value twelve livres, now leliled at ſeven To LIBRATE. v. a. (libro, Lat.) To poiſe ;
to balance .
teen ſhillings. Dict.
LEXICO'GRAPHER ſ. fasčixày and ypímw .) A LIBRA’TION. F. (lubrario , Lat ] 1. The ſtate
writer of dictionaries ; a haimleis drudge
of being balanced . Thomſen. 2. ( In aftrone
Watts .
my.) Libraison is the balancing motion orire
LEXICOʻGRAPHER . S. study and pow .)
pidation in the firmament , whereby the decli .
The art or practice of writing dictionaries.
Dution or the ſun , and the latiture of the ſtars,
LE XICON . ) (neğixò .) A diet onary : Milion .
change from time to time. Grew .
LEY . |. Ley, lec, lay, we all froin the Saxon LI BRATORY. a . from libra, Lac.) Balancing ;
leag, a field Gibjon.
playing like a balance,
LIABLE a . ſliable, from lier, old French ) Ob. LICE , the plural ot loje. Dryden.
noxious ; not exempt ; ſubject. Milton .
LICEBANE. 1. [lice and bane ) A plant.
L'AR . . (from le.] One who tells fallhood || LICENSE. Š. ( licentia, Lat.) 1. Exorbitant
one who wants veracity . Skakelp.
liberty ; contempt of legal and neceffary re
fraint Sidney: 2 . A grant of permiflion,
LIARD a. Mingled roan . Markham .
LIBA'TION . . I libatio, Lat .) 1. The act or
Audifon.
Liberty ; permiſſion. Aus .
pouringwine on the ground in honour of tome To LICENSE ~ a (hocencier , Fr. ) 1. Topit
deiry Bacon . 2 The wine 10 poured Sulls.
at libcrty . W'anton . 2. To permit by a leg.id
LI BBARD L. ( liebard, Germ . be pardus , Lat.) grant. Pre
A leopard Brerewood.
LICENSER. f. (from license ) A granter of
LIBEL: S. bellus , Lat .) 1. A fatire ; defa
permission.
matory writing ; a lampoon. Decay of Piety LICENTIATE . f. [licentiatus, low Lat.)
2. (In the civil law. ) A declaration or charge
A man who uſes licente . Camden 2. A de
in writing againſt a perſon in court.
gree in Spanish univerſities, Ayaffe.
To LI’BEL. w ... from the noun ) To ſpread To LICENTIATE . v . a (licentier, Fr.) To
delamation ; generally written or printed
permit : lo encourage by licenſe. L'Ejjrange.
Dornr.
LICENTIOUS . a. (licentiehus, Lat 1. Unre
Atrained by law or murality Shakı! p. 2. Pre
lampoon.
To LIBEL. v. a , To ſatiriſi ; to
Dryden.
fumptuous; unconfined. Rof common .
LIBELLER . f. [from libel) A defamer by LICENTIOUSLY . {adv . liroin bocentious .)
writing ; a lampooner. iryden.
With too much liberty .
LIBELLOUS. a. ( from libel ] Defamatory LICENTIOUSNESS.'ſ from licentions. ]
W.11.n.
Boundleſs liberty ; contempt of juſt reitia'ni to
LIBERAL . a . ( liberalis, Lat ) 1. Not mean :
Swift.
dead carcaſe ; whence
not low in birth . 2. Becoming a gentleman L !CH S. llice, Sax .)
3. Munificent ; generous ; bountiiul. Milton
liciwake, the time or act of watching by the
LIBERALITY. / . [ liberalitas, Lat liberalité,
dead ; lichgate, the ga : e through which the
dead are carried to the grave ; Litohfield, che
Fr. ) Munificence bounty ; generoſity Slake
I :IBERALLY. adv. ( from liberal ) Bounce
field of the dead, a city in Staffordſhire, 10
ouſly ; bountifully ; largely. James.
named from martyred Chuſtisos.
LI BERTINE . S. il.berrin, Fr ] 1. One un- LICHOWL . S. idih and owl.) A fort of owl.
conhned ; one at liberty. Shake'p . 2. One To LICK . v . a,licean, fax ,j 1. To país over
who lives without reſtraint or law. Rowe
with the tongue. Add./on. 2. To lap ; to
3
One who pays no regard to the precepts of re
take in by the tongue Shakejr: 3. T. LICK
ligion . Sharep Collier 4. ( lo law.j A freed
up. To devour Pope.
man ; or rather , the fon ofa freedman . riylistje. LICK 1. { from the verb ) A blow ; rough u
LI BERTINE . a, ( l.berlin, Fr. ] Licentious ;
lage. Dryder.
irreligious. Swift.
LICKERISH . 1 a. ( liccera, a zlatcon , Sax ]
LIBERTINISM / (from libertine.] Irreligion : LICKEROUS ) 1. Nice in the choice of food ;
licenciouſneſs of opinions and practice. Aiterb
Iquesmith . L'Titrange. 2 Lager ; greevy .
LIBERTY. f. [l:bert', Fr. libertas, Lat .) 1 .
Sidney. 3. Nice ; celicale; tempting the
Freedom as oppoſed to lavery . Addijen . 2 . appetile,
Freedom as oppoked to cecetlity. Locke.
f. [ from liquion in Nice.
Dels of palaie .
l'rivilege; exemption ; immunity. Davies3. LICKERISHNESS.
A. Relaxation of reſtraint. 5. Leave ; per
Li ORICE
miflion . Locks,
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LICORICE. S. [liquoricia , Ital ) A root of 'LIEVE.adv.
(See Lier.) Willingly. Shakeſp.
LIEUTE'NANCY
.S. (lieutenance, Fr.) . The
fweet taſte.
office of a lieutenant. Shakeſp. 2. The body
ZICIOR. 1. (Lat.) A beadle.
LID . ( lid, Sax ) 1. A cover ; any thing that of lieutenans. Felton.
thuts down over a veſſel. Addiſon . 2. The LIEUTE NANT. S. [lieutenant, Fr. ) 1. A de
meinbrane that, when we sleep or wink , is
puty ; one who acts by vicarious authority . 2 .
in war, one who holds the next rank to a fu
drawn overthe eye . Crafoaw , Prior .
LIE . / . 17:e, Fr., Aly thing impregnated with periour of any denomination . Clarendon.
fome other body ; as, foap or falt. Peacham LIEUTENANTSHIP. 1. ( from lieutenant .)
The rank or office oi lieutenant.
LIE . ll. llige , Sax . ] A criminal faithood
W'alts 2. ' A charge of falíhood. Lecke. 3. LIFE. S. plural noves [ lifian , to live , Sax .)
A haion . Dryden .
Union and co -operation of foul with body.
ToLIE.. [ levgin , Sax .) To utter criminal Geneſis. 2. Prelent llate. Cowley. 3. En
fallhood. Shokejp.
joyment, or pofleffion of terreſtrial exiſtence.
TOLIE. v . n . pret. I lay ; I have lain ce lien . Frior. 4. Blood , the ſuppoſed vehicle of life.
(legan, Sax . liggen, Luich .] 1. To reti ho
5. Conduct; marner of living with reſpect to
virtue or vice. Pope. 6. Condition ; manner
rizontally, or with very great inclination a
g
gainst somethin elſe 2. To relt ; to lean
of living with respect to happincts and nivery.
Dryden. 7. Coniinuance of our present ſtate .
upon . Epitaph on Vanbough. 3. To be repoo
Locke. 8. The living torm ; relemblance ex
fied in the grave . Gorefis. 4. To be in a
ftate of decumbiture , Mark 5. To paſs iho
actly am
copied . Brown . 9. Exact reſemblance.
Denh
10. General ſtate o man . Milion ,
time of deep. Dryden . 6. To be laid up on
11. Common occurrerces ; human affairs ;
repolitte Beyle. 7. To remain fixed Temple.
the courſe of things. Ajibam . 12. Living
8. To refide. Genrfis. 9. To be placed or şi
perlon. Shakeſp. 13. Narrative of a lite pait.
coated. Cellier . io. Tó prets upon. Creech .
Pope, 14. Spirit ; briſknels i vivacity ; refo
1. To te troubleſome or tudius. Audijon
lution. S dney 15 Animated exiſtence ; ani
12. To be judicially fixed. Shakeſp. 13. To
iral being. Thomjon:
be in a pariicular téte Wants, 14 To be in
a ſtate or concealinent Locke 15. To be in LI FEBLOOD. J. ( life and blood.] The blood
puiten . Stalep 16. To be in a tad ſtate.
neceſiary to lite Spectator.
L'Efironge.17. To be in a helpleis ar (XLIFEEVERLASTING . / . An herb . Ainlar.
foted Haie Tuitis, on. 18. To conlit Slanisp. LIFEGIVING e . life and giving.j Having the
19. To be in thepower ; to belong to. Saskın . power to give life. Spenſer.
20. To be charged in any wing ; as , an a - LIFEGUARD. S. Lufe and guard.]The guard
o a king's perfon .
tion liech againſt « ne . 24. To coll ; as , il
lies me in more money . 22. To Lifet. To LIFELESS. a . ( from life.) 1. Dead ; deprived
To
Lit
23.
To
by
oilife . Dryden, Prizr. 2. Unanimated ; void
importune ; to leaze .
relt ; to remain till Siake,p . 24. To LIE
of life Milton . 3. Without power , force of
down. To reft ; to go into a ſtate of repoſe. ſpirit. frier .
Ilaiah. 25. To fink into the grave . Job. 26. LI FELESLY. udv. ( from lifeleſs.) Without vi
Tole in . To be in childbed W’ijeman. 27
grur ; trigidly : jejunely .
To Lie ander. To be lubject to. Smalridge.|LIFELIKE. a . life and like. ] Like a living per
fon. l'ope.
28. 70 Lie #pon .. To become an obligation or
duty . Bentley 29 To Lie wih. To con- LITESTRING. L. ( life and ſtring ] Nerve ;
Atrings ir ayined to convey live. Daniel.
veife in bed . Skakejp.
LIEF. a. [ leof, Sax.dief, Dutch .] Dear ; be- LIFLTIME. j. llife and time. ) Continuance or
duration of life. Addijos .
loved . Spenser.
LIFEWEARY.o. 1life and weary.) Wretched ;
LIEF . alv. Willingly. Shakeſp.
tired of living. Shakeip.
LIFGE. a. (line, Fr.] 1. Board by ſome feu
dal cepure ; ſubject. 2. Sovereign . Spenjer . To LIFT.v.a ofia , Swedim . ] 1. To raile
LIEGE. /.Sovereign; ſuperior lord . Philips.
from the ground ;wheave ; to elevate . Pryd .
LINGEMAN 1. (trom lie: é and man . ) A lub
2. To btar ; to fupport. Not in ule . Speajer .
3. To rob ; 10 plunder. Dryden. 4. To ex
jcer. Spenyer .
LIEGER. / [ from liege ) A reſident an.balla
ale ; to clevate meritaily Pupe. 5. To raile
dor. Denlam
in fortune. Eccl. 6. To raiſe in clim : tion .
Hocker. 7. To exale in dignity. Addojen 8 .
LIEN , the participle of lie.Geneſis.
LIENTERICK . a . from ventery ) Peraining To elevale ; to fuell with pride. Aiterbury.
9. Upis lometimes emphalically adde ito life.
to a Tentery . Grow .
| Samwe..
LIENTERY
forum ashov, keve, fmooth ,
and 11.6 , inieſlinum .) A particular levde. To LÍFT. v . . To five to raile by ſtrength ,
ners, wherein the food rafies suddenly thro'ſ Locke.
LIFT. ſ. [from the verb.) The act of lifung ;
the lonach and guts Quincy .
the mannki of ling . Bacon . 2. ( In Scottith.j
LIER . J. ( trom io liej One that reſts or lies
The ty. 3. bici ; ftruggle . Hudbras.
down.
LIEU . I ( Fr. ) Place ; rooin , Hooker, Addison. LUFTEK. / [irom life ] One that lists. P'jalıns.
To
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TOLIC .0.r . ( legger, Dutch ) To lie . Spenſer,
heavy.
DryderMilton . 4. To exhilarate ; to cheer ,
LIGAMENT. S. lligamentum, from lige, Lat.)
I Ligament is a white and ſolid body, fotter LIGHTER . F: [from light, to make light.) A
than a cartilage , but harder than a mem heavy boat into which thips are lightened or
unloaded. Pope .
brane : their chief uſe is to farten the bones,
which are articulated together for motion, lent 1.1 GHTERMAN . S. (lighter and man . ) One
they thould be ditlocated with exercile.Quincy . who manages a lighter. Child
light and finger .]
2. Any thing which connects the parts of the LIGNimble
HTFI’N
GERED. -; th( :evilh
.
at converance
body . Denham . 3. Bond ; chain ; entangle
LIGHTFOOT
foot . ) Nimble in
and
lighe
(
a.
.
ment . Addison.
running or dancing ; active Spenſer.
Com
(from
. } pulirea ligament.Wome L.IGHTfootme, en
LIGAMENTOUS
LIGATION . 1. lligarie,Lal ) i. The act of LIGHTHEADED. 2. ( light and bead ] 1. Un
ſteady; Isole ; thoughilets; weak . Clarend. z .
binding. 2. The ſale of being bound Addilon
Delirious; difördered in the mind by diseaſe .
LIGATURE I lligature, Fr. ) 1. Any thing
bound on ; a bandage Gulliver. 2. The ad LIGHTHEADEDNESS j. Deliriouineis; dir
order of the mind
of binding. Arbuchaut. 3. The fate of being
LIGHTHE'ARTED. a. I lighe and heart.)
bund Mortimer .
Gay ; merry .
LIGHT . L. ( leoht, Sax. ) 1. 'That quality or
action of the medium of fight by which we LIGHTHOUSE . L. (light and houſe.) An high
building, at the top of which lights are hung
fee Newlon . 2. THumination of mind ; in
struction ; knowledge . Bacon . 4. The part to guide ships at ſea. Arbubnot .
of a picture which is drawn with bright cc- LIGHTLEGGED. a light and leg ) Nimble ;
ſwift. Sidney.
lours, or in which the light is luppoled to fall
Dryden. 4. Reach of knowledge ; mental LIGHTLESS. a. (from lighe ) Wanting lighe ;
dark .
view. Bacon . 5. Point of view ; ſituation :
direction in which the light falls. Addifor. 6. LIGHTLY. adv. [ from light ) . Without
Explanation . Locke. 7. Any thing that gives
weight. Ben . Johnson. 2. Without deep im
lighe ; a pharos ; a taper. Glanville.
prefion. Prior. 3. Eaſily ; readily ; without
LIGHT. a . (leoht, Sax .) 1. Not tending to
difficuley ; of courſe. Hooker. 4. Without rea
che center with great force; not heavy Addit
fon . Tajor. 5. Without affliction ; cheerful
2. Nct burdenſorne ; eaſy to be worn, or car
ly . Shakeſp. 6. Not chaſtely. Swift. 7.
ried. Bacın . 3. Not aplictive ; ealy to be
Nimbly; with agility ; not heavily or tardily .
- endured Hooker. 4. Eaſy to be performed
Dryden. 8 Gaily ; airily ; with leviry .
not ditñcult ; not valuable Drydon. 5. Ealy LIGHTMINDED. a. (hight and mind . Unſet
to be acted on by any power. Dryder , 6
lled ; unſteady . Eccl.
Not heavily armed. Krolles. 7. Active LIGHTNESS. ſ. (from lighe ) 1. Levity ;
Inconſtancy i
nimble. Spenler, 8 Unencumbered ; unem.
want of weight . Burnet.
barrasted ; clear of impedimenis . Bacom . 9
unſteadineſs. Shakeſp 3. Unchallity ; wart
Slight ; not great . Boyle . 10. Not craſs ; not of conduct in women . Sidney. 4. Agility ;
nimblesels.
grofs . Numbers. 11. Eaſy to admit any in
fuence i unſteady ; uniesiled Statejp 12. LIGHTNING. f. [ from lighren.] 1. The fiala
that attends thunder. Davies. 2. Mitigation ;
Gay ; airy ; without dignity or ſolidity. Shake.
abatement. Addifom.
13. Noi chaſte ; not regular in cordu it. Shake.
14 ( From ligbt. S.) Bright ; clear. Genelis, LIGHTS. J. Thelungs ; the organs of breath
ing. Hoonmond.
15. Not dark ; tending to whiteneſs. Dryder,
LIGHTSOME a. ( from light ) 1. Luminous ;
LIGHT. adv. Lightly ; cheaply. Hooker,
nor dark , not obfcure ; not opake. Raleigh .
To LIGHT. v. a . ( from ligki, l.) .. To kin.
dle ; to infiame ; to let on fire . Beyle. 2. To
2. Gay ; airy ; having the power to exhila
give light to ; to guid : by light . Craſbaw . 3 .
rate. Sruth .
To illuminate. Dryden. 4. To lighten ; to eaie LIGHTSOMENESS. f. (from lightſome ) 1 .
of a burthen. Spenier.
Luminouſneſs ; not opacity ; no obfcurity .
To LIGHT, v. n. fleckt, by chance, Dutch . ) 1, 2. Cheerfulneſs; merriment ; levity.
To happen ; to fall upon by chance. Sidney. LIGNALOES. f. [ lignum alees, Lac.] Aloes
wood. Numbers.
2. ( A lightan, Sax ) To deicend from a horie
or carriage. 2 Kings 3. To fall in any par- LIGNEOUS. a. ( ligneus, Lat.) Made of wood ;
wooden ; relembling wood. Baron , Grow.
licular direction Dryden 4. To fall ; to
Atrike on Spesfer. 5. To letile ; to rett . LIGNUMVITÆ.T. (Lat ]Guaia,um ; a very
hard wood. Milion .
Shakeſp.
TO LICHTEN. v . r. ( lit , ligt , Sax . ) 1. TO LIGURE . /. A precious ſtone. Exod.
Aaſh, with thunder . Shakej . 2. To thine LIKE. a. ( lic, Sax , liik , Dutch .) 1. Relern .
like lighening . Shakeſp: 3. To fall or light. bling ; having reſemblance. Baker. 2. Equal ;
(from light. ) Common Prayer .
of the fame quanlity. Spratt. 3. !FC: likely ]
To LIGHTEN . v. a . (from light.] 1. To il
Probable ; credible. Baeon . 4. Likciy ; in a
luminate ; to enlighten. Davies. 2. To ex
Itate that gives proba' le expectations. Clarend.
Mmm
LIKE.
operate ; to unload. Jon, 3. To make leſs
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LIKE f. Some perſon or thing rekobling
the wings of birds that light upon it. Drydes.
arcuber, Sisir à 2. Near spproach ; a llace
2. Master of waich morur is made ; so called
like to sacker Hate. Konga.
because uued ja cestea . Bacis. 3 ( Lisè,
LIKE sst. i . la the time mander ; ia the
Sex ) Tbe lisuks tree. Pige. 4. Å lpeces
tare mianer * Ster * ,P. 3. lo
of lernen ( ime, Fr.) Tessa .
fadh a manner as berics i Sam.
. Likely ; To LIME.
a ( trom im .
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À
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tenſion ; limit. Milton. 13. Equator ; equi- LI'NING. S. ( from line.] 1. The innercover
noctial circle. Creech. 14 Progeny ; family ; ing of any thing. Grew . 2. That which is
aſcending or deſcending Skakeſp. 15. A line within Shakesp.
is one teach of an inch. Locke. 16. ( In the LINK . I. ( gelencke, German.) 1. A Gingle
ring of a chain. Prior. 2. Any thing doubled
plural.) A letter ; as, I read your lines. 17
Lint or fax.
and cloſed together. Mortimer. 3. A chain :
TO LINE. v. a. 1. To cover on the inſide. any thing connecting. Shakeſp. 4. Any fingle
part of a ſeries or chain of conſequences. Hal.
Beyle. 2. To put any thing in the inſide
5. A torch made of pitch and bards. Hiwel.
Carew . 3. To guard within . Clarendor . 4 .
To ſtrengthen by inner works. Shakeſp. S. TO LINK. v. a. ( from the noun ) 1. To com
plicate ; as , the links of a chain. Milton. 2.
To cover. Shakeſp . 6. To double ; to ſtrength
To unite ; to conjoin in concord. Shakeſp.
en . Shakeſp. 7: To impregnate ; applied to
animals generating. Creech.
3. To join. 4. To join by confederacy or
LINEAGE. L. ( linage, Fr.) Race ; progeny i contract. Hooker. 5. To conned . Tilotfon .
family Luke .
6. To unite or concatenate in a regular ſeries
LINEAL. 6 ( linealis, Lat ) 1. Compoſed of of conſequences. Hooker.
lines ; delineated . Wotton , 2. Deſcending in LINKBOY.S . ( link and boy. ) A boy that carries
a direct genealogy. Locke. 3. Claimed by de
a torch to accommodate paſſengers with light.
ſcent. Shakejp. 4. Allied : dire & defceat. More,
LINNET.S. ( linor, Fr.) A finall Ginging bird .
Dryden.
LINEALLY adv. ( from lineal ) to a direct
Pope.
line . Clarendon.
LINSEED. S. [femen lini, Lat .] The ſeed of
LINEAMENT . . flixeament, Pr.) Feature ;
flax. Mortimer.
LI'NSEYWOOLSEY.a. ( linen sod wool ]Made
diſcriminating mark in the form . Shakeſp.
LINEAR. a. (linearis, Lat.)Compoled of lines ;
of linen and wool mixed ; vile ; mean. Pope,
having the form of lines, Woodward.
LINSTOCK . F. ( lente, Teutonick.) A ftaff
LINEA’TION.S : ( lineatio from brea. ) Draught of wood with a match at the end of it , uſed
of a line or lines. Woodward.
by gunners in firing cannon. Dryden .
LINEN.S (linum, Lat.) Cloth made of hemp LINT. !. llinteum , Lat. ) 1. The ſoft ſubſtance
commonly called flax . 2. Linen ſcraped into a
or flax. Dryden.
ſoft woolly ſubſtance to lay on fores.Wifemon .
LINEN. a . ( lineus, Lat .) 1. Made of linen.
Shakeſp . 2. Reſembling linen. Shakeſp.
LINTEL.. [ linteal, Fr. ]That part of the door
LINENDRAPER.S . ( linen and draper ! He frame that lies croſs the door pofts over head.
who deals in linen.
Pope.
LING. S. lling, INandick .) 1. Heath Bacon. LION. S. [lon, Fr ) The fierceſt and moſt mage
2. ( Linghe, Dutch . A kind of ſea fiſh . Tofler. nanimous of fouriooted beatts Philips.
L'NG . The terminarion notes commonly dimi- LIONESS. f. ( feminine of lson .) A The lion .
nution ; as, killing : ſometimes a quality ; as, Dryden.
firstling
LI'ONLEAF. | [ leontopetalon , Lat .) A plant
TO LINGER . V * . ( from leng, Sax .) 1. TO LION's-MOUTH .
S. ( fromlion.) The name.
remain long in languor and pain. Pope. 2. LION's PAW .
of an herb.
To heſitate ; lo be in luſpenſe Milton. 3. To LION's - TAIL . }
remain long . Dryden . 4. To remain Jong LION's- TOOTH .
without any action or determination. Skakeſp. LIP.S [ lippe, Sax. 1. The outer part of the
5. To wait long in expectation or uncertainty. mouth, the muſcles that ſhoot beyond the
teeth. Sandys. 2. The edge of any thing.
Dryden. 6. To be long in producing effect.
Burnet. 3. To make a lip ; to hang the lip
Shakeſp.
To LINGER v.a. To protract; to draw out to
in fullennels and contempt. Shakeſp.
To LIP.v a ( from the noun . ) To kiſs. Ob
length. Out of uſe . Shakeſp.
LINGERER.P.(from linger . j One who lingers. folete Shakepp :
LINGERINGLY. adr. ( from lingering ) With LI'PLABOUR . I ſlip and labour.) Action of the
delay ; tediouſly. Hale .
lips withoutconcurrence of the mind. Taylor.
LI'NGF.T. 1. (lingor, Fr. ) A ſmall maſs of me- LIPOʻTHYMOUS. a. [ λείπω and θυμός. Ο
tal . Camden .
Swooning ; tainting. Harvey.
LINGO S. [ Portugueſc .) Language ; tongue ; LIPO THYMY. ) . [1s17 dunia.] Swoon ; fajate
ing fit. Taylor
Ipcech . Congreve.
LINGUA’CIOUS. 2. ( linguax, Lat.) Full of LIPPED ..( from lip .] Having lips.
tongue ; talkative .
LIPPITUDE. S.Ilippitude, Fr.lippitudo, Lat.)
LINGUADENTAL. a. ( lingua and dens,Lat.) Blearedoels of eyes. Bacon .
Uutered by the joint action of the tongue and LIPWISDOM ! I lip and wiſdom .] Wiſdom
leech . Holder,
in talk without practice. Sidney.
LINGUIST.F. (from lingua.) A man kilful in LIQUABLE.a. [irom liquo, Lac.) Such as may
melie
be
Janguages. Milion.
LIQUA'TION S. (from liquo, Lat. ) 1. The
LINGWORT./ An herb.
LINIMENT . ) . liniment, Fr. linimentum ,Lat.) act of melting: 2. Capacity to be spelced.
T.
Mam 2
Qintment ; ballam . Ray.
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LIKE . S. 1. Some perſon or thing refembling
the wings of birds that light upon it. Dryder.
2. Matter of which mortar is made ; ſo called
another. Shakeſp. 2. Near approach ; a ſtate
becauſe uſed in cement. Bacon . 3. (l.iud,
like to another ſtatė. Raleigh .
LIKE, adv. 1. In the ſame manner ; in the
Sax . ) The linden tree. Pope. 4. A ſpecies
ſame manner as . Spenſer , Philips. 2. In
of lemon. ( lime, Fr. ) Thomjon.
ſuch a manner asbefits. 1 Sam . 3. Likely ; To LIME. V a . (from lime.] 1. To cotangle ;
to enſnare. Shakejp. 2. To ſmear with lime.
probably. Shakeſp.
To LIKE. v. e. (lican, Sax. ) 1. To chooſe with
L'Eſtrange. 3. To cement. Sbakelp. 4. To
Sonte degree of preference. Clarenden. 2. To
manure ground with lime. Child .
approve ; to view with approbacion. Sidney. LIMEKILN S. (lime and kilm. ) A kiln where
3. To pleaſe ; to be agreeable to , Bacon .
ſtones are burnt to lime . Woodward.
To LIKE. V n. 1. To be pleaſed with Hocker LI MESTONE . J. ( lime and ſtone ] The ſtone
2. To chooſe ; to lift ; to be plealed. Locke.
of which lime is made. Mortimer.
LIKELIHOOD. F. (from li kely.) 1. Appear. LIME-WATER . It is made by pouring water
acce ; ſhow . Shakeſp. 2. Reſemblance ; like
upon quick lime. Hill.
neſes. Obſolete. Raleigh. 3. Probability ; ve- LIMIT. L. (limite, Pr.) Bound ; border ; utmoſt
riſimilitude ; appearance of truth. Hooker.
reach . Exodus.
LIKELY. a. (from lake ) 1. Such as may be To LIMIT. v o. (from the noun.) 1. To con
Jiked ; ſuch as may pleaſe. Shakejp 2. Pro
fine within certain bounds ; to reſtrain ; to cir
bable ; ſuch as may in reaſon be thought or
cumſcribe. Swift. 2. To reſtrain from a lax
believed.
or general ſignification ; as, the univerſe is
here limited to this earth .
LIKELY. adv. Probably ; asmay reafonably be
thought. Glanville.
LIMITARY. a . ( from limit.) Placed at the
TO LI KEN . v. a. (from like.) To repreſent as boundaries as a guard or luperintendant. Milt.
having reſemblance. Milton.
LIMITA’TION F. (limitation , Fr.] 1. Re
LIKENESS. S. ( from like.) 1. Reſemblance ;
Atriction ; circumſpection. Hooker. 2. Confine
fimilitude. Dryden. 2. Form ; appearance.
ment from a lax or undeterminate import.
L'Estrange. 3. One who relembles another .
Hooker .
Prior.
LIMMER . S. A mongrel .
LIKEWISE . adv. ( like and wife.) In like To LIMN . v. a [columines, Fr.) To draws to
paint any thing. Peatham
manner ; allo ; moreover , too. Arbuthnot.
LIKING. a . Plump , in a face o plumpneſs., LI'MNER. J. ( corrupted from ealumineur.) A
Daniel.
pains er ; a picture maker. Glanville.
LI'KING. L. (from like.) 1.Good ſtate of body : LIMOUS. a. (limojus, Lat. ) muddy ; limy.
Brown .
plumpneſs. Shakeſp. Dryden. 2. State o
irial . 3. Inclination. Spenjer.
LIMP. a (limpio, Ital.) Vapid ; weak . Walton.
To LIMP. V
( limpen , Sax.] To halt ; to
LI'LACH. ). ( lilac, lilás, Fr.) A tree. Bacon.
walk lamely . Prior .
LILIED . a , (from lily .) Embelliſhed with lilies
Milton .
LIMPET. A kind of ſhell fiſh . Ainſworib.
LIMPID . a . (limpidus, Lat.) Clear ; pure ;
LI'LY.S . (lilium , Lat.) A flower. Peacham .
LILY-DAFFODIL / [ lilio-narcifus.) A foreign tranſparent. Woodward.
flower .
LIMPIDNESS. . ( from limpid .) Clearners ;
LILYof theValley,or Alay lily.ſ A Aower Miller.
purity
LILYLIVERED. a . lliy and liver.) Whiteli- LIMPINGLY. adv. ( from limp ) In a lame
vered ; cowardiy. Shanejp.
halling manner.
LI'MATURE.S.(limatura, Lat ) Filings of any LI MY. & . [ from lime) 1. Viſcous : glutinou so
metel; the particles rubbed offby a file .
Spenſer. 2. Containing lime Grew .
LIMB. Š. ( lim, Sax . ) 1. A member ; jointed To LIN . v r. ( ablionan , Sax. ) To ſtop ; to give
or articulated part of animals. Milton. 2. An
over. Spender.
edge ; a border. Newton.
LINCHPIN . f. [ linch and pin ) An iron pia
TO LIMB . v, a. ( from the noun . ] 1. To ſup
that keeps the wheel on the axle- tree.
ply with limbs. Mi.com . 2. To tear afunder ; LINCTUS. 5. [ from linge, Lat.) A medicine
to ditmember.
licked up by the tongue.
LIMBECK , F. (corrupted from alembick .) A fill. LINDEN I ( lind, Sax ) The limetree. Dryd.
Fairfax , Howell
LINE / (linea, Lat.) 1. Longitudinal exten
LIMBED , a . ( from limb .) Formed with regard
Lion , Beniley . 2. A fender ſtring. Məx91,
to limbs. Pope .
3 A thread extended to direct any opei ations.
LIMBER . a . flexible ; ea'ily bent ; pliant ;
Dryden. 4. The string that luttains the ang
ler's hook . Waller, 5 Lineamenis, or marks
lithe. Ray, Hariey.
in the hand or jace. Claveland. 6. Delinea
LIMBERNESS 1. [irom ,limber.) Flexibility :
tion ; lktich. Temple. 7. Contour; outline.
pliancy
Pope. 8. As much as is written from one
LIMBO : 1.1. A region bordering upon hell , in
which there is neither pleature nor pain . Shak
margin to the other ; 2 verle. Garih . 9.
2. Any place of milery and reſtraint. Hudobr .
Rank. 10. Work thrown up ; treoch. Dryd,
LIME 1. (lim, Saxun ) 1. A viſcous ſubitance
11. Method ; difpofition. Shakejp. 12. Ex .
tenfion ;
drawnover iwig , which catches and entangles
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tenfion ; limit.Milton. 13. Equator ; equi- LI'NING. S. (from lime.] 1. The inner cover
noctial circle. Creech. 14. Progeny ; family ,
ing of any thing. Grew . 2. That which is
aſcending or deſcending Shakeſp. 15. A line within. Shakeſp.
is one tenth of an inch. Locke. 16. ( la the LINK . S. (gelencke, German.) s. A lingle
plural . ) A letter ; as , I read your lines. 17
ring of a chain. Prior. 2. Any thing doubled
Lint or Aax .
and cloſed together. Mortimer . 3. A chain :
TOLINE. v. a. 1. To cover on the inſide.
any thing connecting. Shakeſp . 4. Any lingle
part of a ſeries or chain of conſequences. Hale.
Beyle. 2. To put any thing in the inſide
5. A torch made of pitch and bards. Hiwel.
Carew . 3. To guard within . Clarendou. 4 .
To ſtrengthen by inner works. Shakeſp. S. TO LINK . v. a. ( from the noun ) 1. To com
plicate ; as , the links of a chain. Milton. 2 .
To cover. Shakeſp. 6.To double ; to ſtrength
To unite ; to conjoin in concord. Shakeſp.
en. Shakeſp. 7: To impregnate ; applied to
3. To join . 4. To join by confederacy or
animals generating. Creech.
LINEAGE . f. (linage, Fr.) Race ; progeny ; contract. Hooker. 5. To conne & . Tillatfon.
family . Luke.
6. To unite or concatenate in a regular ſeries
LINEAL. A (linealis, Lat. ) 1. Compoſed of of conſequences. Hooker.
lines ; delineated . Wotton . 2.Deſcending in LINKBOY.S . ( link and bey.) A boy that carries
a direct genealogy. Locke. 3. Claimed by de
a torch to accommodate paſſengers with light.
ſcent. Shakeſp. 4. Allied : direct deſcent.
More.
Dryden.
LINNET.S. ( linot, Fr.) A ſmall fiaging bird.
LI'NÉALLY adv. ( from lineal) lo a direct Pope.
line. Clarendon .
LINSEED. F. ( femen lini, Lat .] The ſeed of
fax . Mortimer.
LINEAMENT.f . [ lineament, Pr.) Feature ;
LI'NSEYWOOLSEY . a. flinen and wool. ]Made
diſcriminating mark in the form . Shakeſp.
LINEAR . a. (linearis, Lat. ]Compoled oflines;
of linen and wool mixed ; vile ; mean. Pope.
LINSTOCK . F. ( lente, Teutonick .) A ftaff
having the form of lines. Woodward.
LINEA'TION.S. ( lineatio from linca.] Draught of wood with a match at the end of it , uſed
of a line or lines. Woodward.
by gunners in firing cannon. Dryden .
LINEN. !: [ linum, Lac.) Cloth made of hemp LINT. J. linteum , Lat. ) 1. The ſoft ſubſtance
or flax. Dryden .
commonly called Aax. 2. Linen fcraped into a
LINEN. a. ( lineus, Lat.) i . Made of linen. ſoft woolly ſubſtance to lay on fores.Wifeman.
LINTEL . ]. [ linteal, Fr. )That part of the door
Shakeſp. 2. Reſembling linen. Shakeſp.
LI'NENDRAPER . S. [ linen and droper} He
frame that lies croſs the door polts over head.
who deals in linen.
Pope.
LING . S. lling, Ilandick .) 1. Heath . Bacon LION.S. (lion, Fr. ) The fierceſt and moſt mag
2. ! Linghe, Dutch . ) A kind of ſea fiſh . Tuffer . nanimous of fourtooted beatts Philips.
L! NG. The termination notes commonly dimi. LIONESS. S. ( ferninine of bon.) A The lion.
aution ; as, killing : ſometimes a quality ; as, Dryden.
LI'ONLEAF. § ( leontopetalos , Lat.) A plant
firstling
To LINGER, v n . ( from leng, Sax .) 1. TO LION'S-MOUTH .
remain long in languor and pain. Pope. 2. LION's- PAW .
S. ( from lion.) The name.
To heſitate; lo be in luſpenſe Milton. 3. TO LION's - TAIL .
of an herb.
remain long. Dryder. 4. To remain long LION's- TOOTH .
without any action or determination. Shakeſp. LIP. S ( lippe, Sax. 1. The outer part of the
5. To wait long in expectation or uncertainty. mouth , the muſcles that Moot beyond the
Dryden. 6. To be long in producing effect. teeth. Sandys. 2. The edge of any thing.
Burnet. 3. To make a lip; to hang the lip
Shakeſp.
in fullennels and contempt. Shakeſp .
To LINGER v.a. To protract ; to draw out to
To LIP.v a [ from the noun .) To kiſs. Ob
length. Out of uſe. Sbakeſp.
LINGERER . /.(from linger. j One who lingers. ſolete Shakeſp :
II NGERINGLY. adv . (from lingering.) With LI'PLABOUR. I (lip and labour.) Action of the
delay ; tediouſly. Hale .
lips without concurrence of the mind. Taylor.
LI'NGET. ! . [ lingot, Fr. ) A ſmall maſs of me- LIPO'THYMOUS. a . ( asistow and funds. ]
tal . Camden .
Swooning ; tainting. Harvey.
LINGO S. ( Portugueſc .) Language ; tongue : LIPO THYMY. J. (nem tuuna.) Swoon ; fajat
ſpeech . Congreve.
ing fit. Taylor
LINGUACIOUS. a. (linguax , Lat.) Full of LIPPED a . (from lip.! Having lips.
tongue ; talkative .
LIPPITUDE. S.( lippitude, Fr. lippitude, Lat.)
LINCUADENTAL. a. (lingua and dens,l.at. } Blearedneſs of eyes: Bacon .
Ultered by the joint action of the tongue and LIPWISDOM ,
I lip and wiſdom .] Wiſdom
teeth . Holder.
in talk without practice. Sidney.
LINGUIST.S. ( from lingua .) A man ſkilfulin LIQUABLE . a. [from liquo, Lat.) Such as may
be melted:
languages Milton.
LINGWORT. ) An herb .
LIQUA'TIONS . ( from liquo, Lat. ) 1. The
LINIMENT. ) . liniment, Fr, linimentum,Lat.) act of melting. 2. Capacity to be spelced.
Mom 2
Qintment ; ballam . Röy,

LIT
LIT
To LIQUATE. v.n. ( liquo, Lac ] To melt ; prayer. Heoker, Taylor.
to liquefy . Woodward.
LITERAL. a. ( literal, Fr. ) 1. According to
LIQUEFA'CTION ./. liquefa &tio, Lat.] The act
the primitive meaning, not figurative. Hamm .
of melting; che state of being melted . Bacor.
2. Following the letter or exact words. Hook .
LI'QUEFIABLE. a . ( from liquefy.) Such as 3. Contifting of letters .
may be melied. Bacon .
LI'TERAL. ſ. Primitive or literal meaning.
TO LI'QUEFY. v. a. ( liquefier, Fr. ) To mele j
Brown .
to diffolve. Bacon.
LITERALLY. adv . ( from literal.) 1. Accord
To LIQUEFY. v . n . To grow limpid. Aldiſon.
ing to the primitive import of words. Swift.
LIQUE SCENCY . S. {liquefcentia , Lat ] Apto
2.With cloſe adherence to words. Dryden.
nels to melt
LITERA'LITY . f. [ from literal) Original
LIQUE SCENT. ]. [ liquefcens, Lat.) Melting.
meaning. Brown.
LIQUID . a. (liquide, Fr.) 1. Not folid ; not LITERATI.S. ( Italian.) The learned . Speclat.
forming one continuous ſubſtance ; Auid . Don . LITERATURE.S. I literatura, Lat.) Learn
2. Soit ; clear. Craſhaw . 3. Pronounced ing ; ſkill in letters. Bacon , Addiſon.
without anyjar or harſhneis Dryden. 4. Dif- LI THARGE. S. [lithargyrum, Lat.) Litkarze
is properly lead vitrified , either alone or with
folved , so as not to be obtainable by law Aylif.
a mixture of copper. This recrement is of
LI QUID. ſ. Liquid ſubſtance ; liquor. Philips.
(wo kinds, litharge of gold, and litbarge of
To LIQUIDATE.V. a .(from liquid ) To clear
away ; to leſſen debts .
filver. It is collected from the furnaces where
LIQUIDITY. f. [from liquid .]Subtil y . Gland . filver is ſeparated from lead , or from thoſe
where gold and ſilver are purified by means of
LI'QUIDNESS . ſ . [ from liquid.) Quality of
being liquid ; fluency. Boyle.
that metal. The litharge fold in the ſhops is
LI'QUOR . /. ( liquor, Lat .) 1. Any thing liquid.
produced in the copper works, where lead has
Suche 2. Strong drink ; in familiar language. been uſed to purify that metal, or to ſeparate
To LIQUOR. v. 0. ( from the noun.) To Glver from it. Hill.
drench or moiſten . Bacon .
LITHE. a. ( lite , Sax ) Limber ; flexible. Milt .
LIRICONFANCY.S. A Hower.
LI'THENESS. J. ( from lisbe ) Limberneſs i
LISNE. | A cavily ; a hollow . Hale.
flexibility.
To LISP. v. n. (blisp, Sax.) To ſpeak with LITHER . 2. ( from lishe ]Soft ; pliant. Sbakeſp.
loo frequent appulſes of the tongue to the LI THOGRAPHY . S. caemos and ypage.] The
teeth or palaie. Cleaveland.
art or practice of engraving upon itones.
LISP. F. (irom the verb.) The act of lifping. LITHOMANCY . S. (163es and parteia .] Pre
Tarler ,
diction by ſtones. Brown.
LITHONTRIPTICK . a. rigos and tpi@ w .]
LISPER . S.( from lifp.] One who liſps.
Any medicine proper to diffolve the ſtone in
LIST . ſ. ( liſte, Fr. ) 1. A roll ; a catalogue .
the kidnies or bladder.
Prior. 2. (Lice, Fr. ) Inclored ground in
which tills are run , and combats fought.Dav . LITHO TOMIST . S. ( 219os and Téuwow.) A chi
rurgeon who extracts the ſtone by opening the
3. Deſire ; willingneſs ; choice . Dryden. 4.
bladder
A ſtrip of cloth. Boyle. 5. A border . Hooker.
To LIST . v. A.. (lystan , Sax. ) To chule ; to LITHOʻTOMY. /. [113 os and Tours.] The art
deſire ; to be dilpoled.Whorgift .
or practice of cucing for the ſtone.
TO LIST . v.a. ( from lift, a roll. ] 1. To en LITIGANT. f. ( litigans, Lat .) One engaged
liſt ; to enrol or regiſter. South. 2. To re
in a ſuit of law . L'Ejirange.
tain and enrol ſoldiers. Temple. 3 . To en- LITIGANT. a. Engaged in a juridical conteſt.
clofe for combats Dryden . 4. To ſew loge .
Ayliffe.
ther, in ſuch a fort as to make a particoloured To LITIGATE . v. a . [ lirigo, Lac. ] To con
Now . Wollon . 5. To hearken to ; to liſten ;
teſt in law ; to debate by judicial proceſs.
to attend . Shakeſp. Ben. Johnson .
To LI'TIGATE . V. n . To manage a luit ; to
LI'STED . a. Striped ; particoloured ; in loog carry on a caule. Ayl fe.
ſtreaks. Milton .
LITIGATIONS.(litigalio, Lat.) Judicial con
To LISTEN . v . a. To hear ; to attend . Sbakes.
telt ; ſuit of law. Clarendon.
To LI'STEN . v . n . To hearken ; to give at LITIGIOUS a. (dirigieux , Fr.) 1. Inclinable
tention. Bacon
to law -luies ; quarreltome ; w.aogling Denne.
LI'STNER . J. ( from liften .) One that heaik
2. Difputable ; controvertible . Hooker, Dryd.
ens ; a hearkener Swift.
LITIGIOUSLY . adv. (from litigious.]Wrang
LI'STLESS . a. (from lift.) 1. Without inclina
lingly .
tion ; without any determination to one more LITIGIOUSNESS. !. ( from litigieus.) A
than another. Tilloifon. 2. Carelels ; heçulets .
wrangling dilpolition.
Dryden.
LITTERY. Ibiniere, Fr ] 1. A kind of vehi
LI'STLESSLY. adv. ( from iifleſs.} Without culary bed. Dryden. 2. The Itraw laid un
thoughı ; without attention. Locke .
der animals. Evelyn. 3. A brood of young.
LI'STLESNESS . / ( from lifblejs.) Inattention ; 4. Any number of things thrown fluttiihly a
want of delire. Taylor .
bout. Swifi. 5. A birth of animals. Dryden.
'LI'T , the preterite or ligbt. Addifon .
To
To LITTER . v . a . (from the noun)
LITANY S. (Outárzsa.) A form of lupplicatory
wing
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bring forth : uſed of beaſts. Brown. 2. To , LIVERY.S . ( from livrer, Fr. ) 1. The act of
giving or taking pofleffion. Shakeſp. 2. Re
cover with things negligently. Swift. 3. To
leale irom wardſhip . King Charles. 3. The
cover with traw . Dryden.
writ by which pofleffion is obtained. 4. The
LITTLE. a. ( comp. dejś, ſuperlat kaſt ; lýtel,
ftate of being kept at a certain rate. Spenjer.
Sax. ) 1 Small in quantity . Jofua. 2. Not
5. The clothes given to ſervants . Pope. 6. A
great ; ſmall; diminutive ; of ſmall bulk .
particular drels ; a garb worn as a token or
Locke. 3. Of ſmall dignity , power , or im
portance . 1 Sam . 4. Not much ; not many . conſequence of any thing. Sidney.
VERYMAN . J. ( livery and man.) 1. One
LI
5. Some ; not none . Locke.
LITTLE.S. 1. A finall ſpace . Dryden. 2. A
who wears a livery ; a ſervant of an interiour
kind. Arbuthnot. 2. [ In London .) A free
ſmall part; a ſmall proportion . Eccluf. 3. A
man of tomeſtanding in a company
Night affair. Prior. 4. Not much . Cheyne.
LITTLE. adv. 1. in a ſmall degree. Watss. LIVES.S . ( the plural of lire.) Denne.
2. In a ſmall quantity. 3. In ſomedegree , LIVID . a .(lividus, Lat .) Diſcoloured, as with
a blow . Bacon ,
but not great. Arbutbust . 4. Not much . Swifi.
LITTLENESS. f.[ from lille ] 1. Smalotis of LIVIDITY./. [lividité, Fr. ) Diſcolouration, as
by a blow . Arburknot.
bulk, Burner. 2. Meanneis ; want of gran
LIVING.f. ( from live ) 1. Support ; mainte
deur. Addiſon. 3. Want of dignity . Collier.
Dance ; fortune on which one lives. Sidney. 2.
LITTORAL , a . (limoris, Lat. ] Belonging to
Power of continuing lite. L'Eſtrange. 3. Live
the ſhore.
lihood. Hubberd's Tale. 4. Benefice of a cler
LI TURGY. S. ( alleggia ; liturgie, Fr. ) Form
of prayers; formality of publick devoricas. gymai). Spenſer.
LIVINGLY. adv. ( from living ) In the living
Hooker, Taylor .
Itate. Brown.
To LIVE . v. n . (lýfian, lýfigan, Sax . ) 1 . To
be in a ſtate of animation ; to be not dead . LIVRE. / . (French .) The ſum by which the
French reckon their money, equal Rearly 10
Dryden. 2. To pals life in any certain man
our ſhilling
ner with regard to habits ; good or ill , bappi.
aeſs or milery . Hammond 3. To continue LIXIVIAL. a. (from lixivium , Lat.] 1. Im
pregnated with tales like a lixivium . Arbuih.
in life. Shakeſp. 4. To live emphatically : 10
2. Obrained by lixivium. Boyle.
be in a ſtate of happineſs. Dryden . 5. To be LIXIVIATE
. a. (from lixivium ] Making a
exempt from death, temporal or ſpiritual. 1
I xivium . Brown.
Tbeſ . 6. To remain undestroyed Burnet. 7
To continue ; not to be lutt Pope . 8. TO LIXIVIUM . L. (latin .) Lie ; water imprez.
converle ; to cohabit. Shakeſp. 9 To feed. nated with lali oi nhilloever kind. Boyle .
Arbusboot. 10.To maintain one's felf. Temp LIZARD. J. (lijarde , Fr. ] An animal relem
u . To be in a ſtate of motion or vegecacion
bling a lerpent, with legs added to it. Shakesp.
LIZ ' RDITAL . /. A plaut.
Dryden 12. To be extinguished. Dryden.
i. Quick; not dead LIZARDSTONE. J. Lleurd and ſtone.) A kird
LIVÉ , a. ( from alive
of Itune.
Exodus. 2. Active ; not extinguilhed . Boyle.
LIVELESS. adv . ( trom love. ] Wanuing life ; L L. D. f. [ legum doctor.) A doctorofthe canon
and civil laws,
rather lifelejs. Shakeſp .
LIVELIHOOD . / Support of life ; mainte- LO , interjeci. ( la , Sax . ) Look ; ſee ; behold .
Dryden .
nance ; means or living Clarend. L`Edrange.
( loche, Fr.) A filh : He breeds and
LIVELINESS. S. (from lively.) 1. Appearance LOACH
feeds in litile and clear twiſt brooks or rills ,
of lite.Dryden . 2.Vivacity ; Iprightlinus Locke
and lives there upon the gravel , and in the
LI'VELODE.S. Maintenance ; support ; liveli
Tharpeſt Itreams : he grou not to be above a
hood. Spenfer.
LIVELONG a. ( live and long .) s . Tedious ; finger long : he is of the ſhape of an ecl , and
long in pafling. Shakeſp. 2. Laſting ; durable .
has a beard of waliels like a barbel . Waitan ,
Milt :n.
LOAD. 1. (hlade, Saxon . ] 1. A burtho!; a
L ! VELY. o . (live and like.) . Briſk ; vigorous;
freighi ; lading. Dryden. 2. Any thing that
vivacious Milton. 2. Gay ; a ry . lupe. 3
depreiles. Ray . 3. As much drink as one can
Repreſenting lite. Dryden . 4. Strong ; ener biar. L'Ejtrange.
gerick Nervion.
To LUAU v.a. hladan, Sax. ) 1. To burlen ;
to freight. Shakejp. 2. To encumber; to em
LIVELILY. Z ado 1. Brilily ; vigorouſly ;
barrafs. Locke. 3. To charge a gun Kileman.
LI'VELY. SHayward . 2. With itrong re .
4
To make heavy by ſomething appended or
ſemblance or lite . Dryder.
LI'VER. ) . ( from live.] n. One who lives. Prior
annexed. Adilijon .
2. One who lives in any particular manner. LOAD . ). The lading vein in a mine. Carew .
Atterbury. 3. One of the entrails. Shakesp . LOADER . J. 1 from 1o..d.j He ho loads,
ĻI VERCOLOUR. a. [liver and colur.j wark LOADSMAN . S. [load and mar .] He who leads
red . Woodward,
The wap ; a piden.
LIVERGROWN. c. (liver and grown.) Hav- LOADSTAR 1. ( from lædan , to lead .) The
ing a great liver. Graunt.
pole star ; the cynuiuie ; the leading or guid
LI'VERWORT. j . (liver and wor:.] A plant.
ing ítar, Spenjeri
LOAD
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1.O'ADSTONE.S. The magnet ; the ſtone on
or chells. Sperfer, 2. The part of the goa by
which fire is ruck. Grew. 3. A hug ; ?
which the mariners compals needle is touched
to give it a direction north and fouth . Hill.
grarple. Milton. 4. Any incloſure, Dryder .
5. A quantity of hair or wool banging toge
LOAF. ) . (from hlaf , Sax ) 1. A mais of bread
as it is formed by thebaker : a luaf is thicker iner . Spenjer . 6. A luft Addifon.
than a cake . Hayward. 2. Any maſs inte To LOCK . ~ a ( from the noun ) 1. To ſhut
which a body is wrought. Mortimer.
or falten with locks Dryden . 2. To ſhut up
or confine , as with locks. Sbakefp. 3. To
LOAM.S. [ lim, laam , Sax . ) Fai , unctuous, te
close fait. Gay.
nacious, earth ; marl. Shakeſp.
To LOAM . v . a. { trom the noun.) To ſmear To LOCK . V * . 1. To become fast by a lock.
Spenjer. 2 . To unite by muual inſercion .
with loam , marl , or clay ; to clay. Moxon .
Boyle
LO'AMY .. ( trom leam j Marly . Bacon
LOAN . . ( hlæn , Sax ) Any thing lent ; any LOCKER . ( from lock.) Any thing that is
cloſed with a lock , a diawer . R. Cruſoe.
thing given to another, on condition of return
or repayment Bacon
LOCKET. S. ( lequel, Fr ) A fmall lock ; any
catch or spring to falten a necklace , or other
LOATH o llað, Sax. ) Unwilling : diniking 9
ornament . Hud.bras.
not ready . Sidney , Spenjer, Southern .
TO LOATHE. v . a . ( trom the noun . ) 1 . TO LOCKRAM ). A ſort of coarſe linen. Shakeſp.
hale ; to look on with abhorrence . Sidney. 2 LOCRON . | A kind of ranunculus
To confider with the dilgust of fauvety .Cowley. LOCOMOTION./.{locus and m ius, Lac ) Pow
3. To fee food with dillike. Quincy.
er of changing place . Brown .
TO LOATHE. « » . To create dig uit ; to caui | LOCOMO'TIVE. 0. [ locus and moves, Lat. )
abhorrence . Shakeſp .
Changing place , having the power of remov
LO‘ATHER . ) . [ irom bath ) One that loathes
ing or changing place . Dorbom .
LO'ATHFUL . 2. [loaib and full] .. Abhor- LOCUST. 1 ( tlecujia, Lat.) A devouring in
lect. Arhatbro
ring ; having. Hubberd's Tale. 2. Abhori ed ;
haced. Spenser .
LOCUST - TREE L. A cree. Miller ,
LO'ATHINGLY. odv. (from larbe ] In a falODESTAR Seel.OAD TAR
LODESTONE . See LOADSTONT.
tidious manner .
LOA THLY... (from lcorb .] Hateful; abhorro LODGE . a (l.gran, Sax . ] 1. To place
in a temporary habitation . Bacon. 2. To al.
red. Skakelp.
LO'ATHLY. adv. ( from Icarb ) Unwillingly ; ford a temporary cwelling. Dryden. 3. To
without liking or inclination. Donne.
place ; to plant . Otway. 4. To hx ; to lelle.
LO'ATHNESS. J. ( ' rom loath ) Unwillingneſs.
Shakeſp. s. To place in the memory . Bacon .
Baron .
6. To harbour or cover . Addılon , 7 To aiford
place to.Cheyne. 8. To lay Mat. Skakep.
LO‘ATHSOMF. a ( from learh ) 1. Abhor
red ; detestable. South. 2. Cauting faciety of TO LODGE D n . 1. To retule ; to keep relia
dence . Nilion . 2. To take a teinporary habie
faftidioutieis. Shakesp.
LO ATHSOMENLSS.j.( from loathjome.] Qua
tation 2 Sam . 3. To take up re idence at
nighi . Taylo . 4. To lie flat. Atariimer.
lity of railing hatred Addsjon.
LOAVES, fvural ot loaf. Bacom
LODGE./. Llopis , fr.)1 .A imall house in a park
LOB.f. . Any one heavy, clumſy , or Muggith .
or foreſt Miltor . 2. Any finall huule : as, the
Shakeſp. 2. Lob's pound; a priſon Hudiores. porter's lodge.
3 A big worm Walton.
LODGEMENT. S. ( from lodge; logement, Fr )
TO LOB V a . To let fall in a ſlovenly or lazy
1. Accumulation , or collocation in a certain
manner. Skakelp.
place . Darbam . 2. Potlefion of the enemy's
work Addijon
LOBBY. J. Llaube, German. ) An opening be.
fore a room . Worcon .
LODGER ). (from lodge.) 1. One who lives in
LOBE. /. ( lobe, French ; docès.) A divifion ; a rooms hired in the houie of another. Arbuthnot ,
distinct part : uled commonly for a part of the 2. One that relives in any place. Pope .
lungs . arbuiknot
LODGING . ).( from lodge.) i. Temporary ha.
LOBSTER.J ( lobyten , Sax. ) A cruïlaceous bitation ; roums hired in the house of another.
Lacon . 2. Place of refidence. Spexjer 3 .
finh Bacon.
Harbour ; covert. Sidney . 4 Convenience lo
LOCAL . a. ( locus , Lat ) 1. Having the pro
fleep on. Ray.
perties of place . Prior . 2 Relating to place
Stilling flect. 3. Being in a particular place. LOFT.S. (11.fi, Well .) 1. A floor. Bacon . 2 .
The higheit Hoor. S; enfer. 3. Rooms on
Digby
LOCALITY . S. ( from local.) Exiſterce in high Milton
place ; relation of place , or diſtance. Glanv. LOFTILY. adv. ( rom lofty.) 1. On high ; in
LOCALLY. . ( troin local.) with reſpect to
an elevated place. 2 . Proudly ; haughuily .
place. Glanville.
Pjalms. 3. With elevation of language or ien
LOCATION .J.[locatio, Lat.) Situation with
timent ; lubliinely. Spener.
LOFTINESS |. (trom lojiy.) 1. Height; local
reſpect to place, act of placing. Locke.
elevation. 2. Sublimity , clevation of lenti
LOCH.L. A lake. Scourith . Cheyne.
fent. Dryden. 3. Pride ; ha uglunnels. Collier ,
LOCK.J. ( loc, Sax ] 1. Ao instrument com
LOFTY.
poled of Iprings and bolis , uled to laitea doors
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LOFTY. 0. (from loft, or life.) 1. High ; ho
2. Having one of its geometrical dimenſions
vering ; elevated in place. Pope. 2. Sublime ; in a greater degree than either of the other.
elevated in ſentiment. Miltin . 3. Proad ;
Boyle. 3. Of any certain meaſure in length.
Lam
4. Not loon ceaſing , or at an end.
haughey. Dryden
Exodus. 5. Dilatory . Eccluf. 6 Longing ;
LOC . F.'1. A ſhapeleſs bulky piece of wood .
deſirous. Sidney. 7. Reaching to a great dif
Bacon . 2. An H.brew meaſure, which held a
quarter of a cab, and conlequen: ly five fixths
tance. Deuteronomy. 8. Protracted ; as, a
long note.
of a piot Calmet.
LOGARITHMS. ſ. aóz os and ope-312.05.) The LONG. adv. 1. To a great length. Prior. 2 .
Not for a ſhort time. Fairfax . 3. In the com
indexes of the ratio of numbers due to ano
ther. Harris.
parasive, il ſignifies for more time , and in the
ſuperlative, for most lime Locke. 4. Not loon .
LOGGATS. . A play or game . Shakeſp.
Aits. 5. At a point of duration far diftant,
LOGGERHEAD. S. I logge, Dutch , ſtupid, and
Tillotſon . 6. (For along ; ob tong , Fr ) All
beod.) A dul ; a blockhead ; a thick cull
L'Ffrange,
along i throughout Shakejp .
To fall to LOGGERHEADS. To fcuffie ; 10 LONG. . By the fault. Shakeſp .
To go to LOGGERHEADS Š fight without. To LONG . v . n. To defire earnefly ; to wiſh
with eagerneſs continued. Fuirfur.
weapons. L'Eſtrange.
LOGGERHEADED . a . ( from loggerhead. LONGANIMITY. 1. ( lenganimitas, Latin )
Forbearance ; patient of offences Howel.
Dull ; Atupid ; doliſh. Shakeſp.
LO CICK . 1 (logica, Lat. ) Logick is the art o' LONGBOAT. ). The largeſt boat belonging to
a ſhip. Wotton.
uſing reaſon well in cur inquiries after truih ,
and the communication of it to others.Watts. LONGEVITY S. ( longevus, Lat.) Length of
LOGICAL. a. (trom logick ) 1. Pertaining to
life . Arbuthnot.
logick . Hooker. 2. Skilled in iogick ; furniſhed LONGI'MANOUS a. (longimanus, Lat ) Longo
with logick Addison.
handed ; having long hands. Brown.
LOGICALLY. adv . ( from logical ] According LONGI'METRY. L. (longus and waipses; longi
to the laws of logick. Prior.
merrie, Fr ) The art or practice oi meaſures
dilla: ces Cheye.
LU GICIAN . S. ll:gicien , Fr.) A teacher or
proicitur of logick ; a man verſed in logick. LO'NGING 1. (from long. !Earneſt de fire Siin.
LONGINGLY.adv. ( froin lorging ] With in
Pope, Swift.
LOCMAN . E. [ log and man .) One whole buſi
ceſſant withes. Dryden .
neſs is to carry logs Shakesp.
LONGISH. 2. ( from long ) Somewhat lorg.
LOGOMACHÝ Š. 129,quaxiz.) A contention LONGITUDE.
Lingitude, Frenih longitus
in words ; a copiention about words. Howel.
do, Lit.) 2. L ngth ; the greateit dimentios.
LOGWOOD . S. Logwood is of a very denſe and Worron. 3. The circumference of the earih
firm texture ; it is brought to us in very large
meaſured from any meridian . Abbor. 5 The
and thick block or logs. It is heavy , hard
distance of any part of the earth to the eaſt or
and of a deep , Itrong, red colour le grows or
weſt o' any place. Arbuthni. 4. The poulica
the coaſt of the bay o Campeachy. Hill.
of any thing to ealt or welt Brown .
LOHOCK . S. Medicires which are now com- LONGITUDINAL a . longitudinal, Fr.) Med
ſured by the length ; running in the longet
monly called eciegma's, lambatives, or linco
direction. Cheyne.
tus's. Quiry ,
LOIN . f. [llwin , Welſh .] 1. The back of an ONGLY. alv. (from lang ) Longingly ; with
animal carved out by the butcher. 2. Loinsi great liking. Slak lp
the reios. Alilion ,
LONGSOME. a ( from larg ) Tedious ; wear
To LOITER on ( loteren, Dutch ) To lin
rifime by iis length. Bacon.
ger ; to ſpend time careler iy. Locke.
LONSUFFERING . a . ( long and suffering.)
LOITERER / ( from lorer. j A lingerer ; an
Patient ; no : eaſily provoked. Ex .
LO'NGSUFFERI.G / Pauieace of offence ;
idler ; a lazy wretch. Huyward, 01way .
clerneny Rogers.
To LOLL V n . 1. To lean idly ; to relt lazil,
againſt any thing . Dryden 2. To hang oui. LO'NGTAIL I. (long and talj Cut and lorg
Uled of the tongue . Drydex .
tail ; a carting terin . Shune .
LO'NGWAYS. adv. In the longitudinai dirian
To LOLL. v . a. To put out Diyler.
tion. Addion
LOMP.S. A kind of roundiſh fish.
LONE. a. ( contracted from alone. ) 1 Solitary. LONGWINDED . a lloug and wind.) Longa
Savage. 2. Singles without company. Pope. breathed ; caiious. Seniil.
LONELINESS. À from lonely.) Solitude ; LONGWISE. alv. Long and wije ) In the
want of company S :drey.
longitudine direction. Eacin.
LONELY. a . from lone.) Solitary ; addicted 200. / A ganic at carvis. Pope.
to ſolitude. Shakeſp.
LO'OBILY. a. ( cby and line ) Aukward ;
clumly . L'Ejlrange,
LONENESS. f. (froin lone ] Solitude ; dinike
of company . Donne,
LOOF. I. le is tha: part aloſt of the t'p which
LONESOME. a (from loxe.) Solitary ; diſma!
lies juit before the chefs.tries, as far as the
Blackmore.
bull av ste vide. S : s ....3 .
TO
LONG. a. [longus. Lat.) 1. Not thort Luke
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To LOOF , v. a. To bring the ſhip cloſe to
5. To free from any obligation. 1 Cor. 6. To
wind .
free from any thing thai Thackles the mind.
LOOBY.S. A lubber; a clumſy clown. Swife
Dryden. 7. To free from any thing painſul.
Luke. 8. To diſengage . Dryden .
LO OFED.
( from aloof ) Gone to a diſtance .
Skakelp .
To LOOSE . v . n. To let fail ; to depart by
To LOOK . v. n . ( locan, Sa:.) 1. To direcl
looſing the anchor . Acts,
the eye to or from any object. Boyle. 2. TLOOSE a . ( from the verb ) 1. Unbound ; un
have power of ſeeing . Dryden . 3. To direct
tied . Shakeſp. 2. Not falt ; not fixed. Beniley.
the intellectual eye Stilling fleet. 4. To ex
3. Not tight : as, a loole robe. 4 Not croud.
pect. Clarendor. 5. To take care ; to watch
ed ; not cloſe. Milton . 5. Wanton ; not
Locke. 6. To be directed with regard to any
chalte. Spenſer. 6. Not cloſe ; not conciſe ;
obje &t. Proverbs. 7. To have any particulai
lax. Felton . 7. Vague ; indeterminale. Arb.
arrearance. Spratt. 8. To leem Burnet. 9
8. Not Itrict ; not rigid. Hecker. 9. Uncon .
To have any air, mien , or manner Shakelt . nected ; rambling . Waits. 10. Lax of body ;
not coltive. Locke . 11. Dilengaged ; not
10. To form the air in any particular manner.
enſaved. Atterbury. 12. Dilengaged ſrom
Milion . 11. T. Look about one. To be a
Jarmed ; to be vigilant. Harvey. 12. T.
obligation. Addifen 13. Free from confine
Look after . To attend ; to take care of. ment. Prior. 14. Remiſs ; not attentive. 15 .
Locke. 13. To Look for. To expect. Sidney
To break Loose . To gain liberty . Lacke. 16.
12. To Look into. To examine ; to fiii ; to
To let Loose. To ſet at liberty i 10 let at
intpect clotely. Atterbury. 15 To Look on . large . Taylor.
reſpect ; to regard ; to eſteem . Dryden. LOOSE. S. ( from the verb.] 1. Liberty ; free .
16. To conuder. South . 17 To be a mere
dom from reſtraint . Dryden. 2. Dilmiflion
idle ſpectator. Bacon . 18. To Look over
from anyreſtraining force. Bacon .
To examine; to try one by one. Locke. 19. LOOSELY c.lv. (from loofl.) 1. Not faft ; not
To Look out. To ſearch ; to ſeek . Felton . 20. firmly . Dryden. 2. Without bandage. Spenſ.
To be on the watch . Collier. 21. To Look
3. Without union or conneclion. Norris. 4 .
10. To watch ; to take care of. Skake p . 22
Irregularly. Camden. 5. Negligently ; care
To behold .
leſsly. Hoeker. 6. Unſolidly ; meanly ; with
To LOOK . v . 8. 1. To ſeek ; to ſearch for out dignity Shakejp. 7. Unchaftely . Pope.
Spenſer. 2. To turn the eye upon. 2 Kings To LOOSÉN . v . a. [ from beoje. ) To part.
3. To influence by looks. Dryden . 4. To Sharp
Look out. To diſcover by searching. Graunt.To LÚ'OSEN. v. n . ( from looſe.) ! . To relax
LOOK . interj . See ! lo ! behold ! oblerve. Bacon . any thing tied . 2. To make lels coherent,
LOOK . I. i . Air or che face ; mien ; cast of Bacon .. 3 To ſeparate a compages . Dryden.
the countenance. J. Dryden , jun . 2. The 4. To free from reſtraint. Dryden. 5. To
make not coftive . Bacon.
act of looking or ſeeing. Dryden .
LOOKER . 1. Ifrom lock .) 1. One that looks. LOOSENESS. I ( from loſe .] 1. State contra
2. LOOKER on. Spectator, not agent . Hooker . ry to that of being falt or fixed. Bacon. 2. La
LOOKING -GLASS / [look and gla's ) Mirror ; titude ; criminal levity . Atterbury: 3. Irre.
a glais which ſhews forms reflected South .
gularity ; neglect of laws. Hayward. 4. Lewd.
LOOM . f. [Lome, a tool or inſtrument , Juni
nels ; unchartiey. Spenſer. 5 . Diarrhæa ; fiux
ws . ) The frame in which the weavers work
of the belly Arbuihnet.
their cloih. Addifin.
LOOSESTRIFE. S. llyfm.chia, Lat. ) AA
To LOOM . v. n. (leoman, Sax .] To appear at herb. Miller .
fea. Skinner.
To LOP. v . Q. 1. To cut the branches of trees ,
LOOM . . A bird. A loom is as big as a gooſe ; Shakeſp. 2. To cut any thing . Howel.
of a daik colour, dappled with white spots on LOP. 1. ( irom the verb ) 1. That which is cut
the neck , back , and wings ; each feather fron trees. Mortimer . 2. (Lopjoj Swediſh .)
A fea.
marked near the point with two ſpots : they
breed in Farr iſland . Grew .
LOPE pret. of leap. Obfolete. Spenfer.
LOON !. A forry tellow ; a ſcoundrel. Dryden . LOPPER. T. ( from lop.] One that cuts trees
LOOP. I. [ from losper, Dutch) A double LOQUACIOUS. a. Iloquax, Lat.) 1. Full of
through which a ſtring of lace is diawn ; an
talk ; full of congue. Milien. 2. Speaking.
ornamental double or fringe. Spanjer .
Philips. 3. Blabbing ; nor ſecret.
LOOPED . 0. (from losp.) Fuliolholes. Shakeſp. LOQUACITY.S. ( lequacitas, Lat . ) Too much
taik Ray.
LO'OPHOLE . F. ( leep and love.) 1. An aper
Lure ; hole to give a palage. Milton. 2. A LORD / Inlafond, Sax.) 1. Monarch : ruler ;
Thitt ; an evallon . Dryder
governour. Milton 2. Maller, lupreme per.
LOOPHOLED . a . ( from kophok . ) Fall of fon. Sbokep. 3. A tyrant; an oppreſſive
ruler Hayward. 4. Á huſband. Pope 5 .
holes ; tuli ot openings. Hludibras.
LOORD. /. ( loerd, Durch .} A crore, Spenſer.
One who is at the head of any buſinets ; an
To LOOSÉ w . allesan, Sax . ) 1. To unbind ; ove feer. Tuller. 6. A nobleinan. Shakeſp.
to urile any thing taftened. Burnet. 2. To 7 : A general name for a peer of England. K.
relax. Daniel 3. To unbind any one bound. Charles . $. A baron. 9. An honorary live
applied
Abbie. 4 To free from iimpriſonscat. Ifaial',
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applied to office : as, lord chief juſtice, lord | LOTION . [ [lutis, Latin ; lotish , Fr. ] A lesierto
is a form of medicine compounded of aqueous
miyor.
liquids, uled to waſh . Quincy.
To LORD . v. " To domineer ; to rule deſpo
LOʻTTERY.S. [ lotterie, Fr. from loc.) A game
tically . Sperler, Philips.
LO'RDING.T. (from lord .) Lord in contempt of chance ; a foreilege ; diſtribution of prizes
or ridicule . Shakelp.
by chance. South.
LO'VAGE. 5. [ leviſticum , Lat.) A plant.
LORDLING . f. diminutive lord. Swift.
LORDLINESS. ſ. ( from lordly .) 1. Dignity ; LOUD. 6. 1. Noify ; ſtriking the ear with great
force. Pope. Clamorous ; curbulent . Prov .
high Italion . Shakeſp. 2. Pride; haughtineis.
odv . (from boud. ) 1. Noitily ; fo as
LORDLY, a. (from bord .) 1. Befiuing a lord. LOUDLY.
to be heard far. Denham. 2. Clamorouſly.
Sorth. 2. Proud ; haughty ; imperious ; in
Swifi .
ſolent. Swifi.
LORDLY. adv. Imperiouſly ; deſpotically ; LOUDNESS. S. Noiſe ; force of found ; tura
bulence ; vehemence or furiouſneſs of clamour .
proudly. Dryden .
LORDSHIP
. 1. ( from lord.) 1. Dominion ; Sonib .
power. Sidney, W oston . 2. Seigniory ; domain . TO LOVE. v . a. ( lufian . Sax .) 1. To regard
Dryden. 3. Title of honour uſed to a noble
with paſſionate affection . Cowley . 2. To regaid
with the affection of a friend . Cowley. 3. To
man not a duke . Ben . Johnfon. 4. Titulary
regard with parental tenderneſs. fokn . 4. To
compellation of judzes and ſome other perſons
be pleated with . Bacon . 5. To regard with
in authoriry .
reverent unwillingneſs to offend. Deuteronomy .
;
doc
.
)
Leſſon
,
to
learn
læran
f.
{
trom
LORE.
LOVE. f. [ from the verb. ) 1. The paſſion be
trine ; inſtruction, Fairfax, Milton, Pope.
tween tbe ſexes. Pope. 2. Kindneſs ; good
LORE. a. ( leoran , Sax .) Lolt ,deltroyed.
LOREL. ). [from leoran , Sax.) An abandoned
will ; friendſhip. Cowley. 3. Courtſhip. Bac.
ſcoundrel . Spenjer.
4. Tenderneſs ; parerial care. Tillotjon. S.
To LORICATE. v. a . To plate over. Ray.
Liking ; inclination to. 6. Object beloved.
2
Shakeſp . 7. Lewdneſs. Stakeſo. 8. Unrea
fonable liking . Taylor. 9. Fondneſs ; concord .
Shakejj. 10. Principle of union. South . II .
LO'RIOT. /. A kind of bird.
Pictureſque repreſentation of love. Dryd. 12 .
LORN . piee pail. of lorian, Saxon . Forſaken ;
A word of endearment. Dryden. 13. Due
Toft. Spenſer .
TO LOSE. v. n. ( leosan, Saxon.] 1. To forfeit
reverence to God. Hammond. 14. A kind of
by unlucky contest ; the contrary to win . thin filk ſtuff. Boyle.
LOʻVEAPPLE.S
Dryden. 2. To be deprived of. Krolles. 3.
. A plant.
To tuffer deprivation of. Marihew . 4. TO LOVEK NOT. I love and kres .) À complicata
poffefs no longer ; contrary to keep. Graunt.
ed figure, by which affection is figured.
s . To have any thing gone ſo as that it can- LOVELETTER. S. [ love and letters Letter of
not be found , or had again . Swifi. 6. To courtſhip. Addiſon
bewilder. King Charles. 7. To deprive of. LOVELILY. adv. (from lovely.) Amiably . Otw .
Temple. 8. To kill ; to deſtroy . 9. TO LOʻVELINESS.S. ( from lovel;.) Amiablenels ,
throw away ; to employ ineffe&tually. Pope.
qualities of mind or body that excite love:
Addiſon .
10. To miis; to part with , ſo as not to re.
cover Clarendon.
LOVE LORN . 6. ( love and lorn .) Forſaken of
TO LOSE . v. n. 1. Not to win. Shakeſp. 2. To
one's love. Milion .
decline ; to fail. Milton .
LOVELY. a. (from love.) Amiable ; exciting
love . Tillorfon .
LOSEABLE. a. ( from lefe.) Subject to priva.
LOʻVE.MONGER . S. [ love and morger.) One
tion . Boyle,
LOSEL . Í [ from losian, to periſh.) A ſcoundrel, who deals in affairs of love. Shakeſp.
a ſorry worthleſs fellow . Hubberd's Tak .
LOVER.J. ( from love.) 1. One who is in love .
LOSER.S. ( from loje.) One that is deprived of Dryden . 2. A friend , one who regards with
kindneſs. Shakeſp. 3. One who likes any
any thing ; one that forfeits any thing ; the
thing. Burnet.
contrary to winner or gainer. Taylor.
LOSS . S. ( from lofe.) 1. Forfeiture ; the con- LO’OVER. S. [from l'ouvert.) An opening for
the ſmoke.
trary to gain . Hooker. 2. Miſs. Shakeſp: 3 .
LOVESECRET. S. [love and ſecret.] Secret
Deprivation . 4. Deſtruction . Dryden .
between lovers Dryden.
Fault ; puzzle , South . 6. Uſeleis applica
LOVESICK a. (love and fick.) Diſordered with
tion. Addiſon.
love ; languiſhing with a morous delire.Granv .
LOST . participal. a. (from life.) No longer
LO‘VESOME . a. I from love ) Lovely. A word
perceptible. Pope.
LOT . /. (holt , Sax.) 1. Fortune ; ſtate aſign
not uled. Dryden.
ed . 2. A die, or any thing uſed in determin. LOVESONG . T; (love and forg.) Song exprel
ing chances. Dryden. 3. A lucky or wiſhed
ſing love . Shokelp.
chance. Shakeſp. 4. A portion ; a parcel of LOVESUIT . [love and ſuit.]Courtthip. Sakeſ .
goods as being drawn by lot. s . Proportion of LO'VETALE: S. (love and sale. ] Narrative of
love, Milion .
taxes : as, to pay ſcot and let.
NO
LOVE .
LOTE free or neisleirer. f. A tree,
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LOVETHOUGHT. | { lore and thought.) A
meanly. Crecch . 2. In times near our own .
Locke. 3 With a depreffion of eke veice.
morues tancy . Stalep
LOVETOY. 1. (lste and try ) Small preſents
Ai! lifor . 4. In a ftate of ſubjection. Spenter .
given by lovers. Pepe.
TO LOW . v. a. (from the adjective .) Tolirk ;
LOVETRICK . I love and trick. ] Art of ex .
to make low . Seef:.
preting love . Dennej
To LOW . v ... [hiopan, Sax.) To bellow as a
Cow . Rcle : 97.THOM .
LOUGH . ſ. lack , trish , a lake.) A lake; a
large inland ſtanding wate Fairfax.
LOWBELL . I. A kind of feeling in the rishi,
LOTING . participiail aa.frem kee ) . Kind :
in which the birds are wakened by a vell , arat
lured by a fiarte
affectingate. Bayward. 2. Expreflin ; kind
ne! Elber.
LOWL . ). From the Saxon hlcap, a hill, hcaſ ,
LOVINGKINDNESS. f. Tenderneſs ; ſavour ;
or barrow . Cobyten.
mercy. Rogers .
TO LOWTR . D. a. ( from lov ) 1. Totring
LOVINGLY ada . ( from loving .) Aflection
I w ; to bring down by way of ſubrifon .
Frier 2. Tolufier to link down. Woodward .
ately ; with kindrets. Taylor.
LOVINGNESS. . [irem losing.] Kindnets ; 3 To letien ; to make lels ia price or value .
Child.
alestion
LOUIS D'OR, F. ( French ) A golden coin of To LOWER. v. n. To grow leſs; to fall; to
France, valued at about ſeventeen ſhillings. firk . Stake, p .
TO LOWER.1.1.1. To appear dark , ſtormy,
Specialer .
TO LOUNGE. v. n . (lunderer , Duich .) Toidle ;
anul gloomy; to be clouded. Addiſon, 2. To
to live lazily:
fron; to poul, to lock ſullen. Dryden.
LOTNGER . F. (from lounge ) An idler.
LOVEN. } (from the verb.) 1. Cloudineſs ;
LOURCE | [longurit, Lat. ) A call gangrei. gloonineis. 2. Cloudiats of look . Sidney,
Ainiworsh .
LOWIRINGLY. adv. [from bswer .) With
cloudineis ; kloomily .
LOUSE /. plural, lice. ( lus. Sux . ) A ſmall ani
mal , of which different peries live on the LOWERMOST. a. Círom lew , lower and 21. ]
bedies of men , beans, and perhaps or all living
Loweit. Bacon .
LOWLAND. S. ( low and land .) The country
creatures. Beriley:
TOLOUSE. v . 0. [ from the noun ) To clean
that is low in relpect of neighbouring hills
the marſh . Dryden .
from lice. Spenjer .
LO TSEWORT ). The name of a piant.
LOVLILY. adv . ( from Lew ? '.! 1. Humbly ;
LO USILY . adv . ( from loje.) In a paltry , wiihout pride. 2. Meanly ; withoutdignity .
LOWLINESS. S. ( from loto /y.) 1. Humility ;
mean , and luurvy way ,
LOTSINESS.A. (from lowly.) The late of a
freedom from pride . Atterbury. 2. Mean
nets ; want of dignity ; abject depreflion .
bounding with lice .
LOUSY. a . (trom loule ) 1. Swarming with
Dryden .
lice ; over run with ice lor timer . 2. Mean ; LOWLY. a. ( from low .) 1. Humble ; meek ;
low born ; bred on the dunghill, Siak- 1p .
mild. Matthew . 2. Mean ; wanting dignity ;
LOUT , J. ( liete, old Ljuech . A mean aukward! not great. Pope. , 3. Not lotty ; not ſublime ;
fellow ; a buskin: a duwn. Suoney.
Dryden .
TO LOUT. v . 3. ( hlutan , to bend, Sax .] TO LOWLY. alv ( irom 120. ) 1. Not highly ;
meaniv ; without grandeur ; without dignity .
pły oberience ; to bow Ben. Johnion.
LOCTISI a. [ irom lour.) Clowniih ; tuinp
Sukelp. 2. Humbly ; mcekly ; mode tij.
Konly. Siiner,
Milton .
LOUTISHLY. a. ( from lur .) With the air of LOWN. f. [ liun , Iriſh .] A ſcoundrel; a raſcal.
a clown ; with the pail or a bumpkin .
Shakes.
LOW . 6 . 1. Not high . 2. Noi riling far up- LOWNESS S. [ irom lewo.) 1 . Abfence of
wards, Exek . 3. Not elevated in fituacion.! height; in all dillance from the ground.
Bárt 1. 4. Deſcending far downwards; deep, Addison . 2. Meannels of condition , whether
5 Mul ovepi, ritfweling high ; thallow
mental or external. Shakeſp . 3. Want of
uled ut wa.ci. L'Litrange. c . lot of high rank ; want of dignity. Such. 4. Waot of
price , ? ' , tuin is isme . 7. Noc loud ; Dot lublinity ; contrary to loftineis. Denne.
poily. W'air. S. In latitudeencat tulle line.
Submitiveness. Bacon. 6. Depreſſion ; dejące
Abiur ' , Nutriling to to treat a fum as tome tion . Stuifi.
oraccurziativno particulars burner. 10 TO LOWT: 7.0 . To overpower . Skakelp .
La , in time: as, the liver erpizi . Il . L'e- LOWTHOUGHTED . o . Having the thoughts
jectes , de prefied Priei. 12 impotent; fub
will -held from sublime or heavenly meditaci.
dusd. Giunt. 13. Not elevated in rank or ons . Pspe.
tiatiin abject. Locke . 14. Lithonourable, be LOWSPIRITED. a. [low and ſpirit. ] Dejec
tokiening irtan tsoimind . 13. Netfublime; text ; depreiled ; not lively . Locke.
net exalted in ob - ught or nion. Felten . 16 LOXODROMICK./. [incos and app .] Lox
Riduceri, in poor circunaliances; as , I am
odromuick is the art of oblique failing by the
Winthe world .
thomb, which always makes an equal angle
LOW. adv, k . Not allt ; not at a bigh price ; with every meridian ; that is, when you jail
neither
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neither directly under the equator, nor under by good han Add: 10 .
one and the fame meridian , but acrois them . LUCKINESS. ] (from lucky.) Good fortune ;
LOYAL, a . ( loyal, Fr. ] 1. Obedient; true to good hap ; caiual happinels. Locke .
į the prince. Knolles . 2. Faith ul in love ; true LUCKLESS. 2. (trom luck .] Untortunate ; un
to a lady, or lover. Milton.
happy. Suckling.
LO YALÍST. J. [ from loyal ; One who profelles LUCKY. a . froin luck ; geluckie, Dutch ] För
unconimun adherence to his king. Flowvel.
tunate ; happy by chance . Adiis .
LOYALLY . ados. { from loyal.) With fidelity ; LUCRATIVË. á. lucratii, fr. ] Gainitt ;
with true adherence to his king. Pipe.
profitable ; bringing money Bacon .
LOYALTY . 1. liaudté, frj 1. Firm and LUCRE. 1 lucrum , Lat. Gain ; pront ; pin
faithful adherence to a prince. Clarendon . 2 . cuniary advantage. People
Fidelity to a lady, or lover.
LUCRITEROUS. a . Ilucrum and fers, Lat.)
Gairful: protiable. Boyle.
LOZINGE. 1. (loonge, T :.) 1. A rhomb. It'oit.
2. Lozengé, is a form of a medicine made LUCRIFICK. a. (lucrum and facia, Lat.) Pro
in lirall pieces, to be held or chewed in the ducinz gain .
mouth till melied or waiteil. 3. A cake of LUCTATION. S. [tužor , Lat .) Struggle ; e
fort ; content
prelerved fruit.
To LUCUBRATA. L. ( lucubrer , Lat.) To
In a contration for Lerdhip .
warch ; to jud , by nicht.
LUB:3 ARD . L. tiom iubber.] A lazy ſturly
LUCUBRATION. 1. (it cubratis, Lat .) Study
fcliow . Swift .
LUBBER . J. ( lubiball, Denih , fat.] A nurdy by candle light; noclurnal fury ; any thing
drone ; a idle , iat , bulky lacl ; a booby. cnmpolisi by niglie . Tatler.
Carew
LUCIBRATORY. 1. ( lucubratorius, Lat . )
LUBLERLY. a. [ irom inbher .) Lazy and bul
Compobed by candle light. P.pe.
ky . Shatein
LUCULENT. a . 1til 12 113 115, Lat ) 1. Cear ;
LUCEERLÝ adv. Aukwardly ; ciumlily .Dryd. (180warent ; lucu . 'ÏL 0722 cm. 2. Certains
eitent. Histir .
LU . ). gure at cards. Pope.
To 1.O'BRICATE. V. 6. ( irom lubricus , Lat.) LUDICROUS, a. fiudicer, Lat.) Burlesque ;
To make ſmooth or slippery ; to imooth . merry : fportive ; exciting laughter. Nites ( ??
the dyer
Sharp .
" To LUBRICATE . v. *. [lubricus, Lat. ) To LUDICROL'S !.Y adv .( from ludicr : az ] Spor
lively ; in ouilelive.
Imooth ; to make lippory.
LUBRICITY./.(lubricus,Lat.) 1. Slipperine's ; LUDICROCSNEAS / (from ludicrcus.) Bur
ſmoothneſs or Turface. 2. Apłnels to glide over ! lelique ; por ivenets.
part , or to facilitate motion . Rwy. 3. Un- LUDIFICATIUN.L. ( ludificor, Lat.] The act
certainty ; 1lipperine!s ; inftability . More. 4 . of mocking .
TOLUFF , v . n . (or 199f.) To keep cloſe to the
Wantonnels ; lewdnels. Dryden.
wind . Sea term . Dröden .
:
Slippery
1.
]
Lat.
:ubricus,
.fi
e
.
LUBRICK
finooth on the furace. Crafbaw . 2. Uncer- To LUG . v 9. ( aluccan, Saxon , to pull.! 1 .
tain ; uniteady . W vston . 3. Wanton ; lewd. To hale or drag : to pull with rugged violunci .
Collier. 2. 70 Log out. To draw a word, in
Dryden.
LUBRICOUS. a . (lubricus, Lat.) 1. Slippery ; burleſque language. Dryden .
Anooth . Woodward. 2. Uncertain. Glanville. To LUG. v. » To drag ; to come heavily.
Dryden .
LUBRIFACTION.L. ( lubricus and facia, Lat . )
LUG . 1.1 . A kind of ſmall fih . Carey. 2 .
The act of ſmoothing . Ray
LUBRIFICATION . 1. (lubricus and frio, Lat.] [ In Scouland .) An ear. 3. A land meaſure ;
a pole or perch .
The act of lubricating or Imoothing. Bacon .
LUCE. F. (perhaps trum lupus, Lai . ) A pike LUGGAGE. Ý ( from lug ) Any thing cum
brous and unweility. G !urvile.
full grown. Shakesp.
LUCENT. a . ( lucens, Lat .) Shining ; bright ; LUGUBRIOUS... [lu zubre, French ; lugubris,
Lat.) Mournul ; forrowful. Decay of Piety .
Johnjon .
fplendid
LUCID
. a. . Ben.
(lucidus, Lat.) 1. Shining ; bright ; LUČKEWARM . 0. 1. Molerately or mildly
glittering. Newton . 2. Pellacid ; tranſparent. warm . Nowiin . 2. Indiferent ; nor ardent ;
Milton . 3. Bright with the radiance of in
not zealous. Dryden, Addison.
tellect ; not darkened with madneſs. Bentley . LUKEWARMLY . adv (irom the adjective ]
LUCIDITY.J. [ irom lucid.) Splendour; bright-, J. With moderate woonth . 2. With indi,
ference .
nefi. Die!
LUCIFEROUS. a . [ lucifer, Lat .) Giving light; LUKEWARMNESS . P. [trom lukenuarm .) 1 .
Mocerite or pleaſing teat. 2. Indulerence ;
affording means of dilcovery. Boyle.
want vi ardour. Strai:
LUCIFICK . a. [1: e and facis, Lat . ] Making
TO LULL . 2. a. ( tida , Danish ; la!! s, Lat ] ! .
g
w
ucin
t
.
Gre
light.
prod
;
ligh
LUCK . j. ( geluck , Dutch .) 1. Chance ; acci
To compose to fleep by a pleiding munu.
dent ; forture ; hap ; calual event, Byyle. 2 . Spen ; or . 2. To compose ; to quiet ; to put
to reit. Milton
Furtune , good or bad . Temple.
LU'LLABY .
Nna2
LUCKILY . ed . ( from lucky ) Fortunately ,
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erlign of authority worn before magiflrates. MAD.S. (matu , Sax . ) An earth worm. Ainſc .
Sperler. 2. (Mallue, French ; malli, Lat.) A MA'DAM . L. (ma dame, Fr. my dame.) The
heavy blunt weapon ; a club of metal. Knolles. term of compliment uſed in addreſs to ladies of
3. [ lllatis, Lat.) A kind of ſpice. The nui
every degree. Spenfer , Philips.
meg is inclofed in a threefold covering, of MADBRAIN .
1 a. ( mad and brain .) Diſor
which the fecond is mace. Hill
MA'DBRAINED . S dered in the mind ; hot
headed . Shakeſp
MACEALE . I. (mace and all.) Ale ſpiced with
MADCAP . I. A madman ; a wild hotbrained
mate. iViſemar.
MACEBEARER . f. (mace and bearer .) One
fellow . Shakeſp.
who carries the mace. Spectator .
To MADDEN . v . n . (fron mad .) To become
mad ; to act as mad . Pope.
TO MACERATE y c . (macers, Lat ] 1. To
make lean ; to wear away . Harvey. 2. TOTO MADDEN . v .a . To inake mad . Themfis.
montity ; 10 havals with corporal lettering ...
MIDDER.S. A plant .
Burtou. 3. To fteep almost to folution , cithar MADE participle preterite of make. Jobu.
with or without heat. Arturtast.
MADEFA'CTION . F. (madefacie, Lat.j The
MACERA’TION . 1. (from macerate. ) i. The
act of making wet . Bacon ,
act or walking, or making lean , 2. Martin To MADEFY.2.a. (madefia, Lat ) To moiſen ;
Cation ; corporal hardthip. 3. Maceration is
to make wet .
an inlufion either with or without heat, where MADGEHOWLET. !. An owl. Ainſworth.
in the ingredients are intendeil to be almost MADHOUSE.
( nad ani b
.) A hore
where madmen are cured crconfned L'Era .
wholly onvived. Quincy .
MACHINAL.G. (tromn ma kina, L21 ) Relating) MA’DLY. adv. ( irom ma?.) Without under
to machines.
Nanding Dryden.
To WACHINATE.0.c. (machincr, Lat .) T, MADMAN. / (mad an ?man. ) a man deprived
plan ; to contrive .
ofhis uncertanding. L'Efiranga, South .
MACHINA'TION . ſ (machinctio, Lat ] Arti- MIDNESS. L. ( froin mal. ) 1. Distraction ;
fice; contrivance ; malicious ſcheme. Sandys, lofs of underſtanling ; perturbation of the
faculties. Locke. 2. Fury; wildneis ; rage.
Spralt.
MACHINE . F. (mochina , Latin ; machine, Fr.] King Charles.
1. Any complic : ted piece of workmanſhip. MADRIER : S. A thick plank armed with irca
Burnei. 2. An engine. Dryden. 3. Superna
plates , having a cavity fufficient to receive the
mouth of the peard when charged, with which
tural agency in poenis Pepe.
MACHINERY./ (irom machine. ) 1. Enginery ; it is applied against a gate. Bailey,
complicated workmankhip. 2. The machinery MADRIGAL . madrigal, Spaniſh and Fr. )
fignities that part which the deities , angels, or
A paſtoral tong . Dryden
MADWORT.j. (mad and wort ] An herb .
demons, act in a poem Pope
MACHINIST. J. [mzaclinijle, Fr. ) A confruc- MÆRE ady. It is derived from the Saxon me,
famous, great . Gibjcm.
lor of engines or machines.
MACILENCY.J. ( from macilent. ) Leanneſs. TO MATILE. V. n. To fammer. Airfararth
MACILENT... macılutus, Lat. ) Lean .
MA'FFLLR.S. (from the verb . ) A Mammaerer.
MACKEREL. f.(markereel, Dutch ) A ſea
Ainſworth.
MAGAZINE.S. [magazine, Fr. ) 1. A fore
011. Gay.
houle, commonly an arlenal or armoury , or
MICKEREL -GALE.Aftrongbreeze.Dryder
repository or proviſions. I'ide. 2. 0. late this
MACROCOSM . J. (razes and 2054 ...] The
whole world, or vilibie litem , in oppoſition to
word his bignified a micellaneous pamphlet,
the microcotin , or worlu of man .
from a periodical micellany named the Gea
MACTATION , J. ( matlaiks , Lat.] The act o:
ileman'smagazine , by Edward Cuve.
kiliing jor lacritice.
MAGE. !: (magus, Lat j A magician Smegler.
ALICUL1.1 (Lat.) 1. A ſpot. Burnet. 2. MAGGOT.S (inadu , Sax . ] 1. A imall grub
( In philick ) Any puts uponihe bin, whether
which turns into a fly Ray 2. Whimly ; ca
ibole in evers or fcorbutick babies .
piice ; odd fancy. Hiburrait
TO MACULATE. v . a. (macula, Lat.] TOMA'GOTTINESS. I Cirom magelly.] The
lain ; to put
Hale of abounding with masgo's.
MACULATION. !. [ irom maculate.) Stain ; MAGOTTY. a. from maggot . ] 1. Full of
maggots. 2. Capricirur ; whirnfical. Norris.
tin ?; cuint . S akeip .
MACULE /. (racula, Lat ) A font; a Nain . MAGICAL . a (trom magick .) Acting, or per
di D. a . igemaal, Sax . ) i. Dilordered in the
formici 5 ; ſecret and invittle powers. Dryder .
mind ; broken in the usarle ſtanding ; dittract- MAGICALLY. ade from magical.) Accord
. Tavlar . 2. Uver-run with any violent or
ing to the rites of magick . Camden .
Unreal nable duire. Rymer. 3. Enraged ; fu- MAGICK. 1. ( 17.25! 3, Lat . ) 1. The art of
I ! us. Demet Piety .
putting in adlion the power of fpirits. Rogers.
TO NI AD . v . G. To make mad ; to make furi.
2. The secret operacioni on natural powers .
Bacok
,
02 ^ ; io errare. Sidney.
ToilAD . v . 11 .
To be mad ; to be jurivu.. MAGICK .a. locataiinginecomantick. Milt.
..:: 1 .
MAGICIAY .
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MAGICIAN . f. [magicus, Lat . ) One filled in To MAGNIFY. v. 0. (magnifico, Lat I r . To
magick ; an eochanter ; a necromancer. Locke. make great ; to exaggerate ; to ampiyila
extul. Bacon. 2. To exalt ; to clevate : 10
MAGISTERIAL , O [ from magiſter, Lat.) 1 .
raile in eſtimation . Milton , 3. To raiſe in
Such as ſuits a maller. King Charles .
pride or pretention . Daniel. 4. To ercrefc
Loty ; arrogant ; proud ; infolent ; delpo :ick.
the bulk of any object to the eye . Locke.
South. 3. Chemically prepared , aiter the
MANITUDE. P. (magnitudo, Lat .) ! . Great
minner of a magiſtery . Grew .
MAGISTERIALLY. adv. ( from wogifierial.)
reſs ; grandeur. Millona. 2. Comparative bulk .
Raligh , Niwion .
Arrogantly South.
MAGISTERIALNESS. ſ. ( from magiflerial.) MAGPIE . L. ( from pie, and mag, contractes
Haughlineis ; airs of a mafier, G. of the Tong,
from Margarei.) A bird tomaime taught to
MAGISTERY./ (magijlerium , Lat.]Magiflery
talk . Peacham ,
is a term made uld or by chemills to lignify MAGYDARE , . (nagudaris, Lat .] An herb .
fometimes a very fine powder, and ſometimes Ainsworth.
f. maden, myden , Sax . ]
relins and refinous fubftances ; butthe genuine MAID .
acceptation is that preparation of any body, MAIDEN. S An unmarried woman ; a virgin .
Dryden. 2. A woman fervant . Prior. 3 .
wherein the whole , or most part, is, by the
Tunale.
addition of fomewhat, changed into a body of
MAID . L. A ſpecies ofſkate fiſh.
quite another kind . Quincy , Boyle.
MAGISTRACY.S. (magiſtratus, Lat.] Office MAIDEN. a. 1. Conſiſting of virgins. Aldiſon.
2. Freſh ; new ; unuſed ; unpolluted.Shakeſp.
or dignity ofa magiſtrate. Den. Johnſon.
MAGISTRALLY .adv. (magiſtralis, low Lat ] MA'IDENHAIR . J. ( muides and hair . ] A
Detpotically ; authoritatively ; magisterially.
plant. Peacham.
Bifoep Bramhall.
MA'IDENHEAD.:(from maiden.) 1. Vis
MAGISTRATE. S. [magiſiratus, Lat.] A man MAIDENHODE.ginity ; virgin purity; free
publickly invested with authority ; a gover- MAIDENHOOD . dom from contamination .
Fairfax , Shakeſp. Milic». 2. Newneſs ; freſh
nour. Decay of liety.
nels ; uncontaminated flate Wortex .
MAGNALITY . !. (magnalia, Lat .) A great
thing ; ſomething above the common rate MAIDENLIP S. An herb . Binworth.
MA'IDENLY. a. ( maiden and like.] Like a
Brown.
MAGNANIMITY , S. ( magnanimus, Lat. )
maid ; gentle, modeſt, timorous, decent .
Greatneſs of mind ; bravery ; elevation of
Shake p
MA'IDHOOD. S.[from maid ]Virginity. Shaker.
foul. Spenler, Swift .
MAGNANIMOUS ....! magnanimus,Lat. Great MA'IDMARIAN . S. (puer ludius, Lat.) A kinat
of dance . Temple.
ofmind ; elevated in ſentiment; brave . Grow .
MAGNANIMOUSLY adv. (from magnani- MA'IDPALE. a. ( maid and pale.) Pale like a
mous.JBravely ; with greatneſs ofmind Milton . fick virgin Shakeſp
MAGNET. /. ( magnes, Lat.) The loadilone ; MAIDSERVANT. S. A female ſervant. Sevift.
the ſtone that attracts iron. Dryden .
MAJESTICAL. 1 a. (From majeſty ) 1. Augult ;
MAGNEŠTICAL. 2 a . ( from magnet . ] 1. Re MAJESTICK . S having dignity ; grand , im
MAGNE'TICK . Slating to the magnet. perial. Derham . 2. Stately i pompous ; ſplen
did Hooker. 3. Sublime ; elevated ; lorsy.
Newton . 2 Having powers correſpondent to
Dryden.
thoſe of the magnet. Nequton. 3. Attractive ;
having the power to draw things diſtant.Danne . MAJESTICALLY . adv. ( from majefiical.)
4. Magnetick is once uſed by Milion for magner. With dignity ; with grandeur. Granville .
MAGNETISM . f. [frorn magnet.) Power of MAJESTY. ]: [majeftas, Lat . ) 1. Dignily's
grandeur; greatneſs of appearance. Milion .
the loadſtone ; power of attraction . Glanville.
2. Power ; ſovereignty. Daniel. 3. Dignity ;
MAGNIFI'ABLE . a . ( from magnify.) To be
elevation. Dryden . 4. The title of kings and
extolled orpraiſed. Unuſual . Brown.
queens. Shakeſp .
MAGNIFICAL. 1 a . (magnificus, Lat.) Illu
MAIL . f. [maille, Fr. ] 1. A coat of Reel net
MAGNIFICK . Š ftrious ; graod. i Chron .
work for defence. Fairfax. 2 . Any armour.
MAGNI'FICENCE . F. (magnificentia, Lat.]
Grandeur of appearance ; fplendour. Milton .
Gay. 3. A poftman's bundle ; a bag.
MAGNIFICENT . a . (magnificus, Lat .) 1. TO MAIL. v. a. To arm deſenlively ; to cover,
as with armour. Shakeſp.
Grand in appearance ; iplendid ; pompous.
Addiſon. 2. Fond of Splendour ; letting great- To MAIM . v. a. ( mebaigner , to maim , old
Fr. ) To deprive of any neceſſary part; 10
nefs to ſhow . Sidney .
MAGNIFICENTLY. adv . (from magnificent.)
cripple by lots of a limb. Shakesp.
. f. (from the verb. ) 1. Prisation of fome
MAIM
Pompoully ; fplendidly. Grew. ellentialpart ; lameneſs , produced by a wound
MAGNIFICO. ). [ Ital .] A grandee of Venice.
or amputation. Hooker. 2. Tajury ; miſchief.
Shakelp.
Skakelp. 3. EfTenual defect. Hayward .
MAGNIFIER. J. [ from magnify:) 1. One
that prailes ; an encomiaſt ; an extolier. MAIN . a . ( magne, old Fr. ] 1. Principal ;
s
chief ; leading . Hooker. 2. Violent ; Bronx ;
Brows. 2. A glaſs that encrcaſe the bulk
ring ; valt. Slakep, 3. Grch ; Colin
overpowe
of any ſubject
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taining the chief part . Shake p. 4. Important ; MAIZE, or Indian Wheat . f. Miller.
TO MAKE . v. a. ( macan, Sax. macker , Germ .
forcible . Davies.
MAIN , L. The groſs; the bulk ; the greater maken , Dutch . ) 1. To create . Geneſis. 2. Tổ
form of matcrials. Holder . 3. To compole ;
part . Locke . 2 The fum ; the whole ; the
as, materials or ingredients . Waller. 4. To
general . King Charles. 3. The ocean . Prior .
form by are what is not natural. Spenſer. 5 .
4. Violence ; force . Hudibras 5. A hand at
dice. Sbakelp Dorlet. 6. The continent Bacon . To produce as the agent. Hooker. 6. To pro
duce as a cauſe . Proverbs. 7. To do i to
7. A hamper. Ainſworth .
MAINLAND. S. (main and land.) Continent .
perform ; to practile ; to uſe. Luke. 8. To
cauſe to have any quality. Clarendor. 9. To
Spenſer.
bring into any nate or condition. Locke. 1o .
MAINLY. adv. ( from main. ) 1 . Chiefly ;
To form ; to fetele. Rome. 11. To hold ; to
principally . Woodward. 2. Greatly ; power
keep. Dryden. 12. To ſecure from diffreſs ;
fully . Bacon .
to eſtablish in riches or happinels. Shakeſpo
MAINMAST. P. (main and mall.] The chief
13. To ſuffer ; lo incur. Dryden. 14. To
Dryden.
middle
maſt.
cr
commit. Shakeſp. 15. To compel ; to force ;
MAINPERNABLE . a. Bailable ; that may be
conſtrain . Locke. 16. To intend ; to purpoſe
to
admitted to give ſecurity.
MA'INPERNOR. S. Surety ; bail. Davies.
to do. Dryden. 17. To raiſe as profit from
MA'INPRISE. I- (main and pris , Fr.) Delivery
any thing. Shakeſp . 18. To reach ; to tend
into the cuſlody of a friend, upon ſecurity
10 ; to arrive at. Dryden . 19. To gain Milton.
20. To force ; lo gain by force. Temple. 21 .
given for appearance . Davies.
To exhibit. Luke. 22. To pay ; to give .
TO MAINPRISE. v. a. To bail .
MA'INSAIL. S. ( main and fail ] The fail of Leviticus. 23. To put ; to place. Bacon.
24. To turn to ſome uſe. Dryden. 25. To
the mainmat . Els.
incline ; to diſpoſe. Brown . 26. To prove
MAINSHEET. S. { main and meer.] The ſheet
as an ' argument . Hooker. 27. To repreſent ;
or fail of the mainmaſt. Dryder.
MA'INYARD. S. (main and yard .) The yard
to ſhow . Baker. 28. To conſtitute. Locie.
29. To amount to. Gal. 30. To mould ; to
of the mainmaſt Arbuthnot .
TO MAINTAIN . v. a. I maintenir, Fr.) 1. To form . Bacon. 31. TO MAKE away. To kill ;
preſerve ; to keep. Harvey. 2. To defend ;
to deſtroy. Sidney. 32. To transfer. Waller.
to hold out ; to make good. Grew . 3. To
33. TO MAKE account. To reckon ; to be
vindicale; to juſtify: Skakelp. 4. To continue ;
lieve. Bacon. 34. To Make account of. To
eſteem ; to regard. 35. TO MAKE free witb.
to keep up. Dryden.
To keep up ; to
ſupport the expence of. Shakesp.6.To ſupport
To treat withoutceremony. Dunciad. 36 .
with the conveniences of life. South. 7. To
To Make good. To maintain ; to defend : to
juftify. Knolles. 37. To fulll ; to accompliſh .
preſerve from failure. Blackmore .
TO MAINTA’IN . v . n . To ſupport by argu
Shakeſp. 38. To Make light of. To conlider
as of no conſequence. Matibew . 39. T.
ment; to affert as a tenet . Dryden .
MAINTAINABLE. a. ( from maintain .) De.
MARE love. To couri ; to play the gallant.
Addiſon. 40. To Make merry. To feaſt ;
fenſible ; juſtifiable. Hayward.
to partake of an entertainment. Shakeſp. 41 .
MAINTAINER . J. ( from maintain.] Suppor
To Make much of. To cherilla ; to fofter.
ter ; 'cheriſher. Spenler.
1
MA'INTENANCE. /. (maintenant, Fr.]
Temple. 42. TO MAKE of. What to make of,
is , how to underſtand . Addifon. 43. To pro
Supply of the neceſſaries of life ; ſuſtenance ;
fuftentation. Hooker. 2. Support ; protection : duce from ; to effect. Addiſon. 44: To confi
nce
der ; to account ; to eſteem . Dryden . 45. To
; ſecurity
defence. Spenſer. 3. Continua
cherilh ; to fofter. Knolles. 46. TO MAKE over .
from failure. South .
MA'INTOP.S. (main and top .] The top of the To ſettle in the hands of truſtees. Hudibras.
47. To transfer. Hammond. 48. TO MAKE
mainmaſt. Addison.
MAJOR . a . (major, Lat .) 1. Greater in num
out. To clear ; to explain ; to clear to one's
ſelf. Arbuthnot, 49. To prove ; to evince.
ber, quantity , or excent. Hooker . 2. Greater
Locke. 5o. To Make ſure of. To conhder as
in dignity. Shakeſp .
MA'JOR . T. y . The officer above the captain
certain. Dryden. 51. To ſecure to one's pol
2. A mayor or head officer of a town. 3. The
ſeſſion. Dryder. 52. To Make up. To get
firſt propoſition of a fyllogifm , containing
together. Locke. 53. To reconcile ; to repair.
ſome generality. Boyle 4. Major-general. Hooker. 54. To repair. Ezek. 55. To compoſe
as of ingredients. South. 56. To ſhape. Arbuth.
The general officer ofthe ſecond rank . Tatler.
57. To ſupply ; to repair. Hooker, 58. To
5. MAJOR -demo. One who holds occaſionally
clear. Rogers. 59. To accompliſh ; to con
the place of maſter of the houſe.
MAJORATION. S. [ from major.) Encreaſe ; clude ; to complete . Locke.
TO MAKE . 0.n. 1. To tend ; to travel ; to go
enlargement . Bacon .
MAJORITY. S. ( from major.) 1. The ſtate of any way ; to ruſh . Shakeſp. 2. To contribute.
Swift. 3. To operate ; to act as a proof or
being greater. Grew . 2. The greater number.
argument , or cauſe . 4. To concur. Hooker.
Addijon. 3. Anceſtry. Brown. 4. Full age ;
end of minority. Davies. 5 : Firſt rank . 5. To Sew ; to appear ; to carry appeare
ADCG ;
Shakeſp. 6. The office of a major.
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ance. Arbuthnot. 6. To Make away with.MALE'VOLENT.a. ſmalevolus, Lat. ] Ill die'
To deſtroy ; to kill. Addiſon. 7. T. MAKE
poſed towards others. Dryden.
for. To advantage ; lo favour. Bacon. 8. MALEVOLENTLY. adv. [from malevolence )
To Make up. To compenſate ; to be inſtead . Malignly ; malignan: ly. Il wel.
Switr.
MA'LICE: S. (malice, Fr.) 1. Badneſs of deſign ;
deliberate miſchief. Taylor. 2. III intention
MAKE . S. [from the verb . ) Form ; ſtructure ;
nature. Glanville.
to any one ; deſire of hurting. Shakeſp
MAKES. [maca, Sax .) Companion. B Johnſon To MA’LICE. v. a.[ froin the noán . ) To re
MA'KEBATE.S . (make and debate. ) Breeder of
gard with ill will . Spenſer.
MALICIOUS. a . (malicieux , Fr. malitiofus,
quarrels. Sidney.
make.
Lat.) III-diſpoſed to any one ; intending ill .
.
Creator
The
KER
]
1.
. . (from
MA
Milien. 2. One who makes any ching . Pope , Shakeſp. Milton .
3. One who ſets any thing in its proper ſtate. MALICIOUSLY. adv. [ from malicious . ] With
malignity ; with intention of miſchiet. Gulliv .
Afcham .
MAČKEPEACE . L. (make and peace ] Peace- MALICIOUSNESS. S. (from malicious.] Ma
lice ; intention of miſchief to archer Herbert.
maker; reconciler Shakeſp .
MAKEWEIGHT.S. (make and weighi.] Any MALIGN.. (maligne, Fr. ) 1. Unfavourable ;
Imall thing thrown in to make up weight. ill diſpoſed to any one ; malicious. South.
2. Infectious; fatal to the body ; peftilential.
Phillips.
Bacon .
MALACHITE.ſ . This ſtone is green, ſo as
adjective.) 1 .
in colour to reſemble the mallow, mahagó ; TO MALIGN . v a. [ from
ſometimes it is veined or ſpotred. Woodward . To regard with envy or malice . South. 2. To
MA'LADY.S. (maladie, Fr.) A diſeaſe i a dif miſchief ; to hurt ; to harm .
temper ; a diſorder of body ; fickneſs. South. MALIGNANCY. f . [ from malignant.)
MALA'NDERS. f. [ from mai andare, Ital .) A
Malevolence ; malice ; unfavourableneſs.
dry ſcab on the pattern of horſes.
Shakeſp 2. Deſtructive tendency . Wileman.
MA'LAPERT.S.(mal and pers . ) Saucy ; quick MALIGNANT. a (malignant,Fr.) 1. Malign ;
with impudence. Dryden.
envious ; unpropitious ; malicious Watts. 2 .
Hoſtile to life : as, malignant fevers. Temple.
MA’LAPERTNESS. (from malapert.) Live
lineſs of reply without decency , quick im- MALIGNANT L.1. A man o ill intention ;
pudence ; faucinels.
inalevolently difpoled. Hooker. 2. It was a
MA'LAPERTLY.adv. (from malapert.] Im
word uſed of the defenders of the church and
monarchy by the rebel ſectaries in the civil
pudently ; faucily.
wars .
TO MALAXATE. v.a. franzy?2 .) To ſoften ,
MALIGNANTLY. adv. ( from malignant.]
or knead to ſoftneſs.
MALAXA'TION . S. ( from malaxate.] The act
With ill intention ; maliciouſly; miſchievcutly .
of ſoftening
MAʼLIGNER . f. [ from malign ) 1. One who
MALE. a. (male, Fr.) of the ſex that begets
regards another with ill will. Gulliver,
Sarcaſtical cenſurer.
young ; nol female. Swift.
MALE./. The he of any ſpecies. Graunt.
MALIGNITY.S: (malignit., Fr.) 1. Malice ;
MALE . In compoſition, ſignifies ill.
maliciouſneſs. Tickell. 2. Contrariety to lite ;
MALEADMINISTRATION.J . Bad manage
deft, utive tendency. Hayward. 3. Evilneſs
of nature South .
ment of affairs. Ayliffe.
MALECONTENT.
za (male and content.] MALIGNLY . adv . ( from malign .) Enviouſly ;
with ill will . Pope,
MALECONTENTED . ) Diſcontented ; diſſa
tished . Shakejp.
MALKIN./. A dirty wench . Shakeſp
MALECONTENTEDLY. adv. ( írom male MALI. f. (malleus, Lat. a hammer.] 1. A
Itroke , a blow. Hulibras. 2. A kind of
content ) With diſcontent.
MALECONTENTEDNESS [from malecon
beater or hammer. (mail, Fr.) Addiſon. 3. A
teni. ] Dilconteatedneſs ; want of affection to
walk where they forinerly played with malls
and bails. P'ope.
government. Spectator.
MALEDICTED. a . (maledi&tus, Lat.) Accurſed. TO MALL . v .a . ( from the noun ) To beat or
Atrike with a mall .
Dict.
MALEDICTIONS (maledi tion, Fr.] Curre ; MALLARD. I. (malart, Fr ] The diake of
the wild duck , Walton .
execration ; denunciation of evil . Wotton ,
MALEFACTION . S. ( male and facio, Lau ] |MALLEABILITY ſ . ( from malleable.] Qua
lity oi enduring the numrer. Lacke.
A crime ; an offence. Skakelp .
MALEFA'CTOR.J. (male and facia, Lat.) An MALLLABLE a . (malleabh fr. from malleus,
offender againſt law ; a criminal. Rojcommon.
Lat, a hammer .] Capable of being Ipread by
MALEFICK . 2 a . (maleficus, Lat. ]Michiev
bearing : this is a quality poflcted in the moſt
ous
;
hurtful
.
erirene degiee by gold
incy .
MALE'FIQUE . S
MALEPRACTICE . /. ( male and practice. ) MALLEABLENESS.| (hom malleable.}Qua
lity of enduring the hammer. Lecke.
Practice contrary to rules.
MALEVOLENCE ./ ( :alevolentia , Lat ) 111 TO MALLEATE, v . 4. [ iion malleus, Lat . )
will ; inclination to hurt others ; malignity.
To hammer. Derkein .
MALLET
Oos
Shakeſp .
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to tranſact. Dryden.
MA’LLET. S. (malleus, Lat .) A wooden ham
MANA'GE. . ( menage, Fr.) 1. Conduct ;
mer . Boyle.
adminiſtration . Bacon . 2. Uſe , inſtrumen
MA'LLOWS. S. ( makva , Lat. mælepe, Sax . ) A
tality. Bacen . 3. Government of a horſe .
plant,
Peachan
.
MA'LMSEY. S. 1. A ſort of grape. See Vine.
MANAGEABLE. a. ( from manage ) 1. Eaſy
2. A kind of wine. Shake p .
Newton . 2. Governable ; trac
uſe.
the
in
MALT./. (mealt , Sax . ) Grain ſteeped in water
table.
and fermented, then died in a kiln . Bacon .
MALTDUST. J. It is an enricher of barren MA'NAGEABLENESS S. (from manageable.]
land . Morrimer.
Accommodation to eaſy uſe. Boyle. 2.
MAʼLTFLOOR . f. (mal: and floor. ) A floor to
Tractableneſs ; eaſineſs to be governed.
MA’NAGEMENT. ſ. (menagement, Fr.]
dry malt. Moriimg.
Conduct ; adminiſtration Swifi. 2. Practice ;
TO MALT.V.M. 1. To make malt. 2. To be
tranſaction ; dealing Addfon .
made malt . Mortimer .
MA'NAGER S. (from manage.] 1. One who
MALTHORSE.S. A dulldolt. Shakeſp.
has the conduct or direction of anything
MALTMAN . 3 f. [ from malt. ] One who
MALTSTERS makes malt. Swift.
South. 2. A man of frugality ; a good huſband..
MALVACEOUS. o (malva, Lat . ) Relating to Temple.
mallow .
MANAGERY.S. ( managerie, Fr.) 1. Conduct ;
MALVERSA'TION . S.(Fr.) Bad Chifts ; mean
direction ; adminiftration. Clarendon . 2. Hur
artihces.
bandry , frugality. Decay of Piety. 3. Manner
MAM.
? f. (mamma, Lat .) The fond word
of uſing. Decay of Piety.
MAMMA.S for mother . Prior .
MANATION . Ý. (manatio, Lat.) The act of
MAMMET. S. [from mamor mamm .) A pup
iſſuing from fomething elſe.
pet ; a figure dreſied up Shakelp.
MANCHE [. (Fr.) A fleeve.
MAMMIFORM. a . Imamma and forma, Lat. ) MANCHET. J. (michet, Fr. Skinner .) A ſmall
loaf of fine bread. More.
Having the ſhape of papsor dugs.
MA'MMILLARY. a (nammillaris , Lat. ) Be- MANCHINE'EL tree. S [mancanilla, Lat .) It is
a native of the Wen - indies , and grows equal
longing to the paps or dugs.
to the ſize of an oak : its wood, which is lawn
MAMMOCKS. A large ſhapeleſs piece.
To MA'MMOCK . v. a . ( from the noun.] To
out into planks,and brought to England, is of
tear ; to pullto pieces . Shakeſp,
a beautiful grain , will poliſh well and laſt long.
MAMMON J. Syriack. ) Riches.
In cutting down theſe trees, the juice of the
MAN.S. ( man , mon , Sax ] 1. Human being .
bark , which is of a milky colour,mult be burnt
Creech . 2. Not a woman. Shakesp. 3. Nou
out beiore the work is begun ; for its nature
a boy . Dryden . 4. A fervant ; an attendant ;
is fo corroſire, that it will raiſe blifiers on the
a dependani. Raleigb, Covsley. 5. A word of
skin , and burn holes in linen ; and it it ſhould
familiarity bordering on contempe. Stakeſp. 6 .
happen to fly into the eyes of the labourers ,
It is used in a loole lignification like the French
they are in danger of loſing their light : the
69 , one, any one. Till t/51 . 7. One of un
fruit is of the colour and lize of the golden
common qualihcations. Addiſon 8. A human
pippen: many Europeans have loſt their lives
being qualified in any particular manner.
by eating it , which will corrode the mouth
1. Samuel 9. Individual. Walis. 10. Not a
and throat : catele never ſhelter themſelves
beat. Creech. 11. Wealthy or independant
under them , and ſcarcely will any vegetable
perfon. Tillot/on. 12. A moveable piece at
grow under their ſhade. Miller .
chefs or draughts. 13. MAN of war. A ſhip To MA'NCIPATE. v . a . (mancipo, Lat .] To
of war, Carew .
enfave ; to bind ; to tie. Hale.
TO MAN . v . a . ( from the noun .] 1. To furnith MANCIPA'TION.S. ( from mancipare . ] Slavery ;
involuntary obligation.
with men . Danici. 2. To guard with men.
Shakeſp. 3. To forti'y ;to ſtrengthen. Milton . MA’NCIPLE ./ . (manceps, Lat .) The ſteward of
4. To tame a hawk. Shake'p : 5. To attend ; a community ; the purveyor. Betterton ,
to ſerve ; to wait on . Ben Johnlor. 6. TO MANDANUS / ILat . ) A writ granted by the
king , 10 called from the initial word.
direct in hofility ; to point. Shake p .
MANACLES.J. (marice from manus, Lat.) MANDARIN . A Chincfe nobleman or magi
ſtrate.
Cbains for the hands. Eccluſ.
TO MA'NACLE. v . a . ( trom the noun ] TO MA'NDATARY. L. mandataire, Fr. ) He to
chain the hands ; to fhackle. Shakeſp.
whom the pope has ,byvirtue ofhis prerogative,
TO MANAGE.V.a ( onenager, Fr.) 1. To
and hisown proper right, given a mandate for
bis benefice. Aytiffe.
To
2.
fleet.
conduct ; to cury on. Stilling
train a horſe to graceful action . Knelles. 3. MANDATE..Dandat: -1, Lat ] 1. Command .
Howel. 2 Piecent; charge ; commiflion , lead
To govern ; to make tractable. Arbuthnot. A
or trannied. Dryder .
To wield , to more or uſe eaſily. Newton . 5
To huiband ; to make the object or caution . JAAN ?).ATORI ( Lat .) Director. Azlife.
Dryden . 6. Toucat with caution » . decency . MANDATORY. 2. ( rdare, Lai.j Frecep
tire , direzior;
MANDIBLE .
TO MA’NAGE . v. n. To Superintcai affaire ;
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MA'NDIBLE, S. [mandibula, Lat.) The jaw ; MANIFE'ST. S. (manifefto, Ital.] Declaraiton ;
publick proteſtation . Dryden .
the inſtrument of manducation . Grew .
MANDI'BULAR. S. (from mandibula, Lat . ) ToMANIFE'ST. v . a . (manifeſter, Fr. mani
Belonging to the law .
feſto,Lat.) To make appear ; to make publick ;
MANDI'LION.S. (mandiglione,Ital.) A ſoldier's
to thew plainly ; to diſcover. Hammond.
coat.
MANIFESTATION.S. (from manifeſt.) Dif
MANDREL S. (mandrin, Fr.) Mandrels are covery ; publication. Tillotſon.
made with a long wooden ſhank , to fit ftiff MANIFE'STIBLE. a .(rather manifeſtable.]Eaſy
into a round hole that is made in the work ,
to be made evident . Brown.
MANIFESTLY.adv. (from manifeſ
mani .] Clearly ;
that is to be turned . Moxon .
evident . Swift.
MA'NDRAKE 1. [mandragoras, Lat.) The
root of this plant is ſaid to bear a reſemblance MANIFESTNESS. F. ( from manifeft.) Perſpic
to the human form . The report of tying a dog
cuitv ; clear evidence.
to this plant, in order to root it up, and prevent MANIFESTO. S. ( ltal . ] Publick proteſtation ,
Addiſon.
the certain death of the perſon who dares to
attempt ſuch a deed , and of the groans emit- MA'NIFOLD. a . (many and foil.) Of different
led by it when the violence is offered , are kinds ; many in number ; multiplied . Shakeſp.
MANIFOʻLDED . a. (many and fold ] Having
equally fabulous. Miller, Denne.
TO MANDUCATE. v. a. (manduco, Lat.) Tol many complications. Spenjer.
chew ; to eat.
MANIFOLDLY.adv. '(trom marif !! ] lo a
manifold manner. Sidney.
MANDUCA'TION. S. (manducatio, Lat .) Eat
ing. Taylor.
MANIGLIONS.S. (in gulnery.) Two handles
MANE . (maena, Dutch ) The hair which on the back of a piece oi ordnance. Bailey .
hangs down on the neck of horſes. Knolles.
MANIKIN.S. (mannikes ,Dutch . ] A lille maan .
Shakejp
MANEATER . S. ( man and eat.] A cannibal ;
an anthropophagite.
MA'NIPLE. F. (manipulus, Lat.) 1. A handful .
2. A ſmall band of Oldiers .
MANED . a. ( from the noun. ] Having a rane.
MANES S. (Lat.) Ghoft ; Made. Dryder.
MANIPULAR. a . ('rom manipulus, Lat.] Re
MA'NFUL. a . (man and full. ] Bold ; ſtout ;
lating to a maniple.
daring. Hudibras.
MANKI'LLER . / (man and killer.) A marderer,
Dryden.
MANFULLY. adv ( from manful.] Boldly ;
itoutly . Ray.
MANKIND. S. [man and kind ) . The race
MANFULNESS. S. (from manful.] Scoutneſs :
or ſpecies of human beings. Raleigb. 2. Re
boldneſe.
ſembling man not woman in form or nature .
MANGCO'RN.S. (mengen , Dutch, to mingle.) Shukelp .
Corn ofseveral kinds mixed.
MA'NLISS. a . ( man and lefs.] Without men ;
not manned. Bacon .
MANGANESE ., Manganeje is properly an iron
ore of a poorer fort ; the moſt perfect fort is of MA'NLIKE. a . ( man and like. ) Having the
complexion of man. Sidney.
a dark iron grey, very heavy but brittie . Hill.
MANGE. J. de mangeaiſon , Fr.) The itch or MANLINESS. I [ from manly. ] Dignity ;
bravery ; Itouiners. Locke.
Icab in cattle. Ben Jobmjor .
MA NGER. S. (mangeoire, Fr.) The place or MANLY. a. [ from man .) Manlike ; becoming
veſlel in which animals are fed with corn .
a man ; firm ; brave ; llout ; undaunted ; un
L'Eſtrange.
dilmayed. Dryden .
MANGINESS L. { from mang y.) Scabbineſs ; MANNA.ſ. Manna is properly a gum , and is
infection with the mange.
honey-like juice concreied into a solid form ,
TO MANGLE . v. a . (mangelen, Dutch .) TO
feldom ſo dry but it acheres more or lets to the
fingers in handling : its colour is whitilli ,
Jacerate ; to cut or tear piece -meal; to butcher.
Milicn .
yellowiſh , oi brownish, and it has in taite che
MANGLER . S. [ from mangl . ) A hacker ; one iweetnets of ſugar, and with it a ſharpneis that
renders is very agreeable : it is the product of
that destroys bunglingly. Tickell.
MANGO . J. ( mangaltai, Fr.) A fruit of the
two different trees, but which are of the same
iſle of Java , brought ro Europe pickled. King
genus, being bosh varieties of the aſh : the
MA NGY . ) . ( trom mange.) Infected with the fineſt mnanna of all is that which oozes natu
rally out of the leaves in Auguit. Hill.
nange; ſcavby.Skakejp.
MANHATLR I. (man and hater.] Milan- MANNER . J. (maniere, Fr ) 1. Form ; method .
thrope ; one that hates mankind .
Dryden. 2. Cuitom ; habit ; fathion . New
Tefiament. 3. Certain degree. Bacon. 4. Sor: ;
MANHOOD . ſ trom man.j1 . Huinan nature .
kind . Atterbury : 5 Min ; call of the look .
Niilton , 2. Vinility ; nut womanhood . Dryden .
Clarilla. 6 . Peculiar way. Clarendon . 7 .
3. Virility ; not childhood . 4. Courage ; brave
ry ; refolution , fortitude . Sidney .
Way ; fort. Anterbury. 8.Character of the
mind. Audion . 9 Titanners in the plural.
MANIAC .
? a . ( mariacis, Lat. ] Raging
MANTACAL ) with nicreís. Grew .
General way or life ; morals ; habits L'Ejiran .
MA NIFEST . a. ( marijejius, Lat ) 1. Plain :
10. ( lo che plural. Cereinon :ous behaviour ;
ftudied civility . Dogden,
ou en ; oct caucaled. R$ 7 , 2. Ditected.
Ooo 2
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MA'NWERLINESS. S. [ from manserly.] Civi- , MA’NUAL . L. A ſmall book, fuch as may be
carried in the hand. Stilisg fleet.
liv : ceremonious complaisance . Hale .
MANVERLY. 6. [ rom manner.) Civil ; cere- MANUBIAL. a . (manubiæ , Lat.) Belonging to
ſpoil i taken in war.
meni si crimpla ſant. Rogers.
MANNEKLY.ado. Civiliy , without rudeneſs. MANU BRIUM . S. ( Lat .) A handle . Bayle.
MANUDUCTION.
( manuductio, Lat. )
State, p.
MARNIKIN . S. ( man and klein , Germ . ) A
Guidance by the hand. Brown, South.
listie man , a dwar '.
MANUFACTURE. ſ. (marus and facie, Lar.]
MA'NNISH . a. ( rom man . ) Having the appear
1. The practice of making any piece of work
ance of a man ; bold ; ma:culine ; impudent. manſhip. 2. Any thing made by art. Addiſos .
TO MANUFACTURE. v . a. (manufaaurer ,
bidney
Fr. ) To make by art and labour; to form by
MANOR. S. i mancir, old fr ] Manor ſignifies,
workmanſhip.
in common law, a rule or government which
* man bith over ſuch as bold land within his MANUFACTURER. / [manufacturier, Fr. )
tee. Touching the original of theſe manor's,
A workman ; an artificer. Waits .
it ſeem ., this, in the beginniog, there was a TO MANUMI'SE. v. a . ( manumitrs, Lat. ) To
auzin compaſs or cicuii of ground granted by
ſet free ; to diſmiſs from flavery.
te king to fome maa oi worth , for him and MANUMISSION . I. (manumiſſion, Fr mante
hisheirs to direilupon , and to exerciſe tome
7 ://10, Lat.) The act of giving liberty to llaves.
Brown .
jurisijun. Cowel.
MANQUE'LLER , J. (man and cpellan , Sax ] TO MANUMIT. v. a. (marumitlo, Lat. ) To
Ainurerer ; a mansiller ; a manſlayer
releaſe from ſlavery. Dryden .
Carew
MANURABLE . a . (from manure.) Capable of
MANSE . / (manlıs, Lat.) A parfonage houſe
cultivation. Hak.
MANSION . /. (marſia, Lat ) i . Place of reli- MANU'RANCE ./.( from manure. }Agriculture ;
cultivation . Sperler .
dence ; abode ; houie . Dryden. 2. Reſidence ;
abode. Denham .
To MANU'RE . via . ( manouvrer , Fr. ) i. To
MANSLA'UGHTER . F. ( man and ſlaughter . ] cultivate by manual labour. Milton. 2 , To
1. Murder; destruci o of the human ſpecies
dung ; to fatten with compofts. Woodward.
Aſcham . 2. ( lolaw .] The act of killing a MANURE. S. ( irom the verb .) Soil to be laid
man not wholly without fault , though without
on lands. Dryden.
malice .
MANUREMENT. ſ. ' from manure.} Cultiva
MANSLA'YER . L. {man and pay ) Murderer ; tion ; improvement Wotton .
MANU'RER ). (trom the verb .] He who ma
one that has killed another. Numbers.
MANSOETE . a . (m.ua/uctus, Lat ] Tame ; nures land ; a huſband :nan .
MANUSCRIPT. S. (wanufcriptam , Lat. ) A
gentic ; not ferocious. Ray.
MANSUETUDE. /.Inanſuetudo, Lat.) Tame
book written , noi printed. Worlon.
ness ; gentlencís. Herbert.
MANY. a . comp. mere, ſuperl. moft. (mänız,
MANTEL. 1. riantel, old Fr ] Work raiſed
Sax .] 1. Contiiting of a great number ; nume
berone a chimney to conceal it . Wotton.
sous, Dizby. 2. Maiking number indefinite.
MANTELET
{ manieiet , Fr.) 1. A Small Exodus.
cloke won by winn. 2. ( lo fortification ) A MA'NY.S. 1. A multitude; a company ; a great
number; people. Spenfer. 2. Many is uſed
kind of ingveable penthoule, made o pieces of
much in composition .
timber lawed into planks, which being about
three inches thick , are nailed one over another MANYCOʻLOURED . 0. (many and colour.}
Having many colours . Donne.
to the height of almoſt fix tett , driven before
the pioneers, as blinds to Melter them . Harris. MANYCORNERED . a . (many and corner . )
MANITGER. f. man and tiger.] A large Polygonal; having many corners . Dryden .
MANYHE'ADED. C.(many and kead.) Having
monkey or baboon . Arbuthnet.
MANTLE. f. (mantell, Wellh .) A kind of many heads. Sidney.
cloke or gaiment. Hzywird.
MANYLA'NGUAGED . a. ( many and lan
Tu MANTIE. v. a . [from the noun .) To
guage.] Having many languages. Pepe.
cioke ; to cover. Stakelp.
MANYPE'OPLED . a . (many and people.) Nus
TOMANTLE . • * . 1. To ſpread the wings as merouſly populous. Sandys
a hawk in plealure. Milica. 2. To joy ; 10 MANYTIMÈS, an adverbial phraſe. Often ;
level Spenter. 3. To be expanded ; to ſpread frequently. Addiſon.
luxuriantly . Maiton . 4. To gather any thing MAP. A. (mappa , low Lat .) A geographical
w the furiace; to froth . Pope. 5 To fermenii picture on which lands and ſeas are delineared
according to the longitude and latitude Sidner.
to be in prightly agitation. South .
MINTUA . ) . A lady's gown. Pope
To MAP . v. a. (from the noun ) To delineale ;
to ſet down. Shakeſp.
MANTUAMAKER . (mantua and maker.) One
womahe , gowns for women . Addion.
MAPLE tree.s. A tree frequent in hedge- rows.
Mort
imer .
MANUAL . a . (manualis, Lat . ) 1. Periormed
Ty the hand. Dryden. 2. Uled by the hand. MAPPERY. S. [from map .] The art of plane
( rendin .
ning and deti ning. Skakep.
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TO MAR . v. 2. (amýnran, Sax .) To injure ; MARGARITE. F. (margarita , Lat.) A pearl .
Peachair,
to ſpoil ; to hurt ; lo miſchief ; to damage.
MARGARITES. S. An herb.
Dryden .
1 Fi [margo, Lat .) ". The border ;
MARANATHA. J. (Syriack .) It was a form of MARGE.
denouncing or anathematiziog among the MARGENT. the brink ; the edge ; the
MARGIN .
Jews . St. Paul.
verge. Spenſer . 2. The edge
MÁRA'SMUS. . (razasu.. ! A conſumption, of a page left blank. Hammond. 3. The edge
of a wound or fore. Sharp.
in which perfons waſte much oftheir ſubitance.
MARGINAL. S [marginal, Fr. ) Placed , or
Quincy.
written on the margin. Watis.
MARBLE . P. (marbre, French ; marmor, Lat .)
1. Stones uſed in ſtatues and elegant build- MARGINATED . a . (marg natus, Lat.] Having
ings , capable of a bright poliſh . Locke.
a margin.
Little balls of marble with which children MARGRAVE: F. ( marck and gref, Ger.) A
play . Arbuihnor. 3. A ſtone remarkable for
tiele of lovereignty .
the ſculpture or inicription ; as , the Oxiord MARIETS,S. A kind of violet.
MARIG
OLD. J. Mary and gold.] A yellow
marbles.
flower. Cleaurland .
MARBLE . 4. 1. Made of marble . Waller . 2 .
TO MARINATE . v . a. (mariner, Fr. ) To falt
Variegated like marbk. Sidney.
TO MARBLE. v. a. ( marbrer , Fr. from the
fith , and then preleive them in oil or vinegar ,
King.
noun ) To variegate, or vein like marble.Bayle.
MARBLEHEARTED. a. (marble and beart.) MARINE a . (marinus, Lac. ) Belonging to the
Cruel ; infenlible ; hard -hearted. Skakelp.
fea . Woodward.
MA’RCASITE. S. The marcafite is a folis hard MARINE. S. ( la marine, Fr. ] 1. Sea affairs.
fofiil, ot an oblcurely and irregular foliaceous Arbuthnot. 2. A foldier taken on thipboard to
be employed in defcents upon the land .
ſtructure, of a bright glittering appearance , and
naturally found in continued beds among the MARINER . S [ from mare, Lat. ] A ſeaman ;
a failor. Swift.
veins of ores, or in the fiffures of Itone. There
are only three diſtinct ſpecies of it , one of a MARJORAM . ! (marjorana, Lat.) A fragrant
brighe gold colour, anoiher of a bright ſilver,
plant of many kinds. Peachan ,
and a third of a dead white : the livery one MARISH. p. (mara's, Fr.) A bog ; fen ; a
ſeems to be peculiarly meant by the w.iters on
ſwamp; watry ground. Hayward , Knalles,
the Materia Medica. Niarcafite is very fre
Sandy's, Milton .
quent in the mines of Cornwall, where the MA'RISH . a. Mouriſh ; feony ; boggy ; ſwampy.
workman call it mundick.
Hill, Nowion .
Bacon.

MARCH . F. ( from Mars.] The third mənth of MARITAL.S.(maritus, Lat. ) Pertaining to 2a
huſband. Aylittle
the year. Peacham .
To MARCH . ... ( marcher, Fr. ] 1. To move MA RITATED ... (from maritus,Lat.]Having
in military form . Shakefp. 2. To walk in a a huſband .
grave, deliberate , or ſtately manner. Sidney, MARITIMAL. ? . maritimus, Lat ] 1. Pero
MARITIME. S formed on the ſea ; marine ,
Davies
TO MARCH. v . n . 1. To put in military move.
Raleigh . 2. Relating to the ſea i caval.
ment. Boyle. 2. To bring in regular procedion.
Wotion . 3. Bordering on the fea. Cbaf.mail,
Milton
Prior .
MARCH. S. (marcher , Fr.) 1. Movement ; MARK.S. (marc, Wellh .) 1. A tokca by which
journey of ſoldiers. Blackmore. 2. Grave and
any thing is known Sherler. 2. A tokeo ; an
folemn walk. Pepe. 3 Deliberate or laborious
impreſſion . Addion 3 A proot ; an evidence.
walk . Addiſon. 4. Signals to move . Knolles. Arbuthnet. 4. Nurice lakca . 5 Conveniency
5. Marches, without fingular. Borders ; lic of notice. Carew . 6. Aay thing at which a
mits ; confines. Davies .
mimile weapon is dieded. Doovies. 7. The
evidenes of a horte's age. Bacon. 8. (Marque,
MARCHER L. (from marcheur, Fr.) Prefident
of the marches or borders. Davies.
French . Licence of repritals . 9. A lum of
MA'RCHIONESS. . The wie of a marquis ,
thirteen shillings and tour pence. Canden. 10 .
A charaéter made by thoſe who cannot write
Shakeſp.
MARCHPANE.L. (mallepane, Fr.) A kind of their names. Dryden . TO MARK. v. a. (marken , Dutch ; meancan,
ſweet bread . Sidney.
MARCID . a . ( morcidus , Lat .) Lean ; pining ; Sax .) 1. To impreis with a token, or evidence .
Grew . 2. To nole , to take notice ot. Rort ,
withered. Dryden .
Smith .
MARCOUR . . ( marcor, Lat ) Leanneſs ; the
TO MARK . v . » . To nie ; to take no ice.
ſtate ofwithering ; waſte of tieth Braun.
Dryden ,
MARE. F. (mape, Sax . ] 1. The female of a
horſe. Dryden. 2. A kind of torper or Itagna- MARKER. F. (from mark. } 1. One that puts
a mak on any thing. 2. Vad blat noies, or
tion, which ſeems to prets the ſtomach with a
takce aotice .
weight ; the night haz. Drayton.
MARESCHAL . 1. {mareſchal, Fr. ) A chief MARKET . l . ( anciently writion merci !, of
1151 iwius , Lat . ] 1. A publick time of buying
commander of an army . Pror.
ald
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one of the fecond order of nobility, Rext in
and ſelling. Spenſer, Wiſdom . 2. Purchaſe
2nd lale. Temple. 3. Rate ; price. Dryden.
rank to a duke. Peacbam . 2. Marquis is uſed
TO MARKET. v . m . To deal at a market ; to
by Shakeſpeare for marcbioneſs.
buy or full.
MARQUISATE, S. (marquiſai, Fr ] The feiga
niory of a marquis .
MARKET -BELL. S. (market and bell.] The
beil to give notice that trade may begin in the MA'RRER. f. [ from mar. ) One who ſpoils or
hurts. Afcham .
market. Skakelp.
MARKET -CROSS. S. ( market and croſs.) A MARRIAGE. . (mariage, fr .) The ad of
Crols fet up where the market is held . Shakesp. uniting a man and woman for lite. Taylor .
MARKET DAY. J. ( market and day.) The MA’RRIAGEABLE. a. ( from marriage.) 1 .
day on which things are publickly bought and
Fit for wedlock ; of ageto be married. Swift.
2. Capable of union . Milton .
fold . Addifca.
MARKET- FOLKS. L. (market and folks.) MARRIED. a ( from marry .] Conjugal; con
nubia ). Dryden.
People that come to the market. Skakejp.
MARKET-MAN. ſ. One who goes to the MARROW . S. (merg, Sax .) The bones have
either a large cavity , or are full of little cells :
muket to fell or buy . Swift.
MARKET - PLACE . |. ( marker and place .] in both the one and the other there is an ole
Place where the market is held. Sidney.
agenous ſubſtance, called marrow . Quincy.
MARKET -PRICE ? S. (market and price or MARROWBONE. L.marrow
( marrow and bone . 1 .
Bone boiled for the
MARKET-RATE . S rate. ) The price at
. 2. In burleſque
language, the knees. L'Efirauge.
which any thing is currently fold . Locke.
MARKET -TOWN . S. A town that has the MARROWFAT. ). A kind of pea.
privilege of a flated market ; not a village. MARROWLESS. a. ( from marrow .) Void of
marrow . Shakeſp.
Gay.
MA'RKETABLE. 2. [ from market.) 1. Such To MARRY. v. a. (marier, Fr.] 1. To join
as may be fold ; ſuch for which a buyer may
a man and woman. Gay. 2. To diſpoſe of in
marriage. Bacon. 3. To take a huſband or
be found. Shakeſp. 2. Current in the market.
wife. Shakeſp.
Ducay of Piely
MARKMAN . '? S [mark and man.) A man TOMARRY. V. n. To enter into the conjuga !
MARKSMANS kilul to hit a mark Herbert. ſtate. Shakeſp.
MARL ſ (marl, Wellh ; mergel, Dutch .) A MARSH , are derived from the Saxon merss ,
kind of clay, which is become fatter, and of MARS,
a fen . Gibſon.
a more enriching quality, by a better fermen- MAS.
tation, and by its having lain ſo deep in the MARSH !. ( mensc, Sax .] A fen ; a bog ; 2
Twamp. Drayton .
earth as not to have ſpent or weakened it
MARSH -MALLOW . S. [albea, Latin.] A
feruilizing quality . Quincy.
TO MARL . v.a. (from the noun.) To manure
plant .
with marl . Child .
MARSH -MARIGOLD.S. ( p ?pulago, Lat .) A
TO MARL v. a . ( from marline. ) To faften the fower Dryden .
MARSHAL. J. (mareſchal, Fr.] 1. The chief
tals with marline .
MARLINE. / mearn, Skinner.) Long wreaths officer of arms. Shakeſp. 2. An officer who
regulates combats in the lifts . Dryden. 3 .
of unewiited hemp dipped in pitch , with which
cables are guarded. Dryden.
Any one who regulates rank or order at a
MARLINSPIKE. S. A finall piece of iron for feast. Spenſer. 4. An harbinger ; a purſuivant.
Sidney.
fastening ropes together.
MARLEIT. I. (marl and pit. ) A pit out of To MARSHAL. v. a. (from the poun . ] 1 .
To arrange ; to rank in order. Glanville . 2 .
which marl is dug . Woodward.
MARLY. a. ( from marl.) Abounding with
To lead as an harbinger. Shakeſp .
MARSHALLER. S. ( from marſhal.) One that
marl . Mortimer.
MARMALADE I S. ( marmelade , Fr ) The arranges ; one that ranks in order . Trapp.
MARMALET. S pulp of quinces boiled into MA’RSHALSEA.S. [from marſhal.] The priton
a continence wiih ſugar.
in Southwark belonging to the marſhal of the
MARMORATION. ). [marmor , Lat .] In
king's houthold .
cruſtation with marble .
MARSHALSHIP S. ( from marſhal. ] The
MARMOREAN . a. ( marmoreus, Lat . ) Made
office of a marthal .
of marble.
MARSHE'LDER . S. A gelderrofe.
MARMOSET. F. ( marmouſet, Fr. ] A fmall MAKSHROCKET. J. A species of water
cretles .
monkey . Shakeſp .
MARMIO'T.
U
( Italian ) The marmitio, MARSHY. a . [from marſ .) 1. Beggy ; wet ;
MARMO'TTO > or mus alpinus, as big or
fenny i ſwampy . Dryden . 2. Produced in
bigger than a rabbit, which abſconds all win
marthes. Dryden .
MART./ (contracted from markė:. ) 1. A place
ier, deth live upon its own tat. Ray.
MARQUETRY: J. (marqueterie, fr ) Chec
of publick traffick. Hooker. 2. Bargain per
chale and ſale. Shakejp . 3. Letters of maji .
quired work ; work inlaid with variegation .
To
MARQUIS. l. (marquis, Fr. ] 1. In England
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To MART. v .a . (from the noun.) To traffick ; MASH . S. (maſche, Dutch.) 1. The ſpace des
tween the threads of a net. Mortimer . 2. Any
to buy or ſell. Shakeſp.
thing mingled or beaten together into an ua
MARTEN . ! f. (marte, Fr.] ! . A large
diftinguiſhed or confuſed body . 3. A mixture
MA'RT'ERN . S kind of wealel , whoſe fur is
Mortimer .
much valued. 2. (Martelet, Fr.] A kind of • for a horſe.
. v . r . (maſcher, Fr. ] 1. To beat in
ſwallow that builds in houſes ; a martlet . To MASH
to a confuſed maís. More. 2. To mix malt and
Peackan .
MA'RTIAL . 4. (martial, Fr. martialis, Lat.) water together in brewing. Mortimer .
1. Warlike; fighting ; given to war ; brave. MASK . F. (maſque, Fr.) . A cover to diſguiſe
the face; a vilor. Shakeſp. 2. Any pretence or
Spenſer, Chapmar. 2. Having a warlike ſhow ;
ſubterfuge. Prior . 3. A feſtive entertainment,
ſuiting war.Pope. 3. Belonging to war ; not
civil . Bacon . 4. Borrowing qualities from the
in which the company is marked. Shakeſp.
4. A revel ; a piece of mummery . Miloe . 5 .
planet Mars. Brown. 5. Having parts or pro
A dramatick périormance written in a tragick
perties of iron, which is called Mors by the
ſtyle without attention to rules or probability.
chemiſts.
Peacham
MA'RTIALIST . S. ( from martial.) A warrior ;
TO MASK . v . a. (maſquer, Fr.] 1. To diſguiſe
a fighter. Howel.
with a mask or vilor. Hooker. 2. To cover ;
MARTINGAL. F. (martingale, Fr.) It is a
to hide . Craſbaw .
broad trap made falt to the girths under the
belly of a horſe, and runs between the two To MASK . v . n . 1. To revel ; to play the mum
legs to faſten the other end, under the noſe
mer. Prior. 2. To be diſguiled any way.
band of the bridie.
MASKERS. ( from maſk .) One who revels in a
mak ; a mummer. Donne,
MARTINMAS . ſ. (Martin and maſs ) The
feaſt of St. Martin ; the eleventh of November, MA'SON.f. [maçon, Fr.] A builder with ſtone.
commonly called mortiimaſs or marilemajs. Wetton
MAʼSONRY. S. [maçonerie, Fr.] The craft or
Tuljer.
MARTINET .? . {martinet, Fr. ) A kind of performance of a malon .
MASQUERADE L. ( from maſque, Fr.) 1. A
MARTLET. S ſwallow. Shakesp.
diverſion in which the company is marked.
MA'RINETS. . Small lines fallened to the
leetch of the fail , to bring that part of the
Pope, 2 Dilg uile . Felton,
leetch which is next to the yard-armiclole up To MASQUERADE. v.m. ( from the noun .) 1 .
to the yard. Bailey.
To go in diſguiſe. L'Efirange. 2. To aſſemble
in maks . Swift.
MARTYR . S. (uapuz ] One who by his death
MASQUERADER . L. (from maſquerade.] A
bears witneſs to the truth . X. Charles.
To MARTYR . V a . ( from the noun ) 1. To
perſon in a maſk . L’Eſirange.
put to death for virtue. 2. To murder; lo de- MASS. .maja, Fr.] 1. A body; a lump ; a
continuous quantity. Newton . 2 . A large
froy. Suckling
MARTYRDOM . f. [ from martyr.) The death
quantity. Davies . 3. Bulk ; vaſt body . Abbiz.
4. Congeries; allemblage indistinct. Drydes.
of amartyr ; the honour of a martyr. Hosker.
5. Groſs body ; the general. Dryder. 6 .
MARTYRO’LOGY: J. (martyrologium , Lat . )
fleet.
A regiſter of martyrs. Stilling
( Milja, Lat.) ' The fervice of theRomila
MARTYRO'LOGIST. S. (martyrologiſie, Fr.]
church . Atterbury.
A writer of martyrology .
TO MASS. V. n . ( from the noun .] To celebrate
MA'RVEL.S (marveille, Fr. ) A wonder ; any
mais. Hooker
MASSACRE, S. (maſſacre, Fr. ) 1. Butchery ;
thing aftoniſhing. Shakeſp.
indiſcrimninaie deſtruction . Milion . 2. Murder.
MARVEL of Peru . A flower.
To MARVEL . v. n . (marveiller, Fr.) To won
Shakelp
To MASSACRE v. a. (maſacrer, . Fr.) To
der ; to be aſtoniſhed. Shakeſp.
MARVELLOUS. a. (marvesileux, Fr.)
butcher ; 10 daughter indiſcriminately. Decay
Wonderful ; ſtrange ; aſtonifing. Shakeſp . 2 .
of Piety, Atterbury.
Surpaſſing credit. Pope. 3. Tre marvellous is MASSICOT . ). (French ) Ceruſ calcined by a
any thing exceeding natural power, oppoſed to
moderate degree of fire : of this there are
the probable .
three forts, thc white , the yellow , and that of
a golden colour, their difference ariſing from
MARVELLOUSLY. adv. [ from marvellous.]
the different degrees of fire applied in the o
Wonderfully. Clarendon .
MARVELLOUSNESS. S. (from marvellous . ]
peration . They are uled in painting.
Wonderfulneſs ; Itrangeneſs; aitonithingneis. MA'SSINESS. U
from nolis ] Weicht;
MA'SCULINE . 0. (mafculin, Fr.) 1. Male ; MASSIVENESS. I bulk ; ponderortneſs,Hake.
not female. Milton. 2. Reſembling man ; MASSIVE. ? a . (mallit, Fr ] Heavy ; weighty ;
virile; not ſoft ; not cffeininate. Addiſon . 3. MA'SSY. S ponderous; buiky ; continuous.
The gender appropriated to the male kind in
Dryden.
any word .
MAST.S. [mafi, mái, French ; mast , Sır .) 1 .
MASCULINELY.adv . ( from mafculine.) Like
The beam or poft railed above the relel, to
a man. Ben Johnson .
which the fail is fixed Dordon. 2. The fruit
MASCULINENESS .S. [from maſculine.] Man
of the oak and beecka . Bacan.
MA'STLD .
niſhneſs ; male figure or behaviour,
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MASTED. a . [from majl ] Furniſhed with ( MA'STICATORY . S. [maſlica:sire, Fr. ) A
mal
medicine to be chewed only , not ſwallowed .
Baca
MASTER. F. (meeſter, Dutch ; maiſive, fr ) 1 .
One who has forraits; oppoſed to man or MASTICH./ (mafiic, Fr. ) 1. A kind of guma
gathered from trees of the ſame name. Wijem ,
fervant . Shakeſp . 2. A director; a governor.
Eccluf. 3. Owner: proprietor. Dryden. 4. A
2. A kind of mortar or cement . Addifor.
lordi a ruler . Gordiar . 5. Chier ; head. (MA'STICOT. J. See MASSICOT .
Shakejp. 6. Poitetur. Addiſon 7. Commander MASTIFF. 191.1ļlites, plur maſlin, Pr.) A
of a trading frip . A chan . 8. One uncontroler. dog of the largeſt ſize ; a bandog. Szenter.
Skakelp. 9 A compellation of respect. Shakes MASTLESS. . (from maſl.] Bearing no mafl.
Dryden .
10. A young gintleman . Dryden. 11. One
A mon MA'STLIN . S. Mixed corn ; as, wheat or rye .
who caches ; a teacher. Suih.
Tofier .
eminently fkililin pratice orſcience Davies.
13. A title of dignity in the univerſities : a8, MAT.S. (meatte, Sax ) A texture of ledge ,
fags , or rulhes . Carew .
maler of arts.
v . a . ( from the noun . ) 1. To cover
TO MASTER. V. . (from the noun ) 1. To be TOMAT.
with mus. Evelyn . 2 . Toewift together ; to
a matter to ; 10 nale ; to govern. Shakeſp. 2 .
join like a mat. Drayton .
To conquer ; to overpower. Davies, Calamy.
3. To execute with till . Bacan .
MATADORE . S (mattador, Spaniſh .) A bani!
of cards. Pope
MA'STERDOM . f. [ from maſter ] Dominion ;
MATACHIN . !. (Fr. ) An old dance. Sidary.
rule . Shakcip .
dny thing that
MASTER -HAND.F. The hand oí a man emi. MATCH . F. (mecbe, Fr. ) 1.contest
catches fire. Bacon . 2. A
; a game .
nently filiul. Pope.
MASTER - JEST . ). A principal jet Hudibras.
Sbakeſp. 3. One equal to another ; one able to
MASTER - KEY.j. The key which opens many
conteſt with another . Rogers. 4. One who ſuits
locks, of which the ſubordinate keys open each
or tallies with another 5. A marriage. Stakeſ.
6. One to be married, Clarenden,
only one. Dryden .
MASTER -LEAVER . S. One that leaves or de TO MATCH . v.a. (from the noun ) 1. To be
equal to . Shake , p. 2. To ſhow an equal . Scais .
ferts his matter. Shakeſp.
3. To equal ; to oppoſe. Milton . 4. Toiuit ;
MASTER -SINEW.J. A large finew that ſur
to proportion. Refcommen. 5. To marry to
rounds the hough, and divides it from the
give in marriage . Donne,
bone by a hollow place, where the wind-galls
TO MATCH . vn . 1. To be married . Sidet .
are usually feated . Farrier's Di I.
2. To fut; to be proportionate ; to cally .
MASTER -STRING.S.A principalftring Roove
Suitable ;
MASTER -STROKES. A capital performance . MATCHABLE. a. (from march 1
Blackmore,
equal; fit to be joined. Spenjer . 2. Correla
Woodward,
pondent.
1.
Wanting
MASTERLESS. a. (from mafier.)
a matter or owner. Spenjer. 2. Ungoverned ; MATCHLESS. a . (from march.) Without an
equal. Waller
unfubdued.
MASTERLINESS S. [ from mafierly ] Emi- MATCHLESSLY. adv . In a manner not to be
nen : kill .
equalled.
MASTERLY . adv. With the ſkill of a maſter. MATCHLESSNESS. S. [from matublofs.] State
Shakeip .
of being without an equal.
MASTERLY. c . [ rom walier 11. Suitable to a MATCHMAKER. I. (ma:ch and make. ]
One who contrivesmarriages. Hudibres. :.
maſter ; artful; ikiliul. Dryden. 2. Imperious;
One who makes matches to burn.
with the way of a inafler.
MA'STERPIECE . 1. (najier and piese.] 1. A MATE . S. ( maca , Sax ] 1. A huſband or wie.
capital per.ormance: any thing done or made
Spemer. 2 . A companion , male or female .
M :113m . 3. The male or female or animals,
with extraordinary ſkill Davies, 2. Chier
M : 110r. 4. One that tails in the lame the
excellence. Clarendon,
R3fc0729171 01 5 . One that eats at the ſame
MASTERSHIP./ (from maler. ] 1. Dominion ,
table . 6. The ſecond in lubordination : 35,
rule ; power. 2. Superiority ; pre-eminence,
the mallei's maie.
Dryden. 3. Chief work. Drydder . 4. Skili ;
knowiedze . Fakalp . 5. A teleof ironicalre TO MATE. v . a . ( from the noun ) i. To
march ; to marry . Spanjer. 2. To be equal to.
(pect. Shukla
D •yden. 3.To oppoſe; to equal. Shakesp. 4.
MISTCR - TEETH . !! [raler and teeri, ] The
(Marrer , Fr.) To fubdue ; to contouod ; to
priacimalteeti. Bacon .
cruth . Shakejp.
MASTERVORT 1. A plant.
MA’STERY. ). [from mojtr.) 1. Dominion ; MATERIAL G. (materiel, Fr. ] . Conhilling
rule . Palagh. 2. Superiority ; pie cminence.
of matter ; corporeal ; not fpiritual. Davies.
2 Y : m . ii . 5. L'Lflranie. 3. Skill. Tiller/09. 2. Icarportant; momentous, ellenial. F1:19.
MATERIALS. ſ. The fubitance or which any
4. Altainment of skillerower. Loche.
thing is made. Brown .
MASIFUL , a . ( frem ml) Abounding in
mail, ortuitoork , leech or chelnut. Doyleo . MATERIALIST ! (imm materic ?.) One who
NASTICATION. 1.
licatii, L21 The
denies fpiritual lubitunes. Delen .
MATERIA
10 dertig. ny .
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MATERIA’LITY.S. [materialité, Pr.} Corplace where any thing is generated or form .
ed. Brown.
poreity ; material exiſtence ; not fpirituality .
MA'TRON . S. (matrone, Fr.) 1. An elderly
Digby.
lady . Tarler. 2. An old woman. Pupe.
MATERIALLY. ado. [ from material ) 1.
In the late of matter. Boyle. 2. Not for- MA’TRONAL. a . (matronalis, La..] Suitable
mally. South . 3. Importantiy ; eſſentially. to a matron ; conſtieuting a matron. Bacon.
MATRONLY. a. ( matron and like.] Elderly ;
Spenſer.
MATERIALNESS. f. [ from material.] Slate ancient. L'Efirange.
of being material ; importance.
MATROSS. ). Matroles are a ſort of ſoldiers
MATE’RIATE . 1 a. (materiatus, Lat.) Con
next in degree under the gunners , who affift
MATERIATED.Ş Gifting of matter. Bacon . about the guns in traverſing, ipunging, firing,
MATERIA’TION.S. ( from matcria , Lat.)The and loading them . Bailey.
act of forming matter.
MA'TTERS.(materia, Lat.) 1. Body ; ſubſtance
MATEʻRNAL . a. ( materne, Fr.maternus, Lat.] extended. Davies , Newton . 2. Materials ;
Motherly ; befitting or pertaining to a mother .
that of which any thing is compoſed. Bacon.
Dryden .
3. Subject ; thing treated. Tillerjon. 4. The
MATERNITY.S. ( from maternus, Lat. ] The
whole ; the very thing ſuppoted. 5. Affair ;
buſineſs : in a familiar fenie. Bacon. 6. Cauſe
character or relation of a mother.
MAT -FE'LON.ſ. A ſpecies of knap -weed .
of ſubſtance. Skakelp. 7. Subject of fuit
MATHEMATICAL a .(mathematicus, Lat. ) or complaint. Atts. 8. Import ; conſequence ;
MATHEMA'TICK . Ś Contidered according
importance ; momeni. Sbakeſp: 9 Thing ;
to the doctrine ofthe mathematicians.Denham .
object;
which has ſomeparticular relation .
Bacon . that
10 Queſtion confidered. South . II .
MATHEMA’TICALLY.adv . (trontmathema
fick . ) According to the laws of the mathema
Space or quantity dearly computed. L'Eſtran.
rical ſciences. Beniley.
12. Purulent running. Wiſemar. 13. Upon ihe
Matter . With relpect to the main ; nearly ,
MATHEMATICIAN.S. (mathematicus,Lat. )
A man verſed in the mathematicks. Addifon.
Bp. Sanderſon .
MATHEMATICKS. S. [rabnalinn.] That To MA'TTER . v . r . (from the noun.] 1. To
ſcience which contemplates whatever is capa
be of importance ; to import. Bem Jeonlon.
ble of being numbered or meafured. Harris. 2. Togenerate matter by iuspuration . Sidney .
To MA'TTER. v . a. (from the noun .] To
MA'THES. S. An herb. Ainſworih .
MATHESIS . f. [ua Sneis.) The doctrine of regard ; not to neglect.
MATTERY. a . (from myiler.] Purulent ;
mathematicks.
MATIN . a . (marine, Fr.] Morning ; uſed in
generating matter . llarvey.
MATTOCK . ). (mattuc, Sax . ) 1. A kind of
the morning. Millon
MATIN . Morning. Shakeſp.
toothed inflrument to pull up wood. Shakeſp.
MATINS. !. (matines, Fr.) Morning worſhip. 2. A pickax . Kolles
MATTRESS.
). ( matras , Fr. ) A kind of quilo
Cleaveland, Suilling fleet.
MATRASS. J. ( matras, Fr.] A chemical to lie upon. Dryden.
glaſs veſel made for digellion or diftillation , MATURATION. L. ( from maturo, Lat ) 1 .
The act of ripening ; the late of growing
being ſometimes bellied , and ſometimes
ripe. Bentley. 2. The fuppuration of excre
riling gradually taper into a conical figure.
mentitious or extravaſated juices into matier.
Quincy.
Quincy.
MATRICE.f. ( matrix, Lat.) 1. The womb ;
the cavity where the fætus is formed . Bacon . MA TURATIVE. a. (from maturo, Lat.)
2. A mould ; that which gives form to fome
Ripening ; conducive to ripenels. Brown. 2 .
thing incloſed . Woodward.
Conducive to the fuppuration o : a fore.Wifem .
MATRICIDE. S. ( matricidum , Lat. ]1.Slaugh- MATURE . a. (maturus, Lat.) 1. Ripe ; per
fected by time . Prior. 2. Brought near to
cer of a mother. Brown. 2. A mother -killer.
TO MATRICULATE . v. 0. (from matricula , completion. Shakilp . 3. Well- dispoſed ; fit
Lat. To enter or admit to a membership of for execution ; well digested.
the univerſities of England. Walton,
TO MATU'RE . v . a . (maturo, Lat . ) To ripen ;
MATRICULATE J. (from the verb. ) A man
to advance to ripenels. Bacon.
matriculated . Arbuthnot.
MATU'RELY adv. (from mature.? 1. Ripely ;
MATRICULATION . ! (from matriculate.] completely. 2. With countel well digested .
Sev fr. 3. Early ; ſoon Beniley .
The act ofmatriculating . Ayliffe.
MATRIMO'NIAL. . (matrimonial, Fr. ]Suit- MATURITY. F. ( maturitas , Lat .) Ripeneſs :
able to marriage ; pertaining to marriage ; completion . Rogers.
connubial ; nuptial; hymeneal . Dryden.
MAUDLIN . a . Drunk ; fuddled, Sarthers.
MATRIMONIALLÝ. adv . [from matrimo- MA'UDLIN . ]. [ageratum , Lat.) A plant.
nial.) According to the manner or laws of MA’UGRE. a. (malgré, Fr.) la ſpite of ; not
withlanding. Burnei .
marriage Ayliffe.
MA'TRIMONY.F. (matrimonium , Lat . ) Mar- MAVIS. J. (mauvis, Fr.) A thruſh. Spender.
TO MAUL. v . a . (froni malleus, Lat.) To beat ;
riage ; the nuptial ſtate . Common Prayer .
(O
PPP
MA'TRIX . . [Lat . matrice, Fr.] Womb ; a
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plexity and winding paſſages. Thomſor. 2 .
to bruiſe ; to hurt in a coarſe or butcherly
Confuſion of thought; uncertainty ; pero
manner. Dryden.
plexity . Sidney .
MAUL. S: (mallews, Lat .) A heavy hammer .
TOMAŽE. v.a. ( from the noun.] To be wilder ;
Proverbs.
to confuſe. Spenſer.
MAUND . S. (mand, Saxon ; monde, Fr.) A
hand baſket.
MAʼZY. a. ( from moze.) Perplexed ; confuſed .
TO MA’UNDER.v. n .[mondire, Fr.] To grum
Dryden .
MA'LER. . (maefer, Dutch .) A maple cup.
ble ; to murmur. Wiſeman.
MA'UNDERER . F. (from maunder.) A mur Spenſer.
M.ʻD . Medicine doétor , doctor of phyſick .
murer .
MAUNDY-THURSDAY . S. The Thurſday be- ME. The oblique caſe of I. Pope.
fore Good Friday .
ME'ACOCK.J. [mes coq, Skinner .) An uxorious
MAUSO'LEUM.Š. (Latin.) A pompousfuneral or effeminate man.
monurnent .
ME'ACOCK . a. Tame ; timorous ; cowardly.
MAW. L. ( maya, Sax .] 1. The ſtomach of
Shakeſp
animals. Sidney . 2. The craw of birds. Arbut. MEAD . ). (mædo, Sax.) A kind of drink made
of water and honey. Dryden.
MAWKISH . 6. Apt to give ſaliety. Pope.
2. ( mæde, Sax .] Ground ſome
MAWKISHNESS S. [ from mawkiſb .)Aptneſs MEAD .
to cauſe loathing
MA'WMET.J. A puppet ; anciently an idol. ME'ADOW - Saffron. f. [ colchicum , Lat. ) A
MA'WMISH . Q. Fooliſh ; idle ; nauſeous.
plant. Miller.
L'Eſtrange.
ME'ADOW - SWEET. S. [ulmaria, Latin.) A
MAW -WORM . S.Gut-worms frequently creep
plant .
into the ſtomach ; whence they are called ME'AGER . . (maigre, Fr. ) Lean ; wanting
ftomach or maw-worms . Harvey.
Aeſh ; ſtarved. Dryden . 2. Poor ; hungry .
Dryden.
MAXILLAR. P.(maxillaris, Lat.]Belong
MAXILLARY. } ing to the jaw -bone. Bacon .To ME'ACER. v. a. (from the noun.] To
make lean , Knolles.
MAXIM . S [maximum , Lat .) An axiom ; a
general principle ; a leading truth . Rogers. ME'AGERNESS. S. [ from meager.] 1. Lean
neſs ; want of fleſh .2. Scantinels ; barrenneſs,
MAY, auxiliary verb, preterite might. (magan,
Bacon.
Sax . ) 1. To be at liberty ; to be permitted ;
to be allowed ; as, you may do for me all MEAK . S. A hook with a long handle . Tufer.
you can . Locke . 2. To be poflible. Bacon . MEAL.
S. (male, Sax.) 1. The act of eating
3. To be by chance. Shakeſp. 4. To have at a certain time. Ruth . 2. A repaſt. Shakejp .
power. Bacon. 5. A word expreſling deſire.
3. A part; a fragment. Bacon. 4. The
Dryden .
Howeror edible part of corn. Wottor,
TO MEAL. v. a. [meler, Fr. ) To ſprinkle ; to
MAY be.Perhaps. Spenſer, Creech .
MAY S. (maius, Lat. ) The fifth month of the mingle. Shakejp .
year; the confine of ſpring and ſummer; the ME'ALMAN. j. (meal and man.] One that
deals in meal .
early or gay part of life . Shakeſp .
TO MÁY.w. n. ( from the noun. ] To gather ME'ALY. a. ( from meal.] 1. Having the taſte
flowers on May morning. Sidney.
or foft inſipidity of meal. Arbuthnot. 2 , Be
ſprinkled as with meal. Brown .
MAY-BUG.S. (May and bug ] A chaſfer.
MAY - DAY . F. (May and day .) The firſt of MEALY -MOUTHED. a.Soft-mouthed ; unable
to ſpeak freely. L'Eſtrange.
May. Shakeſp.
MAY -FLOWER. f. (May and flower.] A MEALYMOʻUʻTHEDNESS. S. Baſhfulneſs ;
plant. Bacon .
reſtraint of ſpeech .
MÁY- FLY.S. [May and fly. ) An inſect. Wall .MEAN . a. (mæne, Sax .) 1. Wanting dignity ;
of low rank or birth. Sidney. 2. Low -minded ;
MAY- GAME . . (May and game.) Diverſion ;
baſe ; ungenerous ; ſpiritleſs. Smalridge. 3 .
fport ; ſuch as are uſed on the firſt of May.
Bacon.
Contemptible ; deſpicable. Pope. 4. Low in the
MAY-LILY. F.The ſame with lily of the valley.
degree of any property; low in worth Dryder ,
MAY-POLE. J. ( May and pole .) Pole to be
5. (Moyen , Fr.) Middle ; moderate ; without
danced round in May. Pope.
exceſs. Sidney . 6. Intervening ; intermediaie ,
MAY -WEED . ) (May and weed ) A ſpecies of 1 Kings.
chamomile . Miller ,
MEAN . (moyen.Fr. ]ı Mediocrity ; middle-rate;
medium . Shakeſp. 2. Meaſure ; regulation.
MA'YOR . S. (major, Lat ) The chief magiſ
trate of a corporation , who, in London , and
Spenſer. Interval ; interim ; mean time.
York , is called Lord Mayor. Kinolles.
Spenjer. 4. Inſtrument ; mealare ; that which
MAYORALTY . S. ( trom mayor.) The office
is uled in order to any end . Hooker . 5. By all
of a mayor. Bacin.
MEANS. Without doubt ; without heſitation.
MAYOR ESS.f. [ from mayor.) The wife of a
6. By no MEANS . Not in any degree ; not af
mayor.
all . Addiſon. 7. Revenue ; fortune. Shakeſp.
MAZARD.S.(maſchoire, Fr.] A jaw.Hudibras.
8. MEAN - TIME , or MEAN -WHILE. In the
iotervening time. Swifi.
MAZE. f. i . A labyrinth , a place of per
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TO MEAN . v. n. (meenen , Dutch . ) To have in
Taylor. 5. To mark out in ſtated quantities.
mind ; to intend ; to purpoſe. Milton.
Addiſon . 6. To allot or diſtribute by mea
To MEAN. v. 0. 1. To purpoſe ; to intend ; fure Matt.
to deſign. Millor . 2. To intend ; to hiot ME'ASURELESS . a. [ from meaſure .] Imi
menſe ; immeaſurable Shakeſp.
cover ly ; to underſtand . Dryden .
MEA'NDER. S. A maze ; labyrinth ; flexuous MEASUREMENT. S. (from meaſure.] Men
ſuration ; act of meaſuring
paſſage ; ſerpentine winding. Hale.
MEANDROUS , a . (from meander. ]Winding ; MEASURER. S. (from meaſure.] Oae that
flexuous.
meaſures.
ME'ANING . f. (from mean .) 1. Purpoſe ; ME'AT. S. (mei, Fr.] 1. Fleſh to be eaten .
intention. Shakeſp 2. Habitual intention.
Bacon. 2. Food in general. Sbakelp.
Roſcommon . 3. The ſeoſe ; the thing under. ME'ATED. d. (trom meas.) Fed ; foddered .
Tuler.
ſtood. Pope.
ME'ANLY . adv. ( from meani) 1. Moderately. MEATHE. S. [medd, Wellh .) Drink. Milion .
not in a great degree. Dryden. 2. Without MECHA’NICAL. L'a. (mechanicks, Lat. from
digoity ; poorly. Milton. 3. Withoutgreatneſs MECHA’NICK . Š mexam.] 1. Mean ; fer
of mind ;ungenerouſly. Prior. 4. Without vice ; of mean occupation . Roſcommon. 2.
reſpect. Wotes.
Conſtructed by the laws of mechanicks. Dryd.
ME'ANNESS. J. (from mean .) 1. Want ofex
3. Skilled in mechanicks .
cellence. Hooker. 2. Want of dignity , low MECHANICK. S. A manufacturer ; a low
rank ; poverty. South. 3. Lowneſs of mind.
workman. Sonrh .
South . 4. Sordidnels ; niggardlineſs.
MECHANICKS. J. (mechanica , Lat.) Dr.
Wallis defines mechanicks to be the geometry
MEANT. perf. and part. pall. of 10 mean .
Prior.
of motion
MEASE . [. A meaſe of herrings is five hundred. MECHANICALLY. adv . (from mechanick.]
According to the laws of mechaniſm . Ray ,
Ainſworth .
Newton .
ME'ASLES . F. 1.Meaſles are a critical eruption
in a fever, well knowo in the common practice. MECHA’NICALNESS. S. (from mechanick .) 1 .
Quincy. 2. A diſeaſe of ſwine . Ben Johnſon. Agreeableneſs to the laws of mechaniſin . 2.
Meanneſs.
3. A difeale of trees. Mortimer.
ME'ASLED . 6. (from meaſles.) Infected with MECHANICIAN . S. A man profefling or ftu
the meaſles. Hudibras,
dying the conſtruction of machines . Boyle.
ME'ASLY. a . ( from meaſles.) Scabbed with the MECHANISM . f. (mechaniſme, Fr ! 1. Action
meatles. Swift.
according to mechanick laws. Arbuthnot. 2.
Conſtruction of parts depending on each other
MEASURABLE. d. 1. Such as may be mea
in any complicaied fabrick.
ſured. Bentley. 2. Moderate ; in ſmall
MECHO'ACAN.S. A large root , twelve or
quantity.
ME'ASURABLENESS. S. [ from meaſurable.) fourteen inches long, and of the thickneſs of
a man's wriſt, uſually divided into two bran
Quality of admitting to be meaſured.
ches at the bottoms : it is brought from the
MEASURABLY. adv. ( from meaſurable.) Mo
province of mechoacan in South America : the
derately. Eccluf.
root in powder is a gentle and mild purgative .
ME'ASURE.S. (meſure, Fr.) · . That by which
Hill.
any thing is meaſured . Arbuthnot. 2. The
rule by which any thing is adjulied or propor- MECONIUM . S. [urinárov.) 1. Expreſſed juice
tioned. More. 3. Proportion ; quantity ſet. of poppy 2. The firft excrement of children .
tled. Hocker. 4. A ſtated quantity : 18, a Arbethner.
meaſure of wine. Shakeſp. 5. Sufficient quan-ME'DAL..S. (medaille, Fr.) 1. An ancient coin.
tity. Shakeſp. 6. Allotment; portion allotted. Addiſon . 2. A piece ftamped in honour of
Milton, Tillerſon . 7. Degree. Abbot . 8. Pro
ſome remarkable performance.
portionate time ; muſical time . Prior. 9. MEDA’LLICK . a . (from medal.] Pertaining to
medals. Addijon .
Motion harmonically regulated. Dryden. 16.
A ftately dance. Shakeſp. 11. Moderation ; MEDALLION." . (medaillon, Fr. ) A large
not exceſs. Shakeſp. 12. Limit ; boundary . antique ſtamp or medal. Addiſon .
Pſalms. 13. Any thing adjuſted. Taylor, MEDA’LIST. T. (medaillifte, Fr.) A man
killed or curious in medals. Addiſon .
Smalr, 14. Syllables metrically numbered ;
metre. Dryden. 15. Tune ; proportionate To ME'DDLE . v. n . (middelen, Duich.] 1. To
have to do. Bacon . 2. To interpoſe ; to act
notes. Spenjer. 16. Mean of action ; mean to
in any thing . Dryden. 3. To interpoſe or
an end. Clarendon . 17. To have hard meaſure ;
intervene importunelyor officiouſly. Prov.
to be hardly dealt by .
TO MEASURE. v . a. (meſurer, Fr.) 1. T. TO MEDDLE.V . a . ( from meſler , Fr. ] To mix ;
to mingle. Spenfer.
compute the quantity of any thing by Tome
ſettled rule. Bacon. 2. To paſs through ; to ME'DDLER. j. ( from meddle.) One who buſies
judge of extent by marching over. Dryden .
himſelf with things in which he has no con
cern . Bacon.
3. To judge of quantity or extent, or great
noi. Milion 4: To adjuſt ; to proportion. MEʻDDLESOME.a . latermeddling. Ainſavorsh
MEDIA
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MEDIA'STINE. The fimbriated body about To MEDITATE . v. a. (medisor, Lat.] 1. T.
plan ; to ſcheme; to contrive. Dryden. 2 .
which the guts are convolved . Arbuthnet.
To think on ; to revolve in the mind. Spenſer.
To ME'DIATE . v. n . (from medius, Lat .) .. To
interpoſe as an equal friend to both parties. To MEDITATE V.n . To think ; to muſe ;
Rogers. 2. To be between two. Dixby.
to contemplate. Taylor.
TO MEDIATE . v . a . 1. To form by media- MEDITATION.S. (meditatio, Lat.] 1. Deep
thouglit ; cloſe attention ; contrivance ; con
cion . Clarendon . 2. To limic by ſomething in
templation. Bentley. 2. Thought employed
the middle. Helder ,
MEDIATE. a. (mediat, Fr.) 1. Interpored ; upon ſacred objects. Granville. 3. A leries
of ihoughes, occafioned by any object or oc
intervening . Prior. 2. Middle; between
currence .
two extremes. Prior. 3. Acting as a means.
ME'DITAtiv
e. a. ( from meditate. ) 1. Ad
Wotton .
dicted to medication. 2. Exprefiing intention
MEDIATELY. odv. ( from mediate.) by a
or deſign.
cauſe . Raleigh.
ſecondary
MEDIA
TION.S imediation, Pr.) 1. Interpo- MEDITERRANE.
0. [medius and ter .
ra, Lac.] 1. En
Lition ; intervention ; agency between two MEDITERRANEAN .
parties, practiſed by a common friend. Bacon . MEDITERRANEOUS,
circled with land .
Brerewood. 2. Inland ; remote from the lea .
2. Agency ; an intervenient power. Sousb . 3.
Brown.
Interceflion ; entreaty for another.
MEDIA’TOR'S. [mediateur , Fr.] 1. One that MEDIUM . f. [ medium , Lar . ] 1. Any thing
intervening. Bacon 2. Any thing uſed in
intervenes between two parties. Bacon, 2. An
raticcination, in order to a conclufion . Baker .
interceſſor; an entreater for another . Stillingo
3. The middle place or degree ; the juſt
fleet. 3. One of the characters of our bleſſed
temperature between extremes. L'Ffrange,
Saviour. Milion .
MEDIATO'RIAL. ? a. ( from mediator.) Be MEDLAR.L. ( meſpilus, Lat.) 1. A tree.Miller .
MEDIATORY. s longing to a mediator.
2. The fruit of that tree. Cleaveland .
To MEDLE ?
Fiddes.
To MEDLEY.} v. a. To mingle. Spenſer.
MEDIATORSHIP.S. (from mediator .) The ME'DLY
. .. A mixture ; a miſcellany ; 1
office of a mediator.
MEDIA'TRIX . ]: [medius, Lat .) A female mingled maſs. Walh.
MEDLEY. a. Mingled ; confuſed. Drydes .
Ainsworth.
mediator.
MEDIC
. f. [medica,
Lat.) A plant.Miller, MEDU'LLAR . 12. (medullaire, Fr. ) Pertain
ME'DICAL. a. (medicus. Lat.) Phyficial; rela- MEDU'LLARY. S ing to the marrow . Cheyre.
MEED. S. (med, Sax ] 1. Reward ; recompence .
ting to the art of healing. Brown
Milton. 2. Preſent; gitt. Shakeſp.
MEDICALLY. adv. ( froin medical.] Phyſical MEEK
, a. (minkr, Mandick. ) Mild of temper ;
ly ; medicinally. Brown .
not proud ; not rough ; ſoft ; gentle. Collier.
MEDICAMENT. S. [medicamentum , Lat.]Any.
thing uſed in healing; generally topical appli- To ME’EKEN . v. a. (from meek.) To make
meek ; to ſoften. Thomfon .
cations Hammond.
MEDICAMENTAL. a. ( from medicament.) ME’EKLY.adv . (from meek.) Mildly ; gently.
Stepney.
Relating to medicine, internal or topical .
MEDICAMENTALLY. adv. [from medica - ME’EKNESS. S. ( from meek .] Gentleneſs ;
mildneſs ; foftneſs of temper. Atterbury.
mental.) After the manner of medicine . Brow .
TO MEDICATE. v. a. ( medico, Lat . ) TO MEER . a. (See Merr.) Simple ; unmixed.
tincture or impregnate with any thing medi- MEER. J. (See More.j A lake; a boundary.
ME'ERED . a. Relating to a boundary. Shakeſp .
cinal . Rambler.
MEDICA'TION.S. [ from medicate ) 1. The aa MEET. a. Fit ; proper ; qualified . Now
rarely uſed. Whitgift. 2. Meet with. Even
of tincturing or impregnating with medicinal
with . Shakeſp .
ingredients. Bacon . 2. The uſe of phyſick .
To MEET. v. a. pret. I met ; 1 have met ;
Brown.
MEDICINABLE. a. Having the power of phy
particip. mer. 1. To come face to face ; to
encounter. Shakeſp. 2. To join another in
fick . Bacon .
MEDICINAL. a. 1. Having the power of the ſame place. Shakeſp. 3. To cloſe one with
healing ; having phyſical virtue. Milion . 2.
another. Addijon. 4. To find ; to be treated
with ; to light on. Pope. 5. To aſſemble from
Belonging to phyfick . Butler.
different parts. Milton.
MEDICINALLY. adv. ( from medicinal ) Phy
MEET . V. n. To encounter ; to cloſe
TO
fically. Dryden.
face to face. 2. To encounter in hoftility. 3 .
MEDICINE.S. (medicine, Fr , medicina, Lat.)
To aſſemble ; lo come together. Tillotjon. 4 .
Any remedy adminiftered by a phyſician. Dry
To Meet with. To light on ; to find. Addiſon .
To MEDICINE. v . a . ( from the noun.) To
5.
To join. Sbakejp. 6. To encounter ; to
operate as phyſick .Shakeſp.
engage. Shakeſp. 7. A latinifm . To obviate.
MEDI'ETY: j.mediete, Fr.) Middle Rate ;
Bacon. 8. To advance half way. Souih. 9.
participation of two extremes ; half. Brown.
To unite ; to join.
MEDIOCRITY.S. (mediocritas, Lat.] 1.Small
degree ; middle rate ; middle itate. Wetten . MEETER , J.( from moet.] One that accoſts
MEETING .
another. Shakeſp.
2. Moderasiod ; temperaace. Heoker.
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ty of fruits ; ripeneſs; ſoftneſs by maturity .
ME’ETING.f. [ from meer . ) 1. An aſſembly;
Digby. 2. Maturity ; full age.
a convention. Sprott. 2. A congreſs. Shakeſp .
3. A conventicle; an asſembly of diſſenters. MELOCOTON. I. (melocotone, Spaniſh .) A
quince.
4. A conflux : as , the meeting of two rivers.
MEETING- HOUSE . F. (meeting and house. ) MELO'DIOUS.
a . ( from melody.) Muſical ;
harmonious. Milton
.
Place where dillenters alternble to worſhip .
DIOUS
MELO
LY.
alv . ( from melodious.] Mu
Addifox.
ME'ETLY, adv . (from the adjective ) Fitly ; ſically; harmonioutly.
MELODIOUSNESS. T. ( from melodiour.) Har
properly .
moniouineſs ; muſicalnets.
MĖ ETNESS. f. [from meer. ) Fitneſs ; pro
ME'LODY. J;fuerada.] Mufick ; harmong of
priety .
lound. Hooker.
ME GRIM.S. (from Migrain, an Hemicrany.]
Diſorder of the head . Bacon .
MELON . f. [mels, Lat.) 1. A plant. Miller .
2. The fruit. Numb.
To MEINE . v. a . To mingle.
ME’INY . S. [menigu, Sax . ) A retinue ; do- MELON - THISTLE.S. A plant.
TO MELT. v.a. (mýltan, Sax.) 1. Todiſſolve;
meſtick iervants. Shakeſp.
to make liquid ; commonly by heat. Locke. 2 .
MELANAGO'GUES . ſ. [rederos and cy» .]
Such medicines as are ſuppoſed to purge off| To diffolve ; to break in pieces. Burnet. 3 .
To ſoften to love or tenderneſs. Addijon. 4.
black choler .
To waſte away . Shakeſp.
MELANCHOʻLICK . a. ( from melancholy .) Diſ
ordered with melancholy ; fanciful ; hypo- TO MELT.v.n. 1. To become liquid ; to dia
chondrical. Clarendon .
folve. Dryden . 2. To be ioſtened to pity, or
MELANCHOʻLY . f. [from pédavo; and xoan .)
any gentle paflion. Shakelp. 3. To be diffolv
1. A diſeaſe ſuppoſed to proceed from a re
ed ; to lote lubiłance . Sbakelp. 4. To be ſub
dued by affliction . Pſalms.
dundance of black bile . Quincy. 2. A kind
of madneſs, in which the mind is always fixed MELTER .. ( from melt. ) One that melts me
tals. Sidney
on one object. Shakeſp: 3. A gloomy, penſive,
ME’LTINGLY. ady . [from melting .) Like
diſcontented temper. Taylor.
MELANCHOʻLY . a . (melancolique, Fr ] 1 . ſomeiling melting . Sidney.
Gloomy ; diſmal . Denham . 2. Dileaſed with ME'LWEL.S. A kind of fiſh.
melancholy ; fanciful; habitually dejected. MEMBER . F. ( membre, Fr.) 1. A limb; a part
Locke.
appendant tothe body. James. 2. A part of a
MELICE'RIS. $; [ uedsampis. ] Meliceris is a
diſcourſe or period ; a head ; a clauſe . Watts.
tumour incloled in a cyſtis, and conſiſting of 3. Any part of an integral. Addiſon. 4. One
matter like honey ; it gathers without pain , of a community . Addison.
and gives way to preſſure, but returns again MEMBRANE / (membrana, Lat.) A membrane
is a web of leveral forts of fibres, interwoven
Sharp .
together for the covering and wrapping up
MEʼLILOT.F. [ melilot, Fr , melilorus, Lat.) A
plant. Miller :
ſome parts : the fibres of the membranes give
them an elaſticity , whereby they can contr28
TO MELIORATE . v.a. (meliorer, Fr. from
and closely graip , the parts they contain.
melior, Lat. ) To better ; to improve. South .
MELIORATION . J. [melioration, Fr.] Im
Quincy, Brown .
provement ; act ofbettering. Bacon.
MEMBRANACEOUS. 20 [membraneux, Fr.]
Contiiting ofmein
MELIORITY.S. [ from melior, Lat.) State of MEMBRANEOUS.
MEMBRANOUS.
TOMELET..." "meler, Fr. ) To mix ; to MEMENTO.J. Liatin.) Amemorial notice ;
a hint to awaken the memory . Bacon .
meddle . Spenfer.
MELLI'FEROUS. a Productive of honey.
MEMOIR . f. [ memoire , Fr.) 1. An account of
MELLIFICATION.S . (mellifico, Lat.) The art tranſactions familially written. Prior. 2.Hint 3
or practice of making honey. Arbutbnst.
notice ; account of any thing. Arbuthnot .
MELLI'FLUENCE. ) [mel and fiuo, Lat.) A ME'MORABLE . a. memorabilis, Lat.] Worthy
honied flow ; a flow of Iweetneis.
of memory ; not to be forgotten. Sidney.
MELLI'FLUENT.
0. ( mel and fluo, Lat.) MEMORABLY. adv. ( from memorable.]' In a
MELLIFLUOUS. $ Flowing with honey. manner worthy of memory .
MEMORANDUM .]: [Lai.] A note to help
Raleigh .
MELLOW . a . 1. Soft with ripeneſs ;' full ripe. the memory . Swift.
Digby. 2. Soft in found. Dryden. 3. Sott ; MEMORIAL. a . (memorialis, Lat . ) 1. Prea
ſervative of memory . Broome . 2. Containid in
unctuous . Bacon. 4. Drunk; melted down
with driok . Rofcommon.
memory. W'ans.
TO ME'LLOW . w . a. ( from the noun.) · TO MEMORIAL . f. A monument ; ſomething to
ripen; tomature ; to foften by ripepels. Addil. preterve memory. Sourh.
2. To ſoften. Mortimer. 3. To mature to MEMORIALIST. I. (from memorial.] One
who writes memorials. Spectator.
perfection. Dryden.
TOMELLOW.0.n. To be matured ; to ripen.MEMORIZE.v.a. (from memory.) To record ;
Donne.
to commit to memory by writing . Wotton .
MEMORY
ME'LLOWNESS . S. (frolu mellow .) 1. Maruri
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MEMORY.S. [memoria, Lat.) 1. The power of MENSURABILITY. S: (menſurabilité, fr]
retaining or recollecting things paſt; retention ; Capacity of being meaſured.
reminiſcence ; recolležtion . Locke. 2. Ex. MENSURABLE. a. (menfura, Lat.) Meaſu .
emption from oblivion. Shakejp. 3. Time of rable; that may be meaſured. Holder.
knowledge. Milion . 4. Memorial ; monu- ME'NSURAL. a . (from menfura, Lat. ) Relato
mental record. Addiſon. 5. Reflection ; atten
ing to meaſure .
To ME'NSURATE. v. . ( from menſura, Lat.)
lion. Not in uſe. Shakesp .
To meaſure ; to take the dimenſion of any
MEN, the plural of man . Clarendon.
MEN -PLEASER . J. ( men and pleafer.) One
thing.
MENSURA'TION. S. [ from menfura, Lat.)
too caretul co pleaſe others. Eph .
To ME'NACE.W . a. ( menacer, Fr.) To threat
The act or practice of mealuring ; reſult of
en ; to threat. Shakeſp.
meaſuring. Arbuthnet.
MENACE. J. (ménacé, fr. from the verb.) MENTAL. a. (mentis, Lat.) Intellequal ,
Threat . Brown,
exiſting in the mind. Milion .
MENACER . S. [menaceur, Fr.) A threatner ; MENTALLY. adv . (from mental.) Intellec
one that threats. Philips.
tually; in the mind ; not practically, but ia
thought or medication, Bentley.
MENAGE. S [French .) A collection of ani
MENTION.S.
(mentio, Lat . ) Oral or written
mals . Addiſon .
expreſſion, or recital of any thing. Rogers.
MENAGOGUE .S. [lives and dyw. ) A medi
TO MENTION . v. a. (mentionner , Fr.) T.
cine that promoies the flux of the mesſes.
write or expreſs in words or writing. Ijcieb.
To MEND . v. a. ſemendo, Lat . ] 1. To repair
from breach or decay . 2 Chron .2. To correct; MEPHI'TICAL. a. (mepbitis ,Lat.]Illfavoured ;
Itinking. Quincy.
to alter for the better. Temple. 3. To help ;
to advance. Locke. 4. To improve; to in- MERA'CIOUS. a. (meracus, Lat.) Strong )
create . Dryden.
racy.
T. MEND.V. n . To grow better ; to advance MERCABLE. a. (mercor, Lat.) To be fold or
bought. Di &t.
in any good. Pope.
MENDABLE. 6. ( from mend.) Capable of be- MERCANTANT. S. (mercoriante , ltal.) A
ing mended.
foreigner, or foreign trader. Shakeſp.
&. Trading ; commercial.
MENDACITY.S. ( from mendax, Lat.) Falſe- MERCANTILE.
Watis.
hood . Brown .
MENDER . S. ( from mend. ) One who makes ME'RCAT.S . (mercatus , Lat.) Market; trade .
Spratt.
any change for the better. Skakelp.
MENDICANT. a. (mendicans, Lat.) Begging ; MERCATURE.'S. (mercatura, Lat .) The
poor to a ſtate of beggary. Fiddes.
practice of buying and ſelling.
MĖ'NDICANT. S. (mendicant, Fr.) A beggar; MERCENARINESS. L. ( trom mercenary .]
one of ſome begging fraternity:
Venality ; reſpect to hire or reward. Boyle.
TOMENDICATE.V. a . (mendico, Lat. men- MERCENARY.c. (mercenarius, Lac.) Venal;
der , Fr. ) To beg ; to aſk alms .
hired ; fold for money Haywood.
MENDICITY. S. (mendicitas, Lat. ) The life MERCENARY.S. (mercenaire, Fr. ) A hire
ling ; one retained or ſerving for pay . Seadus.
of a beggar.
MERCER . f. (mercier , Pr.) One who tells
MENDS for amends. Shakeſp.
Gilks. Howel.
ME'NIAL . Q. ( from meiny.) Belonging to the
MERCERY. S. [mercerie, Fr. from mercer.]
retinue , or train of ſervants.
MENIAL |. One of the train of ſervants.
Trade of mercers ; dealing in silks Grasst.
MENINGÉS. S. (uzvy @ .) The meninges are To MERCHAND. v. r .(merchander, Fr.) T.
the two membranes that envelope the brain,
tranſact by traffick . Bacon.
which are called the pia mater and dura ma- MERCHANDISE. F. (merchandiſe, Fr.] i .
ter ; the latter being the exterior involucrum.
Traffick ; commerce ; trade. Taylor.
Wiſeman .
Wares ; any thing to be bought or fold Bacon .
MENO'LOGY. S. (revodózoov.] A regiſter of To ME'RCHANDISE. v. . To trade ; to
months. Stilling fleet.
traffick ; lo exerciſe commerce. Brerew .
MENOW S. commonly minnow . A fiſk. Ainſw . MERCHANT. J. ( merchand, Fr. ) One whe
trafficks to remote countries. Addifox,
MENSAL. c. (menjalıs, Lat .] Belonging to the
MEʻRCHANTLY.
4. Like a merchant.
table. Clarilla.
MENSTRUAL.c.(menftruus,Lat.) 1. Monthly ; MERCHANTLIKE. S Ain /wertb.
happening once a month ; latting a modih . MERCHANT-MAN . 8. A ſhip of trade.Taybr .
Bentley
2. Pertaining to a menſtruum. MERCHANTABLE . 4. from mercbenr.) Fit
Bacon.
to be bought or fold . Brown.
MENSTRUOUS. a . (menftruus, Lat .) Having MERCIABLE. a. This word in Spenſer ligoi
the catamenia. Brown.
fies merciful.
MENSTRUUM . S. All liquors are called men . MEʻRCIFUL. 4. (mercy and full.] Compafii
ftruums which are uſed as diilolvents, or to
onate ; tender ; kind; unwilling to punih i
extract the virtues of ingredients by infulon ,
willing to pity and ſpare. Dewi .
MIRCI
or decoction , Quincy, Newton.

M

ER

MES

MERCIFULLY. adv. (from merciful.] Ten- (MERIT. S. (meritum, Lat .) 1. Deſert ; excel
derly ; mildly ; with pity . Atterbury .
lence delerving honour or reward. Dryden. 2 .
MERCIFULNESS. S. (from merciful.) Tender
Reward deſerved . Prior . 3. Claim ; right.
Dryden .
neſs ; willingneſsto ſpare. Hammond.
MERCILESS. a. (from mercy.) Void ofmercy ; To MERIT. v. a. (meriter, Fr.) 1. To de
pitileſs ; hard hearted. Shakeſp. Denham.
ſerve ; to have a right to claim any thing as
deſerved . South. 2. To deſerve ; to earn .
MERCILESSLY. adv. (from mercileſs.) In a
Shakeſp.
maoner void of pity.
MERCILESSNESS . S. [ from mercileſs.] Want MERITO'RIOUS. (meritoire, Fr. from merit .}
of pity.
Deſerving of reward ; high in deſert. Biſhop
Sanderfon.
MERCÚRIAL. a . ( mercurialis, Lat. ) 1.
Formed under the fluence ofMercury ; ac- MERITOʻRIOUSLY. odv. [from meritorious.)
tive ; ſprightly. Bacon. 2. Conſiſting of quick
The act or ſtate of deſerving well. South.
filver,
ME'RITOT. S. [ oſcil!um , Lat.) A kind of play .
MERCURIFICATION. S. ( from 'mercury.) MERLIN. Š. A kind of hawk. Sidney.
The act of mixing any thing with quickſilver. MERMAID. S (mer, the ſea, and maid.) A
Boyle.
ſea woman . Davies.
MERCURY. S. (mercurius, Lat.] 1. The ME'RMAID's TRUMPET. S. A kind of fiſh .
chemiſt's name for quickſilver is mercury. MERRILY.adv. ( from merry.) Gaily ;merrily ;
Hill. 2. Sprightly qualities. Pope. 3. A news cheerfully ; with mirth . Granville.
paper. 4. It is now applied to the carriers of MERRIMAKE. S. ( merry and make. ] A feſti
news.
val ; a meeting for mirth. Spenſer.
MERCURY. S. (mercurialis, Lat .) A plant. TO MERRIMAKE. v. n. To feaft ; to be jo .
Miller,
vial . Gay.
MERCY.S . (merci, Fr. ) 1. Tenderneſs; good- MERRIMENT . S.(from merry.] Mirth ; gaiety ;
cheerfulneſs ; laughter. Hooker.
neſs ; pity ; willingneſs to ſave , clemency ;
mildnels ; unwillingneſs to puniſh. Pſalms. 2. ME'RRINESS . S.(from merry.) Mirth ; merry
Pardon. Dryden. 3. Diſcretion ; power of diſpoſition. Shakeſp.
acting at pleaſure. Swift.
ME'RRY. 6. 1.Laughing ; loudly cheerful : gay
of heart. Addiſon. 2. Caoſing laughter. Sharel:
MERCY -SEAT.S. (mercy and feat.) The co
covenant,
which
3. Proſperous. Dryden. 4 Towake MERRY.
the
in
ark
the
of
vering; of
the tables of the law were depofited : it was To junket ; to be jovial. L'Eſtrange.
of gold, and at its two ends were fixed the MERRY- A'NDREW . S. A buffoon ; a zany ;
two cherubims, of the ſame metal , which a jack -pudding. L'Eſtrange.
with their wings extended forwards, ſeemed to MERRYTHOUGHT. / . (merry and thought .]
form a throne. Exod.
A forked bone on the body of fowls. Echard.
MERE. a. (merus, Lat.] That or this only ; MERSION . S. (merfio, Lat.) The act of link
ſuch and nothing elſe ; this only . Atterbury.
ing.
MERE or mer. (mere, Sax ] A pool or lake. MESEEMS . imperſonal verb. I think ; it appears
Gibron .
to me. Sidney
MERE. S. (mere, Sax.] 1. A pool ; commonly a ME'SENTERY . S. [usse;lepicy ) That, round
large pool or lake. Camden . 2. A boundary. which the guts are convolved. Arbuthnot.
Bacon .
MESENTE’RICK . a. [mejenterique, Fr.) Re
MERELY . adv. ( from mere.) Simply , only . lating to the meſentery. Cheyne.
Swifi.
MESERA'ICK . F. [resapio % ; Belonging to the
MERÉTRI'CIOUS. a. ( meretricius, Lat. ) meſentery. Brown.
Whoriſh ; ſuch as is practiſed by proſtitutes ; MESH. F. (maefche, Dutch .] The interſtice of
alluring by falſe ſhow .
a
net ; the ſpace between the threads of a net.
MERETRICIOUSLY.adv .(from meretricious.]
Blackmore
.
Falſe allurements like thoſe of ſtrumpets.
To MESH. v. a . (from the noun.) To catch in
MERIDIAN.S. (meridien , Fr. ) 1. Noon ; mid
a net ; to enſnare. Drayton .
day. Dryden. 2. The line drawn from north ME'SHY. a. (from meſb .] Reticulated ; of net
work. Carew .
to ſouth , which the ſun croſſes at noon . Watts.
3. The particular place or ſtate of any thing. MESLIN.S . (from miſcellane.] Mixed corn : as,
Hale. 4. The highelt point of glory or power.
wheat and rie. Hooker .
Waller .
MESOLEUCYS.
(mesóneuxCo.) A precious
MERIDIAN. a. 1. At the point of noon.
ſtone, black, with a ſtreak of white in the
middle .
Milton. 2. Extended from north to ſouth .
MESOʻLOGARITHMS. S. [ués , ró, @ , and
Boyle. 3. Raiſed to the higheſt point.
MERIDIONAL, a. (meridional, Fr.] 1. South
apísu @ .] The logarithms of the colines and
ern. Brown. 2. Southerly ; having a ſouthern tangents, ſo denominated by Kepler. Harris.
aſpect. Wotton.
MESÓMÉLAS . S. (ucrouénas.] A precious
ſtone .
MERIDIONALITY.S . [ from meridional.] Po
ſition in the fouth ; aſpect towards the ſouth . ME'SPISE . S (probably miſprinted for meſprili ,
MERIDIONALLY . adv. (trum meridional.]
mejpris, Fr.j Contempt ; icorn . Spenjer.
With a ſouthern aſpect. Brown.
MESS ..

MET

MET

MESS. F. (mes, old Fr.] A difh ; a quantity of | METAMOʻRPHOSIS. S. [uélapópuses.] Tran
formacion ; change of pape. Dryden .
food ſent to table together . Decay of Piery.
ME'TAPHOR . S. [ restégopa .] The application
To MESS. v.n. To eat ; to feed.
MESSAGE. S. (meſſage, Fr.) An errand ; any
of a word to an uſe to which, in its original
thing commited to another to be told to a
import it cannot be put : as, he bridles his
third. South , Dryden .
anger ; he deadens the found ; the ſpring
MESSENGER / [meiſager, Fr.] One who
awakes the flowers. A metaphor is a fimile
carries an errand ; one who brings an account
comprized in a word . Dryden .
METAPHORICAL . ? a. [ metapherique, Fr.
cr foretoken ofany thing. Clarendon.
METAPHOʻRI
CK , S Not literal ; pot accor
The
MESSI'AH . f ( from the Hebrew .)
Anointed ; the Christ . Waits.
ding to the primitive meaning of the word ;
MESSIEURS. J. Fr. plural of morfieur.) Sirs ;
figurative. Hooker.
METAPHRA'SE. [reláopacis. ] A mere verbal
gentlemen
MESSMATE. F. ( efs and mate . ) One who
tranlation from one language into another.
eats at the ſame table.
Dryden .
MESSUAGE. S (melliagium, low Lat.) The METAPHRA'ST. §. [reéiogasas] A literal
tranſlator ; one who tranſlates word for word
houſe and ground let apart for houſhold uſes.
from one language into another.
IMET. The preterite and part of meet, Aldijon
METAB A SIS. J. ( Greek . ) In shetorick , a fi. METAPHYSICAL. ? a. 1 , Verfed in me
gure by which the orator pailes from one METAPHY'SICK . S ta phyficks; relating to
thing to another . Dici.
metaphylicks. 2. lo Shakeſpeare it means
METABOLA . / [rela bonn .] In medicine, a
ſupernatural or preternatural.
change of time, air , or diſeaſe.
METAPHYSICK . If metaphyſique, Fr.
METACA'RPAL. a . (from me!acarpus ) Be. METAPHYSICKS. S pslaourinr .) Ontology ;
the doctrine of the general affcctions of ſub
longing to the metacarpus. Diel.
METACARPUS. S. Grezianiproov.] In anatomy , Itances exiſting. Cleaveland.
a bone of the hand madeup of four bones. METAPHY'SIS ļ. [uslzouses.) Transformati
tion ; metamorphoſis .
which are joined to the fingers. Wileman.
METAGRAMMATISM.1.1kiä andypaupuce.] ML’TAPLASM ." | {xslardaoueds.) A figure
in rhetorick, wherein words or letters are
Anagrammatilm , or metagrammalijm , is a
diffolution of a naine vuly willen into its tranſpoſed contrary to their satural order . Dif.
Tellers , as its elements, and a new connexion METASTASIS. ] [uslesúsos.) Trandation or
of it by artificial transposition, making ſome removal. Harvey.
perfect ſenle applicable to theperfon named METATA’RSAL. a. [from metatarſus.) Be
Camdex .
longing to the metatarius. Sharp.
METAL. S ( metal , Fr.) 1. Metal is a firm , METATARSUS. . (péta and Tapsec.) The
middle of the fooi, which is compoſed of five
heavy, and hard fubftance, opake, fuſible by
Imall tones connected to thoſe of the firſt part
tive, and concreuing again when cold into a
of the foot. Wijeman .
folid body ruch as it was before , which is
inalleable under the hammer. The metals META'THESIS . 1. [resia Cis.) A tranſpoſition.
are fix in number : 1. gold ; 2. tilver ; 3. To METE. v. a . (metier , Lat . ) To mealure ;
to reduce lo mealure. Holder , Creecb .
copper ; 4. tin ; 5. iron ; and 6. lead. 2 .
ME TEWAND. ? 1. (mete and yard,or wand ]
Courage ; fpirit. Clarender .
METALEPSIS. /. [rezantos.) A continuation METEYARD. SA ſtaff of a certain length
whore with measures are taken. Afcbam.
of a trope in one word through a fucceflion of
TOMETEMPSYCHOSE.0.0. [from nefempe
lignilications.
METALLICAL .20. ( from metallum , Lat. ) Jochejis . ) To tranſlate from body to body . Feat .
METALLICK. } Partak ng of metal; con METEMPSYCHOSIS . l. uileu Lúxasis. ] The
taining mcial ; conlilig of metal. Wot10m .
tranſinigiation of ſouls from body to body.
Brown.
METALLITUROUS. 0. (misallam and fero ,
Lat.) Producing metals
METEOR. f. [resieaça ] Any bodies in the air
METALLINL. a . trom mial ) 1. Impreg
or sky that are of a flux and tranſitory nature .
Donnc.
pated with metal. Bacon. 2. Coniling !
melal . Beyie.
METEOROLOGICAL. 2. (from merespolegy.]
METALLIST.S. (metallile, Fr.) A worker in
Relating to the doctrine of meteors. Haerel.
METEOROLOGIST . I. ( from miesrolegy.) A
metals ; one killed in metals. M1 :2ch .
METALLOGRAPHY . J. imetallum and zpå
man killed in meteors, or ftudious of them .
50.] An account or deſcripcion oi inetalo.
Howel
METALLURGIST . J. (metalluin and è,73 ) A METEOROLOGY. S ( meetenee and tiyan.] The
worker in metals.
doctrine of meteors. Browe.
METALLURGY. f. ( metallum and ipysy ) The METEOROUS. a. ( irom meteor. ) Having the
nature of a meteor. Milton
art of working intials, or iparating thern
METER / (froin meie . ) A meaſurer.
from theii ore
T » METAMORPHOSE . .0. Creisseazpów.) METHEGLIN . ). [medelyglys, Welit .] Drink
To change the form oi thare of any thing .
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made of honey boiled with water and ferment
importing half-painted : it is done by beatiag
the whale into aſperity with a hammer, and
ed . Dryden.
ME'THINKS, verb imperſonal. I think ; il then rubbing it down with a ſtune.
ſeems to me, Spenſer.
MEYNT . adv. Mingled. Obſolete. Spenſer.
METHOD.
(metbede, Fr. Mígido .] The MI'ASM . S. ( from pszire inquino, to infect.)
placing of ſeveral things , or performing ſeveral Such particles or acoms as are ſuppoled to ariſe
operations in the moſt convenient order.Watts. from diſtempered, putrefying, or poiſonous
bodies. Harvey.
METHODICAL. a . (methodique, Fr. from me
ibed.) Ranged or proceeding in due or jun MICE, the pluralof mouſe. 1 Sam ,
MICHA’ELMAS. S. Michael and maſs.) The
order. Addifon.
METHODICALLY. adv. ( from methodical.] feaſt of the archangel Michael, celebrated on
According to method and order. Suckling.
the twenty -ninth of September Carew .
To METHODISE . v. a . ( from method.] To To MICHÉ . V. n. To be ſecret or covered .
Han
mer .
regulate ; to diſpoſe in order. Addiſon .
METHODIST . ) [from method.j i . A phyſ- MICHER . S.( from miche.) A lazy loiterer, who
cian who practiſes by theory. Boyle. 2. One of skulks about in corners and by-places ; hedge
a new kind of puritans lately ariſen , fo called creeper. Sidney
from their profeflion to live by rules and in MICKLE. a. ( micel, Sax. ) Much ; great.
Camden
conſtant method.
MICROCO'SM . S. (uíneos, and noou .] The
METHOʻUGHT. / The pret, of methinks .
METONY'MICAL. a. [from meronomy.) Put Titile wurld . Man is ſo called . Der bomi.
MICROGRAPHY.S. ( neompes and spáme .) The
by metonymy for ſomething elſe.
MÉTONY'MICALLY
. odv. ( from metonymi
deſcription of the parts of ſuch very ſmall ob
cal.) By metonymy ; not literally . Boyle.
jects as are diſcernible only with a microſcope.
Grew .
METONYMY . ) . (metonymie, Fr. melaruuia.) A
rhetorical figure, by which one word is put for MICROSCOPE. S. Crisp and cxoméw .) An op.
another, as the macier for the materiate ; he tick inſtrument , contrived various ways to give
to the eye a large appearance of many objects
died by ſteel, ibat is, by a ſword. Tillotfon.
which could not otherwiſe be ſeen. Bentley.
METOPO SCOPY. J. μέτωπον And σκεπλω.]
MICROMETER. F. (mispoo and étpor .) Aa
The ftudy of'phyfiognomy.
instrument contrived to meaſure Imall ſpaces.
ME'TRE . T. (rézpor.) Speech confined to a
certain number and harmonick diſpoſition of MICROSCOPICAL .} Madeby amicroſcope
ſyllables. Alcham .
ME TRICAL . a. ( metricus , Lat .) Pertaining to
Arbuthnot 2. Afined by a microicope. Thomj.
metre or numbers.
3 Reſembling a microſcope. Pope.
METROPOLIS. f. ( pýramp and 76mos.] The MID . a. 1. Middle ; equally between two
mother city the chief of any country or
extremes. Rowe. 2. It is much vied in corn
diftri & t . Addiſon .
polision
METROPOLITAN . S. ( metropolitanus, Lat.) MID -COURSE. S. [mid and courſe .) Middle of
A biſhop of the mother church , an archbiſhop
the way . Milton.
Clarendon .
MID -DAY. S. [mid and day.) Noon ; meridian.
Donne .
METROPOLITAN . a. Belonging to a metro
polis. Raleigh.
MIDDEST . ſuperl of mid. Spenſer.
METROPOLITICAL, a . (from metropolis.) MIDDLE. 2. (middle, Sax . ) 1. Equally diſtant
from the two exiremes. Bacon , Rogers . 2. ln
Chief or principal of cities . Kuolles.
termediale ; intervening. Davies. 3. Middie
ME’TTLE: J. Spirit ; fprightlinets ; courage
Clarendon .
tinger ; the long finger Sharp.
METTLED. a . Sprightly ; courageous . Ben MIDDLE L. 1. Part equally illant from two
Johnjon.
extremities. Judges. 2. The time that paſſes,
METTLESOME. a . ( from merile.] Sprightly ; or events that happen between the beginning
and end. Dryden.
lively ; gay ; briſk ; airy. Tatler.
METOLESOMELY . adv. ( trom metileſome.) MIDDLE - AGED. a . (middle and age.] Placed
With ipri helioeſs.
about the middle of life . Swift.
MEW.J. ( mue, Fr.) 1. A cage ; an incloſure ; MIDDLEMOST , a . ( from middle.) Being in
a place where any thing is confined. Fairfax .
the middle . Newton.
2. [ Mæp , Sax . ] A lea- towl . Carew.
MIDDLING . a. ( from middle )
Of middle
To MEW . v . a. [from the noon. ] 1. To ſhut
rank L'Eſtrange 2. Of moderate Gze ; having
up ; to confine ; to impriſon ; to incloſe. Spení
muderaie qualities of any kind. Graunt.
2. To ſhed the feathers. Walton . 3. To cry MIDLAND . a . (mid and land.] 1. That which
as a cat. Grety.
is remote from the cuaft. Howel. 2. In the
midit of the land ; mediterranean. Dryden.
TO MEWI.. V. n. (miauler, Fr. ) To ſquall as a
child. Shakeſp.
MIGE Į (mige, Sax . \ A gnat.
MEZEREON.J.A ſpecies of ſpurge laurel Hill MID -HEAVEN . 1. imid and beaven .] The
MEZZOTINTO ). Iltal ) A kind of graving,
middle of the ſky. Milton .
MIDLEG ,
0.94
lu named as nearly refembling paint , the word

MIL

MIL

moiſture which falls, and by its acrimony
MIDLEG , S. ( mid and leg.) Middle of the leg .
corrodes, gnaws, and ſpoils , the inmont tub .
Bacon ,
Itance of the plant : or mildew is rather a con
MIDMOST . a . (from mid .) The middle. Pope.
crete ſubſtance which exſudes through the pores
MIDMOST 1. The depth of night ; twelve
of the leaves . What the gardeners common
y.
Atterbur
night.
at
MI'DRIFF
. ). (nud rife,Sax .] The diaphragm
ly call mildew is an infeet , which is frequent
ly found in great plenty , preying upon this ex
Milton .
ſudation . Whenever a tree has been greatly
MID-SEA./. (mid and ſea .) The mediterranean
affected by this mildew , it ſeldom recovers it
ſea. Dryder.
MIDSHIPMAN . F. Midhipmen are officers
in two or three years . Hill.
aboard a ſhip, whole ſtation, when they are on To MILDEW . v. a. To taint with mildew .
Gay.
duty, is ſome on the quarter deck , others on
the poop, &c. They are uſually young gentle- MILDLY. adv. ( from mild.) 1. Tenderly ; not
ſeverely. Dryden. 2. Gently ; not violently .
men , who having ſerved their time as volun
Bacon .
teers , are now upon their preferment.
MILDNESS. S. ( from mild. ) 1. Gentleneſs ;
MIDST. S. Middle. Taylor.
tendernefs ; mercy ; clemency. Addiſon. 2 .
MIDST . 6. ( from middel ? ] Midmolt ; being in
Contrariety to acrimony.
the middle. Dryden .
MIDSTRE'AM . I. ( miid and ſtream .) Middle MILE S. (mille paljus, Lat.) The uſual meaſure
of
roads in England, one chouſand leven hun
of the stream . Dryder .
MIDSUMMER . F. mid and ſummer .) The dred and fixty yards. Clarendon.
MILESTONE. T. (mile and ſtone.) Stone ſet to
ſummer ſolſtice. Swife.
mark the miles.
MI'DWAY . S. ( mid and way ) The part of the
way equally diflant from the beginning and MILFOIL. S. (millefolium , Lat.) A plant , the
ſame with yarrow . Dryden.
end. Skukelp.
MIDWAY. a . Middle between two places MILIARY. a. (milium , millet.)Small ; relem
bling a millet feed . Cheyne.
Shakelp
MIDWAY. adv. In the middle of the paſſage. MILIARY fever. A fever that produces ſmall
eruptions.
Dryden. L. A woman who aſiſts women in MILICE.S.
MIDWIFE.
(Fr. ) Standing force . Temple.
MILIT
ANT. a . (militans, Lat ) 1. Fighting ;
childbirth Donne.
MIDWIFERY, J.( from miilwife ) 1 Afiſance
proſecuting the buſineſs of a foldier. Spealer.
given at chilibirth . 2. Act of production ; 2. Engaged in warfare with hell and the
world . A term applied to the church of Christ
help to production . Child. 3. Trade of a
on earth , as oppoſed to the church triumphant.
mij vite
MIDWINTER . f. (mid and winter.) The
Rogers .
MILITAR. ? a. (militaris, Lat.) 1 Engaged
winter filhice. Dryden ,
MIN
F. (mnine, Fr. ) Air ; look ; manner. MILITARY. } in the life of a ſoldier ; ſoldier
Waller
ly . Hooker. 2. Suiting a ſoldier ; pensining
to a ſoldier ; warlike. Prior . 3. Effected by
MIGHT, the preterite of may. Locke
ſoldiers . Dacon .
NIGHT.
( mizlit, Sax . | Power ; ftrength ;
MILITIA, S. ( Latin . ) The trainbands ; the
force . Ale
MICHILLY, adv . (from mighty ) 1. With 1tanding force of a nation . Clarendon .
great poves; powerfully ; eficaciouſly ; for- MILK . J. ( meelc, Sax ) 1. The liquor with
which animals feed their young from the
:cviy, biker . 2. Vehemently ; vigorouſly ;
breaft. Wiſeman, Floyer. 2. Emulſion made
violentia vrakıp 3. In a great degree ,
by contufion of ſeeds. Bacon .
Van ruah Spectator .
MIGHTINESS 1. from mighty. ) Power ; TO MILK. v. a . (from the noun ) :: To draw
milk from the bieaſt by the hand. Pope. 2.
§ . 6f ; height or dignity . Shakeſp.
To fuck. Shakelp.
31. a . [brom might ] 1. Powerful ;
Gerelin 2. Excellent, or poweriul in VILKEN . a . ( from milk .) Conſiſting of milk .
Temple.
z Dizden
IV w.la .. great degree. Prior.
MILKER. f. [ from milk .) One that milks ani
mals . Dryden .
ATIUN . j. I migratio, Lat ] Act of MILKI
NESS. S. ( from milky .) Sof nefs like
2.gin ' isce . Hinward.
that of milk ; approach to the nature of milk .
1 -CH .'opin nilai ] Giving milk .Ground
Flyer .
lui ), Spain ) 1. Kind ; tender ;
He iful ; compaſionate ; MILKLIVERED.a. ( milk and liver ! Coward
LELL
E od ;
ly ; timorous ; faint-hearted. Shakeſp.
ni wuel bestos. 2. Sort ; gentle ; not vio
AID . F. (milk and maid .) A woman
ic
b . 3 Wut acrid ; noi corroſive ; not MILKM
us ,eu ii not. 4. Not tharp ; mebe employed in the dairy . Addiſon .
wi; kurso so mixture of acidity.MILKMAN . S. (milk and man . ) A man wło
ſells milk .
konie" } €, Sax .) Mildew is a MILKPAIL . S. (milk and pail.] Veſſel inio
basınche in plants, by a dewy
which cows are milksed. Walis.
MILK " AY

MIL
i

MIN

MILKPAN . S. (milk and pan. ) Veſſel in which MILLENNIUM . S. ( Lat.) A thouſand years ;
milk is kept in the dairy Bacon ,
generally taken for the thouſand years, during
MILKPOTTAGE. 1 (milk and portage ) Food
which, according to an ancient tradition in
made by boiling milk with water and oatmeal.
the church, grounded on a doubtrul text in the
Locke.
Apocalyple, our blefied Saviour ſhall reign with
MILKSCORE. S. (milk and ſcore ) Account of
the faithiul upon earth after the reſurrection.
Burner,
milk owed for, ſcored on a board . Addifon .
MILLE
efmild,
ſoft,
A
.)
Jop
NNIAL. a. ( from millennium , Lat . )
MILKSOP S. I milk and
Pertaining to the millennium .
feminate, teeble-minded men. Spenſer.
MILKTOOTH L. (milk and tcoib j Milkteerb MILLEPEDES / (mille and pes, Lat . ) Wood
lice , ſo called from their numerous feet. Morti.
are thoſe finall teeth which come forth before ,
when a foal is about three months old . Furri . MILLER. f. [ from mill.) One who attends
mill. Brown.
er's Dic .
MILKTHISTLE. F. (milk and thiſtle : plants MILLER. /. A fly.
that have a white juice are namedmilky.) AD MILLER'S -THUMB. . A ſmall fith found in
herb.
brooks , called likewiſe a bulhead.
MILKTREFOIL . f. An herb .
MILLESIMAL. a . (millefimus, Lat.) Thou
fandth . Harts .
MI LKVETCH . ). A plant.
MILKWEED . ). ( milk and weed. ) A plant.
MILLET. F. ( milium , Lat . ) 1. A plant. Arbu '.
MILKWHITE . a (milk and white. ) White as
2. A kind of fish . Carew .
milk . Dryder.
MILLINER . S. One who teils ribands and dreſſes
for women . Tarler,
MILKWORT F. (milk and wort . ) Milkwort
MILLION. S. (milliegne, Ital . ) 1. The number
is a bell-llaped flower. Miller.
MILKWOMAN . J. (milk and woman .) A wo
of a hundred myriads, or ten hundred thou
fand . Shakeſp. 2. A proverbial name for any
ma:), whoſe buſineſs is to ſerve families wih
milk . Arbuthnot.
very great number. Locke.
MILKY. a ( trom milk ) 1. Made ofmilk. 2. MILLIONTH. a . (! rom million .) The ten hun
dred thouſandth . Beniley.
Refembling milk. Arbustinot. 3. Yieldieg
milk. Rojcomman. 4. Soft ; gentle; tender ; MILLSTONE. S. (milland ftone ] The ſtone by
which corn is comminuted . L'Eſtrange.
timornus. Shakeſp .
MILKY -WAY.
(milky and way . ) The MILT. F. ( mildı , Dutch .) 1 . The iperm of
galaxy The milky.way is a broad white pach
the male fith . Walton, 2. (Mit , Sax ) The
ſpleen.
or os ack , encompasſing the whole heavens, and
exterding ilielt in some places with a double To MILT v. 0. ( from the noun ) To imprego
path , but for the most part with a ſingle one. nate the roe or ſpawn oi the female hih .
li hath been diſcovered to conſiſt of an in- MILTER . ! ( irom milt.] The he of any film,
the the being called ipawner. Waltos .
numerable quantity of fixed ſtars, different in
fituation and magnitude, from the contuled MILTWORT. S. An herb .
mixture of whole light its whole colour is MIME. F. (min .) A buffoon who practiſes
geſticulariens, ei her repreſentative of fame
fuppofed to be occafioned . The gabaxy hath
action, or merely contrived to raile mirih .
uſually buen the region in which new fars
have appeared ; which have then become in Ben . Johnjon .
viſible again . Creech
To MIME . v r . To play the mime B. Johnſon.
MILL. S. Ilavan. ) An engine or fabrick to which MIMER.S (froin mime.) A mimick ; a buffoon .
Milton .
corn is ground to meal, or any other body is
comminuted. Sharp.
MIMICAL. a . (mimicus, Lat .) Imitative ; be
TO MILL . V. a. ( from the noun ; reuneix ) 1 . filting 2 mimick ; acting the mimick . Dryden .
To grind ; to comminute. 2. To beat up) MIMICALLY adv. ( trom mimical. ] In imita
chocolate . 3. To ſtamp coin in the inints.
tion ; in a mimical manner.
Additon.
MIMICK . S ( mimicus , Lat.).. A Judicrous iini
lator ; a buffoon who copies another's act os
MI'LL - COG ļ. The denticulations on the cir.
maoner. Prior. 2. A mean or ſervile imi
cumference of wheels, by which they lock in .
tator .
to other wheels . Mortimer.
MILL DAM . ). ( msil and dam ) The mound , MIMICK . a ( mimicus, Lat.) Imitative. Swift.
by which the waier is kept up lo raile it for To MIMICK . v. a. ( from the noun j To imi
the mill . Mortimer .
tate as a buffoon ; lo ridicule by a burleique
MILL-HORSE./. Heile that turnsa mill. Sidney . imitation . Granville,
MILLMOUNTAINS. J. An herb.
MIMICKRY. L. (trom mimick .] Burleſque
imitation . Speciawr .
MILL - TEETH . /. (mill and reeth.] The grind
ers. Arbuthner ,
MIMOGRAPHER 1. [mimus and ypávw .) A
MULLENARIAN . f. [from millenarius, Lat.)
writer of farces.
One who expects themillennium .
MINA'CIOUS. a . (minax,Lat. )Full of threats .
MILLENARY. a . (millenaire, Fr. ] Confiſting MINACITY. J. [from minax, Lat. ) Disputition
of a thouſand. Arbuthact.
to uſe threats.
QI 9.2
MINATORY .
MILLENIST. /. One that holds the millen
diuin .

MIN

MIN

MI'NATORY.
a. (minor , Lat ] Threatening. MINGLES( from the verb ]Mixture ; medley ;
Bacon.
confuſed mals. Dryden .
TO MINCE ~ a . (from miniß .) 1. To cut into MINGLER. f. [ from the verb. ] He who min
very ſmall parts. South. 2. To mention any
gles.
thing ſcrupulouſly, by a little at a time ; to MINIATURE. S. (miniature, Fr. ) Repreſen
palliate. Woodward.
lation in a imall compaſs ; repreſentation leſs
than the reality . Pbilips.
TO MINCE. v. n . 1. To walk nicely by ſhort
ſteps, Pope. 2. To ſpeak ſmall and imperfectly MINIKIN . a. Small ; diminutive. Shakeſp.
MI'NIKIN.S. A ſmall fort of pins.
Dryden .
MINCINGLY. adv. ( from mince. ) In ſmall MINIM . f. 1 from minimus, Lat . ) A ſmall be
ing ; a dwarf. Milton .
parts; not fully . Hocker.
MIND. T: (gemind, Sax . ) 1. Intelligent power MINIMUS. J. (Lat.) A being of the leaſt fize.
Shakeſp . 2. Liking ; choice ; inclination ; Shakeſp .
propention : affection . Hooker . 3 Thoughts , MINION . S. [mignon , Fr.) A favourite ; a dar
lentiments. Dryden. 4. Opinion. Granville . ling ; a low dependant . Swift.
5. Memory ; remembrancy. Atterbury .
MI NIOUS. a . (from minium, Lat.) of the co
TO MIND . V. a . ( from the noun . ] 1. To mark ;
lour of red lead or vermilion . Brown .
to attend . Roſcommor . 2. To put in mind ; to TO MI NISH . v . a. į from diminib.] To leſſen ;
remiod . Burnet .
to lopi to impair. Pfalms.
TO MIND . v. m. To incline ; to be diſpoſed. MINISTER. ) (minijter, Lat. ) 1. An agent ;
Spenſer.
one who is employed to any end ; one who
acts under another. Sodney. 2. One who is
MINDED. 2. (from mind. ) Diſpoſed ; inclined ;
employed in the adminiltiation of government.
affected . Tillotſon.
MINDFUL. a. ( mind and full.) Attentive ; ha
Bacon . 3. One who ſerves at the altar ; one
ving memory . Hammend.
who performs ſacerdotal functions. Addifon. 4
A delegate ; an official. Shakesp. s . An ageat
MINDFULLY. adv . ( from mindful.] Atten
from a foreign power.
tively
MI'NDFULNESS. S. ( from mindful.] Attenti- TO MINISTER v.a. (miniftro. Lat.) To give ;
to ſupply ; to afford , Oiway.
on ; regard .
MI'NDLESS, a. ( from mind ) 1. Inattentive ; TO MINISTER . v . n. 1. To attend ; to ferre
regardleſs. Prior. 2. Not endued with a
in any office. 1 Cor . 2. To g.ve medicines.
mind ; having no intellectual powers. Davies.
Shakeſp. 3. To give ſupplies ofthingsneediul ;
MIND- STRICKEN . a . I mind and ſtricken . }
to give affittance. South , Smalridge. 4. To
allend on the lervice of God . Romans.
Moved ; affected in his mind. Sidney.
MINE . pronoun poſſeflive. (myn, Sax .) Belong. MINISTERIAL. a. (from miniſter ) 1 . At .
ing to me. Dryden ,
tendant ; acting at command . Brown .
MINE . S. (mwyn or mwn, Welſh .) 1. A place
Acting under luperior authority . Rogers . 3.
or cavern in the earth which contains metals
Sacerdotal ; belonging to the eccleſialticks or
or minerals. Boyle 2. A cavern dug under
their office. Ilooker. 4. Pertaining to minillers
of flate .
any fortification that it may link for want oi
ſupport, or, in modern war, that powder may MINISTERY. S (minifterium , Lat. ) Office ;
ſervice . Digby.
be lodged in it , which being fired, whatever
is over it may be blown up . Milion.
MINISTRAL . a. ( from miniſter.] Pertaining
TO MINE. v.n. (from the noun. ) To dig mines to a minister.
or burrows . Woodward.
MINISTRANT a. ' from minifter.) Attendants ;
TO MINE v.a. To lap ; to ruin by mines ; to
acting at command.Pope.
MINISTRA'TION.S. (irom miniſtro, Lat . ) 1 .
deſtroy by now degrees. Shakejp.
MINER . J. (mineur, Fr. ) 1. One that digs for
Agency ; intervention ; office of an agent de,
metals. Dryden. 2. One who makes military
legated or commiflioned Taylor. 2. Service ;
mines Tatier.
office ; ecclefiaitical function. Atterbury.
MINERAL . (minerale, LoL ) A fofiile body ; MINIUM .). [Lac ) Melt lead in a broad earth.
en velli I unglazed, and ſtir it till it be calcined
Inatter dug out of mines . Woodward.
into a grey powder ; this is called the caix of
MINERAL . a. Conhilling of toffile bodies
Woodward.
liad ; continue țhe fire , tirring it in the same
manner , and it becomes yellow ; in this itace
MINERALIST.F. (from mineral] One ſkilled
it is uled in painting , alter this put it into a
or employed in ninerals Boyle.
MINERA LOGIST.J. [from miner
miner alandaíz .)
reverberatory furnace, and it will caicine fur
One who diſcourſes on minerais Brosun.
ther, and become or a tine red , which is the
MINERAʼLOGY. f. [ from mineral and aé, .. )
common minium or red lead. Hill.
The doctrine of minerals .
MUTISTRY. I (min jierium , Lat. ) 1. Office ;
service. Sprait. 2. Office on one let apart to
MINEVER.J. A ikin with ſpecks of white .
preach ; eccleſiastical function. Locke 3 .
TO MINGLE..0. To mix i to join ; to com .
pound ; to unite with fomething ſo as to make
Agency ; interpoliion. Beniley. 4. Bulinels.
Dryden. 5. Perte's employed in the publick
cné maſs, Asger:, Thomion.
aftalis of a flate. swoj !.
TO MINGLE. V.* , To be mixed ; to be united
MINNOW ,
with, Rowe.

MIN
MIS
MINNOW . S. A very ſmall fiſh ; a pink : The
of which the land meaſures a minute.
minnow, when he is in perfect lealon, and not MINOʻTELY. adv. (trom minule. ] To a ſmall
uck , which is only preſently alter ſpawning, point ; exactly. Locke .
tath a kind ofdappled or waved colour, like MINUTELY. adv. ( trom minute, the labatan
a panther , on his fides, inclining to a greenith
tive ) Every minute ; with very little time
and lky - colour , his belly being milk -white, intervening . Hammond.
MINU TENESS . S. ( from minute. ) Smallneſs ;
and his back almoft black Walton .
MINOR, a . (Latin .) 1. Petty ; inconſiderable . exility ; inconſiderableneſs. Bentley.
MINUTE -WATCH S. A watch in which mi
Brown . 2. Lels , Imaller. Clarendon .
nules are more diſtinctly market than in com :
MINOR.F. 1. One under age. Davies. 2. The
mon watches which reckon by thehour. Boyle.
fecond or particular propoſition in the fyllo
MINX
gilm . Arbuthnot.
. / A young, pert, wanton girl . Shakesp .
To MINORATE. v. a. ( from minor , Lat.) MIRACLE.Y. (miraculum, Lat . ) 1. A wonder;
Toleltn. Glanville .
fcrrething above human power. Sbake p. 2 .
MINORATION.S. ( írom minorate.) The aci
( In theology. ) An effeet above human or
o leſtening ; diminution . Brown.
n
tual power, performed in atteitation of
The
fume iruch . Bentley;
MINORITY . L. ( trom minor , Lat .) 1.
ftate of being under age Shake'a . 2. The MIRACULOUS. a. (miraculeux, Fr. from mi.
rack ] Done by miracle ; produced by mira
Itate of being lefs . Brown. 3. The finaller
cle ; effected by power more than natural.
number.
Herbert.
MINOTAUR.S (Mines and saurus . ) A monſte:
invented by the poets, halt man and half bull. MIRACULOUSLY. adv . ( from miraculous.)
By miracle ; by power above that of nature.
Shakejp
Dryden .
MINSTER.S: (minstepe, Sax ) A monaſtery ;
an ecclefiastical fraternity; a cathedrai church. MIRACULOUSNESS. f. [from miraculous.]
The ſtate of being effected by miracle ; fu
1 he word is yet retained ac York and Litch
pericrity to natural power.
field .
MINSTREL.S . (meneftril, Span .) A myſician ; MIR -IDÓ'R \: ( Spaniih, from miror, to look .]
one who plays upon inftruments. Sandys.
A balcony. Dryden .
MINSTRELSEY J. (trom minfirel] 1. Mu- MIRE . ! !moer, Dutch ? Mud ; dirt. Roſcomm'm .
fick ; inftrumental harmony. Davies. 2. A To MIRE . v. a . ( trom the noun .) To whelm
in the mud. Shakeſp:
number of musicians Milor.
MINT. f ( minte, Sax . ) A plant .
MIRE. S (myna, Sax.) An ant ; a pilmire.
MINT. ). (munie, Dutch .) i. The place where MIRINESS / ( from miry.) Diitinels ; fulneſs
money is coined Addifon. 2. Any place of of mire.
MIRKSOME.S. Dark ; cbicure. Spenſer.
invention. Shakeſp.
TO MINT.w.a. (from the noun ) 1. To coin; MIRROR. [. ( miroir, fr.) 1. A looking glaſs ,
to ftamp money . Bacon. 2. To invent ; to
any thing which exhibits reprelentations of
objects by reflection. Davies. 2. It is uled for
forge. Bacon
MINTAGE. f. [from mini . ] 1. That which is pattern . Harker.
coined or Itamped. Milton . 2. The duty paid MIRROR STONE . f. (ſelenites , Lat . ) A kind
o transparent itone.
for coining .
MINTER.J. ( from mine. ) A coiner . Camden MIRTH .F.(mynhde, Sax.]Merriment; jollity :
gaiety ; laughter. Pope
MONTMAN . S. nunt and manjOne ikilled in
MIRTHFUL a (mirth and full.] Merry : gay ;
coinage. Bacon
MINTMASTER . S ( mint and maſter.) 1. One
cheeriui. Ben . John on .
who pretides in coinage. Beyle. 2. One who MIKTHLESS. a. ( frem mirth . ] Joyleſs ;
cheerleſs.
invents, Locke.
MI'NULT. ) . (menuet, Fr ] A ſtately regular MIRY.. [ from mire ] 1. Deep in mudi
mudily. Temple. 2. Contifting o: mire . Shakeſp .
dance. Stepney.
(With printers ) A ſmall fort MIS . Ao inteparable particle uled in compoſition
MI'NUM . j.
to mark an ill fen.e , or depravation of the
of printing lecter 2. With mulicians.) A
meaning : as, chance, luck , michance, ill
note of flow time. Bailey.
Juck ; to like, to be plealed ; to miſlite, to te
MINUTE . a . (minulus, Lat.) Small ; litele 3
offended
tlender ; ſmall in buis. South .
MINUTE j . [ minutum , Lat.js. The ſixtieih MISACCEPTA’TIONS ( mis and accepiation !
The act of taking in a wrong lesie.
part of an hour . Shakejp . 2. Any ſmall Ipace
of time . Suth. 3. The first draught of any MISADVENTURE . /. (mi,aventure, Fr. ) 1 .
Michance ; mistoriune ; ill luck ; bad fortune.
gree ment in woning.
TO MINUTE v . a . (minuter , Fr. ] To ſet down Clarendon . [19 law ] Manſlaughter.
MISADVENTURED . a .(tiom 11.1 adventure )
in ſhort hints. Spectator.
Unfortunate. Sbake p.
MINUTE - BOOK. J. iminute and book . ) Book
MISADVISED . a. (mis and adviſed.] I
of ſhort hints.
directed
MINUTE -GLASS. /.[minute and glaſs ] Claris
MISA IMED

1

MIS

MIS

MISAIMED. . ( mis and aim. ] Not aimed MISCHIEVOUS. o (from miſchief.] 1. Harm
ful ; hurtiul ; destructive ; noxious ; peini
rightly. Spenſer .
cious. South 2. Spiteful; malicious.
MISANTHROPE. U. ( Meirárspan . ) A
MISA'NTHROPOS hater ofmankind .Shak. MI’SCHIEVOUSLY. adv. Noxiouſly ; hurtful
ly : wickedly. Dryden .
MISA'NTHROPY . ] (from mi anthrope ] Ha
MISCHIEVOUSNESS. ſ. ( from miſchievous.)
cret of mankind.
MISAPPLICATION.S. (mis and appl'cation .)
Hurtfulneſs ; perniciouſnefo ; wickedness.
Seuih.
Application to a wrong purpose . Brown.
To MISAPPLY '. v . 8 ( mis and apply ) To MISCIBLE. a. ( from miſceo, Lat.) Pofible to
be mingled. Arbuthnot.
apply to wrong purpotes. Howel.
To MISAPPREHEND . v . a (mis and appre MISCITATION. / ( mis and citation .] Unfair
bead. ) Not to underſtand rightly . Locke ,
or falſe quotation. Cllier.
MISAPPREHENSION /.(mis and appreherfi To MISCITE. v.a.(mis and cire. ) To quote
wrong
en . ) Mistake ;not right apprehenfion. Glanviile
TOMISASCRI'BE v. a (mis and aſcribe.) To MISCLAIM . . ( mis and claim . ) Minaken
claim . Bacon.
afcribe falily . Böyle.
To MISASSIGN . v. a . (mis and affign.) To MISCOMPUTATION. Ii (mis and computa
tion ) Fall: reckoning . Clarendon .
aflign erroneouſly. Boyle
TO MISBECOME. v . a (mis and become) Not To MISCONCEIVE.v. a . ( mis and conceive.)
to become ; to be unleemly ; not to fuit. Sidney. To mil-judge ; to have a falla notion of.
Spenjer.
MISBEGOʻT.
12. [begit, or begotten ,with
mis and conceit,and
MISBEGOʻTTENS mis ] Unlawlully or irre- MISCONCE'IT.
MISCONCEPTIONS conception ) Falſe opi
galarly begotten . Dryden .
nion ; wrong nulion Hooker.
To MISBEHAVE v. “. (mis and behave.) To
MISCONDUCT. ). (mis and conduct .) III be
act ill or improperly.
haviour
MISBEHA'VIOUR . (mis and behaviour. ] Ill
; ill management . Addison , Rogers .
To MISCONDUCT. v. a . ( mis and condu &t.]
conduct ; bad practice. Addiſon .
MISBELIEF.S. (mis and belief.) Falle religion ; To manage amiſs.
MISCONJECTURE. . (mis aod conjecture.)
Wrong beliei.
MISBELI'EVER
(mis and believer.] One
A wrong gueſs. Brown.
that holds a falfe religion, or believes wrongly. MISCONSTRUCTION. F. ( mis and conſtruc
tion .) Wrong interpretation of words or things.
Dryden.
Shakeſp .
To MISCA’LCULATE. v. a (mis and calcu
TO MISCONSTRUE. v. a . (mis and confirve)
lure ] To reckon wrong .
TO MISCAL. v.a. ( mis and call.] To name To interpret wrong. Raleigh.
MISCONTINUANCE. F. (mis and continue
improperly. Glanville.
ance. ) Cellation ; intermiflion.
MISCARRIAGE F. ( mis and carriage.! 1:
Unhappy event of an undertaking.Woodward . To MISCOUNSFL v . a. [ nis and counſel.)
To adviſe wrong Spenſer.
2. Abortion ; act of bringing forth before the
To MISCOUNT. v.a. (miſcounter, Fr. mis
cime . Graurt.
and count . ) To reckon wrong .
TO MISCA'RRY . V.R. ( mis and carry. ] 1. To
fail; not to havethe intended eveni. Addifox . MISCREANCE 11. ( trom miſcreano , or
MISCREANCY. S meſorciance, Fr.) Unbelief ;
2. To have an abortion. Pipe.
MISCELLANE. S (miſcellaneus, Lat.) Mixed
false faith ; adherence to a falle religioa.
Spanjer.
corn . Bacon .
MISCELLA'NEOUS. a. (mifcellanexi, Lat.) MISCREANT.S: (wiſcreani, Fr. ) 1. One that
holds a falle taith ; one who believes in falle
Mingied ; compoſed of various kinds. Brown.
gods. 2. A vile wretch . Addijon .
MISCELLANEOUSNESS L. ( trom mifcello
MISCREATE Ja (mis and created .) Form .
neous.] Compoſition of various kinds.
MISCELLANY. a. (miſcellaneus, Lat .) Mixed MISCREATED. S ed unnaturally or illegi
of various kinds, Bacon .
Timately ; made as by a blunder of nature.
Shakelp
MICELLANY. . A mals formed out of vari
MISDEED. S. [ mis and deed ) Evil a & ion .
ous kinds . Pope.
To MiSCAST . V. 6. ( mis and call ) To lake
Dryden.
To MISDE'EM . v . a. [ mis and deem . ) To
a wrong account o ' . Brown .
judge ill of ; to miltake. Davies .
MISCHANCE. /. ( mis and chance ) III luck ;
To MISDEMEAN . v. a . (mis and demean )
ill furtune . Sou ! b .
MISCHIEF . %. nefihef, old French . ) 1 .
To behave ill. Shake{p .
Harm ; hurt ; whatever is ill and injurioully MISDEMEA NOR. I. (mis and demean ) Of
fence ; ild behaviour, Souib .
done, Rowe. 2. Ill consequence ; vexatious
To MISDO '. v. a . (mis and do.) To do wrong ;
affair. Swife.
TO MISCHIEF. v . a . ( from the noun ) To
to commit a crime. Milton .
hurt ; 19 harm ; to injure . Sprati .
TO MISDO ' v. .. To commit faults. Dryden .
MI'SCHEFMAKER . 1 ( from miſchief and MISDO'ER . L. (from mijdo ] An oflender ; a
criminal . Spenſer.
ma c. ] One who cauſes miſchief .
То

MIS

MIS

leads to ill Stake p.
TO MISDOʻUBT . v . a . ( mis and doube. ] To
TO MISLIKE.v.a . ( mis and like.) To diſap
fufpect of deceit or danger. Shakejp.
prove; to be not pleaſed with, Herbert.
MISDOʻUBT. S. ( mis and doube.] 1. Suſpicion
of crime or danger. Shake p. 2. Irrefolution ; MISLIKE. (froin ihe verb. ) Disapprobation ;
diftatte . Fairfax
heſitation Shakeſp .
MISLIKER 1. 1 trom miflike.) One that dif
MISE 1. (French.) Uue. Law term .
TO MISEMPLOY. v. a . ( mis and employ ) To approves. Aſcham .
MISLEN ] ( corrupted from miſcellane.) Mixed
ufe to wrong purpoles. Atterbury .
MISEMPLOYMENT. S. [mis and employment.]
coro . Mortimer.
To MISLE . v . n. ( from miſl ) To rain in
Improper application. Hale.
imperceptible drops, like a thick milt : pro
MISER . F. ( mifer, Lat ] 1. A wretched perſon ;
perly m :ft . Spenjer.
one overwhelmed with calamity . Sidney. 2. A
wretch ; a mean fellow. Shakeſp . 3. A wretch To MI'SLIVE . v . n . ( mis and live ) To live
ill . Spenler
covetous to extremity. Otway
MISERABLE . a . (miferable, Fr. ) 1. Unhappy ; TO MISMA’NAGE . v a. ( mis and manage. ]
To manage ill . Locke .
calamitous ; wretched . South . 2. Wretibes ;
worthleſs. Job. 3. Culpably parlimonious ; MISMANAGEMENT. L. (mis and manage
ment.
) Ill management ; ill conduct. Locke
ingy.
MISERABLENESS. f. [from miſerable .) State To MISMATCH v . a. (mis and match .) To
match unſuitably. Sou berr.
of milery .
MISERABLY. adv. ( from miſerable ) . Un- To MISNA ME . v . a. ( mes and name ) To call
happily ; calamitouſly. South. 2. Wretchedly ;
by the wrong oame. Boy.c.
MISNO MER |. (French ) In law, an india
meanly. Sidney .
MISERY. F. ( miferia , Lat.) 1. Wretchedneſs ;
ment or any other act vacated by a wrong
naine .
unhappineſs. Locie..2. Calamity; mistonure;
eaute of milery. Shakeſp. 3.' ( from milir.ro MISOBSERVE. v. a . ( mais and obſerve.j
Covetouineln ; avarice. W oston .
Not to obierve accurately. Locke.
TO MISFASHION v. a . ( mis and faforon. MISO GAMIS T. J. [ subów and sáu G .. ] А
marriage haler.
To form wrong . Hakewill.
MISFORTUNE !. {mis and fortune ) Calami. MISOGYNY. J. [uscü and poin . ] Haused of
women .
ty; ill luck ; wint of good fortune. Sidney.
TO MISGIVE. V a mis and givo.) To fill To MISORDER . v . a . (mis and order.) T.
conduct ill; to manage irregularly . Shakeſp.
with doubt ; to deprive of confidence. Milton.
MISGOVERNMENT / mois and government ) MISORDER. F. ( from the verb.) Irregularity ;
1. III adminiftration of publick affairs. Raleigh .
diſorderly proceedings . Camden .
2. III management. Taylor 3. Inegularity, MISORDERLY. a. (trom mijor der.) Irregulas,
Alctam .
ivorvinate behavicur. Stakep .
MISGUIDANCE.ſ. ( mis and guidance ) Falie To MISPEND. v . a . preterite and part. paflive
direction. Scuch.
1,7i |pent. ( mis and spend.) 1. To ipend ill ; to
TO MISGUIDE . v a . ( mis and guide.) To
waite ; to conlume to ng purpoſe. B. Jobafon.
direct ill ; to lead the wrong way . Locke.
2. To waite, with the reciprocal pronoun.
Philips.
MISHA P. (mis and tap Jill chance ; ill luck .
MISPENDER . J. [ from mi pend.] One who
'Spenſer
MI SHMASH . . Ainſworth. A low word. A
ſpenta ill or prodigally. Norris.
mingle.
MISPERSCASION . ). ( mis and perfuafion .)
Wrong nocion ; falls opinion . Decay of Preiz .
To MISINFE'R v. a. ' mis and infer.) To infer
wrong . Hooker .
TO MISPLACE. v . Q, ( 18!s and place.) To pus
in a wrong place. South .
TO MISINFORM . ~ a (mis and inform ] To
To MISPRI'SE . v.a. 1 To miſtake. Shakeſp.
deceive by falle accounts. 2 Mac,
2. To flight , lo fcorn ; to despie. Slakejp.
MISINFORMATION . 1. ( froin milinform .)
MISPRISION . I. (trom mi prije.) 1. Scorn ;
Falſe inteligence ; talle accounts, South.
TOMISINTERPRET.va ( mis and interpret. ) contempt. Shakesp . 2. Millake ; mitconcep
To explain to a wrong lente. Ber . Johnion.
tion . Glanville. 3. [In common law ) ic
fignifies nezlect, negligence, or oversight.
To MISJOIN . v. a . mis and join.) To join
Mitrilion of treaion is the concealmeni, or
unfily or improperly. Dryden,
TO MISJUDGE v. a . ( mis and judge ) To noi difcturing , or known treaſon ; for the whicta
the offenders are to ſuffer impritonment during
foi m talle opinions ; lo judge il !, l'ope.
To MĮSLAY. v. 4.( mis and lay.) To lay in
the king's pleature , dole their goods and the
2 wrong place. Deyden.
profits or theii lands Mojprijazn of telony , is
ibe letting any per!on , cominicted for treatca
MISLAYER.S. (tium mifay ) One that puts
in a wrong place, Bacon
or felony, or tulpicion of either, to go beture
TO MISLE AD. v. a ( mis and lead ] To guide
he be indictwt. Cowell.
a wrong way ; to buiray to milchiei or mil. Tu MISPROPORTIUN. v .a . (mis and propor
take. Bacon.
sion. ] To join without due proportion .
MISPROUD .
MUSLE'A DLR . L. ( from milieud .] One that
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MISPRO UD . a. (mis and proud. ) Vitiouſly MISSIVE. a (millive, Pr. ) 1. Such as may be
fent Ayl ffe. 2. Uled at a diſtance. Dryden .
proud. Shakeſp.
TO MISQUOTE v. a. (mis and quote. ) To MISSIVE. 7. ( French ) 1. A letter fenc : it is
retained in Scotland in that feole . Bacon. 2 .
quote faiſly . Shakejp.
To MISREĆI'TE. v. a . (mis and recite. ] To
A meilenger . Shakeſp.
MISSPE'AK . v. a ( mis and Speak.) To ſpeak
recite not according to the truth .
g . Donne ,
wron
TO MISRE'CKON v . a (mis and reckon .) To
reckoo wrong ; to compute wrong . Swift . MIST . ). ( mist , Sax . ) 1. A low thin cloud ; a
To MISRELA'TE . v . a . ( mis and relate . To finall chin rain nou perceived in drops . Ros.com .
| 2. Any thing that dimsor darkens 'Dryden .
relate inaccurately or fallly. Boyle.
MISRELATION . '. [ from m ſrelate ) Falſe or To MIS T. v a. ( from the noun ) To cloud ; to
cover with a vapour or fleam . Shakejp.
inaccurate narrative. Bijbsp Bramhall.
To MISREMEMBER v.2 (mis and remember. ) MISTA KABLE . 6. ( from mplake. j Liable to
To millake by truſting to memory. Boyle.
be conceived wrong. Brown ,
To MISREPORT. v. a. I mis and report.) To To MISTAKE. v. a . ( mis and take. ) To con
give a ' alle account of. Hooter.
ceive wrong ; to take fumething for that which
MISREPOʻRT. J. (from theverb.) Falſe account ; it is not. Silling fleet.
falſe and malicious repreſentation . Dryden . TO MISTAKE , v . a. To err ; not to judge
TO MISREPRESE'NT. v. a . ( mis anii repre- l right. Raleigh .
Jent. ) To prelent not as it is; to fallity 10 MISTA "EN. pret. and part. pal. of mRake,
diſadvantage. Swift.
for maken. Shakeſp.
MISREPRESENTATION S. [ from misrepre. To be MISTAKEN." To err. Waller.
fent.] 1. The act of mitreprelenting. Swift. MISTAKE. 1. ( from the verb. ) Milconception ;
errour. Tilloifon.
2. Account inaliciouſly falſe. Atterbury
MISRU LE.S. Tumule; confuſion ; revel. Pope. MISTA'KINGLY. adv. [ from m : ſteking . )
Erroneouſly ; fallly. Boyle.
MISS. S. ( contracted from miſtreſs J 1. The term
ofhonour to a young girl . Szeifi. 2. Altruin- To MISSTA TE. v . a . (mis and fiate ) To ſtate
pet ; a concubine ; a proſtitute. Hudibras
wrong. Bilbop Sanderlin.
To MISS. v. a . (millen , Dutch. ) Miljed preter. To MISTEACH v . a. ( mis and reach . To
mult part . 1. Not to hit by the mind ; to
leach wroog. Bilbop Sanderjon.
Brillake . Miiton. 2. Not to hie by manual , To MISTEMPER. V. a . (mis and semper .) To
aim. Pope. 3. To fail of obtaining: Sidney. temper ill. Shakelp.
4. To diſcover ſomething to be unexpectedly MISTER. a . (from meſtier, trade, Fr.) What
miftir , what kind. Spenjer.
wanting 1 Sam . 5. To be without Stakelp.
6. To omit. Prior. 7. To perceive want of. TO MISTE RM . v . a . ( mis and rern . ) To term
South.
erroneouſly Shakejp.
To MISS. v. m . 1. To fly wide ; not to hit. To MISTHINK. v. a . ( mis and think . ] To
W'a ler. 2. Not to ſucceed. Bacon . 3. To 'ail; think ill ; lo thing wrong. Milton.
to miſtake. 4 To be loſt ; to be waneng ToMISTIME. v o. ( mis and time.) Not to
cime right ; not to adapt properly with regard
Shakeſp | Sam . Milion . 5. To miſcarry ; to
to time .
fait. Milton . 6. To fail to obtain , learn , or find .
Atterbury.
MISTINESS . S. [from miſly ) Cloudineſs ; ſtate
MISS. 1. ( from the verb ) 1. Loſs ; want. 2 . of being overcait. Bacon .
Miteke ; errour. Alchem .
MISTION.S. (trom miſtus, Lat ] The ſtate of
MISSAL ! ( miljale, Lat. miitel, Fr.) The maſs being ming'ed.
Stiling
fleet.
book :
MISTLETOE. L. (mýstletan, Saxon, millel,
To MISSA'Y . V. n . ( mis and ſay.) To ſay ill
Danilla , birdli me, and tan, o iwig. ) A plant .
or wrong . Hakewill.
This plant is always produced from feed, and
is not to be cultivated in the earth, as moit
To MISSE EM . v . m . (mis and leem .) 1. To
make talle appearance. Spanjer. 2. To mil
other plants, but will always grow upon trees ;
become. Spenjer .
from whence the ancients accounted it a fue
To MISSE RVÉ . v . a . mis and ſerve. To per.plant , who thought it to be an excreſcence
ſerve unfaith'ully. Arbutka ..
on the tree without the feed being preriously
TO MISSHAPE . v. a. part. miſhaped and lodged there, which opinion is now generally
mipopen. ( mis and pape ) To ſhape ill ; to
coniuted . This milletoe thruſh , which feed's
form ill ; to deform . Bentley.
upon the berries of this plant in winter when
MISSILE . a . (mifilis, Lat. ] Thrown by the
it is ripe, doth open the feed from tree to
tree ; for the viſcous part of the berry, which
hand : Atriking at distance Pepe
MISSION. /. (mifio, Lat.) 1. Commiflion ; the
immediately furrounis the ſeed , doth ſome
Itate of being ſent by ſupreme authority . Mill . times falten it to the outward part of the b
Arterbury. 2. Perſons ſent on any account .
beak , which to get disengaged of, he strikes
Bacon . 3. Dilmilioni diſcharge. Bacon. 4 .
his beak at the branches of a neighbouring
Fa tion ; party . Not in ule Shakeſp .
tree, and fo leaves the leed ſticking by this
MISSIONARY. I A. 1 milionaire, Fr. ) One
viscous matter to the bark , which, it it lights
MISSIONER .
Tent to propagate religion. upon a lmooth part of ibe wee, will : aften ito
Dryden.
leli,
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ſelf, and the following winter put out and ToMITICATE . v.d. [mitigo, Lat. mitigers
Fr.) 1. To ſoften ; to make leſs rigorous.
grow : the trees which this plant doch moſt
Hooker. 2. To alleviate ; to make mild ; to
readily take upon are the apple, che aſh , and
aſſuage. Hooker. 3. To mollify ; to make lels
ſome other ſmooth rind trees : whenever a
ſevere. Milion . 4. To cool ; to moderate .
branch of an oak tree hath any of theſe plants
Addiſon .
growing upon it , it is cut off, and preſerved by
The curiousin their collections of nacural curi- MITIGATION.S . (mitigatio, Lat. ) Abatement
ofany thing penal, harth , or painful. Bacon.
oficies. Miller.
MISTLIKE. a. ( miſt and like.] Reſembling a MITRE.S. (mitre, Fr. miira, Lat.) 1. An or
miſt . Shakeſp .
nament for the head. Dryden. 2. A kind of
epiſcopal crown. Waris,
MISTO'LD. particip. part. of miſtell.
MISTO'OK particip. paſt. ofmiſtake. Milton. MITRE . } I. (among workmen .) A kind of
MISTRESS. F.(maiſtrelle,Fr.] 1.A woman who MI'TER.S joining two boards together.
governs: correlative to ſubject or to ſervant. MITRED. a. (mitré, Fr. from mitre.) Adorn
Arbuthnot. 2. A woman killed in any thing . ed with a mitre . Prior.
Addiſon. 3. A woman teacher. Swift. 4. MITTENT. a. ( mittens, Lat.) Sending forth ;
A woman beloved and courted Clarendon. 5 .
emitting . Wiſeman .
A term of contemptuous addreſs. Shakejp. 6. MITTENS.S. ( mitains, Fr.) 1. Coarſe gloves
for the winter. Peacham . 2. Gloves that cover
A whore ; a concubine.
the arm without covering the fingers.
MISTRU'ST, S. (mis and truſt ] Diffidence ;
MITTIMUS. ( Latin.) A warrani by which a
Tufpicion ; want of confidence . Milton.
juſtice
commits an offender to priſon.
TO MISTRU'ST. v. a. ( mis and truft ) To
fufpect ; to doubt ; to regard with diffidence. To MIX . v. a . (mifcco, Lat.] 1. To unite diffe
rent bodies into one mats ; to put various in
Cowley.
MISTRUSTFUL . a . (miſtruſt and full.] Diffi
gredients together. 2 E /dr. 2. To form out of
different conliderations . Bacon. 3. To join ;
dent ; doubting . Waller.
MISTRU'STFULNESS. f. [ from miſtrufful.] to miogle. Shakeſp.
MIXEN.S. (mixen , Sax.) A dunghill ; a layflalle
Diffidence ; doubt . Sidney.
MISTRUSTFULLY. adv. ( from miftruftful.) MI'XTION.S. (mixtion ,Fr. )Mixeure ; coniufion
of one body with another. Brown.
With ſuſpicion ; with miltruſt.
MISTRUSTLESS. a . (from miſtrujt.) Confi- MI'XTLY.adv . ( from mix . ) With coalition of
difierent partss iinto one.
dent; unſuſpecting. Carew .
MI'STY. a . (from mill.) 1. Clouded ; over- MIXTURE.S. (mixtura , Lat .] 1. The act of
ſpread with miſts. Worron. 2. Obſcure ; dark ;
mixing ; the ſtate of being mixed. Arbu . 2. A
mais formed by mingled ingredients. Shakeſp.
not plain
TOMISUNDERSTA’ND v.a. (mis and under
3. That which is added and mixed.- Atterbury.
ftand.) To miſconceive ; To mittake. Șou :h. MIZMAZE: /. A maze; a labyrinth . Locke.
MISUNDERSTA’NDING . S. [ from miſunder- MIZZEN . S (megaen, Dutch.) The mizzen is
fiand .] 1. Difference ; diagreement. Swifi.
a maſt in the ſtern of a ſhip : the length of a
mizzen maſt is half that of the main maſt. Bail.
2. Error ; m (conception . Bacon.
MISU SAGE. . (from miluje.) 1. Abuſe ; ill MILZY.S. A bog ; a quagmire. Ainſworth.
uſe 2. Bad treatment.
MNEMONICKS. F. (minu orixn.] The art of
TO MISU'SE . v. a. (mis and uſe.) To treat or
memory .
MO . a. ( ma, Sax.] Making greater number 3
uſe improperly ; to abule. South.
MISU'SE . j. ( from the verb. ) Bad uſe ; bad
more. Spenſer.
MO. adv.Further ; longer. Shakeſp.
treatment Atterbury :
TO MISWE'EN . v . n. imis and ween .) To mis- To MOAN . v.a. [from mænan, Sax . to grieve .]
To lament ; to deplore .
judge ; to diftruít. Spenſer.
TO MISWE'ND. v. 1 ( mis and pendan, Sax . ) TO MOAN . v. n. To grieve ; to make lamentaa
tion. Ibom for .
To go wrong . Fairfax.
MISY.S. A kind of mineral. Hill.
MOAN . S. Lamentation ; audible ſorrow . Pope.
MI'TE . S [mite, Fr. miji, Dutch .) 1. A ſmall MOAT. S. (morte, Fr. ) A canal of water round
intea found in cheele or coro ; a weevil.
a houle or cattle for defence.
Philips. 2. The twentieth part of a grain . To MOAT. v . a . ( motter, Fr. from the noun. )
Arbuthnet. 3. Any thing proverbially finall.
To furround with canals by way of defence.
Dryden.
Dryden. 4. A ſmall particle. Ray.
f. ( contracted from mobile, Lat . ) The
MOB.
MITELLA.S. A plant,
croud ; a tumultuous rout. Dryden.
MI'THRIDATE. ) . Mirkridare is one of the
capital medicines of the ſhops, cooliſting of a MOB.ſ. A kind of female head drets.
great number of ingredients , and has its name To MOB . v. a. ( from the noun. ) To haraſs, or
overbear by tumult.
from its inventor Mithridates, king of Pontus.
Quincy.
MOBBISH . a . (from mob. ) Mean ; done after
manner of the mob.
the
MITHŘIDATE muflard.ſ. A plant.
MI'TIGANT. a. ( mitigans, Lat.] Lenient ; MOBBY. S. An American drink made of pos
tatoes ,
legitive.
MO'BIL.E .
Rrr
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MOBILE.S. (mobile, Fr.] The populace ; thº
thape : to mould ; to form ; to delineate. Add
MODELLER, ſ. [ from model.) A planner i
rout , the mob. L'Iran e.
MOB LUTY. 1. [nobilizé, Fr. mobilisas , Lal } ſchemer ; contriver . Speftator .
1. Nimbleneſs , activity. Blackmore. ? (In MODERATE a . (moderatus, Lat.) 1. Tem
cant language.] The populace. Dryden, 3
perate ; not exceflive. Ecclef. 2. Not hot of
Ficklenels ; inconancy:
temper. Seift. 3. Net luxurious ; not ex
TO MO'BLE. V. a . To diefs groſ: ly or inele
pentive. Shakeſp .4. Not extreme in opinion ;
ganily. Shakeſp.
not ianguine in a lenet. Smatr dge. 5. Placed
between extremes ; holding the mean . Hooker,
MOCHO -STONE, S. Mocho-fisnes are nearly
6. Of the midule rate. Dryden.
related to the agat kinit, of a clear hosny grey ,
with declinations reprelenting m flis, fhrubs, TO MODERATE. v . a . Imoderer , Lat. mode
and branches, in the ſubtence of the ſtone .
rer, Fr.) 1. To rerulate ; to reſtrain ; to fill ;
Woodward.
lo paciſy ; to quiet; to repreſs. Speafer. 2 .
TO MOCK.V. a . ( mecquer , Fr. ) 1. To deride ; To make temperate. Blackmore.
to laugh at : to ridicule . Shakeſp. 2. To ce- MODERATELY. adv . ( Irom moderale .] 1 .
Temperately ; mildly. 2. In a middle degree .
ride by imitation; to minick in con'empt
Skakelp. 3. To deti at ; to elude. Shokejp. Waller
4 Tofool; to canalize ; to play on contemp MODERATENESSS ( from moderate. Slate
of being moderate : temperateneſs.
luouſly. 17 iton .
TO MOČK . v . n . To make contemptuous fpert. MODERATION.S. (moderatio, Lat .) 1. Por
bearance of extremity; the contrary temper
Job
MOCK./ (from the verb.) 1. Ridicule ; act of to party violence Asierbury. 2. Calmneſs of
contempt : fleer ; fneer. Tillotjon. 2. Imitati
mind ; equanimity. Milton. 3. Frugalicy io
еxреnсе..
on ; mimickry . Crajhaw
MOCK a . Fale; counter eit; not real. Dryden MODERATOR. S. (moderator , Lat.] 1. The
perſon or thing that calms or reſtrains.Walter .
MOʻCKABLE . a . (from 12ck . ) Expoled to de
2. One who preſides in a dilputation, to re
riſion . Shake !!
Itrain the contending parties from indecency ,
Plants. Ainſw .
MOCK -Willow; }
and contine them to thequeſtion. Bacon .
MOCKEL . a . fibeiame with m :ck !c.) Much ; MODERN. /. ( moderne, Fr.) 1. Lale ; recent ;
many . Spenſer.
not ancient; not antique. Bacon . 2. In Stake
MO‘CKER.S. (from mock ) 1. One who mocks; Jpeare, vulgar ; mean ; conmon .
a ſcorner ; a icoffer. South . 2. A deceiver ; MODERNS !. Thoſe who have lived lately,
oppoſed to the ancients. Boyle.
an elulor impoſtor.
MOCKERY. J. ( mocquerie, Fr. ) 1. Deriſion ; MODERNISM . / Deviation from the ancient
ſcorn ; ſportive intuli Watts 2. Ridicule ;
and clinical manner . Swift.
contemptuous merriment. Hooker 3. Sport | To MODERNISE . v . a. ' To adapt ancient
fubject of laughter Shakesp. 4. Vanity of at
compofitions to modern perſons or things.
tempt. Shakesp. 5 Imitation; counterieit ap- MODERNNESS.S: (from modern. ] Novelty.
MODEST.
pearance ; vain how Shakeſp.
a. (modele, Fr.) 1. Not arrogant ;
not preſumptuous loung. 2. Not impudent ;
MOCKING -BIRD ſ. (mucking and bird.) An
American bird, which imitates the nuie of
not forward. Dryden. 3. Not loole ; not un
other birds.
chalte. Addiſon.
MOCKINGLY. alv. ( from mockery.] In con MO DESTLY. adv. (from modefl.) 1. Not ar
temột ; petulantly ; with inſult.
fogantly ; not preſumptuou ly . Pope, 2. Not
MOCKING -STUCK J. (mucking and pock .] impudenly ; not forwardly , with modeſty.
4 butt for menninntnt
Shakejp. 3. Not looſely ; not lewdly . 4. Not
MODAL . a. ( modale, French ; medalis, Latin .) excettively; with moderation .
Relating to the to:mor mode , not the eilence. MODESTÝ. ) ; (medeflie, Fr. modeſtas, Lat.)
1 . Not arrogance ; not preſumptuoulneſs.
Glanville
MODALITY. F. ( from moda!. ) Accidental Hooker. 2. Not impudence ; not forwardnels .
difference ; modal accident. Holder.
3. Moderation ; decency. Shakeſp. 4. Char
MODE. I (mode, Fr. modus, Lat.) 1. Form ; tity ; purity ofmanners. Dryden.
external variety; accidental diſcrimination MODESTY-PIECE.S. A narrow lace which
accidental . Watts . 2. Gradition ; degree. Pope.
runs along the upper part of the itays before.
Addison .
3 Manner ; method ; form ; faſhion. Taylor
4. State ; appearance . Shakesp . 5. ( Mlode, Fr.) MODICUM . S. (Latin .) Small portion ; pit
tance . Dryden.
Faſhion ; cuſtom . Temple .
MODEL. S (modulus, Lat.) 1. A repreſenta- MODIFIABLE a. (from modify ] That may
tion in miniature of ſomething made or dope.. be diverſiyed by accidental differences. Lecke.
Addison. 2 . A copy to be imitated. Booker . MO'DIFICABLE . a . (from modify .) Diverſifi
3. A mould ; any thing which ſhows or gives able by various modes .
The ſhape of that which it incloles . Shakeſp. MODIFICATION.S. [modification , Fr ] The
4. Standard ; that by which any thing is mca
act of modifying any thing, or giving it new
fured Soulb .
accideotal differences, Now12 .
То
To MOʻDEL. v . a . (modeker, Fr.) . To plaa ; to
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TO MODIFY. v. a. (modifier, Pr. ] 1. TO MO'LEBAT. S. A fith .
change the form or accidents of any thing ; to MOʻLECAST. ſ. (mole and cafl.) An hillock
Mape. Newton. 2. To ſoften ; to moderate.
caſt up by a mole . Mortimer.
Dryden .
MOLECATCHER. S. ( mole and catcher.] One
MODILLON . S. ( French . ) Modi! lons, in ar
whole employmentis to catch moles Iuler.
chitecture, are lietle brackets which are often MOLEHILL T. (mole and bill.) An hillvek
ſet under the Corinthian and compolite orders,
thrown up by the mole working under ground.
Fairfax.
and ſerve to ſupport the projecture of the
MOʻLEST. v. a (molifer, Fr. ] To difturb ;
TO
larmier or drip. Harris.
MO DISH . a. [ from mode.) Faſhionable ; formed
to trouble ; to vex . Locke.
according to the reigning cuſtom Addison . MOLESTA'TION. . í moldin, Lat.) Dir
turbance ; uneaſineſs caused by vexation ,
MODISHLY. adv . (from modiſ .)Famionably.
Norris.
MODISHNESS. f. [ from modifb.) Affectation
of the faſhion .
MOLESTER . S. [ from moleſi ] One who di !
turbs .
To MODULATE. v. a. (modulor, Lat . ) To
form found to a certain key, or to certain MO LETRACK . S. {m -le and tra t.] Courſe of
notes. Arony na
the mole under ground. Mortimer.
MODULA”TION. S. (from modulate; modula- MOLEWARP. 1. [mɔleand peorpan , Sax . ) A
mole Drayton.
tion, Fr. ] 1. The act of forming any thing
to certain proportion Woodward . 2. Sound MOʻLLIENT. a . 1 mºlliens, Lat .) Sofrening.
MOʻLLIFIABLE . a . ( from wellify J Thatmay
modulated : agreeable harmony. Thomſon.
be loiteret
MODULATOR. ſ. [from modulate.) He who
forms found to a certain key ; a tuner Derb. MOLLIFICATION . L. ( frem mollify ] 1. The
MODULE . J. (modulus, Lat.) An empty re
act ofmollitying or forening . Da'on. 2. Pa
cification ; mitigation. Sbakep.
preſentation ; a model . Shakeſp.
MODUS. /. (Latin.) Something paid as a com- | MOLLIFIER . J.(trem molliti.j .. That which
penſation for tithes on the ſuppoſition of being
fo:tens ; that which appeaics. Bacon. 2. Ho
that pacifies or mitigates .
a moderate equivalent . Swift.
MO'DWALL . . A bird .
TO MOLLIFY. v . a . ( orellio, Lat ) 1. To
MOE. a . [ma, Saxon , See Mo.) More ; a
ſoſten ; to make foft. 2. To attwage. Ijarah ,
greater number, Hooker.
3. To appeale ; 10 pacify : to qu'et. Sperjer.
MO HAIR . ). [mekere, Fr. ] Thread or ſtuff
4. To qualiiy : lo leflen any thing harih or
made of camels or other hair. Pope.
burdentome. Clarendin .
MO HOCK. S. The name of a cruel nation o MOLTEN , part. pail. from melt . Bacon .
America, given to ruffians who were imagined MOʻLY. P. ( moly , Lat.! Moly, or wild garlick,
is of l. veral lurts ; as the gieai me'y of Homer ,
to infeft the freets of London . Gay, Dennis .
MOI DERED . a, Crazed .
the Indian moly, the incly of Hungary, serpents
MOIDORE. ſ (moede, Fr.) A Portugal coin , moly, the yellow ingly. Mortimer
rated at one pound leven shillings.
MOLOSSES 1.1. (neilazzo, lulian .) Treacle ;
MOIETY 1. ( moitié , Fr. from muien, the mid- MOLA'SSES. S the frume or ſcum of the juice
dle ) Hali; one oi two equal parts. Clarendon.
of the lugar-cane.
TO MOIL v a . (mouiller, Fr. ] 1. To dawb MOME. Y. A dull, ſi upid blockhead ; a ſtock ; a
wilh diri, Knolles. 2. To weary. Chapman .
pf Shakeſp.
To MOIL . v. n . [ mouiller, Fr. ] 1. To labour MOMENT. ( momen ?, r. momentumi, Lat.) 1 .
the
mire.
Bacon . 2. To coil ; to drudge. Conequence ; importance ; weight; value.
in
L'Eſtrange .
Bentley. 2. Force ; impulſive weight Ben .
MOIST. a moiſte, Fr.] 1. Wet , not dry ; wet, Johnjon . 3. An indivisible particle of time .
Pricr.
not liquid ; wet in a ſmall degree. Pope. 2 .
Juicy ; ſucculent.
MOMENTALLY. adv. Cirom momentuni, Lat.)
To MOIST.
2 v.a. ( from moift.) Tomake
For a moment. Broeun .
TO MO'ISTEN. § damp; to make wet in 2 MOMENTANEOUS.1 a . (momentarus, Lat ]
MOMENTANY .
5 Laiting but a momeni.
imali degree ; to damp. Shakeſp.
Bacon .
MOISTENER . f. [from meiſten .) The perſon
or thing that moiſtens.
MOMENTARY. a. (from mement.) Talling
MOISTNLSS
( from moiſt. ) Dampneſs ;
for a moment ; done in a moment. Dryden.
werners in a ſmall degree. Adilifun.
MOMENTOUS. a. (from momentum , Lat.]
MOISTURE. /. [ moiteur, fr ' from moill . ) Importance ; weighty ; ofconfequence. difc» .
Small quantity of water or liquid. Sidney.
MOMMERY 1. [tmerie , Fr.j An entertain
iment in which malkers play fralicks. Rowe.
MOKES of a nei . The.Melhes.
MO KY a Dark
MONACHAL . 4. I povezanos. ) Monaſtick ;
MOLE J. (mal , Sax . ) 1. A mole is a formieſs relating to monks, or conventual orders.
concretion of ext avaſated blood, which grows MONACHISM . S [monachiſme, Fr.) The fate
unto a kind of fleſh in the uterus . Quincy. 2. A
of inonks ; the monaftick life.
natural ipot or diſcolouration of the body.Pepe. MONAD. 31 [uovas.) An indiviſible thing ,
3. A mound ; a dyke . Sandys. 4. A little MO‘NADE . I More.
MONARCH
RE2
peat that works under ground. More.
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MONARCH . S. [ reovaexos .] 1. A governor.
munity bound by vows to certain obſervances.
Knollés.
inveſted with abſolute authority ; a king
Temple. 2. One ſuperiour to the reſt of the MONKEY. S. [monikin , a little man ) 1. An
ape ; a baboon ; a jackanapes , An animal
ſame kind. Dryden. 3. Preſident Shakeſp .
bearing ſome reſemblance of man . Granville.
MONARCHAL , a. Suiting a monarch ; regal ;
2. A word of contempt , or flight kindneſs .
princely ; imperial. Milton .
MONARCHICAL . 6. [uoxapxixos.] Veſted in a Shakeſp.
Tingle ruler. Brown .
MONKERY. S. ( from monk . ) The monaſtick
To MONARCHISE. V. n . ( from monarch. ) To
life . Hall.
MO‘NKHOOD . S. ( from monk and beod. ) The
play the king . Shakeſp.
MONARCHY.S. (monarchie, Fr. peorepxia .] 1
character of a monk . Atterbury.
The government of a ſingle perſin Atterbury. MONKISH. a . ( from monk . ] Monaſtick ; pero
taining to monks. Smith .
2. Kingdom ; empire. Shakelp.
MONASTERY. ). ( monaſterium , Lat.) Houſe MONK'S-HOOD. !. A plant.
MONK'S -RHUBARB. /. A ſpecies of dock .
of religious retirement ; convent. Dryden .
MONASTICK , ? a . (monciſtocus, Lat . ) Re- MONOCHORD. S. puérica and 2908.) Ag
inſtrument of one string.
MONASTICALS ligiouſly reclule . Brown .
MONASTICALLY. adv . ( from monaflick ) I MONOCULAR. 7. (miveg.and oculus . ) One .
Reclufºly in the manner of a monk . Swift. MONOCULOUS Š eyed. Glavville
MONDAY. ). (from moon and day ] The ſecond MONODY. I. (uecia Soc .) A poem ſung by one
day o the week .
perton not in dialogue.
MONEY. S: (moneta, Lat.) Metal coined for MONO GAMIST. ) [pórou and you .) One
who diſallaws ſecond marriages.
the purpoſes of commerce. Swift.
MO NEYBAG . L. (money and bag . ] A large MONOʻGAMY. J. [recros and yazéw ) Marriage
of one wife
purfe. Shakeſp.
MONEYCHANGER. S., [ money and change . ] MONOGRAM .S.[peóros and ypágpo.) A cypher ;
A broker in money . Arbusinot.
a character compounded of ſeveral letters.
MONEYED . a. (from money ) Rich in money: MONOLOGUET. (peéves, and 1670. ) A ſcene
often uſed in oppoſition to thote who are poſ
in which a perion of the drama ſpeaks by
ſeiled of lands. Locke.
himſelf ; a ſoliloquy. Dryden,
MONEYER. ſ. [from money.) 1. One that MO NOMACHY . / [nov.pl @xb .) A duel ; ;
ſingle combat .
deals in money ; a banker. 2. A coiner of
money.
MO NOME . J. In algebra, a quantity that has
MO'NEYLESS. G. ( frem money. ] Wanting
but one denomination or name. Harris.
MONOPE ” TALOUS. a. (More , and estado )
money ; pennyles. Szzift.
MONEYMATTER. [. (money and matter .)
It is utat for ſuch Powers as are tormed out of
Account of debtor and creditor. Arbuthnor.
one leaf, howſoever they may be ſeemingly
MONEYSCRIVENER . S. (money and ſcrive
cut into ſmall ones.
ner .) One who raites money for others. Arbuth . MONO POLIST. L. (monopoleur , Fr ] One who
MONEYWORT. /. A plant .
by engroting , or by paient , obtains the fole
MO'NEYSWORTH . J. (money and worth . )
power or privilege of vending any commodity.
Something valuable. L'Ejtrange.
To MONOPOLIZE . v. a . ( uvo and 26.)
MO'NGCORN . !. (mang , Sax . and corn .) Mixed
To have the fole power or privilege of veod
corn : as , wheat and rie.
ing any commodity . Arbuthnot.
MONGER. S. [mangene, Sax . a trader.) A MONO POLY. I. (neoren72háo , monopole, Fr.
dealer : a leller : as, a fijhmonger. Hudibras.
More and mow.) The excluſive privilege of
MONGREL . 0. (from marg , Sax. or mengen , ſelling any thing. Shakeſp Dryden.
to mix , Dutch . ) Oi a mixed breed .Dryden. MONOPTOTE . L. (uove and alásas. ) Is 2
MONIMENT. /. (from moneo, Lat. ) di keins
noun uled only in ſome one oblique cale .
Clarke
lo fignify in'cription in Spenler.
TO MONISH . v . a . (moneo, Lat ] To admoniſh . MONOSTICH. L. [rorósıxov . ) A compoſition
of one verre
/chan.
MONISHER.S. (from monifo .) An admoniſher ; MONOSYLLABICAL a. (from monoſyllable. )
a monitor
Conſiſting of words of one ſyllable.
MONITION . S. (monitio, Lat.) 1. Information ; MONOSY LLABLE. L. frecves and suddeen . ]
hint. Hi der. 2. Instruction ; document.
A word only of one lyllable. Dryden.
L'Edrange.
noſyllable.)
MONOSYLLABLED. a . (from mons
MONITOR . S. (Latin.) One who warns of
Confiling of oneſyllable. Cleavéland.
faults, or informs of duty ; one who gives MCNOʻTONY. F. ( uorcloío..) Uniformity of
uleiul bines. It is uſed of an upper ſcholar found ; want of variety in cadence. Pope.
in a ſchool commiſioned by the maker 10 MONSIEUR /. (French.) A term of reproach
for a Frenchman. Shakeſp .
look to the boys. Locke.
MO‘NITORY.a.(monitorius, Lat.]Conveying MONSOON. S. [monjin ,"Fr.; Menloons are
uſeful instruction ; giving admonition .L'FHra . Shifting trade winds in the Eat - Indian ocean ,
MONITORY 1. Admonition ; warning Bacon .
which blow periodically ; fome for half a year
MONK . / . fucruz...] One of a religious com
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Clarke. 4 Temper of mind ; Nate of mind
one way, others but for three months, and
as affected by any paſſion ; dispoſition. Addijon.
then ſhift and blow for fix or three months
5. Anger ; rage ; heat of mind. Hooker.
directly contrary. Harris, Ray.
MONSTER. J. (monſtrum , Lat.) 1. Something MO'ODY. ., ( trom mood.) 1. Angry ; out of
out of the common order of nature . Locke, 2 . humour . Shakeſp. 2. Mental ; intellectual
Something horrible for deformity, wickedneſs, MOON [ .(unun.] 1. The changing luminary of
the night, called by poets Cynthia or Phæbe .
or miſchief. Pope.
TO MO'NSTER: v.a. ( from the noun . ) To put Shakeſp. 2. A month .
out of the common order of things. Shakeſp
MOON-BEAM. f. (mocn and beam . ) Rays of
MONSTROSITY . 2 f. The Itate of being Junar light. Bacon .
MONSTRU'OSITY . S monſtrous,orout of the MOON.CALF.I. ( moon and calf.) 1. A mon.
common order of the univerſe. Bacon .
ſter ; a falſe conception ; ſuppoſed perhaps
MONSTROUS. a (monſtrous, Lat .) 1. De
anciently to be produced by the influence of
viating from the Nated order of nature. Locke.
the moon . Shakejp. 2. A dolt ; a Rupid
fellow . Dryden .
2. Strange ; wonderful. Shakeſp. 3. Irregu
lar ; enormous. Pope. 4. Shocking; hateful. MOON -EYED. a. ( moon and eye.) 1. Having
Bacon.
eyes affected by the revolutions of the moon.
MONSTROUS. adv. Exceedingly ; verymuch .
2. Dim - eyed ; purblind.
MOON - FERNT. A plant...
Bacon.
MONSTROUSLY.adv . (from monſtrous.) 1. In MOON - FISH . S. Moon- fish is ſo called, becauſe
a manner out of the common order of nature ;
the tail in is thaped like a half-moon. Grew.
ſhockingly ; terribly ; horribly. Southa 2. TO MO'ONLESS. a . ( from moor.) Not enlightened
by the moon . Dryden.
a great or enormous degree. Dryden.
MONSTROUSNESS.f.[from monſtrous.) Enor- MOONLIGHT. F (moon and light.) The light
afforded by the moon. Horker.
behaviour.
Shakejp
or
mity; irregularnature
MONTANY: J. ( French. ) A term in fencing . MOONLIGHT. a. Muminated by the moon,
Shakelp.
Pope.
MONTE RO . S. ( Spaniſh .) A horſeman's cap . MOONSHINE. f. [moon and fbine.] 1. The
Bacon.
Tuſtre of the moon , Shakejp. 2. ( In burleſ.
MONTETH.S . ( from the name of the inven
que.] A month . Skakejp .
tor.) A veſſel in which glafies are warned MOONSHINE . 1 a. (moon and ſoine.) Ilumi
King.
MO'ONSHINY. S nated by the moon. Clarend.
MONTH.S. [monad, Sax.] A ſpace of time MOONSTONE.S. A kind of ſtone .
either mealured by the ſun or moon : the MO'ONSTRUCK . a . (moon and ſtruck.) Luna
lunar month is the time between change and
tick ; alle sted by the moon . Miltin .
change, or the time in which the moon comes MOON -TREFOIL / (medicago, Lat . ) A plant,
Miller .
to the ſamepoints : the folar month is the time
in which the ſun palles through a ſign of the MO'ONWORT . S. [moon and wert. ) Station
zodiack : the calendar months, by which we
flower ; honeſty. Miller.
reckon time, are unequally of thirty or one MOONY . (from moon . ) Lunated ; baving a
and thirty days , except February, which is or creſcent for the ſtandard relenibling the moo..
Philips.
twenty-eight, and in leap year of twenty
nine .
MOOR.S. ( meer, Dutch ; modder, Teutonick ;
MONTH's mind. l. Longing deſire. Shakeſp. clay.) . A máríh ; a fen ; a lig ; a track of
MONTHLY, 0. [ from month .] 1. Continuing
low and watry grounds.Spenjer . 2. A negro ;
a black - a-moor. Shakelp.
a month ; performed in a month. Bentley. 2
To MOOR v . a . (morer , Fr ) To falten by
Happening every month . Dryden.
MONTHLY. adv. Once in a month . Hooker.
anchors or otherwiſe . Dryden.
MONTOʻIR. F: ( French .) In horſemanship, a To MOON . v. n . To be fixed ; to be ſtationed.
Arbuthnot.
ſtone as high as the thirrups , which Italian
riding.maſters mount their horſes from Dict. To blow G MOOR . To found the horn in
MONTROʻSS. S. An under gunner, or afiftant
triumph , and call in the whole company of
hunters. Ainſworth.
to a gunner, engineer , or fire-maiter. Diet.
MONUMENT. I. (monument, Fr.] 1. Any MO'ORCOCK |. (moor and cock . ] The male
of the moorhen .
thing by which the memory of perſons or
things is preſerved ; a memorial.K. Charles. MOORHEN. /. (moor and hen.) A fowl that
feeds in the fens, without web feet. Bacon .
2. A tomb ; a cenotaph Sandys, Pope.
or . ] Fedoy ; marihy ;
MONUMENTAL a . (from monument. ] 1. MOORISH . F. ( from moor
Memorial ; preſerving rnemory. Pope. 2 . watry. Hale.
Raiſed in honour of the dead ; belonging to MOORLAND. S. [ moor and land.] Maríh ;
fea ;; watry ground Swift.
a comb. Craſbaw .
MOOD. S. (modus, Lat.) 1. The form of an MO'ORSTONE. S. A ſpecies of granite. W oed .
argument. Baker. 2. Style of muſick . Milton. MOʻORY. a . (from moor.) Maríhy ; fenny.
Fairfax.
3. The change the verb uodergoes, tu fignity
various intencions of the mind, iscalled mood. MOOSE S. The large American dees .
T.
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TO MOOT . v. a . To plead a mock cauſe ; 10 MORBOʻSE. a. ( morboſus,Lat. ]Proceedingfrom
diſeaſe ; not healthy.
ftate a point of law by way of exerciſe, as
was commonly done in the inns of court at MORBOʻSITY.S. [from morbolus, Lat .) A dif
eared ſtate . Brown .
appointed umes .
MOOT caſeor point. A point or caſe unſettled MORDACIOUS. a. (mordax, Lau ] Biting ;
apt to bite .
and difputable. Locke.
MORDACITY.S. (mordacitas, Lat.] A biting
MOOTED , Plucked up by the root .
MO'OTER . f. [from 9 :001.) A diſputer of quality. Bacon .
MOʻRDICANT. a . ( mordicani, Fr. ) Biting ;
moot points.
acrid . Boyle .
MOP ) . ( 73cppa, Welsh .] 1. Pieces of cloth , or
locks of wool , fixed to a long handle, with MORDICATION . [. (from mordicant. ] The
which maids clean the floors . Swifi . 2. A act of corroding or biting . Bacon .
wry mouth made in contempt. Shakeſp.
MORE . a. (mape, Sax . ) 1. In greater number
To MOP. v . a . ( from the noun .) To rub with
in greater quantity ; in greater degree. Shakeſ.
2 Greater. Acis.
a mop .
TO MOP. v . n . [ from vock. ) To make wry MORE. adv. 1. To a greater degree . Bacee, 2 .
The particle that forms the comparative de
mouitis in contempt. Shakeſp
To MOPE , U. 9 . To be ſtupid ; to drowſe ;
gree ; as, more happy . Bacon . 3. Again ; 4
ſecond
time. Tailer. 4. Longer ; yet conting
to be in a constant day-dream . Rowe.
TO MOPE. v. a. To make ipiritlels; to deprive ing ; with the negative particle. Shakeſp.
MORE... A greater quantity ; a greater
of natural powers. Locke.
degree. Shakejp 2. Greater thing ; other
MOPE -EYED . a , Blind of one eye .
MOPPET. ? / A puppet made of rags as a
thing. Lecke.
3 . Second time ; longer
time,
MOʻPSEY. } mop ; a fondling name for a girl .
MOREL L. ( folanum , Lat.) 1. A plant . 2. A
Dryden .
kind of cherry . Mortimer.
MO'PUS. S. A drone ; a dreamer Swift.
MORAL, a.xral, Fr.moralis , Lat .) 1. Re- MORELAND.I. (mopland, Sax . ) A moun .
Jating to the practice of men towards each
tainous or hilly country : a tract of Stafford
other, as it may be virtuous or criminal ;
Mire is called ihe Morelands.
good orbad . Hooker . 2. Realoning or initruc- MOREOVER . I ( more and ever . ) Beyond
cing with regard to vice and virtue . Shakelp .
what has been mentioned . Shakeſp. P /alms.
3 Popular ; Tuch as is known in general buti- MORGLAY.ſ. A deadly weapon Ais/woré.
MORIGEROUS. a. (morigerus, Lat.] Obedi
nefs of life. Tillotion.
MORAL.L. 1. Morality ; practice or doctrine
ent ; obſequious.
of the duties of life . Prior. 2. The doctrine MORION . T. ( Fr. ) A helmet ; armour for the
head ; a caſque. Raleigh.
inculcated by a fiction ; che accommodation of
MORISCO.S. I mariſco, Span . ) A dancer of
a table to form the morals. Swift
TO MORAL . v . n . ( from the adjective. ) To
the morris or moorish dance. Shakespe
moralife ; to make moral reflections. Skakep. MORKIN | A wild beaſt, dead through fick
neſs or miſchance. Bailey .
MORALIST. / (moraliſte, Fr.) One who
teaches the duties of life Addion .
MORLING . 2 . Wool plucked from a dead
MORALITY . ſ (moralisé, Fr. from maral ) MORTLING. } ſheep . Ain/ world
1. The doctrine of the dutiesof life ; ethicks 110 RMOI (uspw.) Bugbear ; talle terrour.
Baker. 2. The form of an action which I MORN . I. mapoe , Sax. ] The firit part of the
day : the morning. Lee .
makes it the fabject of reward, or pun : ſhment
South .
MORNING . |. The firſt part of the day
TO MORALIZE. v . a. (moraliſer, Fr. ) To ap
from the firſt appearance of light to the end of
ply to moral purpoíes ; to explain in a moral
the firſt fourth part of the ſun's daily courſe.
Taylor
ienre. L'Flrange.
TO MORALIZE . V. n. To ſpeak or write on MORNING -GOWNS. A looſe govo wsin
before one is formally dreiled Adles.
moral ſubjects.
MORALIZER . S. [ from moralize.) He who MORNING -STAR. /. The planet venuswho
The
ſhines in the morning. Spaier .
moralizes.
MORALLY.ades. (from mora! } 1. In the ethicalMORO'SE. (morelus, Lat.) Suur oftemper ;
ſenſe Rymer. 2. According to the rules of
peeviih ; fullen . Waris.
MORO SELY. ado . [ from sairaſe. ) Soosi ;
virtue. Dryden. 3. Popularly 1 Fjlrange.
peevithly . Gov. of ibeTongue.
MORALS. /.The practice of the duties of life ;
behaviour with reſpect to others. Souih .
MORO SENESS. T. ( from morele .) Sourtes ;
MORASS. /. (marais , Fr. ] Fen ; bog ; moor .
reeviit nefs. Warts ,
MOROSITY . /. (morrfitas, Lat.) Morolerisi
Waits .
MORBID . S (morbidur, Lat.) Diſeaſed ; in a rurn fs ; peevithnets Careedas .
21 (that is, murije sere ]
MORRIS
flate contrary to health Arburenci.
MORBIDNESS. ſ (from morbid .) State of MOR RIS-DANCE.SI, A dance in which
bells
gingled
are
,
or
ſlaves or ſword claihed ,
being diſeaſed .
MORBIFICAL . ? a . morbus and facio, Lat.]
which was learned by the Moors. 2. Vise
MORBITICK . 3 Cauling diſeaſes. Arbuih.61,
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fubdue inordinate paſions . Shakoop 4. Ta
mens Morris. A kind of play with nine
holes in the ground. Shakeſp.
macerate or haraſs the body to compliance
with the mind. Brown, 5. To humble ; to
MORRIS -DANCER. L. ( morris and dance. )
One who dances à la mareſco, che mooriſh
de preſs ; to vex . Adlifon .
To MORTIFY. v . 1. 1. To gangrehe ; to
dance . Temple.
corrupt . Bacon . 2. To be ſubdued ; to die
MORPHEW . ' ! ( morphee, Fr. ) A ſcurf on
the face .
away
MORROW . . (mongen, Sax .) 1. The day MO'RTISE. f. [ mortaiſe, Fr. ) A hole cut into
wood that another piece may be put into it:
after the preſent day. Cowley. 2. To Mor
ROW . On the day after the current day .
Shakep. Ray.
Prior.
To MOʻRTISE . . . To cut with a murtiſe ;
to join with a mortiſe . Drayton .
MORSE. S. A ſea -horſe. Brown.
MORSEL. S. [ morfellus, low Lat . ) 1. A piece MORTMAIN . l. ( merte and main , Fr.) Suc'i
fit for themouth ; a mouthful. South. 2. A
a fate of pofleffion as makes it unalienable .
Spenſer.
piece ; a meal. L'Ejtrange. 3. A fmall quan
MORT
PAY. f . (mort and par ] Dead pays
tity . Boyle.
MO’RSURE . F. (morſure, Fr. morſura, Lat .) payment not made. Bacon .
The act of biting.
MO'RTRESS. S. A dish of meat of various
MORT.A. ( morte, Fr.] 1. A tune founded at kinds beaten together. Bacon .
the death of the game. Shakeſp. 2. A great MORTUARY. /. (mortuaire, Fr. mortuarium ;
Lat ] A gitt leit by a man at his death to his
quantity :
pariſh church ; for the recompence of his per
MORTAL. G. (mortalis, Lat. ) 1. Subject to
death ; doomed ſometime to die . I Cor . 2 .
ſonaltythes and offerings noi duly paid .
Deadly ; deſtructive ; procuring death. Bacon . MOSAICK. a. (molaique, Fr. ) Moja:ck is a
3. Bringing death. Pope. 4. Human ; be
kind of painting in {mail pebliles, cockles ;
longing to man . Milton. 5. Extreme ; vio
and ſhells of fundry colours. Milion .
MO’S
CHATEL. ). A plant .
lent . Dryden .
MOSQUE. S. (məſchir, Turkiſh . ) Á Mahome
MORTAL. S. Man ; human being. Tickel.
MORTALITY . J. ( from mortal. ) 1. Subjec
tan temple.
tion to death ; liate of a being ſubject to MOSS. F. (ineos , Sax .) A plant . Though met
was formerly fuppoſed to be only an excre
death .Walis. 2. Death. Shokejp. 3. Power
ſcence produced from the ear h and trees, yet
of deſtruction Shakeſp. 4. Frequency of
death . Graunt. 5. Human nature. Pope.
it is no leſs a perfect plant than thoſe of
greater magnitude, having
MORTALLY. adv. (from mortal. ] 1. Irre .
ots, flowers
coverably ; to death. Dryden. 2. Extremely ;
and feeds yet cannot be propagated from ſeeds
by any art. Miller
to extremity . Granville .
MOʻRTAR . 1 (mertarium, Lat ) 1. A ſtrong To MOSS. v . a . [ from the noun ) To tovet
with mols. Shakeſp.
veſel in which materials are broken by being
pounded with a peſtle. Ray. 2. A ſhort wide MO SSINESS. !. ( from myſly .) The fate of
cannon out of which bombs are thrown. Gran . being covered or overgrown with moti. Baech.
MOʻRTAR. S. [morter, Dutch ; mortier, fr . ] MOSSY. a. (from mojs.) Overgrown with moti :
Pope.
Cement made of lime and ſand with water,
and uſed to join tones or bricks. Mortimer. MOST. a. The ſuperlative of moren (mærtz
MOʻRTGAGE. S. (mort and gage, Fr.] 1. A
Sax. ] Conſiſting of the greatest number i
dead plodge : a thing put into the hands of a confilling of the greateſt quantity. Pope
creditor. Arbuthnot. 2. The ſtate of being MOST. adv. 1. The particle not ing the ſupera
pledged . Bacon .
lative degree , as, the moſt incentive. Cheyne:
2. In the greateſt degree. Locke.
TO MOʻRTGAGE. v. a. To pledge ; to put to
.
Arbuthnot
MOST.
S. 1. The greateſt number. Addifoni
pledge.
MORTGAGE’E. S. [ from mortgage.) He that
2. The greateſt value. L'Eſtrange, 3. The
greateſt degree ; the greateſt quantity. Baton
takes or receives a mottgage. Temple.
MORTGAGER . 1. [ from mortgage. ) He that MO'STICK . ) . A painter's flat. Ainavorih.
MOSTLY. adv. (from mohl.j For the greateſt
gives a mortgage.
part . Bacon .
MORTIFEROUS. a . (mortifer, Lat.) Fatal ;
deadly ; deſtructive . Hammond,
MOʻST WHAT. S. [moſt and whar ) For the
MORTIFICATION | [mortification, Fr. ) 1 .
moſt part. Hammond.
The ſtate of corruptin ?, or loſing the vital MOTATION . [. The act of moving,
qualities ; gangrene. Milten. 2. Deſtruction MOʻTE. S. [mot, Sax . ) A ſmall particle of
of active qualities. Bacon. 3. The act of matter ; any thing proverbially little. Dacca .
fubduing the body by hardſhips and macerat- MOTE for might. Spenfer.
ons . Arbuthnot. 4. Humiliation ; fubjection of MOTH . S. (mod, Sax . ) A ſmall winged infect
the paffions. Tillotfon. 5. Vexation ; trouble. that eats cloth and hangings. Dryden.
L'Eſtrange,
MO’THER . / [modor , Sax.moeder ;Dutch ) i .
TO MO'RTIFY. v . a. (mortifier, Fr.) 1. To
A woman that has borne a child ; correlative
deſtroy vital qualities . 2. To deſtroy active
to a lon or daughter. Shakelp. 2. That which
powers, of eſſential qualities, Bacen . 3. To
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has produced any thing. Arbuthnot. 3. That To MOVE ., v. n. To go from one place to
another. Shakeſp. 2. To walk ; to bear the
which has preceded in time : as, a mother
church to chapels. 4. That which requires
body. Dryden. 3. To go forward. Dryden. 4.
To change the poſture of the body in cere
reverence and obedience .Ayliffe. 5. Hyſterical
paflion. Grauni, 6. A familiar term of addreſs mony. Eſther.
10 an old woman . 7 MOTHER in law . A MOVÉABLE. o. (from move.] 2. Capable of
being moved ; not fixed ; portable. Addiſor .
huſband's or wile's mother Ainſworth. 8 .
(Moeder, Dutch . ) A thick ſubſtance concre
2. Changing the time of the year. Holder
ting in liquors ; the lees or ſcum concreted. MO'VEABLES. f. (meubles, fr.) Goods ; fur
niture ; diſtinguiſhed from real or immoveable
Dryden .
MOTHER. a. Had at the birth ; nacive. Shakeſ. pofleflions. Shakelp
To MOTHER . v . n. To gather concretion . MO VEABLENESS.L. (from moueable .) Mobi
liey ; poflibility to be moved.
Dryden.
MOTHER of pearl.A kind of coarſe pearl ; the MOVEABLY. adv. ( from moveable.] So as ic
fell in which pearls are generated. Hakewill. may be moved . Grew .
MOTHERHOOD ). (from metber .] The office MOVELESS. . Unmov'd ; not to be put out
or character of a mother . Donne.
of the place. Boyle.
MOTHERLESS . a ( from mother.] Deſtitute MOVEMENT L. (mouvement ,Fr. ) 1. Manner
of a mother . Waller .
of moving. Pope. 2. Motion.
MO’THERLY. a. Belonging to a mother ; MO VENT. c . (movens, Lal . ] Moving. Grew ,
MOVENT. F. (movens, Lat.) That which
ſuitable to a mother. Raleigh.
MOTHERLY. adv. ( from mother.) In manner moves another. Glaxville.
of a mother. Donne.
MOVER . J. (from move.] 1. The perſon or
MO‘THERWORT.S [ cardiaca , Lat. ) A plant. thing that gives motion .Wilkins. 2. Soms
Miller
thing that moves, or ſtands not ſtill , Dryden .
3. A propoſer. Bacon.
MOTHERY. a. ( from mother. ) Concreted ;
full of concretions ; dreggy ; feculent : uſed of MOVING . part. a. Pathetick ; touching ;
liquors.
adapted to affe &t the paflions. Blackmore.
MOTHMU'LLEIN . S. (blattaria, Lat.] A plant . MOVINGLY. a. (from moving.] Pathetically ;
Miller .
in ſuch a manner as to ſeize the paſſions.
Addiſon .
MO'THWORT . S. (moth and worr . ) An herb .
MOʻTHY.a. from moth.} Full of moths. Sbaker. MOUGHT. for might.
MOTION . S. ( mcrio, Lat . ) 1. The act of MOULD. . (moegel, Swedish.) 1. A kind of
concretion on the top or outſide of things kept
changing place. 2. Manner of moving the
body ; port ; gait. Waller. 3. Change of motionleſs and damp. Bacon . 2. Earth ; foil ;
ground in which any thing grows. Sandys., 3.
poſture ; action . Dryden. 4. Tendency of the
Matter of which any thing is made. Dryder.
mind ; thought . Sonib . 5. Propoſal made.
Shakeſp . 6. Impulſe communicated. Dryden.
4. The matrix in which any thing is calt ; in
TO MOʻTION . v. a. (from the noun .) To pro
which any thing receives its form . Blackmore.
s . Cart ; form. Prior. 6. The future or con
poſe.
MOTIONLESS. a. ( from motion , ) Wanting
texture of the tkall.
To MOULD . v. a. ( from the noun. ) To con
motion ; being without motion . Blackmore.
MU'TIVE. c. (molivus , Lat ) 2. Cauſing mo
tract concreted matter ; to gather mould.
Bacon.
tion ; having moment. Hooker . 2.Having the
power to move ; having power to change place. TO MOULD . v. a. To cover with mould .
Knolles.
Wilkins .
MOTIVE.S. (motif, Fr.) 1. That which de- To MOULD. v. a. [ from the noun.) 1. To
termines the choice ; that which incites the
form ; to ſhape ; to model. Wolton. 2. To
knead : as, to mould bread.
action . Shakeſp. 2. Mover. Shakeſp.
MOTLEY.a Mingled of variouscolours. Shak. MOULDABLE. e. ( from mould.) What may
be moulded. Bacon ,
MO'TOR.S. A mover. Brown.
MOTORY. a. (motorins, Lac .] Giving motion . MOULDER S. ( from mould .) He who moulds.
To. MOʻULDER . v. R. (from mould .) To be
Ray.
turned to duft ; to perilh in duſt. Clarenden.
MO‘TTO . S. ( motro, Ital .) A ſentence added to
a device, or prefixed to any thing written . To MO'ULDER . v. a. (from mould .] To tura
to duft. Pope .
Addiſon.
TO MOVE . v . a. (moveo , Lat. ) 1. To put out of MOULDINESS. S. ( from mouldy.) The ſtate
of being mouldy. Baces .
one place into another ; to put in motion. Job.
f . [ from mould .] Ornamental
2. To give an impulſe to. Decay of Piety. 3. MO'ULDING.
To propoſe ; to recommend. Davies. 4. To cavities of wood or ſtone. Moxon.
pertuade ; to prevail on the mind. Knolles. 5. MOULDWARP.S . (mold and peoppan , Sax.)
A mole ; a ſmall animal that throws up the
To affect ; to touch pachetically ; to ſtir pal
fion . Shakeſp. 6. To make angry . Shakeſp. earth. Walton .
7. To put into commotion. Ruib. 8. To MO ULDY. a . (from mould .] Overgrowa wish
conduct regularly in motion . Miltox,
concretioas, Advijer.
T.
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Aldiſort, 2. To utter in a ſorrowful manner ,
TO MOULT.V. n. (muyten , Dutch .) To med or
Milton .
change the feathers ; to loſe feathers Suckling.
TO MOUNCH. 2
MOURNE S. [ morne, Fr. ) The round end of
TO MAUNCHS v a . To cat . Shakeſp.
a ltal, the part of a lance to which the ſteel
MOUND.I. (mundian, Sax . to defend.] Any
part is fixed. Sidney.
MO'URNER. f. [from marr ) 1 . One that
thing railed to tcrrify or delend. Miron.
mourns ; one that grieves. Shately 3. One
To MUUND . v . a . (trom the noun .) To fortify
with a mound .
who follows a uneral in black Dryden. 3.
MOUNT . I *: 995, Lat.] 1 A mountain ; a Something uſed at tunerais. Dryden .
bill. Dryden. 2. An artificial hill railed in a MO'URNFUL, 2. ( muurn and full.) 1. Having
garden, or other place . Knolles. 3. A publick
the appearance of forrow Dryden. 2. Cauſing
creature ; a bank. Bacon.
Gorrow Shakejp. 3. Sorrowful; jeeling lovrow .
Prior. 4. Beiokening Torrow ; expreflive of
TO MOUNT. v n . [monter, Fr. ) 1. To riſe on
high . Shakeſp. 2. To tower ; to be built up grief. Shak ſp
to a great elevation. b. 3. To get on horle MOʻURNFULLY. adv (from mournful. ] Sor
back . Shakejp. 4. ( ror umunij To riſe in rowfully; with ſorrow . Slakep
value . Pope
MO‘URNFULNESS. l. (from mournful ] 1 .
TO MOUNT.v.6. 1. To raiſe aloft ; to lift on
Suow ; grief. 2. Show of griet ; appearance
high. Shakeſp. 2. To afcend ; to climb. Dry
of forrow
den , 3. To place on horiebaik. Dryden. 4 MOURNING . S. ! from mourn ) 1. Lamenta
To embellish with ornainents 5. 70 MOUNT
tion ; forrow Ejdras. 2. 'I he drets of for
guard. To do duty and watch at any particu . row . Dryden.. 2
Jar poft . 6. To MOUNT a cannon , To set a MOURNINGLY ado ( from mourning.) With
piece on its wooden frame for the more eaſy the appearance of forrowing Shakerp.
carriage and management in firing it
MOUSE . plural mice / (mur, Sax. jThe finall
MOUNTAIN / (mon :aigre, Fr. ) A large hill ,
eft of all bealts ; a little aniinal, haunting
houlis and corn fields Derham .
a vaft pretuberance of the earth Shakeſp.
MOUNTAIN . a ( montanus , Lat. ) Fourd on T , MOUSE . v. s . (from the noun . ) To catch
the mountains . Shakeſp.
nice . Skakels
MOUNTAINE'ER . (irom mountain.) 1. An MO USEHUNT.S. (mouſe and luni.) Mouſer ;
One that hunts mice. Shakejf.
inhabitant of the mountains. Bentley. 2 . A
MOUSE -HOLE. J. ( mouse and bole.) Small
favage ; a free booter ; a ruſtick Milton.
hole. Stilling fleer.
MOLATAINET. /. (trom mountain . ) A hil
lock . Sidney .
MOʻUSER.J . (irom moufe.] One that catches
MOUNTAINOUS. a. [ from mountain ] 1
mice Swifi.
Hilly ; full of mountains . Burnet. 2. Large as MOUSETAIL S. Anherb .
mountains ; huge; bulky . Prior . 3. Inhabi- MOLSE - TRAP. /. mou je aad tror ! A ſaare
ting mountains . Bacon .
or gio in which mice are takin , Hale.
MOUNTAINOUSNESS./.[ frommountainous.) MOUTH . ]. [mud , Sax . ] 1. The aperture in
State of being full of mountains. Brerewoud .
the head of any animal at which the food is
received. Locke . 2. The opening ; that ac
MOUNTAIN -PARSLEY.).(oreofotonum , Lat.)
A plant
which any thing enters ; the entrance. Arbuth .
MO’UNTAIN -ROSE . Š. (cbamerhododendron,
3. The instruinent of Ipeaking. L'Firange.
Lat.] A plant.
4. A ſpeaker ; a rhetorician ; the principal
orator. Addiſon . 5. Cry; voice . Dryden. 6.
MOUNTANT. a. (montans, Lat.) Riſing on
Shakelp.
high.
Diſtortion of the mouth ; wiy ace Addrien.
MOUNTEBANK S. (montare in banco,Ital. ) .. 7. Detur in the MOUTH . Dejected ; clouicu .
A doctor that mounts a bench in the market,
1 Ffrange .
and beaſts his in allible remecies and cures. TO MOUTH . v... [ from the noun ) To ſpeak
Hudebras , 2. Any bualtrul and ialle pretender.
big ; to speak in a trong or luud vuice ; to
Shakelp :
vociferate . Addiſon .
TO MOʻUNTEBANK . v. a ( from the noun.) To MOUTH . v.a. 1. To utter with a voice
To cheat by falſe boaſts or pretences Shakeip
affecteily big. Shakey. 2. To chew , to eat ;
MOUNTENANCE. /. Amount of a thing. Stakepp . 3. To leize in the mouth . Dryden.
Spenſer.
4. To form by the mouth. Brown
MOUNTER.S . ( from mount .] One thatmounts. MÖ’UTHED. á. firem mouth , furniſhed with
Drayton
a mouth . Pipe
MOUNTY L. (mantée, Fr.] The riſe of a MOUTH - FRIEND . !. (mouth and friend . One
hawk . Sidney
who prodelles tienutkup vithout intending it.
TO MOURN . v . * . [murnan, Sax . ) 1. To
Shakejp .
grieve; to be ſorrowiul. Bacon . 2. To wear MOU IH UL . /.(mouth and full ] ,. What the
che habit of ſorrow . Pope . 3. To preſerve ap
mouth contains at once . 2. Any prole.b12..y
pearance of grief. 2 Sam .
finall quantity. L'Fjirance.
TO MOURN . V. . 1. Togriere for ; to lament . MOUTH HONOUR . ). mouib and brmour.]
Sii
Civility
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Civility outwardly expreſied without ſincerity.'|MUCKENDER . S. (mouchoir, Fr. ) A hand
kerchief. Dorſet.
MOUTHLESS
. a . [ from mouth . ) Without a To MUCKER . v.n. To ſcramble for money ;
Shake !p.
to hoard up.
MOV
.f. mope, Sax , a heap .) A loft or cham: MUCKERER . S. ( from mucker.] One that
mouth
ber where hay or corn is laid
inuckers.
Tuber.
To MOW . v.a. práter, moweit, part. mºwn. MUCKHILL. S. [ muck and bill.) A dunghill .
Burton
To cut with a feyshe.
{ mapan , Sex ]
Spenjer . 2. To cut down with ſpeed and vio MU'CKINESS . ( from mucky .) Naſtinels ;
filth
Tolenc
MUW
. v .en.
a . (from the coun .) To put in a TUCKLE a . ( mýcel , Sax ) Much .
e. Dryd
MUCKSWEAT.1. Pro ole ſweat.
TOM
mowOW
. . v.a. To gather the harveit. H'aller.MUCKHORM . 1. ( muck and wom ] 1. A
MOW . f. [ weuē , Fr. ) Wry mouth ; ditionel worm that lives in dung. 2. A miler ; a cur.
mudgeon. Swift.
r. Siakel
. Cum.
the p.noun.) To mak : MUCKY. a . ( !rom muck . ) Nally ; filthy.
. WPraye(from
MOW
TOface
Spenſer.
. .) TO MUCOUS.
; lo diſtort
TOmouths
MO WBURN
. v the
. n . face.
( moruAjcban
and burn
a. (mucaſus, Lat . ) Slimy ; viſceus.
Procur .
ferrent ard heat in die mow for want of be
MUCOUSNESS. f. [ from mucous ) Slime ;
ing dry. Marlimer.
vilcolity.
MOWER . J. Jirem mow ] One who cuts with
110 CROS ( Lat ) A point. Br :wr.
MOXA
An Indian moſs , uſed in the cure o ' MU'CRONATED . a. (muire, Lal ] Narrowed
a fcythe. Slakelt.
the gi ut , by burning it on the part a grieved
In a ſharp point. Woodward.
MU'CULENT. a . (trom micus , Lat. ] Viſcous
Temple .
Il my
generated be
animal
A mule
MOYLE.S.
tween the horſe
and ;theanais.
Carew , May.
MUCUS F ( Lat .) Is molt properly uſed for that
MUCH . a ( nucho, Span .) Large in quaotity ,
whichflows from the papillaryprocesſes through
the os cribri orme into the noftrils ; but is alio
long in time ; inany in number. L'Eſtrange.
uled for any flimyliquor or moiſture.Arbuih .
MUCH . adv. 1. in a great degree ; by far
Heb . 2. To a certain degree i ark . 3. TOMUD . /. (medder , Duich. ) The fime and uligia
a great degree Baker. 4. Often , or lung.
1xcus matter at the bottom of Itill water. Addi .
TO MUD . V. G. ( from the noun.] 1. To bury
e.
Granvi. lle
Templ
e in num
MUCH
I. . 1.§ . ANearl
greaty.deal;
multiud
in the flime or mud . Shakeſp . 2 To nike
Turbid ; to pollute with diri . Glanvile ,
ber ; abundance in quantity . Dryden . 2
More than enough ; a heavy ſervice or bur. MUDDILY. adv. ( from muddy . ) Turbidly ;
with foul mixture . Dryden .
ty or: MUʻDDINESS.
able quantithing
n . .3. 4Any
aflign
then
. Milie
. (from muildy.) Turbidneſs ;
uncommon
. An
degiec.
Suth
fomething lianpe.' Tillerson . 5. To make toulneſs cauied by mud, dregs , or fediment.
MUCH of. To treat with regard ; to fondle TOAddison
MU'DELE . v . a. ( from mud.) 1. To make
turbid ; to foul, Prior. 2 To make half
H at one . adv . Of equal value ; of equal
MUC
Sidney.
drunk ; to cloud or ſtupiły . Arbuihast .
n . ( much and what ) Near . MUDDY . a . ( from mud.) 1. Turbid ; foul
ceHAT
Dryde
CHW
infuen
. adv.
MU'
with mud. Shakeſp. 2 Impure : dark ; grois,
ly . ritter
L. bury
MÚCHE
0. [ for muck !e or mickle, mýcel , Shakejp. 3. Soiled with iud. Dryden. 4.
Dark ; notbright. Swift. 5. Cloudy ; dull.
Sperijer.
) Much.
Sax . D./
us
Shakeip.
.
muſly
;
. muciu
Slimy
Lat.)
,
MUCI
MUCIDNESS ſ. jfrom mucidij Sliminels ; To MUDDY v . a . ( from mud.) To make
muddy ; to cloud ; 1. difturb . Grew.
efs
GE
. Ainſw
multin
ILA
cilage, Fr.) A fimy or MUDSUCKER.S . ( mud and fuck .) A ſea fow!
. J. 12.orth.
MUC
viſcous body ; a budy with moiſlure fufficient Derham
MODWAʼLL.S. ( mud and wall.) A wall buik
itugi
to hod
ther.. aFvel,n
. agineux ,Fr. from
NOUS
LAGI
. mucil
MUCI
without mortar . South .
mucilage.j Slimy; viivus ; fo :t with lome di MUDWALLED . 2. (mud and wall ) Having
a mudwall. Prior.
ty . Grew
grecLAGI
of tenaci
NESS. . S. (from mucidugi. To MUE . v. a. (muer, Fr. ) To mcult ; to
NOUS
MŮCI
change feathers.
els , Sax
vicoli
CK ] . ),Slimin
. ) : yi .. Dung for manure MOFF.J. [muff, Swediſh . ) A ſoft cover for the
(meox,
MU1045.
s in winter . Claveland .
low a, Tohard
thingrin
. 2er
. . An3.y To
: filth
Gianvi
gro,und
of
y. lleSpenj
MUFFLE . v. a . 1. To cover from the
and
me'n
weather . Dryden . 2. To blind old . Sbaket.
MUCK , ſignifies, to rur madly and attack all
3. To conceal ; to involve . Sandys.
.
weKmeet
re with muck ; 10 TOMUFFLE .v. n. [majelen , mifeles ,Dutch .)
v .. aDryd
MUC
TOthat
. Toenmanu
Te
duny. Tuffer

1
1
i
1

MUL

2
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MUL

To ſpeak inwardly ; to ſpeak without clear various ſhapes or appearances. Milton .
MULTIFORMITY: 1. fmultiformis, Lat.) Di
and distinct articulation . Hölder .
MUFFLER . I (from m : fple.) A cover for verſity of ſhapes or appearances ſubliſting in
the fa: ne things
the face. Arbuthar. 2. A part of a wo .
man's drets by which the face was covered .MULTILATERAL.
(multus and lateralis,
Lat.] Having rany ſides.
Shakelp
MUFTI ! [A Turkiſh word .) The high prien MULTI LOQUOUS. a. (malil:quus, Lat .) Ves
ry taika iie .
of the Mahometans.
MULTINOʻMINAL . a . [multus ard nomen ,
MUG , . A cup to drink in . Gay .
Lat. Having many names .
MUGGY. 1a . ( cant word ]Moiſt ; damp ;
MULTIPAROUS . a ( nu !!iparus, Lat. )
MUGGISH . S mouldy. Mortimer .
Bringing many at a birth. Becwn ,
MU GHOUSE . [. [ mug and keuſe. ( Anale
houſe ; a low houie of entertainment. Tickell MULTIPEDE. /. ( multipeda, Lat ] An infec ?
with many fece. Bailey.
MUGIENT. a. ( mugiens , Fr.] Bellowing.
Brown .
MU I TIPLE. a . (sultiplex , Lat ) A term in
MULAT TO.S. (Spanish ) One begot between
arithmetick , when one number contains an
a white and black
other leveral times, ai , nine is the multiple or
MULBERRY.
three, contaising it th ee times
}
!.{
mopberig,
Sax
.
]
MU'LBERRY Iree.
MU TIPLIABLE , a . multipliable, Fr. from
MULCT. S. (muleta, Lat ] A fine ; a penalty ; multiply 1 Capable to be mutiplied.
uted commonly of pecuniary penalty.Dryder MOLTIPLIABLENESS. l. liom multipla
To MULCT , v. a . (mule? ", Lat.) To puniſh ble ] Capacity of being multiplier ,
by fine or forfeiture Bacin .
MULTIPLICA'BLE 7. [from multiplico,Lat.]
MULE. 1. ( mul , Fr , mula , Lat.) An animal
Capable of beinz arithmetica ly suultiplied.
generated between a he aſs and a mare , or MULTIPLICAND F. (mu'tipicanus, Lat.]
The nuinber to be multiplied in arithmetiel .
fometimes between a horſe and a ſhe als . Ray
Cocker.
MULETEER . f. (muletier , Fr. ) A mule-dri
MULTIPLICATE. 6. (fron multiplic?, Lat.)
ver : horle-boy, Shake p .
MULIEBRITY . f. I muliebris. Lat.) Woman
Contiiig of more than one Derham .
MULTIPLICATION. I. multiplicatio , Lat .}
hood ; the contrary to virility .
To MULL . v. a. (mollirus, Lat . ) To ſoften, 1. The act of m Iciplying or increaing any
as wine when burnt and ſweetered . Shakesp.
number by adina unir protinction of moor
2. To heat any liquor, and tweeten and ſpice the same kind brown 2. in arithnetik )
The increaſing of any one nursaber by another,
it. Gay.
MU'LLAR . f. (mouleur, Ir . ) A ſtone held in
ſo often as there are unies in that nun ier, ly
the hand with which any powder is ground which the one is increated. Cocker.
upon a horizontal ſtone. Peactam .
MULTIPLICATOR / [ from muitiplico,Lal.]
MULLE IN J. ( verbuſcum , Lat.) A plant , Milt. The number by which another number is
multiplied
MULLET. 1. mullus, Fr. i A fea fiih . Pupe.
MULLIGRUBS. J. Twilling of the guts Einf MULTIPLICITY. P. Comu ? ! : plicité, Fr.
Mure
than one of the I.me kind. Sutb . 2 .
MULLOCK . I. Rubsih Ain worth.
MULSE . / Wine boiled and mingled with ho
State of being many Diylen.
MULTIPLICIOUS, a . Lietiplex , l.at. ) Ma
ney. Dit
nickd brown.
MULTANGULAR . a. mulius and angulus,
Lat | Many cornered ; having many corners ; MULTIPLIER. . (from multis y ] 1. One
who multiplies or increatesthe number of any
polygonal.
MULTA
NGULARITY adv . (from multangi
thing. Decay of Piery. 2. The multiplicator
lar ) Polygonally ; with many corners Grow . in arithmetick . Cocker .
MULTANGULÁRNESS. S. (From multangu To MULTIPLY.v. a multiplico, Lal ) 1. To
increaſe in number to make more by gene
lar.) The ſtate of being polygonal.
MULTICAPSULAR Ümultus and capſula,
ration , accumulation, or addition. 1 1704. 2 .
To perform the proceſs of arithmetical inulti
Lat.) Divided into many partitions or cells .
plication. Brown,
MULTICAVOUS . a . (multus and cauus , Lat.)
TO MULTIPLY . V.n. 1. To grow in number.
Full of holes.
MULTIFA RIOUS. a. ſ multifarius, Latin )
Wyd . 2. To increaſe themiulves. Skakej }.
Having great multiplicity ; having different MULTI'POTENT. a. ( multus and potens,
Lat .) Having manifold power. Shake;p.
reſpects. More, Evelyn .
MULTIFARIOUSLY adv (from muli fari- MULTIPRESENCE. L. 1ulties and preſen
tia , Lan.] The power or act of being prudent
ous.] With n ultiplicity. Beniley.
MULTIFARIOUSNESS. S. [ from multifari
in more places than one at the same time.
Hall.
cus.] Multiplied diverſity, Norris.
MULTIFIDOUS . a. I mulisfolus, Lat.) Hav- MULTI SCIOUS. a. multifcius, Lat.) Having
variety or knowledge .
ing many partitions ; cieii into many branches.
MULTISILI QUOLS. a . ( srultus ard loqua ,
Brown .
Lat.) The fame with corniculate : uiled of
MU’LTIFORM. a. (multiformis, Lat. ] Having
SI 2
plants,

MUN

MUR

plants, whoſe leed is contained in many dir
mund is happy peace ; Æthelmund , noble
tine feed -reliels ,
peace ; Ælmund, ali peace. Gibion.
MULOISONOUS. a. (multifonus, Lat ) Hav- MU'DANE. a. (mundanus, Lat .) Belonging to
the world Glanvile.
ing many ounds. Diez.
MULTITUDE. | [multitudo, Lat .) 1. The MUNDATION, J. ( mundus , Lat. ) The act of
Nate of being many ; the ſtate of being more cleanſing
than one . 2. Number ; many ; more than MUNDATORY. a. (from mundus, Lac. ) Hav
one. Hale. 3. A great number ; loofely and ing the power to cleante .
indefinily . Watts. 4. A crowd or thiong ; MUNDICK. ). A kind of marcaſite or ſemi
metal fourdin tio mini s.
the vulgari A.. !!on.
MULTITUDINOUS. e. (from multitude : MUNDIFICATION. I. ( mundus and facie,
Lat . ) Cleanfing any body. Quincy.
Having the appearance of a mullitude. Skakel.
2. Manifold. Slake p.
MUNDI FICATIVE. a . (mundus and facia,
MULTIVAGANT. 1 a. ( mullivagus, Lat ]
Lat . ] Cleanting ; having the power to cleanië.
MULIIVIGOUS. S That wanders or ſtrays Braun .
much abroad.
TO MUNDIFY . v.a. finur dus and facio , Lat. )
MULTI'VIOUS. a. ( multus and via, Lat ]
To cleanle ; to make clean Harvey .
MUNDI'VAGANT, a. ( mundivagus, Lal ]
Having many ways ; manifold.
MULTOCULAR ' a . ( multus and oculus, Lat . )
Wandering through the world.
MUNDU'NGUS. j . Slinking tobacco. Bailry.
Having more eyes than two. Derbam
MUM . interject. A word denoting prohibition MUNERARY. a (from munus, Lat.) Having
lo ſpeak : l'ence ; huth . Hudibras.'
The nature of a git.
( mumme, German . ) Ale brewed with MUNGREL J. Any thing generated beeween
MUM . L. Mortimer
wheat.
.
different kinds; any thing partaking of the
qualities of differentcaufis or parents . Sbabef.
TO MUMBLE . v. n . [ mnemtelen, Dutch . ) 1 .
To speak inwardly ; to grumble ; to mutter. MU NGREL.. a . Generated between ditferens
natures ; bafe born ; degenerate. Shakelp.
Shake,f . 2.To chew ; to bite fully. Dryden.
TO MUMBLE 0.a. 2. To utter with a low MUNICIPAL . a . (municipalis, Lat. ) Belong .
inarticulate voice . Shake'p. 2. To mouth ing to a corporation. Dryder .
gently, l'ope. 3. To Nubver over ; to lup- MUNIFICENCE. / . munificentia, Lac.] Li
berality ; the act of giving. Addiyor
prets ; to utte imperiectly . Dryden
MUMBLER. ]. [ from mumble. ) One that MU'NIFICENT. e . (munificus, Lat.] Liberal ;
fpcaksinarticulately ; a mutterer.
generous. Atterbury .
MUMBLINGLY. ado (from mumbling.] With MUNIFICENTLY . adv. (from munificesi.]
inarticulate utterance
Literally : generouſly.
To MUMM . v a . (mum me. Daniſh .) To mak ; MU NIMENT, j. (munementum , Lat.) 1. For.
to fretick in diſguiſe. Spenſer .
lification ; Brong hold . 2. Support ; delence .
MUMMER. L. (mummi, Daniſh.] A maſker; M. MU'NITE v. e.munio , Lat . ) To fortify ;
one who performs frolicks in a serionated
to strengthen. A word not in ute. Bacon.
diefs . Milcon .
MUNITION. I. munitio, Lat . ) 1. Fortifica .
tion ; trong hold . Hale. 2. Ammunition ;
MUMMERY./. [nomerie, Fr.) Making ; fro
materials for war. Fair .
lick in maiks , foolery. Bacon .
MU'MM ). J. ( sumie, Fr. numea, Lat.from the 'MU'NNION . I. 1urrions are the upright pois
Arabick .] 1 A drait body preſerved by the
that divide the lights in a window frame . A1 x.
Egyrian are of embalming Bacon. 2. Mum- MURAGE. ! tron wwris , Lat. ) Money paid
to keep wails in repair.
17.y is uſed among gardeners for a loit of wax
vied in the planting and grating of trees MORAL. . ( maralis, Lat. ) Pertaining to a
Chambers
wall . Evelyx .
TO MOMP. 9. a . ( m:umpelin, Dutch.) 1.10 MURDER. /. (mender , Saxon ! The act of
nibble ; to bite quick ; to chew with a con
killing a man unlawfully . Shakeſp .
tinued motion. Oxuay. 2. To talk low and To MURDER , v. a . (from the boun. ] 1. Ta
To
go
a
kill a man unlawfully. Dryden . 2. To de
quick. 3. ( in cant language. ]
beoging
Atroy ; to put an end to. Shakeſp.
MUMPER . S. A beggar.
MURDERER. 1. lirem murder .] One who
MUMPS. / 1 memperin , Dutch.) Sullennels ;
has thed traman blood unlawfully . S :drey.
filent anger. Skinner.
MURDERESS. /. (from murderer.) A woman
that cummits murder. Dryden .
MUMPS . ). The Aquinancy. Ainſworth.
TO MUNCH . v . a manger, 71. ] To chew by MU'RDERMENT. ). (trom murder .] The act
of killing uplautuily .
greatmouthful . Sucukejp.
To MUNCH , v r . 'Io chew eagerly by great MURDEROUS. a . bloody ; guilty of murder.
mouth : u ! s. Dryden.
Shakop. Prior .
MU NCHER.J. (:rom munch .) One that mun- MURE. J. ( mur, Fr. murus, Lat.) A wall. Not
ches.
in ure Soakep
MUND.S. Peace , from which our lawyers call To MURE v.a. To incloſe in walls . Knolles.
2 breach of the peace , mundbrech : tu Ead- MURENGER . A. (mums, Lat . ) An overteer
MURIA
ul a wall ,
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plants, though their Aowers and ſeeds have not
MURIA'TICK. a . Partaking of the taſte or na
as yet been diſcovered. Miller . 2. An upſtart ;
ture of brine. Arbuthnot.
a wretch riten from the dunghill . Bacon
MURK. /. ( mork , Daniſh .] Darkneſs ; want of
MUSHR
OOMSTONE.S.(niit;broom and ſtone )
light. Shakeſp.
A kind of foffil .
.
MURK . S. Huſks of fruit. Ainſworth.
SICK
MU
. L [urs.zn.) ! The ſcience of har
MURKY. a . ( marck , Daniſh . ] Dark ; cloudy ;
monical
Dryden
founds.
. 2. Toitrumental or
wanting light. Addifon.
vocal harmony.M icon .
MU'RMU'R . J. ( murmur, Lat. ) 1. A low fhrill
noile. Pepe 2. A complaint half fupprefled. MUSICAL. 2. (muſical, Fr. from mufick.) 1 .
Harmorious ; melodious ; fiveet founding .
Dryden.
11;1199. 2. Belonging to mufick . Addilon .
NO MURMUR . 0 ... (murmuro , Lat.] 1. To
MUSICALLY . adv. (from muſical ] Harmo
give a kw frill found . Pope. 2. To grumble ;
niouſly , with ſweet ſound. Aldiſen .
to ulter ſecret diſcontent Wake.
MURMURER / (from murmur.) One who MUSICALNES
S . S. 1from muficol.j Harmony.
repines; a grumbler ; a repiner. Government MUSICIAN . / (muſicus, Lat . ) One filled in
harmony ; one who pertormsupon inftruments
ef ibe Tongue, Blackmore.
of mufick . Bacon .
MU'RNIVAL . ſ Four cards.
MUSK . ! (mujihis, Italian, muſc, Fr. ) Mulk is
MURRAIN . The plague in cattle. Garth.
a dry , light and friable fubſtance of a dark
MURRE. /. A kind of bird. Carew .
blackith colour, with ſome t'nge of a purplish
MU'RRY... (morée, Fr. morello, Italian , from
or biood colour in it , feeling lomewhat ſmooth
Moro, a Moor. ) Darkly red. Boyle.
or uncluous : its linell is h ghly perfumed : it
MURRION S (often written morion. ) A hel
is brought from the Eaſt Indies : the animal
met ; a ca'que. King.
which p : duces it is of the lize of a common
MURTH of CornJ. Plenty of grain.
goat . Hill
MUSCADEL . Şa. (muſcat, muſcadel, Fr. meſ:
MUSCADINE. catello, Italian.) A kind ofMUSK. 1. mufca, Lat .) Grape hyacinth or
grape flower. Miller.
Sweet grape , ſweet wire and tweet pear .
MUSRAPPLE.S. A kind of apple. Ainſqverib .
MUSCLE 1. ( muſcle, Fr. mufculus, Lat.)
CAT. / (muſk and cal .] The animal
Muſcle is a burdle of thin and parallel plates MU'SK
from which inurk is got .
of Atſhy threads or fibres, incloſed by one VU SKCHER
RY.S. A fort of cherry
common membrane : all the fibres of the
MU'SK
ET.
[mu ]quet,Fr.) 1. A foldier's hand
S.
ſame plate are parallel to one another, and
gun . Bacon , 2. A male hawk of a ſmall kind.
cied together at extremely liule distances by
Sha
keſ
p.
Mort and tranſverle fibres. the fleſhy fibres are MUSKETEER . S. ( from muſket.) A ſoldier
compoſed ofother ſmaller hbres, incloſed like
muſket
weapon
Clarendo
hismui
wire by a common membrane ; each letſer MUwhoſe
O'ON.is/.(
queton ,Fr.)
SK ET
An .blun
hbreconſiſts of very ſmall veſicles or bladders,
bore
large
of
derbuſ
gun
ſhort
a
a
;
into which we ſuppoſe the veins, arteries and MUSKNESS . S. [from muſk .] The ſcent of
nerves to open. Quincy. 2. A bivalve ſhell
inuik.
firh . Hakevill.
MU'SK MELON . F. (muſk and welo...) A fragrant
MUSCOSITY. f. (muſcofus, Lat.) Moſlineſs.
melon , Bacon.S.
MUSCULAR. 6. ( from mufculus, Lat. ) Per- MU'SKPEAR
. (muſk and pear. ] A fragrant
formed by muſcles. Arbuthnot .
pear.
MUSCULARITY. f. [ from muſcular. ) The MUSKROSE. | ( muſk and role ) A role lo
ſtale of having muſcles. Grew.
called, I ſuppoſe , from its fragrance . Bucså,
MUSCULOUS. a . (muſculeux, Fr. muſculſus,
MiltoKY
n , . Bryie.
Lat ) 1. Full of muscles ; brawny . 2. Per- MU'S
;.) Fragrant ; ſweet of
6 (from
taining to a muſcle. More.
ſcent , Milion .
MUSE . ). ( from the verb. ) 1. Deep thought ; MUSLIN.J. A fine ſuf'made of cotton . Gay.
cloſe attention ; abſence of mind . Milton, 2. MUSROL. /. {mujercle, Frij The noieband oj a
The powerof poetry. Cowley
horie's bridle. Bailey.
TO MUSE . v. r . (mujer, Fr.] 1. To ponder ; MUSS . 1. A lcramble. Shkelp.
to think cloſe ; to ftudy in ſilence. Hooker. MUSSITA’TION . ; . (mulio, La:.) Murmur ;
2. To be ablent of mind Shakejp. 3. To
grumble .
wonder ;to be amazed. Shakafp.
believer .
an Dutch
, A Mahomet
MUSEFUL. a .( from muſe.) Deep thinking . MUSSU
MUST. LMAN
verb imperfec
t.(muijen,
) To
Dryden .
be obliged . It is only utid betere a verb Mu ?
MU'SER.S. (from muſe.) One who muſes; one
is of all parlons and tentes, and ufed of pei
apt to be ab :ent of mind.
fons and things. Grew .
MUSET. L. [ In hunting ) The place through | MUST. 1 (1 ujlum , Lat. ] New wine ; new wort.
which the hare goes to reliet. Bailey.
Dryden .
MUSEUM . /. [uus.r. ) A repoſitory of learned To MUST.W.
a . (mws, Well , fiinking ) T.
curiofilies .
mould ; to make mouidy. Mortimer .
MUSHROOM . !. (moucheron, Fr ] 1. Mnfb- TO MUST.v. n . To grow mouidy.
rooms are by curious naturaliſts eſteemed penicet
MUSTACHES.
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MUSTACHES.S. (muflaches, Fr.) Whiſkers ; MU'TINOUSNESS. ſ. [ from matinous.) Se .
ditiouineſs ; turbulence.
hair on the upper lip Spenſer.
MUSTARD . 1 (mwllard , Wellh ; moufard, To MUTINY. v. n . { mutiner, Fr. ) To riſe a
gainst authority ; to make infurrection. Sub.
Fr. ) A plant . The flower confifts of four
leaves, which are placed in form of a creit . MUTINY . L. (from the verb . ) Inſurrection ;
fedition . Temple.
TU'STFR.V . ". To afiemble in order to To MUTTER 0.n.(mutire, Lat .) To grumble ;
minamy . Blackmore
to murmur. Burton , Dryden .
To MUSTER. 2. c .'msufteren , Dutch . ) To To MU'TTER. v.a. To utter with imperfe & t
review forces. Locke. 2. To bring together .
articulation. Creech.
MU’TTER.S. ( from the verb. ) Murmur ; ob
Shakejp W'esde
MU'STIRI [irom the verb.] 1. A review
fcure utierance. Milion .
of a body ofcorces . B.
kr. 2 A registe: MU'TTERER. S. ( from mutter. ) Grumbler ;
murmurer .
of forces mullered Souib.
A collection :
as, a mufier ofpeacocks. 4. To pa's MOTER . MUTTERINGLY. adv. (from muitering )
With a low voice .
To be allowed. Sou ! b .
MUSTERBOOK tomufier and book . ) A book U'TTON . / [mouton , Fr. ) 1. The field of
in which the forces are regiſtered Shakelp
ſheep drefled for food. Swift. 2. A feep :
MU'STERMASTER . ! . Imufier and mater.s
now only in ludicrous language . Hayward.
One who ſuperintends the mu er to prevent MUTTONFIST. /. [musion and fijl. ] A hand
frauds Krolles
large and red. Dryden .
MUSTER -ROLL A. ( oufler and r :!! ) A re MUTUAL 6. ( mutuel, Fr.) Reciprocal , each
gitter of forces. Pipe.
acting in return or correspondence to the or
MUSTILY. adv. ( tr : m mauuly ) MoulJily .
ther Pope.
MU'STINT SS.1. (from muſly ) Mouli ; damp MUTUALLY adv. ( rom muiual.] Recipro
foulaeſs. Evelyn.
cally : in return. Newton.
MUSTY. a. from muf .; Mouldiy ſpoiled MUTUALITY. f. [ from muinal. ) Reciproca
with damp ; moiſt and crid . Bacia . 2. Siale ;
t :on . Shakeſp
fpoiled with age. Harvey 3. Vapid with fe- UZZLE ſ (muſeau , Fr ) 1. The mouth of
tidneſs . Pepe. 4. L'ull : heavy ; wanting
any thing. Sidney. 2. A fallening for the
activity ; wanting practice in the occurrences
mouth , which hinders to bite. Dryder.
o life. Addetin .
To MUZZLE . V. n. To bring themouth near.
L'Ellrange.
MUTABI’LITY ! (murab :lté, Fr.} ı .Change
abieselo ; pot continuince in the ſame state To MOZZLE . V. G. 1. To bind the mouth .
Dryden. 2 To fondle with the mouth cloe.
Hooter, Sucklin , Stillinc fict. 2 . lucos
L'Ejirarge .
laccy ; change of mind. Spokeſp.
. proneur pobl Dive Belonging to me.Bramh.
MU TABLE . 6. ( mutabilis , Lat.) 1. SubjeY
Uchinge ; aliuable Suth , 2. Incocitant , MYNCHEN ſ (mynchen, Saxon ) A nun.D : 81.
MY OGRAPHY.J. (reworpagia ] A deſcription
unlet:lei Sickeip. Atil ::.
MU TARLINESS./.lliomimutable.) Change
ofthe muſcles
ableness ; uinceria.pwy.
MYOLOGY ( [mrologie, Fr. ] The deſcription
MOTION 1 (n .action , Fr. mulalio, Lai.)
and doctrine of the muscles. Cheyae.
Care : alteration . Bxc6H.
MYOPY , Shortneſs of light.
MUTE . O iler, I'r. 1795, Lal ] Silent ; not MYRIAD. J. ( 2226 ) L. The number of
ten thouſand. 2. Proverbially any great num
vocal ; r har gehe use of voice. Dryder .
ber . Milton
MUTF . 1. 1. One thithas no power ot peech .
Shake'p. 2. A letter which can make no MYRMIDON . r. (unpunder. Any rude ruf
fuunt. Dulder.
han ; to named from the fokisoi Achilles.
Swift
TO MUTE. «, » . (zutir, Fr. ) To dung as
bintich.
RZYROBOLAN . S (myrebelanus, Lat.) A fruit.
MOTELY. adv . ( from mite ] Silently ; not The myrebolans are a dried frus , of which we
vKally. 17: 1: 59 .
nerally with
have five kinds : they are feſh
a ſtone and kerrel,having the ; ' isy part more
TOMUTILATE . 2.4 (musiler, Fr. utlo.
Iat . ) To dugaive of ſome eficntial part
er lets of an auſtere acrid taſte , tey are the
Adom .
sreduction of five different tree growing in
the East Indies, where they win eaten pre
MOTILA'TION . F. [ rutila:.cn, Fr mutilatio,
ſerved Hill.
Laille sivation of a imb, or any effential
part . C'erend.n .
MYRO POLIST. L. (rūper and -2260 .] One
who feils unguents.
MU'TINF ! [rutin , Fr ] A morinser. Skakel.
MUTINETR
[from silin , Fr ] A murer of MYRRHS. ( myrrka, La : ] N ; rrb is a vege
redieica Drylcm
table product of the gum reti' kind , fent 10
us in looſe granules from the size of a pepper
MU TINOUS a mutine, Fr. ) Suction:; ' ury
in incurrection ; turbul de l'alier.
coin to that on a walnut, of a reddiſh brown
MUTINOUSLY se v . Tirom nii.Fiems.} Sedi
colour , with more or leſs of an admixture of
yellow : its tatte is bitier and acrid, with a
July ; ?! ..Walli.Sc = y.
peculiar
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peculiar aromatick Aavour, but very nauſeous : MYÖSTERY.S . [uusńcıoy .) 1. Something abote
its Imell is ſtrong, but not diſagreeable : it is human intelligence ; fonething awfully obi
brought from Ethiopia, but the tree which
icure . Tayler. 2. An enigma ; any thing
artfully made difficult. Shakelp. 3. A trade ;
produces it is wholly unknown Hill.
MYRRHINE. a {myrrhinus, Lat . ) Made of , a calling : in this fenfe it ſhould, according to
the inyrrbine llone. Milion .
Warburton, be written miſtery, from melier ,
French, a trade. Spenler, Shakeſp.
MYRTIFORM . f. ( myrtus and form .] Having
the ſhape of myrtle berries.
! MYSTICAL. 1 a. ( inglicus, Lat.] 1. Sacredly
MY'RTLE. L. (myrtus, Lac. ] A fragrant tree . MY'STICK . S obſcure . Hooker. 2. lovolving
Skakep.
ſome ſecret meaning ; emblematical. Taylır.
MYSELF. ſ. (my and ſelf. 1 An emphatical 3. Obſcure ; fecret. Dryden.
word added to 1 : as, I myſelf do it ; that is , MYSTICALLY. adv. (from myſical ) in a
manner, or by an act , implying ſome fecret
noe [ by proxy ; not another . Shakejp.
MYSTAGOGUE . f. [uusaywyös.) One who meaning. Denne.
interprets divine myſteries ; alſo one who MYSTICALNESS. S. ( from myſtical.) Inyelu
keeps church relicks , and ſhews them to
tion of ſome ſecret meaning.
Itrangers.
MYTHOLOGICAL . a. (from mythokgy ? Re
MYSTERIARCH . / [revzupuov and uexn ] One
lating to the explication of labulous bifury.
1 Brown .
preſiding over myſteries .
MYSTERIOUS. j . (my/terieux, Fr.) 1. Inac- MYTHOLOGICAL . adv. [ from mythologia
LY
ceflible to the undertanding ; awfully obcal.) In a manner ſuitable to the ſyſtem of
fcure Derham . 2. Artfully perplexed. Swifi. fables.
MYSTERIOUSLY . adv. (froin myſterious.] 1. MYTHOʻLOGIST. L. (from mythology .) A re :
lator or expoſitor of the ancient fables of the
In a manner above underſtanding. 2. Obſcure
heathens. Creech, Norris,
ly ; enigmatically Tayler.
MYSTE’RIOUSNESS: S. [from myſterious.) 1 TO MYTHOLOGIZE . v . n . (from myerslagv .
To relate or explain the fabulous hiſtory of
Holy obſcurity. Taylor. 2. Artiul difficulty
the heathens.
or perplexity
To MYSTERIZE. v . a . ( from myſlery.] To MYTHOʻLOGY . L. (r46Ces and hózos.] A lyf
explain as enigmas. Brown.
tem of tables. Beniley.
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A ſemivowel , hasin Engliſh an invaria- |NAKEDLY . adv. 1. Without covering. 2 .
Simply i merely. l ! c !der. 3. Ditcoverably
ble found : a . , 10, name, net , it is forne
9 times aftermainult loft ; as, condemi,
evidently. Duniei.
Conten " .
NAKEDNESS. ſ. ( from naked ) 1. Nudity i
TO NAB. v . a. Inappa , Swediſh. ) To catch un
want of covering. Milton 2. Want of pror:
lion for defence . Gen. 3. Pluinaeis ,
expectedly.
dence ; want of concealment. Sakeip
NADIR . ). (Arabick ] The point under foot
NIME. ſ nama, Sax ] 1.'The cfcriminaa
direfly oppoſite to the zenith Creech .
NAFF, L. A kind of tuited lea-bird,
tive appellation of an individual Stakep 2
NAG . I. (nagge, Dutch .) A finail horſe. A
The terın by which any species is distinguifi
horſe in familiar language. Prior.
ed. 3. Perton. Dryden. 4. Reputation cha
racter . 5. Renown; fame; celebrity. Bacon.
NAIL. F. ( nægl , Sax . ] 1. The horny ſubſtance
6. Power delegated. Shakeſp 7. Ficticinus
at the ends o, the fingers and toes. Dryder.
2. The talons of birds and beats 3. A
imputation . Dryden . 8. Appearance ; not
ſpike of metal by which things are faſtered
reality . Shakey 9. Ao opprobrious appella
together. 4. A ftud ; a boſs. 5. A kind ofition . Granville.
meature ; two inches and a quarter. 6 On To NAME . v . a . 1. To discriminate liya
the nail Readiiy ; immeuiately ; without particular appellation. Stakujp . 2. To nien .
delay . Swift
tion by natt. Ecluj. 3. To ipeci'y i tu no
To NAIL. v. a . 1. To faſten with nails. Milton . minate . Lacke. 4. To uller i to mention .
Gen.
2. To ſtud with nails. Dryden .
NAMELESS , a. ( from name ] 1. Not dilin
NA'ILER . L. ( from nail.) A nail -maker.
guiſhed by any dikinanarive appellation:
NA KED . 8. (nacod, Sax . ) 1. Wanting cloaths ;
uncovered ; bare . Bacon . 2. Unarmed ; de
Denbam , 2. One of which the nine is not
fenceleſs ; unprovided. Skakelp. 3. Plain ;
known . Hiierbury. 3. Not tayus,
evident ; not hidden . Shakejp . 4. Mere ; NAMELY . avv. Itrim nume ; Poticularly ;
Lomply ; abſtracted , Hooker .
fpecial. Hindir, dijon.
NAMER .
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NAMER.S. ( from rame. ) One who calls any by NA'RROWLY. adv. [from narr:w . ) 1. Wiche
name.
little breadth or wideneſs. 2 Contractedly ;
without extent . Swifi . 3. Cloſely ; vigilantly ;
NAMESAKE ſ. One that has the ſame name
with another. Aldison.
Shakeſp. 4. Nearly ; within a little. Swifi.
5. Avariciouſly ; Iparingly .
NAP. J. hnappan , Sax . ) 1. Slumber ; a ſhort
sleep. Sidney. 2. (hnoppa, Sax ] Down : NARROWNESS . /. ( from narrow, 1. Wans
of breadth . Addi/c9 . 2. Want of comprehen
villous fubitance. Spenſer .
TO NAP. v . a . (hnæppan , Sax . ) To fleep ; to
fion. Locke. 3. Confined ftate ; contracted
neſs . Denham . 4 Meannels ; poverty. Souris.
be drowſy or ſecure. Hud: bras , Carew .
5. Want o capacity. Burnet.
NAPE . J. The joint of the neck behind . Bacon .
NAS. ( trom ne has or hos not. ) Spenſer.
NA'PERY. S. 11:aperia, Ital . ] Table -linen.
NASAL. a . ( najus, Lat ) Belonging to the noſe .
NAPHEWL. ( napus , Lat.) An herb .
Holder, Brown
NAPHTHA. Š. (naphaha, Lat.) Naphtha is a
very pure, clear , and thin mineral Auid, of a NASICORNOUS. a . (naſus and cornu ) Hav.
very pale yellow , with a cast of brown in it .
ing the horn on the nole. Brown.
It is ift and oily to the touch , of a tharp and NA’STY. a , (noſt, nat, German , wet. ) 1. Dir.
unpleaſing iaite , and of a brisk and penetra
ty ; filthy ; fordid ; nauſeous ; polluted. Swifi.
ting imell ; of the bituminous kind. It is ex
2. Obſcene ; lewd.
tremely ready to take fire. It is principally NA'STILY. adv. [from nafty. ] 1. Dirtily ;
filthily ; nauſeouſly. Bacen . 2. Obſcenely i
uſed externally in paralytick cales. Hill.
NAPPINESS. ſ . liom nappy.) The quality of groſsiy.
having a nap
NASTINESS. S. ( from naſzy .) 1. Dirt ; filth .
NAPKIN . ). [ from napo] 1. Cloaths uſed at
Hayward. 2. Oblcenity ; groſsneſs of ideas.
Sonib.
table to wipe the hands. Wilkins, 2. A
NATAL, a. (natal, Fr.) Native ; relating to
handkerchief. Obſolete . Shakelp .
NA PLESS. a . ( from nap . ) Wanting nap ; nativity. Camden, Prior.
Threadbare. Shakeſp .
NATA’TION. | (nalatio, Lat.] The act of
NAPPY. a. ( from nap.] Frothy ; ſpumy. Gay ſwimming. Brown.
NARCISSUS. S. [lat. narcijfe, Fr.) A daffodil. NATHLESS. adv. ( na , that is eei, thekſs ,
Sax . ) Nevertheleſs Milion.
Thom /on.
NARCOʻTICK.c.(vsepxóns ; narcotique, Fr.) Pro- NA'THMORE. adv. ( na the more.) Never the
more. Spenſer.
ducing torpor, or ſtupe action. Quincy,Brown.
NARD . II. (rardus, Lat . ) 1. Spikenard. 2 NATION . J [ natiax , Fr. natie, Lat ] A peo
An odorous ſhrub. B. Johnſon.
ple diſtinguiſhed from another people. Raleigh.
NARE . ). (naris, Lat.) A noftril. Hudibras,
NA TIONAL .a. (national, Fr. from rasion ) i .
Publick ; general; pot private ; not particu
NAREWHALE.S.A ſpecies of whale. Brown.
NARRABLE . a . ( trom narro . ] Capable to be
lar. Addiſon . 2. Bigotted to one's own coun
Irv
.
told .
NARRATION. S. (narratio, Lat .) Account ; NATIONALLY. ado . [ from actiesal.) Wiih
r gard to the nation. South .
relatiun ; hiſtory. Abbat .
NARRATIVE. 6. ( narra! ef- ve, Fr. from nar. NATIONLESS. J. (from national. ) Reference
to the people in general.
ro, Lat.] 1. Relating i giving an account.
Ayliffe. 2. Storytelling ; apt to relate things NA'TIVE. & . (nativus, Latin ; ratif.se, Fr ]
1. Produced by nature ; not artificial. Desies.
pait . Pope.
NARRATIVE . F. A relation ; an account.
2. Natural ; ſuch as is according to nature .
Sourb.
Senift . 3. Conferred by birth. Dertam . 4.
NARRATIVELY . adv. (from narrative.) By
Pertaining to the time or place of birth . Sbak.
5. Original . Milten .
way of relation . Ayliffe.
NARRATOR. F. ( narrateur, Fr ] A teller ; a NATIVE . S. 1. One born in any place ; origi
nal inhabitant . Bacon . 2. Offspring.
relater. Waits,
TO NA'RRIFY . v . a. ( from narro, Lat . ) To NA'TIVENESS. f. [ from native.) State of be
ing produced by nature.
relate ; to give account of Shakejp.
NARRÓW . a . (neznu , Sax .) 1. Not broad or NA’TIVITY. S. Inangisé, Fr. ] 1. Birth ; isſue
wide. Shakeſp. 2. Small ; of no great extent.
into life . Bacox, Skakelp . 2. State or place
Brown . 3. Covetous; avaricious. Sidney. of being produced. Milion.
4. Contracted ; ungenerous Spralt. 5. Near ; NATURAL. a . (naturel, Fr ] 1. Produced or
within a finall diſtance. Dryd. 6. Close ;
effected by nature . Wilkins. 2. Illegitimate .
vigilant ; attentive, Milion .
Temple. 3. Beſtowed by nature . Swift . 4
TO NAR ROW . v . 0 . 1. To diminiſh with re
Not forced ; not farfetched ; dictated by di
fpect to breideh . bircan, Temple. 2. To con
ture. Wonton . 5. Tender ; affectionate by
tract ; to impair in dignity. Locke. 3. To nature. Sbakeſp. 6. Unaffected ; according to
copract in lentiment, l'ope. 4. To confine ; truth and reality. Aldefon . 7. Oppoled to via
tu limit. Watis, 5. ( In far iery.) A horſe is lent : as , a natural death .
faid to narrow , when he does not cake ground NATURAL: J. ( tron nature.) ! . An idioti
enough. Farr . D : 67.
a fool . Skakejp, Lscke. 2. Native ; origioad
inhabitant à
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inhabitant. Raleigh. 3. Gift of nature ; na. ¡ To NAVIGATE. v. n. ( navigo, Lat.) To fail;
to paſs by water. Arbuthnor.
ture ; quality. Wotton .
NATURALIST ſ. (from natural.) A fudent To NAVIGATE. v. a. To paſs by ſhips or
boats . Arbuthnot.
in phyſicks. Addiſon .
NATURALIZATION. f. [ from naturalize.) NAVIGA'TION . F. (navigation, Fr.] 1. The
The act of inveſting aliens with the privileges
act or practice of palling by water. Bacon. 2.
Veſſels of navigation. Shasejp.
of native ſubjects. Bacon .
TO NATURALIZE. v . a. ( from natural.] 1. NAVIGA'TUR . .( navigateur, Fr.) Sailor ;
To inveſt with the privileges of native lub
ſeaman ; traveller by water. Brerew .
jects. Davies. 2. To make eaſy like things NAULAGE. /.Inaujum , Lat .) The freight of
natural. South .
pafTengers in a fhip.
NATURALLY. adv. ( from natural.) 1. Ac - NAU'MACHY.S. (naumachie, Fr. naumachia ,
Lat. ) A mock ſea - fight,
cording to unafliſted nature. Hooker . 2. With
out affectation. Shakeſp. 3. Spontaneouſly. T. NAU'SEATE. . n . ( from nouſeo, Lat. )
NA'TURALNESS. S. (from natural.] 1. The
To grow ſqueamilh ; to turn away with dila
ftate of being given or produced by nature . guit. Ilotts.
South. 2. Conformity to truth and reality ; To NAUSEATE. v. a. To loath ; to reject
with diſguſt. Brown . 2. To ſtrike with dir
not affectation . Dryden,
NATURE, S. (natura , Lat . ) 1. An imaginary guſt . Swift.
being ſuppoſed to preſide over the material NAU SEOUS. a. ( from nauſea, Lat; nauſei,
and animal world , Shakesp. Cowley. 2. The
Fr.) Losthome; difzultful. Denham .
Dative ſtate or properties of any thing . Hale. NAU'SEOUSLY. adv. (from nauſeous.) Loath
3. The conſtitution of an animated body . Shak.
ſomely ; diſguit:ully. Dryden.
4. Diſpoſition of mind, Shakejp. 5. The re- NAUSLOUSNESS. / (from nauſeous.) Loath
Toineneſs ; quality of railing oilguft. Dryden .
zular courſe of things. Shakelp. 6. The com
paſs of natural exiſtence. Glanville. 7. Na- NAU’TICAL ? a. (nauticus , Lat.) Pertaining
tural affection, or reverence . Pope. 8. The NAUTICK
to lailors. Camb.
ſtate or operation of the material world. Pope. NAUTILUS. ſ. (Latin ; nautile, Fr ) A ſheli
9. Sort ; fpecies. Dryden. 10. Sentiments
6th furniſhed with ſomething analogous to oars
or images adapted to nature . Addijon. 1 . and a fal. Pope.
Phyficks; the ſcience which teaches the qua- NA'VY . f. [ from navis , Lat.) An aſſembly of
lities of things. Pepe.
thips ; a fleet. Clarendon.
NA ?'U'RITY, S. (from nature ] The late of NAY. adv . ( na, Saxon, or ne age .] 1. No ;
an adverb of negation , Dendam 2. Not only
being produced by nature Brown,
NA'VAL . a. (naval, Fr. ) 1. Conliſting of thips
ſo but more. B. Johnſon. 3. Word of refuſal.
Waller. 2. Belonging to lips. Temple.
NAVE. F. (naf, Sax .] 1. The middle part of NA'YWORD S. [ rray and word ] 1. Thefaying
the wheel in which che axle moves Shakeſp
nay . Shakeſp. 2. A proverbial reproach ; z
2. ( from navis , nave, old French. ) The mid
bye word. Shakeſp.
dle part of the church diſtinct from the ailles NE. adv. ( Saxon . Neither; and not Spenſer.
NEAF.S. ( nefi, Illandick .) A filt . Shakeſp.
orwings. Ayliffe.
NAVEL.S. ( nafela, navela, Sax.) 1. Thepoint To NEAL.0.6. (once lan , Sax, ] To temper by
in the middle of the beily , by which embryos
a gradual and regulated heat. Digby, inox .
communicate with the parent. Brown. 2. TO NEAL v . n. To be tempered in fire. Bacon.
NEAP. 2. ( nepflod, Saxon ; nertig, poor ]
Themiddle ; the interiour part. Miltor .
NAVELGALL. ). Navelgall is a bruiſe on
Low ; decreſcent. Uied only w the side .
Hakewill.
the top of the chine of the back , behind the
ſaddle, right again't the navel.
NEAR . prep (ner, Sax .) Atno great diſtance ,
NAVELWORT. S. An herb. Miller .
from ; chole io ; nigh . Dryden .
NAVEW . F. (napus, Lat. naveau , Fr. ) An NEAR. adv. 1. Almot. 2. At hand ; pot far .
herb. Miller .
off. Dryden. 3. Within a little . Bacon.
NAUGHT. 0. naht , naphsht, Sax ) Bad; NEAR . a . 1. No distant Genefis. 2. Advance
Corrupt ; worthleis. Hioker .
ed towards the end of an enterpriſe or disqui
NAUGHT. S. Nothing. This is commonly , fition . Hooker . 3. Cloſe ; not rembring.
though improperly, written nought . Shakeſp.
Dryder. 4 Clotely related Leviticus 5 .
NA UGHTILY. odv. ( trom noughty.) Wicked
Intimate ; familiar , admitted to confidence .
ly ; corruptly.
Shakijp. 6. Touchirgi preiling ; affecting ;
NAUGHTİNESS. . (from naughty .) Wick
dear . Shakeſp. 7. Parlimonious, inclining 10
covetournels.
edneſs ; badneis. Sidney.
NAUGHTY.a. ( f.om naugk ..) Bad ; wicked ; | NEAR hand . adv. Closely. Bacon.
NEARLY. adv. ( from near.] 1. At no great
corrupt. Sidney
NAVIGABLE . a . (navigable, Fr. ) Capable of distance. Aiterbury . 2. Clo'ely ; pieilingly .
Milton Swift 3. In 2 niygarciy inancer.
being patted by lips or boats. Raleigh .
NAVIGABLENESS. L. ( trom navigabe.] Ca NEARNESS . S. itrom reor.] i Cloitotis ;
na remotereis. Hecker , Difpa. 2. Allance
pacity to be paſlud in vertels.
ot
Tit
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which men wear on their neck. Gay.
of blood or affection . Bacca. 3. Tendency to
NE'CKERCHIEF.U. A gorget ; handker
avarice ; caution of experice. Bacon.
S chief for a woman's neck .
NEAT. S. ( neat neyten, Sax .} 1. Black cattle ; NEÄCKATEE .
oxen. Shakeſp.Mey. 2. A cuw or ox. Shakeſp. NECKLACE. F. neck and lace .) An ornamen
NEAT . 2. (nei , Fr. ) 1. Elegant , but without tal ſtring of beads or precious ſtones, wors
dignity . Pope. 2. Cleanly. Milton. 3. Pure ;
by women on their necks. Arbuthnot.
NECKWEED. J. ( reck and weed.) Hemp.
unadulterised ; unmingled . Chapman.
Cant.
NE'ATHERD. ſ ( neadýnd, Sax ) A cow
keeper ; one who has the care of black cattle. NECROMANCER . S. [verpòs and váhlus.] One
who by charms can converſe with the ghoſts
Dryden .
NEATLY. adv. ( from neat . ) 1. Elegantly , but of the dead. Sanifo .
NECROMANC
Y. S. ( xexpès and mattis ; neers
without dignity ; ſprucely. Shake'p . 2.
Cleanlily .
mance, Fr. ] 1. The art of revealing future
NEATNESS. F. ( from neat.) 1. Spruceneſs ;
events by communication with the dead .
Browr. 2 Enchantment ; conjuration . Abboi.
elegance without rignity. Hocker. 2. Clean
NECTARED. a . ( from nektar. ) Sweet as
lineis.
NEB . S. ( nebbe, Sax . } 1. Noſe ; beak ;mouth ; nectar. Milicm .
Retained in the north . Shakeſp. 2. [ lo Sco :- NECTA'REOUS. a . ( nectareus, Lat .) Reſem
bling nectar ; ſweet as nectar. Pope.
land ] The bill of a bird.
NEBULA S. ] Latin .) It is applied to appea- NECTARINE. 0. ( from nectar. ] Sweet as
necta '. Milion .
rances, like a cloud in the human body ; as to
NECTARINE. f. [rectarine, Fr ] A fruit of
films upon the eyes .
NEEULOUS. a. [nebulofus, Latin.] Miſty ;
the plum kind. This fruit differs from a
cloudy.
seach in having a ſmooth rind and the fleſh
firmer.
Miller .
NECESSARIES. f. [ from neceſary ) Things
not only convroient but need ul . Hammond. NEED. S. ( neod, Saxon ; noed, Dutch ) 1. Ex
NECESSARILY . adv. ( irom neceſſary .] 1. In
iger.cy; prefing difficulty : neceflity. Shakeſp.
diſpeníably. Hocker . 2. By inevitable conſe
2. Want ; diſtreſsful poverty. Shakeſp. 3.
quence. Hooker.
Wart; lack of any thing for uſe. Baker.
NECESSARINESS. l . ( from neceſſary .) The TO NEE
to lack. Matt.
TO NEED
D . . vy.. a.1 . ToTowant;
be wanted ; to be ne
fate of being aecefTary.
NECESSARY.a, neceffarius, L2..) 1. Need
ceſſary. Spenſer. 2. To have necefity of any
thing. Locke.
ful ; indispenfa'ily requiſite. Tillotfon. 2. Not
free ; faial ; imgeld by fate. 3. Concluſive ; NEE'DER . !. ( from reed ] One that wants any
thing. Shakep.
deciſive by inevitable conlequence. Tillerson.
TO NECESSITATE. v . G. (from neceffitas , NEEDFUL. a need and full.] Neceflity ; in
difpenfably requiſite. Cosamon Prayer
Lat. ) To make neceſſary ; not to leave tree
NEEDFULLY: adv. ( from needful ] Neceſſa
Duppa .
rily . Pen . Johnson.
NECESSIT A'TION . S ( from neceffitate.) The
act of makiog nece Tary ; fatal compulſion . NED DFULNESS S. [from needful) Neceſizy.
Bramhall.
NEL'DILY . adv (irom needy.) In poverty i
NECESSITATED . a ( frem neceſity.) In a
poorly .
NLE DINESS. S. (from needy.) Want ; pover
fate of want. Shakefr.
NECESSITOUS a . 1isoin neceſity ] Prefed
ty. Bacon .
with pcrorty . Clarendon.
NEEDLE. F. (nd , Sax .) 1. A ſmall inftru
NECESSITOUSNESS. S. 1 from zerifrous. ) ment pointed at one end to pierce cloth , and
I'vverty i wart ; need. Burmet.
perforated at the other to receive the thread.
NECESSITUDES. ( mecomindo, Lat. ) 1.Wanti Dryden. 2 'I he ſmall teel bar which in the
noest. Linie 2. Friendship.
marinere compaſs ftands regular y north and
fouth. Burnet.
NECESSITY. ! mereſiras, Lat ) i Cogen
Cy ; compulsiva ; fatality. 1111.107 . 2. Šiare NEEDLE -FISH . l. (needle and fib .) A kind
of fea 61. Wordware.
of teing neceſſary ; ir diipentablene s , Stskejp .
NEE'DLETULL . I. needle and ful ) As much
? . Want ; need ; p verty. Clarendor .
Things necesſary fo : human lite. Shakeſp. 5 . thread as is generally put at one time in the
Decille .
Cogencyoſ arguir eat;inevitable conſequence
NEEDLOR .
25. [ from needle. ] He
Paleigb .
NECK J. [hneca, Saxon ; neck , Dutch. ) 1 NEEDLEMAKERS who makes needles .
The past between the head and body. Shakesp / NEEDLEWORK 1 [needle and airk ) 1 .
2. A long narrow part. Bacon . 3. On she
The buſineſs of a lemptreſs . 2. Embroidery
mieck ; itrmedia'ety a :ter. Shakesp. 4. T.
by the need'e . Addsjan .
break the neck of an affair ; to hinder any thing NLEDLESSLY. adí. ffrem redd'rs.] Unne
being drone ; or in do more than haif.
ceiſarily ; without need Helder .
NECKBEEF. L. ( neck and beef.] The coarſe NEEDLESSNESS. / [ irom seedie,'s.) Unae.
ceffarincis, Lucie
flem of the neck of cattle. Swifi .
NEED
NECKCLOATH . d. fricii ani clsatb ) That
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NEE'DLESS. 2. ( from need .) Unneceſſary ; not / NEGOTIATOR . S. ( negociateur, Fr.) from
requiſite. Hooker, Shakeſp .
negotiate.) One employed to treat with others.
Swift.
NEEDMENT . f. [ from need.) Something ne
NEGOTIATING . a. ( from negotiate ] Em
ceſſary. Spenſer.
NEEDS. adv. (nedes, Sax. unwilling ) Ne
ployed io negociation.
ceſſarily ; by compulſion ; indiſpenſably. Dav . NEGRO. f. ( Spaniſh ; negre, Fr. ) A black
NEE'DY. a. ( from need .] Poor ; neceſitous;
more. Brown:
NIEF.S. (néfi, Nandick ; neef ; Scottiſh .) Fiſt.
difreſſed by poverty . Spenſer.
TO NEIGH . v . x . (hnægan, Sax . ) To utter che
NEER . ( for never. ) ' Hudibras.
voice of a horie . Smith .
To NEESE. v. n. (nyle, Danish ; nieſen, Dutch .)
To ſneeſe ; to diſcharge the flatulencies by NEIGH. L. (from the verb . ] The voice of an
horſe. Shakeſp.
the noſe. 2 Kings.
NEF. S. Cold French, from nave. ] The body of NEIGHBOUR . L. (neligebur, Sax . ) 1. One
who lives near to another . Clarendon . 2. One
a church . Addijon.
who lives in familiarity with another. Skakefp.
NEFA'RIOUS . a . ( nefarius, Lat.) Wicked ;
abominable . Aylife.
3. Any thing next or near . Shakeſp. 4. In
NEGATION . j. (negatis, Lat ; negation , Fr.) timate ; confidant. Shakeſp . 5. In civini
1. Denial ; the contrary to affirmation. Benil . ty . ) One partaking of the ſame nature , and
therefore entitled to good offices. Sprail.
Rogers. 2. Deſcription by negative. Watis.
NEGATIVE. 2. (negatif, Fr negativus, Lat.) To NEIGHBOUR. 2. a. (from the noun .] To
adjoin to ; to confine on . Shakeſp .
1. Denying ; contrary to affirmative. 2. Im
plying only the abſence of ſomething. South. NEIGHBOURHOOD. S. [from neighbour.] 1 .
Place adjoining Addijen . 2. State of being
3. Having the power to with- hold , though not
to compel. K Charles.
r.car each other . Swift. 3. Thoſe that live
within reach of communication .
NEGATIVE. S. 1. A propoſition by which
ſomething is denied. Tillosjon. 2. A particle NEIGHBOURLY. a. [ irom neighbour.) Be
coming a neighbour ; kind ; civil. Arbuibnet.
of denial : as, not. Cleaveland.
NEGATIVELY. ado . [ from negative.) 1. NEIGHBOURLY.adv. (trom r.eighbour.)With
With denial ; in the form of denial ; not af.
ſocial civility .
firmatively. Boyle. 2. In form of ſpeech im- NEITHER conjuncl. (napden, Saxon , ne ei
plying the abſence of ſomething. Hocker.
ther. ] 1. Not either. A particle uſed in the
first branch of the negative fentence, and an
TO NEGLECT . v . a . ( negletns , Lat ) 1. To
ſwered by nor ; as, fight neither with limall nur
omit by careleſſneſs. Matthew. 2. To treat
with ſcornful heedleſInels. 3. To poſtpone . great. 1 Kings 2. le is ſometimes the ſecond
branch of a negative or prohib tion to any
Shakeſp.
ſentence ; as, ye ſhall not eat of it , neithsr
NEGLECT. ſ. (neglectus, Lat.) 1. Inſtance
fall ye louch it. Geneſis.
of inattention. 2. Careleſs treatment . 3
Negligence ; frequency of neglect. Denbam . NEITHER . pronour. Not either ; nor one nor
other. Dryden .
4. State of being unregarded. Prior.
NEGLECTOR . J. [from neglect.) One who NEO PHYTE . S. ( neophyte, Fr. veos and qums.]
neglects.
Onc regeneraled ; a convert.
NEGLECTFUL . a . ( neglect and full.] 1 NEOTERICK. a (neotericus, Lat. ) Modern ;
Heedleſs ; careleſs ; inattentive. Arbuthnot.
novel ; late . Grew .
NEP.S. (nepeia, Lat . ) An heib .
2. Treating with indifference . Locke.
NEGLECTION. / ( from neglect .] The fate NEPHENTHE. 1. {wn and m3905.) A drug that
of being negligent.
drives away all pains. Pope.
(nepos, Latin ; neven, Fr.) 1.
NEGLECTFULLY . adv. ( from negleeful.) | NE'PHEW
The ſon of a brother or litter. Locke. 2. The
With heejlers inattention .
grandion. Out oi ute. Hooker. 3. Deſcendant,
NEGIECTIVE. 2. (from negle ?.) Inattentive
however diftant. Out of ule.
19, or regardleſs of. King Char es .
NEGLIGENCE ! (negligence, fr. regliger NEPHRITICK. a [yeiçilom:05 ; weptretique ,Fr. ]
110 , Lat.] Habit of ornitting by heedleſinels, 1. Belonging to the organs of urine. 2. Trou
or of acting caielelly . Shakesp.
bled with the flone . Arbuiknet. 3 : Good a
NEGLIGENT. a. ( negligeni, Fr. negligens,
gainſt the itone . Woodward.
Lat .) 1. Careleſs; heedleſs ; habitually inai- NEPOTISM . L. ( nepotijana, Fr.) Fondneſs for
tentive . 2 Chron . 2. Carclets of any particu
nephews. Addison
lar. Baruch. 3. Scornfully regardlets Swift . NERVE. L. (nervus, Lat . ) The nerves are the
NEGLIGENTLY. alv . (from negligent.j 1 .
organs of location pafing from the biain to
all parts of the body. Shakeſp . 2. It is wied
Caieleisty ; huedieily ; without exacneis.
Bacın . 2. With iorniul inattention .
by che preis for line w or tenuon . Pepe.
TONEGOTIATE. V. n . ( negocier, French . ) NERVELESS, a. [ from irre. j Without
To have intercourſe of bufincís ; to trainik ;
firengih Danciad .
to treat. Bacon.
NERVOUS. a. (nervosus, Lat.] 1.Well frung ;
Itrong ; vigorous. Pofe. 2. Relating to the
NEGOTIATION . ſ. ( negociation, Fr. fiom
nerves .
Tit 2
thegociate.] Treaty of tuliaets. Howel.
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nerves. 3. Having weak or diſeaſed nerves . | NEUTRAL. a. ( neutral, fr.] 1. Indifferent ;
Cheyne,
not engaged on either ſide. Bacon. 2. Nej
ther good nor bad . Davies. 3. Neither acid
NEʻRVY . a. (from nerve . ) Strong ; vigorous .
nor alkaline. Arbuthnot.
Shake; p.
NESCIENCE. S. (from neſcio. Lat.) Ignorance ; NEU'TRAL. / One who does not act nor en
gaye on either ſide . Bacon .
the face of not knowing Granville .
NEUTRALITY . F. (neutralitè, Fr.) 1. A
NESH . o. ( rese, Sax Soit ; eaſily hurt.
fare of indifference, of neither friendship nor
NESS. 1. A termination added to an adjective
hoftility Addiſon . 2. A ſtate between goo !
to change it into a fubftantive, denoting Stare
and evil . Donne.
or quality; as, peifonus, pailenculneſs ; from
nyse, Saxon. 2. The termination of many NEUTRALLY. adv. ( from neutral.] Indiffe
Daines of places where there is a headland or
rently
promontory'; from nose, Saxon , a headland , NEW . 0. [newyd ,Wellh : peop, Saxon : neuf,
as , INVERNESS.
Fr.) 1. Not old ; fresh . Burnet. 2. Modera .
NEST S. (nest, Sax .) 1. The bed formed by
Temple. 3. Noe antiquated ; having the ef
Deuteronomy.
Any
incubition.
fect of novelty. Pope. 4. Not habituated.
2.
bird
for
the
Hooker. 5 Renovated , repaired , ſo as to
place where animals are produced . Bentley
recover the first lale. Bacon . 6. Freſh after
3. An abode ; place of reſidence. Shakeſp. 4
A warm cloſe habitation . Spenſer. 5. Boxes or
any thing. Deyden. 7. Not of ancient extrac
drawers ; little pockets or conveniencies
tion. Addifon .
To NEST. v . . ( from the noun.) To build NEW . adv. This is uſed in compoſition for
netts. Howel.
newly. Sidney, Cowley.
NESTEGG . F. (nel and egg .) An egg left in NEWFA'NGLED a. new and fangle.) Form
the net. Hudibras.
ed with vain or fooliſh love of novelty . Alterb.
TO NE STLE. v. r . ( from nefl.) To ſettle ; to NEWFA'NGLEDNESS. ? ! { from newfang
barb'ur . Bacon.
NEWFA'NGLENESS. } led.) Vain and fool
TO NESTLE . v. 0. 1. To houſe , as in a net .
iſh love of novelty. Sidney.
Denne. 2. To cheriſh ; as a bird her young. NEWEL . L. 1. The compafs round wbich the
flair cale is carried. Bacon . 2. Novelty . Sperſ.
Chapman.
NESTLING . ! (from neſtle.) A bird juſt taken NE WING.J. Yeft. Mindworth.
out of the neft
NEWLY. adv. (trom new .) Freſhly ; late.
NET.S ( nati, Gothick ; net, Sax.) A texture
ly . Spenſer.
woven with large interfices ormélhes.Taylor. NE WNESS. ſ . ( from new.) Freſhneſs; late
NETHER . Q. (neuder , Sax . neder , Durch .) i
neſs ; novelty ; recentneſs ; fate of being
new . Sidney, Souih.
Lower ; not upper. Peachum , Dryden. 2 .
Being in a lower place. Milton . 3. Internal ; NEWS. J. Without the fingular. ( from reco ;
belonging to the regions below. Dryden .
11ouvelles, Fr. ) 1. Freſh account of any thing.
NETHERMOST./ Ijuperl.of nether . ) Low
Waller. 2. Papers which give an account of
eft. Pſalms.
the tranſactions of the preſent times. Pope.
NETTING . S. A reticulated piece of work .
NEWS MONGER . f. ( news and monger . ] One
NE'TTLE . F. ( netel , Sax . ) A ſtinging herb
whole employment' it is to hear and to isll
well known .
news. Shakeſp.
To NE'TTLE. v. a .( from the noun ) To ſting ; NEWT. f. Newr is ſuppoſed by Skinner to be
to irritate. Bentley.
contracted from an ever .] Eft ; a linall lizard ,
Shakeſp .
NETWORK . S. inet and work . ] Any thing
reticulated or decuſſated, at equal diſtances. NEW -YEAR'S -GIFT. S. Preſent made on the
Spenſer.
firſt day of the year . Shakejp. Stiling fleet.
NEVER. adv. (ne ever , næfne , Sax . ) 1. AL NEXT. a . (next, Sax.j 1. Ne a reſt in place.
no time. 2. In no degree. South . 3. It Bacon. 2. Neareſt in any gradation. Clarend.
seems in ſome phraſes to have the ſenſe of an NEXT . adv . At the time or turn immediately
adjective. Not any . Mathew 4. It is much ſucceeding . Addison
uled in compofition ; as, rever.erding, hay. NIAS. J. Intars , Frij Simple, filly , and fooliſh .
ing no end Milton .
Basley.
NE VERTHELESS. adv . ( never the lefs.) Not- NIB. 1. ( rebbe, Dutch . } 1. The bill or beak of
a bird. 2. The point of a pen . Derbom .
withſanding that. Bacon .
NEUROLOGY. l. ( vsüper and aágos ) A de- NIBBED. a . (from rib .] Having a nib.
fcription of the nerves.
To NIBBLE v . a . (from nıb, the beak or
NEUROTOMY. J. [ Egos and tépero .] The
mouth .] 1. To bite by a little at a time ;
anatomy of the nerves
to eat Howly. Shakesp . Cleaveland . 2. To
NEU TER . O [ newter , Latin ; neutre, Fr.) 1 .
bice as a filh does the bait . Gay.
Indifferent; not engaged on either fide . Addi To NIBBLE. V. 1. 1. To bite at. Shakeſp. 2 .
2. In gramınar . A noun that implies no
To carp at ; to find fault with . Tiloison .
ſex Dryden.
NI BBLER. 1. ( from wibble. ) One thai bites by
NEUTER . J. One indifferent and unengaged .
little at a time.
Addrjon .
NICE. a. (nese, Saxon , fort.] 1. Accurate
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in judgment to minute exactneſs. It is often ( NI'CGARDLINESS . S. [ from niggardly.) A
varice ; fordid parcimony . Addi/ 78.
uled to expreſs a culpable delicacy. Sidney. 2 .
Scrupulouſly and minucely cautious. Shakeſp . NIGGARDLY.o. (from niggard.]Avaricious ;
fordidly parcimonious. Hall, Dryden , Sidney.
3. Faftidious; fqueamiſh. Milton . 4. Eaſily
injured ; delicate. 5. Formed with minute NIYGGARDLY. adv. Sparingly ; parcimonioul
exactneſs. Addiſon . 6. Refined . Milton .
ly. Shakeſp.
NICELY. adv. ( from nice.) 1. Accurately ; NIGGARDNESS./
(from niggard.) Avarice ;
ſordid parcimony. Sidney.
minutely ; ſcrupulouſly . Donne. 2. Delicately .
NIGH prep. ( nyh , Sax.) At no great diſtance
Atterbury.
from . Garth .
NICENESS. F. (from-nice.) 1. Accuracy ; mi
nute exactneſs. Dryden .2. Superfluous deli NIGH. adv . 1. Not at a great diſtance. Joke.
Phil. 2. To a place near. Milton.
cacy orexactneſs. Sidney
1. Minute accuracy. NIGH . a . 1. Near ; not diftant ; not remote .
NI'CETY.S. ( from nice
Prior. 2. Allied clotely by blood. Knolles.
Prior. 2. Accurate performance. Addiſon. 3 .
To ap
Faftidious delicacy ;ſqueamiſhneſs. Spenſer. 4. TO NIGH. v . n. ( trom the participle.)
proach ; to advance ; to draw near . Spenſer.
Minute obſervation ; pun tilious diſcrimina
tion ; ſubtilty. Locke. 5 Delicate management ; NI'UHLY . adv. ( from nigh the adjective )
Nearly ; within a little. Löcke.
cautious treatment . Swift.6. Effeminate ſoft
Deſs. 7. Niceries in the plural, dainties or NIGHNESS. /. ( from nigh. ] Nearneſs ; proxi
delicacies in eating .
mity.
NIGHT.S. ( nauts , Gothick ; niht, Sax.) The
NICHAR . S. A plant Miller.
time of darknels ; the time from ſun - ſet to
NICHE.S. ( French .) A hollow in which a ſta
lun -riſe. Shakeſp. Craſbaw .
tue may be placed. W 01194 .
NICK. S. (nicke, Teutonick, the iwinkling of To-NIGHT. adverbially. In this night ; at this
night yoſ.
an eye. ) 1 . Exact point of time at which
there is neceflity or convenience. Suckling. NIGHTBRAWLER . f. [ night and brawler .]
One who raiſes diſturbances in the night. Sha.
2. A notch cut in any thing. 3. A ſcore ; a
reckoning. Shakejp . 4. A winning chrow . NIGHTCAP !. (night and cap.) A cap worn
Prior .
in bed, or in urdreis. Swifi.
TO NICK. v.a. [from the noun .) 1. To hit ; NIGHTCROW. ſ. [ night and crow . ) A bird
that cries in the night. Shakesp
to touch luckily ; to perform by fome flight ar
cifice. Hudibras. 2. To cutin nicks or notches . NIGHTDEW . ſ. (night and dew .) Dew that
Shakeſp. 3. To ſuit , as tallies cut out in nicks. wets the ground in the night. Dryden .
NIGHTDOG : /. ( night and dog. j A dog that
Camden. 4. To defeat or cozen Shakeſp.
NICKNAME.S . ( nom de nique, Fr. ) A name hunts in the night. Shakejp.
NIGHTDRESS. S. The dreſs worn at night.
given in ſcoff or contempt. Ben. Johnſon .
Pope.
TO NICKNAME . v . a. To call by an oppro
NIGHTED. a. (from night.) Darkened ;
brious appellation. Denham .
clouded ; black. Shakejp
ToNICTATE . v. a. (nieto, Lac .] To wink .
NIGHTFAREING . ) (night and fare.) Tra
Ray.
NIDE. Ç. ( nidus, Lac . ) A brood ; as , a nide of velling in the night Gay.
NIGHTFIRE .) (night and fire.) Ignis fatuus ;
pheaſants .
Will-a -Wilp . Herbert.
NIDGET. S.(corrupted from nithing or niding.)
NI'GHTFLY. S. (night and fly .) Moth that
Camden.
flies in the night. Shakejp.
NIDIFICATION . L. ( nidificatio, Lat. ) The
NIGHT FOUNDERED . a. ( from night and
act of building neſts. Derham.
NIDING . a . ( trom nið, Saxon , vileners. ) Nid . founder .) Loft or diſtreſſed in the night.Milion .
ing, an old Engliſh word, lignifying abject, NIGHTGOWN / (night and gown j A loose
baſe minded. Carów .
gown uſed for an undreis Pepe .
NIDO'ROUS. a ,(nidereaux , from nider. ] Re- NIGHTHAG.S. ( nigke and bag ! Witch ſup
ſembling the ſmell or taſte of roafted fat . Bacon.
poled to wander in the night. Milton,
NIDOROSITY. (from nidorows. ] Eructation NIGHTINGALE. L. (trom nigkt, and galar ,
with the latte of undigeſted roaſt-meat.Fleyer. Saxon , to fing ) 1. A imall bird that ſugs in
NIDUʻLATION . S. (oduler, Lat. ) The time
the night with remarkable melody ; Philomel.
of remaining in the neſt . Brown.
Shake'p. 2. A word of endearment. Shakesp.
NIECE.S . (nesce, niepre, Fr. neptis, Lat .) The NIGHTLY. adv. tiom night ) 1. By night.
Addison. 2. Every night. Shakeſp.
daughter of a brother or lifter. Waller.
NIGGARD.J . [ninggr, Iſlandick .) A miler; a NIGHTLY. a. (irm night . ] Done by night ;
acting by night. Dryden .
curmudgeon. Sidney.
NIGGARD ... Sordid ; avaricious ; parcimoni NIGHTMAN. L. (night and man . } One who
carries away ordure in the nighi.
ous. Dryden, Shakej p.
TO NIGGARD . w . . (from the noun . ) TO NIGHTMARE./.(night, and according to Tem
fint. Shakeſp .
ple, mara , a fpirit.] A morlid opprention in
NIGGARDISH a . ( from nigaard ] Havirg The night, relembling the preſſure of weight
foine dilpolition to avarice.
upon tie breaft . Shakejp corbuthnot.
NIGHT

NIT
NIN
NIGHTPIECE. S (night and piece.] A picture| NI'NETY... (hundnigontiz, Sax ] Nine times
ten.
ſo culoured as to be ſuppoſed ſeen by candle
NINTH . a . [negoda, Sax .] That which pre
Addiſon.
.
light
NIGHTRAIL.S. (night and rcgl, Sax.a gown.]
cedes the tenth. Brown.
A loole cover thrown over the dreſs at night. NINTIETH.a. [hundraigonteogoda,Sax.] The
tenth nine times told ,
Addiſon.
NIGHTRAVEN . S ( night and raven.) A bird NI'NNY.f. [ ninno, a child, Spanish ) A fool; a
ſuppoſed of ill omen, that cries loud in the fimpleton. Swift.
NI'NNYHAMMER . f.[ from ninny.) A ſimple
night. Spenſer.
NIGHTRULE . F. (night and rule.) A tumult
ton . Addiſon.
To NIP.v. a .(nijpen , Dutch ) 1. To pinch off
in the night . Shakelp.
NIGHTSHADE . S (nihe scada, Sax .) A plant
with the nails ; to bite with the teeth . Bacon.
2. To cut off by any flight means . Mortimer .
of two kinds , common and deadly nighthade.
3. To blaſt ; to deſtroy before full growth .
Miller
Arbuthnot, 4. To pinch as froft Shakeſp. 5 .
NIGHTSHINING . S. Inight and ſhine.[ Shew
To vex ; to bite. Spenſer. 6. To ſatirile; to
ing brightneſs in the night
NIGHTWALK . S. (night and walk.] Walk in
ridicule ; to taunt ſarcaſtically. Aſcham .
NIP. S. [ from the verb.) 1. A pinch with the
The night.
NICHTWALKER. S. [ night and walk.) One
nails or teeth. Aſcham . 2. A ſmall cut. Shakeſ.
3. A blaſt. Stepney. 4. A taunt ; a ſarcaſm .
who roves in the night upon ill deſigns.Aſoba
NIGHTWARBLING , 6. ( night and warbl .] NIPPER .J. [ from nip.) A facirift. Aſchan .
NIPPERS. S.[from nip .] Small pincers.
Singing in the night. Milton .
NIGHTWARD. &. (night and ward. ] Ap. NIPPINGLY. adv . ( trom nip.) with bitter
ſarcaſm .
proaching towards night. Milton .
NIGHTWATCH . ſ. (night and watch. ) A NI'PPLE. S. [ nýpele, Sax . ) 1. The teat ; the
period of the night as diſtinguiſhed by change
dug. Ray. 2. The orifice at which any ani
mal liquor is ſeparated. Derham .
of the watch. Pſalms.
NI'GRESCENT. a. [ nigrefcens, Lat.) Grow. NI'PPLEWORT.S. (Lampſana.) A very com
mon weed .
ing black .
NIGRIFICATION . , (niger and facio.) The NISI PRIUS.f.[ lo law.) A judicial writ,which
lieth in caſe where the inqueſt is panelled, and
act of making black.
NIHILITY.S. (nibileré, Fr. nihilum , Lat.) No
returned before the juſtices of the bank ; the
one party or the other making petition to have
Thingnels. Watis.
this wrić for the eaſe of the country. It is ſo
TO NILL. v . a. ( from ne will.] Not to will ; to
called from the firſt words of the writ, niſi s
refule. B. fchulor .
NIIL . f. The ſhining ſparks of braſs in trying
pud salem locum prius venerint.
NIT./. [hnitu , Sax .) The egg of a louſe. Derb.
and melling the ore .
TO NIM. v. a. ( nemen, Dutch , to take. ) To NITENCY. S. (nitentia, Lac.] 1. Luſtre ; clear
brightneſs. 2. (From ritor. ] Endeavour ;
lleal . Hudibras,
NIMBLE . a . ( trom nim. ) Quick ; active ; ſpring. Boyle.
ready; ſpeedy; lively ; expeditious Spenjer . NITHING.S . A coward, daſtard, poltroon.
NIMBLENESS, J. ( irom nimble.} Quickneſs; NITID. a . (nitidus, Lat. ) Bright; fining ;
luſtrous. Boyle.
a &tivity ; ſpeed. Hooker.
NIMBLEWITTED.a.(nimble andwit.]Quick ; NI'TRE.S.( ritre, Fr. nitrun , Lar.] The ſalt
which we know at this time, under the name
eager to ſpeak . Bacon.
NIMBLY. adv. I from nimble.] Quickly ; ſpeedi.
of nitre or ſalt-petre, is a cryſtalline, pellucid,
but ſomewhat whitish ſubstance , of an acrid
ly; actively. Davies, Boyle.
and bitteriſh talte , imprefſing a peculiar ſenſe
NIMBLESS. S. Nimbleneis. Spenſer.
NIMETY.ſ. (nimietas, ſchool Lat.] The ſtate
of coldreſs upon the tongue . This ſale,though
it affords, by means of fire, an acid ipirit , cap
of being too much .
NIMMER | ( trom nim .) A thief; a pilferer.
able of diffolving almoſt every thing , yet ma
NINCOMPOOP.S. (corruption of the Lat. non
nifefls no ign of its containg any acid at all
in
its crude Itate. N :rre is of the purnber of
compis ) A fooli a trifler. Addifor.
thoſe falts which are naturally blended in im
NINE, J. (rigon, Sax .; One more than eight.
perceptible particles in earths, itones, as the
NINEFOLD . f. (nine and fold .) Nine times.
particles of metals in their ores . The earth
Gay
Milton
.
,
NINEPINS. ſ. ( nire and pix .] A play where
from which nitre is made , both in Perfia and
the Eaſt - Indies, is a kind of yellowish m
nine pieces of wood are let up on the ground
to be thrown down by a bowl. Peacham.
found in the bare cliffs of the ſides
NINESCORE. a . (nine and ſcore. Nine times
poled to the northern and caltern is in
This mar th : falt is ſeparate 1 ! W ?
twenty Addiſon .
NINETEEN. a. ( nigortyne, Sax . ) Niae and
the cryftals into which ii thong
them
from the Laſt- Indies , are ris,
ten.
NINETEENTH . a. (nigonteoda, Sax . ) The
Icet, and impure. Earthsor whale
..
ordinal of nineteen ; the ninth arter the tenth .
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moiſtened by the dung and excrement of NOBODY.S. [ no and body .) No one ; not any
one, Clarendon .
animals , frequently afford xitre in large
quantities . The earths at the bottom of NOCENT. a . (nocens , Lat. ) 1. Guilty ; cri
cow -i mina
thoſe of ņabl throand
, and
pigeonho
l. Bacon . 2. Hurtful ; miſchievous.
uſes
Milton.
houſ
affor
wn into
d nitre, on being es
es, all
NOC
water and boiled. In France, where very
K . J [nocchia , Italian .) 1. A Nit ; a nick ;
a notch . 2. The fundament. Hudibrar .
little nitre is imported , they make it from the
rubbiſh of old mortar and plaiſter of buildings. NOCTAMBULO . L. (nox and ambulo, Lat. )
There is no queſtion but a manufactory of One who walks in hisſeep. Arbuthnot.
nitre might be eſtabliſhed in England , to as NOCTI'DIAL . a .( noctis and dies .) Compriſing
much advantage as that of France. The ni 1 a night and a day. Holder.
trum or nitre of the ancients, is a genuine , NOCTIFEROUS. a . (nox and fero.] Bringing
night.
native, and true falt, extreinely different from
our nitre, and from all other native ſalts ; be- NOCTIVAGANT. [ noclivagus, Lat. ) Wan
ing a fixed alkali .
dering in the night.
NITROUS. a. [nisreux, Fr. from nitre.] Im- NOCTUARY. ) [from nodis, Lat . ) An ac
pregnated with nitre . Blackmore.
count of what paſſes in the night. Spectator.
NOʻCTURN . S. (nocturne, Fr. nocturnus, Lat.)
NI'TRY. a. from nitre. ) Nitrous. Gay.
An office of devotion performed in the night.
NI'TTILY ,adv .(from nitty.}Louſily.Hayward.
Stilling fleet.
NITTY . a . (from nit.) Abounding with the
NOCTURNAL. a. [no&urnus, Lat.) Nightly.
eggs of lice
Dryden.
NI'VAL . a . irivalis, Lat.) Abounding with
ſnow Diet .
NOCTU'RNAL.f. An inſtrumentby which ob
ſervations are made in the night.
NIVEOUS. a ( niveus, Lat ] Snowy . Brown.
NIZY.S. A dunce ; a ſimpleton.
To NOD . v. n. (Of uncertain derivation . ] 1 .
NO. adv. (na, Sax . ) 1. The word of refuſal. To decline the head with a quick motion.
Skakelp. 2. To pay a light bow . Shakeſp. 3 .
Calamy. 2. The word of denial. Bacon. 3 .
It ſometimes ſtrengthens a following nega
To bend downwards with quick motion . 4.
tive ; no not . W'aller.
To be drowſy . Addifon .
No. a. 1. Not any ; none. Pope. 2. No one ; NOD. S. [from the verb ) 1. A quick declina
tion of the head. Locke. 2. A quick declina
none ; notany one. Smalridge.
TO NOBILITATE . v , a. (nobilizo, Lat . ) To
tion. Shakefp . 3. The motion of the head in
make noble .
drowſineſs. Locke. 4. A light ubeiſance .
Shake 1
NOBILITY. L. (mobilitas, Lat.] ! , Antiquity
of family joined with ſplendour. Dryden. 2. NODATION . S. [ from nedo.] The act of mal
Rank or dignity of ſeveral degrees, conferred
ing knots .
by fovereigns . Nebility in England is extended NODDER . f. [from nod .) One who makes nod :
Pope.
to five ranks ; duke , marquis, earl , viſcount ,
baron. .3 . The perſons of high rank . Shakes NO’DDLL. S. (hrol, Sax .) A head ; in con
4. Dignity ; grandeur ; greatneſs. Sidney.
tempt. Ben . Jobujon , Stilling ficet.
NOBLE. 6. (noble, Fr. nobilis, Lat.j 1. OF NODDY. S [ irom naudin, Fr.) A ſimpleton ;
an idiot. L'Efirange.
an ancient and ſplendid family. 2. Exalted
to a rank above commonalty. Dryden . 3. NODE. !. [rodus , Lat.] 1. A knot; a knch.
Great ; worthy ; illuftrious. Milior 4. Ex
2. A ſwelling on tbe bone. Wiſeman. 3. In
terfection. Holder .
alted ; elevated ; fublime. Dryden . 5 Mag
nificent ; ſtately. 6. Free : generous : liberal NODOSITY. [ {irom nedofus, Lat.) Compli
7. Principal ; capital : as, the heart is one of
cation ; knot . Bioqun .
the nobleparts.
NODUS . a . ( nedejus, Lat.] Kaoity ; full oí
NOBLE.S. 1. One of high rank . Bacon . 2 .
knots . Brutun.
A coin rated at ſix ſhillings and eighiponce. NODULE,L; [ nodulus, Lat.] A ſmall lump.
It'obilteard.
Camden , Bacon .
NOʻGGEN . a . Ilard ; rough ; harſh . Escape of
NOBLE . liverwort . (Hepatica. ] A plant.
NOBLEMANS . [noble and man.) One who is King Charles.
NOCCIN. f . [nofel, German .) A ſmall mug.
enoobled. Dryden .
NO'BLENESS. S. [ from noble.] 1. Creatneſs ; Arturligt .
worth ; dignity ; magnanimity. Shakej; NOTANCH.L.S.C ASN01A : CE.) Miſchief ;
inconvenience. Shakeip
Taylor. 2. Splendour of deſcent.
NOʻBLESS. / [noblefje, Fr. ) 1. Nobility . This TO NOTT . 2.2. To annoy. An old word dira
uſed. Tuler.
word is not now uſed Spenſer. 2. Dignity ;
greatneſs. Ben . Johnsoni 3. Noblemen col . NOIERI. [from 1.aie.] One who annoys.Tufer.
NOTOUS. 6. (naijo, italian . ) Huriiul ; mil
lectively. Shakej:
chievous. Spealer.
NO BLY . ado . [from noble ) 1. Of ancient and
ſplendid extraction . Dryden . 2. Grea:ly ; il . NOISE. f. [7:01/8, Fr. ) . Any kind of sound.
Juftriouſly. Skakeſ ). 3. Crandly ; fplendidly
Bacon . 2. Outcry ; clammur : boaſting or im
porunale talk.8.2007 3 Occaſion oftaik Bildir
Addi ;en.

NON

NOP

TO NOISE .n. (from the noun.) To ſound | NONEXISTENCE.S. (non and exiſtence.) lo
loud . Milton .
exiſtence ; ſtate of not exiſting. Brown .
To NOISE . v. , To ſpread by romour, or re- NONJURING . a . (nor and juro, Lat.JBelong
ingto thoſe who will not ſwear allegiance to
post. Luke, W'orton , Bentley .
the Hanovenian family. Swift.
NOISEFUL a . [ noiſe and full.] Loud ; clamo
NONJU'ROR . S (from nor and juror.] One
rous. Dryden.
NOʻISEL ! SS . a . (from noiſe.] Silent ; without
who conceiving James II . unjuilly depoſed,
found. Shakeſp.
refuſes to ſwear allegiance to thule who have
NOTSINESS (from noiſy.) Loudneſs of ſound . ſucceeded him.
NOISEMAKER . F. [noiſe and maker. ) Cla- NONNA'TURALS. S. (non naturalia ) Ph fi
cians reckon thoſe to be fix, viz , air, meat
mourer. L'Eſtrange.
NO SOME . 6. (noioſo, Ital . ) 1. Noxious;
and drink , Neep and watching, motion and
miſchievous ; unwholeſome. Hooker . 2. Of
reſt, retention and excretion, and the paſſions
of the mind. Brown.
fenſive ; difufting . Shakeſp.
NOISOMELY. adv . (from scileme.) With a NONPARE'IL. f. (non and pareil, Fr. ) 1 .
fætid tioch ; with an infectious team .
Excellence unequalled. Shakeſp 2. A kind
ofapple. 3. Printere letters of a ſmall size,
NO ISOMENESS. S. ( fron nifime. ] A peneſs
on which ſmail Bibles and Common Prayers
to diſguit ; offenſiveneſs South .
are printed
NOISY . a . ( from noiſe.] 1. Sound ng loud.
2. Clamorous ; turbulent. Smith.
NONPLUS.S. (non and plus, Lat. ) Puzzle ;
NOLL . I. ( hnol , Sex . ] A head ; a noddle.Shak .
inability to ſay or do more . Souch , Locke .
NOLI metangere. ( Lat.) 1. A kind of cance - To NONPLUS. v.a. [ from the soun. ) To
confound ; to puzzle. Hudibras, South.
rous iwelling. 2. A plant . Mortimer .
NOLI TION.. (nolitio, Lat . ] Unwillingneſs NONRESIDENCE. . (nor and reſidence.)
Failure of reſidence . Swift.
Haie.
NONRE'SIDENT.S. (non and reſident. ) One
NOMBLES | . The entrails of a deer.
who neuleatsto live at the proper place.Swift.
NOMENCLATOR.S. ( Lat, nomenclateur, Fr. )
One who calls things or perſons by their pro- NONRESISTANCE.ſ. (non and reſiſtance.)
per names . Addison.
The principle of not oppoſing the king ; rea
NOMENCLA'TURE. S. [nomenclature,Fr.no
dy obedience to a ſuperiour.
menclaturo, Lat . ) 1. The act of naming. Ba NONSENSE./ (non and ſenſe.) 1. Unmeaning
y
ry;
or ungrammatical language . Pope. 2. Tri
a dictionar . Brown .
com. 2. A vocabula
NOMINAL . a . ( nominalis , Lat. ) Referring to fles, thingsofno importance. Thomſon.
NONSE'NSICAL. (from nou fenfe.] Unmean
names rather than to things. Locke.
minal. ] By
ing ; foolih . Ray.
NOʻMINALLY. adv. ( from nomino
NONSE'NSICALNESS. S. ( from nosſenfical.l
Dame ; litularly .
Ungrammatical jargon.
TO NOMINATE . v . 0. ( nomino , Lat.) 1. To
Dame ; to mention by name. Wotion 2. TO NONSOLVENT 1 [non and foloent ] One
entitle. Soenjer 3. To itt down ; to appoint who cannot pay his debts.
NONSOLUTION. | ( rain and ſolution ) Fai
by name . Shakeſp .
lure of folution. Broome
NOMINATION . L. (nomination , Fr. from no
mnate ] 1. The act of mentioning by name . NONSPARING . o (non and ſparing.) Merci
Wonton 2. The power of appointing Ciar.
leſs ; 2|| deſtroying . Shakeſp.
NO MINATIVE.(nimiratif, Fr.) The caſe that To NONSUIT .' v. a . ( non and fuit.) To de
prive of the benefit of a leg i proceſs for ſome
primarily deſignates the name of any thing
failure in the management. Sarift
NON. V a ( 1.21.) Not . It is never uted lepa
rately, but sometimes prefixed to words with NDODIF . ). ( from noddle or noddy.) A fool ;
a Gogarive power. Pierre.
a fimpleton .
NONAGE 1. ( non and age. ) Minority; time of NOOK: 1. ( frown een hoeck , German. ) A corner .
Davies .
litc be cre legal maturity. Craſbaw , Hale.
NONCE.S. [ The original of this word is uncer- NOON. S. [non, Sax .) 1. The middle hour of
lain .) Purpose ; intent ; defign . Cleavel.
the day . Dryden. 2. It is caken for midnight.
Dryden.
NONCONFORMITY. f ( non and conformity.)
1. Reruſal of compliance. W'atis . 2. Retutal NOʻONDAY. S. (neon and day.) Midday.Shakeſ .
NO ONDAY a Meridional, dedifon .
to juin in theestablished religion .South.
NONCONFO'RMIST. S. ncn and conformill.] NO'ONING . S.(from noon .) Repole at noon ,
One who refuſes to join in the eilabliſhed NOONTIDE . . [room and tide )Midday Sbai.
NO'ONTIDE.6. Meridional. Shakesp.
worſhip. Swifi.
NONE a . ( ne ane , Sax .) 1. Not one. Aldiſon NOOSE . l. ( neſada, entangled.] A running
Fenisa
.
3.
Not
other.
Genelis.
knot which the more it is drawn binds the
2. Not any.
cloſer. Sandys.
4. None of ſometimes ſignifies only empha
To NOOSE . v. a . ( from the noun.] To tie ia
tically noi. Pfalms .
NONENTITY . /. ( non and entity. ) 1. Non
a nouſe. Gov. of obe Tongue.
exiſtence, Boniey. 2. A thing not exiſting NOPE . P. A kind of bird called a bullfioch or
Smith .
redtail .
NOR ,

NOT

NOT

NOR. conji (ne or. ) 1. A particle marking the le- NO'TABLENESS. S. (from notable.) Appear
ance of buſineſs.
cond or ſubſequent branch of a negative propo
fution Shakeſp. 2. Two negatives are ſome- NOTABLY. adv. [ from notabk. ) 1. Memo
times joined, but ill . Shakeip. 3. Noris rably ; remarkably. Bacon. 2. With conſe
quence ; with ſhow of importance. Addiſon.
ſometimes uſed in the first branch for neither ;
as , I nor love myſelf, nor thee . B. Jubnjon. NOTARIAL. 4. ( from notary.) Taken by a
NORTH . S. (norð, Sax ) The point oppoſite to notary. Ayliffe.
the fun in the meridian . Shakeſp.
NO'TARY.Š. (netaire, Fr. from notarius ,Lat. ]
NORTH . 6. Northern . Numbers .
An officer whofc buſineſs it is to take actes of
NORTHEAST. / [ncordoot, Dutch ) The point
any thing which may concern the publick.
Hooker.
between the north and eaſt. Arbuthnot.
NORTHERLY.a. [ irom north . ) le ng towards NOTA'TION . S. (notario, Lat. ) 1. The act or
the north . Dertam .
practice of recording any thing by marks : as,
NOʻRTHERN . a . ( from north . ) Being in the
by figures or letters. Cocker. 2. Meaning i
Shokelp
north .
.
ſignification. Hammond .
NORTHSTAR S. (north and ſtar.) The poler NOTCH F. (nocchia , Ital . ) A pick ; a hollow
Itar. Sbakelp.
cut in any thing. Grew .
NORTHWARD a. (north and peand, Sax . ) To NOTCH. v. c. ( from the noun . ) To cut ia
Being towards the north .
finall hollows. Grew .
adv. ( north and peand, NOTCHWEED . S. [ notch and weed .) An herb
NORTHWARD.
NORTHWARDS } Şax . ) Towards the north
called orach
Stakelp :
NOTE. [ lor ne mete. ) May not. Spenſer.
NORTHWEST. ( north and weſt.] The point NOTE. F. ( nota, Lal note, Fr. ] 1. Mark ;
between the north and weſt. Brown .
token Hooker . 2. Notice ; heed Shakejp .
3. Reputation ; conſequence. Abhot. 4. Re
NORTHWIND ). ( norib and wind ) The
wind that blows from the north. Milion .
proach ; ſtigma. Shakepp . 5. Account; in
NOSE . S. ( nase, nosa, Sax . ] 1. The promi
formation ; intelligence . Shakeſp. 6. Tune ;
nence on the face, which is the organ ot icent
voice. Hooker. 7. Single found in muſick .
and the emunctory of the brain. Locke.
Dryden. 8. State of being obſerved . Bacon.
The end of any thing. Holder . 3. Scent ;
9. Short hint ; ſmall paper. Shakeſp 10. Ab
ſagacity. Collier. 4. To lead by the Nose
breviation ; fymbol. Baker. 11. A finall let
To drag by torce : as, a bear by his ring To
ter. Dryden . 12. Written paper. Swift 13 .
lead blindly. Shakeſp 5. To thruſt one's Nose
A paper given in confeffion of a debt. Arbuih.
into the affairs of others. To be a buſy body.
14. Explanatory annotation Felton.
6. Io put one's Nose out of joint. To pui one NO'TEBOOK. 1. ( note and book. ) A book in
out of the affections of another.
which notes and memorandums are ſet down.
Shakeſp.
To NOSE.V. a . (from the noun ) 1. To ſcent ;
to ſmell. Sbakep. 2. To face ; to oppole .
To NOTE . V a. (n0:0 , Lat. moter, Fr.] 1. To
To NOSE v. «. To look big ; to bluſter . Skake.
obſerve ; to remark ; to heed , to attend.
NOSEBLEED. J. (noje and bleed.) A kind of Addiſon. 2. To deliver ; to let down. Hooker.
herb .
3. To charge with a crime. Dryden. 4. (In
muſick .) To let down the notes of a cuce.
NO SEGAY. f. ( noſe and gay .) A poſie ; a
bunch of Howers. Shakeſp. Pope.
NOʻTED . part . 6. (from nete.) Remarkable ;
eminent ; celebrated. Boyle.
NO SELESS. a . (from nole .) Wanting a noſe.
Shakejp
NOʻTER . f. (from note. ) He who takes notice .
NOSE SMART.S. (noſe and ſmart ) The herb NOTHING . J. (no and thing i nathing, Scot
creffes.
tilh.) 1. Negation of being ; nonentity ;
NOʻSLE . S. ( from noſe.) The extremity of a
universal negation ; oppoſed to ſomething.
thing : as, the noſle of a pair of bellows
Bentley. 2. Nonexiſtence. Shakeſp. 3. Not
NOSOLOGY. S. ( 10505 and 26705. ) The doctrine
any thing ; no particular thing . Addijen. 4 .
diſeales
of
.
No other thing Wote. 5. No quantity or
degree. Clarendon. 6. No importance; no
NOSOPOE'TICK . a . ( x6cos and 77 OLEQ ] Produ
cing diſeaſes. Arbuthnot.
ule . Spenjer. 7. No poffeflion or fortuge.
NOSTRIL . S. (noje, and Hỳnl, a hole, Sax . ]
Shakelp. 8. No difficulty ; no trouble. Ray.
The cavity of the nole . Bacon.
9 . A thing of no proportion . Bacon . 1o .
Trifle ; fomething of no confideration bakeſ.
VOSTRUM.1.1Lat j A medicine not yet made
11. Nothing has a kind oí adverbial ſignificati.
publick , but remaining in lome ſingle hand,
an . In no degree Knolles.
Sliding fleet.
NOT. adv. ( ne auht, Sax . niet, Dutch .) 1. NOTHINGNISS. Į trom nothing. ) 1. Ni
hility ; nonexiltence. Denne. 2. Thing of no
The particle of negation or retuſal . penfor.
value. Hudobras.
2. lc denotes cellation or extinction. No
more . Job .
NOTICE . ! ( notice, Fr. riotitia , Lat.] 1. Re
mark ; heed ; obfervation ; regard . Locke.
NO'TABLE a . ( niable, Fr. nolabilis, Lat ) 1 .
Remarkable ; memorable ; oblervable, S.d.
2. Information ; intelligence given or receive
ney , Clarendon. 2. Careful ; buding. dddifon , ed. Slakeſp.
Uuu
NOTIFI .

NO V

NUB

religious houſe, but not yet taken the vow .
NOTIFICA'TION.S. [ nctification, Fr. from no
tify .) Ad of making known . Hold .
NOVITIATE. /. (noviciat, Fr.) 1. The ſtate
To NOTIFY.v. a . (notifier, Fr. notifico, Lat.)
of a novice , the time in which the rudiments
To declare ; to make known. Hooker, Whitg . are learned . South. 2 The time ſpent in a
NOʻTION . F. (motion , Fr. ) 1. Thought ; re
religious houſe, by way of trial, before the
vow is taken .
preſentation of any thing formed by the mind .
Newton. 2. Sentiment ; opinion . Atterbury , NOVITY ſ. ( novilas, Lat.) Newneſs ; novelty.
Brown .
Shakelp.
NOʻTIONAL. a . ( from rictionſ 1. Imaginary ; NOUL The crown of the head. See NOIL .
ideal. 2. Dealing in ideas, not realities. Spenſer.
NOULD . Ne would ; would not. Sperler .
Glanville.
NOTIONALITY.S . [ from notional.) Empty : NOUN.S. ( nem, French ; nomen , Lat. ) The
name of any thing in grammar. Clarke.
ungrounded opinion. Glanville.
NOTIONALLY. adv. [from notional.] In idea ; To NOU'RISH.
(noerrir, Fr. ** trie,
Lat .) 1. To encreaſe or ſupport by food.
mentally. Norris.
NOTORIETY ſ.(notorieté, Fr. from notorious.) Thomſon. 2. To ſupport ; to maintain. Sbake .
Publick knowledge ; publick expoſure. Addis: 3. To encourage ; to foment. Hooker . 4 TO
NOTORIOUS. a (notorius, Lat, notoire, Fr. ] train , or educate. i Tim 5. To promote
Publickly known ; evident to the world ; ap
growth or ſtrength , as food. Bacon .
To NOU'RISH. v . * . To gain nouriſhment.
parent; not hidden
. Whitgifte.
NOTORIOUSL
(from notorious.) Pub
Y. adv.
Unuſual. Bacon.
NOU'R ISHABLE . a. ( from souriſ .) Suſcep
lickly ; evidently . Clarendon.
NOTOʻRIOUSNESS . S. [ from notorious. ) Pub
tive of nouriſhment Grew .
NOURISHER . S. ( from sovrijb . ) The perfor
lick fame .
To NOTT. v . a. To fhear . Ainſworth.
or thing that nouriſhes. Shakeſp. Bacon.
NOʻTWHEAT. F. ( not and wheat .) of wheat |NOURISHMENT. F. (nouriſſement, Fr.) 1 .
there are two ſorts , French , which is bearded ,
That which is given or received, in order to
and requireth the beſt toil, and not wheat
the ſupport or encreaſe of growth or ſtrength ;
food ; ſuſtenance. Newton , 2. Nutrition ;
fo termed becauſe it is unbearded .
NOTWITHSTANDING.conj. ( This word is ſupport of ſtrength. Miltom . 3. Suftentation ;
ſupply of things needful. Hooker.
properly a participial adjective, as it is com
pounded of not and avithſanding, and anſwers NOURSLING . S. The nurſe ; the surfing,
Spenſer
exactly to the Latin non obftante.] 1. With
out hindrance or obitruction from . Decay of NOURITURE !. {nourriture,Fr.) Education ;
inſtitu
tion . Spenſer.
L'iety. 2. Although . Addiſor. 3. Neverthe
To NOU SEL . w . a. To nurſe up. Spenſer.
leis ; however. Hooker .
NOTUS. 1. [Lat ] The lourhwind. Milton.
NOW . adv . ( nu , Sax .) 1. At this time ; at
NOVA TION.S noza110, Lat.) The introduc.
the time preſent. Tillo:ſon. 2. A little while
ago. Shakejp. 3. At one time; at another
tion of fomething new.
Limne . Pope. 4. le is fometimes a particle of
NOVATOR.J. Lat) The introducer of ſome.
connection ; as, if this be true, he is guilty i
thing new.
NOVEL. O , ( 1002 !!us , Lat.) 1 New ; not an
now this is true, therefore he is guilty. Rogers,
cient. King Charles. 2. ( In the civil law .} 5. After this ; Gince things are fo, in familias
Appendant to the code , and of later enaction. ſpeech. L'Eſtrange. 6. Now and then ; 1: one
time and another; uncertainly. Dryden.
NOVEL L. ( nouvel'e , Fr. } } , A ſmall tale . NOW . J. Preſent moment. Cowly.
Dryden. 2. A law annexed : o the code. Art. NOWA'DAYS.adv In the preſent age.Garrick .
NOVILIST . !. ( from nivel ) 1. An innovaior ; NO'WED . c. ( noue, Fr.) Kootted ; iawreathed .
A writer of Brau.
affertor of novelty. Barin .
NOWES.S. ( from nex, old Fr. ) The marriage
novels.
knot . Craſbaw .
NOVELTY . I. [7: 24T06, Fr. ) Newneſs ;
ftate of being unknown to formeremes Heeker. NOWHERE. adv. (no and wbere.) Not in any
NOVEMBERS.; Lat ] The eleventh month of place. Tillotjen.
the year, or the nioch reckoned from March. NO'WISE . F. Not any manner or degree Besil.
NOVENARY.J. (79tenarius, Lat ) Number of NOʻXIOUS. . ( serius, Lat.) 1 . Hurttui ;
harmful; hanctul. Brown. 2. Guilty ; an
pine. B : 11.
NOVE’RCAL . 2. ( actercalis, from norcrca , minal . Bramhail.
Lat . ) Having the manner of a ſtep-inother. NOXIOUSNEJS f . [ from rorisus.] Hurtiale
neſs ; inſalubrity Hammen !
Derbam .
NOUGHT . S. (ne acht, Sax ] 1. Not any NOXIOUSLY adu tror wri :: s ] Hurtía'ty i
thing ; nothing. Fairfax 2. To ſet at nouglı' perniciouſly .
la
NO'ZLE . / ( from 10 ? ] Thepole ;
not to value; to fight Proverbs.
NOV ! CE.J . (rovice, rr. novitius, Lat .)
the end Arbutxat .
,
brut
To
a.
thing
;
E.
any
a
:
fred
with
TONUBB
One not acquainted
Ainfroorih,
man. Stakejt. 2. One who has entered a
ILUT :

NUM
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NU'BEFEROUS. a . ( nubifer, Lat.] Bringing NU'MBLES. S. [ nomibles, Fr. ) The entralls of a
deer. Bailey.
clouds.
TO NU'BILATE . v. a. (nubilo, Latin.) To NU'MBNESS . f . [from numb.) Torpor ; dead
neſs ; ſtupefaction. Mileon .
cloud.
NU'BILE . a . (nubile, Fr. nubilis, Lat.) Marri- NUMERABLE. a. (numerabilis, Lat.) Capa
ble to be numbered.
ageable ; fit for marriage. Prior.
NUCIFEROUS. a. (nuces and fero, Lat.) Nuc- NU'MERAL. a. (numeral, Fr. ) Relating to
; conſting of number. Locke.
number
bearing
NUCLEUS. S. (Lat.) A kernel; any thing about NUMERALLY. adv. ( from numeral.) Ac
cording to number. Brown .
which matter is gathered or conglobated.
Woodward.
NU'MERARY . a ( numorus, Lat.) Anything
NUDA'TION. S. [from auda, Lat .] The act of belonging to a certain number. Ayliffe .
NUMERATION . S. (numeration , Fr.] 1. The
making bare or naked .
NU'DITY. }. (rudité, fr. nudus, Lat.) Naked
art of numbering. Locke , Brown. 2. The rule
of arithmetick which teaches the notation of
parts. Dryder.
numbers, and method of reading numbers re
NU'EL. See Newel .
NUGACITY . l. ( nugacis, Latin. ) Fucility : gularly noted .
NUMEÅATOR F. (Latin.) : . He that oum
trilling talk , or behaviour.
NUGATION . S. (nugor, Latin.) The act or
bers. 2. (Numer atear, Fr ] That number
which ſerves as the common meaſure to ou
practice of trifling. Bacon.
thers .
NUGATORY. a . ( nugatorius, Lat ) Trißling ; NUMERICAL
. a ( from numerus, Lat . ) 1 .
futile . Beniley.
Numerical ; deßoting number. Locke.
N’UISANCE. Y. (nuiſance, Fr.) 1. Something
noxious or offenlive. South . 2. ( In law . )
The ſame not only in kind or species, but
Something that incommodes the neighbour
number, South
NUMERICALLY. adv. [ from namerical ) Re
hood.
To NOLL. v . a .( nullus, Lat. ) To annul ; 10
ſpecting rameneſs in number. Boyle.
annihilate . Milion .
NUMERIST. f. [frem humerus, Lat .) One
NULL. a . (nullus, Lat.) Void ; of no force ; in . that deals in numbers Brown .
NUMEROSITY. l. ( from numeroſxs, Lat.)
effectual. Swift.
1. Number ; the late of being numerous ,
NULL . S. Something of no power, or no mean
Browm. 2. Harmony ; numerous flow .
ing. Bacon.
NULLIBI'ETY. f. ( from nullibi, Lat.] The NUMEROUS. a. (numerojus, Lat.] 1. Con.
taining many ; conſiſting of many; not few .
ftate of being no where,
Waler. 2. Harmonious ; conliſting of parts
T. NULLIFY. v. a (from nullus, Lat ) To
rightly numbered , melodious ; muſical. Wall.
annul ; to make void.
Dryden.
NULLITY. /. (nullité, Fr.) 1. Want of force
or efficacy. Souib. 2. Want of existence. Bac NUMEROUSNESS. F. (from numerous ? i .
NUMB. a ( benomen, Sax. ] 1. Torpid ; chill , The quality of being numerous. 2. Harroy
mo : iorleſs . Shakeſp. 2. Producing chillneſs ; ny ; muſicalneſs. Dreden .
NU'MMARY . a. ( from nummus , Lat.) Relat
benumbing . Shakeſp.
ing to money . Arbuthnot.
TO NUMB. v a . To make corpid ; to deaden ;
NUM'SKULL S. (numb and ſkull ] 1. A dul
Shakesp.
ſtupify.
to
lard ; a dunce ; a dolt ; a blockhead.
NUMBEDNESS . (from numbed. ) Interrup
The head . In burle que .
tion o: ſenſation . Wijeman.
TO NUMBER. v . a . (nombrer, Pr . numero, NU'MSKUILED . a . ( trom rumfull.] Dull ;
Atupid ; doltith .
Lat. ) 1. To count ; to tell ; lo reckon how
many. Numbers. 2. To reckon.as one o' the NUN !. A woman dedicated to the ſeverer du
ties of religion, lecluded in a cioifter from the
ſame kind. I aiab .
NUMBER / (nombre, Fr. ) The ſpecies of world. Addifon.
quantity by which it is computed how many NUN ). A kind ofbird . Ainſworth .
Shahejp. 2. Any particular aggregate of u. NUNCIATURE . J. [from nuncia, Lat.) The
office of a nuncio .
niis ; as, even or oud. Sbakeip. 3. Many ;
more than one . Adlyjon . 4. Mulliiude that NU NCIO . ilialian , from nuncius , Lat ) 1. A
inay be counted . Milion . 5 Comparative meſſenger , one that brings ridings. Stakep.
multitude. Bacon . 6. Aggregated muluude. 2. A hind of ſpiritual envoy from the pope.
Arterbu' y.
Lacon 7. Harmony ; pioportion calculated
by number . Milion . 8. Veiles; poetry . Popi. NUNCHIONS. A piece of victuals eaten be
9. In the noun is the variation or change of
tween meals Hud : bras .
termination to lignify a number more than one . NUNCUPA'TIVE . ( a. (nuncupatif, French . )
NUNCUPATORY I Publickiy or Llandy
Clarke,
NUMBERER Į (from runker .] He who declaratory ; verbally pronounced.
NUNDIAL . La ( nundinal, Fr. from man
numbers .
NUMBERLESS a { from number.) Innumer. NUNDINARY. S dine , Lat . ) Belonging to
able ; more than can be reckoned Dentar , fairs,
NUNNE
Uuu 2
Swife.

NU T
' N YS
NU'NNERY . S. ( from num ) A houſe of nuns,
ftrument uſed to encloſe nuts and break then .
of women dedicated to the leverer duties of Allifon.
religion. Dryden.
NUTGALL. S. (nut and gall.] Excrelcence of
NUPTIAL. a. nuptial, fr. nuptialis, Latin.]
an oak . Brown.
NU THATCH .
Pertaining to marriage.
NUʻPTIALS. ll. (nuptiæ , Latin . ) Marriage. NU TJOBBER.
ſ. A bird . Ainſworib.
NU TPECKER .}
Dryden.
NURSE . / [ nourrice, Fr.) 1. A woman that has NUTHOOK . S. ( nut and hook ] A ſtick with a
hook at the end. Shakelp.
the care of ancther's child. Raleish. 2. A
woman that has care of a lick perſon Shakesp NUTMEG . | ( wat and mugurt, Fr. ) The suis
3. One who breeds, educales, or protects Shak. meg is a kernel of a large fruit not nohke the
4. An old woman , in contempt. Blackm . 5
peach , and ſeparated from that and from its
The flate of being nurſed Cleveland. 6. In
invertient coat , the mace, before it is fent e
compoſition , any thing that ſupplies food .
ver to us ; except that the whole fruit is fome.
Walton .
times lent over in preſerve, by way of ſweti.
To NURSE . v . a . ( nourrir , Fr. ] 1. To bring
meal or as a curioſity. The ratneg is round.
up a child not one's own . Exodus . 2. To
iſ , of a compaxt texture , and its ſurface ture
bring up any thing young . Dryden . 3. To rowed : ie is or an extremely agreeable ſmell
feed ; to keep ; to maintain . Addifon . 4
and an aromatick ( alte The tree which pro
Totend the fick. 5 To pamper ; to foment ; duces them is not uplike our pear-tree in its
to encourage. Davies.
manoer of growih : iis leaves, whether green
NURSER . ). ( froin ourſe. 1. One that nurſes
or dried , have , when bruiled, a very fragrant
ſmell ; and the trunk or branches, cut or
Skakelp 2. A promoter ; a fomenter.
NURSERY. | (Trem rurje.] 1. The act or broken off, yield a red liquor like blood Hill
office of nuring. Shalelp 2. That which is NU’TSHELL. l. ( nut and Jbell.) The hard lub
the object of a curle's care. Milion . 3. A
Itance that incloles the keruel of the gut . Sta.
plantation of young trees to be transplanted NUTTREE./.[nut and irre ) A tree that bears
to other ground Bacon, Addijon. 4 A place
nuts ; a hazle Dryeler
where young children are nurled and brought NUTRICATION T. ( aw : ricatis, Lat .) Maa
up. Bacon. 5. The place or tlace where any
ner of leeding or being ted brown
NU TRIMENT.A . (nu.rimerium, Lat.) Food ;
thing is ſoltered or brought up . Skatep.
NURSLING . / ( from nurje.) One nuried up
aliment. Sowib .
NUTRIMENTAL. a. (from rutrimesi.) Hav.
a fondling. Dryden.
ing the qualities of food. Arbatorer.
NURTURE . 1. [contracted from nouriture,
Fr. ) 1. Food ; diet . Milion . 2. Education ; NUTRITION..[ rutrition , Fr. ) The ad or
inſtitution Spenſer.
quality of nouriſhing. Glanville.
NUTRITIOUS. a . ( irom nutrie, Lac ) Har.
To NURTURE . 3. c . ( from the noun )
To educate ; to train ; to bring up l'otten .
ing the quality of nouriſhing. Arbustust.
2. To nuriure up : to bring by care and food NUTRITIVE . a . ( irom Autris, Lat.) Nou
riſhing ; outrimeniai .
to maturity. Bentley
TO NU'STLE. v . 6. To fondle ; to cheriſh NU TRITURE .J. ( from viris, Lat ) The
power of nouriſhing. Harvey.
Anworth .
NUT. ſ. (hnut, Sux . ) 1. The fruit of certair. To NUZZLE. v . a (corrupied from #siji .) 1 .
trees; it cortiſts of a kernel covered by a
To purſe ; to fotter. Sidney. 2. To go with
hard hell. Arburbrot. 2. A finall body with
the noſe down like a hog. Arburbast.
teeth, which correſpond with the teeth o NYMPH . S. [ rope.pn.) 1. A goddeſs of the wools,
wheels. Ray.
meadows or waters . Davies. 2 , A lady . la
NUTBROWN a . ( nut and brown.) Brown poetry. Waller .
like a rut kept long. 11:11on .
NYS. ( A corruption of re is ) None is ; oot
is. Spenjer.
NUTCRACKERS. f nut and crack .) Anir

O.
O

O AF

, Fionalister Aubange for more internacionary thin bianconergy foolith child leis by
O proche
is utually denoted long by a tevile o lubjoin
the fairies. Drayton. 2. Adult ; a black
ed , at , moun , or by e althe end of the lilla
head ; an idiot.
ble ; as bone. 1. Oʻis aled as an interjection OAFISH a . ( from oaf ] S :upid ; dull; dolen .
ci willing or exclamacion. Decay of Psery, 2. OA FISHNESS. I (tra ocjjb . ) Stupidity ;
Diuicut; S. ako,poire for a circle or orali duilanib,
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OAK . f. (ac, xc, Sax . ] The oak tree hath male |OBE'DIENT. a . (obediens , Lat ] Submifli se to
authority ; compliant with command or pro
flowers. The embryos aterwards become a
hibition i obiequious. Tillotſon .
corns in hard ſcaly cups ; the leaves are finu
OBEDIENTIA
L. a . obedientiel, Fr. from o
ated . The ſpecies are five. Miller.
OAK. (Evergreen .) The wood of this tree is bedient.] According to the rule of obedience.
Wake.
very good for many fores of tools . Miller
OAKAPPLE . S. loak and apple .) A kind of OBEDIENTLY . e. ( from obedient. ] With
obedience. Tilloulon.
ſpoogy excreſcence on the oak. Bacon.
OAKEN. a . ( from oak ) Made of oak ; ga. OBETSANCE. I. [ cbaiſance, Fr. 7 A how ; a
thered from oak, Arbuthnot .
countely , an act of reverence . Shakeſp.
OBELISK 1 lobe.i; cus, Lat. ) 1. A magnifi
OAKENPIN . J. An apple . Mortimer .
cert high piece of marble , or ftone , having
OAKUM . : Cords uptwitted and reduced to
uſual'y our faces, and letrening upwarts by
hemp. Raleigh.
OAR . T. ( are, Sax . ) A long pole with a broad degrees. Harris. 2. A inark or centure in
end , by which veſſels are driven in the water .
the margin of a book , in the forın ot a daga
Wilkins.
ger . tj. Grew .
TOOAR.v r. (from the noun.) To row. Pope. OBEQUITATION. S.[ from obequito, Lat. )
The act of riding about.
TOOAR.v .e . To impel by rowing. Shakeſp
OA'RY. o . (from ear .] Having the form or uſe OBERRATION. J. [ from oberro, Lat.) The
of oars. Miltox .
act of wandering about.
OBESE . a. [ ebejus, Lát. ] Fat ; loaden with
OAST. L. A kiln . Not in ule . Mortimer.
feth .
OATCAKE. 1. ( oat and cake. ) Cake made of
the meal of oats. Peacham .
S. [ from obeſe .] Morbid fat
OA'TEN . a. ( from oat ] Made of oals ; bear - OBE'SENESS
OBEÄSITY. ;}
S neis. Grew.
To OBEY . v. a. ( obeir, Fr.] To pay ſubmir
ing cats. Sbakejp.
lion to ; to comply with, from reverence to
OA'TH. . ( að , Sax .) An affirmation, nega.
tion , or promil-, corroborated by the atteita
authorily. Remans.
OBJECT. S. [ objet, Fr.) 1. That about whicla
tion of the Divine Being. Bacon.
OATHABLE . a. I from cath . A word not any poweror lacully is employed. Hammond .
uſed. Capable of having an oath adminiflertd . 2. Something preſented to the ſeoſes to raite
Shakeſp .
any arrcction or emotion in the mind. Allerb .
OATHBREAKING . f. [ carb and break .) Per
3. (in grammar.) Any thing int'uenced by
somewhat elle. Clarke.
jury ; the violation of an oath . Skakeſp.
OA'TMALT . S. 1oat and mult.j Mall made of OBJECTCLASS. f. A glaſs remoteſt from
the eye . Newton .
oa:s. Mortimer .
OATMEAL. S. [ oat and meal. ] Flour made ToOBJECT. v.a. [objecter, Fr. objicio, objer
tum , Lat.] 1. To oppoſe ; to preſent in Ppco
by grinding oats. Arbuthnot.
fition. Bacon , Pope. 2. To propoſe as a
OATMEAL. J. Ad herb . Ainſworth .
OATS. ſ. (aten, Sax . ) A grain, which in En . charge criminal, or a rea op adverie. W lig.
gland is generally given to hortes Swift.
OBJECTION . F. [ objection, Fr. objectio, Lac.]
OATTHISTLE.T. (oat and thifile .] Ao herb ,
1. The act of preſenting any thing in oppofi
tion
. 2. Criminal charge. Shakeſp. 3. Are
Ainſworth
OBAMBULA'TION. S. (obambulario , from ob.
verſe argument. Burnei. 4. Fault found.
Walſh.
ambulo, Lat .) The act of walking abou . Diet.
To OBD'UCE . U a . [ obduco, Lit.) To draw OBJECTIVE. a . (objectif, Fr ] 1. Belonging
to the object ; contained in the object. 'Varts.
over as a covering. Hale.
2. Made an object ; propoſed as an object.
OBDU'CTION . / ( froin obductio, obduco, Lat .)
Hale .
The act of covering , or laying a cover.
OBDURACY . I. (trom obdurate.) Indexible OBJECTIVELY. adv.( from bjeftice.) 1. la
manner of an object. Locke. 2. Ia a Itale of
wickedaets; impenitence ; hardneſs of heart,
Soutb.
oppoſition. Brown.
OBDURATE G. (cbeluratus, Lat . ) 1. Hard O'BJECTIVENESS. S. ( from cbjective.) The
of heart ; infiexibly obttinate in ill ; hardened .
Rate of being an object . Hale.
Shakeſp . 2. Hardened ; firin í Rubborn . OBJE'CTOR . !. [ from obje27.) One who offers
objections. Blackmore.
Sourb . 3. Harth ; rugged. Swifi.
OBDURATELY.adi. [trom obdurate .) Stub- OBIT, J: {a corruption ofobiit, or sbizit.] Fu
obſequies. Ainſworth.
Deral
bornly ; inflexibly.
. v . a . (objurgs, Lat.) To
OBDU'RATENESS. S. ( from obdurate ] Stub- TO OBJU'RGATE
chide ; to reprove.
børnnels ; inflexibility ; impenitence ,
OBDURATION . / (iron obbraie.) Hard- OBJURGATION . S. [objurgatia, Lat.) Ree
proof ; reprehenfion . Biarka !!.
neſs of heart . Hooker.
OBDURED . a.( ebduratus, Lat . ) Hardened ; OBJU'RGATORY . a. [:bjurgatorius, Lat.)
inflexible. Milion.
Reprehenſory ; culpatory i chiting.
OPEDIENCE. S. (ebedientia, Lat.] Obſegr :- OBLATE. a. (oblarus, Lain ! Tuled at ite
vulnus ; fubmiflion tu authority, Lacin .
ples. Uſed ut a sphervid, ( boyre .
UOLATION .
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ſpeech ; blame; flander. Daniel. 2. Cauſe
OBLA'TION . S.foblation , fr. oblatus, Lat.)
An offering ; a facrifice. Soulh .
of reproach ; dilgrace. Shakeſp.
OBLECTA'TION . S. ( ebleElaiio, Lat. ) De - OBMUTE-SCENCE . S. (from obmutefcs, Lat. )
Loſs of ſpeech . Brown.
light ; pleaſure.
To OBLIGATE. v. 0. [cb'igo, Lat ] To bind |OBNOXIOUS. J. (obnoxius, Lat. ] 1. SubjeA .
Bacon. 2. Liable to puniſhment. Calamy . 3 .
by contract or duty.
Liable ; expoſed. Hayward.
OBLIGATION . J. Lobligatio, from obligo, Lat.)
1. The binding power ofan oath , vow , du . OBNOXIOUSNESS. ſ. (from obnoixous.) Sub
jection ; liableneſs to puoithment.
ly ; contract. Glanville. 2. An act which
binds any man to ſome performance. Taylor. S'OBNOXIOUSLY. odv. ( from obnoxious.) In a
ſtate of ſubjection ; the ſtate of one liable to
3 Favour by which one is bound to gratiiude .
puniſhment.
South .
O'BLIGATORY a. ( from obligate. ) Impoſing To O'BNUBILATE . v. 2. ( ebnubile, Lat.) To
an obligation ; binding; coercive. Taylor.
cloud ; to obſcure.
T, OBLIGE. 0. a . (cbliger, Fr. obligo, Lat.) O'BOLE.S. (obolus, Lat.) lo pharmacy, twelve
1. To bind ; to impoſe obligation ; to compel grains. Ainſworth.
to ſomething. Rogers . 2. To indebt ; to lay OBREPTION. S. [obreptio, Lat.) The act of
obligations of gratitude . Dryden. 3. To pleaſe; creeping on.
To OBRO'GATE . v. a. ( obrogo, Lat.) To
to gratify. South.
OBLIGEE. S. [from eblige ] The perſon bound
proclaim a contrary law for the diſſolution of
the former.
by a legal or written contract.
OBLIGIMENT. S. ( obligement, Fr. ] Obliga- OBSCE'NE .a ( obfcænas, Lat.) 1. Immodeſt ;
not agreeable to chaſtity of mind. Mi for . 2 .
tion Dryden.
Offenlive ; diſguſting. Dryden. 3. loauſpi
OBLIGER . /. He who binds by contract .
cious ; ill omened. Dryder,
OBLIGING. part. a . (cbligeant, Fr. from ob
lige ) Civili complaisant; refpe &trol; en- OBSCENELY . a. ( from obſcene.) In an im .
pure and unchalte manner .
gaging. Pope
OBLIGINGLY. adv . [from obliging .) Civilly ; OBSCENENESS 31. ( from obſcene ) Impurity
OBSCENITY.
of thought or language ;
complaiſantly. Addiſon
OBLIGINGNESS. (from ebliging.) ! . Obli
unchallity ; lewdoeſs. Dryden.
gacion ; force. Decay of Piety. 2. Civility ; OBSCURA'TION . S.[ obſcuratio, Lac.] 1. The
act of darkening . Burnet. 2. A ſtate of be
complaiſance .
ing darkened.
OBLIQUA'TION. S. ( obliquario, from oblique,
Lat.] Declination from perpendicularity ; ob- JOBSCU'RE. a. (obſcurus, Lat.) i . Dark ; us
enlightened ; gloomy, hindering light. Milion .
liquity. Newton.
OBLI'QUE. 2. [obliquus , Lat.) 1. Not direct ;
2. Living in the dark. Shakeſp . 3. Not eaſily
intelligible ; abftrufe ; difficult. Dryder. 4.
not perpendicular, not parallel. Bacor. 2 .
Not direct. Died 'of renfe. Shakeſp. 3. [In Not noted ; pot obſervable. Atterbury :
grammar .) Any caſe in nouns except the no- To OBSCU'RE. v. a . lobfcuro, Lat . ] 1. To
darken ; to make dark. Pope. 2. To make
minative.
OBLIQUELY. adv. ( from eblique.) 1. Not di
leſs viſible. Brown . 3. To make leſs intelli
t
No
2.
gible. Holder. 4. To make leſs glorious, beau.
realy; not perpendicularly. Brown.
citul,
or illuſtrious. Dryden .
in the immediate or direct meaning. Addiſon.
OBLI'QUENESS. 2 S. ( obliquite, Fr. from ob - JOBSCOʻRELY. adv . ( from obſcure.] 1. Not
OBLI'QUITY. } liqelbiquitevlatifrotir
brightly; not luminouſly. 3. Out of light ;
privately ; without notice. Addiſon. 3. Not
phytical rectitude ; deviation from paralleliſm
or perpendicularity . Milion . 2. Deviation clearly ; not plainly.
OBSCURENESS.T
. obſcuritas, Lat )
from moral rectitude. South.
To OBLITERATE. v.a. (eb and litera, Lat.) OBSCU'RITY.
Darkneſs ; want of light.
1. To efface any thing written . 2. To wear
Donne, 2. Unnoticed ftate ; privacy. Drydex .
out ; to destroy ; to efface. Hale.
3 Darkneſs of meaning Boyle, Lecke.
OBLITERATION . S. ( obliteratio, Lat . ) Ef-JOBSECRATION . J. Cobjecratio, Lat.) Intres
Ly ; fupplication. Stiling fleet.
facement ; extinction. Hale.
OBLIVION. J. ( oblivio, Lat.) 1. Forgetful- OBSEQUIES . . { objeques, fr ] 1. Funeral
rites ; funeral folemnities. Sidney. 2. It is
nels ; cellation of remembrance . Brown. 2 .
found in the fingular, perhaps more properly.
Amneſty; general pardon of crimes in a ſtate.
Craſbaw .
Daries.
OBLIVIOUS . a. (obliviofus, Lat . ) Cauſing for. OBSEQUIOUS, a [from obſequium , Lau )
Obedient; compliant, not refilling Miltes.
getfulneſs, Philips.
OBLONG . 4. (eblongus, Lat ] Longer than 2. In Shake;p luneral.
broad. Harris .
OBSEQUIOUSLY. ado. [ from obſequious.] 1 .
OBLO'NGLY.adv. ( from oblong.) In an oblong Obediently ; with convpliance. Dryddir. 2. In
Shakcip. it fignibes, with funeral rites.
cireäion . Cheyne.
OBLO NGNEŚS. S. ( from olors.] The ſtate of OBSEQUIOUSNESS j . (trom objequiens.) O
bedie.ice ; compliance. Suih.
Leing oblong
OBSERVABLE .
ODLUQUY . ]. [ cbloquor, Lat. 1. Cenforious
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OBSERVABLE. a. (from ebferuo, Lat.) Re- OBSTIPATION. S. [ from cbflipo, Lat.] The
act of ſtopping up any paffage.
markable ; eminent. Rogers.
OBSERVABLY. adv [ from obfervable ) lo a JOBSTRE’PEROUS. a. (obftreperus, Lat.) Lond ;
manner worthy of note. Brown.
clamorous ; noiſy ; turbulent ; vociferous,
Dryden.
OBSERVANCÉ.S. (obſervance, Fr. ) i . Re
ſpect; ceremonial reverence. Dryden. 2. Re- OBSTRE'PEROUSLY ado.[from obfirepercus.)
Loudly ; clamouroully .
ligious rite . Rogers. 3. Attentive practice.
from cbfireperius]
Rogers. 4. Rule of practice. Shakeſp. 5. OBSTRE'PEROUSNESS.!.(
Loudneſs ; clamour ; noiſe .
Careful obedience. Rogers. 6. Obſervation ;
attention. Hale. 7. Obedient regard. Wotton , OBSTRI'CTION. F. I from obftri& us, Lat. )
Obligation ; bond. Milion.
Roſcommon
OBSERVANT. a . (obſervans, Lat .) 1. Atten . To OBSTRUCT. v. a. ( ebftruo, Lat.) 1. To
cive ; diligent ; watchtul. Raleigh. 2. Ref
hinder ; to be in the way of ; to block up ; to
pectfully attentive. Pope. 3. Meanly duciful ; bar. Arbuthnot. 2. To oppoſe ; to retard .
fubmiffive . Raleigh.
OBSTRUCTER . f. (from cbftru l.) One that
hinders or oppoſes.
OBSERVANT . S. À Naviſh attendant. Shakeſp.
OBSERVA’TION. F. ( obſervatio, Lat ) 1. The OBSTRUCTION.F. (<bſtructio, Lat.) 1. Hin
drance ; difficulty. Denbam . 2. Obſtacle ; im.
at of obſerving, noting, or remarking. Rogers .
pediment. Clarendor. 3. ( In phyfick. ) The
2. Notion gained by obſerving ; note ; remark.
Watts .
blocking up of any canal in the human body, to
as to prevent the flowing of any fuid through it.
OBSERVA’TOR . P. obfervateur, Fr. from ob
Quincy. 4. In Shakeſpeare it once ſignifies
Jeroe, Lat.) One that obſerves ; a remarker .
Dryden.
ſomething heaped together. Shakeſp .
OBSERVATORY . S obſervatoire, Fr.) A place OBSTRUCTIVE . a . I cbflru& if , Fr. from ob
built for aſtronomical oblervacions. Woodward. ſtruer .) Hindering i cauſing impediment.
Hammond.
To OBSERVE . v . a. ( obſervo, Lat .) 1. To
watch ; to regard attentively . Taylor. 2. To OBSTRUCTIVE. §. Impediment ; obſtacle .
Hammond
fiad by attention ; to note. Locke. 3. To re
gard or keep religiouſly. Exod 4. To obey ; to O'BSTRUENT, a . (obftruens, Lat.) Hindering ;
blocking up .
follow
TO OBSEʻRVE . V. n. 1. To be attentive . W'atts. OBSTUPEFACTI . S. [ cbftupefacio , Lat. )
The act of induciON
ng ftupidity .
2. To make a remark . Pope.
OBSERVER.S ( trom obſerve. ) 1. One who OBSTUPEFACTIVE, a. (from obliupefaci ,
Lat . ) Obitructing the mental powers. Abbor.
looks vigilantly on perſons and things. Swife .
2. One who looks on ; the beholder. Donne. 3. TO OBTAIN . v. a . ( cbtinec, Lat. ) 1. Togain ;
One who keeps any law or cuſtom or practice .
to acquire ; to procure . Eph. 2. To impetrale ;
Bacon .
to gain by conceflion. Hooker.
OBSERVINGLY adv. (from obſerving.] Al- TO OBTA IN, v . n . 1. To continue in uſe.
Boker. 2. To be eſtablished. Dryden . 3. To
tentively ; carefully . Shakeſp.
OBSESSION. J. [objeffio, Lat.) 1. The act of prevail ; to ſucceed , Bacon .
belieging. 2. The firſt altack of Satan, ante- OBTAINABLE. 6. (from brain .) To be pro
cured . Arbuibnot .
cedent to poffeffion .
OBSIDIONAL. o . Cobfidionalis, Lat.) Belong . OBTAINER. ). ( from cbrain.) He who obtains.
TO OBTEMPERATE .v. a . ( obtemperer, Fr.
ing to a ſiege. Diet
OBSOLETE . a . (obfeletus, Lat.) Worn out of obtempers, Lat .) To obey.
To OBTEND . v. a . [ corerds, Lat. ) 1. To
uſe ; diſuſed ; untathionable. Swift.
OBSOLETENESS . ſ ( from obfolete.) State of oppoſe ; to hold out in oppoſition. 2 To
being worn out of cle ; unfaihionabli neſs .
pretend ; to offer as the realon of any thing .
Dryden.
OBSTACLE.S. (obſtacle, Fr. obſtaculum , Lat.)
Something oppoled ; hindrance ; obſtruction . OBTENE'BRATION . S. (ob and tenebre , Lat.)
Collier ,
Darknels ; the ſtate of being darkened. Bacon .
OBSTETRICA'TION . . ( from cbftetricor, OBTE'NSION. / ( from cbrend ] The act of
Lat.) The office of a midwi e.
obtaining
OBSTETRICK . a . (from obſtetrix , Lat.) Mid - To OBTE ST. a . (ebteſter, Lat.) To beleech ;
wififh ; befitting a midwife ; doing the mid
to ſupplicate . I ryder .
wife's oifice. Dunciad.
OBTESTATION 1. ( ebteſtatio, Lat. from cb
le ?. ) Supplication ; entreaty .
O‘BSTINACY . f. [ cbflinario, Lat. ) Stub
bornnels ; contumacy ; pertinacy ; perliftency . OBTRECTATION . S. Lebtrecto, Lat.] Slander;
Locke.
detraction ; calamay .
OBSTINATE . a. (obſlinalus, Lat .) Stubborn ; To OB'TRUDE, Y. . (obtrudo, Lat.) To thruſt
into any place or itate by forceor impoſture. Hall.
contumacious ; fixed in refolution. Dryder.
O’BSTINATELY . adv ( from obflinate .] Stub. OB'TRUDER . 1. ( from cbtrude.] One that
bornly ; intlexibly . Clarendon.
obtrudes. Byle.
OBSTINATENESS. / (from obſtinale ) Stub . OBTRUSION. P. ( from obtrufus, Lat ] The
boronels.
act of obtruding. King Charles.
OBTRU'SIVE,
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OBTRUʻSIVE . a . [ from eberude.] Inclined to OCCIPITAL. 2. (occipiralis, Lat . ) Placed ja
the hinder part of the head.
force one's ſelf or any thing elſe, upon others
OCCIPUT.
(Lat . ] The hinder part of the
M leon
head . Butler
To OBTU'ND . v a . [cbtundi, Lat . ) To blunt
OCCISION . F. ( eccifio, Lat.) The act of
to dull; to quell ; to deaden . Hirvey.
killing
OBTURATION 7. Ffrom obturatus , Lat.) The
act of lopping up any thing with ſomething To OCCLU'DE. v. a. ( occlude, Lat.) To fhut
up . Brown ,
Imeared over it .
a . ( ocelujus, Lat.) Shut up ; cloſed.
OBTU'SANGULAR e (from obtuſeand angle. OCCLU'SE
Hilder
Having angles larger than right angles .
OBTUSE . a [ bujus, Lat.) 1. Noe pointed : OCCLUSION . S. Cocclufio, Lat.) The sê of
Mutting up.
pot acute
2. Not quick ; dull ; lupid
Milton 3 Not Thrill; obſcure ; as, an cbtale OCCULT. a . (occultus, Lat.) Secret ; hidden ;
unknowa i undi coverable . Newtor .
found
OBTU'SELY. alv . ! from cbtufe.] 1. Withoue OCCULTA'TION . 1. (occultatio, Lat.) In a
Itronomy, is the time that a ftar or plane is
a point Dully ; ſtupidly.
OBTU'SENESS.
L. (from cbtuſe.) Bluntneſs ,
hidden from our light. Harris.
OCCU'LTNESS
duiners.
/. (trom scculs.) Secretnels ;
OBTU'SION . S. ( from obruſe.) 1. The act of
flate of being hid.
duling. 2. The ſtate of being dulled. Harvey O'CCUPANCY. S. [occupars, Lat .) The act
OBVENTION . !. [ cbvenio, Lat . ) Something
of taking poflefiion . Warburton.
happening not conſtantly and regularly, builOCCUPANT. S. occupans , Lae ] He that takes
pofleflion
of anything . Bacon .
uncertainly Spenler.
To OBVERT.2. a. ( brerts, Lat ) To turn ToOCCUPATE. v. 2. ( occups, Lat.) To take
on
up. Bac .
towards. Byle.
To OʻBVIATE . v. a. ( from abovius, Latin , OCCUPATION . I. [occupatio, Lar.] 1. The
207 of taking poflefion Bacon. 2. Employ
obvier, Fr. ) Tomeet in the way ; to prevent
nient ; buſinets Wake. 3 Trade ; calling i
Wocoward.
vocation Siakejp.
OBVIOUS. a . ( obvius, Lat .) 1. Meeting any
thing ; oppoſed in front to any thing. Milton. OCCUPIER !. (irom eccupy ) 1 A poffeffor ;
2. Open ; expoſed . Milien. 3. Eaſily diſcover
one who takes into his polleflion. Raleigh. 2 .
One who follows any employment Ezek.
ed ; plain ; evident. Dryder.
O'BVIOUSLY adv . (from obvius.] Evidently ; To OCCUPY.0.0.1cccuper, Fr.sccapo, Lat . )
1. To porteis to keep ; to take up Brzes.
apparently. Licke .
OBVIOUSNESS 1. ( from cbvicus . ) State of 2. To buty ; to employ Iccia . 3 . To follow
bulineis. Common Prayer. 4. To ute ; to
as
being evident or apparent. Boyle.
us
nd
To OBUMBRATE . v . a. (chumbrc, Lat.] TO expe . Ered ,
To OCCUPY . V. 7. To follow buſineſs . Luke.
e ; to cloud.
Thad
OBUMBRATION. S. [ from obumbro , Lat .) The To OCCUR. V. ^ [ accurro, Lai ) 1. To be
preſented to the memory or attention. Basts .
act of darkening or clouding .
OCCASION . J. Laccafi , Lat .) 1. Occurrence ;
2. To appear here and there Lorte. 3. To
clath ; to strike agaisit ; to ir eet. Benicy. 4 .
caſualty ; incident Hooker. 2. Opportunity ,
convenience. Genefis. 3. Accidental cauſe.
To obsiate ; to make oppuluonto. Bos :kr.
Spanjer. 4. Realon not cogent, but opportune. OCCURRENCE. L. foccurrence, Fr ) 1. Incia
Shakeſp. 5. Incidental need ; caſual exigence. dent , accidental event . Lorke. 2. Occadonal
preſentation. Waits.
Baker.
TO OCCASION . v . a . ( from the noun.] 1. To OCCURRENT. 1. { occurrent, Fr occurreas ,
Lat . ) locident; any thing that happens.
cauſe caſually. Atterbury. 2. To caule ; to
Hooker .
produce. Temple. 3. To infinence, Locke.
OCCAʼSIONAL. a. (from cccafion .) 1. Inciden- OCCURSION. ( occurfur , Lat ] Chan ; ma
tual bicw . Boyle.
tal : caſual 2. Producing by accident. Brown .
3 Produced by occaſional or incidental exi- OCEAN . 1. ( ocensus, Lat .) 1. The main ; the
great fia. Shaki,p . 2. Any inme olc espante.
gence. Dryden .
Loche.
OCCASIONALLY. ada. (drom occafional ) Ac
cording to incierntal exigence Wodward.
OCEAN . a . Pertaining to the raia os great ks .
OCCASIONER . 1. ( from cccapion . ] One that Milton,
caules or promo es by design or accideci. OCEA NICK : 2. ( irom wens.) Pertaining to
the ocean . Dit .
Sanderson,
OCCECA’TION. I. [secæcatis, Lat.] The act OCELLATID , a. (ocellatus, Lat. ) Réſembling
the eye Desten
of blinding or making blird Sanderſon ,
O'CCIDENT./.[ from accidens, 1.at. ) TheWel. O'CERE. ICdxoo . ) The earth : ciilinguistes
by the name vi ochres have rough or naturay
Shakelt .
dutty luriaces, are lu: tightly coherent in
OCCIDENTAL a . [cccidentalis, Lat.]Weſtern
their texture , sai are composiid oi tine 1.4
lliwel
foi aisilla con particles, and are readily
:
OCCIDUOI'S . a . ( eccideris, Lat . ) Weitern.
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fuſible in water. They are of various colours . ( OʻDDLY. ady. [ from odd ] 1. Not evenly ,
The yellow fort are called ochres of iron , and
2. Strangely ; particularly ; unaccountably ;
the blue ochres of copper . Hill.
uncouthly . Locke .
O'CHREOUS a. (from ochre. ] Confifting of ODDNESś. ſ. (from odd ] 1. The rate of
ochre. Woodward.
being not even. 2 Strangeneſs ; particula
OʻCHREY. 2. ( from ochre.] Partaking of ochre. rity ; uncouthneſs. Dryden, Collier.
Woodward .
ODDS. . ( from odd .)
1. Inequality ; exceſs
O'CHIMY.S . A mixed baſe metal .
of either compared with the other. Hvoker .
O'CTACON . F. ( salú and goria .] In geometry,
2. More than an even wager. Swift. 3. Ad
vantage ; luperiority Hudibras. 4. Quarrel;
a figure confiſting of eight ſides and angles.
Harris.
deba
diſpute. Shakeſp.
OCTAGONAL. a. (from očlagon .) Having ODE .te;
!: ( ad.) A poem written to be fung 10
eight angles and Gides.
muſick ; a lyrick poem . Milton.
OCTANGULAR . a. [octo and angulus, Lat.ODIBL
E. a. (from odi.] Hateful.
Having eight angles.
ODIOUS. a . ( odialus , Lat. ) 1. Hateful ; de
OCTANGULARNESS. S. (from ott angular.]
teſtable ; abominable . Spratt. 2. Expoſed to
The quality of having eight angles ,
hate. Clarendor . 3. Cauling hate ; inſidious.
OCTANT
Milton .
o Is , when a planet is in ſuch
OCTI'LE. S poſition to another, that their O'DIOUSLY. adv. ' from odious.) 1. Hatefully ;
places are only diſtant an eighth part of a circle
abominably. Milton 2. Invidioufly ; ſo as
OCTAVE. S. ( oclave , Fr. ) 1. The eighth day
to cauſe hate. Dryden.
muſick
feſtival.
2. ( In
.) O DIOUSNESS. S. ( from odious ) 1. Hateful.
ater ſome peculiar
neis . Wake . 2. The face of being hated.
An eighth or an interval of cighe ſounds. 3
Eighe daystogether after a feſtival. Ainſworth.
Sidney
OCTA'VO. a. (Lat.) A book is ſaid to be in O'DIUM: S: (Lat.) Invidiouneſs ; quality of
Octavo when a ſheet is folded into eight leaves. provoking hate. King Charles.
Boyle.
ODONTALGICK.O . Ledwr and ángos . ] Pertain
OCTENNIAL. 6 ( from odennium, Lat ) I.
ing to the tooth - ach.
Happening every eighth year. 2. Laiting O'DORATE . a Codoratus , Lat.) Scented ; hava
eight years
ing a Itrong ſcene whether fetid or fragrant.
OCTOBER. ~ ( Lat ? The tenth month of the
Bacon .
year, or the eighth oumbered from March ODORIFEROUS. a . (odorifer, Lat ] Giving
Peacham .
cent ; uſually, ſweet of icent ; fragrant; pere
OCTOE'DRICAL , Q. Having eight fides.
fumed . Bacon
JOD
ORIFEROUSNESS . S. ( from oderiferous ]
OCTOʻGENARY . a. ( octogeni, Lae ) Oi eighty
Sweetneſs of ſcent ; fragrance.
years of age.
OCTONARY. a . ( oftonarius, Lai ) Belonging ODOROUS . a. (odorus, Lat.) Fragrant ; per
lo che number eight.
tumed . Cheyne.
OCTONOCULA . a . (oets and oculus.) Hav. O'DOUR
. Į [ odor, Lat . ) 1. Scent, whether
R
ing eight eyes . Derbam .
good or bad . Bacon. 2. Fragrance ; perfume ;
Tweet ſcent. Clarenden .
OCTOPE'TALOUS. S. Coxlà and Aslanov.] Hav
OECONOMICKS. / [ o'xovoueixos) Management
ing eight flower leaves.
OCTOSTYLE . J. Cóxià and cúc, Gr. ] The
of houſhold affairs . L'Eſtrange.
face of a building or ordonnance containing OECUMENICAL. a . (obxz penzòc.) General ;
eight columns. Harris,
reſpecting the whole habitable world stilling.
O'CTUPLE. O cEluplus, Lat ) Eight ſold
OED
EMA . L. ( 0.onuca .) A cumour.
OCULAR . a. ( from sculus, Lac ) Depending on
and cominonly by furgeons confined toIt a iswhno
itwe
the eye ; known by the eye . Brown.
fott , inleofble cumour . Quincy .
OCULARLY. adv. (from ocular. ) To the ob- ODEMA'TICK ! a . ( trom Dedema . ) Per
fervation of the eye Brown.
ODEMAT
cainining to an oedema.
OCULATE . a. ( oculatus, Lat. ] Having eyes ; Wijema OUS $
n.
knowing by the eye
EILA . S. ( from oeil, Fs. ] Glance ; wink ;
OʻCULIST . ſ. ( from oculus, Lat.) One who pro O tokenIDSha
kejP:
.
feiles to cure diſtempers of the eyes . Bacon.. O'ER. contracted from over . Addiſon .
OCULUS beli. (Lat.) An accidentat variety of OESOPHAGUS. L. ( from ouds, wicker, from
the ag at kind. Woodward,
fome fimilitude in the ſtructure of this part to
the contexture of that ; and pågré to eat. )
ODD a. ( udde, Swediſh .) 1. Not even ; not
diviſible into equal numbers, Brown . 2 .
The guiler. Quantiry.
More thap a round number. Burnet. 3 Par- OF. prep. (Of, Sax.) 1. It is put before the
ſubitantive ihat follows another in conſtruc
cicalar ; uncouth ; extraordinary . Nearton. 4 .
Not noted ; not taken into the common ac
Lion ; as, of theſe part were flain . 2. It is
count ; unheeded. Shakeſp . 5. Strange ; un
put after comparative and ſuperlative adjeca
accountable ; fantaſtical. Swift. 6. Uncom
tives ; as, the moſt difinal and unrealonable
mon ; particular. Aſcham . 7. Unlucky.Shake.
time of all other . Tillotſon. 3. From .
8. Volikely ; in appearance improper . Addil. one that I brought up of a puppy .
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OFF

OFF

greſlor. Iſaiah. 2. One who has done an in
4. Concerning ; relating to ; as, all have this
ſenſe of war.Smallridge, 5 Out of ; as, yet jury . Shakeſp.
of this little he had ſome to ſpare. Dryden. OFFE'NDRESS. L. [from offender .) A woman
6. Among ; as , any clergyman of my own
that offends. Shakelp.
acquaintance. Swift. 7 By ; as, I was en- OFFENSIVE. a . (offenfif, Fr. from offenſus,
tertained of the conſul. Sandys. 8. According
Lat. ) 1. Cauling anger; diſpleaſing ; disguft.
to ; as, they dol of right belong to you . Tillot )
ing. Spenſer. 2. Cauſing pain ; injurious.
9. Noting power, or ſpontaneity ; as, of him
Bacon . 2. AſTailant ; not de enſive Bacon .
ſelf man is confeſſedly unequal to his duty OFFE'NSIVELY . adv. ( from offen pve.) 1 Mif
Stephens. 10. Noting properties or qualities;
chievouſly ; injuriouſly. Hosker. 2. So as to
cauſe uneaſineis or diſpleaſure. Boye. 3. By
as, a man of a decayed fortune ; a body of no
colour. Clarendon , Boyle. 11. Noling extrac
way of attack ; not defenſively .
tion ; as, a man of an ancient family. Clar . OFFENSIVENESS L. ( from offenfve.) 1. la
12. Noting adherence , or belonging i as, a
juriouſneſs ; miſchief. 2. Cauſe of diſguſt.
Griw .
Hebrew of my tribe. Shakeſp. 13. Noting
thematter ; as, chechariot was of cedar. Bacon To O'FFER. v . a. ( offero, Lat .) 1. To pre
ſent to any one ; to exhibit any thing ſo as
14. Noting the motive ; as, of myown choice
that it may be taken or received . Locke.
I undertook this work . Dryden. 15. Noting
To facrifie ; to immolate Dryden. 3. To
preference , or poſtponence ; as I do not like
To
bid, as a price or reward Dryden. 4
the tower of any place . Shakeſp. 16. Noting
tempt ; to commence. 2 Mac. 5. To pro
change of; as, Ó miferable of happy ! Milton
poſe Locke.
16. Noting cauſality ; as, good nature of ne
ceflity will give allowance . Dryden . 18 To O'FFER , v n . 1. To be preſent; to be at
hand ; to preſent itſelf. Sidney. 2. To make
Noring proportion ; as , many of an hundred .
Locke. 19. Noting kind or ſpecies ; as, an an attempt . Bacon .
affair of the cabinct . Swift.
OFFER. ] [ offre, Fr. from the verb .) 1. Pro
poral of advantage to another Pepe. 2. First
OFF. adv. (af, Dutch.) 1 Of this adverb the
chief uſe is to conjoin it with verbs ; as, to
advance. Shakeſp . 3 Propoſal made. Daniel,
come of"; to fly off"; to take off. 2. luis gene.
4. Price bid , act of bidding a price. Swifi.
rally opposed to on ; as, to lay on ; to take off'; 5. Attempt ; endeavour. South. 6. Sonie
Dryden . 3 It ſignifies diſtance. Sbakalp
thing given by way ofacknowledgment. Sidney.
4. In painting or flatuary, it ſignifies projec- OFFERER. 1 (trom offer . i. One who
tion or relief . Shakeſp. 5. It wgnifies evanel
mak , s an offer. 2. One who facrifices, or
cence ; abſence or departure. L'Ejirange. 6 . dedicates in worſhip. South.
It ſignifies any kind of diſappointment ; de OFFERING . I. ( from offer.) A facrifice : any
feat ; interruption ; as, the affair is of 7 .
thing immolated, or offered in worſhip. Droid
From ; not toward . Sidney. 8. Off hand ; OFFERTORY. I offertoire, Fr.] The thing
not ſtudied. L'Elirange.
offered ; the act of offering. Bacer.
OFF . interjeel. Depart. Smith.
OFFERTURE. /. ( from offir ) Offer ; propoſal
OFF prep 1. Not on. Temple. 2. Diſtant
of kindner's A word not in uſe. K. Ctarles.
from . Addiſor
O'FFICE . . (office , Fr.) 1. A publick charge
OFFAL ( loff fall, Skinner. ] 1. Walte meat ;
or einployment Stakeſp . 2. Agency ; pecu
liar uſe . Newton 3. Busoels ; particular
that which is not eaien at the table . Arburbnet.
2. Carrion ; coarſe fleſh .Milion .. 3. Reture ;
employment. Milton . 4. Act of good or ill
that which is thrown away . South. 4. Any
voluntary tendered . Shakeſp. 5. Ad of wore
ching of no eſteem. Shakejp.
ſhip Shakeſp. 6. Formulary of devotjons.
OFFENCE. f. [offenſa . Lat . ) 1. Crime : act
Taylor. 7. Rooms in a houſe appropriated to
ofwickedneſs. Fairfax. 2, A tranſgreſſion.
particular buſineſs. Sbakejp. 8. Place where
Locke. 3. Injury . Dryden. 4. Displeaſure
buſiness is tranſacted. Bacon .
given ; cauſe of diſguſt ; ſcandal Bacon. 5 TO OFFICE . v . a . (from the noun.) To pero
Anger ; diſpleaſure conceived . Sidney. 6
form ; to diſcharge. Shakesp.
OFFICER . í ( officier, Fr. ) 1. A man ern
Attack ; ace of the aſlajlant. Sidney.
OFFE'NCEFUL. a. ( offence and full.ſInjurious .
ployed by the publick. Shakeſp. 2. A com
Shakefp.
mander in the army . Dryden. 3. One who
OFFE'NCELESS. a. ( from offence ) Unoffend
has the power of apprehending criminals Stal.
ing ; innocent. Shakeſp.
OFFICERED. a. ( trom officer.) Commanded ;
To OFFEND. v . o loffendo. Lat.) 1. To ſupplied with commanders . Addifer
make angry . Knolles. 2. To atlail ; to at- OFFICIAL . a. ( official, Fr.froin office.) 1 .
tack. Sidney. 3. To tranſgreſs ; to violak . Conducive ; appropriate with regard to their
uſe . Brown. 2. Pertaining to a publick change ,
4. To injure. Dryden.
Sbakejp .
TO OFFEND . v . m . 1. To be criininal ; to
tranſgreſs the law. Wijd. 2. To caule anger. OFFICIAL, I. Official is that perſon to where
Shakeſp. 3. To commit tranigreſſion. Swifi.
the cognizance of cauſes is coinmitted by laca
OFFENDER , ſ. ( trom offend ) 1. A crimi
as baye ecclefiaftical juriſdiction. Syfte.
OFFICI.
pel ; one who has coinmitted a crime ; a trant:
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oils and pickles.
OFFICIALTY . F. (efficialti, Fr.) The charge
or poſt of an official. Ayliffe .
OILSHOP S.Coil and foop .) A ſhop where oils
and pickles are ſold.
To OFFICIATE . v . a . (from office .) To give
in conſequence of office. Milton.
OILY. a. ( from oil.) 1. Conſiſting of oil ;
containing oil ; having the qualities of oil.
1. To diſcharge an
To OFFICIATE . v.
office, commonly in worſhip. Sonderfon. 2 . Digby. 2. Fat ; greaſy . Shakeſp.
OLYGRAIN . S. A plant
To perform an office for another.'
OFFICINAL a Uſed in a ſhop: thus, officina! OI'LYPALM . J. A tree.
plants are thoſe uſed in the ſhops.
To OINT. v. a. (oint, Fr.] To anoint ; to
(mear. Dryden .
OFFICIOUS. a. (officiofus, Lat.] 1. Kind ;
doing good offices. Milton . 2. Importunately OINTMENT . S: ( from oint.) Unguent ; unc
forward. Shakeſp.
luous matter. Spenſer .
OFFICIOUSLY" adv. [ from officious.) 1. Im . O'KER.S. ( See OCHRE .) A colour. Sidney.
portunately forward . Dryden. 2. Kindly ; OLD. 6. ( eald, Saxon.) 1. Paft the middle
with unalked kindneſs . Dryden .
part of life ; not young. Sidney, Shake'p. 2.
officIOUSNESS. S. (from officious.) 1. For
Of long continuance ; begun long ago. Camd.
wardneſs of civility, or reſpect, or endeavour .
3. Not new . Bacon . 4. Ancient ; not mo
Souib. 2. Service. Brown.
dern. Addiſor. Ş . Of any ſpecified duration .
OFFING . S. ( from off ] The act of ſteering to
Shakeſp. 6. Subfting before fomething elſe .
a distance from the land.
Swift. 7. Long practiſed. Ezekiel 8. Of
OFFSET . L. 1 off and fer.) Sprout ; ſhoot of a old ; long ago ; from ancient times. Milton.
plant. Ray
OLDFASHIONED . a (old and fofion.) Form
OFFSCOURING.S. Coff and ſcour.] Recrementi ed according to obſolete cultoin. Dryden.
part rubbed away in cleaning any thing. Lam . O'LDEN . 2. Ancient. Shakeſp.
OFFSPRING . S. Coff and Spring .) 1.Propa. OʻLDNESS. I ( from old.] Old age ; antiquity ;
not newneſs. Shakeſp.
gation ; generation. Hooker . 2. The thing
propagated or generated ; children. Davies. OLEACINOUS . (oleagines, Latin.) Oily ;
unctuous. Arbuthnot.
3. Production of any kind Denham .
TO OFFU'SCATE v . a . (offuſco, Lat ] To dim ; OLEAGINOUSNESS F. (from oleagineus.]
Oilinels. Boyle.
to cloud ; to darken .
. P. ( from offuſcate.) The act OLEANDER . J. Coleandre, Fr.] The plant
OFFUdarke
SCAT
ION
ning
of
.
roſebay .
OFT. adv. (oft, Saxon ) Often ; frequently ; OLE ASTER.S. (Latin.) Wild olive. Miller ,
not rarely . Hammond.
OLEOSE. a. ( oleojus, Lat.) Oily. Floyer.
OʻFTEN. 'adv. ( from oft, Saxon .) Oft ; fre- TO OLFA'CT. v.a. ſolfactus, Lat.) To ſmell.
Hudibras.
quently ; many times. Aildijon.
OFTENTIMEŚ. adv. ( of: and times. ) Pre- OLFACTORY. a . ( olfactoire, Fr.) from olfa
quently ; many times ; o'ten , Hooker.
cio, Lat.) Having the tenſe of ſmelling. Locke.
OFTTIMES. adv. [ ofs and times.; Frequently : OLIB
Za olidus, Lat.) Stinking ; fase
often . Dryden.
OLI'DOUS } tid . Boyle
OGL'E } . A ſort of moulding in architec- OLIG A'RCHY. J. Conicapxía .) A form of go
vernment which places the ſupreme power in
OGEVE .} ture, consiſting of a round and a
hollow . Harris.
a faall number ; ariſtocracy. Burton .
To OGʻLE v . a . Coogh, an eye, Dutch. ) TOOLIO. . Colia, Spaniſh .) A mixture ; a med
view with ſide glances, as in fondnets. Addil.
ley . Congreve.
O GLER . J. (orgheler, Dutch . ) A ny gazer OʻLITORY. /. Colitor, Lat .) Belonging to the
kitchen garden . Evelyr.
one who views by ſide glances . Arbuthnot.
OGLIO . f. [from olla, Span. ) A diſh made by OLIVA'STER. a .{ olivaſtre, French.) Darkly
; tawny. Bacon.
brown
.
;
a
medley
mingling different kinds of meat
Sucking
OʻLIVE . I Colive, Fr olea , Lat .) A plant pro
OH , inierject. An exclamation denoting pain , ducing oil , the emblem of peace Shakejp.
forrow , or ſurpriſe. Walton .
O'MBRE ) . ( hombre, Spaniſh .; A game ofcards
OIL . S. (ocel, Sax.] 1. The juice of olives ex
played by three. Taller.
pretred. Exodus. 2. Any fat, greaſy unctu- OʻMEGA T. Quéra.j The last letter of the
ous , thin matter. Derham . 3. The juices of alphabet, therefore taken in the Holy Scripe
ture for the last . Rev
certain vegetables, expreſſed or drawn by the
fill.
pancake
O'MELET.S . Comelette, Fr.) A kind
made with eggs.
To OIL. v . a. (from the noun .) To ſmear or
lubricate with oil . Wotton.
O'MENED . 0. [from omer.) Containing prog
OILCOLOUR . f. (oil and colour.) Colourmade noſticks . Pope
by grinding coloured ſublances in oil. Bogle. OʻMEN . l. jomen, Lat.) A ſign good or bad ; a
OI LINESS . J. [from oily .) Uostupuſneſs ; grea.
prognostick . Dryden .
fineſs; quality approaching to chat of oil. O MENIUM . J. 1 Lat ] The cawl , called alſo
Brown.
reticulum , from its ſtructure, relembling that
OI'LMAN F. (oil and men ) One who trades in
of net. Quincy.
XXX
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O'MER . S. An Hebrew meaſure about three Dryden. 6. Noting approach or invaſon.
Dryden. 7. Noting dependance or reliance ,
pints and a half Engliſh . Bailey.
To OʻMINATE . v , a . ( ominor, Lat.) To fore . as, on God's providence their hopes depend .
Smal. 8. At, noting place. Shakeſp. 9. It
token ; to ſhew prognoſticks. Dray of Piety.
OMINA'TION . j . ( from ominor, Lat ) Prog. denotes the motive or occaſion of any thing .
noſtick . Brown
Dryden. 10. It denotes the time at which
any thing happens : as, this happened on the
OMINOUS. a. ( from omen .] 1. Exhibiting bad
tokens of futurity ; foreſhewing ill ; inaulpi firſt day . 12. It is put before the object of
cious. Hayward . 2. Exhibiting tokens good ſome paſſion. Shakeſp. 12. In forms of de
or ill . Bacon
nunciation it is put before the thing threatened.
O'MINOUSLY. adv. ( from ominous ] With good Dryden . 13. Noting imprecation. Shakeſp .
or bad omen.
14. Noting iovocation. Dryden. 15. Noting
OMINOUSNESS S. [ from cmircus .] The qua.
the ſtate of any thing . Knolles. 16. Noting
ftipulation or condition. Dryden. 17. Noting
lity of being ominons.
OMI'SSION . F. ( omiffus, Lat.) 1. Neglect to do diſtinction or oppoſition. Knolla. 18. Noring
ſomething i forbearance of ſomething to be
the manner of an event, Shakeſp .
done. Rogers. 2. Neglect of duty, oppoſed to ON . adv. 1. Forward ; in fucceffion. South .
commifion or perpetration of crimes.Shakeſp. 2. Forward ; in progreffion . Daniel 3. In
TO OMIT . v.a. (omitto, Lat. ) 1. To leave out; continuance ; without ceaſing. Craſhaw . 4.
Not off. 5. Upon the body, as part of dreſs,
not to mention. Bacon . 2. To neglect to
Sidney. 6. It denotes reſolution to advaree .
practiſe. Addiſon .
Denba
m
OMITTANCE . S. [from omit.] Forbearance .
ON. interje &t . A word of incitement or encou .
Shakeſp.
OMNIFA'RIOUS. a . (omnifarium , Lat. ) of ragement. Shakeſp.
ONCE. adv . (from one.) 1. One time. Bacen.
all varieties or kinds . Pbilips.
OMNIFEROUS. (omnis and fero, Lat.) All
2. A fingle time. Locke. 3. The ſame time.
bearing. Diet .
Dryden. 4. At a point of time indiviſible,
OMNIFICK . a. ( omnis and facio, Lat. ) all. Dryden . 5. One time, though no more . Dryd.
creating. Milton
6. At the time immediate . Atterbury. 7 .
Formerly ; at a former time. Addiſon.
OMNIFORM . a. (omnis and forma, Lat.) Hav
ONE. a. (an, ene, Saxon ; een, Dutch .) 1 .
ing every ſhape. Diet.
Leſs than two ; ſingle ; denoted by an u.
OMNIGENOUS, a. ( omnigenus, Lat } Con
nit. Raleigh. 2. Indefinitely ; any . Shakeſp.
Gring of all kinds . Diet.
3. Different ; diverſe ; oppoſed to another.
OMNI'POTENCE . L. ( cmnipotentia, Latin
Burnet. 4. One of two ; oppoſed to the
OMNIPOTENCY ) Almighty power ; unli
other . Boyle, Smallridge. 5. Particularly one .
mited power . Tillotſon.
OMNIPOTENT. a . ( omnipotens, Latin.) Al .
Spenſer. 6. Some future. Davies.
ONE /. 1. A ſingle perſon. Hooker. 2. A fin
mighty ; powerful without limit. Grew.
OMNIPRESENCE S (smunis and preſens,Lat.) gle maſs or aggregate . Blackmore. 3. The
firſt hour . Shakeſp. 4.The ſame thing. Locke.
Ubiquity ; unbounded preſence . Milton.
OMNIPRESENT a .(cmnis and preeſens, Lat.) 5. A perfon. Watts. 6. A perſon by way of
eminence . Stakejp. 7. A diſtinct or particu.
Ubiquitary ; preſent in every place. Prior .
OMNISCIENCE ? fi comnis and ſcientia, lar perton. Bacon 8. Perſons united . Shakeſ .
OMNI SCIENCY.S Lai ) Boundlers know
9 Concord ; agreement ; one mind. Tillotson.
ledge ; infinite wiſdom . King Charles.
10. Any perſon ; any man indefinitely. Side.
OMNISCIENT.a. omnis and frio, Lat.) Infi. Atterbury: , !! . A perfon of particular cha
picely wiſe ; kæowing without bounds. Souić . racter. Shakeſp. 12. One has fometimes a
OMNISCIOUS. a. (ominis and frio, Lat. ) All
plural , when it ſtands for perſons indefinite
knowing .
ly ; as, il e great ones of the world . Glanville ,
OMNIVOROUS. a. ( cmnis and voro, Lat |ONE'E YED. a. (one and eye .) Having only one
All- devouring. Diet
eye.Dryden .
OMO'PLATI . S. [ wpeo and Tohadas. ) The ONEIROCRITICAL. 2.(Oze19cuplexos, Gr. ) la
Thoulder blare
terpretive of drens. Addifon.
OMPHALOPTICK S. opetards and onlinės ONEIROCRITICK. S. ¡b corompóluxos, Gr.) An
An opeic glaſs that is convex on both ſides, interpreter of dreams. Audifon.
ONENESS. ſ. ( from ens.) Unity ; the quality
commonly called a convex lens .
ON . prep . [ aer, Dutch ; on , German .) 1. I
of being one. Fiorier, Hammond,
is puc before the word, which cognities that ONERARY. a . ( onorar.is, Lat.) Ficted for
which is under, that by which any thing i
carriage or burtbens.
fupported, which any thing covers, or where To O'NERATE. v.o. (onero, Lat. ) To load ;
any thing is fixed . Milion . 2. It is put before
to burthen .
any iting that is the ſubject of action. Dryden.ONERATION. F. ( from onerate .) The act of
3. Noring acidition or accumulation ; as ,mil
loading. Diet .
chiels on miſchiefs.Dryden . 4. Noring a flare O'NEROUS. e. Comereux, Fr. onerofus, Lat.)
Purthenturne ; oppreflive. Ayliffe.
of progreffion ; as, whither on the way ?
ONION.
pogiben. 5. it loinclines notes clevation.
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To OPE . 2 v. a. (open, Saxon ; op , Man .
ONION.S. [oignon, Fr. ) A plant.
O'NLY. 4. (from one; onely, or onelike.] 1. To OʻPENS dick , a hole.) 1. To uocloſe ;
Single ; one and no more. Dryden. 2. This
to unlock. The contrary to fout. 2. To ſhow ;
to diſcover. Abbor. 3. To divide ; to break.
and no other. Locke. 3. This above all other :
Addiſon. 4. To explain ; 10 diſcloſe. Collier.
as, he is the only man for muſick .
O'NLY . adv. 1. Simply ; fingly ; merely ;
5. To begin Dryden.
barely . Burnet,Tilletion. 2. So and no other. To OPE . } v. n . 1. To uncloſe ; not to re
wiſe. Genefis. 3. Singly without more : as, TO OPEN S main ſhut. Dryden. 2. To bark .
A term of hunting. Dryden.
only begotten .
O'NOMANCY . . Corona and wavleía .) Divina. OPE .
1. Uncloled ; not ſhut. Nebem .
OʻPEN > Cleaveland . 2. Plaio ; apparent; e
tion by a name Camden.
vident. Daniel. 3. Not wearing diſguiſe ;
ONOMA'NTICAL . a. ( ovoua and uárlos.] Pre
clear ; areleſs ; ſincere. Addiyor. 4. Not cloud
dieting by names. Camden.
ed ; clear Pope. 5. Not hidden ; expoſed to
OʻNSET. /. ( on and ſet.) 1. Attack ; ſtorm ; ar
view . Locke. 6. Not reſtrained ; not denied .
ſault ; firſt brunt. Sidney. 2. Something added
by way of ornamental appendage. Shakeſp.
Aits. 7. Not cloudy ; not gloomy. Baron . 8.
To ONSET.v . a . ( from the noun . ] To ſet upon ; Uncovered. Dryden. 9. Expoled ; without
to begin. Carew .
defence. Shakeſp. 10. Attentive. Jeremiah.
O'NSLAUGHT. L.[ on and ſay.) Attack ; O'PENER. f.( from open.) 1. One that opens;
ſtorm ; onſet. Hudibras.
one thatunlocks ; one that uncloſes. Miltor .
2. Explainer ; interpreter . Shakeſp. 3. That
ONTO LOGIST . !. ( from ontology.) One who
which ſeparates; diluniter. Boyle.
conſiders the affections of being in general ; a
OPENEY'ED . a . ( open and eye.] Vigilant ;
metaphyſician.
ONTOLOGY.S . ( 8570 2nd házq .) The ſcience watchful. Shakeſp.
of the affections of being in general ; meta- OPENHANDED . a . [ open and band ] Gene
rous ; liberal Rowe.
phyſicks. Watts.
O'NWARD. adv. ( ondpeand, Sax.) 1. For OPENHEARTED. a. lopen and heart ) Ge
ward ; progreſſively . Pope. 2. In a ſtate of nerous ; candid ;not meanly ſubtle. Dryden.
advanced progreſſion. Sidney. 3. Somewhat OPENHEARTEDNESS. 1. ( open and heart.)
farther. Milton .
Libe : ality ; inunificence; generoſity.
O'NYCHA. J. The odoriferous ſnail or Mell, OPENING.L . (trom open .]1. A perture ;breach .
and the ſtone oamed onyx. The greateſt Woodward. 2. Diſcovery at a diſtance ; faint
knowledge ; dawn.
part of commentators explain it by the onyx
or odoriferous ſhell, like that of the ſhell fith OPENLY . adv. ( from open.] 1. Publickly ;
called purpuia Calmet.
not ſecretly ; in light. Hooker. 2 Plainly ;
ONYX.J. Coruč.) The onyx is a ſemi-pellucid apparently : evidently ; without diſguiſe. Dryd.
OPENMOÚTHED
...[open andmouth.]Greedy ;
gem, of which there are ſeveral ſpecies I
ravenous . L'Eſtrange .
is a very elegant and beautitul gern . Hill,
OʻPENN
ESS. j. ( trom open .) 1. Plainneſs ;
Sandys .
OOZE. F. (eaux, waters , Fr.) 1. Softmud ; clearneſs ; freedom from obſcurity or ambi
mire at the bottom of water ; Dime . Carez
guiry . Shakeſp. 2. Freedom from diſguiſe .
Felion
2. Soft flow ; ſpring. Prior. 3. The liquor of
a taoner's vat .
OPERA.S . ( Italian ) A poetical tale or fi &tion,
To OOZE . v. n . [ from the noun ) To flow by
repreſented by vocal and inſtrumental mulick .
Drayten.
ſtealth ; to run gently. Thomſon .
OOZY. a . (from ooze.) Miry ; muddy ; fimy. OPERABLE . a. ( from operor , Lat.) To be
Pope.
done ; practicable. Brown.
TO OPACATE .v . o . Copaco, Lat. ) To ſbade ; O'PERANT a. [operant, Fr. ) Active; having
to claud; to darken ; to obſcure. Boyle.
power to produce any effect. Shakeſp.
OPACITY, ſ. [ opacité, Fr. opacitas, Lat. ) | TO OPERATE . v. n. [ operor, Lal.) To act ;
to have agency ; to produce effets. Atterbury.
Cloudineſs ; want o: tranſparency Newron .
OPA'COUS. a . Copacus, Lai . ) Dark ; obſcure ; OPERATION . / [operatio, Lat.) 1. Agency ;
not tranſparent, Digby.
production of effects ; influence. Hocker . 2 .
Action ; effect . Bentley. 3. ( In chirurgery . )
OʻPAL.S. The opal is a very elegant and a very
Tbat part of the art of healing which depends
ſingular kind of ttone ; it hardly comes within
on the ute of inſtruments. 4. The motions or
the rank of the pellucid gems, being much
employérients of an army.
more opake, and lets hard . In colour it much
reſembles the finest mother of pearl ; its bafie OPERATIVE. a. (from operate .) Having the
power ofacting , having forcible agency.blar.
ſeeming a bluish or greyish while, but with a
property of reflectin all the colours of the Taylor , Norris?
rainbow, as torned differently to the light , a- OPERATOR !. [operateur , Fr. from operate.)
One that performs any act of the hand ; one
mong which the green and the blue are parti
who produces any effect. Addiſon.
cularly beautiful, but the fiery red is the finest
of all Hill
OPEROSE. a . operojus, Lat. ) Laborious ; full
OPA QUE. a . [ opacus, Lat ] Not tranſpareot.
of trouble. Burnii.
Milion .
OPHIO'РНА .
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OPHIO PHACOUS, G. i$ us and 02; . ) Sero
than before, and the pulſe languid . Anime
pent - eating . Brown .
moderate doſe of opium brings on a ſort of
drunkennels, cheerſuineſs and loud laughter at
OPHITEST. A fone . Oplites has a duiky
greeniſh ground, with ipots of a lighter green.
first , and, after many terrible ſymptoms, death
illelf. Thoſe who have accuſtomed them .
Woodward .
OPHTHALMICK . a. (opJalu , Gr.) Relat
lelves to an immoderate uſe of opium , are ſub
ing to the eye.
ject to relaxations and weakneiles of all the
O'PHTHALMY. f. fophthalmie, Fr. from $
parts of the body ; and in tine grow old before
PARS., Gr ) A diſeaſe of the eyes, being an
their time . Hill
infiammation ofthe coat ", proceeding from ar- JOPLE TREE . ). [ ople and cru .) A ſort of tree .
Ainſworth
terious blood gotten out of the velleis.
OPIATE. j. À medicine that cauſes ſleep. OPOBA LS 4MUM S. (Lae.) Balm of Gilead.
OPO PONAX I ( Latin. A gum refin of a to
Bentley .
lerably fi m texture, in Imall loole granules,
O'PLATE . c . Soporiferous ; ſomn ferous ; nar .
cotick . Bacon .
and lometimes in large maſſes. It is of a ſtrong
dilagreeable
ſmell, and an acrid and extreme
;
OʻPIFICE 1. Topificium , Lat. ) Workmanſhip
ly bitter talle. We are intirely ignorant of
handy work.
the plant which produces this drug It is al
OʻPIFICER . S. Copifex ,Lat. One that performs
any work ; an artist . Bentley.
ten dating and diſcutient, and gently purga..
OPINABLE. a. ( opinor , Lae ) Which may be
tive . Hill
OʻPPIDAN. F. ( eppidanus, Lat . ) A townſman ;
thought
inhabitant of a tuwn.
. S. Copinor, Lat.) Opinion ; no an
OPINATION
tion .
To OPPIGNORATE. v . a. ( oppigners, Lat.)
OPINATOR.S . Copinor, Laz. ) One who holds
To pledge ; to pawn . Bacon.
20 opinion. Hale
To OPPILATE . v o. oppils, Lat . oppiler, Fr. )
TO OPINE. 9.n. Copinor, Lat.) To think ; to To heap up destruction.
OPPILATION . / oppilation, Fr. from oppi
judge. Pope.
OPINIATIVE. a. ( from opinion. ) 1. Stiff in a
late ) Obfiuction ; natter bcaped together.
Harvey
preconceived notion . 2. Imagined ; not prov
ed . Glanville.
OPPILATIVE C Coppilatite,fr ) Obftru & ive.
OPINIA TOR . S. Copiniatre, Fr.) Pne fond of OPPLE'TED. a [ opplerus, Latin. ] Filled ;
crouded .
his own notion ; inflexible. Clarendon .
OPINIA'TRE. a. (French ) Obftinate ; fub- OPPONENT. a. ( opponens, Latin .) Oppoſite ;
adverle. Prior .
born . Locke.
OPINIA TRETY I l. Copiniatrete, fr ) Ob- OPPONENT. S. Toppenens, Lat.) 1. Antagoniſt ;
advertary 2 One who begins the diipute by
OPINIATRY.
s Itinacy ; inflexibility; de
termination of mind. Brown .
raiſing objetions to a linee More
OPINION . J. Topinio, Lat.) :. Perfuafion of the OPPORTU Nr. 2. opportunws, I al.) Seafona
ble ; convenient ; fil ; imely 17: 15–..
mind , without proof Ben . Johnson, Hale.
Sentiment ; judgment; no ion. South . 3 OPPORTUNELY adr . from spportune ) Sea
Favourable julgment. Bacon .
fnably ; conveniently ; with opporiunity ei
TO OPINION.v.a . ( from the noun.) To opine; Thero time or place. Wotton .
to think . Glanville.
OPPORTUNITY ). ["pporturiles, Lal ) Fit
OPINIONATIVE . a. (from opinion ) Fond of
place ; time ; convenience ; ſuitableneſs of cire
preconceived notions. Burnet
cumarces to any ind . Bacos , Derbam .
OPINIONATIVELY. adv. ( from opiniarive ] 10 OPPOSE U
cprojer, Fr. ] 1. To act
againſt ; to be adverte ; to hinder ; to refiit.
Stubbornly.
OPINIONÁTIVENESS S. '( from opiniative .)
Sbukelp. 2. To pu: in oppoſition ; to offer as
an antagoniſt or rival . Locke. 3 To place as
Obftinacy.
OPINIONIST. S. ( opinioniſte, Fr. from opinion. ) an obitacle . Dryden. 4. To place in front.
Shukejp .
One fond of his own notions. Glanville
OPIPAROUS. c . Copiparus , Lat . ) Sumptuous . TO OPPUSE. . n . 1. To act advertely.Shakeſp.
Dict
2. To object in a ciputation ; to have the
OPITULA'TION . I Copitulario, Lat ] An aid
part c railin. difficulties.
OPPOSELESS a. ( from oppoſe.) Irreſiltible ;
ing ; a helping .
O'PIUM . f. A juice, partly ofthe reſinou s, part
not to be oppoſed. Shakeſp .
ly of the gummykind. It is brought to us in OPPOSER / ( trom opp.je j One that oppoſes ;
flat cakes or mailes; its ſmell is very unplea
antagoniſt ; enemy . Blackmore.
ſant, of a dead faint kind ; and its talte very OPPOSITE. a . oppofitus, Lac ) 1. Placed ia
bitter and very acrid. It is brought from Na
front ; facing each oner. Muitor. 2. Adverfe ;
tolia , and from the Eaſt Indies, where it is
repugnant. Dryder, Rogers . 3. Contrary ,
Tillbjcn .
produced from the poppy Alter the effect of a
doſe of opium is over, the pain generally re- O'PPOSITE.S. Adverſary ; opponent ; antago
turns in a more violent manner ; the ſpirits ,
nint Hooker
which had been elevated by it, become lower O'PPOSITELY. adv. (from oppofe ] 1. In
{uch
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ſuch a ſituation as to face each other. Grew.OPULENTLY. adr .( from spulent.) Richly ;
with fplendour.
2. Adverſely . May:
OʻPPOSITENESS.ſ. (from oppoſite.] The ſtate OR.conjun & t . (oden, Saxon.! 1. A disjunctive
particle, markilig diimbution , and ſumetimes
of being oppoſite
OPPOSITION. r . (eppefitio, Lat.] 1. Situation
oppoſition. 2. li ccrreſponds to eisher ; he
muſt either fall er fly. 3. Before : or ever , is
ſo as to front ſomething oppoſed. 2. Hoftile
relistance . Mi.son 3. Contrariety of affec
before ever. Fiber.
tion. Tillerfon . 4. Contrariety of intereft ; con- OR. I. (French | Gold. Philips.
trariety ofmeaſures. 5. Contrariety of mean- OʻRACH f. A plant.
ORACLE.' / ( oraculum , Lat ) 1. Something
ing ; diversity of meaning. Hooker .
TO OFPRESS v a. oppreffus, Lat.) 1. To delivered by ſupernatural wiſdom . Hooker . 2.
cruſh by hardship or unreaſonable ſeverity .Pope. The place where, or perſon of whom the de
terminations of heaven ale enquired Milom .
2. To overpower; to ſubdue. Shakeſp.
O'PPRESSION 1. Foppreflion, Fr ] 1. Theat 3 Any perfon or place where certain deciſions
of opprefling i cruelty; ſeverity . 2. The are obtained Pope. 4. One famed for wiſdom .
Iate of being oppretſed : mifery. Shakesp . To O'RACLE. von. (trom the noun ) To die
ter oracles . Milton .
3. Hardſhip ; calamity. Addolcn. 4. Dull .
nels of ſpirit; laflitude of budy. Arbuthnot. ORACULAR . } a . ( from orack .( Uitering
OPPRESSIVE ' [from opprefs.] 1. Cruel ; ORACULOUS S oracles ; relembling oracles.
inhuman ; unjuſtly exactious or fevere. 2 .
Walker ,
ORACULOUSLY, ada. ( from oraculous.] la
Heavy ; overwhelming . Rowe.
OPPRESSOR . ſ [from opprefs ) One who ha
manner of an oracle. Brown.
ORACULOUSNESS. /. [from oracular .] The
ralles others with unjur kverity . Sandys.
State of being oracular .
OPPRO BRIOUS. a . (from opprobrium , Lat . )
Reproachtul ; diſgraceful; cauling inſamy. ORAISON . ! (oraiſon, fr.] Prayer ; verbal
fupplication. Dryden.
Addifon.
OPPRÚBRIOUSLY. adv. (from oppribrious 1 ORAL. a . (oral, Fr.) Delivered by mouth ;
not written. Addison.
Reproachfully : leurrilouſly. Shakeſp .
OPPRO BK - JUSNESS. S. (from opprobrious ORALLY. adv. (from oral.) By mouth ; with
out writing. Hale.
Reproach ulneſs ; fcurrility.
TO OPPU'GN. v. a. (oppugno, Lat .) To op- ORANGE. ! ( crange, Fr.) The leaves have
two lobes like ears , cucio form of a beart ;
pole ; to attack ; to reliſt. Harvey.
the fruit is round and deprefled, and of a yel
OPPUGNANCY . F. ( trom oppuga ) Oppoſi
low colour when ripe, in which it differs
tion. Shakeſp.
from the citron and lemon . Miler.
OPPUGNER. S. ( from oppugn .] One who op
OʻRANGERY. ! . ( orangerie, Fr. ) Plantation
poſes or altacks. Boyle.
of oranges. Specialer .
OPSIMATHY. J. BotsuaJíz.] Late education ;
la'e erudicion
ORANGEMUSK . J. See PEAR, of which it is
OPSONA TION S. (obſinario, Lac.] Cater
a ſpecies.
O'RANGEWIFE ( orange and wife .) A wo
ing; a buying provifi ns.
man who ſells oranges. Shakejp.
OPTABLE a. loptabilis , Lat. ) Deſirable ; to
be wilhed .
ORATION.J. (oratio, Lar ] A ſpeech made
OPTATIVE. a. ( oplativus, Lat . ) Expreſſive
according to the laws of rhetorick. Walisa
of delire .
ORATOʻRICAL. a . (from oratvar . ) Rhetori
OPTICALS. Cal.xos.] Relating to the ſcience cal ; befitting an oratour . Warts.
ORATOUR . J. Corator, Lat .) 1. A publick
of optics. Boyle,
OPTICIAN . j . ( from oprick .] ne killed in
ſpeaker, a man of eloquence. Swift. 2. A
opticks
petitioner. This feníc is uled in addreſſes to
chancery .
O'PTICK . a . (ofloxos.] 1. Viſual; producing
viſion ; ſubſervient to viſion. Newton, 2. ORATORY. F. ( oratoria ars, Lat.] 1. Elo
Relating to the ſcience of viſion . Wotton .
quence ; rhetorical ſkill. Sidney. 2. Exerciſe
OʻPTICK ) . An inſtrument of light ; an organ
of eloquence. Arbuthnot. 3. A private place,
of light. Brown
which is deputed and allotted for prayer alone.
Hooker, Taylor.
O'PTICKS. / ( óriun.] The ſcience ofthe na
ture and laws of viſion Brown .
ORB. . (orbis, Lat.) 1. A Sphere ; orbicular
O'PTIMACY. I loptimates, Lat.) Nobility ; body ; circular body. Woodward. 2. Mun
body of nobles. Howel.
dane ſphere ; celeſtial body. Shokejp. 3 .
OPTIMITY. f. [from oprimus. ] The ſtate of
Wheel ; any rolling body. Milton . 4. Circle :
being belt.
line drawn round . 5. Circle deſcribed by ang
OPTION . S. ( optio, Lat.) Choice ; election . of the mundane ſpheres. Bacon. 6. Period ;
Smalridge.
cevolution oftime. Miiton . 7. Sphere of
action. Shakeſp.
O'PULENCE. I S. [opulentia, Lat.] Wealth ;
O'PULENCY. S riches ; afluence. Clarendon . ORBATION . ). Porbatus, Lav .) Privation of
parents or children .
OPULENT. a . (spulenius, Lat .) Rich ; weal
ORBED . 4. (irom erb. ) Round ; circular ;
by ; afuent. Souib
orbicular.
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orbicular. Shakerp 2. Formed into a circle O'R ERLY.a. ( from order .] 1. Methodical ;
regular. Hooker. 2. Not tumultuous ; well
Milion . 3. Rounded. Addison.
regulated . Clarendon . 3. According with e
ORBICULAR. a. (orbiculaire, Fr. orbiculatus,
Lat . ) 1. Spherical. Milton. 2. Circular.
Itabliſhed mechod . Hooker .
ORDERLY. adv. ( from order.) Methodically ;
Newton .
ORBICULARLY . adv. ( from orbicular.) Sphe.
according to order ; regularly . Sandys .
O'RDINABLE. a . ( ordini, Lai. ] Such as may
rically ; circularly .
ORBICULARNESS. S. [ from orbicular.] The be appointed. Hammond.
O'RDINAL. a. ( ordinal, Fr. ordinalis, Lat . )
ftate of being orbicular.
ORBICULATED . a. (or biculatus,Lat. ) Mould .
Noting order . Hilder.
O'RDINAL, L. ( ordinal, Fr. ordinale, Lat.) A
ed into an orb .
ORBIT. S. (orbita, Lat . ) The line deſcribed
ritual , a book containing orders.
ORDINANCE.J. [ordonnanze , Fr. ) 1. Law ;
by the revolution of a planet. Blackmore.
rule ; prefcript. Spenſer. 2. Obſervance com
OʻRBITY. L. forbus, Lat.) Loſs or want of pa .
rents or children .
manded. Taylor. ' 3. Appointment. Shakeſp .
ORC . S. ( orca, Lat ] A ſort of rea - fiſh. Ainſw
4. A canon . It is now generally written, for
diflinction ordinnance. Shakesp .
OʻRCHAL. S. A Rune from which a blue colour
ORDINARILY. adv. ( from ordinary .) 1. Ac
is made. Ainſworth.
ORCHANT. ]. An herb. Ainſworth .
cording to ettabliſhed rules ; according to let .
ORCHARD . /. Contgrand, Sax . ) A garden of
cled method. Woodward. 2. Commonly ; vo
ſually. S-416 .
fruit-trees Ben Jornton
ORCHESTRE. J. Transpa . ] The place where ORDINARY. o. [ ordinarius, Lat.) 1. Ela.
the muſicians are set at a publick ſhow .
bliſhed ; methodical;regular. Atterbury. 2 .
ORD . J. Ad edge. Ord, in old Engliſh, ſigoi
Common ; uual. Tillerson. 3. Mean; of
low rank. Addiſon. 4. Ugly ; not handſome :
fied beginning
To O'RDAIN . v. a. ſordino, Lat .) 1. To ap
as, ſhe is an ordinary wonian . .
point; to decree. Dryden. 2. To eſtabliſh ; ORDINARY. S. 1. Etabliſhed judge of ec
clefiaftical caules. Hocker. 2. Seteled elta .
to ſettle ; to inſtitute. Milton. 3. To ſet in
bliſhment. Bacon . 3. Adłual and conſtant of
an office. Efber. 4 To inveſt with minifteri
al function , or facerdotal power. Stilling fleet.
fice. Wotton. 4. Regular price of a meal .
O'RDAINER . J. ( from ordain ] He who or
Shakeſp. 5. A place ofealing eſtabliſhed at
a certain price. Swift.
dains.
O'RDEAL !. Condal, Sax . ) A trial by fire or To ORDINATE. v. a. (ordinatus, Lat .) To
water ,by which the perſon accuſed appealed to appoint Daniel.
heaven, by walking blin.fold over hot bars of ORDINATE. a. ( ordinatus, Lat. ) Regular ;
methodical. Ray.
iron ; or being thrown into water. Ha'e.
ORDER . I lordo, Lat. ) 1. Method ; regular ORDINATION F. ( erdinatio, Lat.) 1. Eſa
dilpolition. Bacon. 2. Etabliſhed proceſs.
bliſhed order or tendency. Norris. 2. The
act of investing any man with ſacerdotal pow
Watts . 3. Pr per ſtate. Locke 4. Regula
rity ; ſettled mode. Daniel. 5. Mandale
er. Stilling fleet.
precept ; command. Clarendon . 6. Rule ; |ORDNANCE .J. Cannon ; great guns. Bentley .
regulation. Hooker. 7. Regular government |ORDONNANCE. / . ( French ) Diſpoſition of fi
Daniel 8. A fociety of dignified perſons dis
gures in a picture .
tinguiſhed by marks of honour. Bacon . 9. A ORDURE / Cordure,Fr. )Dung ; filth .Dryden .
rank or claſs. 2 Kings. 10. A religious tra- ORE . L. ( ore, or ora, Saxon ; cor Dut. a mine . )
ternity . Shakejp. 11. In the plural . ] Hier.
1. Meial unrefined ; metal yet in its mineral
archical Nate . Dryden. i 2. Means to an end.
ftate . Raleigh. 2. Mţial. Milton,
Taylor. 13. Mealures ; care. Spenjer. 14. OREWEED .
[In architecture.) A lystem of the severalO REWOOD: } 5. A weed . Carew .
members, ornaments, and proportions of co- ORGAL. f. Leesof wine.
lumns and pilaſters. There are tive orders of ORGAN . I. [apy.280v.) 1. Natural intrument ;
columns ; three of which are Creek , viz.
2 $, the tongue is the organ of ſpeech . Raleigh .
che doric, ionic, and corinthian ; and two lia
2. An inſtrument of musick confitting of pipes
with wind, and of flops, touched by the
filled
lian, viz the culcan and composite .
hand, Keil,
TO ORDER. v. a. ( trom the noun . ) 1 . To
regulate ; to adjuſt ; to manage ; to conduct ORGANICAL Y a . ( organicus, Lac ) 1. Con
hitting of various parts co -ope
Pfalms. 2. Tomanage ; 10 procure Spenſer. ORGANICK . S other.
Milton , 2 Inſtrumen
rating with cach
3. Tomethodize , to depoſe filly. i Chron. 4 .
tal ; acting as instruments of nature or art.
To direct ; to command. 5: To ordain to a
Milioni 3. Relpecting orgaos. Helder.
facerdotal functioa . W bitgift.
ORDERER . L. ( irom order. One that orders, ORGANICALLY, adv ( trom organical.] By
means of organs or instruments, Locke .
methodiles, or regulates. Suckling .
ORDERLESS. 6. [ from order .] Diſorderly | ORGA'NICALNESS. /. [ from organical.]State
of being organical .
out of rule . Shakeſp.
OʻRDERLINESS. J. (trom orderly .) Regulari- ORGANISM . /:[ from organ.]Organical truc
ORGANIST .
ture . Grew ,
ty ; methodicalneſs,
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ORGANIST. S. [ organiſte, Fr. from organ.? OʻRLOP. S. [ overloop, Dutch .] The middle
deck . Skinner , Hayward.
One who plays on the organ. Boyle,
ORGANIZA'TION. J. [from organize.) Con- ORNAMENT. I Jornamentum, Lat.) 1. Em
belliſhment ; decoration . Rogers. 2 ;. Ho
ítruction in which the parts are ſo diſpoſed as
to be ſubfervient to each other . Locke.
pour ; that which confers dignity . Addiſon .
TO ORGANIZE. v. a. ( organiſer , Fr.) To ORNAMENTAL. a. ( from ornament.] Serving
conſtruct ſo as that one part co-operates with
to decoration ; giving embelliſhment . Swift.
ORNAMENTALLY.adv. ( from ornamental ]
another.
In ſuch a manner as may confer embelliſh
O'RGANLOFT. I. organ and loft .) The loft
ment .
where the organ ftands. Taller .
ORGANPIPE. L. ( organ and pipe.) The pipe ORNA'MENTED. a. (from ornament .) Em
belliſhed ; bedecked.
of a muſical organ. Shakeſp.
O'RNATE. a. ( crnatus, Lat.) Bedecked ; de
O'RGANY. ). ( origcnum , bat. ) An herb.
corated ; fine. Milion .
ORGAʼSM % Torgaſme, Fr.öparue ..] Sudden
O'RNATENESS / ( from ornate.] Finery ; ftate
vehemence. Derbam .
ORGEIS.l. A ſea-fith, called likewiſe organ of being embelliſhed .
ORNATURE.S . Cornatus, Lat.) Decoration.
gling. Ainſworth.
ORGILLOUS. a . (orgueilleux, Fr.) Proud ;
Ainſworth .
ORNI'SCOPIST. S. Cosuos and écrita.JOnewho
haughty. Shakeſp .
examines the flight of birds in order to foretel
O’RGIES. S. Corgia , Lat.) Mad rites of Bac
futurity .
chus ; frantick reveis. Ben. Johnson.
OʻRICHALCH. S. [ orichalcum , Lat.) Braſs. ORNIT
courſe HOLOG
on birds. Y. S. Lépves and aóz@. ] A dif
Spenſer.
ORIENT. a. (oriens, Lat .) 1. Riſing as the ORPHAN . S.[oppards.) A child who has loft
father or mother , or both . Spenſer.
fun. Milton
2 . Eastern ; oriental 3 .
Bright; Mining ; glittering i gaudy ; ſpark. JORPHAN. a. (or prelin , Fr.) Bereſt of parents.
Sidney.
ling. Bacon.
ORIENT. ). ( orient, Fr.) The eart ; the part ORPHANAGE. I S. [ from orphan . ]State of an
OR'PHANISM . S orphan.
where the ſun first appears.
ORIENTAL. a. ( oriental, Fr.] Eaſtern ; placed ORPIMENT. ſ (auripigmentum , Lat .) True
and genuine or piment is a foliaceous foflil. It
in the eaſt ; proceeding from the eaſt. Bacon .
ORIENTAL.J. An inhabitant of the eaſtern is of a fine and pure texture , remarkably
parts of the world. Grew .
heavy, and its colour is a bright and beautiful
yellow, like that of gold. It is not hard , but
O'RIENTALISM . f. [from oriental.) Anidiom
of the eaſtern languages ; an eaſtern mode o :
very tough, eaſily bending without breaking :
ſpeech.
ſome have declared orpiment to be only Muf
ORIENTALITY. P. (from oriental.] State of covy talk , Atained by accident. But talk is
being oriental . Brown.
always elaſtick, but orpiment not fo . Ore
ORIFICE. S. ( crificium , Lat ] Any opening or piment has been ſuppoſed to contain gold , and
perforation . Ai burbrot .
is found in the mines of gold, silver, and cop
O'RIFLAMB. Š.A golden ſtandard Ainſworth
per, and ſometimes in the strata of mari .
O'RIGAN.Š. ( origanum , Lat.) Wild marjoram . The painters are very fond of it as gold co
lour . Hill
Spenſer.
ORIGIN .
2. ( origo, Lat. ) i. Beginning : OʻRPHANOTROPHY.S.Cóspavis and thopr.]
An holpital for orphans.
O'RIGINAL . S firit exiſtence. Bentley .2.Foun
tain ; ſource ; that which gives beginning of O'RPINE. S. Corpin, Fr.) Liverer or roſe root.
Miller
.
exiſtence. Atterbury. 3. Firſt copy; arche
type . Locke. 4. Derivacion ; de cent. Dryden. OʻRRERY.S. An inſtrument which by many
ORIGINAL . a. (originalis, Lat.) Primitive ; complicated movements , reprefents the revo
lutions of the heavenly bodies. It wasfirſt
priſtine ; firſt. Stillingfleet.
made by Mr. Rowley, a mathematician, born
ORIGINALLY. adv. (from original.) 1. Pria
marily ; with regard to the firit cauſe . Small
at Litchfield , and ſo named from his patron
ridge. 2 . At firſt. Woodward. 3. As the the earl of Orrery.
firſt author. Rofcommon .
O'RRIS. f. [oris , Lat.) A plant and flower .
Bacon .
ORIGINALNESS. S. [from orginal.] The qua
O'RRIS.
F. (old Fr.) A fort of gold or ſilver
being
lity
ſtate
origin
of
or
.
al Fr.]
ORIGINARY. a. (originaire,
lace .
1 . Pro
ductive; cauſing exiitence. Cheyne, 2. Primi- ORTS. L. Refule ; things left or thrown away.
Ben. Johnson.
tive ; that which was the first itate. Sandys.
To ORIGINATE . v. a. ( from origin.) To OR'THODOX . a . [999. and Soxéc .) Sound ia
opinion
and doctrine ; not heretical . Hammond ,
bring into exiſtence .
ORIGINA'TION.S. ( originatio, Lat.] The act OʻR THODOXLY. adv. (from orthodox .) With
foundneſs of opinion . Bacon .
of bringing into exiſtenee. Keil.
O'RISONS. T.(oraiſon, Fr.] A prayer ; a fup- ORTHODOXY. S. [6 godobiz.] Soundneſs in
opinion and doctrine, Swif:.
pl.cation. Cotion .
хуу
OʻRTHO

OSS

OTH

O'RTHODROMICKS. S. [ from op ? And, To O'SSIFY, v. a. ( ola and facio.] To change
Szóv .) The art of failing in the aic of fume
10 bone Sharp .
great circle, whichas the ſhortest or ſtraightest OSSIVOROUS. a. Cota and voro.) Devouring
Dirham .
bones.
diſtance between any cwo points on the ſur
face of the globe. Harris .
OʻSSUARY . . [ luarium ,Lat ] A charnel houſe.
O'RTHOGON.S . (7fGand2012.] A rectangled OST. 1 1. A veſſel upon which hops or male
OUST. S are dried. Diet.
figure. Peacham .
OʻRTHOGONAL. a. (from orthogen.] Rectan- OSTENTIVE. a. ( oftentif, Fr. oftendo, Lat . ]
gilar.
Showing ; betokening:
O'RTHOGRAPHER . S. 1620 and ygáow . ) O'STENT. ] [offensum ,Lat.) 1. Appearance ;
One who ſpells according to the rules of gram
air ; manner ; mein . Shakeſp. 2. Show ;
mar. Shakelp.
tuken. Sbakiff. 3. A portent; a prodigy.
ORTHOGRAPHICAL. a. (from orthography.] Dryden.
! Rightly ſpelled. 2. Relating to the fpel.OSTENTATION. S. [ chentatio, Lat. )
ling. Addiſon. 3. Delineated according to the Outward ſhow ; appearance.Shakeſp. 2. Am
elevation . Mortimer.
bitious diſplay ; bualt ; vain ſhow . Anterbury .
3. A ſhow , a ſpectacle. Not in ule. Shakepp :
ORTHOGRA'PHICALLY. adv. ( from ortho
graphical.) 1. According to the rules of ſpel . OSTENTA'TIVUS. a . Boattful ; vain ; fund
of thow ; fond to expoſe to view . Dryden .
Jing . 2 According to the elevation .
ORTHOGRAPHY. l. liccle and y$2$0.) !. OSTENTATIOUSLY.ado .(from eftentatiows.]
Tlie part of grammar which teaches how words Vainly ; boaſt'ully .
should be spelled . Holder. 2. The part or OSTENTA’TIOUSNESS. S. Vanity ; boaſt
fulnefs.
practice of spelling. Swift. 3. The elevation
OSTENTA'TOUR.S. (oferto, Lat.) A boaſt
of a building delineated . Moxen .
ORTHOPNOEA . S. L. Júniya.) A diſorder of er ; a vain ſetter to ſhow .
the lungs, in which respiration can be perform. OSTEOCOLLA. S. Coreov and xona .) Oftes
colla is frequent in Cermany, and has long
ed only in an upright poſture. Haravy.
ORTIVE. a . ( oriiuus, Lac ) Relating to the ri been famous for bringing on a callus in frac
( ured bones Hill.
ling of any planet or lar.
ORTOLAN. 1. (Fr.) A ſmall bird accounted OSTEOCOPE. F. Castor and sonla ] Pains ia
the bones. Dić .
very delicious. Cowley
O'RVAL. 1. [ orvala , Lat. ) The herb clary . OSTEO'LOGY. S. Costoy and nézv. A deſcrip
DIEL.
tion of the bones. Tatler.
ORVIE'TAN . S. Corvietano, Ital . ) An antidote OSTIARY.S. The opening at which a river
or counter poiſon.
ditembogues itſelf. Brown.
OSCILLA'TION. F. [ofcillum , Lat .) The act O'STLER . ). ( boftlier, Fr ] The man who takes
of moving backward and forward like a pen
care of horſes at an inn . Swift.
dulum .
O'STLERY. S. (bofielerie, Fr ] The place be
OSCILLATORY. a. ( oſcillum , Lat. ) Mov
longing to the oftler.
ing backwards and : orwards like a pendulum O STRACISM . S. [ szanismos.) A manner of
Arbustoot
ſentence , in which the note of acquittal or
condemnation was marked upon a thell ; pube
OSCITANCY. S. Cofcitantia, Lat.) ! . The
lick cepluie. Cleaveland.
act of yawning. 2. Unuſual ileepineſs ; care
Teilnels Addijon
OSTRACITES . Ojiracites expreſſes the com
OSCITANT... (ofcitans, Lat. ) 1. Yawning ;
mon oyſter in its foflile itate. Hill.
unuſually fleepy. 2. Sleepy ; Duggith. Decay O'STRICH . f. [autruche, Fr. ſtrutbio, Lat. )
Oji, ich is ranged among birds. It is very large,
of Piety.
OSCITATION.Š. (efcits, Lat. ) The act of its wings very hort , and the neck about four or
yawnirg. Taller.
live ſpans . The feathers of its wings are in
great clieem , and are uſed as an ornament for
OSIER . ) . ( cfier, Fr. ) A tree of the willow
kind , growing by the water . May.
hats. They are hunted by way of courſe, for
O'SMUND . ). A plant . Miller.
they never Ay , but uſe their wings to aflift
O SPRAY. ). The lea eagle . Numbers.
them in running more ſwiftly. The Oſtrich
ſwallows bits of iron or braſs, in the ſame
O'SSELEI. J. [ fr ] A lille hard fubſtance arif
manner as other birds will ſwallow ſmall ſtones
ing on the indide of 2 horſe's knee, among the
Imall bones.
or gravel, to aſſiſt in digeſting or comminuting
their food . It lays its eggs upon the ground,
OSSICLE. . [ olicular , Lat .) A ſmall bone.
Holder ,
hides them under the land, and the ſun hatches
them , Calmer.
OSSIFICK . O Cola and facio. ) Having the
power of niaking bones, or changing carneous OTACOU'STICK . S. (@ta and årów .) An in
frument to facilicate hearing. Grew.
or membranuus co bony lubílance. Wijeman .
OSSIFICATION . f. [ irom dry . Change (fOTHER. pron . (oder, Sax .) 1. Not the ſame ;
carnevus, membranous, or cartilaginous , into
not this ; different. Hocker. 2. Notl , or he,
bony fubitance . Sharp.
but ſome one elſe. Knolles. 3. Not the one ,
OSSIFRAGE . ]. [ Fifraga, Lat. Alifrague, Fr.]
not this, but the contrary, South. 4. Corre
Akind of eagle. Numbers,
lative

OVE
OVE
iative to each . Phil. 5. Something befides . To O’VER-ARCH. v. 0. Cover and arch.) To
cover as with an arch. Pope.
Locke . 6. The next. Shakeſp. 7. The third
paſt. Ben. Johnson. 8. It is ſometimes put T. OVER -AWE. ~ a . ( over and awe. ) To
keep in awe by ſuperiour infuence. Spenſer
elliptically for other thing. Glanville.
OʻTHERGATES adv. In another manner. To OʻVER -BALANCE. v.a. To weigh down ;
Sbakefp.
to preponderata. Rogers.
OʻTHERGUISE. a. (other and gaiſe ] Of ano.OVER -BALANCE. I. [ ever and ba’ance. )
ther kind .
Something more than equivalent. Locke.
OʻTHERWHERE , adv. (other and where. ] In OVER -BATTLE. a. Too fruitful; exuberant.
Hocker.
other places . Hocker.
OʻTHERWHILE. odv . (other and while .] A TO OVER -BEAR. ~ . 2. To repref : i to ſub
other times .
due ; 10 whelm ; to bear down. Hoker.
O‘THERWISE. adv. [ coher and wiſe.] 1. In To OVER - BID . V. a. ( over and bid. ) To offer
a different manner . Spratt. 2. By other
more than equivalent. Dryden .
cauſes. Raleigh. 3. In other reſpects. Rogers. TO OVER -BLOW . v . n. ( ver and bl.29.) To
OTTER. f. (oter , Sax . ) An amphibious ani
be pait its violence .
To O'VER - BLOW . v . a. ( over and blow .) To
mal thatpreys upon fish Grew.
O'VAL. O. ( ovale, Fr cvum , an egg ) Ob
drive away as clouds before the wind .
long ; relembling the longitudinal leáion of JO'VER -BOARD). adv . Cover and board. See
an egg Blackmore.
Board. ) Off the ſhip ; out of the ſhip. South .
O'VAL.
O'VER -BULK . V a . (over and bulk . ) To
Watts.f. That which has the ſhape of an egg. To
oppreſs by bulk . Shakeſp.
OVARIOUS. a. [ from cuum .] Conafting of To OVER -BURDEN . ū . a . (over and burden.)
To load with iwo great weight. Sidney.
eggs. Thomſon
TO OVER -BUY. v . a. (over and buy.) To
O'VARY. S. Covarium , Lat ] The part of the
body in which impregnation is performed. buy too dear. Dryden .
Brown
To OʻVER -CARRY v. a . (over and carry.]
OVATION . S. Covatio, Lat.) A leſer triumph
To hurry too far ; to be urged to any thing
among the Romans. Dis.
violent or dangerous. Hayward.
OʻUBAT
TO OVER- CAST . v. c. part over-caſt. Cover
OU'BUST . } S
and call.] 1. To cloud ; todarken ; to cover
. A fort of caterpillar.
OUCH . S. An ornament of goldor jewels. Bacon.
with gloom Spenſer. 2. Tocover. Horker . 3.
O'VEN . . (ofen, Sax .)An arched cavity heated
To rate too high in computation . Bacon.
with fire tobake bread. Spenſer.
To O'VER- CHARGE via fover and charge.]
OVER hath a double ſignification in the names
1. To oppreſs ; to cloy ; to ſurcharge. Raleigh.
of places. If the place be upon or near a ri
2. To load ; to croud too much. Pope. 3. To
burthen. Shakeſp . 4. To rate too high .
ver, it comes from the Saxon ofre, a brink or
bank , but if there is in the neighbourhood
Shakeſp. 5. To fill ioo full. Locke . 6. To
another of the ſame name, diftinguiſhed by
load with too great a charge. Shakeſp.
the addition of neither, then over is from the To O'VER -CLOUD . v. a . Cover and cloud )
To cover with clouds Tickel.
Gothick ufar , above.
O'VER. prep . (ufar, Gothick ; efne, Sax .) 1. To O'VER -CLOY. v . a . ( over and cloy .) To
Above ; with reſpect to excellence or dignity. fill beyond ſatiety. Shakeſp.
overcame :
Swift. 2. Above, with regard to rule or au - To O'VERCOME. v . a . pret. I
thority . South. 3. Above in place. Shakeſp: part. pall. overcome ; antiently overcomen , as
in Spenſer. (over comer , Durch.] 1. To ſub
4. Acroſs ; as, he leaped over ibe brook . Dryd.
5. Through.Hammond. 6. Before. Spenſer.
due ; to conquer ; to vanquish. Spenſer. 2. To
OVER . adv. 1. Above the top. Luke.
overflow ; to ſurcharge. Phliips. 3. To come
orupon ; to invade ſuddenly. Not in ule ;
over
3.
.
quantity
Hayw
aligned.
More than a
Shakeſp.
From ſide to ſide. Grow. 4. From one to an
other. Bacon. 5 * From a country beyond the TO OVERCOME. , n. To gain , the ſuperio
fea. Bacon. 6. On the ſurface. Geneſis. 7 . rity. Romans
Throughout ; completely . South . 8. With re- JO'VERCOMER . f. (from the verb .) He who
overcomes.
petition ; another time. Dryden .. 9. Extra
ordinary ; in a great degree. Baker. 10. To OʻVERCOUNT. v . a. (over and count . ] To
OVER and above.Besides ; beyond what was
rate above the true value. Shakeſp.
forft ſuppoſed or immediately intended . Numb. To OʻVERDO . 8, a . (over and do.] To do
more than enough . Grew .
11. Over againſt. Oppoſite ; regarding in
front. Bacon . 12. In compoſition it has a great To OʻVERDRESS . v. 2. Cover and dreſs.) To
adorn laviſhly . Pope.
variety of ſignifications ; it is arbitrarily pre
fixed to nouns, adjectives, or other parts of To O'VER - DRIVÉ . v. a . Cover and drive.]
ſpeech.
To drive too hard , or beyond ſtrength . Gen.
To O'VER- ABOUND . v. * . [over and - To OʻVER- EYE . v. a . over and eye.) 1 .
bound . To abound more than enough . Pope.
To ſuperintend. 2. To obſerve ; to remark .
To OʻVER -ACT. v . a. (over and a &t .] To act
Shake / p.
То
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more than enough. Stilling fleet,
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To O’VER - EMPTY. v. a. (over and empty.] JOVERLARGE. a. ( over and large. ) Larger
than enough . Collier .
To make too empty. Carew .
OVERFALL. S. [ca'er and fall.] Cataract, Ral OVERLASHINGLY. S. Cover and laß .] With
To O VER -FLOAT. v . %. ( over and poat )
exaggeration. Breryw.od .
TO OVERLA'Y . v.a. Cover and lay.) 1. To
To ſwim ; to float. Dryden .
oppreis
by too much weight or power. Raleigh.
To ( 'VER -FLOW . v . *. Cover and flow .)
Ben . Johnlin. 2. To finother with too much
To be fuller than the brim can hold. Locke.
or too clole covering. Milion . 3. To mother ;
2. To exuberate. Rogers .
To OVER FLOW. v . a . To fill beyond the
to cruſh ; to overwhelm . Scuth . 4. To cloud ;
to over-calt. Spenſer. 5. To cover ſuperfi
brim . Taylor. 2. To deluge ; to drown ; to
cially . Exodus. 6. To join by ſomething laid
over.run. Dryden.
over Milton
OVER - FLOW . I (over and flow . )Inundacion ;
more than fulneſs ; ſuch a quantity as runs o TO OVERLE'AP . v . a. (over and leap.) To
país by a jump. Drydex .
ver ; exuberance. Arburbrot.
OʻVER -FLOWING . F. ( from over.fisw .) Exu- OVERLEATHER. T. ( over and leasher.) The
part of the ſhoe that covers the foot . Shakesp.
berance ; copioulnels. Rogers,
OVER -FLOWINGLY. adv . (from over.ftcru. TO OVERLIVE . v . a. (over and love . To
live longer than another ; to lurvive ; to out
ing. ) Exuberantly . Boyle.
live . Hayward.
To O'VER- FLY. 6, a . (over and fiy.) To croſs
To OVERLIVE. V. n. To live too long . Milt.
by fright. Dryden.
OVER FORWARDNESS. S. Cover and for. JOVERLIVER. L. (from over-live.) Surviver ;
that which lives longeſt. Bacon.
wardreſs.] Too great quickneſs. Hale .
To O'VER - FREIGHT. v . a . preter . oper. To OVERLO AD . v. a. fever and lead.] To
burthen with too much . Felton.
freighted ; part. over.fraught. ' To load too
O'VEPLONG . a. (over and long.) Too long.
heavily .
To OʻVER- GET. v. a . (over and get. ] To Boyle.
TO OVERLOOK . v . a. (over and look.) 1. To
reach ; to come up with . Sidney.
TO OVER -GLANCE. v. c. Cover and glarse.) view from a higher place. Dryden. 2. Ta
To look haftily over. Shakeſp.
view fully ; to perule. Shakejp. 3. To fu
perintend ; to overſce. Graunt. 4. To re
To O VER.GO. v . 6. (cver and go.] To ſur
view. Roſcommon 5. To paſs by indulgent.
paſs ; to excel . Sidney.
TO OVER -GORGE . v . a (over and gorge.] ly. Rogers. 6 To neglect ; lo flight. Atterb.
OVERLOOKER . S. Cover and looker .] One
To gorge too much.
who looks over his fellows.
To O VER -CROW . v . a . ( over and grow.)
1. To cover with growth. Spenjer. 2. To riſe OVERLOOP. S. The ſame with or lop.
OVERMA STED . a . ( over and majt.) Having
above. Mortimer.
too much maſt . Dryden.
To O'VER- GROW. v . 11. To grow beyond
TO OVERMA'STER. v. a. (over and mafler .]
the fit or natural ſize. Knolles.
OVER -GROWTH . /. Cover and growik .] Ex
To ſubdue ; to govern . Shakeſp .
TO OVERMATCH . v . a . ( over and match .]
uberant growth . Bacon .
To O’VER - HALE. v. a . Cover and hale .] 1. To be too powerful ; to conquer . Dryden .
To ſpread over. Spenſer. 2. To examine o - OVERMATCH . S. Cover and match.) One of
ſuperiour powers. Milion.
ver again .
To O'VER- HANG. v. a . (orer and bang.) To OVERMO'ST. a. (orer and moll ) Higheſt ;
over the reſt in authority. Ainſworib .
jut over ; to impend over. Skakejp .
To OʻVER -HANG . v . . To jut over. Milton. OVERMUCH . a. Cover and mucb.) Too much ;
more than enough . Locke,
To OʻVER- HARDEN. v. 1. (over and harden .)
OVERMUCH . adv. lo too great a degree .
To make too hard . Boyle.
Hooker .
OVER -HEAD. adv. (ster and head ] Aloft ;
OVERMU'CHNÇSS. f. [ from evermuch .) Ex
in the zenith ; above. Milion.
To OVER - HEAR . v. a. (over and hear. ) To uberance ; ſuperabundance. Ben . Johnjon .
hear thoſe who do not mean to be heard . Skar . OVERNIGHT. S. Night before bed- time. Sha.
TO OVER -HEND). v . a . ( over and kend. ) To TO OVER -NAME. v . 0. Cover and name. ) To
name in a leries. Shakeſp.
overtake ; to reach . Sponſer.
TO OVER - JOY. v . a. (over and joy .) To To OVERO'FFICE. v. 0.[over and office.] To
lord by virtue of an office. Shakelp:
traníport ; to raviſh . Taylor.
O’VER-JOY. S. Tranſport; ecſtaſy. Shakeſp: JOVERO'FFICIOUS. a.(overand officious.] Too
TO OVER-RIPEN. v . a. (over and ripen .] To
buly ; too importunate.
TO OVERPASS. v . a. ( orier and paſs.) 1. To
make too ripe. Shakelp .
Dryden. 2. To overlook ; to paſs with
croſs.
To OVER -LABOUR . v . a . ( sver and labour .!
ditregard . Milion. 3. To omit in a reckon
To take too much pains on any thing i to
baraſs with toil . Dryden .
ing. Raleigh. 4. To omit ; not to receive.
TO OVERLADE . v . a . (over and lade.) To
Hooker .
T. OVERPAY. v. a. (oier and pay.) To re
overpbur.hcn. Suckling.
ward beyond the price. Priir .
To
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TO OVERPER'CH . S. Cover and perch .) To TO OVERSHA'DE . . 0. Cover and ſhade.] Tº
Ay over. Shakeſp.
cover with darkneſs . Dryden .
TO OVERPE'ER V. a . ( over and peer.] TO TO OVERSHA'DOW.v.a. Cover and ſoadow .)
over -look ; to hover above. Sandiys.
1. To throw a ſhadow over any thing. Bacon.
OVERPLUS.S . Cover and plus.) Surplus ; what 2. To ſhelter ; to protect. Milton.
TO OVERSHOOT. V.n. (over and sool. ) To
remains more than ſufficient. Hooker.
TO OVERPLY. v. a. (over and ply.) To em
fly beyond the mark. Collier.
To OVERSHO'OT. v. a . 1. To ſhoot beyond
ploy too laboriouſly. Milton .
TO OVERPOʻISE . v. a. Cover and poife.] To
the mark. Tillotſon. 2 (With the reciprocal
outweigh . Brown .
pronoun . ) To venture too far ; to aſert 100
OVERPOʻISE . P. (from the verb. ) Preponde
much. Whitgifte.
rant weight Dryden .
O’VERSIGHT. 1. (from over and light.) 1 .
T. OVERPO’WER . v. a. (over and power .} Superintendence. 2 Kings, 2. Miſtake ; er
To be predominant over ; to oppreſs by ſupe
rour. Hooker
riority. Boyle, Woodward.
TO OVERSIZE. v . a. ( over and ſize.] 1. To
To OVERPRE'SS. v . a . ( over and preſs.] To Turpaſs in bulk . Sandys. 2. To plaſter over.
Shakeſp .
bear upon with irreſiſtible force ; to over
whelm ; to cruſh . Rofcommon.
TO OVERSKUP. v. o . Cover and fip .] 1. To
TO OVERPRIZE . v . a . ( over and prize.] To paſs by leaping. Hooker. 2. To paſs over.
Donne . 3. To eſcape. Shakeſp.
value at too high a price . W otron
OVERRANK . a. (over and rank .) Too rank . To OVERSLEEP. v. a. Cover and ſeep .) To
Mortimer.
Deep too long
To OVERRA'TE . v. a . (over and rate. ) To TO OVERSLI P. v . 2. Cover and Nip.) To paſs
rate too much . Rogers.
undone, unnoticed, or unuled ; to neglect .
I 01709 .
To OVERREACH . v. a. ( over and reark ]
1. To riſe above. Raleigh. 2. To deceive ; To OVERSNOW . v. a . (over and ſnow .) To
to go beyond . Tillotſon .
cover with ſnow. Dryden.
TO OVERREA'CH . v . n. A horſe is ſaid to OVERSOLD . part (from overſell.] Sold at too
over- reach, when he brings his hinder ſeet lou
high a price. Dryden .
far forwards, and Itrikes his toes againſt his OVERSOON. adv. Cover and soon.) To ſoon .
fore Moes. Farrier's Dict.
Sidney
OVERRE'ACHER . S. ( from over-reach . ) A OVERŚPEN'T . part. [over and ſpend.] Wea
cheat ; a deceiver.
ried ; harailed . Dryden.
To OVERRE'AD. v . a. ( over and read. ] To To OVERSPREAD . v . 0. ( over and ſpread.]
peruſe. Shakeſp.
To cover over ; to fill; to ſcatter over. Derb.
TO OVERROAST. v. a. ( over and roaft.) TOTO OVERSTAND . v . a . ( ever and ſtand.) To
roaſt too much . Sbakelp
Nand too much upon condicions. Dryden .
TO OVERRULE . v . a . ( over and rule.] 1. To TO OVERSTARE. 7. a. (over and ſtare.) To
fare wildly . Alcham.
influence with predominant power ; to be ſu
periour in auihority. Sidney. 2. To govern TO OVERSTOCK . v. n. (over and ſtock.] To
with high authority ; to fuperintend. Hayw . fill too full ; to croud . Swif:.
3. To luperfede ; as, in law, to over.ruie a To OVERSTRAIN . v . n . (over and froix.)
plea is to reject it as incompetent.
To make too viclent efforts Collier.
TO OVERRU'N . v. a. (over and run.] 1. To To OVERSTRAIN . v. a. To ſtretch too far .
haraſs by incurſions; to ravage. Dryden. 2 .
Ayliffe.
To out-run. Bacon. 3. To overſpread ; to TO OVERSWA'Y. v. a . ( over and ſway ) To
cover all over. Burner. 4. To miſchief by over- rule ; to bear down . Hooker.
great numbers ; to peſter . Addiſon. 5. TO TO OVERSWE'LL .9. a. (over and ſwell.) To
riſe above . Fairfax.
injure by treading down. Addijon.
To OVERRU'N. v . n. To over-flow ; to be OʻVERT. a . (ouvert, Fr. ) Open ; publick ; ap
more than full . Spenſer.
parent. King Charles.
TO OVERSE'E . v . a. ( over and ſee.] 1. To O'VERTLY. adv. ( from the adjeétive.] O
ſuperintend ; to overlook . Spenjer. 2. To o
penly.
verlook ; to paſs by unheeded to omit. Hud. TO OVERTAKE. o. o . Cover and take.] 1 .
OVERSE'EN . part . (from overſee.] Miſtaken ;
To catch any thing by purſuit ; to come up to
deceived. Clarendon .
ſomething going before. Hooker, Shakeſp . 2 .
To take by ſurprize. Gal.
OVERSE ER S. ( from overſee.] 1. One who
overlooks; a ſuperintendent. Hooker. 2. An To OVERTA'SK v. a. (over and taſk.) TO
officer who has ihe care of the parochial pro
burthen with loo heavy duties or injunctions.
viſion of the poor. Graunt.
Harvey .
TO OVERSET. v . a . ( over and fer.) 1. TO TO OVERTHRO'W . v. a. (over and throw . )
turn the bottom upwards ; to throw off the
preter, overtbrem ; part. overthrown.] 1 .
bafis. Addijon . 2. To throw out of regula.
To turn upſide down . Taylor. 2. To throw
rity . Dryden .
down ; to ruin ; to demoliſh . Dryden. 3. To
TO OVERSET. v. . To throw off the baſis.
defeat; to conquer ; to vanquiſ. Hooker. 4.
Mortimer.
Το
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To deſtroy ; to miſchief; to bring to nothing .
1. Laboured too much. Dryden. 2. Worked
all over. Pope.
Sodney
OVERTHROʻW . S. [from the verb.] 1. The OVERWO'RN . part. ( over and worn. ) 1 .
Worn out; ſubjued by toil . Dryd. 2. Spoiled
ſtate of being turned upſide down. 2. Ruin ;
destruction . Hooker. 3. Defeat ; diſcomfiture. by time. Shakeſp .
OVERYEARED. a. (over and year.] Too old.
Hayward. 4. Degradation. Shakeſp.
OVERTHROWER. J. ( from overthrow .) He Fairfax.
who overthrows .
OUCHT. S. [aphit , Sax .) Any thing ; not no
OVERTHWA'RT. a. Cover and thwart.) 1. thing. Milion.
Oppoſite ; being over againſt. Dryd. 2. Cror- |OUGHT. verb imperfe&t. (preterite of owe.) 1 .
ſing any thing perpendiculariy. 3. Perverſe ;
Owed ; was bound to pay ; have been in
adverſe ; contradictions. Clarendox.
debred. Spelman. 2. To be obliged by duty .
Baco
n . 3 To be fit ; to be neceflary. Locke,
OVERTHWARTLY.adv. ( from overthwart.)
1. Acroſs ; tranfverfely. 2. Pervicaciouſy ; OVIFOʻRM . a. ( ovum and forma, Lat.) Hav
ing the ſhape of an egg. Burnet.
perverſely .
OVERTHWA'RTNESS . S.{from overthwari.) |OVI PAROUS.a . (ovum and pario, Lat.) Briog.
Pervicaciry ; perverſeneſs.
ing forth eggs ; not viviparous. Ray.
OVERTOOK . prot. and pari. Pan. of overlake. OUNCE. Si lounce, Fr. uncia, Lat.) A name of
TC OVERTOʻP. v. a . ( over and top. ) 1. To
weight of different value in different denomi
riſe above ; 10 raiſe the head above. Shakesp. nations of weight. In troy weight, an ounce
2. To excel ; to furpaſs. 3. To obſcure ; to is twenty penny -weights ; a penny-weight,
make of leſs importance by ſuperiour excel twenty - four grains. Bacon .
lence . Bacon .
OUNCK. S. (sunce, Fr, onza, Spaniſh .) A lyox ;
TO OVERTRIP. v. a . (over and trip.] To a panther. Milton.
trip over; to walk lightly over. Shakesp.
OUPHE. . ( axff, Teutonick.) A fairy ; a
OVERTURE. L. (cuverture, Fr. ) 1. Open
goblin.
ing ; diſcloſure; diſcovery. Shakeſp. 2. Pro- OÙPHEN . S. ( from ouph .) Elfiſh. Shakeſp .
poſal ; ſomething offered to conſideration. OUR . pror . pal. (ure, Sax .) 1. Pertaining to
Hayward.
us; belonging to us. Shakeſp. 2. When the
TO OVERTURN. v. a. ( over and turn.) 1 . ſubſtantive goes before, it is written curs.
Davies.
To throw down ; to topple down ; to lub
vert ; to ruin. Rowe. 2. To over -power ; to OURSELVES. reciprocal pronoun. 1. We; Dot
conquer. Milton
others. Locke. 2. Us ; not others, in the obe
OVERTURNER . S. [ from overturn.) Subver
lique cales. Dryden.
OURSE'LF is uſed in the regal ſtyle. Shakejp.
ter, Swife.
To OVERVA'LUE . V a. (over and value.) JOUSE . J. Tanners bark .
OU SEL.S. (osle, Sax . ) A blackbird . Spenſer.
To rate at too high a price . Hooker.
To OVERVEIL . v. a . (over and veil.) To TO OUST. v . a . (oufter, Fr. ) To vacate ; to
cover Skakelp.
take away. Hale .
TO OVERWATCH . v. n. Cover and watch.] OUT. adv. (ut, Sax .) 1. Not withio . Frier.
To ſubdue with long want of reft. Dryden.
2. It is generally oppoſed to in. Shakeſp. 3 .
OVERWEAK a. ( over and weak . ] Too weak ;
In a late of diſcloſure. Bacer. 4. Not in
too feeble . Raleigh.
confinement or concealment. Shakeſp .
5.
TO OVERWEATHERO. O Cover and wea
From the piace or houſe . Shakeſp. 6. Prom
ther.) To bazter by violence of weather. Shak .
the inner part. Ezek . 7. Not at home. 8.
TO OVERWEEN . v . n . Cover and ween.) To In a ttate of extinction. Shakeſp. 9. In a ſtate
of being exhauſted . Shakeſp . 10. Not in an
think too highly ; to think with arrogance.
Shakeſp .
affair. Shakeſp. 11. To the end. Dryder.
OVERWEE'NINGLY. odv. ( from overween .)
12. Loudly ; without reſtraint. Pope. 13 .
Not in the hands of the owner. Locke. 14.
With too much arrogance ; with too high an
opinion
In an errour. L'Eſtrange. 15. At a loſs ; in
TO OVERWEIGH. v . a cover and weigh.]
a puzzle. Bacon . 16. With torn cloaths. Dryd.
17. Away ; at a loſs. Dryden , Taylor. 18.
To preponderate. Hooker.
OVERWEIGHT. J. (over and wrighr.) Pre
li is uſed emphatically before alas. Suckling.
ponilerance. Bacon .
19. It is added emphatically to verbs of dit
TO OVERWHELM . v. a (over and whelm .) covery . Numbers .
1. To cruín underneath iomething violent |OUT. interject. An expreſſion of abhorrence or
and weighıy. Rogers, 2. To overlook gloomi
expullion ; as, out upon this half -fac'd fellow
Tip. Shake p.
ly. Sbadelp.
OVERWHELMINGLY. adv. [ from over- OUT of prep. 1. From ; noting produce. Sperſ.
whelming:) Ja fuch a manner as to over
2. Not in ; noting excluſion or diſiniffion,
wheim . Decay of Prety.
Spenfer. 3. No longer in. Dryden . 4. Not
OVERWISE . '0. a . ( over and wiſe.] Wiſe to
in ; noting unfitneſs. Dryden. 5. Not with
affectatico . Eccl. vii. 16 .
in ; relating to a houſe. Shakess. 6. From ;
OVERWROUGHT. part. Cover and wrought.)
noting extraction. Bacon. 7. From ; noting
copy .
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copy: Stilling fleet. 8. From ; noting reſcue. brave ; to bear down by ſhow of magnanimi
Addiſon. 9. Norin ; noting exorbitance or ly . Wollen. 2. To ſtare down . Raleigh.
irregularity. Swift. 10. From one thing to To OUTFA'WN. v . a ( out and fawn.) To
ſomething different. Decay of Piery. 11. To excel in fawning. Hudibras.
a different ſtate from ; noting diſorder. Burner. To OUTFLY'. v . x . (out and fy .) To leave
behind in flight. Shakeſp .
12. Not according to. Pope. 13. To a dif
ferent ſtate from ; noting feparation. Hooker. OUTFORM . 1. (one and form .] External ap
pearance . Ben . Johnson .
14. Beyond. Shakeſp. 15. Deviating from .
Shakeſp . 16. Paft ; without ; noting fome To OUTFROWN . 2.2. [cut and frown.] To
frown down. Shakeſp.
thing worn outor exhauſted. Knolles . 17. By
means of. Shakeſp . 18 In conſequence of ; OUTGA'TE . S. [out and gate.) Outlet ; par
ſage outwards. Sperifer.
noting the motive or reaſon. Bacon . 19. Oui
of bond; immediately ; as, that is eaſily uſed To OUTGIVE. v. a. [out and give.] To ſur
paſs in giving . Dryden.
which is ready in the hand . Shakeſp.
T. OUT. v.a.To expel; to deprive . K. Char. To OUTCO '. v. a. pret, ousevent ; part . cute
TO OU TA'CT.v. a . (out and al . ) To do be
gone. (out and 8 ? ) 1. To furpais ; lo excel .
Carew . 2. To go beyond ; to leave behind
yond. O:way.
TO OUTBA LANCE. v. a . (out and balance.)
in going. Mark . 3. To circumvent ; NO O
verreach. Denham .
To ove:-weigh ; to preponderate. Dryden.
TO OUTBA'R . v . a. (out and bar. ] To Thut To OUTGROW . v. a . (out and grow . ) To
ſurpaſs in growth ; to grow too great or too
out by fortification. Spenſer .
old for any thing Swife .
TO OUTBUD. v.a. Come and bid.) To over
OU'TGUARD . ;. { cut and guard. ) One pofted
power by bidding a higher price . Denne.
OUTBIDDER. S. ( out and bid.) One that out
at a diſtance from the main body, as a de
bids.
fence. Dryden , Blackmore.
OUTBL'OWED . a . (out and blow .) Inflated ; OUTJE'ST. v. a . (oui and jefl .) To over- power
ſwollen with wind. Dryden .
by jefting. Shakeſp.
OUTBORN . a . (out and born. ) Foreign ; not To OUTKNA'VE . v.a. Tout and knove. ) To
native.
ſurpuſs in knavery. L'Efirange.
QU'TBOUND. a. (out and bound ) Deſtinated OUTLA'NDISH . a. cui and land .] Not na
to a diſtant voyage . Dryden,
tive ; foreign. Denne.
TO OUTBRAVE. v . a. (out and brave.) To TO OUTLAST. v . 0.( out and laft.) To fur
bear down and diſgrace by more daring, info
paſs in duration. Waller.
lent, or iplendid appearance. Cowley.
OUTLAW.L. ( utlaga , Sax .] One excluded
To OUTBRAʼZEN . v. a. (out and brazen .] from the benefit of the law ; a plunderer ;
To bear down with impudence .
a robber ; a bandit. Davies.
OU‘TBREAK . S. [out and break.] That which To OU'TLAW. v.a. To deprive of the benefits
breaks forth ; eruption.Shakeſp.
and protection of the law . Herbert.
TO OUTBREATHE. v. a. [out and breathe.) JOU'TLAWRY S. ( from outlaw . ) A decree by
1. To weary by having better breath . Shakeſp.
which any man is cut off from the communi
2. To expire . Spenſer.
ty, and deprived of the proteai n of the law .
Bacon
.
OUTCA'ST. pari. 1. Thrown into the air as
refuſe. Spenler. 2. Baniſhed ; expelled. Mill. To OUTLEAP. v. a . (out and leap.] To paſs
OUTCAST . S. Exile ; one rejected ; one ex
by leaping ; 10 ſtart beyond.
OUTLEA'P. 1. (from the verb.] Sally ; flight ;
pelled. Prior.
TO OUTCRAFT. v.a. (out and craft .) To
eſcape. Locke.
excel in cunning. Shakeſp .
OU'TLET. S. (out and let.) Paſſage outwards ;
O'UTCRY. S. [ out and cry.) 1. Cry of vehe
diſcharge outwards. Ray.
mence ; cry of diſtreſs ; clamour. Denham . OUʻTLINE. S. [ cut and line.) Contour ; line
2. Clamour of deteſtacion . Soutb .
by which any figure is defined ; extremily .
OUTDA'RE . v . a. (out and dore ] To ven
Dryden .
lure beyond. Shakeſp.
TO OUTLI'VE. v.0. [out and live.] To live
TO OUTDATE. v . a . (out and date .) To an
beyond ; to ſurvive. Clarenden .
tiquate. Hammond.
[out and live.) A ſurviver.
OUTLI'VER.
TO OUTDO.v. a. (out and do.] To excel ; TO OUTLOOK. v. a. (cut and look.] To face
down ; to brow - beat. Shakesp.
lo ſurpaſs . Shakeſp.Milton .
TO OUTDWE'LL. v . a . [out and dwell] To To OUTLUSTRE . v . a. (out and lufire.) To
ſtay beyond . Shakeſp.
excel in brightneſs. Shakeſp.
OU'TER. a . ( from ont . ] That which is with OU'TLYING. part . a. (ous and lie.] Noi in
out . Grew .
the cummon courſe of order. Templi.
OU'TERLY adv. (from outer.) Towards the TO OUTMEASURE. V. a. ( out and meaſure.]
To exceed in mcalure. Brown,
oui fide, Grow .
OU TEKMOST. 2. ( ſuperlative from outer.) TO OUTNUMBER. v. a . [ 0:18 and number .]
Remote'l from the midit. Boyle.
To exceed in number. Addiyan,
То
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TO OUTMA’RCH. v. a . [out and march . ) To To OUTSI'T . v.2. [out and fit.) To fit beyond
leave behind in the march. Clarendon.
the time of any thing . Sowib.
OU'TMOST. 6. ( out and mofl .) Remoteſt from TO OUTSLEEP. v . c . (out and feep ) To ſeep
the middle . Necuton .
beyond . Shakeſp.
OUTPARISH . [out and pariſh .] Parith not TO OUTSPEAK . 2. a. (out and ſpeak.) T.
ſpeak fomething beyond. Shakeſp .
Tying within the walls.
OUTPART. L. [out and pari.) Part remote To OUTSPORT. 8. a. (sut and Sport.) To
ſport beyond. Shakeſp.
from the cenier or main body. Aylife.
TO OUTPACE. v. a . ( out and pace ) To out- To OUTSPREA'D . v. c. [out and ſpread.] T .
extend ; to diffult. Pepe.
go ; to leave behind. Chapman,
TO OUTPOU'R . v. a ( cut and pour .) To e- TO OUTSTAND . v . a. [cue and ſtar.d.) 1 .
To fuſport ; to refilt. W'codward. 2. To
mit ; to lend forth in a Itream Milton.
Itand beyond the proper time . Shakesp.
TO OU TPRIZE. v . a . ( out and prize ) To
TO OUTSTAND. v . n . To protuberate from
exceed in the value ſet upon it . Shakejp.
the main body.
TO OU TRAGE. va. ( ouiroger, Fr.) To in
jure violently or coniumelioutly ; to indult TO OUTSTA RE. v. 0. ( out and ſiare. ] To
roughly and iumultuoully. Alterbury.
face down ; ho brow - beat ; lo outlace with
effrontery . Craſvaw .
TO OUTRAGE. v. n. To commit exorbitan
OUTSTREET. J. [out and ſtreet.) Street in
cies. Afiham.
the extremities of a town.
OUTRAGE. A. [outrage, French .) Open vio
TO OUTSTRLICH . v a . [-ut and firetcb .) TO
lence ; tumuliuous miſchiet. Shakejp .
extend ; to ſpread out. Shakeſp.
OUTRA'GEOUS. a . (outrageux, Fr.] 1. Vio
Jent ; furious ; raging ; exorbitant; tumul. To OU'TSTRIP. v. c. To outgo ; to leave be
tuous ; turbulent . Sidney . 2. Exceſſive ; paf
hind . Ben . Johnſon
ling reaton or decency. Dryden. 3. Enor- To OU'T- SWEETEN .v. a [ out and ſweeter .)
To excel in ſweetneſs. Shakeſp.
mous; atrocious. Shakeſp.
adv. [ from outrageous ! To OUTSWEAR. v . a. [out and ſwear.) To
OUTRAGEOUSLY.
Violently ; tumultuouſly ; furiouſly. South.
over-power by ſwearing
OUTRAGEOUSNESS. ſ. lirom cutrageous.) To OUT- TONGUE. v . a . Tout and tongue.] To
bear down by noiſe. Shakelp .
With fuiy ; with violence. Dryden .
TO OUTREACH . v. a . (out and reach . ) To go T. OUT - TALK . v. a. ( oui and talk.] Too
ver- power by talk . Shakeſp.
beyond . Briwn.
To OUTRI'DE. v . a . (out and ride.) To paſs To OUTVALUE. v.a. (cut and value.) To
tranſcend in price. Boyle .
by riding . Dryden.
m .]
. To
OUTRIGHT. adv. (out and ripbr.) 1. Imme- To OUTVENOM , v. a . (out and venom
exceed in poifon. Shakeſp .
diately ; without delay . Arbuibnet. 2. Com
To OUTVIE. v . a . (out and vie.) To exceed ;
pletely . Addiſon.
to furpaſs. Addifon .
To VUTROA'R . v . a. (out and roar.] To ex
To OUT -VILLAIN . v . e. Tout and villain .)
ceed in roaring Shakeſp.
To exceed in villainy . Shakejp.
OUTRO DE ./.( out and rode.]ExcurſioniMac.
To OUTROOʻT . v.a.cut and root.) To extir- To OUTVOICE. vi a. [cut and voice ] To
out-roar ; 10 exceed in clamour. Shakeſp.
pate ; to cradicate. Rowe.
To OUTRU'N . v. a. ( out and run .) 1. TOTO VUTVO'TE . v. a . ( ou ! and vote.) To con
leave behind in running . Shakeſp. 2. To
quer by plurality of ſuffrages. South.
TO OUTWA'LK. v . a. ( out and walk.) To
exceed . Addiſon .
TO OUTSAIL. v. a. (out and fail.) To leave Heave one in walking.
OUTWA’LL . S. [out and wall ) 1. Outward
behind in failing. Brcome.
To OUTSCO'RN . v . a. (out and ſe :ra ] To part of a building . 2. Superficial appearance.
bear down or confront by contempt. Shakeſp.
Shakeſp .
To OUTSE LL. v . a. (out and jell.) 1. To ex- OUTWARD .6. (utpeand; Sax. ) 1. Exter
ceed in the price for which a thing is ſold .
nal ; oppoſed to inward . Shakeſp. 2. Ex
trinfick ; adventitious. Dryden. 3. Foreign,
Temple. 2. To gain an higher price . Shake,p.
TO OUTSHI'NE . v a . [cui and frine. ] 1. To not inteſtine. Hayward. 4. Tending to the
emit luttre . Shakeſp. 2. To excel in luſtre. out- parts. Dryden. 5. ( In theology.) Car
nal; corporeal ; not ſpiritual. Duppa.
Denbom .
TO OUTSHOO'T. v . a. [rut and fosot.] 1. To OUTWARD . S. External form . Shakeſp.
exceed in ſhocting. Dryden. 2. To thuot be- OUTWARD . adv . 1. To foreigo parts: as, 2
ſhip cürward bound. 2. To the outer parts.
yond. Norris.
OUTSIDE. {out and foile. 1. Superficies ; QU'TWARDLY. adv. [ from outward. )
ſuriace ; external part. L'Lfirange. 2. Ex
Externally ; oppoſed to inwardly. Hocker. 2 .
treme part ; part remote from the middle. In appearance ; not ſincerely. Spratt.
Bacon. 3. Superficial appearance . Locke. 4. QU'TWARDS. adv. Towards the out-parts.
Newton.
The utmost . Alortimer. 5. Perſon ; exter
nalman. Bacon . 6. Outer lide ; part not in- TO OU'TWEAR . v.a. Couta ad wear.) To
clo.cu. Speel.
pals tedioully . Pipes
To
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TO JUTWEE'D. v.2 . [out and weed.) To ex
tirpale as a weed, Spenſer:
TO OUTWEIGH . 0. . [out and weigh.) 1.
To exceed in gravity. Wilkins. 2. To pre
ponderale ; to excel in value or influence.
Dryden .
To OUTWE'LL. v. 2. (cut and well ] To pour
out . Spenſer.
TO OUTWIT . v. a. (out and wit . ) To cheat ;
to overcome by ſtratagem . L'Eſtrange.
OU'TWORK.. [out and work.] The parts of
a fortificacion next the enemy. Bacon .
OUTWORN . part. (from oui-wear.] Conſum ed or deſtroyed by uſe Milton.
To OUTWRC 81. 9. 2. ( cut and wrefl.) To
extort by violence. Sperler.
OUTWRÓUCHT pari. ( out and wrough .]
Out-done ; exceeded in eificacy. B.Jobulon .
TO OUTWORTH . » .a. (out and worih. ) To
excel in value. Shakeſp.
TO OWD. v . a. (og aa, Mandick.) 1. To be
obliged to pay i to besnuebiedt. Locke. 2. To
be obliged to aſcribe ; to be obliged for. Milt.
3. To have from any thing as the conſequence
of a cauſe. Pope. 4. To poſlels; to be the
right owner of. Shakesp. ' s Conſequential.
Atterbury. 6. Due as a debt. Locke. 7. lin
putable to, as an agent . Locke
OWL .
11. ( uie, Sax. ) A biid that lies a
O'WLET. } bout in the night and catches
mice . Pope.
O'WLER J. One who carries contraband goods
Swift.
OWN. S. Cazen , Sax ) 1. This is a word of
no other uſe chan as it is added to the poſter
five pronouns, my , thy, his, vur, your, their.
Dryden. 2. It is added generally by way of
emphaſisor corroboration Dryden. 3. Sume
times it is added to note oppofition or contra
diſtion ; domeſtick ; not toreign ; mine, his,
or yours ; not another's Daniel.
To OWN. v. a. ( from the noun. ] 1. To ac
knowledge; to avow for one's own. Dryden.
2. To poffefs ; to claim ; to hold ty righi.
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Dryden. 3. To avow Dryden. 4. To con
feſs; not to deny. Tillotſon .
OWNERSHIP . j. (from owner .) Property ;
right'ul poſſeſſion. Ayliffe .
OWNER . I (from own.) One to whorn any
thing belongs.Skakeſp.
OWRE ! [urus jubalus, Lat.) A beaſt. Ainſw .
OX. f. plur. Oxen . ( oxa, Sax . oxe, Daniſh .]
1. The general name for black cattle. Camd.
2. A caſtrated bull . Graunt,
OXBANE.S. A plart. Ainſworth.
OʻXEYE S. (buphthalmes.) A plant. Miller.
OXGA NG of Land.S. Twenty acres. Ainſw .
OXHE AL. Ý. A plant. Ainſworth
O'XFLY. S. Tox and fly .) A Ay of a particular
kind.
OXLI'P. S. The ſame with cowfip ; a vernal
flower. Shakeſp .
OXSTA'LL S. (ex and ſtall.) A Nand for oxen .
OʻXTONGUE. ) . A plane. Ainſworth.
O'XICRATE. G. Cofimpalov.) A mixture ofwa
ter and vinegar. Wiſeman .
OʻXYMEL.J . Cobuens.) A mixture of vinegar
and honey. Arbuthnot .
OXYMORON . 1. Cośúuwpor.) A rhetorical fie
gure , in which an epithet of a quite contrary
ſignification is added to anyword .
OXY RRHODINE . F. [okupsodivor.) A mixture
o two parts ofoil of roles with one of vinegar
of roles. Floyer.
OʻYER . f. loyer, old French . ) A court of øyer
and terminer, is a judicature where cauſes
are heard and determined .
OYE'S. F. ( ezez, hear ye, French .) Is the in
trojuation to any proclamat on or advertiſe
ment given by the publick criers. It is thrice
repeated.
OʻYSTER .
oefter, Dutch ; buitre, Fr ) A
bivalve teltaceous fith . Shakelp.
OYSTERWENCH
S. (cyſler and wench, or
} wimax ) A womaa
OYSTERWOMAN.S
whoſe buſineſs is to ſell oyſters. Shakeſp.
OZÆNA . /. Coğurve. ) An ulcer in the inſide of
che noftriſs that gives an ill ſtench . Quincy.
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Is a labial conſonant, formed by a fighe 4. Step ; gradation of buſineps.Temple. 5. A
meaſure of five ſeet. Holder. 6. A particular
P
as , pull, pelt. It is confounded by the Cer
movement which horſes are taught, though
mans and Wellh with b,
fome have it naturally, made by lifting the
PA BUIAR . a. ( pabulum , Lat .) Afford ng ali
legs on the ſame fide together ; amble, Hudib.
ment or provender.
To PACE. v. * ( trom the noun . ] 1. To move
PABULATION . J. ( pabulum , Lat. ) The act
on luwly . Spenſer. 2. To move. Shakeſp.
of feeding or procuring provender. /,
3. (uſed of horſes.) To move by raiſing the
Alimental;
PA BULOUS . 8. ( pabulum, Lat ]
legs on the ſame lide togeiber.
PACE v. a. 1. To meaſure by flops. Shake .
To
affording aliment Brown.
2. To direct to go. Shakeſp.
PACE. Š . ( pas , Fr. ) 1. Step ; ſingle move
ment in walking. Milton. 2. Gait ; manner PA'CED . a. ( from pace.) Having a particular
of walk . Sidney. 3. Degree of celerity . Shike.
gait. Dryden.
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PACER . P. ( from pace.) He that paces.
PA'DDER . f. [from pod .) A robber ; 4 foot
PACIFICATION. s. pacification , Fr. )
highwayman. Dryden .
The act of making peace. South. 2. The act To PA'DDLE . v. a. ( patouiller , Fr. ] 1. To
row ; to beat water as with oars, L'Estronge.
ofappearing or pacifying. Hooker.
PACIFICATOR . f. ( pacificateur, Fr. from
2. To play in the water. Collier . 3. Tº fin
pacify .) Peace-maker. Bacon .
ger . Shakeſp:
PACIFICATORY. a . (from pacificator.) Tend- PADDLE. Ji (pattal, Welfh .) 1. An oar, par
ing to make peace .
ticularly that which is uſed by a fogle rower
PACIFICK. a. ( pacifique, Fr. pacificus, Lat.)
in a boat. 2. Any thing broad like the end
of an oar. Deuteronomy.
Peace making ; mild ; gentle ; appeaſing
Hammond.
PA'DDLER. f. [from paddk ] One who pad
dles. Ai ſworth.
PACIFIER . f. [ from pacify .) One who paci:
fies,
PA'DDOCK . F. ( pada, Sax. paddle, Durch .) A
great frog or toad. Dryden .
TO PACIFY. v. a. ( pacifier, Fr. pacifico, Lat.)
To appeale ; to fill refintment; to quiec an PADDOCK . L. (corrupted from parrack .) A
ſmall incloſure of deer.
angry perſon. Bacon.
PACK . ). (pack , Dutch .) 1. A large bundle of PADELION. I. ( pas de bon , Fr, pes leonis,
any thing tied up for carriage. Cleaveland. 2 .
Lai. ) An herb. Ainſworth.
A burden ; a load. L'Eſtrange. 3. A due num- PADLOCK. S. [ padde, Dutch. ) A lock hung
ber of cards. Addiſon. 4. A number of hounds
on a ſtaple to hold on a link. Prior.
hunting together. Dryden. 5. A number of TO PADLOCK. v. n. ( from the noun . ) To
people confederated in any bad deſign or prac
fatten with a padlock. Arbuthnot.
the Clarendon. 6. Any great oumber , as to PADOWPIPE . !. An herb . dinſworth.
PÆAN . L. A ſong of triumph. Pope.
quantity and preſſure.
TO PACK . v . a . (packen , Dutch .) 1. To bind PAGAN . S: (paganisc, Sax. paganus, Lat.) A
Heathen ; one not a Chriftian .
up for carriage . Osway. 2.Toleod in a hurry .
Shakesp. 3. To fore the cards ſo as that the PAGAN a . Heatheniſh Shakeſp.
game thall be iniquitoully ſecured. Shakeſp. 4 PA'GANISM . S: ( paganiſme, Fr. from pagar .)
Heathenilin . Hooker .
To unite picked perſons in ſome bad deſign.
Hudibras .
PAGE . /. ( age, Fr.) 1. One side of the leaf
To PACK . V. 8. 1. Totie up goods. Cleaveland.
of a book . Taylor. 2. ( page, Fr.) A young
2. To go off in a hurry ; to remove in haſte
boy attending on a great perſon. Denne.
Tuffer . 3. To concert bad meaſures ; to con- To PAGE. v . 0. (from ehe noun .] 1. To mark
tederate in ill . Carew .
the pages of a book. 2, To attend as a page.
Shakesp .
PACKCLOTH. ſ. ( pack and cherh.) A cloth
in which goods are tied up:
PAGEANT.S. 1. A ftatue in a ſhow . 2. Ang
PACKER.F . ( from pack.) ' One who binds up
Show ; a ſpectacle of entenainment. Shakeſp.
bales for carriage
PAGEANT a . Showy ; pompous ; oſtentatio
PA'CKET. ) . ( parquet, Fr.) A ſmall pack ; a
ous. Dryden.
mail of letters, Dexham .
TO PAGEINT. Q. c. ( from the noun ) To
TO PACKET.7 . e . (from the noun ) Tobind exbibie in thowe; to repreſent Shakelp.
PAGEANTRY. S. [ from pageant. j Pomp;.
upin parcels. Savif:.
PACKHORSE. 1. ( pack and horſe ] A horfe of Thow . Government of the Tongue.
burden ; a husle employed in carrying goods. PAGINAL. I. ( jagina, Lac.) Conſiſting of
Locke.
pages . Brown ,
PACKSADDLE. F. (pack and faddle ) A fad PA'GOD.J. ( probably an Indian word ) 1. AS
dle on which packs are laid . Howel .
Indian idol. Stilling fieet. 2. The temple of
the idol Pepe.
PACKTHREAD. I. (pack and stread. ! Strong
PAID . a. Thepreterite and participle paflive of
thread uſed in sing up parcels dildijon,
PACKWAX .
The aponeuroles on the ſide
pay. Dryden .
of the neck, Roy.
PA !GLES. /. Flowers ; alſo called cowlips.Di & .
PACT. ): {pa ?, fr.pasium, Lat.) A contract; PAIL . I. ( paila, Span.) A wooden vettel in
which pilk or water is commonly carried .
a bargain ; a corennt. Bacon
Dryden .
PACTION 1.1849 ", fr. pattia, Lat.) A
bargain ; a covevani.-Haytarib.
PAILFUL. S. pailand fu !!.) The quantity that
P.ACTITIOUS. a. Ipatio, L:: .) Settled by
a pail will hold Stakejp
Covenant .
PAILMAIL . J. Violent ; boifterous. Digby.
PAD . H. (trom paad, Sax ) 1. The road : a fool PAIN . 1. ( feine, Fr.) ! Puniihinent denounc
path , Polar 2. Anel pacel horte. Dryder.
ed Sidsey. 2. Penalty ; puniſhment . Bacona
3. A robberthae intend the roaus on tool . 4
3 Seniauon o: uneatineis. Bacsx . 4. ( In the
pieral . ) Labour; work ; coil . Waller. 5 .
Al w foit laddie . Hudibras.
To PAD . S', S. from the noun ) : . To travel Labour ; talk Spealer . 6. Uneatices of
gently . 2. To rub on ioot . 3. To beat a way
mind. Prior . 7. The throws of child -birth ,
linooth and level ,
11.1. v . 2. ( from the noun ) 1. To
To
It
';
fiour.
;
coarie
.
J.
Crouts
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aflict ; to torment ; to make uneely. Jeremi, PA'LATICK . a. (from pabore.) Belonging up
2. ( With the reciprocal pronoun . ) To laboor. the palate or roof of the mouth. Holder.
PA'LATINE.S. (palatin, Fr. from palatinus of
Spenſer.
PAINFUL. a. (pain and full.) 1. Full of pain ; palatium , Lat. ) One inveſted with regalrighes
miſerable ; beſet with afiction . Milton. 2 .
and prerogatives. Davies.
Giving pain; afflictive. Addiſon. 3. Difficule , PALATINE, a. Poſlefliog royal privileges.
requiring labour. Shakeſp . 4. Induſtrious ; PALE. a. (pale, Fr. pallidus, Lat.) 1. Not rude
laborious. Dryden.
dy i not freſh of colour ; wan ; white of look .
PAINFU'LLY. adv. ( from painfal.) 1. With
Shakeſp. 2. Not high coloured ; approaching
great pain or affiliation. 2. Laboriouſly ; dili
to tranſparency. Arbuthnot. 3. Not bright ;
nor Mining ; faint of lullre ; dim . Shakeſp.
genely . Raleigh.
PAINFULNESS / [ from painful.] 1. Amic- To PALE. v. o. ( from the adjective .) To make
tion ; forrow ; grief. South . 2. Ioduftry ;
prie . Prior.
laboriouſneſs. Hooker ,
PALE. I. (palus, Lat.] 1. Narrow piece ofwood
joined above and below to à rail , to incloſe
PAINIM . /. ( payen, Fr. ) Pagao ; infidel.
Peatban .
grounds. Shakeſp. 2. Any incloſure. Hooker,
Milton. 3. Any diftri&t or territory.Clarendon.
PAINIM . a. Pagan ; infidel. Milton.
PAINLESS. a. (from pain .] Without pain ; 4. The pale is the third and middle part of the
ſcutcheon. Peachan .
without trouble. Dryden.
a.(from the noun .] 1. To inclole
PAINSTA KER. J. Spains and take.) Labourer; TO PALE. v. Mortimer.
2. To incloie, to en
with pales.
com país. Shakesp.
PAINSTA KING. 2.'ipainsand take. ) Labo
PAʻLEEYED . a. ( pale and eye. ] Having eyes
rious ; induſtrious.
TO PAINT. v. a . ( peindre, Fr. ] 1. To repre dimmed: Pope.
ſeot by delineation and colours. Shakejp . 2. PALEFACED . a . ( pale and fam ] Having the
To cover with colours repreſentative of tome
face waq. Shakeſp.
thing . Skakejp . 3. To repreſent by colours , PA'LELY. adv. [ from pale. ) Wanly ; not
appearances, or images. Locke. 4 . To del
freinly í not ruddily.
cribe ; to repreſent. Shakeſp . 5. To colour : PA'LENESS. F. (from pole.) 1. Wanneſs; want
to diverſify. Spenfor. 6. To deck with artificial
of colour ; want o: freſhneſs. Pope. 2. Want
colours. Shakeſp.
of colour ; want of luſtre. Shakeſp.
TO PAINT. v. *. To lay colours on the face. PALENDAR. S. A kind of coaſting veſſel.
Knolles.
Pope.
PAINT. S. ( from the verb. ) 1. Colours repre: PALEO
. S. ( palea, Lat.] Huſky ; chaffy.
BrownUS.
Tentative of any thing . Pope. 2. Colours laid
PAʼLETTES. ( palette, Fr. ! A lightboard on
on the face. Anon.
PAINTER.F . (from paint ) One who profeſies
which a painter holds his colours when he
the art of repreſencing objects by colours. Dry. paints. Tickell.
PAINTING./ (from paine.] 1. The art of re- PA'LFREY. S. [ palefroy , Fr.] A linall horſe fit
preſenting objects by delineation and colours. for ladies. Dryden.
Dryden. 2. Picture; the painted reſemblance. PA'LI'REYED & ( from polfrey .) Riding on a
palirey. Tickell.
Shakeſp 3. Colours laid on . Shakeſp.
PAINTURE. 1: ( peinture, Fr. ) The art of PALIFICATION . f. (palus, Lat.) The act
painting. Dryden .
or practice of making ground firm with pales.
PAIR . S.(paire, Fr. par, Lat.] 1. Two things Wett.n.
ſuiting one another, as a pair of gloves . 2. A PALINDROME.S. (Táds, and spapeéww.] A word
man and wife. Milion . 3. Two of a fort ; a
or ſentence which is che ſame read backward
or forward : as, madam ; of this ſentence ,
couple ; a brace . Suckling
To PAIR , v. n . ( from the noun. ] 1. To be Subi dura a rudibus.
joined in pairs . io couple. Shakeip. 2. TO PA LINODE ? 5. [Tanwasa.] A recantation,
PALINODY . f
Sandys.
luit ; to fit as a counterpart. Shakejp.
TO PAIR . v . a . 1. To join in couples Dryden . PALISA DE . ? L. (patijade, Fr.) Pales ſet by
2. To unite as correſpondent or oppofite. Pope. PALISADO. S way of incloſure or defence.
Broome,
PALAČE.ſ. ( palais, Fr. ) A royal houſe ; an
To PALISADE . 0. a [ from the noun.) To
houſe eminently fplendid . Shakeſp.
PALACIOUS. a. (from palace.) Royal ; noble ; inclote with paliſades.
magnificent. Graunt.
PA'LISH . a . (trom pale ] Somewhat pale. Arb.
PALANQUIN . S. Is a kind of covered carriage , PALL . f. 1 pallium , Lat.)
A cloak or mantle
of Itate. Milion , 2. The manile of an arch
uſed in the eastern countries, that is ſupported
biſhop. Aylifte 3. The covering thrown over
on the ſhoulders of laves.
PA'LATABLE . a . ( from palate. ) Guftful; The dead. Dryden,
TO PALL . v.a. ( from the noun ) To cloak ;
pleaſing to the tale . Philips.
to jo veſt . Shakejp.
PA'LATE.S. (palarum , Lat.] 1. The inſtru
meni of talle. Hokerill. 2. Mepcai relith ; TO PALL 2. %. To grow vapid ; to become in
jaeilcctual caſte. Taylor.
lipid. Iddefon.
To
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TO PALL . v. a. 1. To make inſipid or vapid.
foretelling fortune by the lines of the pain,
Cleaveland
Atterbury. 2. To impair ſpritelineſs; to dif
pirit. Dryden . 3 : To weaken ; to impair. PA'LMY. a . (from palm .) Bearing palms. Dry.
PALPABILITY./ (from palpable. Qualicy of
Shekelp. 4. To cloy. Tatler.
being perceivable to the touch Mari. Scribl.
PA’LLE T. S. [from paille, ſtraw .) 1. A ſmall
bed : mean bed. Wotton. 2. ( Palette, Fr. ] A PA'LPABLE . c . (palpable , Fr. ) , Perceptible
by the touch . Milton. 2. Grofs ; coarfe ; eaſily
ſmall meaſure, formerly uſed by chirurgeons.
Hakewill.
détected. Billetfon . 3. Plain ; cally perceptible.
PALLMA'LL S. ( pils and malleus, Lat. pale
Hocker
maille, Fr. ) A play in which the ballis ſtruck PALPA'BLENESS L. (from palpable.)Quality
with a mallet through an iron ring.
of being palpable : plainnels ; groſſneſs.
PA’LLIAMENT . S. pallium , Lat.) A dreſs ; PAʼLPABLY: adv .( from polpable.] 1. To ſuch
a robe. Skakelp .
a manner as to be perceived by the touch . 2 .
PALLIARDISE. F. I paillardiſe, Fr. ) Forni. Groſsly ; plainly , Bacon .
cation ; whoring. Obſolete.
PALPATION. ]. ( polporio, palpor, Lat.] The
act of feeling
To PALLIATE . v . a . ( pallio, Lat . ) 1. To
cover with excuſe. Swifi 2. To extenuate ; to To PA'LPITATE . v. 0. ( poljito, Lat.] To
beat as the heart ; to futter.
foften by favourable repreſentations. Dryden .
3. To care imperfectly or temporarily, not PALPITATION.S: ( palpitation, Fr.I Beating
radically,
or panting ; that alteracion in the pulſe of the
heart , which makes it felt Harvey.
PALLIATION.S . ( palliation , Fr.) 1. Exie
nuation ; alleviation ; ſavourable repreſentati PA LSGRAVE . . ( paliſgroff, German .) A
on. King Charles . 2. Imperfect or temporary , count or earl who has the overſeeing of a
net radical cure. Bacon .
palace.
PALLIATIVE . 1 palliatif, Fr. frem palliate ) PA'LSICAL. a . ( from pally.) A MiEted with a
1. Extenuating ; favourably reprefentative. palſy ; paralytick .
2. Mitigating , not removing ; not radically PA'LSIED. a. ( from polfy .) Diſeaſed with a
curative. Arburbnet.
pally . Decay of Piety
PALLIATIVE. P. [ from paliiore.) Something PALSY. J. ( paralyſis, Lat. ) A privation of
mitigating. Swifi .
motion or ſenſe of reeling, or bith . There is
PALLID . a. ( pallidus, Lat.) Pale ; not high,
a threefold diviſion of a pally ; the firſt is a
coloured. Spenſer.
privation of motion , lenfaiion remaining. Se
PALM . F: ( palma, Lat . ] 1. A tree ; of which
condly, a privation of ſenſation , motion re
the branches were worn in token of victory. maining And lattly , a privation of both
There are twenty -one fpecies of this tree, of together Quincy.
which the moſt remarkable is, the greater To PALTER .v . n . ( from poltron, Skinner . I
palm or date-cree. The dwarf palm grows in
To liſt ; to dodge. Sbakelp .
Spain, Portugal , and Italy , from whence the To PAʻLTER . v . a. To ſquander : as, he
leaves, are ſent hither and made into tag
palters his fortune.
broonis. 2. Victory ; triumph. Dryden. 3 PALTERER . F. ( from paltor .) an unſincere
The inner part of the hand .' ( palma, Lat.
dealer ; a Mhifter .
Bacon. 4. A meaſure of length, compriſing PA'LTRINESS. F. (from paltry.] The ſtate of
three inches, Denhan .
being paltry .
To PALM. v. a. ( from the noun. ) 1. TO PAʼLTRY ... ( paltron , Fr. ) Sorry ; worthleſs ;
conceal in the palm of the hand , as jugglers.
deſpicable ; contemptible; mean. Addiſon.
Prior. 2. To impoſe by fraud. Dryden . 3.TO PA'L Y.a. ( from pale ) Pale . Shakeſp
handle. Prior. 4. To ſtroak with the hand. PAM . S. (probably from palm , victory .) The
knave of clubs. Pope.
Ainſworib.
PA'LMER . f. [from palm .) A pilgrim : they To PAMPER . v. a. ( pamberore , Italian .) To
who returned from the Holy Land carried glut ; to fill with food ; to faginate. Spenſer.
PAMPHLET. / . ( par un filet, Fr. ) A ſmall
palm . Pepe.
PALMER.) . A crown encircling a deer's head
book, properly a book fold unbound. Clarend ,
PA'LMERWORM . S. (palmer and worm .) A To PAMPHLÉT. 0. n . (trom the noun .) To
worm covered with hair, ſupposed to be 10
write mall books. Howel.
called becauſe he wanders over all plants.Boyle PAMPHLETEER. !. Ifrom pamphlet .] A
PALMETTO./. A ſpecies of the palm tree : in
fcribbler of Imall books. Swift.
che Welt- Indies wiih the leaves the inhabi To PAN. v. a. An old word denoting to cloſe
or join together.
tanes thatch their houſes. Them for .
PALMIFEROUS a ( palma anu fero, Lat.) PAN . L. ( ponne, Sax .) 1. A veſel broad and
Bearing palms., Di& .
Thallow. Spenjer. 2. The part of the lock or
PA'LMIPEDE. a . ( palma apd pes, Lat.) Web
the guo chat holds the powder. Beyle. 3. Any
footed. Brown,
thing hollow : as , the brain pan.
PA'LMISTER . !. ( from palma. ] One who PANACE A. S. [ panacée, Fr. Tasáxi: c.) An
univerſal
medicine.
deals in palmiftry:
PALMISTRY.S . ( palmo , Lat. ] The cheat of PANACE'A. f. An herb.
PAN
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PA'NCAKE . S. ( pan and cake.] Thin pudding
Dryden. 3. To play with intermiflion. Pope.
baked in the frying -pan Mortimer.
4. To long ; to wiſh earnefly . Pope.
PANA'DO . F. (from panis, bread.) Food made PANT. /: [ from the verb.) Palpitation ; motion
of the heart. Skakefp.
by boiling bread in water. Wiſeman.
PANCRATICAL . a. ( mãv and spalos. ) Excel- PANTALOON. . i pantalon , Fr.) A man's
garment antiently worn . Shakeſp.
Ting in all the gymnaſtick exerciſes . Browr.
PANCREAS. S. (Táy and spéa ..] The pancreas PA'NTESS. S. The difficulty of breathing in a
or ſweet-bread, is a gland of the conglome
hawk . Ainworth .
rate fort, ftuated between the bottom of the PANTHE'ON. S. (Távfelov.] A temple of all
the gods.
ftomach and the vertebra of the loins. It
PANTHER . S. (Truvarp ; pantbera, Lat.) A
weighs commonly four or five ounces.
ſpuited wild beart ; a lynx ; a pard . Peacham .
PANCREA'TICK . a. ( from pancreas.) Con
PA'NTILE. f. A gutter tile .
tained in the pancreas. Ray.
PANCY. I f. ( from para cea.) A lower ; a PANTINGLY. adv. ( from panting. ) With
PA'NSY. } kind of violet, Lecke.
palpitation. Shakeſp .
PA'NDECT.J. ( pandesta. Lat. ) A treatiſe that PANTLER. / [ panetier, Fr.) The oficer in a
great family, who keeps the bread. Shakejf .
comprehends the whole of any ſcience. Swife .
PANDEMICK . a . (üç and sipeos.] Incident Hanmer .
PANTOFLE. S. ( pantoufle, Fr.] A fipper .
to a whole penple . Harvey.
Pracham .
PA'NDER / (from Pandarus, the pimp in the
ſtory of Troilus and Crellida.) A pimp ; a PANTOMIME . (rãs and uitges; pantomime,
male bawd ; a procurer. Dryden .
Fr. ) 1. One who has the power of univerſal
mimmickry ; one who expreſſes his meaning
To PANDER . V. a. ( from the noun .) To
pimp ; to be ſublervient to luit or paſſion
by mute action. Hudibras. 2. A ſcene ; a
Shakeſp.
tale exhibited only in gelture and dumb - ſhow .
Arburbnet.
PA NDERLY. a. ( from pander.] Pimping ;
PANTON. J. A ſhoe contrived to recover a nar
pimplike . Shakeſp.
PANDICULATION . S. ( pandiculans, Latin.)
row and hoof-bound heel. Farrier's Dict.
The reſtleſſneſs, Itretching, and uneaſineſs PANTRY. . [ paneterie, Fr. panarium, Lat. )
that uſually accompany the cold fits of an in
The room in which proviſions are repoſited.
Wotton .
termilling fever. Floyer.
PANE. 1. I paneau , Fr.] 1. A ſquare of glafs. PAP. ! . ( papa, Italian ; pappe, Dutch, papilla,
Lat.] 1. The nipple ; che dug fucked. Spenl.
Pope. 2. A piece mixed in variegated works
2. Food made for infants, with bread boiled in
with other pieces. Donne.
water. Derne. 3. The pulp of fruit.
PANEGYRICK . S. (ponegyrique, Fr. ) Faváyu
pos.) An elogy i an encomiaſtick piece. PAPA. ſ. ( TATT.5.) A fond name for facher,
flees.
Srilling
uſed in many languages . Swifi.
PANEGYRIST. F. (from panegyrick ; panegy- PA PACY .. [ Papousé, Fr. from papa , the
rifte, Fr.) One that writes praile ; encomiait. pope.) Popedom ; office and dignity of bi
Camden ,
thops of Rome, Baco .
PANEL. S. [ paneou , Fr.) 1. A ſquare, or piece PAPAL a . (papal, Fr. ) Popiſh ; belonging to
of any matter inſerted becween other bodies. the pope ; annexed to une bithoprick of Rome.
Raleigh.
Addiſon. 2. A ſchedule or roll , containing
the names of ſuch jurors, as the theriff pro- PA PAW . F. A plant.
PAP
AVEROUS. a. papaverus, from pape .
vides to paſs upon a trial . Cowell.
PANG . S. (bang, Dutch , eaſy.) Extreme pain ;
ver, Lat.] Relembling poppies. Brown.
PAPER .S. [ papier , French ; papyru's, Lat. ) 1 .
ſudden paroxyſm or torment. Denham .
TO PANG. v.a. (from the noun. ) To torment
A fubitance on which men write and print ;
cruelly . Shakeſp.
made by macerating linen rags in water. Shak .
PANICK . a . Violent without cauſe . Camden ,
2. Piece of paper . Locke. 3. Single thect
PANNADE . / The curvet of a horſe . Ainſw . printed or written . Shakejp.
PANNEL . f. ( panneel, Dutch ) A kind of PAPER . e. Any thing Night or thin . Burnet.
ruſtick laddle. Hudibras.
To PAPER . v. a. (from the noun .) Tore .
gifter. Shake
PANNEL . f. The ſtomach of a hawk. Ainſw .
PANNICLE .
PA PERMAKER . S. [ paper and maker. ] One
who makes paper.
PANNICK . S} s. A plant. Peacbam .
PANNI’ER . J. ( panier, Fr. ) A baſket ; a PA'PERMILL . T. ( paper and mill ] A millin
wicker veſſel, in which fruit, or other things,
which rags are ground for paper . Shakeſp.
PA'PESCENT. a . Containing pap ; inclinable
are carried on a horſe. Addison
PANO'PLY. S. (Favorháa .] Complete armour. to pap. Arbushnet,
Milton .
PAPI 110.J. ( Lat. papillom , fr ) A butterfly ;
a moth of various colours. Ray.
To PANT. v n. ( panteler, old Fr. ) 1. To
palpitate ; to beat as the heart in luđden ter- PAPILIONACEOUS. a . ( froin popilis, Lat . )
The fowers of ſome plants are called pap:119
ror, or after hard labour . Crajhaw . 2. To
IlQie?' by botanilts, which reprefent lime
bave the breaſt heaving , as for want of breach.

thing

PAR

PAR

thing of the figure of a butterfly, with its PA'RADISE ./ (napaosa.caş.] 1. The bliſsiul re
gions, in which the firſt pair was placed. Miks.
wings diſplayed : and here the petala , or Low
er leaves are always of a difform figure : they 2. Any placeof felicity. Shakesp.
are four in number, but joined together at the PARADOX. S. (paradoxe, Fr. Façúdotos.) A
extremities ; one oi thefe is ulually larger than
tenet cootrary to received opinion ; an ailer
the reit , and is erected in the middle of the
tion contrary to appearance. Spratt.
fiower.
PARADO XICAL . a.( from Paradox ] 1. Haz
PAPILLARY . ? a . ( froin papilla .) Having
ing the nature of a paradox. Norris. 2. in
PAPILLOUS .
emulgent veftels , or reſem
clined to new tenets , or notions contrary to re
ceived opinions.
barces of paps. Derham .
PAPISI. | Ipapište, fr. papiſta, Lat. ) One PARADOXICALLY. odv. (from paradex .) lo
that adheres to the commuoion of the pope a paradoxical manner. Collier
PARADOXICALNESS. f. [ from paradex )
and church of Rome . Clarendon.
State or being paradoxical.
PAPISTICAL . a . ( from payil ) Popiſh ; ad
PARADO XOLOGY. / ( from paradox .) The
herent to popery Who'gifle.
PAPI STRY S. [ irom papill] Popery ; the
uſe of paradoxes . Brown.
PARAGOGE.S . ( Tiap2zQg ..] A figure whereby
ductrine of the Romish Church whitgifte.
PAPPOUS. a. ( paffofus, low Latin.) Having a letter or fyllable is added at the end of a
that ſoit light down, growing out of the feeds word .
PARAGON S. ( farazor, from parage, equa
of fome plants, such as thistles. Ray.
PAPPY. a . (trom jap ) Solt ; fucculent ; ea
lily , old fr.] 1. A model ; a pattern ; fome
fily divided. Burnei.
thing lupremely excellent. Sbakeſp. 2. Com
PAR
(Latin ) State of equality ; equiva panion ; fellow . Spen'er.
lence ; equal value Locke.
TO PARAGON. O. 6. ( paragonner, fr.) !.
To compare . Sidney. 2. To equal. Shakeſp .
PARAPLE a . Ifarabilis, Lat. ) Eaſily procur
PARAGRAPH . r. ( paragraphe, Fr. same
ed . Brown.
PARA EL E. S. [Topabonn.) A ſimilitude ; a re.
765 DY ) A distinct part of a diſcourle . Sesifi.
un uover which fonething elle is figured. PARAGRAPHICALLY adv . ( from pare
A ;; hers.
graph .) By paragraphs.
P.L.
!.A.S. (Lat The parabola is a co. PARALLACTICAL. ? a . ( from parallax.)
niks taction , ariſing from a cone's being cut PARALLA CHICK . $ Pertaining to a pa
by a plane parallel to one of its ſides, or pa
rallax .
rallei to a plane that touches une lide of ihe PARALLAX. S. [ Tsapáddažis.] The diſtance
between the true and apparent place of any
cone. Bentry.
PARABOLICAL . ? a. ( parabolique, Fr. from
far viewed from the furtace of the earth . Mitt.
PARABOLICK. Sfarcbi. ] 1. Expreſſed by PARALLEL . 6. ( Tapudaracs . ] 1. Extended
parable or fimilitude. Brown, 2. Having the
in the ſame direction , and preierving always
the fame dillance. Browt . 2. Having the
nature or form of a parabola. Ray.
PARADO LICALLY adv . (from parabolical.) fanie tendency. Addijon. 3. Continuing the
1. By way of parable or fimilitude. Brown , 2 .
retemblance through manyparticulars; equal.
Iraits.
In the form of a parabola.
PARA BOLISM . j . In algebra, the diviſion of PA'R ILLEL L. (from the adjective . ) 1. Lises
the terms of an equation , by a known quan
Comaining their courſe , and itilremaining at
liry that is involved or multiplied in the time
the lame distance from each o:her. Pige. 2 .
term . D : 6 .
Lines on the globe masking the latitude. 3 .
PARA BOLOID . A. Frosters and for 3%..) A
Direction conformable co that of another lipc.
Garib, 4. Retenblaire, conformity coat
paraboli :orm curve in geometry , whole ordi.
nalet are furroied id, be in fubtriplicare, fub
nued through many particulars . Denban . 5 .
Gulcreplicate, & c. ralio or their relpective
Compariſon made. Addifen. 6. Any thiog re
Tembling another. Soub .
shiute . Harris.
PARACENTESIS. F. (176.puxétrons.] That - TO PARALLEL. v. a . ( from the noun ) 1 .
reration , whereby any of the yeaters are per
To place, ſo as always to keep the faine di
forated to let out any matter ; as capping in a
rection with another line . Brsers. 2. To
tyinpany .
keep in the ſame dire dion ; to level. Skakelp.
PIRACÉNTRICAL ? a . (mma 27 x6:752%,] 3. To o greipond to. Burnet. 4. To be equal
PARACENTRICK . ) Deviali..g from cir
10 ; 10 rcfomble through many particulars.
culoriiy. Chevse.
Dryden . 5. To compare. Lacke.
PARADE, ſ terade, Fr.) 1. Show ; ofientz- PARALLELISM . f. ( parallelijne, Fr. ) State
cion . Grouride. 2. Military crder. Vi 191 . of being parallel. Ray.
3. A place where troops draw up lo do daty PARALLELOGRAM ſ. ( repínardo ; and
admuo Waru. 4. Guard ; posture of de
2ppella ) In geoinetry , a right linei quadı
lence . Locke
lateral figure ,whole oppolite desare paralit !
PARA!!!" ; ^ l Taped- mua .) Example.
angiel
. Harris, Brown.
PARADISIAC Ml...(from pirudijos Suicing PARALLELOGRAMICAL a. (fron para
pie" , 27158 ; 1.dib , P7266.

PAR
PAR
telegram .) Having the properties of a paral- | TO PA'RBOIL . v. a. ( parbouiller, Fr. ] To
lelogram .
boil . Bacon .
PARALLELOPIPED. L. A ſolid figure con- Tohalf
PA'RBREAK. v. n. ( brecker, Dutck. ) To
Cained under fix parallelograms, the oppoſites
vomit.
of which are equal and parallel ; or it is a PARBREAK. £. [from the verb} Vomit. Spens.
priſm , whoſe bale is a parallelogram ; it is al- PARCEL. F. ( parcelle, Fr.; particula, Lat.]
1. A ſmall bundle. 2. A part of ihe whole
ways triple to the pyramid of the fame baſe
and height . Newton .
ſepar
take
. Shakeſp. 3. A quantity or
PARALOGISM. : ( Traganóyosuos . ) A falſe maſs.n Newtately
on . 4. A number of perſons, in
argument, Arbuthnot.
contempt . Shakeſp. 5. Any number or quan
PARALOGY. /. Falſe reaſoning. Brown.
tity , in contempt. L'Elirange.
PARALYSIS (Taga Audis.) A pally.
To PAʻRCEL . v . a . ( from the noua .] 1. To
PARALY" TICAL . a (from paralyſis ; pa divid into portions. South. 2. To make up
e
PARALY'TICK . S ralytique, Fr.) Pallied ;
into a maſs. Shakeſp.
PARCENER . L. (In common -law .) When one
inclined to pally. Prior .
PARAMOUNT. a. (par and mount ) 1. Su
dies poſteſſed of an eſtate, and having iſſue
perior ; having the higheſt juriſdiction ; as , only daughter, or his ſiſters be his heirs ; lo
lord paramount the chief of the ſeignory.
that the lands deſcend to thoſe daughters or
Glanville. 2. Eminent ; of the higheſt order.
lifters : theſe are called parceners . Cowel.
Bacon.
PARCENERY S. [ from parſonier, French .) A
PA'RAMOʻUNT. S. The chief. Milton
holding or occupying of land by jointtenants ,
PARAMOUR . F. (par and amour, Fr ) 1. A
otherwiſe called caparceners. Cowel
lover or woer. Spenſer. 2. A miſtreſs. Shakej. TO PARCH. v. a. To burn Nightly and ſuper
PARANYMPH . F. ( Topi and rupor. )
1. A
ficially . Shakeſp.
brideman ; one who leads the bride to her T. PARCH . - . * . To be ſcorched. Shakeſp.
count
enances PARCHMENT. S. ( parchemin, French ; per
marriage. Milton . 2. One who
or ſupports another. Taylar.
gamena, Lat.) Skins dreſſed in the water,
PARA’PEGM /. (T15utro us. ) A brazen table
Bacon .
PA
fixed to a pillar, on which laws and proclama.
'RCHMENT -MAKER . S. ( parchment and
tions were anciently engraved : alſo a table ,
maker. ] He who dreſſes parchment.
containing an account of the riſing and ſetting PARD.
pardos, pardalis Lat.), The
procediya,anges of the
.} leopard
ſeaſons of the year , &c. Brown.
beaſts. Shakesp pardonne Fr.
PA'RAPET. (parapet, Fr. ) A wall breant To( potte
PARd DON.
] 1. To
v. a. (
r,
high. Ben . Johnson
excule an offender. Dryden. 2. To forgive a:
PARAPHIMOSIS. F. [ irapa piwoes.] Diſealed
crime . 3. To remit a penalty. Shake 'p
when the preputium cannot be drawn over
Pardon me, is a word of civil denial, or Nig4.
ht
the glans
apology
. Shakeſp.
PARAPHERNALIA.S. (Lat. paraphernarx, PARDON.
F. ( pardon, Fr. ). 1. Forgiveneſsof
Fr. ) Goods in the wite's diſpoſal.
PARAPHRASE. f. [71a pàopacas.) A looſe in-1 an offender. 2.. Forgiveneſs of a crime ; in
dulgence. 3. Remifiion of penalty. 4. For
terpretation ; an explanation in many words
giveneſs received . South . 5. Warrant of for
Dryden.
givene
To PARAPHRASE v a. [ Tapa peaks. ) To
Shakeſpſs,. or exemption from puniſhmeat,
interpre: with laxity of expreſion i to irao- PA'RDONABLE. a . ( pardonable, Fr. ) Venial
Date looſely. Stilling fleet.
exculable . Dryden .
PARAPHRAST. ſ. ltagapaçás.1 A lax in PARDONABLENESS. f. [irom pardonable .)
terpre ; one who explains in many words. Venialnefs ; ſuſceptibility ofpardon . Hall.
Hookerter
.
DONABLY. adv. (from pardon .) Ves
PARAPHRA'STICAL . 1 a . ( from paraphraf:.] PAR
Dryden .
nially ; excuſably.
PARAPHRA STICK , S
Lax' interpreta- | PA'RDONER L : Ifrom pardon ) 1. One who
tion ; not literal ; not verbal.
PARAPHRENI'TIS . S. [ Trapa and $ pstitis.] forgives another. Shakeſp. 2. Fellows that:
carried about the pope's indulgences, and cold
them to ſuch as would buy them . Cowel.
Paraphrenitis is an inflammation of the dia
phragm. Arbuthnot.
PARE , V. a. To cut off extremities or the
PARASANG : S. ( parafanga , low Latin.) A Toſurfac
e ; to cut away by little and little ; to
Perſian meaſure of length. Locke .
diminiſh Hooker.
PARASITE . I. ( paraſite, fr. parafita, Lat.) PAREGOʻRICK . a. ( Trepsyopaxos.) Having the
One chat frequents rich tables , and earns his power medicine to comfort, mollify and al
welcome by flattery. Bacon.
tuage. Die
PARASITICAL.
a . (from paraſite.) Flat- |PARENCHYMA. Ç. ( maonxuua.] A spongy
PARASITICK . S tering ; wheedling Hakew . or porous fuittance ; a part through which the
PARASOL , ſ. A ſmall fort of canopy or uin blood is traineu .
brella carried over the head. Din,
PARENCHYMATOUS. ? a. ( from farer
PARENCHYMOUS.
PARASYNAX ! S. J. A conveaticle. Di ?.
s chyma.) Relating

PAR
( from parler, Fr. ) To treat
.
n
PARLEY.
v.
TO
Grew.
ſpongy.
;
to the parenchyma
PARENESIS. ï. (atapaiveris.) Perluaſion. Dict. by word of mouth ; to talk ; to diſcuſs any
thing orally. Broome.
PA'RENT.S. (parens, Lat.) A father or mo
ther. Hooker ,
PARLEY. j. [ from the verb . ] Oral treaty ;
calk ; conference ; diſcuflion by word of
PARENTAGE S. (from parens.) Extradlion ;
birth ; condition with reſpect to parents. Shak. mouth. Prior.
PARENTAL a. (trum parent.I Becoming PARLIAMENT. I. (parliamentum , low Lat ]
parents ; pertaining to parents. Brown.
The aſſembly of the king and three eſtates of
PARENTATION.
[from Parenta, Latin ] the realm ; namely the lords ſpiritual, the
Something done or ſaid in honour of the
lords temporal, and commons ; which aſſem
dead.
bly or court is, of all others, the higheſt, and
PARENTHESIS . F. ( parentheſe, Fr. Fragà , iv, oʻgreateſt authority . Cowel.
and thenus.) A fentence ſo included in ano - PARLIA'MENTARY. a. ( from parliament.)
Enacted by parliament ; ſuiting the parlia
ther ſentence, as that it may be taken out,
without injuring the ſenſe of that which
ment ; pertaining to parliament. Bacia.
incloſes it ; being commonly marked thus, ( ) . PARLOUR. | (parloir, Fr. parlatorio, Italian.]
Watis.
1. A room in monaſteries , where the religious
PARENTHETICAL. a . (from parentheſis.] meet and converſe . 2. A room in boules on
the firſt floor, elegantly furniſhedior reception
Pertaining to a parencheſis.
PARER . L. ( from pare] An inſtrument to cut
or entertainment . Spenjer.
PA'RLOUS. a. Keen i fprightly ; wacgifh .
away the furrace. Tuſjer.
Dryden.
PARERGY. J. (Troca and ipzov. ) Something
· unimportant ; Tometing done by the by . PA'RLOUSNESS. S. ( from parlaus .] Quick
Brown,
neſs ; keenneſs or temper.
PAGET. S. Plaſter laid pon roofs of rooms. PARMA -CITTY. L. Corruptedly for ſperma
Woodward.
ceti . Ainſworth.
TO PA'RGET. v. a . ( from the noun ) TO PARNEL . S. (the diminutive ofpaironella.) A
plaſter ; lo cover with plaſter. Government of punk ; a ſut , Obsolete.
PAROCHIAL. a . (pareckia'is, from parechia ,
ibe Tongue .
low Lat.) Bclor ging to a pariſh . Azerbery.
(from parger.) A plafierer.
PA’RGETER.
PARHE’LION , L. (razã and indos. ] A mock PARODY. I. (parodie, Fr. Tapod .) A kind
Boyle
of writing, in which the words of an au : hor
ſun .
.
PARIE TAL. 2. (ſrom pories, Lat ] Conſtituto
or his thoughts are taken , and by a Night
change adapted to icme row purpote. Pafe.
ing the Gides or walls. Skarp .
PARIETARY. J. Ifarietairé, Fr. faries , Lat.) ToPARODY.v. aſgarodier,Fc from paredy.)
An herb. Ain worth .
To copy by way o parody , Pepe,
PA'RINC . . ( rom pare. ) That which is pared PARONYMOUS. a . in apéropeos.) Reſembling
another word. Warts.
off any thing ; the rind. Pope.
PARIS: F. An herb. Ainſworth.
PA'ROLE. f. parole, Fr.) Word given to an
PARISH , L. (parochia, low Lat . faroille, Fr.
aſſurance. Cleaveland,
Fago:x.c .) The particular charge ofa lecular PARONOMA'SIA . S. 1-2p2004asiz.) A sheto
prieſt. Our realm was firſt divided into pa
rical figure , in which, by the change of a
riſhes by Honorius, archbiſhop of Canterbury, letter or ſyllabie, leverai things are alluded co.
Diet .
in the year of our Lord 636. Sidney, Cowel.
PARISH 2. Belonging to the pariſh ; having PAROQUET. S. [parroquer or perrequet , Fr ]
A ſmall ipecies o parrot. Grew .
the care of the pariſh . Ayliffe. 2. Maintained
PARONY CHIA . f. 197 oLxía. ) A preterog
by the pariſh Gay:
PARI'SHIONER I. ( parcilien, Fr. from po
tural ſwelling or fore under the root of the
riß .) One that belongs to the pariſh . Donne.
nail of one's finger ; a whitlow .
PARITOR . J. [ for a paritor. j A beadle ; a PARO'TID. 6. (Fagalis.) Salivary : ſo named
ſummoner of the courts of civil law. Dryden.
becauſe near the ears . Greta
PA'RITY S. ( parité ,Fr. paritas,Lat.) Equality; PARO'TIS. J. Izafates.) A tumour in the
reſemblance , Hall.
glandules behind and about the cars , generally
PARK , 1. (pearruc, Sax ) A piece of ground called the emunctories of the biain ; tbough,
incloſed and ſtored with wild beaſts of chale,
indeed, they are the external founiains of the
which a man may have by preſcription or the
ſaliva of the mouth . Wileman.
PAROXYSM . (Façoturuos ) A fit ; periodica!
king's grant. Cowel.
To PARK . v. a . ( irom the noun .) To incloſe exacerbation of a diſeaſe. Harrey.
PARRICIDE . f. (parricida , Lat ) 1. One
as in a park. Shakeſp.
PARKER. [. ( fron park. ) A park - keeper.
who deſtroys bis father. Shakeſp. 2. One wie
deſtroys or invades any to whom he owes par
Ainſworth.
PARKLEAVES. L. An herb . Ainſworth.
ticular reverence . 3. The murder of a ta
PARLE . ſ. (froin farler , Fr.) Converſation ;
ther ; murder of one to whom reverence i .
due. Drydex .
talk ; oral ircals . Daniela
PIRRI
PAR
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PARRICIDAL . 2 a. (from parricida , Lat.] cluded. Shakeſp. 4. Sometimes with in be
PARRICIDIOUS > Relating to parricide ;
fore the thing partaken of. Locke. 5. To
combine ; to eoter into ſome defign . Hale.
committing parricide. Brown.
PARROT. .( perroquet, Fr ) A party-coloured To PARTA'KE. v. e . 1. To share ; to have
bird of the ſpecies of the hooked bill , re
part in. Milton. 2. To admit to part ; to ex
iend participation . Spenjer.
markable for the exact imitation of the hu
PARTAKER.S. (from partake .) ". A partner
man voice. Dryden .
TO PARRY. v. n. ( parer, Fr. ] To pat by
in poffeffions; a ſharer of any ching ; an allo
thruſts; to fence. Locke.
ciate with. Hooker, Skakelp . 2. Sometimes
T. PARSE. v. a . (from pars, Lat.) To re
with in before the ihing partaken. Shakeſp. 3.
folve a ſentence into the elements or parts of Accomplice ; aſſociate. Pfalms.
PARTER f . [from part.] One that parts or
ſpeech. Ajcham .
ſeparates. Sidney.
PARSIMONIOUS . o. [ from parfimony.) Co
velous; frugal ; ſparing. Addiſon.
PA'RTERRE. /. (parterre, Fr.) A level divi
PARSIMO‘NIOUSLY. adv. ( from parfimoni
110R of ground. Miller.
PA'RTIAL . a . (partial, Fr. ) 1. Inclined ante
ous.) Frugally ; ſparingly . Swife.
PARSIMONIOUSNESS T. (from parfimoni.
cedently to favour one party in a cauſe , or
ous.) A diſpoſicion to ſpare and ſave.
one ſide of the queſtion more than the other.
Mal
. 2. Inclined to favour without reaſon .
PARSIMONY. S. ( parfimonia, Lat .) Frugali
Locke. 3. Affecting only one part ; ſublifting
ty ; covetouſneſs ; niggardlineſs. Swift.
PARSLEY.S. ( pirſs, Welſh .] A plast.
only in a part ; not univerſal. 'Burner,
PA'RSNIP ). ( paſtinaca, Lat.) A root. Miller. PARTIALITY. S. ( partialité, Fr. from par
PARSON . ſ parocbeanus.] 1. The prieſt of
tial.) Unequal ſtate of the judgment , and fa
a pariſh ; one that has a parochial charge or
vour of one above the other. Spenler,
care of ſouls. Clarendon. 2. A clergyman. T. PARTIALIZE. v. a . (partialiſer, Fr. from
partial.) To make partial. Shakeſp.
Shakeſp. 3. It is applied to the teachers of the
PARTIALLY. adv. ( from partial.] 1. With
preſbyterians.
PARSONAGE. I- {from parfon.] The benefice
unjuſt favour or dillike. 2. In part ; not io
tally. Rogers.
of a pariſh. Addison.
PART.S. (pars, Lat.) 1. Something leſs than PARTIBILITY.S. (from partible.) Diviabili.
the whole ; a portion ; a quantity caken from
ty ; ſeparability.
a larger quantity. Knolles. 2. Member. Locke. PARTIBLE, a. ( from part.) Diviſible ; ſepa
rable. Digby .
3. That which , in divition, falls to each .
Dryden. 4. Share ; concern . Pope. 5. Side ; PARTICIPABLE. a. ( from participate.) Such
party. Daniel. 6. Something relating or be
as may be ſhared or partaker.
longing. Shakeſp . 7. Particular office or cha PARTICIPANT, a . (participant, Fr. from
racter . Bacor . 8. Character appropriated in a part!c pare.] Sharing ; having thare or part.
Bac: a.
play. Shakeſp. 9. Buſineſs ; duty. Bacon .
io. A &tion ; conduct. Sbakeſp. 11. Rela - To PARTICIPATE . V. n. ( participio, Lat.)
tion reciprocal. Tilloifon. 12. In good part ;
1. To partake ; to have ſhare. Shake; p. 2.
in ill part ; as well done ; as ill done. Hooker
With of. Hayw . 3. With in. Milton. 4. To
13. [ in the plural.) Qualicies ; powers ; fa
have part of more things than one , Donham .
culties. Sidney. 14. (In the plural .] Quar
5. To have part of ſomething common with
another. Bacon
ters ; regions ; diſtricts. Sidney
PART. adv. Party ; in ſome meaſure. Shake'p TO PARTICIPATE , v . a . To partake ; to re
TO PART . v. a. To divide ; to ſhare ; to
ceive part of ; to ſhare. Hooker .
diſtribute. Ass. 2. To feparate ; to diſunite PARTICIPATION .. (participation , Fr. from
Dryden. 3. To break into pieces. Leviticus. participarej 1. The itate of tharing fome
4 To keep alunder. Shakeſp . 5. To ſeparate
thing in common . Hooker. 2. The act or ſtate
combatants. Shakeſp. 6. To ſcreen. Prior.
of partaking or having part of something.
T. PART. vn. i. To be ſeparated. Dryden
Stilling fler 3. Diſtribution ; diviſion into
ſhares. Roleigh.
2. To take farewel. Shakeſp: 3. To have
away : PARTICIPIAL. a. ( participialis, Lat.) Hav .
Mare. Ijarab. 4. ( Partir, fr.] Togo
ing the nzure of a participle.
to ſet out. 5. To Part with. To quit ; to
PARTICIPIALLY. adv. ( from participle .) la
religo ; to loſe. Taylor,
the ſenſe or manner of a participle.
PARTABLE. a. (from part ) Diviſible ; ſuch
PARTICIPLE . ſ. ( partic pium , Lat.) I , A
as may be parted. Camden.
PARTAGE: S.(portage, fr. ) Diviſion ; act of
word partaking at once ibe qualities of a
noun and verb . Clarke. 2. Any thing that
Tharing or parting Locke.
partook
Preterite,
RTAKE.
participates of different thi gs Bacon.
:
I
n.
V.
To PA
participle paflive, partaken. ( part and take ] | PA'RTICLE S. (particula, Lat.] 1. Auy ſmall
1. To have ſhare of any thing ; to take thare
portion of a greater ſubſtance. 2. A word
with Locke. 2. To participate ; to have
unvaried by inflection Hooker .
Something of the property , nature , or rigbt. PARTICULAR , - ( particulier, Fr. ) 1. Re
Bacon, To be adipilied to ; not to be ex
lating to ſingle perſoas; rot general. Sidney.
2. Vadividuals
4 A
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2. Individual ; ore diſtinct from others . South . concerned in any affair. Shakeſp. 4. Side ;
perſons engaged againſt each other. Dryden.
3. Noring properties or things peculiar. Bocor .
5. Caule ; lide ; Dryden. 6. A ſelect al
4. Attentive to things ſingle and distinct ,
Locke. 5. Single : not general. Sidney. 6 . ſembly. Pope. 7. Particular perſon » perſon
diftin & from , or oppoſed to another. Taylor .
Odd ; having ſomething that eminently dif
8. A detachment of ſoldiers.
tinguiſhes bim rom others,
PARTICULAR . L. 1 . A single inſtance ; a PARTY.COLOURED. a ( party and coloured .)
Individual ; privale Haring diverſity of colours. Dryden.
ſingle point. South
perfon L'Efirange. 3. Private intereſt. Hooker. PARTY - JURY.T. ( in law .) A jury in ſome
trials half foreigners and half natives.
Shakeſp. 4 Private character; fingle felfi ſtate
of an individual.Shakesp. 5. A minute detail PA’RTYMAN . ]. [farty and man . ) A factious
perſon ; an abettor of a party.
of things (ingly enumerated . Ayliffe. 6. Di
ſtinct ; not general recital . Dryden .
PARTY -WALL. f. (party and wall.) Wall
PARTICULARITY.S . particularité, Fr.from
that ſeparates one houſe from the next. Moxin ,
particular.} 1. Diflinct notice or enumera- | PARVIS.S. ( French .) A church or church porch .
Bailey.
tion ; not general affertion . Sidney. 2. Single
nefs ; individu: 11 . Hacker. 3. Pétty account ; PARVITUDE.J: ( from parvus, Lat .) Little
privale incident Addiſon. 4. Something be neſs ; minuteneſs. Glanville ,
longing to ſingle perlons. Sharef. 5. Somne- PA'RVITY. ! ( from parvus, Lat . ) Littleneſs ;
minutene's. Ray.
thing peculiar Addicm .
TO PARTICULARIZE . v. 0 .( particulariſer, PAS. S. ( Fr. ) Precedence ; right of going fore
Fr.) To mention diſtinctly ; to detail ; to
mont Arbushnet.
PASCHAL. a (paſchal, Fr.) i. Relating to
the w mirutely Atterbury
PART'CULARLY. adv. ( from particular .!
che paſſover. 2. Relating to Eaſter.
1. Diftin& tly ; lingly : not univerſally . Souil. PASH J. (paz, Spaniſh ) A kits. Shakeſp .
2. In an exiraordinary degree. Dryden
Co PASH V. a. (perffen, Dutch.) To , Itrike ;
TO PARTICULATE v.o. (from particular.
to cruſh . Dryden.
To make mention fingly. Cumden.
PA SQUE -FLOWER.S. ( pulſatillo, Lat. ) A
PARTISAN . 1. ( pa: 111an, Fr.] 1. A kind o
plant.
pike or halberd . Shakeſp . 2. ( From parti , PA SQUIL.
S. ( from palquino, a Patue
Fr. ) An adherent to a iaction. Aidilon. 3 P'ASQUIN .
at Rome, to which they
The commander of a party. 4. A commander's PA SQUINADE . } affix any Jampoon ) A
lampoon . Howe!.
leading staff. Ain worth.
PARTITION . I. ( partition, Fr. partitio, Lat.) To PASS . v. a. (paffer, Fr. ) 1. To go ; to
move from one place to another ; to be pro
1. The act of dividing ; a ſtate of being di
greſive . Shakejp. 2. To go , to make way .
vided. Shakeſp. 2. Diviſion ; feparation ; di
Dryden. 3. To make tranſition from one
Itinction . Hooker. 3. Part divided froin the
thing to another. Temple. 4. To vanith ; to
relt ; feparate pari. Milton . 4. That by which
be loſt. Dryden. 5 To be ſpent ; to go a
different parts are I<parated . R gesso 5. Part
way . Locke, 6. To be at an eod ; to be over.
where feparation is made. Dryden .
To PARTITION. v . a. To divide into diſtinct
Dryden. 7. To die ; to paſs from the preſent
parts. Bacon .
lite to another itate. Shakeſp. 8. To be
PARTLET. S. A name given to a len
changed by regular gradation. Arbuthnot. 9.
the original lignification being a ruff or band .
To be beyond bounds. Oblolete. Shakel . 10 .
Hall.
To be in any ſtate. Ezekiei. 11. To be en
PARTLY. ada. ( from part. ) In ſome mea
acted . Clarendon , 12. To be effected ;
ſure ; in fome degree . Addiſon.
to exift. Hocker. ! 3 . To gain reception ;
PARTNER . ). ( from part.) 1. Partaker ; to become current . Hudibras . 14. To be
marer ; one who has part in any thing. Miiten . practiled artfully or ſuccets ully . Shakeſp . 15 .
To be regarded as good or ill. Atterbury, 16 .
2. Ore who dances with another. Shake/ p.
To occur , to be trantacted. Watts 17. To
To PARTNER . V 6. ( from the noun ) To
join ; to allocate with a partner Shakeſp .
be done. Taylor. 18. To heed ; to regard.
PARTNERSHIP.S. 1 from pariner ) 1. Joint
Shakeſp. 19. To determine finally ; to judge
interest or property. Dryden. 2. The union of capitally. Shakeſp. 20. To be ſupremely ex
two or more in the ſaine trade . L'Ejirange. celien . 21. To thruſt ; to make a puth in
PARTOOK . Preterire ofpariake.
fencing. Shakeſp. 22. To omit. Prior. 23 ..
PA'RTRIDGE. 1. ( pertris, Well .) A bird To go through the alimentary ducł. Arbui.
of game. 1 Samuel
24. To be in a tolerable itale . L'Eſtrange.
PARTURIENT. a. (parturiens , Lat . ) About 25. To Pass away. To be loft ; to glide of
to bring forth .
Loche. 26 , To vanith .
PARTURITION. S ( from farturio ,Lat. ) The 'To PASS . v a . 1. To go beyond. Hayward.
2. To go through ; as, the horie poljed the
ſtate of being about to bring forth . Brown .
PARTY . J. I partie, Fr. ) I. A number of river . 3. To iperd ; to live through. Collier.
perſons confederated by iimilarity of deligns
4. To impart to any thing the power of mov
or opinions in oppontion to others. Locke.
ing. Dernum . 5. To carry haſtily. Addijem .
6. To
2. One of two lisigants. Slakefr. 3. Oac
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6. To transfer to another proprietor. Herbert. tain prayers for the paſſing foul : it is often
7. To ſtrain ; to percolate. Bacon. 8. To
uſed for the bell , which rings immediately af
vent ; to let out. Watts. 9. To utter cere
ter death . Daniel.
moniouſly Clarendon. 10. To utter folemnly . PASSION. S. [ puffian , Pr. paffio, Lat ) 1. Any
L'Eſtrange. 1. To tranſmit. Clarendon 12. effect cauſed by external agency . Locke.
To put an end to. Shakelp. 13. To ſurpaſs ;
Violent com motion of the mind Millin . 3 .
to excel. Ezekiel. 14. Toomit ; to neglect. Anger. Watts. 4. Zeal ; ardour . Addiſon.
Shakeſp. 15. To tranſcend ; to tranſgreſs.
5. Love. Dryden . 6 Eagerneſs. Swife. 7
Burnet . 16. To admit ; to allow. 2. Kings . Emphatically . The laſt ſuffering of the re.
17. To enact a law. Swift. 18 To impole deemer of the world. Aets.
fraudulently: Dryden. 19. To practiſe art- To PASSION. v . n ( pdiſioner, Fr. from the
fully ; to make ſucceed. L'Eſtrange. 20. To
noun . ) To be extremely agitated ; to expreſs
fend from one place to another . 21. 7. Pass great commotion of mind. Obſolete. Skakelp.
away. To ſpend ; to waſte. Ecclufi 22. T. PASSION -FLOWER. f. ( granadilla, Lat.) A
Pass by. To excuſe ; to forgive. Tillotſom. 23 .
plant .
To neglect ; to diſregard. Bacon . 24. T. PASE PA'SSION -WEEK . F. The week immediately
preceding Eaſter, named in commemoration
over . To omit ; to let go unregarded. Dryden
of our Saviour's crucifixion .
PASS . [ from the verb.] 1. A narrow en
trance ; an avenue, Shakeſp . 2. Paſſage ; PASSIONATE. a paſſionné, Fr.) 1. Moved
road . Raleigh. 3. A permiſſion to go or come by paflion ; cauſing or expreffing great com
motion of mind, C arendon . 2. Eaſily moved
any where. Spenſer. 4. An order by which
vagrants or impotent perſons are ſent to their
to anger. Prior.
place of aliode . 5. Puh ; thruit in fencing To PASSIONATE. v. a . ( from poljion .) An old
Shakeſp. 6. State ; condition . Sidney.
word : 1 . To affect with paflion Spenfer. 2 .
PA'SSABLE, a (paſſable, fr. from paſs ) 1.
To expreſs paſſionately. Shakeſp.
Posſible to be pafled or travelled through or PASSIONATELY ada .' from paſſionate.) 1 .
over 2. Mac 2. Supportable ; tolerable ; al
With paflion ; with deſire, love or hatred ;
lowable. Shakeſp. 3. Capable of acmillion or with great commotion of mind. South, Dryden.
reception. Cellier. 4. Popular ; well received. 2. Angrily. Locke.
B con
PA'SSIONÁTENESS P. ( from pafionale ) 1 .
State of being latest to paſſion. 2. Vehe .
PASSA DO. S. (Italian .) A puth ; a thruſt.
Shakelp.
mence of mind . B yle.
. S. iropage
(
PASSACE.
, Frij] 1. Act of pal- PASSIVE . a spaffios, Lat .) i Receiving
fing ; travel; courſe ; journey. Raleigh. 2.
imprellion from time external agent. South.
Road ; way . South. 3 Entrance or exit ; li
2. Unrelilting i not oppoſing. Pepe. 3. Suf
berty to paſs. Shakeſp . 4. The ſtate ofdecay . fering : notacting. 4 ( in grammar. ] A verb
Shakesp . 5. Intellectual admittance ; mental paffive is that which ſignifies paſlian . Clarke.
acceptance. Digby. 6. Occurre ce ; hap. PASSIVELY. adv.,(trom paffive.) With a par
Shakep. 7. Unſettled ſtate . Temple. 8. In
live nature . Dryaden.
-cident ; tranſaction. Hayward. 9.Manage- PASSIVENESS . I from palive ) :: Quality
ment ; condust. Davies. 10 Part of a book ;
of receiving impreffiontrom external agents.2.
ſingle place in a writing Endroit, I'r. Addi
Paſibility ; powerof ſuffering. Decay of Piety.
PASSED. Preterite and participle of fals. Ijat PASSIVITY. f. [ from paljive.) Pafliveneſs.
Cheyse.
PASSENGER . F. (paflager, Fr. ] 1. A travel
ler ; one who is upon the road ; a way;arer PASSOVER . S. (pals and over.] 1. A feaſt
Spenjer. 2. One who hires in any vehicle the
inſtituted among the Jews, in memory of the
liberty of travelling . Sidney
time when God , imiting the firſt born of the
PASSENGER falcon. . A kind ofmigratory
Egyptians, palled over the habitations of the
hawk. Ainſworth.
Hebrews John . 2. The ſacrifice killed. Exod .
PASSER . S. [from pafs.) One who paſſes; ܪone PASSPORT L. (palpori, Fr.) Permiſion of
egrets Sidney, South.
that is upon the road . Carew .
1. Not
PASSIBILITY.S. ( paſſibilité, Fr.from pafſible ] (PAST. participia ' . a. (from paſs.)
pielent; not to come. Sw je. 2. Spent ; gone
exteinal
from
impreflions
Quality of receiving
agen's. Hakewill.
through ; undergone Pope.
PASSIBLE a . (polli'de, Fr. paffibilis, Lat .) PAST.j. Elliptically uſed for part time. Fenton .
Sufceptive o impretlions from external agents PAST. prepption, i. Beyond intime. Pebrews.
Hooker.
2. No longer capable of. Hayward. 3. Be
PA'SSIBLENESS S. ( froin pafſible ] Quality of yond ; out of reach of. Calamy. 4. Beyond ;
rece :ving impreſſions from external agents . further inan. Numbers. 5. Above ; more
Brereavool.
than. Szenler.
PASSING . participail c. [ from pols ) 1. Su- PASTE. [. (pafle, Fr.) 1. Any thing mixed
preme ; fu pating cthers ; em neni. Fuirtur.
up ſo as to be viſcous and tenacious . Dryer .
2. It is uſed adverbially to enlarce the mean
2 : Flower and water boiled together 10 as to
make a cement . 3. Artificial mixture , ia
ing or another word. Exceeding . Shikon.
PASSINGBELL . 1. ( pafling and bell ] Thebell! imitation of precious ſtones.
To
4 A2
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TO PASTE.v.o. ( pafter, Fr. from the noun.) clamſily ; to mend ſo as that the original
ſtrength or beauty is loft. Dryden. 4. To
To faften with parte. Locke.
PASTEBQARD. J. (paſte and beard.] Maſſes make up of ſhreds or different pieces. Raleigh.
made anciently by paſting one board on ano- PATCH . J. ipezzo, Italian.) 1. A piece ſewed
sher: now' made ſomeiiines by tracerating pa
on to cover a hole. Locke. 2. A piece inſert
per, ſometimes by pounding old cordage, and
ed in moſaick or variegated work . 3. A ſmall
caſting it in form . Addifen .
ſpot of black silk put on the face . Suckling.
4. A linall particle ; a parcel of land. Shakeſp .
PASTEBOARD. a Made of paſteboard. Mort.
PASTEL . I. An hcib.
5. A paltry fellow. Oblolete. Shakeſp.
PA'STERN . !. [poſturen, Fr.] 1. The knee PA'TCHER . S. [ from patch .) One that patches ;
a botcher .
of an horfe. Ibakejp. 2. The legs of any hu
PA'TCHERY. $. ! from parcb. ) Botchery ;
man creature. Dryden.
PASTIL. f. (paftillus, Lat. paſtille, Fr.) A roll bungling work ; forgery . Shakeſp .
PATCHWORK . S. (patch and work. ) Work
of palte. Peccham .
made by ſewing ſmall pieces of different co
PA'STIME. S. ( paſs and time.] Sport ; amuſe
ment ; diverſion. Watts .
lours interchangeably together. Swift.
PA'STOR. S. ( paftor, Lat.) . 1. A ſhepherd. PATE. L. The head. Spenſer, South .
Dryden. 2. A clergyman who has the care of PATED. a. (from pare.) Having a pate.
a flock ; one who has ſouls to feed with ſound PATEFACTION. T: (patefaclio, Lat . ) A& or
doctrine Swift.
ſtate of opening. Ainſworth.
PASTORAL. 2. ( paſtoralis, Lat . ) 1. Rural ; PA'TEN . j. (parina, Lat.) A place. Shakeſp .
Open to the
rufick ; bc'eeming thepherds ; imitating thep- PATENT. • ( patens, Lat.)
herds. Sidney. 2. Relating to the care ot ſouls. perufal of all; as, letters patent. 2. Some
Hsober.
thing appropriatedby letters patent Mortimer .
PA'STORAL. S. A poem in which any action PATENT. /. A writ conferringſome excluſive
right or privilege. Shakeſp.
or paffion is repreſented by its effects upon a
country life, in which the ſpeakers take upon PATENTEE'. S: ( irom patene.) One who has
them the character of nepherds ; an idyl ; a
a patent. Swift.
bucolick . Ich
PATER NOSTER. S. ( Lat .) The Lord's prayer.
Camdex.
PA'STRY.S. (péfillerie, Fr.from palle.] 1. The
acl of making pies.King. 2. Pies or baked PATEʻRNAL , a. ( paternus, Lat.] 1. Father
palle . Tuffer. 3. The place where paltry is
ly ; having the relation of a father. Hammond :
mare .
2. Hereditary , received in fucceffion from
one's father.Dryden.
PAST KY- COOK . ſ. (paſtry and cook.) One
whole trade is to make and ſell things baked PATERNITY . 1. [from paternus, Lat.) Fa
in paſte. Arbuthnos.
therſhip ; the relation of a father. Arbuibrer.
PA STURABLE. a . (from poliure.] Fit for par PATH. l. ( pad, Saxon.) Way ; road ; track.
Rice.
Dryden .
PASTURAGE. . (pallurage, Fr.) 1. The PATHE'TICAI.. 2 a. (mariluxo .) Affecting
bulunch
creating Card le scemser:
}
grazed by catele riddifon . 3. The uſe of moving . Swift
paſture. Arbuthnot.
PATHETICALLY. adv. ( from pathetical.)
PASTURE. I. ( pafture, Fr ] 1. Food ; the
In ſuch a manner as may ſtrike the paſſions.
act of feeding. Brown. 2. Ground on which
Dryden.
Mitle feed Locke 3. Human culture ; edu PATHETICALNESS . S. [ from farbetical.
cation. Dryden.
Quality of being pathetick ; quality of mor
To PAʼSTURE. v. n . ( from the noun ) To place
ing the paſſions.
PA'THLESS. a . (from path .) Untrodden ; not
in a pasture. Mi ton .
PO PASTURE v.n. (from the noun.) To graze
marked with paths. Sandys.
PA'THOGNOMONICK . a. ( 2.90 3x lllOrixes ]
in a patture
PASTY. J. ( paſte. Fr ] A pye or cruſt raiſed
Such ſigns of a diſeale as are inſeparable , de
withoui a diſh. Skakejp.
signing theeſſence or real nature of the dirt
PAT. a . ( from pas, Duich, Skinner. ] Fit ; con
eale ; not lymptomatick
AL. a. ( from paibology .) Re
PATHOLOGIC
venient; exactly ſuitable . Atterlury.
PAT . 6. ( forte, Fr. ] 1. A light quick blow : a
lating to the tokens or dilcoverable effects of
tap. Collier. 2. Small lump of matter beat a diſtemper.
inta Nape with the hand .
PA’THOLOGIST . S. [ 1299 and digz. ) One
TOPAT. v. a . (trom the aoun ] To ſtrike light
who treats of pathology:
ly ; to rap. Bacon .
PA THOLOGY. L. ( 77220; and 2ége . ) That
PATACHE S. A ſmall ſhip. Ainſwerih.
part of medicine which relates to the distem
PA'TACOON . . A ſpanish coin worth four pers, with their differences, cauſes and etiects
Millings and eight pence Engliſh . Ain ;wortb. incident to the human body. Quincy.
To PATCH . v . ñ ( pudzer, Danilh ; pezzare, PATHWAY. . ( path and way. ) A road ;
Italian.] 1. To cover with a piece lewed on .
frictly a narrow way to be pailed on fost.
Liche. 2. To decorate the tace with ſmall
Skakejp
pors of black tilk . Aldijon . 3. To merd
PA'TIBLE.
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PATIBLE. 8. (from patior, Lat.) Sufferable ; dianſhip of faints. Addiſon. 3. Donation of
tolerable, Dia.
a benefice ; right of conterring a benefice.
PA'TIBULARY. 6. ( paribuleire, Fr. from po- To PA'T RONAGE. o.a. (from the noun.] To
patrooize ; to protect.
tibulum , Lat .) Belonging to the gallows.
PA'Tience . Í ratientia, Lat. ) i. Thepower PATRONAL. 2. [ from patronus, Lat.) Pro
tecting ; ſupporting ; guarding ; delending .
of ſuffering ; indurance; the power of ex.
Br
own.
pecting long without rage or diſcontent ; the
power of ſupporting injuries without revenge. PATRONESS. S. ( feminine of patron.) 1. A
female that defends, countenances or ſupports.
Maribew . 2. Sufferance ; permiſſion. Hooker .
Fairfax. 2. A female guardian ſaint.
3. An herb . Mortimer .
PATIENT. a. ( patiens, Lat .) 1. Having the To PA TRONISE. v. a. ( from patrox .) To
protect ; to fupport ; to defend; to counte
quality of enduring. Ray. 2. Calm under
Dance. Bacon.
pain or affliction. Dryden. 3. Not revenge.
ful againſt injuries. 4. Not eaſily provoked . PATRON Y'MICK . S. [ 7Tambourinòs ) Name
exprefſing the name of the father or anceſtor.
1. Tbeljal. 5. Not baſty ; not viciouſly eager
Broome.
or impetuous. Prior.
PA’TIENT. F. (patieni, Pr.] 1. That which PATTEN of a pillar.S; Its baſs. Ainſworth.
receives impresſions from external agents.Gov.PATTENMAKER.
). ( patter and maker.]
makes pattens.
of the Tongue. 2. A perſon diſeaſed. Addiſon . He that
TO PATIENT. 7. a.( patienter , Fr.) To com- PATTEN . S. (patin, Fr.) A hoe of wood with
an iron ring, worn under the common shoe by
pole one's ſelf. Shakeſp.
PA'TIENTLY. adv. (from patient.) : With women. Camden .
out rage under pain or amia ion.Milion. 2. To PATTER . v. n. ( from patte, Fr. the foot.)
To make a noile like the quick ſteps of many
Without vicious impetuofity . Calamy.
PA'TINE s. ( fatina , Lat .) The cover of a feet. Dryden.
PA'TTERN. F. ( patron, Fr. patroon , Dutch .)
chalice. Ain /werib.
1. The original proposed to imitation ; the ar
PA'TLY . adv. ( from pol.) Commodiouſly ; fitly.
PA'TRIARCH ! (patriarcha, Lat . ) 1. One
chetype ; that which is to be copied. Hooker ,
who governs by paternal right ; the father Grew , Rogers , 2. A fpecimen ; a part ſhowa
and ruler of a family. 2. A biſhop ſuperior to as a ſample of the rest. Swift. 3. An in
Itance ; an example. Hooker. 4. Any thing
archbiſhops. Raleigh.
PATRIARCHAL a. (patriarchal, Fr. from cut out in paper to direct the cutting ofcloth .
patriarch.) 1. Belonging to patriarchs ; ſuch as To PATTERN. v. r . (patronner , Fr.) 1. To
make an imitasion of ſomething ; to copy.
was poſlefied or enj yed by patriarchs. Norris.
2. Belonging to hierarchal patriarchs. Ayliffe.
Stakelp. 2. To ſerve as an example to be

PATRIARCHSHIE } from sparricade A PAVANZI. A kindof light tripping dance.
biſhoprick luperior to archbishopricks. Ayliffe. PAVIN S Ainſworth.
PATRIARCHY. J. Juriſdiction of a patriarch ;, PAU'CILOQUY. J. pauciloquium ,Lat] Sparing
and rare ſpeech.
patriarchale Brérewood
PA'TRICIAN , a. Ipatricius, Lat.) Senatorial ; PAU'SITY ! !! (paucitas, Lat.) 1. Fewneſs ;
noble ; not plebeian .
Smallneſs of number. Boyle. 2. Smallneis of
PATRICIAN. 5. A nobleman . Dryden.
quantity. Brown .
PATRIMONIAL . 2. ( from patrimony.) Por- TO PAVE. v. a.(pavio, Lat.). 1. To lay with
brick or ftone ; 1o Aoor with ſtone. Stakejp.
ſeſſed by inheritance Temple.
PA'TRIMONY. 1. (patrimonium , Lat .) An ! 2. To make a paſſage ealy. Bacon .
PAVEMENT. !! ( pavimenium , Lac.] Stones or
eſtate pofleſſed by inheritance. Davies .
PA’TRIOT. S. One whoſe ruling pafſion is the
bricks laid on ihe ground ; ſtone floor. Addijon .
love of his country . Tickell.
PAVER . 3 1. (from pave.) One who lays with
PA'TRIOTISM } [from patriot .) Love of PA VIER . ) ſtones. Gay.
one's country ; zeal for one's country.
PAVILION. S. (parillon, Fr.) A tent ; a tem
To PATROCINATE. v. a . (patrocinor, Lat.) , porary or moveable houle. Sondys.
To patronize; to protect ; to deiend. Diet. TO PAVI'LION. v. a . (from the noun.) 1. To
PATROL.
(patrouille, old Fr. ) 1. The act
furniſh with cents. Milton. 2. To be ſheltere
of going the rounds in a garrison to obſerve
ed by a tent.
thai orders are kept. 2. Thoſe that go the PAUNCH . S.Ipanſe, fr. pantex , Lat .) The
rounds. Themfon,
belly , the region of the gues. Bacon .
TO PA'TROL. v n. ( patrouille, Fr.) To go To PAUNCH . v . 0. (from the noun. To pierce
the rounds in a camp or garriſon. Black.
or rip the belly ; ܪto exenterate. Garth.
PA'TRON . 1. (patronas, Lat . ) 1. One who PAUPER / ( Lat . ) A poor perion,
countenances, ſupports or protects. Prior. 2. PAUSE. I. ( pauja , low Lat. yava .) 1. A ſtop ;
A guardian riint. Spenſer. 3. Advocate ; a place or time of intermiilion. Addiſor. 2.
de ender ; vindicator. Locke. 4. One who has
Sulpenie ; doubt. Shakejp . 3. Break ; para
donation of eccleſiaſtical preſerment.
graph ; apparent ſeparation of the parts of a
PA'I RONAGE. ſ ( trom patron.) 1. Sup diſcourke . 4. Place of luiperd ng the voice
masked
port ; protection. Sidney, Creech. 2. Guar
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marked in writing. 5. A ſtop or intermil- | PEACE-OFFERING. S. peace and offer.] A
fon in muſick .
mong
the atonement
Jews, a ſacrifice
or gift offered to
To PAUSE . V. n. 1. To wait ; to ſtop ; not
God for
and reconciliation
for a
offence.
crime or
Lev .
to proceed ; to forbear for a time . Milton . 2 .
To deliberate . Knolles. 3. To be intermitted. PEACEABLE, a. (from peace.) 1. Free from
Tickell.
war ; free from tumult. Swift. 2. Quiet ;
PAU'SER . f. [ from pauſe ) He who pauſes ; he undiſturbed. Spenfer. 3. Not violent ; not
who deliberates. Shakeſp.
bloody. Hale. 4. Not quarrelſome; not cur
PAW . f. (pawer, Welth ) 1. The foot of a
bulent. Geneſis.
PEACEABLENESS. S. ( from peaceable.) Qui
beaſt of prey . More. 2. Hand. Dryden.
etnefs ; difpofition to peace. Hammond.
To PAW . v . n (from the noun . ) To draw the
fore foot along the ground. Pope.
PEACEABLY. adv. (from peaceable )
PAW
TO
. v . a. 1. To trike with a draught of Without war ; without tumult. Swifi. 2 .
the fore foot Tickell. 2. To handle roughly . Without diſturbance. Shakeſp .
PEACEFUL . a. ( peace and full.) 1. Quiet ;
3. To fawn ; to flater. Ainſworth .
PAWED . a : (from pow . ) 1. Having paws. not in war. Dryden. 2. Pacifick ; mild.
2. Broad fooled . Ain /worth
Dryden . 3. Undiſturbed ; ftill ; ſecure. Pope.
PAWN , a. (pand, Dutch ; pan, Fr.) 1. Some- PEACEFULLY. adv. (from praceful.) 1 .
Quiet ; without diſturbance. Dryder. 2 ,
thing given to pledge as a ſecurity for money
borrowed or promiſe made . Howel. 2. The
Mildly ; gently.
ſtate of being pledged . Shakeſp. 3. A com- PEACEFULNESS . F. ( from pesceful.] Quiet ;
freedom from difturbance.
mon man at chels . Ainſworth .
To PAWN . v. a. (from the noun.) To pledge ; PEA'CEMAKER. S. (peace and maker.] One
who reconciles differences. Shakeſp .
to give in pledge. Shakeſp.
PAWNBROKER. S. ( pawn and broker.) One PEACEPARTED. a. Ipeace and parted .) Dif
miſſed from the world in peace. Shakeſp.
who lerds money upon pledge. Arbuthnot.
TO PAY . v.a. ( paier, Fr. ) 1. To diſcharge a PEACH . S. [ pefche, Fr. ) A roundilh feſhy fruit,
having a longitudinal furrow , incloſing a rough
debt. Dryden . 2. To diſmiſs one to whom
any thing is due with his money. 3. To a
rugged ſtone. Miller .
tone ; to make amends by ſuffering. Roſcomm . T. PEACH. v . n. ( corrupted from impeacb .)
To accuſe of ſome crime. Dryden.
4. To beat. Shakesp . 5 : To reward ; to re
compenſe. Dryden. 6. To give the equiva- PEACH-COLOURED . a (peach and colour. }
lent for any thing boughe Locke.
Of a colour like a peach . Shakeſp .
PAY. S. [from the verb.)Wages; hire ; money PEA'CHICK . S. [pea and chick.] The chicken
given in return for ſervice. Temple.
of a peacock
PA YABLE . a. faiable, fr.) 1. Due ; to be PEACOCK
. [.. Southern.
A fowl eminent for the beauty
paid Bacon. 2. Such as there is power to
of his feathers, and particularly of his tail.
pay . South .
Sandys.
PAYDAY. !. (fay and day.) Day on which PEA'HEN . S. (pea and hen ; pava, Lat ] The
debes are to be discharged or wages paid . Locke. female of thepeacock .
PEAK . J. ( peac, Sax . } 1. The top of a hill or
PA YER. ! ( paieur, Fr ) One who pays
PA YMASTER J. (pay and maſter .) One who eminence. Prior . 2. Any thing acuminated.
is to pay ; one from whoin wages or reward is
3. The riſing forepart of a head-dreſs .
received . Taylor
To PEAK. V. n. 1. To look fickly Shakejo.
PA'YMENT . Í [ from pay . ) 1. The act of
2. To make a mean figure ; to ſneak. Shakesp.
paying. 2. The diſcharge of debe or promiſe. PEAL. S. A fucceflon of loud ſounds ; as, of
Bacon. 3. A reward . South . 4. Chantile
bells , thunder , cannon Hayward.
ment; ſound beating . Ainſworth .
PEAL . v, n . ( from the noun. ] To play ro
TO PAYSE . v . a . Cuted by Spenſer for poiſe.] TOlemnly
and loud Milton .
To balance.
To PEAL., v . H. To aſſail with noiſe. Milten .
PAYSER. J. ( for poifer.] One that weighs. PEAR . Į ( poire, Fr.! A fruit more produced
Careu .
tov, aid the wot - ftaik than the apple, but is
PEA. S. ( pilume, Lat. pisa, Sax.] A plant. hollowed like a naved at the extreme part.
The ſpecies are lixteen.
The species are eighty lour.
PEACE . 1. (paix , Fr. pax. Lat .) 1. Reſpite PEAR ! ( perle, Fr pe ia , Spaniſh ) Pearls,
from war. Addiſon. 2. Quiet from ſuits or
thougn eſteemed of the number of geins, are
diſturbance . Davis. 3. Keit from any com
but a dillemper in the creature that pisdices
them . The 6th in which pearls are most ire
motion. 4. Stillneſs from riots or tumults.
quently found is the oyster. The true thape
5. Reconciliation of differences. I aiah . 6 A
Nate not hostile. Bacon . 7. Reit ; quiet ;
of the pearlis a perlect round ; tue lume
conſiderable line are of the thape o! a pear :
conient ; freedom from terrour ; heavenly
reit. Tillerson . 8. Silence ; ſuppreſion of the their colour ought to be a pure, clear and
thoughts.
brilliant white .
PEACE . artery. A word commanding ſilence. PEARL . /. ( albugo, Lat ) A white speck or filma
Crajtaw .
grown on the eye.
PEARLED,
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PEA'RLED. a. (from pearl ) Adorned or ſet
longing to the breaſt Wiſeman.
with pearls Milton .
PE'CTORAL. f. ( pectorale, Lat. pectoral,Fr. ]
brealt plate .
A
PEARLEYED. a . ( pearl and eye.) Having a
PECU'LATE . 25 (peculatus, Lat. peculat,
fpeck in the eye.
PEA'RLGRASS.
PECULA'TION . ) Fr.) Robbery of the pub
lick ; theft of publick money.
PEARLPLANT. & S. Plants.
PECU'LATOR / ( Lat. ) Robber of the publick.
PEARLWORT. }
PEARLY. a. ' from pearl.] 1. Abounding with PECULIAR a | peculiaris,from peculium ,Lat.)
pearls; containing pearls. Woodward. 2
1. Appropriate; belonging to any one with
excluſion of others 2. Not common to other
Rel-mbling pearls. Drayton .
things. 3. Particular ; ſingle Milton.
PEARMAIN . ] Anipple. Mortimer.
PEA'RTREE . F. [ pear and tree. ] The tree PECULIAR.S: 1. The property ; the excluſive
that bears pears . Bacon ,.
property. Milton. 2. Something abſcinded from
PEASANT . I paiſant, Fr.) A hind ; one the ordinary juriſdiction. Carew .
PECULIARITY S (from peculiar.) Particula
whoſe buſineſs is rural labour, Spenſer.
PEA'SANTRY.ſ. Peaſants ; ruſticks ; country rity ; ſomething found only in one. Swift.
people . Locke
PECULIARLY. adv. (from peculiar.) 1. Parti
PEA SCOD. ll. ( pea , cod andſell ] The huſk
celarly ; fingly. Woodward. 2. In a manner
PEA'SHELL. S that contains peale. Walton .
not common to others.
PECU'NIARY.S . ( pecuniarius, Lat.) 1. Rela
PEASE . [. Food of peale. Tuller.
PEAT . ). A ſpecies of turf uſed for fire . Bacon
ting to money. Brown . 2. Conſiſting ofmoney .
Bacon.
PEAT. L. ( from perit, Fr.) A little fondling
a darling ; a dear play thing . Donne .
PED .S. 1. A ſmall packſaddle. Tuffer. 2. A
PEBBLE.
baſket ; a hamper. Spenſer.
LESTONE .} home bolitana, Sax.)A
PEBB
ftone diftinct from flints, PEDAGOGICAL.o . (trom pedagogue.]Suiting
being not in layers , but in one homogeneous
or belonging to a ſchoolmaſter.
maſs Sidney
PEDAGOGUE, S. ( Fasdazwyès. ] One who
PEBBLE-CRYSTAL ſ. Cryſtal in form o:
teaches boys ; a ſchoolmaſter ; a pedant
nodules. Woodward,
Dryden.
PEBPLED a. from pebble.) Sprinkled or a TO PEDAGOGUE . v.a. ( Faldayayća, ] To
bounding with pebbles. Themlon.
teach with ſuperciliouſneſs. Prior .
PE BBLY. a . from pebble ] Full of pebbles. PEDAGOGY ). I waidazazía. ] The maſter
Themlon
Mip ; diſcipline. Souib .'
PECCABILITY. ſ. [ from peccable .) State of PEDAL. a. Ipedalis, Lat.) Belonging to a foot.
PEʻDALS. . i pedalis, Lat. peda es, Fr.] The
being fubject to fin. Decay of Pietj.
PECCABLE, a. (trom pecco, Lat. ) Incident to large pipes of an organ. Dić .
fin .
PEDANEOUS.. ( pedaneus, Lat.) Going on
PECCADILLO ! (Spaniſh ; peccadille, Fr.)A
foot,
petty au'e; a light crime; a venialoffence.PEDANT.S. ( pedani, Fr ] 1. A ſchoolmaſter.
Alterbury
Dryden. 2. A man vain of low knowledge.
Swife.
-PECCANCY.S. ( f om peccant.] Bad quality .
PEDANTICK . ? a. ( pedanteſque, Fr. from
Wiſeman .
PECCANT . . ( peccant, Fr. ! 1. Cuilty ; cri PEDA'NTICAL. S pedani.) Awkwardly often
minal . South. 2. Ul dilpoled ; corrupt ; bad ; tatious of learning. Hayward.
offenſive to the body. Aibuibnor. 3. Wrong PEDANTICALLY. ado. [ from pedantical. ]
With awkward oftentation of literature . Dry.
bad ; deficient; unformal. Ayliffe.
PECK.L. (trom pocca.] 1. The fourth part of PEDANTRY. F. ( pedanterie, Fr.) Awkward
a buſhel . Hudibras. 2. Proverbially . ( In low
oftentation of needleſs learning . Brown, Cowl.
To PEDDLE. v. * . To be buſy about trifles.
language. ) A great deal . Suckling.
Ainſworib.
To PECK v. a. (perquer , Fr. picken, Dutch )
1. To Itrike with the beak as a bird . 2. TU PEDERERO S. ( pedrero, Spaniſh . ) A ſmall
pick up food with the beak. Addiſon . 3. To canon managed by a ſwivel. It is frequently
written paterero .
itrike with any pointed inſtrument Carew . 4 .
To ſtrike ; to make blows . South .
PEDESTAL J. ( piedfial, Fr. ] The lower
PECKER.ſ . ( from peck . ) 1. One that pecks. member of a pillar ; the baſis of a ſtatue.
2. A kind of bird : as, the wood-pecker . Dryd
Dryden.
PECKLED . 0. (corrupted from /peckled .) Spot- PEDE STRIOUS. a. ( pedeſtris, Latin. ) Not
ted , varied with Ipots. Waltun.
winged ; going on foot. Brown.
PECTINAL . f. ( from peeten , Lat. a comb.) PEDICLE L. ( trom pedis, Lat. pedicule, Fr.)
There are fiſhes aspectinals, ſuch as have their
The foorſtalk , that by which a leaf or fruit is
bones made laterally like a comb. Brown.
fixed to the tree . Bacon.
PECTI'NATED.o. (from preten, Lat .) Formned PEDICULAR. a. ( pedicularis, Lat. ) Having
like a comb. Brown.
the phthyrialis or louly diſtemper. Ainswortt.
PECTINATION. j. The ſtate of being pecti PE DIGREE. /. [ pere and degré,Skinner.) Gio
nated Brown.
nealogy ; lineage ; account of delcent. Camil,
PEDI.
PECTORAL . a. ( from pectoralis, Lat.) Be
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PÁDIMENT. S. [pedis, Lat.) In architecture,
To depreſs; to fink . Hudibros. 2. The nicks
name of Margaret.
an ornament that crowns the ordonnances,
finines the fron's of buildings, and ſerves as a To PEG .v. a .To faſten with a peg. Evelyn.
decoration over gates. Did.
PELF. S. ( in low Latin, pelfra .) Money ;
riches. Sidney, Swift.
PE DLER . One who travels the country with
PELICAN . S. [pelicanus, low Lat. ) There are
lmall corrmodities . Shakeſp .
PE'DLERY. a. (from pedler .] Wares ſold by
two ſorts of pelicans; one lives upon filh ; the
other keeps in deſerts, and feeds upon ſer
pedlers. Swift.
PEDDLING . 6. Petty dealing ; ſuch as pedlers
pents : the pelican is ſuppoſed to admit its
young to ſuck blood from its breaſt.
have. Decay ofPiety.
PE DOBAPTISM .S. (Táide and Bárlonac. ) | PELLET. : (from pila Lat. pelose, Fr.) !:
Infant baptiſm .
A little ball. Sandys.' 2. A bullet ; a ball.
PE DOBAPTIST. S. [ Tosida and Car..75. ) Ray.
PELLETED.
One ihal holds or practiſes infant baptiſm
a . (from pellet .) Conſiſting of
bullets. Skakeſp .
TO PEEL . v.o. ( peler , Fr. from pellis.] 1. To
decorticate ; to Hay . Shakeſp 2: ( trom pilier, PELLICLE. S. ( pellicula, Lat.) 1. A thin ſkim
to rob.) To plunder. According to analogy
Sharp. 2. It is often uſed for the film which
this Thould be written pill. Milton.
gathers upon liquors impregnated with ſalt or
PEEL. f. ( pellis, Lat. ) The ſkin or thin riod of
other ſubſtances, and evaporated by heat.
any thing.
PEL.LITORY.ſ. ( parietaria, Lat.) An berb .
Miller.
PEEL.S. I paelle, Fr.) A broad thin board with
a long handle, uſed by bakers to put their PE’LLMELL . S. ( poſle meſle, Fr.) Confuſedly ;
bread in and out of the oven.
tumultuouſly ; one among another. Hadibras.
PEELER . f. [from peed.] 1. One who ſtrips or PELLS.J. ( péllis, Lat.] Člerk of the pells, an
officer belonging to the exchequer, who enters
flays. 2. A robber; a p! underer. Tuſjer.
To PEEP.V. n. 1. To make the first appearance. every teller's bill into a parchment roll called
acceptorum , the roli of receipts. Bailey.
pellis
.
Spenjer. 2. To look lily , cloſely or curiouſly
PELLUCID . 2. ( pellucidus, Lat.) Clear ; tran
Spenfer, Cleaveland, Dryden.
ſparent ; not opake ; not dark. Newton.
PEEP. 1. 1. firſt appearance : as, at the peep
and firft break of day. 2. A Ny look . Swifi. PELLUCIDITY. 31 ( from pellucid ] Trap
PEE'PER. S. Young chickens juſt breaking the PELLUCIDNESS. S parency ; clearneſs ; nos
Thell. Bramſtead.
opacity. Keil.
PEE'PHOLE .
I f. [ peep and hele ) A hole PELT. j. (from pellis, Lat.) 1. Skin ; hide
Brown . 2. The quarry of a hawk all corn .'
PEEPINGHOLE . S through which ope may
Ainsworth .
look without being diſcovered Prior .
PEER. S. [pair, Fr.) , Equal; one of the ſame PELT.MONGER. I: ( pellio, Lat. pels and
rank. Davies. 2. One equal in excellence or
menger. ) A dealer in raw hides.
endowments. Dryder. 3. Companion; fellow . TO PELT.v.a. ( po.tern, German , Skinner ) 1 .
Ben . Johnfon. 4. A nobleman ; of nobility we
To ſtrike with lomething thrown. Atterbury.
have five degrees, who are all nevertheleſs 2. To throw ; to caſt Dryden.
called peers, becauſe their eſſential privileges PELTING . a . This word in Shakeſpeare ligni
fies paltry ; pitiful.
are the ſame . Dryden.
TO PEER . v. n. ( by contraction from appear.)| PELVIS. j. ( Latin . ] The lower part of the
1. To come juſt in light. Ben. Johnjon. 2.
belly .
To look narrowly; to peep. Sidney.
PEN . S. ( penna, Lat . ) 1. An inſtrument of
PEERAGE S. ( pairie , Fr. from peor ) 1. The
writing Dryden. 2. Feather. Spenſer. 3.
dignity of a peer. Swift. 2. The boo ot
Wing. Milton . 4. ( Fromn pennan, Sax .) A
finall inclolure ; a coop. L'Etrange.
peers. Dryden.
PEE RDOM.S. ( from peer.) Peerage. Ainſw To PEN , v a . ( pennan and pindan, Sax.) 1.
PEE RESS. S. ['emale of peer.] The lady of a
To coop : to ſhutup ; to incage ; lo impriſon
peer ; a woman ennobled.
in a narrow place. Bocor . 2. ( From the noun .]
To write. Digby.
PEERLESS. . [ from peer .) Unequalled; hav
ing no peer. Milton .
PENAL . a. ( penal, Fr. from pæna, Lac. ) !.
PEE'RLESSNESS. /. [from peer lefs.] Univer
Denouncing purithment; enacting punith
ment , South 2 . Uſed for the purpoſes of
fal fuperiority
PEEVISH . a. Peculant ; waſpith ; eaſily of
punilhment ; vindictive. Milion ,
fended ; irritable ; hard to pleaſe. Swift.
PENALTY. 1. ( from penalisé, old Fr.) 1.
PEEVISHLY. adv. (from previjb.) Angrily : PENALITY. $ Punishment ; cenſure; judicial
infiction . Brown, 2. Forfeiture upon non
queruloully; moroſely. Hayward.
PEE'VISHNESS.S [trom peruif ) Iraſcibility: performance . Shakeſp.
queruloufaels ; tretfulnels; per verſeneſs. King PENANCE. f. ( penence, old Fr. ) Infiction
Charles
either publick or private, ſuffered as an ex.
PEG . J. ( pegghe, Teutonick ) 1 . A piece of preſſion of repentance for fin. Bacor.
wood driven into a hole. Swift. 2. The pins PE'NCE S. The plural of penny. Matth.
of an inftrument in which the ſtrings are| PENCIL I. ( penicilium , Lar.] 1. A fira!
bruh
ftrained Stakefp. 3 To lake a Pro Leone ,
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bruſh of hair which paioters dip in their , Grew . 2. A fruit very common in the Weſt
colours. Dryden 2. A biack lead pen , with ! Indies, ofa sharp acid flavour. Miller.
which , cut to a point , they write without iok, FENI'NSULA. | (Lat.pene inlula ) A piece
of land almon ſurrounded by the lea. Carew .
Watts . 3. Any inftrument of writing with
PENINSULATED. a. (from peninſula.) Al
out ink .
TO PENCIL. v . n . (from the noun ) To paint
moſt ſui rounded by water .
PENITENCE . l. [t ceritentia , Lat .] Repen
Shakelp.
tance ; ſorrow for crimes ; contrition for lin ,
PE'NDANT . . ( pendant, Fr. ] 1. A jewel
with amendment of life or change of the affec.
hanging in the ear. Pope. 2. Any thing
tions. Dryden.
hanging by way of ornament. Waller. 3. A
pendulum . Obiolece. Digby. 4. A ſmallAag PENITENT. a . (penitent , Fr. færiters, Lat.)
Repentant ; contrition for fin ; forrowful for
in thips.
PENDENCE s. ( from penden, Lat. ) Slope
part tranſ refions and resolutely amending
nefs ; inclination Wotion ,
life. Milion.
PENDENCY./. (from pendeo,Lat.) Suſpence ; PE’NITENT. L. 1. One forrowful for lin. Bacon .
2. One under cenſure of the church, but ad
delay of deciſion. Ayliffe.
mitted to penance. Stilling fleer. 3. One un
PENDENT. a. ( pendens, Lat.) 1. Hanging
Shakeſp. 2. Jutring over. Shakeſp. 3. Support
der the direction of a conſeilor.
PENITENTIAL . a. ( from fenitence.) Expreſ
ed above the ground. Milion.
fons penitence ; enjoined as penance. South.
PENDING . F. (penden:e lite.) Depending ; re
PENITENTIAL . ]. I penitenciel, Fr. pæniten
maining yet undecided. Ayliffe.
PENDULO SITY.
tiale, low Lat .) A book direcling the degrees
} } lirom pendulous. )
PENDULOUSNESS . ) The ilate of hanging ;
of penance, Aylife.
PENIT
ENTIARY S. (penitencier, Fr fæeni
ſuſpension Brown.
PENDULOUS. a. [/ endulus, Lat .] Hanging ;
tentiarius, low Lat.? 1. One who preſcribes
and meaſures of penance. Bacon .
rules
the
not ſupported below . Ray
2. A penitent ; ( ne who does penance. Ham.
PE'NDULUM . S. (pendulus, Lat. pendule, Fr.)
3. The place where penance is enjoined .
Any weight hung 10 as that it may caſily
Twing backwards and forwards, of which th: PENITENTLY. adv. ( from penitent.) With
repentance ; with forrow for fin ; wiih con
great law is , that its oſcillations are always
trition
performed in equaleimes. Hudibras.
PENETRABLE. ( penetrable, Fr. penetrah: PENKNIFE . F: (pen and knife.] A knife uſed
10 cut peas . Bacon.
los, Lat.) 1 Such as may be pierced ; ſuch
asmay admit the entrance of another bedy PE'NMAN . J. 1 pen and man ) 1. One who
protefies the art of writing. 2. An author ;
Dryden. 2. Sufcepive o: moral or intellectuai
a writer. Addijon.
impreffion. Shakeſp.
PENETRABILITY. S [from penetrable.) Su- PENNACHED . 2. [ gennaché,Fr. ) is only ap
ceptibility of imprellion from another body.
plied to flowers when the ground of the natural
colour otheir deives is radiated and divertiticd
Cheyne.
PENETRAIL. S. (penetralia, Lat . ] Interiour
Deally without any con : ulion. Trev . Lvelyn .
parts . Ilarvey .
PENNANT. L. ipinnon , Fr.) 1. A Imal! flag,
enlign or colouis 2. A tackle tor huifting
PE'NETRANCY. F. (from penetrant . ) Power
thugs on board . Ainfausrih.
of entering or piercing. Ray.
PENETRANT.' a . ( penetrant, Fr ) Having PENNATED. a . (jerno : us , Lat.) 1. Wirged.
the power to pierce or enter i Marp; lubile
2. Bernat..., among botanills, are thofe leaves
Bayle
of pines that grow directiy one againit ano
To PENETRATE. v. a . (peneiro, Latin ; pe
ther on the same rib or italk : as , thole oi aih
and walnut- tree Quincy.
merrer, Fr. ] 1. To pierce; to enter beyord
the furface ; to make way into a b dy. Arbut . PENNER . !. tiom pen .] 1. A writer. 2. A
2. To affect the mind . 3. To reach the
pencale Ainsworik.
PENNILESS. a. ( from ponny. ] Moneyleſs ;
meaning
T , PENETRATE. v.n. Tomake way . Locke .
poor ; wanting money.
PENETRATION . S. [ penetraton, Fr. from PENNON. J. i pennen , Fr. ) A ſmall fiag or
celour. Shakejp.
penetrate.) 1. The act of entering into any
baty . Niiloon. 2. Mental entrance into any PENNY. I plural peace, (penig, Sax.) 1. A
thing abilrufe . Watis. 3. Acuteneſs ; lagacity.
finall coin, of which twelve make a thilling :
Waits.
a penny is the radical denomination irom
which English coin is numbered. Dryden. 2 .
PENETRATIVE . c . (from penetrate. ) T.
Piercing ; ſharp ; ſubiile. W otron , 2. Acute ;
Proverbiaily . Shakejp. Taylor. 3. Money in
general . Dryden.
jagacious ; difcerning. Swift. 3. Having the
PENNYROYAL
, or pudiling grafs. s. ( pulee
Shakejp.
power to impreſs the mind
PENETRATIVENESS. /: ( from penetrative.)
gium, Larin )
PENNYWEIGHT. F. (penny and weight.) A
The quality of being penetrative .
PENGUIN . I. ( anjer magellanicus, Lat .) 1. A
weight containing twenty-four grains troy
bird , tho' he be no higher than a large gooſe,
weight. Arburhner.
PE'NNY
4 B
yet be weighs fometimes Exceea pounds
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PENNYWISE. 6. (penny and wiſe.] One who PE'NTILE . S. (pent and tile .) A tile formed
faves ſmall ſums atibe hazard of larger. Bacon .
to cover the noping part of the roof. Moxon .
PENNYWORTH . I. ( penny and worth ) 1. PENT up. pari. a. (peni, fiom pen and wp.)
As much as is bought for a penny . 2. Any
Shut up. Shakeſp .
LIIMA. ). (Latin [ The laſt fyllable
purchale ; any thing bought or fold for money . PENU'
one.
but
Suih. 3. Something advantageouſly bought ;
a purchaſe got for leis than it is worth. Dryd. PENU'MBRA . F. (pene and umbra, Lat. ) An
imperfect ſhadow . Newter .
4. A ſmall quantity. Swife.
PENSILE. a. I perfilis, Lat.) 1. Hanging ; PENU'RIOUS. a. (from penuria, Lat.) 1. Nig
Tufperded. Bacon. 2. Supported above the
gardly ; ſparing ; not liberal ; fordidly mean.
ground . Prior.
1 Prier. 2. Scant ; not plentiful. Addiſon.
PENSILENESS P. ( from genfile.) The ſtate of PENURIOUSLY. adv. Ifrom penurieus ) Spa
hanging
ringly ; not plentifully.
PE'NSION . ! (penſion , Fr. ! An allowance made PE'NURIOUSNESS. / ( from penuricus.) Nig
to any one without an equivalent Alde;on
_gardlinels ; parfimony. Addijon.
To PENSION . v . a . (from the noun . j To ſup. PL'NURY. F.( penuria, Lat.) Poverty ; indi
port by an arbitrary allowance. Addiyor .
gence . Hocker
PENSIONARY. a . (penfionnaire, Fr ) Main- PEONY S. (fernia , Lat ) A flower. Beyle.
PEOPLE . §. Ipeuple, Fr. populus, Lat ) 1. A
tained by penſions. Donne.
PENSIONER . L. (from penſion .) 1. One who
nation ; thoſe who compoſe a community.
Shakeſp. 2 The vulgar. Waller. 3. The
is ſupported by an allowance paid at the will
of another ; a dependant. Collier, 2. A ſlave
commonally ; not the princes or nobles.
of Itate hired by a ſtipend to obey his maſter .
Perfons of a particular claſs B 300R. 5. Men ,
or perſons in general. Arburbrot.
Pope.
PENSIVE. a . (penſif, Fr. penfivo, Italian.] 1. TO PEOPLE . v . 2. ( peupler, Fr ] To ſtock with
inhabiianis. Prier.
Sorrowfully thoughtful ; Torrowiul; mourn
fully ſerious. Pope. 2. It is generally and pro- PE PASTICKS. S- [metairw .) Medicines which
are good to help the rawneſs of the ſtomach
perly uſed of perſons. Prior.
and digelt crudities . Diet .
PENSIVELY. adv. (trom penfire.) With me
PEPPER.S . ( piper , Lat. poivre, Fr.) We have
lancholy ; forrowíully. Spenſer.
PE'NSIVENESS . f. [ from penfive.) Melancho
three kinds of pepper ; the black , the while ,
ly ; forrowfulneis. Hooker.
and the long , which are ihree different fruits
PENT . part. paſſ of pen . Shut up. Mi ton.
produced by three diſtinct plants. Thomſ» .
PENTACA PSULAR . a . ( mérle and capſular.) To PE- PPER. v. a (trom the noun. ] 4. To
Having five cavities.
Iprinkle with pepper. 2 To beat ; to mangle
PENTACHORD. O ( Févle and xopgr.) Anin
with ſhot or blows. Shakeſp.
ftrument with five ſtrings.
PEPPERBOX. 1. (pepper and box . ) A box for
holding pepper. Shakeſp .
PENTAE'DROUS. a. (7. svile and é par ] Having
five ſides. Woodward .
PEPPERCURN . S. ( pepper and corn .) Any
PE'NTAGON . S. (* éile and gavía .) A figure
thing of inconſiderable value.
with five angles. Wollen.
PE PPERMINT . J. I pepper and mini. ) Mint
PENTA GONAL , a . ( from pentagon .) Quin .
eminently hot.
quangular ; having five angles Woodavard. PEPPERWORT.f (pepper and wort.) A plant .
Miller
PENTA'METER ). ( peniometrum, Lat.) A
Latin verſe of five feet. Addiſon.
PE'PTICK . a . (menilinis.) What helps digeſtion.
PENTA'NGULAR . (steils and angular. ) Five
Ainſwerth.
cornered. Grew .
PERACU'TEt . S. (peracutus, Lat . ) Very ſharp ;
PENTAPEÄTALOUS. (rible and petalo, Lat.] very violen .
Having five petals.
PERADVENTURE. adv (paradrenture , Fr )
PENTASPAST. a . (77637: crów ) An engine
1. Perhaps ; may be ; by chance. Digby. 2 .
Doubt ; question . South.
with five pullies. Dici.
PENTASTICK. S. ( bile and 526.] A com- To PERAGRATE . v.a. (feragro, Lat .) To
poſition contifting of five verſes .
wander over .
PENTA'STYLE . | (Tre.1e and su:0.] In ar- PERAGRATION
( from peragrate.) The
chitecture, a work in which are five rows of act of palling through any Name or ſpace . Hoid.
colums.
To PERAMBULATE . v.a , ſperambulo, Lar )
PENTATEUCH. S ( és and T705 ; penta
1. To walk through. 2. To turvey , by pathing
teuque, Fr.j 7 he tive bocks of Moses Bontiry. Through Davies ,
PENTECOST. 5. Tinexo; r ; pentucejle, 15.) PERALIBULATION . L. ( from perambulait )
A teaft among the Jews . Skakelp .
1. The act of patling through or wandering
PINTECOSTAL.. a. (from pentecoft.] Be
over . Bacon . 2. A travelling lurvey. Hosie'.
longing to Whiliuntide Sanderjon.
PE'KCASE . adr. ( pur and caje. Perchance ;
PENTHOUSE . I. ffint, from peritt, Fr. and
serhaps. Bacon
bouje j A hed hanging out ailepe from the PERCEANT. a. ( percani , Fr ) Piercing ; pe
main wall . Knolls
netrating. Spenjer.
PERCEI
PENTICE . 1. ( pindice, lialian ) A Noping
1'c11 .fi .
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PERCEIVABLE . a. ( from perceive ) Percep
3. Eternal death. Raleigh.
cible ; ſuch as fall under perception. Locke.
PERDUE, adv. Cloſe ; in ambum . Hudibras.
PERCEIVABLY. adv. (from perceirable.) In PERDULOUS a. , from perdo, Lat. ) Loft ;
thrown away . Bramhall..
ſuch a manner as may be obferved or known.
TO PERCEIVE, v. 6. ( percipio, Lat.) 1 TO PERDURABLE. a. Iperdurable, Fr perduro,
diſcover by ſome ſenſible effects. Shakeſp . 2 . Lai.l Laſting ; long continued Stakelp.
To know ; to obſerve. Locke . 3. To be a . PERDURABLY.adv. (from perdurable.j Laſt
ingly . Shakeip .
fected by. Bacon .
perduro,Lat.) Lung con
PERCEPTIBILITY. S. (from perceptible.) 1. PERDURA’TION .
The ſtate of being an object of the ſenſes or tinuance. Ainſworth .
mind. 2. Perception ; the power of perceiving PEREGAL. a ( Fr.) Equal . Obſolete. Spenſer,
More.
To PEREGRINATE . V. n . ( peregrinus, Lat.)
PERCEPTIBLE. a . (perceptible, Fr. perceptus,
To travel ; to live in foreign countries.Di&t.
Lat ) Such as may be known or obſerved PEREGRINATION. S [ irom peregrinus,Lat ]
Bacon
To travel ; abode in foreign countries Beuil.
PERCEPTIBLY. adv. ( from perceptible.) 1 PEREGRINE . a. ( peregrin , old Fr. peregrinus,
In ſuch a manner as may be perceived . Pope
Lat . ) Foreign ; not native ; not domeſtick .
PERCE PTION . S. ( perception, Fr. perception Bacsn.
lat.] 1. The power of perceiving ; know - To PEREMPT. va peremptus, Lat. ) To
ledge ; conſciou!nels. Bentley 2. The act of kiil ; tocruſh . A law term . Ayliffe.
perceiving ; obfervation. 3. Notion ; iea. PEREMPTION.S peremptio, Lat. peremption,
Hale. 4. The fate of being affected by fome
Fr.) Cruſh : extinction . Law term . Aylffe.
PEREMPTORILY. adv . I from peremptory ]
thing. Brown
Absolutely ; poſitively ; to as to cut off all
PERCEPTIVE, G. ( perceftus, Lat ] Having
farther debate. Clarendon.
the power of perceiving . Glanville.
PERCEPTIVITY. / . ( from perceprive.] The PEREMPTORINESS. ſ. ( from foremptory. ]
Pofitiveneſs ; abloluce deciſion ; dogmatilin .
power of perception or thinking .
PERCH . . ( perca, Lat.) The perch is one of Tillotson
the fiſhes of prey : he has a hooked or hoz PEREMPTORY. a. ( peremptorius, low Lat .
back , which is armed with ſtiff brittles, and
peremploire, Fr. ) Dogmatical; ablolute ; luch
all his ſkin armed with thick hard ſcales.Wal. as destroys all further expoftulation. South.
PERCH. ſ (pertica , Lat. percb ', Fr. ) 1. A PERE'NNIAL. 2. ( perennis, Lat.) 1. Laiting
through the year. Cheyne. 2. Perpetual ; un
meaſure of five yards and a half ; a pole. 2 .
cealing . Harvey
(perche, Fr. ) Something on which birds rooſt
or ſit, Dryden. - N . B. A percb in England is PERENNITY. ſ. [ from perennitas, Lat.)
quality of lafting through all seaſons ; perpe
five yards and a half, but in Ireland it is leven
tuity . Derham .
ya ds.
TO PERCH . v. n. (percher, Fr.from the noun . ) PERFECT. a . ( perfe ?us, Lat.) 1. Complete ;
con ummate ; finiſhed ; neither defective nor
To lil or roolt as a bird. Spenfir.
TO PERCH . 0.2. To place on a perch . More.
redundant, Hooker. 2. Fully informed ; fully
PERCHANCE . adv. ( per and chance.) Per.
ſkil ul . Skakelp. 3. Pure ; blamelels ; clear ;
haps ; peradventure. Wotton .
immaculate Shakesp. 4. Sate ; out of danger.
Shakeſp.
England
in
PERCHERS. ſ. Par s cóndles uſed
in ancient times ; allo ihe larger fort of wax To PERFECT. v . a . ( per feftus, from perficio,
candies, which were uſually lec upon the allar
Lat .) To finilh ; to complele ; to conium
Bailey
mate ; to bring to it due itaje. I aller. 2. Ta
make ikiliul ; to inſtruct fully . Shakeſp.
PERCIPIENT. a. ( percipiens, Lat.) Perceiv
ing ; having the power of perception .Bentley PERFECTER . I: (from perfez.) One that
PERCIPIENT . ) . One that has the power of makes perfect. Pope.
perceiving. Glanville.
PERFE'CTION / ( perfectio, Lat . ferfolion ,
PE'RCLOSE. I: ( per and clife ) Concluſion i
Fr. ) 1. The ſtate of being perfect . Milton .
last part. Raleigh.
2 Something that concurs to produce ſupreme
To PU'RCOLATE. .v . a. ( percolo, Lat. ) To excellence. Dryden . 3. Attribule of Cod.
Atterbury.
It ain. Hale.
PERCILATION . ſ (from percolate.) The ro PERFECTIONATE. v. a ( perfectionner,
Fr ) Tomake periect ; to advance to pertec
act of training i purificaricn or ſeparation by
tion Dryden.
Araining.
TO PERCU'SS.V, . ( percuſſus, Lat. ) To frike . PERPECTIVE. a. ( from perfe7.) Conducing
Bacon .
to bring to perfection . Ray.
PERCUSSION.S . ( percuffio, Lat.] 1. The act PERFECTIVELY.adv. [ from perfective ] In
of striking ; ſtroke. Newton. 2. Effect of ſuch a manner as brings to perfection. Grew .
founiin ehe ear. Rymer.
PERFECTLY. adv. ( trom perfect.] 1. In the
PERCU'TIENT. J. ( percutiens, Lat.) Strik
highest degree of excellence. 2. Totally ; com
ing ; having the power to itrike. Bacon .
pletely. Boyle 3. Exactly ; accurately. Locke.
PERDITION . S.(perditio, Lat. ) 1. Deftruc- PERFECTNESS L. (train perfe&t.] 1. Cor
Lion ; ruin ; death . Shakejp. 2. Lole. Shakeji .
4 B 2
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figure that reſembles a purſe, and contains a
ploteneſs. 2. Goodneſs ; virtue. A ſcriptural
heart in iis cavity . Quincy.
word . Coloſſians. 3. Skill . Skakelp.
PERFIDIOUS. a. ( perfidus, Lat. perfide, Fr. ) PERICARPIUM . S. (pericarpe , Fr. ) In bota
Treacherous; falſe co truſt ; guilty of violated
ny a pellicle or thin membrane eccompaffing
faith. Widow and Cat
the fruit or grain of a plant. Ray.
PERFI DIOUSLY. adv. ( from perfidicus. ) PERICLITA’TION. S. ( from periclitor, Lat.
Treacherouſly ; by breach of iaith . Hudlıbras. fericliter, Fr ] 1. The ſtate of being in dan
PERFIDIOUSNESS. S. (from perfidious.) The
ger . 2. Trial ; experiment.
PERICRANIUM . ſ ( from nepi and cranium )
quality of being perfidious. Tillotson.
The pericrarium is the membrane that covers
PERFIDY . . ( perfidia, Lat . perfidie, Fr. )
the ſkull . Quincy
Treachery ; want of faith ; breach of faith .
PE'RFLABLE. 2. (from perflo , Lat . ) Having PERICULOÙS. a . ( perculofus, Lat.) Dange
TOUS : jeopardous; hazardous Brown.
the wind driven througb .
TO PE'RFLATE . v . a. ( perflo, Lat. ) To blow PERIE'RGY. J. [tiépå ar.d *p; or. ) Nerleſs cau
through . Arbuthner.
tion in an operation ; unneceſſary diligence
PERFLATION . / [from perfiste .) The act of PERIGE'F. 31. [ ri ép and 78 ; perigee, Fr.]
PERIGEEM } .12 pointsin Petale avens,
blowing through. Woodward.
wherein a planet is ſaid to be in its nearest
TO PERFORATE. v. a. I perforo, Lat ] To
pierce with a tools to bore. Blackmore.
ditance poflible from the earth. Brown .
PERFORATION . /. ( from perforate ) . The PERTHELIUM . I. ( TiEps and încos. ] Is that
act of piercing or boring. Mire. 2. Hole ;
point of a pianet's orbit , wherein it is neareſt
The ſun. Cheyne
place bored. Ray.
PERFORA'TORI. I from perforate. ) The PE'RIL . ). [piril, Pr.perikel, Dut ) . Danger ;
inftrument of boring. Sharp.
hazard ; jeopardy. Daniel 2. Denunciation ;
PERFORCE . adv. ( per and force.) By vio
danger denourced Stakels.
PERILOUS a . (peri'eux, Fr. from peril. ) 1 .
lence : violently. Shakeſp.
TO PERFORM . v. a. ( performare, Italian .
Dangerous ; hazardous ; full of danger . Pope.
To execute ; to do ; lo diſcharge ; to atchieve
2. It is uſed by way of emphaſis , or ludicrous
exaggeraticn of any thing bad. Hudibras. 3 .
an underiaking. Sidney .
TO PERFORM . v. n . To ſucceed in an at
Smart; witry . Shakeſp.
tempt . Waris .
PE'RILOUSLY. odv. ( from perilous. ) Dan
PERFORMABLE. a. ( from perform .) Practi
gerouſly.
cable ; ſuch as may be done. Brown.
PËRILOUSNESS. S. (from perilous.) Dange
ouſneſs.
PERFORMANCE. T. (from perform ] 1. Com .
pletion of ſomething deſigned ; execution of PERIMETER . J. 1 epi and papew ; perimetre,
tomething promiled. Sowih. 2. Compott on ;
Fr.] The comparis pr ſum of all the ſides
work. Dryd. 3. Action ; ſomething done. Sha.
which bound any figure of wbal kind foever,
PERFORMER . f. from perform . ) 1. One that
whether rectilinear or mixed. Newton .
performs any thing. Shakejp. 2. Iris generally PERIOD . Į (periode, !!r.Tipi?.05.] 1. Circuit .
applied to one that makes a publick exhibi
2. Time in which any thing is performed, lo
tion of his skill .
as to begin again in the ſame manner. Wants,
3. Alated number of years ; a round of
To PERFRI'CATE. v . n. ( perfrico, Lat. ) To
rub over. Die
time , at the end of which ihe things compriſ
ed within the calculation ſhall return to the
PERFUMATORY. G. ( trom perfume.] That
which perfumes
ftate in which they were at beginning. Holder.
PERFUME ſ. (parfume, Fr.) 1. Strong odour
4. The end or conclufion. Addifin . 5. ? he
ftate at which any thing cerminates. Suckling.
of ſweetneſs uled to give ſcenes to other
things. 2. Sweet odour ; fragrance. Poje.
6. Length of duration. Bacon 7. A com
TO PERFU'ME. v . 0. (from the noun ) To
plete lenience from one full itop to another.
ſcent; to impregaate with ſweet ſcent Bacon
Bin . Johajon.
PERFUMER : J. ( from ferfume.) One whoſe To PERIOD . v. a .(from the noun.] To puç
an end to A bad word . Shakeſp.
t'ade is to tell things made to gracify the Icent .
Swifi.
PERIODICK . ? a seriodique, Fr. from peo
PERFUNCTORILY. odw (perfun florié, Lat.) PERIODICAL , } ried ] .. Circular ; making
Careleſly ; negligently. Ciärenden .
a circuit ; making a revolution . Watts .
PERFUNCTORY. a . ( perfunctorie, Latin.j
Happening by revolution at ſome faced time.
Slight ; careleſs ; negligent Woodward.
Bentley. 3. Regular ; performing tome action
TO PERFU'SE . v . a . Iporfujus, Lat . ) To tinc.
a . Nated times. Aildiſ. 4. Relating to periods
ture ; to overſpread. Harvey .
or revolucions. Brown.
PERHAPS. odai (per and hap.) Peradventure : PERIODICALLY. adv. (from fcriodical.) At
it may be. Flaman, Smoth .
lated periods. Brown.
PE’RIAPT. S. [Tept 7:16.] An amulet ; chaim PERIOSTEUM . 1. ( nepi and icecr . ) All the
worn as a preſervative againt citeaſes or mit
bones are covered with a very ſenſible mem
chief. Shalefp.
brane , called the perit/icum . Cheyne .
PERICARDÍUM . S: [ mapi and replice ) The PERIPHERY.
{nspiand pepa.] Circumfe
19
pericardiun is a thin meinbrane oi a conick
rence . Harvey.
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TO PERIPHRASE. v . a. (perif braſer , Fr. ?
tinuance in the ſame ſtate. Hale..
To expreſs one word by many ; lo expreſs PERMANENT. a . ( permanent, Fr. perma.
ners, Lat . ) Durable ; not decaying ; unchange
by circumlocution .
PERIPHRASIS. S. ( nepítpacis. ) Circumlocu
ed . Hooker, Dryder .
tion ; ule of many words to expreſs the ſenſe PE'RMANENTLY. adv . ( from permanent )
of one . Brown, Watts.
Durably ; laſtingly .
PERIPHRASTICAL. O [ from periphrefis.) PERMANSION . ).(from permanec, Lat.) Con
Circumlocutory ; expieſing the jenie of one linuance. Brown.
word in many.
PERMEABLE. a . [from permeo, Lat.) Such as
PERIPNEU MONY. I f. ( ep and tvíku.xv.)
may be pated through. Boyle.
PERIP.EUMONIA. S An infiammation of TO PERMEATE. v . a.(permeo, Lat.) To país
Through Woodward.
the lungs. Arbuthnot.
To PE'RISH . v . n . ( perir , Fr. pereo, Lat. ) PERMEANT. a . ( permeans , Lat ] Paffing
1. To die ; to be destroyed ; tu be loft ; to
through Brown.
come to nothing. Locke. 2. To be in a perpe. PERMEATION. !. [from permeare.) The act
cual ſtate of decay . Locke. 3. To be loft eter
of paſting through
nally . Moreios.
PERMISSIBLT . [irom permifceo, Lat.) Such
To PERISH . , a . To deftroy ; to decay . Not 25 may be mingled
in uſe. Collier.
PERMISSIBLE . a . ( permiffus, Lat ] What
PERISHABLE. a. [ from periſ .) Lia ! le to pe
may be permitted.
rih i ſubject to decay ; o: ſhort duration. Ral. PERMISSION. ſ. ( pesmillion , Fr. permillus,
PERISHABLENESS. f. ( from periſhable. ]
Lat.] Allowance : grant or liberey Milton .
Liablere's to be deſtroyed ; liableneſs todecay (PERMISSIVE a. [ rom permitto, Lat ) 1 .
lok .
Granting liberty , pol tavour , pot hindering,
PERISTAʼLTICK . a . (Tepis627 ;periſtaltique,
Thouyh not approving. Millon. 2. Granted ;
ſuffered without hirdrar.co ; not authorited or
Fr.j lerijaltick motion is that vermicular
motion of the guts , which is made by the
tavoured Milion ,
contraction of the spiral fibres , whereby the PERMISSIVELY. adv . (from permillive ) By
excrements are presied downwards and void
bare allowance ; without hindiance . Buran .
et. Quincy.
PERMISTION. F. ( permiftus, Lar . ] The act
PERISTERION. S. The herb vervain . Diel.
of mixing .
PERISTYLE . A. perutile, Fr. ) A circular To PERMIT.w . a . ( permitto , la: permettre,
range of pillars. Arvuilnat .
Fr.] 1. To allow without command. Hooker.
PE'RISYSTOLE . |. ( Tiep. and ouço) n. ) The
2. To ſuffer, without authoriting or approra
ing . 3. To alluw ; to ſuffer. Locke. 4. To
paule or interval betwixt the two motions o:
give up : 10 relign . Dryden .
the heart os pulle. Dift.
PERITONE UM . f. 178,7cancy. ) This lies PERMIT. S. A written permiſſion from an
officer for transporting of goods from place to
immediately under the muicles of the lower
place , lewing the duty of them to have been
belly , and is a thin and ſoft membrane,
which incluſes all the bowels. Diet.
paid
PERJURE 1: (perjurus, Lat .) A penjured « PERMITTANCE. S. [ from permit.] Allow
fortworn perlon . Skakelp .
ance ; forbearance of oppoſition ; permiflion
Dbam .
TU PERJURE. v . a . ( perjuro, Lat .) To for
PERMIXTION.S. (from permiltus, Lar .] The
ſwear i to taint with perjury . Shakelp .
PERJURER . /. [from perjure.)One that ſwears act of mingling ; the Itate of being mingled.
Brerew od .
fallely . Spender.
PERJÚRY. J. ( perjurium , Lat . ) Falſe oath .PERMUTA :TION.S. ( permutatien, Fr. permu
Shakelp
tatio, Lat .) Exchange of ( ne for another Ray.
PERIWIG S. perruque, Fr.) Adicititioushair ; TO PERMU'TE v.o. ( permuto, Lat . per muter ,
Fr ] To exchange.
hair noi natural, worn by way of ornament or
PERMU TER ! . permutant, Fr. from pere
concealment of baldneſs . Swifi
TO PE'RIWIG . v . 4. ( from the noun . ) To dreſs
mute ] An exchanger , hewho permutes.
in falle hair . Swife.
PERNICIOUS.o. (perniciofius, L 2t pernicieux,
PERIWINKLE. I. 1. A ſmall mell filh ; a
Fr ] 1. Michievous in the highicit degree ,
kird of hiſ loail. Peacbam . 2. A plant
deitructive. Shakeſp. 2. [ Pernix , Lat ] Quick .
Bacon.
11./ton.
To PERK . v r . (from perch , Skinner.] TO PERNICIOUSLY. adv. (from pernicicus.) De
hold UP the head with an affected brisknets.
Atructively ; miſchievoully ; ruinoully . Aſch.
PERNICIOUSNESS. l . ( from pernicicus. ]
Pope.
TO PERK . v.a. To dreſs ; to prar's Shakeſp.
The quality of being pernicious.
PERK a . Pere ; brisk ; airy. Sperler.
PERNICITY. ll. [ iroin pernix . ) Swiftnefs ;
PE'RLOUS. a. Ífrom perilous.j Dangerous ; full
celerity . Ray.
of hazud. Sperifer
PERORATION | [ peroratio, Lat. ) The
PERM IGY ). A little Tokift boot.
conclusion of an oration. Sm171.
PERMANENCE. 1. (from. permanent.) Du- T PERPEND.V.a (perpendo,Lat.) To weigh
10
PERMANENCY S ration ; conſiſtency ; con
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The act of drinking largely.
in the mind ; to conſider attentively. Brown,
PERPENDER . J. ( perpigne, Fr.] A coping PE'RQUISITE. F. (pereuifitus, Lat . ) Some
Itone
thing gained by a place or office over and 3
PERPENDICLE. S. (per ;endicule , Fr. perpen
bove the lettled wages Addicm.
diculum , Lat . ] Any thing harging down by a PERQUISITION . J. (perquifitus, Lat. ) An
Ntrait line
accurate enquiry , a thorough ſearch
PERPENDICULAR. c.(perpendicularis,Lat.) PERRY.S. ( poire, Fr. from poire.jCyder made
of pears . Mortimer .
1. Croſſing any other line at right angles.
Newton . 2. Cutting the horizon at right an. To PERSECUTE. v.a. ( perfecuter. Fr. perſeo
gles . Brown
cutus , Lat.] 1. To harais with penalties ; to
PERPENDICULAR . S. A line croſſing the purſue with malignity . Aets. 2. To purſue
horizon at right angles . Woodward.
with repeated acts of vengeance or ermity.
PERPENDICULARLY. adv . [ from perpen
Dryden 3. To impostune much .
N . F. ( perfecution . Fr. perfecue
PERSECU'TIO
ancut
to
as
manner
a
ſuch
in
.
s
..]
dicula
C11010, Lat ) 1. The act or practice of perſe
other line at right angles . 2. In the direction
of a Itrait line up and down. Mcre.
culing. Addiſon. 2. The ſtate of being perle
cuted. Spralt .
PERPENDICULARITY. I. [ from perfendi
cular. ] The ſtate of being perpendicular. PERSECUTOR. f. 'perſecuteur, Pr. from pere
Wouts.
Jecuie.) One who haralles others with conci
PERPE NSION . S. [ from perpend.] Conſidera
nued malignity . Milton.
tiro. Brown.
PERSEVERANCE. /. ! perferes arce,Fr. pere
To PE'R PETRATE . v . a. ( perpetro, Lat.)
jeverantia, Lat.) Perfiitance in any deſign or
To commit ; lo act . Always in an ill fente.
attempt ; ftcadineſs in puriuits ; contancy in
progreſs. King Charles .
Dryden.
PERPETRA’TION . /. [ forn perpetrate ] 1. PERSEVERANT. a. ( perſeverant, Fr. perfe
verans, ' at ) Perlifting; conſtant Ainssportb .
The act of committing a crime. Wotton . 2 .
To PERSEVERE. v. n . ( per Jevers, Lat ) To
A bad action . King Charles.
PERPETUAL. a . Ipirperuel, Fr. perpetuus,
perf ! in an attempt ; not to give over ; not
to quit the deſign. Wake.
Lat.) 1. Never cealing ; eternal with respect
VERINGLY. adv. [ from perſevere.]
upted
l
PERSE
;
to futurity. 2. Continua ; uninterr
perennial Arbuchnet. 3 Perpetual ſcrew . With perſeverance.
A ſcrew which als againſt the teeth of : To PERSIST. v. n. [ perhiflo, Lat. perfifler ,
wheel , and coolinues iis action without end . Fr.) To perſevere ; to continue firm ; not to
give over. Sourb.
Wilkins
PERPETUALLY . odv . [from perpetual ] Con- PERSISTANCE . 2 S. ( from perfift ) 1. The
Itanıly ; continually ; inceſſantly. Ni wion. PERSISTENCY. } ſtate of pergiting ; ſeadi
To PERPETUATE . v . a . [ perpauer, Fr. neſs; cortancy : perſeverance in good or bad .
perpetui , Lat.] 1. To make perpetual ; to
Government of the Tongue. 2. Obſtinacy i ob
prelerve írom extinction ; lo eternize. 2 . duracy ; conturnacy. Shakeſp .
To continue without ceſſation or intermiflion . PERSISTIVE, a . (trom pein ) Steady; nog
receding from a purpoſe ; perlevering. Shakes.
Hammond .
PERPETUATION ) [ from perpetuale. ] The PERSON. S. lpilinne, Fr. perſona, Lat.)
act of making perpetual ; inceiſant continu Individual or particular man or woman Locke.
2. Man or woman conſidered as oppoſed to
arce . Brown
PERPETUITY.ſ. (perpetuitas, Lat .] 1. Du. things. Sprali. 3. Human Being . Dryden. 4.
ration to all futurity . Hooker. 2. Exemption
Man or woman conſidered as preſent, acting
or luffering. Shakeſp. 5. A general looſe term
from intermiffion or cetation. Holdir . 3 .
Simething of wiich there is no end . South .
for a human being Clarifa. 6. One's telt ; not
TO PERPLE X. v . a [ie plexus, La'.) !. To a repie en'ative.Dryden. 7. Exteriour appear.
ance. Shakeſp. 8. Man or woman reprelented
diſturb with doubtiul notions; to entangle ; to
in a fictitious dialogue . Baker . 9. Character,
make anxious ; to teaze with ſuſpenſe or am
Hayward. 10. Character of office. South. 11 .
biguity ; to diſtract. Dryden. 2. To make in
(In grammar.) The quality of the coun that
tricate ; to involve ; to complicate. Addiſon. 3 .
To plague ; to torment ; to vex . Glanville.
modities the verb. Sidney
PERPLEX. a . (prplex, fr. perplexus , Lat.) PERSONABLE.
( from perfor.! 1. Hand
I tricata ; difficult . Glanville.
fome ; grace ul ; of good appearance. Rakigh.
2. [ Inliw . ) One that may maintain any plea
PERPLEʻXEDLY. adv . ( from P .pexed. ] In
tricately ; with involution
in a judicial court.
PERP. E'XEDNESS. I: ( from perplexed.) . PERSONAGE 1. ( perſonage, Fr.) 1. A confi
Emb_rafimcit; anxicey. 2 lotricacy , invo
derable perlon , man or woman of eminence.
Sidney 2. Exteriour appearance ; air ; Ita .
lution ; difficulty . Locke
3. Character aſſumed.
ture. Hayward.
Anxie.
1.
Fr.)
plexité,
PERPLEXITY....
ty ; distraction of mind. Spenser 2. Enian
addiſon . 4. Character repreſented. Brown .
glement ; intricacy. Stilling picet.
PERSONAL. a . I perfondi, Fr. perſonalis,
PERPOTÁ" TION . I. [ per and peto , Latin ) . Lat.] .. Belonging to men or women, not to
thing ;
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things ; not real. Hooker. 2. Affeating indi- PERSPI'CUOUSNESS. S. ( from perſpicuous .]
Clearneſs ; freedom from obfcurity .
viduals or particular people ; peculiar ; pro
per to him or her ; relating to one's private PERSPI'R ABLE . a. [ from perſpire.) 1. Such
as may be emitted by the cuticular pores .
actions or character. Rogers. 3 Preſent ; not
Brown, 2. Peripiring ; emitcing penpiration .
acting by repreſentative. Shakeſp. 4. Exte
Васол .
riour ; corporal. Addiſon . 5. ( lo law .) Some
thing moveable ; ſomething appendant to the PERSPIRATION . S. [from perſpire ) Excre
perſon. Dav. 6. ( In grammar.) A perſonal tion by the cuticular pores . Arbuthnet.
verb is thatwhich has all the regular modifi. ( PERSPIRATIVE.o .(trom perſpire.} Perform
cation of the three perſons ; oppoſed to imper
ing the act of perſpiration .
To PERSPIRE. v.n. I porffiro, Lat.] 1. To
fonal that has only the third .
PERSONALITY. S. ( from perſonal. ] The ex
perform excretion by the culi uiar pores. 2.
To be excreted by the skin . Arbuthnct .
iſtene or individuality of any one. Locke.
PERSONALLY. adv. (from perfonal ) 1.10 TO PERSTRI'NGE, v. a ( perfiringo, Lat.) To
perſon ; in preſence ; not by repreſentative. gaze upon ; to glance upon . Diel.
Hooker. 2. 'With reſpect to an individual , PERSUADABLE. a . (fiom perfuade.) Such as
particularly. Bacon . 3. With regard to nu
may be perfuaded .
merical exiſtence. Rogers.
To PERSUADE . v. a . ( perſuadeo, Lat. ] 1. To
bring to any particular opicion. Wake 2. To
To PE'RSONATE . v . a . (from perfona, Lat.)
influence by argument or expoſtulation . Per
1. To repreſent by a fi&titious or aſſumed cha
racter, ſo as to paſs for the perſon repreſented. Juafion leems rather applicable t the panions,
Bacon, 2. To repreſent by action orappearance:
and argument to the realon ; but this is not
always oblerved Sidney. 3. To inculcate by
to act. Craſhaw . 3. To pretend hypocritically,
with the reciprocal pronoun. Swift. 4 To
argument or expoftulation. Taylor. 4. To
treat by perfuafion Shakejp .
counterfeit ; to fe gn . Hammond 5. To re
ſemble. Shakeſp. 6. To make a repreſentative PERSUA DER. J. (from per uade ] One who
influences by perfuafion ; an iinportunate ad
of, as in a picture. Out of ute. Shakeſp. 7
viter. Bacon .
To deſcribe. Out of uie . Shakeſp.
PERSONA’TION. / ( from perfonate.] Coun- PERSUASIBLE .. ( perfuafibilis, Lat perſua
foble, Fr ] To be influenced by perfuation.
terfeiting of another perſon. Bacon.
Gov. of the Tongue
PERSONIFICATION . ſ. ( rom perſonify.
Protopopæia ; thechange of things to perions. PERSUA'SIBLENESS . S. (from perfuafible.]
Milton .
The quality of being flexible by perſuaſion.
To PE’RSONIFY. v. a. (from perfon .) TO PERSUASION.J [ perfuafion, fr.from perfua
change from a thing to a perſon.
jus, Lat. ] 1. The act of perluading ; the act
PERSPECTIVE. /. 1 perſpectif, fr . perspicio,
ot influencing by expostulation ; the ad of
gaining or attempting the paflions. Oiway . 2 .
Lar.) 1. A glaſs through which things are
The ſtate of being perfuaded ; opioion . Stokiſ.
viewed . Temple. 2. The ſcience by which
thingsare ranged in pi&ture, according totheir PERSUASIVE . 0 [ perjussit, I'r . from per:
juade.) Having the power of perſuading ;
appearance in their real litualion . Addijon. 3
having influence on the puttions. rocker .
View ; vilta. Dryden .
PERSPECTIVE. a . Relating to the ſcience of PERSUASIVELY. adv . trom periuafine.] In
viſion ; oprick ; oprical . Bacon .
ſuch a nanner as to per u de. Milion.
PERSPICACIOUS 8.1perfpicax, Lac.]Quick PERSUASIVENESS. S. (trom perſuaſive.] In
Auence on the parijuos. Hammand
righted , Marp of light, South .
PERSPICACIOUSNESS. / ( from perfpicaci. PERSUA SORY a ( perjuajories, Lat. from
cus . ) Quickneſs of light . Brown .
perjuade ] Having the power to periunde.
PERSPICA'CITY ). I perſpicacité,Fr.] Quick Brown.
nels of fight. Brown .
PERT. a. ( pert, Welth ) 1.Lively , brikk.fmari.
Milton. 2. Saucy i petulan: ; with bold and
PERSPICIENCE. . ( perſpiciens, Lat ] The
act of looking Tharply .
garrulous loquacity . Cotier.
PERSPICIL . I. I perſpicil'tim , Lat .) A glai ro PERTAIN . v. n . i piline), Lat. ) To be
through which things are viewed ; an optick long ; lo relate Hayward. Peack wint.
glais. Craſbaw .
PERTEREBRA TION.J. i p'r and cerebriti,
PERSPICUITY.S. [ perſpicuité, Fr. from per
Lat.) The act of boring though .
spicuous.) 1. Clearnets coche mind ; eatineis to PERTINACIOUS. Q. (from personar. 1 ( je
itina e ; ſtubborn : pervertely retuluie :Vair.
be underſtood , freedom frum obfcurity or am.
2. Refolute ; contiant ; tteady, Soull.
biguity . Locke. 2. Transparency ; tranflucen
PERTINA CIOUSLY.adv.(fron pertinacions. ]
cy diaphaneity. Brown.
PERSPICUOUS. a . I perſpicuus, Lat. ) 1 .
Obſtinately ; ſtubbornly . A Charles, lilioi
Tranſparent ; clear ; luch as may be ſeen PERTINA CITY.
through. Peacham 2 Clear to the under. PER TINA CIOUSNESS. Bitumertinacia,l-a .
1. Obitinacy ; Itubuoronus. Brown. 2. Re.o
Standing ; not obicure ; not ambiguous . Shak
Spratt.
Turion ; conſtancr.
PERSPICUOUSLY. adv. ( from perſpicuous.) PERTINACY. I. f om pertinax .) 1.Obftiores ;
Clearly ; not obſcurely. Bacon.
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ſtubbornneſs; perſiſtency. Duppa. 2. Reſolu . PERVERTER. S: [ from perveri ) 1..One that
changes any thing from good to bad ; a cor
tion; Iteadinels ; conſtancy Taylor.
PERTINENCE Z 1. ( from pertinen, Lat ) rupter. South . 2. One who diftoris any thing
PERTINENCYŚ Ju!tners of relation to the from ihe right purpose . Stilling fleet.
mater in hand , propriety to the purpoſe ; ap- PERVERTIBLE a. (from per vert ) That may
be eaſily perverted. Ainwerib.
politenets Bentley.
PERTINENT... ( perrinens, Lat. ferizeni, PERVICACIOUS. a ( per vicax, Lat.) Spite
Fr. ) 1. Related to the matter in hard; juttio
fully obſtinate ; peevithly ; contumacious.
the purpose ; not uleleis to the end proposed ;
Clarila.
appolite Bacon. 2. Relating ; regarding; con- PERVICACIOUSLY adv.(from pervicacious .)
cerning. Hoker.
With ipiteful obrtinacy .
PERTINENTLY. adv. ( frem pertinent ) AR- PERVICACIOUSNESS.
f. ( pervicacia,
Lar. }Spitetulob
pofively ; to the purpose. Teylor.
PERVICA'CITY.
finacy.
PERTINENTNESS J. ( from pertinent . ) Ap-!PERVEACY.
poliieners. Dist .
PE'RVIOUS. a. (pervius, Lat. ] 1. Admitting
PERTINGENT.a. [ pertingers, Lat.) Reach
pallage ; capable of being permeated. Taylor.
ing to ; touching
2. Pervading ; permeating. Prier.
PERTLY. adv. ( from pers . ) 1. Brikkly : PERVIOUSNESS. 1. ( from per vieus.) Quality
imarily. Pepe. 2. Saucily ; petulantly Swift
of adınitting a paſſage Boyle
PERTNESS |. (from ſeri.] 1. Brisk folly , PERUKE. J. I peruque,Fr ] A cap of falſe hair ;
faucinefs; petulance. Pope. 2. Petry liveli. a periwig . Wileman.
nets: Ipritelineis without toice Wat ?s.
To PERU KE v . a. ( from the noun. ) To dres
PERTRANSIENT. a . (sert,anfiens, Lat. ) in a cicilious hair.
Pailing over Dicl.
PERUŇKEMAKER , F. ( peruke and maker .) A
maker of perukes : a wigmaker
? v.a ' ferturb :,Lale's
To PERTURB .
TO PERTURBATE. S Todiſquieti io diflurb ; PERUSAL: (from peruje.} The act of read
ing Atterbury.
to deprive of tranquilliey . Sandys. 2. To difor
To
der ;to contule ; to put out of regularizy.Bro. To PERU SF . v.a. [ fer and afe. ] ! .
read. bacon. 2. To obterve ; to examine .
PERTURBATION , / (perturbatio, Lat.) 1 .
Shakelp.
Dilquiet of mind i depriva jon of tranquillity.
Roy. 2. Reflleffnels of paflions. Bacon. 3. PERUSER. I. ' from peruſ ] A reader ; exa
miner. Woodward.
Diliuibance ; diſorder ; coniugon ; commocior.
Bacio 4 Caule of diſquiet Skakejp. 5 Com- PESADE. S. A mocion a horſo makes. Farvier's
Diet .
mition ofpallions. Ben . Johnson.
PERTURBA TCUR ) . ( periurbator , Lat . ) PESSARY. 1. (plarie , Fr.) Is an oblong form
Raifer of commotions.
of medicine, made to thruit up into the uterus
upon ſome extraordinary occafions, Aibuituci.
PERTUSED . a. peitulus, Lat .) Borcd ; punch
PEST 1. ( pejle, Fr. Teftis, Lat. ) 1. Plague ;
ed i pierced with oles
PERTU SION./ lirem pertujus, Lat.) 1. The pellilence. Pope 2. Any thing miſobievous or
.
2
destructive. Woller ,
act of piercing or puciting Aibuikset .
Hole niane by punching or piercing. Bacon .
To PESTER v. a . ( peſier, Fr ] 1. To diſturb ;
To PERTA'DÉ, 0.a. lfervado, Lat. ] 1. To
to perplex ; to harais ; to turmoil. Swifi. 2 .
pats through an aperture; to permeate. Blac
To encumber. Milton
2 To pais through the whole extenſion. PE STERER. f. [from ge ? er .) One that pefers
or dillurbs.
PLKVÁSON.ſ. ( from > vade.) The act o PESTEROUS. a. (from peſier ] Encumbering i
cu nberlome. Bucu .
pervading or paflir.g through. Bayle.
PERVEKSF . 0. [ pervers, Fr.perverfus, Lat ?| PESTHOUSE. ). ( from peſt and bonſel An
1. Dillorted froin the right . Milton . 2. Obiti. hoſpital for peifons iniected with the
plague.
nale in the wrong ; stubborn ; untractable
PESTI FEROUS. a . ( from peftifer ,Lat.) !. De
L'ryden. 3. Petulant ; vexatious. Skakel.
structive ; miſchievous Shaselt . 2 Peſtien
PERVERSELY and
from ferverla. ) With
intent to vex ; peevin.ly ; vexatiouſly ; ſpile
tial ; malignant ; iniectious A - buthnot .
PESTILENCE / peltilence,F'r pest lentia,Lat ]
fully : crotily . Decay of Piety.
Plique ; pest ; contagious dilemper. Starelp.
PERVERSENISS. /. trom perverſe.) 1. Petu
fance; peevithesi ſpitefuj crolloels. Donne. PESTILENT a. ( pestilent, Fr. festlers, Lat ]
1 . Producing playues ; malignant . Beniley. 2.
2. Pe verſion corruption. Not in uſe, Bacon.
PERVERSION . I ( perverfiom , Fr. from per
Miſchievous i catti uctive Knolies.
verje ] The act ofperverting; change to worſe. PESTILENTIAL. 2. pefirlentuel, Fr. peftilens,
Swift.
Lat.) 1. Partaking of the nature of peitience ;
PERVERSITY.S . ( perverfiré, Fr. from per
producing peltilence ; in : ectious ; contagious.
Woodward. 2 . Michievous ; deltructive ;
verie.) Perverlenel ; crotineis. Norris .
TO PERVERT. v . a ( perverto, Lat.) ". To pernicious. Suth.
diftort from the true end or purpoſe. Dr yder. PESTILENTLY . adr. ( from peftilent.) Mil
2. To con upt ; to burn from the right. Milion. chievouſly ; de tructively .
POSTIL
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PESTILLATIONS: ( peftillum ,Lat.) The act | To PEʼTRIFY.C.* . Tobecomeſone. Dryder.
of pounding or breaking in a mortar Brown. PETRO'L.
? S. ( petrole, Fr.) A liquid
PE'STLE. F. ( peftillum , Lat.) An inſtrument PETROʻLEUM . $ bitumen, black, foaling on
with which any thing is broken in a mortar. the water of ſprings. Woodward.
Locke.
PE'TRONEL. F. ( petrinal, Pr. ) A piſtol ;
ſmall gun uſed by a horſeman. Hudibras.
PESTLE of Pori. S. A gammon of bacon
PETTICOAT. S. | perit and coar ] The lower
dinſworth .
part
night
PET. S. (defpir, Fr.) !. A
paffion ; a
of a woman's dreſs. Suckling.
Night fit of anger. Milten . 2. A lamb taken PETTIFOʻGGER. S. (corrupted from pertivo
into the houſe, and brought up by hand
guer ; perit and voguer, Fr.) A petty ſmall
Hanmer .
rate lawyer. Swifi
PEʻTAL . S. ( peta'um , Lac.) Peral is a term PETTINĖSS. J. 1 from petty. ) Smallneſs ;
in botany, ſignifying thuſe fine coloured
liteleneſs ; inconſiderableneſs ; unimportance .
Shakeſp .
leaves that compole the flowers of all plants
PETTISH . a. ( from per.) Fretful ; peevih .
Quincy .
Creech .
PETALOUS. a. (from peral.) Having petals
PE’TAR . } li { petord, French ; petard , PETTI SHNESS . S. ( from petriß .] Fretfulneſs ;
PETARD. S ltalian.) An engine of metal, peeviſhneſs.Colier
I almoſt in the ſhape of an hat, about leven PETTITOES. J. [ perty and soc.) 1. The feet
inches deep, and about five inches over at the
of a ſucking pig . 2. Feet in contempt .
Shakeſp;
mouch : when charged with fine powder well
beaten, it is covered with a madrier or plank , PETTO . ( Italiao. ) The breast ; figurative by
privacy.
bound down faſt with ropes, ruoning through
headles, which are round che rin near the PETTY. « ( petit, Fr. ) Small ; inconſiderable ;
inferiour ; liccle. Srilling fleet.
mouth of it : this petard is applied to g1:s
or barriers of ſuch places as are deligreito be PE TTCOY. S. An herb.
furprized, tờ blow them up . Miliary Di& PETULANCE . !. ( petulance, Fr. perulantia ,
PEʻTULANCY. } Lac ; Saucineſs; peeviſhneſs;
Hudibras.
wantogneſs. Clarendon.
PETE'CHIAL . a. (from petechie , Lat ] Peſti
PETULANT. a. ( petulans, Lat. petulani,
lentially ſpotted. Arbuihmoi.
Fr ] Saucy ; perverte. Watts. 2. Wanton.
PEʻTER -WORT. This plans differs from St.
Spectator.
John's-wort. Miller.
PETIT. 6 ( Fr. ) Small ; inconſiderable. South PETULANTLY adv. ( from petulant.) With
PETITION ) . (petitio, Lat.) ! Requeſt ; in
petulance ; with ſaucy perineis.
treaty ; fupplication ; prayer. Hooker 2. Single PEW . ! ( puye, Dutch'] A ſeat incloſed in a
branch or article of a prayer. Dryden .
church. Addifon.
To perITION . v . a ' (from the noun.] TO PEWET. S. urewii, Dutch .] 1. A water fowl.
Carew . 2. The lapwing.
folicite ; to fupplicate. Addiſor.
PETITIONARILY . adv. ( irom peritionary.) PEWTERS. ( peauier, Durch .) 1. A compound
By way of begging the queſtion. Brown .
of metals ; an artificiai metal. Bacon . 2. The
PETITIONARY . 6 ( from petition .) ! Sup.
plates and diſhes in a houſe . Addijon.
plicatory; coming with pecitions. Shakeſp. 2. PEWTERER.S . ( from pewter .) A ſmith who
works in pewier . Boyle.
Containing pecitions or requelts. Swift
PETITIONER. 8. (from peritior .) One who PHÆNOME'NON . Ý ( This has fometimes
offers a petition. Souib .
phenomena in the plural. ( Paivousvov.)
ap
PETITORY.. [ peritorius, Lal. peritoire, Fr.) pearance in the works of nature. Now An
ton .
Pecitioning : claiming the property of any PHAGEDENA. / (Payedaiva ; from págæ , edo,
thing . Ainſworth .
to eat.) An ulcer , where the ſharpneſs of the
PE'TRE ſ. (from petra , a ſtone.) Nicre ; ſalt
humours eats away the leth.
petre. Boyle.
PHAGEDE’NICK . ? a ( pbagedenique, Fr.)
PETRESCENT.« ( pesreſcens,Lac ] Growing PHAGEDE'NOUS.
Eating ; corroding.
ſtone ; becoming ſtone. Boyle.
Wiſeman.
PETRIFA'CTION . S. (from petrifio, Lat .) 1. PHA'LANX . ( phalanx , Lat ) A troop ofmen
The act of curning to done ; the ſtate of being
cloſely embodied. Pepe.
eurned to ſtone. Brown. 2. That which is PHANTASM . ?
(válasus, parlacia
made itone. Cheyre.
PHANTA'SMA S phantaſma, phantafie, Fr. ]
PETRIFACTIVé. e. ( from petrifacio, Lat ]
Vaio and airy appearance ; forneching appear
ing only to imagination. Ralei: b.
Having the power to form ſtone Brown:
petrify.) A body formed by changing other PHANTA'STICA." } See FANTASTICAL ,
matter to ſtone. Beyle .
PHANTOM . I. [phantome, Fr.) 1. A spectre ;
PETRIFICK . a . ( pétrificus, Lac.) Having the
an apparition. Atterbury. 2. A fancied viſion .
power to change to ſtone. Milton .
Rogers.
TO PETRIFY. 8.c. ( petrifier, Fr.peira and PHARISA'ICAL. a. ( from pbarifee ) Ritual ;
fony Lac.] To change to tone. Woodward.
externally religious, from the sect of the
4C
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Phariſees, whoſe religion conliſted almoſt |PHI'LOMOT. a. ( corrupted from fouille merke ,
wholly in ceremonies. Bacon .
a dead leaf.] Coloured like a dead leaf.
PHARMACE'UTICAL . ) a. ( pappaxsulovos, Addiſon .
PHARMACE'UTICK . S from papportu ».] PHILOSOPHEME. S. ( oxassópua .] Princi.
ple ofreaſoning ; theorem . Waits.
Relating to the knowledge or art of pharma
PHILOʻSOPHER . S. ( philofophus, Lat.) A maa
cy , or preparation of medicines.
deep in knowledge, eithermoral or oatural.
PHARMACOʻLOGIST.S.( papuaxov and Néya .]
Hooker .
One who writes upon drugs. Woodward.
PHARMACOʻLOGY. S. (odpraxoy and abzw .] PHILOʻSOPHERS ftone.S. A ſtone dreamed of
by alchemiſts, which , by its couch , converts
The knowledge of drugs and medicines.
baſe metals into gold.
PHARMACOPOEIA . ). (papuaxoy and Tow.)
A diſpenfatory ; a book containing rules for PHILOSOʻPHICK. 3 a. philofophique, Fr.)
PHILOSOʻPHICAL. S 1. Belonging to philofo
the compoſition of medicines .
PHARMACOʻPOLIST . S. (pappeancy and TO
phy; ſuitable to a philoſopher. Milton .
Skilled in philoſophy. Shakeſp. 3. Frugal ;
riw.) An apothecary; one who ſells medicines.
PHARMACY. S. (from pápucxcv .) The art or abſtemious. Dryden .
practice of preparing medicines ; the trade of PHILOSOʻPHICALLY. adv . ( from pbiloſopbia
an apothecary . Garih .
cal.) In a pbiloſophical manner ; rationally ;
PHA'ROS. 1. ( from Pharos in Egypt.) A light
wiſely. Beniley .
PHARE. $ houſe ; a lantern from the ſhore To PHILOSOPHISE. u. a. ( from philofopby.)
to dire&t ſailors. Arbuthnot.
To play the philoſopher ; to reaſon like a
philoſopher. L'Efroage.
PHARYNGO'TOMY. S. (papur's and Téceva .]
The act of making an inciſion into the wind- PHILOʻSOPHY.Š.(pbiloſopbia, Lat.) 1 . Know .
ledge natural or moral.Sbakejp. 2. Hypothefis
pipe , uſed when fome tumour in the throat
hinders reſpiration.
or ſyſtem upon wbich natural effects are ex
plajaed. Locke 3. Reaſoning ; argumentation .
PHASELS.T. ( phaſeoli, Lat.) French beans.
Ainsworth.
Rogers. 4. Thecourſe of ſciences read in the
ſchools.
PHASIS. f. In the plural phaſes, (pisic; phaſe,
Fr.) Appearance exbibited by any body ; as PHILTER. S. [ pialpov; philtre, Fr. ) Some
the changes of the moon . Creech .
ching to cauſe love. Dryden .
PHASM . 1. (pasma.) Appearance ; phantom ; To PHI'LTER. v. a. from the apun .] T.
tancied apparition. Hammond.
charm to love . Gov. of the Tongue.
PHEASANT. S. ( phafianus ) A kind of wild PHIZ. F. ( A ridiculous contraction from phone
cock , Pope.
ogromy ] The face. Steprey.
PHLEROTOMIS T. J. (from tỷ vnd suy
PHEER . ;. A companion. See Feer.
One that opens a vein ; a blood -letter.
To PHEESE. v. a . ( perhaps to feaze.) To
comb ; to fleece ; to curry Shakeſp.
To PHLEBOTOMIZE . v. c. ( pbkbetonifer ,
PHENICOPTER F. ( perviso 7.plej A kind of Fr.) To let blood . Howe.
bird Hakanill
PHLEBOTOMY. ſ IpaiBaoyun.) Blood -let
ting ; the act or practice of opening a veia for
PHENIX
(póms. ) The bird which is ſuppor
ed to exilt ligle, and to ariſe again trom ils medical intencion . Brown .
own allies. Milon,
PHLEGM.S. ( phiypa.] 1. The vatery humour
PHENOMENON . F. (paívou evox ; phenomene,
of the body, wbich, when it predominates,
is luppor dio produce fuggiſhneſs or dullneſs.
Fr. it is therefore o'ten written pienominar . ]
Rolcommon . 2. Waler. Boyle.
1. Appearance ; vilble qualıy . Burnet. 2 Any
PHLEGMAGOGUE . s. (péype and
thing that ſtrikes by any new appearance .
.)
S
PHIAL . S ( phiala, Lat. phiok , fr. ] A linall
A purge of the milder fort ſuppoſed to eva
bo'lle. Newton.
cuate phlegm and leave the other humars.
PHILANTHROPY. S. ( ponéw and av potos ) Floyer .
PHLL'ÜMA’TICK : 8. ( prigualuus. ] 1. A.
Love ofmankind ; good nature. Addiſon .
PHILIPPICK a. (trom the invectives of De
bounding in phlegm Arbuebant. 2. Generat
ing phlegm . Brown. 3. Watry. Nowia . 4.
moſthenes against Philp of Macedon.) Any
invective declamation .
Dull ; cold ; trigid. Sousbera.
PHILOLOGER S. ( ponóhoyos.] One wboſe chief PHLE'GMON. / . (preyseom ) An iafiamms .
ſtudy is language ; a grainmarina ; a critick . tion ; a burning tumour. Wijcmar.
Spratt.
PHLEGMONOUS. a. (trom pbiegmaz .] Is
PHILOLOGICAL. a. (from plilogy .) Critical; flammatory ; burning
Harvey.
grammatical . Watts .
PHLEME. S. ( from phlebotones, Lal ) Anis.
PHILOLOGIST.J . (Piabrozos.] A critick ; a ftrument which is placed on the vein und dri
grammarian .
ven into it with a blow .
PHILOʻLOGY. S. ( porémonie ; philologie, Fr.) PHLOGISTON . S. [ progises, from prezen )
grammatical
Criticiſm
learning.Woluer.
;
chemical
liquor part
extremely
1. A
PHILOMEL . 2. [fron Philomela , changed
infiammable
The
of any infummablc.
2.
body,
PHILOME'LA . Š into a bird .] The nightio- PHO'NICKS. L. ( from peix.) The do & ride of
gale. Skakelp.
ſounds.
PHO:
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PHONOCA'MPTICK . a. ( pen and xégalm .] PHYSIOʻLOGIST. S: [ from phyfiology.) A
writer of natural philoſophy.
Having the power to inflect or turn the ſound,
PHYSIOLOGY . J. ( φύσις and λέγω. ] The
and by that to alter it. Derbam ,
doctrine of the conſtitution of the works of
I S. ( phoſphorus, Lat ) 1 .
PHOʻSPHOR.
nature. Bentley
PHO'SPHORUS. Themorning far. Pope. 2
A chemical ſubſtance which expoſed to the PHYSY.F. The ſame with fuſee.
PHYTI'VOROUS.
a . ( qulov and voro. ] That
Cheyne.
air, takes fire.
PHRASE. . opásos ) 1. An idiom ; a mode of eats graſs or any vegetable. Ray.
ſpeech peculiar to a language. 2. Anexprer- PHYTO'GRAPHY. F. ( quis and ypáp .) A
fion ; a mode of ſpeech . Tillotſon. 3 Scile ;
deſcription of plants
PHY'TOLOGY. S. [ Pulèv and 1870.] The doc
expreſion . Shakesp .
To PHRASE. v. 2. (from the noun .) To ſtile ;
irine of plants ; botanical diſcourle.
PI'ACLE . S. ( piaculum , Lat.) An enormous
tocall; to termY.
.Shakeſp
.
PHRASEOLOG
(
I. φράσεις and λέγα.) 1.
crime. Howel.
PIACULAR . 2 a ( piacularis, piaculum, Lat.)
Stile ; diction. Swift. 2. A phraſe book.
PHRENI'TIS . S ( operitas.) Madneſs,Wiſeman. PIACULOUS. S 1. Expiatory ; having the
power to atone, 2. Such as requires expia.
PHRENE'TICK. a . (pfamosos ; phrenerique,
tion, Brown. 3. Criminal ; atrocioufy bad.
PHRE'NTICK. $ Fr.] Mad ; inflamed in the
Glanville
brain ; frantic . Woodward.
PHRE'NSY . / (from operitis ; pbrenefe, Fr. ) PIA-MATER S. ( Lat.) A thin and delicare
Madneſs ; frantickneſs. Mi10n .
membrane, which lies under the dura mater ,
PHTHI'SICAL . .(99 rinis.) Waſting Harvey.
and covers immediately the ſubſtance of the
PHTHI'SICK. S. p.Sisu. ) A conſumption.
brain .
Harvey.
PI'ANET.L.L A bird ; che leſſer wood pecker.
2. The magpie.
PHTHISIS. f. [ gírit. ) A conſumption.
Wiſeman.
Pl'ASTER. J. ( piafira, Italian.) A. ltalian
PHYLACTERY . S. [ puhaxlopiov.) A bandage on
coin , about five ſhillings ſterling is value.
Diet.
which was inſcribed Tome memorable ſentence.
Hammond .
| PIAZZA S. ( Italian ) A walk under a roof
PHY'SICAL. a. (from pbyfick.] 1. Relating to
ſupported by pillars. Arbushnet.
nature or to natural philoſophy ; not moral. PICA. S. Among printers, a particular ſize of
Hammond. 2. Pertaining to the ſcience of their types or letters.
healing. 3. Medicinal; helpful to health. PICAROON . L..[ from picare, Italian. ] A
robber ; a plunderer. Temple.
Shakeſp. 4. Re embling phyfick.
PHYSICALLY. adv. (from phyſical.) Accord- PI'CCACE . ). piccagium, low Latin.) Money
ing to nature ; by natural operation ; not mo
paid at fairs for breaking ground for booths.
rally. Stilling fleer.
To PICK. v. a. ( ficken , Dut ) 1. To cull ; 10
PHYSICIAN.. ( płyficien, Fr. from play
chuſe ; to ſelect ; to glean. Knolles. 2. To take
fick.) One who proteſtes the art of healing. up t
; o gather ; to find induftrionfly Bacon .
Bacon.
3. To ſeparate from any thing uſeleſs or
PHY'SICK . S. ( pucían.) The ſcience ofhealing . noxious, by gleaning out either part. Baton .
2. Medicines ; remedies. Hooker. 3. ( In com
4. To clean , by gathering off gradually any
mon phraſe.) A purge.
thing adhering . More. 5. Piquer, Pr.] To
TO PHYSICK . v . a. ( from the noun.) To pierce ; to ſtrike with a ſharp inftrument.
purge ; to treat with phyfick ; to cure.
Wiſeman. 6. To Atrike with bill or beak ; 10
Shakeſp.
peck. Proverbs. 7. (Picore, Italian .) To rob.
Shakeſp. 8. To open a lock by a pointed
PHYSICOʻTHEOLOGY. f. [from phyfico and
inftrument. Denbom. 9. To Pick i bole in
by
illuftrated
or
theology.) Divinity enforced
one's coat. A proverbial expreſſion for one
natural philoſophy.
PHYSIO'GNOMEK . 2 . [from płyhognomy.) ! finding fault with another.
PHYSIOʻGNOMIST S One who judges of TO PICK. v. r . 1. To eat lowly and by ſmall
the temper or fulure for use by the teacures
morſels. Dryden . 2. To do any thing nicely
of the face. Peacham .
and leiſurely. Dryden.
20.( puolupwcvixes.] PICK . ſ. A ſharp-pointed iron tool Woodword.
PHYSIOGNOMICK .
PHYSIOGNOMONICK. Š Drawn from the PI'CKÁPACK. ado . ( from packo ; la manner os
contemplacion of the face .; converſant in con
a pack. L'Efirange.
templation of the face.
PI'CKAXE. S. l pock and axe. ] Anaxe noc
PHYSIO'GNOMY. J. [que 167 rapacsía .] 1. The
made to cut but pierce ; 20 axe with a tharp
art of diſcovering the temper, and foreknowo point. Milton .
ing the fortune by the features of the face . PICKBACK . a. On the back Hudobros.
Bacon. 2. The face ; the caſt of the look. PICKED a . ip que, Fr.) Sharp , linait.Nort.
Hudibras.
TOPICKEER v. a. ( picore, Italian , i . To
THYSIOLOGICAL . O ( from phyfiology ) Red
pirate ; to pillage ; to rob. 2 To make a
lating to the doctrine of the natural coniticu. Rying ſkirmith. Ainſworst, Hudibras.
PICKER . ). (from pick .) : Cne who picks
cion of things. Boyle.
4 C 2
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PIECE wird . Like ; of the ſame fort ; united
culla. Mortimer. 2. A pickaxe ; an inſtru
the ſame with the reſt. R -fcommon .
ment to pick with . Mortimer .
PICKEREL S. ( from pike.) A ſmall pike.
To PIECE. V. a . ( from the noun ) 1. To enlarge
PICKEREL -WEED . ). ( from pike. ) A water
by the addition of a piece. Bacon . 2. To join ;
plant, from which pikes are fabled to be gent
to unite. 3. T. PIECE out. To encreaſe by
addition. Shalep :
rated Walton .
PICKLE . S. ( pekel, Durch .) 1. Any kind of To PIECE. v. n . (from the nour .) To join ; to
ſalt liquor, in which file or other ſubſtance is coale ce ; to be compacted. Bacor.
preſerved. Addiſon. 2. Thing kept in pickle . PIECER. J. (from piece.) One that pieces.
PIECELESS . a. (from piece.) Whole ; coropact ;
3. Condition ; ftate. Shakeſp.
PICKLE , or pighrel. S. A Imallparcel of lard
notmade of ſeparate pieces. Denne.
incloſed with a hedge, which in ſome coun- PIECEMEAL. adv . (pice and mel, Sax . ) In
pieces ; in fragments. Hudibras, Pope.
tries is called a pingle. Philips.
TO PICKLE . v. 2. °(from the noun .) ! TO PIECEMEAL. 2. Single ; ſeparate ; divided.
preſerve in pickle. Dryden. 2. To ſeaſon or PIGow . of the Tongue
E'D . a.
imbue highly with any thing bad.
(from pie.]Variegated ; particoloured.
PICKLEHERRING . ). ( pickle and herring...Drayton.
A jack-pudding ;a merry-andrew ; a zany ; PIE DNESS. S. (from pied.) Variegated ; diver
lity of colour. Shakeſp.
abuffoon. Addiſon
PICKLOCK.S. I pick and lock.) 1. An inſtru. PIE’LED . a. Bald. Shakesp.
ment by which locks are opered. Brigir. 2. PI'EPOWDER court F. (from pied, foot, and
poudre, dully ) A couri held in fairs for re
The perſon who picks locks.
dreſs of all diſorders committed therein.
( pick and pocket , or purſe.?
PICK POCKET.
PICKPURSE. Š A chief who Reals, by put. PIER. S. ( pierre, Fr.) The columnson which
ting his hand privately into the pocket or
the arch of a bridge is raiſed. Bacon
To PIERCE . v. a. I piercer, Fr.) 1. To pene.
purſe. Benıley.
PICKTOOʻTH . ! [ pick and 100rb.) An inſtru
trate ; to enter ; to force. Shakeſp. 2. To
ment by which the teeth are cleaned. Swife.
touch the paſſions ; to affect. Skak.ſp.
PICKTHANK . S. (pick and thank . ) An offi: To
PIERCĖ.
v .n.
1. To
force.
; toby affect.
moveway
Bacon,
; tomake
ſtrike
2. To
cious fellow ,who dies what he is not deſired.
Shakeſt. 3. To enter ; to dive. Sidney. 4 .
Fairfax , L'Efrange, South.
PICT. S. [ pietus, Lat ) A painted perſon. Lee. To affect ſeverely. Shakeſp:
PICTO'RTAL. a. (from piclor, Lat.) Produced PIERCER. F. ( from fierce) 1. An inſtrument
that bores or penetrates Teller . 2. The part
by a painter. Brown.
with which inleets perforate bodies. Ray . 3 .
PICTURE . F. ( piatura ,Lat.) 1. A reſemblanco
One who pe forales.
of perſons or things in colours . Shakeſp.
The fiecce of painting. 3. The works of PIERCINGLY. adv. ( from pierce.) Sharply.
painters. Stilling fleet. 4. Any reſemblance or PIERCINGNESS. S. [from piercing.) Power
repreſentacion. Locke.
of piercing. Der bom.
TO PICTURE Do ( from the noun.] 1. TO PIETY.S. (pietas, Lat. pieté,Fr.) 1. Diſcharge
paint; to repreſent by painting . Brown . 2
of duty to God. Peacham . 2. Duty to parente
• To repreſent Spenfer.
or thoſe in ſuperiour relation .
TO PIDDLE
1. To pick at table : 10 PIG.f. [bigge, Durch . ) 1. A young fow or boar.
feed fqueamiſhly, ard without appecite.Swifi.
Floyer. 2. An oblong maſs of lead or un
2. To trifle ; to attend to ſmall parts rather
forged iron. Pope.
than to the main
To PIG. v . a ( from the noun.) To farrow ; to
PIDDLER J. ( from piddle ) One that eats bring pigs.
Squeamihly, and without appetite.
PIGEON . F. ( pigeon , Fr.) A fowl bred in a
PIE. J. 1. Any crult baked with ſome hing in
cote or a finall houſe ; in ſome places called
dovecote Raleigh.
it Dryden .' 2. (Pica, I at.) A magpie ; a
particoloured bird Shakeſp: 3. The old p) PIGEONF007: . An herb . Ainſworth.
pich ſervice book , ſo called from the rubriik . PIGEONLIVEREI). a . ( pigeon and liver .]
Mild ; loft ; gentle . Shakeſp.
4 Cock and gie , was a night expreffion in
Shakeſpeare's time, of which I know not the PIGGIN . J. In the northern provinces,a ſmall
meaning
veſel.
PIEBALD . a. (from pir. ? Of various colours ; PIGHT. (old pret. and part. past. of pirch ]
divertibed in colour. Locke.
Pitched ; piaced ; fixed ; determined. Sjenſer ,
Shakeſp :
PIECE . 1. piece, Fr. ) 1. A patch. 2. A part
of a whole ; a fragment. Atts. 3. A part. PIGMENT. P. ( pigmentum , Lat.) Paint ; co
Tillet,on. 4 A piclure. Dryden. 5. A com
lour to be laid on any body. Böyle.
polition ; performance. Addejon. 6. A ſingle PIGMY. S. [ pigmæus , Lat. ) A ſmall nation,
great gun . Knolles. 7. A hand gun. Cheyne. 8 .
fabled to be devoured by the cranes. Garib .
A coin ; a ſingle piece of money . Prior . 9.10 PIGNORATION . J. ( pignora , Lat . ] The ad
ridicule and contempt : as , a picce of a lawyer,
of pledging .
YO . A PIECE . To each . More. 11 , UJ
PIGNUT.M. ( Pig and mu :) Anca th nut Sla.
PIGSNEY
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PI'GSNEY. J. ( piga, Sax. a girl .] A word of TO PILL. v. r. To ftrip away; to come off in
flakes or ſcoria. Tob.
endearment to a girl .
PIGWIDGEON . J. Any thing pretty or ſmall. PILLACE. S. ( pillage, Fr. ] 1. Plunder ;
ſomething got by plundering or pilling. Sbake.
Cleaveland.
PIKE.ſ. (pique, Fr. his ſnout being ſharp.) 1. 2. The act of plundering. Shakeſp.
The pike is the tyrant of the freſh waters. TO PILLAGE. v. a . ( from the noun ) To
Bacon obſerves the pike to be the longeſt lived plunder ; to spoil. Arbuthnet.
of any freſh water fiſh, and yet he computes it PI'LLAGER. . ( from pillage.) A plunderer ;
to be not uſually above forty years . Walton. a ſpoiler.
2. ( Pique, Fr. ) A long lance uſed by the foot PI'LLAR. S. (pilier , Fr.pilafire, Ital.) 1. A
column. Wotion. 2. A ſupporter ; a main
foldiers, to keep off the horſe, to which bay
tainer. Shakeſp.
onets have ſucceeded. Hayward. 3. A fork
uſed in huſbandry. Tuller. 4. Among turners, PILLARED . a [ from pillar.] 1. Supported
by columns . Milton. 2. Having the form of
two iron ſprigs between which any thing to be
turned is faſtened. Moxon ,
a column. Thomſon.
PI'KED. a. (pique, Fr.) Sharp ; acuminated ; PI'LLION . S. ( from pillow .) 1. A ſoft ſaddle
ſet behind a horſeman for a woman to ſit on .
ending in a point.Shakeſp.
PIKEMAN.. ( pike and man .) A foldier arm .
Swift. 2. A pad ; a pannel ; a low faddle.
Spenſer. 3. The pad of the ſaddle chat
ed with a pike. Knolles.
PI'KESTAFF. S. 1 pike and flaff ) The wooden
touches the horſe.
frame of a pike . Tarler
PILLORY.S. | pillori, Fr. pillorium , low Lat.)
PILASTER.F. ( pilaſtre, Fr. ) A ſquare colum , A frame erected on a pillar, and made with
ſometimes inſulated, but oftener ſet within a
holes and folding boards, through which the
wall, and only fewing a fourth or fifih part heads and hands of criminals are put. Watts.
of its thickneſs. Diet.
To PI LLORY. v . a. ( pillorier, Fr. from the
PILCHER S. 1. A furred gown or cale ; any
noun.) To puniſh with the pillory. Gov. of
ching lined with fur. Hanmer. 2. A fiſh like the Tongue.
herring
PILLOW . f. ( pyle, Sax. pulewe, Dutch .) A
a
bag of down or feathers laid under the head to
PILE . S. i pile, Pr . pyle, Dutch. ) 1. A ſtrong
piece of wood driven into the ground to make
Neep on. Denne.
Grm a foundation. Knolles. 2. A heap ; an To PI'LLOW.v.e. To reſt any thing on a pile
low. Milton .
accumulation . Skakelp. 3. Any thing heaped
together to be burned. Collier. 4. An edifice ; PILLOWBEER. 2 f. The cover of a pillow .
a ,building. Pepe. 5. A hair. I pilus, Lat. ) PILLOWCASE . } Swifi.
Shokejp. 6. Hairy Purface; nap. Grew. 7. PILO'SITY. S. ( from pilofus, Lat.) Hairine s.
Bacon,
[ Pilum , Lat.) The head of an arrow . Dray.cn
8. One Gde of a coin ; the reverſe of crois . PI’LOT. S.( pilete, Fr. piloot,Dutch .) He whoſe
Licko 9 (In the plural , piles.] The humor.
office is to fteer che ſhip. Ben . Jobnjon.
rhoids. debutbrot.
TO PILOT. v . a . (from ihe noun .) To ſteer;
to direct in the courie.
To PILE . v. a. 1. To heap ; to coacervate.
Shakeſp. 2. To fill with ſomething heaped.| PILOTAGE. / [ pilotage, Fr. from pilor ). !.
Abbor.
Pilot's ſkill , knowledge of coaſts. Raleigh.
PI'LEATED . a. ( pileu's, Lat. ] In the form of 2. A pilot'shire. Ainſworib.
PILSER . J. The moch or tly that runs into a
& cover or hat. Woodward.
candle Aame.
PILER . f. ( from pile .]He who accumulates.
To PI'LFER v . & [ piller, Fr.) To ſteal ; to PIMENTA . S. ( piment, Fr.) A kind of ſpice
called Jamaica pepper, all- ipice. Hill.
gain by petty robbery. Bacon.
TO PILFER.V. n. To practice petty the t. Sha. PIMP. ) [finge, Fr. Skinner.) One who pro
vides gratifications for the luft of others ; 1
PILFERER. Į (from pilfer .] One who ſteals
procurer ; a pander. Addiſon.
petty things. Atterbury .
PILFERINGLY. adv. With petty larceny ; To PIMP . v.a. (from the noun.)To provide
filchingly .
gratifications for the luft of others ș to pander.
Swifi.
PI'LFER Y. f. [from pilfer.) Petty cheſt. L'Eſr
PILGRIM ."). ( pelgrim , Duech . A traveller PIMPERNEL.S. [ pimpernella, Lat.) A plant.
a wanderer; particularly one who travels an PIMPING . a. Ipimple mea/ ch, a weak man,
Dutch.) Lillle. Skinner .
a religious account. Stilling friet.
To PI’LURIM . v. n . (from the noun. ] To wan- PIMPLE . S. [ pomperse, Fr.) A ſmall red puſo
der ; co ramble. Grow .
cole. Addifen .
PI'LGRIMAGE. . ( pelerinage, Fr.) A long PI'MPLED . 2. ( rom pimple.) Having red poro
journey ; travel ; more uſually a journey on cuter ; full or pimples: as, his face is pimpled .
PIN . f. ( espingle, Fr.] 1. A ſhort wire with a
account of devotion. Dryden,
PILL . ( pillulo, Lat. ) Medicine made inco a ſharp point and round head, uled by women lo
mall ball or mals. Crafbow .
falten their cloaths. Pope. 2. Any thing incon
To PILL. v. 0. ( pil.er, Fr. ) 1. To rob ; 10 Aderable or of licile value. Spenjer. 3. Any
plunder Shokep. 2. For peel; to Rrip of thing driven to bold parts together ; a peg ; a
boli
bark . Gen.

PIN

PIO
private cxpences without
for
her
ed
to
a
wife
in
fixed
bolt, Milton . 4. Any header thing
another body. Staceſp. 5. That which locks account Addiſon,
the wheel to the axle. 6. The central part. PINGUID . a. ( pinguis, Lat . ) Fat ; oncluous.
Seader. 7. The pegs by which muſicians Mortimer .
intend or relax their ſtrings. 8. A note ; a PINHOLE. r. (pin and bale ] A finall hole,
ſtrain. L'Eſtrange. 9. A horny induration of ſuch as is made by the perforation of a pin.
Wileman .
ibe membranes of the eye. Shakeſp .. 10. A
cylindrical roller made of wood , Corbet. 17. PINION. S. ( pignon, Fr.) 1. The joint of the
A poxious humour in a hawk's foot.
wing remoteſt from the body. 2. Shakeſpeare
To PIN. v . a ..( from the noun.] 1. To faften ſeems to uſe it for a feather or quill of the
with pins. Pepe. 2. To faſten ; to make faſt. wing. 3. Wing. Pope. 4. The tooth of a
Shakeſp 3. To join ; to fix. Shakeſp. Digby. ſmaller wheel, anſwering to that of a larger.
4. (Pandan , Sax .) To ſhut up ; to inclose ; 5. Fetters for the hands.
to confine. Horkor.
To rI'NION. v. a. ( from the soun.) 1. To
bind the wings. Bocor . 2. To confine by
PI'NCASE. S. ( pin and caſe .) A pincuſhion.
PI'NCERS. ſ. ( pincetle, Fr.) 1. An inſtrument binding the wings. 3. To bigd the arm to
thing
drawn
nails
which
the body. Dryden. 4. To confine by binding
is
, or any
are
by
grippert, which requires to be held hard . the elbows to the ſides . Dryden. 5. To
Sper ſer. 2. The claw of an animal . Addiſon .
ſhackle ; to bind. Herbert. 6. To bind to.
Pope..
To PINCH .0. 6. ( fincer, Pr. ) 1. To ſqueeze
between the fingers orwth the teeth . Shakejp. PINK . L. ( from pink, Dutch, an eye.] 1. A
2. To hold hard with an inſtrument. 3. To
ſmall fragrant flower of the gilliflower kind.
Squeeze ihe flesh ' eill it is pained or livid. Sha. Bacer . 2. An eye : commonly a ſmall eye : as,
4 lo prefs between hard bodies 5. To gall ; pink-eyed . Shakeſp. 3. Any thing fupremely
excellent.Sbakejp . 4. A colour uſed by pain
su rer. Stokeip. 6. To gripe ; to oppreſs ;
to ftraiten . Raleigh. 7. To diſtreſs ; to pain.
ters . Dryden. 5. ( Pinque, Fr.) A kind of
96-140#. 8 To preſs ; to drive to difficulties.
heavy narrow -lterned ſhip. Shakeſp. 6. A
'alt 9. To try thoroughly ; to force out
fiſh ; the minow .
what is contained within Collier.
To PINK v. a. (from pink , Dutch , an eye . ] To
To PINCH . v . n. 1. To act with force, ſo as work in oylet holes ; to pierce in ſmall holes.
to be felt; to bearhard upon ; to be puzzling .' Prior.
Dryder. 2. To ſpare ; to be frugal Dryden . To PINK. v . n. (pincken , Dutch. ) To wink with
PINCY. F. (pincor, Fr. from 'he verb .). 1. A the eyes . L'Edronge.
painful ſqueeze with the gers. Dryden . 2. PI'NMAKER . f . Ipin and make.) He who
A gripe ; a pain given. Shakeſp. 3. Oppreffion; makes pins.
cifrets inflicted . L'Efronge. 4. Difficulty : PINNACE. S: [ pinnafe, Fr. pinnacia, Ital . ) A
ime of distreſs L'Efrange.
| boat belonging to a ſhip of war. It ſeeros for
PINCHFIST .
21 [ finck, fft, and penny .) merly to have ſignified rather a ſmall Doop os
PINCHPENNY.S . A miſer.Ainſworth.
bark attending a larger ſhip Raleigb.
I'INCUSHION . ( pin and cuſion.) A ſmall PI'NNACLE. } [pinnacle, Fr. pirns, Lat.) 1. A
or elevation
reſt point
of the build
ſpiring
har stofled with branor wool on which pins | turret
ing. Clarendon
.2. above
A high the
are fuck Addifen.
. Complete
TINDUST. §. ( pin and duf .) Small particles PINNER . F. (from pinna, or pinion.) ! : The
of metal made by cutting pins . Digby.
lappet of a head which flies looſc. Addifas .
PINE.S. (ginus, Lat. ) A tree.
2. A pinmaker.
TO PINE. v . 6. ( pinian, Sax. pijnen, Dutch.) PINNOCK . ſ. The tom-tit. Ainſwostih.
! . To fanguiſh ; to wear away with an kind PINT.J. ( pint, Sax.) Halta quart; in medicine,
of miſery . Spenſer. 2. To languiſh with
twelve ounces; a liquid meaſure. Dryden.
dcfire. Skakelp .
PI'NULES. f. In aſtronomy, the ligos of an
To P !NE. v. 0. y . To wear out ; to make to
aſtrolabe . Dist.
languiſh . Shakeſp. 2. To grieve for ; to be- PIONEER. f. (pionier , from pior, obfolere,
moan in ſilence. Milton.
Fr.) One whole buſineſs is to level the road,
FINEAPPLE . J. A plant.
throw up works, or link mines in military O
PINEAL.a. [ pincale, Fr.] Reſembling a pine- ! perations. Fairfax.
apple. An epither given by Des Caries to the PTONING . S. Works of pioneers. Spenſer.
Gland which he imagined the ſeat of the ſoul. PIONY. J. (pernia , Lat.) : A large flower.
Arbuthnot.
PIOUS. a . ( pius, Lat. pieux , Fr.] 1. Careful
PINFEATHERED . a. ( pix and feather. )
of the duties owed by created beings to God ;
godly ; religious ; ſuch as is due to ſacred
Not fiedged ; having the feathers yet only be.
things. Milton 2. Careful of the doties of
ginning to ſhoot. Dryden.
PINFOLD . }. ( piridan, Sax . to ſhut up, and near relation . Taşlar. 3. Practifed under the
told.) A piace in which beafts are confined, appearance of religion. King Charles,
Aint07.
PLOUSLY. adv. (trom pious.] In a pious mas
ner ; religiouſy ; with recard, ſuch as is duz
PINGLE . P. A fmall cloſe ; an incloſure.
to fereat ihings. Philips,
PHONEY , pinaremoney )Money al'ox
PIP
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PIP. S.( pippe, Dutch .] 1. A dedu& ion with PISH . interjedt. A contemptuous exclamation .
which fowls are troubled ; a horny pellicle
Shakeſp.
that grows on che tip of their tongues. Hadib . To PISH. v. n. ( from the interje &tion.) To ex
preſs contempt. Pope.
2. A ſpoton the cards. Addiſon.
To PIP . v. R. (pipio, Lat.) To chirp or cry as PI'SMIRE. S. myna, Sax. piſmiere, Dutch.)
An ant ; an emmet . Prior.
a bird . Bayle.
PIPE..S. (pib, Wella ; or pipe,Saxon.) 1. Any To PISS. 0. r. ( piller, Fr. pillen, Datch .) To
make water. L'Eſtrange.
long hollow body ; a tube. Wilkins. 2. A
cube of clay through which the fume of tobac - PISS. f. [ from the verb .] Urine ; animal wa
co is drawn into the mouth. Bacon. 3. An ter. Pope.
inftrument of hand muſick. Roſcommon. 4. PI'SSABED. . A yellow flower growing ia the
graſs
The organs of voice and reſpiration ; as, the
wind pipe. Peachom . 5. The key of the voice. PISSBURNT. a . Stained with urine.
Shakelp. 6. An office of the exchequer. Bac. PISTA'CHIO . F. ( piſtacchi, Italian. ) The piſ
sachio is a dry fruit of an oblong figure. Fif
7. ( Peep, Dutch .) A liquid meaſure contain
rich out. Hill.
ing two hugſheads. Shakeſp.
To PIPE . v . n. ( from the noun. ] 1. To play PISTE . S. (French .) The track or tread a horſe
maa makes upon the ground he goes over.
on the pipe. Camden. 2. To have a Thrill
found. Shakeſp.
PISTI'LLATION. S. ( piftillum , Lat.] The act
PIPER . f. [ from pipe.] One who plays on the of pounding in a mortar. Brown.
pipe. Rev.
PI'STOL. S. ( piftole, piſtolet, French .) A ſmall
handgun . Clarendon.
PI PETREE. S. The lilac tree.
PI PING . a (from pipe.] 1. Weak ; feeble ; To PISTOL . v . a. ( piſtoler, Fr.) To ſhoot
with a piſtol.
fickly. Shakeſp. 2. Hot ; boiling.
PIPKIN . S. (Diminucive of pipe.] A ſmall PISTOLE. S. ( piftole, Pr. ) A coin of many
earthen boiler. Pope.
countries and manydegrees of value. Dryden.
PIPPIN . I (poppynghe, Dutch, Skinneren] A PISTOLET. S. (diminutive of piftol .) A little
piſtol.
Donne.
ſharp apple . King .
PI'QUANT. a. (piquant, Fr. ) 1. Pricking ; PISTON . S. ( pifton, Fr.) The moveable part
in ſeveral machines; as in pumps and ſy
piercing ; ſtimulating. Add for . 2. Sharp;
tart ; pungent; ſevere. Bacon .
ringes, whereby the ſuction or attraction is
PIQUANCY. ſ. [ from piquant.) Sharpneſs ; cauſed ; an embolus.
tartaeis.
PIT. . [ pit, Sax . ) 1. A hole in the ground .
Bacon . 2. Abyſs ; profundity. Miltos . 3 .
PI'QUANTLY. adv. [from piquant.) Sharply ;
Carily. Locke.
The grave . Pſalms. 4. The area on which
PIQUÉ. I. (pique, Fr. ] 1. An ill will ; an of
cocks fight. Hudibras. . 5. The middle part of
fence taken ; petty malevolence Decay of the theatre. Dryden. 6. Any hollow of the
Piety. 2. A ſtrong paflion. Hudibras .
body : as, the pit of the ſtomach. 7. A dint
made by the finger.
Puint ; nicety ; puoctilio. Dryden.
TO PIQUE. v. a . (piquer , Fr ] i. To touch To PIT. v. n . To link in hollows. Sharp.
with envy orvirulency; to put into fret. Prior . PITAPAT. S. (patre parte, Fr.) 1. A Hutter ;
2. To offend ; co irritate. Pope. 3. To va
a palpitation. L'Efrange. 2. A light quick
lue ; to fix reputation as on a point. Locke.
ſtep. Dryden.
To PIQUEE'R . Sce PICKLER .
PITCH . / (pic, Sax . pix, Lat.] 1. The relia
PIQUE ERER.S A robber ; a plunderer. Swift.
of the pine extracted by fire and inſpiſfaced .
Proverbs. 2. { From picts, Fr. Skinner.) Any
PIQUE'T. S. ( piquet, Fr. ] A game at cards.
Prior
degree of elevation or height. Shakeſp . 3.
Pl'RACY. S. ( @espa siz.] The act or practice of
Higheſt riſe. Sbokefp. 4. Scale with reſpect
robbing on the ſea. W aller .
to lowneſs or height. Miltox . 5. Size ; fta
PIRATĚ. S. [ arsipalás.) 1. A ſea robber. Bacon .
ture. Spenſer. 6. Degrec ; rate. Denhar.
2. Any robbber; particularly a bookſeller who TO PITCH. v. c. (appicciare, Italian.), 1. To
ſeizes ihe copies of other men .
fix ; to paint. Fairfax, Knolles , Dryder. 2 .
TO PIRATE . v. n. ( from the noun . ) To rob
To order regularly. Hooker . 3. To throw
by ſea. Arbuthnos.
headlong ; to caſt forward. Skakeſp. 4. To
ſmear with Pitch . Ger . Dryder . 5. To
TO PIRATE. v. a. ( pirater, Fr.) To take by
robbery. Pope.
darken. Shakeſp. 6. To pave. Ainſworib.
PIRA'TICAL. 6. ( piraticus, Lat.) Predatory ; TO PITCH . v. r . 1. To ligbe ; to drop. Mort.
robbing ; conlitting in robbery. Bacon .
2. To all headlong. Dryden. 3. To fix
PISCA'TION . S. [pifcario, Lac . ] The act or
choice . Hudibras. 4. To fix a teat or tem
porary habitation . I Mac.
practice of fitting. Brown.
PI'SCARY. S. A privilege of fiſhing .
PITCHER . f. (pitcher, Fr.) 1. An earthen vel
PI'SCATORY. a. (pifcatoriss, Lat.) Relating
ſel; a water pot. Shakejp. 2. An inflrument
to fithes Addiſon .
to pierce the ground in which any thing is to
PISCI VOROUS. a. ( piſcis aad voro.] Fiſh
be fixed. Mortimer.
cacing ; living on 6th , Ray.
PI'TCHFORK f. (pirch and fork.) A fork
wiib
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with which corn is thrown upon the waggon.JPITUITOUS. a. ( pituitofus, Lat. pituitoex,
Swifi.
Pr ) Conſiſting of phlegm Arbuthnot.
PI'TCH !NESS. S. ( from pitchy .) Blackneſs ; PITY. S. Coirie, Fr.; pieta, Italian. ) 1. Com
darkneſs.
paflion ; ſympathy with miſery ; tenderneſs
PI'TCHY. 2. ( from pirch .) 1. Smeared with
for pain or uneagnels. Calamy. 2. A ground
pitch Dryder. 2. Having the qualities of ofpity ; a ſubject of piry or of grief Bacon .
pitch. It codward. 3. Black ; dails ; diſmal. To PI TY. v .a (pitoyer, Fr. ) To compaflio
Prior.
nate milery ; to regard with tenderneſs on ac
PI'TCOAL . f. [ pic and coal ) Fofile coal. count of unhappineſs. Addiſon .
To PI TY. r' . n. To be compaffionate . Jerem .
Mortimer
PITMAN. S. Spit and man . ) He that in law - Pivot. ſ. ( pivot, Fr.] A pio on which aay
ing cimber works below in the pic. Moxon .
thing turns. Dryden.
PI'T -SAW . S. (pit and ſaw .] The large ſaw PIX. . [pixis, Lat. ) A little cheft or box, in
which the confecrared hoſt is kept . Harmer .
uſed by two men, of whom one is in the pic.
Moxon .
PLACABLE. a . ( placabilis, Lat.) Willing or
PITEOUS. a ( from pity. ) 1. Sorrow'ul; poflible to be appeared. Milton.
3.1. ( trom placable. ] Wil
mournful; exciting picy. Spenſer. 2. Com- PLACABILITY
pafliooate ; leader. Prior . 3. Wretched ; PLA'CABLENESS. S lingneſs to be appealed ;
paltry ; pitiſui. Miltor.
poffibiliey to be appealed.
PI'TEOUSLY . adv . (from piteous.) la a pite- PLACARD. F. (plakoeri, Dutch.] An edi&t;
PLACA'RT. } a declaration ; a manifeſto.
ous manner. Shakeſp.
( from piteous. ) Sorrow To PLACATL. v. a . [ placeo, La..] To ap
PITEOUSNESS.
fulneſs; tenderneſs.
peale ; lo reconcile. This word is uſed in
PITFALL. S. [pit and fall.) A pit dug and
Scotland. Forbes.
covered, into which a paſſenger falls unex- PLACE.S;{place, Fr.) 1. Particular portion of
pectedly. Sondys.
ſpace Addiyor. 2. Locality ; ubiety loca!
PITH. S. (piste, Dutch . ) 1. The marrow of
relation. Locke. 3. Local exiſtence . Revelai.
4. Space in general. Davis. 5. Separate
the plant ; che ſoft part in the midſt of the
wood. Bacon, 2. Marrow. Donne. 3 Strength ;
room . Shakeſp. 6 A ſeat; reſidence ; mau
force. Shakeſp. 4. Energy ; cogency ; ful
Lion. Jahn, 7. Paſſage in writing. Bacon . 8.
Ordinal relation. Spectator. 9. Exiſtence ;
neſs of ſenciment; cloſeneſs and vigour of
thought and file. 5. Weight ; moment ;
ſtate of being ; validity ; ſtate of actual ope
ration Hayward. 10. Rank ; order of prio
priocipalpart. Shakeſp. 6. The quinteſſence ;
the chief part. Shakeſp.
rity. Shakeſp. 11. Precedence ; priority. Ben.
PI'THLY. adv. (from pitby.) with ſtrength ;
Johnjon. 12. Office ; publick character or
with cogency ; with force.
employment. Knolles. 13. Room ; way ; ſpace
PI'THINESS. I. (from pishy.]Energy; ſtrength
for appearing or acting given by ceflion Dryd.
14. Ground ; room. Hammond.
Spenfor.
PI'THLESS. a . ( from pich ) 1. Wanting pith . To PLACE. v. a . (placer, Fr. ) 1. To put in
any place, rank or condition . Exodus, Drydes.
Shakeſp. 2. Wanting energys wanting :orce
2. To fix ; to fellle ; to eltabliſh . Lecke. 3.
PITHÝ. . (from pich ) 1. Conſiſting o: pich .
Philips. 2. Strong ; forcible ; energetick . To put out at intereſt. Pope.
PLACER. S. [ from place .] One that places.
Addifox.
PITIABLE. a . ( fitoyable, Fr. from piry .] De
Spencer.
PLACID. a . ( placidus, Lat.] 1. Gentle ; qui
ſerving picy . Atterbury:
PITIPUL. c. ( pity and full.) 1. Melancholy :
et ; not turbulent . Bacon , 2. Soft ; kind ;
moving compartion. Spenjer 2. Tender ;
mild .
companionate. Shakeſp: 3. Paltry ; contemp- PLA'CIDLY. adv. [ from placid.) Mildly ,
gently . Boyle.
cible ; deipicable. Dryden .
PI'TIFULLY. adv. ( from piriful ) 1. Mourn- PLA'Cit. (placitum, Lat.] Decree ; deter
fully ; in a manner that moves compaffion . mination Glanville,
Tillotſon. 2 Contemptibly ; deſpicably. Clar . PLACKET, or plaquer. ſ.A petticoat. Shakeſp.
PI'TIFULNESS. /. [trom piriful.] 1. Tender. PLAGIARISM . 1 (trom plagiery.) Thet;
literary adoption of the thoughts or works of
nels; mercy ; compaffiori. Sidney. 2. Delpi
another. Swifi.
cableneſs ; cootempubleneſs.
PI'TILESLY. adv. (from pirilefs.] Without PLAGIARY. T [from plagium , Lat.) 1. A
thiet in literature ; onewho ftcals the thoughts
mercy ,
or writings of another. Sourb . 2. The crime
PI'TILESSNESS. S. Unmercifuloeſs.
PI'TILESS. 8. (from piry . I Wanting pity ; of literary chef:. Brown.
PLAGUE'S (plaghe, Dutch ; aloza.] 1. Pes
waating compaffion ; mercileſs. Fairfax.
PI'TTANCE . ). [piriance, Fr.; pietantia, Ital.] cilence ; a direale erninendly contagious and
1. An allowance of meat in a monaſtery. 2 . deſtructive, Bacon. 2. Suate of miſery. Pial.
3. Any thing troubleſome or vexations. Lei.
A ſmall portion. Shakeſp .
PI'TUITE. S. (pituise, Frea piruisa, Lat.) TO PLAGUE. v. n . (from the coun ) .. To
Pblegm , krbuikzat,
inſect with pefileace. 2. To trouble; to
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to form in deſign. Pope.
teaze ; to vex ; to haraſs ; to torment i
athiet. Collier.
PLA'NARY. 6. Pertaining to a plane. Di&.
PLACUILY. adv. (from plaguy.) Vezatiouſly ; PLANCHED . a . ( from planch . ) Made of
boards Shakeſp.
horribly. Dryden,
PLA'GUY . 6. (from plague.] Vexatious ; trou- PLANCHER ."). ( plancher, Fr. ) A board ; a .
bleſome . Donne.
plank. Bacon ,
PLAICE . S. ! plate, Dutch ) A fiat fiſh. Carew . PLANCHING. !. ln carpentry , the laying the
floors in a building.
PLAID . S. A ſtriped or variegated cloth ; an
outer looſe weed worn much by the highlan- PLANE. S. ( planus, Lat.) 1. A level ſurface.
ders in Scotland,
Cheyne. 2. ° ( Plane, fr . ) An inſtrument by
PLAIN. 6. (planus, Lat.) 1. Smooth ; level ;
which the furiace of boards is ſmoothed . Mex .
fiat; free from protuberancies orexcreſcencies To PLANE. v. a. ( planer, Fr.) 1. To level ; to
Spenſer. 2. Void of ornament i ſimple. Dryden.
ſmooth from inequalities. Arbuthnot. 2. To
3. Arileſs ; not ſubile ; not fpecious ; no !
ſmooth with a plane. Moxon.
learned ; fimple. Hamm . 4 Honeſtly rough : PLANE- TREE: S. ( platanus, Lat. plane, pla.
open; ſincere ; not loft in language. Bacin . fane, Fr.) The introduction of this tree into
5. Mere ; bare . Shakeſp. 6. Evident ; clear :
England is owing to the great lord chancellor
diſcernible ; not obicure. Denbam. 7. Noi Bacon. Milkr.
varied by much art. Sidney.
PLANET. S. ( planeta, Lat. @davaw .) Planets
PLAIN. adv . ! . No obſcurely. 2. Dilinctly : are the errarick or wandering ſtars, and which
are not like the fixe opes always in the ſame
articulately, Mark . 3. Simply ; with rough
ſincerity. Addiſon
poſition to one another : we now number the
PLAIN T. (plane, Fr.) level ground ; open ; earth among the primary planets, becauſe we
filat; o'ten, a field of battle. Hayw Davies .
know it moves round the ſun, as Saturn, Jupi
TO PLAIN v.o. (from the noun .) To level ;
ter , Mars, Venus , and Mercury do, and that
to make even. Hayward.
in a path or circle between Mars and Venus :
TO PLAIN. v.n. ( laindre, je plains, Fr.) To and the moon is accounted among the ſecon
lament ; to wail Sidney.
dary planets or ſatellites of the primary, ſince
PLA'INDEALING . a. ( plain and deal ] Acting
The moves round the earth . Brown.
without art. L'Eſtrange.
PLANETARY ... ( planetaire, Fr. from planet. )
PLA'INDEALING . , Management void of art .
1. Pertaining to the planets. Granville. 2.
Under the denomination of any particular
Dryden.
PLAINLY. adv. ( from ploir .) 1. Levelly ;
planet . Dryden . 3. Produced by the planets .
Shakeſp. 4. Having the nature of a planet ;
flatly. 2. Not ſubrilly ; not fpeciouſly 3
erratick Blackmore.
Without ornament. 4 Without glofs ; lin
cerely. Pope. 5. In earneſt; fairly Clarend . 6. PLANETICAL. a . ( from planer .) Pertaining
Evidenily; clearly ; nötobſcurely. Shake. Milt to planets . Brown.
PLAINNÉSS. S. ( from plain .) 1 Levelneſs PLANET'STRUCK. a. ( planet and ſtrike. )
fatneſs. 2. Want of ornament ; want of ſhow
Blaſted . Suckling.
Dryden. 3. Openneſs ; rough ſincerity. Sidnes. PLANIFOʻLIOUS. a. (planus and folium , Lat . )
Flowers are ſo called, when made up of plain
4. Artleſſneſs ; fimplicity. Dryden .
leaves. Doct.
PLAINT. d. (plainte, Fr. ) 1. Lamentation :
complaint ; lament. Sidney. 2. Exprobration PLANIMETRICAL.a. ( from planimetry ] Per.
of injury . Bacon . 3. Expreſſion of ſorrow
taining to the menſuration of plain furfaces.
Worlon .
PLANIME'TRY. /. ( planus, and perftw .) The
PLAINTFUL . a. ( plaint and full.] Complain. menſuration of plain ſurfaces
PLANIPETALOUS. a. ( planus, Lat. and 75
ing ; audibly ſorrowiul, Sidney.
Tuhor } Flatleaved, as when the ſmall flowers
PLAINTIFF. J. (plaintif, Fr.) He that com
mences a ſuit in law againſt another ; oppoled
are hollow only at the bottom , but fat up
to the defendant. Dryden .
wards , as dandelion and ſuccory. Dial.
PLAINTIFF. a. ( plainrif, Fr.] Comp'aining To PLANISH
. v. a . (from plane.) To poliſh ;
to imooth. A word uſed by manufacturers.
A word not in uſe. Prior.
PLA'INTIVE . « (plaintif, Fr.) Complaining PLA'NISPHERE !. (planus, Lat. and ſphere.)
lamenting ; expreflive of forrow . Young.
A ſphere projected on a plane.
PLATNWORK ). ( plain and work . ) Needle PLANK S.Iplanche, Fr.) A thick ſtrong board .
work as diſtinguiſhed from embroidery . Pope
Chatma
PLAIT.J. ( corrupted from flighe or piygki.jaro PLANK . v. c . ( from the coun .) To cover
fold ; a double. Davies .
or lay with planks. Dryden.
TO PLAIT. v . a . ( from the noun .] 1. To fold PLANOCO'NICAL. a. Iplanusand conus.) Le
10 double. Pepe. 2. To weave ; to braid . '
vel on one ſide and conical on others. Grow .
Peter. 3. To incangle; to involve. ShakeſpPLAČNOCONVEX 1. (planus and convexus.]
Flat on the one ſide and convex on the other.
PLATTER. L. ( trom plair.) He that plaits.
Newton .
PLAN . j, (plan, Fr.) i. A ſcheme ; a form ; a
model. Addiſon. 2. A plot of any building, o. PLANT . S. ( planie, Fr. plonia, Lat .) .. Any
thing produced from ſeed; any vegetable pro
ichnography. Prior.
duction ,
T PLAN . 9. e. ( frono che noun ) To fibeme
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duction. 2. A ſapling. Shakeſp. 3. (Planla , 2. Armour of plates. Spenſer. 3; [ Plato ,
Span . ) Wrought ſilver Ben Fokuson. 4 .
Lai . ) The role of ihe foot.
( Plat, Fr. platia, Ital . ) A ſmall allow veſſel
To PLANT. v. a. ( planto, Lat. planter, Fr. )
of metal on which meat is eaten. Drydex.
! . To put into the grouod in order to grow ;
to ſet ; to cultivate. 2. To procreate ; to To PLATE . v. a . (from the noun ) ı . To cover
kererate. Shakeſp. 3. To place ; to fix. with plates . Sandys. 2. To arm with plates .
Dryden . 4. To ſetele ; to eſtablimh : as, to
Skakelp. 3. To beat into laminæ or plates .
Newton .
plant a colony. Bacon. 5. To fill or adorn
with ſomething planted : as, he planted the PLA'TEN . S. Among printers , the flat part of
garden or the country . Pepe. 6. To direct the preſs whereby the impreſſion is made.
PLATFORM . S. ( plai, fiat, Fr. and form . ) 1 .
properly : as , to plant a cannon .
PLANTAGE. F. (plantage, Lat . ) An herb.
The ſketch of any thing horizontally deli
Shakeſp .
neated ; the ichnography. Sandys. 2. A place
PLANTAIN . Li ( plantain, Lat. ) 1 An herb. laid out after any model. Pope. 3. A level
Niere. 2. A tree in the West Indies, which
place before a fortification. Shakeſp. 4. A
bears an efculent fruit . Valler .
ſcheme ; a plan . Woodward.
PLANTAL a . [from plant. ) Pertaining to PLA TICK aſpect. In aſtrology, is a ray caſt
plants. Glanvillo.
from one placet to another, not exactly, buc
within the arbit of its own light. Bailey.
TLANTATION./.[tlantatio, Lat.] 1. The act
or practice of plantirg . 2. The place planted. PLATOON . 1. ( a corruption of pelaton , Fr. ) A
King Charles. 3. A colony. Bacon . 4 latro
ſmall ſquare body of muketeere . Tickell.
PLATTER . f. [ from plate.) A large diſh , ge
duction ; etabliſhment. King Charles.
PLANTED. 2. ( from plane. ] Thisword ſeers nerally of earth. Dryden.
in Shakespeareto ſigni'y, fertiled; well ground. PLAUDITE. } S. Applauſe. Denbam.
PLANTER. S. (planteur, Fr.) 1. One who PLAUSIBILITY.. ( plaufibilité, Fr.) Speciouſ
lows , ſets or cultivates ; cultivator. Dryden . neſs ; ſuperficial appearance of right. Swifi.
2. One who cultivates ground in the Weſt PLAU'SIBLE. (plaufible, Fr.) Such as gains
Indian colonies. Locke. 3.One who diſſe-l approbation ; ſuperficially pleaſing or taking i
minates or introduces , Addiſon.
ſpecious ; popular. Clarendon .
PLASH . I. í plache, Dutch ]1. A ſmall lake of PLAUSIBLENESS L. ( from plauſible ) Speci
water or puddle. Bacon . 2. Branch partly cut opine s ; ſhow of right. Sanderson .
off and bound to other branches. Mortimer. PLAUSIBLY. adv. ( from plaufable.) 1. With
To PLASH . v. a. plefer, Fr.] To interweave
fair fhow ; ſpeciouſly Collier. 2. With ap
branches . Evelyr.
plaufe Not in uſe Brown
PLASHY. a . (from plaß .} Watry ; filled with PLAUSIVE. a. (from plaudo, Lat .) 1. Ap
plauding 2. Plauſible. Shakeſp.
puddles. Berterton .
PLASM . S. (720sia. ) A mould ; a matrix in TO PLAY. v n . (pleg? n, Sax. ] 1. To ſport ;
to frolick ; to do ſomething not as a talk ,
Woodward
.
ormed
:
or
cart
is
ihing
which any
but for a pleaſure. Milton . 2. To toy ; to
PLASTERS. [ iromnato ] . Subſtance made
of water and ſome abſo: bent matter , ſuch as
act with levity. Milton. 3. To be dilimised
chalk or lime well pulveriſed , with which
from work . Shakeſp. 4. To trifle ; to act
walls are overlaid . Waris, 2. A glutinous or
wantonly and thoughtleſly. Temple 5. To do
adhe five talve Shakeſp.
Inmething fanciul. Skakelp. 6. To practiſe
To PLASTER . v . a. Ipl firer , Fr. ! 1. To
ſarcaſtic meriment. l'ope. 7. To mock ;
overlay as with planter. Bacon . 2. To cover to practiſe illuſion. Shakeſ? 8. To game ;
with a medicated plalter.
to contend at fome game. Shakeſp: 9. Todo
PLASTERER. 1 (plaflrier, Fr. from plafler )
any thing trickiſh or deceitful. Addiſon. 10 .
1. One whole trade is to overlay walls with
To touch a muſical inſtrument. Glanville, 11 .
plaſter. Shakelp. 2. One who forms figures in
'To operate ; to act. Uled of any thing in
platter. W'orton .
motion. Cheyne. 12. To wanton ; to move
PLASTICK . 6. ( 7745ix : 5 . ) Having the power
irregularly . Drgrien . 13. To perſonate a
to give form. Prior .
drama . Shakelp. Dryden. 14. To reprelent a
PLA STRONA ( Fr. ) A piece of leather ſtuffed,
character . 15. To act in any certain character.
Collier.
which fencers ule, when they reach their
fcholars, in order to receive the puſhes made TO PLAY. * .6. To put in action or motion :
at them . Dryer .
as , he played his canoon. 2 . To uſe an
To PLAT . v.a. [ from pleit. } To weave ; to
inilruinene of muſick . Gay . 3. To act a
make by texture. Addison .
mirth ul character. Milton . 4. To exhibit
PLAT.1. (plut, S1x . ) A ſmall piece of ground.
dramatically. Shakeſp. 5. To act ; to perform.
Milton.
Sidney
PLATANF. P. ( f.'nonno, Fr. platanus, Lat.) PLAY , 1. Action not impoſed ; not work .
The plane tree. Misitoa .
2. Amuſement ; fport. Milton. 3. A drama ;
PLATE, J. ( plare, Dutch ; plaque, Pr.] 1. A
a comedy or tragedy, or any thing in which
piece ofmetal beat our into breadin. Bitkins.
characteis are reprulented by dialogue and
action ,

PLE
action . Dryden. 4. Game; practice of gam
ing ; conteſt at a game. Shakeſp. 5. Practice
in any conteſt. Tillotſon . 6. Action ; em
ployment ; office. Dryden. 7. Practice ;
action ; manner of acting. Sidney. 8. AA
of touching an inſtrument. 9. Irregular and
wanton motion . 10. A ſtate of agitation or
ventilation. Dryden . 11. Room formotion .
Moxon . 1 ' . Liberty of acting ; ſwing . Addiſon,
PLA'YBOOK . S. (play and book.] Book of
dramatick compoſitions. Swift.
PLA'YDAY. S. ( play and day .] Day exempt
from talks or work. Swift.
PLA'YDEBT. S. I play and debt.) Debt contracted by gaming Arbuthnot.
PLA'YER . 1. ( from play.) 1. One who plays.
2. Anidler; a lazy perſon. Skakeſp. 3.Actor
of dramatick ſcenes. Sidney. 4. A mimick .
Dryden. 5. One who touches a muſical in
ſtrument, 1 Samuel xvi . 6. One who acts in
play in any certain manner . Carew .
PLAYFELLOW . S. I play and fellow .) Com
panion in amuſement. Spenſer.
PLAYFUL a . (pla; and full.] Sportive ; full
of levity . Addiſon .
PLAYGAME . ). ( play and game. ] Play of
children Locke.
PLA'YHOUSE . S. ( play and houſe ) Houſe
where dramatick performancesare repreſented
Stilling fleet.
PLA'YP
LEASUR
E .S.(play and pleaſure .] Idle
amuſeme
nt, Bacon

PLE
giving delight. Pſalms. 2. Grateful to the
ſenſes. Milion. 3. Good humoured ; cheer
ful. Addifon . 4. Gay ; lively ; merry. Rogers.
5. Triling ; adapted rather to mirth than uſe.
Locke.
PLEASANTLY. adv. (from pleaſant ) 1. le
ſuch a manner as to give delight. 2. Gayly ;
merrily ; in good humour, Clarend. 3. Light
ly ; ludicrouſly Broome
PLEASANTNÍSS. S. [ from pleaſant.) 1 .
Delightfulneſs ; fate of being pleaſant.
Sidney. 2. Gaiety ; chearfulneſs ; merriment.
Tillotion.
PLEASANTRY. L. [ plaiſanterie, Fr. ]
Gaiety ; merriment . Addifon. 2. Sprightly
ſaying ; lively talk. Addiſon.
TO PLEASE. 6. a . ( places, Lat. plaire, Fr ]
1; To delight; to gratify ; to humour. Wif
dom . xvii. 2. To fali-fy; to content. Shake)p.
3. To obtain favour from , Milton . 4. To
be PLEASED. To like. A word of ceremony.
Dryden
To PLEASE . 9.n. 1. To give pleaſure. Milion .
2. To gain approbation. Hojea . 3. Tolike ;
to chufe. l'ope. 4. To condeſcend ; to comply ;
Shakeip .
PLEA'SÉR. S. (from pleaſe ] One that courts
favour

PLEA'SINGI.Y. adv. ( from pleaſing ] In ſuch
a manner as to give delight. Pepe.
PLEASINGNESS. S. [from pleaſing ] Quality
of giving delight.
PLA'YSOME. a . ( play and ſome.) Wanton ; fu ! PLEASEMAN C. ( pleaſe and man.) A pick
thank ; an oflicious fellow . Shakeſp.
of levity.
PLA'YSOMENESS. S. [from playfume.) Wan . PLEASURABLE . (from pleajure.] Delight
tonneſs ; levity .
ful; full of pleaſure . Bacor .
PLAYTHING . S. [ play and thing. ) Toy : PLEASURE . ); [ plaiſir, Fr. ) 1. Delight ;
gratification of the mind or ſenſes. South . 2.
thing to play with. Otway.
Loote gratification. Shakeſp . 3. Approbation.
PLAYWRIGHT. S. [ play and wricht. ] A
Pſalms . 4. What the will dietates . Shakeſp. 5 .
maker of plays. Pope.
PLEA . S. Iplaid , oli Fr.) 1. The act or form
Choice ; arbitrary will. Brown.
of pleading 2 Thing offered or demanded in To PLEA'SURE. v . a .(from the noun.) To
pleading. Shakeſp. 3. Allegation . Millen . 4 . pleaſe ; to gratify. Tillerfor.
PLEASUREFUL . a. (pieafure and full ] Plea
An apology ; an excuſe Milton
TO PLEACH . v.a. ( ploffer, Fr.) To bend ; in fant; deligheiul. Oblolete. Abbot.
PLEBEIAN. S. ( plebeian, fr . plebeius, Lat. ]
interweave . Shakeſp .
To PLEAD. v. n. (plaider, Fr.) 1. To arruc
One of the lower people. Swifi.
before a court of juſtice. Granville. 2. TO PLEBEIAN. 2. 1. Popular ; conſiſting ofmean
ſpeak in an argumentative or perſuaſive way
perlons . King Charles. 2. Belonging to the
lower ranks. Miltan . 3. Vulgar ; low ; com
for or againſt; to reaſon with another. Dryd.
mon . Dacon.
3. To be offered as a plea. Dryden.
To PLEAD 0.a. 1. To defend ; to diſcuſs. PLEDGE. 1. (pleig , Fr.pieggio, Italian.) 1 .
Any thing put to pawn. 2. A gage ; any
Shakeſp. 2. To alletge in pleading or argu .
ment. Spenſer, 3. To offer as an excule. thing given by way of warrant or ſecurity ; a
Dryden .
pawn. Riewe 3. A ſurely ; a bail ; an hoſtage.
Raligh.
PLEA'DABLE , a. ( from plead ) Capable to
TO PLEDGE. V a (pleiger, Fr. figiare, Ital ]
be alledged in plea. Dryden .
PLEADER. ! . Tplaideur, fr.] 1. One who
1. To putin pawn. Pape . 2. To give as warrant
argues in a courtof juſtice. Seift. 2. One
or ſecurity. 3. Tolecureby a pledge Shakeſp .
4. To invite to drink, by accepting the cup
who speaks tor oragain . Shake'p .
PLEA DING . / [ troin plead .) Act or form of or health after another. Shakesp .
PLEDGET.
I plaggbe, Duich .) A finall maſs
pleating Swift.
of line. Wijemar.
PLEA'SANCE.S. (plaiſance, fr ) Caiety ;
PLETADS. ? 1. ( pleiades, Lat. Todebeds.) A
pleaſantry . Spenler
PLEASANT. a. (plaiſani, Fr.) , Deligh'fu !! PLEIADES. S northern constellation. Milion.
4 D 2
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PLENARILY. adv. ( from plenory .) Fully ; PLI'ABLE. a. (pliable, from plier, Fr. to bend ]
1. Ealy to be bent; Rexible. South , 2 .
completely. Ayliffe.
PLENARY. o . (from plenus, Lat . ) Full ; com
Flexible of difpofition ; eaſy to be perſuaded.
plete . W'atts.
PLI'ABLENESS. S. (from pliable.) 1. Flexibili.
PLENARY. S. Deciſive procedure. Ayliffe.
ty ; eaſineſs to be bent . 2 . Flexibility of mind ,
PLENARINESS. f. [from plenary.) Fullneſs ; Sourb.
PLI'ANCY. f. [from pliant.]Eaſineſs to be bent .
completeneſs.
PLENILUNARY. a. (from plenilunium , Lat. )
Addiſon
Relating to the full moon . Brown.
PLIANT. a. ( pliant, Fr. ) 1. Bending ;
PLE'NIPUTENCE. f. [ from plerus and folen .
tough ; Alexile ; flexible ; lithe ; limber .
810, Lat.) Fulneſs of power.
Addison. 2. Eaſy to take a form. Dryden 3:
Eaſily complying . Bacon . 4. Ealily perſuaded .
PLE'NIPOTENT. a plenipotens, Lat ) lo
Sub.
vested with full power . Milton .
PLENIPOTENTIARY. . ( plenipotentiare, PLIANTNESS. S. (from pliant.) Flexibility ;
Fr. ) A negotiator inveſted with full power
toughnes. Bacon
Stilling fleet
PLICATURE. !! ( plicatura, from plico,Lai.]
PLENIST . f. [ from plerus, Lat.) One that holds PLICATION Š Foid ; double.
all ſpace to be fuil of matter. Boyle.
PLIERS. L. (trom rly.) An inſtrument by
PLENITUDE.J.17lenitudo, from plenus , Lat . woch any thing is laid hold on to bend it .
Moxon
plenitude, Fr. ) 1. Fulneſs ; the contrary to
vacuity . Beniley. 2. Repletion ; animal ful- | To PLIGHT. v. a. (plicheen,Dutch .) 1. To
neſs ; plethory . Arburhnor . 3. Exuberance
pledge ; to give as lurety . Shakesp . 2. To
abundance. Bacon. 4. Completeneſs. Prior . braid ; to weave. Spenſer.
PLENTEOUS. a . (from pleniy.) 1. Copious PLIGHT. S [ pliht, Sax.) 1. Condition ; fate.
exuberant ; abundant. Miiton. 2. Fruitiul ;
Shakeſp . 2. Good cale. Tuſjer. 3. Pledge ;
fertile. Milion .
gage. ( from the verb ) Stakelp. 4. (From to
PLENTEOUSLY, adv. ( from plentoous.) Co
pligbr.) A fold ; a pucker ; a double ; a
piouſly ; abundantly ; exuberantly . Shakeſp. purfle ; a plait. Spenſer.
PLENTEOUSNESS. L. ( trom plenteous.) A- PLINTH. ). (Taásos. ) In architecture , is that
bundance ; fertility. Genefis.
ſquare member which ſerves as a foundation
PLENTIFUL. o . (Plenty and full.) Copious;
to the base of a pillar Harris.
abundant ; exuberant ; fruitful Raleigh .
To PLOD . v. n . I ploeghen, Dutch. Skinner.) 1.
PLE'NTIFULLY.odo. [from pientiful.] Copi.
To toil ; to moil ; to drudge; lo travel . Dryd.
ouſly ; abundantly . Addifin .
2. To travel laboriouſly: Shakejp. 3. Toitudy
PLENTIFULNESS 1. [irom plentiful.] The clo ely and dully . Hudobras.
flate ofbeing plentiful; abundance ; fertility. PLODDER.S. (trom plod. ) A dull heavy labo
PLENTY . L. (trom plenus, full .) ! Abun
rious man . Shakesp.
dance ; luch a quanity as is more than PLOT . l. (plot, Sax.) 1. A finall extent of
enough . Locke. 2. Fruit ulneſs ; exuberance .
ground. Tuler. 2. A plantation laid out.
3. le is uſed, I think , barbarouſly for plentiful.
Sidney. 3. A form ; a ſcheme; a plan .
4. A llace in which enough is had and enjoy
Spenſer. 4. A conſpiracy ; a ſecret deſign
ed. Joel, ii. 26.
tormed againſt another. Dan. 5. An intrigue ;
PLE'ONASM . S. (pleonaſmus, Lat.) A figure
an affair complicated, involved and embaraſſed .
of rhetorick , by which more words are used
Roscommon . 6. Stratagem ; ſecret combination
than are neceſſary.
to any ill end . Milion. 7. Contrivance ; deep
PLESH . L. ( A word uſed by Spenſer inſtead of reach of thought. Denham .
plaſs .) A puddle ; a bogey marth .
To PLOT. v . n. ( from the noun.) 1. To form
PLE THORA . S. [from # 7;$ ;c .] The ſtate ſchemes of miſchiet againſt another, commonly
in which the veſſels are fuller of humours
againſt thole in authority. Dryden. 2. To
than is agreeable to a natural Itate of health .
contrive ; to icheme. Worten .
Arbuthnot.
To PLOT.
a. 1. To plan ; to contrive. 2 .
) PLTo
describe
according
PLETHORICKCK.} .Having"a"fuil habit.
wichnography
. Careco.
OT
TE
este 1. Coolpirator.
R, A.Cotronei
PLETHORICK .
Arbuknet.
Dr. dent. 2. Cortriver , Shakein.
PLETHORY. S: ( pleshore, Fr from 173.nózz.) PLOVER ! ( plezier, French ; pluvialis, Lat .]
Fulnefs or hahit. Arbucknot .
A lapwing Carew .
PLEVIN . S. (pleuvine, Fr. plevina, low Lat ] PLOUGH Tilplog, Sax ] 1. The inſtrument
.
with which the furrows are cue in the ground
In law, a warrant or affui ance. Dict
PLEURISY. J. [77) cup 7o;. ) I leurily is an in
to rective the ſeed . Moriimer . 5. A bind oi
Aammation of the pleura , remeried by eva
plane .
cuation , ſuppuration or expectoration , or all TÖ PLOUGH . v. #. To practiſe aration ; to
together.
turn up the ground in order to low leed.
Mortion r .
PLEURI’TICAL . ) a . (irrm ; leurily ] 1. Di..
PLE'URITICK ) ested with a pleurity . To PLOUGH . v. a. 1. To turn up with the
dobulbaab. 2. Denoting ,a pleury. li jemar , plough, Dryden. 2. To biing to view by
the
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the plough. Wood 3 . To furrow ; to divide To PLUME . v a. ( from the noun.) 1. To pick
Addison. 4.To tear ; to furrow . Shakeſp.
and adjuſt feathers. Mortimer. 2. ( Plumer, Fr. )
PLOUGHBOY . S. ( plough and boy.) A boy
To ſtrip off feathers. Ray. 3. To ſtrip ; to pill.
that follows the plough ; a coarſe ignorant boy
Bacon. 4. To place as a plume. Milton . s . To
Watts
adorn with plumes. Shakeſp.
PLOU'GHER. f. [ from plough ] One who PLUME'ALLUM . F. ( alumen plumoſum , Lat.)
A kind of aſbeſtos. Wilkins.
ploughs or cultivates ground. Spencer.
PLOUGHLAND . S. [ plough and land.) A farm PLUMIGEROUS. a . ( pluma and gero, Lac.]
for corn . Donne.
Having feathers ; feathered.
PLOUGHMAN. F. ( plough and man.) 1. One PLU'MIPEDE S. ( flume and pes, Lat.) A
that attends or uſes the flough. Taylor. 2. A
fowl that has feathers on the foot Diet .
groſs ignorant ruſtick . Shakeſp. 3. A ſtrong PLU'MMET. S. 1 from plumb.) 1. A weight of
laborious man. Arbuthnot.
lead hung at a ſtring, by which depths are
PLOU'GHMONDAY. ]. The Monday after
founded , and perpendicularity is diſcerned.
Milton . 2. Any weight. Duppa.
twelfth -day. Tuller .
PLOUGHSHARE . S. [ plough and ſhare] The PLUMOSITY. ). [ from plumous.] The ſtate of
part of the plough that is perpendicular to the having feathers.
coulter. Sidney
PLU MOUS. a. ( plumeaux, Fr.plumoſus, Lat.)
To PLUCK . v. a . ( ploccian, Sax.) 1. To pull Feathery ; reſembling feathers. Woodward .
with nimbleneſs or force ; to Inarch ; to pull: PLUMP. a . Somewhat fat ; not lean ; leek ;
full and ſmooth . L'Eſtrange.
to draw ; to force on or off ; to force up or
down . Gay. 2. To ſtrip of feathers. Shakeſp. PLUMP . S. [ from the adjective. ) A knot ; a
luft ; a cluſter ; a number joined in one maſs.
3. To pluck up a heart or ſpirit. A proverbiad
Sandys.
expreſſion for taking up or reſuming or courage .
Knolles .
TO PLUMP, v. a. ( from the adjective.) To
PLUCK. S. ( from the verb .) 1. A pull ; a draw ; fatten ; 10 ſwell ; to make large . Beyle.
a ſingle ad of plucking. L'Eſtrange . 2. The To PLUMP. v. * (from the adverb.) 1. To
fall like a lone into the water. 2. [ From the
heart, I ver and lights of an animal .
PLU'CKER. J. ( from pluck ] One that plucks. adjective.) To be fwollen. Ainſworth .
Mortimer
PLUMP. adv . With a ſudden fali. Ben. Jobafon.
PLUG . S. ( plugg, Swediſh ; plagghe, Dutch .} PLUMPER . S. Something worn in the mouth
A fopple ; any thing driven hard into another
to ſwell out the cheeks. Swift.
body. Boyle, Swift
PLUMPNESS. S. Pulneſs; diſpoGtion towards
fulneſs, Newton .
TO PLUG . v o . ( irom the noun . ) To ſtop with
a plug. Sharp
PLU'MPORRIDGE. S. ( plum and porridge.]
PLUM I. ( plum, plumtneop , Sax . ) 1. A fruit
Porridge with plums. Addiſon.
Locke. 2. Raitin ; grape dried in the fun PLUMPUDDING . S. ( plum and pudding.)Pud
ding made with plums.
Shakeſp. 3. The ſum ofone hundred thouſand
pounds. Addiſon. 4. A kind of play , called PLUMPY. a. Plump ; fat. Shakeſp.
PLU'MY. 6. (from plume.] Feathered ; covered
how many plums for a penny . Ainſworth.
with feathers. Milton,
PLUMAGE. !. I plumage, Fr.) Feathers ; ſuit
of feathers. Bacon.
TO PLU'NDER .v. a. ( plunderen, Dutch .) 1 .
PLUMB. ſ. ( plimb, fr ) A plummet ; a To pillage; to rob in an hoftile way . Dryden,
leaden weighi let down at the end of a lice
2. To rob as a thief. Pope.
Moxon .
PLUNDER. S. ( from the verb.)Pillage ; ſpoils
PLUMB. odv. ( from the noun . ) Perpendicu
golten in war. Orway.
larly to the horizon. Ray.
PLUNDERER . J. ( from plunder.] 1. Hoftile
To PLUMB. v. a. (from the noun . ] 1. To
pillager ; ſpoiler . 2. A chief ; a robber.
found ; to ſearch by a line with a weight at
Addiſon
its end. Swife. 2. To regulate any work by To PLUNGE. v. a. ( plonger, Fr.] 1. To put
the plummet
ſuddenly under water, or under any thing
PLUMBER . [ plombier, Fr ] One who works
luppoſed liquid. Dryden. 2. To put into any
llale ſuddenly. Dryden. 3. To hurry into
upon lead . Commonly written and pronounced ,
piummer.
any diſtreſs. ilgsrs. 4. To force in ſuddenly.
PLU'MBERY S. ( from plumber. ) Works of Watis .
To PLUNGE . v. 4. 1. To link ſuddenly into
lead ; the manufactures of a plumber .
water ; to dive. Shakeſp . 2. To fall or ruth
PLU'MCAKE . S ( plum and cake ] Cake made
with raiſins. Hudibros.
into any hazard or diſtrels. Tillotſon.
PLUME./.1pume, fr . pluma, Lat.) 1. Feather PLUNGĖ . L. 1. Act of puting or fioking
under water. 2. Difficulty ; ſtrait; difreis.
of birds. M.1799 . 2. Feather worn as an ore
nament. Shakeſp. 3. Pride ; lowering mien .
Baker .
Shakesp. 4. Token of honour ; prize of PLUNGEON. S. (mergus, Lat.) A ſea bird.
contest. Milion . 5. Plume is a serm used by
Ainleverth.
botanists for that pare of the feed of a planı, PLU NGERS[from plunge.) ®ne tha : plunges ;
a diver.
which is ies growin bewine the trunk,
PLUN
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PLU'NKET. L. A kind of blue colour.
To POCKET . v.a. pocheter, Fr. from the
PLURAL a . ( pluralis, Lat. ] Implying more
noun .] 1. To put in the pocket. Pope. 2. T:
POCKET up. A proverbial form that denotes
than one Shakejp
the doing or taking any thing clandeſtinely .
PLURALIST, I Aluralife, Fr.] One that
hilds more eicleſiaſtical benchces than one
Prior .
POʻCKETBOOK.8. pooker and book . ) A paper
with cure of fouls Clber .
PLURA’LITY. f. [ pluralité, Fr. ) 1. The ſtate
book carried in the pocket for haity notes.
of being or having a greater number. Bacon . Watts .
2 A number more than one . Hammond. 3. POʻCKETGLAS
S. F. ( pocket and glaſs.) Por
More cures of ſouls than one 4. The greater
table looking glaſs. Swift.
number ; the majority. L'Eſtrange.
POCKHOLE. ). ( pock and hole.) Pit or kar
PLURALLY . adv. (fron plural.) In a ſenſe
made by the finallpox. Donne.
implying more inan one.
POʻCKINESS. J. (from pocky ] The face of
being pöcky :
PLUSH. |. ( peluche, Fr.] A kind of villous or
POCKY. o. (from pox. ) Infected with the pox.
Thiszy cloth ; thag. Hayle.
Denham
PLUSHER J. A ſea filh . Carem
PLUVIAL.. ? a . lirom pluvia , Lat ] Rainy ; POCULENT . a . ( poculum , Lat ) Fit for drink
Bacon.
PLUVIOUS s relating to rain. Brown.
PLUVIAL . 1. ( pluvial , Fr.) A prieſt's cope . POD.S. [ pode,Dutch , a little houſe ] The capſule
th .
Ain ,
of legumes ; the caſe of ſeeds. Morlimer .
TOPLY. U.a. ( plien, to work at any thing, old PODAGRICAL. ( 03agpımás, modapp2.) 1. Al
Durch ) ! . To work on any thing cloſely and
Micted with the gout . Brown , 2 Gouy ;
relating to the gout .
importunately . Dryden . 2. To employ with
diligence ; to keep buty : to ſee on work . Hudi- PODDPR: L. ( from pod.) A gatherer of peale
bras. 3. To practiſe diligently . Milton . 4. To
cods. Di &t.
PODGL. ). A puddle ; a plath . Skinner.
folicit importunately. South.
TO PLY. v . n . 1. To work, or offer ſervice. PO’EM . T. ( poema, Lalin ; cruz. ) The
Addison. 2. To go in halte . Milton . 4. To
work of a poet ; a metrical compofition, Ba .
Johnſon .
buſy one's ſelf. Dryden. 4. ( Plier, Fr.) To
bend. L`Eſtrange.
POE SY. f. ( poeſie, Fr. possos , Lat. a
) 1.
PLY.S. (from the verb .) 1. Bent; turn ; form ;
The art ofwriting poems. Bes . joho/ es ...
calt ; bias 2. Plait ; fold. Arbuthnot.
Poem ; metrical compoſition ; poetry . Broder,
3. A ſhort conceit engraved on a ring or other
PLYERS S. See PLIERS.
PNTUMATICAL . ? a . [ nveyualınèz. ) 1 . thing. Shakeſp.
PNEUMATICK . 5 Moved by wind ; relative POLT.
[ poete, French ; psita , Larin ;
to wind . Locke. 2. Conſiſting of ſpirit or wind .
Tomans.) An inventor ; an author of fauon ; a
Paron .
writer of poems; one who writes in meaſure .
PNEUMATICKS. S. [ pneumatique,Fr.mvivua.) 11.iron .
1. A branch of mechanics, which conſiders POE'T ASTER.S. ( Lat. ) A vile petty poet.
she doctrine of the air, or laws according to PO E TESS /. Lirom poet ; pica parris, Lat.) A
The poet.
which that fluid is condenſed , rarified, or gra
vitates Harris. 2. In the ichools, the doctrine POETICAL . a. ( 75 oniku's ; poctique, French ,
of ſpiritual ſubſtances , as God, angels, and POETICK . Š puericus, Latin Expreſſed in
the louls of men .
poetry i pertaining to poetry ; ſuitacle : o
PNEUMATOLOGY. S ( zircuuatologba .] The poetry . Hale.
POETICALLY.
ence
ine
adv. [ from poetical ) With the
tual
exiſt .
doctr of ſpiri
qualities of poetry ; by the fiction of poetry .
TO POACH.V. G. (ceufs pochez, Fr.] 1. To boil
fightly. Bacon. 2. To begin without comple
Raleigh.
ring i from the practice of boiling eggs. Bacon. To POL TIZE.W. r. ( poetiſer, Fr. from peet .)
3. ( Pocher , Fr. to pierce . ] To ftab ; to pierce.
To write like a poet. Donne.
Carew. 4. [From poche,a pocket. ) To plunder POETRESS . S. A me poet. Sponſor.
POETRY. S. [ rrantpia .] 1. Metrical compo
by itealuh , Garih.
fiica ; the art or practice of writing poems
TO POACH . 9, n . (from poche, a bag, Fr.)
Cleareland. 2. Poems ; poetical pieces. Stak ,
1. To ſtcalgarn ; to carry off game privately
in a han . Oldbam . 2. To be damp. Níortimer . POIGNANCY. !. ( from poignant.] 1. Shaipi
power of Rimulating the palate ; tharsoek
POA'CHARD.J. A kind of water fowl.
POACHER . L. ( from poach . ) One who ſteals Sevift. 2. The power of irritation ; alperity.
gaine, More
POIGNANT. a. (poignarl, Fr. ) 1. Sharp ;
stimulating the palate. Lecke, 2. Severe ; pier
POACHINESS ſ. Marijhneis ; dampneſs. A
cingi painiui. Souib. 3. liritaung ; ſatiinal ;
cant wort. Mortimer .
kuen .
PACHY. a . Damp ; marihy. Mortimer.
S. [ prinel, point, Fr. ] 1. The forp
POINT.
the
by
railed
A
pustule
)
pox
tiom
!.,
.
FOCK
ſmall pox
end of any inflrument. Temelo. 2. Afring
POWOKET Linocca, Savon ; pocket, I'r ) The with a 115. Shakeſp. 3. Headland ; pirmose
nail bak inſerted !" orlogins. Pror.
tory. Addajom. 4. A Ring of an epigram ,
irres.

1.

i
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POL
POI
Dryden. 5. An indiviſible part of ſpace. (POI'SONER. ! ( from poiſon .] 1 . One who
Locke . 6. An indiviſible part of time ; a
poiſons. Dryden . 2. A corrupter . South.
moment. Davies . 7. A ſmall ſpace . Prior . POISONOUS. 6. ( from poison . ) Venomous ;
8. Punailio ; nicely. Milton . 9. Part re
having the qualities of poiſon. Cheyne.
quired of time or pace ; critical moment ; POISONOUSLY.adv . (from pcijoncus.) Vene
exact place. Atterbury , !0 Degree ; llate
mouſly. South.
Sidney! 11. Note of diſtinction in writing ; POISONOUSNESS. S. [fram poiſonous .) The
a ſtop. 12. A ſpot; a partof a ſurface divi
quality of being poiſonous ; venomouſnets.
ded by (pots ; diviſion by marks, into which POI'TREL . I. poftrel Fr.] 1. Armour for
the breaſt of a horie. Skinner. 2. A graving
any thing is diſtinguiſhed in a circle or other
tool Ainsworth.
plane : 25 , at tables the ace or life point. 13 .
One of the degrees into which the circumfe- POIZE. !. ( poids, Fr.) 1. Weighe ; force of
rence of the horizon , and the mariner's com
any thing tending to the center Spenſer.
Balance ; equipoize ; equilibrium . Bentley,
país , is divided Bacon 14. Particular place
io which any thing is directed. Brown. 15 .
3. A regulating power. Deyden.
Relpect; regard. Shakeſp. 16 . An aim ; To POIZE . v.a. [ pefer, Fr. ] 1. To balance ;
the act of aiming or Itriking. Shakesp. 17.
to hold or place in equiponderance Sidney .
The particular thing required Roſc. 18. Par
2. To be equiponderant o. Shakeſp . 3. 19
weigh . South . 4. To opprels with weight,
ticular ; instance ; example Temple. 19. A
Sha
keſp
ſingle poſition ; a ſingle affertion ; a ſingle
part of a complicated question ; a ſingle POKE. /. (pocca, Sax . poche, Fr. ) A pocket ;
part of any whole . Baker. 20. A note ; a
Imal
a
l bag. Camden , Drayton .
eune. Stskejp. 21. Pointblank : directly : as, To POKE.v.a. ( poka, Swediſh.) To feel in
an arrow is ſhot to the pointblank or white
the dark ; to ſearch any thing with a long in
mark Shakejp. 22. Point de viſe ; exact or
firument. Brown ,
POKER. f. [ from poke. ) The iron bar with
exactly in the point of view . Bacon,
To ! which men llir the fire . Swifi.
To POINT. v. a . ( from the noun . ]
fharpen ; to forge or grind to a point. Addiſon. POLAR. a. (polaire, Fr. from pole ] Found
near the pole ; lying near the pole ; illuing
2. To direct towards an object, by way of
from the pole. Frior .
forcing it on the notice Milton. 3. To direct
the eye or notice. F'ope. 4. To ſhow as by POL A'RITY. ). (from polar.) Tendency to the
pole . Brown .
direiting the finger . Addijon. 5. [ Pointer,
Fr. ) Todirect toward a place. 6. To diſtin. POLARY . a. ( pelaris, Lat . ) Tending to the
guilh by stops or points.
pole ; having a direction toward the poles Bro.
TO POINT. 0. 4 . 1. To note with the fin- POLE. ! [ polus, Lat. fole, Fr. ] 1. The extre
mity of the axis of the earth ; either of the
ger ; to torce upon the notice, by directing
points on which the world turns. Milton . 2 .
che finger towards it . Ray. 2. To diſtinguiſh
A long ſtaff. Bacon . 3 A tall piece of timber
3.
To
words or fentences by points Forbes.
eredttu . Shakelp. 4. A meaſure of length
indicate as dogs do colporttinen Gay . 4. To
ſhow . Swift.
containing five yards and a halt. Spenler. In
POINTED . 2. participle [ from poin: )
Ireland, a pole is teven yards . ) s . An intru
Snarp ; having a ſharp point or pic. Pope. 2 .
ment of mealuring. Bacon .
Epigrammatical; abounding in cocceies
To POLE . v.a. trom the noun. ) To furnih
POINTEDLY adv. ſirom vinted .; In a point
with poles. Al rtimer .
POLEAXE.S. [ pole and axe ] An axe fixed to
ed manner. Dryder .
POINTEDNESS / {from pointe ! ) ! Sharp
a long pele . Howel.
nels ; p ckedncts with afperity. Ben . Johnson. POLECAT. !. Pole or Poliſh cat.) The fit
chew ; a tinking animal. L'Eſtrange.
2. hopigrammatical (maribels. Dryden.
POLEDAVIES. / . A fort of coarſe cloth . Hins.
POINTUL /. Any thing on a point. Derh.
POINTER. 1: (trom point.] 1. Any ti ing that POLEMICAL. 2 . CAELIX.s. ]Controverſial;
points. Warts 2. A dog that points out the POLEMICK . Š diſputative. Stilling fleet.
POLE MICK . | Dilpuiant; controvertist. Pope.
garne te porumen. Gay.
POINTINGSTOCK ! ! pointing and fiock ) POLE MOSCOPE ; (Tródope and cronéw .) ' In
Sorc ething made the object of ridicule . Shak. opticks , is a kind of crooked or oblique per
POINTLESS a. (from point.] Blunt ; not
ſpective glais, contrived for ſeeing objects that
ſharp , ocule. Dryden.
do not lie directly before the eye. Dict .
POISON. 1. I poiſon , fr.] That which deſtroys | POLESTAR. I. ( pole and fiar . ] 1. A ſtar
or injures life by a ſmall quantity, and by
near the pole, by which navigators compute
means not obvious to the lenſes ; venom .
their northern latitude ; cynolure ; lodettar .
Dryden. 2. Any guide or rector.
James.
To POISON . v .a . ( from the noun.) 1. To in- POLEY-MOUNTAIN. S. ( polium , Lat.) A
fect with poiſon. 2. To attack, injure or kill
plant Milier.
by poiſon given . 2 Mac. x . 3. To corrupt ; POʻLICE ſ . (Fr. ) The regulation and govern
to taint. Shakeſp .
meat of a city or country, lofar as regards che
POISON -TREES . [ rexicodesdren.) A plant. inhabitants .
Miller .
POʻLICED .

POL

POL

POʻLICED «. (from police.) Regulated ; form
Bucon . 2. A clipped coin. Camden . 3. The
ed into a regularcourle of adininiſtration .Bac .
chub fith .
POLICY.S. (Tolsteia ; politia, Lat .) 1. The POʻLLEN.S. A fine powder, commonly under
ſtood by the word sarina ; as alſo a fort of fine
ast of government, chiefly with reſpect to fo
bran . Bailey.
reign powers. 2 . Art ; prudence ; manage
ment of affairs ; ſtratagem . Sbakefp. 3. (Po- POLLENGER . S. Bruſhwood. Tuffer.
lica , Spania ) A warran : for money in the POʻLLER . S. ( from poll.) 1. Robber ; pillager ;
plunderes. Bacon . 2. He who votes or polls .
publick funds .
To POLISH . v. a. (polio, Lat . polir, Fr. ) 1.PO LLEVIL . S. ( p:ll and evil ) Pellevil is a
large ſwelling, intiammation or imposthume
To ſmooth ; to brighten by alırition ; to glors.
in the horſe's poll or oape of the neck. Far
Granville. 2. To make elegant of manners
Milton .
rier's Diar.
To POʻLISH v.n. To anſwer to the act of po- POLLOCK S. A kind of fith .
liſhing ; to receive a gloſs. Bacon.
TO POLLUTE. v. a. ( polluo, Lac.] 1. To
POʻLISH. S. [ poli, poliſure, Fr ) 1. Artificial
make unclean , in a religious ſenſe ; to defile .
Shakeſp. 2. To raint with guilt. Milton . 3.
gloſs; brighneſs given by actrition. Newton .
2. Elegance of manners. Addiſon .
To corrupt by mixtures of ill. Dryden. 4 .
POʻLISHABLE. a . ( trom polijb.) Capable of Milt: n ules this word in an uncommon con
Atruction .
being poliſhed.
POʻLISHER. f. [from p : liſh .) The perſon or POLLU'TEDNESS. S. (from pollute.) Defile
inſtrument that gives a gloſs. Addifon.
ment ; the ſtate of being polluted.
POLI'TE. o. ( polisus, Lat.) 1. Glofly; ſmooth POLLUÄTER : [ from pollute.] Defiler; cor
Newton. 2. Elegant of manners. Pope.
rupter. Dryden .
POLITELY. adw. (from po ise. ) With ele- POLLUẤTION.S: [ pollurio, Lat.) 1. The act
of defiling. Ayliffe. 2. The ſtate oi being de
gance of manrers ; genteelly .
POLITENESS. S. I policelle, Fr. from polite.]
filed ; defilement. Milton .
Elegance of manners ; gentility; good breed POʻLTRON. S. A coward ; a nidgit ; a ſcoun
drel. Skakelp:
ing. Swift
POLITICAL . e. ( ToomavxQ .. ) 1. Relating to po- POʻLY.S . ( polium , Lat ) An herb. Ainſworib .
liticks ; relating to the adminiſtration of pub. POʻLY ( 770).w.jAn prefix often found in the com
lick affairs. Rogers. 2. Cunning ; kilful.
poſition of words derived from the Greek , and
intimating multitude : as, polygon , a figure of
POLITICALLY. adv. (from political.) !
With relation to publick adminiſtration. 2 . many angles.
POLYACOUSTICK . a. ( Tools and exéx. ]
Artfully : publickly . Krolles.
POLITICA'STER.ſ. A petty ignorant preten
Any thing that multiplies or magnifies ſounds.
der to politicks.
POLYANTHOS /: [ tichus and is .) A plant.
M11l
1.
One
er.
POLITICIAN. S. ( politicien, Fr. )
verſed in the arts of government ; one ſkilled POLYE'DRICAL ? 6. ( from TORÚES.; po
in politicks Dryden 2 . A man of artifice ; POLYEDROUS. } lyedre, Fr.) Having ma
ny rides . Woodward .
one of deep contrivance Milton.
POʻLITICK . a. (Trendon's.] 1. Political ; civil. POLYGAMIST./. (from pelygamy.) One that
Temple. 2. Prudent ; verſed in affairs.Shakeſp
holds the lawfulneſs of more wives than one
at a time
3. Artlul; cunning . Bacon .
POLITICKLY. odv. (irom politick.) Artfully, POLYGAMY.S. ( polygamie, Fr. Foduzquía )
Plurality of wives. Graumi .
cunningly . Skakelp.
POLITICKS. S. [ folisique, Fr. Troddoxn.) The POLYGLOT (Toniga TTG-; polyglotte, Fr ]
ſcience of government ; the art or practice of Having many languages. Howel .
admin ttring publick affairs. Addiſon.
POʻLYCON . / (mod us and yarız .) A figure of
POʻLITURE .). The gloſs given by the act of many angles Walis .
POLYGONAL. c . (from polygon.) Having ma
polithing.
POLITY.S. ( 70/17642 ) A form of government ; ny angles .
civil conſtitution . Hocker .
POLYGRAM . S. ( Folüs and yeauuc. ) A fi
POLL.S ( polle, pol, Dutch , the top.) 1. The
gure conſiſting of a great number of lines.
head. slakalp. 2. A catalogue or liſt of per- POLYGRAPHY.S. (Tonus and ycwon.) The
art of writing in ſeveral unuſual manners or
fons; a regiſter of heads. Shakeſp. 3. A filh
called generally a chub. A chevin .
cyphers.
To POLL v.a. [ from the noun . ] 1. To lop POLYLOGY.S. Cronis and Rods.) Talkative .
the top of trees. Bacon. 2. In this fenſe is
neſs. Die
uſed, polled ſheep. Mortimer. 3. To pull off | POLY'MATHY . f. (Todùç and párbara .) The
hair from the he ; to clip ſhort ; to thear.
knowledge of many arts and ſciences; alſo an
Ezekiel. 4. To mow ; to crop. Shakejp. 5 .
acquaintance with many different ſubject :.
10 plunder ; to ſtrip ; to pill Spenſer, Bacon. POLYPHONISM L. (rodus and own.] Multi
6. To take a lift or regiſter of perſons. 7
plicity of found . Derham ..
To enter one's narne in a lilt or register.Dry. POLYPETALOUS. a. ( Fo.is and Tema ).00 )
Having many petals.
8. To infert into a number as a voier . Tickell.
POLYPODY.
PO LLARD.ſ. [ from yoll ) 1. A tree loppro .

POM

PON

POLY PODY. S. ( polypodium, Lat.) A plant. i POʻMPION. F: ( pompon, Fr. ) A pumkin.
Bacon.
POʻMPIRE.S. (pomum and Pyrus, Lat . ) A fost
POʻLYPOUS. a. ( from folypus ) Having the of pearmain. Ain /worsh.
nature of a polypus; having many feet or POʻMPOUS. a . ( pompeaux, Fr. ) Splendid ; mag
roots
nificent ; grand . Pope.
POLYPUS. S. (monimus ; polype, Fr.) 1. Po- POʻMPOUSLY. adv. (from pompoms.) Magni
lypus lignifies any thing in general with many ficently ; fplendidly. Dryden.
routs or feet, as a ſwelling in the noſtrils ; but POʻMPOUSNESS. ſ. ( from pompous.} Magni
ficence ; fplendour ; ſhowineiš ; oftentatioul
ic is likewiſe applied to a tough concretion of
nels. Addison.
grumousblood in the heart and arteries. Quincy.
POND. S. Almall pool or lake of water ; a br .
2. A ſea animal with many feet. Pope.
ſon ; water not running or emitting ang
POLYSCOPE. J. [ TICAŭg and ( xotów .] A mul
Atream . Woodavard .
tiplying glaſs
POLY'SPAST. S. ( polyſpafie, Fr.) A machine T. POND. v.a. To ponder, Spenſer,
To PO'NDER . v . a . (pondero, Lat ) To weigh
conſiſting of many pullies.
POLY SPERMOUS. a. ( 707 ù; and Corégra.) mentally ; to conſider ; to attend. Bacon.
Thoſe plants are thus called , which have more To PONDER. V. n. To think ;jlo muſe. With
than four feeds ſucceeding each flower, and this on. Dryden.
without any certain order or number Quincy: PONDERAL a [from pondus, Lat . ) Eſtimated
POLYSYLL'A BICAL . a . ( from poly!yllable ) by weight ; diſtinguiſhed from numeral. Arb.
Having nyany ſyllables ; pertaining to a poly- PONDERABLE. a. [ from pondero, Lar.] Ca
fyllable. Die
menſurable by Scales.
pable
Brown.to be weighed ;
POLYSYLLABLE . J. (πολύς and Cυλλαβή.) Α
PONDER
A'TION .S. [ from pondero, Lat.] The
word of many fyllables. Holder.
POLY'SYNDÉTON . (Troavoúheloy ) A fi
act of weighing. Arbuthnol.
gure of rhetorick by which the copulative is PONDERER.
Š. (from ponder .) He who pon
ders .
often repeated : as, I came and law and over
PONDEROʻSITY . F. ( ponderofws. ) Weight ;
came.
gravity ; heavinels . Brown,
POLY'THEISM . S. (monds and beòs.) The doc
PONDÉROUS. e. ( ponderoſus.] 1. Heavy ;
trine of plurality ofgods. Stilling fleet.
POLY THEIST.T. (Tonus and 0.05.) One that
weighty . Bacon . 2. Important ; momentous.
Shake. 3.Forcible ; ſtrongly impulſive. Dryd.
holds plurality of gods.
PO MACE. S. ( pemaceum, Lát. ) The droſs of PONDEROUSLY. adv. ( from ponderous. ]
With great weight .
Cyder preſſings.
POMACEOUS a. (from pomum, Lat.) Confift- PONDEROUSNESS . S. (from ponderous.] Hea .
vineſs ; weight ; gravity Boyle.
ing of apples. Philips.
POMADE. F. [ pomade, Fr. pomada, Ital . ) A POʻNDWEED. S. A plant. Ainſworth.
POʻNENT . a. ( ponerie , Ital ) Weſtern . Milton.
fragrant ointment .
POʻMANDER . S. ( pomme d'ombre, Fr.) A PO'NIARD . S. ( poignard, Fr. pagis, Lat.) A
dagger ; a ſhort ſtabbing weapon . Dryden.
ſweet ball ; a perfumed ball or powder. Bac.
POMA'TUM . S. ( Lat.) An ointment. Wiſeman. TO POMIARD. v. a . ( poignardier; Fr. ) To
fab with a poniard .
To POME. v . n. ( pommer, Fr. ) To grow to 3
PONK . 5. A nocturnal ſpirit ; a hag. Spenſer.
round head like an apple.
POMECITRON . 5. ( pome and citron.) A ci- POʻNTAGE. [. ( pons, portis, bridge.) Duty
tron apple. Diet.
paid for the reparation of bridges. Aylfe.
POMEGRANATE. S.[ pemum granatum , Lat.) PONTIFF: F. I pontifex , Lat.) 1. A prieſt; a
1. The tree. Shakeſp. 2. The fruit. Peacham .
POMEROYAL.} S. A fort of apple. Ainſw . PONTIFICAL.2.(pontificals Pr.pontificalis;
1. Belonging to an bigh prieit. 2 .
POMIFEROUS. a. [ pomifer, Lat) A term
Popiſh. Boker . 3. Splendid ; magnificent.
Shakeſp. 4. (From pons and facio.) Bridge
applied to plants which have the largeſt fruits
and are covered with thick hard rind.
building. Milion.
POʻMMEL. S: ( pomeau , Fr. ) 1. A round ball PONTIFICAL. S. ( pontificale, Lat.) A book
containing rites and ceremonies ecclefiaftical.
or knob. Sidney. 2. The knob that balances
Stilling fleei.
the blade of the ſword. Sidney. 3. The pro
PONTIFICAL
LY. adv. [ from pontifical] la a
tuberant part of the ſaddle before. Dryden .
pontifical manner .
To POMMEL. v . a. To beat black and blue ;
PONTIFICATE.S. (pontifcatus,Lat.) Papacy ;
co bruile ; to punch .
POMP. S. ( pompa, Lat.) 1. Splendour ; pride. popedom . Addiſon
Shakeſp.2. A proceſſion of ſplendour and PONTIFICK.H.
edifice of a bridge.pons and facio.]Bridgework ;
oftentation. Dryden, Addiſon .
POMPHOLYX . f. Pempholyx is a white, light PONTLEVIS. S. In horſemanſhip , is a diforder
and very friable ſubſtance, found in cruſts ad
ly reſitting action of a horſe in cilobesince to
hering to the domes of the furnaces and to the
his rider, in which he rears up ſeveral cimes
covers of the large crucibles. Hill ,
running . Bailey.
4E
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PO'NTON. S. (Fr.) A foaling bridge or inven . | PO'PLAR . F. (peuplieur, Fr. populus, Lat.) A
tree.
tion to paſs over water ; it is made of two
great boats placed at ſome diſtance from one POPPY.S. (popiz, Sax. papaver , Lat.) A plant.
another, both planked over , as is the interval
Of this there are eighteen ſpecies.
between them , with rails on their lides. Mili- POPULACE. I. [ populace, Fr. from populus,
l
tary Die .
Lat ) The vulgar ; the multitude. Swife.
PO PULACY. ] [ populace, Fr. ) The common
PONY. J. A ſmall horle.
POOL. I. ( pul , Sax . ) A lake of ſtanding water.
people ; the multitude. Decay of Piety.
POOP J. 1 pouppe, Fr. puppis, Lac.] The hind. POPULAR. . [ populaire, Fr. popularis,Lat. ]
1. Vulgar ; plebeian. Milton . 2. Suitable to
molt pait of the hip. Knelles.
POOR . a. ( pauvre, Fr. povre, Spaniſh.] 1. the common people. Hecker. 3. Beloved by
Not rich ; indigent ; neceflicous ; oppreſſed
the people ; pleaſing to the people. Hooker ,
Clarendon 4. Sludious to the favour of the
with want. Pope. 2. Trifling; narrow ; e !
little dignity , force or value. Bacon . 3. Pal
people. Addison. 5. Prevailing or raging a
tryį mean; contemptible. Davies. 4. Un
mong the populace : as, a popular diſtemper.
important Swift. 5. Unhappy;unealy.Waller. POPULARITY. J. [ fopularitas, Lat .) 1. Gra
6. Mean ; deprefied ; low ; dejected. Bacon
ciouſness among the people ; ſtate of being fa
7. ( A word of tenderneſs. ] Dear . Frior . 8
voured by the people. Dryden . 2. Repreſea
( A word of flight conteinpe i Wretched Baker.
tation luited to vulgar conception. Bacon .
9. Not good ; not tie for any purpoſe . Shakeſp POPULARLY. adv. ( from popular .) 1. In a
10. The Poor . Thoſe who are in the loweſt
popular manner ; ſo as to pleaſe the crowd.
Dryden. 2. According to vulgar conception .
rank of the community ; thoſe who cannot
ſublift but by the charity of others. Sprall. 1 . Brown .
Barren ; dry : as, a poor toil . 12. Lean ; To POʻPULATE. v. n . (from populus, people. }
flarved ; cinaciaied : as , a poor horſe. Ben .
To breed people. Bacon .
Johnson . 13. Without fpirit ; flaccid.
POPULATION . S (from populate.) The Rate
POOR'LY adv. ( from poor . ) 1. Without
of a country with reſpect to numbers of peo
wealth. Sidney 2. Not proſperouſy ; with
ple . Bacon
little ſucceſs. Bacon . 3. Meanly ; without POPULO SITY. !. (from populous.) Populouf
fpirit. Shakeſp. 4. Without dignity . Wotion
nels ; multitude of people. Brown.
POOR JOHN . J. A fort of fith .
POPULOUS. a. I populojus, Lat ) Full of peo
POORNESS . ſ. ( from poor.) 1 . Poverty ; in .
ple ; numeroufly inhabited. Milton .
digence ; want . Burnet . 2. Meannels ; low- POPULOUSLY. adv. (from populous.) With
much people .
nets; want or dignity. Addiſon . 3. Sucrility ;
tarrenneis Bacon,
PO PULOUSNESS S. [ from populous.]The late
POORSPIRITED . 6. ( poor and ſpirit.]Mean ; of abounding with people. Temple.
cowardly. Dennis.
PORCELAIN . L. I porceluine, Fr.) 1. China ;
POO'RSPIRITEDNESS. S. Meanneſs ; cowar
china ware. Brown. 2. ( Portulaca, Lat.) Ao
dice. Somih.
herb. Ainsworth.
. S. [ forche, Fr. porticus, Lat.] 1. A
PORCH
quick
Lat
.
ſmart
L;
[
Fappyſma,
]
ſmall
POP.
A
found. Addigon.
roof ſupported by pillars before a door ; en en
To POP 2. n . ( from the noon.) To move or en
trance . Ben. Jobnjer. 2. A portico ; a cover
ed walk. Shakeſp
ter with a quick , ſudden and unexpected mo
cion . Shakejp. Swift.
POʻRCUPINE. . ( pero eſpior epic, Fr. ] The
To POP . v. a . 1. To put ont or in ſuddenly ,
porcupine, when lull grown, is as large as a
moderate pig : the quills, with which its whole
Nily or unexpectedly. Shakeſp. 2. To thic
Locke.
body is covered, are black on the ſhoulders,
POPE. L. I papa, Lat nánas.) 1. The biſhop thighs, fides and belly ; on the back , hips and
of Rome. Peacham 2. A fmall fiſh , by ſome Joins they are variegated with white and pale
called a ruffe. Walton.
brown : there is no other difference between
the porcupine of Malacca and that of Europe ,
PO'PEDOM . S. [ pope and dom .) Papacy ; papal
but ihat the former grows to a great fze. Hill.
dignity. Shakeſp.
POʻPERY S. ( from pope.] The religion of the PORE. S. ( pore, Fr. 1676.] 1.Spiracle ofthe
church of Rome. Swifi.
ſkin ; paſſage of peripiration . Bacon. 2. Any
POPESEYE.S. (pope ard cze.) The gland ſur
narrow (piracle or pallage. Quincy.
rounded with fai in the middle of the thigh . To PORE . v . n. To look with great intenſeneſs
and care. Shakeſp.
POʻPGUN . !. [ pop and gun.) A gun with which
children play, that only makesa noile. Cheyne. PO REBLIND 0. (commonly written perblind. ]
POPINJAY. Ipapegay, Dutch ; papagayo, Spa.
Nearlighted ; fhortfighted. Bacon .
niſh ] 1. A parrot. Ajcham , 2. A woodpeck- POʻRINESS. F. ( from pory.] Fulneſs of pores ,
Wifeman.
er. 3. A trilling for. Shakeſp.
PO PISH . a . (from pope.) Taught by the pope ; PORI'STICK merhed, [nopisanos.) In mathema
peculiar to popery. Hooker.
zicks, is that which determines when , by what
PO'PISHLY .adv. ( from popiß ) With tenden
means, and how many differeat ways a prca
cy to popery ; in a popiſh manger, Pope.
bi pa may be ſolved. Dict.
PORK ,
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PORK . S. ( pork, Fr. porcus, Lat. ] Swines felh
token ; to foreihow as omene . Refcommon .
unſalted. Flayer.
PORTE'NSION 1 (irom portend ) The act of
POʻRKER . f. [ from pork. ) A hog ; a pig.
foretokening. Brown .
Pope.
PORTENT. ). ( portentum, Lat ] Omen of ill ;
PO’RKEATER S. [ pork and eater .) One who prodigy foretokening milery. Dryden.
PORTENTOUS. O l porient'jus, but from
feeds on pork Shakeſp
PORKET.S. (from pork .) A young hog. Dryd. porten .. ) Monstrous ; prodigious ; foretoken
POʻRKLING . Š. ( from pork. ] A young pig .
ing ill. Roſcommon.
Tuffer.
PORTER. J. ( portier, Fr. from porta , Lat. a
PORO'SITY. S. ( from porous.) Quality of ha
gate. ] 1. One that has the charge of the
ving pores. Bacon
gate . Ben . Johnson. 2. One who waits at the
PO ROUS o. poreux , Fr from pore. ] Having
door to receive meliages P.pe. 3. One who
carries burthens for hire. Howel,
Imall Ipiracles or paſſages. Milicn.
POROUSNESS. . [ rom porous. ] The quality| PORTERAGE. S. [ from porter .) Money pai !
for carriage.
of having pores. Digby.
PORPHYRE. /. I from nortuga i porphyriles, POR TESSE . L. A lireviary .
POʻRPHYRY. S Lat.) Marble or a particular PORTGLAVE. !. { porier arjglaive. Fr. aad
kiad . Locke .
Erte .) A ſword -bearer, Ain wortb .
POR POISE . f. ( pore pollen, Fr.] The fea . PORTGRAVE. A. perta, Lat. and grave,
PO RPUS.
hog . Locke
POʻRTGREVE Teutonick, a keeper .] The
PORRA'CEOUS . a. ( porraceus, Lat. porrace, keeper of a gate. Obiolete.
Fr. ) Greeniſh . Wiſeman,
PORTICO S. Iporticus, Lat. portico , Ital . ) A
covered walk ; a piazza . Dryden,
PO RRET.S. ( porrum , Lat. ) A ſcallion.Brown.
PORRIDGE ." ). (from porrum, a leek ] Food PORTION . /. ( portion, Fr. portio, Lat.) 1. A
made by boiling meat in water ; broth . Shakeſ.
part. Waller 2. A part afſigned ; an allot
PORRIDGEPOT. S. I porridge and por. ) The ment ; a dividend . Waller. 3. Part of 212
inheritance given to a child ; a lortune . Prior.
pot in which meat is boiled for a family
PORRINGER . f. [ from porridge.] 1. A vel
4. A wife's fortune.
fel in which broth is eaten. Bacon . 2. It To PORTION . v . a . ( from the noun . ] 1. To
ſec.ns in Shakel; ear's time to have been a
Jivide ; to parcel Rowe. 2. To endow with a
fortune . Pope.
word of contempt for a headdreſs. Shakeſp.
PORRECTION . S. [ porreétio , Lat. ) The ac! POʻRTIONER . f. [ from portion ) One that
divides.
of reaching forth .
PORT. S. [ port, Fr. portus, Lat) 1. A har. POʻRTLINESS. S. [ from pertly. ) Dignity of
bour ; a la e Itation for ſhips. Spenſer. 2 . mien ; grandeur of demeanour. Camden .
[ Porta, Lat. ) A gate. Shew all thy praiſes PORTLY. a. (from port.] 1. Grand of mien.
within the ports of thedaughter of Sion. PJalm !
Spenſer. 2 Bulky ; lwelling. Shakeſp.
3. The aperture in a ſhip, at which the gun POʻRTMAN . IC port and man ) An inhabitant
burgers, as those of the cinque ports.
or
is put out. Raleigh. 4. Carriage ; air ; mien ;
PORTMANTEAU. S. [ portmanteau, Fr ] A
manner ; bearing . Fairfax.
To PORT . v. a. ( porto, Lat. porter, Fr.] To
cheſt or bag in which cloaths are carried. Spec.
POʻRTRAIT. 1. ( pourtrait, Fr.] A picture
carry in form . Millin .
drawn after the lite. Prior .
PORTABLE. a . (portabilis, Lat.) 1. Manage
ment by the hand. 2. Such as may be borne To PORTRAIT . v. a. ( pourtraire, Fr. ) Ta
along with one. South. 3. Such as is tran
draw ; to portray. Spanjer.
{ported or carried from one place to another. PORTRAITURE . I. ( pourtraiture, Fr. ] Pice
Locke. 4. Sufferable ; ſupportable Shakejp.
ture ; painted releinblance. Brown.
PO’RTABLENESS . ſ. (from poriable.) The To PORTRAY. v. c. ( pourtraire, Fr.) 1. To
paint ; to delcribe by picture. Dryden. 2 .
quality ofbeing portable.
POʻRTAGE. S. iporiage, Fr. ) 1. The price of To adorn with pictures. Milton .
carriage. 2. Porthole. Shakeſp .
POʻRTRESS. S. (trom porter.) A female guar
PORTAL . f. [ portail, Fr. poriella , Ital .) A
dian of a gate . Swift.
gate ; the arch under which the gate opens. PORWIGLE. 1: A tadpole or young frog not
yet fully ſhaped. Brown.
Sandys.
POʻRTANCE . Į [ from porter, Fr. ) Air ; PÓRY. 6. ( poreux, Fr. from pore ) Full of
mien ; port ; demeanour. Spenſer.
pores . Dryden.
PORTA'SS. L.A breviary ; a prayer book.Camd . TO POSE . v . 4. 1. To puzzle ; to gravel; to
PORTCU'LLIS. 2 ! ( pirteconlille, Fr.) A ſort put to a ſtand or ſtop. Herberi. 2. To ap
PORTCLUSE. S of machine like a harrow ,
pote ; to interrogate . Bacon .
hung over the gate of a city , to be let down POSER. f. [from poſe.) One that afketh quet
tions to try capacities; an examiner. Bacon .
to keep out an enemy. Spenler.
TO POʻRTCULLIS v. a [from the noun.] TO POSI'TED . a . ( pofitus, Lat. ) Placed ; ranged .
Hale.
bar ; to ſhut up. Shakeſp.
PORTED. a . ( porter, Fr.] Borne in a certain POSI'TION. S. [ poſition, Fr. pofitio, Lat. ] 1 .
or regular order.
State of being placed ; ſituation . Temple. 2 .
Principle
4E2
To PORȚEND.v... [ portepdo, Lat.) To fore
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Principle laid down . Hooker. 3. Advancement travelling Dryden. 3. Situation ; ſeat. Barner .
of any principle . Brown. 4. ( In grammar.) 4. Military Nation. Addiſon. 5. Place ; em
ployment ; office. Collier. 6. A piece oftimber
The ſtate of a vowel placed before two conſo
nants.
fet erect . Worton .
POʻSITIONAL. a. [ from poſition .) Reſpecting To POST . v. n . ( pofter , Fr. from the noun . ]
poſition Brown .
To travel with speed . Daniel, Wolf .
POSITIVE.o. ( pofirivus, Lat.) 1.Not negative; TO POST: v. a .1. To fix opprobriouſly on
capable of being affirmed i real ; abſolute. poſts. King Charles. ' 2 ( Pefter, French .) To
Locke. 2. Abſolute ; particular ; direit ; not place ; to ftation ; to fix . Addiſon . 3. To
implied . Bacom. 3. Dogmatical; ready to lay
regiſter methodically ; to tranſcribe from one
down notions with confidence. Rymer. 4 . book into another. Arbuthnot. 4. To delay .
Shakejp.
Settled by arbitrary appointment. Hooker.
Having the power to enact any law . Swifi. POSTAGE. L. (from foll ) Money paid for
6. Certain ; aflured. Ain /worth.
conveyance of a letter. Dryden
POSITIVELY. adv. ( trom pefitive.) 1. Abſo- PO'STBOY . I. ( poll and boy.) Courier ; boy
Tutely ; by way of dired poſition . Bacon . 2 .
that rid s post. Tailer.
Not negatively.Bentley. 3. Certainly ;without To POSTDATE. v. a. ( peft, alter, Latin ;
dubitation . Dryden. 4. Peremptorily ; in ſtrong
and date ] To date later than the real time .
POSTDILUVIAN. a (paſt and diluviura ,Lac. ]
terms. Sprall.
POSITIVENESS. S. [ from pofitive. ) 1. Ac
Pollerior to the flood Woodword.
tualneſs ; not mere regation . Norris . 2. POSTDILUVIAN.S [ poft and diluvium , Lat )
that lived ſince the flood. Grew .
One
,
of
the
Peremptorineſs ; confidence. Govern
Tongue
POSTER . J. {from P.) A courtier ; one that
POSITIVITY : S. ( from pefitive ]Peremptori
travels haſtily . Shakej :
POSTERIOR . a.I posterior, Lat.) 1. Happening
neſs ; confidence. A low word. Waris .
POʻSITURE. L. c pofitura, Lat.) The manner
after ; placed after following. Bacin. 2. Back :
ward . Pore.
in which any thing is placed. Bramhall
PO'SNET . . (from ballinet, Fr. ) A little balon ; POSTERIORS./. Geferiora,Lat.) The hinder
a porringer ; a killet. Bacon .
parts. Swift
FO’SSE. J. [ Latin. ) An armed power. A low POSTE'RIORITY. l. ( pofteriorisé, French ;
word Bacan .
from pofterior. ) ' The ſtate of being after ;
To POSSESS . v . a . ( pobedus, Lat.] 1. To have oppolite to priority. Hale.
as an owner : to be maſter of ; to enjoy or POSTERITY.S. I pofteritas, Lat ) Succeeding
occupy actually. Carew . 2. To ſeize ; to
generations , deſcendants. Smalridge.
oblain. Hayward. 3. To give poſſeſſion or PO'STERN. F. pofierse, Dutch.) A imall gate ;
command of any thing ; to make maſter of.
a little door. Fairfax .
Shake/p. 4. Ta fill with ſomething fixed . POSTEX'ISTENCE . A: [ feſt and exifterce . ]
Future exiſtenee Addiſon.
Addiſon. 5 : To have power over, as an unclean
spuit. Refcommon: 6. To affect by inteſtine POSTHACKNEY. L l pest and backrey . ]
power. Shakeſp.
Hired pofthorſes. Wonton.
POSSESSION . 5. ( peleſion, Fr. Pol 110, Lat. ) POSTHA'STE. ). ( poft and bafte. ) Haſte like
that of a courier. Hakeevill.
The ſtate of owning or having in one's own
hands or power .
PO'S THORSE . J. [ poft and barle ] A horſe
POSSESSIVE. a.
a. ( pobedivus, Lat . ] Having lacioned for the uſe ofcouriers . Sbakelp
pofleflion .
PO'STHOUSE . J. ( poſt and bowle ) Poftoffice ;
POSSESSORY ... ( ponelaire, Fr. from pollefs.] houſe where letters are taken and diſpatched.
Watts .
Having pofleffion . Howil.
FOSSEʻSSOUR.S. [ Poleflor, Lat . pollefleur,Fr.) POʻSTHUMOUS. c. [ posthumus, Lat. fofit sal,
Fr.) Done, had, or publiſhed after one's death .
Owner ; malter ; proprietor. Stiting fleet.
Addifon.
POSSET. S. [ polca, Lar . ) Milk curdled with
wine or any acid . Suckling.
PO'STICK , o . ( follicus,Lat.]Backward Bros.
To POʻSSET. v . a. ( from the noun ) Tocurn ; POʻSTIL : F. ( poffile, Fr. peftilla, Lat . ) Glots ;
to curdle : as milk with acids . Slakeſp.
marginal notes.
POSSIBILITY . ]. [ 7offibolité, Fr.] The power To POSTIL . v. a. (from the coun .) To gloſs ;
of being in any manner ; the flate of being
to illuſtrate with marginal notes. Becsu .
poſſible. Norris.
POSTILLER . ( trom peftal.] One who glofies
POSSIBLE. a [ lible, Pr. feffibilis, Lat. )
or illuſtrates with marginal notes. Br.wa.
Having the power to be or to be done '; not POSTILLION . F. [ pefiillow , Fr.) 1. One who
contrary to the nature of things . Locke.
guides the firſt pair of a let of lix horles ja a
coach. Tailr. 2. One who guides a post
POʻSSIBLY. ady (from puble ) 1. By any
chaile .
power really exiſting. Hooker , Milion. 2. Per
POSTLI'MINOUS . a. ( poftliminius ,Lal ) Done
hapa ; without abſurdity. Clarendon ."
POST . F. l peste, Fr. ] 1. A haſty meſſenger ; a or contrived lublegaently. Soa : b.
courier who comes and goes at ſtated times. POSTMASTER .. pofi and mafier ) One who
has charge oi publick conveyacce et lettes
Bir. Johnjon. 2. Quick courſe or manner of
Spectator,
POST
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POSTMASTER -GENERAL.S. He who pre
ſtronger than the Swediſh, which is made
fides over the poſts or letter-carriers.
of decayed wood only : the Ruflian potaſ
is greatly preferable to all the other kinds .
POSTMERIDIAN . a. ( pollmeridianus, Lat. )
W codward .
Being in the afternoon . Bacon .
POʻSTOFFICE. S. ( post and office.]Office where POTATION. S: Iporatio, Lat. ) Drinking bout ;
draught. Shakesp.
letters are delivered to the poſt; a poſt -houſe.
POTATO . L. ( I ſuppoſe an American word .]
Swife.
An eſculent root . Waller,
TO POSTPO'NE. v .0. ( poſtporo, Lat.) 1. To
put off ; to delay. Dryden , Rogers. 2. To ſet POTBELLIED. a . ( pot and belly.) Having a
ſwoln paunch.
in value below ſomething elle. Locke .
POʻSTSCRIPT F. ( poſt and ſcripium , Lat . ) POTBE’LLY. S. 1 pot and belly .) A ſwelling
The paragraph added to the end of a letter.
paunch Arbusbrol.
To POTCH . v. a . I pocher , Fr.] 1. To thruſt ;
Addiſon.
To POʻSTULATE. v . a . I poftulo, Lat. poſtu
to puſh. Shakeſp 2. | Pocher, Fr. ) To poach ;
to boil Nightly . Wiſeman .
ler, Fr. ) To beg or aſſume without proof.
Brown.
POTCOMPA'NION . F. A fellow drinker ; a
POSTULATE. /. ( poftulatum , Lat.) Poſition
good fellow at carouſals.
PO'TENCY . I. I potentia , Lat.) 1. Power ;
ſuppoſed or aſſumed without proof. Walis.
ONS
influence
. Shakeſp. 2. Efficacy ; ſtrength .
. ( pollulario,Lat.] The actof
POSTULA'TI
ſuppoſing without proof; gratuitous aſſump
Shakelp.
Powerful ;
POʻTENT.a. ( potens, Lat . ]
tion . Hale .
POSTULA'TORY. a . (from poftulate.] ! . Al
forcible ; ſtrong ; efficacious, Hooker. 2. Ha
ſuming without proof . 2. Aſſumed without ving great authority or dominion : as potent
monarchs .
proof. Brown ,
POSTURE. F. ( poliure, Fr. pofitura, Lat.) 1. POʻTENTATE. ſ. ( potentai, Fr. ) Monarch ;
prince; ſovereign. Daniel.
Place ; ſituation. Hole. 2. Voluntary collo
cation of the parts of the body with reſpect POTENTIAL . u . ( perenciel, Fr. potentialis,
Lat. ] 1. Exist ng in poflibility, not in act .
to each other. 'South. 3. Stale ; diſpoſition.
Clarendon .
Raleigh. 2. Having ihe effed without the ex
ternalactual property. Shakeſp .3. Efficacious ;
TO PO'STURE. v. a. ( from the noun. ) To
powerful. Shakeſp. 4. ( In grammar.) Potential
put in any particular place or difpofition.
Grew .
is a mood denoting the poſſibility of doing any
action
.
POSTULATUM.S: (Latin ) Poſition aſſumed
POTENTIA’LITY. ! (from potential.]Poflibi
without proof. Addiſon.
POSTUREMA'STER. S. [ poſtore andmaſter.) lity ; not actuality . Taylor.
One who teaches or practiles artificial contor- POTENTIALLY. odv. (from potentia.) 1. In
tions of the body. Spectator.
power or poſſibility: not in act or poſitively.
PO SY. /.(contracted from poeſy.) 1. A motto
Bentley. 2. In efficacy ; not in actuality .
on a ring . Addifon. 2. A bunch of flowers. Boyle.
Spenſer .
POʻTENTLY. adv. (from potent.) Powerfully ;
POT.S. (por, Fr. potte, Iſlandick.) 1. A veſſel forcibly . Bacor.
in which meat is boiled on the fire. Dryden . 2. POʻTENTNESS S.{from potent.]Powerfulneſs ;
might ; power.
Veſſel to bold liquids. John. 3. Vellel made
of earth . Mortimer. 4. A ſmall cup . Prior. 5. PO'TGUN . S. A gun which makes a ſmall
ſmart noiſe . Swift.
To go to Pot . To be deſtroyed or devoured.
L'Eſtrange
POTHA'NCER . ).( pot and hanger.) Hook
TO POT. v . a . ( from the noun.) 1. To preſerve
or branch on which the pot is hung over the
fire.
ſeaſoned in pors. Dryden. 2. To inclofe in
POʻTHECARY.S. ( from apothecary.) One who
pots of earth. Evelyn .
POʻTABLE . a . ( porable, Fr. potabilis, Fr. } compounds and ſells phyfick.
Such as may be drank ;drinkable. Philips. POʻTHER. S. ( poudre, Fr. duſt ) 1. Buſtle ;
tumult ; Aucter. Guardian . 2. Suffocating
POʻTABLENESS. J. [ from porable. ) Drinka
bleneſs.
cloud. Drayton.
POTAGER . F. [ from pottage.) A porringer . TO POʻTHER . v.a. To make a bluſtering in
Grew.
effectual effort. Locke.
POTA’RGO.S. A Weſt Indian pickle . King. PO’THERB. Š. ( por and herb. ) An herb fit for
POʻTASH. J. Potajb is an impure fixed alcaline
the pot. Dryden .
falt, made by burning from vegetable: we POʻTHOOK.ſ. ( por and book.) Hooks to faſten
have five kinds. i . The German potaſh , fold
pots or kettles with ; alio ill tormed or ſcrawl
ing letters or characters.
under the nameof pearl aſhes. 2. The Spa
niſh, called barilia, made by burning a ſpecies POTION.S . ( posion , Fr. perio ,Lat.) A draught ;
of kali, a plant. 3.' The home-made potaſ ,
commonly a phyſical draught. Wotton .
made from ſern . 4. The Swediſh, and 5. POʻTLID.j. ( per and led .] The cover of a pot.
Derham.
Ruſſian kinds, with a volatile acid matter
POT .
conybined with chem ; but the Ruflian is
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POTSHE RD.J. ( pot and foerd.] A fragment
of a broken pot. Sandys.
POTTAGE /. [ portage, Fs. from por.) Any
thing boijed or decocted for food . Geneſis.
POTTER. F. ( poster, Fr. from pos. ) A maker
of earthen vefſels, Mortimer.
POTTERN -ORE L. Which ſerves the potters
to glaze their earthen veſſels. Boyle
POTTINC. f. [from por ) Drinking. Shakeſp.
POʻTTLE . / ( from por.) Liquid mea !ure con
caining four pints. Ber. Jobtlon.
POTVA'LIANT. G. ( pot and valiant.] Heated
with courage by ſtrong drink
POTULENT. a. I porulentus, Lac. ] 1. Pretty
much in drink . 2. Fit to drink .
POUCH. S. ( poche, Fr ] 1. A ſmall bag ; a
pocket. Sharp. 2. Applied ludicrouſly to a
big belly or a paunch.
To POUCH .v.a. 1. To pocket. Tuffer. 2. To
Twallow . Derbams. 3. To pout ; to hang down
the lip
POUCHMOUTHED. 6. ( poweb and moutbed.)
Blubberlipped . Ain worth.
PO VERTY.S. (pauvreté, Fr. ) 1. Indigence ;
neceflity; want of riches. Rogers. 2. Mean
nels ; detect. Bacon .
POU'LDAVIS.S. A ſort of ſail cloth. Ainſw .
POULT. S. ( poulet, Fr. ) A young chicken .
King.
POU'LTERER . L. [ from poule.) One whoſe
trade is to ſell fowls ready for the cook .
Harvey.
POU LTICE.F. ( poultis, Lat.) A cataplaſm ; a
loft mollitying application . Swife.
TO POU'LTICE. v . a. from the noun . ] To
apply a poultice or calaplayin .
POULTIVE . ]. (a word uſed by Temple .} A
poultice.
POULTRY. f. [ foulet, Fr. } Domeſtick fowls.
Dryden ,
POU'NCE.S. [ penzime, Italian .} 1. The claw
or talon of a bird of prey. Spenſer. 2. The
powder of gum ſandarach, ſo called becaule
it is thrown upon paper through a perforated
box.
To POU'NCE. v.o. (pongomare, Italian . ] 1. TO
pierce ; to per orate . Bacom . 2 To pour or
prinkle through finall perforations. Bacon . 3 .
To ſeize with the pounces or talons.
POUNCEP. a. (trom pource .) Furniſhed with
claws or calons. Thomps.
POUNCETBOX . f. 1pounce and box .) A linall
box perforated Shakeſp.
POUND F Ipond, puud , Sax . ) 1. A certain
weight, contilting in troy weightof iwelve, in
averdupois of ſixteen ounces. 2. The ſum of
twenty shillings. Peacbam. 3. ( From pindan ,
Sax . ) A pin:old; an incloſure ; a priſon in
which beaſts are inclofed . Swifi.
To POUND . v. a ( punian , Sax . ) 1 . TO
beat ; to grind with a pelle. Bentley. 2 .
To thut up ; to impriion, as in a pound .
Spectator.
POUNDAGE.S . (from pound ) 1. A certain
Sum deducted from a pound. Swift. 2. Pay
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ment rated by the weight of the commodity.
Clarendon .
POU'NDER . S. [ from found.} 1. The name of
a heavy large pear. Swift. 2. Any perſon or
thing denominated from a certain number of
pounds: as, o ten pounder, a gun that carries
a bullet of ten pounds weight. Swift. 3. A
peftle.
POU PETON . . ( poupée, Fr. ) A puppet or
litele baby
POUPICS. S. In cookery, veal fakes and nices
of bacon. Bailey:
TO POUR. V. 8. (bwrw , Well ) 1. To let
ſome liquid out of a veſſel, or into ſome place
or receplacle . Exodus 2 To emit ; to give
vent to ; to ſe nd forth ; to let out ; to ſend in
a continued courſe. Duppa .
To POUR . v. n . 1. To stream ; to flow . 2. To
ruth tumultuouſly . Pope
POU'RER.S. (from pour . ) One that pours.
POUSSE.l. The old word for peale. Spenſer .
POUT. J. 1. A kind of filh ; a cod-filh. 2. A
kind of bird. Carew .
TO POUT. v. n. ( bouler, Fr.) 1. Tolook fullen
by thruſting out the lips.Shakeſp .2. To gape ;
to hang prominent. Wiſeman.
POWDER . poudre, fr. ] 1. Duft ; any
body comminuted. Exodus. 2. Gunpowder.
Hayward. 3. Sweet duſt for the bair.
Herbert.
To POʻWDER . v . a. ( from the noun . ] 1. To
reduce to duft ; to comminute ; to pound
ſmall. 2. ( Poudrer, Fr. ) To ſprinkle , as with
duit. Donne. 3. To falt; to ſprinkle with ſalt.
Cleaveland.
To POWDER . v. * . To come tumultuouſly
and violently . L'Efronge.
POʻWDERBOX . S. [ powder and box .) A boxio
which powder for the hair is kept. Gay.
POWDERHORNS. ( powder and born.) A
horn cale in which powder is kept for goos,
Swife.
POWDERMILL. Į ( powder and mill.) The
mill in which the ingredients for gun. powder
are ground and mingled. Arburbrot.
POWDER -ROOM . } ( powder and room .) The
part of a ſhip in which the gunpowder is kept.
Waller .
POʻWDER- CHESTS. f. Wooden triangular
cheſts filled with gunpowder, pebble-fones,
and ſuch like materials, let on fire when a thip
is boarded by an enemy :
PO'WDERING- TUB. ( powder and tub .) 1 .
The veſſel in which meat is laleed. More . 2.
The place in which an infected letcher is
phyficked to preſerve him from putrefaction.
Shakeſp :
POʻWDERLY.2. poudreaux ,Pr. from powder. ]
Duſty ; friable. Woodward.
POʻWER. J. ( pouvoir, Fr.) 1 . Commandi
authority ; dominion ; influence. Shakeſp.
2. Influence ; prevalence upon . Becer. 3.
Ability ; force ; reach . Hooker. 4. Strength ;
motive force. Locke. 5. The moving force
of an engine, Wilkins. 6. Animal frengib ;
natural
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practiſes any thing ; one that does any thing
natural ſtrength. Bacon. 7. Faculty of the
habitually . South , 2. One who preſcribes
mind. Davies . 8. Government ; right of go
verning. Milton , 9. Sovereign ; potentate.
med cal treatment. Temple.
Addiſon. 10. One inveſted with dominion. PRACTITIONER . . (from practice.] 1. He
Davies , 11. Divinity. Davies. 12. Hoft ;
who is engaged in the actual exercile of any
army ; military force. Knolles. 13. A large
art . Arbuthnot. 2. One who uſes any lly or
quantity ; a great number.
dangerous art Whitgifte. 3. One who does
thing habitually . South
PO WERABLE. 2. (from power.] Capable of
PRÉCOGNITA.S. ( Latin. ) Things previouſly
performing any thing. Camden.
known in order to underſtand ſomething elſe .
POʻWERFUL. a . (power and full ] 1. One in
Locke.
veſted with command or authority ; potent. 2 .
Forcible ; mighty . Milton. 3. Éficacious. PRAGMA'TICK . 20. ( Trpeézuala .) Meddling ;
POWERFULLY . adv (from powerful )Po- PRAGMATICAL . } impertinently buſy ; al
ſuming buſineſs without invitation. Swift.
tenely ; mightily ; efficacioully ; forcibly .
Tiilijon.
PRAGMATICALLY.adv.(from pragmatical.]
POWERFULNESS. S (from poruerful. ] Power; Meddlingly : impertinently.
PRAGMATICALNESS S.{ from pragmatical.)
efficacy ; might. Hakewill.
POʻWERLESS. a. (from power. ] Weak ; im
The quality of intermeddling without right or
call.
potent. Shakeſp.
POX. F. (poccas, Sax ) 1. Puſtules ; effloreſ- PRAISE . S. (prijs,Dut.) 1. Renown; commen
cencies ; exanthematous eruptions. 2. The
dation ; fame; honour ; celerity . Dryden .
venereal diſeaſe . Wiſeman.
2. Glorification ; tribute of gratitude ; laud.
POY. J. Cappoyo, Spanish ; appuy, poids, Fr.)
Milton . 3. Ground or reaſon of praiſe. Dryden.
A ropedancer's pole.
To PRAISE . v. 0. ( priiſen, Dutch .) 1. To
e
puzzl
To
POZE
v.a.
Pose
To
. See
and
commend ; to applaud ; to celebrate. Miltou.
APPOSE . Glanville .
2. To glorify in worſhip . Pſalms.
PRACTICABLE.6 . ( practicable, Fr.) 1. Per- PRAISEFUL . a . ( praiſe and full. ] Laudable ;
formable ; feaſible ; capable to be practiſed.
commendable . Chapman .
L'Efirange. 2. Aſſailable ; fit to be altailed.
PRAISER . S. (from praiſe.) One who praiſes ;
PRACTIČABLENESS L. (from practicable.) an applauder ; a commender. Sidney.
Poflibility to be performed .
PRAISEWORTHY. a. ( praiſe and worthy.)
PRACTIĆABLE. adv . ( from practicable.) In
Commendable ; deſerving praiſe.Ben.Jabalon.
ſuch a manner as may be periormed . Rogers. PRAME. ). A fiat bottomed boat.
PRACTICAL. a . ( practicus, Lat. ) Relaxing To PRANCE v.a. (pronken, Dutch ) 1. To
ſpriog and bound in high mettle . W 0110n . 2 .
to action ; not merely ſpeculative. Tillosjon .
PRACTICALLY. adv. ( from pradical .) 1 .
To ride gallantly and oftentatiouſly. Addiſon.
In relation to action . 2. By practice ; in real
3. To move in a warlike or ſhowy manner.
fact . Howel.
Swife.
PRACTICALNESS. ſ. from practical.] The To PRANK . v . a . (pronken, Dutch .) To decr
quality of being practical.
rate ; to drels or adjuſt to oftentation. Spenfer,
PRACTICE.S. ( repaxlian.] 1. The habit ofdoing Milion .
any thing : 2. Uſe ; cuſtomary uſe. Tatler. PRANK . f. A frolick ; awildfight; a ludicrous
trick ; a wicked act. Raleigh .
3. Dexterity acquired by habit. Shakeſp. 4 .
Actual performance, diſtinguiſhed from theory. PRA’SON . L. ftipárov .) A leek : alſo a fea
weed as green as a leek. Bailey.
5. Method or art of doing any thing. 6 .
Medical treatment of diſcales. Stokelp . 7 TO PRATE. v. n. (pratin, Dutch .) To talk
Exerciſe of any profeffion. 8. Wicked (tra
careleſly and without weight ; to chatter ; 10
tagem ; bad artifice. Sidney.
talele . Cleaveland,
PRACTICK , a. ( paxlixos.] 1. Relating to PRATE . f. [ from the verb. ) Tattle ; Night
action ; not merely theoretical . Denham . 2 .
talk ; unmeaning loquacity . Denham .
Sly ; artful . Spenfer.
PRATER. S. (from prate.) An idle talker ; %
TO PRACTISÉ . v . a. (apexłonds .] 1. To do chatterer . Southern
.
babicually . Pfalms. 2. To do ; notmerely to PRA’TINGLY. adv. (from prale ) With title
cattle ; with loquacity.
profeſs: as, to practiſe low or phyfick. 3. To
ute in order to habit and dexterity.
PRATIQUE. /. ( Fr. prattica, Italian . ) A
TO PRA'CTISE . V.Q. 1. To bave a habit o
licence for the maſter of a ſhip to traffick in
acting in any manner formed . Waller . 2. To
the ports of Italy upon a certificate, that the
place, from whence he came , is not aonoyed
tranſact ; to negociale ſecretly. Addiſon. 3.
To try artifices. Granville. 4. To ule bad
with any infectious diſeaſe. Bailey.
arts or ſtratagems. Shakeſp. 5. To ule me- TO PRATTLE. 9. ». To taik lightly ; to
dical methods. Temple. 6. To exerciſe any cha: ter ; to be trivia!ly loquacious, Locke.
profeffion.
PRA TTLE. ( from the verb ) Empty talk ;
PRACTISANT. S. [from proflife.) An agent .
trifling loquacity . Shakejp.
Shakeſp.
PRATTLER. j. (from proirle.) A trilling
PRACTISER . F. ( from profile , 1. One that
talker ; : chat;erer. Herbert.
PRAVITY

PRE
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PRAVITY.ſ . (pravilas , Lat.) Corruption ; go before according to the adjuſtment of raak .
PRECEDENCE.... [from precedo,Lat.) 1 .
badneſs ; malignity . South.
PRAWN. S. Å ſmall cruſtaceous 6th like a PRECE'DENCY.S . The act or ſtate of going
before ; priority . 2. Something going before :
Shrimp, but larger. Shakeſp.
ſomething, palt. Shakeſp. 3. Adjuſtment of
TO PRAY . v . n . (frier, Fr. pregare, Ital.) :
To make petitions to heaven. Shakeſp .Tayler. place . Hole. 4. The foremoſt place in cere
2. To entreat ; to aik fubmifſively Dryden. mony. Dryden. 5. Superiority: Locke.
3. I Pray , is a night ceremonious form of PRECEDENT. a. [precedens,Fr. precedens,
introducing a queſtion. Beniley.
Lat.) Former ; going before. Shakeſp. Sowib .
; PRECE'DENT. J. Any thing that is a rule or
To PRAY. v . 0.1. To ſupplicate ; lo2.implore
To
aſk
example to future times ; any thing done
to addreſs with petitions Milton .
before of the ſame kind. Shakejp. Granville.
for as a ſupplicant. Ayliffe 3. To entreat in
PRECE
'DENTLY. adv. ( from precedent, adj.)
ceremony or form.. Ben. Johnſon.
PRAYER.S. ( priere, Fr. ] 1. Petition to heaven. Beforehand .
Taller. 2. Entrealy ; lubmiflive importunity. PRECENTOR . S (precentor, Lat. precenseur,
Fr. ) He that leads the choisi Hammond.
Stillingfleet.
PRAYERBOOK. S. ( prayer and book ) Book PRECEPT. S. [ præceptum , Lat. ) A rule au
thoritatively given ; a mandate . Dryden .
of publick or private devocions. Skakeſp.
PRE'S: ( pre, Lat .) A particle which marks PRECEPTIAL.o .Conſiſting of precepts.Shak.
PRECEʻPTIVE . a (prece pritus, Lat.) Con
priority of time or rank .
To PREACH . v. n . (prædico, Lat. preſcher ,
taining precepts ; giving precepts. L'Eſtrange.
Fr. ) To pronounce a publick diſcourſe upon PRECEPTOR.SI/receptor, Lac. ) A teacher ;
a tutor Blackmore.
ſacred ſubjects. Decay of Piety.
TO PREACH . v. a. 1. To proclaim or publiſh PRECESSION.S . ( præceſſus, Lat.) The act of
in religious orations. Afts. 2. To inculcate
going before .
publickly ; to teach with earneſtneſs. Dryden . PRECINCT. S. (precinctus, Lat. ] Outward
PREACH . ſ. ( preſche, Fr. ) A diſcourſe ; a limit ; boundary. Hooker.
religious oration . Hooker .
PRECIOʻSITY. ( from preriofus, Lat.] 1. Va
lue ; preciouſneſs. 2. Any thing of higla
PREACHER.S . ( prefcbeur, Fr. from preacb.)
1. One who diſcourſes publickly upon religious price. More.
ſubjects. Crapaw . 2. One who inculcates PRECIOUS. o . ( prerieux, Fr. precioſus, Lat.)
any thing with earneſtneſs and vehemence.
1. Valuable ; being of great worth. Addiſon,
Swift.
2. Coſtly; of great price : as , a precious fone.
PREACHMENT. S. ( from preach .) A ſermon
Milion .
PRE’CIOUSLY.adv .(from precious. ]Valuable ;
mentioned in contempt . L'Efrange.
PRE'AMBLE. . (preamble, Fr.) Something to a great price .
previous ; introduction ; preface. Clarendon. PRECIOUSNESS. S. [ from precious.] Valua
bleneſs ; worth ; price Wilkins.
PRE A'MBULARY . Za { from preamble ) Pre
PREAMBULOUS Š vious. Not in ule Browun . PRECIPICE.S. (præcipitium , Lat. ) A bead
PREAPPREHENSION . ſ. ( pre and appre
long ſteep ; á fall perpendicular. Sandys.
bend.] An opinion formed before examination. PRECIPITANCE. F. (from precipitant )
Brown.
PRECI'PITANCYS Rath haſte ; headlong
hurry. Milton.
PREASE . S. Preſs; crowd. Spenſer.
PRECIPITANT. o ( precipitans, Lat.) 1 .
PREASING . part. a. Crouding. Spenſer.
Falling or ruſhing headlong. Philips. 2. Hafty ;
PRE'BEND . ) ( præbenda, low Lac.) 1. A
Kipend granted in cathedral churches. Swift. urged with violent haſte. Pepe. 3. Rafhly
2. Sometimes, but improperly, a ſtipendiary hurried. King Charles.
PRECIPITANTLY. adv. ( from precipitaxi.)
of a cathedral; a prebendary : Bacon,
PREʻBENDARY. ). [ præbendarius, Lat .) A
In headlong halte ; in a tumultuous hurry.
ſtipendiary of a cathedral. Spenſer.
To PRECI'PITATE. v. a. (precipiro, Lat. )
PRECA'RIOUS. a. (precarius , Lat.) Depen .
1. To throw headloog. Wilkins, 2. To haſten
dant ; uncertain, becauſe depending on the
unexpectedly. Harocy. 3. To hurry blindly
will of another ; held by courteſy.
or raihly. Bacon . 4. To throw to the bottom.
PRECA'RIOUSLY . f. [ from precarious.) Un
A term of chymiſtry oppoſed to fublime.
Grew .
certainty ; by dependence ; dependently .
PRECARIOUSNESS./ (from precarious.)Un To PRECIPITATE . v. 6. 1. To fall headlong.
certainty ; dependance on others.
Shakeſp. 2. To fall to the bottom as a ſedi
PRECAUTION. F. (precaution , Fr. ) Preſerva
ment Bacon. 3. To haften without juſt pre
tive caution ; preventive meaſures. Addifon .
paration, Bacon.
To PRECAU’TION . v. a . (precautioner, Fr. ) PRECIPITATE . a . (from the verb ) 1. Steep
To warn beforeband. Locke.
ly falling. Raleigh . 2. Headlong ; hary ;
PRECEDANEOUS, a . Previous ; antecedent
Jaliy halty , Clarendon . 3. Hafty ; violent.
Hale.
Pope.
PREC
Lat.)
1.
PREC
TO
TO
E'DE. v. a. (præcede,
IPITATE.S . A corroſive medicine made
by precipitating mercury . Wiſman .
go before in order of time. Dryden. 2. To
PRECIPI

PRE
PRE
another. Prisr . 2. Anceſtor.
PRECIPITATELY . odv. ( from precipirase.)
1. Headlong : ſteeply down. 2. Hartily ; in PREDESTINA'RIAN. S. [ from predeſtinate.]
blind hurry . Pope.
One that holds the doctrine of predeſtination.
PRECIPITA'TION. f. [from precipitate ) 1 .
Decay of Pieły
The act of throwing headlong Shakeſp. 2. To PREDESTINATE .v. a. (predeftiner,Fr. ]
Violent motion downward. Woodward. 3 :
To appoint beforehand by irreverlible decree.
Shakeſp.
Tumulewous hurry; blind baſe . Woodward.
4. la chymiſtry, lublidency ; contrary to fub- TO PREDE'STINATE.V.n. To hold predeli.
limation. Woodward.
nation. In ludicrous language. Dryden .
PREDESTINA TION . F. ( predeſtination , Fr. )
PRECIPITOUS. 6. (precipitis, Latin.)
Headlong ; ſteep. King Charles. 2. Haſy ; Faral decree ; pre ordination. Raleigh.
ludden. Brown, Evelyn. 3. Rafh ; heady . PREDESTINATOR. S. One that holds prede
Dryden .
Itination or the prevalence of pre -eſtabliſhed
PRECI'SE.c. ( preci'ws, Lat.) 1. Exact ; ſtrict ; neceflity. Cowley.
nice ; having ſtrict and determinate limita. To PREDE’STINE . 0. 4. ( pre and deftine.)
To decree beforehand .
tions Hooker . 2. Formal ; finical. Addiſon.
PRECISELY. adv. ( from precije.) 1. Exaly ; PREDETERMINATION . S. ( predetermina.
rion, Pr.) Determination made beforehand.
nicely ; accurately. Newron. 2. With fuper
Hammind.
ftitious formality ; with toomuch ſcrupulofity.
PRECI SENESS | ( from preciſe.) Exactneſs ; To PREDETERMINE. v .a. ( pre and deter ,
mine . ) To doom or confine by previous decree.
rigid nicety . Walls.
Hale .
PRECISAN.S . ( from preciſe.) 1. One who
limits or reſtrains. Sbakefp. 2. One who is PREDIAL . . ' prædium , Lat.) Confiling of
fuperftitiouſly rigorous. Watts.
farms. Ayliff :.
PRECISION . Y. ( precifion , Fr. ) Exa& limita- PREDICABLE...I predicable,Fr prædicabilis,
rion. Pope.
Lat.) Such as may be affirmed of ſomething.
PRECISIVE. ( from preciſus, Lac.) Exactly PREDICABLE.S.I prædicabile,Lat.)A logical
limiting. Warts.
term , denoting one of the five things which
To PRECLU DE. v. a. ( precludo,Lat.] To ſhut can be affirmed of any thing . Wants .
out or hinder by ſome anticipation. Bentley. PREDICAMENT. ). ( predicament,Fr predi.
PRECOCIOUS..(precocis, Lat.precoce, fr . ]
camentum , Lac ) 1. A claſs or arrangement of
Ripe before the time. Brown .
beings or ſubſtances ranked according to their
nature ; called alla categorema or category.
PRECOCITY . f. [ from precocious.) Ripeneſs
before the time. Howel.
Digby. 2. Cla's or kind deſcribed by any de.
finitive marks . Shakesp.
TO PRECOGITATE. v. a . ( precogite, Lat.)
To confder or ſcheme before hand.
PREDICAMENTAL : 0. ( from predicament.)
PRECOGNITION. S. [ pre and cognitio, Lat.) Relating to predicaments
Previous koowledge; antecedent examina. PRE’DICANT. / [ prædicans, Lat.) One that
cion.
affirms say thing.
PRECONCEIT.S. ( pre and conceis.) An opi- To PREDICATE.w. o. Ipredico, Lat .) To
nion previouſly formed Hecker.
affarm any ibing of another thing. Lecke.
TO PRECONCEIVE.v.a. præ and conceive.) To PRE'DÍCATE. v, n. To affirm or ireak.
Haie.
To form an opinion before hand ; to imagine
before hand . Soweb .
PREDICATE. S. ( predicatum , Lac .] That
PRECONCE PTION . F. ( pre and conception.)
which is affirmed of the ſubject ; as, man is
rational
Opinion previouſly formed. Hakewill.
PRÉCONTRACT.1 . A contract previous to PREDICATION. F. ( predicatio, Lat. from
another Shakeſp .
predicate.) Afirmacion concerning any thing.
TO PRECONTRACT. 7. a. To contract or Locke.
TO PREDICT . , a . ( predi&tus,Lac ITo fore
bargain beforehand. Ayliff .
cell ; to foreſhow . Gov. of the Tongue,
PRECURSE S. (from præcurre,Lac. ]Forerun
PREDICTION.
S. [ grædictis,Lac ) Propheſy ;
bing. Shokeip.
PRECURSOR.S. ( precurſor, Lat .) Forerun
declaration of ſomething fucure . S: wib .
ner ; harbinger . Pope.
PREDICTOR. /: [from predel.) foreteller.
Swife.
PREDACEOUS. o. (irom prada, Lac ) Living
PREDIGESTION . S. ( pre and digefiion ) Di
by prey . Derbam .
geſtion too fron performed. Bacon
PREDAL. a. ( from grada, Lat. ) Robbing ;
practiſing plunder. Sa , Beyſe
TO PREDISPO SĖ . s a. ( pre and diſpoſe.)
PREDATORY . a . I predatorius, Lal.) 1 .
To adapt previouſly to any certain purpo.e .
Plundering ; practiſing rapine. Bacon . 2. South .
Hungry ; preying ; rapacious; ravenous.Bec. PREDISPOSITION. S. ( pre and difpofition .)
PREDECEASED ...( pre and deccafod .] Dead
Previous adaptation to any certain purpole.
before. Sbakefp.
Wileman .
PREDECESSOR. J. ( predeceffeur, Fr.) 1. PREDOMINANCE . ? f. ( pre and demine,
Dec shav was jo apy rate or place before PREDOMINANCY . ) Lat.] Prevalence ; los
4 F
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above another ; election of one rather thaa
periority ; aſcendency ; ſuperior influence .
Brown.
another . Spratt.
PREDOMINANT.a . predeminant,Fr.]Preva. PREFERMENT.S [ from prefer.) 1. Advance
lent ; ſupremein influence; aſcendency Shake.
ment to a higher ſtation. Shakeſp . 2. A place
TO PREDOMINATE. v . n. ( predominer, Fr.)
of honour or profit.L'Eſtrange, 3. Preference ;
To prevail ; to be aſcendent ; to be ſupreme act of preferring Brown .
in infuence Newtor .
PREFERER . f.[ from prefer .) One who pre
fers.
TO PRE ELECT. v. a. ( pre and elect ] To
TO PREFIGURATE . V. a. ( pre and figuro,
chufe by previous decree.
Lat. ) To Thew by an antecedent reprelenia
PRE’EMINENCE. F. (pre-eminence,Fr.] 1. Su
tion.
periority of excellence Addiſon.2.Precedence ;
priority of place. Hooker. ' 3. Superiority of PREFIGUR A’TIONS. (from prefigurate .) An
power or in Auence . Brown
tecedent repreſentation . Norris
PREʻEMINENT...( pre-eminent,Fr.) Excellent To PREFIGURE. v . a. ( pre and figure,
Lat . ) To exhibit by antecedent repreichtau
above others. Milion , Spralt.
PRE'EMPTION . J. (preem rio, Let. ] The on. Hammond .
right of purchaſing before another. Corew .
To PREFINE . v a . ( prafinio, Lat.) To limit
beforehand. Knolles.
TO PREEN . v. a . I prijnen , Dulj To trim the
feathers of birds, to enable them to glide To PREFIX va ( prafigo, Lat.) 1 . To
more eaſily through the air. Bailey.
appoine beforehand. Sandys.2. To ſettle ; lo
TO PREENGAGE. v . a .( præ and engage ] To
eſtabliſh . Hale.
engage by precedent lies or contracts . Rogers PREFIX . f. [ præfixum , Lat .) Some particle
PREENGAGEMENT. f. [ trom preengage. )
put before a word, to vary its ſignification.
C'arke, Brown .
Precedent obligation . Boyle.
TO PREESTA'ELISH v a. ( fra and eſtabliſh .] PREFIXION.J. ( prefixion, Fr. from prifix .]
To ſettle beforehand .
The act of prefixing.
PREESTABLISHMENT.S.(from preeſtablip .} TO PREFORM . v . a. ( pra and form .] To form
Settlement beforehand .
beforehand. Shakeſp :
TO PREEXIST. v.a. ( pre and exifto, Lat.) PREʻGNANCY.S. (from pregnant.] 1. The
To exiſt beforehand. Dryden .
ſtate of being with young. Ray. 2. Fertility ;
PREEXI'STENCE . L. I preexiſtence, Fr. ) Ex
fruit'ulneſs ; inventive power ; acutenels.
iſtence beforehand ; exiſtence of the ſoul be
Swift.
prægnans, Lat ]1. Teeming ;
PREGNANT.a.(
.
Addison
the
body.
with
its
union
fore
breeding. Prior. 2. Fruitful; fertile ; imprego
PREEXISTENT a ! preexiftent, Fr. ) Exiſtent
beforehand ; preceding in exiſtence. Pope.
nating. Dryden. 3. Full of conſequence.
PREʻFACE. ) : (preface,Fr. )Something ſpoken
Woodward. 4. Evident; plain ; clear ; full,
introductory to che inain deſign ; introduction ;
Shakeſp. 5. Eaſy to produce any thing.Shakeſ,
ſomething proemial. Peacham.
6. Free ; kind. Sbakelp.
TO PRE FACE. v . n. ( præfari, Lat. ) To lay PREGNANTLY adv. 1 . Fruitſully . 2. Fully ;
plainly ; clearly. Soulb .
ſomething introductory . Specta!or .
TO PREFACE.0.0.1. To introduce by ſome PREGÚSTA'TION . F. ( præ and gufto, Lat .)
thing proemial . Somibern . 2. Toface ; to cover. The act of laſting before another.
Cleoveland ,
TO PREJUDGE. v . a. ( prejuger, Fr.) To
PRE FACER. L. [ from preface.] The writer of determine any queſtion beforehaod; generally
to condemn beforehand . Swift.
a preface . Dryden.
PREFATORY.C . (from preface.) Introductory. TO PREJUDICATE. v. a . I pre and judico,
Dryden.
Lat . ) To determine beforehand to diladvad
PREFECT. S. [ prafeftus, Lat . ) A governor ; tage . Sandys.
PREJUDICATE a.(from the verb.) 1. Form
Commander . Ben. Jehalen .
PREFECTURES (Prefetture,Fr.præfelura,
ed by prejudice ; formed before examination.
Waits. 2. Prejudiced ; prepoſielted. Brown.
Lar . ] Command ; office of government.
TO PREFER . v . a . (preferer, Fr. prefero, PREJUDICATION S Cirom prejudicare] The
Lat .) 1. To regard one more than another. act of judging beforehand.
Rome. 2. To advance; to exalt ; to raiſe . l'ope. PRE JUDICE .J. [ (prejudicium , Lat.) 1. Pre
potlenion ; jurigment formed beforehand with
3. To offer folemnly ; to propoſe publickly ;
out examination Clarendon, 2. Michiel ; de
to exhibit. Daniel, Sandys.
PREFERABLE ...( preferable, Pr.fromprefer.)
triment; hurt ; injury. Bacen .
Eligible before ſomething elſe . Locke.
TO PREJUDICE.v.a. ( trom the noun . ]
PREFERABLENESS. Į ( trom preferable.]
To prepoſſeſs with uoexamined opin ons : to
611 with prejudices, Prier . 2. To obtructor
The face of being preferable.
PREFERABLY . adv. ( from freferable ) 10
injure by prejudices previouſly railed. Whilpif.
preference ; in ſuch a manner as lo preler one
3. To injure ; to hurk; to diminish ; to impair.
ihing to another . Dennis.
Prier .
PREFERENCE.S.I preference,Pr.fron prefer.) PREJUDICIAL.« ( prejudiciable, Fr. ) 1. Ob
The act of preterring ; eſtimation of one thing
Hrustive by means of oppoute prepofle floos.
2. Con
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2. Contrary ; oppoſite.Hooker. 3.Miſchievous; | PRE’MISS. S. ( præmiffum, Lat. ) Anteceden !
hurtful; injurious ; detrimental. Atterbury
propofition. Waris.
PREJUDICIALNESS. !. {from prejudicial. ] PREMIUM S. ( premium, Lat.) Something
given to invite a loan or a bargain. Addiſon ..
The ſtate ofbeing prejudicial ; miſchievouſoeſs.
PRE'LACY S. (from prelate.) 1. The dignity or To PREMO'NISH . v. a . ( premoneo, Lat.) . To
waro or admoniſh beforehand.
poſt of a prelate or eccleſiaſtick of the higheſt
order. Ayliffe. 2. Epifcopacy ; the order of PREMO'NISHMENT. L. ( from premoniſ . ]
Previous information . Wotton.
biſhops. Dryden. 3. Biſhops. Hooker.
PRELATE. F. ( prelat, Fr. prælatus, Lat.) An PREMONITION.S. (from premoniſh. ) Previ
eccleſiaſtick of the higheſt order and dignity
ous notice ; previous intelligence . Chapman.
PREMONITORY. a . ( from pre and moneo ,
Shakelp.
PRELA'TICAL . a . (from prelate.] Relating to
Lat .) Previouſly adviſing.
TO PREMONSTRATE.v.a. [ pre and monfire
Prelate or prelacy.
PRELATION.S. ( preelatus, Lat.) Preference ;, Lat ) To Mow beforehand.
PREMUNIREP. ( Latin .] 1. A writ in the
ſetting of one above the other. Hale.
36. ( prelatura, Lat.) common law ,whereby a penalty is incurrable,
PRELATURESHIP , } The ſtate or dignity
as infringing ſome ſtatute. Bramboll 2 The
of a prelate.
penalty fo incurred. 3. A difficulty ; a diſtreſs.
PRELECTION . S. [ præleflio, Lat. ] Reading; PREMUNI'TION . : (from præmunio, Lat. )
lecture. Hale.
An anticipation of objection .
PRELIBA'TION . ! ( from prælibo, Lat.) Taſte To PRENO'MINATE. v.a. [ prænomino,Lat.)
beforehand ; effuſion previous to taſting.More
To forename. Shakeſp .
PRELIMINARY . a . ( preliminaire, Fr.) Pre- PRENOMINATION.ſ.( pre and nomino,Lat.)
vious ; introductory : proemial. Dryden.
The privilege of being named firſt Brown.
PRELIMINARY . J. Something previous; pre- PRENO'TION : 1. ( prenotion , Fr.) Foreknow
paratory meaſures. Notes on Iliad.
ledge ; preſcience.
PRELU DE.S. (præludium , Lat. }ı . Someſhort PRENTICE.S : 1 from apprentice. ] One bound
flight of mufick played before a full concert. to a maſter, in order to inſtruction in a tradę.
2. Something introductory; ſomething that
Shakeſp
PRENTICESHIP.S. (from prentice .) The ſer
only ſhews what is to follow Addiſon ,
TO PRELUDE. v . n. ( preluder, Fr. præludo, vitude of an apprentice . Pope.
Lat. ) To ſerve as an introduction ; to be pre- PRENUNCIATION. S. [ prænuncis,Lat.) The
vious to. Dryden.
ast of telling before .
PRELU'DIOUS. a . [from prelude.) Previous ? PREOCCUPANCY / (from preoccupate.)The
act of taking poffeffion before anoiher.
introductory. Cleaveland .
TRELU DIUM.S. ( Latin .) Prelude . Drydeni To PREOCCUPATE . ». a . I presccuper , Fr. ]
PRELU'SIVE. a. ( from prelude ] Previous ;
1. To anticipate . Bacan. 2. To prepoffels; to
introductory ; proemial Thompon.
fill with prejudices . Wotton
PREMATU RE. a. ( prematurus, Lat . ] Ripe PREOCCUPA'TION. S: ( prescimpatior, Fr.) 1 .
Anticipation 2. Prepoſſestion. 3. Anticipation
100 foon ; formed before the time ; too early ,
too fuon ſaid or done ; too haſty. Hammond .
of objection. South.
PREMATURELY. adv. ( from premature .) To PREOCCUPY v . a . To prepoſſeſs ; to
Too early ; 100 foon ; with too han ripeneſs, occupy by anticipation or prejudices. Arburk .
PREMATURENESS. 1. ( from premature.) To PRE OMINATI . v. a. ( pre and ominor,
PREMATURITY
} ! fotonepermanente ? Lat.) To prognofiicate ; to gather from omens
unreaſonable earliners
any future event. Brown,
TO PREME'DITATE.v.a . { præmedicor, Lat.) PREOPINIONI.Ipra and opinio,Lat ]Opinion'
antecedently formed ; prepofTeffion. Brown .
To contrive or form beforehand ; to conceive
beforeband . Dryden .
TO PREORDAIN . v . a . ( pre and ordain .) To
TO PREMEDITATE . P. # To have formed
ordain beforehand. Hammond,
in the mind by previous meditation ; to think PREORDINANCE. S. [ præ and ordinance.)
beforehand . Hooker .
Antecedent decree ; firſt decree . Shakeſp .
PREMEDITATION.S. ( præmeditatio, Lat.] PREORDINATION . !. ( from preordain.jThe
act of preordaining :
Act of meditating beforehand. More.
PRE MICES. / I primitiæ, Lat premices, Fr. ) PREPARA’TION .) [ preparatie,Lat.) 1. The
Firſt fruits . Dryden.
act of preparing or previoody fitting any thing
PREMIER . aa.. ( French ) Firſt ; chief. Camden . to any purpoſe. Woke. 2. Previous meaſures.
Burnel 3 Ceremonious introduction.Shakeſp ,
To PREMISE . v. a . ( premillus, Lat. ] 1. To
explain previouſly ; to lay down premiſes.
4. The act of making or fitting by a regular
proceſs. Arbutbno .. 5. Any thing made bypro
Burnet. 2. To ſend before the time. Shokelp
TO PREME’RIT. v.o ( premereor, Lat . ] To
ceſs of operation. Brown.6 . Accompliſhmeot;
delerte before. King Charles.
qualification. Shakesp .
PREMISES.S . ( premilla, Lat. ) 1. Propoſitions PREPARATIVE. c . ( preparatif, Fr. ) Having
antecedently ſuppoſed or proved . Hooker . 2. Io
the powerof preparing or qualifying. South.
PREPARATIVE . a .I preparatif, Fr. ) Having
dow laoguage, boules or lands,
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the power of preparing or qualifying . South plied to perſons : fooliſh ; abſurd . Shakelp :
PREPARATIVE.S. I prepararif, Fr.) 1. That PREPO'STEROUSLY.adv.(from preposteria's)
which has the power of preparing or previouſly In a wrong fruation; abſurdly. Beniley.
filling. Decay of Piety. 2. That which is done PREPO'STEROUSNESS.). (from prepofteroes ]
Abſurdiiy; wrong order or method.
in order to ſomething elle. Souib.
PREPARATIVELY.adv . (from preparative.) PREʻPOTENCY. I prepotentia, Lat. ] Supe
Previouſly : by way preparation.
rior power ; predomidance. Brown.
PREPARATORY. n. ( preporatoire, Fr. ) .. PREPUCE. S [ præputium , Lat ) That which
Antecedently neceffary . Tilloifon . 2. lotro
covers the glans; foreikin. Wiſe.
ductory previous"; antecedeni. Hale.
TO PREREQUIRE. v.o. ( pre and require.)
TO PREPARE.v.a ( prepare, Lat. ) 1. To fil
To demand previoufly. Hammond.
for any thing ; to adjust to any ule ; to make PRERE'QUISITE... ( pre sod requifire.)
teady for any purpoſe.Blackmore. 2. To quality Something previouſly neceſſary. Hale.
for any purpole. Addiſon. 3. To make ready PREROGATIVE / [ prerogativa,low Lat.) AR
beforehind . Milton. 4. To forin ; to make. excluſive or peculiar privilege. Sidney, Knolles,
Pſalms. 5. To make by regular proceſs : as, PREROGATIVED . 1. ( from prerogatier. )
be prepared a medicine,
Having an exclusive privilege ; having prero
TO PREP'ARE. V. n. 1. To take previous
galive. Shakeſp.
meaſures, Peacham. 2. To make cvery thing PRESA'GE. S. prefage, Fr. præfagiam , I.ar.)
Prognoftick ; preſention of futurity. Addiſon.
ready ; to put things in order. Shakeſp. 3. To
make one's ſelf ready; lo put himſelf in a To PRESA'GE. v.a. (prefager, Fr. prajagi?,
itace of expectation.
Lat. ] 1. To forebode ; to foreknow ; to foretel;
PREPARE.S. (from the verb.) Preparation ;
to prophely . Milrox. 2. To foretokea ; to
foreſhow . Shakelp.
previous meaſures. Skakelp.
PREPAREDLY. adv. (from prepared.) By PRESA GEMENT.S: [from preſage.] 1. Fore
bodement; preſenfion. Wester . 2 . Fore
proper precedent meaſures. Skakelp.
PREPAREDNESS. f. (from prepare.) State
token Brown.
or act of being prepared; as, be's in a pre- PRESBYTER. S. (* perfír:p .) 1. A prieſt.
paredneſs for his finalexit.
Hooker. 2. A preſbyterian. Butler.
PREPARER. S. (from prepare.) 1. One that PRESBYTERIAN. a . (opeo ellep @ .. ) Confifting
prepares ; one that previouſly fis. Worton , 2. of elders ; a term for a modern form of eccle
That which fits for any thing Mortimer.
ſiaſtick government. King Charles.
PREPE'NSE. } a. I poapenfus, Lat ) Fore . PRESBYTE'RIAN . 1. (trom prefbyrer.) An
PREPE'NSED . Schought i preconceived ; con
abbettor of prefbytery or calviniſtical diſcip
trived beforehand : as, malice prepenſe.
line. Swift .
TOPREPO'NDER. v . a . (from preponderate.) PRESBYTE RY.S. (from profbyter. ) Body of
To outweigh. Wollon .
PREPONDERANCY } 'adecom preponder: PRE SCIENCE. (preſcience,Fr. Foreknow
ledye; knowledge of future things. South.
outweighing ; fuperiority of weight. Locke. PRE SCIENT. a . ( prafciens, Lac.] Foreknow
TO PREPO'NDERATE . v. a. I prepondero, ing : prophetick . Bocor .
Lat .) 1 . To outweigh , to overpower by PRESCIOUS. a . ( prafcius, Lat ) Having fore
weight . Glanville, 2. To overpower by ſtrong
knowledge. Dryden .
er influence.
TO PRESCIND . v. a. Ipræfcindo, Lat.) To
TO PREPONDERATE . v.n.
To exceed
cut off ; to abflraet. Norris
in weight. Beniley. 2. To exceed in influence PRESCINDENT . a. prafrindexs, Lat.) Ab
or power analogous to weight. Locke
Atracting. Choyne.
PREPONDER A TION ! (trom preponderate.) To PRESCRIBE. v.a. ( pralcribs, Lat.) ! . To
The act or face of outweighing any thing. let down authoritatively ; to order ; to direct .
Waits.
Hooker, 2. To direct medically . Seeift.
TO PREPOʻSE. v.o. ( prepoſer, Fr.) To pul To PRESCRIBE. v. n . 1. To iafuence by long
before .
cuſtom . Browr. 2. To influence arbitrarily.
PREPOSITION. S. [ prepoſicion ,Fr.præpoforio, Locke. 3. ( Priſerire, Fr. ) To form a cuſtom
which has the force of law . Arbuthnor. 4. to
Lat ) In grammar, a particle governing a
cafe Clarke.
write medical directions and formsof medi .
cine. Pepe.
PREPOSITOR . S. [ freepolicor,Lat.) A ſcholar
appointed by thematter iu overlook the reſt. PRESCRIPT.a. ( preſeripias, Lat .) Directed ;
TO PREPOʻSSESS. v. a. I præ and follofs .) To accuracely laid down in a precept . Hooker,
till with an opinion unexamined ; to preju- PRE'SCRIPT ).( præfcripium ,Lat.] Direction ;
dice. Wiſeman
precept ; model prescribed . Miltor.
PREPOSSESSION . S. ( from prepeljefs.) 1. PRESCRIPTION.S. ( præfcriprio, Latin ] 1 .
Preoccupation ; first poſieffion . Hammond. 2 .
Rules produced and authoriſedby loog cuttom ;
Prejudice ; preconceived opinion. Soush.
cuſtom continued till it has the force of law .
PREPOʻSTEROUS. a . ( præpofterus, Lac.) 1
South. 2. Medical receipt. Temple
Having that first which ought to be lait ; PRESEANCE. S. ( prefrance ,.Fr.) Priority of
PRE' .
place in giving. Carow .
wrong ; abiad ; perverscu. Dinkan. 2. AD
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PRESENCE . S ( preſence, Fr. prefentia, Lat.)! Making preſent.
!, State of being prelent ; contrary to abſence. PRESENTI'FICKLY. adv.(from preſentifick.)
In ſuch a manner as to make preſent. More.
Shakeſp. 2. Approach face to face to a great
perſonage. Daniel. 3. State of being in the PRESENTLY . adv. ( from preſent.] s . At
view of a ſuperior. Milton. 4. A number preſent ; at this time ; now . Sidney. 2. Im
aſſembled before a great perſon. Shakeſp. S. mediately ; Soon after. Soweb.
Porti air ; mien ; demeanour. Collier. 6. PRESENTMENT.S.( from prefens ) 1. The act
Room in which a prince Mhews himſelf to his of preſenting. Shakeſp. 2. Any thing preſented
court. Spenfer. 7. Readineſs at need ; quick
or exhibited; repreſentation.Milren . 3. In law ,
nets at expedients. Waller. 8. The perſon of prefeniment is a mere denunciation of the jur
a ſuperior. Milton .
ors themſelves, or ſome other officer, as jur
tice, cooltable , ſearcher, ſurveyors, and,with
PRESENCE-CHAMBER . ? S: ( Freſence and
PRESENCE -ROOM.
S chamber or room .)
out any information, of an offence inquirable
in the court to which it is preſented Cowel.
The room in which a great perſon receives
PREÄSENTNESS . ). ( from prefens.) Preſence of
company. Addifon .
mind ; quickneſs at emergencies. Clarendon,
PRESE'NSION . S. [ prafenfo, Lat ) Perception
PRESERVATION. ſ. (from preferve.) The
beforeband. Broqun.
act of preferving ; care to preſerve. Davies.
PRE'SENT. 6. ( preſens, Fr. præfens, Lat.) !
Not ablent; being face to face; being at hand. PRESE'ÉVATIVE. f. I prefervasif, French. ]
Taylor. 2. Not palt ; nos future. Prior . 3. That which has the power of preſerving i
Ready at hand ; quick in emergencies. L'Efr. ſomething preventive . Hooker.
4. Favourably attentive ; not aeglectful; pro TO PRESERVE . v. 6. ( prajerco, low Lat. )
1. To ſave ; 1o defend from deſtruction or
pitious. Ben . Jokugon . 5. Unforgotten ; noi
negietful. Walls. 6. Not abſtracted ; not
any evil ; to keep. 2 Tim . iv. 18. 2. To
leaſon fruit and other vegetables with ſugar ,
ablent of mind ; atcentive.
and in other proper pickles.
The PRESENT. Ao elliptical expreffion for Ibe
PRE-SERVE. ). (from theverb.) Fruit preſery
prefens time; the time now exiſting. Rewe.
di PRESENT. a . (preſent, Fr. ) Acthe preſent ed whole in lugar. Mortimer,
PRESERVER . I. ( from preſerve.) 1. One who
time ; now. Addifon.
PREʻSENT.s. ( preferi, Fr.) 1. A gift ; a dona
preſerves ; one who keeps from ruin or mis
. Addiſon. 2. He who makes preſerves
cive ; fomething ceremoniouſly given . Sbakeſp. chief
of fruit.
2. A letter or mandate exhibited. Shakelp.
TO PRESE'NT. v. a ( prefento, low Lat!! ..TO PRESIDE. a . r. ( from prefideo, Latin ;
To placein the preſence of a ſuperior. Milnor. prefider, Fr.) To be fec over ; to have au
2. To exhibit to view or notice. Shakeſp. 3. To thority over. Dryder.
offer; to exhibit. Miltor. 4. To give formally PRESIDENCY. T: ( prefidence, French, from
and ceremoniouſly . Prior . 5. To pue joto the prefidens.) Superintendance. Ray.
hands of another. Dryden. 6. To favourwith PRE SIDENT. !? ( prafidens, Lat.) 1. One
gifts. Dryden, 7. To prefer to eccleſiaſtical
placed with authority over others. Watt :. 2 .
Governour : prefe &t .Brereword . 3. A tutela
benefices. Atterbury. 8. To offer openly . ry
power . Waller.
Hayward. 9. To introduce by ſomething ex.
hibited to the view or notice. Spenſer. 10. TO PRESIDENTSHIP: S. ( from profideni .] The
office and place of preſident Hooker.
lay before a court of judicature , as an object
PRESIDIAL, a. ( prefidium , Lac. ] Relating to
of enquiry . Swift.
PRESENTA'NEOUS. a . (preſentaneus, Lat.)
a garriſon.
TO PRESS. v . e . (preffer, Fr.) 1. To ſqueeze ;
Ready ; quick ; immediate. Harvey.
to cruſh . Milion. 2. To diſtrels ; to cruſh with
PRESENTABLE.6. (from preſent.jWhat may
calamities. Shakeſp. 3. To conſtrain ; to
be preſented . Ayliffe .
PRESENTA'TIÓN. S. (preſentation , Fr.) !. compel ; to u ge by neceflity. Hooker . 4. To
drive by violence. Shakeſp. s. To affect ſtrong
The act of preſenting. Hooker. 2. The act of
offering any one to an ecclefiaftical benefice.
ly . Aas xviii. 5. 6. To entorce ; to inculcace
with argument or importunity. Felton . 7. To
Hak . 3. Exhibition. Dryden.
urge ; to bear ſtrongly on. Boyle, 8. To com
PRESENTATIVE. a. (from preſent. ) Such as
chat preſentation may be made of ic. Spelman.
preſs ; to hug, as in embracing. Smith. 9. To
PRESENTLE './. [from prelenté, Fr.) One pre
act upon with weight. Dryden. 10. To make
earneſt.
Bacon , il . To force into military
lenced 10 a benefice. Ayliffe.
ſervice. Sbakelp.
PRESENTER. F. (from preſent. One that preo
TO PRESS. v. n, 1. To act with compulſive
leats. L'Eſtrange.
violence ; to urge ; to diſtreſs. Tillosjon. 2 .
PRESENTIAL, a . ( from prefent.) Suppoſing
To go forwaru with violence to any project.
actual preſence. Norris.
Krolles. 3. To make invaſion ; to eacroach .
PRESENTIALITY.S. (from preſential.] State
Pope. 4. 'To croud ; to throng. Mar.ji. 10.
of being preſent. Somib.
5. To come unleaſonably or importunately,
TO PRESENTIATE, v. e. (from preferr )To
6 To urge with vehemence and importunity..
make a prelent. Grow .
PRESENTIFICK . a. (prafers and facio, Lac ) Bacon . ;. To ad upon jafiucace. Addifon.
8. T
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preſumptuouſneſs. Dryden. 5. Unreafooable
8. To Press upon . Toinvade ; to puſh againſt.
confidence of divine favour Rogers.
Pope.
PRÉSS . F. ( preffoir, French, from the verb .] 1. PRESUMPTIVE . a. ( prelomprive, Fr. ) 1 .
Taken by previous ſuppofition . Lecke. 2 .
The inſtrument by which any thing is cruſhed
dr Squeezed. Hag ii. 16. 2. The inſtrument by + Suppoſed : as , the preſumptive brir ; oppoſed
to the heir apparent. 3. Confident ; arrogant ;
which books are printed. Shakeſp. 3. Crowd ;
tumult ; throng. Hooker. 4 A kind of wooden preſumpluous. Brown.
cale or frame for cloathsand other uſes. Shak. [ PRESUMPTUOUS . a. (preſumptraux, Fr.) 2 .
Arrogant ; confident: infolent. Shakeſp . 2 .
5. A commiflion to force men into military
ſervice. Raleigh.
Irreverent with reſpect to holy things. Milton.
PRESSBED . J. ( from preſs and bed .) Bed Co PRESUMPTUOUSLY adv (from preſumplus
ous ) 1. Arrogantly : irreverently. Aldiſon . 2 .
formed as to be ſhut up in a caſe .
With vain and groundiefs confidence in divine
PRESSER. L. from prejs.] One that preſſes or
favour. Hammond,
works at prels. Swift.
S. [from prefume
PRESSCANG S. ( preſs and gang.] A crew PRESUMPTUOUSNESSprefumptuous
; con
Tuous.] Quality of being
that ſtroles about the ſtreets to force men into
fidence ; irreverence.
naval ſervice.
PRESSINGLY. advi ( From preſſing.] with PRESUPPOSAL I. ( pre and ſuppofal.) Sup
force ; clofely .
poſal previouſly formed. Hooker .
PRESSION ſ ( from preſs.] The act of prer- To PRESUPPO SC.v. a (preſuppoſer,Fr. pre
fing. Newton
andſuppoje.) To fuppofe as previous. Hooker,
PRESSITANT. a. Gravitating ; heavy. More PRESUPPOSITION .' F. ( preſuppoſition, Fr. )
PRE'SSMAN . S. (preſs and mon .) 1. One who Suppoſition previouſly formed .
forces another into ſervice ; one who forces PRESURMISE . . ( pre and ſurmiſe ] Sur
away. Chapman. 2. One who makes the im
miſe previoully formed. Shake, p.
pretion of print by the preſs : diſtinct from the PRETENCE .T. ( prvelenlus, Lat.] 1. A false
compofitor, who ranges the types.
argument grounded upon fictitious poſtulates.
Tilictfen. 2. The act of ſhowing or alleging
PRE'SSMONEY.S. ( preſs andmoney.) Money
what is not real. Clarendon , W okr. 3. Allumpe
given to a ſoldier when he is taken or forced
tion
; claim to notice. Evelyn. 4. Claim true
into the ſervice. Gay.
PRESSURE. F. [ from preſs.] 1. The act of or falſe. Milton . 5. Something threatened, or
prefſing or cruſhing. 2. The ſtate of being
held out to terrifý. Shakeſp.
preſſed or cruſhej 3 : Force acting againſt To PRE TE'ND. a ( præsendo, Lat ) 1. To
hold out; to ftretch forward. Dryden . 2. To
any thing : gravitation ; preſſion . Newton . 4.
portend ; to føreſhow . Hayward. 3. To make
Violence inflicted ; oppreflion. Bacon. 5. Afflic.
any
tion : grievance ; dittrels. Atterbury. 6. Im
rance of having; 10 allege fallely .
Miltappea
on . 4. To ſhow hypocritically. Decay of
preſion ; ftamp ; character made by imprel
Piety. 5. To hold out as a deluſive appearance,
fion. Shakeſp.
n. 6. To elaim . Dryden .
PREST . 6. ( preſt or prêt, Fr.) 1. Ready ; not TOMilto
PRETEND. v. m .
dilatory . 2. Neat ; tight.
1. To put in a claim
truly or fallely . Dryden . 2. To preſume on
PREST. F.( prejl , Fr.) A loan . Bacon .
PRESTIGATION . (prefigario, Lat.) A de
ability to do any thing; to profels preſumptu .
ceiving ; a juggling ; a playing legerdemain . ouſly Brown .
Diet,
PRETE'NDER.S. ( from protend ]One who lags
PRESTIGES. P. (præftigie , Lat. ] Illuſions ; claim to any thing Pope.
PRETENDINGLY. adv. ( from pretending ;}
impoſtures ; juggling tricks,
Arrogantly ; preſumptuouſly. Cullier.
PRESTO.s . ( prefto, Italian .) Quick ; at once.
Swift.
PRETENSIONS (pratenfio, Lat ] 1. Claim
true or falfe. Swifi 2. Fictitious appearance.
PRESUMABLY. adv. ( from preſume.) With
Bacon .
out examination . Brown.
TO PRESUME. V. n . ( prefumer, Fr. praſumo, PRETER.ſ . ( præter , Lat .) A particle, which,
prefixed to words of Latin originals, tignifies
Lat. ] 1. To ſuppoſe ; to believe previouſly
bekde.
without examination . Milton . 2. To ſuppoſe ;
to affirm wichout immediate proof Brown . 3 PRETERIMPERFECT. Q. In grammar, de
notes the tenfe not perfe &t'y paft.
To venture without pofitive leave . Milch. 4
To form confident or arrogantopinions. Loake PRETERIT.a. [ preterii, French ; praleritas,
Lat. Part .
5. To make confident or arrogant attempts
Hooker .
PRETERITION . S.( preteritisn , French ; from
PRESU’MÉR . S. [ from preſume.) One that pre
preterit.] The act of going pait ; the ſtate of
being paſt.
ſuppoſes; an arrogantperſon . Worton.
PRESUMPTION. S. ( præfumptus, Lat. pre PRETERITNESS . S. ( from preterit.) State of
being paſt ; not preſence ; not fulurity.
fumption, Fr.) 1. Suppoſition previeuſly form .
ed. K. Charles. 2. Confidence grounded on any PRETERLAPSED . a. Ipræterlapu , Lat )
thing preſuppoſed. Clarender . 3. An argument
Paft and gone, Walker .
Rrong, but not demonttrative. Hooker. 4. Ar- PRETERLE'GAL. 4. ( preter and legal.) Not
pogance ; confidence blind and adventurous ; agrecable to law. K. Charles,
PRE
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PRETERMISSIONS [ pretermiffion, Fr. pre Tohinder,
PREʻVENT. v.a. ( prævenie, Lat .) To
termiſie , Lat.) The act of omitting .
Latin: ; tofre
( prævenio,
a. before
PREVE
TO PRETERMIT. v.a. ( prætermitto, Latin. ) | TOvenir
go
as a guide
1. .To.go
, Fr ] NT
To paſs by . Bacon.
Cemmor
Prayer.
eaſy.
way
the
making
before,
natural
and
(preter
.
a.
PRE TERNATURAL
Different from what is natural ; irregular. Sow :b
2. To go be ore ; to be betore ; lo anticipate.
Bacon . 3 . To preoccupy ; to preergage ; to
PREʻTERNATURALLY. adv. ( trom preler
attempt firſt. King Charles. 4. To hinder ; 10
natural ) la a manner different from the
obviate : to obſtruct. Atterbury.
common order of nature . Bacon .
PREVENT. v. «. To comebeforethe time.
PRE’TERNATURALNESS. 5 ( from freter- TOBacon
,
natural.) Manner different from the order or
PREVENTER . f. [ from prevent. ] 1. One that
nature .
PREʻTERPERFECT.G 'præterisum perfe&tum , goes before. Bacon 2. One that hinders ; an
hinderer : an obftruéter.
Lat . ) A grammatical term applied to the tenie,
PREVENTION . S. (prevention, French , from
which denotes time abfolutely past.
pratenium , Lat . ) 1. The act of going before .
PRI TERPLUPERFECT.a.fratericum plus
Wilton . 2. Preoccupation ; anticipation Shak .
quam ferfectum , Lat. ) The grammatical epithet
3. Hindrance ; obilsusliun. Milton . 4 Preju
for ene tenſe denoting time relatively pait, or
dice ; prepostefion. Dryden .
part beore ſome other part time.
PRETEXT. J. (pretextus,Latin ) Pretence ; PREVENTIONAL. a . ( from prevention. )
Tending to prevention.
falle appeararce ; falſe allegation Daniel.
PRETOR . L. (prator , Lail The Roman PREVENTIVE .c. (from prevent.] 1. Tending
. Bacon . 2. Preſervative ; hindering
judge . It is now ſometimes taken for a niayor. to hinder
ill . Brown
Siectator.

PRETORIAN a. ( pratoriarus, Latin ; fre. PREVENTIVE, S. (from prevent.) A preſer
vative ; that which prevents ; an antidote .
terier , Fr ) Judicial ; exerciled by the pretor. PREVE
NTIVELY. adv. ( from preventive.) In
Bacon .
ſuch a manner as tends to prevention. Brosur .
PRETTILY. adv . ( from pretry.) Neatly ; ele
PREVIOUS. a. (previus, Lat.) Antecedent ;
gently ; pleaſingly . Bacon.
PRETTINESS . ). (from pretty !Beauty without going before : prior. Burner.
PREVIOUSLY. adv. ( from previous.] Before
dignity Mare.
PRETTY. a . (przt , finery , Saxon ; pretto, hand ; antecedently. Prior .
Italian ; prar, prattich , Durch ) 1. Neat ; PREVIO
dence USNESS. Ý: (from previous.) Antece
elegant Waits. 2.Beauli! ul without grandeur
or dignity . Speclator . 3. It is uſed in a kind PREY. S (preda , Lat.] 1. Something to be
devoured ; ſomething to be leized ; rapine ;
of diminutive contempt in poetry , and in con
verſation. Addiſon. 4. Not very imall. Abbet.
plunder. Clarendon . 2. Ravage ; de predation .
PRETTY. adu in fome degree. Newton , Shakeſp. 3.Animal of prey, is an animal that
lives on other animals. L'Eſtronge.
A: !er bary, Baker.
TO PRE’VAIL . v. m .( prevaloir, fr. ] 1. To be To PREY. 7 , n. (predor, Lat.) 1. To feed by
violence . Shakelp. 2. To plunder ; to rob.
io force ; to have effect ; to have power ; to
have influence. Locke. 2. To overcome; to Shakeſp. 3. To corrode ; to walte. Addijo..
gain the ſuperiority. King Charles. 3. Togain PREYER . S. [ from prey .) Robber ; devourer ;
infusace; to operate effectually. 4. To per. plunderer.
PRIAPISM . f. (priipi/mus,Lat.priapiſme,Fr !
ſuade or induce by entreaty Clarenden .
PREVAILING . a . ( from prevail. ) Predomi
A preternatural tenfion . Bacon ..
PRICE.S
. ( prix, Fr. pretium , Lat . ] 1. Equi.
caat ; having moſt influence. Rowe.
valent paid for any thing Bacon 2. Value į
PREVAILMENT. S. (from preveil.) Preva
eftimation ; fuppoſed excellence. Bacon . 3.
lence . Sbokep.
PREVALENCE } s. I prevalence, French ; Rale at which any thing is fold . Locke. 4.
Reward ; thing purchated at any rate . Pope..
PREVALENCY ) prevalentia, low Lat .) Su
periority ; inAuence: predominance.Clarendon. To PRICE. v.a. To pay for. Spenſer.
PRE VALENT. a . I prævalens, Lat. ) 1. Vi& o- To PRICK . V. » ( prician , Sax . ) 1. To pierce
with a Inall puncture. Arbuthnot . 2. To form
rious; gaining fuperiority. South . 2. Predomi
or erect with an acuminated point. Bocen . 3 :
Dant ; power.ul. Milion .
To fix by the point. Newton . 4. To hang on a
PREVALENTLY.adv (from prevalent.]Pow
point. Sandys. 5. To nominate by a puncture
erially : forcibly. Prior .
TO PREVARICATE . v . n . (prevaricor, Lat.) or mark. Shakep. 6. To ipur ; to goad ; to
impel ; to incite. Pope. 7. To pain ; to pierce
To cavil ; to quibble ; to ſhuffle. Stilling ficet
PREVARICA'TION . S. ( prevaricatio, Lat.) with remorie. Ads ij . 37. 8. To make acid.
Hudibras, 9 To mark a tune .
Shoffie : cavil . Addiſor.
v. n.(prijken , Dutch .] 1. To dreſs
PREVARICATOR . I. (prævaricator , Lat . ) A TOPRICK.
one's felt for
show . 2. To come upon the ſpur,
caviller ; a thumler.
PREVENIENT. a. ( preveniens, Lat.) Preced
Spenjer, Milien .
PRICK . F. ( pricca, Sax.] 1. A Marp ſlender
ing ; guing before ; preventive.Milton.
inftrumenti
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inſtrument ; any thing by which a puncture , To PRIM. v. a. ( from the adje tive.) To deck
is made. Davies. 2 A thorn in the mind ; up preciſely ; to form to so affected nicely.
1 teating and tormenting thought; remorle of PRIMACY.S. ( primarie, Fr ) The chief eccle
fiaftical ſtation Clarendon .
contcience. Sbakeſp. 3. A ſpot or mark at
which archers aim . Carewo.. 4. A point ; 2 PRIMAGE.S.The reight of a ſhip. Ainſworth .
fixed place. Shakelp. 5. A puncture. Brown. PRIMAL . a . (primus,Lat ) Firſt. A word noc
in ufe. Shakeſp .
6. The print of the rare in the ground .
PRICKERS ( from prick . ) 1. A dharp- pointed PRI MARILY. adr. ( from primary.) Origi
inftrument. Moxon . 2. A light horleman .
nally ; in the first intention. Brown.
PRIMARINESS. S. ( from primary.) The ſtate
Huyward.
o being first in act or intention. Norris.
PRICKET. S. [ from prick.) A buck in his
PRI'MARY . a. ( primarius, Lat. ) i . Firſt in
ſecond year. Marwood .
intention. Hammond. 2. Original ; firſt .
PRICKLE. S [ from frick . ) Small ſharp point,
like that of a brier. Watts.
Raleigh. 3. Firft in dignity ; chief; principal.
PRICKLINESS. /. [ from prickly.) Fulneſs of Benily.
PRIMATE. S. (primst, Fr. primas, Lat ) The
Tharp points
PRICKLOUSE. F. ( prick and lowf .) A word of
chief eccleſiaſtick. Ayliffe.
contempt for a caylor. L'Efrange.
PRIMATESHIP. S. (irom primate.) The dig
PRICKSONG. P. i prick and jong ) Song ſet to nity or office of a primace .
PRIME . ( primus, Lal .) 1. The firſt part
muſick. Shakesp .
PRICKLY. 6. ( trom prick.) Full of ſharp
of the day , the dawn ; the morning. Milter,
2. The beginning ; the early day. Miltes.
points. Bacor .
PRICKMADAM . S. A ſpecies of how fe-leck .
3. The beſt part. Swift. 4. The ſpring of
PRICKPUNCH. J A piece of tempered ſteel,
life. Dryden . ' 5. Spring. Waller. 6. The
height of perfection Woodward. 7. TheGift
with a round point at oneend, to prick a round
mark in cold iron. Moxun .
canonical hour. 8. The firſt part ; the begia .
ning
PRICKWOOD . S. A cree .
PRIDE . F. (prit or pryd, Sır . ) 1. Ioordinate PRIME a. (primus, Lat.) 1. Early ; blooming.
2
and voreaſonable ſeli eteen. Milion
Milton. 2. Principal ; font rate. Clarendor. 3.
Infolence ; rude treatment of others. Milton .
Firſt ; original Lické. 4. Excellent Shake; p.
3. Dignity of mapaer ; loflineſs of air. 4. TO PRIME. v . a. (from the noun ) 1. To put
Generouselevation otheart. Sm : sb . 5. Eleva
in the first powder ; to put powder in the pan
Lion ; dignity. Shakeſp. 6. Oroament; Show :
of a gun. Boyle. 2. ( Primer, Fr. to begin. )
decoration Milton. 7. Splendour; oftentation. To lay the firſt colours on in paioring.
Dryden. 8. The Naie oi a female beat folici PRIMELY. adv. (from prime.) . Originally ;
primarily ; in the firſt place.South, 2. Excel
eing the male . Shakesp.
TO PRIDE . «.a. (irom the noun.) To make lently i ſupreme y well.
prowd, to race himſeli high. Gov. sf theTongue, PRI MENESS. S. (irom prime ) 1. The ſtate of
being firſt. 2. Excellence.
PRIE S. I ſuppole ao old name of privet Tuffer.
PRIMER . f. 1. An office of the bleſed virgio .
PRIEF for Group. Sfenjer .
Suilling flect. 2. A ſmall prayer-book io which
PRI'ER . S. (from prey.) One who enquires too
children are laughe to read. Locke.
Darrowly .
PRIEST. I. ( preose, Sax. pretre, Fr. ) 1. One PRIMERO.S.(Span.) A game at cards. Shakeſp .
who officiates in ſacred ofices. Mrison . 2. One PRIME VAL. 72. [ primavus,Lat.) Original;
of the ſecond order in the hierarchy, above a PRIME VOUS.S ſuch as was at first.
PRIMITIAL . 6 . I primitius, primire , Lat.
descon, below a biſhop . Rowe.
Being of the firſt production. Ainſworth.
PRI ESTCRAFr . j . i prorge and craft.) Reli.
PRIMITIVE . e. ( frimitif, Fr. primilivus,
gious frauds. Spectator,
PRIESTESS. ſ (from frii .) A woman who
Lat.] 1. Ancient; original; eſtabliſhed from
the beginning.Tilletfon. 2. Formal ; affectedly
officiated in heathen rites. addsſon.
.S
PRIESTHOOD . (trom pored . The office
folenna ; imitating ihe ſuppoſed gravity of old
and character of a prieſt. Whirgifre. 2. The
cimos . 3. Original i primary ; oot derivative,
order of men ſet apart for boly offices. Dryden.
M1 !199,
PRIMITIVELY. adv. ( from primitive ) 1 .
3. The ſecorful order of the hierarchy.
Originally ; at firft Bingur, 2.Primarily ; not
PRIESTLINESS. S. ( from prily.) The ap
derivatively. 3. According to the original rule .
pearance or manrer of a prien .
PKIE'STLY.O . ( irom priefi.j Becoming a prieſt;
South .
facerdotal ; belonging to a prief:. Scaio
PRIMITIVENESS.S. (from primitive.) State
PRIE STRIDDEN . 0. prorid 3116 ridder . ) of being original ; antiquiry ; conformity to
Managed or governed by prieſts . Swife.
antiquity .
PRIMJGÉNIAL. a. ( primogenius, Lat .) Firſt
TO PRIEVE for prove. Spenjer.
PRIG. ) . A peri, conceived , saucy , pragmatical, born ; original ; primary ; conſtituent ; ele.
little fellow Spectator.
mental . Boyle.
PRILL. S. A biri or curvot. Ainsworth.
PRIMOGENITURE.S. ( frimogeniture, Fr. )
PRIM ... ( by copuradioo trum promotive. ) Seniority ; elderbrip ; ſtate of being firſtborn.
Pormal; precite; 25 ( ediyoice . Setji.
Grv.. ibe Tony :.
PRIMORDIAL

PRI
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Tillotſon. 4. Pundamental truth ; original
PRIMORDIAL . a. (primordium , Lat.) Origi
nal ; exifting from the beginning. Boyle.
poftulate ; firſt poſition from which others are
PRIMORDIAL. f. (from the adj.) Origio ;
deduced. Hooker. 5. Ground of action ; mo
live. Addiſon. 6. Tenet on which morality
firſt principle.
is founded. Addifon.
PRI'MO'RDIAN. S. See Plom.
PRIMORDIATE... (from primordium , Lat.) To PRINCIPLE .' v . a. ( from the noun.] 1 ,
To eſtabliſh or fix in any tenet ; to impreſs
Original; exifting from the firſt. Beyle.
with any tenet good or 'ill. South. 2. To
PRIMROSE. S. (primula veris, Lac.] 1. A
flower . Shakeſp. 2. Primroſe is uſed by eſtabliſh firmly in the miad. Locke.
PRINCOCK . I S. ( from prink, or prim cock.)
Shakeſpeare for gay or lowery .
PRINCÉ. I. (prince, Fr. princep., Lat.) 1. A PRINCOX. ] A coxcomb ; a conceited per
ſovereigo ; a chief ruler , Milion. 2. A ſove ſon ; a pert young rogue. Shakeſp .
reign of rank next to kings. 3. Ruler of TO PRINK. v. r. ( pronker, Dutche) To prank ;
whatever ſex. Camden . 4. The ſon of a king ;
to deck or ſhew .
in England only the eldeſt ſon ; the kinſman 10 PRINT. v.a. imprimer, empreint, Fr.) 1 .
of a ſovereign. Sidney. 5. The chief of any
To mark by preſling any thing upon another.
body of men. Peacham .
Dryden. 2. To impreſs any thing, ſo as to
leave its form . 3. To form by impreſſion.
TO PRINCE. v, r . To play the prince ; to take
ftate . Shakeſp.
Roſcommon. 4. To impreſs words or make
PRIÊNCEDOM . S. [from prince.) The rank, books, not by the pen but the preſs. Pope.
eſtate or powerof the prince; fovereignty. Milt. To PRINT. v... To publith a book .Pepe.
PRINCELIKE. a. (prince and like.)Becoming PRINT. . (empreinte, Fr.) 1. Mark or form
made by impreſſion. Chapmax . 2. That
a prince . Shakeſp
PRINCELINESS.S. ( from princely.) The ſtate, which being impreſſed leaves its form . 3.
Pi& ures cut in wood or copper to be im
manner or dignity of a prince.
PRINCELY. a ( from prince.] 1. Having the preſſed on paper. 4. Pi& ure made by im
appearance of one high born. Shakeſp .
preffion. Waller. 5. The form , size, ar
Having the rank of princes. Sidney. 3. Be
rangement, orother qualities ofthe types uſed
coming a prince ; royal ; grand ;auguſt. Mile.
in printing books. Dryden . 6. The Itate of
PRI'NCĚLÝ. adv. (from prince.) In a prince .
being publiſhed by the printer. Shakeſp. 7.
like manner .
Single ſheet printed and fold . Addifon. 8.
Formal method. Locke.
PRINCES-FEATHER . S. The herb amaranth
PRINT
ER . S. ( from print.] 1. One that priats
Ainſworth.
PRINCESS , S. ( princelje, Fr. ) 1. A ſovereign books. Digby . 2. One chat ſtains linen.
lady ; a woman having fovereign command. PRINTLESS. e. (from print.) That which
Granville. 2. A ſovereign lady of raok, Dext leaves to impreffion. Shakeſp. Milton .
to that of a queen . • 3. The daughter of a PRIOR.. ( prior, Lat.) Former ; being before
king . Shakeſp 4 The wiſe of a prince : as, ſomething elſe ; antecedent; anterior. Rogers .
PRIOR.S. ( prieur, Fr. ) . The head of a con
ibe Princeſs of Waks.
vent of monks, inferior ia digaity to an
PRINCIPAL . a. ( principalis, Lat.) 1. Prince
ly. Spenſer. 2. Chief; of the firſt rate ; abbot. Addijon.
PRIORESS.S . ( from prier. ) A lady ſuperior of
capital ; eſſential. Shakeſp.
PRINCIPAL S. [from the adj.) 1. A head ; a convent of nuns. Dryden.
a chief ;not a ſecond. Bacon. 2. One prima- PRIORITY . S: (from prior, adj.) 1 . The
ſtateofbeing firſt ; precedence in time. Hayo .
rily or originally engaged ; not as acceſſary or
2. Precedence in place. Shakeſp .
auxiliary. Swift. 3. A capital ſum placed
out at intereſt. Swift. 4. The preſident or PRIORSHIP. S. [ from prior . “ The ſtate or
office of prior.
governour .
PRINCIPA'LITY. S. (frincipouré, Fr. ] 1. PRIORY : ( from prier .) A convent ia dige
nity below an abbey. Shakeſp.
Sovereignty ; ſupreme power . Sidney. 2. A
prince ; one inveſted with fovereignty. Mill. PRISACE. S: [from priſe ) A cuſtom whereby
3. The country which gives title to a prince :
the prince challenges out of every bark loaden
with wine, containing leſs than forty tuos,
as, the principality of Wales. Temple. 4.
Superiority ; predominance. Taylor.
two tuns of wine, at his price. Cowel.
PRINCIPALLY. adv .(trom principal] Chief- PRISM L: [Topicua.) A priſm of glaſstriangular
bouidea wi h :wo equal and parallel is a glaſs
ly ; above all ; above the reſt Neroton,
ends, and three plain and well poliſhed Gides,
PRINCIPALNESS. S. (from principal ] The
which meet in three parallel lines, running
Itate of being principal .
PRINCIPIA TIONI (from principium , Lat.) from the three angles ot one end, to the three
Analyſis into confituent or elemental parts./ angles of the other end. Newton ,
PRISMATICK . a. ( priſmatique, Fr. from
Bacea..
priſm .) Formed as a prilm . Pope.
PRINCIPLE . P. [ principium , Lat.) 1. Ele
ment ; cooftiluent part ; primordial ſubflance. PŘISMATICALLY. adv. (from priſmatick.)
Wolis, 2. Original coule. Dryden. 3. Be
la she form of a prila , Boyle.
PRISMO'TD .
ing productive of osher being; operative cauſe.
40
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PRISMOʻID . ſ. Cargizua and sav. A body PRIVET . ! Evergreen. Miller.
PRIVILEGE.J. I privilege, Fr. privilegium,
approaching to the form of a pri in .
Lar.] 1. Peculiar advantage. Shakejp. 2 .
PRISON. S. I priſon, Fr. ) A ſtrong hold in
Immunity ; publick right. Dryden.
which perſons are confined ; a gaol . Shakeſp.
PRIVILEGE. v.a. ( from the noun ) 1 .
TO
Dryden.
To
1.
TO PRISON . v. a . ( from the noun .)
To inveſt with rights or immunities; to grant
empriſon ; to ſhutup in hold ; lo reſtrain from
a privilege. Dryden . 2. To exempt from
cenſure or danger. Sidney. 3 : To exempt
liberty . 2. To captivate ; to enchain . Miisin.
froin paying tax or impoft. Hale.
3. To confine. Shake/p..
PRISONBASE.S. A kind of rural play, com- PRIVILY adv. (from privy.) Secretly ; pria
vately Sfenjer.
monly called priſonbars. Sandys,
PRISONER. ) [ priſonnier, Fr.) 1. One who PRIVITY.S. (privauté, Fr. from pridy ) 1.
Private communication. Speajer. 2. Coalci
is confineú in hold . Bacon . 2. A captive ; one
taken by the enemy. Bacon. 3. One under ouſneſs ; joint knowledge. Hooker.
PRIVY. a. I privé, Fr. ) i . Private ; not pub
an arrest. Dryden .
lick ; alligned to ſecret uſes. Shakeſp. 2.
PRISONHOUSE . /. Gaol ; hold in which one
Secret; clandeſtine. 2 Mac. 3. Secret; not
is confined Shakeſp .
ſhown. Ezek . 4. Admitted to ſecrets of ſtate .
PRISONMENT. ſ . [ from priſon .1 Confine
Spectator. 5. Conſcious to any thing ; admit
ment ; impriſonment ; captivity. Shakeſp.
PRISTINE.a.( priftinus, Lat.) First ; ancient ; ted to participation. Daniel.
PRIVY /. Place of retirement ; neceſſary
original. Philips.
houſe. Swift.
PRI'THEE . A familiar corruption of pray thee,
PRIZE.s . ( prix , Fr.] 1. A reward gained by
or I pray thee . L'Eſtrange.
conteſt with competitors. Addiſon. 2. Re
PRIVACY.S . ( from private.] 1. State of being
ward gained by any performance . Dryder. 3 .
ſecret ; ſecrecy. 2. Retirement ; retreat. Dryd.
3. Privity ; joint knowledge ; great familia
( Priſe, Fr. ) Something taken by adveature ;
plunder. Pope.
rity. A - buthnot. 4. Taciturnity.
PRIVA'DOS. ( Spaniſh .) A ſecret friend .Bacon .To PRIZE . v.o. ( priſer, Fr. ] 1. To rate ; to
value at a certain price. Zech, 2. To eſteemi
PRIVATE . a . privatus, Lat.) 1. Not open ;
to value highly . Dryden.
ſecret. Skakelp. Milion . 2. Alone ; not ac
companied. 3: Being upon the lame terms PRIZER . 1. I priſeur,Fr ]He that values Shak.
with the reſtof the community; particular ; PRIZEFIGHTER.S. I priseand fagbrer.)One
opposed to publick . Hooker. 4. Particular ; that fights publickly for a reward Brentes.
not relating to the publick . Digby . 5. In PRO.I Lat. ) For ; in defence of.
PRIVATE . Secretly; not publickly ; nol PROBABILITY.J ( prebabilisas, Lat.) Like
openly: Granville .
lihood ; appearance of truth ; evidence arifing
from the preponderation of argument, Titlets.
PRIVATE.ſ. A ſecret meſſage. Shakeſp.
PRIVATEER. S. ( irom private.) A thin fitted PROBABLE. a.( probabie, Fr prebabilis,Lat.)
Likely ; having more evidence than the code
out by private mea to plander enemies . Swifi.
To PRI'VATEER. v . a. ( from the noun.) To trary . Hooker.
fit out ſhips againſt enemies, at the charge of PROBABLY.
Swift.(from probable | Likely i
in likelihood , adv.
privale perions.
PRIVATELY. adv. (trom private.] Secretly ; PRO BAT. ). (Latin ) The proof of wills arde
lelaments of perſons decealed in the ipiritus!
not openly . Sbake p .
PRI’VATENESS. S. ( from private.) 1. The
court , either in common ferm by the oath oi
Itate of a man in the ſame rank wich the rest
the executor, or with wiineiles Did .
of the community .2.Secrecy ; privacy.Bacen. PROBATION . ! ( probatis, lat ) 1. Proof ;
3. Obicurity ; retirement Wotion ,
evidence ; teftimony. Starejp . 2. The act of
PRIVATION.S. ( privatio, Lat . ) 1. Removal proving by ratiocination or teftimony.Lacke 3 .
or deſtruction of any thing or quality . Davies.
( Probation , Fr. ) Trial ; examination . Becas ,
2. The act of the mind by whic.i , in conſi
4 Trial before entrance into monaſtick lite ;
novi
ciate. Pope
dering a lubject, we ſeparate it from any thing
appendars. 3. The act of degrading from PROBA TIONARY. a ( from prabassen .) Seir.
rank or office. Bacon .
iog for dial.
PRIVATIVE... ( privatives,Lat.) 1. CaaſingPRO BATIONER. S. [from frabatier ) .. Oce
privation of any thing. 2. Conſulting in the
who is upon trial. Dryden . 2. A netice .
Decay of Piery
ablence of ſomething ; not poſitive. Taller.
PRIVATIVES: That of which the efence is PROBATIONERSHIP./. ( from probatisme )
the abſence of something, as filence is only the State of being a probationer : nopiciale . La
abſence of found. Baceni ,
PROBATORY. a. (from prebs, Lat.į Sening
PRIVATIVELY. ods . ( trom privatise ) By
for trial , Bramkall.
the ablence of ſumeining neceffany to be pre- | PROBATU'MEST. A Latin expremion alle!
fene ; negatively . Hammond.
to the end of a receipt, lignitying of is tid
PRIVATIVENESS. /.( trom privgrive ) Ncta
or proved Prior.
tion of abſence of dorzething that should be PROBE , / (from preba, Lat.) A leader wie
pre!ent.
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ment of any thing. Boyle. 5. Courſe of lawe
to ; which ſurgeons ſearch the depth of wounds .
Hayward.
"Vileman .
PROBE -SCISSORS. S. [ probe and foills. ) PROCESSION. F. ( proceſſio, Lat. ) A train
Sciſſors uſed to open wounds, of which the marching in ceremonious ſolemnity. Hooker.
blade thruſt into the orifice has a button at the TO PROCESSION . v. - ( from the noun.) Ta
end . Wiſeman.
ge in proceflion. A low word .
TO PROBE . v . a . ( probo, Lat.) To ſearch ; to PROCESSIONAL. a. ( from proceffiom .) Rela.
try by an inſtrument. South.
ting to proceffion.
PROBÍTY. F. ( probité, Fr. probitas, Lac ] PROCESSIONARY.. (from proceffion.) Con.
Honeſty ; lincerity ; veracity . Fiddes.
fitting of proceſſion Hooker .
PROBLÉM.S. [tpé&
ampa.) A queſtion propoſed. PROCHRONISM . F. ( T550xzónou . ] An er.
CAL
PROBLEMATI
Q. ( problematique, Fr. ]
rour in chronology ; a daring a thing before
Uncertain jeunletiled ; diſputed ; dilputable
it happened. Dia .
PROCIDENCE %. I procidentia, Lat .) Falling
Boyle.
PROBLEMA'TICALLY. adv. ( from preble down ; dependence below its natural place.
matical.) Uncertainly.
PROCINCT.J . ( precincips, Lat ) Complete
PROBO SCIS.S. I probafois, Lat.) A ſnout ; the preparation ; preparation brought to the point
of action. Miltos ,
trunk of an elephant, but it is ufed alio for
the ſame part in every creature. Milisa .
To PRO'CLAIM . v .a . ( proclamo, Lat. ) 1 .
PROCACIOUS. a. ( procax, Lat .) Petulanti To promulgate or denounce by a folemn or
looſe .
legal publication. Deut. 2. To cell openly.
PROCA'CITYS ( from procacious.]Perulance.
Locke. 3. To outlaw by publick denunciation.
PROCATA RCTICK a . [( arçoxala xlsxès.jFore
Shakejp.
PROCLAIMER. S. ( from proclaim .) One that
running ; antecedent. Harvey.
PROCATA'RXIS. S. [nçoxataggis.] The pre
publiſhes by authority . Milton,
exiſtent cauſe of a dileale, which co-operates PROCLAMATION . S. [ froclamatio, Lat ) 1 .
Publication by authority. 2. A declaration of
with others that are ſubiequent. Quincy.
the king's will openly publiſhed among the
PROCEDURE. S. [ procedure, Fr.] 1. Manner
people. Clarendon.
of proceeding ; management ; conduct. South
2 . Act of proceeding ; progreſs ; proces ; PROCLIVITY. S. ( proclivitas, Lat. )
operation. Hale. 3. Produce , thing produced
Tendency ; natural inclination ; propenſion.
Bacon.
Dramhall. 2. Readinels ; iacility of attaining .
W 01709 .
TO PROCEE'D . v. m . ( procedo, Lat.) 1. To paſs
from one thing orplace to another . Dryden. 2 PROCLI VOUS. a . proclivis, Lat.] Loclined ;
To go forward ; to tend to the end deugned
lending by nature
Ben . Johnson . 3. To come forth from a place PROCO NSUL /. [ Lat.) A Roman officer, who
or froin a leader. John. 4. To go or march
governed a province with conſular authority ,
in ſtate. Anun . 5. To iſſue ; to arife ; to be Peacham ,
the effect of; to be produced from Sbakejp PROCONSULSHIP. S. ( from proconful.] The
6. To proſecute any deſign. Locke. 7. To be ofice of a proconſul.
tranſacted ; to be carried or . Shakop. 8. ToTo PROCRASTINATE. D. a. ( procraſtinor,
make progreſs ; to advance. Milton. 9. To
Lat .) To defer ; to delay ; lo put off from day
carry oa juridical proceſs Clarendon 1o. To
to day. Shakeſp .
traniact , to act; to carry on any affairmetho- To PROCRA'STINATE . v. r . To be dilatory .
Swi
ft
dically . Mlileon . " . To lake effect ; to have
ils courſe. Ayliffe. 12. To be propagated; to PROCRASTINA’TION . S. r procraſtinatio,
Lat.) Delay ; dilatorineſs . Decay of Piery .
come by generation . Milton . 13. To be pro .
duced by the originalefficient caule. Miltin. PROCRASTINA'TOR. S.[from procraſtinate.)
PROCEED . J. Produce ; as, ibe proceeds of an
A dilatory perfon ,
efiate.
1
PRO CREANT.a. ( procreans, Lat.] Produce
cive ; pregnant . Shakejp.
PROCEE'DER . ſ (from proceed ] One who
goes forward ; one who makes a progreſs. To PROCREATE . v.a. ( procres, Lat .) To
bacon .
generale ; to produce. Beniley.
PROCEEDING.S. ( procedé, Fr.) 1. Progreſs PROCREA'TION.S . ( procreario, L.ac.) Gene
irom one thing to another ; ſeries of conduct ;
ration ; produäion. Raleigh.
PROʻCREATIVE. a. Generative ; productive.
tranſaction, Swift. 2. Legal procedure .
Kale.
PROCE’LLOUS. a. ( proceidojus, Lat .) Tem
PRO'CREATIVENESS. S. [from precreative.]
peſtuous. Diet
PROCE PTION.J.Preoccupation ; a &t oftaking
Power of generacion. Decay of liety.
fomething ſooner than another. K Charles.
PROCREA TOR . J. (from procreate.] Cene
PROCE'RITY.S. (from precerus,Lat.) Tallneſs ; rator ; begelter.
PROCTOR S. (contracted from procurator,
height of ſtature. Addijen.
PROCESS. 5. ( proceflus, Lat.] 1. Tendency ; Lat.) 1. A manager of another man's affairs.
progreſſive courſe. Hooker. 2. Regular and Hooker, 2. An attorney in the ſpiritual court.
gradual progreſs. Knolles. 3 Courſe ; continua
Swift. 3. The magiltrace of the univerfity .
To
4 G2
Aux ( s partage. Hale. 4. Methodical manage.
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TO PROCTOR. v . e. ( from the noun.) To forth , as a vegetable, Sandys 5. To cauſe ; to
effect ; to generate ; to beget. Bacon.
manage. Stokesp.
PROCTORSHIP . S. [ form prostor.] Ofice or PRODUCE . F. (from the verb.) 1. Product ;
dignity of a procłor . Clarendon .
that which any ebing yields or brings. Dryden .
PROCUMBENT . a . ( procumbens, Lat.) Lying
2. Amount ;, profit ; gain ; emergent fum or
down ; prone .
quantity. Addiſon.
PROCU'RABLE . a . ( from procure.) To be PRODUCENT. F. (from preduce.) One that
exhibits ; one that offers. Ayliffe.
procured ; obtainable ; acquirable. Boyle.
PROCURACY. [. ( from procure.) i he ma. PRODUCER.S. 1 from produce. ) One that
nagement of any thing.
generates or produces. Suckling .
PROCURATIONS ; ( from procure ) The act PRODUCIBLE. 2. (irom producc ). 1. Such as
of procuring. Woodward.
may be exhibited . South. 2. Such as may be
PROCURA’TOR . S. 1 procurateur, Fr. ) Ma generated or made. Bayle.
nager; one who tranſacts affairs for another PRODU CIBLENESS. I: ( from producible . I
Taylor.
The ſtate of being producible. Boyle.
PROCURATORIAL . 4. (from procurator.) PRODUCT . ! ( productus, Lat.) 1. Something
Made by a proctor. Ayliffe.
produced, as fruits, grain, metals. Spe &tater. 2.
PROCURATORY. (trum procurator. ] Tend
Works ; com polition.Watis. 3. Thing coole
quential ; effeet. Milton.
ing to procuration.
TO PROCURE . v. a . ( procuro, Lat. ) 1 TO PRODUCTILE 1. (from produco,Lat.) Which
manage ; to tranſact for another. 2. To obtain ; may be produced.
to acquire. Milron. 3. To perſuade ; to pre- PRODUCTION S. (from product .] 1. The act
vail on. Herbert. 4. To contriye ; to forward.
of producing . Dryder. 2. The thing produced ;
Shakeſp.
fruit ; product. Walier. 3. Compoſition.
TO PROCURE . v. $. To bawd ; to pimp
Swift
Dryden.
PRODUCTIVE. a. ( from produce .) Having
PROCUREMENT.S. The act of procuring
the power to produce ; fertile ; generative i
efficient. Milton.
Dryden .
PROCU RER.S. (from procure. ] 1. One that PRO EM . S. ( napoobusav.) Preface ; introduction .
gains ; oblainer . Wolian. 2. Pimp i pander
Swift.
Şouth.
PROFANATION . S. (from profano, Lat.) 1 .
PROCU'RESS. S. ( from procure.) A bawd .
The act of violating any thing Tacred. Dense,
Souih . 2. Irreverence to holy things or pero
Spectator.
PRODIGAL, a . ( prodigus, Latin ) Profuſe ; ſons. Shakeſp .
PROFANE. a .(from profanus, Lat.) 1. Irre
waſteful; expenſive ; laviſh. Ihilips.
verent to ſacred names or things. Sutb. 2 .
A walter ; a ipendebrift. Ber.
PRODIGAL.L.
LITY
.S. ( p
Not facred ; fecular. Burnet. 3. Polluted ; not
, Fr. ) Extr
rodig
a
alité
pure. Rakigh. 4. Not purified by holy rites.
Dryden.
vagance ; profuuon ; walte ; excefſive liber.
ality . Glanville.
TO PROFA'NE. v. a. ( profano, Lat.] 1. To
violale ; to pollute. Milton . 2. To put to
PRODIGALLY. odv. (from prodigal.) Pro
Ben . wrong uſe. Shakeſp.
fuiely ; waſtefully ; extravagantly.
Johnson, Dryden.
PROFANELY. adv. ( from profane ) With
irreverence to facred namesor things, 2Ejdras.
PRODIGIOUS. a. ( prodigiofus,Latin .)Amaz.
ing ; alloniſhing ; monſtrous. Bacon.
PROFA'NER . J. ( from profane. ] Polluier ;
PRODIGIOUSLY, odv . ( from prodigious. )
violator. Hooker.
Amazingly ; aſtoniſhingly ; portentoully ; e- PROFA'NENESS. f. ( from profane.) Irrevere
ence of what is lacred. Dryder .
normouſly. Ray.
PRODIGIOUSNESS.S:(fromprodigious.)Enor- PROFE'CTION.F. ( profeciio, Lat .) Advance ;
progreffion. Brown.
mouſneſs ; partentouſnels ; amazing qualities.
PRODIGY.j. I predigium ,Lac.] 1. Any thing To PROFE'SS. v. a ( profeffus, Lat.) ". To de .
out of the ordinary proceſs of nature, from
clare himſelf in ſtrong terms of any opinion or
which omens are drawn ; portent. Addijon. 2 .
paflion. Milton. 2. To make a ſhow of any
Moniter, Ben. Johnson. 3. Any thing altoniſh
lentimen's by a loud declaration. Shakeſp. 3,
ing for good or bad. Spectator.
To declare publickly one's skill in any ant or
PRODITION. J. I prodirio, Laf.) Treaſon ; ſcience, ſo as to invite employment. Ecclud.
treachery . Ainſworib .
To PROFEʻSS.v.n. To deciare openly. Shakeſp.
PRODITOR . J. ( Lacin .) A traylor. Not in
2. To declare friendſhip. Shakejp
uſe. Shakeſp.
PROFE SSEDLY. adv. ( from profesſed.) AC,
cording to opendeclaration made by himſelf.
PRODITORIOUS. 6, [ from proditer, Lat.) 1 :
Dryden .
Traitorous ; treacherous; perfidious. Daniel.
2. Apt to make diſcoveries. Wotton.
PROFESSION . S ( from profeſs. ) 1 . Calling ;
TO PRODUCE. v.a. ( produco, Lat.) 1. To vocation ; known employment. Sprott. 2. De
offer to the view or notice. Ijaiah. 2. To
claration. Swift. 3. The act of declaring one's
exhibit to the publick Swift. 3. To bring as ſelf of any party or opinion. Tillotſon,
PROFES .
Ha çvidcoce. Shakesp. 4. To bear ; to bring
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PROFE'SSIONAL.6 .[from profeſſion .)Roelating
3. Lowly ; humble ; ſubmiſs ; fubmiffive.
to a particular calling or profesion. Cloriffa.
Duppe. 4. Learned beyond the common
PROFESSOR . !: ( profeſſeur, Fr. ) 1. One who
reach . Heoker . 5. Deep in contrivance. Hojea.
declares himſelfor any opinion or party . Bacon . PROFOUND . L. 1. The deep ; the main ; the
ſea. Sandys. 2. The abyſs Milion .
2. One who publickly practiles or teaches an
art. Swift. 3. One who is viſibly religious. To PROFOUND. v. n . ( from the noun. ] To
Locke
dive ; 10 penetrate. Glanville.
PROFESSORSHIP. S. ( from prof lor.) The PRRFOʻUNDLY. ado. (from profound.) 1 .
Deeply ; with deep concern . Stakelp. 2.With
ftation or office of a publick teacher Walton.
TO PROFFER . v. a . (prefero, Lat.) 1. To
great degrees of kpowledge ; with deep in
fight. Dryden.
propoſe ; to offer. Milton . 2. To attempt.
PROFOʻUNDNESS. f. [ from profound ) 1 .
Ainfworth .
PROFFER.S. ( from the verb.) 1. Offer made ;
Depth of place. 2. Depth of knowledge.
Hooker.
ſomething propoſed to acceptance. Clarendon .
PROFU'NDITY. f. ( from profound ) Depth of
2. Eſſay ; attempt. Bacon.
PROFFERER . /.(from proffer. ]He that offers.
place or knowledge . Milton
Collier.
PROFUSE. a profufus, Lac.) Laviſh ; loo
PROFI Cience.
S. ( from proficio, Lat. ) liberal ; prodigal; overabourding. Addijon,
PROFICIENCY. S ' Profit ; advancement in PROFU'SELY adv.(from profuje 11. Lavinly ;
prodigally. 2. With exuberance. Thomion .
any thing ; improvement gained Rogers.
PROFICIENT.S. ( preficiens,Lat. Onewho has PROFU SENESS. ( from protuje.) Lavilhoeſs ;
made advancemeat in any ſtudy or buſinels. prodigaliey. Dryden, Atterbury:
Boyle
PROFU SION . J. ( trofuhe,Lac.] 1. Lariſhneſs ;
prodigality ; ex
sgance. Rowe. 2. Lavish
PROFICUOUS . a. ( proficuus, Lat. ) Adyan
cageous ; uſeful. Philips.
expence; ſupertuous effuſion. Hayward. 3.
Abundance ; exuberant plenty . Addigon .
PROFILE. F. ( profile, Fr.) The lide face ; half
To PROG . U. . 1. To rob ; to ſteal. 2. To
face . Dryden .
PROFIT. F. ( profil, Fr.) 1. Gain ; pecuniary Thi t meanly for proviĝons . L'Eſtrange.
advantage. Swift. 2. Advantage; acceſſion of PROG./ (trom the verb ) Vic vals ; proviſions
of any kind . Swifi, Congreve.
good. Bacon . 3. Improvement ; advancement;
PROGÉNERATION . ]. ( pregeners, Latin . )
proficiency.
To PROFIT.r.o. (profiler, Fr.) 1. To benefit;
The act of begetting ; propagation.
to advantage. Job. 2. To improve ; to advance. PROGENITOR . / (progenitus, Lat ) A fore
Dryden .
facher ; an anceſtor in a direct line. Addifon.
To PROFIT. v. . 1 To gain advantage. PRO GENY. { progenie,old Fr. frogenies,Lat.)
Arbuibnet. 2. To make improveinent. Dryd. Offspring ; race ; generation. Addison.
PROGNO'STICABLE . a . ( from prognoftiaste.)
3. To be of ule or advantage. Prior .
PROFITABLE . a . (profitable, Fr. from profit.)
Such as may be foreknown or forerold Browr.
1. Gainul; lucrative. Bacon. 2. Ulciul ; TO PROGNOSTICATE. v. a. ( from prognoj
tick. ) To foretell ; to fore/how . Clarendon.
advantageous. Ai bushnet.
PROFITABLENESS. J. ( from profitable ) 1. PROGNOSTICATION./.(from prognosticate ]
Gain'ulneſs. 2. Uleiulners; advantageouſneſs.
1 The act of foreknowing or toreſhowing.
Burnet . 2. Foretoken. Sidney .
PRO FITABLY. adv. ( from porfitable. ]
Gainfully . 2. Advantageouſly ; uletvily Wake PROGNOSTICATOR.S. ( from prognofticote ]
PROFITLESS . a. ( from prefir .] Void of gain
Foreteller ; foreknuwer. Gov. of ibe Tongue.
PROGNOSTICK a . ( apogrusoms .) Foretokes
or advantage . Shakelp.
PROFLIGATE.a ( prefignius,Lac ) Abandon ing citeaſe or recovery .
ed; lost to virtue and decency ; Thameleis. PROGNOSTICK . ſ. Ifrom the adjective .) ,
Roſcommon .
The ſkill of foretelling diſeaſes or the event
PRO'FLIGATE. f. An abandoned ſhameleſs
of diſeaſes. Arbushnet . 2. A pred tion . Swish.
wretch. Swift.
3 : A token toreranning. South.
To PRO FLICATE.v a . ( profligo, Lat .) To PROGRESS L. ( progrés, Fr. from prevede
drive away. Harvey.
Lat ] 1. Courſe ; proceffion ; paſage. Si skelf.
PROFLIGATELY . ado. ( from profiigate. )
Milion , Pope. 2. Advancement ; motion for
Shameleſly . Swift
ward. Bacon , Seift. 3. Intellectual improve
PROʻFLIGATENESS. S. (from profligate.) The ment ; advancement in knowledge . Locke. 4 .
quality of being profligare.
Removal from one place to another. Denhon .
PROFLUENCE. /. (from profluens ) Progreſs ;
5. A journey of Hace; a circuit . Baciu.
courſe. Wotton.
TO PROGRESS. v. n . ( progredior, Lat. ) 'To
FROʻFLUENT. o. ( from profluens, Lat. ) Flow
move forward ; to paſs. Shakeſp.
ing forward. Milion.
PROGRE'SSION . S. progrefis, Lat.) . Proceſs ;
PROPOʻUND. a . (profundus, Lat.) 1. Deep ;
regular and gradual advance. Newton.
Molion forward. Brown. 3. Courle ; paitage.
deſcending far below the ſurface ; low with
Shakelp. 4. Intellectual advance. Lücke.
reſpect to the neighbouring places. Millon . 2 .
lagelle& ually deep ; pot obvious to the wiod. PROGRESSIONAL. a .[from progrethon.)Such
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as are in a fate of encreaſe or advance.Brown.PROLIFICALLY. adv . ( from prolifick .) Fruit
PROGRESSIVE. a. ( progrefif, fr. ] Going
fully : pregnanıly .
PROLIX. a . (prelixus, Lat.) 1. Long ; ܪtedious ;
forward ; advancing. Brown.
PKOGRESSIVELY. adv. ( from progreſive.]
not conciſe. Digby. 2. Of long duration .
Aylife
By gradual steps or regular coute . Holder.
PROGRESSIVENESS L. (from progreſſive.) PROLIXIOUS a. [from prolix .] Dilatory ;
tedious. Shokejp .
The ſtate of advancing.
TO PROHI’BIT. v.a. ( prohibes, Lat.) 1. TO PROLIXITY. ) ( prolixité, Fr.) Tediouſneſs ;
tireſume length ; want of brevity . Boyle.
forbid ; to incerdiat by authority. Sidney. 2 .
PROLIXLY. adv. (trom prolix .] At great
To debar ; to hinder. Milion.
length ; tediouſly . Dryden .
PROHIBITER . ). (from prohibit ) Forbidder ;
interdicter.
PROLIXNESS. 1 ( irom prolix .) Tediouſneſs.
PROHIBITION . S. ( prohibition, Fr.) Forbid- PROLOCUTOR./ (Latin .) Theforeman ; the
darce ; interdict , act of forbidding. Tilotfon. ſpeaker oí a convocation Swift.
PROHIBITOR Y. a (from prokıbir., Impiying PROLOCUTORSHIP . J. [ trom prolocutor. ]
The office or dignity of prolocutor.
prohibition ; torbidding. Ayliffe
TO PROJECT.v a. (preječius, Lat.) 1. TO PRO'LOGUE. F. (7 póhoz 9. 1 1. Preface ; in.
troduction to any diſcouif : or performance.
throw out; to call forward. Pofe. 2. To
exbibit a form , as of the iinage thrown on a
Miloon . 2. Something ſpoken before the en
mirrour. Dryden . 3. [ Projetter, Fren. ) To
trance of the actors of a play . Shakeſp.
ſcheme; 10 form in the mind ; to contrive. To PROLOGUE. v. a Lirom the noun ) To
introduce with a formal preface . Shakejp:
South
To PROJE'CT. v. #. To jut out ; to ſhoot To PROLONG . v. a . ( prolonguerefr. ]
forward ; lo ſhoot beyor omething next it.
To lengthen out ; to continue; to draw out.
Milion . 2. To put off to a diſtant time.
PROJECT. I. ( projet, i'ren. fron the verb . )
Scheme: contrivance . Rogers.
Shakejp .
PROJE'CTILE. ; [irom the adjective.] A body PROLONGA’TION.S . ( prolongation, Fr from
proling ] 1. The act of lengthening. Becor.
pu: in motion Cheyne.
PROJECTILE. a I projectile, Fr. ) Impelled 2. Delay to a longer time. Bacon .
PROLUSION. ] i prolufio, Lat . ) Entertain
foiward . Arbuthnet.
PROJECTION . / (from projeet ) 1. The act ments ; performance of diverfion . Hakewill.
of thooting forwards. Brown. 2. [Projection , PROMINENT. a. ( prominens, Lat .) Standing
Frj Pian ; delineation Watts. 3. Scheme ;
out beyond the near parts ; protuberant; ex
plan of action. 4. In chemiſtry, crilis of an
tant Brown.
PROMINENCE
operacion, Bacon.
. F. ( prominentia, Lat .) Pro
PROJECTOR. J. ( from project .] 1. One who PRO'MINENCY. S tuberance ; extant part .
Add
for.
formos ſchemes or deſigns . Addijan, Rogers . 2 .
One who forms wild impracticable ichemes. PROMI SCUOUS. a. ( promifcuus, Lat . ) Min .
Pode.
gled ; conſuled ; undiſtinguished. Tillotfor.
PROJECTURF.S (proje &ture, Fr. projectura, (PROMISCUOUSLY. edv . (from promiſcuous.)
Lai .) A jutting oui.
With confuſed mixture ; indiſcriminately,
TO PROIN . v . a . ( a corruption of prune.) To Sandys .
lop ; to cut ; lu tiimi to prune. Bin. Jobnicu. PROMISE. S. [ promiffum , La:.)
Declaration
TO PROLATE va ( prola !us, Lat ] To pro of 10 :ne benetic to be conferred. Dryden .
nounce ; to ut er . Howel
Performance of promile ; grant of the thing
promited. As. 3. Hope ; expectation. Shakesp .
PROLA'TE. a. ( prolarus, Lat. ) Oblate ; fiat
To PRO MISE v. a . (promitio, Lat . ) To make
Cbeyne.
PROLA’TION . P. [ proatus, Lat.) 1. Pronun
declaration of ſome benefit to be conferred ,
Timple.
ciation ; utterance . Roy. 2. Delay ; act of
PROMISE. v. a. 1. To aſſure one by 4
TO
de! erring
promije . Dryden. 2. It is uſed of allurance,
PROLEGOMENA . S. (arponeybursc. ) Previous
even on ill . Shakeſp.
d Icourie : introductory obfervations.
PROLE-PSIS. / ( npówritos.) A form of rheto- PRO MISEBREACH. F. Spremiſe and breacb . )
Violation of promiles. Skake, p
rick , in which objections are anticipatod.
Bramball.
PROʻMISEBREAKER . f. I promiſe and break .)
Violator of promiles. Sboke;f .
PROLE PTICAL . a . ( from prolepſis. ]Previous ;
antecedent. Glanville,
PRO MISER.T. ( trom promije,} One who pro
mites. Ben . Johnſon.
PROLE PTICALLY. adv. [from proleptical.)
PROMISSORY . a . Containing profeſſion of
By way ofanticipation.Clarifa
PROLETARIAN . a. Mean ; wretched ; vile ;
ſome benefit to be conferred . Arbuthnot.
vulgar Hudobra .
PRO MISSORILY. adv. ( from promilory ) Py
PROLIFICATION.S. ( proles and facie, Lac . )
way of promile Brown .
PROLIFICRO child pornolari en Fr.)Fruiful : PROMONTorv .} 'neonamento capel
PROLI FICAL. S generative ; pregnant ; pro
land fucring into the ſea. Suckling.
ductive. Dryden ,
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TO PROMO'TE .v. a. ( promotus, Lat .) 1. To
nuncio, Lat.] 1. To ſpeak ; to utter. Jerem ,
forward ; to advance. Milton . 2. ( Promou.
2. To uiter ſolemnly ; lo utter confidently.
voir, Fr. ] To elevate ; to exalt ; to preter.
Shakeſp . 3. To form or articulate by the
Milion
organs of ſpeech. Holder, 4. To utter iketo
PROMOʻTER . f. ( promoteur, Fren ) 1. Advan
rically.
cer ; forwarder; encourager. Atterbury. 2. TO PRONOUNCE . v . n . To ſpeak with con
Informer; makebate . Tutir.
fidence or authority. South.
PROMOTION . I. ( promotion , Pr. ) Advance PRONOUNCER ). ( from prenounce.]One who
ment ; encouragement ; exaltation to ſome pronounces. Ayliffe.
PRONUNCIATION . . ( pronunciatio, Lat. )
new honour or rank ; preferment. Milton
The act or mode of utterance. Holder.
To PROMOʻVE. v. a . ( promoveo, Lat. ) To
PROOF. S. ( from prove.) 1. Evidence ; teſti
forward ; to advance ; to promote . Suckling.
PROMPT. a. (prompt, Fr ] 1. Quick ; ready :
mony ; convincing token . Locke. 2. Teft ;
trial; experiment. Milion. 3. Firm temper ;
acule; eaſy. Clarendon . 2. Quick ; petulant
impenetrability. Dryden. 4. Armour hardened
Dryden. 3. Ready without heſitation ; wail
till it wiil abide a certain trial. Shakeſp . 5. In
ing no new motive . Dryden. 4. Ready ; cold
down : as, prompt payment.
printing , the rough draught of a ſheet when
first pulled
To PROMPT. v. a . I prontare, Italian . ) 1. To
afilt by private inſtruction : to help one at a PROOF. a . Impenetrable ; able to refift . Collier .
loſs . Áſcham , Stilling fleet. 2. To jecite ; to PROOFLESS . a. ( from proof. ] Unproved ;
wanting evidence. Boyle.
inſtigate Shakeſp. 3. To remind. Brown.
PROʻMPTER . / (from prompi ) 1. One who To PROP. v. 4. ! proppen , Dutch . ) 1. To
ſupport by ſomething placed under or againſt .
helps a publick ſpeaker, by ſuggeſting the
word to him when he falters. Shakeſp. 2. An
Millor. 2. To ſupport by Nanding under or
againſt. Creecb . 3. To ſuſtain ; to ſupport.
admonither ; a reminder L'Eſtrange
Pope.
PROMPTITUDE. S. ( promplitude, Fr.) Rea
dine's ; quickneſs.
PROP. S. ( proppe, Dutch.) A ſupport; a ſtay ;
PROMPTLY. ada . (from prompt.) Readily ;
chat on which any thing refts. Davies,
PROPAGABLE, a . (from propagate .] Such as
quickly ; expeditiouſly . Taylor ,
PROMPTNESS. S. (trom promp..] Readineſs ; may be ſpread . Boyle.
quickneſs ; alacrity. Sousb.
To PROPAGATE . v. a . ( propago, Lar.) 1 .
PROMPTURE. S. [from prompt.) Suggeſion ; To continue or ſpread by generation or fuc
mocion given by another. Shakeſp.
ceflive production. Orway. 2. To extend ; to
PROMPTUARÝ. S. [ promptuarium , Latin ). A
widen. Sbakelp. 3. To carry on from place
ſtorehouſe ; a repoſitory ; a magazine Woodw
to place ; to promote . Newton, 4 To en
TO PROMULGATE. v. a. ( promulge, Lat. ) To
creaſe; to promote. Shakeſp. 5. To gene
rate
publith ; to make known by open deciaration
Locke.
TO PROPAGATE . v. . To have offspring.
Milton .
PROMULGATION . S. [ promulgatio, Lat. )
PROPAGATION.S. ( propagatio, Lat.) Conti
Publication ; open exhibition . South .
PROMULGATOR . f. ( from promulgate. )
nuance or diffuſion by generation or ſucceilive
Publiſher ; open teacher. Decay of Prety .
production. Wiſeman.
TO PROMU'LCE . v. a. ( from promulgó, Lat. ) PROPAGA TOR .). [ from propagate.] 1. One
who continues by ſucceſive production . 2. A
To promulgate ; to publith ; to teach openly
PROMULGER.Š. ( from promulge.) Publither, ( preader ; a promoter. Addifon.
To PROPEL v.a. i propolis, Lar. ] To drive
promulgator. Atterbury,
forward . Harvey.
PRONA ' TOR . 4. A muſcle
of the radius .
PRONE . a. (pronus,Lat.]ı. Bending downward ; TO PROPE'ND . v n. ( propendeo, Lac. ) To
incline to any part ; to be dilpoled in favour of
not erect. Milton. 2. Lying with the face
downwards ; contrary to lupine. Brown. 3
any thing . Shakeſp.
Precipitous; headlong; going dowowards PROPENDENCY. S. [from propend.) 1. In
Milton. 4. Declivous: ſloping Blackmore. 5 .
clination or tendency of deſire to any thing. 2 .
Inclined ; propenſe; dilpoled South .
( From propendo, Lat. co weigh . ) Pieconſider
PRONENESS : / (from prone ) 1. The ſtate
ation ; autentive deliberazioni perpendency .
Hale.
of bending downwards ; not erectneſs, Brown
2. The ſtate of lying with the face down- PROPENSE. a . ( prepenfus, Lat.) Inclined ;
ward ; not ſupinenels. 3. Defcent ; declivity
dilpoſer, Milton .
4. Inclination ; propenſion ; difpofition to ill PROPE'NSION } f. [ propenfio, Latin, from
Hooker.
PROPENSITY } property
: locinacion
diſpoſition to any thing good or bad . Rogers.
PRONG . S: ( prongben, Dutch, to ſquecze.) A
fork . Sandys, Hudibras.
2. Tendency. Digby.
PRONITY.J. ( from prone.) Proneneſs. More PRO PER a . ( praprius, Lat . ] 1. Peculiar ;
not belonging to more ; not common. Davies,
PRONOUN . F. ( pronomen , Lat ) Words oled
instead of Nouns or Names. Clarke
2. Noring an individual . Watts 3 One's
owa. Shakeſp . 4. Natural ; original. Hilton.
TO PRONOUNCE . v. a . [ prononcer, Fr. pro
5. Fit ;
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that propitiates.
3. Fit ; accommodated ; adapted ; ſuitable ;
qualified. Dryden . 6. Exa&t; accurate ; juſt! PROPI'TIATORY. a. I propitiatoire, Fr ) Hav .
7. Noe figurative. Burnet. 8. It ſeems in ing the power to make propitious. Stilling flees .
Shakeſpeare lo ſignify mere; pure. 9.(Propre, PROPITIOUS. a . ( propitius, Lat .) Favoura
ble ; kind Addiſor .
Fr.) Elegant ; pretty . Heb. 10. Tall ;
PROPITIOUSLY. ado. ( from propitious.) Fa
Juſty ; handſome with bulk . Shakeſp.
PRO'PERLY. adv. ( from proper.] 1. Fitly ; vourably : kindly Roſcommon .
PROPITIOUSNESS / (from propitious. ) Pa
ſuitably. 2. In a ſtrict lenſe. Milton.
PROPERNESS. S. ( from proper . ) 1. The qua vourableneſs ; kindneſs. Temple.
lity of being proper 2. Talloefs.
PROPLA'SM S. ( Tipo and nazera.) Mould ;
matrix. Woodward.
PROPERTY : S. [ from proper .) 1. Peculiar
quality. Hooker. 2. Quality's diſpoſition. South . PROPLA'STICE L. ( aspotslasinn.) The art of
3. Right of poſſeſſion. Locke. 4. Poſſeſſion making moulds fur cafting.
held in one's own right. Dryden . 5. The PROPOʻNENT. S. (from proponens, Lat. ) One
that makes a propoſal. Dryden .
ching poſſeſſed. Shakeſp. 6. Nearneſs or right.
Shokejp. 7. Something uſeful; an appen- PROPORTION . ). (from jroportio, Lat.) 1 .
Comparative relation of one thing to another ;
dage. Dryden .
TO PROPERTY. v . 6. ( from the noun. ] 1 .
ratio Raleigh, Taylor. 2. Seccled relation of
comparative quaniity ; equal degree. Addifer.
2.
To
Shakeſp.
qualities
with
To inveſt
ſeize or retain as ſomething owned ; to appro
3. Harmonick degree. Mitron. 4. Symmetry ;
adaptation of one to another. 5. Form ; lze.
priate ; to hold. Shakeſp.
Davies .
PROPHA'SIS. S. ( spópurus. ) lo medicine , a
TO PROPORTION . v. a. (proportioner , Pr.)
forek nowledge of diſeaſes.
1. To adjuſt by comparative relation. Addifos.
PROPHECY . S. (7spopeleic. ) A declaration of
ſomething to come; predi&tion. Shakeſp
2. To form ſymmetrically. Sidney.
PROPHESIER. 5. (from propheſy.) One who PROPORTIONABLE. 6. (from propertien.)
Adjuſted by comparative relation; ſuch as is
propheſies.
To PROPHESY. v .
1. To predict ; to
fic . Tillotson.
foretell; to prognoſticate. Shakejp. 2. TO PROPORTIONABLE. ado (from proportion ]
foreſhow . Shokejp.
According to proportion ; according to com
TO PRO'PHESY. v . m . 1. To utter predictions. parative relation. Rogers .
Shakeſp. 2. To preach. A ſcriptural ſenie.PROPORTIONAL. 8 ( proportionel, Fren. I
Exekiel
Having a leliled comparative relation ; having
PROʻPHET. . (apophins.] 1. One who tells a certain degree of any quality compared with
future events ; a predicter ; . foreteller . ſomething elle. Cocker , Newton.
Dryden. 2. One of the ſacred writers em- PROPORTIONA’LITY.S .(from proportional.)
powered by God to foresell futurity. Shakeip. The quality of being proportional . Grew .
PROPHETÉSS. . ( propbetelle, Fr. from pio- PROPORTIONALLY. adv. (from proportis
pher. ) A woman thae foretells future events. nal) lo a ſtated degree. Newion.
Peacham .
PROPOʻRTIONATĚ. a. ( from proportion. }
Adjuſted to ſomething elſe, according to a
PROPHETICK . 1 a. (propherique, Fr.} Pore
certain rate or comparative relacion. Grew .
PROPHEʼTICAL. S ſeeing or foretelling fu
PROPOʻRTIONATE. v. a. ( from propor .
TO
ture events. Stilling fleet.
PROPHETICALLY. ado [from prophetical )
tion . ) To adjuſt, according to leitled rates, la
something elle. Bentley.
With knowledge of futurity ; io manoer of a
PRORORTIONATENESS. f. [from propor.
prophecy. Hammond.
Lionais, | The Itale of being by compariſoa
predictions.
To PROPHETIZE . v. n . To give
Daniel
adjuſted. Hale.
PROPHYLACTICK . a. [roopunandinos.) Pre. PROPOʻSAL. . (from prepoſe.] 1. Scheme or
ventive ; prefervative. Watts .
deſign propounded to conſideration or accepe
PROPINQUITY. S: ( propinquitas, Lat.) 1 .
tance. Addifon. 2. Offer to the mind. South.
Nearnels ; proximity ; neighbourhood. Ray. To PROPOSE. v. a. ( propoſer, Fr. ) To offer
2. Nearneſs of time . Brown. 3. Kindredi
to conſideration . Walis.
nearneſs of blood. Shakelp.
To PROPOSE. v. n . To lay ſchemes. Shakeſp.
PROPITIABLE. a [ irom propisiare.) Such as PROPOSER. S. ( from propole] One that offers
may be induced to favour; luch as may be
any thing to conſideration .Swift.
PROPOSITION.II propofition, Fr propofitio,
made propitious .
TO PROPITIATE . v. a. I propitio, Lar.) To
Lat . ) 1. A lentence in which any thing is
affirmed or decreed . Hammend. 2. Propolal ;
induce to favour; to gain; to conciliace ; to
offer of terms. Clarendon .
make propitious. Stilling fleet.
PROPITIATION. L. I propitiation , Fr.) 1. PROPOSITIONAL . a. ( from propofition .) Con
The act of making propitious. 2. The atone.
fidered as ipropoſition.Waris .
ment; the offering by which propitiouſneſs is To PROPOUND. v . a. I propono, Lal ) 1. To
obtained . 1 Job.
offer to conſideration ; to propole. Warton. 2.
PROPITIATOR. f. (from propitiate.] One
To offer ; to exhibic . Shakejo.
PROPO’UNDER .
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PROPOU'NDER . f. [ from propound ] He that; PROSEMINATION. S. (profeminatus, Lat.)
Propagation by feed. Hale.
propounds ; he that offers.
PROPRI'ETARY. f [ proprietaire, Fr. from PROʻSODIAN.T. (from profody.) One killed
propriety.) Poſſeſſor in his own right. Gov. inmetre or proſody Brown .
PROʻSODY. S. (rigosoda] The part of gram
of ihe Tongue.
mar which teaches the found and quantity of
PROPRIETARY, 2. Belonging to a certain
owner. Grew .
ſyllables, and the meaſures of verſe.
PROPRIETOR. S. [ſrom proprius, Lat. ) A PROSOPOPOEI'A . S. [Tigoswtonosía.) Perſoni
fication ; figure by which things are made
poſleſſor in his own right. Rogers.
PROPRIETRESS. f. [from proprietor.) A perſons. Dryden .
female poſſeſſor in her own right. L'Eſtrange. PROʻSPECT. I. (proſpectus, Lat.) 1. View of
ſomething diſant. Milton . 2. Place which
PROPRI'ETY.ſ. ( proprietas, Lat . ) 1. Pecu
liarity of pofleffion ; excluſive right. Suckling. affords an extenſive view, Milton . 3 : Series
2. Accuracy ; juftneſs. Locke.
of objects open to the eye . Addifer .4. Object
PROPT, for propped. (from prop .] Suſtained
of view. Prior . 5. View into futurity ; op
poſed to retroſpect. Smith. 6. Regard to
by ſome prop. Pope.
ſomething future. Tillotſon .
TO PROPU'GN v.a. (propugno, Lat.) To de
fend ; to vindicate. Hammond.
To PROSPECT. v. a. ( Proſpectus.) Lat. To
PROPUGNATION.S. (prepugnatio, from pro
look forward . Diet .
PROSPECTIVE. a (from profpe &t.lı Viewing
pugno, Lat.) Defence. Shakeſp.
PROPU'GNER . S. [ from propugn .) A defender. at a diſtance . 2. Acling with foreGght.Child.
Government of the Tongue.
To PROʻSPER . v . a . (profpero, Lat. ] To
PROPU'LSION. F. (propulfus. Lat.) The act make happy ; to favour. Dryden . ,
of driving forward. Bacon .
TO PRO SPER .V. n . ( prosperer, Fr.) i. To
be proſperous ; to be ſucceſsful. Ifaiab. 2.
PRORE. (prora, Lat .) The prow ; the fore
To thrive ; to come forward. Cowley.
part of a ſhip . Pope .
PROROGA'TION : 8. (prorogatio, Lat.) 1. PROSPERITY. l. ( proſperitas, Lat.) Suc
cels; attainment of wiſhes ; good fortune.
Continuance ; ſtate of lengthening out to a
Hooker .
diſtant time ; prolongation South . 2. Inter
ruption of the ſeſſion of parliament by the PROSPEROUS. a. ( proſperus, Lat.) Succefs
ful ; fortunate. Milton .
regal authority . Swift.
TO PROROGUE . v.a. (prorogo. Lat.] 1. TO PROSPEROUSLY. adv. ( from proſperous.)
protract ; to prolong. Dryden . 2. To put off ;
Succeſsfully ; fortunately. Bacon .
to delay. Shakeſ. 3. To interrupt the ſellion PRO SPEROUSNESS. S. (from proſperous.]
Proſperity :
of parliament to a diſtant time . Bacon ,
PRORU‘PTION.S. ( prorupius, Lac.] The act PROSPICience . F. ( from profpicio, Lat.)
The act of looking forward.
of burſting out. Brown.
PROSA'ICK. a . ( proſaique, Fr.) Belonging to PROSTERNATION . S. [from profterno, Lat.)
Dejection ; depreffion ; rate of being caft
proſe ; reſembling proſe.
TO PRO'SCRIBE. v. a. (proſcribo, Lat.) 1 .
down . Wiſeman .
To cenſure capitally; to doom to deſtruction, PROʻSTETHIS. S. [ 720sngis] In ſurgery, that
which fills up what is wanting. Dic .
Roſcommon. 2. To interdict. Not in uſe. Dryd .
PROSCRIBER. f. [from proſcribe.] One that To PROSTITUTE .v. a . ( proſtituo, Lat.] 1 .
dooms to deſtruction. Dryden.
To ſell to wickedneſs ; to expoſe to crimes for
PROSCRIPTION . 1. (proſcriptio, Lat . ) Doom a reward. Addiſon. 2. To expoſe upon vile
terms. Tillotſon.
to death or confication. Ben Johnſon.
PROSE . f. (profa , Lat . ) Language not re- PROSTITUTE .a. (proſtitutas, Lat .) Vicious
Atrained to harmonick ſounds or ſet number of
forhire ; ſold to infamy or wickedneſs. Prior .
PROʻSTITUTE . f. [ from the verb.) 1. A
ſyllables. Swift.
To PROSECUTE. v. a . (proſecutus, Lat .) 1 ,
hireling ; a mercenary ; one who is ſet to
To purſue ; to continue endeavours after a
ſale. Dryden. 2. A publick ftruinpet. Dryden .
ny thing . Milton, 2. To continue ; to carry PROSTITU'TION . I. (profutution, French,
on. Hayward. 3. To proceed in conſidera
from pr fututé ] 1. The act of ſetting to ſale;
tion or diſquiſition of any thing. Hooker . 4.To
the ſtate of being ſet to ſale. 2. The life of a
publick Irumpet. Addifon.
purſue by law ; to ſue criminally.
PROSECUTION S. ( irom profecute.) 1. Pur- PRO'STRATE. a . (proſtratus, Lat.) 1 . Lying
at length. Fairfax. 2. Lying at mercy. Shok .
ſuit ; endeavour to carry on . South. 2. Suit
againſt a man in a criminal cauſe .
3. Throwo down in humbleſt adoration.
PROSECUTOR, J. ( from proſecute.) One that Hooker.
carries on any thing ; a purſuer of any pur- TO PROʻSTRATE. v. a . (proftratus, Lac . }
1. To lay flat ; to throw down. Hayward. 2 .
poſe ; one who purſues another by law in a
criminal cause.
To throw down in adoration. Duppa.
PROSELYTĖ. f. (zgochnela ) A convert ; one PROSTRA'TION. S. ( from proſtote.) 3. The
brought over to a new opinion. Ckoveland.
act of falling down in adoration. South. 2 .
TO PROSELYTE. v, a . To coavert. Gov. of
Dejection ; depreſion. Arbuthnos.
PRO
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PROSTY'LE . S- [ Trpoqun os) A building that has, PROTRA'CT. S. [from the verb .) Tedious
continuance. Spenſer .
only'pillars in the front.
PROŠY'LLOGISM . S. ( pro and ſyllogiſm .) A PROTRACTER. Y. ( from protra&.) 1. One
who draws out any thing to tedion . length. 2 .
profyllogiſm is when two or more lyllogilims
A mathematical inſtrument for taking aod
are connected together. Watts.
PROTA'SIS . f. Impotaois.) 1. A maxim or
meaſuring angles .
propofition. 2. In the ancient drama, the PROTRACTION. S; ( from protraa .]The act
firſt part of a comedy or tragedy that ex. of drawingto length . Daniel.
PROTRACTIVE . S. [from protraci . Dilato
plains the argument of the piece. Diet.
PROTA'TICK . (TTPatatinės. ) Protatick per.
ry ; delaying : ſpinning to length. Shakeſp .
PROTR'EPTICAL. 6.[Topálpenloads. Hortatory ;
Yons in plays give the relation.
TO PROTECT. v. a. ( protectus, Lat.) To
ſuaſory. Ward.
defend ; to cover from evil ; to fhield To PROTRU'DE. v . 0. (protrude, Lat.) To
Milton.
tbruſt forward. Woodward.
PROTE'CTION . S. (proteflion, Fr.) 1. De - To PROTRU'DE. v. *. To thruſt itſelf for
fence ; ſhelter from evil. Swift. 2. A pail
ward. Bacon,
PROTRU'SION . S. ( protrufus, Lat.) The ad
port ; exemption from being moleſted.
PROTECTIVE . a . (from protection.) Defen
of thruſting forward ; thruſt ; puſh. Lecke.
PROTU'BERANCE . S. ( protubero, Lat.)
ſive ; ſheltering. Thomſon.
PROTECTOR . S. (protecteur, Fr.) 1 . De
Something ſwelling above the reft ; promi
fender ; ſhelterer ; fupporter. Waller. 2. An nence ; tumour. Hale.
officer who had heretofore the care of the king. PROTU'BERANT. a. [from protuberate.]
dom in the king's minority. Shakeſp.
Swelling ; prominent. Ray.
PROTEʻCTRESS. S. (protectrice, Fr.) A wow To PROTU'BERATE. v. 6. ( protubero, Lat.)
man that protects.
To fwell forward ; to ſwell out beyond the
1
Tô PROTEND. v. a. ( protendo, Lat.] To parts adjacent. Sharp.
PROUD. a. (rrude, Sax .) 1. Too much
hold out ; to ſtretch forth. Dryden.
PROTEʻRVITY.S. ( protervitas, Lat ]Peevith
pleaſed with himſelf. Watts. 2. Elaced ;
neſs ; petulance.
valuing himſelf . Dryden. 3. Arrogant ;
TO PROTEST. v. n . ( proteftor, Lar.) To give haughty ; impatient. Millon , 4. Daring ;
prefumptuous. Drayton. 5. Lofty of mein ;
a folemndeclaration of opinion or reſolution .
Denham .
grand of perſon. Milton . 6. Grand ; lofty;
ſplendid ; magnificent. Bacon. 7. Oftentati
To PROTE'ST. v . a. To prove ; to ſhow ;
to give evidence of. Shakeſp. 2. to call as a
ous ; ſpecious; grand. Shakeſp. 8. Salacious ;
witneſs. Milton .
eager for the male. Brown. 9. Fungous;
exuberant. Arburbuot.
PROTE'ST. . ( from the verb.] A ſolemn de
PROUDLY. adv. ( fram proud ) Arrogantly;
claration of ſomething.
oftentatiouſly ; in a proud manner. Dryder,
PROʻTESTANT . 2. ( From protefl.) Belorging
Addiſon.
to proteſtants . Addifon.
PROʻTESTANT. s. ( proteftani, Fr.) One of To PROVE. v.2. ( probo, Lat. prouver , Fr. ]
1. To evince ; to ſhow by argument or teſti
thoſe who adhere to them, who , at the begin
mony. Atterbury . 2. To try ; to bring to the
ning of the reformation, proteſted againſt the
teit Milton. 3. To experience. Davit:.
church of Rome. King Charles.
make trial Bacon
PROTESTATION .S. (proteftation , Fr. ) A fo- TO PROVE. v. n. ! . To
2. To be found by experience. Shakeſp. 3.
lemn declaration or reſolution, fact or opini
on. Hooker.
To ſucceed. Bacon , 4. To be found in the e
vent . Waller .
PROTESTER . S. One who proteſts ; one who
PROVEABLE . a . ( from prove.] That may be
utters a ſolemn declaration. Atterbury.
PROTHO'NOTARY . J. I prothonotarius, Lat.) proved.
PKOVE DITOR . 2 [ proveditore, Italian .)
The head regiſter. Brerewood ,
PROTHOʻNOTARISHIP. S. [ from prothono- PROVEDORE .
} One who undertake.
tary.) The office or dignity of the principal to procure ſupplies for an army.
regiſter. Carew ,
PROVENDER : J. (provende, Fr ] Dry food
PROTOCOL.S. (ſrom (Trãtos and xań.] for brutes ; hay and corn. Shakeſp.
The original copy of any writing.
PROVERB. S. i proverbium , Lal.j 1. A ſhort
PROTOMARTYR . S. (ngãtos and páglug.) ſentence frequently repeated by the people;
The firſt martyr. A term applied to St.
a law ; an adage. Addijox. 2. A word, name,
Stephen.
or obſervation commonly received or uttered.
Tob. iii .
PROTOPLAST. S. [ Fütos and 7daşı;. ) O.
TO PROVERB. v.
riginal ; thing firſt formed. Harvey.
1. To mention in a pro
PROTOTYPE.S . (xãTÓTUTVY.] The original verb. Milion. 2. To provide with a proverb.
of a copy ; exemplar ; archetype. Wotion , Shakeſp.
Stillingpleet.
PROVERBIAL . a. (proverbiol, Fr.) 1. Men
tioned in a proverb. Temple. 2. Relembling
TO PROTRACT. v. a. (protraélus, Lat.) To
draw out ; to delay ; to lengthen ; to ſpin ta
a proverb ; luitable to a proverb. Brown. 3.
length. Knelles.
PRO
Compriſed in a proverb. Pope.
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PROVE'RBIALLY. adv. ( from proverbial.} | PROVOCATIVENESS.S. [ from provocative .]
In a proverb. Brown .
The quality of being provocative.
TO PROVIDE . v . 4. ( provideo, Lat . ) . 1. ToTo PROVOKE. v. o. ( provoco, Lat.] 1. To
procure beforehand ; to get ready ; to prepare.
rouſe; to excite to ?omething, Dryden. 2,
Milton. 2. To furnith ; to ſupply. Becor . 3 .
To anger ; to rage ; to offend ; to incenſe .
To ftipulate. 4. To PROVIDE againt. To
Clarendor. 3: To cauſe; to promoe Arbuthnot.
take meaſures for counteracting or eſcaping
4. To challenge. Dryden . 5. To induce by
PROVIDE
.
TO
5.
for. To take motive ; to move ; to incite. Burnet.
any ill. Hale
TO PROVO'KE. v. n . 1. To appcal A Laa
care of beforehand. Shakeſp .
PROVIDED , that . Upon theſe terms ; this fi
tiniim . Dryden. 2. To produce anger. Taylor.
PROVOʻKER . f. [ from provoke.] 1. One that
pulation being made . L'Efrange.
PRO VIDENCE . J. (providentia, Lat. ) 1 .
raiſes anger. Gov. of the Tongue. 2. Cauler ;
Forefight ; timely care ; forecaſt; the act of promoter. Shatelp.
providing. Sidney. 2. The care of God over PROVOKINGLY. adv. (from provoking.] In
created beings ; divine ſuperintendence. Rao
ſuch a manner as to raiſe anger. Decayof Picty .
leigh. 3. Prudence ; frugality : reaſonable PROVOST. S, (prafast, Sax. ) 1. The chief
moderate
care of expence. Dryden ,
and
of any body : as, the provoft of a collige, 2.
The executioner of an army. Haywardo,
PROʻVIDENT. a. (from providers, Lat.) Fore
caſting ; cautious ; prudent with reſpect to PROVOST'SHIP . L. { from provojt.) The office
of a provoſt . Hakewill.
futurity. Waller
PROVIDE'NTIAL . a. ( from providence.) EF: PROW . !. [proue,French; proa, Spaniſh; prora,
fected by providence ; referable to providence. Lat ) The head or forepareof a ſhip. Peacham .
Woodward.
PROW. a . Valiant. Spenſer.
PROVIDENTIALLY. adv. [from providen- PROWESS. S. (prodezza , Italian.JBravery ;
tial.) By the care of providence. Addifon.
valour; military gallantry . Sidney .
PROVIDENTLY. adv. (from provident ) PRO'WEST. a. Braveft ; moſt valiant. Spenſer.
With forelight ; with wiſe precaution . Boyle. To PROWL. v. a. To rove over. Sidney.
PROVIDER . L. (from provide.) He who pro- To PROWL . v. n . To wander for prey ; to
prey ; to plunder. Tuller.
vides or procures. Shakeſp.
PROVINCE . ! (provincia , Lat. ]ı. Aconquered PROWLER.S. ( from prowl.) One that roves
about for prey. Thomſon.
country; a country governed by a delegate
Templé. 2. The proper office or buſineſs ofa- PROʻXIMATÉ . a. (proximus, Lat . ) Next in
ny one. Otway . 3. A region ; a tract . Waris . the ſeries of ratiocinacion į near and imme
diace . Burmet.
PROVINCIAL. a. ( provincial, Fr. ] 1. Re
lating to a province. Shakeſp. 2. Appellant PROXIMATELY. adv. (from proximate.} Im
to the provincial country. Brown. 3. Not of mediately ; without intervention. Bentley.
the mother country ; rude ; unpoliſhed. Dryd. PROXIME.a (proximus, Lat . ] Next ; imme
4. Belonging only to an archbiſhop's juriſ dia'e . Watts.
diction ; not ecumenical. Ayliffe.
PROXIMITY. S. ( proximitas, Lat.) Nearneſs.
PROVINCIALS... ( provincial, French , from
Hayward .
province. ) A ſpiritual governour. Stillingfleet. PRO'XY. L. (By contraction from procuracy.]
Tó PROVINCIATE. v.a. (from province.]
1. The agency of another. 2. The ſubſtitu
To turn to a province. Howel.
tion of another ; the agency of a ſubſtitute.
TO PROVINE. v . n . ( provigner, Fr.) To lay Sourh . 3. The perſon ſubltiiuted or deputed.
L'Eſrange.
a ſtock or branch of a vine in the ground to
take root for more increaſe.
PRUCE. J. Pruflian leather. Dryden.
PROVISION. S. (Proviſion, French ; proviſio, PRUDE.) [ prude, Fr ! woman over nice and
Lat. 1. The act of providing beforehand. ſcrupulous, and with falle affectation . Swift.
Sidney. 2. Meaſures taken beforehand. Til PRUDENCE. J. ( prudence, Fr ; prudeniis,
losjon. 3. Accumulation of fores beforehand ; Lat.) Wiſdom applied to practice. Hale.
Itock collected . Knoles, 4. Vicłuals ; food ; PRU'DENT. a . ( prudent, French ; prudens,
provender. Clarendon. 5. Stipulation ; terms Lat.) ! . Practically wiſe. Milion. 2. Fore
ſettled Davies .
ſeeing by natural inſtinct. Milior .
PROVISIONAL . a .[provifionel, French ,)from PRUDENTIAL. 2. (from prudent. Eligible
provifion.) Temporarily eſtabliſhed ; provid
on principles of prudence. Tillerson , Rogers .
PRUDENTIALS. J. Maxiins of prudence or
ed for preſent need. Ayliffe.
PROVISIONALLY. adv . ( from proviſional.] practical wildom Waris .
PRUDENTIALITY. f. [from prudential ) E
By way ofprovition. Locke .
ligibility on principles of prudence. Brown.
PROVISO .) . Stipulation ; caution ; proviſio
PRUDENTIALLY. odv. ( from prudential ]
nal condition. Spenſer.
PROVOCA'TION . Y prcvccatie, Lat .) 1. An
According to the rules of prudence. South .
act or cauſe by which anger is raised . Smith. PRUDENTLY, adv . ( from prudent ] Dir
creerly ; judiciouſly. Bacon.
2. Ad appeal to a judge. Mylife.
PROVOCATIVE. j ſirom provoke.] Any PRU DÉRY. L. [from prude . ] Overmuch
thing which revives a decayed or closed appe.
nicely in conduct.
PRU
4 H 2
lie . Addijon.
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PRU'DISH . a. ( from prude.) Affectedly grave.PUBLICK a. [publique, Fr. publicus, Lat.) .
TO PRUNE. v. a . 1. To lop ; to diveſt trees
Belonging to a ſtate or nation ; not private .
of their ſuperfluities. Davies. 2. To clear Hooker . 2. Open ; notorious; generally
from excreſcences. Bacon .
known. Marib. 3. General ; done by ma
TO PRUNE . v . » . To dreſ ; to priok. A ludi
ay . Milton. 4. Regarding not private intereſt,
crous word. Dryden.
but the good of the community. Clarendor. 5 .
PRUNE.S. A dried plumb. Bacon.
Open for general entertainment. Addifor.
PRUNEL . f. An herb.
PU’BLICK. S. ( from publicus, Lat. ). 1. The
PRU'NELLO. J. 1. A kind of ſtuff of which
general body mankind, or of a Nate or
nation. Addiſor. Open view ; general, notice .
the clergymens gowns are made. Pope. 2. A
Locke.
kind of plum .
PRUNER.S. (from prune.]One that crops trees. PUBLICKLY . adv . (from publiek .) 1. In the
Denham.
Dame of the community. Addifon. 2. Opeoly ;
PRUNI'FEROUS. a. (prunum and fers, Lat.) without concealment. Bacon .
bearing
Plum .
PUBLICKNESS S. [ from publick.) 1. State
PRUNINGHOOK . S. A hook or knife
of belonging to the community. Boyle. 2 .
PRU'NINGKNIFE . S u'ed in lopping trees. Opennels ; Itate of being generally knowa
Philips .
or publick .
PRU’RIENCE. F. ( from prurio, Lat. ) An PU'BLICKSPIRITED. a. ( publick and ſpirir.)
ENCE:}
PRURI
itching or a great deſire or
Having regard to the general advantage above
private good. Dryden.
appetite to any thing. Swife.
PRURIENT. a. ( pruriens, Lat .) Itching . To PUBLISH . v . a. ( publier, Fr. } 1. To dir
Ainſworth.
cover to mankind ; to make generally and
PRURIGINOUS. a. ( prurio, Lat . ) Tending openly known . 2. To put forih a book into
to an itch .
the world. Digby:
TO PRY. . 4. (of unknown derivation . ) TO PUBLISHER. 1. ( from publiß .) 1. One who
peep narrowly . Shakeſp .
makes publick or generally known. Alterbury .
PSALM . S. Itaque u. ) A holy ſong. Peach .
2. One who puts forth a book into the world.
Prior.
PSA'LMIST. F. (from pfalm .) Writer of holy
PUCELAGE. S. ( French ) A ſtate of virginity.
ſongs. Addiſon .
PSA'LMODY.S. (tanperdiz .) The act or prac. PUCK . F. (perhaps the ſame with pug.)Some
tice of ſinging holy longs.
ſprite among the fairies, common in romances,
PSALMOGRAPHY. . (admès and yoàow.) Corber.
The act of writing pſalms.
PU'CKBALL or puckfil . f. A kiod of muth
PSALTER. S. ( falcoy.) The volume of room full of duft.
To PUCKER . v . a. To gather into corru
pſalms; a pſalm -book.
PSA'LTERY. S. Ą kind of harp beaten with
gations ; to contract into folds or plications.
ſticks. Sandys.
Spectator.
PSEUDO . F. [from ( trīdor.) A prefix, which PU'DDER . f. A tumult ; a turbulent and irre
being put before words, ſignifies falſe or coun.
gular buſtle. Locke.
terfeit : as, pfeudapoſtle, a counterfeit apoſtle. To PUDDER . v. n. (from the noun .) To
PSEU'DOGRAPHY. /. Falle writing .
make a tumult ; to make a buſtle . Locke .
PSEUDOLOGY. S. Cleudtag iz .) Falſehood of TO PU'DDER . v. a. To perplex ; to diſturb.
Locke.
ſpeech . Arbuthner.
PSHAW . interj.An expreſſionof contempt.Speel. PUDDING . L. (puding, Swedish ) A kind of
PTISAN . F. ( atlicsav .) A medical drink made food very variouſly compounded ,but general
of barley decocted with raiſios and liquorice.
ly made of meal, milk and eggs. Prior. 2.
Gartb .
The gut of an animal . Shakesp . 3. A bow !
PTY ALISM . S. Calvadospeds.) Salivation ; ef
Ruffed with certain mixtures of meal ando
fuſion of ſpiele
ther ingredients. Prior.
PTYSMAGOGUE. f. (tilcua and yw .) A PU‘DDINGPIE. f. ( pudding and pie.) A pud
ding with baked meat in it. Hudibras.
medicine which diſcharges ſpitele.
PUBERTY. S. (pubertas, Lat. ) The time or PU'DDINGTIME.ſ. ( pudding and time.) ! ,
The time of dinner ; time at which pude
life in which the two lexes begin firſt to be
ding, ansiently the firſt dith , is ſet upon the
acquainted. Bentley
PUBESCENCE . . (from pube.co, Lat.) The
tatke. 2. Nick of time ; critical minuie. Hun
dibras.
ſtate of arriving at puberty. Brown .
PUBE'SCENT. a. ( pubefcens, Lat.) Arriving PUDDLE . F. (hence pool) A ſmall muddy
at puberty . Brown.
lake ; a dirty plaſh. Hall.
PUBLICAN. L. ( from publicus, Lat . ) 1. A TO PU’DDLE. v. a . ( from the noun.) To
Marth
toll-gatherer.
. ix . 2. A man that keeps
muddy ; to pollute with dirt ; lo mix dirt and
water. Sidney
a hooſe of general entertainment.
PUBLICATION . L. (from fublico, Lat.) 1. PU'DDLY. a. ( from puddl .) Muddy ; dirty ;
The act ofpubliſhing ; the act of notifying to
miry. Carew .
the worla ; divulgation. Hesker. 2. Edition ; PU’DDOCK or parrock. f. ( for poddock or
parrock .)
; ait of giving a bouk to the public. Pope.
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Parrock .) A provincial word for a ſmall in- TO PULE . v. n . ( piauler, Fr. ) 1. To cry like
To whine ; to cry i
a chicken . Bacon .
cloſure.
PU'DENCY.S: ( fudens,Lat.) Modeſty ; ſame to whimper. Locke.
facedneſs Shakesp .
PU’LICK ). An herb. Ainſworth.
PUDICITY . !. I pudicité, French , from pudi- PULICOSE. a. ( pulicoſus, Lat.) Abounding
with feas .
citia , Lat. ! Modeſty ; chaſtity .
PUEFE LLOW .!. A partner. Shakeſp.
PULIOL . f . An herb.
PUERILE. a. (puerile, French ; puerilis, Lat. ) To PULL. v o . ( pullian, Sax ) 1 . To draw
Childish ; boyith. Pope.
violently towards one . Ben . Jobafon. 2. To
PUERILITY.S. ( puerilitas,Lat.)Childiſhneſs;
draw forcibly. Hayward. 3. To pluck ; to
gather.
Mortimer. 4. To tear ; to rend.
boyiſhneſs. Dryden.
Lam . ill . 2. 5. TO POLL down. To ſubvert ;
PU'ET ). A kind of water fowl. Walton .
PUFF . ). [ psf, Dutch .) 1. A quick blaſt with to demoliſh . Howel. 6 , To Pull down. To
the mouth . Phimps. 2. A ſmall bl2lt of wind . degrade. Roſcommon. 7. To Pull up. To
Raleigh. 3. A muſhroom . 4. Any thing light extirpate ; to eradicale. Locke.
and porous : as, puff paſte. 5. Something to PULL / (from the verb. ) The act of pulling ;
pluck. Shake/p.
ſprinkle powder on thehair . Ainſworth.
To PUFF.v . n . ( boffin , Dutch . ) 1. To ſwell PU'LLER. f. [ from pall.) One that pulls.
the cheeks with wind. 2. To blow with a
Shakeſp.
quick blaft. Shakeſp. 3. To blow with ſcorn- PULLEN. F. Poultry.
fulneſs. South . 4. To breathe thick and hard . PU'LLET. ): (powler, Fr.)A young hen. Brown.
L'Eſtrange. 5. To do or move with hurry , PULLEY. S. I poulie, Fr ) A ſmallwheelturn
tumour, or tumultuous agitation. Herbert. 6 .
ing on a pivot, with a furrow on its outtide in
To lwell with the wind. Boyle.
which a rope runs. Guil.
TO PUFF.v.a , 1. To ſwell as with wind . Ray . To PULLU LATE v r. (fullulo, Latin ; pulo
Fr. ) To germinale ; to bud.
luler,
of
wind.
blaſts
with
agitate
or
2 . To drive
Shakelp. 3. To drive with a blaſt of breath PU LMONARY a .Belonging to the lungs.
ſcornully . Dryden. 4. To ſwell or blow up PU'LMONARY.S. [ pulmonaire, Fr. ) The berb
with praite. Bocor. 5. To lwell or elate with lungwort Ain /worth.
pride. Shakeſp.
PU'LMONICK. a. (from pulmo, Lat . ] Belong
PU'FFER.S. ( trom puff. 1 One that puffs.
ing to the lungs.
PUFFIN Í I puffino, ilaliao.) 1. A water fowl. PULP.S. ( pulpa, Lat ; pulpe, Fr. ) 1. Any
Carew . 2. A kind of fiſh . 3. A kind of fun
ſoft mars. Bacon. 2. The ſoft part of fruit.
gus filled with duft.
Ray .
PU'FFINGAPPLE. F. A ſort of apple .
PULPIT, L. ( pulpitum , Lat ) 1 . A place
PUFFINGLY adw. ( from puffing.) . Tumid
raiſed on high , where a ſpeaker ſtands.Shakeſ.
ly ; with fwell. 2. Wich Noienets ofbreath .
2. The higher desk in the church where the
PUFFY. a . (from puf ) 1. Windy ; faculent. ſermon is pronounced, Dryden.
Wifeman. 2. Tumid ; turgid . Dryden.
PU'LPOUS. 6.{from pulp.) Soft. Philips.
PUG.S. (p!32 , Sax . ) A kind nameof a monkey , PULPOUSNESS./ (froin pulpous )Thequality
or any thing tenderly loved. Addijon.
of being pulpous .
PUGGERED . a . Crowded ; complicated.
PULPY a. ( trom fulp .) Soft ; pappy. Arbuch.
PUGH. interj. A word of contempe.
PULSA'TION . F. (froin puljarii, Lat. ) The act
PUGIL. f. I pugille, Fr.) What is taken up
of beating or moving with quick ſtrokes a
gain't any thing oppoſing: Harvey.
between the thumb and two first fingers.
Bacon.
PULSI'TOR . ) . (from pulfo, Lat.) A ſtriker ;
PUGNA'CIOUS. a . ( pugnax, Lat .] Inclinable a beater .
PULSE.S. ( fufus, Lat. ) 1. The motion of
to fight; quarrelſome ; fighting.
PUGNA CITY.J. ( from pugnax, Lat .) Quar
an artery as the blood is driven through it by
relſomene's ; inclination to fight.
the heart, and as it is perceived by the touch.
PUISNE . a (puisse,Pr.) 1. Young ; younger ; 2. Oſcillation ; vibration . Nowion . 3. To
later in time.Bacon. 2. Peuy , ioconuderable; feel one's Pulse. To try or kno'n one'smind
ſmall. Shakeſp :
artfully . 4 [ From pull.] Leguminous plants ,
Milton .
PUISSANCE 5. ( puiſſance, Fr. ) Power ;
PULSE . v . n . ( from the noun. ) To beat as
TO
.
Troy
of
Dſtruction
ſtrength ; force.
the pulle. Ray
PUISSANT a . (puillant,Fr. ;Powerful; ſtrong;
forcible. Raleigh
PULSION | (irom pulfus, Lat.) The act of
PUISSANTLY.ado. ( from puillant.] Power
driving or forcing forward : in oppoſition to
fully ; forcibly
fuction . More.
PUKE. L. Vomit ; medicine cauſing vomit.
PUʻLVERABLE. 6. ( from pulveris, Lat.) Pol
TO PUKE . v. n. To Ipew ; to vomit . Shakeſp.
ſible to be reduced to duft. Boyle.
PUKER . S. [ from puke.] Medicine cauſing a PU'LVERIZATION. / [ from pulterize. ]
vomit. Garib.
The act of powdering ; reduction to duſt or
powder.
PU'LCHRITUDES . { pulchritudo, Lat. ) Beau.
Το
fi grace ; handſomenels. More.
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TO PU'LVERIZE .v.a. ( from pulveris, Lat.) | PU'NCTUALLY. odv. (from punctual.) Nice.
To reduce to powder ; to reduce to duſt . Boyle. ly ; exactly ; ſcrupulouſly. Raleigh, Ray.
PULVERULENCE . I. ( pulverulentia, Lat.) PUNCTUALNESS. S. [from pun& ual.) Éxact
Duriners ; abundance of duſt.
neſs ; nicely. Felton.
PULVIL ! [ puluillum ,Lat.}Sweet ſcentsGay. PUNCTUATION. F. I punctum , Lac.]
The act
To PULVIL . v . a. ( from the noun.] To Iprinkle
or method of pointing. Addiſon. .
PUNCTURES [ punetus,Lat.) A ſmall prick ;
with perfumes in powder. Cong.
PU MICE./. A flag or cinder of fome foflil, ori
a hole made with a very ſharp point. Brown,
Wiſeman .
ginally bearing another form ,and only reduced
to this itate by the violent action of fire : it is To PUNCTULATE. 0. . ( punetulum , Lat. )
To mark with ſmall ſpots. Woodward.
a lax and ſpungy matter full of lir le poresand
cavities, found in maſſes of difit ent lizes and PUNDLE.S.- A ſhort and fat woman. Ainſw .
1hapes , of a pale, whuith, grey colour : the PUNGAR.S. (pagürus, Lat ) A fiſh.Ain /w .
pumice is found abou, the burning mountains PONGENCY. I. trom pungens.) 1. Power of
Eina, Veluvius and Hecla. Bacon.
pricking . Arburhnol . 2. Heat on the longue;
PU'MMEL . f. See POMMEL .
acridaeis. 3. Power to pierce the mind .
Hammond. 4. Acrimoniouſneſs ; keeoneſs.
PUMP S. [ pompe, Dutch and French .) 1. An
Suilling fleet.
engine by which water is drawn up from wells :
Lat.) 1 . Prick ng.
preſſure of PUNGENT. 6. íonpungers,
is performed by thefole
operation
its
the tongue; acrid . Newlin.
Pope. 2. Sharp
and low
the air. 2. Afhoe with a thin
heel . Shakeſp.
3. Piercing ; Tharp. Swifi. 4. Acrimonious ;
biting Dryden .
To PUMP . v. n. ( pompen, Dutch .) To work a
pump ; to throw ouiwater by a pump. Decay PU'NICE. /. A wall-louſe ; a bugg .
PUNICEOUS a . ( puniceus, Lat.) Purple .
of Piety.
TO PUMP. v. a . I. To raiſe or throw out by PU'NINESS. S. (from puny.) Pettinels ; ſmall
neſs.
means of a pump. 2 . To examine artfully
by ny interrogatories. Otway.
To PUNISH . v . a. ( punio,Lat.) 1. To chaſtiſe;
PUMPER. S. (trom fump.) The perſon or the
to ami& with penalties. Lev . xxvj . 18. 2. To
in rumeni that pumps. Boyle.
revenge a fault with pain or death .
PUNISHABLE.a.( puniſjoble, Fr. from puniſh. )
PUMPION . J. A plani. Miller,
Worthy of puniſhment; capable of puniſh
PUN . S. An equivocation ; a quibble ; an ex
prefſion where a word has at once different ment . Hooker, Taylor.
meanings. Addiſon.
PUNISHABLENESS S. (from puniſbabie ] The
To PUN . v . n . ( from the noun . ) To quibble ; quality of deſerving or admiuing puniſhment.
to uſe the ſame word at once in different len- PUNISHER S [ irom puniſh.] Onewho inflicts
pains for a crime. Milien .
ſes. Dryden, Tailer.
To PUNCH. v. a . ( poincenner, Fr.) To bore PUNISHMENT. S. ( puniſſement, Fr.) Any
or perforate by diiving a tharp inſtrument.
infliction impoſed in vengeance of a crime.
Wiſeman .
Spenſer, 2 Mac, vii. 36. Job xxxi. 3. Dryden ,
PUNCH.S. ( from the verb. ) 1. A pointed in . Locke.
Itrument, which, driven by a blow , perlorales PUNITION . / ( punition , Fr. punitio, Lat .)
Puniſhment. Ainſworth.
bodies. Mexin. 2. A liquor made by mixing
Ipirit with water, lugar, and the juice of le - PU'NITIVE. a . (from punio, Lat.) Awarding
mons. Swift. 3. The buffoon or harlequin or inflicting puniſhment. Hammond.
of the puppet-ſhow. Gay. 4. In contempt of PU'NITORY. a ( from punia, Lat . ) Puniſhing ;
ridicule, a ſhort fat fellow .
tending to puniſhmeni .
PUNCHEON ! ( poincon, Fr.) 1. Anirfru. PUNK I. A whore ; a common proſtitute.
ment driven io as to make a hole or imprer. Hudibras , Dryden.
fon . Camden . 2. A meaſure of liquids.
PU'NSTER / (from pun . ! A quibbler ; a low
PU'NCHER . f. ( from punch . ) An inſtrument
wit who endeavours at reputation by double
meaning . Arbuthnei, Addiſon.
that makes an impreffion or hole . Grew.
PUNCTILIO.ſ. A ſmall nicely of behaviour : TO PUNT. v . n . To play at baſlet and ombre .
Addison, Pope.
a nice point of exa& neli. Addifon .
PUNCTILIOUS. a . ( from punetilio.] Nice , PUNY... (puis nè, Fr.] 1. Young. 2. Inferior;
exa& ; punctual to fuperftiiion. Rogers.
petty ; of an under rate. Shakejp Milton .
PUNCTILIOUSNESS 1. ( from puncrilicus.) PU NÝ. ! A young unexperienced unleaſoned
wretch . South
Nicely ; exaaneis of behaviour.
PUNCTO.S. ( punto, Spanun . ] 1. Nice point To PUP. v.n. (from puppy.) To bring forth
of ceremony . Bacon , 2. The point in fencing
whelps : uſed of a birch bringing young
Shakej p.
PUPIL.L. ( pupilia, Lat.) 1. Theapple of the
eye. Bacon, Ray, Neavion. 2. A Scholar i one
PUNCTUAL. 6. (pundwel, Fr.] 1. Compriſed
under the care of a tutor . Shakelp. Fairfax,
in a point ; contifting in a point. Million 2 .
Exact ; nice ; punctilious . Bacon , Auerbury.
Locke. 3. A ward ; ore under the care of his
PUNCTUALITY ) . (trom punétual..!Nicely ; guardian. Dryden , Torkell.
PUPILAGE. ]. [ froin pupil ) 1 . State of be.
ſcrupulous exactneſs . Howela
108
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ing a ſcholar. Locke. 2. Wardſhip ; mino- PU'RGATION . S. I purgation, Fr.) 1. The
rity. Spenſer.
act of cleanſing or purifying from vitious mix
PU'PILLARY. a. ( pupillaire, Fr. pupillaris,
tures. Burnet. 2. The act of cleanſing the
body by downward evacuation. Bacon 3•
Lat.) Pertaining to a pupil or ward.
PU'PPET.S; ( poupée, Fr. pupus, Lat.) 1. A
The act of clearing from imputation of guilt.
Shakeſp.
ſmall image moved by men in a mock Jrama ;
a wooden tragedian . Pope. 2 . A word of PU'RGATIVE . a. I purgatif, Fr. purgativus,
Lac ) Cathartick ; having the power to cauſe
contempt. Shakeſp.
PU'PPETMAN .. ( puppet and man.) Maſter evacuacions downward. Bacon , Donne, Wiſem .
PURGATORY.
S. ( purgatorium , Lat.Ja place
of a puppet-ſhow. Swift.
PUPPETSHOW. l. ( puppet and pow. ) A
in which ſouls are ſuppoled by the papiſts to be
mock drama , performed by wooden images
purged by fire from carnal impurities, before
chey are received into heaven. Stilling fleet.
moved by wire. Swift, Arbuthnot.
PUPPY.). ( poupée, Fr. ] 1. A whelp ; pro- To PURGE . v . a . I purgo, Lat.) 1. To
geny ofa bitch. Shakeſp. Gay. 2. A name of cleanſe ; to clear. Bacon. 2. To clear from
contemptuous reproach to a man . Shakeſp .
impurities. Shakeſp. Woodward. 3. To clear
To PUPPY. v. n. [ from the noun ] To bring
from guilt. Shakeſp. Heb. ix. 14. 4. To clear
whelps .
from imputation of guilt. Shakeſp . Bacon . 5 .
PURBLIND. 6. Nearlighted ; ſhortfighted . To ſweep or put away impurities.Dec.of Piety.
Shakeſp. Boyle.
6. To evacuate the body by ſtool. Camden ,
PURBLINDNESS . S. (from pusblind.) Short
Bacon . 7. To clarify ; to defecate.
neſs of ſight.
To PURGE. v. n. To have frequent ſtools.
PURCHASABLE. a. (from purchaſe.] That PURGE.S. (from the verb.) A cathartick medi
cine ; a medicine that evacuates the body by
may be purchaſed or bought. Locke.
To PURCHASE. v. a. I pourchaſſer, Fr. ] 1 . tool. Shakeſp. Arbuthnot.
To buy for a price. Shakeſp. Gen. xxv. 2. PU'RGER . S. (from purge. ] 1. One who clears
away any thing noxious. Shakeſp. 2. Purge ;
To obtain at any expence, as oflabour or dan
cachartick . Bacon .
ger . Milton. 3. To expiate or recompenle by
PURIFICATION. S. ( purification, Fr. purifi
a fine or forfeit. Shakeſp .
cario, Lat.) 1. The act of making pure.
PU'RCHASE. S. ( pourchas, old French .) ! .
Any thing bought or obtained for a price.Locke. Boyle. 2 . The act of cleanſing from guilt.
2. Any thing of which poſſeffion is taken . Sha
Taylor. 3. A rite performed by the Hebrews
after childbearing.
. (from
. A
i PURIFICATIVE
{ ing
power
or tendency
one that gains any thing for a price. Bacon ,
Hav
purify.)
a (from
PURIFICA TORY ,
South, Addijon.
mak
pure
e
to
.
PURE. 2. [ pur, pure, Fr. purus, Lat. ) 1. Nou
filthy ; not ſullied. Prov. xxx . 2 . Clear : PURIFIER . / : [ from purify .) Cleanſer ; ro
Mal.
finer.
not dirty ; nut muddy. Sidney. 3. Unming.
Jed ; not altered by mixture ; mere. Taylor. To PURIFY. v . a. ( purifier, Fr. purifico,Lat.)
1. To make pure . 2. To free from any ex
4. Not connected with any thing extrinſick.
Wilkins, W'atis. 5. Free ; clear. Philips. 6 .
traneous admixture. Burnet, Dryden. 3: To
make clear. Sidney. 4. To free from guilt or
Free from guilt ; guildlels ; innocent. Prov .
corruption . Tirus, South .5. To free from pol
xx . 9. Milton . 7 Incorrupt ; not vitiated by
lution, as by luftration. Jobr. 6. To clear
any bad practice or opinion . Tickell. 8. Noi
vitiated with corrupi modes of ſpeech.Afcham . from barbariſms or improprieties. Spratt.
9. Mere : as, a pure villain. Clarendon, TO PURIFY. v. To grow pure. Burnet .
L'Efrange. 10. Chalte ; modeſt.
PURIST.F. ( purifte, Fr.) One ſuperſtitiouſly
PURELY . adv. ( from pure. ) 1. In a pure
nice in the uſe of words.
manner ; not dirrily ; not with mixture. Ijai. PU'RITAN.S. ( from pure.) A ſectary pretend
i . 25 : 2. Innoceatly ; without guilt. 3
ing to eminent purity of religion. Sanderſon.
PURITA'NICAL . a . (irom puritan.) Relacing
Merely. Clarendon .
PU'RENESS. S. ( from pure.] 1. Clearneſs
to puritans. Walton .
freedom from extraneous or foul admixtures PU’RITANISM . S. ( from puritan .] The 20 •
Sidney, Temple. 2. Simplicity ; exemption tions of a puritan. Walton.
from compoſition . Raleigh, Dryden. 3. İnno PURITY . ( purité, fr. puritas, Lat.] 1 .
cence ; freedom from guilt Common Prayer
Cleanneſs; freedom from foulneſs or dirt.
4 Freedom from vicious modes of ſpeech.
Prior, Thomſon. 2. Freedom from guilt ; in
Afcham .
nocence. Wake. 3. Chaſtity ; freedom from
PU'RFILE.S. (pourfilée,Fr. ) A ſort of ancient contamination of lexes . Shakeſp.
PURL. S.( from purfle ] ! . An embroidered
crimming for womens gowns. Bailey.
and puckered border. Sidney, Bacon. 2. A
To PU'RFILE. v. a. I pourfiler, Fr. profilare,
Ital. ] To decorate with a wrought or flowered
kind ofmedicated malt liquor, in which worm
border. Spenſer .
wood and aromaticks are infuſed.
PURFLE. 3 r. ( pourfilé, Fr. ) A border of TO PURL . v . 1. To murmur ; to flow with a
PURFLEW S embroidery.
gentle noiſe. Bacon, Milton ,
TO

PUR
PUS
proſecute. Prov. 3. To imitate ; to follow as
TO PURL. v. a. To decorate with fringe or
an example. Dryder. 4. To endeavour to
embroidery. Ben. Johnſon.
attain. Prior .
PU'RLIEU.S. The grounds on the borders of a
forest; border ;incloſure. Shakeſp. Spectator. TO PURSU'E . V. n.Togo on ; to proceed. Boyle.
PU'RLINS.S. In architecture, thoſe pieces of PURSUER.S. (from purſue ] One who follows
timber that lie acroſs the rafters on the inſide, in hoftility . Milton , Denbam .
to keep them from Goking in the middle.Boiley. PURSUIT.S. (pourſuite , Fr.] 1. The act of
following with hoſtile intention. Milter . 2.
To PURLOIN . v . a. To Iteal ; to take by
Endeavour to attain. Dryden , Rogers. 3. Pro
theft. Milion , Denham .
fecution . Clarendon .
PURLOINER./ ( from purloin ) A thief ; one
PURSUIVANT. S pourſuivant, Fr. ) A fate
that ſteals clandeſtinely. L'Eſtrange .
meſſenger; an attendant on the heralds. Spen.
PU'RPARTY . J. ( pour and parti, Fr ) Share ;
Drydes.
part in divifion. Davies .
PU'RPLE.G. (pourpre,Fr. purpureus , Lat.)PURSY, a ( poulif, Fr.) Shortbreathed and
1. Red tinctured with blue Shakeſp. Wotton. fat. Shakeſp. Hudibras.
PU'RTENANCE.S. ( appertenonce, Fr ] The
2. In poetry red. Dryden.
To PU'R PLÉ . v. a. I purfuro, Lat.) To make
pluck of an animal. Ex. H «dibras.
PURVEY . v , a . I pourvoir, Fr.] 1 . Το
red ; to colour with purple . Donne, Milton . To
provide with conveniences. Spenſer. 2 . Tu
PU'RPLES. S. ( without a ſingular.) Spots of a
livid red, which break out in malignant le procure. Th:man .
To PU'RVEY.w.n. To buy in proviſions. Mi!!
vers ; a purple fever.
PU'R PLISH .6. (from purple ) Somewhat pur- PURVE YANCE S. (from purvey ) . Provifi
on. Spenſer. 2. Procurement of viêuals. Bar.
ple. Boyle.
PURPORT.S. ( pourporte, Fr.) Deſign; ten- PURVE YOR.L. (from purvey.) s. One that
provides victuals. Roleigh . 2. A procbier ;
dercy of a writing or diſcourſe. Norris.
To PURPORT. v. a. ( from the noun . ] To a pimp. Dryden , Addiſon.
PURVIEW . 1 ( purveu , Fr. ) Proviſo ; pro
intend ; to tend to ſhow . Bacon , Rowe.
PURPOSE .S. ( propos, Fr. propofitum, Lat.) 1: viding clanſe. Hale.
Intention :defign . Shakeſp. Knollis. 2. EF PURULENCE. ? [ from purulent.) Genera
PU'RULENCY. } lion of pus or matier. Arb.
fect ; conſequence. Coliser, Baker. 3 . lo
PURULENT.a. purulent, Fr. perslenius,Lat. )
ftance ; example. L'Eſtrange.
Conlifting of pus or the running of wounds.
To PURPOSE . v. a. (from the noun ) Toin.
tend; to defign ; 10 reſolve. Hooker, Prior.
Bacon , Arbuthnet.
PU'R POSELY. adv . (from purpoje.] By debgn ; PUS (Lat. ) The matter of a well digeſted
Arbuthnot.
fore.
by intention . Hooker, Pope.
PURPRISE S. I pourpris, old fr. purpriſum , To PUSH. v . a. (pouſſer, Fr. ] ı . To ſtrike with
low Lat . ) A cloſe or incloſure ; as alio che
a thruſt. Exodus. 2. To force er drive by
impulle of any thing. Job. 3. To force not
whole compaſs of a manour. Bacon .
by a quick blow , but by continued violence.
PURR . Š. A lea larkTo
. Ainſworth.
murmur as a cat or leo
Shakelp . Pſalms 4. To preis forward Dryd.
To PURR. v. a .
Addijon. š . To urge ; to drive . Addijen.'o.
pard in plea ure
PURSE. ). [bourſe, Fr. pwrs, Welſh . ) A ſmall
To enforce ; to drive to a conclufion . Swift.
7. To importune ; to teaze .
bag in which money is contained. Shakeſp.
To PUSH . 0. n. 1. To make a thruſt. Dryder,
Knalles, Addiſon
TO PURSE. v . a. ( from the noun ) 1. To put
Ray. 2. To make an effort . Dryden. 3. To
make an attack . Daniel.
into a purſe. Dryden. 2. To contract as a
PUSH . I: ( from the verb.] 1. Thruſt ; the ac
purle . Shakeſp.
PURSENET:). ( purſe and net. ) A net o
of Itriking with a pointed inftrument. Kushies.
2. An impulle ; force impreffed Addifer. 3 .
which the mouth is drawn together by a ſtring
Mortimer .
Aſſault, attack. Shakijp. Watis. 4. A forci.
PU'RSE PROUD . a. ( purſe and proud.) Puffed
ble firuggle ; a ſtrong effort. Skakelp. Addijes.
5. Exigence ; trial . L'Ejiranga, sitterbury . 6 .
up with money .
PU'RSER. /. (trom purſe.] The paymaſter of a
A ſuduen emergence. Skakelp 7. A pimple ;
an efforeſcence; a wheal . Baces.
ſhip.IVENESS
s
er
RS
'SHERS. (trom pub .] He who puſhes for
y
tn
om
rl
PU
or
PU
F.
(fr
pu . ] Sh
PU'RSINESS.
&
ward
of breath
PUʻRSLAIN.S. Iportulaca , Lat.) A plant.Wife. PUSHING.c . (from puf .) EnterpriGng ; viga
rous.
PURSU'ABLE. 2. ( from purjuc.) What may
PUSHPIN . S. ( pufi and pix .) A child's play, in
be purſued.
PURSU'ANCE . S. ( from purſue.] Proſecution ; which pins are pushed alternately. L'Estrange
PUSILLANIMITY.! (pufillanimise,Fr. Cow
proceſs.
PURSU'ANT a. (from purjue.) Done in con
ardice ; meannels of ſpirit. Shekelp. Sosib.
PUSILLA'NIMOUS. ' . ( pafillasime, Fr. )
ſequence or proſecution of any thing.
To
1.
Mean ipirited ; narrow minded ; com
owardly
TO PURSU'E . v.o.I pourſuivre, Fr. )
chaſe ; to follow in bulility . Shake'p. 2. To Bacon, speciaior.
FUSIL

1

PUT

PU

T

PÜSILLA'NIMOUSNESS. S. [from pufillani
treſs ; to perplex ; to preſs hard .Dryden.Addif.
mous. ) Meanneſs of ſpirit.
55. To Put to. To afiſt wish. Sidney ,Knolles.
PUSS ſ. 1. The fondling name of a cat. L'Efir.
56. T. Put a dearb. To kill . Bacon , Hayw .
Worts . 2 The ſport'man's term for a hare.
57. To Put together. To accumulate into one
ſum or mals. Burnet . 58 To Put up. To
Gay.
paſs unrevenged. L'Ffrang ?, Boyle 59. To
PU'STULE S. ( puſiule, Fr. puſula, Lat.) A
emit ; to cauſe to germinate as plants. Bacon .
Imall ſwelling ; a pimple ; a pulh ; an effloreſ
cence. Arbushnor.
60. To expoſe publickly . 61. To ftart. Addiſ.
PUSTULOUS. a. (from puſtule.) Full of pur
62. To hoard . Spelman. 63. To hide. Slakeſp .
tules : pimply .
64. To Put upon. To incite ; to inſtigate .
Clarendon, Tillsofon. 65. To impoſe; to lay
TO PUT. v . a . 1. To lay or repoſit in any
place . Miloon, Mortimer . 2. To place in any
upon. Shakeſp. 66. To Put upon trial. To
laluation . Milton, L'Eſtrange. 3. To place in
expole or lummon to a folemo and judicial
examination. Locke, Arbuthnot.
any ſtate or condition. Shakeſp. Gen. Suſan .
4. To repole . 2 Kings, 1 Chron. 5 To truſt : TO PUT . v. r. 1. To go or move. Bacon. 2 .
to give up Exodus. 6. To ex pole; to apply
To ſhoot or germinate . Bacon . 3. To ſteer a
to any thing . Locke. 7. To puth into action. veſſel. Addifon. 4 To Put forth. To leave a
Milion, Swift. 8. To apply . 1 Sam . Dryden.
port. Shakelp. 5. To germinale ; to bud ; to
9. To uſe any action by which the place or
Moot out. Shakeſp. Bacon . 6.To Put in . To
Itate ofany thing is changed. Shakeſp.Taylor,
enter a haven. l'ope. 7. To Put in for . To
Hake . 10 . To cauſe ; to produce. Locke.
claim ; to ſtand candidate for. Locke. 8. To
To compriſe ; to conſign to writing . 2
Putin . To offer a claim . Shakeſp: Brown.
Chron . 12. To add. Eccl. 13. To place in
9. To Put of To leave land Addiſon. 10.
a reckoning. Locke. 14. To reduce to any
To Put over. To fail acrois. Abbot. II . To
ftate Shakeſp. 15. To oblige ; to urge. Bacon , PUT 10 jea. To ſet ſail ; to begin the courſe .
Boyle. 16. To propole ; lo ſtate. 2 Chron.
Bacon . 12. To Put up. To offer one's ſelf a
candidate. L'Eſtrange . 13. To advance ; to
Swift. 17. To form ; to regulate. 18. To
séach co another. Hab. 19. To bring into
bring one's ſeli forward . Swift. 14. To Put
any fate ofmind or teinper. Knolles, Clarend .
up with . To ſuffer without reſentment.
Locke, 20. To offer ; to advance. Dryd.Atterb. PUT. S: ( from the verb . ) 1. An action of diſtreſs.
21 . To unite ; to place as an ingredient. L'Eſtrange. 2. A ruftick ; a clown . Bramſtor .
Locke. 22. To Put by. To turn off; to
3. Pui of: Excuſe; thift . L'Efirange.
divert. Taylor, Grew . 23. To thruſt aſide. PUTAGE. F.( puiain, Fr.] In law, proſtitution
on
the woman's part.
Sidney, Cowley. 24. To Put down. To baf
fe ; to repreſs ; to cruſh . Shakeſp. 25. TO PU'TANISM . S. ( fataniſme, Fr. ) The manner
degrade . Spenſer , 2 Chron . 26. To bring into
of living, or trade of a proſtitute. Dici.
dilule. Bacon, Dryden . 27. To confule. Shake. PUTATIVE.a . ( putatif, Fr. from puto, Lat. )
28. To Put forih . To propoſe.Judges. 29
Suppoſed ; reputed . Ayliffe.
To extend. Genefs. 30. To emit, as a proui- PUTID. a. ( putidas, Lat. ) Mean ; low ;
ing plant. Bacon. 31. To exert . Milton ,
worthleſs.
Taylor . 32. To Put in. To interpoſe. Collier. PUTIDNESS .S.(from putių.] Meanneſs; vile
neſs,
33 To Put in practice. To uſe; to exerciſe.
Pryden. 34." To Put off. To diveſt; to lay PU'TLOG. J. Putlogs are pieces of timber of
afide. Nehem . Exodus, Addiſon. 35. To de
Mort poles about ſeven feet long; to bear the
feat or delay with ſome artifice or excuſe.
boards they ſtand on to work , and lo lay bricks
Bacon , Boyle. 36. To delay ; to deſer; to
and mortar upon. M xor.
procraſtinate. Wake. 37. To paſs fallaciouſly. PU'TREDINOUS. 6. I from putrede, Lat. )
Rogers. 38. To diſcard. Shakeſp. 39. To Stinking; rotten. Floyer.
recommend; to vend or obtrude. Bacon , Swift. PUTREFA'CTION . }. (putrefo Elion ,Fr.] The
40 . To Put on or upon . To impute ; to
ſtate of growing rotten ; the act of making
rotten. Quincy, Thomſon .
charge . 41. Toinveſt with , as cloathsor cover
ing. Shakeſp.Ben. Jobufon,Knolles,L'Ejirange. PUTREFACTIVE. 6. (from putrefacio , Lat .)
Making rotten . Brown , Wiſeman .
42. To Put on . To forward ; to promote ; to
incite. Shakeſp. 43. To Put on or upor. To To PU'TREFY. v . a . (putrifier,Fr. putrefacio,
Lat.) To make rotten ; to corrupt with rol
impoſe;. to inflict. 2 Kings, L'Eſtrange. 44 .
T. Put on . To aſſume ; to take . Shakeſp
tennels. Shakeſp. Bacon , Temple, Arbuthnot ,
Dryder. 45.To Putover. To prefer. Shakejp To PU'TREFY. v.n. To rot . Iſaiah, Bacon .
46. To Put out. To place at uſury. PJalms. PUTRESCENCE . S. (from putrejco, Lat.) The
47. To extinguiſh. Judges, Milton. 48. To
Nate of routing. Brown .
mit, as a plant. Bacon. 49. To extend ; to PUTRE’SCENT. a . [ putreſcens, Lat.] Growing
rotten . Arbutinot.
protrude. Genefis. 50. To expel ; to drive
from . Spenſer, Bacon. si . To make publick. PU'TRID a.[ fuiride,Fr.putridus,Lat.)Rotter :
Dryden, Addiſon. 52. To diſconcert. Bacon . corrupt. Waller. Putrid fever is that kind we
53. To Putro. To kill by ; to puniſh by. fever, in which the humours, or part of them ,
Bacon, Clarendon. 54. T. PUT to it. To dito
have 10, lirsle circulatory mosion,that they tai
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PYG

into an inteſtine one, and pairefy, which is been deſtroyed by craces. Bez :ly.
commonly the cate after great eracuations, PYLOR US. Y [muhames.] The lower orice of
great or excetive heat . 21907 .
the ſtomach ,
PUTRIDNESS. / firem Fird] Rottennels . PY POWDER. See PIIPOWDER .
Fayer.
PYRAMID . L. I pyramidi, Fr. Tópauis.) is
geometry , is a ſolid figure, whoſe taie is a
PL'TTER | [ from pin
1. One who puts.
LF ?rang: . Purisim. laciler ; initiga
polygon, and whưie fides are plain triangles,
Their leveral points meeting in one . Harris.
cor $28
. 18. ( from pyramid.) Hav
PYRAMIDAL
Sectof
parts
Bu
A.
fere
PU TIINCSTONE
lane. tlones are ind at the gates of great PYRAMIDICAL. S ing the form of a pyramid.
Lacke.
boutes woker c'h gaiting ftant for trials
PYRAMIDICALI.Y . adw .( from pyroxidical)
of frengib . Pie
In form of a pyramid. Broome.
Po truallerived, bv Minherent from
PYRAMIS . . A pyramid . Bacon ,
wa lati i bun. Salem Pratam .
and er ponter a which | PYRE. F. Pyra, Lat. ) A pile to be baril.
pasound.l.2 , 1. a kind of cemeat
Dryden, Pepe.
PYRĪTES. 1 (from mūp.) Fireſtone 1 ' sedersid.
Tur
3.
From Afe, Skinner.}| PYROMANCY. S. (muzeje arraiz, ] Divination
by fre Ay iffe.
» perser , to conuedi to cor bara's ; to
PYROTECHNICAL , a . ( Pyretechnique, Fr.
BNNeListná
frem pyretecknicks.) Engaged or ikilful in fre
Twal Le Tinde bewildere ! in one's
works.
•
Yosivus , to be answer . L Etrange.
' Tum Lae vere , Embaraitaneat; PYROTECHNICKS F. ( Fruz and Tayva] The
art of employing tire to uſe or pleaſure; the
review. 3
.
art of fireworks
mempont ale ! He wło puzzles
PYROTECHNY. f. [ pyrotectrie, Fr.) The art
of managing fire. Hale.
bsions ng to
*
1
TA !
PYRRHONISM.S. (from Pyrrbo.] Scepticis
gere, stwie ) A
univerſal doubt.
va bu to be only PYX. f. ( fyris, Lat.) The box in which the
taloog wars to have ! Romaniits keep the hoft.

Q.
QU A

ere

within the verrewe ew roote kitor CTADRANGULAR . «. (from quadra
Tingin
N Syeare: having four right angles Waderi.
skulle * wis becser ist ivm QUADRANT ). (qzedrezs , Lat ) 1. The
tourth art ; the quarter. Brrr. 2. The
quarter of a circie. Holder . 3. An intrus
wa wa ch altitudes are takea. Gay .
.. To
CT ADRANTIL & (tror qasdrsar Jlocand
ASTTHE SY 、 Atte verta part of a circle Derisa.
mike
.
Ans .
A DRATE aqu1tretzs, L &L ) 1. Sezes,
barng var eque sed paralel fiées. 2. Dir.
beebie ou end parts. Hab ill 3. (
་ བོ་ ཨཝཙི་
ཝཔ
* 22 , L2 : Se ceu , spoiable . Horse
SDRATE. A sure ; fertace with it
** Pakewas.
TATRATE. Existrz,Latgaste
Froci so be awesoda ed ades
SACRATICK & Fees Iquare ; kles
23. & BERIT :CK zemrexs Sade 3s retais.
# aku tak tire sure of the sea
Le xumer cuci burt
URTZI.rasz, Fe) 1.9

*

De mee. Lizzie ; Tretter

Hausainiaus,
Cama ;

QUA

QUA

Compriſing four years. 2. Happening once in ; QUAINT. a. (csini, Fr ] 1. Nice : fcrupu .
four years;
Joully, minutely : fuperfluouſly exact Sidney.
2. Subile ; ariiul . Obtilele. Chaucer . 3 .
QUADRIBLE. . [ from quadr?, Lat. ] That
Neat ; pretly ; exact, Shakejp. 4. Subtly
may beiquared. Dertam
QUADRIFID. a.quadrifidis, Lat.) Cloven in
excogitatud i linelpun. 11.lton . 5. Affected ;
to four divilons.
forniſh Swift
QUADRILATERAL. a . ( quatuor, and latus, QUAINTLY.adv. ( from quaint .) 1. Nicely ;
exactly ; with perty clegance. Lea . Joknjo » .
Lat .) Having four Gides . Woodward.
QUADRILATERALNESS. | (from quadri
2. Arefully Siake; p .
lateral.) The property of tiaving tour righe QUAININESS
( from quain ..} Nicety ;
lined fies. Dis .
petty elegance . Pote.
QUAKE
.
v
.
n
.
(
cracan , Sixon.) 1. To
To
QUADRILLE. f. A game at car.'s .
Make with cold or ſear ; to treinble . Txekiel.
QUADRIN . /. quadrinus, Lat.) A mice ; a
Imall piece of money, in value about a far
2. To Make ; nue to be folid or firm . Pope.
QUAKE. 1. (from the verb .) A ſhudder , a
thing. Bailey
QUADRINOMICAL. a. Tquatuor and nomen , tremulous agitation Suckling.
Lat. Coniſting of four denominations. Doct. QUAKING -GLASS. S. An herb.
QUADRIPARTITE .. ! quatuur and partitus, QUALIFICATION. F.lqualfictior , Fr. from
Lat ) Having four parties ; divided into four qualify .] 1. That which makes any perſon or
paits.
thing fit for any thing. Swift. 2. Accomplish
QUADRIPARTITELY. adv. ( from quadri :
ment. Atterbury. 3. Abatement ; diminution.
part te ) In a quadripariile diſtribution.
Raleigh
QUADRIPARTI'TION.S. A diviſion by four, TO QUALIFY . v . a.{ qualifier, Fr.) 1. To fie
for any thing. Swift, 2. To furniſh with qua
or the taking the fourth part of any quantity
or number . Dist.
lification ; to accompliſh. Shakeſp. 3. To
QUADRIPHY'LLOUS. a. (quatuor and ¢úa
make capable of any employment or privi
203. | Having four leaves
lege. 4. To abate , to lotten ; to diminish.
Raleigh. 5. To eale ; to aſſuage. Spenjer. 6 .
QUADRI'REME. S. [quadriremis, Lat . ) A gal
To modify ; to regulate. Brosun ..
ley with four banks of oars.
QUADRISY'LLABLE. S. (quatuor and ſylla . QUA’LITY. /. lqualias, Lat. ] 1. Nature
relatively contidered . Hooker. 2. Property i
ble ) A word of four ſyllables.
QUADRIVALVES. ſi quatuor and valve , accident. Shakeſp. Lentley. 3. Particular eti
Lat.) Doors with our ſolds.
cacy. Shakeſp. 4. Diſpolnion ; tempor. Skakel.
QUADRIVIAL. a. ( quadrivium , Lat.) Having
5. Vi tưe or vice . Dryden . 6. Accomplishe
four ways meeting in a point.
ment ; qualifieri on.Careridon. 7. Characer.
QUADRU PED. S.quadrupede, Fr. quadrupes, Bacon. 8. Comparative or relative rank. Temo.
Lat.) An animal that goes on four legs, as 9. Rank ; luperiority o birth or ſtation. Sbak.
perhaps all beaſts. Arbuthnot.
10. Perſons or high rank . Pope.
QUALM . ſ. lcpealm , Sax . ) A ſudden fit of
QUADRU'PED . a . Having four feet. Waits.
Tickneſs ; a fujdes ſeizure of tickly languor.
QUADRUPLE . c . I quadruplus, Lat.) Four
Dorne, Rojc-m men , Calamy.
told ; four eimesteld Raleigh.
To QUADRUPLICAT E. v. a. (quadruplico, QUA'LMISH. a. (from qualm .] Seized with
La ) To double twice ; to make ourfold.
lickiy languor . Dryden.
QUADRUPLICATION. /. [ from quadrupli- QUANDARY.L. (Qu'en dirai je, Fr. Skinner. ]
A doubt ; a dificulty.
cate. The taking a thing four tires
QUADRUPLY. adv. (from quadruple.) To a QUANTITIVE . a [ quantitious. Lat ) Eſtima
fourſold quantity . Swift.
ble according to quantity . Digby.
QUANTITY . f.[quantire, Fr. quantitas,Lat )
QU ÆRE . (Lat.) Enquire: ſeek.
. v.
1. That property of any thing which may be
TO QUAFF.
, a. [ from ceoffer ,Fr. to be drunk. )
encreaſed cr diminiſhed. Cheyre. 2. Any in
To drink ; to ſwzllow in large draughts. Shak
T. QUAFF.v. « To drink luxurioully. Skakeſ. determinate weight or meaſure. 3. Balk or
QUAFFER.ſ . ( from quaff.) He who quaffs.
weight . Dryden. 4. A portion ; a part. Shakeſ.
10 QUA'FFER .. n. To feelout. Dertam .
5. A large portion. Arbuikost. 6. The mea
QUAY GY. a. Foggy ; ſoft ; not ſolid.
fure of timein pronouncing a fyllable. Holder .
QUA GMIRE.S. (that is, quakemire.] A ſhak . QUANTUM . . [ Lat . ) The quanticy ; the
ing marth . More.
amount. Swift.
QUAID . part. Cruſhed ; dejeced ; depreſſed . QUA'RANTAIN . ? ! ( quararlain, Fr.) The
Spenser.
QUARANTINE . S ſpace of forty days , being
QUALL . S. (quaglia, Ilal . ) A bird of game. the time which a ſhip, ſuſpected of infection ,
Ray.
is obliged to forbear intercourſe or commerce.
QUAILPIPE.S. ! quail and pipe ) A pipe with
Swift .
which fowlers allure quails Addiſon.
QUARREL. f. [ querelle, Fr.) 1. A brawl ; a
To QUAIL.v.n . (quelen, Dutch ) To languiſh ; petty fight ; a ſcuffle. Shakeſp. 2. A diſpute ;
a conteſt. Hooker. 3. A cauſe of debate.
co link into dejection. Knolles, Herbert.
TO QUAIL . v . a . (opellao, Sax .) To cruſh ; to
Fairfax. 4. Something thatgives a right to
mitchief
quell. Daniel.
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into an inteſtine one, and putrefy, which is been deſtroyed by cranes. Bentley.
commonly the caſe after great evacuations, PYLO'R US.I. [Trudogos.] The lower orifice of
the ſtomach .
great orexceflive heat. Quincy .
PUTRIDNESS. S. (from putrid ) Rottenneſs. PY POWDER. See PIEPOWDER .
PYRAMID . S. 1 Pyramidi, fr . rugapers. In
Floyer.
PU'TTER . S. [from pui ) 1. One who puts.
geometry, is a folid figure, whole bale is a
polygon, and whule ſides are plain triangles,
L'Efrange. 2. Putter on . Inciter ; inftiga.
Their ſeveral points meeting in one . Harris.
cor. Svakelp :
PUTTINGSTONF. A. In ſome parts of Seot- PYRAMIDAL. 14. ( from pyramid.) Hav
Jand, ſtones are laid at the gates of great PYRAMIDICAL. S ing the form of a pyramid .
houtes, which they call putting ſtone for urials
Lacke.
PYRAMIDICALLY . adv.(from pyramidical]
of ſtrength . Pore.
PU'TTOČK.
(derived , by Minmers, from In form of a pyramid . Broome.
butro, Lat.) A buzzard. Shakesp. Peackam.
PYRAMIS . /. A pyramid. Bacen .
PU'TTY . f. 1 A kind of powder on which | PYRE. F. pyra, Lat. ) A pile lo be burnt.
Dryden, Pope.
glaſs is ground. Nowion , 2. A kind of cement
olen hy glaziers.
PYRITES. 1 ( from mūg.) Fireſtone Woodword.
To PUZZLE.V.c.(for poſtle, from poſe,Skinner.); PY ROMANCY. S. (Tugoueavreiz.) Divination
To perplex; lo confound ; to embarais ; to
by fire Ayriffe.
PYROTECHNICAL. a . pyrotechnique, fr.
entangle Shakeſp. Clarenden
To PUZZLE V.1 . To be bewildered in one's
from Pyrotechnicks .) Engaged or skilful in fire
works.
wn notions; to be awkward. L'Eſtrange.
PUZZLE. 1. ( from the verb .) Limbarailment ; PYROTECHNICKS F. (mūg and texxn .] The
perplexity. Bacon .
art of employing fire to uſe or pleaſure ; the
PUZZLER . J. ( trom purcle .) He who puzzles .
art of fireworks.
PYROTECHNY.F. Pyrotechnie, Fr.) The art
PYGARG ). A bird lin / werth .
of managing fire. Hole.
PYGMEAN . a . (from pygmy ) Belonging to a
Pygmy. Milton .
PYÖRRHONISM . S. (from Pyrrbo.] Scepticiſm ;
PYGMY. . ( Pygmei, Fr Tuygã.o . ) A
univerſal doubt.
dwart'; one of a nation fabled to be only PYX . S. ( pyxis, Lat.) The box in which the
three trans high, and after long wars to bavel Romaniits keep the hoſt.

Q.
QUA

QUA
1

Is a conſonant borrowed from the Latin or QUADRANGULAR. a . ( from quadrangle.)
Q French , for which the Saxons generally
Square ; having four right angles. Woodward .
uled cp : the name of this Letter is cue, from QUADRANT.T. (quadrans, Lat ) 1. The
queu , French , tail : its form being that of an fourth part ; the quarter. Brown. 2. The
O with a tail .
quarter of a circle. Holder . 3. An inſtrument
with which altitudes are taken. Gay.
QUAP.S. A fort of fiſh .
To QUACK . v . a . (quacker, Dutch.) 1. To cry QUADRANT AL.a . (from quadrani.Jocluded
like a duck. King. 2. To chatier boaſtingly ; in the fourth part of a circle. Der bam .
to bragloudly ; totalk oftentatiouſly.Hudibras. QUA'DRATE: a .(quadratus, Lat.) 1. Square ;
having four equaland parallel ſides. 2. Diviſia
QUACK . J. (irom the verb. ) 1. A boaftful pre
tender to arts which he does not underſtand.
ble into four equal parts. Hakewill . 3. [ Qua
Felion . 2. A vain boaſtful pretender to phyſick ;
drans, Lat.] Suited ; applicable. Harvey .
one who proclaims his own medical abilities in QUADRATE.ſ. A ſquare; a ſurface with four
publick places . Addison. 3 An aritul tricking equal and parallel fides. Spenſer.
TO QUA'DRATE. v. . (quadro, Lat . quadrer ,
practiționer in phylck . Pepe.
QUA'CKERY.j. (from quack .) Mean or bad
Fr.) To ſuit; to be accommodaied.Addifer .
acts in phyſick.
QUADRATICK . a. Four ſquare ; belonging
QUA'CKSALVER S. (quack and ſolve.) One to a ſquare. Diet.
who brags of medicines or ſalves ; a medical. QUADRATICK equations. Such as retain , en
ter : a charlatan Burion
the unknown fide, the ſquare of the root of
QUADRAGESIMAL . a. ( quadragefimal, Fr.] the number fought . Horris.
quadragefima, Lat.) Leaten ; belonging to QUADRA'TURE.S. ( quadrature, Fr.) . The
lent Sanderjon.
act of ſquaring. Watts. 2. The firſt and laſt
quarter of the moon . Locke. 3. The ſtate of
CUADRANGLE . S. ( quadratus and angulus,
Lat.) A Iquare ; i ſurface with ſour right being ſquare; a quadrate ; a ſquare. Milton .
angles. Howel.
QUADRENNIAL. a. (quadricanism , Lat.) 1 .
Comprifiag

3

QUA

QUA

Compriſing four years. 2. Happening once in ; QUAINT. a. (csint, Fr ] 1. Nice ; fcrupu .
four years:
jouſly, minutely : fuperfluouſly exact Sidney .
2. Subile ; artiul. Obrilete Chaucer . 3 .
QUADRIBLE. c. [from quadrı, Lat. ] That
may be quared. Dertam
Neal ; pretty ; exact. Shakejp. 4. Sabely
excgitaled i Coelpun. A1.Itox . 5. Affected ;
QUADRIFID . a.quadrifdis, Lat.) Cloven in
to four diviloos.
fornith Swife.
QUADRILATERAL . a . (quatuor, and laius, QUANTLY.adv. (from quaint.I 1. Nicely ;
exacly ; with pelty clegance. Een. Jokajos.
Lat. ) Having four fides. W 'codcvard.
QUADRILA TERALNESS. S [from quadri
2. Artfully Stakejp .
lateral.) The property of tiaving tour righe QUAININESS
(from quaint.} Nicely ;
lined ſides . Dix .
petty elegance . Pote.
QUADRILLE. f. A game at car.'s .
To QUAKE, V. % . (cracan, Saxon.) 1. To
QUADRIN . J. (quadrinus, Lal ) A mite ; a Make with cold or fear ; to treinble . Isekiel .
Imall piece of money , in value about a far
2. To lake ; not to be folid or firm . Pope.
QUAKE. 1. (from the verb .) A tudder, a
thing. Boilry.
QUADRINOMICAL . a. (quatuor and nomen , tremulnus agitation Suckling.
Lat. Conhilling of four denominations. Diel . QUAKING -GLASS. S. Anheib.
QUA'DRIPARTITE. a !quatuor and partitus, | QUALIFICATION . F.Iqualfication , Fr. from
Lat ) Having four parties ; divided into four qualify .] 1. That which makes any perſon or
paits .
thing fit for any thing . Swifi. 2. Accomplish
QUA DRIPARTITELY . adv. ( from quadri :
ment. Atterbury. 3. Abatement; diminution .
Raleigh.
part te ) In a quadripartite diſtribution.
QUADRIPARTITION.S. A diviſion by four, To QUALIFY. v.o. (qualifier, Fr.) 1. To fic
for any thing . Swifi. 2. To furnih with qua
or the taking the fourth part of any quantity
or number . Die
lihcation ; to accompliſh. Shakeſp. 3. To
QUADRIPHY'LLOUS. a . (quatuor and qúa
make capable of any employment or privi
20. | Having four leaves
lege. 4. To abate , to lolien ; to diminiſh .
Raleigh. 5. To eale ; to aſſuage. Spenjer. 6 .
QUADRIPREME . . [quadriremis, Lat.) A gal
To modify ; to regulate. Brosur ..
Tey with four banks of oars.
QUADRISY'LLABLE. S. (quatuor and ſylla. QUALITY. /. qualius, Lat.] 1. Nature
relatively contidered Horker. 2. Property :
ble ) A word of tour ſyllables.
QUADRIVA'LVES. ſ. iquatuor and valve , accident. Stakeſp. Peniley. 3. Particular etri
Lai.) Doors with our folds.
cacy. Shakeſp. 4. Diſponion ; temper. Skakeſ.
QUADRIVIAL . a . ( quadrivium , Lat.) Having
5. Vicue or vice . Dryder . 6. Accompline
ment ; qualifica'ion.Clarendon . 7. Cliaracter,
tour ways meeting in a point.
QUADRU PED.S. ( quadrupede, Fr quadrupes, Bacor. 8. Comparative or relative rank Temo.
9. Rank i ſuperiority o birth or ftalior.. Stak.
Lat.) An animal that goes on four legs, as
19. Perfons o high rank . l'ope.
perhaps all beafts. Arbuthnot.
QUADRU'PED. a. Having four feet. Watts. QUALM . A. fcpealm, Sax . ] A fulden fit of
fickneſs
i a ſudden ſeizure of tickly languor.
quadruplus, Lat. ) Four
QUALRU PLE .
Dorne, Rojc- mmon, Calamy.
told ; four eimesteld. Raleigh.
To QUADRUPLICAI E. v . a. [quadruplico, QUA'LMISH. a. (from qualm .] Seized with
Lai ) To double twice ; tomake ourfold .
fickly languor . Dryden.
QU'AURUPLICATION. !. ( from quadrupli- QUANDARY . S. [Ga’en dirai je, Fr. Skinner . ]
A doubt ; a dificulty.
cate. The laking a thing four tires
QUADRUPLY. alv. ( from quadruple.) To a QUANTITIVE. a [quantities. Lat ) Eſtima
ble according to quantity . Digby.
fourfold quinity. Swift .
QUANTITY.S. (quantile, Fr.quantitas,Lat )
QU ÆRE . (Lat.) Enquire : ſeek.
.v . a. [from ceffer ,Fr. to be drunk . } 1. That property of any thing which may be
TO QUAFF.v.
To drink ; to ſwallox in large draughes. Shak
encrealed cr diminiſhed. Ckeyne. 2. Any in
determinace weight or mcalure. 3. Bulk or
TO QUAFF. v. « To drink luxuriouily. Stakeſ.
QUAFFER . ſ. ( from quaf ) He who quzffs.
weight . Dryden. 4. A portion ; a part. Shakeſ.
TO QUA'FFER. v . n. To feel out. Deriam .
5. A large portion. Arbuskant. 6. The mea
QUATGY. a. Foggy ; ſoft ; not ſolid .
lure of imein pronouncing a ſyllable. Holder .
QUA GMIRE. J. (that is, quakemire.) A ſhak . QUANTUM. S. [ Lat . ) The quantity ; the
ing marſh . More.
amount . Swift.
QUAID. port. Cruſhed ; dejecied ; depreſſed. QUA'RANTAIN . ? ! [guararlain , Fr.) The
QUA'RANTINE.
S ſpace of orty davs, being
Spenſer.
QUAIL . S. [quaglia, Ital . ) A bird of game. the time which a ſhip , lulpected of injection ,
Ray.
is obliged to forbear intercourſe or commerce .
QUA'ILPIPE. S. [ quail and pipe ) A pipe with
Swifi.
which fowlers allure quails Addiſon.
QUARREL. f. [ querelle, Fr.) 1. A brawl ; a
To QUAIL.v.n . (quelen , Dutch ) To languiſh ; perty fight ; a ſcuffle. Shakeſp. 2. A diſpute ;
a conteſt. Hooker. 3. A cauſe of debale.
to link into dejection. Knolles, Herbert.
To QUAIL. v.a. (cpellan, Sax . ) To cruſh ; to Fairfax. 4. Something that gives a right to
quell. Daniel.
mitchief

QUA

QUE

miſchief or repriſal. Bacon. 5. Objection ;
or intereſt is paid. Addiſon.
ill vill. Felton . 6. In Shakeſpeare, it ſeems QUARTERDECK S. ( quarter and deck .] The
to figpily any one peevith or malicious. 7
Short upper deck
(quadrella,
ERLY. a.( from quarter] Containing
head . Camdenlial
. . ) An arrow with a ſquare QUART
a fourth part Holder.
adv. Once in a quarter of a
QUARTERLY.
To
.
!
Fr.)
To QUARREL. V.n. (quereller,
debale ; to ſcuffle ; to lquabble. Shakeſp. 2. year.
To tall into variance. Shakeſp. 3. To fight ; QUARTERMASTER . f. (quarter and mar.
ter . ] One who regulates the quarters of tol
to combat . Dryden . 4. To find faule ; to pick
diers Tatier.
objections Bramhall.
QUA’RRELLER. D. [from quarrel ) He who QUARTERN. . A gill or the fourth part of a
pint.
quarrels
QUA PRELOUS. a . (querelleux, Fr. ) Petu . QUARTERSTAFF.S . A Naff of deſence.Dryd.
Tant ; eaſily provoked to enmity. Skakelp.
QUARTILE.J. An aſpect of the planets, when
QUARRELSOME. a . ( from quarrel ] Inclined i they are three ſigns or ninety degrees diſtant
co biawls ; eaſily irritated . irafcible ; chole
from each other. Harris.
rick ; petulant . Bacon , L'Eſrange.
QUARTO . S. Iquartus, Lat . ) A book in which
QUARRELSOMELY. adv. (from quarrel.
every Meet , being twice doubled, makes four
leaves. Watts.
jome.] In a quarrelſome manner ; petulantly ;
cholerickiy
To QUASH. v. a. (quallen, Dutch ) 1. To
QUA'RRELSOMENESS. 1 ( from quarrel.
cruſh ; to ſqueeze. Waller . 2. To ſubduc
ſuddenly Rojccin mor . 3. To annul ; to nulli
home.) Cholerickneis ; petulance.
QUARRYL Iquarsé, Fr.ji. A ſquare . Mort.
fy : to make void.
2. ( Quadreau, Fr. 1 An arrow with a ſquare To QUASH .v. . To be ſhaken with a noiſe .
head . Sandys. 3. Game fiown at by a hawk .
Ray .
Sandys. 4. A flone mine ; a place where they QUASH . /. A pompion. Ainſworth.
dig ſtones . Cleaveland .
QUA TERCOUSINS. Friends. Skinner .
To QUARRY.w. n (from the noun . ) To prey QUATERNARY. /.[quaternarius, Lat. ) The
upon . I'Eilrange.
number four . Böyle.
QUA RRYMAN . S. [quarry and man.) One QUATERNION .
( quaternio, Latin. ) The
number four. Holder .
who digs in a quarry. Woodward.
QUART / quart, Fr.] . The fourth part : QUATERNITY. l. (quaternæs, Latin.) The
number four. Brown.
a quarter Spenjer. 2. The fourth pari of a
gailon. Shakesp : 3 ( Quarte , Fr.) The veſſel QUATRAIN . S. [ querrain , Fr.) A ſtanza of
in which ſtrong drink is commonly retailed. jour lines rhyming alternately
Shakelp
To QUA'VER.0.R . ſcpavan, Saxon .] 1. To
QCARTAN.S. I febris quartana , Lat . ) The
ſnake the voice ; to ſpeak or fog with a tre
tourth day ague. Brow , Cieaveland .
mulous voice. Bacin . 2. To treinble ; to vi
QUARTATION I lirom quartus , Lat . ) A
bale. Newron .
chyn jual operation Boyle.
QUAY. S. Iquai, Fr.) A key ; an anificial bank
QUARTERI. trom quari, quartier , Fr.] 1.
to the ſea or river.
A fourth part . Burnet 2. A region of the QUEAN . F.1 epean , Sax.] A worthileſs woman ,
kies, as referred to the leaman's card. Addil. generally a ſtrumpet. Dryden.
3. A particular region of a lawn or country CUTA'SINESS S. [frem queaſy.) The kick
Sprait. 4. The place where ſoldiers are lodged
Des of a nauſeated Nomach .
or Nationed. Speelator. 5. Proper Nation QUEASY.o. (of 'uncertain etymology.) ! Sick
Milton. 6 Remition of lite ; mercy granted with nau (ca . 2. Faftidious; Iqueamin . Shak.
by a conqueror. Clarendon . 7. Treatment
3. Cauling nauſeoulneſs. Shakesp.
1hown by an enemy Coliér. 8. Friendilip To QUECK . v, 1. To thrink ; to ſhow pain .
amity ; ccncrit. Shake). 9. A meaſure o
Bacon .
eight buhels.Mortimer 10. Falle quarier is QUEEN. f. ( open , Saxon.) The wife of a king.
a clef or cink in a quarter of a huile's houf Shakeſp.
TO QUEEN. w . n . To play the queen. Shakeſ.
from top to bultom
To QUARTER..a.lfom the noun. ] 1. To QUEEN -APPLE.ſ. A ſpecies of apple. Mert,
divide into lour pares. Shakejp. 2. To divide : QUEE'NING . 1. An apple. Mortimer.
to break b porce Sakeis. 3. To divide irio QI LER . 6. Odd ; trange ; original ; particu
lar. Selaior.
diſtinct regions. Drydin. 4. To ſtation or
locgc foldiers Dryden. 5. To lodge ; to fixon QUEERLY. adv . ( irom queer.) Particularly ;
.
ockly
diet.
6.
To
Shakejr.
dwelling.
a temporary
Audibras. 7 To bear as an appendage to the QUELRNESS. S. [ from queer.) Oddneſs; par .
icularity.
hereditary arms. Peartana ,
QUARTERAG .. Hi (! rem quarter ) A quar- QUL'EST. S. [ from queftus, Lat. Skinner.) A
terly a lowance. bulbras
ringdove ; a kind of wild pigeon .
QUAK TERDAY 1 quarter and day.) Ore Tu QUELL. v. a . [opellan, Saxon.) Tocruſh ܰܕ
of the four days in the ycar , on which rent
to ſubdue ; originally to hill. Alierbury.
To

QUE

QUI

gatories. Shakeſp.
To QUELL. v . ». To die . Spenſer.
QUELL / ( from the verb.) Murder. Not in To QUESTION . v. a. [ queſtioner, Fr.] 1. To
examine one by queſtion. Brown. 2. To
uſe. Shakeſp :
doubt: to be uncertain of. Prior. 3. To have
QUELLER F. ( from quell.) One that cruſhes
or ſubdues Millon,
no conhdence in ; lo mention as not to be
QUELQUECHO ISE . [ French. ) A trifle ; a
trusted South
kickſhaw . Denne.
QUE'STIONABLE. a . ( from sueftion. ) 1 .
T. QUEME . v. a . To pleaſe.
Doubt'ul; diſputable. Baker. 2. Suspicious ;
liable to fufpicion ; liable to queſtion. Shokej .
To QUENCH . v. a . 1. To extinguiſh fire
Sidney. 2. To ſtill any paflion or commotion. QUESTIONARY . ( from queſtion.) Enquir
Shakeſp . 3. To allay ihist. South. 4. To
ing ; aking queſtions. Pope.
QUESTIONABLENESS
deſtroy. Davies .
[ from queſtion.)
To QUENCH . v. R. To cool ; to grow cool The quality of being quellionable .
QUESTIONER . 1. ( frum queſtion .] An en
Shakep.
QUE'NCHABLE. «. ( from quench .) That may
quirer.
be quenched .
QUE'ST ONLESS . adv. ( from queſtion ) Cer
QUENCHER. S. (from quench ) Extinguiſher
tainly ; without doubt. South
QUE NCHLESS . a. ( from quench. ] Unextin- QUESTMAN.
Stareer of lawſuits or
QUESTMONGER . } profecutions Bacon.
guiſhable. Croſbaw.
QUERELE. F. (querrela, Lat . querelle, Fr.) QUE'STRIST. L. (from quefl.] Seeker ; pur
Tuer. Skakelp.
A complaint to a court Ayliffe .
QUERENT 1. [ querens , Latin .) The com- QUE STUARY. a. (quefius, Lat.) Studious of
profit. Brown
plainant ; the plaintiff.
QUERIMONIOUS. 9. ( querimonia, Lat. ] QUIB . ! A ſarcaſm ; a bitter taunt . Ainſworth.
Querulous; complaining.
To QUI'BBLE . v . n . ( from the noun .) To
QUERIMO'NIOUSLY. ado. ( from querimo
pun ; to play on the ſound of words. L'Efiran.
rious .] Querulouſly ; with complaint. Denh. QUIBBLE. / ( from quidlibet, Lac .) A low con
QUERIMONIOUSNESS. S. (from querimoni
ceit
on the found of words ; a pun.
Wartdepending
s.
ous.) Complaining temper.
QUE'RIST.'S. (from quero, Lat .) An enquir-IQUIBBLER . f. [from quibble.) A punfter.
er ; an aſker of queſtions. Swifi.
QUICK . a. (cpic , Saxon .) 1 Living ; notdead .
Common Prayer . 2. Swift ; nimble ; done
QUERN . S. ( cpeorn , Sax. ) A handmill.Shak
QUE'RPO . F. ( corrupted from cuerpo, Spanish .]
with celerity. Hooker. 3. Speedy : free from
A dreſs cloſe to the body ; a wailtcoat. Dryd. delay . Milton. 4. Adive ; fpricely ; ready.
QUERRY . for equerry. ). [ecuyer, French , A
Clarendon .
groom belonging to a prince , or one conver- QUICK.adt. Nimbly : ſpeedily ; readily. Dray.
ſant in the king's ſtables. Bailey.
QUICK . S. 1. A live animal. Spenſer. 2. The
QUERULOUS. a. [query us, Lat.) Mourning; Jiving felh ; ſensible parts. Sharp. 3. Living
plants. Mortimer .
habitually emplaining. Howel.
QUE'RULOUSNESS . ). (from querulous.) Ha- QUICKBEAM . or quickentree. ſ. A ſpecies of
bitor quality ofcomplaining mournfully.
wild afh . Mirtimer .
QU'ERY. S. [from quære, Lat.) A queſtion ; To QUICKEN . v . a. (epiccan , Sax.) 1. To
an enquiry to be reſolved. Newtor.
Inake alive Pjalms. 2. To halien ; lo accele
rate. Hayward. 3. To (harpen ; to actuate ;
TO QUERY. v. a . ( from the noun. ) To aſk
to excite . South.
queſtions Pope
QUEST. S. [quefie, Fr. ) 1. Search ; act of ſeek . To QUICKEN . V. K. 1. To becomealive : as,
ing. Shakejp. 2. An empanelled jury. Shak.
a woman quickens with child . Sandys. 2. To
3.Searchers. Collectively. Shakeſp . 4. En. move with activity . Pope.
quiry ; exainination . Shakeſp. 5. Requeſt ; QUICKENER . f. (froin quicken | 1. One who
makes alive. 2. That which accelerates ;
defire ; follicitation . Herberi.
To QUEST. v.a. (quêter, Fr. from the noun.]
that which actuales. Niure,
To go in ſearch .
QUICKLIME.I. (calx viva, Lat. quick and
QUESTANT. S. (from quefter, Fr.) Seeker ; lime.j Lime unquesched. Hiil.
QUICKLY. adv . ( from quick . ] Nimbly ; fpee
endeavourer after. Skakelp:
dily : actively. Shakejp .
QUE'STION . S. [quæfiio, Lat.) 1. Interroga
cory ; any thing enquired. Bacon. 2. Enqui . QUICKNESS. L. ( trom quick . ) 1. Speed ; ve
locity ; celerity . Fourt. 2. Ativity ; briſ
ry ; diſquiſition . Bacon . 3. A diſpute ; a lub
nels. W0110 . 3. Keen ſenſibility. Locke,
ject of debate. Johnjon . 4. Aflair to be ex
4. Sharpneſs ; pungency. Dryden .
amined. Swift. 5. Doubt ; controverſy ;
diſpute . Tillorjon. 6. Judicial trial. Hooler. QUICKSAND . F. (quick and ſand.) Moving
7. Examination by torture. Ay ife. 8. State of land ; unfolid ground. Dryden.
being the ſubject of preſent enquiry. Hooker. To QUICKSET. v. a. ( quick and ſet ) T.
plane with living plants. Tuler.
9. Endeavour ; ſearch. Shakeſp .
TO QUESTION . v. n. (from the noon .) 1. QUICKSET. J. ( quick and jer.) Living plant
To enquire. Bacon. 2. To debate by interro.
let to grow. Ezelyn.
CITICA

QUI

QUI

QITICKSIGHTED . a. (quick and fighs.) Hav- QUIETER. S: ( from quiet. ] The perſog or
thing that quiets.
ing a ſharp light Bentley .
QUICKSICHTEDNESS. S. Circm quickfighe- Qul'ETISM .). Tranquillity ofmind.Temple.
QUIET
LY. adv. ( from quie..) 1. Calmly ;
ed. ) Sharpnets of light.
QUICKSILVER.S. ( quick and flver ] Quick
without violent emotions. Taylor. 2. Peace
Hilver, called mercury by the clymilts , is a
ably ; without offence. Bacon. 3. At reſt ;
without agitation
naturally fluid mineral, and the heavieſt of all
known bodies next to goi !, and is the more QUIETNESS. S. ( from quier.) 1. Corleſs of
lieavy and fluid , as it is more pure ; its na
temper. Sidney. 2. Peace ; tranquillity . Slak .
Hayward. 3. Stilneſs ; calmnets .
ture is to homocene and simple, that it is a
question whether goldiselibe more to : ic pe QUIETSOME. a. (from quier.) Calm ; ftill;
undiſturbed. Spenſer:
nevates the parts ofall the other metals, ren
ders them brittle,and in part diffolves them : QUIE
TUDE . J. (quietude, Fr. from quier. )
it is wholly volatile in the live , and may be Reſt ; ree
repoſe. Witron .
driven up in vapour by a degree of heat very QUILL. fit. The hard and Nrong feather of
the wing, of which pens are made. Barin.
dicile greater than thai of boiling water : it is
2. The inſtrument of a writing. Garib. 3 .
the least tenacious of all bodies, and every
Prick or dart of a porcupine . Arbustast. 4.
ſmaller drop may be again divided by the
Recd on which weavers wind their threads.
lighieit rouch into a mulieude of others, and
Spenſer. 5. The inſtrument with which mu
is the moſt diviſible of all bodies : the ſpeci
ficians Atrike their trings Dryden ..
sick gravity of pure mercury is to water as
140-0 to 1000, and as it is the heaviest of all QUI'LLET. S. Iquidlibet, Lat.j Subtilly ; vice
fluies, it is allo che coldest, and when heated
y. Digby
the houle : ofthe various ores , in which mero Quilt. ). (kuleht, Dutch ; culcitra, Lat.) A
covermade by ſtitching one cloth over another,
cury is found, cinnabar is the richest and moſt
wiih ſome roſt ſubſtance between them . Pore.
valuable , which is extremely heavy, and of a
bright and beautiful red colour : the ancients Ty QUILT. 0. n. ( from the noun. ) To Riich
all eſteemed çuickfilver a poiſon, nor was it
one cloih upon another with ſomething ſoft
between them . Spenſer.
broughe ineo internal uſe till about iwo hun
dred and (wenty years ago, which was firnQUINARY . a. ( quinarius, Lat.) Conſifting of
occaſioned by the ſhepherds , who ventured ir five. Boyle.
give it their theep to kill worms ; and as they QUINCE.S. (quidden , Cerman .) 1 , The tree.
Miller, 2. The fruit. Peachan ,
received no hurt by ii , it was foun concluder ,
that men might take it faiely : in time, the To QUINCH . v. n. To ſir ; 10 flounce as in
reſentment or pain. Spesfer.
diggers in the mines , when they found in
crude, ſwallowed it in vait quantities, in or: QUINCU'NCIAL. a . ( from quincux .] Having
der to ſell it privately , when they had voided the form of a quincunx. Ray..
ji by fool : but too free a uſe of ſo powerful QUINCUNX. I. | Latin .) Quincunx order is a
a medicine cannot be always without danger . plantation of trees, diſpoſed originally in a
Hil.
ſquare, confifting of five trees, one at each
QU'ICKSILVERED . a. ( from quickſilver.) 0 .
cernei, and a fith in the middle, which diſpo
fition , repeated again and again, forms a re
verlaid with quickſilver. Newton.
gular grove, wood or wilderneſs.
QUIDAM . S: (Latin ) Somebody. S; enfer.
QUIDDANY. J. Cquidder , German, a quinca.QUINQUAGESIMA (Lauin .) Quinquageſima
funday, ſo called becauſe it is the fiicieth day
Marmalade ; coniection of quinces made with
bufore Eatter, reckoned by whole numbers
ſugar.
QUIDDIT. S. A ſubtiity ; an equivocation.
Mrove ſunday. Dial
QUIDDITY. S. 1. Eštence; that which is a QUINQUANGULAR . a . quinque and angs.
proper anſwer to the queſtion, quid efi i a Tus, Lac.] Hiving five corne:s. Woodward .
Icholaſtick term . Hudibras. 2. A tribing QUINQUARTICULAR a . (quinque and arti.
nicely ; a cavil . Camden.
culus, Lat.)Coolſting of five articles Sonders:
QUI ESCENCE. F. ( irom quieſco, Lat.] Reft; QUINQUEFID . a. (quinque and findi, Lat ]
Cloven in five.
resore. Glanville.
QUIESCENT. a . ( quiefcens, Lat .] Renting ; QUINQUEFOʻLIATED . a . (quinque and for
liain, Lat ! Having five leaves .
not being in motion ; not moveni ; lying at
repole. Helder.
QUINQUENNIAL. a. [quinquennis, Latin.)
QUI'ET. a. [quiet , Fr. quietus, Lat.) 1. Still , Laſting five years ; happening once in five
years.
tree from dit?urbance. Spenſer. 2. Peacea.
ble ; not turbulent. 1 Pet. 3. Still ; not in ( QUINSY. L. ( corrupted from ſouisancy ) A tv
motion. judges 4. Smooth ; not ruffed. Shak. midinflammation in the throat Dryden .
QUIET. ). [guies, Lat.) Reſt; repoſe ; tran- QUINT. ). (quint, Fr.) A ſet o: five. Hudibras.
quillity . Hughes.
QUINTAIN . !. Iquinidin , Fr.) A poſt with a
To QUIET. 8. c. ( from the noun ) 1. To turning top Shakeſp .
calm ; to lull ; to pacify ; to put :0 sem. QUINTESSENCE'S. (quinta effentia, Lat.)
Forbes. 2. To fill. Lecke.
i . A filth being. Davies. 2. An extract from

QUI

QUO

any thing, containing all its virtues in a finail QUIVER. S. A caſe for arrows. Spengir.
QUIVER . a. Nimble ; active . Shakeſp.
quantity. Donne, Boyle.
QUINTESSENTIAL.. a . ( from quinteſſence. To QUIVER. v . n . 1. To quake ; to play with
a tremulous motion. Gay. 2. To liver ; to
Conliſting of quinteſſence. Hokewill.
QUI'NTIŇ. S. An upright puſt, on the top of Thudder. Sidney.
which a croſs poſt turned upon a pin, at one QUIVERED .
(Trom quiver.? 1. Furniſhed
end of the crois poſt was a broad board, and
with a quiver. Milton. 2. Sheathed as in a
quiver. Pope.
at the other a heavy land bag ; the play was
to ride againſt the broad end with a lance , To QUOB. 1. n. To move as the embryo does
and paſs by before the ſand bag ſhould ftrike
in the womb. Diel .

i
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the rilier on the back. Ben Johnson .
QUODLIBET. S. (Latin ) A nice point ; a ſub
QUINTUPLE. S. (quinixplus, Lat. ) Fivefold. cilty . Prior.
Graunt .
QUODLIBETARIAN.S.quodlibet, Lat. ) One
QUIP. S. A ſharp jeft ; a taunt ; a ſarcaſm . who talks or diſputes on any fubject.
Milton .
QUODLIBETICAL . a . I quolibet, Lat.) Not
TO QUIP . v . 6. To rally with bitter Sarcaſms. reſtrained to a particular lutject. Die .
Ainſworth .
QUOIF . f. ( rcefe, Tr . ] 1. Any cap with which
QUIRE. S: ( choeur, Fren . choro, Italian .) 1. A the head is coveret. Sce Cois . Skakelp. 2 .
The cap of a lerjeant al law .
body of fingers ; a chorus . Shakejp. 2. The
part of the church where the ſervice is ſung. To QUOIF. " . * . lcceffer , Fr } To cap ; to
drels with a head -dreſs. Andijon.
Cleaveland. 3. (Cabier, Fr. ) A bundle of pa
QUOIFFURE . ). [ cceffure, fren.] Haal-dreſs .
per conſiſting of twenty -four ſheets.
To QUIRE. v . n . (fro: n the noun. ) To fing in Addifer .
QUOIL .. See COIL .
concert. Shakejp:
QUIRISTER . ). [ from quire.).Choriſter ; one QUOIN . J. (coin , Fr. ) A corner . Sandys.
who ſings in concert, generally in divine ler. Qyoit. f. [ coere, Durch . ] 1. Something
chrown to a great diſtance to a certain point.
vice. Thomſon.
Arbuthnot. 2 The diſcus of the ancients is
QUIRK . ſ. 1. Quick ſtroke ; ſharp fit. 2. Smart
taunt. 3. Subtilty ; nicely ; artful dif
ſometimes called in English quoit, but impro
tinction. Decay of Piety. 4. Looſe light tune .
perly .
To QUOIT. v. n. ( from the noun.) To throw
Pope.
70 QUIT. v . a. part. paíſ. quit ; pret . I have quoits ; to play at quoirs. Dryden .
quit or quitted. Iquiter, Fr.) 1. To diſcharge To QUOIT . v .e. To throw . Shakeſp.
an obligation ; to make even. Denhari. 2 QUO NDAM, (Latin.) Having been formerly.
To ſet free. Taylor. 3. To carry through ; 10 Shakeſp.
diſcharge ; to perform . Daniel. 4. To clear QUOOK . preterite of quake. Obſolete. Spenſer.
himſelf of an affair. Milton . 5 To repay : QUORUM . S. (Latin .) A bench of juitices ;
to requite. Shakeſp. 6. To vacate obligations. Juch a number of any officers as is ſufficient
to do buſineſs Addiſon .
Ben. Johnſon. 7. To pay an obligation ; to
clear a debt ; to be tantamount. Temple.' 8. QUOTA . ! (quotus Lat.) A Mare ; a propor
(Contracted from acquis. ] To abfolve ; to non as aſigned to each . Addijon.
aequit. Fairfax. 9. To abandon ; to forlake . QUOTATION. L. [ from quise. ] 1. The act of
give up . quoting ; citation . 2. Partage adduced out of
Ben.
PriorJohnſen. 10. To religa ; to
an author as evidence or illustration Locke.
QUOTE v. a. Iquoter, Fr. ) To cite an
QUITCHGRASS. S. (cpice, Saxon.] Dog graft. Toauthor
; to adjuce the words of another .
Mortimer ,
Whitgift
e.
QUITE . ado . Completely : perfectly. Hooker.
QUITRENT. S. (quit and rent.) Small rent QUO'TËR . L. [from quote. ) Citer ; he that
reſerved. Temple
quotes. Atterbury.
QUITS. interj. ( from quit .J An exclamation QUOTH. verb imperfect. (cpodan, Saxon.)
uſed when any thing is repayed and the para Quoth I, lay I , or få id l ; quark be, ſays he ,
or ſaid he. Hudibras.
ties become even .
QUI'TTANCE. S. [quittance,Fr. ) 1. Diſcharge QUOTIDIAN.a. ( quotidien, Fr. quotidianas,
from a debt or obligation ; an acquittance . Lat. ) Daily ; happening every day. Donne.
Shakeſp ., 2. Recompence ; return ; repay /QUOTIDIAN.S. ( febris quotidiane, Lat.) A
quotidian ſever ; a jever which returas every
ment. Sbakefp .
day. Shakejp .
To QUITTANCE. v. c. ( from the noun .] To
QUOʻTIENT.S. (quoties, Lat.) In arithmetick ,
repay ; to recompenſe. Shakeſp .
quotient is the number produced by the divifi a
QUITTER. S. A deliverer .
QUITTERBONE. S. A hard round ſwelling of the two given number the one by the o
upon the coronet, between the heel and the ther : Cocker.
quarter. Farrier's Diet,
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to haraſs. Milien . 3. To haraſs by exaélion .
I called the canine letter, becauſe it is
Spenſer. 4. To forew ; to force to performance,
R uttered with ſome reſemblance to the
Vileil. s. To ſtretch ; to extend. Shakeſp. 6 .
growl or ſnarl of a cur : it has one conſtant
To defecate ; to draw off from the lees . Bacon ,
found in Englith ; as red, roſe, more, murio
tick : in words derived from the Greek , it is RACK -RENT. S. Crack and reni. ) Rent raiſed
to the uttermoſt. Swift.
followed by an b , rhatjody.
[robarre, Fr.) ! n falcon. RACK -RENTER /. Trock and renter.] One
TO RA'BATE. v.
ry , to recover a hawk to the fiſ again . Ain !
who pays the uttermoſt rent. Lecke.
To'RA'BBET. v.n. ( raboire, Fr.) To pare RACKET. A. 1. An irregular clattering noiſe.
down pieces of wood ſo as to fit one another.
Ekakelp. 2. A confuſed talk, in burleſque
Moxon
language . Swifi. 3. The joitrument with
RABBET. ſ. ( from the verb.) A joint made
which players Atrike the ball . Digby
by paring two pieces ſo that they wrap over RACKING . S. Racking pace of a horſe is the
one another. Mixon .
ſame as an amble, only that it is a ſwiller
RABBI. 21 A doctor among the Jews. time and a ſhorter tread ,
RABBIN . Ś Camden .
RACKOON . S. A New England animal, like
RABBIT./ ( roobbekin , Dutch . ) A furry animal
a badger, having a tail like a fox, being cloath
that lives on plants, and burrows in the ground.
ed with a thick and deep furr.
RACY. a Strong ; flavorous ; taſting of the
Shakelp
RABBLE . J. [ rabula , Latin.) A tumultuous
ſoil. Cowley.
crowd ; an allembly of low people Raleigh. RAD. the old pret. of read. Spenfer.
RA'BBLEMENT.J. (from robble.) Croud ; tu- RAD. red and rod , differing only in diale & t, lige
multuous aſſembly of mean people. Spenſer.
nity counſel ; as Conrad, powerful or kiliul
RA'BID . a. (rabidus, Lat .) Fierce ; furious ;
in counſel ; Ethelred, a noble counſellor.
Gibson.
mad.
RA'BINET. S. A kind of ſmaller ordnance. RADDOCK , or ruddock. S.A bird. Shakeſp.
RADIANCE.
I S. ( radiare, Lat.) Sparkling
Ainſworih.
RACE.S. [rare, Fr. from radice, Lat ) 1. A fa- RADIANCY. Sluitre ; glitter. Brown.
mily aſcending. 2. Family deſcending . Milt. RADIANT . 0. ( radians, Latio . ) Shining ;
3. A generation ; a collective family . Shake. brightly ſparkling ; emitting rays. Milton
4. A particular breed Milton . 5. RACE of T. RADIATE. v . n. ( radio, Lat.) To emit
ginger. A root or ſprig of ginger. 6. A par.
rays ; to ſhine. Boyle.
ticular ſtrength or tale of wine. Temple . 7. RADIÁTED. . ( radiatus, Lat.) Adorned with
Conteſt in running. Milton . 8. Courle on the
rays. Addifon.
feet. Bacon. 9. Progreſs ; courſe. Milton. 10. RADIATION. S. (radiatio, Lat.) 1. Beamy
Train ; proceis. Bacon .
Juftre ; emiffion of rays . Bacon. 2. Emiffion
from a center every way. Bacon .
RACEHORSE . ( race and horſe.) Horſe bred
RADICAL. a. (radical, French. ] 1. Primitive ;
to run for prizes. Addifon.
RACEMA'TION. ſ. (racemus, Lat } Cluſter
original. Bentley. 2. Implanted by nature .
Wilkins. 3. Serving to origination.
like that of grapes. Brown .
RACEMIFEROUS. a. (racemus and fero, Lat. ) RA’DICALITY. S. (from radical.] Origina
Brown .
tion.
Bearing cluſters.
RACER. 1. ( from race.) Ruoner ; one that RADICALLY. adv. ( from radical.) Originals
ly ; primitively. Prior.
contends in ſpeed. Dorfer,
RACINESS . J. (from racy ) The quality of be- RADICALNESS. S. ( from radical ] The face
ing racy:
of being radical .
RACK, T. (racke, Dutch , from racken, to To RADICATE. v . a. [radicatus, Lat .) T.
stretch .) 1. An engine to torture . Taylor. 2 .
root ; to plant deeply and firmly . Hammond.
Torture ; extreme pain . Temple. 3. Any in- RA'DICATION . S. (from radicate .) The aa
frument by which extenſion is performed,
of fixing deep. Hammond.
Wilkins. 4. A diſaff ; commonly a portable RADICLE. J. ( radicule, Fr. from radix , Lat .]
diſaff, from which they (pin ,by twirling a bali .
That part of the ſeed of a plant, which , upos
Dryden. 5. The clouds as they are driven
its vegetation , becomes its root. Quincy.
by ihe wind . Skakelp. 6. A neck of mutton RADISH . f. [rædic, Saxon .) A root which is
cut for the table . 7. A grate. 8. A wooden
commonly cultivated in the kitchep-gardeos.
grate in which hayis placed for catile . Mori. RADIUS. 5. [ Latin.] 1. The ſemi-diameter of
9. Arrack ; a ſpirituous liquor.
a circle. 2. A bone of the fore-arm , which
TO RACK . v. n . ( trom the soun .] To ſtreain
accompanies the ulna from the elbow to the
wriſt .
as clouds before the wind . Shakeſp.
To RACK . v. a . ( from the noun.) 1. To tor- To RAFF. v . a. To ſweep ; to huddle. Carev .
ment by the rack. Dryden. 2. To torment ; To RAFFLE. v . n. (röffler, to ſnatch, Fren . ]
To caſt dice for a prize, Toiler.
RAFFLE .

1

R A K
RAI
Dutch .] 1. To fall in drops from the clouds,
RAFFLE.S . (rafle, Fr.) A ſpecies of game of
Locke. 2. To fall as rain. Milton . 3. It
lottery , in which many Itake a lmall part of
the value of ſome ſingle thing, in conſideration
RAINS . The water falls from the clouds,
Shakeſp .
of a chance to gain it. Arbuthnot.
RAFT . S. A frame or float made by laying To RAIN . v . a. lo pour down as rain. Shakel.
pieces of timber croſs each other. Shakeſp:
RAIN . F. (nen, Sax .] The moiſture that falls
from the clouds. Woller.
RAFT. part. pall. of reave or raj. Spenſer .
Torn ; rent,
RAINBOW . S. (rain and bow .) The iris ; the
RA'FTER . F. (nefter, Sax . rafter, Dutch. } ſemicircle of various colours which appears in
The ſecondary timbers of the houſe ; the tim
Thowery weather . Shakeſp. Newton
bers which are let into the great beam . Donne RA'INDEER . ( hpanas, Saxon ; rangifer, Lat.)
A deer with large horns, which, in the
RAFTERED. 6 ( from rafter.] Built with
rafiers. Pope.
northern regions draws Nedges through the
ſnow .
RAG . F. (hracode, torn, Saxon ) 1 , A piece
of cloth torn from the reft; a tatter. Miloon RAI'NINESS. S. ( from rainy .) The ſtate of be
ing ſhowery .
2. Any thing rent and tallered ; worn out
cloaths. Sandys. 3. A fragment of dreſs. Hird. RAINY . .. [ from rain. ) Showery i wet .
Prov . xxvii.
RAGGAMUFFIN . S. ( from rog.) A palery
mean fellow .
To RAISE . v. a. ( reifer, Daniſh.] 1. To lift ;
to heave. Pope. 2. To ſet upright; as, be
RAGE.ſ. (rage, Fr.) 1. Violent anger, vehe
raiſed a maji. 3. To erect ; to build up.
ment fury. Shakeſp. 2. Vehemence or exa
Jof. viii 4. To exalt to a ſtate more great
cerbation of any thing painful. Bacon.
or illuſtrious. Bacon. 5 To amplify ; to en•
To RAGE. O. n. (from the noun .] 1. To be in
fury ; ܪto be heated with exceflive anger. Milo
large. Shakeſp. 6. To increaſe in curreot
2. To ravage ; to exerciſe fury. Waller. 3 . value. Temple. 7. To elevate ; to exalt.
Prior . 8. To advance; to promote; to pre
To act with miſchievous impetuoſily. Milion.
RA'GEFUL. 2. (rage and fall.] Furious ; vio
fer. Clarendon . 9. To excite ; to put in
action . Milton 10. To excite to war or tu.
lent. Hammond .
mult ; to ſtir up. Shakeſp. A & s xxxiv. 11. To
RAÄGGED. a . ( from rag.) 1. Rent into tat
ters. Arbuthnot. 2. Uneven ; confifting of route ; to ftir up. Job. 12. To give beginning
to : as, he raiſed thefamily. 13. To bring
parts almoſt ditunited. Shakeſp. 3. Dreiled
into being. Amos ii . 11. 14. To call into
in tatters.Dryden. 4. Rugged ; not ſmooth
L'Estrange.
view from the ſtate of ſeparate fpiries. Sandys.
RAGGEDNESS. S. ( from rogged.) State of 15. To bring from death to life . Rom . iv. 25 .
being dreſſed in tatters. Shakejp .
16. To occaſion ; to begin . Brown. 17. To
RAGINGLY. adv. ( from raging.) With ve. ſet up ; to utter loudly . Dryden. 18. To col.
hement fury :
lect ; to obtain a certain ſum . Arbuthnot.
19. To collect ; to affemble ; to levy . Milton .
R'AGMAN.S. (rag and mon ) Cne who deals
in rags .
20. To give riſe to . Milion . 21. TO RAISE
pafte. To form paſte into pies without a
RAGOUT.S. ( French .) Meat ſtewed and highly
diſh. Spectator .
ſeaſoned. Addifon .
RA'GWORT. I. ( rag and wors. ) A plant. RAISER .S. ( from raiſe. ] He that raiſes.
Miller .
Taylor.
RACSTONE . S. (rag and Alone.) 1. A ſtone RAISIN . S. [racemus, Lal. raifon , Fr. ) Roifins
are the fruit of the vine ſuffered to remain on
10 named from its breaking in a ragged man
ner. Woodward. 2. The fone with which
she cree till perfe &tly ripened, and then dried
they ſmooth the edge of a tool new ground
either by the fun or the heat of an oven :
and left ragged
grapes of every kind, preſerved in this man .
RAIL. J. (riegel, German .) 1. A croſs beam
ner, are called raifons, but thoſe dried in the
fixed in the ends at two upright poſts.
ſun are much ſweeter and pleaſanter than
thoſe dried in ovens.
Moxor . 2. A ſeries of poſts connected with
beams, by which any thing is incloled. Bacon . RAKE. S. (race, Saxon ; recche, Durch .) 1 .
3. A kind of bird . Carew . 4. A woman's
An inſtrument with teeth , by which the
upper garment.
ground is divided . Dryden. 2. (Rekel, Dutch,
To RAIL. v. a. ( from the noun .] 1. To inclofe
a worthleſs cur dog. ) A looſe , diſorderly , via
cious, wild , gay , though leis fellow, Pope.
with rails . Addiſoni 2. To range in a line.
Bacon .
TORAKE . v. 0. (from the noun. ] 1. To ga.
To RAIL. u. r. ( rallen, Dutch ) To uſe info
ther with a rake. Moy. 2. To clear with a
leat and reproachful language. Shakeſp.
rake. Thomjon. 3. To draw together by
RAILER . J. ( from rail. One who inſults or
violence . Hooker. 4. To ſcour ; to ſearch
eager and vehement diligence. Swift.
with
opprobrious
Scutk.
language.
de ames by
RAILLERY. ]. [raillierie, Fr. Slighe facire ; 5. To heap together and cover. Suckling.
To RAKE. V. n. 1. To ſearch ; to grope.
Latirical merriment. Ber . Johnson.
South . 2. To paſs with violence. Sidney.
RAIMENT. S. Veſture ; veliment; cloachs ;
RAKER . S. ( from rake. ] One ibat rakes.
dreſs í garment. Sidney .
RAKE
4 K
T. BAIN . v. n. ( rening, Saxon ; regenen ,
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RAKEHELL. S. ( racaille, Fr. the rabble ;(RA'MPART. ſ. (rampart, fr.] 1. The
from rekel, Dutch, a mongrel dog.) A wild, RA'MPIRE. S platform of the wall behind
worthleſs, diſſolute, debauched, forry fellow . the parapet. 2. The wall round fortified
Spenſer.
places. Ben. Johnson .
RAKEHELLY. adv. [from rakohell.] Wild ; RAMPIONS. T. ( ropunculus, Lat.) A plant.
Mortimer.
diſſolute . Ben. Johnson .
RAKISH . a . ( from rake. ) Looſe ; lewd ; dif- RAMSONS. S. An herb. Ainſworth .
folute .
RAN. preterite of run . Addijir .
To RA'LLY. v. 0. ( rollier, Fr.) 1. To put To RANCH. v . a. ( from wrench .) To ſprain ;
diſordered or diſperſed forces in order. Arier.
to injure with violent contortion . Garib .
bury. 2. To treat with night contempl; to | RANCID . a . ( roncidus, Lat. ) Strong ſcented .
treat with ſatirical merriment. Addiſon .
Arbushnet.
To RALLY . V. n . 1. To come together in a RA NCIDNESS. S. ( from roncid.) Strong
hurry . Tillotſon. 2. To come again into RANCIDITY . } icent , as of old oil
order. Dryden. 3. To exerciſe ſatirical mer- RANCOROUS. a . ( trom rancour . ) Malig
riment.
nant ; malicious ; ſpiteful in the utmoſt de
RAM . J. (nam , Saxon ; ram, Dutch . ) 1. A
gree. Shakeſp.
male ſheep ; in ſome provinces, a tup RANCOUR. I. [ranceur, old Fr.) loveterate
Peacbam . 2. An inſtrument with an irop
malignity ; malice ; ftedfart implacability ;
head to batter walls . Shakeſp.
ftanding hate. Spenſer.
To RAM. v. a . 1. To drive with violence, RAND .
( rand, Dutch . ) Border ; ſeam .
as with a battering ram. Bacon. 2. TO RANDOM . . (randon , Fr.) Want of direc
fill with any thing driven hard together. tion ; want of rule or method ; chance ; ha
zard ; roving motion. Milton.
Hayward.
To RAMBLE. v. n . ( rammelen , Durch. ) RANDOM . a . Done by chance ; roving with
oue direction. Dryden.
To rove looſely and irregularly ; to wander .
Locke.
RANG . preterite of ring. Grew .
RA'MBLE. S. (from the verb.) Wandering ; ir- To RANGE . v . a. (ranger, Fr. ) 1. To place
regular excursion. Swift.
in order ; to put in ranks. Clarendor . 2. To
rove over. Gay.
RAMBLER . f . [ from ramble.] Rover ; wan
derer.
10 RANGE. v.a.1. To rove at large . Skakefp.
RA'MBOOZE. 2 A drink made of wine, ale, 2. To be placed in order. Shakejp.
RANGE. 1. ( rangee, Fr.) 1. A rank ; any
RAMBUSE . S eggs and ſugar. Baily.
thing placed in a line. Newton, 2. A clals ;
RAMENTS. ſ. [ramenta, Lat. ) Scrapings :
an order ; Hale. 3. Excurlion ; wandering.
Thavings. Dix.
RAMIFICA'TION. S. framification , Fr.) Di
South. 4. Room for excurſion. Addifon. 5 .
viſion or reparation into branches ; the act of Compaſs taken in by anything excurſive Pepe.
branching out. Hale.
6. Step of a ladder. Clarendor, 7. A kitchen
To RAMIFY . v. a. (ramifier, Fr.) To ſepa. giate .Spenjer.
rate into branches Boyle.
RANGER.J. ( from ronge.) 1.One that ranges ;
TORA'MIFY. v . n. To be parted into branches. a rover ; a robber. Spenſer. 2. A dog that
Arbuthnot.
beats the ground . Gay. 3. An officer who
RAMMER . S. ( from rom.) 1. An inſtru
tends the game of a foreſt. Dryder.
ment with which any thing is driven hard. RANK . a . ( nanc, Saxon .) 1. High growing ;
Moxon . 2. The ſtick with which the charge
Itrong ; luxuriant. Spenſer . 2. Fruitrul ; bear.
is forced into the gun. Wijeman.
ing ſtrong plants. Sandys. 3 : (Rancidus, Lar.)
Strong ſcented ; rancıd . Shakelp. 4 High
RAMMISH . a. ( from ram .) Strong ſcented.
RAMOUS. a. (from ramus , Lat. ) Branchy : lated ; Ntrong in quality . Ray. 5 . Ram
conliſting of branches. Nowion .
pant ; high grown ; grois; coarte. Swifi.
7. The iron of a plane is ſee rank, when its
To RAMP. v. n . ( ramper, Pr.] 1. To lear
with violence, Spenjer. 2. To climb as a edge ftands fo Alat below the fole of the plane,
that in working it will take off a thick hay
plant. Ray:
RAMP. S. [ from the verb . ) Leap ; ſpring. ing. Moxon .
Milion .
RANK . ſ. (rang, Fr.) 1. Line of men placed
RAMPALLIAN . J. A mean wretch . Shakeſp .
a -breaſt. Shakesp. 2. A row . Milton. 3 .
RAMPANCY.S ( from rampani.) Prevalence
Range of ſubordination. Lecke. 4 Claſs ; order.
exuberance. Samih .
Atterbury: 5. Degree of dignity . Addiſon. 6.
RAMPANT. a. ( rampant, Fs ) .. Exuberant ; Lignity ; high place : as, be is a man of rank.
overgrowing reftraini . South. 2. ( In heraldry To ŘANK . v. a . (ranger, Fr ] 1. To place
Rampant is when the lion is reared up in the
a -breaſt Milion. 2. To range in any parti
eſcu! cheon , as it were ready to combate with
cular claſs. Shakeſ. 3. To arrange methodi,
his enemy . Peachem .
cally . Miiton .
TO RAMPART. ? V. a . ( from the noun.) To RÁNK . v . m. To be ranged ; to be placed.
IRE
es
RAMP
rampar
TO
. } To fortity with
. Tare.
Haysvard.
To RANKLE . W . (from rank.) To feſter i
- to

RAP
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RAS

to breed corruption ; to be inflamed in body , RA'PIER FISH. S. The fiſh called xiphias : the
or mind . Spenſer, Sandys.
ſword which grows level from the fnout
of the fiſh , is about a yard long ; he preys on
RANKLY. adv. (from rank.] Coarſely ; groſ
ly. Shakeſp.
fiſhes,
Grew .having firſt ſtabbed them with his ſword.
RA'NKNESS. S. [ from rank. ) Exuberance ;
RA'PINE.
f. ( ropina, Lat. ) 1. The act of
ſuperfluity of growth Shakeſp.
plundering . King Charles. 2. Violence ; force.
RANNY. F. The ſhrewmouſe. Brown .
Mili
on
.
TO RA'NSACK . v. n . (nan, Saxon, and ſaka,
Swediſh, to ſearch for or ſeize .) 1. To plun- RAʻPPER . S [ from rape.) One who ſtrikes.
der ; to pillage. Dryden . 2. To ſearch nar- RA'PPORT. I. [rapport, Fr. ) Relacion ; re
ference . Temple.
rowly . Woodward. 3. To violate ; to de
TO RAPT . v. n . To ravish ; to put in ecſtaſy .
Rower . Spenſer.
RA'NSOME.S. (rancon, Pr ) Price paid for Chapman .
redemption from captivity or puniſhment. RAPT. F. ( from rap ) A tracce.
Tillotjon.
RA'PTURE. f. 1. Ecltaly ; tranſport ; violence
To RANSOME. w a. [ ranconner, Fr ] To
of any pleaſing paſſion. Addifon. 2. Rapidity ;
hafte. Milton
redeem from captivity or puniſhment.
RAN'SOMELESS 6. '[from ranſome.) Free RAPTURED. a . (from rapture ) Raviſhed ;
from canſome. Shakeſp.
tranſported. A bad word . Thom for .
TO RANT. v. m . [ randen, Dutch , to rave .] RA'PTUROUS. a. (from rapture.) Eçſtatick ;
To rave in violent or high ſounding language.
tranſporting. Collier.
RARE. a . [rarus, Lat .) 1. Scarce ; uncommon .
Stilling
fleet.
Shakeſp . 2. Excellent; incomparable ; valua
RANT. ) . ( from the verb.) High founding lan
guage . Granville.
ble to a degree feldom found. Cowley : 3 .
Thinly ſcattered. Milton . 4. Thin ; ſubtle ;
RANTER . S ( from rani .) A ranting fellow .
not denſe. Newton. 5. Raw ; not fully ſub
RANTIPOLE. a . Wild ; roving ; rakiſh .
dued by the fire. Dryden.
Congrese.
TO RANTIPOLE. v. n . To run about wildly RAREESHOW . S. Á ſhow carried in a box .
Arburbnor.
Gay.
RA'NULA. S. A ſoft ſwelling, poſſeſſing the RAREFA'CTION. S. (rarefaction , Fr.) Exe
tenſion of the parts of a body, that makes
ſalivals under the tongue. Wiſeman.
take up more room than it did before .
it
RANU'NCULUS . S. Crowfoot. Mortimer.
Wett
on ,
To RAP. v.n. ( hræppan, Sax . ) To ſtrike with
RAREʻFIABLE. a. ( from rarefy.) Admitting
a quick ſmart blow Addiſon.
To RAP . v. a 1. To affect with rapiure ; to
rarefaction.
Atrike with extaſy ; to hurry out of himſelf. To RA'REFY. 7. a. (rarefier, Fr. ) To make
Hooker,Pope. 2. To ſnatch away.Milton.
thin : contrary to condenſe. Thomſon .
TO RAREFY. v. n . To become thin . Dryden.
To RAP and rend. To ſeize by violence.
RAP. J. [ from the verb . ) A quick ſmart blow . RARELY. adv. (froin rare. ) 1. Seldom ; noc
Arbuthnot .
often ; not frequently. 2. Finely ; nicely ;
accurately . Shakesp.
RAPACIOUS, a . (rapace, French ; rapax,
Lat . ] Given to plunder ; ſeizing by violence. RARENESS. f. (from rare.e. ) 1. Uncom
Pope.
monnels ; ſtate of happening feldom ; in
frequency 2. Value ariſing from ſcarcity.
RAPACIOUSLY. adv. ( from rapacious ) By
Bacon .
rapine ; by violent robbery .
RAPA'CIOUSNESS. S. ( from rapacious .] The RARITY. f. [rarité, Fr: raritas , Lac.]
Uncommonneſs ; infrequency. Spectator. 2 .
quality of being rapacious
RA'PAĆITY.S. (rapacitas, Lat.) Addictedneſs A thing valued for its ſcarcity .Shakeſp. 3 .
to plunder ; exerciſe of plunder ; ravenouſ
Thinneis; ſubtlety : the contrary to denſity.
neis. Spratt .
Bentley
RAPE.Í (raptus, Lat ) 1. Violence ; defloration RA'SCAL. f. Inascal, Saxon, a lean beast ) A
mean fellow ; a ſcoundrel. Dryden .
of chastity. Skakeſ. 2. Privation ; act of taking
away . Chap : 3. Something ſnatched away. RASCA'LION . S. One of the loweſt people.
Hudibras.
the
from
plucked
grapes
Whole
4.
Sandys.
cluſter. Ray. 5. A plant, from the ſeed of RA'SCALITY. ! ( from raſcal. ] The low
mean people. South.
which oil is expreſſed.
RA'PID . a. ( rapide, Fr. ) Quick ; ſwift. RA'SCALI Y. a . (from raſcal.) Mean ; worth
leſs. Swife.
Dryden.
RAPIDITY . S. ( rapidité, Fr.) Celerity ; ve. To RASE . v. c . 1. To ikim ; to ſtrike on the
ſurface. South . 2. To overthrow ; to deſtroy ;
locity ; ſwiftneſs. Addiſon.
to root up.Miloon. 3. To blot out by raſure ;
RA'PIDLY. adv. ( from rapid .) Swiftly ; with
to eraſe . Milton .
quick motion.
RAPIDNESS. S. [ from rapid.] Celerity ; ſwift- RASH . a. ( raſch, Dutch.) Hafty ; violent ;
neſs.
precipitate. Ajcham.
RA'PIERS . A ſmall ſword used only in thruft.RASH S. (refcia, Italian. ) 1. Sattin Minſbew .
2. An
4 X 2
ing. Pope.
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2. An effloreſcence on the body ; a breaking | RA'T IO .S. (Lat.) Proportion. Cheyne.
OuL .
TO RATIO CINATE.'v .a. (rotiocinor, Lat .)
To reaſon ; to argue.
RASHER S. A thin nice of bacon . Bacon.
RASHLY. odv. (from rafb .) Haſtily ; violento RATIOCINA’TION . S. [ ratiocinatio, Lat . )
The act of reaſoning ; the act of deducing
ly ; without due conſideracion Souih .
RASHNESS. . ( from raſb .) Fooliſh contempt
conſequences from premiſes. Breon.
RATIOCINATIVE. 6.(from ratiocinate.) Ar.
of danger. Dryden.
gumentative ; advancing by proceſs of dil
RASP. Š. (raſpo, Italian.) A delicious berry
that grows on a ſpecies of the bramble ; a ralp
courſe . Hale.
RATIONAL. a. (rationalis, Lat ) 1. Having
berry . Philips.
the power of reaſoning. 2. Agreeable to
To RASP. v. a. ( rapper , Dutch .) To rub to
reafon . Glanville. 3. Wiſe ; judicious ; 25,
powder with a very rough file. Moxon .
a rational man .
RASP.S. A large rough file, commonly uſed to
wear away wood. Moxon .
RATIONA'LE. f. (from ratio, Lat ) A detail
RA'SPATORY. S: ( raſparoir, Fr.j A chirar
with reaſons: as, Dr. Sparrow's Rationale of
The Common Prayer.
geon's raſp . Wiſeman
RASPBERRY ,or Raſberry. S. A kind of berry. RATIONALIST.F. (from ratical .] One who
Mortimer .
proceeds in his diſquiſitions and practice whole
RASPBERRY -BUSH ſ. A ſpecies ofbramble
ly uponreaſon. Bocor.
RA'SURE . f. (raſura , Lat.) 1. The act of RATIONALITY . F. ( from rational.] 1. The
fcraping or having. 2. A mark in a writing
power of reaſoning. Gov. of obe Tongue. 2.
Reaſonableneſs. Brown.
where ſomething has been rubbed out . Ayliffe.
RAT. S. (ratre, Dutch ; rai, French ; ratta, RATIONALLY. adv. ( from rational ) Res.
Spaniſh .) An animal of the mouſe kind that
forably ; with reaſon. South.
RATIO'NALNESS. S. ( from rational .] The
infeft: houſes and lips. Brown , Dennis .
Rate of being rational.
To ſmell o RAT . To be put on the watch by
ſuſpicion. Hudibras.
RA TSBANE . /. Trot and bane. ) Poiſon for
RA'TABLE. a. ( from rate.) Set at a certain
rals ; arſenick . Shakeſp .
value. Comden .
RAÄTEEN. S. A kind of ſtuff. Swift.
to RA’TTLE . v. n. [rate!øn, Dutch .] 1. To
RA'TABLY. adv. Proportionably. Raleigh.
make a quick ſharp noiſe with frequent repe .
RATAFIA.S . A fine liquor, prepared from the
Litions and colliſions. Hayward. 2. To ſpeak
kernels of apricots and ſpirits.Bailey.
.
eagerly and no lily . Swift.
RA'TAN.S. An Indian cane. Dia
, Sin
RASH
clock -work , a ſort of wheel, To RATTLE . v . a. i . To move any thing
RATCH
2
ſo as to make a ralile or doile. Dryden. 2 .
up the detents
which ſerves to
To fun with a noite ; to drive with a noiſe ,
every hour, and thereby make the clock ftrike.
Shakeſ: 3.To fcold ; oo rail at with clamour.
Bailey.
RATE. f. 1. Price fixed on any thing. Lecke, Arbuihnor.
Dryden . 2. Allowance ſeuled. Addiſon. 3. RATTLE. S. ( from the verb .] 1. A quick
Degree ; comparative height or valour. Shake.
noiſe nimbly repeated. Prior . 2. Empty and
Calamy. 4. Quantity aflignable. Shakeſp. 5 . loud talk , Hakewillo 3. An inſtrument, which
That which lets value. Atterbury. 6. Manner
agilated makes a clattering noiſe. Raleigh. 4 .
of doing any thing ; degree to which any thing .A plant.
is done . Clarenden. 7. Tax impoſed by the RATTIEHEADED . a. ( ratile and bood. )
pariſh Prior .
Giddy ; not ſteady.
TO RATE. v. e. 1. To value at a certain price . RATTLESNAKE . S. A kind of ſerpent,
Grew ,
Boyle. 2. To chide haſtily and vehemently
Sourb.
RATTLESNAKE R :01. L. A plan' ; a native
RATH. S. A hill . Spenſer .
of Virginia ; the Indians ule it as a certain
RATH . adv. Early : Spenſer.
remedy againſt the bite of a rattlesnake.
Hill
RATH . a. ( nad, Saxon , quickly. ] Early ;
coming belore the time. Milton .
RATOON S. A Weſt Indian fox. Bailey.
RA'THÉR. adv. 1. More willingly ; with bet- | To RAVAGE. v . a (ravager , F.) To lay
Walte ; to fack ; to ranſack ; 10 1poil ; to
cer liking. Common Prayer. 2. Prelerably to
pillage ; lo pluader . Aldefor.
the other ; with better realon . Locke. 3. In a
greater degree than otherwiſe. Dryden. 4. RAVAGE.S. (rovage,Fr.) Spoil ; ruin ; waſte.
Dryder.
More properly. Shokej 5.Especially. Shakej.
0. To have RATHERS. To deli.e in prete. RA'VAGER. f. [ from ravage. ) Plunderer ;
jence. Rogers.
ſpoiler. Swifi.
RATIFICATION. S. ( from rarify .) The act RAU CITY.; (raucas, Lat.) Hoarleneſs ; loud
os ralitying ; coufirmation.
rough noiſe. Bacon .
RATIFİR. L. ( truin rauty.) The perſon or To RAVE. v . % . ( reven , Dutch : rêver, Fr.) 1 .
ching that rarifies Sbakejp
To be delirious ; to walk irrationally. Gov. of
TO RATIFY. v . a. ( ratum facio, bal .) To
she Tongue. 2. To burit out into furious ex.
coofirm ; io ſelile. Dryden .
clamations
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clamations as ifmad .Sandys. 3. To be un - To RAY. v. 0. (rayer, Fr.) To freak ; to
mark in long lines. Shakeſp .
reaſonably fond. Locke.
To RA'VEL. v. a . ( ravelen, Dutch .) 1. To RAY . for array,
entangle ; to entwilt one with another ; to RAZE . I. (rayz, a root, Spaniſh .] A root of
ginger. Shakesp
make intricate ; to involve ; to perplex.Wall.
2. To unweave ; to unknie : as, to ravel out a To RAZE.V. a. (raſus, Lat.) 1.To overthrow ;
swift. Shakeſp. 3. To hurry over in confuſion.
to ruin ; to ſubvert. Shakeſp. 2. To efface.
Digby.
Milion . 3. To extirpate. Shakeſp.
TO RAVEL . V. n. 1. To fall into perplexity RA'ZOR.F. (raſor, Lat.) A knife with a thick
blade and fine edge uſed in Mhaving Dryden.
or confufion. Milton. 2. To work in per.
plexity ; to buſy himſelf with intricacies. RAZOURABLE. a . ( from rozor.) Fie to be
ſhaved . Sbakelp:
Decay ofPiety .
RAVELÍN.S. ( French. ) In fortification a work RA ZORFISH ." ). A filh. Carew .
that consiſts of two faces, that make a ſalient RAZURE. S. (rajure, Fr.] The act of erafing.
angle, commonly called half moon by the Sbakelp
ſoldiers.
RE. Is an inſeparable particle uſed by the
RAVEN.S. (hrzfn , Sax .) A large black fowl.
Latins , and from them borrowed by us to de
gote iteration or backward action : as, reiurn,
Boyle.
to come back ; repercuffion , the act of driving
To RA'VEN. v. a. (nepian, Sax. to rob. )
back .
To devour with great eagernels and rapacity.
REACCESS. S. (re and accefs ] Viſit renewed.
Shakeſp .
To RA VEN . v. s. To prey with capacity.
Hakewill.
Luke.
TO REACH. v. a. (necan, Saxon .] 1. To
touch with the hand extended. Congreve. 2.
RAVENOUS. a. ( from raven .) Furiouſly vo
To arrive at ; to attain any thing diſtant,
racious ; hungry to rage. Shakeſp.
RAVENOUSLY. adv. ( from ravenous.] With
Milton. 3. To fetch from fome place diftant,
raging voracitv.
and give. 2 Eſdras. 4. To bring forward from
RAVENOUSNESS. S. (from ravenous.) Rage a diſtant place. John . 5. To hold out; to
ſtretch forth , Hooker. 6. To attain ; to gain ;
for prey ; furious voracity. Hale.
to obtain . Cheyne . 7 To transfer. Rowe. 8.
RAUGHT. the old pret. and part. pafl. of reach.
RAVIN.J . 1. Prey ; food gotten by violence. To penetrate to .Lacke. 9. To be adequate to.
Locke. 10. To extend to . Addifon. 11. To
Milton . 2. Rapine; rapaciouſneſs. Ray.
RA'VINGLY. odv. (from rave.) With frenzy ; extend ; to ſpread abroad. Milton.
with diſtraction. Sidney .
TO REACH . v. n 1. To be extended . Boyle 2 .
To RA VISH . v. a . (ravir, Pr. ) 1. To conftu.
To be extended far. Shakeſp. 3. To penetrate.
prate by force . Shakeſp. 2. To take away by
Addifon . 4. To make efforts to attain. Locke.
violence. Sbakelp. 3. To delight ; to capture ;
5. To take in the hand. Milton .
to tranſport. Cant.
REACH / ( from the verb ) 1. Act of reaching
RA'VISHER. S. (ravilleur, Fr. ) _1. He that or bringing by extenſion of the hand. 2.
embraces a woman by vielence. Taylor. 2 .
Power of reaching or taking in the hand. Loc.
One who cakes any thing by violence Pope.
3. Power of attainment or management.Locke.
RAVI'SHMENT. . ( raviſſemeni, Fr. from
4. Power ; limit of faculties. Addiſon . 5 .
raviſ ) 1. Violation ; forcible conſtupration .
Contrivance ; areful ſcheme ; deep thought.
2. Tranſport; rapture : ecſtacy ; pleaſing vi.
Hayward. 6. A feich ; an artifice to aliain
olence on the miod . Milton .
ſome dillant advantage . Bacon . 7. Tendency
to diſtant conſequences. Shakeſp. 8. Extent.
RAW. a. (hreap, Sax, rouw, Dutch .] 1. No
ſubdued by the fire. Spenſer. 2. Noc covered
Milton .
with the ſkin. Shakeſp. 3. Sore. Spender. ToREACT. v.a. (re and afl.) To return the
4. Immature ; unripe. 5. Unleaſoned ; un
impulſe or impreffion. Arbuthnot.
ripe in ſkill. Raleigh . 6. New. Shakeſp . 7 REACTION. ) (reaction, Fr ) The reciproca.
Bleak ; chill. Spenſer. 8. Not concocted
tion of any impulſe or force impreſſed , made
Bacon
by the body on which ſuch impreſſion is made:
RAWBONED . a. (raw and bone. ) Having action and reallion are equal.
bones ſcarcely covered with felh . L'Eſtrange. READ. F. ( næd, Sax .) i Counſel. Sternbold .
RAWHEAD . /. (row and bead .) The name
2. Saying ; law . Spenſer.
TO READ. r. a. pret. read, part. pafl. read.
of a ſpectre. Dryden.
RA'WLY . adv. (from row.) 1. loa raw man
(nad, Sax . ) 1. To peruſe any thing written.
Shakeſp.Pope. 2. To diſcover by characters or
ner. ' 2. Untkilfully. 3. Newly. Shakeſp
marks. Spenſer. 3. To learn by obſervation.
RAWNESS. J. (from row . ) 1. State ofbeing
raw. Bacon , 2. Untkilſulaels. Hakewill. 3.
Shakeſp. 4. To know fully. Shakeſp.
READ. V. n. 1. To perform the act of peo
TO
Hafty manoer. Shakeſp.
RAY.J. (raie, Fr. radius, Lat.) 1. A beam of ruling,writing Deuteronomy. 2. To be itu.
light.Milton , Newton. 2. Any luſtre corporeal dious in books. Taylor. 3. To kaow by read
or intellectual. Milion. 3. ( Raye, Fr. raia, ing Swift.
Lat.) A fiſh. Ainſworib. 4. An herb. Ainjw . READ particip, a .Skilful by reading. Dryden.
READING .
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REA'DING . S: [ from reod. ] 1. Study in books ; ! To revive ; to reſtore to life Glanzille.
perufal of books. Watts. 2. A lecture ; a To REANNEX. v. a . ( re and annex. ) To
prelection. 3. Publick recital. Hooker . 4 .
annex again . Bacon.
To REAP. v . a. ( nepan, Saxon .) 1. To cut
Variation of copies. Arbuthnor.
READEPTION. S. [ re and adopius, Lat . ] Re
corn at harveſt Shakeſp. 2. To gather ; 10
obtain . Hooker.
covery ; act of regaining. Bacon.
READER . / (from read .) 1. One that peruſes To REAP. v.n. To harveſt. Pſalms.
any thing written. Ben . Jubnjon . 2.One REA'PER . f. (from reap.) One that cuts corn
Hudious in books. Dryden. 3. One whofe
at harveſt Sund
office is to read prayers in churches. Swift.
REA PINGHOOK s. I reaping and hook .) A
READERSHIP. ]. [ from reader .] The office
hook uſed to cut corn in harveſt. Dryden .
REAR.S. ( arriere, Fr. ] 1. The hinder troop of
of reading prayers . Swifi.
READILY. ano [ from ready.] Expeditely ;
an army, or the hinder line of a fleet. Krolles.
2. The last claſs. Peacham.
with little hindrance or delay. South.
READINESS. ſ. [ from ready.] 1. Expedite- REAR. a. Ihnere, Saxon . I 1. Raw ; half
roaſted ; halt fodden . 2. Early . A provincial
neſs; promptitude. Sowth . 2. 1he llare of being
word . Gay.
feady or fit for any thing Clarendon , 3. Faci
lity freedom from hindrance or obſtruction. To REAR . v . a . ( artran , Saxon .] 1. To raiſe
Holder . 4. State of being willing or prepared.
up. 1 Ejdras. 2. Tolic up from a fall Sperl.
Addison.
3. To move upwards. Milton. 4. To bring
READMISSION . S. [re and admiſſion .] The
up to malorily. Bacon. 5. To educale ; 10
instruct. Southern. 6. To exalt ; to elevate .
act of admilling again. Arbuthnet .
To READMIT. v . a. ( re and admin. ) To let Prior. 7. To roule ; to ftir up. Dryden.
in again Mitron.
REA'RWARD). 1. ( from rear.] 1. The loft
TO READORN . v. a. (re and adorn ) To de
troop. Sidney. 2. The end ; the tail ; a train
corate again ; lo deck a- new. Blackmore.
behind. Shakeſp. 3. The latter part. Shakeſ.
READY. a. ( redo, Swediſh ; hrade, nimble, REARMOUSE . S. Threremus, Sax .) The
Saxon . ] 1. Prompt ; not delayed. Temple. 2 .
leaiher- winged bat. Abbit.
Fie for a purpoſe ; not to leek . Shakesp : 3. TO REASCEND . v. n. (re and afcend.] To
climb again Spenfer.
Prepared; accommodated to any deſign. Milt.
4. Willing ; eager. Spenſer. 5. Being at the To REASCE'ND. V a .To mount again . Addif.
point ; noi dillant; near.Milion .6. Being at REASON. L. (raiſon, Fr. ] 1. The power by
hand ; next to hand Dryden. 7. Facil ; taly ;
which man deduces one proposition from
opportune ; gear. Hooker. 8. Quick ; not another, or proceeds from premiles to conte
done with heſitation Clariſſa. 9. Expedite ; quences. Mi.com, 2. Caufe, ground or princi
nimble ; not embarailed ; not now . Waits. ple. Tillotſ: 3. Cauſe efficient. Hale. 4 Final
10. To make Ready . To make preparation:. cauſe . Löcke. s . Argument; ground of per
Mork.
ſualion ; motive. Til 01/on . 6. Ratiocination ;
REA'DY . adv. Readily ; ſo far as not to need
di curlive power . Davies. 7. Clearners of
delay. Numbers.
faculties. Shakeſf . 8. Right; juſtice. Spenfer.
READY./. Ready money . A low word. Arhut.
9. Reaionable claim ; juſt practice. Taylor.
REAFFIRMANCE. 1. {re and affirmance .]
10. Rationable ; juſt a count. Boyle 1.Mo
confirmation
Second
Ayliffe.
deration ; moderale demands. Add ſon .
REAL 0. ( reel, Fr. realis, Lat.) 1. Relating To REA'SON . v. n . (ra :Jonner, Fr. ] 1. To ar
gue rationally ; to deduce confequences juſtly
to things not perſons ; not perional. Bacon . 2 .
from premiles. Locke . 2. To debate ; lo dit
Not fictitious ; not imaginary ; true: genuine
courte ; lo talk ; to take or give an account.
Glanville. 3. In law, confiiting of thingsım
moveable, as land. Child.
Stakelp. 3. To raiſe diſquiſitions; to make
RE'ALGAR. f. A mineral . Bacon
enquiries. Milton.
REALITY. ]. [realité, Fr ] 1. Truth ; verity : To REAʼSON . v . a. To examine rationally .
Burnet..
what is , not whatmerely ſeems Adlifon. 2 .
Something intrinſically important. Milton . REASONABLE. o (raifom, Fr. ) I Having
the faculty of reaſon ; ensued with reaſon .
To REALIZE . v. 0. ( realiſer, Fren. ] 1. To
bring into being or act. Glanviile . 2. To Sidney. 2. Acling , ſpeaking or thinking rati
convert money irto laod.
onally. Hayw . 3.Juit ; rational; agreeable
REALLY. ade ( from real ] 1. With actual
to realon . Swifi. 4. Not immoderate. Shake,
existence. South . 2. In truth ; truly ; not
5. Tolerable ; being in mediocrity. Sidney ,
1bb
ot .
ſeemingly. Sourb . 3 . ! is a light corroboration
REA'SONABLENESS. S. (from reaſonable ) 1 .
of an opinion. Young
REALMS
. ( roioulme, Fr. ] 1. A kingdom ; a
The faculty of reafon. 2. Agreeableneſs to
king's dominion Milton . 2. Kingly govern
reaſon . Clarendon . 3 Moderation.
ment. Pope.
REA'SONABLY, ado. ( from reaſonable .)
REALTY . J. Loyalty. Milton.
Agreeably to reaſon Dryden. 2. Moderately ;
REAM . S. [rame, Fr. siem , Dutch . ) A bundle in a degree reaching to mediocrity . Bacon .
REASONER
. ). [ raifonneur, Fr.] One who
.
Fope.
containing
quires
twenty
of paper
ToREA NIMATE . v. a. [ reand an
antie ,
REA
reaivas ; an arguer. Blackmore.
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REA'SONING. S. (from reafon .) Argument. REBUKE. S. ( from the verb.) 1. Reprehenfion ;
chiding expreſſion ; objurgation. Pope. 2. la
Addiſon .
REASONLESS. a. ( from reaſon .] Void of rea
low language, it ſignifies any kind of check.
L'Efirange.
Shakeſp.
ſon .
TO REASSEMBLE .v.a. [re and affemble.] To REBUÄKER . S. [from rebuke .) A chider ; a
collect anew. Milton .
reprehender. Holea v .
To REASSEʻRT.wa ( re and affert.) To af REBUS. L. (rebus, Lat.) A word repreſented
by a picture. Peacham .
ſert anew . Atterbury.
TO REASSUME v.'a. ( reallumo, Lat. ) To To REBUT. v . n. [rebuter , Fr.) To retire
back . Spenſer.
reſume; to take again. Denham .
To REASSU'RE . v. a .[ reaſſurer, Fr.) To free REBUTTER . S. An anſwer to a rejoinder.
from fear ; to reſtore from terrour . Dryden.
To RECA'LL . v . a . (re and call.) To call
REATE f. A kind of long Imall graſs that
back ; to call again ; to revoke . Hooker.
grows in water, and complicates itſelf toge- RECA LL. ( from the verb ) Revocation , aut
.
Walten
ther .
or power of calling back . Dryden.
TO REAVE . v. 2. pret. reft. (næfian, Saxon.) To RECA'NT. v. a . ( recanio, Lat . ) Tore
tract : lo recall ; to contradict what one has
To take away by lealth or violence. Carew .
To REBAPTIZE . v.a. (rebapriſer , Fr. re and once ſaid or done. Swift.
RECANTA'TION. 1. ( from recant ) Retrac
baptize ) To baptize again. Ayliffe.
tation ; declaration contradictory to a former
REBAPTIZATION . S. [ rebaptiſation, Fr. ]
declaration . Stilling fleet
Renewal of baptiſm . Hooker,
TO REBA'TE . 0. n . (rebarrie, Fr. ) To blunt; RECA'NTER . J. [from recant.] One who re
to beat to obtuleneſs ; to deprive ofkeennels. cants. Shakeſp.
RECAPITULATE . V a . (recapituler, Fr. )
Creech.
RE'BECK . S. (rebec, Fr. ribecca, Italian. ) A
To repeat again diſtinctly ; to detail again.
More.
three ſtringed fiddle . Milten.
REBEL . 1. (rebelie , Fr. rebellis , Lac.] Onewho RECAPITULA'TION . S. (from recapitulate .)
oppoſes lawful authority . Shakeſp. Fenton.
De ail repeated ; diftinct repetition of the
TOREBE'L . V. n . frebelle, Lat.) To riſe in op
principal points. South.
TORY. a. ( from recapitulate.)
RECAPITULA
polition againſt lawful authority. Shakeſp.
Repeating again.
REBELLER. f. ( from rebel ) One that rebels .
REBE'LLION.S. ( rebellion, Fr. rebello, Latin , To RECARRY. v. a. (re and carry.) To care
from rebel.) Inſurrection againſt lawrul autho
ry back Walton.
TORECEDE v. n . ( recedo, Lat.) 1. To fall
rity . Misiton.
back ; lo retreat. Bint. 2. To delill, Claren .
REBE'LLIOUS a . ( from rebel. ] Opponent to
RECEIPT.J. [ receptum , Lat . ] 1. The act oi
Tawiul authority . Deut . ix . 7 .
receiving. Wijemar. 2. The place of receive
REBEÖLLIOUSLY . adv. [ from rebellious.) In
oppoſition to lawlul authority . Camden .
ing. Matthew. 3. A note given, by which
REBELLIOUSNESS . S. [from rebelliows . ] The money is acknowledged to have been receive
quality of being rebellious.
ed . 4. Reception ; admiſſion . Hooker. 5 Re
To REBE LLOW . v. n . (re and bellow .) To ception ; welcome. Sidney . 6. Preſcription of
bellow in relurn ; to echo back a loud noiſe
ingredients for any compofition . Shakejf.
RECEIVABLE. a . ( from receive.] Capable of
Dryden .
being received .
REBOA'TION.S . (reboo, Lat. ) The return of a
TO RECEIVE. v . a. (recevoir, Fren, recipio,
loud bellowing found.
TO REBOUND . w . n. (rebondir , Fren . re and
Lat.) 1. To take or obrain any thing as due .
bound. ) To ipring back ; to be reverberated its Shakeſp. 2. To take or obtain from another.
fly back, in conſequence of motion impreſſed
Daniel. 3. To take any thing communicated .
and refifted by a greater power. Newton .
Locke, 4. To embrace intellectually , Locke,
TO REBOU ND. v . a . To reverberate ; to beat 5. To allow . Hioker . 6. To admit. Pfalms,
back . Prir.
Watts. 7. To take as into a vellel. Aets.
REBOU'ND . L. ( from the verb . ] The act of 8. To take into a place or late. Mark. S.
To conceive in the mind ; to take intellece
Aying back, in conlequence of motion relilted ;
relilition. Dryden.
tually . Shakeſp. 10. To entertain as a guel ' .
Milion .
REBUFF . ſ. Trebuffade, Fr. rebuffo, Italian . )
Repercuiſion ; quick and ſudden reliſtance. RECEIVEDNESS L. (from received ] Gene :
Milton .
ral allowance. Boyle.
To REBUFF.v.a. [ from the noun . ) To bear RECEIVER : Treceveur, F: en.) 1. One to
whom any thing is communicated by another.
back ; to opp ſe with ſudden violence .
Dorne, ż One to whom any thing is given
To REBUI'LD . v . a. (re and build To re
edify ; to reſtore from demolition ; to repair.
or paid . Sprall . 3.One whu pariakes or ile
REBÚ KABLE . a . ( from rebuke . ] Worchy of bleiled facrament. Taylor. 4. One who co
reprehention. Shakeſp.
operates with a robber, by iaking the goo $
TO REBUʼKE. v . a (rehercher, Fr.] Tochide;
which he litais Spenſer. 5. The vesſel iuto
10 reprehend ; to repreſs by objurgation. Heb. which fpirits are emitted from the fill. Black .
xii . 15 .
6. The
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6. The veſſelof the air pump, out of which
cated . Glanville. 2. The veſſel into which
ſpirits are driven by the fill . Decay of Piety.
the air is drawn, and which therefore receives
any body on which experiments are tried. RECIPROCAL. a ( reciprocus, Lac ) 1.Acting
in viciffitude ; alternate. Milton . 2. Mutual ;
Bentley.
TO REČEʼLEBRATE v.m. (re and celebrate .)
done by each to each . L'Eſtrange. 3. Mutually
To celebrate anew . Ben . Johnson.
interchangeable. Watts. 4. P.cciproc: I pro
RECENCY. S. ( recers, Latin .) 1. Newneſs ; portion is, when, in four numbers, che fourth
number is ſo much lelle: than the ſecond, as
new ſtate. Wiſeman.
RECENSION.S. ( recenfis, Lat.) Enumeration ;
the third is greater than the firſt, and vice
verſa. Arburboot.
review . Evelyn .
RECENT . . ( recens, Lat.) 1. New ; not of RECIPROCAL
LY. adv. ( from reciprocal.]
long exiſtence. Woodward . 2. Late ; not Mutually ; interchangeably. Newton .
antique. Bacer . 3. Freſh ; not long diſmiſſed RECIPROCALNESS . . from reciprocal.]
from . Pope.
Mutual return ; alteroateneſs, Decay of Piety .
RECENTLY adv. ( from roceni.
17. ) Newly ; To RECIPROCATE . v. s . (reciprocus, Lat. )
freſhly. Arbushnor.
To act interchangedly ; to alternate. Sewel.
RECENTNESS. S. ( from recene.) Newneſs; RECIPROCATION. ) ( reciprocario, from re
freſhneſs. Hale.
ciprocws, Latin.) Alternation ; action inter
RECEʻPTACLE. S. ( receptaculum , Lacin.) A changed . Brown.
veſſel or place into which soy ehing is re- RECISION , F. (reciſus, Latia.] The act of
cutting off.
ceived. Sper fer .
RECEPTIBI’LITY.S. (recepius, Lat.) Poflibi. RECITAL. S. [from recite.) 1. Repetition ;
lity of receiving. Glanvillé.
rehearſal. Addiſon. 2. Enumeracion. Prior .
RECEPTARY S. ( receptus, Lat.) Thing re- RECITATION . . (from recite. ) Repclition ;
rehearſal. Hammond.
ceived . Brown.
RECEPTION. S. [ recepmus, Lat.] 1. The act of RECITATIVE. 1S . ( from recite ) A kind
of
TATI'VO . S tuneful pronunciation,more
RECI
receiving. Brown 2. The ſtate of being reon
l
than
leſs
comm
,
and
(peech
muſica than
ceived . 3. Admiſſion of any thing communi
long ; chaunt. Dryden
cated . Locke. 4. Readmiffion. Milton. 5. The
act of containing. Addiſon. 6. Treatment To RECITE. v. a. (recito, Lat .) To rehearſe ;
to repeat ; to enumerate; to tell over. Addif.
at firſt coming i welcome; entertainment.
Hammond. 7. Opinion generally admitted. RECI'TE. J. Recital . Temple.
To RECK . V. « ( recan , Saxon ) To care ; to
Locke. 8. Recovery . Bacon.
RECEPTIVE. a. (receptus, Lat. ) Having the
heed ; to mind; to rate at much. Spenſer,
Milton .
quality of admitting what is communicated.
Glanville.
ToRECK. v. a. To heed ; to care for. Shakeſp.
RE'CEPTORY. 6. [ receptus, Lat. ) Generally RECKLESS. e. (necceleas , Saxon .) Carelels ;
heedleſs ; mindleſs. Shakeſp. Cowley.
or popularly admitted. 'Brown.
RE'CESS. S. (receſſus, Lat .) 1. Retirement; re- RECKLESSNESS. l. ( from reck.ſ Carelell
nels ; negligence. Sidney.
treat ; withdrawing ; feceflion. Prior. 2. De
parture. Glanville. 3. Place of retirement ; To RECKON. v. a. (neccan, Saxon.] 1. To
place of ſecrecy ; private abode. Milton . 4
number ; to count.Craſbaw . 2. To eſteem ;
Perhaps an abſtract. 5. Departure into privacy.
to account. Hooker. 3. To aflign in an account .
Romans.
Mikon. 6. Remiffion or Suſpenſion of any
procedure. Bacon . 7. Removal to diſtance. To RECKON . O.R. 1. To compute ; to calcu
late. Addiſor. 2. To ſtate an account.Shakeſp.
Brown. 8. Privacy ; ſecrefy of abode. Dryden.
3. To charge to account. Ben. Johnfor. 4. To
9. Secret part. Hammond.
a penalty. Sanderfor. 5. To call to punith
pay
of
act
re
The
)
.
Lat
S.
(recellia,
RECEʻSSION
treating.
ment . Tillosjon. 6. To lay Atreſs or dependance
TO RECHA'NGE. v . a . (rechanger, Fr. ) To
upon . Temple.
RECKONER . S. ( from reckon .) One who com
change again . Dryden .
TO RECHARGE.0. o. (recharger, Fren . ] 1 . putes ; one who calculates coſt. Comden .
To accule in return. Hooker , 2. To attack RECKONING. ). ( from reckon .) 1. Computa
tion ; calculation . 2. Account of time . Sandys .
anew . Dryden.
RECHEAT. ). Among hunters, a leſion which
3. Accounts of debtor and creditor . Daniel.
4. Money charged by an hoft. Shakeſp. 5 .
the hunerman winds on the horn , when the
hounds have loſt their game Shakesp .
Account taken. 2 Kings. 6. Efteem ; ac
RECIDIVA'TION . . recidiuus, Lac.) Back
count ; eſtimation. Hooker.
Niding ; falling again . Hammond.
To RECLAIM . v. a . ( reclame, Lat.) 1. To
RECIDI VOUS. a . ( recidivus, Lat. ) Subject to
reform ; to correct. Brown. 2. ¡Reclamer , Fr. ]
tall again .
To reduce to the ſtate de fired .Bacon. 3. To
RECIPE . S. (recipe, Lat.) A medical prefcrip
recall ; lo cry out againſt. Dryden, 4. To
lion . Suckling
lame . Dryden.
RECIPIENT. S. (recipiens, Lat ) 1. The re- To RECLINE. v. a. [ reclino, Lat.) To leas
cerser ; that to which acy log it comrouni
back ; lo lean lidewilc. addijon.
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T.RECLINE.V. n. To reſt; to repoſe; to lean . To RECOMPENSE. v.a. [recompenſer, fr .]
RECLI'NE. a. [reclinis, Lat . ] lo a leaning
1. To repay ; to requite. 2. Chron. 2. To
poſture. Milton.
give in requital . Rom. 3. To compenſate ;
ToRECLO'SE . v. a. (re and cloſe.] To cloſe
to make up by ſomething equivalent. Knolles.
again. Pope.
4. Toredeem ; to pay for. Numb.
TO RECLÚ'DE. v . a . [ recludo, Lat . ) To open . RE'COMPENSE . F. (récompenſe, Fr. ) Equiva
Harvey .
lent ; compenlation, Clarendon.
RECLUSE . a [recks, Fr. reclsfus, Lat.] Shut RECOMPILEMENT. !. [ re and compilement )
Now compilement. Bacon.
up ; retired . Decay of Piety .
RECOAGULATION. /. Second coagulation. To RECOMPOSE . v . a . ( recompoſer, Fr.) 1 .
Biyle
To ſettle or quiet anew . Taylor. 2. To form
or adjuſt anew. Boyle
RECO'GNISANCE . F. ( recogniſance, Fr.] 1 .
Acknowledgınent of a perion or thing. 2 : RECOMPOSI'TION. S. Compoſition renewed .
Badge . Hooker, Shakejp. 3. A bond of record To RECONCILE v.a. [reconcilier , Fr.) 1. To
make to like again . Shakeſp. 2. To make
teſtitying the recognitor to owe unto the re
to be liked again. Clarendon. 3. To make
cogniſee a certain lum of money acknowledger
in ſome part of the record . Cowel.
any thing conlistent. Locke. 4. Toreſtore to
favour. Ezekiel
To RECOGNISE . v. a . ( recognolco, Lat ) 1
To acknowledge ; to recover and avow know . RECONCI'LEABLE. a. [reconciliable, Fr ] 1 .
ledge of any perſon or thing . Dryder. 2. To Capable of renewed kindneſs. 2. Confiitent ;
review ; to examine. Sulb .
posible to be made conlist nt. Hammond.
RECOGNISE E“.J.He in whoſe favour the bond RECONCI LEABLENESS./ ( from reconcilea
is drawn.
be.] 1. Conſiſtence ; poffibility to be reconciled .
RECOGNISOR. S. He who gives the recogni
Hammond . 2. Ditpoſition to renew love.
ſance.
RECONCI’LEMENT. . [ from reconcile.]
Reconciliation ; renewal of kindnelin
RECOGNITION . S. {recognitis, Lat.) 1. Re
reſtored . Milon . 2. Fiicri"
view ; renovation of knowledge. Hooker. 2 .
Knowledge confefled . Grew . 3. Acknow . RECONCILER S. LOIT .
2
ledgment. Bacon .
who renews friendship ower''
One who diſcoversthe confitence between pro
TO RECOIL . v. n . [reculer, Fr.] 1. To ruſh
back in conſequence of refittance Milton . 2 .
positions . Norris,
To fall back. Spenſer. 3. To fail; to thrink RECONCILI’ATION. I. ( reconciliatio, Lat.]
J. Renewal of friendſhip. 2. Agreement of
Shakeſp.
TO RECOI'N . v. a. { re and coin .) To coin over
things ſeemingly oppofile. Rogers. 3. Atone
ment ; expiation . Hebr.
again . Aduifon .
RECOINAGE. L. (re and coinage.] The act of To RECONDENSE. v . a. ( re and condenſe .]
To condenſe anew .
coining anew . Bacon .
To RUCOLLE'CT. v . a. ( recolle &tus, Lat.) 1 RECONDITE. a . (reconditus, Lat .) Secret ;
profound ; abſtruſe. Felton .
To recover to memo'y . Warts. 2. To recover
realon or reſolution . Dryden . 3. To gather To RECONDUCT. v.a. ( reconduit, Fr. ] To
conduct
again
what is ſcattered ; to gather again. Boyle.
RECOLLECTION S. (from recollec7.) Rece- TO RECONJOIN. v . a . ( re and conjoin.) To
. Boyle
anew
join
Locke.
memory.
the
in
revival
;
notion
very of
TO RECOMFORT. v. a. (re and comfort.] 1 . Tó RECOʻNQUER . v . a. (reconquerir, Fr. ]
To comfort or conlole again Sidney. 2. To To conquer again Davies.
give new ſtrength . Bacon.
To RECONVENE. v . a. (re and convene. ] TO
TO RECOMMENCE. v . a. (recommencer, Fr.) aſſemble anew . Clarendor .
TO RECONSECRATE v . a. ( re and com'e- ·
To begin anew.
TO RECOMMEND. v.a. [recommender, Fr.
crate. ) To conſecrate anew . Ayliffe.
1. To praiſe to another. 2. To make accep To RECONVEY. v . a . ( re and convey.] T.
table. Dryder. 3. To commit with prayers
convey again . Deahom .
A8s .
TORECO'RD . V.a (recordor, Lat.) I. TO
RECOMMENDABLE a. [recommendable,Fr. ) regiſter any thing ſo that its memory may not
be lost. Shake; p. 2. To celebrate , lo cause
Worthy ofrecommendation or praiſe . Glanvil.
to be remembered folcmnly . Fairfax.
RECOMMENDATION | (recommendoiion ,
Fr ] 1. The act of recornmending. 2. Thai RECORD. ſ. ( record, Fr. ) Regiſter ; authen
which ſecures to one a kind reception fron
tick memorial. Shakejp.
another . Dryden .
RECORDATION . S. ( recordatis, Lat.) Ri
membrance
Shakejp .
RECOMMENDATORY.o . from recommend.;
That which commends to another. Swift .
RECORDER . f. i . One whoſe buſineſs is to
RECOMMENDER . | ( trom recommend. ] One
regiſter any events . Denne. 2. The keeper at
who recommends. Atterbury.
the rolls in a city . Swifi. 3. A kind of flute ;
ToRECOMMIT . v. a . (re and commit ) To a wind inſtrument. Sidney.
commit anew. Clarend:..
TO RECOUCH . v . # . (ve and couch .) Tokie
TORECOMPACT. v. a .. [ re and compas?.]
dowa again. Wotton .
7.
To join anew. Donne.
4 4
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TORBCOVER. v. 6. [ recouvrer, Fr.) 1. To RECTA'NGLE. S- [re&tangle, Pr. resbangulus
Lat.] A figure which has one angle or more
restore from fickneſs or diſorder. Sidney. 2 .
To repair. Rogers. 3. To regain. Knolles. 4 . of ninety degrees . Locke.
To releale, 2 I im . 's To attain ; to reach ; RECTANGULAR . 4. ( re&tus, and angulus,
Lat.) Right angled ; having angles of ninely
to come up to. Shakejp.
ToRECOʻVER V. %. To grow well from a degrees, Worlon .
RECTANGUL
ARLY . adv. ( from rectangu .
diſeaſe . Milion ,
lar .) With right angles. Brown.
RECOVERABLE. a . [ recouvrable, Fr. ) 1 .
Potīble to be reſtored from ſickneſs. 2. Poſible RECTIFIABLE. a. (from rectify.) Capable to
be fet right . Brown.
to be regained. Clarendon .
RECOVERY. L.( from recover .) 1. Reſtoration RECTIFICATION. S. [ rectification, Fr. ) 1 .
from ſickneſs. Y'aylar. 2. Power or act o
The act of ſetting rightwhat is wrong. Forbes,
regaining. Sbakelp. 3. The act of cutting off
2. In chymiſtry, rectification is drawing any
thing over again by diſtillation , to make it yet
an entail. Shake;p .
higher or finer. Quincy:
T. RECOU'NT.v.a (reconter , Fr. ) To relate
RECTIFY. v . a .(redifier, Fr.) 1. To
in detail ; to celldininatl
. ) Rela TOmake
y. Shakeſp
RECOUNTMENT.
ſ. (from
recouni.
right ; to reform ; to redreſs. Hooker , 2 .
To exali and improve by repeated diſtillation.
tion ; recital. Shakeſp.
Grew ,
RECOU'RED , for RECOVERED.
RECOU'RSE. [recurfus, Lat ] 1. Frequent RECTILINEAR . 1 a. [rectusand linea, Lat.)
pallage, Shakesp. 2. Return ; new alack RECTILI'NEOUS Š conlling ofright lines
Nowion,
Brown. 3. Application as for help of pro
tection , Wotton . 4. Acceſs. Sbakelp.
RE'CTITUDE.S. (relitude, Fr. ) 1. Seraitneſs;
RECREANT . a . (recriani, Fr. ) 1. Cowarrily ; not curvity . 2. Righneſs ; uprightpels ;
freedom from moral curvity or obliquity King
meanſpirited ; ſubdued ; crying outfor mercy .
Charles.
Spenſer . 2. A poftate ; falle. Molton.
TO RECREATE. v.a. [recreo, Lat.) 1. TRECTOR. f. [recteur, Fr.) 1. Ruler ; lord ;
governour. Ayliffe. 2. Parſon of an unimpro
refreſh after toil ; Lo amuſe or divert in
priated pariſh.
delight;
To
.
2.
Dryden
Tayler,
wearinefs.
to gratify . More.' 3. To relieve ; to revive. RECTORSHIP. /. [ rectoral, Fr. from rector .]
The rank or office of rector .Sbakelp.
Harvey .
RECREATION. S- [ from recreate ] 1. Relic : RECTORY.S: ( from reftor .) A rettory orparo
fonage is a ſpiritual living, compoſed of land,
after toil or pain ; amulement in forrow or
diſtreſs . Sidney. 2. Refreihment ; amuſement: lithe and other oblations of the people, ſeparate
or dedicated to God in any congregation for
diverſion . Holder.
RECREATIVE. a . [ from recreate.] Refreſh
the ſervice of his church'there, and for the
maintenance of the miniſter thereof. Spelman.
ing ; giving relief after labour or pain ; a.
RECUBATION. f. [ recubo, Lat. ) The act of
muling ; diverting. Taylor.
RECREATIVENESS . [ from recreative.]
lying or leaning. Brown.
RECU LE , for RECOIL. (reculer, Fr.)
The quality of being recreative.
RECRÈMENT. $ ( recrementura, Lac. ) Drols ; RECUMBENCY.S. (from recumbeni.] 1. The
poſture of lying or leaning. Brown. 2. Ret ;
1pume; ſuperfluous or uſeleſs parts. Beyle .
repote . Lecke,
1 a .(trom recrement.)
RECREMENTAL .
RECU'MBENT. a . [recumbens, Lat.) Lying i
RECREMENTATIOUS. } a bromy?
leaning. Arburbrot .
TO RECRIMINATE . V. x. ( re and criminer,
Lat.) To return one accuſation with another TO RECOʻR . v . » . [ recurro, Lat.] 1. To come
back to the thought ; to revive in the mind.
Srilling fleet.
Calamy. 2. ( Rrcourir, Fr.) To have recourſe
To RECRIMINATE. u . a. Toaccule in re
to ; to cake refuge in Locke,
turn , Scub.
RECRIMINATION . S. (recrimination, Fr. } TO RECU'RE. v. a . (re and cure ) To recover
from fickneſs or labour. Spenſer.
Return of one accuſation with another. Gov.
RECURE. F. Recovery ; remedy . Knolles .
of ike Tongue.
RECRIMINA'TOR . S. [ from recriminare.) He RECURRENCE ? 1 ( from recurreni.j Re
that returns one charge with another.
RECURRENCY. S turn. Brown.
RECRUDESCENT. a . (recrudefcens, Lat.] RECU'RRENT. a . (recurreni, Fr. recurrens,
Growing painful or violent again.
Lat. ) Returning from time to time. Harves.
TO RECRUIT. « .a . [recruier, Fr ) 1. TO RECURSION.J. (recurfus,Lac] Return.Beyie.
repair any thing walted by new ſupplies. RECURVA’TION. 11. [ recurvo,Lal.] Flexure
backwards. Brown.
Dryden, Newlon. 2. To ſupply an army with RECURVITY.
new men Clarends» .
RECURVOUS.a. [recurvus, Lac. ] Bent back
TO RECRUI'T. v . 1. To raiſe new ſoldiers.
ward. Denban.
RECUSANT. f. [ recufans , Lat ) One that re
Addifon.
RECRUIT . S. [ from the verb.] 1. Supply o
fules any erms o communion or fociety . Clar.
any thing walted. Clarenden , 2. New foldiers. To RECUSE. V. a [ reen/o, Lat . ) To refute .
Dryden .
A juridical word . Diety .
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RED . o.fred, Sax . rbud , Wellh .) of the colour REDOLENCE . ? F. (from redolent .] Sweet
of blood ; one of thepr mitive colours Newton . REDOLENCY. S ſcent. Boyle.
To REDA'RGUE . v . a. ( redargue, Lat. ) TORUDOLENT. a. (redolens , Lat.) Sweet of
refute . Hak :will.
ſcent. Sandys.
RE'DBERRIED prub calia. . A plant.
To REDOU BLE. v. a. (redoubler , Fr. ) 1. To
RE'DBREAST.J. A ſmall bird, ſo named from
repeat often. Spenſer. 2. To encreaſe by addi
the colour of its breast . Thomſon,
tion of the ſame quantity over and over. Addi.
REDCOAT. S. A name of contempt for a To REDO'UBI.E . v . in . ' To become ewice as
much. Addifon.
ſoldier . Dryden.
TO REDDEN . ' n. ( from red .) To make red REDOU'BT.T . [ redente, Fr. ridotta, Ital .) The
outwork of a fortification ; a fortreſs. Bacon .
Dryden.
REDOU'BTABLE a. ( redoubtable , fr. ) For
TO REDDEN . v . n. To grow red. Pope.
midable ; terrible to foes. Pope .
RE'DDISH . S. ( from red. ) Somewhat red . Lev.
RE’DDISHNESS. S. (from reddijb ] Tendency REDOUBTED. 2. { redoabré, fr.] Dread ; aw
ful ; formidable. Spenſer .
to redneſs. Boyle.
REDDITION . S.(from reddo, Lat.) Reſtitution . To REDOU'ND.v.n. (redundo, Lat.) 1. To be
Howel.
ſent back by reaction . Milrox. 2. To conduce
RE'DDitive. a. (rodditivus, Lat.) Anſwering in the conlequence. Addiſon. 3. To fall in
the conſequence . Addiſon,
to an interrogative .
RE'DDLE. S. A fort of mineral of the metal To REDRESS. v.a. [redreſſer, Fr.) 1. To ſet
right ; to amend . Miton . 2. To relieve ; to
kind , of a tolerable cloſe and even texture : it
remedy ; to eaſe. Sidney.
is ſoft and unctuous to the touch, remarkably
heavy, and its colour of a line forid, though REDRESS. I [from the verb.] Reformation ;
amendment Hooker. 2. Relief ; remedy . Bocon.
not very deep red Hill.
REDE .! (næs, Sax .) Counſel ; advice Shakeſp . 3. One who gives relief. Dryden.
TO REDE. v. a. inżdan, Sax . ) To advite. REDRE'SSIVE. a. Succobring ; affording ren
Spenſer.
medy. Thomion .
TO REDEEM . v. 0. (redimo, Lat ) 1. TOTO REDSE'AR W. n . If iron be too hot, it will
rantom ; to relieve from any thing by paying a
redfear, that is, break under the hammer.
Aloxon ..
price. Ruth . 2. To reſcue ; to recover. Shakel.

1

3. To recompenſe; to compenſate; to make REDSHANK .Fred and bank.] A birt.
amends for. Shakeſp. 4.Topay an atonement . REDSTREAK J. (red and ſtreak.) 1. An
apple ; cyder fruit. ivortimer. 2. Cyder pref
Shakeſp. 5. To fave the world from the curſe
of in Milton .
red from the rejſtreak Smith .
REDEEMABLE. a . (from redeem ) Capable of TO REDUCE .V a (reduco,Lat ) 1. To bring
redemption .
back . Shakeſp. 2. To bring to the former itace .
REDEE MABLENESS . S. [ from redeemable .)
Milton. 3. To reform froin any diſorder,
Clare
ndon . 4. To bring into any ſtate of
The late of being redeemable.
diminution Boyle. 5. To degrade ; to impair
REDEE MER , L. (from redeem .) 1. One who
in dignity . Tillotson. 6. To bring into any
Tanloms or redeems.Spenſer. 2. The Saviour
of the world . Shakeſp.
Nate of milery or meanneſs. Arbuthnot. ; .
To REDELIVER . v. a . ( re and deliver ) To To ſubdue. Milton 8. To'bring into any ſtate
deliver back. Ayliffe .
more within reach or power. 9. To réclaim
REDELIVERY . /. [ from redeliver.) The ac?
to order. Milton . 10. To ſubject to a role ;
to bring into a cials.
of delivering back .
TO REDEMAND. V. a ( redemander, Fr.) TO REDUCEMENT . ). The act ofbringing back,
demand back . Addifon .
ſubduing, reforming or dirninithing . Bacon.
REDEMPTION.J. (reddemotion, Fr. redemprio, REDUCER .f. [from reduce.] Ode that reduces.
Sidney
Lat .) 1. Ranſom ; releale Milton . 2. Purchaſe
of Goi's lavour by the death of Chriſt. Skakel. REDUCIBLE .0. [from reduce .] Poſible to be
REDEMPTORY.' a. (from redempeus, Lat )
reduced Souih.
Paid for ranfum . Chapman ,
REDUCIBLENESS. S. ( from reducible ] Qua
REDHOT.a. ( red and bor . ) Healed to redneſs .
lity of being reducible. Bryle.
Bacon , Nowion .
REDU'CTION /. reduction , Fr.) 1. The act of
reducieg. Hale 2. la arithmetick , reduction
REDINTEGRATE. 6. [redintegraius, Lac )
Reſtored ; renewed ; madeoin
new
.
Bacin
.
brings iwo or more numbers of different deno
REDINTEGRATION./:{fr
redoniegrate ] minacions into one denomination .
1. Renovation ; reſtoration. Decay of Piety REDU'CTIVE. a. ( reductif, Fr ] Having the
2. Redintegration, chymilts call the restring power of reducing Hale.
any mixed body or matter, whoſe form has REDUCTIVELY.adv. By redullion ; by con ..
lequence. Hammond .
been deltroyed , to its former nature and con
ftitution . Boy's
REJU'NDANCE .2.(redundantia, Lat.) Si
RE'DLEAD . I (red andlead.) Minium . Teach . REDU'NDANCY. S perffaity ; ſuperabundance.
Bacon
REDNESS. f. [ from red ] The quality of being
REDU'NDANT. a . [ redundans, Lat. ] i. Sua
red. Skakejp.
perabundant ;
4 La
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perabundant; exuberant ; fuperfluous. Arbuth. REEVE. f. (gerefa, Sax.) A ſteward. Dryder.
2. Uſing more words or images than are uſeful . To REEXAMINE. v. 0. ( re and examine ]
To examine anew. Hooker .
Waris
REDUNDANTLY . adv. ( from redundant.] To REFE'CT.V. a . (refectus, Lat.) To refreſh ;
to reſtore after hunger or fatigue. Broern,
Superfluouſly ; fuperabundantly .
TO REDU'PLICATE . v . a. (re and duplicate.) REFE'CTION. J. (refcclio, Lai.] Refreſhment
after hunger or fatigue Souib .
To double.
REDUPLICATION . f. [ from reduplicate. ) REFE'CTORY. [ . (refectoire, Fr.) Room of
The act of doubling. Digby.
REDUPLICATIVE . a. "Treduplicatif,Fr.) T. REFE'L.1.2. (refello,Lat.) Torefute ; to
repreſs . Ben , Johnson.
Double. Waris.
TO REFEʻR .v.a. (refero, Lat .) 1. To diſmiſs
REDWING . S. A bird ,
TO REF . v. á To riddle ; to fift. Mortimer.
for information or judgment. Burnet. 2. To
betake for deciſion. Shakeſp 3. To reduce in,
To REE'CHO . v. n. ( re and echo ] To echo
as to the ultimate end. Bacon . 4. To reduce,
back Pope.
as to a clais. Boyle.
REECHÝ. a. ( from reek.) Smoky ; ſooty ;
TO REFER . V. n . To reſpect ; to have relation.
tanned. Shakeſp .
Bur
net .
REED. L. (rend, Sax . ried , German ) 1. An
hollow knotted flalk , which grows in wet REFEREE '. F. (from refer .] One to whom any
grounds . Raleigh. 2. A ſmall pipe. Skakelp.. thing is referred . L'Ejirange.
RE'FERENCE. f. [from refer.] 1. Relation ;
3. An arrow . Prior .
reſpect ; view towards ; alluſion to. Raleigh.
TO REEDIFY. v . a. To rebuild ; to build
2. Dilmifſion to another tribunal. Swft.
again . Shakeſp.
REE'DLESS. a . [ from reed. ) Being without REFERE'NDARY S. ( referendus, Lai ] One
to whole deciſion any thing is referred. Bacca,
reeds. May.
REE DY. . (from reed.) Abounding with reeds. To REFERME’NT. v.a. (re and fermen! ]
To fermeni anew . Blackmore.
Blackmore.
REEK . ſ. (nec, Sax .] 1. Smoke ; Aeam ; REFERRIBLE. a . (from refer ) Capable of
vapour. Skakejp. 2. A pile of corn or hay.
being confidered as in relation to ſomething
elle . Brown.
Mortimer .
TO REEK . v . a. (necan, Şax.) To ſmoke; to To REFINE. v . a. (raffiner, Fr. ] 1. To purity ;
to clcar from droſs and recrement. Zecb.
ſteam ; to emit vapour. Shakeſp.
REEČKY. a . (from reek .) Smoky ; tanned ; To make elegant ; to poliſh . Peacbam .
To REFINE. VH . 1. To improve in point of
black . Shakeſp .
REEL . f. ( neol , Sax.) A turning frame upon
accuracy or delicacy. Dryden 2. To grow
which yarn is wound into ſkeins from the pure iddiron. 3. To affect nicety. Atterbury,
REFINEDLY. adv. ( from refine.) With affec
ſpindle.
TO REEL
. v. a. [ from the noun . ] To gather
led elegance. Dryder .
REFINEMENT. 1. ( from refine.] 1. The ad
yarn off the ſpindle. Wilkins.
TO KEEL . 0.1. (rellen, Dutch ; ragla , Swed )
o purifying , by clearing any thing from drols.
Nurris. 4. Improvement in elegance or purity.
To Nagger ; to incline in walking, firſt to one
Swift. 3. Artificial practice. Rarers. 4. Afrec
fide and then to the other. Shakejp. Sandys.
tacion o elegant improvement. ciddilan.
REELE'CTION.S. (re and election .) Repeated
REFINER 5. [from reſine ] i . Purifier ; ore
election Swift.
who clears from drofs or recrement. Baren . 2 .
ToREENACT v.a. [re and enadi ) To enact
Improver in elegance . Swift . 3. Inventor of
anew . A , ethnot.
TO REENFORCE . v . a . (re and enforce.) To
fuperfluous fubiilies Addiſon.
Mrengthen with new afillance . Collier.
TO REFIT . v.a. [refait, Fr. re and fr To
T
MEN
RCE
NFO
ement
REE
. S.five and enforc
.)
repair; to reſtore after damage . Woodward,
Freſh afiſance . Ward.
Dryden.
To REENJOY.Ç. a. (re and enjoy.) To enjoy TO REFLECT. W ... (reflechir, Fr. refien
Lat.) To throw back . Milcon.
anew or a ſecond time. Pope.
TO REE'NTER.w.a. { re and enter.) To enter To REFLECT.
1. 1. To throw back lighe.
again ; to enter anew. Milton.
Shakejp. 2. To beni tack. Beniley. 3. To
throw back ihe iboughts upon the paſt or on
TO REENTHRONE. v . a . To replace in a
throne. Southerne.
them lelves. Duppa , Taylor', 4. To conſider
PEENTRANCE. S. {re and entrance.) The act
attentively . Prior. 5. To throw reproach or
of entering again . Gl nville.
cenſure Swift. 6. To bring reproach. Dryden.
REFLECTENT. a . (refleciens, Lat.) Bending
REL'RMOUSE. f. (hreremus, Sax ] A bat.
ToREE'STABLISH v . a. (re and eſtabliſb. ) back ; flying back . Dighy
REFLECTION.S. [from reflec7.] 1. The all of
To eſtabliſh anew . Smalridge.
RLESTABLISHER . f. [ from reeſtabliß .] One
throwing back. Cheyne, 2. The act of bending
that reeſtablilies .
tack . Bensley. 3. That which is reflected.
REESTABLISHMENT. S. [ from reeficbi12 . ]
Shakeſp. 4. Thought thrown back upon the
l be act of reeltabliſhing ; the face of being
part. Denban . 5. The antion of the mind
rcellablihed; reſtauration, Addiſon.
uroa
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upon itſelf. Locke . 6. Attentive conſideration.
rays of light, is their diſpoſition to be refrad .
ed or turned out of their way, in pafling out
South . 7. Centure. Prior.
REFLECTIVE. a. (from refle &l.) 1. Throw
of one tranſparent body or medium into ano
ing back images. Dryden. 2. Conſidering
ther . Newton .
things paſt ; conſidering the operations of the REFRANGIBLE. a. Turned out of their
mind. Prior.
courſe , in paſſing from one medium to ano
ther Locke .
REFLECTOR. S. ( from refleEl.] Conſiderer.
REFRENA'TION . f. [re and freno, Lat.) The
Boyle.
ad of reſtraining .
REFLE'X . a. ( reflexus, Lat.) Directed back
T. REFRESH . v. a. (refraiſcher, Fr ]
ward . Hale, Bentley.
To recreate ; to relieve after pain. Shakeſp. 2 .
REFLEʻX .S. ( reflexus, Lat j Reflection.Hesker.
REFLEXIBI'LITY. ). [ from reflexible .] The
To improve by new touches any thing im
quality of being reflexible. Newron.
paired. Dryden. 3. To refrigerate ; to cool .
REFLEXIBLE a . (from reflexus , Lat.) Capa
Eccluſ.
REFRESHER . L. [ from refreſh ] That which
ble to be thrown back. Cheyne.
refreſhes. Thomlon.
REFLEXIVE , a. (reflexus, Lat.) Having re
REFREʻSHMENT.J. ( from refreſ .) 1. Relief
ſpect to ſomething paſt. Hammond,
after pain , want or fatigue. 2. That which
REFLEXIVELY. adv . (from reflexive.) In a
backward direction. Gov. of the Tongue.
gives relief, as food, reit. South, Spratt.
REFLOA'T . S. [re and ficar.) Ebb; reflux. Bar. REFRIGERANT. a . (refrigerant, French
To REFLOURISH . v . a. (re and furijb .) To
from refrigerate.) Cooling ; mitigating heat.
flouriſh anew . Milion .
Wijemar .
TO REFLOW . v. n. [refluer , French ; re and To REFRIGERATE . v. a. [ refrigero. Lat. )
To cool. Brown ,
flow .) To flow back.
REFLU'ENT.a. ( refluens, Lat .) Running back REFRIGERATION. ſ. ( refrigeratio, Lat . )
Arburbmot.
The act of cooling ; the ſtate of being cooled.
REFLU'X . Y. (reflux , Fr.) Backward courſe of Wilkins .
REFRIGERATIVE . 1 a. ( refrigeratorius,
water . Brown.
REFOCILLATION . S. [ refocillo, Lat.]Reſto- REFRIGERATORY. S Lat . ] Cooling ; hava
ing the power to cool .
ration of Itrength by refreshment.
To REFORM . v . c . ( reformo, Lat. ) To change REFRIGERATORY. /. 1 . That part of a
diſtilling veſſel that is placed about the head
from worſe to better . Hosker.
TO REFO'RM v. n . To make a change from
of a ſtill, and filled with water to cool the
condenſing vapours . Quincy. 2. Any thing in
worſe to better. Atterbury .
REFO'RM . . ( Fr. ) Reformation .
ternally cooling, Mortimer .
REFORMATION . L. ( reformation , fr. ] 1. REFRIGERIUM.S: ( Lac.) Cool refreſhment ;
Change from worſe to better. Addijon. 2. The
refrigeration. Souih.
change of religion from the corruptions of REFT . part.pret. of reave. ! . Deprived ; taken
away. Aſcham . 2. Preterite of reave. Took
popery to its primitive ftate .Atterbury.
REFOʻRMER . L. ( from reform . ) 1. One who away. Spenſer
makes a change for the better ; an amender. REFUGE. ). Trefuge, French ; refugium , Lat .)
1. Shelter from an danger or diſtrers i pro
King Charles, Spratt. 2. One of thoſe who
changed religion from popiſh corruptions and tection. M1: Iton . 2. That which gives ſhelter
innovations. Bacon .
or protection. Dryden. · 3. Expedient in di
To REFRACT . v. a. ( refraelus, Lat .) To trets. Shakeſp. 4. Expedient in general.
Hoiton
break the natural courle of rays . Cheyre.

REFRACTION . ! . [refraction , Fr j The in- To REFUGE. v.o. [ refugier , Fr. ) Tofhelter ;
curvation or change of determination in the to protect. Dryden .
body moved : in dioptricks, it is the variation REFUGEE . V. (refugié, Fr. ) One who flies to
ſhelter or protection . Dryden .
or a ray of light from that right line , which it
would have patlet on in, had not thedentily REFULGENCE. /. ( from refulgens.) Splen
of the medium turned it aſide. Newion .
duur ; brightneſs.
RLFRACTIVE. a . (trom refra t.] Having the REFULGENT. a. [refulgens, Lat.) Bright ;
power of re raction Ni wion .
Thining ; glittering ; iplendid . Boyle, Dryden.
REFRACTORINESS. I. ( trom refractory. J TO REFU'ND. v. n . (refundo, Lat.] 1. To
Sullen obftinacy. Saunderfon .
pour back . Ray. 2. To repay what is receiva
REFRACTORY. a. (refraelcire, Fr. ) Obfti.
ed ; to reſtore. L'Efirange.
REFU'SAL. A. [ trom rotuje.) 1. The act of
Date ; perverſe ; contuinacious. Bacon .
REFRAGABLE. a . [ refragabilis , Lat . ) Capa
re uſing ; denial of any thing demanded or
ble of confulation ard conviction .
folicited. Rogers. 2. The pre - emption ; the
right of having any thing beiore another ; op
TO REFRAIN . v . n . [refrener , Fr.) To hold
tion Swifi.
back ; to keep from action. Milion.
To REFRAIN . v. n . To forbear ; to abftain ; PO REFUSE. v . a . [refuſer, Fr.] 1. To deny
to ſpare. Hoker.
whit is ſolicited or required . Shakeyp. 2. To
REFRANGIBILITY. S. Refrengibility on the
seject ; to dimniss without a grant. Shakeſp.
Το
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TO REFUʻSE. v .% . Not to accept. Milton.
2. To make to be born anew ; to renew by
RE'FUSE. a. Unworthy of reception ; left wiren
change of carnal nature lo a chriſtian lite .
the reſt is taken . Spectator.
Addiſon.
REFUSE S. That which remains difregarded REGENERATE. a. (regenerálws, Lat.) 1. Re
when the reſt is taken. Dryden.
produced. Shokelp. 2. Born antw by grace to
REFUSER. S. ( from refujej He who refuſes. a christian li'e . Milton , Wake.
Taylor.
REGENERATION. L. ( regeneration, Fr. ]
REFUTAL.S (from refute Refutation .
New birth ; birth by grace from carnal affec.
REFUTATION /. (refutatio, Lai.) The act of tions to a chriſtian life. Tit. iii . 5 .
refusing ; the act of proving faite or erroneous. REGENERATENESS. S. (from regenerare. )
The ſtate of being regenerate.
Bentley
TO REFU'TE . v. 0. (refuto, Lat.) To prove REGENT. a . (regent, Fr.regens , Lat.) 1. Go
falſe or erroneous Milton ..
verning ; ruling. Hale. 2. Exerciſing vicarious
TO REGAIN.v.a. (regagner, Fr.) To recover ;
authority. Milton.
to gain anew . Dryden.
REGENT. L. 1. Governour ; ruler. Milton.
2. One inveſted with vicarious royalty.
REGAL, a. [regal, French ; regalis, Lat. )
Royal ; kingly. Milion .
Shakeſp.
REGAL / [ regale, Fr. ) A muſical inſtrument. RE'GENTSHIP.S. [ from regent ) 1. Power of
Bacon
governing . 2 Deputed authority . Shakeſp.
REGA'LE. S. [Lat . ) The prerogative of mo- REGERMİNA'TIONS. [re and germination .)
narchy .
The act of ſprouting again .
TO REĠA'LE. v. o. (regoler, Fr. ) To refreſh ; REGIBLE . a. Governable. Diel.
to entertain ; to gratify. Philips.
REGICIDE. S. [regicida, Lat.] 1. Murderer
REGALEMENT. I. [regalement, Fren.] Re
of his king. Dryden. 2. Murder of his king .
Decay of Piety.
freſhment; entertainment . Philips.
RE'GIMÉN Š. [ Lat. ] That care in diet and
REGALIA S. Lat. ) Enfigns of royalty .
living, that is Tuitable to every particular
REGAʼLITY.S. (regalis, Lat.) Royalıy ; fove
reignty ; king ſhip . Bacon .
courſe of medicine . Swift.
To RECARD. v.a. [ regarder, Fr. ) 1. TO REGIMENT. !. [ regoment, old fr. ) 1. Efa
value ; to attend to as worthy of notice. Sbake.
blithe government; polity. Hooker. 2. Rule ;
2. To obterve ; to remark. Shakeſ. 3. To mind authority . Hale. 3. A body of ſoldiers under
as an object of griefor cerrour. 2 Mac. vii . 4 .
one colonel. Waller.
To obterve religiouſly. Rom . xiv . 6. 5. To pay REGIMENTAL 2. ( from regiment.] Belong
ing to a regiment ; military.
attention to. Proverbs. 6. To reſpect ; to have
relation to. 7. To look towards . Sandys.
RL'GION. ] ( region , French ; regio, Lat ] 1 ,
REGA'RD . S. [regard, Fr ) 1. Attention as to
Tract of land ; country ; tract of fpace. Stake.
a matter ofimportance.Atterbury 2. Respect;
2. Part of the body . Skakelp. 3. Place ; rank .
Skakelp
reverence. Milion . 3. Note ; eminence. Spen).
4 Respect ; account. Hosker. 5 Relation ; REGISTER. f. [ regifre, French ; regiſtati,
Lat .] 1. An account of any thing regularly
reference. Watts, 6. Look ; aſpect directed
to another . Dryden. 7. Prospect ; object of
kepe. Spenſer. Bacon . 2. The officer whole
fight. Shakelp
bulineſs is to keep the regiſter.
REGARDABLE. a. ( from regard .] 1. Ob. TO REGISTER v. a. ( regiſtrer, Fr. ] To
ſervable . Brown, 2. Worthy of notice .
record ; to preſerve by authentick accounts,
Carew .
Addison
REGA'RDER. . [ from regard ] One that re- RE'GISTRY. f. [ from regiſter .] 1. The act
gards.
of inſerting in the regiſter. Grauni. 2 The
REGARDFUL. a. (regard and full.) Atten
place where the regiſter is kept. 3. A ſeries
tive ; laking notice of. Hayward, South.
of tacts recorded . Temple.
REGA'RDFULLY. adv. ( from regardful. ) REGLEMENT. S. ( Fr. ) Regulation . Bacow.
1. Atteatively ; heedfully. 2. Reipectfully. REGLET. /. [ regletre , Fr ) Lege of wood
Shakejp.
exactly planed, by which printers ſeparate
REGARDLESS. a . [ from regard. ) Heedleſs ;
their lines in pages widely printed .
negligent ; inattentive. Spenjer.
REGNANT... ( Fr. ) Reigning; predominant;
REGARDLESLY, udv . ( from regardleſs. ]
prevalent ; having power . Weitan.
Without heed .
TÓREGO'RGE 2.6. ( re and gorge. ) 1. To
vomit up ; to throw back. Hayward. 2. To
REG A'RDIESNESS. f. [ from regardleſs. ]
Heedleſneſs , negligence ; inattention .
ſwallow eagerly, Milion, 3. To ſwallow back .
REGENCY . L. ( trom regeni. ) 1. Authority ;
Dryilen.
government.Grer . 2. Vicarious government. To REGRAFT. v. a . (regreffer , Fr. ) To graft
Temple. 3. The diſtrict governed by a vice
again . Bacon.
gerent Milton. 4. Thoſe to whom vicarious To REGRANT. v.a. [re and grani . ) To grant
regality is intruſted .
back . Ayliffe.
TU REGENERATE . " . a. (regenera , Lat . ) 1. TOREGRATE . v . Q. 1. To offend ; to mock .
To reproduce ; to produce awew . Blackmore .
Dertas.
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Derhom . 2. To engroſs ; to foreſtal. Spenfer.fREGURGITATION . L. ( from regurgitate ]
REGRATER . | ( regratier, Fr.] Forettaller i Retorpcion ; the act of ſwallowing back .
TO REHEAR. v. 4. (re and hear.) To hear a
engroffer.
TO REGREE'T. v . a. To reſalute ; to greet a, gain. Addiſon.
REHE A'RSAL. ). ( from rehearſe. ) s . Repe
ſecor.d time. Shakeſp.
tition ; recital. South. 2. The recital of any
REGREET. S. Return or exchange of ſaiuta
tjon. Shakeſp
thing previous to publick exhibition.
REGRESS 7. ( regreſſus, Lat ] Paſſage back ; TO REHEARSE . v . a . (from rehear.) Skinner,
power of pafling back . Burnet.
1. To repeat ; to recite . Swift. 2. To relate ;
TO REGRESS. W. r . ( regreffus, Lat. ) To go
to tell . Dryden. 3. To recite previouſly to
back ; to rerura. Brown.
public exhibicion . Dryden ,
REGRESSION. F. [ regreffus, Lat.) The act of To REJECT. v. a . (rejeElus, Lat. ) 1. To
without compliance with propoſal or
dilmils
returning or going back . Brown.
REGRE'T. I. (regrel, French ; regretto, Ita
acceptance of oiler. Knolles. 2. To cart off ; la
lian ) 1. Vexation at ſomething palt ; bilter
make an abject. Ijaiah. 3. To refuſe ; not
neis of reflection . Soush . 2. Grief ; forrow .
to accepe. Lacke. 4. To throw a ſide.
Clarendon. 3. Difike ; averfion. Decay of REJECTION . L. (rejetlio, Lat ] The act of
Piety.
calling off or throwing aſide. Bacon .
TO REGRET. v. a. ( regretter, Fr. ] To re- REIGLE.ſ. (regle, Fr.) A hollow cut to guide
any thing. Caiiw .
pent; to grieveat. Boyle
REGUERDON.f. { re and guerdou .] Reward ; To REIGN. v . n . (regno, Latin ; regner , Fr. )
1. To enjoy or exerciſe ſovereign authority.
recompense. Skakelp.
Cowley. 2. To be predominant ; to provail,
TO REGUERDON . v. a . (from the noun.) To
Bacon . 3. To obtain power or dominion .
reward . Shakeſp.
Romans .
RE'GULAR . a . ( régularis, Lat.] 1. Agieestle
to rule ; confiflent with the mode preſcribed . REIGN P. (regnum , Lat . ) 1. Royal authoriig ;
Addifon . 2. Govereed by ſtrict regulations. ſovereignty. P'ope. 2. Time of a king's govein
ment . Themfen . 3. Kingdom ; dominions,
Pope. 3. In geometry , regular body is a ſolid,
Pope.
whole furface is compied of regular and
equal figures, and whole colid angles are all To REMBODY. v. n. (re and imbody .) To
embody again. Boyle,
equal : there are five foris . 1. A pyramid
comprehended under four equal and equila To REIMBURSE . v. a . ( re, im , and bourjo,
French , a purfe .) To repay ; to repair loſs or
teral triangles . 2. A cube , whole furface is
expence by an equivalent. swift .
compoled of lx equal iquares . 3. That which
is bounded by, eight equal and equilateral tri REIMBURSEMENT F. ( from reimburſe. ]
Reparation or repayment. Ayliffe.
angles . 4. That which is contained under
twelve equal and equilateral pentagons . 5. A TO REIMPRE'GNATE . v . a .(re and itsprege
niite.) To impregnace anew . Brown.
body conſiſting of iwenty equal and equila
teral triangles . 4. Tottituted or initiated ac REIMPRESSION . S. { re and ineffica .} A
ſecond or repeated impreſlion ,
cording to eſtabliſhed forms .
REGULARS . f. [regulier, Pr.) lo the Romiin REIN . I. [relnes, Fr.] 1. The part of the bridle,
which extends from ibe horie's head to the
church, ail perions are taid to be regulars,
driver's or rider's hand Shakef. 2. Uſed as an
that do proces and follow a certain rule of life ,
instrument of government, or for government.
and oblerve the three vows of poverty, chatti
Shakejp. 3. To give ibe Rsins. To give
ty and obedience. Ayliffe.
licenſe. Milton .
REGULARITY . J. (regularité, Fr. ] 1. Agree
ableneſs to rule. 2. Method ; certain order. TO REIN . v. a . ( from the noun ) 1. To govern
by a brille. Milion, 2 To rellrain ; to con
Grew
tioul. Shakeſp.
RE'CULARLY . adv. [ from regular. ] In a
manner concordant to rule. Prior.
REINS . 1. frenes, Lat.) The kidneys ; the
TO REGULATE. v . a. (reguld, Lal ] .. To
lower part of the back Job xix .
adjuſt by rule or method. Locké. 2. To direct. To REINSERT.v.a. (re and infert .) To in
ſert a ſecond time .
Wijeman .
REGULA'TION. S. [from regulato ) 1. The TO REINSPIRE. V. a . (re and inſpire.] Toin
ſpire anew . Dryden .
act of regulating. R.y. 2. Method ; the effect
TO REINSTA'L . v.a. (re and inflal.) 1. To
of regulation .
REGULATOR.S. ( from regulate.) 1. One that
feat again Milton. 2. To put again in poſters
fon . Shakesp .
regulates. Grew . 2. That part of a machine
TO REINSTA'TE . v, o.fre and inftate.) To
which makes the motion equable.
REGULUS. / Lain ; regule, Fr.) The finer
put again in pofleflion. Addiſon.
and most weishiy part of metals. Quincy.
TO REINTEGRATE. v . a. (re and integer .]
TO REGURGITATE. v. a. (re and gurges,
Lat . ) To renew with regard to any ſtate or
Lat . ) To throw back ; to pour back . Beniley. quality . Bacon .
TO REGURGITATE . v. n. To be poured To REINVEST. , a. ( re and invefl.) Toin
veft ancw .
back . Harvey.
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remits to make leſs ſevere or rigorous. Swift
To REJOICE. v. n. [ rejouir, Fr.) To be glad ;
to joy ; to exult. Milton.
3. To make leſs attentive or laborious. Vanity
ToREJOICE. v. a . To exhilarate ; to gladden.
of Wiſhes. 4. To eaſe ; to divert. 5. To
open ; to looſe. Milton.
Prior.
REJOICER.S. ( from rejoice. ]One that rejoices. To RELAX. v. a . To be mild ; to be remils ;
to be not rigorcus. Prior .
Taylor.
To REJOIN. v. a. (rejoindre, Fr.] 1. To join RELAXATION. S. [relaxation , Fr.) I. Di
minution of tenlion ; the act of looſening .
again. Brown. 2. To meet one again Pope
Arbuthnot . 2. Ceffation reſtraint. Burnet.
TO REJOIN . v. n . To anſwer to an anſwer.
3. Remiflion ; abatement of rigour . Hooker.
Dryden
REJOINDER . L. ( from rejoin.) 1. Reply to
4. Remiflion of attention or application.
Addison
an anſwer. Glanville. 2. Reply ; antwer .
RELA'Y. f. [relais, Fr.) Horſes on the road to
Shakeſp .
REJOLT. f. [rejailler, Fr. )Shock ; fucceflion .
relieve others.
Sub.
TO RELEASE . v.a. [ relaſcher, Fr.) 1. To
ſet free from confinement or ſervitude. Mar
REIT. ſ. Sedge or ſea -weed. Bailey.
To REITERATE. v . a . (re and itero, Lat.)
thew. 2. To ſet free from pain . 3. To free
e.
fron obligation . Milton. 4. To quit ; to
To repeat again and again Milton , Smalridg
let go. Dryden. 5. To relax ; to tlacken .
REITERATION./. [reiteration ,French ; from
Hooker .
reiterale.) Repetition. Boyle,
To REJU'DGE. v . a . [re and judge ) To re- RELEA'SE. S. frelaſche, French, from the
examine ; to review ; to recal to a new trial .
verb. ) 1. Diſmillion from conhnement , ſer .
vitude or pain. Prior , 2. Relaxation of a
Pope.
penalty . 3. Remiffion of a claim . Bacon.
TOREKINDLE . v. a. (re and kindle .) To ſet
4. Acquittance from a debt ſigned by the cre
on fire again. Cheyne, Pope
TORELA PSE. v.n. (relapſus, Lat.] 1. To nip
ditor.
back ; to ſide or fall back. 2. To fall back | TO RE'LEGATE . v. a. (releguer, French , re
into vice or errour. Taylor. 3. To fall back
lego, Lat.) To baniſh ; io exile.
from a ſtate of recovery to ſickneſs. Wiſeman. RELEGATION. S. (relegatio, Lat.) Exile ;
judicial baniſhment. Ayliffe.
RELAPSE . I. ( from the verb .] 1. Fall into
vice or errour once forſaken . Milton , Rogers . To RELE'NT. v . 1. (relentir, Fr. ) 1. To
foften ; to grow leſs rigid or hard. Bacon. 2.
2. Regreſſion from a ſtate of recovery to
fickness. Spenſer. 3. Return to any itate . To melt; to grow mojít. Beyle. 3 To grow
leſs intenſe. Sidney, Dighy. 4. To foften in
Shakelp.
temper ; to grow tender ; to feel compafion.
TO RELATE. v . a. ( relarus, Lat ) 1. To tell ;
to recite . Bacon. 2. To ally by kindred . Pope.
Milton.
3. To bring back ; to reſtore . Spenſer .
To RELENT . v . a. 1. To ſlacken ; to
TORELA TE V n . To have reference ; to
remit. Spenſer. 2. To fo: ten ; lo mollity.
Spenſer.
have reſpect . Locke.
RELATER . ] [from relate.) Teller ; narrator. RELENTLESS. a. ( from releni.) Unpitying ;
unmoved by kindneſs or tenderneſs. Prior.
Brown.
RELA’TION. S. ( relation, Fr.] 1. Mannerof RE LEV ANT. a . ( Fr.) Relieving.
belonging to any perſon or thing . Walier, RELEVA'TION.J . ( relevatio, Lat.) A riſing
or lifting up
South, 2. Reſpect ; reference ; regard.
Locke . 3. Connexion between one thing and RELIANCE.X [ from rely. ] Truſt ; dependance ;
confidence . Woodward , Rogers.
another . Shakeſp . 4. Kindred ; alliance of
kin . Dryden . 5. Perton relaced by birth or RE’LICK . S. (reliquiæ , Lat .) 1. That which
remains ; that which is left after the lots or
.
Swif
.
t
marriage ; kiniman ; kidſwoman
decay of the reſt. It is generally uſed in the
6. Narrative ; tale ; account ; narration .
plural . Spenſer. 2. le is often taken for the
Dennis.
RE'LATIVE. a. [ relativus, Lat.) 1. Having
body deferied by the foul . Milion, Pope.
That which is kept in memory of an
relation ; reſpecting. Locke. 2. Conſidered not
abſolutely, but as reſpecting ſomething elſe. other, with a kind of religious veneration.
Addison .
Sou ; b . 3. Particular ; poſitive ; cloſe in con
RE’LICKLY. adv. [from relick. ] In the manner
nexion Shakejp.
RELATIVE . j. 1. Relation ; kinfinan . Taylor . of relicks. Donme.
2. Pronoun anſwering to an antecedent . RELICT. /. (reliele, old French . ) A widow ;
a wife delolate by the death of her hulband.
Aſcham . 3. Somewhat relpecting ſomething
Sprait , Garth .
elle Locke .
LY
RELATIVE . adv. [ from relative ) As it RELIEF . J.(relief, Fr.] 1. The prominence
of a figure in Itone or metal ; the ſeeming
reſpects ſomething elſe; not ablolutely Sprali.
prominence of a picture. Pope. 2. The re
RELATIVENESS. J. [ from relative.) The
commendation of any thing, by the interposi
ſtate of having relation.
TO RELAX . ♡ a . [ relaxe, Lat. ) 1. To
tion of ſomething different. 3. Alleviation
Cacken ; to make leis tenie. Dacon. 2. To
of calamity ; mitigation of pain or forrow .
Milien .
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Milton 4. That which frees from pain or to live anew. Spenſer.
Torrow . Dryden . 5. Dilmiflion of a ſentinel To RELOVE . v. a . (re and love.) To love in
from his poſt. Shakeſp. 6. ( Relevium , law ,
return . Boyle.
RELUCENT. a. (relucens, Latin.) Shining ;
Lat .) Legal remedy of wrongs.
RELIEVABLE. a . (from relieve ) Capable of tranſparent. Thomſon.
TORELU'CT. v. * . frelu &tor, Lat ] To ſtruge
relief. Hale.
gle again. Decay of Piety.
TO RELIEVE. v.o. (relevo, Lae.li. To recom
mend,by the interpoſition of ſomething dif- RELUCTANCE. L. (relu &tor, Latin.) Un
ſimilar. Stepney. 2. To ſupport ; to affift. RELUCTANCY. S willingneſs ; repugnance.
Brown . 3. To eaſe pain or forrow . 4. To Boyle , Rogers.
ſuccour by alifance. Dryden. 5. To ſet RELUCTANT.a. [relucians,Lac.]Unwilling ;
a ſentinel at reſt, by placing another on his acting with repagnance. Tickell.
TO RELUCTATE . v. n . ( relu &tor, Lat .] To
poft. Shakeſp. 6. To right by law .
refift ; to ſtruggle againſt. Decay of Piety.
RELIEVER.'J. (from relieve ) One that re
RELUCTA'TION. ). [relu &tor, Lat.) Repuge
lieves . Rogers.
RELIEVO . ). ( Italian ) The prominence of a nance ; reſiſtance. Bacon ,
TO RELU'ME. v.a. To light anew ; to re
figure or picture. Dryden.
kindle . Pope.
TO RE’LIGHT. v.a. fre and light.) To light
TO RELU'MINE . v. a . To light anew. Shakeſ.
anew . Pope .
RELIGION . S. ( religio, Lat. ) ! . Virtue, as To RELY. v . n . (re and hye. ) To lean upon
with confidence ; to put truſt in ; to reſt up
founded upon reverence of God, and expec
tation of future rewards and puniſhments.
on ; to depend upon South , Rogers.
Ben. Johnſon. 2. -A lyſtem of divine faith and To REMAIN. v.n. (remaneo, Lac . ] 1. To be
worſhip as oppoſite to others. Mere, Tillotſon . left out of a greater quantity or number. Job.
xxvji 2. To continue ; to endure ; to be
RELIGIONIST . ſ. [ from religion .) A bigoe to
Jeſt. Milton . 3. To be left after any event.
any religious perfuafon . Swift
Locke. 4 Not to be loft. Spenſer. 5. To be
RELIGIOUS a . ( religiofus, Latin .) 1. Pious;
diſpoſed to the duties of religion Milton . 2 . left as not compriled . Locke.
Teaching religion. Wotton . 3. Among the TO REMAIN . v.a. To await ; to be left to.
Romanilts, bound by the vows of poverty, Spenſer.
chaſtity and obedience . Addiſor. 4. Exact , REMAIN. | ( from the verb. ) 1. Relick ; that
ftrict
which is beft. Generally uſed in the plural.
RELIGIOUSLY . adv. ( from religious.) 1 .
Pope. 2. The body left by the ſoul. Pope. 3.
Abode ; habitation. Shakeſp .
Piouſly ; with obedience to the dictates of re
ligion. 2. According to the rites of religion . REMAINDER. a. ( from remain. ] Remain
ing ; refuſe ; left. Shakeſp.
Shakejp. 3. Reverently ; with veneration.
Duppa. 4. Exactly ; with ſtrict oblervance . REMAI'NDER . f. 1. What is left. Bacon. 2 .
Bacon .
The body when ihe ſoul is departed ; remains.
RELIGIOUSNESS. S. ( from religious.) The Shakesp.
quality or ſtate of being religious.
TO REMAKE. v. a (re and make. ) Tomake
TO RELINQUISH , v.o. (relinquo, Lat . ) 1 .
anew . Glanville,
To forsake ; to abandon ; to leave ; to deſert ro REMAND . v. a . [ re and mando, Lat.)
Davies. 2. To quit ; to releaſe ; to give up
To ſend back ; to call back . Davies.
South. 3 To forbear ; to depart from Hooker, REMANENT. 1. [ remarens, Lat. ) The part
RELI'NQUISHMENT. F. ( from relinquiß .] remaining . Bacon.
The act of torſaking. Scuib .
REMA'RK . G. (remarquer, Fr. ) Obſervation ;
RELISH ſ. [ Irom relecher , Fr. to lick again. ]
note ; notice taken . Collier.
1. Tarte; the effect of any thing on the pa- To REMARK . v. a . (remarquer, Fr. ] 1. To
· lace ; it is commonly uſed of a pleaſing taite
note ; to oblerve. Locke, 2. To diſtinguish ;
Boyle. 2. Taſte ; Imall quantity juit percep
to point out ; to mark .
tible. Shakeſp. 3. Liking ; delight in any REMA RKABLE. a . (remarquable, Fr. ) Obſer
thing Addijon. 4. Senſe ; power of perceiv
vable ; worthy of note. Raleigh, Watts.
ing excellence ; taſte . Sed's Serm . 5. De- REMARKABLENESS. f. [froro remarkable.]
light given by any thing ; the power by which
Obſervableneſs ; worthineſs of obſervation .
plealure is given. Alijon. 6. Cait ; manner REMA'RKABLY. adv. ( from remarkable.)
Pope.
Obfervable ; in a manner worthy of obſerva
TO RELISH v. a . (from the noun.] 1. To tion . Milton , Watts.
give a badle to any thing . Dryden . 2. TO REMA'RKER. L. remarquer, Fr.] Obſerver ;
tatte ; to have a liking. Scakejp. Baker,
one chat remarks. Waits.
TO RELISH. w . n. 1. To have * pleaſing taſte. REME DIABLE . 2. (from remedy.) Capable of
Hakewill. 2. To give pleasure . Starejp. 3 . remedy .
To have a favour. Woodward.
REMEDIATE. a. [ from remedy.) Medicinal ;
RELISHABLE . a. (trcm relifb) Cuſtable ;
affording a remedy. Shakesp.
having a laite.
REMEDILESS. a . (trom remedy.] Noc admis
ting remedy ; irreparable ; cureleſs. Rokigh.
TORELIVE . 9. n. (re ad lite ) To revive ;
REME'DI
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REME'DILINESS. S. [ from remedileſs.] In
Fr.] To pardon a fault. Shakeſp. 4. To give
curableneſs.
up; to reſign . Hayward. 5. To defer ; to
REME'DY . . (remedium, Lat.) 1. A medicine
refer. Gov. of the Tongue. 6. To put again
by which any illneſs is cured . Swift. 2. Cure
in cuſtody. Dryden . 7. To ſend money to
diſtant place. Addiſon. 8. To reſtore. Hayw .
of any uneaſineſs. Dryden. 3. That which
counteractsany evil . Locke. 4. Reparation ; To REMIT. v.n. 1. To Nacken ; to grow leſs
intenſe. Broome. 2. To abate by growing leſs
means of repairing any hurt. Shakeſp.
To REMEDÝ . v.a. [remedier, Pren .] 1. To
eager. South . 3. In phyſick, to grow by inter
vals leſs violent .
cure ; to heal . Hooker . 2. To repair or re
move miſchiefs .
REMITMENT. S. ( from remit.] The act of
remitting to cuſtody.
TO REMEMBER.v . a. (remembrare, Ital.] 1 .
To bear in mind any thing ; not to forget.Pla. REMITTANCE.S.'[from remit ) 1. The act
2. To recollect ; to call to mind, Sidn. 3. To
of paying money at a diſtant place. 2. Sum
ſent to a diftant plasc. Addiſor .
keep in mind ; to have preſent to the atten
lion. Locke. 4. To bear in mind, with intent REMITTER. F. (remettre, Fr.) In common
of reward or puniſhment. Milton. 5. To
law , a reſtitution of one that hath two titles to
mention ; not to omie . Ayliffe. 6. To put in
lands or tenements, that is ſeized of them by
mind ; to force to recollect ; to remind. Sidr. his latter litle, unto his title that is more an
REMEMBERER . f. [from remember. ] One tient , in caſe where the latter is defective.
Cowel.
who remembers, Wolien .
REME‘MBRANCE . ſ. (remembrance, Fr. ) 1. REMNANT . L. (from remanent ) Reſidue ;
that which is left . Shakeſp.
Retention in memory. Dennam. 2. Recollec
tion ; revival of any idea. Locke.3.Honour. REMNANT. a. Remaining ; yet left. Prior.
able memory. Out of ule. Shakeſp. 4. Trani: REMO'LTEN. part. (from remelt.)Melted a
miſion of a fact from one to another. Addijon.
gain. Bacon.
5. Account preſerved. Hale. 6. Memorial . REMONSTRANCE . S. [ remonftrance, Fr.] 1 .
Dryden . 7. A token by which any one is Show ; diſcovery. Shakeſp. 2. Strong repre .
fentation , Hooker.
kept in the memory. Shakeſp. 8. Notice of
To REMO‘NSTRATE.o. n . ( remonfiro, Lat.)
tomething abſent. Shakeſp .
.
REMEMBRANCER. F. ( from remembrance.) To make a ſtrong repreſentation ; to how
reaſons.
1. One that reminds; one that puts in mind .
Taylor . 2. An officer of the exchequer. Bacon. REMORA . F. (Latin.] 1. A let or obſtacle.
2. A fiſh or kind ofworm that ſticks to ſhips,
TO REMEʻRCIE . V. H. (remercier , fr . ] To
thank , Spen ;er .
and retards their paſſage through the water.
Grew .
TO RE MIGRATE. V. n . [remigro, Lat. ). To
remove back again . Boyle .
To REMORATE . v. a. [remorer, Lat.) To
hinder
REMIGRATION . S. ( irom remigrate.) Re
REMORSE. . (remorſus, Lat.) 1. Pain of
meval back again. Hale.
guilt . Clarendon. 2. Tenderneſs ; pity ; ſym
To REMIND. 7.a. ( re and mind.) To put in
pathetick forrow , Spenſer.
mind ; to force to remember. Soulh.
REMINISCENCE . F. ( reminiſcens, Lat . ) Re- REMORSEFUL. a . [remorſe and full.) Ten
collection ; recovery of ideas . Hale.
der ; compaſſionate . Shakejp.
REMINISCENTIAL. a . (from reminiſcence.) REMORSELESS. a . (from remorſe.) Unpity
Relating to reminiſcence. Brown.
ing ; cruels lavage. Milton, Sozik .
REMISS . a . [remis, Fr. remilius, Lat.) 1. Not REMOʻTE . a , (remotus, Lat.] 1. Diftant , not
vigorous ; lack . Woodward. 2. Not care
immediate. Locke. 2. Diſant ; not at hand.
fui ; fiothful. Shakeſp. 3. Not intenſe. Rofc. 3. Removed far off ; placed not near, Lecke.
REMI SSIBLE . 8. lirom remit. ] Admitting
4. Foreign . 5. Diſtant ; not cloſely connect
forgiveneſs.
ed. Glanville , 6. Alien ; not agreeing . Lecke.
REMISSION.S. ( remiffion, Fr. remiſſis, Lat.) 7. Abſtracted .
1. Abi tement ; relaxation ; moderation, Bac. REMOTELY. adv. (from remote. ) Not near
2. Cellation of intenteneis . Woodward. 3 .
ly ; at a diſtance. Brown , Smith.
In phyfick , remiffion is when a distemper a. REMO’TENESS. S. [ from remote .) State of be
bates, but does not go quite off" before it re
ing remote ; diſtance ; not nearneſs. Boyke.
turns again. 4. Releaſe Aldon , Swift. 5. REMOʻTION S. (from remotus, Lac. ] The act
Forgiveneſs ; pardon. Taylor .
of remnoving ; the ſtate of being removed to
REMİSSLY. adr. (from remiſs.) Carelelly : a distance. Brown ,
negligently , without cloſe attention. Hooker. REMOVABLE. a . [ from remove.] Such as
2. Not vigorouſly ; not with ardour or eager. may beremoved . Spexjer.
nefs ; tackly. Clarendon,
REMO VAL |. (from remove) , 1. The act of
REM ISSNESS./. [from remiſs.] Careleſſneſs ;
putting out of any place . Hooker. 2. The act
nerligence ; colúneis; want of ardour.Rogers.
of puuing away. Arbuihnot. 3. Dilimillion
'lo REMIT . v. a. [ remisto, Lat ] 1. To re
from a poit . Swift. 4. The ſtate of being re
lax ; to make leis iutenfe . Milton, 2. To for
moved . Locke.
give a punituent. L'r yuen . 3. (Remetire, To REMOVE . v. a. (remgeet, Lat . ] 1. To
pur
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put from its place ; to take or put away.
to give up. Clarenden. 8. To offer ; to give
to be uſed. Waits.
Shakeſp. 2. To place at a diſtance. Locke.
verb. ) Surrender. Shake.
RENDER.S ( from the rendezvous
1. To change place. 2. RENDEZVOUS
TO REMOVe. vin.
, Fr. ] 1. Al
. J. (
To go from one piace to another . Dryden .
REMOVE. S. (from the verb.) 1. Change of fembly ; meeting appointed. Raleigh. 2. A
place...,2. Suſceptibility of being removed.
ſign that draws men together. Bacon. 3. Place
Glanville. 3. Tranſlation of one to the place appointed for aſſembly. Clarendon .
of another. Shakeſp.
of being re- To RENDE
. n . ( from the noun .)
moved. Locke. 5. Act 4.of State
moving a chelinan: To meet atZVOUS.v
a place appointed.
or draught. 6. Departure ; act of going a- |RENDITION . S. (from render. ]Surrendering ;
way . Waller. 7. The act of changing place.
the act of yielding :
Bacon . 8. A ſtop in the ſcale of gradation. RENEGADE. ). ( renegada, Spaniſl..) 1. One
Locke. 9. A ſmall diſtance . Rogers. 10. AA RENEGA'DO
. S that aportatiles from thefaith ;
of putting a horſe's ſhoes upon different feet.
an apoſtate . Aldiſon . 2. One who deſerts to
South .
the enemy; a revolter, Arbuchnet.
REMO’VED . particip. a. Remote ; feparate To RENE'GE. v . a . (renega, Lat. renier, Fr. ]
from others . Shakeſp.
To diſown. King Charles.
REMOVEDNESS. ). from removed.) The To RENEW . v. a. (re and new . ) 1. To re
ſtate of being removed ; remoteneſs. Shakeſp.
novate ; to reflore the former ftate. Hebrews.
REMOVER . F. ( from remove.] One that re
2. To repeat ; to put again in act. Dryder .
moves, Bacon.
3. To begin again . Dryden. 4. In theology,
to make anew ; to transform to new lite.
T. REMOU'NT . v. n. ( remonter, Fr.) To
Romans .
mount again. Dryden.
REMU'NERABLÉ . a. ( from remunerate.) Re . RENEWABLE. a. (from renew ] Capable to
wardable .
be renewed . Swift.
To REMU'NERATE . v. a. (remunero, Lat.) RENEWAL. f. [from renew ) The act of re
To reward ; to repay ; to requite. Boyle.
newing ; renovation. Forbes .
REMU’NERATION. J. [ remuneratio, Lat. ) RENITENCY. S. ( from renitent.] That refif
tance in ſolid bodies, when they preſs upon , or
Reward ; requital ; recompenſe ; repayment.
Brown .
are impelled one againſt another Quincy.
REMUNERA'TIVE. 6. [ from remunerate . ] RENITENT. a . [renitens, Lat .; Acting againſt
Exerciſed in giving rewards . Boyle.
any impulſe by elaſtick power. Ray.
TO REMURMUR . v. a. (re and murmur. ) RENNET. S. A putredinous fermene. Flyer,
To utter back in murmurs ;torepeat in low RENE FING.} J. A kind of apple. Mortimer.

ToRZMU'RMUR . v.m. (remurmuro, Latin.)
To murmur back ; co echo a low hoarſe ſound.
Dryden .
RENARD . S. (renard, a fox , Fr.] The name
of a fox . Dryden.
RENA'SCENT. a. (renaſcens, Lat.) Produced
again ; rifing again into being.
RENASCIBLE . a . ( renaſcor, Lat.] Poſſible to
be produced again .
To RENA'VIGATE. (re and navigate) To fail
again .
RENCOU'NTER.S. ( rencontre, Fr.) 1. Claſh ;
colliſion. Collier 2. Perſonal oppoſition. Addiſ
3. Looſe or caſual engagement. Addiſon. 4 .
Sudden combat without premeditation.
TO RENCOU'NTER, v.a. frencontrer , Fr.] ı.
To claſh ; to collide . 2. To meet an enemy
unexpectedly. 3. To ſkirmiſh with another.
4. To fight hand to hand,
T. REND . v. a. pret. and pret. pal. rent
(nendan, Saxon.) To tear with violence ; to
lacerate . Pope.
RE'NDER . S. ( from rend ) One that rends ; a
tearer .
TO RE'NDER. v . a. ( rendre, Fr. ) 1.To return ;
to pay back. Locke. 2. To reſtore ; to give
back. Addis 3. To give upon demand. Prov.
4. To joveſt with qualities; to make. South.
5. To repreſent; to exhibit. Shakejp. 6. TO
cantate. Burrit. 7. To furrender ; to yield ;

To RENOVATE v . a. ( renove, Lat . ) To
renew ; to reſtore to the firſt itace. Thomſon .
RENOVA'TION.P. ( renructio, Lac ]Renewal ;
the act of renewing Bacon .
TO RENOUNCE , v. a. ( renoncer, Fr. ronuncio,
Lat.) To diſown ; to abrogate. Dryden.
ToRENOUNCE . v . th. To declare renuncia
tion Dryden .
RENOUNCEMENT. S. ( from renounce.) ACE
of renouncing ; renunciation. Shokelp.
RENO'WN.J. (renommée, Fr.) Fame ; celebri
ty ; praiſe widely ſpread. Waller.
ToRENOWN. v. a. (renommer, Fr. from the
noun .) To make famous. Pope.
RENOWNED. particip. a. (from renown.) Fa
mous; celebrated ; eminent ; famed. Dryden.
RENT. f. [ from rend.) A break ; a laceration.
Addiſon.
To RENT. v. c. (rather to rend.) To tear ; to
lacerate Eccluf
To RENT.w.n. To roar ; to bluſter. Hludibras.
RENT. S. ( rente, Fr. ) 1. Revenue ; annual
payment. Pope. 2. Money paid for any thing
held o: another. Wallir .
TO RENT. v.a. (renter, Fr ] 1. To hold by
paying rent. Addifon . 2. To ſet to a tenant.
RE’N TABLE. a. (irom rent.] That may be
rented.
RENTAL . f. [ from reni.] Sihidule or account
of rent.
RE'NTER.
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RENTER. S. ( from rent . ) He that holds by TOREPEA'L.w a . (repeller, Fr. ) 1. To reca'l.
paying rent . Locke.
Shakeſp. 2. To abrogate ; to revoke. Dryden.
RENVË'RSED . o. (renverſé, Fr. ) Overturned. REPEA'L. f. [ from the verb . ) 1. Recall from
Spenſer.
exile . Shakeſp. 2. Revocation ; abrogation.
RENÚNCIATION S. (renunciatio, Lat . ) The Davies .
act of renouocing. Taylor.
To REPEA'T. v.o. [repera,Lat.) 1. To iterate ;
TO REORDA'IN . 0. a . [reordiner, Fr. ) To to uſe again ; to do again . Arbuthnot . 2. To
ſpeak again . Hooker. 3. To try again. Dryder.
ordain again, on ſuspoſition of lome defect in
4. To recite ; to rehearſe Milton .
the commifion of mi try .
RECRDINATION . ). (from reirdain .) Repe . REPEA’TEDLY. odv. ( from repented.) Over
and over ; more than once. Stephens.
tition ofordination . Atterbury.
To REPA CIFY. w. a. (re and pacify.) To REPEATER. [. ( from repeat.) 1. One that
repeats ; one that recites. 2. A watch that
pacify again . Daniel
REPAID . part. of repay.
Itrikes the hours at will, by compreffion of a
TO REPAIR. v. c . [reparo, Lat. reparer , Fr.) ſpring.
1. To reſtore after injury or dilapidation. ToREPEL. v . a. (repello, Lat.] 1. To drive
Clarendon. 2. To amend any injury by an back any thing. Hooker. 2. To drive back an
equivalent . Milton . 3. To fill up anew, by aſſailant. Dryden.
ſomething put in the place of what is loft. To REPEL.Q.n. 1. To act with force contrary
Milton .
to force impreſſed. Newton . 2 in phyſick , to
REPAIR . f. [ from the verb. ) Reparation ; repelis to prevent ſuch an atflux of a fiuid to
any particular part, as would raiſe it into a
ſupply of lors, reſtoration after dilapidation
tumour . Quincy:
Wilkins.
TO REPAIR. v. n . (repairer, Fr.) To gº ; to REPE'LLENT. T. [ repellens, Lac.) An applica
tion that has a repelling power. Wiſeman.
berake himſelf. Pope.
REPAIR , J.crepaire, Fr.] 1. Reſort ; abode. REPELLER .S. (from repel.) One chat sepels.
2. Act of betaking himielf any whither To REPENT. v.n. ( repentir, Fr ] 1. To think
on any thing paſt with ſorrow . King Charles,
Clarendon
South. 2. To expreſs ſorrow for ſomething paſt.
REPAIRER . f. ( from repair.) Amender ; re
ftorer. Sowib.
Shakeſp. 3. To have ſuch ſorrow for lin , as
REPANDOUS. a. (rejandus, Lac ) Bent up
produces amendment of life. Matthew .
To REPENT . v. a. 1. To reinember with
wards. Brown ,
REPARABLE a. [reparabilis, Lat. ] Capable forrow . Shakep. 2. To remember with pious
of being amended ; retrieved. Bacon .
ſorrow . Donne. 3. It is uſed with the reciprocal
REPARABLY. adv. ( froin reparable.) In a pronoun . Prior .
manner capable of remedy by reſtoration , a- REPENTANCE. L. ( repentance, Fr. From re
peri .] 1. Sorrow for any thing paſt. 2. Sorrow
mendoncni or ſupply .
REPARATION / [reparatio, Lat.) 1. The for ſin, ſuch as produces newneſs of lie ;
act of repairing. Arbuthnot. 2 , Supply ofwhat penitence. W bit ifte.
is walteri. Arbuthnot. 3. Recompence for any REPE'NTANT. a . (reperiant,Fr. ) 1. Sorrow
ful for the paſt. 2. Sorrowiul for fin . Milton .
injury ; amends Dryden.
REPARATIVE. | (from repair.) Whatever
3. Expressing ſorrow for fin . Shakesp.
makes amends. Wotton.
To REPEOʻPLE. v . a. I reand fespl .) To ſtock
REPARTEE. J. (repartie, Fr. ) Smart reply .
with people anew. Hale .
TO REPERCU SS v.a. (reperculiws,Lat.) To
Dryden.
To REPARTEE ', v. r. To make Imart replies
beal back ; to drive back. Bacon.
Prior.
REPERCUSSION . !. Trepercuffio, Lat.) The
To REPA'SS. v . a. (repaſſer, Fr. ) To paſs act of driving back ; rebound. Bacon
again ; to paſs back. Raleigh.
REPERCU'SSIVE. a . (repercußif, Fren.) 1 .
To REPA'SS. v . n. To go back in a road.
Having the power of driving back, or cauſing
a rebound. 2. Repellent. Bacon. 3. Driven
Dryden.
REPAST. S. (re and polius, Lat. ] 1. A meal ; back ; rebounding.
act of taking food. Denham . 2. Food ; vic- REPERTITIOUS. a . [ repertus, Fr.) Found ;
tuals. Shakejp.
gained by finding:
TO REPAST. v . a. ( repaifire, Fr. from the REPERTORY. Y [ repertorium , Lat ) A trea
noun . ) To feed ; to feat. Shakeſp.
ſury ; a magazine.
REPASTURE . /. (re and paſture.j Entertain. REPÉTITION. J. (repetitio, Lat.) 1. Iteration
ofthe ſame thing. Arburbrot. 2. Recital of the
ment. Shakejp.
TO REPA'Y
C. (repayer. Fr. ) . 1. To pay
ſamewords over again . Hooker. 3. The act of
back in return, in requital, or in revenge
reciting or rehearung. Shakeſp . 4. Recital
Bacon. 2. To recompenie. Milton. 3. To from memory , as diftinct from reading .
requite either good or ill . Pope. 4. To reim- TO REPINE.n. ( re and pine. ] To tret ; to
vex himſelf ; to be dilcontented . Temple.
burle with what is owed. Shakeſp.
REPAYMENT. S. [from repay.) . The act REPI’NER. / (from repine.] One thai frets or
murmurs ,
of repaying . 3. The thing tepaid. Arbuthnot
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TO REPLA'CE. 0. 0. ( replacer , Fr. re and
replacing . Wiſeman .
place.] 1. To putagain into the former place. REPOSITORY. S: (repoſitorium, Lat.) A place
where any thing is ſately laid up. Rogers.
Bacon . 2. To put in a new place. Dryden.
To REPLA'NT. v.a. [repianter, Fr. ) To plant To REPOSSESS. v.a. (re and popejs. ] To
anew
poſſeſs again . Spenſer.
REPLANTA'TION. S. [from replant.] The TO REPREHEND. v. a ( reprehends, Lat ) 1 .
act of planting again .
To reprove ; to chide. Shakeſp. 2. To blame ;
To REPLATT . v . a . (re and plait ) To fold
to cenſure. Philips. 3. To detect of fallacy.
one part often over another .
Bacon . 4. To charge with as a fault. Bacon.
To REPLENISH .v. a. ( re and plenus, Lat . ) REPREHENDER.S.(from reprehend JBlamer ;
1. To ſtock ; to fill. Milton . 2. To finiſh ;
cenſurer. Hooker .
REPREHENSIBLE . e . [reprehenfible, Fr.]
to conlummate ; to complete. Shakeſp .
TO REPLENISH , v n . To be ſtocked. Bacon . Blameable ; culpable ; cenſurable.
REPLETE. - ( repletus, Lat ] Full ; complete- REPREHENSIBLENESS. S. ( from reprebere
ly filled . Bacon .
fible ] Blameableneſs.
REPLE'TION . S. ( rep'etion, Fr. ) The ſtate of REPREHE'NSIBLY.adv. ( from reprehenfible.]
being overlull. Arbuthnot.
Blameably ; culpably.
REPLE’VIABLE. a. (replegiabilis, barbarous REPREHENSION . Ý: (reprehenfio, Lac .) Re
proof ; open blame. Hammond.
Latin . ) What may be replevied.
TO REPLE'VIN.
v . a . Spenfer. (replegio, REPREHENSIVE. . ( from reprehend. Given
to reproot.
To REPLEVY. S low Lat ) To take back
or let at liberty any thing leized upon lecurity To REPRESENT. v. a . (repræfensa, Lat.) 1 .
given.
To exhibit, as if the thing exhibited were
preſent. Milion . 2. To deſcribe ; to ſhow in
REPLICA'TION. [. [replico, Lat ] 1. Re
bound ; repercuſſion. Shakeſp. 2. Reply ; any particular character. Addifon. 3. To fill
anſwer. Broome.
the place of another by a vicarious character.
TO REPLY'. v . n. (repliquer, Fr. ) To anſwer ; 4. To exhibit ; to ſhow . Decay of Prety.
REPRESENTATION S. (repre;entarion ,Fr. )
to make a return to an aniwer. Atterbury
1. Image ; likeneſs. Stilling fleei. 2. Act of
To REPLY. v. a. To return for an anſwer
Mileon .
ſupporting a vicarious character, 3. Reſpectful
REPLY. S. ( replique, Fr.) Anſwer ; return to
declaration
an anſwer. Watts .
REPRESENTATIVE. a.[ repreſentatif, Fr.)
REPLYER . f. [from reply ) He that makes a
1. Exhibiting a ſimilitude. Atterbury. 2 .
return to an anſwer. Bacon .
Bearing the character or power of another.
Swifi.
To REPOʻLISH . v. a. ( repolir , Fr. re and po
REPRESE'NTATIVE. f. 1. One exhibiting
liß. ) To polith again. Donne.
To REPORT. v.a. (rapporter, Fr. ) 1. To
the likenels of another. Addifon. 2. One ex
noile by popular rumour. Shakejp. 2. To
erciſing the vicarious power given by another.
give repute. 1 Tim . 3. To give an account
Blount. 3. That by which any thing is showa.
Locke.
of. 4.. To return ; to rebound ; to give back .
Bacon
REPRESENTER.S. [ from repreſent.] 1. One
REPORT. S. [ from the noun . ) 1. Rumour;
who ſhows or exhibiis. Brown . 2. One who
bears a vicarious character. Swif :.
popular fame. 2. Repute ; publick character .
Shakeſp. 3. Account returned. i Mac. 4. REPRESENTMENT. J. Pirom repreſent. )
Account given by lawyers of caſes. Watis. 5 .
Image or idea propoſed , as exhibiting the like
nels of ſomething. Taylor.
Sound ; loud noile ; repercuition. Bacon.
REPO'RTER . S. (from report ) Relater ; one To REPRESS. v. a. (reprellus, Lat.) 1. To
that gives an account . Hayward.
cruh ; to put down; to Tubdue. Hayward.
REPORTINGLY . adv. (from reporting.) By
2. To compreſs. Not proper.
REPRESS. X. ( from the verb . ) Reprefſion ; at
common fame. Sbakelp.
REPOSAL . S. ( from repoſe ] The act of repo
of cruſhing. Gov. of the Tongue.
ſing. Sbakejp.
REPRESSION. L. (trom reprefs.) Act of re
TO REPOSE . v. a. ( repono, Lac.] 1. To lay to preſling. King Charles.
reſt . Milton . 2. To place as in confidence or REPRESSIVE 2. (from repreſs.]Having pow
truſt . Rogers, 3. To lodge; to lay upWoodw . er to repreſs ; acting to repreſs .
To REPOSE. v . n . ( repoſer, Fr. 11. To fleep ; TO REPRIEVE , v. a. To reſpice after ſen
to be at reſ . Chapman. 2. To reſt in conti
tence of death ; to give a retpite. Sowik.
dence. Shakeſp.
REPRIE VEL. ( from the verb.) Pepite after
REPO SE / (repos, Fr. ) 1. Sleep; reſt ; quiet.
lentence of death . Clarendon .
Shakeſp. Philips. 2 Cauſe of reft. Dryden. To REPRIMA’ND . v. a . ( reprimander, Fr.)
REPOʻSEDNESS. S. ( from repoſed.] State of To chide ; to check ; to reprchend ; to le
prove . A , but not.
being at reſt
To REPOSITE. v. 6. ( repofitus, Lat.? To lay REPRIMAND. I. { reprimande , fr ) Reproof ;
up ; to lodge as in a place of ſafety . Derham.
reprehenion Add:lan ,
REPOSITION . S. [from repojite.) The act of TO REPRINT. v . 4. ( re and prini.] 1. To
renew
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wealth ; ſtate in which the power is lodged is
renew the impreſſion of any thing. South.
more than one. Ber. Jobnjon.
To print a new edition. Pope.
REPRISAL. S. (repriſalia, low Lat.) Some- REPUDIABLE. a. (from repudiare.] Fit co be
rejected .
thing feized by way of retaliation for robbery
To REPU'DIATE , v, a . (repudia, Lat.) To
or injury. Pepe.
REPRISE. F. (repriſe, Fr.) The act of taking divorce ; to reject ; to put away. Bentley.
ſomething in retaliation of injury. Dryden .. REPUDIA’TION . ). ( from repudiate.] Divorce ;
TOREPROACH . v. a. ( reprocher, Fr. ] 1. To rejection. Arbuthnoi.
cenſure in opprobrious terms, as a crime. REPUGNANCE. f. (repugnance, Fr.)
Dryden. 2. To charge with a fault in ſevere REPUGNANCY. $ Inconditency; contrariety.
Bentley. 2. Reluxance ; unwillingneſs; Itrug
language. Miltex . 3. To upbraid in general.
gle of oppoſite parlions. South .
Rogers .
REPROACH. S. [ reprocher, Fr. ] Cenſure : REPUGNANT. 0.[repugnant, Fr.) 1. Dilobe
infamy; ſame. Milion.
dient; not obſequious.Shakeſp. 2. Contrary i
REPROACHABLE. a. ( reproachable, Fren.] oppoſite. Woodward.
REPUGNANTLY, adv . ( from repugnant. ]
Worthy of reproach.
Contradictorily. Brown.
REPROÁCHFUL . a. ( from reproach.) 1 .
Scurrilous ; opprobrious. Shakeſp. 2. Shame. To REPULLULATE. v. n . [ re and pullulo,
ful; infamous; vile. Hammond.
Lat . ) To bud again. Howel.
REPROA'CHFULLY. adv (from reproach.] REPULSE. J. [repulje, fr.repulfa, Lat . ) The
1. Opprobriouſly ; ignominiouſly ; ſcurrilouſly.
condition of being driven off or put aſide from
Shakeſp. 2. Shamefully ; infamouſly.
any attempt. King Charles.
REPROBATE . a . (reprobus, Lat ] Loft to vir- To REPU'LSE. v . a. (repulfus, Lat. ) To beat
back ; to drive off. Ktolles.
tue ; loſt to grace; abandoned . South.
RE'PROBATE. S. A man loft to virtue ; a REPULSION . J. [ repilfus, Lat.) The act or
power of driving off from itſelf. Arbuibnet.
wretch abandoned to wickedneſs. Taylor.
TO REʻPROBATE v.c. (reprobo, Lat.) ! . To REPULSIVE . a. ( from repulſe.) Driving off ;
diſallow ; to reject. Ayliffe. 2. To abandon to
having the power to beat back or drive off.
Newton.
wickedneſs and eternal deſtruction . Hammond
3. To abandon to his ſentence , without hope To REPU'RCHASE . v. a. [re and purchaſe.)
To buy again . Shakeſp.
of pardon. Southern .
REPROBATENESS.S.[ from reprobate ] The REPUTABLE. a.[ from repute.) Honourable ;
not infamous. Rogers.
fate of being reprobate.
REPROBA TION S. (reprobation , Fr.] 1. The RE PUTABLY.adv. ( froin repulable. ]Without
diſcredit. Atterbury.
act of abandoning, or ſtate of being abandoned
to eternaldeſtruction. Shakeſp. Maine. 2. A REPUTA'TION. G. (reputation, Fr.) Credit ;
honour ; character of good. Addiſon .
condemnatory ſentence. Dryden.
TO REPRODÚCE. v. a. [re and produce.) To To REPUTE . V. a. ( repuso, Lat. ) To hold ; to
account
; to think . Donne.
produce again ; to produce anew. Newton .
REPRODUCTION . F. (from reproduce.) The REPU'TE. f. [ from the verb. ] 1. Character ;
reputation . 2. Ettabliſhed opinion. Milton.
aft of producing anew . Boyle.
REPROOF.S. (from reprove.] 1. Blame to the REPU'TELESS. a. ( from repute.)Difreputable;
face, reprehenſion . Pope. 2. Cenſure ; flander. diſgraceful. Shakejp.
REQU'EST. J. [requefte, Fr ] 1. Petition ;
Pſalms.
REPROʻVABLE. a. ( from reprove.) Culpable ;
entreaty . Shakeſp . 2. Demand ; repuce ;
blameable ; worthy of reprehenſion . Taylor ,
credit ;ſtate of beingdeſired . Boyle.
TO REPROVE . v.a. (reprouver, Fr. ] 1. TO TO REQUE'ST. v.a. [requefter , Fr.) To ak ;
blame ; to cenſure. 2. To charge to the face
to ſolicite ; to entreat . Knolles.
with a fault ; to check; to chide ; to repre- REQUESTER . [. ( from requeft.) Peticioner ;
ſolicitor.
hend . W birgifte, Taylor. 3. To refute ; to
diſprove Shukelp . 4. To blame for. Corew . To REQUICKEN . v. a. [re and quicken ) To
REPROVER . | [from reprove.) A reprehen
reanimate. Shakeſp .
REQUIEM . S. ( Lat.) 1. A hymn in which
der ; one that reproves. South.
they implore for the dead requiem or rett.
TOREPRU'NE. v. a. (re and prune. ] To prune
Shakejp. 2. Reft ; quiet; peace. Sandys.
a ſecond time. Ele'yn .
REPTILE . a (reprile, Lat .) Creeping upon REQUIRABLE . a. ( from require. ] Fit to be
required, Hale.
many feet. Gay.
REPTILE.S. An animal that creeps upon many To REQUIRE . v. a . (requiro, Lat . ) 1. To de
mand ; to aſk a thing as of right Spelman, 2.
feet. Locke, Prior.
To make neceflary ; to necd Dryden.
REPUBLICAN . a. [ from republick.) Placing
RE'QUISITE. a. [requifitus, Lat. ſ Neceſſary i
the goverrment in the people .
REPUBLICAN . I. (from republick.) One who
needful; required by the nature of things.
thinks a commonwealth without monarchy
Wake.
RE'QUISITE. S. Apy thing neceſary. Brydes.
the best government. Addifon.
RE
REPUBLICK. f. [ republica, Lat.) Common
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RE'QUISITELY.adv. (from requiſite.] Neceſ
ſerve; concealment of ſomething in themind.
farily ; in a requible manner. Boyle.
Sonderfon. 2. Something kept back ; ſome
REQUISITENESS. S. ( from requifite.) Neceſ
thing not given up. Swift. 3. Cuſtody ; ſtate
fity ; the ſtate of being requiſite.Beyle.
of being treaſured up . Shakeſp.
REQUI'TAL. S- [from requite.] 1. Return for (RESERVATORY .). (reſervoir, Fr.) Place in
which any thing is reſerved or kept. Woodw .
any good or bad office; retaliation. Hooker. 2 .
Reward ;; recompenſe. South .
TO RESERVE.o.o. (reſervo,Lat. ] 1. To keep
TO REQUI'TE. v. a. (requiter, Fr.) To repay ;
in ſtore ; to ſave to lome other purpoſe. Speal.
to retaliate good or ill ; to recompenſe. Pope.
2. To retain ; to keep ; to hold. Shakeſp 3.
REREWARD. S. The rear or laſt troop :
To lay up to a future time. Decay of Piety.
RESA'LE. S. [re and ſale.] Sale at ſecond hand RESERVE, S. ( from the verb ) 1. Store kept
Bacon.
untouched. Locke. 2. Something kept for exi
TO RESALUTE. v. a . [reſaluto, Lat.refoluer,
gence. Tillotſon. 3. Something concealed in
the mind. Addifon . 4. Exception ; prohibi
Fr. ) To ſalute or greet anew. Chapman,
tion . M :lton. 5. Exception in favour. Rogers.
TO RESAI'L . v. a. ( re and ſoil.) To ſail back .
Pepe.
6. Modeſty ; caution in perſonal behaviour.
Prior .
To RESCIND . o. a. (reſcindo, Lat. reſcinder ,
Fr.) To cut off; to abrogate a law.Hammond , RESE'RVED ...[from referre.) 1. Modeſt ; not
Dryden.
looſely free. Wolß . 2. Sullen ; oot open ; not
frank. Dryden .
RESCI'SSION.S. [ reſciſſion, Fr. refciffus, Lat .)
RES
ERVEDLY. adv. [ from reſerved .] í.
The act of cutting off ; abrogation. Bacon .
RESCISSOR Y.Ç.(refciffoire, Fr. refcillus,Lat.) Not with frankneſs ; not with openneſs ; wich
reſerve. Woodward. 2. Scrupuloully ; coidly .
Having the power to cut off.
Pope.
TO RESCRIBE . v . a. (reſcribo, Lat.] 1. To
write back . Ayliffe. 2. To write over again . RESE'RVEDNESS .S. (from reſerved .) Cloſe
Howel.
neſs ; want of frankneſs ; want of openneſs.
Ber . Johnson .
RE'SCRIPT.S: ( reſcriptum , Lat. ) Edict of an
RESERVER . S. ( from referve.) One that re
emperour. Bacon.
ſerves.
TO RESCUE . V. a. (reſcorre, old Fr. ) To ſet
free from any violence, confinement or dan- RESERVOIR . f. ( refirvoir, Fr. ] Place where
ger. Shakeſp .
any thing is kept in ſtore. Pope.
RESCUE. j ( reſcouſſe, old Fr.) Deliverance To RESETTLE. v . 2. (re and ſettle.] To ſettle
from violence,danger,or confinement. Shakeſ.
again . Swife.
REʻSCUER.S. (from reſcue.) One that reſcues. RESETTLEMENT. S. ( from refertle.} 1. The
RESEA'RCH . 1. (recherche, Fr.) Enquiry ;
act of ſettling again. Norris. 2. The fiare of
ſearch Rogers .
ſettling again. Mortimer .
TO RESEARCH . v. a. ( rechercher, Fr.] TO RESI'ANCE . ! ( from refiant.) Reſidence ;
abode ; dwelling . Bacon .
examine ; to enquire. Wotton,
TO RESEAT. v.'a. ( re and feat. ) To feat RESI'ANT. a. (releani, F's.] Refident ; preſent
again. Dryden.
in a place . Knolles.
RESEIZERS. One that ſeizes again .
TO RESIDE . v. n (refideo, Lat ) 1. To have
RESEIZURE. J. ( re and ſeizure.) Repeated
avode : 10 live ; to dwell ; to be prefent. Mili ..
frizure ; ſeizure a ſecond time . Bacon ,
2. ( Refido, Lat . ) To link ; to ſubſide ; to fall
to the bottom . Bəyle.
RESEMBLANCE . /. ( reſemblance, Fr. ) Like
RESIDENCE. /. [ refidence, Fr. ) 1. Ad of
Dels ; fimilitude ; repreſentation. Hooker.
TO RESEMBLE . v.a. (reſembler, Fr ) 1. To
dwelling in a place . Hale. 2. Place of abode ;
dwelling . M :lten. 3. That which ſcules al
compare ; to repreſent a , like ſomething elſe .
Raleigb. 2. To be like ; to have likeneſs to .
the bottom of liquors. Broeun.
Addison .
RESIDENT. a. (refdens, Lat. ) Dwelling or
TO RESEND 0. a. ( re and ſend. ) To ſend having abode in any place. Purret.
RESIDENT . / ( from the adj.] An agent , mi
backi to ſend again . Shakesp .
nifter, or officer reſiding in aey diſtant place,
TO RESE'NT. v.a. [ reffentir, Fr.) 1 , To take
well or ill . Bacon, 2. To take ill ; to conſider. with the dignity of an amballador. Addison,
RESIDENTIARY.o. ( trom refident.] Holding
as an injury or affront. Miron .
RESENTER.S. ( from referi.) One who feels refiderce. More.
RESIDUAL. 1 a. ( from refiduun , Lat. )
injuries deeply. Wotton .
RESENTFUL. 4.(resent and full.]Malignant; RESIDUARY. S Relating to the reſidue; re
lating to the part remaining . Ayliffe
erfily provoked to anger, and lorg retaining it.
RESENTINGLY. adv. ( from rejenting. With RESIDUE. F. ( refiduum, Lat. ) 1he remaining
part ; that which is left. A burbrot.
deep ſenſe ; with ſtrong perception ; with
anger. Mere.
TO RESIE'GE. v. a. (re and fiege, Fr.) To ſeat
again. Spenſer.
RESE'NTMENT. . ( reſſentiment, Fr. )
Serong perception of good or ill. Glanville. 2. TO RESIGN . v. a . (religro, Lat.) To give up
De plenſe of injury . Swift.
a claim or policlion. Denbom . 2. To yield up.
Locke, 3. To give up in confidence, Tillison.
RESERVATION . J. ( refervation , Fr. ) 1. Re.
4. TO
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4. To ſubmit; particularly to ſubmitto pro- (RESOʻLVER. S. [ from reſolve.] 1. One that
vidence. Dryden. 5. To ſubmit without re
forms a firm reſolution . Hammond. 2. One
that diffolves ; one that ſeparates parts. Beyle.
lifiance or murmur Shakeſp .
RESIGNATION.S. ( refignation , Pr.) 1. The RESOLUTE. a . ( refold, Fr. ) Determined ;
act of reſigning or giving up a claim or por.
fixed ; conſtant ; ſteady ; firm . Shakeſp.
lefion. Hayward . 2. Sabmiſion ; unrefilling RESOLUTELY adv.(from refolute.) Determi.
acquieſcence Addiſon. 3. Submifſion with
nately : firmly : conſtantly ; ſtead ly. Roſcom.
out murmur te the will of God .
RESOLUTENESS. /. I from sofolwie.) Deter
minaceneſs ; ſtate of being fixed in reſolution.
RESIGNER / ( froin rehgn . ) One that reſigns.
Boyle
RESIGNMENT . ). ( from relign .) Act of re
ſigning
RESOLUTION . S. Trefolutio, Lat.) 1. Ad of
clearing difficulties Brown. 2. Analyſis ; a &t
RESILIENCE . I . [ from refilio, Lat. ) The
RESILIENCY . } act of ſtarting or leaping
of ſeparating any thing into conſtituent paris,
back Bacon .
Hole. 3. Diflolution . Digby 4. Fixed determi
nation ; ſettled thought. King Charles 5 Con
RESILIENT. a . ( refliers, Lat. ) Starting or
Springing back.
Nancy ; firmneſs; ſteadinels in goud or bad .
Determination of a caule in courts
RESILITION . S. (refilio, Lat . ] The act of Sidney
of jullice . Hale.
ſpringing back ; reſilience.
RESIN .) [refina , Lat.) The fat ſulphurous part RESOLUTIVE. a. (reſelurus,Lat.reſolutif,Fr.)
Having the power to diffolve.
of ſome vegetable, which is natural or pro
cured by art, and will incorporate with oil or RESONANCE . /. (from rejeno, Lat. ) Sound ;
refourd. Boyle
ſpirit, not an aquevus menſruum , Quincy.
RESINOUS a. ( from refir ; refineaux, Fr. ] RESONANT. a . (reſonant, Fr.) Refunding .
Containing reſin ; conſiſting of reſin . Boyle.
Milian .
RE'SINOUSNESS. f. [ from refinous.] The qua- To RESORT.Vn. Treſlirtir, Fr. ] 1. To hare
recourſe. Clarendon . 2 . To go publickly .
lity of being reſinous
Milton. 3. To repair to. Pepe. 4. To tall
RESIPISCENCE.J. (reſipiſcence,Fr. ) Wiſdom
back Hak.
afier the fact ; repentance
TO RESIST. v. a. (refifts, Lat .) 1. To oppoſe ; RESORT. f. [from the verb.) 1. Frequency ;
aſſembly; meeting. Drydis . 2.Concourle ;
to act againſt. Shakelp. 2. To not admit im
prellion or force. Milton .
confluence . Swifi. 3. Act of viſiting. Shakeſp.
RESISTANCE. 1. [refifiance, Fr.) 1. The 4. Movement ; active power ; fpring . Bacon .
RESISTENCE. S act of relifting ; oppoſition. To RESOUND. v . a .[rejono,Lai.) . To echo ;
1 Mac. 2. The quality of not yielding to
to found back ; lo celebrate by found.Peachan ,
To ſuund ; to tell ſo as to be heard far.
force or external impreſſion. Bacon .
RESISTIBILITY. J. [frorn refiji.bie .] Quality
Pote. 3. To retuin ſounds ; to found with any
noile
. Milton
of refitting. Locke.
RESISTIBLE. G. [ from ref . ) That may be To RESOUND. v . n . To be echoed back.South .
RESOU'RCE. I Trefource, Fr.) Some rew or
refitted. Hale.
unexpected means that oper ; refort ; expe
RESISTLESS . a . ( from relift } Irreſinible ; that
dient Dryden .
cannot be oppoſed . Raległ .
RESOʻLVABLE. (fromrejonie.] 1. Thatmay To RESOW.v.a. (re and furu ) To fow anew .
Bacon.
be analy led or ſeparatest. Suth. 2. Capable of
folution os of being made icfs obſcure Brown To RESPEAK.V.5. (reand ſpeak.) To anſwer.
Shakeſp.
RESOʻI UBLE. a. (refoluble, Fr. ) Thal may be
melted or diſſolved .
To RESPE'CT v a . (reſpectus, Lat ] 1. To
TO RESOLVE . v. a . [relelao, La'.1 1. To
To
regard ; to have regard to . Bacon,
confider with a lower degree of reverence .
inform ; to free from a doubt or difficulty
Sidney. 3. To have relation co. 4. To look
Shakejp. 2. To folve; to clear. Rogers 3.70
toward Lowon.
fettle in an opio.on Stokelp 4. Tofix in
determination. Dryden. 5. To fix in con- RESPECT. I. ( reffeadus, Lat ) 1. Regard ;
ftancy ; to confirm . Shakejp 6. To melt ; !0
attention. Sickejp . 2. Reverence ; honour.
diffolve. A bushnet . 7. To analyſe . Tillonfcm.
Prisr . 3. Awul kindneſs. Lecke. 4. Good
TO RESOLVE v.n. 1. To determine ; to de
will . Shokeji. 5. Partial regard . Proverbs. 6 .
cree within one's felf. Milion , 2. Tomelı ; to
Reverend character . Shakejp. 7. Manner of
others. I'osten. 8. Confideration ; mo
treating
To
be
fettled
be disſolved. Shakeſp . Sourbern . 3 .
live looker . 9. Relation ; regard. To loojos,
in opinion . Locke
RESOLVE. ). Reſolution ; fixed determination . RESPECTER !. ftrom reſpect.] One that has
Denham .
partial regard. Swift.
RESOʻLVEDLY . adv. ( from reſelved ] With RiSPECTFUL ... ( reſpect and full ] Ceremo
ninus : full of outward civility. Prier.
firmneſs and confancy. Grew .
RESOʻLVEDNESS ./ (from reſolved.] Refolu- RESID’CTFULLY. adv. ( from respectful. ]
tion ; confiancy ; firmneſs Decay of Piety .
With fome degree of reverence. Dryden ,
RESOLVENT. Í freſclvens,Lat. That which RESPECTIVE a ( from relpott .] 1. Partica
has the power of cauling folution. Wsjemar,
lar ; relating to particular ferions or things.
Burnei .
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Burnet. 2. Relative ; not abfolute. Rogers. To REST. v. m. [ from the noun . ] 1. To ſleep ;
3. Worthy of reverence. Shakeſp . 4. Accu
to be aſleep ; to number. Milton. 2. To neep
rate ; nice; careful ; cautious. Hooker.
the final feep ; to die. Milten . 3. To be at
quiet ; to be at peace. Milton . 4. To be
RESPECTIVELY. adv . (from refpeclive.) 1 .
Particularly ; as each belongs to each . Sowth.
without motion ; to be ſtill. Milton. 5. To
2. Relatively ; not abſolutely. Raleigh. 3.
be fixed in any ſtate or opinion. Dryden. 6.
Partially ; with respect to private views. Ob
To ceaſe from labour. Taylor. 7. To be fa
tisfied; to acquieſce. Addiſon . 8. To lean ;
ſolete . Hooker. 4. With great reverence.
to be ſupported. Waller . 9. To be left ; to
Shakeſp
RESPERSION. S. [refperfio, Lat.) The act of remaio. Bacon.
TO REST. v.a. 1. To lay to reſt. Dryden. 26
ſprinkling
RESPIRATION.S . (reſpiration ,Fr.reſpiratio, To place as on a ſupport.
from reſpiro, Lat.] 1. The act of breathing. RESTA'GNANT. a. (reftagnans, Lat. ) Re
Bacon , 2. Relief from toil . Milion .
maining without flow or motion. Boyle.
To RESPI'RE. w.n. (reſpiro, Lat.) 1 . To To RESTAGNATE . V. n . [ re and ſtagnate.) ,
To ſtand without Aow . Wiſeman.
breathe. Dryden. 2. To catch breath . Milt.
RESTAGNA'TION.S. [from reſtagnate .] The
3. To reſt ; to take reſt from toil . Pepe.
ftate of Itanding without flow , courſe, or mo
RESPI'TE.Š ( reſpire, Fr.) 1. Reprieve; ſuf
tion.
penſion of a capital ſentence. Milton, Prior.
RESTAURA’TION. S. [reſtauro, Lat.) The
2. Pauſe ; interval. Raleigh
TO RESPITE . v. a. (from the noun . ] 1. To
act of recovering to the former late. Hooker.
relieve by a pauſe. Milton. 2. ( Reſpiter, old To RESTE'M. v a. [re and fem .) To force
back againſt the current. Shakeſp.
Fr.) To ſuſpend ; to delay . Clarender.
RESPLE'NDENCE . 2 S. ( from reſplendent.] RESTFUL. a. [ reli and full.] Quiet; being at
RESPLENDENCY. ) Luſtre ; brightneſs ; reſt . Shakeſp.
RESTHA'RROW.F. A plant. Miller.
ſplendour. Boyle.
RESPLENDENT.a .[reſplendens,Lat.) Bright ; RESTIFF. a. ( reflif, Fr. reftivo, Ital . ] 1. ***
Unwilling to Nir ; refolute againſt going for
ſhining ; having a beautiful lustre. Newton .
RESPLE'NDENTLY. adv. ( from reſplendent.) ward ; obftinate ; ſtubborn. Dryden 2. Be
With luſtre ; trighely; ſplendidly.
ing atseft ; being leſs in motion. Brown .
TO RESPOND. v . n . [ reſpondeo, Lat. reſpon- RESTI'FNESS / ( from rejt f'] Obftinate re
dre, Fr. ) 1. To anſwer. 2. To correſpond ; luctance. King Charles.
to fuit. Broome.
RESTI NCTION.S. (reflincius, Lat.) The act
RESPU'NDENT. S. (reſpondens, Lat.) 1. An of extinguiſhing .
aniwerer in a ſuit. Ayliffe. 2 . One whore RESTITUTION. S. (reſtirutic, Lat.) 1. The
province in a fet difputation, is to refule ob .
act of reſtoring what is loft or taken away .
jections. Wotis.
Taylor , rirbuthnot. 2. The act of recovering
its former ſtare or poſture. Gremu.
RESPONSE. S. (reſponſum , Lat.] 1. An an
Antwer made by the RESTLESS a . ( from riji.] 1. Being without
ſwer. Hammond.
neep. 2. Unquiet ; without peace . Prior.
congregation . Addifon. 3. Reply to an ob
jection in a formal diſputation. Watis.
3. Unconſtant ; uniceeled . Dryden. 4. Not
RESPOʻNSIBLE . a. ( from responſus, Lat . ) 1 .
fill ; in continual motion. Milion.
Anſwerable ; accountable. Gov. of the Tongue. RESTLESSLY. adv. ( from reſtleſs.) Without
Capable of diſcharging an obligacion. Locke.
reſt ; unquietly. South .
RESPONSIBLENESS. J. [from reſponſible.) RESTLESSNESS. ſ. ( from reſtleſs.] 1. Want
State of being obliged or qualified to aniwer.
of ſleep. Harvey. 2. Want of reſt ; unquiet
RESPOʻNSION . S. [refponfio, Lat .) The act of nefs. Herbert. 3 Motion ; agitation. Bayie.
RESTOʻRABLE, a . ( from rejtore.] What rray
anſwering
RESPONSIVP.. (reſponſif , Fr.) 1. Anſwer
be reſtored . Swifi.
ing ; making anſwer. Ayliffe. 2. Correſpon RESTORATION. P. [ from reffore, reſtaura
dent ; ſuited to ſomething elle. Fenton .
tion, Fr.) 1. The act of replacing to a former
RESPONSORY.a. [ refponjorius, Lat . ) Con
ſtave . Dryden. 2. Recovery . Rogers .
taining antwer.
RESTORATIVE. a. ( from rejlore. ] That
REST./. Inert , Sax ruſe, Dutch ) 1. Sleep ;
which has the power to recruit life. Milion.
repoſe. Pope. 2. The final reep; the quiet- RESTORATIVE . f. [ from reftore. ) A medicine
neſs of death . Dryden. 3. Stilnefs ; ceſſation
that has the power of recruiting life. South .
of motion. Bacon . 4. Quict ; peace , cela. To RESTOʻRE. V. a. (reštaure , Lat.] 1. To
tion from diſturbance. Daniel. 5. Ceffation
give back what has been loſt or taken awav ,
from bodily labour. Job . 6. Support ; that
Drydin. 2. To bring back . Dryden. 3. To
on which any thing leans or refts. Fairfax.
retrieve ; to bring back from degenera: ion,
7. Place of repoſe. Milton. 8. Final hope.
declension , or ruin , to its former ſtue. Prior.
Clarendon . 9 . Remainder ; what remaios.
4. To recover pallages in books from corrup
Dryden.
tion .
REST .a. (reſtes, Fr. quod reſiar, Lat.) Others ; RESTO'R ER . S. [from reftore.] One that re
ftores, Swifi,
thoſe not included io any propolition. Stilling.
4 N
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TO RESTRAIN . v.a ( reſtreindre, Fr. ] 1. To RES'USCITATE v. a. ( reſuſcite, Lat .) Te
To withhold , to keep in. Shakeſp.
To Nir up anew ; to revive.
reprets; to keep in awe. Locke. 3. To ſup. RESUSCITATION /. ( from reſuſcitate.] The
prefs; to hinder; to repreſs. Milton. 4. To
act of ſtirring up anew ; the act of reviving ,
abridge. Clarendin . S : To hold in. Shakeſp . or ſtate of being revived Pope.
confin
limit
South.
6. To
e,
, to
RETAIL . v . a . (retailler, Fr. ] 1. To di
RESTRAINABLE . a [from reſtrain.) Capa. To
vile into ſmall parcels. Shakeſp . 2. To ſell
ble to be restrained . Brown.
in Imall quantities . Locke. 3. To
at le
RESTRAINEDLY. adr. ( from reſtrained. )
cond hand . Pope . 4. To fell in broktell
en parts .
With reſtraint ; without latitude. Hammond
Shakep.
RESTRAINER / . from rejirain . ) Que that RETAIL: S. (from the verb. ] Sale by finall
refrain ; one that wi hholds Brown .
quantities. Swift.
RESTRAINT. !! ( from reſtrain , rifreini; RETAILER . !. (from retail )One who ſells by
Fr. ) 1 . Abridgment of liberty . Shakeſp Imall quantities Hakewill.
2. Prohibition Milton . 3. Limitation ; re- ToRETAIN . v. 4. (retirez, Lat ) 1. To keep ;
striction. Brown. 4. Reprellion ; hindranik
pot to lofe . Locke. 2. To keep ; not to lay
of will; act of withholding: South.
aſide. Brown . 3. To keep ; not to dilmits.
Milton. 4. To keep in pay ; to hire . Addilar.
TO RESTRICT v a. (reftriétus, Lae ] To
TO RETAIN . 0.2 . 1. To belong to ; to de
limit ; to contine . Aibuthnot.
RESTRICTION . f. eſtriction , Fr. ) Conhne
peod on. Boyle. 2. To keep ; to continue.
Donne
ment ; limitation Temple.
RE
TAINER . S. ( from retain . ] 1 . An adhe
RESTRICTIVE . a. [from reli &t . ] 1. Ex
preſling limitation . Stilling fleet, 2. Styptick ;
rent ; a dependant ; a hanger 02. Swifi. 2 .
aftringeni. W’ileman,
In common law , relainer fignifieth a fervant
RESTRICTIVELY. adr. [ from reſtrictive ) not menial nor farniliar, that is not dwelling
With limitation. Gov of the Tongue.
in his houſe, but only uſing or bearing his
name or livery. Cowel. 3. The act of keep
TU RESTRINGE. v. a. (reftringe, Lat. ) To
limit ; to confine .
ing dependants, or being in dependaace.
RESTRINGENT.S . (reſtringens, Lat. ) That
Bacon ..
which hath the power of reſtraining. Harvey. To RETA'KE. 9. a. [re and icke. ] To take
again . Clarendon .
RESȚY . o (relliff, Fr. ) Obftinate in landing
ſtill. Swift.
TORETALIATE. v. a . (re and talie , Lat.)
TO RESUBLI’ME . v . a . Pre and ſublime.) To
To return by giving like for like ; to repay ;
ſublime another time . Newton .
Seeuft.
to require.TIO
ToRESULT . v. n [ refulter, Fr. reſulto , Lat ] RET
ALIA
N . P. [ from reialiate. ) Re
1. To fly back. Pote. 2. To rile as a confe
quital ; return of like for like. Calamy.
quence ; to be produced as the effect of cauſes To RETARD. v.a. ( retard , Lat reiardca,
Fr.] 1. To hinder ; to obtruct in twiſtneis
jointly concurring . Bacon . 3. To arife as a
concluſion froin premiles.
of courſe, Denkan . 2. To delay ; to put off .
Dryds.
RESU’LT. S. [from the verb ) 1. Refilience ;
a of flying back . Bacon . 2. Confequence ; TO RETARD . v. n. To fly back. Brown .
effect produced by the concurrence of co-ope. REIARDA TION. /. ( reiardation , Fr. from
ritard ) Hindrance , the act of delaying .
rating caules. King Charles . 3. Inference
Bacon .
from premiſes. Suurh. 4. Reſulve ; deciſion .
Swifi.
RETARDER.F. ( from retard .) Hinderer ; ob
ſtructer. Glanville
RESULTANCE.S . (refultance ,Fr.)The act of
reſulting
TO RETCH . v . n . (hnecan, Sax . ) To force up
RESUMABLE. a. ( from reſume.) What may
ſomething from the ftomach .
be taken back . Hcle.
RETCHLESS. 6. Careleſs, Dryden .
To RESUME. v.o. ( reſumo, Lat.) 1. To take RETECTION.J. ( retečius, Lai . ) The act of
discovering to the view . Doyle
back what has 'seen given. Waller. 2.To take
back what has been iaken away.Shake 1° 3.To RETE'NTION . ). ( rotrition, fr. retentie, from
retenius , Lal } 1. The act of retaining. Bec.
take again. Dryden. 4 To begin again what
was broken oft; as , to reſume a dijocurje .
2. Retentions and retentive faculty is that ſtare
RESUMPTION.S.frelomplicn , Fr.reju i pius, of contraction in the tulid pants , which
makes
Lat.) The act of reſumirg. Denbam .
them told ' ait their proper contents . Quincy.
RESUMPTIVE . a. [ refumprus, Lat. ) Taking
3. Memory. S uth . 4. Linditation Stake,po
back .
5. Cultody ; confinements reftraint. Skakep.
RESUPINA'TION.P. [refupino, Lat. ] The a7 RET
ENTIVE a . ( retenika, La..] 1. Having
of lying on the back .
the power of retention . Ibilips. 2. Having
To RESURVEY. v . a. ( re and ſurvey. ; To memory Glanville,
RETENTIVENESS. / fiom retirlite, Har
review ; to furvey again . Shakeip
RESURRECTION. (refurrection , Fr.omfur
ing the quality of retention .
reum , Lae ) Revival from the dead , reiurn RETICENCE / [ reticente, Fr reticentia , frorna
from the grase, li atis,
reticeo, Lat . ) Cuuccaimeni boy filence. Diet .
RE'TICLE
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RE'TICLE . S. [reticulum , Lat . ] A ſmall net.
ſecurity . Milton. 3. Act of retiring before a
Diez .
fuperiour force. Bacon.
RETICULAR a . ( from retii ulum , Lat.) Hay . To RETREAT. P. n . ( from the noun .]
To go to a private abode. Milion . 2. To lake
ing the form of a ſmall net .
RETICULATED. o. (reticulatus, Lac.) Made
melier; to go to a place of ſecurity . 3. To
retire from a luperiour enemy . 4. To go out
of network ; forned with interſtitial vacuities.
Woodward.
of the former place. Woodward.
RE'TIFORM. a . (retiformis, Lat . ) Having the RETREATED. part. adj. ( from retreat ]Re
tired ; gone to privacy.
form of a net. Ray
er , Fr. ) 1 .
RETINUE. | ( reténue, Fr. ] A number attendi- TO RETRENCH v . a ( retranch
To cut off ; to pare away. Dryden. 2 . To
ing upon a principal perſon ; a train ; a meiny.
Addison
contine.
Rogers.
TO RETIRE. v . » ( retirer, Fr. ] 1 . Tore TORETRE'NCH . 7 n . To live with leſs image
nificence or expence . Pope.
treat ; to withdraw ; to go to a place of pri
vacy . Daries. 2. To retreat from danger RETRENCHMENT. I ( retranchement, Fr ]
The act of lopping away Aiterbury.
2 Sam . xi. 3. To go from a publick flation.
2 Mac. v .
To go off from company TO RETRIBUTE. v.o. ( retribuo,Lat.]Topay
A , b: th.or.
back ; to make repayment of. Locke.
To RETURE . v. a . To withdraw ; to take RETRIBUTION . / [retribution , Fr. ] Repay
inent ; return accommodated to the action.
a % ay . Sidney, Clarendon .
Hall, South .
RETIRE. / (troin the verb .) 1. Retreat; re
colion. Shakeſp. 2. Retirement; place o RETRIBUTORY . ? a. [from retribute.] Re
RETRI
BUTIVE . S paying ; making repay
privacy. Alilion.
mert.
RETIRED. part . a. ( from retire.) Secret ;
RETRIEVABLE . a . ( from retrive. ] That
private. Ben. Juhafın.
may be retrieved.
RETIREDNESS.J. from retired .) Solitude
To RETRIEVE. W a . ( retrouver, Fr ) 1. To
privacy ; ſecrecy . Donne.
recover ; to restore. Roger's. 2. To repair .
RETIREMENTS (from retire ) 1. Private
yor. 3 To regain. Dryden. 4. To recal ;
abode ; lecrec habitation. Denham . 2. Private
way of lite . Thomſor. 3. Act of wit drawing
to bring back Bekley .
Locke
RETROCESSION . J. (retroceflum , Lat. ] The
act of going back .
RETOʻLD. part. paſt of rerell. Related ortold
RETROCOPULATION . L. ( retro and copula
again. Shakilp .
TO RETORT. v . a . [ retorius, Lat.] 1 . To tion . Part -coition . Brown .
throw back . Milton . 2. To return any argu- RETROGRADATION . ; (retrogradation ,Pr.
from retrograde ) The act of going back
ment , cenfure, or incivility . Hummond. 3
ward. Ray.
Tocurre back . Bacon .
RETORT./. (retorium , Lat. ) 1. A cenſure RETROGRADE. a . ( retrograde, I'r.) 1. Go
ing backwird . Bacon . 2. Contrary ; opp
or incivility returned. Shakeſp. 2. A chyni
file . Svake p.
calglais vellel wiih u bent neck to which the
RETROGRADE v . " .( retro and gratior ,
To
receiver is filted . Arbuthnot .
RETORTER . f. [ from retort. ) One that re
Lat ) To
backward . Bacon .
torts.
RETROGRESSION .!. ( retro and greffes,I a...)
RETORTION / . [ from retort ] The act of re.
The act of going baik waris. Brown.
RETROMINGENCY. I. fretro and wings,
torting .
TO RETO SS . v . a . 're and loſs.) Totors back .
Lil .) The qualityoi faling backwarid.brown.
TORETOUCH. v . a . [:etoucher, Fr.) To im- RETROMI NGLNT. 6. Fretro and mingers,
Lat.) Sealing backward. Bromas.
prove by new touches . Pupe.
TO RETRACE. v. a . ( reiracer, Fr. ) To trace RETROSPECT.f. I reiro and specie, Lat ]
back. Dryden
Look thrown upon thing behind or things
To RETRACT.v.a (refraélus,Latreiračier , rait . Addijon
Fr. ] 1. To recall; to recant. Shukejp. 2. RETROSPL'CTION . ! (irom retriffe ACE
To take back ; to reluine . Wood-waris.
or acully of lucking backwards. Swift.
RETRACTATION./. [retraétario ,lat.] Re : RETROSPECTIVE.a . tiom relrojpect. Look
ing backwards. Tope ,
cantation ; change of op nion. South .
RETRACTIONS (from retrofl.) 1. Ad of TO RETUND . v.a.. [retuando,Lat.) To blunt ;
to torn . Ray.
withdrawing fomething advancedWo:dward.
2. Recantation ; declaration of change of To RETURN. v . n . {retourner , Fr.] 1. TJ
come to the fame piace. Proverbs. 2 . To
opinion. Sidney. 3. Ad of withdrawing a
come back to the tame late . Locke 3. To
claim. King Charles .
go back . Locke 4. To make anlwer. L'ope.
RETRACT: I. Spenjer. (retraitte, ?r .) 1. Re
treat. Obſolete. Baron .
5. Tu come back ; to come again ; to reviſit.
A caſt of the
Milton. 6. After a periodical revolucion, 10
countenance. Obſolete . Spenfer.
RETREAT.f. (retraitte, Fr.) 1 . Place o
begin the lame again . Milion . 7. Torcionti
lo rec.imiaaie. Dryden .
privacy ; retirement. L'Efrange. 2. Place of
To
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TO RETU'RN.V.Q. 1. To repay ; to give in REVERBERA . a. freuerberans, Lat.) Re
requital. Milton . 2. To give back. 2 Chron .
founding ; beating back .
3. To ſend back. Milton. 4. To give account To REVE'R BERATE . v. 2. ( reverbero, Lat . )
of . Graunt. 5. To tranlimit. Clarendon.
1. To beat back . Shakeſp. 2. To beat in an
RETURN . /. [ from the verb. ] 1 . Act of intenſe furnace , where the flame is reverbera
coining back to the ſame place. Dryden. 2 .
ted upon the matter to be melled or cleaned.
Br : wn .
Retregreflion. 3. Act of coming back to the
fame ltate. 1 Kings xx 4. Revolution ; vi- TO REVERBERATE . v. n. 1. To be driven
back ; to bound back . Howel. 2. To re
cillitude . Bacom . 5. Repayment of money
found .
laid out in commodities for ſale . Bacon. 6 .
Profit ; advantage . Taylor. 7. Remittance ; REVERBERATION . F. (reverberation , Fr.
from reverberate . ] The act of beating or
payment from a diſtant place . Shakelp . 8.
driving back. Addison .
Repayment ; retribution ; requital . Dryden
9. Act of reſtoring or giving back ; reſtitution . REVEʻRBERATORY. a. [regeberatoire, Fr. ]
Returning ; beating back . Moxon.
South. 10. Relapte. Swift.
RETU'RNABLE: a . Allowed to be reported To REVERE . v . a . (revereor, Lat.) To reve
back . Hale.
rence ; to honour ; lo venerate ; to regard
with awe. Prior.
RETURNER S [from return .) One who pays
RE'VERENCE
. S. (reverentia , Lat ) 1. Ve
or remits money . Locke.
REVE ). The bailiff of a franchiſe or manour .
neration ; relpect ; awful regard Bacon.
Act of obeilance ; bow ; courteſy . Dryden .
Dryden.
3. Title of the clergy . Shakeſp. 4. Poetical
To REVEA'L. v. a. (revelo, Lat .) 1 . To
title of a father. Shakeſp .
; to diſcover ; to lay open ; to diſcloſe a
how
fecret. Waller . 2. To impart from heaven .ToREVERENCE. v. a [ irom the noun ] To
Romans .
regard with reverence ; lo regard with awful
REVEALER . S.( from reveal.) 1. Diſcoverer ; ) respect . Dryden , Rogers.
one that ſhows or makes known . Atterbury . REVERENCER.S. (from reverence. ]One who
regards with reverence. Swift .
2. One that diſcovers to view . Dryden .
TO RE VEL , v n . ( raveelen , Dutch ) To feat REVEREND. 2. (reverend, Fr.) 1. Venera.
with looſe and clamorous merriment.
ble ; deſerving reverence ; expecting reſpect by
REVEL. I [from theverb.) A ſealt with looſe
his appearance. Pope. 2. The honorary cpi
thet of the clergy. Milton .
and noily jollity. Shakelp.
To REVEL. v . a . {revello, Lat ) To retract ; REVERENT. a . reverens, Lat.] Humble ;
expreſling ſubmiſſion ; teltitying venerativn.
to draw back . Harvey.
REVEL -ROUT. 1. A mob ; an unlawful ar
Pope.
REVERE'NTIAL. a . (reverentielle, Fr. ) Ex
ſembly . Ainſworld , Rowe.
REVELATION . I. Discovery ; communicati.
preſſing reverence ; proceeding from awe and
on ; communication of lacred and myſterious
veneration . Dorne .
REVERENTIALLY. adv. [from reverential )
tru hs by a teacher from heaven. Spratt.
REVELLER. J. (from revel. ] One who fealls
With ſhow of reverence. Brown.
RE'VERENTLY. adv. ( from revereni. ) Re
with noilyjollity . Pope.
REVELRY /. [tom revel) Loole jollity ; fel. fpectiully ; with awe ; with reverence Shakes.
tive mirth . Milion.
REVERER . / ( from revere. ) One who vene
TO REVENGE ,v.a . ( revancher, Fr ] 1. To re
rates ; one who reveres . Gov. of the Tongue
turn an injury. Sbake. 2. To vindicare by pu - REVERSAL . f. (trom reverſe ; Change or fen
tence . Bacon .
niſhment of an enemy . Dryden. 3. To wreak
one's wrongson him that inflicted them .Shake . To REVERSE. v. a (reverſus, Lat ) 1. To
REVENGE. J. (revanche, Fr. ) Recurn of an
turn upride down . Temple. 2. To overturn ;
to ſubvert. Pope. 3. To turn back , Milton .
injury, bacon .
REVENGEFUL a {from revenge.]Vind'Alive; 4 To contradict ; to repeal. Hooker. s . To
turn to the contrary . Pope 6. To put each in
full of revenge ; full of ven cance. Denham.
REVENGEFULLY adi . from revengefull the place of the other. Rogers. 7. To recall ;
to renew . Spenſer.
Vindictively . Dryden .
REVENGER / irrem revenge. ] 1. One who To REVERSE 0 % (revertere,reverſus,Lat.)
To return Spanjer.
revenges ; one who wreaks his own or ano
ther's rojries. Sundys . 2. One who punishes REVERSE.| Itrom the verb. ) 1. Change ;
viciffitude. Dryden , 2. A contrary ; an op
crimes . Bentley
REVE NGEMENT ſ. Vengeance ; return of poliie. Rogers. 3. ( Revers, Fr. ) The ſide of
che coin on which the head is not impreſſed .
an injury . Raleigh .
REVENGINGLY.adv. With vengeance ; vin
Camden.
a. ( reverſible, Fr. from re.
REVERSIBLE.
diclively. Skakelp .
REVENUE.S. ( rivenu , Fr. ) Income ; annual verle ) Capable o being reverſed ,
protits received from lapus or other funds.Spen.REVERSION . (rever hon , Fr. from reverſe.)
1. The state of being to be pulletied after the
TOREVERB. v.a. ( reverbero, Lat .) To ſtrike
death
againſt ; to reverberate. Shakeſp.
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death of the preſent poffeffor. Ham . 2. Suc. To REVIVIFICATE. v. a. (revivifier, Fr.)
To recal to life.
ceffion ; right of ſucceſſion. South.
REVERSIONARY . o. [ from reverſion.] TO REVIVIFICA’TION. L. ( from revivificate.)
be enjoyed in ſucceſſion . Arbuthnat.
The act of recalling to life. Spectator.
ToREVERT. v . 4. ( reverto, Lat . ) 1. TO REVIVISCENCY S. (rev vijco,reviviſcemia ,
change ; to turn to the contrary . Prior. 2 .
Lat. ] Renewal of life. Burnet .
REUNION.ſ. ( reunion, Fr. ) Return to a lite
To reverberate. Thomſon.
TO REVERT. v . r . ( revertir, old Fr ] To
of juncture, coheſion, or concord. Dunne,
return ; to fall back . Bacon
To REUNI TE . v a. tre and unire ) 1. To
REVERT. S. (from the verb . ) Return ; re
join acain : to make one whole a ſecond time;
currence . Peacham .
to join what is divided Shakelp. 2. To re
REVERTIBLE. a. ( from reveri.] Return
concile ; to make thoſe at variance one.
able .
TO REUNI TE . V. n . To cohere again.
REVERY. S [relverie, Fr.) Loole muſing ; REVOCABLE. a . [revocable, Fr] 1. That
ma be recalled, Bacon. 2. That may be re
irregular thought. Addison .
pealed.
TO REVEST.v.a ( revifier, rezêtir, Fr. re.
veftio, Lat.) 1. To clothe again. Sienlar REVOCABLENESS. S. [ from revocable.) The
2. To reinveſt ; to veſt again in a polieilion
quality of being revocable.
TORE'VOCATE. v. a. I revoco, Lat. ) To re
or office.
REVESTIARY . P. (reveſtisire, Fr.) Place
call ; to call back . Daniel's Cou. War.
REVOCA TION .
where dreſſes are repofi'ed. Camden.
[ revocatio, Latin . ) 1 .
REVICTION . ] . [ reviclum , Lat . ) Return to
Act of recalling. Hooker. 2 State of be .
life . Brown .
ing recalled. Howel. 3. Repeal ; reverlal.
Ay iffe.
To REVICTUAL. V. & (re and vizual ) To
ſtock with victuals again . Raleigh .
To REVO KE. v. a. ( retoquer, Fr. revoco ,
TO REVIE W. v . a. (re and viewv . ] 1. To
Lat. ] 1. To repeal ; to reverſe. Dryden.
look back. Denbam . 2 . To ſee again .
2. To check ; to repreſs. Spenjer. 3. To draw
back , Davies.
Shakeſp. 3. To conſider over again ; to re
trace ; to re -examine. Dryden . 4. To ſurvey ; REVO KEMENT. ſ. ( from revoke.) Revoca
to overlook ; to examine.
tion ; repeal ; recal . Shakeſp .
REVIEW. S [revenë, French, from the verb. ) TO REVOLT. v . n . (revolier, Fr ] 1. To
Survey ; reexamination . Alterbury.
fall off from one to another. Shakeſp. 2. To
change. Shakejp.
To REVI'LE. v. 4. (re and vile.) To re
proach ; to vilily ; to treat with contumely REVOLT. S. revolte, Fr. ] 1. Deſertion ;
Spenjer.
change of lides. Raleigh. 2. A revolter ; one
REVÍLE. F. Reproach ; contumely ; exproba
who changes fides. Skakelp. 3. Grols depar
tiin Milton.
ture from duty. Stakeſp .
REVI LER. !: [ from revile.] One who reviles. REVOLTED. part.adj. (from rivolt.) Having
Gov. ef ike Tongue.
ſwerved from duty. Milton .
REVILINGLY. adv. ( from rezile .) In an op - REVO'LTER . ) . [ from revolt. ) One who
probrious manner ; with contumely. Maine.
changes fites ; a deferter. Milton .
REVISAL. ). (from reve e ) Review ; re -exa . To REVOʻLVE. v . n . [revolvo, Lat.) 1. To
mination . Pope.
rollin a circle ; to perform a revolution.Cheyne,
TO REVISE . v. a . ( reviſus, Lat.) To review ; Waris. 2. To fall in a regular courte of
to overlook . Pope.
changing poſteriors; lo devolve . Aylife.
REVISE. ſ. [ from the verb ) 1. Review : To REVOʻLVE . 1, a . ( revolvo, Lat.) 1. To
reexamination. Boyle. 2. Among printers , a
roll any thing round. Milton . 2. To conſider ;
ſecond proof of a ſheet corrected .
to meditate on. Shakeſp.
REVISER . I. ( reviſeur, Fr. ) Examiner ; fu - REVOLUTION. /. [ revolution, French ; re
rerintendent
voluius , Lat . ) 1. Courſe of any thing which
REVISION . S. ( reviſion, Fr.) Review.
returns to the point at which it began to move ,
Milton . 2. Space mealused by ſome revolu
To REVI'SIT . v . a. [revifita, Lac j To viſit
again. Milton.
tion. Milton. 3. Change in the fate of a go.
veromeat or country. 4. Rotation in general ;
REVIVAL . f. ( from revive.) Recall from a
itate of langour, oblivion, or obfcurity.
returning motion . Milion .
TO REVIVE, vn. (revivre, Fr. ) 1. To re. To REVOMIT. v. a. ( re and vomit. ) To vo
turn to lite. 1 Kings 2. To return to vi. miti to vomit again . Hakewill
gour or fame; to rile from languor or obſcu . REVU'LSION. S. (revu !jus, Lat.) The act of
rity . Milton,
revelling or drawing humours from a remote
TO REVIVE . v. a. 1. To bring to life again . part of the body. Bacon.
Milton .2.To raiſe from languor, inſenſibility, TO REWARD.'v. c. ( re and award] 1. To
give in return . 1. Sam . xxiv. 2. To repay s
or oblivion. Spenſer. 3. To renew ; to recol
to recompenle for ſomething good . Milor .
Ject ; to bring back to the memory, Locke.
REWARD. ſ. ( from the verb.] 1. Recom
4. To quicken ; to ou'e. Shakeſp .
REVIVER.S. ( from revive .] That which invi
penle given for good , Dryden. 2. It is fome .
gorates or reyives.
times
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times vied with a mixture of irony , for pu
cetion ofſounds. 2. The conſonance of verſes ;
the correlpondence of the laſt found of one
nishment or recompence of evil.
verle to the laſt found or fyllable of another.
REVA'RDABLE. a. (trom reward. ) Worthy
Denham. 3. Poetry ; a poem , Sperler.
of reward . Taylor .
RE WARDER S. ( from reward.] One that re- RHY'ME or reajor . Number or iente. Speafer .
To RHYME . v . . 1. To agree in found.
wards ; one that recompentes. S20111.
Dryden . 2. To make verſe. Shakeſp.
TO REWORD . v. a. ( re and word ] To re
RHYMER . 21. (from rhyme ) One who
ptat in the ſame words . Shakeſp.
RHABA RBARATE. O. (from rhabarbara, (RHYMSTER. S makes rhymes ; a ver Gifier .
Shakeſp.
Lat.) Impregnated or tinclured with rhubarb.
RHY'THMICAL. a. (pu9uixes. ] Harmonical ;
player.
RHABDOMANCY. S. ( Ed. and parletc .] having proportion of one found to another.
RIB J. nibbe, Saxon. ) A bone in the body .
Divination by a word. Brown .
1. Of theſe there are twenty -four in number ,
RHAPSODIST. J. [from rhapſody.} One who
vis twelve on each ſide the twelve vertebre
writes without regular dependence of one part
of
the back ; they are ſegments of a circle.
u ; on another. Waris.
Any number of Quincy. 2. Any piece or timber or other
RHAPSODY. J. (patwia
parts joined together, without neceſſary de
matter which ſtrengthens the file. Skakelp.
RIBALD. F. ( ritauld, Fr. ribaldo, Italian .) A
pt dence or natural connection , Hammond,
RHISTORIK J. (pian.] 1. The act of loola, rough, mean , brutal wretch. Spenſer.
1px saking not merely with propriety , but with RIBALDRY. J. ( ribaudie, old Fr. ) Mean ,
lewd, bruial language. Dryden.
arti and elegance. Baker . 2. The power ol
RIBAND . L. [ ribande, ruban , Fr ] A filet of
Siakejp .
pentuation
oratery,
;
RH !: TORICAL . a . (rbetorius, Lalin .) Per
silk ; a narrow web of Gilk , which is word for
tasuing lo rheto . ick ; oratorial; figurative .
ornament. Glanville.
RIBBED . a. (from rib ) 1. Furniſhed with
Diere.
RHHTORICALLY . adv . ( from oberorical. )
ribs. Sandys. 2. Incloſed as the body by ribs .
e an orator; figuratively ; with intent to Shakeſp.
Like
RI
BBON . F. See RIBAND.
move the parlions.
TOPHETORICATE.
V. n. (rhetoricor, low To RIBROAST. v. n. (rib and roaft.) To beat
ſoundly Butler .
Tat . ) To play the orator ; to attack the pal
RIBWORT. S. A plant.
bons. Decay cle Piety.
RHETORTUTAN.j. [o hetoricien ,fr.]One who RIC . S. Ricdenotes a powerful , rich , or valiant
teaches the ſcience of chetorick. Baker.
man . Gibbon.
RHETORI CIAN a . Suiting a matter ofrhe- RICE. 1. (oryza, Lat. ] One of the eſculens
grains.
torick . Blackmore.
RHEUM . f . [ ps : / 4c . ) A thin watery matter RICH . o. ( riche, Fr nica , Saxon . ) 1. Wealthy ;
oozing through the glands, chichy about the
abounding in wealth ; abounding in money or
poffeffions. Seed. 2. Valuable ; eftimable ;
.
ITouth
uincy.
ICK
RITEUMAT
. a. (feupecal x6 .) Proceed
precious; ſplendid . Milton . 3. Having any
ingredients or qualities in a great quantity or
ing irom rheurn or a peccant watery humour
degree. Waller. 4. Fertile ; fruitful. Philips
Floyer.MATISM . S. liepealisuis.) A painful RICHED. a . (from rich ) Enriched . Obfeleie..
RHEU
Shakip
diltem.per luppoled to proceed from acrid hu
RICHES | (richelles, Fr ] 1. Wealth ; mo
nours
RHEOMY. a . ( from rheum .] Full of ſharp
ney or poile flian. Hamm. 2. Splendid luinp
tuous appearance . Nilton .
Dryder
moiſture
.
.
RHINOCERÚS . j. litrand régz.) A vaſt beaf RICHLY. adv . ( from rich . ) 1. With riches ;
in the East - Indies armed with a horn in his
wealuhy. iplendidly , magnificently . Miren .
2. Plenteouſly . Brown. 3. Truly ; abunº
Shake,
frost.
.
p
RHOMB. J. Lacombe, French ; poruke ..) A
dantly , Aldijon.
parallelogram or quadrangular figuse, having RICHNESS 1. [ from rich . ) 1. Opulence ;
ics four fides equal, and conditing of parallel
wealih. Sidney. 2. Finery ; fulendour. 3 .
lines, with two opposite angles acute, and two Fertility ; fecundity ; fruitfulnels. Addiſis.
4. Abundance or perfection of any quality ,
obtule . Harris.
RHOʻMBICK . a . (from rhomb . ) Shaped like a Spectator. 5. Pampering qualities. Drydi .
RICK J. 1. A pile of corn or hay regulariy
rbomb.
beaped up in the open field , and thehered from
. L. respekcoidis ] A figure ap
RHOMECID
Wet Swift . 2. A heap of com or bay piled
proaching to a rhomb. Grew .
RHOMBOI LAL. a . (from rhomboid.)Approach . by the gatherer. Bortimer.
ing in thape to a rhomo. Woodward.
RI'CKETS. 1. (rachitis, Lat ) A neme given
RHUBARB 1. (i habarbara , Lat.) A medi
to the disteinper at its appearance by Chloe .]
The rickets is a difternper in children, irom
cinal root flightly purgative, refered by bo
an unequal distribution of nouriſhment, where
tanills to the dock . Wijeman .
by
RHYME. / . [icipaes.] 1. An harmonical ſuc.

RID

RIG
RIDICULOUS
LY. adv. [ from ridiculous.] In
by the joints grow knotty, and the limbs un
even . Quincy.
a manner worthy of laughter or contegnpt.
South.
RICKETY . a. ( from rickets .) Diſeaſed with
RIDICULOUSNESS.S. ( from ridiculus ] The
the rickets. Arbuthnot.
RICKLUS. S. A plant. Ainſworth .
quality of being ridiculous. Stilling fleet.
RICTURE . F.( rietura, Lat .) A gaping. Diel. RIDING . particip. a. Employed to travel on
RID . pret . of ride.
any occaſion.Ayliffe.
To RID . v. a . ( from hniddan , Saxon . ) 1. RIDING . F. (from ride.) A diſtrict vifced by
To let free ; to redeem . Exodus. 2. To clear ;
an officer.
to difencumber. Hooker, BenJohnſin , Aldison .RIDINGCOAT. S. ( riding and coat . ) A coat
3. To diſpatch. Shakeſp. 4. To drive away ;
made to keep out weather. Swift.
RIDINGHOOD . S. ( riding and hood.) A coat
to preſs away ; to deſtroy. Shakeſp .
RIDDANCE : ſ. ( from rid.] J. Deliverance . uled by women, when they craved to be ar off
the rainy Arburhood.
Hooker. 2. Diſencumbrance ; loſs of ſome
thing one is glad to loſe, Shakeſp 3. Ad of RIE . f. An eſculent grain.
RIFE . a. ( nyfe, Saxon ; riif, Dutch .) Pre
clearing away any incumbrances. Milton.
RIDDEN , the particle of ride. Hale.
valent ; abounding. It is now only uſed of
R ! 'DDLE. F. (nedels, Saxon .) 1. An enigma ; epidemical distempers. Amouthnot.
puzzling
queſtion
a
; a dark problem . Milton RIFELY. adv. (from 1952 ] Prevalently ; 2
2. Any thing puzzling Hudibras. 3. A
bundan: ly . Knelles.
RIFENESS. S. ( from rife.] Prevalence:; 3
coarſe or open lieve. Mortimer.
ToRIDDLE . V. a. 1. To folve ; to unriddle .
bundance. Arburknet
Dryden. 2. To ſeparate by a coarſe fieve. To RIFLE . v. a . (roffer, Fr. riifolen, Dutch. }
Mortimer.
To rob ; to pillage; to plunder. South.
TO PIDDLE. v. n. (from the noun .) To ſpeak RIFLER . J. (from rifle . j Robber ; plunderer ;
ambiguouſly or obicurely. Shakeſp.
pillager.
RIDDINGLY. adv. ( from riddle .] In the RIFT. 1. ( from rive.) A cleit ; a breach ; an
Donne.
riddle.
manner of a
opening. Bacon , Dryden.
To RIDE . v . n . præter, rid. or rode; part. rid To RIFT. v . a. ( froin the noun. ) To cleave ;
split. Pepie.
ridden
Saxon
rijden
Dutch
to
or
. (nidan ,
;
,
)
1. To travel on horſeback . Shakeſp . 2. ToTo RIFT. v. m. To burſt ; to open. Bacon,
travel in a vehicle ; to be borne, not to walk .
2. (Ræver, Daniſh .) To belch ; to break
Burnet. 3. To be fupported in motion . Shok.
wind.
4. To manage an horſe. Dryden .. 5. To be RIG . f. Rig, ridge , ſeems to ſignify the top ofa
hill falling on each ſide ; from the Saxon,
on the water. Knolles, Hayward. 6. To be
ſupported by ſomething fu fervient. Shakeſt .
hrigg ; and the Illandick , brsiggur , both ligo
To RIDE. v. 1. To manage intolently at will
nitying a back . Gibjon.
Swifi.
To RIG . v. a . ( from rig or ridge. ] 1. To
dreſs ; to accoutre. L'Ejirange. 2. To fit
RIDER . L. ( trom ride.] 1. One who is car
with tackling. Suu!b.
ried on a horte or in a vehicle Prior. 2 One
who manages or breaks hoiſes. Bramſion. 3. RIGADOO'N . J. [ logador, Fr.) A dance.
Aninlerted leaf.
RIGA´TION. ). [rigatio, Lat . ) The act of wa.
RIDGE. I. [ hrigg, Saxon ; rig, Daniſh ; rugge , tering. 117.
Dutch . ) i. The top of the fack. Hudibras. RIGGER. f. (from rig ) One that rigs or
2. The rough top of any thing . Milion, Rey. dreſles .
3. A ſteep protuberance. Dryden. 4. The RIGGING . . ( from rig ) The fails or tackling
graund throwo up by the plow . PJals, Wood of a ſhip . Creech.
ward. 5. The top of the root riling to an RIGGISH. a . (from rig, a whore.) Wanton ;
whoriin . Shakeſp.
acute angle . Moxon. 6. Ridges of a horſe's
mouth are wrinkles or ritings of the fleth in the To RIGGLE . v . a. (properly to wriggle.] T.
roof of the mouth , running acrois from on.
move backward and forward .
ſide of the jaw to the other. Farrier's Diel. RIGHT. a . rigt, Saxon , recht, Dutch. )
Fit ; pro; er ; becoming; fuitable ; true; noc
To RIDGE . v. a . (trom the noun. ) To form a
ridge. Milton
erroneous. Hulder. 2. Not millaken ; paning
RIDGLING: 1 (ovis rejicula, Lat. Ainw .]
a true judgment. Shuke p . 3. Just ; honelt ;
RIDGIL .
A ram hali caitrated. Drid . equitable. Pfalms. 4. Harry ; convenient.
RIDGY. a. ( from ridge . ) Riſing in a ridge .
Addjon . 5. Not lett. Drown 6. Straits .
Dryi!en.
crooked. Locke.
7. Perpendicular.
not.inte
RIDICULE. f. fridiculum , Lat.) Wit of that RIGHT
rject. Anexpreflion oi
oi approbation .
ſpecies that provokes laughter. Swift.
Pope.
To RIDICULE . v. a . ( from the niun .) TO RIGHT. alv . 1. Properly ; juilly ; exacly ;
expoſe to laughter; to treat with contemp
according to truth , Ro;common . 2. In a direct
tilous merriment. Temple.
Johnjon .
great
lo aused
. B.
RIDICULOUS. a. (ridiculus, Lat. ) Worthy of line.
honourabl
right
titles : ;as,Very
e;
4. It is3 still
in degree
contempl
laughter ; exciting
uous inerriment. right reverend . Pearham .
Milton, Souik.
RIGHT .
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RIGHT. . 1. Juſtice ; not wrong. Bacon, RI'LLET. S. (corrupted from ritulet.] A ſmall
ſtream . Carew .
Tillotſon . 2. Freedom from errour. Prior. 3 .
Juſt claim. Milior . 4. That which juſtly be- RIM . Si Inima, Saxon .] 1. A border ; a mar
gin Carew . 2. That which encircles fome.
longs to one . Temple. 5. Property ; intereſ
thing elſe Brown.
Dryden. 6. Power; prerogative. Tillotſon
7. Immunity ; privilege. Clarenden. 8. The RIMF. / Thrim , Saxon . ) 1. Hoar froſt. Becor.
fide not left. Milton . 9. To Rights. In a
2. A hole ; a chink . Brown.
direct line ; ſtraight. Woodward. 10. Deli. To RIME. v . m . ( from the noun .) To freeze
verance from er rour. Woodward.
with hear froſt. Bacon ,
TO RIGHT. wa To do juſtice ; to eſtablish To RIMPLE. v . a . To pucker ; to contract
in poſledion juſtly claimed ; to relieve from into corrugations. Wileman .
wrong Taylor.
RIMY. a . ( irom rime.) Steainy ; foggy ; miſty.
RIGHTEOUS. n . (pıhtise , Saxon. 1. Juſti Harvey .
honeſt ; virtuous; uncorrupt. Genejes. 2. E RIND Y. ( nind , Saxon ; rinde, Dutch .) Bark ;
hulk Boyle, Milton , Dryden .
quicable Dryden.
RIGHTEOUSLY. adv. ( from righteous ] Ho- TO KIND. v. a . (from the noun.) To decorti
cale ; to bark ; to huik .
neftly ; v rtuouſly. Dryder.
RIGHTEOUSNESS. } ( from righteous.) Juf RING . L. (tring, Saxon.] 1. A circle ; an
uce ; honefty ; virtue ; goodneſs. Hsaker.
orbicular line. Newton. 2. A circle of gold
RIGHTFUL , a. [righe and full.) 1. Having
or ſome other matter worn as an ornament
Addiſon. 3. A circle of metal to be held by .
the right ; having the jult claim . Shakeſp. 2 .
Gulliver. 4. A circular courſe. Smitb. 5 .
Honeſt ; juft. Prior .
A circle made by perfons ſtanding round.
RIGHTFULLY.adv . (from rightful.) Accord.
ing to right; according to juſtice. Dryden.
Hayward . 6. A number of bells harmoni
RIGHTFULNESS. F. ( from rightful.] Moral cally tuned. Prior. 7. The found of bells or
rectitude . Sidney
any other ſonorous body. Bacon , Miltex . 8 .
RIGHT -HAND . S. Not the left. Shakeſp.
A found of any kiad. Bacon.
RIGHTLY. adu ( from righi.) 1. According To RING . v. a . pret. and part . paff. rung .
( hringan, Saxon ) 1. To ftrike beils or any
to truth ; properly ; ſuitably ; not erroneously .
Milton , 2. Honeſtly; uprightly. Shakejp . other foporous body , ſo as to make it found.
Shakeſp. 2. Ifroin ring . ) To encircle. Shakeſp.
3. Exactly. Dryden 4. Straitly ; directly.
Aichan.
3. To fit with rings Shakeſp. 4. To reftrain
RIGHTNESS. [ from righe ] 1. Conformity
a hog by a ring in his noſe.
to truth ; exemption from being wrong ; reeti. To RING . Vn 1. To found as a bell or lo
tude. Rogers . 2. Straitneſs , Bucon,
norous metal . Dryden. 2. To practiſe the art
of making muſick with bells. Holder. 3. To
RIGID . a . irigidus, Lat .) 1. Sciff; not to
be bent ; unpliant. Ruy. 2. Severe , inflexible . found ; 10 resound . Locke. 4. To utter as a
bell . Shakelp . 5. To tinkle. Dryden. 6. To
Deniam . 3. Sharp ; cruel. Philips .
be filled with a bruit or report. Seuth.
RIGIDITY. | (rigidité, Fr. ! 1. Stiffneſs.
Arburbnet. 2. Sciffneſs of appearance ; want RING -BONE 1. A hard callous fubitance growe
ing in the hollow circle of the I tile partern of
of ealy or airy elegance. Hotton.
a horle ; it fometimes goes quite round like a
RIGIDLY. odv. (from rigid ) 1, Siiftly ; un
ring . Farrier's Dict.
pliantly. 2. Severely ; inflexibly
RIGIDNESS. ſ. ( from rigsaj Severity ; in RING -DOVE. S. [rkinge!deyve, German .) A
Aexibility.
kind of pigeon Mortimer.
RIGLET S. (regulet, Fr. ) A fac thin ſquare RINGER. ). [from ring.) He who rings.
piece of wood. Moxon.
RINGLEADER. I. { ring and leader. ] The
head of a ritous body. Bacon .
RICOL. ) . A circle. In Shakeſpeare, a
diadern .
RI'NGLET.. (diminutive of ring.) 1. A
ſmall ring Pere. 2. A circle . Skakelp. 3.
RIGOUR. f. [rigor, Lat. ] 1. Col?; Niffneſs
Milton . 2 . A convulſive Thuddering with
A curl , Milton.
fente of cold.Arbuthnos. 3. Severity : Itern- RI'NGSTREAKED . a . ( ring and freaked. )
neis ; want of condeſcenſion to o:hers. Dersom
Circularly teaket. Genclis.
A Severity of conduct. Sprait. 5. Strictners ; RINGTAIL. l . (ring and tail.) A kind of
unabated exacinels. Glanville. 6. Rage
kite . Bailey
cruelty ; fury. Spenſer. 7. Hardneſs ; no RINGWORM . S. [ring and worm .) A circular
flexibility ; ſolidity ;not ſo inef , Dryden .
tetier . Wifimas .
RIGOROUS. a [trom rigour.] Severe ; allow . To RINSE . 7. a . ( from rein , German .) 1. To
wash ; to cleanſe by waihing. Shokejp. 2. To
ing no abatement . Ragers.
RIGOROUSLY. odv . (from rigorous.) Severe
wath the ſoap out of cloaths. King.
ly ; without tenderneſs or mitigation . Milton . RINSER . / ( irom rinje.) One that waſhes or
RILL . | (rivulus, Lat . ) A ſmall brook ; a little
rinies ; a washer.
RIOT, J. (ristre, old Fr.) 1. Wild and looſe
treamlet. Milion .
To RILL . v. n. ( from the noen.) To ran in
feſtivity. Milton. 2. A ledition ; an uproar .
Milica .
Inall Itreams, Prior.
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Milton. 3. To run R10t. To move or act
10. To begin to act. Milton, Dryden. 11 .
To appear in view. Addiſon. 12. To change
without controul or reſtraint. Swifi.
a ſtation ; to quit a liege. Knolles. 13. To be
To RIOT. v. n. (riotter , old pr.] 1. To revel ;
to be diffipated in luxurious enjoyments. excited ; to be produced. Otway. 14. To
Daniel. 2. To luxuriate ; to be tumultuous. break into military commotions; to make in
ſurrections. Pepe. 15. To be rouſed ; to be
Pope. 3. To banquet luxuriouſy . 4. To raiſe
excited to action. Eccl. 16. To make hoſtile
a ledition or uproar.
RIOʻTER. S. ( from riet.] 1. One who is diffi
attack . Deut . 17. To grow more or greater in
pated in luxury. 1. One who raiſes an uproar.
any reſpect. Milion. 18. To increaſe in price.
Locke. 19. To be improved. Tatler. 20. To
RIOTISE.S. ( from rior. ) Diſſoluce neſs; luxury .
elevate the ſtyle, Roſcommon . 21. To be re
Spenſer.
RI'OTOUS. a . [rioreux, Fr.] 1. Luxurious; vived from death . Matthew . 22. To come by
chance. Spencer. 23. To be elevated in
wanton ; licentiouſly feſtive. Brown. 2. Se
Geuation . Dryden,
dicious ; turbulenc.
RIPOTOUSLY.adv . ( from rierous.) . Luxuri- RISE . F. (from the verb. ] 1. The act of riling .
ouſly ; with licentious luxury. Eccluſ. 2. Se
2. The act of mounting from the ground.
Bacon. 3. Eruption ; alcent. Bacon. 4. Place
ditioully ; turbulently .
RIPOTOUSNESS. f. (trom riotows.) The ſtate that favours the act of mounting aloft. Creech ,
Locke. 5. Elevated place. Denban . 6. Ap
of being riotous .
pearance of the ſun in the eaſt. Waller. ; .
To RIP . v . a. ( hnypan, Saxon . ) 1. To tear ;
Encreaſe in any reſpect. 8. Encreaſe of price .
to lacerate ; to cut aſunder by a continued ad
Temple. 9. Beginning ; original. Locke. 10.
of the knife . Dryden. 2. To take away by
Elevation ; encreale of ſound . Bacon.
laceration or curling. Osway. 3. To diſcloſe;
.
RISER . F: [from riſe.]One that riſes. Chapman
to ſearch out; to iear up ; to bring to view. RISIBI
'LITY. 1. (from riſible. The quality of
Hooker, Clarendon.
laughing. Arbuthnot.
RIPE. 6. (nipe, Saxon ; rijp, Dutch . ) 1
Brought to perfedition in growth ; mature. RISIBLE. a. (rifibilis, Lat.) 1. Having the
Milion. 2. Relernbling the ripeneſs of fruit.
faculty or power of laughing. Gov. of the
Sbakeſp. 3. Complete ; proper for uſe. Tongue. 2. Ridiculous; exciting laughier.
Shakejp. 4. Advanced to the perfection of RISK !. [riloue, Fr. riego, Spanith ] Hazards
any quality. Dryden. 5. Finished ; conſum . danger ; chance of harm .Soush.
mate, Hooker. 6.Brought to the point oftaking To RISK . v.a. [ riſquer, Fr. ) To hazard ; 10
effect ; fully matured . Addiſon .7. Fully qua
put to chance ; to endanger. Addiſon .
RISKER. S. ( from riſk.) He who riſks. Builer .
lified by gradual improvement. Dryden.
To RIPE. V. n. (from the adj.) To ripen ; to RITE. L. ( rit, Fr. ritus, Lae.] Solemn act of
religion ; external oblervance Hammond .
grow ripe ; to be matured. Denne.
TO RIPE , V a . To mature ; to make ripe. RITUAL. a . (rituel, Fr.) Solemnly ceremoni
Shakeſp.
ous ; done according to forne religious infticu .
RI'PELY. adv. ( from ripe.] Maturely ; at the tion . Prior.
fic time . Shakeſp .
RITUAL. f. ( from the adj . ) A book in which
the rices and obſervances of religion are ſeg
To RI'PEN . v . * . ( from ripe.) To grow ripe.
down . Addolom .
Bacon .
S. ( from risual.) One killed in
TO RI'PEN .v. a. To mature ; to make ripe. RITUALIST.
the ritual .
Pope, Swife.
RIPENESS. f. [ from ripe ) 1. The ſtate o RIVAGL.L. ( Fr. ) A back ; a coaſt. Shakeſp.
being ripe ; maturity. Sborp. 2. Full growth RIVAL. ). [ rivalis, Lalin . ) One who is in
Denban. 3. Perfection ; completion. Hooker . purſuit of the ſame thing which another man
purſues; a competitour. Dryden . 2. A com ·
4. Fiiners ; qualification. Shakeſp.
RIPPER . f. (from rip ] One who rips ; one petitour in love. Sidney.
RIVAL. a. Scanding in competition ; making
who tears ; one who lacerates.
To RIPPLE. v . n. To fret on the ſurface, as the i'ame claim ; emulous. Shakeſp .
To RIVAL. v. a. (from the noun . ] 1. To ſtand
water ſwiftly running .
RIPTOWELL . S. A gratuity given to tenants, in competition with another ; to oppoſe. South.
after they had reaped their lord's corn . Bailey.
2. To emulace ; to endeavour to equal or
excel. Dryden.
To RISL . v. n . pret . roje ; part . rifen. ( nisan ,
Saxon ; reifen, Dutch] 1.To change ajacent To RIVAL . v.n. To be competitour. Sbakeſ .
or recumbeni, to an erect poſture. Shakeſp. RIVALITY.1 S. (rivalitas, Lat.) Competi
2. To get up from reſt. Daniel's Civil War RIVALRY. $ tion ; emulation . Addiſon.
3. To get up from a fall . Milion. 4. TO RIVALSHIP. L. ( from rival ) The late or
character of a rival.
pring i to grow up. Milton. 5. To gain
elevation of rank or fortune. Osway. 6.° To To RIVE. v. a . part. riven, (nýft , broken ,
Iwell . Leviticus . 7. To alcend ; to move up
Saxen ; rijven , Durch. ) To ſplit; lo cleave ;
wards. Newior . 8. To break out from below
to divide by a blunt instruinent. Hewel.
the horizon, as the ſun. Milton . 9. To take To RIVE. v. 27 To be split ; to be divided by
begioning ; lo comne iuco exiſtence or notice. violence. Weodward .
To
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ROBE . J. [robbe, Fr. robba, Italian ) A gowa
To RIVE . for derive or direct. Shakeſp.
of ſtate ; a dreſs of dignity. Shakeſp.
To RI'VEL . v , a. (gerifled, Sax . ) To contraa
into wrinkles and corrugations. Dryden.
To ROBE . v. a . ( from the moun.] To dreſs
pompoany ; to inveſt. Pope.
RIVEN . part. of rive.
RIVER . ſ. (riviere, Fr.) A land current of RO'BERT . 7. An herb.
ROBE'RSMAN . ? f. In the old ſtatutes,
water bigger than a brook . Addiſon.
RIVER -DRAGON . S. A crocodile. A name ROBERTSMAN, $ ſort of bold and ſout rob
bers or night thieves, faid to be ſo called from
given by Milten to the king of Egypt.
RIVER -GOD.
S. Tutelary deity of a river. Arb. Robinhood.
RO'BIN.
RIVER -HORSE.
Hippopotamus. Milton
(rubecula, Lat . )
. AS Farbening pipe clenched at both ROBIN -RED Breast , } tabelecionar hrated
RIVES.HO
from his red breaft. Suckling.
ends. Shakeſp. Dryden.
TO RI'VET. v . a. ( from the noun. 1. TO ROBO REOUS, a . (robur, Lat. ) Made of oak.
fallen with rivets. Ben. Johnſon. 2. To faſten ROBUST .
za robuftus, Lat.) 1. Strong ;
ROBU'STIOUS. S linewy; vigorous ; forceful.
Itrongly ; tomake immoveable. Congreve.
RIVULET. J. Trivulus, Lat.) A ſmall river ; Milton . 2. Boiſterous ; violent ; unwieldy .
Dryden. 3. Requiring ſtrength Locke.
a brook ; a ſtreamlet. Beniley.
,RIXDO'LLAR.S. A German coin, worth about ROBUSTNESS j. (from robuft.) Strength ;
vigour. Arbuthnot.
four ſhillings and lix - pence ſterling.
ROACH. J. Å filh : he is accounted the water ROCAMBOʻLE. /. A ſort ofwild garlick. Arbui.
Theep, for his ſimplicity and fooliſhneſs. Walt ROCHE-ALUM . f. [roche, Fr. a roek.) A purer
kind of alum
ROAD . S. [rade, Fr. ) 1. Large way ; path
Suckling. 2. ( Rode, Fr. ) Ground whereTips RO'CHET.S . [rochet, Fr. roeus, low Lat. ) 1. A
may anchor. Sandys. 3. Inrode ; incurven. ſurplice ; the white upper garment of the prieſt
officiating. Cleaveland. 2. A fiſh . Ainſwerib.
Knolles. 4. Journey . Milton.
To ROAM . v. [remigare, Italian ) To wander ROCK. I. (roc, rocbe, Fr. ) 1. A vaſt maſs of
ſtone. Pope. 2. Protection ; defence. A ſcrip
without any certain purpoſe : to ramble ; to
tural ſenſe. 3. A diſtaff held in the hand,
rove ; to play the vagrant . Prior .
TO ROAM . v. a. To range ; to wander over.
from which the wool was ſpun by twirling a
ball below . Ben. Jobafon.
Milten .
ROAMER.S. ( from room . ] A rover ; a rambler : To ROCK. v. a. ( rocquer, Fr. ] 1. To ſhake ;
to move backwards and forwards. Boyle. 2 .
a wanderer.
to move the cradle, in order to procure ſleep.
ROAN . 6. (rouen, Fr. ) Bay , forrel, or black,
with grey or white ſpots interſperſed very
Dryden. 3. To lull ; to quiet. Stakeſp .
To ROCK . V. r . To be violently agitated ; to
thick . Farrier's Dict .
reel
to and fre. Young.
To ROAR . v . a ( naran , Sax . ) 1. To cry as a
lion or otherwild Leatt Dryden. 2. To cry in ROCK -DOE. /.A ſpecies of deer. Grew .
diſtreſs . Shakep. 3. To lourd as the wind or (ROCK RUBY. J.The garnet , when it is of a
lea. Pope. 4. To make a loud noile. Milton
very ſtrong, but not deep red, and has a fair
ROAR. L. ( from the verb. ) 1. The cry of the
caſt of the blue . Hill.
lion or other beaſt. 2. An outcry of diſtreſs ROCK SALT. S. Mineral falt. Woodward .
3. A clamour of merriment . Shakeſp. 4. The ROʻCKER. / (from rock ) Oce who rocks the
cradle. Dryden.
found of the wind or lea. 5. Any loud ocile.
ROʻCKET.J. (rochetto, Italian . ) An artificial
Dryden.
ROA'R Y. a. (better rory ; rores, Lat.] Dewy . firework , being a cylindrical caſe ofpaper filled
wi'h nitre, charcoal, and fulphur, and which
Fairfax.
mounts in the air to a conſiderable height,
TO ROAST. v . a. (refien, German ; gerostod,
and there burſts. Addifor .
Saxon, roaſted . ] 1. To dreſs meat , by turning
it round before thefire. Swift. 2. To impart ROCKET. S. A plant. Miller.
dry heat to fleſh. Swift. 3. To dreſs at the ROCKLESS. a. ( from rock .] Being without
rocks. Dryden .
fire without water. Bocor . 4. To heat any
ROCKROSE. f. [Rock and role.) A plant.
thing violently. Shake).
ROCKWORKS (rock and work .] Stones fred
ROAST. a . for roaſted . Prior.
To rule the ROAST . To govern ; to manage ; in mortar, in imitation of the afperities of
rocks . Addifon.
10 preſide , Shakelp
RO'CKY. O. ( from rock.] 1. Full of rock ..
ROB S. Inipitſated juices. Arbuthnet .
Sandys. 2. Reſembling a rock. Milton . 3.
TO ROB. 0.n. (rober , old Fr. robbare , Italian.)
Hard ; ſony ; obdurate. Shakeſp.
1. To deprive of any thing by uplawiul force ;
to plunder. Addiyon. 2. To ſet free ; to deprive ROD .! [roede, Dutch ) ! . A long twig.Beyle. 2 ,
A kind of ſceptre . Sbakelp. 3. Any thing lors
otioinething bad . Shakejo. 3. To take away
and ſender . Granville. 4. An initrument for
unlawfully. Bacon .
ROEBER.]. [ from rob .) A thief ; one that robs mealuring . Arbuthnot. 5. An inftrument of
correction , made of ewigs. Spenſer.
by force, or iteals by ſecret means.Stakelp.
ROLBERY I (roberie, old Fr. ] Theft perpe- RODE. pret. of ride. Mitror.
tra :ed by force or with privacy Temple.
RODOMONTADE. S. [ from a hero of Arioſto,
calico
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called Rodomonte .) An empty noiſy bluſter or volumes of water. Pepe. 7. To fluctuate ; to
boaſt ; a rant. Dryden .
move tumultuouſly. Prior, Pope. 8. To revolvo
TO RODOMONTADE . v . r . ( from the noun.) on its axis. Sandys. 9. To be moved tumultu
To brag thraſonically , to boaſt like Rodo
ouſly. Milton .
monte.
ROLL. S. ( from the verb .) 1. The act of roll
ROE. L. (na, na.deon , Sax .) 1. A ſpecies of
ing ; the rate of being rolled 2. The thing
rolling. Thomſon . 3. Mals made round. Addison ,
deer. Arbuthnot. 2. The female of the hart.
Sandys
4. Writing rolled upon itlelf. Spenſer. 5. A
round body rolled along. Mortimer. 6. (Ro
ROE . I. (properly room or rone ; rann, Daniſh .)
Ixlus, Lat.) Publick writing. Ezra, Hale. 7 .
The eggs of fiſh . Shaker.
ROGATION . S. ( rogation, Fr.) Litany ; ſup
A regiſter ; a catalogue. Sidney, Davies. 8 .
Chronicle. Dryder.. 9. Warrant. Shakeſp . 10 .
plication . Hooker , Taylor.
Part ; office . L'Efirange.
ROGATION -WEEK |. The week immediate
ly preceding Whitſunday ; the Monday , Tuer- ROLLER / [ from roll.] 1. Any thing turning
day , and Wedneſday , called rogation days, on its own axis, as a heavy ſtone to level
walks. Hammond. Ray. 2. Bandage ; fillet.
becauſe of the extraordinary prayers and pro
Sharp.
cetions then made for the fruits of the earth ,
or as a preparation for the devotion of holy ROLLINGPIN . S. [roiling and pin .) A round
Thurſday. Dial
piece of wood tapering at each end, with
which paſte is moulded Wiſemax.
ROGUE . ). [of uncertain etymology .) 1. A
wandering beggar ; a vagrant ; a vagabond. ROLLYPOOLY. S. A fort ofgame, in which,
Bacon. 2. A knave ; a dichoneſt fellow ; a . when a ball rolls into a certain place, it wins.
villain ; a thief. South . 3. A name of night Arbuthnot.
tenderness and endearment. Shak. 4. A wag. ROMAGE. S.[romage,Fr. ) A tumult ; a buſtle ;
an active and tumultuous ſearch for any thing ,
To ROGUE . v . n . (from the noun .) 1. To
Shakep
wander ; to play the vagabond. Car. 2. To
ROMA'NCE. . (roman, Fr. romanza, Ital. ]
play knavith tricks .
1. A military fable of the middle ages ; a tale
ROGUERY . S. ( from rogue.] 1. The life of a
of wild adventures in war and love. Milton,
vagabond. Donne. 2. Knaviſh tricks. Shakeſp
3 Waggery ; arch tricks.
Waller, Dryder . 2. A lie ; a hction .
v.r. (from the noun.) To lie ;
RO'GUESHIP. S. ( from rogue.) The qualities TotoROMANCE.
forge.
or perſonage of a rogue. Dryden.
RO'GUISH . a . ( from rogué.] 1. Vagrant ; ROMANCER. L. ( from: romasce. ) A lier ; a
vagabond. Sperler . 2. Knavith ; 'fraudulent. forger of tales Taie.
Swift . 3. Waggiſh ; wanton ; nightly mil. To ROMANIZE. v . (from Roman, Fr ] To
chievous . Addifon.
latinize ; to fill with modes of the Romaa
1peech . Dryden.
ROGUISHLY. adv. [ from roguijb .) Like a
ROMANTICK . a. ( from romance .] 1. Re
rogue : knavithly ; wantonly .
RO'GUISHNESS. S. [ from roguiß .] The qua
ſembling the tales of romances ; wild. Keil.
lities of a rogue .
2. Improbable : falle. 3. Fanciful ; full of
RO'GUY. a . ( from rogue) Knaviſh ; wanton. wild scenery Thomſen.
ROMISH . 6. [from Rome.) Popiſh . Ayliffe.
L'Eſtrange.
To ROIST.
? v . n. [rifter, Handick, a ROMP. X. !: A rude, awkward, boitterous, un
To ROISTER .} violent man . ) To behave taught girl. Arbushnit . 2. Rough rude play .
turbulently ; to act at diſcretion ; to be at Thailan.
TO ROMP. v . R. To play rudely , noiſily, and
free quarter ; to bluſter. Shakeſp .
boiſterouſly. Swift.
ROISTER, or roiferer . f. [from the verb ) A
turbulent, brutal, lawleſs, bluſtering fellow . RONDEAU.S . A kind of ancient poetry , com
To ROLL. Va (rouler, Fr. rollen, Dutch . ) 1. monly conſiſting of thirteen vyles, of which
To move any thing by volutation, or ſucceſſive
eight have onerhyme and save another : it is
application or the different parts of the ſurface divided into three couplets, and at the end of
the ſecond and third, the beginning of the
to the ground. Mark . 2. To move any ching
rondear is repeated in an equivocal fenle .
round upon its axis Milton . 3. To move in a
circle. Milton. 4. To produce a periodical Trevoux .
revolution. 5. To wrap round upon itſelf. RONT. L. An animal Itinted in the growth .
Spenfer.
6. To enwrap ; to involve in a bandage
Wileman . 7. To form by rolling into round ROʻNDLES. f. [ from round . ) A round meis .
maries. Peacham , 8. To pour in a ttream or. Peacham .
RONION. S. A fat bulky woman. Shake, p .
waves. Pope.
TO ROLL . v . n . 1. To be moved by the ſucceflive ROOD . S. [ from rod ) 1. The fourth part of an
application of all parts of the ſurface to the acre in ſquare meaſure . Swift 2. A pole ; a
ground. Tempe. 2. To run on wheels . Dryden .
meaſure of tixteen feet and a half in long mea
3. To perform a periodical revolution. Dryden.
lure in England, but in Ireland it is a meaſure
4. To move with appearance of circular oii wenty -one feet. Miltum. 3 The croſs. Shak.
direction . Milion, Dryden. 5. To float in ROOF . }. (hrf, Saxon. ] 1. The cover of 3
4 0 2
houſe.
cough water. Pope. 6. To move as waves or
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houſe. Sidney. 2. The vault ; the inſide of RO'PEMAKER , or reper. l. [ rope and maker.)
One who makes ropes to ſell. Shakeſp.
the arch that covers a building . Hocker. 3 .
The palate ; the upper part of the mouth. ROPERY. S (from rope.) Rogue's tricks Skak .
ROPETRICK . S. [rope and trick ) Probably
Bacon.
To ROOF. v. a. ( from The noun .) 1. To cover
rogue's tricks; Cricks that deſerves the haller .
Shakeſp.
with a roof. Creech. 2. To incloſe in a houſe.
ROPY . a. [ from rope .] Viſcous; tenacions ;
Sbakeſp.
ROOFY. a. (from roof.) Having roofs. Dryden.
glutinous. Dryden.
ROOK . ſ. [ hroc, sax.) A bird reſembling a RO'QUELAVŘE. S. (Fren. ) A cloak for mea.
Gay.
crow : it feeds not on carrion , but grain. Dryd.
A mean man ar chels. Dryden. 3. ARORATION S. ( roris, Lat . ) A falling of dew .
cheat ; a trickih rapacious fellow. Wycherly RO'RID . a. ( roridus, Lat.) Dewy . Brown .
To ROOK ~ . r . To rcb; to cheat . Hudibras RORIFEROUS . a . Eros and feró, Lat.) Produ.
cing dew . Diet.
ROOKERY. S. ( from rook.) A nurſery of rooks.
RORÜFLUENT.aa (ros and filwo, Lat ] Plowing
Pope.
with dew. Die!
ROOKY. a. Inhabited by rooks. Shokeſp.
ROOM . S. ( num , Sax . runs, Goth. ) 1. Space ; ROSARY. S. Crolarium , Latin.) A bunch of
extent of place. Milion 2. Space or place un
beads , on which the Romanilts number their
occupied . Bentl. 3. Way unobſtructed. Creech. prayers. Clearelond, Taylor.
4. Place of another ; nead. Colamy. 5. UD . RO'SCID. a. (rofcidus, Lat . ) Dewy ; abounding
with dew. Bacon.
cbſ , ucted opportunity. Addion. 6.An apart
ment in a houſe. Suckling, Stilling fleet.
ROSE : / (reje, Fr. roſa, Lat .) A Aower. Wild.
To ſpeak under the Rose . To ſpeak any thing
ROOʻMAGE. J. ( from room.] Space ; place.
with laſety , ſo as not afterwards to be diſco
Wotton .
vered. Brown.
ROO'MINESS . S. (from roomy] Space ; quan
ROSE
. pret of riſe. Milton.
lity of extent .
ROOMY . 2. ( from room ) Spacious ; wide : ROSEATE. a. (from role ] 1. Roſy ; full of
roles. Pope. 2. Blooming, fragrant, purple,
large. Dryder.
as a roſe.
ROOST . | Ihnost, Saxon .) 1. That on which
a bird fis to necp. Dryden. 2. The act of ROSED. o. (from the noun ) Crimſoned ; Auch
ed . Siake;p
neeping . Denham .
To ROOST . v.n. ( reellen , Dutch ; rell ] 1 . ROSEMARY, S. (roſmarinus, Lat.) A plant.
Miller
,
To ſleep asa bird L'Efirange. 2. To lodge. ROSE NOBLE
. S. An Englih gold coin, in
burlesque
In
value anciently fixteen ſhillings. Camder .
ROOT. ſ. ( róm, Swediſh ; roed, Danish ] 1. That
part of the plane which relts in the ground, ROʻSEWATER. F. (role and water.] Water
and fupplies the Nems with nouriſhment
dillilled irom roſes . Wijemar.
Evelyr, Bacon. 2. The bottom ; the lower RO'SET. / (tron roſe ] A red colour for pain
part Milton. 3. A plant of which the root is ters. Peacbam .
eſculent, Watts. 4. The original; the first ROSIER . J. (refier, Fr.] A roſebuſh. Spenſer .
cause Davies. 5. The firſt ancestor. Shakeſp. ROSIN . P. [refine, Fr. refina , Lat.) 1 Inſpir
6. Fixed reſidence. Dryden . 7. Impreſſion ;
ſated turpentine; a juice of the pine . Garih.
2. Any infpillated matter of vegetables that
durable effect. Hooker.
diffolves in ſpirit. Arbuthnot.
To ROOT. v . h . (from the noun . ) 1. To fix
the root ; to ſtrike far into the earth . Shakejp To ROSIN . v. a . [ from the noun. ) To rub
with rolin. Gay.
2. To turn up earth.
TO ROOT. v.'a. ( from the noun ) 1. To fix ROSINY, a l'iom rolin ) Reſembling rofia.
deep in the earth. Dryden. 2. To impreis ROSSEL. /. Light land. Mortimer.
deeply. South. 3. To turn up out of the RO'STRATED a . ( roftratus, Lat.) Adorned
ground; to radicate ; to extirpate Raleigh.
with heaks of ſhips. Arbuthnot .
4. To defroy ; to baniſh. Granville.
RO STRUM / (Latin .] 1. The beak of a bird.
2. Thebeak of a ſhip . 3. The ſcaffold whence
ROOʻTED . G. (from r601 . ) Fixed ; deep ; radi
orators harangued. Addiſon. 4. The pipe
cal , Hammond.
ROOTEDLY. adv. [ from rooted ] Deeply ; which conveys the difilling liquor into its re
ceiver in the common alembicks. Quincy .
11 rongly. Shakels.
ROOTY. a . [from roor .) Full ofroots.
RO'SY. a. ( rolers, Lat .) Reſenbling a role in
ROPE.S. ( nap, Sax . reep , roof), Dutch .) 1. A
bloom , beauty, colour , or tragrance. Dryder ,
cord ; a ftring ; : halier. Hadibras, 2. Any Piscr .
row of things depending : as, a rope of onions.| TOROT. v . n. (notan, Sax. rotten, Dutch . )
To putrily ; to loſe the coheſion of its paris,
TO ROPE 0. r. (from the noun . ) To draw oui
W dward .
inio viſcolities ; lo concrete into gluingus fila
To ROT. v . a. To make putrid ; to bring to
ments . Dryden.
ROPEDANCER . f. (rope and dancer.) An corruption. Dryden .
artist who cances on a rope . Wilkins.
ROT . ) ( trom the verb.) 1. A diłemper a
RUPINESS ſ. [iroin ropy ) Vilcowy ; gluj
moog heer, in which their luogo are waited.
Ben .
pouincis.
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Ben. 7o? nfor . 2. Putrefa &tion ; putrid decay . ¡ROUGHDRAUGHT. S. (rough and drought.]
A draught in its rudiments. Öryden .
Philips
ROTARY. a. ( rola, Lat. ) Whirling as a To ROUGHDRAW . v.a.[rough and draw .]
wheel. Diel .
To trace coarſely. Dryden .
ROʻTATED. a. [rotatus, Lat.) Whirled round. To ROU'CHEN . v . a. (from rough.) To make
ROTA’TION . ſ. (rotation , Fr. rotatio, Lat.)
rough . Swift.
The act of whirling round like a wheel.Now . To ROU'GHEN. v . ». To grow rough.Thomfor .
ROTATOR. L. (latin ) That which gives a To ROUGHHEW . v.a. (rough and hew .) To
circular motion. Wiſeman .
give to any thing the first appearance of form .
ROTE. f. (not, Saxon , merry .) 1. A harp ; Hudibras.
a lyre. Spenſer. 2. Words uttered by mere ROUGHHEWN . particip. a. 1. Rugged ; un
memory without meaning ; memory of words poliſhed ; uncivil; unrefined. Bacon , 2. Not
without comprehenſion of the ſenſe. Hudibras, yet nicely finiſhed. Howel.
ROUGHLY.adv .( from rough . ] 1. With uneves
Swift.
TORÓTE . v a. To fix in the memory,without ſurface ; with aſperities on the ſurface. 2 .
Harſhly ; uncivilly ; rudely .Spenſer.3.Severe
informing the underſtanding. Shakeſp.
ly ; without tenderneſs. Dryden. 4. suſterely
ROTGUT. /. Bad beer. Harvey.
ROTHER -NAILS. J. Amung ſhipwrights, nails to the latte. 5. Boiſterouſly ; tempeſtuouſly.
with very full heads, ufed for faſtening the 6. Harſhly to the ear.
ROU'GHNÉSS. S. ( from rough . ] 1. Superficial
rudder irons of thips. Bailey.
aſperity ; unevenneſs of ſurface. Boyle . 2. Au
ROʻTTEN. a . (from Tel.) 1. Putrid ; carious ;
putreſcent. Sandys. 2. Not firm ; not truſty. fterenels to the taſte. Brown. 3. Taſte of
aftringency. Speelator. 4. Harſhnels to the ear.
Shakeſp. 3. No: found ; not hard. Knolles.
Dryden. 5. Ruggedneſs of temper ; coarſeneſs
ROʻTTENNESS. f. ( from rotten. ) State ofbe
of manners ;tendencỳ to rudeneſs. Denham .
ing rotten ; cariouſnets; putrefaction. Wiſe.
ROTUND. 0. ( rotundus, Lat.) Round ; cir.
6. Abſence of delicacy. Addiſon. 7. Severity ;
violence
of diſcipline. 8. Violence of operation
cular ; Ipherical . Addifen.
ROTUNDIFOLIOUS . a. (rotundus and folium , in medicines. 9. Unpoliſhed or unfiniſhed
ftate. 10. Inelegance of dreſs or appearance.
Lat . ) Having round leaves .
11. Tempeſuouineſs ; ſtorminels. 12. Coarle
ROTU'NDITY.S. ( rotunditas, Lat. rotondité,
neſs of features.
Fr. from ritund .) Poundneſs; ſphericity ; cir
ROUGHT. old pret.ofreach. Reached.Shakeſp :
cularity . Bentley
ROTUNDO S. ( rotondo, Italian.) A building To ROU'GHWORK . v. 2. ( rough and work.]
formed round both in the inlide and outſide ;
To work coarſely over without the leaſt nice
ty . Moxon .
ſuch as the Pantheon at Rome. Trevoux.
To ROVE . v. r . (roffver , Danith .) To ramble ; ROU'NCEVAL . S. See pea . Tuffer .
to range ; to wander . Watts.
ROUND. a. ( rond, Fr. rondo, Italian.] 1 .
TO ROVE. v . a . To wander over. Milton, Gay.
Cylindrical. Milton. 2. Circular. Milion . 3 .
ROVER .S. ( from rore ) 1 . A wanderer ; a
Spherical ; orbicular. Milton . 4. Smooth ;
2
.
without defect in found. Peachom . 5. Not
A fickle inconſtant man. 3. A
ranger .
broken. Arbuthnot . 6. Large ; not inconſide
robber ; a pirate. Bacon . 4. At Rovers.
rable. Addiſon. 7. Plain ; clear ; ſair ; candid ;
Without any particular aim . Souib.
open. Bacon. 8. Quick ; briik . Addiſon. 9 .
ROUGE.S. (rouge, Fr.) Red paint.
ROUGH . a . Ihruh , hrunge, Saxon ; rouw ,
Plain ; free without delicacy or reſerve ;
Dutch ) 1. Noi Imooth ; rugged; having in.
almoſt rough. Bacon.
equalities on the ſurface. Burnet . 2. Auitere ROUND . S. 1. A circle ; a ſphere ; an orb ,
to the taſte : as , rough wine. 3. Harſh to the
Shakeſp. 2. Rundle ; ſtep of a ladder. Gov.of
ear. Pope. 4. Rugged of temper ; inelegant
the longue. 3. The timein which any thing
of manners ; not fott. Cowley. 5. Not gentle ;
has paſſed through all hands, and comes back
not proceeding by ealy operation. Clarendon.6 . to the firſt. Prior. 4. A revolution ; a courie
Harth to the mind ; fevere. Locke. 7. Hard
ending at the point where it began . Smith ,
featured ; not delicate. Dryden, 8. Not polish.
5. A walk performed by a guard or officerio
ed ; not finished by art. 9. Terrible ; dread ul.
ſurvey a certain diſtrict .
Milton. 10 Rugged ; diſordered in appearance; ROUND. adv. 1. Every way ; on all ſides . Gen.
coarſe. Pepe. 11. Tempeſtuous ; ſtormy ;
2. In a revolution. Addiſon. 3. Circularly .
boisterous. Shakeſp.
Milton . 4. Not in a direct line. Pope,
ToROUGHCAST . v. a . ( rough and caſt.] 1. ROUND. prep . 1. On every ſide of. Milton. 2 .
To mould without nicety orelegance ; to form
About ; circularly about. Dryder. 3. All
with aspericies and inequalities Cleaveland. 2
over . Dryden.
To form any thing in its tirit rudiments. Dryd TO ROUND .v.a. 1. To ſurround ; to encircle .
ROUGHCAST... ( rough and caft .) 1. A rude
Prior . 2. To make ſpherical or circular.Chey.
mael; a jerm in its rudiments. Digby. 2.
3. To raiſe to a relief. Addifon. 4. To move
A kind of planter mixed with pebbles, or by
about any ching. Milron . 5. To mould into
fome other caule very uneven on the surface
Imoothnets. Swift.
TU ROUND . V. 27. 1. To grow round in form .
Stakep
Slakelp
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Shakeſp. 2. To whiſper. Bacon. 3. To gol , Granville. 2.Noble ; illuſtrious. Shakeſp.
ROʻYALIST. ſ. ( from royal.] Adherent to a
rounds. Milton .
ROUNDABOUT . Q. 1. Ample ; extenſive. king. South .
TO ROYALIZE. v. a . ( from royal.) To make
Locke. 2. lodirect ; looſe . Felton .
royal. Shakeſp.
? S. ( Rondeler, fr. ) 1 . A
ROU'NDEL .
ROU'NDELAY. S kind of ancient poetry. ROYALLY. adv. (from royal.) In a kingly
Spenſer. 2. A round form or figure . Howel.
manner ; regally ; as becomes a king . Drydex.
ROUNDER. S. [ from round. ] Circumference ; RO'YALTY. f. (roialté, fr .] 1. Kingſhip i
incloſure. Shakeſp:
character or office of a king . Shakeſp. Lecke.
2. State of a king. Prior. 3. Emblems of
ROU'NDHEAD. ). (round and head.] A puri
tan, ſo named from the practice once preva
royalty. Milton.
v.a. [ rogner, Fr.] To gnaw ; to
lent among them of cropping their hair round. T. ROYNE.
bite . Spenſer .
Spectator.
ROUNDHOUSE . S. [round and houſe .) The ROʻYNISH . a . [ rogreaux , Fr.) Palery ; ſorry i
conſtable's prifon, in which diſorderly perſons, mcan; rude. Shakeſp.
found in the ſtreet, are confined. Pope.
TO RUB. v. a. (rhubie, Welſh ; reiben , Germ .
ROU'NDISH. a . ( from round. ) Somewhat to wipe . ) 1. To clean or ſmooth any thiog by
pafſiog ſomething over it ; to ſcour, to wipe ;
round ; approaching to a roundneſs. Boyle,
ROUNDLY. adv. ( trom round. ) 1. In a round
to perfricate. 2. To touch ſo as to have fome
form ; in a round mapper. 2. Openly ; plainly;
thing of that which touches behind. Addifca .
without reſerve. Hayward. 3. Briſkly ; with
3. To move one body upon another. Arburb .
ſpeed. Locke. 4. Completely ; to the purpoſe ; 4. To obſtruct by colliſion. Shakeſp. 5. To
poliſh ; to retouch. Sourb. 6. To remove by
vigorouſly; in earneſt. Davies.
ROU'NDNESS./- (from round.] 1. Circularity ; friction. Collier. 7. To touch hard. Sidney. 8 .
To Rus down. To clean or curry a horſe.Dry.
ſphericity ; cylindrical form Watts.2 . Smooth
2. To RUB up. To excite ; to awaken. Sosih .
nels Spenſer. 3. Honeſty; oppenneſs ; vigo
rous meaſures.
10. To poliſh ; to recouch.
To ROUSE. v. a. 1. To wake from reſt. Pope. To RUB.v.n. 1. To fret ; to make a friction .
2. To excite to thought or action . Addiſon , Dryden . 2. To get through difficulties L'Eſtra.
Atterbury. 3. To put into action . Spenſer. 4. RUB. S. ( from the verb.j 1. Collifion ; hin
drance ; obſtruction . Shakeſp. Crafow . 2 ,
To drive a beaſt from hislaire . Shakeſp.
TO ROUSE . v. n. 1. To awake from ſumber. Frication ; act of rubbing. 3. Inequality of
ground, that hinders the motion of a bowl .
Pope. 2. To be excited to thought or action.
Shakeſp .
Shakeſp. 4. Difficulty ; caule of uneaſineſs.
Shakeſp:
ROUSE.S. ( ruſch , German .) A doſe of liquor
RUB-STONE. S. (rub and ſtone.) A ſtone to
rather too large. Shakeſp.
ROU'SER . S. [from rouje .] One who rouſes.
ſcour or ſharpen. Tuffer.
ROUT. ). (ro?,Dutch.ji. A clamorousmulti- RU'BBER. S. (from rub ] 1. One that rubs. 2 .
tude ; a rabble ; atumultuous crowd. Roſcom .
The inſtrument with which one rubs . Swift.
2. Confuſion of any army defeated or diſperſ
3. A coarſe file. Moxon . 4. A game ; a con
ed . Daniel.
teſt; two games out of three. Collier. 5. A
To ROUT . s.a. To difipate and put into con whetſtone.
RUBICAN . a . (rubicar, Fr.) Rubicon colour
fuſion by defeat. Clarendor .
TO ROUT.0.x. To aſſemble in clamorous and
of a horſe is one that is bay, forrel, or black ,
tumultuous crouds. Bacon .
with a light, grey , or white upon the flanks.
Farr
ier's Dict.
ROUTE. S. [route, Fr.) Road ; way Gay.
ROW. S. (rein, German. ) A rank or file; a RUBBACE. T. ( from rub.] 1. Ruins of
number of things ranged in a line. Spenſer. RUBBISH . } building ; fragments of mauer
To ROW . v. n . (nopan, Saxon.) To impel a uſed in building. Wetton ,Dryden .2.Confuſion ;
mingled roaſs. Arbuthnot. 3. Any thing vile
veſſel in the water by oars. Gay.
and worthleſs
To ROW . v . a. To drive or help forward by
RUBBLE -STONE . S. Stones rubbed and worn
oars . Milion.
by the water, at the latter end of the deluge .
ROWEL . 1. [rouelle, Fr.) 1. The points of a
Woodward.
ſpur turning on an axis Peacham . 2. A ſecon ;
a roll of a hair or filk put into a wound to RU BICUND . a . (rubiconde, fr. rubicundus,
hinder it from healing , and provoke a dif. Lat.) Inclining to redneſs.
charge .
RUBIED.a . from ruby._Red as a ruby . Miles .
To ROWEL. u . a. To pierce through the ſkin , RUBI FICK . « [ruber and facio, Lac.] Make
ing red. Grew .
and keep the wound open by a rowel . Mort.
ROWEN 1. A field kept up till atter Michael- To RU BIFY. v. n. To make red. Browr.
RUBIOUS. a . (rubeus , Latin.) Ruddy ; red.
mas . Tuljer .
Not used. Shakesp.
ROWERS. ( from row.) One thatmanages an
car . Addison .
RUBRICATED. a . ( from rubrica , Latin )
ROYAL G( hoial, Fr.) 1 . Kingly ; belong
Smeared with red .
ing to a king ; becoming a king ; regal. RU'BRICK . S. ( rubrique, Fr. rubrica, Latin )
Direction

RUI
relating to firſt principles. Spectator.
To RUE . v. a . (neopsian, Sax.) To grieve for ;
to regret ; to lament. Donne.
RUE . S. (ruta, Latin. ) An herb called herb of
grace, becauſe holy water was ſprinkled with
it. More.
RUEFUL. a. [ rue and full.] Mournful; wo
ful; forrowful. Dryden .
RUEFULLY. adv. ( from ruefsl.] Mournful
ly ; ſorrowfully. More.
RUEFULNESS. S. (from rueful.] Sorrowful
neſs ; mournfulueſs.
RUE LLE.S. (French.) A circle ; an aſſembly
at a private houſe . Dryden.
RUFF.S: A puckered linen ornament, formerly
worn about the neck . Drayton. 2 . A ſmall
river fith . Walton . 3: A ſtate of roughneſs.
(
,
.) A
ariſing from wind and indigeſtion.
Chapman . 4. New ſtate. L'Eſtrange.
To RUD . v.o. (nudu, Sax .) To make red. RUFFIAN.S. (ruffiano, Italian.) A brutal, boi
Spenjer .
ſterous, miſchievous fellow ; a cut-throat; a
robber; a murderer. Hayward, Addiſon .
RUDDER . S. [roeder, Dutch ) 1. The inſtru
ment at the ſtern of a veſſel, by which its RUFFIAN .. Brutal ; ſavagely boiſterous.Pope.
courſe is governed Roligh. 2. Any thing To RUFFIAN. v . n. ( from the noun .) To
that guides or governs the courſe.
rage; to raiſe tumults ; lo play the ruffian.
RUDDINESS. ] (from ruddy.) The quality of Shakeſp
To RUFFLE . 0. a. ( ruyffelen, Dutch, to
approaching to redneſs. Wiſeman.
wrinkle. ] 1. To diſorder ; to put out of form ;
RUDDLE.J. (rudul, Illandick .] Red earth .
Woodward.
to make leſs ſmooth . Boyle. 2. To diſcom
RUDDOCK . S. ( rubecula, Latin.) A kind of poſe ; to diſturb ; to put out oftemper, Glonv.
bird. Carev
3. To put out of order ; to ſurpriſe, Hudib .
RUDDY. a . ( nudu , Saxon . ) 1. Approaching
4. To hrow diſorderly together. Chapman, s.
to redneſs; pale red. Orway. 2. Yellow.
To contract into plaits . Addifon .
TO RUFFLE . v. n . 1. To grow rough or tur
Dryden .
bulent. Shakeſp. 2. To be in loole motion ;
RUDE. a. (nede, Saxon ; rudis, Latin .] 1 .
Rough ; lavage; coarſe of manoers ; uncivil;
to futter. Dryden. 3. To be rough ; to jar ;
brutal. Shakesp. 2. Violent ; tumultuous ; to be in contention . Shakeſp :
boiſterous ; turbulent. Boyle. 3. Harſh ; in- RU'FFLE . S. [from the verb ) 1. Plaited linen
cleraent. Woller. 4. Ignorant ; raw ; un
uſed as an ornament. Addiſon 2. Diltur .
taught. Wotton . 5. Rugged ; uneven ; ſhape
bance ; contencion ; tumult Watts .
leis . 6. Artlefs ; inelegant Spenſer. 7. Such RUFTERHOOD. S. In falconry, a hood to be
as may be done with ſtrength without ait. worn by a hawk when ſhe is firit drawn. Bail.
Dryden .
RUG.S. ( rugget, Swediſh. ] 1. A coarſe nappy
woollen cloth . Peacham . 2. A coarſe nap
RUDELY. adv. (from rude ) 1. In a rude
manner . Shakeſp. 2 . Without exactneſs ; py coveriet uſed for mean beds, Swifi. 3. A
without nicely ; coarſely . Shakeſp. 3. Un rough woolly dog. Shakeſp.
lk 1 : ully . Dryden . 4. Violently ; boiſterouf RU'GGED . a. ( rugger, Swediſh .] 1. Rough ;
full of unevenneis and aſperity . Bentley. 2 .
ly . Spenſer.
Not neat ; not regular. Shakeſp. 3. Savage
RU'DENESS. ſ. ( rudele, Fr.] 1. Coarſeneſs of
manners ; incivility . Swift. 2. Ignorance ;
of temper ; brutal; rough . Souib . 4. Stormy ;
unſkilfuloeſs. Hayward. 3. Artleiſneſs ; in
rude ; tumultuous ; turbulent ; tempeſtuous.
Shakeſp. 5. Rough or harſh to the ear. Dryd.
elegance; coarſeneſs. Spenſer . 4. Violence ,
buiſteroufneſs. Shakeſp. 5. Storminels ; ri
6. Sour ; furly ; diſcompoſed . Shakeſp. 7 .
Violent ; rude ; .boiſterous. Hudibras. 8.
gour. Evelyn.
RUDERARY. a. (rudera, Lat. ) Belonging to Rough ; Maggy. Fairfax.
RUGGEDLY. adv .( from rugged .) la a ruge
rubbiſh . D : &l
RUDERA’TION . F. In architecture, the laying
ged manner.
RUGGEDNESS. S. [ from rugged.] 1. The
of a pavement with pebbles or little ſłones.
Itate or quality of being rugged. 2. Rough
RU'DESBY. 1. ( from rude.) An uncivil turbu
lepe fellow Shakeſp.
nefs ; aſperity. Ray.
RUDIMENT. S.( rudimentum, Lat.). 1. The RUGINS. A nappy cloth. Wiſeman.
firſt principles; the firſt elements of a ſcience RUGINE . S. ( rugina, Fr.] A chirurgeon's
Milion. 2. The first part of education. W011,
raſp. Sharp.
3. The Gift, inaccurate, unſhapen beginning. RUGOSE. 8. (rugofus, Lat.) Full of wrinkles.
Wiſeman .
Fbilips
RUDIMENTAL , a ( from rudiment ) Initial ; RUIN . J. [7xine, Fr. ruina , Lat .] 1. The fall
or
RUD
Directions printed in books of law and in
prayer books; ſo termed, becauſe they were
originally diſtinguiſhed by being in red ink.
Stilling fleei.
RUBRICK . a Red Newton.
TO RUBRICK. u. a. ( from the noun .) To a
dorn with red .
RUBRIFORM . 6. (ruber, Lat. and form .)
Having the form of red . Newton.
RUBY. J. ( from ruber, Latin .) 1. A precious
ſtone of a red colour, next in hardneſs and
value to a diamond. Peacham . 2. Redneſs.
Stakeſp. 3. Any thing red. Milton . 4. A
blain ; a blotch ; a carbuncle.
RUBY. 4. (from the noun.) Of a red colour.
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ing of popular report ; bruit ; fame. Miltor ,
or deſtruction of cities or edifices. 2. The
remains of building demoliſhed . Prior. 3 . Dryden.
Deſtruction ; loſs of happineſs or fortune : 0 TO RUMOUR . v. a . ( from the noun .) To
verthrow . Dryden. 4. Miſchief; bane. Mili . reportabroad ; tobruit. Dryden.
TO RUIN . v . 6 (ruiner, Fr.) 1. To ſubvert ; RUMOURER, S. ( from rumeur.) Reporter ;
ſpreader of news. Shakeſp .
to demoliſh . Dryden. 2. To deſtroy ; to de
prive of felicity or fortune. Wake. 3. TO RUMP.S. ( rumpff, German .) 1. The end of the
backbone. Sperfer, Swift. 2. The buttocks.
impoveriſh.
To
RUIN . v. Addiſor.
n . 1. To fall into ruins. Milton. Shakefp .
2. To run to ruin. Sandys. 3. To be brought To RU'MPLE. v. 0. (rompelen , Dutch.) To
cruſh or contract into inequalities and corru
to poverty or milery. Locke.
TO RU'INATE . v. a. ( from ruin ] 1. To ſub
gacions. Blackmore.
vert ; to demoliſh. Shakeſp. 2. To bring to 'RU'MPLE.S. (hrympelle, Sax .) Pucker ; rude
plait. Dryden .
meanneſs or miſery irrecoverable. Bacon.
RUINA'TION. S. Subverſion ; demolition. To RUN, w.n pret.rar. [ýrnau, Sax. rennen ,
Camden,
Dutch .] 1. To move ſwiftly ; to ply the legs
RU'INOUS. a. ( ruinojus, Lat. ruineax, Fr.) in ſuch a manner, as that boch feet are at e
1. Fallen to ruin ; dilapidated; demoliſhed . very ſiep off the ground at the ſame time ; to
paſs with very quick pace . Dryden, Swift, 2 .
Hayword. 2. Miſchievous; pernicious; bane
To uſe the legs in motion. Locke. 3. To
ful; deſtructive. Swifi.
RU'INOUSLY. adv. ( from ruinous .) 1. lo a move in a hurry. Ben. John /os. 4. To pace
ruinous manner. 2. Miſchievouſly ; deſtruc
on the ſurface , not through the air. Exodus .
5. To rulh violently . Dryden , Burnet. 6. To
cively . Decay of Piety.
iake a courſe at ſea. Aas. 7. To contend in
RULE.S. (regula, Lat. ) 1. Government ; em
pire ; ſway ; fupreme command. Philips. 2. a race. Swift. 8. To fly ; not to ſtand. Sbake.
To ſtream ; to flow . Bacon , Milton. 10.
nt
9.
Sou
.
drawn.
are
lines
An inſtrume by which
To be liquid ; to be fluid Bacon , Addiſon . 11 .
3. Canon ; precept by which the thoughts or
actions are directed. Tillotſon. 4. Regularity ; To be fuſible ; to meht. Moxen . 12. To paſs ;
to proceed. Temple, Locke. 13. To go away ;
propriety of behaviour . Shakeſp.
to vaniſh. Addison 14. To have a legal
TO RULE v.a. ( from the noun.) 1 . To go
vern ; lo controll ; to manage with power and
courte; to be practiſed. Child. 15. To have
authority Dryden. 2. To manage. i Mac. a courſe in any direction . Addiſon. 16. To
paſs in thought orfpeech. Felton 17. To be
3. To settle as by rule. Atterbury.
mentioned curſorily or in few words. Ar buib .
To RULE .v.n. To have power or command .
18. To have a continual tenour of any kind.
Locke.
RU'LER . f. [ from rule .] 1. Governour ; one Sanderſon. 19. To be buſied upon . Swifi.
that has the ſupreme command. Raleigh. 2 . 20. To be popularly known. Temple. 21. To
An inftrument, by the direction of which lines have reception, ſucceſs, or continuance. 22 .
are drawn Moxon .
To go on by fucceflion of parts. Pipe. 23. To
RUM . S. 1 . A country parſon. Swift. 2. A
proceed in a train of conduct Sbakeſp. 24 .
To país into some change. Tillotson. 25. To
kind of ſpirits diſtilled from molofies.
To RU'MBLE. v. . frommelen , Dutch ) To
proceed in a certain order. Dryden. 26. To
be
in force. Bacon . 27. To be generally re
Shakeſp.
noiſe.
make a hoarſe low continued
ceived . Knolles. 28. To be carried on in any
Suckling, Rofcommon.
RUMBLER . J. [ from rumble.) The perſon or manner. Ayl.ffe. 29. To have a track or
courſe. Boyk. 30. To paſs progreſſively Choy .
thing that rumbles .
RUMINANT. a. ( ruminans , Lat.) Having the
31. To make a gradual progress. Pipe 32.
To be predominant. Woodward. 33. To tend
property of chewing the cud. Ray.
TO RU'MINATE.v.n . (rumine, Lat.] 1. To in growth. Felson. 34 To excern pus or mat.
chew the cud. Arbuthnet. 2. Tomuſe ; to
ter. Levii . xiii . 33 To become irregular ;
think again and again. Fairfax, Watts.
to change to ſomething wild Granville. 36 .
To RUMINATE . V. n. (rumino, Lat.) 1. To
To get by artifice or fraud. Hadıbras. 37. To
chew over again . 2. To muſe on ; to medi.
fall by halle, paſſion, or lolly into fault or mis
fortune. Knolles. 38. To fall; to paſs. W'a:is.
late over and over again . Shakeſp.
RUMINA'TION.S. ( ruminatio, Lat. from ru
39. To have a general tendency. Seift. 40.
minate. ) 1. The property or act of chewing
To proceed as on a ground or principle,stier .
41. To go on with violence. Swife. 42. To
the cud. Arbuthnot. 2. Meditation ; reflec
Run afier. To learch for; to endeavour ai.
. Shakeſp. Themfon .
T.tion
RUMMAGE.
v. a. ( ranmen, German ; though out of the way. Locke. 43. To RUN
rimari, Lat.) To ſearch ; lo plunder ; to e
away with. To hurry without content. Locke.
44. To Run in with . To cloſe ; to comply.
vacuate .
Baker. 45. To Run (R. To be continued .
TO RUMMAGE . v.m. To ſearch places. Swift
Hooker. 46. To Run over. To be fo full as to
RU'MMER . . (roemer , Dutch .) A glaſs ; a
overflow . Dryden. 47. To be ſo much as 10
drinking cup. Philips .
RUMOUR. 1. (rumeur, Fr. rumor , Lat.) Fly .
overflow . Digby. 48. T. Rexsu: To be at
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at an end. Swift. 49. To ſpread exuberantly. RURA'LITY. 2. ( from rural.] The quality
.
.}
51. To be waſted or exhauſted. Ben . Johnſon, RU’RICOLIST 5. (ruricola, Lat.) An inhabi
Swift.
tant ofthe country . Die .
To RÚN . v . a. 1. To pierce; to ftab Shakeſp. RURIGENOUS ... [ rure and gigre, Lat.) Born
2. To force ; to drive. Locke. 3. To force in the country . Diet.
into any way or form. Felten , 4. To drive RUSE.S. ( Freach . ) Cunning ; artifice ; little
Itratagem . Ray.
with violence. Knolles. 5. To melt. Felton .
6. To incur. Calamy. 7 . To venture ; to RUSH.T. (nisc, Sax :) 1 . A plant : they are
hazard . Clarendon, Dryden. 8. To import or
planted with great care on the banks of the
export without duty . Swift. 9. To profecute
ſea in Holland, in order to preveot the water
in thought. Collier, Felton 10. To puſh. Addi
from waſhing away the earih ; for the roots of
To Run down. To chaſe to wearinets, theſe rufbes farten themſelves very deep in the
L'Etrange 12. To cruth ; to overbear. South . ground , and mat themſelves near the ſurface,
13. To Run over. To recount curſorily. Ray.
ſo as to hold the earth cloſely together.Miller,
Dryden. 2. Any thing proverbially worthleſs.
14. To conſider curſorily . Wotton . 15. To
Arbuthnol .
run through. South.
RUN , S. (from the verb ) 1 . Ad of running. RUSH CANDLE.S. [ruſh and candle.) A ſmall
L'Eſtrange. 2. Courſe ; motion . Bacer . 3. blinking taper , made by ſtripping a ruſh. Milt.
Flow ; cadence. Brocme. 4. Courſe ; procels. To RUSH . v . , (hreosan, Sax ] To movewith
violence ; to go on with tumultuous rapidity .
5 : Way of management ; uncontrolled courſe.
Arbuthnot. 6 . Long reception ; continued
Spratt .
fuccels. Aldiſon . 7. Modim clamour. Swift RUSH. S. (from the verb. ) Violent courſe .
8. At the long Run . In fine ; in concluſion ; Craſbaw .
at the end. Wiſeman.
RUSHY. a . ( from rub.) 1. Abounding with
RU'NAGATE . (renegat, Fr. ) A fugitive ;
ruſhes. Thomſon . 2. Made of rulhes. Tickel.
RUSK . S. Hard bread for ſtores. Raleigh.
rebel ; apoſtate. Sidney, Raleigb .
RU'NAWAY.S. (run and away. One that Aies RU'SMA. S. A brown and light iron fubitance to
take off hair. Grew .
from danger ; a fugitive. Shakeſp.
RUNDLE.S . (of round .) 1 . A round ; a ſep RUSSET. a. [ rouſſet, Fr. rullus, Lat.) 1. Red
of a ladder. Duppa. 2 . A peritrochium ;
diſhly brown. 2. Newton ſeems to uſe it for
ſomething put round an axis. Wilkins.
grey . 3. Coarſe; homeſpun r; uſtick. Shakeſp.
RU'SSET . 8. Country dreis. Dryden.
RUNDLET. ). A ſmall barrel. Bacon.
RU'SSET.
RUNG. pret. andpart. part. of ring. Milton .
A name given to ſeveral
forts of pears or apples from
RUNNEL: S. [from run.) A rivulet; a ſmall RUSSETING.
their colour. Mortimer .
brook . Fair fox.
RUNNER .). [from run. ]
One that runs RUST. S. (nust, Sax.) 1. The red deſqua
mation of old iron. Hooker, May. 2. The
2 A racer . Dryden. 3. A meſſenger. Swift.
4 A ſhooting ſprig. Mortimer. 5. One of carniſhed or corroded ſurface of any metal.
Dryden . 3. Loſs of power by inactivity . 4 .
the ſtones of a mill. Mortimer . 6. A bird.
Ainſworth.
Matter bred by corruption or degeneration,
RUNNET.S. ( gerunnen, Sax . coagulated.) A King Charks.
liquor made by ſteeping the ſtomach of a call ToRUST. v . n . (from the noun.] 1. To ga
in hot water, and uſed to coagulate milk for
ther ruſt ; to have the ſurface tarniſhed or
curds and cheeſe. More.
corroded . Dryden . 2. To degenerate in idle
RU'NNION. S. A paltry ſcurvy wretch. Shakeſp. nels.
RUNT. 5. ( runte, in the Teutonick dialect, To RUST. v. a. 1. To make ruſty. Shakeſp .
fignifies a bull or cow .) Any animal ſmall be
2. To impair by time or inactivity.
low the natural growth of the kind.Cleaveland. RUSTICAL . a. (rufticus, Lat. rujtique, Fr.)
RUPTION . J. ( ruptus, Lat.) Breach ; ſolution
Rough ; ſavage ; boiſterous ; brutal ; rude .
Brown.
of continuity Wiſeman .
RUPTURE. T: ( rupture, Fr. from rupius,Lat.) RU STICALLY. adv. [ from ruftical ] Savage
1. The ad of breaking ; flace of being broken; ly ; rudely ; inelegantly. Dryden.
ſolusion of continuity. Arbuibnet. 2. A breach RUS TICALNESS . / (from rupical.) The quae
lity of being ruſtical; rudeneſs ; favageneſs.
of peace ; open hoftiliey. Swift. 3. Burſten
Dels ; hernia ; prelernacu al eruption of the To RUSTICATE , v . n. (rufticor , Lar.) To re
fide in the country. Pope.
guc Sharp
To RUPTURE . v. a. (from the noun ) To TU RU'STICATE. v. a . To baniſh into the
country. Speslator.
break ; to borft ; to ſuffer diſruption. Sharp
RU'PTUREWORT. S. (berniaria, Lat. J A RUSTICITY. ). (ruflicité, Fr. rufticitas, Lat.)
plant, Miller.
1. Qualities of one that lives in the country ;
RURAL a. (rural, Fr. ruralis, Lat . ) Country ,
fimpl city ; artietīnels ; rudene's ; ſavageneſs.
Woodward . 2. Rural appearance .
exiſting in the country , not in cities ; fuiting
the country ; reſembling the country. Sidney, RU'STICK. a. [ rufticus, Lat.j 1. Rural; coun
Tbonjon.
try . Sidney. 2. Rude ; volanybe ; inelegant.
4 P
Wents.
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Watts. 3. Brutal; ſavage. Pope. 4. Art- RUTHFUL. a. [ ruth and full.) Rueful; -mo
lefs; honeft ; ſimple. 5. Plain ; unadorned .
ful ; ſorrowful. Carew .
Milton .
RUTHFULLY. adv. (from ruthful] 1. Wo
fully ; ſadly. Knolles. 2. Sorrowlully ; mourn
RU'STICK.S. A clown ; a fwain ; an inhabi
tant of the country . Sourh.
fully. Spenſer. 3. Wofully. In irony. Chap.
RU'STINESS. S. (trom ruſty .) The ſtate of be. ( RU'THLESS. a. (from ruth.) Cruel; pitileſs ;
ing suſty.
uncompaſſionate ; barbarous. Sandys.
TO RUSTLE. v. * (hristlan, Sax . ) To make RUTHLESSNESS. S. ( from ruthless.) Want
of pity .
a low continued ralıle. Shakeſp .
RU'STY . a . ( from ruft.] 1 . Covered with RU’THLESSLY . adv. ( from ruthleſs .] With
ruft ; infected with ruft . Howel. 2. Impaired out pity; cruelly ; barbarouſly.
RUTTIER . f. [routiere, Fr. ) A dire&ion of
by inactivity. Shakeſp .
the road or courſe at ſea .
TO RUT . v.a. ( ruit, Fr.) To defire to come
together. Ufed of deer.
RU'TTISH . a . (from rut. ) Wanton ; libidi
RUT. . ( rui, Fr.] 1 . Copulation of deer. nous; ſalacious ; luſtful; lecherous. Shakeſp .
Bacon. 2. The track of a cart wheel .
RYE.S. (ryge, Sax . ] A coarſe kind of bread
RUTH . L. ( from rue. ) Mercy ; pity ; tender
corn . Arbuthnot.
neſs; forrow for the miſery of another. Fairf. RYE'GRASS. S. A kind of ſtrong graſs. Meri.
Milron ,
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Has in English the ſame hifting ſound as in SA'BULOUS.. [ Sabulum , Lat.) Gritty ; ſandy.
SACCADE. S. [French .) A violent check the
S , other languages .
rider gives his horſe, by drawing both the reins
In the beginning of words it has invariably its
natural and genuine ſound ; in the middle it very ſuddenly. Bailey.
is ſometimes uttered with a ſtrenger appulſe SACCHARINE. a. Vaccharum , Lat.) Having
of the tongue to the palate , like z ; as role,
the taſte or any other of the chief qualities of
roſeate, roly ,ofer, nofel, refident, buly,buſineſs. ſugar. Arbuthnot.
In the end of monofyllables it is ſometimes so as SACERDO'TAL. a . ( facerdotalis, Lat.)Prieſte
in this , and ſometimes z , asin as, has ; and
ly ; belonging to the prieſthood. Atterbury.
generally where es ſtands in verbs for eth, as SA CHEL .S. 1 / acculus, Lat.) A ſmall lack or
bag.
gives.
SABBATH . S. [ an Hebrew word fignifying SACK LIDU , Hebrew ; cáxxQ ;foccus, Lat .
ræc, Sax ) 1. A bag ; a pouch ; commonly
reft ; fabbatum , l.at. ) 1. A day appointed by
a large bag. Knelles. 2. The meaſure ofthree
God among the Jews, and from them elta
buſhels . 3. A woman's looſe robe.
bliſhed among Chriſtians, for publick worſhip ;
the ſeventh day ſet apart from works of labour To SACK . v . a . (from the noun . ] 1. To put
in bags. Betterton. 2. To take by ſtorm ; to
to be employed in piety . Milton . 2. Inter
pillage; to plunder . Fairfax, Derbam, Scart,
miffion of pain or forrow ; time of reſt. Da
niel, Dryden , Pope.
SACK . S. ( from the verb. ) 1. Storm of a lowo :
SA'BBATHBREAKER !:( ſabbath and break . )
pillage ; plunder. Dryden. 2. A kind of ſweet
Violator of the fabbath by labour or wicked
wine, now brought chiefly from the Canaries .
neſs. Bacon .
Swift.
SABBA'TICAL.S. [ fabbaticus, Lat.) Rclem . SACKBUT. F. ( Sacabuche, Span .) A kind of
bling the ſabbath ; enjoying or bringing inter
pipe. Shakeſp.
million of labour. Forbes.
SACKCLOTH . ſ. ( Jack and clotb .) Cloth
of which lacks are made ; coarſe cloth fome
SA'BBATISM . ). ( from ſabbatum , Lat . ) Ob
ſervance of the fabbath fuperftitiouſly rigid .
times worn in mortificacion, Sandys.
SA'BINE.S. (Jabine, Fr. Sabina, Lat.) A planı. SACKER . S. [ from fack.] One that takes a
town
Mortimer .
SA'BLE.S . (zibella, Lat.) Fur Knolles.
SACKFUL.S . [ fack and full.]Top full. Serifi.
SA'BLE. a .( French ) Black. W'aller.
SACKPOSSET.S . ( Jack and poller.) A pollet
SABLIERE.S. ( French ) 1. A ſandpit. Bailey.
made of milk , ſack , and ſome other ingredi
2. ( In carſentry . ) A piece of timber as long,
ents, Swift.
but not lo chick , as a beam . Bailey .
SACRAMENT. S. ( facramentum , Lat.) 1. An
SABRE. S. (febre, Fr.) A cymetar ; a ſhort
oath ; any ceremony producing an obligation
ſword with a convex edge; a'laulchion, Pipe
2. An outward and viGble figo of an inward
SABULO'SITY. / (from fabulous.) Grillineis
andIpiritualgrace. Heoser. 3. The eucharilt ;
fandipe is .
the boly communion, Addiſor.
SACRAMENT

i

SA D
S A G
rad . 2. To make melancholy ; to make
SACRAME'NTAL. a. (facramental, Fr. from
facrament.) Conſtituting a facrament ; per
gloomy. Pope. 3. To make dark coloured .
4. To make heavy ; to make coheſive. Mori.
taining to a facrament. Taylor.
SACRAMENTALLY.adv.(fromfacramental.) SADDLE. !. [ sadl , Sax . ſadel, Dutch. ] The
ſeat which is put upon the horſe for the ac
After the manner of a facrament. Hammond.
commodation of the rider. Dryden .
SA'CRED. a. ( ſacré, Fr. Jacer, Lat. ) i . De
voted to religious uſes ; holy . Milton. 2. To SA'DDLE. v . a. ( from the noun.) 1 . To
cover with a ſaddle . Cleavel. Prior. 2. To
Dedicated ; conſecrate ; conſecrated. Milton,
load ; to burthen . Dryden .
3. Inviolable . Dryden .
SA CREDLY. adv. (from ſacred .) Inviolably ; SA'DDLEBACKED. a. ( Saddle and back. ]
Horſes, faddlebacked, have their backs low,
religiouſly . South.
SACREDNESS . S. [ from ſacred.] The ſtate of and a raiſed head and neck . Farrier's Dict.
SADDLEMAKER
ofbeing
being lacred ; Itate
conſecrated to re'whole
fromtrade is to} make
ligious ules ; holineſs ; langity. L'Eſtrange. SADDLER.
ſaddl
Digb
es.
y
.
SACRIFICK . a. ( ſacrificus, Lat ) Employed
SADLY. adv. (from fad ] 1. Sorrowfully ;
in ſacrifice.
mournully. Dryden. 2. Calamitouſly ; mi
SACRIFICABLE.a. (from ſacrificor , Lat.) Ca
ſerably. South.
pable of being offered in ſacrifice. Brown.
SACRIFICA'TOR. ). ( ſacrificateur , Fr. from SA'DNESS. S. [from ſad.) 1. Sorrowfulneſs ;
facrificor, Lat.) Sacrificer ; offerer of ſacrifice .
mournfulneſs ; dejection of mind. Dryden. 2 .
Brown.
Melancholy look. Milton . 3. Seriouſneſs ;
ſedute gravity:
SA'CRIFICATORY.a. [from ſacrificor , Lat.)
SAFE. a ( ſauf, Fr. ſalvus, Lat . ) 1. Free
Offering ſacrifice.
from danger. Dryden. 2. Free from hurt.
TO SACRIFICE.v.a . facrifier, Fr. ſacrifice,
L'Eſtrange. 3. Conferring ſecurity. Milton .
Lat. ) 1. To offer to heaven ; to immolate .
Milt. 2. To deſtroy or give up for the fake
4. No longer dangerous ; repoſited out of the
of ſomething elle . Broome. 3. To deſtroy ; power or doing harm . Shakeſp.
SAFE.S. (from the adjective .) A buttery ; a
to kill . 4. To devote with loſs. Prior.
TO SACRIFICE. v . m. To make offerings ; to pantry. Ainſworth.
SAFEČONDUCT . ). (ſauf conduit, Fr. )
offer ſacrifice. Milton .
SACRIFICE .S [ facrifice, Fr. facrificium , Lat. )
Convoy ; guard through an enemy's country .
Clarendon . 2. Pais ; warrant to paſs.
1. The act of offering to heaven . Milton. 2 .
The thing offered to heaven, or immolated. SAFEGUARD . S. llafe and guard.) 1. De
Milton . 3. Any thing deſtroyed, or quitted
fence ; protection ; fecurity . Shakeſp. Atterb.
for the ſake of ſomething elle. 4. Any thing
2. Convoy ; guaid through any interdicted
deſtroyed .
road, granted by the pofleflor. 3. País ; war
rant to pa's. Clarendon .
SACRIFICER. L. (from ſacrifice .) One who
offers facrifice ; one that immolates. Addiſon. To SA FÜGUARD). v . a . ( from the noun .) To
SACRIFICIAL. a. (from ſacrifice. ) Performing
guard ; to proteet. Shakeſp.
ſacrifice ; included in ſacrifice. Taylor.
SAFELY . av . ( trom laje.] 1. In a ſafe man
SACRILEGE .S. I jacrilege, Fr. Jacrilegium , ner ; without danger. Locke, Dryden.
Lat. ) The crime of appropriating to himſelf Without hurt. Shakesp.
what is devoted to religion; the crime of rob- SA FENESS. 1: (trom Jafe.) Exemption from
danger. Souch .
bing heaven. Sidney , Soutb .
SACRILEʻGIOUS . a. (facrilegus, Lat.) Vio- SAFETY.S.ſtrom ſafe.] 1. Freedom from
lating things facred ; polluted with the crime danger. Prior. 2. Exemption from hurt. 3 .
Preservation from hurt. Stokelp. 4. Cuſtody ;
of lacrilege. Pope.
SACRILEGIOUSLY.adv .(from facrilegieus. ] ſecurity from eſcape. Shakeſp.
SA FFLOW.f . A plant. Mortimer.
With facrilege. South.
SACRING . part. Confecrating. Srakofp.
GAFFRON . Y llafran, Fr ) A plant . Milier .
SACRIST
11. (facrijlain , Fr. ) Hethal SAFFRON . Baſurd. . ( carthamus , Lat. ) A
SA'CRISTAN.S has the care of the utenuis plant . Miller
SAFFRON. a. Yellow ; having the colour of
or moveables of the church . Ayliffe.
SACRISTY.S. [ facriſtie, Fr.) An apartment ſaffron. Chapmar .
where the confecrated veſſels or moveables of TO SAG . v . n. To hang heavy . Shakeſp .
TO SAG . va To load ; to berthen.
a church are re pofired. Aldiſon .
SAD . a . 1. Sorrowful; full of grief. Pope. 2. SAGA CIOUS. a ( lagax, Lat.) 1. Quick of
Habitually melancholy; heavy; gloomy; pot Licent. Dryden. 2. Quick of thought ; acuie
gay . Raleigh, Pepe. 3. Serious : not light ; in making dilcoveries. Locke.
not volatile ; grave. Spenſer, Herbert. ' 4. AS SAGA CIOUSLY. adv. (from ſagacious.) 1 .
fiative ; calamitous. 5. Bad ; inconvenient ; With quick Icent. 2. With acuteneſs o ! pe
vexatious . Addijon, 6. Dark coloured.Walton . netran.
7 : Heavy ; weighty ; pondercus. 8. Cuhe. SAGACIOUSNESS. S. [from ſagacious.] The
; not light ; tirm ; close. Mor .
quality of being lagacious.
SAGA CITY.
4 P 2
To S.IDDEN . v . a. (from jad.) ! , To make
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SAGA CITY.S. ( Sogacitas, Lat.) 1. Quick-l cauſe ;end ; purpoſe. Tillotfox . 2. Account ;
neſs of ſcent,
Acuteneſs of diſcovery.. regard to any perſon or thing. Shakeſp.
SA'KER.S. (Saker, originally ſignifiesan hawk .)
South , Locke.
Artillery ; cannon .
SAGE. 5. I lauge, Fr. Salvia, Lat. ) A plant.
SA'KERET. L. (from ſaker. ) The male of a
Miller.
laker-hawk. Bailey:
SAGE . a. ( Sage, Fr. faggio,lial.)Wiſe ; grave ;
SAL. S. [ Latin, falt.) A word often uſed ia
prudent . 'Waller.
SAGE. f. [from the adjective.) A philoſopher ; . pharmacy. Floyer .
a man of gravity and wiſdom . Sandys, Pepe SALACIOUS. a. ( ſalacis, Lat. Jalace, I'r . )
SAGELY. adv. ( trom Jage. ) Wildly ; pru. Luftful ; lecherous. Dryden, Arbushnet,
SALACIOUSLY. adv. ( from ſalacious.] Le
dently.
SA GENESS F. ( from Sage .) Gravity ; pru cherouſly : luftfully.
SALA CITY.S. ( folacitas,Lat. from ſalacious.)
dence. Ainſworth.
Luft; lechery . Brown , Floyer.
SAGITTAL. 8. i from fagiria, Lat. an arrow .
1. Belonging to an arrow . 2. ( In anatomy 1 SA'LAD . L. ( Salade, Fr. Jalat, Germ .) Food
A future ſo called from its reiemblance to an of raw herbs. Shakeſp . Ben . Johnson ,Waris.
SALAMA'NDER.S. ( rolamandre, Fr. Jala .
arrow Wileman .
SAGITTARY.P . | Sagittarius, Lat ] A cen
mandra, Lat. ) An animal ſuppoſed to live in
the fire, aod imagined to be very miſonous.
taur ; an animal half man half horſe, armed
Ambroſe Parey has a picture of the ſalaman
with a bow and quiver Shakeſp.
SA'GO.S. A kind of eatable grain Bailey.
der, with a roccipt for her bite ; but there is
SAICKA ( Jaica, Ital . ) A Turkiſi veſel pro
no luch creature, the name being now given
to a poor harmleſs inſect. Bacon , Brown .
per for the carriage of merchandile .
SAID . preterite and pari. foll of ſay. 1. Afore- SALAMANDER's Hair . ? 1. A kind of al
SALAMA'NDER's Wool.S beſtos. Bacon.
ſaid. Hale. 2. Declared ; thewed
SAIL . S. [reg!, Sax . Jeybel, jey ', Durch. ) 1 SALAMA'NDRINE. a . ( from Salamander . ]
Reſembling a ſalamander. Spectator.
The expanded thcet which catches the wind,
and carries on ihe veſſel on the water . Dryden SA'LARY. T. ( falaire, fr. ' jalarium , Lat. )
Slated hire ; annual or periodical payment.
2. Wings. Spenſer. 3. A ſhip ; a veſſel
Addiſon. 4. Sailis a collective word , noling
Swift.
the number of ſhips. Raleigh .. 5. To Strike SALE.F.I faal, Dutch .] 1. The act of ſelling .
SAIL . To lower the rail. Als xxvii . 6. A
2. Venti power of ſelling ; market. Sperler.
proverbial phraſe for abating of pomp or ſu
3. A publick and proclaimed expoſition of
goods to the market ; auction. Temple. 4.
periority. Shakeſp.
To SAIL . v . * . ( from the noun .) 1. To be State of being venal ; price. Addsfon . 5 It
moved by the wind with fails. Mortimer. 2 . ſeems in Spanjer to ſignify a wicker baſket;
To paſs by ſea. Aits. 3. To ſwim . Dryden
perhaps from jallow , in which filh are cauglit.
Spenſer.
4. To país Imoothly along. Shakesp.
To SAIL. v . a .
To paſs by means of fails. SA'LLABLE a. (from /ale.)Vendible ; fit for
(ale ; marketable. Careu ', Locke.
Dryden.2. To fly through. Pepe.
SAILER . f. [from fail ]A ſeamnan ; one who SA'LEABLENESS. S. [irom ſaleable .)The face
of being taleable .
SAILOR S practiles or underttands navigati
SAʼLEABLY. adv . ( from falcable .) In a fale
on. Arbuthnet, Pepe,
able manner .
SAILYA'RD. S. I failand yard.] The pole on
SA'LEBROUS. a ( ſaleb :ofus, Lat.) Rough ;
which the fail is extended. Dryden.
uneven ; rugged.
SAIM.S. I fuime, Ital . ) Lard .
SA'INFO ! N. 1 (Joinfrin, Fr ) A kind of herb. SALESMAN 1. [ fale and man.) One who ſells
SAINT.J. ( aini, Fr ] A perſon eminent for cloaths ready made. Swift.
SAʼLEWORK.A. ( Jale and work.) Work for
piety and virtue. Skakelp.
ToSAINT. v . a . ( from the noun . ) To number Tale ; work careletly done. Shakeſp.
among faints : to reckon among ſaints by a SA'LIENT. a. ( Jaliens, Lat . ) 1. Leaping ;
publick decree ; to canonize. Addefon , Pope.
bounding ;moving by leaps Brown. 2. Beac.
TO SAINT . v . n . To act with a mhuw of piety .
ing ; panting. blackmore. 3. Springing or
Shooting wiili a quick motion. Pope.
Pope.
SAINTED.
a . ( from ſoin ! ) 1. Holy i pious : SA'LINE.
1 a . ( jalinus, Lat. ] Copaſting of
virtuous. Shakeſp 2. Holy; ſacred. Shakeſp. SA'LINOUS. S lali ; confituting falt.Harvey ,
Newton .
SAINT John's Wort.l. A plant Miller.
SAINTLIKE. /. I ſaint and like.) 1. Suiting SALIGOTS. N. A kind of thistle. Ainſworib.
a ſaint; becurning a ſaint . Dryden. 2. Re SALIVA.S. (Lat ) livery thing that is tpic up ;
but it more strictly ſignities that juice which is
ſembling a faint . Bacon.
SAINTLY. adv . (from ſaini. ) Like a faint ;
ſeparated by the glands called ſalival . Wijem.
SALIVAL 10. [from ſalva,Lat.) Relacing
becoming a ſaint. Milion.
SAINTSHIP.J. [ trom faina ) The character or SALIVARY. S toipittle . Grew , Arbuibnor .
TO SALIVATE. V a. (from Jaliva, Lal.) To
qualities of a faint. Eozib, Pepe.
purge by the salival glands. Wijeman .
SAKE'. S. 112c, Sax. faecke, Dutch. ) 1. Final
SALIVA
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SALIVA'TION . S. [ from ſalivate .) A method of 2. Taſte ; lipack . Shakeſp. 3. Wit ; mer
riment.
cure much practiſed in venereal caſes. Grew.
SALIVOUS .' a. ( from ſaliva .) Conſiſting of SALT. a. Having the taſte of ſalt : as falt fiſh .
Bacon . 2. Impregnated with ſalt. Addiſon .
ſpittle ; having the nature of ſpittle. Wiſem .
3. Abounding with lalt. Mortimer. 4. [ Ss
SALLETING. } S. [ corrupted from falad.]
lax , Lat.) Lecherous; ſalacious. Shakeſp .
SALLIANCE . !. [from ſolly.) The act of il - To SALT. v . a. ( from the noun ) To ſeaſon
with ſalt. Brown .
ſuing forth ; ſally. Spenſer.
SAʼLLOW . ]. [ Salix , Lat.) A tree of the genus SA’LT-PAN.If. ( falt and pan, or pir .] Pit
SALT -PIT. $ where falt is got. Bacon .
of willow. Dryden.
SA’LLOW . a. [ falo, German, black, foul.] SALTANT. a. ( Saltans, Latin .] Jumping ;
dancing
Sickly ; yellow Rowe.
SAʼLLÓWNESS. S. (from fallow .)Yellowneſs ; SALTATION. : ( ſaltatio, Lat.) 1. The act
of dancing or jumping . Brown. 2. Beat ;
ſickly paleneſs. Addiſon .
SA'LLY. I follie, Fr. ) 1. Eruption ; iſſue palpitation. Wiſeman .
from a place beſieged , quick egreſs. Bacon. SAʼLTCAT. S. A lump of ſalt. Mortimer.
2. Range; excurlion. Locke . 3. Flight ; SALTCE'LLAR . ). ( jalt and celler.) Vellel of
volatile or ſprightly exertion. Stilling fl. 4.
ſalt ſet on the table. Swift.
Eſcape ; levity ; extravagant flight ; frolick . SA'LTER. 1. (from ſalt ) 1. One who ſalts.
2. One who ſells ſalt. Camden.
Wotton , Swift.
To SA'LLY . v . m. [ from the noun .) To make SA'LTERN. S. A falt -work. Mortimer.
SALTI'NBANCO.S . [ faltorein banco, to climb
an eruption ; to iſſue out. Tate.
on a bench .) A quack or mountebank. Brown.
SA’LLYPORT. A. ( Jolly and port.) Cate at
SA'LTIER . f. A ſaltier is made in the form of a
which rallies are made Denham .
SA'LMAGUNDI . 5. ( ſelon mon gout, or ſale à
St. Andrew's croſs. Peacham .
mon gout.) A mixcure of chopped meat and SA'LTISH . a. ( from fals .) Somewhat fals.
Mortimer
pickled herrings with oil, vinegar, pepper,
SA'LTLESS. a . (from falt.) Inſipid ; not taſting
and onions .
SAʼLMON . / I Salmo, Lac .] The ſalmon is ac .
of falt.
counted the king of frelli - water fiſh, and is SALTLY. adv. (from ſalt .) with caſte of fakt ;
bred io rivers relating to the ſea, yet ſo far in a falt manner.
from it as admits no tincture of brackiſhneſs. SA'LTNESS. S. (from ſolt. ) Taſte of falt. Bacon .
He is faid to breed or caſt his ſpawn in molt SA'LTPETRE, ; ! Jal perre, Lat. Jalperras
rivers in the month of Auguſt. They in a
Fr. ) Nitre. Locke.
fake place in the gravel place their eggs or SALVABI'LITY.S . (from falvable.) Poſibility
ſpawn, and then leave it to their Creator's
of being received to everlaſting life. Decay of
protection. Sir Francis Bacon obſerves the
Piery.
age of a falmon exceeds not ten years ; his SA'LVABLE a . ( from falvo, Lat. ) Poftible to
growth is very ſudden, ſo that after he is got
be ſaved . Decay of Piety.
into the lea he becomes from a famlet , noi 10 SALVAGE. a. ( Jaulvage, fr. ſelvagio, lial. ]
big as a gudgeon , to be a lalmon , in as ſhore
Wild ; rude ; cruel. Waller .
a time as a goning becomes a goole. Walton , SALVATION. L. ( trom Jalvo, Lat . ) Preſerva .
tion from eternal death ; reception to the hape
SA LMONTROUT. . A crout ihat has some
reſemblance to a ſalmon ; a famlet. Walton.
pinets of heaven. Hioker, Milton.
SA'LPICON . S. A kind of farce or ſufing . SALVATORY. S. (Volvatoire, Fr.) A place
where any thing is preſerved. Hale.
Bailey.
SALSAMENTARIOUS. a. ( ſalfamentarius, SALU'BRIOUS. a . (Jalubris,Lat .) Wholeſome,
Lat . ) Belonging to falethings .
healthful; promoting health . Philips.
SA'LSIFY / ( Lacin .) A plant . Goatſbeard. SALUBRITY. L. ( from falubricus ) Whole
Mortimer
ſomeneſs ; healthfulneſs .
SALSOA CID . a. ( Sallus and acidus, Lat .) Hav- SALVE. . ( readf, Sax. from ſalvus, Lat. ) 1 .
A glutinous matter applied to wounds and
ing a talte compounded of ſalınels and fournels.
hurts ; an emplafter. Donne. 2. Help, reme
Floyer.
SALSU GINOUS . a . ( falfugo, Lat.) Saltiſh ;
dy . Hammond.
ſomewhat fale. Boyle.
TO SALVE. v. a. (ſalvo, Lat.) 1. To cure
SALT. f. ( ſalt, Gothick ; realt, Sax.)
with medicaments applied. Spenſer. 2. To
Salt is a body whoſe cwo eſſential properties help ; to remedy. Sidney, Spenjer. 3. To
ſeem to be diffolubility in water, and a pun
help or ſave by a ſalvo, an excuſe or reſerva
gent lapor : it is an active incombustible ſub
tion. Hooker. 4. To falute. Spenſer.
ſtance. There are three kinds of falts, fixed, SA'LVER . f. A place on which any thing is
volatile , and eilen :ial : fixed falt is drawn by
preſented Tope.
calcining the matter, then boiling the aihes in SA LVO. f. ( trom ſalvo je, Lat .) An ex
3 .good deal of water . Eilencial lal : is tha:
ception ; a reservation ; an excuſe. Addifon .
drawn chiefly from the parts of animals , and SA LUTARINESS . F. ( trom íalutary ) Whole.
fomenets ;
func purrihed parts of vezesablos. Harris
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gives to any thing its obligatory power,
ſomeneſs ; quality of contributing to health
ratification. Ben Johnſon, Dryden , South,
or ſafety .
SA'LUTÁRY. a. ( Salutaris, Lat . ) Whole
Watts, Baker. 2. A law ; a decree ratified .
forne ; healthful; ſafe ; advantageous ; con
Denham.
SANCTITUDE. S. ( from fan &tus, Lat.)
tributing to health or lafety. Bentiey.
SALUTATION. S. [ falutatio, Lat.) The act
Holineſs ; goodneſs ; faintlinefs. Milton .
or ſtyle of faluting ; greeting.Milion , Taylor. SA'NCTITY. l. ( lanetitas, Lat . ) 1. Holi
neſs ; the ſtate of being holy . Milton. 2 .
To SALUTE v . a . ( Jaluro, Lac . 1. To
Goodneſs ; the quality of being good ; pu
greet ; to hail. Shakeſp. 2. To pleaſe ; to
gratily. Shakeſp. 3. To kiſs.
rity ; godlineſs. Addiſon. 3. Saint; holy be
SALUTE . S. [from the verb .] 1. Salutation ;
ing Milton.
greeting . Brown , South. 2. A kils. Rof- To SANCTUARISE. V. n. (from fan & uary. )
common .
To ſhelter by means of ſacred privileges .
Shakeſp.
SALU'TER . f. [ from ſalute ) He who falutes.
SALUTIFEROUS.
falsrifer, Latin. ) SANCTUARY . S. [ fan& uarium ,Lat .) 1. A
Healthy ; bringing health . Dennis .
holy place ; holy ground . Rogers . 2. A place
of protection ; a ſacred aſylum . Milton. 3 .
SAME. a . ( Jamo, Gothick, ſammo, Swediſh .]
Sheller ; protection. Dryden.
1. Not different ; not another ; identical ;
being of the like kind , ſort , or degree . Ar - SAND . S. ( Jand, Danish and Dutch . ) 1. Par.
ticles of lone not conjoined, or Hone broken
burhat. 2. That which was mentioned be
fore. Daniel.
to powder. Woodward, Boyle, Prior. 2. Bare
SA MENESS . ſ. (from ſame.) Identity ; the
ren country covered with lands. Knolles,
ftate of being not another ; not different. SA'NDAL. . [ fandale, Fr. Jandalium , Lat. )
A loole ſhoe. Milton , Pope.
Swift.
SAMLET. S. ( falmoret, or falmorler. ) A SA'NDARAK. S. (Jandaraca, Lat .) 1. A mi
little falmon. Walton .
neral of a bright light colour, not much on
like to red arſenick . 2. A white gum oozing
SA MPHIRE. f. [ faint Pierre, Fr.) A plant
out of the juniper-tree.
preserved in pickle. Shakeſp.
SAMPLE. S. ( from example.] A ſpecimen ; a SA'NDBLIND. 0. [fand and blind .) Having a
defect in the eyes, by which Imall particles ap
part ſhown, that judgment may be made of
the whole Addiſon, Prior.
pear before them. Shakeſp.
TO SA’MPLE . v . a . To ſhew ſomething limi- SANDBOX Tree. f. [ bura, Lat.) A plant.
Miller .
lar. Ainl.
SA'MPLER . F. (exemplar, Lat.) A pattern of SANDED. a . (from ſand.) 1. Covered with
work ; a piece worked by young girls for im
fand ; barren. Mortimer. 2. Marked with
provement. Shakeſp.
ſmall ſpots ; variegated with dulky ſpecks.
Shakelp.
SA'NABLE. a . ( lanabilis, Lat . ] Curable ;
ſuſceptive of remedy ; remediable.
SA'NDERLING . f. A bird. Carew .
SANATION. J. ( janatio, Lat ] the act of SANDERS. S. ( Jantalum , Lat. ) A precious
kind of Indian wood, of which there are three
curing. Wiſeman.
forts, red, yellow , and green . Bailey.
SANATIVE. a. ( from fano, Lat. ) Powerful to
cure ; healing . Bacon
SA'NDEVER. J. That which our Engliſh
SANATIVENESS. S. [from ſanative.] Power
glaſſmen call fondever, and the French, of
whom probably the name was borrowed ,
to cure .
SANCTIFICATION SUfan &tification , Fr. ) Juindever, is that recrement that is made
when the materials of glaſs, having been firſt
1. The ſtate of being treed , or act of freeing
baked together, the mixture çalts up the ſu
from the dominion of Gin for the time to come.
perfluous ſalt. Boyle.
Hooker. 2. The act of making holy ; conſe
SA'NDISH. a . [from ſand ] Approaching to
cration. Stilling fleet.
the nalure of land i loole ; not cloſe ; noc
SANCTIFIER. . ( from Sanctify.) He that
compact. Evelyn .
fanctifies or makes huly. Derham .
TO SANCTIFY. v . á. ( Janctifier, Fr.) 1. SA'NDSTONE. T. ( ſand and ftone.) Stone of a
Jooſe and friable kind. Woodward.
To free from the power ot ſin for the time to
come. Hib. 2. To make holy ; to make a SANDY. a. (from fand .) 1. Abourding with
ſand; full of land. Philips. 2. Consiſting of
mencs of holinefs. Hooker. 3. To make free
land ; unfolid . Bacon .
from guilt. Dryden. 4. To ſecure from vio
lation. Pape .
SANE. a . ( janus, Lat.) Sound ; healthy .
SANCTIMONIOUS. a . ( from ſanctimonia, SANG The preterite of fing. Milton.
La: ] Saintly ; having the appearance of SANGUIFEROUS. a . Ilanguifer, Lat .) Con
veying blood. Derham .
lanctity . L'Ejl, ange.
SINCUMONY.. [ fanctimonie, Lat.) Ho- SANGUIFICATION . L. ( fanguis and facis,
jinets ; fcrupulous auſterity ; appearance of
Lat. ] The production of blood ; the conver
ſion of the chyle into blood. Arbuobot.
taulinets. Raieigh.
A. ( Janguis and facii , Lat .)
SANGUIFIER.
SANCTION ; ( ſanction , French ; fonctio,
Producer of blood , Floyer.
Letj 1. The act of confirmation which
Та
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TO SA'NGUIFY.v.s . ( fanguis and facio, Lat.)(SA POR .S: ( Lat.) Taſte ; power of affecting or
To produce blood. Hale.
ſtimulating the palate. Browr.
SA'NGUINARY . a. (Janguinarius,Lat.)Cruel; SAPORIFICK . o . ( Taporifique, Fr. Sapor and
facio,
Lat.] Having the power to produce
bloody; murtherous. Broome.
SANGUINARY. S. [ fanguis, Lat.) An herb.
talles.
SAʼPPINESS. S. [ from fapfy ) The Atate or the
Ainſworth.
quality of abounding in lap ; ſucculence ;
SA'NGUINE . 2. ( Sanguineus,Lat ! 1. Red ;
juicineſs.
having the colour of blood. Dryden . 2. A
bounding with blood more than any other hu- SAPPY. a. (from Jap.) 1. Abounding in ſap ;
juicy ; ſucculent. Philips. 2. Young ; not
mour ; cheerful. Gov. of the Tongue. 3
firm ; weak . Hayward.
Warm ; ardent ; confident. Swift.
SANGUINE. S. [from ſanguis.) Blood colour. SA'R ABAND.S. sarabande, Spaniſh. ] A
Spaniſh dance. Arbuth. and Pope.
Spenſer.
SANGUINENESS. I S. ( from ſanguine.) Ar- SA’RCASM . S. ( Sarcaſmus, Lat.) A keen re
SANGUINITY .
dour ; beat of expedia
proach ; a taunt ; a gibe. Rogers.
SARCASTICALLY . adv. [ from ſarcaſtick. ]
tion ; confidence. Decay of Piety, Swifi.
I.
SANGUI'NEOUS. a. ( janguineus, Lat .]
Tauotingly ; ſeverely South .
Conſtituting blood. Brown. 2. Abounding SARCA'STICAL. 6. (from ſarcaſm .] Keen :
with blood . Arbuthnot.
SARCA'STICK.
cauncing ; fevere. South .
SA'NHEDRIM . S. Synedrium , Latin ] The SA'RCENET. S. Fine thin woven filk . Brown.
chief council among the Jews, conſiſting of To SA'RCLE, W.a . ( farcler. Fr. ) To weed
corn . Ainſworth,
ſeventy elders, over whom the high prieſt pre
SARCOCE’LE. S. Coept and xóan.) A Aefhy ex
fided.
SA'NICLE.S. ( Janicle, Fr. Sanicula , Lat.) A
creſcence of the teſticles, which ſometimes
grow ſo large as to ſtretch the ſcrotum much
plant . Miller
beyond its natural ſize. Quincy.
SÅ NIES. S' (Lac.) Thio matter ; ſerous excre
SARCOMA. S. [ cagumpa. ) À Aeſhy excreſcence,
tion. Wiſeman .
SANIOUS. 6. ( from fanies.) Running a thin
or lump, growing in any part of the body , et
ſerous matter, not a well digeſted pus. pecially the noſtrils. Bailey.
SARCO PHAGOUS . (caps and paym .] Fleſn
Wiſeman.
SANITY. S. [ fanitas,Lat.] Soundneſs of mind.
earing ; feeding on fleſh .
SARCOPHAGY. S. lopš and Paye. ) The
Shakeſp.
of eating feſh . Brown.
practice
SANK . The preterite offink. Bacon.
SARCOʻTICK.S. (from 265.) Medicines which
SANS prep ( Fr. ) Without Shakelp:
SAP. ). [rape, Saxon ; ſap, Dutch. ! The vital
fill up ulcers with new felh ; the ſame as in
carnatives Wiſeman .
juice of plants ; the juice that circulates in
trees and herbs . Walier, Arbuthnot.
SARCULA'TION . L. ( farculus, Lat. ) The act
TO SAP. v. a . (zappare, Italian .) To under
of weeding. Diel.
mine; to fubvert by digging ; to mine. Dryden . SARDEL .
To SAP. v. » . To proceed by mine ; 10 pro- SA'RDINE Stone.SS. A list of precious ſtone .
Revelat.
SARDIUS.
ceed inviſibly. Tatier.
SA'PPHIRE . ). ( lapphirus, Lat.) A precious SA'RDONYX / A precious ſtone. Woodward,
ftone ofa blue colour. Woodward, Blackmore . SARK. ſ. ( roynk, Saxon . ) 1. A thark or
SA'PPHIRINE . O lappbirinus,Lat.) Made Sirk . 2. 1o Scotland it denotes a ſhirt.
of fapphire; reſembling ſapphire. Donne, Boyle. Arbuebanr .
SA'PID. a. I fapidus, Lat . ) Taſteful; palatable ; SARN.ſ. A Britiſh word for pavement or ſerping
making a powerful ſimulation upoo the palate. ftones.
SARPLIER / ( farpilliere, Fr ] A piece of
Brown.
SAPI'DITY. ? ! [from ſapid ) Taſtefulneſs ; canvas for wrapping up wares . Bailey.
SAPIDNESS. ) powerful of Itimulating the SARRAISINE /. 1 in botany .) A kind of
birthwort. Bailey.
palate . Boyle.
2 f. Both a tree and a
SAPIENCES . (Sapience, Fren. Sapientia ,Lat ] SARSA.
Wiſdom ; ſageneſs ; knowledge. Wot13 , SARSAPARELLA} plant. Ainſworth.
SARSE.
|.
A
fort
of
fine lawn fieve. Basky.
Raleigh.
SA'PIENT. a . ( Sapiens, Lat. ) Wire ; fage. To SARSE . v . a . falfer, Fr.) To lift through
a larſe . Bailey.
Milton
SA'PLESS. a . ( raploos, Dutch .) 1. Wanting | SASH .S. 1. A belt worn by way of dikin ? ion ;
ſap i wanting vital juice. Swife. 2. Dry ; old , a liiken band worn by officers in the army,
2. A window ſo formed as to be let up and
huſky. Dryden.
SA'PLING.T. (from Jap .) A young tree ; a down by pullies Swife.
young plaat. Swift.
SA'SHOON . S. A kind of leather ſtuffing put
SAPONACEOUS ? a . ( from laps, I atin , into a book for the wearer's eale . Asnjwarih
SA PONARY
Ś fccp ) Soapy ; refem SASSAFRAS. 1. A tree : one of tbe ipecies of
bling foap ; having the qualities of luap
the cornelian cherry .
SAT
arburbusi.

SAT

SAU

SAT. The preterite ofir. Dryden.
to content. Shakeſp. 4. To free from doubt,
SA'TAN ). The prince of hell ; any wicked
perplexity, or ſuſpenſe Locke. 5. To convince.
Dryden , Atterbury.
fpirit . Löcke.
To make payment.
SATA’NICAL . ? a. ( from Saran.) Deviliſh ; TO SA'TISFY. v.
Locke.
.
SATANICK . S internal Milcom
SA'TCHEL . S. [ feckel, German ; facculus, SATURABLE. o. (from faturate.) Impregna
I.at. ) A little bag uſed by ſchoolboys. Swife.
ble with any thing 'till it will receive no more .
TO SATE . v . a. fario, Lat. ) To fatiate; to
Grew .
glut; lo pall ; to feed beyond natural deſires. SA'TURANI a . ( from falurans, Lat ] Im
Philips.
pregnating to the fill.
SATELITE . S. [ Parelles, Lat.) A ſmall planetſ To SA'TURATE . v . a. ( foruro, Lat. ) To
revolving round a larger. Beniley.
impregnate 'till no more can be received or
imbibed. Cheyne.
SATELLI'TIOUS. a .(trom ſatelles, Lat.) Con
SATURDAY. J. [rætepsdæg, Saxon. ) The
Giſting of ſatellites. Cheyne .
TOSA'TIATE. v. a. ( jario, Lat.] 1. To ſatisfy ; laſt day of the week . Addilon .
to fill. Philips . 2. To glut ; to pall ; to fill SATURITY.S. ( faturitas, from faturo, Lat. )
Fulneſs ; the ſtate of being laturated ; reple
beyond natural deſire . Norris. 3. To gratify
tion.
delire. King Charles. 4. To ſaturate ; to im
pregnate with as much as can be contained or SATURN. S. ( Saturnus, Lac.] 1. The remoteft
imbibed . Newton .
planet of the ſolar ſyſtein : ſuppoſed by aſtro
logers to impreſs melancholy. Bensky. 2. ( in
SA'TIATE. a. ( from the verb.) Clutted ; full
chymiltry
.) Lead.
to ſat ety. Pope .
SATIETÝ. S. | fotietas, Lat ) Fulneſs beyond SATURNINE 2.( Saturninus, Lat. ) Not light ;
not volatile ; gloomy ; grave ;melancholy ;
defire or pleaſure ; more than enough ; ſtate of
ſévere of temper Addiſor.
being palied. Hakewill, Pope.
SA'TIN . (farin, Fr.) A ſoft, cloſe and ſhining SA'TURNINE . a. ( Jaturninus, Lat. ) Happy ;
golden. Pope.
ülk . Swift:
1. ( ſatirus, Lat. ) A fylvan god.
SA'TIRE . F. ( fatira , Lat. ) A poem in which SATYR.
Peacham
wickedneſs or folly is cenſured . Proper ſatire
is diſtinguiſhed, by the generality of the re - SATYRIASIS. ſ. An abundance of ſeminal
fiections, from a lampoon which is aimed at
lymphas. Floyer.
SALVAGE a. ( jelvaggio, Italian . ) 1. Wild ;
againſt a particular perſon. Dryden.
uncultivated. Dryden. 2. Untamed ; cruel .
SATIRICAL . ? a. ( ſatiricus,Lat .) 1. Belong
SATIRICK $ ing to facire ; employed in
Pope. 2. Uncivilized ; barbarous ; untaught.
writing of invective. Roſcommon . 2. Cen
Raleigh, Milton, Sprail.
furious; fevere in language. Swift.
SA VAGE. ]. [ from the adjective. ) Aman
SATIRICALLY. adv . (trom ſarirical] With
untaught and uncivilized ; a barbarian. Rolen
Bentley
inve tive ; with intention to cenſure or vilify .
Dryden.
To SAVAGE. v . a . ( from the noun .) To make
SA'TIRIST. S. [from ſarire.) One who writes
barbarous, wild , or cruel . Tbomion.
facires. Pope.
SA'VAGELY adv . (from Savage ) Barbarouſly;
To SATIRIZE. v. a. ( ſaririzer, Fr. from
cruelly . Shakeſp .
Jatire.) To cenfure as in a ſatire. Dryden , SAVAGEASES. Y. (from ſavage.) Barbarouſ
nels ; cruelıy ; wildneſs. Broome.
Swifi
SA VAGERY . !. ! from ſavage ] 1. Cruelty i
SATISFA'CTION . S. ( Jatisfactio, Lat. )
The act of plealing to the full. Locke . 2 The barbaricy . Shakeſp . 2. Wild growih . Shake/p .
ſtate of being plealed. Locke. 3. Releaſe from SAVANNA. S. Anopen meadow without wood.
fufpenſe, oncertainty , or uneaſinels. Shakesp . Locke.
4. Gracificacion ; that which pleales. Souih . SAUCE . S. [ faulla, French : lalja, Italian.) 1 .
Something eaten with food to improve its
5. Amends ; atoneinent for a crime ; recom
tale . Sidney, Cowley, Taylor, Baker. 2. T.
penle for an injury Milton .
SA TISFACTIVE . a . I fatisfacius, Lat.] Give Jerve one the fame SAUCE A vulgar phrale
to retaliate one injury with another.
ing facis action Brown
SATISFACTORILY . adv (from ſerisfactory.) T. SAUCE. v . c . ſirom the n'un .) 1. To ac
Tointistation . Digby .
company meat with ſomething of higher
relin . 2. Tu grau'y with rich taites. Shake;f.
SATISFACTORINESS . S.[ from ſati factory.)
Power of ſatisfying power oigiving content. 3. To intermix or accompany with any
thing good, or, ironically, with any thing bad .
Boyle.
Shakesp.
SATISFACTORY. a. [ Satisfactoire, Fr.] 1 .
Giving fatisfaction ; giving content. Locke. 2. SA'UCEBOX. f. [from ſauce, or rather from
jaucy .) An impertinent or petulant fellow .
Atoning ; making amends. Sjunderfor .
Addison
TO SA TISFY.v a. fatisfacio, Lar. ] 1. To
content ; to please to luca a degree as that SA'UCEPAN . S. ( ſauce and par . ) A ſmall
Qothing more is deliret. Meiten. 2. To feed Ikillet with a long handle , in which ſauce or
ſmall things are boiled. Squiry.
to che al job . 3. To recompenſe ; to pay
Sat
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SAU'CER . S. ( fauciere, Fr. from ſouse .) 1.SA'VOUR.S. ( faveur, Fr. ) 1 . A ſcent ; o
dour. Arbubnot. 2. Talle ; power of affect
A finall pan of plaster on which tauce is let
ing the palace. Milton, Souib.
on the table. Hudobras. 2. A piece or platter
let.
of china, into which a tea- cup is
To SA VOUR . v. n . ( ſavourer, Fr.) 1. To
have any particular ſmell or iaſte. 2. To be
SA’UCILY . adv. (from fancy ] Impudenily :
impertinently ; petulantly , in a ſaucy man;
luken ; to have an appearance or talle of
ner. Addiſon,
ſomething. Wotton, Denham
SAU'CINESS. . (from faucy.) Impudence ; TO SAVOUR . v . o . 1. To like. Shakeſp. 2 .
To exhibit laſte of. Milton .
peculance ; impertinence ; contempt of lupe
riors. Dryden , Collier .
SAVOURILY. adv ( from Javoury.] 1. With
SAUCISSE F. [ French .) In gunnery, a long
gult : with appetite. Dryden. 2 . With a
traia of powder lewed up in a roll of pi: -hed pleaſing reliſh.Dryder.
clouh , about two inches diameter, in orde to SAVOURINESS. F. (from favoury.) 1. Tafta
fire a bombcheft Bailey.
pleaſing and picquant. 2. Pleading linell.
SAUCISSON. F. ( Fr.) In military architecture , SA'VOURY. 6 | Javoureux, Fr from ſavour.)
faggots or faſcines made of large boughs of 1. Pleaſing to theimell, Milton . 2. Picquant
trees bound cogether. Bailey .
to the cafte Geneſis.
SA'UCY. a . ( jolfus, Lat .) Pert ; petulant ; SAVOʻY. l. (braljica ſabaudica, Lat.) A furt of
Colw
ort.
contemptuous of ſuperiors; inlolent. Shakeſp .
Rofcom Dryden, Andijon.
SA'USAGE . So I faucifle, French ; fallium ,
TO SAVE. v. 4. ( jouver , ſalver, French ;
Latin. ) A roll or ball made commonly of
Salvo, Lat ) 1 To preſerve from danger or
pork or veal , minced very ſmall, with faltand
deitruction Milers , Dryden. 2. To preſerve , spice.
finally from eternal death . Milton , Rogers. 3. SAW The preterite of ſee. Milton.
Not to ſpend ; to hinder from being spent . SAW.F. I ſaw ., Daniſh; -saga, Saxon ) 1. A
Dryden, 4. To relerve or lay by. Job. 5 .
dentated inftrumeot, by the attrition of which
To ſpare; to excufe. Dryder. 6. To falve ; wood or metal is cut. 2. ( Sazı, Sax. ſaeghe,
Durch .) A ſaying ; a ſentence ; a proverb .
to recoucile, Milion .. 7. To take or embrace
opportunely , ſo as not io lole. Swifi.
Shakeſp. Milton
To SAVE . v. n. To be cheap . Bacon .
TO SAW . part. ſawed and ſawr. ( ſcier, Fr.}
SAVE. adv. (this word adverbially uſed, is, To cut timber or other matter with 'a faw .
like excepi, originally the imperative of the Hebr.W :f ) , Ray, Callier, Moxer .
verb ] Except; not including. Bacon , Milton. SAWDUST. Su jaw and duſ .} Duſt made by
the altrition of the law, Mortimer.
SA'VEALL.S. (Save and all ' A Inall pan in.
ſerted into a candleſtick to ſave the ends of SAWFISH , S. [ Jaw and fjb.) A fort of fiſh.
candles .
Ainſworth.
SAVER . S: (from ſave. ) 1 . Preſerver ; rel. SAWPIT. ſ ( Paw and pit.) Pit over
which timber is laid to be lawn by two men.
cuer. Sidney. 2. One who eſcapes lots, though
without gain. Deyden , Swift. 3. A god Mortimer .
huſband . 4. One who lays up and grows rich SAW :WORT. I. [ ferratula, Lat.) A plant.
Wotton .
Miller.
SAVIN . F. ( Sabina, Latin ; ſavin, ſabin, Fr. ) SAW -WREST. S. [ faw and wreff.) A ſort of
A tree. Miller.
: tool. With the low - cureſ they let the teeth
of the law . Moxin .
SA VING . a. (from fave.) I. Frugal; parci
monious ; not laviſh , Arbuibnot. 3 Not turn SAWER
ing to loſs, though not gainful. Addiſon,
SA WYER.$}'whole crade is to law cimber into
SAVING. adv. With exception in favour of. boards or beams . Moxon .
Hooker.
SAXIFRAGE. SIſaxifraga,Lat ) A plant.
SA'VING . f. [ from ſave.) 1. Eſcape of ex. SA'XIFRACE Meadow . ( bolawm , Lai.] A
plant.
pence ; ſomewhat preſerved from being
ſpent. Addifon. 2. ' Exception in favour. SAXIFRAGOUS.a . ( faxum and frago, Lat.)
L'Efrange.
Diffolvent of the tone Brown.
SA'VINGLY. adv. (from ſaving. ). With par- TO SAY . v. a . preter. Jaid. (secgan , Sax,
cimony .
feggen , Dutch .) 1 . To ſpeak ; to utter in
SAVINGNESS. S. [ from ſaving.) 1. Parci
words; to tell . Spender. 2. To aliedge. Tillot
mony ; frugality. 2. Tendency to promote for, Atterbury. 3. To tell in any manner .
eternal ſalvation .
Spenſer.
To ſpeak ; to pronounce ;
SA'VIOUR . L. Ilauveur, Fr.] Redeemer ; he To SAY. v. ".
that has ſaved mankind from eternal deach . to utter . 1 Kings, Clarindon. 2. In poetry,
Milton, Addiſon.
Say is often uied before a queſtion ; tell .
TO SA'UNTER . -0 . ^ [ aller à la ſainte terre.)
Swift.
To wander about idly ; to loiter ; to linger. SAY.T. [ from the verb . } i . A ſpeech that
Locke, Prior , Tickel.
one hasto ſay. L'Ejirange. 2. ( For allay )
SAVORY. f. í favorcé, Fr. Satureia, Lat.) A
Sample. Sidney. 3. Trial by a ſample. Boyle.
plant. Miller.
4. Stik .
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4. Silk . Obſolete. 5. A kind of woollen Drayton. 4. Anything exfoliated or defaus.
mated ; a thin lamina. Pracban. 5. Ladder ;
fiuff.
SAYING . f. [ from ſay ) Expreflino ; words ; } means of aſcent. Miltex . 6. The act of
opinion fententiouſly delivered. Tillot Alver
ſtorming by ladders. Milton y Regular grada
SCAB. S. Iscab, Saxon ; jeabbia, Italian ; fcs
lion, a regular ſeries riling like a ladder .
Addiſon. 8. A figure ſubdivided by lines like
bies, Lat.) 1. An incruſtation formed over
the iteps of a ladder, which is uſed to mea .
a fore by dried matier. Dryden. 2. The itch
ſure proportions between pictures and the thing
or mange of horſes. 3. A paltry fellow , ſo
reprulented. Graunt. 9. The ſeries of har
named from the itch . L'Eſtrange.
SCA BRARD . L. ( ſchap , German, Junius ) monicks or mulical proportions. Temple .
10. Any thing marked at equal diſances .
The Meach ofa ſword. Fairfax.
SCA BBID a. (trom fcab . i. Covered or Shokejp.
dileaſed with ſcabs. Bocin. 2. Palay ; forry. To SCALE . v. 0. ( fcolore, Italian .) . To
cl mb as by ladders. Koolles. 2. To meafure
Dryden.
SCABBEDNESS F. (from ſcabbed .) The ftale or.compare; to weigh Shakeſp . 3. To take
off a thin liming . Tob . 4 . To pare off a
oi being ſcabbed
ſursace Barnet .
SCABBINESS.S. [ from ſcabby.) The quality
TO SCALE. v. R. To peel off in thin particles.
of being cabby.
Вася.
SCA ER Y. S. [ from ſcob.) Diſeaſed with icab
SCALED. o (from feale Squamous ; having
Dryden .
ſcales like hithes. Shakeſp.
SCABIOUS a. [ ccbisfus, Lat.) lichy : le
SCALENE. J. French : Icalenus , Lat. In
prous drbuihna .
SCAFIOUS ! { ſcabieuſe, Pr. ſcabioja, Lat .)
gerimetry, itriangle that has three fides an
equal to cach other . Bailey
A plant. Miller.
SC A'BROUS F. ( fraier, Lat ] 1. Rough : SCALINESS. . (from ſcaly.) The ſtate of be
rugged ; pointed on the ſurface. Ar burbnet. ing Icaly.
SCALL. ; ( falladur , orld, Idandick.) Le.
2. Harm ; upmusical . Ben . Johajon .
profy ; morbid baldneis Lev .
SCA'BROUSNESS. /. [ from ſcabrows.) Rough
SCA LLION.f. I caloyna, Italiao. ) A kind of
Des; ruggedret's.
onion .
SCA'HWOR r. . A pl.nt. Ainſworib.
SCAʼLLOP. S. ! eſcallop, Fr. ) A 6 th with a hol
SCAD . / A kind of ith . Carew .
SCAFFOLD.S . ( * bafour, fr jcbarit,Dutch , low peetinved thell. Hodebras, Mertimer .
from jetowen , io thiw ) i . A temporary gal . TOSCA LLOP. v a. To mark on the edge with
lery or lage railed either for ſhows or specta
frgments of circles.
The ſculls
cors. Milton. 2. The gallery raiſed for exe- SCALP. ) . ( ſebelfe, Dutch .)
cution of great malefactors, Sidney: 3.Frames the cranium ; the bone that encloſes the
of liniber erected on the tide of a building for
brain. Pbilifs. 2. The integuments of the
head.
the work men Swifi.
TO SCAFFOLD. 6.0. from ibe noun.) To To SCALP. v . 2. ( from the noun .) To deprire
the ſcull of its integuments. Sharp.
furnish with frames of timter.
SCAFFOLDAGE . S. [from ſcaffold.] Gallery : SCALPEL L. French ; fcalpellus, Lac } A.
inftrument uſed to fc: ape a bone.
hollow floor. Stokelp
SCAFFOLDING.S. '[from ſcofföld ] Building SCALY a . (frorn ſcaie.) Covered with ſcales .
flightly erected Prigr.
SCALADO } for(French; ſcalada, Spanin :. TO SCAMBLE.2. m . 1. To be turbulent and
rapacious ; to ſcramble to get by ſtruggling
ven to a place by railing ladders againſt the with others. Woltom . 2. To nifi aukwardly .
More.
walls A, burbrot
SCA'LARY a. ( frem fralo, Lat.) Proceeding to SCAMBLE. v. a . To mangle ; lo maul .
Mortimer.
by leps like thcte or å ladder Brsen.
TO SCALD. V a . ([caldare, Italian ) To burn SCA MBLER . J. ( Scottiſh .) A bold iolruder
upon one's generotity or table .
with hot I quor. 35kep De yden, Squife.
SCALD.S. (irom the verb.) Scurff on the head SCAMBLINGLY. ados (from lambling )
With curbuleace and noile ; with intiutive
Spenſer.
audaciouinels.
SCÁLD.a. Palery ; ſorry. Shakeſp.
SCA'LLHEAD . I skalladur, baid, 1Nandick . SCAMMONIATE. a. ( from ſcanminy .) Made
A loathſome direale ; a kind of local lepro
with (camineny. H'ileman.
in which the head is covered with icab SCAMMONY./ (Lalin .) A concreted reſinous
juice, lighi, tender, riable , of a greyiſh
Floyer.
brown colour and diſagreeable odour .
SCALE.S ( scale, Saxor ; ſchach, Durch }
A balacce; i veſel ſuspended by a beam 2 . Acws upon inciſion of the root of a kind of
gainſt another . Shakejp. 2. The jign Libra ir convolvulus. Provoux.
the Zodiack. Creech. 3. (Æfroilie, Fr jguc. To SCA MPER . . n. ( ſchampen , Dutch ;
me , Lat . ) The imall thellsorciuli's wbichly. ſcampare , Italian .) To fly with Ipeed and tre
ing one over another make the lo2ts o: fiſhes
pidacion, Addijon.
lo
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TO SCAN ....[ Scando, Lat.] 1. To examinej SCAPULA. S. (Latin.) The ſhoulder blade.
Wiſeman .
a verſe by counting the feet. Wolf . 2. To ex
amine nicely. Milton, Calomy, Addiſon, Atter.SCAPULAR .. ? a. Scapulaire, Fr. from fer
Prier ,
SCA'PULARY . ) pula, Lat. ) Relating or be
SCA'NDAL. F. ( exárdador.) 1. Offence given by longing to the ſhoulders. Wifemor.
the faults of others Mile n. 2. Reproachful SCAR . ). ( toxáça ) A mark made by a hurt or
aſperſion : opprobrious cenſure ; infamy Rogers. fire ; a cicatrix . Arburknot.
TO SCA'NDAL. VO (train the noun. ) To To SCAR . v. a. ( from the noun . ) To mark as
* treat opprobrioudy ; to charge falſely with with a fore or wound. Shakeſp.
SCA'RAB. S. ( ſcarabée , Frerich ; Scarabeus,
fauls. Shokep
To SCANDALIZE. v. a . (cravdanika .] 1 .
Lat.) A beetle ; an inſect with ſheathed wings.
To offend by ſomeaction ſuppoſed criminal. Derham .
SCA'RA
MOUCH.S.Deſcar mouche, Fr.) Abuffoon
Hammond, Clarenden . 2. To reproach ; to
diſgrace , lo defame. Daniel.
in motley dreſs Collier.
SCANDALOUS.C.I ſcandalexx ,Fr. ) 1. Giving SCARCE. a. I ſcarſo, Italian.) 1. Not plentiful.
publick offence. Hooker. 2. Opprobrious ; dif 2. Rare ; not common. Addifen.
{ adv. ( from the adjective.) 1 .
gracetul. 3 Shameful ; openly vile. Pope. SCARCE .
SCANDALOUSLY. adv. Kirim fcandalous.] 1. SCARCELY . S Hardly; ſcantly. Hooker . % .
Cenforiouſly ; opprobriouſly . Pope. 2. Shame
Withdifficulty Dryden.
SCA'RCITY
neſs ofquantity ; not plenty
fence. Swif
SCANDALOUSNESS [ { from ſcandalous. )
penury. Shakeſp Addifon. 2. Rareneſs ; in
frequency; noi commooneſs. Collier.
The quality of giving poblick offence.
SCANSION . S. I ſconhi, Lat .] The act or TO SCARE. v. a . ( ſcorare, lialian, Skinner .)
To fright; to frighten ; to affright ; to ter
practice of ſcanning a verſe .
TO SCANT. v.os.znan, Sax.) To limit ; rfy i to Atrike with ſudden fear. Hayward,
to trailen. Glanville,
Calump.
SCANT. a. ( from the verb ] 1. Wary ; not SCARECROW . J.. [ fcare and crow . ) an
image or clapper ſet up to fright birds. Raleigh.
liberal ; parcimonious Shakeſp. 2. Noc plen
tiful ; ſcarce ; leis than what is proper or corn SCA'REFIRE. . ( feare and fire.) A frightby
petent . Donne, Milton.
fire ; a fire breaking out lo as to raiſe terrour.
Holder .
SCANT.ada ( from the adjective.) Scarcely ;
SCARF . S. (eſcarfe, Fr.) Any thing that hangs
hardly. Camden, Gay.
Joole upon the ſhoulders or dreſs. Shakesp.
SCA'NTILY advi. (trom fronty.) 1.Sparingly ;
Swift.
niggardly. Shakejp. 2. Narrowly ; tot plen .
TO SCARF. v. a. ( from the noun ) 1 . To
tifully.
throw looſely on. Shakeſp. 2 .. To dreſs in ang
SCANTINESS. S ( from ſcanty.) 1. Narrow
looſe velture, Shakeſp
neſs ; want of ſpace ; want of compaſs
Dryden. 2. Want of amplitude or greainels. SCA'RFSKIN . F. (ſcarff and ſkin.)The cuticle :
South .
the epidermis . Cheyne.
SCANTLET. L. A finall pattern ; a ſmall SCARIFICATIONS. I ſcorificatie, Lat.) In
cifion of the kin with a lascet, or ſuch like
quantity ; a little piece. Hale.
inftrumen ' . Arbuthnot
SCA NTLING. f. lefchantillon, Fr. ciantellins,
Italian .) !. A quantity cut for a particular SCARIFICATOR . f. [from ſcarify.) One who
purpoſe. L'Efrange. 2. A certain proportion. ſcarifies
Shakefp . 3 A ſmall quantity. Taylor, Locke. SCA RIFIER . f. [ from ſcari'y.) 1 . He who
ſcarifies. 2. The inſtrument with which ſca
SCA VÍLY. adv. (from ſcant.) 1. Scarcely ;
bandly. Comden. 2. Narrowly ; penuriouſly ;
rifications are made .
70 SCARIFY . ♡ a. ( fcarifico, Lat . ] To
without amplitude Dryder.
lec blood by inciſions oi che ſkin , com
SCANTNESS , J. (from frant.) Narrowneſs ;
monly after the application of cupping.glalits.
meanneſs ; ſmallneſs. Hayward.
SCA'NTY . a. (the ſame with ſcant ) 1. Nar Wifemor .
sow ; finall; wanting amplitude ; ſhort of quan- SCARLET. S. [efcarlete, Fr. ) A colour deeply
tily fufficient. Locke. 2. Small; poor ; not
red, but not thining ; cloth dyed with a care
copious ; not ample . Locke. 3. Sparingly ; let colour Locke,
SCARLET. a. (from the noun .} Of the colour
niggardly ; parcimonious. Watts.
TO SCAPÉ. V. a. ( contracted from eſcape.] To
of Icariet ; red deeply dyed. Slakejp bacon
Dryden.
eſcape; to avoid ; to fhun; not io iacur ; to
fy. Milton,
SCARLETTEAN. F. ( ſcarlet and bean . ) A
TO SCAPE . O. n. To get away from hurt or
plant Mortimer.
SCARLETO AK. f. The ilex . A ſpecies o
danger. Dryden.
SCAPE. S. [irom the verb . 1. Efiape ; fight oak .
Ham hurt or danger. Sbakeſp. 2. 'Means 1 SCARMAGE.
eſcape ; evaſion. Donne. 3. Negligent reak.SCA'RMOGE } S. ( For kirmiſh, Sp: rfer.]
Shakeſp. 4. Looſe act oi vice or leviJaels Mill . SCARP.. ( efcuff, Fr. ) The slope on that side
of
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The object of ſmell ; odour good or bad.
of a ditch which is next to a fortified place ,
and looks towards the fields .
Shakeſp Denham, Prior . 3. Chaſe followed
SCATE. F. ( Skidor, Swedish ; fkird, 11and
by theimell. Timple.
ick. ) A kind of wooden ſhoe on which they To SCENT. v a . ( from the noun .] 1. To
Ride.
ſnell ; to perceive by the nole. Milton. 2. To
To SCATE. v. n. (from the noun.) To fide
períume ; or to imbue with otour good or bad .
Addiſon .
on rates.
SCATE . !! [ Squatus, Lat .) A fifh of the ſpecies SCENTLESS a . (from ſceni.] Inodoroos ;
having no Imell
of thornback
SCA'TEBROUS. a. (froin ſcatebre , Lat . ) A SCEPTRE. /. I fceptrum ,Lat .) The enhignof
royally borne in the hand . Decay of Piety .
bounding with 'prings
TO SCATH.V.a (rceaðan, scafan, Saxon : SCEPTRED . a . [ from ſcopere. ) ' Bearing a
ſchaeden , Dutch .) To walte ; to damage; to Sceptre. Milton
deſtroy. Milton
SCEPTICK.f . See SKEPTICK .
SCATH . ( rceat, Sax. ) Walle ; damage ; SCHE DULE.S. ( ſchedula, Lat.)
A finall
ſcroll . Hoober. 2 A little in.entory. Shakelp.
miſchief. Spenſer, Knolles, Fairfax .
SCA'THPUL . a . ( from ſcarb .) Michievous ; SCHEMATISM ! (; muelis cos.) Combi
deſtructive. Shakeſp .
nation of the aſpects of heavenly bodies.
TO SCATTER ♡ a. ( scateran, Saxon ; Creech.
Jcharteren , Dutch .) 1. To throw looſely a- SCHE'MATIST . S. [ from ſcbeme.) A projec
bout ; tosprinkle Milton , Thomſen. 2. To
tor: one given to forming Ichemes.
diffipate ; to diſperſe. Prow . 3. To ſpread thin- SCHEME. I loymua .)
A plan ; a com
bination of various things into one view, de
ly. Dryden .
fign, or purpoſe. Atterbury. 2. A project ;
TO SCATTER . 0. %. To be dilipated ; to be
diſperſed . Bacon .
a contrivance ; a delign. Rowe, Swift. 3. A
SCATTERINGLY. adv. I from ſcattering. )
repreſentation of the aſpects of the celeſtial
bodies; any lineal or mathematical diagram .
1.ooſely ; diſpertedly .Abbor
Hudibras.
SCA'TTERLING . (from ſcarrer!] A vaga
bond ; one that has no home or fetiled habila. SCHEMER.f. [from ſcheme.) A projector ; :
contriver .
tion. Spenler.
SCATURIENT.a. ( fcaturiens, Lat.) Spring. SCHE'SIS. L. ( xécis.) An habitude ; ftate
ing as a fountain . Die
of any thing with reſpect to other things.
Norr
is.
SCATURI'GINOUS a . ( from ſcaturigo, Lat. )
Full of ſprings or fountains . Diel.
SCHISM.S. ( oxicra ; fi hiſme, Fr.) A ſepara
tion or diviſion in the church . Spratt.
SCAVENGER . / ( from scafan, to ſhave.] A
pelly magiſtrate, whole province is to keep the SCHISMA’TICAL. a . (from fchifmatick.] Im
itreets clean . South, Baynard,
plying ſchiſm ; practiſing ichiſm . King
Charles.
SCELERAT.F. (French ; ſceleratus, Lat. ) A
SCHISMA'TICALLY. adv . (from ſchiſmati
villain ; a wicked wretch. Cheyne.
SCEʻNERY.S. (from ſcene.] 1. The appear.
cal ] In a ſchiſmatical manner.
ances of places or things. Addiſon . 2. The SCHISMATICKS: [ from ſchiſm .) One who
repreſentation of the place in which an action
ſeparates from the true church. Becor ,
Burler.
is perlormed. Pape. 3 The diſpoſition and
conlecution of the Icenes of a play : Dryden. To SCHISMATIZE. v. a. (from fetiſm ] To
commit the crime of ſchiſm ; to make a breach
SCENE . P. ( foona, Latin ; omn.) 1. The
nage; the theatre ofdramatick poetry. Milton
in the communion of the church .
One
The general appearance of any action ; SCHO'LAR. S. [ ſcholaris, Lat .)
The whole contexcure of objects ; a diſplay ;
who learns of a mafter ; a diſciple. Hosker .
a feries ; a regular difpofition .Milron,Addiſon , 2. A man of letters Locke 3. A pedast ;
Prior. 3. Part of a play . Grarville. 4. So
man of books. Bacen . 4. One who has a let .
tered education . Shakeſp.
much of an act of a play as palles between
the ſame perins in the ſame place . Dryden. SCHOLARSHIP S. (from ſcholar .) 1. Learn
5. The place repreſented by the ſtage Shakejp
ing ; literature ; knowledge. Pope. 2. Li.
6. The hanging of the theatre adapted to the
terary education. Milton 3. Exhibition or
maintainance fora ſcholar. Ainſw .
play . Bacon.
SCENICK . a. ſeenique, Fr. from ſcene.) Dra. SCHOLA'STICAL. a . ( ſobolafticus, Lat.) Be
Malick ; theatrical .
longing to a icholar or ſchool.
CENOGRA'PHICAL. a. [srov and grzá ¢ v .) SCHOLASTICALLY. adv . (from ſcholaſtick.)
Tirawn in perſpective.
According to the nicelies or method of the
SCENOGRAPHICALLY. odo. [ from ſceno
ſchools South.
SCHOLA'STICK . a. ( from ſchola, Lat.) 1 .
graplical ) in perſpective. Morrimer.
Pertaining to the ſchool; practiſed in ſchools.
SCENOGRAPHY.J . Coxnmn and yjá w .] The
Burnei . 2. Befitting the ſchool ; ſuitable to
art of perſpective.
SCENT / Teniir , to finell, Fr.) 1 . The
che ſchool ; pedantick. Stilling fleet.
SCHO
rower of linelling ; the linett, W'atis, 2.
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SCHOʻLIAST. J. ( fcholiaftes, Lat. ) A writer monſtrative knowledge ; producing certainty.
South
of explanatory cotes. Dryden.
SCHOʻLIUM IJ. (Lat.) A note ; an explana- SCIENTIFICALLY . adv . [ from ſcientifical.)
.
In ſuch a manner as to produce knowledge.
tory
Locke.
SCHOʻLY.S. ( fcholism , Lat . ) An explanatory
note . Hooker
SCIMITAR . ( A ſhort ſword with a convex
TO SCHOʻLY. o... ( from the noun.) To write edge. Shakejp.
expofitions. Hooker.
SCINEY Cloje . A ſpecies of violet. Ains.
SCHOOL. S. [ /chola, Lat.) 1. A houſe of dil. SCINK . I. A caſt calf. Aial
cipline and inſtruction Dryden. 2. A place To SCINTILLATE v. n. ( fcierille, Lat. )
ofliterary education. Digby. 3. A ſtate of To ſparkle ; to emit 1parks.
inſtruction. Dryden. 4. Syſtem of doctrine SCINTILLATION I. ( Jointillario, Lalin,
as delivered by particular teachers. Dovies, from ſcintillate ) The act of iparkling i
Taylor. 5. The age of the church, and form
ſparks emited, Brown.
of theology ſucceeding that of the fathers. SCIOLIST. S. ( lciolus, Lat ) One who knows
Sanderſon .
things luperficially. Glonville.
To SCHOOL. 0. a. ( from the noun. ) 1. To SCIOLOUS, a . ( Jciolus, Lat.) Superficially or
inſtruct ; lo train. Spenſer . 2. To teach
imperfectly knowing. Howel.
with fuperiority ; to ( utor. Shakeſp. Dryden. SCIO MACHY./. ( szia and Maxen.) Battle with
a ſhadow . Cowley.
Atterbury.
SCHOOLBOY. !. ( ſchool and bey. ) A boy that SCION . S. [ / cion, French . ) A ſmallewig taken
is in his rudiments at ſchool Swift.
from one tree to be engrafted into another.
SCHOO'LDAY.S. ( ſchool and day.) Age in
Shakelp .
SCIRE FACIAS. S. ( Lat . ) A writ ju.'icial, in
which youth is ſent to ſchool. Shakeſp .
SCHO'OLFELLOW . S ( ſchool and fellow .]
law, moſt commonly to call a man to how
Ope bred at the ſame ſchool. Locke .
cauſe unto the court , why judgment palled
SCHOOLHOUSE . S. ( ſchool and houſe.) Houſe
ſhould not be executed . Cowell.
SCIRRHUS. J. ( from suippos .] An indurated
of diſcipline and inſtruction. Spenſer.
SCHOOLMAN . ! 1 ſchool and mar.
on . ) 1. One
gland .
verſed in the niceries and ſubtilties of acade. SCIRRHOUS. a. (from ſcirrhus.) Having a
gland indurated . Wijemar .
mical diſputation . Pepe. 2. One killed in
SCIRRHOSITY S. ( from ſcirhous, An indu
the divinity of the ſchool. Pepe.
SCHOOLMA'STER . S. [ ſchool and maſter. ) ration of the glands. Arbuchnet .
One who preſides and teaches in a ſchool. Bac SCISSIBLE . 1. [ from Jalus, Lat.) Carable
Sourb .
of being divided ſmoothly by a Marp edge ,
SCHOOLMISTRESS . S. [ School and miſtress.) Bacon .
SCISSILE. 6. ( ſeifile, Fr. fofilis, Lai.) Cap
A woman who governs a ſchool. Gay.
able of being cut or divided imoothly by a
SCHREIGHT . J. A filh. Ainlworth .
SCI'AGRAPHY. f. ( friegraphie, French ; Tharp edge Arburbnet.
criayzapía .] 1. ( In architecture.) The pro SCISSION . F. ( ſciſſion , French ; ſcifi, Lac !
The act of cutting. Wifeman .
file or ſection ofa building, to thew the in
Ide thereof Bailey. 2. (In aſtronomy.) The SCISSOR . f. A pair of Imall theers, or blades
moveable on a pivot, and intercepting the
art of finding the hour of the day or night by
thing to be cut . Arbuthnos.
the fadow of the ſun, moon or ſtars. Bailey .
SCIATHERICAL. 26. ( ſciaterique, Fr caia . SCISSURE. S. 1 fciffum , Lac.] A crack ; a rent ;
SCI'ATHERICK . % Ingix .] Belonging to a fiſſure . Decay of Piety.
SCLERO'TICK . a. [ sxang .) Hard ; in epi
a ſun -dial. Di t. Brown.
SCIA'TICA. 1: [ ſciatique, French ; iſchia
ther of one of the coats of the eye Rry.
SCIA'TICK ) dica palfio, Lat.) The hip gout. SCLERO'TICKS. . Medicines which harden
Brown, Pope.
and conſolidate the parts they are applied to .
Quincy
SCIA’TICAL. 2. ( from ſciatica. ) A Micting
TO SCOAT. 2 v. a . To ſtop a wheel by
the hip. Arburbrot.
SCIENCE. S. [ ſcience, French ; fcientia, To SCOTCH . } putting a ſtone or piece of
wood under it before. Bailey.
Lac.) 1. Knowledge. Hammond. 2. Certains
ty grounded on demonftration. Burkley. 3 TO SCOFF . v.n. ( fotoppen, Dutch .) Forrest
with infolent ridicule , to treat with contume
Art altained by precepts, or built on princi
ples. Dryden. 4. Any art or ſpecies of lious language . Bacon, Tillotſon.
knowledge. Hooker, Glanville 5. One of the SCOFF.J. (trom the verb. ) Contemptuous riz
dicule ; expreſſion of icorn ; coolumelious
ſeven liberal arts, grammar, rhetorick, logick ,
arithmetick , mulick , geometry , aſtronomy.
language . Hooker , Waits.
SCO'FFER . f. (trom Icoff ) Inſolent ridiculer ;
Pope.
faucy ſcorner ; contumelious reproacher,
SCI'ENTIAL. 2. ( from frience.) Producing
Burnet.
ſcience . Milton.
SCIENTIFICAL . ? a. ( ſcientia and facic, SCOFFINGLY . adv . [ from ſcoffing ] lo cor
SCIENTIFICK . ) Lac .] Producing de. tempe ; in ridicule . Brugme
To
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TO SCOLD. 21. ~. ( Scholden, Dutch.) To quar- TO SCORN . v. a. To ſcoff. Crafongs,
rel clamoroally and rudely . Shakeſ.
SCORN. F. Contempt ; fcoff; ilight ; act of
SCOLD.S. A clamorous, rude, mean , low , contumely. Tillotfon .
SCO'RNER
foul mouthed woman . Swife.
[froin ſcorr .) 1. Contemner ;
SCOʻLLOP.S. A pectinated thell-eh.
diſpiſer. Spenjer, 2. Scoſſer į ridiculer. Prior .
SCOLOPE'NDRA J. (oxenón evopa.) 1. A fost SCO'RNFUL . a . ( ſcornand full.; 1. Contempo
of venomous ferpent. 2. An herb. Ainw .
luous ; infolent.Drydes. 2. Ading in deb
ance. Prior .
SCOMM . S. A buffoon. L'Eſtrange.
SCONCE. /. Schanie, German.) . A fort; SCORNFUL.LY adv. [ from ſcornfel Con
: bulwark. Shakeſp. 2. The head. Shakeip. lemptuouſly ; icfolently. Atterbury.
3 A penfile candlestick, generally, with a SCORPIONS
: 1 /corpio, Lat .)
A repeile
much reſembling a ſmall lobster, with a very
looking -glais to reflect the light. Swifi.
To SCONCE . v. a. To mulal , to fine.
venomous fling. Luke. 2. One of the signs
SCOOP. F. ( Schoepe, Dutch . ) 1. A kind of
of the Zodiack. Dryden. 3. A ſcourge ſo call
Jerge ladle ; a veſſel with a long handle uled
ed trom its cruelly. 1. Rings . 4. A fea fitk .
to throw out liquor. Starp. 2. A ſweep ; a
Ain'worth.
Itroke . Shakeſp .
SCORPION Sene. f. { emerus, Lat.) A plant.
To SCOOP. v . a. ( ſchoepen , Duich ) !. Tol Miller.
lade out. Dryden. 2. To empey by lading . SCORPION Graſs.
Addifox. 3. To carry off in any thing hollow . SCORPION's Tail. f. Herbs. Ainſwertt.
Speaator . 4. To cut hollow , or deep. Arbur. SCORPION Wor !. }
SCOT. (écot, Pr. ] 1. Shot ; payment. 2 .
Philips, l'ope.
SCOOPER . j. (from scoop .] One who ſcoops. Scot and Let. Parith payments Prior
SCOPE . J. I fcopus, Lat.] 1. Aim ; intention ; To SCOTCH . v. e . To cut with ſhallow incili
drift. Addiſon . 2. Things aimed at ; mark ; ons. Skakelp.
final end . Hooker , Milton 3. Room : Ipace : SCOTCH.j. ( from the verb ) 1. A Night cai ;
amplitude of intellectual view. Nowlen, 4.
a lhallow incifion . Walton
Liberty i freedom from reſtraint Sbakelp. SCOTCH Coilips, or Scorched Collefs. !. Veal
3. Liberty beyond juſt limiis; licence: Stake. cut into ſmall pieces.
6. Act of rioe; laily. Sbakelp. 7. Extended SCOTCH Hoppers. f. A play in which boys
quantity. Davies.
hop over lines in the ground. Locke.
SCOPUʻLOUS. a. ( Seepulus, Lat.) Full of SCOʻTOMY.S. [onotópia ] A dizzineſs or ſwira.
rocks. Diet.
mirg in the head, causing dimnets of fight.
Ainiworib.
SCORBUTI6AL. S. I feorbutique, Fr. from
SCORBU'TICK . } fcorbusus, Lat.) Diſealed SCOʻVEL . A. ( ſcopa, Lat ) A fort of mop of
couts, for ſweeping an oven ; a mauikio . Ann .
with the ſcurvy. Arbushnor.
SCORBU'TICALLY. adv. I from ſcorbutical.) SCOUNDREL . ; ( condoruolo, Ital . ) A mean
raſcal : a low petty villain . Poje.
With tendency to the ſcurvy. Wilemon.
SCORCE. J. This word is uied by Spenjer for lo SCOUR . v.a. furer, Danith ; fobererts ,
diſcourſe. Fairy Queen.
Dutch . } 1. To rubhard with any thing rough,
in order to clean the ſurface. Dryden, Arbuib.
To SCORCH. V. m . rccpened , Sax . burni .)
2.
Tc
1. To burn fuperficially. Dryden.
2. To purge violently. 3. To cleanſe; to
bure Fairfax , South.
bleach ; to whten ; to blanche Waltos. 4.
To SCORCH . v. n. To be burnt ſuperficially i
To remove by Icouring. Shakeſ. 5 To range
in order to catch or drive away ſomething :
to be dried up. Roſcommon .
SCO'RCHING Fennel. ſ. A plant.
to clear away. Sidney. 6. To paſs ſwifriy
SCO'RDIUM. S. [ Lat. ) Aa herb. Ainſworth.
over. Dryden .
SCORE S. ( ſkera, Iñandick .) 1. A notch of To SCOUR. v. * . 1. To perform the office of
longincision. 2. A line drawn. 3. An account, cleaning domeitick uvenils . Shakeſp . 2. To
which, when writing was leis common, wa:
clean . Bacon . 3. To be purged or lax , Grannt,
kept by marks on tallies. South . 4. Account
4. To rove ; to range. Kwolkes: 5. To rua
kept of fomething raft. Tillosjon. s . Debe im
here and there . Shokofp. 6. To run with
puied Donne. 6. Keaton ; motive. Collier.
great eagerneſs and twittnefs ; to ſcamper.
7. Soke ; account ; reaſon referred to ſome
Shakelp. Coliser
one . Sawifi. 8. Twenty. Popl. 9. A jong in SCOURER. 1. ( from fcour.) 1. One that
Scorl . The words with the muſical notes of
cleans by rubbing. 2. To purge. 3. One
a long annexed
who runs (wi'tly .
TO SCORE. v.a. 1. To let down as a debr. SCOURCE. I Lefconrgée, fr. fecreesta ,
Swift. 2. To impute : to charge. Dryder.
Ital.) 1. A whip ; a lath; an infiument of
3. To mark by a line. Sandys.
diſcipline. Milton. 2. A puniſhment ; a vin
diclive atiliation Shakeſp 3. One that aifiicts,
SCO'RIA . . [ Lat .) Drols ; recrement. Newton,
SCO'RTOUS. a. (from ſcoria , Lat .) Drofly ; re
haraſſes or deſtroys. sitterbury. 4. A whip
cremcotitious . Brown .
for a top. Locke.
TO SCORN . v . a. ( Jcberpen, Dutch .) To de- To SCOURGE. © . a.(from the noun.] 1. To
Spile ; to fight ; to revile ; to vility ; to coo
lalb with a whip ; to whip . Walis, 2. To
lemn . Job.
punih i
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punith ; to chaſtiſe ; to chaſten ; to caſtigate. which any thing is ſcraped, Swift. 2. A mi
ſer ; a man intent on getting money ;
2 , Mac,
SCOU'RGER . f. [from ſcourge.) One that ſcrapepenoy. Herbere. 3. A vile hedler. Cowl.
ſcourges ; i chattiler.
SCRAT . S. Iscritta, Sax ) An hermaphrodite.
TO SCOURSE. v. a. To exchange one thing To SCRATCH .v . a . ( kratzen , Duich .) i .
Torear or mark with night inciſions ragged
for another : to ſwap. Ainſworth
SCOUT. ). Teſcout, Fr from e/couter.) One who and uneven . Grew . 26 To tear with ihe
nails . More. 3. To wound flighely. 4. To
is ſent privily to obſerve the motions of the
enemy . Wilkins.
hurt Nightly with any thing pointed or keen .
TO SCOUT. v. r . ( from the noun . ) To go out Shakeſp . 5. To rub with the nails. Com
in order to obſerve the motions of the enemy
den . 6. To write or draw aukwardly . Swif:.
SCRATCH . ſ. ( from the verb.) An inciſion
privately. Dryden.
To SCOWI.. 0. n. ( rcyian, to ſquint, Sax . ) . ragged and ſhallow . Newton. 2. Laceration
To frown i to pout ; to look angry, four or with the nails. Prior 3. A Night wound Side,
SCRATCHER . J. [from ſcratch .) He that
Sullen. Sidney , Craſbaw .
ſcratches,
SCOWL . 1. [from the verb ) Look of fullen
SCRA'TCHES. S. Cracked ulcers or ſcabs in a
neis or diſcontent ; gloom. Crafbar .
SCOWLINGLY adv . (from frowl.) With a horle's foot Ain /werib.
SCRA'TCHINGLY. ado. ( from ſcratching .)
frowning and lullen look .
To SCRABBLE . v r. (krabbelen , ſeraffelen, With the action of ſcratching, Sidney .
to Icrape , or ſcratch , Durch.) To paw with SCRAW.J. [ Iriſh and Erſe .) Surface or ſcurf.
Swifi.
the hansis. 3. Sam .
SCRAG . 1. Jcraghe, Dutch ) Any thing thin To SCRAWL. v. a . To draw or mark ir
or lean .
regularly or clumſily. 2. To write onſkilfully
SCRAGGED. 8. Rough ; uneven ; full of pro
and inclegantly. Savifr. 3. To creep like a
tuberacces or afperities. Beniley.
reptile. Ain/worib.
f. 1. Leanneſs ; mar. SCRAWL . f. [from the verb . ) Unkilful and
SCRAGGINESS
. } cour. 2. Unevennels ; inelegant writing. Arbuthnol.
SCRAPGGERENSSOS
SCRAWLER. S. ( from ſcrawl. ) A clumſy
roughoels ; ruggedoeſs.
and ineleganc writer.
SCRAGCY.J. (trom ,jcrag.) 1. Lean ; mar
cid ; chin. Arbuthnoi. 2. Rough ; rugged: SCRAY. S. A bird called a ſea-ſwallow.dinle .
uneven .
SCR'EABLE. J. ( ſcreabilis, Lat. ) That which
may be ipit out . Boiley.
T. SCRAMBLE. o . ». [ The ſame with ſcrab
bk ; foraffelen. Durch . ) To catch at any To SCREAK . v. n . (creak or foriek.) To make
thing eagerly and tumultuouſly with the a thrill or hoarſe noiſe. Bailey.
hands ; to catch with halte preventive of an- To SCREAM v . r . (hreman, Sax ) .. To cry
other. S : i! l. 2. To climb by the help of the oul ſhrilly, as in terrour or agony. Swifi. 2 .
hanus.
To cry thrilly. Shalejp.
SCRAMBLE. I. (from the verb .) 1. Cager SCREAM S. ( from the verb.) A ſhrill quic's
loud cry of terrour or pain Pope.
conteit for ſomething. Locke. 2. Ad of climb
To SCREECH v. n . [ farekia, co cry , Inand
ing by the help of the hands.
ick .) 1. To cry out as in terrour or anguith.
SCRAMBLER.S: (from ſcramble.) 1. That
Bacon. 2. To cry as a night owl .
ſcrambles. Addifon . 2. One that climbs by
the help of the hands.
SCREECH. Į. (froin the verb. ] 1. Cry of ter
To SCRANCH « . olſehrantzer,Dutch .)To rour and anguiſh 2. Harih horrid cry . Pope.
grind ſomewhalcrackling between the teeth. SCREE'CHOWL: F. An owl that hoots in the
SCRANNEL. a . Grating by the found Milton . night , and whole voice is ſuppoled to becokeą
SCRAP. F [from ſcrape, a thing ſcraped or rub . danger of death . Drayton.
bed off ) i . A fmall particle ; a little piece: SCREEN. S. (efcran, Fr ] 1. Any thing that
attords ſhelter or concea!ınent . Bacon 2. Any
a fragment. L'Ejlrange. 2. Crumb ; ' finall
particles of meat leit at the table. Bacon , thing vied to exclude cold or light . Bacon . 3.
Glanville. 3. A ſmall piece of paper . Pope.
A riddle to fi land.
TO SCRAPE. v. a . ( screopan, Sax . fecropon, To SCREEN . v . . (from the noun .) 1. T.
Dutch ) 1. To deprive of the ſurface by the ſhelter ; to conceal ; to hide. Rowe. 2. To
lighe action of a ſharp inſtrument. Moxon. 2 . fite ; to riddle. Evelyn.
To take away by ſcraping ; to eraze. Swifi. SCREW.Iliroere, Dutch. ) One of the may
3. To act upon any furiace with a harſh noiſe. chanical powers, which is defined a right cy
Pope, 4. To gather by great efforts , or penu
linder cut into a furrowed ſpiral: ofthis there
rious or triling diligence. South. 5. To are two kinds, the male and terngle ; the fose
SCRAPE Acquaintance. A low phraſe. To mer being cut convex ; but, che latter chan
curry favour,or infinuate into one'siamiliarity. oelled on iis concave lide. Quincy, Wilkins.
To SCRAPE . W. *. 1. To make a barih To SCREW . v. a. (from the nouo.) 1. To
noiſe. 2. To play ill on a fidule. 3. To turn by a ſcrew . Philips, 2. To faften with
make an aukward bow . Ainſwortb.
a icrew . Moxon . 3. To deform by contor
SCRAPE.S. ( ſkrap, Swediſh .) Difficulty; per
Gons. Cowley. 4. To força i to bring by vio
Icace.
plexity i diltrefs.
SCRA PER . 1. (from forape.) 1. Inftrumene
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lence . Howel. 5. To ſqueeze ; to proſs. 6. SCRUPULO'SITY. S. (from ſcrupulous.) 1 .
Doubt ; minute and nice doubtfulneſs. South.
To oppreſs by extortion. Swift.
SCREW Tree. j. ( ifora , Lat .) A plant of the
2. Fear of acting in any manner ; tender
Indies .
oels of conſcience. Decay of Piery.
To SCRIBBLE v . a. [ fcribello , Lat.) 1. TO SCRUPULOUS. a. Iſcrupulfus, Lat.) ..
fill with ariltis or worthleſs writing. Milton .
Nicely di abttul ; hard to ſatisfy in determi
nations of conſcience. Locke. 2. Given to ob
2. . To write without uſe or elegance .
To SCRIBBLE . v. » . To write without eare jections ; captious. Shakeſp. 3. Nice ; doube
íul.
Bacon . 4. Careful ; vigilant ; cautious.
or beauty. Ben :ley , Pope.
Woodwa
rd.
SCRUBBLE L. (trom the verb.) Worthleſs
SCRUPULOUSLY. adv. (from ſcrupulous. )
writing. Boyle.
SCRIBBLER. f. [from foribble.) A petly au. Carelully ; nicely ; anxiouſly. Tayler
thori a writer without worth . Granville. SCRU'PULOUSNESS. f. (frona jcrupuloas.)
The ſtate of being ſcrupulous.
SCRIBE.S. ( fcriba, Lat. ] 1. A wiiter Grequ .
SCRUTABLE. 2. ( foruter, Lat.) Diſcove
2. A publick notary.
rable by inquiry . Decay of Piety.
SCRIMER. S. ( ejeromeur, Fr.) A gladiator
SCRUTATION . S. l firuer, Lat.) Search ;
Shake!p.
SCRINE.S. [ Serinum , Lat. ) A place in which
examination ; inquiry Diet .
writings or curioſities are reported. Spenjer. ISCRUTATOR. S. jcrutateur, Fr.)from fors
SCRIP. | Iferepta, Nandick ) 1. A ſmall
for, Lat. I Enquirer ; ſearcher ; examiner.
bag; a ſatchel. 'Shakeſp. Milton . 2. A ſcho SCRU'TINOUS.
(from ſcrutiny.) Captious ;
full of inquiries. Denbam .
dule ; a ſmall wiiiing. Shake .
SCRIPPAGE . . ( from Jcrip.) That which is SCRUTINY.S. ( Joutinium , Lat.) Enquiry ;
ſearch ; examination. Taylor.
contained in a fcrip .
SCRIPTORY. a. I ſcriptorius, Lat. ) Written ; TO SCRUTINIZ . ) v . a . [from ſcrutiny ]
SCRUTINY. } Tolearn to examine?
To
not orally delivered .
Ayliffe.
SCRIPTURAL. a . (from feripture. ) Contain
ed in the Bible ; biblical. Atterbury .
SCRUTOIRE . S: (for feritoire,or eſcriteire,
SCRIPTURE . F. U criptura, Lat.) 1. Wri
Fr.) A caſe of drawers for writings. Prier .
cing . 2. Sacred writing ; the Bible. Hooker, TO SCRUSE .v . a. To ſqueeze ; to compreſs.
Spenſer.
Shakeſp. South, Seed
SCRIVENER . ). 1 forivano, Lat 31. One who To SCUD. v ... ( fkutta, Swediſh .) To Ay ; to
run away with precipitation .
draws contracts. Shakeſp. 2. One whoſe bu.
fineſs is to place money at intereſt. Dryden. SCUDDLE. v. n. ( from ſoud.] To run with a
kind of affected bafie or precipitation.
SCROFULA 1. [from ſcrofa, Lat ] A deprava
tion of the humours of the body, which breaks SCUFFLE.S. A confuſed quarrel ; a tumultu
ous broil. Decay of Piety.
out in fores commonly called the king's evil .
To SCUFFLE . V. n. ( from the noun .) To
Wiſeman.
ULOUS . a. [from ſcrofula.) Diſeaſed
SCKO'F
fighe confuſedly and cumultuouſly . Drayton .
with the crofula Arbuthnot.
TO SCULK. V. n . ( faulke, Danilh .) To lurk in
SCROLL.S. A writing wrapped up. Shakeſp. hiding places ; to lie cloſe. Prior.
Knolles, Prior.
SC ULKER.J. ( from / culker .) A lurker ; one
SEROYLE . S. A mean fellow ; a raſcal ; a
that hides himielf for ſhamc or miſchief.
SCULL L. ( ſkola; Illandick .] 1. The bone
wretch . Shakep:
which incales and delends the brain ; the arch
To SCRUB. v.a. i ſekrobben , Durch.) To rub
hard with ſoine' hing coarſe and rough . Swift.
ed bune of the head. Sharp. 2. A ſmall boat ;
SCRUB . I ( frum ibe verb .) . A mean fellow , a cockboat. 3 . One who rows a cockboat.
Hudibras. 4. A ſhoal of 6th Milton ,
either as he is luppoſed to fcrub himlelfíor the
iteh , or as he is employed in the mean of- SCU'LLCAP |. ( from jcull andcap.) 1. A head ,
piece. 2. A nightcap .
fices of icouring. 2. Any thing mean or de
fpicable. Swifi . 3. A worn out brouin .
SCU'LLER.S . 1. A cockboas ; a boat in which
SCRUBBED . a . ( firubet, Daniſh .) Mean ;
there is but one rower . Dryden . 2. One that
SCR UBBY
vile ; worthleſs ; dirty ;
rows a cockboat.
SCULLERY . L. ( from ſkiola, a veſel, Illar
forry. Sbakeli
dick . ) The place where common utenſils, as
SCRUFF . J. The ſame I ſuppoſe with ſcurf.
keleles or diihes, are cleaned and kepl.]Pracb.
SCRUʻPLE ſ. (irom ſcrupule, Fr. fcrupulis,
Lac.] . Doubl ; difficulty of determinati- SCUʻLLION .ſ. [ from efcueille, Fr. i dith )
on ; perplexity : generally about minute The loweſt domeſtick ſervant that waſhes the
kettles and diſhes, in the kitchen. Shakejp.
things . Taylor, Locke. 2. Twenty grains ;
the third part of a dram. Bacis . 3. Prover- To SCULP. v . . [ joulpe, Lat.) To carve ; to
engrave. Sandys,
bially , acy Imall quantity Shakeſp.
TO SCRUPLE. v. n . ( trom the noun.) To SCULPTILE a. ( ſculprilis, Lat.) Made by
Carving . Brown.
doubl ; to befitate . Miltan.
SCRU PLER . ) [irom lcruple ) A doubter ; SCULPTOR. S. ( ſculptor ,Lat.) A carver , one
who cuts wood or ſtone inco images. Addijos,
one who has ſeruples . Graune.
SCU'LPTURE

.
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SCU'LPTURE.S. ( ſculptura , Lat .] The art of SEA.S. ( se, Sax. ſee, or zee, Dutch.) 1. The
carving wood , or hewing ſtone into images . ocean ; the water oppoſed to the land. Davies,
Milton. 2. A collection of water ; a lake.
2. Carved work . Dryden. 3. The act of ec
graving .
Mai. iv. 18. 3. Proverbially for any large
quantity. King Charles. 4. Any thing rough
To SCULPTURE. v. a. ( from the noun.] To
cut ; to engrave. Pope.
and tempeſtuous. Milton . 5. Half Seas over .
SCUMS.[efiume, Fr.ſchum, Dutch ) 1.That
Half drunk . Spectator.
which riles to the top of any liquor. Bacon . SE'ABEAT. 6. ( ſea and bear .) Daſhed by the
waves of the ſea Pope.
2. The droſs ; the refuſe ; the recrement .
Raleigh, Roſcommon , Addiſon.
SEABO AT. S. ( ſea and boat. ) Veſel capable
To SCUM . v. a . (from the noun.) To clear off
to bear the ſea. Arbuthnot.
the ſcum . Lee.
SEA BO'RN . a . ( fea and born ) Boro of the
SCU'MMER . S. [efcumsir, Fr. ) A veſſel with
lea : produced by the ſea. Waller.
which liquor is ummeil,
SEABO Y J. ( fea and bey.) Boy employed on
Thipboard
SCU PPER Holes. f. I ſchoepen, Dutch , to draw
off.) In a ſhip ſmall holes on the deck , through SEABREACH . [ fea and breach.) Irruption
which water is carried into the ſea
ofthe ſeaby breaking of the banks . L'Eſtrange.
SCURF. S seurf, Sax. ſcurf ;Danith ; ſtarf, SEABREEZE. S. [ ea and breeze. I wind
Swediſh ; ſchorfi, Dutch. ] 1. A kind of dry
blowing from the fea. Mortimer.
miliary fcab. Swift. 2. A ſoil or itain adhe- SEABU ILT. a. (Jea and built.) Built for the
ſea Dryden.
rent . Dryden. 3. Any thing ſticking on the
furface. Addifom.
SE'ACALF.S. I ſea and calf.) The ſeal. The
SCU'RFINESS. S. ( from fourf.] The ſtate of ſeacalf, or ſeal, is ſo called from the noiſe he
being ſcurty.
makes like a calf : his head comparatively not
ȘCURRIL a . ( fcurrilis, Lat.) Low ; mean ; big , ihaped rather like an otter's, and muſta
ches like thoſe of a cat : his body long, and all
grolly opprobrious. Ben. Johnson.
SCURRI LITY ./. \ fcurrilitas, Lat . ) Groſneſs of over hairy : his forefeet with fingers clawed,
reproach ; loudpeis of jocularity. Shakeſp.
but not divided, yet fit for going: his hinder
SCURRILOUS. a . I fourrilis, Lat. ) Grolly op
feet, more properly fins, and fitter for ſwim
probrious; uſing ſuch language as only the li
ming as being an amphibious animal . The
cence of a buffoon can warrant. Hooker .
female gives ſuck . Grew.
SCURRILOUSLY. adv. I from ſcurrilous. ] SE'ACAP. S. ( lea and cap.) Cap made to be
With groſs reproach ; with low buffoonry . worn on ſhipboard . Shakelp :
Tillotfor.
SE'ACHART. 8. ( fea and chart. ] Map on
SCU'RVILY. adv. ( from ſcuroy ) Vilely : which only the coafis are delineated.
barely ; coarſely. South.
SCACOAL.S. ( fea and cool] Coal, ſo called,
SCURVY.S. (from ſcarf.) A diſtemper of the
becaule brought to London by lea. Bacon.
inhabitants of cold countries, and amongit SE'ACOAST. ). ( ſea and coaſt.] Shore, edge
chofe ſuch as inhabit marſhy, fat, low, moilt
of the lea. Mortimer.
foils. Arburb not.
SE ACOMPASS. ſ ( rea and compaſs .) The
SCU'RVY. 2. (from ſourf, ſcurfy, fcuroy.) 1.
card and needle of mariners . Camden .
Scabbed ; covered with ſcabs, dileared with SE ACOW . /. I ſea and cow . ) The manatee,
the fiorvy . Lev. xxi. 2. Vile ; bad ; ſorry ;
a very bulky animal , of the cetaceous kind .
It grows to fifteen feet long, and to ſeven or
worthleſs ; contemptible. Swift.
eight in circumference ; its head is like that
SCURVYGRASS ) . [ / curvy and graſs.] The
(poodwort. Miller.
of a hog, but longer, and more cylindrick :
Iis eyes are imall, its hearing is very quick .
'SCUSES. For excuſes . Shakeſp.
SCUT. S. [ ſkoti, Handick .) The tail of thoſe
Its lips are thick , and it has two long tulks
animals whole tails are very ſhort. Swift.
ſtanding out . It has two fins, which fand
SCU TCHEON . /. I fcuccione, Ital . ] The ſhield
forward on the breaſt like hands. The ſemale
has two round breaſts placed between the pec
repreſented in heraldry. Sidney .
SCUTELLATED. J. Scutella, Lat ) Divided
toral fins. The ſkin is very thick and hard,
ioto ſmall ſurfaces. Woodward.
and net ſcaly, but hairy . This creature lives
SCUTIFORM a . ( fcutiformis, Lat.) Shaped
principally about the mouths of the large ri .
like a ſhield .
vers, and feeds upon vegetables, Its fich is
white like veal , and very well tartad. Hill.
SCU'TTLE. S. [ foutella, Lat.) 1. A wide
ſhallow baſket, io named from a diſh or plat- SE A DOʻG . . I jeo and dog.) Perhaps the ſhark .
ter which it reſembles in form . Hakewil! 2 .
Roscommin .
A ſmall grate. Mortimer. 3. (from ſcud ) SEAFARER. S. [ ſea and fare ] A traveller by
quick pace ; a ſhort run ; a pace of affected
tea ; a mariner. Pope.
SEAFARING. a. i ſea and fare. ) Trarelling
• precipitation. Speelaior.
TO SCUTTLE . v . n . (from ſoud or ſcuddle. ) by ſea Shakeſp .
To rün with affected precipication. Arbushner. SEAFENNEL: The ſame with SamPHIRE,
T. 3DEIGN. v.a. ( Sdegnare, Ital . for diſdain.)
whichlse.
SEA .
4 R
DE IGNFUL e Contracted for dijdainjul.
Spenjer.
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SEAFIGHT.S. ( fra and fight.) Battle ofthips;
rurgeon employed on thipboard. Wilemon .
SEASURRO'UNDED a. ( ſea and ſurround.)
battle on the ſea Wiſeman.
Encircled by the ſea. Pope.
SEA FOWL. I. [ ſea and fowl.) A bird that
SEATE'RM : S. [ ſea and term .] Word of art
lives at ſea. Derbam .
SEAGIRT. O ( ſea and girt.) Girded or en
uſed by the feamen. Pope.
SEAWATER . f. (fea and water ] The salt
circlei by the ſea. Milton .
SE'AGREEN . a. ( Pea and green ) Reſembling
water of the ſea . Wifemor.
the colour of the diſtane fea ; cerulean. Pope.° SEAL.. : (seol, sele, šax . feel, Danilh .) The
ſeacalf. Carew .
SE'AGREEN . J. Saxifrage. A plant.
SE'AGULL | A lea bird. Ainsworth.
SEAL. S. (rigel, Sax . ) 1 . A ſtamp engraved
SE’AHEDGEHOG ./ . I lea , hedge and bog.) A
with a paiticular impreſſion, which is fixed
upon the wax that cloſes letters, or affixed as
kind of ſea ſhell -hh . Carew .
a teſtimony. Pope . 2. The impreſſion made
SEAHOG /. [ Lea and hog.) The porpus.
SE AHOLLY.; Leryngium, Lat.) A plant ; a
in wax . Knelles. 3. Any act of confirmation.
Milion .
kind of ſeaweed Carew .
SE'AHOLM S. ( ſea and bolm ] A ſmall un- To SEAL . v. a (from the noun .] 1. To faſten
with a ſeal. Shakep . 2. To confirm or al
inhabited iſland
SEAHORSE . S ( ſea and horſe.] 1. The fear left by a ſeal . Shakeſp. 3. To confirm ; to
horſe is a fiſh of a very ſingular form ; it is a- ratily ; to ſettle. Rom . xv. 4. To thut ; la
clote. Bacon. 5. To mark with a ftamp.
bout four or five inches in length , and nearly
half an inch in diameter in the broadeſt part. Shakeſp.
2. The morſe. Wordzoard. 3. By the lea- To SEAL. V. n . To fix afeal. Neh. ix. 38. ]
SEALER. S [ from ſeal.) One that leals.
horſe Dryden means the hippopotamus.
SE'AMAIĎ. §. Ifia and maid. ] Mermaid . SE'ALINGWAX . ) ( feal and wax. ¡Hard wax
made of roſin , uſed to ſeal letters, Boyle.
Shakeſp.
SE'AMAN . S. ( Pea and man .) 1. A ſailor ; a SEAM.F. ( seam, Sax . zoom, Duteh .]
The
navigator ; a mariner. Evelyn, Dryden . 2 .
edge of cloth where the threads are doubled ;
ſewed
edges
where
future
to
are
two
the
the
Merman ; the male of themermaid. Locke.
gether. Addiſon 2. The juncture of planks
SEAMARK [ ( fea and mark. ) Point or con
fpicuous place distinguiſhed at ſea. Bacon.
in a ſhip. Dryden. 3. A cicatrix ; a ſcar. 4.
SEAME'W.J (Jea and mew.) A fowl that fre
A mealure ; a veſſel in which things are held ;
eight buſhels of cora. 5. Tallow ; greale ;
quents the ſea . Pope.
SE'AMONSTE
R. j. ( ſea and monfter. ]Strange hog's lard ,
animal of the ſea. Milton.
To SEAM . v. a. (from the poun.) 1. To join
SE'ANYMPH. /. ( ſea and nymph.] Goddeſs
together by ſuture, or otherwiſe 2. To mark ;
lo scar with a long cicatrix . Pope.
of the ſea. Broome,
SE'AONION . S. Anherb. Ainſworth.
SE'AMLESS a. (from Jeam .) Having no ſeam .
SE'AOOSE.ſ. ( fea and soje.) The mud in the SE'AMRENT. J. (Liam and rent ) A fepara
Tea or ſhore. Mortimer.
tion of any thing where it is joined ; a breach
SE'APIECE.S. I ſea and piece. ) A picture re
of the ſtitches.
SE'AMSTRESS . S. (reamestre , Sax .) A wo
preſenting any thing at lea. Addison .
SE'APOOL. I. I jea aod pool. ) A lake of ſale! man whoſe trade is to few. Cleaveland .
SEAMY, a. (from ſeam .) Having a ſeam ;
water. Spenfer
Mewing the leam . Shakeſp.
SE'APORT . [ fea and pori.) A harbour.
SEARISQUE.J. ( jea and riſque . ] Hazard at SEAN . S. [regne, Sax . ) A net.
SEAR. a . (searian , Saxon, to dry.) Dry ; not
ſea. Arbuthnot.
SEA ROCKET . S. A plant. Miller.
any longer green. Shakeſp .
SL AROOM .S. t ea and room. ] Open fea ; ſpa- To SEAR. v.a. [reapian , Sax .) To burn ; to
cauterize.
Rowe
ciou main . Pacin .
SEAROVER.S. ( Pea and rote.) A pirate.
SE'ARCLOTH . /. [ rarclað, Sax ) A plafler ;
SE'ASHARK A V jea andi ſvark . ) A ravenous a large plaſter. Mortimer.
ſeafin . st akejp .
| To SEARCE. V. a . ( Jaljer, fr.] To Gift Gine
SC ASHELL.S. ( lea and fall . ) Shells found ly. Böyle.
on the shore . Mortimer
SEARCES. A ſieve ; a bolter.
SE ASHORE.S . ( ſea and ſhare.) The coaſt of SEARCER.S. ( from feasce ] He who ſearces.
obe fea , Diydin .
To SEARCH . v . a . (chercher, Fr. ] 1. To ex
SE'ASICK . a . ( fra and fick.] Sick , as new
amine ; to try ; to explore ; to look through.
voyagers on the sea. Knelles.
Milion 2. Toinquire ; to ſeek Miitos . 3.
SEASIDE 1. I lea and ſide. ) The edge of the To probe as a chirurgeon . Sbakels 4. To
SEARCH out. To find by leeking. Watts..
led . Jud vi 12 :
ST . SERPENT. ( fea and ſerpen : ) Serpent To SEARCH . v . n . 1. Tomake a ſearch . Mik .
generated in the mater.
2. To make inquiry . Locke. 3. To ſeek ;
SEASERVICE . }. I lia and ſorcie ) Naval try to find. Locke.
var .
SEARCH . S. ( from the verb .) 1. Inquiryby
HEASUR CEON.F. ! fea and furgen ] A chi
looking into every fuspected place. Midios. 2.
Inquiry ;
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SEC

Inquiry; examination ; act of ſeeking Addis. SECOND . !: [ ſecond , Fr. fecundus, Lat. ] 1 ,
The next in order to the firſt ; the ordinal of
,Tromjetetb ]1. Examiner ;! two. Dryden. 2. Next in value or dignity i
SEARCHERS
inferior. Addirin.
enquirer ; trier Prior. 2. Officer in London
appointed to examine the bodies of the dead, SECOND -HAND. S. Poffeffion received from
1 the firſt pofleflor.
and report the cauſe of death Graunt.
SE COND-HAND. ( uſed adjectively .) Not ori
four
SEASON . 1. ( ſaiſon, Fr. ) 1. One ofthe
parts ofthe year, Spring , Summer , Autumn, ginal; not primary. Swifi.
Winter. Addison. 2. A time as diſtinguiſhed 11 SECOND - Hand . In imitation ; in the ſecond
place of order ; by tranſniflion ; not primari
from others. Milion . 3. A fit time ; an op
portune concurrence, Philips. 4. A time not
ly ; nor originally. Swift.
very long. Shakesp: 5. That which gives a , SECOND. F. ( ecord, Fr. from the adje&ive. )
1. One who accompanies another in a duelio
high reliſh . Shakeſp
TO SE'ASON . v . a. loliaiſonner, Fr } 1. To direit or defend him . Drayton. 2. One who
mix with food any thing that gives a high re
ſupports or maintains ; a ſupporter ; a main
tainer. W'011 : n . 3. The ſixtieth part of a
lith . Brown. 2. To give a relish to. Dryden ,
minute. Wilkins.
Tillotſon. 3. To qualify by mixture of ano
ther ingredient. Shakeſp. 4. To imbue ; 19 TO SECOND. 7. a. ( ſeconder, Fr.) 1. To
ſupport ; to forward ; io afliit , lo come in af
tinge or taint. Taylor. 5. To fit for any uſe
by lime or habit ; co mature. Addiſon.
ter the act as a maintainer . Rofcomms . 2 .
To follow in the next place. Raleigh .
To SE'ASON . v. n . To be mature ; lo grow fit
SECOND Sighi. ſ. The power of ſeeing things
for any purpoſe. Moxon .
SE'ASONABLE . a. ( faiſon, Fr.) Opportune ;
future, or things diſtant : fuppoſed inherent in
happening or done at a proper lime . South .
ſome of the Scorch iſ anders Addiſon
SE'ASONABLENESS.S.(from ſ:alorable. }OP- SECOND ſighted a. (from ſecond tighe.) Have
ing the ſecond ſight. Addiſon.
portunenes of time ; propriety with regard to
SE'CONDARILY. adv. [from ſecondary.) In
cime . Addiſon
SE ASONABLY. adv. (from ſeaſonable.) Pro
the ſecond degree; in the fecond order ; pot
primarily ; not originally . Digby.
perly with reſpect to time. Sprail.
SEASONER. . ( from To ſeaſon ] He who ſea- SECONDARINESS. S. [from ſecondary.] The
fons or gives a reliſh to any thing.
flate of being ſecondary Norr.
SEASONING. I. ( from lealon.] That which is SECONDARY. a . I fecondarius, Lat . ) 1. Noc
primary ; not of the firſt intention ; not ofthe
added to any thing to give it a reliſh .B.fobnl.
SEAT . F. ( Jelt, old German .) 1. A chair,
first rate . Bentley. 2 Acting by tranſmiſſion
bench, or any thing on which one may fit. or deputation. Prior. 3 A Jecondary fever is
Drydin . 2. Chair of flate ; throne ; poft of that which a iſes a:ter a criſis, or the diſcharge
authority ; tribunal. Hakewill. 3. Mansion ;
of jome molid maiter, as alter thedeclenſion
reſidence ; dwelling ;abode. Rukigh . 4. Si
of the ſmall pox or meaſles. Quinly.
SECONDARY S. ( from the adjective.] A de
tuation ; ſite. Raleigh.
Jerale ; a de; uty.
To SEAT. v. a. ( from the noun . ] 1. To place
on ſeats ; to cauſe to ſit down Arbuthnoi. 2. SECONDLY. adv. (from ſecond ] In the ſe
To place in a poſt of authority, or place of cond place. Swift
diſtinction Miltin. 3. To fix in any particular SECONDRATE . S. [ recond and rate.] 1. The
ſecond order in dignity or value. Addifon. 2 .
place or situacion ; to lelile . Raleigh. 4. To
It is ſometimes uſed adjectively . Dryden.
fix ; to place firm . Milton .
SE AWARD. adv. I ſea and peard, Sax . ) To- SECRECY. F. (trom jesret.) 1. Privacy ; ſtate
of being hidden. Shakeſp. 2. Solitude ; re
wards the fia. Pope
SE'CANT. / [ ſecans, La.. ſecante, Fr. ) in geo.
tirement. South . 3. Forbearance or diſcovery.
Hooker. 4. Fidelity to a ſeciet ; taciturnity
metry , the right line drawn upon the centre
inviolate ; cloſe filence.
of a circle, cutting and mecting with another
SECRET . a. I fecretus, Lat.) 1. Kepe hidden ;
line, called the tangent without it . Pren.
not revealed ; concealed ; private. Deut. 2 .
TO SECE'DE . v n . l ſecede, Lat.) To with
Retired ; private ; unſeen Millen. 3. Faith ,
draw from fellowinipin any affair.
SECE'DER L. (from jecede.) One who diſco
ful to a ſecret entruſted. Shakesp . 4. Ua
known ; not diſcovered ; as , a ſecret remedy .
vers his ditapprobation of any proceedings by
5. Privy ; obſcene.
withdrawing himſelf.
TO SECE'RN. v.o. I ſecerno, Lat.) To lepa- SECRET. S. ( ſecret, Fr. fecretum , Lat.)
rate finer froin grofer mitter ; to make che
Something ſtudiouſly hidden. Sbukep. 2. A
le paration of ſubstances in the body. Bacon.
thing unknown ; fomething not yet diſcovers
SECE'SSION . ). ( jeceffio, lat ) 1. The act! ed . Molton. 3. Privacy ; fecrecy. Moiton.
of departing. Bromen. 2. The act of wiin- ; To SECRET . v.a. (from the noun ) To keep
private. Bacon .
drawing from councils or a& tions,
SH'CLE . ). Ifeculum , Lat.) A century. Hamm . SECRETARISHIP. I. ( ſecretaire, Fr. from
fecreiary ) The office of a fecretary .
TO SECIUDE . v . a . ( jeciwda, Lat . ) To con
fine frem ; to ſhut up apasi ; to exclude. SECRETARY. / [ lcorciariu :, low Lat.] One
entrusted
4 R 2
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entruſted with the management of buſineſs ; ( To SECU'RE. v a . (from the adjective . ]
one who writes for another. Clarendon .
to make certain ; to put out of hazard ; to
aſcertain Dryden. 2. To protect ; to make
TO SECR'ETE . v . a . ( Jecretus , Lat ) 1. To
Cafe. Watts. 3. To inſure . 4. To make fatt.
put aſide ; to hide. 2. ( In the animal æco
SECU'RELY. adu. [from ſecure.
Without
mony .) To ſecern ; 10 ſeparate .
SECRETION /. [ from ſecrezus,Lat ) 1. That
fear ; careleſly ; without danger ; larely , Dryd.
part of the animal æconomy that conſiſts in SECU'REMENT. S. (from ſecure.) The cauſe
leparating the various fluids of the iudy . 2 . of ſafety ; protection ; defence . Brown .
The fluid fecreted.
SECU'RÍTY. P. I fecuritas, Lat . ) 1. Carelefl
SECRETI'TIOUS. . [from ſecreius, Lat. ) Part
neſs ; freedom from fear. Hayward. 2. Vi
tious carelellneſs ; confidence ; want of vigi
ſecretion
animal
ed by
. Flayer.
lance . Shakeſp. Davies . 3. Protection ; de
SECRETIST. S. [from ſecrei.) A dealer in fc
fence . Tilleison. 4. Any thing given as a
crets. Boyle.
pledge or caution ; jofurance. Arburbasi. 5 .
SE'CRETLY.adv . [from ſecret.) Privately :
Safety i certainty . Swift.
privily ; not openly ; not publickly. Addison
SECRETNESS.J. Ffrom fecret . } 1. Stace o SEDAN . 8. A kind of a portable coach ; a chair.
being hidden . 2. Quality of keeping a ſecret.
Arbebusi .
Donne,
SEDA'TE . a . ( Fedotus, Lat. ) Calm ; quiet ;
SECRETORY. a. ( from ſecretus, Lat ) Per.
Sill ; unrumed ; urduſtu , bed ; terene Wairs.
SEDATELY. adv. (from ſedate .] Calmly ;
forming the office or licretion. Ray.
without disturbance . Locke.
SECT. S. llista, Lat.) A body of men follow
ing ſome particular malter, or united in fome SEDATENESS. l. [from ledare. ] Calmneſs ;
tenets. Dryden .
tranquillity ; ſerenity ; freedom from diftur .
bance .
SECTARIM S. [ froin feat.) Diſpoſition to
petty ſects, in opposition to things eſtabliſhed . SEDENTARINESS. S. (from ſedentary.) The
King Charles
Atate of being ſedentary ; inactivity,
SECTARY. / [ Seelaire, Fr.) 1. One who di SEDENTARY. a. I ſedentaria, Ilal . ſedenta .
vides from publick eſtabliſhunent, and joins rius, Lat ) 1. Pared in fitting ſtill; wanting
with thoſe diſtinguiſhed by lume particular
motion or action. Arburbrot . 2. Torpid ; in
whims. Bacon. 2 A follower ; a pupil. Spení
atlive ; lluggiſh ; motionleſs Milton .
SECTATOR /. ( /eteror, Lat. ) A follower SEDGE. }. 11.6g, Sax ) A growth of narrow
Haus ; a narrow Aag . Sandys.
an imitator ; a dilcipic . Raleigh.
SECTION I. ( lectio, Lat.) 1 The 27 of SEDGY. a (trom ſedge.) Overgrown with nar
cutting or dividing. Wonton 2. A part divid
row slags Sbakepp
ed from the rest . 3. A linailand ditina part |SE'DIMENT. L. 1 redimentum , Latin .] That
which lublides or feitles at the bottom Wonde .
of a writing or book Bayie.
SECTOR.L. ( lecteur, Fr ] In geometry , an SEDITION . !. ledeno , Lat.) A tunault ; an
instrument inade of wool or metal, with a ioturrection ; a popular commotion Shake'p.
joini, and Sometimes a piece to turn out to SEDITIOUS. a. ( edotiejus, Lalin ) Factious
make a true ſquare, with the lines of fines,
with tumulti cu bulent Clarendin .
tangents, fecanes, equal parts , thunbs, poiy, SEDITIOUSLY. adv. ( from feditious.] Tu.
gons, hours, latitudes.
multuouſly : with factious Turbulence .
SECULAR 3. Uſicularis , Lat.) 1. Not fpiri- SEDITIOUSNESS S. [trom leditscus . ) Tur
bulence ; diſpoſition to fedition.
lual , relating to at airs ofthe preſent world :
not holy i worldly. ?lookur. 2. ( In the To SEDUCE . v . a ( ſeduco, Lat. ) To draw a
fide from the right , to tempt ; to corrupt; to
church of Rome ] No: bound by monatlick
rules. Temple. 3. Happening or coming once deprave ; to mislead ; to deceive. Shakelp.
SEDU'CEMENT . |. (from ſeduce. } Practice of
in a ſecle or century. Hodijon.
SECULARITY. ]. (from secular ) Worldli
reduction ; ait or means uled in order to ic
duce . Pope,
neis ; attention to the things of the preleni
life . Burner .
SEDUCER . [from ſeduce.) One who draws
afide fiom the right ; a templer ; a corrupier,
[ ſeculariſer, Fr.)
TO SECULARIZE . V.
Shakesp .
from fecular. ] 1. To convert from ſpiritual
appropriations to common ule. 2. To make | SEDU ČIBLE. a . ( from ſeduce.) Corruptible ;
capable of being drawn atide . Brown .
worldly.
SECULARLY . adv . (from fecular.) In a world- SEDUCTION ). ( jeducius, Lat. ) The act of
Ty manner.
lelucing ; the act o drawing atide. Hammond,
SECULARNESS.
S. [from ſecular.) Vouldli-SEDULITY.SIfedulitas, Lat . ) Diligent afii
neſs.
duity ; laborioulneſs ; induitry ; application,
SECUNDINE ſ The membrane in which the
Suurh .
embryo is wrapped ; the alter-breh. Cówley. SEDULOUS. 2. ( ſedulus, Lat ) Afijuoas ; in
duftrious laborious; diligent; paintul..frier .
SECURE. « . ( fecurus, Lat ) 1 Free from
fear; exempt from terrour; eaſy ; ailured SE'DULOUSLY . alv. I from ſedulous. ) A Midu
M1 , loon . 2. Cirelets ; vanting caution
outly ; industriouſly ; laborivully ; diligently
wanting vigilaace . 3. Free from danger i paincully. Philipso
tale. Viitais.
SE DULOUS
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SE’DULOUSNESS.S. [from ſedulous.) Afiduity ;} the eyes. A term of falconry, the eyes of
wild and haggard hawk being for a time feel
affiduoufels ; induſtry , diligence.
SEE , A. ( ledes, Lat.) The ſeat of epiſcopal ed. Sidney , Bacon .
TO SEEL . v.x ( rýllan, Sax .] To lean on one
power ; the dioceſe of a biſhop. Slakep.
TO SEE. v. a, preter. I law ; part. pait. ſeen , hide . Raleigh.
( seon, Sax. fren, Duun. ) 1. To perceive by the SEELY. G. (from reel , lucky time, Sax . )
Lucky ; happy. Spenſer. 2. Silly ; foolith ;
eye. Locke . 2. To obſerve ; to find. Miltor . 3 .
ſimple. Spenſer.
To diſcover ; to delcry. Shakesp. 4. To con
verſe with . Locke. 5. To attend ; to remark . TO SEEM . v * . ( ſembler. Fr. ) 1. To appear ;
to make a ſhew ; to have ſemblance. Dryden.
Addiſon.
TO SEE . U. n. 1. To have the power of ſight;
2. To have the appearance of truth . Dryden .
to have by the eye perception of things diſtant.
3. lo Shakeſpeare, to be beautilul . 4. It
Seems. There is an appearance , though so
Dryden . 2. To diſcern without deception.
reality. Blackmore. 5. It is ſometimes a ſlight
Tillotson. 3. To enquire ; to diſtinguiſh. Shake.
4. To be attentive. Shakeſp . 5. Toliheme ; affirmation . Atterbury. 6. It appears to be.
Brown .
to contrive. Shakeſp.
SEE. interjection. Lo ; look ; obſerve ; behold . SEEMER . f. [ from ſeem .] One that carries an
appearance. Shakilp.
Halifax.
SEED . ( red, Sax . faed, Dutch . ] 1. The orga- SEEMING . L. (from ſeem .] 1. Appearance ;
niſed particle produced by plants and animals ,
ſhow ; ſemblance . Shakeſp. 2. Fair appea .
from which new plants and animals are gene
rance. Shakelp. 3. Opioion. Milton .
rated More. 2. First principle ; original. SEE'MINGLY. edu. (from ſeeming.) In ap
Hooker. 3. Principle o ' production . Waller. 4 . pearance ; in thow ; in femblance . Glanville:
Progeny ; offspring ; deſcendants. Spenjer. 5. SEEMINGNESS /. [from ſeiming:) Plautibili
Race ; generation ; birib . Waller.
ty ; fair appearance . Digby.
To SEED. v. n. ( from the noun ) To grow to SEE MLINESS . f . [ from ſeemly. ) Decency ;
handſomeneſs ; comelinels ; grace ; beauty.
perfect maturity lo as to ſhed the ſeed. Swift.
Camden.
SE EDCAKE. f.[ feed and cake. ) A ſweet cake
interſperſed with warm aromatick ſeeds Tuljer. SEE MLY. 6. ( roommelight, Daniſh. ) Decent ;
SEEDLIP . 1 S. A vesſel in which the lower becoming ; proper ; fit. Hooker , Philips .
SEEDLOPS carries his feed . Ainsworth.
SEE MLY. adv. ( from the adjective ) In a de
SEEDPEARL J. ( feed and pearl. ) Small cent manner ; in a proper manner . Pope.
SEEN. a. [from ſec. Skilled ; verſed .
grains of pearl. Boyle.
SEEDPLOT. S. [ feed and plot ) The ground to SEER. J. [from fee.] 1. One who lees. Addifon .
which plants are lowed to be afterwards tranf
2. A prophet ; one who forelees future events .
planted, Ben . Jabufon , Hanimind, Clarendon .
Prior,
SL'EDTIME. ). ( ſeed and time. ] The featon of SEE'RWOOD. S. See SEARWOOD . Dry wood .
fou ing . Bacon , Atterbury.
Dryden.
SEEDLING . 1. (from feed.) A young plant junt SEE SAW.F. [from ſaw .) A reciprocating mo
rilen from the ſeed. Evelyn.
tion. Poje.
SE EDNESS . [ from seed ] Seed:ime; the TO SEE'SAW.v.n . (from fow .) To move with
time of lowing .Shake .
a reciprocating motion A ,buibur.
SEEDSMAN. T [ feed and ma .. ] The lower ; T. SEETH . v . 4. preterite , 1 fed or feethed :
be that ſcatters the feed. Shake p .
part . pall fodden (reodan, Sax. feoden, Du: )
SEEDY . 6. [from ſeed ) Abouiding with reed
To boil ; to decoct in hoc liquor. Spenſer .
SEE ING .F. (from fee.) Sight ; vifion. Shakesp. To SEETH . v. . To be in a itate oi ebullition ;
SEE'ING
3 adv. [from ſee.) Since ; fich ;
to be hit. Shakelp.
SEETHER, S. (from ſeeth .) A boiler ; a pot.
SEEING . thal. § it being ſo that. Milon .
TO SEEK . v. a . pret . I fought ; part. pail. fought. Dryden.
( recan, Sax . foecken , Dutch ) . To lock for ; SEGMENT. F. ( Segmentum , Lat . ] A figure
to ſearch for . Clarendin , Herbert. 2. To
contained between a chord and an arch of the
ſolicit ; to endeavour to gain . Milton . 3. To
circle, or ſo much of the circle as is cut off by
go to tin.l. Dryden. 4. To purſue by ſecret
that chord . Brown ,
machinations. Shakeſp .
SEGNITY.S. (from ſegnos, Lat.) Slugg hoef ;
TO SEEK . V. n . 1. To make ſearch ; to make
inactivity . Dict .
inquiry ; !o endeavour. Miiloon. 2. To make To SEGREGATE. v . 2 ( Segrega, Lat.] To
puiluit. Deut. 3 To apply to ; to uſe 101:cita SEGREGATIO
let apart; to ſeparate
from otheis
.
N . S. (from
ſegregate.)
Sera
tion. Deut. 4. To endeavour alter. Kuolies.
ration frem others . Shakeſp .
TO SEEK . At a laís ; without mealures, know
SEIGNEURIAL. 6. (trom feignior. ) Inverted
Ledge or experience. Milton, R [ common.
SEE KERS. ( from ſeek .) One that teeks ; an
with large powers ; independant. Temple
inquirer Glanvile
SE IGNIOR . S. (from Jenior , Lat feigneur, Fr.)
A lord . The title oi honour given by Italian .
SEE KSORROW . S. Cleek and Sorrow .) One
inho conuives to give himſelt vexation . Sidney . SEIGNIORY./. [ feigneurie,Fr. fromjeignior . ]
TO SEEL. v.a. ( Jceller, to lea !, fr .] To close
A lordſhip ; a territory. Spenſer, Davies.
SE IGNO
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SE'IGNORAGE . S. ( ſeigneuriage, Fren. from SE'LFISHNESS . S. [ from Selfjb.) Attention to
Jeignior. ] Authority ; acknowledgment of
his own intereſt , without any regard to others ;
power . Locke .
felf love . Beyle.
To SEIGNORISE . v. a. (from feignior . ). TO SE'LFISHLY . adv. [ from ſelfish . ) With regard
lord over . Fairfax .
only to his own intereit ; without love of
others. Pope.
SEINE.S. ( regne , Sax . ) A net uſed in fiſhing.
Carew .
SEʻLFSAMÉ . a . [ ſelf and ſame.) Numerically
SEINER . S. ( from feine.) A fiſher with nets.
the ſame. Milton .
Carew .
ridge of land.
SE LION.S. ( Jelio, low Lat. )
To SEIZE . v. a. ( Jaifir, Fr.) 1. To take por
Ainſworeb .
feffion of ; to gralp : to lay hold on ; to falten SELL pronoun. (for ſelf. ) Ben .Jöbaſer.
on . Pope. 2. To take forcible poſſeſſion of by SELL . ( Jelle, Fr. Jella , Lat.) A laddle. Sper .
law . Camden. 3 To make pofteiled. Addifon. To SELL v a . ( rýllan , Sax . ) To give for a
To SEIZE . v . * . To fix the graſp or the power price. Swift.
TO SELL , 2. % . To have commerce or traffick
on any thing. Shakesp .
with one Stake.
SEʻIZIN.S. (jaifine, Fr.) 1. ! In law .) Seifin in
lat, is when a corporal poſſeilion is taken : SE'LLANDER. S. A dry ſcab in a horſe's bougii
feifir in law, is when ſomething is done which or paſteru . Dinſworth.
the law accounteth a leifin, as an inrolment SE'LLER. J. [from ſell.] The perſon that ſells ;
This is as much as a right to lands and tene vender. Shakeſp:
ments . Cowvel . 2. The act of taking porteflion. SELVAGE. S. The edge of cloth where it is
Decay of Piety. 3. The things poflefTed. Hale. cloſed by complicating the threads Exodus .
SE'IZURE. S. [from ſeize. ] 1. The act ofſeizing SELVES. The plural of felf.Lecke.
2. The thing leized. Milton. 3. The act of SEMBLABLE.. ( ſemblable, Fr ] Like ; re
taking forcible poſieflion. Wotton. 4. Gripe ; ſembling. Shakeſp.
SEMBLABLY . adv. (from ſemelsbl .] With
poflettion. Dryden . 5. Carch. Watts.
SE LCOUTH . a . ( red, rare , Sax, and cowth , ſemblance. Shakeſp.
known .) Uncommon. Spenſer.
SEMBLANCE.S. ( lemblance, Fren, from lemn
SELDOM . adv. ( reldan, Sax . ſeldan, Dutch .)
blant..) 1. Likeneſs; reſemblance ; fimilitude ;
Rarely ; not often ; not frequently . Suth.
repreſentation Milson, Woodward, Ragers . 2 .
$E'LDOMNESS. F. (from ſeldom .] Uncommon
Appearance ; Thow ; figure. Fairfax.
nets ; infrequency ; rarcnels : rarity. Hooker. SEMBLANT. a . i ſemblant, Fren . Like ; re
SELDSHOWN, a. ( feld and foown.] Seldom
ſembling; having the appearance of any thing.
Little uled. Prior .
exhibited to view. Stakelp.
TO SELECT. v . a . ( Jelectus, Lat .) To chuſe SE'MBLANT. 1. Show ; figure ; reſemblance.
in preference to others rejected. Knolles.
Spenſer.
SELECT.a. Nicely chofen ; choice ; culled out SEMBLATIVE . a. (from ſemblan!! Suitable ;
accommodate ; fit ; relembring. Skakelp.
on account of iuperiour excellence. Prior.
SELECTION. I. ( Selectei, Lat . from ſelect. ] TO SE‘MBLE . V. n . ( Jembler, Fr. ] To re pre
The act of culling or chuſing ; choice. Brown
fent ; to inake a likeneſs. Prior.
SELECTNESS. ſ. (from ſelec .) The ſale of SEMI.S. (Lalin .) A word which , uſed in cora
being select.
poſition, fignifies half.
SELECTOR . F. (from Jeleen.) He who ſelects. SEMIANNULAR . a. ( ſemi and annales, a
SELENOGRAPHICAL. 20. I felerographique. ring ] Halt round. Grew .
SELENOGRAPHICK . Š Fr.] Belonging to SEMIBREF. F. ( Jemibreve, Fren .) A note in
ſelenography.
muſick relating to time Donne.
SELENOGRAPHY.S . [ Gezúv and ypapa .) A SEMICI'RCLE. I.(ſemicirculus , Lat .) A half
round ; part of a circle divided by the diameter .
defeription of the moon Brown.
SELF.pronun. plur.ſelves. (rýlf, Sax. ſelf, ſelve,SEMICIRCLED . La ( Jemi and aircular )
Duich .) 1. Its primary ſignification ſeems to SEMICIRCULAR. ) Hali round.
bonthato an adje&ive : very ; particular ; thisSEMICOLON.S. I jemi and xenon ) Half a co
lon ; a point made thus ( ; ) to note a greater
2 '' ,ve others. Dryden. 2.li is united both to
pauſe than that of a comma .
the perional pronouns, and to the neutral pro
ER . /. ( lemi and diameter . )
SEMIDIAMET
are
they
when
prun it , and is always added
Half the line , which, drawn through the centre
11.ca reciprocally : as , I did not hurt hiin, be
of a circle, divides it into two equal parts
Surilimilt ; she people bijs me, but I clap
miles. Lcte. 3. Compounded with bim, a More .
pronoun fulance, Jelf is in appearance an SEMUDIAPHANE'ITY.S. [ femi and diasta
melty ) Halftransparency ; inperiectuan p ?.
adjective : joined to my, iby , out, your , pro
noun avit üles, it ſeems a iubſtantive . 4 . It
reocy.
SEMIDLA'PHANOUS. a . ( ſemi ard deciso
is truch vid in comporiuen.
SELFHEA! ... ( binnella, Lat ) A plant. The nous.) Half ianſparent. Hoondaverd
More with . SAVICI E.
SEMIDOUBLE. . llen , and double ) Is the
SFI FISH A ( trom ſelf ) Attentive orly to Romih breviary , lach ofices and tealtene
Cucosid
Cheese ona insereit ; void or regard for others .
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nant which makes an imperfect found, er
celebrated with leſs ſolemnity than the dou
does not demand a total occlufion of the
ble ones . Bailey.
SEMIFLUID . a. ( ſemi and Auid.] Imperfect
mouth . Broome.
ly Auid. Arburbnor.
SEMPERVIVE . F. A plant. Bacon .
SEMILUNAR. 2 a. I ſemilunaire, Fr.) Re- SEMPITERNAL a. [ lempirernus, Lat .)
SEMILU'NARY } ſembling in form an half Eternal in futurity ; having beginning, but
moon . Grew .
no end. Hale. 2. In poetry it is uſed lim .
SEMIMETAL. S. (ſemi and metal. ] Half me
ply for eternal .
SEMPITERNITY. I [ ſempiternitas, Lat.
cal ; imperfect melal .
Future duration without end. Hale.
SEMINALITY. S. ( from ſemen. Lat.) The
nature of feed . Broavn. 2. The power of be- SEMPSTRESS. I. 'seamestre, Sax . ) A wa
man whole buſiness is to few ; a woman who
ing produced. Brown .
lives by her needle. Gulliver.
SE'MINAL . a . ( jeminol, Fr. Feminis, Lat.) 1 .
Belonging to leed. 2. Contained in the ſeed ; SE'NARY. a. ( ferarius, Lat . ) Belonging to
radical Swift .
the number fix; containing fix.
SEMINARY. L. ( leminaire, Fr. ſeminarium , SENATE. L. ( lenatus, Lat.) An aſſembly of
councellors ; a body of men ſet apart to con
Lat. ) » . The ground where any thing is fown
to be afterwards trniplanced. Mortimer . 2 . ſult for the publick good . Denham .
The place or original ſtock whence any SENATEHOUSE . J. Ifenate and houſe.] Place
thing is brought. Woodward . 3. Seminal of publick council. Shakeſp.
ftate. Brown 4. Original ; firſt principles SENATOR. S. ( ſenator, Lat . ) A publick
councellor. Granville,
Harvey. 5. Breeding place i place of educa
tion , from whence ſcholars are tranſplanted SENATORIAL . } a . ( Senatorius, Lat.) Be
into life. Swift .
SENATORIAN. S longing to ſenators ; befit
ing ſenators.
SEMINATION. F. (from femino, Lat.] The
act of lowing:
TO SEND . v. a . (rendin , Sax. ſenden , Dutch . )
SEMINICAL : ? 0. ſemer and facio, Lat.
1. To diſpatch from one place to another.
SEMINIFICK . ) Productive of ſeed. Brown.
Geneſis, Milean, Dryden, Swift. 2. To com
SFMINIFICATION S. The propagation from
million by authority to go and act. Shakeſp.
the feed or feminal parts. Hale.
3. To grant as from a diſtant place. Gen. 4 .
SEMIOPA COUS a . I lemi and opacus, Lat.)
To inflict as from a diſtance. Deuteron. 5 .
Hali dark Boyle
To emit ; to immit ; to produce . Cheyne, 6 .
To diffuſe ; to propagate. Pope.
SEMIPEDAL. a. ( ſemi and pedis, Lat.] Con.
taining half a foot.
To SEND . v. * . 1. To deliver or diſpatch a
SEMIPERSPICUOUS. a . Jemi and perſti
meſſage. Clarendon . 2. TO SEND for. To
Cuws, Lat . ] Half tranſparent ; imperfectly
require by meflage to come, or cauſe to be
clear . Grego
brought. Dryden .
SEMIO'RDINATE . S. ( In cunic ſections ) A SE'NDER.S. (trem ſend ]He that ſends Shakes.
line drawn at right angles to and biſfested by SENESCENCE . /. ( Jeneſco, Lat . )The ſtate of
the axis, and reaching from one ſide of the growing old , decay by time. Woodward.
axis to another. Harris.
SE NESCHAL. l. 1 Tenefcbal, Fr. ) One who
SEMIPELLUCID . ( ſemi and pellucidus,
had in great houſes the care of feaſts, or do
Lat.) Half clear ; imperfectly tranſparent .
meſtick ceremonies. Milton .
Woodward
SENGREEN.S. A plant. Ainſworth.
SEMIQUA’DRATE. I S. [ In aſtronomy.) AD SENILE. 0. ( Venilis, Lal. ) Belonging to old
SEMIQUARTILE. S alpect of the planets age ; confequent on old age. Boyle.
when diſtant from each other forty five de SE'NIOR . S. (ſenior, Lac I 1. One older than
another ; one who on account of longer time
grees, or one ſign and an half. Bailey.
SEMIQUAVER /. [ In mulick . ) A note con
has tome superiority. Whitgifte. 2. An aged
taining hal the quaver . Boiley.
pirlon. Dryden .
SEMIQUI’NTILE. [ In aſtronomy. ) An aſpea /SENIORITY.! (from ſenior.) Elderſhip; prio
of the plancts, when at the diſtance of thirty
rity o'birih. Broome .
fix degrees from one another. Bailey.
SE'NNA .! Ijena, Lat.) A phyſical tree . Shakeſ.
SEMISE XTILE.S. ( In altronomy ! A ſemi-Í SENNIGHT./. Contracted from loveinigbé.]
ſixth '; an aipect of the planets when they are
The ſpace of leven nights and days ; a week .
Shakejp.
distant from each other one twelfth part of a
circle, or thirty degrees.
SENOCULAR . o ſeni and oculus, Lat . ) Hav
SEMISPHERICAL. O ( ſimi and ſpherical.] in ; fix eyes Derbam
Belonging to half a ſquire .
SENSA'TION.M. (Senſatie, Lat . ) Perception
SEMISPHEROIDAL a lemi and Spheroidal )
by means of the renies. Rogers.
Torrced like a baltiphcroid.
SENSE.J. Ilenlus, Lat.) . Faculty or powerly
which external objets are perceivet. Davies.
SEMITE'RTIAN ſ. ( lemi and tertian . ) An
agve compolcd of a tcrtian and a quotidian.
2. Perception by the ſeoſes ; fenfation. Dryd.
Arbuthnot
3. Perception by intellect ; apprehenſion of
SEMIVO WEL.S. ( ſemi and Powel ) A confo
inind Miliar. 4. Sensbility ; quickneſs or
keeaners
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keenneſs of perception. Shakeſp 5. Under- SENSUAL. O [ ſenſuel, Fr. ] 1. Conſiſting in
1łacdiog ; ſoundness of faculties; ſtrength of fenfe ; depending on ſenſe ; affecting the len
natural realon. Pope. 6. Reaſon ; realonable
ſes. Pope. 2. Plealing to the ſenſes ; carnal ;
meaning Dryden . 7. Opinion ; notion ;
not fpiritual . Hoker. 3. Devoted to ſenle ;
lewd ; ! uxurious . Milton, Atterbury.
judgmen'. Rojcmmar . 8. Conſciouſnets; con .
viction. Dryden. 9. Moral perception. LE SENSUALIST. !. ( trum ſenſual. ) A carnal
frange. 10. Meaning ; import. Tillerson .Waits. perinn ; one devoted to corporal pleaſures.
Sonib.
SENSED pari.Perceived by the ſenſes. Glanv .
SENSEFUL .a . [from ſenle and full.]Reaſon- SENSUALITY.S.[from ſenſual.]Addiction :0
brutal and corporal pleatures . Davies.
able ; judicious. Norris.
SENSELESS. c.{from ferle.li. Wanting ſenſe; TO SENSUALIZE. 2. a. (trom jerjual ) To
wanting liſe ; void of all life or perception.
link to ſenſual pleaſures; to degrade the mind
Lacke. 2. Uneeling ; wanting perception
ioco ſubjection to the lentes . Pepe .
Rowe. 3. Unrealonable ; Itupid ; doltiſh : SENSUALLY. adv . (from jenjual.) In a ſen
ſual manner .
blockith . Clarendon. 4. Contrary to true
judęınent ; contrary to realon. South. 5 SENSUOUS. a. (from fenfe.) Tender ; pathe
Wanting ſenſibiliey ; wanting quickneſs or rick ; full of patiion Mitton .
keennels of perception. Peacbam . 6. Wanting SENT. The participle partive of ſend Ezra .
knowledge ; unconſcious . Southern.
SENTENCE . I jentence, Fr ) . Determina
SE'NSELESSLY. adv . ( from Jenſeleſs.) In a
tion or deciſion , as of a judge civil or crimi
lenſeleſs manner ; fupidly ; unrealonably
nal . Hooker, Atterbury. 2. It is uſually iso
Locke
ken of condemnation pronounced by tbe
SE'NSELESSNESS . S. [from ſerſeleſs.) Fully ;
judge. Milton . 3. A maxim ; an axiom ;
generally moral. Brorme. 4. A ſhort para
unreasonableneſs ; abſurdity ; ſtupidity.Grew.
SENSIBILITY . I fenfibilisé, Fr.) !. Quick
giaph ; period in writing. Daniel.
neſsof ſenſation. Addefon. 2. Quicknels of TO SENTENCE. V. a. ( Jentercier, Fr. )
perception.
To país the lait judgment on any one . Mil
ton 2. To condemn Temple.
SENSIBLE a . ( enfible, Fr.) Having the pow
er of perceiving by the ſenſes. Raleigh. 2. SENTENTIO SI TY . (from fententious.) Coro
Percepeible by the ſenſes. Hooker. 3 Per
prehenſion in a lentence. Brown
ceived by the mind Temple.4. Perceiving by SENTENTIOUS. 6. 1 ſentencieux, Fr.) A
either mind or lenſes ; having perceprion by
bounding with ſhort ſentences, axioms, and
maximns, hore and energetick . Craſbow .
the mind or ſenſes. Dryden . 5. Having mo
sal perception ; having the quality of being SENTENTIOUSLY.adv./.[irom lensestions )
affected by moral good or ill. Stakeſp . 6. Ha
In ſhort fentences ; with ſtriking brevity . Bar.
ving quick intellectual feeling ; being eafily SENTENTIOUSNESS / ( from fententieus. )
Pithineſs of ſentences, brevity with ſtrength .
or ſtrongly affected . Dryden . 7. Convinced ;
perſuaded. Addifon. 8. In low concertation
Dryden .
it has lometimes the ſenſe of reaſonable ; ju . SENTERY. I. One who is ſet to watch in a
dicious ; wife Addison
gariion , orin the outlines of the army. Milter .
SE'NSIBLENESS. S.[from Jerſible, Fr. ) 1. Pofli . SENTENT.a. ( Jenirens, Lat.) Perceiving ;
bility to be perceived by the feples. 2. Actual having perception Hale.
perception by mind or body. 3. Quickneſs SENTIENT .) . (from the adjective.) He that
has percepiion. Glanville.
of perception ; ſenſibility: Sharp. 4. Pain
ful coníciouſneſs. Hanmond .
SENTIMENT. ( Sentiment, Fr ] 1. Thought;
SENSIBLY. adv . (from Jerſible.) 1.Perceptilly
notion ; opinion. Locke. 2. The ſenſe consi
to the ſenſes. 2. With perception of either dered diſtinctly from the language or things ;
mind or body . 3. Externally by impreſion on
a triking ſentence in a compoſition.
the fentes. Hooker. 4. With cuick intellecu SENTINEL. I. ( lentinelle, Fr. ] One whe
al perception . 5. In low language, judici
watches or keeps guard to prevent furprile.
Davies
ouſly ; reafonally.
SENSITIVE. a. ( sempitif, fr ) Having ſenſe SE'NTRY . L. 1. A watch ; a ſentinel ; one
who watches in a garriton, or army. Dryden.
or perception , but not reaſon . Hammond,
2. Guard ; watch ; the duty of a ſentry,
SENSITIVE Plant. ]. (mimoja, Lat .) A plant
Brown.
O'this plant the humble plants are a species,
which are ſo called , because , upon being SEPARABILITY . S. [ from ſeparable .) The
touched, the pedicle of the leaves ' alls down
quality of admitting diſunion or difcerption .
ward ; but the leaves of the jerſitiveplant are
Norris.
only contracted . Miler ,
SE PARABLE. a . ( Separable, Fr. Separabilis,
SENSITIVELY. adv. ( from fenfitice ) in a
Lat.) 1. Suſceptive of dilunion ; difccr prible .
fenfitive manner. Hammond.
2. Pumible to be disjoined from ſomethmig .
ar burimor.
SENSORIUM .Irflac... The part where
SENSORY : Š the lenes eran mic their per-SE PARABLENESS. S. [from ſeparable.) Ca
pablenets of being separable. Boule.
ceptions to the mind ; the fedt of the link
Bacon . 2. Organ ot ieni siun . Benlly .
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To SEPARATE.v. a . ( Separo , Lat. ſeparer, old Greek verfion of the Old Teſtament, ſo
Fr. ) 1. To break ; to divide into parts 2 .
callca , ze being ſuppoſed the work of ſeventy
To diſunite ; to disjoin. Milton . 3. To ſever
two intor , veters, Burnet
from the reſt. Boyle. 4. To ſet apart; to fe- SE'PTUPLE. < ( Septuplex, Lat.] Seven times
as much
grerate . Acts. 5. To withdraw . Genefis.
To SE PARATE. v.n. To part ; to be diſunit . SEPULCHRAL. a. [ Sepulchralis, from ſepul
ed . Locke
chrum , Lat. ) Relating to burial ; relating to
SE'PARATE.a. from the verb. ] 1. Divided the grave ; monumental. Donne.
from the rest Burnet. 2 . Diſunited from SE'PULCHRE.S. I fepulchrum , Lat.) A grave ;
the body ' ; diſengaged from corporeal nature. a tomb. Sandy's, Dryden.
Locke.
TO SE'PULCHRE. v. a . To bury ; to entomb.
SEPARATELY.adv.[ from ſeparate ) Apart ; Ben. Johnſon , Prior.
SE PULTURE.S . Sepulturo, Lat. ] Interment
ſingly: not in union ; diftinctly. Dryden.
burial Dryder .
SEʻPARATENESS ſ. [from ſeparate. ] The
SEQUACIOUS. a . ſequocis, Lat.) 1 Fole
ftate of being ſeparate.
SEPARATION.T. I feparatio,Lat. ſeparation , lowing ; attendant. Dryden . 2. Ductile ;
pliant. Ray
Fr. ) 1. The act of leparating ; disjundion
Abbot. 2. The ſtate of being ſeparate ; dil | SEQUA'CITY.S. (from ſequat , Lat. ) Ductili
union , Bacon 3. The chymical analyſis, or
ty ; toughneſs . Bacon .
operation of diſuniting things mingied.Bacon . SE QUEL.S. (lequelle, Fr. fequela, Lat.) 1 .
Concluſion ; ſucceeding part. Scath. 2. Corr
4. Divorce ; disjunction from a married ſtate .
Shakeſp .
fequence ; event . Milton. 3. Conſequence
SEPARATIST. S. ( Separatiſte, Fr. from ſepa
inferred ; confequentialnes. W hitgifte.
rate ) One who divides from the church ; a SEQUENCE.S. (from fequor, Lat.] 1. Order
of fucceffion. Shakeſp. 2. Series ; arrange
ſchiſmatick . South,
ment ; method , Bacon .
SEPARATOR . f. [from ſeparate.] One who
SE
E'QUENT .a. Jequens, Lat .] 1. Following :
divides ; a divider.
Succeeding. Sbakelp. Milton . 2. Cooſequen
SE'PARATORY. a. (from Jeparate.) Uſed in
tial
feparation Cheyne.
SEPELIBLE . a. ( sepelio, Lat.] That may be SE'QUENT. S. [from the adjective.) A follow
buried . Bailey
er. Shakelp
SE'PIMENT . !! ( lepimentum , Lat. ) A hedge ; TO SE QUESTER.v. a . ( ſequefter, Fr.feques
a fence. Bailey
iro, low Lat.) 1. To feparate from others
SEPOSITION . I. [ Sepono, Lat.] The act of for the ſake of privacy. Milton . 2.. To put
ſetting apart ; ſegregation.
aſide ; to remove, Bácere . 3. To withdraw ;
SEPT. I [ Jepium , Lat .) A clan ; a race ; a
to ſegregate. Hooker. 4. To ſet a Gde from
the uſe of the owaer to that of others. 5. To
Boyle.
generation
SEPTANGULAR . e . ( ſeptem and angulus , deprive of pofle Nions. South.
SEQUESTRABLE . c. (from liquefirate. ) 1 .
Lat.) Having ſeven corners or ſides.
Subjekt i privation . 2 Capable of ſeparation.
SEPTEMBER 1. ( Lat.) The ninth me the
Boyle.
the year ; the ſeventh from March, Peacl.am
SEʻPTENÁRY. a . ( Jeprenarius, Lat.] Confift- TO SEQUESTRATE. V. n. To ſequeſter ; to
ing of feven. Waits .
fuperrte from company. Arbuthnoi.
SEPTENARY. S. The number ſeven.Broeun SEQUESTRATION " I ſequestration, Fr.) 1 .
SEPTE'NNIAL , a. I feptennis, Lat ) 1. La !
Separation ; retirement Suth . 2. Difunion ;
disjeoction. Beyle . 3. State of being ſet aſide.
ing ſeven years . 2. Happening once in leven
years. Howell
Shakup. A Deprivation of the uſe and pro
fits of a posterior Swift.
SEPTENTRION / [French .) The north Shake
SEQUE
STRATOR. f. 11.om ſequeſtrate.] One
2 a { S-peenerioralis,
SEPTENTRION .
SEPTENTRIONAL ) Lac ]Norihern.Philips, v:ho !akes from a man the profits of his polo
SEPTENTRIONALITY . ). ( from ptentrio
illions. Tayl r.
nal.] Northerline
JERA GLOS. A houſe for womea kept for
Jebauchery. Norris.
SEPTENTRIONALLY adv. (írom feptentri
onal.) Towards the cortba ; northerly Brown SE'RAITIS. (20 ) One of the orders of an
To SEPTENTRIONATE v. n . from jep
gels. Lecke , Pipe
SERA'PHICAL . ? a. ( Seraphique, Fr from
tentris, Lat. ) To tend aurtherly. Brown.
SE'PTICAL . 6. Continos ] Having power to pro- SERAPHICK . S ſeraph.] Angelick ; ange
lical . Taylor
mote or produce putrefactiun. Broome .
Angels of one of the heavenly
SEPTILA TERAL . a . Jeptem and lateris , SERAPHIN
orders. Mil: n.
Lat ] Having ſeven ſides. Brown .
SETTUA'GENARY.a. ( Jepiuagenarius , Lat. ) SERE .. ( respuan , Sax . to dry. ) Dry ; withers
ed ; no longer green. Milica .
Conſiſting of leventy. Brown.
SEPTYAGEʻSIMAL. a . (Jeptuagefimus, Lat . ) SERENADE. S. | Jerenus, Lat.) Mufick or
ſongs with which ladies are entertained by
Conſiſting of ſeventy. Brown.
their lovers in the night . Cowley,
SEPTUAGINT. S. [ jeptuaginta , Lat. ) The
4S
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To SERENADE . v . a . ( from the noun .) To SERPENT.S. I ferpers,Lat.) AB animal that
moves by ondulation without legs They are
entertain with nocturnal muſick Spectator.
divided into cwo kinds; the viper , which
SERENE . a. ( Jeremus, Lat ) 1. Calm ; pla
brings young , and the frake, thai lags cars.
cid ; quiet. Pope. 2. Unruffled ; undiſturb
Spenfer, Milton.
ed : even of temper . Milisa.
TO SERENE'w.a. i ſerener, Fr. ſereno, Lat .) SERPENTINE: 0. [ [erpentinus, Lat.) 1. Re
ſembling a ferpent. Sidney . 2. Winding like
To clear ; 10
To calm ; to quiet. 2 .
a lerpent anfractuous, Sandys.
Philips
brighten
SERENELY.adv . (from ſerene.) 1. Calmly : SERPENTINE.S. An herb. Ainſwertb.
quietly . Pope. 2. With unsuffled temper . SERPENTINE Stone.). There were three ſpe
cies of this ſtone, all of the marb'e kind. The
coolly . Locke
ancients tell us, that it was a certain remedy
Serenity.
ſerene.)
[from
SERENENESS.
SERENITUDE T. from ſerene.) Calmneſs ;
againſt the poiſon of the bite of ſerpents ; buc
it is now juſtly rejected Hill.
coolneſs of mind Wonton ,
SERENITY S. ( ferenssé, Fr ] Calmneſs SERPENTS Tongue J. An herb. Ainſwerib.
temperature. Bentley. 2. Peace ; quietneſs SE'RPET.S . A baſket. Ainſwortb.
not diſturbance. Temile 3 Evenneſs of SERPIGINOUS. a. (from ſerpigo, Lat.) Dif
ea ed with a ſerpigo. Wiſemer .
temper; coolnels of mind Locke
SERGE.J. (xerga , Spaniſh .] A kind of cloth . SERPIGO.S. (Lat.) A kind of letter. Wifem .
SERR . 0.0.ferrer, Fr ) To drive bard too
To
Hale.
gether ; to croud into a little ſpace Bacea .
SERGEANT . S ! Tergente, lial . ) 1. Ano
ficer whore buſinets is to execute the com- SERRATE. } a ( ſerratus, Lat.) Formed
mands of magiſtrates. Shakeſp Ads. 2. A SERRATED. S with jags or inventores like
the edge of a law . Derbam .
perty officer in the army. Sbakejp. 3. A law
yer of the higheſt rank under a judge Bacon. SERRATION S. ( from ferra, Lat.) Formation
in the ſhape of a law .
4. It is a title given to ſome of the king's ſer
SERRATURE. S. (from ſerra,Lat.) Indenture
ons.
chirurge
ſergeant
as,
:
vants
like teeth of laws.
SERGEANTRY S. Grand ſergeantry is that
where one holdeth lands of the king by ſervice , TO SERRY. v.a. i ſerrer, Fr.) To preſs cloſe ;
to drive hard cogether. Milton.
which he ought to do in his own perſon unto
him : as to bear the king's banner or his ſpear, SEʻRVANT.f. I ſervant, Fr. ) 1. One who tte
tends another, and acts at his command. Milt.
enemies
his
eeth
he
when
horn,
a
blow
to
or
2. One in a ſtate of ſubjection. Unuſual. Sbok.
invade the land , or to find a man at arms to
3. A word of civility uſed to ſuperiours or
fight within the four ſeas, or elſe to do it him
equale. Swift.
Self Petit ſergeantryis where a mao holdeth
land of the king , to yield him yearly fome To SE'RVANT. v. a. ( from the soun.) To
ſubject. Not in uſe. Shakeſp.
ſmall thing towards his wars : as a ſword , dag
ger, bow , knife, ſpear, pair of gloves of mail , TO SERVE .v . a. ( Jervir , Fr.fervie, Lat .) 1 .
To attend at command. Milten. 2. To obey
* pair of ſpurs, or ſuch like. Cowel
SERGEANTSHIP.S . ( from ſergeant. ] The ſervilely or meanly Denbom . 3. To ſupply
with food ceremoniouſly. Dryder. 4. To
geant. Lat.) 1. Sequence; or.
of a le( jeries,
bring as a menial attendant. Bacon, Tayler.
RIES.S.
SEoffice
der. Ward. 2. Succeflion ; courſe. Pepe.
5. To be ſubſervient or ſubordinate to. Miltos,
SERIOUS. a . ( ferius, Lat. ) 1. Grave ; fo
6. To ſupply with any thing . 7. To obey in
lemn ; not volatile ; not light of behaviour. military actions. 8 To be ſuficient to . Locke,
2. Important; weighty ; not trilling. Shakeſp
9 To be of uſe to ; to affitt. Tayler. 10. To
SERIOUSLY adv . ( from ſerious. ) Gravely ;
promote. Milton. 11. To complywith .Heakor .
ſolemnly ; in earneſt; without levity Souib.
12. To ſatisfy ; to content. Sowib . 13. To
SERIOUSNESS
( from ſerious.] Gravity ;
ſand inſtead of anything to one. Pope.
T. SERVE himjelf of. To make uſe of. Digby,
ſolemnity ; earneſt attention Atterbury.
TION
Dryden. 15. To requite : as, he ſerved me
. F. ( fermocinatie, Lat. )
SERMOCÍNA'
The act or practice of making ſpeeches.
ungratefully. 16. (in divinity ) To w rthip
SERMOCINA'TOR . S. ( Jermocinor, Lat. ) A
the Supreme Being . Milton 17. T. Servi
a warrant . To leize an offender, and carry
preacher ; a ſpeechmaker. Howel.
SERMON.S. ( Jermor, Fr. ſermo, Lat .) A dir
him to juſtice.
courſe of inſtruction pronounced by a divine To SERVE . v. n. 1. To be a ſervant, or Nave.
for the edification of the people Hooker,Craſh
Hof. Genefis. 2. To be in ſubjection. Ijaisk.
TO SE'RMON . v.o. | fermoner, Fr.)
To
3. To attend ; to wait. Luke . 4. To aat in
diſcourſe as in a ſermon . Spenſer. 2. To lu
war. Knolles, 5 To produce the cod detired.
(or ; to teach dogmatically ; to leſſon. Shakejp.
Sudrey. 6. To be lufficient for a purse.
SERMOUNTAIN , or Sejeli. f. ( flex , Lat.) A
Dryden . 7. To ſuit ; to be convenient. Dryden.
8. To conduce ; to be of uſe. Hebteus. 9.
plant
.
Miller.
SEROSITY.S. ( Jerofité, Fr. ) Thin or watery
To officiate or minister,
SERVICE . J. ( Jervice, fr. fervitium , Latin
part of ihe blood. A , butbrol .
SEROUS. a. i jerofus, Lat.] 1. Thin ; watery .
Menial office; low batincts done at the com
mard
2. Adapted to the terum , Arbuthnos.

"
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meoting of juſtices: as, the ſeffions of the peace.
maod of a maſter. Shakeſp. 2. Attendance
of a ſervant. Sbakefp. 3. Place : office of a SESTERCEI [ Seftertium , Lal . ! Among the
Romans, a ſum ofabout 81. 1 $. 5d. haifpenay
ſervant. Shakeſp 4. Any thing done by way
ſterling, Addiſor.
of duty to a ſuperior. Shokep 5. Atten
dence on a ſuperior. Shakejp. 6. Profer. To SET.v. 4. preterite I ſet; part paff. I am fet.
fion of reſpect uttered or ient. Shakeſp. 7. ( rettan , Sax. festen , Dutch ) i . To place.;
To putinto any ftuation or place; to pue fuba.
Obedience ; fubmiflion . Shakeſp Tillotſon. 8 .
Act on the performance of which poſſeffion de. 2. To put into any condition, fate or por
fix
pends. Davies. 9. Adual duty; office. Rog. ture. Hooker. 3. To make molionleſs ;
immoveably. Garth . 4 To fix ; to ſtate by
10. Employment ; buſineſs. Swift. 11. Mi
ſome rule Addiſon. 5. To regulate : to ad
litary duty. Wottom . 12. A military atchieve
juſt Suckling, Locke, Prior. 6. To fit to
ment . Shakeſp. 13. Purpoſe ; uſe. Spelmiin
muſick : to adapt with notes Dryden. Donne.
14 Uſeful office ; advantage Pope. 15 Fa
7. To plant, not fow . Bacon. 8. To inter
vour. Shakeſp . 16. Publick office of devotion
ſperle or mark with any thing. Dryden 9 .
Hesker. 17. Courſe ; order of diſhes Hokewill
18. A tree and fruit. I forbus, Lav.) Peacbom . To reduce from a fractured or diſlocated ſtate .
Herbert. 10. To fix the affection ; to deter
SERVICEABLE . a. ( Jeraiſabie, old Fr.) !
mine the reſolution Milton . 11. To prede
! Active ; diligent: officious Sidney. 2. Uſe
termine ; lo fertle. Hooker . 12. To elta
ful; beneficial. Atterbury ,
SERVICEABLNESS . ſ. ( from ſerviceable.) bliſh ; to appoint ; to fix Bacor. 13. To ex
1. Officiouſneſs ; activi y ; Sidney. 2. Uſe!ul. hibit ; to display : to propoſe. Bacon . 14. To
value ; to eſtimate ; to rate . Locke 15. To
dels ; beneficialneſs. Norris.
SERVILE O ( Jeruilis, Lat. ) 1. Slaviſh ; de
fake at play Prior. 16. To offer a wager
at dice to another . Shakeſp. 17 To fix in
pendant; mean. Milton, 2. Fawning ; cring.
metal . Dryder. 18. To embarraſs; to dis
ing. Sidney.
SE'R VILELY . adv. [ from ſervile .] Mezoly ;
treſs ; to perplex Addiſon, 1y . To fix in an
artificial manner, fo as to produce aparticular
Naviſhly Swift.
frominv
ſervile. ]1. Slaviſh
effect Pfalms. 20. To apply to ſomething.
SERVILENES If her
o; oluntary robe de
SERVI'LITY S,}
Dryden. 21. To fix the eyes. Jeremiab. 22 .
ence Gov. of the Tongue. 2. Meanneſs ; de
To offer for a price. Eccluj. 23. To place in
pendance ; baſeneſs. Weft. 3. Slavery ; the
order ; to frame. Knolles. 24. To llation ; to
place. Dryder. 25 To oppoſe. Shakeſp. 26.
condition of a flave. Shakeſp.
SERVING -MAN.
I ſerveand man.) A me
To bring to a fine edge : as, to ſet a razor ,
27. To Set about. To apply to. Locke. 28 .
nial ſervant. Shakeſp .
SERVITOR . ( ſerviteur, Fr.) . Servant;
To Set againſi To place in a ſtate of en.
attendant. Davies. 2. One of the loweſt or.
mity or oppoſition. Duppa. 29. To oppoſe ;
to place in rhetorical oppoſition. Burnet. 30.
der in the univerſity: Swift.
SEʻRVITUDE. S. | Jervitus, Lat.) 1. Slavery :
To Set apart. To neglect for a ſeaſon.Knalles,
3 !. To set aſide. To omit for the preſent.
ſtate of a flave'; dependance . South. 2. Ser
Tillotſon. 32. To rejeci. Woodward. 33 .
vants collectively. Miltor.
SE’RUM . S. (Lat ) 1. The thin and watery
To abrogaie ; to annul Addifon. 34. T. Sit
part that ſeparates from the reſt in any liquor.
by. To regard ; to eſteem . 1 Sam . 35. To
2. The part of the blood, which in coagulati .
reject or omic for the prelent. Bacon. 36. To
Set down . To mention ; to explain ; to re
on ſeparatesfrom the grume. Arbuthnot.
a . l felquialter, Lat .
SESQUIALTER .
lace in writing Clarendon. 37. To regiſter or
SESQULAʼLTERAL. S In geometry is a ra
note in any book or paper ; to put in writing .
tio, where one quantity or number contains an
Shakeſp. 38. To fix on a reſolve . 39. To
other once and half asmuch more ; as 6 and 9 .
fix ; to eſtabliſh. Hooker. 40 To Set forih.
SE SQUICIPATE . a. ( In mathematicks ) is
To publiſh : 10 promulgace ; to make appear.
the pr portion one quantity or number has to
Shakeſp. 41. To raile ; to fend out. ribbor,
Knolles. 42. To di play : to explain. Dryden .
another, in the ratio of one half. Cheyne.
a.[' eſquiped. lis,Lat.) 43. To arrange ; to place in order. Shakeſp.
SE'SQUIPEDAL.
44. To ſhow ; to exhibit. Brown. 45. T.
SESQUIPEDALiAN.}
and an half. Arbuthnot.
Set forward .To advance ; to promote . Job.
SESQUITEʻRTIAN . S. ( In malhematicks.
46. To Set im . To put in a way to begin.
Having {uch a rario, as that one quantity or
Collier. 47. To Set of: To decorate ; to re
number contains another once and one third
commend ; to adorn ; to embelliſh . Waller.
part more ; as between Gx and 3.
48. To Set on or upon. To animare ; to inſti.
SESS.S. [ for afefs, cefs, or cenfe.jRate ; ceſs
gate ; to incite. Clarendon. 49. To attack ;
charged ; tax . Davies.
co aſaule, Taylor. co . To Sut on . To em
SESSION.S . ( Sehion, Fr. fefio, Lat . ] 1. The
ploy as in a takk. Shakeſp. 51. To Set on or
xpon . To fix the attention ; to determine in
act of fitting. Brown, 2. An alleinbly of ma
any thing with letiled and fuil reſolution. Siin .
giftrates or ſenators. Chafman, Milton. 3
52. To Set out. To aflign to allot. Spenfir.
Tie space for which an aſſembly fits, without
53. To publike Swift. 54. To mark by
intermition or receſs. Srilling fleet, 4. A
boundaries
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boundaries or diſtinctions ofſpace. Locke. 55. SETTLE . S. [retol, Sax . ) A ſeat ; a beach
To adorn, to embelliſh. Dryden. 56. To Ezekiel.
raiſe ; to equip. Addiſon. 57. To ſhow ; to TO SETTLE. v . a . ( from the noun .) 1. To
diſplay ; to recommend. Aiterbury. 58. To
place in any certain ſtate after a time of fiuc.
ſhow ; to prove . Atserbury. 59. To Set up
tuation or disturbance Ezekiel. 2. To fix in
To ere &t ; to eſtabliſh newly Atterbury. 60 . any way of life. Dryden. 3. To fix in any
To build ; to erect. Ben. Johajon. 61. To
place. Milion. 4. To eltabliſh ; to confim .
Prior. 5. To determine ; to affirm ; to free
raiſe ; to exalt ; lo put in power. Suckling
from ambiguity . Addison, 6. To fix ; to make
62. To place in view . Addiſon . 63. To place
certain or unchangeable . Dryden. 7. To fr ;
in repoſe ; to fix ; to reſt. Woke . 04. To
not to ſuffer to continue doubtful in opinioa,
raiſe with the vice. Dryden . 65. To ad
or deſultory and wavering in condut. Swift.
vance ; to propoſe to reception Burnet 66
To raiſe to a ſufficient fortune. L Ffrange.
8. To make cloſe or compact. Mortimer. 9 .
TOSET,
* . 1. To fall below the horizon ,
To fix inalienably by legal functions Addi ::.
as the fun at evening. Brown 2. To be fixed
10. To fix inteparably . Beyle. Il. To afed
ſo as that the dregs or impurities link to the
hard. Bacon . 3. To be extinguiſhed or daik
ened, as the ſun at night. 1 Kings. 4. To bottom . Davies 12. To compoſe ; to put in
fit muſick to words Shake'p. 5. To become to a ſtate of calmoels. Dutpa.
not fluid. Boyle. 6. To begin a journey: Shake. TO SEʼTTLE v. n. 1. Tu labrile ; to fick to
the bottom and repoſe there . Miltes. 2. To
7. To go or paſs , or put one's feli into aoy
ftate or poſture. Dryden. 8. To catch birds
loſe motion or ferrae i tion. Addifas. 3. To
fix one's lelf ; to eſtablish a reſidence. Arbab.
with a dog that ſets them , that is , lies down
and points them out . Boyle. %. To plant, not 4. To chule a method of lie ; to eliabith a
domeſtick ſtate . Prior. 5. To become fixed
fow . 10. It is commonly uſed in converſa
tion for fit. Shakeſp. !! .
o apply one's ſo as not to change. Bacon. 6. To quit an ir
ſelf. Hammond, 12. To Set about. To fall regular and delultory for a methodica ! li'e . 7.
to ; to begin . Calamy. 13. To Set in. To
To take any laſting ſtate . Burset . 8 Torell ;
fix in a particular ſtaie. Addilom. 14. To Set
to repoſe. Pope 9. To grow calm . Sóc 10 .
on on upone To begin a march , journey, or To make a jointure for a wife. Garii . II .
enterprize Locke. 15. To Set on . To make
To crack as work finks. Mertimer .
an attack. Broome,Shakelp. 16. TO SET Out SETTLEDNESS. ſ. (from fente.) The ſtate
To have beginning . 17. To begin a journey.
of being leveled ; confirmed lace K. Cbaries.
Bacon , Hammond. 18. To begin the world SETTLEMENT. F. (1som jestle ) 1- The act of
ſettling ; the face of being fettled. 2. The
Swift. 19. TO SET 10. To apply himſelf to
Gov.of rbe Tongue. 20. T. Set up . To be
act of giving poffefſion by legal ſanction. Dry
gin a trade openly. Swifi. 21. To begin a den. 3. A jointure ſettled on a wife . Seifi.
project of advantage. Arbuthnet, 22. To pro
4. Subſidence ; dregs , Morliner . 5. Ad of
quitting a roving for a domeſtick and metho
fels publickly . Dryden .
dical lite. L'Ejirange. 6. A colony ; a piace
SET . part. a . ( from the verb ) Regular ; not
lax ; made in conſequence of fome formal where a colony is eſtabliſhed.
rule. Kuolles, Rogers.
SE'TWAL /. An herb. Dici.
SET . S. [from the verb . ) 1. A number of things SEVEN . a .(reofan , Sax .)Four and three ; one
ſuited to each other . Broome. 2. Any thing more than fix. Genelis, Raleigh.
not ſown, but in a ſtate of ſome growth into SEVENFOLD . a. [ leven and fald.) Repeated
ſeven times ; having ſeven doubles. Dan .
the ground. Mortimer. 3. The fall of the ſun
below the horizon . Shokejp. 4. A wager at SEVENFOLD . adv.Seven times. Gesejis
dice . Dryden. 5. A game . Shak.
SEVENNIGHT. [ [ Jever and sigh:) 1. A
SEʻTACEOUS. a . Teta, Lat. ) Briftly ; ſet
week ; the time from one day of the week to
the next day of the ſame denominat.on pre
with ſtrong hairs. Der ham .
SETON . P. A Jeton is made when the ſkinis ta
ceding or following. Sidney. 2. It happened
ken up with a needle, and the wound kept o
on Monday was devennight, that is , és die
pen by a twilt of ulk or hair, that humours
Monday before laſt Marday ; is will be done
may vent themſelves. Farriers call this ope
on Monday ſevernighi, that is, os ike Alesday
ration in cattle rowelling Wiſeman .
ofrer sexi Monday. Addijes.
SETTE'E.ſ. A larg . Ing feat with a back to it. SEVENSCORE. a . (lever and feare ] Sevea
SETTER. ). ( from fer.] 1. One who ſets. times twenty . Bacon .
Aſcham . 2. A dog who beats the field, and SEVENTEEN. 4. [reopontyne, Sax ] Sevea
aodien
points the bird for the ſportſmen. 3 . А
man who periorms the office of a letting dog , SE VENTEENTH a . ( seofenteopa, Sax.) The
or points out perſons to be plundered or arrelt
ſeventh arter the tenth . Hale.
ed South.
SEVENTH. a. (reofopa, Sax ) ! . Tbe. or .
SETTERWORT. ſ. Au herb ; a ſpecies of hel
dinal of ſeved ; the frit after the fixek. Dndes .
lebore.
2. Containing one part in jetes . Soakin
SETTING Dog : I. (cano ſentaccione, Ital . ] A SE VENTHLY. adv (irom jezestd ) losbe
dog laughi to ond game, and point it out to
cvenih place. Eucon .
SEVENTILTÄ .
the spurihuan, Addison
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SEVENTIETH. a . ( from Seventy .) The tenth SEX.S. [ ſexe, Fr. fexus, Lat.] ! . The pre
ſeven times repeated.
perty by which any animal is male or fernale.
SE'VENTY. a .( Handseofontig, Sax. ] Seven Milron . 2. Womankind ; by way ofemphalis.
Dryden .
times ten . Taylor.
TO SEVER . via Vetaro, Lat ) 1. To part SE'XAGENARY.a . ( fexagenarius ,Lat.) Aged
fixty years.
by violerce from the reſt. Granville. 2. To
S. ( Lat.) The ſecond Sunday
divide ; to part ; to force afunder. Shakeſp. SEXAGESIMA,
3. To ſeparsle ; lo nut in different orders or before Lent.
places Dryden. 4 Tolerirate by chemical SEXAGESIMAL . a. (from ſexagefimus, Lat.)
" peration Bacon 5. To disjoin : to dilunite. Six ieth ; numbered by fixties.
Boyle 6. To keep distinct ; to keep apart. SEXA NGLED .
a. ( trom ſex and angulus,
SEXANGULAR . } Lat.) Having ſix corners
Skakel
To SE’VER . v. n . To make a ſeparation ; to or angles ; hexagonal. Dryden.
SEXA NGULARLY. adv. ( from ſoxangular.)
make a partition. King Charles.
SEVERAL. a . ( froin lever.) 1. Different ; dil
With fix angles ; hexagonally.
tinct ; unlike one ar her. Davies. 2. Divers ; SEXENNIAL. a. [ ſex and annus, Lat .)Laſting
articular : ſingle. Dryden . lix years ; happening once in ſix years.
many. Addijos
SEX'TAIN . 1. ( from fextors, ſex , Lat.] A
4. Dininct ; appropriate. Miltor .
SE VERAL.f. [ from the a .) 1. A fate offepa. Itanza of fix lines.
racion ; or partition. Tuffer. 2. Each particu- SEXTANT . $. ( fextant, Fr.) The Sixth part
of a circle.
lar Gogly taken. Hammond. 3. Any incloſed
or ſeparate place . Hooker. 4. Incloſed ground. SE'XTARY.S. A pint and a half.
Bacon.
SEXTARY. ? S. The ſame as facriſty ; a
SEVERALLY. adv. [ from ſeveral.) Diflinct- SE XTKY. S veftry. Dipl.
ly ; particularly ; ſeparately . Hooker , Newton. SEXTILE... ( Jextibis, Lat . ) Is a poſition or
WE'VERALTY | ( irom ſeveral.] State of ſe
aſpect of two planets , when 60 degrees dillant,
paration from the reſt Wotton.
or at the diſtance of two ligns from one another .
Milton, Glanville.
SE'VERANCE . . [ from ſever.) Separation ;
partition. Carew.
SEXTON. . (corrupted from facriſtan. ) AB
SEVE'RE. a. ( everus, Lat.) 1. Sharp ; apt under-officer of the church , whole buſineſs is
to puniſh ; cenforious ; apt to blarne ; hard ;
to dig graves. Graunt.
rigorous. Taylor. 2. Rigid ; auſtere ; moroſe ; SE'XTONSHIP. S. [from ſextox. ) The office of
harſh ; not indulgent. Milton . 3. Cruel ;
a ſexton . Swift .
inexorable . Wiſdom . 4. Regulated by rigid SEXTUPLE . a. ( ſexowplus, Lat.) Sixfold ; lix
times told . Brown.
rules ; ſtrict. Milton . 5. Exempt from all
levity of appearance ; grave ; ſober ; ſedate. To SHAB. v. n. To play mean tricks.
Waller. 6. Not lax ; not airy ; clole'; triatly SHABBILY . adv. ( from ſbabby. ) Meanly ;
reproachfully ; deſpicably .
methodical ; rigidly exact. Milton. 7. Pain
ful; aflictive. 8. Cloſe ; conciſe ; nol luxu - SHABBINESS. S. (from
abby.) Meangeſs ;
riant. Dryder .
paltrinels. Addiſon .
SEVERELY . adv. [from ſevere.) 1, Painfully ; SHABBY. a. Mean ; paltry . Swift.
afflictively. Swift. 2. Ferociouſly ; horridly. TO SHACKLE. v. a. Ijodeckelen, Dutch. ) To
chain ; to fetter ; to bind. Smith.
Dryden.
SEVERITY. F. ( ſeveritas, Lat. ) 1. Cruel SHACKLES. S. Wanting the ſingular. (reacul,
treatment ; ſharpneſs of puniſhment. Bacon . Saxon ; ſchaeckles, Dutch ] Fetteľs ; gyves ;
2. Hardneſs ; power of diftrefling: Hale. chains . South .
3. Scrietneis ; rigid accuracy . Dryden. 4. SHAD . S. A kind of fiſh .
Rigour ; auſterity ; harſhneſs ; want of mild- SHADE.S. ( scadu , Saxon ; ſchade, Dutch .] 1 .
nels.
The cloud or opacity made by interception of
SEVOCATION . F. ( ſevoco, Lat . ) The act of the light. Milion . 2. Darknets ; obſcurity.
Roſcommon. 3. Coolneſs made by interception
calling alide.
of the ſun . Milton. 4. An obſcure place , pro
TO SEW , for fue. Spenſer. To follow .
TO SEW . v. n . ( /wo, Lat.) To join any thing by
perly in a grove or cloſe wood by which the
light is excluded . Milton . 5. Screen cauting
the uſe of the needle. Ecclm ).
an excluſion of light or heat ; umbrage.
T. SEW . v.a. To join by threads drawn with a
Arbuihnot. 6. Protection ; ſhelter. 7. The
pertle Mark
parts of a picture not brightly coloured,
TO SFWup . To incloſe in any thing ſewed .
Dryden. 8. A colour ; gradation of light.
Shakejp
Lecke. 9. The figure for med upon any lur
TO SEW.Va. To drain a pond for the fiſh.
face correſponding to the body by which the
Min worth .
SEW ER {alleour, old Fr.) 1. An officer who
light is intercepied. Pope. 10. The ſoul ſe
parated from the body ; ſo called as ſuppoſed
ferves up a feast Milion . 2. ( from ilue ,
i5.e. ) A paiſage for water to run through, by the ancients to be perceptible to thc úght,
not to the touch ; a lpirit ; a gholt ; manes.
now corruptej to ſhore. bacin. 3. ble that
Tichelle
Dies in Meckle,
T.
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forwards; to agitate. Shakeſp Neb. 2. T.
TO SHADE , O. a ( from the noun ) 1. To over
ſpreat with opacity. Miltom . 2. To cover from
make to toutes or tremble . Rolcommer. 3.
the light or heat ; to overſpread. Dryden. 3 .
To throw down by a violent motion Tatler .
To ſhelter ; to hide. Shake;p . 4 To protect ; 4. To throw away ; to drive off Stakelp. 5.
to cover ; lo ſcreen . Milion 5. To mark with
To weaken ; to put in danger Atterbury 6 .
To drive from reſolution . to depreſs ; to
different gradations of colours. Milton. 6. To
make
afraid 2. Thef. 7. T. Shake bands.
paint in obſcure colours,
SHADINESS. ſ. [ from shady ) The Aate of
This phraſe, from the action uſed among
friends at meeting and parting, fignifies to
being ſhady ; unbrageouſneſs
leave of. Stekelp. King
SHADOW. S. scadu, Saxon : Schaduwe, join with, to take
Dutch ] 1. The representation of a body by Charles. 8. TO SHARE OF To rid himſelf
of ; to fiee from ; to deveft of. Walier ,
which ihe lig he is intercepted Shukelp
Stilling fleet.
Opacity ; darkneſs ; ſhade. id dolom. 3. Shrlier
made by any thing that intercepts the lighi, TO SHAKE . v. m 1. To be agitated with a
vibratory motion . Job. 2. To totter. 3 To
heat, or influence of the air . Shiskajp 4. Ob
tremble ' ; to be unable to keep the body ſtill.
ſcure place . Dryden . 5. Dark part of a
Shakejp
4 To be in terrour to be deprived
perceptible
Peecham
thing
Any
picture
. 6
only to the light. Shakesp. 7 An imperfect of firmneſs. Dryden.
. f. [ from the verb . ) 1. Concuffion .
and faint repreſentation : 'oppored to ſub . SHA
KE
Herb
ert
ſtance, Raleigh. 8. Inieparable companion .
2 Vibratory motion Addifer. 3.
given and received Addsjon,
Motion
Milton. 9. Type ; myftical repreſentation.
Milion . 10. Procection ; telier ; tavour. SHAKER S. (from ſake.) The perſon or thing
that Makes. Pepe.
Pſalms.
TO SHADOW v.a. (from the noun .) 1. TO SHALE. ! ( Corrupted for foell.) A bufk ; the
cover with opacity. Exekiel. 2. To cloud ; caſe of ſeeds in filiquous plaots Sbokejp.
my daiken. Słokojp. 3. To make cool or SHALL. v deteftive. (sceal, Sax ; li hasno
tenſes but all future and foould imperfect .
genily gloomy by interception of the light or
heat. Sidney. ' « . To conceal under cover ; to SHA’LLOON S. A Night woollen ſtuff. Swift.
tide ; to ſcreen. Shakeſp. s. To protect ; SHA'LLOP. S. ( chaloupe, Fr. ) A ſmall boat,
lo ferren from danger ; " to ſhroud. Shakejp.l . Raleigh.
6. To mark with various gradations of SHA’LLOW. 0. 1. Not deep ; having the bottom
colour, or light. siddijon. 7. To paint in
at no great diſtance from the ſurface. Becor,
obfi ure colours Dryden. 8. To repreſent 2. Not intellectually deep , and profound ;
ins erectly, whilton . 9. To repreſenttypical
trilling ; futile ; filly . Milton. Addijos. 3. Not
ly Hecker
deep of ſound . Bacon.
SHADOW Y. a . ( from foodow . ] 1. Full of SHALLOW . f. A ſhelf ; i land ; a flat ;
Thade glo my Fenton. 2. Not brightly lu
a ſhoal ; a place where the water is not deep.
Bentley
mineus. Miten . 3. Faintly representative ;
typical . Milton 4. Unſubſantial ; unreal. SHA'LLOWBRAINED. a ( Mallow and brain. )
Fooliſh ; futile ; triling. South.
dddsjen. 5. Dark ; opake. Millen.
SHA DY a . (from ſoade.] 1. Full of Inade ; SHALLOWLY. adv. ( from foallow .) 1. With
mildly gloomy Diyden. 2. Secuie from the
no great depth .Carew . 2. Simply ; fooliſhly .
Shakeſp.
glare o light, or fulerineſs o: heat. Bacon.
SHAFT . / sceast, Saxon. ) 1 An arrow ; a SHALLOWNESS.S. ( írom fhalkw .) 1. Want
miſlive wep n . Waller 2 . ( Stafi, Dutch .) of depth. 2. Want of thought ; want of
A narrow , deer, perpendicular pit. Aibuthnot . underitanding ; fucility. Herberi.
3. Any thing Itrait ; the ſpire of a church. SHALM . J. (German ) A kind of muſical pipe.
Peacham .
Knolles .
SHAG . Į (rceacza, Saxon .) 1. Rough woolly SHALT. Second perſon ofMall,
bair. Grete 2 A kind of cloth.
TO SHAM . v . n . ( foomimi, Welſh , to cheat )
1. To crick ; to cheat ; to fool with a
SHAC.f. A fea bind. I araw .
to delude with falſe pretences.
SHAGGiD
a. nor dag.) 1. Rugged ; fraud
SHACGY. S hairy Dryden. 2. Rough ; L'Eſtrange. 2. To obtrude by fraud or folly.
L'Eſtrange.
rugged Milton
SHAGRE'EN . 1 stagiin , Fr. The ſkin of a SHAM.S. (from the verb.) Fraud ; trick ; de.
kird of filt , or skio made rou, h in imitation
luſion ; falſe pretence ; impulture. L'Ffirange.
SHAM . & Falle ; countericit ; fictitious ; pre
of it.
tended . Gay.
TO SHAGREEN v, a. ( chagriner, Fr. ] To
irritate ; io provke.
SHAMBLES S. [ Scannaglia, Ital . ] The place
where butchers kill or iell their meat ; a but .
TO SHALL » » . To walk (deways ; a low
word L'Estrange.
chery Shakejp.
TO SAAKE. v . & preterit, book ; part . past. SHAMBLING 2. Moving aukwardly and irre.
Thaken , or pook. I freacan, Sex. ficken , gularly. Smiib.
Durch .) 1. To put into a vibrating motion : SHAME.S. Isceam, Sax. fehaim ! , Dutch ) '.
to move with quick returns backwards and
The pafon felt when reputation is ſupport

+

SHA

SHA
Queer. 4. A ſort of
Fairy
Atrait.
frith
or
a
to be loft . Locke 2. The cauſe or reaſon ofl
Thame ; diſgrace ; ignominy , Suth . 3. Re. 6th
SHA RDBORN. a. ( Mard and born. ) Bora
proach . Ecclus.
TO SHAME. V. e . [ from the noun.] 1. To or produced among broken fones or poce.
make aſhamed ; to fill with ſhame. Shakeſp . Shakelo.
Cleaveland , Dryden. To diſgrace. S; enfer. SH A'RDED. a. (from fard ) lahabiting hards.
TO SHAME. v. 1. To be alhamed. Spenſer , Shakeip .
Raleigh.
TO SHARE. V. n . ( rcearn, rcyran , Saxon .]
1. To divide ; to part among many. Corew .
SHAMEFACED. e . foame and face ) Mod At ;
baſhful; eally put out of countenance. Sidney , 2. To partake with others. Spenſer. 3. To
cut : to separate ; to ſheer Dryden .
Addiſon
SHAMEFA'CEDLY. adv. (from pamefaced . TO SHARE. V. ". To have part; to have a
divided Dryder.
Mod tly ; bath ully
SHAMEFACEDNESS ļ [from ſham faced CHIRE. / [ from the verb.) 1.Part ;allotment;
dividend.Timple. 2. A part. Brown. 3. ( Scean ,
Modeſty ; baſhfulneſs ; tim diy Dryden .
Saxon ) The blade of the plow that cuts the
SHAMEFUL. a [ bame and full Diigrace.
full ; ignominious ; in'amous : reproach ul mund Dryden.
Milton
HARBONE . f. [ fare and bone. ] The os
SHAMEFULLY odv. (from fam full Dif
pubis ; the bone that divides the trunk from
grace'ully ; ignominiouly ; intamouliy South
na liba Derham.
SHA'MELÉSS a [from amej Wanti g tham : SHARFR : [from ſoare. ) 1. One who divides,
oi apportions to others ; a divider. 2. A par
wanting modefty : impudant ; frontleſs ; im
modeſt , audacious Swib .
caker, one who participates any thing with
SHAMELESSLY. ado (trem fuameleſs ) ir
Cubis Daniel.
pudently ; audaciouſy ; withia Shane Hak AARK . J. (coris carcharias, Lat.) 1. A
SHAMELESSNESS. j. ' from sameless. Ir.
vorecious ſea -fiſh. Thomſon. 2. A greedy artful
tellow ; one who fills his pockets by fly tricks.
pudence , want of ſhame ; immodeſty Taylor.
Suib. 3 Trick ; fraud ; petty rapide. South.
SHA'MMER. f. (from pam .) A cheat , an
To SHARK . v.a. To pick up baſtily or flyly.
impoſtor
Shakeſp.
SHA MOIS S. [ chamois, Fr. ) See CHAMOIS
TO SHARK . v. n. 1. To play the petty thief.
A kind of wild goat . Shakesp.
L'Eſtrange. 2. To cheat ; to trick . South.
SHAMROCK . | The Irish name for three
SHARP a . (scearp, Saxon, ſcherpe, Dutch .)
leaved graſs. Sperfer
SHANK.S.isceanca, Saxon ; ſchenckel, Dutch .; 1. Keen ; piercing ; having a keen edge ;
1. The middle jalot of the leg ; that part bavi gan acute point. Moxon . 2. Terminating
which reaches from the ankle to the knee .
in a point oredge ; not obtuſe . More. 3. Acute
L'Eſtrange. 2. The bone of the leg. Shakesp
of mind ; witty ; ingenious; inventive . Sidney.
3. The long part of any i : ſtrument Mixen
4. Quick , as of light or hearing. Davies.
SHANKED . a. (from joank ) Having a ſhank
5. Sour without attringency ; four but not
auſtere ; acid. Dryden 6. Shrill ; piercing
SHANKER.S. ( chancre, Fr. ) A venereal ex
creſcence.
the ear with a quick noiſe ; noc Aat . Bacon,
TO SHAPE w. a. preter. faped ; part. pafi
Ray 7. Severe ; harſh; biting ; ſarcaſtick .
South. .8 Severe ; quick to puniſh ; cruel ;
Maped and ſwapen scýppar, Saxon ; schepten,
Dutch ) i to form in mould with repret ſeverely rigid . Shakeſp . 9. Eager ; hungry ;
to external dimenſions. Thumfon. 2. Tomould
kern upon a quest. Milton . 10. Painful ;
to cait ; to regulate ; to adjuil Prior. 3 To affli& ive.Knolles, Tillotfon. 11. Fierce ; ardent ;
image ; to conceive Shahjp. 4. l'o make :
fiery . Dryden. 12. Attentive ; vigilant.Collier ,
to create Pſalms ,
Swift. 13. Acrid ; biting ; pinching , piercing,
SHAPE . [. (from the ve b } 1. Form ; exterra ! as the cold Ray. 14. Subtile ; nice ; witty
appearance . Skake ? 2. Make of the trunk
acute . Hooker,Digby. 15. ( Among workmen.]
of the body Adorjor. 3. Beide , as mould
Hard . Moxon 16. Emaciated , lean. Miltor.
ed into Mape. Agolion. 4. Idca ; partem
HARP. 1. 1 from the adjective.) 1. A tharp or
acute found . Shakeſp. 2. A pointed weapon ;
Milton.
SHA'PELESS. a. (from ſcape.) Wanting reçu
imail ſword ; rapier. Collier,
larity of form ; wanting lymmetry or dinen ro SHARP. v. a ( trom the noun .] To make
fiops. Donne
kten. Ben . Jobmfor .
SH A PESMITH. Schape and Smith ]One wb TuSHARP. 0. n. from the noun.) To play
thierin tricks L'Efrange.
undertakes to improve che iorm . Garih
SHA PELINESS . 1. ( 10. japely Beauty or ovARPEN . v . a. itrom farp .] 1. To
proportion of form.
make keen ; to edge ; to point. S'utb. 2. To ,
SHAPELY. 2. [iroma lape.) S;m.betrical ;
make quick, ingen ous, or acute. Ajckam .
well.ormed
3. To make quicker Gi fecſe. Milton . 4. Ta
SHARD . ) . [ Schaeri'e, Friſick .) 1. A fagmen : make eager or hung y Tillotjon. 5. To make
tierce or angry . Job , xvi. 9. 6. To make
. of an carthen vertel otakerp 2. A piant
biting
Dryden . 3. Ii deems in Spencer to ligrily

SHA
SH E
ficial fowl made by fowlers on purpoſe to
biting or ſarcaſtick . Smith . 7. To make leſs
Moot at .
fiat; more piercing to the ears. Bacon. 8. To
make four.
SHAWN . S. (from ſchaume, Teutonick . ) A
SHARPER . S. [from ſharp.) A tricking fellow ; hautboy ; a cornet. Pfalm .
a petty thief ; a raſcal. Pope.
SHE. pronour. In oblique caſes ber. (, Go
SHARPLY. adv. (from ſharp. ] 1. With keen
thick ; seo , Sax. ſche, old Engliſh .] 1. The
pels ; with good edge or point. 2. Severely ; female pronoun demonftratite : the womaa;
rigorouſly ; roughly. Spencer . 3. Keenly ;
the woman before mentioned. Donne. 2. It
acutely ; vigourouſly. Ben Johnſon. 4. Af
is ſometimes uſed for a woman abſolutely .
Shakeſ. 3. The female, not the male. Beces ,
Aiatively ; painfully. Hayward. 5. With
Prior.
quickneſs Bacon . 6. Judiciouſly ; acutely ;
witeily .
SHEAF . S. peaves, plural. [rceaf, Saxon ;
SHARPNESS. ſ. (from farp.) 1. Keenneſs ſchoof, Durch .) 1. A bundle of ſtalks of cora
of edge or point. Dryden. 2. Not obeyſeneſs.
bound together , that the ears may dry . Fair .
Werson. 3. Sourneſs without auſterenels. fox. 2. Any bundle or collection held toge
Watts. 4. Severity of language ; ſatirical
ther. Locke.
farcaim . Spratt 5. Painfulneſs ; ami&tiveneſs .TO SHEAL . 0.a. To ſhell. Shakeſ .
South. 6. Intelectual acuteneſs ; ingenuity : TO SHEAR . preter. fore, or feared ,part. palī.
wit. Dryden, Addiſon. 7. Quickneſs of ſenſes. poorn. [rcearia, scynen, Saxon. ] 1. To
Hocker .
clip or cut by interception between two
SHARP - SET. a. ( foarp and ſet.) Eager; vehe
blades moving on a rivet. Bacon . 2. To cut
Grew .
mently deſirous. Sidney.
SHARP -VISAGED . a. Having a ſharp coun- SHEAR . 25. ( from the verb .) 1. An intru
tenance.
SHEARS } ment to cui, conſiſting of two
SHARP -SIGHTED...( parp and fight.) Hav
blades moving on a pin. Shakesp. 2. The de
nomination of the age of ſheep. Mortimer . 3.
ing quick light. Davies, Clarendon, Denham ,
L'Eſtrange .
Any thing in the form of the blades of fours.
TO SHA'TTER. v. a . (ſcherteren, Dutch .) 1. 4. Wings , in Spenſer.
To break at once into many pieces ; to break SHE A'RED. S. irceard, Saxon .) A fragment.
I ' * . XXX .
ſo as to ſcatter the parts . Boyle. 2. To difſipate ;
to make incapable of cloſe and continued at- SHEARER . f. [ from ſear.) One that clips
tention . Norris.
with tears, particularly one that fleeces theep.
Rogers.
TO SHATTER . v. m . To be breken, or to fall,
SHEAR'MAN . S. (bear and max ] He that
by any force , into fragments Bacon .
SHA'TIER . T. ( from the verb.) One part fpears. Shakeſp.
of many into which any thing is broken at SHEA’RWATER . L. A fowl, Ainſworib.
once .
SHEATH. S [scæde, Saxon. ) The caſe of any
SHA'TTERBRAINED . 7 a. [ from fatter thing ; the ſcabbard of a weapon. Cleaveland,
} brain and pare.) Addiſos
SHA'TTERPATED .
Inattentive ; not consiſtent
To SHEATH. 2 v. a. ( from the noun ) 1 .
SHA’TTERY. a. (from fatter ) Diſunited ; To SHEATHE. ) To incloſe in a forarb or
not compact ; eaſily falling into many parts. ſcabbard ; to incloſe in any caſe. Boyle. 2 .
Woodward.
To fic with a feath. Shakeſp. 3. To de
To SHAVE .
a. preterit. faved, part fend the main body by an outward covering.
Raleigb .
paved orſaver, (rceafan, Saxon, ſchoeven ,
wing. )
Dutch ) 1. To pare off with a razor. Knolles. SHEATHWINGED . a . I feath andover
the
Having hard caſes which are folded
2. To pare cloſe to the ſurface Milton.
wings. Brown.
3. To kin by pafling dear, or nightly
touching. Milton. - 4. To cut in thin flices. SHEATHY. a . [ from shearb. ) Forming :
fbeath . Brown .
Bacon . 5. To ſtrip ; to oppreſs by extortion ;
to pillage.
TO SHED. v. a. (rcedan, Saxon.) 1. To effufe
SHA'VELING . S. [from Dave ] A man ſhaved,
to pour out ; to ipill.Davies, 2. To ſcatter ;
to let fall. Prior.
a friar, or religious Spenſer.
SHA'VER / ( from pave. ] 1. A man that To SHED. v. ». To let fall its parts. Mortimer .
practiſes the art of jbaving 2. A man cloſely SHED. S. 1. A Night temporery covering. Sas
dys. 2. la compoltion . Effufion ; as, blood
attentive to his own intereſt . Swift. 3. A
Shed .
robber, a plunderer. Knolles.
SHA'VING . . ( from Jbave.) Any thin Nice SHE'DDER . f. ( from feed .] A ſpiller ; one
who ſheds. Ezek.
pared off from any body. Mortimer.
SHAW. S. ( scua , Saxon ; Johawe, Dutch. ] A SHEEN .
a . Bright ; glittering ; ſhewy.
thicket ; a ſmall wood . A tuft of trees pear SHEE'NY. ) Shakeſp . Fairfax, Miltor.
Litchfield is called Gentle ſbaw .
SHE'EN. . (from the adjective.) Brightneſs ;
ſplendour, Milton.
SHAW BANDER . J. ( among the Perſians.) A
great officer ; a viceroy . Bailey.
SHEEP.
SHA'WFOWL. f. Ifew and fowl.) An arti
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SHEEP. f. plural likewiſe feep. (rceap, Saxon ;
water. Boyle. 3. The plural is analogically
Scheep , Dutch .) 1. The animal that bears felves; but Dryden has foelfs.
wool, remarkable for its uſefulneſs and in- SHE'LFY. a. ( from pelf. ) Full of hidden
nocence. Locke, 2. A fooliſh Glly fellow .
rocks or banks ; full of dangerous ſhallows.
Dryden.
Ainſworth.
To SHEEPBI'TE v. n. ( fbeep and bite.] To SHELL. l. ( rcyll, sceall, Saxon ; Schale,
uſe petty thefts . Shakeſp .
ſchelle, Dutch .) i . The hard covering of any
SHEEPBÍTER. S. [from ſeepbite.] A petty thing ; the external cruft. Locke. 2. The
thief. Tuffer.
covering ofa teſtaceous or croſtaceous animal.
SHEEʻPCOT.S. ( fbeep and cot.) A little inclo.
Ben. Johnfor. 3. The covering of the ſeeds
ſure for ſheep. Milton.
of filiquous plants. Arbuthnot. 4. The co
SHEEPFOʻLD.S. ( fbeep and fold . ] The place
vering of kernels. Denne. 5. The coveriog
where ſheep are encloſed. Prior.
of an egg . Shakeſp. 6. The outer part of an
houſe. Addiſon. 9. It is uſed for a muſical
SHEE'PHOOK. S. ( fbeep and book .) A hook
inſtrument in poetry. Dryden. 8. The fuper
faſtened to a pole, by which ſhepherds lay hold
on the legs of their ſheep. Dryden,
ficial part. Ayliffe.
SHEE'PISH. a. (from fbeep.) Baſhful ; over- To SHELL. 6. 2. ( from the noun .) To take
modeft ; cimoroully and meanly diffideat.
outofthe ſhell ; to ſtrip of the ſhell.
Locke.
To SHELL. O. n. 1. To fall off as broken
SHEE'PISHNESS. S. (from ſeepiß .) Baſhful ſhells. Wiſeman . 2. To caſt the ſhell.
neſs ; mean and timorousdiffidence. Herbert. SHE'LLDUCK . S. A kind of wild duck .
SHEEPMASTER. N. ( Joeep and maſter .) An Mortimer .
owner of theep. Bacon .
SHE'LLFISH S. (fbell and fifb.)Fiſh inveſted
SHEEPSHEA RING . S. ( fbeep and foear. ) with a hard covering, eitherteſtaceous, as oyſa
The time of ſhearing theep; che feaſt made ters, or cruſtaceous, as lobſters. Woodward.
SHE'LLY. a. ( from foell.) 1. Abounding
when ſheep are ſhorn. Soutb.
with ſhells. Prior . 2. Conſiſting of ſhells.
SHEEPS-EYE. S. ( fbeep and eye.) A moden
diffident look , ſuch as lovers Caft at their mi
Bentley
ſtrelles. Dryden .
SHELTER. S. ( rcýls , a field, Sax .) 1 .
SHEEPWALK. S. [ foeep and walk . ] Paſture
A cover from any external injury or violence.
for ſheep. Milton.
Dryden. 2. A protector ; a defender ; one
SHEER. 8. (rcyr , Saxon . ) Pure ; clear ; un
that gives ſecurity . Pfal. Ixi. 3. 3. The
mingled. Atterbury.
ftate of being covered ; protection ; ſecurity .
SHEER . odv. (from the adjective.] Clean ; Denbam.
quick ; at once. Milton .
TO SHE’LTER . 0. a . ( from the poun .] 1. To
TO SHEER. V. a. See SHEAR .
cover from external violence. Milton. 2. To
To SHEER off. v. n. To ſteal away ; to Nip off
defend ; to protect ; to ſuccour with refuge ;
clandeſtinely.
lo harbour. Dryden. 3. To betake to con
SHEERS. S. See SHEARS.
ver.
PriorAtterbury.' 4. To cover from notice.
SHEET. ſ. (rceat, Saxon.] 1. A broad and
large piece of linen. Aats. x . 11 . 2. The TO SHE'LTER. 0. *. 1. To take helter.
linen of a bed . Dryden. 3. (echoten, Dutch.]
Milton. 2. To give Shelter.Tbomfor .
In a ſhip are ropes bent to theclews of the SHE'LTERLESS. a . (from foelter.j Harbour
fails, which ſerve in all the lower fails to hale
leſs; without home or refuge. Rowe.
or round off the clew of the ſail ; but in top. SHE'LVING . a. (from ſhelf. ) Sloping ; inclig .
fails they draw the ſail cloſe to the yard arnas. ing ; having declivity Shakeſp.
Diet. 4. As much paper as is made in one SHELVY. 8. ( from jbelf.) Shallow ; rocky ;
body . Newton . 5. A ſingle complication or full of banks. Shakeſp.
fold of paper in a book . 6. Any thing ex- TO SHEND. v . a. preter. and part. pafl. pext.
panded. Dryder.
(rcendan, Saxoni ſcenden , Dutch .] 1. To
SHEET -anchor. f. [ fbeet and anchor. } In a ſhip, ruin ; to ſpoil. Dryden. 2. To diſgrace ; to
is the largeſt anchor.
degrade ; to blame. Spenſer . 3. To over
To SHEET . v , 6. f ( from the noun. ) 1. To power ; to cruſh, to ſurpaſs. Spenſer.
furnish with ſweets. 2. To enfold in a peet. SHE'PHERD . F. ( sceap, "ſheep, and hŷno, a
3. To cover as, with a feet, Shakeſp.
keeper, Saxon, sceapahýnd.] 1. One who
SHE'KEL. S. chaw ) An antient Jewiſh coin tends theep in the paſture. Milton. 2. A
equal to four Attick drachms, in value about ſwain ; a rural lover. Raleigh. 3. One who
25. 6d. Cowley.
tends the congregation ; a paftor. Prior.
SHELDRAKE. S. A bird that preys upon SHE'PHERDESS . S. [ from ſhepherd .) A wo
fiſhes.
man that tends ſheep ;a rurallaſs. Dryder.
SMÉ'LDAPLE. f. A chaffinch .
SHEPHERDS Needle. f. ( ſcandax , Lat.) Ve
SHELF.S. ( rcylf, Saxon ; ſcelf, Dutch . )
nus-comb. An herb .
A board fixed againſt a Tupporter, ſo that any SHEPHERDS Purſe, or Pouch. f. [ burſo poru
thing may be placed upon it. Swift. 2. Á foris, Lat .) A common weed,
ſand bank in the ſea ; a rock under fhallow
4 T
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SHEPHERDS Rod . S. Teaſel, of which plant Ball I? To ſtandſill-I-fball-1, is to continue
heſitating. Congreve.
it is a ſpecies.
SHEPHERDISH . a. [ from ſoepherd. ) Re- SHI‘LY. adv. (from fby .) Not familiarly ;
ſembling a ſhepherd ; ſuiting a ſhepherd ;
not frankly.
SHIN . S. ( scina, Saxon ; ſchien, German .] The
paſtoral ; ruſtick . Sidney.
SHERBET. S. [ ſoarbai, Arabick ) The juice fore part of the leg . Skakelp. Hudibras.
of lemons or oranges mixed with water and TO SHINE. v . r . preterite 1 Jbene, I have
ſugar.
Hone ; ſometimes I pined , i have fbined .
SHERD. S. (rceand, Saxon .) The fi agment of
saioan , Saxon ; fchijnen, Dutch . ) 1. T.
have bright relplendence ; to glitter ; to
broken ware . Dryden.
gliſten ; to gleam. Denham. 2. To be with
SHERIFF. S. ( rcyreferefa, Saxon , from
out clouds. Bacon , 3. To be gloſty. Jer. v . 28 .
scýne, a ſhire, and neve, a steward . ) An of
ficer to whom is entruſted in each county the 4. To be gay ; to be ſplendid Spenſer. 5 .
To be beautiful. Dunciad. 6. To be eminent
execution of the laws. Bacon.
SHE'RIFFALTY .
or conſpicuous. Addiſon . 7. To be propicious.
[from
S.
The
ſerif
)
SHERIFFDOM .
Numbers. 8. To enlighten corporeally and
office
jurifdiction
or
SHERIFFSHIP .
externally. Wiſdom .
of a ſheriff.
WICK
RIFF
SHE'
.
SHINE. f. [from the verb. ] 1. Fair weather.
SHE'RRIS.
F. (from Xeres, a town of Locke. 2. Brightneſs ; fplendour ; lustre .
Decay of Piety
SHERRIS Sock.
.)
A
Spain
in
Andaluſia
} kind of ſweet Spaniſh SHINESS. ſ. [ from ſhy .) Unwillingneſs to be
SHERRY
tractable or familiar Arbuthnet.
wine. Shakeſp.
SHEW. See Show .
SHINGLE.S . ( ſchindely, Germ. ) A thin board
SHIDE . S.[ from sceadan, to divide, Saxon. ) A
to cever boules. Mortimer .
SHINGLES . F. ( cingulum , Lat . ) A kind of
board ; a cutting
SHIELD . S. ( rcyld, Saxon.) 1. A buckler ; a
letter or herpes that ſpreads itſelf round the
loins. Arbuthnot.
broad piece of defenſive armour held on the
left arm to ward off blows. Shakeſp. 2. De- SHINY. a. ( from fine.) Bright; ſplendid ;
luminous. Dryden.
fence ; proiection. 3. One that gives pro
tection or ſecurity. Dryden.
SHIP. ( rcip, reyp, Saxon ; ſchap , Dutch.) A
termination noting quality or adjunc , as
TO SHIELD. v. a. ( from the noun.] 1. To
lor djbip ; or office , as flewar djbip.
cover with a ſhield . 2. To defend ; to pro
tect ; to fecare. Smith . 3. To keep off ; to SHIP . S. Iscip, Saxon ; ſchippen, Dutch . ) A thip
may be defined a large hollow building, made
defend againſt. Sfenjer.
with fails.
To SHIFT. v. n . ( kipia, Rudick, to change.)
to paſs over the
1. To change place. Woodward. 2. ToTo SHIP. v. a . (from the noun . ) 1. To put
into a ſhip. Knolles. 2. To tranſport in a ſhip.
change ; lo give place to other things. Locke
Shakeſp
3. To change cloathsparticularly the linen
Young . 4. To find ſome expedient ; to act SHIPBOARD . S. 1 foip and board .) 1. This
or live though with difficulty. Doniel. 5. To
word is ſeldom uſed but in adverbial phraſes :
ajbipboard, on bipboard, in a thip Dryder.
practiſe indirect methods. Raleigh. 6. To
2. The plank of a ſhip. Esek.
take ſomemethod of ſafety. L'Efrange.
TO SHIFT. v . a. 1. To change ; lo alter SHI'PBOY. J. [ foop and boy.] Boy that ſerves
L'Efrange, Swift. 2. To transfer from place
in a ſhip Sharep:
to place. Tuffer . 3. To put by fome expe- SHIPMAN. S isbip and man.) Sailor ; fea .
dieat out of the way . Bacon . 4. To change
man. Shakeſp.
in poſition. Raleigh . 5. To change, as cloaths. SHIPMASTER. F. Maſter of the thip Jonas.
Shakeſp. 6. To dreſs in freſh cloachs Shakejp SHIPPING . L. (from bop ) 1. Vetle is of na
vigation. Raleigh. 2. Pallage in a thip.
7. To SHIFT off. Todefer ; to put away by
ſome expedient. Rogers.
John.
SHIFT . ſ. [ from the verb. ) 1. Expedient SHIPWRECKS. Ilip and wreck . ) 1. Tie
deitruction of flrips by rocks or ſhelves,
found or uſed with difficulty ; difficult means
More. 2. Indirect expedient ; mean refuge ; Arbuthnot. 2 . The parts of a Mattered
laſt recourſe. Bacon . 3. Fraud ; arcifice ;
Thip. Dryden. 3. Deſtruction ; miſcarriage .
1. Tim .
Itratagem Denham. 4. Evaſion ; elufory
TO SH ! PWRECK . v.a. (from the noun. ) 1 .
practice. Seuth. 5. A woman's linen.
To deftroy by daſhing on the rocks or failows.
SHIFTERS. [from ſhift ) One who plays
tricks ; a man of artifice. Milion .
Shakeſp . 2. To make to tuffer the dangers
of a wreck . Prior. 3. To throw by luis of
SHIFTLESS 6. [ from dift ) Wanting ex :
redients ; wanting means to act or live.
the veilel . Sbakejp:
Derbam.
SHI PWRIGHT: 1. [ Big and wrigki... A
builder of thips. Shakejp .
SHILLING . S. (scylling, Saxon and Erle ;
ſchelling, Dutch . ) A coin of various value SHIRE . J. (rcin , from rcipan, to divide , Sax .)
pence.
twelve
A diviſion of the kingdom ; a county. Spenjer,
now
times.
different
It
is
'in
Locke.
Prior.
SHIRT
SHILL - I-SHALL - I. A corrupt reduplication of
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SHIRT. S. ( siert, Daniſh ; rejrc, scýric, SHOE'BOY. L. [ fore and boy .) A boy that cleans
Saxon .) The under linen garment of a man . poes Swift.
SHOEING -HORN. f. [ fooe and horn .) 1. A
Dryder .
horn uſed to facilitate the admiſſion of the foot
TO SHIRT. v. a . (from the noun ] To cover ;
into a narrow fboe. 2 . Any thing by which
to clothe as in a ſhirt. Dryden .
a tranſaction is facilitated. Spectator.
SHIRTLESS. a . (from firi.] Wanting a ſhirt.
SHOEMAKER. f. ( mee and maker.] One
Pope.
SHITTAH ? F. A ſort of precious woed, of whole trade is to make ſhoes.
SHITTIM . } which Moſes made the greateſt SHOE'TYE.S [hoe and tye.) The ribband with
which women tye ſhoes. Hudibras.
part of the tables, altars , and planks belong
ing to the tabernacle. The wood is hard, SHOG , S. [ irom ſbeck.] Violent concufliog .
Bentley
tough , ſmooth, without knots, and extremely
To SHOG v.a. To Make ; to agitate by ſud
beautiful. -It grows in Arabia. Calmet.
SHI TTLECOCK.S. A cork ſtuck with feathers, deo interrupted impulſes. Caren .
and driven by players from one to another SHONE. The preterite of ſvine. Milton.
SHOOK. The preterite, and in poetry participle
with battledoors . Collier,
SHIVE. L. ( ſchyve, Durch . ) 1. A nice of bread .
paflive, of ſbake. Dryden .
Shakeſp. 2. A thick ſplinter, or lamina cut To SHOOT. v.a. preterite, I foot ; participle
main
from
Boyle.
ſubſtance.
off
the
Jbot or fhotten. ( sceotan , Saxon ) 1. To dif
To SHIVER . v . n . ( Schawren , German . ) To charge any thing ſo as to make it fly with
ſpeed or violence. Milton. 2. To diſcharge
quake ; to tremble ; to ſhudder, as with cold
from a bow or gun. Shakeſp . 3. To let off.
or fear. Bacon , Cleaveland.
Abbot. To ſtrike with any thing foot. Exod.
To SHIVER . vn. from ſhive.) To fall at once
into many parts or ſhives. Woodward.
5. To emit new parts, as a vegetable. Ezekiel.
6. To emit ; to dart or thruſt forth . Addijon.
TO SHIVER v . a To break by one act into
7. To puſh ſuddenly. Dryden. 8. To puſh
many parts ; to ſhatter. Philips.
SHI'VER. f. [ from the verb .) One fragment forward . Pfalms. 9. To fit to each other by
of many into which any thing is broken . planing ; a workman's term . Moxon. 10. To
Shakeſp.
paſs through with ſwiftneſs. Dryden.
SHIVERY. a. (from River ) Looſe of cohe- To SHOOT. v . n. 1 . To perform the act of
rence ; incompact ; eaſily falling into many Jbosting. Temple. 2. To germinate ; to in
fragments. Woodward.
creale in vegetable growth . Cleaveland. 3 .
To form itſeii into any ſhape. Burnet. 4. To
SHOAL. S. (scole, Sax.) 1. A croud ; a mul
be emitted. Watts. 5. To protuberale ; to
titude ; a hrong. Waller. 2. A ſhallow ; a
fand bank , Abbot.
jet out. Abbot. 6. To paſs as an arrow.
Addiſon. 7. To become any thing ſuddenly.
To SHOAL . 0.1 . ( from the noun ) 1. To
Dryden . 8. To move ſwiftly along . , Dryden.
croud ; to throng. Chapman. 2. To be Mal .
low ; to grow Thallow . Milion .
9. To feel a quick pain.
SHOAL. a. Shallow ; obſtructed or incumbered SHOOT. f. [ from the verb.] 1. The act or
with banks.
impreſſion of any thing emitted from a di
SHOA’LINESS S. (from Moaly.) Shallowneſs;
fance. Bacon. 2. The act of ſtriking, or
endeavouring to ſtrike with a miſlive weapon
frequency of ſhallow places.
SHOA'LY. 6. (from ſoal) Full of ſhoals; full diſcharged by any inſtrument. Shakeſp. 3.
of ſhallow places. Dryden.
( Scheuten , Dutch. ] Branches iſſuing from the
SHOCK.J. (choc, French ; ſchocken, Dutch .) main ſtock. Milton, Evelyn .
1 : Conflict ; mutual impreſion of violence ; SHOO'TER.S. ( from Jhoor.) One that ſhoots ;
violent concourſe . Milton . 2 . Concuſſion ; an archer; a gunner . Fairfax , Herbert.
external violence. Hale. 3. The conAct of SHOP.S. (sceop , Sax . ) 1 . A place where any
enemies . Milion. 4. Offence ; impreſſion of thing isfold. Shakeſp. 2. A room in which
manufactures are carried on . Bacsn .
dilguſt. Young. 5. A pile of ſheaves of corn
SHOPBOARD . S. ( bep and beard. ] Bench on
Job , Sandys. 6. A rough dog . Locke.
To SHOCK . v . o. [ ſchocken, Dutch.) 1. To
which any work is done. South .
fake by violence. Shak ſp . 2. To offend ; SHOPBOOK.F . [ hop and book. ) Book in which
a tradeſman keeps his accounts. Locke.
to diſguſt. Dryden.
SHOPKEE'PER.T. I bop and keeper.) A trader
TO SHOCK , vin . To be offenſive. Addifor,
who fells in a ſhop ; not a merchant who only
TO SHOCK. v . n. ( from the noun . ] To build
deals by wholesale. Addiſon.
up piles of ſheaves. Tufer.
SHOD . for fooed , the preterite and participle pal- SHOPMAN. S. [flop and man .) A petty trader.
live of io shoe. Tuffer.
Dryden.
SEJE.S. pluralpoes, anciently moon. [rceo, SHORE . The preterite of ſpear. Shakeſp.
rcoe, Saxon ; Schoe, Durch. ] The cover of SHORE.S. ( score, Saxon.) 1. The coaſt of
ihe foot. Boyle.
the ſea . Milion . 2. The bank of a river.
TO SHOE. v. a . preterite, 1 ſbod ; participle Spenſer. 3. A drain ; properly fewer. 4.
•paflive food [from the noun . ) i To fit the
Ufclooren, Dutch , to prop.] The ſupport of a
foot with a ſoe. Sbakejp, 2. To cover at the
building ; a buttrels. Weston.
bortom . Drayton .
4T 2
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TO SHORE. v. a. ( Schooren , Dutch .) 1. tol ing. Sidney . 2. The flight of a ſhot . Gerefis.
prop ; to ſupport. Watts . 2. To ſet on ihore . 3. (Eſcol, Fr.) A lum charged ; a reckoning.
Shakeſp . Dryder.
Noi in o!e. Shakesp .
SHOʻRELESS. e. ( from fore. ) Having no SHOTE.S: [sceota, Sax .) A fiſh. Cerew .
coaft . Boyle.
SHO'TFREE . a. Ipot and free.) Clear of the
SHORN. The participle pafive of foear. Dryd.
reckoning. Shakeſp.
SHORT. a. ( sceort, Saxon .) 1. Not long i SHOʻTTEN . a . ( from per.) Having ejected
the ſpawn. Shakeſp
commonly not long enough . Pope. 2. Not
long in ſpace or extent. Pope. 3. Not long in To SHOVE.v. a. (scufan, Saxon ; ſokuyose,
time or duration. Dryden. 4. Repeated by Dutch .) 1. To puſh by main ſtrength .Sbaielp .
To drive a boat by a pole that reaches to
quick iterations. Smith. 5. Not attaining an
end ; not reaching the purpoſed point ; not the bottom of the water. 3. To poth ; to
adequate. South , Lecke, Addiſon, Newton. 6. ruſh againſt. Arbutbnor
Not far diſtant in time. Clarendon. 7. De . To SHOVE. v. n. 1. To puſh forward before
fective ; imperfect. 8. Scanty ; wanting. one . Gulliver. 2. Tomove in a boal, not by
Hayward. 9. Not fetching a compaſs. oars but a pole. Garth.
L'Efrange. 1o. Not going ſo far as was in- SHOVE. S. (from the verb.] The act of ſhor
tended. Dryd. 1. Defective as to quantity. ing ; a puſh . Gulliver.
Dryd. 12. Narrow ; contracted. Burnet. 13. SHO'VEL.S. ( rcofl, Sax . ſebeoffel, Dutch )AD
Brittle; friable. Waltor . 14. Not bending. inſtrument confiſting of a long handle and
broad blade with railed edges. Glanville.
Dryden .
SHORT. S. (from the adjective.] A ſummary To SHOʻVEL. v . a . (from the noun.] 1. To
throw or heap with a ſhovel. Skakelp. 2. To
account. Shakeſp.
gather in great quantities. Derham .
SHORT. adv. Not long . Dryden.
TO SHOʻRTEN . v a. (from ſborr.) 1, TO SHOVELBOARD.S. ( fbovel and beerd. ) A
make ſhort, either in time or ſpace. Hooker. long board on which they play by Niding me
2. To contract; to abbreviate . Suckling . 3 . talpieces at a mark Dryden .
To confine ; to hinder from progreſſion. SHOʻVELLER, or Sbovelard.f. [from ſowel ]
Shakeſp. 4. To cut off ; to defeat. Spenſer. A bird. Grow ,
SHOUGH . S. (for fbeck .) A ſpecies of ſhaggy
5. To lop .Dryden .
SHORTHAND . L. ( foort and hand.) A me. dog ; a ſhock. Shakeſp.
thod of writing in compendious characters. SHOULD. I foude, Dutch ; sceoldan, Saron ]
This is a kind of auxiliary verb uſed in the
Dryden .
SHORTLIVED. a. I foort and live.) Not liv . conjunctive mood , of which the fignificaties
is not eally fixed. Bacon .
ing or laſting long. Addiſon.
SHORTLY. adv. (from ſborr.) 1. Quickly : SHOULDER . S. (sculdre, Saxon ; ſobalder,
foon ; in a little time. Calamy. 2. In a few
Dutch . ) 1. The joint which conneas the arto
words; briefly. Pope.
to the budy Shakeſp 2. The upper joint of
SHO'RTNESS. S. (from foort.] 1. The quality the foreleg. Addiſon. 3. The upper part of
of being ſhort, either in time or ſpace. Bocor.
the back . Dryden . 4 The ſhoulders are uſed
2. Fewneſs of words ; brevity ; conciſeneſs. as emblems of Itrengih . Sbakefe. 5. A ribog
Hooker. 3. Waot of retention. Bacon . 4. De
part ; a prominence . Mexer .
TO SHOʻULDER. v a . ( from the poun.] 1. Te
ficieoce ; imperfection. Glanville.
SHO'RȚRIBS. S. ( foort and ribs.] The baſtard puſh with inſolence and violence. Sbokefp. 2.
ribs. Wiſeman.
To put upon the ſhoulder. Glaxoille .
SHORTSIGHTED, a. ( ort and fight.) 1. SHO'ULDERBELT. S. ( boulder and belr.) A
Unable by the convexity of the eye to ſee far.
belt chat comes acrois the ſhoulder. Drydes.
Newtor . 2. Unable by intellectual light to SHOULDERCLAPPER . f. ( berider and
ſee far. Denham,
clap.) One who affects familiarity. Stakelp .
SHO'RTSIGHTEDNESS. S. [fort and fight.) SHOULDERSHOTTEN. a libsslder and
1. Defect of light proceeding from the con
Jbot.) Strained in the ſhoulder. Sbatejp.
vexity of the eye. 2. Defect of intellectual SHOʻULDERSLIP.S. I boulder and fig. ] Dir
fight. Addiſon .
location of the ſhoulder. Swift
SHO'RTWAISTED. a. ( fport and waif?.) Hay. To SHOUT.o . n . To cry iniriomph and er.
ultation, Waler.
ing a ſhort body . Dryden.
SHORTWINDED . a . [ foortand wind .) Short- SHOUT. ). A loud and vehementcry of triumph
exultation Knolles, Dryden.
or
breaching
quick
by
aſthmatick
;
breathed ;
and faint reciprocations. May.
SHOUTER . L. (trom four.) He who thouts
SHOʻRTWINGED . a . (fort and wing. ) Have Dryden .
ing ſhort wings. So hawks are divided into To SHOW.0.0. pret.ſowed and powe; part.
pall Jbown ( sceapan, Sax. loboken , Duid )
long and fouri winged. Dryden .
SHOK Y.a. (from bare.] Lying near the coart.
i . To exhibit to view. L'Ejirange. 2. To
Burnit
give proof of; to prove. Drydes. 3. To
SHOT. The preterite and participle paffive of publith ; to make publick , to proclaim .
fboet. Spenjer.
i Perer . 4. To makeknown. Mikss. 5. To
SHOT./.Ilchor, Dutch.) 1 : The act of lopot
point
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point ebe way ; to direct. Swift . 6. To of- SHRE'WDNESS. ! (from forewd.)1. Slyneſss
fer ; to afford. Aas, Deuter. 9. To explain ; cunning ; archneſs. Shakeſp. 2. Miſchievouſ.
to expound. Daniel. 8. To reach ; to tell .
neſs ; petulance
Milton
SHREWISH. a. (from forew .) Having the
qualities of a threw ; forward ; petulantly
SHO
TO
W. v * . 1. To appear ;to look ; to
clamorous . Shakejp.
be in appearance. Dryden , Pbilips. 2. To
SHREWISHLY. odv. ( from forewiß .) Petu
have appearance, Shakeſp .
lantly ; peeviſhly ; clamoroully ; frowardly .
SHOW. 1. (from the verb. ) 1. A ſpectacle ;
Shakeſp
ſomething publickly expoſed to view for mo
Dey. Addiſon
Superficial appearance. SHRE'WISHNESS. S. ( from forewiſb.] The
Milton . 3. Oftentatious diſplay Granville . qualities of a ſhrew ; frowardneſs; petulaoce ;
clamorouſneſs Shakeſp.
4. Object attracting notice . Addiſon . 5 .
Splendid appearance. Milton. 6. Semblance ; SHREWMOUSE . f. ( fireapa, Saxon .) A
likeneſs. Miltor . 7. Speciouſneſs ; plauſibi mouſe of which the bite is generally ſup
lity . Wbirgifte. 8. External appearance. poled venomous : which is falſe, her teeth
being equally harmleſs with thoſe of any other
Sidney. 9. Exhibition to view . Shokejp. 10 .
moule
Pomp; magnificent ſpectacle. Bacon. 11 .
Phantoms; not realities. Dryden. 12. Repre To SHRIEK . v. 9. ( Skriekar, Daniſh ; feric.
ciolare, Italian ! To cry oue inarticulately
ſentative action. Addifon.
SHO'WBREAD , or Sherbread. S. Ishow and with anguiſh or horror ; to ſcream . Dryden.
bread.] Among the Jews, they ihus called SHRIEK . S. [ ſkrieg, Daniſh; ſcriccie, Ital.)
Ao inarticulate cry of anguiſh or borror.
loaves of bread that the prieſt of the week
put every Sabbath -day upon the golden table Dryden.
which was in the ſanctum before the Lord SHRIFT. P. ( rcrift, Sax .) Confeffion made to
They were covered with leaves of gold, and
a prieſt . Rowe.
were twelve in number , repreſenting the SHRIGHT , for prieked .Shakeſp.
iwelve tribesof Iſrael. They ſerved them up SHRILL. a.Sounding with a piercing, tremulous,
or vibratory found. Shakejp.
hot, and at the ſame time took away the ftale
ones, and which could not be eaten but by the To SHRILL. v. n . (from the adjective.] To
pierce the ear with quick vibrations of ſound.
prieſt alone. This offering was accompanied
with frankincenſe and falt. Calmet.
Spencer, Ferion.
SHOWER . f. [ ſcheure, Dutch .) 1. Rain ei- SHRILLY . adv . ( from forill.] With a fhrill
ther moderate or violent. Bacon . 2. Storm of noiſe.
any thing falling thick. Pope. 3. Any very li- SHRI'LLNESS. S. [from ſbrill.] The quality of
beral diſtribution, Shakeſp.
being ſhrill.
To SHOWER . v . a. (from the noun. ) 1. TO SHRIMP. I. ( februmpe, a wrinkle, German. )
wet or drown with rain Milton . 2. To pour
A ſmali cruſtaceous vermiculated fiſh .
Carew . 2. A little wrinkled man , .
down. Milton . 3. To diſtribute or ſcatter
dwa
rf. Shakeſp.
with great liberality. Worron .
TO SHOWER . V.n. To be rainy .
SHRINE. S. (rorin, Saxon ; ſcrinium , Lat.)
A caſe in which ſomething ſacred is repoſited.
SHOʻWERY. a. ( from foower .) Rainy. Bacon,
Watts.
Addiſon.
SHOWISH , or Showy. a. ( from ſhow .] 1. TO SHRINK . % . » . preterite , I feruak, or
Splendid ; gaudy. Swift. 2. Oftentatious. brank ; participle,fbrunk,forank, or forunken .
( rcnincan, Sax. ] 1. To contract itſelf into
Addiſon.
leſs room ; to ſhrivel ; to be drawn together
SHOWN . pret . and part. paſl, of To pow . Ex
" hibited. Milion.
by fome internal power. Bacon, 2. To with
draw as from danger. Dryden. 3. To expreſs
SHRANK . The preterite of forink. Gen.
TO SHRED. v. a : pret. fored. ( rcreadan, Sax .)
fear, horror, or pain, by ſhrugging , or con
To cut into Imall pieces . Hooker.
tracting the body. Shakeſp. 4. To fall back
SHRED. S. ( from the verb. ] 1. A ſmall
as from danger. Soutb.
piece cut off. Bacon, Pope. 2. A fragment. To SHRINK. v . 4. participle paff. forunk,
prank, or forurker . To make to lariok .
Shakelp.
SHREW.fi ( Schreyen, German, to clamour.) Shakeſp. Taylor.
A peeviſh,malignant, clamorous, ſpiteful, SHRINK: J. (from the verb ) :. Corrugation ;
vexatious , turbulent woman. Shakeſp
contraction into leſs compaſs. Woodward.
SHREWD. . ( Contracted from forewed.] 1 .
Contraction of the body from fear or horror ,
Having the qualities of a threw ; malicious ; Daniel.
troubleſome. Shakejp. 2. Maliciouſly fly ; SHRI’NKER . S. ( from Brink. ] He who
ſhrinks.
quoning. Tillotson . 3. Bad ; ill-betokening.
South . 4. Painful; pinching ; dangerous; To SHRIVE. v . a . (scriçan, Sax ] To hear
miſchievous. South ,
at confeffion . Cleaveland.
SHREWDLY. adv . (from forewd.) 1. Mil- To SHRI'VEL. v . m ( ſobrompelen, Dutch. )
To contract itſelf into wrinkles. Arbuthnet.
chievouſly ; deſtructively . Wotton . 2. Vexa
ciouſly . South . 3. With Atrong ſuſpicion. Locke.
TO

SHU
SIC
to decline ; to endeavour to eſcape ; to ef
TO SHRI'VEL. v. a. To contract into wrinkles.
chew . Waller.
Dryden.
SHRIVER. f. ( from frive. ] A confefTor. SHU'NLESS. a. (from foun.] Inevitable ; una
voidable. Shakeſp.
Shakelp.
SHROUD.S. (rorud, Saxon . ) 1. A felter ; a TO SHUT. v.a, preterite , 1 pour ; part . paflive,
fout (sattan, Sax . ſchutten , Dutch .) 1. To
cover . Milton 2. The dreis of the dead ;
winding - ſheet. Shakeſp. 3. The fail ropes. cloſe to as to prohibit ingreſs or regreſs ; to
make not open . Milion. 2. To incloſe ; to
Shakeſp. Pope.
TOSHROUD 0.8. [ from the noun.] 1. To ſhel
confine Gal. 3. To prohibit ; to bar . Mili.
ter ; to cover írom danger . Knolles, Raleigh,
4. To exclude. Dryden. 5. To contract ; not
Waller. 2. To drets for the grave. Donne.
to keep expanded. Deut. 6. To SHUT oxi. To
3. To cloath ; to dreſs. 4 To cover or con
exclude ; io deny admiſſion. Locke. 7. To
ceal , Dryd. Addil. 5. To defend ; to protect . SHUT up. To cloſe ; to confine. Raleigh. 8 .
To SHROUD . v. *. To harbour ; to take thel
To conclude. Knolles.
To SHUT. V. n. To be cloſed ; to cloſe itſelf.
ter. Milton
SHRO'VETIDE.
? F. [from ſørove, the SHUT. Participial adjective. Rid ; clear ; free.
L'Eſtrange.
preterite of jbrive. )
SHROVETUESDAY .
The iime of confeffion ; the day before Alh- SHUT. S. ( from the verb. ) 1. Cloſe ; act of
wednelday or Lent. Tuſſer.
ih utting. Dryden. 2. Small door or cover.
Wilkins.
SHRUB . L. Scribbe, Saxon .] 1. A buſh ; a
Imali trec. Locke. 2. Spirit , acid, and 'ugar SHUTTER . f. [from fout.] 1. One that ſhuts.
mixed .
2. A cover ; a door . Dryden.
SHRU BBY . 6. [from forub ) 1. Reſembling a SHUʻTTLE.' S. ( Schietſpoele, Durch ; fkutel,
Thrub Mortimer. 2. Full of ſhrubs ; bulhy.
IIandick . ) The inſtrument with which the
Milton
weaver ſhoots the croſs threads. Sandys.
TOSHRUG . v . n . ( Schricken , Dutch, to trem-SHUTTLECOCK . . (See ShITTLECOCK .)
A cork fuck with feathers, and beaten back
ble . ) To expreſs horror or diſſatisfaction by
ward and forward . Spenlir.
mocion of the ſhoulders or whole body . Denne,
SHY. a . ( Ichowe, Duich; ſobifo, Italian )
Swift.
To SHRUG. v. a. To contract or draw up.
Reſerved ; not familiar; not free of behavi.
Hudibras .
our . Addiſon. 2. Cautious; wary ; chary.
Hudibras.
3. Keeping at a diſtance ; un
of
the
A
motion
verb.)
SHRUG . f. [ from the
shoulders uſually exprefling dinike or averlion .
willing to approach Norris. 4. Sulpicious ;
Cleaveland, Swift.
jealous;
Southern .unwilling to ſuffer near acquaintance.
SHRUNK. The preterite zod part. paſt. of
jerink. 1 Maccabees
SIBILANT. a ( fibilans, Lat .) Hifling. Helder.
SHRUNKEN . The part. paſſive of ſprink. Bac. SIBILA'TION . (from fibile , Lat. ) A hiſſing
TO SHUDDER . v.a. ( jehudren , Dutch ) To round Bacon ,
quake with fear, or with averſion. Dryden, SICAMORE. F. ( ficamorus, Latin. ) A tree.
PeacỀam .
Smith.
TO SHUFFLE . v. a . (ryfeling, Saxon, a buſtle, To SICCATE . v . a. ( ficce, Lat.) To dry.
a tumult.) 1. To throw into diſorder ; to a. SICC A’TION . S. (from ficcate. The act of
gitate tumultuouſy , to as that one thing lakes
drying
the place of another. Blackmore. 2. To re. SICCI FICK. a. ( ficcus and fio, Lat .) Cauſing
drineſs.
move, or put by with ſome artifice or fraud.
Locke. 3 ' To Shake ; to deveit . Shakeſp. 4. SICCITY. f. ( ficcité,Fr. ficcitas, from ficcus,
To change the poſition of cards with reſpect to
Lat ] Dripels ; aridity ; want of moiſture.
Wijeman.
each other. Bacon . 5. To form tumultuouſly,
or fraudulently . Howel.
SICE.S. I lix , French ) The number fix at dice .
TO SH'UFFLE. v . n . 1. To throw the cards into
Dryden .
a new order. Grano. 2. Toplay mean tricks; SICH. a. Such. See Such . Spenſer.
to practiſe fraud ; to evade fair questions South. SICK . a . ( seoc, Sax. freck, Dutch ) 1. Afflicted
3. To ſtruggle ; to thiſt. Shakejp. 4. To with dileale . Cleaveland. 2. Diſordered in
move with an irregular gait . Shakeſp.
the organs of digeſtion ; ill in the ſtomach . 3 .
SHUFFLE . /. (from the verb.) 1. The act of Corrupted. Skakelp. 4. Diſgufted. Pope.
difordering things, or making them take con- To SICK. v. r . ( from the noun. ) To licken ;
fuſedly the place of each other. Bentley. 2
to take a diſeaſe. Shakeſp.
To SICKEN . v . a . (from fick.) 1. To make
A trick ; an arrince. L'Elirange.
ſick ; to dileale. Prior. 2. To weaken ; to
play
SHU'FFLÉCAP. I. I fouffle and cap. }
at which money is taken in a hat. Arbuthnoi. impair . Shakeſp.
SHU'FFLER . ). (from buffle.) He who plays To SI'CKEN. v. n. 1. To grow fick ; to fall
into diſeaſe. Bacon . 2. To be ſatiated ;' to be
tricks or ſhuffles.
SHUFFLINGLY. adv. (from ſouffle.) With an
filled to diſguſt. Shakeſp. 3. To be diſguſted
irregular gait. Dryden .
or diſordered with abhorrence. Dryder. 4. *
TO SHUN . v . a. ( ascunian, Sax .) To avoid ;
To grow weak ; to decay ; to languith . Pope.
SICKER ,

SIE
SIG
tinued endeavour to gain pofſeffion. Drydes,
SICKER, a. ( ficcer , Welſh ; ſeker, Dutch:]
Sure ; certain ; firm . Spenſer.
3. ( Siege, Fr. ) Seat ; throne. Spenſer. 4 .
Place ; claſs ; rank . Shakejp . 5. Stool. Brown.
SI'CKER . adv. Surely ; certainly. Spenſer.
SICKLE. F. (ricol, Sax. fickel, Dutch , from To SIEGE. v. a. ( Joeger, Fren ) To beſiege.
fecale, or ficula, Lat.) The hook with which Spenſer .
corn is cut; a reaping hook. Spenſer, South. SIEVE. (from fift.) Hair or lawn ſtrained upon
SICKLEMAN . ? ! [ rom fickle.) A reaper. a hoop, by which flower is feparated from
SICKLER
S Shakeſp. South .
bran ; a boulter ; a ſearce. Dryden.
SICKLINESS. ſ. (from fickly. ) Diſpoſition to To SIFT .v. a ( riftan, Sax. fifien, Dutch . ) 1 .
ſickneſs ; habitual diſeale. Shakeſp. Graunt. To ſeparate by a leve. Wotton . 2. To lepa
SICKLY. adv. (from fick .) Not in health. Shak.
rate ; to part, Dryden. 3. To examine ; to
SICKLY. a. ( from fick.) Not healthy ; not try. Hooker.
dered
: Shak . SI FTER . 1. ( from fift.] He who lifts.
found ; not well; fomewhat diſor
Dryden. 2. Faint ; weak ; languid. Prior . SIG was uſed by the Saxons for victory : as,
Sigbert famous for victory ; Sigward. victo
To SICKLY . v. a. ( from the adjective ) To
rious preferver. Gibſor.
make diſeaſed ; to taint with the hue of dif
eale . Shakeſp:
To SIGH . v. a. ( rican, or sicettan , Sax fuch
SICKNESS. J. (from fick.) 1. State of being
ten , Dutch .) To emit the breath audibly, as
diſealed Shakeſp. 2. Diſeaſe ; malady. Mat .
in grief. Niark, Prior , Arbuthnot, Pope.
Watts. 3. Diſorder in the organs of digeſtion. To SIGH. v. Q. To lament ; to mourn. Prier .
SIDE. S. ( side, Sax . fijde, Duich j 1. The parts SICH S. (from the verb.) A violent and audi
ble emiſſion of the breath which has been long
of animals fortified by the ribs. Spenjer. 2 .
retained . Taylor
Any part of any body oppoſed by any other
part. Wilkins. 3. The right or left. 4. Mar- SIGHT. Ligeside, Saxon ; fcbt; geſicht, Dut.)
1. Perception by the eye ; the lente of ſeeing.
gin ; edge ; verge. Roſcommon. 5. Any kind
Bacon . 2. Open view ; a ſituation in which
of local reſpect, Milton . 6. Party ; lotereit ;
nothing obſtructs the eye. Dryden. 3. Ad
faction ; fect. Shakeſp. Sprall. 7. Any part
of ſeeing or beholding . Dryden . 4. Notice ;
placed in contradiction or opposition to another .
Krolles, Tillotſon
knowledge . Wake. 5. Eye ; inſtrument of
SIDE . a . (from the noun . ] Lateral ; oblique ;
ſeeing. Dryden . 6. Aperture previous to the
not direct ; being on either ſide. Hosker, irod . eye, or other point fixed to guide the eye : as
TO SIDE. v . n. (from the noun . ] To take a par
the highes of a quadrant. Shakeſp. 7. Spectacle ;
ty ; to engage in a faction . King Charles,
ſhow ; thing wonderful to be ſeen. Sidney ,
Exodus.
Digby, Swifi.
SIDEBOARD S. ( fide and beard. ] The fide SIGHTED . a . ( from fighi.) Seeing in a parti
table on which conveniencies are placed for cular manner. It is used only in compofition ,
thote that eat at the other table. Dryden .
as quickfighred , Shortfighted. Clarendon.
SIDEBOX ( fide and box .) Seat for the ladies SIGHTFULNESS. S. ( trom fight and full.]
on the Gde of the thi atre. Pope.
Perfpicuity ; clearnels of ſight. Sidney.
SI DEFLY.S. An infect . Derham.
SIGHTLESS. a. ( from fight.] 1. Wanting
To SI DLE . v . n ( from fide ) To go with the
light ; blind. Pope. 2. Not lightly ; offenſive
body the narroweſt way . Swift.
to the eye ; unpleaſing to look at. Shakejp..
SIDELONG . a . ( fode and long. ) Lateral ; ob . SIGHT
LY. a . (from hght ) Pleaſing to the
eye ; friking to the view . Addifor.
Jique ; not in front ; not direit. Dryden ,
Locke
SIGIL . L. ( higillum , Lat.) Seal. Dryden.
SI DELONG . adv. 1. Laterally ; obliquely ; SIGN.f. cogne, Fr. Sigrum , Lat ) 1. A to
oppoſitio
not in purſuit ; not in
n. Dryden. 2 .
ken of any thing ; that by which any thing
On the ſide . Evelyn .
is ſhown. Hooker, Holder . 2. A wonder ; a
SIDER . J. See Cider .
miracle . Ezek . Milton . 3. A picture hung
SIDERAL, a . ( from fidus, Lat. ] Starry ; al
at a door, to give notice what is ſold within .
tral . Milton
Denne. 4. A monument ; a memorial . Numb.
5. A conſtellation in the zodiack. Dryden . 6.
SI DERATED . a. ( from fideratus, Lat.) Blaſt
ed ; planet Itruck. Brown.
Note of reſemblance . 7. Enlign. Milton. 8.
SI DERATION. ) . ( fideration , Fr. fideratio,
Typical reprefentation ; ſymbol Brerewood ..
Lat.) A ludden mortitication ; a blaſt ; or a
9. A ſubſcription of one's name ; as , a liga
ludden deprivation of tenle Ray.
manual
SI’DESADDLE . j. ( fide and jaddle .) A we- TO SIGN. v. a. ( higro, Lat . ) 1. To mark.
man's ſeat on horleback .
Shakeſp. 2. ( Jigner, Fr.) To ratify by hand or
SIDESMAN . I. [ tele and mor...] ] An affiftant ſeal. Dryden
. 3. To betoken ; to signify ;
to the church.warden . Ayliffe .
typically.
to represent
SIDEWAYS. ? ado. [froin fide and way, or SIGNAL
fenrale, Spaniſh .] No
, Fr. Taylor.
. S lignal
SIDEWISE . S wije.] Laierally ; on one
tice given by a ligoal ; a lign thac gives no
Gide , Newton
tice. Dryden .
SIEGE. S : [ fiege, Fr. ) 1. The act of beſetting a SIGNAL. a. ( Signal, Fr. ) Emineat ; memora «
fortified place; a leaguer. Knolles. 2.Any CoA
ble ; remarkable , Clarendon ,
SIGNALITY

SIL

SIL

SIGNAL ITY.S.( fromfignol.] Quality of ſome SI'LENT..[ Klens, Lat.) 1. Not ſpeakingi
thing remarkable or memorable. Granville.
mute. Pſalms. 2. Not talkative ; not loqua •
To SICNALIZE . v . a. I fignaler, Pr.) To
cious. 3. Still ; having no noiſe. Milion . 4.
make eminent; to make remarkable . Swift.
Wanting efficacy. Milton. 5. Not meationing .
SIGNALLY. adv. ( from fignal. }Eminently ; Milton .
SILENTLY
remarkably ; memorably. South .
. adv. (from filent.] 1. Without
SIGNATION. S. [ from figno, Lat.) Sign givſpeech. Dryden . 2. Without noiſe. Dryder .
3. Without mention . Locke.
en ; act ofbetokening. Brown.
SI'GNATURE. S. Chignature, Fr.) 1. A figo SILICIOUS. a . (from cilicium .] Made of hair.
Brown.
or mark impreſſed upon any thing ; a ſtamp ;
e mark . Watts, 2. A mark upon any mat- SILICULOSE.a . ( ſilicula, Lat.] Huſky ; full
ter, particularly upon plants, by which their of hulks. Di &t.
nature or medicinal uſe is pointed out. More.SILIGINOSE . 2. ( ſliginofus, Lat.) Made of
3. Proof ; evidence . Rogers. 4. (Among
fine wheat . Dix.
printers .) Someletter or figure to diſtinguiſh SILIQUA.S. ( Latin .) 1. A carat of which fix
different ſheets
make a ſcruple. 2. The ſeed veſſel, huſk ,
SIGNATURIST. S. ( from ſignature.]One who
cod , or ſhell of ſuch plants as are of the pulle
kind . Die
holds the doctrine of Ggnatures. Brown .
SIGNET.SISignette,Fr.) A ſeal commonly uſed SI'LIQUOSE. I S. ( from filiqua, Lat. ]Having
SI'LIQUOUS. S a pod, or capſula. Arbuibao '.
for the ſealmanual of a king . Dryden .
SI'GNIFICANCE. 2 1. (from fignify.) 5. SILK . F. ( reolc, Sax. ) 1. The thread of the
Y.
worm that turns afterwards to the butterfly .
;
of
ſignifying
S Power
SIGNIFICANC
Shakeſp. 2. The ſtuff made of the worm's
meaning. Stillingflect. 2. Force ; energy i
thread. Knolles.
power of impreſſing the mind. Swift. 3. Im
portance ; moment; conſequence. Addifon. SI'LKEN . (from filk.) 1. Made of Glk. Milton .
SIGNIFICANT . a. fignifiant, Fr.) Significans, 2. Soft ; tender. Dryden . 3. Dreſſed in lik.
Lat. ) 1. Expreflive of ſomething beyond the Shakeſp.
external mark. Shakeſp . 2. Betokening ; SILKMERCER . S. ( filk and mercer.) A dealer
Itanding as a ſign of ſomething. Raleigh. 3
in Glk .
Expreſſive or repreſentative in an eminent SILKWEAVER . S. ( filk and weaver .) One
degree . Hooker. 4. Important ; momentous. whoſe trade is to weave tilken ſtuffs. Dryder.
SIGNIFICANTLY. adv. (from fignificani.) SILKWORM S. (blk and worm. ] The worm
Chae ſpins Gilk . Dryden
With forceof expreſſion. South.
SIGNIFICATION . S. [ fignificatio, Lat.) 1. SI'LKY. a. ( from ſilk.) 1. Made of Glk .
The act of making known by ſigns. South 2 .
Soft ;pliant. Shakeſp.
Meaning expreſſed by a figo orword. Holder. SILL . (rýl, Sax. Julle, Dutch .) The timber or
ſtone at the foot of the door. Swift.
SIGNIFICATIVE . a. ( fignificatif, Fren. from
fignify.) . Betokeoing by an external lign. SILLABUB. ſ. Curds made by milking upon
egar . Wotton
ven
Brerewood. 2. Forcible ; ſtrongly expreſ
SILLILY. adv. (from filly. ) In a billy manner ;
live. Camden .
SIGNI’FICATORY. a. (from fignify.) Thai
ſimply ; fooliſhly. Dryden.
SILLINESS. S. (from filly.) Simplicity ; weak
which ſignifies or betokens. Taylor .
TO SIGNIFY . v o. ( fignifico, Lat. ) 1. To
neſs ; harmleſs folly. L'Ffrange .
declare by ſome token or lign. Dryden. 2. SILLY . .. ( felig, German .) 1 . Harriersi
To mean ; to expreſs. Shakeſp. 3. To im
innocent ; inoffenſive ; plain ; artleſs. 2 .
port ; to weigh. Taylor. 4. To make known. Weak ; helpleſs. Spenfer. 3. Fooliſh ; wit
Jeſs. Watts.
Swife.
To SIGNIFY. v. . To expreſs meaning with SILLYHOW. . (relig, happy, and heoft . )
The membrane that covers che head of the
SIGNIORY.I "Jeignoria , Ital .) Lordſhip ;
fætus. Brown.
SILT. S. Mud ; Nime. Hale.
dominion . Daniel.
SIGNPOST. S. 1 Sign and poll.] That upon SILVAN .2. (from filva, Lat ) Woody ; full of
woods. Dryden.
which a ſign hangs.Ben Johnſon.
SI'KER.
adv. The old word for ſure or ſurely SILVER. seolfen, Sax ) floor, Dutch ) 1 .
Silver is a white and hard metal , next in
Spenfer.
SIKERNESS. S. (from ſker .)Sureneſs ; ſafety. weight to gold. Warts. 2. Aøy thing of fott
SI'LENCE. S. ( Elence, Fr. filentium , Lat ] ſplendour . Pope. 3. Money made of filver.
1 The ſtate of holding peace. Milten. 2. SILVER . a . 1 Made of tilver. Genefis. 2 .
Habitual caciturnity; not loquacity. Shakeſp.
White like ſilver. Spenſer 3. Having a pale
3. Secrecy. 4. Stillneſs ; not noiſe . Pope . s .
Juftre. Shakeſp. Sort of voice . Sperler.
To
SILVER . 0. . ( from the poun .I 1. 7
Not mention. Milton .
SILENCE . interj. An authoritative reſtraint of cover ſuperficially with ſilver. Siokefk. 2. To
adorn with mild luſtre. Pope.
. Shakejp.c.(from the noun ) To Nill ; SI'LVERBEATER.
TOſpeech
SI'LENCE.2.
( filver and beat.) One
to oblige to hold peace. Shakeſp . Clarender .

who foliates filver. Boyle.

SI'LVERLY

.

SIM
SIN
silverLY. odo. (from filver.] With the ap: SIMPLY. o.1v. [from ;imple.] 1. Without arti
pearance of filver. Shakesp.
without ſubtilty ; plainly ; areleſsly. Milton
SILVERSMITH . S. ( filver and mitb. ) One 2. O : ittelt ; wittiout addition. Hooker .
3:
that works in ſilver Afts.
Merely i folely . Hooker . 4. Fooliſhly ; lile
SI'LVERTHISTLE .
lily .
SILVERWEED . : }: 5. Plants.
SIMULAR . f. [ from ( mulo, Lat.) One that
SILVERTREE. S ( conocarfodendron, Lat.) A counterieits. Shakep
SIMULATION S. ( ſimulatio, Lat. ] That part
plant. Miller .
of hypocrily which pretends that to be which
SILVERY. 6. ( from filver. ] Beſprinkled with
ſilver. Dunciad.
is not. Bacon .
SI'MAR . L. ( from fomarre, Fr. ] A woman's SIMULTANEOUS. a. ( ſimultaneus, Latin )
robe. Dryden,
Acting together ; exiſting at the ſame time .
SIMILAR . La ( fimilaire, Fren , from fimi Glanville.
SIMILARY. } lis, Lat ) 1. Homogeneous : SIN / (rýn , Sıx ] 1. An að againſt the laws
having one part like another. Boyle. 2. Re
of God ; a violation of the laws of religion.
Shakejp. 2. Habitual negligence of religion .
ſembling ; having reſemblance. Hale.
Daniel, Watts .
SIMILARITY. } [ from ſimilar.] Likeneſs
Arbushnor.
TO SIN. v. n. ( from the noun . ] 1. To neglect
SI'MILE. f. [ fimile, Lat.) A compariſon by the laws of religion ; to violate the laws of
which any thing is illuſtrated or aggrandized. religion. P /alms. 2. To offend againſt right .
Shakeſp
Shakeſp.
SMILITUDE. S. ( ſimilitude, Lat.) 1. Like SINCE. adv. ( formed by contraction from fie
thence, or fith thence, from sise, Sax ) 1. Be
neſs ; reſemblance Bacon, South . 2. Compa
cauſe that. Locks 2. From the time that.
riſon ; fimile. Wotton .
SI MITAR.S. A crooked or falcated ſword with Pope. 3. Ago; before this Sidney.
a convex edge.
SINCE. prepoſition. After ; reckoning from ſome
To SI'MMER . v. m. To boil gently ; to boil time part, to the time preſent. Dryden .
SINC
Boyle.
hifling.
ERE . a. ( fincerus, Lat. fincere, Fr. ) 1 .
with a gentle
SI'MNEL.S ( limnellus, low Lat.) A kind of Unhurt ; uninjured. Dryden . 2. Pure ; un
ſweet bread or cake.
mingled . Atterbury. 3. Honeſt ; undiſſem
SIMONY. /. [ limonie, Fr. fimonia, Lat.] The bling ; uocorrupt . Milion.
crime of buying or ſelling church preferment. SINCERELY. adv . (from fincere.) Honeſtly ;
Garib.
without hypocriſy.Watis .
To SI'MPER . v. m. [ from symbelan, Sax . to SINCE RENESS. S. I fincerité, Fr. ) 1. Ho
netty of intention ; purity
keep holiday. Skinner.) To imile ; generally SINCERITY.
to ſmile fooliſhly. Sidney.
of mind . Rogers. 2. Freedom from hypocri
SI'MPER f. [ from the verb ) Smile ; generally
fy .Pope .
SINDON F. (Latin.) A fold ; a wrapper. Bac,
a foolish imile. Pope.
SI'MPLE.o. ( fimplex , Lat.) 1. Plain ; artleſs: SINE. S. [ linus, Lat. ) A right fine, in geome .
unſkilled ; uodeſigning ; ſincere ; harmleſs. try is a right line drawn from one end of an
Hooker . 2. Uncompounded ; uomingled , arch perpendicularly upon the diameter drawn
ſingle ; only one ; plain ; not complicated. from the orher end of that arch. Harris,
Watts. 3. Silly ; not wiſe ; not cunning SI'NECURE ! [ line, without, and cura, care,
Proverbs.
Lac.) An office which has revenue without
SIMPLE. S. ( fimple, Fr. ) A ſingle ingredient any employment Gartb.
SINEW . I (senpe, Sax. fenewen, Dutch. ) 1 .
in a medicine ; a drug ; an herb. Temple.
To SIMPLE. v. n. To gather ſimples . Garth. A lendon ; the ligament by which the joints
SIMPLESS. F. ( fimplelle , Fr.) Simplicity ; Gil
are moved . Dryden. 2. Applied to whatever
lineſs; folly. Spenſer.
gives ſtrength or compactr.els : as, money is
SI’MPLENESS. S. [from ſimple ) The quality the firews of war. Dryden. 3. Muſcle or
nerve. Davies.
of being ſimple. Sbakeſp. Digby.
SIMPLER . J. ( from Jimple .) A ſimplift ; an To Si'New . v. a. (from the noun.) To knit as
herbariſt.
by finews. Not in uſe. Shakeſp.
SI'MPLETON. f. [from olimple.) A filly mor- SINEWED. a (from finew ] 1. Furnithed
tal ; a trifter ; a solith fellow. L'Eſtrange.
with linews. Dryden . 2. Strong ; firm ; vi
SIMPLICITY.S. ( fimplicitas, Lat.] 1. Plain gorous. Shakelp.
neſs ; artleſſneſs ; not ſubtilty ; not cunning ; SINEWSHRUNK .a. ( linew and forunk.) A
not deceit . Sidney. 2. Plainnels ; not ſubril
horſe is ſaid to be finewforunk when he has
ly ; not abſtruſeneſs. Hammond. 3 Phain . been over- ridden , and to fatigued that he be
neſs ; not finery. Dryden . 4. Singleneſs
comes gaunt - bellied, Farrier's Dist.
'not compolition ; ſtate of being uncompound. SI'NEWY. a. (from finew .] 1. Conſiſting of a
ed . Brown . 5. Weakneſs ; fillineſs. Hooker , linew ; nervous. Donne . 2. Strong ; oervous ;
Preverbs.
vigorous ; forcible. Shakeſp . Hale.
SIMPLIST. S. (from fimple.) One killed in SINFUL a . I fin and full. ) ! . Alien from
Limples. Brown .
God; got holy ; volanctified, Milton . 2
4U
Wicked ;

SIN

SIP

Wicked ; not obſervant ofreligion ; contrary (SI'NGULT. S. [ lingultus, Lat.) A figh. Spenſer.
to religion . Milton, South.
SI'NISTER , a. ( finifter , Lat. ) 1. Being on the
SI'NFULLY. adv. ( from finful.) Wickedly ; left hand ; left ; not right ; not dexter. Dryd.
not prouſly ; not according to the ordioance of 2. Bad ; perverſe ; corrupt ; deviating from
Gh.
honeſty ; unfair. South . 3. Unlucky , inau
SINFOLNESS. F. ( from finful. ) Alienation ſpicious. Ben Johaforte
from God : neglect or violation of the duties SINISTROUS. a. Clinifler, Lat. ) Abſurd ;
of religion ; contrariety to religious goodneſs
perverle; wrong headed. Bentley.
Milton , Wake.
SINISTROUSLY . adv . (from finiftrous
TO SING . v. n. preterite I ſang , or fung ; par
With a tendency to the left. Brown. 2. Per
verſely ; ablurdly .
ticiple poſt fung: iringan, Sax. fingia, inand .
fingher, Durch ) . To form the voice to me- TO SINK. v . a . pret. I ſunk, anciently fank ;
part . funk or ſunken. ( sencan , Saxon i jenker ,
lody ; to articulate muſically. Dryder. 2. To
German. ) 1. To fall down through any me
utter ſweet ſounds ioarticulately Cant. 3 .
dium ; not to ſwim ; to go to the bottom .
To make any fmall or ſh: ill noiſe. Shakefp. 4.
Mi'ton. 2. To fall gradually. 2 King: 3. To
To tell in poetry . Priir .
TO SING . v. a. 1. To relate or mention in
enter of penetrate into any body. 1 Sam.
poetry. Milton.
To celebrate ; to give
To loſe height; co fall to a level . Addiſon . 5 .
prailes to. 3. Touiter harmoniouſly, Shakejp; To lcle or want prominence . Dryden. 6. To
TO SINGE. v. a . ( rængan. Sax.fengher , Dut. ]
be overwhelined or depreſſed. Milion. 7. To
To tc: tch ; to buin nightly or ſuperficially. be received ; to be impreſſed. Locke. 8. To
L'Etrange
decline ; to decreaſe ; to decay . Addiſor. 9.
SINGLR 1 ( from forg ) One that ſings; one
To fall into relt or indolence. Addias. 10.
wh repraefion or bunnels is to fing. Walier.
To fall into any late worſe than the former ;
SINGUGMASTER 1. ( ing, and maſter.)
to tend to ruin . Dryden.
One who teaches to ſing. Addifon.
To SINK . v. a. 1. To put under water ; to
SINGLE. 4. Clingulos , Lat.) 1. One ; not
dilable from ſwimming or foaling . Bacon. 2 .
doable ; noi more than one. South. 2. Par.
To delve ; to make by delving. Boyle. 3 .
ticular , individual. Waits. 3. Not com.
To depreſs ; to degrade. Prior . 4. To pluoge
pouaded Walls. 4. Alone ; having no com .
into deſtruction. Shokeſp . 5. To make to fall.
panion ; having no afli tant. Denham . 5. Un
Woodward. 6 To bring low ; to diminiſh
married . Dryden. 6. Not complicated ; not
in quantity . Addiſon. 7. To cruſh ; to over
duplicated. Bacon . 7. Pure ; uocorrupt
bear ; to depreſs. Pope.' 8. To leſſen ; to di
not double minded ; limple. A ſcriptural miniſh . Rogers. 9. To make to decline .
ſenſe . Most . 8. That’in which one is oppoſed
Rowe. 10. To ſuppreſs ; to conceal ; to in
to one Dryden
tervert. Swift.
TO SINGLÉ . « . «. ( from the adjective.) 1. TOSINK. S. [ roc, Saxon .) A drain ; a jakes.
chuſe out from among others. Brown, Milton . Shakeſp. " 2. Any place where corruption is
2. To fequefter ; to withdraw . Hooker. 3. gathered. Ber.Jobafon .
To take alone. Horker. 4. To feparate . Sidn.SINLESS. a . ( from fin .] Exempt from fin.
SINGLENESS. I. (from fingle.) Simplicity ; Milton , Rogers.
SI'NLESSNESS. S. (from finless.) Exemption
Sincerity ; honeſt plainneis Hooker.
from fin . Boyle.
SINGLY. adv. (from ſingle ] 1. Individually :
particularly. Tayler. 2. Only ; by himleif. SINNER. S. (from fir ] 1. One at enmity with
Shakejp. 3. Without partners or alſociales
God ; one not truly or religiouſly good. Searb.
Pope. 4.Honeſtly ; fimply ; ſincerely.
2. An offender; a criminal . Pope.
SINGULAR a. ! jingulier, Fr. fingularis, Lat.SI'NOFFERING.S. Ifin and offering .) An ex
1. Single ; not complex ; not compound
piation or ſacrifice for ſin Exodus.
Watis.
2. 10 grammar. ) Expreſſing only SINOPER , or Sinople . S. A ſpecies of earth ;
one ; no plural. L ske 3 . Particular ; un
ruddle . Ainjworth.
exampied . Dewbam , Female Quixote. 4. Hav- T. SINUATE . v . a . ( limuo, Lat. ) To bend in
and out. Woodward .
ing fomething it coinmon to others . Tillotson .
5. Alore ; that of which there is but one . SINUATION . S. (from fonwate ] A bending in
odlin
and out Hale.
SINGI LARITY ſ. I lingularité, Fren.] 1 SI NUUUS.' a. ( fineux , * r. from fires, Lat. )
Some character or quality by which one is Bending in and out. Brown.
diſtinguished fro ri others. L.lotcr. 2. Any SINUS. ) ( Latin ) 1. A bay of the ſea ; 20
thing remarkable; a curiolicy. Shakeſp . 3
opening of the land . Burnet. 2. Any fold or
Particular privilege vs prerogative. Hooker 4 . opening
Character or manners different from those of To SIP.v. a (ripan, Sax . fippen , Dutch .) 1 .
v others. South.
To drink by Imail draughis. Pope. 2. To
TOSINGULARIZE. . a. Ile fingulariſer,
drink in ſmall quantities. Milton . 3. To drink
Fr. ) To make ſingle.
out of Dryden.
v. 4. To drink a ſmall quantity. Dryd.
fingular
T.SIP.
Parti)
SI'NGULARLY . adv. (írom
SIP
cularly ; in a maraer not common to others.
South ,
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SIP. S. ( from the verb.) A ſmall draught ; as
down. To begin a fiege. Clarendon . 16. To
reſt ; to ceaſe ſatisfied. Rogers. 17. To ſet
much as the mouth will hold. Milton .
SI PHON. S. (oipov.) A pipe through which li
tle ; to fix abode. Spenſer. 18. To Set oui.
quors are conveyed .Thomfor.
To be without engagemer : or employment.
Saunderſon. 19. To Sit up . To riſe from ly
SI'PPER. S: [from fip . One that lips.
ing to fitting. Luke. 20. To watch ; not to
SIPPET.ſ. (from hip . ] A ſmalllop.
go to bed. Ben. Johnson.
SIR ( fore, Fr. feignior, Ital ſenor, Spaniſh .) 1 .
The word of reſpectin compellation .Shakeſp. To SIT. v.d. 1. To keep the ſeat upon . Prior .
2. The title of a knight or baronet . Bacon. 3 . 2. To place on ſeat. Bacon. 3. To be let
tled to do buſineſs. Addiſon.
It is ſometimes uſed for man . Shakeſp . 4. A
title given to the loin of beef, which one of SITE . F ( fitus, Lac.) Situation ; local poſition.
Bentley
our kings knighted in a fit of good humour.
SITFAST.S. ( /it and faſt.] A hard knob grow
Addfor.
SIRE.Š. ( fire, Fr. ſenior, Lat.) 1. A father, ing under the ſaddle .
in poetry. Prior. 2. It is uſed of beafts: as, SITH. adv . ( ride , Sax . ] Since ; fecing that.
Hooker .
the horſe had a good fire. 3. It is uſed in
SITHE.S . ( ride, Sax .) The inſtrument ofmow
compoſition : as, grand-fire .
SIREN. F. (Lat.) A goddeſs who enticed men
ing ; a crooked bla:te joined at right angles to
by linging , and devoured them. Shakeſp.
a long pole. Peacham, Craſhow .
SIRIASIS. S. [ Gipíuous .) An inflammation of SITHENCE.adv. Since ; in latter times. Spens.
the brain and its membrane, through an ex- SITHES. 1. Times. Spenſer.
SITHNESS. adv. Since. Spenſer.
ceffive heat of the ſun . Dict.
SIRIUS. S. (Lat.) The dogſtar.
SITTER.S. (from fit ) 1. One that fits. Bacori
2. A bird that broods. Mortimer .
SIROCCO.S. (Italian.) The ſouth -eaſt or Syri
SITTING.S. ( irom fr. ] 1 . The poſture of
20 wind. Milton .
SI'RRAH . S. ( fir, ha ! Mirfew .) A compel
fitting on a ſeat. 2. The act of reiting on a
lation of reproach and inſult. L'Eſtrange.
leat. Pfalms. 3. A time at which one exhi
SI'ROP. F. (Arabick .) The juice of vegeta
bits himſelf to a painter . Dryder. 4. A meet
SI'RUP. S bles boiled with ſugar. Sidney.
ing of an aſſembly. Bacon . 5. A courſe of
SIRUPED. a. (from ſirup.) Sweet ; like hirup ; ftudy upintermitted. Locke . 6. A time for
bedewed with ſweets. Drayton.
which one fits without riling. Dryden. 7. In
SI'RUPY. a. [ from forup .) Reſembling Grup. cubacion . Addison .
Mortimer.
SI'TUATE. par : 0. [ from fitus, Lat.) T.
Placed with reſpe&t to anything elſe. Bacon .
SISE.S. Contracted from olize. Donne.
SISKIN.S . A bird ; a green finch .
2 Placed , confifting Milton .
SI'STER. S. (rpenster, Sax. zuſter, Dutch . ) SITUATION.S. Ifrom fitnote.) 1. Local re
1. A woman born of the ſame parents ; cor
fpect ; poſition. Aldijon. 2. Condition ; Itate.
Rogers.
relative to brother . Jb. 2. One of the ſame
faith ; a chriſtian . One of the ſame nature , SIX. | [ fix, Fr.) Twice three ; one more than
Brown .
five.
human being. James. 3. A woman of the
ſame kind. Shakeſp. 4 . One of the ſame SIX and ſever.f. To be ar lix and ſeren , is to
be in a ſtate of diſorder and confusion. Shakeſp.
kind ; one of the ſame office . Pope.
SI'STER in law . f. A husband or wife's Gifter. SI'XPENCE . ! ( lix and peace.) A coin ; hals
Ruth.
a thilling. Pope.
SI'STERHOOD . S. (from fifter.] 1. The office SIXSCORE .. [ fix and ſcore. ) Six times
or duty of a lifter. Daniel. 2. A ſet of Giſters. twenty. Sondys
3. A number of women of the ſame order. SIXTEEN.o. isixtýne, Sax .) Six and ten . Tay.
SIXTEENTH a . (sixteopa, Sax .) The fixch
Addiſon
after the tenth. Chron .
SI'STERLY. a . (from fifter.) Like a lifler; be
coming a lifter. Shakepp.
SIXTH a. (rixta , Sax . ) The firſt after the fifth ;
To SIT. 0. n. preterite , Ifor. Isian, Gothick ;
the ordinal of fix . Bacon.
sittan ; Sax . ſetten , Dutch.) 1. To reft upon SIXTH . S.S. (from
[ from the adjective.]
adjective ] A fixth part.
Cheyse.
the buttocks. May. 2. To perch . Bourd. 3 .
To be in a ſtate of reſt, or idleneſs. Milion . SIXTHLY. ado. (from fix .) In the fixth placę.
Bacon .
4. To be in any local poſition. Milton . 5 .
To reſt as a weight or burthen. Taylor. 6. SIXTIETH . a. ( sixteogopa , Sax. ] The tenth
fix times repeated Digby .
To ſettle ; lo abide . Milion 7. To brood ; to
incubate. Bacon. 8. To be adjuſted ; to be SIXTV . a. (rixtig,Sax.) 8ix times ten.Brown.
with reſpect to fitneſs or unfitneſs. Shakeſp SIZE.
1. Bulk ; quantiiy of ſuperficies ;
9. To be placed in order to be painted .Garth. comparative magnitude . Raleigh. 2. A ſet
10. To be in any ſituation or condition . Bacon .
tled quantity. Shakeſp. 3. Figurative bulk
11. To be fixed, as an aſſembly. 12. To be condition. Swift. 4. Any viſcous or plot :
placed at the table. Luke. 13. To exerciſe
ſubſtance .
Authority . Milton . 14. To be in any ſolemn To SIZE. v. a. ( from the noun. ) 1. To adjuſt,
aſſembly as a member. 1 Mar. 15. To SIT
or arrange according to lze. Dryden . 2. To
ferile ;
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ſettle ; to fix. Bacon. 3. To cover with glo
2. To differ ; to make difference ; to intereſt
to matter, Hooker.
tinous matter ; to beſmear with Gize.
SIZED. a . ( from ſize.] Having a particular SKILLED. a. (from ſkill.) Knowing ; dextrous ;
acquainted with . Milton.
magnitude Shakeſp.
SIZEABLE . a. (from ſize ) Reaſonably bulky . SKILLESS.c.(from ſkill.]Wanting art Shakeſp.
debutbrot .
SKI'LLET . S. (eſcuellette, Fr.] A ſmall kettle
SIZER , or Servitor.l. A certain rank of ſtudents
or boiler. Shakejp .
in the univerſities. Corbet.
To SKIM v. a. ( properly to ſcum .] 1. To clear
SIZERS
See SCISSARS.
off from the upper pari, by pafling a veſſel a
little below the furtace. Prior. 2. To take by
SIZINESS. S. (from fizy ) Glutinouſneſs ; viſ
ſkimming. Addifen. 3. To bruſh the furſace
coſity. Floyer.
nightly ; to paſs very near the ſurface.Drydes.
.
SIZY a .(from ſize.]Viſcous; glutincus. Arbuch
4. To cover ſuperficially Dryden.
SKA'DDLE. J. ( rceaðnisse, Sax.] Hurt ; da
mage Dict
To SKIM .v . n. To paſs lightly ; to glide along.
Pope.
SK ADDONS.S. The embryos oſ bees. Bailey
SKEIN . S. [efcaigne, Fr.) A knot of ihread or SKIMBLESKAMBLE. a. Wandering ; wild.
Shakeſp.
ſilk wound. Bin Johnſen.
Thallow vertel
SKIMMER.S. ( from frim . )
SKAINSMATE ). A mellmate. Shakeſp .
SKATE. ſ. (rcaddi, Sax . ) 1 . A flat fea fish .
with which ibe icum is taken off. Mortimer.
2. A ſort of ſhoe armed with iron, for Riding SKI'MMILK . J. ( laim and milk . ) Milk from
on the ice. Thomſon.
which the cream has been taken . King.
SKIN . I. ( ſkind, Daniſh .) 1. The patural
SKE'AN./. A ſhort ſword ; a knife. Bacon .
covering
on the fleſh It confits of the cutiei,
SKEG . S. A wild plum .
SKE'GGER . f. Skeggers, are bred of ſuch fick
outward ikin, or icart ikin , which is thin and
ſalmon that mightnot go to the ſea. Walton.
intenſible, and the cutis, or inner ikin, exo
SKEʻLETON F. (sneaflos, Greek.)
The
tremely ſenſible. Dryden . 2. Hide ; pelt ; that
bones of the body preſerved together, wasmuch
which is taken from animals to make parch
as can be, in their natural filuation. Dryden
mentor leather. 3. The body ; the perfon.
L'Eſtrange.
2. The compages of the principal parts. Hale.
SKE'LLUM ). Iſkelm , Germ . ] A villain ; a To SKIN . v . a. (from the soun.) 1. To lagi
ſcoundre '. Skinner .
lo strip or diveſt of ihe ſkin . Ellis, 2. To cover
SKEP.S. ( scephen , lower Sax to draw . ) Sket
with the ikin . Dryden. 3. To cover ſuperfi
is a ſort ofbaſket, narrow at the bottom , and cially Addiſon.
wide at the top, to fetch corn in Tufer.
SKINK . S. Iscenc, Sax ) 1. Drink ; any thing
SKEʻPTICK . / [ crétiopecs.] One who doubts,
potable. 2. Potrage . Bacor.
or pretends to doubt, of every thing. Decay of TO SKINK. v . . ( rcencan, Sax. ) To ſerve
drink
.
Piery, Blackmore.
SKEPTICAL. a . [from ſkeptick.) Doubtful ; SKINKER. : [ from ſkink.) One that ſerves
drink . Dryder .
pretending to univerſal doubt. Bentley.
SKEPTICISM . S. Univerſal doubt ; pretence or SKI'NNED. e . [from ſkin .) Having the nature
of ſkin or leather. Sharp.
profeſion of univerſal doubt. Bentley.
SKETCH.S . ( ſchedula, Lat.) An outline ; a SKINNER . !: [from ſkin.) A dealer in ikias.
SKINNINESS. S.(from ſkinny.) The quality of
rough draught; a firat plan. Addijon.
TO SKETCH . v. n . (from the noun .) 1. To being ſkinny.
draw, by tracing the outline. 2. To plan, by SKINNY. a. (from fin.) Conſiſting only of
ſkin ; wanting Heſh . Shakeſp.
giving the firſt or priocipal notion.
SKEWER.S. ( fere, Daniſh . ) A wooden or TO SKIP . v. n. (Iquittire, Ital. ) 1. To fetch
quick bounds; to pats by quick leaps ; to
iron pin , uſed to keep meat in form . King.
bound lightly and joyfully . Drayton , H «dibras.
TOSKE WER. v . a ( rom thenoun ) To fallen
with ſkewers.
2. To paſs without notice. Bacon .
SKI'FF.S. [ efquife, Fr. Grapha, Lat.) A ſmall To SKIP. v. a. ( eſquiser, Fr.) To miſs; to
light boat. Brown, Swift.
paſs. Shakeſp.
SKILFUL . a . ( ſkill and full.] Knowing ; qua. SKIP.S.a( from the verb.) A light leap or boend.
lified with skill. Tailer.
n
i
[ ke d
. ) A la
nn
with art ; with uncommon ability , dexter.
ck
ouſy. Broome.
kel
ey
i
SKI'LFULNESS. S. [from ſkilful ] Art ; ability ;
p
dexterouſnels. Palms.
SKIPPER. F. ( Schipper, Dutch .) A ſhipmaſter
SKILL. L. (fil, Handick .) 1. Knowledge of or ſhipboy. Congreve.
aay practice or art ; readineſs in any practice ; SKIPPET. J: ( probably from
A ſmall
boat. Spenſer.
knowledge; dexterity. Mitten . 2. Any par
ticular art. Hocker ,
SKI'RMİSH.S. (from ys and carm , Welih , the
T. SKILL. v. % . filia, Ilandick .) 1. To be thout of war ; eſcarmouche, Fr.] 1. A light
knowing in ; to be dexterous al . Whitgifte.
fight ;
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fight ; leſs than a ſet batele. Philips. 2 A SKY'LARK. S. [ ſky and lark.) A laik that
mounts and ſings. Speclator.
conteſt ; a contention . Decay of Piety .
TO SKIRMISH . v . n . ( eſcarmoucher, Fr.) To SKY'LIGHT. S. Į ky and lighe.) A window
fight looſely ; to fight in parties before or after
placed in a room , not laterally, buç in the
ceiling. Arbuthnot and Pope.
the ſhock of the main baiele. Atterbury.
SKIRMISHER . S. ( from ſkirmiſh.] Hewho SKY'ROCKET. S. [ Sky and rocker. ) A kind
ſkirmiſhes.
of firework, which Aies high, and buros as
it flies. Addiſon .
TO SKIRRE . v.a. (This word ſeems to be de
rived from scir, Sax. pare, clean . ) To ſcour ; SLAB. f. 1. A puddle. Ainſworth. 2. A plane
to ramble over in order to clear .
of ſtone , as a marble Nab .
To SKIRRE. v. n . To ſcour ; to ſcud ; to run SLAB . a . Thick ; viſcous; glutinous. Shakeſp.
To SLABBER . v.n.[Sabben , flabberen , Durch }
in balte . Shakeſp.
SKI'RRETAS: Iffarum , Lat ] A plant . Miller
1. To let the pittle fall froin the mouch : to
SKIRT .S.I ſkiorte, Swediſh, ) i . The looſe edge drivel. 2. Tolbed or pour any thing .
of a garment ; that part which hangs looſe be- To SLABBER. v . a. To ſmear with ſpitele.
Arbuthnot. 2. To lhed ; to fpill Tuffer.
low che waiſt. Shakeſp. 2. The edge of any
part of dreſs. Addiſon. 3. Édge ; margin ; SLABBERER. S. [ from flabber.) He whe
Nabbers.
border ; extreme part. Spenſer.
To SKIRT. v. a . ( from the noun ) To border ; SLA'BBY. a . ( the ſame with fab.) 1. Thick ;
viſcous. Wiſeman. 2. Wet ; Hoody. Gay.
to run along the edge Addison.
SKI'TTISH . a . (Danish ; ſchew , Skye,Dutch.) SLACK. a. (sleac, Sax ) 1. Not tenſe ; not
hard drawn ; looſe. Arburbrot. 2. Remiſs ;
J. Shy ; eaſily frighted. L'Eſtrange.2. Wan
not diligent ; not eager . Hooker. 3. Not
ton ; volatile ; haity ; precipitate. Hudibros,
violent; not rapid. Mortimer. 4. Relaxed ;
3. Changeable ; fickle. Shakeſp.
; not holding faſt. Milton .
SKITTISHLY. adv .(from ſkittis .]Wantonly ; weak
To SLACK
uncertainly ; fickly
30. r . from the adjective.)
SKI'TTISHNESS. j. [from ſkirtiſ .] Wanton. To SLA'CKEN.S 1. Tobe remiſs ; to neglect.
neſs ; fickleneſs.
Deuteronomy. 2. To loſe the power of cohe
SKONCE . F. (See Sconcl .)
fion. Moxon. 3. To abate. Milton. 4. To
languiſh ; to fail ; to flag. Ain /worth.
SKREEN . ) i ferien , Fr.) i . Riddle or coarſe
2 v. a. To loolen ; to make
fieve. Tuler. 2. Any thing by which the ſun To SLACK.
;
.} Terstight: boldeni.comte
ment. Dryden.
relax ; to remit. Davies. 3. To eaſe ; to mi
TO SKREEN . v . a. (from the noun.] 1. To tigate. Spenſer , Philips. 4. To remit for
riddle ; to fift. 2. To ſhade from ſun or light want of eagerneſs. Ber. Johnſon. 5. To cauſe
or weather. 3. To keep off light or weather. to be remitted . Hamnond. 6. To relieve ; to
unbend. Denham. 7. To with-hold ; to uſe
Dryden. 4. To ſhelter ; to protect. Spectator.
SKUE . 6. Oblique ; lidelong. Bentley.
leſs liberally. Shakeſp. 8. To crumble ; to
To SKULK. v. x . To hide; to lurk in fear or
deprive of the power of coheſion . Mortimer .
malice. Dryden .
9. To neglect. Daniel 10. To expreſs ;
SKULL. S. fiola, Mandick.] 1. The bone to make leſs forcible. Addifon.
that incloſes the head : it is made up of ſeve- SLACK. S. Small coal ; coal broken in ſmall
ral pieces, which being joined together, form
a conſiderable cavity,which contain the brain (SLACKLY.adv. (from ſlack .) 1. Looſely ; not
tightly ; not cloſely. 2. Negligently ; re
as in a box, and it is proportionate to the big.
neſs of the brain. Quincy , Shakeſp. 2. (Sccole, milsly. Shakeſp.
SLA'CKNESS. . (from ſlack. ) 1. Looſely ; Aot
Sax. a company.) A ſhoal. Walton.
SKULLCAP. L. A head piece.
tightneſs.2. Negligence ; inattention ;remiſs
SKU'LLCAP. } [caffida, Lat .) A plant. Miller. nels. Hooker . 3. Want of tendency. Sharp. 4.
Weakoels ; not force ; not intenſeneſs Brerew .
SKY. f. ( ſky, Daniſh.] 1. The region which
ſurrounds this earth beyond the atmoſphere. SLAG.S. The droſs or recrementofmetal. Boyle.
It is taken from the whole region beyond the scale. S. A weaver's reed . Ain'worth.
earth . Roſcommon. 2. The heavens. Davies, SLAIN . The participle paflive ofpay . Iſaiah.
TO SLAKE. v.a. To quench ; to extinguiſh.
3. The weather. Shakeſp.
Craſbaw .
SKY'EY. 2. [ from ſky.) Etherial. Shakeſp.
SKY'COLOUR. L. ( sky and colour. ) An azure To SLAKE . v . m. To grow leſs teaſe ; to be
relaxed . Davies.
colour ; the colour of the ſky. Boyke.
SKY COLOURED . a. ( Sky and colour.) Blue ; To SLAM. v . a .( Schlager, Dutch.] To laugh
ter ; to cruih .
azure ; like the ſky. Pope.
SKYDYED. a .[ Sky and dye .] Coloured like the To SCA'NDER, v. a. (eſclaundrie , Fr.) To
ſky. Pope.
cenſure falſely ; to belie. Whitgifte.
SKY'ED . a . ( from ſky.) Enveloped by the ſkies. SLA'NDER . S. [from the verb. ) 1. Falle invec
Thethror .
tive. B. Johnſon .2.Dilgrave; reproach. Sheke.
SKY ISH . a. (from ſky.) Coloured by the ether. 3. Diſreputation ; ill-name. Shakesp.
Shakesp .
SLA'NDERER . S. [ from fander.) One who
belius
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belies another ; one who lays falſe imputa
maſſacre ; to ſlay ; to kill with the ſword.
Shake'p.
lions on another. Taylor.
SLA'NDEROUS. a lirom Pander ) Uttering SLAUGHTERHOUSE.S ( Naughterandbouſe . )
Houſe in which beaſts are killed for the but
reproachful falſehoods. Shaneſp. 2. Containing
cher. Skakelp.
reproachful falſehoods ; calumnious. South.
SLANDEROUSLY . adv. (from flanderous.) SLAUGHTERMAN.I . ( Naughter and man .)
Calumniouſly ; with falle reproach. Daniel. One employed in killing. Shokejp
SLAU'CHTÉROUS. e . ( from flough:er.) De
SLANG . The pre: erite of Ring. 1 Sam .
structive ; murderous. Shakejp.
SH.ANK. | An berb .
SLANT
(from Panghe, a ſerpent, Si.A VISH , a. (from llave.) Slaviſh ; mean ;
SLA'NTING . Ś Duich . Skinner ] Oblique; not baſe ; dependant. Milion.
SLAVISHLY. adv . ( from Naviſo .] Servilely ;
direct ; not perpendicular. Blackmore.
SLANTLY . s'adv. (from loni.) Oblique meanly .
SLA’NTWISE. Š ly ; not perpendicularly ; SLA VISHNESS . S. ( from loviß .) Servility ;
mtannels.
anpe. Tuljer.
T. SLAY. v. a prerer. pew ; part.pafl. fais.
SLAP.S. Uchlap, German.) A blow .
Tabor ,Gothick; slean.Sax .percben , Dutch ;
SLAP. adv. (from the noun ) Wilh a ſudden
and violent blow . Arbuthnot .
to ſtrike. ] To kill ; to butcher ; to puc to death
TO SLAP. v . a . ( from the noun . ) To strike Genefis, Prior.
SLAYER.S . (from Play )' Killer ; murderer ;
with a nap. Prior.
SLA'PDASH, interj . (from fiap and daß .) All deſtroyer. Abbor.
at once. Prior,
SLEAZY. a. Weak ; wanting ſubſtance.
To SLASH . v. a. ( Nafa , to ſtrike, Idand.)
SLED. S. [ fæd, Daniſhi Pedde, Durch .) A
2.
To
carriage drawn without wheels. Drydes.
1. To cut ; to cut with long culs.
SLEDDED.
a (from jled.) Mounted on a ded.
laſh . Slap is improper . King.
Shakejp.
a
TO SLASH . v . * . Tortrike at random with
word. Pope.
SLEDGE. S. [rleeg, Sax. feggia, Illandick .)
SLASH . S. ( from the verb. ) 5. Cut ; wound .
1. A large heavy hammer. Mixer. 2. A car
Clarendon . 2. A cut
cloth . Shakelp.
riage without wheels, or with very low
SLATCH.S. ( A ſea term ) The middle part of wheels. Mortimer.
a rope or cable that hangs down looſe. Bailey. SLEEK . S. ( Neych, Dutch . ) Smooth ; nitid ;
glofly. Ben Jobafon , Draytor .
SLATE . L. ( from fie : Jlate is in ſome coun
ties a crack ; or from eſclate, a tile, Fr ) A To SLEEK . v. a. ( from the adjective) 1. To
grey foffil fone, eally broken into thin
comb imooth and even . Miltoa. 2. To render
places, which are uſed to cover houſes, or to foft, ſmooth, or gloſſy. Boyle.
SLEEK
LY. adv . (trom ſleek.) Smoothly ;
write upon . Grew.
To SLATE . v.a. ( from the noun.) To cover
glofily. Shoseſi.
the roof ; to tile Swifi.
To SLEEP. v.n.ljleepan ,Sax. freepar , Dutch.)
SLATER. S. (from fate.] One who covers
1. To cake reft by the ſuspenſion of the men
with Nates or tiles.
tal powers. Shakeſp. Craſbow . 2. To reſt ;
SLATTERN . | ( Moetti, Swediſh . ) A woman
to be motionleſs. Shakeſp : 3. To live thought
leſsly. Atterbury. 4. To be dead ; death
negligent, not elegant or nice . Dryden.
SLATY . 6. ſ from fare.] Having the nature
being a ſtate from which man will ſometime
of nate. Woodward.
awake. 1. Thel. Ayliffe. 5.To be inat entive ;
SLAVE . P. [ e/clave, Fr ] One mancipated to not vigilant Shakelp. 6. To be unnoticed, or
a matter ; not a freeman ; a dependant. South. unattended . Shakeſp.
SLEEP.S . (from the verb.) Repole ; reft ; ſul
Addiſon.
TOSLAVE. v. n . (from the noun. ) To drudge'; penſion of the mental powers; flumber; Bacss.
tu moil ; to toil . Swift.
SLEEPERS. (from ſleep ! 1. One who fieeps ;
SLAVER S. 1 Joliva, Lat. Næfa, INardick .] one who is not awake. Shakeſp.2. A lazy in
active drone. 3. That which liesdorment , or
Spillie running from the mouch , drivel . Brow.
without effect . Bacon . 4. A fish. Ainſwerit.
TO SLAVER . v . r. (trom che noun. ] 1. To
be ſmeared with ſpiecie. Shakej?. 2 To e- SLEEPILY. odv. (from ſleepy.} 1. Drowfly;
with delire to sleep. 2. Dully ; lazily. Raleigb.
mit ipiille. Sidney.
TJ SLAVER v.o. To linear with drivel. Dryd.
3. Stupidly. Atterbury.
SLAVERER ). ( Nabbaerd, Dutch ; from SLEEPINESS. S. [ from Peepy.) Drowsineſs ;
dispoſition to deep ; inability to keep awake.
jater.) One who cannot hold his spittle ; a
Arbuthnot.
driveller ; an idiot.
SLAVERY. S. from ſave.] Servitude ; the SLEE PLESS. a. [from ficep.) Wanting deep.
Milton .
condition of a Nave ; the fate o ! a nave. King
Charles
SLEEʻPY. a. [from ſleep .) 1 Drowſy ; diſparel
SLAUGHTERS. [ from onslaugt, Sax . ) Mal
10 Necp. 2. Not awake . Dryden. 3. Conori
ferous ; ſomniferous; cauſing 11 ep.Gulliver.
lacre ; deſtruction by the ſword. Dryden
TO SLA'UGHTER. *, a . ( from the noun .) TO SLEET./. [Perhaps from the Danilh ,fiet .) A
kisd

SLI
SLI
kind of ſmooth ſmall hail or ſnow , not falling paſſage. Bacon . 2. Flow ; even courſe. Bar,
in Aakes, but ſingle particles. Dryden, Cheyne. SLI'DER. f. [from ſide.) He who dides
TO SLEET. v . n . (from the noun.) To ſnow in SLIGHT. a. ( Nichi, Dutch ) 1. Small ; worth
leſs ; inconſiderable . Dryden. 2. Not impor
ſmall particles, intermixed with rain.
tant ; not cogent; weak . Locke. 3. Negli.
SLEʻETY.o. ( from the noun. ) Bringing neet .
SLEEVE . S. [slif, Sax.) 1. The part of a gar
gant ; pot vehement ; not done with effect.
Milion, 4 Fooliſh : weak of mind . Hudib. 5.
ment that covers the arms . Spenſer. 2 .
Sleeve, in ſomeprovinces, ſignifies a knot or
Not || rong ; thin : as a fighe filk.
SLIGHT / ( from the adjective .) 1. Negleat ;
ſkein of filk . 3. A filh . Dontwortb.
SLEEVED . a. ( from ſleeve. Having Neeves.
contempt ; act of ſcoro , 2. Artifice ; cun
SLEEVELESS . a . (irom Reeve.] 1. Wanting
ning practice. Arburbuct.
neeves ; having no Neeves. 2. Wanting rea- To SLIGHT. v . a. ( from the adjective ) 1 .
ſonableneſs ; wanting propriety ; wanting to
To neglect ; to ditregard. Locke. 2. To throw
lidity . Hall.
careleſly . Shakejp. 3. To overthrow ; to de
molith. Junius. 4. TO SLIGHT over . To
SLEIGHT.S . ( fiagd, cunning , Iſlandick .) Art
ful crick ; cunning artifice, dextrous praedice. treat or perform careledy. Bacon .
Hooker, Shakeſp. Chapm . Swife.
SLI'GHTER. S. (from Nighe ] One who difre
SLENDER . a . Ninder , Dutch . ) 1. Thin ;
gards.
ſmall in circumference compared with the SLIGHTINGLY. adv. (from fighting ] With
out reverence ; with contempt. Beyle.
lengih ; not thick. Milton. 2. Small in the
waiſt ; having a fine Chape . Dryden. 3. Not SLIGHTLY. adv. ( from Nigbe.] 1. Negli.
bulky ; flight ; not Atrong. Pope. 4. Sinall ; gently ; without regard. Hooker . 2. Scorn
fully ; contempluouſly. Philips. 3. Weakly ;
inconſiderable ; weak. Tiilotfon. 5. Sparing ;
without force . Milion. 4. Without worth .
leſs than enough. Arbuthn. 6. Not amply
SLIGHTNESS. S. [from Night.] 1. Weakneſs ;
ſupplied . Philips.
want of ſtrength. 2. Negligence ; want of al
SLENDERLY. adv. (from ſender .) 1. With
out bulk . ż . Slightly ; meanly . ż Mac.
tention . Decay of Piety, Dryden.
SLENDERNESS. Y. ( from ſlender.) 1. Thin- SLIM adv. Slender ; thin of ſhape. Addiſon .
neſs ; ſmallnets of circumference . Newton . 2. SLIME. S. ( slim , Sax. fiigm , Daich ) Viſcous
mire ; any glutinous lubſtance Raleigh.
Want of bulk or ſtrength . Arbuchnet. 3
Slightneſs ; weaknels ; inconſiderableneſs. SLI MINESS .J.( from fimy ) Viſcolity ; gluti
Whitgifie. 4. Want of plenty.
nous matter. Fleyer .
SLIMY. a . (from ſime ] 1. Over pread with
SLEPT. The preterite of Peep. Pope.
SLEW . The preterite of Nay. Knolles.
flime . Shakeſp. 2. Viſcous : glutinous. Mile.
TO SLEY. v. n . (See to SLEAVE .) To part or SLI NESS . .( tromſy.] Deſigning artifice. Add.
twiſt into threads. Shakeſp.
SLING . (rlingan , Sax. flingen , Dutch . ] 1. A
TO SLICE . v. n. (slitan, Sax.) 1. To cut in
miſlive weapon made by a ſtrap and two
to Alat pieces . Sandys. 2. To cut into parts. ſtrings ; the ſtone is lodged in the ſtrap, and
Cleaveland. 3. To cut off. Gay. 4. To
thrown by looſing one of the ſtrings . Job. 2 .
cut ; to divide. Burnet,
A throw; a ftroke. Milton . 3. A kind of
SLICE . /. [ slite, Sax ) 1. A broad piece cut hanging bandage .
broad
piece.
Pope.
Swift.
3. A TO SLING . v.a. From the noun . ) 1. T.
2. A
off.
broad head fixed in a handle ; a peel ;; a pa.
throw by a ſing . 2. To throw ; to caft.
tula. Hokewill.
Addison . 3. To hang looſely by a ſtring.
Dryden.
4. To move by means of a rope.
ŞLICK. a . ( Nickt, Dutch. See SLEEK . ) Brown.
SLID. The preverite of fide. Dryden.
Dryden .
SLIDDEN. The participle paflive ofNide; Jer. SLINGER. F. (from fling ) One who Nings or
ufis the ſling 2 Kings.
TO SLIDDER . vin . ( Midderen, Dutch.) To
hide with interruption. Drydeni.
TO SLINK . v . n . preter. funk .(rlingan, Sax .
to creep . ) To ſneak ; to ſteal out of the way .
TO SLIDE. v. n . ſid, preterite ; ſlidden , particip.
Milton .
pall. [slidan, slidende, Sax . Nijden, Dutch. )
i. To paſs along ſmoothly ; to llip ; to glide To SLINK. v. a. To caſt ; to miſcarry of. Mori.
Bacon. 2. To move without change of the To SLIP. v. m (slipan, Sax Nippen, Duich .)
1. To Ride ; not to tread firm . South . 2. To
foot. Milion . 3. To paſs inadvertently. Ecclef.
Nide ; to glide. Sidney . 3. To move or fly
4. To paſs unnoticed. Sidney. 5. To paſs a.
n
ed
out of place. Wijeman . 4. To ſneak ; to
long by ſilent and unobſerv progretlio . Sha
Nink . Spenſer. 5. To glide ; to país une
6. To paſs filently and gradually from good to
bad. South. 7. To paſs without difficulty or
pectedly or impercep : ibly . Sidney . ' 6. To fail
obſtruction . Pope. 8. To move upon the ice
into fault or errour . Ecrins. 7 . To creep by
overſight rév. to Dunciad. 8. To ricape ;
by a fingle impulſe, without change of feet
Woller . 9. To fall by errour . Bacon . 10.
to fall away out of the meinory . Hooker .
To be not firm . Thomſen. 11. To pals with To SLIP. v . a. 1. To convey fécretly. Arbuti .
a frse and gentle courle or flow .
2. To loſe by negligence. Ben. Jobrfon. 3 :
TO SLIDE. v. a . To put imperceptibly. Warts
To pare twigs from the main body by lacera
Mortimer. 4. To escape fro77 ; ta leave
civn:
eaſy
and
i
.
Smoeth
LIDE.S. ( from the verb.)

SLO

SLO

ffily. Shakesp 5. To let looſe .Dryden. 6. SLOPE . ado. Obliquely ; not perpendicularly.
To let a dog loole. Dryden. 7. To throw off
Milton .
any thing that holds one. Swifi. 8. To paſs To SLOPE . v. c. ( from the adjective.) To forro
quer negligently . Atterbury.
to obliquity or declivity ; to direct obliquely .
Pope .
SLIPS. (from the verb .) 1. The act of nipping ;
a falſe ſtep. 2. Errour ; miſtake ; fault. Worr. To SLOPE . v . n . Totake an oblique or decli
direction. Dryden.
vous
3. A twig torn from the main ſtock . Hooker.
Shakeſp. Bacon , Milton, Dryden, Ray: 4. A SLOʻPENESS. S. [from flope.)Obliquity ; decli
vity ; not perpendicularity. Wesson.
Jeaſh or ſtring in which a dog is held . Bramh
5. An eſcape"; a deſertion. Hudibras. 6. ASLO PEWISE . ( llope and wiſe.) Obliquely ;
long narrow piece. Addifen.
not perpendicularly Carew .
SLIPBOARD. S. (Nip and board .) A board SLO'PINGLY, adv. (from loping ) Obliquely ;
Niding in grooves. Gulliver.
not perpendicularly . Digby.
SLI'PKNOT.J. Ihip and knor.) A bow -knot ; SLOPPY. a. (trom pop.) Miry and wet.
a kaot eally untied. Moxon.
To SLOT . v. e. fughen, Dutch .) To ftrike or
SLIPPER , or Slipſoe. S. [from ſlip.] A Thoe claſh hard .
without leather behind, into which the foot SLOT.J. ( Jod , Ifandick .) The track of a deer ,
flips eaſily. Raleigh.
SLOTH . ). ( slæpd, slepo, Sax.) 1. Slowneſs ;
tardinels . Shakeſp. 2. Lazineſs ; fluggihoefs ;
SLIPPERINESS ). [ from Nippery.] 1. State or
idleneſs. Shakeſp. 3. Ao animal of lo nov a
quality of being ſlippery ; ſmoothneſs ; glib .
motion, that he will be three or four days at
neſs. Sharp. 2. Uncertainty ; want of firm
leaſt in climbing up and coming down a tree.
footing.
SLIPPERY. e. (slipur, Sax. Hiperig ,Swediſh ) SLOʻTHFUL .. ( ſorb and full.) Idle ; lazy ;
fluggiſh ; inactive ; indolent ; dull of motion.
1. Smooth ; glib. Arbuthnot, 2. Not affording
Proverb:.
firm footing. Cowley. 3. Hard to hold ; hard to
keep. Dryden. 4. Not ſtanding firm . Shakeſp. SLOʻTHFULLY. ado. [from fierbful ) With
Noth.
5. Uacertain ; changeable ; mutable ; in.
Řable . Shakeſp. 6. Not ceriain in its effect. SLO'THFULNESS. S. [from ſlothful.) Idlepels ;
lazineſs; Nuggiſhneſs ; inactiviiy . Heaker.
L'Eſtrange. 7. Noi chaſte. Shakeſp.
SLIPPY. adv. (from Nig .) Slippery; eaſily SLOUCH. ! ( off, Daniſh, fupid .) 1. A
downcalt look ; a depreſſionof the head. Swift.
Niding. Floyer.
SLIPSHOD . a. Ifip and food.] Having the ſhoes
2. A man who looks heavy and clowniſh .
Gay.
not pulled up at the heels, but barely Nipped
To SLOUCH . v. . ( from the noun.) To have
on . Swift.
a downcalt clowniſh look .
SLI'PSLOP . f. Bad liqaor.
SLISH . S. A low word formed by reduplicating SLOVEN. S. [ lioef, Dutch ; yslyon, Welſh .) A
Raß . Slakeſp.
man indecently negligent of cleanlineſs is
TO SLIT. v . 2. pret. and part. fit and fitted. man dirtily dreſſed . Herbert.
( slitan ,Sax ) To cuc long wife. Brown,New ! SLOVENLINESS. S. [from ſlovenly ) Indecent
SLIT . F. ( slit, Sax. ) A long cut, or narrow
negligence
of dreſs ; negle &t.of cleanlineſs.
Wotton.
opening

To SLIVE ? v.o. ( rlifan, Sax . ) To ſplit ; SLOVENLY. a . ( from ſlover.) Negligent of
ToSLIVER . S to divide longwiſe ; to tear off dreſs ; negligent of peatneſs ; not deat ; not
cleanly . L'Effrange .
long wile. Shakeſp.
SLIVER. ſ. (from the verb ) A branch torn off. SLOVENLY . adv. (from ſloven .) In a coarſe
inelegaat manner. Pope.
Shakejp.
SLOATS. S. Of a cart, are thoſe underpieces SLOVENRY.S. (from foven.) Dirtine's ; want
which keep the bottom logeiler. Bailey .
of neatneſs. Shakeſp.
SLOUGH. S. (rlog, Sax .) 1. A deep miry place;
SLOBBER . S. (glavoerie, Welth ) Slaver.
To SLOCK 0.n. ( Ilocken, to quench , Swediſh
a hole fullof dirt. Hayward. 2. The kin
and Scoceilh ] To nake ; to quench .
which a ſerpent caſts off at his periodical repo
SLOE . A. Irla , Sax . ) The fruit of the black
vacion. Shakeſp. Grew . 3. The part that
thorn . Blackmore.
ſeparates from a foul ſore. Wiſeman.
SLOUGHY. a . (from fough. ] Miry ; bogey ;
SLOOP. 9. A ſmall ſhip.
muddy . Swift.
To SLOP. v. a. ( from lap, lap, Stop .) To drink
grolly and greetily.
SLOW . a .( rlap, pleap, Sax .Neexw , Frifick .) 1 ,
SLOP.S. ( from the verb .] Mean and vile liquor
Not ſwift ; not quick of motion ; not ſpeedy ;
of any kind. L'Eſtrange, Dryden.
not having velocity ; wanting celerity . Locke.
SLOP. ſ. ( rlop, Sax. Ilosve, Dutch , a covering.)
2. Late ; not happening in a ſhort time . Milt.
Trowſers ; open breeches. Shakeſp.
3. Not ready ; not prompt ; not quick.
LOPE . 4. Oblique ; not perpendicular. Bacon . Addiſon. 4. Dull ; inactive; tardy ; lungilla
SLOPE.S; (from the adjective.) 1. An oblique Dryden. 5. Not haky ; acting with delibera
direction ; any thing obliquely directed . 2 .
cion ; nut vehement. Common Prayer. & Dull ;
Declivity ; ground cut or forced with decli
heavy in wit. Pepe.
SLOW
vity. Poje.
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SLOW , in compoſition, is an adverb, procoly. SLU'MBER.S. ( from the verb.] 1. Light ſleep;
Donne , Pope.
ſleep not profound. Pope. 2. Sleep ; repoſe.
To SLOW.v.a. ( from the adjective.) to omit
Dryden.
by dilatorineſs; to delay ; to procraſtinate. SLUMBEROUS. 1 a. (from ſumber.) 1. In
SLU MBERY . Ś viting to Deep ; foporife
Shakeſp .
rous ; cauſing neep. Pope. 2. Sleepy ; not
SLOWLY. adv. (from Now ) 1. Not ſpeedily ;
not with celerity ; not with velocity . Pope 2 . waking.Shakeſp.
Noe foon ; not early , not in a little time SLUNG . The preterite and participle paſſive of
Dryden. 3. Not haſily; not raſhly 4 Not fring
promptly; not readily . 5. Tardily ;Nuggiſhly SLUNK. The preterite and participle paflive of
Addiſon
Nlink. Milton.
SLO'WNESS. S [fiom Now ] 1. Smallneſs of TO SLUR. v. o. Posrig, Dutch, nafty ; Noore,
motion ; not ſpeed ; want of velocity ; ab . a lue . ? 1. To fully ; to buil ; to contaminate.
2. To paſs lightly ; to balk ; to miſs. Cudw .
ſence of celerity or ſwiftneis. Waits. 2 .
3. To cheat ; to trick , Hudibras.
Length of time in which any thing acts or is
3. SLUR . L.; [irom the verb.) faint reproach ;
brought to paſs ; not quickneſs.Hooker.
Night diſgrace. Seurb .
Dulneſs to admit conviction or affection . Bent
4. Want of promptneſs ; want of readineſs SLUT . S. Il.de, Dutch.) 1. A dirty woman.
5. Deliberation; cool delay . 6. Dilatorineſs ; King. 2. A word of Night contempt to a wo
man . L'Eſtrange
procraitination.
SLO WORM . S. ( slapyrn, Sax . ) The blind | SLUTTERY. ( From fut ! The qualities
worm ; a ſmall viper, venomous, but ſcarcely
or practice of a flut. Shakeſp. Drayton .
mortal Brown .
SLUTTISH a. ( from flue ] Nafty; not nice ;
not cleanly ; dirty ; indecently negligent of
To SLUBBER. v. a [ Probably from lubber.]
cleanlineſs. Raleigh.
1. To do any thing lazıly, imperfectly, or with
idle hurry. Sidney 2. To lain ; to dau'. SLUTTISHLY. adv. (from furrijb.) In a Nute
Shakeſp.
tiſh manner ; naftily ; dirtily,
Wotton . 3. To cover coarsely or careleſly . SLU'TTISHNE
SS. / (from fluttiſ ] The qua
SL'U'BBERDEGULLION. S. A paltry , dirty, lities or practice of a sut ; naftineſs ; dirti
neſs. Sidney, Ray.
ſorry wretch . Hudibras.
SLUDGE. S. Mire ; d'rt mixt wi b water . Mert. SLY. o ( slið, Sax.ſegur , Illandick .) Meanly
a1tful ; fecretly inſidious. Fairfax , Watts.
SLUG./ (lug, Daniſh, and ſock , Dutch, ſigni.
fy a glutton.) 1. An idler ; a drone ; a low , SLY'I.Y. odw . (from fly ] With ſecret artifice ;
inſidinully .
heavy, ſleepy, lazy wretch . Shakeſp. 2. An
hindrance ; an obſtruction. Bacon . 3. A kind To SMACK . v r. ( smäckan, Sax. ſmacken,
Du'ch. ) 1. To have a talte ; to be tinctured
of flow creeping ſnail. 4. ( Slecy, an hammer
with any particular taſte. 2. To have a cinc
head, Sax ) A cylindrical or oval piece of me.
Pope.
gun.
from
tal hot
a
cure or quality infuſed Shakeſp. 3. To make
TO SLUG . v. n . ( from the noun.) To lie idle ; a noiſe by ſeparation of the lips ſtrongly preſſed
to play the drone ; to move Bowly. Sperler.
together, as after a latte. 4. To kils with a
SLUGGARD . f. [ from plug. An idler ; a
clote compreſſion of the lips.Gay.
SMACK . v a . 1. To kiſs . Donne, 2. To
To
drone ; an inactive lazy fellow . Dryden.
To SLU'GGARDIZE . v . a . (from liuggard.) make any quick ſmart noiſe.
To make idle ; to make droniſh. Shakesp.
SMACK, A. I moeck, Dutch . ) 1. Talle ; fa
SLUGGISH . a. ( froin fiug.) Dull ; drowſy ; vour 2. Tincture ; quality from ſomething
lazy ; Rochiul . Woller .
mixed Spenter. 3. A pleating taite. Tufer..
SLU'GGISHLY, adv. ( from flusgill.) Dully ;
4. A linalt quantity ; a tafte. Dryden . 5 .
not nimbly ; lazily ; idly ; ſlowly .
The act of piting the lips audibly, as after a
SLUGGISHNESS [ from fluggiſb.} Dulne.s ; pleaſing taite 6. A loud kils Donne, 7 .
( Snacca, Saxon A ſmall fhip.
noch ; lazinels; idlenels ; inerinels. Lecke.
SLUICE. S. Muyle, Durch ; eſcluje, Pr. Jclufa. SMALL. a . (small, Saxon ; jmal , Dutch .] 1 .
Little in quantity: not great. Dryden. 2 .
lial .) A watergate ; a foodgate ; a venc for
Slender ; exile ; minute . Deuteron . 3. Lit
water . Milion .
To SLUICE. v . a . ( from the noun.) To emit
tle in degree Axls 4. Little in importance ;
peity : minute Genefis 5. Littie in the prin
by flyodgates. Milion.
SLUICY 6 (froin ſluice ] Falling in ſtreams as
cipai quality, as ſmall boer ; not ſtrong , weak .
from a (luice or doodgate. Dryden.
Swifi.
To SLO MBER . V. n . plumeran, Sax . Nuyme SMALL. f. [ from the adjective.) The finall or
1
ren , Duich ]
To ileep lightly ; to be no: narrow part of any thing Sidney.
awake nor in profound ſleep. Miron. 2. TO SMALLACE . /. A plant. It is a ſpecies of
i
it
to
pole
.
Sleep
and flumber are often
parlley . Miller.
Deepi
conigunded. Job . 3. To be in a late oi neg SMALLCOAL. 1. ( ſmall and coal.] Little
wood coals uſed to light fires. Spectator.
digedee and iúpineneſs .
TO SLUMBER, W. a . 1. To lay to ſleep 2. SMALLCRAFT . I. mali and craft.) A little
vettel below the decornication of thip. Dryden.
To ſtupity ; to itun Spanjec.
SMALL,
4X

SME
S MI
SMALLPOX . S. ( ſmall and pox. ) An eruptive
Brown, 3. To have a particular tincture or
diſtemper of greatmalignity; variola . Wijem.
ſmack of any quality. Shakelp: 4. To prace
tiſe the act of ſmelling. Addifon.
SMA'LLY . adv. (from /mall ) 1. In a little quan
city ; with mindieneſs ; in a little or low de- SMELL. f. ( from the verb.] 1. Power of
gree. Afcham .
ſmelling; the ſenſe of which the noſe is the
SMA'LLNESS. S. (from ſmall. } 1. Littleneſs; organ . Davies. 2. Scent; power of affecting
not greatne!s. Bacon . 2. Liccleneſs; want of the noſe . Bacon.
bulk ; minutenels ; exility. Bacon . 3. Want SME'LLER. f . [from ſmell.) He who ſmells.
SMELLFEAŠT. S. [ /mell and feaft.)A para.
of Itrength ; weakneſs.
SMALT. S. A beautiful blue ſubſtance, two
ſite ; one who haunts good tables. L'Eſtrange.
parts of zaffre being fuſed with three parts ( SMELT. The preterite and participle past. of
common falı, and one part pntah . Hill.
mell.
SMARAGDINE. a . ( maragdinus. Lat.] SMELT. S. (smelt, Saxon. ) A ſmall ſea - fiſh .
Carew .
Made of emerald ; reſembling emerald .
SMART. ſ ( smeopta, Sax . jmert, Dutch ; To SMELT. v. a. ( ſmeltes, Dutch ) To melt
Smarta, Swediſh. ) ! Quick , pungent, live
ore , ſo as to extract the metal . Woodward.
ly pain Sidney: 2. Pain; corporal or intel- SMELTER. S. [ from ſmelt.) One who melts
ore. Woodward.
lectua: Alterbury
TO SMART.wm (rmeortan, Sax . ſmerten, To SMERK . v. ' a. ( smercian, Saxon.) To
Dutch .) 1. To feel quick lively pain. South,
ſmile wantonly . Swift.
Arbuthnot . 2. To feel pain of body or mied. SME'RKY.
Nice ; ſmart ; jaunty.
SMIRK
.
Proverbs, Pope.
Spenſer.
SMART . a. ( from the noun . ] 1. Pungent ; SMERLIN . F. A fith . dinſwortb .
Barr ; cauſing ſmart. Shakeſp. 2. Quick ; SMICKET. S. The under garment of a wo
man
vigorous; active. Clarendon . 3. Prcducing
any effect with force and vigour . Dryd. 4. To SMIGHT. For ſmite. Spenſer.
Acute ; witty . Tillotſon. 5. Brisk ; vivacious; To SMILE. v. n . ( Smuylen, Dutch .) 1. To
contract the face with pleaſure ; to expreſs
lively Addison
gladneſs by the countenance. Tatler . 2. To
SMART. S. A fellow affecting brilkneſs and
expreſs flight contempt. Camden . 3. To look
vivacity
SMARTLY. adv . [ f om ſmart.) After a
gay or joyous. Milion. 4. To be favourable;
ſmartmanner ; ſharply ; briſkiy ; vigorouſly.
to be propitious. Milton.
Clarendon.
SMILE T. ( from the verb. ) A Night contrac
SMARTNESS. f. [from Smart. ] 1. The
cion of the face ; a look of pleaſure, or kind
neſs. Wonton .
quality of being finart ; quicknets ; vigour.
Boyle. 2. Livelinets ; brikkneſs ; wittiaeis . SMILINGLY. adv. [from ſmiling.) With a
look of pleaſure.
Swift.
SMATCH . f. [corrupted froin (mack.) 1 To SMIRCH . v.a. ( from murk, or werky ]
A
To cloud ; to dulki to loil. Shakeſp .
Taſte ; tincture , (wang . Holder .
bird .
SMIT . The participle paffive of ſmite. Tickell.
To SMA'TTER . v . n. 1. To have a ſlight ro SMITE . v. a . preterite (mote ; participle
taſte ; to have a Night, ſuperficial, and imper
pall ſmit, ſmilten. (rmitan, Sax . fmitten,
Dutch. ] 1. To trike ; to reach with a blow.
fect knowledge . Watts. 2. To talk ſuper
Ezekiel. 2. To kill ; to deſtroy. 2. Samuel
ficially or ignorantly . Hudibras.
SMA'TTER 1. (from the verb. ) Superficial or
3. To amiet ; to chalten . W'ake. 4. To
blall . 5. To affect with any pafſion. Miltos .
flight knowledge. Temple.
To ſtrike; to collide.
SMA TTERER . (trom ſmatter. ), One who has To SMITE. v.
Nabum ,
a ſlighe er ſuperficial knowledge . Swifi.
TO SMEAR v . a . (rmenan , Sax. imeeren, SMITER. S. ( from ſmire.] He who ſmiles.
Dutch .) : . To overipread with ſomething
Iſaiah.
vilious ard adhelive ; to be imear. Milton. 2. SMITH. S. (smið, Saxon ; ſmerh , German ;
Imid, Dutch. ) 1. One who forges with his
To fuit; lo contaminate. Shakejp.
SMSARY a . [ from rear.] Dawby ; adhe
hammer ; one who works in metals. Tate. 2 .
. Sve. Rowe.
He that makes or effecls any thing. Dryder.
SMI'THCRAFT. F. (smidcræft, Sax. The
SMEATH . J. A fea fowl .
To SMEETH or foarch. v. a . Ismigde,
art of a ſmith. Raleigh.
Saxnp ) To imoke ; to blachen with imoke. SMI'THERY. . [from ſmitb.) The ſhop of 1
SMEGMA TICK . a. (Crna. ] Soapy ; deter
fmich .
five Dict
SMITHING . S. [from /mith .) An art manual.
To SMELL, va from moel, warm . Durch
by which iron is wrought into an intended
because I nells are encrcaled by hert. Skinner. )
fape . Moxon .
To perceive by the nold, Collser. 2. TO SMITHY. S. (smidge , Saxon. ) The ſhop &
fon- out by mental lagacity L’E!: .
a ſmith . Dryden.
TuSMELL . v. » . i To ſtrike the nortuls. SMITTEN . The participle paffive में
of ſmite.
particular
Bacon , 2. To have any
(cent.
Exodus .
SMOCK .

SN A
SMO
SMOCK. S. [ rmoc, Sax. ) The under garment To SMO'THER . v. r. (from the noun.) 1. To
ſmoke without vent. Bacon . 2. To be ſupe
of a woman ; a lift. Sandys.
SMOCKFACED . a. (Smock and face .] Pale
preſled or kept cloſe. Collier.
SMO ULDERING. ? ( rmoran, Sax. to ſmo
faced ; maidenly . Fenten.
SMOKE . f. (smoec, Sax. (moock, Dutch .) The SMOULDRY.
} ther ; ſmoel, Dutch,
hot.), Burning and ſmoking witbout vent.
viable eluvium , or ſooty exhalation from any
Dryden .
thing burning. Cowley.
To SMOKE . v. n . ( from the noun. 1. TO SMUG. . ( fmuck, dreſs, fourken , to dreſs,
.
2
Dutch . ) Nice ; ſpruce ; dreſſed with affecta
emic a dark exhalation by heat. Milton.
tion of niceneſs. Spectator.
To burn ; to be kindled. Deuter. 3. To
move with ſuch ſwiftneis as to kindle. Dryd. To SMUGGLE . v. a . [ /mocke'en , Dutch . ]
4. To ſmell, or hunt out . Hudibras. 5. To
To import or export goods without paying the
cuſtoms.
uſe tobacco. 6. Tu ſuffer ; to be puniſhed
SMU'CGLER. S. ( from ſmuggle.) A wretch
Shakeſp
To SMOKE . v. a . 1. To ſcent by ſmoke, or who imports or exports goods without pay
dry in ſmoke. Arburbrot. 2. To ſmell out ; ment of the customs .
SMUGLY. adv . (from ſmug.) Neatly ; ſpruce
to find out. Shakeſp
To SMOKE dry. v.a. ( Smoke and dry.) To ly. Gay.
SMU'GNESS. S. [ from ſmug:) Spruceneſs ;
dry by ſmoke. Mortimer.
SMOKER . S. ( from ſmoke .] 1. One that dries neatneſs.
or perfumes by ſmoke. 2. One chat uſes lo - SMUT. N. ( smitta, Sax . ſmette, Dutch ] 1 .
A ſpot made with foot or coal . 2. Muſt or
bacco .
SMOKELESS. a. [from ſmoke.) Having no blacknefs gathered on corn ; mildew Mortie
mer. 3. Obfcurity.
ſmoke.
SMO'K Y. a.( from ſmoke.) 1. Emitting ſmoke ; To SMUT. v . a [from the noun .) 1. To Nain ;
to mark with foot or coal. Addifor. 2. To
fumid. Shakeſp: 2. Having the appearance
or nature of ſmoke. Harvey. 3. Noiſome taint with mildew. Bacon.
SMUT.v. n. To gather muſt. Mortimer .
To
with ſmoke. Milton .
SMOOTH. (fmeð , smoeg, Saxon ; mwyth, To SMUTCH . v. a. ( from frut ) To black
with ſmoke. Ben . Johnjen .
Welſh ) 1. Even on the ſurface ; not rough ;
level. Milton. 2. Evenly ſpread ; glotty. SMU'TTILY. adv (irom ſmutly.) 1 . Blackly ;
ſmokily. 2. Obſcenely .
Pope. 3. Equal in pace , without ſtarts or
obſtruction. Milton . 4. Flowing ; ſoſt ; not SMU TTINESS 1. [ from ſmutty .) 1. Soil
harſh. Milton. 5. Bland ; mild ; adulatory . from ſmoke. Temple. 2. Obiceneneſs
Milton.
SMU'TTY, Q. (from mat.) 1. Black with
ſmoke or coal . Swife. 2. Tainted with
To SMOOTH . v.a. ( from the adjective .) 1 .
mildew . Lockei 3. Obſcene ; not modeft .
To level ; to make even on the ſurface
Collier ,
Shakeſp. 2. To work into a ſoft uniform
mals. Ray . 3. To make eaſy ; to rid from SNACK . f. [from ſnatch ] A fare ; a part
taken by compact Dryden.
obſtructions. Pope. 4. To make flowing ; 10
free from hashneſs. Milton. 5. To palliate ; SNACOT..l. A fih . Ainſworth.
to folten . Shakeſp. 6. Tocalm ; to mollify. -NA'FFLE. 1. ( nave', Dutch , the noſe .) A
which crofles che noſe . Shakeſp .
Milton. 7. To eaſe. Dryden . 8. To flacer , Tobridle
SNA FFLE . J. a. ( from the noun ] To
to foften with blandiſhments. Shakeſp.
To SMO OTHEN . v . a . To make eveo and bridle ; to hoid in a bridle ; to manage
Smooth . Moxon .
SNAG . S. 1. A jag or Marp protuberance.
SMOOTHFACED . a . [Smooth and face.) Mild Spenfer . 2. A tooth left by itſelt, or (tanding
beyond the reſt. Prior.
looking ; having a ſoft air Shakej p.
SMOOTHLY. adv. from jmscth] 1. Not SNAGGED . 1 a . ( ircm ſnag.) Pull of ſnags;
roughly ; evenly. 2. With even glide. Pipe. SNAGGY. S full of thaip protuberances ;
thooting into ſharp points. Níore.
3 Without obftruétion ; eaſily ; readily. Hook.
4. Wich lot and bland language .
SNAIL
( pregl , Saxon, Jregel, Du'ch ]
1. A ſlimy ani:aal, which crrep's on p ! ants ,
SMOOTHNESS. f. [from ſm2016. ) 1. Even
o their backs. Donne, 2. A
ſhells
with
fome
neſs on the ſurface ; freedom from afperisy
Васот. 2. Softnels or mildneſs on the palate. name given to a drone irom the iluw motion
Philips. 3. Sweetneſs and loteneſs of numbers. of a ſnail. Shakesp.
Dryd. 4. Blandneſs and gerclentis of ſpeech . SNAIL -CLAVER , or Snail orefoilſ. An herb.
Ain /worth ,
Shakeſp.
SNAKE . /. [rnaca, Saxon ; ſnake, Dutch ]
SMOTE. The preterite of ſmire. Milton .
A ferpent of the oviparous kind , distinguish
TO SMOʻTHER. v. c. (risnan , Saxon ) I
ed froin a viper. The foake's bite is harm
To fuffocate with ſmoke, or by exclusion o
leis. Skakelp.
the ar. Sidney. 2. To luppreſs. Hooker .
SMO HER . Ž. ( from the verb ] 1. A Rare SNAKEROO r. f. ( nake and root. ) A ſpe
cies of biriliwort growing in Virginia and Ca
. of fu prelion Bacon. 2. Smoke ; thick duik .
rolina .
Collier.
SNAKES
4X 2
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SNAKESHEAD Iris. ( Hermodactylus, Lat.) A To SNATCH. W , *. To bite, ar catch eagerly
at ſomething. Shakeſp.
plant. Miller .
SNA KEWEED , or Biſtort. S. ( biftorta, Lat.) SNATCH . ]. [irom the verb.) 1. A hafty catch .
2. A ſhort fit of -vigorous action. Tuffer. 3.
A piant .
SNA KEWOOD. S. The ſmaller branches of A mall part of any thing ; a broken part.
Brown . 4. A broken or interrupted action ;
the root of a tall ſtrait tree growing in the
iſland of Timor, and other pasts of the Eaſt.
a ſhort fit. Wilkins. 5. A quip ; a fhuffling
anſwer. Shakeſp:
It has no remarkable ſmell , but is of an in
SNATCHED. 1. [ from Snotch.) One that
tenſely bitter taite .
SNAČKY. o . [from ſnake.) 1. Serpentine; be ſnatches. Shakeſp .
longing to a ſnake; reſembling a ſnake Mil- SNA'I CHINGLY. adv. [ from Gualcbing . )
ton . 2. Having ferpents Ben . Johnſon .
Haſily ; with interruption
TO SNAP . v a. ( the fame with kna ) 1. T. TO SNEAK . v . n . ( snican , Saxon ; Saige, Da
niſh .] 1. To creep nily ; to come or go as if
break at once ; to break ſhort. Bromball,
afraid to be ſeen . Dryden, Watts. 2. To be
Digby. 2. To ſtrike with a knackirg noile,
have with mcannels and ſervility ; to crouch .
ſnap, or tharp knap Pope. 3. To rice. Wife
Sourh, Pope.
man. 4. To catch luddenly and unexpectedly.
Wotton , Dryden . 5. To treat with ſharp lan- SNEAKER S. A large vertel of drink . Spett.
SNE AKING: participial. a . [ from freak .}
guage . Granville.
Servile ; mean ; low . 2. Covelous ; nig
To SNAP . V. » . 1. To break ſhort ; to fall a
ſunder. Donne 2. To make an effort to bite gardly ; meanly parcimonious.
SNE'A KINGLY.adv. [from freaking.) Mean
with eagerneſs.
SNAP.
F. ( from Shakeſp
the verb. ] 1. The act of
ly ; ſervilely. Herberi.
breaking with a quick motion. 2. A greedy SNE'AKUP / (froin freak.) A cowardly ,creep ,
ing, inſidious ſcoundrel . Shakelp.
fellow . L'Eſtrange. 3. A quick eager bite .
Carew . 4. A catch ; a cheft.
TO SNEAP. v a . 1. To reprimand ; to check
SNAPDRAGON | 1. A plant. 2. A kind 2. Tonip. Shakeſp.
of play, in which brandy is ſet on fire, and SNEAP. ) [ from the verb .) A reprimiad ; a
raiſins thrown into it, which thoſe who are check . Shakeſp
To SNEB . w. a. ( Properly to faib. See
unuſed to the ſport are afıaid to take out ;
but which may be ſafely Inatched by a quick
SNEAP . ) To check; co chide; to reprimand.
motion , and put blazing into the mouth,
Spenſer .
which being cloſed, the fire is at once extin - To SNEER. v. n . 1. To ſhew contempt by
looks.
2. To inſinuate contempt by covert
guilhed.
SNAPPER . S. ( from Snap .) One who ſnaps. expreffions. Pope, 3. To utter with gri
mace , Congreve. 4. To ſhow aukwird minth.
Shakeſp.
SNAPPİSH. a. ( from (nap.) 1. Eager to bite. Tatler.
Spectator. 2. Peeviſh ; ſharp in reply:
SNEER . f. [ from the verb . ] 1. A look of con
temptuous ridicule . Pope. 2. An expreflion
SNA'PPISHLY . adv. (from Trappiſ ) Pee
of ludicrous fcora . Warts.
viſhly ; tartly.
SNA PPÍSHNESS. adv. [from frappißo. )Pee. To SNEEZE. v. r . (niesan, Saxon ; sieler,
Dutch ) To emit wind audibly by the noſe.
viſhneſs ; tartners.
Wilemar .
SNA PSACK .ſ. frappſack, Swediſh .) A ſol
dier's bag .
SNEEZE / ( from the verb. ) Emiſſion of wind
SNARE . r. ( frara, Swediſh and Iſlandick ; audibly by the noſe. Brown.
Snoor, Dulch .) 5. Any thing ſet to catch an SNEEZEWORT. S. ( prarmica, Lat.) A plaat.
animal ; a gin ; a det. Milton. 2. Any SNET, . ( Amung hunters ) ' The fat of a
deer.
thing by which one is entrapped or intangled.
SNEW . The old preterite of To ſøw .
Taylor.
To SNARE. v. a . ( from the noan.) To in. To SNIB. v a .
wibbe, Danith) To check ;
to nip ; to reprimand. Sfenjer.
trap ; to ir.tangle.Milton.
TO SNARL. v . * Unarren, Dutch ) 1. To SNICK and Snee. ſ. A combat with knives.
Wift mar .
growl as an angry animal ; to gnarre . Sbakeſ.
2. To ſpeak roughly ; to talk in rude terms. To SNICKER , or Sninger. o . n . To laugh
Nily , wantonly, or contempturully.
Congreqil.
To SNARL v. a . To intangle ; to embarrals. To SNIFF. v . i. ( Griffa, Swedish | To draw
breath audibly up the nole . Swifi.
Decay of Piety .
SNARLER .
(from fnarl] One who ſnarls ; To SNIGGLE . v . m Sniggling is thus per
a growling, furly , quarrelſome, inſulting tel
formed : take a ſtrong ſmall bock, tied to a
ftring about a yard long , and then into one
low . Swift.
SNA'R Y. a ( from fnare ) Intangling ; inſidi.
of the holes , where an eеl may hide herle !",
with the help of a ſhort lick put in your
ous . C'syder.
SNAST . I. The ſnuff of a candle. Bacon.
bait leiſurely : if within the light of it, the
TO SNATCH . v. a . ( nacken, Dutch .) 1. To eel will bite : pull hun out by degrecs .
ſeize any thing hastily. Hooker. 2. To tran
Walton,
Το
Sport or carry ſuddenly. Clarendon .

SNU
SO A
To SNIP. v. a . ( frippen, Datch.] To cut at To SNUDGE. v . n . (Sniger, Daniſh .) To lie
once with a ſciſſars. Arbuthnot.
idle, cloſe, or ſnug. Herbert
SNIP. L. ( from the verb.) 1. A ſingle cut with SNUFF . f.[ Snuf, Dutch, foot.) 1. Soot . 2.
ſciſſars. Shakeſp. 2. A ſmall ſhred . Wiſeman .
The uſeleſs excreſſence of a candle. Donne.
3. A ſhare ; a ſnack . L'Eſtrange.
3. A candle almoſt burnt out. Shakeſp. 4.
SNIPE. f. [ fneppe, German ; snite, Saxon. )
The fired wick of a candle remaining after
1. À imali fen fowl with a long bill . Floyer.
the flame. Addiſon . 3. Reſentment expreſſed
2. A fool ; a blockhead. Shakeſp .
by ſnifting perverſe reſentment. L'Eſtrange. 6.
SNIPPER. S. [ from frip .) One that ſnips.
Powdered tobacco taken by the nole. Pope.
SNIPPET. S: [from ſnip .] A ſmall part ; a To SNUFF . v , a. ( Snuffen, Dutch.] 1. To
Mare . Hudibras.
draw in with the breach . Addifon . 2. To
SNIPSNAP . S. Tart dialogue Pope.
ſcent. Tickell.
3. To crop the candle.
SNITE S. [rnita, Sax.) A ſnipe. Carew .
Taylor.
To SNITE . v. a. ( raytan , Saxon .) To blow To SNUFF. 0. r . 1. To (nort ; to draw breath
the noſe . Grew.
by the noſe. Dryden, King. 2. To foift in
SNI'VEL. S. [ Gnevel, German.) Snot ; the run contempt. Mal. ii.
ning of the noſe.
SNUFFBOX . f. ( sauff and box. ] The box in
TO SNI'VEL. v . 4. ( from the noun.] 1. To
which ſnuff is carried. Pope.
run at the noſe . 2. To cry , as children . SNU'FFERS. /. ( from fruf] The inſtrument
L'Eſtrange.
with which the candle is clipped. Swifi.
SNI'VELLER. S. (from /nivel ) A weeper ; a To SNUFFLE. v. n. ( nuffelen , Dutch. ) To
weak lamenter. Swift.
Speak through the noſe ; to breathe hard
To SNORE . v. n. [ frorcken, Dutch.) To through the noſe Sidney, Dryden.
breathe hard through the noſe, as men in To SNUG . v.n . ( friger , Dutch .) To lie cloſe ;
neep. Roſcommon , Stillingfleet.
to ſnudge. L'Eſtrange.
SNORE. f. ( roona , Sax.) " Audible reſpiration SNUG. 2. (from the verb. ) 1. Cloſe ; free
Shakeſp.
noſe.
through
the
of ſeepers
from any inconvenience. Prior . 2. Cloſe ;
To SNORT . v . *. [ norcken , Dutch . ] To
out of notice . Swife. 3. Slily or inſidiouſly
cloſe . Dryden .
blow through the noſe as a high metiled horſe.
Jeremiah.
To SNU'GGLE. v. n. (from Saug ) To lie
SNOT. J. ( rnote , Saxon ; Sret, Dutch .) The
clole ; to lie warm .
mucus of the noſe. Swifi.
SO. adv. ( spa, Sax. soo, Dutch .) 1. In like
SNO TTY. 6. (from jnor.) Full of ſnot.
manner. Ti anſwers to as either precede
Arbuthnot.
ing or following. 2. In ſuch a degree. Ben.
SNOUT . S. ( Gruyt, Dutch . ) 1. The noſe of Johnson. 3. In ſuch a manner.
the
n
' a beaſt. Dryde . 2. The noſe of a man in ſame manner. Milton . 5. Thus ;4. inIn this
contempt. Swift. 3. The nofel or end of any
manner . Milt 6.Therefore ; for this reaſon ; in
hollow pipe .
conſequence of this. Hammond. 7. On theſe
SNOʻUTED . a. (ſrom ( nout.) Having a ſnout. terms ; noting a conditional petition. Rowe. 8.
Grew ,
Provided that ; on condition that. Atterbury :
9 In like manner ; noting conceffion of one
SNOW. f. (snap, Saxon ; free, Dutch ) The
propoſition and aſſumption of another , an
ſmall particies of water frozen belore they
unite into drops. Locke, Sandys.
Thus
Swift. 10. this
lweringItate.
it is at; this
to as.
point;
this
Dryd. 11. At
is the
To SNOW . v. n . ( roapan, Sax , Sneewen ,
Durch . ] To have ſnow fall.
abrup
Shakeſ
kind
notes
of
time.
12.
a
p.
It
beginning. Well Ben. Johnson. 13. It fomet
TO SNOW . v. a. To fialter like ſnow . Donne,
times is lietle more than an expletive , though
SNOWBALL S. [ Snow and ball ) A round
lump of congelated inow . Hayward.
: Some latent or furd compariſon .
it implie
Arbut
hnet. 14. A word of aſſumption ; thus
SNO WBROTH L. ( frow and broth. ] Very
cold liquor, Sbakelp.
be it. Shake'p. 15.
A form of petition. Shake.
SNO WDROP. f narcilloleucoium , Lat. ) An
16. So jo. An exclamation after ſome thing
early flower. Büyle.
1.
, .)
Jone or known . Shakeſp. 17. So ſo. Indite
ferently ; not much ainiſs nor well . Felton ,
SNOW -WHITE . 4. ( now and wbire.) While
as ſnow . Dryden.
18. So them . Thus then it is that ; therefore .
Bacon .
SNOWY. a . ( from fnew ] 1. White like
ſnow . Rowe. 2. Abounding with luow To SOA. K . v . r . (socian, Saxon. ] 1. To lie
Millen .
Reepe in moiſture. Shakeſp. 2. To enter by
degreeds into
pores. Bacon. 3. To drink gluts
SNUB. J. [from ſrebbe, Durch, a cofe, or knubel,
ronouſly and intemperately . Locke.
a joint of the finger. ] A jag ; inag ; a k.10
in wood . Spenfer.
SOAK . V. a. 1. To macerate moiſ
TO SNUB 0 a. 1. To check ; to reprimand. TOmois
ture ; to ſteep ; to keep wet till in ture
any
2. To nip Ray.
imbi
bed ; to drench. Dryden . 2. To drain ;
is
To SKUB. v.
( Gruffen, Dutch ) To fob
to exhault Bacha.
with convullion .
50.17,
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SOAP. P. [rape, Sax . Sapo, Lat.) A ſubſtance
Eaſy to mix in friendly gaiety. Pope. 3.
uted in waſhing, made of a lixivium of ve
Conſiſting in union or converſe with another .
getable alkaline aſhes and unctuous ſub
Milron.
SO'CIALNESS. S. [ from ſocial.] The quality
ſtance . Newton,
SOAPBOILER . S. [ roap and bail ] One whoſe
of being foclal.
trade is to make ſoop.
SOCI'ETY.S. ( ſocieté, French ; ſocietas, Lat.)
SOAPWORT. S. is a ſpecies of campion .
1. Union of many in one general intereft.
To SOAR .v. n . ( forare, Italian . ] 1. To fly
2. Numbers united in one intereſt ; com
munity . Tilloifon 3. Company ; converſe.
aloſt ; to lower ; to mount ; properly to fly
without viſible action or the wiogs. Miltoa. Shakeſp . 4. Partnerſhip ; union on equal
terms. Dryden.
2. To mount intellectually ; to lower with
the mind. Addiſon . 3. To riſe high. Milton. SOCK. S.( ſóccus, Lat. socc, Sax. ſocke,Dutch . ]
1. Something pat between the foot and ſhoe .
SOAR. f. [from the verb.) Towering flight.
Bacon . 2. The ſhoe of the antient comick
Milton ,
To SOB. v. a. (reob, Sax . ) To heave audibly
actors. Milton.
with convullive ſorrow ; to ligh with convul. SO'CKET. S. (fouchette. Fr. ) 1. Any hollow
pipe; generally the hollow of a candleſtick .
fion. Foirf.
SOB. S. ( from the verb.] A convulſive ligh ; Collier. 2. The receptacle of the eye. Drydes.
a convulſive act of reſpiration obſtructed by
3. Any hollow chai receives tomething inſert
ed . Bacon .
ſorrow . Swife.
TO SOB. v. c . To ſoak . A cant word. Mor . SO'CKETCHISEL . f.A ſtronger ſort of chiſel.
Moxon ,
timer .
SOBER . a. ( Sobrines, Lat. febre, French .) SO'CLE. L. [with architects.) A fat ſquare
Temperale,particularly in liquors ; not drun
member , under the baſes of pedeſtals of ſtee
ken . Taylor. 2. Not overpowered by drink . tues and vaſos. -Bailey.
Hocker. 3. Not mad ; right in the under- SOCMAN , or Soccager. f . I socasmaa , Sax . )
ſtanding. Dryden . 4. Regular ; calm ; free A ſort of tenant that holds lands and cene
from inordinare paſſion . Abbot. 5 . Serious ; ments by loccage. Cowell.
SO'COMÉ. S. A cuſtom of tenants being o
ſolemn ; grave. Skakesp.
To SOʻBER. v. a. (from the adjective.) To bliged to grind their corn at their lord's mill.
Bailey.
make ſober. Pope.
Without SOD. /. [ foed, Dutch .) A turf ; a clod . Cela
SOʻBERLY. adv. [from ſober.]
lin's
2. Without madneſs,
intemperance .; moderately. Bacon. 4. Coolly. Sod. The preterite of ſeerbe. Chapmas.
Temperately
SODALITY. S. ( Sedalisas , Lat.) A fellow .
calmly. Locke.
SOʻBERNESS. S. [ from ſober .] 1. Tempe
Tip ; a fraternity . Stilling fleet,
rance in drink . Common Prayer. 2. Calm SODDEN . ( The particle paflive of feetbe.)
nels ; freedom from enthuſiaſm ; coolneſs.
Boiled ; ſeethed. Dryder.
TO SO DER . v. a. I louder, French ; ſouderer ,
Dryden.
Durch. ) To cement with ſome metallick
S. ( fobrius, Latio.) 2. Tempe
SOBRI'ETY.
rance in drink ; ſoberneſs. Taylor. 2. Pre matter. Ifaiah .
ſent freedom from the power of trong liquor . SO'DER /. Metallick cement. Collier .
3. General temperance. Hooker . 4. Free - SOE. ſ. A large wooden velſel with hoops, for
dom from inordinate paſſion. Rogers. 5. Calm
holding water ; a cowl. More.
nels ; coolneſs. Dryden. 6. Seriouſneſs ; gra- SOE'VER . adv . I fo and ever.) A word pro
perly joined with a pronoun or adverb, as who
vity. Der ham .
50°CCAGE J. ( foc, French , a plough -ſhare. ] ſoever ; whatſoever ; howſoever. Temple.
A tenure of lands for certain inferior or hul- SO'FA.S. ( I believe an Eaſtern word.) A fplen
bandly ſervices to be pertormed to the lord of did ſeat covered with carpets. Guardian.
the fee, All ſervices due for land being SOFT. a . ( roft, Sax ſafi, Dutch .) 1. Not
knight's ſervices, or foccage ; ſo that whatever
hard . Bacon . 2. Noe rugged '; not rough .
is not knight's ſervice, is foccage. Cowell.
Matthew . 3 Ducile ; not unchangeable of
SO'CIABLě. a. ( rociatle, French ; ſociabilis, form . Milton . 4. Faule ; flexible ; not refo
Lalin .) 1. Fit to be conjoined . Hocker. 2.
lute ; yielding . King Charles. 5. Tender ;
Ready to unite in a general intereſt. Addiſon.
timorous. Pipe. 6. Mild ; gentle ; kind ;
3. Friendly ; familiar. Milton . 4. Inclined to not fevere. Milton. 7. Meek ; civil ; com
plaiſant. Shakeſp. 8. Placid ; Rill ; eaſy,
company. Wotton .
Milton. 9. Effeminate ; viciouſly dice Davies.
SOʻCIABLENESS . S. [from ſociable.) 1. In
clination to company and converſe. More. 2 .
10. Delicate ; elegantly tender. Millor. 11 ,
Freedom of converſation ; good fellowſhip . Weak ; ſimple. Glanville . 12. Gentle ; not
Joud ; not rough. Dryden. 13. Smooth
Hayward.
flowing. Pope. 14. Not forcible ; pot vio.
SO'CÍABLY. adv. ( from fociable.) Converſibly,
lent. Milton.
as a companion. Milion .
SOʻCIAL. a. ( ſocialis, Lat . ) 1. Relating to SOFT, interj. Hold ; ſtop ; got ſo faſt. Suck
ling.
a general or pubiick intereſt. Locke. 2 .
То

SOL
SOL
To SOFTEN . v. a. (from foft .] 1. TO SOLD . S. ( ſouldee, old fr.) Military pay
warlike entertainment. Spenſer .
make ſoft , to make leſs hard. Bacon. 2. To
intenerate ; to make leſs fierce or obſtinate. SO'LDAN . S. (for fulton .)The emperor of the
Addiſon. 3. To make eaſy ; to compoſe ; to
Turks. Milton.
raake placid. Pope. 4. To make leſs harſh. SOʻLDANEL. f. ( Soldanella, Lat.) A plant.
Dryden.
To SOʻLDER . v.ö. [ fouder, Fr. ſoldare, Ital.
ſolidare, Lat. ] See Soder. 1. To unite or
To SO'FTEN, V. * . 1. To grow leſs hard .
Bacon. 2. To grow leſs obdurate, cruel, or faiteo with any kind of metallick cement.
Newton. 2. To mend ; to unite any thing
obſtinate. Shakeſp
broken. Hooker .
SOʻFTLY. adv. ( from ſoft.) 1 . Without
hardneſs. 2. Not violenily ; not forcibly. SO'LDER . J .. ( from the rerb.) Metallick ce
Bacon, 3. Not loudly . Dryden. 4. Cent
ment. Swift.
ly ; placidly . Dryden. 5. Mildly ; tenderly SOʻLDERER . . ( from folder.) One that ful
ders or mends .
Dryder.
SOFTNER . S. [ from ſoft . ) 1 . That which SO'LDIER.J. ( ſolidarius,low Lat.) 1. A fighting
man ; a warriour. Shakeſp 2. It is generally
makes ſoft. 2. One who palliates . Swift.
SO'FTNESS. S. [ from ſoft.] 1. The quality
uſed of the common men , as diſtinct from the
commanders.
of
ſoft. 2.
to
SOʻLDIERLIKE
military ;
{ tjal
; warlike ; like.)
neſs. Bacon . 3. Mildneſs ; kindneſs , Watts
Mare
a. Soldier
4. Civility ; gentleneſs. Dryden. 5. Effemi- SOLDIERLY.
becoming a ſoldier. Clarenden .
pacy ; vicious delicacy . Taylor. 6. Timo
rouſneſs ; pufillanimity. Grew . 7. Quality SOʻLDIERSHIP. f. [ from ſoldier.) Military
contrary to harſhneſs. Bacon. 8. Facility : character ; martial qualities; behaviour becom
ing a ſoldier. Skakelp .
gentleneſs ; candour ; eaſineſs to be af.
fected. Hooker. 9. Mildoels ; meekneſs. SOʻLDIERY . f. [ from soldier.) 1. Body of
Waller.
military men ; ſoldiers collectively. Swift. 2 .
SOHO. interj. A form of calling from a diſant Soldierſhip ; martial ſkill. Sidney.
place.
SOLE. S. [ Tolum , Lat . ) 1. The bottom of the
· To SOIL. v. a. (rilian, Sax. fouiller, Fr.) 1. To foot. Shake p. 2. The foot. Spenſer. 3. The
foul ; to dirt ; to pollute ; to lain ; to ſully . bottom of the ſhoe . Arbushnet. 4. The part
Bacon. 2. To durg ; to manure. South .
of any thing that touches the ground. Moxor .
SOIL. S. ( from the verb.) 1. Dirt ; Spot ; pol
5. A kind of ſea - fiſh . Carew .
Jution ; foulneſs. Shakeſp. 2. Ground ; earth, To SOLE. v. a. [ from the soun.) To fure
conſidered with relation to its vegetative qua.
niſh with ſoles : as, to fole a pair of ſhoes.
lities. Bacon, 3. Land ; country. Milton . 4.
Grew .
SOLE. a. ( 1 l, old French ; folus, Lat.) 1 .
Dung ; compoft. Mortimer.
SOI'LINESS. L. (from foil ) Stain ; foulneſs.
Single ; only. Raleigh. 2. [ la law .) Not
Bacon.
married . Ayliffe.
SOILURE . S. ( from foil.] Stain ; pollution SOʻLECISM . F. (comoinesmos .] Unfitneſs of one
Shakeſp.
word to anoiber. Addiſon .
To SO'JOURN. v. n . [ ſejourner, Fr.) Todwell SOLELY. adv. ( from fole. ) Singly ; only.
any where for a time ; to live as not at Brown .
home ; to inhabit as not in a ſettled habitation . SOLEMN. a. ( folemnis, Lat.) 1. Anoiverſary ;
Donne.
obſerved once a year. Stilling fleet. 2. Religi
SO JOURN . S. [Sejour, French ; from the verb. '
ouſly grave. Milton. 3. Awful ; Nr king with
A temporary reſidence ; a caſual and no ſet Terivulneſs. Spenfer. 4. Grave ; affectedly
tled habitazion. Milton ,
ſerious. Swift.
SOJOURNER . S. [from ſojourn .) A temporary SOʻLEMNNESS. 1 f. [from folemn ] 1. Cere
dweller . Milton .
SO'LEMNITY. S mony or rice annually per
formed . Pope. 2. Religious ceremony. 3. Aw
To SOʻLACE . v. 0. [ folacier , old French :
Jolazcare, Italian ;folatium , Lat . ) Tocomfort; ful ceremony or procefſion. Bacon. 4. Manner
to cheer ; to amule. Milion .
of acting awfully ſerious. Sidney. 5. Gravity ;
ſteady ſeriouſneſs. Aldiſon .6. Awful grandeur ;
To SOʻLACE. V. n . To take comfort. Shakeſp
grave ſtatelineſs ; ſober dignity. Wotton. 7 .
plea
Comfort
.
;
SO'LACE. J. ( Solarium , Lat. )
Affectedly grave. Shakeſp.
fure ; alleviation ; that which gives comfort or
pleaſure. Hooker, Milien .
SOLEMNIZA'TION. S ( from ſolemnize) The
act of folemnizing ; celebration. Bacon .
SOLA'NDER . S. ( Joulandres, Fr.) A diſeaſe in
horles. Die
SOʻLEMNIZE . 4. 4. (troin /clem.n . ] 1. To
SOLAR . 2 a. ( folaire , French ; folaris, Todignify by pirtic
ular formalities; to celebrate.
SOʻLARY.S Lat.) 1. Being of the ſuo.
Hooker. 2. To perform religioully once a year .
Hooker .
Boyle. 2. Belonging to the fun. Brotin. 3 .
Born under or in the predomioant influence of SOLEMNLY. adv. ( from ſolemn ] 1. With
annual religious ceremonies . 2. With formal
the ſun. Dryden. 4. Meaſured by the ſun.
Horder.
gravity and Itatelineſs. Bacon. 3. With for
SOLD. The preterite and participle paſſive of mal itate. Shakeſp. 4. With affected gra
Jell.
lly .

SOL
SOM
vity . Dryden. 5. With religious ſeriouſneſs. Shakeſp. 3. Gloomy ; diſmal. Jab. 4. Single,
Brown.
Swift.
To SOLICIT. v. a. I ſolicito, Lat ) 1. TO SOLITARY. S. ( from the adjective.) One that
lives alone ; an bermit. Pope.
importune ; to intreat . Milton. 2. To call to
action; to ſummon ; to awake ; to excite.SOLITUDE. S. ( polirude, Lat.) 1. Lonely
Rogers. 3 , To implore ; to aſk, Sidney. 4 . life ; fate of being alone. Bacen. 2. A lonely
To attempt ; to try to obtain. Pope. 5. To place ; a defert; a place fit for contemplatioa.
Addifon.
diſturb ; todifquiet. Milton.
SOLLICITA'TION. S. ( from ſolicit.1 1. Im- SO'LO : S. ( Italian .) A tune played by a fiogle
inftrument.
portunity ; act of importuning. Milton . 2 .
SOʻLOMON's Loaf. L. A plant.
Invitation ; excitement . Locke.
SOLICITOR . f. [ from ſolicit.] 1. One who SO'LOMON's Seal. 5. ( polygonatum , Lat .) A
petitions for another. Addifon. 2. One who
plant .
does in Chancery the buſinel, which is done SOʻLSTICE. F: ( Solftitium , Lat.) 1. The point
by attorneys in other courts . Bacon .
beyond which the fun does not go ; the tropical
point ; the point at which the day is longeſt
SOLICITO'US. a. ( folicitus, Lat.) Anxious ;
careful; concerned Taylor , Clarendor.
in ſummer, or ſhorteſt in winter. 2. It is
SOLICITOUSLY. adv. (from folicitows ] Anxi
taken of itself commonly for the ſummer
folftice. Brown .
SOLICITUDE. ): ( jolicitude, Lat.) Anxiety ; SOLSTITIAL . 2.[from ſolfice.]1. Belonging
carefulneſs . Tillerson .
to the follice. Brown. 2. Happening at the
ſolſtice Philips.
SOLICITRESS. . ( Feminine of ſolicitor.) A
woman who petitions for another. Dryden.
SOʻLVIBLE . a. ( from folve.) Poflible to be
SO'LID. a . ( jolidus, Latin ; ſolide, Fr.) ! .
cleared by reaſon or inquiry. Hale.
Not liquid ; not Auid. Milion. 2. Not hol. SOʻLUBLE. a. [ Solubilis, Lat.] Capable of dir .
low ; full ofmatter; compact ; denſe. Dryden ſolution or ſeparation of parts. Arbucbaot.
3.Arbutbr
Having all the geometrical dimentions SOLUBILITY. S from ſoluble.) Suſceptiveneſs
ot . 4. Strong i firm . Addifon, 5 .
of ſeparation of parts. Glanville .
Sound ; not weakly. Watts. 6. Real ; not To SOLVE . v. a . ( olvo, Lat.) To clear ;
empty ; true ; not fallacions . King Charles, to explain ; to untie an intellectual koot.
7. Not light ; not ſuperficial ; grave ; pro Tickel.
found, Dryden .
SOLVENCY. S. [ from ſolvent. ) Ability to
pay.
SOʻLID . ! (in phyſick.) The part containing
SOLVENT. a. ( olvens, Lat.) i Having the
che Auids. Arbwinnot.
SOLIDITY. S [from ſolid ) ! Fulneſs of
power ta cauſe disſolution. Boyle. 2. Able to
maiter ; noi hollowbels . 2. Firmneſs ; hard
pay debts contracted .
Dels ; compactneſs ; denſity. Woodward . SO LUND.GOOSE. F. A fowl in bigneſs and
3. Truth ; not fallaciouſnels ; intellectual
feather very like a tame gooſe, but bis bill
longer ; his wings allo much longer. Grew ,
ſtrength ; certainty. Addilon, Prior .
Cieaceland,
SOʻLIDLY. adv . (from jolid .) 1 . Firmly ,
denſely; compactly . 2. Truly ; on 'good SOLUTION. F. [ Solutis,Lat ) !. Diliuption ;
breach ; disjunction ; ſeparation. Bacon . 2 .
grounds. Digby
SOLIDNESS. adv. (from folid .) Solidity ; firm
Matterdiſſolved ,that which contains any ching
nels ; denſity Howel.
ditſolved . Arbushrol 3. Reſolution of a doubt;
SOLIDU'NGULOUS. a. ( folidus and ungula , removal of an intellectual difficulty. Miltis .
Lat ] Wholehoofed . Brown
SOLUTIVE a . (from Jolve, La.. ] Laxative ;
SOLIFIDIAN. 1. folus and fides, Lat. ) One cauſing relaxation. Bocor
who ſuppoles only faith , not works, neceflary SOMATO'LOGY. S. (ränz and higw .) The
doctrine of bodies.
to justification. Hammond.
SOLILOQUY. J. [ jolus and loquor, Latin .) A SOME. A termination of many adjectives,
diſcourſe made by one in solitude to himſelf. which denote quality or property of any thing :
Prior.
28 gameſome. I jaam , Dutch .]
SOLIPEDE. S. ( folus and pedes, Lat. ! An ani- SOME... ( rom, sum, Sax. fom , ſommig,
mal whole feet are not cloven . Brown.
Duich .) 1. More or leſs, noting an indeter
SOLITAIRE . L. Ijohtaire, Fr. ) 1. A recluſe ; minate quartity . Roleigh. 2. More or fewer ,
a bermit. Pope. 2. An ornament for the noting an indeterminate number. Bacon . 3 .
neck .
Certain perſons Some is often uſed abfo
lutely for some people. Daniel, 4. Some
SOLITARILY . adv. (from ſolitary .) In ſoli.
tude ; wilis loneliness ; without company Mic.
is oppoſed to fome, or to others, Sperler .
SOLITARINESS J. (from Jolitory.] Solitude ; 5 : One, any without determining which .
forbearance of company ; habitual retirement,
Milion.
Donne
SOMEBODY. L. ( Some and body.) 1. One ;
SO'L ! TARY.o. ( folitaire , Fr. Solitarius, Lat.) aut Dobody ; a perſon indiſcriminate and un
determinate.
i Living alone ; not having company. Milton .
Dryden . 2. Retired , retaule from company.

SOP
SON
determined . Bacon. 2. A perſon of confi- |COʻNNET. !! lorer, French ;fornelli, Ital.]
deration , Acts
1. Alhor poem confiling of fourteen lines,
SO MEDEAL . odv. (rumdeal , Sax . ) In ſome of which the rhymes are adjuſted by a particu
lar rule . Te has not teen used by any man of
degree Spenter.
SOMERSAULT .
F. ( Sarımer, a h - am , and eminente fince Milton . 2. A linall poem .
SO'MERSET .
s fault, Fre : ch , a leap ,) Shokeji.
A leap by which a'jumper throws himici CONNE ITEER . L.I forsetier, Fr. from . Sorner.]
froin a beam , and rurns over his head
A finall poct , in contempo Lrydn.
SOMEHOW G. ( Hinc and low ) One way or SONIFFROUS. a . fr* s and fers, Latin .)
Orier. Chyne.
Gintar boringi g found . Dertam .
SOMETHING . | sundiriz Cax . } 1. NON SONORIFICK . Olenorts and facio, Lat ]
Preucing 1 unit. Watts.
nothing, thuugh it appears not what ; a thing
indeterminate. Pape.. 2. More or leis. Pope CONOTOUS.a. ( fonsrus, Lat.) : . Loud found
3. Pait . Watts . 4. Dillance not great
ing ; giving loud or thrill found. Milten . 2 .
Shake'p.
Hichinning ; mazoiticent ofourd. Wildlif.
SOMETHING. adv. In come degree. Temple ; SONOROUSLY. adv. I from fixerous . ] With
SOMETIME. odv. (lume and time ) Once .
high I und : with magnificence or lound.
SOOROUSNESS. . ( from forortus . ) 1 .
formerly . Shokej );
The quali'y of giving fuad. Psyl:. 2. Mag
SOMETIMES . adv. { fome and times . ) 1 .
nificence of fund .
Not never ; now and then ; at one time or
other. Taylar. 2. At one time, opposed to SOON. adv . (rona, Sax . Saon, Dutch .) 1. Be.
Sometimes , or to another time Burnel.
( cre long time be part; Bortly a ter any time
alligned . Dryden. 2 Early : before any time
SOMEWHAT.. (fime and whar.) 1. Some
furpoled : oppoſed to late. Bacen. 3. Readily ;
thing  ;ܪnot nothing ; though it be uncertain
willingly. Addiſon. 4. Soon as. Immediately.
what . Atterbury. 2. More or leis. Grow. 3
Exodus,
Pare greater or leſs. Dryden.
SOMEWHAT alv. In some degree. Dryden SOONLY. adv. ( from ſoon .) Quickly ; ſpeedily.
Atore
SOMEWHERE . adv. Ifome and where .) In
one place or other ; not nowhere . Newton . SO OPBERRY. f. fajindus, Lat.) A plant.
Miller
SOMEWHILE | ( fome and while ) Once ;
for 2 time . Sperfer.
SOOT. ſ. (rot, Sax. foot, 11.ndick ; soet,
Dutch .) Condenſed or embodied ſmoke.
SOMNI FEROUS. a. [ fomnifer, Lat ] Cauſing
Howel
Neep ; procuring ſeep ; loporiferous ; dormi
tive . Walich .
SO OTED . a. ( from fout.) Smeared, manured,
SOMNIFICK . a. ( Somnus and facio, Lat.) or covered with foot. Mortimer.
Cauſing ſleep .
SOOTERKIN S. A kind of falſe birth fabled
SO'MNOLENCY S. ( ſomnolentia, Lat. ) Slee. to be produced by the Dutch women from ſite
pineſs ; inclinacion to ſleep.
ting over their ſtoves. Swift.
SON. F. [funus , Gothick ; runa, Saxon ; SOOTH , L. ( suð, Sax.) Truth ; reality.
Sohn, German ; lon , Swediſh ; fone, Dutch ;
Shakeſp.
Tyn , Sclavonian . ) 1. A male born of one or SOOTH . a . (rod, Sax . ) Pleaſing  ;ܪdelightful.
Milto
n
begotten by one ; correlative to father or mo
ther. Shakeſp. 2. Deſcendant however di To SOOTH . v . a . ( gesoðjan, Sax ) 1. To
Aatter ; to pleaſe. Dryden . 2. To calm ; to
Itant. IJaiah. . 3. Compellation of an old to a
ſoften ; to molli'y. Dryden 3. To gratily ;
young man . Shakeſp . 4. Native of a country
to pleale. Dryden .
Pepe. 5. The ſecond perſon of the Trinity
Markea . 6. Product of any thing . Brown SO'OTHER 1. (from forth.) A flatterer ; one
who gains by blandithments . Shakep .
7. In ſcripture, Jons of pride, and fons of light ,
TO SOOTHSA'Y. v. 1. ( footh and ſay .) To
denoting fome quality.
SON - IN -LAW . j . One married to one's daugh
predict ; to foretell . Acts.
SOOTHSAYER. S: ( from foothay.) A foretel
ter. Dryden.
SONSHIP.S. (from fom .] Filiation. Dec, Piety.
ler ; a predicter ; a prognosticator. Shakeſp.
SOO'TINESS. f. (irom jooty.) The quality of
SONALA.Š. ( Italian.) A tune . Prior.
SONG . ſ. ( from gesungen, Sax . ) 1. Any
being ſooty
thing modulated in the utterance, Milton. 2. SOOTY. a . (from foot.] 1. Breeding foot.
A poem to be modulated by the voice ; a bal
Milton, 2. Contifting of foot . Wilkins. 3 .
lad. Shakeſp. 3. A poem ; lay ; ſtrain
Black ; daik ; duiky. Milton .
Dryden. 4. Poetry; poety. Pore. 5. Notes SOP: . [rop, Sax. lope, Dutch .)
Any
of birds. Drydes . 6. An old Song . A trifie.
thing steeped in liquor to be eaten. Dryden.
More .
Swift.
2. Any thing given to paciły.
SO'NGISH . a. [from ſorg.) Containing ſongs ; To SOP. v . a . To steep in liquor.
SOPE. 1. (See SOAP. ]
confiling of ſongs. Dryden,
SONGSTER . S. (from fóng ] A linger. Howel SOPH . L. ( from lophilia, Lat. ) A young man
who has been two years at the univerlity .
SONGSTRESS. . [from jang ) A female fing.
P.pe.
er. Themfon ,
4 Y
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SO'PHI . S. ( Perſian ) The emperor of Perſia.
neſs ; baſeneſs. Cowley. 2. Naſtineſs ; noe
neataels . Ray.
Fr. trom Soprift. Congreve.
1 SOPHIM ] Sophifma, Lat.] A fallacious SORE. S. (rar, Sax .) A place tender and pain
argun.ent , an unwound ubtily. Watts .
ful ; a place excoriated ; an ulcer. Besiley.
SOPHUT. I Llop? ifta, Lal . ] ' A profeſor of SORE. o . [from the noun .] 1. Tender to the
touch . Locke. 2. Tender in the mind ; 61
philofophy. Temple.
SOPHISTER. [. ( Jophifte, Fr ] 1. A diputant fily vexed . Tilloifon. 3. Violent with pain ;
afflictively vehement. Common Prayer. 4 .
fallaciouſly ſubcle ; an artful but infidious lo
Criininal. Shakeſp.
gician Rogers . 2. A proleſſor of philolo
phy ; a Inphil . Hosker.
SORE . adv. With painful or dangerous vehe
SOPHISTICAL. 4 [ phiftique , Pr. from
mence. Common Prayer.
Jophil! } Fallaciouſly fubile ; logically deceit- SOREHON . US (Iriſh and Scottiſh ) A kiod
SORN
S of arbitrary exaction or ſervile
lui. Stilwayfiel.
SOPHISTICALLY. adv. [ from fophifical.) tenure , formerly in Scotland, as likewiſe in
With fallacious ſubtilty. Swift
Ireland ; whenever a chieftain had a mind to
To SOPHISTICATE v.a. Sophiſtiquer, Fr.
revel, he camedown among the tenants with
lopkill
from
] To adulterare ; eo corrupt with
his followers, and lived on free quarters Wren
ſomething fpurious Sbake p . Bayle.
a perſon obtrudes bimielf upon ancther, far
SOPHISTICATE. tart, a Pirmin the verb ) bed and boart , he is faid to forn. Macolar ,
SOREL . ). The buck is called the first year a
Aluiterate ; pot genuine. Glanville.
SOPHISTICATION. 1. [ /o; kiflication , Fr. ) fawn ; the third a forel. Shakeſp .
SOʻRELY, ado . [ium fore.] 1. With a great
Adulteration ; noc genuinenets. Glanville.
SOPHISTICATOR . S. [from Sophifticate.) degree of pain or distreſs. Shakeſs. 2. With
A ulterator ; one that makes things not ge . vehemence dangerous or afflictive. Skake .
nune .
SO'R ? NESS. ſ. (from jore.) Tenderpels of a
SO'PHISTRY. f. [ from ſopkill ) Fallacious ra
hurt . Temple.
Liocillatioa. Sidney
SORITES. J. ( 5054171i, properly an heap . ) AB
To SUPURITE. v. r . (foporo, Lat.) To lay argumeni where one propoſition is accumu
aſleep.
lated on another . Watts ,
SOPOKI TEROUS. a. crops and fero ] Pro- SORO RICIDE . !: ( foror and cæds.) The mur
ducive of neep ; cauſing feep ; narcotick ; der o : a Gifter.
Op ale hacon .
SORRAGE.ſ. The blades of green wheat or
SOPORIFEROUSNESS. S. ( from loporiferous.] barley . Die
The quality of cauſing deep.
SO'RREL. [ { sune , Sax . forel, Fr ) A piet
SOPORIFICK . o . ( Jonor and facio.) Cauſing
like dock, buthaving an acid taſte Miller .
Neep ; opiate : narcotick. Locke.
SOʻRRANCE. Į (lo farriery.) Any diſeaſe or
SOPPE . L. ( from pop .) One that ſteeps any
Core in horles, Diet.
thing in liquor ,
SO'RRILY. adv. (from ferry. ) Meanly ;
SCRE.LE. a. ( from Jorber, Lat.). That may poorly; deſpicably; wreichedly ; pitiably
be dieuk dipped
Sidney.
SORBITION ). I forbilio, Lat .) The act of SORRINESS. L. ( from forry ) Meanneſs ;
drinking or ſipping.
wre'chedaets ; pitiableneſs ,deſpicableneis.
SORBS . I forbiem , Lat.) The berries of the SORROW.F. 0/05 Daniſh ) Griet; pain
forb er ferviie vree.
for fumething pait ; fadaeſs ; mourning .
SORCERER . f. [ forcier , Fr.) A conjurer;
Milosi.
To SO'RROW. V. » (rongian, Sax .) T.
an enchanter ; a magician . Shak.jp
rieve; to be ſad ; to be de jcted . Miltex .
SORCERESS. l . [ Female of forcerer.] A fe
SORROWED . a. (from forrow . ] Accompanied
male magician ; an enchantreis. Bacon.
SORCERY . | Magick ; enchantment ; con
with forrow . Shokejp.
juration . ' Tailer.
SORROWFUL. a. forrow and full.) 1. Sad
SORD. (from /ward. ] Turf ; grally ground .
for ſomething palt; mournful; grieving. Tob.
Shai /p.
2. Deeply Terious. 1. Som . 3. Expresling
grieti accompanied with grief. Job.
SO RDES. S. ( Latin .) Foulneſs; dregs . Wood
SOʻRRY . a. ( rarig, Saxon ) 1. Grieved for
ward.
SO'RDET. I S. Clourdine, French ; fordino , fumething paſt. Swift. 3. Vile ; worthlets ;
vexatious Glanville, Milten .
SORDINE. S Italian. ) A ſmall pipe pui in
tollie mouth of a trumpet. Bailey.
SORT . Į ( forte, Fr. ] 1. A kind ; a ſpecies.
SO'RDID . a . Jordidus, Lat ) 1. Foul;
Tillatfon , Walſo. 3 A maoner i aorm of
groſs; fiilly i dirty Dryden. 2. ( Sor
being or acting. Spenfer. 3. A degree of any
dide, French, Intellectually dirty ; mean ; quality . Rom . Dryden. 4. A class, or order
vile . baſe . Siuib . 3. Cuvetuus ; niggaruly . of perions . Hooker, Atterbury 5. A company ,
Den 10mg
a knot of people . Shakeſp. 6. Rank ; condi
SORDIDLY . ado. ( from fordid.) Meanly ; tion above che vulgar. Shakeſp . 7. A lot,
ally.
Shakejp. 8. A pair; a fet. AHilton.
SC'RDIDNESS. f. [ from forded .] 1. Mean .
Το

SOU

SOU
To SORT. v. a . ( fortiri, Lat.] 1. To ſepa
hearty : not morbid . Dryden. 2. Right ; not
erroneous. Hooker. 3. Stout ; ſtrong ; lully.
rate into diſtinct and proper claſſes. Hooker.
Abbot. 4. Valid ; not failing. S; en or 54
2. To reduce to order from a ſtate of con'u
fon. Sbakeſt. 3. To conjoin ; to put toge . Fart : bearty , Milion,
ther in distribution . Davies. 4. 1o cull ; to SOUND. adv. Soundly ; heartily ; completely
chuſe ; to select. Chapean .
faft . Spenſer.
To SORT. v
1. To be joined with others SOUND . f. I fonde, French . ) A ſhallow fea,
fuch as may be founded Camden Ben.
of the ſame ſpecies. Woodward . 2. To con
.
,
fort; to j in . Bocor 3 To ſuit ; to fit. Jabalon
Pope. 4. To terminate ; to iſſue. Bacen . 5. SOUND. S. [ fonde, Fr. ) A p: obe , an inſtru
To have ſucce's Abbot. 6. To fall out
ment uſed by chirurgeons , to feel what is out
Shakeſp .
of reach of the fingers. Sharp.
SORTANCE . /. (from fors.] Suitableneſs ; To SOUND . v. a. 1. To ' earch with a plum
agreement. Shakeſp.
met ; to try depth . Shakejp. 2. To try ; to
SORTILEGE.S . (jirtilegium , Lat.) The act
examine. Addijon.
drawi
of
ng locs.
To SOUND 5. R. To try with the founding
SORTMENT . ſ ( from forr.) i . The act of
line Afts, Locke.
ſorting ; diſtribution. 2. A parcel forted or SOUND. S. The cuttle fiſh Airlworth .
diftributed.
SOUND. ] ( forus, Lat ) 1. Anything audible ;
To SOSS . v. R. SA cant word . ) To fall at once
a noiſe ; that which is perceived by the air .
Bacon . 2. Mere empty noiſe oppoled to
into a chair . Swift .
meaning. Locke.
SOT. S. (sot, Sax. for, Dutch ] 1. A block .
head ; a duil ignorant ttupid fellow ; a dole . To SOUND. v . n . 1. To make a noiſe ; to emit
South . 2. A wretch ſtupified by drinking.
a noiſe . Milton . 2. To exhibic by likeneſs
Roſcommon.
of a ſound Shakeſp. Ber . I balon.
TO SOT. v.a. To ſtupiły ; to beſot. Dryden . To SOUND . v . a 1. To cauſe to make a
SOT.
To
0, n. To tipple to ſtupidity.
noiſe ; to play on. Miton. 2. To becoken
or direct by a found. Wol. 3. To celebrate
SO'TTISH . 6 (from for.) 1. Duil ; Nupid ;
ſenſeleſs ; inſaluate ; doleilh . Hayword. 2 .
by found Milton .
Dull with intemperance.
SOUNDBQARD.
( found and board. ) Board
SOʻTTISHLY. odv. ( from fortiſ .) Stupidly i which propagates the found in organs . Milton .
SOʻUND
ING . a. [ from jound.) Sonorous ; hav
dolly ; ſenſeleſly . Beniley.
ing a magnificent ſound. Dryden.
SOTTISHNESS . ). ( from lotrijo.] Dullneſs ;
SOUNDLY. adv. ( from ſound ) 1. Healthily ;
Atupidity ; ipfendibility. South .
SOVEREIGN . a . ( rouverain, Fr ] 1 Su
heartily . 2. Lultily ; ſoully ; furongly.
preme in power : having no ſuperiour. Dryd. Chapman, Swift. 3. Truly ; rightly. Bacon.
2. Suprerely efficacious. Hooker.
4. Faſt ; closely. Locke.
SOUNDNESS. ſ. ( from found .) 1. Health ;
SOVEREIGN. S. Supreme lord . Dryden.
heartinels Shakesp . 2. Truth ; restitude ;
SOVEREIGNLÝ adv. ( from ſovereign ) Su
incorrupe flate . Hooker. 3. Strength ; folia
premely ; in the higheſt degree . Byle.
SƠVEREIGNTY . ) ( souveraineté, Fr. ) 1. Su. dity . Hioker.
premacy ; higheſt place ; higheſt degree of SOUP. I. ( Soupe, Fr. ) Strong decoction of fieth
excellence. Davies.
for the table. Swift.
SOUGH. S. (from fous, Fr.) A ſubterraneous SOUR . a. (rur , Sax . ) 1. Acid ; auſtere ;
drain . Ray.
pungenton the palate with aſtringency. Dryd.
SOUGHT. The preterite and participle paſ. of 2 , Harth ol ( emp.ii crat bed ; peeviſh .
Tatler 3. Aflative ; paintul, Skakefp. 4.
feek. Ifaiab.
SOUL. S. {rapel , Sax fiel, Dutch. ) i . The Expreſſing di conuen!. Swift.
immaterial and immortal ſpirit of man. (SOUR . I from the adjcclive ) Acid fublance.
Davies 2. Vital principle . Shakeſp. 3. Spi
Spenler .
rit ; eflence ;, quinteſſence; principal pare. To SOUR . ~; 2. 1. To make ac d. Decay of
Sbakeſp. 4. Interior power Shakejo 5. A
Piety, D , yder. 2. To make harih . M : 71: or.
familiar appellation expreſſing the qualities of 3. To make unealy i olika bio pirating.
Dryder. 4 . To make ciscoalcoted . Shake
the mind Warts. 6. Human being . Addiſor.
SOUR
7. Active power . Diyden 8 Spirit ; fire ; Toburb.or. . v. %. 1. To bec me acid . Are
grandeur of mind. 9. Intelligent being in
2. To grow peevil or crabbed.
generat. Mil :98 .
Addiſon.
SOU LED . a. (from foul ] Furniſhed with mind . SOURCE. L. ( fourre, fr ) 1. Spring ; foun .
Dryden.
tain head. Addison. 2. Original; firit courte.
Milton. 3. Firſt producer. W'shier .
SOULLESS. a. (from fowl. ] Mean ; low ; ſpirit
leſs. Shakeſp.
SO URISH . a. (trom jour. ] Somewhat four.
SOULSHOT S. ( foul and foor.) Something
Boyle.
paid for a ſoul's requier among the Ro - SOʻURLY. adv . (from four.] 1. With acidity .
With acrimony . Dryden.
2.
mar ?l? s. Ayliffe.
SOUND. a . (ruod, Saxon.) 1. Healthy : SOʻURNESS. S. (from jour.] 1 . Acidity i
4 Y 2
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auſtereneſs of taste . Denham , 2. Aiperity ; iTo SOW. v. 0. part . past forn . 1. To ſcat .
harſhneſs of temper. Addison.
ter in the ground in order to growth Bar - s.
SOURSOP. /. Cuitard aprile. Miler.
2. To ſpread ; to propagate. Ililiga. 3. To
SOUS. L. 1 jo', Fr. ) A ſmall denomination of impregnate or ſtock with feed . Ijaiab. 4. To
moncy .
beſprinkle. M :1009 .
SOUSE. !. (fut, felt, Dutch ) 1. Pickle made To SOWw.a. For ſew ,
of ſalt. 2. Any thing kept parboiled in a fali To SOWCE. v.a. To throw into the water.
L'Elirange.
pickle . Tulir.
To SOUSE. v . a. ( from the noun .] 1. To SOWER . I. (from ſow . ) 1. He that ſprinkles
feed. 11atthew . 2. A flatterer. Hok : .
the
throw
To
2.
Pupe.
.
parbril, and dle pinpickle
into water. Stulp
3. A breeder ; a promoter. Bacon .
To SOUSE . V. n . To fa !l as a bird on its prey . SO WINS. . Flumme: y, foinewhat foured and
made of oatmeal Swifi.
To SOUS £ . ?'. a. To frike with ludden vion To SOWL. v.a. To pull by the ears. Skakelp .
SOWN. The participle of jur .
Jesice , as a bird frikes his piev. Stok No.
SOUSE . adv. With fudien violence.
low SOWTHISTLE . !. A weed , bacis.
word
SPAAD A. A kind of mineral, Woodw .
SOUTERRAIN . ! [ fouterrain, Fr.) A grotto SPACE. ). ( /patium , Lai.) 1. Room ; 1xcal
extenſion . Locke. 2. Any quantity of place.
or cavern in the ground Arbuckus :
Buinel . 3. Quantity of time. Wilkins.
SOUTH , ſ. (rud, Sax. ſuya , Durch .) 1. The
pait where ihe ſun is to us at noon. Bacon .
A linall time ; a while. Sperler.
2. The iouthern regions of the globe. nilitem . SPACIOUS. 6. pacieux, Fr. jpacifus, Lat . )
Wide ; extcofive ; roomy ; not narrow .
3. The wird that blows froin the luib .
Sickelp.
Cowly.
SOUTH . a (from the noun .) Southern ; me SPACIOUSNESS. L. (from ſpacious.) Roomi
nels ; wide extention ,
ridicnal. Job.
SOUTH. odv. 1. Towards the ſouth . Shakeſp. SPADOLE .L. diminutive of Spade.) A little
fpade. Mortimer.
2. From the ſouth . Bacon
SOUTHING . Q. [ from the noun . ] Going 10- SPADE I Tried, Saxon ; Spade, Durch.)
wards the ſouth . Dryden.
The inſtrument of digging. Brown. 2. A
SOUTHEA'ST. 1 joush and ea ?.) The point
deer three years old . Ainsworth. 3. A fuit
of cariis .
between the eait ad fouth . L'acon .
SOUTHERLY. (trom feuih.] 1. Belonging SPA'DICEOUS. a. Upadiceus, Lac.] Light
to any of the points denominated from the
red . Brown.
ſouth ; not ablolutely fouthern . 2 Lying li . SPADILLE . . Upadille, or efpadille, Fr.)
wards the truth . Graurt, 3. Coming from a
The ace of ſpides at ombre.
bout the fough. Shake ! p .
SPAGYRICK. a . lipagyricus, Lat.] Chyed
SOUTHERN a . soðinne, Saxon ; from
mical
feuih .) 1. Belonging to the luch ; meridional. SPAGYRIST. 1. A chymift. Beyle.
Shalep. 2. Lying towards the fouth . 3. SPAKE . The old preterite of ſpeak . Milter .
Coming from thi luth Dryden .
SPALL / [elpaule, Fr.) Shoulder. Fairfax .
SOUTHERNWOOD . S. sudtrrpudu, Sax ) SPALT, or Sjeli. I. A white , Icaly , Thining
A plant which agrees in mott parts with the
fone , frequently uſed to promote the fuſion of
wormwood Minder.
metals . Bailey
SOUTHMOST. a {from ſouth.) Fartheſt to . SPAN. f. írpan , sponne , Saxon ; fpassa,
wards che south . Milton .
Italian ; Jpan, Dutch. ) 1. The ſpace from
SO'UTHSAY. ). ( properly focthſay.] Predialion.
the end of the thumb to the end of the litele
Spener .
finger extended. Hooker. 2. Any ſhort dura.
To SO UTHSAY . V. n . ( See SoothSAY ) To
tion. Walier .
piedict Cmder
To SPAN . v. a . 1. To meaſure by the band
SOUTHSAYER. ļ. (properly facthjayer.) A
extended. Tickell 2. To meaſure. Herbert,
puniter
SPAN. The preterite of spin . Draylon.
Sj!! WARI). adv . ( from ſouth .) Towards SPA'NCOUNTER . 27. (from Iran, cowster,
Hjh Rileigh.
SPA'NFARTHING . S and faribing ) A play
COU HL731
( 15th and wºši.) Point be.
at wbich money is thrown within a ſpan or
twein un an well. Baron .
mark . Donne
oli tavsiVCF . . itr.; Remembrance ; me . SPA’NGLE. !. Upange , German, a locket . )
mory, Sieme
1. ſmall plate or boſs of ſhining metal. 2 .
Siim
793 ?, Sax . fre ", frutv ?, Durch )
Any thing iparkling and ſhininu. Glanville.
A femmes the leinale o abar. D): yden . To SPANGLE . v. a . Ifrom the noun ) To
2. An bong mals of lead. 3. An inte ?
beſprinkle with pangles or ſhining bodies.Din,
mlerde.
SZANIEL / [ hifanislas, Lat ) i A dugule .
Si ' KLAD . ſ. ( Ciclame , Lat.) A plant.
for ſport in the field, remarkable for dagarty
01 .
n. Trapan , S1x0n ; upen , and obedience. Dryden. 2. A low , mean
fellow . Shakejp.
Ineaking
a
karven.
to
Drich , To ſcatter lead in crder
Leuiticus,
То
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To SPANIEL. v. n. ( from the noun.) To faw
nous particle. Hooker, Davies, Pope.
To SPA'RKLE. v . n . ( from the n un . ] 1. To
on ; to play the ſpaniel. Shakeſp.
emit ſparks 2. To iffue in iparks. M : lton . 3 .
SPANISH Broom .I. A planı ſo called.
SPANISH Nuto L. ( lyrinchium, Latin . ]
To thine ; lo glitter. W'arts .
plant. Miller.
SPARKLINGLY. adv. (from ſparkling ) with
vivid and iwinkling luftre. Boyle.
SPANKER.S. A (mall coin Denham.
SPANNER . J. The lock of a fuſee or carbine SPARKLINGNESS. L. (trom ſparkling ) Vi
Howel.
vid and iwinkling luftre Boyle.
SPAR . S. 1 Marcafite. Newton . 2. A ſma GPARROW . ſ. ( rpearpa , Sax . ) A ſmall bird.
Watts.
beam ; the bar of a gate.
To SPAR. U. n . To fight with preluſive Itrokes PARROWHAWK , or ſparhawk. ſ. (rpear
To SPAR . V a . [rparnin, Saxon ; Sperren
Laroc, Sax . ) The female of the musket hawk .
German ) To ſhut ; lo clofe ; to bar. Shakej SPARROWGRASS . . [ Corrupted from alfa
King
ragus.j
Spenjer.
SPA'RABLE. f. (rparran, Saxon, to faſten. PARRY. 4. (from ſpor ] Conſiſting of fpar.
Wordaard.
Small nails.
SPARADRAP . ( In pharmacy . ) A cereclett SPASM.J. ( 5 kouz) Convulſion ; violent and
Wiſeman
involuntary contraction. A burlnot .
To SPARE. v. a. (rparan, Sax . Sparren, Du ! SPA SMODICK . a . (Jpa modique, Fren ] Cone
vulliv
e.
.] 1. To ule frugally ; not
e pargner,
walle
; oot Fren
to conſume. Milton. 2. To hav PAT. The preterite of ſpit. Giſpol.
Unemployed ; to ſave for any particular uit SPAT. S. The young of ſhell-lith. Woodward.
Knolles. 3. To do without ; to lose willingly Co SPA'TIATE . v . n. ( Spalier, Lal.) To rove ;
Ben Johnſon. 4. To omit ; to forbear. Drye
to range ; to ramble al large. Bentley
5. To uſe tenderly ; to forbear ; 10 treat wiu To SPA'TTER . v a. ( rpat, ipit, Saxon . )
rity . Common Prayer. 6. To grant i to allow
To sprinkle with dirt, or any thing offenſive.
to indulge. Rofcommon. 7. To forbear to in
Addiſon. 2. To throw out any thing offen
Alict or impoſe. Dryden.
ſive. Shakeſp . 3. To a perſe ; io defame.
To SPARE . v. n. 1. To live frugally ; to bi ro SPATTER. v. n . To Ipit ; to ſputter as at
parcimonious ; to be not liberal . O !way . 2
any thing nauſeous taken into ihe mouth .
Milion ,
To forbear ; to be fcrupulous. Knolles. 3. Tv
PA'TTERDASHES. ſ. (Spatter end daſh ]
uſe mercy ; to forgive ; to be render. Bacon.
SPARE . a. 1. Scanty i not abundant ; parci
Coverings for the legs by which the wet is
monicus . Bacon . 2. Superfluous ; unwanted
kept off .
Bacon. 3. Lean ; wanting felh ; macilent SPA TTLING P -109. S. White bchen . A plant .
Miller.
Milion .
SPARE.S . ( from the verb.) Parcimony ; frugal SPATULA. S. A ſpatule or Nice, uſed by apo
thecaries and ſurgeons in ſpreading pla : iters or
ule ; huſbandry . Bacon.
ſtirring medicines. Quincy.
SPARER. ! ( from ſpare .] One who avoid
expence. Wotton .
SPA VIN . }.[ efpavent , Fren. Spavano, Italian . )
SPARERIBS. Upare and rib. ) Some part cui This diſeaſe in houſes is a biny excrefcence or
off from the ribs.
cruſt as hard as a bone, that grows on the in
SPARGEFACTION. S. ( Spargo, Lat. ] The Gide of the hough. Farrier's D : 7.
act of ſprinkling.
SPAW . S. A place famous for mineral waters ;
SPA'RING . 2. (from ſpare.) 1. Scarce ; little. any mineral water.
Bacon . 2. Scanty ; not plentiful . Pope. 3. To SPAWL, V. n . ( rpeotlian , lo {pit , Saxon )
To throw moisture out of the mouih . Swift.
Parcimonious ; notliberal Dryden .
SPA'RINGLY. adv. (from ſparing:) ! . No SPAWI... Irpatl , Sax.) Spittle ; moifiure e
abundantly. Bacon . 2. Frugally ; parcimoni. jected from the mouth Dryden.
ouſly ; not laviſhly. Hayward. 3. With ab- SPAWN. I: Ligene, i penne, Dutch .} 1. The
Atinence. Atterbury. 4. Not with great fre.
eggs of filh or of frogs. Si akejp. 2. Any pro
quency. Atterbury. 5. Cautiouſly ; tenderly . duct or off prirg. Tillst /ca .
SPARK : L. ( rpeanca , Sax. ſparke, Dutch , 1 TO SPAWN. v.a. fro : n the noun ) 1. To
A ſmall particle of fire, or kindled maiter.
produce as hihes do eggs. Sladjp. 2. Toge.
Shakeſp . 2. Any thing ſhining. Locke. 3 .
nerale ; to bring jorih . Szirt
Any thing vivid or active. Shakelp. 4. A live. To SPAWN . v . n . 1. To jiue as eas from
6th
. 2. To iſſue ; to proceed . Locke
ly, Ihowy, ſplendid, gay man . Collier.
To SPARK . v. *. ( from the noun ] To emit SPA WNER.J. [irom ,pawn.) Thu jumale fith .
Wallon
particles of fire ; to parkle. Spender.
SPARKFUL. a . ( Spark and full.] Lively ; To SPAY. v.a. Upado, Lat . ) To callia'e te
male animals. 1101 timer,
brisk , airy . Camden.
SPA'RKISH . a . [irom ſpark.) 1. Airy ; gay. To SPCAK . V.n. 1 Preterite , ſpike, ore ;
Walb. 2. Showy; well dreiled ; fine L'Eftr. participle paflive, Ipeker ; ricam, nu ;
SPARKLE . J. (trom ſpark .] 1. A ſpark ; a Spreker , Due . ) :. To utterari.c.2:51
ſmall particle of fire. Dryden. 2. Any lumi
to expreſs thoughes by wort's donde 2. To
hara
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mination by a peculiar mark. Watts. 2. Par
harangue ; to make a ſpeech. Clarendor . 3 .
ticular merlion . Aylife,
To talis for or againſt ; to diſpute. Shakeſp . 4 .
To SPECIFY v. n . [ from ſpecies; Specifier ,
To diſcourſe : to make mention.Tidli/on.
Fr. ) To mention : to thew by ſome particu
To give found. Shakeſp. 6. T , Speak with .
To addreſs ; to converte with. Käolles.
Tar marks of diftinction . L'ope.
TO SPEAK 0.0.1. To utter with the mouch : SPECIMEN. ! lpecimen , Lat.) A ſample ;
a part of any thing exhibited that the reſt may
to pronounce. Judges. 2. To proclaim ; to
be known. Adoleson
celebrate. Shakeſp . 3. To adreſs ; to accoll.
SPECIOUS a .' Specieux , Fren Speciofus, Lat.)
Eccluſ. 4. To exhibit . M :iton.
SPEAKABLE . a . i from ſpeak.) 1. Poſible to
1. Showy i plealing to the view . Millen. 2.
Plauſible : ſuperhcially, not lolidly righe. Dry .
be ipoken . 2. Having the power of tpcech .
Rigers, Airerbury.
Milton .
1. One tha : SPECIOUSI.Y ado. [from ſpecicus.) With fair
SPEAKER . f. ( from ſpeak.]
ſpeaks. W'arts. 2. One that ſpeaks in any appearance . Hammond.
particular matter. Prior. 3. One that cele- SPECK . S specce, Sax.) A ſmall diſcolora
brates, proclaims or mentions. Shakeip. 4. The tion ; a poc. Dryden .
To SPECK . v a. To ſpot ; to Itaia in drops.
prolocutor or the commons. Dryden.
Millen
SPEAKING T , umpet. l. A fientornphonick
inſtrument ; a trumpei by which the voice SPECKLE. f. [from ſpeck.] Small ſpeck , little
ſpot .
may be propaga : ed to a great diſtance. Dryd.
To SPECKLE . Y , a ( from the noun. ) To
SPEAR . J. ( rrere, Sax . pere, Dutch ) i .
mark with ſmall foots. Milton.
long weapon with a tharp point, uſed in thrust
ing orthrowing; a lance Com'ey. 2. A lance SPECKT, or Jpeighi .S.A woodpecker Aielec.
Upeslacle, Fr. Jpe & aculum ,
SPECTACLE
generally with prongs to kill hlh . Carew .
Lat ) 1. A ſnow ; a gazing ſtock ; any thing
TO SPEAR. 9. a . ( from the noun. ) To kill or
exbibited to the view as eminently remarks
pierce with a ſpear .
To SPEAR . " . . To loot or ſprout. Mortimer.
ble. Shakeſp. 2. Any thing perceived by the
SPEA'RGRASS. Į. Upear and graſs .) Long figh :. Denbam . 3. ( In the plural.] Glaſſes to
a list th . light. Bacon .
Tiff graſs. Shakeſp.
SPEA'RMAN. J. Ufear and man . ] One who SPECTACLED a. ( from the noun. ) Pornished
with Spectacles. Shakelp.
uſes a lance in fighi. Prior.
SPEARMINT. 1. A plant ; a ſpecies of mint. SPECTATION. S. 1 feetcrio, Lat.) Regard ;
SPEARWORT. . An herb. sinjavorih .
reſpect. Harvey.
SPECIAL . a . ( Special, Fr. /pecialis, Lat ] 1 SPECTATOR . I Uſpectateur, Pren ſpe &tator ,
Lat ) A looker oni a beholder . Shakeſp.
Noring a fort or fpecies Watts. 2. Particu
Jar ; peculiar looker, Atterbury. 3. Appro- SPECTATORSHIP F. ( from ſpeflaier.] AQ
priate ; deligned for a particular purpoſe. Dav . cf beholding . Shakesp.
4. Ex:raordinary ; uncommon. Spratl. 5 SPECTRE./. ( Speclre, Fr. ſpectrum ,Lat.) Ap
parition ; appearance of perſons dead Stillingf.
Chief in excellence . Shakeip.
SPECIALLY.cdv . ( from ſpecial.] !. Particu- SPECTRUM. 1. ( Latin . j An image; a vihbie
Jarly above others. Dewleron . 2. Not in a
form . Newton.
SPECULAR . S. ( ſpecularis, Lat. ) 1. Having
common way ; peculiarly .Hale.
SPECIALTY.
. Specialisé, Fr. from {p :
the qualities of a mirrour or looking glas.
SPECIALITY S cialj Particularity . Hooker.
Donne. 2. Alining light. Philips.
SPECIES %. ( ſpecies, Lat . ) !. A fort; a fub . To SPECULATE. v. n . ( Speculer, Fr. fpecie
lor, Lat. ) To meditate ; to contemplate ; to
diviſion of a general term . Wc: ! s. 2. Clar
take a view of any thing with the mind .
of nature ; ſingle order of beings . Bentley. 3 .
Digby.
Appearance to the ſenles ; any viſible or fen
able reprelentation . Ray. 4. Reprelentacion To SPECULATE. v. a. To conſider attentive
ly ; to look through with the mind Browr.
to the mind . Dryden. 5. Show ; viſible ex
hibicion. Bacon. 6.Circuiasing money . Arbu. SPECULATIONS:( speculation, Fr from Al
7. Simples that have place in a compound.
culare ) 1. Examination by the eye ; view.
SPECIFICAL . ? a . 1 / pecijizue , Fr. ! 1. Thal 2. Examiner ; fpy Shakeſp. 3. Meatal
SPECIFICK . } which makes a ening ofthe view ; intellectual examination ; contempla
tion. Hooker. 4. A train of thoughts formed
fpecies of which it is . Newton , Norris. 2. Ar
by medication . Trmple. 5. Mental ſcheme
propriated to the cure of lume particular dif
not reduced to practice. Temple. 6. Power
temper. Wileman .
SPECIFICALLY. edu. [from ſpecifick. ] In
of light . Shakeſp
ſuch a marner as to conſtitute a ſpecies ; ac- SPECULATIVE. a. (from /peculate ) . Given
to ſpeculation ; contemplative. Hosker.
cording to the nature of the ſpecies. Bentley.
Theoretical ; notional ; ideal; not practical.
TO SPECIFICATE. v. a . from Species and fa
09.) To mark by notation of diftinguiſhing Bacon
SPE'CULATIVELY. adv. (from ſpecularize.)
particulaties. Hole.
SPECIFICATION. S. (from fxecifick : Specifi.
1. Contemplatively , with meditation 2 .
Ideally ,
50 : 197 , french. ) 1. Diſinat bolacion ; deter
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Ideally ; notionally ; theoretically ; not prac | To SPEND. " » . 1. To make expence. Souih.
cically.
2. To prove in the uſe. Temple. 3. To be loſt
or waſted. Bacin. 4. To be employed to any
SPECULA'TOR. S. [from ſpeculate ) .1. One
uſe.
Bacon.
who forms theories. More. 2. ( Speculateur ,
French . ) An oblerver ; a contemplator. Bro SPENDER . S. [ from ſpend. )
One who
3 A ſpy : a watcher . B , come.
fpends.Tay'er. 2. A prodigal; a lavither. Bacer.
SPECULATORY.a. from ſpeculate ) Exer SPENDTHEFT
pead and ibrifi. ). A
ciſing ſpeculation.
prodigal; a lavilher . Swift.
SPECULUM.S. (Latin ) A mirrour ; a looking SPE'R ABLE. 0. l./perabilis, Lat.] Such as may
be hoped. Back
glaſs. Boyle.
SPED . The preterite and pari. pa sve officed. SPERM ( perme, French ; Sperma, Latir . )
Knolles .
Sued ; thai by which the ipecies is continued .
Bacon.
SPEECH.S [ from speak.) 1. Th: power of
articulate vicerance: the power of exp.effing PE'RMACETI. S. (Latin ) Corrupredly pro
thoughts by vocal words Warts.2 1.2. Uge
nounced farmacitly. An oil which comis
words conſidered as expreffiay thought.. Mill
from the bead of a particular fort of whale ,
3. Particular language asdistinct rom others
impruperly called ſperma. Quincy.
Common Projet. 4 Anything ipoken Soakelt. PERMATICAL ] 2. utermctique, French ,
5. Talk ; mentiin . bacon. 6. Oration : ha SPERMATICK . S trom ſperm } 1. Seminal ;
rangue. Swift. 7 Liberty to ſpeak . Aldron
confilling of feed More. 2. Belonging to the
SPEECHLESS .. (trom peech. i Deprived of sperm . Ray
the power of ſpeaking ; made mute or dumb TO'SPERVATIZE. v. n. (from Sferm .] ' To
yield feed Brown.
Raleigh. 2. Mute ; dumb. Stakejp.
TO SPEED . O * . pret and pan rail ſped and PERMATOCE LE. S. (strippa and xmas ) A
Ipeeded . i poeden , Dolch i i . To make halle ; rupture cauſed by the contraction of the ſemi
to move with celerity . Miltor, Philips. 2 . nai veifeis. Baity.
To have luceſs. skakelp. 3. To have any SPERMOʻLOGIST. I. 1 cmepuolúz 3. ) One
who gathers or treats of feeds.
condition gwou or bad. Waller.
TO SPEED . Y. a . 1 . To ditpatch in halte. To SPERSE. D. a. ( Jperfus, Lat } To diſperſe ;
to Icaiter . Spenjer.
Fairfax 2. To furnish in haite . 3 Tod.ro
patch ; to deftroy ; to kill . Dryden. 4. To ToM.lo
Sper. v.a. To bring or pour abundantly.
or .
mitchiet', to ruin 5 To hallen ; to put into
quick motion . Shakeſp . 6. To execute ; to To SPEW.v. a . (rpepan , Sax . Speuwin , Dut.)
diipatch. Ayliffe. 7. To aſlin ; to help forward
1. To vomit ; to eject from the ſtomach.
Dryden. 8. To make proſperous. Si. Paul .
Spenſer. 2. To eject ; to caft forth. Dryder .
SPEED . J. [ tpoed, Durch.) 1 . Quickce.si 3. To eject with loathing. Bacon.
celerity . Mire. 2. Halte ; hurry ; diſpatch . To SPEW . v. R. To vomit ; to care the ſtomach.
Ben . Johnson.
Detay at Pity. 3. The courle or pace of a
horie . Sharp. 4. Succeſs; evere. Shakejp. To SPHACELATE . v . a. To affect with a
SPEED !LY . adv. tromjpeed ; } With hatte ; gangrene. Sharp.
To SPHACELATE v . n . Tomortiſy ; to ſuffer
quickly. Dryden.
SPÈ E DINESS. / . [from ſpeedy.) 1 he quality of che gangiene. Sharp.
being ſpeedy
SPHA CELUS. (spunea @- ] A gangrene ; 2
SPEEDWELL. f. [ veronica, Lat ) Fluellin .
mortification . Wiſeman .
A plant. Miller.
SPHERE.S. [ /pbara , Lat. ) 1. A globe ; an
SPEEDY. a. ( from Speed. ) Quicks ; ſwiſe ;
orbicular b dy ; a body of which the center is
nimble ; quick of diſpatch. Drywen .
at the ſame diſtance from every point of the
SPELL / Ispel, Saxon, a word. ) 1. A charm
circum : crence. Milton. 2. Any glube of the
mundane fytem. Spenſer. 3. A globe re
conſiſting of ſome words of occult power.
Milton . 2. A turn of work. Carew .
prelenting ihe earch or ſky. Dryden. 4. Orb ;
To SPELL. v . a . ( ſpellen , Dutch. ] 1. To write circuit of motion. Milten . 5. Province; com
with the proper letters. Dryden. 2. To read
pais of knowledge or action. Shakeſp.
by naming letters lingly. Shakejp. 3. Tol To SPHERE . v. &. ( fro the noun.
To
charm . Dryden.
place in a ſphere. Shakeſp. 2. To form into
roundneſs. Milton .
To SPELL , V. N. 1. To form words of letters
Locke. 2. To read. Milion . 3. To read un SPHERICAL. a. (from ſpbere.] 1. Round ;
ſkilfully. South
SPHERICK . S orbicular ; globular, Keil. 2.
To SPELT. v. m. To ſplit ; to break . Mortimer . Planetary ; relating to orbs of the planets .
Shokeje
SPELTER.S. A kind of ſemi - metal . Newie
To SPEND. v. 4. (rpendan, Sax.) 1. 70 SPHERICALLY. adv. [ from ſperical. ) la
firm
of a ſphere.
.
conſume ; to exhault ; to lay out . Milton.
To beſtow as expence; to expend. Böyle. 3. SPHE’RICALNESS. S. [from ſphere.) Round
To effuſe Sbekejp. 4.Tobquander; lo lavina . SPHERICITY.
nels ; rotundiey.Digby .
Wake. 5. To paſs. Job. 6. To watie ; to SPHEROID . f.[ opánce and indo ; Ji beroide,
wear out. Burnci. 7. To fatigue ; lo harat . Fr. ) A body oblong or oblale , approaching to
Adifon
the form of a ſphe.e. Cheyne.
SPHE
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SPHEROIDICAL . a. [from ſpheroid .) Having A kind of 6thing line Carew .
SPILTH S. [from ſpill.) Any thing poured out
the form of aI.ſpheroid.
Cheyne.
SPHERULE.
[ phærula,
Latin. ) A little
or waited . Shakejp.
To SPIN. 0.2 . preter. ſpun or ſpar ; part. Spur.
globe Cheyne.
SPHINX . ! 19.gs.] The ſphinx was a famous (rpinnan, Sax . Spinnen , Duich . ] 1. To draw
mootter in Egypt, having the face of a virgin
out into threads . Exodus. 2. To form threads
by drawing out and twiſting any filamentous
and the body of a lion . Peacham .
maiter. Dryden . 3. To protract; to draw out.
SPIAL. I. cipial, Fren .) A ipy ; a ſcout; a
Collier, Addiſon. 4. To form by degrees ; 18
watcher. Oblolete . Fairfax,
draw out tediouſly. Digby.
SPICE.fi ( elpices, Fr. ) 1. A vegetable produc
tion , fragrant to the linell and pungent to the To SPIN. v. n. 1. ' To exerciłe the art of ſpin
palate ; an aromatick ſubítance uleiin fauces.
ning. More. 2. To lieam out in a thread or
Temp'e. 2. A ſmall quantity, as of ſpice to
Small current. Drayton. 3 To move round as
a Ipindle. Milton .
the thing reaſoned. Erown.
To SPICE. v . a. (from the noun.) To ſeaſon SPINACH ? 1. 1 Spirachia, Lat. ) A plant.
SPINAGES Miller.
with ſpice Donne.
SPICER . f. [from ſpice. One who deals in SPINAL. a . Ipina , Latin. ) Belonging to the
back bone. Philips.
ſpice. Camden
SPICERY. / . ( efpiceries, Fr.) 1. The commo- SPINDLL. P. Irpindl,spirdel, Sax .) 1.The pin
by which the chread is formed , and on which
dity of lpices. Raleigh . 2. A repoſitory of
it is conglomerated. Dr. Jajper Maine. 2 .
fpices. Addiiin.
SPICK ard SPAN . Quite new ; now firſt uſed. A long ſlender Italk , Mortimer. 3. Any thing
fender. Dryder.
Burnet.
SPICKNEL.L. The herb maldmony or bear. To SPINDLE v . n . (from the nion. ) To ſhoot
into a long linall Ralk Bacon .
Wort.
SPI'CY. a. [ from ſpice.] 1. Producing ſpice ; SPINDLESHA NKED . a (Jpindle and pank.)
abounding with aromaticks. Dryden. 2. Aro
Having Imall legs Addifox .
matick ; having the qualities of ſpice. Pope.
SPINDLETREE . S. Prickwood. A plant.
SPICOSITY. !. ( Spica, Lat.) The quality of SPINE.F. Ipina, Lat.) The back bone Drydes .
being ipiked like ears of corn ; fulness of ears SPINELL A Grt of mineral. Woodward.
SPIDER.J. The animal that ſpins a web for SPINET. L.( elpinette, Fren .) A ſmall harpa
coid, an inſtrument with keys. Swift.
Aies. Drayton.
SPIDERWORT.S. ( phalangium , Latin .) A SPINIFEROUS, a . ufina and feró, Latin )
plant with a lily- flower, compoſed of ſix pe
Bearing chorns.
SPINNER.S. [ from spin .] 1. One killed in
tals. Miller .
ſpinning . Graurt. 2. A garden ( pider with
SPIGNEL.S. ( meum, Lat.) A plant. Miller.
long jointed legs. Shakeſp.
SPIGOT / 1 pójcker, Dutch.). A pin or peg
put into the faucet to keep in the liquor. SPINNING Wheel. S. [ from ſpin.] The wheel
which, ſince the dilure of the rock, che
by
Shakeſp.
thread is drawn. Gay.
SPIKE. ). ( Spica, Latin.) 1. An ear of corn .
Denham . 2. A long na'l of iron or wood ; a SPINOʻSITY ſ. [ fpinofus, Lat.) Crabbedneſs ;
thorny or briary perplexity. Glanville.
long rod of iron ſharpened. Addiſon.
SPIKE.ſ. A imaller ſpecies of lavender. Hill SPINOUS. a. Ifpinofus, Lat. ) Thorny ; full of
To SPIKE. v. a. 1. To faſten with long nails.
thorns ,
Nexon, Mortimer. 2. To ſet with Ipikes. SPINSTER. L. ( from Spin .) 1. A woman that
ſpins. Shakeſp . 2. The general term for a girl
Wileunan .
or maiden woman. Shakeſp.
SPIKENARD.S. Ulpica nardi, Lat ) There
are three ſorts of ſpikenard , whereofthe Indian SPINSTRY. ]. [from ſpirier.] The work of
Ipikenard is moſt famous : it is a congeries of
Spinning:
fibrous ſubſtances adhering to the upper part SPINY. a. Ulpina , Latin ] Thorny ; briary ;
or the root , of an agreeable aromatick and perplexed, Digby.
bitteriſh taſle: It grows plentitully in Java. SPIRACLE.F. Upiraculum , Lat .) A breathing
It has been known to the medical writers of hole; a vent; a ſmall aperture . Woodward.
SPIRAL. 6. (from ſpira , Lat.) Curve ; wind
all ages Hill
SPILL.S. ( Spijlen , Dutch . ) 1. A ſmall ſhiver ing ; circularly involved. Blackmore.
of wood, orihin bar or iron. Mortimet. 2. A SPIRALI.Y. adv. [ from ſpiral.) In a ſpiral
form . Ray .
Imall quantity of money . Ayliffe.
TO SPILL. v . a . ( rpillan, Sax Jpiller, Dutch .) SPIRE. F. ( ſpira, Lat.) 1. A curve line ; any
thing wreathed or contorted ; a curl ; a twist;
1. To thed ; to lose by thedding. Daniel's Civil
a wreath. Dryden. 2. Any thing growing up
War . 2. To deſtiny ; to mi chief. Davies. 3 .
taper ; a round pyramid ; a ſteeple. Hale. 3..
To throw away . Pickell.
To walle ; to be lavith .
The top or uppermost point Shakeſp.
TO SPILL , V. 9 .
To
SPIRE,V. n . ( from the noun.] 1. To ſhoot
;
being
by
Sidney. 2. To be Thed to be lost
pyramidically. Mortimer, 2. To breathe .
up
ſhed
ans.
Spenjer.
SPILLER , 1. (I know not whence derived. ]
SPIRIT. "
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SPÍRIT. S. [ Spiritus,Lae .] 1. Breath ; wind SPIRI'TUOUS.a. ([piritueux, Fr. from ſpirić.?
1. Having the quali : y of spirit, tenuity and
in motion . Bacox. 2. An immaterial ſubstance.
activity of parts. Arbuihinot . 2. Lively ; gay ;
Davies. 3. The ſoul of man . Bible, Shakeſp.
vivid ; airy. W o111a .
4. An apparition. Luke, 5. Temper ; habi .
cual diſpoſition of mind . Miliom , Tilloifon. 6. SPIRITUOSITY. 1 / ( from Spirituons !
Ardour ; coucage ; elevation ; vehemence of SPIRITUOU'SNESS. The quality of being
ſpirituous ; tenu try and activity ,
mind . Shakeſp . 7. Genius ; vigour of mind.
Temple. 8. Turn of mind; power of mind To SPIRT. v . r . (pruyten , Dutch.) To fpring
out in 3 fulden ftream ; to stream out by in
moral or intellectual. Cowley. 9. Intellectual
tervals. P.pe
powers diſtinct from the body. Clarendon. 10 .
Sentiment ; perception . Shakeſp. 11. Eager- TO SPIRT. v.a. To throw out in a jet. Drys!
neſs ; delire. Soush. 12. Man of activity : TO SPI'RTLE . „ * ( a corrupłon of Jrore ]
To diffipale Dertam .
man of life. Shakeſp. 13. Perlons diftin
guilher by qualities of the mind. Dryden. 14. SPI'RY.o . ( from ' pore. ! 1. Pyramidal, l'epe
2 Wreathed ; curled. Dryden.
That which givesvigour or cheerfulneis co the
mind. Shakeſp. 15. The likeneſs ; eflentiai SPISS. a . ( Mws, Lat.) Clole; firm ; thick .
qualities . Wotton. 16. Any thing eminently Brereword.
pure and refined. Shakeſp . 17. That which SPISSITUDE S- {from fritis, Lat.) Croft.c .;
thickneſe, Baron
hath power or energy. Bacom . 18 . An in
Mammable liquor railed by distillation . Byle SPIT.J. (ritan, Sax . / pir, l'utch .) A long
19. In the old poets,J,pirit was commonly a
prong on which nicat is doiven to be turna
before te bre. Wilkens 2. Su a depali
niopolyllable . Spenſer.
To SPIRIT . v. a. 1. To animate or actuale as
earth as is pierced by one action of the paste.
Mortimer .
a fpirit. Miren. 2. To excite ; to animate ;
to encourage. Swift. 3. To draw ; to entice To SPIT. v . a .preterite fpati participle, pa ?.
Brown,
Spir, or ſzinted . 1. Toju' upon a lpit. Shok.
SPIRITALLY. adv. [from ſpiritus, Lac.) By 2. Totorult erroreh. Dryden .
means of the breath. Hoider.
To SPIT.w. a ( rretan, Sax . spyler , Danim .]
SPIRITED . a . [from ſpirit.] Lively ; vivaci
To eject from ihe mouih Slukelp.
TO SPIT.v.n. To throw out fpittle or mo.Aure
ous ; full of fire. Pope.
SFIRITEDNES
S . S. (from ſpirited.) Diſpoſi
of the mouth , South.
tion or make of mind. Addiſon .
SPITAL. / (corruptel from hospital.] A cla
SPI'RITFULNESS . ſ. [ from spirit and full.] ritable foundation .
To SPITCHCOCK . Va . To cut an cel in
Sprightlineſs; livelineſs. Harvey.
SPIRITLESS. a. [ from pint. ) Dejected ;
pieces and roaſt him . King.
low ; deprived of vigour; depreſſed . Smith .
SPITE . F. ( nije, Dutch. ) 1 Malice : rancaiur ;
SPIRITOUS. a. (from ſpirii.) 1. Refined i bate ; malignity ; malevolence . Sidney. 2 ;
SPITE of, or in crite of. Norwith :lamling.
defecated ; advanced near to fpirit . Milion, 2 .
in defiance of. Rowe.
· Fine ; ardent ; active.
SPIRITOUSNESS . /. ( from Spiritous.) Fine to SPITE. v . a . ( from the noun . ) 1. To miti
chief ; to treat malicioudy ; to rex ; to chwart
nels and activity of parts. Boyle.
SPIRITUAL . G. ( Spirituel, Fr. from ſpirit.) malignancy Shakejp . 2. To fill with :,ite
1. Dittinct from matter ; immaterial ; incor
to offensi. Temble.
poreal . Bacon , 2. Mental ; intellectual. Seuih.SPITEFUL a. ( pite and full.) Milicious ;
Not
3.
grois ; retined from external things ; malignant. Hooker.
relative only to the mind . Calary. 4. NOSPITEFULLY. adv . (from piteful ] Valici
temporal; relating to the things of heaven .
ouſly ; malignantly. I aller.
SPITEFULNESS. 1. (from /pireful] Maligci
Hooker , Swifi.
ty ; defure of vexing, Keil.
SPIRITUALITY.S. [from ſpiritual.] 1. In
corporeity ; immateriality ; eſſence distinct SPITTED. 2. Cirom /pc.) Shotout into lengi .
Bacon.
from matter . 2. Intellectual secuie. South
3. Ads independent of the body ; pure acts SPITTER . § (from lit.) 1. One who puts
mat on a lpit. 2 . One who fpics wiin llis
of the foul ; mental refinement. South . 4 .
That which belongs to any one as an ecclefia
mouch . 3. A young duer . Aindur !h .
SPITTLE . 1. corrupted from hijital. Shk.
altick . Ayliffe.
Cleovear .
SPIRITUALITY.S. [from ſpiritual ) Ecclefi
SPI'TILES. [ rpeetlian, Saxon ) Mollure of
aſtical bouy. Shakeſp .
the mouch . drtubant.
!
ATION
ſpiritualize.)
[from
.!.
SPIRITUALIZ
SPITVENOM 1. line and veniam , ] Poilin
The act of fpiritualizing .
ejected frorn the mou.b Hacker.
To SPI'RITUALIZE . V. a. To refire the in
i andrigo )
tellect ; to purity from the ſeculencies otine SPLANCHNOLOGY / Sew ?
À treacile or deicription of the bowels.
world . Hammond, Rogers .
SPIRITUALLY.adv . (!rom ſpiritual )Wih. To SPLASH . Y alPink , Swesoth.j Todando
with sciagliai 0 :18.tilits.
oui corporeal grotfucis ; with a nuvalu
SPLASHS .
things purely intellectual. Taylus ,
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SPLASHY . a . [from ſplaſh .] Full of dirty wa SPLI'TTER . S. ( from 1plit .} One who ſplits.
Sw fi.
ter ; apt to daub.
SPLAYFOOT. a . Having the foot turned in. SPLUTTERS. Buſtie ; cumult . A low word .
To SPOIL v a. ( po'ra, Lat. ) 1. To rob ; to
'ward Pope
take away by force . Milion , 2. To plunder ;
SPLAŠYMOUTH S. [ Splay and mouth. ) Mouth
to frip of goods. Pode. 3: To corrupt ; to
wi'ened by deſign. Dryden.
mar ; to make uſeleſs. Colofbans.
SPLEEN..[ jpien , Lat.) 1. The milt ; one
of the vicera. liis ſuppoſed the ſeat of an . To SPOIL. v. n. 1 . To practiſe robbery or
plunder . Spesler. 2. To grow uſeleſs ; to be
ger and relancholy . Wiſeman. 2. Anger ;
joita; il! humer.Denne. 3. A fit of anger. corrupted. Locke .
Si skep. 4.Melancholy ; hypochondriacal va- |SPOIL . F. ( Jpolium , Latin ) 1. That which is
taken by violence ; plunder ; pillage; booty .
puu: s . Pipe.
SILLENED . 2. (from ſileen.) Deprived of the
2. The act of rabiery Shakelp . 3. Corrup
ipleen . drboboot.
tion ; cauſe of corruption. Stak !/p. 4. The
SPLE ENFUL . 4. Upleer and full.] Angry ;
flough ; the caſt off ſkin of a ferpent. Bacon .
SPOILER. f. [ froin Ipoil. )
A robber ; a
peevith ; fretful. Shakesp
plunderer; a pillager. Ben Jobajer, 2. Oce
(trom ſpleen ) Kind ; gen
SLEINLESS
who mar; or corrupts any thing.
tle ; inil , Chapman .
SPLE ENWORT./. [ Spleen and wort ) Milt- SPOILFUL. 2. [ Spoil and full.] Wafterul; ra
pacious.
walte. A plant.
SPLEENY. a. [from ſpleen.) Angry ; peeviſh. SPUKE, F. (rpaca, Saxon .) The bar of a wheel
that pailes from the nave to the felly. Stakeip .
Shakls .
SPLENDENT. a. [ { plendens, Lat .] Shining i SPOKE . The preterite of speak.Sprait.
floly. Newton .
SPOKEN. Participle panive of flak. Hold :-.
SPLENDID ... Spleedidrs, Lat.) Showy SPOKESMAN.S: [ Jpoke and man.] One who
speaks for another. Exodus.
manilcent; ſumptuous. Pope.
SPLENDIDLY. adv. [ from ſplendid .) Magni- To SPOʻLIATE v. a . I pois, Lat . ) To rob ;
to plurder. Dix
di ently ; tenptuouſly Yayler.
SPLENDOUR / Cilendor, Lat.] 1. Luſtre , SPOLIATIONS | ſpoliatio, Lat . ) The act of
power of thining . Arbuthnot.2. Magnificence;
robbery or privation. Ayliffe.
pomp. Coub
SPONDE E. P. 1 Jpondans, Lac. ) A foot of two
SPLENETICK a . [ filenetizue, Fr.) Troubled
long tyllables. Broome.
SPONDYLE . F. (coord ...) A vertebra ; 1
with the foleen ; freltul ; peevith Tailer .
SPLE NICK . a. ( lp'enique, fr spien, Lat.)Be
joint of the ſpine. Brown,
SPONGE . Upongia, Lal . ) A foſt porous ſub
lunging in the spleen larvey .
SPLENISH . 7. (trom /pieer .) Liecful ; peevith . Itance luppoled by ſome the nivus of animals.
It is remarkable for fucking up water. Sadys.
Draytax.
SPLENITIVE . a . (from ſpleen .) Hot ; fiery ; To SPONGE. v. a . (from the noun.) To blue ;
to wipe away as with a ſponge. Huok.
sationale. Nou in uie . Shakejp.
SPLENTS. Santii a callous hard fubftance , To SPONGE. v. n To fuck in as a ſponge ;
o : an incentivierwelling, which leads on or to gain by mean arts . Swifi.
aunerrs to the tank butie , and when it grows SPO NGER L. [ romſ; onge ) One who hangs
lor a maintenance on others L'Efrouge.
bir , poils the hape of ene leg. tur. Diz.
ToSPICE. v.a. pillen, Dut plico, Lat.) |SPO'NGINESS 1. (irom ſpongy ) Sortaali and
fulnej, of cavities like a lponge. Harvey .
To join the tw ) ends of a rope without a knot
SPLINT A. ( Jilonici , L'urch .) A thin piece of SPONGIOUS. 6. (from / penge ) Fuil of ſmall
or othermate wuled by chiuscuns to cavities like a ſponge. Cheyse
W
SPONGY a . ( trum ſponge.) i Solt and iull
huljine bone newiylve. IP: Jen2an .
of linallinterilitialloles. Bacon . 2. Wet ;
70SPLINT
2 V c . [ from tiie noun ) 1
To secure by aplirts. Sean . drenched ; foaked. Shakeſp .
To Sri NTIR .
break into trayments .
2. Tidlivets
SPONKL. Touchwood .
STIINTIK.S.Olii, liudiji. A trag SPOʻNSAL a . fponfalis, Latin ) Relating to
mariac
with violence
mini of any thing BLOK
SPONSION / Upafio, Lat.) The act of be
L ': ) ! ... 2. À than it co w cd Grenu .
2. SALINTIR . V sh. tloun the noun .) Tole um
arctylor another.
SPONSOR . j. (Larin .) A luiety ; one who
Pisici tritol, vákute.
auwtili 3.d piel. 1 ;.'.c.
plezien, f; liitin, makes a promile or gives lecunly for ano
ther . Hy sya.
Dain ) 1 dviitane ,wscitoterapia
Xileboutiaily inino Chiclarie 2 Tone ; SPONTANEITY ! ( pontaneilas, Lat ! Vor
upist mirerbung. 3. To vaiand breakin! Jucarinds; wiringnc .; accold uacudinded !
aiks. icin
iler 4 . du vide ; 1o
Briam :/!
bergrond :
SPONTANEOUS. 2. [ fri m ponit, Latin ) V
I
tunary ; youcompelled ; acving wis sul cor .
1. TubwaRin lindari 20
( kibinderuption B'ye. 2. Tube punca Ilie.
SPO .
, an .
L :1.10.2, a rou '...

SPO

SPR

SPONTANEOUSLY. adv [ from ſpontanicus.)
late; pure.Waller.
SPOʻTTER.S. (from ſpol.] One that ſpots ; one
Voluntarily ; of its own accord.
SPONTANÉOUSNESS . S. [irom ſpontanecus ]
that maculates.
Voluntarineſs ; freedom of will; accord un- SPOTTY. a. ( from ſpot .) Full of Ipots ; ma
culated. Milion .
forced . Hale.
SPOOL.S. ( Spohl, Dutch.) A ſmall piece of cane SPOU'SAL, a . [from ſoufe.) Nuplial ; ma
or reed, with a knot at cach end ; or a picce trimonial ; conjugal ; connubiai ; irital. Crak.
of wood turned in that form to wind yarn up- SPOU'SAL . f. ic poufailles, Fr. jpon alia, Lat.]
Marriage; nuptials Dryden .
pon ; a quill.
SPOUSE.L. ( ponía, Latin; el'cu ?, Fr.! One
TO SPOOM . 0.x. To paſs ſwift!y. Drydlen.
SPOON. L. Spaen, Dutch.) a concave vet-t ! joined in marriage : a huſband or wife. Shak .
with a handle, uſed in eating liquids . Shakeſp. SPOUSED. a. ( trom the noun . ) Wedded ; ef
pouſed; joined together as in matrimony.
SPO'ONBILL. f. [Spoon and bill.) A bird. The
Mil10n .
end of i : s billis broad. Derham .
SPO'ONFUL . S. [ Spoon and full.) 1. Asmuch SPOU SELESS. a [ from ſpouſe . ) Wanting a
as is generally taken at once in a ſpoon . Bacon .
husband or wiſe. Pone.
2. Any ſmall quantity of liquid . Arbuthnot. SPOUT. S. [ from ſpus , Dutch .) 1. A pipe, or
SPOʻONMEAT. S. ( ſpoon and m-at.] Liquid mouth ofa pipe or vt fel out of which any
food : nouriſhment taken with a ſpoon Dryden . thing is poured. Brown. 2. Water falling in
SPO‘ONWORT , or Scurvygrafs.L. A plant .
a body ; a cataract. Biowa .
TO SPOON. v . n. In ſea language, is when a TO SPOUT . v.a. ( from the noun ] To pour
Mhip being urder ſail in a form cannot bear it , with violence, or in a collected body as from
but is obliged to put right before the wind . a ſpout.
TO SPOUT . V. R. To iſſue as from a ſpout.
Bailey
SPOR A'DICAL. a . (se opadros.) A ſporadical Woodward.
diſeaſe is an endemial diſeaſe , what in a parei- TO SPRAIN . v . a. ( corrurted from ſtrain . ) To
Rretch the ligaments of a joint without diilo
cular ſeaſon affects but a few people. Arbush.
cation of the bone. Gay .
SPORT. I 1. Play ; diverſion ; game; frolick
and tumultuous merriment. Sidney. 2. Mock : SPRAIN.S [ from the verb. ) Extenſion of liga
contemptuous mirth. Tilietfon. 3. That with ments without dinocation of the joint . Tem ;.
which one plays. Dryden. 4. Play; idle jin- SPRAINTS S. The dung of an otter Dir
gle . Brcome. 5. Diverſions of the ficid,as of SPRANC . The preterite of jpiing Till : 011.
SPRAT. S. ( fprot, Duichſ A imall lea fish .
fowling, hunting, fiſhing. Clarendon.
Sidney
To SPORT. v. a . ( from the noun ) 1. To di
vert ; to make merry. Sidncy. 2. To repre- TO SPRAWL. v. n . [ Spraile, Danih ; Sparti
fent by any kind of play. Dryden.
len . Dutch ) i . Toitruggle as in convulens
To SPORT.V.n . 1. To play ; to frolick ; to
of death . Hudibras. 2. Totumbie with agi
game ; to wanton . Broome. 2 . To trifie . tation . Dryden.
Tiibetfor.
SPRAY L. 1. The extremity of a brarch . Dru '.
SPORTFUL . a . ( Sport and full.] Merry : fro
2. The foam of the tea, commonly writica
lick ; wanton ; ludicrous; done in jett. Bent. Jury Arbuthnot.
SPOʻRTFULLY. adv. [from ſporiful ] Wan- TO SPREAD .v.a. (rpredan, Sax. Speedles,
tonly; merrily.
Duich ) 1. To extend ; to expand ; to make ;
SPORTFULNESS. f. [ from sporeful.) Wan
to cover or 611 a larger lace Bacon , 2. To
tonacis; play; merriment; frolick. Sidney.
cover by extention . Granville. 3. Tocaner
SI O'RTIVE. a. (trom ſ ort.] Gay ; merry ; over. Ijaiah. 4. To tretch ; to exterd. 7/7 !!
5. To publish ; to divulge ; in dfiemminate .
frolick : wanton ; playiul, ludicrous . Pepe.
Marbew . 6. To emit as effuria cr emana
SPOʻRTIVENESS. j. (trom sporire.) Gaiety ;
tions. M : 1:09 .
play. Walton ,
SPORTSMAN ſ uport and mam.] One who TOSPREAD. v. 4. To extend or expand itfulf.
Bacon .
purlues the recreations of the field . Addison .
SPUʻKTULE. S . [ /portale, Fr. Sportula, Lat. SPREAD./ (from the verb ) 1. Extent : csm
pais . Addifon. 2. Expenfion of paris. Bacon .
Analms; a role . Ayliffe
SPOT./.[/polie , Daniſh ; ſpotie, Flemiſh ) 1. SPREA DER . ! (from 1seat .I 1. Oncitat
ſpreads. Hoeker 2. Pubishcr ; divul er ; vii
A blot ; a mark made by discoloration. Dryd
2 . A taint ; a dilgrace ; a reproach 3. A
feminator. Swift .
ſcar.dalous woman. Shakeſp . 3. A ſmall ex- SPRENT. orl. ( rinenan, Saxon ; Springer ,
tent of piace. Adlifin. 5. Any particular
Durch.) Sprinkled . Sidny
place Orway. 6. immediately ; without SPRIG.1. Obrig, Weiſs . ) A malirinch ;
a
livray . Baren .
changing piace.
•To SPOT.2.0. (from the noun ) 1. To mark SPRIG Cio: fial.S. Chryfialſoord in icrm rf
with diſcolorations; to trunculate. Tale. 3. an hexangular column, adherira ove end
1ocorupt ; to diſgrace ; to taint. Abb.r.
lo the itone, and near the other likening Tra
SPOTLESS, a . (from 1701. ) 1. Free from Ipots,
dually , till it terminates in a poirs. It'p. !2.
SP.100
4 2 2
2. Fiec from reproach or impurity ; in macu

SPR
S PU
neſs by which the horſe twitches op his lege .
SP'RIGGY. a. ( from ſprig .] Full of ſmall
branches .
Shakelp.
SPRIGHT. ſ. ( contraction of ſpirit, ſpiritus, SPRINGTIDE. F. ( Spring and ride.] Tide at
1.ac. ] 1. Spirit ; thade ; laul; incorporeal a.
the new and full moon ; high ride . Grer ,
sent. Spenjer,
2. Walking
{piritcheer
; ap. SPRINGLE
. L. Carew
[from ſpring.)
A ſpringe; 10
parition.
Loke. Pope.
3. Power
which gives
elastick nooſe.
.
fulnels or courage.Sidney; 4. An arrow. Bac. SPRINGY. a. (from ſpringy.) 1. Elaſtick ;
having the power of reſtoring itfelf. Newien,
TO SPRIGHT. v.a. To hauot as a ſpright
Bentley. 2. ( From ſpring ) Full of ſpring :
Shakelp.
SPRIGHTFUL. a . Sprighe and full.] Live.
or fountains. Mortimer .
To SPRINKLE.V . a. ( Sprinkelen, Dutch .) 1.
ly : brisk i gay ; vigorous. Orway.
To ſcatter ; to diſperle in finall mafies. Fx : d.
SPRIGHTFULLY . adv . ( from ſprightful. ]
2. To ſcatter in drops . Numbers . 3. To be
Briſkly ; vigorouſly. Shakeſp.
SPRIGHTLINESS. S. [from ſprigh :ly.) Live
ſprinkle ; to waſhi, io wet, or duft by (prinke
Jineſs ; briiknets ; vigour ; gaiety į vivacity .
ling, Dryden .
To SPRINKLE. v . n. To perform the act of
Aldifon.
SPRI’GHTLY. a . (from Spright.) Gay; briſk ; ſcattering in mall drops. Mylifli.
lively ; vigorous ; airy ; vivacious. Prior,
To SPRIT.V.a . ſrpnjrtan , Saxon ; Iprøytes ,
TO SPRING. V. n . preterite ſprung orſprang , Durch . ) To thiow out ; lo ejed with force.
anciently ſprong. Irpringan, Şax. Springen, TO SPRIT . v. » . (rfnýttan, Saxon ; Ipreyler ,
Durch. ) To ſhoot ; to germinale ; to iprout .
Dutch .] 1. To arile out of the ground and
grow by vegetative power. Pepe. 2. Tobegin SPRIT.
I. [ from the verb. ! Shoot ; iprout.
Mortimer
.
to grow . Ray. 3. To proceed as from fred.
Milton. 4. To come into exiſtence ; to iſſue SPRI'TSAIL. f. I Sprit and fail ] The fail
which belongs to the boluprit-malt. V'ifen .
forth . Pope. 5. To raiſe ;to appear. Judges.
6. Toittue with effect or force. Pope . 7. TO SPRITE.ſ. (coatracted from ſpirit.) A spirit ;
an incorporeal agent. Pope.
proceed as from anceſtors. Ben . Johnson. 8.
To proceed as from a ground , cauſe, or rea- SPRITEFULLY. adv. Vigorouſly ; with life
fon. 'Milion . 9. To grow ; to thrive. Dryden . and ardour. Chapman .
10. To bound; to leap ; to juinp . Blackmore. SPRONG. The preterite of ſpring. Obſolete.
Hooker.
11. To fly with elaltick power . Mortimer,
Sax . ſpruzten ,
SPROUT.v . ». [rrnýttan,
12. To rite from a covert. Osway. 13. To ToDurch.
) 1. To ſhoot by vegelation : to ger
iſſue from a fountain. Geneſis. 14. To fro
ceed as from a lource. Crajbaw . 15. To minale . Prior, 2. To ſhoot into ramifications.
Bacon . 3. To grow . Tickell.
thont ; to iſſue with ſpeed and violence. Dryd.
T , SPRING . v. a . 1. To Itart ; to roule game SPROUT. L. (from the verb.] A thoot of a re
Denne. 2. To produce to light. Dryden. 3. getable. Bacon .
To make by ſtarting a plank. Dryden. 4. TO SPRUCE ... Nice ; trim ; neat. Denne, Milton,
dikharge a mine. Addilor . 5. To conurive Bayle, Tatier.
as a ſudden expedient; to offer unexpectedly. To SPRUCE. v. r . ( from the noun ) To dreis
with alledied neaineis.
Swifi 6. To produce liaftily.
: (from ſpruce, a kind of fir.)
SPRING .F.( from the verb . ] 1. The ſeason in SPRU'
R.J
lindured
Bear CEBEE
with branches of tir . Arbuite.
which plants ſpring and vegetale. Shokejp . 2.
An elailick wurly ; a body which when diltos ed has the power of reitoring iifelt. Aloxon . 3 .
Elaltick force . Newtou . g . Any aceive power;
any caule by which motion is produced or
propagated. Rymer 5. A lcap ; a bound ; a
jumpi a vivient email ; a ſudden ttruggle.
Additin . 6. A leak ; a ſtart of a plack . L'en .
judinjen . 7 . A fountain ; au iſue of water
irun the earth Davres. 8. A luurce ; thai
by which any thing is fupplied. Dryden. 9
Rile ; beginning. Sam . 10. Courie ; orie
ginal. Swifi.
RING adv . B'rein the noun .) Wiih elallick
vigour aperier.
SPRINGALJ. A youth . Spenſer.
SPRINGE .
[lion Spring ] A yin ; a nuo i
wiriah catches by a pring or jerk Dryden ,
SPRUVER S. (tromjprong. One who roule:
lame.
SPRINGINESS. f. iron ſpringy.) Elaflicity
power oi reiluringillclt. Boyle .
ARTXOHALT Upring aciula ': ] 1 laine

SPRUCELEATHER. So (corrupted for Pruth
an leather . ) Dryden.
SPRUCENESS. F. ( from Spruce ] Neatneſs
without elegance .
SPRUNG. The preterite and participle paſlive
of print. Pope.
SPRUNT. S. Ady thing that is thor: and will
not easily bend.
SPUD . F. Ahort knife . Swift.
SPULLERS of Yarn . S. Are ſuch as are en .
ployed 10 fee that it be well ipun , and fit for
the loom . Dia .
SPUME. f. [ /pania, Lat.) Foam ; froh Erows.
TOSPOME . v. . puina, Lat.) Tofoam ; 10
frcih .
SPU MOUS.
a. Ufumeus, Lat.) Prochy ;
SPU MY. S foartıy. Brown,
SPUN . The prcteriic and part. paff. of fries
Aldiſon.
SPUNGE. S. ( ſpongia, Lat. ) A penge. Skake :
TO SPUNGE . V. n. (rather Tu lionge ) I.
har no other for maintaipasce. Swifi.
SPUNG

SPY
SQU
Dutch . ) One ſent to watch the conduct or
SPU'NGINGHOUSE. Spunge and houſe.) A
motions of others. Clarendon , Atterbury .
houſe to which debtors are taken before com
mitment to priſon.
To SPY , v . a , (See Spy . ) 1. To diſcover by
SPU'NG Y.a .(from ſpunge.] 1. Full of ſmall the eye at a distance. Denne. 2. To diſcover
holes, and foſt live a lunge.Dryden. 2. Wet ;
by cloie examination. Decay of Piety. 3. To
moilt ; watery. Shakeſp . 3. Drunken ; wet
ſcarch or diſcover by artifice. Numbers.
To SPY. vn. To ſearch narrowly . Shakeſp.
with liquor . Shakejp.
SPUNK . J. Rotten wood ; touchwood. Brown. SPY'BOAT. /. [ jpy and baar.) A boat sent out
for intelligence. Arbuthnet.
SPUR. L. ( rpura, Sax. Spore, Durch .) 1. A
Tharp point fixed in the rider's heel. Kvolles. SQUAB . a. 1. Unfeathered ; newly hatched,
King. 2. Fat ; thick and ſoul ; aukwardly
2. Incitement ; infigacion. Bacon. 3. A lti
mulus ; a prick į any thing that gails and bulky. Berterton.
S. A kind of ſola or couch ; a ſtuffed
teazes. Shakeſp . 4. The sharp points on the SQUAB.
cuſhion . Swift.
legs of a cock . Ray. 5. Any thing ſtanding
SQUAB.
With a heavy ſudden fall. L'Efir.
adv.
out ; a laag. Shakeſp.
TO SPUR. v.a. (from the noun.] 1. To prick SQUABPIES. [Squab and pie ) A pie made
with the ſpur ;i to drive with the ſpur. Collier . of many ingredients . King.
2. To initigae ; to incite ; to urge forward To SQUAB . 8. n. To fall down plump or flat.
SQUABBISH ..aa .. (from ſquab.] Thick ; heavy ;
Locke. 3. To drive by force. Stakelp .
Aethy .
To SPUR . v , a. 1. To travel with great expe.
dition. Dryden. 2. To preſs forward. Grous. To SQUABBLE. v. n. (kiablo, Swediſh ) To
SPU'RGALLED . a. Upor and gall. ] Hurt
quarrel ; to debate peevithly ; to wrangle .
Collier.
with the fpur. Shakesp.
SPURGE. ). [efpurge, Fr.Spurgie, Durch.) A SQUA'BBLE. S. (from the verb .) A low brawl ;
a perey quarrel . Arburbrot ,
plant violently purgative.
SPURGF, Lourel, or Mexercon .f. [thymelæc"|SQUA'BBLER. L. (trom ſquabble.) A quarrel
fome fellow ; a brawler.
Lac ) A plant. Miller.
SPURIOUS. a. [ Spurius,Lat.) 1. Not genuine ; SQUADRON . ). ( efcadron, F.Squadrone, Ital. ]
counterfeit ; adulterine. Swift. 2. Not legi.
1. A body of men drawn up lquare . Milion .
timate ; baſtard. Aldiſon ,
2 A part of an army ; a troop. Knolles. 3.
SPU'RING . S. [efperlan, fr . ] A ſmall ſea
Part of a feet, a certain number of thips.
Arburhat,
fiih . Tur.
TO SPURN. v . a . (sporaan , Sax . ) 1. To kick ; SQUADRONED . a. (from Squadron.) Formed
to ſtrike or drive with the foot. Shakelp. 2 , iaco ſquadıons, Milion.
To reject ; to ſcorn ; to put away with con-SQUA'LID . a. (Jqualibus, Lat . ) Foul ; naty i
tempu ; lo diſdain . Slakofp. 3. To treat with
tilthy . Dryden .
contempt . Lecke.
To SQUALL. v. n. Uguala , Swedish .] To
To SPURN . v. n . 1. To make contemptuous
ſcream out as a child or woman frighted .
oppoſition. Shakeſp. 2. To cols up the heels ; Swifi.
to kick or ſtruggle . Gay.
SQUALL .S. [from the verb .] 1. Loud icream.
SPURN, J. (irom the verb . ) Kick ; infolent Swift. 2. Suujen gust of wind.
SQUA'LIER.J. (trom ſquail ] Screamer ; one
and coniemptuous treatment. Shakeſp.
that creams.
SPORNEY. ). A plant.
SPURRER , T. [ from ſpur ] One that uses SQUA
LOR. J. ( Latin .) Coulencio ; naſtinela.
But 10
1.
Ipars.
SPOʻRRIER . f. [from ſpur.] One who makes SQUA’LLY. a . (from ſquall.) Windy : guſty,
SQUAʼMOUS , a. U quameus, Latin .] Scaly s
ſpurs.
SPURRY. F. ( Spergula, Lat.) A plant. Mors. covered with ſcales, Woodward.
To SPURT. v. a. (See To SPIRT.) To fiy out To SQUA NDER . V. n . {verfchweden, Teut ]
1. To loaller laviſhly i to spend protutely.
with a quick ſtream . Wileman.
SPURWAY . /. [ lpur and way.) A horſeway ; Savage. 2. To fcaller ; lo dilipate , to dil
peile . Dryden.
a bridie- road ; distinct from a road for carri .
SQUANDÉRER. S ( from ſquander.) A ſpend .
ages.
SPOTA'TION S. ( Stutum , Lat ] The act of inriti ; a prodigal ; a walter. Luke.
Ipitting. Harvey.
SQUARE , a .( 313war, Welth ; çuadratus , Lat .)
1. Cornered ; having right angles Prior. 2 .
To SPU’TTER. U n . [ /futo, Lat. ) 1. To emit
moiſture in lina!! Aying drops. Dryder. 2.
Porming a right ang e. Vexan. 3. Cornered ;
To fly out in imali purricles with some noiſe.
having angles ofwhatever concept. 1 ifeman.
Dryden. 3. To speak hartily and obſcurely.
4. Parallet ; exactly fuitable. Sbakefp. 5 .
Congreve.
Strong ; tout ; weli let , 6. Equal ; exact ,
honeit ; fair. Shakeſp . 7. ( lu geometry.}
TO SPUTTER . v, a. Tc throw out with noiſe.
Swife.
Square root of any number is that which ,
SPU'T'TERER S. ( from ſputter. ] One that
mulciplied by felf, produces the ſquare, as 4
Iputters.
is the ſquare root o : 16 .
SP7. f. [ 201m's, Welſh ; spion , French , Spie, SQUARE, S. (quadra, Lat ) 1. A figure wit's
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right angles and equalſides. Milion. ?. An
pipe of paper filled with wildfire. Bacer.
area of four ſides, with houſes on each lide. Any peity fellow . Tatler.
Addijen . 3. Content ofan angle . Brown. 4. SQUILL. Y. [ /quilla , joilla , Lat .) 1. A plant.
Roſcommon . 2. A fiſh 3. An inſect. Grew.
A rule orinſtrument by which workmen men.
fure or form their angles 5. Rule ; regulari- SQUINANCY. S. ( Jquinancie, Fr.) An in
ty ; exact proportion. Spenſer. 6. Squadron ; fiammation in thethroat; a quinſey. Bacon.
troops formed ſquare. Shakelp . 7. Quatero ; SQUINT, a . ( Squinte, Dutch .) Looking ob
liquely ; looking not firearly ; looking fulpi
nion ; number four. Shakeſp. 8. Level ; e
quality . Drydir . 9. Quartile ; the aſtrologi ciouſly . Milton
cal fituation ofplanets, diſtant pinety degrees To SQUINT. v ... To l'ok obliquely ; to look
from each other. Milton . 10. Rule ; contor
not in a direct line of viſion Bacon ,
mity L`Eſtrange. 11. SQUARES go. The TO SQUINT. V a. 1. To form the eye to ob
game proceeds . L'Ffrange.
lique vition .Skakejp. 2. To turn the eye ob
To SQUARE. v. a. (quadro, Lat ) 1. To forma liquely . Bacon
with right angles. Boyle. 2. To reduce to a SQUINTEYED . a . ( Squini and eye.) 1. Have
ſquare. Prior. 3. To meaſure; to reduce to
ing the ſight directed ovlique. Knowles. 2. In
a meaſure. Shakeſp. 4. To adjuſt; to regu
direct ; oblique ; malignant. Denbom .
late ; lo mould ; to ſhape Shakep. 5. To SQUINTIFE'Go'a. Squinting. Dryden .
accommodate ; to fit. Milton. 6. To reſpect To SQUINT. - . n . To look alquint. Shakelt .
in quartile. Suurh .
SQUIRE. f. (Contracted of eſquire ; efcayer ,
French .) 1. A gentleman next in rank to a
To SQUARE . V. n. 1. To ſuit with ; to fit
knight . Shakeſp. 2. An attendant on a noble
with . Woodward. 2. To quarrel ; to go to
oppoſite ſides. Shakeſp.
warriour. Dryden. 3. An attendant at court.
Shakesp .
SQUARENESS. ſ. (from Square] The Nate
of being ſquare. Moxın .
SQUIRREL . F. ( eſcurueil, French ; ſciures,
Lat ) A ſmall animal that lives in woods ,
SQUASH . 1. ( from quafb.) 1. Any thing foſt
and eaſily cruſhed . Shakeſp. 2. (Melopepo.) A learing from tree to tree. Drayton.
V... To throw out in a quick
plant. Böyle. 3. Any thing unripe ; anything To SQUIRT.
stream . Arbushnet.
loft. Shakeſp. 4: A ſudden fall. Agburhnot.
To SQUIRT . v . n . To prate ; to let fiy , [ Lir.
5. A ſhock ofſoft bodies. Swift.
To SQUASH . v.a. To cruſh into pulp .
SQUIRT. | [from the verb ) 1. An inſtrument
To SQUAT. v.n. (quattare, Italian .) To Gi
by which a quick Itream is ejected. Pope. 2 .
cowering ; to fit close to the ground.
A ſmall quick ſtream . Bacon .
SQUAT. a. (from the verb.)
. Cowering i SQUIRTERI: (from ſquirt.)One that plies a
cloſe.co the ground. Swift. 2. Short and thick ; squirt. Abuíbror.
having one part cloſe to another, as those of To STAB. v . a . ( Jaren, old Durch. ] 1. To
pierce with a pointed weapon . Shakeſp. 2 ,
an animal contracted and cowering. Grow.
To wound morially or miichievouſly. Pbilips.
SQUAT.S. 1. The posture of covering or lying
STAB. S. ( trom the verb ) 1. A wound with a
cloſe. Dryden . 2. A ſudden fall . Herbert.
SQUAT. L. A fort of mineral , Woodward.
Tharp pointed weapon. Shakejp. 2. A dark
TO SQUEAK. v . n . [ /qwaka, Swediſh .) 2. To
injury ; a lly miſchiet. 3. A ſtroke ; a blow .
South .
ſet up a ſudden dolorous cry . 2. To cry with
a ſhrill acute tone . Skakejp. 3. To break fi- STABBER . f. [from fiab.) One who ftabs ; a
lence or ſecrecy for fear or pain. Dryden .
privy murderer
SQUEAK. F. ( from the verb.) A fhrillquick STABI'LIMENT. S ( from flabilis, Lat) Supe
cry . Dryden .
port ; firmiers ; act of making tirm . Derbam .
TO SQUÉAL. v. m. [ Lqwala, Swedih . ? TO STABILITY./. [Habilité, fi.j 1 , Stableneis ;
Headineſs ; Itrength to Itand , Blackm. Congr.
cry with a ſhrill ſharp voice ; to cry with pain.
2. Fixedneſs ; not fiuidity. Bele. 3. Firm
SQUEAMISH. a. [ tor quamiſ or qualmifti,
nefs and refolution.
from qualm . ) Nice ; faftidinus ; eaſily diigut
ed ; having ihe ſtomach ealily turned. Sidney , STA BLE.a. ( Jiabilis, Latin. ) 1. Fixed ; able
Southern .
to land . 2 Steady ; conitant. Davies, 3 .
Strong ; fixed in itate. Regerse
SQUEA MISHNESS. . [from ſqueamil Nice
nits; delicacy ; faſtidioufnels. Stilling fleet. STABLE. f. ( liabulum , Larin .) A houſe for
To SQUEEZE. v. a . (cpisan , Sax . ]
To
beaſts . Exia.
prels ; to cruſh between iwo bodies . Dryden. To STABLE . v ... Mabule, Lat ) To kennel ;
2. To oppreſs ; to cruſh ; 10 harals by extor
to dwell as beasts, Milton.
tion. L'Litrange. 3. To force between cloſe STABLE BOY. 25. [ fable and boy, ormas.)
bodies.
STA'BLEMAN . 5 One who attends in the
ſtable . Sæft.
To SQUEEZE . V. n . 1. To act or país, in con
ſequence of compreſſion .Newton. 2. To force STABLENESS. S. (from liable.) 1. Power to .
way through cloſe bodies.
stand 2. Secadinels ; constancy ; ftability,
SQUEEZE . J. [from the verb . ) Compreffion ;
Shakesp.
preilure. Philips.
STABLESTAND. ſ. ( In law . ) is one of the
SQUELCH. S. Heavy fall. ludibras, L'Eftr.
four evidences or preſumptions, whereby :
SQUIB . Š. ( ſchieber, Germans 1. A imall
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1. To reel ; not to ſtand or walk leadily .
man is convicted to intend the ſtealing of the
Böyle. 2. To faint ; to begin to give way .
king's deer in the foreſt : and this is when
Addison. 3. To hefitate ; to fall into doubt.
a man is found at his ſtanding in the foreſt
Bacon..
with a crois bow beat, ready to ſhoot at any
deer ; or with a long bow ; or elie Itanding , To STAGGER. v. 0. 1. To make to ſtagger ;
cloſe by a tree with grey -bounds in a leaſh .
to make to reel. Shakeſp. 2. To ſhock ; to
alarm . L'Eſtrange.
Cowel.
To STABLISH . v . a . ( eſtablir , Fr. ) To eſta- STAGGERS J. ( from the verb . ) 1. A kind of
blin ; to fix ; to ſettle Donno.
horſe apoplexy. Shakejp . 2. Madnct , wild
conduct. Shakeft:
STACK. | ( ftacca, lialian . ) 1. A large
quantity of hay, corn , or wood. Wotton, Ncev . STAGNANCY : T. ( from fiaznani ) The ſate
ton . 2. A num er of chimneys or funnels. of being without motion or ventilation .
Wiſeman .
STAGNANT. a. ( ſlagnons, Lat ] Motionleſs ;
TO STACK. v . 2. [ from the noun . ) To pile up
Gill ; not agicated ; not flowing ; not running.
Woodward.
regularly in ricks. Mori.
STACTE : L. An aromatick ; the gum that To STAGNATE . 0... I lagnum , Lat. ) To
distills from the tree which produces myrrh . lye motionles ; ܪto have no courle or diream .
A burbnor.
Exodus.
STADLE . f. ( rtadel , Sax . ] 1. Any thing STAGNATION. F. (from fagnate. Stop of
courſe ; ceflation of motion. Addics.
which ferves for ſupport to another. 2. A
fait ; a crutch . Spenter. 3 A tree ſuffered to STA ! D. far!. adj. (from jiez.) Sober ; grave ;
grow for coarie and common uſes , as a post or
regular. Milton
STALDNESS. f. [from ſaid .) Sobriety ; gra
rails. Bacon,
vity ; regularity . Dryden .
T. STA'DLE va ( from the noun ) To fur
To STAIN . v . a. ( xtaenis, Welſh ! I. TO
nith with itadles. Tufer .
STADTHOLDER .
[ Padi and houden,
blot; 10 fput; to maculare . Stakesp .
Dutch ) The chief magik te of the Voiled
To disgrace; to ſpot with guilt or infamy.
M !! ...
Provinces.
STAFF. f . plur. ftaves. ( rest, Sax Maff, STAIN. F: 1. Blot; ſpot; diſcoloration .Addiſon,
Daniſh ; fat. Duich ] 1. Allick with which
Pope 2. Taint of guile or infamy. Broome.
a nan fupports hiniele in walking 2. A
3. Cauſe of reproach ; ſhame. Sidney.
prop ; a lopport. Shakeſp. 3. A stick used as STAINER. !. (from fluin.) One who ftains ;
one who blots
a weapun ;a club. L'Efir ange. 4. Any long
piece of wood. Additu. : . An coin or an STAINLESS. a . [from ſtain . ) 1. Free from
office. Hayward . 6. Sis", Jilandiek . 1 A
blots or Ipots. Sidney. 2. Free from ſin or
ftanza ; a ſeries of verſes regularly diípotea, reproach . Shakeſp.
10 as that, when the stanza is concludest, the SPATR .Istager , Saxon;ſteghe, Dutch . ] Steps
by which we riſe ; an aicent from the lower
fame order begins again. Dryden,
STAFFISH . c. [ from stad ) Suit ; haſh
part of a building to the upper. Clarendon ,
Milton
.
Aſcham.
STAFFTREE. S. A fort of evergreen privee. STAIRCASE. I hair and rafe.] The part of
STAG . Š The inale red deer ; the male or the a fabrick that contains the ſtairs.
hind . Milten .
STAKE. f. ( staca, Saxon ; Staeck , Dulch .
STAGE . F. ( efloge, Fr.] 1. A foor raiseda
1. A poil or ſtrong ſtick fixed in the ground.
view on which any ſhow is exhirited . 2. The
Llooker. 2. A piece of wood. Dryden. 3 .
theatre ; the place of ſcenick entertainments. Any thing placed as a paliſade or fence. Mili.
Knolles. 3. Any place where any thing is 4. The p it to which a beat is tied to be
publickly tranſacted or performed. Skakelp .
baited . Shakeſp. 5. Any thing pledged or
4. A place in which reſt is taken on a journey, wagered. Cowley. 6. The state ofbeing ha
Hammond. 5. A ſingle itep of gradual procets. zarded , pledged, or wageret. Hudebras. 7 .
Rogers.
The lake is a linall anvil, which ſtands upon
TO STAGE. v . a .[ from the noun ) To exhibit a ſmall iron foot on the work bench , 10
remove as occafion offers ; or cite ii bath a
publickly. Shake a
STA GECOACH Pliage and conch.) A coach
ſtrong iron (pike at the bottom led into ſome
that keeps its itages ; a coach that paſſes and
place of the work - bench, not to be removed .
Moxon .
repailes on certain days for the accommoda
To STAKE. v . a. ( from the noun ) 1 Το
tion of pallenge:8. Gay.
falten, ſupport, or de end with poils fit up
STAGEPLAY. ]. [fage and play.) Theatrical
entertainment. Dryden.
right. Evelyn. 2. To wager; to hazard ; 10
put to hazard . South .
STAGER. . (from fiage } 1. A player. Ben
taknjen. 2. One who has long aated on the STALACTITES. ;. [ írom sadece .) S:c!cc
tites is only ſpar in the lhape of 20 ichic .
itageoflife ; a piacrilioner . Swift.
Woodward.
STA GEVIL . J. A diieale in horles.
• STAGGARD . S. (from ſtag ] A four years old, STALACTICAL , Q. Refurbling an icicle ,
Derliam
fag. rinfcvorih .
STALAC
TO SIGGER . W. a . Ilaggeren , Dutch
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STALAGMITES. f. Spar formed into the TO STA'MMER . V. n . Creamer, Saxon ;
Ramelen , llamerer , to ſtammer , Dutcb.) To
Mhape of drops. Woodward.
STALE . a. [Helle, Dutch ) 1. Old ; long kept ;
ſpeak with unnatural heritation ; to utter
words with difficulty. Sidney, Shakeſp.
altered by time . Prior, Spectator. 2. Uſed 'cill
STAMMERER . S. [from flommer .] One who
it is of no uie or eſteem. Hayward .
ſpeaks with heſitation. Taylor.
STALE . . [ from stælan, Sax . to ſeal .} 1 .
Something exhibited or offered as an allure. To STAMP. v . a. ( fampen, Dutch .) 1. To
strike by preſſing the foot haſtily downwards ,
ment to draw others to any place or purpoſe.
Dryden . 2. To pound ; to beat as in a mortar .
Sidney. 2. In Shakeſpeare it ſeems to ſignify
Bacon. 3. To impreſs with fome mark or
a proſtitute. 3. (From ftale, adj .) Urine; old
figure, South, 4. To fix a mark by impres
urine. 4. Old beer ; beer ſomewhat acidulated.
ling it. Souih . 5. To make by imprefk ng 2
5. ( Stele, Dutch , a ſtick .) A handle, Mort.
mark . Locke. 6. To mint ; to form ; to coin .
TO STALE . v. a, ( from the adjective. ) To
Shakeſp .
wear out ; to make old. Shakeſp .
TOS
(from
.
7.
*
.
the
To
mak
noun.
)
To
STAMP..Derris.
V. n. To ſtrike the foot ſuddenly
TAL
e
E bras.
downward
water . Hudi

STAʼLET.Y. adv . [ rom fiale.] of old ; long STAMP. P. Piftampe, Fr. ftampa, Italian .) 1 .
eime . B. Johnson.
Any inſtrument by which a bollow impreſſion
STA LENESS.S . [from fiale. ) Oldneſs ; late of is made. Waller. 2. A mark ſet on any
thing ; impreſſion. Lecke. 3. A ching mark
being long keji ; flace of being corrupted by
time . Bacon .
ed or ſtamped. Shakeſp. 4. A picture cut in
wood or metal . Addiſon. 5. A mark ſet upon
To STALK . v. 0. (stealcan, Saxon.) 1. To
things that pay cuſtoms to the government.
walk with high and ſuperb ſleps. Dryden,
Addi/on. 2. To walk behind a ſtalking horſe Swift. 6. A character of reputation good
or cover. Bacon ,
or bad Sourb . 7. Authority ; currency ;
value. L'Eſrange. 8. Make; caſt ; form .
STALK . F. ( from the verb . ) 1. High , proud,
Addiſon.
wide, and itately ftep. Audifon. 2. The item
on which flowers or fruies grow . Dryden . 3. STAMPER. ſ (from Ramp ] An inftrument
The nem of a quiil . Grew .
of pounding. Carew .
STALKINGHORSE. S. IMalking and horſe.J STAN, amongſt our forefathers, was the termi.
nation of the ſuperlative degree : In Albelftar ,
A horle either real or fitilious, by which a
moſt noble ; Bertan, the beſt ; Wiflar, the
fowler Mellers himſelf from the light of the
wiſelt . Gibſon .
game ; a maik Hakewill.
STA’LKY . 2. (from ſtalk.) Hard like a Nalk To STANCH. v. a. [ efiancher, Fr.) To ſtop
Mortimer .
blood ; to hinder from running. Bacan .
STALL . S. (rteal , Saxod: fall, Dutch ; falla,TO STANCH . v. * . To ſtop. Luke.
Italian . ) 1. A crib in which an ox is fed , or STANCH . a . 1. Sound ; ſuch as will not run
out . Boyle. 2. Firm ; found of principle ;
where any horle is kept in the ſtable .
trully ; hearty ; determined . Addiſon . 3 .
Chapman. 2. A bench or forrn where any
Strong ; not to be broken . Locke,
thing is set to file. Swift. 3. A ſmall house
or thed in which certain trades are practiſed. STANCHION. S. (eflancon, ' Pr.] A prop ; a
ſupport.
Spenſer . 4. The leat of a digoified clergyman
STANCHLESS . a. (from konch.) Not to be
in the choir . Warburlon ,
TO STALL . v. a . 1. To keep in a fall or Itopped. Shakeſp.
To STAND . v. m. preterite, I feod , I bave
ſtable. Dryden. 2. To invert . Shakeſp .
TO STALL. ay n. 1. To iohabit ; to dwell. fiood. (rrandan, Saxon. ſiaex , Dutch. ) 1. To
.
2.
kennel.
To
Shakelp
be upon the feet ; not to fit or to lie down. 2 .
STALLFED . a. Illall and fed ) Fed not with
To be not demolired or overthrown. Milton .
graſs but dry food. Arburonot.
3. To be placed as an edifice. Addiſon. 4 .
To remain erect ; not to fall. Miltor. 5. To
STALLION . / ( y /dalavya , Welſh ; e;lallion,
become erec?, Dryden. 6. To ſtop ; to halt ;
French ; Rathens /t, Dutch ) A horſe kept for
mares. Temple.
not to go forward. Shakeſp. 7. To be at a
ſtacionary point without progreſs or regrefliun ,
ST : MINA. /. ! Lac.] 1. The first prirciples of
Pope. 8. To be in a llate of hirmneſs, not
any thing. 2. The ſolids of a homan body. 3 .
vacillation . Davies. 9. To be in any poftare
Thoſe liccle fine threads or capillaments which
of refillance or defence, Shakop. 10. To be
grow up within the flowers of plants, encom
in a late of hoſtility . Hayward. 11. Not to
marog round the style, and on which the
apices grow at their extremities.
yield ; not to fly ; not to give way, Bacor .
STAMINEOUS a . ( Naminius, Lat. ) 1. Con
12. To ſtay ; not to fly. Clarendon . 13. Ta
Siiling of threads. 2. Stamineous flowers are
be placed with regard to rank or order. Ar
fotar imperfect as to want thole coloured
bwinnot. 14. To reman in the prelent ſtate . «
leaves which are calleri perala , and confitt
1 Corin . 15. To be in any particular ſtate .
only of the ftylus and the itamina ; and
4.! : x . 16. Not to become void ; to remain
ſuch plants as there conftitute a large genus oi
in force. Hooser. 17. To confilt ; to have
its
plants,
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its being or eſſence. Hebrews. 18. To be STA’NDARD. S ( eftandart, Fr. ) ... An enlig
with reſpect to terms of a contract. Corec .
in war, particularly the enlign of the borte.
19. To have a place. Clarendon. 20. To be in
Milton . 2. That which is of undoubled a uchom
.
21
any ſtate at the time preſent. Clarenden .
rity ; chat which is the teſt of other things
To be in a permanent ſtate Shakeſp. 22. To
of the ſame kind Spratt. 3. That which has
been tried by the proper teſt. Sw ft 4. A
be with regard to condition or fortune Dryden.
ſettled rate. Bacon. g . A ſtanding ſem or tree .
23. To have any particular reſpect. South
Evelyn .
24. To be without a &tion. 25. To depend ;
to reſt ; to be ſupported . Whitgifte .. 26. TO STANDARDBEARER . f. ( Aandard and
bear.) One who bears a ſtandard or enliga.
be with regard to rate of mind . Galat . 27 .
Spectator.
To ſucceed ; to be acquitted ; to be ſafe.
Addiſon. 28. To be with reſpect to any par- STA'NDCROP . S An herb .
ticular . Shakeſp . 29. To be reſolutely of a STANDEL S. (from fard .] A tree of long
ſtanding . Howel.
party . Pfalms. 30. To be in the place ; to
be reprefentative. Lecke . 31. To remain ; STA'NDER.S. (from fond ] 1. One who fands,
2. A tree that has ſtood king Afchem . 3.
to be fixed. Milton . 32. To hold a courſe
STA'NDER by. One preſent ; a mere ipectator.
Pope. 33. To have direction towards arry
Shakeſp .
local point. Boyle. 34. To offer as a candidate .
35 To place himſelf ; to be placed. Knolles . STA'NDERGRASS . f. An herb. Ainſworth.
36. To Nagnate ; not to flow . Dryden . 37. STANDING part. a. (from ſtand.) 1. Settled ;
eſtablished . Temple 2. Lailing ; not tranſitory.
To be with reſpet to chance . Rowe. 38. To
Addifer . 3. Stagnant ; not running Milion .
remain ſatisfied Shakeſp . 39. To be with
out motion . Shakeſp. 40. To make delay . 4. Flaced on feet. Shakeſp :
Locke . 41. To inliſt ; to dwell with many STANDING . L. (from fiand ] 1 Continuance ;
words . 2 Maccabees . 42. To be exposed. long perleffion of an office Woodward .
Shakeſp . 43. To perlift ; to perſevere . Taylor. Station ; place to ſtand in. Knolles. 3. Power
to ftand. Piams , 4. Rask ; condition Sbakeſ.
44. To perlift in a claim . Shakeſp. 45. To
5. Competition ; candidateſhip. Walton .
adhere ; to abide. Doniel. 46. To be con
Gſtent . Felton . 47. T. STAND by . To fup . STANDISH. I fand and dijo.) A cale for
pen and ink. Addison .
port i to defend ; not to defert Calamy . 48.
To be preſent without being an actor. Shakes STANG . J. (stäng, Saxon . ) A perch . Swift.
49. To repoſe on ; to rent in. Pope. 50. TO STANK 2. Weak ; worn out . Spenſer.
Standfor. To propr ſeone's ſelf a candidate . STANK The preterite or flink . Exodus.
Donne. 5 ! To maintain : to pro'eſs to ſup. STANNARY. a . from ftannum , Lat.) Relating
to the tioworks. Carew
port. Ben . Johnſon . 52. To STAND off to
keep at a distance Dryden . 53. Not to com- STA'NZA . Ş. ( lanza, Ita!. ftance, Fr.) A
number of lines regularly adjusted to each
ply. Shakeſp . 94. Tó forbear friencíhip or
other ; fo much of a poem as contains every
intimacy Atterbury. 55. To have selief ; to
variation of meaſure or relation of rhyme.
appear protuberant or prominent . Wotton
Dryden.
56. TO STAND out. To hold reſolution : te
hold a poſt. Rogers . 57. Not to comply ; to STAPLE . L. Ceſape, Fr Papel, Dutch . ) A
jestled mart ; an etabliſhed emporium . Ar .
ſecede. Dryden . 58. To be prominent or pro
buthnot.
tuberant. Pjolens 59. T. STAND 10. To ply:
STA
to perſevere. Dryder. 60. To remain fixed
PLE. a . (from the noun . ) 1. Settled ;
eltabliſhed in commierca. Dryden. 2. Accord
in a purpoſe . Herbert. 61. T. STAND under .
ing to the laws of commerce. Swife.
To undergo ; to luftain . Shakeſp. 62. T.
STAND UP. To ariſe in order to gain notice. STAPLE. Į (rtapul , Saxon , a prop. ) A loop of
iron ; a bar bent and driven in at boch ends.
Acts. 63. To make a party . Sbakejp 64
TO STAND upon. To concern ; to interest . Peucham .
Hudob ; as . 65. To value ; to take pride . Ray STAR ſ (sterrra , Saxon ; ſerre, Dutch . )
J. One of ihe luminous bodies that appear in
66. Toint
T. STAND . v. a . 1. To endure ; to refin
the nocturnal ſky. Watts 2. The pile ftar.
To
2.
without flying or yielding. Smith.
Shakeſp. 3. Corfi, uration of the planets lup
pated to influence fortune. Shakej P. 4. A
await ; to abide ; to fulier. Addefor. 3. To
keep ; to maintain with ground Dryden.
mark of re'erence . Wales.
STAND. / ( from the verb ) 1. A ftation ; a STAR. of Bethlebem . I. [ornithogalum , Lat ) A
place where one waits ftanding . Addison. 2 .
plane. It hach a lily - flower, composed of lix
Rank ; post i ſlation . Daniel. 3. A itop : a
petals, or leaves ranged circularly, whole
halt. Clorindon. 4 Stop ; interruption. Wood
centre is poſſefled lay che puintal , which aller
ward 5 The act of oppoſing.Shakeſp. 6 .
wards turos lo a roundith truit Miller.
Higheſt mark , flationary point. Dryden. 7. STA'RAPPLE. J. A plant. Miller .
A point beyond which one cannot proceed. STAKBOARD . (rteorbund, Saxon . Is
Prior. 8. Lifficulty ; perplexity ; embarialla the right hand tide of the thip, as larboard is
ment ; helilation. Looke. 9. A frame or table
the leie. Harris, Bramball.
STARCH ,
5 A
on which veilcls are placed , Dryden.
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STARCH . L. ( from ſtars, Teutonick , ſtiff.] STA'RRING. a, ! from ſtar. ) Shining with
ſtellar light. Craſbaw .
A kind of viſcous matter made of Power
or, potatoes, with which linen is ſtiffened. STARSHOOT. !. ( liar andfar.) An emiflion
Fletcher.
from a ſtar. Boyle.
To STARCH . v. a . (from the noun . ) To fiffen TO START. v.n. ( liarizen, German .) 1. To
with ſtarch . Gay."
feel a ſudden and involuntary ewitch or motion
of the animal frame. Bacon . 2. To riſe fod
STARCHAMBER. S. [camera ſiellata , Lat.)
A kind of criminal court of equity. Shakeſp .
denly . Roſcommon. 3. To move with ſudden
STARCHED . a. ( from liaro ] 1. Stiffened
quickneſs. Claveland. 4. To ſhrink ; to
winch, Shakeſp. 5. To deviate. Crueck. 6.
with farch. 2. Stiff ; preciſe ; formal
Swift.
To ſet out fri in the barrier at a race . Durbes.
STARCHER. § [ from fiarcb.) One whoſe
7. Toſet out on any purſuit . Waller .
TO START . v. 4, 1. To alarm ; to difturb
trade is to ſtarch.
STARCHLY. adv. ( from ſtarch. ) Stiffly ;
ſuddenly. Skakeft. 2. To make to ſtart or
Ay haltily from a hiding place. Sbadelp. 3.
preciſely.
STARCHNESS. f. ( from fiarcb. ) Stiffneſs ;
To bring into mutinn ; to produce to view of
notice. Spralt. 4. To diſcover ; to bring withia
preciſeneſs
purſuit. Temple. 5. To put ſuddenly out of
TO STARE v. n. ( starian, Saxon , ſterren,
place.Wileman .
Daich ) 1. To look with fixed eyes ; to look
with wonder,impudesce, confidence ,ſtupidity ,START. ſ . ( from the verb) 1. A motion of
horrour. Spenſer. 2. To Stare in the face. terrour ; a ſudden twitch or contractice of the
To be undeniably evident. Locke . 3. To ſtand
frame. Dryden, 2. A ludden rouſing c ad 198;
excitement. Skakep. 3. Sally ; veherre:
out. Mortimer ,
STARE . ). ( from the verb. ) 1. Fixed look .
eruption ; ſudden effuſion . L'E ,iranje. 4
Dryden . 2. ( Sturnus, Lat . ) A ſtarling.
Sudden fil ; internitted action. Ber. J14-.
STARER.S. (from ſtare.) One who looks with
5. A quick Ipring or motii n . Greeo . 6. First
fixed eyes. Pipe
emition from the barrier ; act of leuring our
STARFISH . Illor and fill .) A filh branching
Bacom . 7. To get the START . To begin
before another ; to obtain advantage over
out into ſeveral points. Woodward.
STARGAZER. I Iliar and gaze.) An aſtro
another. Bacon .
nomer, or aſtrologer. L'Ejirange.
STARTER. / ( from ſtart.) One that thrinks
STARHAWK. '. (aftur , Lat.) A ſort of from his purpote Hudibras.
hawk . Ainjwerib .
STARTINGLY. adv . ( from fiarting. 1 By
STARK . a . (rt «rc, starc , Saxon ; fterck, ſudden fics ; with frequent intermitira.
d.
Sbahelp.
Dutch . ) 1. Stiff ; ſtrong ; rugge Ben
Jabafon. 2. Deep í full. Ben. Jobuſom. 3 To STARTLE. ~ r. [irom lari.? To fhrink ;
to
move on feeling a ſudden impretio.
Mere ; ( imple ; plain ; groſs. Cullier.
STARK . adv. Is uſed to intend or augment Addifer.
the ſignification of a word : as fark mad , TO STARTLE. v. a . To fright ; to fheck ; 19
impreſs with ſudden terrour.
mad in the higheſt degree. Abbot.
STARKLY. adv. ( from ſtark. ) Stifly : STARTLE . L. [ from the verb ) Sudden 3.
Jarm ; mock ; luddeo impreſſion of terrour.
Itrongly. Shakeſp.
STARLESS. a. ( from star.) Having no light Spectator.
of Itars, Milion,
STARTUP. /. ( ſtart and up. ] One that comes
STAʼRLIGHT.S. ( Star and light. ) Luitre of fuddenly into notice. Skakelp .
.
Milion
stars.
the
To STARVE.0... (rteançan, Saxon ; fiereen,
STARLIGHT. a. Lighted by the ſtars. Dryden . Dutch, to die) 1.To periſh it be deftr yed.
Fairfax . 2. To perith with hunger. Lucia,
;
STA'RLIKE . a . ( lar and like . ) 1. Stellated
having various points reſembling a far in
3. To be killed with cold. Sindys 4. To
Juftre. Mortimer. 2. Bright ; illuitrigus .
ſuffer extremepoverty. Poje. s . To be de
Ilroyed with cold. Woodward.
Boyle.
STARLING . L. ( sexrling, Şax . ] A ſmall TU STARVE. v . a . 1. To kill with hugger.
Prior. 2. To ſubdue by famine Arbeitet.
ſinging bird . Shakesp.
STA'RPAVED. 2. ( liar and pave ] Studded 3. To kill with cold. Milios. 4. Tu deposie
with Itars. Milton.
of force er vigeur. Locke
STA’RPROOF a.( fiar and proof.)Impervious STA'RVELING . I. [ from ftare ?.) An animal
thin and weak ' for want of asurithment.
to ſtarlight. Milton.
STAR- READ L. ( ftar and read. ) Doctrine of Donne..
the stars.
STARWORT. . [-frer, Lat.) Elecarpine.
STA'RRED . a. ( from far. ) 1. Influenced
STA TARY. 6. ( fran jatus, Lau ) Fixed ;
the ſtars with reſpect to fortune. Shakeſp. 2. lettled.
Decorated with lars. Milion .
STATE. S. [ fro!us, Lat.) 1. Coactition ; cir
STA'RRY . 4. [from ſtar.) 1. Decorated with
cumſtances of nature or fortune.Afri194. ..
ng
Midification of any thing Bigle. ;. Sta
Reliar.
of
Nars
;
Confifti
Dars . Pope. 2.
tionary point ; cribs; height. Wijeron *
Dryden . 3. Reſcnbling llars.
Ella i
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Eſtate ; ſigniory ; pofleffion. Daniel. s . The TO STAVE. v, a. (from fiaff.) 1. To break in
pieces, Dryden . 2. To puſh off as with a
community ; the public; the commonwealth.
Itaff. Ben. Johnson. 3. To pour out by break
Shakejp. 6 A republick ; a government not
ing the calk . Sandys. 4. To furniſa with
monarchical. Temple. 7. Rank ; condition ;
rundles or ſtaves. Knolles.
quality . Fairfax. 8. Solemn pomp ; appear
ance of greatneſs. Rofcommen . 9. Dignity ; TO STAVE. v . n. To fight with ſtaves. Hudib.
grandeur. Milton. io . A ſeat of dignity. To STAVE and Tail. v. a. To part dogs by in
Skakelp. 11. A canopy ; a covering of dig . terpoſing a ſtart, and by pulling the tail.
nity. Bacon 12. A perſon of high rank. Latym . STAVES. ). The plural of haft Spenſer .
13. The principal perſon in the government.STAVESACRE. Larkſpur . A plant.
Milton. 14. Joined with another word it lig- TO STAY. V. r. Itaen, Dutch ) 1. To contie
nifies publick Bacon.
nue in a place ; to forbear departure. Shakesp.
2. To continue in a ſtate. Dryden. 3. To
To STATE . V. a . I conftarer, Fr.] 1. To ſet
tle ; to regulate Collier. 2. To repreſent in
wait ; to attend. Dryden. 4 To ſtop; to
all the circumttances of modification. Hanm .
land ſtill. Bacor . 5. To dwell ; to belong.
STA'TELINESS Į ( from fately.) 1. Gran
Dryden . 6. To reſt confidently. I aiah.
deur; majeſtick appearance'; auguſt manner ; TO STAY. V.2 .1. Tb ſtop ; to withhold ; to
dignity . More 2. Appearance of pride ; af.
repreſs. Raleigh. 2. To delay ; to obſtruct ;
to hinder from progreſſion. Spenſer . 3. To
fected dignity. Berterion .
STATELY. adv. ( from Rare ) 1. Auguſt ;
keep from departure. Dryden. 4. To prop ;
grand ; lofty ; elevated . Raleigh . 2. Elevated to lupport; to hold up. Hooker.
STAY.ſ. ( eſtaye, Fren ) 1. Continuance in a
in mind or leotiment . Dryden.
place ; forbearance of departure. Bacox . 2.
STA'TELY. adv. ( from the adjective.) Ma
Stand ; ceſſation of progreſſion. Hayward. 3.
jeftically. Milton.
STATESMAN
A top ; an obſtruction ; a hindrance from
(ſate and man .) 1. A po
progreſs. Fairfax. 4. Reſtraint ; prudence ;
litician ; one verſed in the art of government.
caution. Bacon. 5. A fixed ſtate. Donne. 6.
Ben . Jobnlon. 2. One employed in publick
affairs. South
A prop ; a ſupport . Milton. 7. Tackling .
STA'TESWOMAN . S. [fare and womor .) A
Pope 8. Boddice. 9. Steadineſs of conduct.
woman who meddies with publick affairs. STAYED . part. 6. (from fiay.) 1. Fixed ;
ſeteled ; ferious ; not volatile. Bacon , 2.
Ben . Johnlun.
Stopped .
STA'TICAL . a. (from the noun ) Relating
STA'TICK . Š to the ſcience of weighing. STAYEDLY. adv . (from ſayed.] Compoſed
Arbuthnot .
ly ; gravely ; prudently ; loberly .
STA TICKS. S. [ falozn . ) The ſcience which STAYEDNESS. S. [from ſtayed ] 1 . Solidity ;
conſider the weight of bodies. Beniley.
weight. Camden. 2. Compoſure ; prudence ;
STATION. . fatio, Latin.] 1. The act of gravity; judiciouſneſs.
Nanding . Hooker 2. A face of reft Browon. STA YER.ſ. (from ſtay.) One who ſtops, holds
3. A place where any one is placed. Hayw
or ſupports. Philips.
Creech . 4. Poft afligned ; office. Milton. 5. STA YLACE. I. Ijay and lace.) A lace with
Situation ; poſition . Prior. 6. Employment ; which women faltenboddice Swift.
office. Swifi 7. Character ; ſtate. Milton. 8. STAYS. ļ. Without Singular. 1. Boddice ; a
kind of Miff waillcoat worn by ladies. 2.
Rank ; condition of life. Dryden.
Ropes in a ship to keep the maſt from falling
To STA'TION . v. a . ( from the noun) To
Sidney 3. Any lupport ; any thing that keeps
place in a certain poſt, raok , or place.
STA'TIONARY. 6. (from fiation .] Fixed ; not another extended . Dryden.
progreſſive. Newton .
STEAD. L. ( stia, Saxon .) 1. Place Sper fer .
STATIONER. S. ( from flation ) 1. A book
2. Room ; place which another had or might
have . i Chron . 3. Ule ; help. Atterbury. 4 .
ſeller . Pryden . 2. A leller of paper.
The frame of a bed. Dryden.
STATIST. /. ( from liare.) A laeiman ; a
STEAD , fed, being in the name of a place that
politician. Milion .
STATUARY . S. ( from flatua, Lat.) 1. The
is dillant from any river, comes frona the Saxon
art of carving images or reprelentations of life.
sted, stýd, a place ; but if it be upon a river
Temple. 2. One that practiles or profeties the or harbour, it is to be derived from seade, a
Thore or ftation for ſhips. Gibſon.
art of making ſtatues. Swifi
STA'TUE . S. Illatua, Lat . ) An image ; a lo To STEAD . v . a 1. To help ; to advantage ;
to ſupport ; to affift. Sidney, Rowe. 2. To
lid repreſentation of any living being . Wilkins
TO STA'TUE v.a. ( from the noun) To place fill theplace of another. Sharelp:
STEADFAST. a. ( flead and faji.] 1. Fant in
as a ſtatue. Slakeſp.
STATURE . L. ( farura, Lat . ) The height o
place ; firm ; fixed. Spenſer. 2. Conſtant ;
relolute Fcolul
any animal . Brown.
• STATUTABLE .... (from ſtatute.) According STEADFASTLY. adv. [from ſeadfaf .] Firm
ly ; conſtantly . Wake.
to Nature . Addifon.
STA TUTE. . Ujiatulum . Lal.] A law ; 20 STEADFASTNESS . F. ( from feadfal .) 1 .
Impulze
SA 2
biet of the legislature. Shakeſp. Tillerlin.
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Immutability ; fixedneſs Spenſer. 2. Firm .
removed farther from the fulcrum .
reſs : constancy ; reſolution.
STEEN , or Steam. S. A factitious veſſel of clay
STEA DILY . adv . ( from fready.) 1. Without or ſtone. Ainſworth.
touering : without ſhaking. Souih. 2. With- STEEP a . ( rteap, Saxon . ) Riſing or deſcend
out variation or irregularity.
ing with little inclination. Addi on
STEA DINESS L. (from Steady ) . State 2of. STEEP. S. Precipice: aſcent or deſcent ap
being not inttering oor ealily thaken .
proaching to perpendicularity. Dryden.
Fir neſs ; conltancy . Arbushńce. 3. Con . To STEEP.v . a. (Sippen, Dutch.) To ſoak ;
fiftent u varied coduct. Collier
to macerate : to imbue ; to dip. Bacon.
STEADY . (stæð:3, Sax .) 1. Firm ; fixed : STEEʻPLE.S. ! steopl, stypel, Saxon .) A tur.
not lottering Pope. 2. Not wavering ; nou
ret of a church, generally furniſhed with bells.
Shakeſp .
fickle: not changeable with regard to reſolu
tion of attencion Locke.
STEEʻPLY. adv. ( from Reep.) With precipi
tous declivity
STEAK . J. Illyck , Ilandick.) A lice of fleſh
STEEPNESS. S. [from ſteep.) Precipitous de
bruiled or fried ; a collop. Swift.
TOSEAL .a . preterite I lea'e, part. part. clivity. Addifon .
ft.len, stelan, Sax . ſtelen , Dutch.) 1 : TSTEEPY.. [from ſteep ] Having a precipitous
take by theft ; to take clandeſtinely ; to take
declivity:
without right . Shakelp. 2. To draw or convey STEER . ).(styre, Sax . frier , Dutch .) A young
bullock. Spenfer.
without notice Spenſer. 3. To gain or ef
fect by private means. Calamy.
TO STEER. v. a. ( steoran, stýran , Saxon :
TO STEAL. V. m . 1. To withdraw privily ; to frieren, Durch . ) To direct ; to guide in a pal
paſs filen ly Sidney. 2. To practiſe cheft ; ſage. Spenjer.
TO STEER . V. m. To direct a courſe. Locke.
to play the thief. Shakeſp .
STEALER !: [from jieal.J One who ſteals : STEE'R AGE . L. (from freer ) .. The act of
a thief. Shake'p.
practice of Neering . 2. Direction ; regula
STEA LINGLY. adv . ( from frealing ) Slily ;
iion of a courſe. Shakeſp. 3. That by which
by inviſible motion Sidney.
any courſe is gnided. 4. Regulationor ma
STEALTH S. (from ſteal.) 1. The act of ſteal. nagement of any thing. Swift. 5. The ſtern
ing ; theit. Skakelp. 2. The thing ſtolen
or hinder part of the ſhip:
Raleigh. 3. Secret act ; clandeſtine practice STEERSMATE. } li {/icer and mate , or
STEE'RSMAN .
mon .) A pilot ; one who
Dryden,
STEALTHY. a. ( from ſtealth .) Done clander. Meers a ſhip L'Lflrange.
STEGANOGRAPHY. J. (engarè; and spáox .)
cinely : ܪperformed by it alth. Shakeſp.
The art of ſecret writiog by characters or cy
STEAM . /. (steme, Saxon , The ſmoke or va
phers . Bailey.
pour of any thing moiſt and hot. Dryd. Wood
TO STEAM . O 1. (steman, Saxon .) 1. TO STEGNOʻTIČK . a. Tseyveliness .) Binding ; ren
fmoke or vapour with moim heat. Dryder. 2 . dering collive. Bailey.
To ſend up va ours. Milton . 3. To paſs in STELE.S. ( stela , Saxon ; Rek , Dutch . ) A
Talk ; a handle.
vapours Byle.
STEAN for tone..
STE'LLAR . a. (from ſtella. ) Aſtral ; relating
to the ſtars. Milion .
STEATOMA | (realeya ] Matter in a wen
STE'LLATE. a. ( Stellorus, Latin . ) Pointed is
compofeito far. Sharp.
the manner of a painted Aar. Boyle.
STEED . f. steda , Saxon .) A horſe for ſtate or
STELLATION
( from fella.) Emniffion of
war. Pope
STEEL . ſ. ( rral, Saxon ; foel, Du'ch )
light as from a ſtar.
Steel is a kind of iron , refired and purified by STELLIFEROUS. a . ( Stella and fero.) Hav.
the fire with other ingredients, which renders
ing fars. Die
it white, and its grain cloſer and finer than STELLION . L [ [tellio, Lat.) A newt. Nisjav.
common iron. Sleel, of all other metals, is STELLIONATE. F. ftellionatus, Latin ) A
that ſuſceptible of the greateſt degree of hard
kind of crime which is committed by a de
neſs, when well tempered ; whence its great ceitful ſelling of a thing otherwile ihan it
uſe in the making oftools and inftruments of really is : as, if a man ſhould sell that for his
all kirds Chambers 2 It is otro uſed for
own eltace which is actually another man's.
Bacon .
weapons or rm - ur. Dryden. 3. Chalybeate
It is uſed proverbi. STEM . I. ( fremma, Lat.) 1. The Raik ; the
medicines. Arbuthnot .
twig . Waller . 2. Famly ; race ; generation .
ally for hardnels : as, heads o: freel.
To STEEL v . a . ( troin the noun .] 1. To Sbakesp 5. (Stammen , Swediſh . ] The prow
point or edge with steel. Shakejp. 2. To or torepartof a ſhip. Dryden .
TO STEM .v.o. ( liamma, lilandick .) Toop
o
make bard or firm Addefen.
STEE LY.
( trom feel ] I Made of Iteel. poſe a current ; to paſs croſs or forward noc
Gay 2. Hard ; firm . Sidney.
with landing the 1ream . Dryden .
STEÉ LYARD . i ( fieel and yard ) A kind STENCH. /. (trom stencan, Saxon.) A Nink ;
of balance, in which the weight is moved ..
a bad ſmell. Bases.
T.
Jong an iron rod, and grows bacavier as it is
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To STENCH.v._. ( from the noun.) To make (STERNNESS. S. (from ftern.) 1. Severity of
to Rink . Mortimer.
look . Stenler. 2. Severity or harthneſs of
maoners. Dryden.
STENOGRAPHY ſ. [sevòs and ygáww. ) Short
hand Cleaviland
STERNON. I [ -epvir.)The breal -ſtone. Wiſe.
STENTOROPHONICK . a . ( from Stentor , the 5T'ERNUTA'TION . L. I fternutatio, Latin. ]
The act of ſneezing. Quincy.
Homerical herald. į Loudly ſpeaking or ſound
ing. Derbam
STE'RNUTATIVE
Ternutatif, Fr from
To STEP . v . n . (stæppan, Sax. ; ſtappen, Sternwe', Lat ] Having the quality of ſpeezing,
Dutch ) 1. To move by a single change of the STERNUTATORY. ( jernutarsire, Fr.)
place of the foot Wilkins. 2. To advance by
Medicine that provokes to ſneeze. Brown .
a ſudden progreſſion. Shakeſp. 3 To move » TE'VEN . S. (stefen, Sax . ) A cry , or loud
clamour. Spenſer.
mentally. Warts 4. To go ; to walk. Shake
5. To take a ſhort wa k . Shake p. 6. TOTO STEW . v . a. (eltuver, Fr. Sirven, Dutch .)
To ſeeth any thing in a now moint heat. Shak.
walk gravely and lowly Knolles.
STEP ] ( stæp, Saxon "; ftap, Dutch ) .. TO STEW.v.n. To be ſeethed in a low moitt
heat .
Progreffion by one removal of the foot. Äidi
for 2. One remove in climbing Knolles 3 STEW . ( cſouve, Fr. Sowfo, Italian ; eſtufa,
Quantity of ſpace paſſed or mealured by one Spaniſh .) 1. A bagnio ; a hot-houſe. Abbcs.
removal of the foot Arbuthnot. 4. A ſmall 2. A brothel; a boule of pro !litution. Aſcham .
length ; a ſmall ſpace. 1 Sam . 5. Walk : par 3. A Nore pond ; A ſmall pond where fish are
ſage. Dryd. 6. Progreffion ; act of advanco kept for the cable.
ing. Newton 7. Foot:tep print of the foot. STEWARD. | (rtipard, Saxon.) 1. One who
manages the affairs of another. Swift. 2. An
Dryden. 8. Gail ; manner of walking. 9
Action ; inſtance of conduct . Pope.
officer of Itace Shakeſp.
is related STEWARDSHIP.S . (from forward ] The of
STEP,in compoſition ſignifies onewho
fice of a ſteward .
only by marriage.Hooker, Dryden, Arbuthnos
STE PPINGSTONE. ). (step and lione.) Stont STI BIAL. ( from fribium , Lat.) Antimonial.
Harvey .
laid to catch the foot, and ſave it from wet or
dirt . Swift
STICADOS. S. ( fricadis, Lat . ] An herb.
STERCORACEOUS o terceraceus, Lat.) Ain/worth.
STICK . S. ( sticca, Sax. frecco, Italian; freck,
Belonging to dung. A burbrot,
STERCORATION | . (from ftercore, Lat
Dutch. ) A piece of wood , finall and loog.
The Act of dunging Evelya , Ray.
Dryden .
STEREOGRAPHY. F. (6889; and 782 $ a
TO STICK. v. 0. preterite, fruck ; participle
The art of drawing the forms of ſolids upon a part. feuck (sticcan, Saxon. ) To fallen on
plane. Harris.
to that it may as here. Addi,on .
STEREOMETRY. S. 15epsez and pielpow . TOSTICK . v. n . 1. To adhere ; to unite it
The art of mealuring all forts of folid bodies
ſeli byits tenacity or penetrating power. Ra
Harris.
leigh.2 To be inſeparable ; to be united with
STERIL . a . ( ferile, Fr fierilis, Lat.) Barren i any thing. Sanderſon. 3. To reft upon the
unfruitful ; nor productive ; wanting fecun
memory painfully. Bacon . 4. To ſtop : 10
loſe motion. Smitb . 5. To refilt emiffion.
diry. Shakeſp. Bacon , Brown , More.
STERILITY.A. ( fiershtas, Lac.] Barrenneſs : Shakeſp. 6. To be conliant ; to adhere willa
want of fecundity ; unfruitfulnels Beniley.
firmneſs. Hammond. 7. To be troubleſome
TO STERILIZE. v.a (from ſteril ) To make by adhering. Pope. 8. To remain ; not to be
barren ; to deprive of fecundity Savage
loft. Waits, 9. To dwell upon ; not to for
STERLING . a . (from the Eaſterlings, who ſake Locke. 1o
. To cauſe difficulties or fcru
were employed as coiners ) 1. An epithet by
ple. Swifi u . To fcruple ; to heſitate. Ba
which genuine Engliſh money is diſcriminat
con. 12. To be ſtopped ; to be unable to pro
ed Bacon . 2. Genuine ; having paſt the telt. ceed . Clarenden . 13. To be embarraſſed ; to
to be puzzled. Walls. 14. To STICK cui.
Swift.
STERLING . ( fierlingum , low Lat .) 1. En .
To be prominent with deformity. Job. 15 .
To be unemployed.
1th coin ; money . Garth. 2. Standard rate
STERN. I. ( rtyna, Sax ! 1. Severe of coun - ToSTICK . v. a (stician , Sax. ſtecken,Dutch .)
tenance ; truculeni of aſpet. Knolles. 2. Se . 1. To fab ; to pierce with a pointed inftru
vere ofmanners ; harth ; unrelenting. Dryd. ment Grew . 2. To fix upon a pointed body . 3 .
3. Hard ; affictive. Shakeſp.
To falten by transfixion . Dryden . 4. To let
STERN. S. ( seeot , Sax . ) i The hind part of with ſomething pointed. Dryder.
the ſhip where the rudder is placed W 118.2. STICKINESS. 5 (From ſticky ) Adheſive quae
Poft of management ; direction Shakeſp. 3
lity ; viicofity í glutinouſnels ; tenacity .
The hinder part of any thing. Spenſer.
To ŚTICKLÉ. w . n . 1. To take part with
STERNAGE J. (tromftern .) The Iteerage or one side or other. Hudibras. 2. To con el ;
To altercate ; to contend racher with obii
Nern. Shakelp .
STERNLY. odv (from ferm.) la a fera maa
Dacy chao vehemence . Cleaveland. 3. To
Der ; leverely. Milton.
play fait and loote, Dryden.
STICKLE
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STICKLEBAG.S. (Properly ſtickleback. ] The
To quiet ; to appeaſe . Bacar . 3. To make
ſmalleſt of fresh water filh. Walion .
motionleſs . Woodward .
STICKLER . J. (from ſtickle. ) 1. A fidelman to STILL. a . " Nil, Dutch ] ı. Sileat ; uttering no
fencers ; a lecood to a duelliſt Sidney. 2. An
noiſe. Addiſon. 2. Quiet; calm. Dense,
obftinate contender about anything . Swift. South. 3. Motionleſs. Locke.
STICKY a. ( from ſtick.] Vilcous ; adheſive ; STILL. S. Calm ; ſilence. Bacon.
glutinous. Bacon .
STILL . adv. (rtille, Sax . ] ı . To this time; till
STIFF . a. ( rtif, Saxon ; fil, Daniſh ; Rijf, now. Bacia , 2. Nevertheleſs notwithſtand .
ing . Aldiſon. 3. In an encreaſing degree .
Dutch ) 1. Rigid ;infexible ; relilting Hex
Aiterbury. 4. Always ; ever; continually .
ure ; not flaccid. Milton 2. Not foit : not
Ber .Johnson. 5. After that. W birgifre. 6 .
giving way ; not Auid . Burnet. 3. Strong
In continuance. Shakeſp.
not eaſily refifted . Denham . 4. Hardy ; ſtub
bord ; not carily ſubdued. Shakelp 5. Obo STILL , S. (from diftill A veſſel for diftillati
binate ; pertinacions. Taylor . 6 Harih ; not
on ; an alembick . Cleaveland. Newtor ,
written with eale ; conttrained. 7. Formal ; TO STILL . v. 6. ( from diftil.] To dinil ; to ex .
rigorous in certain ceremonies Andijon.
tract or operate upon by diſtillation .
To STIFFEN . v . a . (stipian , Saxon .] 1. To To STILL . V. n . ( Bille, Lat.) To drop ; to fall
make Milf ; to make inflexible ; to make un
in drops. Cranac .
pliant. Sandys, 2. To make obftinate. Dryd STILL ATITIOUS. al filla'itius, Lat.) Fall
TO STIFFEN. v. n . 1. To grow diff ; to grow ing in drops ; drawn by a ftill.
rigid ; to become unpliant . Dryden. 2. To STILLATORY. /. I from ſil or diſil ) 1. An
grow hard ; to be hardened. Dryden . 3. To
alembick ; a veſſel in which distillation is
grow leſs futieptive of impreffion ; to grow
performed Bacon . 2. The room in which
obftinate . Dryden.
Atills are placed ; laboratory : Wotton.
STIFFHEARTED. a ( Biff and heart ) Ob. STILLBORN. a. ( Bill and born .) Born life
finale ; ſtubborn ; contumacious. Ezek .
Jels ; dead in the birth. Graint.
STIFFLY adv (from fill ] Rigidly ; inflexi- STILLICIDE. P. (.ftillicidium , Lat . ) A ſucceſ
fion of drops Bacon.
bly ; ſtubbornly. Hooker.
STIFFNECKED . a I Niff and neck.]Stubborn ; STILLICIDIOUS, a. (from Millicide.) Falling
in drops. Brown.
cbitinate ; contumacious. Spenler .
STIFFNESS. 1. ( from liitt ) i Rigidity ; in. STILLINESS. / [from ſtill ] 1. Calm ; quiet.
flexibility ; hardnels i jeplilude to bend, Dryden. 2. Silence ; taciturnity Shakelp.
L'Efrange. 2. Ineprilude io motion. Den. STI'LLSTAND.. ( fill and flard.) Ablence
of motion . Shakeſp.
tam , 3. Tenſion ; not laxity . Dryden. 4. Ob
Itinacy ; Qubbornnels ; contumaciouinels. STILLY, adv (from ftill.) 1. Silently ; no
Locke. 5.Unplealing formality ; contraint loudly.Shakeſp. 2. Calmly ;nottumultuouſly.
Alterbury. 6. Rigorvulnels , harthneis STILIS./ ( lielsen ,Dutch ) Supports on which
Spenjer . 7. Manner of writing, not ealy but
boys raile themſelves when they walk . Mere.
To STIMULATE . v. a . [ fimulo, Lat. ) 1 .
harſh and constrained. Felion .
To prick. 2. To prick forward ; to excite
TO STIFLE . v. c./elloufer, Fr.] 1. To opprefs
by fome pungent molive. 3. [ In phyfick .)
or kill by cloſeneſs of air ; to lutlocate. Mil
To excite a quick ſentation, with a derivation
tox , Baker. 2. To keep in ; to hinder from
towards the part. Arbuthnet.
emiſſion. Newlon 3. To extinguiſh by hin
dering communication. 4 To extinguin by STIMULATION. S. (timulatio, Lat.] Exe
citement ; pungency. Watts .
artful or gentle means. Addijan. 5. Tolup
preſs ; lo conecal Oiway .
TOSTING . v. a. preterite, I ftung, participle
STIGMA.S. [ Sigma, Lat.] 7. A brand ; a
paflive Jiang, ani ftung. ( stingan , Sax . ) 1 .
mark with a hot iron . 2. A mark of intamy
To pierce or wound wiih a paiot darted out,
STIGMATICAL . 20. [from lligma ) Brand
as that of walps or ſcorpions. Browr . 2. To
STIGMATICK . S ed or marked with ſome
pain acutely Shakeſp .
token of infamy Shakejp .
STING . /. [from the verb .) 1. A fars point
To STIGMATÍZE . v. 2. (Sigmatiſer, Fr. )
with which fome animals are armed Draytor .
To mark with a brand ; to disgrace with a
2.Any thing that gives pain . Forbes. 3. The
point in the laft verſe . Dryden .
note ofreproach. Swifi .
STILAR. ] (fromtile.j Belorging to the ſtile STINGILY. adv. (from flingy ) Covetouny.
of a dial 16x0n.
STINGINESS. a . (from lingy.) Avarice ; Co.
retournets ; niggardlines
STILF / ! rrigele,from stigan, Sax. To climb ]
1. A lee of lieps to paſs trom one encloſure STINGLESS. a . (from lling:) Having ao fting.
to another L'Efirange. 2. A pin to caſt the
Decay of Piety.
thadow in a fun dial . Mixor .
STINGO S. Old beer.
STILEITO J. idealian ; Jilet, Fren. ) A finallSTINGY. a . Covetous ; niggardly ; avarici .
dayger, of which ihe blade is not edged but
ous . Arbwibnor.
preterite i ftunk or ſterk.
T. STINK . V.
round, with a larp point . Hakewill.
[ rtinian , Sax. fiincken, Dutch .) To emit an
TO STILL
a . ( stillan, Sax filles , Dutch .)
offenfore
1. To ſilence ; to make Glenc, Shakejp. 2 ,
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ofenſive ſmell, commonly a ſmell of paire . {To STITCH . v . . To practiſe needle -work.
faction. Locke.
STITCH.S . ( froni the verb. ) 1. A pais of the
STINK. S. (from the verb. ) Offenhve ſmell.
needle and thread through any thing. 2 . А
Dryden.
Marp lancinating pain. Har vey,
STINKARD. S. [from flink.) A mean ſinking STITCHERY. J. irom ſtitch ) Needle-work .
Shakeſp.
palery fellow
STINKER.J. (from flink.)Something intend- STITCHERY. S. Camomile . Ainſworth.
STITHY J. ( rtid hard , Sayon .) An anvil ;
ed to offend by the linell. Harvey.
STINKINGLY. adv. (from ſtinking.) With a
the iron body on which the ſmith furges his
Itink . Shakeſp.
work Shakeſp .
STI'NKPOT . ). ( flink and por.) An artificial To STIVE . v.a. 1. To ſtuff up cloſe. Sandys.
compoſition offenſive to the timell. Harvey.
2. To make hot or ſultry. Wollon,
TOSTINT. v.2. [ tynia , Swediſh .) To bound STOAT. S. A linall linking animal
to limit ; to confine ; lo reſtrain ; to ſtop STOCAH . S. [ Iriſh ; jrochk, Erſe . An atten
dant ; a wallet- boy; one who runs at a horſe
Hooker , Dryden , Addifor.
man's foot. Sponder.
STINT. ] (trom the verb.) 1. Limit ; bound ;
reſtraint. Hooker, Dryden. 2. A proportion ; a STOCCA'DO. F. ( from [rocco, a rapier, Ital. ]
A thrust with a rapier Shakeſp.
quantity afligned. Denham, Swift.
STIPEND. S. [ /tipendium , Lat .) Wages ; ſet- STOCK . S. ( stoc,Sax frock, Dutch : efrock,
Fr. ) 1. The trunk ; the body of a plant. job.
tled pay . Ben . Johnson, Taylor.
STIPENDIARY. a . ( Fripendiarius, Lat. ) Re
2. The trunk into which a grafe is inlerced .
ceiving ſalary ; performing any ſervice for a
Bacon , Pope. 3. A log ; a poſt. Prior. 4.
Itaced price. Knolles, Swifi.
A man proverbially ftupid . Spenſer. 5. The
STIPENDIARY . S. One who performs any
hanele of any thing . 6. A fupport of a ſhip
ſervice for a feteled payınent . Abbat.
while it is building. Dryden. 9. A thruſt ; a
STIPTICK . ? a . ( sualinos ] Having the
ſtoccado. Shake p . 8. Something made of
STIPTICALS power to launch blood; al
linen ; a cravat ; a cloſe neckcloth . Anciently
a Rocken . Shakeſp. 9. A race ; a lineage ;
tringent Boyle, Wiſeman.
TO STIPULATE . v . n. ( ripulor , Lat.) To
a family . Waller , Denham . 10. The princi
contradt ; to bargain : to fecule terms. Arbuth. pal ; capital ſore , fund already provided .
STIPULA'TION . /. ( from fripulote .) Bargain . Ben Johnson , Bacon . 11. Quantity ; fore ;
Rogers .
body. Dryden , Arbuthnot. 12. A fund elta
TO STIR . v . a . (rtinian, Sax. frooren , Dutch .)
bliſhed by the government, of which the value
riles and falls by artifice or chance . Pope.
1. To move ; to remove from its place. Temp
Blackmore. 2. To agitate ; to bring into de- To STOCK . v . c. ( from the noun.] 1. To Nore ;
bate. Bacon, Hale. 3. To incite; lointi.
to fill sufficiently. South. 2. To lay in ſtore.
gate ; to animate . Shakeſp . 4. T. STIR up. 3. To put in the ſtocks. Shakep. 4 . T.
To incite ; co animale ; to inftigate. Spenſer . STOCK 2p. To extirpale. Decay of Piety.
STOCKDÓVE.ſ. A ringdove. Dryden.
5. To ſtir up ; to put in action. Ifaiah.
TO STIR . un 1. To move one's self ; to go STOCKFISH . Š. ( Trockevilch , Dutch ) Dried
out of the place; to change place . Clarendor.
cod , to called from its hardneis.
.. To be in motion ; not to be ſtill. Addijon . STOCKGILLIFLOWER . S. (leucoim , Lat .)
3. To become the object of notice. Warts. 4.
A plant. The Howers are ipecious , and ſwete
To riſe in the morning. Shakeſp.
ſmelling. They are commonly biennial plants,
STIR . f. ( jour, Runick , a baitle.] 1. Tumult ;
and of many different ſpecies, including the
various forts ofwall-towers, of which the com
buſtle. Bramhall, Soutb , Tillotſon , Locke. 2 .
Commotion ; publick diſturbance; tumuleu
mon ſort grow on the walls of ruinous houſes,
ous diſorder. Abbas, Davies , Milton. 3. Agi and is used in medicine Hill.
STOCKING . J. The covering of the leg Cla .
tation ; conflicting paſſion. Shukeſp.
STI'RIOUS. C. ' from firia, Lat.) Reſembling
rendor , More, Swift.
Brown
icicles.
.
TO STOʻCKING . v . a. ( from the noun.) To
drels in Nockings. Drydin ,
STIRP. /. [ frirps, Lat. ) Race ; family ; gene
ration. Bacon.
STOCK JOBBER . A. ( frock and job .] A low
wretch who getsmoney by buying and ſelling
STIRRER . S. (from ſtir.) 1. One who is in
in the funds. Swift.
motion ; one who puts in motion. 2. A riler
in the morning. Shakeſp. 3. An incicer ; an STOCKISH . a. (from ſtock.) Hard ; blockich .
initigator. 4. STIRRER up. An incicer ; an
Shakeſp.
inſtigator. Raleigh.
STOCKLOCK . S. [ ftock and leck.) Lock fixed
STI'RRUP.S. (rtirap, Saxon. ) An iron hoop
in wood , Moxon .
ſuspended by a ſtrap, in which the horſeman STOCKSS . Priſon for the legs. Peacham , Locke .
bets his foot when he mounts or rides Camden STOCKSTILL. a . Motionleſs. Addijon .
To STITCH v. a. ( Jricken, Dutch .) 1. TO STOʻICK.S. ( fix * ; foique, Fr. ) A philoſo
few ; to work on with a needle. 2. To jcin
pher of ihe fect of Zeno, holding the neutra
to unite . Wolfen. 3. To Stitch up. To
lity of external things Shakeſp.
STOKE ,
mend wbat was real. Wiſeman.
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STOKE, flook, ſeem to come from the Saxon STOʻNEPIT. S. [ frone and pir.), A quarry
pit where ſtones are dug, Woodward.
stocce, the body of a tree. Gibson.
STOLE.S. ( ftola, Lat.) A long veſt Spenſer. STONEPITCH L. Hard inſpiſſated piech. Bas.
STOʻNEPLOVER.S. A bird. Airfworth.
STOLE The preterite offeal. Pope.
STOLEN. Participle paſſive of ſteal. Proverbs STONESMICKLES. A bird. Ainſwerth.
STOLI'DITY. S. ( Violidité, Fr.) Stapidity : STONEWORK S. ( frono and work.) Building
of ſtone . Mortimer.
want of ferſe. Bentley
STOMACH . S. [eſtomach, Fr. ſtomachus, Lat.) STONINESS / (from froxy.) The quality of
The ventricle in which food is digeſted. having many ſtones. Hearne.
Pope. 2. Appetite ; dehre of food . Shakeſp STONY . a (from frone.) 1. Made of ftone .
Hammond. 3. Inclination ; liking. Bacon , Milton, Dryden 2. Abounding with ſtones.
L'Eſtrange. 4. Anger ; reſolution. Spenſer, Milton. 3. Petrifick Spenſer. 4. Hard ; in
Burler. 5. Sullennels ; reſentment. Hooker, Alexible; unrelenting. Hooker, Swift .
STOOD. The preterite of To ſtand Miltox .
Locke, 6. Pride ; haughtineſs. Skakelp.
TO STOMACH. v.a, į ſtomacbor , Lat. ) TO STOOL. S. stol, Sax. ftoel, Dutch. ) 1. A ſest
without a back , ſo dirtioguiſhed from a chair.
refent ; lo remember with anger and malig
Prior 2. Evacuation by purgative medicines.
nity. Shakeſp. Hall, L'Eſtrange.
Ar burbnot. 3 STOOL of Repentance, or csity
ToSTOʻMACH . v. " To be angry. Hooker
ſtool, in the kirks of Scotland, is ſomewhat
STOMACHED. e . Filled with paſſions of re
analogous to the pillory. It is elevated above
ſentrent. Shakeſp .
the congregation. In ſome places there may
STOMACHER . Š. (from ſtomach.) An orna
be a ſeat in it ; but it is generally without,
mental covering worn by women on the breaſt
and the perſon ſtands thereio who has been
Ifaiah, Donne.
STOMACHFUL. 2. ( Sremach and full.I Sul
guilty of fornication ; for tbree Sundays in
the forenoon ; and a'ter ſermon is called upon
len ; ſtubborn ; perverſe. L'Eſtrange, Locke
name and ſurname, the beadle or kirk offi
by
ſul
STOMACHFULNESS. . Stubbornnels ;
cer bringing the offender, if refractory , foro
lenneſs ; obftinacy.
STOMA CHICAL. ? a. ( fromachique, Fren .) wards to his poſt ; and then the preacher pro
STOMA'CHICK . 3 Relating to the ſtomach :
ceeds to admoniei n . Here too are ſet to pub
lick view adulterers , in a coarſe canvis, ana•
pertaining to the ſtomach . Ho Froy.
STOMA CHICK . S. ( from ſtomach.) A medi .
logous to a hairy veft, with a hood to it, which
cine for the ftomach
they call the lack or lackcloth , and that every
Sunday throughout a year.
STOʻMAC HOUS . a. ( from fromach .) Stout
STO'OLBALL | jpool and ball ) A play where
angry ; [ ullen ; ebſtinate. Spenjer.
balls are driven from tool to ttool. Prier!
STOND . S. (for ltand.) 1. Poft ; Nation . Spenj
TO STOOP.v » (stupan, Sax.jtuyter, Due T
2. Stop ; indiſpoſion to proceed . Bacon .
1. To bend down ; to bend forward Ra eigb.
STONE : S. [rean, Sax . ſteen, Dutch.] 1. Stones
2. To lean forward tanding or walking.
are bodies infipid, haid, not ductile or mallea .
ble , nor ſoluble in water. Woodward 2
Stilling fleet. 3. To yield to bendi to ſub
Piece of None cut for building Zech. 3.Gem
mit Dryden . 4. To deſcend from rank or
precious ſtone. Shakeſp. 4 Any thingmade dignity. Boyle, Baron , 5. To yield ; to be
of ſtone. Shakeſp. 5. Calculous concretion in inferior. Milton, Addiſon. 6. To fick from
the kidneys or bladder. Temple. 6 The cafe
reſolution or ſuperiority; to condeſcend. Hock.
which in ſome fruits contains the feed. Bacon
7 To come down on prey as a falcon . 8.
7. Tefticle . 8. A we ght containing fourteen To alight from the wing. Milton , Drydes . g.
To link to a lower place . Milen .
pounds . Swift. 9: STONE is uſed by way of
exaggeration ; as, ſlone still, frone dead.Shakt STOOP./[from the verb } 1. Acting of ſtooping ;
Hudibres. 10. To leaveno STONE unturned
inclination downward. 2. Delcent irom dig .
To do every thing that can be done. Dryden
nity or ſuperiority Dryden . 3. Fall of a bird
upon his prey.Weller, L'Efırange. 4. A vel
STONE. a Made of None Sbokelp.
rei
of liquor. Shakeſp. Denhum .
TO STONE.v.a. ( from the noun.] 1. To pelt
or beat or killwith ſtones. Soepben's Serm . 2 STOOPINGLY. adv. (ſrom ſleeping.] With
inclination downwards Wetter .
To harden. Shakeſp.
STONEBREAK | An herb . Ainſworth
To STOP v a. Illippare, Ital. flopper, Dut )
STONECHATTER.S. A bird. Ainſworth
1. To hinder from progrefſive motion Shakes.
STO NECROP.J. A ſort of tree . Mortimer .
Dorf. 2. To hinder from any change of ſtate,
$TO NECUTTER . f. One whoſe trade is in
whether to better or worſe. 3 To hinder trom
action . 2 Cor. 4. To put an end to the mo
hew Atones. Sawife
STO'NEFERN . A plant. Ainſworth.
tion or act on of any thing. Dryden. 5. To
ſuppreſs Scuib . 6. Toregulate muſicalfrings
STONEFLY.1. Aninlect. Ainſworth.
STONEFRUIT .) . ( frone and fruit ) Fruit of with the fingers. Baron . 7. To clole any a
which the feed is cove.ed ith a hard the !! perture. i Kings, K Charles, Arburbasi, 8. .
To obſtruct ; lo encumber. M :lta.
envel ped in the pulp Boyle
STONEHAWK ). Å kind of howk. Ainſw . To STOP. o. n. To ceale to go forward. Locke.
Gay.
STOʻNFHORSES leone and borje.) A horte
STOP
nui caftraced. Mortimer ,
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STOP . S. [ from the verb.} 1. Ceſſation of pro- , STORYTELLER. S. ( Atory and tell.J One
who relates tales ; 10 hiſtorian. Dryd, Swift.
grefſive motion. Cleaoeland, L'Eſtronge . 2 .
Hindrance of progreſs ; obſtruction . Hooker, STOVE.F. ( ftoo, Iflandick, a fire-place ; ſtove,
Durch . ) 1. A hot houſe ; a place artificially
Graunt. 3 Hindrance of action . Locks. 4 .
made warm . Carew , Woodward. 2. A place
Cellation of adiun. Shakeſp. 5. Interruption.
in which fire is made, and by which beat is
Shakeſp. 6. Prohibition of ſale. Temple. 7 .
That which obſtructs'; obftacle ; impediment. communicated . Evelyr .
Spenfer . 8. Inftrument by wbich the ſounds To STOVE. v. . ( from the noun.) To keep
warm in a houſe artificialiy heated Bacor.
of wind muſick are regulated. Shakeſp. 9 .
Regulation of muſical chords by the fingers. To STOUND. v.n. ( funde, I grieved, Illand.]
Bacon . 10. The ad of applying the ſtops in
1. To be in pain or forrow . 2. For frænd.
Spenſer.
mulck . Daniel. 11. A point in writing, by
which ſentences are diſtinguiſhed. Craſbaw . STOUND. S. ( from the verb .) 1 Sorrow ; grief ;
STOʻPCOCK f. ( ſtep and cock.) A pipe made
miſhap Spenfer 2 Aſtoniſhmcot ; amaze
ment.Guy: 3. Hour; ' ime ; ſeaſon. Spens.
to let out liquor, ſtopped by a turning cock .
Grero .
STOUR . F. [ iur, Runick, a battle.) Allault ;
incurfion ; tumult Obſolete. Spenſer.
STOʻPPAGE . F. ( from ſtop .) The act of ſtop
ping ; the ſtate of being ſtopped. Arbussnot. STOUT. a . Iſtout, Dutch .) 1. Strong ; luſty ;
valiant. Shakeſp. Dryder. 2. Brave ; beld
STOPPEL., or Stopper. ſ. That by which any
intrepid . Pfalms, Clarendon . 3. Obftinate ;
hole or the mouth of any veflel is filled up .
Bacon, Ray
pertinacious ; reflute i proud. Doriel. 4 .
STORAXTREE. L. ( Atyrax , Lac.] 1. A tree. Strong ; firm. Dryden.
STOUT 1. A cant name for ſtrong beer. Swift.
2. A reliquus and odorizerous gum . Eccluf.
STORE.
E. Įi 116r, Runick , much ) 1. Large STOUTLY adv. (from ſout.] Luftily ; bold
number; large quantity : plenty . Bacor , Milt.
ly ; obftinately
Dryden. 2. A ltuck accumulated ; a lupply STOU'TNESS. S. ( from froul.) 1. Strength ;
hoarded . Dryden , Aldijon. 3. The ſtate of valour. 2. Boldneſs ; fortitude. Afcbam . 3 .
Obftinacy; ſtubboroneſs. Shakeſp.
being accumulated : hoard. Deuteron. Dryd .
4. Storehouſe ; magazine. Milton .
TO STOW. v . a. (stop, Sax. frowen , Dutch . )
STORE. 4. Hoarded ; laid up ; accumulated .
To lay up ; to repoſite in order ; to lay in the
Bacon .
proper place . Addifon , Pope.
STOWA
GE.! (from low .) 1. Room for layo
TO STORE.v . a .(from the noun . ) ! . To furing op Addiſon. 2. The ſtate of being laid
niſh; to repleniſh Denham . Prior. 2. To
Shakeſp
.
Krolles,
up.
future
.
3
agaiott
Locke.
time.
a
ſtock
To lay up ; to hoard Bacon .
STOWE. froe The ſame with the Saxon , stop ,
STORÉHOUSE . /. (fore and boufe ] Maga
a placé.Gibſon's Camden.
zine ; treaſury. Hooker, Genefis, Davies,Souib . STRABISM .' Ilırabijme, Fr. szablouds.) A
ſquinting : act of looking aſquiot.
STORER.S. ( from ſtore. One who lays up.
STORIED . : [from ſtory.)Adorned with his TOSTRADDLE.o . , To ſtand or walk witha
the feet removed far from each other to che
torical pictures. Milton, Pope.
right and le't. Arbushnoi aod Pope.
STORK . F. (rtorc, Sax.) A bird of paſſage fa
mous for the regularityof its de pariure. Calm TO STRAGGLE . 1. To wander without any
STORKSBILL . An herb. Ainſworih.
certain direction ; to rove ; to ramble, Suckle
STORM .
( yftorm , Welth : storm , Saxon ; 2. To wander di'perſedly. Clarendon , Tatr.
form , Dutch .) 1. A tempeſt : a commotion
3. To exuberate ; to ſhoot too far. Mortintr .
of the elements. Shokelp. Milion . 2. Allault
4. To be diſperſed ; to be apart from any
on a fortified place. Dryden. 3. Commotion ;
main body. Dryder .
ſedition ; tumule ; claniour ; buſtle. Shakes. | STRAGGLER ." F. ( from ftraggle .) 1. A wape
derer ; a rover ; one who forſakes his compa
4 Afiction ; calamity ; diſtreſs. 5 Vio
ny . Spenfer, Popo, Swift. 2. Any thing that
lence ; vehemence ; tumultuous force. Hooker.
puſhes beyond the reſt, or ſtands ungle. Dryd.
To STORM. v o. (from the noun .) To attack
STRAIGHT . a . I firock , old Durch.s 1. NoC
by open force. Dryden , Pope.
crooked ; right. Bacon , Dryden 2 Narrow ;
To STORM . v... 1. To raiſe tempeſts. Spens,
close This ſhould properly be forait. Bacon .
2. To rage i to fume ; to be loudly angry .
STRAIGHT adv. i firax , Daniſh : firack ,
Milton , Swife.
Dutch. , immediately ; dire &tly. Shakejp. Bot.
Tempeſtuous.
STORMY. a . ( from ſtorm .)
Pbilips. 2. Violent ; paffionare. Irene
Addifen .
STORY . S. Istær, Saxiftoria, Dutch ) !. Hif-| TO STRA'IGHTEN. v.a. ( from ſtraight.) T.
Lory , account of things paſt. i Ejdr Temple,
make not crooked ; to make ftra ghi Hookera
South 2. Soall tale ; petty narrative 3. ' STRA'IGHTNFSS . . [from ſtraight. Rectie
An idle or trifling tale ; a petty fiction. Shak .' tude ; The contrary to crookedaeis Bacon
Denbam , Swifi. 4. A floor ; a flight of rooms. STRAIGHTWAYS. adv. Jiraigbrand ways.]
Worron .
Immedia ely; Itraight. Sponf. Sbakeſp. Krodes.
TO STORY . v.o. (from the noun.) 1. To tell
Bacon, Woodward.
in hiſtory ; to relate. Wilkins, Pope. 2. To
5 B
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TO STRAIN . v. a . (eftreindre, Fr. 1. To
derful; in a way to cauſe wonder. Sprar,
Calamy.
ſqueeze through ſomething. Arbuthnot. 2.
To purify byfiltration. Bacix . 3. To ſqueeze STRANGENESS. S. (from forange.] 1. Fa
reignneſs ; the face of belonging to another
in an embrace. Drayson. 4. To ſprain ; to
country. Sprait. 2. Uncommunicativenels ,
weaken by too much violence Spen'er. 5 .
To put to its utmott ftrength , Dryd. Addiſon . dillance of behaviour. Shakesp. 3. Remote
neſs from common approbation. Soutb.
To make Arait or tenſe. Bacon . 7. To
puſh beyond the proper extent Swift. 8. To
Mutual dinike. Bacon . 5. Wonderfuldeſs ;
force ; to contrain ; to make unealy or unna
power of railing wonder. Bacen.
tural. Shakeſp.
STRANGER . f. feliranger, Fren. ] 1. A fo
To STRAIN . v . * . 1. To makeviolent efforts.
reigner; one of another country . Skakes .
Daniel. 2. To be filtered by compreſſion. Bac.
Swift. 2. One unknown Pope. 3. A gueil ;
STRAIN . f. ( from the verb. ) 1. An injury by
one not a domeſtick . Mitten . 4. One voac
too much violence. Grem . 2. Race ; gene
quainted. Dryden. 5. One not admitted to
racion ; detient. Chapmon 3. Hereditary
any communication or fellow thip. Sbakep.
difpofition. Tillotſon. 4. A file or manner of TO STRA’NGER . v.a. ( trom the soun. To
ſpeaking Tilloifon 5. Song ; nrte : ſound . eltrange ; to alienate. Shokeſp.
Pipe 6. Rank , character. Dryder . 7. TO STRA'NGLE. V c. ( trangul , Lat.) 1 .
Turo ; tendency . Hayward. 8. Manner o !
To chork ; to ſuffocale : to kill by intercepto
ing the breath . Nebemiah, Aynffe. 2. To ſup
violent ſpeech or action Bacon.
STRAINER. f. ( from lirain ) An inſtrument
preſs ; to hinder from birth or appearance .
of filtration. Bacon , Blackmore.
Shakeſp.
STRAIT. a . (eftroie, Fr. Jeretto, leal . ) 1. Nar- STRANGLER . S: [ from ſtrongle.) One wbo
row ; clofe ; not wide. Hadibras. 2. Cloſe ;
ſtrangles. Shakeſp :
intimate. Sidney.3. Strict ; rigorous, Pfalms, STRANGLES. ſ. [from ſtrangle .) Swellings
Shakelp. 4. Difficult; diftreisful. Shakeſp. in a horſe's throat.
5. It is uſed in oppohiion to crooked , but is STRANGULATION. S. [from ſtrangle. ] The
then more properly written ſtraight. Newton
act of ſtrangling ; Suffocation. Brown.
STRAIT. S. A narrow pais, or frith. Shakejp. STRANGURY S. ( spasyezís.) A difficulty of
urine attended with pain.
Judith. 2. Diitreſs ; difficulty. Clarender.
TO STRAIT v . . (from the noun .) To put STRAP . ( ſtroppe, Dutch ) A narrow long
difficulties.
Shakeſp.
to
rip of cloth or leather. Addiſon
To STRAITEN. v . a . ( from forair.) 1. TO STRAPPADO . F. Chaitiſement by blows. Sbak.
make Darrow. Sardys. 2. To contract ; to STRAPPING . o Vaſt; large ; bulky.
confine. Clarendon. 3. To make tight: 10 STRAT A. Ş. ( The plural of ſtretur , Latin.)
intend. Dryden. 4 To deprive of neceſſary Beds ; layers. Woodward.
room . Clarenden, Addiſon. 5. To diltreis ; to STRA'TAGEM . / (salógmua.] 1. An artifice
perplex. Ray .
in war ; a trick by which an enemy is deceive
STRAI'TLY . adv . ( from ſtrait.) 1. Narrow
ed Shakeſp. 2. An artifice ; a trick Pope,
ly. 2. Strictly ; rigoroudy . Hoakır. 3. Cloſe To STRATIFY. v.o. ( ftror fier, Fr. trom
ly ; in imately .
Joratum , Lat ] To range in beds or layers.
STRAITNESS . f. [ from ſorair.) 1. Narrow - SÍRATUM I. (Lat .) A bed ; a layer. Feedo.
peſs . King Charles. 2. Strictnets ; rigour. STRAW . (rtrcop, Sax. /troi, Dutch ) 1 .
Hale. 3 Dillsets ; difficulty. 4. Want ; Icar
The Italk on which corn grows, and from
City . Locke,
which it is thraſhed Bacon, Tichell. 2. Aay
STRAITLA CED. a. [ /trait and lace ) Stiff ; thing proverbially worthleſs. Hadibras.
STRAWBERRY.S . ( tracaria, Lat.) A plast.
constrained ; without freedom . Locie.
STRAKE. Theoblolete preterite of ſtrike Spen ! The ſpecies are leven. Miller, Dryden.
STRAND . A. ( rinand, Sax . ) lorende, Duich ., STRAWBERRY Tree. l. It is ever green, the
The verge of the fa er any water. Prior:
fruit is of a feſhy lubitance, and very like a
T. STRAND. v.a. ( from ihe noun ) To drive strawberry, Miller,
or force upon the thal'ow. Woodward, Prsor STRAWBUILT. a. (ftraru and built.) Made
STRANGE. a. [eirange, Fr.} 1. Foreiga ; o
up of firaw , Milien ,
another country. Afcham , Bacch . 2. Not do STRAWCOLOURED. 2. ſtrow and coleur .)
metick. Divais. 3. Wonderul ; cauforgl Of a light yellow . Stokelp.
wonder. Missn. 4. Odd , irrégular . Suckl. STRAWWORM . 1. ( firow and worm .) A
“ 5. Unknown ; new . Milion . 6. Remote
worm bred in traw .
bakejp . 7. Uncommonly good or bad . Tidiot). STRAWY. a . (from ſtraw .) Made of Arax ;
8. Upacquaint. Bacon.
confitting of ſtraw . Shakeſp. Beyle.
SIRANG
v. . ( foroe , Daniſh, to ſcatter.]
W'aller . is, interj. An expreſion of wonder. To1.STRAY.
To wander ; to rove . Pope. 2. To rove
70 STRANGE . v.m. (from the adjective.) Ti
out of the way . Spenler, Dryder. 3. To erri
vooder ; to be allouiſhed. Gianviile.
to deviate from the right. Common Prayer
ST « NGELY. ada. [from firange. r . With STRAY. f. [from the verb.) 1. Any creature
lume relation to foreigners, Shake'p . 2. Won
wandering beyond its limits ; any thing lon box
wandering
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wandering. Hudibras, Dryden, Addiſon . 2. fy. Brown.
STRESS .S. ( rtece , Sax . ) 1. Importance; irra
Act of wandering. Shakeſp.
portant pari . Locke, 2. Violence ; force ; ei
STREAK . I ( strice, Sax.freke, Dutch. ) A
line of colourdifferent from that of the ground.
cher acting or ſuffered . Dryden .
To STRESS . v a. To diſtrels ; to put to hard
Milton , Dryden.
Mhips. Spenſer.
TO STREAK v. a. [ from the noun . ) 1. To
tripe ; to variegate in hues ; 10 dapple. To STRETCH . v.a. (rtrecan, Sax. ſtrecken ,
Dutch .] 1. To extend ; to ſpread out to a
Sandys, Prior . 2. To ſtretch . Chapmon .
diſtance. Exodus . 2. To elongate, or train to
STRE'AKY. a . (from fireak.) Striped ; varie
gated by hues. Dryden.
a greater ſpace. 3. To expand ; to diſplay.
STREAM . | (rtream , Sax. ſtroom , Dutch.) Tillerfon. 4. To frain to the utmoſt. Shakeſp.
1. A running water ; the courſe of ruaning
5. To make tenſë Smith . 6. To carry by via .
water ; current . Raleigh, Dryden. 2. Any
lence farther than is right.
thing iſſuing from a head, and moving for. To STRETCH
1. To be extended ,
Whitgifte, Cowley 2. To bear extenſion wich
ward with continuity of parts. Dryden . 3 .
out rupture. Boyle . 3. To fally beyond the
Any thing forcible and continued . Shakeſp.
truth . Gov.of the Tongue.
T9 STREAM . v. n . ( freyma, Nandick .) 1 .
[ froin the verb.) 1. Extenſion ; .
To flow ; to run in a continuous current. Pope. STRETCH.
reach ; cccupacion of more ſpace. Ray . 2 .
2. To flow with a current ; to pour out water
Force of body extended . Dryden. 3. Effort ;
in a ſtream . Pope 3 To iſſue forth with con
ljnuance. Shakesp
ſtruggle ; from the act of running. Addiſon .
4 Uimort extent of meaning. Atterbury. 5.
TO STREAM . w . a. To mark with colours or
Ulmost reach of power Granville.
embroidery in long tracks . Bacon.
STREAMER. S. ( from ſtream ) An enlign ; a STRE’TCHER ). ( from Presch.] 1. Any
thing uſed for extenſion. Moxon . 2 . The
fag ; a pennon. Dryden, Prior.
STRE'AMY. a. ( from ſtream ) 1. Abounding timber againſt which the rower plants his feet .
in running water. Prior. 2. Flowing with a
Dryden .
To STREW . v a. 1. To ſpread by being ſcat
current. P'ope.
tered. Spenſer, Pope. 2. To fpread by ſcate
STREET. | (rerut, Sax. frati, Dutch ) ..
tering. Shake'p . 3. To ſcatter loolely. 'Exod.
A way; properly a paved way Sandys.2. Pro
verbially, a public place. Addiſon, Rogers. STRE WMENT. j. ( from firew .) Any thing
STREETWALKER . S. Wireet and walk .)
ſca: tered in decoration. Slakelp .
A common profilute chat offers herſelf to ſale. STRIE.S. ( Latin ) Sraall channels in the ſhells
STRENGTH | Istrerzd, Sax .) 1. Force ; of cockles and ſcollaps. Boyle.
vigour : power of the body.Dryden . 2. Power STEI'ATE . 1 a. (isom triæ, Lat.) Formed
of endurance ; firmneſs ; durability. Milton STRIATED . } . in ftriz Raj , Woodward.
3. Vigour of any kind. Addifon. 4. Power of STRIATURE. F. [from liria ,lirieure, fren.)
mind ; force of any mental faculty. Locke.
Dipoſition of itrix, Woodward.
Potency of liquors. 6. Fortification ; fortret STRICK . S. [spír .) A bird of bad omen .
Ben juhulon. 7. Support; maintenance of Sperler
power. Spralr. 8. Armament; force ; pow . STRICKEN . The ancient participle of ſtrike.
er . Clarendan. 9. Perluaſive prevalence ; ar
Sidney, Genefis.
gumentative force. Hooker .
STRICKLE. Or Strickleſs. S. That which arikes
corn to levelit. A navarth,
the
.
Dorie!.
To
ſtrengthen
TO STRENGTHva.
TO STRENGTHEN . v.a. (trom firengil ) . STRICT. a. ( arielus, Lacin .) 1. Exact ; ac
To make trong. 2. To confirm ; to eſta
curate ; rigorouſly nice. Milton . 2. Severe ;
blithe Temple. 3. To animate ; to fix in re.
rigorous ; not mild . Milion, Locke. 3. Com
fined , not extenſive . Hooker . 4. Cloſe; righr .
· folurien . Deureron . 4. To make to increaſe
in power or ſecurity. Shakeſp.
Dryden 5: Tene ; not relaxed. Arbushnet.
TO STRENGTHEN . v. n . To grow Atrong. STRICTLY. adv . (from Jirich.) 1. Exally ;
Otway
with rigorous accuracy. Burnes 2. Rigorous
STRENGTHENER . S: [from ſirengiben .]
ly ; feverely ; without remifion. Rogers. 3 .
STRE'NGTHNER. ; i. That which gives
Cloraly ; with cen ſeneſs.
ſtrength ; that which makes ſtrong. Temple .STRICTNESS. f. [from ſerial.) 1. Exactneſs ;
2. [ lo medicine.) Strengtheners add co ibe
rigorous accuracy ; nice regularity. Soush,Rog:
bulk and firmneſs of the folids. Quincy.
2. Severity ; rigour. Eacon . 3: Cloienels ;
STRENGTHLESS . Q. 1. Wanting trength ;
ghtneſs ; not laxity
deprived of ftreegeh Shakeſp. 2. Wancing STRICTURE . S, (irom foristura , Lat ) L A
potency ; Weak . Boyle.
stroke ; a touch . Hale . 2. Contradiction ; clo
STRENUOUS. a [ dzenuks, Lat.) 1. Brave ; fure by contraction, Arbuthnet . 3 A light
bolil ; active ; valiant. Mitton , 2. Zealous ;
touch upon a labjec? ; not a fet difcourle.
veheinent. Swifi.
STRIDE.; ( rinade, Sox.) A lung ſtep; a
STRENUOUSLY. adv. (from ſtrenuous ) i .
fep caken with great violence ; a wide dira.
rication of the legs Shshefp. Milion , Swift.
Vigorouſly ; actively . Browr. 2. Zealouſly
vehemently ; , with ardhur. Swift.
TO STRIDE . 2.n. preter. Ijutrile, of firid ;
SB 2
part
STRE PEROUS , a . liepos Lat.) Loud , nei
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part. part. Aridder. 1. To walk with long
Stillingfeet. 3. Aqy ſet of things fled on e
ſteps. Dryden. 2. To ſtand with the legs far
line . Addiſon 4. The chord of amuſical in .
from each other .
Atrument. Rowe. 5. A ſmall fibre. Bacon . 6.
To STRIDE. v. &. To paſs by a ſtep. Arbuihn. A nerve ; a tendon. Shakeſp Mark. 7. The
STRIDULOUS.o. (Aridulus, Lat.) Making a
nerve of the bow . Pfalms. 8. Any concale
ſmall noiſe. Brown.
nation or ſeries, as, e ftring ofpropofitions 9 .
STRIFE,S. ( from ſtrive.] 1. Contention ; con
To bave two STRINGS to be bow . To bave
teft ; diſcord. Judges. 2. Oppoſition of nature two views or two exped ents. Hudibras.
or appearance.Shakeſp. Ben Johnſon .
TO STRINC . v. 0. Preterite 1 frung, part .
STRIPEFUL. a. Iftrife and fuil.j Contenti.
part. ferung. ( from the noun .) 1. To fur.
ous ; difcordant. Dr. Meine.
Diſh with ſtrings Gay. 2. To put a fridged
STRI'GMENT . S. [ frigmentum , Lat . ) Scrap
instrument in tune. Addifon. 3. To file
ing ; recrement. Brown .
on a fring . Spectator. 4 To make teole .
Dryden,
TO STRIKE. v . a. preter. I ftruck ortrook ;
part pall. Atruck, Arucken, ſtricken .(astrican, STRINGED. a . ( from ſiring.) Having fricgs ;
Saxon ; firicker , Danith .) i To act upon
produced by ſtrings. Pfalms, Milton
by a blow ; to hit witi a blow . Shakeſp: 3; STRINGENT. 0. i ſeringens, Lac. ] Binding i
contracting
. To daſh ; to throw by a quick mocion . Exod
3. To notify by the ſound of a hammer on a STRINGHALT. S. ( ſtring and halt.) A ſud
bell. Colier . 4. To ſtamp ; to impreſs. Locke
den twitching and ſnatching up of the his
5. To puniſh ; to afla. Proverbs. 6 T.
der leg of a horſe much higher than the other.
contract ; to lower : as, to ſtrike
Farrier's Dist .
fail, or to ſtrike a flag; 7. To alarm ; to STRI'NGLESS. a. (from foring .) Having no
put inta emocion . Waller . 8 To make a ſtrings. Shakesp:
bargain Dryden. 9. To produce by a ſudden STRINGY. (from ſtring:) Fibrous; confift
ing of imall ibreads . Grevy.
action Bacon . 10. Toaffect ſuddenly in any
particular manner Collier. 11. To caule to TO ŠTRIP . v.a. (Jirosper, Dutch . ) 1. To
found by blows. Knolles. 12. To forge ; to make naked ; to deprive of covering Sidecy,
Hayward. 2. To deprive ; to develt Deppa.
mint. Arbuthnot. 13. It is uſed in the par.
3. To rob ; to plunder ; to pillage. Scerb . 4.
ciciple for advanced in years. Shakeſp . 14
To poel ; to decorticate . Brown . 5. To de
TO STRIKE off. To erale from a reckoning or
prive of all . South. 6. To take off covering.
account Pipo 15. To ſeparate as by a blow
Wa
its . 7. To caſt off. Shakeſp. 8. To
Hooker, Knolles , Hakew . Burnet. ' 16. T.
ſeparate from ſomething adhelive or connect .
STRIKE Oui. To produce by colligion . Dryd
18. To ed. Locke.
17. To blot ; to efface. Brown
bring to light. 19. To form at once by STRIP. f. ( Probably for ſtripe.) A narrow
Ihred. Swifi.
quick effort. Pope.
To STRIKE, v. . 1. To make a blow . To STRIPE . v. a. ( ſtrepen, Dutch .) To va
Shakeſp Dryden. 2. To collide ; to claſh .
riegate with lines of different colour.
Bacon. 3. To act by repeated percuſſion STRIPE. S. ( firepe, Dutch. ) 1. A lineary
Wailer. 4. To ſound by the ſtroke of a
variation of colour. Bacon . 2. A ſhred or a
hammer. Grea . 5. To make an attack
different colour. Arbuthnol. 3. A weal , or
Dryd. 6. To act by external influx. Loeke
diſcoloration made by a lain or blow Tben /es .
7. To found with blows Shakejp. 8. To be
4. A bl w ; a lafh . Hayward.
daſhed upon ſhallows; to be tranded. Knolles SIRIPLING. S. (Ofuncertain etymology.) A
9. To paſs with a quick or ſtrong effect
youth: one in the ſtate of adoleicence. Dryd.
Arburbnor.
Pryden. 1o. To pay homage, as by lowering
che fail Shakeſp. in . To be pui by ſome To STRIVE 9.n. Preterite I ſirove, aptient
ſudden act or motion into aay ſtate. Gou of ly I ſtrived : part. pall ſorrøer. ( rever,
the Tongue. 12. T. STRIKE in with 10 Dutch .] 1. To itruggle ; to labour ; le mase
an effort. Hoeker, Romans . 2. To conceft ;
conform i to ſuit itſelf to. Norris. 13. T.
STRIKE out . To ſpread or rove ; to make a
to contend ; lo ſtruggle in oppoſition to ano
ſudden excurſion. Burnet.
ther. L'Etr. Tillotſon . 3. To vie ; to be
comparable to ; to emulate. Milten ,
STRIKE ) . A bufhel ; a dry meaſure of capa
. I from firive. )One who labours ;
STRIVER
city . Tuller.
STRIKEBLOCK . S. Is a plane ſhorter than the one wbo contends.
jointer, uled for the ſhooting of a ſhort joini. STROKAL. l. An inftrument uſed by glaſs
Moxon .
makers . Bailey.
STRI KER . I (from forike.] One that ſtrikes. STROKE or Sirook. On preterite of ſtrikea
Sandys, Digby.
now commonly firuck.
STRIKING part. a. [from ſtrike.) Affecting ; STROKE. d. (trom jurook, the preterite of
firike.] 1. A blow į a knock ; a fudden act
ſurpriſing
of one body upon another. Shakeſp . 2. A
STRINGY ( string, Saxon : ſtreng, German
and Davith .) 1. A fender rope ; a ſmail hoſtile bluwi Bacen , Swifi. 3. A luddeo dif
coid ; any Qender and Aexible band. Wikins. cale or aillion. Siakejp. 4.7 toe sound of
chine
2. A thread on vihich any things we filed .
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the clock . Shakeſp. 5. The touch of a pencil. |
Pope. 6. A couch ; a maſterly or eminent
effort. Dryden, Baker. 7. An effect ſuddenly
or unexpectedly produced. 8. Power ; efficacy.
ToHayward,
STROKE.Dryden.
v . a ( stracan, Sax.) 1. To rub
gently with the hand by way of kindneſs or
endearmont Ben. Johnſon, Bacon , 2. To rub
gently in one direction. Gay.
To STROLL v. n. To wander ; to ramble ;
to rove. Pope. Swift.
STROLLER. S. (from ſtroll.) A vagrant ; a
Swift.
vagabond
; (a from
wanderer. L.
STROND
ſtrend.)
The beach ; the
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STRUÄCKEN. The old participle paflive of
ſtrike, Fairfax .
STRUCTURE . F. ( ſtructure, Fr. ftru & ura,
Lat.) 1. Act of building ;practice of building.
Dryden . 2. Manner of building i form ;
make. Woodward . 3. Edifice į building :
Pope.
To STRUGGLE. ". n . 1. To labour ; to a &
with effort . 2. To Itrive ; to contend ; to
conteſt. Temple. 3. To labour in difficulties ;
to be in agonies or diſtreſs. Dryden .
STRUGGLE. I (from the verb .) 1. Labour ;
effort. 2. Content ; contention. Atterbury. 3.
Agony ; tumultuous diftreſs.
STRU MA.S. ( Latin . ) A glandular ſwelling ;
bank . Shakeſp
STRONG . a. ( rtrang, Sax. ) 1. Vigorous ;
the king's evil. Wiſeman.
forceſul ; of great abiliey of body. P /alms. 2. STRU'MOUS. o. [from ſirume.) Having ſwel.
Fortified ; ſecure from acrack Bacon. Locke.
ling in the glands. Wiſeman.
3. Powerful; mighty. Bacon, Souib. 4. Sup- STRUMPET. [. A whore ; a proſtitute.
plied with forces. Bacon, Tickel 5. Hale ;
L’E /trange. Dryden.
healthy . Eccluf. 6. Forcibly acting in the TO STRU'MPET. v . a. To make a whore ; to
de
bauch . Shakeſp
imagination . Bacon . 7 Ardent ; eager ; po
fitive; zealous. Addiſon. 8. Full ; having STRUNG . The preterite and participle pall. of
any quality in a great degree . Newton. 9.
ſtring. Gay .
Pocent ; intoxicating. Swift. 10. Having a Tu STRUT. 7. n . (frufen, German.) 1. To
deep tincture. King Charles. II . Affecting walk with affected dignity . Ben. Johnfor . 2.
the ſmell powerfully. Hudibras. 12. Hard of
To lwell ;to protuberate. Dryden.
digeftion ; not eaſily nutrimental . Hebrews. STRUT. . (from the verb .) An affectation of
13. Furniſhed with abilieies for any thing. Nacelineſs in the walk. Swift.
Dryden. 14. Valid ; confirmed . Wiſdom . 15. STUB. . ( rteb, Sad, ſtob , Dutch .) 1 . A
Violent ; vehement ; forcible. J. Corbet. 16 . thick ſhort ſtock left when the reſt is cut
Cogent ; concluſive. Shakejp. 17: Able ; off Sidney, Dryden. 2. A log ; a block.
skilful; of great force of mind . Shakeſp. 18. Miller .
Firm ; compact ; Dot foon broken. Pope. 19. TO STUB. v a . ( from the noun ) To force up ;
to extirpate. Grew , Swife.
Forcibly writen.
STRONGFISTED . a. [ ftrong and fije.)Strong- STUBBED. a . (from ſoub.) Truncated ; Mort
and thick . Drayton .
handed . Arburha .
STRONGHAND. [ ſtrong and hand ]Force ; STUBBEDNESS.S. ( from ſoubbed ] The Itace
of being fort, chick, and iruncated.
violence Raleigh .
STRONGLY. adv. I from firong. ) 1. Power . STUBBLE. f. [efrouble, Fr. Jloppel, Durch .)
fully ; forcibiy Bacon. 2. With itrength ; The Italks of corn left in the field by the
with firmneſs ; in ſuch a manner as to last. reaper. Bacon .
Shakelp. 3. Vehemently ; forcibly ; eagerly. STUBBORN. a . ( from ſoub.] 1. Obftinate ;
infexible ; contumacious. Sbakeſp. Clarend.
Skakelp.
STRONGWATER . f. ( forong and water . ] 2. Perſiſtirg ; perlevering ; ſteady. Locke. 3 .
Suiff ; not pliable ; inflexible. Dryden. 4.
Diſtilled ſpirits, Bacon .
Hardy ; firm . Swift. 5. Harih ; rough ; rug.
STROOK . The preterite of ſtrike, uſed in poe: ged.
Burnet,
try for foruck. Sandys.
STUBBORNLY adv. ( from ſtubborn. ) Obli
STROPHE. F. (spoon ) A ſtanza.
STROVE. The preverite of ſtrive Sidney.
nately ; contumaciouſly ; intexibly . Garth.
To STROUT. v. n. [ forullen, German ) TO STUBBORNNESS. S. ( from 1tubborn.) Obiti .
Iwell with an appearance of greatnels ; to
nacy ; vicious housneſs ; contuniacy . Lecke,
Swift .
walk with affected dignity.
TO STROUT. V a. To twell out ; to pufi out STUBBY. Q. ( from frub.) Short and thick ;
ſhort and ſtrong. Grew.
Bacon.
TO STROW.vn. See to STREW . ) 1. TO STU'BNAIL. S. ifiub and rail ) A cail brokec
off.
ſpread by being ſcattered. Milion . 2 . Το
ſpread by fcattering ; to beſprinkie. Dryden. STUCCO ſ [ Italian ] a kind of fine planter
for walls. Pipe.
3 To ſpread. Swift. 4. To Icatter ; to throw
STUCK . The preterite and participle paſt. of
at random . Waller.
TO STROWL. v . n. To range ; to wander. jrick . Addijem.
STUCKLE. j. A number of fheaves laid toge
Gay .
ther in the field to dry .
Tuller.
To STROY. v . a. (for defirsy.)
STRUCK . The preterito aos parisiple paſive STUD . L. (roudu, Sax .) 1. A poſt ; a fake .
2. A cail with a large bead driven for ornat .
of forike. l'oper
mea

STU
STU
ment. 3. (stude, Sax . ) A collection of STULTI'LOQUENCE.S. [ Stuftus and loqueta
tia , Lat. ) Foolish talk.
breeding horſes and mares . Temple.
To adorn STUM . f. [ frem , Swediſh.) 1. Wine yet unfer
To SCUD . V. a. ( from the noun )
mented. Addiſor. 2. New wine uſed to raile
with fuds or knobs. Shakelp.
fermentation in dead and vapid wines. Bes.
STUDENT.A. I liudens, Lat. ) A man given to
Jihajon. 4. Wine revived by a new fermenta
books ; a bookiſh man. Waris,
tion. Hudibras.
STUDIED. a. (from Jiwdy ) , Learned : verſed
in any ftudy ; qualified by ſtudy . Shekelp . To STUM . v. a . (from the noun. ) To renew
wine by mixing freſh wine and raiſing a new
Bacon . 2. Having any particular inclination.
fermentation . Flayer .
Slokely .
STUDIER. F. (from ftudy.) One wło ſtudies To STUMBLE. v . n. (from rumble.) 1. To
trip in walking. Prior. 2 To nip i to err ; to
Tillorton . . e. I frudieux , French ; ftudiofus,
STUDIOUS
Hide inco crimes or blunders. Miltox . 3 To
frike againſt by chance ; to light on by chance.
Lat ) 1. Given to beoks and contemplation ;
Ray
given to lerroing . Locke. 2. Diligent ; buſy.
Tickell. 3. Allentive to ; careful. Dryden. To STUMBLE. v. a. 1. To obftrue in pro
4. Contemplative ; ſuitable to medication . greis ; to make to trip or ſtop. 2. To make to
boggle ; to offend. Locke.
Milton
A trip
STUDIOUSLY. adv . (from ſtudious.] 1. Con. STUMBLE. 1. ( from the verb )
tempiatively; with cloſe application to litera .
in walking 2 . A blunder ; a failure.
L'Ejirange.
ture 2. Diligently ; carefully ; attentively .
f. [ from ſtumble .] One that
Atterbury SS S. (from ſtudiows.)Addiction STUMBLER.
fturnoles. Herbert.
STUDIOUSNE
. I f. ( from frumble.]
to ſtudy .| ( rudium , Lar.] 1. Application of STUMBLINGBLOCK
STUDY.
STUMBLINGSTONE . ) Caule of ſtumbling;
mind to books and learning. Temple, W'arts .
caule ot offence. I Cor . Burmet .
2. Perplexity ; deep cogitation. Bocon. 3. At- STUMP. S. 1 frempe, Durch .) The part of soy
teplion ; meditation ; contrivance. Shakelp
folid body remaining after the reſt is taheu
4. Any particular kind of learning. Becer . away . Drayten.
5. Apartment ſet off for literary employmen .. STUMPY. - (trom ſeu map ] Full of numps ;
bard ; ſtiff. Meruimer.
Worren, Clarendon.
TO STU’DY w m . ( fiudio, Lat.) 1. To think To STUN. v. a . ( rtunan, Saxon ] 1. To
with very cloſe application ; to muſe. Swift
confound or dizzy with noize Cheyne, Seriji.
2. To make lenfeleis or dizzy with a blow .
2. To endeavour diligently. 1.7 helal.
Dryden.
TO STUDY. v . a 1. To apply the mind to
Locke . To conſider attentively . Dryden. 3 STUNG . The preterite and participle pail. of
fring. Shakeſp .
To learn by appl cation. Shakeſp.
STUFF 1.1.1ufe, Dutch . ) 1. Any matter or STUNK . The preverite of ſtink.
body Davies 2. Materials out of which any TO STUNT. v . a. I founia , Inandick.) To
thing is made Rofcommer. 3. Furoiure ;
hinder from growth . Pope.
gords Hayward, Coaley. 4. That which STUPE . J. (jiuzo, Lac. ) Cloth or fax dipped
fills any thing. Shakesp . 5. Eſſence ; ele
in warm medicaments, and applied to a hurt
niental part. Shakejp . 6. Any mixture or
or fore . Wijeman .
medicine. Shakeſp. 7. Cloth or texture of To STUPE.V a . ( trom the noun.) To foment;
to dre is with Itupes. ijimer:
any kind , 8. Textures of wool thinner and
Nighter than cloth . Buron . 9. Matter or thing STUPEFA'CTION. I ( pompefaftus, Lat . ) 10
; dulneſs ; llupidity. Sourk, Pore.
ſenſibility
Dryden.
TO STUFF. v . a. ( from the noun.) s . To fill STUPEFACTIVE. a . liom Itupefullus, Lat.)
very full with any thirg. Gay. 2. To fill 10
Cauſing infenfibility ; duiling ; obstructiog the
uneaſineſs . Sbokel
3. To thruſt into any
ſenies. Bacon.
thing Bacen. 4. To fill by being put into STUPE'NDOUS. o. [ frufendus, La! ) Wonder
any thing. Dryden. 5. To ſwell out by ful ; amazing ; aſtoniſhing Ciariados,
fonething thruit in . Dryden. 6. To fill with STUPID . a . lliupidus, Latin .) 1. Dull ;
wanting ſenſibility , wanting apprehenfion ;
icmc:hing improper or fuperfluous. Clarendon .
heavy ; jufgith of understanding Diyos.
7. To obftruct the organs of ſcent or reſpira
g
thin
t
eſp
2. Performed without kill or GENIUS
zion. Shak . 8. To sili mea with some
Swifi.
of high reliſh . King. 9. To form by fluffing
STUPIDITY. flſtupiditas, Lat. ] Dulrels ;
Juijt.
heavineſs of mind ; tuggithneis of under:
TOSTUFT . v . % To feed gluttonouſly. Swift
STUFFING . f. [from stý ) 1. That by whici Nanding. Dryder .
any thing is filleit. Hale. 2. Relihing ingreSTUPIDLY. adv. [ from firpid ) 1. With
ſuſpenſion or inactivity of underílanding.
rents pu ! into meat. Mortimer .
Miitor. 2. Dully ; without afprehenfion,
: TUKE , or Souck . j. ( jfucco, lialian. ) A com
Dryd :a.
polition of liine and marble, powdered very
STU
sce, commonly called platter vi Puris. Bailey.
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STUPIFIER. S. (from ftxpify.) That which (SUA'VITY. F. ( fuavitas, Lat.) 1. Sweetneſs
to the lentes. Brown, 2. Sweetneſs to the
cauſes ſtupidity.
mind ,
TO STU'FIFY.V.Q . [ ftupefacio, Lat .) To make
ſtupid ; to deprive of ſenlibility. Bacon, South , SUB, in compoſition, lignifies a ſubordinate de
Colliar.
gree
STU POR .S. ( Lar. I Suſpenſion or diminution of SUBACID . a. ( Sub and acidus, Lat.) Sour la
a ſmall degree. Arbuthnot .
ſenſibility. Arbuthnet .
TO STU'PRATE. v. a. ( Aupro, Lat. ) To ra. SUBACRID . a . ( fub and arrid ] Sharp and
viſh ; to violate.
pungent in a ſmall degree. Floyer.
STUPRATION . S. [ Stupratia, from ftupre, TO SUBAʼCT. a a [fubaftus, Lat.) To re
duce
; to ſubdue. Bacon,
Lat. ) Rape ; violation. Brown .
STU'RDILY. adv. (from furdy ) 1. Stoutly ; SUBACTION. S. ( lubzetws, Lat .) The act of
hardily. 2. Obftinately ; reſolutely . Donne.
reducing to any ſtate. Bacon.
STU'RDINESS. S (from ſturdy.) 1. Stoutnels; SUBALTERN . a . ( jubalterne, Fr ) Inferiour ;
ſubordinate ; that which in different reſpects
hardineſs. Locke. 2. Brutal ſtrengib.
STURDY. a. [ efiourdi, Pr ] 1. Hardy ;
is both luperiour and interiour. Prior, Swifi,
Itout ; brutal ; obftinale. Dryden. 2. Strong ; Warts.
SUBALTERNATE . a. fubalternus , Lat.}
forcible. Sidney: 3. Stiff : ſtout. Worten.
STURGEON ). A ſea fiſh Woodward .
Succeeding by turns . Diet .
STURK . . (rtyrc, Saxon ) A young ox or SUBASTRINGEN . O lub and aftringent.)
T degree.
heiter.
Aitringent in a {mall
3 v . n . ( Aurten, to hinder, SUBBE'ADLE. J. [/ ub and beadle.) An under
To STUT.
beadle. Ayliffe.
TO STUTTERS Durch .) To ſpeak with
bellation ; to stammer. Bacon .
SUBCELESTIAL. a . [ fub and celeſtial ) Placed
STUTTER .
2 f. [ from ſtut.) One that beneath the heavens Glanviile.
STUTTERER . } ſpeaks with heſitation ; a SUBCHANTER. L. ( lub and chanter ; fuc
Itammerer. Bacom.
center, Lat. ) The deputy of the preceator in
STY.I. (stige, Saxon . ) 1. A cabin to keep a Cathedral.
hogs in Gay, King 2. Any place of bestial SUBCLAVIAN. a. ( fub and clavus, Lat.)
debauchery . Millön.
Under the armpit or ſhoulder. Quincy, Brown ,
Arbuthnot.
TO STY. v.o. ( from the noun . ) To ſhut up in
a ſty. Shakeſp.
SUBCOONSTELLA'TION . S. [ fub and conſtel.
T, STY. v. m. To ſoar ; to aſcend .
lation .) A ſubordinate or ſecondary conſtella
tion . Brown .
STY GIAN. a. ( lygius, Lat ] Hellin ; in
fernal ; pertaining to Styx , one of thepoctical |SUBCONTRARY. a. Contrary in an inferiour
rivers. Milton
degree. Waits,
STYLE. J. ( Jiylms, Lat. ) 1. Manner of writ- SUBCONTRACTED. part . a. ( fub and cone
ing with regard to language. Swift. 2. Man
tracted.] Contracted after a former contract .
Shakelp.
ner of ſpeaking appropriate to particular cha
. a. ( lub and cutanesus .)
racters . Shakeſp . 3. Title ; appellation . SUBCUTANE
Clarendon . 4. Courſe of writing. Dryd. 5 : Lying under OUS
the ſkin .
A pointed iron uled anciently in writing on SUBDEACON . 1. ( Subdiacomus, Lat.) In the
wax . 6. Any thing with a ſharp
Cables of
Romilh church , is the deacon's ſervant.
point, as a graver ; the pin or a dial. Brown. Ayliffe.
7. The ftalk which riles from amid the leaves SUBDEAN . S. ( fubdecanus, Lat.) The vice
of a Mower. Roy. 8. STYLE of Court, is gerent of a dean .
properly the practice obſerved by any court in SUBDECUPLE. a . [ fub and decuplus, Lat.]
Containing one part of ten,
its way of proceeding Ayliffe.
TO STYLE V.a . To call; co term ; to name. SUBDERISORIOUS. a. ifub and deriſor .]
Clarendon, Locke, Swift.
Scoffing or ridiculing with cenderneſs. More.
STYPTICK . O [surluxo .) The ſame as aftrin- SUBDITI'TIOUS. a. ( fubdititius,Lat .) Put
genit ; but nerally expreſſes the moſt effi
ſecretly in the place of ſomething elſe.
cacious lort of attringents, or thoſe which are To SUBDIVERSIFY. v. a. ( lub and divera
applied to ſtop hæmorrhages. Quincy , Ar
lify. To diverſity again what is already diver
burhner.
fityed. Hale.
STYPTICITY. !! (Properly flipticity.) The To ŚU'BDIVIDE. v. c. ( lub and divide.) To
power of ſtanching blood . Foyer.
divide a part into yet more parts. Roſcommon.
To STYTHY. v . ( See Stithy . ) To forge SUBDIVISIONS. ( jubdiviſion , French ; from
on an anvil . Shakesp.
Jubdivide ) 1. The act of dividing. Watts,
SUA SIBI ... a. (from fuadeo, Lat. ) Eaſy to be 2. The parts diſtinguiſhed by a fecood division .
perſuaded.
Addison
SUASIVE. a. ( from ſvader, Lat. ) Having SU'BDOLOUS. a. (Subdalus, Lae.] Cunning ;
ſubele ; lly.
power to perſuade. South.
SUA SORY. a . ( Swaforius, Lat . ) Having ten- To SUBDUCE . 2 v. a . ( fubduco, fubdu us
To SUBDUCT.S Lat. 1. To withdraw ;
dency to perfuzde.
to
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to take away. Milton. 2. To ſubſtract by a- SUBLI'MABLE. «. (from fublime.) Poſible to
be ſublimeu .
rithmetical operation. Hale.
SUBDUCTION . S. (from fubdu & .) 1. The SUBLIMABLENESS . f. from fublimable. ]
aci of taking away. Hale. 2. Arithmetical Quality of admitting ſublimation. Boyle.
ſubtraction. Hale.
SU'BLIMATE . Į [from ſublime.) 1. Any
To SUBDU'E . v . a. 1. To cruſh ; to oppreſs ; ching raiſed by fire in the retort. Bacos. 2.
Quickſilver raiſed in the retort . Newtar,
to link . Milton, 2. To conquer ; to reduce
ander a new dominion . Geneſis, Sprati. 3. TO SUBLIMATE. v . a . ( from fublime ) ..
To came ; to ſubact. May.
To raiſe by the force of chemical fire. 2 .
SUBDU'MENT. S. Conqueft. Shakeſp.
To exalt ; to heighsen ; to elevate. Decay of
SUBDU'ER . L. ( from ſubdue.) Conqueror ; Piety .
SUBLÍMA'TION. S. ( Sublimation , Fr.] 1. A
tamer Philips.
SUBDUʻPLE .
? a. ( fub and duplus. chemical operation which raiſes bodies in the
SUBDU'PLICATE. } Lat.) Containing one veſſel by the force of fire. Sublimation differs
part of cwo. Newton .
very little from diftillation, excepting that in
SUBJACENT. .. [ fubjacens, Lat. ) Lying dinillation, only the Avid part of bodies are
under,
raiſed , but in this the ſolid and dry ; and that
the matter to be diſtilled may be either folie
TO SUBJECT. v .a . ( ſubjeétus, Lac.] 1. To
put under. Pope. 2. To reduce to ſubmiſ
or fuid, but fublimation is only conceraed -fion ; to make ſubordinare ; to make ſubmil.
boul folid ſubſtances. Quincy. 2. Exalta
love. Dryden 3. To enſlave ; to make ob.
cion ; elevation ; act of heightening or im•
poxious. Locke. 4. To expoſe ; to make proving. Dovies.
liable. Arburbrot. s . To ſubmit ; to make SUBLIME. a . ( ſublimis, Lat .) 1. High in
accountable. Locke, 6. To make ſubfervient.
place ; exalted aloit. Dryden. 2. High in
Milton .
excellence ; exalted by nature. Milton . 3.
SUBJECT. a. [ fubje &tus, Latin.) : . Placed
High in ſtile or ſentiment; lofty : graod. Prier.
or luated under. Shakeſp. 2. Living under 4. Elevated by joy. Milton. 5. Haughty ;
the dominion of another. Locke. 3. Ex
proud . Wation.
poſed ; liable ; obnoxious. Dryden. 4. Be SUBLIME S. The grand or lofty ſtile. Pepe.
ing on which any action operates Dryd.
TO SUBLIME. w.a. (/ublimer, Fr. ] 1. To
SU'BJECT. L. ( Mujer, Fr ] 1. One who lives raile by a chemical fire. Donne. 2. To raiſe
ejp
her
nion
on high. Denham . 3. To exalt ; to heighten ;
of anot . Shok . 2
under the domi
tu improve. Glanville.
That on which any operation either mental
ormaterial is performed. Mere. 3. That in TO SUBLIME v. n . To riſe in the chemical
veiled by the force of fire . Arbushael .
which any thing inheres or exills. Bacon . 4
(la Grammar .) The nominative caſe to a SUBL !MELY. ada . (from fublime.) Loftily ;
grandly . Pepe.
verb, is called by grammarians the ſubject of
the verb . Clarke.
SUBLIMITY. f. ( Sublimitas, Lat.) 1. Height
SUBJECTION.S [from ſubjefl.) 1. The act
of place ; local elevation. 2. Height of da
of ſubduing. Hale 2. The face of being un
ture ; excellence. Raleigh. 3. Lottisels of
ſtile or ſentiment. Addijer.
der government. Spenſer.
SUBJECTIVE . a . Relating not to the object SUBLI'NGUAL. 2. 11/26 and lingue, Lat.)
Placed under the tongue. Harvey:
SUBINGRESSION. I. [fuband ingreffus, Lat.) SUBLU NARY } Situated beneath the, moon.)
Secret entrance . Boyle.
To SUBJOIN. v. a . i fubjunge, Lat. ) To add
earthly ; tereſtrial. Swift.
SUBMARINE. Q. (fub and mare.) Lying or
at the end ; to add afterwards. South .
acting under the ſea, Wilkins.
SUBITANEOUS. a. [ ſubironeus, Lac.] Sud
den ; hally :
To SUBMERGE. u . a. ( lubmergi, Lat.) To
To SUBJUGATE. v.a. ( fubjugo, Lat.) To drown ; to put under water. Shakeſp.
conquer ; to ſubdue ; to bring under domi- SUBMERSION.S. Ifubmerfus, Lac.] Theact
dion by force. Prior .
of drowning : fate of being crowned. Hale.
10.a. fubminiftro,
SUBJUGATION S. (from fubjugate.) The act To SUBMINISTER.
To SUBMINISTRATE . 3 Lat.) To fup
of lubduing. Hale.
SUBJUNCTION.F. (from ſubjunge,Lat.) The
ply ; to afford . Hale.
State of being ſubjoined ; the act of lubjoining To SUBMINISTER .
To fubſerve.
L'E
ſtrange.
Clarke.
SUBJUNCTIVE. a. ( ſubjunctieus, Lat ] Sub. SUBMISS . a. [from ſubmarillus, Lat.) Humble ;
ſubmillive ; oblequious . Mitos .
joined to ſomething elle .
SUBLA'PSARY. 6. (lub and lapfus, Latin . ) SUBMISSION . J. (from fubmiffus, Lat.) t .
Done after the fall of man.
Delivery of himſelt to the power of another.
SUBLATION . f. [ fublatie, Lat . ] The act of Shokejp. 2. Acknowledgment of interiority
taking away :
or dependance. Halifax, 3. Acknowledge
SUBLEVATION . S. ( fublevo, Lat.] The act ment of a fault ; contention of errour. Stakejt.
of raing on high.
4 Obiequiouigefs ; refigention ; obedience.
SUB
Temple.

SUB
SUB
SUBMISSIVE . a . ( fubmiffus, Lat.) Humble ;
To give conſent to, by underwriting the
teſtifying ſubmiſſion or inferiority . Prior .
name. Clarendon. 2. To atteſt by writing the
SUBMISSIVELY. adv . [from ſubmiſſive. ) name Wbirgifre. 3. To contract ; to limit.
Humbly ; with confeffion of inferiority . Pope. Shakelp.
SUBMISSIVENESS. f. [ from ſubmiſſive. ) To SUBSCRIBE . v. *. 1. To give conſent.
Hooker , Milion . 2. To promiſe a ftipulated
Humility ; confeffion of fault or inferiority
Herberi.
ſum for the promotion of any undertaking:
SUBMISSLY . adr. ( from ſubmiſs.] Humbly : SUBSCRIBER . S. (from fwbſcriprio, Laç.] 1 .
with ſubmiffion . Taylor.
One who fubfcribes. 2. One who contributes
To SUBMIT. v.a. ( fubmirro, Lat. ) 1. To to any undertaking . Swife.
let down : 10 ink Dryden. 2. To fub SUBSCRIPTION . S. [from ſubſcriptio, Lat.)
ject; to reſign to authority. Milton. 3. Tu
1. Any thing underwritten, Bacon. 2. Con
leave to diſcretion ; to refer to jud;ment.
ſeot or ateſtation given by underwriting the
Swift.
name. 3. The act or ſtate of contributing to
To SUBMI'T. D. m . To be ſubject ; to ac
any undertaking Pope. 4. Submiflion ; obe
quielie in the authority of another ; to yield . dience Shakelp .
Rogers
SUBSECTIONS. [ fub and Jeftio, Lat. ) A
SUBMU'LTIPLE. L. A fubmult ple number or
ſubdiviſion of a larger ſection into a letter. A
fection of a ſection . Diat.
quantity is that which is contained in anveher
number, a certain number of times exactly : SUBSEQUENCE . I: ( from fubfequor, Lat . )
The ſtate of following ; not precedence.
thus 3 is ſubmulriple of 21. Harris.
SUBOCTAVE. To ( lub and flavus, Lat . Grew .
SUBOCTU'PLE . ) and ocuple .) Containing SUBSECUTIVE . 4. ( from fubfequor, Lat. ]
one part of eighi A, bubnor
Following in train.
SUBORDINACY . 38. [ from ſubordinate.) SUPSEPTŮ PLE . 0: [ fub and ſepiuflus, Lat. )
SUBORDINANCY S 1. The ſtate of being Containing one of ſeven parts. Wilkins.
fusjedt. Spectator. 2. Series of ſubordination . SU'BSEQUENT. a. (fubfequens, Lat . ) Fola
Temple.
lowing in train ; Dol preceding . Bacon ,
SUBORDINATE. a . fub and ordinatus, Lae.)
Prior .
Inferiour in order. Addijón. 2. Deſcending SUBSEQUENTLY. adv. [from ſubſequene.)
in a regular ſeries. Bacon .
Not ſo as to go before ; ſo as to follow in train.
TO SUBORDINATE . V. o . ( lub and ordino, South.
TO SUBSERVE . v . a. ( ſubſervio, Lat. ) To
Lat.) To range under another. Wolton.
SUBORDINATELY. adv . from ſubordinater) ſerve in ſubordination ; to ſerve inftrumen
In a ſeries regularly deſcending. Decay of cally . Wal; b.
Piery.
SUBSÉ RVIENCE ? !. [ from ſubferve .) In
SUBO'RDINATION , P. ( ſubordination , Fr. ) |SUBSERVIENCY. S strumental fitneſs or uſe.
1. The ſtate of being inleriour to another
Bentley.
Dryden. 2. A ſeries regularly deſcending SUBSE RVIENT. a ( ſubferviens, Lat.) Suba
Swift
ordinate ; inftrumentaliy uleful. Newion.
TO SUBOʻRN . .. 6. [ ſuborner, French ; fub. SUBSEXTUPLE. a . i fub and ſextuplus, Lat.)
orno, Lat .) 1. To procure privately : 10 pro
Containing one part of fix . Wilkins.
cure by ſecret collufior, Hocker, Prior , 2 TO SUBSIDE . v . n . fubfidi, Lat.) To fink ;
to lend downwards . Pope.
To procure by indirect means.
SUBORNA'SIÓN. L. [ barnation, French : SUPSI DENCE. I S. [from fubfide.) The act of
ſinking i tendency dowo
from jubora ) The crime of procuring any to SUBSIDENCY.
ward . Arbuthnot.
do a bad action Sjenje" , Swifi .
SUBORNER . f. i juborneur , Fr. from fub- SUBSI'DIARY. a. ( Subſidiarius, Lat.) Amit
orn .) One that procures a bad action to be ant ; brought in aid . Arbuthnot.
done.
SUBSIDY. I. (Subhidium , Lat.) Aid, commonly
SUBPOENA . L. ( lub and fæna, Lat .) A wriel ſuch asis given in money. Add:fon .
commanding attendance in a court under a To SUBSIGN. v. a. (wlins, Lat.) To liga
under. Comden .
penalıy.
SUBQUADRUPLE, a . ( ſub and quadruple. To SUBSIST v... ( ſubfil", Lat.) 1. To con
Containing one part of four. Wilkins.
sinue ; to retain the preten: Nate or condicion.
Milton , Swift. 2. To have means of living ;
SUBQUINTO'PLE. a . ( fub and quintuple ;
Containing une part of five . Wilkins.
to be maintained. Atterbury. 3. To adhere ;
to have exiſtence. Sowih .
SUBRE'CTOR.S ( lub and reclor. ] The
SUBSISTENCE , er Sub iftercy.S. (from fubfill .)
rector's vicegerent. Walton .
1. Real being . Stillingflect. 2. Competence ;
SUBREʻPTION . | ( ubreptus, Lat.) The ad
mea : s of ſupport ng lie Addison.
oi obtaining a favour by Turprize or unfair re
prefentation.
SUBSISTENT . a. ( ſubfiflens, Lat.) Having
real being. Bentley
SUBREFTITIOUS. O. ( furreptitius, Lat .
SUBSTAICE .
Subfiantia, Lat.) 1. Being ;
Fraudulently obtained . Boiley.
SC
joms.
To SUBSCRIBE. r. o. Como cribs, Lac .) 1
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ſomething exiſting ; ſomething of which we
which determines the interſection of the tan
can ſay that it is. Davies, 2. That which ſup
gent in the axis prolonged. Diel .
ports accidents. Watis. 3. The eſſential part. To SUBTEND. v. a . (Pub and tende, Lat .)
To be extended under. Creecb .
Addiſon. 4. Something real, not imaginary :
ſomething ſolid, not empıy. Dryden. 5. Body : SUBTE'NSE. L. (lub and tenſus, Lat. ) The
corporeal nature, Newton. 6. Wealth ; means chord of an arch ; that which is extended , un
der any thing.
of life. Swifi.
SUBSTANTIAL . a. ffroin fubftonce.] 1. Real: SU BȚEK. (Latin.) la compoſition , ſignifies
actually exiſting. Bentley. 2. True ; folid ; under .
[ fubterfluo, Lat. )
real ; notmerely ſeeming. Denbom . 3. Cor- SUBTERFLU'ENT.2
poreal; material. Warts . 4. Strong ; ſtout : SUBTE'RFLUOUS . } Running under.
bulky . Milton. 5. Refponſible ; moderately SUBTERFU'GE. S. [ fubterfuge, French )
A hiſt ; an evaſion ; a trick . Glaxtiik ,
wealihy. Addifon .
Watts.
SUBSTANTIALS.ſ. (Without fingular.] El
a. ( tub and terra ,
SUBTERRANEAL .
ſential parts. Ayliffe.
Lat.) Lying under
SUBSTANTIALITY. ! (from fubftantial] SUBTERRA'NEAN.
the earth ; placed
1. The ſtate of real exiſtence. 2. Corporeity, SUBTERR'ANEOUS .
SUBTERRANY.
below the ſurface.
materiality. Glorrilk.
SUBSTANTIALLY. adv. (from fubftantial.) Bacon , Milton , Norris.
1. In manner of a ſubſtance ; with reality of SUBTERRA'NITY. S. [ fub and serra , Lat.)
exiſtence. Milion . 2. Strongly ; ſolidly . A place under ground. Broton.
Clarendon . 3. Truly ; folidly ; really ; with SUBTILE. a. [ /ubtilis, Lat.) 1. Thin ; not
fixed purpoſe. Tillotjon. 4. With competent denle ; not grors. Newton . 2. Nice ; fioe ;
delicate ; not coarſe. Dories. 3. Piercing ;
wealth .
SUBSTANTIALNESS. S. [ from fubftantial.] acate. Prior. 4. Cunning ; artful ; lly ; ſub
1. The ſtate of being fubftantial. 2. Firm
dolous. Hooker, Fairfax, Proverbs, Millsa. 5 ;
net ; ſtrength ; power of holding or laiting . Deceitful. Shakelp . 6. Refined ; acute beyond
exactneſs, Milion.
Worton .
To SUBSTANTIATE. v. a. ( from fubfiance.) SUBTILELY. adv. [from ſubtile.] 1. Finely ;
not groſsly. Bacon. 2. Arttully ; cundingly .
To make to exiſt. Ayliffe .
Tillotſon.
SUBSTANTIVE. f. [ fubftantiuus, Lat. ) A
noun betokening the thing, not a quality. SUBTILENESS. F. (from fubiile ) 1. Firene's;
rareneſs. 2. Cunning ; artfulnels.
Dryden .
SU BẤTANTIVE. a . [ fubftantious, Lat.] 1. To SUBTILIATE . v. a. (from fubtile.) To
Solid ; depending only on itſelf. Bacon.
make thin , Harvey.
SUBTILIA TION . T. ( fubtiliarios, Fr.) The
Betokening exiſtence . Arbuthnet .
TO SUBSTITUTE . v. 6. ( ubftitutus, Lat.)
act of making thin . Boyle.
To put in the place of another. G :v. of the SUBTILTY. I (fubolté, Fr.) 1. Thinneſs ;
fiveneſs
; exility of parts. Davies. 2. Nicety .
Tongue.
SUBSTITUTE.f. One placed by another to act
Bacon . 3. Refinement ; too much acuteneis.
Boyle. 4. Cunning i artifice ; Ayneſs. King
with delegated power. Shakeſp. Addifin .
SUBSTITU’TION . f. (from fubftitute.) The Charles.
act of placing any perſon or thing in the room , SUBTILIZATION . f. [ from ſuttilize.) 1 .
of another. Bacon .
Subtilization is making any thing ſo volatile as
To SUBSTRACT. v. o . ( roubtraction , Fr. ) 1 .
10 rile readily in ſteam or vapour. Cheye..
2. Refinement ; fuperfluous acuteneſs.
To take away part from the whole. 2. To
take one number from ancther.
To SU'BTILIZE . v . 2.[ fubtilizer, Fr.) . To
SUBSTRACTION. [. ( ſoubſtraire, foubſtrac
make thin ; to make les groſs or coarſe. Ray.
11.n , French ] 1. The act of taking part
2. To refine ; to ſpin into uſeleſs niceties.
from the whole . Denham . 2. The taking
Glanville.
of a leſer number out of a greater of like To SUBTILIZE. V. n. To talk with too much
kind, whereby to find out a third number.
retinement. Digby .
SU'BTLE. a. Sly; artful ; cunning. Sperfer,
Cocker .
Spralt.
SUBSTRUCTION . S. [ fubftru &tio, Lat.) Un
SUBTLY. adv. ( from fubtile.) 1. Silly ; art.
derbuilding. Wc:lin.
SUBSTYLAR. a . ( lub and Nylus.) (Sxbiylar
fully ; cunningly. Miltor. 2. Nicely ; delie
line is, in dialing , a right line, whereon the ! cately. Pope.
gnomon or ſtyle of a dial is ereded at right To SUBTRACT v . a. [ ſubiraclio, Lat.) To
withdraw part from the reſt. Hale.
angles with the plane. Moxon .
SUBSULTIVE.
a. [ /fubfullws, Latin. ] SUBTRACTION. S. See SUBSTRACTION .
SUBSU'LTORY. S Bouading ; moting by SU'BTRAHEND . Y. ( fubtrabendum , Latin )
The number to be taken from a larger num .
Narts.
SUBSUʻLTORILY. adv. (from fubfultory .) in
ber.
a bounding manner. Bacon.
SUBTRIPLE. a . ( lub and triplus, Latio ]
SUBTANGENT. ſ. In any curve, is the line
Containing

SUC
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Containing a third, or one part of three
from fucceflive.) In uninterrupted order ; one
Wilkins.
after another. Bacon , Newton .
SUBVENTANEOUS. a . [ Subventaneus, Lac. ) SUCCE'SSIVENESS . f. [ from fucceffive.) The
ftate of being ſucceflive. Hale .
Addle ; windy. Brown.
TO SUBVERSE. v.a. ( ſubverfus, Lat.) To SUCCE'SSLESS. a. (from ſucceſs.) Unlucky ;
fubvert. Spenſer.
unfortunate; failing of the event deſired.
Dryden .
SUBVE'RSION. 1. ( Subverfion, French ; ſub
verfus, Lat.) Overthrow ; ruin ; deſtruction. SUCC'ESSOUR. S.
Texr, French ; fuco
Shakeſp. K Charles, Burnet.
ceffor, Lat. ) One that follows in the place or
character of another ; correlative to predo
SUBVERSIVE. a. ( from ſubveri. ] Having
celour. Clarendon , Dryden.
tendency to overturn . Rogers.
TO SUBV'ERT. v. a. ( ſubverto, Lat.) 1. TO SUCCINCT. a fuccinétus, Lat.) 1. Tucked
overthrow ; to overturn ; to deſtroy ; to turn
or girded up ; baving the cloaths drawn up.
Dpſide down. Milton , 2. To corrupt ; to con
Pope . 2. Short ; conciſe; brief. Ben. Jobs
found. 2. Tim ,
fen, Roſcommon.
SUBVERTER. . [ from ſubrerr. ) Over- SUCCINCTLY. adv. [from ſuccincz.) Briefly ;
thrower ; destroyer. Dryden .
conciſely . Boyle, Roſcommon.
SU'BURB. I. fuburbium , Lat.) 1. Building SUCCORY. ). ( rictorium , Latin ) A plent.
Miller.
without the walls of a city Bacon . 2. The
confines ; the out part. Cleaveland.
To SU'CCOUR.v. o . Ifuccurro, Lat.] Tohelp ;
SUBURBAN. a. ( juburbanus, Lat.) Inhabiting
to aflirt in difficulty or diſtreſs ; to relieve.
L’Efrange.
the ſuburb. Dryden.
SU'C
Under
.]
worke
and
SUBWORKER . S. ( ſub
COUŘ . S. [ſrom the verb .) 1. Aid ; af
r
worker ; ſubordinate helper. South .
liſtance ; relief of any kind ; help in diſtreſs.
Shakeſp. 2. The perſon or things that bring
SUCCEDANEOUS. a. ( Juccedaneus, Lat. )
Supplying the place of ſomething elſe. Brown,
help . Dryden.
SU'CCOURER. f. [ from ſuccour. ) Helper ;
Boyle
SUCCEDANEUM . S. ( Latin .] That which is
affiftant ; reliever. Romans.
SU'CCOURLESS. a. (from fuccour .) Wanting
put to ſerve for ſomething elſe.
relief ; void of friends or help. Thomſon.
TO SUCC'EED. 0. n . I fucceder, French ; ſuc
cedo, Lar.] 1. To follow in order. Milton . 2. SUCCULENCY. f. [ from ſucculeni.) Juici
To come into the place of one who has quitted.
neſs.
Digby. 3. To obtain one's wiſh ; to terminate SUCCULENT, a. ( ſucculent, French ;fuccue
an undertaking in the deſired effect. Dryder
lenius, Lal ! Juicy ; moiſt. More, Philips.
4. To terminate according to with . Dryden. To SUCCU'MB. v . n. ( fuccumbo, Lat . I to
yield ; to ſink under any difficulty. Hudibras.
5. To go under cover. Dryder.
TO SUCCEED . v. 0. 1. To follow ; to be SUCCU'SSATION . S. [jucculo, Lac ) A lrot.
fu ' ſequent or conſequent to. Brown. 2. To
Brown.
SUCCU'SSION.S. I fuccufia, Lat.) 1. The act
proſper; to make ſucceſsful. Dryden.
SUCCEEDER. L. ( trom fucceed.) One who
of Making. 2. ( In phylick .) Such a ſhaking
follows; one who comes into the place of ano
of the nervous parts as is procured by ſtrong
fimuli .
ther. Daniel, Suckling.
SUCC'ESS. S. ( fucceflus, Lat .) 1. The termina- SUCH . prorcun ( Sulk, Durch; spilc , Saxon )
cion of any affair happy or unhappy. Milton .
i Orihat kind ; of the like kind. Whitgifte,
2. Succeflion . Spenſer.
Stillingfleet , Tillorjon. 2. The ſame thata
SUCCESSFUL . a . Proſperous ; happy ; fortu
With as , Knolles. 3. Comprehended under
nate. South, Prior .
the term premiſed. South. 4. A manner of
SUCCESSFULLY. adv. (from ſucceſsful.] Prof
exprefling a particular perſon or thing . Sbake.
Clarendin,
perouſly ; luckily ; fortunately. Hammond,
TO SUCK. v. a (rucan, Saxon ; ſugo, ſuélum ,
Atterbury.
Lat. ) 1. To draw by making a rarefaction of
SUCCESSFULNESS. S. [ from fucceſsful. )
Happy concluſion ; deſired event ; feries of
the air. 2. To draw in with the mouth . Dryd.
good fortune. Hammond.
3. To draw the teat of a female. Locke . 4 .
Todraw with the milk . Shakeſp 5. To empty
SUCCESSION. S. [fucceflio, Lat .) 1. Conſe
cution ; ſeries of one thing or perſon following
by ſucking. Dryden . 6. To draw or drain.
Burnet.
another. Locke, 2. A ſeries of things or perfuos
following one another . Bacon , Newton. 3. A TO SUCK . v. m. 1. To draw by rarelying the
lineage ; an order of deſcendants. Milton. 4.
air. Mortimer. 2. To draw the breaſt . Yob.
The power or right of coming to the inheri
3. To draw ; to imbibe. Bacon.
SUCK . ſ. [ from the verb ) 1. The act of
lance of anceſtors. Dryden .
SUCCESSIVE . a. I fuccefil , rr.) 1. Follow
fucking. Boyle. 2. Milk given by females.
ing in oriler : continuing a courſe or confecu
Diyden .
tion uninterrupted Daniel. 2. luherited by SUCKER. Ilſuceur, fr.] 1. Any thing that
draws . 2. The embulus of a purp. Boyle.
fuccefíion. Raleigh.
SUCCESSIVELY. adv. ( fucceffivement, Fr.
3. A rourd piece of kather, which laid wet
on
5 Ca
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on a ſtone, and drawn up in the middle, rare. SUFFERABLE. a. (from ſuffer.] Tolerable ;
fies the air within , which preſſing upon its ſuch as may be endured. Worron.
edges, holds it down upon the ſtone. Grew . SU'FEERABLY. adv .( from ſufferable .) Tole
4. A pipe through which any thing is ſucked. rably ; lo as to be endured Addiſon.
Philips. 5. A young twig ſhooting from the SUFFERANCĘ.
(Jouffrance, Fr. ) 1 .
Pain ; inconvenience ; miſery. Locke, 2 .
Rock Bacon , Ray.
SUCKET. Fi' ( from fuck . ) A ſweet meat. Patience ; moderation. Taylor, Otway . 3 .
Toleration ; permiflion ; not hindrance.
Cleaveland
Hooker.
SUCKINGBOTTLE.S. | fuck and betile ) A
bottle which to children fupplies thewant of a SUFFERER. f. [from ſuffer.). 1. One who
pap. Licke.
endures or undergoes pain or inconveoience.
TO SUCKLE , " .a. [ from ſuck ] To nurſe at
Addison, 2. One who allows ; one who
permits.
the breaft. Dryden .
SUCKLING . / (from ſuck.) A young creature SUFFERING . F; (from Suffer.) Pain ſuffered.
Atterbury.
yet fed by the pap. Arburbrot.
ŞU'CTION. L. (from fuck ; fuccion , Fr. ] The To SUFF'ICE. v . . I luftrio, Lat. ) To be
enough ; to be ſufficient ; to be equal to the
act of fucking. Boyle.
end or purpoſe. Locke.
SUDA TION. T. ( juds, Lat . ) Sweat .
SUDATORY S. Trudo, Lat. ) Hot houſc ; TOSUFF'ICE . v . a. 1. To afford ; to ſupply.
Dryden. 2. To ſatisfy. Ruth , Dryden,
ſweating balla
SU'DDEN. o. [ Soudain , French ; r den, Sax .] SUFFICIENCY. f: [from ſufficiens ) 1. State
1. Happening withoutprevious notice ; coming
of being adequate to the end propried. Boyle.
without the common preparatives, Sharofp.
2. Qualification for any purpoſe. Templ . 3 .
Milton, 2. Hally ; violeni ; rafh ; paſſionate ;
Competence ; enough. 4. Supply equal to
want. 5. It is uſed by Temple for that conceit
precipitate . Shakesp:
which makes a man think himſelf equal to
SU'DDÈN , f. 1. Any unexpected occurrence ;
things above him
ſurpriſe, Worlom. 2. On a SUDDEN . Sooner
SUFFICIENT
. a. ( fufficiens, Lat ) 1. Equal
than was expected.Baker .
SUDDENLY. adv . (from ſudden.) In an unex
lo any end or purp le ; enough ; compe
. Locke, Swifi. 2. Quae
deficient
tent ; not
pected manner ; without preparation ; baftily.
Dryden
lified for any thing by fortune or ctherwise.
SUDDENNESS. S. [ from ſudden
State of Shakeſp.
man. SUFFICIENTLY. adv [ from ſufficienr.) To s
being ſudden ; unexpected
fufficient degree; enough . Rogers.
Etedly
ner of coming or happeni
SUFFISANCE. ( French . ) Exceſs ; plenty.
Temple.
Spenſer.
SUDORI'FICK . a. I fudor and facio, Latin . )
To su FFOCATE . W. a . ( fuffice, Lat.) To
Provoking or cauſing ſweat. Bacon .
SUDORIÓFICK . A medicine promoting ſweat.
choak by excluſion, or interception of air.
Collier .
Arburhnot.
SUDOROUS. a. (from fudor, Lat ) ConLiſting SUFFOCATION .S.[ fuffocation, French : from
of ſweat. Brown .
juffocate.) The act of chuaking ; the flate of
SUDS. L. (from reodan , to ſeeth.] 1. A lixi
being choaked . Cheyne.
SUFFOCATIV
2.
To
be
in the
E a . (from fuffocare.) Having
vium of ſoap and water.
SUDS. A familiar pleaſe for being in any the power to choak . Arba :brot.
SU'FFRAGAN
ſ. ( Sufi aganeus, Latin ] A
.
difficulty.
To SUE . v . a. [ ſuivre, Pr . ] 1. To proſecute biſhop conſidered as ſubject to his metropoli
by law, Matt. 2. To gaia by legal procedure, tar , Aylife.
T. SUFFRAGATE . v . A. ( Suffragir, Lat.)
Calamy.
To SUE. V. *, To beg ; to entreat ; lo petitior. To vote with ; to agree in voice wiih. Hale.
Knolles.
SU FFRAGE./. [ fuffragium , L.ac ) Vote ; voice
SU'ET. S. ( An old French word . ) A hard
given in a controverted point. Ben . Johnlex,
fat, particularly that about the kidneys. Airerbury.
SUFFRAGINOUS. e . ( Sufrago, Latin . ) Be.
Wifeman.
SUETY. a. (from ſuc:.) Coolſting of ſuet ;
longing to the knee joint of beaſts, Browe.
SUFFUMIGA'TION ( uffumigo, Lat.) Ope
reſembling fuct Sharp:
TO SUFFER.0.a. ( Juffero, Lat.] 1. To bear ; ration of fumes railed by tire. Wijewan .
to undergo ; to feel with ſenſe of pain. Mark. SUFI'U'MIGE. 1. twamigo, Lat.) A medical
2. To endure ; to lupport ; not to link under. fume , Harary .
Milton, 3 . To allow ; to permit ; not to TO SUFFU'SE. v.6 (Juffrfus, Lat . ) To ſpread
hinder . Locke . 4. To paſs through ; to be over with ſomething expandible as with a va.
pour or a rincture. Pope.
uitected by . Milton.
TO SUFFER . v. n . 1. To undergo pain or SUFFU SION . I. [from juffufe .] 1. The act of
over peading with any thing . 2. That which
inconvenience. Locke. 2. To undergo pu .
is in :uled or ipread. Dryden.
niſhment. Clarendon . 3. To be injured
SCG.
lempie.
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SUG. S. A kind of worm like a clove or. pin. SU'LCATED . a . ( fulcus, Latin.) Furrowed.
Woodward.
Wotton .
SUGAR . S. ( lucre, French .) 1. The native ſali SULL. S. À plough. Ainſworth.
of the ſugar.cane, obtained by the expreſion SU'LLEN . a. !. Gleomy; angry ; fuggiſhly dil.
and evaporation of its juice . Craſbaw . 2. Any
cor tented. Clarendon. 2. Miſchievous; malige
thing proverbially ſweet. Shakeſp. 3. A chy
nant. Dryder. 3. Intractable ; obllin te. Tillor.
mical dry chryſtallization. Boyle.
4. Gloomy; dark ; cloudy; diſmal. Pope. S.
To SUGAR . v. 4. (from the noun .) 1. To
Heavy ; dull ; forrowful. Shakeſp .
impregnate or ſeaſon with fugar . Craſbaw . SU'LLENLY. adv. [ from Jullen. ) Gloomily ;
2. To ſweeten. Fairfax.
malignantly ; intractably. More.
SU'GARY . a. (from ſugar. ) Sweet ; taſting of SU'LLENNESS . f. [from ſullen ) Gloomineſs;
moroſeneſs ; fuggiſh anger ; malignity. Donne.
ſugar. Spen'er.
To SUGGʻEST . u . a . I ſuggeſium , Lat .) 1 SU'LLENS, !. Moroſe temper ;' gloomineſs of
mind . Sbakeſp.
To hint ; to intimate ; to infinuate good or
ill . Locke. 2. To ſeduce ; to draw to ill by SU'LLAGE . . (from fully.) Pollution ; filth ;
inſinuation. Shakeſp. 3. To inform ſecretly
Itain of dirt ; foulneſs. Gov. of the Tongue,
Shakelp
To SU'LLY. v.a. [ fouiller , Fr.) Ta ſoil ; to
SUGGE'STION . S [from Suggest.]Private hint: tarnih ; to dirt ; to ſpot. Roſcommon.
intimation ; infinuation ; ſecret notification SULLY.S
Addiſon .. ( from the verb . ] Soil; cardith ; ſpot.
Shakeſp. Locke.
To SU’GGILATE. v. a, ( fuggillo, Lat.j TO SU LPHUR.S. (Latin.) Brimſtone. Milton .
beat black and blue ; to make livid by a bruiſe. SULPHUREOUS.
a. ( fulphureus, Larin.]
SULPHUROUS,
Made of brimſtone ;
Wiſeman .
having the qualities of brimſtone ; containing
SUICIDE S. ( ſuicidium , Lat ) Self-murder ;
che horrid crime of deſtroying one's ſelf. ſulphur. Newton.
Sevage .
SULPHUREOUSNESS S. (from ſulphureoms.)
SUILLACE. S. [ fouillage, Fr. ) Drain of filth .
The ſtate of being ſulphureous.
Wotion
SULPHURWORT. S. The ſame with Hors
FENNEL .
SUING . ſ. The act of ſoaking through any
SU'LPHURY. a . ( from fulphur.) Partaking of
shing. Bacon.
ſulphur.
SUIT . 5. ( Suite, Fr. ) 1. A fet ; a number of
things correſpondent one to the other, Dryden. SULTAN.Arabick .) The Turkiſh empe
rour.
s
2. Cloaths made one part to anſwer another.
Donne. 3. Contecurion ; feries ; regular order SULTA
/ ( from (u'ran.) The queen of
Bacon. 4. Out of Suits Having no correl- SULTAI
an Eaſtern emperour. Clearl.
pondence . Shakeſp. 5. Retinue ; company SULTANRY. /. [from fuliar . ] An Eaſtern
Sidney. 6. A petition ; an addreſs of entreaty.
empire, Bacon.
Sharep. Denne. 7. Courtſhip. Shakeſ. 8. Pur- SU’LTRINESS. f. [from ſuliry.) The ſtate of
being fultry.
fuit ; profecution. Spenſer. 9. ( In law. ) Suit
istimetimes put for the inttance of a caule, SULTRY. a. Hot without ventilation ; hot and
and ſometimes for the cauſe ittelf deduced in cloſe ; hot and cloudy. San. Addiſon.
judgment. Ayliffe, Taylor.
SUM .
Uumma, Latin.) 1. The whole of any
TÜSÜIT . v . a . (from the noun . ] 1. To fit; to
thing : many particulars ageregated to a total.
Hooker. 2. Quantity gfmoney. Shakeſp. 3 .
adape to ſomething elle. Shakeſp. 2. To be
Compendium ; abrid ment ; ihe whole ab
fiteed to ; to become. Dryden . 3. To dreis ;
Aracted . Hooker . 4. The amount ; the reſult
to cloche . Shakelp .
To SUIT . v. * . To agree ; to accord . Dryden . of reaſoning or computation. Villasjon. 5 .
Height; completion. Milton .
SUITABLE . G (from fuit.) Fitting ; accord
ing with ; agreeable to . Tillotſon.
TO SUM. v. a. ( limmer, Fr ] 1. To compule ;
SUITABLENESS / [from /witable.) Fitneſs;
to collect particulars into a total. Bacon , Soulli,
agreeableneſs . Glanville, South.
2. To compriſe ; to comprehend ; 10 collec :
SUITABLY. odv. (from juitable .) Agreeably :
into a narrow compaſs. Dryden. 3. To have
according to. Souih .
feathers full grown. Milion.
SUIT Covenant.llo law . ) Is where the anceſtor SUMACH - TREE. ſ. The flowers are uſed in
of one man has covenanted with the anceltor
dying , and the branches for tanning, in Ame
rica, Miller.
of an ither to ſue at his court . Bosley.
SUIT Court. ( In law . ) Is the coure in which SU'MLESS. a. (from fum . ) Not to be computel.
teraots owe attendance to their lord. Bailey.
Pope.
SUIT Service ( in law .) Attendance which SU'MMARILY. odv. (from fummary ] Briefly ;
tenants owe to the court of their lord . Bailey
the ſhorteſt way. Hooker.
SUI TER. ? 1. (from wit ] 1. One chat lues ; SUMMARY. á . Short ; brief ; compendious.
SUITOR. Š a peritioner; a fupplicant.Hooker , Steif !.
Derbam , Rowe. 2. A wover ; une who courts . SUMMARY. S. ( from the adjedlive.) Com .
a miſtreſs. Wetton , Pape.
pendium ; abrid menj. Rogers.
SLIMER
SUITRESS. S. (froin juice . A fecalu plia
cac!. Rowe,
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SU’MMER . S: ( rumer, Saxon ; somer, Dutch . ) , SUN'DIAL. F. (dial and fun.) A marked plate
1. The reaſon in which the fun arrives at the
on which the ſhadow points the hour. Dorae.
higher ſolnice . Shakeſp. 2. The principal SU'NDRY. a (sunden, Sax.] Several; more
than one . Hooker, Sanderson.
beam of a floor. Wetton , Herberi.
TO SU'MMER. v. m ( from the noun.) To paſsi SUNFLOWER. S. (corona folis, Lat.) A plant.
Miller.
che ſummer. Ifaiah.
To S'UMMER . v . a . To keep warm. Shakeſp: SUNFLOWER , Little. S. (belianthemum , Lat.)
SU'MMERHOUSE.S. (from ſummer and houſe.)
A plant. Miller.
An apartment in a garden uſed in the ſummer. SUNG . The preterite and participle paffive of
Warts .
fing . Pope .
SUMMERSAULT . ) S. [ foubrefault, Fr.) A SUNK . The preterite and participle paflive of
SUMMERSET .
high leap in which the fonk. Prior .
SÚ NLESS..a. (from ſun.) Waning fun ; waat
heels are thrown over the head. Walton .
ing warmth . Thomſon.
SU'MMIT . S. [ fummitas, Lat.) The top ; the
SUNLIKE. a. ( fun and like.) Reſembling the
utmoſt height. Shakeſp.
ſun. Cheyne.
TO SUMMON . v.o. (Summoneo, Lat.] 1. To
call with authority ; to admoniſh to appear ; ( SU'NNY . a. (from ſun .] 1. Reſembling tbe
ſun ; bright. Shakeſp . 2. Expoſed to the fun ;
to cite. Bacon , Pope. 2. To excite ; to call
bright with the ſun. Addijen . 3. Coloured by
up ; to raiſe . Shakeſp.
SUMMONER. S. [ from ſummer.) One who
the ſun. Sbakeſp.
SUNRISE
1 f. [ form and riſing.) Moro
cites . Shakeſp.
SUMMONS. 5. A call of authority, admoni-SUNRISING.S. ing ; the appearance of the
tion to appear ; citation. Hayward, Milton.
ſun. Walton , Bentley.
SUMPTER . S. ( Sommier, Fren . Somaro, Ital.)SUNSET. Įi (fun and fer.] Cloſe of the day ;
A horſe that carries the cloaths or furniture.
evening. Raleizh, Pope.
Shakeſp. Dryden.
SU'NSHINE.S. (lux and jbine.) Action of the
ſun ; place where the heat and luitre of the
SUMPTION!!. [from ſumptus, Lat.) The act
fun are powerful. Clarendon .
of taking. Taylor.
SU'MPTUARY . a. (ſumptuarius, Lat . ) Re- SUNSHINY. 6. 1. Bright with the fan. Boyle.
2. Bright like the ſun. Spenſer,
lating to expence ; regulating the coſt of life.
Bacon .
TO SUP.v. a. ( rupan , Sax . foeper, Duich ) To
drink by mouthfuls ; to drink by liule at a
SUMTUOʻSITY. S. [from ſurs
) Expen
time. Craſbaw .
fiveneſs ; coftlineſs. Raleig !
SUMPTUOUS. a . ( lumpiusstrom ſumptus, T. SUP. v. n. ( fouper. Fr.) To eat the eren
Lat.) Cofly ; expenſive ; ſplendid . Asserbury. ing meal. Shakeſp. Tob. Dryden.
SUMPTUOUSLY. adv. (from jumptuous.) Ex- TO SUP. v. a. To treat with ſupper. Shakeſp.
Chafman.
penſively ; with great coſt. Bacon , Swift.
SU’MPTUOUSNESS . S. [from ſumptuous.)Ex- SUP. I. (from the verb.) A ſmall draught; a
mouthful of liquor . Særif ?.
penſiveneſs ; collinels. Boyle.
SUN . F. (runne, Sax. fon, Durch .) 1. The lu-SUPER ; in compoſition, notes either more than
minary that makes the day. Locke. 2. A lun
another, or more than enough , or on the top.
ny place; a place eminently warmed by the SU'PERABLE. a. ( Superabilis, Lac. ) Conquere
fun . Milion 3. Any thing eminently fplen
able ; ſuch as may be overcome.
did. King Charles. 4 Under the Sun. In this SUʻPERABLENESS . f. [from fuperable ) Q98
lity of being conquerable.
world . A proverbial exprefſion. Eccluf..
TOSUN . v . a. (from the noun . ) To inſolate ; To SUPERABOUND. v . . (Super and e.
bound.) To be exuberart; to be it red with
to expoſe to the ſun. Dryden.
SU'NBEAM . S. ( fun and beam .) Ray of the more than enough. Howel.
ſum. Shakelp. South.
SUPERABU'NDANCE . ( fuper and abus.
dance.) More than enough ; great quantity .
SUNBEAT Part. a. (Jum and beat.] Shone on
Woodward.
by the ſun . Dryden .
SU'NBRIGHT. a . ( fun and brigbe .) Reſem- SUPERABU'NDANT. a . ( ſuper and abur
bling the lun in brightneſs. Atilrox .
dant.) Being more than enough. Swift.
SUNBURNING. F. ( lux and burning:) The SUPERAB’UNDANTLY. adv . ( froin ſuper.
abundari . ] More than fufficiently. Chegae.
effect of the ſun upon the face. Bogle.
SU‘NBURNT. part. a . ( fun and burni. ) Tan. To SUPERA'DD. v. n. ( juperaddo, Lát . ) To
ned ; diſcoloured by the ſun. Cleoveland.
add over and ab ve ; to join any thing to as to
SU NCLAD. part . a. ( fun and clad .) Clothed make it more . South .
in radiance ; bright.
SUPERADDITION . S. ( ſuper and addition )
SU'NDAY . /. The day anciently dedicated to
1. The act ofadding to fi meching elſe. Mere..
The fun ; the Chriſtian ſabbath . Shakelp :
2. That which is adied. Hawmind.
T. SUNDER. v.a. ( rýndrian , Sayon ) TC SUPERADVE'NIENT a. ( Veeradveniens,
Lat . ) 1. Coming to the increaſe or affiftance
part ; to ſeparate ; lo divide. Donne, Granv .
SE NDER. . (runden , Sax .) Two ; two parts. of ſomething. More. 2. Coming unexpectedly
P'julens.
TO SUPERANNUATE. v . 0. ( /uper and are
SI'NDEW . S. An herb. Ainsworth.

SUP
SUP
On the ſurface ; not below the ſurface. 2 .
nus, Lat.) To impair or diſqualify by age or
length of life . Brown.
Without penetration ; without cloſe heed.
Milton, 3. Withouc going deep ; without
To SUPERANNUATE . v. *. To laſt beyond
ſearching . Shakelp .
the year. Bacor.
SUPER ANNUA’TION .! [from ſuperannuote.) SUPERFICIALNESS .S [ from ſuperficial.) 1.
The late of being diſqualified by years.
Shallowneſs ; poſition on the surface . 2. Slight
knowledge ; ſalle appearance.
SUPE'RB. a. ( tuberbus, Lat.) Grand ; pom
pous ; lofty ; auguſt ; fately .
SUPERFICIES. J. (Latin ) Outſide ; ſurface ;
SUPER B -LILY.S. (merbonica, Lat.) A flower. luperfice . Sandys .
. & ( Super and fine.] Eminently
PERFINE
SUPERCARGO.S. ( fuper and cargo.) An of. SOfine.
L'Eſtran
ge.
ficer in the ſhip whole buſinels is to manage
SUPERFLUITANCE. F. (Super and fluito,
the crade. Pope.
SUPERCELESTIAL , a. ( uper and celeſtial.) Lat ] The act of Aouting above. Brown.
SUPERFLUTTANT . a . ( fuperfluitans, Lat. }
Placed above the firmament. Raleigh.
SUPERCILIOUS. a. ( from ſupercilium , Lat. ) Floating above . Brown .
Haughey ; dogmatical ; dictatorial; arbitrary . SUPERFLUITY. /. [ /uperfluité, Fr ) More
Sonib .
than enough ; plenty beyond uſe or neceſity.
SUPERCILIOUSLY . adv. [from ſupercilicus.) Shakeſp. Suckling
Haughtily ; dogmatically; contemptuouſly. SUPERFLUOUS.° . [ Super and fixo, Latin .)
Clarendor .
Exuberant ; more than enough ; voneceſſary.
SUPERCILIOUSNESS . S. (from ſupercilions.)
Hooker, Roſcommon .
SUPERFLUOUSNESS. S. [from ſuperfluous.]
Haughtineſs ; contempluou:nels.
The ſtate of being ſuperfluous.
SUPERCONCEPTION. S. ( fuper and con
ceprion.) A conception made after anorber con- SU'PERFLUX. S: Thai which is more than is
wanted Shakeſp.
ception . Brown .
us,
SUPERCONSEQUENCE. S. (Super and con- SUPERHUMAN . a. ( super and human
Lat. ) Above the nature or power of man .
fequence.) Remo:e con equence . Brown.
and
GNATION
(Super
F.
SUPERIMPRE
creſco,
and
ENCE.
F. ( Super
SÚPERCRESC
Lat.) That which grows upon another grow
impregnation ) Superconception ; fuperfeta
tion.
ing thing. Brown .
SUPER EMINENCE. ? f. ( Super and emi. SUPERINCU'MBENT. a . [ /uper and incum
bens, Lat. ) Lying on the top of ſomething
SUPEREMINENCY . S neo , Lat.) Uncom.
elſe . Woodward .
mon degree of eminence . Ayliffe.
SUPEREMINENT . a . (Super and eminens.) To SUPERINDUCE. v.a. [ fuper and induco,
Eminent in a high degree. Hooker.
Latin. ] 1. To bring in as an addition to ſome
To SUPERE'ROČATE. v . n. ( Vuper and ero
thing elie . Locke. 2. To bring on as a thing
gatio, Lat.) To do more than duty requires.
not originally belonging to chat on which it
is brought . South .
Cleoveland.
SUPEREROGA'TION . S. [from ſupererogate ] SUPERINDUCTION. S. [from ſuper and iro
duce ) The act of luperinducing. South.
Performance ofmore than duty requires. Tillo.
SUPEREROGATORY. a. (from /upererogate.] SUPERINJECTIONS . [ Super and injection.]
Ferformed beyond the frict demands of duty. An injection ſucceeding upon another. Diet .
Howel.
SUPERINSTITUTION . ] [ſuper aod inſtitu
tion .) [lo law.] One inttitution upoa another.
SUPEREXCELLENT, a. ( Super and excel
lent.) Excellent beyond common degrees of Bailey .
excellence. Decay of Piety .
To SUPERINTE’ND v.a. ( ſuper and intend.]
SUPEREXCRESCENCE: S. ( Super and ex
To overſee ; to overlook ; to take care of
creſcence .) Something ſuperfluoully growing . others with authority. Bacon, Waris.
SUPERINTENDENCE. . (from /uper and
Wiſeman .
To SÚPERFE'TATE. v. r. ( Super and fætus, SUPERINTENDENCY. } intend.) Superiour
Lat . ) To conceive after conception. Grew .
care ; the act of overleeing with authority .
Grew.
SUPERFETATION. S. ( super ferosion , Fr. )
One conception following another, ſo thai SUPERINTENDENT. S. ( Superintendant,
both are in the womb together. Brown .
Fr. from Superintend.] One who overlooks
SUPERFICE. S. ( ſuperfice , Fren. Superficies,
others authoritatively.Stillingfieri.
SUPERIORITY.S. Pre- eminence ; the quali
Lal.) Outſide ; ſuriace. Dryden.
SUPERFICIAL. a. lSuperficiel, Fr. from ſu
ty of being greater or higher than another in
perficies, Lat.) 1. Lying on the ſurface ; not
any reſpect. Stilling fleer.
reaching below the ſurface. Burnei, Bensley. SUPERIOUR. 2. ( superieur, fr.fuperior,Lat )
2. Shallow ; contrived to cover ſomething.
1. Higher ; greater in dignity or excellence ;
Shakeſp. 3. Shallow ; not profound ; imat
preferable or preferred to another. Toyor . 2 .
tering ; not learned. Dryden .
Upper ; higher locally . Newton . 5. Free frota
SUPERFICIALITY.S . (trom /uperficial.] The
emotion or concern ; unconquered Milson .
SUPE'RIOUR ſ. One more excellent or digni .
quality of being ſuperficial. Brown.
SUPERFICIALLY: adv. [from /w; erficial.) :
fied than another. Addilon.
SUPER
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from doing that, which otherwiſe he might
SUPERLATION.S. [ fuperlatii, Lat.) Exal
Carew. ,2. ( ſuper and fere
not deny . Cowell,
E'ABLE
tation ofany thing beyond truth or propriety . SUPERSERVIC
Bør. Johnson.
viceable.
officious.
Shakejp.
Over
]
SUPERLATIVE. a. ( ſuperlativus, Lat.] 1.
Implying or expreſſing the higheſt degree . SUPERSTITION . S. [fuperftio, Latin.) s .
Unneceſſary fears or ſcruples in religion ; reli
Waris . 2. Riſing to the higheſt degree. Bac .
gion without morality . Dryden. 2. Falle re
Glanville, Souib .
SUPERLATIVELY. adv. [from ſuperlative.) ligion ; reverence of beings not priper objets
of reverence. Afts. 3. Over.nicely ; exact
1. In a manner of Ipeech expreſſing the high
neſs too ſcrupulous.
elt degree. Bacon . 2. In the highelt degree.
SUPERSTI TIOub. 6. [/ uperftitiofu , Lat.) ! .
Sourh, Bentley
SUPERLATIVENESS. S. [from ſuperlative.) Addicted to luperftition ; full of idle tancies or
ſcruples with regard to religion, Milton. 2 .
The flate of being in the higheſt degree.
SUPERLU'NAR . a . ( Ju per and luna, Lacin .) . Over accurate ; fcrupulous beyond need .
Not lublunary; placed above the moon. Pope. SUPERSTITIOUSLY. adv . ( from fuperftiti
SUPERNAL . 6. ( upernus, Lat. ) 1. Having
ou's.) In a ſuperſtitious mander.
an higher poſition : locally above us. Rateich To SUPERSTRAIN . v.o. [/ uper and ſiraiz .}
2. Relating to things above ; placed above :
To ſirain beyond the juſt ſtretch. Bocor .
To SUPERSTRUCT. v. a . [ /uperftru &lus,
celestial . Shakelp.
SUPERNATANT . a. ( ſupernatans, Latin .) Lat . ) To build upon any thing. Hammoed.
SUPERSTRUCTION. 1. (from ſuperſtrada ]
Swimming above . Boyle .
An edilice railed on any thing. Denham .
SUPERNATATION.S. (from ſupernato,Lat . )
The act of ſwimming on the top of any thing . SUPERSTRUCTIVE.'a. (froma juperfiru &.)
Built upon ſomething elle. Hammond.
Bacon.
SUPERNA'TURAL. a. ( Super and natural.]SUPERSTRUCTURE L. ( luper and foreca
ture.) That which is raiſed or built upon
Being above the powers of nature. Tillotſon
ſomething elſe . Tillotfor .
SUPERNA'TURALLY. adv. (from ſupernatu
ral.) In a manner above the courſe or power SUPERSUBSTANTIAL. a . ( Super and fube
Jiantial ] More than ſubſiantial.
of nature. South.
SUPERNUMERARY. a . ( ſuper and nume- SUPERVACA NEOUS. 6. ( lupervacances,
rus, Lat.) Being above a lated , a neceſſary , Lav.) Superfluous ; needles; unnecellary i
ſerving to no purpoſe. Diet .
an uſual, or a round number. Holder,
SUPERPLANT. ! [ fuper and plano. ) A plant |SUPERVACANEOUSLY. odv. (from the ad
jective.) Needlefly.
growing upon another plant. Bacon .
To SUPERPONDERATE. v. a. (super and SUPERVACANEOUSNESS . J. ( from the ad
pondero, Lat.) To weigh over and above Diat.
jective.) Needlefnels.
SUPERPROPOʻRTION . S. [fuper and propor. To SUPERVENE w . n. [ fupervenio , Latin .)
To come as an extraneous audition . Bentley.
Digby.
proportion.
tio, Lac.) Overplus of
SUPERPURGATION . F.'l/uper and furga . SUPERVENIENT. a. ( Superveniens, Latin .)
Added ; addicional . Hammond .
lion.) More purgation than enough. Wiſeman,
SUPERREFLE'XION.S. ( ſuper and reflexion.] SUPERVENTION. L. ( from Supervene.) The
act of ſupervening.
Refexion of an image reflected. Bacon.
SUPERSA’LIENCY.. [Super and folio, Lat.] TO SUPERVISE. v. e. To overlook ; to over
The act of leaping upon any thing . Brown.
ſee ; to intend . Congreve.
To SUPERSCRIBE. v. a. ( Super and fcribo, SUPERVI'SOR. S. (trom ſuperviſe ) An over.
ſeer : an inſpector. Waits.
Lacin .) To inſcribe upon the top or outlide
To SUPERVIVE ». « ( Juper and vive, Lat )
Addison
SUPERSCRIPTION . S. ( Super and ſcriprio,
To overlive ; to outlive. Clarke.
Lar . ] 1. The act of ſupericribing . 2. That SUPINA'TION. [. ( lupination , Fr. ] The acl
. which is written on the top or outſide. Suckl.
of lying with the face upward .
T. SUPERSEDE. v . a . ( taper and Jedeo, SUPINE. a. ( lupinus, l.at ) 1.Lying with ihe
Lat.) To make void or inefficacious by Tupe
face upward . Dryden, 2. Leaning backwards
riour power ; to ſet aſide. Bensley.
with expoſure to the lun. Dryden. 3. Negii
SUPERSE'DEAS. ( In law . ) Is a writ which
gence ; careleſs ; indolent ; droudy, Tarar,
Woodward.
lieth in divers and fundry cales ; in all which
it lignilies a command or requeſt to ſtay or SUPINE. f. [ Supinus, Lat.) In Grammar :
forbear the doing of that which in appearance
term fignifying a particular kind of verbal
noun .
of law was to be done, were it not for the
caule whereupon the writ is granted : for ex. SUPI'NELY. adr. [ from lupine. ) 1. With the
ample, a man regularly is to have ſurvey of face upward. 2. Drowaly ; thoughtle:sly i
indolently. Sandy's.
peace againſt him of whom he will ſwear ihat
he is aliaid ; and the justice required hereun .SUPINENESS. 1. ( from Supine.] 1. Poiture
to cannot deny him : yee if the party be for.
with the face upward. 2. Drowiineis , care
mally bound to the peace, in chancery of
leftneſs ; indolence. Swift.
ellenibere , this wri: lieth co tlay the juitice SUPIMITY.J. ( tromſwire ) ! Poftere of 's
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ing with the face upwards . 2. Careleſneſs ; SUPPOʻRT. S. [Support, Fr. ) 1. A &tor power
of ſuſtaining. Locke. 2. Prop ; ſuitaining
indolence ; thoughtleiloels. Brown .
SUPPEDA’NEOUS . a. ( lub and pes, Lat .)
power. 3. NeceíTaries of life . 4. Mainte
Placed under the feet. Brown,
nance ; ſupply.
SUPPER . L. ( rouper, Pr . See SUP .) The SUPPOʻRTABLE. a. [ supportable, Fr.) To
laat meal of the day ; the evening repait. lerable ; to be endured, Pope.
Skakelp. Mi'ton .
SUPPORTABLENESS.S. (irom ſupportable.]
SU'PPERLESS. a . (from ſupper.) Wanting
The face of being tolerable.
SUPPORTANCE. U [from support. Main :
lurper; fafting at night. Pope .
TO SUPPLANT. v.a. [ fubandplanta , Lat.) 1. SUPPORTA’TION. S tenance ; ſupport. Shak ,
To trip up the heels. Miltom. 2. To difplace
Bacon .
by tratagem ; to turn out. Sidney 3. To dif- SUPPORTER . f.[from ſupport.] 1. One that
place ; to overpower ; to force away . Shakeſp .
ſupports. Locke, 2. Prop ; that by which any
SUPPLANTER. S. ( from ſupplint.) One that
thing is borne up from falling. Camden . 3.
Sultainer ; comforter. Soush. 4. Maintainer ;
Topplants; one that diſplaces.
SUPPLE, a . ( souple, I'r . ] 1. Pliant ; flexible.
defender. Sourb.
Milton . 2. Yielding ; roft; not obſtinate. SUPPOSABLE. a . ( from ſuppoſe .] That may
be ſuppoſed. Hammand.
Dryd. 3. Flattering ; fawning ; bending. Ad
difor . 4. That which makes lupple. Shakeſ. SUPPOʻSAL. f. [from ſuppose.) Poſition th
TO SU'PPLE . v . 0. 1. To make pliant ; to
out proof ; imagination ;belief. Shakeſp.
make loft; to make Aexible. Arbushnet. 2. TO SUPPOʻSE v. a . ( Tupp.no, Lat.) 1. To lay,
down without proof ; to advance by way of
To make compliant . Locke.
To SUʻPPLE . V 1. To grow ſoft ; to grow
argument without maintaining the poſition.
pliant. Dryden.
Locke. 2. To admit without proof. Tillotſon.
SO'PPLEMENT. fi ( Supplementum , Lat. )
3. To imagine ; to believe without examina
Addition to any ihing
which its dejects
tion . Milion. 4. To require as previous to
itſelf. Hale .
are lupplied. Rogers.
SUPPLEMENTAL . ya [from ſupplement.) SUPPOSE . f. Suppoſition ; poſition without
SUPPLEMENTARY S Additional ; ſuch as proof; unevidenced conceit . Dryden.
may ſupply the place of what is loft Clarend. SUPPO'SER. S: (from ſuppoſe . One that ſup
SU PPLENESS . [ fouplelle, Fr. from ſupple ] poles. Skokes
1. Pliantnels; flexibility; readineſs to take SUPPOSITION. S. [ fuppofiiion, Fr. ) Poſition
any form . Bac. 2. Readineſs of compliance ;
laid down ; hypothefis ; imagination yet ua
proved. Tilloifon.
facility . Temple.
SUPPLÉTORY | That which is to 611 up SUPPOSITITIOUS. a. ( luppofitisius, Lat. )
dchciencies. Hammond,
Not genuine ; put by a trick into the place or
SUPPLIANT. a. [ /uppliani, Pr. ) Entreating : character belonging to another. Addiſon.
SUPPOSITITIOUSNESS. [ ( from juppofiti
beſeeching ; precatory . Dryden.
SUPPLIANT. ). ( from the adjective.) An
ti : us , State of being counterfeit
humble p - ritioner. Shakelp. Dryden
SUPPOSITIVELY adv. (from ſuppoſe.) Upon
SU PPLICANT . f. [ irom fupplicate ) One luppoſition Hammond.
that entreats or implores with great fubmif- SUPPOSITORY. /. Suppofitorium , Lat.) A
rien. Rigers .
kind of folid clytter. Arbwibnet.
T. SU'PPLICATE v ...( upplico, Lat.) TOTO SUPPRE SS. v. a. ( Guppreffus, Lat ] 1. To
implore; to entreat ; to petition ſubmiſſively.
cruſh ; to overpower ; to overwhelm ; to ſub
due ; to reduce from any ſtate of aciivity or
Addiſon,
commotion. Davies. 2. To conceal , not to
SUPPLICA’TION.S. (from fupplicate.) 1.Pe.
tition humbly delivered ; entrea'y. Shakejp
tell ; not to reveal Brcome. 3. To keep in ;
2. Petieionary worſhip ; the adoration of a
not to let out. Shakesp .
Sappliant or petitioner. Selling fleet, Tilliefix SUPPRESSION.S. [ uppreffion , Fr. fupprefſio,
TO SUPPLY' v.a. [ uppleo, Lat .] 1. To fill
Lat ) 1. The act of ſupprefing. 2. Not
up as any deficiencies happen Spenl. 2. To publication. Pope
give fomething wanted , to yield ; co aford SUPPRESSOR. L. ( from ſuppreſs.) One that
Dryden. 3. To relieve. Shakeſp. 4. To serve
Tuppreſles, cruſhes, or conceals
inſtead of. Walier. 5. To give or bring, To SUPPURATE. V. n . (from puspuris, Lat )
whether good or bad . Prior 6. To fill any
To generate pus or matter. Arbuihasr.
room made vacant. Dryden. 7. To accom To SU PPURATE . v n . To grow to pus.
modate ; to furnish 101174.
SUPPURATION . ( irom ſuppurate ] 1. The
ripening or change of the matter of a cumour
SUPPLY '. S. Reliet of want ; cure of defici .
eocies . 2. Cor .
into pus . Wiſeman . 2. The matter ſuppuruled.
TO SUPPORT. va. ( Supporter, Fr SupporSouth .
iare, leal ] 1. To lurtain ; to prop ; to bear SU'PPURATIVE. a [from ſuppurate .) Digef
up. Dryden . 2. To endure any thing paintul
tive ; generating maller .
withoue being overcome. Milton . 3. To en SUPPUTATION / ( derputation, Fr.juspuls,
wall
dure. Deyilen. 4. To furlain ; to keep from
SD
fainting Motori
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Lat.) Reckoning; account ; calcolation ; com. | SUREFOOTED . a . (ſure andfoot.) Treading
putation . Weft.
firmly : oot ſtumbling.Herbert.
Tu SUPPU'TE. v.a. (from fufputo, Lat. ) To SU'RELY. adv. (from fure.] 1. Certainly ;
vodoubtedly ; without doubt. South . 2. Firm .
reckon ; to calculare.
ly ; withouthazard.
SU'PRA. ( Lacin. ) in compoſicion, ſignifies above,
or before.
SU'RENESS. S. ( from ſure ) Certainty. Weed.
SUPRALA'PSARY
a [fufra and lapſus, Lat.) SURETISHIP. L. ( from furety.) The office of
Antecedent to the. fall
of man .
a ſurety or bondſman ; the act of being bouod
SUPRAVU'LGAR. a ( ſupra and vulgar . ]
for another. South.
Above the vulgar. Collier.
SU'RETY.S. ( Sureté, Fr.) 1. Certainty ; inda
SUPREMACY . S. [ from fupreme. ) Higheſt
bitableneſs.Genefis.2. Foundation of Atability;
ſupport. Milton . 3 . Evidence ; ratification ;
place ; higheſt authority i ſtate of being ſu .
preme. Hocker , Rogers.
confirmation. Shakeſp. 4. Security againit
SUPREME. a. ( upremus, Lat.) 1. Higheſt in
Joſs or damage , ſecurity for payment. Sbakef.
dignity ; higheſt in authority. Hooker, Milton .
5. Holtage ; bondiman ; one that gives ſecu
rity for another . Herbert, Hammond .
2. Higheſt ,most excellent. Dryden.
SUPREMELY . adv. ( from the adjective.) In SU'RFACE.S. ( fur and face , Fr.) Superficies;
the higheſt degree. Pope.
outſide ; ſuperfice. Newtor.
SUR. ( Jur. Fr.) In compoſition, means ofon To SURFEIT . v. a . ( from fur and faire, Fr.)
or over and above.
To feed with meat or drink to faciety and
SUʻRADDITION . F. (fur and addition .) Some.
ſickneſs. Shakesp.
thing added to the name. Shakeſp.
To SURFEIT . v . ». To bę ſed to fatiety and
SU'RAL. a . Ifrom Jura, Lat.) Being in the calf
ſickneſs. Luke, Clarendon.
of the leg Wiſeman
SU'RFEIT. S. ( from the verb. ) Sickneſs or
SURANCE.S. (from ſure.) Warrant ; ſecurity.
ſatiety cauſed by overfulneſs. Sbakeſp. Bes .
Shakeſp.
Johnſon, Otway
To SURBATE. v. a . I ſolbatir, Fr.) To bruiſe SURFEITER.S. (from ſurfeit.] One wbo riots;
and batter the feet with travel ; lo haraís ; 10
a glurion. Shakeſp.
fatigue. Clarendon .
SUʻŘFEITWATER S. [ furfeir and water . )
SURBET. The participle paflive of ſurbate.
Water chat cures ſurfeits. Locke.
Spenſer.
SURGE. S. A ſwelling fea ; wave rolling above
the general ſurface of the water . Sandys.
TO SURCE'ASE. v. n. ( fur and celler, Fren .
cefl», Lat.) 1. To be at an end ; to stop ; to To SURGE. v . n . (from furgo, Lat.) To Twell ;
ceale ; to be no longer in ufe . Derne, 2. To
to riſe high. Spenſer, Miltex.
leave off ; to practiſe no longer. Ho-ker.
SU'RGEON.S. (Corrupted by converſation from
To SURCEASE . v. 0. To flop ; to put to an
chirurgeon.j One who cures by maoual opera.
end . Spenſer.
tion. Taylor.
SURCEASE . Ç. Ceffation ; ſtop. Hooker .
SU'RGEONRY. 2 / (for chirurgery .) The act
} of curing by manual opera
SURCHARGE . / ( furcharge , Fren from the SU'RGERY.
verb. ) Overburthen ; more than can be well
tion. Shakeſp.
borne. L'Efrange .
SU'RGY. a. (from furge ] Riſing in billows.
Pope.
T SURCHARGE . v . 0. ( ſurcharger, Fr. ) To
overload ; en overburthen. Knolles, Millon. SU'RLILY. adv. [ from furly. ) In a furly
SURCHA’RGER. S. ( from ſurcharge. ) One manner.
That overburthens.
SU'RLINESS. S. [from ſurly ) Gloomy moroſe
SURCINGLE . S. ( fur and cingulum , Lat ) 1 . neſs; four anger. Dryden .
A girth with which the burthen is bound upon SU'RLING S. ( from furly. ) A four moroſe
a horle . 2 The girdle of a caſock. Marvel.
fellow , Camden .
SU'RCLE. S. ( jurculus, Lat.) A ſhoot ; a ewig ; JU'RLY. a . ( from rur, four, Sax.) Cloomily
a fucker. Brown .
morofe ; rough ; uncivil; four. Dryd. Swifi .
SURCOAT. S. ( ſurcot, n !d French .) A mort To SURMISE . v . a. ſurmiſe, Fren . ) To
coat worn over the rest of the drels . Camden ,
ſuſpect ; to image imperfectly ; to imagine
Dryden.
without certain knowledge. Hesker, 1 Tim .
SURD. a . ( furdus,Lat .) 1. Deaf ; wanting the SURMISE.S . (Jurmiſe, Fr.) Imperfect nation ;
ſenſe of hearing. 2. Unheard ; not perceived
ſuſpicinn. Hooker, Miron .
hy the ear. 3. Not exprefied by any term . TO SURMOʻUNT . v . a. ( Surmonter, Fr.) 1 .
SIRE a . lleure, Fr.) 1. Certain ; un ailing;
To riſe above . Raleigh. 2. To conquer ; to
overcome. Hayward. 3. To ſurpaſs ; to ex •
intull:bie. Pjaims. 2. Certainly doomed Locke.
ceed. Milton .
3. Copliient ; undoub :ing ; certainly knowing .
Dirham 4. Sale ; firm ; certain ; pait doule SURMOUNTABLE. a . (from ſurmoust.) Con
or danger. Temple. 5. Firin ; table ; nue liable querable ; fuperable.
in aclure Roſcommon. 6. To be Sure. Cer- SURMOLLET. F. (mugil, Lat.) A ſort of fith .
Ainmorth.
Iginly. Alionbury.
EURE. adv. lurement , Fr.) Certain!' ; : h - SURNAME. &. ( fürnem, fr ) 1. The nameof
the family , the game which one has orer and
< n Jouts , doulleis. Slakelp .
above
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above the Chriſtian name. Knolles. 2. An ap
plication or power of any number whatever
taken as the root.
pellation added to the original name. Shakeſp.
TO SURNAME. v. a. ( fürnommer, Fr. from SURTOU'T. S. ( French .) A large coat worn
the noun .) To name by an appellation added
over all the reſt. Prior.
TO SURVENE. v. a. ( ſurvenir, Fr.) To fue
to the original name. Milton.
pervene ; to come as an addition. Harvey.
To SURPASS. v.a. ( arpaſler, Fr. ) To ex
cel; to exceed ; to go beyond in excellence. To SURVEY . v. a. ( ſurveoir, old fr.] 1. To
overlook ; to have under the view . Milton ,
Dryden.
Denham. 2. To overſee as one in authority .
SURPASSING . part. a. (from ſurpaſs.) Ex
3. To view as examining. Dryder .
cellent in a high degree. Calamy.
SU'RPLICE.S. ( ſurpelis , furplis, Fr.fuperpel. SURVEY'
( from the verb.) View ; proſpect.
Milton , Denham , Dryden .
licium , Lat.) The wite garb which the clergy
SURVEY OR. F. (from furvey.) 1. An over
wear in their acts of ministration .
ſeer ; one placed to Superintend others. Bacon.
SU'RPLUS.
li [ fur and plus, Pr. ) A
SURPLU'SAGE . S ſupernumerary part ; over
2. A meaſurer of land. Arbuihnor.
plus; what remains when ole is ſatisfied SURVEY'ORSHIP. S. [from furveyor .] The
office
of a ſurveyor.
Boyle.
SURPRISALIS . ( furpriſe , Fr.) 1. The act To SURVIEW . v a. ( ſurveir , old fr ) To
overlook ; to have in view . Spenſer.
SURPRISE . Šof taking unawares ; the
ſtate of being taken unawares. Wotton . 2. TO SURVIVE . v. n . (ſupervizo , Lat .] 1. To
live after the death of another. Denham 2 .
Sudden confufion or perplexity .
TO SURPRISE. v . a . ( Jurpris, Fr. ) 1. To
To live after any thing. Sperſer, Dryden ,
iake unawares ; to fall upon unexpectedly . Warts . 3. To remain alive Pope
Ber. Johnſon. 2. To aſtoniſh by ſomething To SURVIVE. v. a. To outlive Shakeſp.
wonderful. L'Eſtronge. 3. To confuſe or per- SURVI'VER . S. [ from ſurvive.) One who out
lives another. Dentam , Swift.
plex by ſomething ſudden. Milton.
SURPRISING. part. a . Wonderful ; raiſing SURVIVERSHIP. S. (from jurviver .] The
ſudden wonder or concern. Addiſon .
State of outliving another. Ayliffe
SURPRISINGLY . adv.(from ſurpriſing. ) To SUSCEPTIBILITY.S. (from juſceptible. Qua
lity of adnitting ; tendency to admit. Hale.
a degree that raiſes wonder ; in a manner
SUSCEʻPTIBLE . a . Capable of admitting.
that raiſes wonder. Addifon.
. f.Overweening ; pride.Spenſer, SUSCE'PTION . S. Clujieptus, Latin.) A of
SURQU
Donne.EDRY
taking . Ayliffe.
SURRE'BUTTER. F. ( In law .) A ſecond re. SUSCEPTIVE 4. Círom fufcepius, Lat ) Ca.
butter ; anſwer to a rebutter.
pable to admit Waits.
SURREJOINDER . S. ( furrejoindre, Fr. ) SUSCIPIENCY.S. ( from /wpicienr.) Recep
tion ; adıniffion .
( In law . ) A ſecond defence of the plaintiff's
action, oppoſite to the rejoinder of the de- SUSCI'PIENT. L. (Suſpiciens, Lac.] One who
takes ; one that admits or receives .
fendant. Bailey
TO SURRENDER. v. 2. ( ſurrendre, old fr ) To SUSCITATE. v ... (fufciter, Fr. Sufcite,
Lar.) To route ; to excite Brown .
! . To yield up ; to deliver up. Hooker. 2. To
SUSCITA'TION.S. ( Sufcitation ,Fr. from fuf
deliver up to an enemy . Fairfax .
TO SURRENDER. V. n . To yield ; to give
citare. ) The act of rouſing or exciting .
one's ſelf up Glanvill ..
To SUSPECT. v. a . ( Sufpeélum , Lat. I 1. To
SURRENDER 2 1. ( from the verb.) 1. The
imagine with a degree of fear and jealouſy
SURRENDRY. } act of yielding. Woodward.
what is not known Alilton . 2. To imagine
guilly without proof. Locke . 3. To hold un .
2. The act of religning or giving up to ano
ther. Clarendon .
certain . Adeliyin
SURRE'PTION. S. [ furreptus, Lar.] Surprite: To SUSPECT.q. - To imagine guilt. Shares.
ludden and unperceived invafion. Hammond. SUSPECT. part . a. ( J-Sprut, Fs.] Doulutul.
SURREPTITIOUS. a . ( furreplinius , Latin ) Glasville.
Done by fealth ; gotten or produced iraudu- SUSPECT. I Suſpicion. Sidney, Suckling.
. ( juſpendre, Fr./fendi,
To SUSPEND.
lently . Brown .
Lat.) 1. To hang ; to make to hang by any
SURRÉPTITIOUSLY. adv. ( from furrepti.
thing. Donne . 2. To make to depen: upon .
rious. ] By ſtealth ; fraudulenity. Gov. of the
Titleifen. 3. To interrupt; to make to Itop
Tongue.
for a lime. Denlan. 4. To delay ; lo hinder
TO SURROGATE . v.a. furroge, Lat.) To
frem proceeding. Sbakelp . Fautux. 5. To
put in the place of another .
SURROGATE. J. ( Jurrogatus, Lat.) A de
debar tor 2 11 :ne from the cxecuticn of an
puty ; a delegale ; the deputy of an ecclefi
office or enjoymeat of a revenue , Sanderleri ,
anical jutige .
Swift.
benſus, Latin . ) 1. Uncer
TO SURROUND. v . a . [ furronder, Fr. ) To SUSPENSE. S. (
environ ; to encompas; lo eoclole on all ſides.
cainiy ; delay of cercany or determination .
Milton .
Hooker., Loche, 2. A2 of withholding the judge
meni. Lorke . 3. Privation for a sime ; imperio
SURSOLID . ( In algcb:a . ) The fourth multi
5 D)
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ment for a time. 4. Stop in the midſt of two 'To SWADDLE . v. a . (rpedio, Sr ] 1. To
oppoſites. Pope.
ſwathe ; to blind in cloths, generally uſed of
SUSPENSE a. ( Pufpenfus, Lat.] 1. Held from binding new -born children. Surdys. 2. To
proceeding. Milton . 2. Held in doubt ; held
beat ; to cudgel . Hudibras.
in expectation . Wilton .
SWA'DDLE . . [ frorn the verb. ) Cloachs boood
SUSPE'NSIONS. !fufenlion ,Fr. from ſuſpend.] reund ihe body. Addifor .
1. Act of making to hang on any thing . 2. SWADDLINGBAND .
f ( from ſwadd!.]
Act of making to depend on any thing . 3. SWADDLINGCLOTH .
Cloch wrapped
}
A &t of delaying. Waller. 4. Act of with . SWADDLINGCLOUT.
round a newborn
child . Shakeſp.
holding or balancing the judgment Grew . 5
Interruption ; temporary cellation. Clarendon. To SWAG. v . r . (rigan, Sax . ) To link dows
SUSPENSORY.a. ifufpenfoire, Fr. Julpenfus, by its weight; to lay heavy . Otwar.
Lat ] Thai by which a thing hangs . Ray.
To SWAGGER.0.5 . ſrpegan , Ssx.To blater;
SUSPICION , I. Ufufpicio, Lat. ) The act of to bully : to be turbulently and tumuitooniy
ſuſpecting ; imagination of ſomething ill with
proud . Tillotfon, Colher ,
out proof. Millon
WAGGERER . J. [ from ſwagger. ( A bles
SUSPICIOUS . o . ! Suſpicioſus,Lat.) 1. Inclined (erer , a bully ; a turbulent noily fellos .
Sbakelp.
to ſulpect ; inclined to imagine ill without
proof. Swift. 2. Liable to fufpicion ; giving WAGGY. a. ( from /wag:) Dependent by as
realon to imagine ill. Hooker, Brown.
weight. Brown
SUSPICIOUSLY. adv. (from ſuſpicious.) . SWAIN. I. (rpen, Saxon and Runick ) 1. A
With luspicion . 2. So as to raile ſuspicion
young man Spenſer. 2. A countryfery20 er .
Sidney
ployed in huibandry. Sbatejp . 3. A palloral
SUSPICIOUSNESS / [from ſuſpicious.]Tend. youih . Pepe.
SWAINMUTE. L. A court touching matters
ing to ſuſpicion. Sidney.
SUSPIRATION. S. [ uſpiraria from fuſpiro, ofathe foreit, kept by the charter or the tore :
thrice in the year . Cowell.
Lat. ] Sigh ; act of ferching the breath deep
Alsre.
To SWALE . 2 v . a. Irpelan , Saron, to bice
T. SUSPIRE. v. n . ( fufpire, Latin . ) 1. Toro SWEAL ) dle .) To waſte or blaze sway;
to melt.
figh ; to fetch the breath deep. 2. It ſeem
in Shakeſpeare to mean only , to begin to SWALLET. ſ. Among the tin -miners , wito
breathe .
breaking in upon the miners at their wirk .
To SUSTAIN . W a. ( Suſtines, Latin .] 1. To SWALLOW.I trpalere, Saxon ! A '102 ! hind
bear ; to prop ; to hold up . More 2. To
of patlage , or, as tonic tav, a bird that ist : he
Support ; to keep from linking under evil. and llceps in the winter. More.
Hilder, Tiliot / s... 3. To maintain ; to keep To SWALLOW valspelgan , Sax. veles,
Daries 4. To help ; to relieve ; to stilt. Dutch . } ! . To take down the throat, LSMO
Inizke, p . 5. To bear ; to endure Milien. 6
2. To receive without examination . Lt.
To bear without yielding. W'aller. 7. To
Ta
3. To engrols; to appropriate. I'ope.
fuffer ; to bear as inficial. Skakels
abforb ; to take in i iv sink in any aty si to
EUSTAINABLE.G ( touflencole, Fr. from fuf
engulph. Scarejp. 5. To devour ; to destroy.
Licke. 6. To be loit in any thing to be
toin ] That may be luitained.
SUSTAINER ] (from (nain ) 1. One that
given up. Ijaiah .
prips ; one thatſupports. 2. One that iuffers ; SWALLOW . I. ( from the verb ] The throat ;
a lüferer. Charman
vorac ty , South
SU'STENANCE , S. ( /uſienance , Fr ] 1. Sup. SWALLOWTAIL . S. A ſpecies of willow . Fus.
port ; maintenance Addison , 2. Necellarie : SWALLOWWORT. I. A plant .
of life ; victuals. Temple.
SWAM . The preterie of 199 **
SUSTENTATION . 1. (from ſuflento, Lat )
SWAMP.S. ( wamp, Swedish ) A mah; 2
Support ; preiervation from falling. Boyle. 2 .
beg ; a fen .
Support of life ; uíc of victuals. Brown. 3. SWAMPY. a. ( from ſaoam :) Burss ; fears.
Maintenance. Bacon.
Thomjort!
SUSURRATION . S. r from fufurro, Latin. ] SWAN . (rpan, Sax. (wan, Danish , fears,
Whilſer ; loft murmur.
Dutch ) The lwan is a large water- lowi, that
SU TLER.J. I frereler, Duch ; fudler, Germ . ] has a long and very straight neck , Srais Tei
white , excepting when it is you.g
A man that itlls proviſions , Dryden.
SU'TURE . ( uusa, Lat.1 1. A manner of and feet are black , as is its bill , which is ille
ſewing orttitching, particularly wounds. Sharp. thal of a goole, but fomething rourer, and a
little hooked at the lower end of it Sw.rs
2. Suture is a part.cular articulation . Quincy.
SWAB. S. [ /wabb, Swediſh .) A kind of mop ule wings like íails, which catch the wind,
to clean Acors
that they are driven along in the water
To SWAB. v.a. (rpebban , Saxon. ) To clean was cenfecrated to Apollo the god of roes .
becauſe it was laid to fing inelutioully when
with a mop , Stelviek .
SWA BBER . F. ( /wabber, Dutch. A ſweeper it was near expiring ; a tradivon genetsi
of the deck . Dennis,
received, but fabulous. Sbutes. Lee
SHAS
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promiſe upon oath. Peacham. 3. To give e
SWA'NSKIN. !. ( fwar and ſkin .] A kind of
ſoft Alarnel,
vidence upon oath . Shakeſp . 4. To obteſt ,
SWAP. adv. Haſtily ; with haſty violence : as,
the great name profanely. Tilloiſon .
he did it (wap.
To SWEAR . v. a . 1. To put to an oath.
To SWAP. v. a. To exchange.
Dryden. 2. To declare upon oathi -3 . To
SWARD . S. ( fward, Swediſh .] 1. The kin
obiett by an oath, Shakeſp .
of bacon. 2. The ſurface of the ground . A. SWEARER . f. (from ſwear.) A wierch who
obreſts the great name wantonly and profane
Philips.
ly. Herberi, Swft.
SWARE . The preterite of ſwear.
SWARM. S. spearm , Sax fwerm ) Dutch ) SWEAT. ſ. ( speat, Sax. ſweet, Dutch ) 1 .
! . A great body or number of bees or other
The maiter evacuated at the pores by heat or
Jabour Boyle . 2. Labour ; toil ; drudgery.
ſmall animals. Dryden . 2. A multitude ; a
Denham . 3. Evaporation ofmoiſlure. Mori.
crowd . Shakeſp.
To SWARM v. n. (spearman , Sax. fwermen, To SWEAT. v . n. preterite (wer, sweated ;
participle paſt ſwiaten. 1. To be moit on
Durch ) 1. To riſe as bees in a body , and
the body with heat or labour. Shake ;). Cowly.
quit the hive . Dryden, Gay. 2. To appear in
multitudes ; to croud ; to throng. M.l10n. 3 .
2. To coili to labour ; to drudge. Walier. 3 .
Toenit mojiture . Mortimer.
To be crouded ; to he over- run ; to be throng
ed . Howel. 4. To breed moleitudes. Milion . TO SWEAT. v. a. To emit as ſweat. Dryden.
SWART. 10. [ Swarts, Gothick ; speant , SWEATER . f. [from ſweat ) One who
ſweats,
SWARTHS Sax swari, Dutch .] 1. Black ;
ſweat ) 1. Covered
darkly brown ; tawney. Spenjer. 2. In Mil- SWEATY. 0. (fromwith
ſweat . 11 :1127 ,
with weat ; mort
tor, gloomy ; malignant .
Conſiſting of ſweat. Swifi. 3. Laborious ;
To SWART . v a . ( irom the noun ) To
tcilline
. Prior.
blacken ; to dulk . Brown .
SWARTHILY . adv. ( from ſworthy.) Blackis ; TO SWLEP. v.a. [rpapan , Sax.) 1. To drive
dufkily ; cawnily .
away with a befom . 2. To clean with a be
SWARTHINESS. ſ. [from ſwarıly . ) Dark fom . Luke 3. To carry with pomp Sbakelp:
4. To drive or carry off with celerity and
rels of complexion ; tawnineſs.
violence . Knelles, Fenton . 5. To pals over
SWARTHY. a . (See SWART . ] Dark of coin
plexion ; black ; dulky; ܪtawney . Rofcomm
with celerity and force. . 6. To rub over .
Dryben. 7. To trike with long ſtrokes.
SWASH , L. ( A cant word ) A figuie , whole
circumference is not round, but oval ; and
Pope
whole mouldingslie not at right angles, bui To SWEEP. v .' *. 1. To paſs with violence ,
tumuli, or ſwiſtneſi. Shakelp. 2. To país
oblique to the aris of the work . Moxon .
To SWASH v . n . To make a great clatter with pompi in paſs with an equal motion .
or noiſe Skakep.
Shaksip. 3. To move with a long reach .
SWASHER L. (trom ſwafi.! One who makes Dryden .
SVEEP. . [from the verb ) 1. The 20 rf
a fh w of valour or force . Shakeſp.
SWATCH , ſ. A ſwathe . Tuljer.
ſweeping. 2. The compass of any violent or
SWATH . . ( / trade, Dutch . ) A line of graſs
continued motinn . P'ralis. 3. Violent du
rutiino . Graun . 4. Diredion o any mu
cut down by the mower. Tufer. 2. A con
tinued quantity. Shake'n. 3. A band ; a fillet. tion not rectilinear. Sharp .
SWEEPINGS L. (trom /weep ] That which is
Aldijon.
ſwept away . South.
To SWATHE . v . a. To bind as a child with
bands and rollers . Abbir, Prior .
SWEE PNET ]. [ wpap and ne:) A net that
To SWAY v . a . I fehweben , Germ . to move. ) takes in a great compaſs Camden .
1. To wave in the hand ; to move or wield , SWEE PSTAKE 1.1 weep and lake. ) A man
with facility. Sperler. 2. Tobias ; to direct that wins all. Shakeſp.
to either lide. Shukelp . 3. To govern ; to SWEEFY' o . [from janeep ? Paſiing with gruat
speed and violence . Dryden .
rule ; to overpower ; to infiuence. Alilion,
Dryden .
SWEET a . (rpete, Saxon ; fcet, Dutch .) 1 .
To SWAY. a m. J. To hang heavy ; to be Pleafias to any teni . Paris. 2. Luſcious
drawn by weight. Dacon , 2. To have weielies to the talie. Dovies. 3. Frag : ant to the linell.
the ear.
to have iniluence. Hooker. 3. 1o bear rule ;
a !tin , Gay. 4. Melodious
to govern . Bilon .
l'ailer . 5. Ticaring to the eye. Shakef. 6 .
SWAY. A. ( from the verb 1 1. The (ving or
Nove falt. Eurin . 7. Not Ivar Lacon . 8..
Nikdi loe ; gerile. Milton , Waller . 9 .
ſweep of a weapon . Milon . 2. Any thing
Gia:eful; pearing . Dryden. 10. Noi itale ;
moving with bulk and power. Shube .
Power ; rule ; diminion. Hooker. 4. inno noe ſtinking : a ' , that inci is ſweat.
ence : direction. Dryden .
SWEET. ; . 1. Sweetreis , L'incom plesſing .
TO SWEAR. q . preler Gruore, or ferare ; P : n . Ktnsn. 2. A word of cadeaunas.
part. part. fwrn . (rpiriin, Sax . ſwerten , Shuks . 3. A perfume. Drider.
Duich 1. To obten lore lupericur power i SWEETDRLAD.L. in pancreas of the c :) ',
livrees', w f :.
to uter an oath . Tickell. 2. To declare or
SWEET
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SWEETBRIAR . S. ( ſweet and briar.) A fra. To SWERVE. V. n. ( Swerver, Saxon and
grant ſhrub Bacon .
Dutch. ] 1. To wander ; lo rove . Drydes .
SWEE TBROOM . | An herb. Ains.
2. To deviate ; to depart from rule , cuſtom
SWEE'TCICELY. f . (Myrrhus.) A plant.
or duty. Hooker , Common Prayer. 3. To
Miller
ply ; to bend . Milton. 4. To climb on .
To SWEETEN . v . a [ from ſweer.) ! . To narrow body. Dryden.
make ſweet. Swift . 2. To make mild or SWIFT . a . (spift, Saxon.] 1. Moving lar
kind . South
3. To make leſs painful.
in a ſhort time ; quick i fleet ; ſpeedy ;
4 . To pailiale ; to reconcile.
nimble. Bacon , Ray, Derjet. 2. Ready .
Addiſon
make
Milion .
plealing
or
grateful
To
L'Elirange. S :
Beni fabulon . 6. To foten ; to make deli- SWIFT: !: ( from the quickneſs oftheir flight.)
1. A bird like a lwallow ; a martinet . Derb.
cate. Dryder.
TO SWEETEN . y. n . To grow ſweet. Bacon
2. The current of a ſtream . Walion .
SWEETENER. /. [from ſaverten.) 1. One tha SWI'FTLY. adv. { from wifi ] Fleetly ; ra
palliates ; one that represents things tenderly
pidly ; nimbly. Bacon, Priør.
Swife . 2. That which contemperates acri- SWIFTNESS . %. from ſwift. Speed ; nimble
mony. Temple
neſs ; rapidity ;"quickneis ; velocity ; celerity .
SWEETHEART. . (/ weet and hear! ) A
Derban
lover or mittreis. Shakep Cleaveland.
TO SWIG . v. n . [ wiga, Inaodick .) To drink
SWEETING . / (from weer.) 1. A ſweel
by large draughts.
luicious apple. Ajckan . 2. A word of en . To SWILL .
(rpilgan, Sax ) 1. To
deirment . Shakejp.
dink luxuriouſly and groſsly. Stokeſp. 2.
SWEE'TISH . a . (trom ſweer.) Somewhat ſweet. To wath ; to dreoch . Pbilips. 3. To ino
briate. Drydex .
Flayer.
SWEE'TLY . adv. ( from fweer .) In a ſweet SWILL. P. (from the verb ) Drink luxuriouſly
poured down. Mortimer
mander ; with ſweetneſs. Swift.
SWEE TMEAT. . (levert and mear. ) De SWILLE R. f. [ from ſwill ) A luxurious
licacies made of fruits preſerved with ſugar. drinker .
Locke
TO SWIM v. r. preterite ſevam , ſwim , or
SWEETNESS. I: ( from (weer ) The quality fwwm. ( rpimman, Sax. jwemmen, Durch.)
of being ſweet in any of its ſenſes. Ajcbam ,
1. To float on the water ; not to link . Baces.
Rifconuinca.
2. To move progretively in the water by
SWEETWILLIAM . ſ. A plant. It is a ſpecies the motion of the limbs. Kuolles, 3. To be
of gilliflower.
conveyed by the ſtream . Dryden. 4. To glite
SIVEE TWILLOW . S. Gale or Dutch myrtle
along with a ſmooth or dizzy motion . Smitb.
Miiker.
5. To be dizzy ; to be vertiginous. Swji. 6 .
To be Aoated. Addifon. 7. To have abug
TO SWELL . V. n . participle paſt. Swollen.
írrellan , Saxon ; ſwellen , Dutch .) 1. To dance of any quality ; to flow . Milton.
grow bigger; to grow turgid ; to extend the TO SWIM v. a . To pais by ſwimming. Dryder.
paris. Dryden. 2. To tumify by obſtruction. SWIM . f. ( from the verb ) The bladder of
Nchemior, Dryden. 3. To be exaſperated. fiſhes by which they are ſupported in the wa
Shaselp. 4 To look big . Shake'p. 5. To ter, Grow .
protuberale l'aiah. 6. To rile" into arro. SWIMMER. f. [ from ſwim ) One who
pince ; to be elated . Dryden. 7. To be in
Twims Bacon. 2. The ſwimmer is ficualed
fiated with anger. Pfalms. 8. To grow upon
in the fore legs of a horſe, above the knees,
the view . Stwkefp.
and upon the intide, and almoſt upon the
To SWELL . v . a . 1. To cauſe to riſe or en .
back parts of the hind legs, a little below the
creaſe ; to make cumid. Shakeſp. 2. To
ham : this part is withou: hair , and relembles
a piece of hard dry horn. Forrier's Diet
raile to arrogance . Cla , endor .
SWELI.. ). [ from the verb. ) Extenſion ofbulk SWIMMINGLY. adv . [ from ſwimming )
Dryden
Smoothly ; without obilruction. Arbutbmet.
SWE'LLING. J. (from ſmell.] 1. Morbij eu . SWINE. | Irpin , Saxon ; fwyn, Dutch ) A
mour. 2. Procuberance; prominence. Newton
hog ; a pig . Sbakep. Prior.
3. Emre for a vont. Tailer.
SWINEBREAD . ). A kind of plant ; trufiles.
TO SWELT. v . a. In puff in ſweat. Spenſer. SWINEHERD. ). [rpin and hynd, Sux . ] A
TO SUTLIER . V ... To be pained with heat
keeper of hogs . Brcome.
+
.
SWINEPIPE. 5. A bird of the thruſh kind .
TO W : LIER v. a . To parch, or dry up TO SWING v. x . Ir pigan , Sax.) 1.10 wave
will leie Bentley .
to and fro hanging loosely Boyle. 2. To Ry
SWE'LTRY. a. liroin faulter] Sufocating
backward and torward on a rope.
With heat.
TO SWING . v. a. preterite fwang, ſwung 1 .
SI5FPT. The participle and preterite of ſweep. To make to play loolely on a iting . 2. To
whirl round in the air. Bacsn ; M:110n . 3 To
To breed a green tur :.
To WIRD
irinir .
wave loosely . Dryden.
SINC.
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SWOʻRDER : : [ from ſword.) A cut-throat ;
a ſoldier. Shakeſp.
SWORDFISH . ): A :fiſh with a long ſharp bone
iſſuing from his head. Spenſer .
SWORDGRASS. S. A kind of ſedge ; glader,
Ainſworth.
SWORDKNOT. f. ( fward and knob .) Rib
band tied to the hile of the ſword. Pipe.
SWORDLAW.J. Violence. Miltex .
SWOʻRDMAN .T: (/word and mor . ) Soldier ;
fighting man. Shakejp
SWORDPLAYER. IIſword and player.) Cla
diator ; fencer Hokewill.
SWORE. The preterite of ſwear . Milton.
SWORN . The participle paflive of swear.
Slakeſp.
SWUM . Preterite and participle partive of
Swim . Milton .
SWINGING . a . (from ſwinge.) Great ; huge . SWUNG
. Preterite ard participle. paflive of
L'Eſtrange.
SWINGINGLY. adv . ( from ſwinging .]Vally, swing . Addiſon
SYB . a. (Properly fib ; sib, Sax . ) Related by
greatly. Swift.
blood. Spenjer.
To Swi'NGLÉ. V. n . ( from ſwing. ) 1 .
To dangle ; to wave hanging . 2. To ſwing SY CAMINE . ? S. A tree . Mertimer ,
Walton.
SYCAMORE. }
in pleaſure .
SWI'NISH . [ from ſwine.) Befitting ſwine ; SY COPHANT. I. Counaparins .) A flatterer ; a
paraſite s drey, Souib.
relembling fwine ; grofs. Milton,
To SWINK . v
(rpincan , Sax .] To labour; To SY'COPHANT. » . « ( suuspaile» . ] To
play the ſycophant. Gov. of :be Tongue .
to toil ; to drudge. Sproſer.
SYCOPHA'N TICK , a ( from ſycophoni ] Flat
To SWINK . v. a. Tooverlabour. Milton.
tering
; paraſitical .
SWINK . J. (rpinc, Sax . ) Labour ; coil ; drud
To SY COPHANTISE .V. . (from fycophant ]
gery. Spenſer.
To play the flatterer. Diet
SWITCH , Š. A ſmall flexible ewig . Shakeſp.
SYLLA BICAL a . (from ſyllable .) Relating to
Addifon
fyllables ; conſiſting of Syllabies .
To SWITCH . v. a . (from the noun .) To
SYILA BICALLY. adv. (from Syllabical.] la
lalh ; to jerk. Chapman .
a lyllabical manner .
SWIVEL . J. Something red in another body
SY'LLABICK . a . ( Syllabique, French ; froma
ſo as to turn round in it.
Syllable. Relating to fyllables.
SWO'BBER . f. 1See SW ABBER.) 1. A ſweeper
of the deck . Dryden . 2. Four privileged cards SYLLABLE. S. (cunacin ] 1. A & much of a
word as is attered by the help of one vowel or
that are only incidentally uſe in betting at
one articulation . Helder . 2. Any thing pro
the game of whit. Swifi.
SWO'LLEN . 2 The participle paflive of sawell. verbially conciſe. Shake! p.
To SYLLABLE. v. a . ( from the noun ) To
SWOLN .
Spenjer.
utter ; to pronounce ; to articulate Milton .
SWOM . The preterite of ſwim . Dryden .
To SWOON. v . r . ( aspunan, Sax.) To ſuffer SY'LLABUS ] ( Rightly SILLABUB, whicha
fee .) Milk and acids. Beaumont.
a ſuſpenſion of thought and lenfalion ; to
SY'LLABUS. L. (sudrabis .) An abſtract ; :
faint, Bacon, Prior.
compendium containing the heads of a dif
SWOON.ſ. ( from the verb.) A lipothymy ; a courte.
fainting fit.
. I. [ord2007 speis.) An argument
SYLLOGISM
ſound.)
the
from
To SWOOP. v . r. ( I ſuppoſe
compoſed of three propofitions ; as, every
1. To fall at once , 28 a hawk upon his
man ibonks ; Peter is a man ; therefore Peler
prey . Dryden. 2. To prey upon ; to catch
thinks .
up. Glanville.
SWOOP. S. [ from the verb ) Fall of a bird of SYLLOGISTICAL. a . (suk ongesonds.] Per
SYLLOGISTICK .
taining to a lyllogiſm ;
prey upon bis quarry . L'Ejrange.
conſisting of a fyllogi'm . Watis .
To SWOOP.9.0. To change ; lo exchange one
SYLLOGISTIC
ALLY.adv. (from ſyllogiffical.]
ching for another. Drydon,
In the form of a fyllogilm . Locke
SWORD . J. Trpeorno, Sax. ſweerd , Dutch .)
! . A weapon uled either io cuering or thruſt- TO SYLLOGIZE.v... [cuadozir] To rea
ion by fyllogiſm . Waiis.
ing ; the ulual weapon of fights hand to hand .
Broome. 2. Destruction by war. Deuter . 3. SYLVAN. a. Woody ; ſhady. Milton.
Vengeance of jullico. 4. Emblein of autho- SYLVAN S. ( Jyivain, Fr. ) A wood gol, or
Satyr. Pope.
rity . Hxdibras.
French ; cómesmov. ]
SWORDED). G. ( from Sword ] Git with a SYMBOL. I. Ibaibal,
1. An abſtract ; i compendium ; a compree
Iword . Miron .
heave

SWINC . S. [ from the verb .) 4. Motion of
any thing hanging looſely. Locke. 2. A line
on which any thing hangs looſe. 3. In Auence or power of a body put in motion .
Brown . 4. Courie ; unreltrained liberty.
Chapman. 5. Voreſtrained tendency . Glanv.
Souib.
To SWINGE. v. a (rpingan , Sax.) 1. To
whip ; to baltinade ; to puniſh. Swift. 2.
To move as a laſh . Milion .
SWINGE.ſ. ( from the verb ) A ſway ; a ſweep
of any thing in motion . Walier.
SWINGEBUCKLER . / ( ſwingeand buckler.)
A bully ; a man who pretends to feats of arms.
Shakeſp
SWINGER F. (from ſwing.) He who ſwinge ;
a hurier.
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SYN
SYM
henlive form . Baker. 2 . A type ; that SYNAGO'GICAL. a. ( from Synagogue.) Per
taining to a ſynagogue.
which comprehends in its figure a repre
ſentation of ſomething elſe. Broome, South, SYNAGOGUE . /. Louizzogior . An aſſembly of
Addiſon
the jews to worſhip. Goſpel.
SYMBOʻLICAL. a. ( curebeainis. [ Repreſen- SYNALE PHA. S. ( ovalo pin.) A contrac
cative ; typical ; expreſſing by ligos. Brown, tion or exciſion of a ſyllable in a latio veria
by joining together two vowels in the fcan
Taylor
SYMBOʻLICALLY. adv. [ from ſymbolical ) ning or cutting off the ending vowel : 3s ,
Typically ; by repreſentation. Tuylar.
illega Dryden.
SYMBOLIZATION. S. The act of ſymboliz- SYNARTHRO'SIS. f. [ cine and äppax ) A
cloſe conjunction of two bones. Wilemas.
ing ; repreſentation ; reſemblance. Brown .
To SYMBOLIZE. w . n. ( from dymbol.] TO SYNCHONDROSIS . I low and xoriç3.)
have ſomething in common with another by Synchondrofis is an union by grittles of the
fernon to the ribs. Wiſeman.
repreſentative qualities. Bacon, Boyle, Howel
SYNCHRONICAL. o ( sur and 2563.) Hap
More, South
pening together at the same time. Bayle.
To SYMBOLIZE. v. a . To make repreſenta
SYNCHRONISM . f. ( sis and xv ) Con
cire of ſomething. Brown.
SYMMETRIAN . ſ. ( trom ſymmetry ] One currence of events happening at the same time.
Hale
emincatly 1tudious of proportion. Sidney
SYMMETRICAL. a . ( trom jymmetry.) Pro - SY'NCHRONOUS. a. ( oin and rév3 .) Hap
portionate ; having parts well adapted to each
pening at the ſame time .
SYNCOPE. f. [ ouyecto. ) 1. Fainting fit.
ocher.
Wijeman.
2. Contraction of a word by cut
SYMMETRIST. f. [ from ſymmetry. ] One
very ftudious or oblervane or proportion . ting of part.
W 0110% .
SY NCOPIST . L. { from Syncope.] Contrador
of words. Spectator.
SYMMETRY . | [ siv and pestpov. ) Adapta
tion ofparts to each other ; proportion ; har- To SYNDICATE . 9'. * . ( oir and exer ) To
mony ; agreement of one part to another . judge ; to paſs judgment on ; to cenfore.
Hakewill
Donne, Waller , Mire, Dryden .
SYMPATHETICAL ? a . ( ſympathetique, SYNDROME. S. (sundsomen.) Concurrent ac .
SYMPATHETIC .
ſ fr ) Having mu
tion ; concurrence Glanville.
cual ſentation ; being affected by what hap- SYNE CDOCHE. F. ( susexdown ) A figure by
which part is taken tor the whole , or the whole
pens to the other. Rufcommon .
SYMPATHETICALLY. adv. [from ſympo for part . Taylor
thetick .) with ſympathy ; in contequence of SYNECDO CHICAL, a. ( from Lynecdoche.)
fympathy.
Expreſied by a ſynecdoche ; implying a iyo
To SYMPATHIZE. v . n . [ limpa: iſer, Fr. necdoche , Boyle.
Sympathy ) To feel with another í to feel SYNNEUROSIS. S. [cúv and veīzor ) The cec .
in consequence of what another teels ; to feel nection made by a ligament. Mifemar .
SYNOD. S. [ surodos. ] 1. An aſſembly , mare
mutually. Milton. Locke.
SY'MPATHY. { [ auro72.3912. ) Fellow -leel
ticularly of eccleliaticks. Sbakeſp. Clearę.
land . 2. Conjunction of the heavenly bodies.
ing ; mutual Inlibility ; the quality of be
Crajlaw .
ing affected by the affection of another.
SY'NODAL.
a. ( Xynsdique, Fr. from
South , Licke
Jyned ] 1. Relating to a
SYMPHONIOUS. a . ( from ſymphony.] Har- SYNOʻDICAL .
SYNODICK . } Tyn di tranſacted in a fy:
monious ; agreeing in found . Milion.
SYMPHONY. F. ( six and ¢ w :n. ) Concert of Dod. Stultingfleet 2. Reckoned from one
inftruments ; harmony of mingled lounds. conjunction or the fun to anofber. Locke.
SYNODICALLY. odv. (from fynodical ) By
Wolton , Dryden.
SYMPHYSIS. S. (cúy and cuw .) Symphyſis is
the authority of a ſynod or publick allembly.
Saunderfor.
meant of thole bines which in young children
are diſtinct , but after fome years unite and SYNONYMA . S. [ from citiupesso ) Nemes
conſolidate into one bone. Wijeman.
which ignity the ſame iliing.
SYMPOʻSIACK . a . ( ovu moscamos..] Relating TO SYNO NOMISE. Va i from Sunnys )
to inery makings . Arburbnor.
To expreſ, the faine ibing in dit crentwords .
Camden.
SYMPTOM . I. I ovuzwuct . ) 1. Something
that happens concurrently with ſomething SYNONYMOUS. a .
nemme, French
elle , avi as the original caule, nor as the ne
JUNDU! 0; | Exprefling tuc fate thing by dile
ceffery effect. 2. A fign ; 2 token. Swifi.
ferent words. Beriley.
SYMPTOMA TICAL,
a . [ from ſym ; com ) SYNONYMY. | (-avukat . ) The quality
SYMPTOMATICK . S Happening concur. of expreiling by different words we lame
rently, or occalionally Hiieman ,
thing
SYMPTOMATICALLY. ad . ( trom fymf. SYNU PS!S. L. redo ) A general view , il
bomatical ] In the nature of a fymptom .
the parts brougte under one view .
lijemur .
SYNOP

SYR

SYS

SYNOPTICAL. (from Synoplis.) Affording a SY'RINGOTOMY. S. ( cięty's and céroua, }
The act or practice ofcutting fiftulas or hole
wiew of many parts at once. Evelyn.
SYNTA'CTICAL. a . ( from ſyntaxis, Lat.) 1.
low fores.
bog.
Conjoined ; fitted to each other. 2. Relating SY'RTIS. S. (Latin. ) A quickſand ;
Milton .
to the conſtruction ofſpeech .
SY'NTAX . } 1 [clitaks . ) 1. A ſyſtem ; SY'STEM . f. [cúsnua .] 1. Any complexure
SYNTAXIS S a number of things joined
or combination of many things acting toge
ther. 2. A ſcheme which reduces many
together Glanville. 2. That part of Gram
mar which teaches the conſtruction of words. things to regular dependence or co-operation .
3. A ſcheme which onites many things in or
Swife.
SYNTHESIS. S. Touris.) The act of joining, der . Baker.
SYSTEMA TICAL. a. I ousnuatınos. ) Me
oppoſed to analyſis. Newion
SYNTHETICK a. (oweTi4 .>. } Containing :
thodical ; written or formed with regular
compounding i forming compofition. Walis. ſubordination of one part to another. Beniley.
SYPHON . S. ( ciques. ] A tube ; a pipe . SYSTEMATICALLY. adv. lo form of a
ſyſtem . Boyle.
Mortimer
SYRINGE . S. ( cugirs.) A pipe through which SY'STOLE, S. Syfole, Fr. cucoan .) 1. In
) The contraction of the heart ,
anatomy
any liquor is ſquirted . Ray.
To SY RINGE. v . a (from the noun .) 1. To Ray. 2. In Grammar, the ſhortening of a
ſpout by a lyringe. Wiſeman. 2. To wach
long ſyllable.
with a lyringe .

T.
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T AB

A confonant, which , at the beginningi fons fitting at table. Shakeſ. 4. The fare or
and end of words has always the lame entertainment ittelf : as, be keeps a good table.
T , ſound nearly approaching ihed ; but
5. A tablet ; a ſurface on which any thing is
before an i, when followed by a vowel . bas written or engraved. Hooker, Davies , Dryden,
Beniley. 6. A picture, or any thing that ex
the found of an obfcure si as nalion, falvarin
hibits a view of any thing. Shakeſp. Addiſon.
on : except when ) precedes 1 : as, chriftian,
queflion.
7. An index ; a collection of heads. Evelyn.
TABRY.. [ tohi, rabino, Italian ; tabis, Fr. ) 8. A ynoplis ; many particulars brought into
cne view. Ben. Jobalon 9. The palm of the
A kind of waved lilk . Spift.
TA BBY . 6 Brinded ; brindled. Addifon.
hand. Ben . Johnson. 10. Draughes.;, ſmail
JA BE FACTION / 11abefacio, Lat,] The act
pieces of wood thified on ſquares. Taylor. 11 .
o: wafting away .
To turn the TABLES. To change ihe condi
To TABEFY . v.n. (labefacio, Lat.) To walle ; von or fortune of two cooleading parties.
to be exécouated by diſease. barv.
L'Elrange, Dryden.
TABARD . ? Si (teberda, low Latin ; la - To TABLE . - . . ( from the noun. ) To
TABERD .
bard, Fr.) A long gowo ; a
board ; to live at the table of another. Suite
Feilon .
herald's coat.
TABERDER . S. ( from saberd. ) One who , To TABLI. v. 0. To make into a catalogue ;
to let down. Shakesp.
wears a long gown.
TABERNACLE. j. (tabernacle , Fr. taberna- , TABLEBEER . ; ( rable and beer. ) Beer uſed
culum , Lat ) 1. A ten porary habitacion ; a at victuals ; ſmall beer.
caſual dwelling . Milion. 2. A lacred place ; TABLEBOOK . I liable and bsok. ) A book on
a place of worthip. Addiſon .
which any thing is graved or written without
To TABERNACLE, v m. ( from the noun.) ! ink. Shakejp.
TABLECLOTH . S. ( rable and clorb. ] Linea
To enſhrine ; to houle. John .
TABID . a . (tabidus, Lac ) Waſted by diſeaſe ; spread on a table. Comden.
conſumplive. Arbuskar.
TABLEMAN F. A man at draughts . Bocor.
TA BIDNESS. S Ifrom tabid.) Conſumptive- TA’BLER. L. ( from table. ) One who boards.
din cuprih .
nefs ; fate of being waited hy diſeale.
TA BLA IURE . S. (trum iabil. ) Painting on TA BLETALK / [ lable and talk.) Converſo
walls or ceilings.
lion at meals or entertaiomenis ., Sbokep .
TA'BLE . L. ( tubula, Lat . ) 1. Any fat or le .
Dryden , Ailer bury.
vellurface. Sandys. 2. A horizontal ſurface TABLET . /. [from table.) 1. A ſmall level
railed above the ground, uſed for meals and furtace. 2 A medicinc is a ſquare form . Becon .
other purpoles . Locke, Addijen. 3. The per
3. A furface wristen vo traistel. Dry.len .
TABOR
E

TAK
TAE
TABOUR.S. ( taboxrin , tabeur , old Fr. ) A TAFFETA. !! [ taffetas, Fr. taffetar,'Span. )
A thin alk . Shakesp .
Imall drum ; a drum beaten with one lick to
TAG.S. [ag, Iſlandith } 1. A point of me
accompany a pipe. Shakeſp.
To TA BOUR .
n . ( taborer, old French.) To
tal put in the end of the ſtring. 2 . Any
frike lightly and frequently. Nah
thing palery any mean . Whigifre, Shakeſp .
L'Eſtrange.
TABOURER f. [ from tabour. ] One who
TAGTAIL.
f. [ tag and tail.) A woman which
beats the cabous . Shakeſp .
TABOURET.S. (from iavour . ) A ſmall drum
has the tail of another colour. Cares , Waltes .
To TAG . v. a. 1. To fit any thing with an
or tabour. Sprclater.
TABOURINE . /. { French . ) A cabour ; a ſmall
end : as, to tag a loce. 2. To append one
thing to another. Dryden. 3. To join : this
drum. Shakeſp
is properly to tack. Swife.
TABRERE. / Taburer. Spenfor.
TAIL L. (tæg!, Sax . ] 1. That which termi
TA'BRET . F. A tabour . Gerekis.
TA'BULAR a . ( sebularis, Lat.) 1. Set down
Dates the animal behind ; the continuation of
the vertebræ of the back hanging looſe be
in the form of cables or fynoples. 2. Formed
hind. Wall More. 2. The lower part. Dexter .
in ſquares; made into laminæ . Woodword.
To TABULATE . T. a . (tabula, Lat .) To 3. Any thing hanging long ; 1 catkin .
Harvey. 4. The hinder part ofany thing.
reduce to tables or fynopſes.
TABULATED . 4. (latula, Lat.) Having a
Butler. 5. To turn TAIL. To fly ; to run
y. Sidney
awa
flat ſurface. Grew.
TACHE . S. [ from tack. ) Any thing taken TO TAIL . v . a . To pull by the tail. Hudibras.
hold of ; a catch ; a loop ; a button. Ex :dus. TAI'LED.a. ( from tasl.) Furniſhed with a tail.
Greu .
TA'CHYGRAPHY . S. [ Taxus and rea'pw . ]
The art or practice of quick writing .
TAILLAGE.L. (tailler, Fr.) A piece cut out
TA'CIT . a ſtacije, Fr tacitus, Lat.) Silent ;
of the whole ; a ſhare of a man's ſubſtance
implied ; not expreſſed by words. Bacon , Locke.
paid by way of tribute. Cowell.
TACITLY.ail . ( from tacit. Silently ; with- TAILLE.S . The fee which is oppoſite to fee
ſimple, becauſe it is ſo minced or pared,
out oralexpreſſion . Adilissa, Rogers
TACITU'RNITY . F. Paciturnitas, Lat.) Ha
that it is not in his power to be diſpoſed
birual filence. Donne, Arbuthnot.
of who owns it ; but is, by the firſt giver, cut
To TACK. V. n . ( tacher, Breton . ] 1. To
or divided from all other, and tied to the iſſue
of the donee .
faſten to any thing. Herbert, Grew, Swift, 2 .
To join ; to unite ; to catch together . Dryd. TAILOR. S. (taillexr, Fr.)One whoſe buſineſs
is to make cluaths. Shakeſp. Conden , Howel ,
ToSwift.
TACK . v. n. (probable from tackle. ) To Collier.
To TAINT. v.o. ( teindre, Fr.] 1. To im
turn a Mip. Brown, Tenipke, Addiſon.
TACK . |. ( from the verb .) 1. A ſmall nail.
bue or impregnate with any thing. Thomſos,
2. The act of turning ſhips at ſea. Dryden .
2. To ſtain; to fully. Shokejp. Chapmas ,
3. To bold Tack . To laſt ; to hold out .
Milton . 3. To intect. Harvey, Arbürbasi,
Pope. 4. To corrupt. Swifi. 5. A corrupc
Tufer, Hudibras.
contraction of attaint.
TACKLE. f. ( tace!, We!th .] 1. An arrow
2. Weapons ; inftruments of action. Butler. TO TAINT. ♡
To be infected ;* to be
touched. Shakeſp.
3. The ropes of a ſhip. Spenſer, Sbakejp.
TAINT.
F.
(
teinte,
Fr.
] 1. A tincture ; i
Milton , Dryden, Adcios .
fain. 2. An inſect . Brows. 3. Infection,
TAC KLED . a. (trom tackk .) Made of ropes
Locke, Prior . 4. A ſpot ; a foil ; a blum.th.
tacked together. Shakesp .
T : CKLING . |. ( from tackle.] 1. Furniture
Shakeſp. Miltos.
of the maſt. Abbot , Bacon , Garth . 2. In- TAINTLESS. a. ( from toint. ) Free from ia
fection . Swifi.
ftruments of action . Walton .
TACTICAL ? a. Tuxlixàs, Tàtt" ; fa&ique, TAINTURE.S [ teinture, Fr. ) Taint ; tinge ;
defilement. Shakeſp.
TACTICK S French .) Relating to the
TO TAKE . v.a. preterite rook, part. pall. taker.
art of ranging a batile.
fometimes took . ( taka, Itlandith .) 1. To re
TACTICKS 7. (Texlinn ] The art of ranging
ceive what is offered. Dryden, Philips
men in the field of balle. Dryden,
TACTILE a . ( tactilis, taclum , Lat. ) Saſcep
To ſeize what is not given. Dryden. 3. To
receive . Deuter . 4. To receive with good or
cible of touch . Hale.
TACTILITY. /. ( from taclile .] Perceptibility
ill will . Shakeſp. Knolles, Clareader , Swift. 5.
To lay hold on ; to catch by førprize or arti
by the touch .
TACTION ! (tallica, Fr. taétio, Lat ) The
fice Ecclef. Clarendon , Pope. 6. To ſnatch ;
to leize. Hale. 7. To make priſoner. Shakeſp.
ad or touching
TA'DPOLE. I. ( tad, rad, and pola , a young
Knollss. 8. To captivate with pleaſure ; to
one ) A young Thapelets frog or toaj, coprile
delight ; to engage. Shakeſp. Decay of Piety,
ing only ofa body and a lail ; a porwiggle.
Locke, Wake. 9. To furprize ; to catch .
Collier. 10. To entrap ; to catch in a ſnare.
Chakelp. Raz.
TA’EN . Tbe poetical contraction of taken :
2 Cant. 11. To underſtand in any particular
kale
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Conſe or manner. Rokigh, Bacon , Wake. 12.
from . To derogate ; to detra& . Dryd. 74. To
To exact. Leviticus. 13. To get ; to have ;
deprive of. Locke, Shakeſp. 75. T. TAKEbeed .
To be cautious; to beware. Milton , Dryd.
to appropriate. Geneſis. 14. To uſe ; to em
76. TO TAKE heed to. To attend. Eccluf.
ploy. W otis. 15. To blaſt ; to infect. Shakeſp.
77. To Take in . To compriſe ; to compre .
16. To judge in favour of. Dryden. 17. To
hend. Burnet, Addilin , Dertam . 78. To
admit any thing bad from without. Hudibras.
admit. Sidney, Bocon , Wetton, Dryden,Lecke.
18. To get; to procare, 2 Mac. 19. To turn
79: To win. Knolles, Suckling. 80. To re
to ; to practiſe. Bacon. 30. To cloſe in with ;
ceive . Alls, Tillotſon. 81. To receive men
to comply with . Dryden , Rowe, Locke. 21 .
tally. Hale , Watts. 82. To Take oath To
To form ; to fix. Clarendon. 22. To cauch in
ſwear. Ezek . Bacon . 83. TO TAKE off. To
the hand ; to ſeize. Ezekiel, Dryden. 23 .
invalidate ; to deliroy ; to remove Shakeſp.
To admit ; to fuffer. Drydin . 24. To per.
Saunderfon. 84. To withhold ; to withdraw.
form any action. 2 Sam . Bacon , Hakewill,
Bacon, Wake. 85. To ſwallow . Locke. 86.
Dryden, Prior, Addiſon, Tatler, Swift. 25 .
To purchaſe. Locke, Swift. 87. To copy.
To receive into the mind . Bacon, Watts. 26 .
Addison. 88. To find place for. Bacım. 89 .
To go into. Camden, Hale. 27. To go along ;
To remove . Bacon , Wake. 90. T. TAKE
to follow ; to purlue. Dryden. 28. To ſwal.
order with . To check ; to take courſe with .
low ; to receive. Bacon , Brown. 29. To
Bacon. 91. To TAKE C # l. To remove from
ſwallow as a medicine . South, Locke. 30.
within any place. Shakeſp. 92. TO TAKE
To chooſe one or more . Milion, Locke. 31 .
port. To ſhare. l'ipe. 93. T. Take place .
To copy . Dryden. 32. To convey ; to carry ;
to tranſport
. Shakeſp: Judges. 33. To faften To prevail ; to have effect. Dryden, Locke .
on ; to ſeize. Mørk, Temple, Dryden. 34
94. TO TAKE up. To borrow upon credit or
Not to refuſe ; to accept. Dryden , Locke. 35 .
intereft. Shakeſp. Swift. 95. To be ready for ;
To adopt. Exodus. 36. To change with re
to engage with. Shakeſp. 96. To apply to the
ſpect to place. Luke, Ray, Addiſon . 37. To
uſe of. Addifon. 97. To begin. Ezek . South .
ſeparate. Locke, Blackmore. 38. To admit.
98. To falten with a ligature paſſed under.
1 Timothy, Swift. 39. To purſue; to go in.
Sharp. 99. To engroſs ; to engage. Dryder ,
Dxpfa . 100 To have final recourle to.
Milton, Dryd. 40. To receive any temper
or diſpoſition of mind Ifaiab, Dryder. 41 .
Addifon. 101. To leize ; to catch ; to arrest .
To endure ; to bear. L'Errange, Swift. 42 .
Spenjir, Shakejp. 102. To admii. Bocor .
To draw ; io derive. Tillotſom . 43. To Jeap ;
103. To anſwer by reproving ; to veprimand ;
to jump over. Skakeſp. 44. To aflume.
L'Efirange. 104. To begin where the former
Shakeſp . Locke. 45. To allow ; to admit
left of. Drydin, Addison . 105. Tolik .
Shakeſp. Ray. 106. To occupy . Hayward ,
Locke , Boyle. 46. To receive with fondneſs.
Dryden. 47. To carry out for uſe. Mark. Hammond, Clarendor , South. 107. To accom :
medate ; to adjuft. Shakeſp. L'Eſtrange. 106 .
48. To ſuppoſe , to receive in thought ; to
To compriſe . Dryden . 109. To adopt ; to
entertain in opinion . Bacon , Clarendon , Tate,
aſſume. Hammond , Templi, South , Anterbury .
Locke, Pope .' 49. To direct. Dryden . 50 .
110. To collect ; co e act a tax . Knolles. Tu .
To ſeparate for one's ſelf from any quan .
tity. Ijaiah, Genefis, Dryden. 51. Not to
TO TAKE xpon . To appropriate to ; to aſſume;
leave ; not to omit. Locke, Arbusbnot. 52
to adınit to be impuced to . Shakejp. Heb.
To receive payments . Shakesp. 53. To
Bacon , Dryden. 112. To aſſume; to claim
obrain by mentoration. Comden , Swift. 54
authority. Shakeſp. Feiton.
To withdraw. Speater . 55. To ſeize with To TAKE. v . % . 1. To dired the courſe ;
a tranſitory impuile. Arburbait. 56. To com
to have a tendency to. Bacon, Dryden. , 2.
priſe ; to comprehend. Atterbury, Locke.
To pleaſe ; to gain reception. South , Bentley.
57. To have recourſe to. L'Eſtrange. 58 .
3 To have the intended or natural effect.
To produce ; or ſuffer to be produced.
Bacon , Dryder . 4. To catch ; to fix. Bacon .
Spender. 59. To catch in the mind. Locke
5. To Take after. To learn of ; to rek :mble ;
60. To bire ; id rent. Pote. 61. To engage
to imitate . Hudebras, Alterbury. 6. TO TAKE.
in ; to be active in. Shakeſp: 62. To fuffer:
in . To incloſe. Mort . 7. To ieten ; to con
to ſupport. Addison, Dryder . 63. To ad
tract as , he took in his fails. 8. To cheat; to
mit in copulation. Sandys. 64. Toca.ch eager.
gull ; 9. TO TAKE in tand. To undertake.
ly . Dryden . 65. To uſe as an oath or ex
Clar io TO TAKE in with. To resort to.
Bacin. 11. T. TAKE 0%. To be violently af
prefiion. Exod. 66. To ſeize as a diſeale.
Bacon, Dryder. 67. TO TAKE away To de
fected. Shakeſp. Dacor . 12. To grieve ; to
prive of. Clarendon, Dryden . 68. Tó fet afide :
pine . Shakejp . 13. 10 TAKE 10. To apply to ;
to remove . Locke. 69 To TAKE care, To
to be fond of. Locke. 14. To betake to ; to
have recourie. Dryden. 15. To TAXE xp To
be carelui ; to be foncilous for ; to luperin
tend . I Cor. 70 . T. TAKE courſe. To have
Atop. Glanv. Souib . 16. To reform . Locke.
recourle to meatures. Bacon , Hammond. 71 .
17 To Take up with . To be contented with .
South . Boniley. 18. To lodge ; to dwell.
L. TAKE down . To cruth ; to reduce ; 10
fupprefs Spenſer , Addijan. 72. To lwallow ; L'Ejirange, Suth . 19 To Taxk with . To
to take by the mou :h. Backa 73. T, TAXI
pleale . Baron ,
TAKEN .
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TAKEN. the participle part. of take. South, To TA'LLY. v. 0. (from the noon.) To fit ;
Denham .
to ſuit; to cut out for any thing. Prior , Pepe.
TA'KER . C. [ from take. ) He that takes. Denb.To TA'LLY. v. * .To be fitted; to conferm ;
TAKING. Š. (from take.) Seizure ; diſtreſs. to be ſuitable. Addiſon .
TA'LMUD . 2 1. The book containing the
Butler .
TALE . S. (tale, Saxon .) 1. A narrative ; : THA'LMUD . } Jewith traditions, the rab
binical conflitutions and explications of the
ſtory. Watrs 2. Oral relation. Shakejp. 3 .
law.
Number reckoned . Hooker . 4. Reckoning ;
numeral account. Carow , Burler. $ . Io TA’LNESS. F. ( from tall.) Height of Nature ;
formation ; diſcloſure of any thing lecret. procerity. Spenſer , Hayward .
Shakeſp. Bacon.
TAʼLON S. (solon, Fr. ) The claw of a bird of
prey. Bacon, Prior !
TALEBEARER. S. ( tale and bear. ) One
who gives officious or malignant intelligence . TAMARIND free. f. (tamarindus, Latin )
The flower of the tamarind Iree becomes
L'Ejirange, South
2 fiat pod, containing many Matangular
TALEBEARING . . I sale and bear.] The
act of informing . Arbuthnot.
ſeeds ſurrounded with an acid blackith pulp.
TAʼLENT. S. lialenium , Lat . ) 1. A talent
Miller .
fignified fo much weight, or a ſum of money , TAMARISK . S: [ samariſce, Cat .) The Ao were
the valoe differing according to the different
of the tamariſk are roliceous . Miller .
arcs and countries. Arburknot, Shakesp . 2. TAMBARINE.F. Crambourin , Fr.) A tabour ;
Faculty ; power ; gift of nature. Clarendon
a ſmall druin . Spealer.
Dryden . ' 3. Quality ; nature. Clarendon. TAME. 2. (Tame, Saxon ; farm , Dutch .)
Not wiidi domestick Addirim. 2. Cruthet;
Swift.
TALISMAN. S. A magical character. Pope.
ſubsued ; depreſTed dejected Shakeſp. Rfcs.
TALISMANICK . a. (from talojman ) Magical.
3. Spiritiefs ; voanimated.
ro TAME. v. n. ( temean, Cax .) 1. To re
Addiſon .
duce from wildneſs ; to reclaim ; to make
To TALK . 0. m. (taelen, Du'ch . ) 1. To ſpeak
in converſation ; to ſpeak fuently and lami
gentle Shakelp. 2. To fubdue; to cruſh ; to
2.
To
depreſs ; to conquer, Ben. Jopalio
liarly. Shakeſp Waller, Addiſon
prautle ; to ſpeak impertinently. Milton . 3. TAMEABLE . a . (irom tame.) Suſceptive of
To give account. Milion, Addiſon . 4. To
taming. Wilkins .
Speak
Waits; . lo reaſon ; to confer. Jeremiah, Collier, TA'MELY. ado ( from tam .. ) Not wildly ;
meanly ; fpiritley Shakep. Dryd, Swifi.
TALK . : [ from the verb . ) 1. Oral converſa - TAMENESS. I. (from tume ? 1. The quality
of being tame ; not wildaeſs. 2. Want of
tion ; fluent and familiar ſpeech . Knolles, Loc.
2. Report ; rumour. Lücke. 3. Subject of fpirits ; timidity. Rogers,
diſcourſe. Milion .
TA'MER . L. ( from lome ) Conqueror ; ſub
duer . Pepe.
TALK . 1 ( salc, Fr ) Stones compoſed of
plac generally parallel , flexible, and elaſtick ( TAMINY S. A woollen fluff .
Wooes
dward
TA'MKIN . S. The Rojple of the mruth of a
TA'LKATIVE . c. (from Talk ] Full of prate ; great gun .
To TAMPER
loquacious. Sidney , Addifox .
1. To he buſy with
TALKATIVENESS. / ( from talkative ) Lo
phyfick . L'Eſtrange. 2. To meddle ; to have
without
do
neceffity
ficneſs
to
or
. R ſcenner ,
quacity : garrulicy Gov.of obeTongue, Swift
TA'LKER . F. [from tolk ) 1. One who talks.
Addiſon . 3. To deal ; to practile with .
Waris. 2. A loquacious perfon ; a pratiler. Hudibras.
Shakeſp. Locke. 3. A boalter ; a bragging To TAN . v. a. (rannen, Dutch. ) 1. To im
fellow . Taylor.
pregnite or imbue with baik Grem, See :fi.
TA'LKY. 6 [ from folk.] Conſilling of talk.
2 To imbrown by the ſun Donne, Chatelard .
Woodward .
TANE for iaken, is'en. May.
TALL. a. ( tål, Welth ] 1. High in ftature. TANG 1. [ ianghe, Durch .) i A ſtrong tate ;
Shakeſp. Milion . 2. High ; lofty. Milton . a tatte left in the mouch . 2. Relish ; latte.
3. Sturdy ; luſty. Sbakesp.
Atterbury. 3. Something that leaves a firg
TA'LLAGE. S. (toillage, French . ) Import ; or pain behind it. Shake!p. 4. Sound ; cone
Holder .
exciſe. Bacon.
TALLOW.S: ( talde, Daniſh .] The greaſe or TO TANG. V. m. To ring vrh. Shabering.
TANGENT. 1. ſlangeri, French ; torpees ,
fat of an animal ; faet. Abbot , Swifi.
T. TA’LLOW . a 1. ( from the noun.
Lal ) Is a righe line perpendicularly raited on
To
greaſe ; to ſmear with tallow .
the extremity of a radius, which touches a
circle ! o as not to culit.
TALLOWCHANDLER . S. ( enllow and chan .
delier, Fr .; Onewho makescardles of tallow . TANGIPILITY.1. (from :anzib.e.) The qua
Harvey.
Hrey of being precised by the conch .
TANGIBLE. a.from iongs, Lat . } Perceptible
TALLY. f ( from ! ailler , to cut, Fr. ) 1.
fiick notched or cut in a conformity to annther
by the truch B4099, Locle,
Dick . Garth , I'rior. 2. Any thing made :0 To TANGLE . 1. a. [See extangle ) 1. To
{ pit another . Dryden ,
implitale ,

.
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implicate ; to krit together . 2. To enſmare ; (TARDILY. odv. ( from tardy.) Slowly ; nuge
to entrap. Shake'p Miltos. 3. To embroil ; to
githly . Shakeſp
embarais . Craßaw .
TARDITY.
(tarditas, Latin ) Slowlineſs ;
To TA'NGLE . 0.2. To be entangled .
want of velocity. Digby
TANGLE. S. ( from the verb.) A knot of TA'RDINESS L. (from Tardy.) Slowneſs ; fug
things mingled in one another. Milton.
gilhnels ; unwillingnels to action or motion.
TA'NISTRY. J. The Irish hold their lands
Shakelp .
by tani/dry, which is no more than a per- TARDY. a (tardus, Lac.) 1. Slow ; not ſwift.
Sandys. 2. Slugeith ; unwilling to action or
fonal eltaie for his life time that is tanil , by
motion . Dryden , Prior. 3. Dilatory : late ;
reaſon he is admitted thereunto by electi n .
tedious. Walier, Dryden, 4. Uowary . Hudib.
Spenſer.
TANK.S. (tanque, Fr. ) A large cifern or baſın .
5. Criminal ; offending. Collier.
TÓ TARDY. v . a. (rarder, Fr.) To delay ; to
Dryden
hinder . Shakeſp.
TA’NKARD . S. (tarkaerd, Dutch ) A large
veſſel with a cover , for ſtrong diink. B: n TARE. f. (trom teeren , Durch . ) A weed that
Jobnion, Swifi
grows among corn . Hooker, Dec. of Piety, Locke.
TANNER. I. ( trom tar . ) One whoſe trade is TARE /. A mercanule word denoting the weight,
lo tan leather. Milica .
of anything containing a commodity ; alſo the
allowance inade for it.
TA NSY . I A plant. Mil'er.
TA'NTALISM S. [from tanialze ) A puniſh - TARE, preterite of tear. Dryder.
TARGE. ? A. (tanga, Saxon ) A kind of
ment like that of Tantalus. Addison .
T , TA'NTALIZE. v . a. To torment by the TARGET. S buckler or ſhield borne on the left
Thow of pleaſures which cannot be reached. arm Spenſer, Millem.
Addiſon
TARGUM./. A paraphraſe on the pentateuch
in the Chaidee language.
TANTLING . F. (trom Tantalus ] One ſeized
with hopes of pleafure unattainable. Shakeſp TARIFF. 1. A cartel of commerce. Addifox .
TANTAMOUNT. 4. (French ) Equivalent TARN . !. A bog ; a ten ; a marih .
Locke.
T. TA'RNISH V. n. [ternir, Fr. ) To fully ;
to loil ; to make not bright. Collier, Thom :10n .
TO TAP. v.o. ( tappen, Dulch .) 1. To touch
lighely :to ſtrike genly. 2. To pierce a veſſel ; To TA'RNISH . v . .To life brightne.s . Collier.
TARPA'WLING . Š. ( from tar ) 1. Hempen
to broach a vetiel. Shakeſp. Addison .
cloach lince: ed with car. Dryder. 2. A lilor
TAP . I. ( from the verb ) 1. A gentle blow.
Addiſon, Gay. 2. A pipe which ihe liquor of in contempt. Dennis.
.
TARRAGON
Derham
the veffel is let out.
1. A plant called herb dragon.
TAPROOT. S. The principal ſtem of the root . TARRIANCE. F. (from tarry ) Siay ; delay i
Mortimer.
perhaps íoj urn . Skakejp .
TAPE . J. ( täppan , Sax ) A carrow fillet or CARRIER . f. 1. A ſort of ſmall dog, that
band. Gay, l'ope.
hunts the fox or otter out ofhis hole . Dryder .
2. One that carries or tlays.
TAPER . I. ( paper , Sıx . ) A wax candie ; a
liehe . Taylor
TO TARRY.
, targir, Fr ] 1. To ſay , to
continue in a place Sbakepp : 2. To delay ; 10
TAPER a . Regularly narrowed from the bot
tom to the topi pyramidal ; conica!. Dryden , be long in co ning. Plains, Dryden .
Gremu .
Tu TARRY. v . a . To wait for Shakeſp.
TO TAPER . v. n . To grow ſmaller Ray.
PARSEL | A kind of hawk . Sbakelo Prior.
TAPESTRY. £. {rapellerie, iapi[ erie, rapis, TARSUS į The space betwixt the lower
end
of the focil bones of the leg , and the beginning
French ; tapetum , Lal Cloth woven in regular
of the five long bones that are jointed with,
figures, Dryden , Aidilifon.
and bear up, the toes. Wifemur.
TAPET. Į ( taperia, Lat.) Korked or figured
TART. a . ( teart, Sax . taertig, Dutch ) 1 ,
ftuff. Spenſer.
Sour ; acid ; acidulated ; ſharp of latte. 2 ,
TAPSTER / ( from :ap ] One whoſe buſineſs
is to draw beer in an aiehoule . Shakejp . lowel, Sharp ; keen ; levere. Shokejp. 1 ! 01!on.
Swifi.
TART. L. ( tarté, Fr. tarta , lial . ) A imall pie
of fruit. Bacin .
TAR I feine, Sax , tarre, Durch ) Liquid
pitch. Canada
TARTANE. /. (tarfana, Ital ) A veſel much
uled in the Mediterranean , with one mait and
TAR 1. A lilor ; a leaman , in contempt.
a three cornered fail . siddilir.
Sceifi
To TAR . T. a . (trom he noun ) : . To ſmear I'A'RTAR I Fioriarus , Lai ju. Hell. Shake!p .
over with car. 2. To traze ; to provike. 2. Tartar is what ficks lo wine caks , like a
Stokis
hard ! one, either white or red, as the colour
TARANTULA. | Talian ! An in : 10? while
orine wine rom whence it comes : the white
bile is only cured by munici . Sidney', Luke.
is reierable, the ben is the tartar of the
TARDATION . I. Sari, La .) 'lbe attit
rherith wine. Quiry, B:;k.
hindering er de aying.
TARTA REAN . Lantarus, Latin .) Hellim.
01:1 ; 4 .
TARDIGRADOUS. a (1a dovadus, lai
TAR
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TARTA'REOUS. a. ( from tartar. Jr. Conſiſting power of perceiving taſte. 2. Having no relish
of tartar. Grew . 2. Helliſh Milton .
or power of ſtimulating the palate. Boyle. 3 .
To TA'RTARIZE . v . a . ( from tarior.) To Having no power of giving pleaſure ; inlpid.
impregnate with tertar.
Rogers. 4. Having no intellectual guft. Addiſ.
TA'RTAROUS. a.( from tartar.) Containing TASTELESSNESS. S: [ from taſteleſs.] 1. Inb
pidity ; want of reliſh . 2. Want of perceptioa
tartar ; conſiſting of tartar,
TA'RTLY
. adv .(from tart.] 1 , Sharply ; ſourly; of taſte. 3. Want of intellectual relish .
with acidity . 2. Sharply ; with poignancy : To TA'TTER. v. a . (totænan , Sax.) To tear ;
with ſeverity. Waller . 3. With fournels of to rend ; to make ragged. Shakeſp. Pope.
TA'TTER. f. [ from the verb. ) A rag ; a flat
aſpect. Shakeſp.
TA'RTNESS. Y. [from farl.] 1. Sharpneſs ; tering rag. L'Eſtrange.
· Tourneſs ; acidity. Mortimer. 2. Sourneis of TATTERDEMA'LION . f. A ragged fellow .
L'Efrange.
temper ; poignancy of language. Shakeſp.
TASK J. (ta che, Frisolla, lial.) 1. Something To TA'TTLE . 0. m . (tateren , Dutch .) To
prate ; to talk idly. Spenfer, Lecke, Addiſon
to be done impoled by another. Milton. 2 .
Employment ; buſineſs. Atterbury, Pope. 3. TATTLE 1. (from the verb.) Prate ; idle
Toiaké to Task . To reprove ; to reprimand. chat ; trifling salk . Swifi, Walls. .
TA'TTLER . 1. (from tottle.) An idle talher ;
L'Eſtrange, Addiſor.
To TASK . v . a. (from the noun .) To burthen
a prater . Taylor.
with ſomething io be done .Shakeſp. Dryden. TATTO'O . . The best of drum by which
J. ( toſ and maſter .) One foldiers are warned to their quarters Puser.
TA'SKMASTER.} who impoſes taſks,Milton. TAVERN.S. (taverne, Fren. taberna , Lat.) A
South.
houſe where wine is fold , and drickers are
TASSEL . f. [ toffe, Fr.) An ornamental bunch entertained Shakeſp .
ofGlk ,or glittering ſubſtances Spenſer , Sandys. TAVERNER .
. [ from tavern non or
TAVERNKEEPER . keep; tavernier, Fren . )
TASSEL.:}
TAVERNMAN . } One who keeps a 12
S. An herb. Ainſworth.
TAZEL
.
vern . Camden.
TAʼSSELLED. F. (from tafel ] Adorned with
taſtels Milton .
TAUGHT, preterite and part . paflive of reach.
TASSES. S. Armour for the thighs. Ainſworib. Milion .
TA'STABLE. 4. That may be cafted ; lavoury To TAUNT. v.a. ( tanſer , Fr. tander, Datch .)
Boyle.
1. To reproach ; to inſult ; to revile ; to
To TASTE. v. a. ( laſter, to try, Fr ) !. To ridicule. Shakeſp. Rowe. 2. To exprobate ; to
perceive and diſtinguiſh by the palate. John .2 .
mention with upbraiding. Sbakelp.
To try by the mouth ; to eatat leaſt in a ſmall TAUNT. . [ from the verb.) Inſule ; ſcoff ;
quantity. Milton . 3. To eſſay firſt. Knolles.
reproach . Shakeſp . Prior.
Dryden. 4. To feel ; to have perception of. TAUNTER L. (from towni. ] One who taunts,
Hebrew .
reproaches , or iolults .
TO TASTE.v.n . 1. Totry by the mouth ; to eat. TA'UNTINGLY. adv. ( from taunling. ) With
Milton 2. To have a ſmack ; to produce on
inſult ; fcoffingly : with contumely and expro
the palate a particular ſenſacion. Bacon, Swift. bation Shakeſp . Prior .
3. To diſtinguiſh intellectually. Swift.4. TO TAURICORNOUS. a (laurus, and corns,Lat.)
reliſh intellectually ; to approve. Milion. 5. Having horns like a buil.
To be tjoctured, or receive ſome quality or TAUTOLOGICAL. 9. ( from tautalogy .) Re
character. Shakeſp . 6. To try the reliſh ofany peating the ſame thing.
thing. Davies.7. To haveperception of.WIFI. TAUTO LOGIST. S.[from rautalogy ] One who
8. To take enjoymeot. Milion. 9. To enjoy
repeats tedioufiy
ſparingly. Dryden.
TAUTO'LOGY . . [Talonogía) Repetition of
TASTE. . ( from the verb. ) 1. The act of the ſame words, or of the lame lenie in diffe
talling ; guſtation . Milton . 2. The ſenſe by
rent words. Dryden , Addiſon.
which the relish of any thing on the palate is To TAW . v.a. ( lowes, Dutch ; Tapiao , Sax .]
perceived . Bacon , Waller. 3. That senſation
To dreſs white leather commonly called alum
leather, in contradiſtinction from tar leather,
which all things taken into the mouth give par
ticularly to the tongue . Locke. 4. Intelleciual
that which is drafted with bark .
reliſh or diſcernment. Booker, Milton. 5. An TAW . S. A marble to play with . Swift.
esſay; a trial; an experiment . Shakeſp . 6. A TA WDRINESS . Į (trom towdry. , Tic el
ſmall portion given as a ſpecimen . Bacon.
finery ; finery too oftentatious.
TASTED. a. (from Iafie .) Having a particular TAWDRY. 6. ( from Saint Awdrey, or Saint
reliſh . Bacor .
Echeldred ; as, the ihings hought at Saint E
TASTER . J. ( raſeur, Fr. ) 1. One who takes
theldred's fair.) Meanly thowy: iplendid with
the frit etiay of food. Croftatu . 2. A dram
out onlt. Spenler, L'Etrange, Dryder, adres ,
( np. Aimarib,
TAWER. ). [ írom tow ,! A delier of white
TASTEFUL. 0. (tafe and jull.) Hizb reliſhed ; leather.
tavoury. Pore.
TAWNY. a. ( tane, tonné, Fr. ) Yellow, like
TASTELESS. &. [ from tafe ] 1. Having no things canned .Peaibam, Miliar , Brosu'nda
ΤΑΧ .
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TAX. S. [ taxe, French, laxe, Dutch ) 1. An
or Unravel wool or flax, 2. To ſcratch clothia
order to level the nap. 3. To tormeat with
impoſt; a tribute impoſed; an exciſe ; a tal
importunity. Addiſon, Prior.
lage. Dryden , Arbuthnot. 2. Charge ; cen
ſure. Clarendon.
TE'ASEL . j. (täsi , Sax . dipſacus, Lat. ) A
To TAX. v . a. (taxer, Fr. ) 1. To load with
plant of ſingular uſe in raiſing the knap upop
woollen cloth . Milton
imports. 2 Kings. 2. To charge ; to cenſure ;
to accuſe. Shakeſp . Raleigh , Miliom , Decay TE'ASER , S. (from teaſe ) Any thing that tor
ments by inceſlanţ importunity. Collier ,
of Piety. Dryden , Addiſon .
TA'XABLE. a . (from tax. ) Thatmay be taxed . TEAT. S. [terh , Welth ; tit, Sax. terte, Dut.)
TAXA'TION . ) (taxation, Fr. ] 1. The act of The dug of a beaſt. Brown, Lacke, Prior.
loading with taxes; import ; tax .Sidney. 2. TE'CHNICAL. a . (TeXnxor.) Belonging to arts ;
Accuſation ; ſcandal, Shakeſp.
not in common or popular ule. Locke .
TAXER . S. (from tox .) He who taxes . Bacon. TE'CHY. a . Peevith ; fretful ; irritable. Shakeſ.
TEA.S. ( French .) A Chineſe plant, of which TECTONICK . a. [Tex?ooxò;. ) Perta ning to
the infuſion has lately been much drunk in
building
Europe. Waller, Addijon, Spectator, Arbuih . To TED. v . a . ( teadan , Sax . ) To lay graſs
newly mown in rows . Miltox , Mortimer.
not, Swift.
To TEACH . v. 2. preter, and part.paſl. taught, TEʻDDER, or tether. f. ( tudder, Dutch. ) 1. A
rope with which a horſe is tied in whe field that
fometimes teached, which is now obſolete.
he may not paſture too wide . 2. Any thing
( tecan, Sax. ) 1. To inſtruct ; to inform . Ifa.
Milton, 2. To deliver any doctrine or art, or by which one is reſtrained . Bacon, Child.
words to be learned . Milton, 3. To ſhow ; to TE DEUM.S. An hymn of the church , ſo called
exhibit ſo as to impreſs upon the mind . Sbak. from the iwo firſt words of the Latin. Sbakeſ.
South . 4. To tell , to give intelligence. Tuller .
Bacon.
To TEACH v . n . To perform the office of an TE'DIOUS. G. [ redieux , Fr. tedium , Lat . ) 1 .
Wearifome by continuance ; troubleſome ;
inſtructor. Shakeſp. Mic.
TE'ACHABLE. a [ from teach. ) Decile ; ſur
irkſome. Milton . 2. Wearil me by prolixity .
Hooker . 3. Slow . Ainſworth.
ceprive of instruction . Waits.
TEACHABLENESS. L. ( from teachable . Do- TEDIOUSLY. adv ( from tedious.) In ſuch a
manner as to weary :
cility ; willingneſs to learn ; capacity to learn.
TE'ACHER . ; ( from teach ) 1. 'One who TEDIOUSNESS. ( from tedious.) 1. Weari
teaches ; an inſtructer ; preceptor. Hooker , ſomeneſs by continuance. 2. Weariſomeneſs by
Milion , South , Blackmore, 2. A preacher ; one prolixity. Hooker.
Prolixity ; length, Shak .
who is to deliver doctrine to the people . South .
4. Une fineſs ; tireſomeneſs ; quality of weary
TEAD or tede. A torch ; a flambeau, Spenſer.
ing. Hooker, Donne, Davis.
TEAGUE. S. A name of contempo uled for an To TEEM . v. R. (team , Saxon, offspring.) 1 .
Iriſhiman.
To bring young. Shakeſp . 2. To be pregnant ;
TEAL. f. [ reelingh, Dutch. ) A wild fowl
to engender young. Dryden. 3. To be full
Carew .
to becharged as a breeding animal , Addiſor.
TEAM.S: ( týme, Saxen, a ycke.) 1. A number To TEEM . v . 0.1. To bring forth ; to produce,
of horſes or oxeo drawing at once the ſame Shakelp. 2. To pour. Swifi.
carriage. Sparſer ,Roſcommon, Dryden. 2. Any TEEMFUL. 2. ( teamfal, Saxon . ) 1.Pregnant;
number paling in a line. Dryden .
toolifick. 2. Brimful. Ainſwortb.
TEAR. S. (tear, Sax. feare, Daniſh.] .. The TEEMER. f. [from tecm ] One that brings
water which violent paffion forces from the
young
eyes. Bacon , Milton. 2. Any moiſture trick - TE'EMLESS. a . (from teem.) Unfruitfol ; not
prolifick . Dryden.
ling in drops . Dryden,
TEAR . S. ( from the verb.) A rent ; a fflure. TEEN. (tinan, Sax. tenen, Flemiſh, to vex.]
To TEAR . pret. tore, anciently part. pail. torn.
Sorrow ; grief. Spenſer, Shakeſp .
(tæran, Sax . ) 1. To pull in pieces i to lace- To TEEN.v. a . (trom tinan, io kindle, Sax.)
rate ; to rend . Shakeſp. Ger .Arbuthnot. 2. To
To excite ; to provoke to do a thing.
Janiate ; to wound with any ſharp point drawn TEENS. l. (from teen for sen. ) The "years
along. Shakeſp. Jer. 3. Tó break by violence .
reckoneid bythe termination teen ; as, thirteen ,
Dryden, A. Philips. 4. To divide violently ;
fourteen . Granville.
to ſhatter. Locke. 5. To pull wich vi lence ; TEETH , the plural of tooth. Job .
to drive violently . Dryden. 6. To take away To TEETH . v. n. (from the noun. ) To breed
teeth . Arbuthnot.
by ſudden violence. Waller , Addiſon.
To TEAR . v . n . ( tieren , Durch.) To fume ; to TEGUMENT. ): [legumentum ,Latin .)Cover ;
rave; to rant turbulently. L'Eſtrange .
the outward part. Brown, Wiſeman , Ray.
TEARER . S. ( from 10 tcor. ) He who rends or To TEH HE . V. n. To laugh ; to titter. Hudió.
tears.
TEIL- tree. S. Linden or lime-tree . Iſaiah.
TEARFALLING. a. ( tear and fall.] Tender ; TEINT. L. ( trinte, Fr.) Colour ; touch of the
Tedding tears . Shakeſp.
pencil . Dryden.
TEARFUL . 2. (tear and full.) Weeping ; full TELARY. 4 . [ rela, a xeb, Latin . ) Spinning
web. Braun .
of tears. Shakeſp. Pope.
TELE
To LEASE , v. a . ( trsan, Sax ] 1. To comb
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TE'LESCOPE. S. 17629 and exot.iw.) A long | TE MPEDATELY. odv. ( from temperare.) 1 .
Moderately ; not exceſſively. Addosso.
glaſs by which diftant objects are viewed .
Watts.
Calmly ; without violence of paflinn Shedef.
TELESCOPICAL. A ( from celerone ) Belong.
3. Withou ' gluttony or luxury Tayler .
TEMPERATENESS. . (from temperare ] I.
ing to a celeſcope ; ſeeing at a diſtance .
To TELL. v. a preterite ant part. par rold.
Freedom from excelles; mediocrity . 2. Calm
( tellan, Sax , taelen, tellen, Dui taler , Dan ]
ners ; coolneſs ofmind. Daniel.
1. To utter ; to expreſs ; to ſpeak Milton . TE'MPERATURE. J. ( temperatura, Lat .) i .
2. To relace ; to rehearle ; to ipeak . Milton, Conftitution of nalure ; degree of any acaliser
Dryden, Pope. 3 To te.ch ; to inform . Shaker
Abbor, Watis. 2 Mediocrity ; due balance of
contrarieties. Davis 3. Moderation ; freedom
Sanderſon. 4. To diſcover : 10 betray . Numb
5 To count ; (0 number. Waller, Prior. 6 . from predominant paffion Spenſer .
TE'MPERED.
To make excuſes. A low word. Shakeſp.
a . ( from terper ] Diſpoſed with
regard to the paflions. Shakeſp.
To TELL . v. m. 1. To give an account ; to
make report. Pfalms, Milton. 2. To Tell on . TE -MPEST | (tempeftas, Lai ) 1. The utrol
violence of the mind Abbor, D-gre. 2. Acy
To inform of, i Sam ,
tumult ; commotion ; perturbation.
TE'LLTALE . | [ rell and sale.] One who gives
malicious in:ormation ; one who carriesni To TEMPEST. a. a. from the ocen ) To
dinurb as by a lempeft. Miltor .
cious intelligence . Shakeſp Fairfax , Milton
TELLER. Į (trom rell ) . One who tells or TEMPEST-BEATEN. 0.0.tempeft and les ]
relates. 2 One who numbers. 3 A relier is Sbavered with forms Dryden.
an officer of the exchequer, ofwhich there are TEMPEST. TOST a.ſtempeft and 15. ) Drivee
about by ſtorms Shakep
tour in number : their bulineſs is to receive all
monies due to the king , and give the clerk of TEMPESTIVITY. f. [ ierigefives, Lat.) Ses
fonableneſs. Brown.
the pell a bill to charge him therewith : they
aito pay all perſons any monies payat le to them TEMPESTUOUS. a. ( tempeftuesx , Fr. foro
by the king, by warrant from the author of the
teni eft ) Storiny; turbulen . Mitrex , Céléer.
receipt. Cowell
TEMPLAR. J. ( from the Temple.] A ticder
TEMERARIOUS. a . (temeraire, Fren. Ieme.
in the law . Pope.
rarius, Latį Raſh ; heady . L'Efrange. 2. TEMPLE . f. [ tempe, Fr templar , Lat . ) LA
Careleſs ; heedlels Ray.
place app: opriated to acts of religion . Stakes.
TEMERITY. J. temeritas, Lat.) Rafaels :
2. The upper part of the fides of the beaí.
Arbuihnol, Pope.
unreaſonable contempt of danger. Cowley.
. A piece of tiro ber in building ,
TO TE'MPER . v. n . flemjero, Lal.] 1. To mix TEM
PLE
Moxon
. T.Y
10 as that one part qualifies the other . Miltex
2. To compound ; to form by mixture . Shake TEMPORAL a. temperalis , Latin .) 1. Mra
ſured by time ; not eternal. Hacker 2. Se
3. To mingle. Ezekiel, Addison. 4. To bear
colar ; not ecclefiaftical Shakep. Særift. 3 .
together to a proper confiftence . Wiſdom . 5 .
To accommodaie ; to molli y . 6. To loften : Not ſpiritual. Taylor, Regers . 4. Placed at
to mollity ; to afíuage ; to rovih. Spenſer, Sha. the temples Arbuthnet .
Otway. 7. Totoim melals to a proper degree TEMPORALITY !!. (10mpora " :é, Fr from
s temperal Steular pot 1
of hardeers . Milton , Boyle, Dryden. 8. TO TEMPORALS.
leffions , not ecclefiastick righes Corell,Barr.
govern Sfenjer.
TEMPER . ). ( from the verb i . Duemixture TEMPORALLY. adv. ( from iemperat] Wich
of contrary qualities . Roligb, Arbuthnot. 2
reſpect to this life. South
Micdle wurie ; mean ormedium . Jarift. 3 TEMPORALTY. F. ( from tcmpera ! ] 1. The
Constitution of body . Burnet . 4 Diſposition oi lairy ; fecular people. Abbot. 2. Secular por
feftions. Ayliff?.
unind. Locie. 5. Cooltitutional frame of mind
Skakelp. 6. Calmneſs of mind ; noderation. TEMPORANEOUS. a . [ temporis, I at) Tem
Ben . Johrfar. 7. Slate to which metals are
porary .
TEMPORARINESS / [from temporary ! The
reduced Shakejp. Sharp.
state of being temporary
TEMPERAMENT. /. terferomeniem , Lat. )
1. Conftiwtion ; Raie with respect to the pre- TEMPORARY. a.tempas, Lat .) Latting oddy
dominance of any quality . Lecke. 2. Medium : for a limited sime Bacon , adelien .
due mixture of oppsces. Hule.
To TEMPORIZE. v . m . ( temporiler , Fel.
TEMPERAMENTAL . a . (trom temperament ) To delay ; to procrastinate stalen i To
Conilivutional. Brown ,
comply with the emes or cocations
TEMPERANCE. Si temperantia, Latin ) . TEMPORIZER , {rem horfear, Fr fremies.
porige ] One thatcmplies with unis 016
Moderation ; oppoſed togluttony and drunker
cativos ; a trimirer ungelo
neis . Milten, lemple. 2. Palience ; calmodis ;
ledateneis ; moderation of paflion . Spenjer.
TEMSE -BREAD. 1
! , res, l'at !
Brtad naúe o funct
TEMPERATE. a . ltemperatus, Lat. ) 1. NITEMSED - BREAD.
exceſſive ; moderate in degree of any quality,
beller ified than cemia .
Baron . 2. Moderate in meat and drink To TEMPT.o . a l'ento, Lat. inter , Fr ! 1 .
#ijeman . 3. Free from ardeat paflion. Sbak, To follicit to ill ; to intice by pieſeaung ke
Bivun
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pleaſure or advantage co the mind . Shakesp
fily pained ; Toon fore. L'efrange, Locke. 3
Effeminate ; emalculate ; delicate. Spenſer.
i . Cor. Taylor. 2. To provoke. Shakeſp. 3 .
4. Exciting kind concern. Shakeſp. 5. Com
To try ; to attempt. Dry: len .
TEMPTATION . ).( tentation, Fr. from tempr . )
paſſionate ; anxious for another's good. Hooker ,
Tillotson. 6. Suſceptible of ſoft paſions. Spen.
1. The act of tempting ; follicitation to ill ;
7. Amorous ; laſcivious . Hudibras. 8. Ex
enticement. Miitin . 2. The ftate of being
prefſive ofthe foſter paffions. 9. Careful not
tempted. Duppa. 3. That which is offered to
the mind as amotive to ill . Shakeſp Dryden.
to hurt. Tillotfon . io . Centle ; mild , un
willing to pain. Shakeſp. 11. Apt to give
TEMPTABLE . a. ( from remp..) Liable to
temptation ; obnoxious to bad infiuence. Swift.
pain. Bacon. 12. Young ; weak : as,lender
age. Shakeſp .
TEMPTER . L. ( trom remit.] 1. One who
ſollicits to ill; an enticer . Shakeſp. Tillisom . To TENDER. V. e. ( tendre, Fr. ) 1. To offer ;
to exhibit ; to propoſe to acceptance. Hooker,
2. The infernal folicitor to evil. Hammond .
Milton. 2. To hold ; to efieem . Shakejf.
TEMULENCY. S temulentia, Lat. ] hebria
tion : intoxication by liquor.
3. Ta regard with kindneſs . Shakeſp .
TE'MULENT a . ( temulentus, Lat ] Liebriat- TENDER / ( from the verb.) 1. Offer : pro
ed ; intoxicated
polal to acceptance. Dryden , South, Add for .
TEN . a. (týn. Sax rien , Du'ch ) The decimal
2. ( From the adjective.) Regard ; kind con
cern. Skakelp.
number ; twice fave. Brown, Dryden.
TE'NABLE . a. (terable, Fr ) Such as may be TENDER -HEARTED. a . (render and heart. }
maintained againſt oppoſition : ſuch as may be
Of a ſoft compaſſionate diſpoßtion .
held againſt attacks Bacon , Clarendon , Addil. | TE'NDERLING S. ( from tender ) 1. The
firſt horns of a deer. 2. A fondling .
TENA CIOUS a. ( tenax , Lat.) 1. Gralping
hard ; inclined to hold fait ; not willing to TENDERLY. adv. ( from tender.) In a tender
let go. South. 2. Retentive. Locke. 3. Having
manner ; mildly ; gently ; ſoftly ; kindly i
without harſhneſs. Shok. Milt. Garth, Pope.
parls diſpoſed to adhere to each other ; cohe
five. Newt. A buthnot.
TE'NDERNESS.S [tendrelle, Fr. from tender. ]
TENANCY. S. Temporary poffefion of what
1. The ſtate of being tender ; ſuſceptibility of
belongs to another . Wollon.
impreſſions. Bacon , Arbuthnot. 2. State of be
TENANT. f. (tenant, Fr. ] 1. That holds of
ing eaſily hurt ; ſoreneſs. Locke, Addis. Bentl.
another ; one that on certain conditions has
3. Suſceptibility of the ſofter paflions. Shakeſ.
temporary polieflion and uſes the property of
Addiſon. 4. Kind attention ; anxiety for the
another. Pope, Swift. 2. One who reſides
good of another. Bacon. 5. Scrupulouſneſs ;
Caution. W01ton, South. 6. Cautious care.
in any place . Themfon .
To TE'NANT. v . a. ( from the noun.] To
Gov. of the Ton . 7. Soft pathos of exprefſion.
TE'NDINOUS, a . ' ( tendineux, Fr. ) Sinewy i
hold on certain conditions. Addifor.
containing tendons ; conſiſting of tendons.
TENANTABLE. a ( from tenant.) Such as
Wijeman .
may beheld by a tenant. Suckling , D.of Piery.
TENANTLESS . a. (from tenani .] Unoccupi- TE -NDON.S. (tendo , Lat.) A finew ; a liga
ture by which the joints are moved . Blackmo.
ed ; unpofTefTed Skakeſp.
TENANT-SAW./.(corrupted fromtenon -law ; TE'NDŘIL . f. ( tendrillon, Fr.) The claſp of a
TENCH . J. (tince, Sax. sinca, Lat. ) A pond
vine, nr other climbing plant. Molt. Dryd .Ray.
fith . Hale.
TENEBRICOSE . ? a . (tenebricoſus, tenebrom
To TEND . v. a. (contracted from attend .) 1. TENEBROSE . Š fus, Lat.) Dark i gloomy .
To watch to guard ; to accompany as an TENEBRO'SITY. F. ( tenebre, Lac.] Darkneis ;
affiftant or defender. Spenſer, Pope. 2. To
gloom .
attend ; to accompany. Miltom. 3. To be at- TENEMENT. S. (tenement, Fr. tenementum,
tentive to. Milton .
low Latin ] Any thing held by a tenant. Locke,
Pope
To TEND. v . x . ( tendo, Lat.] 1. To move to
wards a certain point or place . Wotton, Dryd. TENENT . L. See Tenet.
2. To be directed to any end or purpoſe. TENERITY. S. ( reneritas, tenor, Lat . ) Ter.
Temple, Tillotson. 3. To contribute . Homm .
derneſs. hinwerib.
4. To wait ; to expect. Shakeſp. 5. To at. TENE'SMUS.J. Needing to go to ſtool. Arbuth.
iend ; to wait as dependants or ſervants. Shok. TENET . S. (from senet, Lat. be holds.] It is
6. To attend as ſomething inſeparable. Shake.
ſometimes written tenent, or they hold ] Pou
TE'NDANCE. 1. ( from tend.) i . Attendance ;
tion ; principle ; opioion. Dec. of Piety , South,
Prior
ftate of expectation. Spenſer . 2. Perſon ; 2t
tendant. Shakeſp. 3. Attendance ; act of TE'NNIS. S. A play at which a ball is driven
waiting. Sbak [ p. 4 Care ; act of tending.
with a racket. Shakejp. Howel.
Shakejp. Milton .
To TENNIS. V a . (from the noun.) To drive
TE'NDANCE. ? S. ( from tend .) 1 Direstion
as a ball . Spenſer.
TENDENCY . S or courſe towards any place TENON . F. ( French ) The end of a timber
or object. Taylor. 2. Direction or courle to
cut to be fried into another timber. Moxon .
TE'NOUR. S. ( rener, Lat. tencur , Fr.) 1. Coon
ward any in'erence or reſult ; drift. Locke.
tiquity of itale ; cooftant mode ; manner of
TENDER. a. (tendre. Fr.] 1. Soft ; eally im
continuity.
SF
preſſed or injured, Milton , 2. Scafible , ea
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continuity Sidrer' , Crai . w , Sprall. 2. Senie
Lord Fabergh, Pryden .
contained ; genericvile or dri's Shakeip .
TEPEFACTION . ! leefaria, Lat .) The et
of 12 ming is a toall degies.
Locke. 3 A found in inufiak Braun .
if : TEPID a tardes, LatiLukewarm ; waim
TENSE . a. ( tenjus , L26.j Streiched ;
no lax Holder
in a lina'l rhyree Miltom .
TENSE 1. Ciemie, I'r temías, Lat ] A varia- TEPIDITY
[ froin ipd.). Lukewarmner .
Airwarth ,
lion of the v rb : o finai y time, Cuke .
TENSENESS . I. 11.00 . tevie.] Contraction CETOR . . !!445F, 1.22 ] Lukewarmnets ; gege
tle heat. A buºni.
tenſion ; the cont aryto lax ly .
TENSIBLE - Trengus , Lac ) Capable of being ! TERATOLOGY. / [ 78px? 3 and 40gr ) Bom
bail .
extenited Bach ,
TENSILE. a. (r yfilis , Lau ) Carable ofexten HERCE . L. Prerre, Fren . ) A veile! contair ing
lion . Bacon
torty - tuo gallons of wine ; the third part o! 2
TENSION. F.Benfion , Fier . ten us , Lat.] The
buit rripe .
act of tretching , not laxation , the rate o ( TREBINTHIN ATE . ? a . ( terebinttire, F.
being itietched : notiavity. Blacéme.
TEREBINTHINE . sterebinthian , La )
I ENSIVE. a ( ! 1481 Lall Giving a lentatior
Confisting or curpentine ; mixed with turpec
tine Flyer.
oftifinals or corticton Fier.
TE'NSURE . L. ( tempus , Lat ; The act ofAretch To TE'R BRATE . v . a . lirebes, Lat ? To
bre ; to perorate ; to picree. Brewr, Derh .
ing, or ita: co : bing il:ttched , the contrary
to laxation or laxity . Barn.
TEREBRATION . | ( 11n terabrate ) The
fol.
act o: boring or piercing. Bacin,
TENT./. [ :c111. Ir tësiorium , Lat.) 1 .
dier's muntahie kering place, common y madı TERGEM !NOLS.C. iergemiras, Lat ] Three
2
of canvas execount on pules. Krelles
Any lespray habira.in ; a paviliin. 111 TERGIVERSATION ( [ :ergum and cérli,
3. (Tenie, Fr ) A soll of fine put into a lore.
Lat ] 1. Shiit ; furterluge; evaficn Broe .
Skakele Wilenian, 4 A fpecies of wine deep
2. Change ; fichlenets. Clarendor.
ly ren , chiety from Galicia in Spain .
CERM 1. 118: minus, Lat.) i , Liinit ; bounds.
TOTENT. 2. (irom the noun ; To lodge a
fy. Dären . 2. The word by which a thing is
in a tent ; total - snacie .
expietied. Eacon, Burnet, Stift. 3. Werds ;
language. Shakelp. Miten . 4. Corditica ;
To TENT. V. a . To learch as with a me lica
ftipulaiion D ydın , Piniley 5. Time for
tent , Shake 111;6Wun ,
tentatis, Lat.) Trial
which any thirg lalls. Addijos. 6. 1 In ! av ]
TENT.ATION .
The time in which their bunals, or places of
templativo. B ; c24.
TENTATIVE. 6. [ terinsite, Fr.serto, Lat.)
judgment, are open to all that lif to complain
Trying ; eflaving
of wiong , or to letk their right by course of
jaw or action : the reſt of the year is called
TENTED . a ( ironi tent . ) Covered with tents .
vacation O ; theſe terms there are four in e
Sbakelp. Pode
TENTER. Š. (ten.de, fillins, Lat ) 1. A hook
very year, during which matters of justice sre
diljarched : one is called Hillary terns , which
on which things are firetched 2. To be on ole
TENTERS. To be on ihe stretch ; to be in
begins the twenty -third et January , critite
be Sunday , ihe next day following, and enu's
difficulties Hudbras.
To
twelich of February another is called
The
TO TENTER . v . a. (from the noun )
Lafer term, which begins righreen care
Nretch by books. Baon.
TO TENTER . van . To admit extenſion, bac
after Eater, and ends the Morda y next a ter
TINTH G ( teosa, Sax Finfalter the cinch .
Alcenfion -day , the third is Trinity leres, te
ordinal often . Bwyle.
ginning the F :iday next a ter Trinity Slotas,
TENTA . 1. ( ! rom the axijcetive } 1. The tenth .
and ending the Wednehlay fortni, he alteri
Dryden , lecie. 2. Tithe Philips . 3 Tentis the fourth is Mi brelmas term, beginning the
are chat yearly portion or tribute which ali
fixth of Noveniber , or, if that be Suncar , the
livings ecclefiaflical yield to the birg. Caveid
rext day after, and ending the twenty -eighb
TENTHLY. adv. if.om iratb . ) In the leath
of November. Hale.
piace .
TO TERM . v . a . ( from the noun .) To name ;
TUNTICINOUS. a . [teniigiris , L2+ ] Siff ; to call . Locke
ítre chod
TERMAGANCY L. ( from termakant.] Tar
TENTKORT. . A plant. Ain 2371h .
bulence ; tumuliuouincis Barker .
1
TENUIFOLIOUS.a ( tenuis and 1olizim , Lat.) TERMAGANT. a . ( Týn and magan, Sax i .
lavng chin leaves.
Tumulrucus ; turbulent Shake'n. 2. Quer
TENUITY | [ senuitas , Lat.) Thinneſs ; exi
reliome; lcdirgi turious, situstest.
ſmallneſs
minutepeis
lity ;
;
; not grosinets. TERMAGANT. I Afcold , alranliog tur
bulent woman . Hudibras, Tarler.
Ki Crorles, Bentley.
TENUOUS. a . (tenuis, Latin . ) Thin ; finall ; TERMER . ! [ liom term . One who travels up
minute . Brown .
bajon.
the term . B TENURE. / (tenure, Fr ] Tenure is the man TERMINABLE a troin termina :c.) Limila
bie ; that admits oi tounds .
ner whereby tenements are hulden of her
T.
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TO TERMINATE . u. a . [ termine, Lat. termi- | TERSE.a ( terfus , Lat.) 1 Smooth Brown
2 Cleay !y wriilen ; neat. Dryden, Swifi .
ner , Fr. ] 1. To bound ; lo limt. Locke . 2
CERTUAN A. tertiana, L1 .) Is an ague in
To pot an end to.
termining but one day, so that there are two
To TERMINATE v. 18. To be limited ; tr.
fes in Ihree rays, lavry.
end ; to have an end ; to attain it : e d . South ,
ro TERT! ITE . v.a. irtis, tertius, Latin .)
Dryden.
To do any thing the third time.
TERMINATION . [ from rerminate ] . The
act of limiting or abounding 2. Byund ; 1 : CESSE LLATT !), a . ( 1a, Lal ] Variega: ed
by fquares. Il sedward
mit Brown. 3. Erd ; concluſion. 4. End
words as varied by their ſignifications. Ilait. TEST. ). [ let, fr. 1.tia, Ital ] 1. The cupel by
which refits try their metals . 2. Trial ;
5. Wad ; term . Shalep.
examination : 25 , by the cupel. Shak.Clarend.
TERMINTALS. R. F*** *) ] A tumoar.
Wijem :)
3. Melnsoririal Binh
n / 9 . 4 Thai with
which adything is empared in order to prove
TERMLESS. a. ( from serm ] Unlimited
id nii pe 5 Dileriminative ; cha
it .
boundleſs. Raleig ?
racteristick . Dryades 6 ) Jemet; diftinc
TERMLY. adv ( from term . ) Term by term .
tion Drxuen. 7. It feins to 11..nity any vel.
Bacon
TERNYRY. U ternarius, ternii, Lat.) The
lel that lois fie. D , y fer .
TE'RNION . S number ihree. Hlder .
CESTATEL's. « ! ic10ccu's, Latin . ! 1. Con .
TERRACE.J. ( terrace, Fr. terraccia , Ita! | A
alry or felis; compolid of hells. ? Hav
ingegnevu ", no noted thathy ; oppoled 23
ſmall mountof earth covered with grais Temp
cruiłacer . It canword
Dryden .
TERRA QUEOUS
(terra and aqua, Lat )| CES LAMINT...iej? imgert, Fr. tormentiem ,
Compoſed of land and water . Wordirard.
Lat.) 1. A will , by writing diiecting the
TERRENE. a. ( terranus, Lat .) Earthly ; ter
diporal of the pituinga o ! a man dcrafeit.
relt : ial . Hooker, Mitos .
Hisler, Dryder 2. The name of cach of the
TERRE -BLUE . /. ( ierre and bleu , Fr.) A for:
Vilures of tit bly fcripture.
of earth . Woodward.
CESTA ME NTART, a . rciamentarius,Lat. )
TERRE -VERTE. f. [ French .) A ſort of earth .
Given by will contained in wills Alterbary.
TESTATE . a (te alus, L.; Having made a
Dryder
will . As ift .
TERREOUS. a ( terreus, Lat .) Earthly ; con
Gitting of earth Glanville, Brown.
TESTA TUR | [ relator, Latin ) One who
leaves a will. Bo.er, Ta; lor.
.
.
Earth
TERRESTRIAL . a .(tirreſtris, Lat.)
ly : not cele !tial . Spenſer, Dryden. 2. Con- TESTATRIX , / (Laun.] A woman who leaves
liſting of earth ; terrecus . Woodward.
a will
To TERRE'STRIFY.v.a terreftris and fa - J TESTED . a . (from 7:14. Tried by a ten . Shik.
cio, Latin .] To reduce to the ita e of earth TESTERI {telle, Freich , a head ] 1 A fixe
Brown
pence Locke, Pope 2. The civer of a bed .
TERRE'STRIOUS . O. (terrefiris, Lat.) Ter TISIICLE ) , pliculus, LiljStone. Brown,
reous ; caribly ; confitling ofearth . Brown
11 ofer!!!
TERRIBLE . Á ( terrible, Fren. from terribil's, TESTIFICATION [ {leificario, Lat, from
Lat. ) 1. Dreadful ; formidable ; cauſing lear . tefify.) The act of winneiling Hoer , South .
Milton, Prior . 2. Great, ſo as to oflend: 21 TESTIFICATOR J. (trum Bis fuir , La in . )
One who witnutie
colloquial hyperbole Carenilom, Tillerson.
TERRIBLENESS L. isras terrible ) Formida PESTTIER . J. Cirom tffy ] One who ief:
difi's.
bleneis ; the quality oi being terrible ; dreau
fulnes . Sidney
TO TESTIFY. v n . { tevifiior , Lat.) To wit.
TERRIBLY . ) from terrible ) i . ! readfully
Dets ; in piwe ; to give evidence. John, Mar.
formidably ; ſo as to raise tear. Dryden. 2 To TEST !! Y.v. « . To wiineis ; to give eri
de..ce ofany point . fcbn.
Vio'eraly ;; very much . Swif:.
TERRIER . | [ terrier , Fr. from terra, earthTISTILY, a.v. [ rom tély.) Fretfully ; pee
viinly ; moreely.
1. A dog that follows his gaine under greurd
Dryden . 2. A ſu :vey or register of lands TESTIMONIALI ! tefiimonia ', Fr. 7fimamia
lyf 3. A wiin'le , aurt or borer.417;W.
um , Lat. ] A writing produced by any one as
TERRIFICK a !tert frus, Lzij Draful
an evidence for himself Burnet, -4,4:12
TESTIMONY. J. relismenium , Lat.) 1. Evi
Culinzirour. N111! " , l'heups.
TO TERIFY V 4.terror and fac::, Latin
dence given ; pront. Sienjer, Dryden . 2. Pui) .
lick evidence. miilion . 3. Open aciellation ;
To frinh ; lo heck with fe :1 ; ionake a
Claulmire
,
South
proiellion lilin.
fraid , Knoils,
TERRITORY S. (12 !llvium , low 1,7in , To TESTIMONY. V a . To witnels. Skakelp.
Land ; country ; domia on ; dimrit. Hogwv TESTINESS, f. ( from iej ?y.) Morolenels. Lic
TESTU'DINATED . 6. tejtudo, Lat.) Rooled ;
Denbum .
TERROUR. | [terror , Lat terreur , Fren . ) ,
arche
Tear coinmunicated Milton . 2. l'ear receiv- TESTUDINEQU5, a . ( teftudo, Lat. ) Refem .
er Knolles . Blackmore. 3 The caufe of fear. bling the faell of a to toile.
TE'STY
Prior, Milton .
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forlu, Paleigh, reyden.
continuity Sidney, Cruilou , Spictl. 2. Seole
contained ; generic iure or drii Shokep ? EPEFATION. I terefacia, Lat . ) The ea
of warming is a final degree.
Locke. 3. A found muſick . Brown.
TENSE . a. [1em ;us, Latj Streiched ; diff TEPID a.lardus, Lat Lukewarm ; waim
not lax Holder
in a final degree Milton.
TENSE 1. (semre, Ir timius , Lat.) A varia TUPIDU Y ) [ from pd .). Lekewarmneſs.
tion of the virb : o figniy time, Cake.
TENSENESS. !. (from izri'e.] Contraction TETOR . L. !tor, Lat ] I ukewarmneſs ; gen
tle heat. A bizim .
tenfion ; the contrary to laxity .
TENSIBLE. a . (terijus, Lac ) Capable of being | TERATOLOGY. !. [7 falls and Mézm .) Born
bait .
extended Bacon
TENSILE. a. (orofilis, Lal ) Capable of exten PERCE . L. frierre, Fren . ) A veſſel contairing
fion . Bacom
forty - two gallons of wide ; the third part of a
buitos pipe.
TE'NSION. F.lienfon , Fier , tem'ys, Lat. ] The
act of Itruichingi pot laxali: n . the state oi TURIBINTHINATE . ? a . frerebinthixe, Fr
being tretched : not laxity . Blacémore.
CEREBINTHINE .
terebinthiri , Lar.)
TENSIVE. a ( tinin , Lael Giving a teníatior
Confitting o : curpentine ; mixed with lurpea
tine Flyer.
ofnitrois or conta on Fler .
TENSURE L. (terjus, Lat. The act offreech To TE'R BRATE. I' . a . trebro, Lat. ) To
ing , or ita• co : being stretched ; the contrary bore ; to perforate ; to pierce Brow ", Derb .
TEREBRATION , . (iron teribrale ) The
to laxation or laxity. Barn.
fol
act o: boring or piercing. Bac.n.
TENT . ). [ :ents. Ir teniorium , Lat.) 1 .
dier's moveable k doing place, coinmon'y madı TERGEM !NOUS.a. rergemizus, Lac.] Three
of canvas extensiteit on pules. Knelles 2
toldt.
Any ter pray habitation ; a parilin. MX TERGIVERSATION | [ tergum and verſe,
3 (Tenii, Fr ] A sol ! of line put into a lore
Lat ) 1. Shili ; fubterruge; euafiun Bramb .
Skakel Il'ileman, 4 & ipecies of wine deep
2. Change ; fichlencis ( arenilon .
ly rel, chiety from Gallicia in Spain.
TERM . 1. 167mmus, Lat.) 1. Limit ; bounda
ry. Daca 2. The word by which a thing is
TOTENT. v . . (irom the noun ; To lodge a:
expieiled. Bacon, Burnet, Swift. 3. Words ;
in a tent ; to tabernacie.
TO TENT. V. a . lo search as with a melica! language. Shakılp. M1809. 4. Condicion ;
ftipulation Dryden, Bourley 5. Time for
tent. Siak-fp. iftoman,
senialia, Lat.) Trial
TENTATIO.V .
which any shirg lalls. Aildison . 6.11n law )
The time in which their bunals, or places of
temptation. bicu
TENTATIVE . c . ( tenicalive, Fr. terto , Lac. )
judgment, are open to all that in to complain
of wiong , or to ſeek their right by course of
Trying ; eſlaying.
TENTED . a . ( on lent . ) Covered with certs . law or action ; the reſt of the year is called
vacation O ; theſe terms there are four in e
Sbakep . Hope
very year, during which matters of juſtice are
TENTER. Š. ( ter,do, tanta's , Lat ] 1. A hook
on which things are firesched 2 , T. be on the
dilmarched : on is called Hillary term , which
TENTERS. To be on the ilicich ; tu be in
begins the eventy -third et January, or if strat
difficulties Hudibras.
be Sunday, ihe next day following, and ends
the twelith ot February ; another is cailed
TO TENTER. v . 4. (from the noun ) To
Nretch by bocks. Bacon .
Lafler · term, which begins eighteen days
TO TENTER . Vn . To amit extenſion , bar,
after Eater, and ends the Monday next a ter
TINTH . a ( teopa , Sax ; Fiftalieribe ninth ,
Alccnfion -day ; the third is Trinity term , be
ordinal of ten . B.yle.
ginning the Friday next ater Trinity Sunday,
TENTH . /. ( from the adjective. } 1. The tenth .
and ending the Weinehtay fortnight aller ;
the fourth is Mi beemasserm , beginning the
Dryden , lecke. 2. Tiibe Phiips. 3. Yeritis
are that yearly portion or tribute which all fixth of Novenaber , or , it that be Sunday , the
rext day after, and ending the twenty - eighth
livings ecclefiaftical yield to the hing Comel
of November. Hule .
TENTHLY. adr . if.om truth .) In the tenth
place .
TO TERM . v. a . ( from the noun.) To name ;
TENTICINOUS. a. [ sentigiris , Lat ) Sift ; to call. Locke .
Itse ched
TERMAGANCY L. ( from termacant . ] Tur
bulence ; quinuliuouinci's Barker .
TENTWORT. . A plant. Ain with.
TENUIFOLIOUS.a { tenuis and lolum , Lat.) TERMAGANT. a ( tyn and magan, Sax ) i .
lis og thip leaves.
Tumuliuous ; turbulent Shake'p . 2. Quar .
reliome ; kolding ; furious, debuihmer.
TENUITY | Itenuitas , Lat.) Thinnefs; exi
lity ; (mallnefs ; minutepeis ; nut greiineis. TERMAGANT. |. A ſcold i alrawling tur
bulent woman . Hudibras, Tarler.
* Charles, Binsley .
TENLOUS. a . ( tenuis, Latia.] Thin ; finall ; TERMER. [ from term.j One who travels up
minute . Brown .
the term . Ben Jibujan.
TENURE. / [terxre, Fr ] Tenure is the man. TERMINABLE a.irom terminate.) Limica
ner whereby tenements are hulden of their
bie ; that ada.its oitounds.
T.
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TO TERMINATE . v . a. [ termirs, Lat. termi- | TERSE .. ( terfus, Lac. ) 1. Simooth Brown
ner , Fr. ] 1. To bound ; to limit . Locke. 2
2. Cleanly written ; neat . Dryden , Swifi.
TERTLAN [ iter ti ona , Lal.] Is an ague in
To put an end to .
TO TERMINATE v. 1. To be limited ; to
termitting but one day, to that there are two
fies in three says. Havry.
end , to have an end ; to attain it e d . Such,
fo TERTIITE. V. a. irtis, tertius, Latin .)
Dryden .
Todo any thing the third time.
TERMINATION.L. ( from terminate ) . The
ack of limiting or absunling. 2. Bound : 11 CESSE LLATI !). 4.117-la, Lat.] Variegated
mit Brown . 3. Erd ; concluſion. 4 End
hy ſquares. I sodward
words as varied by their ſignifications . Il ait TEST. [ tet, fr. 1.Hi, Ital ] 1. The cupel by
which reflets try their metals . : . Trial ;
5. Word ; term . Shakeſp .
examination : аs , by the cupel. Shak. Clarend .
TERMINTHUS. I TE 4503 3 ) A tumoar,
Wijemca
3. M :29 of trial Ben J.boslen. 4. That with
TERMLESS a. ( from term ] Unlimited ;
whiciady thing is compared in order to prove
boundleſs. Roleigh
its guiznits Pie 5 Difcriminative ; cha
racteristick . Deyden 6 ] gmet ; ditinc
TERMLY. adv ( from term.) Term by term .
B2001.
ciun Dryden . 7 It fems in 11. nily any vei.
TERNYRY . I ternarius, fernis, Lat.) The
Telcha: toks tie. Doylen .
TE'RNION . S number three. Hlder ,
CESTA TELLS .
!121accus, Latin. i . Con .
TERRACE . / (terrace, Fr. terraccia , Ital ) A
tilrg of Mella ; composed of bells. 2 Hlava
Imall mount of earth covered with grais. Temp
in c alinunu', Ruvinted ihelly ; opposed to
cruilaceres
con word .
Dryden.
TERRA QUEOUS a terra and aqua, Lat.) TESTIMONI. 1. 11ej??92ent, Fr. teftamentum ,
Lat. ) 1. A will , wlis writing diienting the
Compoſed o: land and water . Howard.
dispodal of the pillions o ' a man orkeaferi.
TERRENE. a . ( terranus , Lat . ) Earthly ; ter
reitijal . Hooker , Milton .
Hocker, Dryder 2. The name of each of the
TERRE-BLUE . | [terre and bleu, Fr. ) A for!
volumes of lit bly fccipiure.
of earth . Woodword.
CESTA ME NTARY. & telumentarius, Lat.)
TERRE-VERTE. L. [ French .) A ſort of earth .
Given by will . contained in wills Alcob.sry.
Dryden .
TÜSTATE . O ile, aius , L. Having made a
TERREOUS. a (terreus, Lat.) Earthly ; con
ſitting of earth . Glanville, Brown.
TESTATOR 1. Trejiator, Latin ) One who
leaves a will. Hoones, Ta ; lər.
TERRESTRIAL. a . ( tirreſiris, Lat.j .. Earth
Ty : not celestial . Spenſer , Dryden . 2. Con TE TITRIX . ) ( Latin .] A woman who leaves
2 will
liſting of earth ; terrecus. Woodward .
To TERRESTRIFY.va. terreftris and fa- TESTED . a . tiom 1:14. ] Tried by a dent. Shak.
cio, Latin .] To reduce to the ſta e of earth TESTERI: { telle, Fieich , a head ] 1 A ſix
Brown
p - nce Locke, Pure 2. ! he cives of a bed
TERRE'STRIOUS . a (terreivis, Lat.) Ter TES : ICLE j . Lieliculis, Lae Stone. Brown,
Il fent
reous ; caribly ; coofilling of earth . Brown
TERRIBLE . ſterrible , Fren from terribil's , TESTIFICATION | freificatio, Lat, from
Lac. ] 1. Dreadful ; formidable ; cauſing fear . tollify .) The act of wi'nelling Holer, south.
Miilton , Prier . 2. Great, ſo as to ottend : a TESTIFICATOR . J. Jirom differ, La in . )
One who witnik
colloquial hyperbole Clarendom, Tiilet;in .
TERKIBLENESS Liston terribiz ) Formida PESTIER. ) . [irom remify. ] One who icla
tifi's .
bleneſs ; the quality or being terrible ; dreau .
fulnes. Sidney
To TESTIFY. v 1. ( teltif er , Lat .) To wit.
TERRIBLY
from terrihle.) . " read'ally
Diens ; to posve ; to give evidence. John , Mi't.
formidably ; ſo as to raise rear. Dryden . 2 To TESTIFY.v.. To wiineis ; to give eri
Vio'ently ; very much . Swifi.
de ce of any point. fuba,
TERRIER. | [terrier, Fr. from terra, earth , TLSTILY ant. [ rom tefly ) Freifully ; pees
viihly ; inordiely
1. Adog that follows his gaine under greurd
Dryilen . 2. A fuvey or regiſter of land TESTIMONIAL I. refiimonia !, Fr. 1oftimonia
um , Lat. ) A writing, produced by any one üs
lyft 3. A winble , 243 = or borer.dizia
an evidence for himself Burnet, A ;1:12
TERRIFICK..!!proficus,Lrinjriadful
n , Philips.
caufin atirour.
TESTIMONY . /. teflimonium , Lat.) 1. Evi
TO TERITY v . terror and facin, Latin
dence given ; proof. Stenjer, Dryden . 2. Pui).
lick evideace. M :lcon . 3. Open atitllation ;
To fri . lt ; toth ck with fe : 1 ; to make a
fraid. Khoi's, South, Elaimire
prolellinn 1871:..
TERRITORY ļ . fte ritrum , lov latin ; TO TESTIMONY. V 2. To wines. Skakel ?
Land ; country ; dua on ; ditrict. Hay Tv | TESTINESS,1. from ier?y.) Mosolene's. Lic
TESTU'DINATED 4.testudo, Lat.) Rooled ;
Denbum .
TERROUR | [ terror, Lat tirreur, Fren )
arche
Fear communicated Milton. 2. l'ear receiv- TESTUDI'NEOUS, a. (lejiudo, Lat. ) Reſem .
ed . Kuller , Blackmore. 3 The cauſe of fear . bling the fell of a to toile.
TE'STY
Prior , Milton
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TESTY . a ( teftie, Fr. teſturdo, Ital .] Fretful
It is uſed often in a contrary or ironical ſeoſe
Milion , Dryden.
peeviſh ; apt to be angry . Locke, Tortler.
TETCHY . 6. Forward; peevith . Shakelp THANK . 7. Pancas, Sax . dancke, Dutch )
TETE A TETE. S. (French ) Cheek by jowl . THANKSS Acknowledgment paid for favour
Prior .
or kindneſs; expreffion of gratitude. Shakej .
TETHER . !. (See Tedder .] A ſtring by
Bacon , Milton .
which horſes are held from parturing too wide. THA'NKFUL. O. (Jancsul, Sax.) Full of gra
Shakelp . Swifi.
titude ; ready to acknowledge good received .
Bacon , Dryden.
To TETHER. v. a. (from the noun.) To
tie up
THA'NKFULLY . adv. ( from thankful) with
TETRAGONAL. a. ( Telpłyer @ .) Four cor
lively and grateful ſenſe or ready acknow
nered . Brown.
ledgment of good received . Shakej p. Payker.
TETRAPETALOUS. a. (Téssopes and aéta.THANKLESS. a. ( from bank]
Un
2.óv. ) Are ſach Aowers as consiſt of four leaves thankful ; ungriteful ; making oo acknow
round the ilyle . Miller.
ledgment. Spenſer, Pope. 2. Not deferr .
TETRARCH. F. [ retrarcha, Lat . ) A Roman
ing, or not likely, to gain thanks . Wettes,
governor of the fourth part of a province . Craſbaw .
THANKLESSNESS. S. ( from thorkleſs.) 10
Ben . fobrion.
TETRA'RCHATE. S. ( zelooogia .) A Ro
gratitude ; failure to acknowledge good re
ceived . Donne .
man government.
TETRARCHY,
TETRA'STICK . L. [Teipaçoxas.) An epigrain THANKOFFERING . S. (thank and offering.)
or ſtanza of four verſes. Pope.
Offering paid in acknowledgment of mercs .
TETRICAL . ? a. (tetricus, Lat.) Froward ; Waits .
THANKSGIVING. S. (obanks and give.) Ce
}
TE'TTER S. itetin, Sax.). A ſcab ; a ffurf; lebration of mercy . Huoker, Neb . Tilletjes,
THANKWORTHY. a (tbank and warity )
a ring worm . Shake'p. Dryden.
TEW : ( teeve, a hempen sope, Duich .). 1 .
Deſerving gratitude. Davies.
Materials for any thing . Skinner . 2. An iron THARM /. (Pearm , Sax dorm , Dutch , the
chain . donjworth.
( gut ) Inteſines twilled for leveral uſes.
To TEW . v.a. ( tepian, Sax.) To work .
THAT; pronoun. ( thaia, Gochick ; deg, Sar .
TEWEL I. tiyan or suyal.] In the back
dal, Durch . ) 1. Not this , but the other . Stad .
of the forge , against the fire place, is fixed a
2. Which ; relating to an antecedent thing.
Sbakelp. Cowley. 3. Who ; relating to an 20
Thick iron plale, and a taper pipein it above
five inches long , called a tewel, which comes
tecedent perſon. Tickell. 4. It ſometirzes
through the back of the forge. Moxon .
ſerves to ſave the repetition of a word or words
To TE WTAW . 7. a. To beat ; to break
foregoiog. Cowley. 5. Oppoſed to this, as the
Alloy timer
other to one. Cowley. 6 When this and Idas
TEXT . I. ( textus, Lat. ] 1. That on which a
relate to foregoing words , this is referred like
comment is written . Waller . 2. Sentence oi
hic or cecy to thelatter, and that like ilk or
cela to the former . 7. Such as. Tillotfor. 8 .
Scripture . South.
TEXTILE. a. [ textilis,' Lat.) Woven ; capa
That which ; what. Shakeſp. 9. Thething.
Numbers . 10. The thing which then was.
ble o: beng woven . Wilkins.
TEXTMAN. S. liext and man.. ) A man rea
Cowley. 11. By way of eminence. Cowley. 12 .
In THAT As being . Hooker.
dy in quotation of texts Sanderfon.
TE XTRINE. 6. ( tertrina, Lat. Relating to THAT , conjunélior, 1. Becauſe . Waller, Csel.
weaving . Derban
2. Not a conſequence. Locke. 3. Noting ia
TEXTUARY . a. ( from rexl.) 1. Contained in
dication . Bacon . 4. Noring a final end . Corol.
the text. Brown . 2. Serving as a text ; au. THATCH 1. (Pace , Sax . ftraw . Skinner ]
thoritative. Glanville.
Seraw laid upon the top of a houſe to keep out
TEXTUARIST. 11. ( textuaire, Fren . ) One
the weather . Swijt, Walls,
TEXTUARY. Ś ready in the text of fcrip- To THATCH . v.ö. 1Zaccian , Sixon. ) To co
ture ; a divine vell verſed in Scripture.
ver as with Itraw . Bacon , Dryden .
TEXTURE. I. ( textus , Latin ) 1. The act of THATCHER . 1. (from ibaich ) One whole
weaving Broton . 2. A web ; a thing woven .
trade is to cover huules with ſtraw . S2014:
Thonjim. 3 Manner of weaving with reſpect to THAW . v. n . 1o : pan , Sax . degen. Durco )
either 10 forin or matter. Milton, Pope. 4 .
1. To grow liquid acier congelation ; to melt
Diſposition of the parts of bodies. Milt. Newi. Dra ?, Milton, Boyle. 2. To remit the cold
wh ca had cauled froit .
THAN . Odv (@anne , Sax ) A particle placed
in comparilyn aiter the comparative adjective | To '? HAW.V.a. To melt whatwas congealed.
Shakejp. Granuiles
Ben. fobnjom . C :rgreve.
THANE . I. [ Jegn), Saxon ) An old tiile ofho- THAW . ] [from the verb .) Liquefaction of any
nour, perhaps equivalent to baron . Shakeſp.
thing congealed ; warmth ſuch as liquides
TO THANE , V. a . dancian, Saxon : dancen ,
congeation Sbakeld Wilkins, Drydes.
Duich .) .. To return acknowledgments for THE article. (de, Dutch] 1. The aricle 90
say favour or kindneſs. Shakeſp Dryden . 2 .
thing a particular thing. Shakeji. Cicley. 2 .
Beissa
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Before a vowel e is commonly cut off in verſe.; THEOMACHIST. S. He who fights againſt
the gods .
3. Sometimes he is cut off. Cowley.
THEA'TRAL. a. ( theatral, fr . theatralis , THE’OMACHY. |. (9o and peaxca .] The
fight againſt the gods by the giants.
Lat . ) Belonging to a theatre .
THEATRE. Y. ( theatre, Fr. theatrum, Latin ) THEORBO 1. [ tiorba, lialian .) A large lute
1. A place in which Mews are exhibited ; a
for playing a thorough bais, uled by the Ita
lians. Bailey
playhouſe. Shakeſp. Bacon , 2. A place riling
THEOREM Pleau.c ] A poſition laid dowa
by steps like a theatre . Milton , Dryden.
THEATRICK . 1 o . (theatrum , Lat . ) Sce
as an acknowledged truth . Hooker , Grauni .
THEATRICAL . ) nick ; fuiting a theatre ; THEOREMA TICAL . 6. (from Theorem. )
Compriſed in thee
pertaining to a theatre. Decay of Prety, Pipe. THEOREMATICK .
remis ; ܪconlifting ia
THEATRICALLY. adv ( from theatrical ] THEOREMICK .
theoreins Grow
In a manner ſuiting the ſtage . Swift.
THEORETICAL
THEL , the oblique lingular of thou . Cozvley.
( theoretique, Fren.
THEFT. . [ from thief ] 1. The act of liealing THEORETICK ,
suplexas.)
THEORICAL
(
theorique, Fr. from
2
.
Cowell. 2. The thing Polen. Exodus.
Sexpoz .) Specula
THEIR. S. (Jeona , of them , Sax . ) 1. Of them : THEORICK.
the pronoun puiſelive from they. Dryden. 2
live ; depending on theory or ſpeculation ;
Theirs is uled when any thing comes between
terin nating in theory or ipeculation. Shakeſp.
the PO leflive and lub'antive. Hooker, Raycomm.
Böyle, Burner.
RICK .
THÉO
[ from the adjective) A fpe
THEM , the oblique of they. Wilkins.
culatiit ; one who knows only fpeculation, not
THEME. . [ heme, Fr ceuz. 1. A ſubjecton
practice Shake :p.
which one fpeaks or writes. Stakep. Rufcomm.
2. A ſhort diſertation written by boys on any | THEORETICALLY. adv. (from theorick .]
topick . 3. The original word whence other's Speculatively; not practically,
THEORICALLY. odv. trom theorick . ) Spe .
are derived . Walls
çulatively ; not practically .
THEMSELVES. /. (See Tvey and SELF .) :
Thele very perſons Hoker . 2. The oblique THEORIST. I from théory] A ſpeculatiſt ;
one given to teculation. Audifon
cile of obey and letres Locke
THEN adū. (stan, Gorbick ; Jan , Sax dan , THEORY. Į ( theorie, Fr Sexpia.] Specula
Dutch ] 1. At that time. Clarendon 2 .
cion ; not practice ; ſcheme : plan or system
Afterwards ; immediately afterwards ; foon
yet fubtitting only in the mind. Hooker, Bacon,
South
.
afterwards Bacon . 3. In that caie ; in con
ſequence. Dryden. 4. Therefore ; for this THERAPEUTICK.C . [9:27 .Tonds.)Curative ;
leaching or endeavouring ine care of diſeales.
reiton. Meron . 5. At another tiine : 16 no'm
Waits .
and iben , at one tine and o her. Milion . 6
That time Milton .
THIRE . adv. tbar , Go : hick ; der , Sax darr ,
Durch ) 1. In that place . Pope. 2. It is
THENCE. adv. 1. From that place. Miltas . 2
oppoled to here. Locke, Milton. 3. An ex
From thai time . Ifaiab. 3. For that realon
Milton
clamation directing fomething at a diliaace.
THENCEFORTH. adv. ( thence and foreb ) D.yden .
THEREABOUT. Z adv. (there and about ;
From thai time spenter, Millon.
THENCEFORWARD. adv . [tbence and for- THEREA BOCTS.S thereabeuts is therefore
ward.) On from that time.
lels proper.) 1. Near that place. Sbakep. 2 .
THE OCRACY. /. Lobecoratie, Fren . Seo and Nearly ; dear that number, quantity , or itate.
apaliw .) Government immediately fuperin.
Davies, Suckling, Niwtir . 3. Concerning
that matter. Luke.
tended by God. Burnet.
THEOCRATICAL. 6. ( theocratique, Fr. from THEREAFTER. adv.:bere and after .) Ac
theocracy) Relating to a government admini cording to that ; acco dingly. Peacham
THEREA'T. 0. ( thereand al) 1. At that ; on
Itred by God. Burner
THEODOLITE. F. A mathematical inſtru. that account. Hooker. 2. At that place. Matt.
THEREBY. adv . there and by. By that ; by
ment for taking heights and diſtances .
THEOGONY. /. [ Sec7oréz. ] The generation of means of that. Herbert
the gods.
THE REFORE ado. (there and for ) 1. Fox
that ; for this ; for this reator ; in conte quenct .
THEOLOʻGIAN. F. theologus, Lac . ] A divine ;
Lucas , Wet , 2. In return for this ; in recom
a profeſſor of divinily . Milton.
THEOLO'GICAL.a . [tbeologra , Lac . ] Relating penle for this or for that . Mati hea ,
THEREFROM adv. Cohere and from From
to the ſcence of divinity. Sw.ft.
THEOLOGICALLY. adv . (from theol.gical )
that ; from this full
THEREI N. adv . there and in . ) In that ; im
According to the principles of theology.
THEOLOGIST.31. Libeolegus, Lal } A divine ; this B.:c07 .
THEOLOGUE . S one studious in the fictice THEREINTO . alv.there and intoj into that ;
into this, Luke, Bacon .
of divinity. Bacon , Dryden.
THEOLOGY. 1. theoagie, Fren, Simozic .) TEREOF. adv there and of į Of that ; of
shis. Hacker , S14.
Divinity. Hayward, T1cjon.
THEREO'N .
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THEREON . adv. (there and on . ) On that .
Clofely. Dryden , Norris. 3. To a great depth
Mark, Woodward.
Addison. 4. Turck and threefold. In quick
THEREO'UT. adv. ( there and our) Out of
ſucceflion ; in great numbers . L'Efirange.
that . Ssener.
TO THICKEN . v . a . ( ' rom thick ) i . To
make thick . 2 To make cloſe ; to fill up
2 adv . (there and to, or unto. )
THERETO)
interftices . Woodword. 3. To condenſe ; to
THEREU TO '. ) To that. Hooker, Tillotſon .
THERCUPON . adv. ( there and upon ] i Upon
concrete. Arbuutbuot, 4. To Riength.ni to
that ; in conlequence of that H, ker. Shakespe Confirm Shake'p. 5. To make frequent 6 .
To make clole or numerous.
Davies, lice, Swifi 2. Iinmediately.
THEREU'NDER . adv. Cibere and under .] Un- TO THICKEN . v . n . 1. To grow thick . 2. To
der that. Raleigh
grow denſe or muddy. Shakeſp. 3. To cen.
THEREWITH . adfthere and with ] 1.Wih
crete , to be con olidated. Prier 4. To prow
ely
that Boker, Davies. 2 lamediat .
cloſe or numerous. Tatler. 5. To grow quick.
TILREW ! TIL ału . [ there and willal ]|
1. Over and abive . Daniel. 2. At the same THICKET.S. (81c- etu , Saxon) Acl fe knotor
luft of trees ; a cloſe woodt. Ch.7 * 3%, Raleigh.
time. Stukelp. 3 With that. Sjerler.
THERLACAL . a . nosimiz ; Mcvicinal; phy. THICKLY adv. From thick .) Deeply ; lo a
fical Bart.
great quantity. Boyle
TUIERMOMETTR . f. ither ga -metre , Fren . THICKNESS. L. from thick ) 1. The face of
Dajeeds and us ? > ] An initiu nint for nez
being thick ; dentity. 2. Quanuity of matter
furing the he.de of the aii , or oi any maller .
interpord; ſpace taken up by matter inter
Brown
poied . Foyle. 3 Quantity Suid on quaeti'y
THERMOMETRICAL alom thermometer )
to ſome cumide abie depth Bacon 1 Cor
fiitence , probinets ; not ratenel's ſpiffitude.
Relsuir.g to the un'a'uie ot hear . Cheyne
THERMOSCOPE / Folc, 935/cape, Fr. Sesud ;
Bacon 5. Impervivutuels ; clofenels . Addijs.
and cu:Ti2 .) An instrument by which the de
6. Want of ibarpnets ; want of quickneſs.
Holder .
grees of heat are diloverei Arbuihnor.
THESE, pronour , the plural of this, 1. Oppoſed THICK SCULLFD & Dull; ſtupid. Prydes.
to tafé. Dryden. 2. I beſe relatis to the per- THICKSET. a. (thick and J27.j Cluse planted .
Ons or things iait mentioned ; and thoje to the
Dryden , Grew
firit. Woodward.
[ thick and fair ) A ccarfe
THI CKSKIN
THESIS. . thele, Frenér:) A pofitionis, gribman. Shukelp
ſomething laid down affirnatively or dega .
Ef 1. Deli, Saxon : dief, Dutch ) 1. Oce
tivaly. Prior.
whoiakes wha: telongs to another Stake p .
THESMOTIETE. .
: 40 ? T ; ] A law
john. 2. An excreſcence in the inuif et a
candle May
giver

and cares
seppia] The power of doing THE CATCHLR ZS 'hef
URGY. L.
THE
ilief and lead.)
f
fupernan
nial things by law.ul means, a. by THIEF LEADER
THILF TAKER
prayer to God
ipher and take
One whole buſineſs is to deteat thieves. L`EXT,
TIEW . Į (ve.p. Saxon ] 1 Quality ; manner.
Bramlon,
Spenler. 2. In Shake peare it ieems to fignify
brawn , or bulk
TO THIEVE . V. n . (from thief ] To tteal; to
THE WED . a. (from thew .) Educated ; habi .
pract te sheft
lulet. Spanjer
THIEVIRY. [. [from thieve ) . The pradice
THEY. ). In the cblique cafe then, the plural
of Healing Spenjer, South. 2. That which is
nolen . Shakesp:
of be orie, di, Saxon ) 1. The men , dhe
women ; the pe tons. Shakeſp . Ben . Johnson. THLEVISH
from shief ) . Given to ſteal
2. Those men ; those women ; oppoieu 10
ing : practiſing theit. Shakeſp. 2. Secret, uş.
Come others Prior .
Shakeje
THICK . G. (3 cce, Sax dick , Dutch. ) 1. Not THEVISHLY adv [from.thiezib ! Like a thief.
thin. 2. Denſe ; rot rare ; grots ; crafs. Ralli . THIEVISHNESS./ (from thicuib .) Dispotriva
Arthrot. 3. Not clear ; not transparent ;
to leal , habit o : fit aling.
muddy ; .culeni. Temple. 4.Great in circum- THIGH /. : Jeon, Saxon : die, Durch ) The
Terence ; not lender. Deuteron . 5. Frequent ;
trige includes all between the buttock 21
in quick fucceffion ; wiih little intermittico
the knee. The thigh bone is the longest oium
Knolles, 11'c11in , Sp.Iman, R jusam . 0. Close;
the bones in the body . 92:66) , Gis.
not divided by niuchinace, crouded . Dryden, THILK. pioncun . (dile , Saxun. ] That lare
Obletc. Spirier.
Al !! .. 7 Neally pervious ; lit with
chin clote to each other. Dryden.8. Counte , THILL. į joilie, Saxon ) The List is the
nthon B not 9 Without proper intervals
wiggon Mortimer.
ni aiciulain. Snelp.
THILL HORSE . [oli !?andtarts Tic
TACK , srinthe adje & ive ) . Thethick . TULLER .
S horte , le holicibebas
pare op 13e whon ay thing is dushet .
licewaen the ſhafis 7 : 11: r , Suk: 'A.
Ástes, 2. Titiek anéiiin
indbeturio in TUI MISLE . ]. from thumb 62 ? ) A meralcores
Ilu'nu .
by which women licure their ingen"
"I liin .ceni. Biedrogir ,
bocele . Siak ";p . Cieyne.
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drink . Dendam , Arbutnot. 2. Ezgerneſs ;
THIME. S.lihimus , Lat.thym , Fren . ) A fra
vetement de fire. Fairfax. 3. Draught .
grant hero from which the bees are ſupposed
Milion
to draw honey. Spenſer .
THIN . a. Iðin , Saxoni dunw, Dutch ) 1.Not To THIRST. v. nfeel
. ! Hypstan,
Sax . ;destolien
be,
wart of drink
Durch . ) 1. To
thick Exodus, 2. Rare, not denf :. Wijdem ,
have
To
Miilcom
2.
Exodus,
.
echirft.
thirsty
or
Baon. 3. Noe clofe ; ſeparate by large ſpaces.
Rojiemmin 4. Nut chfel, compa &. cr accu .
a veliennent desire for any thing Pia'ms
lion . 5. Exile ; mail. Dryden . TO THIRST. V a . To want to drink. Prizr.
mulated
6. Not coarie ; not grofs in lubhance 7. Not THIRSTINESS L. ( trom third. ) The fate of
being thirſty. Worten,
abounding. Eacon. 8. Not fat , nut bulky ;
THIRSTY . a . Dunstig, Sax ] 1. Suffering
lean : Oim ; fhender . L'Ellrange
want of drink ; pained for want of drink.
THIN . adw. Not thickly. Milon .
T. THIN . v a . Ifrom the adjective. 1 i. To Shakeſp. fudges , R swe. 2 Puffelled with any
vehemeri delire : as, blood thirtly.
make thin or rare ; net to thicken . Arbuthnos .
2. To moke lets clef or pumerous. Dryden. THIRTE'EN a . (Oncotine, Sax ] Ten and
thirce. Bacon
3 To attenuate Blackmore
THINLY. odv. ( from thin . ) Not thickly ; not THIRTEENTH .
[ from thirteen ; tre
otecda, Saxon ) The third after the centh .
clolely Brown
Graun
!.
Sax
Jin
,
;
Gothick
[
ibein,
.
pronun
THINE.
dijn, Duch ) Belonging or relating to thee . THIRTIETH a from shiity : Gritte zuta,
Sax . ] I he tenth thrice told . Hale .
Shakejp.
THING . L. (Ding , Saxon ; ding, Dutch . ) 1. THIRTY . a . lirittig , Saxon ] Thrice ten.
Whatever is i not a perſon. Shakeſp. 2. liis
Shakeſp.
uſed in contempt. Swife. 3. It is uted of THIS pronoun fis, Sax ) 1. That which is
perſons in contempt, or sometimes with pily .
prefent ; what is now mentioned. Sbakelp. 2.
Shakejp Congreve. 4. It is uſed by Shane
The next future . Genefis. 3. This is used tas
Ipear once in a lenfe of honour .
this time. Dryden. 4. The laſt pat. Dryden.
5. It is often oppoſed to that. Popie. 6 When
TO THINK v . . preter. thoughe . ( Pencean ,
Sax . dencken , Dutch .) 1. To have ideas ; to
ibis and that relpect a former lenience , ibisria
compare terms or things; to realon ; to cogi
lates to the latter , rhai to the former member .
Hocker . 7. Sometimes it is opposed to ile
late . Locke, Dryden 2. To judge ; to con
o: ber. Dryden.
clude; to determine. Daniel . 3. To intend.
, Sax . dieſtel, Duich ;
Shakelp. 4. To imagine; to farcy. Burnet. THISTLE ., L. ( distel
5. To muſe ; to meditate . Dryden . 6. TO carduus , Lat. ) A prickly weed growing in
recollect ; to obesve Shakeſp. 7. To judge ; corn fields. Miller , Shakeſp.
to conclude . Swift 8. To confider ; lo doubt THISTLE, golden. . A plant Miller.
THISTLY. a. (from thujite.) Overgrown with
Bentley.
thistles. Thom on.
T. THINK. v . 0. 1. To imagine ; to image in
the mind ; to conceive. Shakejp .2. To be THI'THER. adv . (Pither, Sax . ) 1. To that
lieve ; 10 eſteem . Sidney 3 TO THINK
place : it is oppoſed to hither. Denham. 2. To
much. To grudge. Muillon, Tillclien. 4 To that end ; to that point.
THI’THERTO . adv. (thirber and 10.) To that
THINK (corn To didain Ejiher.
THINKER 1. ( from think .] One who thinks end ; fo lar.
THI'THERWARD. adv. ( thirher and ward. ]
in a certain manner. Locke.
Towards that place . Milton.
THINKING / ( from think ] Imagination ;
THO , odv. Joone, Saxon ) ! . Then. Spenfor.
cogitation ; judgment. Shakeſp. Add.sen
2 Tho' contracted for though .
THINLY. adv. trom this ) i Noi thickly.
To THOLE . 0.1 . To wait a while. Airfrost.
2. Not closey ; not numerouſly Dryden
THINNESS ✓ from thin . ] 1 The contrary THONŮ . ! (opang, Grong, Sax ) A sirap or
Irig of leather. Addison, Dryden.
to chickneſs ; exiliiy ; tenuity Donne, Newi.
2. Paucity ; ſcarcity. Dryden. 3 Rareneis ;, THORACICK . 2 , (from therax. ] Belonging
to the breaſt Arbuthnot.
not lpitfiude South
THIRD) 0 .; tra8a, Saxon.) The firt after the THORAL. a Ifrom iborus, Lat .] Relating to
1
fecond . Shakesp.
the bed . Ayliffe.
THIRD 1 from the adjective ) 1. The third THORN . !. Lihaurrs, Gothick .) 1. A prickly
tree of leveral kinds . Genefis . 2. A prickle
part. Addifon. 2. The fixtieth part of a le
cond Haider
growing on the thorn buſh . Milton. 3. Any
THIRDBOROUGH. S. ( third and borough . )
thing troubleſome, Swashers ,
THORNAPPLE. /. A plant. Mortimer.
An under - coollable ,
THIRDLY. div . ( from third ] In the third THORNBACK . / A fea-fth. Arburknet.
place. Bacon
THORNBUT. . A ſort oflea-6th bin /worth.
TO THIRL . V.a (õplian, Saxon . To pierce ; THOʻRNY. 6 . ( trom shorn ] 1. Full of thorns ;
to pertonate Ain'wirth .
ſpiny ; rough ; prickly. Randelih, Dryden. 2 .
Pricking ; vexatious. Shalejp. 3. D fficull ;
THIRST./. 108ýnst , Saxon ; dor ), Dutch ) 1 .
The pain fuiicred for want of drink ; want of jerplexing. Spender.
THOROUGH .
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THOʻROUGH . prepof. [the word through ex 'I HOʻLGHTLESSLY . Gdy. [ from thought.)
tended into two tyllables.] 1. By way of
Without thoughe , carelesly i ftupidly.Gartb.
making paiſage or penetration. 2. By incans THOUGHTLESSNESS. / ( from :/ owgboleſs.)
Want of thought ; al ence of thought.
of. Skakelp .
THOROUGH. a. 1. Complete ; full : perfect. THOUGH i SICK . a. ( kugl: and ſick .) Un
caly with reflection, Shakesp.
Sponſer, Clarendon. 2. Paiting through . Bacon
THOROUGHFARE. } liborough and fare, THOUSAND 2. orl fusend, Saxon ; dug
A pairage through ; a paſtage without any llop jeud , Dutch ) 1. The number of len huge
dred. 2. Proverbially , a great number ,
or let. Shakel
Senler
THOROUGHLY . adv. ( from therough . ] Com
THOUSANDTH . a . ( from th : 23rd. ) The
pletely ; ſully . Shakelp . Dryden .
THOROUGHSPED . a. [ thorough and ſpel?
hendredth ten times told ; the ordinal of a
thouſand Dryden , Swis.
Finished in principles ; thoroughpaced Seif :.
THOROUGHPACED . a. ( thorough and face.) THOWL 1. A piece of tinibor by which
Perfect in what is undertaken ; complete
02rs are kept in their places when a rowing.
A n wurth.
Sævif!.
THO'ROUGHSTITCH . adv. (iborcugla and THRALL . I. Inel, Saxon ) 1. Allave : one
who is in the power of another. Shakeip . Das .
Nisch .] Completely ; fully . L'Ejtrange,
M : 1107 . 2. Bondage; state of lavery or coa
THORP . /. From the Saxon dopp, iigoifies a
finement . Hudibras.
village . Gibson .
THOSE. pron. The plural of that. Shakejp.To THRILL. va To entlave ; to bring into
the power of another. Shakelp . Dinne.
Denham.
THOU . S. ( Pu , Saxon ; du . Duich ; in the THRALDOM . I. (tron thrall ] Slavery ; fer
oblique caſes fingular thee, de, Saxon ; in the vilude Sidney, Sandlys.
plural ye, ge, Saxon ; in the oblique cales THRA PPLE. . The windpipe of any animal .
plural yeu , eap, Saxon . ) 1. The second pro To THRASH.8.0 (Wanscan, Saxon ; der jober ,
Dutch . ] 1. To beat corn to free it from the
poun perional. Shakeſp . 2. It is uſed only in
very familiar or very folemn language .
chaft Shakeſp. Ray. 2. To beat ; to drub .
TO THOU v.a. ( from the noun . ) To treat Shakelp
To
THRASH . v. x . To labour ; to drudge.
with familiarity. Shakeſp.
THOUGH. cinjunction ideah , Saxon. thauh, Dryden .
Gothick .) 1. Notwith /tanding that ; although THRASHER. F. ( from obraſb. ) One who
thraſhes corn Locke.
Waller, Walts. 2. As THOUGH . As if ;
like as if Geneſis. 3. It is uſed in the end of THRASHINGFLOOR S. An area on which
a ſentence in familiar language : however ; corn is beaten. Dryden .
THRASONICAL. a. (from Tbraſe, a boafter
yet. Dryder.
THOUGHT, the preterite and part. pall of in old comedy.) Boaittul ; bragging . Shakeſp.
THRAVE . P. ( Graf, Saxon. ) 1. A herdis
Think. Addifon.
'THOUGHT. F. ( from the preterite of to think.) drove. Out of ule . 2. The nursber of two
1. The operation of the mind ; the act of dozen
thinking. 2. Idea ; image formed. Milton. THREAD. ſ. (Præd, Sax . draed , Dutch . ) 1 .
3. Sentiment; fancy ; imagery. Dryden. 4.
A final! line ; a Imall twitt . Boyle, Souib. 2.
Reflection ; particular conſideration . Shakelp . Any thing continued in a courte ; uniform
5. Conception ; preconceived notion. Milton . tenour. Burnel, Arbutbret.
6. Opinion ; judgment : Job, Dryden, Pope. 7. THREADBARE. a . ( thread and bare.] 1. De
Meditation ; ſerious conlideration. Roſcommon . prived of the nap ; worn to the naked threade.
8. Delign ; purpoſe. Jeremiah. 9. Silent Spenſer, Shakejp. 2. Worn out ; trite. Sæift,
contemplation. Sbakelp. 10. Sollicitude ; Child .
care ; concern . Milton . 11. Expectation. To THREAD . v. a. ( from the noun.] 1. To
Shakeſp. 12. A finall degree ; a linall quan
pals through with a thread . Sharp. 2. T.
tily . Swifi.
pais through ; lo pierce through. Shakeſp .
THOUGHTFUL.a (thoughtand full.] 1. Con- THREADEN . . ( from ihread. ) Made of
templative ; full of reflection ; full of medica.
thread . Shakeſp.
cion. Dryden. 2. Altentive ; careful. Philips. To THREAP. v.a. A country word denoting
g
on
3. Promotin medicati ; favourable to mu
to argue much or contend. Ainſwortb .
THREAT. ſ. ifrom the verb .) Menace ; de
ling. Pope, 4. Anxious ; follicitous . Prior .
THOUGHTFULLY. adv. ( from thoughtful.] nuociation of ill .
With thought or conſideration ; with follici- To THREAT .
3 v. c. ( Sneatian, Sax.) i .
T: THREATEN. }
tude.
THOUGHTFULNESS. S. [ from thewghtful.) evil . Milton , 2. Tomenace ; to territy , ar
attempt to terrify, Milton , Pope . 3. To mecice
1. Decp meditation. 2. Anxiety ; follici
by action. Dryden.
tude.
THOUGHTLESS. a ( from ilougie .] 1. Airy ; THREATENER . S.( from threaten ) Menacer ;
$ ay i diſlipated. 2. Negligcut; carelels Rogers. one that threateas. Shakeſp Milton.
THRE'A
3. Stupid ; dull . Dryden.

$
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THREATENINGLY. adv. Pfrom threaten.)
road of any place. Thom for . 3. To cut the
THROAT. To murder ; okili by violence.
With menace ; in a threatening manner .
L'Ellrange .
Shakep.
THRE'ATFI'L a. ( threat and full.] Fuil of THRO ATPIPE . § (throat and pipe. ] The
wealon ; the windpipe .
threats ; minac ous. Spenſer.
THREE
. a . ( Grie, Saxon ; dry, Dutch .) 1. THRO'ATWORT. T. ( throat and wirt . ) A
plant.
Two and one . Creich, Pope. 2. Proverbially
a ſmall number. Shale ' .
To THROB. o *. 1 To heave ; to beat ; to
THRE EFOLD. a. (One feals, Sax. ) Thrice
rile as the breast. Addiſon , Smith . 2. To bea!;
repeated : conſiſting of three Raleigh, Pepe
to pa'pitale.Wifeman.
THREEPENCE. Š. ( three and peace.) A THROB. Š. ( from the verb.) Heave ; beat
ſmall Glver coin valued at thiice a peony.
ſtroke of palpitation . Addiſon.
Wiſeman .
THROE. S. [from Gripian, to l'uffer, Sax.jr.
THRE EPENNY... ( triibolaris, Lat.) Vulgar ;
The pain of travail ; the anguiſh of brieging
mean .
children. Milson , Dryden , Rogers. 2. Any
THREEPILE . f. ( three and pile. ] An old name
extreme agony ; the final and mortal ſtruggle.
for goodvelvet . Stakejp.
Spenſer, Sbakelp .
THREEPILED . a Set with a thick pile ; in To THROE v.a. (from the noun ) To pue in
agonies. Sbakelp.
another place it ſeems to mean piled one on
another. Shake p.
THRONE. I. ( tkranus, Lat. I poro . ) 1. A royal
THREESCOʻRE a. [ tbree and ſcore ) Thrice
fent; the ſeat of a king Milton , Dryden. 2 .
The ſeat of a biſhop Ayliffe.
twenty ; ſixcy . Shakeſp. Brown, Dryden.
THRENODY.S. [ Sprradia .) A long of lame - TO THR'ONE.v . a . ( from the noun .) To eno
tation .
throne ; to jet on a royal ſeat. Shake p. Milton ,
THRESHER S. properly thraſher
Pope,
THRESHOLD . ). In sopad, Sax .) The THRONG . [ . Orang, Sax . ) A croud ; a mula
titude preſling againit each other. Crafoow ,
ground or lep under the door ; entrance ;
Walier.
gate ; door. Shakeſp. Brown, Dryden.
To THRONG. V. n . ( from the noun .] To
THREW , preterite of throw. Pope.
croud ; to come in tumultuous multitudes .
THRICE . adv. ( from three ) 1. Three times .
Sbakelp. Tatler .
Spenſer. 2. A word of amplifications. Shakejp .
Dryden.
To THRONG . v. 0. To oppreſs or incomis
mode with crouds or tumults. Shakeſp . Like,
To THRID. v. a. (this is corrupted from
Milton
thread. ) To Ride through a narrow paſſage.
Pope
THRO'STLE. ſ. (Prostle, Sax .) The thruih ;
THRIFT. S. [ from thrive .) 1. Proht ; gain ;
a linall Ginging bird. Shakejp . Walton .
riches gotten. Sidney, Shakeſp: ? . Parfimony; THROTTLE . . [from throat. ) The windpipe.
Brown .
frugality ; gomd huſbandry. Raleigh, Dryden.
3. A plant.Miller.
TO THRO'TTLE . 7. a. [ from the noun . ] To
THRIFTILY adu (from thrifty .) Frugally :
choak ; to ſuffocate ; to kill by Atopping the
parlimoniouſly. Swift.
breath . Dyden , Swift.
THRIFT'NESS . l. ( from chrifty.) Frugality , IERO ' E , the proterile ofthrive. Locke.
THROUGH. prep . Ibuph, Saxon : doer,Durch .)
huſbandry . Spenjer, Wetton .
! From end to end ot. Dryden. 2 Noring
THRIFTLESS. a . ( from thrift.) Profuſe ; ex
paſTage Drylen, Newion 3 Bitransmiſion.
travagant. Spenſer.
Pemile, Che;ne. 4. By means of Ecoif.
THRIFTY.a. [from thrift.) 1. Frugal :
ſparing ; not profuſe . Shakejp. Swife. 2. Well
W birgifre, Prior.
huſbanded. Shakeſp.
THROUGH ado 1. Fiom one end or hide to
To THRILL. v. a . Pýnlian , Sax.) To pierce :
the other Bocin, Oldham . 2. To the end of
any thing Suurb .
to bore . to penetrace . Sjenjer, it : itin.
To THRILL V. n . 1. To have the quality of THRO UGHBRED. a . ( through and bred. ]
Completely educated ; completely caught .
piercing. Stenler. 2. To pierce or w.und the
Grow
ear with a harp found. Spefir. . To feel a
ſharp cingling enſation. Shike . 4. To pats THROUGHLIGHTED . a . ( obrough ani
with a tingling lenſation. Sokejp . Aldison.
lighi . ) Lighted on both ades. Wotton,
TO THRIVE
pret . throve, thrized, THRO) 'GHLY ad v [ from through ]
Comp etely : tally , entirely ; wholly , sperifer .
part. thriven To prober ; 10 grow rich ;
to advanca in any thing desired. Sidney,
Tillifon 2 . Without reſerve , fincerely .
Waits .
Th1.01 / 01
THRIVER.S (from thrive. One that propers ; THROUGHOʻUT. frep. (through and out. ]
one that grows rich Hayward
Quire through , in every part of. Hooker.
THRIVINGLY. adu . ( trom shriving ) In a
Bacon, Ben Johnson .
proſperous way
THROUGHOUT ado, Everywhere ; in
THROAT . 1. Grote, Saxon. ] 1. The fore.
every pait. Dryden.
THROUCH .
5 G
part of tbe neck . Skakelp . 2. The main
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THROUCHPA'CED . a. ( through and pace.
5. To impel ; to urge. Skakelp. 6. To ob
Perfect , complete. More.
trude ; to intrude. Shakesp. Locke.
To THROW . freter. threw, part . paffive To THRUST 7.4 . 1. To make a hoſtile prík.
thrown valosipan Sax ) 1. To iling::
2. To ſqueeze in ; to put himseli into any
calt ; to lend to a distant place by any projectile place by violence . Dryden. 3. To intrude
force. Knolles. 2. Todols; to put with any
Rowe. 4. Toputh !orward ; to come violen: ly ;
violence or cumult Addijon, Berkley. 3. To 10 throrg Chapman, Knelles .
lay caseleſly, or in haile. Clarendin . 41 TO THRUST | (from the verb ) 1. Hottile attack
with any pointed weapon. Sidney, Dryder, 2,
venture at dice, Shakeſp 5. To cait ; to lirip
off, Shake'p. 6. To emit in any manner. Alfault ; attack More.
Addison, n'atis . 7. To ſpread in habe. Pope. THRUSTER ! [ from thruff.] He that thrufts.
8. To overturn in wreliling South. 9. To Gay.
drive; to ſend by force. Dryden, Abbilan. TOTHRYFA'LLOW . v . a . [ brice and fat
10. To make to act at a dinance. Skakejp . kw .) To give the third plowing in ſumme.
Tuller.
11. To repole Taylor . 12. To change by
any kind of violence. Addiſon. 13. To turn THUMB./ (Juma, Sax . ) The ſhort ftrace
finger antwering to the other four . Drybes,
14. To Throw away To loſe : to ſpend in
Brome.
vain Olway, Denham. 15. To reject. Taylor
16. T. Throw by. To reject ; to lay a de THUMB -BAND.S. (tbumb and band. ) A t*
!
as of no ule. Ben. Jshrjon, Lecke. 17.71 ] of any materials made thick as a man's thumb
Mortimer .
THROW down. To tbvert ; to overturn
Addison. 18 To Throw of To expe! To THUMB. v 7. To handle aukardly .
debüchnot. 19. To reject , to renounce THUMB3TAL
rhumb and jiall.) A thimble.
Dryden , Sarati. 20. 7. THROW out . To THUMP . /. [thumbs, Italian | A hard, beavy,
exert; to bring forth into act. Spenjer. Alle
dead , dull, blow with ſonething blunt. Hadb.
21. To distance ; to leave behind Adde on
Dryden , Tailer.
22. To eject ; to expel. Swift. 23. To reject To THUMP. v . a. To beat with dull beary
blows , StatelA .
to exclude Swifi . 24. To Throw up. To
reſign angrily Coilier. 25 : To emit ; to eject . To THUMP. v . n. To fall or ſtrike wish a dall
to bring up. Arbuthnot .
heavy blow . Hudibras, Swift.
TO THROW . v . n. 1. To perform the ad THUMPER. ſ. (from ibump .] The perſon or
thing that thumps.
of calling. 2. To cal dice . 3. To Throw
about. To cait about ; to try expedients. THUNDER.S (Sunder , Junor Saxon , dender,
Sperler.
Durch . ) 1. Thander is a moft bright flame sie
THROW . S ( from the verb.] 1. A calt ; the ſing on a ſudden, moving with great violence,
and with a very rapid velocity through the si,
act of calting or throwing. Addiſon. 2. A call
of Jice ; the manner in which the dice fall according to any determination, and commonly
ending with a loud noile or rattling. Stck .
when they are cait. Shakeſp. South, Beriley
Milion. 2. In popular and poetick language
3. The ſpace to which any thing is thrown
ikunder is commonly the noile, and lighting
Shakelp. Addison. 4. Stroke; blow. Spenſer
5. Effort; violent fally. Addison. 6. The the flash ; though kunder is sometimes cadea
for both. Shakeſp . Milton. 3. Any loud co je
agony of childbirth : in this fenle it is wriuen
three. South, Dryden .
or tumultuous violence . Spenſer , Rowe,
THROWER . 1. ( from throw .) One that To THUNDER . V. n. (from the noun.) To
throws Shakesp .
make thundir. Shakeſp . Sidary , Pope.
THRUM . S. [ ibraum, INandick . ) 1. The ends To THUNDER . V.6.1. To emit with pole
of weavers threads. 2. Any coarle yarn
and terrour. Dryder. 2. To publish any ce
nunciation or threat. Ayliffe.
Shake p . Bacon , King.
To THRUM . v . a. To grate ; to play coarſly . THUNDERBOLT ſ . 1. Lightening ; the ar.
rows of heaven . King Charles, Derdam. .
Dryden .
Fulmiration ; denunciation : properly eccle
THKUSH . S. (Grise, Sax .? 1. A ſmall tinging
fiallical . Hakewill.
bird . Carew , Pope. 2 Small , round, fuper
ficial ulcerations, which appear firſt in the THUNDERCLAP. F. (rbender and clap ) Ex
ploſion of thunder . Spenſer, Dryder .
mouth ; but as they proceed from the ob
firuction of the emillaries of the laliva, by THUNDERER.J. (froin thunder.) The power
that thunders. W'aller.
the lentor and vifcstily of the humour, they
may affect every part of the alimentary dua | THU'NDEROUS a . (from thunder.) Producing
except the thick guts : the nearer they ap
thunder. Milton.
proach to a white colour the lefs dangerous. THUNDERSHOWERS [tbender and fiserer
A rain accorapanied with thunder.Slegsei.
Arbuthnet.
TO THRUST. v. a . ( trufito, Lat. ) 1 To puth THUNDERSTONE. 1. A ft ne fabulous fupe
any thing into matter, or between bodies. pored to be emitted by thunder ; thuade: beli.
Revelations. 2. To puh ; to remove with
Shakeld.
violence ; to drive. Spenſer , Shakeſp. Dryden . To THUNDERSTRIKE. J. a. [ iturder in
3. Tottab, Numbers : 4. To compress.Judges. Strike ) Toblast or hurt with lightening sida .
THURI
Addiſon.

TIC

TIE

THURIFEROUS. a. [ thurifer, Lat .) Bearing TICKLISH. 4. [from tickk .) 1. Senible to
licillation , c.lily lickled. Bacon 2.Totiering i
frankincenſe.
THURIFICA'TION. S. [:huris and facio, Lat. )
uncertain ; unfixed. Woodward. 3 Difficulti
The act of fuming with incepfe ; the act of
nice . Swifi.
TICKLISHNESS ſ. [from tickiſ ..] The ſtate
burning inceoſe. Stilling fleet.
THURSDAY. S. [thorjglay, Daniſh . Thor
of being tüklith .
was the ſon of Odin, yet in ſome of the nor TICKTACK 1. ſtrictar, Fr. ) A game at
tables. Bailey.
thern parts they worſhipped the ſupreme deity
under his name. Stilling fleet.] The fi in day TID. O rydden , Sax . ) Tender : ſoft ; nice.
of the week.
To TIDDLE 20. a. ( from tid. ) To uſe ten
THUS, adv . Gus, Sax ) 1. In this manner ; TO TIDDER . ] derly ; to 'ondle.
in this wiſe. Hisker, Hal, Dryden. 2. TO TIDE L. ( tyd, Saxon ; tijd, Dutch and Il.
this degree ; to this quantity. Bacin , Til'otjen ,
landick.
; ſeaſon ; while. Spenler,
Worlon ) 2.i . Time
Alternate ebb and flow of the
Wake.
TO THWACK . v.a. (Vaccian , Sax . ) To ſtrike
ſea . That motion of the water called fides
with ſomething blunt and heavy ; to threſh ;
is a riſing and falling of the lea : the caule of
this is the attraction of the Moon , whereby
to bang. Shakeſp. Arbuthnot.
the part of the water io he great ocean which
THWACK . !: (from the verb. ) A heavy hard
is neareſ the Moon , being moſt Irongly at
blow . Hudibras, Addison.
tracted, is railed higher than the reft ; and
THWART . a ( pyn, Saxon ; dwars, Dutch )
1. Tranſverſe ; croſs to ſomething elſe
that part oppoſite to it being leaſt atracted,
Milton 2. Perverſe , inconvenient ; mir
is alio bigher than the reſt ; and theſe two
chievous.
oppoſite riſes of the ſurface of the water in the
TO THWART . u. a. 1. To crof ; to lie or
great ocean following the motion of the Moon
come croſs any thing . Milton, Till:ijon. 2 .
from eaſt to weſt , and Kriking againſt the
To croſs ; to oppofe ; to traverſe. Shakeſp
large coaſts of the continents, from thence
Soath, Addiſon , Pipe
rebound back again , and to make foods and
ebbs in narrow ſeas and rivers. Lecke. 3 .
To THWART. v... To be oppoſite. Locke.
Flood Bacon . 4. Stream ; courſe. Shakeſp.
THWARTINGLY. adv. ( ! rom thwarting.)
Milton , Philips
Oppoſitely ; with oppofition
THY. pronoun . [ ðin , Sax ] Of thee ; belong. TO TIDE v . 0. ( from the soun.) To drive
with the ſtream . Dryden .
ing to thee. Cowley, Miltox .
THYINE wood.l. A precious wood. Revelations. To TIDE. v. r. To pour a flood ; to be agitated
THYSELF . pronoun reciprocal . [oby and ſelf ]
by the tide . Plilips.
1. It is commonly uſed in the oblique cales, TIDEGATE. S. (rideand gate.) A gate through
which the tide paties into a balon.
or following the verb. Skakelp 2 In poetical
or ſolemn language it is ſumetimes uſed in the TIDESMAN . I ( ride and man . ) A videwaiter
cr cuſtumhouſe officer, who watches on board
nominative. Dryder.
THYME.S. ( thym , Fr. thymus, Lat . ) A plane.
of merchantſhips till the duty of goods be paid.
Miller
Bailey
TIAR
F. ( tiara , Lat.) A dreſs for the TIDEWAITER. A. ( ride and wait.) An officer
TIARA . head ; a diadem. Milton, Dryden ,
who, watches the landing of goods at the
cuſtomhouſe Swift.
Рәре..
To TICE . 9. a . ( from entice. ] To draw ; to TI'DILY. adv. [from sidy.) Nestly ; readily.
allure. Herbert.
TIDINESS. f. from tidy.) Neatneſs ; readi
TICK . S. 1. Score ; trut. Hudibras, Locke.
ners.
2. The louſe of dogs or theep . Shakeſp. TIDINGS. S. tidan, Sax. 10 happen . ) News ;
3. The cale which holds the feathers of a
an account of lumething thai has happened.
bed.
Spenler, Milton, Rogers.
TOTIDY. 6. [ ridt, Handick . ) 1. Seaſonable .
To TICK . v. ». ( from the noun . ]
Tuffer. 2. Neat ; ready. Gay
run on ſcore . 2. To truit ; to ſcore. Arbuih .
f. The ſame with rick. A TO TIE . v. a . ( tian, tigan , Saxon.) 1. T.
TICKEN .
bind ; to faften with a knot. Knolles. 2. To
Tort of Itrong linen fer bedding .
TICKING
Bailey
knit ; to complicate . Burnet . 3. To bold ; to
farien. Fairfax. 4. To hinder ; to obtrect.
TICKÉT. S.[ etiquel, Fr.) A token of any
Shake Wailer. 5. To oblige ; lo contrain ;
right or debt upon the delivery of which
to reſtrain ; to confine. Hoker, Stillingfieer,
acmillion is granted , or a claim acknowledg.
Atterbury
ed Spenſer, Collier .
TO TICKLE . v.a. ( titillo, Lat. ) 1. To af- TIE. 1 ltrom the verb . ) 1. Knot ; aſtening.
fect with a prurient ſenſation by night touches .
2. Pond ; obligation. Bacon , Waller ,
Bacon , Dryden. 2. To pleaſe by ilight grati- , TIER / ( tiere, ola Fr. 12yer , Dutch ] A row ;
a rank Krolles.
fications. Sidney, Dryden, Locke.
TO TICKLE . v.h. To feel titillation. Spenſer. TERCE . /. friers, tiercier, Fr. ) A veſſel hokl
ing the third part of a pipe . Ben . Hohnjon.
TICKLE . Q. Tottering i untixed ; unstable .
TIERCET .
5 G2
Spenfer, Sbakefp.

TIL

TIM

TIERCET. L. ( from rjers, Fr.) A triplet ; ( TILT. S. (ry's, Saxon . 1. A tent ; any co
vening over head. Denham 2. The cover of
three lines
1. Liquor drink . Philips. 2. A fit a boat. Sardys, Gay 3 A military game at
TII
which the cmbatants run againſt each other
o peestihneli or jullennels : 1 pet
To TIFF 2. n . to be in a pet to quarrel
with lances on borseback. Shakej ? Kuolles.
4. A thruit . Addijon
II7PINY .
! stor to dreſs up, old Fr.)
To TILT. q a. ( from the noun . ] 1. To co
Very thin liik Br'un.
71G11 [ ln diciciledure. ) The Mart of ver like a tile of a boat. 2. To carry as in
a coiumo from the att bal to the capital
cilts or touronenis Phulps 3. To point 25
in cilts. Philspso 4 Tvilen , Dutch. To tura
Biziley
ITER ſ Titre, Pierch , iin !, Lat . ) A
up to us to run our
izb.ir beast w, the jernine kini. Skakel, eare, To TILT. v. m. 1 Tornin tiles . Miltus.
Peut'tan
2. To fight evich rapiers Skwiefp Cellier. 3.
TICHT.
To run as in combat. Collier. 4. To play un
1 dichi, Dutch ) 1. Teule ;
clole ; not loole . Mcxia , Swifi. 2. Frie Acadily. M.liri, Pope. 5. To fall on one ſide.
from Austering rags ; leſs than peal. Gay, Griw
TILTER . f. [from til 1 One who tilts ; one
Swill.
who fighis. Hudibras, Granvile .
To TIGHTEN. v. 0. ( from tigho ] To ſtrai
ten ; to make cloſe .
TILTH / ( from till.] Huſbandry ; culture .
Skikip
TIGHTCR 1. ( trom tighten ) A ribband an
Bring by which women itraiten their cleaths. TILTH a . (from lill ) Arable ; lilled. Aliitss.
TIGHTLY ade. :ron tigho ) 1. Clotely : TiniBER. / Itým !pian , Saxon, to build .) 1 .
W'cottie for building. Bacon, Wodward
not looſely . 2 Nearly ; por idly . Dryden .
The main trunk of a tree. Shake p. 3. The
TIGHTNLSS. [ from tighi ) Cloſeneſs ,
not lo lencis Woodward.
maio beams of a fabric. 4. Materials ironi
TIGRESS. Į (from riger .) The female o
cally . Bacon
To TIMBER.v. n . ( from the poun. ) To light
the tiger . Addison.
on a tree L'Efirange.
TIKE /. (teke, Duich ) 1. The loufe of dogs
or ſheep Bacon .. 2. It is in Shakespeare tine To TIMBER . v . a. To furniſh with beams or
timber
name of a dog.
TILE L. ( tigle, Sax . regel, Dutch ) Thin TIMBERED. a. ( from timber ; timbre,
plates of baked clay uſed to cover houici. French ., Built ; formed ; contrived. Weftir,
Brown .
Niilton , Mixton .
To TILL . v a. ( from the noun . ) .. To cover TIMBERSON . L. A worm in wood . Bacsa .
with tiles Bacom , Swifi 2. To cover as TIMBREL S. timbre, French . A kind of
tiles. Denne
muſicalintrument played by pulſation.Sindys,
Pope .
TILER . ). muilier, Fr from rile.) One whole
TIME, tima , Saxon , tym , Erle.) 1. The
tiade is to cover houſes with tiles. Bacon .
meaſure of duration. Liche, Greu . 2. Space
TILING . ſ. [from tole.) The root covered with
of time. Daniel, Milion , Swife. 3. Interval.
tiles. Luke
Bacer . 4. Seaton ; p oper timne . Ecclul 5. A
TILL. j. A money box. Swift
contiderable ip ce of duration : continuance ;
TILL. prep. [tii , Sax.j To the time o .
proceis o time. Dryder , Woodword. 6. Age :
Cowley.
Till - w . To the prefeot tiine. Milion.
particular part of time . Brown, Dryder. 7.
Till then To that time Milion .
Parteime, Shakeſp . 8. Early time. Bacus,
TILL. conjunction . 1. To the time. Alilion ,
Rogers 9. Timeconſidered as affording op
Dryden . 2. To the degree that . Taylor , portunity . Clarendon. 10. Particular quality
Prope
of the pieſent. South . ! I . Par icular time.
Dryceri, Addison. 12. Hour of childbirth .
To TILL . v. a. (tylan, Sax . tenlen, Dutcb .?
Clarendon. 13 Repetition of anything , or
To cultivate , le huſband : commanly ured of
mention with reference to repetition. Niilser ,
the husbandry of the plough. Miitori
Bensley, Swift. 14.Mulical mealure . Sbokep.
TILLABLE . a (trom till.j Arable ; fic for
W'aller, Derban
the plough Corew .
TIME. . a . ( from the noun ) 1. To
lo
TILLAGE . 1. ( : rom till ) Huſbandry ; the ac ?
or practice of plowing or culture. bacon
adapt to the time ; to bring or do at a pro
Woodward .
per cime. L'Ejirange, Addison . 2. To regu.
TILLER I [ from till ) i Huſbandmani late as to time . Addifer. 3. To meaſure bare
ploughman. Carew , Ginelis, Prior . 2 Aull
monically . Shakelp.
TIMEFUL. 6. Seafonable ; timely ; early.
a lmall drawer . Dryden .
Raleigh .
A word uſed for
TILLYFALLY.
merly when any thing TIMELESS. a. ( from time ) 1. Unleaſonable ;
TI'LLYVALLEY.
laid was rejected as trifting or impertinere
done at an improper cime. Pope. 2. Ucume.
ly ; immature ; done before the proper time.
Shakejp.
TILMÁN f. ( till and man.] One who cills ; Sbakep.
TIME
an huſbandman . Tuler .

TIN
4

TIR

TIMELY. a. ( from time.) Seaſonable ; ſuf
pain with a ſenſation of motion . Poft. 3. T.
feel either pain or pleaſure with a ſenſation of
ficiently early . Shakeſp. Dryden.
TIMELY. adv . ( from time . ] Early ; ſoon. motion . Arbuthnot.
TOTINK
. v.n. ( tinnio, Latin ; rinciar, Wellh . )
Shakelp. Prior .
1
TIMEPLEASER . S. Crime and pleaſe.] One to make a ſharp Mrill noiſe .
who complies with prevailing notions what. TINKER, S. ! From sink . ) A mender of old
braſs. Shakeſp.
ever they be . Shokejo.
TIMESERVING a. (time and ſerve. ) Meanly To TI'NKLE . v . n . (rinter, Pr. tinnio, Lat)
1. To make a ſharp quick noiſe ; lo clink .
complying with preſent power. South .
TIMID' a ( limide, Fr. timidus,Lat.) Fearful;
Iſaiah, Dryden. 2. To hear a low quick
noiſe. Dryden.
timorous ; wanting courage. Thomſen.
TIMIDITY . /. (timidité, fr. from timid ) TINMAN . 1. ( tin and man ) A maqu'acturer
Fearfulneſs ; cimorouſneſs ; habitual cowardice
of tin , or iron tinned over. Prior.
Brown .
TINPENNY. Li A certain cuſtomary duty 24
TI MOROUS a. (rimor, Lat ! Fearful ; full tiently paid to the cithing men. Bailey.
TINWORM . f. An inſect. Bailey .
of fear and ſcruple. Brown , Prior.
TIMOROUSLY . adv. ( trom rimorous ! Fear TI'NNER. F. ( from tin ; tin , Sax .) One who
fully 1 with much fear. Shakeſt. A Philips.
works in the rin mines. Bacon ,
TI'MOROUSNESS. ſ. (from rimerous .) Fear TINSEL. f. [ etincelle, Fr. ) 1. A kind of
fulneſs. Swift
ſhining clsch Fairfax. 2. Any thing Mining
TIMOUS. a . ( from time. ) Early ; , timely
with (alle luftre ; any thing ſhowy and of
Bacon..
little value . Dryden, Norris.
TIN . S. (ten , Dutch ) 1. One of the primi . To TI'NSEL. v. a. ( from the noun. ) To de
tivemetais called by the chemiſts of Jupiter
corate with chrap ornaments ; to adorn with
Woodward. 2. Thin plates of iron covered
lustre that has no value. Cleareland.
with tin.
TINT . S. (teinte, Fr. tinta, lialian .) A dye ;
a colour. Pope.
To TIN . v . a. (from the noun.) To cover
with tin. Boyle.
TINY.. ( tint, tynd, Danith ] Little ; linall ;
TINCAL. f. A mineral ; what our borax is
puny. Shakejp. Swift.
made of. Woodward .
TIP. 1. (lip , lipken , Dutch.) Top ; end ;
.
print; extremity . Sidney, South, Pope
To TINCT. 7. a . ( tinęłus, Lat . teint, Fr. ] 1
To itain ; to colour ; to ſpot ; to dye Bacon , To TIP. v. 0. ( trom che noun.) 1. To top ;
to end ; to cover on the end . Milion, Hudio
Beyle. 2. To imbue with a taſte. Bacon.
bras , Pore. 2. To ſtrike flightly ; to tap.
TINCT. S. [ from the erb.j Colour ; ſtain ;
Dryde
n , Swift.
ſpot. Shakeſp Thomſon.
Itærpet , Sax .) Something worn
TINCTURE . S. teinture , Fr. rindlura, from ZIPPET.
tinclus, Lat ) 1. Colour or taſte ſuperaddec
about the neck . Bacon .
by fomething Wotton , South, Dryden , Prior , io TIPPLE, v. r . To drink luxuriouſly ; to
wate life over the cup. Shakip
Pope. 2. Extract of fome drug made in Ipi
To TIPPLE . v . a . To driok in luxury or ex .
ries ; an in'oſion Boyle
ceſs Cleaveland .
To TINCTURE . v. a . ( from the noun )
To imbue or impregnate with fome colour TIPPLE. f. [ from the verb. ) Drink ; liquor.
L'Elirange.
or taſte. Blackmore. 2. To imbue the mind .
TIPPLED. a . [from tipple.) Tipſy ; drunk,
Atterbury
Dryden.
To TIND . v. a ( tendgan, Gothick ; tendan ,
Saxon . ) To kindle ; to ſet on Gre,
TIPPLER. S. ( from ripple .) A ſottiſh drun
TI'NDER . f. [ týdne, Sax ] Any thing
kard .
eminently inflammable placed to catch fire. TÜ'PSTAFF. ſ ( tip and left ] I. An officer
with a Raff tipped with nietal . 2. The ſtaff
Atterbury
TINE . / . (tinne, INandick ) 1. The tooth of a
itſeli fo tipt . Bacon .
harrow ; the lp ke of a tork . Mortimer , 2. TIPSY . a . ( from tipple.) Drunk Shakeſp.
Milton.
Trouble ; dillreis.
TO TINE. v . a . ( týnan , Sax ] 1. To kindle ; TIPTOE . f. [ lip and roe ) The end of the coe.
to light ; to ſet on fire Spenſer. 2. (tinan, Shakeſp. Herbert
TIRE. /. lewyr, Dutch . ) 1. Rank ; row. 2 .
Saxon, to jhut.) To flut.
To TINE. . n . 1. To rage ; to ſmart. Spenſer . A head dreſs. Shakesp. Craßaw . 3. Furni
2. To fight. Spenſer.
ture ; apparatus. Philips.
TO TINGE . v. a. tingo, Lac ] To impregnate To TIRE. v. a. ( tinian, Sax ) 1. To fa .
or imbue with a colour or taite . Addiſon.
tigue ; to make weary ; to haraſs. Drydere.
TINGENT. a . lirgens, Lat. ] Having the
2. It has often out added to intend the ſignie
fication Bacon , Tickel. 3. To dreſs the head,
power to tinge . Boyle.
TINGLASS. Y. [rix and glaſs.) Biſmuth .
2 Kings.
T. TINGLE. V. n . (tingelen , Dutch .) 1.To TIKE . V. n . To fail with wearices .
To feel a found, or the continuance of a TIREDNESS. J. ( from tired.) State of being
fouad. Brown. 2. To feel a ſharp quick
tired ; wearinels, Hakowill,
TIRE

TOO
TOP
they are thruſt out by new teeth which ebed
TONGS . f. ( tang, Saxon ; tong , Dutch.) An
inftrument by which huld is taken of any thing.
begin to ſprout , and if theſe teeth be left they
ne er grow again ; but fome have been ob
Dryden, Mfor timer.
ſerved to thed their teeth iwice ; about the
TONGUE . 1. ( tung, Sax . sorgbe, Durch. ) 1
The inſtrument of ſpeech in huinan beings
one -and - twentieth year the two lart of the
Shake'p . Milton , Dryden . 2. The organ by
molares (pring up, and they are called destes
which animals lick. Milion. 3. Speech ; Japientiæ . Quincy, Shokejp. Ray. 2. Talle ;
fluency of words. Dryden , Locke 4. Speech , palate. Dryden .3. A tine, prong , or blade.
as well or ill uſed . Shakesp. Milton. 5. A
Newtor. 4. The prominent part of wheels .
language. Milton, Watts. 6. Speech as op
Moxon , Ray 2. Тоотн аnd nail With
poted to thoughts. 1 John. 7. A nation di
one's utmolt violence . L'Eſtrange. 6 To ibe
itinguiſhed by their language. Iſaiah. 8. A
TEETH . In open oppoſition. Shakeſp. Drydes ,
ſmall point: as, the tongue of a ballance.
6. To caſt in the TEETH. To inſult by opea
9. To bold the TONGUE. To be sent
exprobation. Haker. 8. In spite of ibe
Addison
Teeth Notwithſtanding any power of in.
To TONGUE . v. a . [ from the noun . ) To jury or defence . Shakeſp. L'Eſtrange.
1. To
chide ; to ſcold . Shakeſp.
To TOOTH . v . 0. ( from the noun .
To TONGUE . D. x . To talk ; to prate.
furnith with teeth ; to indent. Grew , Mort.
2. To lock in each other. Moxen .
Shakeſp.
TONGUED. a. ( from tongue .] Having a tongue.TOOTHACH ļ. (locoh and ach.) Pain in the
Derne,.
teech . Shakeſp. Temple.
TONGUELESS . 6. ( from congue. ) 1. Want TOOTHDRAWER. / . [ tooth and draw .) One
ing a congue ; ſpeechleſs. Shakeſp . 2. Un.
whole buſineſs is to extract paintul teeth.
named , not spoken of. Shakeſp.
Cleavelond, Wiſeman.
TONGUEPAD. S (tongue and pad.) A great TO'OTHED. a. (from rooth.) Having teeth.
TOOTHLESS . a. ( from tretb . ) Wanting
talker . Taller.
TONGUFTIED . a . (tongue and liel Having
teeth ; deprived of teeth . Dryden, Ray.
TOOTHPICK.
an impediment of ſpeech. Shakeſp. Holder.
25. (tooth and pick .) An
TONICK . 20. ( tenique, fr .
1. Being TOOTHPICKER . ) inſtrument by which
TO'NICAL S
extended ; being elaſtick
the teeth are cleanlad Howel, Sandys.
Brown. 2. Relating to tones or founds.
TO'OTHSOME, a . ( from rooth . ) Palatable ;
TONNAGE / (from son.) A cuſtom or im
pleaſing to the taſte. Carew .
polt due tor merchandiſe after a certain rate in TOOTHSOMENESS. S. ( from toothfense )
every ton Cowels, Carendon
Pleaſantneſs to the taſte.
TONSIL . S. [10 fille , Lat ) Tonfils or almonds TO'OTHWORT. / (dentaria, Lat.) A plant.
Miller .
are two round glands placed on the ſides o
the baſis of the tongue, under the common TOP. S topp, Welſh ; top, Saxon ; top , Dutch .)
membrane of the fauces, with which they
1. The higheſt part of any thing Sbakelp.
are covered , each of them hath a large oval Cowley. 2. The ſurface ; the ſuperficies.
finus, which opens into the ' auces, and in it
Bacon. Dryden. 3 The higheſt place. Locke,
there are leſſer ones, which diſcharge them
Swift. 4 The higheſt perlon Shakelp . S.
ſelves, through the great finus, of a mucous The utmost degree. Sproti. 6. The higheſt
and Nippery matier , for the moistening and
rank . Locke. 7. The crown of the head. Stak .
8. The hair on the crown of the head ; the
lubricating theſe parts. Quincy.
TONSURE. L. ( tonfura, Lat. ] The act of forelock. Shakeſp. 9. The head of a plant.
Watis . 10. An inverted conoid which chile
clipping the hair. Addison.
TOO . adv . (to, Sax . ) 1. Over and above :
dren 'et to turn on the point , continoing its
overmuch ; more than er ough . Sprell, Waits
motion with a whip. Sbakejp. 1. Tep is
2. Likenile ; allo. Oldham
ſometimes uſed as an adjective to expreſs' is
TOOK . The preverite, and ſometimes the pare ing on the top, or being at the top. Mortimer .
ciciple paſſive of roke. Sowib , Swifi .
To TOP. v . * . ( írom the noun ) 1. To rile
TOOL. ). I tol, tool , Saxon .] 1. Any inftru .
aloft ; lo be eminent . Derkom. 2. To pre
ment of manual operation. Bacon, Addifer
dominate.
Locke, 3. To do bis beft.
Dryden.
2. A hireling ; a wretch who acts at the com
mand of another. Swift.
To TOP. v.a. i . To cover on the top ; to
To TOOT. v . n . To py; to peep ; to ſearch
tip . Waller, Addiſon. 2. To riſe above .
narrowly and Nily. Spinjer.
L'Efrange. 3. To outgo ; to ſurpaſs. Skakelp.
TOOTH I plural teeb. ( tot, Saxon ; tand,
Colher. 4. To crop. Evelyn. 5. To riſe to
Dutch. ) The teeth are the hardeitandimoothell
the top of. Deshum 6. To performa emi.
bones of the body ; they are formed into the
nenely as , he tops bis part
cavities of the jaws , and about the ſeventh or TOPFUL a. ( top and full.) Full to the top i
eighth month after birth they begin to pierce
full to the brim . Shake,p. Watis, Savifi.
the edge of ihe jaw , tear the periosteum and TOPGALLANT. . top and gallasi ) 1 .
gums , which being very ſenſible create a vio
The bigheſt fail. 2. It is proverbially applied
leat paio : alout the ſeventh year of age
to any ibing elevated. Basen,
TOP

.

TOR

TOR

TOPHE'AVY . a. [ rop and heavy.) Having | TORE. Preterite, and ſometimes participle paf
live of rear . Spanjer.
the
part too weighty for the lower.
Wattupper
en,
T , TORMENT v . a. ( tourmenter, Fr. ) 1. To
put to pain ; to haraſs with anguiſh ; to excru.
TO'PKNOT . S. ( lop and knot . ) A knot worn
ciate. Shakeſp . 2. To teaze ; to vex with
by women on the top oi the head . L'Ffrange.
TOPMAN . L. ( top and min.) The fawer at importunity . 3. To put into great agitation,
Milton .
the top . Moxon .
TOPMOST. S. Uppermoſt ; higheſt. Dryden, TORMENT. S: ( tourment, Fr ) 1. Any thing
Adlifin .
that gives pain. Mortbew . 2. Pain ; mi
TOʻPROUD. Q. ( top and proud.) Proud in
ſery ; anguifi. 3. Penal anguith ; torture .
the higheſt degree. Shakeſp.
Sandys, Dryden.
TOPSAIL . S. [ lop and fail.] The higheſt fail. TORMENTOR ſ. [from torment .} 1. Ona
Kuilles, Dryden.
who tormen's ; one who gives pain. Sidney,
TOPARCH ). ( Tom and apxă ] The prin
Miiton , South 2. One who infiats penal
tortur
es. Sandys.
cipal man in a place . Brown.
TO PARCHY, I. ( from toparcb .) Commard TORMENTIL : L. ( tormentilla, Lat. ) Septfoil,
in a mall diſtrict .
A plant. The root has been uſed for tanning
TOPA'Z . S. ( topaſe, fr. topazius, low Lat ) of leather, and accounted the beſt aſtringent
in the whole vegetable kingdom . Miller .
A yellow gem. Bacon, Sandys.
To TOPE.v. m . [topén, Duich ; isper , Fr.) TORN. part . pall of tear. Exodus.
TORNADO. T. Liornada, Spaniſh.) A burri
To drink hard ; to drink ! o excels . Dryden.
cane Garsh.
TOPER . f. [from tope.) A drunkard .
TOPH A'CEOUS. a. [ irom tophus, Lat. ) Grie - TORPEDO F. ( Lat.) A filh which while alive,
if touched even with a long ſtick , benumbs
ty : ftony. Arturhnei .
OPHET. S. Inn Heb ) Hell ; a ſcriptura! the hand that ſo touches is, but when dead is
eaten fately.
name. Milten , Burnet;
TOʻPICAL, a. ( from TórQ ..) 1. Relating to TORPENT . a . ( torpens, Lac ] Benumbed ;
ſtruck motionleſs ; not active. Ezelya ,
ſome general head. 2. Local ; confined to
ſome particular place. Brown, Habe 3. Ap TORPID . a . (tirpidus, Lat.) Numbed ; mo
cionleſs ; Nuggiſh ; not active Ray.
plied medicinally to a particular part. Ar.
burbrot.
TORPIDNESS . S. ( from forpid.) The ſtate of
TO'PICALLY , adv (from topical.) With ap
being torpid . Hale.
TOʻRPITTUDE. f. [from torpid.) State of be
plication to ſome particular part. Brown.
ing motionleſs. Der ham .
TO PICK. S. [topique, Fr , TÓTO ) 1 A ge
neral head ; Tameching to wh'ch other thing TORPOR. / . ( Latio . ) Dulneſs ; numbneſs.
are referred. South, Dryder , Swift 2 , Things Bacon .

that are externally applied to any particular
part. Wijeman.
TOPLESS. a . (from top.) Having no top .
Chapman ,
TOPOGRAPHER . f. [707 and ypata )|
One who writes deſcriptions of particular
places.
TOPOGRAPHY. S ( topograpbie. Fr. Tór @
and 7p20w.] Deſcription of particular places.
Cromwell
TOPPING. a. ( from top .] Fine ; noble ; gal.
lant . Tatler .
TO'PPINGLY. a. ( from topping ) Fine ; gay ;
gailant . Tuler.
TO TOPPLE . v. n . ( from pop .) To fall for.
ward ; to tumble down. Shakeſp.
TOPSYTU'RVY . adv. With the bettom up
ward. S ; enfer , South , Swift.
TOR . f. (ton , Sax ) 1. A tower ; a turret.
2. A high pointed rock or bill.
TORCH . f . ( rorche, French ; torcia , Ital . in
toristium, low La:) A wax lightbigger than
a candle, Sidney, Milton , Dryden.
TORCHBEARER. ] [rorch and bear. ) One
whoſe office is to carry a torch . Sidney .
TORCHLICHT. I : (sorch and light.] Light
kindled to lupply the want of the fun . Bacon.
TORCHER. I. (from sorot.) One that gives
Light. Shakeſp.

: ( torrefacio, Lat.) The
TORREFA'CTIONS
act of drying by the fire. Boyle.
To TORRIFY. v . a. ( torrifier , Fr. torrefacio,
Lat.) To dry by the fire. Brown.
TORRENT. I (torrent, Fr. torrens . Lat.)
1. A ſudden ſtream raiſed by ſummer ſhowers.
Sandys. 2. A violent and rapid Itream ; (u
multuous current. Raleigh, Clarendon.
TORRENT , a. (torrens, Lat.) Rolling in a
rapid ſtream , Miison.
TORRID . a. (torridus, Lat.) 1. Parched ;
dried with heat. Harvey. 2. Burning ; vio
lently hot . Milton. 3. It is particularly ap
plied to the regions of the zone between the
tropicks. Dryden, Prior.
TO'RSEL. f . ( torje, Fr. ) Any thing in 2
twilled form . Moxon .
TORSION . | [tor fro, Lat .) The act of turn
ing or iwifting
TORT. ]. ( tort, Fr. tortum , low Lat ) Miro
chief ; injury i calamity . Fairfax.
TORTILE. a. (tortiles, Lacin.) Twired ;
wreathed .
TORTION. S. [ from rorius, Lat .) Torment ;
paio.
TORTIOUS. 2. (frora tort.} Injurious; doing
wreng Spenſer .
TORTIVE . (from torius, Lat.) Twiſted ;
weatbed. Shakeſp.
TOR .
SH
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TORTOISE .
(tortue, Fr. ) 1. An acimal To TOUCH . v.a. [ roucher , Fr. Poetſen,Dutch ]
covered with a hard Thell : there are tortoiles
1. To reach with any thing, ſo as that there be
both of land and water . 2. A form into
no ſpace between the thing reached and the
which the ancient foldiers uſed to throw their
thing brought to it. Spenſer, Gerefis. 2 .
troops, by bending down and holding their
To come to ; to attain . 1. John, Pope. 3 .
bucklers above their heads ſo that no darts
To try as gold with a ſtone. Shakeſp . 4. To
could hurt them . Dryden.
affect ; to relate to . Hooker, Millon. 5. To
TORTUOSITY. f. (from fortuous. ) Wreath ;
move ; to frike mentally ; to melt. Cose
flexure Brown,
grese. 6. To delireate or mark out. Pope. 7.
TO'RTUOUS, a. ( from tcrtuofus, Lat.)
To cenfure ; to animadvert upon . Hayward.
8. To infect ; to ſeize Nightly. Bacon . 9.
,
Boyle.
Millon
Twilled ; wreathed ; winding.
To bite ; to wear ; to have an effect on.
2. Miſchievous . Shouler .
Mcxon . 10. To ſtrike a mufical instrument .
TOʻRTURE . ( tortura, Lar.) 1. Tormente
judicially inflicted : pain by which guilt is
Pope. 11. To infuence by impulſe ; to im
puniſhed, or confenlion extorted , Dryden. 2
pel forcibly. Millor . 12. To treat of per
Pain ; anguish ; pang. Shakeſp.
functorily. Milton , 13. To Touca xp. To
To TOʻRTURE : 0.a. (froin the noun .) 1
repair, or improve by fighe Brokes. Addifcr.
To puniſh with corrures. Miltom 2. To vex : To TOUCH . v . n. 1. To be in a fate of
to excruciate ; to torment. Addiſon, Ba on
jure?!co lo that no ſpace is between them ,
TORTURER'S. ( from scriure.) He who cor
2. To falteo on ; to take effect on. Bacer . 3
T , TOUCH at. To come to without itay.
tures : tormentor. Shakeſp . Bacon.
TO'RVITY. S. ( torvitas, Lat.) Sournels ; ſe
Cowley , Locke. 4. T. Touch on . To mere
cion Nightly . Locke,Addiſ. 5.To Touca er er
verity of countenance .
иргя . То go for a very ſhort time. Addir.
TO'R VOUS. a . ( sorvus, Lat.) Sour of a [pect :
TOUCH ). ( from the verb. ) 1. Reach of
Pern ; fevere of countenance .
T'ORY.ſ. ( A cant term , an Iriſh word fignify
any thing, ſo that there is no ſpace between
ing a lavage . ) One who zoh - res to the an.
the things reaching ard reached 2. The
tient conftitucion of the ſtate , and the apo
ſenſe of feeling. Bacon , Dovies. 3. The
ftolical hierarchy of the church of England ,
act of touching Sidney. Shakeſp. Miltes. 4.
oppoſed to a whig. Swift
Examination as by a ſtone Shakeſp. Hayward.
T , TOSE . v. m . ( Of the fame original with
5. Teft ; tha: by which any thing is eximia
Isize ) To comb wool .
ed Carew 6.Proof, tried qualities. Shakeſp.
To
1.
7. Single act of a pencil upon the picture.
To TOSS. v. a. ( iallen, Durch ]
throw with the hand, as a ball a3 play
Dryder. 8. Feature; lineament. Statep.
Dryden. 2. To throw with violence . Wood
Dryden. 9 Act of the hand upon a muſical
ward. 3. To lift with a ſudden and violent
inſtrumeni. Sbohelp io Power or exciting the
affections Shakip Milton . 11. Something of
motion Dryden, Add for . 4. To agitate ; to
put into violent motion. Proverbs. 5 To
paltion or aflection Hosker. 12. Particular relse
make reſtleſs, to d Iquiet, Sperler, Milton 6
tion ; fenfible relation. Bacia . 13. A roke.
Addiſon , Prisr, Swift . 14. Animadverton ,
To keep in play ; 10 tumble over. Alcham .
To TOSS v.a. 1. To fling : to winch ; to be
cenſure . K. Charles. 15. Exact performaoce
of agreement. More, L'Efrange. 16. A
in violent commo'ion. Milion , Harvey, Ti
dorfon, Addifon . 2. To be loped . Skakelp . ſmallquadcity intermingled. Stakeſp Helder.
3 To Toss « >. To throw a coin into the air,
17. A hint ; night notice given. Bacer. 15.
A cant word for a night eſſay Swift
and wager on what lide it fall fall Bromilan
TOSS . 1. ( from the verb . ) 1. The act of TOʻUCHABLE . a. ( from souch . ) Taogible ;
toffing. Addis. 2. An affected manner o
that may be touched.
TOUCHOLE / (touch and bele.] The hole
railing the head. Dryden, Swifi.
TOSSER L. (trom iofs.) One who throws; one
through which the fire is conveyed to the
who Aings and writhes.
powder in the gun . Bacer .
TOʻSSPOT. j. [tofs and for ) A toper and TO‘UCHINESS. F. (from touching.) Peevith .
drunkard
neſs; iraſcibility, King Charles.
TOST . preterite and part . paſt. of 19,'s. Milion. TO'UCHING . prep . with reſpect, regard , or
TOʻTAL, a. 110!us , Lat. intal, Fr ] 1. Whole ;
relation to . Hooner, Souib.
complete ; full Milton , Proos. 2. Whole ; TOUCHING. a. ( from touch.) Pathetick ; af.
not divided . Milion.
feding ; moving
TOTA'LITY S (italité, Fr. ) Complete fum : TO'UCHINGLY . adv. (from fexcb ] With
whole quantity .
feeling emotion ; in a pathetick manner.
TOTALLY.adv [ from total.) Wholly ; fully ; Ga : 16
completely . Atterbury.
TOUCHMENOT. S. An herb .
T'O'THER contracted for the other,
TO'UCHSTONE . (touch and fiene ) 1.Stone
To TO'TTER v . n . ( tateren, Dutch 1 To
by which metals are examined Bacon, Colier .
Thake ſo as to threaten a fall. Shakeſp. Pfalms,
2. Any left or criterion Dryder
Dryden
TO'UCHWOOD /. ( touch and wood. ) Rotten
TOʻTTERY. a . ( from fot ! er. ) Shaking ; un.
wood uſed to caich ihe fire truck from the
TO'LCHY.
10TTY.
Ś Ready ; dizzy . Spenjer.
flipt. Howel.
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TOʻUCHY.c. ( from souch . ) Peeviſh ; irritable ; TOWN. S. (ton, Saxon ; puyx , Dutch .) 1.
iraſcible ; apt to take fire . A low word. Collier.
Any walled collection of houſes. Jof. 2 .
TOUGH . 0. (toh , Sax . ) | Yielding with
Any collection of houſes larger than a village.
out fracture; not britele. Bacon. 2. Stiff ; Shakeſp. 3. in England , any number of
not eaſily flexible. Dryden. 3. Not eaſily in
houſes to which belongs a regular market
jured or broken. Shakeſp. 4. Viſcous ; clam
and which is not a city or ſee of a biſhop.
my ; ropy .
4. The court end of London. Pope. 5. The
people who live in the capital . Pope.
To TO’UGHEN . v. n . ( frain tough .) To grow
tough Mortimer.
TO'WNCLERK . . ( town and clerk .) An of
t
TOʻUGHNESS . S. ( from tough. ) 1. No
ficer who nsanages the publick buſineſs of a
brittleneſs ; fexibility. Bacon, Dryden. 2 . place . Afts,
Viſcoſity ; tenacity; clammineſs ; glutinouſ: TOWNHOUSE. S. Trown and houſe.) The hall
ner . Arb. 3. Firmneſs againſt injury . Shakes. where publick buſineſs is tranſacted . Addiſon .
TOUPET. S ( Fr.) A curl; ao artificial lock of TOWNSHIP. L. (town and bip.) The corpo
ration of a town. Raleigh .
hair. Swift.
TOUR. . (sour, Fren ) 1. Ramble ; roving TOWNSMAN, L. ( town and mar.] 1. An in
journey . Addiſon, Arbuthnot. 2. Turn ; re
habitant of a place. Shakoſ. Davies, Clarend.
2. One of the fame town.
volution . Blackmore.
TOURNAMENT. ) f . [ tournamentum , low TOʻWNTALK . f. [ tower and rolk .) Common
TOʻURNEY.
Lat. ) 1. Tilt ; juit : prattle of a place. L'Eſtrange.
military ſport i mock encounter. Daniel, TOʻXICAL. a . (toxicum, Lat .) Poiſonous ;
encounter. containing poiſon.
Temple. 2. Milion uſes it fimply
To TOʻURNAY. v . a. (from the noun.) To TOY . S. lioyen, rooghen , Dutch .) 1. A petty
tilt in the liſts. Spenler ,
cominodily ; a trifle ; a thing of no value.
Abbot. 2. A plaything ; a bawble. Addifox .
TOURNIQUET. J. ( Fr ] A bandage uſed in
amputations, Itraitened or relaxed by the turn
3. Matter of 'no' importance. Shakeſp . 4.
of a handle . Shorp.
Folly : triling practice ; filly opinion. Hioker.
To TOUSE . v. 0. To pull ; to lear ; to haul , 5. Play ; fport; amorous dalliance. Milton .
to drag ; whence laufer. Spenſer, Swifi.
6 Odd fory : Gilly cale. Shakeſp. 7. Frolick ;
TOW.L. ( top, Sax . ) Flax or hemp beaien and humour ; od fancy. Hooler , Shakeſp.
combed into a filamentous ſubſtance.
To TOY. v. n . (from the noun .) To trifle ; to
To TOW . v. a . (teon, teohan, Sax . tog hen , dally amorouſly ; to play.
old Dutch.) To draw by a rope, particularly TO YISH a. (from try ) Trilling ; wanton .
TOʻYISHNESS. f. [ from toyib .) Nugacity ;
through the water . Shakeſp.
prep. ( topand, Sax . ) 1. In w3ntonnels. Glanv.
TOWARD .
TOWARDS. 3 a direction to. Numbers , TOʻYSHOP. f. [ tay and ſhop .) A ſhop where
playthings and little nice manufactures are
Milton . 2. Near to : as, the danger now
Told. Pope.
comes towards him . 3. With relpeet to ;
touching ; regarding. Sidney, Milton. 4. With To TOZÉ. v. 2. (See Towee and TEASP . ) Ta
pull by violence or impetuofily. Shakeſp.
tendency to . Clarendon . 5. Nearly ; liule
leſs than Swifi.
TRACE. /. ( trace, Fr. traccia, Italian . ) 1 .
TOWARD . 1 ado. Near ; at hand : in a
Mark left by any thing pafling ; footfteps.
Milion , 2. Remain ; appearance of what
TOWARDS.
date of preparation. Shake.
TOWA'RD. 6. Ready to do or learn ; not from
has been . Temple. 3 ( from siraffer, Fren ]
ward,
Haroels for beats of daught. Milton , Pope.
TOWARDLINESS L. ( from toward'y . ) Do- To TRACE. v. a. ' tracer, Fren . Iracciare,
cility ; compliance ; readinels to dy or to
Talian .) 1. To follow by the footiteps, or re
mining marks . Bur , Tom 2. To follow with
learn. Raleigh.
exa Inels. Den . 3. To mark out. Locke,Swift.
TOWARDLY . a. ( from toward. ) Ready to d
or learn : docile ; compliant with duly Baron TRACER 1.(from trace.jOne that traces.How .
TOWARDNESS L. ( trom ioward. ) Docility. TRACK . S. [trac, oia French ; traccia , Ital .) 1 .
Sourb .
Mark le t upon the way by the foot or other
TOWEL S. (tou aille, Fr. ruaglio, Ital ) , A
wiſe . M :11. Dryd . Bent. 2. A road ; a beaten
cloth on which the hands are wiped. Dryden . path , Dryden
TO WER . !. Iton , Sax . tour, Fr. ) 1. A high To TRACK . v. a . ( from the noun ) To follow
building ; a building railed above the main edi.
by the footſteps of marks left in the way .
fice Gen. 2. A fortreſs ; a citade ) . 3. A high
Sperler, Dryden .
hendreis. Hudob . A. High fight ; ele ation.TRACKLESS. o . (freit irack ) Untrodden ;
TO TO WER . v.a. To foar ; to fly or rile high. marked with no foouteps. Prior,
TRACT. F. ( tractus, Lac.] 1. Any kind of
Dryden .
TOWER MUSTARD . S. Crueritis, Lat. ) A
extended lubance . 2. A region , a quantity
plant. A1. ller,
ot Jand. Raligh, Miloon. 3 Continuity i
any thing protracted, or drawn out to length .
TO WERED . a. [ from tow'r. ) Adorned or
Hincel. 4. Couile ; manner of procris,
deiended by towers. Milton .
Shakej ). 5. It seems to be uſed by Shakea
TOWIRY 0. (from true, ) Adorned or
6421ded with covers . Pope.
5 H 2
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Speare for track. 6. A treatiſe ; a ſmall book
Fr.) 1. To cenſore ; to condemn ; to re
preſent as blameable ; to calumniate . Hacker .
Swift.
Gev . of the Tongue. 2. To propagate ;
irailable,
TRACTABLE, a. ( traflabilis, Lat .
Fr. ) 1. Manageable ; docile : complia t ; encreaſe by deriving one from another. Dovies,
obſequious; practicable ; governable. Shakes
Tillerson . 2. Palpable ; eruch as may be TRADUCEMENT . S. [from traduce ] Cese
handled. Holder
ſure ; obloquy. Shakeſp.
TRACTABLENESS. S. ( from traflable.) The TRADUCER : I. ( from traduce .) A faiſe cese
ftate of being tractable ; complince ; oble
ſurer ; a calumniator.
quiouſneſs Licke.
TRADUCIBLE. . ( from traduce.) Such is
TRACTATE.. ( tractatus . Lat. ) A treatiſe ;
may be derived. Hole.
a tract : a linall book . Brown, Hale
TRADUCTION, S. (from traduce ) 1. Deri.
IPACTION . L. ( trom tračtus, Lat.) The
vati n from one of the ſame kind ; propaga
act or drawing i the fate of being drawn
tion Glanville, Dryder. 2. Tradition : traal
Holder .
miffion from one to another . Hale. 3. Cop
TRACTILE . 0. [tractus, Lat . ) Capable to veyance . Hale. 4. Tranſition Baces.
be drawn out or extended in length ; ductile TRAFFICK.L. ( trafique, Fr. traffico, Ital ) ! .
Bacon
Commerce : merchandiſing ; large trade.
TRACTILITY ſ. [ from traflile.] The quality
Sbakelp. Addiſon , 2. Commodities ; ſubject
of traffick Gay.
of being tractile. Derkam.
TRADE ſ. ( tratta, Italian .) 1. Traffick : To TRAFFICK. v. r . ( trafıuer, Fr. fraf.
commerce ; exchange . Rairigh, Temple. 2 . ficare, lialian . ) 1. To practiſe commerce ;
Occupation ; particular employment whe
to merchandise Bacon. 2. To trade mcaely
ther manual or mercantile. Spener, Dryden. or mercenarily . Shakeſ . Rowe.
Arbuthnot. 3 Inftruments of any occupation TRAFFICKER . S (trafi seur, Fr from traf.
Dryden. 4. Any employment not manual ; fick.] Trader ; merchant. Sbakefp.
habitual exerciſe. Bacon
TRAGACANTH S. (tragacantha, Lat.) A
To TRADE . V. m . (from the noun ) 1. To fort of gum ; it proceeds from the incifion of
traffick ; to deal ; to hold commerce. Luke, the rooi or trunk of a plant ſo called.
Arbuthnot . 2. To act merely for money. TRAGEDIAN L. ( tragedus, Lat.) 1. A
Stakeſp 3. Having a trading wind . Milton .
writer of tragedy, Stillingfeet. 2. An acter
TO TRADE. q'. a . To ſell or exchange in com
of tragedy. Òryden.
TRAGEDY. . ( tragedia, Lat ] A dr.
merce . Ezekiel.
TRADE WIND. S. (trade and wind ) The matick reprefentation of a ſerious a & io.
monfoon ; the periodical wind between the Taylor, Rymer . 2. Any mourniul or dreid .
ful event. Shakeſp. X. Charles.
tropicks. Dryden, Arbuthnot, Cheyne
TRADED, O. (from trade.] Verted ; practiſed. TRAGICAL.
a . ( tragicus, Lat.) 1. Re
TRAGICK . S lating to cragedy . Spealer.
Shakeſp.
TRADER / ( from trade.] 1 One engaged 2. Mourniul , calamiteus ; forrowiul ; dread
in merebandile or commerce . Stakeſp. Dryd ful. Shakeſp . Sandys, Rowe.
Child. 2. One long uſed in the methods of TRAGICALLY. odo. [ from sragical) 1. In
money getting ; a practitioner.
a tragical manner ; in a manner be htting tri
TRA DESFOLK . L. ( trade and folk.) People
gedy . Dryden. 2. Mour ofully ; forrowfully ;
calamitoally
employed in trades. Swift.
TRA'DÉSMAN. 1. ( trade and man ) A ſhop- TRAGICALNESS S.{from iragical ] Mourse
keeper Prior, Swift.
fulneſs ; calamitoufnels. Decay of Picty.
TRADEFUL 6. (trade and full.) Commercial: TRAGICOMEDY. L. (tragecomedie, Fr.) A
drama compounder of merry and ſerious e
buly in traffick Spenſer ,
TRADITION L. (tradition . Fr. traditio, Lat. )
vents. Denham , Gay.
1. The act or practice ofdelivering account: TRAGICO MICAL. a . ( tragicomique, Fr. )
froin mouth to mouih without written me
1. Relating to li agicomedy, Gap. 2. Conſiſting
morials. Hooker . 2. Any thing delivered urally of a mixture of mirth with forrow .
TRAGICOMICALLY. odo ( from tragicznie
from age to age . Milton , l'ope.
TRADITIONAL. a. (from tradition .) i
cal.) In a tragicomical manner . Bacza .
Delivered by tradition ; delcending by orall To TRAJECř. v. a, itrojetlus, Lat .) To
communication Tillotſon . 2. Obfervant of caſt through ; to throw . Glanville, Gree ,
Newton
traditions, or idle rices. Shakeſp,
ferry i i
TRADITIONALLY. adv . ( from traditional TRAJECT. S. (traje ?us, Lat ]
1. By tranſiniffion from age to age. Burnet. paſſage for a water-carriage. Shales ?
2. From tradition without evidence of writte TRAJECTION. ). (!raje??: , Lal.] ! . The
memorials. Brown.
act of darting through . Boyle. 2. Emition.
Brown.
TNADI TIONARY O. ( from tradition.) De
livered by tradicin. Dryilen , Tillerson.
To TRAIL . v . a . ( trailler, Fr.] 1. To home
TRADITIVE. 0. (from irade, Lai ) Trani
by the track . 2 To daw along the ground.
mitted or tranſmiffible from age to age Dryd.
Shakeſp. Dryden, 3. To draw after in a long
foala
To TRADUCE . v .a. (traduca, Lat. traduiri,
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floating or waving body. Pope. 4. To draw sf tread under foot with pride ,contempt, or ele .
.
to drag. Milton , Swift.
TO TRAIL . v. m. To be drawn out in length. To SRA MPLE. v.n. s . To tread in contempt.
Gov. of the Tongue. 2. To tread quickly
Spenler, Swift.
TRAIL . I. ( from the verb ) 1. Track folo and loudly Dryden .
lowed by the hunter. Shakeſp . 2. Any thing TRAMPLER. Ş. ( from trample.] One that
drawn io length . Dryden , Row. 3. Any ! tramples
thing drawn behind in long ondulations. TRANA TIÓN . S. (trono, Lat.] The ac ! of
ſwimming over.
Spener, Pope.
To'TRAIN
. v. 0. (trainer, French .) 1. TO TRANCE. L. (tranſe, French ; tranftus, Lat. )
An ecſtacy : a state in which the ſoul is
draw along. Milion . 2. To draw ; to entice ;
wrapt into viſions of future or diſtant things.
to invite . Shabelp . To draw by artifice or
Sidney, Milton.
ſtratagem . Shakejp. 4. To draw from a& to
a& by perſuafion or promiſe. Shakeſp. 5. TO TRANCED . a . ( from trance.] Lying in a
educate ; to bring up : commonly with up. trance or ecitaly. Shakeſp.
Shakeſp . 2. Mac . Tillotson. 6. To breed, or TRANGRAM . F. ( A cant word . An odd in
tricately contrived thing. Arbuthnot.
form to any thing Genefis, Dryden.
TRAIN. /.' ( train , French.) 1. Artifice ; TRANNEL.J. A Sharp pin. Moxon.
fratagem of enticement Spenſer, Fairfax. TRANQUIL. a. (tranquille, Fr. tranquillus,
2. The cail of a bird . Brown , Hakewill, Ray . Lat . ) Quiet; peaceful ; undiltarbed. Shakeſp.
3. The part of a gown that falls behind upon TRANQUI'LLİTY. S. [tranquiliitas, Lat.)
the ground . Shakeſp. Bacon, 4. A feries; a
Quiet ; peace of mind'; peace of coodition ;
conſecution. Locke, Addijon, Watts. 5. Pro
freedom from perturbation Pope.
ceſs ; method ; ftate of procedure Swift. To TRANSACT. v. a. Iranfaélus, Lat. ) 1 .
6. A retinue ;a number of followers Shakeſp.
To manage ; to negotiate ; to conduct .
Milion, Dryden, Addiſon, Smalridge . 7. An
treaty or affairs. 2. To perform ; to do ; to
carry on Addiſon .
orderly company ; a proceſſion. Dryden. 8
The line of powder reaching to the mine TRANSACTION . F. (from tranfaat ) Nego
ciation , dealing between man and man ; ma
Burler . 9 Train of artillery. Cannons ac.
nagement Clarendor ,
companying an army . Clarendon.
TRAINBA'NDS. S. The militia ; the part TRANSANIMATION .S. (trans and anima .)
Conveyance of the ſoul from one body to ano
of a community trained to martial exerciſe.
ther. Brown .
Clarendon .
TRAIN OIL .f. ( train and oil.) Oil drawn by To TRANSCE’ND v. a . I tranſcendo, Lat. )
coction from the fat of the whale .
1. To paſs ; to overpaſs. Bucon , Davies 2 .
TRAINY: a. ( from train .) Belonging to train
To furpals; to outgo ; to exceed ; to excel.
Waller, Denham . 3. To ſurmount ; to riſe
oil. Gay.
To TRAIPSE . v. a. To walk in a careleſs or
above. Howel
To TRANSC'END V. n. To climb. Brown.
( urtiſh manner . Pope.
TRAIT . F. (traire, Fr.) A ſtroke ; a touch. TRANSCENDENCE ? 1. ( from transcend.]
TRANSCENDENCY.S 1. Excellence ; un
Broome.
TRAITOR . S. [ traitre , fr. traditor , Lat ]
uſual excellence ; lupereminence . 2. Exrgo
geration ; elevation beyond truth . Bacon.
One who being truſted betrays Dryden, Swift.
TRATTORLY.a2.. (from Irailor. ) Treacherous ; TRANSCE'NDENT . 6. (tranſcendens, Lat.)
Excellent ; ſupremely excellent ; pasting o
perfidious. Shakeſp.
TRAI'TOROUS . o . ( from traitor.) Treache
thers. Craſhaw , Bp. Sanderſon ,Rogers.
TRANSCE'NDENTAL. 2. [ Pranſcendentalis ,
rous ; perfidious. Daniel, Ben. Johnſon.
TRAI'TOROUSLY . adv ( from traitorous.]
low Lat . ) 1. General ; pervading many
particulars. 2. Supereminent ; pafling ochers
In a manoer ſuiting traitors ; perfidiouſly.
Grew
.
Donne, Clarendon .
TRAITRESS ] ( from traiter .) A woman TRANSCENDE'NTLY. adv. from tranfcen
dent.) Excellently ; fupereminently . Souch.
who betrays. Dryd. Pope.
TRALATITIOUS. a . (trom trorfatus, Lat.) TO TRANSCOLATE. v. 0. ( trans and cool,
Lat . ) To ftrain through a lieve or colander.
Metaphorical ; not literal .
TRALATI'TIOUSLY.adv. ( from oralaririous.]
Harvey.
TO TRANSCRIBE v . 2. (tranſcribe, Lat.
Metaphorically ; not literally. Holder
To TRALİ'NEATE. v . m . (trans and line )
tranſerire, French.) To copy ; to write from
To deviate from any direction. Dryder.
an exemplar. Clarendon , R ger's.
EL
TRAMM
. S. (trammoil, Fr.) 1. A net in TRANSCRIBER . / (trom tran!cribe.] A co
pier ; one who writes from a cipy . Addijon,
which birds or fiſh are caught. Car qu . 2
Any kind of net. Spenfer. 3. A kind of TRANSCRIPT. J. (tra fcriptum , Lat. A
copy; any thing written from an original .
Mackles in which hories are taught to pace .
Souib .
Dryden .
TO TRAMMEL. v. a . (from the noun . ] TO TRANSCRIPTION. F. [from tranfcriptus,
Lac ] The act of copying. Brown , Bresewocd.
catch ; to intercept. Shakeſp .
TRAN
TO TRAMPLE . v. e. (trampe, Danih . To
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TRANSCRIPTIVELY, ado. [ from tranf- 1 TRANSILIENCE. I S. (from tranfilio, Lal.
cript ) lo inanner of a copy . Brown .
TRANSILIENCY
Leap from thing to
thing Granville.
To TRANSCUR v.R. Ltranſcurro, Lat ] To
run or rove to and fro. Bacon.
TRANSIT. | (tranfitus, Lal .) In Aftrono
TRANSCURSION / (from tranſcurſus, Lat )
my , the paſſing of any planet juſt by or un
Ramble ; paſſage through ; paſtage beyond
der any fixt Nar ; or of the moon in particular,
certain limies. Bacon , Woltom .
covering or moving cloſe by aay other planet.
Harris .
TRANSE . . A temporary ablence of the ſoul;
an ecſtacy Milion.
TRANSITION. F. ( tranfitio, Lat. ) 1. Re.
moval ; paſſage .' Woodward. 2. Change ;
TRANSELEMENTA'TION . f. (trans and
Woodward, Pope 3. Pallage in writing or
elemeni.) Change ofone element into another.
Burnet .
converlaljon trom one ſubject to another .
Milton , Dryder .
TRANSEXION . ſ. ( trans and ſexus , Lat .)
Change from one lex to another. Brown.
TRANSITIVE. a. ( tranhtivus, Latin . )
TO TRANSFER. v . a ( transfero, Lat.) 1 .
Having the power of pafing. Bacon . 2. ( la
To convey , or make over from one to ano.
grammar. A verb tranfitive is that which
ther, Spenſer, Dryden, Atterbury, Prior. n.
fignifies an action conceived as having an
To remove ; to tranſport. Bacon , Dryden .
effect upon ſome object : as , I ſtrike the
TRANFIGURATION . F. ( transfiguration,
earth. Clarke
Fr. ) 1. Change of form . Brown. 2. The TRANSITORILY. adv . (from tranfitery]
With ſpeedy evaneſcerice ; with fort con
miraculous change of our bleſſed Saviour's ap
tinuance
pearance on the mount. Blackmore.
TO TRANSFIGURE. v. 6.(trans and figura, TRANSITORINESS. S. [from tranfiery .)
Lat .) To transtorm ; to change with reſpect
Speedy evaneſcence.
to outward appearance . Boyle.
TRANSITORY. / [tranſit -rius, from trorles,
TO TRANSFIX . v . a . ( transfixus, Lat. ) To
Lat. Continuing but a short time ; (peedily
vaniſhing Donne, Tillotſon,
pierce through . Dryden, Fenton.
TO TRANSFORM .v. a. (trans and forma, To TRANSLATE. v . * (tranſlatus, Lat )
1. To tranſport ; to remove Hebrews. 2.
Lat ) To metamorphoſe ; to change with re.
It is particularly uſed of the removal of a
gard to external form . Sidney, Davies .
TO TRANSFORM . v. n . To be metamorphoſ
biſhop from one lee to another. Camden . 3 .
ed . Addilon .
To transfer from one to another : 10 convey.
TRANSFORMA'TION.
( from transform .)
2 Sam Eccluf Peachem . 4. To change .
Change of Thape; ſtate of being changed with
Shakeſp. 5. To interpret in another lan
guage . Rofcommon, Duke 6. To explain .
regard to form . Shakeſe. Warts.
TRANSFRETATION.J . (trons and fretum ,
Shakeſp
Lat ) Pallage over the ſea
TRANSLA`TION . F. (tranſlutis, Lat. trare
TRANSFUSE
transfufus
TO
. v. a . (
, Lat . ) parion, Fr. ) 1 Removal; act of removing.
To pour out of one into another. Milton, Harvey, Arbuthnet. 2. The removal of a
Dryden
bihop to another fee . Clarendor. 3. The act
TRANSFU'SION. S. ( transfuſus, Lat. ) The
o curning into another language. Denten,
act of pouring out of one into ano:her. Boyle. 4 Something made by tranſlation ; vertion.
Hooker .
Denham , Dryden , Baker.
To TRANSGRESS v. a. ( tranfgrefus, Lat.) TRANSLATOR, ļ [ irom tranſlate.) 0.3e
that turns any chiog into another language.
1. To paſs over ; to paſs beyond. 2. To vio
Denham
late ; to break Hooker, Wake.
To TRANSGRE'SS. «. « . To offend by violac- TRANSLATORY. a . (from tranfce ) Tranſ
ing a law . Wiſdom .
ferring. Arbuchner.
TRANSGRESSION [ tranfgreffien, Fr. from TRANSLOCATION.ſ . I transand locus, Lat ]
tranſgrefs ] 1. Violation of a law ; breach
Removal of things reciprocally to each others
of a command. Milton, South. 2. Offeoce ; places. Woodward.
crime ; fault. Shakeſp.
TRANSLUCENCY . . ( from tranſluces! )
TRANSGRESSIVE . Q. [from tranſgreſs.] Diaphaneity ; tranſparency. Boyle.
Faulty : culpable; apt to break laws. Brown. TRANSLUCENT. I (Irans aad luceat or
lucidus , Lat.) Trace
TRANSGRESSOR.S. (from tran/greneur, Fr.) TRANSLUCID .
ſparent; dia phanous ; clear, Bacon, Poft,
Lawbreaker ; violator of command ; offender .
TRANSMARINE. 6. (tranjmarises, La
Clarendon
Lying on the other - Gide of the lea ; found
TRANSIENT. 0. (tranfiens, Lat . ) Soon paſt ;
foon patling ; ſhort ; momentary. Milton , beyond ſea. Howel.
To TRANSMEW v. 6. ( rrerbuer, Fr )
Swifi, l'ope.
TRANSIENTLY. adv . [ from tranfient ) 10
To tranfinute ; lo transtorm ; wmet amus
paſſage ; with a ſhort paflage ; nol extenſive.
phoie ; lo chaoue. Sjerjer.
TRA'NSMIGRANT. 1: (192./migrar', Lot !
ly . Dryden.
TRANSIENTNESS. S. (from tranſient.] Short.
Paffing into another country or tlace. B: 1-3
Ta
Acis of continuance ; (peedy pallage.
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To TRANSMIGRATE . v. m. ( tranſmigro, ITRANSPLANTATION. P. ( tranſplantation,
Fr. ) 1. The act of tranſplanting or removing
Lat.) To pats from one place or country into
to another foil Suckling. 2. Conveyance from
another. Pryder
TRANSMIGRATION.S. ( from iranſmigrate ) one to another Baker 3. Removal of men
from one country to another Brocme.
Paſſage from one place or late into another.
TRANSPLANTER . f.[from tranſ; lant.) One
Hooker, Denhar , Dryden .
that transplants.
TRANSMI'SSION / Toranſmiſſion, Fr. tranſ
ſ trans and porto ,
milus, Latin .) The act of lending from one To TRANSPORT. v .
Lat ] 1. To convey by carriage from place
place to ancher Bacon , Hale, Newton
to place. Raleigh, Dryden. 2. To carry into
TRANSMISSIVE . a (irom trarſmilus, Lat.)
baniſhment : as a felon. Swift. 3. To ſentence
Tranimitted ; derived from one to another
as a telon to ba ihmeni. 4. To hurry by
Prior, l'ope, Granville.
violence of paffion. Dryden , Swift. 5. To
TRANSMITTAL ſ. ( from tranſmit ] The
put into ecilacy  ;ܪto raviſh with pleaſure.
act of tranſioiting i tranliniffion. Swift.
TRANSMU TABLE. a . itrax mutable, Fr. Miron , Decay of Piety .
from tranmute . ) Capable of change ; poffible TRANSPORT L. (tranfport, Fr. from the
to be changed into another cature or ſubſtance . verb. ] 1. Tranſportation ; carriage ; con
veyance. Arbuthnot. 2. A vefſel of carriage ;
Brown , rirbuthnot
particularly a veſſel in which ſoldiers are con
TRANSMU TABLY, adv. ( from tranſmute.
veyed. Dryder, Arbushnet. 3. Rapture ;
With capacity of being changed into anothe .
echtacy . South.
fubitance or nature .
TRANSMUT A'LION . S. [tranſmutation , Fr. TEANSPORTANCE. S. [ from tranſport. ]
from tranfmuta, Lat. ) Change into another Conveyance : Carriage ; removal. Shakeſp.
nature or ſubſtance. The great aim of alchemy TRANSPORTATION. [ { from tranfore.]
in the tranſmutation of baſe metals into gold .
1. Removal ; conveyance ; carriage . W'orton .
2. Baniſhment for felony. 3. Ecitarick violence
Bacon, Newton. Bentley
To TRANSMU TE v . * . ( tranſmute, Lat ? of paſſion. Sourd.
To change from one nacure or fubitaoce to TRANSPORTER. F. (from tranſports One
another Raleigh.
that tranſports Corew .
TRANSMU TER. S. ( from tranſmute.] One TRANSPO SAL.S. (from tranſpoſe .] The acc
of puiting things in each other's place. Swifi.
that tranſmutes.
TRA'NSON . f.( tranſenna, Lat ) 1. A thwart To TRANSPOSE. v. a . (tranipoler, Fren.]
bearn or lintel over a door 2. ( Among ma
1. To put each in the place of other. Camden.
2. To pu: out of place. Shakeſp.
thematicians 1 The vane of an instrument
called a croſs ſtaff, being a piece of wood TRANSPOSITION S. ( traripfitor, fren )
1. 7 he act of putting one thing in the place
fixed acroſs with a ſquare locket upon which
of another . 2. The ftate of being puc cut of
ie nides.
TRANSPARENCY. L. ( from tranſparens. )
one place into another. Woodward
Clearneſs; diaphanely : tranſlucence , power To TRANSSHA PE v. a . 11 ans and foape ]
of eran mitring light. Addifon, Arbuih.0!
To tranform ; to bring into another ſhape.
TRANSPARENT.a. [tran parent, French.
Shakely .
Pervious to the light ; clear ; pellucid ; di To TRANSUBSTANTIATE . v . a. tranſub.
fiansier, Fr.) To change to another fublance.
aphanous; tranſlucent ; not opaque . Dryden,
Donne, Milton .
Addifon , Pipe.
. S. (tranfubfien.
TRANSPICÚOUS. a. ( trans and ſpecio, Lat.}| TRANSUBSTANTIATION
liation , Fren . ) A miraculous operatino be
TranIparent ; pervious to the tight. Milton.
lieved in the Romith church , in which the
Philips .
elements of the eucharift are ſuppo'ed to be
To TRANSPI'ERCE .v r. (tranſpiercer , fr.
changed into the real budy and blood of
To penetrale ; to make way through ; to
Christ. Locke
permeate Raleigh, Dryden.
TRANSPIRATION . ( tranſpiration, Fr. / TRANSUDATION. F. [from tranfide .) The
act of palling in liveat, or peiſpirable vapour ,
Emiſion in vapour. Brown , Sharp.
To TRANSPIRE . v. a. (tranſporo, Lat .) To
through any integument. Boyle.
vapour
en it in
TO TRANSU DE V. n . ( trans and ſudo, Lal }
TO TRANSPIRE. v. m . (tranſfirer, fr. ] To pass through in vapour. Harvey.
1. To be emitted by ipfe niible vapour | TRANSVERSAL. 6. ( tranfverjal, Fr.) Rune
Woodward . 2. To eſcape from fecrecy to
ning croſſwile. Hale.
TRANSVERSLLY. adv. ( from trenſverſal.)
notice.
TO TRANSPLACE . v. a . ( trans and place. )
In a croſs direction. Wilkins.
To remove i to put into a new place . TRANSVERSE . (tranfverfus, Lat.) Being
Wilkes .
in a croſs direction . Blackmore, Beniley.
TO TRANSPLA’NT. v. a trans and planto, TRANSVE'RSELY. adv ( trom tanjverſe.)
Lat . )
1. To remove and plant in a new
In a crofs direction . Stilling fleet.
place. Rofcom , Booon . 2. To remove. Mill. TRANSUMPTION. S. (trans and fume, Lat. )
Clarenden .
The act of taking from one place to aeother.
TRAP
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TRAP. S: [trappe, Sax . trape, Fren trappola, l.athwart. Bacon, Hayward.
Italian .] 1. A Inare fee for thieves or vermin . TRAVERSE. prep. Through ; croſſwiſe . Milt.
Taylor. 2. An ambulh ; a ſtratagem to betray TRAVERSE . c. ( tranverfus, Lat. proteife,
or catch unawares. Calamy. 3. A play at which
Fr ] Lying acroſs ; lying athwart. Hayaard ,
Wotton .
a ball is driven with a ſtick. King .
To TRAP. v.a. (trappan , Saxon. ) 1. TO TRAVERSE . S. 1. Any thing laid or built cros .
enſnare ; to catch by a ſoare or ambuſh .
Bacon . 2. Something that thwarts , croftes, or
Shakeſp Dryden. 2. To adorn ; to decorate .
obſtructs ; croſs accident ; thwarting cbitacle.
Drydent, Locke.
Spenjer, Shakeſp .
TRAPDOOR . ( trop and door . ) A door TO TRAVERSE . v. a. ( traverſer, Fr. ) 1. To
croſs ; to lay athwart. Shakeſp. Drydes. 2. To
opening and ſhutting unexpectedly . Ray .
croſs by way of opposition  ;ܪto thwart with
To TRAPE. v. n . To run idly and nuttiſhly
about.
obſtacles Worton , Dryden. Ai burbnet 3. To
TRAPES. ( I ſuppoſe from trape ) Anidle Bal
oppole ſo as to annul . Baker. 4. To wander
ternly woman . Gay
over ; to croſs. Milton , Prior. 5. To furver ;
to examine thoroughly . South.
TRAPSTICK ſ trap and ſtick ) A Nick with
which boys drive a wooden ball . Spectator. To TRAVERSE v . . To uſe a poſture of
TRAPEʻZIUM . | ( Tramossov; Irapeſe, Fren )
oppoſition in fencing Shakeſp.
A quadrilateral figure, whole four hides are not TRAVESTY. 2. (travejt :, Fr. ) Dreſſed fo as
equal, and none of its fudes parallel . Woodwa.
to be made ridiculous.
TRAPEZOID. S. (T ariesoy and sidos.] Anis re- TRAUMATICK . a. [tpavu alinis ] Vuloerars .
gular figure , whole jour Gides are not parallel . Wij man.
TRAPPINGS !: 1. Ornaments appendant to TRAY . S ſtray, Swediſh.) A ſhallow wherea
the ſaddle , Miltom . 2. Ornaments ; dreſs ;
veſſel in which meat or fith is carried. Mexar ,
embellishments Shabelt Dryden, Swife.
Gay.
TRASH . f. liros, landicki dowlen, German ) TRA YTRIP.S. A kind of play . Shakeſp.
1. Any thing worthleſs ; drols ; dregs. Shakeſ. TREACHEROUS a. (from creacbery ) Faith
Denne. 2. A worthleſs perfon. Shakeje. 3 .
leſs ; perfidious ; guilty of deſenting or be
traying. Swift.
Matter improper for food. Gorib .
To TRASH 0 9. 1. To lop ; to crop. Shakes. TREACHEROUSLY. adv .[from irrorbertus ]
2. To crush ; to humble Hammond
Faithlesly ; perfichoully ; by treaſon ; by ftra.
TRASHY, a (from Irafo .) Worthleſs ; vile ;
tagein. Donne, 01way.
uſelets . Dryden .
TREACHEROUSNESS / ( fromtreacherous !
To 'TRAVEL , V. n . ( travailler, Fr.] 1. To
The quality of being treacherous ; perfidious.
Jabour ; 10 toil . 2. To be in labour ; to ſuffer
nels.
TREACHERY.S
the painsof childbirth . Ifaiah, South .
. [ tricherie, Fren. ] Perfidy ;
breach of faith,
T. TRAVAIL . v . a. To haraſs ; to tire
TRAVAIL. Wilfrom the verb } 1. Labour ; TRECHOUROR.} ', som trailer som et en
toil ; fatigue.Hooker, Spenſer. 2. Labour ir
betrays ; one who violates his faith er allegi
childbirth . Bacon .
arce Spender
TRAVE, TRAVEL , or TRAVISE . S. A TREACLE. J. ( triacle, Fr. theriaca, Lat.) 1.
wooden frame for ſhoeing unruly horſes .
A medicine made up of many ingredients.
To TRAVEL. v. n. 1. To make journeys.
Byle ,, Fioyer. 2. Moletles; the ſpume of
ſugar.
Milton, Dryden . 2. To pats ; 10 gº ; 10
move. Shakesp . Pepe. 3. Tomake journey to TREAD. 9. . pret. ired ; part paſ.
of curioſity. Wans. 4. To labour ; to coil
trodden . [Iruden, Goth . thedan, Saxon ; re
den , Dutch. ) 1. To ſet the toot. Shatejp
Hooker , Shokep.
TO TRAVEL V a. 1. To paſs ; to journey
Miiloon . 2. To trample ; to let the feet in
over. Milton. 2. To force to journey. Spenjer
(corn or malice Stakeje . 5. To walk wih
TRAVEL . ſ. (travail, Fiench ) 1. Journey ;
form or Itare . Shakilp Milten. 4. To copulate
act of pafling from place to place . Dryden ,
as birds. Bacon, Dryden.
Prior. 2. Journey of curi fity or intruction. To TREAD , v . a. 1. To walk on ; to feel un
Bacan , adaifon . 3. Labour ; toil. Daniel,
der the foot. Shakeſp , Pruer. 2. To preis un
Milion . 4. Labour in childbirth . Dryden. 5 .
der the taot . Swifi. 3. To beat ; to track .
TRAVEL , Account of occurrences and ob
Shakeſp 4. To walk on in a formal or ſtately
mannet . 5. To crush under foot ; to trample
fervations of a journey . Brown , Waits.
TRAVI LLER ] (tratai leur,Fr.] 1. One who
in contempt or haled. Tjalms. 6. To put a
action by the feet. Job. 7: To love as the
goes a journey ; a way arer . Spenſer. 2. One
who viſies reign courtries. Baco ', Locke.
male bird the female Dryden.
TRAVELTAINTED. a. ( travel and tainted ] TRCAD / ( from the verb.) 1. Footing ; Rep
the toot. Shukelp. Milos, Drydes. 2 .
with
Haralled ; saligued with travel , Sharelp
TRAVERS. adv. (French ) Athwart; acroſs. Way ; track ; path . Shake; p. 3. The cock's
Stake p .
part in the egs
TREA
TKA VERSE . adv. [a iravers, Fr. ) Croſſwiſe ;

TRE

TRE
TREADER . S. ( from tread.) He who treads. , TREAT. ſ. [from the verb. ] 1. Ao entertaia
Laiah .
ment given. Dryden , Collier. 2. Something
TREADLE . L. ( from road 1 1. A part of an
given as an entertainment . Dryden .
engine on which the feet act to put it in mo- TRE'ATABLE. . (traitable, Fr.) Moderate ;
tion . Moxim 2. The ſperm of the cock .
not violent. Hooker , Temple.
Brown, Derham
TRE'ATISE. 1. trofus, Lacin .) Diſcourſe ;
written tradła:e . Shakeſ ). Dryder.
TREASON . P. [ rrahiſon, Fr. ) Ano Fence com
mitted against thedignity and majeſty of the TREATMENT. L. ( traitment , fr ) Uſage ;
manner of uſing good or bad Dryden .
commonwealth : it is divided into high trea .
for and patit l'eason High areason is an of- TREATY. 1. (llaité, Fr. } , Negotiation ; act
fence againſt the security of the common .
of creating Spenſer . 2. A compact of accom
modation relating to publick affairs. Bacon .
wealth, or of the king's majeſty, whether by
imagination , word, or ded ; as to compaſs or
3 For entreaty ; iupplication ; petition . Spenr.
Shakelp .
imagine prealon , or the death of the prince,
or the queen confort , or his ſon and heir ap TREBLE . a . ' triple, Fr trislus, triplex , Lat . )
1. Three old ; triple. Shakeſp . Sandys. 2.
parent ; or to deflower the king's wile, or his
eldeſt daughter uniparried, or his eldest ion's
Sharp of found. Bacon .
wife ; or levy war againt the king in his TO TRE'BLE. v. a. ( trifler, Fr. ) To multiply
realm , or to adhere to his enemie by adding
by three ; to make thrice as much, Spenjer ,
Creech .
them , or to counterfeit the king's great leil ,
privy ſeal, or money ; or knowingly to bring To TREBLE.V . n. To become threefold Swift.
faile money into this rea'm counterteited like TREBLE. I. A ſharp 1 und Bacon, Dryden.
the money of England, and to utter.he fine: TREBLENESS. P. (from treble. ] The ſtate of
or to kill the king's chancellor, treaturer, jul
being treble. Buscon.
tice of the one bench or of the other ; jutices TREBLY. adv. ( from treble ) Thrice told ; in
threefold number or quantity . Dryden, Ray .
in eyre, juſtices of asize, justices of over and
terminer, when in their place and doing their TREE / ( trie. Iilandick ; tree, Danith .) 1. A
duty ; or forging the king's leal manual, or
large vegetable uſing , with one woody ſtem ,
privy ſignet ; or diminishing or impairing the
to a conſiderable height. Burnet , Locke . 2.
current money : and in ſuch treofon, a man
Any thiog branched out. Dryden .
forfeits his lands and gonds to the king : and TREE germander. f . A plant .
it is called orealor paramount. Petic treason TREE of life. f. [lignum vite, Lat.) An ever
green : the wood is eſteemed by twners .
is when a ſervade kills his mailer, a wife her
huſband , fecular or religious kills his prelate : TREE primrole . f. A plant.
this trealon gives forfeiture to every lord within TREEN. old plur. of iroe. Ben . Johnſon,
his own fee : both trea'ons are capital . Cowol TREEN . a Wooden ; made of wood . Camden .
TREASONABLE. ? a. [from treason .) Hav- TRCE FOIL. f. ( trifolium , Lat. ) A plact.
TRE'ASONOUS . Śing the nature or guilt Peacham .
of treaſon Shake Clarendon.
TREILLAGE. S. ( French ) A contexture of
TREASURE. / {trefor, fr. ] Wealth hoarded ;
pales to ſupport elpaliers, making a diftinct
riches accumulated . Shakelp. Bacan . Locke.
incloture of any part of a garden . Trovout .
To TREASURE. v. a. ( from the noun. ) To TRELLIS. S. (French .) Is a ſtructure of iron ,
hoard ; to repoſit ; to lay up. South, Rowe.
wood, or olier, the parts croffing each other
TREASURER . . (from treaſure, ireforier ,
like a lattice . Trevoux
Fren.) One who has care of money : one who To TRE MBLE . v. , ( trembler, Fren. tremo,
has charge oftreaſure. Shakeſp. Raleigh .
Lar.) 1 To ſhake as with fear or cold ; to
TREASURERSHIP.S . (from irealures Oifice
fhiver ; to quake ; to ſhudder. Shakelp . Clar.
or dignity of trealurer Hakewill.
Rowe 2. To quiver ; to totier. burnet. 3 .
TRE’ASUREHOUSE . [. ( treajure and houſe .)
To quaver ; to shake as a found. Baca.
Place where hoarded riches are kept. Hooker, TREMBLINGLY. adv . from irembling.) So
Paylor .
as to chake or quiver. Pope.
TREASURY.S [ from treaſure,ireforerie, Fr ] TREMENDOUS a tremendus , Lat.) Dread
ful ; horrible ; aſtonishingly terrible. Pope.
A place in which riches are accumulaced .
Worlun, Temple, Walls.
TRE MOUR . L. I tremer , Lat ] 1. The ſtate of
trenbling. Harrey, Arbuthnot. 2. Quiver
TO TREAT. v . 4. ( traiter, Fr Iratlı, Latin .)
1. To negotiate ; to ferile. Dryder 2.1 Trac
ing or vibratory motiun. Newton ,
10, Lat.) To diſurfe on 3. To uſe in any TRE MULOUS. a ( tremulus, Lat.) 1. Trem
bling ; deartui : Dec. of Party 2. Quivering ;
manner , good or bad Spectator. 4. To handie;
vibratory. Holder
to manage ; to carry on. Dryden . 5. To en
Terrain with expence.
TRT MüLOUSNESS F. (from tremulous) The
fate of quivering .
TO TREAT. V. n . ( trailer, From trahtien ,
A tiib ipear.
S.1x ] 1. To diſcourſe ; to make diſcussins TREV.
11/193.7 , Aldison, 2. To practile negot ation . To TRINCH. v.a. (irracher, Fr. ] 1. To cut.
Shakes. 2. To cui or dig into piis or daches.
2 Muc. 3. To comº 12 terms of accon.no .
milton , Curlyn .
dation. Swift, .. To nako gratuitvus ecter.
tin nante.
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TRI

TRI
TRENCH ( [ trambo, fr .] 1. A pit or disch . | TRIAL. f. ( from try . ] 1. Teſt ; examination .
Dryady, Mrtner. 2. Earth thrown up 10
Shakeſp 2. Experieoce ; act of examining
detend Diliers in their approach to a to vi , or
by experience. Bacor. 3. Experiment , expe
Prior.
camp
Shake
p
to guari a
rimental knowledge. Hebrews. 4. Judicial
TRENCHIVT. a. ( trenchani, Fr ] Cutting ; examination . Cowel, Shakeſp. 5. Temptacios ;
tharp Butler
teil of virtue . Milion , Rogers. 6. State of
TRENCH R./ ( from Irench ; trenckor, Fr. }
being cried . Shake;p
1. A piece of woxd on which meat is cut at TRIANGLE. S: ( triangle, Fren.) A figure of
table Shakeip. Alure. Dryden. 2. The table. three angles. Locke.
Shak 3 Food , pleatures of the table South . TRIANGULAR. a ( triangularis, Lat .) Has.
TRENCHERPLY ſ. trencber ard f ;.) One
ing three angles. Spenſer, Ray.
that haunt tables i 2 parafite . L'Elirange.
TRIBE L. ( tribus, Lai ] 1. A diftinê body of
TRENCHERAN J. ( trencher and man . ) A
the people as divided by family or fortune, or
feeter i an enter . Sidney, Shakep.
any other characteriſtick . Ben Jobafis. 2. 1:
TRENCHERMATE . " (trencher and mate.) is often uled in contempt. Roscommon.
TRTBLLT, or TRIBOULL T.F. A goldſmich's
A table compani ni aparatite Horker.
To TREND. v . n . To tenid ; to lie in any par ton for making rings. Ainſwersb.
ticular direction. Dryden ,
TRIBULATION /. [tribulation ,Fr. ) Perteca
TRENTALS. L. trenie, Fren ) A number of tion ; diſtreſs ; vexation ; disturbance of lite.
malles , to the tale of thirty. Ayliffe.
Hirker, Milion , Atterbury.
TRENDLE. Į ( trendel, Sax.j Any thing TRIBUNAL L. 18ribunal, Lat. and Fren. ] : ,
turned round.
The ſeat of a judge. Shakeſp . M'aller .
TRE PAN . S. { trepan , Fr.) 1. An inſtrumen : Court of jullice Milton.
by which chirurgcons cut out round pieces of TRIBUNE L. (tribunus . Lat.) 1. An officer of
the skill 2. A ſnare ; a tratagem . Rofcom
Rome choſen by the people, Shakeſp. 2. Tbe
South .
commander of a Roman legion .
TO. TRE PAN v . a. 1. To períorate with the TRIBUNTIAL 2.4. ( 1ribanisius, Latia )
trepan . Wileman, Arbuihnöt. 2. To catch | TRIBUNITIOUS. Š Suiting a tribune ; re
1 ) eninare Burier , Souri.
lacing to a tribune . Bacon .
TREPHINE.L. A Imall trepan : a ſmaller in TRIBUTARY. a ( pributaire, Fr tributarias,
Atrument of proforation managed ny one hand ,
Lat ] ! . Paying tribute as an acknowledgment
Wilemin
of fubmiſſion to a matter . Drydes ., 2. Sub
TREPIDA'TION /. ( trepidario, Lat ) 1. Tht
ject , ſubordinate. Prior. 3. Paid in tribute .
ſtate of trembling. Bacin , Donne , Alilten . 2. TRIBUTARY. L. [ from iribure . ) One wto
State of terrour . Il 103 ,
pavs a stated fum in acknowledgment of fab
TO TRESPASS V. r . (trefpolir, fr . ] 1. To
jection. Dalies .
tranfyreis ; to fend Lev .Norris 2. To en TRIBUTE ./. [ tribus, Fr. tributum , Lat ) Page
ter unlawiully on another's grourd. Prior .
ment made in acko wledgment ; fubjectiva.
TRESPASS I Corelpaji , Fren ] 1. Tranſgrel Numbers, Milton
Gon ; ollence. Shakip wiilton . 2. Unlawrul TRICE 1. A ſhort time ; an inſtant ; a ſtroke.
entrance on any hea's ground.
Suckling, Swift, Bentley .
TRESPASTR 1. {from trejpaís ] . An offen- TRICOMA'NES 1. A plane.
des : a tranilsortiit. 2. One who enters un TRICHOTOMY.
f. Diviſion into three parts.
Walis.
lawfully on anotheis ground II'a't : ..
TRESSED . a trom iri , iren .) Kosted os TRICK . I treck, Durch .) 1. A 1ly fraud.
curled Spinder
Raleigh, Souib.2. A dexterous artiſce. P.p.
TRESSES. /. without a ſingular. (trebe, Fr. )
3. A vicious practice. Dryden. 4 A juggie;
an anuck , any thing done to cheat j cotels.
Aknetercarlo: hair . Shakejp. 11:1:in .
Inr. 5. An unexpected effect Stalep
TRESTLE. 1. trpiteou, Frji. The frame of
a table A novcable form by which any
6. A practice; a manner ; : hari . Stakej?.
7. A rumber of cards laid regularly up ia
thing is fupponere
TRET. . It'r bab v from iritus, Lac.] Anal
play .
lowance made by merchanes to retailers,which To TRICK. V. a. ( from the noun ; tricker,
is iour pounds in every hundred weight, and
Fr. ) 1. To cheat ; to impole on ; to de.raud.
four pianus for watte or relule of a com
Stephens. 2. To drets ; o d - corale : to a
modis Berly .
dorn Dragion, Stalep. Sandys. 3. To per
TIETHINGS 1. Taxes ; imports.
10: m by night of hand, or with a light coub.
TREVE C . nefee, Sax niepocil, ir ] Any
thing that llauds on three les.
TO TRICK. v . m . To live by fraud Dryder.
TRLY . ) ires , Las ir915, Fren ] A three at TRICKER . ſ. The catch which being pulled
cards. Shakesp .
d lengsges the cock of the guo, that it may
TRIUL . 0. [ from fry ] Polible to b : ex
give tire. Bojle.
perimentei; capable of trai Blike 2. Such | TRICKING
( from trick.) Dreſs ; ornamect .
Skolep.
as oma be juicially examined
ydymo
TRIAD . ). (trics, Lau irade, Foun .] Three TRICKISH . 6. ( from orick . ) Kaavihiy art.
oni eu ,
ic !;

TRI
TRI
try ] Pertaining to trig nometry.
fol; fraudulently cunning ; miſchievouſy ſub
TRILATERAL . 2 ( trilo'eral , Fr. tres and
tle . Pore,
lotus, Lac.) Hiving three fides.
To TRICKLE . v . n . To fall in drops ; to rill
TRILL. / [orillo, lal ) Quaver ; tremul ul
in a ſlender ſtream Bacon , Dryden, Pepe.
TRICKSY. 4. ! rem trick . ) Pretty . Shakeſp
nels of muſick , riddilon
TRICORPORAL . a . (tricorporis, Lat ] Hav. ( To TRILL
a from the roun ) To utier
ing three b dies.
quavering . Thomſon.
TRIDE. O ( among hunters ; tride, Lat . ) Short To TRILL . .' * i . To trickle; to fall in drops
or fender ſtreams. Shakeſp. 2. To play in
and ready. Bailey.
TRI'DENT. L. (trident, Fr. tridens, Lat ) A
tremulous vibrations of found Dryden .
three forked ſcepere of Neptune. Sandys, Ald.TKI ! LION J. A million ofmillions of millions.
TRILU'MINAR . ? a . [or :'umin ris, Lein .]
TRIDENT, a . Having three reeth .
TRIDING S. itndinga, Sex.j The third part TRILUMINOUS ) Having three lights.
TRIM . a . ' geenynunco , Sax . Ivice ; ficugi
of a country or fhire.
TRIDUAN . a. ( from triduum , Lat ] 1. Last
dretied up Tujjr, Dryden.
ing three days. 2. Happening every third To TRIM U a . itrmaan, Sax to build .)
day.
1. To ft out . Shukejp . 2. To dreſs ; to de
TRIE'NNIAL. a . ( triennis, Latin ; triennal,
corate Bacm, 11 ton, Drvelen 3. To ſave ;
To make neat ;
Fr.) 1. Laſting three years. K. Char . liowei.
to clip 2 Som Duel.
2. Happening every third year
to adjuſt. Skoklp. Ben Jhalom 5. Tota
TRIER / ( trom try ) 1. One who tries expe
lance a velal. Séctator. 6. It has often up
conphatical Shaveip.
rimentally. Boyle. 2. One who examines ju .
TRIM . v. » . To balance ; to fluctuate be
brings
To
Teft
to
Hule.
who
;
one
diciaily.
3.
the lit Shakeſp.
tween twn parties. South, Dryden.
TO TRIFALLOW . V
To plow land the TRIM . J. Dicſs; geer ; ornaments. Shake'p .
britimebefore fowing Mort mer.
Dizden
TRIKILY adv . (from irim .] Nicely ; neatly .
TRIFID . 6. Cut or divided into three parts.
TRIFISTULARY. a . ( tres and fijtula , Lat .)
Speiſer , Ajchan .
Ha ing three pipes.
TRIMMER .. from trim ) 1. Onewho charges
To TRI FLEVA I tryfeler ,Dutch . ) 1. To act
fides to balance parties ; a turn- coat. L'Ejra.
Swift. 2. A piece of word in'erted . Mix » .
or talk without weight or dignity ; to act with
levity. Huoker . 2. To mock : to play the tool . | TRIMMING.Y. [ from irim ) Ornamental ap
pendages to a coat or gown Garth .
Shakeſp. 3. Tindulge in light amuſement.
4. To be of on importance. S ; ener .
TRINAL a [ lrinus, Lat .) Threefoid Spenſer.
To TRIFLE . v.a. To make oſ no importance. TRINE. I trine, Fr. trinus, Lat.) An aſp - et
Shake .
of planets placed in three angles of a trgon , in
which thíy are ſuppoſed by aſtrologers to be
TRIFLE. f. [ from the verb . ) A thing of no
eminently benign Milton , Creech .
moment. Drayton
TRIFLER . L. (trifelaar , Dutch ) One who To TRINE v. a . (from the noun. ) To put in
a7s with levity ; one who talks with folly
a trine afpet Dryden.
Bicon , l'arts
TRINITY ) . ( trinstas, Lat . Irinité, Fr. ] The
incomprehenſible union of the three perſons in
TRIFLING . a . ( from trifle.) Wanting worth ;
un mportant ; wanting we'ght . Rogers.
the Godhead Locke.
TRIFLINGLY. odv. (trom irifling i Without TRINKET. L. 1. Toys ; ornaments of dreſs.
Sidney, Swift. 2. Things of no great value ;
weight : without dignity ; without import
2nce Lecke.
tackle ; tools. L'Efirauge.
TRIFORM . a. (triformis, Lat ) Having a ti CRIOBOLAR. a . atriebolaris , Latin.) Vile ;
ple hape . 11:!121 .
mean ; worthleſs. Ckeyae .
TRIGGER Ii A catch to hold the wheel on To TRIP . V 2.11: 0per, Fr. trippen, Dutch .) 1 .
deep ground . 2. The caich that being puiled
To lupplant ; to throw by firiking the feet
lcomes the cock of the gun . Lícke.
from ihe grourd by a ſudden motiva . Shakeſ.
TRIGINTALS / A number of males to the
2. To catch ; to detect. Skakelp .
To TRIP . v. n . 1. To fall by loting the hold of
iale o : thirty. Hlyliffe.
TRIGLYPH's. In architecture. ] A member
the feet. Dryden. 2. To fall ; to err ; lo be
of the frize of the Dorick order fet directly
deficient Hocker , South , Addison . 3 Toftum
over every sillar, and in certain ſpaces in the
ble ; to titubate . Locke . 4. To run livbily.
incerc lennitions, Harris.
Shake p. Crcbaw , Dryden , Prior. 5. To
take a ſhort voyage.
TRIGON L. (trigone, Fr. ) A triangle . Hale.
TRIGONAL.. a. trom irigen .) Triangular ; TRIP . ) [ from the verb ) 1. Allroke or catch
having three corners. W code ord .
by which the wreftler ſupplants his antagoniſt.
TRIGONOMETRY.. ( 1: 1207cm?trie, Fren .
Lryden, Addyn 2. A itun b'e by which the
foothold
is loit 3. A failure ; 2 miltake.
Trigemmetry is the art ofmeaſuring triangles,
Drydn. 4. A mot veyage or journey. i'ope.
or of calculating the ſides of any triangies
TRIPARTITE
. a . Ciriparte, Fr. tripartia
foecht, 250 tisins plainer ſphericai. Harris .
TRIGOXO :12: ? TICAL. a. Ir mirigoname:
5 1 2
ins

TRI
bus, Lac ] Divided into three parts ; having
three correſpondent cupies. Shakeſp.
TRIPES (tripe, Fr. riippa, Ital. and Span .
1. The inteſtines; the gues. Kings. 2. it is
uſed in ludicrous language for the human
belly .
TRIPEDAL. a . (tres and pes, Lac.) Having
three feet.
TRIPETALOUS. a. ( tres and siralo '. ) Having a flower conditicg of three leaves .
TRIPHTHONG . ! [ rip bohongue, Fren. tres
and y.Sofyn .) A coalition of three vowels to
form one found : as, (qw ; eye.
TRIPLE . a. Itrisk , fr. ariplex, triplus, Lat.?
1. Three foht: confisting of thiee conjoining
Milion , Wallir . 2. Treble ; three times re
peated. Burner.
To TRIPLE w.a. [ from theadjective ) 1. TO
treble ; to mahe thrice as much , or as many.
Hooker , Swift . 2. To make threefold. Dryd.
TRI'PLET. . ( from triple ) 1. Three of a
kind . Swifi. 2. Three verfis rhyming toge
cher . Dryden .
TRIPLICATE . a . (fron triplex, Lat.) Made
thrice as much. Harris,

TRO
TRITURABLE, a foriturable, Fr. íron tri
turate.] Poſible to be pounded or comminut
ed Brwn

CRITURATION . S. {lritura , Lat .) Reduction
or any ſubſtances to powder upon a lone with
a muller, as colours are ground Brown .
TRIVET. 1. Any thing ſupprted by three
feet. Chapman.
TRIVIAL. a ( trivialis, Lat.) 1. Vile ; worth
lels ; vulgar. Roſcommon. 2. Light ; trifling ;
unimportant; inconliderable Dryden. Rogers
TRIVIALLY. adv . from trivial.) 1. Com
monly ; vulgarly . Bacan . 2. Lightly j;incon
ſiderably.
TRIVIALNESS. P. [ irom trivial ) 1. Come
monnels ; vulgarity . 2. Lighroels ; un'm
portance.
TRIUMPH . S. (triumphus, Latin ,) 1. Pomp
with wliich a victory is publickly celebrated.
Bacon. 2. State of being victorious. Milice,
Dryden . 3. Vittory ; conquat. Miltor, Pope.
4. Joy for ſucceſs. Milion . 5. A conquerieg
card now called trump .
To IRIUMPH . r . ( oriumpho, Lat.! 1. To
celebrate a viełory with pomp : to rejoice for
TRIPLICATION. !. [from triplicare ! The
victory . Job , Dryden. 2. To obtain victory ,
Kroles. 3. To iwfuli upun an advantage
act of trebling or adding three together. Glanv.
pained. Shakeſp.
TRIPLICITY. F. ( triplicité, Fs from triplex,
Lat. ) Trebleneſs; llate of being threefold TRIOMPHAL 0 ( triumphalis, Latin ] Cled
Bacon , Walls .
in celebrating victory. Bacon, Swift.
TRIPMADAM . S. An herb . Mortimer .
TRIUMPH 41 .. ). [triumphalia, Lat.) A token
TRIPOD). L. (tripus, Lac.) A ſeat with three
of victory. Milton.
feet, fuch as that from which the prieitels 0 TRIUMPHANT. a . ( eriumahans, L.at. ) 1. Ce
Apollo delivered oracles,
lebrating a victory. Shakejp Sith . 2. Re
TRIPOLY. I A ſharp cutting land. Now !07.
joicing as for victory . Milton. 3 Victorious ;
TRIPOS 1. A tripod Ben. Johnjon.
graced with conquest. Pope.
TRIPPER . f. [ from irip ) One who trins. TRIUMPHANTLY. adv. ( from triumplas ! )
TRIPPING . a. (from trip. } Quick ; nimble .
1. In a triumphant manner in coken o ! vic
Minitam .
tory ; joviully as for victory. Granville
Victoriouſy ; with succeſs. Shake}p. 3. With
TRIPPING . J. [ from trip ) Light dance . M : / t.
infoleni exultation . Sourb.
TRIPTOTE. 1. (triprtin, Lat.) Tripluie is a
TRIUMPHER . 1. [from triumfb . ) One wbo
noun uſed in but in three caſes Clark.
TRIPU DIARY . a. ( tripudium , Latin.] Per
triumphs Shakilp . Peacham .
TRIUMVIRATE
formed by dancing Browun.
( triuin viratus or tri
TRIPU DIATION. S. [ Irigudium , Latin.) Aa TRIUMVIRI.
s umviri, LaL. Ac alipina
of dancing .
or concurrence of three men Sbakelp . Jejr.
TRIPPINGLY . adv. ( from tripping ) With TRIUNE . a . ( tres and unus , Lalj At once
three and one. burnet.
agility ; with ſwite motion. Shake;p.
TRIRE ME. /. (triremis , Lat. ) A gailey with To TROAT. v . a ( with hunters ) To cry as
three benches of oars on a fide .
a buck d es at rutting time.
TRISE'CTION L. ( tres and jedio, Latin . ) Di TROCAR . J. ( irsis quart, Fr ] A chirurgical
vision into three equal paris.
instrumeni. Sharp
TRISTFUL, a. (triftis, Larin. ) Sad ; melan- TROCHAICAL. a ( trocławuc, Fr trecbaicus,
choly ; gloomy Shakeſp.
La :.] Conniting of truchees
TRISU'LC. S. [ irifulcus, Lat. ) A thing ofthe
ROCHANTERS. 1.1.7*** 011, s.) Two pro
celies of the thigh bone, cailed rotator mujr
points . Brown.
and minor, in which the lenduns of many
TRISYLLA BICAL , a . ( from triſyllab.c .) Con.
muſcles terminate.
filling of three ſyllables.
TRISYLLABLE. 1. ( 1ri / yllaba, Lat . ) A word TROCHE. 1. ( trecbaus, Lat. toorã. 3. ) A
conſisting of three ſyllables .
foot uſed in Latin postry , cunfuling of a lorg
and thort lullable.
TRITE a. ( oritus , Latin.) Word out; Nale ;
TROCHTLICKS. Į (Tpoyis ] The ſcience of
common : not new . Rogerso
rolatory motion . Brown.
TRITENESS. l. ( from trite. ) Staleneſs ;
commonnels.
TROCHINGS, . The branches on a deet's
head.
TRITHEIM / (opes and S503.) The opinion
TROCHISCH
which holds three diftinct gods.
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treſs ; to make uneaſy. Milt. 1. Mac. 4 .
TROCHISCH. F. ( Tfoxiox @ .) A kind of tab
To buſy ; to engage overmuch . Luke. 5 To
le :or lozenge. Bacon .
TRODE, the preterite of tread. Judges.
give occaſion of labour to. Locke. 6. To teize ;
TRODE . ). ( from trod, pret. of tread. ] Foot
to vex . Shakesp. 7. To diſorder ; to put into
ing. Spenſer.
agitation or commotion. Shakeſp. Jobr , Dav.
TROD.
8. To mind with anxiety . Clarendor. 9 . Το
Participle paſſive of tread.
fue for a debt.
TRODDENS Luke , Milion, Addifon.
TROGLODYTE. f. (afwyjacozins.) One who TROUBLE. ! (trouble, Fr.) 1. Diſturbance ;
inhabits caves of the earth Arbuthnot.
perplexity. Milton 2. AMAion ; calamily .
Shakejp. 3. Moleſtation ; ohftruction ; incon
To TROLL . v . a . (troller, to roll , Dutch ] To
move circularly ; to drive about. Ben. Y hal. venience. Milton. 4. Uneaſineſs ; vexation .
To TROLL . v . 1.1 . To roll; to run round . Milon .
Swift. 2. To 6th for a pike with a rod which TROUBLE -STATE. . ( trouble and ſiate ]
Difturber ofaa community ; publick make-bate
has a pully towards the bottom . Gay.
Daniel
TROLLOP S. A flatternly , looſe woman.
TROOP. 1. ( ircope, Dutch. ). 1. A company ; a TROUBLER. S. [from srcuble.) Din urber ;
number of people collected together. Shakeſp . confounder. Spenler, Waller, Atterbury .
Locke. 2. A borly of ſoldiers. Dryden. 3. A TROUBLESOME. a . (from arouble.) . Full
ſmall body of cavalry .
of molellation ; vexatious ; unealy ; aflliflive .
To TROOP. 9. n . l from the noun . ) 1. To
Skukeſp. Tillotſon. 2. Burderfome; tirefime;
march in a body . Shakeſp. Milton. 2. To
wearitome. Pope 3. Full of teizing buſiness .
Sidney. 4. Slightly haraffing. Milion , Shak .
march in hatte . Skakejp. Cbaj man . 3. To
5. Unſealonably engaging ; improperly impor
march in company. Shakeſp.
euning. Sjenjer. 6. lingorcunate; teizing .
TRO'OPER. 1. (from troop.) A horſe ſoldier.
Arbuthnot.
Grew .
TROPE L. (tom 1 A change of a word from TROUBLESOMELY.adv. ( from troublejene . ]
its originaltigritication ; as, the clouds foresel Vexatioufly : wearifomely ; unfeatonably ; im
prtunatey. Locke
rain, for forelbew . Hudibras.
TROPHIED . a (trom iropky ) Adorned with TROUBLESOMENESS L. [from troubleſome.]
1. Vexatiouſneſs ; uneaſineſs. Bacon. 2. Ion
trophies. l'ope.
( tropheum , Latin.) Something portunity ; unfeaſonableneſs.
TROPHY.
taken from an enemy, and thewn or treaſured TROTBLOUS, O 'rom trouble.) Tumuleu
ous ; coniulet ; d :fordered ; put into commo
up in proof of vittory. Shakejp. Pove
TROPICAL.o. ( frem trope ) 1. Rhetorically tion. Spemjer, Daniel.
changed from the original meaning. Brown, TROʻVER . P. jorcuaer, Fien .) In the common
South . 2. Placed near the tropick , belong
law , is an adtion which a man has against one
That having found any of his go ds re uich to
ing to the tr pick .
deliver them .
TROPICK F. ( tropicus, Latin.) The line at
which the ſun iurns back , of which ihe North TROUGH . 1. (trag, troh , Sax troch, Durch .)
Any thing hollowed and onen lengitudinaily
has the tropick of Cancer, and the South the
on the upper lide . Abbor , Dryaen .
tropick of Capricorn. Dryden.
TROPOLOGICAL. a. ( tone and pé, 0 ) TO TROLL vn ( trollen, lo rell, Dutch . ) 1 .
Varicd by tropes ; change from clie original
To move volubly. Milton . 2. To utter vo
lubly. Shakelp .
import of the words
TROPOLOGY. S [ofér @ and 7:20.) A she To TROUNCE ~ a. To punish by an indict
torical mode of ſpeech including tropes, or a
Tent or information Dryden .
change of ſome word from the originai inean . TROUSE.
11.11: 031?, Fren truilh , Eife . ]
I'ROUSERS Š Breeches; hoje . Spení Wijem ,
ing Brown .
TROSSERS. S, ( trouſſes. Fr ) Breewhes ; hoſe. TROUT. L. ( truht, Saxon ) ! Delicate ipos
Shakesp
ied hiih inhab.ing brooks and quick fbeams ,
TO TROT. v. h . (troller , Fr. Trotten, Dutch ] ' Carew . 2. A familiar phirale for an honeti, or
!. To move with a high jolting pace. Shake p.
perhaps for a lilly fellow . Shakesp.
Dionis To walk fait , in a ludicrous or To TROW.0.9 ( treodian, Saxon ; tree, Dan ]
contemptuous fente .
to think ; to imagine; 10 conceive. Sidney,
TROT. Í ( tror, Fr 1. The joling high pace
Hoker , Shakeſp. Gay.
TROW . interject. An exclamation of enquiry,
0 : a horie. 2. An old woman Shokep.
Shakeſp .
TROIH . . ( trend, Sax ) Truth ; laith ; fi
TROWEL.S. (truelle, Fr. frulla, Lat.) A tool
delity. Shakejp. Daniel, Aditifs».
TROTHLESS. 6. from troch ] Faithleſs : to take up the mortai with , and ſpread it on
the bricks. Moxou
treacherous. Fas, fax .
TRO'TAPLIGHT. 6. ( troth and light.) Be TROY WEIGHT. I from Troies, Frerch . )
TRY
SA kind of weight by
trothed ; altuanced. Shakesp .
winch g ld , ſilver, & c. are weighed , conülling
TO TROLBLEV a. lsriubler Fr. ] 1. To dit
Toa
12
of chele denominations : a pound
Whibo, to perplex. Shake;p . Loche. 2
Hict ; to grisve. Sidney, Tiborjon. 3. To dit
ounces ; ounce = 20 pony -weighis ; penny
weicht

TRU
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weight = 24 grains. The Engliſh phyſicians 1 TRU'ELOVE . S. An herb, called herba Paris .
make uſe of troy weight after the following TRUELO VEK NOT. 21. true, love, and
TRUELOVERSKNOT. S knot ) Lines drawn
manner .
through each other with many involutions,
Grains
conlidered as the emblem of interwoven af
20 Scruple
fection Hudibras .
60
Drachm
3
TRUENESS. J. [ irom true. ] Security ; ua
Dunre
8
24
480
artfulneſs . Bacon .
5760
288
96
TR'UCPENNY L. ( true and penny ) A fami
Pound .
TRU'ANT.S. ( truand, old Fr. ireuwani, Dut . )
Tiar phrale for an honett feilow . Sbakep.
An idler ; one who wanders idly about, neg . TRUFFLE. J. ( 19wfie, truffe, F.) in Italy , the
uſual method for the finding of trutfl's, or fub .
lelling his duty or employment To play the
terraneous muſhrooms, called by the lialians
truant is, in ſchools, lo itay from ſchool with .
out leave . More.
tartu ali, and in Latin tubera ttriæ , is by lying
TRU'ANT . a . Idie ; wandering from buſineſs ;
a cord to a pig , and driv ng him, obſerving
where he begins to roet. Ray.
lazy : loitering . Shakelp .
TRU'A
v.n.
To
NT.
To idle at a dillance TRUG . / . A hod for mortar.
from duty ; to loiter ; to be lazy . Shakeip . TRULL.S . ( trulla, Italian .) A low whore ; .
TRUANTSHIP . . ( from tivant. ) Idleneſs ;
vagrant trumpet. Shakeſp .
weeligence; neglect of ſtudy or buſineſs. Ajebi | TRULY. odv. (from true } 1. According to
TRU'BTAIL F A ſhort ſquat woman . Ainſw .
truth ; not saltely ; faithTully. Sidney, Husker.
TROBS. /. (ruber Lat. ) A fort of herb . Ainſw .
2. Really ; without fallacy. 3. Exadly ;
TRUCE . /. ( truga, low Lat ) 1. A temporary juftly. South. 4. Indeed . Wct0n.
peace ; a ceſta ion of boftilities. Hook. ' Shak TRUMP | ( trompe, Dutch. aud od French ;
Irumba, lial ) 1. A trumpet; an inſtrument
2 Tim . Dryder . 2. Celticion ; intermiflion ;
of warlike muſick Shakcip. Helley 2 A
Mort quiet Milton .
TRUCIDA TION . . ( from trucido, Lat .) The
winning card ; a card that has par icular priei
act or killing.
vilege in a game Pope, Swifi 3 1 01.10
TR
To
UCK V. r . (!roquer , Fren. truccare.
or up on the TRUMPs. To put to the latl expe
Tlxi į Totraffick by exchange .
dient. Dryden.
To TRUCK . v . a. To give in exchange ; to To TRUMP v . a . (from the noun ) 1. To win
exchange. L'Elrange. Swift.
with a trump card. 2. T. [ ump #p . To de
vile ; to forge .
TRUCK . 1. ( irom the verb ). 1. Exchange ;
traitick by exchange. L'Ellrange , Dryden . 2. TRUMPERY. S. (tromperie, Fren .) 1. Some
Wooden wheels :or carriage of capnon .
thing tallaciouſly lplend d Sbat.p. 2 Falle
TRCCKLEBED , or trandlebed. I (properly
hood ; emply iaik . Raleigh. 3. Something
trecebed ; fiom trochlea , Lat. or tpoxos.] A
of no value , trifles Milton .
bed that runs on wheels under a higher bed . TRUMPET. L. (trompette, Fren and Dutch ]
1. An intrument o: mrtial inulick Sjunded
Shakij Hudobras.
TO TRUCKLE. v. m . To be in a ſtate of ſubjec
by the brea... Milton , Riconrisa. 2 la mi
tion or interiority. Cleaveland, Norris.
litary ftile, a trumpeter Clarendon . 3. Ore
TROCULENCE : L. ( truculentia. Lat. ) . 1 . Sa
who celebrates ; one who praiſes Bac Drya .
vagents of manners . 2. Terribleneſs of af TRUMPET -FLOWER . I. ( bagnonia, L3: 10 .)
A tulul us flower . Miller .
peét .
TRUCULENT. a. ( truculentus, Latin ) 1. Sa- T. TRUMPET. . a . trempeter, Fren ) To
vage ; barbarous. Kay. 2. Terrible of alpect. publiſh by ſuund of trumpet ; 10 proclaim .
Shakejp Bacin .
3 Deftructive ; cruel . Harver.
To TRUDGE. v. % . ( truggiolare, Ita ! ) TO TRUMPETER , [from trumper) 1. One
travel laboriouſly ; to jog on ; lo march heavi
who founds a trumpet. Skakelp . Haya's: d. 2 .
Ore who proclaims, publiſhes, or denounces,
ly on. Shakeſp. Drydis, Locke.
TRUE . a . Treopa, trupa, Sax . ) 1. Not falſe ;
Bacon , South . 3 A tiſh.
not erroneousé agreeing with fact. Spenjer, TRUMPET-70 . GULD . 2. ( trummer and
Cowley. 2. Nol tallc ; agrering wiih our own
tongue. ) Having a congue vociferous as a trum
thoughts. 3. Pure from the crime of falfe
fet. Skake p.
hood , veracious. 4. Genuine; not counter- TO TRUNCATE. 9.a ( 11unca, Latin ) To
feit , 11.lion . Alicibus yo. 5. Faithiul ; not per:
maim ; to lop ; locat fuit.
fidious ; Ready. Shabis Rofectum . 6. Hopeft ; TRUNCATION . ſ Ifrom truncate ) The 12
not fraudulent. Shukeip. 7 Exact ; truly con
of lopping or maiming
formable to a qu'e. Piser . 8. Righelul. Mole TRUNCHEON . S (Franc99, Fren ] 1. A ſhort
TRUEBORN . « [ orue aid born ] Having a
Itaff ; a club ; a cudgel . Stake:p. Hayward
2. A ftaff of command . Shake, p
riglie by birth . Shakcip.
TRUEERED. 4. ( rrue and bred.) or a right To TRUNCHION . 7. c . from the noun )
To beat with a truncheon atake .
breev Shadep. Dryden.
TR'TEHEARTED . 2. ( 1:46 aod heart . ) Ho- TRU'NCHEONER. Il trom orsakeon ) One
armed wito a trunchcoa. Siune'p.
cet ,
ul. Siale,
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To TRUNDLE. v.m. (trendl, a bowl, Sax .) ; ful; true ; fit to be truſted . Shakeſp. Addiſor .
To row !; to bowl along. Addiſon,
2. Sırong ; Itout ; ſuch as will not fail. Sperſ,
Dryden.
TRUNDLE.L. (trendl, Sax.) Any round rol
TRU'TH.S
. (treopõı , Sax . ] 1. The contrary
ling thing.
to fallhood ; conformity of notions to things.
TRUNDLE - TAIL . S. Round tail . Shakeſp .
Licke 2. Concrmity of words to thoughts.
TRUNK.L . ( truncus, Lat. tronc , Fr. ) 1. The
Milton. 3. Purity , from falſehood. Shakeſp.
body of a tree. Bentley. 2. The body without
4. Fidelity ; conſtancy. Song: 5. Honesty ;
the limbs of an animal . Shakeſp . 3. The
virtue. Shatel . 6. It is uled ſometimes by
main body of any thing. Ray 4. A chelt for
cloaths ; a (mali chelt commonly lined with
way of concession. Matthew . 7. Exactnefs ;
paper. Dryden. 5. The proboſcis of an ele
canormity to rule. Mortimer . 8. Reality.
phant , or other animal . Milton, Dryden 6 .
Hooker. 9. Of a Truth, or in TRUTH . In
A long tube through which pellets of clay are
reality . 2 Kings.
blown. Bacon .
TRUTINA'TION. [srutina, Lat. ) The act
To TRUNK , v a. (trunco. Lat. ) To truncate ,
of weighing ; examination by the ſcale . Brow .
to maim ; to lop. Spenjer.
TO TRY . v . a. (Irier , Fr. ] 1. To examine ; to
TRUNKED . a . ( from trunk.) Having a trunk . make experiment of. Shakeſp. 2. To expe
Howel,
rience ; to aſſay ; to have knowledge or expe
TRUNK HOSE. F. ( trunk ard kofe . ] Large
rience of Dryden. 3. To examine as a judge.
breeches formerly worn . Prior
4. To bring before a judicial cribunal. 5 .
TRUNNIONS. S. ( trognons, Fr. ) The knobs or
To bring to a deciſion , with out emphatical.
Dryden . 6. To act on as a teſt. Shakesp. 7 .
bunchings of a gun , that bear it on the cheeks
of a carriage. Bailey.
To bring as to a celt. A !ilton. 8. To eſlay ;
TRUSION /. ( trudo, Lat . ) The act of thruſt
to attempt. Milton . 9. To purify ; to retine.
Milton .
ing or puſhing Bentley.
TRUSS .) (troulé, Fr. ) 1. A bandage by which To TRY v 5. To endeavour ; to attempt .
rupures are reſtrained from larting Wifem ( TUB. [sobbe, rubbe, Durch . ) 1. A large open
2. Bundle ; any thing thruit clole together .
veſtel of wood. Milion . 2. A ſtate of faliva
tion . Shakep.
Spenler, Addijon. 3. Troute ; breeches .
To TRUSS. v. c (orculier , Fr ] To pack up | TUBE. S (rubus, Latin ) A pipe ; a ſiphon ; a
clofe together . Spenjar.
long body . Rifcommons.
TRUST . I (trauji, Kunick .) 1. Confidence ; TUBERCLE L. ( tubercu'um , Latin.) A finall
ſweiling or excrelcence on the body ; a pimple.
reliance on another. Shakeſp. 2. Charge re
Harvey
ceived in confidence. Dryslen. 3. Confident
opinion of any event . 4. Cred'e given with . TUBEROSE . L. A A - wer Mortimer.
out examination Locke. 5. Credit without TUBEROUS, a . ( tubereux, Fren . from tuber,
payment Raleigh. 6. Something committed Lat. ) Having prominent knots or excre.cences.
Woodward.
to one's faith. Bacon. 7. Depofit; fomething
committed to charge, of which an account TUBULAR a. ( from tubus, Latin.) Relem
mu't be given. Sw fr. 8. Fideliry ; ſupposed
bling a pipe or trunk ; confilling of a pipe ;
honeſty. 7.6.6. 9. State of him to whom lome
long and hollow ; fllular. Grow.
[ tubulus, Lat.) A ſmall pipe, er
TUBULE.
thing is entrusted. Clarendon , Dentam .
fiftular boty. Vodward.
To TRUST . v . a . ( from the noun ) 1. To
place cont ,dence in ; lo cor.fide in. Ben. Johns TUBULATED. 0. { from rubulus, Lat.)Fif
2. To believe ; to credit . Shaleja. 3. Toad TUBULOUS. Ścular ; longitudinally hula
low . Dirbam .
mit in confidence to the power over any thing.
Taylor 4.To commit with confidence. Dryd. TUCK. S. 1. A long narrow ſword. Shak. Hud.
2. A kind of net . Carece,
5. To ven: ure conhdaolly. Milton. 6. To fell
upon credt.
TUCK . v. m . ( trom trucken , Germ .] 1. To
To TRUS C. v. n . 1. To be confidert of ſome
crush together ; lo hinder from ſpreading.
Addison, Prior. 2. To incloſe, by tucking
ching :uure. 2 John 2. To have contience ;
clothes round . Liche.
to rely ; to depend without doubl. laiah ,
Milion . 3 . To be credulous ; to be won to To TUCK . V. n . To contract . Sharp.
considence. Shakejp. 4. To expect . L'Efir. TUCKER . Almall piece of linen chat Majes
TRUSTEE 1. (from 17ul. ) 1. One entrusted
the brealt of women. Aldijon .
with any thing . Taylor. 2. One to whom TU'EL. S ( sugeau, Fr. ) The anus. Skinner.
Something is commited for the ule and behoo: TUESDAY Y. (Tuesday , Saxon ; tuv, Saxon,
of another. Dryden.
is Mars.) I he third day of the week
TRUSTER . L. (trom truf ] One who truls . TÜFTAFFETY ] [irom tvíted and toffty ]
A villous kind of alls. Donne
Shakelp.
TRUSTINESS. S. [from trufiy ) Honeſty ; fi- TUFT. F. ( 141 ?, Fr ] ! . A number of threads
or ribbands, flowery leares, or any finall bo
delity ; faithfulneſs. Grer .
TRUSTLESS. a . [from prof .] Unfaithful ;
dies joined together. Miuri, Dryden. 2. A
unconftant ; not to be truſted . Soenler.
cluilsri a plur.p. Sidny, Miiton.
TKU'STY . 4. ( from 10% . 1. Honet:; faith - T . TUFT.w.a. To adorn with a cult Tbom .
TUFTED .
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TUFTED . a . [ from tuft.) Growing in tufts or mull. ) 1. Diſorderly : promiſcugas ; confuſed.
Bacom , Glanville. 2. Reflets ; put into ir
cluiters . Milion . Pode.
regular coming ion. All rbury.
TU'FTY. a . ( from tufted ) Adorned with cults.
TO TUG . v.a.(tengan, Sax.) 1. fo pul with To TUMULTUATE . v . n . ( rumultuor, Lat )
Arengeh long cintinued in the utmoſt exertion. To make a fumult .
Chapman, Roscommon. 2. To pull ; to pluck . TUMULTUATION. /. [ from tumultuate, ] Ir
Hudibras.
regular and consuled agitation , Bryle.
To TUG 0.. 1. To pull ; to draw . Sandys, TUMULTUOUS. a . (trom tumals ; tumulia
Fr ] 1. Put into violent commoriun ; je
eux,
ſtrug.
contend
lo
;
Beyle. 2. To labour ; to
regularly and confuſedly agitated Milt. Addir.
gle. Shak ſp. How, Craſbaw .
2. Violently carried on by difirderly multi
TUG . S. ( from the verb ) Pull performed with
the utmost effort. Dryder.
tudes. Spenjer. 3. Turbulent ; vi lent. Shakeſp.
Kn lles 4. Full of unulis. Sidney
TUGGER J. ( from lug.j One that tugs or pulls
hard .
TUMULTUOUSLY adu . Ttrom tum ! t3981 )
TUITION.L. ( tuitio, from tucor , Lat.) Guara
By act of the multitude; with con aq n and
dianſhip ; ſuperintendent care. Sidney, Locke .
violence. Bacon .
TULIP | twipe, Fr. rulipa, Lat. ) A flower . TUN / ( tunne, Sax , torne, Dutch .} 1. A large
cak . Milton, 2. Two pipes ; the measure of
Hakewill.
TULIPTREE . ſ A tree.
four hogſheads. 3. Any large quantity pro
To TUMBLE v . n . [ romber, Fren . tommelen,
verbially. Shak [p. 4. A drunkard. To bur
Dutch ; tombolare, Ital. ] 1. To fall ; to come lefque. Dryden . 5. The weight of iwo thou
ſand pounits. 6. A cubick ſpace in a hir ,
ſuddenly to the ground. Shake p 2. To fall
ſuppoſed to contain a tuo ..
in great quantities tumultuouſly. Prior. 3. To
roll about. Sidney . 4. To play ericks by vari To TUN . v . 0. (from the noun ) To put into
caſks ; to barrel . Barin .
ous librations of the body . Rowen
To TUMBLE . v.o 1. To turn over to throw TUNABLE. a. ( from tune ) Harmonious; 103
about by way of examination. Collier . 2. To
ſical. Shakeſp. Milion , Hilder .
throw by chance or violence. Locke . 3. T. TUNABLENESS / (from lunable.) Harmocy ;
melodioufoeis.
throw down. Dryden.
TUMBLE / (from the verb .) A fall. L'Efir. TUNABLY ado (from runable.) Harmoni
TUMBLER. 1. ( trom tumble.] One who thews ouſly , melodiouſly
TUNE. / [ t001, Duich .) i. Tune is a diversity
poltures or feats of activiey . Wilkins.
of noves pu: together. Locke, M lt » , Dryder .
TU'MBREL S. ( 1.mberean , Fr.] A dung- cart
2. Sound , note, shakeip. 3. Harmony ; or
Congreve.
TUMEFACTION F. (rumefaclio,Latin ] Swel .
der ; concert of pares. X Charles
State of
ling
A burbnor
giving the due founds: as, the fiddle is is
To TUM FY. U. a . [rum facio, Latin .) To
tune. 5. Proper llare for ule or application ;
ſw « ! l ; to make to ſwell. Sharp.
right difpofition ; fit temper : proper humoor.
Loche 6 State of any thing with reſpect to
TU MID . a . tumidus, Lat. ) , Swelling : puff
order. Shakeſp .
ed up ? . Proluberant ;: raiſed acove the le
vel. Atilt?
3. Pompous , boaltiul; puffy To TUNE, v a. ( from the noun . ] 1. To pot
fallery lublime Boyle.
into fuch a ilace, as that he proper Counds may
TUMOUR ! ! tumor , Lat ) A morbid ſwel
be produced Dryden. 2 . To ling harmoal
ourly . Milton , Pipe .
ling. Wijeman. 2. Affected pompi talic
TO TUNE . V. m. i . To form one found to 207
magnificence ; puffy grandeur. L'Eſtrange.
ther Drayson , 1.! iltin . 2. To utter with the
( irom tumour ) 1. Swelling :
TUMOROUS,
voice inarticulate harmony.
protuberant. 18 otton 2. f'afluous į vainly
TU"NEFTL. a . ( rune and full ) Muſical ; hur
pompous ; falſely inagnificent. Wouter .
mnious. Miror , Dryden ,
To TUMP, amo & gardeners, lo fenie trees a
bout with earth .
TUNELESS. a . (from : inne ) Uaharmonious ;
TU'MULATE.
To
v . m . ( tumulo, Lat . ) To unmuſical. penſe , Cowley.
L'oyle .
TUNER. lirom rune. ) One who tunes Shei.
TUMCLOSE . a (tumulofus , Lat . ) Full of hills TUNICK / lumique, Fr. tunica , Latj 1. Part
of the Ronan dreſs. Arbuthnol. 2. Cevering ;
Bailey.
TU MULT F. [ : umulte, Fr. tumultus, Lat .) 1
iniegu.nent ; tuncle. Harvey, Dertam.
A promiscuous commotion in a multitude | TUNICLE . /. (trom tunick į Cover; iacez ..
ment. Ray, Bentley
2. A mulutude pus into wild commo
tion 3. A flir ; an irregular violence ; 1 TUNNAGE 1. I from inn ] 1. Content of a
vetel me jured by the cun. Arburi sat 2
wild comrrocon Milton, dedifon.
TUMULTUARILY. adv. [tr m tumultuary:)
Tax laid on a tun ; as to levy funsage 133
rouolage.
In a tumultuary manner .
TUMULTUARINESS . J. ( from tumultuary . TUNNEL . f. 1. The ſhaft of a chimsey ; the
Turbulence ; inclination or dipofition to tu:
pastage tor the Imoak . Sjemer, l'oism . 1. A
mults or comotions. K Charles .
tunnel ; a pire by which I quor is poored into
TUNÇLTUARY.a. (lumuluarie, Ir . fiom ::
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veſſels. Bacon. 3. A cet wide at the mouth ,
Philips. 2. Pompous; tumid ; faltuous ;
vainly magnificent. Watts.
and ending in a point.
To TU’NNÉL. v.'a . ( from the noun ) 1 , TO TURGIDITY. I. ( from turgid ] State of be
form like a tunnel . Derbom . 2. To catch in
ing ſwollen. Arbuihnet.
TURKEY. 5. ( gollina turicca, Lat.) A large
2 net.
TU'NNEY. S. (tonnex, Ital. thyrnus, Lat. ) A domeſtick fowl brought from Turkey . Bacon,
Gay
ſea- fith . Carew .
TUP. S. A ram . This word is yet uſed in Staf- TUR KOIS .L. (turquoiſe, French ; from tur.
key.) A blue ſtone numbered among the
fordſhire.
meaner precious ſtones, now diſcovered to be
To TUP. V. n. To but like a ram .
a bone impregnated with cupreous particles.
TU'RBAN. T. [ A Turkiſh word. ) The cover
Woodward.
worn by the Turks on their
TURBANT.
TURBAND .
heads. Bocon, Howel, Dryden. TUʻRKSCAP. S. An herb. Ainſworth .
TURBANED. a. ( from turbano] Wearing a TURM . F. ( turmæ, Lat.) A troop. Milton .
TURMERICK.L. ( turmerica, Lat.) An Indian
turban. Shakeſp.
TU'RBARY. / (turbaria, low Lat ] The right
root which makes a yellow die.
TURMOIL . S. Trouble ; diſturbance ; harafliag
of digging curf.
TURBID . 8. (turbidus, Lat.) Thick ; muddy :
uneaſineſs. Spenſer, Dar,
TO TURMOIL . V a . ( from the noun .]
not clear. Bacon, Philips
TU'RBIDNESS. ſ. ( from turbid .] Muddineſs ; To harats with commotion . Spenſer, Dryden.
2. To weary i to keep in unquietneſs.
thickneſs.
Milton
TURBINATED . 0. ſturbinatus, Lat . )
Twiſted ; fpiral. Bentley. 2. Among bota. To TURN . v. 0. (tunnan, Sax . tourner, Fr.
nifts plants are called turbinated , as ſome from forne, Lat.) 1. To put into a circular
parts of them reſemble, or are of a conical or vertiginous motion. Shakeſp. Milton. 2 ,
To put the upperlide downwards. Addiſon. 3 .
figure. Diet
TURBINATION . . [ from turbinated. ] The To change with reſpect to poſition . Milion.
4. To change the ſtate of the ballaoce.
art of ſpinning like a top.
TURBITH . !. ( turperbus, Lat . ) Yellow pre
Shakeſp. 5. To bring the inſide out. Shakeſp .
Milton . 6. To change as to the poſture of
cipitate. Wileman .
TURBOT . L. ( turbot, French and Dutch ) A
the body . Milton, Pope. 7. To form on a
lathe by moving round. 8. To form ; to
delicate fiſh . Peacham, Dryden .
TURBULENCE. U. ( turbukuce, Fr. iur.
Thape. Taller. 9. To transform , to meta
; to tranſmute. Taylor. 10. To
morphofe
Tu
1.
TURBULENCY . S bulentia, Lat.]
make of another colour. Fisyer. u . To
mult ; contution . M: lton , Dryden . 2 .
Tumuliuouloofs ; liablenels to confufico.
change ; to alter . Shakeſp. 12. To make a re
verſe offor:une. Dryden. 13. To tranllate.
Swift
TURBULENT. a. ( turbulentus, Lat .) 1 .
Pope. 14. To change to another opinion, or
party , worſe or better ; to convert ; to per
Raiſing agitation ; producing commotion .
vert 15. To change with regard to inc!inaMilton 2 Expoſed to conmotion ; liable
to agitation. Milion. 3. Tumultuous; vio
tion or temper. Pfalms. 16. To alter from
one effeat or purpoſe to another. Hooker.
lent. Dryden, Bentley
TU'RBULENTLY.adv. ( from Turbulen..] Tu . Taylor, Tillotjen. 17. To becake. Temple.
18. To transfer. i Cbron , 19. To fall upon .
multuouſly ; violently .
Bacon , 20. To make to nauſeate, Pope. 21.
TU'RCISM . L. (turcijmi:, low Lat.) Thereli
gion of the Turks. Dr. Maine, Atterbury.
To make giddy . Pope. 22. To infatuate ; to
TURCOIS . ſ. ( turcois , Dutch. ] A precious
make mad. Dryden. 23. To direct to, or
from
any point. Milton . Locke. 24. To direct
stone.
to a certain purpole or propenſion. Addifon ,
TURD . S. (tund, Sax .) Excrement.
TURF. j. ltýnf, Sax . forf, Dutch.) A
Prior, l'ope. 25. To double in . Swift. 26 .
clod covered with grals ; a part of the ſur.
To revolve ; to agitate in the mind . Watts,
face of the ground . Shakeſp . Bacon, Milton,
27. To drive from a perpendicular edge ; to
biunt. Afcham . 28. To drive by violence ;
Dryden , Pope.
TO TURF.via. ( from the noun .) To cover
to expel . Knolles. 29 To apply. Milton,
Temple. 30. To reverle ; to repeal. Deuter .
with qurfs. Mortimer .
31. To keep pafiing in a courſe of exchange
TURFINESS . S. ( from turf.] The face of
or traffick . Zemple, Coliver. 32.To adapt the
abounding with curfs.
TURPY. 8. ( from turf.) Full of turfs.
mind. riddifon 33. To put towards another.
TURGENT. 0. ( turgens, Lat. ) Swelling ;
Exodus. 34. To retort ; to throw back .
Atterbury.
35. T. TURN away. To diliniís
proluberant ; tumid. Thomſon.
from ſervice ; to diſcard Sidney, Arbuih.
( iurgeſcence, Let . )
TURGESCENCE. ?
36. TO TURN back . To return to the hand
TURGESCENCY, Š The act of ſwelling ,
from which it was received. Shak Sp. 37. To
the ſtate of being ſwollen. Brown .
TURGID . a. ( iurgidus, Lat .) 1. Swelling ; Turn off.To diſmiis contemptuoutlyi Shakejp.
38. To give over ; to renga . Dec. of Piety.
bloated; tilling more room than before . Böyle.
39. To
5 K
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der horſes from entering. 2. Aay, gate by
39. To defect. Addifen. 40. TO TURN over.
which the way is obſtructed . A , buihset.
To transfer . Sidney. 41. TO TURN to. To
have recourſe to a book. Grew , Locke. 42. TURNSICK . a. (sura and ſick.) Vertiginous ;
giddy. Bacon
To be TUNED of. To advance to an age
beyond. Addjon . 43. To Turn over. To TO'R
MillNSOI
er . L. S. [beliotropium , Lat.) A plant.
reler . Knolles, Dryden . 44. To examine one
leat of a book after another. Swifi. 45. TO TURNSPIT . S: (turn and Spir.) He that an
throw on the ladder . Bxrler .
ciently turned a fpit, inftead of which jacks
T. TURN . v. 11. 1. To move round ; to
are now generally uſed. Swift.
have a circular or vertiginous motion. Ben TURNS
Butler.TILE . S. (1urn and ſtile.) A tumpike.
jolnion. 2. To ſhow regard or anger, by di
reeing the look towards any thing. Bacon, TURPENTINE . S.( turpentina , Italiaa ; re
The gum exuded by the
Locke . 3. To move the body round. Milton , rebinthina, Lat.)
pine, the juniper, and other trees of that
Dryden . 4. To move from its place. Wiſemar.
kind. Eccluf. Peacham .
5. To charge poilure . Chryne . 6. To have a
iendercy or direction. Addison . 7. Tomove TURQUOISE. J. See Turk018. Shakeſp.
the face to another quater. Dryden. 8. TO TURPITUDE.'S. ( turpitudo, Lat.) Eitential
deformity of words, thoughts or actions ; in
dept fremn the way ; to deviate. Dryden.
herent vileneſs ; badneſs. Sbake p. Souib.
9. To aler ; to be changed ; to be tranſ
formed Milica , Taylor. 1o . To become by TURRET. S. ( turris, Lat. ] A ſmall emi.
nence raiſed above the reſt of the building ;
a change. Baca, Bayle. 11. To change
a little tower. Fairfax , Pope.
fides. Tryden , Squifi. 12. To change tht
miri, conduct, or determination Proverbs , | TURRETED. a. (trom turres ) Formed like
M..toni 13 To change to acd. Shakeji . lower ; riling like a tower. Bacos.
Bacon . 14. To be brought eventually . Locke, TURTLE.
turtle, Saxon ; ter
.} 'cumentele loronarier,
point . Savoft, Pope. 16. To grow giddy
Lat.) 1. A ſpecies of dove. Shakeſp. Gen.
Wijemar. 2. It is uſed among lailors and
Skoki n . -7. To have an unexpected conte:
gluttons for a tortoiſe .
querce or terdency . Iake. 18. TO TURN
cway. To deviate from a proper courſe. Pro TUSH.interj
Camden . . An exprefſion of contempt.Pſales,
ver's , B.100 %. 19. To return ; to recoil
Mil10 %. 20. To be directed to or from any TUSK | (týxaf, Saxon ; teſken, old Pricick .)
point, Miton . 21. To Turn eff. To diveri
The king tooth of a pugpacieus animal ;
oue's courte. Norris.
the fang ; the holding cooth, Bacon , Dryder,
Smitb .
TURN . ! ( from the verb.] 1. The act of
turning i gyratinn . 2 Meander ; winding TU SKED 1 o. [ from tak.) Furniſhed with
way . Dryden, Addison. 3. A walk to and
USSUCK / ( diminutive of tuzz .) A tuft of
fro. Shakelp. 4. Change ; vicifitude ; altera
tion, Hooker. 5. Manner of proceeding ;
grals or twiggs . Grew.
change from the original intention or first TUT. interj. A particle noting contempt.
Skakelp.
appearance . Swifi. 6. Charce ; hap Col. 7
Occafion ; incidental opportunity. E'Efirange TUTANAC.S. The Chineſe name for ſpelter.
8. Time at which any thing is to be had or
W codward.

done. Bacom , Denham . 9. A &tions of kind. TUTELAGE . F. ( 1welle , iutelage, Fr. tutela,
Deſs or malice . Fairfax, Souih. 10 Reigning
Lat.) Guardianſhip ; ttate of being under •
inclination . Swift. 11. A top of the ladder
guardian. Di ummond.
at the gallows Burler . 12. Convenience TUTELAR . } . ( tutela , Lat . ) Having the
Spenfer , Clarendon . 13. The form ; the cast TUTELARY. S charge or guardianship of
Chape; manner . Dryden, Addison, W'atts
any perſon or thing , protecting ; detective ;
14. The manner of adjulling the words o
guardian. Tem . Dryd.
a fentence Alldiſon , Arbuthnet. 15. B ; TUTOR . J. ( tutor, Lat ; tuteur , Fr ] Oce
who has the case of another's learning and
Turns . One after another. Dryder, Prior.
TURNBENCH . J. turn and bench ) A teim morals. Shalefp. Burler.
or cuiners, Moxen .
lo TUTOR . . a. ( from the noun .] 1. To
TUKNCOAT. S. ( turn and coat.) One who for:
inſtruct ; to teach ; to document. Sbakep.
Hale. 2. To treat with ſuperiority or ſeventy .
fakes his party or principles, a senegade. Sbak
Aldijin .
TURNER 1. (from turn .) One whole trade is
to tura in a lathe . Dryd. Moxon .
TU TURAGE. L. ( from ruter.] The autho
TURNING . J. [ irom 1377. ] Flexure ; wind
rity or lolemuity of a tutor. Gover anca: of
the Tongur.
ing ; mearder. 12,1ton .
TURNINGNESS . ſ . [from turning.] Quality | TUTTRESS ſ. ( from tutar .) Directiels ; in
of turning ; tergiverlation ; lubteriuge . Sidney
fti ucrets ; governeis .
TURNII . . A white elulent root . Milier.
TUTI Y. 1. ( uria, low Lacin ; exilie , Fr. ]
TURNIKE. L. ( luin ard gike, or pique.)
A ſut limale of zinc or calarcise collected in
1. A crois of iwo bars armed with pihes a
the surnace. Ain /worth.
TUT
the end , and turning on a pin, fixed to hin
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TU'TSAN, or parkleaves. F. A plant.
nelcohe, Sax . ) The dubious or faint light be
TUZ. . A lock or tuft of hair. Dryden .
fore lunriſe, and after ſunſet ; obſcure light ;
TWAIN . a. [tpegen , batpa, both twain, Sax .]
uncertain view . Danne, Cleaveland
Two. Shakeſp. Dryden.
TWILIGHT. a. 1. No clearly or brighly il
To TWANG . v. n . ( A word formed from the
Juminated ; obfcure ; deeply ſhadeu. Milten ,
ſound .) To round with a quick Tharp noiſe. Pope. 2. Seen by twilight Milton .
Shakeſp. Philips, Pope.
TWIN . S. [ tpino, Sax. tweelingen, [ utch.) 1.
One of ſeveral children born at a birth .
To TWANG . v. a . To make to ſound ſharply.
Shakeſp.
Cleaveland , O :way. 2. Gemini , the ſign of
the zodiack . Creech .
TWANG. S. ( from the verb . ) 1. A ſharp
quick ſound. Butler, Pope. 2. An affected To TWIN. v . n . ( from the noun . ] 1. To
be born at the fame birth. Shakeſp. 2. To
modulation of the voice. South, Arbuthnet.
TWANG. interj. A word making a quick acti.
bring two at onc ? Tuler. 3. To be paired ;
00, accompanied with a ſharp found. Prior.
to be ſuited Shakeſp. Sand
TWANGLING. . ( from swang. ] Con- TWINBOʻRN. a . itwin and born .) Born at the
ſame birth Shahelp:
temptibly noiſy . Shakeſp.
To TWANK . v. n.To make to ſound .Addifon. To TWINE. v . a . (tpinan, Saxon ; fwynar ,
Dutch . ] 1. To twiſt or complicate ſo as to
'TWAS. Contracted from it was . Dryden .
TO TWA'TTLE. v. n. ( Schwarzen , Ger .] To unite, or form one body or subſtance out of
prate ; to gabble ; to chatter. L'Eſtrange.
two or more. Exidus. 2. To unite itſelf.
TWAY. For Twain . Sperler.
Craſhaw .
TWA'YABLADE.P. (Ophris, Latin . ) A poly To TWINE. v N. 1. To convolve itſelf ; to
wrap itself cloſely about. Pope 2. To unitc
petalous flower. Miller.
To TWEAG . 2 v . a. To pinch ; to ſqueeze by interpofion of parts. Shakeſp. 3. To wind ;
To TWEAK . S betwixt the fingers. Butler.
to make flexures. Swift.
TWEAGUE. L. Perplexity ; ludicrous di- TWINE . S. ( from the verb.] 1. A twiſted
TWEAK . Streſs. Arbúchrot.
thread. Spenſer, Dryden. 2. Twiſt ; convo
To TWEEDLE .
a . To handle lightly . lution. Milt. 3. Embrace ; act of convolving
itſelf round . Philips
Addiſon ,
TWEEʻZERS . S. [etuy, Fr.) Nippers , or finall To TWINGE . v . a. (trvingen, German .) . 1 .
To torment with ſudden and tort pain.
pincers, to pluck off hairs. Pepe.
L'Eſtrange.
TWELFTH . a . [ tpeista, Saxon. ] Second
2. To pinch ; to tweak .
Hudibras.
after the tenth ; the ordinal of twelve
TWINGE. f. ( from the verb .) 1. Short , fuc
1 Kings .
TWELFTHTIDE. S. The twelfth day after
den, ſharp pain. Dryden . 2. A iweak ; a
Chriſtmas. Tuller .
pinch . L'Etrange.
TWELVE. a . tpelf, Saxon ,] Two and ten . TWINK . I ( See TWINKLE.] The motion of
Shakeſp Dryden .
an eye ; a moment. Shakeſp.
TWE’LVEMONTH . I: A year, as conſiſting To TWINKLE. v. 77. ( tpinclian, Sax. ) 1 .
of twelve months. Holder, Evelyr.
To ſparkle ; lo flash irregularly ; to quiver.
TWE'LVEPENCE. S. (twelve and pence ] A
Shakeſp. Fairfax, Boyle, Newton. 2. To open
Thilling
and ſhut the eye by turns. L'Eſtrange. 3. To
TWELVEPENNY a . [twelve and genny )
play irregularly . Donne.
TWINK
LE .
3 . [from the verb ) 1 .
Sold for a ſhilling . Dryden .
TWE'LVESCORE. F. ( swelve and ſcore. ] TWINKLING.
A ſparkling, intermitting
Twelve times twenty. Dryden.
light; a motion of the eye. Spenſer , Dryden.
TWE'NTIETH . 2. ( trenteoza, Saxon . ) 2. A ſhort ſpace, ſuch as is taken up by a mo
Twice tenth . Ben. Jubmin
tion of the eye. Sperler, Dryden .
Twice TWI'NLING: P. (diminutive of twin ) A twin
TWENTY . a. (tpertz, Saxon )
ten. Swift. 2. A proverbial or indefinite
lamb ; a lamb of two brought at a birth.
number. Bacon .
Tiller.
TWI Bli liwy for two and bill.) A halbert. TWINNER. S. [from twix ) A breeder of
twins . Tulier.
11.fworth.
TWICE. adv. (Ep :git, Sax . trees , Dutch .) To TWIRL . v . a . ( irom whirl ) To turn
1. Two times Spenler. 2. Doubly. Dryder: round ; to move by a quick rotation. L'acon .
3. It is o ten uied in compoſition. Shakeſp. TWIRL. 1. [ from the verb ) 1. Rotation ;
circular motion , 2. Twili ; convolution.
Creech .
TO TWIDLE . q.a. To touch lightly. Wiſem . Woodward.
TWIG £. itpig, tp 332, Sax . twyg, Dutch ) To TWIST. v.a. fgcepisan, Saxon ; twilien,
Da'chi ) 1. To form by complication ; to
A Imall hooi ot a branch ; a lwitch tough
and long. Raleigh, Sandys.
form by convolution . Sb.ikejp. Taylor, Prior ,
TWIGGLN. a. ( trom iwig .) Made of twigs. Litler. 2. To content ; to writhe. l'ope. 3 .
Strep. Grew .
To wreath ; to wind ; to encircle by fomething
TVI'GGY... (from iwir. ) Full oftwiga,
round about. Burner . 4 To form ;
TWILIGHT. ſ. (rweelicht, Dutch ; Tpeo
weave. Sharep. 5. To unice by intertexture
ot
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of parts.Waller . 6. To unite ; to infinuate. TYNY. a. Small . Shakeſp.
Decay of Prety.
TYPE . ( type, F coi ty , Lat. T-A ]
To TWIST . W'. 11. To be contorted ; to be
1. Emblem , mark of Something . Stakelp.
Prior . 2. That by which ſomething tu
convolved. Arbuthrot , Pope .
TWIST . 1. (from the verb. ) 1. Any thing
ture is prefigured .' Milson , Tillo:lon, 3 .
A ſtamp; a mark. Shakeſp. 4. A priatiog
made by convolution, or winding two bodies
together. Addifon. 2. A ſingle ſtring of a letter .
} [ tyrique, Fr.typicus, Lat. )
cord. Mloxox. 3. A cord ; a ſtring. Herbert, TY PICK .
Dryder. 4. Contortion ; writhe Addojen.ITY PICAL. S Einblematical , figurative of
1 · ſomething elie. Amerbury.
5 The manner of twifting. Arbuthnot.
TWISTER . [from twill.] One who ewifts , TYPICALLY. adv . [from typical) In a typi
cal manner. Norris.
a roper aker
To TWIT. 0.o. (edpitan , Sax.) To ſneer ; TY PICALNESS.S. [ from typical.] The Race
to filout ; to reproach Spenſer, Tillorson.
of being typical.
To TWITCH v. a. (tipccian , Sux.) To vel To TYPIFY. 42. ( from type.) To figure ;
licate ; to pluck with a quick motion ; 10 to ſhow in emblein . Hammad .
TYPOGRAPHER . f. [ ture and yász. ]
ſnaich. Dryden, Pope.
TWITCH . 1. ( from the verb. ] 1. A quick
A princer
pull; a ſudden vellication. Hudibras. 2. A TYPOGRAPHICAL a . (from rypograpby ]
painſul contraction of the fibres . Blackmore , 1. Emblematical ; figurative. 2. Belonging
Prir.
to the printer's art.
TWITCHGRASS. 1. A plant. Mortimer. TYPOGRAPHICALLY ado . [ ſrom typogre •
To TWITTER . v. . i . To make a ſharp! phical ] 1. Emblematically i figuratively.
tremendous intermitted noiſe. Dryden. 2. To 2 Alter the manner of printers .
be fucidenly moved with any inclination . TYPOGRAPHY. F. loypographie, French ;
L'Efrange
.
Typographia, Lario. ] 1. Emblematical, 6
TWITTER . ). Any motion or diſorder of paſ
gurative, or hieroglyphical representation.
Br
. 2. The art of printing .
Hudibras.
rion
TWITTLETWA'TTLE . F. Tattle ; gabble. TYRANNESS. S. ( from Tyrani.) A ſhe tyrant.
L'Efirarge.
Senfer.
' TWIXT. A contraction of betwixt, Miltor. TYRANNICAL . ? a. ( Tuzaw.n); ] Suiting a
TWO . a . [ twai, Gothick ; tpu , Sax.) One TYRANNICK . S tyrant ; acting like a
and one. Shakeſp.
tyrant ; cruel; deſpotick ; imperious. Sbokep.
TWO'EDGED . a . ( two and edge.] Having an Roscommon , Taylor, Denham .
TYRA'NNICALLY. adv . (from iyrornical]
edge on either ſide Pope.
TWOTOLD . a. [ two and fold. ) Double. In manner of a tyrant .
Hooter , Prior.
TYRANNICIDE / ( tyrannes, and cedo,Lat.)
The act of killing a tyrant.
TWO'FOLD . adv. Doubly . Matth.
TWO HANDED . a . (two and hand.) Large: To TYRANNISE . v.o. ( Tyraniſer, Fr. from
bulky i enormous of magnitude . Dryden .
tyrani.) To play the tyrane i to act with ri .
TWO PENCE. f. A ſmall coin. Shakeſp.
gour and imperiouinels Hooker, Locke .
T. TYE . v.a. To biod. See Tie .
TYRANNOUS. 1. ( from tyrani.) Tyran
TYE . F. See Tic. A knot ; a bond or obli
nical ; deſpotick ; arbitrary levere. Sidney,
gation.
Temple.
'TYGER /. See Tiger .
TY'RANNY. F. Cyrannis, Lat. tuan ; } !.
TYKE. / A dog , or one as contemptible aod Absolute monarchy imperiouſly adminiftred.
Milion . , 2 , Unietitted and cruel powe!.
vile asa dog. Shakesp.
Shakejo. 3. Cruel government ; rigorous
TYMBAL. 1. (symbal, Fr.) A kind of kctile
drum . Prier.
command. Shokep. Bacom, 4 Severity ; rie
gour ; inclemency. Shak.ſp.
TYMPANI'TES. ſ. ( Tumor.inc.] That parti
colar fort of dropfy that Twells the belly up TÝRANT. I. [rúgun og
igrantes, Latin )
1. An abſolute monarch governing impe
like a drum , and is often cured by tapping .
A cruel deſpotick and levere
TYMPANUM . J. A drum ; a part of the riouſly .
ear.
maſter. Sidney, South .
TYMPANY. S. (from rymianum, Lat .) A TIRE. f. [ Properly tire ) See TIRE Iludewill.
kind of obſtructed flatulence that ſwells the TYRO. F. ( Properly or;) One y ex not matter
of his art, one in his rudiments. Galb .
bocy like a drum . Hammond, Suckling, Rof
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Has two powers , expreſſed in modern , VA'GARY. L. (from vagus, Lat.] A wild
Engliſh by two characters, V contonaat freak ; a capricious frolick . Miltan, Lacke.
V
and U vowel . U , the vowel , has two foonds ; VAGINOPE NNOUS. !: (vagina and penna,
one clear , expreifed at olher times by tit , es Lat . / Sheath-winged ; baving the wings co
obolje ; the ocher clole, and approaching to vered with hard cales.
the Italiana, or Engliſh oo, as obsund. V , the VAGOʻUS. 4. (vagus, Latin ; vague, Fr. )
Wandering ; unleeled . Ay ifje .
conſonant, has a ſound in Engliſh , uniform .
It is never mute .
VAGRANCY. /: [ fron vagrant.) A ſtate of
VACANCY. f. [from vacant.) 1. Empty wandering ; unreitled condition.
ſpace ; vacuity. Shakeſp . 2. Chaſm ; ſpace VAGRANT. a . Wandering ; unſettled ; va
untilled Walis. 3. State of a poft or em gabond. Prior.
ployment when it is unfupplied . Aliffe. 4. VA GRANT . S. Vagabond ; a man unſettled in
Relaxation ; intermiffion ; time unengaged , habitation . Prior, Atterbury.
Warts. 5. Liitleisneſs ; emptinels of thought. VAGUE . a. ( vague, Fr. vagus, Lat.) 1 .
Wotton .
Wandering ; vagrant; vagabund . Hayquard.
2 . Untixed ; unſettled ; undetermined .
VACA'NT. a . (vacant, Fr. vacans, Lat.)
Empty ; unfilled ; void . Boyle. 2. Free ;
Locke.
unencumbered ; uncrowded . Mör !. 3. Not Vall . l . (voile, Fr.) A curtain ; a cover
filled by an incumbent, or polletior. Swift.
thrown over any thing to be concealed . Wif
4. Being at leiſure ; difengaged . Clarendon
dom . 2. A part offemale drets, by which the
5. Thougheleſs ; empty of thought ; not buſy
faceis concealed . 3. Money given to ſervants .
Wetton .
See VALE.
To VACATE . v. a. (vaco, Lat. ) 1 . ToTO VAIL . v . a . To cover.
annul ; to make void ; to make of no autho-' To VAIL . v. a. ( avaller , fr ) To let
rity. 2. To make vacant ; to quit pofleflion ; fall ; co fuffer to deſcend, Carew , Fairfax.
of. 3. To defeat ; to put an end to . Dryder . 2. To let fall in token of reſpect. Kno les. 3 .
VACATION. 1. (vacatio, Lat.) 1. Intermit
To fall ; to let link in lear , or for any other
intereft. Shakeſp.
lion of juridical proceedings, or any other ftat
ed employments; receſs of courts or leuates To VAIL. v . n . To yield ; to give place,
Cowel. 2 . Leiſure ; freedom from trouble or South .
perplexity . Hammond.
VAIN . a. (vain, Fr. vanus, Lat. ] 1. Fruits
VA'CCARY.S. (vacca, Lat ) A cowhouſe .
lels ; ineffectual. Dryd. 2. Emply ; unreal ;
VACI'LLANCY . S. ( vacillans, Lat. ) A Aare
Thadowy . Dryd. 3. Meanly proud ; proud
of wavering ; fluctuation ; incontancy.
of periy things. Dryd, Swift, Pope. * 4.
More.
Showy ; oftentatious. Pope. 5. idle ; worth
VACILLATION. S. ( vacillatio, Lat.) The act
leis ; unimportant. Denham . 6. Falſe ; not
true.
7. I» VAIN . [en vain, Fr. invano,
or late of reeling or ſtaggering. Derham .
VA'CUIST. S. [from vacuum .) A philotopher
Ital.) To no purpole ; to no end ; ineffectually.
that holds a vacuum . Boyle.
Milion, Locke, Addiſon, Well,
VACU'ATION . S. (vacuus, Lat ) The act o VAINGLORIOUS. 4. (vanus and gloriofus,
emptying. Dict.
Lacin ; vanagloriofo, lialian .) Boasting wih
VACU'ITY. f. [ from vacuus, Lac.] 1. Emp.
out performances; pride in diſproportion to
cineſs ; fate of being unbilled. 2. Space un. deſert. Milton .
filled ; ſpace un ccupied . Hainmond, Miiton, VAINGLO'RY.S. (vana gloria, Latin . ) Pride
Bentley, Rogers. 3. Inanity ; want of reality
above merit; empty pride. Taylor .
Glanville.
VAINLY, adv . (trom vain . ) i, Without ef
VACUOUS. a . {racuus, Lat. vacue, Fr. ) fect ; to do purpoſe ; in vain. Dryden. 2 .
Emp'y ; unh !led Milton.
Proudly ; arroganıly. Delany. 3. Idly; fooliſh
VACUUM . |. [Latin .) Space unoccupied by
ly . Grew .
matter. W'alls,
VAINNESS. S. [ from vain . ] The ſtate of be
TO VADE . 7. *. To vanilh ; to paſs away.
ing vain . Shakeſp.
VAGABOND . a. ( vagabond, Fr. ] 1. Wan VAIVODE.S. (waiwod, a governor, Sclavo
dering without any feeled habitation ; want.
nian . ) A prince of the Dacian provinces
ing 2 hoinc . 2 . Wandering ; vagranı. VALANCE.J. (irom Valencia . Skinner. ) The
Sbakepp.
fringes or drapery hanging round the letter and
1łead of a bed. Swift .
VAG 4 BOND. F. ( from the adjective ) 1. A
Vagrant ; a wanderer , cominonly in a ſenle of ro VAL'ANCE . v. a . To decorate with dra.
r : proach Raleigh, Addson , 2. One that pery. Shakeſp .
wanders illegally, withoui a leteled babitation.VALE. I. (va!, Fr.) A low ground ; a
valley . Spanjer , Dryden. 2. (From avaibs
process
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profit ; or vale, farewel. Money given to VALVE . P. [valva, Latin .) 1. A folding
ſervants. Dryden.
dror. Pope. Any thing that opens over the
VALEDICTION. S. ( valedico, Lat . ) A fare
mouth of a veſſel. Boyle. 3. ( In anatomy.)
wel . Domne.
A kind of membrane, which opens in certain
VALEDICTORY. a. ( from valedico, Lat .)
veftels to admit the blood, and ſhuts to prevent
Bidding farewel.
its rtyreſi. Arbuthnot.
VALENTINE. | A ſweetheart choſen on Va- VALVOLE. S. [ valvule, Fr.) A ſmall valve.
VAMP../. The upper leather of a ſhoe.
lentine's day. Wotton.
VALERIAN. ). [valeriana, Lat. vokrian, ro VATOP . o . o. To piece an old thing with
Fr. ! A plant
ſome now part Bensley.
VALET . ). (French ] A waiting ſervant. VAMPER. L. (from vamp.] One who pieces
out an od thing with something new .
Addison .
VALETUDINARIAN. ? a. (valetudinaire, VAN. F. ( trom ovari, Fr. or vangarde.) 1 .
The front of an army ; the firſt line Dryder.
VALETUDINARY.
Š Fr. valetudo, Lat.
Weakly ; fickly ; infirm of health. Brown. 2. ( Vas sus, Lat. ) Any thing ſpread wide by
which a wind is raiſed ; a fan. Broome. 3 .
Derbam .
VA'LIANCE . S. vaillance, Fr.) Valour ; per
A wing tsith which the wind is beaten. Mil.
Dryden.
fonal puiſſance ; bravery. Spenſer .
VALIANT. a. (vaillant. French .) Stout ; VANCOURIER. L. ( avant courier, Fr.) A
harbinger ; a precurſor.
perſonally puiſſant ; brave . 1 Sam .
VÀLIANTLY. adv. I from valiant.) Stoutly ; VANE. /. (ivaene, Dutch ) A plate hung on a
with perional ſtrength . Knolles.
pin to turn with the wind . Shakeſp.
VAʼLIANTNESS. /. (from valiant.) Valour ; VANGUARD. . (avant garde, Fr. ) The
+ perfonal bravery
front or first line of the army. Milton.
; puiſſance. Kpelles.
VALID . 0. [ valide, Fr. validus, Latin ) 1. VANILLA . f. { ranilie, French . ] A plaat.
Strong ; powertul ; efficacious; prevalent. The fruit of thoſe plants is uſed to ſcent cho
colate . Da'stler .
Mlilion . 2. Having force ; weighty ; con
cluſive Stephens.
To VANISH . v. n . (vaneſco, Lat ] 1. To
TY
VALIDI . /. ( validité, fr. from valid.]
loſe perceptible exitence . Sidney . 2. To
1. Force to convince ; certainty. Pope, 2 . paſs away from the light ; lo diſappear.
Value . Shakelp.
Shakeſp. Pope. 3. To paſs away ; to be lott.
VALLANCY. L. A large wig that ſhades the
sitterbury
face . Dryden.
VA’NITY. f. [vanitas, Lat .) 1. Emptineſs ;
incertainty
anity 2. Fruitleſs deſire ;
;
VAʼLLEY F. [ vallée, fr. vellis, Latin )
A low ground between hills . Raleigh, Milton .
fruitleſs endeavour. Sidney 3. Trifling la
VALOROUS, a. ( valorofo, Italian ; from va
bour. Raleigh. 4. Fallhood ; untruth . Davies.
dowr . ) Brave ; Itout ; valiant. Spexler.
5. Emply pleaſure ; vain purſuit ; idle ſhow ,
Hooker , Pope. 6. Osentation i arrogance.
VAʼLOCR . £. (valeur, Fr. valor, Lac . ) Per
Raleigh. 7. Petty pride ; pride exerted upon
fonal biavery ; ſtrength ; proweſs ; puiſſance ,
ſtoutneis. H.wel, Temple.
fighe grounds. Swift.
VALUABLE. o. ( valuable, Fr. ) 1. Precious; ro VAN . v . 0. ( trom Tannus, Lat. Danser ,
Fr.) To fan ; to window . Baron .
being of great price. 2. Worthy ; deferving
To VANQUISH . v. a. (vaincre, Fr ) 1. To
regard. Atterbury.
conquer ; to overcome. Clarison . 2. To
VALUATION. F. (trom value.) 1. Value ſet
contule. Atterbury.
upon any thing. Bacon. 2. The act of ſetting
VA'NQUISHER. . [from vargui,b .) Coo
a value; appraiſement. Ray.
VALUATOR. 1. ( from vawe.) An appraiſer ;
queror ; fubduer.Shakeſp.
one who ſets upon any thing its price . Swifi. VANTAGE J. [ from advantage ) 1. Gain ;
VALLE , I. ( value, Fr. valor , Lat.) 1. Price ;
profit ; Sidney. 2. Superiority Suih. 3 Op .
worth. Job .2. High rate. Audifon. 3. Rate ;
poriunily ; convenience, Shakeſp.
price equal to the worth of thething bought | Tu VANTAGE. 0.a. [ from advantag! ) To
Dryden.
profit. Sperler.
TO VALUE. u. a . (valoir, Fr ] 1. To rate VANTBRASS. ſ. (avant bras, Fr.) Armour
at a certain price . Sperler , Milton , 2. To rate
for the arm . Milton .
h ghly ; to have in high elieem . Aterbury, V'APID . 0. (vapides, Lat ] Dead ; tasing
Pore. 3. To appraile ; lo estimate. Lev. 4
the fpirit evaporated ; fpirillefs. Arbushin,
To be worth ; to be equal in worth to Shakeſp . VAPIDNESS . S. (irom capie .) The flate of
being ſpiritleís or maukith.
5 To take account of. Bacom . 6. To reckon
at . Stakelp. 7. To conlider with reſpect to VAPORATION. I. ( vaporatis, Lat ) The act
importance; to hold importan !. Clarendon
of eſcaping in vapours.
8. To equal in value ; to countervail. 705.9 VA'POURER. I. ( iron vapeur.) A boaſter ; :
To raiſeta eſtimaticn . Temple.
braggart , Gov. of the Tompue.
VAʼLULL! SS. a. (from value.) Being of no VAPOURISH . a . ( from vapeur ) Vapourous;
ſplenetick ; humourſome, Savité.
value . Sé skep
VATOPROCS.
VALUER.S. (irom value.) He that values .
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VA'POUROUS. a. ( vaporeaux, Fr. ) 1. Full of A matter laid upon wocd, metal, or other
bodies, to make them ſhine. Bacon , Pope. 2 .
vapours or exhalations ; fumy. Sandys. 2 .
Windy ; fatulent. Arbuthnot.
Cover ; palliation .
VA'POUR . f. (vapor , Lac. ] 1. Any thing ex- To VA'RNISH . v . a. ( verniſſer, Fr.) 1 .
halable : any thing that mingles with the
To cover with ſomething lining . Shakeſp. 2 .
air. Milton , Wind ; flatulence. Bacon. 3 .
To cover ; to conceal with ſomething orna .
Fume ; lleam . Newton . 4. Mental fume ;
mental . Dryden . 3. To palliace ; to hide
vain imagination. Hammond. 5. Diſeaſes
with colour of rhetorick . Denban .
cauled by flatulence, or by diſealed nerves ; VARNISHER : 1. ( from varnijb. ) 1. One
melancholy ; ſpleen . Addison.
whole trade is to varniſh. Boyle. 2. A dit
To VAPOUR. V. n. (vaporo, Lat.) 1. To
guifer ; an adorner. Pope.
paſs in a vapour or fume ; to emic lumes; to VARVELS. S. (vervelles , Fr. ) Silver rings ito
bout the leg of a hawk .
Ay off in evaporations. Donne. 2. To bully ;
to brag. Glanville.
TO VARY. v. a . (vario, Lat.] 1. To change ;
T. VA'POUR . v. a. To effuſe, or ſcatter in
to make unlike itdelt. Mil. 2. To change
fumes or vapour. Donne .
to ſomething elſe. Waller. 3. To make of
VARIABLE . a . (variable, Fr. variabilis, Lat. )
different kinds , Brown , 4. To divertiry ; 10
Changeable ; mutable ; inconſtant. Shakejp . variegate. Milton .
Milion.
TO VARY . v . . 1. To be changeable ; to
VARIABLENESS. L. (from variable. ) 1 .
appear in different forms. Milion. 2. To be
Changeableneſs ; mutability. Addison . 2. Le
unlike each other . Collier. 3. To alter , to
vity , inconltancy.
become unlike itſelf. Pepe. 4. To deviate ;
VARIABLY. odv. (from variable.) Change
to depart. Locke. 5. To ſucceed each other.
ably ; mutably ; inconllanıly ; uncertainly
Addiſon, 6. To diſagree ; to be at variance.
VA'RIANCE. | ( irom vary.) Diſcord ; diſa
Davies. 7. To lhiſt cclours. Pipe.
greement ; cilention. Sprai.
VA'RY. F. ( from the verb. ) Change ; altera
VARIATION 1. wariatic, Lat ) 1. Change : cion. Shakeſp.
mutation ; difference from itſelf. Bentley. 2. VASCULAR . a. ( from vaſculum , Lat.] Con.
Difference ; change from one to another . Ginting of veſſels ; full of veflejs . Arbust not.
Woodward . 3. Succeſſive change. Shakeſp VASCULIFEROUS. a. ( vaſculum and fero,
4. ( lo gramınar .] Change of termination of Lat. ) Such plants as have, befies the com
mon calix , a peculiar veſel to contain the
nouns . Watts. 5. Change in natural pheno
menons. Wilton. 6. Deviation . Dryden. 7
feed. Quincy:
Variation of the compaís ; deviation of the VASE. t. (vaje, Fr. vaſa, Lat.) A vefiel.
magnetick needle from parallel wiih the
Pope.
meridian .
VASSAL. f. ( vnjal, Fr. veljalo, Italian ) 1 .
VARICOUS. a. ( varicofis, Lac. ] Diſealud
One who holds by the will of a superiour
with dilatation . Sharpe.
lord. Addifon. 2. A fubject; a dependent,
TO VARIEGATE . v. 0. ( variegatus, ſchool Hooker, Davies, Raleigh . 3. A fervant ;
Lat ] To diverfily ; to ttain with different one who acts hy the will of an ther. Shakeſp .
colours. Woodward.
4. A lave ; a low wretch . Skakejp.
VARIEGATION. /. rom variegate. ) Diver. VAS
SALACE. Ji ( vejlelage, Frij The fate
fity of colours. Evelyk.
of a vairal ; tenure at will ; fervitude ; N1
VARIETY ſ ( varietas, Lat.) 1. Change ; very. Raleig ?, Dryden.
ſucceſſion of one thing to another ; intermix- VAST ... (rajie, Fren. vaftus, Lat.) 1. Large ;
great. Clarendon. 2. Viciouſly great; enor
ture. Newton . 2. One thing of many by
moully extentive . Ben. Johnson, Milton.
which variety is made. Rileigh. 3. Diffe
rence ; diffimilitude. Atterbury . 4. Varia- VAST. ). (vafium , Lat.) An em; ưy watte . Mili.
lion ; deviation ; change from a former flate. VASTA'TION . . ( veſtatis, Lat. ) Walte ; de
Hule .
population. Decay of Piery.
VARIOUS. a. (varius, Lat . ) i . Diffcrent : VASTI'TY . ſ rajliias, Lat. ) Wideneſs ; im
ſeveral ; manifold . 2. Changeable ; un
menfity. Shakejp .
certain ; unfixed. Locke. 3. Unlike each VA'STLY adv. ( from vaft.) Greatly ; to a
other. Dryden . 4. Variegated ; diverſified , great degree . Soutb.
Milion .
VA'STNESS. ſ. ( trom vafl.] Immepaty ; enor
mous greatni ſs.
VARIOUSLY. adv. (from varicus.) lo a va.
rious manner. Bacon
VASTY. a. ( from vaft.) Large. Shakeſp.
VARIX. (Lat. varice, Fr. ) A dilatation of the VAT . . { vai, Dutch ; fat , Sax . ) A vetiel in
vein. Sharpe.
which liquors are kept in the immature Itace ,
Tbilis.
VARLET. ]. [ varlet, old Fr ] 1. Anciently
a ſervant or tootman. Spenjer. 2. A ſcoundrel , VATICIDE. f. (vates and ceda, Lat. ) A mu:
a racial . Dryden .
derer of poets. Hope.
VARLETPY. S. ( from varle.. ] Rabble ; ! To VATICINATE . v. n . ( vaticiner, Lauin }
cruudi populace. Stakeſp.
To propbely ; to practise prediction. Howel.
VARNISH 1..vernis, tri vernix , Lat . )
VAVA
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VA'VASOUR. S. ( vavaſſeur, Fren.) One who To VEER. v. a. 1. To let out, Ber. Jobafom.
himſelf holding of a ſuperiour lord, has others
2. To turn ; to change . Brown,
VEGETABILITY.S. [from vegetable.) Vege
holding under him.
table nature. Brown ,
VAÄUDEVIL . ; ( vaudeville, Fr.) A ſong com
mon among the volgar ; a ballad ; a trivial VEGETABLE. S. (vegetabilis, ſchool Latin . ]
ftrain .
Any thing that has growth without ſenſation,
VAULT.F. ( coulte, Fren. volto, Italian.) 1. A
as plants. Locke, Wa!!s.
continued arch . Burnet. 2. A cellar. Shakeſp. VEGETABLE. a. ( vegetabilis, Latin . ) .. Be
3. A cave ; a cavern. Sandys. 4. A repoſitory
longing to a plant. Prior , 2. Having the nature
of plants. Milton.
for the dead . Shakeſp.
TO VAULT. v. a . [vvúter, Fren . ) 1. To arch ; To VEGETATE . ~ ... (vegero, Lae ) To grow
to ſhape as a vauli.Shakeſp. 2. To cover with
as plants ; to ſhoot out ; to grow without ſca
ſation . Woodward, Pope.
an arch. Milton.
TO VAULT. v n. [ voltiger, Fr. ) 1. To leap ; VEGETA'TION . S. [from vegero, Latin . ) 1 .
The power of producing the growth of plants.
to jump. Addilin. 2. To play the tumbler ,
Woodward. 2. The power of growth without
or posture-matter .
ſenſacion. Ray .
VAULT. f. [ from the verb .] A leap ; a jump.
VAU’LTAGE . J. ( trom vault.) Arched cellar. VEGETA'TIVE. a. ( vegetatif, Fr.) 1. Having
Shakeſp.
the quality of growing without life. Raleige.
VAULTED. a. ( from vault) Arched ; con
2. Having the power to produce growth a
plants. Broome
cave. Pope.
VA'ULTER 1: ( from vault.) A leaper; a jum- VEGETATIVENESS. F. ( from vegetciiec.)
per ; a cumbier.
The quality of producing growth
VA'ULTY. a . (from vault .) Arched ; concave. VE'GETE. a. (trom vigesus, Lat. ) Vigoreus ;
adive ; fpricely. South
Shakeſp.
VA’UNMURE . S. lavant mur, Fren. ) A falſe VEGETIVE. a . (froni vegete, Lau . ) Vegetable.
wall . Camden, Knolles.
Tuller.
TO VAUNT. v . 2.[vanter, Fr. ) To boalt ; to VEČGETIVE. S. (from the adjective ) A ve
getable.
diſplay with ostentation. Spenſer .
F. (vebemestia, Latin . ) 1 .
T. VAUNT. v. 1. To play the braggart ; to VEHEMENCE.
talk with oftentation . Milion .
VE'HEMENCY. S Vivieoce ; force. Miltse .
VAUNT. / ( from the verb .] Brag ; boaſt ; vain
2. Ardour ; mental violence ; terrour. Hester.
Clarendor ,
otientation . Sterfer, Granville.
VAUNII . ( from avanni, Fr.) 'The firſt part. VEHEMENT.a. (mobomen!, Fr.cebemus,Lat.)
1. Violent ; forcible . Grow. 2. Linent ; i
Shakeſp.
ger ; fervent, Milton
VAUNTER A. (vanleur , Fr. ) Boafter ; brag
VEHEMENTLY. adv. ( from celemez !.
gart. Dryder .
Forcibly. 2. Pathetically ; vigently. Tuk ;
VA'UNTFUL . a . ( vauni and full.) Boalful ;
VEHICLE.
/. ( vehiculum , Latin . ) 1. That is
oftentatious. Spenler .
VAUNTINGLY. adv. (írom emunting ] Boal
which any thing is carried, adli en 2. Thar
fully ; oftenialioully. Stake p.
part of a medicine which ſerves to make the
VAWARD I. van and ward. ] Fore part, principal ingredient p table. Brecon 3. That
Shakejp Kroller.
by means of which any thing is convexed.
UBERÍY. L. fubertas, Latio . ) Abundance ; To VEIL. v. * . (vels, Lat.) 1. To cover with a
fruitfulneſs.
veil, or any thing which conceals the race .
UBICATION . f. [ from ubi, Lat . ) Local re
Boyle. 2. To cover ; to lovef . Josés.
.
UBIETY.
Slation ; where nels. Glanville. Tubide ; to conceal. Pare.
UBIQUITARY. J. (from ubique, Lac.] Exif- VEIL, I. ( reum , Lat.) 1. A cover to conceal
the face. Waler . 2. A cover ; a duiguie ,
ing every where. How .
UBIQUITARY.S . ( from ubique, Latin.) One
Dryden .
that exists every where. Hall.
VEIN . f. (veine, Fr, cena , Lat.) 1. The veios
UBIQ ! TTY.I. (trom ubique, Lat.) Omnipre
are only a continuation of the extreme carilia
ry arteries reflected back again townds the
lenct exilterice at the ſame time in all places.
heart,
and uniting their channels as they are
Hooker, Ber.jahatan, South.
proach it. Quincy. 2. Hollow ; cavity, drai.
U'DDER . J. (uden , Sax . uder , Dutch. ] The
3. Courle ot metal in the mine . Swite .
breast or cugi ot a cow, or other large animal .
Prisr.
Tendency or turn of the mind or genius,
VEAL. f. [ veel, a call, old fr.] The fleth of a
Dryden . 5. Favourable moment,
cali killed for the table. Gay.
0. Humour ; temper. Baon.
Contigos
VECTION
? 1 : ( 27 :110, vedite, Lal,
diting 100 ) . Temple, $ . Current i continut
VECTITATION S The act of carrying or
production, Swife. 9. Sırain ; quality . Spes"
10. Streak ; variegasign.
being carried . Abubas .
VECTURE. ] [vectura , Lat.) Carriage. Bacon VEINED . a. (veineux, Fr ) 1 , Full of rcias.
To VEER . *. * . [zirer, Fr.) To show about. VEINY, $. 2. Sueaked ; variegated. These
VELLE'IZ Y.
Rujammer .

VEN

V EN

VELLE'ITY. S. ( velleitas, from velle, Lat.) VENERA'TOR.S. ( from venerate.] Reveren
cer, Hale.
The loweſt degree of degre. Locke.
TO VELLICATE. v. a . ( vellico, Latin. ) TO VENE'REAL . a. ( venereus, Lat.) 1. Relating
twitch ; to pluck ; to act by ſtimulation, Bac.
to love. Addifon. 2. Confiling of copper ,
VELLICATION . S. (vellicatio, Lat.) Twitch
called venus by chemiſts. Boyle
VENE'RIOUS.'a. ( from wnery.] Libidinous ;
ing ; ſimulation. Warts.
Juſtful, Derbam.
VELLUM . S.[ velin, Fren.) The kin of a calf
dreſſed for the writer. Wilemon ,
VENERY. / (venerie, from vener , Fren .) 1.
VELOCITY, S. (velocitas, Lac.) Speed ; ſwift.
The ſport of hunting 2. The pleaſures of
the bed. Grew .
neſs; quick motion. Beniley.
VELVET. S. (villus, Lat. velours, Fr. ) Silk VE'NEY.S. A bout ; a cura Shakeſp.
VENESECTION . ſ. ſtena and jeatio, Latin.)
with a ſhort fur or pile upon it. Locke.
VELVET . a. 1. Made of velvet. Shakeſp. 2,
Blood - Jetting ; the act of opening 2 veio ;
Soft ; delicate. Shakeſp.
phlebotomy. Wiſeman
T. VEʻLVET. v. n. To paine velvet, Peacham . To VENGE. v. a. ( venger, Fr.) To avenge ;
VELURE. S: (velours, Fr.) Velvet. Shakesp.
t punith , Shakeſp :
VE'NAL, a . (veral, Fr.) venalis, Lat.) 1. Mer- VEʻNGEABLE. 2. (from venge .) Revengeful ;
malicious . Spenſer.
in
cenary ; profticute. Pope. 2. Contained
the veins. Ray.
VE'NGEANCE.S. ( vengeance, Fr.) 1. Punith
VENA'LITY.L. [ from venal.) Mercenarinels ; ment ; penal retribution: avengement. King
prostitution.
Charles, Dryden, Adlifon. 2. It is uſed in
familiar language. To do with a vengeance ,
VENA'TICK . a. ( venaticus. Latin.) Uſed in
hunting .
is to do with vebemence ; what a vengeance ,
VENATION.S . (venatio, Latin .) The act or emphatically what?
VENGEFUL . a. ( trom vengeance and full ]
practice of hunting. Brown.
Vindictive : revengeful Milton, Prior.
TO VEND. v . a ( vendre, Fr. vende, Lat.) To VEN
IABLE .
fell ; to offer to lale. Boyle.
(veniel, Fren . from veria ,
VENDEE'. L. ( from vend.] One to whom any VENIA .
Lat.) 1i Pardnoable ; ſuſcep
thing is ſold. Ayliffe.
cive of pardon ; excuſable. Shakeſp. Brown,
Roſcommon. 2. Permitied ; allowed Milton .
VENDER . !. ( vendeur, Fr.] A ſeller. Graunt.
VENDIBLE . a. (vendibilis, Lat . ) Saleable ; VENIALNESS. S. ( from venial.] State of be
marketable. Carew .
ing excuſable .
VE'NDIBLENESS. S. ( from vendible.) The VENISON . I ( venaiſon, Fr.) Game ; beaſt of
laleable
flate of being
.
chaſe ; the fleſh of dcer Shakejp. Dryden,
VENDITA’TION . S. { venditario, from vendi- VEČNOM S. (venin, Fr. ) Poiſon Dryder.
to , Lat.] Boaftfuldiſplay . Ben Johnſon.
To VENOM.V.4. To iofeet with venom,
VENDITION . (vendition , Fr. verditio, Lat.) | VE'NOMOUS. a . ( from venom ) 1. Poirog
ous. 2. Malignant ; miſchievous. Addiſon .
Sale ; the act of felling:
To VENE'ER. v. a. To make a kind of mar. VE'NOMOUSLY. adv (trom venomous. ]Poi
quetry or inlaid work.
fonouſly ; miſchievouſly ; malignantly. Dryd.
VENEFICE. J. ( veneficium, Lat. ) The practice VENOMOUSNESS. S. ( from venomous.) Poi
ſonouſneſs ; malignity.
of poiſoning
VENEFICIAL. 2. (from veneficium ,Lat.) Act- VENT.A. ( vente, Fr.} 1. A fmail aperture ;
a hole ; a lpiracle Shakeſp . Milton 2. Para
ing bypoilon ; bewitching. Brown.
VENEFICIOUSLY. adv. ( from veneficium ,
Sage out of secrecy to publick notice. Wotton.
3 The act of opening. Ih lips. 4. Emiffion ;
Lat. ) By poiſon. Brown.
VENEMOUS. a. ( from venin, Fr. ) Poiſonous.
pallage Addi ön . 5 Diſcharge ; means of
Asts.
diſcharge . Milton , Mortimer. 6. Sale. Tom .
ple, Pope.
To VENENATE. v . a (veneno, Lat. ) To poi
To VENT . v. a. (venter, Fr.] 1. To let out a
fon; to infect with piton . Woodward .
VENENA'TION . J. (from venenate. JPoiſon ;
a linall aperture. 2. To let out ; to give way
venom . Brown.
to . Denbam. 3. To uiter ; to report Steph.
VENENE. za (vereneux, Fr ) Poiſonous ;
4. To emit ; co pour out. Shakesp 5. To
VENENOʻSE.
venomous. Harvey, Ray.
publich. Raleigh. 6. To fall ; to carry to ſale .
VENERABLE. a . ( venerabilis. Lat . ) To be
Carew .
regarded with awe ; to be treated with reve. To VENT. v. n. To ſnuff
VENTAIL .
(from vantail, Fr.) That part
rence. Hooker, Fairfax , Dryden .
VENERABLY adv. (from venerable.) lo a
of the helmet made to liit up.
VENTANNA. J. Spanith .; A window . Dryd.
manner that excites reverence. Addifon.
TO VENERATE .v. o (venerer, Fr. veneror , VENTER.S. (Latin.) 1 Any cavity of the bo
dy , chiefly applied to the head , breaſt, and ab
Lat ) To reverence ; to treat with venerati
domen, which are called : y anatomiſts the
on ; to regard with awe. Herbert.
VENERA’TION . J. (veneration, Fren. unera
three venters. 2. Womb ; mother. Hale.
rio, Lac ) Reverend regard ; awiul repect VENTIDUCT.S. (ventusand dw7us, Lat.) A
paliage for the wind . Boyle.
Addifen.
To
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TO VE'NTILATE . v. o. (ventilo, Lat.) 1. To, VERBATIM . adv. (Lat.) Word for word . Haie.
fan with wind. Harvey, W'codward. 2. TOTO VEʻRBERATE . v . a. (verbere, Lat . ) To
beat ; to ſtrike.
winnow ; to fan. 3. To examine ; to diſcuſs
VENTILATION.J. (rentilatio. Lat. frem ven. VERBERATION. S- (from verberate ) Blows ;
lilate.) 1 The act of fanning ; the late of beating arbushnet.
being fanned . Addiſon. 2 Vent ; utterance. ERBOSE. a . ( verborus, Lat.) Exuberant ia
words; prolix ; tedious by multiplicity of
Wotton. 3 Refrigoration. Harvey .
words. Prior .
VENTILATOR. / ( from ventilale.) An in
ſtrument conisiied by Dr. Hale co ſupply cloſe VERBO'SITY. (from verboſe .} Exuberance
places with freſh air .
ofwords; much empty talk . Broome.
VENTRICLE. I (ventricule , Fren .ventriculus, 'VERDANT. ). viridans, Lat. ) Green Mil .
Lat. ) ) . The ſtomach Hale. 2. Any Small VE'RDERERS. [verdier, Fr.) An officer in
cavity in an animal body, particularly thoſe of the foreft.
the heart. Donne
VERDICT. S (verum di& um , Lat.). ! : The
determination of the jury declared to the judge
VENTRILOQUIST. ! (ventriloque, fr. qen
ter and loquor , Larſ One who ſpeaks in ſuch
Spenſer. 2 Declaratiun ; deciſion i judgment;
a manner as that the ſound ſeems to iſſue from opinion. Hosier , Souib .
his belly
VERDIGRISE / The ruſt of brais. Peacban
VENTURE. S. {oventure, Fr.) 1. A hazard : VE'RDITURE.ſ. The fainteft and paleſt green .
Peachum
an undertaking of chance and danger. Sourb,
Locke . 2. Chance ; hap. Bacom . 3. The VERDURE !. ( verdure, Fr. ) Green ; greea
thing put to hazard ; a ſtate. Shakeſp . 4. di colour . Milton .
VENTURE , Al hazard ; withoutmuch con VERDUROUS a. ( from serdere ) Green : co
fideration ; without any thing more than the vered with green ; decked with greep . Mil .
hope of a lucky chance Spenser, Hudibros. VERECU'NĎ. a. ( verecundes, Lacin. ) Modelt;
baſhful.
TO VENTURE. V. m . ( from the noun ) 1. To
dare. Bacon, Addiſon. 2. To ron hazard VERGE. S (verge, Fr. virge, Lat. ) A rod ,
Dryden. 3. T. VENTURE at, on or upen. To
or fomething in form of a rod, carried as an
engage in or make attempts without any ſe
emblem of authrrity . The mace of a dean.
Swift. 2. The brink ; the edge ; the uimoft
curity of fuccels. Bacon, Aiterbury.
border. Shakeſp. 3. In law , verge is the com
To VENTURE . v . a. 1. To expoſe to hazard
Shakeſp. 2. To put or ſend on a venture .
pais about the king's court , bounding the jo
Carca .
risdiction of the lord ſteward of the king's
houſhold Cowel
VENTURER . S. ( from venture.) He who ven
tures.
To VERGE. v r. (vergo, Lat ) To tend ; to
VENTUROUS . . (from venture.) Daring, bend downward . Holder , Pope.
bold ; fearleis ; ready to run hazards. Bacon , VERGER. L. ( from verge He that carries
Temple.
che mace before the dt an. Farquhar.
VENTUROUSLY. adv. [from verturoms VERI'DICAL. a . (veridicus, Latin. ) Telling
truth , Diet
Daringly ; Tearle 'sly ; boldly Bacon .
VENTUROUSNESS. J. ( trom venturous.jVERIFICA’TION.S. (from verify.) Corfirrrs.
Boldoefs ; willingneſs to hazard. Boyle.
tion by argument or evidence. Boyle
VENUS ' bafin.
To VERIFY . v ... ( verifer , Fr To jufiya
VENUS ' comb.
gainſt the charge of allhood ; to contro i to
VENUS' hair.
5. Planes.
prove true. Hooker, Swifi.
VENUS' looking claſs.
VERILY. adv . (from very.) 1. In truth ; cere
VE NUS'xavet- wort.
tainly . Shak. 2. With great cnfidence . Ca !,
VERACIT Y. ]: ( verax,La'.) 1. Moral ervthVERISIMILAR. a.(verifimilis, Lat Probable;
2.
Phytical
luih
;
conlii
likely.
hunelty of report
VERISIMILITUDE . S (verifimiäienda,Lat ]
tency of report with :act. Addiſon.
VERA CIOUS. a. (verax, Lalin,j Obſervant o.VERISIMI LITY . $ Probability, likelihood,
truth .
relemblance of truh Brown , Diyacr .
VERB. S. [verbe, Fr. verbum , Lat .) A part o VERITABLE. 2. (veritable, Fr. ] Irue ; 3
greeable to lact. Brown.
speech lignilying exillence, or lome modifica
VERITY: J. ( zeritas, Lat. ) 1. Truth ; ced
tion thereol, as action, pafſion. Clarke.
ſunance to the reality of things . Hooler, Sark.
VERBAL. a. (verbalis , Lat ) 1. Spoken, nou
written 2. Oral ; ultered by mouth . Shake
2. A rue aliencion a true ienet. Sids . Das .
3. Confitting in mere words. Milion , Glanu
3 Moral truth ; agreemeat of the words with
The thoughts
South 4. Verbore ; full of words. Shakejp.
5. Minulely exact in words. 6. Literal ; tav- VERJUICE. /. [ verjus, Fren. ) Acid liquor ex
ing word aniwering to word . Denham, 7 . A
preiled from crab appies. Drydes .
verbal noun is a noun derived from a verb. IVERMICELLI. Ilialian. ) A pafle roile sod
VERBA LITY. }; (irom verbal.j Mere bare
bioken into the furin oi worms Prior
words. brown.
VERMICULAR . a . (ver inicuiti, Lat . ) Ading
VERBALLY: adr. ( from verbal . ] r. ln waids ;
like a worm ; continued rom one part to as
Το
sally. Srolb . 2. Word for wurd, Drydon.
other of the lame budy. Cheyne,
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TO VERMICULATE. v . a. (vermiculatus, ( VERSIFICA'TOR. ?
( verſificator, Lat.) A
verliger ; á maker of
Lat .: To inlay ; to work in chequer work . VERSIFIER.
verſes with or without theſpirit ofpoetry Watts.
Bailey.
VERMICULATION , { from vermiculate. To V ! RSIFY . v r . (zerfificor, Lat.)To make
verſes Sidney , Aſcham , Dryden.
Con inuation of motion from one part to ano
To VERSIFY. via . To relate in verre. Dar,
ther . Hak
VERMICULE. I. ( vermiculus, vermis, Latin .) VE RSION . S.[verfion , Fren verſio, Latin . ) 1 .
A little grub Derbam .
Change ; transformation. Bacon . 2. Change
of direction . Bacon, 3 Tranſlation. Drydin,
VERMICULOUS a. ( vermiculofus, Lat ) Full
4. The act of tranſlating.
grubs
.
of
VE'RMIFORM . a. ( vermiforme, Fren. vermis VERT. S. [ veri, Fr ] Every thing that grows
and forma, Lat.) Having the ſhape of a worm
and bears a green leaf within the foreſt.Cowell.
VE'RMIFUGE . ). (from vermis and fugo, Lat VERTEBRAL, a. ( trom vertebræ , Lat.) Re
lating to the joints of the ſpine Ray
Any medicine that deſtroys or expels worms,
VE'RMIL.
I . ( vermeil, vermillon, Fr.] VERTEBRE. S: (vertebre, Fr. vertebra, Lat.)
VERMILION } 1. The cochineal : a grub
A joint of the back Ray.
of a particular plant. 2. Factitions or native VERTEX ļ [ Latin .) 1. Zenich ; the point
over head. Creech . 2 . A top of a hill.
cinnabar : ſulphurmixed with mercury Peach .
Derham.
3. Any beauti'ul red colour Spenlir.
To VERMILION . v. a . ( from the noun ) TVERTICAL. a . ( vertical, French . ] 1 .
die red Granville.
Placed in the zenith . Thomfor. 2. Placed
in a direction perpendicular to the horizon.
VE'RMINE. S. ( vermine, Fren .vermis, Latin !
Cheyne.
Any noxiousanimal . Shakeſp Bacon Tayler
To VERMINATE. v. n. [from vermine ] T. VERTICA'LITY.S. (from vertical ] The ſtate
breed vermine
of being in the zenith . Brown .
VERMINATION. S. (from vermirate.) Ge- VERTICALLY. adv. ( from vertical ] In the
zenith Brozon ,
neration of vermine. Derbam ,
VE'RMINOUS. a. ( from vermine.) Tending VERTICILATE. a . Verticilate plants are
ſuch as have their flowers intermixt with ſimall
to vermine ; diſpoſed to breed vermine . Harv
leaves growing in a kind of whirls . Quincy.
VERMI'PAROUS. a (vermis and pario, Lat.)
VERTICITY.ſ. (fram vertex .] The power
Producing worms. Brown .
VERNACULAR. a (vernaculus, Latin.) Na
of turning ; circumy Jution ; rotation . Glanv .
VE'RTIGINOUS. o (vertiginoſus, Lat.)
tive ; of one's own country, Addiſon.
VE'RNAL a . Idernus , Lat'] Belonging to the
Turning round ; rotatory . Bentley. 2. Giddy.
Woodward.
ſpring Milion .
VERNANT.S . [vernans , Lat ) Flouriſhing as VERTIGO. |. (Latio.) A gidlineſs ; a fenſe
of turning in the head. Arbuthnot.
in the ſpring Milton.
VERNILITY. S. [verna, Lat. ) Servile car- VERVAINI ! {verbena , Latin.j A plant.
VERVI
NE S Drayton
riage. Bailey.
YE'RSABLENESS ? T. ( verfabilis, Lat. ) Ant- (VE'RVAIN mallsw.7. A plant. Millor .
nels to be turned or VERVELESS. / Ivervolk , Fr. ) Labels tied
wound any way .
to a hawk Ainſworth.
VE'RSAL. á (A cant word fer univerſal.] To- VERY. a. ( urai, fr.] 1. True; real. 1 Sam .
tal ; while. Hadibras.
Dryden. 2 Having any qualities, commonly
VE'RSATILE. a. (qerfarilis, Larin ) 1. That
bad , in an eminent degree. Davies. 3. To
icaily , or eminently .
note the things em
may be turned round . 2. Changeable ; variable.
Shakeſp . 4. Same Sprott.
Glanville. 3. Eaſily applied to a new lalk.
2
$ quality of
verla .
degree. Aldijon.
tile.
TO VESICATE .v . a. ( vefics, Lac ) Tobliner.
Wiſeman
VERSE. [ (vers, Fr. verfus, Lat . ) 1. A line
conſiſting of a certair faccefion of founds, and VESICATION . F. [from veficate.) Bliſtering ;
number of lyllables. Shakeſp. 2. ( verfet, Fr }
reparation of the cuticle. Iijeman.
A ſection or paragragh of a book . Burret. 3 VESICATORY liveficatorium , technical
Poetry ; lays ; metrical language . Donna , Larin .) A blifiering medicine .
Prior . 4. A piece of poetry Pope
VE SICLE.I. ( veſicula, Latin .) A (mall cuticle,
TO VERSE . v . a. (from the noun . ) To tell in
filled or inflaied. Ray .
verfe ; to relate poetically. Shakeſp .
VESICULAR a.lfroni veficula,Lac.]Hollow ;
To be VEʻRSED . v. n. ( verfor, Latin ) To be
full of finall incerttices. Cheyne.
ſkilled in ; to be acquainted with Brown,Dryd |VE SFER. J. Lacin .] The evening Nar ; tbe
evening . Stakep.
VERSEMAN , S. ( verje and mur . ) A poet i 2
wijier in verle. Prior.
VESPERS. J. (without the ſingar, from vela
VERSICLE / (verficulus, Lat.) A litele verſe. perus , lai. The evening service.
VERSIFICATION. J. [* e:ffication, fr. fiom VESPERTINE a Ivepertinus,lai ) Happen
verfofy ] The are or praitice of inaking veilis.
iog or coming in he evening.
VE SSCL .
Divórtin Granville,
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VE'SSEL. S. [vollelle, Fr.) 1. Any thing in ( U'OLINESS. S. [ from ugly.! 1. Deformity ;
contrariety to beauty. Dryden. 2. Turpitude;
which liquids , or other things, are put . Burnet.
lonth ſomeneſs ; moral depravity. Souih.
2. The containing parts of an animal body .
Arburbrot. 3. Any vehicle in which men or | U'GLY . a Deformed offenſive to the right ;
goods are carried on the water. Raleigh 4 . .contrary to beautiful. Shakeſp. Milton .
Any capacity ; any thing containing. Miltor. VI'AL . ). (pazań.! A ſmall bottle, Shakeſp.
TO VESSFL v. a . ( from the noun. ) To put Wilkins, Addiſon.
into a veſſel to barrel, Bacon.
To VIAL. u. a . To incloſe in a vial Milton ,
VESSETS. S. A kind of cloth commonly made VI'AND. S. viande, Fr. vivanda, Ital .) Food ;
in Su folk .
meat dreſſed. Shakeſp
VE'SSICNON. S. [ Among horſemen.) A wind - VIATICUM , " (Lat ) 1. Proviſion for a jour
.
Diet
gall
ney 2: The laſt rites uſed to prepare the
pafting foul for its departure.
VÈST.l. ( veftis, Lat.]An outer garment. Smith.
To VEST v . a . ( from the noun ) 1. To dreſs: To VI BRATE . ye. (vibro, Lat.) 1. To
brandiſh ; to move to and fro with quick mo .
to deck : to enrobe. Dryd. 2. To dreſs in a
tion . 2. To make to quiver. Holder.
long garment. Milion . 3. To make pofleffin
To play up and down,
of ; to inveſt with Prior. 4. To place in por To VIBRATE . v * ,
reflion Clarendon, Loche.
or to and fro. Boyle, Newior , 2. To quiver.
VE'S TAL 1. A pure virgin . Pope.
Pope.
VE'STAL a . ( veſlalis, Lat . ) Denoting pure VIBRATION. S. ffrem vibre, 1.20 ] The ad
virginity Skakelp
of moving, or being moved with quick recie
VESTIBULE . /. ( veſtibulum , Lat . ) The porch procations, or returns South, Newt T bemes .
or tira entrance of a houſe.
VICAR . L. vicarius, Lat ) 1. The incum .
VESTIGE.S. ( veſtigium ,Lat ] Footſtep ; mark
bent of an appropriated or impropriated bene
fice. Dryden, Swift 2. One who performsthe
lett behind in pafling. Harvey:
VESTMENT. ) (veſtimentum ,Lat. )Garment ; functions of another; a ſubfticute 4 , liffe
pari o drefs Wolier.
VI'CARAGE r. ( from vicar .) The benefice
VE STRY 1 ( veftarium , Lat .) 1. A room
of a vicar. Swifi.
apperdant to the church, in which the facer VICA'RIOUS. « (vicarius, Lat.) Depored ;
doial garments, and conſecrated things are
delegated , acting in the place of another.
repoſited Dryden. 2. A parochial aſſembly
Hale, Norris.
commonly convened in the veſtry. Clarendon. VICARSHIP, f. [from vicar .] The office oí
VEÄSTI'RE 1. velture, old Fr.) 1. Garment ;
a vicar.
robe. Fairfox, Shakeſp. 2. Dreſs ; habit ; ex . VICE. S. lvitium , Lat ) 1. The courſe of action
ternal form . Shokejp
oppoſite 10 virtue . Milien, L :cle. 2. A fault ;
VETCH . . ( vicio , Lat .) A plant with a papi
an offence. Milton . 3. The fool, or purchi
lionaceous flower. Dryder .
nello of old ſhows. Shakeſp. 4 (Vijs, Dutch .)
VETCHY. a. ( from vitch.) Made of vetches , A kind of fmall iron preſs with ſcrews, uſed
abounding in vetches. Spenſer.
by workmen 5. Gripe ; grain. Shakejp 6. It
VE'TERAN . S ( veteranus, Lat.) An old fo !.
is uſed in compoſition for one who performs,
in his ſtead, the office of a ſuperiour, or wbo
dier; a man long practiſed. Hooker, Addiſon.
has the ſecond rank in command : as, o vice
VE TERAN. a. Long practiſed in war ; long
roy, vice - chancellor.
experienced. Bacon
VETERINARIAN.S. (veterinarius, Lat. ) One To VICE. v. a. (from the noun . ) To dras .
ſkilled in the diſeaſes of cattle. Brown.
Shakeſp .
To VEX . v. a. ( vexo, Lat .] 1. Toplague ; to VICEADMIRAL.F. ( vice and admiral ) . The
torment ; to haraſs. Prior. 2. To diſturb ; to
ſecond commander of a fleet Kalles. a. A cs
diſquiet. Popo. 3. To trouble with Night pro
val officer of the ſecond raok .
vocations.
VICEADMIRALI Y. §. from vice-admirst )
VEXA'TION. S [ from vex ] 1. The act of The office of a vice admiral . Cores .
troubling. Sbakep 2. The ſtate of being | VICE'AGENT . L. (vice and agent.) Ooe who
acts in the place of another. Hesker.
troubled i unealintfs : forrow , Temple 3. The
cauſe of trouble or uneaſineſs Sbakeſp. 4.An Viced. a [ from vice.) Vicious ; corrupt. Stek.
at of barafiing by law. Bacon. S. A Qight VICEGERENT | (vicem gerens, Latin ! A
teazing trouble.
lieutenant , one who is encruited with the
VEXATIOUS. a. ( from vexation .) 1. AMc
prwer of the ſuperiour. Bacon , Spret .
live; troubleſume; caufing trouble. Suih , VICEGERENT.'. (vicegerens, Call Haring
Prior . 2. Full of trouble ; full of uneaſineſs. a delegated power ; a& ing by ſubtiluliare
Digby . 3. Teazing ; nightly troubleſome
Milton
VEXA TIOUSLY. adv. į from vexatious . ) VICCERENCY f.. ( from vicegerear . ) The
office of a vicegerent; lieutenancy ; depuis
7 roubleſomely ; uneaſily.
VEXATIOUSNESS. f. ( from vexations. ) power . Ssuth .
Troubleſomeneſs ; unealiners.
VICECHANCELLOR. f. { ocecancellarius
VE XER , J. ( from vex ] He who vexes ,
Lat.) The ſecond magiſtrate of the crire toes
UGLILY. odv. ( from ugly. Filthily ; with de- VICENARY. 4. (vicenariys, Lat ] Bch
VICERU
to twenty :
luimity .
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VICEROY. F. ( viceroi, Fr.) He who governs
2. A falt kept before a holiday, Shakeſp. 3
in place of the king with regal authority.
Service uſedon the night before a holiday.
Bacor, Swife.
Stilling fleet. 4. Watch ; forbeariace of leep.
VICEROYALTY . L. ( from viceroy.) Dignity
Walle
r.
of a viceroy. Addiſon.
VICETY /. Nicely exactneſs. Ben. Johnſon . VIGILANCE. 38. ( vigilantia , Lat.) 1. Por
VICINITY . S. ( vicinus , Lat. ) 1. Nearnels ; VIGILANCY. } bearance of neep. Broom . 2 .
Watchfulneſs ; cireumſpection ; inceſſant care.
ftate of being near. Hake. 2. Neighbourhood ;
Wotton. 3. Guard ; watch. Milton .
Rogers.
VICÎNAGE ., vicinia , Lat. ] Neighbourhood ; VIGILANT.o. (vigilans,Lat.) Watchful ;cir.
cumſpect ; diligent ; attentive. Hooker. Claren.
place adjoin ng
VICINAL. 4. ( vicinus, Lat.) Near ; neigh- VIGILANTLY.adv. [ from vigilant.) Watch
fully ; attentively ; circumſpectly. Hayward .
VICI'NE . } b'uring. Granville.
VICIOUS. a. (trom vice.) Devoted to vice ; VIGOROUS, a . (from vigor, Lat.) Forcible ;
not addicted to virtue. Milton .
not weakened , full of ſtrength and life,
Waller , Atterbury
VICISSITUDE . 1. ( viciſſitudo, Lat.) 1. Re
gular change : return of the ſame things in VIGOROUSLY . adv. (from vigour. ) With
the ſame luccetlion . Newtox . 2. Revolution ; force ; forcibly; without weakneſs.Dryd .South.
VIGOROUSNESS. S. ( from vigour }.] Force ;
change. At.crbury , Giffard.
ſtreng:h. Taylor.
VIC TIM . 1. ( victima , Lat.) A facrifice ;
ſomething ſlain for a acrince Derham . Dryden, VIGOUR.S. ( vigor, Lat ] ! . Force ; ſtrength .
Milton . 2. Mental force ; intellectual ability.
Addejom ? Something deſtroyed . Prior.
3. Energy ; efficacy. Blackmore.
VICTOR . . vifter, Lal . ) Conqueror ; van
quiſher : he ibat gains the advantage in any VILE . 2. ( vil, Fr. vilis, Lat. ) 1. Baſe ; mean ;
worthieſs; fordid ; deſpicable. Shakeſp. Abbot ,
contelt, Sidney , Sbakel ". Addijon .
Fairfox 2. Morally impure ; wicked. Milton .
VICTORIOUS. a ( victorieux, Fr.) 1. Con
quering having obtaioed conqueſt ; ſuperior VILED. a . ( from vil, whence revile.]Abuſives
in contest Milton . 2. Producing conqueſt.
{ currilous. Hayward.
VILELY. adv. (from vile.) Baſely ; meaoly ;
Pope. 3 Bet kening conqueſt . Shakelp :
ſhamelully. Shakeſp.
VICTORIJUSLY adotrom victorious.)With
conquert ; succeſsfully; triumphantly. Hamm VI LENESS L. (from vik .] 1. Baſeneſs ; mean
VICTORIOUSNESS./ ( from victorious.] The
neſs ; deſpicableneſs. Drayton , Creech. 2.
Moral or intellectual baſeneſs. Prior .
11 ate or quality of being victorious.
VICTORY J. (viftoria, Lac , Conqueſt ; ſuc. To VILIFY. v. 2. ( from vile.) To debaſe ; to
defame ; to make contemptible. Drayton .
ceſs in conteſt ; triumph . Taylor .
VICTRESS . l. 'from victor.) A female that VILL. f. ( villa, Lat.) A village ; a ſmall cola
lection of houſes. Hale.
conquers. Shakesp .
VICTUIL. 21. (viêtvaille:, Fr. vittoraglia, VILLA . Ş. ( villa, Lat.) A country ſeat Pope
VI'CTUALS. Šlialian ) Proviſions of food (VILLAGE. ). (village,Fr.] A ſmall collection of
houſes, leſschan a cuwn.Shakejp . Knolles, Pope.
ftores for the ſupport of life ; meat. Shakeſp.
Knillis , K ng Charles.
VILLAGER . 1. ( from village.] An inhabitant
T. VICTUAL v.a. (fro , the noun. ) To ſtore
of a viliage . Milton , Locke.
VI'LLAGERY. . ( from village ] Diſtrict of
with pr.vili in for food. Shaieſp.
VI'CTUALLER. f. [ from victuals.) One who
villages . Shake p .
VI'LLAIN . J. (vilain, Fr.] 1. One who held
provides victuals. Hayward.
by a bale tenure . Davies 2. A wicked wretch .
VIDELICET. ado ( Lat . ) To wit ; that is .
Shakeſp. Clarendon , Pope.
Generally written, viz.
TO VIE va To ſhow or practiſe in compe- VILLANAGE. J. ( from villain.) : . The ſtate of
tition. L'Etrange.
a villain ; bafe fervitude. Davies . 2 Balenels ;
T. VIE . v . m To conteft ; to contend. Swift.
in amy. Dryden.
TO VIEW v. a. (veu, Fr. ) 1. To ſurvey ; to To VI'LLANIZE. v . a. ( from villain .) To des
baſe ; to degrade. Dryden, Beniliy
look on by way of examination . Prior, Pope.
VI'LLANOUS. a. ( from villain.) 1. Baſe ;
2. To ſee : to perceive by the eye. Milton ,
vile ; wicked. 2. Sorry . Shakeſp.
VIEW./ ( from ihe verb .] 1. Prospect. Wotion,
Dryden, 2 Sight ; power of beholding. Dryd. VILLA NOUSLY. adv., ( from villainous ]
Locke. 3. Act of ſeeing Denham , Locke. 4.
Wickedly ; baltly. Knolles.
Sight ; eye. 5 Survey ; examination by the VILLANOUSNESS. S. ( from villanous .) Baſe
eye . Dryden 6. Intelectual ſurvey. Locke.7 .
nels ; wickedncís.
Space thatmay le taken in by the eye ; reach VILLANY. F. ( trom villain.) 1. Wickedneſs ;
of tight. Dryden . 8. Appearance ; Mow .
baleneſs ; depravity . Shakejp. 2. A wicked
Walter . 9. Display ; exhibition to the rigbu
eétion ; a crime. Dryden.
or diod Locke 10. Proipect of intereit . VILLA'TICK . o. (zillaricus, Lat.) Belonging
to villages. Milton ,
Locke . 11 latention ; defign. Arbushnir.
from view ) Unleen ; do VILLI ſ ( Latin ) in ana omy, are the ſame as
VI'EWLESS a .
fibres ; and in botany . linallhairs like the gian
difcernible by the light. Pope.
VILL
of plus or liag . Ruincy.
ViCIl y vigilia, lial . ) 1. Waich ; devorins

VIR
VIO
VI'LLOUS. a. (vil'ofus, Lat.] Shaggy ; rough.
injures or infringes ſomething facred. Soutb.
2. A raviſher. Skakelp.
Arbuthnot .
VIMI NEOUS.a. (vimineus , ] Lat. ) Made of VIOLENCE .S ( violentia, Latin ) 1. Force ;
ſtrength applied to any purpose . Sbake. Mil.
twigs . Prior.
2. An allack ; an aſauli ; a murder. Shakeiß.
VINCIBLE. a . (from vinco, Lat .) Conquerable;
3. Outrage ; unjuſt force. Milion. 4. Eiger.
ſuperable Norris.
VINCIBLENESS ſ. ( írom vincible .] Liable.
neſs ; vehemence. Shakeſp . 5. Injury ; in
fringement Burnet . 6. Forcible defloration.
nels to be over come .
VINCTURE . f. ( vin &tura. Lat . ) A binding. VIOLENT. 0. ( vizlenius,Latin.) 1. Forcible;
VINDE'MIAL. a . ( vindimia, Lat ) Belonging
acting with itrength. Millor 2. Preduced or
10 a vintage .
continued by force Burnet. 3. Not natural ,
TO VINDEMATE Q m (vindemia, Lat. ) To
but brought by force. Milton . 4. Unjuſiig
atſailant ;murderous.Shakeſp. Milion 5.U.
gather the vintage Evelyn.
VINDEMIA TION ! ( vindenis, Lat.) Grape
ſeaſonably vehement, Hooker. 6. Excorted ;
nii voluntary. Milton.
gathering
E . v . c. ( virdico, 1 ac ) 1. TO VIOLENTLÝ. adv. (from zielent.) with force;
TOVINDICAT
2
.
forcibly ; vehem nely Shukep . Taylor.
julify ; to ſupport ; to maintain . Waits.
To revenge : to avenge Bacon, Pearlom. 3. VIOLET. ( visl.se, Fr. viola, Laia.] A
Aower. Shakeſp. Milton. Locke.
To allert ; to claim with efficacy . Dryden. 4
VIOIJN.
( violon, Fr. from visl ) A fiddle ;
To clear ; to protect. Hammond
VINDICATION.J. vindication , Fr from vin
a llringed inltrument. Saudys.
dicate ) De: ence ; affertion ; juſtification VIOLIST | (from visl ) A player on the viol.
VIOLONCELLO. L. [lialian ] A fringed ia
Broome
VINDICATIVE.a. (from vindicate.) Revenge
I'rument of muſick .
VIPER. /. ( vijera, Latin .] 1. A ferpeat of that
ful; given to revenge. Howe!, Spiatt.
ſpecies which brings iis young alive. Sasdys.
VINDICATOR L. ( from vindicate.j One who
2 Any thing miſchievous. Shakeſp .
vindicales , an affertor . Dryden .
VINDICATORY.a . (from vindicator .) 1. Pu - VI PERINE. & [ viperinzs, Lat ) Belonging to
a viper
nitory ; per forming the office of vengeance.
VIPEROUS. a (viperinus, Lat. from rifer.]
Bramhall. 2. Delenfory ; jullificatory ;
VINDICTIVE . a { from vindicia, Latj Given Having the qualities of a viper . Daniel
VIPER's bugloss. I. [ocbixn , Latin .) A plant .
to revenge ; revengeful. Dryden .
Miller ,
VINE . 1. (vinia, Lat .) The plant that bears
VIPER's
graſs f. [ fcorbinera, La : ) A plant,
The grape. Pope.
Miller.
VINEGAR S. (vinaigre, Pr.] 1. Wine grown
four. Bacon, repe. 2. Any thing really or VIRA'GO.S. ( Lal ) A female warriour ; a wo
man with the qualities of a man . Peactie ,
metaphorically lour. Shakeip.
VINNEWED, or Vinney.a.Mouldy,dis worth. VI'RELAY . S. (virelay, virolai, Fr | A lotof
VINEYARD ). (pingeand, Saxon.) A ground antient French poem , that conſiled only of
two rhymes and Mort verfes. Dryden.
planted with vines. Sbakeſp.
VINOUS...(fromvinum , Lai.]Having the quali VI'RENT. a . (virens, Lat.) Green ; not faded .
ries ofwine : confilling o ! wine Boyle, Philips. Brown .
VI'NTACE. F. (eintage, Fr.) The produce o VIRGE. F. (virga, Latin . ) A dean's mace .
the vine for the year, the time in which Swift.
grapes are gathered Bacon, Waler.
VI'RGIN . S. (virgo, Lat. ) 1. A maid ; a womia
VINTAGER . / (trom vinum, Lat ) One who unacquainted with men . Genefis. 2. A womia
not a mother. Milien. 3. Any thing untouched
ga hers the vintage.
VININER.J. (from vinum , Latin .) One who or unmingled. Derban . 4. The ogn of the
zodiack in which the ſun is in Auguſt Miller,
fells wiae Howel
VINTRY. S. 7 he place where wine is ſold VIRGIN . 6. Befitting a virgin; ivilable to a
virgin ; maidenly. Cowley .
Ainſworth.
S. [ vielle, Fr. riola, Italian.) A fringed To VIRGIN . v. n. (a cant word . ) To play the
VIOL.
19t: rument or muſick Sharep Bacon, Milton
virgin. Shakeſp .
VIOLABLE.o . ( froin violabilis, Latin .] San VIRGINAL. 6.(from virgin .] Maiden ; maida
enly ; pertaining to a virgin . H.3mnd.
as may be violated or burt .
VIOLACROUS. a . ( from viola, Lat.) Reſem- To VI'RGINAL . v . ». To pat ; to strike as og
the virginal, Shakeſp.
bling riolcis.
TO VIOLATE.V.c .(vislé, Lat.) 1. To injure : VIRGINAL. S. (more uſually sirgisels .) A
musical inſtrumene lo called, becaulé uſed by
to hurt Millix , Pope. 2. Toinfringe ; to break
any thing venerable. Hooker. 3. To injure by young ladies . Bacer,
TY. f. ( virginitas , Lat. ) Maided
er.VIRGINI
n.
erenc
Brow 4. To raviſh ; to defow
irrev
ntance with man Taylor.
unacquai
;
head
Prior .
110 : A TION.. (rela ! , Lat ) 1. Infringe. VIRILE . ( virilis , Lat.) Belonging to man.
TY
g
sacro coinya," of ſomethin facred Addiyor . VIRILI . J. ( virilitas. Lat ) 1. Manhoods
ing. Shakeſp.
cheracter of a man . Rambler . 2. Power of
2 Plane : ... of diflower
sportir, Larin ) 1. One who procreation. brorus,
VIR.MI

V I S

VI T

VIR MILION .S. Properly vermilier.
rent or openlydiſco rerable Stillingflee:, Rogers.
! v fible, Fr. vifibils, Lat.) 1. Pere
VIRTUAL . a. [from virtue .) Having the effi. VISIBLE
cacy without the leolible part . Bacon, Milton ,
certible by ike eye. Bacor, Dryden . 2. Dir.
Stillingfleet.
covered to the eye. Shakejp. 3. Apparent ;
VIRTUALITY. F. (froma virtual ) Efficacy. open ; conipicunua Clarend.
Brown .
VISIBLENESS 1. ( from viſible) State or qua.
VIRTUALLY. adv. ( from virtual. ] In effect,
lity of being viſible .
VISIBLY. ado. (trom oifibl ) ln a manner per
though not formally. Hommand .
To VIRTUATE . v . a . ( from virive ) To
cep ible by the eye Dryden.
make efficacious. Ha tey .
VISION 1. vifion , fr. vifis, Lat ) 1. Sight ;
VIRTUE. J. (virtus , Lat. j 1. Moral goodneſs.
the faculty o leeing. Newton 2. The act of
Pope, 2. A particular moral excellence . Addej. ſeeing. Hamm 3. A iupernatural appearance :
3. Medicinal quality Bacon, 4. Medicinal ef
a fpectre ; alhantomt . M :1101 4. A dream ;
ſomething ſhown in a dream Loche.
ficacy. Addiſon. 5. Efficacy: power. Atterb.
6. A ating power. Mark. 7. Secret agency : VISIONARY O vifonaire, Fr.) 1. Affreted
efficacy. Dovies. 8. Bravery : valour. Raleigh
by phantoms; dilp. 1- d to receive impreſſions
on ihe imagination Pope. 2 Imaginary ; 000
9. Excellence ; that which gives excellence
real , leen in a dream Swift.
Ber . Jobalom . 10. One of the orders of the ce
lestial hierarchy . Tickell.
VIRTUELESS (from virtue. Not having |VISIONIST. :} milo
imaginativa is diſa
whule mare.French.)One
efficacy; without operating qualities. Raleigh , turbed.
vifiro,Lat.) 1. To
VISI
vifiter,
Fr
v.
TO
T
[
a
Fairfax , Hakewill.
go to ſee. Pope 2. To lend good or evil judi
VIRTUOSO . f. [ lialian! A man killed in an
cially. Judith, Swift. 3. To falure with a
tique or nalgral curioGties; a man Nudious of
prelent Judges. 4. To came to a ſurvey, with
painting , ſtaruary, or architecture. Tailer ,
VIRTUOUS a. (trom virtue] 1. Morally good. judicial authority . Aylife.
Shakejp. 2 Chaite. Shakejp. 3. Done in con- TO VISIT. V. n. To keep up the intercourſe of
ſequence ofmoralgoodneſs. Dryden. 4. Efica ceremonial falutations at the houſes of each
other.
cioue , powerful. Miltom. 5. Having wonder.
ful or eminent properties. Sjenjer, Milton. 6. VISIT.S. (vifise, Fr from the verb. ) The at
Hav og medicinal qualities. Bacon
of going to lee another Walls.
VIRTUOUSLY adv.(trom virtuous]In a vir- VISITABLE , a. (from vifio.) Liable to be vi
fited . Ayliffe.
tuous manner. Hooker, Denham
VIRTUOUSNESS. / [from virtuous ) The VISITANT. S. (from vift.) One who goes to
lee another . South, Pope.
ſtate or character of being viriuvus. Spenſer.
VIRULENCE. f. [froin viruleni) Mental VISITATION , / 01/10, Lat.) 1. The actoi
VIRULENCY. ) poiſon ; malienity acrimo
viſiting Sbatejp. 2 Object of viſits. Mitron ,
3. Judicial vitit or perambula : inn. Ayliffe. 4 .
oy of teraper ; bitterneſs. Addijon , Swifi.
VIRULENT, a . (virulentus, Lai . ) Poisonous ; Judicial evil sent by God , Taylor. 5. Com.
venomous 2. Poiloned in the mind ; biicer ; niunication of divine love. Hooker .
VISITATORIAI, a trom vifiter., Belonging
malignant .
VIRULENTLY adv. (from viruleni.) Malig .
to a judiciaivifiter. Aviste.
VISITER . 8. ( trom vifie j 1.One who comes to
nantly i wiih bitterrels.
ſee another. Har vey, Swift. 2. An occaſional
VI'SAGE. /. I vifaygio, Italian ) Face; counte .
Dance; look Shakeſp. Milion, Waller .
judze Garth.
To VICERATE. v . a. ( vijcera, Latin) To VISNOMY. !. (corrupted from phyfiogromy 1
embnwel , to exenterate.
Face : countenance. Spenſer.
VISCID ... ( vifc:dus, Lat.) Glutinous ; tena VISITE a. ff, Frj Formed in the act of
cilus.
fee : og Brown
VISCIDITY . S. [ from viſcid ) 1. Glutinoul- VISOR . S. tifore, fr ) A maik uſed to disfio
gure and siguile. Sidney , Broome.
neſs; tenacity, ropinels. Arbushnei, 2. Glo
i nousconcretion . Floyer.
VISORED . O from difor , Maked. Milon .
VISCOSITY. /. (vilcfié, Fr. ) 1. Glutincur | VISTA.J. Italian) view i prospect through an
avenue Add :for.
neli ; tenacity ; Arbuthnot. 2. A glutinous
ſubſtance. Brown.
VI'SU.AL. 6. Lanjur !, Fr. ) Uſe! in ſight ; exero
VISCOUNT. J. ( vicecomes, Lat ] Viſcount sige
cling the power o. light. Milion .
nifies a degree of nobiliey next to an eari, VITAL. c . rita.is, Lai ] 1. Contributing to
lite ; necellary to lite .Sidney, Pope 2. Relac
which is an old name or office, but a new one
ing to lie Sbakefp. 3 Containing lie. Milior.
of dignity , never heard of amongſt us till
Henry Ví . his da; s Cowell.
4. Being ihe leat of life. Pope. 5. So disposed
VISCOUNTES5 . . The lady of a viſcount.
as to live. Brown . 6. Etiential , chiefly ne
VISCOUS. 1oifcofus, Lat. ]Glutinous ; ſticky ;
celiary . Corber.
tenacious. Bacon.
VITALITY. ). ( iro. vita ! ) Power of ubóit
ing in ille Roirigh , Roy
VISIBILITY . / . vifibilisé, French ; from va
Jible) 1. The taie or quality of being percep- VITALLY. adv ( tron vial.) in ſuch a mara
VITALS .
ner as to give life, Beatly.
cible by the eye. Boyle. 2. State of being appa

VI V
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VITALS. S. [ Without the ſingular.] Parts ef- 1 Atriking. Boyle, Newion, Pope. 2. Spritely ;
active. South, Watis .
feacial to lite . Philips.
VITELARY.S. (from vitellas,Lat.) The place VI'VIDLY. adv. [from vivid ) With life ; with
where the yolk ofthe egg ſwims in the white. quickneſs ; with ſtrength. Boyle, Souil .
To VITIATE . v. 0. ( vitio,Lat.) To deprave: VIVIDNESS. S. (trom vivid.j Life ; vigour;
quickneſs.
to ſpoil ; tomake leſs pure. Evelya, Garib.
VITIA TION.S. (from vitiate .) Depravation ; VIVICAL. 2.( vivicus, Lat.) Gring life.
To VIVIFICATE . v. a . ( vivifico, Lat .) 1. To
corruſtion. Harvey.
To VITILI'TIGATE.V . . To contend in law . make alive ; to inform with life ; to animate.
VITILITIGA'TION . S.Contention;cavillation.
2. To recover from ſuch a change of form as
Hudibras.
ſeems to deſtroy the properties.
VITIOSITY. S. [from vitiofus, Lat . ) Depravi- VIVIFICATION.J. vivification, Fr. ) The act
of giving life. Bacon.
ty; corruption. South.
VI'TIOUS... [vitiofus,Lat ]1.Corrupt;wicked VIVIFICK . e. ( vivificus, Lat.) Giving lie ;
oppoſite to virtuous. Milton, Pope, 2. Corrupt; making alive. Ray.
To VIVIFY. v, e. (vivus and facio , Lat.) T.
having phyſical ill qualities. Ber. Jobalon .
make alive ; lo animale; to endue with life .
VI TIOUSLY.adv. (trom vicious] Not virtu
Bacon , Harvey.
oully ; corruptly .
VITIOUSNESS .S.[from viticus) Corruptneſs; VIV !'PAROUS. a. (vivus and paris, Latin )
Bringing the young alive ; oppoled to simps
ſtate ofbeing vitious . Skakelp . South .
VI'TREOUS . a. (vitreus, Lat. ) Glaſly ; con rous Moore, Ray:
lifting of glaſs; reſembling glaſs. Arbushnet. VI'XEN. S. Vixen is the name of a fhe foz ;
VI'TREOUSNESS. J, (from vitreous) Reſem
and applied to a woman , whole nature is
blance of glaſs.
thereby compared to a ſhe fox . Shakeſp .
VITRIFICABLE. a. [from vitrificare.) Con VIZ. odv. To wit ; that is Hudibras.
vertible into glaſs.
VIZARD. . ( vifiere, Fr.) A mask uſed for
diſguiſe . Rofcommer.
T. VITRIFICATE . v. a. To change into
To VIZARD .v. w. (from che noun) To mak .
glaſs. Bacon .
Shakeſp.
VITRIFICATION . S. (vitrifcation, Fr. from
vitrificate ] Production of glais; act of chang. VIZIER.S. The prime miniſter of the Turkish
ing, or state of being changed into glaſs. Bacon . empire. Knolles.
To VI’TRIFY. v . 6. (vitrim and facio, Lat.} U'LCER. S (ulcere, Fr. vlcus, Lat . ) A fore of
continuance , not a new wound. Sasdys , Milt .
To change into glaſs. Bacon.
To VITRIFY. vin . To become glaſs Arbuih. To ULCERATE. v. 2. (akcerer , Fr. ulcers,
Lat . ) To giliale with fores. Arburbros.
VITRIOL. S. (vitriolum, Lar . ] Vitriol is pro
duced by addition of a metallick matter with ULCERATION .). ( ulceratio, from ukero,Lat.)
1. The act ofbreaking into ulcers. 2. Ulcer ;
the foflil acid lait. Woodward.

VITRIOLATED .} miliony naliceal, Improp U'LCEREDO l Taiceré,Fr. from uker.) Growa
nated with vitriol ; coolling of vitriol . Beyle. by time from a hurt to an ulcer . Teriple.
VITRIOLICK ? .. (vitriolique, Fr. from vi- ULCEROUS. 2. ( ulcerojus, Lat.) Aflicted with
VITRIOʻLOUS. } triolum , Lat.) Relembling fores. Shakesp.
vitriol; containing vitriol.Brown,Grew ,Flayer. ULCEROUSN
. S. (from klierius .] The
ulcerous.
VITULINE. «. Issoulinus, Lac ) Belonging to Itate of beingESS
ULIGINOUS . a . (aliginofus, Lat . ) Slimy i
a calf . Bailey
VITU PERATE . a. (rituferabilis, Latin .) muddy. Woodward.
U'LTIMATE. a. ( ultimus, Lat. ) Intended in
Blameworthy. Ainſworib .
To VITUPERATE. v . a . ( vituperer, Fr. vi
the latt relort. Addiſon , Rogers.
U'LTIMATELY. adv. ( from ultimate) In the
supero, Lat.) To blame; to centure.
VITUPERATION . 1 ( vituperatis, Latin ) lait conſequence. Atterbury, Rogers.
ULTI'MITY.S. (ultimus, Lat.) The last ſtage ;
Blame; centure . Aylifie.
VIVACIOUS. a . [zivax, Lat.) 1. Long-lived. the lait conſequence . Bacon
U'LTRAMARINE.S.(ulira and marinus, Lec.)
Beniley 2. Spritely; gay ; active ; lively.
One of the aubleſ blue colours ulcd ia paiar
VIVACIOUSNESS. T. (vivacité, Fr. from
VIVACITY
else is Elirem
}
ing, produced by calcination from the tone
aufs ; ſpritelineſs. Boyle. 2 , Longevity ; length Called lapis lazuli . Holl.
of live Brown.
ULTRAMARINE. O. ( witra marians 1:10 .)
VIVARY. ! ( vivorium , I.at.) A warrea.
Bcing beyond the lea ; foreign. dinjwpost.
VIVE . a . ( vif. tr.) Lively ; forcible ; preifing ULTRAMONTANE ,a .( ulira mintesis , Lail
Bacon.
Deing beyond the mountains.
VIVENCY. 1. ( siga, Lat ] Manoer of ſupport. ULTRAMU'NDANE, a . fultra and manda.,
ing or continuing lite. Brown.
Latin ) Being beyond the world
VIVES. L. A distemper among horſes, much ULTRONEOUS.6. Calera, Lat . ) Spontaneoas,
voluntary .
like the prangles. Farrier's Dist.
VIVID . a. (xividuo, Lal . ) : . Lively ; quick : U’MBEL , la botany, the extremity ola ta's

U NA

UN A

1. Not explicable ; not to be ſolved by realon ;
or branch divided into ſeveralpedicles or rays ,
beginning from the ſame point, and opening
pot reducible to rule. Glanvi le, L'Efrange.
ſo as to torm an inverted cone. Diet
Addsjon ,Rogers.2. Not ſubject ; not controlled .
U MBELLATED. e. la botany , is said o UN ACCOUNTABLY. adv Strangely. Addir.
fosers when many of them grow together in UNACCURATE . a. (from accurate. ) Not
umbels . Di 7.
exact. Boyle.
UMBELLI FEROUS . a ( miel and fero, Lat ] UNACCU'STOMED. a. ( from accuſtomed ) 1 .
Uſed of plants that bear many flowers, growo
Not uied ; not habituated. Boyle. 2. New ;
not uſual Philips.
ing upon many footſtaks . Die
UMBER S. 1. A colour. Peacbam . 2. A fim . UNACKNOWLEDGED. a. ( from acknow
ledge.) Not owned. Clarendon .
The umber and grayling differ in nothing but
their names. Walton
UNACQUAINTANCE S. (from acquain.
UMBERED . a . ( from umber or umbra , Latin. ) fance . Want of familiarity. South.
UNACQUAINTED . a . ( from acquainted.ji .
Shaded ; clouded Shakeje
UMBILICAL a. from umbilicus, Lat.) Belong
Not known ; unuſual; not familiarly known.
Spenſer 2. Not having ſamiliar knowledge.
ing to the navel Ray .
UMBLES. S. umbles,Fr. | A deer's entrails Dien.
Denham, Wake.
UMBO | La Th- point, or prom nent part UNA CTIVE a (from a &tive.) 1 Not briſk ;
of a buckler. Swife
not lively. Locke. 2. Having no employment.
Milton . 3. Not buſy ; not diligent. Souib . 4.
UMBRAGE S. (smbrage, Fr ] 1. Shade; ſkreen
Having no efficacy. Milton .
of trees Philips 2. Shadow ; appearance .
Bramhall, Woodwall. 3 Refentment ; offence; UNADMIRED ... Nos regarded withhonour.Pepee
UNABOʻRED . a . Not worſhipped. Milton.
fufpicion of injury Bacon.
UMBKA GEOUS, a . ( ombragieux, Fr. ) Shady i UNADVISED 2. 1. Imprudent; indiſcreet.
Shakelp. 2. Done without due thought ; raih .
yielding ſhade. Harvey .
UMBRA GLOUSNESS 1. [from umbrageous. ] Hayward, Glanville,
Shadinels . Raleigle.
UNAFFECTED . 2. 1. Real ; not hypocritical.
UMBRA'TILE. a . Lumbratilis , Lat ] Being in
Dryden. 2. Free from affcctation , open ;
the Made.
candid ; forcere. Addiſon. 3. Not formed by
UMBREL ,
too rigid obſervation of rules . Milton . 4. Noc
U. [froid umbra , Lat ] A ſkreen
moved ; not touched .
UMBRELLA
uſed in hit countries to keep
off the ſun, and in others to lear off the rain. UNAFFECTING . a . Not pathetick ; not move
ing the pailijas.
Gay .
UMBRIE'RE . The viſor of the he'sret. Spen ! UNAIDED. a. Not affined ; not helped.
Blackmore.
UMBROSITY.S. (umbrofus, Lat.] Shadineſs UNAL
excluſion of light Brown
LIED . a. 1. Having no powerful rela•
tion , 2. Having no common nature ; not con
UMPIRAGE . ]. [ from umpire.) Arbitration ;
friendly deciſion of a contro
genial. Collier.
troverſy .
U'MPIRE . /. Anarbierator; one who, as a com . UNANIMOUS. a . (wnanime, Fr. unanimis,
non friend, decides diſputes. Shakeſp. Boyle. Lat. ) Being of one mind ; agreeing in deſign
UN . A Saxon privative or negative particle
or opinion. Dryden.
anſwering to in of the Latins, ard o of the UNANOINTEÓ. 6. 1. Not anointed. 2. Not
Gieeks , on , Dutch . It is placed alm 1 at will
prepared for death by extreme unction . Shak .
UNA'NS WERABLE . a. Not to be refuted .
before adjectives and adverts.
UNABASHED.a ( from aba, bed.] Notaſhamed ; Glanville.
UNA'NSWERED . 2. Not oppoſed by a reply.
not confuſed by modeſty . Pope
UNABLE, a . ( from able.) 1. Not having ability. 2. Not con'uted . 3. Not ſuitably recurned Dry.
Raleigh , Milton, Rogers. 2. Weak ; impotent . UNAPPAʼLLED. C. Not daunted ; not im
Shakelp.
prelo'd by fear. Sidney.
UNABO LISHED . a. (from ab=!1fbed ] Noc UNAPPEA SABLE .« . Not to be pacified ; im
repealed ; remaining in force. Hoker.
placable Raligh, Milton .
UNACCEPTABLE. 2. from acceptable.) Not UNAPPREHENSIVE. a. (from apprebend.)
pleaſing ; not iuch as is well received Adisjon ,
1. Not intelligent ; not ready of conception.
South . 2. Not ſuſpeting ,
Roger :.
UNACCE'PTABLENESS. S. (from unaccept- UNAPPROACHED. a . Inacceßible. Milton .
UNAPPROVED . a. ( frem approve .) Not ap
able.) State o' not pleaſing . Colier.
UNACCESSIBLENESS from acceſſibleneſs ] proved. M :1101.
State of not being to be attained or approach. UN APT. a. ( from api ] 1. Dull ; not apprchen
ed. Hale
live . 2. Noc ready; not propenie . Shakeſp 3 .
Unfit ; not qualified. Taylor. 4. Improper ;
UNACCOMMODATED a [ fr.accommodated )
l'n urniſhed with external convenience . Shak .
unfit ; unſuitable.
UNACCOMPANIED . 2. [ : rom urcompanied .) UNA PTNESS. (from knapt.] 1. Unfitneſs ;
unſuitableneſs . Spenſer . 2. Dulneſs; want of
Not attended. Hayward .
UNACCO'MPLISHED. a (from accomplifted .)
apprehenſion. 3. Unreadineſs ; diſqualifica
tion ; want of propenlida.
Unfiniſhed ; incomplete . Dryden.
INA'R
SM
UNACCO UNTABLE . a . ( trom accountable.)
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i to relax
fettled ; unregular. Hooker.
brsed in
thes loole UNCERTAINTY.N. 1. Dubiouſneſs ; want of
Legiacigen
knowledge. Denbom , Locke . 2. Contingency i
hakcip.
want of certainty . Souih. 3. Something un
ABELLATE
known . L'Elrange.
geschman
in civility
Not taught Te UNCHAIN . v. 4. To free from chains
mbele ,
Prir.
BELLIT
no breeches, ONCHANGEABLE . a. Immutable. Hooker .
Fedor
UNCHANGED . 2.1. Not altered . Tayler. 2 .
Noc a!terable . Dryden, Pope.
by money or
UNCHA'NGEABLENESS. f. Immutability .
Newton .
i got restrained.
UNCHANGEABLY. adv. Immutably ; with.
break ] 1. Not out change. South.
Taylor. 2. Noi UNCHANGING. a . Suffering no alteration .
Pope.
Dryden. 3. Not
To UNCHARGE. v. 4. To retract an accuſa
tion
. Shake {p .
T. IIl ſuiting with
the character of a UNCHIRITABLE. « Contrary to charity ;
contrary to the univerſal love pre cribed by
chrißianity. Derham , Addifon .
To loſe from buckles
UNCHARITABLENESS. Y. Want of charity
Atterbury,
To raze ; to deſtroy
UNCHA'RITABLY. adr . In a manner contrary
to ch : rity. Spenler , Sprais .
erected. Dryden.
interred ; not honoured UNCHA RY. a . Not wary ; not cautious.
aral. Bacon , Pope.
Stokelp
1. Not conſumed ; not UNCHA'STE. 8. Lewd ; libidinous ; not con
tinent . Sidney, Taylor.
afted ; not injured by
Not heated with fire! UNCHASTITY. / Lewdneſs ; incontinence .
Woodward , Arbuthnot.
-. Not conſuming by heat. UNCHEERFULNESS . J. Melancholy ; gloomi
neis of temper. Addion.
EN . " , a . 1. To rid of a UNCHECKED. a . Unrestrained ; not fucated.
2. To throw off. Shakeſp. Shakeſp. Milton .
what lies heavy on the mind. UNCHE WED. a . Not maſticated .Dryden.
To UNCHILD . v . a . To deprive of children.
ON. v. a. To looſe any thing
Shakelp.
UNCHRISTIAN. a 1. Contrary to the laws of
ruey , Addifon.
ED . 4. Free from calcination
christianity. South, Norris. 2. Unconverted ;
infidel . Hooker ,
) . 8. Not ſummoned ; not fent UNCHRISTIANNESS S.Contrariety to chri
ftianity . King Charles.
manded. Sidney, Milton .
UNCIRCUMCI'SED . a. Not circumciſed ;
M. v . 6. To diſturb . Dryden .
not a Jew.
ELLED , a. Not eraled ; not abroga
den .
UNCIRCUMCISION . S. Omiffion of circum
cifion
, Hammond.
NICAL . 2. Not agreeable to the
UNCIRCUMSCRIBED . a . Unbounded ; un
limited . Addilin .
ABLE.a. fincat ab !e, Fr incapax, Lat. )
UNCIRCUMSPECT , a . Not cautious ; not
pable ; not fufceptible . Hammond.
vigilant. Hayward.
-LED for. a . Not regarded ; not attend
UNCIRCUMSTANTIAL. a . Unimportant.
Brown
ŘNATE. a. Not fleſhiy. Brown.
CASE . ~ a. 1. To diſengage from any UNCIVIL. a . [incivil, Fr , incivilis, Lat.) Un
polile ; not agreeable to rules of elegance , or
ering. Addison . 2. To fly . Spenſer .
complaiſance . IV hitgift.
AUGHT. a . Not yet catched Skokejp.
UNCI VILLY. adr. Uap litely ; not compiai
ay
tantly Brown .
CAUSED , a Having no precedent caute .
CAUTIOUS . d. Not Wary ; heedleſs UNCIVILIZED . a. 1. Not reclaimed fiona
barbarity. 2. Coarſe ; indecert.
Dryden .
NCERTAIN . a (uncertain , Fr. incertus, UNCLARIFIED . a . Not purged ; not purified .
Bacen .
known
certai
not
;
Lat.) 1. Doubliul
nly
Denham . 2. Doubtful ; not having certain To UNCLA'SP. » . a. To open what is aut
with claips. Shakeſp. Taylo ;
knowledge. Tillerfon . 3. Not ſure in the
Coolequence . Dryden , Gay , Pipe. 4. l'o- UNCLASSICK . a . viis
" YCLC .
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WNARGUED. o. [froni argue.) 1. Not dif- UNBENIGHTED. a . Never viſited by dark
nels. Milton .
puted . Milton . 2. Not cenſured .
UNA'RMED. a. (from unarm . ) Having no UNBENIGN.a.Malignant;malevolent . Milten .
UNBENT. a . 1. Not ſtrained by the Atring ,
armour ; having no weapons.
UNA'RTFUL. 6. 1. Having no art, or cunning .
Dryden, 2. Having the bow untrung. Stakej .
3. Not cruthed , not fubdued . Dryder. 4.
Dryden. 2. Wanting kill Cheyne.
UNA'SKED. a. Not ſought by folicitation.
Relaxed ; not intent Denham .
UNASPIRING . a Noi ambitious. Rigers.
UNBESEE MING a . Unbecoming K Cřarles.
UNASSAILED.. Not attacked ; not afizulied. UNBESO UGHT. a . Not intreated. Milion .
UNBEWAILED. a. Not lamented. Shakeſp.
Shakeſp.
To UNBI'AS. v. a. To free from any exter.
UNASSISTED 0. Nothelped Rogers .
UNASSI'STING . a . Giving no help . Drydin . nal motive ; to diſentangle from prejudice.
UNASSU'RED . c . 1. Not confident. Glanville.
Atterbury , Swift, Pope.
UNBID .
14. 1. Uninvited. Shaleff. 2.
2. Not to be crufted . Spealer.
UNATTAINABLE. a . Not to be gained or UNBIDDEN S Uncommanded ; Ipontaneous.
Milton.
obtained ; being out of reach . Dryden.
UNATTAINABLENESS. J. State of being out UNBIGOTTED . 2. Free from bigotry .Addiſos.
To UNBI'ND. V. a ( from bund.) To loole ; to
of reach .
untie. Dryden,
UNATTE MPTED . a . Untried ; not aſayed
To UNBI SHOP . v. a. ( from bfhop.) To de
Shakelp.
UNATTENDED . a . Having no retinue , or prive of epiſcopal orders Souib .
UNBI TTED . a (irom bit . ] Unbridled ; 10
attendants. Dryden.
restrained. Shakeſp.
UNAVAILABLE . a . Uſeleſs ; vain with reſpect
UNBLA MABLE . '. Not culpable. Drydes.
to any purpoſe Hooker .
UNAVAILING , Q. Uſeleſs ; vain. Dryden. UNBLE'MISHED . 0. Free from turpitude:
UNAVOIDABLE . a . I. Inevitable ; not to be
free from reproach .Waller, Dryden, Addiise.
ſhunned. Rogers. 2. Nou to be milied in UNBLENCHED. a. Not diſgraced ; not in
jured by any foil Miltor .
ratiocination . Tillotſer ,
UNBLEST. 0.1. Accurſed;excluded from bene
UNA VOIDED . a . inevitable .
UNAUTHORISED . a . Not ſupported by au
diction . Bacon . 2. Wretched ; unhappy . Prior.
thority ; not properly commiflioned. Dryden . UNBLOODIED. 2. Notllained with blood.Sta.
UNAWARE. į adv. 1. Without thought; UNBLOWN. a . Having the bud yet unexpant
UNAWARES. ) without previous meditation . ed. Shakeſp .
Shakeſp. Pope 2. Unexpectedly , when it is UNBLUNTED. 2. Not becoming obeuſe Cool
not thought of; ſuddenly: Boyle, Wake.
UNBO'D. ED . a. 1. Incorporeal ; immaterial .
UNAWED . a . l'oreltrained by fear or reve
Watis. 2. Freed from the body. Dryder.
rence. Clarendon .
To UNBO'LTV a. To ſet open; co unbar Shak.
UNBA'CKED . 0. 1. Not tamed ; not taught (UNBO'LTED. a. Coarse ; grofs; not retined.
Shakeſp.
to bear the rider. Suckling. 2. Not wounte
UNBONNETTED. a. Wanting a hat or
narced ; not aided . Daniel.
bonnet. Shakeſp.
To UNBA'R . V. 6. [ from bar. ) To open by
UNBOO'KISH . a. 1. Not Audious of books.
removing the bars ; to unbolt. Denham .
UNBARBED.a .(barba,Lac.]Not ſhaven . Shak.
2. Nou cultivated by erudition . Skakelp
UNBA'TTERED
Shak . UNBOʻRN
. a. . Not
brought into life ; fu
yet, Dryden.
UNBEA'TEN. Q.. I.Notinjuredby
ture. Shakeſp
Milion
Not treated blows
with .blows
.
Corbet. 2. Not trodden. Roſcommon .
UNBORROWED . 2. Genuine ; native ; one's
UNBECOMING , Q. Indecent ; uoluitable ; in
own . Locke.
UNBOʻTTOMED . a . 1. Without bottom ; bei
decorous . Milton, Dryden .
tomleſs. Milton . 2. Having no folid founda
To UNBE D. va. To raiſe from a bed . Walt .
tion . Hammond,
UNBEFITTING . a. Notbecoming ; not ſuit
To UN BO'SOM . v. a. 1. To reveal in cor 6
able. Milton .
dence. Milion , Anterbury. 2. To open ; te
7a . (from beg 1. ) 1. Eter
UNBEGOT.
UNBEGO'TTEN ) Dal ; without generation. diſcloſe. Milion.
Stilling fizet. 2. Not yet generated. Surb .
UNBOU GHT, 0 , 1. Obtained without moner.
UNBELIEF. 1. 1. Incredulity. Deyden. 2 . Dryden. 2. Not finding any purchaſer. Lache.
UNBOUND . 6. I. Loote ; pot tied. 2. Uwet.
Infidelity ; irreligion.
To UNBELIEVE. v. a . 1. To diſcredit ; not ing a cover. Locke. 3. Preterite of uskind.
to trutt. W 81907. 2. Not to think real or true . UNDO'UNDED. a. Unlimited , unreitrained .
Stakep. Decay of Piety.
Dryden.
UNBELIEVER .
An infidel ; one who be- UNBOU'NDEDLÝ . adv. Without bounds ;
without limits. Gov.of ibe Tengue.
lieves not the ſcripture of God. Hooker, Tillotson .
INBE NDING . a 1. Not ſuffering , flexure. UNBOUNDEDNESS, J. Exemption from li
Pope. 2. Devoted to relaxation. Rowe.
mits . Cheyre.
UNBENEVOLENT. a . Noc kind. Rogers.
UNBOʻWED 6. Not bent. Skakelp.
UNBE NEFICED . « . Not preferred to a bene . To UNBO MEL.v , a , To exenterale ; to evil
TO
cerale, Hairwill.
Sce . Dryden.
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ſettled ; unregular . Hooker .
T. UNBRACE . v. a. 1. To looſe ; to relax
Spenſer, Prior. 2. To make the clothes loote UNCERTAINTY. L. 1. Dubiouſneſs; want of
konwledge. Denham , Locke . 2. Contingency ;
Shakeſp.
want of certainty . South . 3. Something un
UNBRÉ ATHED.o. Not exerciſed . Shakeſp.
known . L'Etrange.
UNBRE'D. a . 1. Not inttructed in civility
UNCHAIN . v. a. To free from chaias.
ill educated. Locke, Congreve. 2. Not taught TePrir
.
Dryden .
UNBREECHED .
Having no breeches. ONCHANGEABLE. a. Immutable. Hooker.
Shakeſp.
UNCHANGED. 6.1 . Not altered . Taylor. 2 .
Noe alterable Dryden, Pope.
UNBRI BED . a. Not influenced by money or
I'NCHA'NGEABLENESS. ſ. Immutability .
gifts, Dryder.
Newto
n.
UNBRIDLED. a. Licentious ; aot reſtrained
UNCHA'NGEABLY. adv. Immutably ; with.
Spratt.
t
UNBRO'KE .
a. ( from break ] 1. No
out change. South .
UNBROKEN. § violated. Taylor. 2. Nor UNCHANGING. a . Suffering no alteration .
Pope.
ſubdued ; not weakened . Dryden. 3. Not
To UNCHARGE. v. 4. To retract an accuſa
tamed . Addifox .
tion
. Shakeſp .
UNBROTHERLIKE . ? a . IIl ſuiting with
UNBRO'THERLY . } the character of a UNCHARITABLE. & Contrary to charity ;
brother. Decay of Piety.
contrary to the univerſal love pre.cribed by
chrißianity. Derham , Addifan.
To UNBU'CKLE. v. a . To lo ſe from buckles
Milton , Pope.
UNCHARITABLENESS. ſ. Want of charity
To UNBUILD . v . a . To raze ; to deſtroy
Atterbury ,
UNCHA'RITABLY. ada. Ina manner contrary
Miltis ,
to charity . Sperler , Sprait.
UNBUILT. 6. Not yet erected. Dryden.
UNBURIED . a . Not interred ; not honoured UNCHA RY . a . Noi wary ; not caurious.
Stakep
with the rites of funeral. Bacon , Pope,
? a . 1. Not conſumed ; net UNCHA'STE. 8. Lewd ; libidinous ; not con
UNBU'RNT
UNBURNED
. } watted ; not injured by
tinent . Sidney, Taylr.
fire. Dryden. 2 . Not heated with fire! UNCHASTITY. / Lewdneſs ; incontinence .
Woodward, Arbuthnot,
Bacon .
UNBURNING. a. Not conſuming by heat . UNCHEERFULNESS . J. Melancholy ; gloomi.
neis o* temper . Addion.
Digby
TO UNBU'RTHEN . y , a. 1. To rid of a UNCHECKED a Unreitrained ; not fuclated.
load. Shakelp. 2. To throw off. Shakeſp.
Shakejp . Milton.
3. To diſcloſe what lies heavy on the mind. UNCHE WED. a. Not maſticated Dryden .
Stakelp.
To UNCHILD . v . a . To deprive of children.
Shakelp.
To UNBU'TTON . v. a . To looſe any thing
buttoned . Harvey, Addifon.
UNCHRISTIAN. a 1.Contrary to the laws of
christianity . South , Norris. 2. Unconverted ;
UNCALCINED. 4. Free from calcination
infidel. Hooker.
Boyle.
UNCAʼLLED. a . Not ſummoned ; not fent UNCHRISTIANNESSſ.Contrariety to chri
rianity . King Charles.
for ; not demanded. Sidney, Milton .
UNCIRCUMCI'SED. a. Not circumciſed ;
To UNCA'LM . v . a. To diſturb . Dryden .
UNCA'NCELLED , a. Not eralid ; not abroga
not a Jew.
ted. Dryder,
UNCIRCUMCISION . S. Omifion of circum
UNCANONICAL. 4. Not agreeable to the
ciſion . Hammond.
Cinons.
UNCIRCUMSCRIBED . a. Unbounded ; une
limited . Addilin.
UNCA'PABLE.a . (incas able, Fr incapax, Lat.)
UNCIRCUMSPECT, a. Not cautious ; not
Noi capable ; not fufceptible. Hammond.
vigilant . Hayward.
UNCARED for. a. Not regarded ; not attend
UNCIRCUMSTANTIAL. a . Unimportant.
ded to,
BORUM
UNCA'RNATE . a. Not felhiy . Brown .
To UNCA SE . v a. 1. To difengage from any UNCIVIL. a . [incivil, Fr. incirilis, Lat. ) Un
police ; not agreeable to rules of elegance , or
covering Addifon. 2. To fly. Spenſer.
complaiſance. I bitgift.
UNCAUGHT. a . Not yet catched Shakejp.
UNCI VILLY .adv. Laplitely ; not compiai
Gay
ſantly Brown .
UNCAUSED . a Having no precedent caute.
UNCA UTIOUS. a. Not wary ; heetleſs UNCIVILIZED. 7. 1. Not reclaimed troma
L'arbarity . 2. Coarre ; indecert.
Dryden.
UNCERTAIN . a [uncertain, Fr. incertus, UNCLA'RIFIED. o. Not purged ; not purified .
Bacon .
Lat . ) 1. Doubr:ul ; not certainly known
Denham. 2. Doubtful ; not having certain To UNCLASP . v. a. To open what is that
with clafps. Shakeſp. Taylor.
knowledge. Til!0110n. 3. Not ſure in the
conlequence. Dryden, Gay, l'ipl. 4. l'n- UNCLASSICK . a . Not Callick. Pope.
UNCLE
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U'NCLE . I. Concle, Fr. ) The father's or mo- UNCOMMON . a. Not frequent ; not on
found or known . Addison.
ther's brother.
UNCLEA'N . a . i Foul ; dirty ; filthy. Dryden . UNCOMMONNESS, J. Infrequency . Addice.
2. Notpurified by ritual practices. 3. Foul UNCOMPACT a . Not compact ; not cleich
cohering. Aldoien.
with fin. Miitom. Rogers. 4. Lewd ; unchalle . UNC
OMMUNICATED a. Not corrmasic
Shakeſpeare, Milton
ted Haker .
UNCLEANLINESS. S. Want of cleanlineſs
UNC
OMPANIED . a. Having oo companies
Clarendon.
Fairfax.
UNCLE ANLY. a. 1. Pool ; filthy : nally ,
UNCO
MPELLED . d. Free from ampulls.
Shakesp . 2. Indecent ; uncharte Watis.
Boyle , Pope.
UNCLEANNESS. ſ 1. Lewdneſs i incon
tinence . Graunt, 2. Want of cleanlineſs : UNCOMPLE'TE. a. Not perfed ; pot fpiiked
Pope
naftıneſs. Taylor. 3. Sin ; wickedneſs . Ezekiel
UNCOMPOUNDED . a.
Simple : 0
4 Want of ritual purity .
mixed
UNCLEANSED . & Not cleanſed . Bacok .
. Newtos. 2. Simple ; not intriate
Hammond
TO UNCLE'W v.a. (trom clew .) To undo
UNCOMPREHENSIVE 4. 1. Unable to come
Shabej p.
T , UNCLENCH . v. a. To open the cloſed
prehend. 2. In Shakeſpeare it ſeems to ize, s
hard Grth ,
incomprehenſible.
UNCOMPRESSED . c. Free from compretica.
UNCLIPPED a Whole ; not cut , Locke.
To UNCLOATH v . a. To ſtrip į to make Boyle
UNCONCEIVABLE ... Not to be underflood;
naked Raleigh, Atterbury ,
1. To diſencomber : not to be comprehended by the mind . Luky
To UNCLOG
Blackmore ,
to exonerate. Shakeſp. 2. To ſet at liberty
UNCONCEIVABLENESS. ſ. locomprebess
Dryden
bility . Locke.
To UNCLOISTER . V. » To ſet at large
UNCONCEIVED. a. Not taught ; not irat
Norris
gined. Creech.
TO UNCLO'SE v.a. To open Pope.
UNCLOSED. a Not ſeparated by encloſures. UNCONCERN . S. Negligence ; waot of is
Clarendon ,
tereit ; freedom from anxiety ; freedom free
perturbation. Swift.
UNCLOUDED . a. Free from clouds ; clear
UNCONCERNED . a , 1. Having so interest.
from ubícurity ; not darkened . Roſcommon .
Taylor. 2. Not anxious ; noi diturbed ; ex
UNCLOʻUDEDNESS . 5. Openneſs ; freedom
affected Denkam, Rogers.
from gloom . Boyle.
UNCONCERNEDLY cdo. Without interes
UNCLOUDY. 6. Free from a cloud . Gay.
To UNCLUTCH 0. Q. To open . Decay of or affection . Denham, Besiley.
UNCONCERNEDNESS. J. Freedom from
Prety
To UNCOIF. u . a. To pull ike cap off.
anxiety or perturbacion. Suash.
UNCONCERNING. a. Noi intereſting ; *
drbuihnot.
affecting . Addison .
To UNCOI'L . 0, a . [ from coil. ] To open
from being coiled or wrapped one part upon UNCONCERNMENT. A. The late of bariss
ano her.
no ſhare. South.
UNCOINED. 2. Not coined . Sbakefp. Locke UNCOACLU DENT 7
Not decifiye : in
UNCOLLECTED . a . Noi collected , not re- UNCONCLUDING Sferring no plain es
collected . Prior.
certain concluſion. Hale , Lacke.
UNCOLOURED. a. Not Nained with any co- UNCONCLU'DINGNESS. / . Quality oí being
ulcorcluding .
lour, or die . Bacan .
UNCO’MBED . 2.Not parted or adjuſted by the UNCOUSELLABLE. 2. Not to be advised.
Clarendon .
coinb Crafbaw .
UNCO'MEATABLE. a. Inacceſible ; unat- UNCOʻUNTABLE. a. Iocumerable . Releab.
UNCOUNTERFEIT . a . Cenuide ; Doe ipa
tainable
UNCO MELINESS. \ Waot of grace ; want rious Sprail .
of beauty Sfenjer , Wetton , Locke.
To UNCOʻUPLE. v. a . To loole dogs from
UNCOMELY. . Not cumely ; want of grace. their couples . Sbakep. Deydes.
Sidney, Clarendon
UNCOURTEOUS..Unciil ; unpolite. Sk .
I'NCOMFORTABLE . a. 1. Affording ro UNCOʻURTLINESS. S. Voluicable ris of 0 : 32
comfort; giuomy; dilinal; milerabic. Hosker , bers to & court.
iddilen
Wate. 2. Receiving i10 cuin ortį meian UNCO URTLY. 4. loelegant of manners ; us
chuly.
civil . Swift.
UNCOMFORTABLENESS. f. Want of UNCOUTH (uncuð, Sax ) Odd ; ftraege ;
cheerrulneſs Tapier .
. Fairfax . Baler ,
UNCOMFORTABLY. adv. Without cheer. Tounuſual
UNCREA'TE. v. a . To annibilate ; to
fulrers.
reduce to nothing ; to deprive of existence
1.415
.
Not commanded .
UNCOMMA'NDED .
South ,
ty
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UNCREATED. a. 1. Not yet created . 2. To UNDECE'IVE. v.a To ſet free from the
influence of fallacy . Roſcommon.
Ilacrée, Fr.) Not produced by creation .
UNDECEIVABLE. a . Noc liable to deceive.
Blackmore, Locke.
Holder .
UNCREDITABLENESS. J. Waat of reputa.
UNDECEIVED a . Not cheated ; not im
tion . Decay of Piety.
posed on Dryden .
UNCROPPED. a. Not cropped ; noi gathered .
UNDECIDED. a . Not determined ; not ſettled .
Milion
Roſcommon
UNCROSSED . a . Uncancelled. Shakeſp.
UNCRO’UDED . a. Not Itraitened by want of TO UNDE'CK . v . a. To deprive or ornaments ,
Shakeip.
room . Addifon .
TO UNCROWN . v.a. To deprive of a crown ; UNDECKED . a. Not adorned ; not embel
lished. Milton.
to deprive of ſovereignty Dryder .
UNCTION. F. ( unction, Fr.) 1. The act of UNDECISIVE . a. Noideciſive ; not concluſve.
Glanvill
e
anointing. Husker. 2. Unguent ; ointment
Dryden . 3 The act of anointing medically . UNDECLINED. a . Not grammatically varied
Arbutinet . 4. Any thing fottening or leoi
by terinination . 2 Not deviating i not cura
tive. Shakesp. 5. The rite of anointing in
ed from the right way . Sandys.
the lal hours. Hammond. 6. Any ihing ihat UNGE DICATED . d. 1. Not con ecra'ed ;
not devoted . 2. Nor inicribed to a patron .
excites piety and devotion.
UNCTUOSITY. L. (trom undivous.) Fatneſs ;
Boyle.
oilipels. Bacon .
UNDEEDED . a . Not ſignalized by action .
U'NCTUOUS. a . Fat ; clammy ; oily. Shakesp. Shake'p.
UNDEFACED. a. Net deprived of its form ;
Dryden .
U'NCTUOUSNESS . f. Fatneſs ; oilineſs ;
not disfigured. Granville.
UNDEFEASIBLE . a Not defeaſible ; not to
clammineſs , greaſineſs. Boyle
be va ated or annullei.
UNCULLED . : Not gathered. Milton .
UNCULPABLE . a . Not blameable. Hocker. UNDEFILED . a . Not polluted ; not vitiated ;
UNCU'LTIVATED . a . [incultus, Latini
Dutcrrupted . Wiſdom , Milton, Dryden.
Not cultivated , aue improved by village. UNDEFINED . o . Rut circumſcribed, or ex
Locke. 2. Not inſtructed ; not civilized, plained by a d - finition . Locke.
UNDEFINABLE . a Not to be marked out ,
Roſcommon
UNCUMBERED. a. Not burthened ; not em
or ciicuiníciibed by a det.nition. Locke.
UNDEFORMED . a . Not deformed ; not de
barraſſed Dryden.
UNCU'RBABLE a . That cannot be curbed, or
figured . Poie
UNDEFI'ED . a . Not let at defiance ; not chal
checked . Shakesp .
UNCU'RBED . 4. Licentious ; not reſtrained.
lenged . Spenſer, Dryden .
UNDELIBERATED . a. Not carefully cond
Shakeſp.
To UNCU'RL. v. a . To looſe from ringlets , dered. Clarendon .
UNDELIGHTED
Not pleaſed ; not touch
or convolutions . Dryden.
T. UNCURL. v . n. To fall from the ringlets.sh.
ed with pleaſure . Milton .
UNCURRENT. a. Noc current ; aoi paling LINDELIGHTFUL. G. Not giving pleaſure .
Clarendon.
in cmmon payment Shakeſp.
To UNCURSE . v. a . To free from any exe - UNDEMOʻLISHED. a. Not razed ; aot thrown
cration. Shakeſp.
do :va . Philips.
UNDEMONSTRABLE. 2. Not capable of
UNCU T. a. Not cut . W'aller .
To UNDAM . v . a. To open ; to free from the
fuller evidence . Houter .
UNDENIABLE . a Such as cannot be gain sid .
reſtraint of m unds . Dryden.
UNDAMAGED . 4. Not made worſe ; not im
Sidney.
UNDENI'ABLY. adv. So plainly, as to amit
paired. Philips.
no contradiction. Brown
UNDAUNTED. a. Unſubdued by fear ; not
UNDEPLORED. %. Not lamenınd . Dryden.
depreſſed . Shakeſp. Dryden .
UNDA UNTEDLY, adv. Boldly ; intrepidly : UNDEPRAVED. a. Nelcorrupted. Glünzile.
without fear. South.
UNDEPRIVED. a .Not liveiled by authority
UNDAZZLED . a. Not dimmed, or con :uſed
not ftripped o any p Bellion, Dryden.
by fplendour. Boyle.
UNDER .prepoſition . ( idar , Goldink ; undar,
Saxon ; onder, Durch ) 1. lu a llate of fub
deatcers.
from
free
.
v
.
a.
To
To UNDE'AF
jexion to. Dryden. 2 in the state of pupilage
Shakeſp
UNDEBAUCHED . Not corrupied by debau
io. Derbum . 3. Beneath , to as to be covered
chery . Dryden.
or hidden. Dacot , Burnei , Dryden , Locke. 4 .
UNDECAGON . f. [ from undecim , Lat. and
Belov in place ; pot above. Sidney, Boco..
gevét , Gr. ] A figure of eleven an den, or
5. In a le degree thao . Hooker , Dryden. 6.
Gides.
For leis chan . Ray. 7. Lels than ; below .
UNDECA'YING . a Not fuffering diminution
South, Collier . 8 By the show of Shakeſp .
or declenſion . Blackmore.
Baker. 9 . With letihan . Swift. 10. Ir
UNDECA’YED, ~. Not liable to be diminished.
the ſtate of interiority.c0 : Qüting rank
Pops
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order of precedence. Addiſon. 11. In a ſtate |UNDERHA’ND. odv. (under and hand )
of being loaded with . Shakeſp. 12. In a
By means not apparent ; secretly . Hooker ,
Rate of oppreſlion by, or ſubjection to .Tillotson , 2. Clandestinely ; with fraudulent ſecrecy .
Locke, Collier, Aldiſor. 13. In a Itate in Sidney, Hudibras, Dryden , Swift, Addijon.
which one is ſeized or overborne.Pipe. 14 In a UNDERHAND . &. Secret ; clandeſtine ; fiy.
ilaie of being liable to, or limited by . Hooker , Shakeſp Addiſon
South , Locke. 15. In a ſtate of depreſſion, on UNEERLA'BOURER. S. [under and labourer .)
dejection by. Skake p. 16. In the Itate of A fubonlinate workman . Wilkins.
Swift. 17. In the ſtate of. 18 UNDERIVED . a. ( from derived ) Not bor
rowed . Lecke.
Not having reache : l or arrived ( ) : orting
rime . Spenjer 19. Repreſented by . Addifon . To UNDERLAY. v . a (under and lay.) To
21
20. In a ſtate of protection . Collier.
Itrengthen by ſomething laid under.
With reſpect to. Felton . 22. Atteſted by UNDERLE'AF.
(under and leaf ) A ſpecies
Locke. 23 Subjected wo ; being the lubject
of apple. Mortimer,
ot. Burner, Locke, Adlifon. 24. In the next To UNDERLINE , v . a (under and lixe.) T.
Nage of ſubordination. Locke. 25. Io a Itate
mark with lines below the words . Wotton .
of relation that claims protection.
UNDERLING , ſ. [ from under. ] An infe
U'NDER . adv. 1. In a ſtate of ſubjection.
riour agent ; a forry mean fellow . Sidney,
Spenſer , Pope.
2 Chron . 2. Leſs : oppoſed to over or more.
Addison. 3. It has a ſignification reſembling TO UNDERMINE. v. a. (under and mise )
1. To dig cavities under any thing , fo that it
that of an adjective ; in'eriour ; Tubject :
may fall or be blown up ; to lap. Deoban ,
fubordinate. Shakeſp.
Pope. 2. To excavate under. Addifen. 3.
UNDERACTION 1. Subordinate action ; ac
tion not effential to the main Nory . Dr ; dex.
To endure by clandeſtine means Dryden,
To UNDERBEAR . v. a . (awiter and bear .) Locke
1. To ſupport ; to endure. Shakeſp. 2. TO UNDERMINER S. [ from undermine ) He
line ; to guard. Shakejp.
that laps ; he chat digs away the ſupports,
Bacon . 2. A clandeſtine enemy . Sourb .
UNDERBEARER . S." (under and barer. ]
Loweit in place
In funerals, thoſe that ſuitain the weight of U'NDERMOST.
the body, distinct from thoſe who are bearers Boyle. 2. Loweſt in Itate or condition
Atterbury.
of ceremony .
To UNDERBI'D . v. a. (under and bid. ) TO UNDERNEATH . adv. (Compounded from 19
offer for any thing leſs than its worth .
der and neath.) In the lower place ; beluw ;
under ; beneath. Addiſon.
UNDERCLERK . ). ( under and clerk. )
A clerk ſubordinate to the principal clerk. UNDERNEATH. prep. Under. Ber . Jabajor ,
Sandys.
Swift.
TO UNDERDO '. v . n . [ under and do ) 1. UNDERO'FFICER. F. (under and officer.) Aa
To act below one's abilities. B Jobwfox.
inferiour officer ; one in fubordinate authority .
Ayliffe.
2. To do leſs than is requiſice Grew .
UNDERFA'CTION. L. (under and faétism.] TO UNDERPIN . v. 2. [ under and piz.) To
Subordinate faction ; ſubdiviſion of a faction
prop ; to ſupport. Hale .
UNDEROGATORY. a . Not derogatory . Beyke.
Doc. of Piety.
UNDERFE'LLOW . F. (under and fellow .) AU'NDERPART.S. (under and part ) Subordi
mean man ; a ſorry wretch . Sidney
nate or uneſſential part. Dryden.
UNDERFILLING . P. (under and fill.) Lower UNDERPE TTICOAT. 1. (under and getti
pait of an editice . Worron.
coat ) The petticoat worn next the body.
Spectator.
To UNDERFO'NG V a . (under and fangan ,
U'NDERPLOT. S. (under and plot . ) I A les
Sax .) To take in hand. Spenſer.
TO UNDERFURNISH . v . a . [ under and
ries of events proceeding collaterally with the
furnih ) To fupply with leſs than enough. main ſtory of a play , and fublervient to it.
Collier .
Dryden 2. A clandesine icheme. Addison
T. UNDERGIRD . v . a. (under and gird ) TO UNDERPRAISE. v. a. under and praiſe.)
To bind round the bottom. A.'s.
To praile below delert . Dryden.
TO UNDERGO . v . a (under and go ) u To To UNDERPRIZE. v . a . (under and prize.]
luffer ; to fuftain ; to endure evil . Dryden .
To value al lefs than the worth. Stakelp .
2. To ſupport ; to hazard. Not in ule . Shak . To UNDERPROP v a {wader and prop )
Daniel. 3. To ſuſtain ; to be the bearer of; To ſupport ; to furtin Borax, Dryden.
to poſleſs.Shakeſp. 4. To ſuitain ; to endure UNDERPROPORTIONED. a . (weder and
withoui iainting Shake'p . 5. To pass through.
proportion ] Having too little proportion.
Burnet, Arburbust . 6. To be ſubject to . Collier.
Shakelp.
UNDERPU'LLER . L. (snder and puller ] In
UNDERGROUND. S. (under and ground. )
feriour or jubordinate puller. Colter .
Subterraneous inace. Milton .
To UNDERRATE . 4. 4. ( under and rate )
UNDERGROWTH . / . under and grew :: )
To rate loo low.
That which grows under the ball wood UNDERRATE . L. ( from the verb ) A price
To
leſs than is uſual. Dryden .
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one who holds from him that holds from the
TO UNDERSA'Y . v . n . (under and ſay.) To
owner. Davies .
ſay by way ofderogation. Spenſer.
UNDERSE'CRETARY. ſ. under and ſecre . UNDERTOO K.part. paſſive of undertake.
tary.j As inferiour or ſubordinate ſecretary. UNDERVALUATION. ) . ( under and value.]
Вас.л.
Rate not equal to the worth . W 61106 .
TO UNDERSELL. v . a . ( under and ſell. ) To To UNDERVALUE .v . a . (under and value . )
1. To rate low ; to eſteem lightly ; to treat
de eat, by ſelling for leſs ; to fell cheaper than
another. Child .
as of little worth. Atterbury. 2. To depreſs ;
to make low in estimation; to defpile. Dryd .
UNDERSE'RVANT. S. (under and ſervant.)
Addifon.
A fervant of the lower claſs. Grew .
To U'NDERSET. v . a [ under and ſer.] TO UNDERVA’LUE.S. ( from the verb.]Low rate ;
vile price . Temple.
prop ; to ſupport. Bacon .
UNDERSETTER. S. ( from underfer.] Prop ; UNDERVA’LUER.S. ( from undervalue.] One
who eſteems lightly . Walton .
pedeſtal; ſupport. 1 Kings.
UNDERSETTING ... [ trom underſet.] Lower UNDER WE'NT. Preterite of undergo.
U'NDERWOOD . J. ( under and wood.] The
part ; pedeſtal. Wotton.
UNDERSHERIFF. ſ. (under and periff ) low trees that grow among the timber .
Mortimer .
The deputy of the ſheriff. Cleoveland.
UNDERSHE'RIFFRY.S. ( from underſøeriff:] U'NDER WORK . S. [under and work.) Subor
The buſineſs or office of an under heriff. Bac.
dinate buſineſs; petty affairs Adidijon.
UNDERSHOOʻT. part . 2. ( under and shoot.) To UNDERWORK . v. a. precerile under
worked, or underwrought; participle parf un
Moved by water paling under it. Carew .
derworked, or underwrought. 1. To deſtroy
UNDERSO NG . f. under and song .) Chorus ;
by clandeſtine meaſures. Shakeſp. 2. To la
burthen of a fong. Spenſer, Dryden.
bour leſs than enough. Dryder.
To UNDERSTAND . w.a. preterite under
flood. ( understandan , Saxon ) 1. To com. UNDERWORKMAN . S. (under and work
prehend fully; to have knowledge of. Dryden
man .) An inferiour, or ſubordinate labourer.
2. To conceive. Stilling fleet.
Swift.
TO UNDERSTAND . v . n . 1. To have uſe to UNDERWRI'TE .v. a. (under and wrile )
To write under ſomething elſe. Sidney's
of the intellectual faculties ; to be an intelli
gent or conſcious being . Chronicles. 2. To be
Saunder for
UNDERWRITER . f. [ from underwrite. ) An
informed Nehemiah , Ben . Johnfon.
UNDERSTANDING, S. (from underſtand.) inſurer ; ſo called from writing his name un.
1. Intellectual powers ; faculties of the der the conditions .
mind , eſpecially thole of knowledge and UNDESCRIBED. 2. Not deſcribed. Hooker,
Collier,
judgment. Davies. 2. Skill . Swift. 3
Intelligence ; terms of communication UNDESCRIED. a. Not ſeen ; uoſeen ; un
Clarendon
diſcovered.
UNDERSTA'NDING . a. Knowing ; ſkilful. UNDESERVED. a . 1. Not merited ; not ob
Addison
lained by merit. Sidney. 2. Not incurred by
fault. Addiſon.
UNDERSTANDINGLY. adv . ( from under .
UNDESE'RVEDLY. adv. ( from undeſerved .)
ftand .) With knowledge. Alilton.
UNDERSTOOD . pret. and part . pafli ve of Without delert, whether of good or ill . Hooker ,
underſtand.
Dryden .
UNDERSTRAPPER . f. under and ſtrap.] UNDESE'RVER . S. One of no merit. Shakeſp.
A pelty fellow ; an interiour agent. Swift. UNDESERVING , 4. 1. Not having merit ;
To UNDERTAKE. W. 8. preterite undertook ; not having any worth. Addiſon, Atterbury. 2 .
Not meriting any particular advantage or
part. pall. undertaken . (underfangen, Ger. )
hurt. Sidney , Pope.
1. To attempt ; to engage in. Rofcomm. 2 .
To ailume a character. Shakeſp. 3. To en - UNDESIGNED . a . Not intended ; not pur
pored . Sourb, Blackmire.
gage with ; to attack. Shakeſp . 4. To have
UNDESIGNING . a. 1. Not acting with any
che charge of. Shakeſp.
To UNDERTAKE. v . n. 1. To aſſume any
ſet purpoſe, Blackmore, 2. Having no artiul
buſinets or province. Milton. 2. To venture, or fraudulent ſchemes ; fincere. Sowih .
to hazard . Shakeſp. 3. To promiſe ; to ſtand (UNDESIRABLE. a . Not to be wished ; nor
bound to ſome condition . Woodward.
pleaſing. Miiron .
UNDERTAKEN . part . paflive ofundertake. UNDESI'RED . a. Not wiſhed ; got ſolicited.
UNDERTAKER .. ( from undertake.) 1. One
Dryden.
who engages in projects and affairs. Clarendon . UNDESI'RING . a . Negligent ; not wiſhing,
Dryden.
2. One who engages to build for another at a
certain price . Swift. 3. One who manages UNDESTRO'YABLE. a. lnde trucible ; not
funerals .
ſulceptive of de iruction, Boyle.
UNDERTAKING . f. [ from underlake.) AL UNDESTROYED . a . Not deftroycd. Locke.
lempt ; enterprize ; engagement. Raleigh , UNDETERMINABLE. a. lupustible to be
Temple.
decidid. W'01111 ,
UNDERTENANT. S, A ſecondary tenant ;
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UNDETERMINATE . 2.1 . Nol ſettled ; pot UNEMPLOYED 4. 1. Not buſy ; at le fure ;
idle . Milton, Locke. 2. Not engaged in any
de ided ; contingent. South 2. Not fixed .
particular work. Dryden.
More.
UNDETE'RM
INATENESS.L. ( from unde UNEMPTIABLE. a. Not to be emptied ; in
exhauſtible. Hooker,
UNDETERMINA TION . } terminate )i
. 2. The flate UNENDO WED . a. Not inveſted ; not graced.
Uncertainty;
indeciſion
.
Hale
Clarendon .
of not being fixed , or invincibly directed
ONENGAGED . a. Not engaged ; not appro
More.
priated Sævift.
UNDETERMINED , a 1. Unſettled ; unde
decided Locke. Milton, 2. Unlimited ; nol UNEN JOʻYED . a. No: oblained ; not poſſeſſed.
Dryden .
regulated . Hale.
UNDEVOTED . a . Not devoted Clarendon , UNENJOʻYING. a . Not uſing ; having no
fruition Creech .
UNDIAPHANOUS. a . Not pellucid , not
UNENLIGHTENED . a . Not illuminated
ent. Boyle of undo. Roſcommor .
tranípar
Alterbury
UNDID) The preterite
UNDIGE STED. . Not concocted. Denbam, UNENLARGED . a. Not enlarged ; narrow ;
contracted Watts.
put off: Sterjer.
UNDIGHT. .Preterite
UNDINTED
a. Nol'impreſſed
by a blow UNENSLAVED. a. Free ; not enthralled.

Addiſor .
Shukelp..NISHED . 2. Nitimpaired ; not ler UNENTERTAI
UNDIMI
NING. 2. Giving no delight ;
giving no entertainment. Pepe.
fened K. Char,
UNDIPPED
a Addifon
fun and dip .! Noi dipped : UNE NVIED . . Exempt from envy . Bacar.
UNE QUABLE. a Different from itleif; di
not plunged . Dryden
verſe Bentley
UNDIRECTED . á Not dirested
Spenſer,
UNE'QUAL. o. inæqualis, Lat .) 1. Not eren.
Blackmore.
Sbakelp. Dryden. 2. Not equal ; inferioor.
UNDISCERNED . 0. Not obſerved ; not dif
covered ; no: deſcried , Brown, Dryden
Milton , Arbuthnot. 3. Partial ; not beltow .
Y
UNDISCERNEDL . odo. So as to be undir
ing on both the ſame advantages. Desb. 4.
Diſproportionale; ill matched. Milton, Pope.
ed
cover
Boyle
BLE
UNDISCERNI
. a . Not to be diſcerned ; 5. Not regular ; not uniform .
UNE'QUALABLE. 2. Not to be equalled ; not
inviſible. Shakeſp. Rogers .
to be paralleled. Boyle.
UNDISCERNIBLY, adv. Inviſibly ; imper
UNE'QU A LED . a . Unparalleled ; unrivalled
South.
.
ceptibly
UNDISCERNING . o. Injudicious: incapable
in excellence. Boyle, Rojcom .
UNEQUALLY. adv lo differentdegrees ; in
of making due diſtinction. Donne , Clarend.
roportion ore to the other.
NED
ued
diſp
I
PLI
tre
fubd
Not
1.
. 6.
UND SCI
gularity and order. Tay'or. 2. Untaught ; UNE QUALNESS. S. Inequality ; fate of be
ing unequal.
uninſtructed. K. Charles.
UNDISCOVERABLE a . Not to be found out . UNE QUITABLE .2. Noi impartial ; not jutt.
Decay of Piety
Rogers .
UNDISCOʻVERED.
6. Not ſeen ; not del UNEQUIVOCAL . a . Not equivocal. Bisers.
UNE'RRABLENESS. S. Incapacity of errour.
cried . Sidney, Dryden.
a. Not wiſe ; imprudent .
Decay of Piety .
UNDISCREET.
UNE'RRING . a. cinerrans, Lat . ) 1. Com
Ecclul.
mitting no miſtake. Regers, 2 , locapable of
UNDISGUISED. a . Open ; artleſs ; plain
failu e ; certain. Denham .
RED
HONOU
red
UNDIS
.
8.
Not
diſhonou
UNE
RRINGLY . adv. Without miſtake.
Dryden , Rogers.
Glaroille
Shakeſp
UNE'ASINESS
. Trouble ; perplexity ; ftate UNESCHEWABLE. a. Inevitable ; unavoid
able ; not to be eſcaped Carras .
of difquiet
Y . . a . Rogers
UNE'AS
1. Painful; giving diſturbance. UNESPIED a . Not leen ; undiſcovered ; up
ibed . Hooker , Milton
tj:n,
d
deſcr
urbe
Tillo
eale.
; not at
Taylor. 2. Diſt
Not being of the
Rogers 3 Constraining : cramping. Rolcom UNESSENTIAL . .
Jan importance : not conſtituting eſſence .
4. Not uncon{ liained ; o't diſengaged Locke
Add for 2. Veid of real being . M : lts
5. Peevilh ; dimeule co pleale. Addiſon. 6 .
Diſcul . Out of uſe. Shakeſp. Boyle .
UNESTABLISHED . a. Not eſtabliſhed . Briti.
UVEA TEN . ,, Not devoured . Clarendon.
UNE VEN , a. 1. Not even ; not level . Stać.
UNE'ATH . adv . ( from easb eat, Saxon ; eaſy)
Kac !les. 2 . Not fu.ting each other , Bot
cham .
p. 2. It ſeems in equal. Pea
|
Not
eaſily.
Shakeſ
r
Spenle to ſignify the fame as beneath .
UNEVENNESS |
Surface not level ; io
0
G.'
UNE DIFYIN
. Not improving in good
equality of ſurface . Ray, Newtor. 2. Turbo .
lence ; changeable Atate. Hale, 3. Not Imocth .
rb . , 6. Not choſen.
life . Ane
CTED
UNELE
Shakeſp.
nels . Barnet.
INELIGIBLE . « . Not worthy to be choſen UNE VITABLE . a. [ ineditabilis, Lat. ) 1a
evitable ; not to be elcaped , Sidney.
UX.
Rigers,
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UNEXA'CTED . 2. Not exacted ; not taken by (UNFA’LLOWED. a. Not fallowed. Philips.
UNFAMILIAR . a. Unaccuſtomed ; ſuch as is
force. Drydes.
UNEXAMINED.a. Not enquired ; pot tried ;
Dot common . Hooker.
UNFA'SHIONABLE, a . Not modiſh , not 18
not diſcuſſed . Ben. Johnfor.
cording to the reigning cuſtom . Warts ,
UNEXAMPLED . a . Not known by any pre
cedent or example. Raleigh, Beyle, Denham , UNFA'SHIONABLENESS. S. Deviation from
the mode . Locke,
Pbilips
UNEXCEʻPTIONABLE. a. Not liable to any UNFASHIONED . 6. 1. Not modified by
objection, Atterbury.
art. Dryden. 2. Having no regular form .
Dryden
UNE XCOGITABLE. a . Not to be found out .
UNFASHIONA
BLY. adv. (from unfafion
Raleigh.
able.) Not according to the falhion. 2 .
UNEXECUTED. a. Not performed ; not done .
Shakeſp.
Unartfully . Shakeſp.
UNEXCI'SED. a. Not ſubject to the payment To UNFAʼSTEN . v. c. To looſe ; to ungx .
of exciſe.
Sidney.
UNEXEMPLIFIED , . Not made koown by UNFA'THERED. a . Fatherleſs ; having no
fuher. Shakeſp .
inſtance or example . Boyle, South.
UNEXERCISED , 6. Not practiſed ; not ex . UNFA'THOMABLE . a . x . Not to be founded
perienced . Dryden , Locke.
by a line. Addiſon. 2. That of which the
UNEXEMPT. a . Not free by peculiar privi
end or extent cannot be found. Beniley.
UNFA'THOMABLY. adv. So as not to be
lege. Milion .
founded , Tbomfon .
UNEXHAUSTED . a . ſinexhauftus, Lat ) Not
ſpent ; not drained to the bortom . Addiſon.
UNFA THOMED .
Not to be founded.
UNEXPANDED. a . Not ſpread out. Blackm ,
Dryden.
UNEXPECTED. a. Not thought on ; ſudden UNFATIGUED. a. Unwearied ; untired,
not provided againſt. Hooker ,Milion, Denham,
Philips.
UNFAVOURABLY. adv . 1. Unkindly ; un
Dryden , Swift.
UNEXPECTEDLY. adv. Suddenly ; at 2
propitiouſly 2. So as not to countenance, or
fupport Glanville.
time unthought of. Milion, Wake .
UNEXPECTEDNESS . ſ Suddennels ; un UNFEA RED . a. 1. Not affrighted , intrepid ;
thought of time, or manner . Walls.
not territied . Ben . Johnſon. 2. Not dreaded ;
UNEXPERIENCED . a Not verſed ; pot
pot regarded with terror.
acquainted by trial or practice. Milton , UNFE'ASIBLE. a. Impracticable.
Wilkins.
UNFEA'THERED. a . Implumous ; naked of
feathers . Dryden .
UNEXPE DIENT. a. Inconvenient ; not fie.
Milion .
UNFEATURED . 2. Deformed , wanting re
UNEXPERT.a. finexpertus , Lat. ) Wancing gularity of features. Dryden
ſkill or knowledge. Prior.
UNFED' . Not fupplied with food . Roſcomm .
UNEXPLORED . a. 1 . Not ſearched out. UNFEED. a. Unpaid. Shakeſp.
Pope 2. Not eried ; not known. Dryden.
UNFEELING . Inſenuble ; void of mental
ſepſibility. ShakejP. Pope.
UNEXPOʻSED. 2. Not laid open to cenſure
Watis
UNFE'IGNED. a . Not counterfeited ; not hy
UNEXPRE SSIBLE. a . Ineffable ; not to bu
pocritical : real ; ſincere Milron , Sprati.
uttered. Tillation.
UNFEIGNEDLY adv . Really : Gocerely ;
UNEXPRESSIVE. a . 1. Not having the
without hypocrify. Common Prayer.
power of uttering or expreſiog 2. Inexpref | UNFELT. 8. Not felt ; not perceived. Shakeſp.
ſible ; unu ! terable ; ineffable. Shakeſp Milt
Milton .
UNEXTENDED , a. Occupying no afligoabi UNFE NCED. 0. 1. Naked of fortification .
ſpace ; having no dimentions Locke.
Shakeſp. 2. Not ſurrounded by any inclo
UNEXTINGUISHABLE a . unextinguible. fure
Fr .; Unquenchable ; not to be put out NFERMENTED . a, Not fermented . Arbut.
Milton , Bentley
1 FERTILE a. Not fruitful ; not prolitick .
Decay of Piety.
UNEXTINGUISHED o conextinctus, Lac
to UNFE CTER . . a. Te unchain ; to free
J. Not quenched ; not put out . Lyttleton.
Not exunguiſhable. Dryden,
from Nhackles. Dryden, Addison, Thomfor .
UNFADED. Not withered. Dryden.
UNFIGURED. 6. Reprefenting no animal
UNFADING . Not liable to wither Pope.
form . Wortor .
UNFALLING... Certain ; not misſing South UFI'LLED). a. Not filled ; not ſupplied,
UNFA'IR . a . Dilingenuous ; fubdulvus , not
Taylor, Boyle, Addifon.
honeft Swft.
UNFIRM 6.1. Weak ; feeble, Sbakefp. 2 .
Not flable Dryden.
UNFAITHFUL, a . 1. Perfidious ; treacherou
J FILIAL. 6. Unſuitable to a ſon. Shakeſp.
Shakeſp. Pope . 2. Impious ; intidel . Milton
VAFAITHFULLY . adv. Treacherouſly ; per
Boyle .
fidiouſly. Bacen .
UNFINISHED. a Incomplete ; not brought
UNFAITHFULNESS. S. Treachery ; perfi
to an end ; not brought to perfection : im
lioufaela, Boyle
perfect ;
5 N
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perfect ; wanting the lait hand. Milion , UNPO'UND . e. Not found ; oot met with.
Dryder
Swift
UNTIT. o. 1. Improper ; unſuitable. Hooker . UNFRA'MABLE ... Not to bemoulded . Hoek.
UNFRAMED . 0. Not formed ; nel fathioned .
2. Unqualified . Waits.
Dr, den .
TO UNFI T. v . a . To diſqualify. Government
UNFRE QUENT. a. Uncommon ; pot hap
of the Tongue.
peving often. Briw».
UNFITTING .a . Not proper. Camden.
UNFITLY adv. Nor properly; not ſuitably. To UNFREQUE'NT. v. a. To leave ; to ceale
to frequent. Prilips.
Hooker .
UNFITN173. . r . Want of qualifications. UNFREQUENTED. a. Rarely viſited ; rarely
entered Roscommon.
Hooker . 2. Want of propriety.
TO UNFIX. v. a . 1. To boeten; to make leſs UNFREQUENTLY . Not commonly .Breue.
UNFRIENDED . a. Wancing friends ; uncoun
faſt Shakeſp, 2. To make Ruid Dryden.
UNFIXED . a 1. Wandering ; erratick ; in
tenanced Shakeſp.
constant ; vagrant. Dryden . 2. Not de ermin- UNFRIE NDLINESS. ſ. [ from vafriendly.)
ed . Dryden .
Want of kindneſs ; want of favour. Boyle
UNFLEDGID a . That has not yet the full UNFRIENDLY. 6. Notbenevolent ; not kind.
furnicure oi jeathers ; young Shakeſp.
Rogers.
UNFLESHED. & Not Beled ; not feaſored UNFROZEN , a. Not congealed to ice. Bayle.
UNFRUITFUL , Q. 1. Not prolitick . Fspl.
to blood ; raw Cowley.
2. Not fructiferous. Waller. 3. Not feruile .
UNFOILED . a. Untubdued ; nct put to the
Mortimer. 4. Not producing good effects.
worſt . Temple.
To UNFOLD . v. a. 1. To expand ; to ſpread ! UNFULFILLED. a. Not fulbilled. Miltus .
to open , Milton. 2. To cell ; to declare, To UNFURL. v. a. To expand ; to unfold ;
Sbakeſp. Rolcom. 3. Po diſcover ; to reveal .
to open, Addiſos, Prior.
Shakejp. Newton 4. To display ; to let 10 TO UNFURNISH . v. a. 1. To deprive ; to
Itrip , to diveſt sak. 2. To leave naked Shak.
view . Burnet.
UNFOLDING. a . Direcling to unfold. Shak . UNFU'RNISHED. a 1. Not accommodated
with utenlils or decorated with cipaments.
To UNFOO L.v.a. To rettore from folly .Shak .
Locke. 2. Unſupplie .!.
UNFORBID .
Not
}
prohib
Norri
.
s.
ited
UXGAI
N
1 a . ( ungeng, Sax . ) Awkward ;
UNFORBIDDEN .
UNFORBIDDENNESS. S. The face of being UNGAINLY. ) uncouch. Swift.
unforbidden . Boyle.
UNGALLED a. Unnurt ; wounded Shakeſp .
UNFORCED . a. 1. Not compelled : not con- UNGARTERED. a. Being without garters .
Shakeſp.
ſtrained Drydin . 2 Not impelled. Donne
4. Not violenc. UNGA THERED . a . Not cropped ; not picked.
.
llayward
.
feigned
Not
3.
Denbam . 5. Not con! rary to eale. Dryden .
Dryden
UNFORCIBLE, a Wanting ſtrength . Hooker. UNGENERATED. a. Uobegotten ; having ca
UNFORBO DING . 2. Giving no omens Pope. beginning. Raleigh.
UNFOREKNOWN. 6. Noi foreleen by pre - UNGENERATIVE . , Begetting nothing . Skak.
UNGENEROUS , a . 1. Not goble ; not inge
ſcience. Milion .
UNFORESKINED . a. Circumciled . Mileon .
nuous ; not liberal , Pope. 2. Igcomidious.
UNFORESEE'N , a. Not known belore it hap
Addijon.
UNGENIAL, a. Not kind or favourable to na
pened Dryden,
UNFORTUITED. a . Not forfeited. Rogers,
cure. Swift.
UNFORGO TIENG.Nuilofttomemory. Kno. UNGENTLE . c. Harſh ; rude ; rugged . Skai.
UNFORGIVING . a . Relentleſs ; implacable. UNGENTLEMANLY. a . Iliberal; not bee
coming a gentleman . Clarendon.
Dryden.
UNFORMED. a. Not modified into regular UNGE NTLENESS. /. 1. Harſhneſs ; rode
neſs; ſeverity . Tuljer. 2. Unkindneſs ; inc
Thape . Spettator
UNFORSAKEN . Not deſerted. Hammond.
yility. Shake,p.
UNFORTFIED . . 1 Noi secured by walls UNGENTLY . adv . Harſhly ; rudely . Shakes.
or bulwarks. Pope 2. Not strengthened ; in- UNGLOMETRICAL. a. Not agreeable to ibe
firm ; teeb! e. Shakej . 3. Wanting ſecuri
laws of geometry. Cheyne.
UNGILDED G. Not overlaid with gold . Dryd
ries, Coilier.
UNFORTUNATE. a . Not ſucceſsful; un- TO UNGIRD, v . a . To looſe any thing bound
proſperous; wanting luck . Hooker , Raleigh,
with a girile. Geneſis.
UNGIRT. a . Looſely drelied . Waller.
Taylor.
UNFORTUNATELY. a . Unhaspily ; with UNGLORIFIED , á. Not honoured ; ' 000 ex
alied wiih praiſe and adoalioa. Hooker .
without good luck . Sidney , l'itins,
UNFORTUNATENISS ) [from unfortunate ) UNGLOVED.a.Having the hand naked Dacer,
UNGI'VING . a. Not bringing giits. Drydea.
Ill luck Sidney.
UNFOLCHT. a. fun and fought.) Not fought . To UNGLUE. V , 6. To looſe any thing ce
Knoiles
mented . Harvey
UNFOULED a. L'apolluted ; uacorrupled : To UXGOD. v. a . To Jivetof divinity . Dosse.
UNGOG
nut toiled. Moure.
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Granville. 5. UNHEARD of. Unprecedented .
UNGO'DLY ado Impiouſly ; wickedly. Go
Swift.
vernment of the Tongue.
UNGODLINESS ļ. Impiety ; wickedneſs ; UNHEATED . Not made hot Bayle.
UNHEE'DED , a
neglect of God. Tillərion .
Diſregarded ; not thought
UNGOD'LY. 0. 1. Wicked ; negligent ofCod worthy of notice . Boyle
and his lawe Rogers. 2. Polluced by wick- UNHEE'DING a. Negligent; careleſs. Dryd.
edneſs. Shakesp
UNHEE DY. 0. Precipitate ; ſudden. Spender.
UNGO'RED . a Unwounded ; unhurt. Shak. To UNHE'LE. v . a. To uncover ; to expole to
view.penſer .
Dryd.
.
jated
not
,
UNGORGED. a. Not filled
Smith
UNHE'LPED . a. Unafined ; havir.g no auxi
Jary ; unlus ported Dryden .
UNGO VERNABLE
1. Not to be ruled ;
not to be reſtrained Glanville. 2. Licentious ; UNHELPFUL. a. Giving no afliſance. Shak.
wild unbidl- d Atterbury.
UNHEWN part . a . Not hewn. Dryder
UNGO'VERNED . a 1. Being withou' govern. UNHIDEROUND. a. Lax ofmaw ; capaci
ous Milton
ment. Skak/1.2 . Not regulated ; uobridled ;
To UNHINGE. V, a 1. To throw from the
licentious. Anilton , Dryden .
UNGDT . 6 . 1. ot gained ; not acquired : hinges 2 To di place by violence. Blackmore.
3. To diſcover ; lo con ule. Waller.
2. Nor begotten Shakeſp . Waller.
UNGRACEFUL. Wanting elegance ; want- UNHOLINESS 1. Impiety i profaneneſs ;
wickedneſs. Raleigh .
ing hezury. Locke, Addiſon.
UNGRA CEFULNESS ſ. Inelegance ; awk - UNHO LY . a . 1. Profane : not hallowed .
Hooker. 2 Impicus ; wicked . Hooker.
warenets Liche .
1. Not regarded with
UNGRACIOUS 0.1 Wick d ; odious ; hace UNHONOURED
ful . Sperler. 2. Offenſive : unpleafing Dryd . veneration ; not celebrated Dryden. 2. Not
treate
d with reſpect. Po; e.
3 Unacceptable : not avoured. Clarendon
UNGRANTED.C. Nor given ; not yielded To UNHOO'P.w.a . To di eft ofhoops. Addiſ.
UNHO PED .
not beſtowed Dryden.
a . Not expected ; greater
UNGRATEFUL . O I Making no returns, o UNHOʻPED for. } than hope bad promiſed,
Dryden,
making ill returns. South . 2. Making no re
turns tor culture , Deyden. 3. Unpleaſing UNHOPEFUL . a. Such as leaves no room to
Clarendon, Atterbury .
hope. Shakeſp.
UNGRATEFULLY adv . 1. With ingratitude.TO UNHORSE . v a . To beat from ao horſe ;
to throw from the laddle . Knelles, Dryden.
Granvilk . 2. U acceptably ; unpleaſing .
UNGRATEFULNESS. j . Ingratitude ; ill UNHOSPITABLE. c. ( inbospitalis , Lat ) AS
return for good. Sidney. 2. Unacceptableneſs.
fording no kindneſs or entertainment to atran
UNGRAVELY . adv. Without ſeriouſneſs. St. gers. Dryden.
UNGROU'NDED o Having no foundation Loc. UNHOʻSTILE . a Not belonging to an enemy.
Philips.
UNGRUDGINGLY . adv. Without ill will ,
willingly ; hearlily ; cheerlully. Donne.
TOUNHOUSE . v.a. To drive from the habi
UNGUARDED . a Careleſsi negligent. Prior
tation Doone.
UNHANDSOME. a . 1. Uneraceful; not beau - U : HOUS ED.
1. Homeleſs ; wanting a
tiful 2. Iliberal; difingenuous.
houſe. Shakifp 2. Having no feuiles habi.
UNHA'NDY . a. Awkwart; not dexterous .
tation. Shakel Shern.
UNHAPPY . o. Wretched ; miſerable ; un- UNHOUSELED . a . Having not the ſacrament,
fortunate ; calamitous ; diftrefied . Milan .
Slokelp.
UNHARMED a . Unhurt : not injured . Locke UNHU'MBLED. a Noc humbled ; not touched
UNHARMFUL o .Innoxious innocent. Dryd . with ſhame or confuſion. Milton ,
UNHARMONIOUS , Q. 1. Not ſymmetrical :JUNHO'RT. a . Free from harm , Bacon .
diſproportionale. Milton. 2. Urmulcal; il UNHURTFUL , a Innoxious ; harmleſs ; do
ing no harm . Blackmsre.
fou: ding. Swift.
T. UNHA RNESS , 0.8. 1. To looſe from the UNHURTFULLY. adv . Without harm ; in
tras. Dryden. 2. To diſarm ; to diveſt of naxiouſly. Pope.
armur.
UNICORN. I. ( unus and corru , Lat. ) 1. A
UNHA ZARDED . a. Not adventured ; not beart that has only one hora. Shakejp. Sandys.
put in danges Milton.
2. A bird Giew
UNHA TCHED . a. 1 Not diſcloſed from the UNFORM , a . (uous and forma.] 1. Keeping
i's tenour ; ſimilar toistel . Woodw . 2. Can
2 Not brought to light. Shakeſp.
orming to one rule. Hicker,
UNHEALTHFUL , a. Morbid , unwholeſome .
Grourt .
UNIFORMITY ) . uniformité, Fr. ] 1. Res
UNHEALTHY 6. Sickly : wanting heaith Lec
ſemblance to iclelf; even tenour . Dryden .
To UNHEART. v a . To dilcourage ; to de .
2. Conformity ! one pattern ; relemblance of
prots . Shokefy
one to ano.her . Ilake;.
UHLARD . a . 1. Not perceived by the ear U'NİFORMI.Y . adv .( trom uniforme ) 1. With
di ritom . 2. Not vouciaird an audience. Dryd.
out variation in an even ten ur. Hiober ,
3 Unknown in celebration Miltom. 4. C.
Norton , 2. Without diverſity of one from anna
thor.
HEAFD of. Olicare ; not knowo by iame
UNIM
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UNIMA'GINABLE. a. Not to be imagined by UNINTERRUPTED. a. Not broken ; est
interrupted. Roſcommor,
the fancy. Milton , Tillotson.
UNIMAGINABLY. adv. To a degree not to UNINTERRUPTEDLY. odv. Without inter
ruption. Locke
be imagined Boyle.
UNI'MITABLE a. inimitable, Fr. inimitabilis, UNINTRE’NCHED. a . Not intrenched . Paper
UNINVE'STIGABLE. a. Not to be ſearched
Lat.) Not to be imitated . Burnet .
OU . Ray.
UNIMMO'RTAL . 2. Not immortal ; mortal .
UNINVITED. a. Not aſked . Philips.
Milon.
UNIMPAIRABLF. a. Not liable to waſte or UNJOINTED . a . 1. Disjoined ; separated.
Milton. 2. Having no articolation. Gree,
diminution. Hokewill.
UNIMPORTANT. a . Aſuming no airs o' U'NION.S. (2010, Lac.] 1. The act of joining
dignicy . Pope.
(wo or more. Milt. 2. Concord ; conjunction
UNIMPORTU'NED a. Not ſolicited : not
of mind or intereſts. Tayler. 3. A pearl. Stek.
4. ( lo law . ] Union is a combining or contai
teazed to compliance . Donne.
dation of two churches in ne , which is doae
UNIMPROVABLE. a. Incapable of meliora
tion.
by the conſent of the biſhop , the patron , and
UNIMPROVEABLENESS . f. [from 4n.miro.
incumbent Union in this fignification is pere
ſonal, and that is for the life of the incumbent ;
vable .] Quality of not being improvable
Hammond.
or real, that is, perpetual , whoſoever is is
UNIMPROʻVED . a . 1. Not made more know
cumbent . Cowell.
ing Pore. 2. Not taught; not melibrated by UNIPAROUS, a [unus and pario .) Bringing
ne at a birth Brown.
inftruction . Glanville.
UNINCREA'SABLE. a. Admitting no increaſe. U'NISO ", a unus and forus, Lat.) Souncing
alone. Milton .
Boyle.
UNINDIFERENT. 4. Partial ; leaning to a U'NISON . l. 1. A ſtring that has the face
fide, Hooker.
found with another . Glanville. 2. A tingle
UNINDU'STRIOUS. a. Not diligent ; not la
unvaried nota. Pope.
UNIT . J. (unus, unitas, Lat.) One ; the lealt
borious, Decay of Piety.
UNINFLAMMABLE . c . Not capable of be
number, or the root of numbers . Bent Watts.
10 UNITE . 9.a. (unitus, Lat.) 1. To joia
ing ſet on fire . Boyle.
two or more into one. Spenser. 2. To make
UNINFLAMED « Not let og fire. Bocon.
to agree . Clarendon . 3. To make to adhere.
UNINFOʻRMID . 4. 1. Untaught ; uninſtruct .
Wijer:G#
. 4. To join. Dryden. 5. To join ia
eil . Pope. 2. Unanimated ; pot enlivened.
inter
est Gerefis.
UNINGE NUOUS. 4. Illiberal : diliogeouous.
To UNITE V. . 1. To join in an act ; to
Decny of Piety
concur ; to act in concert. Slake p 2. To
UNINHA'BITABLE . a, Unfit to be inhabited .
cualeſce ; In be cemedied ; to be confolidated .
Roleizh, Blackmore.
UNINHABITABLENESS 5. locapacity of 3 To grow into one .
UNITEDLY adv. Wib union ; ſo as to joia .
being inhabited . Boyle.
Dryder
UNINHABITED . .. Having no dwellers , San
perſon or thing that eniles,
UNINJUR'D. a Unhurt ; ſuffering no harm UNITER.
Glanvi
lle f. The
Prior .
UNINSCRIBED . a. Having no inſcription. UNITION ſ. ( union, Fr.) The act or power
of uniling ; conjunction.
Pope.
UNINSPIRED a . Not having received any U'NITIVE. a (trom unite.) Having the power
of uniling Norris.
Locke.
.
fupercatural instruction or illumination
Not taught ; not help. UNITY. I. (unitas, Lat .) 1. The face of be
UNINSTRUCTED
ing one Hamm . Brown . 2. Concord ; con
ed by intruc?ion Locke, Addiſon.
UNINSTRUCTIVE. a Not conferring any
junction. Spratt 3. Agreement; uniformity.
Hooker . 4. Principle of dramatick writing , by
improvement Addiſon .
which the tenour of the ſtory, and propriety of
UNINTELLIGENT. a . Not knowing ; not
repreſentation is preferved Dryder
ſkilru !. Blaikmore, Bentley.
UNINTELLIGIBILITY. I. Quality of not be. UNJU'DGED. 4. Not judicially determiged
Prior.
ing intelligible . Glanville , Burmet.
UNINTELLIGIBLE . a . (1 intelligible, Fren. JUNIVERSAL. a. [ Ucrai , Lat 11. Gre
ral; extended to all . Sperjer , Sonib . 2. Toʻlla
Not ſuch as can be underſtood. Sevift, Rogers ,
whole . Dryden . 3. Not pa t cular : comprifing
UNINTELLICIBLY. adv. In a manger not to
be underſtood Locke.
all particulars. Deties, Arturbes:
UNINTENTIONAL. 2. Not deſigned ; bap- UNIVERSAL ..
The whole ; the general
lytiem . Raleigh.
peoing without delign. Bryle.
UNINTERESSED . ? a. Not having intereſt . UNIVERSA'LITY ſ. (usiverfalitas, fchool
Lac. Net particularies i generality . exica
Dryden.
UNINTERESTEDS
UNINTERMI'TTED . a . Contioued ; not in
fion to che while . Surh , Hordeuard.
terrupted inle
UNIVERSALLY. ade ( From " refol. }
Throughout the wbule ; without Guipira
UNINTERMIXED . 4. Not mingled . L'oriel.
Hooker, Drylos.
UNIVERSE

UN L
UN L
bour. Blackmore. 3. Spontaneous ; volun
UNIVERSE. S. [ univers, Fr. vniuerfum ,
tary . Tickell.
Lat. ) The general ſyſtem of things . South,
Prior .
T. UNLACE . v. a . To looſe any thing faſten
UNIVE'RSITY.S. funiverfiras, Lat . ) A ſchool,
ed with ſtrings . Spenſer.
where all the arts and faculties are taught and i To UNLADE. v. a . 1. To remove from the
velel which carries. Denham. 2. To exone
ftudied. Clarendon .
UNI'VOCAL , a. ( univocus, Lat.) 1. Having
rate that which carries. Dryden. 3. To put
cut Axts.
one meaning. Watts 2. Certain ; regular ; UNL
AID , 0. 1. Not placed ; not fixed
purſuing always one tenour. Brown .
.
Hooker . 2. Not pacihed , not fille
UNIVOCALLY. adv. ( from univocol. ) 1. In
d Milt.
one term , in one ſenſe. Hall. 2. To one le . UNLAME'NTED . 8. Noe deplored. Clarendon .
TO UNLA'TCH v. a. To open by lifting up
nour. Ray.
UNTO YOUS. Q. Not gayi not cheerfui.
the latch . Dryden .
Thom on .
UNLAWFUL . a . Contrary to law ; not per
mitted by the law . Shakejp . South .
UNJU'ST. a . ( injufie, fr. injuſus, Lat .) Ini
quitous ; contrary to equity i contrary to UNLAWFULLY, cdv. 1. In a manner con
juſtice. Shakeip. K. Charles.
trary to law or right. Taylor. 2. Mlegitimately ;
UNJUSTIFIABLE . « . Not to be defended .
not by marriage. Addiſon.
UNLAWFULNESS. j. Contrariety to law.
not to be juftified Arbuthnot, Dryder.
UNJU'STIFLABLENESS. l. The quality of Hooker, Seuth.
To UNLEARN . v. a. To forget, or diſuſe
not beingjuftifiable. Clarendon.
what has been learned. Holder, Philips, At
UN JUSTIFIABLY. adv. In a manner not to
bed ferded .
terbury, Rogers.
UNJUSTLY. a. In a manner contrary to right. UNLEARED , 0. 1. Ignorant ; not informa
Denham , swift
ed ; not inſtructed D'arenant. 2 , Not gaig
UNKE MP :.. Not combed. S'enſer.
ed by ftudy , not koowo. Milton. 3. Not
To UIIKENNEL . 1. a . 1. To drive from his
ſuitable to a learned man. Shakeſp.
hole Shake;g. Dryden. 2. To rouſe from its UNLE ARNEDLY adv. Ignoraotly ; groſsly.
Brow
n,
ſecrecy, or retreat Shakeld .
UNKENT. a . ( un aod kon , to know . ) Un- UNLEA VENED.c . Not fermented ; not mix
ed with fermented mater . Exodus.
kn un Oblolete . Scmer.
UNKE PT.a. 1. Nock - pt ; not retained . 2. UNLE'ISUREDNESS, S. Bulinels ; want of
U obſerved « unobeyed Hacker.
time ; want of leiſure. Boyle.
UNKIND , 2.Nie ' avourable ; Dot benevolent UNLESS. conjuncl . Excepi; if not; ſuppoſing
Shak ft Lake.
that not. Hooker, Milton , Dryden, Swifi.
UNKINDLY. O fun and kind.) 1. Unnatu- UNLE'SSONED . a . Not taught. Shakeſp.
ral ; contrary to nature. Spenjer. 2. Malig UNLETTERED . a. Unlearned ; untaught,
Hooker .
nant ; unfavourable . Alilton .
UNKINDLY . ada . Without kindneſs ; with UNLEVELLED . a. Not cut ever . Tickell.
UNLIBIDINOUS. a . Notluitful. Mi ton.
out affection . Der ham ,
UNKINDNESS. S. from unkind ! Malignity : UNLICE'NSED. a . Having no regular permif
foon Milton
ill-will , want of affection, Clarendon .
TO UNKING. v . a . To deprive of royalty UNLICKED . 6. Shapeleſs ; not formed . Denne.
Southern
UNLIGHTED . a. Not kindled ; not ſet on
fire. Prior ,
UNKISSED . a . Nor killed. Shakeſp.
UNKNIGHTLY . a. Unbecoming a knight . UNLIKE . a. 1. Diffimilar ; having no re
Sidney
ſemblance Hosler , Der ham . 2. Improbable ;
TO UNKNIT. v. a . 1. To upweave : to ſe . unlikely ; not likely . Bacor.
UNLIKELIHOOD
parate. Shakeſp: 2. To open. Shakeſp.
. f. [from unlikely. ) Im
UNKLE. F. Concle, Fr.) The brother of a fa- UNLIKELINESS S probability . Soucb.
UNLIKELY, a . 1. Improbable ; not ſuch as
ther or mother . Dryden.
To UNKNOW . v. a . To ceaſe to koow . can be reaſonably expected. Sidney . 2. Not
Smith.
promiſing any particular event. Denham .
UNKNO'WABLE. a. Not to be known Watts, UNLIKELY adv. Improbably. Pope.
UNKNOWING . a . 1. Ignorant ; not know . UNLIKENESS, L. Diffimilitude ; want of re
semblance . Dryder .
ing Decay of Prety. 2. Not practiſed ; not
UNLIMIT2BLE . a. Admitting no bounds.
qualified.
UNKNO WINGLY. adv. Ignorantly ; wih .
Locke.
U LIMITED
out knowledge . Addi;on.
1. Having no bounds ;
UNKNOWN . 2.
having
no limits Boyle, Tillosjon . 2. Unde
Shakerfi
known
.
Not
R jcommon . 2. Greater than is imagined. fined , dot boundet by proper exceptions .
Bicon . 3. Noe having cohabitation Stakej
Hooker , 3. Uaconbned ; dot . restrained.
4. Without communication . Addifer .
Taylor, R.ger's
UNLA'BOURED . a. 1. Not produced by la- UNLIMIT .
Y adv. Boundleſsly ; with ut
bounds. Decay of Piety.
bour. Dryden , 2 . Nos cultivated by Ya
UN.
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UNLINEAL. a. Not coming in the order of UNMANNERLY. ado. Uncivilly. Shakeſp.
UNMÁNU'RED . a. Nucculeirated. Spenser.
fucceflion Shakeſp .
TO UNLINK . v . a . To untwilt ; to open . UNMA'RKED 2. Not obſerved ; pot regarded.
Sidney, Pope.
Shakelp.
UNLIQUIFIED . 6. Vomelted ; undiffolved. | UNMA RRIED. a. Having no huſband, or no
wire. Back
Addijoria
TO UNLO'AD . v. a. 1. To diſburehen ; to To UNMASK . v . Q. 1. To ftrip off a mak.
2. To trip off any diſguiſe Ro.commcn.
exonerate. Shakeſp Creech. 2. To put off
TO UNMASK v.in. To put off the maſk .
any thing burther ſome. Shakeſp.
TO UNLOCK V a. 1. To open what is ſhut Shakeſp .
with a lock . Shatefp. 2. To open in general. UNMASKED . a. Naked ; open ti the view.
Milton
Dryder
UNLOOKED .
? . Unexpecled , not fore- UNMASTERABLE o. Unconquerable ; not
to be ſubdued. Brown .
INLOOK ! D for. } ſeen . Sidney, Shakeip .
( A word rarely uſed ] Not UNMASTERED . 6 . 1 Not ſubdued . 2.
UNLOOSABLE
Not conquered Shake; p, Dryder .
lo he looſed Boyle .
UNMA TCHABLE . 2. Uaparalleled , unequat
TO UNLOO'SE . 0. a. To looſe. Shakeſp.
led Loker , Shakeſp
TO UNLOO'SE . v . * . To fall in pieces ; to
UNMA TCHED
Matchleſs , having co
loſe all union and connexion . Collier .
UNLOVED . a Not Lived . Sidney
march, or equal . Dryder.
Exprefling no meaning.
UNI O'VELINESS. . Unamiableneſs ; inabi UNMEA NING .
te; e.
biey to create love Sidney.
URMEANT. 6. Not intended. Eryder .
UNLOVELY . a . That cannot excite love .
UNLUCKILY. adv. Untortunately ; by ill UNMEASURABLE a. Bundlels ; unbound
ed . Shakeſp
luck . Addiſon.
UNLUCKY. a . 1. Unfortunate ; producing UNME ASÚRLD . a . 1. Imirerſe : ' cfipte .
Backmore, 2 . Not meaſured ; plentiful .
unhappineſs . Boyle. 2. Unhappy ; miſerable ,
Miten ,
ſubject to frequent mistortunes. Spenfer . 3.
Sighily miſchievous; miſchievouſly wag- UNMEDITATID . 2. Not formed by previous
gith Tuljer. 4. Ill - omened ; inauſpicious. thought . M.10n .
UNMEDLED with. a. Not toucheu ; not al.
Deyden .
UNDUSTROUS a. Wanting ſplendour; want
tered Carew .
UMMEE T a. Not fit ; not proper ; nyt s rihy.
ing lolire . Shakeſp.
Spenſer. Stake p Miltom .
TO UNLU'TE . v a. To ſeparate veſſels cloſed UNME'
LLOWED .
Ni tu ! ' y red
with chymical cement . Boyle.
Shakeitt
UNMADE, Q. 1. Not yet formed ; not cre
ated. Spenſer. 2. Deprived of form or qua . UNMENTED .
Undiſtuived by heat .
lities. Wood
. 3. Omitied to be made URMENTIONE . a Noe told '; cat nant.ed.
D
Clarendom .
Blacímre. ward
UNMA’IMED . a. Not deprived of any eſſential UNMERCHANTABLE . a . Unialeable , not
vendible . Carew.
pait. Popo.
UNMA'KEABLE. c. Not poſible to bemade UNMERCIFUL. a. 1. Cruel ſevere ; Dot
clement Rogers . 2 l'acorxccnable ; exor
Growu.
bitant . Pepe .
ToUNMA'KE . v. a . To deprive of former
UNML'RCIFULLY. ade Without mercy ;
qualities beiore poſſeſſed . Slabelp . Dryden,
2
1o L'NMAN. v. a . To deprive of the confti. Whou : tendernes Addifer.
tuent qualities of a hunian being, as reaſon UNMERCIFULNESS.ſ inclemency ; cruelis.
Sourb . 2. To emalculate . 3. To break into Taylr.
UNMERITED .. Noe de'erred ; not obtained
irreſolution ; to deject. Dryden .
Not manage .
UNMANAGEABLE
otherwiſo than by tavour. Gxcrament of the
able ; not eaſily governed. Glasville, Luke. Ingue
UNMERITABLE , a . Having no deſere. Stahl.
2. Not cally wielded .
UNMANAGED . a . 1. Net broken by horſe UNMIRITEDNESS. S. State of being unde
lereed B :yle.
rannhir. Taylor. 2. Not tutored ; not edu .
cated . Felah
UNMILKED a. Noe milked Pope.
INMANLIKE . a. 1. Vovecoming a hu- UNMINDED . a. Not headed ; not regarded.
Sbakelo Milton.
UNMANLY. } man being . Sidney, Collier .
2. Unſuitable to a man ; effemicaie. Sidney UNMINDFUL. a Noe heedrul ; cot regardiul;
Addijen
negligent, inattetitive . Szemer, Beyle, Siili.
I'NMANNERED 6. Rude ; brutal ; vocivil. Dryden , Swift.
'To UNMINGLE. 0. &. To ſeparate things
Feng-bar.
INMANNERLINESS. J. Breach of civility ; mixed . Dacn.
Puis ; ro: ritstid be
UNMINGLUD .
Il behaviour. Loike.
INMANNERLY. a . Il ! tred ; not civil. Shok. anything mingled. Siaip. Daror , Tayo ,
Pore.
C.
Swife,
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UNMI'NGLEABLE , a. Not ſusceptive of any UNNE'RVED. a . Weak ; feeble. Shakeſp.
UNNE'TH.
2. adv. ( This is from in and
mixture Not uſed. Boyle
UNNE'THES. ) ead, Saxon , eaſy ; and ought
UNMIRY a. Not fouled with diit Gay.
UNMI'TIGATED a . Not lottered. Shakeſp
therefore to be written wneath .] Scarcely ;
UNMIXED . ) a Notiniogled with any thing ; hardly ; not without difficulty . Spender.
UNNOBLE, Q. Mean ; ignominious; ignoble.
UNMIXT S pure. Bacca, Rofcommer.
UNMO ANED . Not lamented. Shakeſp .
Shakejp.
UNMOIST. a . No wet. Philips.
UNNO TED . a. Not obſerved ; not regarded .
UNMOISTENED . a Not made wet . Boyle
Shakeſp. l'epe.
UNMOLE STED . a . Free from difturbance. UNNUMBERED. a. Innumerable. Shakeſp.
Rogers .
Raleigh, Prior .
To UNMOOR . v. a To looſe from land, by UNOBSEQUIOUSNESS. J. Incompliance ;
diſobedience. Brown .
taking up the anchors. Pope.
UNMORALIZED. C. Untutored by morality. UNOBE’YED 2. Not obeyed. Milton.
Norris.
UNOBJECTED . a . Nnt charged as a fault.
UNMORTGAGED ... Not mortgaged . Adilir. Atterbury
UNMORTIFIED 2. Noc ſubdued by forrow UNOBNOXIOUS. a. Not liable ; not expoſed
to any hurt. Dorne.
and le eri'ies Rogers
UNMOVABLE. 3. Such as cancot be re- , UNOBSERVABLE . a. Not to be obſerved.
moved or altered Locke
Boyle
UNMOVED a. 1. Not put out of one place UNOBSERVANT. a . 1. Not obſequious. 2 .
into another. May, Locke. 2 Not changed
Not attentive. Glanville.
in reſolution Milton. 3. Not affected ; no UNOBSERVED . a . Not regarded not at
touched with any paſion Pope. 4 Unaltered
tended 10. Bacon , Glanville , Atterbury .
UNOBSE'RVING . a. Inattentive ; not heedíul.
by paſſion. Dryden.
UNMOING . 6. 1. Having no motion .Cheyne. Dryden
2. Having no power toºraile the paflions. UNOBSTRUCTED . a. Not hindered ; not
unaffecting
ſtopped. Blackmore.
To UN MOULD.v .a . To change as to the UNOBSTRUCTIVE, a. Not raiſing any ob
Nacle . Blackmore.
form . Milton
UNMOURNED . a. Not lamented ; not de- UNOBTAINED . a . Not gained ; not acquired .
Hooker .
plored. Scatherine
TOUNMUZZLE.w.a. To looſe from a muz- UNOBVIOUS. a. Not readily occurring.
zle . Shakeſp .
Boyle.
TO UNMUFFLE . V 2. To put off a covering UNO CCUPIED . a Unpoffefied. Grow.
from the face. Milton ,
UNOFFERED , a . Not propoſed to acceptance.
UNMUSICAL , 6. Not harmonious ; not plea
Clarendor.
UNO FFENDING . 4. 1. Harmleis ; innocert .
ſing by found. Beq . 7obolen .
UNNAM D. a. Not mentioned Milson
Dryden. 2. Siolets ; pure from fault Rogers.
UNNATURAL . a 1. Contrary to the laws To UNOʻIL . V. a Toliee from oil. Dryden.
ofnature ; contrary to the common initincts UNOPENING , 2. Not opening . Pope
L'Ejirange. 2. Ading without the affections VAO'PERATIVE, a. Producing no effects.
implanted by gature. Denham. 3. Firced ;
South
Dryden. UNOPPOSED. a. Not encountered by any
not agreeable to the real flate.
Addijon
hoftility or obſtruction. Dryden.
UNNA TURALNESS. ſ. Contrariety torature. UNOʻRDERLI . 2. Diſordered ; irregular,
Sander
Sidney.
UNNATURALLY. adv. lo oppoſition to na UNORDINARY, a. Uncommon ; unuſual.
Locke .
ture. Tillsion
UNNAVIGABLE. a. Not to be paſſed by UNO'RGANIZED . a. Having no parea in
veſels ; not to e navigated Cowley
ftrumental to the nourishment of the reit.
UNNECESSARILY . adv. Without neceflity ;
Grew,
UNORIGINAL
? a. Having no birth ;
without ned . Hooker, Brcome
UNNECESSARINESS. J. Needleſſneſi. Decay UNORIGINATED. S ungenerated. Stephens.
UNORTHODOX. a. Not holding pure doc
of Piety.
trine Decay of Piery.
UNNECESSARY . a. Needleſs ; not wanted ;
uſeleſs. Hooker, Audifon .
UNO WED. & Having no owner . Shakeſp.
UNNEIGHBOURLY . a . Not kind ; not ſuit- UNOWNED. a. 1. Having no owner. 2. Not
able to the duties of a neighbour . Garib
acknowledged . Milton ,
UNNEIGHBOURLY . adv. In a manner noi To UNPACK . o.a. 1. To diſburthen ; to
ſuitable to a neighbour ; wich malevolence. exonerate. Shakeſp. 2. To open any thing
bound together. Boyle.
Shakeſp.
UNPACKED. a . Not collected by unlawful
UNNERVATE. a. Weak ; feeble. Broome.
artifices, Hudibras .
TO UNNE RVE . v , a. To weaken ; lo enſee
ble. Addifon.
UN

U
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UNPA'ID. 2. 1. Not diſcharged. Miltor. 2. UNPERPLE'XED.
barrated . Locke. 2. Diſentangled ; pot es
Not receiving dues or debis. Collier, Pope.
3. UNPAID for. That for which the price is UNPERSPI'R ABLE. e. Not to be emited
through the pores of thefin . Arburbast.
not given . Shakeſp.
UNPERSUADABLE , a . loexorable ; not to be
UNPAINED . 0. Suffering no pain . Milton .
UNPA'INFUL. a . Giving no pain . Locke.
perſuaded. Sidney .
UNPALATABLE . a. Nauleous ; diſguſting UNPE
ʻTRI
Br
ow
n. FIED . 2. Not turned to fez
Dryden
UNPARAGONED . a . Unequalled ; unmatc UNPHILOSOʻPHICAL. 4. Unſuitable to the
ed Shakelp .
rules of philoſophy or right reaſon. Cobe.
UNPARALLELED a. Not matched ; not UNPHILOSOPHICALLY. ado , la a mis
to be matched; having no equal . Shakeſp.
ner contrary to the rules of right realec.
South .
biddifon .
UNPARDONABLE . 2. (impordonable, Fr. ) UNPHILOSOPHICALNESS. f. locoogru..
Irremiffible. Hooker,
with philosophy. Norris.
UNPA'RDONABLY. adv. Beyond forgiveneſs To UNPHILOSÓ PHIZE. v. a . To degree
from the character of a philoſopher. Por ,
Atterbury.
.2. Not penetrated ; not pierced
UNPA'RDONED. a. t . Not forgiven. Rogers.TUNPIERCED
2. Not diſcharged ; not cancelled by a legal Milton , Gay
PI'LLARED.a.
Diveſted of pillars . Pst .
UN
pardon . Raleigh.
UNPA'RDONING , . Not forgiving. Dryden . UNPILLOWED. 2. Wanting a pillow Malta .
UNPA'RLIAMENTARINESS. ſ. Cootrariety To UNPI'N . v.a. To open what is thrt, cr
to the uſage or conftitution of parliament faftened with a pin. Dorse, Herbert.
Clarendor .
UNPINKED . a . Not marked with eyelet bales.
Sbake p .
UNPARLIAMENTARY. a . Contrary to the
UNPI'TIED . a. Not companionated ; oot re
rules of parliament. Swift:
garded with ſympathetical forrow . Sisteff.
UNPARTED. 4. Undivided ; not ſeparated,
Prior
Bp . Corbet, Rolcomm *
UNPA'RTIAL a Equal ; honeft. Sanderſon . UNPI'TIFULLY. adv. Uomercifully ; without
UNPARTIALLY.adv. Equally ; indifferently. mercy . Shakeſp.
UNPI'TYING . Q. Having no compatti on .
Hooker
UNPASSABLE . Q. Admitting no pallage. Granville.
UNPLACED . a . Having no place of depes
Temple, Watts .
UNPASSIONATE . ? a. Free from pafſion : dance. Pope.
UNPASSIONATED'S calm ; impartial UNPLA GUED .a. Not tormented Shakes .
UNPLANTED . a. Noe planted ; (pootascoss.
W 01709 , Locke .
Waller.
UNPASSIONATELY . adv. Without pafſion
UNPLA'USIBLE , a . Not plauſible ; not ſuch as
King Charles.
UNPA'THED . a . Untracked ; unmarked by has a fair appearance . Clarendor .
UNPLA'USIVE. 0. Not appr. ving . Slated
paſſage. Shakesp.
UNPA'WNED . a . Not given in pledge . Pope. UNPLEASANT. . Not delighting ; trouble.
lome ; unealy . Hosker , Woodward .
T. UNPA Y.º.o To undo. Sho'rlp.
UNPEACEABLE .. Quarrelſome, inclined to UNPLEASANTLY. adv. Not delightfully ;
disturb the tranquillity of others Hammond, uneably . Pepe
Tillotion ,
UNPLE’ASANTNESS . Want of qualities
To CNPE'G. v. a. To open any thing cloſed to give delight. Hocker, Grouni.
UNPLEASED. a. Noc pleaſed ; not delighted
with a peg Shakeſp.
UNPENSIONED . a . Not kept in dependance
Shakeſp .
UNPLEA SING . 2. OffenGive ; dilgoſiing ; give
by a penſion . Pope.
TO UNPEOPLE . v . a. To depopulate ; to inz no delight. Milton .
deprive of inhabitants. Dryden, niddison.
UNPLIANT. a. Not eaſily beat ; not con
forming to the will Wotion .
UNPERCEIVED a . Nol perceived : not heeri
ed ; not lenſibly diſcovered ; not known. Bacon , UNPLOWED . «. Not plowed . Mirtist.
To UNPLU'ME v. a. To strip of plumes ; to
Dryden .
UNPERCEIVEDLY. adv . So as oot to be degrade. Glanville,
UNPOETICAL ? a. Not ſuch as becomes :
perceived. Boyle
UN PERFECT a.imparfait, Fr. imperfe&tus, UN POE'TICK } poet . Bp. Carber,
UNPOLISHED . a . i . Not ſmoo hedi pot
Lac ] Incomplete . Peacbam.
brightened by attrition . Woltex , Stridegfici.
UN PERFECTNESS.f. imperfection ; incom
2 Not civilized ; aut refined Dryder.
pletenels. Afiham
UNPERFORMED . a. Undone ; not done. UNPOLI TE, a. ( 1- poli, Fr smpone1, L2 .)
Not elegan ' ; not refined i not civil . Weits.
Taylor .
UNPE RISHABLE . o, Laſting to perpetuity UN POLLU TED.a. ,impollutus,Lat., Nor cor
Hammond.
rupted , not dehled, Shakeſp. Mirica .
UNPO
UNPERJURED . a . Free from perjury. Dryd.
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UN PO'PULAR.2. Not fitted to pleaſe the peo- UNPRONOʻUNCED. a. Not uttered ; not
ple. Addifor.
ſpoken, Milton .
UN PO'RTABLE. a : fun and portable ) Not to UNPROPER . a. Not peculiar. Shakeſp .
be carried . Roleigh .
UNPROPERLY. odv . Contrarily to propriety ;
improperly. Shakeſp .
UN POSSESSED . 4. Not had ; not obtained .
Shakeſp.
UNPROPITIOus," a . Not favourable ; in
UNPOSSESSING . 2. Having no poffeffion.
auſpicious Pope.
Shakeſp.
UNPROPORTIONED . a. Not ſuited to ſomeo
UNPRACTICABLE . a . Not feaſible. Boyle
tbing elſe. Shakeſp.
UNPRACTISED. a. Not kilful by uſe and UNPROPPED. a. Not ſupported ; oot upheld .
Milton , Dryden.
experience. Milton, Prior.
UNPRAISED . 2. Not celebrated ; not praised UNPROPOSED . 2. Not propoſed. Dryden .
UNPROSPEROUS. a. (improſper , Lat.) Ua
Spenſer, Milion , Dryden.
UNPŘEĆA'RIOUS . a . Not dependant on ano
fortunate ; not proſperous Clarendon.
ther. Blackmore.
UNPRO -SPEROUSLY.adv.Unſucceſsfully. Ta.
UNPRECEDENTED . a. Not juſtifiable by UNPROTECTED. 2.Not protected; not fup
ported. Hooker ,
aay example. Swife.
To UNPREDICT. v. a . To retract prediction. UNPROVED , a. Not evinced by arguments.
Milion .
Spenſer, Boyle.
UNPREFERRED . o Not advanced. Collier To UNPROVIDE. v. a, Todiveſt of reſolution
UNPREGNANT. 4. Not prolińck . Sbakepp
or qualifications. Shakeſp. Southern .
UNFREJUDICATE. a. Not prepoffetred' by CNPROVIDED. a. 1. Not ſecured or qualified
by previous meaſures. Shak. Dryden . 2. Not
any ſettled notions. Taylor.
UNPREJUDICED. a . Free from prejudice. furnished. King Charles, Sprasta
UNPROVOʻKED . a . Not provoked. Dryder .
Tillotson.
UNPRELA’TICAL. a. Unſuitable to a prelate UNPRU NED . a. Not cut; not lopped. Sbak .
Clarendor .
UNPU'NISHED . a. ( impunus, Lat . ) Not pue
UNPREME'DITATED . a. Not prepared in
niſhed ; ſuffered to continue in impunity.
.
Milion
beforehand
UNPURCHASED . a. Unbought. Denham .
mind
the
UNPREPARED. 2. 1. Not fitted by previous UNPU'RGED. a. Not purged. Shakeſp .
meaſures. Milton, Duppa . 2. Noc made fil UNPU'BLICK 6. Private ; not generally
for the dreadful momeot of departure. Shakeſp . known . Taylor.
UNPREPAREDNESS. S. State of being up - UNPUBLISHED. 0. 1. Secret ; unknown.
prepared. King Charles.
Shakeſp. 2. Not given to the publick. Pope.
UNPREPOSSESSED . a. Not prepoſſeſſed ; UNPURIFIED . 2. 1. Nos freed from recre
noc pre occupied by notions. Souih.
ment . Not cleanſed from fin. D. of Piety.
UNPRESSED. «, Not pretled. Shakeſp. Tickell. UNPURSU'ED a. Not purſued. Milton.
2. Not inforced. Clarendon .
UNPU TRIFIED . a. Not corrupted by rotten
UNPRETENDING . a. Not claiming 209
neſs. Bacon, Arbuthnot.
diſtinctions, Pope.
UNQUALIFIED. a. Not fit. Swift.
UNPREVAILING . 2. Being of no force. Shak . TO UNQUA’LIPY. v . a. To diſqualify ; to die
UNPREVENTED . a . 1. Not previouſly hin
veſt of qualification .Addifon, Atterbury,Swift.
dered. Shakeſp. 2. Not preceded by any ihing UNQUARRELABLE. a. Such as cannot be
Milion .
impugned. Brown.
UN PRINCELY . 4. Unſuitable to a prince To UNQUEEN. v . a. To diveſt of the dignity
King Charles.
of queen, Shokelp.
UNPRINTED . a . Not printed. Pope.
UNQUENCHABLE. a. Unextinguiſhable.Milt.
UNPRINCIPLED . a. Nol ſettled in tenets UNQUE NCHED . 2.1. Tot extinguiſhed.
or opinions . Milton.
Bacon . 2. Not extinguiſhable. Arbuthnot.
UNPRI SABLE. a. Not valued ; not of efti. UNQUE'NCHABLENESS. J. Unextinguiſh
ablepels. Hakewill.
mation. Sbake p.
UNPROCLAIMED . a . Not notified by a pub- JUNQUE STIONABLE . a. 1. Indubitable ; noc
lick declaration. Milton .
to be doubted . Wotton . 2. Such as cannot bear
UNPROFITABLE . a. Uſeleſs ; ſerving no to be queſtioned without impatience. Shakeſp.
purpoſe . Hooker.
UNQUL'S JONABLY. adu . lodubitably )
UNPRISONED , a. Set free from confinement
without doubt Sprait.
Donne..
UNQUESTIONED 0.1. Not doubted ; paſſed
without doubt. 2. Indifputable ; not to be
UNPRIZED . a . Not valued . Sharelp .
oppoled. Ben. Johnson. 3. Not interrogated in
UNPROFA'NED . 2. Not violared , Dryden.
Lot examined . Dryden .
UNPROFITABLENESS . J. Vielefoels addis
I'NPROʻFITABLY . adv. Wieleisly , withoul UNQUICK 1. Murionleſs . Daniel.
UNQUICKENED. a. Not animated ; not ri
advantage.' Ben . Johnson, Addijon.
pened to vicality. Blackmore ,
UNPROFI TED . 6. Having no gain . Shakesp.
UNPROLI FICK , a. Barren ; pot productive. UN QUI'ET, a. (inquiet, Fr inquietus, Latin . )
1. Moved with perpetual agitation ; oot calm ,
Hale.
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not ſtill. Milton 2 Diſturbed ; full of per- ,UNREFRESHED. a. Not cheered ; not re
1
lieved . Arbuthnet,
turbation ; not at peace . Shakeſp. 3. Reſtleſs ;
UNREGARDED. 4. Not heeded , not re
untatisfied . Poje .
1
ſpected. Spenſer, Suckling.
UNQUTELY adv. Without reſt . Shatelp.
UNQUIETNESS. P. 1. Want of tranquillity. UNREGENERATE. 2. Not brought to a dea
life. Stephens
Debam. 2 Want of peace . Spen'er. 3. Reft
2 Jellneſs ; qurbulence . Dryd. 4. Perturbation ; UNREINED . a, Not reſtrained by the bridle
Milton .
uneaſineſs. Shah
r from the lees. UNRELE'NTING . 2. Hard ; cruet ; feeling
UNRACKED
a .elp
NotTaylo
poured
no pity. Shakeſp Smith.
Bacon KED
UNKA
a. Not thrown together and co. " NRELIEVABLE. 2. Admitting oo ſuccom .
Böyle.
vered . Shakesp.
UNRA'NSACKED . a . Not pil!aged. Knolles. UNRELIEVED. 2. 1. Not ſuccoured. Dryden.
2. Not eaſed . Boyle.
To UNRAVEL . V. a . 1 To difentangle ; !
extricate it clear Arbuthact. 2. Je diorder : JUNREMARKABLE. e. 1. Not capable of
to throw out or the preſent conſtitution. L'EN
being obſerved. Digby. 2. Not worthy of se
tice .
Dryder, T'8/100/on. 3. To clear up the intrigue
UNREME'DIABLE . a . Admitting no remedy.
play . Pope.
Sidney.
UNRIZORED . a . Unhaven . Milton
UNREMEMBERING. a . Having no memory,
UNREACHED . a. Not attained . Dryden.
Dryden.
a . 1. Not read ; not publickly
UNREAD
pronounced Hooker. 2 Untaught ; not learned UNREMEMBRANCE. S. Forgetfulneſs ; tas
of remembrance. Walis .
in books Dryden.
Want of readineſs : UNREMOVABLE . 2. Not to be taken away.
UNRE ADINÉSS. ...
S
Sidney, Shakeſp .
want of promptneſs . Hooker. 2. Want of
UNREMOVABLY. adv. In a maoner that ad
preparation
Taylor
UNREADY a . 1. Not prepared , not fit.
mits no removal . Shakeſp.
Shakejp. 2. Not prompı , not quick. Brown.UNREMOVED. a 1. Not taken away . Hass
2. Not capable of being rem ved. Milter.
3. Awkard ; ungainly Bacon .
UNRE . L. 6. Untubitantial
Shakeſp.
UNREPAID . 6. Not recompenſed ; not cond
UNREASONABLE. Q. 1. Exorbitant ; claim .
penſated D ; ydex .
ing , or inilling on more than is fit Dryden UNREPE'ALED. a. Not revoked ; not abro
2. Not agreeing treaion. Hoker. 3 Greater gated Dryden.
UNREPENTED. 6. Not regarded with peni
than is fic ; immoderate . Anterbury .
tential forrow . Hooker .
UNREASONABLENESS 1. Exorbitance ; ex
cettive demand King Charles 2. Inconliliency UNREPENTING . } 2. Not repenting; 2x
UNREPENTANT. ) penitent. RfComms.
with reaſon. Hammord
. a . Not peeviſhly complaining.
UNREASONABLY.ady 1. In a manner con UNREPINING
Rorbe .
trary to reafon. 2. More than enough. Shakej
To UNREAVE » 4. To unwind ; to dilen- UNREPLENISHED. a. Not filled. Boyk .
UNREPRIEVABLE. 2. Not to be reipited
tangle. Spenje
UNRIBA
TED.r. & Not bluoted Harew .
frem penal death. Shakelp.
UNRLBU KABLE. a. Obn xious co no cen. UNREPROʻACHED. a. Not upbraided ;
cenſured King Charles,
fure 1 Timothy
UNREFRO'VABLE , c. Not liable to blame
UNRECEIVED 6. Not received. Hooker.
Col:[]
UNRECLAIMED . 4. 1. Not luraed Sbakeſp.
UNREPR'OVED . 6. 1. Not cenſured. Sazési
2. Not re :ormed . Rogers.
2. Nor liable to cenfure. Milion
UNRECONCILEABLE, a . 1. Not to be ap
pealed ; implacable. Hammond 2. Not to UNREPUGNANT. a . Not oppofte . Heoler.
UNRE PU LABLE. a. Not creditable. Regent
be maile confitent with
Shakeſp.
UNRECONCILED.
6. Not
reconciled Shak . UNREQUESTED 2. Not aſked, Kaslts.
UNRECORDED . a Norkeptin remembrance UNREQTTABLE. a . Not to be retaliares
Bryle
by publik mºnument. Milton, Pope.
UNRECOUNTED. a . Nul told ; not related UNRESENTED . 2. Not regarded with ange :
Rogers.
Shakup. ITABLE . a. Incapable of repair- UNRESEʻRVED
UNRECRU
. 2. 1. Not limited by any pro
vate convenience . Rogers . 2. Open ; fransı
in : chi duriciencies of an army . Milion .
ng
G
able
nothing.
conceali
.
URFIN
Shakeſp
.
a Irremedi
UNREC
UNRESEPRVEDNESS.S.Unlimitedneſs ; frack
UNR : DUCED 4 Not reduced Davies .
nets , largenels . Boyle.
UNREFORMABLE , a . Nut to be put into a UNRESERVED
LY. adv. 1. Without limita
new form , Hammond,
tions.Boyle. 2. Without concealment ; open' .
UNREFORMED . a . 1. Not amended , not
Pope.
corrected Davies. 2. Not brought to newness
UNRESERVEDNESS. f. Openoefs ; fraai
O lite . Hammond , Viriton .
nels . Poje.
UGREFRACTED . a. Notreíracted. Newton .
UXRE
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To tear from the roots :
UNRESISTED. a. I. Not oppoſed. Bertiey. To UNROO'T.
to extirpate. Shakeſp .
2. Reliftleſs ; ſuch as cannot be opp» fed .
UNROUNDED . a . No: ſhaped, not cut to a
Dryden , Pepe.
round. Donne.
UNRESI'STING . a. Not oppoſing ; not mako
Unprincely ; not royal . Sidney.
UNROYAL
ing reſiilance. Bentley.
UNRESOLVABLE . a. Not to be ſolved , in- TO UNRÖFFLE. • ,. To ceaſe from commo
Dryden .
agitation
South.
tion, or
foluble.
a. Calm ; tranquil ; not tu .
UNRESOʻLVED. 2. 1. Not determined ; hav . UNRUFFLED
multuous. Addifor .
ing made no reſolution. Shakeſ. 2. Not ſolved ;
UNRU'LED , a. Not directed by any ſuperiour
not cleared . Locke.
power. Spenſer.
UNRESOLVING 6. Not reſolving. Dryden.
[from unruly.) Turbulence ;
a . Inattentive , taking lit- UNRULINESS.S.
UNRESPE'CTI
VE
tumultuouſneſs. South
.
cle notice . Shakep.
UNREST. S. Diiquiet ; want of tranquillies : UNRULY 2. Tubulent; ungovernable ; li
centius. Spenſer , Shake p . Rofcommon.
unquietneſs Spenjer, Daniel, Wotton.
UNRESTO'RED .a 1. Not reilored. 2. Not UNSA'FE a Not lecure ; hazardous ; dan
cleared from an attainder, Collier.
gerous Hooker, Dryden.
UNRESTRAINED . G 1. Not confined ; not UNSA'FELY. adv. Not ſecurely ; dangeroudy.
Dryden , Grew .
hindered. Dryd. 2. Licentious ; looſe. Shake .
UNSAID . Q. Not uttered ; not mentioned.
3 Not limited Brown.
UNRETRACTED . a . Not revoked ; pot re Dryden, Felton .
called Collier,
UNSALTED. a. Not pickled or ſeaſoned with
ſalt. Arburhast .
UNREVEALED . a . Not told or diſcovered .
UNSANCTIFIED . a. Unholy ; not conſecrate
Spealer.
UNREVENGED a. Not revenged . Fairfax .
ed . Shakeſp :
UAR VE'REND . a . Irreverent; difreſpectful. UNSATIABLE , a .( infatiabilis, Lat . ) Not to
be ſatisfied. Raleigh.
Shaleip.
UNRE VERENDLY. odv. Diſreſpectfully. Ben . UNSATISFACTORINESS. f. Failure of give
ing ſatisfaction . Boyle
Johnsom
UNREVERSED . 2. Not revoked ; not re- UNSA'TISFA'CTORY. e. Not giving fatis
pealed Shakeſp.
faction ; not clearing the difficulty. Stilling
UNREVOKED . 2. Not recalled . Milor .
fleet.
UNREWARDED . a. Not rewarded ; oot re UNSA'TISFIEDNESS . S. [ from unſatisfied. I
compenſed . L'Ellrange, Pope.
The fate of being not ſatisfied ; want of ful
TO UNRIDDLE v. 3. To ſolve an enigma UNSATISFIED
neſs. Boyle.
. 6. 1. Not contented ; not
to explain a problem Suckling ,
UNRIDICULOUS. a. Not ridiculous. Brown. pleafd . Bacon . 2. Not filled ; not gratified to
ihe full . Shakeſp. Rogers.
To UNRIG . 2. a. To ſtrip of the tackle . Dryd
UNRIGHTEOUS. a. Unjuft ; wicked ; in UNSA'TISFYING. a . Unable to gratify to the
full. Addison
ful ; bad . Spenler.
UNRIGHTEOUSLY. adv. Unjuſly ; wicked UNSAVOURINESS L. (from unfavoury .) 1 .
Bad taite. 2 Bad finell Brwn .
Ty ; finfully. Collier.
UNRIGHTEOUSNESS. S. Wickedoels ; in. UNSA'VOURY. a 1. Taltelets : Job.2. Have
juſtice. Hall.
ing a bad tale. Alilion . 3. Having an ill
UNRIGHTFUL .
imell ; fetid. Brown . 4. Unpleang : diſguite
Not rightful ; not juſt
Shalelp .
ing. Hooter .
UNRI'NG. v . a. To deprive of a ring TO UNSA Y. v . 2. To retract : to recant. Shak.
ToHudibras
.
UNSCALY . a . Having no ſcales . Gay.
UNSCARRED . 2. Nor marked with wounds.
To UNRI'P. v . a. To cut open . Taylsr .
Shake p .
UNRI'PE . a . I. Immature ; not fully concocted
Waller. 2. Too early. Sidney
UNSCHOLA'STICK . 4. Not bred to litera
tur- Licie
UNRI'PENED . a . Not matured .Addifon.
a . Uneducated ; not learned.
UNRIPENESS. J. Immaturity ; want o : ripe UNSCHOLED.
Ile er
neis. Bacon.
UNRIVALLED. a. 1. Having no competitor. UNSCOʻRCHED. a. Not touched by fire.
Sharel
Pape. Having no peer or equal.
To UNROʻL . v. 0. To opeo what is rolice UN CREENED, a. Not covered ; not pro
[ cted Biya
or convolved . Dryden .
UNROMANTICK . a. Contrary to rorr ance. CNSCRIPTURAL, Not defenfibie by ſcripe
Swifi.
Wwe Hire bury.
To UNROOʻF . v. a. To trip off the roof ur Ti VSE'ÅL v. a. To open any thing ſealed.
Dvd
covering of houles. Shak lp .
UNROOʻSTED . 6. Drives from the rooît ! UNSE AF ) , a . 1. Wanting a leal. Stakeſp.
2. Hivinsteai brkin
Shakep
DNRO'UGH. a. Smooth. Siakeſp.
To UNSLAM ? a. To rip ; to cnt vigen Shak.
UNSLAXCA
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UNSEA'RCHABLE. a. Inſcrutable ; not to be JUNSHA'DOWED. a. Not clouded ; not dark
ened . Glanville,
explored, Milton.
ſubjec? to concuſſion,
UNSEA'RCHABLENESS. S. Impoſſibility to ONSHA
Shakeſp. KEABLE.a. Not
be explored. Bramboll.
UNSEʻASONABLE . 8. 1. Not ſuitable to time UNSHA'KED . 2. Not thaken Shakeſp.
or occafion ; unfit ; uniimely ; ill.vmed.UNSHAKEN . a . 1. Not agitated , not mored.
Shakeip. Boyle. 2. Not lubject to concuflica
Clarendon . 2. Not agreeable to the time of
3. Not weakened in refolution ; not moved
the year. Shakeſ. 3. Late : as, unleaſonable
Spratt .
time of wight.
UNSEASONABLENESS. f. Diſagreement To UNSHAKLE. 7. a . To looſe from boods.
Addison .
with time or place. Hale.
UNSEASONABLY. adv . Not ſeaſonably ; not UNSHAMED. 2. Not ſhamed . Dryden .
UNSHA'PEN . 2. Miſhapen ; deformed . Berne:.
agreeably to time or occaſion. Hooker.
UNSEASONED . 2. 1. Unleatonable ; untime- UNSHA RED. a. Noc partaken ; not bad in
ly ; ill times . Out of uſe. Shakeſp. 2. Un
common . Miton ,
formed ; not qualified by ufe. Shakeſp. 3 Ir To UNSHE'ATH. v . a . To draw from the
regular ; inordinate. Hayward. 4. Not kept ſcabbard. Shakesp. Derbam .
till fit for uſe. 5. Nor ſalted : as unleaſoned UNSHE'D . 6. Not ſpilt. Milton.
UNSHELTERED. a . Wanting protection. De
meal.
UNSE CONDED . a . 1. Not ſupported. Shakeſp . cay of Piery.
| To UNSHIP . v.a. To take out of a ſhip .
2. Not exemplified a ſecond timne. Brown.
To UNSE'CRET. va. To diſcloſe ; to divulge . SUNSHOʻCKED. a. Noc dilguſled ; not offead
ed . Tickell.
Bacon .
UNSECRET. a . Not cloſe ; not truſty. Sbak. UNSHO'D . a. [from unſbeed.) Having no ſhoes
Clarendon ,
UNSECU'RE. a. Not late. Denham.
UNSEDUCED . 6. Not drawn to ill . Shakeſp. UNSHOOʻK . part. a: Not ſhaken. Pape.
UNSEL'ING . a. Waoting the power of vition. UNSHORN . 8. Not clipped .Milten .'
Shake?
UNSHO'T. part. a. Not hit by thot Wailer .
To UNSEEM . v. n . Not to ſeem . Shakeſp.
To UNSHO'UT . v . a . To anoihilate , or re
UNSEEMLINESS . Indecency ; indecoruna
tract a ſhout. Shakesp .
unconelineſs. Hacker .
UNSHO'WERED. 2. Not watered by ſhowers.
Milton
UNSEE'MLY . a. Indecent ; uncomely ; un
UNSHRINKING , 2. Not recoiling Skakelp .
becoming. Hooker.
UNSELMLY. adv . Indecently ; unbecomingly. ONSHU'NNABLE'. . Inevitable . Shakeſp.
I Cor .
UNSIFTED . A 1. Not parted by a lieve. May.
2. Not tried . Shakeſp.
UNSEEN . 4. 1. Notſeen ; no diſcovered. Bac.
R :jcemr10 , 2. luviable  ;ܪundiſcoverable . Hos k. UNSIGHT. a. Nol feeing . Hudibras.
Milt. 3. Unikilicd; unexperienced. Clarendon UNSIGTED. a. Inviſible ; not teen . Seckling.
UNSELFISHI. a . Not addicted to private in. UNSIGHTLINESS j Cirom wwfigžily.) De
tereít . Spectator.
formity ; uilagreeablenels to the eye. Wres .
UNSE'NT. 0. 1. Not fent. 2. UNSENT for. UNSIGHTLY.a .Dilagreeab e toche righe Mill.
UNSINCERE . 6. (infercerus, Latin . ) 1. No
Not called by letter or meſſenger, Taylor.
UNSE'PARABLE . a . Not to be parted ; not hearty ; noi faithful. 2. Not genuine ; in
pure : aduiterated . 3. Not found , not folid .
to be divided . Shakeſp .
D , yder
UNSE'PARATED . a. Not parted. Pope.
UNSEʻRVICEABLE. a . Vieles ; bringing no UNSINCERITY. a. Adulteration ; cheat . Bsyk
To U SINEW . v.a. To deprive of itrecgib.
advantage. Spenſer, Bentley, Rogers.
Denham
UNSERVICEABLY, adv. Without uſc ; with.
UNSINGED . a . Not ſcorched ; not touched by
out advantage . Woodward .
fire. Stephens.
UNSET. a. Not ſet ; not placed. Hooker.
TO UNSETTLE. v.a. 1. To make ur.certain. UNSINKING. 2. Not linking. Addifer.
Arbistbrot. 2. To move from a place . L'Ilira. UNSINEWED . Nervelets; weak Studel .
3. To overthrow.
UNSI'NNING . a. Impeccable. Rozers.
UNSETTLED . 4. 1. Not fixed in refolutirn ; UNSCA'NNED. a . Not meaſured ; nui com .
No determined ; not ſteady. South. 2. Un
puted . Shakesp .
equable , not regular ; changeable. Bertiey, UNSKILLED . 4. Wanting kill ; wanciog
3. Not eſtablished. Dryden. 4. Not fixed in a
knowledge. Dryden, Biacimore.
place of abode. Hosker.
UNSKILFUL. Wanting art ; waoving know .
UNSETTLEONESS. L. 1. Irrefolation ; 60
ledge. Shakeſ:
determinej ſtate of mind. 2 Uncertainty : UNSKI'LFULLY. odv. Without knowledge ;
fluctuation. Dryden. 3. Want of fixity . South .
withont art . Shakejp.
UNSEVERED . 2. Not parted ; not divided. UNSKI'LFULNESS, Į. Want of art ; wantoi
knowledge
Shakesp
. Sidney, Tuyle,
TO UNSE X v , a . To make odierways than UNSLAIN . 4. Notkuvied S:dir.
UNSLAKED . - . Ho ! querches. De yder .
the fex communly is. Shakesp.
LASLEDE
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UNSLEEPING . a. Ever wakeful . Milion . To UNSPI'RIT. v. 0. To diſpirit; to depreſs ;
UNSLI'PPING . 2. not liable to flip ; faſt. lo deject. Temple, Norris.
UNSPOILED . a . Not plundered ; not pil
Shakeſp.
UNSMIRCHED . a. Uopolluted ; not ſtained. laged. Spenfor , Dryden . 2. Not marred.
UNSPOTTED . a . Not marked with any Itain ,
Shakeſp.
Dryden. Immaculate ; not tainted with guilt.
UNSMOKED . e. Net ſmoked. Swift .
UNSOʻCIABLE. a . [infociabilis, Lat.) Not Shakeſp. Apocrypha, Rogers.
kind ; not communicative of good. Raleigh. UNSQUARED . a . Not formed ; irregular.
UNSOʻCIABLY . adv . Nut kindly. L'Ejirange. Shakeſp.
UNSOILED . a . Not polluted ; not tainted ; UNSTABLE . a. inflabilis, Lat . ) 1. Not fixed ;
not ſtained. Ray.
not faſt. Temple. 2. loconſtant ; irreſolute.
UNSOʻLD. a. Not exchanged for money. Pope.
James .
UNSOLDIERLIKE. a. Unbecoming a ſoldier. UNSTA'ID. a. Not cool ; not prudent ; not
Broome.
ſetiled into diſcretion ; not steady ; mutable .
UNSOLID . a . Fluid ; not coherent. Locke.
Spenſer, Sandys.
UNSOO'T , for en ſweet. Spenſer.
UNSTA'IDNESS. f. Indiſcretion ; volatile
UNSOPHI'STICATED . a . Not adulterated.
mind . Sidney .
UNSTAINED. a Not ſtained ; not died ; not
More.
diſcoloured. Hooker , Roscommon.
UNSOʻLVED . 2. Not explicated Watis.
UNSOʻRTED . a. Not diftributed by proper ſe- To UNSTA'TL. v. a. To put out of flate.
paration Watts,
Shakeſp.
UNSO'UGHT. a. 1. Had without ſeeking UNSTATUTABLE . a. Contrary to ſtatute ,
Milton , Fenton, 2. Not ſearched . Shakeſp .
Swift.
UNSOʻUND . 2 . 1. Sickly ; wanting health . UNSTA'UNCHED. a. Not ſtopped ;not ſtaved,
Denham, Arbuthnot. 2. Not free from cracks Sbakeſp.
3. Rotten ; corrupted . 4. Not orthodox. Hooker UNSTEADILY. adv. i Without any certainty.
5. Noc honeſt ; not upright. Shakeſp 6. Not 2. Inconſtantly ; not confidently. Locke.
true ; not certain. Spenſer. 7. Not falt; nol UNSTE'ADINESS. /. Want of conſtancy ; irre
calm . Daniel.
8. Not clore , Rot compact. ſolution ; mutability . Addifon, Swift.
Mortimer. 9. Not lincere ; not faithful. Gay UNSTE'ADY. a . i. Inconſtant į inieſolute,
Denham , L'Eſtrange, Rowe. 2. Mutabie ;
10. Not pulid ; not material . perler.
variable ; changeable. Locke. 3. Not fixed ;
Erroneous ; wrong. Fairfax , Mileon . 12
Not fait under foot .
not ſettlet.
UNSOʻUNDED . a . Not tried by the plummet. UNSTEADFAST a .Not fixed ; not faſt. Sbak.
UNSTEE'PED . a. Not foaked. Bacon ,
Shakeſp.
UNSO'ÚNDNESS. S. 1. Erroneous of belief. To UNSTI'NG . v.a. Todifarm of a ſting.South.
want of orthodoxy. Hooker. 2. Corruptnels o UNSTINTED. 2. Not limited . Skelton .
any kind. Hooker. 3. Want of Itrength ; want UNSTIRRED . 4. Not ſtirred ; not agitated.
Boyle.
of ſolidiiy .Addijon.
UNSOURED . a. 1. Not made four. Bacon . 2 . TO ÚNSTITCH . v. a . To open by picking the
Not made moroſe. Dryden .
ſtitches. Collier.
UNSO WN. 3. Not propagated by ſcattering UNSTOOPING . a . Not beading ; not yielding,
feed. Bacon.
Shakeſp.
UNSPARED . 2. Not ſpared . Milion.
To UNSTOP. v. a. To free from ſtop or ob
Otruction . Boyle.
UNSPARING . a . Noi Iparing ; not parſimo
nious . Milton.
UNSTOPPED . a. Meeting no reliſtance. Dryd.
To UNSPEAK , v. a. To retract ; to recant.UNSTRAINED. a. Ealy ; not forced . Hakem .
UNSTRAITENED. O. Not contracted. Glanu,
Shakeſi.
UNSPEAKABLE. a. Not to be expreſſed UNSTRENGHTHENED . a. Not ſupported ;
Hooker.
not affilted Hooker.
UNSPEAKABLY. odv. Inexpreflibly ; ineffa. To UNSTRI'NG . v. 02. To relax any thing
bly . Speftater .
Itrung ! to deprive of ſtrings. Prior,'Smitk .
UNSPECIFIED.C. Not par icularly mentioned . 2. To loole ; lo untie . Dryden.
Broqun .
UNSTRUCK . a . Not moved ; not affected .
UNSPECULATIVE . a. Not theoretical. Gov.
Phrips.
UNSTL'DIED. a. Not preineditated ; not la
of ibe tongue .
boured . Dryden,
UNSPE'D . a . Not diſpatched ; nat performed.
Garth .
UNSTUFFED) a . Unfilled ; unfurniſhed. Shak,
UNSPENT. a . Not waſted ; not diminillied ; UNSUBSTANTIAL. 4. 1. Not folid ; not pale
not werkened. Bacan .
pable . Shakeſp. Milion . 2. Not real. Addiſon.
TOUNSPHERE . v. a. To remove from its orb . UNSUCCEEDED . 8. Not ſucceeded. Milcon .
Sharep
UNSUCCESSFUL. 6. Not having the withed
UNSP
. a. Not diſcovered ; not ſeen , Ticke!
event . Clarendor.
UNSPILT. a. 1. Noc theg . Denkam . 2. Not UNSUCCESSFULLY. adv . Unfortunately ;
without fuccefs, Souih .
(poiled ; noi marrod. lufjir.
UNSUC
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UNSUCCESSFULNESS. S. Want of ſucceſs ; | UNTA'MED . a. Not ſubdued ; not ſuppreſſed .
event contrary to with . Hammond,
Spenſer
UNSUCCESSIVE . a. Not proceeding by flux of To UN TANGLE . v .2. To looſe from intricacy
parts . Brown.
or convolution. Prior.
UNSUCKED. a. Not having the breatts diawn. UNTASTED . a. Not laſted ; not cried by the
Milan ,
palate. I aller
UNSUFFERABLE.. Not ſupporable ; into UNTASTING , a. 1. Not perceiving any taſte.
Terable. Milion.
Smith . 2. Notrying by the palate .
UNSUFFICIENCE . f. fimiuffance Fr.) Ina- UN LAUGHT. - 1. Uninttrusted ; uneducas
ability to anſwer the end proposed. Harvey.
ed ; ignorant : unlettered . Dryder Young.
UNSUFFICIENT.a. :niffi ant Fr.) Unable ;
2. Debarred inom inftruition Locke. 3. Us
inadequate. Locke.
fki ! lan : new ; not having uſe or practice.
Siokefp
UNSUGARED . a. Not ſweetened with ſugar.
To O TE'ACH . O a. To make to quit , or
Bacon ,.
UNSUITABLF a. Not conditius . not equal
forget what has been inculcated . Brown .
not proportionate. Shake p Tidlifor.
UNTEMPOR D. a. 1. Vet iempered. Ezekiel.
NESS
UNSUITABLE
. S. incongruity ; unfit- UNTEMI’TC . a. 1. Not embarraſſed by
nels . South
lempiasier Tayler. 2. Not inviied by any
UNSUʻLUNG a , Not fitting ; not becoming . thing alluri... Cotron
Shakeſp. Dryden
UNTE NABLE . a . Not to be held in more
UNSULLIED a . Net fouled ; not di graced :
feffio. 2. Nie capable of defence Claresdor.
pure. Shalejp. Strait.
UNTE NANTIO. . Having nu tenant. Temple.
U SU’NG a. I Noi celebrated in verſe ; not UNTE'NDED . a Not having any attendacce.
recited in verle. Milen ..
Thomson
UNSU'NNED . 2.Noi expoſed to the fun .Milton. UNTENDER. a. Wanting fofidels ; wanting
affection. Skakelp.
UNSUʻPERFLUOUS. a .Notmore than enough .
Alili ,
UNTENDERED. a . Not offered . Stakeſp.
UNSUPPLANTED. a. Not forced, or thrown To UNTE'NT. v. a. To bring out of a lent.
Shakeſp .
tröm under that which ſupports It. Philips.
2. Not de cated by fiatagem .
UNTENTED . « ( from tent.) Having no me.
UNSUPPORTABLE. o. linsupportable, Fr. ] dicaments applied Shokeſp .
Intolerable ; ſuch as cannot be endured. Boyle. UNTERRIFIED a. Noc affrighted; not truck
UNSU PFURTUD . a . 1. Not ſuſtained ; not
with fear. Milton .
held up . Milen . 2. Not afiiited. Brown .
UNTHANKED . a 1. Not repaid with acknow .
UNSU'RE O. Not fixed ; net certain. Fairfax.
ledgment of a kindnets. Dryden. 2. Not re
UNSURMOUNTABLE . a . (infurmountable,
ceived wish tanklulneſs. Dryden .
Fr. ) lotuperable ; not to be overcome. Locke. UNTHA'NKFUL. a. Ungrateful ; reiurning no
U'NSUSCEPTIBLE. a. Incapable ; not liable
acknowledgment. Luke, Taylor.
UNTHANKFULLY. adv. Without thaoks.
lo admit. Swift.
Boyle.
7 a. Not conſidered as likely
INSESPECT.
U'NSUSPEŠCTED. S to do or mean ill. Molier. UNTHANKFULNESS. S. Neglect or omiflion
of acknowledgment for good received. Hajen.
South ,
UNSUSPE CTING. a . Noi imagining that any
ill is designed Popes
UNTHA WED . a Notdiffolved afterfrost. Pepee
UNSUSPICIOUS. a . Having no ſuſpicion .Milt. T. UNTHINK . v. a . To recal , or diſmis a
mich
ibought. Shalelp.
UNSUSTAINED . a. Not ſupported ; not held UNTHINKING 2.Thoughtles ; not given to
reflection. Locke.
up. Abilion.
UNSWAYABLE. 2.Not to be governed or in INTHORNY . a . Not obflruded by prickles.
B , 90 .
fuenced by another . Shakeſp.
UNSWAYED . a . No: wielued . Shakeſp.
UNTHOʻUGHT of. a. Not regarded ; not
10 UNSWE'AR.V . # . Not to wear ; to recant. herdei Shakeſp .
To INTHREAD.V. a. To looſe. Milton
2ny thing ſworn . Spenſer .
TOUNSWE'AT. V. a . To cafe alter fatigue. UNTHREATENED. a. Noi menced . King
Mi19 " .
Charles .
I'NSWORN. . Nou beund hy an oath Shakeſt UNTHRIFT. ! An extravagant ; prodigal .
L'NTAINTED.C 1. Not fullied ; n e polluitd.
Shakeſp. Herbert.
sleepmc.. 2. Net charged with any cruine UN THRIFT. a. Profue; wailerul; prodigal
Staket
Notor opleu by mrixture $10th. extravagant Shahelp
INTAKEN . a . Nitaken. Hij ward. 2. JUNTHRIFTILY cd. Withoutfrugality .Coli.
UNTAKEN 9 . Niilluc Leyte.
UNZHRIFTY. 0. 1. Prodigal : proʻule , na ih;
INTALKIDcf. a . Not mentioned in the
waſte ul. Sidney. 2. Notenllyn adle to idrive
or farten . Mornier .
world . Drydis
INTAMEABLE, a. Not to be lamed ; not to UNTHRIVING a. Not thriving ; not proper
bf {ubdued pilkins, Green
ing. Gov.of the tongue,
То
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back in the fame ſteps. Shakesp .
T. UNTHRO'NE. V.a To pull down from a
UNTRE'ASURED. a . Not laid up ; not repo
throne. Milton .
TO UNTIE . v. a . 1. To unbind ; to free from
filed Shakeſp.
bonds. Spenſer 2. To looſen from convolution UNTRE'ATABLE. a . Not treatable; not prac
or knot Waller . 3. To ſet free from any
ti able. Decay of Piety.
obſtruction. Taylor. 4. To reſolve ; to clear. UNTRI ED a. 1. Not yet attempted. Miltor.
Denham .
2. Not yet experienced. Aiterbury, Collier. 3 .
UNTI'ED . a. 1. Not bound ; not gathered in a
Not having pailed trial . Nilon .
knot. Prior. 2. Nit faitened by any binding , UNTRIUMPHABLE. a. Which allows no
Hudibras.
triumph.
or knot. Shakesp.
2 a . Not paſſed ; not marked
UNTI'L . adu 1 To the time that. Denham . UNTRO'D .
UNTROʻDDEN } by the foot. Waller .
2. To the place that . Dryden .
UNTI'L . prep. To. Uſed f time. Spenſer. UNTROLLED a . Not bowled ; not rolled
UNTILLED . a . Noi cultivated . Blackmore
along Dryden,
UNTIMBERED . a. Not furniſhed with vimber, UNTROUBLED. 0. 1. Not diſturbed by care,
ſorrow , or guilt . Shakeſp. 2. Not agitated ;
weak. Shakeſp .
UNTIMELY . Happening before the natural
not contuled. Milton . 3. Not interrupted in
tirre. Dryden, Pope.
the palural courle. Spenjer . 4. Tranſparent ;
UNTIMELY. adv. Before the natural time .
clear. Bacon .
Spenſer , Waller
UNTRUʻE , a. 1. Falſe ; contrary to reality.
NGED
Hooker . 2. Falſe ; not faithiul. Suckling .
UNTI
. a. 1. Not Nained ; not diſco
UNTRULY. adv. Faliely ; not according to
loured. Boyle. 2.Not in ected . Swift.
truth Raleigh.
UNTIRABLE, a. ladeiatigable ; unwearied.
UNTRUSTINESS. S.Uoſaithfulneſs .Hayward ,
Shaheje.
UNTRU'TH . S. 1. Falſehood ; contrariety to
UN TIRED.a. Not made weary. Dryder .
reality. 2. Moral falſehood ; aut veracity .
UNTI'TLED , a (un and tiile.j Having no title.
Sandys. 3. Treachery ; want of fidelity . Shak .
Shakejp .
UNTO prep. ( 1: was the old word for to ; now
4. Faiſe aſertion. Atterbury.
UNTUNABLE.a . L'nharmonious; not muſical.
obſolete ) To. Hooker, Brown , Temple.
UN TOʻLD. a . 1. Not related. Waller. 2. Not
Bacon .
TO UNTU'NE. v . 0. 1. To make incapable of
revealed Dryden.
UNTO'UCHED . a 1. Not touched not reached, harmony . Shakeſp. 2. To diſorder. Stakeff.
Stephens 2. Not moved ; not affected. Sidney UNTURNED . 0. Not turned. I odwird .
UNTU TORED . a . Uninstructed ; uniaught.
3. Not meddled with. Dryden.
UNTOWARD.2.1 . Freward, perverſe ; vexa
Shakeſp.
tious; not eaſily guided, or taught. Shakej To UNIWINE. v . 0. 1. To open what is held
Hudibras, Souib, Woodward. 2. Auk ward ;
together by convolution.Waller. 2. To open
ungracelul Creecb.
what is wrapped on illelf. Bacch . 3. To fepa
UNTOWARDLY, 2. Aukward ; perverſe ; rate that which clalpa round any thing Aſcham .
TO UNTWIST v a. To ſeparate any things
froward Locke.
involved in each other , or wrapped up on
UNTOʻWARDLY . a . Aukwardly ; ungainly ,
themſelves, Tuylor,
perverſely. T :!lotfon .
UNTRACEABLE . a. Not to be traced. South To UNTY'. v . a . (Se- UNTIE .) To looſe .
Shadejp.
UNTRACED c. Not marked by any tootíteps
Denham
TO UNVAIL . v. a . To uncover ; to rip of
a veil . Denham .
UNTRACTABLE. a . (intractabilis, Lat ] u
Not yielding to common meaſures and ma UNVALUABLE. a Ineſtimable ; being above
price . Atterbury.
nagement. Hayward. 2. Rough ; difficult.
UNVA'LUED . a. 1. Not prized ; neglected,
Milion .
UNTRACTABLENESS . S. Unwillingneſs, or Shakelp 2. Joeſtimable ; abive price . Sbakelp.
unfitnels to be regulated or maoaged. Locke UNVANQUISHED. 2. Not conquered ; not
UNTRA DING . a . Nul engaged in commerce .
overcome . Shakesp .
UNVARIABLE a . [ invariable, fr. ] Not
Locke
UNTKAINED . a. 1. Not educated ; not in
changeable ; not mutatle. Norris.
Itructed ; not diſciplined. Hayward. 2. Irre. UNVARIED. o . Not changed ; not diverſified .
Locke
gular ; ungovernable, Herbert.
UN TRANSFERRABLE. a . Incapable ofbeing UNVARNISHED . a. 1. Not overlaid with vare
given from one to another. Howel.
niſh . 2. Noi adorned ; not decorai ed . Shakejo,
UNTRANSPARENT. . Not diaphanous.UNVA'RYING. a Not liable to change. Locke.
To UNVEIL . v . a. To diſclofe ; 10 Thow .
opaque Beyle.
Shakeſp .
UNTKA VELLED . a 1. Never trodden by
pallengers. Brown 2. Having never leen UNVEILEDLY. adv . Plainly ; without dir
foreign countries . Addifon.
guile. Boyle,
UNVE'N
To UNTRE'AD , v. a. lo tread back ; to go

UN W
UN W
ED.2
UNVENTILAT
. Not fanned by thewind. UnWe'd . a.Unmarried. Shakeſp.
UNWE'DGEABLE . Q. Not to be cloves
Blackmore.
UNVERITABLE . a Not true. Brown.
Shakelp.
UNVE RSED . 4. Uoacquainted ; uokilled. UNWEL'DED. a . Not cleared from weze
Shakeſp.
Blackmore.
UNVEXED . 2. Untroubled ; undiſturbed. Shak. UNWEE'PED. 6. Not lamented. Now is
wepe, Milter.
UNVIOLATED . a . Not injured ; not broken .
UNWEE'TING. a. Ignorant ; unknowing
Clarendon .
UNVIRTUOUS. a. Wanting virtue. Shakeſp. Spenſer, Milton.
UNWE'IGHED o. 1. Not examined by the
UNVISITED . a. Not reſorted to. Milton
balance. 1 Kings, 2. Net confidered ; pegli
UNUNIFORM . a. Wanting uniformity. Decay
gent. Sbakofp .
of Piety.
BLE. a. Not to be paſſed over UNWEIGHING . a . Inconſiderable ; thougit
UNVO’YAGEA
Jers . Slabeſp.
or voyaged. Milton .
UNU'RGED . e. Not incited ; not preſſed.UNWE'LCOME. a. Not pleafiog ; not grate
ful . Desbom.
Shakeſp.
UNU'SÉ
D. 6. Not put to uſe ; unemployed. UNWEPT. s . Not lamented ; not bemcased
Dryder.
Sidney. 2. Not accustomed Sidney.
UNUʻSEFUL. a. Uſeleſs ; ſerving no purpoſe. UNWET. a. Not moiſt. Dryden.
UNWHI'PT. a . Not puniſhed ; not corrected
Glanville, Moore.
Shakeſp.
UNUSUAL « Not common ; not frequent ;
UNWHOLESOME. G. 1. Ipſalubrious ; mif
mon , Felton .
rare. Hooker , Rojcomm
UNU'SUALNESS 5. Uncommoddeſs ; infre
chievous to health. Bacon, Jewib. 2. Corrupt ;
tainted . Shakeſp .
quency . Broome.
UNUTÍ ERABLE. a. Ineffable; inexpreflible. UNWIELDILY . adv. Heavily ; with dificuk
motion. Dryden.
Milten, Smith
UNVU'LNERABLE o. Exempt from wound ; UNWI'ELDINESS. f Heavineſs ; d.focalty to
move , or be moved. Glasville.
not vulnerable. Shakeſp.
UNWAKENED . a. Noi rouled from ſleep. UNWIELDY. a . Unmanageable ; not erlig
moving or moved ; bulky ; weighty ; pag
Milton .
UNWAʼLLED
. a. Having no walls. Knolles.
derou . Clarendor.
UNWA'RES. adv. Unexpectedly ; before any UNWILLING. o. Loath ; oct contented ; ac
inclined ; not complyingby iaclination Hesker,
caution . Fairfax.
Dryder .
UNWA'RILY . adv. Without caution ; care
adv. Not with good will ;
leisly. Digby | ( from unwary .] Want of UNWILLINGLY.
UNWARINESS
not without loathneſs. Derlem
ESS
. f. Loathneſs ; dilinclina
UNWILLINGN
caution ; careleſlooſs. Spectator
tion . Raleigh.
UNWA'RLIKE. a . Not cautioned ; not uſed
To UNWIND. V. 2. pret. and part, paffive ss
to war. Dryden.
UNWARNED
. a . Not cautioned ; not made wound 1. To ſeparate any thing convstve ;
to uniwiſt ; to untwine. Sidney 2. To dilee
Wary . Locke ,
UNWARRANTABLE . n . Not defenſible ; tangle ; to looſe from entanglement. Hasder.
To UNWIND . v. n. To acinit evolution
not to be juſtified ; not allowed . South.
UNWARRANTABLY. adv . Not juftifiably ; Mortimer .
UNWIPED . a. Not cleared Srakelp.
rot defenſibly. ED.
Wake.
a. Not aſcertained ; uo. UNWISE . Q. Weak ; defective in wiltor .
UNWARRANT
Shakeſp . Tillotfor.
certain . Bacon .
UNWARY. a . 1. Wanting caution : impru- UNWISELY. ado. Weakly ; not prudearly ;
dent; halty ; precipitate . Milton . 2. Unex
not wiſely . Sidney
To UNWI'SH . v, a. To with that which is
r.
peched
Spenſe
UNWASHED.Z a . Not waſhed ; not cleapf
not to be. Sbakeſp.
UNWASHEN . ) ed by waſhing. Shakeſp. UNWI SHED. a. Not fought ; not defined
UNWASTED. a. Not conſumed ; not dimi
Sidney.
Uothought of ; not known. SHT.
UNWIST .
nilhed . Blackmore.
To UNWIT.0.6. To deprive of undertanding,
UNWA'STING . 6. Not growing leſs. Pope.
UNWAYED . a Niculed to travel. Suckling Shakelp:
UNWITHDRAWING.a. Continually liberal.
UNWEAKENED . a. Noc weakened. Boyle.
Milion .
UNWC APONED . a . Nct furniſhed with of.
UNWITHSTOOD. a. Not oppoſed. Pbibgs.
Raleigh.
arms
fenſive
.
UNWE'ARIABLE, a. Notto be tired . Hooker. (UNWI'TNESSED .&. Waoting evidence ; west
ing notice . Hooker.
UNWE'ARIED. a . 1. Not tired ; not fatigued .
Waller. 2. Indefatigable ; continual; not to UNWITTINGLY. odv. Withove knowledger
without conſciouſneſs. Sidney, Beniley. :
ſpent. Denham.
TObeUNWE'ARY.
v. a. To refreſh after weari UNWO'NTED. s. i . Uncoramon ; voulual;
ract )
acis. Temple.

VOI
VOL
infreque
nt. Shakeſp. Glanville. 2. Un - voiced a . (from the noun.] Furniſhed with
rare ;
accuſtomed ; unuſed. May.
a voice. Denham.
UNWOʻRKING.2 .Living withoutlabour. Locke. VOID.
a . (ruide, Fr.) 1. Empty ; vacsot ;
UNWORSHIPPED . a. Not adored . Miltos.
Genefis, Shakeſp. 2. Vain ; ineffectual; null ;
UNWO'RTHILY. adv. Not according to defert.
vacated. Hooker , Clarendon. 3. Unfupplied ;
Broome.
unocc
Camdeifte
iſh
upied Whitg
n . 4.
ngtantia
; unfurn
UNWOʻRTHINESS . P. Want of worth ; want ed
Unſubſ
l; un
. 5.Wanti
; empey,
of merit. Sidney, Shakeſp Woke.
real . Pope.
UNWORTHY. 2 1. Not deſerving. Hooker. 2. VoId. f. (from the adjective.) An empty ſpace ;
vacuum ; vacancy . Pope.
Wanting merit Whitgifte. 3. Mean. Sidney.
4. Not ſuitable ; not adequate. Swift. 5 Un- To VOID .v. a. (from the adjective ; ovider,
becoming i vile. Dryden .
Fr. To
To ;quit
to leave
) . emit
UNWOʻUND . past. parſ. and pret. of unwind.
Wilky:
2.
To
ins.Shak
to ;pour
out. empt
3. eſp.
Untwiſted , Mortimer .
emit as excrement Bacon . 4. T. vacate ;
UNWOʻUNDED . a. I , Not wounded. Milton .
to nullify ; to annul . Clarender .
VOIDABLE . a . (from void .) Such as may be
2. Not hurt. Pope.
annulied . Ayliffe.
To UNWRE'ATH . v. a. To untwine. Boyle.
UNWRITING . a. Not aſſuming the character VOIDER. f. ( from void.) A baſket, in which
of an author. Arbuthnot.
broken meat is carried from the table. Cleavel.
UNWRITTEN. . Not conveyed by writing : VOIDRESS. /: [from void.) 1. Emptineſs ;
oral ; tradicional. Sourb, Hale.
inefficacy. 3. Wage of
vacuity.
2. .Nullit
ſubftan
Hakewy;
UNWROUGHT. 6. Not laboured ; not manu
tiality
ill.
factured. Fairfax.
VOITURE.S. (Fr.) Carriage. Arbuthnot.
VOLANT . a . ( volans, Lat. volant , Freoch.)
UNWRUNG . a. Not pinched. Shakeſp:
UNYIELDED . a. Noi given up. Dryden .
1. Flying i paffing through the air. Wilkins.
2. Nimble ; active. Milton , Philips.
To UNYOʻKE. v . 4, 1. To loose from ebe yoke.
VOʻLATILE. a . ( volatilis , Lat.) 1. Flying i
Shakeſp. 2. To part ; to disjoin. Shakejp.
UNYOKED , a. 1. Having never word yoke. pafling through the air. Bacow . 2. Having the
power to paſs off by ſpontaneous evaporation .
Dryder. 2. Licentious ; unrestrained Shakeſp.
Milter . 3. Lively; fickle ; changeable of
UNZO'NED . a. Not bound with a girdle. Prior .
mind . Watts, Swift.
VOCA'BULARY. /. (vocabularium , Lat. voca
bulaire, Fr. ) A dictionary ; a lexicon ; a word VOLATILE.ſ. ( volatile, Fr. ) A winged animal.
book . Brown.
Brown,
VOCAL. a. ( vocal, Fr. vocalis, Lat.) 1. Having VOʻLATILENESS. IL. ( volatilité, fr. ) 1. The
a voiee. Crafbaw . 2. Ultered or modulated VOLATILITY. S quality of Aying away by
by the voice. Heoker.
evaporacion ; not fixity . Bacen, Hale, Newton ,
Mutability of mind.
Arbuthnot . 2.
VOCA'LITY.S. (from vocal.) Power of utter
ance ; quality of being alterable by the voice. VOLATILIZATION. F. (from volatilize.) The
Helder .
act of making volatile. Boyle.
To VOCALIZE. v . a. ( from vocal.] To form To VOLA'TILIZE. v . a. ( volatiliſer, Fr. from
into voice. Holder.
volatile. ) To make volatile to ſubiilize 10
VOCALLY. adv. ( from vocal] lo words ; ar .
the higheſt degree. Newton. ;
ticu lately . Hole.
VOLE. J. [ vole, French. ) A deal at cards, that
VOCA'TION . S. ( vocation, Fr. vocatio, Lat.) 1 .
draws the whole tricks . Swift.
Calling by the will of God. Hooker. 2. Sum - VOLCANO. L. A burning mountain . Brown,
Bentley
mons. Dryden .3. Trade ; employment. Sidney.
VOCATive. ſ. (vocatif, Fr. vocatiuus, La.. ) VOLERY.S. ( volerie, Pr . ) A fight of birds.
Locke.
The grammatical cale uſed in calling or Ipeak
VOLITATION. . ( volito, Lat . ) The act or
ing lo.
VOCIFERA'TION . S. ( vociferasio, vocifero,
power of Ayiny . Broqun .
VOLITION ). Tolitio,Lat.]The act of willing i
Lac | Camour ; outcry. Arbushnet.
VOCIFEROUS... [ vocifero, Lat.) Clamorous ;
the power of choice exerted. South, Locke.
noily . Pope.
VOʻLITIVE . c . Having the power to will . Hale ,
VOGUE. 1. [ vogue, Fr.) Faſhion ; mode. South, VOLLEY. 1. (volée, Frji. A Aight of ſhor.
Roscommon .
Raleigh. 2.. A burlt ; ao emitiivn of many
at once. Shakelp.
VOICE . ſ. (voix, Fr. vocis, Lat.) 1. Sound
emitted by the mouth. 2. Sound of the mouth, To VOLLEY.4.5. To throw out. Shakeſp.
as distinguiſhed from that uttered by another | VOLLIED. 2. ( trom volley ) Diplused ; dir
charged with a volley . Philips.
mouth. Bacon . 3. Any ſound made by breath .
Addisor. 4.Vore ; luffrage ; opinion expreſſed . VOLT. y . (volte, Fi. A round or a circular
Kuolles.
made by a hurie
tread a gaic of wo treads
going ; ſidewa
ys round a center ,
TO VOICE . v. a. (from the noun . ) , Toru
mour ; to report. Buren . 2. To vose. Shakesp. VOLUBILITY. ( vslubilisé, Fr. volubilitas,
TU VOICE . v.a. To clarwur ; to make our.
Lat . ) 1. The act of power of rlling. Wwiis.
cries. Obſolete. Soweb.
2. Activity of tongue ; luency of speech .
SP
Clarauder

VOM

V O W

Clarendor . 3. Mutability ; liableneſs to revo . up from the ſtomach. Jonah, Arburb. 2. T.
lution . L'Efrange.
throw up with violence from any hollow ,
VO'LUBLE. 2. ( volubilis, Lat.) 1. Formed fo VoʻMIT. T.( from the verb. ) · The matter
as to roll eaſily ; formed ſo as to be eaſily put
thrown up from the ſtomach. Sandys. 2. As
in motion . Hammond, Boyle, 2. Rolling; having emetick medicine ; a medicine that cauſes
vomit. Arbuthnet.
quick motion . Milton . 3. Nimble ; active .
Watts.
VOMI'TION. S. ( from vems, Latin .) The act
4. Fluent of words. Shakeſp.
VO'LUME. T. ( volumen, Lat.] 1. Something or power of vomiting. Grow .
rolled, or convolved . 2. As much as ſeems VOʻMITIVE. a . _ ( vomitif, Fr.) Emetick ;
convolved at once . Dryden , Fentor , Cheyre. 3. cauſing vomits. Brown.
VOMITORY, 4. ( vomitoire, Fr, vomitorius,
A book . Spenſer.
VOLUMINOUS. a [ from volume.) 1. Confift.
Lat.) Procuring vomits ; emetick. Harvey.
ing of many complications. Milion . 2. Con- VORACIOUS. 2. ( vorace, Fr. vrax , Lat.)
fiſting of many volumes, or books. Milton. Greedy to eat ; ravenous ; edacious. Goo . of
the Tongue.
3. Copious ; diffuſive. Clarendor.
VOLUMINOUSLY. adv. (from voluminous.)VORACIOUSLY. adv. ( from versciows.] Gree:
In many volumes or books. Glanville.
dily ; ravenoufly.
VOLUNTARILY. adv. (voluntiers, Fr. from VOR A'CIOUSNESS.1S. ( veracite, Fr. ) Gree
dipeſs ; ravenoaſnels.
voluntary.) Spontaneouſly; of one's own ac. VORA'CITY.
Sandys .
cord ; without compulſion. Hooker
VOLUNTARY.a. [ volontaire, Fr. voluntarius, VORTEX.S. (In the plural vortices. Lat.) Any
Lac ) 1. Acting without compulfion; acting by thing whirled round. Newton, Bentley.
choice. Hooker . 2. Willing ; acting with wil. VOʻRTICAL. a. (from vortex .] Having :
lingneſs. Pope. 3. Done without compulſion.
whirling mocion Newton,
Seed. 4. Acting of its ownaccord. Milton. VOTARESS. ſ. ( female of votery.) A womag
VOLUNTARY.Y. (from the adjective.) 1. A. devoted to any worſhip or ſtate. Clavelesd,
volunteer ; one who engages in any affair of
Pope.
his own accord Davies. 2. A piece of mufick voʻTARIST. . (devetus, Lat.) One devoted
to anyperſonor thing. Shakeſp . Milter ,
played at will. Cleaveland.
VOLUNTEE'R. S. (volontaire, Fr ) A foldier VO'TARY. f. One devoted , asby a vow , to
who enter into the ſervice of bis own accord.
any particular ſervice, worſhip , ſtudy, or ſtate
Collier .
of life. Crabban , Rogers.
TO VOLUNTEEʻR. v . r. To go for a foldier. VoʻTARY. 6. Conſequent to a vow . Bacos.
Dryden.
vote.ſ. ( votum , Lat.) Suffrage ; voice give a
VOLUPTUARY.S. (voluptuaire, Fr. volupiu
and numbered. Rofcommon.
arius, Lac ) A man given up to pleaſure and To VOTE . v. 4. i. To chuſe by fuffrage ; to
determine by fuffrage. Bacon . 2. To give by
luxury . Atterbury.
VOLUPTUOUS a. ( velu ptuofus, Lat.) Given vote . Swifi.
to exceſs of pleaſure ; luxurious. Sperl. Beni, VOʻTER . S. (from vere ) One who has the right
VOLUPTUOUSLY. adv. (from voluptuous.) of giving his voice or ſuffrage. Swift.
Luxuriouſly ; with indulgence of exceflive VO'TIVE.a.(vorivus,Lat.)Given by vow.Prior.
TO VOUCH . 0.a.(vourber, Norman Fr. ) 1. To
plealure . South.
VOLUPTUOUSNESS. S. ( from voluptuous.) call to witneſs ; to obreſt . Dryd. 2. To atteſt ;
Luxur jouineis; addictedneſs to excels of plea
to warrant ; to maintain . Locke, Atterbury.
fure. Donne
TO VOUCH . v. . To bear witneſs ; to appear
VOLUTE . 1. ( volule, Fr.) A member of a
as a witneſs . Swift.
columo. That part of the capitals of the VOUCH . f. [from the verb ) Warrant ; atte
tation. Shakeſp .
Ionick ,Corinthian, and compoſiteorders, which
is suppoled to repreſent the bark of trees twil. VOUCHER. v. a. (from vouch .]One who gives
witneſs to any thing. Pepe.
ted and turned into ſpiral lines, or according
to others, the head.drilles of virgios in their To VOUCHSA'FE . v. a. ( vouch and ſafe.) 1 .
long hair. Tiele volutes are more eſpecially To permit any thing to be done without
remarkable in the lonick capital , repreſenting danger. 2. To condeſcend to graat. Sbakep.
3 pillow of cushion laid between the abacus To VOUCHSA'FE . v . * . To deigo ; to con
and echinus, Harris.
deſcend ; to yield. Sidney, Dryder.
VOMEA.J. Pl.a:in .) An encyfled humour in VOUCHSA FÉMENT. : [ from sexchlafe ]
Grant ; condeſcenfion. Boyle.
tie lungo. tis bushnet .
VOMICK NIT. ). The nucleus of a fruit of VOW S: {rex, Fr. vorum , Lat.) 1. Any promiſe
an Fait - indian wree, the wood of which is the made to a divine power ; an act of devotion.
lignum colubrinum , or diakewood of the thops. Hammond. 2. A ſolemo promile , commonly
uſed for a promiſe of love or matrimony.
It is certzia poison ; and in finall doſes , it
disturbs the whole human frame, and brings Dryden.
To VoW . v . 0. [vcuer, Fr. votes , Latin. ) To
on convulſions, Hill.
To VOMIT . V. n. foeme, Latin .) To caſt up confecrate by a filemo dedication ; to give to
the concents of one ltomach. More.
1 divine power, Hooker , Spelmez.
To
[ coming to . ) .. To throw
To VOMIT: 7

UPC
To Vow . v. x. To make vows of ſolemo promiſes. Suckling
VO'WEL.S. ( voyelle, Fr. vocalis, Lat.) A letter
which can be uttered by itſelf . Holder .
VOWFE'LLOW . S. ( voro and fellow . ) One
bound by the ſame vow , Shakeſp.
VOʻYAGE. S. ( voyage; Fr.) 1. A travel by ſea.
Bacon , Prior . 2. Courſe ; attempt; undertak
ing. Shakeſp. 3. The practice of travelling.
Bacon .
To VOʻYAGE. v. r. ( voyager, Fr.) To travel
by.ſea. Pope.
To VO'YAGE . v. a. To travel ; to paſs over.
Milton.
VO'YAGER . S. ( from voyage .] One who travels
by ſea. Donne, Pope.
UP. odv. (up, Saxon ; op, Dutch and Dan.)
1. Aloft ; on high ; not down . Knolles. 2. Out
of bed ; in the ſtate of being riſen from reft.
Wotton. 3. Io che ſtate of being riſen from a
ſeat. Addiſon . 4. From a ſtate of decumbicure
or concealment. Dryden. 5. In a ſtate of
being built . Shokefp. 6. Above the horizon
Judges. 7. To a ſtate of advancement. Aster.
8. In a ſtate of exaltation . Spenſer. 9. In a
ftate of climbing. 10. In a ſtate of inſur
rection. Shakeſp. 11. In a ſtate of being
increaſed , or raiſed. Dryden. 12. From a
remoter place, coming to any perſon or place.
L'Efrange. 13. From younger to elder years .
Pfalms. 14. Up and down. Diſperſedly · here
and there. Addiſon. 15. Up and down. Back
ward and forward . 16. Up to. To an equal
height with. Addiſon. 17. Up to. Adequately
to . Atterbury, Rogers, 18. Up witb. A phraſe
that ſignifies the act of railing any thing to
give a blow . Sidney
UP interject. 1. A word exhorting to riſe from
bed . Pope. 2. A word of exhortation , exciting
or rouling to action. Spenſer.
UP. prep . From a lower te a higher part ; not
down . Bacon .
To UPBE'AR. v. 2. preter. upbore ; part. paſt
upborne. Iup and bear.] 1. To ſutain aloft'; to
lupport in elevation . Milion , 2. To raiſe aloft.
Pope. 3 To ſupport from falling. Spender.
To UPBRA'ID via. (ufg -bpædan, upgebre.
dan , Saxon. ) 1. To charge contemptuouſly
with any thing diſgraceful. Sandys, Blackm
2. To object as matter of reproach . Bacon ,
Spratt. 3. To urge with reproach. Decay of
Piety. 4. To seproach on account of a benefit
received from the reproacher. 5. To bring
reproach upon ; to thow fault by being in a
ftate of compariſon. Sidney. 6. To treat with
contempt. Spenſer .
UPBRA'IDINCY ado. By way of reproach
Ben . Jobafoni
To UPBRA Y v.a. To Mame. Sfenjer .
UPBRO'UGHT . part. pall. of upbring. Edu
cated ; nurtured Spenſer .
UPHA'ND . a. (up 200 tand. ) Lifted by the
hand. Moxon .
U PCAST . Thrown upwards . Dryden .
U'PCAST. %. A term of Bowling j a throw ; a
salt. Shakefp .

UPP
TO UPGA'THER. v. 2. ( up and gather.) T,
contract . Spenſer.
UPHE'LD . pret. and part. paft. of upbold. Main.
cained ; furtained. Milion.
UPHILL.o. (up and bill.) Difficult, like the
Taboor of climbing an hill . Clariſſa.
To UPHOPARD. v. a. (up and heard.) To
treaſure ; to ſtore ; to accumulate in private
places. Spenſer .
To UPHO'LD. v. a. preter. upheld; and part.
pall. ufbeld, and unbolden. (up and hold ) 1 .
To lift on high. Dryden. 2. To ſupport ; to
ſuſtain ; to keep from falling. Shakeſp. 3. To
keep from declenſion. Bacon. .4. To ſupport
in any ſtate of life. Rakigh. 5. To continue ;
to keep from defeat. Hooker. 6. To keep
from being loft. Shakeſp . 7. To continue
without failing . Helder. 8. To continue ia
being. Hakswill.
UPHOʻLDER.S . ( from upheld .] 1. A ſupporter.
Swift. 2. A fuftainer in being. Hale. 3. An
undertaker ; one who provides for funerals.
Gay.
UPHOʻLSTERER . f.One who furniſhes houſes;
one who fits up apartments with beds and
furniture. Swift, Pope.
UPLAND. S. (up and land.) Higher ground .
Burner .
U'PLAND. 2. Higher in ſituation. Carew.
UPLANDISH . 2. ( from upland.) Mountainous ;
inhabiting mountains. Chapman .
To UPLA’Y . v . a. (up and lay.) To hoard ;
to lay up . Borne.
To UPLIFT. v .a . (up and lift.) To raiſe aloft.
Shakejp . Addifon .
U'PMOST , a. (an irregular ſuperlative formed
from *p. ] Highelt ; topmoft. Dryden.
UPON. prep. ( up and on. ) 1. Not under ;
noting being on the top or outſide. Shakeſp. 2.
Thrown over the body, as clothes. Shakeſp. 3 .
By way of imprecation or infliction . Skakelp.
4. It expreſſes obleftation , or proteſtation . Sh .
5. It is uled to expreſs any hardſhip or miſchief.
Burnet . 6. In conſequence of. Bacon, Hayy.
Clarendon . 7. In immediate conſequence of.
Tillsifon. 8. In a Itate of view. Shašejp .
Temple 9. Supposing a thing granted. Burner.
10. Relacing to a ſubject. Temple. U. Wich
reſpect to . Dryden. 12. Io confideration of.
Pope. 13. In noting a particular day. Addiſor.
14. Noting reliance or truft. Shakesp. 15.
Near to ; ncting ſituation. Clarenden . 16. On
pain of. Sidney. 17. At the time of ; on
occaſion of. Sæift. 18. By inference from .
Locke. 19. Nueing attention Locke, 20. No.
Exactly ;
ting particular place . Dryden . 21. noring
the
according to. Shakeſp. 22. By ;
meaos
ſupport.
Woodward.
ot
U'PPER . 4. (a comparative from 10. )
1. Su .
perior in place ; higher. Peacham. 2. Higher
in power.OST
Hicker.
U PPERM
. o fuperlative from upper.]
1. Higher in place. Dryden. 2. Higheit in
power os authsity Glaisille 3. Predominant;
mott ponatul
Dryden
UPPIE

U P W
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URBANITY.S . (urbanité, Fs. urbanitas, Lat.)
U'PPISH . 6. ( from sp .) Proud ; arrogant.
Civility : elegance; politeneſs ; merriment ;
To UPRA'ISE . v.a . ( *p and raiſe.) To raiſe
facetiouſneſs. Dryden ,
up ; to exalt . Milton.
To UPRE’AR . ~ a ( up and rear.) To rear on U'RCHIN . S. 1. Á hedge-hog. Shakeſp. 2. A
naine ofNight anger to a child . Prior .
high . Gay
UPRIGHÍ. Q. 1 Straight up : perpendicularly URE. L. Practice ; uſe, Hooker,
F. (uretere, Fr ] Uretere are two
URETER,
up.
pricked
;
Erected
2.
.
Bacon
erect. Jerem .
long and ſma!! canals from the balon of the
Spenfer. 3. Honeſt ; not declining from the
kidnies , one on each Gde. Their uſe is to
right. Miltor .
UPRIGHTLY. adv. ( from uprighe ) 1. Per
carry the urine from the kidoeys to the blad
pendicularly to the horizon. 2. Honeilly ; der Wiſeman
U'RETHŘA . S. (uretre, Fr.) The paſſage of
without deviation from the right. Taylor.
UPRIGHTNESS / jfrom uprighı ) 1. Per
the urine. Wiſeman.
pendicular erection. Waller, 2. Honeſty ; To URGE . v. a. (urges , Lat.) 1. To iacie;
to puſh. Shakeſp. Tillosfor. 2. To provoke ;
integrity. Alterbury
lo exaſperate . Shokefp. 3. To follow close,
TO UPRISE . v.n. (up and riſe.) 1. To rife
e
s
ſo as to impel. Pepe. 4. To labour vebe
from decumbitur . Pſalm . 2. To riſe from
below the horizon. Cowley. 3. To riſe with
mently. 5: To preſs ; to enforce. Drydes.
6. Tó preſs as an argument. Shakesp. 7 .
acclivity. Shatefp.
UPRISE 1. Appearance above the horizon.
To importune ; to ſollicie. Spenſer! 8. To
Shakeſp.
preſs in oppoſition, by way of objection .
UPROAR.S Coprser, Durch . ) Tumult ; bulle ; Tilloifon.
diſturbapeecinuhon. Roleigh, Philips.
TO'URGE . v.m. To preſs forward. Dorse.
TO U PROAR.2. a ( from the noun ) To throw URGENCY . ). ( from urgens. ] Preſſure of
in'o confuſion . Shakeſp .
difficulty. Swift
To U'PROOT. 6. 2. (up and root. ) To tear up U'RGENT. a. [urgent, Pr urgens, Lat.) ! .
by the root .
Cogent ; preſſing ; violent. Hooker, Rakigb.
To UPROPUSE.V. a up and rouſe ) To waken
2. Importunate ; vehement in ſolicitation .
Exodus
from ſleep ; co excite to action. Shakeſp.
UPSHOT. 5. ( up and ſhot ] Conclufion ; end :O'RGENTLY. adv. (from urgent.] Cogeally ;
lat amount ; final event. Shakeſp. More, violently ; vehemently ; importunately.
L'Efrange, Burnet, Arbulbrot, Pope.
U'RGER .' . ( from urge.) Ooe who prefes.
UPSIDE down. (an adverbial form of ſpeech ) U'RGEWONDER. S. A fort of grain. Martin
With total reverſement ; in complete diſorder. O'RINAL . L. (urinal, Fr. ) A bottle in which
water is kept for iaipection . Shakeſp.
Raleigh, South
• ( from urine.] Relating to be
U'PSPRING. j. A man ſuddenly exalted . URINARY. a .'
urine . Brown .
Shakeſp.
To UPSTAND. v. n . ( up and fland .) To be URINATIVE. a Working hy urine ; pro
voking urine. Bacon
erected . May
To UPSTAY. v.a. fup and ſtay.) To fuſaio : URINA’TOR / [urinateur, Fr. ærinctor, Lat. )
A diver . Wilkins, Ray.
to ſupport. Milton .
To UPSTART v... (up and flart.) To fpring URINE. !. (urine, Fr. urina , Lat . ) Animal
water . Brown ,
up fudienly. Dryden.
U PSTART: S. (up and ſtart ] One ſuddenly To U'RINE .. [uriner, Fr.) To make water.
Brows.
railed to wealth, power, or honour. Bacon,
Milton
URINOUS . a. ( from urine . ] Vartaking ofurine.
To UPSWA'RM . v . a. (up and fworm ) To A , butbor.
URN . f. [ urne, Fr. urna, Lat ) 1. Any velle!,
raite in a ſwarm . Shakeſp.
To UPTAKE . v . a . (up and take.) To take of which the mouth is narrower than the body.
Dryden. 2. A water pot. Creecb . 3. The
into the hands . Spenſer.
veſſel in which the remains of burat bodies
TO UPTRAIN . v. n . (up and train.) To bring
were put . Wilkins
up ; to educate . Spenjer.
To UPTU'RN. v . a (up and turn ) To throw UROSCOPY. J. (60% and sxénis .) Inſpection
of urine. Brown.
up ; to furrow . Milion ,
U'PWARD. a . [ wp and peand, Saxon. ) Direc. U'RRY.S. A mineral. A blue or black clay,
that lies near the coal, which is an unripe
led to a higher part, Dryden,
coal.
UPWARD . 8. The top Shakeſp
adv. [wp and peard.) 1. To. US. The oblique caſe of we.
UPWARD .
wards a higher place.Dryden. USAGE. T. ( ufage, Fren ) !. Treatment;
U'PWARDS.
2. Towards heaven and God . Hooker. 3 .
Dryden. 2. Culiem ; practice long co
With respect to the higher part. Miltex. 4.
tinued. Hooker. 3. Manners ; behaviour.
More than ; with tendency to a higher or
Spenſer.
greater number. Hooker . 5. Towards the USAGER. f.{wfazer, Fr. from a fage ] One who
has the uſe of any thing is trull for another .
fource . Pope.
To UPWIND v.a. pret . and pall. upwound. Danich
USANCE
( up and wind . To convolve. Spenfer,

USU

UTT

U'SANCE. f. ( uſauce, Fr.) 1. Uſe : proper USUFRU'CTUARY . F. (ufufru & uarius, Lat.)
employment. Spenſer . 2 Uſury ; intereſt
One that has the uſe and lemporary profl, not
the property of a thing Ayliffe.
paid for money . Shakeſp .
USE . S. [ufus, Lal . ] 1. The act of employing To U’SURE. v. n . (wjura , Lat.) To practie
ufury ; to take intereſt for money. Shakeſp .
any thing to any purpoſe. Locke. 2. Qualities
that make a thing proper for any purpoſe. U'SURER. S. (ufura, Lat.) One who puts mo
Temple. 3. Need of; occagon on which a ney out at intereft. Shakeſp.
thing can be employed. A. Philips. 4. Ad USURIOUS.. Given to the practice of uſury ;
exorbitantly greedy of profit. Donne,
vantage received; power of receiving advan
lage. Dryden. 5. Convenience ; help. Locke. To USU'RP . v. a . (wfurpo, Lat. ) To poſſeſs by
force or intruſion ; to ſeize, or poſſeſs without
6. Uſage ; cuſtomary act. Locke. 7. Practice ;
right. Hooker , Ben. Johnfox.
habit. Waller . 8. Cuſtom ; common occur
re'nce. Shakeſp. Intereſt ; money paid for USURPATION. S. ( from uſurp .) Forcible,
the uſe of money. Taylor, Sopih.
unjuk, illegal ſeiſure or pofleffion . K. Charles, .
To USE . v . 2. (ufer, Fs. ufus, Lat ) 1. To
Dryden .
employ to any purpoſe. i Chrox , 2. To ac- USU'RPER . S. ( from ufurp.) One who ſeizes
cuſtom ; to habituale. Rofconm . 3. To treat. or poſſeſſes that to which he has no right.
Spenſer, Dryden.
Knolles, Addiſon . 4. To practiſe. i Peter.
USU'RPINGLY . adv. [ from ufurp .) Without
5. To behave. Shakeſp.
juſt claim . Shakeſp.
To USE: v. . 1. To be accuſtomed ; to prac.
tile cuſtomarily. Spenſer. 2. To be cuſtoma- U'SURY . S. [ujuré , Fr. ufura, Lat. ] 1. Mc
ney paid for the uſe of money i intereſt .
rily in any manner ; to be wont. Bacon, May.
Spenfer, Walton. 2. The practice of taking
3. To frequent Milton.
intereft. Bacon.
USEFUL, a. (wſe and full. JConvenient ; pro
fitable to any end ; conducive or helpful 10 U'TENSIL . S. [urenfile, low Lat.) An inſrument
for any uſe, ſuch as the veſſels of the kitchen ,
any purpoſe. More, Locke, Swift.
USEFULLY. adv. ( from uſeful.) In ſuch a
or tools of a trade, Souib .
a: ( wierinus, Lat.) Belonging co
Bentley.
U’TERINE.
.
end
manner as to help forward ſome
the womb. Ray.
USEFULNESS. J. Conduciveneſs or helpful.
UTERUS. (Lat.) The womb.
neſs to fome end . Addifon .
USELESSLY . adv. [ lrem uſeleſs.) Without the UTILITY ! (wiilias, Lat.) Uſefulneſs; pro
quality of anſwering any purpoſe. Locke.
fit ; convenience ; advantageouſneſs. Bacon.
USELESSNESS. f. from uſeleſs.] Unfiineſs to U'TMOST.
( utmæst, Saxnn ; from
utten ] 1. Extreme ; placed at the ex
any end . L'Efrange.
H'SELESS a . (from uſe.) Anſwering no pur
tremity . Miloon. 2. Being in the higheſt de
pole ; having no end. Waller , Boyle.
gree. Shakeſp
. / The moſt that can be ; the .
U‘SER.
WortenJ.. [from uſe.] One who uſes. Sidney. U'TMOST
greaceit power. Shakeſp. Scuth.
USHER / [ hu'ffier, Fr.] 1. One whole buſi. U'TTER.a. (utter, Sax ,] 1. Situate on the
outfide, or remove from the center. Milion .
neſs is to increduce ſtrangers, or walk before a
2. Placed without any compass ; out of any
perſon of high rank. Shakeſp. Swift. 2. An
under-teacher. Dryden.
place, Milton. 3. Extremne; exceſſive ; ui
To UʻSHER. v. a . ( trom the noun .) To intro
moit. Milcox. 4. Complete ; irrevocable .
Clarendon .
duce as a forerunner or harbinger ; to forerun.
To U’TTER. . 0. 1. To ſpeak ; to pro
Milton , Pepe
nounce ; to expreſs. Addiſon . 2. To dir
UBQUEBA'UGH. f. ( An Iriſh and Eiſe word ,
which lignifies the water of life. j A com
cloſe ; to diſcover ; to puniſh. Dryden. 3 .
pound diſtilled ſpirit, being drawo on aro
To fell ; to vend. Abbot, Carew . 4. To dil
maticks. The Highland tort, by corruption,
perſe ; to emit at large . Swift
U'TTERABLE . a. (from utter .) Expreſſible ;
they call whiſkey.
U'STION . S (ution, Pr. wltus, Lat.) The act of ſuch as may be uttered.
burning ; the late of being burved.
U'TTERANCE.S. ( from uiter.) 1. Pronun
US TORIOUS.a. (wlum , Lat.) Having the qua. ciation ; maoner of ſpeaking Spenſer. 2 ,
lity of burning Warts.
Extremity ; terms of extremehoßility . Shak.
USUAL. a. iwluel, Pr. ) Common ; frequent
3. Vocal expreſion ; emiflion from the mouth ,
Holder
.
customary. Hoker .
USUALLY. adv . ( from uſual ] Commonly ; O'TTERER . f. [ from uter.) 1. One who
A divulger ; & diſcloſer.
pronounces.
frequently ; cuſtomariny. South, Swifi.
Dryden . 3. A felier ; a vender.
U'SUALNESS. J. Troin ufuol ) Commonnels ;
frequency
UTTERLY. ada . ( from wier .). Fully ; com
USUCAPTION . F. (ulus and capio, Lal ) In pleiely ; perfectly. Hooker , Clarenden'.
the civil law , the acquiſition of a thing, by U'T'TERMOST. 4. ( froin uiter.] 1. Extreme ;
po:Tellion thereot a certain term of years. Dici.
being in the highest degree. Milian. 2. Molt
Temoie. Abbor.
USUFRUCT . / The temporary vie ; enj->
ment of the prolis, without power co aliele . UTTERMOST. S. The greateſt degree ,
Hizker.
U'VEOUS
My.

U XO

V U L

UVEO'US. e. (from uva, Lat.) The everes VU'LNERARY .. (vulnerarius, Lat.) Uſeful
in the cure of wounds. Wifemas.
coat, or, iris of the eye, hath a muſculous
power , and can dilate and contract that round To VU'LNERATE. v. n. (vulnero, Lat.) To
hole in it, called the pupil Ray.
wound ; to hurt . Glorville.
VULCANO.S. ! Italian .] A burning mountain ; VULPINE. a. (vulpinus, Loc.) Belonging to s
fox .
volcano . Arbuibnot.
VU'LGAR . a ( vulgaris, Lat . ) 1. Plebeian ; VU'LTURE. S. (vultær, Lat . ) A large bird of
ſuiting to the common people ; practiſed a. prey remarkable for voracity. Shakesp .
mong the common people. 2. Mean ; low ; VULTURINE. a. (valsarinus, Lat.) Belong.
being of the common rale . South, Broome. 5 .
iog to a vulture.
Publick ; commonly bruited. Shakeſp .
UVŮ'LA. ſ . ( uvula , Lat.) In 20atomy ,, :
VUʻLGAR . L. ( vulgaire, Fr. ] The common round ſoft ſpongeous body, luſpended from the
palate near the foramida of the aoſtrils over
people . K Charles, swift.
ihe glottis. Wiſeman.
VULGARITY. S. (from vulgar ] 1. Mean
nefs ; ſtate of the loweſt people. Brown . UXO'RIOUS. a. vxorius, Lat . ) Submiffively
2. Particular inſtance or ſpecimen of mean
food of a wife ; infected with connubial do
neſs. Dryder.
tage. Brown, Milton .
VULGARLY. adv. ( from vulgar .) Common UXO'RIOUSLY. adv. ( from uxsrisks.] With
Ty ; in the ordinary mapoer ; among the coma
food ſubmiffion to a wiſe. Dryden.
mon people. Hammond, Browr.
UXOʻRIOUSNESS. S. (from uxorisus.] COD
VULNERABLE. a. ( vulnerabilis, Lat.) Sur nubial docage ; food ſubmiflion to a wife .
ce prive of wounds ; liable to external inju.
ries. Shakeſp.
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Is a letter of which the form is not to WA'FTAGE. S: ( from wafk.] Carriage by
W, be foundinthe diphabets of thelearn water or air. Shakeſp.
ed languages .
WA'FTER . S. ( from woft.) A paſſage boat.
Wis ſometimes improperly uſed in diphthongs as Ainſworib .
a vowei, for , view ; ftrew : The ſound of WA'FTURE . f. [ from waft.) The act of war.
w confopant is uniform .
ing. Shakeſp.
To WA'BBLE.
n. (A low, barbarous To WAG. v. a. ( pagian, Saxon ; wagger ,
word .] To ſhake ; to move from ſide to side.
Dutcb .) To move ' lightly ; to ſhake Bightly .
Mixon.
Swift.
WAD . f. ( peod, hay, Saxon.) A bundle To WAG . v. *. 1. To be in quick or ludi
of raw thruſt cloſe together. 2. Wodd, or crous motion. Shakefp. 2. To go ; to be
moved, Dryder.
black lead, is a mineral of great uſe aod va
Jue . Woodward.
WAG . F. ( pagan, Saxon, to cheat ) Ару
WA'DDING. J. ( from wad , vad, Ihandick .) one ludicroully miſesievous ; a merry droll.
Addifer
A kind of ſoft ſtuff looſely woven, with which
the skirts of coats are ſtuffed out.
WAGE. f.the plural wages is now only uſed .
2. (waghelen , Dutch.) (wagen , German .) 1. Pay given for fcrvice.
To WADDLE .
To fake, in walking from ſide to Side ; to
Shakeſp. 2. Gage ; pledge. Ainſworib.
deviate in motion from a right line . Sped . To WAGE. v. a . 1. To attempt i to venture.
Pope.
Shakeſp. 2. To make ; to carry on Dryden.
To WADE. v. g. ' [from vadum , Lat.] 1. To 3. ( From wage, wages .) To ſet to hire. Spen .
4. To take to hire ; to hire for pay; to
walk through the waters ; to paſs water with
hold in pay. Raleigh, Davies . 5. Iin law .]
out ſwimming. Kneles, More. 2. To país dif
hcultly and laboriouſly. Hooker, Addifor.
When an action of debt is brought agaialt one
WATER . I (wafel, Dutch) . 1 . A thin the defendant may wage his law ; that is
cake . 2. I he bread given in the euchariſt by (wear, and certain perſons with him, that he
the Romaniſts. Hall. Paſte made to cloſe owes nothing to the plaintiff in manner 36
letters.
be bath declared. The offer to make the oath
To WAFT. v . 6. 1. To carry through the air, is called wager of law . Blant.
or on the water. Brown . 2. To beckon ; to WAGER . S. (from wage, to venture.) 1. A
inforın by a ſign of any thing moving .
bett ; any thing pledged upon a chance or pero
To WAFT. » * . To float. Dryden.
formance. Spenjer, Beniley. 2.1 [lo taw ]
WAFT F (from the verb ) 1 . A floating
An offer to make oath .
TO
budy . Themlow , 2. Motion of a freamer.
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tends on a lady in her chamber. Shakeſpa
To WA'GER . v. c. from the noun .) To lay ;
topledge as a bett. Shakeſp.
Swift.
WAGES. S. See WAGE .
To WAKE . v . n . ( pacian, Saxon ; waecken ,
WAGGERY. S. ( from wag.) Miſchievous
Dutch . ) 1. To watch ; not to deep. Eccluſ.
merriment; rogailh trick ; ſarcaſtical gaiety.
Milton . 2. To be roured from feep. Miltor .
Locke.
3. To ceaſe to ſleep. Sidney, Denham .
WAGGISH . a. (from wag.) Knaviſhly merry ;
4. To be put in action ; to be excited.
merrily miſchievous ;frolickrome. L'Etrange.
Milion .
WACGÍSHNESS. S. ( from waggil .) Merry To WAKE. v. a . ( peccian, Saxon ; wecken ,
miſchief. Bacox.
Dutch. ) 1. To roule from fleep. Dryder .'
2. To excite ; to put in motion or action .
To WAGGLE . v. n . [ wagghelen , Germ.? To
waddle ; to move from ſide to ſide. Sidney.
Prior. 3. To bring to life again, as if from
WA’GGON . . ( pægan, Saxon ; Waegbens , the ſleep of death Milion.
Dutch ; vagn, Ülandick.) 1. A heavy car- WAKE. ) [ from the verb. ) 1. The feaſt of
riage for burthens. Knolles. 2. A chariot.
,
the dedication of the church formerl
y kept by
watching all night. Tufir, Dryden , King. 2.
Spenſer.
WAGGONER. f. [from waggor .) One who Vigils ; ſtate of forbearing neep. Milton .
WAKEFUL. a. (wake and full.) Not ſleep
drives a waggon. Dryden , Ainſwortb.
WA'GTAIL . . A bird . Ainſworib .
ing ; vigilant. Spenſer , Crafbaw
WAKEFULNESS. j. ( from wakeful ) 1 .
WAID . o. o .Cruſhed. Shakesp .
Want of ſleep. Bacon. 2. Forbearance of
WAIF. S. Goods found, but claimed by no body .
Ainſworth.
Пеер .
TO WAIL. v. a. ( gualare, Italian.) To moan ; To WA'KEN. v . n. ( from wake.) To wake ;
to lament ; to bewail. Pope.
to ceaſe from Deep ; to be rouled from Sheep.
Dryden.
To WAIL. v. n. To grieve audibly ; to ex•
To WA KEN : 0. a . 1. To rouſe from neep.
preſs forrow . Ezekiel.
WAIL. S. Audible forrow . Thomſon.
Spenſer. 2. To excite to action . Rofcommin.
WA'ILING. 1. ( from wail.) Lamentation ; 3. To produce ; to bring forth . Milton .
WAKER
OBIN %. A plaat. Miller.
moan ; audible forrow . Krilles.
WA'ILFUL. a. Sorrowful ; mournful. Shakeſp. WALE . S. (pell, Saxon, a web. ] A riſing part
in cloch .
WAIN.S. A carriage. Spenſer.
WAI'NROPE . f. Å large cord, with which the TO WALK . v.a. [ walen, German ; pealcan,
load is lied on the waggon. Shakeſp:
Saxon, to roll.] 1. To move by leiſurely fteps,
WA'INSCOT. J. (wage/cot, Durch .) The in
ſo that one foot is let down, before the other
is taken up. Clarendon . 2. It is uſed in the
ner, wooden covering of a wall. Arbuthnot.
To WAINSCOT.v.2 ( woegenſebotten ,Durch .) ceremonious language of invitation , for come
1. To line walls with boards. 2. To line in
or gº. 3. To move for exerciſe or amuſement,
Milion. 4. To move the loweſt pace . Not
general Grew.
WAIR . S. A piece of timber two yards long,
to trot, gallop, or amble. 5. To appear as a
and a foot broad Bailey.
ſpectre. Davies. 6. To act on any occafion.
Ben . Joinjon. 7 To be in motion. Spenſer,
WAIST. S. ( gwaſe, Welſh .] 1. The ſmalleſt
part of the body ; the part below the ribs .
8. To act in ſleep. Shakeſp. 9. To range ;
Milton 2. The middle deck, or floor of a
to move about. Shakeſp. 10. To move off.
Spenſer. 11. To act in any particular man
fhip. Dryden.
ner. Dexter. 12. To travel . Deuter.
To WAIT. v. a . (wachten, Dutch .) 1. To
expect ; to ſtay for. Shakeſp. 2. To attend ; TO WALK. V. n . 1. To paſs through. Shakeſp.
to accompany with ſubmiſſion or reſpect.
2. To lead out , for the ſake of air or exer
Dryden. 3. To attend as a conſequence of cife.
ſomething. Rowe. 4. To watch as an enemy . WALK . S. (from the verb. ] 1. Ad of walk,
ing tor air or exerciie . Milton , 2. Gait ;
Job.
ſtep ; manner of moving. Dryden . 3. A
TO WAIT . v . m. 1. To expect ; to ſay in ex
pectation Job. 2. To pay fervile or ſubmiſ
length of Ipace or circuit through which one
live attendance . Milton, Denbom 3. Toat
walks. Milion . 4. An avenue tet with trees.
tend . Sbarelp. 4. To ſay ; not to depart Miitom . 5. Way ; road ; range ; place of
from . South . 5. To lay by reaton of fome wandering . Sandys. 6. ( Turbo, Lat.) A
filh . linjworth. 7. Walk is the floweſt
hindrance. 6. To look watchfully: .Bacon .
or leart railed pace, or going of a horſe.
7. To lie in ambuſh as an enemy. Milton . 8 .
Farrier's
Dict.
To follow as a confequence. Decay of riety.
wait . J. Ambul ; infidious and becree ac- WA'LKER . §. ( from walk .) One that walks.
tempts. Numbers.
Swifi.
WAITER . S. ( from wair . ) An attendant ; WALKINGSTAFF. [. A ſtick which a man
one who attends for the accommodation of holds co fupport himſelt in walking. Granville.
others, Ben Johnſon.
WALL . ſ. (wal, Welth ; vallum , Lat. pall,
Saxon ; walle, Dutch ] 1. A ſeries of brick
WAITING gentleman. 2.1 (from wait )
or itone carried upwards, and cemented with
An upper fer
WAITING l'aman,
vaat who at
mortar ,

W AN

W AP

mortar ; the ſides of a building. Wottom . 2 .
milaken way . Decay of Piety ., 3. lacertaio
Fortificacion ; works built for defence. Shakes. ty ; want ofbeing fixed. Lécke ,
3. To take the WALL . To take the upper To WANE. v. r . ( panian, to grow leſs, Sax .)
1. To grow leſs ; to decreaſe. Hakewill. a .
place ; not to give place. Prior.
To WALL. ». a . ( from the noun .] 1. To To decline ; to link. Sbokefp. Rowe.
incloſe with walls. Dryden. 2. To defend by WANE. S. (from the verb.) 1. Decreaſe of the
walls . Bacon .
moon . Bacon. 2. Decline ; diminution ;
declenſion . South.
WA'LCCREE PER S. A bird.
WALLET. S. [ peallian, to travel, Saxon.) 1. WANNED. 2.(from wan .) Turned pale and
A bag, in which the neceſſaries of a traveller faint coloured. Sbakeſp.
18.) Paleneſs ; lan
are put ; a knapſack. Addiſon . 2. Any thing WA'NNESS. ſ. [ from war.
Buor.
protuberant and ſwagging. Shakeſp.
WALLEYED. a . ( wall and eye.) Having white To WANT, o . o ( pana, Sax .) 1. To be
eyes. Sbakelp.
without ſomething fit or neceſſary. Eccluf. 2.
To be defective in ſomething Locke. 3. To
WALLFLOWER . f. See STOCKGILLI
FLOWER
fall ſhort of; not to contain. Milton , 4. To
WA'LLFRUIT . f. Fruit , which to be ripened
be without; got to have . Dryden. 5. To
muſt be planted against a wall. Mortimer,
need ; to have need of ; to lack. Helder. 6 .
To WA’LLOP. v. n . (pealan, to boil, Sax. ) To wiſh for ; to long for. Shakeſp.
To boil.
To WANT. 0. * . 1. To be wanted ; to be
WA'LLOUSE . S. ( cimex , Lat.) An ioſect. improperly abſent. Milton, Denbom. 2. To
Ain /worth.
fail ; to be deficient. Milion. 3. To be milled ;
To WALLOW . v. m. [wwalgan , Gothick ; to be not had . Dryden.
palpian, Sax . ) 1. To move heavily and WANT. S. 1. Need. Milton. 2. Deficiency,
clumlily. Milion. 2. To roll himlelf inmire, Addiſon. 3. The ſtate of not having . Peti.
4. Poverty , peoury ; indigence . Swift. s .
or any thing filthily . Knolles. 3. To live in
(pand , Sax.) A mole
any ſtate of filth or groſs vice . Sowib .
WAʼLLOW.S. (from the verb.)
kind of rol. WA'NTON. a. 1. Laſcivious; lib dinous.
Milion . 2. Licentious ; difTolute . Sbakejp .
ling walk . Dryden.
WALLPEPPER . f. Houſeleek .
Roſcommon . 3. Frolickſome ; gay i ſportive;
WALLRU’E . S. Ao herb
airy. Shakeſp . Raleigh. 4. Looſe; unre
WA'LLWORT. I. A plant, the ſame with
Atrained. Addiſon. 5. Quick and irregular
of motion. 6. Luxuriant; fuperfluous.
dwarf-elder, or dane wort. See ELDER .
WAʼLNUT. ſ (palh houra, Sax .) The ſpecies
Milton. 7. Not regular ; turned fortuitoudy.
Milion
.
are, 1. The common walaut. 2. The large
French walnut. 3. The thin- Shelld walnut. WANTON . F. 1. A laſcivious perſon ; : ftrum
4. The double walnut. 5. The late ripe pet; a whoremonger. Souib. 2. A trifleri
walnut. 6. The hard -ſhelld walnut. 7. The an inſignificant Macierer. Svakeſp . 3. A word
Virginian black walnut. 8. The Virginian of Night endearmeat. Ber. Jebmfor.
black walnut, with a long furrowed fruit To WANTON v .. (from the noun) 1 .
9. The hickery, or white Virginian walnut
To play laſciviouſly. Prior . 2. To revel ;
10. The finall hickery , or white Virginian
to play. Orway. 3. To more nimbly and
walnut. Miller .
irregularly
WA'LTRON /. The ſea -horſe. Woodward. WANTONLY . adv. ( from waston ) Laf
To WAMBLE . v. * . (wemmelen , Dutch .) civiouſly ; trolicklomely ; Bayly ; ſportively.
To roll with naufea and lickneis. It is vied of Dryden.
the Ilomach . L'Efli ange.
WANTONNESS. F. ( from varior .) 1. Lal
WAN. a. ( pann, Sax . ) Pale , as with ſickneſs ;
civiouſneſs ; lechery. Sbakep 2. Sportive
linguid of look . Spenfer, Suckling.
nelsi frolick ; humour . Sbakefp 3. Li
WAN , for wor . The old pret . of win. Spenſer.
cenciouſnels : negligence of reitraint. Kung
WAND.S. (Waand, Daniſh ) A ſmall tick, or Charks, Milton
twig ; aling rod. Shakeip Bacon . 2. Any WANTWIT. S. (want and wit.) A fool; an
idiot. Shakeſp.
Naff of authority or ule . Sidney, Milton . 3 .
WANTY. . ( 1 kaow not whence derived.) A
A charming rod. Milton .
To WA’NDER . v. n . ( pandrian, Sax . war
broad girth of leacher, by which the luaj is
delen , Durch.) 1. To rove ; to ramble here bound upon the horſe. Tifer.
and there , to go, without any certain courſe. WA PED.' a. Dejected , cruthed by miſery.
Stakeſp .
Shakeſp. Hebrews. 2. To deviate ; to go a
ſtray. Pfalms.
WA PENTAKE S. ( from wæpuo , Saxon, and
To WANDER . V a . To travel over, without
take. W aperiakeis all one with what we call
a certain courſe. Mulron .
a hundred : as upon a meeting for that pur
WA’NDERER . f. ( from wander .) Rover ;
pole they couched each wher's weapons in
rambler. Ben Jobafor.
coken of their hidelity and allegiance Others
WANDERING . Y. ( from wander .] 1. Vo
thick , that a wapentake wao ko huodreds, or
certain peregrination. Addiſon. 2. Aberration ; boroughs. Sponjer.
WAK

WAR

W AR

WAR . S. [werre, old Dutch . ) 1. The exerciſe
ſhip. Bacon . 2. Pupillage ; ſtate of being
of violence under ſovereign command. Raleigh.
under ward. K. Charles.
2. The inſtruments of war, in poetical lan- WARE. The preterite of wear, more frequently
guage. Prior. 3. Forces ; army. Milton. 4 .
wore, Luke.
The profeſſion of arms. 5. Hófility , ſtate WARE . a. ( For this we commonly ſay aware.]
1. Being in expectation of ; being provided
of oppoſition ; act of oppoſition . Shakeſp.
againſt Marthew . 2. Cautious ; wary .
To WAR . 0. r. ( from the noun. ) To make
Spenjer.
war ; to be in a ſtate of hoftility , 1 Tim .
To WAR . v . a . To make war upon . Spenſer, To WARE.v . ». To take heed of; to beware.
Daniel.
Dryden .
To WARBLE . V. e. ( wervelen, German . ) 1. WARE. Į ( parn , Saxon ; waere, Dutch . )
Commonly lomething to be ſold. Shakeſp.
To quaver any found. 2. To caule to quaver.
Ben . Johns
Milion. 3. To utler muſically. Milton .
TOWARBLE . v . n . 1. Tobe quavered Gay WAREFUL , a. (ware and full.] Cautious ;
timorouſly prudent.
2. To be ultered melodiouſly . Sidney. 3. To
WAREFULNESS. S.( from wareful.] Cautiouſ
fing . Miten, Dryden, Pope.
neſs. Obſolete. Sidney.
WARBLER. f. [from warble. ) A fioger ; a
WAREHOUSE . S. ware and boule ) A ſtore
ſongfer . Tickell.
WARD . A fyllable much uſed as an affix in
houſe of merchandiſe. Locke, Addiſon.
compoſition, as beavenward, with tendency WA'RELESS. a. [ from ware.] Uncautious ; un•
to heaven ; burberward, this way i from
wary. Spenſer.
WARE'LÝ. adv. ( from ware.) Warily ; cau.
peard, Saxon. Sidney.
To WARD . V a. peandian, Sax. waren, tioully ; timorouſly. Spenſer.
Dutch ; garder , French .) 1. To guard ; to WARFARE. S. (war and fare.) Military ſero
watch . Spenſer. 2 . To defend ; to protect. vice; military life. Milton, Dryd. Atterbury ,
Rogers.
Shakeſp . 3. To fence off ; lo obftruet, or
turn aſide any thing miſchievous. Fairfax, To WARFARE. v . * . (from the noun. ) To
Daniel.
lead a military life. Camden .
To WARD . O. n. 1. To be vigilant ; to keep WARHABLE . a . (war and babile.] Military ;
fit for war. Spenſer.
guard. 2. To act upon the defenſive with a
WA'RILY.adv . (from wary.)Cautiouſly ; with
weapon . Dryden.
WARD . S. [ from the verb. ) 1. Watch ; act
timorous prudence; with wiſe forethought.
Hooker, South, Spralt.
of guardiug. Spenjer, Dryden. 2. Garriſon ,
thoſe who are intruſted to keep a place. WA'RINESS. S. (from wory.) Caution ; pru •
dent forethought; timorous ſcrupulouſnels.
Spenfer. 3. Guard made by a weapon in
Domne, Spratt.
fenciog. Shakeſp. 4. Fortreſs; ſtrong hold .
5. District of a town. Dryden. 6. Cuſtody ; WARK . ſ. Building. Spenſer .
confinement. Hooker. 7. The part of a lock , WA'RLIKE. a. ( war and like.) 1. Fit for
which , correſponding to the proper key, hin : war ; diſpoſed to war. Sid. Phil . 2. Military ;
relating to war. Milton .
ders any other. Milton, Grew . 8. One in the
hands of a guardian. Drummond, Osway. WA'RLING. S. (from war.) One often quar
9. The ſtate of a child under a guardian . Telled with.
Bacon. 12. Guardianſhip ; right over orphans. WARLOCK. S. ( penlog, Sax.) A witch ;
WARLUCK S 2 wizard .
Spenſer.
WA'RDEN. S. (waerden, Dutch.) 1. A keeper; WARM . a. (warm, Gothick ; pearm . Sax.
a guardian . 2. A head officer. Garih. 3 .
warm , Dutch .) 1 . Not cold , though 006
hot ; heated to
ſmall degre 2 Kings ,
Warden of the cinque ports. A magiſtrate
Milton . 2. Zealous ; ardent . Pope. 3 Vivo
that has the jurildiction of chole havens in the
eaſt part of England, commonly called the
leot ; furious; vehement. Dryden . 4. Buſy
cinque ports, or five havens, who has there all
in actioa. Dryden. 5 Fanciful ; eothugaftick .
Locke.
that juriſdiction which the adnairal of England
has in places not exempi. 4. A large pear. To WARM . v. a. ( from the adjective .] 1 .
To free from cold ; to heat in a gentle de
May, King.
WARDER ] ( from ward. ) 1. A keeper ; a
gree. Iſaiah, Milton 2. To heat mentally ;
to make vehement. Dryden.
guard. Spenſer , Dryden . 2 . A truncheon
by which an officer of arms forbade tight. WARMINGPAN.S . (warm and pan.) A co
vered braſs pan for warming a bed by means
Shakesp.
WARDMOTE.ſ . ( peard and mot, or gemot ,
of hot coals .
Saxon.) A meeting ; a court held in each W'ARMINGSTONE. f. [warm and ſtone .]
ward or diſtrict in London for the direction of The warning -ſtone is digged in Corowall,
their affairs.
which being once heated at the fire retains its
WARDROBE . f. ( garderobe, French ) A
warmth a great while. Ray.
room where clothes are kept. Spenſer, WARMLY. adv. ( trom warm .] 1. With
Addiſon.
gentle heat. Milion . 2. Eagerly ; ardently .
WARDSHIP, S. (from ward) , Guardian
Irier, Pope,
5 Q
WARM

W AR

WAS

WARMNESS 71. from warm . ! 1. Gentle WARRIOUR . ſ. [ from war. ) A foldier ; :
I heat Skakels . L'acon, Addir military man Shakejp. Dryder
Zeoli parin fervour of mind Shaleit . WART . / ( peart, Saxon ; werte, Dutch .) A
corneous excreſcence ; a ſmall protuberance
2 : 3 Farci'ulrefs ; enthufiali Temple
T WARN
pernian , Sax waernen , on the Aerh Bacon .
liu , ".
canin against any fault or WA'RTWORT. L. (wart and warr. ) Sparge
dag'rito prepi viou notice of ill. Milton , WARTY. a . ( from wart.] Grown over
warts
rath 2. Tauronth of any duty to be pero
kim - d, or noticis or place to be avoided or WARWORN . a . (war and worr.) Worn with
in fien
, Dryden 3 To noui'y previ
war. Shakesp.
WARY . a . (pen , Saxon.) Cautious ; fcrupe.
outsis on bas. Dryder
lous ; timorouly prudent. Hasker, Dasih,
Waplic .
' fron warn ] 1. Caution a
Addiſ
fait sults or damers ; previous notice of
il. De 2. Previ us notice ; in a fent WAS The preterite of To Be. Gesefis.
TO WASH . v a . (pascan, Saxon ; watcher,
ind Trent Dr.den
W RP 1 p.anp, Saxon : wert, Duich ) That
Duich ) 1. To cleanſe by ablution Sbalzit.
tro thread in a hing woveo that crofle's L'Etrange 2. To moitten. 3. To affect by
the won Bacon
ablution. A as, Taylor, Warts. 4. To coloar
by waſhing Collier.
TO " ARP.Dr. ' peonpin , Cax werten , Dut
To change tio'n ine tru » fi'uation o inteftine To WASH v r . ! To perform the act of ab
lution. 2 Kings, Pope. 2. To cleanſe clothes.
mohon : to change the potition from one part
Shake's:
to arrther.Shakejs Mloxor . 2. To lore its
proper courſe or direction . Shakeſp. Norris . WASH F. [from the verb ) 1. Alluvion ; aos
thing collected by water. Mortimer. 2 .A bog i
Totu ! Mit
a marih ; a fen; a quagmire . Shakeſp . 3 A
a To contrall ; to lirivel
To WAPP
medical
or colmerick lotion. Hudebras, Suz :t,
Dryd,
true
direction.
2. To turn af de from the
Watts 3. It is used by Shakeſp. to expreſs
Swift. 4. A ſuperficial ſtain or colour. Cellier .
the eff & t of oft : . ,
5. The feed of hogs gathered from waſhed
dithes Shakeſp. 6. The act of waſhing che
Freeze, freeze , hru bitter ſky,
clothes of a family ; the linen waſhed at once.
Thugh thou the waters yarp
To WARRANT.V.a (garanlır, Fr ] 1. To WASHBALL . S. [ wab and ball.) Ball made
of Soap Swift
fuppire or maintain ; 10 ateit. Hooler , Locke
2. To give authority Shakelp. 3. To juſtify WASHER F. [ from wab .) One that waites.
Seuih 4. To exempe ; to privilege ; to lecure . Shakeſo
Seinry, Milton 5'To declare upon furety. WASHY. a (from walo ) 1. Watry ; damp.
Milion . 2. Weak ; not folid . Wonton .
L'Epirunge, Dryden.
WARRANT. 1 ( from the verb .) 1. A writ WASP
(peasp, Saxon ;veſpa, Latin ; gsee,
Fr ) A britk tinging inie &i, io form relemb
cannerring ſome right os authority . Shakelp
ling a bee . Shakeſp . Drayton .
Clendon 2. A writ giving the officer o
jutice the p.wer oi caption Dryden . 3. A WASPIH 9. (from walp ) Peevith ; malig .
nant; irritable. Shakeſp Stillin fleet.
in ficatory commisſion or teſtimony. Hosker,
Raieigh, Somoh . 4. Righr; legalley , Sharelp. WASPISHLY. adv.from walpib ] Peeviſhly.
W RRANTABLE. a . from warrant ] Juf WASPISANES. S. ( from wapijb .) Peevith
nets ; irritability .
ufale , derenſible , B -own, Soush.
WARRANTABLINESS. 1. ( trem warran WASSAIL . ] ( from pæs hæl , your bealth,
Saxon . ) 1. A liquor made of apples, fugas ,
1.4 ! Jullihalle eis. Sidney.
WARRANTAB : Y ado [irom warrantable ? anii ale, antiently much u'ed by Englibh good
tellows 2. A drunken bou. Shakeip.
attit,abi . Wake.
W KRAUTIR / (from warrant.] 1. One WASSAILER 1. (irom wafail.) A ioper; a
whig ves authority. 2 One who gives ſecurity
drunkard Milton .
WARRANTIA. ſ. Cararrantido, law Latin .) WAST". The ſecond perſon of was, from To be.
l'o WASTE v. G. (npestan, Saxon ; woofer,
Sucheriny fecurity Skake p .
Durch ; quafio , lialian ; Dafiare, Latio .)
WARRANTY /, warı anlie , law Lat ] 1. [ lr
1. To diminiſh . Dryd Temple. 2. To deftroy
A promit rrade in a deed
the comm n law
wantonly and luxuriouſly Hreker, Bac, 3. To
hy one man unto another for himſeli and his
destroy ; to dalolate . Asllow , Dryder, 4. TO
b iis againſt all men, tor the erj ying of any
thing agre -d between them Cow II. 2. Au
wear out . Millar . 5 To fread ; to conlume.
niton
thority , jullificatory mandate . Shake '? Tay :
To WASTE. 9 %. To dwindle ; to be in a ſtate
lor. 3. Securicy. Locke .
of conſumpt on . Dryder.
TU WARRA Y v. a. ( from war ) To make
WASTE .
[ from the verb.) 1. Deſtroyed ;
war upon. Furf - x.
ruined. Milt. Loche, Prior, 2. Defolate ; ua
WARRE a. (pern, Saxon ) Worte, Spenſer.
cultivatep. Abbor. 3. Superfluous i exuberact;
WARREN / waerande, Dutch ; guerenne,
lett for want of occupiers. Miltos . 4. Worth .
Fr ) A kind of park for rabbits. L'tjirange .
lets ; that of which none but vile ules can be
WARRENER . J. (trom warren ] The keeper
made
vi 2 warren,

S

WAT
W AT
One whore trade is to make watches or pocket
made. 5. That of which no account is taken,
clocks, Msxan .
or value found. Dryden.
WASTE . ſ. [from the verb . ) 1. Wanton or WATCHMAN . !. (watch and man . ) Guard ;
luxurious deſtruction ; conſumption ; lors.
centinel ; one ſet to keep ward Bac Taylor .
Hooker, Milt. Ray. 2. Uſeleſs expence. Dryd. WATCHTOWER. . [ watch and tower ]
Watts. 3. Deſolate or uncultivated ground. Tower on which a centine ! is placed for the
Locke, Spenſer. 4. Ground, place, or ſpace fake of proſpect Donne, Milcon , Ray.
unoccupied Milton, Waller, Smith . 5. Re WATCHWORD. ! ( woicb and word.] The
word given to the cennel to know their
gion ruined and deſerted. Dryd. 6 Miichier ;
frierds, Szenler, Sandys.
deſtruction . Shakeſp.
WA'STEFUL
a. Iwaſte and full.) 1. Deftruc- WATER ! (warter, Dutch ; pæter, Saxon . )
1. Sir Ifaac Newton detines water , when
tive ; ruinous . Milton . 2. Wapi rly or dilli pure, to be a very fiuid falt , volatile, and v d
lutely conſumptive. Shak . Bacon. 3. Lavish ;
of all favour or caſte ; and it ſeems to confit
prodigal ; luxuriantly liberal. Addison. 4. De
of (mall, fmooth , hard, porous , ſpherical para
Tolate; uncultivated ; unoccupied Seriet.
ticles , of equal d amet rs, and of equailpuci
WASTEFULLY. adv. (fron a altru !.) With
vain and diffolute conſumption Dryden.
fick gravities , as Dr. Cheyne obferves. Their
WASTEFULNESS S. [trom waſteful ] Pro În cehneſs accoun's from their aiding eaſily
over en anneht ' : fur aces: their ſphericity
digality.
WA'STENESS. F. ( from walle . ) Dufolation ; keeps them alb frem i uching one anothe . in
more points itan ore ; and by b'ith theſe their
folieude. Spenler.
in n ding over one another, is ren
WASTER. ). [ from waſie.) One that conſumnes friction
dered the lcait Р Title Their hardneſs aco
diffolutely and extravagantly ; a quanderer :
Cuals for the incompreftibility o water , when
vain conſumer. Ben Johnson.
it is free from the in ermixture or air 1 he
WASTREL . ( from wafie. Commons. Careru
prolity of water is ſo very great, that the : e
WATCH S. [ pecce, Saxon ) 1. Forbearance
is at least forty times as much ſpace as mat
of ſleep 2. Attendance without ſeer Add
1 he fea C •
ter in ii . Quincy , Shakeſp .
3. Attention ; clofe obfervation . Shakeſp
min Prayer 3. Urine . Shab.jp 4 Tipid
4. Guard ; vigilant keep. Spealer. 5. Watch
WATER. To be fount; to b- right . L'Eliran.
man ; men fet to guard Shenjer. 6. Place
5 It is uſed or the luftre of a dia non't Stk.
where a guard is lez. Shake'p . 7. Poft on
6 WATER is much uſed in compofie n fir
office of a watchman . Shakeſp . 8 A periodo
things in de with water , being in water, or
the night. Dryd. 9 A pocket.clock ; a imall
growing in water : - $, wa'! Ip niel, water
clock moved by a ſpring. Hale
To WATCH .
. ( pacian, Saxon ) 1. Nou Avod, woler.courtes, wate pois , water . x ,
water inake , wali -gud ', water.nevi Sorin.
to ſeep ; to wake . Shakeſp. Ecelul. 2. To
51. I aiah , I ma'lum , Way , Dryd, Derne.
keep guard. Jer. Milton ." 3. To look with
WATER . O a (tron the Tou .
TO
To
expectation . Pſalms . 4 To be attentive ; to
be vigilint . 2 Timothy. 5. To be cautiouſ .
irrigate : to ſupply with mutuie wacım , "'ala
obfervant Taylor, 6. To be inſidiouſly atten
ley , Temple. 2. To lupply w in water ior wrink.
Spanjer , Knolles. 3. To lerri iz : or acc'm
tive. Milion .
e with Itreams Addij. 4. To divesty
modat
in
have
to
;
guard
To
1.
TO WATCH . v. a ,
keep Mison. 2. To obſerve in ambuih , Walt. as with waves . Locke.
1. To ſhed Toilure .
Milton. 3 To tend Broome. 4. To obſerve ro WATER
Stak South. 2. Toget or ek in water ; to
in order to detect or prevent .
WATCHER . S [irom watch . ) 1. One who
be ulitin fupply g water Gan Koles. 3 I he
mouth WATERS The man lun. s Camden.
watches . Shakejp. 2. Diligent overlooker on
WATERCOLOURS | Painti rs make colours
obſerver.
into a fo't conſiſtence with waters , thoſe they
WATCHET. a ( pæced, Saxon ) Blue ; pale
cail water colours . Boyle.
blue Dryden .
WATCHFUL. O , watch and full ] Vigilart ; WATERCRESSES. I llorymbrium , Latin .]
attentive ; cautious ; nicely cb.ervant. Shak. A plant . There are five ip ci s . Wilier
WA TERER . L. ( trum walir .) One who wa
Revelation.
ters. Carew.
TCHFULLY . ado ( from watchful. ] Vi.
WA
gilantly ; cautiouſly ; attentively ; with cauti . WATERFAL I. ' quater and fall.) Cataract ;
cacade . Raleigh ,
ous oblervation. Boyle.
WATCHFULNESS [ from qualchfud ) 1. Vi. WATERFOWL 1. Fowl that live , or get their
fotin water . Hale.
gilance , heed , lulpessous attention ; cauti
ous regard . Han A, burb . Watts. 2. Ina- WATERGRUEL.J . , criter and ruel ] Food
Lake.
ma le with oatmeal andi wito
bility to deep Arbaibrot.
WATCHHOUSE. Swa :ch and houle ) Place WATERINESS. . { Tºm web.ry , Humidity ;
mittire Arlwih
while the watch is fec. Guy
WA TCHING . L. ( from watch ] Inability to WA TERISH .a. I tuin watir ] 1. Reſembling
wa : er Dom. 2.11ci ; inhpd.
Bien Hilemon
WATCHMAKER . f. ( watch and maker .
ATIRISH VFSS viron wi'r lb , 1lin
1 nus, releintlancen wier . Fyr .
Va :
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WA’TERLEAF S. A plant. Miller.
WAWES, or woes. f. For waves,
WA'TERLILY.F. ( nymphea, Lat. ) A plant. To WAWL.v. r . To cry ; to howi . Shakeſp.
WAX S. ( pære, Saxon ; wex, Daniſh ; wacks,
Miller.
Dutch .) 1. The thick tenacious matter ga
WATERMAN.S . (water and man .) A ferry.
thered by the bee. Roſcommon . 2. Any tena.
man ; a boatman. Dryden, Addiſon.
WA’TERMARK S. ( water and mark.) The cious maſs, ſuch as is uſed to falten letters.
utmoſt limit of the riſe of the flood . Dryden.
More.
WATERMELON.. A plant Miller.
To WAX . v. a. To ſmear ; to join with was.
WA'TERMILL . P. A Mill turned by water. Sp.
Dryden.
To WAX . v. n . pret. wox , waxed, part part.
WATERMINT.8. A plant.
WATERRADISH . S. A ſpecies of watercreſſes,
waxed, waxen. ( peaxan, Saxon. ] 1. To grow;
to increaſe ; to become bigger, or more.
which ſee.
Hakewill. 2. To país into any ſtate ; to be
WATERRAT. . A rat that makes holes in
bunks . Walter
come; to grow . Hooker, Gen. Fai fax, Atterb.
WATERROCKET . S. A ſpecies of water. WA'XEN. 4. (from wax .) Made of wax.
Denham, Gay
creſſes.
WATERVIOLET. S. [bettonia, Lat.) A plant |WAY.S. (pæg, Saxon .) 1. The road in which
one travels. Shakeſp .Milton, Prisr, 2. Broad
Milton .
road made for paſſengers.Shakeſp. 3. A length
WATERSAPPHIRE . L. A ſortof ſtone. The
of journey . L'Eſtrange. 4. Courle , direction
ſo
nor
l
bright
ſo
neither
is
occidenta ſapphire
rd.
Woodwa
.
oriental
hard as the
of motion . Dryden , Lecke. 5. Advacce in
life. Spectator . 6. Paſſage ; power of pro
WATERWITH.J. (water and with ) A plant
of Jamaica growing on dry bills where no wa.
greſion made or given . Woller , Temple.
ter is to be met with ; its trunk , if cut into
7. Local tendency . Shekelp. 8. Courſe ; re
pieces two or three yards long, and held by gular progreſſion Dryden. 9 Situation where
either end to the mouth , affords plentifully
a thing may probably be found Tayler. 10. A
water, or fap, to the droughty traveller. Der h .
situation or courle obſtructive and obviating.
WATERWORK . S. (water and work . ] Play
Duppa. 11. Tendency to any meaning, or act.
of fountains; any hydraulick performance
Atterbury. 12. Acceſs a means of admit
tance . Řaleigh. 13. Sphere of oblervation.
Wilkins , Addiſon .
WATERY.a. (from water. ] 1. Thin ; liquid . Temple. 14. Means ; mediate inflrument ;
intermediate Rep. Dryd. T.1/02 /on. 15. Me
like water. Arbuthnot . 2. Taltelels ; inlipid
thod; meios of management. Daniel, South.
vapid ; ſpiriideſs. Shakeſf. 3. Wet ; abounding
16. Private determination. Ben j.baf .
with water . Prior. 4. Relating to the water
Manner ; mode . Sidney, Hasker , Addiles.
Dryden . 5. Confilling of water . Milion .
18. Method ; manner of parlice. Sidrey.
WATTLE. f (from wagheler, to ſhake , Ger
man ) 1. The barbs, or loole red Aeth that
19. Method or plan of life, conduct , or adica
hangs below the cock's bill . Wal10n . 2. A
Bacon , Midt. 20. Right rrethod to act or koow .
Locke, Rowe . 21. General Icheme or acting .
hurdle.
To WA'TTLE . v. a . ( patelas, Sax . ) To bind Clariffs. 22. By the way . Without any de
ceilary connection with the main design . Bai.
with twigs ; to form , by platting twigs Mili
WAVE . ). [ rege , Saxon ; waegh, Dutch. } Spectator. 23. To go, or come one's WAY , **
WAYS ; to come along or depart, Sbatejp .
1. Water railed above the level of the ſurface :
L'Efrange .
billow. Wonton . 2. Upevenneſs ; inequality
WAYBRE AD.S: A plant. Aisfter :h .
Newtom .
To WAVE . v. n. ( from the noun. ) 1. To play WAYFA'RER . T. (way and fore, to go ) Pal
loolely ; to float. Dryden. 2. To be moved 2:
ſenger ; traveller. Career,
a ſignal. Ben .Jebnſon. 3. To be in an uolet WAYFARING . a Travelling : palling ; being
a journey . Hamirord.
on
tled llate ; to fluctuate. Hooker.
To WAVE . v. a. (from the noun ) 1. To raiſe WAYFA'RINGTREE (vibernam, Lat.) A
into inequalities of ſurface . Shakeſp. 2. To
plant.
· Walt; to remove any thing floating. Brown | TO WAYLA'Y. V a way and lay ) To watch
3. To beckon ; to direct by a waft or motion
inſidiouſly in the way to bulet by ambuh.
of any thing . Shakeſp. 4. To put off. Woston.
Bacon, Dryder.
WAYLAYER. I. (from evoplay ) One who
5. To put aſide for the preſent. Dryden.
To WAVER. v. n . ( pafian , Saxon .] 1. To waits in ambuſh for anuiler
play to and fro ; to move looſely . Boyle, 2. TO WA'YLESS. a. ( from way.] Pathleſs ; 10
be unſettled ; to be uncertain, or inconſtant ; tracked, Dryden .
to fluctuate ; not to be determined. Shakeſp WAYMARK . ). (way and mark. ) Mark to
guide in travelling Jeremiab .
Daniel, Atterbury.
WAVERER . f. [from waver.) One unſettled To WA'YMENT. v. a. pa, Saxon. ) To la
ment, or grieve. Spenjer.
and irreſoluté . Shakeſp.
AVY. a. ( from wavej 1 , Riſing in waves. WA'YWARD a . Froward ; peevifi ; moroſe ;
vexacious. Sidney, Fairfax .
W Dryden.2. Playing to and fro , as in undu
WAY
lations. Philips .
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WAYWARDLY. adv. ( from weyword.] Fro- ToWEAR. V. C. preterite wire, participle wosr
wardly ; perverſely. Sidney .
(perao, Saxon .] 1. To waſte with uſe or time.
Peacham . 2. To conſume tediouſly. Carew .
WAYWARDNESS. S. [from wayward ) Fro
wardneſs ; perverſeneſs. Wotton .
3. To carry appendant to the body. Shakeſp.
We. pronoux . (See I. ) The plural of I. Shakeſp . 4. To exhibit in appearance . Dryder. 5. To
WEAK . e. pæc, Saxon ; wece, Durch .) 1. Fee
affect by degrees . Locke . 6. TO WEAR out .
ble ; not ſtrong. Milton , Locke, 2. Innrm ; not To haraſs. Daniel. 7. To waſte or deſtroy by
healthy . Shakeſp. 3. Soft ; pliant ; not ftiff. uſe. Dryden.
4. Low of ſound. Aſcham . 5. Feeble of mind : TO WEAR . V. m . 1. To be waſted with uſe or
wancing ſpirit. Hooker. Swift. 6. Not much time Exodus... To be tediouſly spent. Mitor.
impregnated with any ingredient. 7 Nou 3. To paſs by degrees. Rogers .
powerful ; not potent. Sbakep Sourb ,'Swift. WEAR. / . (from the verb ] 1. The act of wear
ing ; the thing worn. Hudibros. 2. (pan,
8. Not well ſupported by argument. Hooker .
Saxon, a fei ; war , German, 2 mound.) A
9. Unfortified . Addifon.
To WEAKEN . v. a. Todebilitate ; to enfeeble. dam to ſhut up and raiſe the water ; often
written weir Walton .
Hooker , Ray.
WEAʼKLING. S. [ from weak.) A feeble crea . WEARD . S. Weard, whether initial or final,
ture Shakeſp:
ſign:fies watchfulneſs or care, from the Saxua
WEAKLY. adv. [ from weak. ) Feebly ;, with peandan, to ward or keep. Gib.
want of ſtrength. Bacon, Dryden.
WEARER . L. from wear ) One who has any
WEA'KLY.a . ( from weak . ) Not ſtrong ; not thing appendant to his perſun Dryden, Addiſon.
healthy. Raleigh.
WEARING . S. [ from wear. ) Clothes. Shake/o.
WEAKNESS. } [from weak.) 1. Want of force : WEA'RINESS ). ( from weary.) 1. Laſſitude;
Iate of being ſpent with labour. Shakeſp.
feebleneſs. Rogers. 2. Infirmity i unhealthi
neſs . Temple. 3. Want of cogency. Tillotson. Hale, Souih . 2. Fatigue ; cauſe of laſitule.
Clarendon. 3. Impatience of any thing . 4o
4. Want of judgment ; want of reſolution
fooliſhneſs of mind Milten . 5. Detect ; failing. Teriouſneſs,
WEA'RISH a . ( I believe from pær , Sax , a
Bacon,
WEA'KSIDE . . (weak and fide ] Foible ; quagmire .) Boggy ; watery. Carew .
deficience ; infirmity. Temple.
WEARISOME. a . i from weary.] Troubleſome;
WEAL. ſ. ( pelan , Saxon ; wealuf , Dur . ) 1
tedious ; caufing wearineſs . Hooker, Brown ,
Derham .
Happineſs ; proſperity ; flouriſhing ſtate . Shak .
Muiron, Timpie. 2. Republiek ; ftate ; publick WEA'RISOMELY. odo . (from wiariſme. ]
intereſt. Pope.
Te toully ; ſo as to cauſe wearinels. Raleigh.
WEAL. Si (palen, Saxon. ) The mark of a WI.A'RISOMENESS. S. (irom wegrijome. ) ! .
ſtripe. Donne.
The quality of tiring . 2. The flate of being
eadily eired . Acham .
WEAL away . interj. Alas. Spenſer.
WEALD, Wald.Walt. Whetherlingly or jointly To WEARY.v . a . ( from the adjective.I 1. To
lignity a wood or grove, from the Saxo a peald
lire ; lo fatigue ; to haraſs ; to ſubdue by
Gibjon.
labour. Dr;den , Addison . 2. To make impa
WEALTH . ( palet, rich , Saxon. ) Riches ; tiere of continuance. Shake p. 3. To ſubdue
mocey, or precious goods. Corbet, Dryden .
or herats by ary thing irktume. Mliiton,
WEALTHILY . adv . (from wealihy.) Richly . WEA'R Y. a. per 3, Saxon ; wueren, to tire,
Shakeſp.
Dutch .] 1. Subdued by fatigue ; tired with la
WEA'LTHINESS . ſ. [ from wealthy .] Rich
bur Spenſer, Dryde9.2 . Impatient of the cona
nels.
tinuance of any thing pain ul. Clarendor. 3 .
WEALTHY . a. (from wealth .) Rich ; opulent ;
Defirous to diſcontinue. Shakeſp. 4. Cauſing
abundant. Spenjer , Shakeſp.
wearineſs ; tireleme. Shakep
( pese !, Saxºn ; weſel, Dutch .)
TO WEAN . v. a . (penan, Saxon ) 1. To put WEASEL.
from the breaſt ; to ablactate , Ray, Mortimer.
A ſmall animal cha: eats corn and kills mice .
Pope.
2. To withdraw from any habit or delire.
Spenſer, Stilling fleen.
WESAND . S posen, Saxon ) The windpipe ;
WEA VEL ,
the paſſagethrough which the breath isdrawa
WEA'NLING . }S mal
mapem
weaned . 12.2012
Spenjer, and emitted. Spenser, Wiſeman, Dryden .
newlyworecaded:
Milion . 2. A child newly we ned.
WEATHER.S. (peden , Saxon ) 1. State of air,
WEA PON . F. ( peapon, Saxon.j'Instrument of reſpeting either cold or heat, wet or drineſs.
Shakeſp . L Eſtrunge. 2. The change of the
offence. Shakejp. Dariel.
WE A PONED . 2. (from weapon .) Armed for
Nate of the air . Bacox. 3. Tempeſt ; ſtorm .
Sidney,
arms.
offence ; furniſhed with
Hayav.
Drydex.
WEAPONLESS. a . (from weapon ] Having To WEATHER . v. a. ( from the noun.) 1.
no weapon ; unarmed. Milion .
To expoſe to the air. Spenſer . 2. To paſs
WEAPONSALVE . 1. (weapon and ſalve ) A
with difficulty. Garth, Hale. 3. To WEATHER
Salve which was fufpoled to care the wound, a point . To gain a point againſt the wind.
being applied to the weapon that made it. Adifer. 4. To WEATHER out. To endure,
Addafons
Boyle,
WEA'.
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WEA'THERBEATEN... Haraſſed and ſeaſon . ' WEED . / [ peod, Sax . ) 1. An herb noxious or
uſeleſs. Clareador, Mortim . 2. pæda, Saxon ;
ed by bad weather . Sidney, Suckling.
WEA'THERCOCKS weather and cock.) 1 .
waed, Durch ) A garment ; clothes ; habit.
An artificial cock , ſet on the top of a ſpire,
Sidney, Hocker.
which by turning ſhows the point from which To WEED . ♡ alfrom the noun ) 1. To rid
the wind blows. Brown . 2. Any thing fickle
of noxious plants . Bacon , Mortimer . 2. To
and inconftant . Dryden
take away noxious plants. Shakelp 3. To free
WEATHERDRIVEN . part. Forced by forms
from any thing huilui Howel. 4. To root
out vice . Afcbam , Locke.
or contrary winds, Corew .
W : ATHERGACES (weatherond gage ] Any WEE'DER. | ( trom weed ] One that takes
thing that ſhews the weather . Hudib as
away any thing noxius. Shakesp .
WEATHERGLASS !. i weather and glaſs ] WE'EDHOOK . ). (weed and book ] A hook hy
!
wch weeds are cut away ' Textir
pated. To fer.
A barometer Arbucinot, Bentley
WEATHERSPY ' l Iweather and ſny.) A Nar WEEDLESS a . ( from werd.) Free fr mwitis ;
free from any thing uelets or auxi , us . Doise,
gazer ; an ?! schoger. Donne.
WEA'THERWISE . a . ( weather and wile.; Dr, der
WEEDY. a . ( from werd ) Free from weeds ;
Skl ulin foretelling theweather.
WEA'THERWISER. /. ( we.seher anet willen
free from any thing uſeleſs or coxious . Desni,
Dutch , o ſhow | Any thing that toreihuws the
Dryder
WEEK 1. (peoc, Saxon weke, Dutch wecks,
weather . Dertum
Swed in ) The ſpace of ſeven days Gerefis.
TO WEAVE v . 0. srererite wine, weated :
part past. wozem,renved ;' p fan , Sax wefan, WEEKDAY | Any day not Sunday Pipe.
Durch ) To form by texture Shakeſp. Dryd |WE'KLY. a. Happening, produced , or done
2. To unite by intermixture Addison 3. Ic
once a week : he'domadar .
WE'EKLY. ado (from wree' . Once a week ;
interroſe i to inſert. Shake'p .
T. WEAVE . VH. o work with a loom .
by hebdemadal periods 6 ;bff .
WEAVER, P. from wiare ! One who make WEEL. S. ( pæ , Saxon i whirlp ol. 2. A
twiggen (oa e or trap for hiih .
threads in cloth. Shakeſp. b
WAVPFLH , I. !araneustuos, Latin ) ATOWEEN .
, ( renan, Sax . ) To think : to
imagine to form a nativo ; to fancy Sperjer ,
filhi Hinigarh
Skal: M1.com
WER . I. p. ! ta , : 1. Texture ; any shino
Lates. 2 A kind ocky • WEP. v . .. prerer. and part,pait seeti,
woven
eveeped ( penpan , Saxon.) ! To ſhow forrow
film the horders the 11ht Sanejp
a fi.ro
by 'p3 , l'uter.no , 2. To ſhed tears from
WE'BBED a . (irom web j Joined
any affian Slakejp . 3. To lament ; to com
Debam .
plain Numbers ,
) Palmipe
facttoes.
andthe
a . (web
WEBFO
dous; OTED
having films
between
Ray
10 W ! P. v 01 To lement with tears ;
WEBSTER . j. ( rehsere . Sax . ) A weave . to brw it to bemoan . Dryder
To thed
moiſture. Pope. 3. To abound with wet.
Oh rolete Camden
M : imer .
To WED . V a. Gedan, Saxoo ) 1. TC
marry ; to take for huſband or wife Shakeſt . WEETER ſ.rirem weer ] 1 One who freds
, a mourner . 2. A white border on the
tears
3
Pope, 2. To join id marriage . Sha op
unite for ever. Shakeſp. 4. To take for ever .
nerve of a mourning coat
Carerden. 5. To uniie by love or fondnets WE ERISH a. Infipid , ſuur ; furly. Altarr .
To WEET.vn preterite rest, or wste pitin,
Tillote .
TO WED.U.K.Tocontractmatrimony .Suckling.
Saxon ; weten , Dutch ) To know ; or to be in
WE DDING , L. ( trom wed. ) Marri ce nuptial .
formed i to have knowledge . Sperler, Prior.
the ruptial ceremony . Shake, p Granni.
WEETLESS a. (from weet . ) Unknowing .
WEDGE . i verse, Daniſh , wegge, Duech ] WEEVIL S. (pipel, Sax. cevel, Dut. ) A grub.
1. A body , which having a ſharp ed e, con | WEZEL . ſ (See WEASEL. )
tinually growing thicker, is uſed to cleave WEET. The old preterite and part. paſt. from
timber..Sperſer , Arbutha :: . 2. A mais of
T : bare. Sener .
mell spenſer , Jobuo. 3. Any thing in the WEFT. ſ. That of which the claim is generally
waved ; anything wandering witbuat an
form of a wedge Milion.
TO WELGE V.a ( :rom the noun . ) To fallen
owner. Bes Jahnjen .
with Wales : to draiten with widges; to cleave WEFT. Liperti, Sax . ? The woof of cloth .
with weigaa Shokep Dryilem .Pups Bentley WEFTAGE. j ( ' rom queft.; Texture Greco ,
WIDIOCK / [yed and ac, Sax ] Marriage ; To WEIGH . 9.a. ( pazar , Saxon ; weyber ,
Dutch )
To examine by the balance .
matrimary Shakelp . Clenzeland .
VEDNESDAY 1 ſpec sag, Saxon ; welk - Mli't. 2. To be equivalent to in weighe . Bryle,
3. To pay , all6t, or take by weight . Sbaker.
day , Durch .) 'The tourih Hay on the week , ſo
narnad bi the Gothick Gations im Woder or Zech . 4. To railc ; to take up the archo:.
To examine ; to balance in the
Knolles
Olina Shaker
VE
creers, Dutch )Little , ſmall. Shales.
mind. Clarendon. 6. To WEIGH dve. To
WLLCHELM./. A ſpecies of elm . Baccs.
overbalance . Daniel. 7. To WinCg down.
То
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Tooverburden ; to oppreſs with weight, Dryd. To WELL. v.a. To pour any thing forth . Spenl.
WELL a . 1. Not fick ; not unhappy. Shakeſp.
Addison
Taylor. 2 Convenient ; happy . Spratt. 3.
To WEIGH v. n . 1 To have weight. Brown,
2 To be conſider -d as important. Addiſ. 3 .
Being in favour. Dıyd. 4. Recovered from
To raiſe the anchor . Dryd. 4. To bear bca
any fickneis or misfortune. Collier.
WELL . adv. pell, Sax . wel, Dutch .) 1. Not
vily ; to preſs hard . Shakeſp .
ill ; not unhappily . Prior. 2. Not ill ; not
WE'IGHED. 4. (from weigh . ] Experienced.
wickedly Miiton . 3. Skilfully ; properly.
Bacom
Wotton. 4. Not amiſs; not unſucceſsfully.
WEIGHER S. Sfrom weigh .) He who weighs .
WEIGHT. / piht, Sax ) 1 Quantity mea
Knowles. 5. Not inſufficiently ; not defec
tively . Bacon, 6. To a degree that gives
ſured by the balance . Arbuth . 2 A maſs by
pleaſure. Bacon. 7. With praiſe ; favour
which , as the Itandard , other bodies are exa ·
ably . Pope. 8. As well as. Together with ;
mined. Swift 3. Ponderous maſs . Bacon.
not leſs than Arbuth 9. Well is him or
4. Gravity , heavineſs : tendency to the cen
tre Wilkins. 5. Preſſure ; burihen : over
me ; he is happy . Eccl. 10. WELL righ .
whelming power Shakeſp. 6. Importance :
Nearly ; almoſt. Milt. 11. It is uſed much
in compoſition, to expreſs any thing right,
power : influence; efficacy. Locke.
laudable, or not defective.
WEIGHTILY adv . (from weighty ) 1. Hea
vily : ponderouſly. 2. Solicly ; importantly WELLADAY. interject . ( A corruption of
Broeme
welaway.) Alas.
WEIGHTINESS Į [from weighty ] 1. Pop. WELLBEING L.( well and be. ] Happineſs ;
proſperity. Taylor.
deroſity i gravity , heavineſs.2 Solidity; force
WELLBORN a.Not meanly deſcended .Waller .
Locke 3 Importance. Hayward
WEIGHTLESS a. (from weight.] Light ; WELLBRE'D. a. (well and bred. ) Elegant of
manners ; polite. Rojcommon.
having no gravity . Sandys,
WEIGHTY. a . ( rom weigbr.) 1. Heavy : WELLNA'TURED . 0. (well and nature.)
ponderous. Dryd . 2. Important ; mome'n
Good- natured ; kind .
tous : efficacious Shakeſp. ' Prior. 3. Rigo- WELLDO'NE. interject.A word of praiſe. Mat.
WELLFAVOUREÚ. a. ( well and favour.]
rous; fevere. Shalefp.
Beautiful ; plealing to the eye . Shakejp.
WELAWAY interj Alas . Spenſer.
WELCOME. a ( pilculme , Sax. welkom , Dut) |WELLMET.'interj ( well and mer . ] A term
1. Received with gladcels , admired wil.
of ſalutacion . Shake'p. Denham .
lingly; grateful: pleaſing Ben.Johnson, Locke. WELLNIGH. adr. (well and nigh . ) Almoſt.
Davies, Spralt .
2. To bod WELCOME To receive with pro
feflions of kindndis . Bacon .
WELLSPENT. a . Paſed with virtue. Calamy.
WE'LCOME. interj. A form of ſalutation uſed WELLSPRING . , ( pællgerprig, Sax .) Foun
cain ; fjurce. Horker.
to a new comer . Dryden.
WE'LCOME.S . 1. Salutation of a new comer WELLWILLER /.(welland willer ]One who
Shakeſp . 2. Kind reception of a new comer.
means kindly. Sidney, Hooker.
Sidney, South.
WELLWISH | (well and wiſh .] A wiſh of
TO WE'LCOME. va To falute a new comer
happineſs . Addifon.
with kindneſs . Bacon .
WELLWISHER.ſ. (from wellwiſh .) One
who wiſhes the good of another. Pope.
WE’LCOME 100urboufe.f. An herb. Ainſworth.
WELCOMENESS. j. (trom welcome } Grace- WELT. !: A border ; a guard ; an edging.
fulneſs. Boyle.
Ben Johnſon
WELCOMER . L. [ from welcome.) The faluter To WELT . v . 4. [ from the noun .] To few
any thing with a border.
or receiver of a new comer . Shakeſp .
WELD , or Would. S. Yellow weed, or dyers To WELTER. v . n . ( pealtan, Sax . welteren,
weed . Miller
Dutch . ) 1. To roll in water or mire. Mili.
To WELD , for To wield. Spenſer,
Dryd . 2. To roll voluntarily ; to wallow .
TO WELD . v.a. To beat one mals into ano
Ajcham.
ther . Moxon .
WEMM . f. (pem, Sax. ) A ſpot ; a ſcar. Brerew .
WELFARE . L. (well and fare.) Happineſs ; WEN . f.( pen, Sax . ) A fleſhy or callous ex
creſcence, or protuberance. More, Dryden.
fuccels; proiperity. Addijon.
TO WELK via To cloud ; to obſcure . Spens. WENCH . 1. pencle, Sax.) 1. A young wo
WELKED . 4. Wriokled ; wreathed . Shalelp .
man , Sidney, Donne. 2. A young woman in
WELKIN./. (from pealcan , to roll, or peicen ,
contempt. Prior. 3. A ſtrumpet . Spectator.
clouds, Sax . ) The vitible regions of the air . WENCHER. S. [from wench . ) A fornicator.
Grew.
Miltur , Philips.
WELL . . [ pelle , pæll, Sax . ) 1. A ſpring ; a To WEND . V. n . (pendan , Sax .] 1. To go ;
fountain ; a lource. Dalies. 2. A deep nar
to paſs to or from. Arbuih , 2. To turo round.
row pit of water . Dryden . 3. The cavity in
Raleigh.
which stairs are placed . Moxon .
WE'NNEL. S. An animal gewly taken from
To WELL. V a . ( peallan , Sax . ) To ſpring ;
the dam. Tuller.
WE'NNY.
lo ilTue as from a ipring . Spenjer, Dryden .
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WENNY. a.lfrom wen. ) Having the nature
ftanding Hooker. 7. What Time, What
Day. At the time when ; on the day when .
of a wen. Wiſeman.
Mill. Pepe. 8. Which of many ? interroga
WENT. prel . See WEND and Go.
WEPT. pret . and part . of weep . Millos
tively. Spenſ. Dryd. 9. To how great a de
WER " pret. of the verb to be. Daniel.
gree. Dryd. 10. It is uſed adverbially for
WERE /. A dam See Wear . Sidney.
partly ; in part. Knolles, Norris. 11. Waar
bo. An interjection of calling. Dryden.
WERI! the ſecond perfon fingular of the prete
WHATEVER .
rite or to be. Ben . Jobujon.
pronouns (from wbel and
foever . ) 1. Having one
WERTH . worth , wyrob. r. In the names of WHATSO .
places, ſignify a farm , court, or village , from WHATSOEVER
nature or another ; being
one or another either generically , ſpecifically
the Saxon peopdig Giffor .
or numerically. Milton, Derbam . 2. Aoy
WESIL. /. See WESAND. Bacon.
WEST 1. ( pest, Saxon ; weſt, Duech .) The
thing, be it what it will . Hooker. 3. The
fame, be ie this or that . Pope. 4. All that ;
region where the fun goes below the horizon
at the equinoxes. Milton , Pope .
the whole that ; all particulars that. Shake
Ipeare,
WEST. 6. Being towards, or coining from , the
region of the letting lun. Exodus, Numbers . WHEAL.A. ( See WEAL ) A puftule ; a ſmall
WESI ' . adv. To the welt of any place Milton
Twelling filled with matter . Wiſeman .
WESTERING a Pailing to the weſt Milton WHEAT ). [ hpeate , Saxon ; weyde, Dutch )
WESTERLY. a . (from well ] Tending or be
The grain of which bread is chiefly made.
Shakejp. Genefis .
ing towards the weſt. Graust.
WESTERN. a ( from well .] Being in the well, WHEATEN ... (from wheat. ) Made ofwheat.
or toward the part where the fun fets . Spen . Arbuthnot.
WHEA TEAR . . A ſmall bird very delicate.
Addiſon .
WESTWARD . adv. ( peste pard, Sax . ) To
Swifi.
wards the weſt. Addison, Prior.
WHEAT'PLUM P. A forc of plum . Ais /werth.
WE'STWARDLY . adv. With tendency to the To WHEELLE . V a. To entice by foie words ;
welt. Donne.
to fatter ; to perſuade by kind words. Hadıb.
wer . a . (pæt, Sax ] 1. Humid ; having Locke, Rowe.
ſome moisture adhering. Bac. 2. Rainy: WHEEL / (hpeol, Saxon ; wiel, Dutch . )
A circular body that turns round up n an axis.
watery Dryden.
WET . ſ. Water , humidity ; moiſture . Bacon ,
Dryd. 2. A circular body. Shakeſp. 3. A
that runs upon wheels . Milter 4.
carnage
Evelyn.
To WET. o.a. (from the noun. ) 1. To hu
An instrument on which criminals are tortur
mectate ; 10 moitten Spen ). Milt. 2. To
ed. Shakeſp. 5. The inſtrument of ſpinning.
drench with drink . Waitin
Giffard. 6. Rotation ; revolucion. ' Bacon.
WETHER
!peder , Saxon : w der, Dutch )
7 : A compaſs about ; a tract approaching to
A rain caitrated. Brumut, Graunt.
circularity. Milton .
WE TNESS 1. ( irom wer ! The ltate of being To WHEEL . V
1. To move on wheels.
Mortimer
.
wet ; rnoiiture.
2. To turn on an axis. Bensley. 3. To re
volve ; to have rotatory motion 4. To
To WEX . v. a . To grow i co increaie. Dryd.
WEZAND . ). (lee wejand .) The wind pipe
turn ; to have viciffitudes. 5. To fetch :
Brown .
compats. Shakeſp. Krol. 6 To roll forward .
Skakelp .
WHALE . S. (phale , Sax . ) 'The largeſt of fiſh ;
she largeſt of the animals that inhabit this To WHEEL. V. 8. 1. To put into a rotatory
globe. Genelis, Suift.
motion ; to make to whirl round. Miltak .
WHEELBARROW . 1. ( wheel and barr..]
WHAME.4. Burrel fly . Derlam .
V. HALY. a . (See wcal. ) Marked in ſtreaks.
A carriage driven torward on one wheel.
Bacon , King,
Spenter.
WHALF . !. (warf, Swedish ; averf, But. ) A WHEELER. S. (from wheel.) A maker of
perpendicular bank or mole, railed or the con
wheels. Camden .
venience of lading or emptying veifels. Child. WHEELRIGHT. . [wheel and wrigti.)
WHARFACE. [. (from wharf.} Dues for
A maker of wheel carriages. Mortimer .
landing at a wharf.
WHEELY. a. (from wheel.] Circular ; fait
WHAFINGER. J. { from whorf ) One who
able to rotation. Philips.
attends a whart.
To WHEEZE . v. n . (bpeoson, Sax.) To
Tu WHARR . Vn. To pronounce the letter r
breathe with noiſe. Floyer.
with too much force. Diet
WHELK . . ( See - WELK ] 1. Ao joe
WHAT froncur . ( lay. t, Saxon ; wal, Dutch . )
quality ; a protuberance. Shakeſpeare, 2. A
1. That which . Dryd . Addit. 2. Which
puſtule.
part . Locke. 3. Someibing ibat is in one's To WHELM . v. a. (aphilfan , Saxon ; wikss,
Inaodick ) 1. To cover with ſomething out
miod inuefinitely Siakejp 4. Which of le
veral, Bac . Arburb. 5. An interjection by
to be thrown off; to bury. Skakelp. Pages
way of lurpriſe or queſtion . Dryd. 6. What
2. To throw upon ſomething ſo as to cover or
thouge hides imports is shingh ? notwith
bury it, Millon,
WHELP.
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WHELP. F. (welp, Dutch . ) 1. The young of WHEREWITH .
adv (where and with,
a dog ; a puppy . Bacon , Brown. 2. The WHEREWITHA'L S or withal ] With which.
young of any beaſt of prey. Donne. 3. A fon . Shakeſp. Wicheriey.
Shakeip. 4. A young man. Ben. Joha/on.
To WHERRET . v.
1. To hurry ; to
. trouble ; to teaze. 2. To give a box on the
TO WHELP. 0.n. To bring young Milron .
ear. Ainſworth.
WHEN . ada. (whan , Gothick ; pænne, Sax
wannier, Dutch . ] 1. At the time that. WHERRY.S. A light boat uſed on rivers.
Drayton .
Camden, Addiſ. 2. At what time. Addiſ. 3 .
What time. Shakeſp. 4. At which time to WHET. v. a (hpettan, Sax . wetten ,
Daniel. 5. After the time that. Government Dutch ) 1. To ſharpen by attrition. Boyle.
of the Tongue. 6. At what particular time. 2. To edge ; to make angry or acrimonious.
Miit. 7. WHEN as. At the time when ; Knolles, Danne, Dryden .
WHET. 1 (from the verb.} 1. The act of
what time. Milion .
WHENCE . adv . 1. From what place. 2 .
Therpening. 2. Any thing that makes hungry ,
From what perſon . Prior 3. From what as a dram . Dryden.
premiſes. Dryd. 4. From which place of WHETHER . adv. [ hpæder, Sax ) A particle
perlon. Milt. 5. For which caute srbut
exprefling one part of a disjunctive queſtion
6. From what fource . Locke. 7. Frunl in opofitiungto the other. Hooker, South,
WHENCE . A vitious mode of ipeech Sterler . Tillotion .
8 Of WHENCE. Ang her ba;barilin . Dryden. WHETHER . pronoun. Which of two. Mart .
WHENCESOEVER adv. ( whence and ever .
Beniley.
From what place foever Locke
WHETSTONE, S. (whet and ſtone.) Stone on
WHENEVER . 2 adv. At whatſoever time
which any thing is whetted, or rubbed to make
WHENSOEVER ) Locke, Rogers,
it ſharp. Hooker, Fairfax.
WHERE . adv. (hper , Saxon ; waer, Dutch ] WHETTER
(from where) One that whets
1. At which place or places . Sidney, Hooker. or ſharpens. More.
2. At what place. Poje 3 At the place in WHEY. S. ( hpeg, Saxon ; wey, Dutch. :)
which. Shakeſp. 4 Any WHERE . At any The thin or lerous part of milk , from which
place . Burnet 5. WHERE, like bere, has in
the cleole or grumous part is ſeparated. Shak .
Harvey. 2 It is used of any thing white
composition a kind of pronominal ſignification
6. It has the nature of a noun . Spenſer.
and thin . Skakelp .
WHE'RE ABOUT. adv (where and about.) WHEʻYEY . Za [ from whey ) Partaking of
1. Near what place. 2. Near which place WHE'YISH S whey; reſembling whey . Bacon,
Shakeſp. 3. Concerning which. Hoker.
Philips.
WHEREA'S. adv. ( where and as ! 1. When WHICH . pron hpılc, Saxon ; welck, Dutch .]
on the contrary . Sprait. 2. At which place
1. The pronoun relative , relating to things .
Stakelp 3. The thing being ſo that. Baker.
Bacon , South. 2. It formerly was uſed for
WHERE AT, adv . ( where and ar. ] At which . who, and relating likewiſe to perſons : as 1.1
Hooker .
the firf words of ihe Lord's prayer. Shakeſp,
WHEREBY . adv. ( where and by.] By which WHICHSOEVER pron . (which and foever .]
Hooker, Taylor.
Whether one or the other. Locke.
WHEREEVER . adv. (quhere and ever.) A WHIFF. !. ( chwy!h, Welth .) A blaſt ; a puff
whatſoever place . Milton, Waller, Atterb.
of wind Shakilp.
WHEREFORE. adv . (where and for.] 1. TO WHIFFLE . 0. * ( from whiff.) Tomove
For which reaſon . Hooker. 2. For what rea
incontantly, as if driven by a puff of wind.
fon. Shakeſp .
L Eſtrange. Watts.
WHEREI'N . adv. (where and in.) In which . WHIFFLER
[from wh fle ) 1. One that
Bacon , Swift .
blows Irongly. Shakeſp.- 2. One of no conte
WHEREINTO . adv. (where and into.] Into quence ; one moved with a whiff or puif.
Spectator.
which , Bacon , Woodward.
WHERENESS. f. [ from where. ) Ubiety WHIG . ]: [hprez, Saxon. ] 1. Whey . 2. The
Grew .
name of a faction . Swift.
WHERLOF. adv. (where and of ) of which. WHIGGISH . 2. (from wbig. ) Relating to the
Davies
whigs, weft.
WHEREO'N adv. (where and om . ] On which . UITGGISM . L. ( from whig. ] The notions of
Hooker , Milton ,
a whig. Swifi.
WHERESO .
2 adv. (where and foever . WHILE. /. iweil, German ; hpile , Saxon ]
WHERESOE'VERS To what piace foever
ime ſpace of time. Ben . ñ omjon, Tollstjör.
Spenſer.
WAILE Zodv. Sple, Saxon.), 1. Duung
WHERETO '.
7 adv. (where and
cr WHILES.
the time that. Shake'p. 2. As
WHEREUNTO'S whoj To vhich. Hooker, WHILSTS long as Watis. 3. At the ſame
Milton.
time that Decay of Piery
WHEREUPO'N ało (where and ufor. ) Upon To WHILE . V. n . fiom the noun ) To loiter.
which, Clarendon, Darlis.
Specialir.
WHILERC,
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WHl’Lere. adv.wbile and ere, or before.] A WH'IPSAW. S. (whip and ſaw .) The whip
Ville while ago. Raleigh .
law is uſed by joiners to law ſuch great pieces
WAILOM . adv. Ihpilom, Saxon.) Formerly ;
of ſtuff that the handſaw will not eaſily reach
through Mexor .
once ; of old Spenler , Milton .
WHIM S. A freak ; an odd fancy ; a caprice, WHIPSTAFF. |: (On ſhipboard .) A piece of
Swif!.
wood faſtened to the helm, which the ſteerf.
To WHIMPER . v. 5. [ wimmeren , Germ . )
man holds in his hand to move the helm aad
To'cry without any loud noile . Rowe,
turn the ſhip. Bailey.
WHIMPLED a . This word ſeems to mean WHIPSTER S. (from whip .) A nimble fellow.
Prior .
Shakeſp
diſtorted with crying.
.
WHIMSEY / Á treak ; a caprice ; an odd WHIPT. for whipped . Tufer.
fancy. L'Eſtrange, Prior, King
To WHIRL . v. a. (hpýnfan, Sax. wbirbeles,
Dutch .) To turn round rapidly. Dryder,
WHIMSICAL. a (from whimſey ] Freakiſh ;
Granville.
capricious ; oddly fancitul. Addijon.
WHINI ( chauyn, Welín .) A weed ; furze To WHIRL. v. *. To run round rapidly.
Tur, Bacon .
Spenſer, Dryden, Smith.
TO WHINE. v . n. ( panian , Saxon ; weenen, WHIRL. ' S. ' [from the verb.) 1. Gyration ;
Dutch . ) To lament in low murmurs ; to
quick rotation ; circular motion ; rapid cir
make a plaintive noiſe : to moun meanly and
cumvolution. Dryd . Creech, Smith . 2. Aay
elferninately. Sidney, Suckling.
thing moved with rapid rotation. Addiſor.
WHINE , S. (from the verb .) Plaintive noiſe ; WHIRLBAT. S. (whirl and bar.) Any thing
mean or aff- cted complaint. South .
moved rapidly round to give a blow . L'Ej
To WHYNNY. v. n . To make a noiſe like a tronge. Creech .
horle or colt.
WHIRLBONE. S. The patella. Ainſwarıb.
WHINYARD. / A ſword , in contempt . Hudib. WHIRLIGIG . Š. (whirl and gig.) A toy
To WHIP. v . a . (hpeopan, Sax wippen , Dut .) Wwhich children ſpin round. Prior ,
1. To ſtrike with any thing tough and Aexi" WHIRLPIT. 1). (hpýnfpole, Saxon.) A
ble. Addison 2. Tó few nightly Gay. 3. WHIRLPOOL. S place where the water moves
To drive with lathes. Shakep Locke. 4. To
circularly, and draws whatever comes withia
connect with laſhes. Smith. 5. To laſh with
the circle towards its center ; a vortex . Sosdys,
larcalin Shakejp. 6. To inwrap. Moxon
Bentley
TO WHIP v. a. To take any thing oimbly . WHIRLWIND. . (werbelwind, German .)
L'Eſtrange, Swift.
A ſtormy wind moving circularly. Drydes.
TO WHIP. v. r. To move nimbly. L'Eſtrange, WHIRRING. 6. A word formed io imitation
Tarler.
of the found expreſſed by it : as, the wbir.
WHIP. . ( hpeop, Saxon. ] An inftrument of ring pheaſant. Pope.
WHISK . J. (wifeber, to wipe, German.) 1.
corsection tough and pliant. Dryden, Pope.
A Imall beſom , or bruſh. Boyle, Seift. 2. A
WHIPCORD. ) [ whip and cord ] Cord of
part of a thoman's dreſs. Child .
which laſes are made . Dryden.
WHIPGRAFTING . ). W busgrafting is thus TÖ WHISK . v. a. (wifeber, to wipe, German.)
performed : firſt, cut off the head of the Ilock ,
1. To ſweep with a ſmall belom . 2. To
apu Imooth it ; then cut the graft from a knot
move nimbly, as when one ſweeps Hud: bras.
or bud on one ſide Noping , about an inch and WHISKER . ſ. ( from whiſk .) The hair grow.
1 halt long, with a thoulder, but not deep,
ing on the chcek unſhaven ; the muſtachio.
that it may reſt on the top of the ſtock : the Pope.
grafe must be cut from the ſhouldering ſmuoth To WHISPER . v. r. (wiſperen , Dutch .) To
and even , ſloping by degrees , that the lower
ſpeak with a low voice , Sidney , Swift .
end be thin : place the ſhoulder on the head To WHISPER . v . a . 1. To addreſs in a low
of the lock, and mark the length of the cut
voice. Shakelp. Tailer . 2. To utter in a low
part of the grasi , and with your knpite cue voice. Bensley. 3. To prompt ſecretly . Sbak.
away to much of the luck as the grafi did co- WHISPER . !. ( from the verb.) A low loft
ver : place both cogether, that the cat part of
voice Seuih .
both may join, and the tap unite the one to WHISPERER . f. [ from whiſper.) 1. Dee
the other , anu bind them clole together, and
ihat ſpeaks low . 2. A private talker. Bacos.
detend then from the rain with itmpered clay WHIST ' interj. 1. Be filent. Shakeſp . 2. Sull;
or wax , as belore. Morlimer.
filene. Milien . 3. Be ftill.
WHIPHAND. J; {whop and band.) Advan . WHIST. ſ. A game at cards, requiring cloſe
attention and litence. Swift
tage over Dryden.
WHIPLASH. | The lash or ſmall end of a To WHI'STLE. v. . hpistlan, Sax .) 1. To
form a kind of muſical ſound by ao inarticu
whip. Mujer
lace modulation of the breath . Sbakelp. Miltes .
WHIPPER 1. (from whip.] One who puniſhes
2. To make a louod with a ſmall wind is .
with whipping Sbake;p.
WHIPPINGPUST: ] i subip and pojl ) A pil.
ſtrument . 3. To found frill. Dryden , Pope.
lar to which crimina's are bound when they To WHISTLE. v. a. To call by a whitle
Saurb .
are lathed. Hudobras,
WHI'S.
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WHISTLE. S. [hpisele, Saxon.] 1. Sound, place : abſolutely. Milcon. 3. To which
place : relatively: Clarendon . 4. To what
made by the modulation of the breath in the
mouth.Dryden. 2. A found made by a ſmall degree. Ben . Johnſon.
wind inſtrument. 3. The mouth ; the organ WHITHERSOE'VER . adv. (whither and for
ever.) To whatſoever place. Taylor.
of whiſtling. Wallon. 4. A ſmall wind in.
ſtrument. Sidney. 5. The noiſe of winds. WHITING . S. (wirring, Dutch , alburnus,
Lal ) 1. A linall ſeatiſh. Carew . .2 . A ſoft
6. A call, ſuch 18 ſportſinen uſe to their dogs.
Hudibras.
chalk . ( from white.) Boyle.
WHISTLER. F. ( from whiſtle. ) One who WHI'TISH . a. ( from white.j Somewhatwhite.
whifles. Addiſon
Boyle .
WHIT. S. ( piht, a thing, Saxon.] A point ; a WHI'TISHNESS. S. ( from whitiß . ) The qua
jot. Sidney, Davies, Tillotſon
lity of being ſomewhat white. Boyle.
WHITE, 6. (hpit, Saxon ; wit, Durch . ] 1. WHÍ TL.EATHER . S. 1 white and leather. ]
Leather dreſſed with alum , remarkable for
Having ſuch an appearance as ariſes from the
mixture of all colours ; ſnowy. Newton . 2 . toughneſs . Chapman
Having the colour of ſear ; pale Shakeſp . 3. WHITLOW . S. [ hpit, Saxon, and loup, a
Having the colour appropriated to happineſs
wolf Skinner.) A ſwelling between the cu
ticle and cutis, called the mild whiciow , or be
and innocence. Milson. 4. Grey with age .
tween the perioileum and the bone called the
Shakesp . s Pure ; unblemiſhed. Pope .
malignant whitlow . Hileman .
WHITE . S. T. Whiteneſs, any thing white:
WHITSOUR.
f. A kind or apple. See APPLI.
white colour. Newton . 2. The mark at which
an arrow is ſhot Dryden, Southern . 3. The WHITSTER , or wbiter. f. ( trom whrie.) A
albugineous part of eggs . Boyle. 4. The white
whitener. Shakeſp .
part of the eye . Ray.
WHI TSUNTIDÉ S. (white and funday ; be
cauſe the converts newly baptized , appeared
To WHITE, V. a . ( from the adjective.) To
make while ; to dealbate. Mark.
from Faiter to Whitſuntide in white. Skinner. )
The teaft of Pentecoſt. Carew.
WHITELE'AD. J. Whitelead is made by lak
ing ſheetlead, and having cut it into long and WHITTENTREE . L. A fort of tree. Ainſw .
narrow flips, they make it up into rolls, but WHI'TTLE . . ( hpýtel , Saxon .) 1. A white
dreſs for a woman.
ſo that a ſmall diſtance may remain between
2. A knife. Ben .
every ſpiral revolution. Theſe rolis are put Jobrfon.
into earthen pits, ſo ordered that the lead To WHI'TTLE . v. 0. ( from the poun .] To
cut with a knife . Hakewill.
may not link dowo above hal : way , or ſome
To make a loud humming
ſmall matter more in them : thele pots have To WHIZ .
noiſe . Shakeſp.
each of them very ſharp vinegar in the bottom,
, Saxoo ; wie, Dutch . )
pron
(hpa
WHO.
.
Whe
the
lead.
oun
n
to full as almoſt io touch the
1. A pronoua relacive , applied to perſons.
vinegar and lead bave both been put into the
Abbor, Locke. 2. As whojould ſay, ellipti
pol , it is covered up clole , and ſo left for
cally for as one whofouid Jay . Collier .
a certain time ; in which ſpace the corro
five fumes of the vinegar will reduce the WHOEVER promour (who and ever.) Any
one, without limitation or exception Spenſer,
ſurface of the lead into a mere white calx ,
Poje.
which they ſeparate by knocking it with a
hammer. Quincy.
WHOLE. 2. ( paly, Saxon ; heal, Dutch ) 1 .
WHITELY. a . (from white. ) Coming near to
All ; total ; containing all . Shakeſp . 2. Uo
white . Southern,
injured , unimpaired. 2 Sam. 3. Well of any
WHITEMEAT. S. (white and meat.) Food hurt or ſicknels. J S.
WHOLE. 1. The totality ; no part- omitted.
made of milk. Spenſer.
To WHITEN via . [from wbite.) To make Eccluſ. Broome.
Temple
white.
WHOLESALE. f. (whole and ſale.] Sale in
.
the lump, not in ſeparate ſmall parcels. Addiſ.
To WHITEN . v . n. To grow white. Smith.
Walls
WHITENER . ) . ( from whorin ) One who
WHOʻLESOME. a. ( beeljam , Dutch . ) 1 .
makes any thing while .
WHITENESS. / Irom white. ) 1. The ſtate
Sound. Shakeſp . 2. Contributing to health .
of being while; freedom from colour Newi. 3. Preſerving ; faluiary. Pjalms. 4. Kindly ;
2. Palencis ; Shakeſp. 3. Purity ; clean
pleating Sbakelp.
0 : ſs. Dryden
WHOʻLESOMELY. adv. (from wholeſome.]
Salubrioully ; falutiferouſly
WHITEPUT. S A kind of food , King.
WHITE THORN 1. A lpecies of thorn, Boyle. WHO LESOMENESS 1. (from whoieſome.) 1 .
WHITEWASH ſ. ( whrie an ! «w.joj A walb
Quality of conducing to health ; falubrity .
to make the skin lcem lair. Aildijon .
Grauni , iddijon. 2. Salularinets ; conducive.
nels to good.
WHITEWINE . J. ( white and wire.) A ſpe
cies of wi..e produced from the white grapes . WHOLLY adv. ( from whole ) 1. Com
Wiseman
pletely ; perfeally . Dryden , Addiſon. 2 To
WHITHER a . ( hpýden , Saxon. ) 1. To
ially ; in ailele paris or kind . Bacon .
whac place : interiugatively 2. To what
WHOM .
SR 2
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WHOM. The accuſative of who, lingular and
tion of manders ; guilt ; moral ill. Shakeſp.
Milion ,
plura ! Locke .
WHOMSOE'VER. pron (who and ſoever.] Any WI'CKER . a. Made of ſmall nicks . Spenſer.
WICKET . ſ. ( wicked, Welſh ; guichet, fr.
without exception. Locke .
WHOO'BUB. 1. Hubbub Shakeſp.
wicket , Dutch ) A ſmall gale. Sjerſer, Da
WHOOP. ( See Hoop . ) 1. A thout of pur
vies, Milton, Dryden , Sw.fi.
fuit. Hudibras, Aldiſon . 2. (Upupa, Lat ] WIDE. a. ( pide, Saxon ; wijd, Dutch.) 1 .
A bird. Diet ,
Broad ; extended far each way. Pope. 2.
TO WHOOP . v . n . ( from the noun ) To Mout
Broad to a certain degree : as three inches
with malignity Shakeſp.
wide. 3. Deviating ; remote. Raleigh, Ham.
To WHOOP. v . a. To inſult with thouts .
mord,
WIDE. ado 1. At a diffance. Temple. 2.
Dryden.
With great extent. Milton.
WHORE. . (hir, Saxon ; boere, Datch ) !
A woman who converles unlawfully with WIDELY. adv . (from wide.) . With great
men ; a fornicatreis ; an adultrals ; a llrum
extent each way . Beasley. 2. Rem 'tely ; far.
Locke.
pet . Ben Yibles 2. A proſtitute ; a wo
mon who receives meo for money. Dryden , To WI'DEN. v . a . ! from wide ) To make
Prisr .
wide ; to extend . Shakeſp.
TO KHORE. V. a ( from the noun . ) To con . To WI'DEN , 0. " . To grow wide ; to extend
itſelf. Locke.
verte unlaw ully with the other fex . Dryder ,
TO WHORE . v . a . To corrupt with regard to WIDENESS. f . [from wide ) 1. Breaith ;
chiftity
large extent each way . Dryder. 2. Compara.
VBORLDOM . [ from where.) Fornication. tive breadth . Bentley.
HI
WIDGEON . 8. A water -fowl not unlike a wild
WHOPEMASTER . 2 / ( whore and moſter
duck , but not fo la
Careru
WHREMONGER . S crmonger .] One who WIDOW.f.ipidpa, Saxon ; quedare, nuich )
krer whores, or converſes with a fornicatref .
A woman whule huſband is dead Siakejf.
Slalo
Sanilys.
WHORESON. S. (whore and .) A baltare . i'o WIDOW . v . a. [from the noun ) : . To
Slalep.
deprive of 2 hufbind Shakefo Dryden.
WHO'RISH . a. [ from whore.) Unchafte ; in
2. To endow with a widow.right Stakep.
Continent. Shakeſp.
3. Tostrip ofany thing gond. Dryd Fhurs.
WHORTLEBERRY. . (hcortberian, Sax . ) WIDOWER. f. (trom wid :w .) One whohas
Liberty. iviil'er .
lost his wife. Sidney , Slakejp . 2 E /2.
WHOSE
1. Genitive of who. Shakeſp. 2. WIDOWHOOD. / trom aridaw .] 1. The
Genitie of which. Prir.
tate of a widow. Sidney, Jenler, Care,
WHO'S ,
Wallon , Milion. 2, Eltare fettled on a wi
? promour ( arko and loever )
Whosoever . } Any , without restriction.
dow . Shkeit
Bacon, Milton , South.
WIDOWHU’NTER. !. ( widow and buster]
VAURT. . A whortleb rry ; a bilberry.
One who courts widows for 2 jordture.
Curew .
Aduan
( xvid :w and maker )
IDOL MA'KER .
WHY, adv . ( hpi , forhri, Sax .) 1. For what
reason ? Iaterrogatively Ewift. 2. For which
One who deprives women of their husbands.
Shakelt
reston . Relatively . Boyle. 3. For what rea
fon. Relatively. Shakilp . 4. It is ſometimes WIDOW WAIL J. (rider and wail.) A
plant .
uled emphatically. Shanefp .
WHYNO'T. adv . A cant word for violent o WIDTH. f. [from wide) Breadth ; wide sels.
Dryden
peremptory procedure. Hudobras.
VIC , Wich. Comes from the Saxon pic, TO WIELD V. a . ( peeldin, Sax ) To uſe
which according to the different nature and
with full conimard , as a thing not too beavy .
( otition of places, hati a threesold fignifica
Milton, W'aller, Dyilen.
tion ; implying either a village , or a bay WIELDY. a . tro'n ceilid . Mirageable.
made by the winding banks of a river, or a WTERY. a (Irun 17... ) 1. Maitect wre :
it were better written cuiry. D30se. 2 .
Cattle . Gibios
( pecce, Saxon ; wiecke, Dutch )
Drawn into wire Peachur. 3. Wei , wede
VICK .
rith ; moist. Skakejp.
The ſubstance round which is applied the
er conto w ot a torch or candie. Shakeſi. WIFE
Saxon
; etd.,
Dutchļ;) plural
1. A wives.
woman [pif,
that has
a huíba
WICKED . a . 1. Given to vice ; not good ; Shakeſp. Milton 2. It is uſed for a woman
fiigi isus ; morally bad, It is a word of
of low employment. Bacan .
ludicrous or light blame. Shakejp. 3. CurriWIG . /. being a nomination in the name of
et , bareuli fernic!015 į bad in effeal. nen , ogo ties war, or elle a hero trun: s ja .
Gobfer .
Strmier , Shakesp.
viCKEDLY. adv. from wicked ] Criminally : WIG . / . ( Contrated from perierig.) 1. Fare
hair w in on the head. Sivifi. 2. A fort of
cornpreu Bon Johnjin, Clarendon.
WIGHT.
VICHEDVESS . ]. [ irom wicked ] Coires
cake , dinjw.rth.
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WIGHT.S [pıht, Saxon.) A perſon ; a being . WILINESS. S. (from wily.) Cunning ; guile.
Pjaims, Howel
Davies, Milton, Addifor.
WILL. S. ( pilla , Saxon ; wille, Dutch ] 1 .
WIGHT..Swit; nimvie. Spenſer .
WI'GHTLY . adv. ( irom wight ) Swiftly ;
Choice; arbitrary determination. Locke, Hooker,
2. Diſcretion ; choice. Pope. 3. Command ;
nimbly. Spenſer
direction . Ecclef. 4. Diſpoſition ; inclina
WILD . a . ( pild , Saxon ; wild, Durch . } 1 .
Not tame ; not domeft ck . Viiton. 2 Pro
tion ; defire. Shakeſp. Drummond. 5. Power ;
pagated by nature ; nor cultivated. Mortimer ,
government 6. Divine determination Shakeſp .
Grew. 3. Defart ; uninhabited. 4. Savage ;
7. Teltament ; diſpofition of a dying man's
effects Stephens. 8. Good Will. Favour ;
uncivilized. Shakeſp. Bacon, l'aller. 5. Tur
kindneſs. Sbake p. 9. Right intention . 10.
bulent; tempeſtuous ; irregular . Addison .
6. Licentious; ungoverned . Prior. 7 in
Ill Will. Malice malignity. 11. Will
conſtant ; mutable : fickle . Pope. 8. Iner
with a wilo, Jack with a lanthorn . W'ill with
Un
wilp is of a round figure, in bignels like
the
dioate ; loole. Shakeſp. Dryden. 9
the flame of a cardle , but fometimes broader ,
couch ; ftrange. Shakejp. 10. Done or made
and like a bundle of twigs lex on fire. it
without any conuftent order or plan . M !! : n ,
Woodward u Meerly imaginary . Swife.
tometimes gives a brighter light than that of a
WILD. | A defart ; a tract uncultivated and
wax - candle ; at other times more obſcure and
uninhabited . Deyden, Addison, Pope.
of a purple colour . When viewed near at
hand, it ſhines leſs than at a distance . They
WILD Bah ! | facinus , Lat .) A plant.
WILD Cucumber . ] [ eiaterium , Lat . ) A plant. wander abou : in the air , not far from the lus
Miller
face of the earth ; and are more frequent in
places that are unctuous, mouldy , marihy,
WILD Olive. f. [eleagnus, Lat.) from aría,
and abounding with reeds. They haunt bury
an olive, and agres, citex ) A plant. Miller .
ing places, places of execution, and dunghills.
WILDSERVICE . { crolægus, Lat .) A plan' .
They commonly appear in luminer, and at the
To WILDER , V. e . (trom wild ) To loſe or
beginning of antumn, and are generally at the
puzzle in an unknown or pachleis tract
height of about fix feet from the ground. They
Dryden, Pope,
A
de
follow hole that run away , and fly froin thore
WILDERNESS. f. [ from wild .}
furt ; a tract of folitude and favagenel:
thal follow them . Some that have been catch
Spener, Waller. 2. The ſtate of being wild
ed were obſerved to conlist of a ſhinig, vila
cous , and gelatinous mater, like the ipa wa
or dito,deriy. Millor.
WILDFIRES (wild and fore ] A compoſition
of frogs , not hot or burning , but crly thining ;
of inflammable materiais ealy to take hre , and
to that the matter ſeems to be phosphorus,
prepared aad raited from putrified piants or
hard to be extinguiſhed. Skakep.
carcailes by the heat of the lun.
WILDGOOSECHASE . 1. A purſuit of fome
To WILI,. V. a . [wilgan, Gothick ; pillan,
th ng unlikely to be caught . L'Etrange.
Saxoe ; willen , Durch .] 1. To define that
WILDING . 1. wildeling he. Dutch.s A wild
any thing thouid be , or be done . Hooker,
four apple. Philips .
Hammond. 2. To be inclined or reloved to
WILDLY. adv. Pirom wild ) 1 Without
cultivation . More. 2. With diſorder ; with
have. Shakeſp . 3. TO Cinnand ; to direct,
pertorbation or distraction. Shakejp. 3. With
Husker, Sharep. Knolles, Clarendon , Dryden.
our attention ; without judgment. Shakesp WILLI and Vidi , among the Englith Suxos, as
viele at this day among the Gerinans, ligouued
4. Irregularly. Dryden
WILDNESS 1. (fron wild .) 1 . Roleneſs ; many. Goojem.
diſorder like that of uncultivated ground. WILLING. 4. ( from will 1. Inclined to
Bacon . 2. Inordinate vivacity ; irregularity
any thing Wilfan , Alilton , Beniley. 2 .
of manners. Shakejp . 3 Savageneis ; biura
Pieaied ; deſirous . 3. Favourable ; well dil
licy . Sidney, Prior 4. Unculuvated Hale.
puted to any thing. Exodus. 4 Ready ; con
plying Hooker, willen 5 Chosen Milt.
Diyden 5 Deviation : rom a feteled cau: ic ;
6 Spontaneous. Dryden . 7. Conleuung.
irregularity. W'atis. 6. Alienation of mind
Milion
Skakef
WILE. 7. pile, Sax ) A diceit ; a fraud ; a WILLINGLY. ada ( from will ] 1. With
trick ; a Itracagem , a practice artiul , lly . one's own content ; without drikke ; without
reluctance. Hooker, Milton . 2 By one's owa
Daniel, Rafcommor.
WILFUL. & (will and full ] 1. Siubborn ;
delire . Adelsfon.
contumacious ; perverſe ; int xible. 2. Done WILLINGNESS. ſ. ( from willing.) Confent ;:
freedom from reluctance, really compliance.
or juffered by deſign. Milton , Dryden .
WILFULLY. adv. ( from wiifid ] 1. Obfti.
Ben . Jounion, Calamny
nately, ſtubbornly. Sidney, isinalom . 2. By WILLOW 1. pelle, Saxon ; gwilou, Welſh ]
delign; on purpose. Hammond, Bp. Ta, 198.
A tree worn by tor! rn lovers. Stejp.
WTLFULNESS. J. Obitincy ;: liubboronets ; WILLOWSH . a Relembing the colour of
willow .
perverlinels. Hiker, Srakan.
WILLY. adm . (from winy .] By ſtratagem ; WILLOWWORT. L. A plant . Wilbr.
HTLY .
fraudulentiy . 91
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WILY. .. ( from wik. ) Cunning ; fly , full of To WIND. V. r. To turn ; to change. Dryden.
2. To turn ; to be convolved. Moxor . 3.
South.
AtratageEm . . S.Spenſer,
, old Dutch , from we
To move round.Derbom . 4. To proceed in
[wimpel
WIMBL
flexures. Shakeſp. Milton . 5. To be extri
meler, to bore .) An inftrument with which
cated ; to be difentaogled. Miltor .
holes are bored .
WI'NDBOUND . 2.,(wind and bourd.) Confined
WIMBLE. a. Active ; nimble. Spenſer.
by contrary winds. Spectator.
WIMPLE. L. lagu impli , Fr.] A hood ; 1 veft.
WI'NDEGG. . An egg not impregnated ; in
WIMBLE . v. Q. To draw down as a hood
ToBible.
egg that does not contain the principles of lite.
Brown.
veil . . Spenfer.
v. 6. pret . won and won ; part. paft.WINDER S. [ from wind.) 1. Anioftrument
ToorWIN
or perſon by which any thing is turned round.
wor . ( pinna, Sax . winn, Dutch . ) 1 . To
Swift. 2. A plant that twitts itlelf round
gain by conqueft. Knolles, Milton , Dryden , 2
others Bacon .
To gain the victory in a conteſt. Denham . 3
To gain fumething withheld. Pope. 4. TO WINDFAL . I. ( wind and fall.) Fruit blown
down from ihe tree . Evelyn.
obtain. Sidney. 5. To gain by play. Addiſon.
6. To gain by perſuaſion. Milion . 7. To gain WI'NDFLOWER . S. The anemone. A power .
f. Windgalis are oft, yielding,
Gay.the victory . Milt. WINDGALL.
by courtſhip . Shakeſ
1. Top.gain
fatulent (umours or bladders , full of corrupe
. v . x.influence or favour. Dryden. 5 .
To2 WIN
To guin
jelly, which grow upon each ſide of the tee.
lock joinıs, and are lo painiul in hot weather
To gain ground . Shakeſp 4. To be conque
and hard ways, that they make a.horſe lo halt.
ror orgainer at play. Shakeſp.
To WINCE . v. r . (gwingo, Wellh .) To kick
Farrier's Dici .
as impatient of a rider, or of pain. Sbakejp WINDGUN. S. [ wind and gun.) A Gun which
diſcharges the bullet by means of wiad com
Ben . 'fob
preſſed . Wilkins, Pope.
(gwincher, French , to twiſt.) A
. S.a /on.
WINCH
windlals; fomething held in the hand by WINDINESS / ( from windy.] 1. Fulneſs of
wind ; Aatulence . Floyer. 2. Tendency to
which a wheel or cylinder is turoed. Mortimer.
To WINCH . v. a . To kick with impatience ;
generate wiod . Bacon . 3. Tumour ; puttinels.
Shakeſe
Brerewood,
to thrink from any unealineſs.
WI'NDING. ( from wind.) Flexure ; meas
Hudibras .
WI'NCOPIPE. S. A ſmall red Power in the der. Addiſon
WINDINGSHEET. S. ( wind and fbeet.) A
Itubbie fields. Bacon .
WIND.S. pind, Sax , wind, Dutch .) 1. Wind
ſheet in which the dead are cowrapped . State.
Bacon.
is when aoy tract of air moves from the place
it is in, to any other, with an impelus that is WI'NDLASS. S. (wind and lace.) A handle
by which a rope or lace is wrapped together
fenſible to us, wherefore it was not ill called
round a cylinder. 2. A handle by which
by the ancients , a ſwifter courſe of air ; a
fuwing wave of air . Muſchenbrock. 2. Di any thing is turned . Shakeji
rection of the blaſt from a particular point. WINDLE . /. 1 from to wind.) A ſpiridie.
Shakejp. 3. Breadth ; power or act of reſpira- WINDMILL F. (wind and mul. A millcura
tion Shakejf . 4. Air cauſed by any action. ed by the wind. Waller , Wilkins.
Sbakely Milson . 5. Breach modulated by an WINDOW. S ( vindue, Danith .] 1. Ao aper
lure in a building by which air and light are
inftrument. Bacon , Dryden . 6. Air impreg
pated with icent. · Swift. 7. Flatulence ; intromittet. Spenjer, Swifi. 2. The frame
t
of glass or any other materials that covers the
windineis. Miston . 8. Any thing inlignifican
aperture Nowtor . 3 Lines crofing each
or light as wind. Milton. 9. Down she WIND
To decay. L'Efrange. 13. To take or bave other. King. 4. An aperture selemuling *
.
ibe Wind . To gain or have the upper-hand Towindow
WINDOW . v. a. (from the noun ) i .
. . v . a. (pindan, Sax. winden, Dutch.) To furniſh with window , Wattar. 2. To
WIND
ToBacon
1. To blow ; to lound by inflation . Spenfer . place at a window obckej p. y . To break into
Dryden . 2. To turn round ; to cwift. 'Bacon
openings . Sbakejp .
3. To regulate in action. Shakejp . WINDPIPE. J. ( wind and pipe.) The patíage
N'ol
ion
ras. 4. To pole ; to follow by Icent. of the breach, Brown, Ray, Arburbrit .
Hudib
5. To curn by lifts or expedients Hudibras. WINDWARD . adv . (from wird. ) Towards
6. To inueduce by infinuation . Shake,p. 7
the wind .
To change. Addijon. 8. To entwift ; to en WI'NDY . a . ( from wind.) 1. Crofiling of
fold ; lo encircle . Sbokej. 9. T. WIND OM 1
wind. Bacon , 2. Next the wind, weep. .
To extricale . Clarendon . 10. TO WIND UP
Emply ; sity . Milton , Souib. 4. Tempe : 0 .
s
m
ous ; moleſted with wind, Nilion, Souit . s.
To bring to a firall compal , as a boltu of
ve
Puffy ; faculeot . Arburbrot .
thread . Lucke . 12. To convol the pring .
Slokeji . 12. To raife by degrees. Hayward. WINE, J. ( pin , Saxon ; sina , Durch .)
13 To Iliairen a Itring by turning that on
The fermented juice of the grade Cirur,
Walier .
Ijaiak, Jof. Saniyi. 2 Preparations of ve
which it is rolled ; w put in iuae.
getables
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getables by fermentation, called by the ge- WI'NTRY. a. [ from winter .) Brumal ; hyemal.
Dryder .
deral name of wines.
WING. G. ( gehiping, Sax. winge, Danilh.) 1. WINY. a . [ from wine. ] Having the taſte or
The limb of a bird by which the fies. Sidney.
qualities of wine. Bacon.
2. A fan to winnow. Tuffer. 3. Flight ; TO WIPE. v. a . ( pipan, Sax.) 1. To cleanſe by
paſſage by the wing. Shakejp. 4. The motive rubbing with ſomethist .ft. Shakeſp. Milcox.
of Aight. Shakeſp. 5. The lide bodies of 2. To take away by terfion. Decay of Piery.
an army. Krolles, Dryder. 6. Any lide piece.
3. To ſtrike off gently. Shakeſp. Milton, 4.
Mortimer.
To clear away. Shakeſp. 5. To cheat ; to
TO WING. v. a. ( from the noun.) 1. To fur
defraud. Spenſer. 6. To Wipe out. To efface.
pill with wings ; to enable to Ay . Pope. 2. Shakeſp. Locke.
WIPE . J. ( from the verb. ) 1. An act of clean
To ſupply with lide bodies. Shakeſp.
To WING. v . n. To paſs by flight. Shakeſp.
ſing. 2. A blow ; a ſtroke ; a jeer ; a gybe ; a
Prior.
ſarcasm . Swift . 3. A bird.
WINGED . a. ( from wing.) Furniſhed with WIPER . S. (from wipe.) An inſtrumeat or
perſon by which any thing is wiped. Ben .
wings; flying ; Swift ; rapid. Milton , Waller.
Jobafor .
WINGEDPEA. f. [ ochrus, Lat, ] A plant.
Miller
Metal drawn into llender threads,
Wire,
Fairfax , Milton
WI'NGSHELL. f. [ wing and ſell.) The ſhell
that covers the wing of infecte. Grew .
To WI'REDRAW . v. a. (wire and draw .]
WINGY. a. ( from wing. ) Having wings.
1. To ſpin into wire. 2. To draw out into
length . Arbuthnot. 3. To draw by art or vio
Addiſon .
Dryden.
lence.
To WINK . v. n . (pinctan, Saxon ; wincken,
Daich .) . To ſhut the eyes. Shakeſp. Tillots WIREDRAWER S. [ wire and draw .] One
who ſpios wire. Locke.
2. To bint, or direct by the motion of the
eyelids. Swift. 3. To cloſe and exclude the To WIS. v . 4. pret, and part. paſt. will. (wyſex,
light. Dryden . 4. To connive ; to ſeem not Dutch ) To know Aſchom.
to fee ; to tolerate. W bitgifte, Roſcommon. WISDOM . : ( pisdom , Sax.) Sapience ; the
5. To be dim. Dryden.
power of judging rightly. Hooker.
WINK . S. (from the verb.] 1. Ad of cloſing wise. a. (pir , Saxon ; wiis, Dutch . ) ! , Sa.
2.
A
pient; judging rightly , particularly of matters
the eye. Shakeſp . Donne, Temple.
hint given by motion of the eye. Sidney, of life; having practical knowledge. Romans.
Swift.
2. Skilful ; dextrous. Tillosjon. 3. Skilled in
WI'NKER . f. ( fri m wink.] One who wioks.
hidden arts. Shakeſp. 4. Grave ; becoming
WINKINGLY, adv. (from winking ) With
a wiſe man. Milton .
WISE . . ( pise , Sax . wyle, Dutch. ) Manner ;
the eye almoſt cloſed. Peacham .
way of being or acting. T is word, in the
WINNER. f. ( from win.) One who wins.
modern dialect, is often corrupted into ways.
Spenſer, Temple.
WINNING . participial a. ( from win. ) At
Sidney, Dryden .
WISEACRE. /. [ wifeggher, Dutch. ) 1. A
tractive ; charming. Milton .
wile , orlententious man. Oblolete . 2. A fool
WI'NNING . 1. ( from win . ) The ſum won .
a dunce . Addijon.
Addiſon.
To WINNOW . v. a. ( pindrian, Saxon.) I WISELY adv . (from wife.) Judiciouſly ; pru
To ſeparate by means of the wind ; to paru dently. Milton, Rogers.
the grain from the chaff Shakeſp.Dryden. 2. WI'SENESS. S. [iremiwije.) Widom ; ſapience .
To lan ; to beat as with wings. Milion. 3. To Spenſer.
Gift ; to examine. Dryden. 4. To ſeparate , To WISH . v . n. ( piscian , Saxon.) 1. To have
ſtrong deſire ; to long. Arburbnet. 2. To be
to part. Sharejp.
TO WINNOW . v. . To part corn from chaff.
dilpoled, or inclined. Addiſon.
WISH . v. a. 1. To delire ; to long for.
TO
Eccluf.
2 . To recommend by wiſhing.
WINNOWER. S. ( from winnow . ) He who
Sidney
winnows.
Shakeſp. 3. To imprecate. Shakeſp. 4. To
WINTER. S. (pinter , Sax ) The cold ſeaſon
ack C.arendon .
of the year Sidney, Pope.
WISH. 1. (from the verb ) 1. Longing deſire.
To WINTER . v . n. ( from the coun.) To paſs Milion, South 2. Thing deſired . Milton . 3 .
Delire expreilid Pape.
the winter. Ifaiab .
TO WINTER . v. e. To feed in the winter WISHEDLY . ada. ( trom wifbed.) According
to delire. Not uſed Kaciles
Temple
WINTERBEATEN . 6. (winter and beat.) WI'SHER . (from wfh.) 1. One who longs.
Haraled by ſevere weather. Spenſer.
2. One who expretles wishes.
WINTERCHERRY. S. [alkekengi.) A plant WISHFUL. a. (from with and full.] Longing ;
WINTERCITRON . | A fort of pear .
ſhowing deſire. Shakejp.
WINTERGREEN . ; (Pyrola , Lai ) A plan . WI'SHFULLY. adv. (from wifful.] Earneſtly ;
with longing
WINTERLY. a. I winter and like. ] Such
as is luitable to winter ; of a wintry kind . WISKET.. A balket.
WISP.
Sbakep.

W I T
W I T
room. ) Room behind another room for retires
WISP . I. (wiſh, Swediſh , and old Dutch . ) A
ment. Mortimer .
Imall bundle, as of hay or ſtraw . Bacir .
WIST . pret and part . of wis.
WITHE. L. 1. A willow ewig. Bacon. 2. A
WISTFUL . a . Alteolive ; earneſt ; full of band, properly a band ofewigs. Mortimer.
thought. Gay
To WITHER . V. m .(gepiderod, Saxon ) 1. To
WI'STFULLY . adv. ( from wififul.) Attentive
fade ; to grow ſaplets ; to dry up . Heeker,
South . 2. To walte, or pipe away Temple.
ly ; earnestly . Hudibras.
WI'STLY . adv. ( trom wis.) Attentively ; -3. To lole or want animal moiture. Dryden.
To WITHER . V
1. To make to fade.
earnelly. Shake p .
To WIT . v . n . I pitan, Saxon . ) To know.
James . 2. To make to ſhrink, decay , or
wrinkle. Shakeſp. Milton .
Spenſer , Sharep
WIT . ).[ rgepit, Saxon; from p :tan, to know ] WI'THEREDNESS / ( from witbered. ) The
1. The powers of the mind ; the metal ta.
ſtate ofbeing withered; marcidiey . Mortimer.
culties ; the intellects. 2. Imagination ; WITHERBRAND . I. A piece of iron , which
n
3.
Se
quickneſs of fancy. Shakeſp. Locke.
is laid under a ſaddle , about four fingers above
timents produced by quickneſs of fancy. Ben .
the horſe's withers, to keep the two pieces of
woo
d tiglat.
Jabalon , Sprali. 4. A man of fancy: Dryden,
t'ope. 5. A man of genius. Dryden, Pope. WITHERS. f. Is the joining of the Moulder
6. Senle ; judginent. Daniel, ben. Johntor
bones at the bottom of the neck and mane.
Farrier's Diet
7 In the plural Sound mind. Shakejp Tillot
§ . Contrivance ; Itratagen ; power of expe. WITHERRUNG I. An injury cauſed by a bite
dients. Hooker , Milton .
of a horſe, or by a ſaddle being untit, eſpecially
WITCRAFT./. ( wit and craft.) Contrivance
whenthebowsaretoowide; for whenthey
invention Camden .
are ſo , they bruile the fieih againſt the Ipines
WITCRACKER . f. (wit and cracker.) A
of the ſecond and third vertebre of the back,
joker ; one who breaks a jeſt . Shakelp.
which form that prominence that rides above
WITWORM ſ fait and worm . ) One that their ſhoulders. Farrier's D : 7 .
oWITHHO'LD. V. a. (with and held.] Hitt.
feeds on wit. Ben yuknjon.
beld , or withhoider , pret and part . 1 Το
WITCH 1. ( piece, Sax . ) ! A woman given is
retrain ; to keep from aclion i to hold back.
unlawful arts . Bacom , Addiſon. 2. A wiodiny
Stakels. Dryden. 2. To keep back ; lo reiu.e.
finuous bank . Spenjer,
Hooker
TO WITCH . v . a . ( trom the noun ) To be
witch ; lo erchant Spenjer , Shakeſp.
WITHHOLDEN part. pall of withbold Stee.
WITCHCRAFL", . (witch and crafi .} The WITHHOLDER . T. ( from wibbild . He'wbo
wichhoids.
practices o : witchis. Denbom .
WITCHERY ylirom wireb.)Enchantmen . WITHIN . prep. (p:Jindan, Saxon ) 1. Io the
inner part of. Sprait, Til:0918. 2. In the
Raleigh ,
To WTTE . v. a . ( pitan , Sax . ) To blame; to
cumpais of ; not beyond ; used bit of place
and rime. Worten 3. Not longer ago thaa.
reproach
WITE: 1. from the verb ) Blame ; reproach.
Sake'p. 4. Into the reach ot . Olmuy G. la
the reach of Milion . 6. Into the heart or
Spenſer,
WITH . prepoſt p 8 , Saxon ) 1. By . Noting confidence of South . 7. Not exceeding . Sewift.
the caule. Stakejp Raave. 2. Noting the 8. In the incloſure of Bscon .
means. Dryden . 3. Noring the instrument WITHIN, adv. 1. Inthe inner parts ; inwardiyi
Rowe, Woodward 4. On the ſide of ; for
internally. Daniel. 2. In the mind. Drydes.
Shakeſp. 5. in oppofuien to ; in competition o! WITHINSIDE ado wakın and fiele , la the
interiour parts . Sharp
con el Shakeſp 6. Noring compariſon Sandys
7. In fociety Seibleng pleci. 8. In company of. WITHOUT prep. ( pidutan , Saxon.) 1. Not
Shakejp. 9. le asperdaga; nothing conte
with . Hall. 2. lo . Itale of abfence frosti.
quence , or concomitance Lecke . 1o lomu!ual Tatler. 3. In the tale of not having Back
dealing. Shakejp . u . Noting connection . Dryd . Hammond. 4 Beyond ; not within the coin :
12. Immediately a'ier. Sidney , Garik . 13
of Burnet. 5. In the regalior , or omiten of.
Amangil . Bacon, Rymer. 14. Upon. Addison. Addison. 6. Not by ; not by the ule of ; nuk
by the help of. Baccr. 7. On the oorfide of.
15. In conient. Popo.
WITHAL . adv.'aith and all.) 1. Along wiib Dryden. 8 Not within . Addit. 9. Web
the ret ; I kewile : at he lame time. licore ) , exemption from . Liche .
Skakel . Davies, Nirdion ,Souih , Dryden , 2. I WITHOUT. ada . 1. Not on the inſide. Bref,
Greco. 2 Out of doors, Warrak . 3. extir
is ſometimes uled by writers where we now
nally ; not in themind.
ule wiib. Daniel, Tillotje .
TO WITHDRA W. v . a . ( with and draw ) WITHU UT . conjunct. Unleſs ; if not ; except.
Sidney
1. To take back ; to deprive of Hosier . 2 .
To call away ; to make to reure Breme,
WITHOUTEN . prep . ( pidutan, Sax ] Wichu
ToWITHDRA W.4 ... To retire ; to retreat. out Spenjer.
11111n , Tailer
TO WITHSTAND v a. (wish ard leed To
gainiland , to oppoſe ; to retill. Sidery,Hulk
WITHDRAWINGROOM . f. [will draw and
WH.
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WITHSTA'NDER. S. ( from withhand.) An WOFULLY. adv. (from woful.] 1. Sorrow.
fully ; mournfully. 2. Wreichedly: in a ſente
opponent ; reſiſting power. Raleigh.
of contempe, South .
WITHY. S. (pidig , Sax.) Willow.
WI'TLESS. a [froin wit .) Wanting under . WOLD. F. Wold, whether fingly or jointly , in
the names of places lignilies a plain open
ſtanding. Donne, Fairfax.
WI'TLING . Š. A pretender to wit ; a man of country ; from the Saxon pold, a plain and
a place without wood Gibfon .
petty Imastoeſs. Addiſon, Pope.
Sax , wolf, Dutch .) 1. A kind
pitpesre, Sax.) 1. Teſi- WOLF. S. (palf, devours
f.
[
WITNESS.
mony ; atteſtation. Shakeſp . Jabr . 2. One
of wild dog that
theep. Shakeſp. 3. AD
who gives teſtimony . Geneſis. 3. With a
eating uleer. Brown .
WITNESS. Effecłually ; to a great degree . WOLFDOG . S. [wolf and dog .] 1. A dog of
a very large breed kept to guard theep. Tickell.
Prior.
2. A dog bred between a dog and wolf.
To WI'TNESS . v. a . ( from the noun . ] To at :
WOʻLFISH . a. ( from wolt .) Reſembling a
teſt, Shakeſp. Donne .
To WITNESS . v . n . To bear teſtimony. Sidn . wolf in qualities er form Shakeſp. L'Eſtrange.
WOʻLFSBANE, S. ( wolf and bane.) A poiſon
Burnet.
WITNESS. interj. An exclamation , ſignifying
ous plant ; aconite. Miller,
that perſon or thing may atteſt it. M :1107.
WOLFSMILK . ſ. An herb. Ainſworth .
WITSN'APPER . ſ (wit and ſnap .) One who WOLFISH . a. (of wolf ) Reſembling a wolf.
Howel.
affe & s repartee. Shakelp :
WI'TTED. a. (from wit ] Having wit : as a WOMAN. S. ( pisman , pimman, Sax .] 1. The
female of the human race. Shakeſp. Orway.
quick witted boy.
wi'TTICISM . I. (from witty.) A mean at
2. A female attendant on a perion of rank .
Shakesp .
tempt at wit L'Eſtrange .
WITTILY. adv. (trom witry ) 1. Ingeniously ; To WOMAN. v . a (from the noun. ] To make
cunningly ; artfully . Dryden. 2. With right pliant like a woman. Shakesp .
WOMANED . a . ( from woman .) Accompanied ;
of imagination . Ben. Johnſon.
WITTINESS. ſ. (from witty ) The quality of united with a woman . Shakeſp .
WOMANHA’TER / (woman and hater .) One
being witty . Spenler,
WI'TTINGLY. adv. (pitan, Saxon, to weet or
that has an averfion from the female ſex .
y
Swift.
ly
witti
know. ) Knowing ; not ignorantl ;
knowledge ; by deſign. Hocker, Weji.
WOMANHOOD.I . (from woman ) Tbe
WITTOLS. (pittol, Sax.) A man who knows WOMANHEAD .
character and collective
the fallehood of bis wile and ſeems contened
qualities of a woman . Spenjer, Donne.
WOMANISH . a. (from woman ) Suitable to a
Cleaveland
WITTOLLY. Q. ( from wistol. ) Cuckoldly .
woman . Sidney, Afcham
To WOMANI'SE v. 0. ( from woman .) To
Shakelp.
WI'Try . o. f from wit ] ! . Judicious ; inge
emalculate ; to effeminate ; to foften. Pro
nious. Judith. 2. Full of imagination . South .
per , but not uſed. Sidney.
3. Sarcaltick ; full of taunts. Addifox .
WOMANKIND. I. [woman and kind ) The
temale ſex ; the race of women, Sid. Swifi.
WITWAL
f. nA. bird
/worth.
To
WIVE . . v.
(from. Ain
wife.)
To marry ; to WOMANLY. a [from womor ) 1. Becom
ing a woman ; ſuiting a woman ; feminine .
take a wife. Shakeſp. Waller.
Shakeſp. Donne. 2. N t childish ; not girlith.
To WIVE . v.a. 1. To match to a wife . Shak .
Arbaiknet.
2. To take for a wife. Shakeſp .
WIVELY. adv. (from wires. ) Belong'ng to a WOʻMANLY. adv. (from woman. ] In the
manner of a woman ; effeminately.
wife .
WIVES.
The plural of wife. Spenſer.
S.ney.
WOMB. . [ wamba, Goth . pamb, Sax , wemb.
Inandick.) 1. I be place of the fætus in the
WIZARD . / ( from wije. ) A conjurer ; an
mother. Shakeip. Addifon. 2. The place
inchanter. Milion.
WO /. ( pa , Saxon . ) 1. Grief; forrow ; mifery ;
whence any thing is produced. Milt. Dryden.
calamity. Slatiff . Motor , Pope. 2. A denun To WOMB.V. a . rom the noun.) To incloie ;
to breed in ſecret. Shakeſp.
ciation of a calamity ; a curle. South . 3. Wo
WOʻMBY a . ( frorn wom ) .j Capacious. Shakeſp.
is uſed by Shakeſp for a ſtop or ceſſation.
WOAD . L. (pad, Sax . ) A plant cultivated in WOMEN . Plural of woman . iMilion .
England for the use of dyers, wbo ute it for WON . The preterite and participle paſſive of
in. Dryden.
laying the foundation of many colours Moikr.
WOBEGONE. f. (wo and begone.) Lost in wo. TO WON . v. n . ( punian. Saxon ; wonen, Ger
man .) To dwell ; to live ; to have ab de.
Shakelp
WOFT. The obſolete participle paflive from
Spenſer, Fairfax .
WON 1. (from the verb .) Dwelling ; habita
To Wart. Shakelp
WO FUL , a. ( evo and full.) 1. Sorrowful ; af.
tion . Oblolete. Spenjir.
ficted ; mourning. Sidney, Dryden. 2. Cao To WONDER V.
[ pundrian , Saxon ;
wonder , Dutch j To be truck with admira .
Jamitous ; aiHictive, 3. Wretched ; paltry ;
uon ;
55
lurry , Pope,
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tion ; to be pleaſed or ſurpriſed ſo as to be WOODLARK . S. A melodious fort of wild
lark ,
aflorithed . Spenſer, Souib .
WONDER. f. punder, Saxon ; wonder, WOO'DLOUSE . S. [wood and leufe ) An infect
Durch .) 1. Admiration ; aitonishment ; a
of an cblong figure, about half an inch in
mezeirent. Bacon . 2. Caule of wonder ; &
length , and a fifth of an inch in breadth : of
ſtrange thing. Carew . 3. Ary thing menti:
a dark blueiſh or livid gray colour, and have
oned with wonder. Milton, Wais.
ing its back convex or rounded : notwithſtand
ing the appellation of millepes, it has only
WONDERFUL . a wonder and full.] Admi.
rable ; ftrange; aſtoniſhing Job, Milton ,
fourteen pair of ſhort legs ; it is a very ſwift
Shakeſp. lluirated.
runner, but it can occasionally roll itſelf up
WONDERFUL, ado . To a wonderful degree.
into the form of a ball , which ic frequently
2 Chrome
does, and fuffers itſelf to be taken. They
WONDERFULLY. ador. (from wonderful.)
are found in great plenty under old logs of
In a worderful manner ; to a wonderlul de
wood or large ſtones, or between the bark
and wood of decayed trees. Hill, Cong. Swift.
gree. Bacur, Adi! fon.
WONDERMENT. I. [ from worder .) ARO WOODMAN . !! (wood and man .) A ſportſman;
a hunter . Sidney, Pepe.
nishment ; amazement. Spenſer.
WONDERSTRUCK . a . (wonder and strike.) WOO DMONGER . P. [ wood and menger.] A
woodſeller.
Amazed . Dryder.
WONDEROUS. a . Admirable ; marvellous ; WOODNOTE./. Wild mufick. Milton.
Atrange ; ſurpriſing. Milox, Dryden.
WOODNY'MPH. L. (wood and nymph .] A
WOʻNDEROUSLY ado. ( from wonderous.] To
Dryad . Milcon .
WOODOʻFFERING . A. Wood burnt on the
a ſtrange degree. Shakeſp. Drayton.
To WONT. } v . n . preterite and partici .
altar. Nebemiab.
To be WONT } p le moetes pouman Sarin ; WOODPECKER. S, (quod and pest ; picus
gewonen , Dutch .) To be accuſtomed ; to
martius, Lat. ) A bird . The ſtructure of the
ufe ; to be uſed . Spenſer, Bacon .
tongue of the woodpecker is very fingular,
WONT. J. Cuſtom ; habic ; uſe. Hooker, Mili.
whether we look at its great leogth, or at its
WONT. A contraction of will not.
Tharp horny bearded point, aad the gluey
matter at the end of it, the better to flab and
WO'NTED . fart . a . [from the verb .) Accuf
tomed ; uſed ; uſual. Milton , Dryden.
draw little maggots out of Wood. Derbas,
WONTEDNESS. f. (from wonted.] State of WOODPIGEON or Woodcutser. f. A wild
pigeon .
being accuſtomed to. King Charles .
WONTLESS. a . (from went.] Unaccuſtomed ; WOODROOʻF. S. An herb. Ainſwortb.
vouſual. Spenſer.
WOODSARE. S. A kind of fpittle, found upon
To WOO. v. a . ( ap 3d, courted, Sax.] 1. To
herbs, as lavender and ſage. Baces.
court; to ſue to for love.Shakeſp. Prior, Pepe. WOODSERE. J. [word and fere.] The time
when there is no ſap in the tree .
2. To court ſolicitouſly ; to iovice with impor
tunity. Davies.
WOODSORREL. S. (oxys, Lat. ) A plant io
To WÓO . v . n . To court ; to make love . Dryd.
cloting feeds, which often ſtart from their
WOOD. a ( wods, Gothick ; pod, Saxon ;
lodges, by reaſon of the elaſtick force of the
woed , Durch . ) Mad ; furious ; raging. Tuffer.
membrane which involves them. Miller .
WOOD. /. ( pude, Saxop ; woud, Dutch . ] 7. A WOODWARD. S. (wood and ward. ) A
large and chick plantation of trees. Spenſer,
forelter.
Dryden. 2. The subſtance of trees ; timber . WOODY a. (from wood ) 1. Abounding with
Boyle.
wood. Milton, Addiſor. 2. Ligneous; condit
WOO'DANEMONE . Ş. A plant.
ing of wood . Grew, Locke. 3. Relating to
woods. Stenler.
WOODBIND, 1 Ipudbind, Sax. ) Honey
WOO DBINE:} fuck le. Shakeſp.Pracbam WOO'ER . J. (from woe ) One who courts a
WOODCOCK / (puducoc, Saxon .) A bird of woman . Chapman, Creecb.
paſage with a king bill: his food is not WOOF.S. ( from wove. ] 1. The ſet of threads
known. Shakeſp.
that croſſes the warp ; the weſt. Becer . 2 .
WOODED. a. (from wood. ) Supplied with
Texture ; cloth . Milton, Pope.
wood. srbaiknes.
WOOʻINGLY. adv. (from wooing. ) Pleaſingly
WOODDRINK . S. Decoction or infucion of ſo as to invite stay . Shakesp.
medicinal woods, as fatafias. Floyer.
WOOL A. Ipul , Saxon ; wollen, Dutch.) 1. The
WOODEN. « . ( from wood ) 1. Ligneous ;
fleece of ſheep ; that which is woven inta
made of wood ; timber. Shakeſp. 2. Clumſy ;
cloth . Sidney , Raleigh. 2. Any thort thick
awkward. Collier .
hair. Shakesp
WOODFRETTER . S. ſteres, Lat. ) Aninfect ; WOOLFEL. } [wool and fell.] Skin oot frip
ped of the wool. Davies .
woodworm . Ainſwerib .
WOO DHOLE : T. (wood and bole.] Place where WOOLLEN . a .( from wesl.) Made of wooli
wood is laid up . Peilios.
not finely dreſſed. Shakeſp. Bacom .
WOODLAND. Timused and land ) Wools : WOOL.LEN. 7.Cloth made ofwool. Hedibras,
grounds coered with woods. Dryd.Locke,Fent.
Swift.
WOOL
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WO'OLPACK. ?! (wool, fack, and fack.]' WORKHOUSE .
2. ( from work and
WOʻOLSACK . S 1. A bag of wool ; a bun. WORKINGHOUSE . Š houſe.) 1. A place in
which any manufacture is carried on. Dryd,
dle of wool. 2. The ſeatof the judges in the
houſe of lords . Dryder. 3. Any thing bulky
2. A place where idlers and vagabonds are
without weight . Cleaveland.
condemnedto labour . Atterbury;
WOOLWARĎ . (adv . wool and ward.) In WORKINGDAY. . [ work and day ! Day on
wɔol. Shakeſpeare.
which labour is permitted; not the ſabbath .
WOOLLY . a . ( from wiel.) 1. Conaning of Shakeſpeare.
wool ; clothed with wool. Shakeſp . Dryden . WORKMAN. S. [work and man) An artificer ;
a maker of any thing , Raleigh, Addiſon.
2. Reſembling wool. Shakeſp. Pbil ps.
WORD. ( pind Saxon ; woord, Dutch .) 1. A WORKMANLY, a ( from workman ,) Skil
ful; well performed ; workmanlike .
ſingle part ofipeech Bacon. Pope. 2. A ſhore
diſcourſe Sub, Tillotſon. 3 Talk ; diſcourſe . WORKMANLY. adv. Skilfully : in i min .
Shakep Dinkam . 4. Diſpute ; verbal con
ner b :coming a workman. Tuler, Shakeſp.
tent on . Shakeſp. 5. Language. Shakeſp. WO'KKMANSHIP. S. (from workman ] 1. Ma
nufacture ; fomething made by any one. Spens.
Clarendon . 6. Promiſe. Dryden, Shakeſp. 7 .
Tilietfon. 2. The ſkill of a worker. Spenſer.
Signal ; taken . Shakeſp . 8. Accouot; tyd
ings ; meſſage Shorelp. Prior. 9. Declara
3. The art of working . Woodward.
tion. Dryden. 10. Affirmation. Decay of WO'RKMASTER . S. (work and maſter. ) The
Piety, Dryden 1. Scripture ; word of God . performer of any work. Spenſer, Eccluf.
W'bitg : 12. The ſecond perſon of the ever WORKWOMAN. %. Iwork and woman, 1. A
adorable Trinity. A furipture term . Milton . woman filled in needle -work. Spenſer. 2. A
To WORD. 0. 7. ( from the noun ) To diſpule .
woman that works for hire.
L'Efirange.
WORKYDAY R. ( Corrupted from working
To WORD V. a. To expreſs in proper words. day. ) The day not the ſabbath. Shakeſp.
Herberi.
South . Addiſon
WORE. The preterite of wear . Dryden, Rowe WORLD. !: [pirid, Saxon ; wereld, Dutch . )
TO WORK . v. n . pret . worked, or wroughi.
1. World is the great collective idea of all bɔ
( peorcan , Saxon ; worker, Durch . ) 1. To
dies whatever . Locke. 2. Syſtem of beings.
Nicene Creed. 3. The earth ; the terraqueous
lab ur ; to travel ; to toil Shalefp. Daries,
globe. Milion. 4. Preſent lace of existence.
2. To be in action ; to be in motion. Shakesp .
Shakeſp. 5. A fecular life . Waller, Rogers,
Dryden. 3. The act ; to carry on operation :
6. Publick life. Shakeſp . 7. Buſineſs of life ;
1. Sam. 4 To act as a manufacturer. I aiab.
5. To ferment. Bacon. 6. To operate ; to
trouble of life Shake'p. 8. Great multitude .
Raleigh, Sanderſon. 9. Mankind ; an hyper
have effect. Rom. Bacon , Clarendon. 7. To ob
bolical expreflion for many. Hesker, Clarendon .
lain by d Tigeoce. 1 Sam . 8. To act internal.
11. Univerſal empire.
10. Courſe of life
ly ; to operate as a purge, or other phyfick.
Brown , Grew. 9 To act, as on an object
Milton, Pricr. 12. The manners of men. Dryd,
L'Etrange. Swifi. 10. To make way . Milt.
13. A collection of wonders ; a wonder. Ob
ſolete. Knolles. 14. Time. 15. Io che WORLD.
1. To be toſſed or agitated . Addiſon.
T. WORK . v. .
To make by degrees
In poflibility. Addif. 16. För allibe WORLD.
Exactly. Sidney
Millon, Aldiſon.2. To labour ; to manufac
cure. Raleigh , Tatler. 3. To bring by action WORLDLINESS . S. (from worldly.) Coretour
neſs ; addictedneſs to gain.
inco any ſtate . Aldiſon 4 To influence by
ſacceflive impulles Bacom . 5. Toproduce ; t ) | WOʻRLDLING . S.[ from world.) A mortal ſet
effect. Spenſer, 2 Cor . Drummond 6. Toma
upon profit. Hooker, Rogers.
page Arbuthaar. 7. To put to labour ; to WORLDLY . Q. ( from world .) 1. Secular ;
relating to this life, in contradiſtinction to the
exert. Addiſ. 8. To embrointer with a needle.
life to come Shakeſp. Rich, Atterbury. 2 .
9. To Work out To effe &t by toit. Decay of
Bent upon this world ; not attentive to a fu
Fiety . Addiſ . 10. To esaze ; to efface. Dryd
ture fate . Milion . 3. Human ; common ;
11. To WORK #p . To raiſe. Dryd.Aldijón.
belonging to the world. Hooker, Raleigh.
WORK. ſ. ( peonc. Saxon ; werk , Dutch . )
1. Toil; labour ; employment. Eccluf.2 A WORLDLY. adv. ( írom world ) with relation
1: ace of labour Temple. 3. Bungling attempi.
to the preſent life. Raleigh, Milton, South.
Stillingfees. 4. Flo vers or embroidery of the WORM 1. ( pýnm, Saxoo ; worm , Durch ;
needle. Sper er, Shakeſp. 5. Any fabrick or
vermis, Lat.) 1. A final harmlels ſerpent
compages of art. Pope. 6. A Etion ; feat ;
that lives in the earth Shakeſp. Sardys. 2. A
deed. Hamm. 7. Any thing made ; Donne
poiſonous ferpent. Shakeſp. 3. Animal bred
8. Management ; treatment. Shakeſp. 9. To
in : he body. Harvey 4 . The animal that
ípios folk. Shakeſ). 5. Grubs that gnaw wood
fet on Work . To employ ; to engage.
Hooker.
aod furni: ure . Share!p. 6. Something tor
WORKER S. (from work . ) One that works.
menting. Shabelp . Milium . 7. Any thing ver
Spenſer, 1 Kings, South .
miculited, or corned round ; any thing ſpiral.
Moxon..
WORKFELLOW . /. Iwork and fillsw ] One
engaged in the lame work with another.
TO WORM t. m . ( from the noun .) To work
nowly,
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flowly, ſecretly, and gradually. Herbert.
unſermented, or in the act of fermentation ,
Bacon .
TO WORM . v.a. To drive by flow and ſecret
means Swift.
WORTH & Wurth, v. r. (peondan, Saxoc.)
WO'RMEATEN , a. (worm and eaten ) i
To be Spenſer.
Gnawedby worms . Shahejp. 2. Old ; worth - WORTH . in the termination of the names of
lets. Raleigh. Denne,
places comes from porð, a court or facs, or
WORMWOOD . f. ( from its virtue to kill 1 pindig,
a ſtreet or road. Gibfen.
worms in the b : dy.] Of this plant there are WORTH . / peint, Saxon.) 1. Price ; value.
thirty - two fpecies, one of which , the common
Hooker , Woodward. 2. Excellence ; virtue.
Miiler ,
wormwood, grows in the roads .
Sidney , Ilsoker , Dorne. 3 Importance ; value
Floyer.
able quality. tiesker, South.
WOʻRMY. a . (from worm .) Full of worm :. |WORTILO. 1. Equal in price to ; equal in
Milion.
value to . Shakein . Heldifon. 2. De ſerving of.
WORN . part . part. of wear . Dryden , Lucky
Clarendon, Berkeley, Watis , 3. Equal in polo
WORNIL . f. In the back of cows in the lun
teflons!. Sandy's
mer, are ma gors, which in Ellex we call WORTHILY. adr. ( from worthy ) 1 , Suita.
wornils. Der ban .
bly ; not below the rate of. Ray. 2. Deery
To WOʻRRY. v . a. ( ponizen, Saxon. ) 1. To
ediy. Dryden. 3. Juftly ; not with ut cauſe.
Hooker , Surb .
tear, or mangle, as a bealt tears its prey .
K ng Charles, L'Eflrange. 2. To harass, or WO'R THINESS. / ( from worthy ) 1. Delerh.
perſecute brutaly. Sh . Milt. Sowih , Southern ,
Hooker, 2. Excellence ; dignity ; virtue. Sedzes,
Addiso !, R ?" , Swife.
Holder. 3. State of being worthy ; quality of
deserving Sidney
WORSE . a . The coinparative of bad. ( prs ,
Sax . ) More bad ; more ill Daniel, Locke.
WORTHLUSS. a. ( from worth ) 1. Having
ORSE . adv . In a manner more bad . Shakeſp
09 virtues, dignity , or excellence, Statem:
R ſommar . 2. Having no value. Prier, Addiy
The WORSE , S. ( from the adjective .] 1. The
lofs ; not the advantage; not the better. WORTHLESSNESS. / (from worthlejs Wade
Spenler. 2. Kings. 2. Something leſs good,
of excellence ; want or dignity ; want of va.
jue. Nusre,
Clarilla
To WORSE. v . a. (from the adjective .) To WORTHY. a . (from werth ] 1 Deſerving ;
fuch as merits. Sidney, Shakejp . 2. Valuable ;
put to dila.'vantage. Milion
WORSHIP. (pendraspe, Sax . ) 1 Dignity ;
noble ; illustrious. Hooker, Davies 3. Hivieg
eminence ; excel ence. Pſalms. 2. A charac
worth ; having virtue. Digby. 4. Suitable for
ter of honour. Shakeſp. Dryden. 3. A term
any quality good or badi equal in value.
of ironical reſpect . Pope. 4. Adoration ; reli .
Dryden . 5. Suitable to any thing bad . Stadelp.
gious act of reverence . Milton . Tiliotfon 5 .
6. De erving of ill . Deuteronimy .
Honour ; reſpect ; civil deference.
Luke WORTHY. I. ( from the adjective) A man
laudable for any emir eat quality , particularly
6 Wulacry of lovers. Shakeip
To WORSHIP . v. a. (from the noun . ] 1. To
for valour. Brown, Tatier .
ali re ; to honour or venerate with religious To WORTHY . v. a . (trom the adjective ) To
rices , Exod. Milton , Randolph. 2. To relpect ;
render worthy ; to aggrandiſe ; to exall Stab.
io honour ; to treat with civil reverence To WOT. v ... (pitan , Saxon.] To koow ; 10
Skakelp
be aware. Hocker, Shakelp.
preterite and participle paflive of
To WORSHIP. v.n. To perform acts of ado- WOVE. The
weave. Milton .
meion Genefis.
WORSHIPFUL . a . ( ryorſhip and full.) 1 WOVEN . The participle p ?file of * 637.
Claiming refpect by any character or dignity WOULD . The preterite of will. i . ll is gene
South . 2. A term of ironical reſpect. Sulling
rally uled as an auxiliary verb with an ir tini
fleet ,
tive, to which it gives the force of the job
WORSHIPFULLY. adv. ( from worſhipful.)
junctive mood. Ruy 2. W s or am resolved :
with or w lhed 10. Sidary. j . 1: is a familiar
Reſpect:ully. Skakelp.
WORSHIPPER . / from worſhip ) Adorer ;
term for wijo so do, or to bave. Shakesp
WOULDING . S. ! from would. ) Motion or de
one that worships . South, Addisin.
fire ; difpofition to any thing ; propentes ;
WORST . a. The luperlative of bad. Most bad ;
inclination ; incipient (urpose . Humusad
moſt ill . Shanep. Locke.
WORST. J. The moſt calamitous or wicked WOUND . ji (pand, Saxon ; woorde, Deut ]
A hurt given by vi lence. Sbakejo Swifi.
itace . Shakeſp. Digby, Dryden.
To WORST. V a. (trom the adjective ) To To WOUND . . a . (from the noun ) To huit
defeat ; to overthrow Suckling.
by violence , Shakejp. Deuter. i San Bijutsele
1/1 1 Cor . Milion .
WORSTED . L. ( trom Worjted , a to . in Nor
filk, fainous for the woollen manuacture.] WOUND. The preterite and participle pafive
Woollen yarn ; wool (pun. Skakelp . Pope.
of wind. Alts, Wilkins.
WORT./.(pint, Saxon; wort, Dutch ) ..Ori- WOU'NDLESS. 6. [from wound ) Exempt from
wounds.
ginally a general name for an herb. 2. A
plant of the cabbage kind. 3. New becr either WOU'NDWORT. ſi fowler aria,! Latin.
X
WOA
plaat.

WRE
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+

#

W RI

wox . 2 The preterice of wax . Became . WREN . R. (prenna, Saxon .) A ſmall bird.
Shake p . Brown .
woXE. } Obrolete. Spenſer.
U OXEN . The participle of io wax. Spenſer. To WRENCH v. a . ( pringan , Saxon , wreng
WRACK F. (wrack , Dutch ; præcce, Sax.
her , Dutch ) 1. To sull by violence : to wreit ;
to force. Shakelp . Bacon . 2. To ſprain ; to
1. Deflruction of a ſhip. Dryden , 2. Ruin ;
diftort. Shakejp. Swift.
deftruction . Millon.
To WRACK . a. a . 1. To deſtroy in the water : WRENCH / lirem the verb ) 1. A violent
to wreck . 2. It ſeems in Milt. to mean to rock,
pull or i will 2. A ſprain . Locke .
10 ſhake. 3. To torture, to torment. Cowley. To WREST , v. a . ( prestan , Saxon ] 1. To
To WRANGLE . v . a. ( from wrangheleur,
twiit by violence : lo extort by writhing or
force . Ajchan , Dryden , Addison. 2. To
Dutch . ) To diſpute peeviſhly ; to quarrel per
diſtort ; to writh ; to force. Hooker, Shake
verſely . Locke, Addiſon, Pepe.
WRANGLE. /. (from the verb .] A quarrel ; speare.
WREST. /. ( from the verb. ) Diſtortion ; vio
a perverle diſpute. Swift.
lence. Hooker .
WRANGLER.A. ( from wrangle.] A perverſe,
WRESTER . S. ( from wrefl.) He who wreſls.
peeviſh , diſputative man . Herbert.
TO WRAP . v a. (hperppian , Saxon , to turn ; To WRESTLE. v . n . (from wreſt.) 1. To
contend who ſhall threw the other down. Shak.
wreffler, Daniſh ) 1. To roll together ; to com
plicate. John, Fairfax 2. To involve ; 10
2. To fruggie ; to contend . Clarendon .
cover with ſomething rolled or thrown round. WRESTLER !. (from wrefile.] .. One who
Dryden. Ezekiel 3. To comprile ; to contain .
wreſtles ; one who profelles the athletick art.
Addiſon, 4.1, WRAP up. To involve totally .
Denh . 2. One who contends in wreſtling.Wall.
Knolles . 5 : To transport ; to put in ecſtaly. WRETCH . !. (precca, Saxon . ) 1. A miſerable
Accidence. 2. A worthleſs forry crea
morta!
Cowley.
WRAPPER . . [ from wrap. } 1. One that
ture . Sidney. 3. It is uled by way of light,
ironical pity , or contempt. Drayton .
wraps. 2. That in wh ch any thing is wrap
WRETCHED . a . ( from wretch ) 1. Miſerable ;
ped . Addifone
unhappy. Hooker. 2. Calamitous ; afflictive ;
WRATH . I. prad, Saxon ; wreed, cruel ,
3. Sorry ; pitiful ; paltry ; worthleis Hooker ,
Duich ! Anger ; jury ; rase. Sperler.
Roſcommon . 4. Delpicable ; haletully con
WRATHFUL . a. (wrath and full.) Angry ;
temptible. Sidney
furious ; raging. Spenſer, Spratt.
WRATHFULLY adv. (from wrathful.] Fu. WRETCHEDLY'ado. [ from wretched ] 1 .
Miſerably ; unhappily. Clarendon. 2. Mean
riouſly ; paflionately. Shakelp .
WRATHLESS. a . ( irom wrath . ) Free from ly ; deſpicably. Souib.
anger. Waller
WRE'TCHEDNESS. S. (from wretched .). 1 .
To WREAK 2. a . Old preterite and part paſt.
Milery ; unhappineſs; aMicted ltate. Sidney,
of Wroke. (precan , Sax. wrecken , Duich .) Raleigh . 2. Picifulneſs ; deſpicablenels.
1. To revenge Spenſer, Fairfax. 2. To exe- WRETCHLESS. a . Careleſs ; mindleſs ; heed
Tefs. Hammond,
cute any violent deſign. Dryden , Smith.
WREAK . (from the verb. ] 1. Revenge ; ven. To WRIGGLE . v.s. ( prigan, Saxon ; rug
gelen , Dutch .) To move to and iro with ſhort
geance . Shakelp . 2. Paliion ; furious fit.
Shaker
motions. Moore, Swifi.
WREAKFUL , a . (from aureak.) Revengeful ; To WRIGGLE. v . a. To putin a quick reci
procating mocion . Hudibras.
angry. Skakejp . Chapman .
WREATH ( ( vreod, Sax . ) Ary thing WRIGHT. S. ( prihta, pynhta , Saxon . ) A
workman ; an artificer ; a maker ; a manu.
curled or twisted. Bacon , Milion, Smith . 2. A
facturer. Cheyne.
garland ; a chaplet. Rofcommer .
TO WREATH . v . a. preterite wreathed, part. To WRING . v.
preter. and part . part.
pail. wreaibed, wreathen . 1. To curl ; to
wringed and wrung . Ipringan, Saxon ) 1. To
twiſt ; to convolve. Shak , Bac . 2. To inter
twiit ; to turn round with violence. Lev . 2 .
weave ; lo entwine one in another. S.41 ,Drye. To force out ofany body by contortion . Wotton ,
3. To encircle as with a garland Prior. 4
3. To Squeeze; to preſs . Shakejp. 4. To
To encircle as with a garland. Dryder , Prior .
wriche. Shakesp . g . To pioch Bacon , Clarend.
WRE'ATHY. a. (from wrecib . ) Spiral ; curl 6. To force by violence ; to extort. Shakeſp .
Miiton . 7 . To harals ; to diſtrets ; lo torture .
ed ; twiſted . Brows
Shakeſp . Refcommon . 8. To distort; to turn to
WRECK ! (przcce, Saxon , a miſerable per
ſon ; wracke, Dutch , a ship broken.) 1. De.
a wrong purpoſe. Aſcham ,Whitgifte. 9. To
firuction by being driven on rocksor ſhallows
perfecute with extortion. Hayward.
at fea . Spenſer, Daniel. 2 Dillutiup by TO WRING . v . * . To writhe ' with anguith .
violence. Mrison . 3. Ruin ; destruction , Shakeſp.
WRINGER . f. (from wring.) One who
Shakesp.
To WRECK V. o ( from the noun .] 1. To
zes the water out of clothes. Shakeſp.
Iqueezes
deſtroy by daſhing on rocks or fards. Spenſer, WRINKLE. A. ( princle, Saxon ; wrinkel,
Durch ] 1. Corrugation or furrow of the ſkin
W codward 2. To ruin . Daniel.
or the face, Howil, Swifi. 2. Any roughness .
To VRECK v. n . To luffer wreck. Milon .
To
Dryden.
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X.
Is a letter, which, though found in Saxon words, begins no word in the Engliſh
language.

Y.
Y EA

Y ER

Atthe beginning of words, is a conſonanti termination . Shakelp . 3. Io the plural , old
9 at the end , and when it follows a conſo
age . Bacon, Dryden.
int, is a vowel, and has the found of i. 1 YEARLING . a . [irom year. ] Being a year old.
* uſed at the end of words, and whenever two
Pope.
i's would come together; and in words de YEARLY. a . (from year.) Anoual ; happen-,
ved from the Greek, to expreſs the v , I was ing every year ; laſting a year. Prior.
iuch uſed by the Saxors, whence y is found YEARLY. adv. Annuaily ; once a year . Dryd
ori in the old Engliſh writers.
To YEARN . v. n. {earnan, Sax ) To feel grea
incernal uneaſineſs. Spenſer , Genefis.
- CHT. 5. A ſmall ſhip for carrying paſſen
ers.
To YEARN . v . n . To grieve; to vex . Shakeſp.
RD . S. (geand , Sax.) 1. Incloſed ground ad- YELK . . [from geslepe, yell.w, Saxon . ) The
oining to an houſe Brown, Dryden . 2. (gers, yellow part of the egg . It is commonly pro
jax. ) A meaſure of three feet Bacon , Holder.
nounced, and often written yolk, Brown,Dryd.
3. The ſupports of the fails. Dryden.
To YELL. V. n . To cry out with horreur and
RDWAND . J. ( yard and ward.) A mea.
agony . Spenser, Drayion, Miiton ,
ſure of a yard. Colber .
YELL : F. ( from the verb. ) A cry of horrour.
ARE. 3. ( geappe, Sax .) Ready ; dextrous ; Shakeſp. Dryden .
YELLOW . 4. Ijealepe, Saxon ; ghelewwe,
eager. Shakesp .
A'ŘELY. adv. (from yare.) Dextroudy ; ſkil.
Dutch. ) Being of a bright glaring colour , as
gold. Milton , Newton .
fully . Shakeſp .
ARN. F. Izcano, Saxon.) Spun wool ; woollen YELLOWBOY. L. A gold csin. Arbuthnot.
YEʻLLOWHAMMER . J. A bird.
thread . Shakejp. Temple.
O YARR . v. n . ( froin the found ; birrio, Lat.) YE’LLOWISH . c. ( from yelke.j Approaching
to yellow . 1-Poodward.
To growl , or ſnarl like a dog .
'ARROW./. A plant which grows wild on YELLOWISHNESS. F. (from yellowi,b ) The
dry banks , and is uſed in medicine.
quality of approaching to yellow . B yle ,
'AWL . J. A little veſſel belonging to a ship, YELLOWNESS. 1. (from yellow .) 1. The
for convenience of paſſing to and from it.
quality of being yellow . Bacon, Arbuthnol, 2 .
CO YAWN.V. r. (geonan, Saxon .] 1. To gape ; It is used in Shakespeare for jcalouły .
to ofcitate ; to have the mouth opened in - YE'LLOWS. S. A diieale in horles. It owesies
voluntarily. Bacon , Dryden. 2. To open wide. original to obſtructions in the gall.pipe, which
are cruſed by flimy or gritty matter ; or to the
Sandys, Prior. 3. To expreſs deſire by yawn
ing . Hocker.
Itoppage of the roots of thole little ducts open
YAWN . f. [from the verb. ] 1. Oſcitation . Pepe.
ing into that pipe, by the like malier.
2. Gape ; hiatus. Addiſon.
TO YELP. v . % ( gealpan, Sax . ! To bark as a
beagle-hound aítur his prey . Shakeſp.
YAWNING . a. [from yawn.) Sleepy ; Num
bering. Shakeſp.
YEOMAN
( the true etymology leems to be
YCLAD. part. for clod . Clothed. Shakeſp:
from geman , Fritick , a villager.) 1. A man of
Y'CLEPED . Called; vermed ; named. Milton. a finall eſtate in land ; a farmer ; a gentleman
YDREA'D . The old pret . of të dread . Spenfer.
farmer. Locke, Addiſon. 2. It ſeems to have
YE . The nominative plural of thox , Luke.
been ancieoily a kind of ceremonious title
YEA . ado , (ea , or gea, Sax ; ja, Dutch. } Yes given to foldiers: whencewe have still yeomen
Shakeyp. Matthew .
of the guard. Bacon, Swift. 3. It was probably
To YEAD, or YEDE . v. n. preterite xode. To a freeholder not advanced lo the rank of a
go ; to march. Spenſer.
1 gentleman. Shakeſp.
To YEAN. v. n. Teamian, Saxon.) To bring'YÈ OMANRY. S. (from yeoman . ) The collec
young. Uſed of ſheep. Shakeſp. Dryden.
tive body of yeomen. Bacon .
YEA'NLING . J. (from year. The young of To YERK . w.a. To throw out or move with
Theep. Shakeſp.
a (pring . A leaping horle is ſaid to yerk, or
YEAR.S. (gear , Sax . ) Twelve months. Shak .
Brike out his hind legs, when he things and
3. It is often uſed plurally, without a plural
kicks with his whule hiad quarters , Farner's
ICli
| Dictionary.

Y U X
YOK
YERK . S. (from the verb .) A quick motion . YO'KE - ELM. S. A tree. Ainſworth .
YOʻKEFELLOW . U (yoke and fellow , or
To YERN . 0.c. See YEARN . Shakelp.
male .] 1. Companion ia
YES. adv. ( 3're , Sax . ) A term ofaffirmation ; YOK EMATE.
the afirmative pirticle oppoſed to no . Bacon,
labour . Shakeſp. 2. Male ; fellow . Hadibras,
Srepney.
Pope.
YEST. P. (gert , Saxon .) 1. The foam , ſpume, YOLD , for yielded . Obſolete. Spenſer.
or Aower of beer in fermentation ; barm YOLK . !. (See Yeux . ] The yellow part of an
Hudibras , Gay. 2. The ipume on a troubled
egg . Ray.
YON .
fer Sharejp.
a. (geond, Saxon .) Being at a
dillance within view . Sbakeſp.
YE’STER . 8. ( ghiſler, Dutch .] Being next YOND .
YO'NDE
Ben Johns, Pope
R
.
before the prelent day . Dryden .
YESTERDAY. I. (Bistanda3, Sax ) The day YON.
2 adv. At a dillance within view.
lait pall ; the next day before to day. Shakej: YOND.
Milion , Arburbast.
YO'NDER
Prior
YESTERDAY.ady. On the day laſt paſt Bacon . YOND. a . Mad ; furi us ; perhaps tranſported
YESTERNIGHT /. The night before this night. wih rage ; under alienation of mind, Spanje ,
YESTERNIGHT.adv. On the night lait part. YORE , or of lore. adv . geogara. Saxon. 1 .
Skakelp.
Long. Spenl. 2. Of old time ; long age . Pape.
VESTY. a. (from yf!,) Frothy ; ſpumy. Sbak . YOO pren (ecp, 1uh , Sax .) 1. The oblique caſe
YET conjunel. lryt, zer , geta , Sax . ) Never
of je. Eph. 2. It is uſed in the nominative.
theleis; notwithitanding ; however. Daniel,
Shakeſp . 3. It is the ceremonial word for
Sub, Tilloifon.
the ſecond perſon ſingular , and always uled
YET. adv. 1. Befide ; over and above.Atterbury . except in folemn language . Pope.
2. Still; the flate Itill remaining the ſame.YOUNG. o long, yeong, Sax. jong, Dutch .)
Addijan. 3. Once again. Pofe. 4. At this
1. Deing in the firſt part of life ; not old.
time; fo ſoon ; hitherto : with a negative be
Shakeſp . Chapman , Cowley. 2. Ignorant ;
fore it . Bacon . 5. At leaſt . Baker . 6. It notes
weak Shakeſp . 3. It is ſometimes applied ta
increaſe or extenſion of the fente of the words vegetable lite. Bacor.
to which it is joined. Dryden. 7. Suill; in a YOUNG , !· The offspring of animals collec
new degree. L'Ellrange 8. Even ; after all.
tively. Milton, More.
YOU'NGISH . a . ( from young. ) Somewhat
Whitgifie, Bacon. 9. Hitherio. Hooker.
young Tailer .
YEVEN . for given. Spenfer .
YEW. ! ( ip, Saxon.) A tree of tough wood YOUNGLING . L. (from yung i jeongling,
Fairfax. Prior.
Sex ) Any creature in the first part of lite.
YEWEN . a . ( from yew . ) Made of the wood YOUNGLY. adv. (from young. ] 1. Early in
of vew.
life Shake p . 2. Ignorantly ; weakly.
YFERE. adv. Cyrene , Sax.) Together. Spend YOUNGSTER ? F. (from young !A Young
TO YIELD v . a . Igeldan, Sax . lo pay . } 1. TO YOUNKER . } perfon . Shakejp. Creab.
produce ; to give in return for cultivation or
Prior .
labour. Arbuinnet. 2. To produce in general . YOUNGTH . 1. (from young.) Youth. Spesſer.
Shakelp . Arbuthnot. 3. To afford ; to exhibit YOUR. pronoun. ( eoper , fax . ) 1. Pelonging to
Sidney, Lecke. 4. To give , as claimed of right. you. Skakelp . 2. Yours is uled when the
Milion. 5. To allow ; lo permit Milton. 6. To
Substantive goes before or is understood : asthis
emit ; to expire. Genelis. ; . To reſign ; to
is your book , this book is yours Sbakelp. Popt
give up. Waits. 8. To ſurrender Kalles, YOURSELF . . ( your and self. ) You , even
you ; ye, not others. Shakeſp .
TO YIELD. V. n. 1. Give up the conqueii ; to
Submit Daniel, D'alton. 2. To comply with | YOUTH . . ( ye gog , Sax.) 1. The part of life
any perfon. Proverbs. 3. To comply with
fucceeding to childhood and adoleſcence. Shak.
Milton, Arbutbas ! 2. A young man Shakelp.
things. Bacon , Milion . 4. To concede ; to
admit ; to allow ; not to deny. Hakewill. 3
Wilton,Dryden . 3. Young men Ber. Jetais .
To give place as inferiout in excellence or YOUTHFUL. O | youib and full ] 1, Young ,
Dryd. 2. Suitable to the firſt part oflife. Bilt.
any other quality. Dryden.
YIELDER . L. (trom ysedd.) One who yields.
Dryd . Pare. 3. Vigorous as in youth.Bentley.
Shakejp:
YOUTHFULLY . civ. (from youbful ] In :
youthful manner .
YOKE ) . (geoc, Saxon ; jock , Dutch .) 1. Tbe
bandage placed on the neck of draught oxen. YOUTHLY. e. (from youth.]Young ; early in
Numbers, Pole. 2. A mark of lervitude ; lie Spenler.
flavery . Dryden. 3. A chain ; a link ; a bond. YOU'THÝ. a. (from yoush.) Young ; youthful.
Dryden 4. A couple ; two ; a pair. Shakeſp
Speclater,
Dryden , Bresme.
YPIGHT. part . ( y and pight, from pitcb.]
Fixed . Spenſer.
bind
To
1.
.)
noun
the
from
(
a.
To YOKE. V.
by a yokeor carriage . L'xſtrange, Dryden. 2. YUCK ,
l jocker, Duidh . ) Itch.
To join or couple with another. Dryden . 3. YULE } [ geul, yeol, yehul, Sax . ) The time of
To eoflave ; to lubitue, Shakejp. 4. To re
Chriſtmas .
Pain ; to coolipe Bacon .
YUX. l. (jeox, Sax.] The bicoough.
z.

ZOO

ZEU

Z.
Is found in the Saxon alphabets, fet down , mar, when a verb agreeing with divers nouns,
or an adjective with divers ſubſtantives, is
Z.
referred to one expreſly, and to the other by
originally Teutonick : its ſound is uniformly
that of an hard S.
ſupplement ; as luft overcame thame, bold
ZAFFAR . I J. Powder the calx of cobalt , ve
nels fear, and madneſs reaſon ,
ZAPFIR. S ry fine, and mix it with three ZOCLE. F. (In archite &ture .) A ſmall ſort of
ſtand or pedeſtal, being a low ſquare piece or
times its weight of powdered flints, this be
ing wetted with common water, the whole member, ſerving to ſupport a buſto, ſtatue, or
the like.
concretes into a folid maſs called coffre, which
from its hardneſs has been miſtaken for a na- ZODIACK.S : [ {wianos . ) The track of the ſun
tive mineral . Hill,
through the twelve ſigns ; a great circle of the
ZANY. S. One employed to raiſe laughter by
ſphere, containing the twelve ſigns. Ber.
his geſtures, actions and ſpeeches; i merry
Jobnfon, Bentley.
ZÓNE. j. rzwi zona, Lat.) 1 . A girdle.
Andrew ; a buffoon. Shakeſp. Denne.
ZA'RNICH. ). A ſolid ſubſtance in which or
Dryden, Granville. 2. A diviſion of the earth .
The whole ſurface of the earth is divided into
piment is frequently found ; and it approach
es to the nature of orpiment, but without its
five Zones : The firſt is contained between the
Juftre and foliated texture. The common
two tropicks, and is called the corrid zone.
kinds of Zarnich are green and yellow . Hill. There are two temperate zones, and two frigid
cones . The northern temperate zone is ter
ZEAL . S. (sos, selws, Lat ] Paffionate ar
minated by the tropick of Cancer and the
dour for any perſon or cauſe. Hooker , Milton,
arctick polar circle : the ſouthern temperate
Dryden, Tillotſon, Spratt.
ZEALOT. S. [ zelcteur , Fr. Sriwinç.) One pal zone is contained between the tropick of Ca
ſionately ardent in any cauſe. Cenerally uſed
pricorn and the polar circle : the frigid zones
in diſpraiſe. Spratt.
are circumſcribed by the polar circles, and
ZEA’LOUS. a. ( from zeal.) Ardently paſſionate the poles are in their centres. Suckling, Dryo
den 3. Circuit ; circumference . Milton.
in any cauſe. Taylor, Spratt.
ZEALOUSLY. adv. ( from zealous .] With pal- | ZOO'GRAPHER. S. [ wn and yzaow ) One who
ſionate ardhur. Swift.
deſcribes the nature, properties, and forms of
own.
ZEAʼLOUSNESS. . ( from zealous ] The qua animals.
20O'GRAPHY.S. (of {wn and vşáow . JA de
lity of being zealous.
ZE'CHIN.S. (So named from Zecha, a place in
ſcription of the forms, natures and properties
Venice where the mind is ſettled for coinage )
of animals . Glanville.
A gold coin worth about nine ſhillings ſterling. ZOO’LOGY: J. (of {wov and 2030.) A creatiſe
ZEDO'ARY . S. [zediaire, Fr.] A ſpicy plant, concerning living creatures.
ſomewhat like ginger in its leaves, but of a ZOOPHYTE. f. ( Suoputov.] Certain vegetables
ſweet ſcent.
or ſubſtances which partake of the nature both
ZED: S. The name of the letter % . Shakeſp.
of vegetables and animals .
ZENITH.S . ( Arabick ]The point over head ZOOPHOʻRICK Column. f. [ In architec ?ure )
oppoſite the nadir. Davies, Brown .
A ftatuary column , or a column which bears
ZEPHYR .
} /.[zephyrus,Lat. ) The weſt
or lupports the figure of an animal .
2 EPHYRUS .
wind ; and poetically any ZOOʻPHORUS. f. í Gaooogos.] A part between
the architraves and cornice, ſo called on ac
calm ſoft wind. Peacham , Milion , Thomjon.
couot of the ornaments on it, among which
ZEST. 1.1. The peel of an orange ſqueezed
into wine. 2. A reliſh ; a taſte added .
are the figures of animals. Diet.
TOrelili
ZEST. v. a . To heightea by an additional | ZOO'TOMIST. ) . [of (wetopía .) A director of
.
the bodies of brute beaſts.
ZETE TICK . a. ( from 3ntív,) Proceeding by ZOO'TOMY . 1: [ {wotouab .) Diſſection of the
bodies of bealls.
enquiry.
5 T
ZEU CMA. 1.(from Setzuz.) A figure in Gram
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